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TO OUR READERS.—ENLARGEMENT OF THE 

JOURNAL. 

In wishing the readers and supporters of The British 

Journal of Photography a Happy and Prosperous New 

Year, we desire to direct attention to some changes which 

we are introducing with this issue. Instead of 16 pages as 

at present, the Journal will in future consist of 20 pages of 

text matter weekly, and will be printed by the most modern 

machinery on paper of improved quality. For the con¬ 

venience of the reader, both advertisements and text 

matter will be wire-stitched. 

The monthly supplement will no longer be given; but 

the permanent enlargement of the paper to 20 pages weekly 

will provide facilities for the publication of a consider¬ 

ably greater volume of matter than it has hitherto been 

possible to print. 

It is intended by the additional pages that will be at 

command to take advantage of the opportunity for widen¬ 

ing the scope of the journal ; and, in conformity with 

the requirements of all classes of its readers at home and 

abroad, to vary the nature of its contents so as to make 

it fully responsive to the many interests with which it 

concerns itself. 

EX CATHEDRA. 

Stereoscopic Some time ago we referred to 
Rontgen-Ra.y J)r Mackenzie Davidson’s arrange- 

lagrap s. ment for taking Rontgen - ray 

photos with stereoscopic effect. His plan in¬ 
volved the use of two tubes, but this has been improved 
upon by Mr. E. W. Caldwell, who describes his method of 
stereoscopically viewing in the fluoroscope in a recent num¬ 
ber of the New York “ Electrical Review.” A single tube 
Avith two anti-cathodes is made use of. It is excited by an 
alternating current by connecting it to the secondary coil 
of a transformer, the primary of which is connected to the 
street mains through the well-known Caldwell interruptor. 
If no alternating current is available, the direct current is 
passed through a small rotary converter. To obtain the 
stereoscopic effect, the image being superposed, a rotating 
shutter is placed before the eyes, each of which is thus 
made to see alternately 3,600 impressions per minute. The 
due presentation of the image in correct alternation is 
assured by the rotator being synchronously actuated by 
the same apparatus that gi\res the alternation in the- 
original current. It will be seen that Mr. Caldwell’s idea- 
is an adaptation of a method invented years ago for stereo¬ 
scopically viewing two superposed projected pictures on 

the lantern screen. 
* -x- 

Albumenised The paper, by Mr. G. T. Harris, read at a 
Paper Prints^ recent meeting of the London and Provin¬ 
cial Photographic Association, on albumenised paper-print¬ 
ing, is well worth the attention of all modern professional, 
if not amateur, photographers—many of whom have had 
no practical experience with its working. This process 
to an extent has become an obsolete one, though to the 
higher-class professionals, who still produce silver prints, 
it has not; it is still worked by them in the ordinary course 
of business. We happen to know of several high class 
professionals who gave up albumen for gelatine on account 
of its greater convenience, but after a time went back to 
their old love, simply because their clientele did not appre¬ 
ciate the work so well, and there is no question that a 
gelatine picture, with its highly-glazed surface, does not 
appeal to the present refined taste of a large proportion 
of the public. As the author of the paper pointed out. 
many of the thin and poor flat negatives now made would 
not yield good prints on albumen paper. That is perhaps 
why it is so largely used by amateurs and inexperienced 
professionals who, possibly, are unable to produce sucn 
negatives as are necessary for the best results on albumen. 
But with any of the commercial plates now on the market 
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there should be no such difficulty, as they are capable of 
giving any amount of “ pluck,” if rightly used, and a 
“ plucky ” negative is what is required for an albumen 
print. 

* * * 

The Question What has probably conduced to the popu- 
of Permanency larity of gelatine papers in England— 

they are not so largely used abroad—is that they may be 
bought ready for the printing frame, they require but little 
.skill to use, they will give presentable prints from inferior 
negatives, and their highly glazed surface is not objected to 
by a certain proportion of the public. But there is no 
question that albumen prints would be much preferred by 
.another proportion if they could obtain them, and, as a 
rule, they are now only supplied by the higher class 
professionals, who have always adhered to them. There is 
a point touched upon by Mr. Harris in his paper that 
calls for special attention, which is that of the permanence 
of the results when the prints are conscientiously pro¬ 
duced. Prints on albumen paper thirty or forty years 
old are in evidence by the thousand. Will a correspond¬ 
ingly large number of gelatine prints be in existence that 
time hence? With some, if a print has been made for 
only two or three years, and it shows but little sign of 

■change, it is considered permanent, or at least as per¬ 
manent as a silver print can be expected to be. But surely 
so brief a period is no test of permanency, particularly in 
the face of albumen pictures, unchanged, ten times that 
.age. We are not assuming that gelatine prints cannot 
be made as stable as albumen prints, but we unhesitatingly 
.say that the larger proportion of those turned out by 
amateurs, and by some professionals, will not prove so. 

-x- * * 

Albumen Apropos of the above, the manufacture of al- 
Paper. bumen paper seems to have become practically 

a lost industry in this country. Most of the albumenised 
paper used here is prepared in Germany—chiefly in Dres¬ 
den—where the trade is mostly confined to a few concerns, 
more or less as a “ combine.” At one time the paper used 
here was also albumenised here, and the albumen used was 
from fresh eggs. It was also much more highly 'salted 
than is the modern production—conditions which might 
well be considered more conducive to the permanency of 
the prints made upon it than in the case of light salting, 
.and the use of more or less putrid albumen. Albumen in 
this state is found to be more easy of application than when 
it is from fresh eggs, and it also gives a higher gloss. Here 
is a point in connection with albumen paper that may now 
be referred to, which is that many who use it—and those 
who have essayed to do so, as some amateurs have-—buy it 
ready sensitised. This paper is in an acid condition, and 
is by no means so easy to tone as the old which used to 
be sensitised at home on a neutral silver bath. Neither 
does it take the same deep rich tones. The home sensi¬ 
tised paper, however, has the disadvantage that it will 
not keep more than two or three days unless it is pre¬ 
served between sheets of paper that have been treated with 
a solution of carbonate of soda and dried. Then it will 
keep for weeks in good condition. 

-x- * -x- 

A New. Improvements of lighting appliances are evi- 
Arc Lamp, dently in the air, for we read that the electric 

arc lamp is proposed to be radically altered in principle. 
The intense heat at the focus of this light, reaching about 
3,000deg., is well known, and would have to be an integral 
quality of the arrangement; but Dr. Bung, a Danish phy¬ 
sician, has devised an arc light which it is claimed has the 
temperature so reduced as to permit the carbon to be 
touched without danger by the fingers at their apex when 
the light is in action. The effect is brought about by 

making the carbon rods hollow, and when the lamp is 
working, passing a strong current of cold water through 
the carbons. It is said that by this means the whole 
energy of the current is confined to the light arc itself, that 
the result is such a slow consumption of the rods that the 
usual automatic adjustment becomes unnecessary. Fur¬ 
ther, it is not needful to confine the manufacture 
of the rods to carbon only, as the basis of the electrodes 
can be chosen from a long list of substances according to 
the purpose for which it is required. 

* * * 

Seeing If we are to believe the account of the latest 
Telephones, achievement in telephony, the problem of 
photographing distant unseen objects is brought within 
measurable distance of solution. The Brussels correspon¬ 
dent of the “ Daily Mail ” is the authority for this most 
marvellous story. According to him, Dr. Sylvestre, an 
American physician naturalised in France, has 
on the authority of the “ Independance Beige,” 
invented an arrangement of a spectroscope 
and a telephone combined, which enables the 
speaker at the instrument to see what is going on at 
the other end of the wire. He can see not only the other 
speaker, but likewise all his surroundings. All this is 
brought about by the intervention of a little tube, into 
which drops of a certain chemical—secret, of course—are 
allowed to fall. • The word marvellous fails to convey a 
sufficient sense of the wonderful action of the new machine. 
For example, Dr. Sylvestre was using his “ seeing tele¬ 
phone,” and the man at the other end was incredulous. 
‘‘ There is a bust in your room,” he said, “ and it is very 
dusty.” His telephonic interlocutor looked, and lo! there 
wras a bust, and it was dusty. To show that this is no 
canard, we are informed that experiments were made in 
the presence of M. Mougeot, the French Under-Secretary 
of Posts and Telegraphs, and that the King of the Belgians 
has granted to the inventor Dr. Sylvestre an interview for 
the purpose of exhibiting the action of the new instrument. 
Naturally, considerations of £ s. d. connect themselves with 
this as with most inventions. Dr. Sylvestre’s price is a 
million pounds} w^e desire to express the hope that he 
may obtain it. 

■x- * * 

2 mprove- It is stated that an important invention 
ments in In- relating to the construction of the mantle 

Gas BmiTrs. ^ie Welsbach light has been made by 
an Austrian engineer. The well-known 

fragility of this essential part of the burner stands in the 
way of its adoption in many cases, and the new burner is 
said to remedy this difficulty. In lieu of the slight frail 
network we are familiar with, the investor makes what 
might be termed an elastic glass mantle by adding to the 
usual thorium-cerium constituents a chemical compound 
which brings about the desired result. The product is 
rather more than a mere addition, for it is claimed that it 
brings about true chemical union among the constituents, 
and not merely a mechanical mixture. Then, again, at the 
Crystal Palace exhibition of gas burners and appliances, 
there is actually on view an entirely new departure in the 
Welsbach burners, which appears to possess all the advan¬ 
tages of the Wenham light with those peculiar to the incan¬ 
descent mantles. The shadow cast by the ordinary form 
is well-known, and although it can be almost eliminated 
by the use of a suitable reflector, it still is a great disad¬ 
vantage. In the new form the cone is reversed, and points 
downwards, the burner being inverted. Experiments pre¬ 
viously made in this direction have been unsuccessful on 
account of the liability of the gas to strike back but that 
difficulty is now overcome. There is a Bunsen burner, 
provided with a regulator, for the supply of gas, and at- 
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tachecl to a cone of white china, which acts both as radiator 
and reflector. When lighted up the appearance is almost 
that of an electric arc lamp with its shadowless effect. 

* * * 

Weighing We are indebted to Mr. C. H. Botham- 
ley, F.I.C., F.C.S., for the following note 

on this subject, which unfortunately reached us too late 
for the Almanac : —The ordinary and indispensable opera¬ 
tion of “ weighing out ” often presents difficulties to the 
inexperienced, and is also carried out in anything but a 
neat and cleanly way by those who ought to know better. 
I am not referring to the handling of the balance and 
weights, but to the manipulation of the substance that is 
being weighed, and it is about the latter that I wish to 
make one or two suggestions. The first rule is that the 
substance to be weighed should never be put directly into 
the pan of the balance unless this pan is of glass and is 
detachable and removable, as it is in the small quadrant 
balances now so well known. If the ordinary scales in 
which the glass pans are attached to strings are used it is 
a thousand to one that some of the substance will adhere 
to the strings. With this one exception, something- 
should always be placed in the pan of the balance to re¬ 
ceive the substance and facilitate its removal afterwards. 
A piece of clean, moderately stiff glazed paper will do ; a 
small ebonite scoop such as can easily be obtained from 
the better photographic dealers is still better. Whatever 
is used must of course be counterpoised, and here is one 
of the disadvantages of paper, since each fresh piece has to 
be counterpoised. With an ebonite scoop, a counterpoise 
can be made from a pill-box filled with sand or small shot, 
and the two can be kept together.- Little inferior to the 
scoops, and obtainable almost anywhere, are the little cir¬ 
cular horn or celluloid boxes sold as “ watch protectors.” 
One can be used for containing the substance, whilst the 
other, with addition of a few shot if necessary, can serve 
as the counterpoise. For weighing-out larger quantities 
of material the celluloid boxes used for containing a cake 
of soap will answer quite well, and can be used in the 
same way as the watch-protectors. Ebonite, horn, and 
celluloid are practically impervious to water, and hence 
any of the receptacles recommended can, if necessary, be 
rinsed with water, to remove any traces of the substance 
that may adhere to them. 

* * # 

Ancient In a paper read before the Photographic Club 
Processes, by jy[r Thome Baker (see page 827 last 

week), reference was made to a “ raspberry syrup process ” 
mentioned in a letter in the “ Photographic News ” in 1859. 
Mr. Baker asked if anyone present could explain what the 
process was, adding, jocosely, that if a raspberry svrup can 
be both a thirst-quencher and a sensitising agent at the 
same time it is an excellent re-agent tc have in one’s dark 
room. We will here supply the desired information, inas¬ 
much as these old processes, from their names, would seem 
really ludicrous to many modern photographers. This 
process was introduced by the Rev. J. Lawson Sisson in 
1858, and was worked in this way : A collodion plate was 
sensitised in the usual manner, washed in two or three 
dishes of water, and drained. It was then coated with 
the syrup, diluted with three parts of water, and dried. 
After exposure, the plates were washed with water, and 
then developed with the usual pyrogallic acid developer, to 
which a few drops of nitrate of silver solution had been 
added. The process was capable of yielding excellent re¬ 
sults, and had many followers. The raspberry syrup was 
not a sensitising agent; it was simply a preservative. 
Although the raspberry syrup and other processes may 
strike present day workers, from their titles, as being- 
strange, there were many others that were similarly 

3 

curious. For example, there was the “golden syrup pro¬ 
cess,” the “ beer process,” the “ tea process,” the “ coffee 
process, the morphine process,” the “ sugar process,” 
the “ malt process,” all of which were claimed by their 
introducers as being better than any other. As a'matter 
of fact, they were all capable of yielding capital negatives. 
The late Mr. J. Traill Taylor, at one time, was an advocate 
of the coffee process, which he worked very successfully. 
Now in all these processes the different substances acted 
as much mechanically as chemically, by preventing the 
collodion film, in drying, from assuming a horny and im¬ 

permeable condition to the developer when it was applied. 
!5ome of them, however, which contained tannin and other 
substances of a like character acted also as organifiers, and 
aided in obtaining density and other advantages. Although 
some of these ancient processes, in the present day, may 
be held up to ridicule, they were very serviceable in their 
time, and, what is more, negatives were taken with them 
that would compare well with modern ones for quality, 
though not with sensitiveness or with convenience in 
working. 

*- * * 

t he Making; 

Enlarged 
Negatives. 

and ideas 
always to be 

So much misconception prevails with 
regard to the amount and cost of 
apparatus requisite for the making 
of enlarged negatives that any hints 

tending to simplify matters are 
welcomed. In this connection a short 

description of a simple arrangement erected by an amateur 
may catch the eye of, and be of service to, several readers 
of these columns. The degree of enlargement is only 
moderate, being from half, and an occasional whole, plate 
to 15 x 12; the arrangement of apparatus is briefly as 
follows, premising that an upstairs room is available, a 
room not habitually devoted to the purpose, but which 
may on occasions be darkened. The owner’s one and 
only camera, a taper bellows front focussing camera, was 
set up in reverse direction opposite an opening in the 
window, its lens pointed into a plain deal box; so far, of 
course, we have the usual thing, or, at any rate, 
a state of things which often occurs. The plain wood box, 
heavy and cumbersome-looking, has been cut, altered and 
shaped to resemble a camera, being 19^ x 16^- at the back, 
with a length of 16 inches tapering to 10 x 8. This camera, 
as we may term it, is set up on one of its narrow sides, 
the front supported by a wedge of wood corresponding in 
thickness to the body of the camera, the whole set up on, 
and screwed to, an equally stout base board. The ap¬ 
paratus being placed on a level table, the back of the large 
camera and the focussing screen of the field camera 
are parallel. To revert to the box camera, the front edge 
of this has a fillet of wood running all round it, and there 
is provided a trebly thick black twill sleeve, one end of 
which is made large enough to stretch over the fillet or 
collar afore-mentioned, the other end being drawn up to 
embrace the lens body. Two points in the arrangement 
remain to be mentioned. These are that the black sleeve 
is provided with a supplementary sleeve let in at one side, 
the object of which is to admit the hand for the regulation 
of the diaphragms or the removal of the cap during an 
exposure ; and with regard to the second point, this relates 
to the plate-holder. Dark slides are costly articles, par¬ 
ticularly when of large size, but printing frames are within 
reach of most pockets, and our amateur has a 15 x 12 
frame, neatly fitted with a pull-out shutter, which after 
serving its purpose in the enlarging apparatus, turns after¬ 
wards to its legitimate purpose as a holder for the nega¬ 
tive during the printing process. Now it seems to be a 
very easy thing to do to make this alteration ; fretwork 
wood, three-ply in panels, 18 inches wide, suit the work 
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admirably. A shutter can be made, running in deep wide 
grooves, which will most effectually prevent light entering, 
the dry plate is protected at the back by being covered 
wun a carefully cut piece of black pilot cloth, but of course 
the frame is not intended to be exposed unduly to strong 
daylight. The stout build of the box camera is also a safe¬ 
guard ; the frame is buttoned up in a recess against a 
broad shoulder, covered with velvet, and the aperture at 
top through which the shutter is drawn, is also deep, 
slightly Y-shaped, and covered in black velvet, and every 
precaution taken against fog from light entering. 

—-- 

CHRISTMAS AT THE ROYAL INSTITUTION. 

It has been the laudable custom at the old Institution 
in Albemarle Street to mark the Christmas season by a 
series of lectures “ adapted to a juvenile auditory.” If wo 
mistake not, it was Faraday who initiated these Christmas 
lectures, and they have been continued year by year by 
Tyndall and other well-known scientific men. The task, 
and it must be a pleasant one, has fallen this year into the 
very capable hands of Professor J. A. Fleming, who gave 
to a large and delighted audience on Saturday last the 
first of a series of six lectures on “ Waves and Ripples, in 
Water, Air, and Hither.” Although the discourse was 
ostensibly for the benefit of the juveniles, the theatre of 
the Institution contained a preponderance of “ children of 
larger growth,” and grey heads were not scarce among 
them. It is natural that it should be so, for the subject 
treated of by the lecturer covers a vast field of information, 
and is one with which the average well-educated man or 
woman is not very familiar. Besides, there is always the 
common excuse that the elders are obliged to go to look 
after the youngsters. 

At once it became evident, when the lecturer opened 
the subject, that he intended to make extensive use of 
photography to illustrate his remarks. He reminded his 
hearers how, season after season, they were taken to the 
seaside, and had opportunities of watching the effects of 
natural phenomena, which should teach them much that 
was both interesting and useful. And while he was speak¬ 
ing a series of seascape photographs were thrown on the 
screen, showing the ocean in its various moods, at first 
with the waves idly breaking on the beach, and afterwards 
throwing up mighty clouds of spray as they dashed vio¬ 
lently on a rocky shore. These pictures well demonstrated 
the difference between a calm, a fresh breeze, and a tem¬ 
pest, and formed a suitable introduction to a very clear 
exposition as to the formation of a wave, its height, velo¬ 
city, and so on. The experimental illustrations were very 
happily conceived, and the lecturer had evidently spared 
no pains to put matters before his audience in the most 
convincing way possible. Take, for instance, the demon¬ 
stration that a wave travels faster in deep water than it 
does in shallow water. To prove this, there were two 
long troughs, one containing two inches of water, and the 
other four inches. At the end of each was a floating 
cylinder bearing a tiny flag. A wave was initiated at the 
other end of each trough simultaneously, and the quicker- 
travelling one announced its arrival by the bobbing of the 
flag on the cxdinder, previous to the other flag making its 
bow. Incidentally, we were told that the height of 
Atlantic waves, judged from trough to crest, was often 
much exaggerated. Forty feet in height was certainly 
the maximum, and this height was most rare. The average 
would be something more like twenty-five feet in height. 
Ripples on water were shown in a very beautiful manner 
by employing a small tank, with a glass bottom, upon which 

drops of water were thrown from a small pipe, the imago 
of the entire contrivance being thrown upon the screen. 
In this way, by altering the position of the pipe, the 
phenomena of reflection, refraction, and interference oi 
waves were very finely illustrated. 

Of course, the well-worn illustration of a stone thrown 
into a pond and the resulting disturbance of the water 
could not be avoided, but the action was analysed. And 
here again recourse was had to photography as being the 
only means by which such analysis was possible. These 
pictures were taken by the aid of an electric spark which 
was supposed to have a duration of not more than the one 
hundred-thousandth of a second. In the first of these the 
stone is seen just entering the water, a small dark mass in 
the centre of a rosette with puckered edges. In the next 
picture the stone has disappeaied, but the rosette of water 
has taken a more cup-like form, and is edged with little 
knobs like a coronet. This coronet is still more accen¬ 
tuated in the third photograph, for the knobs are on the 
point of breaking off into vagrant drops of water. The 
next photograph revealed a new wonder. Owing to the per¬ 
sistence as well as to the resistance of the water, a stem 
shoots out from the centre of the rosette, which in the 
succeeding picture waxes so thick that the lecturer likens 
the form to that of a bedroom candlestick, of which the 
rosette forms the base. Next we see how this stem is 
broken up into fragmentary drops, until only a single drop 
is seen in the centre of the rosette—a bird’s nest with one 
egg in it. This drop, in the next picture, altogether dis¬ 
appears, and there is nothing left but a scar in the water, 
from which the familiar concentric, expanding waves in a 
pond proceed. Another series of photographs were of the 
snapshot order, taken with a hand camera from a boat, 
showing the disturbance caused by throwing a brick into 
water. 

But Professor Fleming had not yet done with photo¬ 
graphs, for he showed a very beautiful series, representing 
ripples on a tank of mercury; ripples caused by a tiny 
stylus affixed to one prong of a vibrating tuning fork. Here- 
photography gives the very finest results, for the rippled 
quicksilver is broken up into scintillating lines which 
reflect the light with generosity. Two tuning forks, each 
armed with a stylus, give rise to capillary ripples which 
are antagonistic to one another, and we have once more 
the phenomenon of interference most beautifully depicted. 
It will thus be seen that photography is once more in 
evidence as the handmaid of science, although in the case 
before us she takes a minor position as illustrator. The 
syllabus of the future lectures of the series, the last of 
which will be given on the 9th instant, holds out anticipa¬ 
tions that photography will be again largely resorted to 
for purposes of demonstration. 

Croydon Camera Club. -Direct enlarging cn bromide paper by 
artificial light was the subject matter of the demonstration given on 
Wednesday, December 18, and no better exponent among the members 
than Councillor Noaks could have been found for this popular process. 
Using the club lantern, Mr. Noaks clearly described the various steps 
required to produce the finished print, and practically demonstrated the 
process from start to finish in a manner that the veriest tyro could under¬ 
stand. The president (Mr. Hector Maclean, E.R.P.S.) alluded to the 
appropriateness of the demonstration, having regard to the forthcoming 
exhibition, and the demonstration on enlarged negatives which had preceded 
it, and moved a vote of thanks to Mr. Noaks for an instructive evening, 
which was carried amidst general apnlause. Mention must also be made of 
a series of photographs by Mr. L. Kougb, exhibited on the walls of the 
club-room, and which attracted much attention. The above formed the 
third of the one-man shows of members’works which have been held this 
season, and comprised a tasteful series of pictorial prints embracing land¬ 
scape figures and still life. Most of the examples were executed in carbon 
and none wrere below the standard of what may be termed exhibition mark, 
while of the thirty or forty prints, several were of marked excellence. Mr. 
Rough never allows his “Art” to disguise the medium in which he works; 
The results ai’e none the less happy on this account, and amply prove that 
the limitation need be no deterrent ,tp atrue artistic expression. 
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SOME SOUTH AFRICAN JOTTINGS. 

Near the end of the first year of the twentieth century seems a 
fitting time to take a glance at the state and condition of pho¬ 
tography. Here, in South Africa, we see in a circumscribed 
space all the developments which are taking place throughout 
the rest of the world. Circumscribed space, the military will 
tell you, is anything but the right term to use in reference to 
this country, but it is quite correct so far as photography is 
concerned. In and around the seaports, of which Cape Town 
is the principal, all our civilisation, art, science, and com¬ 
merce are centred. American and foreign enterprise are on 
the qui vive for the inevitable opening up, and meantime the 
military, with their friends and relations, bring us into touch 
with the outer world, more especially the British part of it, in 
a way that it has not hitherto experienced. The latest wares 
of the European market are brought to us ; we no longer have 
to wait until we hear of them and ask for them. Roused by 
the war fever, the artist looks towards this country as an 
hitherto unexplored field for the exercise of his talents. The 
commercial man introduces to us all the latest tricks of trade 
to assimilate with our own native “ verneuckery. ” 

After such a termination to my opening paragraph, it is only 

just that the hand camera business should receive first atten¬ 
tion, although whether it is most cheater or cheated is debate- 
able. The kodak furore during the last year or so has been 
irresistible. Not only every newspaper correspondent, but 
nearly every officer in the army {pace, Mr. Censor, I am a 
loyal subject, and I may surely comment on one of your most 
amiable weaknesses ?) has brought out with him some form or 
another of hand camera, not merely for the pastime of himself 
and friends, for each and every one of them is going, sooner 
or later, to write a book and give his enemy a chance, and 
each one of them is going to illustrate his own book with his 
own photos plus a little trifling help from the professional 
artist who has to stay at home. I have seen some of them— 
the original foundation illustrations, I mean. I trust some 
day I may compare them with the completed article. How 
interesting that will be! The demand for cameras here has 
been very brisk, and the demand was added to by the civilian 
population on the visit of the then Duke and Duchess of York. 
On the eve of their arrival nearly every camera on the market 
had been bought up. Then a panic set in, .which might have 
terminated in a riot on the part of our most loyal citizens. It 
had been announced that no cameras, not even kodaks, were to 
be introduced into the enclosed areas without special per¬ 
mission—a very reasonable edict, as three-parts of those who 
attended, and only wanted to see, objected to the obstructions 
which would be created, even by the snapsliotter, on the part 
of the remaining fourth. But on the eve of the arrival, lying 
Rumour—if, indeed, she lied—said that all hand cameras were 
to be suppressed, even in the streets, during Royalty’s visit, 
i^ome of the leading firms went to Government House to 

inquire, and protest if necessary, for, after all, the hand camera 
is not a handier vehicle for dynamite and infernal machines 
than a luncheon basket. If there had been prohibition of snap¬ 
shotting contemplated—which is most unlikely, considering 
the interest which the Royal Family take in photography and 
photographers—the reply from headquarters was reassuring. 
God bless the Prince of Wales, and the Princess, too! But on 
Sunday, August 18th, photographers were in full force, taking 
the arches and decorations of the city. It was then apparent 
how popular photography as a pastime had become. The 
dealer in plates, chemicals, and cameras reaped the profit. 
The professionals lost rather than gained, so far as the taking 
of the decorations went. The older firms, who knew their Cape 
Town best, let that part rest. The gain to the professionals lay 
in the additional sittings they got from their clients, who 
donned what were probably the most expensive costumes in 

which they were ever enrobed. The Royal visit is now ancient 
history here, but, seeing that the home photographic papers 
occasionally seize on some scrap concerning it, I may be par¬ 
doned for these few words on the subject. 

From the hand camera to the photographic exhibition opened 
to-day at the Y.M.C.A. Hall is a far cry; yet the transition is 
a natural one ; in fact, it is the main reason why the present 
words are being penned. The question I would put, m all 
seriousness, is : Is the hand camera really killing serious work 
amongst amateurs? I know this question is not a new one, 
but never has it been brought so forcibly before me as it has 
to-day. It is a long time since we had an exhibition here, so 
that the condition that old pictures were not to be entered for 
competition does not enter into any explanation of the 
undoubted fact that the exhibition is not an eminent success. 
Judging only from the number of exhibits, it is decidedly a 
poor one. Nor can the “ conscience scruple ” bring us any 
help, for though the South African amateur is not averse to 
flooding the statoners’ shops with Christmas cards, that fact 
does not deter him from claiming amateur status. The exhibi¬ 
tion in question was well organised and well advertised. The 
prizes and medals were valuable, and though presented by 
Cape Town tradesmen, a perfectly open hand was given the 
committee. The shop was not thrust unduly forward ; in 
fact, the only mistake made was in advertising that there was 
a chance of additional prizes if the favoured pictures were 
taken on a certain brand of plate and the same duly notified 
on the frame 

As for the quality of the exhibits, the work is decidedly 
good, though not, on the whole, up to English standpoint. 
Here and there a little gem which would make a prominent 
point on any wall in any part of the world, the majority of 
the exhibits showing serious, painstaking labour of the 
mediocre order, the actually bad exhibits very few in number. 
Yet what a disappointing exhibition on the whole when con¬ 
sidered with the number of amateurs here, and, more remark¬ 
able still, the honours having been carried away mostly by old 
names such as Edwards, Steer, and Fuller. A brilliant excep¬ 
tion is Mr. G. Campbell-Dickson, comparatively a new¬ 
comer here, who will be heartily welcomed. In the 
opinion of the judges, he bears off the palm, and 
few will, on the whole, be prepared to dispute the 
judges’ decision on examination of the work. Of the 
classes—for the awards were given for various classes—the in¬ 
stantaneous, the enlargement and the panoramic appealed to the 
hand camera holder. This individual, although not absent, 
does not show to any conspicuous advantage. As for the pano¬ 
ramic exhibit, it is all of the joined-on order ; a bit faulty, 
maybe, as all such work is apt to be, but not uncreditable on 
the whole. The work of the panoramic hand camera is absent, 
although there are a number of these instruments in South 
Africa. Their mechanism, however, is all, more or less, out 
of gear, and that may account for it. Speaking of panoramic 
pictures, the photographic world here has been enjoying a rare 
laugh at one of its prominent professionals. Take two pictures 
with a railway line in the foreground, for instance, and join 
them. You will get an angle at the junction instead of what 
should be a straight line. Take a building, or a line of 
soldiers, or a street pavement, or the shadow of a lampost, etc., 
etc., on the joined-up-panoramic system, and the effect may be 
bizarre. The professional is often placed in an unfortunate 
position. He cannot refuse a job, and often has to accomplish 
it by a four dc force. There is nothing, however, to compel 

him to put it in his showcase. • 

The weak point about this exhibition, and, in fact, the weak 
point about most South African photo exhibitions, is the small 
amount of attention given to the formation of pictures in which 
figures appear. Two valuable prizes offered by the local 
papers elicited but a small number of competitors, and the ir 
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work was very weak in quality. In single figures the Cape 
Town amateur is capable of turning out some very fine work. 
One very favourite subject is to pourtray some good-looking 
Malay woman with her picturesque costume. 

One would think that, with'so many snapshotters and mere 
serious amateur workers, the professional would have little to 
do. Such is far from being the case. The times are not 
piping ones for the assistant, the artisan of the craft, as it 
were. There are too many of them crowded down to the sea¬ 
ports, and they practically pay the high rents which their 
employers have to disburse. But trade is booming. Although 
one-half of the white inhabitants of the country are hard up, 
and even in distress, there are a large number rolling in pros¬ 
perity, due to the war and the money the British taxpayer has 
brought into the country ; hence they can afford to pay for 
luxuries. The influx of photographers from the Transvaal 
and Free State has led to no cutting of prices. They brought 
a considerable clientele with them, and khaki did the rest. The 
principal firm started with Johannesburg prices, and has since 
even raised. them. Competition with new firms has helped 
rather than hindered the old-established firms, some of whom 
were complaining of poor business a few years ago. The work 
turned out is of a better character all round. The platinotype 
picture is making great headway here. The price charged is 
greater than could be got for the old silver print, although the 
expense cannot be much greater. The initial cost of material 
may be greater, but the process being as simple to work, even 
simpler, than that despised iron process, the blue print, the 
saving in time and wages must be credited against the cost of 
the paper. Carbon never has made any headway here; 
climatic conditions have been very much against it. That good 
work may be accomplis^d by its means was shown by Mr. E. 
J. Steer at the exhibmon aforementioned. It is doubtful, 
however, whether any Cape professional will ever take it up 
seriously. The process requires more highly skilled labour 
than any photographer here will be willing to pay for. A hard 
negative from which may be turned out the biggest pile of 
prints under the blazing South African sun is what appears to 
be striven after. 

Photographic business here may be said to be floui’isliing all 
round. What its condition will be when the ferment subsides 
and the affairs of the country take their normal course we shall 
see when that time comes. Doubtless, prosperity will con¬ 
tinue. What we want badly is steadier improvement in the 
amateur ranks and a greater interest in the purely pictorial. 
That must come very soon, for the present slackness is probably 
due to the diversion of the interests of the camera holder into 
the depicting of scenes of incident and excitement. 

C. Ray Woods. 

Cape Town, December, 1901. 
-«-- 

Liverpool Amateur Photographic Association.—The eighth’ ordinary 
meeting of the present session was held on Thursday, December 19, at the 
rooms, Eberle-street. There was a large attendance of members, with Mr. 
P. Lange in the chair. The business included the election of several new 
members. Mr. F. W. Saxby gave a most interesting lecture on “Micro¬ 
scopic Photographv.” In the first part of his lecture Mr. Saxby gave the 
history of a spider’s web, showing, by means of numerous very fine lantern 
slides, the methods employed by the spider in the weaving of the web, its 
repair in case of damage, and in dealing with its prey when caught in the 
meshes. The second part of the lecture dealt with the marvels revealed bv 
the micro-polariscope, Mr. Saxbv showing a number of slides of crystals 
seen through the instrument. The forms taken by the crystals were of the 
most beautiful nature, many of them calling forth enthusiastic applause 
from the audience. Mr. Saxby prefaced his remarks on the polariscope 
with a description of the instrument, and by means of a diagram on the 
screen placed before his audience in the most lucid manner possible one of 
the most difficult to explain of all optical problems. 

Thomas Illingworth & Co., Limited, registered by Helliwell & Co.. 
51, Aldermanbury, E.C., with a capital |of £20,000 in £5 shares (l,fi00 pre¬ 
ference). Object: To acquire and carry on the business of a manufacturer 
of photographic papers, dealer in photographic materials and utensils 
photographic enlarger and printer, &c., carried on bv T. Illingworth as 
Thomas Illingworth & Co. No initial public issue. T. Illingworth is per¬ 
manent managing director. Remuneration, £500 per annum. 

[January J, 1902. 

THE USE OF THE STEREOSCOPE IN MEDICINE. 

[Abstract of a paper read before the New York State .Medical Society. < Mober.liNii, 
and reprinted from “ The Stereoscopic Photograph” for December.J 

The most important use of the stereoscope in tlie practice of 

medicine is that in connection with squint or “cross-eye.” In 
such eyes the faculty of single binocular vision is in abeyant-, 
due to the fact that the eyes are not used together, and also to 
weak or poor vision which usually obtains in the* squinting oy<\ 
Even in cases where there is not a manifest squint, but only 
weak muscles, and in cases where the vision is much weaker in 
one eye than the other, from whatever cause—an error of 
refraction, opacities of the media, etc.—where binocular vision 
is difficult, the stereoscope is of the greatest help in 
strengthening such eyes and maintaining single vision with 
the two eyes at once. Again, in cases of squint where tin- 
eyes have been operated upon but not cjuite straightened, tIn - 
stereoscope is of much service in completing the cure and 
developing true binocular vision. Although the stereoscope 
was invented in 1833 by Wheatstone, and its use explained 
more or less fully by him, Brewster, Carpenter, and others, it 
was not taken in a serious way at all by the public, who con¬ 
sidered it simply as a toy for amusement. The medical pro¬ 
fession held the instrument in about the same esteem as did 
the public at large. The laity, or many of them, at least, got 
the mistaken idea that the stereoscope was often injurious to 
the eyes ; especially was this so if the eyes became tired after 
using the instrument for a little while. They did not stop to 
consider that the fault might be in their own eyes, due to a 
lack of proper adjustment of the focus in one or both eyes, or 
to maladjustment in the movement of the eyes, or to faultv 
direction of them. It was not until Javal, of Paris, began to 
investigate the causes and cure of squint, in 1871, and brought 
the .stereoscope to his aid in the correction of this deformity 
and the restoration of true binocular single vision in these 
cases, that the stereoscope was appreciated for its true worth 
in medicine. Yon Grafe, also, was one of the earliest investi¬ 
gators to appreciate the value of the stereoscope in such cases, 
and he regarded stereoscopic vision as the crucial test in a 
successful cure of squint. In squint, but one eye is used at a 
time, the other being turned inward towards the nose, con 
vergent or outward, towards the temple, divergent, respectively, 
as the case may be. At times the eyes may also deviate in a 
vertical direction. Inasmuch as the condition in squint is thal 
one eye only is brought into use at a time, binocular vision is, 
of course, impossible, since binocular vision necessarily means 
the use of both eyes at once. Furthermore, in almost every 
case of squint there is some error of refraction in one or both 
eyes, with the error usually more pronounced in the squinting 
eye. In convergent squint, we have, as a rule, far sight or 
hvpermetropia present, with astigmatism often also as a compli¬ 
cation. In divergent squint, where the eyes turn towards the 
temple, near-sightedness or myopia is usually present, and 
astigmatism also in addition. It is altogether essential, there¬ 
fore, in the treatment of squint, first to fit the patient with 
the correct glasses. In so doing the focus in each eye is made 
more nearly equal, the images on each retina made brighter 
and more nearly equal, and the strain taken off of the focusing 
muscle. 

Three steps are necessary in bringing about single binocular 
vision: first, a simultaneous perception of the images of the 
object in the two eyes ; second, fusion of these two images into 
one ; third, perception of relief, that is, true form perception. 
For all three purposes the stereoscope is of the greatest service. 
Special stereoscopes have been made for training the eyes 
afflicted with squint; also special pictures or views made to be 
used in such cases., Javal, George J. Bull, Prestly Smith, R. 
H. Derby, C. Worth, and several others have invented special 
stereoscopes. Some of these stereoscopes are so constructed 
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that the distance between the eye-pieces can be easily changed 
so as to fit the eyes of any observer ; also in some of them the 
eye-pieces can be set to suit the varying degrees of squint; and 
in some of them the illumination on the two sides can be 
varied. Javal and Bull, of Paris, have invented a stereoscope 
which has as many as five movements, while the Derby stereo¬ 
scope is so arranged that the half-views on the card, by a 
simple screw arrangement, can be moved both in a lateral and 
vertical direction. In regard to the distance between the eye¬ 
pieces, it is essential that it should correspond closely with the 
distance between the centre of the pupils of the eyes. If the 

■eye-pieces of the stereoscope are wider apart than the eyes, 
the rays of light pass nearer the edges of the refracting prisms 
and are more strongly refracted than when passing through 
the centre of tliem, with the result that the images of the 
pictures on tlie card are too widely displaced, so that the eyes 
cannot bring them back to their place of union and fuse them 
into one, lialf-way between the two pictures on the slide. Or, 
if the eyes do succeed in fusing the pictures, it is by a great 
strain on the convergence, and this is painful and, besides, 
injurious to the eyes. Again, if the eye-pieces of the stereo¬ 
scope are closer together than the eyes, the two pictures are 
not displaced or separated widely enough ; and, again, the 
fusion of the two pictures into one at their proper place of 
union, half-way between the two pictures on the card, is made 
difficult or impossible. The average distance between the 
pupilary centres in the adult is 2^in., and this should be the 
distance between tlie eye-pieces of the stereoscope where they 
are stationary. For ordinary stereoscopic views this is accurate 
enough, but for special practice a chargeable distance between 
the eye-pieces is desirable. The object in having the stereo¬ 
scope so arranged that the illumination of the two sides can 
be varied is to make the images in the two eyes more nearly 
equal in brightness and definition, when the eyes themselves 
are unequal in visual perception. For instance, if one eye 
has poor vision and, consequently, dim images, while the other 
eye has good vision and bright images, it is difficult to fuse 
these two images of different intensity into one and have single 
vision, whereas, if by dimming the illumination in front of the 
better eye until its image is more nearly equal to that in the 
poor one, it is much easier to fuse these images, which are 
more nearly alike. 

Concerning the change in the angle of the eye-piece, it is 
desirable to have such an arrangement where the eye squints 
•and the images for the two eyes are thrown wide apart and can.- 
not be fused unaided. However, if the angle of the eye-piece can 
be changed so as to bring the images of the object on the 
macula of each eye at once, often the images are fused as one, 
and afterwards the eye-pieces can be gradually turned back to 
a correct position, as for eyes that are straight, encouraging 
the eyes to turn with them. With much practice single 
binocular vision is greatly stimulated in this way. Sometimes, 
instead of having the eye-pieces change their direction, the 
card with the double picture on it is divided vertically in the 
middle, and so arranged that the two pictures can be 
approached nearer to and further apart than for normal eyes, 
and in this way fusion of the two images can be effected. As 
a rule, the first card we place in front of the eyes in squint 
cases is one with simply a round black dot on each side of the 
card. The card is a sliding one, or the angle of the eye-piece 
of tlie stereoscope must be one that can be changed, so that the 
dot can be placed in the visual line of each eye. If the patient 
succeeds in fusing these simple round dots, especially after vary¬ 
ing the distance between them slightly, we then substitute more 
varied figures, as truncated cones or pyramids, and let him fuse 
these. To be sure that the patient is really fusing the images 
oi the two eyes, and not suppressing the image in one eye, it is 
necessary to add small distinguishing marks to the right and 
left picture respectively. If the patient sees the object as one, 

with both distinguishing marks present, we know he is fusing 
the images; but if with only one of the distinguishing marks 
present, then we know he has suppressed one of the images. 

Many people use but one eye at a time, and are totally 
unaware of the fact, thinking that they are using both eyes 
together. They see, but do not see perfectly. A striking 
example of this occurred in my practice this past winter. A 
young minister, thirty years of age, had a cross-eye which was 
operated on when he was eight years of age and almost 
straightened, but not quite so. The eye was so nearly 
straightened that no one could ordinarily detect the cast in it; 
and he himself thought he was using his eyes together until I 
put the stereoscope before them, when he discovered he saw 
double. After one week’s practice with the stereoscope he saw 
objects singly, perceiving for the first time the correct form of 
objects in their third dimension distinctly. It is unnecessary 
to say he was highly gratified with the result. While this is a 
striking case of its kind, it is not an uncommon one. Another 
use for the stereoscope in medicine is for the illustration of 
pathological specimens. By means of the stereoscope these 
specimens can be made to stand out in relief, and in this way 
a much better idea of their nature and true form can be 
obtained. An instrument called the verascope is used for this 
purpose also, which is, in fact, a stereoscope in wdiich the views 
or specimens are seen by transmitted light rather than by 
reflected light as in the usual stereoscope. In prescribing 
stereoscopic exercises in cases of squint, care should be taken 
that the patient gets a suitable stereoscope. The special stereo¬ 
scopes in which the distance between the eye-pieces can be" 
changed and the angle varied to suit different degrees of squint 
are the best. Unfortunately, because of their high price, they 
are many times beyond the reach of patients who need them 
most. Where the special stereoscope cannot be had, the ordi¬ 
nary stereoscope with the sliding views, in which the distance 
between the two pictures on the stereoscopic view can be 
varied, is the next best thing. For ordinary stereoscopic 
exercises, in cases where there is no actual squint, the ordinary 
stereoscope, in which both the special views and the ordinary 
views can be used, answers all purposes. 

In conclusion, it is important to notice that, as medical prac-' 
titioners, we have, in the stereoscope and its accompanying 
views, most valuable auxiliaries. If we were called upon to 
prescribe for our patients an optical exercise which was irksome 
or mechanical merely, or even one that was devoid of any 
special interest to them, they would not be inclined to use it 
with the persistency and faithfulness the conditions might 
require, and hence we might despair of effecting a cure, at least, 
in a large number of instances. But the case is far different, 
since in the stereoscope and views we have one of the most 
fascinating and instructive methods conceivable, a method of 
representation that is marvellously realistic, since it shows 
objects life-size and in three dimensions. Whatever the 
patient’s intellectual bent, be it history, art, travel, or science, 
we have here a means of gratifying it, since special sets of 
stereoscopic photographs have been prepared representing all 
the leading countries of the world, and an interesting guide¬ 
book accompanies each set, which furnishes a vast deal of valu¬ 
able information in regard to the views. To be asked to view 
such remarkable representations of famous persons and places 
cannot fail to be a source of pleasure as well as of profit to 
our patients. You may not be aware of the fact that the 
stereoscope is used to teach history, physical geograpli)', and 
the sciences. For instance, classes in history are given ceitain 
subjects, city or country, to read up on, and at the same time 
stereoscopic views representing historical places, as temples, 
palaces, courts, cities, etc., of such countries, and of dis¬ 
tinguished persons wdio have helped to make its liistoiy, 
together with different types of its population and its animal 
life, are placed before them. So in the study of physical 
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geography, the different formations of the land’s surface and 
strata can be shown better by means of stereoscopic views than 
in any other way, except by actual visits and direct inspection. 
The stereoscope is also used to advantage in the study of 
natural history, in architecture, in engineering, and in sculp¬ 
ture, specimen stereoscopic views being given to the students 
to study in connection with the reading matter. In this way 
the class-room work is rendered wonderfully interesting, and 
the subject becomes a live one, a present reality. The Govern¬ 
ment uses stereoscopic photographs for purposes of instruction 
in the military academy at West Point. What is being done 
so largely elsewhere should be utilised even more generally than 
heretofore in the medical colleges of our land, for there is no 
better way of giving the students a knowledge of anatomical 
and pathological conditions, apart from the realities them¬ 
selves, than by the realistic representations which are afforded 
us in the use of the stereograph. A library of medical stereo¬ 
graphs should be in every medical college. I have simply 
attempted to give an outline of a subject which in itself is so 
vast and inexhaustible that to do more would require a large 
volume. If I have intimated, even in a very vague and general 
way, the boundless possibilities that are wrapped up in the 
stereoscope and stereograph, and especially if I have brought to 
your notice, as physicians, a method that has proved invaluable 
in my own practice, and shall in any measure be instrumental 
in bringing you to utilise the same, the purpose of this paper 
shall have been accomplished. 

A. Edward Davis, A.M., M.D. 

PHOTOGRAPHS OF GEOLOGICAL INTEREST IN THE 
UNITED KINGDOM. 

[Twelfth Report of the Committee, eomistivff of Professor James Geifcie (Chairman), 
Dr. T. G. Bonney, Professor E. J, Garwood, Dr. Tempest Anderson, Mr. Godfrey 
Bingley, Mr. H. Coates, Mr. C. V. Crook, Mr. J. G. Goodchild, Mr. William 
Gray, Air. Robert Kidston, Mr. A. S. Reid, Air. J. J. H. Teal], Air. R. Welch, 
Air. II. B. Woodward, Air. F. Woolnough, aod Professor W. W. AVatts (Secretary). 
(Drawn up by the Secretary.) 

The committee have the honour to leport that during the year 
241 new photographs have been received, bringing up the total 
number in the collection to 2,896. In addition to this, three 
prints and three slides have been given to the duplicate collec¬ 
tion, making a total of 247 photographs received during tl’.e 
year. A scheme showing the geographical distribution of the 
photographs is appended. There are no new counties on the 
list, but the following counties are now much better represented 
than hitherto :—Cumberland, Derby, Durham, Lincoln, Nor¬ 
folk, Northumberland, Wiltshire, and Pembroke. Cam¬ 
bridgeshire continues to share with Rutland and Huntingdon 
the distinction of being unrepresented in the collection. There 
are three Welsh counties unrepresented—eleven in Scotland 
and fourteen in Ireland. As Brecknock, Dumbarton, Ross- 
shire, Wicklow, Kilkenny, and Waterford are amongst these 
counties it is evident that the work of the committee cannot 
yet be considered complete. To this year’s collection the most 
noteworthy accession is Dr. G. Abbott’s set of photographs of 
sections and specimens illustrating his study of the remarkable 
concretionary structures exhibited by the Magnesian Lime¬ 
stone of Durham. Another important contribution is a 
beautiful series of views illustrating problems on physical 
geography and geology in the Cheviots, taken by Mr. G. 
Bingley and Air. Hastings. The former also sends photo¬ 
graphs from Yorkshire. Mr. Coomara-Swamy has taken photo¬ 
graphs in Lakeland and Wiltshire, and Mr. Monckton in 
Dorset, Surrey, and Berkshire. Mr. A. T. Metcalfe contri¬ 
butes an interesting series of glacial photographs from the 
Norfolk coast, and a set illustrating the volcanic vents of 
Derbyshire recently described by Sir Archibald Geikie. The 
Hull Geological Society and the Croydon Microscopical and 
Natural History Club send some local photographs, and the 

members of the North Staffordshire Field Club also continue 
their contributions. Air. Jerome Harrison sends some excep 
tionally beautiful and interesting pictures of drift deposits and 
of striated boulders, of glacial phenomena about Snowdonia, 
and of surface creep. He also sends illustrations of Pa 1 neozoic 
and pre-Palseozoic rocks in the Midlands, while the Uriconian 
rocks of Shropshire have been photographed by Air. Buddicom 
as well. 

The committee notice an increasing tendency on the part of 
contributors to send in enlarged photographs. If the enlarge 
ment shows details not easily visible on the originals, and if 
they are sharp and clear, this is an excellent thing. But unless 
this is the case enlargements do not appear to possess any 
advantage over the smaller photographs ; indeed, rather tin* 
reverse, while they occupy considerably more storage room. 
“Fuzzitypes” have no precise functions in illustrating geo¬ 
logical phenomena. The committee would again call attention 
to the insertion of a scale whenever possible into the photo¬ 
graphs ; not an ordinary foot-rule, the divisions of which are 
invariably invisible, but something of average size which cannot 
be easily mistaken—the human figure, a walking-stick, camera- 
case, hat, pencil, or coin. The additions to the duplicate col¬ 
lection number only six. Several others are in hand ; but it is 
thought advisable to hold them back for a time in order to 
get complete sets on certain subjects. The duplicate collec¬ 
tion has been sent to natural history societies at the followin , 
places:—Dulwich College, Halifax, Haslemere, Highgate, 
Accrington, and Woking. The little set of photographs which 
was framed for exhibition at Paris in 1900 is now displayed in 
the Aluseum of Practical Geology at Jermyn Street. The silver 
medal awarded to it, or rather, the bronze copy thereof, will 
doubtless be received at some future time. The scheme for 
publishing a selection of typical geological photographs is pro¬ 
gressing, in spite of a series of unforeseen delays. The first 
batch of twenty-two prints and slides will shortly be issued, and 
the preparation of the second and third batches will be pro¬ 
ceeded with. Applications by local societies for the loan of the 
duplicate collection should be made to the secretary. Either 
prints or slides, or both, can be lent, with a descriptive account 
of the slides. The carriage and the making good of any 
damage to slides or prints are expenses borne by the borrowing 

society. 

OBITUARY : 

THE LATE LOUIS WERNER. 

AVe regret to learn of the death, at Dublin, on December 12th, 
1901, of Alonsieur Louis Werner, in the seventy-eighth year of 
his age. The deceased gentleman was born in the department 
of the Upper Rhine, and began his art studies in Strasburg. 
At Paris, in 1842, he successfully competed for admission to 
the Ecole des Beaux Arts, where he studied under Delaroche, 

Horace Vernet, Ingres, and other painters. 
In 1854 he settled in Dublin as a portrait painter, and 

although he did not himself practice photography as a pro¬ 
fession, he eventually, in 1864, founded the well-known firm 
of Werner & Son, photographers, a business which he con¬ 
ducted until the year 1885, when he transferred it to his son. 
Air. Alfred Werner. The business was carried on quite 
privately. A frequent exhibitor at the Royal Hibernian 
Academy in the fifties and sixties, the late Monsieur AYerner 
enjoyed considerable vogue in Ireland as a portrait painter. 
The deceased gentleman, who was much esteemed for his high 
personal qualities and is regretted by a large circle of 
acquaintances, enjoyed the friendship of J. F. Millet, Gustave 
Dore, and many other renowned artists of the last century. 

To Air. and Mrs. AYerner, who are so well known and 
respected by many of our readers, we tender our sympathies iiu 

their bereavement. 
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THOUGHTS ON THE NATURE OF THE LATENT IMAGE. * 

IV. 

A new series of experiments concerning the action of various reagents 
upon the latent image in respect to silver bromide, at last gave results 
which seemed to promise a modification of the theory of chemical 
sensitizers and likewise the idea that bromide is liberated during 
exposure. 

It is generally known that oxidizing agents, or substances used to 
promote the action of a halogen, either destroy the latent image 
or reduce it, and it is also known that these substances reduce 
the sensitiveness of a gelatine-bromide plate very considerably. All 
these substances exert action upon the plate by affecting the perme¬ 
ability and other qualities of the gelatine, and cannot be removed by 
washing. Experiments with gelatine plates as to their effect upon 
sensitiveness are therefore valueless, and the results must bt^ looked 
upon as distinct from the action of these substances upon the latent 
image, This difficulty is absent in the case of collodion emulsions, 
as the medium is quite indifferent to many of these agents and does 
retain them, so far as can be ascertained. 

A —-’J’he following agents for introduction of halogen by means 
of oxidizing agents were used:—Chloride of iron, chloride of copper, 
persulphate of ammonium, permanganate of potash, ferricyamde of 
potassium, and chromic acid. A 1 per cent, solution of these sub 
stances was used, and the chromic acid solution was prepared by 
adding 10 c. c. of diluted sulphuric acid (1 :5) to 200 c. c. of a 1 pel 
cent solution of bichromate of potash. Normal exposures were 
given in each case, and the baths were allowed to act for one minute 
upon the plate after thorough washing. 

I-—Chloride of Iron.—The latent image was destroyed. If used 
before exposure, the sensitiveness was reduced to one-sixth or one- 
eighth. 

II. —Persulphate of Ammonium.—(The solution was not acidified, 
but was allowed to stand for 24 hours. This is known to be necessary 
for reduction with this substance, when the preparation is quite 
neutral.) Persulphate was found to be much less active than chloride 
of iron. Tiie latent image was not completely destroyed, but the 
negative looked as though it had received only one-tenth of the 
exposure. When used before exposure, the sensitiveness was only 
reduced by half. 

III. —Permanganate of Potash.—This acts peculiarly, the result 
being the same whether used before or after exposure. In both 
cases only slight traces of the mage remain. 

IV. —Bichromate of Potash and Sulphuric Acid.—(Neutral bi¬ 
chromate did not exert any appreciable action either before or after 
exposure.) The latent image was completely destroyed. The bath 
reduced the sensitiveness to about one-fifth. 

V. —Chloride of Copper. f These acted much more strongly 
VI. —Ferricyanide of Potash. I [T?11 * ie ^-Vent image after, than 

p before exposure. 
B.—Halogen Absorbers.—If a plate coated with collodion emulsion 

is dipped for one minute in a 1 per cent, aqueous solution of hydro - 
quinone and then thoroughly washed (the effect is the same whether 
the plate be washed for 10 minutes or 3 hours) the sensitiveness j.s 
doubled, and there is no trace of fog. The same effect is also pro¬ 
duced by Adurol, which is a substituted halogen product of Hydro- 
quinone. On the other hand, there is no observable increase of 
sensitiveness with pyrogallol, metol, gallic acid, and sulphate of 
iron. Nevertheless, it seems to be merely a question of time in the 
case cf these substances to obtain the same effect, for by adding an 
alcoholic solution of pyrogallol to a certain quantity of emulsion and 
washing it after digestion for several hours, similar action is 
observable. 

Precisely the same effect was observed with narcotin, concerning 
which Von Hubl had noticed that its action as a sensitiser does not 
visibly assert itself until some time after. 

These fa ts seemed to be of considerable importance in connection 
with the theory of sensitizers. According to H. W. Vogel, a chemical 
sensitizer is understood to be a substance which absorbs bromine, 
ami, by its predisposing affinity for that substance, facilitates its 
liberation during exposure. 

If these experiments show that the increase in sensitiveness also 
occurs after these' sensit sers have been for more or less time in contact 
with the unexposed silver bromide and then completely removed from 
tlie film, a very different conception of the nature of silver bromide, 
as it exists within the photographic film, seems highly probab e. 
Before proceeding further, I must endeavour to remove certain 
objections. 

The old theory of sensitizers would doubtless remain valid if it 
could be proved that traces of the bromine absorber remained in the 
film notwithstanding careful washing. This, for instance, is actually 
the case with tannin, which cannot possibly be removed from the 
collodion film by washing. But tannin is an exceptional substance, 
whose tenacious, “corrosive” properties are made use of extensively. 
Tn the same way that tannin clings obstinately to the fpm. ferro- 
cyanide of potassium clings to the silver bromide, and not to the film 

itself. It was also used formerly as a sensitiser. It need scarcely 
be said that I have tested the substances used as sensitizers to ascer¬ 
tain if they adhere to the collodion or the silver bromide. Hydro- 
quinone, adurol, pyrogallol, and narcotin leave no residue in the 
film that can be detected. With regard to the analagous action oi 
silver nitrate used as a “ sensitizer before exposure ” (for it may be 
thus described), a collodion emulsion, which had been digested for 
some time with an acid silver nitrate solution, was washed until, 
every trace of silver had been removed, and then treated with, 
strongest nitric acid for destruction of the collodion. The filtrate 
did not show the slightest trace of silver. 

Notwithstanding the impossibility of proving it analytically, the 
objection, of course, may be made that traces of bromine absorber 
have remained in the film. But until some kind of proof is adduced, 
I think this hypothesis is merely dictated by a predilection for the- 
theory of chemical sensitisers. 

Some observations concerning so-called “ preservatives,” dating from 
wet collodion times, seem to indicate that in those days it was known, 
that the preservatives might be removed from the film without destroy¬ 
ing their sensitizing action. Wet plates often suffered from the 
disadv antage of evaporal ion of the solvents during long exposure. 
The concentrated silver solution attacked the iodide of silver and! 
produced irregularities in the film. Abney* recommended washing; 
the sensitized plate (or removal of the sensitizer), and resensitized 
after exposure (for physical development). The following quotation) 
from that goldmine of the history of photographic literature, “ Eder’s 
liandbuch” (Part II., p. 305), also bears upon this :—“ Fothergill was 
the first to observe that preservatives might be washed off a bromo-iodide 
collodion plate, and that sufficient w'ould be retained to exert action.”’ 
The mere analogy of the action of substances which part with halogen, 
or oxygen, and whrch easily permit very delicate chemical reactions 
being made, also reminds us of the possible influence of substances 
which have an opposite action upon silver bromide Chloride of iron, 
permanganate, chromic acid, and persulphate may be readily detect' d 
in small quantities, and are not retained by the film. . . In the sam< 
wray that my experiments with nitrite and sulphite showed that the 
sensitiveness of silver bromide suffeied very considerably, although 
every trace of the bromine bath had been removed; so did they also- 
show' that plates treated with chloride of iron and permanganate 
were not affected by a bath of sulphite. 

We may therefore look upon it as proved by these experiments 
that substances which absorb bromine may so affect SILVER 
BROMIDE that its sensitiveness to light is increased, and that sub¬ 
stances which impart halogen or oxygen diminish its sensitiveness. 

This contrast , which is most strongly marked on the one hand, in 
the best sensitizer, silver nitrate, and on the other hand, in bromine,, 
the substance par excellence for introducing halogen, naturally directs 
our attention definitely to the action of these agents. I have already 
explained that it is not chemical, but rather physical in its nature. 
If wre look upon silver bromide as a definite, stable substance, there- 
is no ground whatever for the chemical action of bromine upon it> 
and especially for the opposite action of substances, which, like 
narcotin, are far from being, in the normal chemical acceptation,, 
active absorbers of bromine. The behaviour of emulsified silver 
bromide appears to indicate that the substance should be regarded 
as an unstable, loose compound, in which Ag. and Br. are at least 
to some extent in a similar state to ions in a solution. 

I leave it to expert electro-chemists to consider whether this con 
edition is justified, and will merely add a few other facts, which lecE 
me under entirely different conditions to consider the theory of ions 
in my study of the latent image. In my paper, entitled “ Researches 
Conrerning Optical Sensit izers.”t I showed that precipitates, such as 
silver bromide, sulphate of barium, carbonate of calcium, and oxalate 
of lead, when stained with dyes of the eosin group, are bleached by 
salts, which have, the same ions as the insoluble substances to which) 
the stain has been given. 

The use, in everyday practice, of bromide of potassium in develop¬ 
ment can only be understood by examining the theory of ions. Tim- 
action of bromide is very remarkable when a solution of the salt is 
added to silver bromide by precipitation in an aqueous solution. 
Although pure silver bromide is immediately reduced by the develop) 
without the action of light, no reduction takes place in the presen • 
of a bromide salt. 

In the course of my examination of the reasons in favour of a 
chemical modification of silver bromide during exposure, the theory 
of sensitizers, which presupposes the liberation < f bromine during- 
exposure, had to be taken as the chief argument. In recognising 
the fact that the sensil izers may be removed from the film and yet 
perform their function, the assumption that the sensitizer acts as 
an absorber of bromine during exposure becomes superfluous. 
Sensitizers only act in the sa ne manner as those agents such as 
alkal es and certain alkaloids, which promote the ripening of silver 
bromide, and which are added to the emulsion for digestion, and 
then removed by washing. 

In what manner these substances act upon silver bromide, it is 

* Eder’s “ Handbucli der Photographic,” Part VII., p. 151. 
f “ Arehiv fur Wissenschaftliehe Photographie.” vol. ii., No. 2. * Continued from vol. xlviii. p 571. 
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difficult to conceive, but since all substances which promote ripening 
are capable of absorbing bromine, and those which part with halogen 
hinder it, there seems to be reason to infer that a kind of association 
of the silver bromide compound is present prior to exposure, and 
that the impact of the rays of light so far promotes it, that the 
developer is enabled to effect complete reduction. 

The fact, that precipitated silver bromide may be easily reduced 
by the developer in the absence of light, has hitherto been completely 
disregarded in the theory of the latent image, but it proves in a 
striking manner that it is quite unnecessary to assume that reduction 
takes place during exposure. By the comparative experiment of 
suspending precipitated silver bromide in a solution of gelatine, it 
is proved that the mere enclosure of the particles of silver bromide 
by the vehicle is not the cause of the normal emulsified silver bromide 
being unreduced in the absence of exposure to light. The developer 
is quite as effective in reducing the silver bromide in a very short 
«pace of time. 

IT IS THEREFORE QUITE UNNECESSARY TO SET UP 
HYPOTHESES CONCERNING THE SUBSTANCE OF THE 
LATENT IMAGE, AS THERE IS NO EVIDENCE WHATEVER 
THAT ANYTHING BUT SILVER BROMIDE IS PRESENT. 

If silv'er bromide is precipitated m an aqueous solution, in the 
presence of an excess of bromide, and then exposed for three hours 
to diffused daylight in a flat dish, taking care to keep it moist with 
water and to completely expose the surface of the bromide by thorough 
stirring from time to time, it will assume a grey violet colour. It will 
be evident from the smell of the water covering the silver bromide 
"that it contains bionline, and this may be clearly proved by addition 
of silver nitrate. The discoloured silver bromide does not yield any 
-silver when boiled in strongest nitric acid, and it does not appre¬ 
ciably change in colour. The product of the exposed silver bromide 
•does not give a clear solution when dissolved in thiosulphate. The 
greater part goes into solution, but the solution is clouded and greyish 
blue by transmitted light, which indicates the presence of silver in 
•suspension. The reactions, therefore, indicate that some bromine has 
been liberated by prolonged exposure to light. If the action of light 
upon the precipitated silver bromide is watched attentively it will 
bi observed that a perceptible change of colour takes place in a very 
short time. The silver bromide is at first greenish yellow., but in 
-a few seconds turns green, and then gradually changes to greenish 
•grey. In five minutes the colour is a pure green grey. Up to this 
point the altered AgBr still gives a colourless solution with this 
sulphate, and no bromine can be detected in the water. 

It appears to follow from this that bromine is only given off after 
prolonged exposure, and that light is capable of so affecting the 
-colour that it passes through a very long scale of tints in a very short 
time. 

These facts indicate that light merely brings about a different 
•physical modification of the silver bromide, when the exposure is 
not tbo prolonged, and that a distinctly visible change in the colour 
of silver bromide is not a proof that bromine has been liberated. 
The strongly marked difference in colour brought about by .three 
Lours’ exposure to light, is likewise quite out of proportion to the 
minimal quantity of liberated bromine that may be detected, so that 
•the change of colour cannot be set down to reduction alone, but more 
likely in the first place to molecular change. 

I endeavoured to establish a connection between solarisation and 
the successive changes of colour through which bromide of silver 
passes when it is exposed to light, and made experiments to ascertain 
how far the visibility of the image before development went hand in 
band with solarisation. For this purpose I exposed very rapid gelatine 
plates under a negative in a printing frame to diffuse daylight. After 
exposure the plates were cut in halves. One "naif was used to 
ascertain the colour, and the other was kept for development (metol- 
•scda for six minutes). 

I.—Exposure : 10 seconds. By red light no change could be de¬ 
flected, but with an incandescent lamp a slight tint could be seen where 
the plate had been exposed under the clear glass edges of the negative. 
Upon development a voi’y much over exposed positive was obtained. 

IT.—29 seconds. By red light no change could be detected. 
Development produced a peculiar mongrel image, partly positive 
and partly negative by solarisation. The clear portions of the negative 
bad been solarised, whilst the denser parts of the image produced a 
positive. 

III. —1 minute. By red light there was a perceptible change, but 
■even with this exposure solarisation was not complete. 

IV. —5 minutes. The image was completely visible by red light, and 
a completely solarised negative was obtained. 

Y.—With an exposure of one hour and a quarter a perfect dupli¬ 
cate negative, full of vigour and almost free from fog, was obtained. 
It would have been impossible to obtain a better, with the same 

■emulsion, by the usual method of preparing a negative. 
VI.—With an exposure of three hours and a half and the same 

period of development as No. Y.. there -was less vigour than in 
No. Y. From the changes which occur in precipitated silver bromide 

the one hand, and emulsified on the other, there Avould naturally 

be considerable risk in formulating definite conclusions concerning 

the chemical changes which are brought about in a solarised dry plate, 
merely upon the ground of the chemical reactions effected with pri 
cipitated silver bromide. Nevertheless, it should be clearly pointed 
out that solarisation occurs long before any liberation of bromine can 
be detected. It is, therefore, probable that the product of solarisation 
may also be regarded as a mere physical modification of silver bro¬ 
mide, and that liberation of bromine, and even the formation of sub¬ 
bromide, does not take place until the course of the normal photo¬ 
graphic processes, including the beginning of solarisation, has been 
considerably overstepped. From the experiments I have described 
it may at least be inferred that the sub-bromide theory should no 
longer be used as an argument for the possible explanation of re¬ 
versal. 

The knowledge obtained as to the connection between the change 
in colour of bromide of silver and the reduction which is proved to 
have taken place, induced me to investigate the behaviour of chloride 
of silver under similar circumstances. The very complete study, which 
Scheele made concerning the change chloride of silver undergoes 
through the action of light, has been interpreted by various investi¬ 
gators in a very different manner. The discrepancies in the results 
may be explained by the difference in the varieties of the silver 
chloride, on the one hand, and the widely different quantities of light 
on the other. A strongly marked change in colour does not by any 
means imply the liberation of halogen, as we have already shown in 
the case of silver bromide, and this fact is much more apparent with 
silver chloride. Ten grammes of silver nitrate were dissolved in 
50 c.c. of water, and precipitated by addition of 3.5 grammes of 
common salt dissolved in 30 c.c. of water. The chloride of silver was 
thoroughly washed and then exposed in a fiat dish to diffused daylight, 
care being taken to keep it moist and to renew the surface by frequent 
stirring. In a few moments the colour changed to a blue grey, which 
finally turned to an intense brownish violet. After four hours’ ex¬ 
posure the chloride of silver was collected by filtration and washed. 
The filtrate, when treated with silver nitrate, was so slightly 
clouded that it would have been useless to undertake the quantitative 
analysis as intended. The result agreed with Bibra’s observations, 
that chloride of silver does not lose in weight by exposure to light, 
and that it “ sometimes ” can be dissolved m ammonia without form¬ 
ing any precipitate. Other investigators have observed a loss in 
weight of several units per cent. 

I thought it avould be extremely interesting to study the action 
of light upon precipitated silver chloride in the presence of silver 
nitrate, as it might at the same time throw light upon the theory 
of chemical sensitisers in relation to the sub-haloid theory (absorption 
of the liberated halogen and the consequent inception of further re¬ 
duction, according to H. W. Yogel’s theory), and likewise upon the 
chemical basis of the printing-out process. Some pure chloride of 
Giver was again prepared, and as much silver nitrate was added to 
it as had been used to form the AgCl. The change in colour under 
the action of light was watched simultaneously with that of some 
pure silver chloride. It was at once apparent that the change in 
colour in both instances proceeded with the same intensity, although 
the shades of colour may differ slightly (pure chloride of silver turns 
to a brown violet colour, but in the presence of AgN03. it tends to 
blue violet). After the same exposure had been given the discoloured 
silver chloride was filtered and washed until the silver nitrate had 
been completely removed. Contrary to expectation, it was found that 
the presence of the silver nitrate had not induced any appieciable 
liberation of halogen, not to mention the formation of any metallic 
silver. Upon treatment with strongest hot nitric acid no trace of 
silver could be detected, and when dissolved with thiosulphate the 
cloudiness did not exceed that of the chloride of silver exposed without 
any addition of silver nitrate. I should like to add that upon ex¬ 
posing the AgCl + AgN03, the liberation of a small quantity 
of ozone could be distinctly detected by the smell, as stated by Hodg- 
kinson.* 

The supposition was shown to be incorrect, that, according to the 
theory of sensitisers, the liberation of halogen might probably be 
assisted by silver nitrate, if the silver chloride be reduced in presence 
of excess of silver nitrate. It may therefore be affirmed, in regard to 
silver chloride, that the assumed reduction to sub-chloride, or even to 
the metallic state, is not promoted in the least by silver nitrate. 

Although it does not fall strictly within the scope of this paper, the 
question is so nearly related to it that it may not be out of place to 
give some explanation as to the possibility of bringing this statement 
into harmony with the fact that metallic silver is formed in the 
printing-out process. 

H. W. Vogel explains the action of Ag + AgN03, in the 
printing-out process in the following manner:—“AgCl alone would 
not give a vigorous im?ge, but the chlorine, which is liberated, imme¬ 
diately forms fresh silver chloride, by combining with the nitrate 
of silver, which is also present. This is reduced in turn, and the 
repeated formation and reduction of silver chloride produces a much 
more vigorous print in much less time upon paper, when nitrate of 

* Eder’s “ Handbuch der Photographie,” I., p. 176. 
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silver is present, than when pure silver chloride alone is used. Hence 
the use of a mixture of both for the positive process.” 

According to the experiment we have described above, the ex¬ 
planation of the printing-out process is not so simple as Vogel seemed 
to think. 

In the ordinary printing process we have, in addition to AgCl and 
AgX03, the vehicle, the paper, and usually some organic acids. 
In the ease of albumenised paper, the vehicle also contributes to the 
formation of the image. With gelatine papers the vehicle is also, to 
some extent, amenable to reduction, but with collodion papers, on 
the other hand, it is tolerably inactive. The simplest course seemed 
to be to take chloride of silver without a vehicle. To ascertain the 
action of citric acid and citrate, the same quantity of silver chloride 
was taken as above, and the reduction was made after addition of 10 
grammes <31 silver nitrate and 3 grammes of citric acid, or citrate of 
potash. The mixture was exposed in the same manner as before, and 
after five hours it was thoroughly washed. The product of exposure 
was tested for metallic silver by treatment with hot concentrated nitric 
acid. It was found that the presence of free citric acid had pro¬ 
moted the reduction of metallic silver to an appreciable extent, but 
that the quantity was very small in comparison with the large 
amount of metal obtained by using the citrate. 

This is quite in harmony with general experience. Printing-out 
ipapers always give flatter images if AgCl and AgN03 are used 
without organic substances that form silver salts. If free citric acid 
■suffices in the case of collodion, the explanation is to be found in the 
fact that the free acid also forms a citrate with the silver salt in alco¬ 
holic solution. 

A PARTICULAR ACTION OF THIOSULPHATE UPON THE 
LATENT IMAGE. 

Abney and Wilde discovered simultaneously the valuable property, 
for photographic purposes, of thiosulphate as an addition to the 
oxalate of iron developer, or as a preparatory bath, by means of 
which development with iron might be considerably accelerated. Up 
to the present little attention has been paid to its theoretical import¬ 
ance. Both Wilde and Abney attached great weight to the fact that, 
with thiosulphate, the exposure of the plate might be considerably 
less than when oxalate alone was used. The preference of many 
photographers, even at the present day, for development with iron, 
may perhaps be accounted for by the just recognition of the fact that 
fhe iron developer, with a preparatory bath of “hypo,” “brings out,” 
from the shortest instantaneous exposures, quite as much as the most 
u'apid organic developer, metol. 

But however elegant and certain the development with iron and 
'thiosulphate may be; after a little experience has been obtained, the 
Theoretical explanation of its action has been very inaccurate. The 
behaviour of thiosulphate was quite incompatible with H. W. Vogel’s 

Theory of sensitisation, and Vogel, therefore, classified this and some 
other similar substances under the rubric of “ Development Acceler¬ 
ators,” stating that they merely shortened the period of development 

■and did not permit of shorter exposures being given, when they were 
■added to the oxalate developer. * 

The course of my experiments has shown that mistakes have often 
arisen in the theory of the production of the photographic image by 
■development, through incorrectly locating the effect of a reaction. It 
■could be proved that bromine and other substances conveying a 
halogen affected not only the latent image, but also the silver 

Bromide previous to exposure, likewise that the so-called chemical 
sensitizers need not be present during exposure, but that they perform 
Their services by a kind of ripening process before the exposure takes 
place. It was thus demonstrated that the theory of sensitizers was 
unnecessary, and with it the principal argument for the idea that 
bromine was liberated by exposure to light fell to the ground. 

As many photographers rinse the plate after it has been immersed 
in the preparatory hypo bath, it seemed to me from the outset that 
The action of thiosulphate in iron development could not be looked 
upon as a mere acceleration of development. 

My first experiment was for the purpose of clearly establishing the 
kind of action brought about by hyposulphite. By varying the ex¬ 
posure and period of development, and using on the one hand the 
ordinary oxalate of iron developer, and on the other a preliminary 
bath of thiosulphate of soda (1 in 1,000 with 1 minute’s immersion 
followed by superficial washing) almost identical negatives were 
obtained upon dry-plates, whether the exposure was 8 seconds and 
development 8 minutes without the preparatory bath, or 4 seconds 
exposure and 6 minutes development with the preparatory bath. 

The negative obtained after use of the preparatory bath appeared 
To be even a trifle denser, and was distinguishable by its characteristic 
brown colour. If 5 and 10 seconds exposure and 5 and 10 minutes 
development be given, respectively, the negative without the pre¬ 
liminary bath is rather the better, so that the previous figures may 
be taken as being in approximately correct proportion. From this it 
appears that with half the exposure the preparatory bath also reduces 
the period of development considerably, so that Abney’s statement, 
to which we have referred, that thiosulphate permits us to reduce 

the exposure to one-third, does not seem to be exaggerated, if we 
develop for the same length of time. Under any circumstances, it is 
not a mere question of acceleration of development. In the next place, 
to determine if the presence of thiosulphate during development with 
oxalate is necessary, a plate was washed for three hours in running 
water after immersion in the preparatory bath. The action of the 
preparatory bath was almost as marked as when the plate was merely 
rinsed, or developed with direct addition of the thiosulphate to the 
developer. 

As this showed that the action of the thiosulphate Avas a step 
further removed, I next tried to ascertain if it acted upon the latent 
image, or upon the bromide of silver even before exposure. Identical 
exposures were given to two plates. One Avas kept as a check. The 
other, as Avell as an unexposed plate coated with the same emulsion, 
Avas dipped in the preparatory bath. Both were Avashed for three 
hours. The unexposed dipped plate and a second check plate Avere 
then exposed, and developed with ferrous oxalate. By comparison of 
the exposures upon tAvo check plates, it Avas found that the favour¬ 
able action of the preparatory bath Avas only present after exposure, 
and therefore upon the latent image. The increased sensitiveness 
agreed with the figures given above. The plate treated Avith thio¬ 
sulphate before exposure showed general fog and the image appeared 
to be rather less exposed than the check plate. 

The result of these experiments renders the explanation of the action 
of thiosulphate more difficult. 

We may state here that the solution of thiosulphate, even alter 
being used several times as a preparatory bath, did not exhibit any 
silver (Reagent : solution of liver of sulphur). It could, therefore, 
be inferred that a double salt of thiosulphate of silver, difficult of 
solution, or that silver sulphate had been formed, remained in 
the film. But this neither explains the difference of behaviour before 
and after exposure, nor why alkaline developers do not derive any 
benefit for such a favourable modification of the latent image. 

The one-sided nature of the action of thiosulphate, m preparing the 
Avay to some extent for the oxalate developer alone, reminds me of the 
observations concerning alkaline gallic acid, which I published a 
short time ago*. Alkaline gallic acid does not take part in the 
process of chemical development, unless metol is used as developer. 

Various other substances containing sulphur also act upon the 
latent image similarly to this sulphate. The action of sulphite of soda 
is not quite so strong as that of hyposulphite. But that of poly¬ 
sulphide of soda, Arbich was used in the form of officinal liver of 
sulphur, was \Tery much stronger. A solution of liver of sulphur, 
in the proportion of 1 to 1,000, decomposes in a very short time, and 
deposits sulphur. Used in this condition, as a preparatory bath, it 
augments the capacity for development very considerably and produces 
a very appreciable amount of fog. Then reaction is so delicate that 
a solution of 1 in 1,000.000 produces a very marked increase of density 
in the negative. When the stronger solution, 1 in 1,000, is used the 
bromide of silver suffers a change of colour, Avhieli is distinctly visible 
in the dark-room, and as it is broAvnish yelloAv by daylight, the actual 
formation of silver sulphide appears to have taken place. Such a 
change of colour is not obserA'able Avhen sulphite and thiosulphate 
are used. 

IT seems very remarkable in using the preparatory bath of liver of 
sulphur, Avhich actually causes a chemical alteration of the silver 
bromide, that the increased capacity for development is only observ¬ 
able with ferrous oxalate and not the organic developers. 

Thiosmamin, which is knoAvn for its solvent action upon the silver 
haloids, and has even been proposed as a fixing agent, also affects 
exposed silver bromide when developed Avith oxalate, but it principally 
accelerates the development and increases the degree of fog without 
shortening the exposure. Sulpho-cyanide of ammonium also beliaA'es 
in a very peculiar manner Avhen used as a preparatory bath (for 1 
minute) in the proportion of 1 to 200. In the first stage of develop¬ 
ment. it lays behind the check plate considerably, but it speed.lv 
catches up and brings out more detail in the shadows, but at the same 
time produces a mai ked amount of fog. 

It is Avorthy of notice that thiosulphate, sulphite, sulpho-cyanide of 
ammonium, and thiosinamin, are all solvents of silver. But a general 
hypothesis cannot be based upon this fact, in explanation of the 
action of these substances, as the polysulphides do not possess this 
property. The only common property of all these substances is the 
sulphur they contain. 

THE ACCELERATION OF DEVELOPMENT. 

If these experiments had shown that thiosulphate' and kindred sub¬ 
stances Avere not accelerators of development, but exerted their influ¬ 
ence upon the latent'image, it Avould have been possible to prove that 
ferro-cyanide of potassium, recommended by Hnnlyt as an accelerator 
for alkaline development, only exerts its influence in the actual 
process of deA7elopment. Ferrocvanide is not to be compared with 
thiosulphate in the extent of its action in iron development. In 

* “ Photographisehe Correspondenz,” 1900, p. 161. 

f “ Photographisehe Correspondenz,” 18S9, p. 160. 
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addition to hydroquinone, 1 observed that ferrocyanide of potash also 
exerted its influence with adurol, pyrogallol and metol. 50 c.c. of a 
20 per cent, solution of ferrocyanide was added to each 200 c.c. of 
developer ready for use. 

On the other hand if the latent image is immersed for 1 minute 
in a 20 per cent, solution of ferrocyanide of potassium, and after 
thorough washing developed with hydroquinone and potash, only a 
very thin image is obtained, which does not strengthen with prolonged 

development. 

After this digression, if we briefly review the results obtained, we 

And : — . 
3. That there is a complete absence of proof of any chemical change 

in silver bromide, consequent upon normal photographic exposure, as 
the nascent silver and sub-bromide hypotheses are both without 
sufficient support, and the theory of sensitizers, as well as the 
explanation of solarization, upon the assumption of a sub-haloid, both 
require the presupposition of a chemical change by exposure, and 
stand upon a weak foundation. 

2. As precipitated silver bromide is easily reduced in the absence 
of light, it is superfluous to presuppose the existence of a chemically 
modified silver bromide to explain the process of development. 

3. Emulsified' bromide of silver appears to be in an unstable con¬ 
dition (dissociated, ionised). In this state it reacts upon numerous 
chemical substances in such a manner (ripening processes and their 
prevention), that the action of light is facilitated or obstructed. Actual 
reduction does not occur until the developer is applied. 

We thus return again to the old view, that the process of normal 
exposure merely effects a change in molecular structure. 1 his sup¬ 
position is really the most comprehensible, if we keep in view the 
simple fundamental experiment, that the commonest form of silver 
bromide, precipitated from an aqueous solution, can be easily reduced, 
without exposure to light, even by substances that are not 
“ developers ” (gallic acid, aldehydes). There are numerous instances 
of molecular change caused by the action of light. Finely" divided 
selenium is converted to the crystalline state by the sun’s lays, and 
selenium is a better electrical conductor when exposed to light, than 
in the dark (Bell’s photophone, selenium photometer). A similar 
influence upon the electroscope to that of selenium*, has also been 
observed with sulphur. Crystals of chloride, bromide, and iodide of 
silver are also reduced to powder by exposure to light**, i he relation 
between photo-chemical and electro-chemical processes to which I 
have drawn attention, are in special agreement with the observations 
of Arrhenius***, that the silver halogenides become conductors of 
electricity when exposed to light. Bredig’s**** application of Lenard 
and Wolf’s***** observations, concerning certain substances which 
appear to throw off a line dust when exposed to ultra-violet light, may 
serve as a guide for fresh investigations concerning the nature of the 
structural change caused by the action of light upon silver bromide. 

In my opinion, combined electro-chemical and photo-chemical work, 
arranged upon a definite plan, is likely to be most successful in giving 
a deeper insight into the nature of the transformation of the silver 
halogenides, but in any case further investigation of the nature of the 
latent iimge should be more physical than chemical. 

Charlottenburg, March, 1901. Dr. Luppo-Cramer. 

exhibitions. 
GLASGOW SOUTHERN PHOTOGRAPHIC ASSOCIATION. 

This association opened its annual exhibition in one of the rooms 
of the Y AI.C.A. Buildings at Eglington Toll on Monday. The asso¬ 
ciation, it may be mentioned en passant is a real live institution; 
during the winter season it holds weekly meetings, and these are 
attended by on an average 60 to 70 members, wind, snow", 
hail, or rain has no effect ; the tramcars—and Glasgow is up-to-date 
in that line—pass the door, and there the members are for their 
weekly feast of photographic nourishment. They have classes for 
beginners, a circulating portfolio, and all the etceteras of an up-to- 
date society, while we noticed in the list of classes at the Y.M C A. 
the President of the “Southern,” Mr. Horn, teaches a class in photo¬ 
graphy. The exhibition itself is a tribute to the energy of Mr. John 
B. Haggart, the exhibition secretary, who has practically “run the 
show,” although he promptly admits the ready assistance of the 
members, who show a camaraderie that might well be copied by some 
of our older societies. The exhibition consists of 504 entries, entered 
by, the secretary informs us, 150 exhibitors in the open sections and 
90 members. The room is too small for the purpose, and unfortunately 

Mer’s “ Handbneh,” I., p. 155. 
Kder’s “ Ilamllmch,” I., p. 157. “ Photographist-lie Mittheilungen,” 

vol. viii., p. 00. 
f *** Kder’s “ Jahrbuch,” 1885, p. 201. 

***? Kder's “ Jahrbueh,” 18C9, p. 305. 
***** “ Wied. Ann.,” xx.Gi, p. 443. 

the catalogue was drawn up before the pictures were hung, as a const- 
quence the members are “wandered” all over the show, and some 
d.liiculty is experienced in finding a “wanted” picture, in spite of Un- 
large number of tickets which the committee affixed to aid the visitor in 
his search. This fault, we are informed, is due to the association not 
obtaining possession of the room in which the exhibition was held 
until noon of the opening day. Then with a view to getting all the 
pictures hung, the walls have a rather patch-work appearance; this, 
we have no doubt, will all be remedied in another year, as the leading 
members themselves are not fully pleased with their work—but 
grumbling apart—the Southern have reason to congratulate themselves 
on the splendid display of work shown. The pictures, following the 
modern tendency, are inclined to the smaller sizes, there is a scarcity 
of those very large prints of former days. The lantern slide entries 
should almost constitute a record, comprising in all 363 slides, and in 
the open class the judges have got out of their difficulty by awarding 
three bronze medals (silver w ithheld) and six certificates. There are 
several stands of apparatus, etc., on show, a silver medal being 
awarded-to the Bynoe lantern, adjustable for gas, limelight, or elec¬ 
tricity, by Messrs. Beck, London. (Judge, Air. G. S. Bryson.) 

The following is the prize list (Judges, Alessrs. Tom McEwan, 
R.S.W., J. Douglas Ritchie, and Wm. Goodwin) : — 

Open classes :—Class I.—Landscape and seascape, silver medal, 
H. C. Leat, “ Entrance, Little Cloisters, Gloucester ” (74); bronze 
medal, F. H. Read, “ Flowery Spring” (82); certificate, J. M. Comrie, 
“Xibblers” (79). 

Class II.—Silver medal, A. Hunter, junr., “Seeking Information” 
(170); bronze medal, F. Ingham, “ Study "of a Child ” (459); certificate, 
W. B. Mercier “ Penitence ” (462). 

Class III.—Lantern slides (sets of three)—Bronze medals, H. Wild, 
“Firelight Studies” (205); James Smith, “ Openair Work” (207); 
F. Little, “Mist Effects” (193); certificates, W. T. Furniss, “Archi¬ 
tecture” (197); Fred Marsh. “Gasworks” (475); Rev. E. T. Clark 

j (214); Harry Holt, “Openair Work” (181); J. Beeby, “ Snowclad 
Streets” (179); Thos. Kent, “Seascapes” (470) 

Class IV.—Stereoscopic work (sets of two)—-Silver medal, L. S. 
Wilks, “A Street in Robin Hood’s Bay” (244); bronze medal, A. W. 
Westrop, “Birds and their Nests” (255); certificate, R. F. Soper 
“ Landscape ” (252). 

Class V.—Lantern slide, Glasgow, 1901, Exhibition—Silver medal, 
J. Gray (271); bronze medal, J. Brough (267); certificate, R. C. 
Dalgity (262). 

Class VI.—Novice (any subject)—Bronze medals, W. A. Clark, 
“ North Choir Aisle, Beverly” (478); A. Walker, “ Blackadder Crypt, 
Glasgow Cathedral” (321); certificate, R. Tough, junr., “West Har¬ 
bour, Greenock” (282). 

Alembers classes :—Class VII.—Landscape and seascape, silver 
medal. J. B. Haggart, “Towards Evening” (372); bronze medal, “The 

i Edge of the Loch” (353); certificates, R. Lindsay, “Peaceful Waters” 
i (379); J. Baird, “ Woodland” (371). 

Class VIII.—Portraiture and Genre Studies.—Certificates, J. B. 
Haggart, “ Neebors ” (413); D. Linton, “A Bashful Alaid ” (405). 

Class IX.—Lantern slides (sets of three)—Silver medal, D. Horn. 
“Snow Scenes” (437); bronze medal, A. Pewit, “Woodland” (432); 
certificates, J. White, “Landscapes” (434); J. B. Haggart, “Figure 
Studies ” (443). 

Class X.—Outings, lantern slide.—Bronze medal, J. B. Haggart, 
“Figure Study ” (456); certificate, D. Linton, “Woodland” (447). 

In Class I the first prize is taken by that w'ell-known “ architectural ” 
picture, “ Entrance, Little Cloisters; Gloucester,” by H. C. Leat; the 
merits of the picture are obvious, and one is particularly struck by the 
beautiful soft rendering of the sunlight on the building, but does 

I “ architecture ” come under the heading of “ landscape and seascape ” 7 
The second prize picture is really a fine foreground study of flowers, the 
flowers making a fine arrangement of lines; the certificated picture, a 

| study of sheep and trees, hardly bears out its title. Amongst, 
“known” pictures in this class we have “The Torrent,” by C. E. 
Walmsley; “Strayed” (Geo. B. Cowen); “She’ll plough the 
waves no more ” (W. Norrie); “ The Hour of Rest ” (Graystone Bird); 
“ An Old Castle Gateway ” (Harry Quilter); “ The Close of a Sultry 
Day” (J. AI. Whitehead); “Calm Evening” (W. F. Slater), etc., etc. 

Class II is a very strong exhibit with much excellent work, and we 
were not surprised to hear that the judges had some difficulty in coming 
to a decision. The silver medal picture is an unpretentious yet satisfy¬ 
ing work, the title being perhaps the most unharmonious part of it. 
the old man, a strong model, is quite evidently “ seeking information ” 
from his intent interest in his book; the face is well lighted and the 
picture hangs well together; other two pictures (169—171) by the same 
exhibitor, show that the award is gained by no mere fluke, but the 
result of applied knowledge. The bronze medal is gained by a simple 
straightforward example of portraiture, beautifully soft and free 
from any harshness. The certificate is gained by a well limned head, 
strong rather than beautiful, and hardly bearing out its title. In this 
class there is also much “ known ” work, including, “ The Alendicant,” 
(Harry Wade); “Alinnehaha,” (Jas. G. Alainds); “ Old Man’s Head ” 
(Jas. Drummond Shiels); “Tombs of the Kings” (Rob. Burnie); 
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“ Goodnight, Happy Childhood,” and two pictures recalling the work 
ox the late H.P.R. (Graystone Bird). “ The Whistler” (H. C. Leat); 
“ The Wind bloweth from the Sea ” (Jas. Burns); “ The Visitor ” (Wm. 
McLean); Faith (John Spark); “The Hon. Mazie Dundas ” (E. L. 
Blow n); The Sahara Caravan (G. B. Bainbndge); “Warm ^Vork” 
and “Charging Retorts” (Fied Marsh); “The Soldier’s Children” 
(C. M. Wane), etc., etc. 

It is impossible to treat all the entries in Class III; the “mist 
effects of F. Little look Avell enough in the hand, although there 
is evidence of fake ’; H. Wild’s “firelight” effects are hardly satis- 
ijing> the screens shading the flash of the magnesium “being in the 
Av ay ; James Smith s openair work shows good clean work, and 
a most irreproachable technique; amongst the well-known exhibitors, 
others than the certificated men might be mentioned W. Archibald, 
Harry Wade, John Stabb. Graystone Bird, G. S. Bryson, W. Louis 
Primrose, George Clelland, Jas. Burns, F. H. Read, W. McLean, 
G. H. Bambridge, L. S. Wilks, E. R. Bull, etc. The stereoscopic 
class is a small one, the medalled pictures having the stereoscopic 
quality, in excelsis, especially the silver medal set; Dr. Stainthorpe 
Has a bangar-Shepherd ” process pair. The “Glasgow Exhibition” 
class can hardly be called a success, but the “novice” class contains 
some really good work. The “members” show up well, and the 
exhibition secretary proves that he has photographic as well as 
organising abilities by taking the lion’s share of the awards. 

THE BROWNIE COMPETITION. 

An exhibition is now being held at the Kodak Company’s depot, 59. 
Brompton-road, Knightsbridge, S.W., of the competition prints of the 

iownie Camera Club, an organisation of young folks under sixteen 
years of age, who are doubtless preparing themselves for more serious 
photography by practising with the “ Brownie.” We must say, how¬ 
ever, that the Brownie, though its diminutive size and its low price 
may cause it to be classed as a workable toy, is amply proved by the 

quality exhlbltlon t0 be capable of producing photographs of‘good 

frJmfliemare °n exblblt*°n about 1,500 photographs, being direct prints 
rom films exposed in the Brownie. These are a selection; the entire 

number of prints sent in being about 10,000. There are two classes. 
Class A consists of pictures which have been printed and the films 
developed by the competitors. In Class B the work, with the excep¬ 
ts011 of. Pressing .the button, has been performed by other than the 
competitors. It is interesting to note that the former class is not only 
the most numerous, but, on the whole, the better in quality. As 

worlTnf ^ att/r Clf8 rePresents, probably, a fair average of 
conutrJ i kmd aS -Urned ,0ut by dealers and others throughout the 
country whose experience should give them an advantage, it is not 
xery satisfactory to find that their prints do not show a marked 
. upenonty over the production of boys and girls under sixteen 

consTstedy’?7e#Tv Were °r'gnialJ.y oiiered m each class. The prizes 
consisted of Kodaks, varying in value from seven guineas to one 
guinea. The judges, Messrs. Andrew Pringle and F. M. Sutcliffe 
however found it desirable to add to the number in Class A and 
eleven further prizes have therefore been awarded. It is hardlv 

an tXhibiti°n °f this kind as would criticise 
an exlnb.tion of the work of more mature photographers. It contains 
naturally, interspersed with much that is respectable or even meri- 

tn faB8’- *?eC1™ens of nearly every kind of error the beginner is liable 
°fa11 ,lato- In. some cases the effects are most amusing, but on the 

grapher^6 ^ Credltable to the rising generation of photo- 

The exhibition will remain open until March 31st. 

CORPORATION OF GLASGOW. 

iS WeJI known as ,the abode of a school of artists who have 
dwelbA^i^Tf06 a WOrld'know1n fact i ^ is also known as the 
vorlJ gelPl ° a municipality that is the best managed in the 

‘ the success of the International Exhibition it promoted this 
f°receilt tllat it is needless to refer to it. It is evident that 

it is to take an equally high place m things photographic. The great 

Scotian i’Vw 1897 axhlbltlon Promoted by the Glasgow and West of 
cotlanl Photographic Association is a matter of history, while the 

attentmnPohftbeCti°ni ^w’8 yea{? “International” has attracted the 
the who1® Photographic world; and now the municipality, 

hefded kJ11?gem,ent, of their Museums and Art Galleries’ Committee, 
p. ‘ i • GGdPV redoabtable Bailie Shearer, has promoted a photo- 

SSd in , ^ °n’ +0n,ltS °Wn- This is onlY y’hat was to be ex- 
ectecl in such an up-to-date city, with these previous successes before 

Wn w thver e^rpreS?nt influence of men like J. Craig 
fa ’ ‘ Warneuke, John Stuart, such a consum- 

”£1 Wr almofit certain- [n 1898, on the well-known 
Glasgow Green, was opened the People’s Palace, consisting 
of a museum art gallery, and winter garden. The museum 
and art gallery, where the present exhibition is held, 

is open from 11 a.m. to 10 p.m. every day except Sun¬ 
day, free to all, and it is pleasing to note that it is 
largely taken advantage of. Each winter since the opening an exhibi¬ 
tion, with a competitive section, has been held ; the first was wood 
carving; the second bookbinding; the third sewed work; and this year 
we have photography. The catalogue contains an introductory note 
by Bailie Shearer, and a historical sketch of photography, brought 
quite up to date, and including colour photography and the X rays. 
The entries in the competitive class, which contains about 500 photo¬ 
graphs, are catalogued unde*’ various mottoes, no name being given 
except those of the prize-winners, but many of the entries can be 
recognised from their previous appearance at exhibitions, or from 
their reproduction at some time or other in the photographic press. 
The judges were Messrs. J. Craig Annan, W. Young. R.S.W., and 
ex-Bailie Primrose. 

In the Landscape Class there are no less than 160 entries, and these 
vary from the delightful and “new” “Early Morning” (7), of Charles 
Kirk, Glasgow, to the quarterplate P.O.P.’s untrimmed and un¬ 
masked, roughly mounted, nine on a card, and framed entry by “Thou 
shalt guide me with thy counsel” ; it is to be hoped that someone will 
take the job, indicated by the nom-de-plume, m hand, as there is no 
possible probable shadow of doubt of the need of it. First prize 
(£2), “Early Morning” (7), by Charles Kirk, Glasgow; second priz - 
(£1), “A Landscape” (119), by A. Allan, Ratho Station, Midlothian; 
Honourable Mention “ The Brook—Evening ” (4), A. R. F. Evershed. 
Streatham, London; “Reflections, Aberdeen Harbour” (1), Jame 
Douglas, Sandyford; “Cutting Oats” (115), Charles F. Grindrod. 
Malvern; “A Landscape” (55), A. Allan, Ratho Station. The first 
prize picture is a rather new rendering of a hackneyed title; in the 
foreground is a pool of water, broken up by the reflections of houses 
silhouetted against the charming greys of the middle distance, the 
smoke from the chimneys of these houses blending well with the haze- 
in the distance ; it has no wild sky, but just such an unbroken sky 
as one might see on a misty morning. The subject is one that lies 
at everybody’s door, and it is astonishing that it has been so seldom 
treated. 'The second prize picture is by the A. Allan, Edinburgh, the 

. famous delineator of “ auld wives,” although he has changed his ad¬ 
dress; it is a harvest scene, and is presented with all his wonted skill r. 
the white horse, however, is rather “ ponyish ” in appearance, and not 
in keeping with its work; his Hon. Mention picture, representing a 
tree-shaded pool, was medalled at Edinburgh._ In this class “A. CM 
shows some good Alpine work, especially No. 76, “Starting by Moon¬ 
light for a Winter Climb in the Engadine,” when the moonlight effect 
is well sustained. It would, however, be improved if printed in ;■ 
dark blue green carbon, instead of black, as at present. C. Reid 
of Wishaw’s “Horses in a Harvest Field,” is passed over, as also is J. C 
Warburg’s “Sheep and Shepherd, Provence.” In “Peel Castle, Sun¬ 
set,” Graystone Bird shows a wonderful sky, but the sacrifice of a 
good bit of it at the top of his picture would have improved it as a 
whole. 

Class III., Portraits and Figure Subjects, has 152 entries, and the 
awards are:—First prize (£2), “The Gossips” (182), James Douglas. 
Sandyford; second prize (£1), “Bay Dreams” ,200), Bessie Stanford 
Amford. Andover. Hants; Hon. (Mention: “ One of the Old School 
(281), A. E. Attfield, Llanelly; “Friends” (188), Andrew Hunter, 
junr., Beith; “A Portrait” ‘(175), W. Watson Robertson, Pieter¬ 
maritzburg. Natal. In this class it is noted that a professional has 
stuck his business card on his entries, probably after the judging; it 
detracts from the appearance of his entries, and it is not, looking' 
at the conditions, in good taste. The first prize picture, a niceh 
arranged—or should we say rather caught—group of women, in 
neglige attire, was medalled, if we mistake not, as a lantern slide at 
an exhibition of the Glasgow Camera Club. Mr. Douglas has printed 
it in a pleasing shade of brown, and mounting it tastefully, not offen¬ 
sively, in the American manner. The second prize picture is a dainty 
treatment of a young lady seated at a window', photographed against 
the light, and printed in a delightful shade of red. In this class Miss 
Tomlinson shows “ Evensong, ’ a Matins,’ and others; Graystone J3net 
shows “Good-night” and “Happy Childhood”; Charles Kirk. 
Glasgow, has a splendid series of pictures of wild bird life; the tirsr 
prize-winner shows “A Portrait” (292), a good study of a violinist 
medalled at Glasgow Camera Exhibition, but liis “ The Morning 
Tub ” is not so successful, the rugged-looking bodies of the youths being 
jarring. Unless we mistake them, Mr. J. Peat Millar shows sour 

very effective figure studies. . , 
Class III._Arch tecture This class only contains 45 entries, >u 

some good work is shown. Glasgow Exhibition bulks largely, nit 
none of these appear on the prize list, and they are mostly unsatis¬ 
factory, although a few showing the exhibition illuminated at nig - al 
wonderfully well done. First prize (£2). Beverley, Noith *‘m 
Aisle” (364), Wm. Archer Clarke. Birmingham; second pi-ze Ml. 
“ Blackadder Crypt, Glasgow Cathedral” ]355). Andrew Walker. 
Glasgow; Hon. Mention : “ Ripon Minster (o49), Y\ . Louis Primiost. 
Glasgow; “The Gallery Staircase” (339), H. C. Leat, Bristol. Lhe 
first prize picture is one of the “open door series, but the distant’ 
seen through the partially open door keeps its tone well, and there 
is no halation, although the sunl ght streams across the floor from the 
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doorway. The second prize-winner conveys a fine feeling of distance, 
and the texture of the stone is finely reproduced. “ The Gallery 
Staircase ” is an excellent bit of unostentatious work; while “ Evening, 
Southwell” (331), by the first prize-winner, well deserves attention. 
“In the Days of the Normans” (359) is a good study of receding 
arches. 

Class IV.—Instantaneous, contains 58 entries, and is a rather mixed 
collection—good, bad, and indifferent all finding a place. First prize 
(£2), “Five Animal and Bird Studies” (382); second prize (£1), “In 
the Harvest Field” (402), Daniel Dunlop, Motherwell; Hon. Mention, 
“Tramps” (411), Matthew Wilson, Glasgow; “Hurdle Race” (408), 
Graystone Bird, Bath. The subjects of the first prize pictures are a 
dog, two cats studies, farmyard fowls, and sheep. Of these the cats 
are the best, both being good pictures; the worst is the dog, which 
is decidedly awkwardly posed. The second prize picture hangs well 
together, and the white horse in the reaper team is not too white. 
“ Tramps ” is a rather pleasingly arranged group of wayfarers, with 
a satisfactory rendering of sunshine. Graystone Bird’s “Hurdle Race” 
is a good example of rapid shutter work; he has several others 
in this class. 

Class V.—Lantern Slides (set of six), has 27 entries, representing 
162 slides. First prize (£2), “Animal Studies” (441); second prize 
(£1), “Wild Birds” (465), Charles Kirk, Glasgow; Hon. Mention, 
“Figure Studies” (4) and “Landscapes” (2) (444), James Douglas, 
Sandyford; “Glasgow Exhibition” (446). Andrew Hunter, junr., 
Beith. The first prize set are good, clean technical work; the second 
set are a good representative set of “ nature ” work—“ Birds at Home ” 
& la Kearton and Lodge; but in justice to Mr. Kirk, be it said, that 
if memory serves us aright, we saw some of his work in that direction 
a number of years ago, before it had such a vogue. 

In the “Exhibition Only” class, Glasgow professionals have re¬ 
sponded nobly. T. and R. Annan occupy the place of honour with a 
very large photograph of “ The Grand Entrance, Glasgow Exhibition,” 
a striking work that demands attention, though perhaps it is taken 
from too much the architects’ point of view to be a picture; there is a 
wealth of work from J. Craig Annan, and all round the room one is 
coming across old friends from his camera, amongst others that are 
thus, as it were, resuscitated might be mentioned “ S. R. Crockett, 
Esq.,” “A Utrecht Pastoral,” “On a Dutch Shore,” “A Vineyard in 
Xnmbardv,” “ Jas. Guthrie, Esq.,” “In a Garden Fair,” etc., etc. W. 
M. Warneuke has also a representative collection on view, including so 
well known pictures as “ Paulina,” “ Lady with Veil ” (542), “ Ready for 
Market,” and other works. Langfier, Ltd., show a large number or 
portraits of people who bulk largely in the public eye, “ Sir George 
White,” “Mr. Beerbohm Tree,” and others, while in the same class of 
work Lafayette, Ltd., has also a good show, including “ Countess of 
Tankerville and Son,” and R. Brinkley and Son show some very fine 
work, mostly in child portraiture, of which they have made a spe¬ 
ciality ; Turnbull and Sons have the “ Song of Hiawatha ” and other 
pictures on exhibition. George Romney shows a selection of work of 
the quality for which that studio is noted; Charles Reid has some 
of his world-famous animal and bird pictures on exhibition, ipcluding 
that dainty and decorative “Willow Warblers.” Miss E. Hood, 
Glasgow’s lady phot >gnpher, shows some creditable work; Valentin? 
and Sons, Ltd., show some of their well known views, but they are 
printed in a rather unfortunate colour. John Weir has two portraits 
nearly life size, first class enlargements. J. M. Whitehead has 
“ Fruit,” and “ Fruit and Glass ” hung; they form a striking object 
lesson in this class of work. We have missed out many meritorious 
contributions in this brief note, but the exhibition proves that there 
are few towns to which Glasgow will have to play second in the work 
of her professional photographers. Wm. Graham has a number of 
what might be called “historic” photographs—i.e., photographs of 
historic scenes and events. J. Lizars has a large number of pictures 
showing the class of work that can be turned out with the cameras 
manufactured by the firm. Kodak, Ltd., have fully realised the im¬ 
portance of the exhibition, and have a monster exhibit, comprising a 
large number of war pictures, and also samples of different methods 
of photographic printing and development, etc. There are a number 
of microphotographs, and also lantern slides of local interest on show. 

■ he value of such an exhibition as this in educating the vast body 
of the people cannot be over-estimated. On the occasion of our visit 
there was quite a number of visitors, mostly working people, and we 
were much interested in one typical working man, who v as explaining 
to his large family the different features of the show. We congratulate 
the municipality of Glasgow on its latest advance. 

The Newbury Exhibition.—We would point, out that the last day for 
entries for the important exhibition in Newbury is Tuesday next, 
January 7- Any photographers who care to exhibit or compete are 
advised to get a prospectus at once from the Hon. Secretary, Guildhall 
Club, Newbury, as the eight open classes share fifteen really valuable 
nrizes. Indeed, the prizes compare favourably with any exhibition in 
England, and everything has been done to render the exhibition not only 
an attractive but a first-rate one in every particular. 

BOROUGH POLYTECHNIC PHOTOGRAPHIC SOCIETY. 

The Borough Polytechnic Photographic Society held its seventh 
annual exhibition of photographs, the work of its members, on the 
27th, 28th, 30th, and 31st ult., at the Borough Polytechnic Institute, 
Borough-road, S.E. 

We have had occasion, from time to time, to refer to the useful 
educational work in photography which this active society is doing, 
and on our visit to the annual exhibition an opportunity w as afforded 
of viewing the studio, dark room, and other conveniences which the 
society possesses. The members of the society are, indeed, fortunate 
in their surroundings. That part of the institute wh ch is devoted to 
their use is roomy and fitted with every convenience that the most 
exacting photographers could wish for, and recently an enlarging 
apparatus, with an 11-inch condensor has been installed, whch is 
permanently ready for use. One of the most admirable features of the 
society’s work is the opportunity given to the members of obtaining 
found elementary instruction. In addition to the ordinary weekly 
meetings of the society, a connected series of practical lectures is 
given, which extends over the winter session, and embraces all that- 
should be included in the term elementary. 

Of the exhibition itself, we cannot conscientiously sav that any 
advance was shown over that of last year. The work of the beginners, 
as before, bore testimony to the thoroughness of the technical instruc¬ 
tion they had received, but novitiates’ attempts are rarely inspiring 
enough to arouse enthusiasm. The tone of an exhibition such as this 
must necessarily be dependent upon the work of the more advanced 
members, and this year there seems to have been some lack of enter¬ 
prise amongst these. We have no reason to think that there was any 
falling off in the quality of the work, but neither in choice of subject 
nor in treatment had there been any departure from the well-worn 
track. In architecture much of the work showed careful study of 
effects of light and shade. We noted particularly that of J. W. Gregg. 
R. R. Hawkins, and W. Page. In Fruit and Flower Studies the 
members of the society show more than average ability, inspired no 
doubt by the work of E. W. Burch, who had two fine examples. 
Messrs. M .A. Smart and W. W. Brewers had also notable work of 
this kind. We noted good landscape work by G. Hudson, H. C. Phil- 
cox, P. C. Cornford, A. J. Bullock, and F. W. Bannister. There 
was a regrettable absence of portraiture and figure studies. 

The judges, Messrs. J. A. Hodges, W. Thomas, and J. B. B. 
Wellington, made the following awards:—Pictorial exhibits. E. W. 
Burch, F. W. Gregg, E. W. Bannister, P. C. Cornford, A. J. Bullock, 
and. R. R. Rawkins. 

Lantern slides, J. W. Hodges, F. W. Gregg, and-Edgar R. Bull. 

Deu) Books. 
The American Annual of Pnotograp'ny for 1902.” Edited by Walter E. 

Woodbury. Price 3s. Agents for Great Britain: George Houghton 
& Son, 88 and 89, High Holborn, London, W.C. 

In our last issue we extracted from this annual an article on 
“ Photography in China,” which no doubt will be read with interest, by 
photographers in this country. The other contents of the annual are 
pleasing and varied, and the many reproductions from photographs are 
extremely well done. “From the View Point of a Field Worker,” by Mr. 
Gene Stratton-Pai’ker, deals with a department of work that is becoming 
widely popular—bird photography. Dr. Shufeldt also treats of the 
photography of live woodcock, humming-birds, and other forms. The 
author adds: 

“ Spiders have always been favourite subjects of mine before the camera, 
and inasmuch as the life histories of many of them are very instructive and 
entertaining, one’s interest in obtaining good photographs of them is greatly 
enhanced. 

“We see our best chances of success in making these latter when 
the spider has built its web across some place which will take dark in the 
picture, and thus have the effect of not only bringing the insect out in bold 
relief, but its web also. Sometimes it requires considerable study to take 
the latter, and much depends upon the sun. When the rays of the sun 
light up every strand in the web, but fail to penetrate to its natural back¬ 
ground, then is the time to make the exposure, even if some of the leaves 
are a little struck by the high light.” The annual teems with interest 
t hroughout, and publishers and editor are to be congratulated upon the 
volume. 

“ The Art of Retouching.” By Robert Johnson. Fifth Edition. 150 pp. 
Illustrated. Price 2s. Published by Marion & Co., Limited, 22 & 23, 
Soho-square, London, W. 

'The publication of a fifth edition of Mr. Johnson’s book affords us the 
opportunity of indicating those of its features which have the greatest 
practical value for the photographic student. These are the chapters on 
retouching the human head and arms and the section of the book 
which deals with the finishing and working-up of prints and enlargements. 
The young photographer cannot fail to derive many useful hints from Mr. 
Johnson, who also gives him some sound advice on studio portraiture. We 
quote the following counsel to the retoucher about to commence work. 
“ Choose a north light, as it is the least variable. Sit squarely to your work 
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resting tlie left arm on the table if you feel tired. Do not allow your desk 
to come to the edge of the table ; have at least six or seven inches space for 
your elbows, which space is also useful for putting down a pencil, knife, &c. 
Use a mahl-stick—not the ordinary artist’s mahl, with a wash-leather knob 
at the end, but a flat, thin piece of deal, rather less than a quarter of an 
inch in thickness, two inches in width, twelve or fourteen inches Ion u, 
narrower at one end so that you may hold it easily; let it be rounded at the 
edges, so that it does not gall your hand. Do not get into the habit of bend¬ 
ing almost double over your work, or holding your head in the position of 
trying to squint through a keyhole; sit upright. Your health will be 
better, and your work will be better also. You will not tire so easily, and 
will, therefore, be able to concentrate the greatest amount ot energy on 
your work.” 

“ AYellcome’s Photographic Exposure Record and Diary for 1902.” Price Is. 
Published by Burroughs, AYellcome, & Co., Snow Hill-buildings, E.C. 

This little book, which appears to have been compiled with very great care 
and accuracy, has won a permanent place amongst the photographic annuals. 
Our own opinion of its practical value as a guide to exposure data in out¬ 
door photographic work may be gleaned from the circumstance that the 
book is always in our pocket for reference. The publishers thus indicate 
the salient features of novelty which have been added to the 1902 edition : 
“Additional space is devoted to the question of exposure under all its 
aspects and under all conditions. The exposure tables are exceedingly 
simple in use, but in addition all the factors which govern exposure arc 
discussed in a crisp and explicit manner, so that the photographer is enable< 1 
to obtain a grasp of the principles which govern the subject instead of 
being reduced to the automatic use of sets of figures. Amongst the new 
figures may be noted the ready reckoner for the multiplication of fractions, 
and the erasable exposure tablet at the end of the book, upon which the 
exposures for the day may be jotted down and cleaned off after use. The 
illustrations are increased in number. All plates have been retested, and 
the list of comparative speeds will, therefore, be found reliable and up to 
date. Two editions are issued as before. The Northern Hemisphere 
edition, containing exposure tables for all countries north of the equator ; 
the Southern Hemisphere edition with similar tables for use south of the 
equator.” It is the most useful book of the kind that is published. 

Peu) Apparatus, $c. 
-♦—- 

**The A1 Yista Panoramic Camera.” Agents: George Houghton & Son, 
88 & 89, High Holborn, London, AY.C. 

Messrs. Houghton inform us that they are introducing a form of the A1 
Vista Panoramic Camera which takes 4 in. spools and either half or full 
length pictures, viz.. 5 by 4 or 10 by 4 inches. The shutter has three speeds 
and a lens of the rectilinear type is employed, A1 Vista mounts, printing 
frames, &c., are also supplied. The camera retails at £3 3s. A description 
of the essential features of the A1 Vista camera has not hitherto appeared 
in the Journal and is here appended, premising that the original type of 
instrument is referred to :— 

The camera is made in two principal parts : first, the lens board, or front, 
and lens-moving mechanism; and second, the back or box for holding the 
film, film spools, film punching and registering device, lens index, stop a™, 
finder, and level. This construction enables the operator at will to take a 
picture of a uniform width of 4 in. to 4 in.,6 in., 8 in., 10 in., or 12 in. long. 
The lens supplants the ordinary focal plane shutter by itself, rotating over 
a half-circle, and throwing the image 4 in. wide by 12 in. long upon 
the semi-circular film in the rear. It is pivoted rigidly midway between 
the front and rear lenses to a vertical shaft operated by clockwork 
mechanism in a casing below the lens, and is protected by a flexible leather 
front. A radial rectangular tube about 2 in. long projects rearward from 
the lens tube. To settle the lens, a key underneath is rotated, which in 
turn winds up the clock spring and turns the lens in the opposite direc¬ 
tion until it is held by the release lever. At the rear of the lens tube is a 
small shutter whose projecting arm at the top is arranged to impinge 
against the stop-plate arm. This has an index pointer on the outside and 
can be quickly adjusted by rotating the knob with fingers. If an exposure 
6 in. long is desired, the pointer is set at figure 6; when the lens is released, 
it rotates until the arm of the shutter strikes the stop arm and thus 
only exposes a 6-in. section of the whole film. The finder is supported 
upon a revolvable plate, also having an index pointer, and this is set at the 
figure 6, so that the image viewed in it will be parallel to that covered 
by the lens. Adjacent to the finder is a circular level. A shaft from 
the clockwork mechanism projects slightly through the bottom of ihe 
lens board, or front, and to this may be attached different sized flat 
pieces of metals, which act as fans and regulate the different speeds at 
which the lens can be made to rotate. There is also provision made for 
inserting different sized stops in the lens. The sensitised film spool 
is put in the extensible spool-holder on the left, and carried over a 

guide roller and on through the semi-circular channel to the other end, 
where it is wound up upon the winding spool, against a suitable tension 
plate. The thumb screw-head for operating this spool is seen on the right 
hand end. In its movement the film also operates an index cylinder, winch 
tells at the top the number of inches of film reeled off. then,on the left is a 
punch button for punching a hole through the film after each exposure, as 
a guide to the separation of the pictures. The lens front is secured to the 
film box by two thumb-screws, one at each end. In an exposure the lens 
rotates from one side to the other in l.A seconds, causing the image to travel 
over a space of 12 inches, thereby giving 1-6 of a second stationary exposure. 
Fans lengthen the exposure, l, i, I, \ seconds, according to size used. 

“ The Folding Pocket Cyko Camera No.l.” Sold by John J.Griffin & Sons 
Limited, 20-26, Sardinia-street, Lincoln’s Inn Fields, London, W.C. 

With the exception of the bellows, which is of morocco leather, this neat 
and ingenious pocket camera is made of aluminium. It weighs under 8 oz., 
and when closed up is only three-quarters of an inch thick, so that it is 
comfortably stowed in a side pocket. Plates of the size 3^ by 2J are used. 
Messrs. Griffin send us the following interesting item of intelligence with 
reference to testing the camera : 

“ We would take this opportunity to point out a fact which many of your 
readers may not be aware of, i.e., that every Cyko Camera sold by us is 
carefully tested and the resulting negative is presented with the camera to 
the purchaser, who has thus indisputable evidence that the camera is 
accurate and in good working order.” 

The camera takes double slides; it has two finders : a movable diaphragm 
plate and a lever movement controlling the exposure. A little pamphlet is 
issued which describes the mode of using the camera, from which we take a 
few extracts: - 

Filling the slides : The plates or films are placed film outwards in the 
bottom groove of the slide and pushed down against the spring ; the top of 
the plate can then be made to engage in the catches. Inserting slide in 
camera: To open the back press spring C, then insert slide under the 
grooves and press into place a safety catch. The shutter can then be wholly 
withdrawn, placed flat on the slide and the back closed again. All is then 

ready for photographing. Making the exposure: The position of the' 
object must be carefully centred in the view-finder. Set the shutter by 
pushing the catch running in the slot at front of camera. Then, holding 
the instrument firmly, button E must be pressed. This releases the shutter 
for instantaneous exposure. For time exposure : The camera must be used 
on a stand or other solid support, and when all is ready, button F must be 
carefully pressed, when the shutter will open and remain so until pressure 
on button E closes it. To close camera: After the exposure has been 
made, the two spring catches B should be pressed down free from the pins 
and the instrument slowly closed, the catch A holding all in position. 

Removal Notice.—Messrs. Undenvood & Underwood have removed to 
3, Heddon-street, Regent-street, W. 

With reference to next Monday’s meeting of the Royal Photographic 
Society referred to in another column, the following circular has been 
issued: “I hope that you will make a special effort to be present at the 
meeting to be held at 66, Russell-square, on Alouday evening, January 6. 
The necessary improvements in the administration of the society can only 
be effected by each member taking a personal and active interest. Whether 
the society will continue to stagnate, or'whether it will take its rightful 
position as the focal centre of photography, depends upon the support that 
you, as an individual unit, lend by your presence on Alonday evening.” 

“Penrose’s Catalogue.”—Messrs. A. AY. Penrose & Co., of 109, Farring- 
don-road, E.C., write:—“AYe have pleasure in sending you herewith, a 
copy of our new catalogue, which w e think will be useful to you as a book 
of reference. AYe believe it contains particulars of every appliance or 
material known to be used in photo-mechanical processes, and we feel 
justified in claiming it to be the most complete catalogue of process 
appliances ever issued. There are, as you will see, 272 pages of matter about 
750 illustrations, and 1,260 references in the index. Many of the illustra¬ 
tions are by the half-tone process. The cover and title page were designed 
by Mr. C. E. Dawson. We may add that the catalogue is issued free to our 
regular customers, and will be sent to prospective customers on receipt 
of 2s. 6d., which will be refunded on first order for £1 or upwards.” The 
catalogue is a handsome and useful volume. 
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Dews ana Dotes. 
A novel Address.—Among the 125,000 letters passing through the 

Leigh Post Office at Christmasiide, one was safely delivered, although the 
envelope onlv bore a stamp photograph of one person, for whom the letter 
was intended. 

At the last monthly meeting of the Blairgowrie and District Photo¬ 
graphic Association, Mr. J. W. Petrie presided. Mr. W. D. M. Falconer 
gave an informative and carefully-prepared paper on lenses, illustrating, 
uis remarks with blackhoai’d sketches. The results of the competition 
“ Any Subject,” for tiie President’s prize, had been received from Messrs. 
George and W. Grant Murray as under :—1 and 3, Jas. Donaldson (figure 
slides); 2, D. G. Monair (seascape) The society is fortunate in its judges, 
and is proud of the success of Mr. George Murray in gaining the R.A.’s 
Travelling Studentship of £200 with his picture, “Saul and the Witch of 
Endor.” 

Photographic Classes at the Cripplegate Institute.—The photographic 
class at the Cripplegate Institute, Golden-lane, E.C., conducted by Mr. 
John H. Gear, F.R.P.S., will commence its spring course on Tuesday, 
January 7 next, at 7.30 p.m., and will consist of twelve lectures, demon¬ 
strations, and practical wcr: upon the following subjectsBromide 
enlarging, enlarged negatives, transparencies, lantern slides, hand camera 
work, carbon printing, the optics of photography, &c. For the first time 
since the commencement of photographic classes at this Institute, ladies 
will be admitted to the class as students. 

From the report of the City and Guilds of London Institute for 1901, it 
will be seen that out of the twenty-two Metropolitan schools connected 
with the Central Institute, six have classes in photography, viz., the 
Aldenham Institute, Battersea, Polytechnic. Goldsmiths’ Institute, Regent- 
si reet, South-Mest, and Woolwh Picolytechnics. Two hundred and eighty- 
live members attended the cfasses, 81 presented themselves for examination, 
and 53 passed. In the local schools at 390 centres, having 34,189 pupils, 96 
attending 'the photographic classes presented themselves for examination, 
and 59 passed. The total number of photographic classes was 19—a 
decrease of 6 from the previous year ; and the total number of students 378, 
•or a decrease of 39. 

Cloltd Photography.—Amateurs will find cloud photography fascinating 
but difficult. In the first place, the utmost accuracy is essential, if reliable 
conclusions are to be drawn from the results. In scientific cloud 
photography each cloud is photographed from two separate points simul¬ 
taneously. One of the leading authorities in this special branch of 
meteorology, founded by M. Hildebrandsson of the Upsal Observatory, is 
M. Teisserenc de Bort, and at his observatory at Trappes, near Paris, the 
two photographic stations are placed about three-quarters of a mile distant, 
and are, of course, exactly on the same level. They are connected by 
telephone. The cameras are so mounted that the angles at which they are 
inclined may be easily read off on a vertical scale. A horizontal circular 
scale gives the exact direction of the cloud. When the operators at the 
two stations have agreed, over the telephone, on a particular point of the 
cloud at which to direct their cameras, two photographs are taken at 
precisely the same instant. The length of the base line being known, and 

-also the two angles at which the cameras are inclined, a little calculation 
furnishes the exact height of the cloud. After a short interval two more 
photographs are taken, to be carefully compared with the first. These will 
give the distance which the cloud has travelled in a certain time, so that the 
velocity of the air current which carried it is revealed. Clouds make very 
rapid impressions on sensitive plates, but the blue background of the sky 
acts almost equally quickly, so that unless precautions are taken there wiil 
be no contrasts. When the clouds are in large, dark masses on a light 
background of sky a very brief exposure is necessary—from one-fiftieth to 
'me-hundredth part of a second.—From “Pearson’s Magazine” for 
January. 

Influence of Photography on Engraving Processes.—At the conclusion 
of his paper ou the;“Arts ol Engraving,” recently published in the Journal, 
Mr. Craig Arran remarked: The disastrous effect which photographic 
processes have bad upon the various crafts of engraving has already been 
referred to, but I think that on closer consideration this will not be found 
to be so serious as at first it seemed to be. In relief engraving the 
mechanical craftsman has certainly been forced to the wall, but we still 
find that blocks are being cut by artist engravers who have some definite 
i houglit or feeling to express. In the American magazines we frequently 
find excellent reproductions of celebrated pictures in the white line process 
by Timothy Cole and others. In this country original work of most 
interesting character and high artistic quality is being done in black line by 
Mich men as AVilliam Strang, Robert Bryden, William Nicholson, and 
Gordon Craig. With regard to line engraving, I am more pessimistic. The 
necessary mechanical skill is more difficult to acquire and the method is not 
readily adapted to immediate artistic expression, and I am not aware that 
any such plates have been recently engraved. Etching and mezzotint are 
m*a much healthier state, however. It is true that they are not so fre¬ 
quently employed in the reproduction of pictures as formerly. The 
accuracy and comparative cheapness of photogravure has supplanted them 
lor many purposes, but as independent arts for the production of original 
work, they have still many very capable professors. The weaker men of 
r, n and twenty years ago have certainly suffered, and have been driven to 
s ek other outlets for their talents, but the broad fact remains that the 
«d ent of photographic processes, like every industrial revolution, has been 
of tnormous benefit tc the world at large. 

Royal Photographic Society.—An extraordinary general meeting of the 
members of the Royal Photographic Society will be held at 66L fni-oll 
square, London, AV.C., on Monday, January 6, 1902, at 7 80 o'clock p.m., at 
which meeting the resolution at foot will be proposed to be confirmed, the 
same having been duly passed at an extraordinary general meeting of the 
members of the Society held on December 9, 1901. To amend Art a le .,7 
which reads “ All nominations must be sent to the secretary not leas than 
twenty-five days before the annual general meeting. A balloting paper 
containing no names but those of the members nominated and eligible to 
serve and their nominators, shall be sent to every member of the society at 
least seven days before the annual general meeting, with instructions to 
erase all names of members nominated except those for whom he desires to 
vote. Every balloting-paper shall be invalid on which more than one name 
as president, four names as vice-presidents, one name as treasurer, and 
t wenty names as ordinary members of Council are left unerased, or where 
t here is any indication of the identity of the voter. Tne balloting-paper 
shall be placed in an envelope provided for the purpose, which shall be 
enclosed in another envelope bearing the voter’s signature, and forwarded 
to reach the secretary not later than noon of the day preceding the annual 
general meeting. The secretary shall place such envelopes unopened in the 
hands of the scrutineers, who shall reject any papers received except those 
from members entitled to vote, and shall announce the result of the election 
before the clos? of the annual general meeting. If the votes in any case 
are equal, the chairman shall give a casting vote. Votes given to any 
member nominated in two capacities, and not elected to the higher, shall 
be counted to the next office, but no balloting paper shall be allowed to 
count as recording more than one vote for any nominee.” By the omission 
of the words “ami their nominators,” on the third and fourth lines. 

British Industry and the Chemical Society.—Mr. Gerald T. Mood J’ 
writes from the Central Technical College to The Times:—Sir,—The 
crisis in British industry, to which attention is again forcibly directed by 
the series of articles now apnearing in The Times, is to be deplored by 
thinking men of all classes. That the causes of the depression are many 
and that the industrial position can be improved only by the united efforts 
of every section of the community is obvious. During the last twenty 
years it has been made clear that this country is being outstripped in many 
fields of industry. AY e have rapidly fallen behind in the production of 
dyes and fine chemicals, and the reason has been properly attributed by our 
leading professors of chemistry to the persistence with which manufacturers 
ignore the intimate relationship of science to industry and to their failing 
to employ trained chemists. The indifference of our manufacturers has 
been notorious ; but there is some evidence of an improved condition of 
affairs, for at the present time a large number of young chemists trained in 
our technical colleges are employed in industrial works in the vicinity of 
London. Almost without exception these men are resident Fellows of the 
Chemical Society; and a large proportion of them are in the habit of 
regularly attending its meetings, which have been held during over half a 
century at eight o’clock in the evening, an hour which in the past has been 
convenient to all and particularly to those engaged in industrial and tech¬ 
nical work. Although no section of the society has approached the council 
with a request to alter the hour of meeting, that body has decided that from 
January next the meetings shall be held at 5.30 in the afternoon. The hour 
fixed is unfortunate, since it will exclude from the meetings practically all 
those engaged in industrial work. It is particularly inopportune at the 
present time, when our industries need fostering, that the council should be 
so shortsighted as to endeavour to dissociate the society from the general 
welfare of our industries. The explanation lies, no doubt, in the fact that 
t he council is dominated by the vice-presidents, most of whom have long 
since passed the chair and are not alive to the conditions under which the 
younger men are working. A reconsideration of the council’s decision is 
imperative it the society is to continue its proper function and to assist in 
binding together the interests of pure science and of industrial progress. 

Commercial $ Ceaal Intelligence. 
Another Suicide by Cyanide of Potassium.—A coroner’s inquiry was 

held at Clerkenwell one day last week concerning the suicide by poison — 
cyanide of potassium—of Joseph Beldam, a journeyman jeweller, lately 
residing at Calabria-road, Highbury. Evidence having been giyen as to the 
purchase of the poison, the coroner said, “He took enough cyanide of 
notassium to kill fifteen people.” The verdict was suicide during temporary 
iusanity.— “Evening News,” December 21, 1901. 

An Opening in Bahia.—The LTnited States Consul at Bahia reports on 
an opening for photographic apparatus and supplies in Brazil, stating that 
the camera that seems most popular is the smaller size of what is styled 
“ cycle camera,” with rapid rectilinear lens, bulb shutter, and single swing- 
back. A decided preference is shown for plate holders of metric sizes, 
doubtless because supplies have always been imported into Brazil in those 
sizes, the metric system being used there. The papers in use are gelatine 
printing-out paper, both plain and matte, and a quick printing developing 
paper. The Consul adds that, until recently, the professional photo¬ 
graphers had for the most part been using iron developers, but now they 
>eem to have turned to metol and hpdroquinone. Two are relying chiefly 
on pyro. The amateur u-:es metol and bydroquinone, either separate or 
combined, while a few are using glycin. The full report can be seen by 
1 hose interested at the Commercial Intelligence Branch of the Board of 
Trade, 50, Parliament-street, S.AYb, any day between the hours of 10 a.m. 

and 5 p.m. 
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^r^fv!AIcr a«.^ns^ ^hO^grapher.-—■ Mr. E. G. Allsopp, honorary secretary 

?f ^,e Surbrton Working Mens Club, sued S. Francis, photographer, of 

Ewell-road, Surbiton Hill, at the last sitting of the Kingston County Court 

tor 15s., due in respect of the sole right of taking photographs at the fete 

and show held m Surbiton on August Bank Holiday. Defendant said that 

5 ?1S oaeF ^as accepted lor taking the photographs, tenders were adver¬ 
tised lor, and the right was let to another man, Mr. S. Davie, of the Vic¬ 

toria Inn He also handed in a paper containing the advertisement alluded 

to, and a letter accepting his tender. Plaintiff pointed out that the adver¬ 

tisement was contained in a paper prior to the date of the letter acceptin'* 

it. It was true that Mr. Davie was under the impression that his licence 

for catering included the right of taking photographs, but they pointed out 

to hmi on the day of the show that this was not so. His Honour (to 

defendant): Did Mr. Davie take photographs? Defendant: I can’t sav 

that, but he claimed the right to. Plaintiff stated that defendant took 

photographs of the committee, band, &c. Judgment for plaintiff with 
costs. 

Claim against a Traveller—At the Brighton Countv Court on Friday 

December 20, Andrew Taylor and George Taylor, 34, King’s-road photo¬ 

graphers, sued Thomas Martlew, G, North-street Cottages, traveller for 

L6 13s. 6d;, as commission overpaid to the defendant. Mr. J. C. Buck’well 

for the plaintiffs, and Mr. Louis Meaden for th.e defendant. The principal 

witness for the plaintiff was a former clerk, who said the defendant had 

also been in the employ of the firm as a canvasser. He canvassed for photo¬ 

graphs, the price of which was 30s., and his commission was 5s. on each 

order. On receiving the order, defendant would receive a shilling on 

account of the commission, and when the customer paid the second instal- 

ment for the photograph defendant would be paid the other four shillings 

at the omce. If an order turned out to be bad, the commission had to be 

funded- When defendant left, witness made up his account, showim* 

that L/ 18s. 8d. was due to the firm from him in respect of overpaid com5- 

mission. Defendant claimed to have something allowed off in respect to 

expenses and £1 5s. 2d. was allowed. This left .£6 13s. 6d., the amount sued 

lor, and the defendant offered £5 on settlement, but the plaintiffs refused to 

accept it. The plaintiff George Taylor gave corroborative evidence as to 

the arrangement to repay commission, and said that defendant regular! v 

paid back money under it. Mr. Meaden called the defendant who stated 

that he was engaged by the firm about sixteen years ago to take orders for 

photographs, his commission being 5s. for each order. The firm took the 

responsibility of the orders whether they were good, bad, or indifferent 

Witness had had bad orders, but during the whole of the time he was with 

the farm he was never asked to repay commission on bad orders, and he knew 

nothing of it until an account was sent to him. He denied having offered 

Lo to settle the matter It was suggested by the other side that he should 

do that, but he declined as he did not owe anything. The Judge said that 

if commission had been returned as the plaintiff alleged it would appear in 

the accounts, and he should not decide against the defendant until plaintiff 

showed him that it did. Thomas Edward Bance, an insurance company’s 

district manager and formerly in the plaintiff’s employ as canvasser and 

collector said there was no arrangement that he was to return commission 

if the order turned out to be bad. He had never been asked to return com¬ 

mission and as a matter of fact had not done so. On the application of Mr 

BuckweH the case was adjourned for a month to enable plaintiff to edi 
additional evidence. 

Alleged Photo Frauds.—T. Bradshaw, late of 9, Keppel-street 

VVmdsor and 1, Love-lane, Windsor, a photographer, was summoned a o’ 

the hpeithorne Petty Sessions for obtaining by false pretences the sum of 

os. 6d. from Daniel East on October 1. Prosecutor, who is a farm labourer 

livingat New Farm, Stanwel! said that on the day in question the 

defendant came to him and asked if he might be allowed to take the outside 

of the house. Witness and his son stood in front of the house and the 

defendant took the photograph. Defendant then asked prosecutor if lie 

wouid hke some copies of the photograph. Witness said he should like one 

and Bradshaw replied that he could not take less than two or three’ 

Prosecutor then agreed to have two pictures, for which he paid three shillings’ 

tie said if witness would pay him he would give him a receipt and send on 

the pictures m the course of a week or ten days. He was informed that the 

pictures were being taken for a land agent. Witness afterwards expressed 

i desire to have his wife photographed. This was done, and witness paid 

aim half-a-crown for three. Witness produced the defendant’s receipt fur 

.he same. As the pictures did not arrive according to promise witness 

vent to Windsor to inquire the cause of the delay. He was informed that 

ihe house had ciame out all right, but the picture of Mrs. East would have 

>o be taken again. Nothing more was heard of the photographs, so on 

N ovember 4 witness again interviewed the defendant at Windsor, and was 

.old the reason of the delay was the bad weather. On November 12 he 

vrote to the defendant, who replied that he would call again on the fir-t 

me day He again wrote to the defendant on the 28th ult. but receivin' 

10 supply issued a summons. Detective-Sergeant Crutchell, who had 

Large of the case, called several witnesses who had paid the defendant for 

ihotographs but had never received them. The first was William Wilder 

ail way signalman at Coinbrook, who said that on October 4 the defendan t 

S'!, JeTSSfT 1°a Vhoto-raPh lhTe station. Witness gave consent an 1 
aid defendant Is. 6d. for a copy. Not receiving the photograph he wrote 

■ post-card to the defendant but had received no reply. Frederick Edward 

lexter, a carpenter, of Moor-lane, Staines, said the defendant took a photo- 

■raph of a pair of his cottages four years ago. He paid him 5s. but had not 

eceived the pictures. Similar evidence was also given by the landlord of 

u , • warn Inn, Staines, who four years ago paid defendant 6s. for some 

photographs of Ins house, which he bad never received. Detective 

.rutchett asked for a remand, paying he could call other witnesses who had 

een victimised in a similar manner. The Bench adjourned the case for a 

-eek, allowing Bradshaw out on bail in his own surety of .£25. 

Meetings of Societies, 
-♦-- 

MEETINGS OF SOCIETIES FOR NEXT WEEK. 

January Name of Society. 

3. Leicester Literary 

6 

10. 

8. 
9. 

9. 

10. 

3. 

e. 
s. 

Glasgow and West of Scotland 

Southampton Camera Club_ 

Sutton Scientific and Literary.. 

-'Outhsea Photographic Society 
Brentford Photographic Society 

Liverpool Amateur. 

Rotherham Photographic 

Southport Photographic . 

Woolwich Photographic . 

Edinburgh Photographic. 

Liverpool Amateur. 

Bognor Photographic Society.. 

Borough Polytechnic. 

Stonehouse Camera Club 
Croydon Camera Club .. 

The Photographic Club.. 

North-West London ....... 

West London Photographic 

London and Provincial. 

Woolwich Photographic 

Richmond Camera Club 

| Subject. 

j Demonstration of Iron Printin'/ Pm- 
I cesser. T. A. Scotton. 

| (.Lantern Slides. 
f Technical Meeting. Subject : Enlarge / 
. Negatives. Demonstrator—Mr W 
f George Buchanan. 
Annual General Meeting. 
/ developing Snapshots, by the Members 
t (practical). 
Metalotype and Self-toning Papers 
Social Evening. 
/Open Meeting. Lantern available for 
I testing slides. 
J PGze Slides. Lecture bv Mr. Lead- 
f beater’s Friend on The, Latent Image. 

Conversazione in conjunction with the 
Southport Society of Natural 
Science. 

! / Control in Printing. Henry W 
f Bennett, F.R.P.S. 
The Bioscope. Illustrated James Buncle. 
/ Open Meeting. Lantern available for 
I testing slides. 
/ Monthly Competition. Seascape. 

I A.P. Lecture. 
/ Exposure and Development, by meter 
( Mr. H. C. Philcox. 
seventh Annual Exhibition. 

1 J Orthochroma tic Photos raphg Mi 
l Albert T. Harris, F.S.M.C. 
i Bromide Prints and Lantern Slides 

\ 1 Mr. Geo. Fisher. 
Business JNight. 

! To be announced. 
/ Mr. A. Barton Kent. Photographs 
' from Pharaohland. 
f Finns. Demonstration by Messrs 
t Wellington and Ward. 
Failures. By H. Selny. 

/Lantern Night. The Zoo Fp-to-Date. 
I Mr. Dando. 
/ Control in Printing. By Mr. Henrv W 

I Bennett. 
/Wellington S.C.P. Paper. Mr. E 
I Human. 

LONDON AND PROVINCIAL PHOTOGR1PHIC 

ASSOCIATION. 

19,1901 -Mr. A. J. Brown in the chair. 

Wolf’ t nBeddln? reported the sad accident sustained bv Mr E J 
Wall at loots Cray, and proposed that a letter expressing the sympathy oi 

the members be sent to him in his misfortune. He was sure that t he nL0- 

ciation would wish to identify itself with the general hope that Mr Wall 

would allows SPeedy ^ complete a recovery as the nature of his accident 

Mr. A. Haddon supported the motion, and the secretary was desired to 

draft a letter in the terms of the proposal. All the members presem 
attached their signatures to the note. 

Mr. Freshwater passed round a copy of the Annual Report of the Bull 

S 1?*??1 Vhe £on<J™ Co'?ty ^e^cil, mider the super- 
visionofMr C. W. Gamble who presented it. The book was produced 

entirely in the school, from the preparation of blocks and ori-inal photo¬ 

graphs and sketches, and it formed a handsome example of the work being 

done by the school under Mr. Gamble’s able direction. 

Mr. Bedding passed round a series of portrait studies bv the eminent 

American photographer of St. Louis, Mr. J. C. Strauss. The work was not 

pure photography in the sense that the prints were untouched impression- 

from the untouched negatives, but as to the beauty and noveltv of tbc 

results there could be no two opinions. Some of the prints had been repro¬ 

duced in several of the American magazines, but the exact method adopted 

in the work had not been made known. Mr. Bedding also showed a 

paiallax stereogram sent him by Mr. F. E. Ives, of Philadelphia It wc. 

a single picture, which, viewed at a distance of 12 in. from the eve- pre¬ 

sented a marked stereoscopic effect. Inclined at slight angles the effect wa« 

pseudo-scopic. I he process was outlined as one in which the plate was 

exposed, having before it a lined screen, with a slight separation between it 

and the screen A positive viewed through a similar screen at a certain 

distance gave the effect seen, which was very remarkable. 

Ihe C hairman passed round a negative washing device. It was compose f 

of a number of trays which supported the plates and which were inclined 

so that the water ran in turnover the whole of the plates from ton to 
bottom. 

Mr. E. T. Wright read a paper of a humorous nature in which lie 

detailed his experiences with the beginner in photography over tim¬ 
eout) ter. " 

Photographic Conundrums, the title of his paper, included many 

amusing episodes. It appeared that the beginner made a strong point of L 

len« being workable at F/6. He (strongly objected to the presence of 

bubbles in the glass composing modern lenses. He made im| - 

exposures in drawing-rooms and wondered why there was no image on 
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development. He asked for 5 by 4 pHtes^ because ^Jtherequally unknown 
fit lus camera. He asked for “graduated who laid out a 
tilings. Perhaps the description of the cute bDe%use he was going 
sovereign in photographic materials and declined a bill oecau^ ^ the 

to tell his “ old man ” that they c°~tla11! '’ fl ignorance displayed by 

A many pltfalls that 

t &.tT. Gran? with a number of brilliant 

effects by the Lumiere colour process. 

PHOTOGRAPHIC CLUB. 

December IS. IML-Mr. F. A. Bridg./-“Uinal coll„Jio albumen 
Mr. G. T. Harm ™ nd oneof^Fenton’s origlial calotype negatives 

negatives made about 18(> t’ a^] d(i Jeduced lantern slides from some of 
of about the same date. He had mane re were verv good in quality, 

i hese negatives a little time since, a jens tpat did. not cover the 

The calotype negative had beerl “iade m‘edy the defect a piece of silver 

the bare con,ers 
" Ttaee'nfwmembers were elected, and one was: proposed for membmUp^ 

Mr e. T. Harris read a paper on “ Some Applications of Light 1 Uteu “ 

EphtTchainnaD knsideied^orlbocbroniatm pbtes^ to^^^dmost^indispen- 

S5JS ??S!SSLISS£ 
agree that it was never clear more than six t a ye b t at ]ast 

The ordinary plate could not be made to made by Mr. 
when an orthochromatic platewith a improved, but the 
'Wellington, was used, not only was the PUJtnw gen*^ particular called 

■universal haze was entirely cleared c y. . • j d screen, if length 
lor the use of orthochromatic plates with a lairiy uecp 

of£T)p^dS 
and hardly ever worked without them ive a better and truer 

was no doubt that an He named a 
effect with almost any subject th : pomt fifteen miles away—in 
case—that ot Chichester Cathedral •■ as a blurred streak, and 

the spire, whereas an orthochromatic 

plate produced an excellent result. objection to orthochromatic 

The Chairman remarked that the great Jmade, the glass, being un- 

the good effect obtained on the cue 

hand was negatived on the other. used orthochromatic plates for 

CTufesssste? the 
fi Mr. A. Mackie said hetuyd 

:^^krSiI^isence 0[ halat 

"hfcolok values ^ portraiture were at present 

particularly badly rendered. been convinced 
Mr. N. Luboschez spoke to the effect that he haa He m0n_ 

•that orthochromatic plates were the be t atedly given him better 

Honed instances where «rdl^P nstances in which painters had agreed 
results than orthochromatic plates, vast.i Co\0\ir value. He preferred 

with him that the ordinary a full exposure. 

‘Tlr Harris^con^ded that nUrule could be made concerning the universal 

"MuSSS'Sftiffflarge ”7^uWV„fffg" « 

these plates because °L? s“[pK?are needcdivas in tlie matter of light. 

jjfSISJ us“dpKy composed^)! a* rulfy glass and a golden fabric. 

THE Fhoh,graphic Club is tc, have a 

atte“iat tWS M a"y 

“"aid ,o remind 
exhibition at the Royal 1 hotograp dadv from ten to four 

Correspondence. 

flip writers cutc f/i^eit. 7 , 
*/We do not undertake responsibility for the opinions expressed by our 

correspondents.__ 

THE DUNDEE EXHIBITION 

To the Editors. 

Gentlemen,—Will vou please announce in your next issue that the 
time for receiving entries for the above exhibition has been altered 
t<, January 15th. 1902. and that intending competitors may still h.i\e 
prospectus and entry forms on receipt ot poT card. 1 ictures should 
reach Dundee as near the 22nd January as possible. I here aie sev . 
open classes (including a lecturette with lantern slides, m wh.ch the 
prizes are £2 2s. and £1 U.). one class confined to professionals 
(portraiture) and two classes confined to amateurs, l^reji are 
accented “not for competition” without entrance fee 1 lie judges 
are Messrs. J. Craig Annan, Win. Crooke, and A. Horsley Hinton. 

The Board of Trade has now sanctioned the “ I hotographic Ai 
Union ” and we have secured the services of Sir John Leng. M I., 
Lord Provost Hunter, and several of Dundee s most prominent citizens 
to act ou its committee.—Thanking you m anticipation, very faithfully 

Archibald Campbell. 
3ouls> Hon. Joint Secretary. 

Rooms: 39, High-street, Dundee. 
December 28th, 1901. 

THE KEEPING PROPERTIES OF PLATES AND FILMS. 

To the Editors. 
Gentlemen,—I am in receipt of the almanac, and I am highly pleased 

wth it as it contains many very interesting items 1 do not pre¬ 
tend to say that 1 have read them all already. I keep them for 
occasional pastime. My collection of them dates back to 1889, and 
makes quite a show in my library and very useful for reference. 

1 read in your Journal about the lawsuit which has been decided 
in favour of the Kodak, Limited, and I noticed also your satisfaction 
of it This is quite right so far, but will you allow me to sav, 
rda depend du point dt vue, and particularly dc celui qui est lest 
In fact, vou may be perfectly right as it would make it a rather bad 
precedent for the manufacturer of films, as well as of plates for that 
matter Manufacturers know very well that they are liable to mis¬ 
takes, and occasionally make bad batches, or only insufficiently good. 
Of course, these are (so it is said at least), invariably thrown away 

Is it alwavs so’ It sounds hard on human nature, though, to do it 

always. I once made some dry plates myself for sale and never 

a single plate went out of my shops which was not peifect I wa. I 

going8 to say was not first tried by me or my assistant I also had 
?erygfew complaints from my numerous customers In fact the last | 

complaint, it so happened was the only one I ever had in that respect 

and^so it is to-day with every manufacturer. It may. however, be 

added that most of them, when the complaint is seriously put to them, 

are generally ready to exchange the bad plates for others. Personally, 

I am sure that plates would not be so easily replaced if it was so sure 

that the originals were good. I have heard of several instances wheie 

travellers who were going very far from home, and which case was 

explained’ to the dealer or manufacturer, and lie was furmsdied with 

indifferent lots, and it was by mere chancy that upon trial 
■< , fmmrl to be a very bad lot and then exchange!. 

l£h™wereplSL. But 7 return to Alms-celluloid, of 

course since these are almost exclusively used at present, 
rremembm having read in the Journal that they are the most handy 

and also very safe to take all round the world, develop on return, and 

have all perfect negatives. In the Almanac, as well as in the Journal 
manv travellers have written about their experience with films, and 

have rented their successes, and how everyone should use them 

Of course, some have succeeded very well, but others and vie do not 

Pear of all of them, have not, and I am afraid that after having 

explained their troubles to the party furnishing the films t^ey were 

shown that the fault was their own and nobto blam _ 
Mv dear sir I have been there myself, and I know what 1 am taming 

ab“l Teapot say for sure and certain that under certain conditions 

of extremes such as heat, dampness, and foul gases, plates, as well as 

Mm?mafnotdeteriorate, but I say that most “tte.nly some plate 

and films' will keep while others will not even under the most usual 

circumstances, and* nothing is there to prove that the same would not 

act similarly under more trying circumstances. , wpfi 
Do you think now it is right that any firm Tiou .PP-- • 

goods which, under the pretence of their good quality when passmg 

fheir door sends you thousands of miles away, spending hundreds of 

mm.ds somrttesUr the principal, if not,the only purpose to bring 

back some fine views difficult of access, etc. and finding on yom 

return that the plate* or films were useless, and offei you 

to replace the films or refuse their payment, which amount 
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to perhaps £5. more or less? What for your trouble and 

expenses? I think that it can now by an experienced man be tolerably 

well proven, if the plate or film was wrong at first, or it was spoiled 

•during travel or exposure, and leave the doubt, if any be, to the 

benefit of the manufacturer. For over twenty years I have been using 

English plates and films, and I ought to have some experience with 

Loth of them. 1 have used some which were at first simply splendid, 

.and I ordered then a quantity of them, and when I got them all were 

bad and fogged. These were films. I tried another brand of films 

and got a few dozens of them, but for some reasons did not get any 

more. When first tried about 10 years ago they proved to be very 

good, and I got very fine results, they being also very sensitive. About 

six months ago I used up the remainder of them, and they were as 
jgood as 10 years ago.—Yours very truly, 

Albert Levy. 
Asnieres (Siene). 

December 20th, 1901. 

COLOURING STEREOSCOPIC SLIDES. 

To the Editors. 

Gentlemen,—Some few months ago Mr. Herbert W. Abba, of 20, 

•Craven-street. Hull, wrote you asking if you could give him the name 

of a slide painter, and you very kindly forwarded his letter to me to 

attend to. I wrote to him in due course, with a result that I have 

-coloured several dozen lantern slides for him, and am glad to state 

that, he has expressed himself as being greatly pleased, and has inti¬ 

mated to me that he has recently written you to that effect. I need 

hardly say that I am extremely obliged to you for placing me in 

communication with him. May I ask you to add to your previous 

■courtesy and kindness by placing me in communication with your 

correspondent “ Conrad,” to whom you reply in your last “ Answers 

To Correspondents, as I can undertake to colour stereoscopic slides, 

both on glass and paper. I enclose stamped envelope, so that vou 

may either send on my communication to him or favour me with his 

name and address. I have already coloured a large number of stereo¬ 
scopic slides, and have pleased all my customers. 

I. think this branch of photography is a very beautiful one, and I 

should like to see it revived, as it is one which, in my opinion, gives 

lasting pleasure, and is in season all the year round.-Again thanking 

vou. and wdsning you a Happy and Prosperous New Year, I remain, 

yours faithfully, Alfred U NDERHILL. 
32. Clarendon-road. West Croydon. 

December 27th, 1901. 

[Perhaps “Conrad” will communicate with Mr. Underhill direct.— 
Ed. B.J.P.]. 

TO BRITISH MANUFACTURERS, MERCHANTS 4ND 

IMPORTERS INTERESTED IN TRADE WITH RUSSIA. 

To the Editors. 

Gentlemen,—Beling engaged in compiling in the Russian language 

an Eticyclopfedia Dictionary of raw stuffs and manufactured products 

with numerous commercial and statistical items ref err i no- to each com- 

modity (Editors, Brokhaus-Efron, Co., Ltd., Petersburg), I should be 

•obliged for any information concerning British manufactured products 
jiicl good© mostly in stock in Great Britain, or largely imported into 

vln..' country, with special reference to the following points:_ 

1. Kinds and varieties; their definition and difference', 

v. Any trade abbreviations, signs. Nos., Marks, etc., in use 
■ with reference to each commodity. 

3. Markets; their requirements; firms dealing with; payments; 
auctions. 

4. Packing (material, quantity, etc.). 

5. Prices; general statistics concerning the production of the 

commodity and the amount of export (import) to (from) 
rvUSSia. 

Information obtained in general with regard to the five above stated 
points through the assistance of any firm should bear the full name 

•question 6SS 0± ^ firm communicating the information in 

Without enlarging on the much felt need of a work of this kind, 

i"pP°fS'e ° fTy Avoa (: ^e tke furthering of more intimate commercial 
relations between the two countries, I hope I shall be assisted bv 

British manufacturers and merchants in the difficult task of convey- 

3/° i .'s^n commercial people a right and adequate idea of British 
trade and industries.-I am, dear Sirs, your obedient servant, 

-p ,1 T Boris M. Br,4ndhendler. 
rw. o™ aUS;Yr0n,Co-' ,Ltd- 6- Pracheshny, St. Petersburg. 
[We are privatel\ informed that the general scope of the Work re- 

Rusda^of1 British^mds.—Ed^b! J.P.]. “ “ed Wled^e 111 

A LETTER FROM MR. E. J. WALL. 

To the Editors. 

Gentlemen,-Allow me to utilise your columns to thank the 

numerous friends who have so kindly written to express theii sympa 

thies with me in my accident, and may I ask them to kindly accept 

this, for the present, as my thanks?—Yours, etc., E J Watt. 
December 28th, 1901. 

AN EASY ENLARGING DODGE. 

To the Editors. 

Gentlemen,—For those workers who cannot spare the 

necessary time to make their enlargements during the dav 

the following dodge may be of use. Last winter I con¬ 

structed an enlarging camera which works perfectly First I 

bought from a druggist one of the packing cases used by the 

Anglers Emulsion firm, a machine made box, 9 inches by 9 inches b^ 

8 inches; the lid I fitted with a pair of hinges, and at either end cut an 

oblong aperture; to one, which I may term the back, I fitted a door 

having a circular opening in which a twill sleeve, similar to those used 

m a changing bag, was attached. Inside, and against the front I 

screwed a ground-glass drawing slate (this is to diffuse the light) 

and at each side of the box I cut a two-inch hole, against which is 

fixed a piece of flashed ruby glass; these side windows are to be 

used for watching the ribbon when lighting it. For the camera I 

made two boxes, the one sliding within the other, having an 

aperture for the leps, and an opening at the back to take the slide, 

holding the negative. The lens (R.R.) in mv hand camera is mounted 

on a moveable front, and I take it out of the camera and place it in 

a recess m the outer box of enlarging camera. As I only enlarge to 

whole plate, 1 use a printing frame of that size on an easel, with a 

piece of pla,in white paper to focus upon, this of course being replaced 

with bromide paper at the right moment. To focus, a cycle lamp 

v ill give a fair light, used inside the box with the back door opened. 

In the corner of the box I placed an inch or two of wax candle this 

ls to ignite the magnesium ribbon; then break off a couple of inches 

ot ribbon and hold this piece in a small pair of pliers, and place it on 

the floor ot box, then, having focussed, remove plain paper from print¬ 

ing frame and replace with bromide paper, instead of the plain 

white; cap the lens, close the door at back, insert the right hand 

through the sleeve together with a match and light the candle. Then 

take up the pliers holding the ribbon and light at the candle flame, 

and as soon as it is alight remove cap with the left hand, and wave 

the burning ribbon to and fro behind the ground-glass, taking care not 

to touch the ground-glass or the enlargement will be spoiled. When 

the ribbon is burnt out, replace the cap on lens, blow out the candle 

(it you can) and remove bromide paper to develop. The whole opera¬ 

tion take-s place in a dark room or any room rendered suitable for the 

"*• this will be a test print to work from, the right length of 

ribbon can be estimated. I found that two inches was about right for 

thin negatives, and three to three and a half for dense. This dodge 

(xf -ot new I am aware, but may not be known to many. I have 

of1 « Ai the,idea from various articles on the subject appearing in 

^ ^lnanac during the past twenty years.—I am, yours, etc., 
East Bank, Oxon, Birkenhead. * ‘ Kenneth M. Bean. 

WITH A POLND OF TEA. 

To the Editors. 

Gentlemen,—Please find enclosed a circular of cheap enlargements 

from a well-known established tea dealer. What do vou think of 
the idea?—Tours truly, 

The circular enclosed by our correspondent is as follows 

Finns Stores, St. Margaret’s-street, Canterbury.—We have just 

completed an arrangement with the producers of the celebrated 

Aerinda portraits whereby all regular customers for Finn’s 

Standard’ teas (Is., Is. 2d.; Is. 4d., ls. 6d. and ls. lOd. per lb.) can 

obtain through F. Finn and Sons (Ltd.) (who are the sole agents for 

these works of art) enlarged (20 in. by 16 in.) copies of photos of them¬ 

selves and any of their relatives or friends, for the low sum of 5s. per 

copy. Enlargements similar to these have hitherto been sold at verv 

much higher prices. We have decided to extend this offer to those 

who have not used the blends mentioned; conditional upon 1 lb. of 

tea being ordered at the time, as we are confident that a trial will 

be mutually advantageous. The portraits are copied and enlarged by 

a new process and are absolutely permanent. Our traveller will show 

jou copies of photos of persons known to you. and others can be seen 

at the Stores; also patterns of frames suitable for these portraits at 

4s. 6d. per frame, which are often sold at 6s. 6d. The work to be 

completed in about 14 days and to be handed to vou with the original 
photograph. ” 

[ Fairplay ’ should join the East Kent Branch of the Professional 

Photographers’ Association, and persuade his brother professionals 

of the district to join him in inducing Messrs. Finn to reconsider 
their scheme.—Eds. B.J.P.] 

THE WELLINGTON ALMANAC. 

To the Editors. 

Gentlemen,—Herewith we have much pleasure in enclosino- you 
Copy of our almanac for 1902. We should be much obliged if vou will 
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inform your readers that a copy will be sent post free on application. 

We think that a copy would be acceptable to all and sundry in the 

photographic world.—We are, yours faithfully, 

Elstree, Herts. Wellington & Ward. 

December 28th, 1901. 

[The Wellington Almanac makes a useful date reminder, and is 

tastefully illustrated and printed.—Eds. 

THE BECK LENSES. 

To the Editors. 

Gentlemen,—We are taking the liberty of sending you herewith 

a catalogue of our Beck-Steinheil lenses. You will see that we have 

made arrangements to have these lenses fitted to various makes of 

cameras now on the market. We have no doubt that some of your 

readers would be interested in knowing of the possibilities of this 

lens, and we are always ready to advise as to what particular lens 

or telephoto attachment is the most suitable for any particular form 

of camera. We should be pleased to forward a list, similar to the 

enclosed, upon receipt of a postcard from any persons who would like 

to have them.—Yours faithfully, 

68. Cornhill, London, E.C. R. & J. Beck, Ltd. 

[Messrs. Beck enclose a 16 page catalogue, which is fully illustrated 

and descriptive.—Eds. B.J.P.] 

supplied by all the leading opticians. Messrs. Browning, Strand, 
London, make a speciality or these instruments. The price is about 
a couple of guineas and upward. 

Process Block Prints.—The prints sent arc from ordinary process 
blocks. The lens mentioned would be well suited for the proauotion 
of the negatives. Any camera will do Jif fitted with a suitable rule*l 
screen. Messrs. Penrose & Co. make a speciality of cameras and 
screens forjprocess work. Any of the ordinary developers will do for 
the negatives. 

Discoloured Collodio - Chloride Paper.— T. Evans writes: “1 
have several sheets of collodio-chloride paper which was given to me, 
but it is quite of a brown colour, and will not give pure whites when 
toned with platinum. Can you tell me how I can get good whites 
with it?”—In reply: We are sorry we cannot, as the paper has 
become spoilt with long keeping. It is practically useless, except to 
add to the residues if you collect them. 

The Victor Shutter—Madeira says: “Who are the makers of 
the Victor shutter as supplied to some of the American cameras now 
in the market, and have they any agent in London, or are these 
shutters made in London ? I ask as I should much like to get a 
catalogue of their different sizes, price, &c.”— In reply : We believe 
Messrs. G. Houghton & Son, High ITolborn, supply the Victor 
shutter. Better communicate with them. 

» t -- 

FORTHCOMING EXHIBITIONS. 
1902. 

Mar. 1902 .. Corporation of Glasgow Photographic Exhibition 
and Competition. Hon. Secretary, Peter Mac- 
nair, People’s Palace, Glasgow'. 

Jan. 4, 1902. Glasgow Southern Photographic Association. Hon. 
Secretary, J. B. Haggart, 93, Norfolk-street, 
Glasgow. 

January 31-Mar. 1 ... Dundee and East of Scotland Photographic Asso- j 
ciation in the Victoria Art Galleries, Dundee. 
Hon. Secretaries, V. C. Baird and Archibald 
Campbell, 39, High-street, Dundee. 

February 13 15. Nottingham Mechanics’ Institute Camera Club, 
Mechanics’ Lecture Hall, Nottingham. Joint 
Secretaries, W. Ward, 14, Stratford - terrace, ; 
Nottingham; E. JI. Atkin, 68, Blue Bell-hill, | 
Nottingham ; A. Black, 9, Bowers - avenue, I 
Nottingham. 

15-Mar. 8 ... Edinburgh Photographic Society, Society’s Rooms, ; 
38, Castle-street, Edinburgh. Secretary, J. B. i 
Johnston, 52, Hollybank-terrace, Edinburgh. 

„ 19-26 . Croydon Camera Club, The Art Galleries, Park- 
lane, Croydon. Hon. Secretary, E. A. Salt, 76, j 
Heathfield-road, Croydon. 

March 1 8 .. South London Photographic Socieiv, Public Baths, 
Church - street, Camberwell. Hon. Secretary, ; 
Frank Godaard, Woodlands, Vanbrugh - hill, 
Blackheath, S.E, 

Answers to Correspondents* 
All matters intended for the text portion of this JOURNAL, includ¬ 

ing queries, must he addressed to “ The Editors, The British 

Journal of Photography, 24, Wellington-street, Strand, London, 
IF. C. Inattention to this ensures delay. 

* * Correspondents are informed that we cannot undertake to answer 
communications through the post. Questions are not answered unless 
the names and addresses of the writers arc given. 

■ .* Communications relating to Advertisements and general business 
affairs should he addressed to Messrs. Henry Greenwood & Co., 

21, Wellington-street, Strand, London, W.C. 

--♦- 

Misplaced Light—“Lantern.”—From your description of the disc on 
the screen it is clear that the light is not central—that it is not in the 
axis of the optical system. The remedy is obvious—centre the 

light. 

Photogravure.—LI. Reid asks: “"What kind of tissue is the best for 
making the carbon transparencies for photogravure, as I am anxious to 
try the process?”—In reply : The tissue most generally used for the 
transparencies is the “special transparency tissue.” Other tissues 
are sometimes used, but not often. 

Copyright—J as. Leach.—You were unwise in parting with'any of the 
pictures before you had registered the copyright. Your best way 
now will be to register at once.then you can proceed for damages for 
any future infringements. We do not undertake to answer corre¬ 
spondents by post. 

Spectroscopes.—Col. Gubbins writes: “Can you tell me where I 
could get a spectroscope for testing dark-room light, and what would 
be the approximate cost?’—In reply: Rocket spectroscopes are 

Value of Picture.—J. Hare writes: “ I herewith enclose copy of an old 
picture. Can you please inform me whether you consider it to be of 
any value ? The small letter R stuck on the back of print can be seen 
by looking through the painting at a strong light.”—In reply: We 
can give no idea whatever of the picture from the photograph sent, 
which, by the w ay, must be a very bad reproduction of it. Your best 
way will be to get it valued by a picture dealer. 

Photographing Deer.—R. C. writes: “I am anxious to get some good 
photographs of a herd of deer in the park here. I have made several 
attempts, hut as I approach them near enough to get them of any 
size on the plate they run away, they are so nervous. Can you 
suggest anything that will help me to effect my object ? ”—In reply : 
The best way will be to photograph the herd with a telephoto lens. 
With this you will be able to obtain a large image a long way off. Or 
you may secure a small negative and subsequently enlarge it. 

Lecture on J. M. W. Turner.—E. Shivas writes: “jl am preparing 
a lecture for a local literary society on Turner, the artist, and wish 
a set of lantern slides of his principal pictures to illustrate my 
lecture. Do you know if this can be got on hire, and where ? I would 
make the slides myself, but I find that reproductions of Turner’s 
famous works are very expensive.”—In reply : The most likely firms 
to supply the slides on hire would be Mr. Walter Tyler, Waterloo- 
road, S.E., or Messrs. Newton & Co., Fleet-street, E.C. 

Cleaning an Old Engraving.—A. Harvey writes: “Shall be very 
glad if you could inform me how to successfully clean an edd 
engraving?”—In reply: There are different methods of cleaning 
engravings, but they are all based upon the bleaching action of 
chlorine. One way is to first treat the print with a solution of 
chloride of lime, and then with a dilute acid—lemon juice is often 
employed. Or the print may be treated with hypo-chlorite of soda. 
If the engraving is a valuable one we should advise you to get it 
cleaned by an expert in print restoring. Many valuable engravings 
have been ruined by amateur attempts at cleaning them. 

Lens Query.—M. Bigc.s says: “A friend of mine, not a photographer, 
has a lens the like of which I have never seen before, yet he says he 
knows it is a photographic lens. The back glass is about 3 in. 
in diameter, and the front one is much smaller, and about midway 
between the two is one much smaller still, close to which the stops 
are fitted. Canyon tell me what the lens is for?”—In reply : The 
lens is evidently one of the old triplet form, which at one time was 
much used. Now, ‘however, it is not much employed, except for 
copying purposes. This form of lens has been superseded by others 
of more modern construction. 

Rain or Distilled W'ater.—G. Coles says: “I [often see in formulae 
‘ distilled or rain water ’ given. When that is the case, I have 
always used the distilled. Rain water, I am told, when collected 
from the roofs of houses, is always impure. How would it be for me 
to collect snow and melt it, and store it for future use ? Would that 
he purer than rain water if it were taken from the garden ? ”—In 
reply: If the snow were collected in the open country it would 
probably answer, but that got in the neighbourhood of London or 
other large towns would not. Collect some London snow and let it 
melt, and you will find the water it yields is very dirty and dis¬ 
coloured, clean as the snow may seem. 

Developers.—A. Lever writes : “ I should be glad if you can assist me by 
answering the following. Out of the following developers for bromide- 
enlarging—ferrous oxaiate, metol, metokinone, hydrokinone, amidol, 
eikonogen.—(1) Which of the above developers has the greatest 
tendency to clogging up of the shadows ? (2)iWhich of the above has 
the least tendency to clog up the shadows ?”—In reply: All the 
developers mentioned are good, but some will answer better with 
some brands of paper than with others. All bromide papers are not 
alike, and the developer that answers best with one may not do so- 
with another. We should advise you to adopt that recommended by 
the makers of the paper ycu employ, as they are more likely to know 
which suits it best. 
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EX CATHEDRA. 

Stereo- < A new method of obtaining stereoscopic 
micrograp y. effects from microscopic photographs 

was described at the last meeting of the 
Royal Microscopic Society in a paper by Professor G. P. 
Birdwood, of McGill College, Montreal. He attaches the 
object to be photographed in the microscope to a tilting 
frame attached to the stage. He first takes a photograph, 
after giving a slight tilt to the object, then a second picture 
after tilting in the opposite direction. The prints from 
the negatives so obtained were mounted stereoscopically in 
the usual manner. A specimen stereograph was placed in 
a stereoscope, and handed round for the inspection of the 
members present. 

* * * ’ -x- 

In the early days of X-ray work, much 
was said of their possible availability for 
Post Office work; but as to their actual 
use in that direction little if anything 

It appears to have rested with the Post 
Office authorities of Buenos Ayres to establish a record in 
this direction. We do not learn whether the results they 
obtained were photographic or from a fluorescent screen. 
Whatever their method it was efficient. The Government 
had been informed by the jewellers that by means of regis¬ 
tered letters dutiable articles, such as rings, watches, 
chains, etc., were being smuggled. Not desiring to use 

Rontgen 
Rays 
and 
Smuggling. 

was published. 

illegal measures to discover the truth of the allegations, 
they employed a Rontgen-ray apparatus and obtained con¬ 
clusive proof of the presence of the dutiable articles. 
They then obtained a court order to open the packages, 
and in a single week confiscated more than twenty thousand! 
dollars’ worth of smuggled goods. 

* -x- * 

Becquerel The remarkable properties of the radia- 
Rays. tions from the new metal radium, or the 
natural ores containing it, continue to be investigated by 
Messrs. Curie and Debierne, and the latest contribution 
to the subject read at the Paris Academy of Science, has 
been published in its records. They have already described 
how all bodies become endowed with radio activity when 
placed in contiguity with a solid salt of radiferous burning, 
now we learn from them that this induced radio activity 
can be brought about in even a more regular manner if 
solutions of the salt are employed instead of the solid. 
Thus in the case of copper platinum, lead, tin, aluminium, 
glass, paper, wax, zinc, sulphide, etc., the same induced 
activity was brought about when exposed to the emitting 
solution under the same conditions as the solids, and was 
independent of the nature of the surrounding gas or its 
pressure. The action of the radium is so powerful in the 
case of some bodies, especially phosphorescent ones, as 
actually to cause them to become luminous, zinc sulphide 
becoming especially brilliant, glass, particularly Thurin- 
gian, acquire phosphorescent qualities. 

X- -X- -X- 

Poisoning by On several occasions recently we have 
Oxalic Acid. chronicled cases of poisoning by chemi¬ 

cals used in photography—chiefly cyanide of potassium. 
Last week an inquest was held at Rochester on a young 
lady who died from oxalic acid. In mistake for a bottle 
of Epsom salts she took one containing oxalic acid—the 
two salts being almost identical in appearance—mixed 
some, and took it, and, although emetics were administered, 
she died. Had a simple antidote—carbonate of lime, or 
scraped up chalk—been given at once, no doubt she would 
have been none the worse. We allude to this case because 
oxalic acid is sometimes used in photography, and acci¬ 
dents will happen occasionally. If one does, however, 
with this poison, a little common whiting, or chalk, mixed 
with water, if administered quickly, will render it inert. 
The lime combines with the acid, forming oxalate of lime, 
which is insoluble, and thus the poison is rendered harm¬ 
less. In the case of the bichloride of mercury, should a 
solution of that, which is in more general use in photo¬ 
graphy than oxalic acid, be accidentally swallowed, the 
whites of two or three eggs should be taken at once; they 
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will combine with the bichloride and render that inert. 
In any case, after the administering of the antidote, medical 
aid should be called in, though it may not be absolutely 

necessary. 
* * * 

The Light Whether professional portraitists are to 
of the be congratulated on the business they 
SPast Yea*". did in the past year or not may be a 

question. Some we know—high-class workers—may be, 
'without doubt. Others, we are aware, have found it any¬ 
thing but a matter for congratulation. But there is no 
question that, taking the year through, the weather has 
mot been the cause of lack of trade, for last year the 
-weather was exceptionally propitious for photography, 
Iboth indoors and out. We learn that the aggregate rain¬ 
fall for the year was deficient over the entire area of the 
British Isles, except in the north of Ireland, where there 
was an excess. The greatest deficiency in any part of the 
kingdom is no less than 6.7 inches, in the south-west part 

■of England, and that is followed very closely by 6.2 inches in 
the north of Scotland. The mean temperature for the year 
•over the United Kingdom was, however, about the average. 
But there was everywhere an excess of bright sunshine, 
varying from 199 hours in the south of England to 287 in the 
north-west. In the Channel Islands, however, there Avas but 
35 hours, and in the south of Ireland but 36 hours above 
the average. In London, as shown by the observations 
made at Greenwich, the total rainfall for the year showed 
a deficiency of 3.3 inches on the average for the last sixty 
years. The returns from Greenwich also show that during 
the year there were 1,550 hours of sunshine, which is about 
290 hours in excess of the average of the last twenty years. 
The weather, to the professional portraitist, since the intro¬ 
duction of gelatine plates, is not of the same importance 
as it was in the days of the old wet collodion process, but, 
still, light is necessary. The case, however, is somewhat 
different with the landscapist; he must have a fairly good 
light and, for some effects, bright sunshine. The return 
just‘issued shows that there has been no lack of that 
during the year just expired, indeed, it was much above 
the average. 

* * -x- 

Insurance During the past week or so several 

andC'eS letters have appeared in the columns of 
Photographers Standard with reference to the 

“ Average Clause ” which is inserted in 
most fire insurance policies, and the effect of which is not 
fully realised by many insurers, and not, perhaps, by most 
photographers. In effect, it is this : If the insurer insures, 
say, for only half the value of the property on the premises, 
and that is partially destroyed by fire, the insurance com¬ 
pany will only compensate for half that damage. For 
example, if the property is of the value, say, of £2,000, 
and it is insured for only £1,000, and a fire occurs, doing 
damage to the extent of £500, the insurance company will 
only pay £250; whereas had he insured for the £2,000, 
he would recover the full £500. It is not all policies that 
contain this clause, but it is very common for photo¬ 
graphic and other insurers not to read the clauses and 
conditions of their policies at the time they effect their 
insurances, and therefore are ignorant of what they 
really are. But if, by chance, they have to make a claim 
upon them, they find the conditions under which they in¬ 
sured were very different from what they imagined they 
were. Owing to the high premiums charged by most 
offices to photographers, they frequently do not insure 
their stock and premises to their full value, thinking that 
if a fire occurred it would probably not occasion more 
damage than would be covered by the sum at which they 

were insured. But that would not be the case when the 
policy contains the “ Average Clause.” We call special 
attention to this matter for the reason just alluded to, that 
many photographers, on account of the light rates charged 
to them, do not insure their premises and plant to their full 
value. It is always well to rather over than under insure 
when there is the “ Average Clause ” in the policy, so as 
to secure compensation for the full amount of damage that 
may be sustained in the event of a fire. 

* * * 

Pressure of When Sir W. Crooke’s radiometer was 
Light. invented, it was at first thought that an 
efficient and simple light measure or practical actinometer 
had been discovered, the principle availed of being that the 
vanes of the light-mill in a vacuum were acted upon by the 
actual pressure or impact of the light waves. It was not 
long, however, before it was shown that heat rather than 
light brought about the rotation, for it is quite possible to 
cause the rotation by blowing with the breath upon the 
outside of the bulb, and, further, that instead of increasing 
the rapidity of revolution when diminished resistance was 
brought about by increasing the vacuum, the motion ceased 
entirely. Maxwell pointed out that the concentrated rays 
of an electric lamp might, however, possibly produce a 
mechanical effect capable of being measured. Professor 
Lebedew, of the Moscow University, has shown this idea 
to be correct, using a bulb of high exhaustion, fitted with 
vanes of aluminium suspended by glass fibres, and filtering 
out the rays from an electric arc light, which were capable 
of heating the bulb itself, he found that the pressure was 
directly proportional to the energy of the received light, 
and was independent of its colour. The instrument was 
thus a real actinometer, but we are afraid one not prac¬ 
ticable for photographic use. 

* * * 

The Signifi- Although but little past the time of the 

°Triftes>^ big resolutions of the New Year, the great 
majority of those who made them are 

already experiencing a sense of humiliation at having broken 
them. Having been through the mill ourselves, we are 
sympathetic. We also wish to be cheerful and helpful towards 
those now in the slough of despond of disappointed estimate 
of will power, in which we have oftentimes found ourselves 
towards the second week in January. It may ease somewhat 
the disagreeable feeling of self-depreciation present in the 
mind of a man when looking upon the broken fragments of a 
resolution that has proved too big for him to handle, to get 
hold of something smaller, but practicable, on the credit side. 
From contrast and reaction, the significance of trifles will 
serve well. If his year is to be the better for a change, the 
change to an appreciation of the value of trifles will be dis¬ 
tinctive enough, for, of all things, they are the most liable to 
be overlooked. Were we to examine a little more closely, we 
would acquire a great respect for trifles. They have a direct 
money value. Success is in great measure due to the atten¬ 
tion bestowed upon them. It would pay every photographer 
—making a start at the beginning of the year, if he prefer it, 
or it will in any way strengthen his further action—to go 
thoroughly into, and examine upon a basis of their cash value, 
the petty details of his business. He will most certainly find 
that many existing trifles could be altered, and many fresh 
ones introduced, to his benefit. To be done thoroughly it 
should be done systematically, say, for instance, under broad 
heads that will naturally include the whole field of his work. 

& * * 

Trifles of Roughly outlining a practicable method, 
Light. one fine head, and one having a special 

appropriateness in his case, is Jight. As far as light is con- 
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earned, does be get the best value out of it, botb in quantity 
and kind ? Probably be does not. He is aware, possibly, 
that in one or two directions small alterations would improve 
matters. But they are so trifling tbat be bas allowed tbem to 
remain as tbey are, and bas been in consequence handicapped 
for years to tbe extent of tbe trifles tbat might easily and 
inexpensively have been altered. It may be tbat a rearrange¬ 
ment as to cut, or slight shade of colour, of the blinds of tbe 
•studio would mean a slightly wider working range. As it is, 
he bas cramped bis work—slightly, it is true, but still 
cramped it—for a trivial matter of blind arrangement. If he 
is a wise man he will alter it. Success is gained, not upon 
the broad, but the narrow margin. His brother photographer 
is too near himself in skill and business capacity to admit of 
broad margins. Or perhaps his showcase in the entry is 
badly lighted, as a whole or in parts. A reflector, such as is 
sised outside windows of bottom back rooms in a Loudon 
house, properly arranged, might double the advertising a alue 
of his case. He might gain a similar advantage in 
bis window, if needed, by similar or other means. Still 
clinging to light, in summer time it may be too fierce, 
and be bas to think of a sun blind. Now, one would think 
that there cannot be much in this item. All needed is some¬ 
thing that will effectually shade off the undesirable intensity 
of the light and beat. It is only upon a visit on a hot, sunny 
summer’s day to a rising seaside town, and seeing tbe new, 
clean, and gaily striped sun awning above tbe photographer’s 
or other tradesman’s window undulating responsively to the 
breeze, that we realise there can be much of attraction, and 
so of advertising value, in a brilliant splash of colour. It 
would thus be good business policy to buy brilliant, flimsy 
material for a sun blind that, lasting only one season, would 
mean complete renewal the next. Having come to summer 
along tbe pleasant pathways of light and heat, and under the 
shade of the awning, the suggestion of a seasonable attraction 
in the window naturally offers itself. The idea of coolness 
suggested by a good enlargement of the local waterfall, the 
river weir, the town reservoirs, or an interior view of the 
ice-house, would be easy to convey, and be extremely grateful 
to the heated passer-by, ready to linger. The soothing state 
of mind induced in looking at it would be the best for the 
profitable study of tbe other items—pictures, prices, and so 

forth—in the window. 
* * * 

Studio Trifles. Coolness suggests airiness. How can tbe 
impression of airiness be best conveyed ? 

In all sorts of small trifling ways, if a man will but take 
tbe trouble to think tbe matter over. By white or cream 
enamelled paint, with a touch of gilding or light blue to 
emphasise outline ; by a sparing display of work set off by 
a graceful plant or fern. The man who wreathes the well¬ 
framed 10 by 8 picture of the bride with a light spray of 
real orange blossom, and makes it the solitary object in his 
window for a day or two, knows what he is about. I he 
suggestion of freshness and coolness could extend with adv an¬ 
tage to all within the premises. A large glass filter drip¬ 
ping water into its bowl is a pleasant object anywhere 
on a hot summer’s day. A drink out of it would oftentimes 
be particularly acceptable to a heated sitter, or to a tired 
and fidgety child, and might make all the difference between 
a good and a bad picture. A few drops of lavender water 
or eau-de-cologne sprayed in the studio, would help in 
freshening up the place and the spirits of tbe customer. 
Pyro-stained fingers are not acceptable in arranging tbe 
pose of a body or tbe folds of a dress. Tbey are not a 
necessity. Tbe brush and comb in the dressing-room do not 
gain from being patriarchal in appearance, and there should 
be an ample supply of water and clean towels. All these 

details come under such broad heads as those mentioned— 
light, beat, airiness, seasonableness, and cleanliness. There 
are many more heads, and more items under them, in tbe 
various divisions ; tbe buying, arranging, and selling, in a 
business. All are trifles, but, avoiding tbe cbesrnutty flavour 
of the tag as to their bearing upon the making up of per¬ 
fection, every reasonable man of experience and good sense 
must see that they are of the highest importance in the 
gross from tbe point of view of business profit. But as 
trifles they are neglected. It is an unwise neglect, and 
every worker should do his best to remedy tbe state of 
tilings in bis own best interests. If be did, be would be 

O 7 
surprised at tbe result by January, 1903. 

* * * 

Quack Among tbe host of traders who employ 
Photography, photography in some form or other to 

advertise their wares, tbe vendor of patent medicines holds a 
very prominent place. Pills, it is true, as far as appearance 
goes, are as like to one another as the proverbial “two peas,” 
and bottles of medicine have a family resemblance which is 
apt to pall upon tbe observer when a hundred or so have 
been held up to his admiration. Indeed, neither pills nor 
physic phials, although they may contain the elixir of life, 
as advertised nostrums invariably do, can be said to lend 
themselves to pictorial display. It may also be regarded as 
an axiom that neither the one nor tbe other possess those 
essentials out of which artistically gifted photographers are 
able to coax aesthetic delights. Perhaps it is for these 
reasons that those who sell to their fellows, under the aegis 
of a lid. Government stamp, magical compounds which are 
foreign to the British Pharmacopoeia, are constrained to 
publish the portraits of those who have survived the recom¬ 
mended treatment. It is the only way of adapting photo¬ 
graphy to their particular industry, and they do so under 
tbe belief that the camera is a witness whose veracity no one 
can possibly question. Such portraits assail us in many of 
tbe daily newspapers, and we look upon tbem with awe, 
wondering whether, if after seeing them, any person can be 
so wilfully blind to his future as to seek a pill or potion which 
can bring about such lamentable results. We have been told 
that tbe appalling ugliness of some of these brands saved 
from tbe burning (by a timely application of Jenkins’ Hydro- 
Empyrean fluid) is neither congenital nor acquired, but is due 
to the unskilfulness of the artist who has translated the 
original photograph into line form for newspaper printing. 
This may be so, but why do not advertisers of these patent 
medicines patent some method of getting more presentable 
portraits ? Surely the man who has tbe genius to discover a 
specific for every imaginable disease, from toothache to 
elephantiasis, ought to be equal to such a comparatively eas\ 
task. As tbe case stands at present a sufferer, say, from 
gout looks at tbe picture of the man who bas been cured of tbat 
malady by taking three bottles of Agglutinative Agglomerate, 
and as he shakes his head and turns away, be mutters, “ No, 

thank you ; I prefer tbe emit; ! ” 
* * * 

Journalistic Tbat pleasant annual function, tbe birth- 
Snapshots. jay jiuner of the Daily Graphic, took place 

at the Hotel Cecil on Saturday evening last, when, as 
usual, artists and writers met together in friendly comerse. 
It was only natural, in connection with a journal whose 
birth was only rendered possible by photo-process work, that tbe 
camera should in some way intrude itself into the pioceed- 
ings. The opportunity came with a speech from Mr. 
Sydney P. Hall, the doyen of the artistic staff, who?c 
enviable lot it had been to accompany theii Royal High¬ 
nesses the Prince and Princess of Wales on board tbe Opliii on 
tbe occasion of their recent memorable tour round tbe woild. 
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It was a unique position which Mr. Hall then held, for he 
was the only newspaper artist who was permitted to accom¬ 
pany the distinguished travellers, and was actually appointed 
one of the Royal suite. There was another artist on board, 
in the person of Sig. Martino, marine painter to his Majesty 
the King, and there was a little friendly rivalry between 
the two knights of the brush in the matter of finding 
studio room in the somewhat limited area of a steam¬ 
ship. Mr. Hall decided that he would take with him 
a earner:?,, but when he made the suggestion to his chief 
the latter exclaimed, “For heaven’s sake don’t; you can 
sketch—a little, but you are sure to make a mess of 
photography.” Nothing daunted, however, the artist pro¬ 
vided himself with a camera, and a plentiful supply of 
spools and cut films, and, like a child with a new 
toy gun, he pointed it at everything he saw. In due 
time the Opliir made its way to Hobart, Tasmania, and 
here a local photographer was found who, for the modest 
sum of half-a-guinea, undertook to develop the artist’s films. 
At last, thought Mr. Hall, the opportunity had come of 
falsifying the chief’s gloomy prognostications as to the artist’s 
competence as a photographer. Surely a man who could so 
deftly use a pencil would be capable of pressing a miserable 
button ! The next day the Hobart photographer presented 
himself with the packet of negatives, received his money, 
and, somewhat hurriedly, went his way. In the privacy of 
his cabin Mr. Hall opened the precious packet, only to find 
that there was no trace of a picture on any of the films. 
Some showed a few indistinct blurs, and that was all. 
Eventually he threw them all on one side; but a zealous 
ward room officer discovered them, and strung them together 
in festoons for the adornment of the saloon and as specimens 
of the most recent journalistic photographs. Whether Mr. 
Hall was at fault, or the films, or the Tasmanian photo¬ 
grapher, will probably never be known. 

-x- * 

From a recently-compiled list of the 
principal art sales of the past year, we 
learn that, in November last, £700 was 

paid for 54 leaves of William Blake’s “ Songs of Innocence 
and Experience.” This work, a copy of which can be seen 
at the British Museum, is, we need hardly say, extremely 
rare, or it would not fetch the price named. And it is, or 
should be, of great interest to the photographic process 
worker, for it is, to some extent, the prototype of the 
present printing block. As William Blake flourished in 
the eighteenth century, photography had no part in his 
work, but he was one of the first to show how a metal plate 
could be etched with acids so as to afford a printing sur¬ 
face. Born in 1757, the son of a hosier, Blake soon 
showed signs of artistic genius, and at the early age of 
14 he was apprenticed to an engraver. He lived with a 
younger brother, Robert, who died in 1787, and this loss 
greatly affected the survivor, who had by this time not only 
become a painter, but was also a poet. He was about this 
time casting about for means to get one of his literary 
effusions printed, but he was without money and without 
patrons. But the vision of his brother Robert appeared 
to him at this juncture and counselled him how to proceed. 
With his last half-crown he purchased some copper plates, 
and inscribed them, in resinous ink, with his verses, inter¬ 
mingling them on the plate with illustrations and orna¬ 
mental scroll work. He then etched away the untouched 
copper by the aid of acid, leaving the lines of the writing 
and drawing standing up in relief. Little did the artist 
imagine, when he bought with his last coin those copper 
plates, that impressions from them would some day fetch 
fifteen pounds a-piece. There is little doubt that 

Blake was an artist who was just on that narrow border¬ 
land which separates genius from insanity. He asserted 
that he was constantly helped in his work by ghostly 
visitations, and would sit for hours in a darkened room 
so that he might receive his uncanny friends. Homer, 
Moses, and Edward the 1st were amongst those whom he 
declared had held converse with him in the watches of the 
night, and he was thus able to paint their portraits. Some 
one wrote of Blake that in him “ The wisdom of the sage, 
the simplicity of the child, and the uncontrolled imagina 
tion of the madman were strangely allied.” The latter 
part of this commentary upon the life of Blake will by 
many be considered fair, when his picture in the National 
Gallery is examined. Its title is, “ The Spiritual Form of 
Pitt guiding Behemoth,” and it is difficult to see the 
meaning of it, as it is easy to imagine that “ visions were 
about ” when it was painted. We must acknowledge, 
however, that Blake is worthy of honourable mention in 
the matter of the etching of copper plates which had been 
treated with a “ resist.” 

--♦-- 

THE PERSONALITY OF AUTHORS. 

It is always a matter of great interest, especially in the 
case of studious readers, to visit the scenes and places 
described by or associated with a favourite author. The 
country round about Stratford-on-Avon is known by every¬ 
one as “ Shakespeare’s Country,” and depends largely for 
its modern prosperity upon the multitude of tourists who 
go to visit the home of the immortal poet. In minor 
degree the spots described with such masterly care by 
Charles Dickens are regularly visited by his readers. 
There are always a few to be found in Westminster Abbey 
gazing reverently at the novelist’s grave, and some do not 
forget to leave on it a few flowers, as silent but eloquent 
token of their regard. Recognising this kindly, reverential 
feeling between masters of the pen and their disciples,. 
Messers. Doubleday, Page, and Company, of New York, 
have recently published what they call “ The Personal 
Edition ” of the works of George Eliot. So far as we- 
know, this edition is not on sale in Britain, and the volume 
now before us, “ Scenes of Clerical Life,” came into our 
hands quite fortuitously.. Its novel feature, which gives 
the book a great charm, in its photographic illustrations 
of the places dealt with by the author in the text. We 
are shown here the veritable scenes where the action of 
the play takes place, and we are constrained to think that 
George Eliot, like her contemporary, Dickens, preferred 
to weave her romance around a real object rather than 
trust too much to imagination for her mise-en-scene.. 
Otherwise the publishers would have found it most diffi¬ 
cult to carry out the scheme which they have brought to* 
such a successful issue. 

In order to get some idea of the scope of this method of: 
illustration, we turn over the pages of the volume, looking, 
as a child would do, at the pictures first. The frontispiece 
is a pleasant view of Shepperton Church, the church: 
associated with the sad fortunes of the Rev. Amos Barton. 
This is not, as many have believed, the Shepperton-on 
Thames, but an even quieter village in Warwickshire. A. 
street in the village forms the subject of another picture, 
and we note with regret that there is a railway arch in the 
far background, showing that the place is undergoing the 
usual change from the picturesqueness of the past to the 
bustle of the present. Next we come to several pictures 
of Cheveral Manor, both exterior and interior, the scene of 
Mr. Gilfil’s love story. The third, and last, story of the 
series, which occupies about one half of the volume, is 

A Pioneer 
Process 
Worker. 
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'‘ Janet’s Repentance,” and in this case it has been possible, 
by some occult means, to illustrate the text in a more 
“ personal ” manner. We have here portrayed by the 
camera, “ Lawyer Dempster’s House in Orchard Street,” 
Mrs. Pettifer’s house, where Janet took refuge after being 
turned out of doors by her drunken husband, and a view 
of Mr. Tryan’s church at Paddyforcl, besides other pictures 
which it is unnecessary to mention. Such is the new 
edition of the works of George Eliot, an author whose books 
will live so long as the English language lasts. We under- 
stand that the publishers have in hand a new Shakespeare, 
■which is to be drawn on the same lines, obviously a far 
more difficult task. It may be urged that these photo¬ 
graphs of village streets, old-fashioned country mansions, 
and ivy-clad churches which have known many genera¬ 
tions of worshippers, are such familiar objects to all, in 
these days of rapid transit, that there is no need to 
•encumber our choice literature with such well-known 
things. There is certainly a show of reason in this objec- 
iection in the case of an author whose books have but the 
limited circulation of his own county or country. But 
writers like George Eliot, Thackeray, Dickens, and some 
■others, are known and cherished wherever the English 
language is spoken. Nay, by means of translations into 
foreign tongues, their books have secured a worldwide 
r-eputation. It is therefore evident that there are millions 
of readers over sea who will never have the opportunity 
of visiting the places immortalised by our eminent authors, 
•and it is these readers who will value most of all the 
photographic illustrations. Otherwise they can see only 
in imagination the scenes described, and each will colour 
iris mental images by his own particular surroundings, just 
.as the artists of old dressed their classical and scriptural 
heroes and heroines in the costume peculiar to the time 
•and country in which they themselves lived and painted. 
There is something so distinctive about an English land¬ 
scape, village, or town, something so different to what we 
hnd even just across the silver streak which separates us 
from our Continental neighbours, that pictorial aid to an 
author is a great advantage. More than this, the changes 
which are coming over the face of the country, owing to 
new methods of locomotion, threaten to be in the near 
future far greater than that change, more than half a 
-century ago, which saw the last of the stage coach. 

Let us suppose, however, that the readers of an author’s 
works are confined only to English-speaking peoples. We 
naturally, in the first place, think of our transatlantic 
•cousins in America and Canada. How can the untravelled 
-dwellers in that huge continent obtain any correct idea of 
the appearance of, say, one of our sleepy old cathedral 
towns, or of an old-fashioned English inn ? It is by the aid 
of pictures that they are enabled to enter into the spirit 

■of a writer’s meaning, and if the pictures be photographs, 
they feel that they are in nearer touch with the author’s 
mind, although to dwellers in England the beauty of the 
mere word-pictures may be all-sufficient. A story is told 
of an American visitor, to an old English country seat, 
who asked one of the gardeners how they managed to keep 
the lawn in such splendid order, as smooth as so much 
velvet. “ Well, sir,” was the answer, “ we cut it, and roll 
it, and water it over and over again for six hundred years.” 
The American said no more, but it may be assumed that 
he thought that after all there was a something about the 
old country which America, with all its splendid achieve¬ 
ments, lacked. It is no doubt owing to this feeling that 
in a crowd of sightseers to any of our public monuments 
a large proportion prove to be American. Americans have 
set up a memorial window to Shakespeare in the church 
of Stratford-on-Avon, and they have placed a marble bust 

of the poet Keats in the church at Hampstead. These are 
the people who buy our photographs, and who will best 
appreciate the effort which is being made to illustrate 
English classics by the help of photographs. 

OBSCURE CAUSES OF FOGGY PLATES. 

An article of great interest in the issue of Xalwre for last 
week by Dr. W. J. Russell makes it desirable to recall 
attention to two important papers he read before the Royal 
Society and the Royal Photographic Society about three 
years ago . The practical teaching of his communications 
should have been the means of imparting valuable know¬ 
ledge, but this would appear to be almost a dead letter. 
They showed, to put the matter briefly, that peroxide of 
hydrogen, when permitted to act on a plate, though in 
infinitesimal quantities, was capable of exerting an action 
of some sort that resulted in the production of a darkening 
of the film upon the application of a developer. He did 
not attempt to predicate the nature of this action; he 
merely showed that it was produced, and he described an 
elaborate series of experiments, proving that the deposit 
obtained could not have been produced in any other way 
than from the influence of the peroxide. Our readers 
may say, “ All this is very interesting, but it is not prac¬ 
tical.” We will show the very practical bearing it has, 
and the extent to which the teaching referred to is ignored. 
Let any purchaser of, say, a new magazine hand camera, 
with its metallic sheaths and interior carefully blackened 
to prevent reflections, charge it with plates, and after leav¬ 
ing them in for some time, make exposures and develop. 
In too many instances the results will be all fogged. 
Another dozen plates may be put in and exposed shortly 
afterwards, and they will be all that could be desired. The 
conclusion will be arrived at that the first lot of plates 
were defective, and the plate-maker will be blamed. But 
the blame is to be put on peroxide of hydrogen, and its 
presence accounted for by the composition of the varnish 
or stain used to blacken the inside of the camera. The 
same thing may occur with an ordinary dark slide; but we 
give the instance of a magazine camera as showing the 
action on a dozen plates at a time, and as leading more 
especially to incorrect and unjust inferences. We have 
on a previous occasion narrated an example of each of a 
number of plates being fogged in a batch at one end of 
the film, and the cause being traced to the presence of a 
similarly explainable disturbing influence from the water¬ 
proof cloth newly used for repairing the hinged back of 
the slides, one slide not repaired being fortunately used on 
the same occasion, thus aiding in discovering the cause 
of what at first seemed a very mysterious case of fog. Dr. 
Russell in his experiments showed how great a number of 
substances were capable of producing fog, and in his later 
paper further showed that the active agent was the hydro¬ 
gen peroxide. 

The fog-producing substances most likely to be used in 
photographic work are the terpines and freshly-exposed 
surfaces of certain metals. The higher the temperature 
the quicker the action, as a general rule. Printers’ ink 
was capable of exerting the action, but its power gradually 
waned with the age of the printed matter. For example, 
the periodical Punch, which is printed in good ink, gave 
at ordinary temperatures a picture in two weeks, while at 
55 deg. Centigrade two hours was sufficient, and at boiling- 
point, ten minutes. We learn from this how much more 
probable will fog be just at the time when a larger number 
of plates would be used—the summer days, when the light 
is good, and best work most probably be at a maximum. 
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Dr. Russell also showed that old and seasoned wood was 
capable of absorbing the fog-producing agent, and giving 
it off again afterwards, at a greater or less rate as the 
temperature was higher or lower. Even the plain and 
seasoned wood itself would give off sufficient to produce 
fog after a long exposure in contact with the plate. 
Linseed oil and copal varnish gave off a large amount of 
the injurious emanations. 

One singular thing was the variety of permeability of 
various bodies to the fogging agent. Porous substances 
naturally might be expected to permit it to pass ; but it was 
capable of being absorbed by and of passing through thin 
sheets of celluloid, gelatine, gutta-percha, or india-rubber. 
Gum arabic, when dissolved and used to coat paper, allowed 
the peroxide to pass through when it was fissured with 
minute cracks, but was impervious in a continuous coat¬ 
ing. Zinc, when a freshly-scraped surface was exposed, 
acted very quickly, especially in the presence of moisture. 
Some kinds of paper were more active than others in im¬ 
pressing the film. Dr. Russell found that one of the most 
impermeable substances was paper treated with paraffin, 
while the well-known tracing-paper was freely permeated. 
These latter experiments give important suggestions as to 
the mode of treating dry plates for storage. The effect on 
contact with paper is conspicuously seen every day on the 
edges of the paper separating slips, though one maker who 
produces excellent plates packs them face to face in pairs 
of twos, and wraps each four plates in paper, apparently 
with perfect success. 

Dr. Russell, in his recent communication to Nature, 
enlarges on the effect on papers of various kinds of inks 
—printers’ and writing—in various conditions. Cotton 
and hemp are entirely without action, but the other 
materials used in paper-making all act more or less. The 
order following represents the degree of action, the 
strongest being placed first:—Mechanical wood pulp, flax, 
esparto, and straw cellulose. When bleached the action 
is destroyed, though it may return, and sometimes the 
sizing material gives off the peroxide ; especially is this 
so with a resin size. Ordinary writing ink gives off no 
fog-producing matter, and even when very old this action 
continues. The article is copiously illustrated, and will 
well repay perusal. Finally, we would say that the lesson 
to be learnt is to avoid contact between paper and film; 
and to substitute some substance in lieu of the ordinary 
needle paper employed for wrapping, etc. If paraffined 
paper be employed for the folding up of the sets of plates in 
their boxes, we might then expect to get rid of the too fre¬ 
quent effect of plates injured through emanations passing 
through paper and strawboard to the platss, and so 
producing ultimate fog. 

We are pleased to learn that Mr. E. J. Wall is progressing favourably 
after his recent severe accident. He will be confined to the hospital for 
some weeks yet, but there is every prospect of a good recovery. 

The many friends of Mr. Philip Everitt at home and abroad will be 
sorry to learn that he has been confined to his house for the past month 
with an affection of the eyes, causing very great pain and total incapacity 
for work. However, we are glad to say that Mr. Everitt is well on the way 
to recovery, and hopes soon to resume his photographic work. 

The arrangements for photochronographic observations in the physio¬ 
logical laboratory of Moscow University form the subject of a paper by 
Professor L. Morokhowetz and Drs. A. Samojloff and A. Judin, published 
by the Imperial University Press. The room used for these observations is 
divided into four parts, one of which is described as a “monster camera,” 
being a dark room in which the photographs can be exposed and watched 
during the exposure. Among the apparatus used is a pendulum photo- 
chronograph, in which the pendulum carries a sensitive plate, and is 
provided with a contrivance for releasing it at will and fixing it at the end 
of each half-oscillation. The papers are illustrated by photographs of the 
curves of different vowel sounds, taken in the laboratory.—“Nature.” 

[dannary 10, 

STEREOSCOPIC VISION AND RANGE FINDERS. 

(Abstract of a Paper read at the Society of Aits, December lsth, 1901.) 

Instruments for measuring the distance of an object by optical! 

means are required not only by military and naval men, but by 

surveyors, by travellers, by sportsmen, by the mercantile marine, 

and by others. For each purpose there are special requirements, 

as to the accuracy, range, and portability of the instrument. The 

instrument which I have perfected is the most difficult. Tt is 

intended only for military use, and only for one arm of the 

service. A time may come when I may adapt it for other pur¬ 

poses, but in the form now shown it is intended only for use with 

rifle fire. It is not suitable for long-range artillery, nor for the- 

navy. The instrument before you looks simple enough, such as 

might be designed and completed in a month or two. But it has 

taken me ten years of intermittent, besides two years of incessant, 

work and experiment and trial and alteration to arrive at tin- 

present simple and effective type, suitable for a single arm of 

the service. I may say, however, that this infantry type is by 

far the most difficult, because, in addition to accuracy, extreme 

portability is such an essential feature. At the same time, the- 

infantry are mere in want of some addition to their present 

resources than anyone else, and the urgent want for such an 

instrument has been proclaimed and re-echoed by all our officers 

who have returned from the war in South Africa. All methods 

of optically measuring the distance of an inaccessible object 

depend on using a base of known length, which must be- 

measured on the ground, or else be part of the instrument. In 

the latter case the instrument can usually be worked by one- 

man, who can find the distance without changing his position. 

This class of instruments is sometimes spoken of as short-base 

range-finders. Numerous patents for such instruments have 

been applied for ; but the difficulties in the way of ensuring 

accuracy are so great that only one type has ever been perfected 

and generally used. The Barr and Stroud range-finder has been 

adopted by the navy Avith most satisfactory results, and this 

has proved the fact that a short base (4^ feet) is not inconsistent 

with accuracy. But the Barr and Stroud instrument is as 

unsuitable for use Avith infantry as the instrument before you is 

for naval use. For the use of infantry, where extreme porta¬ 

bility, and accuracy, and suitability for ill-defined objects, such 

as men, bushes, rocks, &c., are essentials, there is no instrument 

in existence Avhich has ever been put fonvard as fulfilling the 

conditions, except the simple folding range-finder which I have 

to bring to your notice. In spite of all the tentative patents, it 

is noteworthy that this is absolutely unique, as no other short- 

base infantry range-finder exists. Let us devote two minutes to 

noting the means by which we can find the distance of an in¬ 

accessible object, Avhich may be any distance, and suppose it is 

to the north of us. Let us measure a base on the ground, east 

and west, 100 yards long, driving in a peg in the ground at each 

end of the 100 yards base. Let us have a table or drawing-board 

placed level at each of these pegs. Noav avo take a sheet of paper, 

and draw a line, A B, one inch long, to represent 100 yards. 

Going to the drawing-table on the left, Ave pass a needle through 

the point A, and so pin it fiat and level on the table. Then Ave 

turn the paper round, until a ruler, resting against the needle 

and lying on the line A B, points along our base. Then, keeping 

the paper fixed, we turn the ruler until it points to the distant- 

object, and we draw a line, with pencil, on the paper along the 

ruler. We then go to the table at the other end of the base, and 

fixing the paper with a needle through the point, B, to that table, 

we go through the same operation and draAv another line point¬ 

ing to the distant object, B. The intersection of the tAA7o lines 

and the line, A B, on the paper, form a map of the positions of 

the distant object and of our base, on the scale of 100 yards to 

one inch. If the intersection be ten inches from A or B, we 

know that the distant object is#10 x 100= 1,000 yards from either 
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end of our base. It is quite clear, now, that if we have a short 
base, say 6 feet long, then if we can measure the angle between 

two lines drawn from the distant object, one to each end of our 
base, we can determine the distance of the object from the base. 
All range-finders are founded upon this principle. 

Professor Piazzi Smyth tried to make a short, self-contained 
base telemeter for surveying, with a base of 60 inches, Colonel 
Clarke 72 inches, Otto Struve used a base of 73.5 inches, and 
Adie one of 36 inches. All of these were failures. I am pleased 
to have discovered, and to be able to exhibit here, one of the few 
Adie telemeters ever made. It may be taken as the germ of all 
later attempts. Its faults are well known, and it is to the 
elimination of these faults that all subsequent inventors of this 
class of instrument have devoted themselves. It consists essen¬ 
tially of four mirrors at 45 deg. to the base, and a telescope in 
which two superposed pictures are seen of the distant object, one 
picture being seen by reflection from the two mirrors to the left 
in the diagram, the other picture being seen by reflection from 
the two mirrors to the right. Since the object is seen in a 
slightly different direction from the two ends of the base, the 
-observer sees the object double in the telescope until he moves 
one of the mirrors so as not to lie at 45 deg. to the base. The 
angle through which he turns it is double the angle between the 
two lines coming from the distant object to the base, and, as we 

saw before, this angle tells him the distance of the object. 
The mirrors are supported on an arm, and their weight bends 

it. Even the sun’s rays will distort it, and the angle we have 
to measure is so small that the errors thus introduced destroy 
the accuracy of the instrument. The present Astronomer-Royal, 
Mr. Christie, used a screen for the sun’s rays, and to this Messrs. 
Parr and Stroud added an arm so designed for strength that it 
does not bend by its own weight. All this makes the instrument 
very heavy, and not at all suitable for infantry use. Now, in 
naval work, for which the Barr and Stroud instrument is made, a 
ship, or its mast or funnel, is very sharp against the sky, and 
the coincidence can easily be made ; but this method is almost 
valueless in the field. A bush, or a rock, or a man is an object 
so ill-defined, especially against certain backgrounds, that in 
attempting to make a coincidence you may move one picture in 
the telescope over the other for a considerable angle before you 
are sure that it is double. An officer who used such a thing in 
South Africa said it was impossible, in most cases, to get any 
accuracy of coincidence, and deplored the fact that there were 
mo steeples or masts on the veldt. Sir David Gill, of the Cape¬ 
town Observatory, confirmed this, and Messrs. Barr and Stroud 
asserted that no range-finders could be invented to get over the 
-difficulty. 

The difficulty has been got over by Messrs. Carl Zeiss and by 
myself, who use stereoscopic vision. ■ If you will look at the 
diagram of the Zeiss telemeter, you will see that it resembles 
the one we have just examined in most particulars, but it has two 
eye-pieces used with the two eyes. In the two focal planes also 
are two photographs on glass of two scales, the marks on one being 
at slightly different distances from the marks on the other. Each 
pair of marks has a distance, so many hundred metres, marked 
upon it, and a certain degree of convergence of the eyes is 
required to make any pair of marks appear single. The object 
aimed at also appears single with a certain muscular convergence 
of the eyes, and it is easy to pick out a pair of marks requiring 
the same convergence as the distant object, and you read off the 
number of hundred metres on that pair of marks directly. I will 
speak of the accuracy of stereoscopic vision presently. I now 
wish to say that if you are looking at an ill-defined object the two 
pictures leap together into one so soon as you concentrate your 
attention on them. This is true even if the object be out of 
focus or so feebly outlined as a cloud. It is the consequence of 
our spending our lives in working those eye-muscles so as to 
make two pictures of an object appear as one. No muscles of 
the body are more constantly trained than these, and however 

faint the object may be the coincidence effected is absolute and 
immoveable. This physiological action is referred to by Sir 
John Herschel (“The Telescope,” p. 118). In describing an 
arrangement of powerful telecopes for stereoscopic vision he 
says :—“ When used for viewing near objects the mounting must 
admit of a slight convergence being given to the axes of the 
telescopes, to direct them at once to the same object. If this be 
not done the object is seen double ; but so soon as the images 
are brought very near they suddenly spring together, even while 
some minute deviation still subsists, in a very singular and 
striking way ; while the sensation changes at once from that of 
contemplating a picture to that of viewing a real object.” This 
remarkable training, by which our eye-muscles and our vision 
work automatically, hand-in-hand, is so remarkable that you 
will, I am sure, excuse me if I make a further quotation from the 
article, “Microscope,” in the Encyclopedia Britannica—- 
“ Comparing Wenham’s device with those of Nachet and Riddell 
for obtaining a stereoscopic effect with a binocular microscope, the 
author, after admitting that in the former the two images may 
be of different sizes and of unequal brightness, goes on to say : 
‘ It is well known to those who have experimented upon the 
phenomena of stereoscopic vision (1) that a slight difference in 
the size of the two pictures is no bar to their perfect combination, 
and (2) that if one of the pictures be good, the full effect is given 
to the image, even though the other picture be faint and imper¬ 
fect, provided that the outlines of the latter are sufficiently dis¬ 
tinct to represent the perspective projection.’ It might have 
been added that it is also well known that where both images are 
indistinct, as when a khaki-coloured coat is observed against a 
sandy background, or when both images are slightly out of 
focus, the two images still leap together by involuntary muscular 
action of the eyes, and the axes of the two eyes are held fixed at 
the true convergence required for making a single picture out of 
the two images of the object viewed. * Dr. Pulfrid has correctly 
stated that not only indistinctly defined objects which canno_t 

be clearly pointed out in the ordinary way—a distant fold in the 
ground, irregular bush, or the skirt of a wood—but also such 
things as a cloud of smoke or dust—absolutely without contour— 
so long as they detach themselves from the background, can have 
their distance determined stereoscopically as well as the most 

distinct object.” 
The diagram here exhibited will assist in understanding the 

description which I now give. The instrument consists of a 
folding aluminium base, 6 feet in length, and a field glass. The 
base is a square tube hinged at its middle, and folds up to 3 feet 
6 inches. Each half has at each end a doubly reflecting prism. 
The rays of light from a distant object strike the outer pair of 
these four prisms, are reflected at right angles along each tube, 
and are then reflected at the two middle prisms into the two 
telescopes of the binocular fixed to the base, in directions 
parallel to the original rays intercepted by the outer prisms. It 
is the measurement of the angle between these rays that tells the 
distance of the object looked at. This angle is measured by two 
vertical wires, one in each telescope, seen by the two eyes. One 
of the wires is fixed, the other is moved by a micrometer-screw 
until the two wires appear as one, while the object is seen dis¬ 
tinctly. This gives the distance accurately to 2 per cent., even at 
3,000 yards. But now stereoscopic vision comes in and gives far 
greater accuracy. The wire seems to stand out solid in space, 
and the slightest turn of the micrometer screw causes the wire 
to appear to be nearer or farther than the object looked at, and 
when the wire appears to be at exactly the same distance the 
micrometer reading gives the distance with an accuracy fai 
greater than that attainable by observing the duplication of 
images on the retina. I have spoken of wires in the focal planes 
of the binoculars, but I haven these up. I will tell jou vhj- 
If I adjust the vertical wires crossing the field of view, until 
they seem to be at the distance of any object, say a tree, then the 
lower part of the wire cutting the foreground ought to be also at 
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the distance of the tree. But common sense o^oses this view, 
for the foreground is nearer than the tree. Thus the stereoscopic 
sense, if I may use the expression, believes itself deceived, and 
refuses to work so readily. To obviate this, I next used a line 
coming from the top vertically down to the centre of the field. 
This got over the difficulty entirely. Then I thought out a way 
of getting over another difficulty. We are not accustomed to see 
wires or lines in the sky or landscape, and we do not find the 
same tendency for them to “ spring together,” as Sir John Her- 
schel describes it. The only real object I could think of with a 
point at its lowest part was a balloon with a tail rope, the lower 
end of which is at the centre of the field. This has been a grand 
success, and the two balloons spring together even with observers 
who could never bring the lines to look like a pole at a fixed dis¬ 
tance. Almost everyone can now get the stereoscopic effect 
easily. There are not many men of science who have tested the 
accuracy of stereoscopic vision. All who have done so are aware 
that the stereoscope is the most accurate means of measuring an 
angle that we possess. Dr. Wolfe, of Heidelberg, has a stereo¬ 
scopic comparator for detecting the motion of stars from photo¬ 
graphs taken at different dates. With this instrument, I have 
stereoscopically observed some of the stars lying in a direction 
at right angles to the sun’s motion in space, by means of two 
photographs taken at an interval of four years. The nearer stars 
appear, with this gigantic base, to stand out distinctly nearer 
than the others in the stereoscope, although no micrometer, with 
the same magnifying power, could detect the parallax. It can¬ 
not be doubted that the naked eye can stereoscopically detect an 
angle of less than ten seconds. The stereoscopic method has 
also this advantage, that the muscles of the eyes are being 
trained by us, every hour of our lives, to make two pictures of an 
object appear as one. Hence, when you look, even at an ill-defined 
object, the muscles compel the two images to jump together. 

I may mention that the wonderful accuracy of stereoscopic 
visions was first discovered by Professor Dove, of Berlin (Optische 
Htudien, Berlin, 1859, pp. 26-36). As examples, he found that 
in a stereoscope the eyes were able to detect the difference in size 
between a bronze and silver medal struck from the same die. On 
being examined, one with each eye, the resulting form appeared 
always to be curved, and not flat; also two impressions of printed 
matter from the same type seldom failed to show some of the 
letters advancing in front of, or receding behind, the plane of 
the paper. Professor Helmholtz, in his physiological optics, has 
emphasised the same fact. I had a good illustration of it when 
describing my range-finder to a scientific audience. One speaker 
said he did not believe in the accuracy of stereoscopic vision, and 
gave the reason as follows :—“ There is a blind in front of the 
window there with a cord. Holding my head steady, I tried to 
judge its distance from the window-frame. I put it at 2 inches, 
but now I see that it is 6 inches distant.” He was about 24 feet 
from the cord, and we may take 2g inches as the distance between 
his eyes. The angle subtended was28'.56". But he thought 
the distance was 24 ft. 4 ins., the angle subtended being 28'. 30" 
Ho that in this first rough essay, lie was able to measure the angle 
correctly to 26 seconds of arc—a very accurate estimate, instead 
of being inaccurate as he thought it was. I have had an excellent 
opportunity of testing the accuracy of stereoscopic vision. I 
adjust the micrometer screw until the balloon in the focal planes 
appears to be at the same distance as some clear object against 
the sky. The observation is repeated ten times, and the maximum 
difference between any two of the ten readings amounts to less 
than one second of arc with a magnifying power of twelve. This 
means a maximum error of half a second, or six seconds with the 
naked eye. An accuracy to half a second is far closer than I have 
sought, for my limit being 2.8 seconds, to give 2 per cent, at 
3,000 yards. Thus my instrument is five or six times more 
accurate by the use of stereoscopic vision than I require. I am, 
therefore, diminishing the magnifying power of the binoculars to 
eight instead of twelve, and even then I can confidently say that 

in the hands of an average man viewing an average object tin* 
range-finder will give the distance correct within 2 per cent, at 
3,000 yards. I have put the instrument to the severest tests, and 
am ready to welcome the strictest trials of its accuracy. Moving 
figures, badly lighted objects, and even the targets at Bisley 
when they were dancing with mirage, have given distance 
measurements that exceeded the standards I had aimed at. 

My base is 6 ft. long, and folds to 3 ft. 3 ins., and in carrying 1 
find it best to strap it on the back. It weighs from 2£- to 3 lbs. 

I have had many binoculars made, and at last have arrived 
at the beautiful solid scientific engineer’s instrument which 
Messrs. Carl Zeiss, of Jena, have made from my designs, and 
which I now show you as the regulation type which I think ought 
to be adopted for infantry. Its optical qualities, used apart 
from the base, are superb. Used with the base, its indications 
are absolutely reliable, and it is strongly built and suitable for 
rough service. It weighs 21,- lbs. 

Professor Georue Forbes, F.R.S. 

- 

SOME APPLICATIONS OF LIGHT FILTERS IN LAND¬ 

SCAPE l’HOTOG RAPH Y. 

(A Paper read before the Photographic Club.) 

It is a matter of some surprise, having regard to the 
length of time orthochromatic plates have been procurable, that 
the bulk of photographers still remain either indifferent to their 
advantages or unable to grasp the principles associated with their 
use. A large number of photographers take it for granted that 
an orthochromatic plate cannot be used except in conjunction 
with a light-filter, and that a light-filter x-equires an enormous 
increase of exposui’e, making the use of these plates out of the 
question for anything like practical work. Yet another section 
of photographers disallow that the orthochi’omatic plate has any 
advantage over the ordinary for landscape work. In the tenth 
edition of Sir W. Abney’s Instruction in Photography, pub¬ 
lished a few months ago, it is somewhat astonishing to me to read 
that, “ Orthochi’omatic plates are principally useful for photo¬ 
graphing pictures, and are not of much advantage for landscape 

work.” 
In the pi’esent paper I would like, with your permission, to 

review the advantages of the orthochromatic plate, plus its 
commensal—the light-filtei*, from a landscape photographer’s 
point of view. And I must ask your consideration, if I appear to 
ignore somewhat the title of my papei’, for it is advantageous 
to compare the ordinai’y plate with the oiThochromatic at many 
points, and also the orthochromatic without a light-filter against 
a similar plate with one. At the outset I would disclaim any 
exactitude in orthochromatic processes ; to the workers in 
trichromatic photography my methods and appliances must seem 
crude and elementary. For the class of work I have in view, 
however’, they are sufficiently exact, and my aim is to encourage 
/Workers to take up colour-sensitive plates and filters by keeping 
accessories and manipulations as simple as possible rather than 
deter them by suggesting difficulties and refinements which are 

uncalled for. 
The selection of filters for trichromatic photography is a cai'e 

requiring very considerable knowledge and research, but in land¬ 
scape photography a comparatively rough method will suffice. 
It is, of course, undesirable to eliminate any portion of the 
visible spectrum when choosing a filter for landscape work ; what 
is required is a medium which will reduce the activity in the 
violet region. For a long time I xvorked entirely with glass 
media, but the quality of absorption in any glass I examined left 
so much to be desired that I found it more satisfactory to pre¬ 
pare my own filters by using one of the various dyes suggested 
for this purpose. The two I pass l’ound satisfy my demands very 
effectually. Of the two the ammonium picrate filter is the one 
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generally used, it subdues the activity in the violet sufficiently to 

be useful, yet does not disturb the tone values. You will notice 

that the filter is graduated ; in use the denser portion is placed 

so that it intercepts those rays falling upon the plate from the 

shy and extreme distance. The amber filter is a most valuable 

item in the landscape outfit, but it requires considerable care 

in its application. Its fault, from a photographic point of view, 

is that it absorbs too effectually the blue rays, hence its use 

completely upsets the tone values. However, as I shall endeavour 

to show you later on, there are occasions in landscape practice, 

when, if the photographer is willing to compromise a little, he 

will obtain results with it which are impossible by any other 

method. If you examine the two filters with the spectroscope you 

Avill notice that the ammonium-picrate absorbs strongly in the 

violet, while the amber filter continues further into the indigo. 

Although the title of my paper does not justify me in institu¬ 

ting any comparisons between the ordinary plate and the ortho- 

chromatic, it will, perhaps, be interesting if I show you compara¬ 

tive results in order that you may decide for yourselves how 

much advantage rests with the orthochromatic plate. The slide 

No. 1 is from a negative on an ordinary plate, No. 2 being the 

same subject from an orthochromatic plate, used in conjunction 

with the picrate screen. You will notice that on the ordinary 

plate the distant mountains and well-defined clouds do not 

appear at all, though they are perfectly rendered on the ortho¬ 

chromatic. In many instances I have failed to detect any advan¬ 

tage of the orthochromatic over the ordinary plate when the 

orthochromatic was used without a filter. It must not be 

thought, however, that because in some subjects the orthochro¬ 

matic fails to register an improved rendering when used without 

the filter that no advantage accrues from the adoption of the ortho¬ 

chromatic plate ; in very many landscape subjects a distinctly 

better result is obtained on the orthochromatic plate even when 

used without the filter. The case for the orthochromatic plate is 

very well put by saying that there is no disadvantage attending 

its use, while the advantages over the ordinary plate are un¬ 

deniable. I will show you three slides of the same subject, one 

from an ordinary plate, another from an orthochromatic plate, 

minus the filter, and a third from an orthochromatic with a filter. 

All three were taken within half a minute of each other to obtain 

constant conditions. There is, as you will observe, practically 

no difference between the ordinary plate and the orthochromatic 

without the filter, but the difference is most marked when the 

filter is used. One other example I give you of the difference 

between an ordinary and orthochromatic plate. The subject 

is a bit of common, with fleecy clouds upon a background of 

pale blue sky. You will, I think, agree with me that the ordi¬ 

nary plate has completely failed to render this with anything 

like the truth of the orthochromatic when conjoined Avith a suit¬ 
able filter. 

Passing now to the legitimate scope of my paper, I will in¬ 

stance several conditions familiar to the landscape Avorker that 

may be considerably improved by the use of an orthochromatic 

plate and filter. In mountain regions, or when any considerable 

extent of country has to be included in a view, haze is one of the 

most serious drawbacks to successful photography. The distance 

is sure to be quite obliterated, unless some means is available 

of reducing the activity of the blue rays. This means we have 

in the filter; interpose the ammonium-picrate filter betAveen 

your plate and the subject and you will get the distance clear 

an.l sharp ; at the same time procuring full detail in the fore¬ 

ground. It has been said that this haze is one of the chief charms 

of an English landscape, which it is undesirable to eliminate by 

the use of orthochromatic plates and filters. But anyone who 

has tried to reproduce, quantitatively in a negative, the haze of i 

a landscape knows how impossible is the task ; the distance will 

solarise out of all recognition if the foreground is to receive an 

adequate exposure. But by the use of a filter of suitable depth 

the activity of the blue rays Avill be reduced just enough to give 
a fair rendering in the negative of the amount of haze in the 
original. At times the haze is so great that even visually the 
distance is almost obliterated. Light-coloured filters are useless 
Avhen such is the case ; if the photographer must work under such 
conditions the deep amber filter Avill be his best friend. In the 
next slides I have endeavoured to illustrate the value of this 
filter for dense haze. One of the slides is from a negative with 
the filter, which shows a range of mountains about twenty miles 
away just perceptibly outlined, Avhilst in the negative taken 
Avitliout the filter these mountains have absolutely disappeared 
and the coast line but tAvo miles away is seriously degraded. 
This Avas a very severe test of the capacity of a deep-coloured 
filter to remove haze ; the distant range of mountains, even to 
the eye, Avas but barely distinguishable owing to the north-east 

wind that had been prevalent for some days. 
When using these deep-coloured filters care has to be taken 

against under-exposing the plate, or the result shown in the next 
slide will be the consequence. You will notice that although the 
clouds and distant mountains are nicely rendered, the fore¬ 
ground is unsatisfactory from over-correction. The water is too 
dark, Avhile the grass in the immediate foreground is quite 
white. This false rendering of tones is due to over-correction in 
the filter, greatly aggravated in this instance by under-exposure-. 
Full exposure, of course, minimises the evil of over-correction 

when using these deep filters, as you will see from the next slide, 
Avhich is of practically the same subject and taken under the- 

same conditions, but with nearly double the exposure of the- 

former. It is entirely a matter of compromise when using these 
deep filters, and I consider the slight amount of over-correction 
is more than counter-balanced by the superior general effect- 
When the foreground is some considerable distance from the- 
camera, and does not consist of light greens, the OATer-correcti jn 

is barely noticeable, a point that Avill be apparent from a con¬ 

sideration of the next slide. Another picture very well illustrates 
both the advantages and the disadvantages of the deep filter. 
You Avill observe in it a large newly-moAvn field in the middle 
distance which has been made to look like a field of snow by the 
over-correction of the filter ; the remainder of the landscape is 
very well rendered. It Avas an error of judgment to use such a 

deep-coloured filter on this subject; had one similar to the- 
ammonium-picrate been used everything Avould ha\Te been 

correct in tone-value. 
There is one application of the deep amber filter I would like- 

to illustrate, although it may be more interesting than practical. 
If such a filter is used when the light is very poor its tendency to 
over-correction becomes really useful, as the greens in the land¬ 
scape are brightened up in a Avondei’ful manner, and any haze 
that may be obscuring the distance is effectually removed. The- 
picture shown is from a negative taken as a test. It was obtained; 
late in the afternoon of a dull, Avet day ; a fine drizzle Avas falling 
during the exposure, and the quality of light may be estimated 
by the fact that it had about forty seconds’ exposure with a fairlj- 
rapid orthochromatic plate. You will alloAv, I think, that 

there is a fair amount of sparkle n the result; certainly an 
ordinary plate under the same conditions, or even an ortho¬ 

chromatic Avitliout a filter, Avould have failed altogether. 
For mountain Avork these deep filters are invaluable, and as- 

there is rarely much foliage in this class of A\rork the oATer-coirec- 
tion is quite negligible. Haze is so prevalent in the mountain 
districts of England that unless it is modified by the use of 
filters there is little chance of rendering the contour lines of. 
distant mountains. The next slide shown is a vieAV of the central 
Snowdon group from a distance of about fifteen miles. Lou wilJ 
observe that, in spite of the distance, no loss of modelling occurs 

in the mountain slopes. 
If the photographer has Avork to do in towns and cities he may, 

by the aid of filters, wage a fairly successful war against the- 
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smoke that generally makes photography so difficult in such 
places. The drawback to their use is, of course, the prolonged 
exposure, though even this may be turned to advantage at times. 
If, for instance, it is desired to photograph some building without 
having inexplicable patches on the negative of what, in the sub¬ 
ject, were passers-by, a filter and small stop by prolonging the 
exposure will prevent their transitory movements impressing the 
plate. 

It will be readily understood from what has previously been 
said that when dealing with foliage subjects the photographer has, 
in the filter, a means of improving the quality of his negatives 
not open to the user of ordinary plates. Even without the filter 

the orthochromatic is the superior of the ordinary plate for this 
class of work ; with the filter the advantages in more than one 
direction ar© incontestable. Where various shades of green are 
present it is possible to get their tone values better translated 
with a filter than by any other means. The slide before you 
represents very well the rendering of an orthochromatic plate for 
foliage subjects. Care has to be exercised when using filters on 

■such subjects that they are not too deep, otherwise the over¬ 
correction is worse than its opposite, which obtains with the 
■ordinary plate. 

It has always appeared to me that negatives taken with a good 
‘filter reproduce the effect of sunlight better than is possible by 
any other means. When I look at the next view it reproduces in 
my mind the exact impression I derived from the original subject. 

There is a truthful rendering about subjects taken with a filter 
That is absent from those where it is not used. In this subject the 
lurches stood out against a background of dark clouds, with a 

brilliant white cloud towards the horizon, while a flood of sun¬ 
light bathed the middle distance. Had this negative been on an 

■ordinary plate it would have failed to suggest any of these con¬ 

ditions to the mind. I have here slides from comparative 
•negatives done for the purpose of satisfying myself that a better 

rendering of sunlight can be got with a filter. These were taken 
late in the evening with the sun low down. You will see that, in 

The negative without the filter, the rendering of sunlight is 
practically nil, and one gets no idea conveyed to the mind of the 
broad masses of shadow that filled the foreground. 

I think that a good deal of the neglect the landscape photo¬ 
grapher has shown orthochromatic photography with filters is 

due to the fact that he has grown so accustomed to the transla- 
Tion of tones by the ordinary plate that he cannot bring himself 
to accept the more truthful rendering of the orthochromatic. It 
is, I admit, rather revolutionary to find a group of trees repre¬ 
sented by leaves and stems in place of the dark patch usually 

made to do duty for it. 
To conclude, gentlemen, I have tried to show some of the 

advantages to be had from the use of orthochromatic plates and 
filters. In my own work I have used them exclusively for the 
last thirteen years, and I have satisfied myself y repeated com¬ 

parative tests that the colour-sensitive plate and light-filter is of 
The greatest value to the landscape photographer. It is quite 

true that not every subject is the better for being taken on an 
■orthochromatic plate ; unless a filter is used the difference in 
very many subjects between an ordinary and orthochromatic 
plate is barely discernible, but once the filter is applied the case 
is quite different. Even halation gives way in a great measure 
before the use of the filter. Finally, let me give intending users 
a word of advice—don’t carry fluid filters into the field ; they 
are sure to leak sooner or later, and stained films answer very 
satisfactorily all average requirements. 

George T. Harris, F.R.P.S. 

" Leicester Literary and Philosophical Society. — At the monthly 
meeting held on January 3, Mr. Scotton, of Derby, gave a demonstration of 

iron printing processes for copying drawings, plans, &c. 

THE WORK OF A PHOTOGRAPHIC SOCIETY. 

(Presidential Address to the Leeds Camera Club.) 

A fortnight ago you did me the honour of election to the office 
of president of this club, for which I sincerely thank you, whilst 
at the same time fully recognising the responsibilities which it 
involves. Without any opportunity of an official meeting of your 
new committee, and before this year has run twenty-four hours, I 
am expected by your rules and syllabus to fulfil the duty imposed 
upon me ; so, at this, the first meeting, I have pleasure in wishing 
all the members, both present and absent, a happy and pros¬ 
perous New Year. As an incentive to work on the part of every 
member, the following remarks are offered for your considera¬ 
tion. The first point which requires attention is the doubling 
of the membership ; I think it is not too much to assume that 
each of you must know at least one member in our art or science 
who is not allied with any photographic organisation ; kindly 
impress such a one with the undoubted advantages of join¬ 
ing the Leeds Camera Club at once, pull out a nomination 
form (I take it for granted you always carry one for sucli an 
emergency), obtain the signature of your friend, sign it yourself 
if not already filled in, and present it to the next meeting, when 
I am sure no coercion will be needed to secure a seconder, after 
which nomination and election follow in due course. 

If you will only act on this suggestion within the next few 
days, January 7th, 1902, will be a red letter night in the annals 
of this club. Allow me to point out that doubling the member¬ 
ship will not halve your present advantages (which is the case in 
some organisations), but such a succession of new members would 
enable your committee to prepare a still better syllabus of 
lectures for next session. This is an age of specialists, when, if a 
man intends to succeed, he must devote himself to one particular 
branch of art, science, literature, craft, or business; if he 
attempts to succeed in all, he might just as well commence to 
plough the sand of the seashore, and expect the furrows to 
remain intact ready for the seed on the following morn. 
Occasionally an intellectual giant arises who excels in several 
branches—Michael Angelo, for instance, who at the same time 
was a great painter, sculptor, architect, and engineer, a marked 
combination in one man never equalled. You may be asking 
yourselves the question, “ What has this to do with photo¬ 
graphy? ” My answer is, “ Specialise in your hobbies, and par- 
ticuarly in photography.” 

Do not commence to photograph silver birches because you 
have heard a lecturer expatiate eloquently on the sylvan beauties 
of the forest, each season having its own charm, and then, after 
a few trials, and possibly failures, you hear another man dis¬ 
course on the irresistible enchantment of the sea in its various 
moods, and at the first opportunity you rush off to the seaside, 
and produce very satisfactory results—for the platemakers, but 
not yourself. No ! sit down and think for yourself, which way 
do your inclinations lead you ? In this case follow them, because 
in all probability your hobby of photography has been taken up 
as a relaxation, a method of getting rid of a superfluity of 
loose cash in a sensible fashion, and one in which you will have 
something to show when the money is spent. Having chosen a 
particular line, stick to it, read about it, and study it; you will 
then produce results which I have no doubt will be interesting 
to others besides yourself ; whereas if you attempt to run on too 
many lines, you will accomplish nothing worth showing. The 
following are a few ideas which occur to me on which you might 
act; they are by no means exhaustive:—Natural history sub¬ 
jects, flower studies, curios, rocks, clouds, cosumes of various 
countries or cities, diversified methods of locomotion and trac¬ 
tion, gears subjects, landscapes, men at all kinds of work, por¬ 
traiture at home, and last, but not perhaps least, colour photo¬ 
graphy. In all you attempt, aim at good and pleasing compo¬ 
sition, perfect technique, and the definition and printing process 
best suited for the delineation of the subject. 
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Although there is a pictorial section in the club, I clo not 
intend saying much on that head ; do not misunderstand me, 
because my sympathies lie in that direction. If my ideas on that 
subject were reduced to writing, even the apostles of pictorial 
work might be shocked, whilst the photographic purist would be 
paralysed by the methods advocated, and so would be unable to 
denounce me as unfitted for the position in which you have placed 
me. Pictorial work has had a good innings ; let it rest for 
-awhile, especially as it is at a standstill according to some writers 
in the photographic press. “All work and no play, etc.,” per¬ 
haps may account for the pause ; it has been worked nearly to 
death ; day and night, in season and out of season has it been 
dinned into our ears from all sides, north, south, east, and west ; 
it has even reached the Royal Photographic Society, so let it 
take breath there, and whilst halting for a while let us turn aside 
to something more solid, and accomplish work more lasting, 
which twenty years hence will not be out of date and looked upon 
-as old-fashioned ; out of which posterity will thank us. Some 
<of you will perceive at what I am hinting, viz., photographic 
survey work. This is a class of photography which a large 
-number of our members could take part in—if they will take the 

“trouble. 
Survey work is for the purpose of recording photographically 

historic remnants of past ages, which have survived the ravages 
of time, the hands of iconoclasts, and the misapplied zeal of the 

restorer.” These may be in the form of buildings ecclesiastical 
or domestic, exteriors or interiors, wood, metal, or pi aster 
details ; on the other hand we have the privilege of recording 
with our cameras old ceremonies, rites, and customs fast becom¬ 
ing obsolete ; photographs of dying industries and old methods 
of daily work are al^o asked for. If an old manuscript comes 
across your path, make an attempt to reproduce some of the 
most interesting parts by photography. In all such work obtain 
and transcribe reliable information to accompany the record. 
'The application of our science to such ends as this will not only 
yield us present pleasure, but we shall have the satisfaction of 
knowing that generations unborn will revere the memory of those 
who left such records. What would we not give to-day to have 
•a cinematograph film of some of the miracle plays enacted in 
bygone centuries in the streets of York and Wakefield, along with 

■a phonographic record, if such had been possible ? It is no use 
dreaming of what might have been ; let us be up and doing whilst 
•so much yet remains. At present I am not aware of any con¬ 
certed effort on survey work in this district ; personally, I only 
'know of one serious worker in this direction—our friend Mr. 
•Godfrey Bingley ; needless to say, the records deposited by him 
;are faultless. 

A few days ago I visited the British Museum with the idea of 
learning the way in which this work was carried out. After 
looking at a number of the records, which, from a technical point 
of view, none of the members of this club need be afraid of 
•equalling, I asked for some Yorkshire records, Leeds in par¬ 
ticular ; the answer given was, so far as I could understand, that 
there was no index of the prints ; a number of the outer covers 
•of the bundles and not even the districts indicated of the within- 
contained prints. In a short time a package was brought con- 
Taining some prints of old York by a resident in London ; these 
were wrapped up with others of Warwick and London—truly a 
charming variety, but not of much use to a man who wished to 
know in a reasonable time the work which had already been 

• done in a particular district, and who was desirous of avoiding 
the duplication of the work of others. I shall be pleased to be 
•corrected if I am wrong, but it appeared to me that at present 
•accepted prints from any and every locality are numbered in the 
•order of reception and filed away, but no system of classification 
•or even indexing has been yet attempted. Seeing that there are 
•some thousands of such prints already deposited, anyone wishing 
"to know what had^been done in their part of the country would 
have rather a tedious search. Could not some form of index- 

cards have been written at the time the prints were filed, with 
the number corresponding with that on the print, and then, as 
the prints accumulated, arrange the cards in alphabetical order 
of countries, districts, towns, and villages, and as the collection 
increased, the additional cards could be inserted along with the 
others. Then the whole collection could easily be referred to by 
anyone with an hour to spare, and who wanted information about 
this particular locality. So far as I could see, the supply of 
records depends on the interest of a few who will take the trouble 
to send up prints from any suitable negatives they may happen 
to possess. 

I think the time is now ripe when this club could do some 
systematic work of this kind. My suggestion is that a goodly 
number of the members pledge themselves to furnish record 
prints during the next summer, not of any building that may 
strike their fancy, but that the committee make inquiries in the 
proper quarter, and then set forth a scheme for commencing on 
some building, and either add other records to any that may 
have been deposited, or if the building has not received any 
attention whatever, that is to be dealt with and finished before 
beginning with another structure ; the work to be divided amongst 
the various members according to their predilections for general 
views or details. It must be fully understood that each member’s 
print bears the producer’s name, date of exposure, along with 
the remarks of interest. If this scheme be carried out 
systematically during the forthcoming summer, the Leeds 
Camera Club will be able to review with some degree of satisfac¬ 
tion the commencement of a work worthy of emulation, and 
which will be highly creditable as well as to the individual 
members. I would suggest that the records, which, of course, 
must be permanent so far as we understand the term—say 
carbon platisotype—be presented to four institutions: the 
British Museum, the Yorkshire Archaeological Society, the Leeds 
Public Reference Library, and the Thoresby Society, for records 
appertaining to Leeds only. Further, why should not the York¬ 
shire Photographic Union take up this matter, and each society 
have a district mapped out in which to work, and so avoid any 
overlapping? I am sure in this way the Union would have a 
permanent record to the already splendid work carried out by 
that body. I trust we shall all carefully think over this matter 
cind be prepared for action, as I do not intend the matter to 
simply end with this address, but hope to lay further details of 
procedure first before the committee and afterwards the members. 

Another matter which has occupied my attention—why cannot 
the fifth city of the United Kingdom organise a photographic 
exhibition when less important towns are doing so ? With two 
such organisations as the Leeds Photographic Society and the 
Leeds Camera Club working amicably together, I see no reason 
why a successful photographic exhibition should not be organised 
and held in Leeds during next winter ; and I would suggest that 
our committee approach the Leeds Photographic Society with a 
view of forming a joint committee for that purpose. There has 
been a suggestion that we become affiliated with the Royal Photo¬ 
graphic Society ; this will no doubt receive the attention of your 
committee in the early part of the year. 

I am of the opinion that the cause of photography could be 
materially strengthened in Leeds by the establishment of a class 
in photography under the tegis of the Leeds Institute of Science, 
Art and Literature, who already have a number of classes which 
are examined by the same organisation as this particular branch 
would come under, viz. : the City and Guilds of London Institute, 
and would suggest that inquiries be made for accomplishing that 
end. I will close these somewhat lengthy remarks by epitomis¬ 

ing the suggestions : -—- 
I. —Increasing-the membership of the club. 
II. —Specialising in our photographic work. 
III. —To place ourselves in order for photographic survey work. 
IY.—To organise a photographic exhibition. 
Y.—The establishment of a class in photography. 

Chables B. Howdill, A.R.I.B.A. 
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PARAMOL—LIGHT FILTERS. 

As saving of time is the order of the day, I suggest the following 
modification of the Pyro-Developer given last year, by which 
negatives of the same beautiful quality as with the standard 
developer may be obtained in shorter time, development being 

finished in 2 to 2g minutes. 

The formula stood : — 

Solution I. 
Distilled water. 20 ounces. 

Pot. metabisulphite .    40 grains. 
Pyro ..   160 grains. 

Add to this 16 grains JSIetol. 

Solution II. 
Water ..  20 ounces. 
Carbonate of soda (crystals) .  640 grains. 
Sulphite of soda (crystals) .. lg-2-g ounces. 
Bromide of potassium .. 4 grains. 

Add to this SO grains potassium carbonate, and take 5 instead of 
4 grains pot. bromide and not less than 2 ounces of the sulphite 
of soda. 

Paramoi, a new developer.—Another Richmond in the field ! 
If further proof were needed that the photographic industry is 

likely to become one of the world’s large industries, it might 
be found in the fact that very large and important chemical 
works turn their attention to the needs of the photographer. 
This time it is the F arbc.nfa.br ilccn, vorm-Fricdr. Bayer <b Co., 
Flbcrfcld (Photographische Abteilung), one of Germany’s largest 

coal-tar dye works, that is sending out a new developer that 

stands between the so-called rapid developers, as Metol, Amidol, 
Rodinal, and the slower developers, like Pyro, Hydroquinone, 
Glycin. The chemical name of this substance is o—Amido meta 
oxy-benzyl alcohol. I had occasion to make a trial with one tube 
containing the mixed substances, the paramoi, the alkali and 
the preserver, and I found it to be a splendid developer indeed, 
giving in four-minute times a rather over-developed negative of 
almost too much vigour, and working very dear at the same 

time. The image was brought out rather quickly, and after¬ 
wards density and detail came up simultaneously, so that the 
new agent seems to give a very manageable developer. It is said 
to be rather sensitive to the addition of bromide, dissolves in 12 
parts of its weight of water, and may be used with the carbonates 
as well as with the caustic alkalies. Its keeping qualities are 
claimed to be very satisfactory. It may be used for negatives, 
diapositives, and papers. The tone of. the negative developed by 
me was rather a little too bluish for my taste, but that may 
perhaps be altered by making up the developer in another way. 

Tried side by side with my pet Pyro-developer, with Chapman- 
Jones’ plate tester, the Paramoi brought out in 5-minute times 
the lower numbers decidedly stronger, but there was a little more 
fog than on the absolutely clear pyro-plate and the gradation 
seemed to be a little steeper. The first numbers apneared after 
four seconds, temperature of developer being 20 deg. C. (68 deg. 
F.). The developer works remarkably clean. 

When Mr. Howard Farmer demonstrated in such an able 
manner the advantages of liquid filters—in his case pot. 
bichromate solution—for dark-room lighting, the difficulty 

of getting suitable receptables for the coloured solution may have 
stood in the way of adapting this principle more largely. Mr. 
Eggcnweiler, of Raabe, known by his excellent studio-construc¬ 
tion, had the clever idea to adapt the common flat, round travel¬ 
ling flask with screw-stopper to this purpose, and has patented 

dark-room lamps of such a construction. One of those lamps, 
the flask of which bad about 3g inches diameter by about f inch 

thickness, I tried with Chapman-Jones’ excellent and very useful 
and convenient plate-tester on a non-orthochromatic and an 

orthochromatic rapid plate prepared from the same batch of 
emulsion. The distance of screen from flask (this is probably 
filled with the strong bichromate solution, the spectroscope show¬ 
ing that all blue and violet, and even almost all blue-green is 
absorbed) was about 15 inches, and the exposure in both cases 
5 minutes. The first plate showed, as last number, the 11 very 

faintly, while on the orthochromatic plate the 25 was seen, and 
this last square showed about the same density as the 11 on the 
other negative. The 1 in the ordinary plate was about as dense 
as No. 10 or 11 in the orthochromatic plate. Would this mean 
that the orthochromatic plate is, according to the values given by 
Mr. Chapman-Jones, 128 times more sensitive to the rays passed 
by the Bichromate Filter than the non-orthochromatic ? The 
light given by the dark-room lamp was ample, and rapid plates, 
developed by it with usual care showed no fog whatever. 

R. Jahr (Dresden). 

THE LONDON COUNTY COUNCIL SCHOOL OF PHOTO¬ 
ENGRAVING AND LITHOGRAPHY. 

Abstract of Principal’s Report for the Sixth Session, 1900-1901, to 
the Technical Education Board of the L.C.C. 

'the object of the school is to provide instruction in certain branches 
of the craft of producing surfaces for printing. Instruction is given 
in the most important methods of photo-engraving, photographic 
copying, lithography, drawing, design, and lettering. t he school is 
open to all those who are genuinely engaged in business in the 
actual work of any branch of the photo-engraving, photographic,, 
lithographic, engraving, designing, and printing crafts. In some 
cai-es the classes are confined to those who are particularly engaged 
in the branch taught therein. 

The total number of individual students who entered the school- 
dining the session is 265, as compared with 229 for the preceding; 
session. 

The total entries to the various classes for the whole sessions 
amounted to 441, as compared with 429 for the preceding session- 
These entries were as under: — 

1900-1801. 1899-1900. 
DRAWING CLASSES— 

Life . 40 33 
Costume . 46 47 
Colour . 32 30 
Antique . 45 53 

TECHNICAL ART— 
Design. ... 31 42 

Lithographic Drawing— 

Bolt Court. 51 29 
Branch Classes— 

Regent Street, Central School 
of Arts and Crafts . 16 12 

Camberwell School of Arts 
and Crafts.. ... 11 9 

Borough Polytechnic . 5 — 
Line negative making, elemen¬ 

tary . 35 26 
Line negative making, advanced 10 5 
“Screen negative” making ... 15 19 
Tricolour . 12 15 
Line etching . 24 21 
Enameline . 32 35 
Fine etching . 06 31 
Collotype . 12 9 
Photo litho . 6 9 
Day classes (not included in 

above) . 2 6 

441 429 

entries in the three branches are grouped the figures 

1900-1901. 1899-1900 
Drawing classes .. 163 163 
Technical art classes . 94 92 
Process classes 184 174 

441 429 
It will be seen that the entries in the drawing classes are the same 

as in the preceding session and practically the same in the ease of 
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the technical art classes, but there is an increase of six per cent, in 
the process classes. 

The number of individual day students was eight, as compared 

with twelve for the preceding session. Taking the entries term by 

term we have the following figures: — 

1st term. 339 
2nd ,, . 259 
3rd ,, .. . 174 

The position of students attending is as follows:—- 
Apprentices .. . 97 
Improvers ... ,. 33 

Assistants and journeymen..'. 108 
Under preliminary training . 2 
In business on owui account . 25 

265 

There has been a large increase in the number of apprentices and 

improvers as compared with the previous session. 

The occupation of students attending is detailed below : — 

Process workers— 

Operators . 11 
Printers (resist) .  4 
Etchers . 5 
Fine etchers . 5 
Prover . 1 
Mounters .  2 
General assistants. 2 
Apprentices . 17 
Improvers . 15 
Student under preliminary training . 1 
Collotype worker. 1 
Woodbury type worker . 1 
Photo lithographer . 1 
Electrotyper . 1 

Photographers— 
On own account. 1 
Operators . 4 
Printer . 1 

Engravers—- 
Wood . 8 
On own account . 2 
Metal . 8 
Apprentices . 20 
Improver. 1 

Lithographers— 
On own account. 6 
Designers and draughtsmen . 21 
Apprentices . 45 
Improvers .. ... 8 
Under preliminary training . 1 

Litho printers— 
Printers .  4 
Improver . 1 
Apprentices .. ... . ... 4 

Artists, designers, and draughtsmen— 
On own account. 15 
Black and white artists and designers ... ... 21 
Apprentices . 12 
Improvers ... 8 

Letterpress workers— 
On own account. 1 
Compositoi’s . 2 
Printers . 5 
Apprentice . 1 
Improvers . 2 

General— 
Bookbindei’s .   2 

265 

It is interesting to notice the large number of firms who are repre¬ 

sented by employees hi this school. I have been to some trouble 

in extracting the precise number, which I find is 136. One house is 

represented by as many as thirteen students, another by seven, many 

others by five or six, and so on on varying numbers. 

The school has now completed its sixth session, and it is fair to ask 

whether it is fulfilling the object for which it was started. I think 

that it does so, so far as it goes, but I hope to see the Board make 

further extensions to the work, because there are many things that 

an institution of this kind should deal with which have not been 

attempted. At the same time, there is little chance of expanding 

33. 

under the present conditions as to space. But there would appear 

to be no harm in pointing out those additions to our work which I 

think should eventually be made, because the arrangements for such 

will require, when dealt with in detail, very careful consideration. I 

feel myself called upon to deal only with things that are living, and 

that are of daily importance in the industry. I have previously sug¬ 

gested to the Board that the lithographic work should be extended sc> 

as to include printing. This has been seen by others than myself, 

and many of those engaged in the trade asked me some time ago to- 

endeavour to arrange for adequate provision for the teaching of litho¬ 

printing, the facilities for which were very small. Unfortunately 

the conditions of space prevent my dealing with the subject, but I do not 

think that we should allow it to be indefinitely postponed. I think 

that no very great progress will be made until the Board itself deals- 

with the matter. On the subject of the mounting of blocks I have 

already spoken several times. I think that we ought to deal with) 

the proving of process blocks, especially for colour work, and also 

with the reproduction of engraved plates in line and half-tone by 

electrotyping. This latter item is of great industrial importance, and1 

I cannot see that any real practical attention has been given to- 
instruction in the subject. 

I should like to draw the Board’s attention to the fact that the 

number of students who have joined the school for the last session is 

greater than that of any previous session. It may be remarked 

that the entry is limited entirely to those engaged in the trades, and 

that we have no amateurs. The attendance is not always so regular 

as I could wish, but I am quite certain that this will continue to be 

the case so long as “ rush ” work obtains so largely in our crafts. I 

think it will always be difficult to get high attendance averages witlr 

students engaged in certain trades. Again, when we remember the 

small amount of free time (after working and travelling hours are 

absorbed) in each week, it is fairly gratifying to find attendance so« 

good as it is. 

As regards the general work of the session, I make the following: 

observations : I consider that the work of the etching classes has been 

very well carried out, and I may say the same of the fine etchingv 

class. The attendance in the etching classes has throughout the 

session been excellent. The collotype work, although the class is- 

small, has been satisfactory; the greatest drawback is that we cannot 

get the students to attend sufficiently regularly on Saturday after¬ 

noons to learn properly the exposing of plates. We find, however, 

that they do put in a considerable amount of extra time for practice 

on extra evenings. I am glad to see that one of our students has 

obtained one of the Board’s exhibitions for collotype work, which 

was done entirely in the school. In negative-making the results in 

the line classes were quite satisfactory. I am not satisfied with the 

work done in the screen negative-making class, as the students have 

been below the average on the whole. It is only fair, however, to 

add that they get only a small amount of time. The students 

attending for day-work have, with one exception, been very satis¬ 

factory. In lithographic drawing a very large amount of good work 

has been done, and in very great variety. The branch lithographic- 

drawing classes will in future be carried on by the respective school 

authorities entirely on their own responsibility, and they will arrange 

for the proving of students’ work in their own schools. 

Charles W. Gamble, Principal- 

-♦- 

Lantern Lecture on the Empire at Work and Play.—The Christmas7 
lectures at the London Institution were given last week, before large and 
enthusiastic audiences, bv Mr. Howard Angus Kennedy, whe took as his 
subject “ The Empire at Work and Play,” and illustrated it with over 200 
lantern slides. His aim being to interest his juvenile hearers in the life 
lived by their lesser-known fellow-citizens over the seas, be showed no 
views of the “town-ball ” order and gave no statistics, devoting his whole 
time to the social, sporting, industrial, educational, and religious customs 
of the people. In the first lecture, after a visit to the Newfoundlanders 
and the Labrador Eskimo, he took his audience through the old Hudson's 
Bay territory and across the Rocky Mountains to the Pacific coast, return¬ 
ing by way of Ontario and Quebec, and ending with the M est Indian? 
Islands and British Guiana. In the second lecture, which com¬ 
prised both Africa and Australia, Mr. Kennedy gave numerous illus¬ 
trations of life among the British West and East Africans, the people 
of Uganda and British Central Africa, and the Basutos, with a few typical 
war scenes and a glimpse into Cape Colony. Thence he proceeded to the 
back country of Australia, with its pioneers and aboriaines, and wound up- 
with some touches of life in New Guinea and Fiji. The third lecture was 
devoted chiefly to India- its rural life and village industries, its festivals 
and ceremonies, its ways of communication, its white rulers and their 
servants, and the wild beasts of the country. After a brief southward 
digression to Ceylon and Mauritius, he concluded by an illustrative excur-- 
sion through Burma, and finally to Hong Kong. The audience, which had 
evidentlv been keenly interested throughout, closed the proceedings, at the 
lecturer’s suggestion, with three cheers for the sons and daughters of 
Britain, who are upholding the national honour and increasing the 
happiness and prosperity of other races in all parts of the Empire. ‘ I he 
Times.’ 
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ORTHOCHROMATIC PHOTOGRAPHY FOR AMATEURS. 

[Abstract of a pamphlet published gratis by Messrs. Maws:on and 

Swan, Mosley Street, Newcastle-on-Tyne.] 

It is well known that the ordinary plate is sensitive in an extremely 

small degree to all the visible spectrum, so that if a light filter were 

adjusted to an ordinary plate in such a way that the colour values 

were correctly rendered (quite a possible feat), the ordinary plate, 

in conjunction with its own light filter, would give colour-corrected 

negatives, but the exposure would be so enormously prolonged that 

this method of working, except as a scientific curiosity, is seldom 

adopted- A method of sensitising the emulsion may be discovered at 

some future date, which will remove the necessity for a light filter, but 

at present it is absolutely essential that it be used in order to obtain 

colour-corrected negtives. The Light Filter must be carefully ad¬ 

justed to the brand of plate in use. This is an important factor, for 

its true efficiency depends upon the accuracy with which it corrects 

the colour-rendering of the plate. The Light Filter must always be 

used with the selected plate in order to obtain a correct rendering of 

colour into monochrome. Let it be clearly understood that in order 

to obtain a colour-corrected negative it is necessary that the chosen 

plate be used with its own light filter, each is necessary to the other in 

order to obtain a correct result. The light filter is of no use alone, and 

an orthochromatic plate used by itself is not much better than an ordi¬ 

nary plate, but in combination they represent the highest advance in 

the art of correctly translating colour into monochrome by means of 

photography. 

The advantages obtainable by the use of colour-corrected plates will 

already have been appreciated by the reader, the gain in effect being 

illustrated in a striking manner in this pamphlet. In every case, when 
photographing pictures, flowers, landscapes, seascapes, portraits, 

clouds, stained glass, architecture, etc., the colours are rendered in 

exactly the same luminosity as the eye sees them at the moment of 

taking the photograph. It will be as well to explain here the difference 

between colour contrast and colour luminosity, two frequently con¬ 

fused terms. The luminosity of colour is the quantity of light. The 

contrast of colour is the quality of light. As an illustration, imagine 

a stained glass window composed of only two pieces of glass, one being 

green and the other red; let them be of such a character that exactly 

the same amount of light passes through each piece of glass. Then the 

luminosity of these two colours is equal, whereas the difference seen 

between the red and the green is known as colour contrast. Were 

such an example photographed on a colour-corrected plate the two 

glasses would appear in the same monotone. Fortunately, such a case 

is unlikely to occur in actual practice, but it is a good example of wliat 

is meant by the term colour luminosity. 

Orthochromatic plates naturally require to be handled in a very 

subdued and carefully selected red light, on account of their great 

sensitiveness to all the visible colours of the spectrum. 

In order to minimise this disadvantage a brand of Orthochromatic 

plates, known as Mawson’s Ortho. A Plate, is made, which is sensi¬ 

tive to all the colours, with the exception of the red rays; this enables 

them to be worked under safer conditions in the dark room, when a 

properly arranged illuminant is employed, whilst still retaining suffi¬ 

cient colour sensitiveness to allow of their being successfully used 

lor a1! branches of work in which the reds are practically absent, in¬ 

cluding such important branches of photography as landscape, sea¬ 

scape, portraiture, cloud studies, etc. This is pre-eminently the plate 

to he used when commencing the practice of orthochromatic plioto- 

graphv- Tt works clean, possesses a fine grain, gives plenty of density, 

an'! may be used on occasion as a high speed ordinary plate. A capital 

method to follow when working in the field is to load the dark slides 

with Mawson’s Ortho. A Plates, and to carry a Mawson’s Light Filter 

which lias been carefully adjusted to these plates by the manufacturer. 

Thus equipped, the photographer is able to do high-speed shutter 

work, or to obtain correct colour rendering at his pleasure, accord¬ 

ingly as the plates are used without or with the Light Filter. The 

sensitiveness of these plates to yellow light is of considerable value 

when rapid exposures have to be made upon foggy days, or under a 

yellow light. After experience has been obtained in the use of Mawson’s 

'Ortho A Plate, the photographer may proceed to use Mawson’s Ortho. 

B Plate, which is sensitive to all the visible colours of the spectrum, 

including the red. In order to obtain colour-corrected negatives with 

these plates, it is necessary to use them in conjunction with a Mawson’s 

bight Filter. As these plates are very sensitive to the red rays of 
light they are preferably handled in the dark. ' 

( Light Filters are frequently somewhat vaguely spoken of as Yellow 

Screens. J hey certainly are yellow, more or less, but any chance 

piece of yellow glass or dyed film will not answer. Each filter must 

be carefully adjusted and tested for use with its own particular brand 

of plate. 1 he glasses between which the filtering media are sealed have 

also to be of special quality, .carefully selected and examined. The 

manufacture of these appliances can only be carried out by an experi¬ 

enced person. Therefore it is preferable to purchase a* light filter 

instead of attempting its manufacture at home. Considering the time, 

care, and skill that are involved in their manufacture, they are sold at 

a very reasonable price. Mawson and Swan manufacture u Light 

Filter adjusted for use with their Ortho. A Plate and Ortho. B Plate 

respectively. They will, when used in conjunction with the plates to 

which they are adjusted, gi\c correct colour rendering, with i wry 

small margin of error- Mawson’s Light Filter is adjusted for use with 

Mawson’s Ortho. A Plate and Mawson’s Ortho. B Plate only, and 

is sold for use with these plates. It increases the exposure about 

thirty times, but this may vary slightly with different batches of 

plates. 

In reply to the many erroneous statements which have been made 

from time to time as to the advisability of occasionally dispensing 

with the use of a light filter, or substituting for it a light, medium, or 

dark yellow screen, it is necessary to state here that when correct 

colour rendering is required, the selected plate and its own light filter 

must always be used in conjunction with each other. When photo¬ 

graphing by yellow light, such as the electric incandescent light, gas 

lamp, lamp light, the yellow light of sunset, or with what comes to 

the same thing, light filtered through a light or dark yellow screen, 

results will be obtained differing more or less in character from those 

obtained when no scieen, or light filter, is used, th ■ difference depend¬ 

ing upon the precise character of the light, or yellow screen, used at 

the moment of exposure. But it is extremely improbable that these 

results will be a correct translation of colour into monochrome. It 

does not matter how yellow the light may be, or under what conditions 

the photographer is working, or what the character of the work is that 

he is employed upon. So long as the plate and light filter are used 

together, the colours will be correctly rendered in the same luminosity 

as the eye sees them at the moment of taking the photograph. The 

position of the light filter is immaterial, so long as it filters all the light 

which acts upon the plate, care of course being exercised in preventing 

any possibility of reflected light. 

Focussing.—When using orthochromatic plates and a light filter, the 

focussing must always be done with the filter in position. Exposure.— 

The production of a good negative depends mainly upon the plate re¬ 

ceiving the correct exposure. To ensure this the use of some form of 

exposure meter (both Watkin’s and Wynne’s are good) is strongly 

recommended. With such a guide the correct exposure may be found 

for the plate, and this must then be multiplied by the factor for the 

light filter when it is used- 

The following example may serve as some guide to the actual ex¬ 

posure necessary, when working in the field, in order to obtain a fully 

exposed negative, and will also show that the exposure is not neces¬ 

sarily excessive. 

The subject was an open landscape, photographed at 10.30 a.m. in 

June, the light being good. The exposure on an Ortho. A Plate used 

in the ordinary way without a Light Filter would have been one- 

fifteeifth of a second with F22, and when this plate was corrected for 

colour with a Light Filter the exposure was found to be two seconds 

with F22. 

Development is carried out in the usual manner, but care must be 

exercised m ensuring that the dark-room is illuminated by means of 

a “ safe light,” or else there will be a considerable danger of the plates 

suffering from light fog. owing to their sensitiveness to the yellow and 

red rays of light. Provided that the right kind of stained glass is 

obtained, a combination of a ruby glass with an orange glass is usually 

safe when engaged in handing Mawson’s Ortho. A Plates, but even 

then the light must be kept low, and these plates must not be unneces¬ 

sarily exposed even to this dim light. When arranging a dark-room 

lamp for use when working orthochromatic plates, it is necessary to 

remember that the power, or quantity, of the light employed is an im¬ 

portant factor. The filtering media must always be tested with the 

same light with which they are to be used, and when the dark room 

lamp is in use the source of light must not be altered nor the power 

of the light increased. The efficiency of a perfect “ safe light ” depends 

upon the accuracy with which the rays of light from any given source 

i*re filtered through a media, so that a maximum of light is obtained 

with a maximum of safety. The source and power of light, the 

filtering media, and, to a certain extent, the brand of plate in use, are 

all dependent one upon the other in the formation of a perfect “ safe 

light.” Mawson’s Ortho. B Plates have to be handled in the darkest 

corner of the dark-room, as far from the light as it is possible to get. 

When developing orthochromatic plates, the use of Mr. Watkin’s 

system of Timing Development will be found of great service. It 

considerably lessens the risk of light fog, as the developing dish may 

be kept covered during the greater portion of the time of develop¬ 

ment. 

Arthur Payne, F-C.S. 

-♦-- 

Cripplegate Institute.—-Photographic Classes for Ladies and Gentle¬ 
men.—A course of eleven practical lessons in photography will commence 
on Friday, January 10, 1902, under the direction of Mr. C. W. Coe, 
specially suitable for those starting photography. Further particulars and 
syllabus can be obtained on application to the manager, Cripplegate 
Institute, Golden-lane, E.C. 
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THE ROYAL PHOTOGRAPHIC SOCIETY. 

The following circulars have been issued to members by the council 
of the society : — 

To the Members of the Royal Photographic Society. 

In view of the unrest that is evidenced by the requisitioning of 

three special general meetings within three months, your council 

consider it their duty to lay before you a short statement with regard 

to the state of affairs. 

The fact that the president, after the delivery of his annual address, 

on October 8th, asked the members to sign a requisition to the 

Council, demanding a special general meeting, has led to the assump¬ 

tion that the president and the council were at variance—that it was 

the refusal of the council to entertain the president’s suggestions, or 

their opposition to him, that led him to take that course. These 

assumptions are entirely erroneous, and the president has publicly 

recorded that fact in his letter to the photographic press of November 

29th, 1901. The president’s suggestions were not submitted to the 

council before he brought them forward at the meeting, and they had 

no opportunity of considering them prior to the occasion of his 

address, and after the receipt of the first requisition for a special 

general meeting the matter was out of their hands. 

Before the last special general meeting was held, your president 

and council had decided to draw up such alterations of the articles of 

association as might be necessary to enable every member to record 

his vote in writing on any proposed alteration of the articles. Th 

council hoped that if this had been announced at the commencement 

of the meeting it would have led to an adjournment until the proposal 

had come into force, but the president did not make this announce¬ 

ment until after the close of the meeting, as he considered it his duty 

to follow the agenda before making his statement. 

Accompanying this is a notice of a special general meeting convened 

by your council for the purpose of altering the articles of association 

so that every member who is entitled to vote may have the oppor¬ 

tunity of voting, either personally or in writing, upon any propose! 

alteration of the articles. Your council hope that this will me-r, 

with the unanimous approval of the members, and that the change 

will have the effect of binding together more closely the widrlv 

separated members of the society in a common interest for their 

common welfare. 

The council have decided, in response to the third requisition, to 

convene a special general meeting at the close of the annual general 

meetmg in February. They hope that by then the extended system 

of voting will have been adopted. 

By order of the council,. 

December 30th, 1901. John A. Hodges, Honorary Secretary. 

66, Russell Square, London, W.C. 

January 3rd, 1902. 

Sir,—I beg to inform you that an extraordinary general meeting of 

the members of the Royal Photographic Society will be held at 66, 

Russell Square, London, W.C., on Monday, the thirteenth day of 

January, 1902, at 7.30 o’clock p.m., at which meeting the resolutions 

at foot will be proposed to be passed as special resolutions with a 

view to amending the articles of association of the society. 

I am, Sir, your obedient Servant, 

John A. Hodges, Honorary Secretary. 

(1) To amend Article 52, by the addition of the words—Any 

article once altered shall not be revised within twelve 

calendar months of such alteration. 

(2) To introduce the following regulations as to voting: — 

(a) Upon every question to be decided every ordinary 

member and Fellow present in person or by proxy shall 

have one vote. 

(b) Every instrument of proxy shall be in writing, and 

shall be deposited at the registered offices of the. society 48 

hours at least before the day and hour for holding the 

general meeting or adjourned general meeting whereat the 

proxy is to be acted upon. 

(c) The member in the chair at a general meeting shall 

in every case of an equality of votes on a poll or otherwise 

have an additional or casting vote. 

(d) Whenever notice of any extraordinary general 

meeting is given for the purpose of amending the articles 

of the society opposite the resolutions showing the pro¬ 

posed amendments shall be printed a column, and each 

member receiving the notice calling the meeting may in 

such column state opposite each resolution whether he is 

for or against the said resolution, and at the end of the 

resolutions may sign a proxy form which shall be printed 

at the foot of all notices proposing to pass special resolu¬ 

tions to amend the articles in the following form: — 

“ I of an ordinary member (or 

Fellow as the case may be) of the Royal Photographic 

Society of Great Britain, hereby appoint the chairman of 

the general meeting (or, as the case may be, adjourned 

general meeting) of the society, to be holden on the 

day of , 19 , and at any adjournment thereof to 
act as my proxy and to vote on each of the resolutions to 

be submitted at the general meeting (or, as the case may 

be, adjourned general meeting) in manner shown by me in 

the column opposite each of the said resolutions. 

As witness my hand this day of , 19 . 

(Signed in the presence of) 

and the chairman shall be bound to vote in accordance with 

such instrument. 

(e) At any extraordinary general meeting called to 

amend the articles of association of the society even if no 

poll is demanded on the show of hands, the chairman shall 

state the number of votes under the special form of proxy 

set out in the last preceding article, voting for or against 

the particular special resolution then before the meeting, 

and the number of votes so held by the chairman, for and 

against such special resolution, shall be added to the 

number of votes for and against, on the show of hand*- the 

votes of the absentees so specially voting being taken just 

as though the said absentees were present and voted. 

(3) To amend Article 6 by the addition of the words—“ except 

as hereinafter provided.” 

At the special general meeting of the members held at 66, Russell 

Square, on Monday last, January 6th, the president, Mr. Thomas R. 

Dallmeyer, in the chair, the resolution passed on December 9th. the 

effect of which was to omit nominators’ names from the council ballot 

paper, was unanimously confirmed. 

SOCIETY OF ARTS CHRISTMAS LECTL7RES. 

The first of the two juvenile lectures was given at 5 p.m. on Wednes¬ 

day, January 1, by Sir Henry Trueman Wood, secretary to the society, 

the subject being “Photography and its Applications.” The first 

portion of the lecture was devoted to elementary photographic optics. 

The formation of images by light passing through a small aperture* 

such as a pin-hole, was first explained, and it was then shown how 

a lens produces in a different, though somewhat similar, manner a 

much more brilliant image. The faults of the photographic lens were 

next described and demonstrated by means of a very large and curious 

burning-glass, some 200 years old, possessing to a remarkable extent 

all the possible faults of a lens for photography- Thus it was shown 

that an uncorrected lens could not bring the rays to an accurate focus, 

in consequence of the fact that light of different colours was focussed 

at different distances from the lens, and also because each zone of the 

lens from the centre to the circumference has a focus of its own. The 

defect known as astigmatism was then explained, and it was shown 

that a lens, except for the rays falling directly upon it, will not give 

in the same plane sharp images of vertical and horizontal lines, ihe 

uses of photography for scientific observation were then discussed, 

and the lecturer remarked that the special qualifications of photo¬ 

graphy for the purpose lay in the facts, first, that it gave an accurate 

and truthful record of any subject, however complicated, 

or of any phenomenon, however evanescent; secondly, the 

photographic plate could record much more rapidlt than the 

human eye could see, and therefore successive stages of an operation 

too rapid for human vision could be separated, and movements 

of the most rapid nature thus analysed ; thirdly, that the photographic 

plate had the power of storing up faint impressions, so that by 

receiving the radiations from a dimly illuminated object for a con¬ 

siderable length of time, it was able to detect objects far too feebly 

luminous for the human eye ever to perceive. 
As regards objects in rapid motion, pictures could be taken by the 

use of a shutter, or by a sudden flash of light, or even, when the 

latter as ordinarily produced was too long, by the electric spark, t e 

duration of which could be limited to a few millionths of a sec one. 

Each of these methods was experimentally demon trated, the i.ppl.ca¬ 

tion of the electric spark to photography being shown by means of a 

Wimshurst machine. In further illustration, photographs were shown 

of men and animals in rapid movement, of flying projectiles, taking 

drops, air waves, and other phenomena. The value of photography 

in detecting objects too faint to be seen was specially illustrates by 

examples of steilar photography. It was not too much to sav that the 
existence of uncounted millions of stars, which had neyei ,e< n v^en 

and never could be seen by the eye, had been rendered evident by pho¬ 

tographic means- The best illustration of a complex subject rapidly 
rendered by photography was the spectrum, and m cons -qu -nce of tins 

all spectroscopic observations were now made by means of photo¬ 

graphy. A large collection of pictures was shown and explained, 

in illustration of the various applications of photography to scientific 

purposes, including physics, zoology, astronomy, botany, ge >g-aP y> 

surveying, meteorology, microscopy, mineralogy, bac.enolog} surgery, 

biology, geology, anthropology, etc. A demonstration of the av.aon 

of Rontgen rays was given, and at the conclusion of the lectuie <. . sn 

light photograph was taken of the audience. 
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D*U) Books. 
e Photography for Naturalist.®.” By Douglas English. 132 pages. 

Illustrated. Price 5s. London : Published by Iliffe & Sons, 
Limited, 3, St. Bride-street, E.C. 

Mammals and birds, reptiles, fish, insects, pets and domestic 
animals furnish the subjects of the illustrations to Mr. English’s book ; 
an l it will assuredly interest admirers of his excellent photographs to 
learn that the negatives were “ taken with an unpretentious French 
rapid rectilinear, lor which he was recently offered 7s. 6d. exchange 
value by a well-known City firm.” I'Ve recommend Mr. English to 
/hold fast to that lens. The natural history objects which Mr. English 

a his book tells us how to photograph are within sight and touch of 
jiiose unadventurous stay-at-homes who take delight in the common 

objects of the garden, the country side, and the fish-tank. Unlike the 
fKeartons and Mr. Lodge. Mr. English has not climbed lofty and 
dangerous crags in pursuit of timid wild fowl; he [has planted his 
camera on ground lying within more convenient distance of this own 
fireside, and the result is the production of a charming guide for the 
undoubtedly large class of “arm-chair” natural history photographers. 
It is a guide which, if carefully studied before a plate is exposed upon 
a cat, a rat, a snake, or a butterfly, will tell the would-be photographer 
what precisely to look for in these objects as “ food for the camera ’’ 
(horrible phrase !), and above all what kind of photograph it is essential 
to take in order that those objects should be properly delineated from 
the point of view of the naturalist. Although he confesses that he is 
“ unable to enter on the vexed question (sic) of lenses with any degree 
of authority or experience,” in all photographic aspects of his subject 
Mr. English seems a sound teacher, and his book strikes us as useful and 
suggestive. YYe can sincerely recommend it to the amateur photo¬ 
grapher in search of easy fields of work presenting more novelty and 
profit than the aimless snapshotting of the seashore and the back garden. 

“A Treatise on Photography.” By Sir IV. de W. Abney, D.C.L., F.R.S. 
Tenth edition, 425 pp. 134 illustrations. London: Published by 
Longmans, Green, & Co., 39, Paternostei’-row, E.C. 

The new edition of Sir William Abney’s best, if not his best known, book 
- on photography, which forms one of the publishers’ text-books of science 
series, makes its appearance at an opportune time. It is perhaps the prin¬ 
cipal source of reference for students who submit themselves to examination 
at the hands of the City and Guilds of London Institute on the subject of 
photographic theory in the spring of each year, and as the edition before us 
has been modernised it may be as well if the attention of both 
examiners and students is drawn to its publication. We observe 
with some surprise that, though trichromatic photography is appor¬ 
tioned a chapter in his treatise, Sir William Abney entirely ignores 
the Lippmann interference process, which is far and away the most 
interesting and fascinating system of colour photography at present 
before us. Again, the chapter on elementary photographic optics leaves 
•off just where it might have become exceedingly interesting to the users of 
(modern lenses—we mean that the work cf Von Hoegh, Rudolph, Steinheil, 
and others in adapting the Jena glasses to the reduction of the aberrations 
in lenses is not even mentioned. If there is one subject in which the 
modern student of photography is usually in a hopeless state of ignorance it 
Is that of the new lenses and wherein their special properties and points 
of novelty reside. That Sir William Abney’s otherwise fine treatise is 
silent on this point is to be regretted, and we hope it will not be long 

. before the present edition is exhausted, so that the two omissions we have 
indicated may be remedied. An outline of the Lippmann process should, 
we submit, be within the knowledge of candidates for honours at the City 

.and Guilds examinations. The chapters on photospectroscopy, actinometry, 
celestial photography, and the failure of a photographic law may be 
specially recommended to the advanced student. The chapter “on the 
picture” singles out the artistic work of Manners Gordon, Woodbury, and 
Robinson for commendation. Sir William evidently has little sympathy 
with very modern exponents of pictorial photography. In many respects 
Abney’s “Treatise” is the most valuable book of the kind in the English 
language, and it should find a place in the library of every conscientious 
student of the phenomena of photography. 

The Stereoscopic Photograph.” Quarterly. One Shilling. Illustrated, 
Published by Messrs. Underwood & Underwood, Heddon-street. 
Regent-street, London. W. 

The December number of this admirable publication is by far the best of 
Vhe series, and, with its wealth of binocular illustrations and well-chosen 
articles, should play a great part in stimulating interest in stereoscopy. 
One article in particular is off the beaten track. It is by Mr. F. V. Cornish, 
and it tells how the writer used the stereoscope for class teaching at an 
East End school. If Mr. Cornish can be instrumental in persuading our 
educational authorities that in the study of solid objects stereoscopic photo¬ 
graphy is capable of rendering very high service he will have advantaged 
the cause of progress. The other articles in the number before us are of 
great interest, particularly the one on the use of the stereoscope in medicine, 
Jrom which we gave a lengthy extract in last week’s Journal. There are 
some extremely high-faluiin references to President Roosevelt, which too 
cold-blooded Englishmen like ourselves quite fail to appreciate, but in all 
other respects “ The Stereoscopic Photograph” for December is admirable. 

“ Orthoehromatic Photography for Amateurs” is the title of a clearly- 
written booklet, published by Messrs. Mawson & Swan, Mosley-street, 

Newcastle-on-Tyne, and obtainable gratis on application. The author i- 
Mr. Arthur Payne, F.G.S. In another part of the Journal we print an 
extract from the book, which should be in the hands of all students of 
orthochromatics. 

Received:—“Finishing the Negative.” By George E. Brown. Price 
2s. Gd. Published by Dawbarn & Ward, Limited, G, Farringdon- 
avenue, London. 

-♦- 

Deu) Apparatus, $c. 
“ Two American Cameras.” Agents: A. E. Staley & Co., 35, Alderman- 

bury, London, E.C. 
1. Tbe No. 4 Folding Weno Hawkeye.—This Camera takes 5 by l 

Tollable film and has a Bausch & Lomb Unicum shutter, giving exposure- 
from “time” to 1-lOOth of a second, attached to an F8 lens of the doublet 
form. On (lie baseboard are a focussing scale and a movable finder for 
“ upright” and “square” photographs. A spring catch in the back of the 

The No. 4 Folding Weno Hawkeye. 

camera actuates a disc which shows the number of films that have been 
exposed. Measuring something like 9 in. by 5 in. by 2 in., the camera is 
light, beautifully made and finished and, of its kind, simple to use. 

2. The Ray No. 9.—This quarter-plate instrument takes dark slides, and 
has a focussing screen. It extends to about 10 in., and the front allows the 
lens plane to be either raised or depressed. On the baseboard a level, a 

The Ray No. 9. 

finder, and a focussing scale are placed; and the lens is a doublet controlled 
by the almost ubiquitous Bausch & Lomb .-butter. It is on the whole a 
pretty and well-made little camera, which can be used on a stand by serious 
workers. 

Messrs. Staley should have a large sale for these ingenious little cameras, 
which are really excellent value for tbe prices charged for them. 

Morgan’s System of Electric Lighting for Portraiture. London Agents; 
O. Sickel & Co., 20, Berners-street, IV. 

We have availed ourselves of an opportunity of inspecting an installation 
of this system of studio-lighting at the showrooms of the London agents, 
Messrs. O. Sichel & Co., 20, Berners-street, IV. The idea upon which the 
system is based is to imitate as nearly as possible the conditions of lighting 
which exist in an ordinary daylight studio. The arrangement consists of a 
frame glazed with obscured glass, which resembles the ordinary glazed 
sash. This is placed at an angle of about 45 degrees, the bottom being 
about 5 ft. from the floor. The light used is from arc lamps so arranged 
that all the rays, both direct and reflected, pass through the obscured glass 
into the studio, closely simulating the effect of daylight, and, like daylight, 
the light may be controlled by curtains or screens. The arc lamps are 
automatically fed, and are compensating in their action. They are made 
to carry a large quantity of current if necessary for rapid exposures. The 
switches have resistances for putting on various degrees of light, and the 
light may be increased or diminished gradually, so as to cause no distraction 
of attention on the part of the sitter. The working parts are all out of 
sight except the switchboards. The advantages claimed for the apparatus 
are a large area, from 100 to 180 square feet, of dispersion and diffusions. 
A soft light, causing no strain to the eyes. Economy of current and ease of 
manipulation. Using the light at full power, a rapid plate and the lens 
working at E3, a quarter of a second exposure will give well-exposed 
negatives. The price of the current thus used, taking tbe unit price as Gd., 
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works out at Is. 6d. per hour. Very much less light, however, may be used 
for focussing and arranging the subject, and the full current need only be 
turned on for a few seconds. Indeed, the full power oflight is not by any 
means necessary for the exposure in ordinary work. The negatives we saw 
produced convinced us of the practical utility of the arrangement. The 
lighting of the subjects left nothing to be desired, and the large area of the 
source of illumination obviates the difficulty which sometimes arises with 
systems of artificial lighting in obtaining sufficiently even illumination in 
standing figures and groups. 

-♦-- 

Studio Gossip. 
-♦-—— 

Fradelle & Young’s Annual Gathering, January 1, 1902.—The 
New Year started right merrily at 283, Regent-street, when by invita¬ 
tion of Mr. and Mrs. Young nearly forty members of the past and 
present staff of Messrs. Fradelle & Young were assembled, and it was 
universally voted to be quite the jolliest of all the series of these pleasant 
annual gatherings. The fun of the evening, which commenced with 
Professor Graham’s inimitable living marionettes, never abated, and directly 
this much appreciated performance was concluded, the “Lucky Tub” was 
carried round, and the dips in this, with the scramble at the finish, caused 
immense [amusement; especially as, by the irony of fate, the ladies usually 
secured the cigarettes, whilst the gentlemen came in for the sweetstuffs, and 
some of the very bashful members had miniature feeding-bottles. oAs soon 
as the laughter had subsided and the bon-bons had ceased to crack, Mr. 
Young’s magnificent concert-phonograph came into requisition, and the 
meeting which took place twelve months back was called into remembrance 
by the reproductions of the contributions then given. Chief of interest 
were those from the absent members—first the intrepid mountaineer and 
skilful photographer, Mr. Frank Ormiston Smith (who since the last 
gathering had founded his own studios), was again heard to advantage in the 
eloquent speech made at the close of his charming lantern lecture, although 
the speaker was away in the heart of the Bernese Oberland. Then a song 
from Mr. Wheeler, whose duty to the firm had called him away to Pales¬ 
tine only a few days previously, and whose absence was universally 
regretted. Next, a speech from Mr. Bolland, who was unable to be present 
with his charming wife, owing to the recent bereavement sustained through 
the death of a near relative, who had given his life for his country at 
Tweefontein. Last, but not least, Francis Santiero (who with another 
old member of the staff—John Groves—-has been serving the King 
in “B.P.’s Police” since the last annual) was heard once more, even 
though the thousands of miles between South Africa and England 
separated him from the party, and his farewell “ Good - bye all ” 
was heartily cheered. Then a souvenir was secured of the 
present meeting, as the songs, speeches, instrumental solos, and recita¬ 
tions were faithfully recorded by the ever obedient phonograph, and 
surprising talent was discovered, as each member contributed a share. 
After this the room was cleared for a dance, which was entered upon 
with great spirit, Mr. Hammond presiding at the piano, and giving 
every melody which was called for. It was a merry sight, and it would 
have been difficult to find a prettier bevy of girls or a jollier set of 
young men, so, needless to say, the huge bunch of mistletoe which the 
Misses Arnot and Winter had hung, when their deft fingers had 
arranged the decorations, was in great request, the prime instigators 
being Messrs. Delaney and Hutchins, who were the life and soul of the 
evening. Mr. J. W. Debenham, who was unable to be present until the 
night had somewhat advanced, was heartily welcomed, and gave some 
pleasing reminiscences of his voyages on the 'Mediterranean on behalf 
of the firm, and an artistically rendered recitation; whilst Miss Kate 
Young and Mrs. Bacon worked hard throughout the whole evening in 
attending to the refreshments. “Auld Lang Syne,” heartily joined in 
bv all with linked hands, and the toast of “ The Health of Mr. and Mrs. 
Young and the young Youngs” (Franklin and Kathleen), wound up an 
evening which will live in the memory of all present for months to 

i come. It is a gathering like this which gives genuine pleasure to all 
concerned and promotes the good feeling and comradeship between 
principals and employees. The guests included:—Mr. and Mrs. 
Eckhardt, Mr. and Mrs. Hamilton, Mr. and Mrs. Bacon, Mr. Constable, 
Miss Laws, Miss Arnott, Miss Winter, Mr. Hutchins Mr. Delaney, 
Miss Pearce, Mr. Hammond, Miss Hammond, Mrs. Webb, Miss G. 
Webb, the Misses Saunders, Mr. J. W. Debenham, the Misses Sommer, 
Mr. B. Clarke, the Misses Perry, Mr. H. Mason, Miss Shipman, Mr. J. 
Benham, Miss C. Fordham, Miss Wright, Mr. Rouse, and the lads, 
A. Thoene, J. Wooler, W. Rouse, E. Phillips, and E. Mather.— 
Communicated. 

Effects of an Australian Storm on Photographic Studios.—We often 
find here in Australia the unexpected happens, and our Melbourne friends 
were far from expecting in the month before Christmas a phenomenal hail¬ 
storm such as occurred on the 14th instant. During the morning of that 
eventful day heavy showers fell, just such showers as we often experience 
during electrical disturbances. As the day wore on the velocity of the 
wind increased to hurricane force. At 5.50 p.m. the terrific storm was at 
its worst, and at f6 p.m. the hail descended as it never had before in the 
memory of the oldest citizen. The stones which forced their way through 
the defenceless skylights of the leading studios in Melbourne measured 
li in. in diameter and 4^ in. in circumference. Some were as large as hens’ 
eggs. The storm lasted in full force for over a quarter of an hour. The 
wind was from the south-west, so that all glass windows and skylights 
exposed to that quarter dearly paid the penalty for enjoying that 
aspect. It is estimated that in the destruction of glass alone the loss 
will amount to thousands of pounds. As yet, however, no estimate 

can be offered of the damage done and loss sustained by Melbourne 
photographers who have, unfortunately, suffered most severely from the 
effects of this truly record storm. As far as we can gather from the 
limited news to hand, the studios which have suffered most are those of 
Humphreys, Talma, Vandyck, Swiss, Sarony, Johnstone O’Shannassy, and 
Mendelssohn. Not a sound plate of glass is left in the skylights of these 
studios. In addition to the breakage, the heavy downpour of rain cansed a 
lot of damage to the back-grounds and cameras. In the (Mendelssohn 
studio the studio camera had fully 6 in. of hailstones on top of it. In 
Johnstone O’Shannassy’s the water came into the reception-room ankle 
deep, and flowed down the stairs into the street. Several other studios 
were in the same deplorable condition. Messrs. Baker & Rouse, photo¬ 
graphic dealers, Collins-street, had their two large skylights destroyed by 
the heavy fall of hail, but came off with comparatively little damage to the 
stock. The picture we produce of Bourke-street, Melbourne, by Harvie k 
Sutcliffe, will afford some idea of the quantity of hail which must have 
fallen.—“ The Australian Photographic Review.” 

Commercial $ Ccgal Intelligence. 
-♦- 

Fuller & Co., Limited.—Registered by Judd k Manners, 76, Cannon- 
street, E.C., with a capital of £2,000 in £1 shares. Object to acquire the 
business carried on at 18, Rampant Horse-street, Norwich, as Fuller & Co., 
and to carry on the business of druggists, chemists, makers of photographic 
and scientific apparatus and materials, &c. No initial public issue. T. B. 
Fuller and A. E. King are joint managing directors. 

Messrs. G. Watmough Webster & Son have opened a new showroom, 
with a large stock of kodaks and other cameras suitable for presents, at 31, 
Bridge-street-row, Chester. Some features of the business are : Plates, 
films and paper, platinotype materials, chemicals (all tested), apparatus, 
5 by 4 sizes always in stock, mounts in great variety, large dark room free, 
developing, printing, enlarging. A branch of the business has also been 
established at 1, Grange-road, West Kirby. 

The“ Columbia” Competition Awards.—Amateurs.—Class 1 (for photo¬ 
graphs taken by Pecto or Bullard cameras, and printed on Columbia self- 
toning paper): First Prize, No. 103—“With Wind and Tide”—Mr. G. 
Clark, 1, Montholme-road, Wandsworth-common, S.W. Second Prize, 
No. 150—“ Busy Fingers”—Mr. A. H. Almond, 60, Hip die-street, Darwen. 
Third Prize, No. 124—“The Leven, Newby Bridge”—Mr. A. Barnes, 
Craigmore, Accrington. Fourth Prize, No. 117—“ Reflections ”—Mr. R. F. 
Thompson, 35, The Grove, Wandsworth, S.W. Fifth Prize, No. 104— 
“ Grindelwald ”—Miss F. Jones, Thorp Bassett, Rillington, Yorks, Class 2 
(as above, less than I plate size): First Prize, No. 209—“ Autumn A'ood- 
lands”—Mr. J. Dunlop, Myrtle-bank, Motherwell, N.B. Second Frize, 
No. 238—“Study of Fruit ”—Mr. W. Baldwin, Colne. Third Prize, 
No. 202—“Washerwoman of the Pyrenees”—Mr. A. M. Evans, Padua 
House, Western-road, Littlehampton. Class 3 (for any print on self- 
toning paper, taken by any camera) : First Prize, No. 368—“ Near High 
Beech, Epping”—Mr. W. Page, 39, Ash-street, New Kent-road, S.E., 
Second Prize, No. 1,194—“Basket of Fruit”—Mr. A. H. Almond, 60, 
Hindle-street, Darwen. Third Prize, No. 362—“Entranced”—Mr. A. D” 
Miller, 28, Delaval-terrace. Blyth. Fourth Prize, No. 142—“ Sunny Canal. 
—Mr. A. J. Linford, 47, Langham-road, South Tottenham. Class 4 i for 
any print on Columbia gaslight paper, taken by any camera, 5 plate or 
under): First Prize, No. 481—“In the Backs at Cambridge”—Mr. J A. 
Wilson, B.A., Westminster College, Cambridge. Second Prize, No. 1,404 
—“ Kittens”—Mr. C. D. Falck, 4, Hayley-grove, Edgbaston, Birmingham. 
Third Prize, No. 482—“Silver Birches”—Mr. G. V. Taylor, 29, 4 ernham- 
road, Plumstead. Fourth Prize, No. 429—“ Solitude ’—Mr. J. J. Hartley, 
Craven Bank House, Colne. Fifth Prize, No. 464—“Leaving Ryde”—Mr. 
F. Pinder, 245, Manchester-road, Burnley. Class 5 (for any print on 
metalotype paper, taken by any camera, -plate and under): First Prize 
No. 527—“ Highland Cattle”—Mr. R. Braid, Livingstone. Mid-Calder, 
N.B. Second Prize, No. 578—“Silvery Mist —Mr. A. M. Cooper, 9, 
Jordan-street, Preston. Class 6 (trick photography): M ithheld. Class 7 
(snapshots of objects in motion, i to i-plate, taken by any camera, printed 
on Columbia self-toning paper): First Prize, No. 710—“Feeding Time ”--- 
Mr. A. A. Bellingham, 2, Grimshaw-street, Burnley. Second Prize, No. 
735—“Summer Fun”—Mr. H. J. Horton, 21, Skiptomroad. Colne. 
Class 8 (snapshot as above, under K-plate in size). First Prize, N o. 807— 
“Chickens”—Mr. A. W. Cooper, Jordan-street, Preston. Second Pnze^ 
No. 804-“Reaping”—Mr. J. Dunlop, Myrtle-bank, Motherwell, N.B. 
Class 9 (professionals ; for any photograph taken by any camera, printed 
on Columbia self-toning paper, % to J-plate): First Prize, (No. 909- ' Queer 
Chums”—Mr. A. Burn, “The Studio,” Wooton-under-Edge, Gios. 
Second Prize, No. 907—“ A Fine Wind”—Mr. O. G. Coates 19, Lee-road, 
Dovercourt. Class 10 (as above, printed on Columbia ga>li2lit paper) : 
First Prize-Withheld. Second Prize, No. 1,001-“ A Dainty Miss ’-Mr. 
A. Dura, “ The Studio,” Wooton-under-Edge, Glos. The judges were 

Messrs. R. Child Bayley and A. Horsley Hinton. _ 
At the Spelthorne Sessions, on Monday, December 30, 1901, Tnos. 

Bradshaw, of 1, Love-lane, Windsor, an itinerant photographer, surren¬ 
dered to further answer a charge of having obtained from .Dame. Last, 
labourer. New Farm, Stanwell, a sum of 5s. 6d. by means qf false pretences, 
and with intent to defraud. In the previous week Detective Crutehett. the 
officer in charge of the case, had called various witnesses, in addition to the 
prosecutor, viz., William Wilder, a signalman at Colnbrook railway station : 
Frederick Edward Dexter, of Moor-lane, Staines, a carpenter; ana John 
Lidster, of the Swan, Moor-lane , Staines. The object was to prove the 
systematic practice of a photographic swindle, and the evidence extended 
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over a period of four years. The officer was now prepared with other 
witnesses, and they were severally called. 

Mr. Walter King, stationmaster at Colnbrook, said that on October 4 
last the defendant came to his office and asked for permission to photograph 
the station. Witness told him that he might do so, but that he himself 
would not want a copy. About an hour later he returned to witness with a 
request for the payment of Is. 6d.,'remarking that his (witness’s) wife had 
sent him, he having photographed their cottage, of which the lady wanted 
a copy. After a little hesitation witness paid him the money, and took his 
receipt for it. A month or six weeks later a porter, who had also parted 
with some money in the same way, wrote to the defendant for the photo- 
granhs or the return of both sums, but there was no cesponse to the 
application. 

Mrs. IS. K. Gargory, a widow, of Polye, Colnbrook, said that about two 
months ago the defendant came and asked her if she would like to have her 
cottage photographed. She said she would, and asked what the price would 
be. He replied that the charge would be 3s. for two copies, and he men¬ 
tioned the time for delivering them. She paid him the 3s., and he gave 
her what she regarded as a proper receipt. She had, however, never 
received the photographs, nor had her money been returned. She had not 
written to him for either, feeling that if she did so she would only have an 
experience similar to that of other people. 

Mrs. Charlotte Gilletb, of 1, Polye-cottages, Colnbrook, said that in the 
first week of October the defendant came to her back door and suggested 
that he should “ take ” her cottage, she being in the picture. She consented, 
•and said she would take a copy if it came out all right. Subsequently, 
however, she paid him a shilling, the sum he demanded, and he said he 
would send the photograph at the end of the week. He had not done so, 
nor had she got her money back. 

Mrs. Tilbury, of Polye Manor-cottage, said that in the first week of 
October the defendant photographed her dwelling, and said the price for 
three copies would be 4s. Gd.,and for twelve 15s. She told him three would 
be enough at first, and that she would have more if she approved of them. 
She asked if she could pay for the three copies when they came, but he said 
that was not his rule. She then paid him the 4s. Gd. in advance, and he 
promised to send the views by the end of the week. As it was getting dusk, 
she asked him if there was sufficient light for photography, and he said it 
£onld not be better. 

Defendant pleaded not guilty, and elected to give evidence on oath. 
Having been sworn, he attributed the omission to supply the photographs 

rin the several cases mentioned to his having had “ to face a lot of misfor¬ 
tune.” Nearly the whole of the plates were “ fogged,” and after he made 

-"this discovery he had the gout. He produced two bad negatives, but one 
. depicted a horse and carriage. Those of the cottages had been destroyed. 

The Clerk questioned him about the four-year-old case. 
Defendant: Ah! At the time I was taken ill and laid up for nine 

months.* After that, it was some months before I got round, and the con¬ 
sequence was neglect on my part, or something. 

' The Chairman : You are convicted of this charge. 
Detective Crutchett said he had made inquiries as to the defendant’s 

•antecedents, and had received information from the Windsor police to the 
effect that complaints had been made about him there for years.- He had 
been charged in Bucks with obtaining money under false pretences. 

Defendant: I object to that, sir ; the case was instantly dismissed. 
Detective Crutchett: That is true; it was an isolated case. 
The Chairman remarked that defendant had been carrying on a swindle 

for a long time, and he questioned whether the man could take photo¬ 
graphs. He had been carrying on the practice amongst people who could 
ill afford to lose their money, but the Bench would now put a stop to it as 
Jar as possible by sending him to prison for three months. 

Charge against a Photographer Dismissed.— William Arthur Sims, of 
Market-street, Watford, photographer, was charged with stealing eight 
•negatives, a packet of printing-out paper, four large photographs, and 
twenty-one other photographs, together valued T2 14s., the property of the 
Automatic Photo Printing Syndicate, carrying on business at Scots Bridge, 
Rickmansworth, between May 6 and November 11. Defendant was further 
charged with inciting George Beckley to commit a felony on December 8. 
Mr. Bucknall appeared to prosecute, and Mr. Ellis defended. The case for 
the prosecution on the first charge was concluded at the last Court. 

Mr. Ellis, after recalling the witness Beckley and cross-examining him, 
addressed the Bench for the defence. He pointed out that defendant was 
eminently respectable and well connected. No charge of any kind had been 
made against him before. He had a perfect explanation with regard to 
every article he was charged with stealing. The facts were that when he 
left the prosecutor’s employ he applied to the Rotary Photographic Com¬ 
pany for a situation. He saw the manager, and when he was there noticed 
a lot of prints lying on the table. He said, “ Those are some of the prints I 
made myself with the Automatic.” The manager then said, “ We have a 
dispute over copyright with them ; can you get any of your prints ? ” 
Defendant said, “ I don’t know, but I will see.” Mr. Balfour, the manager, 
then told defendant, “ I don’t want the Ellis:Davis photographs, because I 
have got them.” Sims looked through his own odds and ends, and 
recollected that Beckley had some photographs in his possession. He there¬ 
upon asked him if he had got any, adding, “I don't want the Ellis-Davis, 
which I have.” What he had in his mind was that Mr. Balfour had them. 
Beckley misunderstanding this, told the Automatic Company that Sims 
had the Ellis-Davis photographs, and a search warrant was issued. But 
when defendant’s premises were raided no Ellis-Davis photograph was 
found, but the present charge was then brought. It would be given in 
evidence that these copyright photographs could be purchased in the open 
market, and the idea was that if Sims had not got them he could go and 
get them from customers. There was no suggestion that defendant should 
steal them or do anything of that kind. It was said that photographs had 

been missed from the works, but that was both before and after Sims had 
left, so that there was nothing in that. As to the eight negatives, every OM 
of them was useless, and with regard to the other articles defendant canto 
by them in a legitimate manner. 

Joseph Balfour, works manager of the Rotary Photographic Company. 
West Drayton, said that when defendant called on him for work, and 
pointed to some prints lying on a desk as a sample of his work, witness 
suggested that if.he had anything they had not, if he procured it they would 
make it worth his while. Witness meant that he could write to customers 
in the ordinary way. AVitness had nothing to do with any of the photo¬ 
graphs and negatives which formed the subject of the charge. The eight 
negatives produced were rubbish, apd ought to have been broken up. 
Operators generally asked for, and were allowed, a copy of two of their 
prints. The prints produced were bad, and not suitable for reproduction. 

In cross-examination, witness said that what he wanted was evidence 
that the Automatic had pirated their copyright. 

Ernest Clarence Elliott, partner and head manager of the firm of Elliott 
& lEry, photographers, Baker-street, London, said it was the custom of 
operators to be given one or more copies of their work. The negatives 
produced were “wasters,” and such as his firm threw on one side. He 
should say they had not been printed from. The ten prints produced were 
indifferent, and he did not think any one would reproduce from them if he 
could get anything else. 

George Alexander, photo process engraver, said that defendant showed 
him some of the prints, and he gave him an order for similar paper. 

Richard Lang Sims, photographer, said that defendant, his brother, had 
been in the habit of testing “ P.O.P.” paper belonging to the Automatic 
Company, at his establishment. Defendant showed him some of the 
London scenes, taken with witness’ camera and developed in his dark¬ 
room, and witness said he should like a set if defendant could let him have 
them. 

Cross-examined : I have not had a set. 
The witness Balfour, recalled, said that defendant called on him some 

time after November 20. 
Frederick l’ugh, photographic operator, formerly in the employ of the 

prosecutors, said that in June last he heard Sims say to Beckley, who had a 
print in his hand, “If you have a copy of that to spare I should like to 
have it.” Witness did not hear the reply, as they began joking about the 
subject of the picture. Defendant took away paper to test. 

The defendant gave evidence as to the interview with Mr. Balfour. The 
eight negatives he treated as waste and not worth sending in. The late 
manager knew that witness had them. He had not used them in any wa>\ 
The prints produced were on test paper. They were lying about when the 
late manager said, “ Tear the things up; they are useless.” AVitness said, 
“ Jf they are no good I will take them home for my little boy, who went 
round with me when I took them.” The manager said, “ All right.” The 
prints were useless, and had been lying about his house since. After Mr. 
Christensen left witness asked for one set of the London views, and 
he picked out a set. Those marked “ copyright,” which it was said Air. 
Christensen could not have given him, formed part of the set. He took 
paper home to test. 

The Chairman, in giving the decision of the Bench, said they were 
unanimously of opinion that this charge ought never to have been brought 
against defendant, and he would be discharged. It appeared that in the 
first instance a search warrant was issued for one particular picture, which 
was not found, but certain other articles were found which the prosecutors 
alleged were their property, and had been stolen by the defendant. There 
had been a lot of evidence, but they were perfectly satisfied that no jury 
with anything like common-sense would dream of convicting the defendant. 
Here was a man who held a certain position in this firm. He had in the 
course of his employment the custody of various things. After a time he 
left the service and this raid was made on his house. Things were found, 
which, according to the evidence, were next door to valueless and useless to 
him, and yet the Bench were asked to commit the man to take his trial on 
a charge of having stolen them. The case was dismissed. 

AVith regard to the second charge of inciting to commit a felony, Mr. 
Bucknall said that the prosecution would withdraw it. 

FORTHCOMING EXHIBITIONS. 
1902. 

January 31-AIar. 1 ... Dundee and East of Scotland Photographio Asso¬ 
ciation in the Victoria Art Galleries, Dundee. 
Hon. Secretaries, V. C. Baird and Archibald 
Campbell, 39, High-street, Dundee. 

February 13-15. Nottingham Mechanics’ Institute Camera Club, 
Mechanics’ Lecture Hall, Nottingham. Joint 
Secretaries, AV. AVard, 14, Stratford - terrace, 
Nottingham; E. H. Atkin, 68, Blue Bell-hill, 
Nottingham ; A. Black, 9, Bowers - avenue, 
Nottingham. 

„ 15-AIar. 8 ... Edinburgh Photographic Society, Society’s Rooms, 
38, Castle-street, Edinburgh. Secretary, J. B. 
Johnston, 52, Holly bank-terrace, Edinburgh. 

„ 19-2G . Croydon Camera Club, The Art Galleries, Park- 
lane, Croydon. Hon. Secretary, E. A. Salt, 76, 
Heath field-road, Croydon. 

Alarch 18 ... South London Photographic Society, Public Baths, 
Church - street, Camberwell. Hon. Secretary, 
Frank Goddard, AVoodlands, Vanbrugh - hill, 
Blackheath, S.E. 

Mar. 1902 .. Corporation of Glasgow Photographic Exhibition 
and Uompetition. Hon. Secretary, Peter Mac- 
nair. People’s Palace, Glasgow. 
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Wettings of Societies* 
——♦—;— 

MEETINGS OF SOCIETIES FOR NEXT WEEK 

-'Tammry. Name of Society. 

14. Thornton Heath Polytechnic.. 

13. Southampton Camera Club.... 

'15.‘j Southsea Photographic Society 

w.| Brentford Photographic Society 

16....| Liverpool Amateur . 
15.1 Borough Polytechnic. 

| 
14. Stoneliouse Camera Club. 

North-West London . 

17. West-London Photographic .. 

l(i 

16. Richmond Camera Club . 

16. Darwen Photographic . 

14. Newcastle-on-Tyne Association 

16. Oldham Photographic Society 

14. Leeds Photographic Society .. 
16. Rodley and Farley Society .... 

15. 

15. 

13. 

16. 1J 9J 

16. Maritzburg Camera Club—.. _ 

14. Birmingham Photograpnic'_Soc. 

15. G.E.R. Mechanics' Institution 
13. Southampton Camera Club.. 

Subject. 

Annual General Meeting. 
Lantern Slide Competition. Subject: 

Landscape. 
A Little Known Part of the Welsh Coast. 

Mr. W. G. Lewis. 
The Various Printing Processes and 

their General Effects. 
Annual Meeting. 

( Lantern Night. Monthly Slide Com- 
\ petition 
/ Elementary Photography. Develop¬ 

ment by Mr. Bayley. 
The Practical Side of Pictorial Compo¬ 

sition. Mr. Arthur R. Read, junr. 
The Manipulation of tollable Film. 

J. Brown. 
Open Night. 
Exhibition of Lantern Slides by Mem¬ 

bers of the Kingston and District 
Photographic Society. Ladies invited. 

Tour in the North of Ireland with the 
\ Bioscope. By Win. Diggle, Esq. 

Toning. Open Meeting. 
C Lantern Lecture. Native Life in the 
' Plains of Bengal. Mr. J. W. Had- 

fleld. 
Annual General Meeting. 
Printing-out Paper. Mr. H. Hardaker. 

(At 7.30, Council Meeting. At 8.30, My 
Experiences with the Pocket Chrono. 
By Mr. Hector Maclean, F.R.P.S. 
Films exposed by daylight, and also 
by Mr. W. H. Smith’s Oxy-magne- 
sium Lamp, will be shown on the 

V screen. 
f Mr. Thomas K. Grant. A Practical 
{ Process of Colour Photography. 
I Mr. H. W. Fincham. A Ramble in Old 
l Cleric enwell. 
rMr. A. L. Middleton and Friends. 
I Smoking Concert and Duologue. 

Platinotype Papers. S. S. Watkinson. 
A. Demonstration on the making of 

Lantern Slides by Contact, Reduc¬ 
tion, and the Carbon Process, will be 
given by Mr. W. A. Clarke. Chair¬ 
man— Mr. R. Haines, M.A. 

Annual Meeting. 
Competion. Subject—Landscape. 

LONDON AND PROVINCIAL PHOTOGRAPHIC 
ASSOCIATION. 

-January 2.—Mr. T. E. Freshwater in the chair. 
'The hon. sec. passed round some samples of “Goklaxe,” a new gold 

'toning and fixing bath of the neutral order. The makers, Messrs. Fuerst 
Bros., also sent some of their “Flashaxe’’ cartridges. These smokeless 
flashlight candles are made in sizes that give respectively 2, 4, 7, 12, and 20 
seconds exposure. He also passed round samples of the Columbia gaslight 
papers and the same firm’s Metalotype developing paper. The emulsion 
in the case of the latter is coated upon a silver basic paper, which it does not 
attack in any way. The hon. sec. said that gaslight papers, as a rule, were 
developed with vigorous developers. He had worked in the other direction, 
using a normal hydroquinone developer for bromide paper. The paper gave 
marvellous latitude, as would be seen on reference to prints he passed round 
made with 3,15, 30, 60 seconds and 5 minutes exposure. The developer 
was the same throughout, with no dilution or bromide. He showed the 
exposure and development of a sheet of the paper, using a glass plate as 
a support, and applying the developer with a sponge. 

The Chairman said that the association started the new year very 
favourably, a fact that was exceedingly gratifying in view of its approaching 
coming of age. In addition to the annual grant by Mr. Henderson of the 
sum of £5 5s. for the encouragement of photographic research and the com¬ 
munication of the results to the association, another member had come 
forward with the offer of a further grant of £2 2s. annually. The name of 
the member he was not at liberty to disclose. The prize was for the best 
paper on photographic subjects, preferably by a member of the association. 
It had also been suggested that the association should commence a series of 
exhibitions. An effort had been made in this direction once or twice, and 
more or less successfully. Additional interest attached to the present 
efforts, however, because the hon. secretary had offered to provide a silver 
medal (and if necessary an additional bronze medal) to be awarded for the 
best pictorial photograph by a member of the association. 

Mr. Walter D. Welford gave a lecture on 
TlCTORIAL AND DECORATIVE WORK ON AUSTIN-EDWARDS ElLMS AND 

Warwick Plates. 

During a tour of some one hundred and twenty photographic societies in 
all parts of the country he was struck by nothing so much as the complete 
absence of the pictorial side of photography from the subjects commonly 
under discussion. Technique, and that alone, appeared to be the be-all and 
end-all of their existence. Formulae seemed to have a charm of attraction 

to certain photographers that was nothing short of marvellous, and just ns 
this side of the pursuit of photography received particular attention, so the 
pictorial aspects were neglected. By pictorial aspects he did not allude 
to those high art notions that frightened away the humbler worker, but 
he referred to a something that was between these and mere exposure 
and development. The technical worker proceeded by rule of thumb with 
nothing in view beyond his optics and his chemistry, but the pictorial 
worker had an eye for something further, and made'his processes follow 
him. It was true that he had to master processes and technique, and up 
to this point the two classes of workers went together. There, however, 
came the parting of the ways. The merely technical man stood still 
and the pictonally-minded man went on, making laws for himself. Tne 
pictorial photographer, he proceeded to point out, required in the first place 
the best materials, and as regards freedom from halation, fogging, coarse¬ 
ness of grain, combined with good eolour sensitiveness, he claimed that the 
goods he represented w«re not to be beaten. The emulsion for celluloid 
films was not similar to that put upon glass plates. It had been recognised 
by the firms he represented that emulsions were not exchangeable in this 
respect, and that a celluloid film required a specially suitable emulsion. Mr. 
Welford then uttered some warning notes in regard to halation, not merelv 
that which occurred in windows, but in tree tops, roofs, &c. Backing a 
plate minimised the trouble, but did not prevent it, as there was the halation 
due to spreading of the light in the film itself where strong contrasts men 
in the negative. The coarser the grain the more the halation, therefore 
the plea for a fine grain was substantiated. Coarseness of gram interfered 
with the true rendering of colour values, and further, in enlarging, the 
same defect caused a disagreeable effect in the enlargement with loss of 
definition. A fine-grain plate could be enlarged much more for the 
same degree of definition and quality than a coarse one. In 
landscape work, green grass, trees, &c., were commonly rendered 
too dark for the want of an isochromatic plate which, even with¬ 
out a colour filter, gave much improved results. The colour filter should 
be “ suitable,” because it was possible to “ over-correct ” and err on the 
other side. As regards the use of isochromatic plates, he favoured speed 
in changing to any method that involved the use of only a little light in the 
dark room. The plate properly sheltered during its manipulation could be 
safely worked in a very light dark room. In his own dark room the window 
measured 44 square feet. Comiug to the actual photography, he urged the 
putting aside of all set ideas as to ultimate size of print, sharpness, printing 
surface, tone, and kind of mount. A half-plate camera did not compel one to 
keep to 6 by 4 prints, and if a sharp negative did not give the effect desired, 
one could focus less sharply. The sharp print was not necessarily pictorial, 
and the less sharp print might be. Do not crowd too much into a picture, 
was his next advice; make the main object dominant, all others and every¬ 
thing else secondary to that main object. Then the person viewing the 
picture would not be able to excuse himself for missing the point of interest. 
Avoid figures, male or female, and animals in landscape pictures. Art prin¬ 
ciples should beabhored ; lines and their relation one to the other should be 
scorned, at least in one’s preliminary work. Let the photographic critics 
point out the defects. Do not make the negative to suit a given paper, 
but choose a paper to suit the negative. Do not print a snow scene in red 
chalk or follow other similar absurdities; and finally, do not adopt any 
elaboration of mount. Fake as much or as little as necessary. Those 
who cry against it are a selfish crew. Mr. "Welford supplemented this 
advice by showing how he would improve the join of a sky to a fore¬ 
ground, reduce the harshness of a patch of water, help a cloud, and so 
forth, and then showed a number of slides illustrating his remarks. 

-♦--- 

Correspondence* 
*%*■ Correspondents should never write on both sides of the paper. No 

notice is taken of communications unless the names and addresses of 
the writers are given. 

*.,* Tie do not undertake responsibility for the opinions expressed by our 
correspondents. 

CHEAP ENLARGEMENTS 

To the Editors. 

Gentlemen,—In your issue of January 3rd I notice “ Fairplay ” 
seems to be a little bit nettled about Messrs. Finn and Son, Ltd., 
presenting their customers with a 20 x 16 enlargement on purchase 
of a pound of their noted tea and payment of 5s. I should just like 
to draw “ Fairplay’s ” attention to the fact that in one of Lancashire’s 
largest towns a well-known firm of trade enlargers advertise in the 
evening paper, and also have showcases stationed in different parts of 
the said town, with specimens of 20 x 16 enlargements, for the small 
sum of 4s. 6d., either from a personal sitting or from a copy. What, 
does “ Fairplay ” think about this when we pay as much as 5s. for a 12 x 
10 mounted, etc. ? In fact, I have paid the said firm 3s. 6d. for a 
12 x 10 and had to pay carriage, which brings the figure to a 
total above 4s., and on comparing my enlargement (executed by them) 
with their specimens of the 20 x 16 in their showcases I must cer¬ 
tainly say one was as good as the other. My advice to “Fairplay '’ 
is to* study some original idea of his own to make money. Say lie 
reverses the advertisement and gives to every purchaser of his 
beautiful and liighly-finislied enlargements one pound of tea for the 
small sum of Is. 6d. guaranteed of the finest Indian and Ceylon blend. 
He can make a profit out of the tea as well as the enlargement at the 
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above figure, and have his name and address printed on the wrappers, 
and the tea packed in jib., ^lb., or lib. packets. What more do 
we want if we want to give some useful article? Enclosed I forward 
you a cabinet photo that I am turning out at 2s. 6d. per dozen as 
per particulars. What is your opinion of the photograph?—Tours 
respectfully, Business is Business. 

[Two shillings and sixpence per dozen for cabinet photographs is 
a small sum to charge, as a rule, but quite enough in this particular 
instance.—Ed “ B. J. P.”] 

BUSINESS CHANGES. 

To the Editors. 

Gentlemen,—By arrangement with the firm of A. and M. Zimmer- 
mann, as per enclosed circular letter, we beg to inform you that we 
have taken over and shall carry on the photographic department of 
that business. 

We have pleasure in informing you that we have been appointed 
agents for 

The Actien-Gesellschaft fuer Anilin-Fabrikation Photo Dept., manu¬ 
facturers of Patent Developers, etc. 

The Vereinigte Fabriken Photographischer Papiere, Dresden, manu¬ 
facturers of the Crossed Swords Albumenised Paper and Kosmos C.C. 
Paper. 

The Deutsche Gelatine-Fabriken, Hoechst a/M. (Heinrich’s Gela¬ 
tine), and of Messrs. C. F. Ivindermann and Co., Berlin, manufacturers 
of accessories. 

Mr. R. J. Kindon, who has previously represented the old firm and 
managed that department, will in future act in that capacity for us.— 
Wishing you a prosperous New Year, we are, dear Sirs, yours faith¬ 

fully, Charles Zimmermann & Co. 

9 and 10, St. Mary-at-Hill, London, E.C. 
1st January, 1902. 

The following are the circular letters referred to : — 

9 and 10, St. Mary-at-Hill, 
London, E.C. 

31st December, 1901. 
Sir,—We beg to inform you that from this day Mr. Charles M- 

Zimmermann, son of our senior, will, in accordance with a friendly 
arrangement, discontinue to be a partner in our firm. 

He acquaints you of his future plans by the attached circular, which 
we commend to your kind attention. 

Our business will be conducted on the same lines as before, with 
the exception that Mr. Charles Zimmermann will take over our photo¬ 
graphic department and a few other agencies. 

'All outstanding accounts up to December 31st, 1901, will be collected 
and paid by us. 

Appreciative of your past favours, we shall thank you much for 
their continuance.—Yours respectfully, 

A. & M. Zimmermann. 

9 and 10, St. Mary-at-Hill. 
London, E.C. 
1st January, 1902- 

Sir,—I beg to inform you that the partnership hitherto existing 
between my father and myself has been dissolved, and in perfect 
agreement with my father I have established myself on my own 
account as merchant and commission agent, under the style of 

CHARLES ZIMMERMANN & CO. 

at above address. 
I shall endeavour to deserve the continuance of your favours which 

you have been good enough to confer on me during the several years 
of partnership in my father’s business. 

I remain, dear Sir, yours very respectfully, 
Charles Zimmermann. 

TELEPHOTOGRAPHIC FOCUSSING. 

To the Editors. 

Gentlemen,—In the almanac you speak about the great difficulty 
of focussing with the teleobjectives, especially so in some cases of 
long focus. I can assure you that this focussing is very much facili¬ 
tated when the focussing glass is cut in two halves, leaving a ^in. 
free in the middle, so as to focus in the air. The same refers to all 
kinds of badly-lighted subjects, such as interiors, etc., and I am 
astonished that all cameras are not made in that way, as it is most 
handy for all purposes, allowing easier, quicker, and sharper focus 
than on any other surface. 1 use it on all my cameras, and I am 
highly pleased with it.—Yours very truly, Albert Levy. 

Asnieres (Seine). 
January 5th, 1902. 

Answers to Correspondents. 
* * All matters intended for the tc.rt portiivnof this JOURNAL, include 

inf/ queries, must he addressed to “Till. EDITORS, Till British 
Journal of Photography, 24, Wellington-street, Strand, London, 
II . 6T. Inattention to this ensures delug, 

*** Correspondents are informed that me cannot vudertale to answer 
communications through the />ost. Questions ore not answered unless 
the names and addresses of the writers are given. 

%* Communications relating to Advertisements and general husimss 
a fairs should he addressed to Messrs. Henry Greenwood A Co., 
21, Wellington-street, Strand, London, II .C. 

Foreign Copyrights.—“ Interested” writes:—“I read with much 
interest your leaderette on ‘ Foreign Copyrights.’ To make the 
article complete there should be attached the names of ‘ all iho 
countries that were signatories to the Berne Convention.’ Kindly 
say what countries these were.” In reply: The countries are men¬ 
tioned in a work on international copyright law published by Me -srs. 
Eyre & Spottiswoode, the King’s Printers. 

Portraiture by Artificial Light—J. G. Gowland writes: “(l> 
Can you inform me which you consider the best light for portraiture 
as night—acetylene or incandescent gas? (2) Which do you con¬ 
sider cheapest, when ordinary coal gas here costs 3s. Pd. per 1,000 
cubic feet? (3) If acetylene, what size reflector, and how many 
burners would be required?”—In reply : (1) Both answer well. One 
is as good as the other, and it is simply a question which will be the 
most convenient to you. (2) Not much difference. Acetylene 
would, perhaps, be the cheaper when the apparatus for its generation 
is installed. (3) A reflector, such*as is used for the arc light, about 
5 ft. in diameter, will be suitable. Eight to twelve, or more; the 
more lights there are, of course the shorter will be the exposure. 

Copyright.—Morphite writes: “A London firm sent to a prominent 
man in our town to give them a sitting, which he did. They took 
several negatives and sent him proofs. He kept one of the proofs 
and returned the others and sent them an order for one dozen copies, 
which they sent him a bill for, and also included the proof he kept 
on the bill. Now, this gentleman sent his photo to a daily paper to 
be reproduced in their paper. The photographers who took him 
want to claim a fee from this paper, stating they hold the copyright 
of the photo. I may say he paid for every photograph that was sent 
to him. Have the firm any claim on the publishers of the paper?”— 
As the gentleman paid for the portraits in the ordinary course of 
business the photographers have no copyright whatever in them. 

Identity of Printing Process.—J. Bell writes: 4‘ I am often 
receiving photographs from friends in America, and I find they are 
nearly all printed on paper similar to the enclosed. Can you tell me 
what it is—is it a printing out paper or a special kind of bromide 
printed by artificial light? Can you tell me if the same kind of 
paper can be obtained in this country, and if so, where ? I have 
tried a variety of kinds, but have not met with one similar.”—In reply: 
The prints appear to be on a printing out paper, but we cannot say 
who are the makers, as we are not familiar with American papers. 
You should have no difficulty in obtaining similar results on English 
matt P.O.P. The prints have been I’eturned as requested. 

The Carriage of Negatives.—A. B. writes: “ On June 18 last I sent 
a box containing photographic negatives to my enlarger, numbering 
twelve, with cash enclosed for enlargements to execute in oils, per 
rail, and the box was never delivered. Fortunately I was able to 
execute all of them with the exception of three, which I have ciaimed 
for from the Company, my loss being £7 0s. 6d., that is, eleven 
negatives, AT 7s. 6d.; one glass positive, 5s.; and three oil paintings 
at 40s. each, 24s. less for the frames. I have been in communication 
with the Company ever since. Now they have made me an offer of 
A'2 4s. Gd. which I refused to accept. By their delivering me the 
box I can execute the work. They tell me they are not liable for 
consequential damages, which, of course, I had the work ordered 
before I sent away the negatives.”—In reply : The only remedy you 
have is in the County Court, and you should have taken proceedings 
before this when the facts were fresh in mind. We do not expect 
that you will be able to recover for consequential damages. 

Various Queries.—An Old Reader writes:—(1) Kindly give me the 
address, or addresses, of firms that supply photographic materials at 
wholesale prices ; (2) the address of a firm that supplies picture 
frames and materials as above. (3) Can you tell me where I can get 
a plan to build a studio, what size does it want to be for a plate 
camera to take say f plate pictures, downwards ? (4) Who supplies 
fretwork materials, wood, &c., at wholesale prices ? I am going to 
open a shop to sell these above articles, also to take photos ; and I 
wish to get them so as I can retail them at list prices. Do I have to 
have a licence to selll any of the above ? In your front page of 
Journal you say all almanacks are sold out, but can I obtain one 
by sending cash ?—In reply to 1, 2, 4, it is against our rule to recom¬ 
mend any particular houses, so we must refer you to the advertise¬ 
ment in the Journal and “Almanacs.” You must bear in mind 
that wholesale houses only supply their goods in wholesale quantities. 
4. Bolas’ book, published by Marion & Co. 5. No licence is, of 
course, necessary. 6. No. You may, however, be able to secure a 
copy at some of the dealers. They may possibly have one left. 

Several Letters and Answers are unavoidably held over. 
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EX CATHEDRA. 

Fire We have frequently referred to the need 
Insurance. for care jn introducing fire risks into 

photographic manipulations on account of the danger to 
the maintenance of the policy, for it must be remembered 
that by the conditions which form part of every policy 
issued, the doing of any act which increases the danger 
of fire at once cancels the policy. We are quite willing to 
admit that, as is the case, the fire offices are usually in- 
evlined to interpret the insurer’s acts from a liberal stand¬ 
point—we shrewdly suspect from a matter of policy rather 
than ethics—but the real gravamen of such acts lies in the 
fact that if a fire does occur such contraventions of the 
clauses gives the companies overwhelming power when 
the arrangements for valuing the damage are made ; they 
are virtually in the position to say, “ Take it, or leave it.” 
We are led to make these remarks in finding that a 
similar condition of things obtains in France, as was 
amusingly shown the other day. M. Georges Latruffe, 
who recently crossed the Channel in a balloon, invited a 
number of his friends, a Sunday or two ago, to the Hippo 
Palace in Paris to witness a trial of his new model of an 
airship. The apparatus for inflating the balloon was 
brought into the ring, and the inflation of the envelope 
was started. It appears, however, that the manager (who 
had lent the Palace to M. Latruffe) had been under the 
impression that the inflation was to be made with atmos¬ 
pheric air, and when he found that hydrogen was to be 
employed he incontinently stopped further proceedings; 
he would not allow his circus to be transformed into a gas¬ 
works—it would be sufficient to cancel all his insurance 
policies. Verbum sap. 

The Kodak The Kodak Company possesses a mastery 
Company and Qf the art of getting itself talked about, 
the Wholesale qqle patesL development of its business 

' ' policy has once more set the tongues of 
the trade in motion, and the new situation that has been 
created is the subject of much discussion. Briefly, the 
wholesale distributer of Kodak productions finds that from 
the 1st of January last his occupation in this particular 
respect has entirely gone, the company having taken the 
bold step of going direct to the retailer and offering him 
preferential terms, calculated, it is to be presumed, to 
destroy the position of the wholesale agent on the one hand, 
and to obviate by anticipation the inroads of competition 
on the other. Two or three large photographic houses and 
several firms of wholesale chemists and druggists are 
affected by what amounts to the loss of a considerable part 
of their business. It seems to be the general opinion that, 
following upon the promulgation of the famous conditions 
of sale of twelve months ago, the new Kodak departure 
may have, in the long run, an unfavourable effect upon 
the company’s business. At least two large firms have to 
our knowledge decided to take up the manufacture of 
Tollable celluloid film, and the importation of German- 
made cameras of the Kodak form will, it is stated, shortly 
take place in large numbers. Thus there is every prospect 
of sharp competition in Tollable films and cameras. In 
our correspondence columns we print a letter from Messrs. 
George Houghton and Sons on the subject, from which it 
appears that the Photographic Trade Association has the 
matter under consideration. It will be interesting to learn 
what steps that body will decide to take. Frankly, we are 
unable to see what it can do at present against a powerful 

antagonist like Kodak, Limited. 

*7V "X* *X" 

Flashlight According to the Scientific American, a 
Photography, new apparatus is being introduced by 

Mr. H. B. Schaeffer, of Altoona, Pa., for the purposes of 
portraiture, and it is stated that it is being largely intro¬ 
duced into a number of studios. The apparatus consists 
essentially of a box for combustion, which is fitted with a 
number of incandescent electric lights, for focussing pur¬ 
poses, and is provided with a large velvet sleeve to take 
away the products of combustion through the window into 
the open air. The front of the box is covered with a thin 
fabric to allow the light to pass, and yet to diffuse it so 
much that it has the effect of coining from a cloud, rathei 
than from a point. Judging from the description, which 
suggests, virtually, a copy and a blending of old ideas, 
the apparatus should be capable of doing excellent work ; 
and, most important of all, the studio remains clear, ami 
there is an entire absence of the usual smoke or fumes. 
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These are the drawbacks to all interior work with fiasln 
lights, as, generally when an exposure has been made, the 
atmosphere becomes so clouded that a second exposure 
must be deferred till the fumes have settled. This is one 
of the great drawbacks to the extemporaneous use of the 
flashlight, but it must be said that there are great diffe- 
rences in respect of fumes in the various preparations 
sold. The pure magnesium powder itself unquestionably 
sins largely in this respect; but there are some prepara¬ 
tions of magnesium or other powder in combination with 
what may be termed pyrotechnic mixtures that give off a 
very small amount of fumes, and a similar claim is made 
for the flashlight candles recently reviewed in these 
columns. 

* -X- -X- 

€lectric The number and variety of purposes to 
Heating;. which electricity is applied is continu¬ 

ally increasing, and, as the cost of the electrical unit 
decreases, so will its applications increase. The time is 
not yet arrived when electricity will be available for heat¬ 
ing large spaces, such as photographic studios ; but when 
it comes to a question of small areas, it is not uneconomical, 
for, unlike the use of a coal or coke fuel, there is no waste 
when once the desired temperature has arrived, as the cur¬ 
rent once switched off, there is no further consumption. 
Portable electric heaters are seen in increasing quantity, 
made into various forms for particular trades, from the 
large smoothing-iron for use on a billiard table to heating of 
a kettle in a dentist’s operating room, and recently a form of 
electric furnace on a small scale has been devised, which 
may very probably be utilised for some photographic pur¬ 
poses. Professor H. M. Howe, of Columbia University, has 
described such a furnace for crucible work in a laboratory, 
and it has occurred to us that it would not need essential 
modification to fit it for employment in enamel work, that 
beautiful process, so little taken up by photographers, 
mainly, we should imagine, because of the difficulties, 
imaginary or real, in connection with the necessary 
furnace. Professor Howe constructs his crucible of pure 
magnesia, surrounds it with a platinum wire, fits it into 
a cavity made in a large block of magnesia, and finally 
covers the whole with another block of magnesia. The 
current is then switched on and passes through the wire, 
which is instantly brought to a very high temperature. 
1,400 deg. Centigrade has been reached, and it is stated 
that, as must be evident, a constant temperature can be 
maintained for a long time, and without injury to the 
platinum wire. 

"X* -X- "X" 

Calendered It is generally known that, during the 
Paper. Parliamentary recess, writers to the 

newspapers, signing themselves “ Constant Reader,” 
“ Fairplay,” etc., have a chance of airing their grievances 
which does not occur when a whole page or more is taken 
up with debates. A number of persons have recently 
profited by this opportunity to write to the Standard 
regarding the iniquity of publishers in using glazed or 
calendered paper for books and periodicals. The reflect¬ 
ing surface of this highly-glazed material is said to be 
destructive to the eyesight, and one writer indignantly 
asks how we, as a nation, can be expected to keep up our 
rifle-shooting if this terrible evil continues. He also 
suggests that, in many cases, extra profit to the book- 
producer can be the only object in employing this paper 
There are other suggestions of a like charitable nature, 
and to anyone ignorant of printing methods it would seem 
that publishers and printers had entered into a horrible 
conspiracy to bring grist to the mill of the ophthalmic 

surgeon. Why, oh, why, do not these constant readers 
read up their subject a little before they write about it/ 
In the case before us they would then have learnt that 
calendered paper is by no means cheap, and that the sole 
reason for its employment is that the process-blocks, so 
widely used for illustration, must be printed on a very 
smooth, non-absorbent surface to get the best results. 
When these process-blocks first came into use, a couple of 
decades back, the printers made sad havoc of them, for 
they imagined they could be printed from as easily as an 
impression from a woodcut could be produced. But they 
soon found that far more care was necessary, and that a 
finer grade of ink, as well as a highly-glazed paper, was 
necessary to coax out of them all their best points. So 
necessary is this question of ink that, in printing some of 
our illustrated journals, it is found economical to print 
the letterpress pages with a lower grade of ink than that 
used in printing the illustrated pages. Publishers cer¬ 
tainly find an economy in using photo-blocks instead of 
woodcuts, for the former cost but a tithe of the latter. 
But, at the same time, they have to be so lavish in their 
use of blocks, and, as we have seen, have to pay so much 
more attention to printing and quality of paper, that the 
balance to the good is often unappreciable. It is cer¬ 
tainly unfair to charge them with meanness, when they 
are only doing their best to produce the finest results with 
the materials at their command. 

* * * 

Coloured It has been the fashion among plioto- 
Lantern Slides, graphers, ever since photography took 
possession of the magic, or optical, lantern, to deer)* 
anything in the shape of a coloured picture. “ A photo¬ 
graph coloured is a photograph spoilt,” so ran the familiar 
formula. It was natural that photographers should take 
up this tone, for at the time when transparencies were 
first shown by the lantern the coloured pictures which 
they displaced were of the very crudest kind. We are 
here alluding to the ordinary pictures supplied with a 
shop-purchased magic lantern. At the same time, by 
paying a good price, really artistic paintings on glass 
could be obtained. At the sale, twenty years ago, of the 
effects of the old Polytechnic Institution, in Regent 
Street, many of the lantern pictures fetched 50s. a-piece, 
and this was about a sixth only of what they cost. They 
were exquisitely-finished hand-paintings on glass, and 
measured about 8 inches by 5 inches. We believe that 
most of them were bought for the American market, and 
doubtless they now figure as decorations in some big 
mansion. The tendency among photographers nowadays 
is not against coloured lantern slides, but all in their 
favour; but they must not be due to handwork, but to 
the tri-colour method, suggested by Ives, and perfected by 
Sanger Shepherd and others. Anyhow, the present 
fashion runs towards coloured pictures for lantern use, 
and it is only natural that those who remember the old 
hand-paintings should compare them with the modern 
pictures, produced from three negatives and stained with 
aniline dyes. So far as artistic effect is concerned, the 
palm must, of course, be given to the hand-paintings, and 
in stating this we have in our minds the very beautiful 
series of lantern pictures copied from David Roberts’ 
studies in the Holy Land, which were shown in London 
a generation back. The modern tri-colour method is a 
strictly mechanical one; it does not call for the exercise 
of any artistic qualities, and, therefore, it is likely to be 
widely adopted. It gives texture, such as the sheen on a 
butterfly’s wing, to perfection, but the colouring in many 
examples which we have seen has been far from satisfac- 
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iory. We fancy that this is in great measure due to the 
gaudy character of the dyes employed, and we cannot help 
fancying that if the producers of these gorgeous lantern 
slides were to ally themselves with a capable manufac¬ 
turer of artists’ pigments, a far better state of things might 
be arrived at. What would an artist in water-colours say 
if he were deprived of his paintbox, and compelled to use 
coal-tar colours? Would not his pictures become as 
gaudy as the tri-colour lantern slides referred to? 

* * * 

Printing in Gloomy January, with its damp fogs and 
Oamp Weather mists, is a time of the year that is very 

trying to photographers, and in large towns and cities the 
printing department of a studio may be said to be at a 
standstill; whilst even in many country situations things 
are very little better, for what little light there may be 
is of such short duration and so feeble in its energy as to 
require even moderately-dense negatives being kept in the 
printing frames for several days before a sufficiency of 
density is obtained. To overcome orders for printing, it 
is well known that many of our leading photographers do 
their printing in country situations apart entirely from 
the main studio; and a few years ago, in cases where 
highly-glazed samples of paper were concerned, it became 
customary to produce as many prints as possible by 
resorting to a system of partial printing, and finally 
developing up to full density by means of a special 
formula containing a large percentage of bromide. Other 
photographers, again, made bold to discard entirely what 
may be termed printing out, and practically pinned their 
faith to one or other of the many excellent brands of 
bromide paper now on the market. Circumstances do 
arise, however, where, for special purposes, prints have to 
be pulled from negatives which show the utmost amount 
of detail possible, as well as freedom from all grain in the 
paper. Among this class of prints may be mentioned 
those required for reproduction in process-block form, and 
many country workers, not having special facilities for 
artificial-light printing, partial or otherwise, have no help 
for it but to patiently grin and bear the delay of printing 
by daylight in the ordinary manner. At no other 
time of the year is the liability so great to contract injury 
to negatives by silver staining from damp, and, therefore, 
extra precautions have to be taken to guard against 
such. All negatives should not only be varnished 
with a hard sample of varnish, but even after such has 
been done, it is a wise precaution to polish, in a sense, the 
coating of varnish by applying a dusting of French chalk, 
well rubbed in, after the manner of preparing enamelling 
glasses prior to the squeezing down of a wet print. It 
is not only, however, in the matter of injury to negatives 
that a photographer who has to conduct printing by means 
of daylight is concerned; there is the further liability of 
seeing all his labour going for nothing, by his prints turn¬ 
ing out blunt. A more annoying circumstance than this 
can hardly be conceived, for frequently a considerable 
number of days are required before the printing has been 
completed, and then it is found that all labour has been 
spent in vain, and the whole thing has to be gone over 
again. 

* % * 

The Cause and Fortunately, the cause of blunt printing 
.°^ Blunt weii known, and although at times it 

*' is difficult to combat, especially at such 
a tiding time of the year as the month of January, when 
no two days are alike in regard to moisture in the atmos¬ 
phere, still, precautions may be taken that will go far to 
avoid such disastrous results. There is no doubt that 

any rapid change of temperature, such as a dry, frosty 
day suddenly changing to a dull, damp, heavy condition 
of the atmosphere, will do a lot of mischief to a print that 
has been exposed to such changes, and it is possible that 
the common precaution generally taken by printers to 
guard against damp, by seeing that all negatives and pads 
and printing frames are dried before printing is com¬ 
menced, is just one of the sources that yield such blunt 
prints as they are striving to avoid. If a negative has been 
protected by having its surface covered with a coating of 
varnish that is impervious to moisture, and the same is 
gently warmed in front of the fire to drive off all moisture, 
prior to the printing paper being placed in contact, only 
a few minutes will be required on a dull January day 
for the dampness of the atmosphere undoing all he has 
attempted to guard against, and very likely the precaution 
of storing his printing paper in a dry situation 
will likewise tend to add to his liability to produce blunt 
prints. The storing of the paper in a drier atmosphere 
than that to which the printing frame will be exposed is 
certainly one of the chief causes of blunt printing, and 
where large sizes of negatives are concerned, say, from 
12 by 10 to 15 by 12 inches, it is almost impossible to print 
a dry sample of paper in a dull January light without 
the print showing symptoms of bluntness. Anyone 
desirous of experimenting in this matter need only care¬ 
fully measure the dimensions of his paper prior to its being 
placed out to print, and in a very short time he will find 
a distinct amount of stretching has taken place, and not 
only is this noticeable in the length or breadth, according 
to the manner the paper has been cut, but certain portions 
of the paper will belly up in patches, no matter how care¬ 
fully the padding and springs of the printing frame may 
have been attended to. Probably one of the best pro¬ 
visions against this stretching is to place the paper it is 
intended to print in another frame, having an opaque shield, 
and expose the same to the influence of the atmosphere, 
without drying the same in any way when placing the paper 
in contact with the negative. This treatment need not in 
any way injure the negative, if care be observed not to 
print the negative in sunshine, or in any position where it 
would be liable to a sudden change of temperature. Were 
the printing conducted so that a collection of beads of 
moisture were produced between the surface of the nega¬ 
tive and printing paper, as is liable to occur when any 
sudden change of heat and sunlight is allowed to fall upon 
the printing frame, no doubt injury to the negative might 
be contracted, but making a fixed determination to only 
print in the shade will avoid such danger. No doubt, the 
temptation to utilise what little sunlight there is at this 
time of the year is very great, especially when a print is 
wanted off without waiting till the following day ", but at 
no time of the year is printing in sunlight fraught with such 
danger to negatives as at present, when any moisture in 
the atmosphere is sure to affect both printing material and 
negative alike to an appreciable extent. All negatives 
after being printed at this season of the year should be 
subjected to close scrutiny for some days or weeks after¬ 
wards, and if the slightest trace of silver staining be 
observed, steps should at once be taken to remove it. 

Camera Club Company, Limited.—Registered by Hensman & Co. (i- 
Lincoln’s Inn-fields, with a capital of £4,000 in 6,000 10s. Preference shares 
and 1,000 £1 Ordinary shares. Object to adopt an agreement with a com¬ 
pany having a similar title (in liquidation) and the liquidators thereof; to 
provide a club house with dark rooms, studios, workshops, photographic, 
scientific and mechanical apparatus, artists’ requisites ; to form a hbrarj of 
photographic and scientific literature. No initial public issue. 1 he first 
directors (to be not less than five nor more than twenty) are to be the direc¬ 
tors of the old company. Qualification, ten pmerence shares. -No 
remuneration. Registered, office: 28, Charing Cross, \> .C. 
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UNDER-EXPOSURE IN PORTRAITURE. 

There is, perhaps, scarcely anything so much to be guarded 
against and avoided in portraiture as under-exposure. 
And yet it would certainly seem that quite a large propor¬ 
tion of professional photographers are hardly aware how 
much that is unsatisfactory and unpleasing owes its genesis 
to this one fault. Hard, saturnine faces, fixed expressions, 
glaring eyes, absence of likeness, are only a few of a 
plentiful crop of evils due to this cause. Undoubtedly, one 
of the primary requirements of pleasing and successful 
portraiture is softness and delicacy of lighting. The 
reason for this is not far to seek. The human face, except 
in early infancy and childhood, is not, photographically 
at least, sufficiently round and soft of outline to look well 
in a harsh and abrupt light. We are not often brought 
into cognizance of this fact in ordinary life, although it 
thrusts itself forcibly on our attention in the studio. And 
yet there are occasions now and then when it is evident 
to everyone, as for instance, when the gay frequenters of 
a ball leave the precincts of the softened candle and gas 
lights for the unsubdued brightness of early morning, and 
notice with wonder how unflattering the light is to many 
a proud beauty, who looked the perfection of loveliness in 
an artificial light. The contrast is more in seeming than 
in yeality. To those who come from the ballroom the 
difference is striking, but the loungers outside will not 
notice it so much, if at all. It is simply a valuable example 
of how very much better even the fairest face may look 
under suitable conditions of lighting. 

But, it may be said, we are not speaking of lighting at 
all, but of the effects of under-exposure. Well, it is not 
difficult to prove that under-exposure has a very similar 
effect on a portrait negative to that caused by a harsh and 
unsatisfactory light. Unless it is very slight in degree, 
and most skilfully compensated for in development, it will 
cause the very same evils of excessive contrast and lack 
of softness. And these undesirable qualities by no means 
exhaust the list of things objectionable due to Under¬ 
exposure. It has a distinct and decided effect in modify¬ 
ing the likeness, and always in the wrong direction. The 
retoucher who has to deal with such negatives appreciates 
this perhaps more than any other person, and will, if 
appealed to, confirm the statement as to the great difference 
that is often shown, as regards likeness, between a correctly 
or over-exposed negative and one that is not. In the first 
place, the age of the sitter is nearly always exaggerated, 
lines, furrows, and wrinkles are unduly displayed and em¬ 
phasised, and any natural defects of the face become more 
than reasonably apparent. It is true that, to a great 
extent, it is in the power of the retoucher to make amends 
for this, but beyond all that is in his province and ability 
to soften and remove, there is a nameless something, un¬ 
pleasing and forbidding, about the under-exposed portrait 
that cannot be atoned for, be his pencil never so skilful. 
Or, it may be, if retouching is carried to a sufficient extent 
to soften and smooth the face to the same degree of round¬ 
ness that would have been present in a correctly-exposed 
negative, there becomes apparent an insipidity and lack of 
character that is even worse than the first evil. Not only 
does under-exposure seem to age the sitter, but it has 
undeniably a detrimental effect on the rendering of ex¬ 
pression. If two negatives be taken at the same time, as 
may be done with a stereoscopic camera, one being correctly 
and the other under exposed, the difference may be readily 
enough appreciated. If in the former the sitter is rendered 
with a pleasing smile, it will probably be noticed that in 
the latter the expression is slightly less agreeable, more 
rigid and stiff, and perhaps even rather staring. And 

when we consider how all-important such little things arc 
in contributing to tlie satisfaction or otherwise of one's 
customers, it is palpable that the photographer cannot 
afford to ignore the question. 

It may be worth our while to inquire into the why and 
wherefore of this under-exposure, intentional or tin* 
reverse. It is certainly a fact that many photographers 
deliberately give their negatives an insufficient exposure 
in order to secure certain results, which, they imagine 
wrongly, can only be obtained by that means. Tin* idea 
will be found, mostly, among those who have for some time 
been working the albumenised silver process, and cannot 
get rid of the memory of the strong and vigorous negatives 
that were, in the earlier days, necessary for successful 
prints on these papers. They lose sight, or are not aware, 
of the great changes in manufacture and sensitising which 
have called for a different class of negative, one of lesser 
density, softer, and more adapted to the less richly-coated 
papers of to-day. And for the worker in gelatino-chloride 
attention to this question is even more essential. It is 
only beginning to be recognised as it ought, how delicate 
and true in gradation should those negatives be which are 
to give the most perfect results with that process. It has 
also been a cherished delusion with some that good prints 
in plalinotype and carbon could only be obtained by the 
employment of negatives possessing strong contrast. 
Vigour and sufficient printing-density are, it goes without 
saying, essential, but these qualities are not necessarily 
identical with great contrast. And curiously enough, the 

• special beauties of the platinotype process— its delicacy 
and softness—have often been entirely overlooked and 
counteracted by the use of unsuitably hard negatives. So 
much for intentional and deliberate under-exposure, with a 
definite, though mistaken, object in view. We will now 
examine those cases where it occurs rather in deference to 
what are believed to be unavoidable circumstances, than 
the operator’s direct desire. Some studios, for instance, 
are handicapped with an insufficiency of light, by reason 
of situation or adjacent obstacles, and a certain amount of 
under-exposure is generally obliged to be accepted as a 
disagreeable necessity. In such cases there is hardly any 
avoidance of the evil, though certainly much may be done 
by the employment of as large a glazed surface as possible : 
light backgrounds and surroundings; a lens of the largest 
obtainable aperture, and, it may be, without stopping 
down; also, it might be suggested, the use of isochromatb- 
plates. Then, again, longer exposures might be attempted 
than the average photographer cares to deal with. They 
are more tiresome, perhaps, and risk of movement is 
greater; but, within limits, the ordinary sitter is quite 
capable of the necessary endurance and patience, and will 
take it good-humouredly if properly treated. The results 
are certainly more satisfactory than under-exposure would 
have given. Those, however, who are plagued with a really 
bad light, will find it far better to rely on electricity, or 
some other satisfactory artificial means of illumination. 
It is, under such conditions, a saving of time, trouble, and 

temper in the end. 
Another instance of practically necessary under-exposure 

is found in the photography of young children or animals. 
Here the difficulty of keeping the subject still has compul¬ 
sorily to be reckoned with. It is extremely fortunate, 
however, that these cases are precisely those which suffer 
least from a moderate deficiency of exposure. It is, never¬ 
theless, better to insure against it, as far as possible, by 
the means before suggested. Quietness, tact, absence of 
fussiness, and quickness to seize the golden moment, are 
invaluable auxiliaries in dealing with the excitability and 
ebullience of life in both animals and children, acting like 
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a soothing anodyne, to the promotion of stillness and 
repose. It should not be overlooked that there is room for 
much difference of opinion as to what constitutes under¬ 
exposure. It is probable that a negative which one man 
might consider under-exposed would appear to another the 
acme of correctness. The true definition, perhaps, can 
only be arrived at by securing an idea of those conditions 
which should be satisfied by the perfectly-exposed negative. 
The qualities to be sought after are truthful gradation, 
proper rendering of tone values, and just sufficient density 
to give satisfactory prints in the chosen process. Judging 
from this standard, the under-exposed negative is found 
principally to fail in the first two requirements. It is not 
only undeniable chalkiness and absence of detail in the 
darker shadows that suffice to brand a plate as not having 
received its due exposure. These are only the extreme 
indications of the fault in question. Quite as objectionable 
to the trained and critical eye is that steepness of scale 
and untruthful relation of light and shade which so often 
pass unchallenged, and, in portraiture especially, are so 
fatal to pleasing and artistic results. In conclusion, it is 
necessary to remember how great a difference may be made 
by selection of developer. A plate may, indeed, be under¬ 
exposed for one developer and quite the reverse for another. 
Both exposure and development should be carefully 
adjusted to each other, and not treated as distinct and 
independent things. The special circumstances of the 
particular studio, as to light and other matters, the effect 
desired, the printing process to be employed, should all be 
kept in view and allowed for in the composition of the 
developer. Then exposure and development will work 
amicably together hand in hand, to the saving of much 
worry and perplexity, and the producing of both technically 
and artistically perfect negatives. 

GLASS POSITIVES—REPAIRING AND COPYING. 

The glass positive process has quite died out, except in the 
hands of itinerant photographers who follow their avocation 
on the sea beach and bank-holiday resorts and the like. Yet 
the process is one that is capable of yielding results that 
will compare very favourably with any modern one, if 
worked with skill. Indeed, in the early days of the collo¬ 
dion process there were more positives taken by high-class 
photographers than negatives, and high prices were 
charged for them. They were, in fact, for some years 
strong competitors with Daguerreotypes. In America the 
positive process, under different names, survived, amongst 
the better class of photographers, longer than it did in 
England. Now, here, at least, the working of the glass posi¬ 
tive process is unknown to the majority of photographers. 
Indeed, we have known these pictures, when they have had 
at all a metallic appearance, to be mistaken by some profes¬ 
sionals for veritable Daguerreotypes. We merely allude to 
these facts to show that the collodion positive process is 
really a very excellent one, and that the usual wretched 
productions of the beach operator are no criterion whatever 
of the work that used to be produced in the early days of the 
process. 

It not infrequently happens that photographers are, in 
the ordinary course of business, called upon to copy or 
to produce enlargements from some of these old pictures, 
or, may be, to repair them if damaged.- .Often those who 
are called upon to do this know nothing of*the practical 
details of the process by which they were made, and are 
sometimes at a loss as to how to proceed, as evidenced by 
the answers frequently to be seen in the “ Answers ” 
column of this Journal. If the picture is a good one, and , 

in good condition, a glass positive is the easiest -thing in 
the world to copy. But it is when it is inferior, or 
damaged, that the trouble comes into those who are not 
familiar with the working of the process itself. A glass 
positive, it may be mentioned, is, practically, a very thin 
negative backed with some black or dark material, such 
as velvet or black varnish. Sometimes this backing was 
applied direct to the collodion surface, and sometimes to 
the back of the glass. In the former case the image would 
be non-reversecl as regards right and left, and in the latter 
it would be reversed, as in the case of a Daguerreotype. 
When the black varnish was applied directly to the film 
it, to an extent, degraded the whites of the picture. It 
was usual, when the blacking was on the glass side, to 
varnish the picture with a colourless dammar varnish, 
out this was not always done, and as a consequence the 
picture, if air had access to it, became tarnished, as is the 
case with Daguerreotypes. Theoretically, the tarnish 
might be removed, as with Daguerreotypes, but we would 
not recommend a novice to attempt the work, for the pro¬ 
bability is that the picture would be ruined, inasmuch as 
by the exposure the collodion film, to an extent, will have 
become decomposed, and, if not, it would probably come 
entirely away from the glass when wetted. Such a picture 
if copied in the ordinary way would yield but a very poor 
result; but, still, as a rule, good results may be obtainable 
from it bv those who know the way. 

As we have just said, a glass positive is actually a thin 
negative, and in a case like that under consideration it 
will be best dealt with as such. The first thing to do is 
to entirely remove the black varnish, either by scraping it 
off or by wiping it off with a pledger of cotton-wool 
charged with benzol. As the collodion film is not 
varnished, and it might now be dangerous to varnish it, it 
would certainly be damaged if it were attempted to be 
printed from in the ordinary way. Therefore, it must be 
dealt with in the copying camera, either by making a 
transparency and from that a negative, or a bromide 
enlargement may be made direct from it, the thin image 
rather lending itself to that method. Sometimes the 
picture, as a positive, is bad, the image being grey and 
lacking in contrasts. Now it generally happens that the 
worse a picture is as a positive the better it is as a nega¬ 
tive, and so much to the advantage of the photographer 
who has to reproduce it. Frequently, when the film is 
marked or stained, the stains, which would be very mani¬ 
fest if copied in the ordinary way, do not show at all by 
transmitted light. When this is the case the reproduction 
may, with care, be made even superior to the original. 

It occasionally happens that a photographer has a posi¬ 
tive brought to him to be copied in which the black 
varnish has. cracked, showing map-like markings and, in 
some instances, leaving the glass in flakes—a very common 
occurrence with some of the earliest black varnishes that 
were used. Now, of course, all that has to be done is to 
remove the old varnish and replace it by new, when the 
picture will be as good as new. One would imagine that 
this simple treatment would occur to every one, but 
apparently it does not, for some months back we received 
a positive in this state from a correspondent, a pro¬ 
fessional photographer by the way, asking if there was 
any known method of “restoring” it? If the black 
varnish has been applied to the collodion film, and has 
cracked in the way described, the case is a more difficult 
one to deal with—sometimes impossible to do so success¬ 
fully. However, if the case is not a very bad one, it may 
often be repaired in the following way : —The back of the 
plate is first fumed with ether for, say, half an hour or so, to 
soften the edges of the collodion at the fissures, and after 
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that submitting it to the fumes of benzol for an hour or 
more. This will sometimes so soften the varnish as to fill 
up the cracks, when a fresh coating may be applied. But 
as we have just intimated, the treatment is not always 
effectual; and, as a word of caution, we may add that we 
should not recommend anyone who is not conversant with 
the working of the collodion process to attempt the work 
for the first time with a picture upon which any value is 

set by its owners.. 
There are other defects, beyond those referred to, in 

these old pictures to be dealt with before they can 
successfully be reproduced, but this article is already too 
long for them to be gone into now. On some future occa¬ 
sion we may possibly recur to the subject, for, as most 
professionals are aware, making reproductions and 
enlargements from old and inferior pictures—worthless 
as they may appear to all but their owners—is a very 
profitable business. 

JOTTINGS. 

At a time when the strained and artificial heroics of Mr. Rudyard 
Kipling are receiving the large-type patronage of The Times, with 
the consequent result that the author of “ Plain Tales from the 
Hills ” maintains his reputation as the fashionable poet whom 
one may always safely quote on the smallest provocation, and 
even without reference to appositeness or appropriateness, I hope 
I may not seem too hopelessly out of the movement by putting on 
paper the jingling refrain of a song which has haunted me ever 
since it was written some twenty years ago by the well-known poet 
of the people, Mr. George R. Sims. It is the chorus of “ The 
Lights of London,” which was set to music by the late Louis 
Diehl: — 

“ O cruel lamps of London, 
If tears your lights could drown, 

Your victims’ eyes would weep them, 
O lights of London town ! ” 

Whether this be bathos or pathos I will leave to individual taste 
to decide. I quote the lines because, with the shrewd common- 
sense that characterises all his work, Mr. Sims hides in this little 
shell of sentiment the kernel of a sound practical warning. The 
struggle for life is, perhaps, harder and fiercer in London than 
anywhere else ; and yet, as moths to the flame, country workers 
are unceasingly drawn towards the brilliant glare of the capital, 
only to find that failure to rise above the common level is the rule 
and not the exception. I might quote many cases of successful 
country photographers whose ambition led them to London, with 
disheartening results. Money was comfortably earned in the 
provincial town ; in London it was a sharp tussle to make both 
ends meet. I think I might go the length of saying that Fashion¬ 
able London has far too large a number of good photographers 
for its needs. Within the last few months four most able pro¬ 
fessional men have separately admitted to me that the experiment 
of opening in London has not been the success that was 
anticipated. And this is putting it mildly. Still, the London- 
ward movement is going on even now. I hear of three very 
well-known and successful provincial photographers who contem¬ 
plate shortly challenging Fortune at the West-end. They may 
succeed where others have merely made a succes d’estime ; but the 
element of doubt is strong. My formula for London success in 
modern photography is : A nicely-appointed studio in a thickly- 
populated industrial neighbourhood + Good Work-[-Moderate 
Charges + Cash Down. 

I have received a pleasant souvenir of the Oxford Convention 
in the form of an illustrated account of the week’s proceedings 
printed in French. The book is by M. Charles Puttemans, 
whom I heartily thank for his courtesy. It occupies 40 pages, is 
beautifully printed, and has 38 perfectly reproduced half-tone 

views from negatives made by M. Puttemans and his fellow Con 
tinental visitors to the Convention. The Union International- -I- 
Photographic, of which M. Puttemans is the- secretary, appears 
to have thoroughly appreciated its stay at Oxford in fact, tie- 
two concluding pages of M. Putteman’s report bear testimonv 
to the happy-experiences of the members in England. The book 
is published by Emile Bruylant, Rue de la Regenre 67. Brussels, 
and I recommend conventioners to secure a copy of it. This year 
the Union holds its meeting in Switzerland, and the report con¬ 
cludes with an invitation to English conventioners to be present. 
Better architectural photographs than those of M. Puttemans. 
and his colleagues one could not wish to see—in particular tie- 
interior of the Oxford Town Hall is an almost faultless rendering 
of a by no means easy subject, whilst the views of the City and 
Colleges; at Abingdon; Dorchester; Banbury; Kenilworth; 
Broughton ; and Compton Wynyates show that the fullest oppor 
tunities were taken by the members of the Union for securing 
negatives of the grand historic buildings of the Midlands. Tin* 
Union is in its tenth year of existence, and it will be interesting 
to watch if its future proceedings are at all influenced by tin- 
experiences gained at Oxford. The Convention is termed “ cettc- 
puissante Association.” I do not know the numerical strength 
of the Union Internationale, but doubtless the wish of its English 
hosts will be that it may not, as time goes on, fall behind the 
P.C.U.K. in numbers and success. That an official meeting of 
the two bodies may one day take place on the Continent is within 
the bounds of possibility ; but it is to be hoped that when the 
event occurs the times may be more propitious than they are at 
present. The absurd epidemic of Anglophobia at present afflict¬ 
ing the Continent might not directly affect a body of peaceful 
English photographers, but its existence could hardly conduce to 
the cultivation of the most suitable spirit in which to discuss tin- 
temporary removal of a United Kingdom Convention to a foreign 
shore. The members of the latter body might resent having the 
name of “ Sir Chamberlain ” hurled at them as a taunt. 

The Colour Club, I am told, is the latest addition to the long 
list of photographic societies. As its name suggests, the club 
is actuated entirely by one idea, namely, the study of the science 
and the practice of colour photography. Progress at home and 
abroad wall be systematically noted, and nothing will find its way 
upon the records of the club which is not in the nature of an 
original addition to existing knowledge. The club is strictly 
limited in membership, and the honorary support of the principal 
foreign experimentalists is to be invited. All told, the roll of 
the club will probably not extend beyond 20 members, each of 
whom will be prominently identified in some special manner with 
colour theory or practice. Conducted on the lines of a postal 
photographic society, with occasional meetings, a small subscrip¬ 
tion, and consisting of first-rate workers interested in the subject 
from strictly non-commercial motives, a wide field of usefulness 
lies before the Colour Club, into which, according to my informa¬ 
tion, the quack, the charlatan, and the self-exploiting bounder 
stand absolutely no chance of gaining admission. The club will 
constitute itself the depository of authenticated records to which 
reference may be had by those genuinely interested in the progress 
of colour photography. I wish success to the idea, which is in 
good hands. By the way, what has become of the admirable 
MM. Chassaigne, John Wallace Bennetto, Doctor Gustave 
Selle, General Barwell-Barwell, Wilford Roxby, Montague 
Barstow and other gentlemen whose names have been identified 
with colour processes which have not fulfilled the anticipations 
of their inventors or exploiters? I don’t know whether the 
Colour Club will ever unbend from the severely scientific course 
of work it has set itself to undertake—although the possibility of 
a small and exclusive dinner every two or three months has been 
hinted at—but if so, and opportunity be given me, I think I 
could enliven the proceedings with a few stories of my adventures 
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with some of those named. Or again, if the Colour Club will 
welcome the addition of curiosities to its archives, I may in time 
offer it some interesting letters bearing on the celebrated colour 
fiascoes of which I have been an amused spectator, including 
some fiery documents from pompous legal gentlemen containing 
all sorts of fearful threats of actions for libel and all the rest 
of the usual braggartly and bounce—the sort of thing to which I 
have grown rather more indifferent than a salamander was sup¬ 
posed by the old fabulists to be to fire. 

Before half-past nine on a bright, cold morning in last 
December, and after a brisk walk on the renowned Leas which 
the sleek Channelside town of Folkestone always maintains in 
such drawing-room-like neatness, I had sat to Mr. Sidney Lam¬ 
bert Weston for half-a-dozen portraits, and a few minutes later 
I was smoking my cigarette in the South-Eastern boat train bound 
for Charing Cross. The exposures were made in four or five 
minutes, and the occasion will always be memorable to me for 
two reasons—(1) I had never before had my photograph taken quite 

so early in the day ; (2) I never remember to have seen studio 
work so quietly, quickly, and effectively performed. The results 
of Mr. Weston’s kind forethought in making a pleasant visit ex¬ 
ceedingly agreeable in retrospect by these commemorative photo¬ 
graphs are before me. Naturally amongst them one in particular 
|)leases me and mine ; but all of them, technically regarded, are 
splendid specimens of studio portraiture, well printed and 
mounted with taste and care. The photographs are of special 
interest to me in that for the first time for a score of years they 
show me without that short black beard which had for so long 
been a close companion, whose society \yas never agreeable to 
me. But at last we have parted ! The business of Lambert 
Weston and Son, Folkestone, is one of the oldest in Britain, if not 
the world. It dates back to the year 1846, when the founder com¬ 
menced the practice of Daguerreotype. The studio at Sandgate 
Hoad is one of the largest and best appointed in the provinces, 
and the present Mr. Weston is the third of his name in the direct 
J ine to be associated with the business. For the moment I cannot 
recall a similar case in the annals of British photography where 
the control of a studio has remained uninterruptedly in one 
family for 56 years. If this record can be beaten some reader will 
perhaps put me right. A high-class clientele and high-class work 
are the characteristics of Messrs. Lambert Weston’s Folkestone 
atelier, to which I may be permitted to wish continued and in¬ 
creased success. An interesting item in the studio was the signa¬ 
ture book, wherein I saw the autographs of such distinguished 
people as Lord Roberts, the ex-Crown Princess Stephanie, and 
many other notabilities of European celebrity. Of course, that 
of “ Cosmos ” was added—by invitation. The only other photo¬ 
grapher’s autograph book that I have seen is in the possession of 
my friend Mr. Alfred Ellis, the famous delineator of stage 
beauties. This book contains the signature of nearly every 
prominent footlight favourite who has struggled up the insecure 
and rickety ladder of theatrical fame. I omitted to say that, 
with the vanity of advancing years, I am most pleased with the 
particular photograph of me by Mr. Weston which contains 
fewest of Time’s furrows! 

The reform party of the R.P. S. should see to it that next year 
the nomination papers for the annual elections of council, judges, 
etc., are sent out in a sensible manner. Following the bad old 
precedent of former times, this year’s paper was placed in the 
-January number of the Society’s journal, from which in all 
Probability not half the members took the trouble to tear the 
cover. The effects of this neglect will be that the opportunity 
of sending in nominations will in many cases be missed. The 
nomination paper should be sent out separately and specially, 
and then nobody could excuse himself from doing his duty on 

the ground that he was not provided with the proper facilities. 
The present crisis in the affairs of the Society has set many pens 
at work in London and country newspapers, but not more than 
two or three of the crowd of scribes who have dealt with the sub¬ 
ject have written of their own knowledge. One gentleman, who 
valiantly declares that he refuses to be led by the nose in the 
matter of reform, had not the courage to express his very peculiar 
opinions at the meeting on December 10th ; another, who perhaps 
writes more about the Society than anybody else, is not a member, 
and therefore is out of court; a third, who is a member, never 
attends the meetings, and is content to rely on hearsay evidence 
for his inspiration ; and others again base their comments entirely 
on what has been written by somebody else at second-hand sug¬ 
gestion. My brethren of the “ gray goose-quill ” must not sup 
pose from this that I have set out to gibe at the very interesting 
communications with which they are favouring their millions of 
readers. My object is to inform them that the initiative in oppos¬ 
ing the stick-in-the-mud policy of the R.P. S. was taken many 
months ago by men who have devoted years of valuable time to 
its service, and that the strongest advocates of reform are those 
who, with the advantage of having officially participated in the 
Society’s work, have been brought, by their experience, to admit 
the necessity of many radical changes in its administration. It 
is in fact a case of reform from within and not from without. The 
ballot paper, when it goes out, will no doubt present many sur¬ 
prises. As manifestoes are the order of the day, for one thing it 
will not bear the name of the writer of this paragraph, who in 
future will be quite content to do “ spadework ” as an unofficial 
ordinary member, and in that capacity to serve the Society to the 
best of his opportunity and ability. Will the gentleman who 
objects to being led by the nose therefore kindly note that the 
destination of his nasal appendage obviously has no interest for 

me ? 

The first London Committee meeting of the Professional Photo¬ 
graphers’ Association after the Christmas recess will be held at 
51, Baker Street, London, on Friday evening, January the 24th. 
The Liverpool Branch meets this (Friday) evening, and the 
Edinburgh members will reassemble on the 22nd inst. An early 
fixture is the first annual dinner, which will take place in London 
some time in the month. I learn quite unofficially that the hon. 
sec. of the Local Branches Sub-committee is arranging for the 
institution of branches at Birmingham and Manchester, and that 
in the latter city Mr. Franz Baum is spoken of as a likely chair¬ 
man or hon. sec. Another fixtui'e that should be mentioned is 
the statutory meeting of the general body held every two months. 
This will take place in February, and on that occasion the report 
of what has been done since December will be presented to the 
members. It will be found from documents in my possession 
that though the Christmas season is one that finds most profes¬ 
sional photographers exceedingly busy and unable to devote much 
time to legislative work, the executive of the Association, so far 
from being idle, has accomplished much useful work which 
beneficially affects photography, in however small a degree. But 
all this and more will no doubt be referred to in the report to be 
brought next February before the members. The well-known 
South London photographer and publicist, Mr. R. Lang Sims, 
has ideas on the subject of a benevolent fund in connection with 
the Association, and he has so often shown his ability as an 
organiser, that if he takes an active part in this work its success is 
assured. The Professional Photographers’ Association has 
entered the sixth hundred of its membership ; has a three-figure 
balance at the bank to its credit; and is in the right hands tq 
assure its permanent success. Officially speaking, it is barely 
six months old, and the field of work it lias marked out for itself 
will not be covered yet awhile ; but in my experience of photo¬ 
graphic societies, which is not inconsiderable, I know of not one 
of them which starts the new year with a greater promise of 
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doing quiet, progressive, useful work. But, of course, it exists 

for the benefit of its members—and its members only. 

If I have any American readers who aspire to such fame and 
fortune as may be obtained from lecturing before English 
audiences, I hope that, unless they occupy a position not less 
exalted than that of President Roosevelt, Mark Iwain, oi Mr. J. 
Pierpont-Morgan, they will profit by the hint contained in the 
letter which I quote a little lower down. A few weeks ago I 
received a communication from an utter stranger in the States, 
enclosing the illustrated prospectus of a “ stereopticon ” lecturer. 
My correspondent coolly asked me to put him in the waj of 
getting his protege engagements in this country, so I sent the 
letter to the best-known agent in London who pilots the chief 
lecturers and entertainers through England. Here is his replj . 
“ Many thanks for your favour enclosing a letter with reference 
to an American lecturer named --. To anyone in the 
lecturing profession, the idea of a complete stranger coming o\ ei 
here in the summer and fixing a tour of fifty engagements at £30 
per lecture is absolutely ludicrous. I have many similai letteis 
from American gentlemen who seem to think that our public has 
little else to do except go to hear Americans talk.” It may be 
useful to our friends on the other side to know that this kind of 
American invasion is “ n. g. ” But the impudent request of an 
utter stranger, that I should act as an intermediate showman for 
him “ on the nod,” as the racing folk say, was outdone in sheer 
cheek a little while since by one of his compatriots. Apropos of 
an article on a pet subject which I wrote a year or two back, an 
exceedingly enthusiastic American amateur sent his London 
agent a voluminous type-written request for further particulars, 
which, if given, would have occupied at least two pages of this 
journal. And the London agent calmly invited me to call upon 
him at a distance of two miles for the purpose of gratuitously 
supplying him with information not to be found in any text-book. 

The reply I sent probably surprised him, for it brought a special 
messenger and an apology. I love my American cousin with a 
deep, great love, but his cool audacity is at times trying to the 
temper. In the early eighties there was an American amateur 
who had a weakness for worrying and irritating the .principal 
London dealers and never buying even so much as a pound of 
hypo. He usually started in raucous tones : “ I he-AR you sell 
the best appaRARtus.” The third time he tried the trick on a 
former chief of mine (since dead) the wind was in the east, i.e., 
liverishness reigned, and so the American was unceremoniously 
taken by the seat of the trousers and flung out! But years after¬ 
wards I met him at a P. S. G. B. soiree, and he was still in quest of 

the best “ AppaRARtus.” 

At least 30 or 40 outside newspapers which insert photographic 
columns pass under my observation every week, but I seldom do 
more than glance at them, as the matter contained in them is 

rarely new and not always to be relied on. An exception should 
be made in the case of “ The Traveller,” to which the versatile 
and accomplished H. C. Shelley contributes sound stuff out of his 
own knowledge. Recently two important London daily news¬ 
papers have commenced photographic columns. The matter in 
“ The Morning Post ” is contributed by Mr. Hector Maclean, who 

writes with such taste, judgment, and restraint that photography 
generally must benefit by the latest feature of this Journal’s 

neighbour at the bottom of the street. “ The Daily Telegraph ” 
photographic article, on the other hand, is of the “ piffling ” order 
and susceptible of great improvement. I am often asked if these 
“ outside ” photographic columns are good for all concerned. In 
my opinion, “ Yes.” Well done, they interest the general reader 

and perhaps make him a photographer. The daily paper which is 
mostly thrown away after ten o’clock in the morning never 

perhaps acts the part of a stimulant to really serious work in am 
ordinary recreation, science, sport, or pursuit; but in the ease of 

photography I can quite imagine that a short paragraph on one 

of its many wonders may excite curiosity and pave the way to a 
visit to a retailer of photographic apparatus. But, gentlemen of 

the lay Press (pro trm.), take my word for it, the daily newspaper¬ 
reading public are really not interested in photographic politics ' 
If a special “ fight on to the last dying gasp ” circular of that awe¬ 

inspiring body, the Council of the R.P.S.. sent round to the 1,000 
members of the Society draws exactly an attendance of 45 (20 of 

which number was specially whipped up privately leaving tin* 
Council only 25 !), in the name of the Prophet, Messieurs of “ The 
Eatanswill Gazette,” “The Eatanswill Independent,” Ac., Ac., 
what amount of interest can the non-photographic outsider pos¬ 
sibly take in the goings-on of the “opposition leader” and his 
handful of discomfited supporters ? 

Cosmos. 

THE BIOSCOPE. 

[A paper read before the Edinburgh Photographic Society.) 

The bioscope or cinematograph has indeed a wonderful and most 
interesting history. Although only a few years old, it has hud 
marvellous and rapid developments. Tt has also procured for 
itself a great popularity, which seems to be ever on the increase. 
Twenty years ago we had beautifully painted canvases, called 
panoramas or dioramas, which revolved from one roller to 
another, and thus displayed before their audiences the beauties 
of nature at home and abroad without the discomfort of long rail¬ 
way jounieys. Now we have the animated or living pictures, 
which, thanks to photography, and the great geniuses who spend 
their time working up this branch of science and art, are thrown 
on the screen, depicting life and scenes and events just as they 
happened. And so realistic are some of those scenes represented, 
that it is only necessary to mechanically reproduce the sounds 
which would take place, such as the firing of a cannon or pistol, 
the hammering on an anvil, or the rumbling sound of a waterfall, 
to make one feel they were witnessing the actual scenes and not 
a series of photographs. The zoetrope or wheel of life may be 
taken as the earliest attempt at animated pictorial effects, and 
although a wonderful invention, it was a very crude instrument 
with its badly-drawn pictures. The numerous attitudes through 
which a man or animal passes when in active motion are not per¬ 
ceived by the eye. So rapidly do they succeed one another that 
only a general impression of the whole is conveyed to the mind. 
This general impression, though perhaps satisfactory (from an 
artistic point of view) when shown in a single picture, cannot be 
expected to afford sufficient grounds for the preparation of an 
analytical series of diagrams representing the successive phases 
of a motion which is only perceived as a whole. With the advent 
of instantaneous photography many possibilities were placed in 
the hands of scientific men, and numerous were the experiments 
in analysing, by means of the camera, the various motions of 
man and animals. Our journals and magazines were soon flooded 
with reproductions of photographs of horses jumping or galloping 
at full speed, and living movements of various kinds. Some of 
the positions of these movements seemed quite impossible, and 
the camera appeared to misrepresent things in a most erroneous 
manner. The correctness of these photographs can now, how¬ 
ever, be easily proved when reproduced in the cinematograph, 
and the incongruous-looking pictures made to move along on the 
screen in life-like reality. 

In 1877, Muybridge, for the purpose of investigating animal 
jnotions, laid out a course or running path, one side of which 
was bounded by a white background. Along the other side was 
ranged a series of separate cameras. A trotting horse was then 
caused to pass between the lenses and the background, at the 
same time automatically releasing their instantaneous shutters. 
Although these photographs were taken at too long intervals' 
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between each to be of any practical value for viewing as an 
animated picture, Muybridge did produce series photographs 
with this object, and even succeeded in projecting them for the 
illustration of his lectures on this subject on the screen. 
Anschutz in Prussia also carried out very successful experiments, 
and devised a shutter and camera in which successive images 
were taken on a rapidly moving plate or series of plates in one 
camera and with one lens. In 1889 he also devised an instru¬ 
ment (he called it the living wonder) by which the transparencies 
from these negatives could be viewed. The successive photo¬ 
graphs were placed on the periphery of a wheel which revolved 
behind a lens, and by an ingenious arrangement each picture 
was illuminated by an electric spark as it came behind the lens, !no shutter being used when viewing the transparencies. These 
experiments were all carried on on glass plates, which were 
exceedingly difficult to handle and very unsuitable for these pur¬ 
poses. A great many investigators now entered the field and J carried on these experiments, but it is not necessary to weary you 
with details. Great advances having now been made in the 
manufacture of flexible, transparent celluloid film, coated with 
sensitive emulsion, on which really reliable photographs could 
be taken, Edison, following up the various experiments which 
had now been made in the taking of pictures on glass negatives, 
produced on a long flexible film a series of photographs taken in 
rapid succession, and also succeeded in exhibiting them in his 
wonderful invention, the kinetoscope. The films on which 
Edison took his photographs were almost 40 feet long, each 
picture being one inch broad by § inch high, and this is the 
gauge adopted for the present-day cinematograph. These small 
pictures mean a great saving in film and materials compared 
with the usual size of three inches adopted for lantern projec¬ 
tions. There are a few other sizes used, notably the one for the 
biograph, in which the pictures measure two by two and a-half 
inches. This latter, although it has advantages, is counter¬ 
acted by the enormous amount of film required. The mechanical 
difficulties are also increased by the moving of a greater mass of 
film. A film measuring 40 feet with the Edison gauge will con¬ 
tain over 600 of these small pictures. 

Persistence of Vision. 

Before proceeding further it might be well to say a word or 
two on this peculiar phenomenon, which we call persistence of 
vision. This peculiarity of our vision was well known to the 
ancients, and is mentioned by one of our early writers as far back 
as 61 B. C. Every one knows the experiment of revolving a stick 
with a red charred end in the air when in a darkened room, how 
it appears to the eye as a complete circle of red light, and yet 
•we know the red point can only be in one place at a time. A 
similar result may be obtained when a spinning top with a 
coloured spot on one side is spun round ; the spot will appear as 
a complete circle on the spinning top. This points to the well- 
known fact that when an image is formed on the retina of the 
eye it is not immediately erased when the cause of the image is 
removed. The persistence or length of time ranges somewhere 
from g to of a second. It is therefore necessary that this short 
period of time should elapse before an image formed on our 
vision is blotted out, so to speak. It is owing to this physio¬ 
logical phenomenon that we are able to produce by means of the 
cinematograph and such-like instruments the so-called living 
pictures, which are in reality optical illusions. It is therefore 
necessary when showing an animated picture that an intermittent 
motion be given to the series—that is to say, a single picture is 
shown for a fraction of a second, then as quickly as possible the 
following picture of the series is jerked into its place. During 
this rapid change an opaque shutter intervenes to cut off the 
light. This rapid change must not occupy more than ^ to TV the 
space of time that the picture is shown to the eye, so that you 
have picture following picture in rapid succession, and owing to 

the persistence of our vision, or retaining power of the eye, the' 
pictures are so blended into one another that they appear as one 
animated picture. The camera used in cinematography is 
optically and mechanically similar to the projection apparatus. 
It is practically a magazine camera of enormous capacity, being 
made to hold a film ranging from 100 to 600 feet in length, on 
which 1000 to 1,400 of these little photographs may be taken 
(that is surely an ideal camera for the snapshotter). A lens of 
very large aperture is generally used. The attention and skill of 

our best lens makers have been turned towards the production of 
these lenses, and so satisfactorily have they attended to their 
business that very good photographs have been taken even when 
the weather was far from being propitious. It is very necessary, 
therefore, to be provided with a really good lens, as it so often 
happens that important and interesting events take place when 
the sky is overcast. Like all kinds of photography, however, a 
good and suitable light is always desirable. To go into a full 
description of the mechanical arrangements of the taking and 
projecting apparatus would prove very tedious, but it might be 
interesting to mention a few of the essential details of these 
(machines. Every one has his own ideas as to which is the best 
apparatus. I shall not discuss the merits and demerits of each, 
but rather give you the principles of how those pictures are taken 
and projected. 

Cameras for Cinematography. 

A great many eminent names are connected with the inventing 
and perfecting of the various apparatus for cinematography. In 
1895 Messrs. Lumiere in France were triumphing over their diffi¬ 
culties while Mr. Birt Acres in England was perfecting his 
machine. Mr. Acres photographed the University Boat Race, 
30th March, 1895 ; but Lumiere had filed his patent a few days 
earlier. They were each, however, quite independent workers. 
I shall only give a brief description of our present-day camera 
for taking these animated pictures. You have a box pattern 
camera fitted with a lens which is usually interchangeable. So 
as to get various lengths of foci it must have a wide aperture, 
and be fitted with Iris diaphragm and focussing pinion, an 
adjustable focal plain shutter, a dark box containing the unex¬ 
posed spool of film, and a spool for receiving the film after 
exposure. The mechanism consists of toothed wheels and 
pinions and two sprocket drums over which the film passes as it 
is being exposed. There is an eccentric motion given to the film 
as it passes behind the lens and shutter, causing the film to 
remain stationary when the lens is open, making the exposure ; 
then when the shutter closes the lens, the film is quickly passed 
forward and is ready for another exposure. In this way the film 
passes along from one spool to the other until it is all exposed. 
The entire mechanism is operated by the turning of a handle, 

which must be kept moving at a uniform speed. The pictures 
are in this way taken in series and in very rapid succession. 
Hundreds of these little photographs can be taken on one film in 
this way, 50 feet of the film being passed through in a little over 
a minute, and as the pictures are only § inch high, you can easily 
calculate the large number of pictures.that are exhibited in the' 
course of an evening’s entertainment. One maker claims that 
his camera is constructed to take from 50 to 1,500 feet of sensitive 
film, which makes it possible to take a continuous cinemato¬ 
graphic picture of events lasting thirty consecutive minutes with¬ 
out reloading. This may be possible so far as capacity in the 
machine is concerned, but it seems to demand a severe tax on 
the capacity of the operator to keep his handle turning at a 
regular speed for half an hour. 

Development. 

Having secured our photographic image on the sensitive film, 
we must proceed to develop it. This may be done by winding 
the film on a circular drum, and the whole revolved in a shallow 
trough or developer. The subsequent processes of washing. 
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fixing, and final washing and drying may be completed before 
it is again removed from the drum. This completes your nega¬ 
tive. Now your positive film for projecting a living picture is 
nothing more after all than a multiple lantern slide, and its 
production is therefore in all respects similar, witli the exception 
•of the care required to secure absolute registration of each picture 
with its predecessor. The negative and positive are now passed 
through a machine with a sprocket wheel which holds the films in 
exact registration, each film passing independently and con¬ 
tinuously from one spool to another, but held in close contact, 
negative uppermost, between two plates under a shielded incan¬ 
descent electric lamp. The development of positives is con¬ 
ducted in the same manner as that of negatives, but the greatest 
care must be taken regarding density and gradation. Light is 
of extreme value, and the animated pictures must be kept thin 
owing to the great extent of magnification required for the small 
picture. At the same time all detail must be secured. W hite 
spots and sparkling points have a distressing habit of drawing 
.attention to the failings of flicker and incorrect registration, even 
when only present in a slight degree, and must therefore be 
avoided. The registration of a film is a very important item in 
the securing of the projection of a good animated picture. The 
Edison gauge and perforation is the one generally adopted, the 
•extreme width of the film being 1§ inch. There are four perfora¬ 
tions to each picture. Special machines have been invented for 
the perforating of these films, but with all the accuracy of these 
machines we find that certain films do stick and tear and get 
out of gear in our projecting apparatus. This is very annoying 
to an audience, but still more so to an operator, should one of 
these films be handed him without his first having tried it ip 
private through his apparatus. It is very important that the 
perforations of the film agree with the sprocket wheels of the 
projecting apparatus. It is therefore necessary to try every film 
Through your machine before showing them in public. If you 
Take almost any two films and place them together and compare 
Their perforations, you will find that they will agree for a few 

inches only. 
The Bioscope. 

There are many good projecting machines to be had, but I 
Think it will suit our purpose best to describe the one I have at 
the other end of this room, and by which I intend to throw a few 
of those living pictures on the screen. I have here the latest 
make of the bioscope. To look at it seems very complicated, but 
it is really very simple. The entire mechanism is operated by 

the turning of the handle. You have first the upper spool con¬ 
taining the film before it has been exhibited. From this the film is 
unwound and passes over a sprocket drum to the film trap, which 
is provided with springs which press on each side of the film and 
keep it in position, for it is at this point the picture is shown. 
There is also a metal mask at this point with a rack and pinion 
for accurately centring the picture as it passes behind the lens. 
The film then passes over the eccentric roller, which gives the 
intermittent movement. Then the film passes over the lower 
sprocket drum, and is wound on to the lower receiving spool. 
"We have also a single blade shutter which revolves in front of 
the lens, cutting the rays of light at their crossing point. The 
shutter is adaptable, and must cut off the light as the eccentric 
motion shifts the picture. There is also an automatic shutter 
which intercepts the light and heat from the film, which falls 
down in the case of any stoppage of the machinery, and thus 
prevents the firing of the films. Several cog wheels and pinions 
are acted on by the turning of the handle conveying the various 
motions to their respective parts. I trust I have made the 
mechanical description clear to all, or at least conveyed the idea 
•of its workings. The object to be aimed at in the mechanism is 
to show one picture at rest for a fraction of a second and then to 
Immediately follow it with the next of its series. It is impossible 
that this change can take place too quickly so far as the optical 

viewing is concerned, but it is another matter to get the 
mechanism to act intermittently and very quickly without tear 
ing the film. I have said nothing about the light use 1 for tho 
projection of these animated pictures. My attention lias been 

chiefly given to the mechanism. The light is contained in an 
ordinary magic or optical lantern body, with its usual condenser. 
Any illuminant may be used, but the limelight and the electric 
arc certainly are the best. The limelight gives a powerful and 
at the same time a very soft light ; but when in a very large hall 
an l a large screen is used, with long focus lenses to throw your 
picture from the back of the hall, then electric light is necessary. 
Mr. Urban, Managing Director of the Warwick Trading Com¬ 
pany, has very kindly specially prepared for me a few lantern 
slides to aid me in describing the mechanical apparatus, along 
with a few slides of the developing room and drying apparatus, &c. 

I will then follow these slides by an exhibition of the cinemato¬ 
graph and series of animated pictures. 

James Buncle. 
-«- 

ON THE USE OF SENSITIVE PAPER IN X-RAY WORK, 

fA Paper read before the Section of Photography and Microscopy of the 
Franklin Institute. J 

Tiie use of so-called ‘‘bromide papers” in X-ray work is, of 
course, not new or original, ltontgen himself, in his early pub¬ 
lications on the subject of the X-rays, intimated that he had 
used sensitive photographic paper in the course of his investiga¬ 
tions and experiments, and many if not all X-ray operators have 
from time to time made use of this variety of photographic 
material in their experimental work. The objections that most 
experimenters have had to contend with in the ordinary com¬ 
mercial brands of paper is the fact that the surface of even the 
so-called smooth paper is a decided matt. This matt surface 
gives the resulting picture the appearance of being buried in the 
texture or pores of the paper, with a consequent loss of much of 
the necessary detail. The finish or surface of this matt-surface 
paper is of such a nature that squeegeeing on glass or ferrotype 
plate does not materially improve the surface or appearance of 
the picture. Of late years, several manufacturers have put upon 
the market a glossy variety of developing-paper as a substitute 
for, or to compete with, the well-known varieties of printing-out 
papers. This glossy variety of developing-paper has the ad¬ 
vantage of keeping the image on the surface, and for this reason 
is well adapted for the reproduction of more detail in the 
picture. It should be remembered that the developing papers 
now on the market vary greatly in speed, or the amount of ex¬ 
posure that is necessary to produce the latent image, and it 
is obvious that the slow* varieties now so extensively used, 
especially by amateurs, and in which the sensitive silver salt is 
composed largely, if not entirely, of a chloride, are not at all 
suited for X-ray w*ork. We must confine ourselves therefore to 
the older and comparatively rapid bromide papers. 

The particular paper that I myself have been most successful 
with is a comparatively new German brand of bromide paper 
now being introduced into this country. It is made by the “ Xeue 
Photographische Gesellschaft ” in Berlin, Germany, and is 
marketed in different grades of smooth, glossy and rough ; it is 
coated on what appears to be a very excellent quality of paper 
stock. The glossy variety is one that is best adapted for X-ray 
work, on account of the smooth finish and fine texture of its 
surface. How well it is adapted to this particular purpose may 
be determined by an inspection of the samples shown here. The 
question naturally arises, What possible advantages are to be 
derived from the use of sensitive paper instead of glass plates? 
The possible advantages are many, and it is my purpose now to 
call attention to some of the more evident points of vantage as 
they have occurred to us while experimenting with the various 
brands of bromide paper available at the present time. First, 
the matter of price : in this the use of paper would result in a 
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saving of from forty to sixty per cent, of tlie cost of dry plates. 
Other things being equal,' this one feature alone would be of 
sufficient importance to insure the very wide use of a sensitive 
paper that could be relied on to give satisfactory results under all 
•conditions and at all times. 

Another advantage is the saving in possible breakage. Every 
X-ray operator has had experience in this line. The breaking of 
a glass plate usually occurs towards the end of an exposure, and 
always in a case that has necessitated a considerable amount of 
•care in the preparing for and patience in making the exposure. 
The ominous click that accompanies the accident not only means 
the loss of a rather expensive plate, but also a waste of the time 
and energy that has been expended in preparing for and in 
making the exposure. Nothing of this kind is at all likely to 
•occur with paper, so that the exercise of ordinary precaution 
would insure us against any possible danger of wasted exposures. 
The facility with which the resulting pictures may be stored will, 
<of course, appeal to all, as the difference in bulk and weight is 
self-evident. One feature of considerable importance in this 
connection is the fact that the name of the patient and all the 
■.necessary data relating to the case or the making of the exposure 
may be written on the back of the exposed sheet before develop¬ 
ment, in this way obviating any possible chance of making a 
mistake by confusing two or more of the resulting pictures. Many 
physicians who are not familiar with, nor in the habit of looking 
at photographic negatives, cannot see detail in a transparent 
plate, and, consequently, prefer to have a print. This opens up 
another possible field for sensitive paper. Not only would the 
use of this paper obviate the necessity of making positive prints, 
But we may, if we choose, utilise the paper in combination with 
glass plates for the same purpose. By exposing a piece of paper 
and a glass plate at the same time, and developing them in the 
same solutions, we not only make the paper print and the glass 
negative at the same time, but we also, in addition to this, have 
a more or less valuable means of control; for by comparing our 
results a possible flaw in the plate could not possibly be mistaken 
for a pathological condition of the part of the patient radio¬ 
graphed. 

If for any reason we desire to have two or more prints of the 
same subject, we can readily obtain them by exposing the re¬ 
quired number of sheets of paper at the same time. The paper 
itself offers little or no resistance to the rays, so that we can 
expose a dozen sheets as readily as we could one. Probably the 
greatest advantage is the rapidity with which we can obtain the 
desired information. Those of you who have had any experience 
in this line well know how anxious the doctor usually is to see the 
result of the exposure ; you also know that a plate in the process 
of development is not always the most reliable source of informa¬ 
tion, so that, under ordinary circumstances, we are obliged to 
wait until the plate is sufficiently fixed to be transparent. This 
extra wait for the fixing bath can be avoided by using paper, as, 
after proper development and a thorough rinsing in water, the 
resulting picture may be examined in broad daylight without any 
appreciable damage by fog or other change of the residual silver 
salts. The necessary fixing in hypo may be done later. These 
are but a few of the possible points of superiority that have pre¬ 
sented themselves to us while experimenting, or in the regular 
routine use of the X-rays. There are, of course, drawbacks and 
defects in paper at the present time. One of them is the com¬ 
parative slowness of the emulsions used on ordinary bromide 
papers. This, to some extent, has been overcome by this same 
German company, in what they call their negative paper, the 
•emulsion on which is much richer, and, consequently, more 
rapid than that used on their regular grades of paper. This 
negative paper is very thin, and is intended to replace celluloid 
films, and also the various kinds of stripping films that are at 
present being reintroduced and used quite extensively, especially 
in Germany. This thinness or transparency of the paper would 

a 

also tend to do away with another rather serious obiection to 
heavy bromide paper—the tendency for an image, especially of 
the heavier portions of the body, to veil over or fog ; a perfectly 
transparent paper would give us all the possible advantages of a 
glass plate in this respect. There remains but one more serious 
question, and that is the keeping-quality of paper coated with a 
very sensitive emulsion of silver salts ; and, while this may pos¬ 
sibly be a serious, or rather a difficult problem, there appears to 
be no positive reason why manufacturers cannot obtain a paper 
that will not affect the sensitive salts in the emulsion. 

In addition to its use as a substitute for glass plates in taking 
the impression direct, glossy bromide paper can, of course, be 
used to advantage for reproduction, or the making positive prints 
from X-ray negatives. For this purpose the German brand of 
paper also has some points of superiority ; for, in addition to its 
being a very rapid paper, so far as the time necessary for exposure 
is concerned, it has the added advantage of being a slow or rather 
steady developer, so that we have considerable latitude in this 
step of the process, and can modify the resulting picture to a 
considerable extent by either accelerating or retarding the same 
in the course of its development. Those of you who are in touch 
with or consult German photographic or X-ray journals will 
probably recall the really beautiful reproductions on bromide 
paper that these journals occasionally contain. This so-called 
method of “ light printing,” while it appears to have originated 
in this country, does not seem to have been developed or followed 
to any considerable extent. In Germany, on the other hand, it 
has evidently been developed into a distinct branch of the 
printer’s, or, rather, the photographer’s art. The printing and 
developing of these pictures is done automatically, by means of 
specially constructed machines, and it would appear that there 
was a possibility of developing this same method of photographic 
printing in this country so as to make it available for illustrating 
books and periodicals in cases where the presentation of detail is 
considered of sufficient importance to assume a possible slight 
increase in cost. 

M. I. Wilbert. 

•-—*—-- 

THE ROYAL PHOTOGRAPHIC SOCIETY. 
The circular addressed to the members of the Royal Photographic 

Society, and published on page 35 of last week’s Journal, attracted an 
attendance of 45 to the extraordinary general meeting at 66, Russell 
Square on Monday evening last. Of that number only 11 voted for 
the Council’s proposition to amend Article 52, by the addition of the 
words-—Any article once altered shall not be revised within twelve 
calendar months of such alteration. 

The resolution was therefore lost. 
Thirteen members only voted for the proposed regulations as to voting 

(see page 35 of last week’s Journal), and the proposed resolution was 
consequently lost. The opinion of several of the speakers was in 
favour of a simpler form of proxy voting than that proposed by the 
Council. 

With reference to the forthcoming election of officers and Council, the 
following signed requisition has been handed to Mr. Dallmeyer, the 
retiring President :—• 

To Thomas R. Dallmeyer, Esq., 
President of the Royal Photographic Society. 

Sir,—We, the undersigned fellows and members of the Royal Photo¬ 
graphic Society, have read with much regret that it is your intention 
not to stand for re-election as President of the Society. 

Thanks to the initiative taken by you in your last Presidential 
address to the society, followed up, as it has been, by the passing of 
some of the amendments to the society’s Articles of Association, which 
we all held to be so desirable, the society seems now to have entered 
upon a path which should lead ultimately to the discharge of its duties 
and the fulfilment of its responsibilities to an extent which has never 
been the case heretofore. 

Now that it is just passing through the throes of a transitional 
state, it seems to us more than ever important that your guiding hand 
should be upon it, for, at any rate, one more year; so that you may 
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hand over to your successor in the Presidential chair, the society with 

its constitution upon a stable basis, and the unrest caused by the 

changes a thing of the past. 
We therefore hope that you will re-consider your decision, and will 

see your way to stand as President for another year. By so doing we 

recognise that it will make further demands upon your time and energy, 

but conscious that you, Sir, like ourselves, have the welfare of the 

society so greatly at heart, we trust that you will accede to our 

request. 
Assuring you of our enthusiastic support, we are, Sir, yours, etc., 

R. Child Bayley. 
Thomas Bedding. 
T. Henry Brettell. 
J. Brown. 
C. Churchill. 
Leslie E. Clift. 
W. T. B. Cunningham. 
W. P. Dando. 
W. E. Dunmore. 
E. C. Fincham. 
J. T. Fiench. 
S. Herbert Fry. 
T. K. Grant. 
W. G. Ho'man 
A. Y. Kenah. 

Furlcy Lewis. 
Gilbert H. Lovegrove. 
E. Marr. 
J. McIntosh. 
S. C. Mote. 
J. C. S. Mummery. 
C. H. Oakden. 
John H. Oliver. 
J. H. Parsley. 
William C. Plank. 
E. A. Robins. 
P. R. Salmon. 
James A. Sinclair. 
William F. Slater. 

❖ 

SOCIETY OF ARTS CHRISTMAS LECTURES. 

The second and last lecture of the course of juvenile lectures on 
“Photography and its Applications” was delivered on Wednesday, 
8th inst., by Sir Henry Trueman Wood. At the commencement of 
the lecture an enlargement on silver bromide paper was developed, 
and this afforded an opportunity for an explanation of the way in 
which the photographic image was retained and fixed upon a suitable 
surface. The manner in which the colour of the silver image could 
be altered by treating it with various metallic solutions was demon¬ 
strated by the exhibition of a number of slides of various tones. 
Certainly many, probably most, and possibly all, substances were 
affected by the action of light, but only a few were available for 
photographic purposes. Amongst these the most important were 
the sensitive salts of silver, salts formed by the combination of 
silver with such a material as bromine. Other metallic salts were 
also available and were employed. Amongst them were the salts of 
iron, the sensitiveness of which was the foundation of the beautiful 
platinotype process, perhaps the best of all methods for obtaining 
a photographic picture. Gelatine and other similar materials, com¬ 
bined with such a salt as potassium bichromate, were sensitive to 
light, the parts acted upon by light being hardened and - rendered 
insoluble,, while the unaffected portions could be dissolved away by 
hot water. This w*as the foundation of the well-known carbon or 
autotype process. This part of the lecture was illustrated by pictures 
lent by the Autotype Company, the Platinotype Company, Kodak, 
Ltd., and Messrs. Morgan and Kidd, also by a collection of examples 
showing photographic action on various materials, leather, coloured 
papers, etc. 

Bitumen was another sensitive material, by the use of which the 
first of all photographic pictures had been produced, and it still 
played a useful part in the production of typographic printing surfaces. 
This led up to a discussion of the various methods of producing by 
photographic means surfaces which could be used for printing in the 
press; and the lecturer showed how, by the use of a suitable lined 
screen, the different shades of a photographic picture could be broken 
up and translated into lines and dots, suited for the reception of 
printer’s ink, and capable of being used in the press in the same 
way as ordinary printing type. The next subject was the production 
of colour by photographic methods. The only direct process for this 
purpose—the very beautiful device of Professor Lippmann—and 
hardly passed as yet beyond the experimental stage, and conse¬ 
quently we were driven to use indirect methods—methods which 
involved the use of colouring materials or dyes. The principles of 
the “ three-colour process ” were then explained, and it was shown 
how coloured transparencies could be produced, first, by combining 
on the screen the images from three monochrome positives, each 
illuminated by light of its proper colour, and second, by the trans¬ 
mission of light through three superimposed prints, each stained its 
proper colour. This portion of the lecture was illustrated by experi¬ 
ments with the spectrum and with a triple lantern, as well as by 
the exhibition of a collection of lantern slides by Mr. Sanger Shep¬ 
herd and others. The application of similar methods to "printing 
in colour was then referred to, and illustrated by a very fine collection 
of examples lent by Messrs. Bemrose and Sons, the proprietors of the 
“ Graphic,” the proprietors of the “ Sphere,” and Mr. Carl Hent- 
schel. 

THE LUMIERE PROCESS OF COLOUR PHOTOGRAPHY 

The following practical details of this process are published by the 
Lumiere N.A. Company, 78, Queen Victoria Street, London, E.C. 
who supply the necessary materials for working it: — 

It is necessary to procure three colour screens or light filters, and 
those employed by Messrs. Lumiere are made as follows Optically 
worked glass is evenly coated with a 10 per cent, solution of gelatine, 
as perfectly filtered as possible, allowing 5 c.c. of gelatine to each 
10 cm. of glass surface. These must be dried on a horizontal table and 
in a position absolutely free from dust. When thoroughly dry, im 
merse these coated glasses in the following staining solutions carefully 
filtered. 

Green Screen. 

Solution of Methylene Blue N, at £ per cent. ... ... 5 c.c. 
Solution of Auramine G, at 5 per cent. ... ... ... 30 c.c. 

Blue-Violet Screen. 

Solution of Methylene Blue N, at £ per cent. ... ... 20 c.c. 
Water . . ... . 20 c.c. 

Or axge Screen. 

Solution of Erythrosine, at 5 per cent. ... ... ... 18 c.c. 
Saturated Solution of Metanile Y'ellow at 60 deg. Falir 20 c.c. 
The screens should be allowed to remain in the dyes for five minute* 

at a temperature of 70 deg. Fahrenheit, then rinsed and dried carefully. 
When dry cement two of each tint together with Canada Balsam and 
bind the edges with gummed tape. Screens made according to these 
formulae form a part of the collection of necessary materials listed on 
page 6. Having prepared the screens, the next operation will be to- 
make the necessary exposures, and for this we must use plates suited 
as follows : — 

With the Green Screen use Lumiere Orthochromatic, Series A. 
With the Blue Screen use Lumiere Extra Rapid, Blue Label. 
With the Ori nge Screen use Lumiere Orthochromatic, Series B. 
The time of exposure will, of course, be considerably augmented by 

the use of these screens. Roughly speaking, the exposure required, 
taking one as that necessary for the Blue-Violet screen on the Extra 
Rapid plate, will be 12 times for each of the other screens, namely, 
green and orange, used, of course, in conjunction with the plates 
mentioned. Care must be taken in the development of these plates, as. 
owing to their peculiar sensitiveness, one is very prone to produce a 
foggy image unless great care is exercised in the selection of the dark 
room illuminant. For the Series A plate a very weak red light must 
be employed, while for Series B and for the Blue Label Plate a very- 
faint green light will be found the most reliable. Halation must be 
carefully avoided, and the plates should be backed with the solution 
supplied. The character of negative to be aimed at is one containing 
a full range of gradation and entirely free from the slightest trace of 
stain or discolouration of any description. Should it be necessary to 
intensify or reduce, the negative, the use of the following solutions will 
be found most reliable : — 

IXTENSIFIER. 

Anhydrous Sulphite of Soda ... ... 10 grammes. 
Mercuric Iodide ... ... ... ... 1 gramme. 
Water ... ... ... ... ... ... 250 c.c. 

Reducer. 

Peroxide of Cerium (Lumiere’s Patent) 
Water 

5 grammes 
100 c.c. 

The next operation is to print the three colour records or mono¬ 
chromes, and for this a sheet of non-stretching baryta paper is 
mounted on a glass plate, which has been previously edged by a band 
of solution, composed of 

Benzole . 1,000 parts. 
Masticated Rubber ... ... ... ... 15 parts- 

and when dry, coated with a collodion, prepared as follows : — 

Alcohol ... ... ... ... ... ... 500 parts. 
Ether ... . ... ... 625 parts. 
P.yroxyline .12.5 parts. 
Castor Oil ... ... ... ... ... ... 3 parts. 

The paper is applied by immersing plate and paper (baryta-coated 
side in contact with collodioned glass) in a 7 per cent, solution of 
gelatine at a temperature of about 145 deg. Fahrenheit. Excess of 
gelatine is removed by a squegee, and the plate put to dry. After 
drydng for 12 hours at an ordinary temperature this prepared support 
must be coated with a sensitive coating composed as follows : — 

Water ... ... ... ... ... ... 1,000 parts. 
Emulsion Gelatine ... 
Hard Glue (Coignets) 
Ammonium Bichromate ... 
25 per cent: Solution Potassium Citrate 
Cochineal Red 
Alcohol 

120 parts. 
120 parts. 
60 parts. 
40 parts. 
1 part. 

200 parts. 
Soak the Gelatine and Glue in the water for 12 hours, then melt in 
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a water bath at a temperature of 120 deg. to 140 deg. Fahr. Allow the 
mixture to cool down to 95 deg. Fahrenheit, and then add in order 
given, while shaking or stirring the Ammonium Bichromate, Potas¬ 
sium Citrate and the Cochineal Red. Then little by little add the 
Alcohol, and filter through a fine cloth. Apply a coating of this mix¬ 
ture to the paper mounted on the glass, allowing about 5 c-c. of mixture 
to a 13 by 18 cm. plate. The plates thus coated must be placed on a 
levelling slab to set, and then dried in a well-ventilated dark room at 
a temperature not exceeding 68 deg. Fahrenheit. Drying should in no 
case take longer than 12 hours. After drying the Sensitive Papers 
are stripped from the glass support. They may now be printed, and 
for this purpose are placed under the negatives as in ordinary carbon 
printing. The use of an actinometer will be found the best printing 
guide. Exposure being deemed sufficient, it is now necessary to 
develop the image. Take the print, together with a plate which has 
been collodionised as before mentioned, and then coated with a 7.5 
solution of masticated rubber in benzole, and immerse both for 15 to 
20 seconds in a basin of ice water, bring the two into contact, and 
squegee well as in the carbon process. Place under pressure for five or 
ten minutes before development. To develop, first soak the glass 
plate bearing the print in cold water for two hours to permit the 
gelatine to become thoroughly soaked. Then immerse in water at 100 
deg. Fahrenheit for half an hour, Avhen the paper support will leave 
the print. Development is then carried out in the usual manner em¬ 
ployed in the carbon process, until all the soluble gelatine has been 
dissolved, and there remains on the glass only a colourless image of 
insoluble gelatine in slight relief. This should be washed in cold 
water and then put for five minutes in alcohol and placed to dry. 

When dry, these colourless positives of insoluble gelatine are to be 
immersed in their respective dyeing baths of Red, YelloAV, and Blue. 
Care must be taken not to mix up the positives, and they should be 
marked to avoid error- The positive printed from the negative taken 
through the Green screen is dyed Red ; that from the negative taken 
through the Violet screen, YelloAV. 

The composition of the dyeing baths is as follows :—- 

Red Bath. 

Water ... ... ... . ... 1,000 parts. 
3 per cent. Solution of Erythrosine J. ... 25 parts. 

Blue Bath. 

Water . 1,000 parts. 
3 per cent. Solution of pure Diamine F. ... 50 parts. 

15 per cent. Solution of Hard Glue 70 parts. 

Yelloav Bath. 

Water. 1,000 parts. 
Chrysophenine G . 4 parts. 

Dissolve at 160 deg. Fahrenheit and add Alcohol 50 parts. 

Immersion for 12 hours is sufficient at ordinary temperatures. 

After dyeing, the prints are briefly washed in cold Avater to get 
rid of the excess of colour. The yelloAv monochrome may be put to 
dry without further precaution, but the red and blue are preferably 
immersed in a 5 per cent, solution of Sulphate of Copper and rinsed 
before drying. After drying it is advisable to bring the dyed positives 
into temporary superposition for vieAving, Avhich is most easily accom¬ 
plished by placing Iavo blocks of wood on a sheet of white paper and 
carefully placing the positives in register, putting the yellow first, 
then the blue, and lastly the red- By examination from above it can 
be seen whether any correction of the monochromes is necessary. Not¬ 
withstanding all precautions, it is rarely that the representation of 
the colours is quite perfect. The monochromes may be easily intensi¬ 
fied by further immersion in the tinting baths. For instance, if in¬ 
spection shows that the result is too green, the red needs intensifica¬ 
tion. The red or yelloAv images may be easily reduced by merely 
soaking in Avater, but the blue Avill be found to resist hot or cold water, 
acids of any organic solvent, but the colour may be readily reduced by 
the employment of a Solution of Gelatine or Glue of about .5 to 1 per 
cent, in strength. To make these corrections the three monochromes 
should be clipped together with Atmoden clips, placing the monochrome 
needing correction at the bottom Avith the coloured surface outwards. 
It is then easy with the aid of a moist bruth to reduce the regions which 
are too highly coloured. With a knowledge of the properties of the 
colours used, these local corrections may be made on all three images. 
If the red will not respond to the use of pure Avater, or great reduction 
is needed, a 5 per cent. Solution of Ammonia may be employed, while 
for increasing the depth a Solution of Erythrosine is used The YelloAV 
may be reduced generally by soaking or locally with the brush, but 
cannot be easily intensified, owing to the slowness with Avhich the 
insoluble Gelatine absorbs Chrysophenine. 

In the case of the Blue, the slow absorption and the general resist¬ 
ance of the colour to any sobvent, renders it much less amenable to after 
treatment than in the case of the Red or Yellow. When the effect 
by superposition is satisfactory and the Red and Blue monochromes 
(if corrected) have been re-dipped in the Solution of Copper Sulphate 
and dried, the three surfaces of the prints should be coated Avith a 

1.5 solution of Rubber in Benzole, and when this is dry Avith a 1 per 
cent, collodion. To finally place the films in superposition it is neces¬ 
sary to use a temporary paper support, which is coated with the 
following solution : — 

Water ... ... ... ... ... ... 1,000 parts. 
Hard Glue . 150 parts. 

and applied to the YelloAA' Positive. When completely dry the paper 
is stripped, which brings with it the Yellow film, which mutt he applied 
to the Blue positive, using the following mountant : — 

Water. 1.000 parts. 
Hard Gelatine ... ... ... ... ... 120 parts- 
Glycerine . 50 parts. 

This solution, while warm, is put in a dish in which is immersed the 
glass bearing the blue image; the two are then brought into contact 
and adjusted into perfect register, and any excess of solution removed 
by squegeeing. When quite dry the paper is stripped from the glass, 
bringing with it the Blue film on which is imposed the Yellow. The 
operation is repeated by applying this to the glass bearing the Red 
image, using the same solution of Gelatine and Glycerine. This paper 
being again stripped when dry, will bear the three films, Red, Yellow, 
and Blue, in superposition, and it is necessary to transfer these to 
glass in order that it may be vieAved as a transparency. This is best 
accomplished by the medium of the Gelatine and Glycerine solution. 
The first transfer of the Yellow film having been made by Glue, which 
is much more soluble than Gelatine, it is easy to remove the paper, 
leaving the completed print adhering to the final support of glass. 

-«,- 

Deu) Apparatus, $c. 
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The “Snap-Shot” Plates for Studio Work. Manufactured by B. J. 
Edwards & Co., Castlebar Works, Ealing, W. 

Amongst the older firms of dr.v-plate makers Messrs. Edwards exhibit a 
vitality and resourcefulness of idea which marks them out as destined to 
maintain that high reputation amongst photographers the foundations of 
Avhich were laid at the old Hackney works more than twenty years ago. 
It is only a few weeks since we tried and reported upon the firm’s latest 
introduction: the beautiful matt surface “Kristal” transparency plate, 
which adds a new charm to modern glass positive work for the lantern 
and the stereoscope, and in the interval w e have had in use some of the 
well-known “Snap-shot” plates. It does not seem six years ago that a 
brief holiday at Southwold with a photographic friend was, to some exterrty. 
made memorable by the fact that in the then Edwards’s “ Snap-shot'-5-. 
plate we obtained some excellent negatives at short exposures, but such is:: 
the case. Tempus fugit! The plate at present before us is probably faster 
than its congener of 1896, although we are unable to submit ascertained 
evidence bearing on the point. But a practical trial in the camera during 
the recent gloomy weather satisfied us that the sensitiveness of the “ Snap¬ 
shot ” plate is so exalted that it should be of especial use to professional 
photographers desirous of shortening their studio exposures as much as 
possible in the dull months. With all its rapidity the “Snap-shot” plate 
showed in our hands no tendency to fog on development, a clean, bright- 
image resulting from the use of a metol-hydroquinone solution. The grain 
of the deposit is also extremely fine, and, altogether, the preparation 
of the emulsion and the coating appear to have been carried out with the- 
utmost nicety. We have much pleasure in bringing the “Snap-shot” 
plate to the notice of our professional readers, and w'hen our amateur 
friends recommence outdoor work it will, no doubt, find favour Avith them.. 

“ The Steadfast Actinometer Paper.” The Watkins Meter Company. 
Hereford. 

The sensitive papers that haAre hitherto been used Avith actinometer 
which depend upon the colouring of a sensitive surface, although the;, 
have answered their purpose fairly well, have been far from perfect from 
a scientific point of view. One of the most essential properties of a 
paper for this purpose is that the action of light should be uniform, 
irrespective of temperature and other atmospheric conditions. 1 he 
papers hitherto available have not fulfilled this condition, for, not only 
has their sensitiveness varied according to the humidity of the atmo¬ 
sphere, but the tint obtained on exposure to light has also varied. These 
variations, though, perhaps, insufficient to lead to any great amount 
of error on the part of anyone exercising a reasonable amount of judg¬ 
ment, of course should not occur in the use of an instrument A\-hieh 
claims to be an instrument of precision, and to obviate this defect the 
Watkins Meter Company have isucceeded, after exhaustive experiments, 
in producing a sensitive paper which will entirely supersede that hitherto 
used. The new paper is prepared by a completely original method, and. 
unlike the old papers which depended for sensitivenes upon the 
presence of a soluble salt, it is Avashed and therefore free from am 
hygroscopic substance It does not vary in sensitiveness whether used 
damp or dry, and the tint produced by the action of light is the same 
under all conditions. It darkens Avell beyond the standard tint, and th> 
colour, a pleasant grey, is one that is easily judged in all lights, either 
with or without the blue glass that is usually employed Avith tho- 

actinometer. 
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With this improvement the Watkins exposure meter should become a 
still more popular instrument than heretofore. There is no doubt that 
even among the most conservative of photographers it is becoming 
recognised that the system of testing instead of judging the light is 
ihe correct one, and every invention or improvement towards the perfec¬ 
tion of light-testing instruments will secure fresh adherents to the system. 
The present change will cause no inconvenience to those who already 
are in possession of a Watkins actinometer of any pattern, as a new 
standard tint is supplied with every box of refills. In ordering it should 
be stated whether the “ disc ” or “ ribbon ” form is required. 

results in every- case. The tones varied, according to length of stay in 
the bath, from a pleasant, ruddy tint to purple, and in no case was 
there any suspicion of double tones. The great objection to the com¬ 
bined toning and fixing bath has been the doubtful permanency of th> 
results. Its convenience is beyond question. It is notorious that a 
combined bath made with acid or alum will continue to tone after the 
gold is exhausted. This bath does not do so. When the gold is 
exhausted it ceases to tone, and as it is essentially a neutral bath the 
risks that arise from an acid hypo bath need not be feared. 

“ The ‘ Climax ’ P.O.P.” Manufactured by J. J. Griffin & Sons, Ltd., 20-26, 
Sardinia Street, W.C. 

It is claimed for this new gelatino-chloride paper that it is one of the 
quickest printing papers on the market, and it is also one of its desirable 
features that, the gelatine being hardened in the process of manufacture, 
it will bear an unusual amount of hard usage during the manipulations 
without injury. It is a further advantage that there is no necessity for 
preliminary washing of the prints before toning, and resulting in a 
considerable saving of time. The directions given for the use of the paper 
are:; Thin or flat negatives should be printed in the shade, hard negatives 
may be exposed to sunlight, the printing to be carried a little deeper 
than the finished result is required. The preliminary washing of the 
prints before toning may be dispensed with. The prints, however, may 
be wetted or washed without harmful effect. The toning baths recom¬ 
mended are :—For rich purple tones : 

Water 20 ounces. 
Sulphocyanide of ammonium 15 grains. 
Chloride of gold u grains. 

wn tones: 
Water 16 ounces. 
Sulphocyanide of ammonium 15 grains. 
Phosphate of soda 10 grains. 
Chloride of gold 1 grain. 

After toning, the prints must be transferred as finished to a dish of 
water containing a little salt to act as a short stop to the toning action. 
The fixing bath consists of 4 ounces of hyposulphite of soda to the pint 
of water. Those who prefer a combined toning and fixing bath may use 
the following, in which the prints are to be placed without previous 
washing:— 

Water ... ... ... ... ... ... 16 ounces. 
Hyposulphite of soda ... ... ... .... 3 ounces. 

When the hypo is dissolved, add sulphocyanide of ammonium 3 drachms 
Then add 7 grains of chloride of gold, and filter. A little old bath 
should be added to a newly-made one, say one part of old to nine parts 
of new. This addition will make the bath work faster. Used bath should 
not be thrown away, but kept separate for mixing with new as directed 
above. If no old bath is available, some scraps of any sensitive silver 
paper should be put into the bath to start toning action. The bath can 
be heated to 70 deg. F. if it is desired to accelerate its action. The 
paper is made in two qualities, “ A ” for soft results from strong nega¬ 
tives, “ B ” for vigorous results from weak negatives. In experimenting 
with the paper we chose the sulphocyanide bath for purple,tones, im¬ 
mersing the prints, as directed, without having previously washed them. 
"The toning action was fairly rapid, and after finishing the results were 
entirely satisfactory, the tone being admirable. There was no trace of 
double toning, and the whites were pure. As a. test of the behaviour 
of the paper under hot-weather conditions, in the course of washing the 
prints were finally soaked for some minutes in water of 75 deg. F., and 
then squeezed with ferrotype plates. When dry they left the plates easily. 

^‘Neutral Toning and Fixing Salt.” Prepared bv the Actien-Gesellschafl 
fur Anilin-Fabrikation, Berlin. Agents: A. & M. Zinnnermann, 9 and 
10, St. Mary-at-Hill, E.C. 

This preparation is in the form of a granular powder, and is supplied 
m tins containing 6 ounces of the solid, which, according to the directions, 
should be dissolved in 25 ounces of water. The salt is easily soluble, 
and it is immaterial whether hot or cold water be used. The result is a 
turbid solution, owing to the presence of carbonate of lime or chalk 
added for the purpose of securing neutrality. For use the solution is 
allowed to stand until cleared by the deposit of the chalk, or the chalk 
may be filtered out. The prints, which need not be much over-printed, as 
very little reduction takes place, are immersed in the solution as they 
tome from the printing-frame, and without washing or other preparation, 
taking care, of course, that the whole of the print be wetted at once to 
avoid marks of uneven toning, and also taking care to avoid the forma¬ 
tion of air bubbles on the prints. The prints take five or six minutes 
for thorough fixation, and by that time they tone sufficiently, if warm 
tones are required ; for a colder tone a longer stay in the bath is required. 
The colour when the print leaves the bath should be a little colder than 
the finished print is desired to be, as, on drying, the tint becomes slightly 
warmer. The bath should be used at a temperature of about 65 deg. F. 
The bath may be used over again by adding about half its bulk of unused 
bath, but it should be first poured back into the bottle containing the 
neutralising deposit, which should be again allowed to settle. In keeping 
the bath in solution it should either be stored in a brown or yellow glass 
bottle, or the bottle should be kept in the dark, as the action of light 
tends to precipitate the gold. Our own experience of the bath has only 
been of an experimental nature. We made a number of prints upon 
various kinds of commercial gelatino-chloride paper, and treating them 
strictly according to the instructions succeeded in producing admirable 

Peu)$ and Dotes. 
Mr. Ernest Human will demonstrate S.C.P. at the London and Pro¬ 

vincial Photographic Association, on Thursday, the 23rd inst. Visitors 
welcome at the White Swan, Tudor Street, E.C. 

The Photographic Club meets weekly, on Wednesdiys, at Anderton's 
Hotel, Fleet-street, at 8 o’clock. Next Wednesday the Kodak Company 
give a demonstration, at which any visitor will be welcomed. 

The L. & P. Annual Supper will be held at headquarters, the White 
Swan, Tudor-street, London, E.C., on Tuesday, February 6th, at 7 p in., 
Mr. Thomas Bedding, F.R.P.S., in the chair. Friends of members will 
be welcome. 

The twenty-ninth annual issue of “ Willing’s Press Guide,” published 
at 125, Strand, London, has been issued. The cross-references make this 
guide serviceable to those whose business it is to acquaint themselves 
with the localities and varieties of English newspapers. 

Royal Photographic Society.—On Tuesday, January 21st, 1902, at 
8 p.m., at 66, Russell-square, Mr. Henry Stevens will show some slides 
of flower, animal, and figure subjects. An exhibition of his photo¬ 
graphs will also be on view. Ladies are specially' invited. 

The abridged catalogue of the Thornton-Pickard Manufacturing Com¬ 
pany, Ltd., Altrincham, contains a complete list of the reduced 
prices of the company’s famous shutters. We note the company proposes 
introducing shortly a new focal plane shutter, triple extension Ruby 
camera, camera set, series of hand cameras, film roll holder, plate maga¬ 
zine, and balls and tubes. 

Tyneside Camera Club.—On Thursday, January Sth, 1902, Mr. Purvis in 
the chair, the President, Mr. A. B. Gardiner, gave a lecture and 
demonstration on Lantern Slide Making. Mr. Gardiner is an able, 
energetic, and devoted photographer, and great interest was shown by 
the members in his lecture. The slides produced were very fine. Thanks 
to lecturer and chairman closed the meeting. 

At the last meeting of the South London Photographic Society Mr. 
W. H. Dawson dealt with the chemistry of photography, from the manu¬ 
facture of the dry plate to the mounting of the finished picture. A 
discussion followed on the merits or otherwise of the metric system, 
gelatinochloride paper, and the properties of various kinds of mounting 
boards. 

The Vanguard Manufacturing Company of Maidenhead are issuing a 
useful catalogue and price list of the many chemical preparations which 
have won such well-deserved appreciation at the hands of amateur and 
professional photographers. Accompanying it is a table of postal arrange¬ 
ments with other countries, giving the weights of the preparations and 
the various postal rates to all parts of the world—a sensible idea that is 
sure to be much appreciated. 

Sir James Timmins Chance, M.A.. head of the firm of Chance Brothers 
&' Co., Birmingham, of which he had been a partner for over sixty years, 
died on Monday, 6th inst., at his residence at Hove, Sussex. He was 
born March 22nd, 1814, the son of William Chance, J.P., of Spring-grove, 
Birmingham. He was educated at University College, London, and 
Trinity College, Cambridge, graduating B.A. in 1858, as Seventh 
Wrangler. From 1859 he devoted himself especially to the manufacture 
and improvement of dicptic 'Ruminating apparatus for lighthouses, and 
he worked with the Royal Commission of that year, to correct existing 
errors and deficiencies therein in the lighthouses of these islands. In 
1867 he was awarded the Telford Gold Medal and Premium of the 
Institution of Civil Engineers for his paper on “ Optical Apparatus used 
in Lighthouses.” He founded the Chance Chair of Engineering in the 
University of Birmingham. 

The Kodak Amateur Photographic Competition.—The response to the 
Kodak Company’s invitation to users of the Kodak and Kodak materials 
to compete for prizes to the total value of £300 has been that no less 
than 22,000 prints, either direct or enlargements, have been forwarded 
to the company’s chief office in Clerk eirwell-road, where they are under¬ 
going a preliminary selection previous to the commencement of the, 
judges’ labours. By invitation, we have had the opportunity of inspect¬ 
ing this vast assemblage of photographic work, and perhaps some idea 
of what it means may be formed if we state that, spread out on trestle- 
tables, with only sufficient space between each row to pass, five floors 
cf a large warehouse are entirely occupied. Needless, to say, we were 
not able to examine every print sent in, but a general inspection con¬ 
vinced us that a marvellous improvement has taken place since the last 
Kodak exhibition at the New Gallery. The average quality is really very- 
high, both from the pictorial and technical points of view. An exhibition 
of a selection of the work, including, of course, that which receives the 
awards, will be held at the Kodak Gallery, 40, West Strand, W.C., as 
soon as it can be arranged for. 
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The Teb Competitions.—The judges’ awards in the Professional Section 
of this competition were as follows:—Cabinet (Professional).—-First Prize, 
£7: C. Skelton Tyler. Earle’s Colne, Essex Second Prize, £5: R. S. 
Webster, 60, Prmces-street, Edinburgh. Three Prizes of £2 2s.- J. 
FitzGibbon-Forde, 15, Waterloo-place, Sunderland; T. R. Boughton, 54, 
Londor-road, Lowestoft; J. K. Horne Crawford, 223, High-street, Porto- 
bello. Seven Prizes of £1 Is.: Thos. Bell, 35, High-street, Chatham; S. 
Bowen-Barry, Royal Arcade, Cardiff; G. Hastings, Station-road, 
Whitley Bay; S. Wyatt, Esplanade Studio, Burnham (Somerset): Edwin 
Matthews, 21, East Dulwich-road, S.E.; C. B. Keene, 39, Kedleston-road, 
Derby; H. M. Cooper, photographer, Burnham. C.D.V. ((Professional).— 
Third Prize: R S. Webster, 60, Princes-street, Edinburgh. Midget (Pro¬ 
fessional).—Three Prizes of 10s. 6d.: Chas. Treasurer, 21, Inglis-street, 
Inverness; R. S. Webster, 60, Princes-street, Edinburgh; C. St. John- 
Vaughan, 48, Whitley-lane, Bradford. Complimentary prizes were 
awarde 1 in the Amateur Class to make up the amount of money which 
the judges did not allocate in the Professional Class. The entire com¬ 
petition attracted between six and seven thousand prints, a result upon 
which the promoters, Messrs. Charles Tyler and England Brothers, are 
to be congratulated. Some of the “ amateur ” prints were of great 
pictorial merit, although we are at a loss to know what becomes of the 
“ amateur ” status of successful competitors for money prizes. We under¬ 
stood that it is the intention of Messrs. Tyler and England Brothers to 
repeat the competition in an amended form at the close of this year, 
and that no distinction will be drawn between two classes of persons 

. competing for money prizes. The competition, we are persuaded, will 
be none the less successful on that account. 

The Chemistry of the New Postage-stamps.—The nature of the colour¬ 
ing matter used for distinguishing the value of postage-stamps is, as we 
have pointed out before, a matter of some importance, for, however 
dangerous the dirty practice of licking stamps may prove to be, the con¬ 
venience of possessing a moist tongue for the purpose cannot be resisted by 
most people. That the habit has its dangers is no hypothesis. Blood- 
poisoning has without the slightest doubt been traced to licking an infected 
postage-stamp, and the chances of a postage-stamp becoming infectious are 
obviously abundant. We may at least expect the postal authorities to 
avoid as far as possible the use of doubtful colouring materials on stamps, 
and we have reason for believing that considerable care is exercised to 
secure this desirable result. This year it was decided to revert to red as 
the distinguishing colour of the penny stamp, and all the new stamps bear 
the portrait of his Majesty the King. In the particular instance of the 
new penny stamp, the colour, as we lind by experiment, is admirably 
adapted for the purpose. We have been able to recognise it as one of the 
innocuous aniline reds, which is peculiarly resistant to atmospheric action 
or the action of moisture. Indeed, strong acids disturb it but little. We 
could find no injurious matters present, no irritant or metallic poison. The 
new halfpenny stamp, we find, is coloured with similar innocent materials to 
those which we found on a previous occasion. The adhesive material is 
dextrin or British gum in all instances. From a chemical standpoint, 
therefore, the postage-stamps are not likely to prove poisonous, although in 
giving this opinion it is well to reiterate that infection from septic matter 
must always remain a strong possibility (when it is comidered how postage- 
stamps are handled and how they are left lying about, frequently under an 
undesirable environment), so long as the habit of licking them is persisted 
in.—“ The Lancet.” 

Oxford Camera Club.—An Exhibition will be held on Wednesday, 
Thursday, and Friday, March 5, 6, and 7, 1902, in the Assembly-room, 
Town Hall. The following are extracts from the regulations :—1. Silver 
and bronze medals will be given for the two best pictures in the open 
section—a silver medal for the best picture, and six bronze medals for 
any other work that may deserve special recognition in the members’ 
section. Certificates will be given for the best pictures (first and second, 
and any number may be commended) in each of the classes. 2. The 
entrance fee will be Is. for members of the Club, to cover any number of 
exhibits; for non-members, 6d. for each exhibit. 3. The judges will be 
appointed by the Royal Photographic Society; they shall have full dis¬ 
cretion as to number of awards, if any, given in each class, 4. The pictures 
may be of any size, but will not be classified according to size. They must 
not be framed. 5. There shall be restriction as to the method by which 
any print is produced from the original negative. 6. No picture will be 
admitted which has been previously exhibited at an exhibition of the Club. 
7. Each mount shall bear on the front the name of the picture and the 
nom-de-plume of the exhibitor, which must not exceed one word. 
The real name must not appear. 8. All pictures for competition to be 
sent in, with the entrance fee, by noon on Monday, February 10, to the 
secretary, Mr. Norton, 149, Wood stock-road. With each set must be 
sent a sealed envelope marked with the nom-de-plume and containing 
the exhibitor’s real name. 9. The pictures (except the mounting) must 
be entirely the work of the competitor. 10. Pictures not for competition 
will be exhibited if sent to the secretaries at the Town Hall on Monday, 
March 3. Local exhibits may be framed. The non-members’ section 
is open to any professional photograper or amateur not a member of 
the Oxford Camera Club. Pictures lor this class may be any subject and 
any size; they must not be framed. The hon. secretaries are Messrs. 
Geo. W. Norton, 149, Woodstock-road, and A. Mardon Mowbray, 40, 
Queen-street, Oxford. 

In common with most photographers I have great admiration for the 
conspicuous energy and ability displayed by the Kodak Company in the 
building up of their colossal business, which has made the word “ Kodak ” 
a household word, though the use of the word is pushed too far when wit h 
many unthinking people to photograph is called “ to Kodak,” and every 
form of photographic camera is described as a “ kodak.” This has been 
the forerunner of a large and increasing number of more or less absurd and 
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unmeaning coined words similarly applied, which may or may not be 
necessary from a business point of view ; but I think many will agree with 
me that the multiplication of them is certainly to be regretted on other 
grounds. To give an instance, a popular form of camera is sold on the 
Continent under the name of the “ Pilf-Paff”; may we assume that 
amongst those to whom this name becomes familiar a photographer 
will be known as a “ Piff-Paffer ” ? I hope not, and I do not think 
we have yet any so silly a name in this country, though we seem to 
be approaching it. As a pharmacist T am one of those who do not 
consider that the true interests of pharmacy are bound up in the sale of 
proprietary medicines or quack nostrums, and consequently have not had 
the experience of inventing or registering any word to describe such. I 
can, as I remarked, understand the use of a coined word in connection 
with such preparation®, many of which consist simply of well-known con¬ 
stituents, the object of such word being to create an impression upon the 
buyer that he is using some extraordinary compound or new discovery in 
medicine. This practice of presuming upon the credulity of the public 
does not commend itself tome; but surely such considerations do not 
apply in the case of a photographic instrument, whose inherent qualities 
and fitness for its intended purpose are evident to the senses. If it be con¬ 
sidered necessary for business purposes to apply a distinctive name, is it 
unreasonable to expect that the word used should be in some way descrip¬ 
tive or appropriate, and not absolutely meaningless?—“Pharmaceutical 
Journal.” 

Colours of Butterflies not due to Diffraction.—Mr. W. B. Croft writes 
to “ Nature Some .\ears ago your correspondent, Mr. Benham, cor¬ 
rected the mistake that mother-of-pearl owes its beauty to diffraeted light. 
The error had lived long, partly, perbap®, because it came from an authority 
so eminent as Sir David Brewster. A similar idea seems to be still preva¬ 
lent, that butterflies and moths derive their colours from diffraction. Two of 
the best modern natural histories, which I have at hand, favour the supposi¬ 
tion. The patches on the wing are groups of uniformly-coloured scales, 
which contain pigment. Diffraction colours are of a different character 
they are many-coloured iridescent lights varying as they glance off at 
different angles. The distinction is familiar to a worker in optics ; it is easy 
for anyone to appreciate it by seeing recognised forms of diffraction. I have- 
lately examined a collection of British Lepidoptera, and found no specimens 
which were coloured by wave interference. The Purple Emperor has two 
uniform colours, grey and purple, so arranged that there is a direction of 
vision favourable for seeing each colour. Shot silks and Labrador spar app¬ 
eases somewhat similar. I have before me a foreign Thecla which has - 
brilliant light blue pigment; perhaps in this and some others a certain 
shimmer is added by a slight diffraction interference, but the predominant 
effect is the blue colouring matter. It is, however, interesting to note 
that all scales have line diffraction rulings. These lines, as in the 
case of diatoms, consist of rows of small spots. I have had a wing: 
of the Small Tortoiseshell for about t wenty years; the scales are 
complete, but the colours are faint, and the wing is partly transparent. 
It is possible to arrange this with care in a strong light so that 
brilliant rainbow lights are seen, but they are not the familiar tortoise¬ 
shell pattern. This effect does not seem to be possible with afresh 
wing, so that I doubt whether butterflies are often seen to act as diffraction, 
gratings. No doubt some insects show interference colours, but these seem 
usually to arise from the phenomenon caused by thin plates. Diffraction 
can be well studied in lmmtning-birds ; there are the brilliant, ever-varying^ 
lights, and the fine markings on the leathers may be seen with a microscope. 
No iridescence is more delicate than that on the side of a fresh mackerel. 
I am not quite sure to which class of wave interference this is due.” 

Length and Speed of Waves.—At a meeting of the Royal Geographical 
Society recently Dr. Vaughan Cornish gave a lecture to young people 
on “Waves,” illustrated by lantern slides and cinematographs. Nearly 
half the audience consisted of juveniles, but the bulk of the lecture was of 
two scientific a character to afford them sustained interest. Dr. Cornish 
stated at the outset that he had already published some of the results of Ins 
investigation into the x’ecords of wave measurement, especially as to the 
height of waves. He proposed on that occasion to give attention to the 
equally interesting question of the length and speed] of ocean waves. By 
noting the time which elapsed between the arrival of successive waves at 
any point the length and speed in deep water could be accurately calculated. 
During storms waves with periods of from eight to eleven seconds were 
observed, with lengths from 328 ft. to 620 ft. A ten-second wrave was 512 ft. 
long, which was exactly the] length of Burlington-gardens from the Royal 
Geographical Society’s house at the bottom of Savile-rowT to the houses 
lacing the street on the west side of Bond-street. A set of such waves 
would have a height of about 25 ft., but there was generally a ‘ swell 
running at the same time, which increased the total rise and fall ol the 
water and caused waves of much larger size to recur not infrequently. 
After a storm the swell became most conspicuous, and he had observed, 
when majestic rollers burst on our shores from the Atlantic, a series ot 139 
cansecxxtive breakei’s, with an average period of 191 seconds. The length ot 
these in deep water would be moi'e than 1,900 It. Dr. 6 ormsh illustrated 
this part of his lecture by asking the audience to imagine themselves on the 
crest of an oceanic swell at the Bark-lane end of Piccadilly, when the next 
crest would be passing Walsingham. House. There such crests would pa>s 
every minute, travelling at tbe speed of sixty-eight miles per hour. lb" 
vision of an “ oceanic swell ” in Piccadilly created much amusement. 
Wave forms were illustrated by a number of lantern slides from original 
photographs taken by the lecturer, and the motions of waves by the cine¬ 
matograph. Other slides showed the nature of waves produced in experi¬ 
ments with model battleships in a large tank at the Admiralty norks 
at Haslar, and the lecture concluded with an exhibition ot the cinemato- 

t graph pictures of the Severn bore as shown at a recent meeting of the Geo- 
■ graphical Society. 
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Commercial ft legal intelligence. 
The Little “Nipper” Competition.—The following are the prize¬ 

winners—Class A.—lsr, L’2 2s., Walter H. Welts, 13, Tudor-road, 
Leicester; 2nd, £1 Is., G. W. Porte, 51, Back-lane, Skelion-in-Cleveland, 
Yorkshire; 3rd, 10s. Gd., Vivian it. Coeq, 45, Tne Comm'm, Woolwich. 
Cl.ss B.—1st, £1 Is., Walter H. Wells, 13, Tudor-road, Leicester; 2nd, 
10s. Gd., F. Forest, 120, High-street, Guildford : 3rd, 5s., J. F. Alexander, 
37, Burnbank-gardens, Glasgow. Class C.—No. 1 Camera.—1st, £1 Is., 
IT. It. Lewis, Se.wnour-street, Bath; 2nd, 10s. Gd., Lallie Dod, 52, Chalsey- 
r<>ad, Brockley; 3rd, 5s., G. Axon, 84, Shaw-heath, Stockport, Cheshire. 
No. 2 Camera.—1st, £1 Is., Kate King, 53, St. Thomas’s-road, Hastings; 
2nd, 10s. Gd., L. Watts, 29, Evering-road, London, N. Class D.—No. 1 

Cunera.—1st, £1 P., Alfred Wildswith, 2, Well Close-terrace, Leeds; 2nd, 
10s. Gd., Stanley J. Milner, 3, Bellevue,Clifton, Bristol ; 3rd, 5s., F. Stuart, 
25, Ann-.'tr;et, Chatliam-li II, Manchester. No. 2 Camera.—1st.. £1 Is., 
Rev. W. C. Hope, Powys Villa, Park-road, Cowes, l.W. Cla-s E. —1st, 
.t'l Is., Kale Lor), 52, Chalsey-roa l, Brockley ; 2nd, 10s. G /., A. It. Osborne, 
30, High Town, Hereford ; 3rd. 5s., Sidney Hicks, 2, Kingsion-road, Batli. 
Class F.—1st, £2 2s., Walter It idler, Cottes wold -road, Tewkesbury; 2nd, 
£1 Is., Albert Douglas, 77, ILgfi-street, Egbam. 

Scientific Commerce.—In Ins reient suggestive speech upon Technical 
Education, Mr. Balfour made some broad statements as to the future of 
commerce, which should be noted and remembered. He had been dis¬ 
tributing prizes to students at the Goldsmiths’ Companj’s Technical Jnsii- 
tute, but lie spoke out boldly upon the whole great question of our trade. 
ITe did not believe even in our relative decay ; and lie pointed out that 10 

hold that the manufacturing success and commercial prosperity of others 
was not so much an addition to the wealth of the world as a subtraction 
from the wealth ol Great Britain, was a pro'ound ant dangerous fallacy. 
ITe maintained that, broadly speaking, the prosperity of one nation con¬ 
duces to l he prosperity of all nations, and we are not poorer, but richer, 
because other people are rich also. Undoubtedly, this is 11ue in Get and 
principle, and it is a truth of w hich w'e, as the greatest Fiee Traders, and 
ns the workshop of the worl i, have had abundant means of knowing and 
proving. 

But, in spite of this fact, says “ Kemp's Mercantile Gazette,” there are 
admittedly certain manufactures in which we have lost ground through 
our own laziness or want of enterprise, or difficulties with workmen. Yet 
this less must not be confused with the fact that other nations have now 
become traders, and are doing well in markets where once we were mainly 
alone. The general increase in the world’s wealth by the manufactures of 
foreign peoples does not do us any harm so long as we hold our own. But 
we shall only continue to do this if we so organise our labour that the best 
workmen get the highest wages; that industry and thrift are properly 
rewarded ; and that we have no lack of skilled and trained workers for our 
various manufactures. 

AH these things are true, and whatever tends to improve our technical 
training is of national advantage. But the broad principle to aim at is a 
thoroughly scientific teaching in all <■ apartments. Bv this we mean the 
training of the young in i-cientific habits of thought. As a people we have 
.never acknoviledgefi the power ot science. Although we can boast many 
giealt names as individual discoverers, yet, as a people, we have neither 
admitted nor appreciated the application of pure science to .commercial 
methods of manufacture. It is rather our way to sneer at theories, forget- 
ling thata theory of to-day may be a fact of to-morrow, and that the silent 
woikof a chemist in his laboratory may, at anv mom:lit, bring to light a 
I recess of manufacture out of which fortunes are lo be made. 

This old and obsolete wav of looking at pure science, w hich lias become 
i ue of our national habits, is really at the bottom of our failure to compete 
in the application of chemistry, especially with our German rivals. Every 
new discovery in the great fields ol chemistry and physios adds new powers 
tu our means of increasing the wealth of the world; But it is not only in 
i‘t gard to the study of physical science, but also, and generally, as to a 
si leiit fic thoroughness in our modes of thought, that we are wanting. It 
isiiere that the average young German is better taught, than is the average 
Br ton. Nor will any superficial teaching o't a technical character make 
up lor this fundamental delect. Tne methods of science are clear 
and certain, and inevitable ; and if our habits of thought can only be made 
scientific in that se’n»e, our success in the scientific commerce ot the luture 
will he as-ured. 

Tiie Photographer and His Artist.—At th? Clerkenwell County Court, 
before his Honour Judge Edge, Annie Perodeau, photographic artist, 2G0, 
Upper-street, Islington, sued Samuel Reichman, photographer, 246, 
Burdett-road, Bow, E., to recover £9 13s. 8d., the balance of an account 
for work done. Mr. Williams, solicitor for plaintiff, said defendant was 
a photographer, who carried on trade principally with sailors at the 
East India Docks. He took the photographs aiid engaged plaintiff as 
one of his artists to paint them. She had done work for him for the 
past three years, and up to June 4th last an account was rendered and 
paid by defendant. Then further work had been done, amounting to 
£14 7s. 8d., on which he had paid a sum on account, leaving a balance 
of £9 13s. 8d. Plaintiff decided not to further continue painting for 
g •'fendant, and it was not until then that defendant made any suggestion 
a/tout a setoff to the account. Then he sent ,in a bill in respect of 
rejected pictures which had been painted by defendant. Plaintiff, the 
wife of an Islington chemist,, denied that there was any agreement come 
to when she engaged with defendant in respect of deductions for rejected 
pictures. It was not until September 6th of last year, when he paid £2 
on account, that he presented any account for rejected pictures. By the 
Judge: The account he presented went back to the time she engaged 
with defendant—three years last October. Replying to Mr Clark, who 
represented defendant, plaintiff said that about twelve or thirteen years 
ago she worked for defendant, but she did not remember that he ever 

made deductions for rejected m an s. Tlu- k .e.v that h had mad" 
deductions from Mr. Newman, a painter, and remembered that matt.-i 
being mentioned to her on cue occasion either by defendant or hi8 wife. 
She replied that if Mr. Newman had so many rejected pictures he ought 
to give up painting; but she never agreed to defendant making deductions 
from her account. If he had told her that such deductions would have 
been made, she would have never undertaken the work. Both defendant 
and his wife went into the box, and stated that it was an understanding 
between them and plaintiff that deductions should be made for rejected 
pictures. Defendant’s wife stated that plaintiff promised to pay when 
the deductions amounted to £10. Replying to the judge, defendant 
admitted that he several times settled up with plaintiff without making 
any reference to deductions. The judge said he had to take into account 
the fact that for three years plaintiff had been doing this work, and for 
the greater part of that time no claim had been brought forward by 
defendant in respect of rejected pictures. Such conduct did not imply 
that any contract as alleged by him was ever made when the engagement 
was entered into. It seemed to him that the balance of evidence was in 
plaintiff’s favour, and his verdict would be in her favour, with costs. 

Re Frederick Joseph Seaman, Hucknall Torkard, Heanor, and Mat- 
lock Bath.—The above-named debtor appeared for his public examination 
at the Nottingham Bankruptcy Court, on Friday last, before the Deputy 
Registrar, Mr. R. H. Beaumont. The statement of affairs filed by the 
debtor disclosed liabilities amounting to £228 and assets estimated Lo' 
produce £29. In reply to questions put by the Official Receiver, debtor 
stated that he commenced business in November, 1897, at Hucknall, with 
£11 capital and apparatus he had acquired while a journeyman. In Sep¬ 
tember, 1899, he opened a studio at Heanor, and since last Good Friday 
he had done business at Matlock Bath. At neither of the latter 
places was he successful. The Official Receiver closely questioned bank¬ 
rupt as to the execution of a bill of sale with Mr. Oswald J. Gilbert, an 
auctioneer and valuer at Heanor, for £75, and the disposal of the money, 
which, the debtor said, Mr. Gilbert had not fully accounted to him for. 
The Official Receiver explained to bankrupt that Mr. Gilbert said that 
he had paid Mr. Wilson £2, Mr. Severn £4 5s., his own charge for 
settling with Mr. Severn 5s. Id., Mr. Cattle £3 0s. 2d. and 6s. 8d., gas 
account £5 0s. Id., Mr. Hill £20, and the balance was absorbed by the 
item “Gilbert, £30.” Debtor said he could not understand the last 
item, as he owed Mr. Gilbert nothing except the £75, but he afterwards 
recalled £10 which he owed Mr. Gilbert, and which was included in the 
£75 and was to be repaid. The Official Receiver: What 
about the other £20? It is that £20 that I cannot 
account for. The Official Receiver: I will tell you what 
Mr. Gilbert says. He says that, in addition to the £10 there was to be 
interest paid. Is that correct? Yes. Mr. Gilbert says that he loans 
made to you before the date of the bill of sale, with ini cues'., amounted 
in round figures to something like £20. No, sir. Mr. Gilbert ays there are 
promissory notes in existence. He has not produced them, out he says they 
are in existence, signed by you, for something like £20 Is that correct? 
Debtor : I should like to see them, and I should like you to see them Have 
you ever asked him to show you them ? Yes. And has he always declined 
to do it? Yes. And, as regards the other £10, Mr. Gilbert says that 
was to be paid to him for his services generally in connection with the 
bill of sale? No, sir. Was the question of your paying him £10 or 
any other sum ever discussed ? No, sir. Do you say, then, that this 
sum of £10—this fee that has just been put down—was not the result 
of an arrangement, but put down arbitrarily by Mr. Gilbert? Yes. 
Have you ever asked Mr. Gilbert for an account showing how he disposed 
of the money ? Yes, several times. And what has he said when you 
asked him ? He has always been out, or busy, and could not attend 
to it. Bankrupt was also examined with particularity about his studios, 
and he admitted that since he knew he was insolvent he had con¬ 
tracted debts amounting to £132. Since the bankruptcy his wife had tried 
to collect 5s. from Mr. Daniel Clarke, grocer, of Heanor, for work done 
prior to the failure. This account, debtor said, he had not included in 
his assets. Answering questions by Mr. Joseph Herbert, debtor admitted 
that he had bought a bicycle from this creditor at the time he was 
in difficulties. Mr. W. B. Smith, who appeared for bankrupt, put one or 
two questions, and the examination was closed. 

FORTHCOMING EXHIBITIONS. 
1902. 

January 31-Mar. 1 ... Dundee and East of Scotland Photographic Asso¬ 
ciation in the Victoria Art Galleries, Dundee. 
Hon. Secretaries, Y. C. Baird and Archibald 
Campbell, 39, High-street, Dundee. 

February 13-15. Nottingham Mechanics’ Institute Camera Club, 
Mechanics’ Lecture Hall, Nottingham. Joint 
Secretaries, TV. Ward, 14, Stratford - terrace, 
Nottingham; E. H. Atkin, 68, Blue Bell-hill, 
Nottingham ; A. Black, 9, Bowers - avenue, 
Nottingham. 

„ 15-Mar. 8 ... Edinburgh Photographic Society, Society’s Rooms, 
38, Castle-street, Edinburgh. Secretary, J. B. 
Johnston, 52, Hollybank-lerrace, Edinburgh. 

„ 19-2G . Croydon Camera Club, The Art Galleries, Park- 
lane, Croydon. Hon. Secretary, E. A. Salt, 76, 

v , , Heatbfield-road, Croydon. 
March 1 8 . South London Photographic Society, Public Baths, 

Church - street. Camberwell. Hon. Secretary, 
Frank Goddard, Woodlands, Vanbrugh - hill. 
Black heath, S.E. 

Mar. 1902 . Corporation of Glasgow Photographic Exhibition 
and, Competition. Hon. Secretary, Peter Mac- 
nair, People’s Palace, Glasgow. 
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Meetings of Societies. 
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MEETINGS OF SOCIETIES FOR NEXT WEEK. 

January. 
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20 

20 
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22 

24 

23 

23 

20 

21 
22 
23 
23 
22 
24 

23 

22 

Name of Society. Subject. 

G.E.R. Mechanics’ Institution 
Birmingham Photographic Soc. 
Southampton Camera Club.... 

Camera Club... 

A Comparison of Printing Methods. 
Halation. Harold Holcroft, M.A. 
The Photographic News Prize Slides. 

/ The Camera as a Travelling Com- 
I panion. Nicholas Everitt. 

Bognor Photographic Society.. 
Southport Photographic . 

Borough Polytechnic. 

Richmond Camera Club ___ 

Liverpool Amateur. 

Glasgow and West of Scotland 

Stonehouse Camera Club. 
Soutlisea Photographic Society 
North-West London . 
London and Provincial. 
Croydon Camera Club . 
Sutton Scientific and Literary.. 

Woolwich Photographic . 

I Castles m England after the Twelfth 
[ Century. C. H. Bothamley, F.C.S , 
t F.I.C. ' 
Paper. C. J. West 
Failures and Successes. J. Lambert. 
/ Home-made P.O.P.: its Preparation 
\ and Uses. P. C. Cornford. 
I Photography in the Hunting Field. 
1 H. M. Lomas. 
Competition Pictures on View. 
fOrdinary Monthly Meeting. Paper: 
; Mistakes I Have Made. James 
I Baillie. 
Flashlight Photography. Mr. Oakes. 
Annual General Meeting. 
Outing to Brins. 
Demonstration : S.C.P. E. Human. 
To be announced. 
Lantern Slide Making (demonstration). 
I Some Notes on English Gothic Archi- 

< lecture. J. Borthwick Panting, 
I F R.P S. 

The Photographic Club The Kodak Company Demonstration. 

LONDON AND PROVINCIAL PHOTOGRAPHIC ASSOCIATION. 

January 9.—Mr. H. C. Rapson in the chair. 
Mr. W. P. Dando gave a display of some recent photographic work of 

his in the gardens of the Zoological Society. Some of the best slides 
were, as the pointed out, the easiest to take, while those that in them¬ 
selves were of a lower pictorial standard were often the results of much 
more skill and judgment. For this reason circumstances have to be 
accounted for in awarding or withholding praise, yet it may be truthfully 
said that few collections of animal studies possess so many of those 
attributes that make a set excellent as does the work of Mr. Dando. 
Patience, he pointed out, was the prime factor in success. Development 
was sometimes a matter of an hour or more, and many of the animals 
had to be photographed again and again before a result that was satis¬ 
factory to him was secured. The collection comprised examples of all 
kinds of creature, some of them easy to negotiate, others always on the 
move, whom it was very difficult to portray. The whole of the work was 
done during the past year, and, as such, is deserving of all praise. 

Mr. R. P. Drage showed some prints on the Columbia paper distributed 
at the last meeting. He could not get a good black upon the paper, 
however, and he was inclined to attribute this to the fixing bath, which 
contained alum. The prints invariably turned to a brownish colour upon 
drying, although as they left the developer they were of a good black 
tone. He tried a variety of developers, including that recommended, 
but with little difference. 

Mr. A. J. Brown said that he had not failed to get a good black on the 
paper. As regards the use of alum in the fixing bath, he held that, even 
if one got a good black, the print would not keep, and therefore he 
considered it a very serious thing to introduce alum into the fixing bath 
He had prints showing this, on paper distributed here years ago by Mr. 
Cowan. Those fixed in simple hypo were still good, but the others had 
faded. 

The Chairman said he had got intensely black pictures on the paper, 
but no alum was put in the fixing bath. His efforts to secure warmer 
tones encountered a lot of opposition, and it was only after the addition 
of quite a lot of bromide that he succeeded. 

Mr. W. T. Wilkinson passed round some prints toned with the Goldaxe 
combined toning and fixing salt, and suggested that they be kept to test 
the permanence of the tones. He also passed round a carbon print on 
tissue sensitised three months ago and only developed a day or two 
before. It was kept in a platinotype tube. 

PHOTOGRAPHIC CLUB. 

January 8, 1902.—Mr. A. Maclcie in the chair. 
Mr. A. Barton Kent gave an interesting lecture on “ Pharaohland,” 

illustrating his remarks with a fine collection of photographic lantern 
slides. With Cairo as the starting-point, the audience was conducted 
up the Nile as far as Luxor and Karnac, the country and inhabitants 
intervening being presented in a way that engaged the rapt attention 
of those present from start to finish. The bazaars and mosques, which 
form so typical a feature of Eastern cities, were amply exemplified in 
Cairo, the City of Mosques. As the lecturer pointed out, their beauties 
of design and execution remained, notwithstanding much damage done 
byr modern vandals and the cannon of Napoleon’s army. A Mohammedan 
funeral procession, with its attendant howling and wailing by hired 
mourners, was shown at the outset. Photography in Egypt, especially 
with stand cameras, was exposed to considerable difficulties of one sort 
and another, but, as the lecturer remarked, the camera increased the 

pleasure of travelling by a great deal. One saw things that would by¬ 
passed by the ordinary tourist, who had not the keen eye for waysid< 
bits that the pursuit of photography developed. Several of the view& 
were done with the panorapi-Kodak, which lent itself very well to the 
portrayal of many of the scenes that one journeying up the Nile will 
come upon. The Oriental dragoman, Egyptian as elsewhere, had a 
wonderfully inventive or imaginative faculty. He stopped at nothing 
that he thought was likely to excite the, interest of the Christian traveller, 
and was full of tales based more or less upon Biblical history. Mr. Ken 
proceeded to point out that no visitor to Egypt could leave without being 
impressed with the fact that the great Nile was the life and support of 
everything along its course. The dependence of the crops upon the 
periodical overflowing of its banks by the river, and the after-deposition 
on the land of its fertilising silt or mud as the water receded, was soon 
plain to all. A low Nile spelt disaster and famine, but an excessive 
overflow equally brought unwelcome .consequences. For this reason, the 
Nilometer, which registered the state of the river’s bulk, was watched 
with great concern. In Egypt there is one of the largest ostrich farms 
in the world. Great numbers of birds are bred and reared for their 
plumage. Mr. Kent’s pictures and remarks, applying particularly tc-i 
ancient Egypt, had a special interest to even the least acquainted with 
the wonderful history of its people. A photograph of an obelisk—the 
only one remaining—at Heliopolis encouraged the reflection that any¬ 
thing subsequent to the coming of Christ was but recent in the light of 
the hoary antiquity of such subjects as this. It is estimated to be at 
least 5,000 years old, so that it antedated Abraham’s sojourn on earth, 
and was old when Moses studied at the place where it stands. There 
were several of these obelisks originally, but when the city was destroyed 
and the great library was removed to Alexandria they disappeared. It 
was by some believed that Cleopatra’s Needle originally stood at 
Heliopolis. Five miles out of Cairo stand the wonderful Pyramids and 
the silent Sphinx. One hundred years ago the face of the latter was 
perfect, but the advent of guns, and their acquisition by the Arabs, led 
to its being regarded as a convenient target, and much damage has been 
done to it. The Sphinx was some 6,000 years old. Sand embedded a 
great part of it when it was discovered, but long and patient labour 
freed it from the driving sand. Still further up the Nile one came to 
Luxor, Philse, etc. The great rock temples, hewn from the solid rock, 
generally by the ruler for the time being in honour of himself, have 
an absorbing attraction. One can only wonder at the skill of the 
engineers who fashioned these lasting memorials; how the transport of 
colossal statues, weighing, it is estimated, a thousand tons or more, was 
compassed, and, still more, what power brought about their overthrow, as 
the broken remains show to have been done. Mr. Kent’s lecture was 
full of interesting observations gained during two or three visits to a 
country whose remarkable history is still the subject of inquiry, and his, 
photographs were particularly good. 

--o--- 

CAMERA CLUB. 

On Thursday, last week, the subject of the usual lecture was “ Colour 
Photography,” as practised by the well-known firm of Messrs. Lumiere, 
of Lyons, and Mr. Grant was the lecturer. After giving a brief review 
of the various theories of colour propounded by different scientists, Mr. 
Grant showed how theory had been gradually borne out by practice, and 
alluded to the labours of Dr. Joly Ives, and others. He urged upon 
his hearers the importance of a correct analysis of the tints of a 
subject, and the equal importance of correct synthesis in copying it. Mr 
Grant then proceeded to give in detail the various operations necessary 
in producing a picture according to the Lumiere method, which we may 
say at once is a tricolour superposition process like that of Sanger Shepherd 
and others. After the three necessary negatives have been taken undei 
their respective colour screens, each one is printed on paper coated with 
bichromated gelatine, development being conducted with warm water, as 
in the carbon process. The three colourless pictures in gelatine thus 
obtained are then dyed in their respective baths of red, yellow, and blue, 
and are superposed on a sheet of glass to form a lantern slide or 
transparency. Prints in colour may also be produced by this process on 
paper, and some good examples of the work were passed round foi 
examination. After Mr. Grant’s description of the process and thi 
various operations required to carry it through successfully, a number o‘ 
lantern slides were thrown by the electric lantern. The subjects were, 
as is usual when tricolour lantern slides are thrown, mostly of flower? 
vases, rich fabrics, etc. Only one landscape,, and that an unsatisfacto. 
one, was shown, and there was an entire absence of portraits, byr whir? 
one could judge of the possibility of reproducing delicate flesh tints by 
this process. The paper gave rise to an animated discussion. The I - 
speaker found many faults with the pictures shown, complaining mo: 
particularly of the false colours of the metallic objects. He wanted tc 
know whether at any time more than three colours had been tried to 
work out these processes, for he felt that in these pictures there was 
something wanting. Mr. Cadett said that he felt some diffidence in 
speaking upon this subject at, all, for he was, as a manufacturer of plat ?? 
etc., in the position of a competitor with Messrs. Lumiere. He was w 
aware that the Lyons firm had done a great deal for photography, a., 
he welcomed them as brothers. He quite disagreed with the view of tfi 
lecturer that there was an advantage in using three separate plates fo ■ 
the negatives, instead of producing them on one plate. It was of vita 
importance to have the same development factor, and you have th 
nearest approach to this when you develop all three negatives together 
He next pointed out that in the Sanger Shepherd process no actinomete 
was necessary, for the bromide of silver in the film obviated its use. H- 
also remarked upon the employment of collodion having a detrimental 
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effect in causing reticulation, which was very evident in some of the 
pictures which they had seen that evening on the screen. Another diffi¬ 
culty, he suggested, was in the matter of procuring a sample of paper, for 
the temporary support of the positive pictures, which would not stretch. 
He also asked how it was possible to secure correct registration when 
paper was employed as a backing. Mr. C. H. Bothamley, who occupied 
the chair, pointed out that colour was not an objective, but a subjective 
phenomenon. It was not reducible to figures, and affected different 
individuals in a very different manner. The adverse criticisms which 
they had heard with regard to the specimens which had been shown that 
■■'vening were possibly due to the circumstance that the pictures had been 
irepared by daylight and projected by arc-light. It was really unfair to 
.ondenm pictures subjective to such conditions, for the results shown 
vere so different to those obtained when the pictures were made. In 

■dye houses where the arc-light is used at night it is found that they 
cannot match colours as they can by daylight, and recently a method 
■of modifying the electric light has been adopted in such places to 
obviate the difficulty. If they had been able to show these tricolour 
lantern pictures by the same light by which the pictures had been 
adjusted, the results, he felt sure, would have been very different. The 
vicious violet of the electric arc was at the bottom of the mischief. After 
Mr. Grant had replied to the various questions raised as to the details 
of the process, a hearty vote of thanks to him for the efficient manner 
in which he had introduced the subject terminated the proceedings. 

SOUTHAMPTON CAMERA CLUB. 

The'annual general meeting of the above club was held at the Phil¬ 
harmonic Hall, Southampton, on the Gth insfc., under the presidency of 
Mr. W. Burrough Hill, F.S.T. The committee’s report was received and 
unanimously adopted. It showed that the club had made rapid strides 
during the year and, chiefly owing to the exhibition held in October last, 
had doubled its membership. Competitions had been held, and 
a silver medal had been won by Mr. Johnson and certificates 
awarded to Messrs. Johnson, Northover, and Trigg. The financial 
statement showed that a substantial balance was on the right 
side. Some alterations to rules were generally approved, and it was 
specially pointed out that ladies were eligible for election as members of 
the club. Mr. W. Burrough Hill, F.S.I. was re-elected president for the 
third time, and in returning thanks expressed his desire to do all in his 
power to advance the interests of the club. The three retiring vice- 
presidents were re-elected, viz.: Messrs. A. Horsley Hinton, G. Yivian, 
and the Rev. E. C. Bennett, and the name of the Sheriff of Southampton, 
G. H. Weston, Esq., M.li.C.S., &c., was added as a vice-president. Mr. 
S. G. Kimber was re-elected as hon. secretary for the fifth time with 
acclamation, the president most suitably eulogising the past invaluable 
services of Mr. Kimber by his untiring efforts towards the interests of the 
club and photography generally. Mr. XV. H. Trigg was unanimously re¬ 
elected treasurer for the fifth time. Mr. G. Yivian was appointed as 
lanffernist, as was Mr. G. R. Johnson as reporter, whilst Messrs. O’Connor, 
Max Mills, Compton, and Copeland were re-elected as committee-men, and 
Messrs. Winzar, Berry, Goatcher, Carden, Henley, and Rider were added 
to form the augmented committee. It was suggested that a library be 
formed in connection with the club, but the matter was delegated for the 
consideration of the committee. A vote of thanks to Mr. Vivian, who had 
taken over the chair from the president, was accorded, and the meeting 
closed. 

REDHILL AND DISTRICT CAMERA CLUB. 

Abstract of report for 1901:—The committee, in presenting the third 
■annual report, take great pleasure in noting the continued prosperity of 
the club financially, in numerical strength, and in the considerable im¬ 
provement of the quality of the work sent to their exhibition, Mr. Chas. 
Moss, the judge, having said “ that the general standard of the club was 
that of excellence, that there was no rubbish, and that not a single 
picture had to be rejected.” This is highly satisfactory, but the com¬ 
mittee would remind the members that the continued prosperity and 
success of the club depends entirely upon their individual efforts; and 
the committee take this opportunity to appeal to the members, by keep¬ 
ing up the attendance at the weekly meeting and regularly contributing 
to the portfolio, to assure the future welfare of the club. Fifteen new 
members have been elected during the year. Very good use has been 
made of the library during the year, which now contains fifty-four books. 

CROYDON NATURAL HISTORY AND SCIENTIFIC SOCIETY. 

On Friday last, a practical demonstration was given before the members 
of this society (formerly known as the Croydon Microscopical and Natural 
History Club) on the slow-contact paper of Messrs. Wellington & Ward, 
by Mr. Ernest Human. The question of exposure was first dealt with, 
and it was shown that from 1 to 3 minutes at six inches from a No. 5 
Bray burner, according to the density of the negative, would be about 
right. Mr. Human stated that the latitude between under and correct 
.exposure was considerable, but there was not much margin between 
correct and over exposure. Development was next referred to, and the 
.developer, consisting of metol-quinol, recommended by the maker, gave 
very good blue-black tones; and if softer results were required, then 
the exposure should be slightly prolonged, and the developer diluted with 
an equal quantity of water. Tf, however, a sepia colour is desired, this 
may be obtained by using a developer suggested by Mr. Human himself, 
i.f., No. 1 pyro 15 grains, water 5 ounces, No. 2 carbonate and sulphite 

of sodium, crystals, of each X ounce, bromide potassium 5 grains, 
water 5 ounces. Use equal parts of each. This, even if slightly dis¬ 
coloured, does not stain the paper. The image appears very quickly, 
and gains nothing in density by a prolonged application, unless the 
exposure has been excessive. Mr. Human considered that a print 
developed to a sepia colour was more likely to be permanent than one 
toned to a similar tint. After development, the prints are fixed in i 
bath composed of 4 ounces of hypo to 1 pint of water, or the acid fixing 
bath may be used. After discussion, Mr. Human and some of the mem¬ 
bers present proceeded to expose and develop several prints from nega¬ 
tives which the latter had brought with them. Mr. A. Roods occupied the 
chair, and an instructive evening was spent. 

NORTH MIDDLESEX PHOTOGRAPHIC SOCIETY. 

January 8. 

The nomination of officers for the year took place. Mr. Child Bayley, 
the president, and Mr. Bentley, the hon. sec., both gave notice that they 
would be compelled to give up office. 

Mr. Norgate described a telephoto lens of home manufacture, and 
showed results obtained with it. Mr. Macintosh illustrated and explained 
the principles of a telephoto lens, and said that the focus of the negative 
element should be, for general use, one-half the focus of the objective, as 
a shorter focus gave too great an enlargement of the image as well as 
other difficulties, while a too long focus necessitated a great extension 
of the camera. 

Mr. Barnard showed an acetylene generator which had given 
him some trouble. Mr. Haylett said it was wrong in principle. The 
carbide should be allowed to drop into the water, of which there should 
be a considerable volume. If the water was allowed to fall on, and 
be gradually applied to the carbide, great heat was caused, and trouble 
ensued. 

LIVERPOOL AMATEUR PHOTOGRAPHIC ASSOCIATION. 

The following are extracts from the annual report:—The membership roll 
at the beginning of the year contained 327 names, the number of new 
members elected during the year amounted to 39, resignation, lapses, and 
deaths to 49, leaving 317 names in the books at the end of the year. 
The coffee meetings held on Wednesday afternoons from 4 to 5 o’clock 
have been well patronised, the informal discussions and interchange of 
ideas which take place rendering these meetings exceedingly useful, as 
wrell as being a means of maintaining the social character of the associa¬ 
tion. The attendance at the Thursday evening meeting has also been 
gratifying, and with the object of catering for all classes of workers, your 
council cordially invite suggestions as to any subjects which it may be 
desirable to demonstrate before the members. During the summer 
months the club-rooms and studio have been redecorated, and your council 
desire to place on record the valuable assistance rendered by Mr. James 
Parkinson in drawing up the specifications for the work and in super¬ 
intending its performance. A balance sheet is appended to the report, 
from which it will be seen that the society is in a strong financial 
position. The thanks of the society are due and are hereby tendered 
to the several gentlemen who have given lectures and demonstrations 
before the members, or have otherwise given their services for the benefit 
of the society, to the judges in the annual competition, to Mr. James 
Parkinson for a pair of portia curtains for entrance to club-room, Mr. 
Edwin Kite for a fourfold screen; Dr. J. W. Elis, F.E.S., for a framed 
photograph of the Voice Chamber, Kingsland; Mr. E. Simnett for a 
framed photograph of a woodland glade; Rev. J. D. Riley for twelve 
Daguerrotype photographs; Mr. Richard F. Soper for two books, viz., 
“ The Shakespearean Guide to Stratford-on-Avon ” and “ Shakespeare’s 
England ”; Mr. A. W. Taylor for a book, “ Studies from Leading Photo¬ 
graphers ”; Mr. Harry Wheeler for “ The New York Photographic 
Times,” Mr. Paul Lange for Messrs. Voigtlander & Sons’ catalogue of 
photographic lenses. The council regret that they have to record the 
death of five members during the year, viz., Mr. J. R. Moir (elected 1889), 
Mr. T. S. Lamb (elected 1889), Mr. E. Causer Lowe (elected 1893), Mr. 
James Stott (elected 1894), and Mr. J. H. Eccles (elected 1900). 

CROYDON CAMERA CLUB. 

The meeting on Wednesday, the 8th inst., was devoted to a demonstra¬ 
tion given by Mr. Human introducing to members a new make of “ Gas¬ 
light” printing paper, viz., Messrs. Wellington & Ward’s S.C.P., which 
is short for “ Slow Contact Paper.” Using negatives provided by Coun¬ 
cillor J. Noaks, the lecturer exposed three sheets of the paper to the 
electric light, giving one, two, and four minutes at 9in. The above 
were developed with an “ M.Q.” solution, and resulted in three prints 
which were under, over, and properly exposed. Mr. Human then called 
on the youngest member present to try his ’prentice hand, in response 
to wThich Mr. Allen, using another of Mr. Noaks’ negatives, exposed and 
developed a sheet of paper, and although this was his first essay, as luck 
would have it, he turned out a print which was superior to any which 
the lecturer had succeeded in producing. Subsequently Mr. Noaks 
experimented with a trial sheet of paper, and produced a very satisfactory 
result, from which it would seem that “ S.C.P.” is a capital printing 
medium for the armchair amateurs. A number of delightful specimens 
made by Messrs. Wellington & Ward were passed round, and indicated 
that very charming results were possible, the tones shown ranging from 
pure black to red. At the conclusion of the demonstration Mr. Human 
presented every member with trial packets of the paper, and an example 
of the finished print. 
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Correspondence. 
Correspondents should never write on both sides of the paper. No 

notice is taken of communications unless the names and addresses of 
the writers are gi>-en. 

\^ e do not undertake responsibility for the opinions expressed bu our 
correspondents. 

KODAK, LIMITED, AND THE WHOLESALE DEALERS. 
To the Editors. 

Gentlemen, You have no doubt received the Kodak Company’s 
trade circular for December, announcing— 

1st.—The withdrawal of their restrictive conditions introduced 
in the early part of last year. 

2nd.—Their new scheme framed with a view to induce their 
customers to confine themselves to their reliable film, 
specialities on the penalty (in case of their not being 
willing or able to do so) of losing a portion of the discount 
they have hitherto been allowed. 

3rd.—That they dispense with the wholesale dealer. 
We have refrained from commenting on these announcements until 

we had their whole scheme before us, as now set forth in their trade 
circular of January, 1902. With regard to their first announcement, 
we are glad to be able to congratulate the trade generally on having 
succeeded, with the very effective help of th photographic Press, the 
photographic societies, and almost all interested in photography, in 
obtaining the withdrawal of these obnoxious conditions. With regard 
to the new scheme, it must remain to be proved how far the photo¬ 
graphic public and thetrade generally will consent to continue to use, 
or assist the sale of, articles in respect of which such a penalty as we 
have referred to is to be imposed, presumably with a view to main¬ 
tain the sale of Kodak goods against present or future improvements. 
The executive of the Photographic Trade Association are considering 
what course it is best to recommend to their members under the 
circumstances, and while you may rely upon our personally leaving 
no stone unturned to enable the trade to take uj) an independent 
position, we prefer, for the present at least, to leave the association 
to deal with this question. 

With regard to their “ dispensing with the wholesale dealer.” We 
piopose to make a plain statement of antecedent facts and to leave 
our friends to judge as to how far such a course is justifiable from an 
equitable point of view, even if justifiable from the point of view of 
their own personal interests. We have had a considerable and 
gloving account with the original Eastman Co., later on transformed 
into the Kodak Co., since they commenced business in this country, 
they commenced by giving us very special terms as wholesalers as 
an inducement to push the sale of their cameras, etc., through our 
tiavellers, and bj other means, especially when we were prepared 
to take quantities of any one article, and for some years did all 
they could to induce us to take an active interest in the sale of their 
goods. Gradually, however, they withdrew these special terms and 
offered inducements to tlie retailer to buy direct, so much so that 
for some years past any retailer who could buy twelve Kodaks 
assorted at one time, or £20 worth of other materials during one 
month, could buy most of their goods on the same terms as ourselves, 
although we bought very large quantities, amounting often to consider¬ 
ably over £1,000 worth in a month. 

Even on the few goods on which they gave us special terms for 
quantities the extra discount was only 2^ per cent. This margin of 
25 per cent, to the wholesale buyer (and even then on part of their 
goods only) is, we presume, “the saving or benefit” to which they 
rffer m their December circular as being prepared to hand over to 
their retailing customers. Now, without a word of thanks for past 
business or of regret for taking such a step, they give us the curt 
notice contained in a circular letter issued early in December that 
m a few weeks time viz., January 1st, they will dispense with our 
services as distributors. The business in their goods has been to us 
not very profitable ; but for this we do not so much blame them, as 
i vas, of course, optional to us to give away as much of their discount 
as we liked to our retailing friends. As is well known, however, 
v e nave especially set ourselves out for many years past to supply the 
retailer with everything that he may require in the way of photo- 
graphic goods, at a very small margin of profit, and we venture to 

link that our action, and that of other wholesalers who have done 
the same, m giving the facilities we offer, both in terms and in keeping 
a stock of the thousand and one articles required bv amateurs, has 
been very largely instrumental in popularising photography and in¬ 
directly and directly increasing the demand for Kodak as well as other 
mtinufacturers specialities. , 

+i rlrr question naturally arises—what may the retailer expect when 
the Kodak Go. feel themselves sufficiently strong to treat them in a 
similar manner. As we commenced by saying, we leave our friends 

' ,lu ge for themselves, aided by the above-mentioned facts. We are 
i ai y receiving letters of sympathy with us from our numerous retail 
friends also asking what we propose to do to help them to act inA 
pendently. 1 

Our course is a very clear one. Instead of being, as heretofore not 

particularly ifTfJUS tf! m;roduce comPetitive articles, we are'now 
ln self-defence to do so, and Ave are glad to say that verv 

tffNCVr™" W“h °ther rtolesaIe houses and manufacturer;, 
hope to put before you some specialities in the way of films and Ulni 
cameras of first-rate quality which will enable you to take up an 
independent position. We Avould point out to those of our friends 
who wish to be free to sell anything that they may be asked for, that 

wrt°bby laCnficiIW the suppiemental discounts on Kodaks 
and films, which we hope will soon be made up to them in an increased 

“* goods. We are, dear 

88 and 89, High Holborn, London, W.C. Houghiox axd Sox- 
January 7th, 1902. 

[We are obliged to Messrs. Houghton for their letter, and our 
columns are, of course unreservedly thrown open for the ventilation 
of the subject referred to. We note, by the way, that in the last 
number of our esteemed contemporary, “ The Optician.” a well-known 
Aorth-country dealer delivers himself of the following piece of ad¬ 
vice : At present wholesale dealers are objecting to Kodak terms. 
dhere are only two ways open, as far as I can see, one to plav at 
opposing Kodak and hugely advertise them; the other, provide a better 

oirt’-En^lmB J°P"] ThC ktter meth°d is the °ne t0 Put -your money 

MESSRS. WATSON’S OPTICAL WORKS. 

To the Editors. 

Gentlemen,- We should be glad if you will kindly find space in vour 
next issue to announce that Ave have engaged the services of Mr. A. E. 
Conrady, the well-known mathematician and optical expert as 

chief optician and adviser, and that in future all our optical work will 
be produced under Ins supervision. The scope of this is now being 
extended in the direction of a series of astronomical telescopes of both 
the ordinary and photo-visual types, which will shortly be completed. 
We may mention that Mr. Conrady is the computer of our Holostig- 
mat Photographic Lenses and of our Holoscopic Microscope Objectives 
and Condensers, which, by their unique construction and fine perform¬ 
ance, have achieved such complete success, and his assistance is a 
guarantee that the supremacy already obtained by the Watson Optical 
instruments AA'ill in the future be fully upheld.—We are, dear Sirs, vours 
faithfully, W. Watson and Sons. 

313, High Holborn, London, W.C. 
January 9th, 1902.. 

THE BIRMINGHAM EXHIBITION. 

To the Editors. 

Gentlemen,—Will you kindly announce the fact that our annual 
exhibition will be held from February 22nd to March 1st. at the 
Royal Society of Artists, New Street, Birmingham? The judges will 
be Messrs. F. M. Sutcliffe, J. H. Gear, F.R.P.S.. and an artist 
judge to be appointed. The Managing Committee will consist of Air 
W. T. Greatbatch, F.R.P.S.. Air. Smedley Aston, and Air. Harold 
Holcroft, Al.A. (president Wolverhampton Photographic Society). 

I am, yours A-en7 truly, 
January 1st, 1902. ‘ H. Yooght-Cornish, Hon. Sec. 

THE GLASGOW EXHIBITION. 

To the Editors. 

Gentlemen.—In your description of the Photographic Exhibition 
being held in the People’s Palace, Glasgow Green, I notice you refer 
to a professional Avho has put his business card on his exhibits in 
Class III. I have not yet had time to see the exhibition, but in case 
I am the delinquent I hasten to explain the reason mv name appears, 
as I think it does, on my exhibits. When my pictures were sent in I 
Avas not aware there was any other class I could send to but the 
competitive one. Aleeting the secretary, Air. James Patou, a dav 
or tAvo after they had been delivered, he informed me I could have 
seiit to the non-competitive professional class. I Aiould much prefer 
this, and Air. Patou said there was yet time to so arrange it. and 
that he Avould see my pictures Ai'ere altered to the non-conipetitiA'e 

, glass, and I might send in name plate for them. These were sent 
in the fclloAving day, and I had nothing further to do with the 
matter, only I learned afterwards from the Curator that my pictures 
Avere hung before Air. Paton spoke about them and the* intended 
alteration, and they did net Avish to disturb the Avails by removing 
them. I understand, however, they were not included in Class III. 
at the judging, and the names Avere put on accordingly by the 
Curator. I understand, too, he Avas adding a label Avith “ non-com¬ 
petitive ” on it. 

I assure you I should be sorry to do anything that would not be 
considered good taste.—Y'ours faithfully, G. Coairie Saiith. 

Giffnock, near GlasgoAv. 
8th January, 1902. 
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THE HACKNEY PHOTOGRAPHIC SOCIETY. 

To the Editors. 

Gentlemen,—In enclosing you a card of fixtures for the next three 
months, may I ask if you will favour by stating in an early issue, 
that the present is the most favourable time to join the Hackney 
Photographic Society, as per following rule : — 

“ Any member being elected between 1st of January and 1st of 
May shall pay the entrance fee (5s.) and subscription (7s. 6d.) at the 
time of election, but shall not be again liable for subscription until 
the following May twelve months.” 

Thanking you in anticipation, and with best wishes for the New 
Year, I am, yours faithfully, Walter Selfe, Hon. Sec. 

70, Paragon Road, Hackney, N.E. 
December 31st, 1901. 

THE ALMANAC FOR 1902. 

To the Editors. 

Gentlemen,—Can you give me the name of any firm where I am likely 
to obtain a copy of your Almanac for this year? I have tried most of 
the people in this neighbourhood, including Harrod’s Stores, and cannot 
get one, and oblige, yours faithfully, F. Webb. 

No. 15, Danvers Street, Chelsea, S.W. 
4th January, 1902. 

[A stock may be held by some of the large dealers in Central London, 
to whom we refer Mr- Webb and many other correspondents who have 
addressed to us a similar query.—Eds. B.J.P.] 

THE PYRO-POTASH DEVELOPER. 

To the Editors. 

Gentlemen,—The Pyro-Potash Developer, published by Mr. 
Beach, of New York, some twelve years ago, is still a favourite with 
many. It gives clear negatives, free from stains, is capable of great 
modification, and keeps perfectly. But it is rather troublesome to 
make up. It would appear that metabisulphite is formed in this com- 
joound, and now that this salt is procurable commercially, the formula 
might be simplified. In Mr. Beach’s formula one ounce of pyro is 
dissolved in four ounces of sulphurous acid (an ingredient not always 
handy), and to this is added a solution of four ounces of sulphite of 
soda in four ounces of water (a degree of concentration not easy to 
ensure). The alkaline solution consists of three ounces of sulphite and 
six ounces of carbonate of potash, dissolved in fourteen ounces of water. 
The latter gives no trouble. But ought it not to be possible, by the 
substitution of metabisulphite in the pyro solution, to obtain a parallel 
.result, with less inconvenience?—Yours faithfully, M. H. F. 

—-♦- 

Answers to Correspondents. 
%* All matters intended for the text portion of tins JOURNAL, includ¬ 

ing queries, must he addressed to “The Editors, The British | 
Journal of Photography, 24, Wellington-street, Strand, London, 
W. C. Inattention to this ensures delay. 

%* Correspondents are informed that me cannot undertake to answer 
communications through the post. Questions are not answered unless 
the names and addresses of the writers are given. 

*** Communications relating to Advertisements and general business 
affairs should be addressed fa Messrs. Henry Greenwood &Co., 

24, Wellington-street, Strand, London, W.C. 
-*- 

T. M. Ford. —It is the only paper of the kind that we know of. 
J. H.—Yes, without some preliminary knowledge which might be 

acquired by ten minutes’ intelligent study. 
S. J. A. Churchill.—By the phrase ‘‘fix well in the usual way,” the acid 

clearing is meant. 
An Intending, &c.—You must consult the indices at the Patent Office, 

London, or commission a patent agent to undertake the search. We 
do not answer by post. 

Enlarging Camera.—Light writes:—“ The enclosed is a sketch of an 
enlarging camera I want to make, and I should like to know if the 
incandescent light in the box would be sufficient light to enlarge 
with, and if the process would do instead of daylight.”—In reply : 
The arrangement will answer very well if you interpose two thick¬ 
nesses of ground glass, an inch or so apart, between the negative and 
the light, so as to cause equal diffusion over the negative. 

Stained Negatives.—D. McConnell says: “Enclosed please find 
two negatives, and I shall feel obliged if you will tell me the cause of 
the stains upon them. I have just developed some three dozen 
plates taken on a holiday trip, and they are all, more or less, stained 
like these.”—In reply : The negatives sent are not stained. They are 
simply not fixed, i.e., the bromide of silver has not been dissolve'1 

the hypo. Either that was too weak or sufficient time v 
allowed for its action. 

Copyright.—J. D. writes : “A firm here has brought me a pr 
actress to copy for them. They want to use the pictur 

tisement. It was taken by-and is not marked “ Copyright ” do 
I run any risk in executing the order ? In reply : Yes, oertainlv 
you do if the portrait is copyright, as most likely it is, as we know 
that the firm named make all their published portraits of celebrities 
copyright before they are issued. You for copying the portrait, and 
also the firm who publish it will be liable for damages. It is not 
necessary thafc a copyright picture be marked “Copyright.” 

Notice to Quit.—B. II. says : “Three years ago I took my premisesoj 
a yearly tenancy, at the June quarter. I have just found premises 
close by that will suit me better. What notice must 1 give iny 
present landlord?”—In reply : If the premises were taken under the 
usual yearly tenancy you must give six months’ notice to expire at 

the quarter you took possession, which is June. Consequently you 
must give notice next Christmas, which will expire June next year. 
You cannot give up the tenancy before then, unless you can come lo¬ 
an agreement with the landlord to release you before that. 

Patent Agents.—II. II. writes : “ In reference to the questions regarding i 
a patent I wished to take out that you were so kind as to answer a I 
week or two back, you advised me to apply to the Patent Office or 
put it in the hands of an agent, which I should be glad to do, hut. j 
living in the country as I do, I cannot find out the address of either ! 
one or the other. If you could let me know the address of a respect¬ 
able agent through your paper I should be sincerely obliged to you.” 
—In reply: The Patent Office is in Southampton Buildings, Holborn. 
Messrs. Hughes and Young, 55 and 56, Chancery-lane, London, will 
undertake the commission for you. 

Faulty Lighting— Beginner writes: “Will you kindly let me know I 
why the lighting of the two portraits enclosed is so different froo» I 
those taken by professionals. They were taken in a studio? ”—In reph .- 
The fault in one is that it is lighted entirely by front light, which 
gives the face a flat and map-like appearance. The fault in the othr r | 
is that too strong a direct side-light was used, consequently one side 
of the face is white and “ snowy,” while the other is little better than 
a black patch. Study the work of the best photographers, to be sec-u 
in the shop windows, and imitate the lighting of them. From such 
pictures you will be able to learn much. 

Ferrotypes—G. B. writes“ Yrou published in the British Journal. 
about the latter end of September or beginning of August, an article 
on wet plates which could be converted into dry ferros and would 
retain their sensitiveness for some time. Could you inform me of 
number containing it, and how to obtain it ? Will you inform me 
of book on making ferrotypes, &c., and oblige ? ”—In reply : We have 
no recollection of the article. \rou must please give us a more pre¬ 
cise date than “about latter end of September or beginning of 
August.” Any of the old works on photography give working details 
of the glass positive, or ferrotype, processes. Messrs. Fallow field, we 
think, issue a work on the lerrotype process. 

Disputed Account.— W. J. writes: “A few weeks ago I sent twonegative* 
and a c.d.v. photo to have enlargements made from to a firm with whom 
I have a monthly account. 1 got a postcard acknowledging order in 
the usual form, the goods not being specified. About a week after 1 
received the enlargements from the negative and a letter stating that ! 
they could not find the c.d.v. I had packed the negatives and 
wrapped the c.d.v. inside my order, and put them all in a box. Who- I 
ever opened the box and order must have seen the photo, yet they j 
say they cannot trace it. It is the only photo of a deceased gentle¬ 
man, and I am responsible for it. I sent them the description of 
the card, but they cannot find it at all. I have had two more enlarge- | 
ments from them since, and my account has now come in. “Would I 
be right in not paying account until they return photo or make some 
allowance ? What would you advise me to do ? ”—In reply : We 
should certainly advise you to insist on a liberal allowance off the 
account unless the carte is returned to you. 

Various Queries.—Our Armenian Reader writes:—“Some time ago 
I asked you kindly to give me information about a printing-out 
process that could give a negative print from a negative and a 
positive from a positive. Then you had referred me to some book, 
regarding the difficulties of obtaining books from London as to such 
a distant country as ours. I beg you kindly to take pains to give me 
formulae for the process. Mr. Botbamley, in his ‘ Ilford Manual of 
Photography,’ says that with the combination of ferric and ferroiD 
salts such a printing process is obtained, but he does not give a 
definite formula for that. 2. I have seen in the Almanac for 1901, 
among the formulse you have given for making sensitive plates, the 
words, ‘YVashed emulsion.5 How is an emulsion washed? Will 
you kindly explain it to me? 3. Another inquiry I beg you 
kindly to answer. I have made two large trays of wood, 24 in. by 
30 in., in which to develop the enlargements I make. I have coated 
with oil paint inside and outside, and used them with success three 

f years. Now the wood has become cracked, so I am thinking of 
coating the trays with a thicker solution of resin—like bitumen- 
tar, &c. Will you kindly give me some formula for such coating ’’ 
In reply :—1. We know of no printing-out process that will fulfil 
your requirements. The method you refer to is, doubtless, a develop¬ 
ment one. 2. By a washed emulsion is meant one from which the 
haloid salts are washed out before it is used. The emulsion is poured 
into a dish and the ether and alcohol allowed to evaporate, and then 
it is washed, afterwards dried, and then re-dissolved in fresh ether 
and alcohol. 3. Melt and mix together bitumen and beeswax, about 
four or five parts of the former to one of the latter, and apply hot to 

fides of the trays. 

1 Letters, Answers to Correspondents, fc., are again unavoid¬ 
ably held over. 
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EX CATHEDRA. 

German Trade The Photograijhisches Wochenblatt re- 
in Photographiccently published part of a pamphlet 
Materials. written by Fritz Hansen on the trade in 

photographic materials in Germany. The publication, of 
course, has special reference to the proposed increment of 
duties upon German imports, yet some very interesting 
statistics are given, which enable us to form definite ideas 
of the extent of the trade, the value of the exports, and the 
principal articles the latter include* German exports of 
photographic requisites amount to the sum of £550,000, 
and this sum represents about half the entire output of 
these goods in Germany. One of the most important 
articles of export is photographic papers, their value being 
about £155,000. Photographic lenses, of course, also 
represent a considerable sum, and rank for £125,000. 
Photographic chemicals must also be a valuable item, but 
the amount is not stated. According to the writer, plates 
and cameras are likewise amongst the most important 
articles of export. What surprises us, however, is the 
statement that two-thirds of the dry plates made in 
Germany are exported. According to the figures given 
above, German foreign trade in photographic goods, apart 
from paper and lenses, amounts to £270,000. A very 
considerable deduction must be made for the value of 
chemicals and cameras, and we ma}^ therefore conclude that 
the value of the dry plate industry in Germany must be 
comparatively small. It would be rash to assume, even 
within these limits, the value of the total production of 
German dry plates. But if we take the maximum figure, 

£270,000, which is obviously far in excess of the value of 
the dry plates exported, the consumption of dry plates in 
Geruiany cannot represent a total value of £135,000. We 
are informed by the writer that few foreign plates are- 
imported, and it must therefore be considerably less. 

* * * 

The German The statistics we have quoted in the 
Professional foregoing paragraph are not only inte- 

O ograp er. res^jng from a commercial point of 

view, but they throw some light upon the position 
of the professional photographer in Germany. We 
hear the echo of their wailings of complaint, and 
the figures prove the truth of their unfortunate 
lot. In Germany there are about 4,500 profes¬ 
sional photographers, exclusive of assistants, and as the 
professional uses plates for his work, it follows that the 
average consumption of dry plates in the studio of the 
German photographer is very considerably below £30 per 
annum. Perhaps we should be justified in taking half 
that amount as the average consumption. It must also 
be remembered that German dry plates are more expensive 
than English. By the light of these facts, can there be 
surprise that the German photographer is so discontented 
with his position that he turns his back on the country of 
his birth and seeks more profitable employment in other 
lands 1 

* * * 

The Lippmann From a short article in “ Liesegang’s 
Process and Photographischer Almanach for 1902,’r 

Photography. bY Dr-.R- Neuhauss, we gather some 
interesting news concerning the pro¬ 

gress of photography in natural colours. To the 
amateur in search of a new field of investigation 
the Lippmann process should be very attractive, 
especially as the prospect of obtaining suitable gela¬ 
tine plates commercially lies before us. They are now 
made by G- Braun, of Berlin, and the price, fifteen 
shillings per dozen for 9 x 12 c. size, is so tempting that 
other manufacturers may be induced to enter the field. 
Concerning the future of colour photography and the 
possibility of producing a direct colour photograph inde¬ 
pendent of the process by interference, Dr. Xeuhauss 
seems very sanguine. He writes that he has made some 
highly-promising experiments with a preparation of about 
the same degree of sensitiveness as albumenised paper, and 
that it gives a direct colour photograph. Moreover, the 
image can be fixed. Before publishing details in the 
Rundschau, he wishes to improve the sensitiveness, so 
that the process may be used for direct photographs in the 

camera. 
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Water Probably few among the many thou- 
Varnish. sands of amateur photographers are 

aware of the valuable properties of what is termed 
■“ A Water Varnish.” Seeing that this useful chemical 
iis not sold like other varnishes generally are by 
photographic dealers, the chances are that many of 
our readers whose experience does not date back 
beyond the introduction of the modern dry plate may never 
have heard of such a varnish. On the other hand, those 
who can look back upon a studio practice in the days of wet 
collodion will require no reminder of the advantages this 
simple wash conferred on a collodion film by reason of its 
being a certain preventative of the film splitting. In cases 
where only one or two proofs were required from a nega¬ 
tive, its application did away with the necessity of the 
additional operation of varnishing by means of a spirit 
varnish. It also provided a most excellent tooth to the 
surface of the film, to enable any amount of retouching 
being performed. It is not only in connection with its 
application to a wet collodion film that water varnish forms 
a valuable addition to the stock of chemicals in all-round 
photography. It is almost invaluable in the case of gela¬ 
tine, as with wet collodion films. In the case of gelatine 
negatives, the water varnish is applied in the shape of a 
-wash directly after the negatives have been washed to free 
their films from all traces of hypo, or in other wrords, at 
that stage when the usual drying operation would begin. 
After the varnish has been applied the films are dried in 
the usual manner, and its application will soon convince 
anyone that has experienced the difficulty of retouching 
by reason of the want of a tooth in the film to make a lead 
pencil bite, as the saying goes, that, were this the only 
benefit accruing from its application, it is well worthy of 
being employed. 

Mow to Use 
the Varnish. 

The use of water varnish, however, does 
away with the necessity of employing 

collodion as an additional protection to a negative, and is 
perhaps the best-known remedy against damage from silver 
staining that experienced workers are acquainted with. 
As a varnish it is not costly, neither is it difficult to make 
in reasonably small quantities; whilst its application is 

■simplicity itself. To those desirous of benefiting by its 
■use, we recommend the following formula as one that will 
yield an excellent sample of water varnish : —Place in a 
•clean enamelled pan one pint of water, into which insert 
lour ounces of shellac in thin flakes, and place the vessel 
on a fire or gas stove until the water is raised to 212 deg. 
Eahrenheit. When this temperature is reached a few drops 
of a hot saturated solution of borax is dropped into the 
boiling pan containing the shellac and water, taking care 
to stir vigorously with a long strip of glass until the 
shellac is all dissolved. Too much borax should not be 
added, only just sufficient to cause the shellac to dissolve, 
and it is better to stop short, if anything, before all the 
flakes dissolve out than to add too much borax. The 
solution is then filtered carefully, and when cold the water 
varnish is ready for use. 

Workers and It is curious to note how in photo- 
Workers in graphy one worker will succeed with a 

o ograp y. process or material, while another will 

entirely fail, even when employing identical materials. 
The report of the meeting of one of the London societies 
in our last issue is a case in point. One speaker showed 
some prints on a paper that had been distributed at a 
previous meeting, saying that he could not get a good 
black upon it. Another speaker said that he had not 

failed to get a good black with it; while a third said that he 
had got intensely black pictures upon the paper. Here the 
same paper was used in each case. Why did two succeed 
and the one fail? It ever was so in photography. In 
the days of the wet collodion process one photographer 
would swear by, say, Brown’s collodion, averring that 
Smith’s, Jones’, and all others were rubbish; while 
another would assert that Brown’s was no good, and that 
Smith’s was the only one that would yield good negatives, 
etc. It was the same with the different brands of albu- 
menised paper. The same obtains still with dry plates, 
with bromide papers, and also with P.O.P.s, as well as 
with developers. What one will consider the best, another 
will fail altogether with, and vice versa. As we have just 
said, it ever was so in photography, and we expect it ever 
will be. There are workers and workers in it, as in every¬ 
thing else, and with varying degrees of skill to adapt 
themselves to circumstances. We often have to answer 
correspondents something to this effect, “ Why cannot I 
get good tones on -’s paper?” “Why do I fail to get 
density with -’s plates?” etc. Now we know that the 
materials are beyond reproach, and the answer, if we 
gave it in “ plain English,” would be that you do not use 
them properly. We always try to help further, but that is 
not possible with some workers. 

* * * 

The Copyright Parliament has again opened, and no 
Question. reference was made in the King’s Speech 

to the question of any new copyright Bill. This seems to 
be a matter of regret to Mr. T. E. Scrutton, K.C., as, in a 
lecture on “ The Law of Literary and Artistic Property,” 
which he gave in the Old Hall of Lincoln’s Inn, one day 
last week, he is reported to have said that the complicated 
question of copyright did not find a mention in the King’s 
Speech, but there was a measure to improve the law relat¬ 
ing to lunatics. After giving a history of the growth of copy¬ 
right, he remarked that for several years attempts had been 
made to induce Parliament to deal with the subject, and 
it was a matter of regret that the Government should not 
make some endeavour to pass a Bill upon which a strong 
Committee had bestowed three years of hard labour. He 
added that it was a public scandal that the law of copyright 
should remain in the condition in which it was at present. 
Beference was made a few years back in one or two of the 
late Queen’s Speeches to a proposed amendment of the 
copyright law, but nothing was done; business of a more 
important character engaged the full time of the House. 
Two or three new Bills relating to artistic copyright have 
been drafted, but they have all been in the interests of 
painters and publishers, and quite against those of photo¬ 
graphers. Whether either. of these will be reintroduced 
in the House during the present Session remains to be 
seen, but in the face of what Parliament already has before 
it, the matter is somewhat doubtful; or, if introduced, time 
could be found to discuss and pass it through both Houses. 
We have no doubt that the Professional Photographers’ 
Association and the Photographic Copyright Union will 
keep a watchful eye on any measure that may be brought 
forward. Such work is one of their objects. Photo¬ 
graphers are perfectly satisfied with the Act of 1862 as it 
stands, as it gives them ample protection against unscru¬ 
pulous publishers who would like to utilise their pictures 

without payment. 
* * * 

Mosquitoes Seldom has a photographic studio been 
and Colour. pUt, such a strange use as that in which 

certain most valuable experiments were recently carried 
out at Cambridge, under the supervision of Hr. Nuttall and 
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Mi*. A. E. Shipley. The glasshouse in question was turned 
into a vast breeding-cage for mosquitoes in order that 
observations might be made upon the supposed preference 
of those irritating and dangerous insects for certain colours. 
Our readers are doubtless already aware that it has been 
established that members of this family are partly, if not 
wholly, responsible for spreading malaria, yellow fever, 
and possibly other contagious diseases, and that where it has 
been practicable to prevent their breeding, such diseases 
have been entirely stamped out. It would seem, from the 
experiments to be presently described, that travellers m 
mosquito-haunted regions have a means of protecting them¬ 
selves from the assaults of this insect enemy to human 
life which was not until lately suspected. It is now cer¬ 
tain that these creatures have a partiality for certain 
colours and shades of colour, and that if a traveller be 
careful to avoid these tints in choosing the material for his 
clothing, he at once removes the temptation the insects 
would otherwise feel to settle upon his person. In t e 
experiments referred to, large breeding pans, with suitable 
food were provided, and the insects increased and multi¬ 
plied without difficulty. At one side of the studio a number 
of box-like nests were placed, each box being lined with 
a differently coloured cloth. And the position of these 
boxes was changed every day during the period over which 
the experiments lasted, so as to eliminate any pi eference 
clue to place or light access. Careful note was taken each 
clay of the number of mosquitoes found in each box, and 
when these figures were added together at the end of the 
17 days during which the experiments lasted, some very 
curious results were shown. Navy blue appears to be the 
favourite colour with mosquitoes, for no fewer than 108 
were found clinging to the cloth box of that hue. Ninety 
mosquitoes liked dark red, 81 reddish brown, 59 scarlet, 49 
black. Then comes a sharp drop to 31 mosquitoes found 
in the slate-grey box, 24 in that lined with olive green. 
The light blue box held only 3 mosquitoes, the ochre and 
white contained only 2 each, the orange box had 1, and 
the pale yellow khaki none at all. This preference of mos¬ 
quitoes for certain colours has been noted before by certain 
travellers; for example, it is recorded that, while a black 
dog was severely bitten, his yellow companion was not 
molested. But this is the first occasion upon which the 
question has been submitted to careful examination. 

* * * 

Toning Baths. A very interesting series of experiments, 
of great importance to amateur and professional photo¬ 
graphers, has been made by Herr I ranz Novak, of the 
Vienna Technical School. By desire of Dr. Eder, he has 
made a quantitative analysis of the amount of gold and 
silver contained in prints upon albumen and collodion 

paper toned with the following baths : — 

Borax Bath—500 c.c. of a 2 per cent, solution of acetate 
of soda. 

100 c.c. of a 1 per cent, solution of borax. 
12 c.c. of a 2 per cent, solution of chloride 

of gold. 
iSulpho-cyanide Bath A—1,000 c.c. distilled water. 

40 grammes fused acetate of soda. 
B—250 c.c. distilled water. 

5 grammes sulpho-cyanide of ammonium. 
For use, 100 c.c. each of A and B, with 

addition of 5 c.c. of a 1 per cent, solution 
of chloride of gold. 

Combined Bath—1.000 c.c. water. 
200 grammes hyposulphite of soda. 
10 grammes nitrate of lead. 

For use, add 5 c.c. of a 1 per cent, solution 
of gold to 100 c.c. of toning bath. 

50 landscape prints, 13 x 18 c., were used in each instance, 
and by way of comparison, light and heavily toned sets 

were made. The light were toned to the brownish red- 
purple, and the heavy to the usual blue-violet stage. The 
following tabulated results are published with the paper 
in the Photographisches Correspondent-.— 

Paper. 

Albumen lightly tonecl with borax bath 
,, heavily ,, ,, ,, „ . 

Smooth celloidin A. lightly toned with sulpho-eyanide bath 
B. „ 
A. heavily ,, 
B. „ 
A. lightly ,, 
B. „ 
A. heavily ,, 
B. „ 

combined bath. 

Gold | Silver 

5 ~ 
Milligrammes 

C 5G 

per square © 
it 

metre. <*■> 

24.9 123.5 1 : 4.96 
28.0 122.0 1 ; 4.3 
58.1 49.1 1 : 0.84 
30.3 97.8 1 : 3.2 

12? 2 31.2 1 :0.25 
89.7 76.9 1 : 0.85 
25.2 80.3 1 : 3.18 
28.6 134.6 1 : 4.7 
37.6 43.1 1 : 1.14 
42.7 85.4 1 : 2.0 

1 

The celloidin papers A. and B. were bought of different Viennese 
manufacturers. 

Herr Novak remarks that the amount of gold taken up 
depends in the first place upon the nature of the sensitive 
film. For instance, celloidin requires more gold for a 
given tone than albumen. At the same time, the less the 
quantity of silver in the print, the greater is the quantity 
of gold. The nature of the toning bath also has an 
influence upon the quantity of gold requisite to obtain 
a given tone, and it will be seen that the sulpho-cyanide 
bath involves the use of more gold than the combined bath. 
If the stability of a print depends upon the amount of 
gold it contains, then manufacturers are right in recom¬ 
mending the use of the sulpho-cyanide bath. It would 
have been very interesting had a set of gelatine prints also 
been included in the series of experiments. 

* * * 

Portraits and Synonymous terms, some will say, but 
Likenesses. the thoughtful know better. A skilful 

photographer will, as a result of his skill and expei ience, 
take a portrait which is also a likeness of his sitter, but 
there are hundreds of portraits turned out every week 
which are not like those whom they are supposed to repre¬ 
sent. It is quite a common thing to be shown one of these 
pictures by the person whose portrait it is, and to v horn 
it seems to give every satisfaction. Possibly, under the 
retoucher’s skilful hand it has been flattered in some way, 
a wrinkle or two softened down, and the clock put back a 
few years. Has it occurred to many people that a sitter 
is quite the worst judge of his own portrait, for the simp e 
reason that his knowledge of his own individuality m 
gained from the looking glass, in which, of couise, e'ei> 
feature is reversed in position? It would be bruta to 
speak out one’s thoughts on being shown one of t.iese 
sophisticated portraits ; if we venture to say that it is not 
a very good likeness, it is tantamount to saying that we 
think it flattered. Happily for photographers, it is aa 
axiom among the general public, usually dubbed " the man 
in the street,” that a photographic portrait represents the 
truth, and nothing but the truth. Good photographers am 
good painters know better, and are fully aware that to make 
a really satisfactory picture the face of each sitter must be 
studied as to expression, unless, indeed, they have to pot- 
tray one of those immobile, vacant countenances, whic 
merely call for the care it is necessary to expend upon a 
map or diagram. This belief in the Washington-like truth 
of the camera has led the careless to deplore the circui 
stance that photography is only half a century old 
would be so interesting, so they think, to have authen ^ 
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portraits of those who helped to make history before the 
dawn of the Victorian era. We do not share in these regrets. 
Our reason is that wo are certain that the numerous 
historical portraits handed down to us, and now to be seen 
in our public galleries, and in those occasional exhibitions 
like that of “ The Monarchs of Great Britain and Ireland,” 
now open at the New Gallery, are both authentic and 
accurate likenesses of those whom they represent. It 
stands to reason that a portrait which failed in its first 
essential would not be preserved. But we have the oppor¬ 
tunity in many cases of comparing the portraits of 
celebrities which have been executed by different artists. 
In the exhibition just referred to are several such portraits 
of Queen Elizabeth, Queen Mary, and others. In the 
National Portrait Gallery, and in other collections, similar 
opportunities of comparison occur, and it is not too much 
to say that the correspondence in feature and expression 
between these several likenesses of the same individual 
could not be closer if the pictures had been produced by 
photographic agency. 

THE PHYSIOLOGICAL BASIS OF THREE-COLOUR 

WORK. 

There are probably few such fascinating subjects to the 
physicist as those presented by the study of colour pheno¬ 
mena, and though to the average photographer the many 
problems connected with heliochromy must necessarily 
remain unsolved, there can be but few amongst us who have 
not heard something or other about three-colour work. 
At the present time the science of reproducing an object in 
colours by the trichromatic method is in a fairly advanced 
stage, and the class of work which is turned out by our 
leading printers is very much superior to what was done 
even such a short time ago as five years. The technical 
schools, which are doing such good work throughout the 
country, have in many cases taken up this branch of repro¬ 
duction, and send out men whose work bears the impress 
of thoughtful and skilful labour. These men, moreover, 
in many cases further extend the instruction they have 
received at these institutes by after-study, and possibly 
by private experimenting, and find themselves taking a real 
interest in a subject which is pregnant with great possibili¬ 
ties for ardent workers. The subject of three-colour 
photography is by no means the simple one that many 
people seem to consider it, and the man who intends to 
succeed in it has to extend his labours into other regions 
than that of pure photography. No better example of the 
truth of this can be taken than by reading the life of James 
Clerk Maxwell,* wdio is very properly regarded as the 
pioneer of three-colour photography. 

In studying Maxwell’s work in this branch of science 
we are at once brought into contact with the physiologist, 
physicist, and mathematician, and it is from these three 
positions that we should endeavour to follow him. Let us 
take as an illustration his great experiment of colour¬ 
mixing by means of a top. The top consisted of a disc of 
metal, covered with white paper, and mounted on a suitable 
spindle, the circumference of which was divided into 100 
equal parts. Three discs were then placed over the spindle 
and on to the graduated metal disc. These three discs 
were coloured respectively vermilion, ultramarine, and 
emerald green, and were capable of adjustment to allow of 
any amount of either colour to show; two smaller discs 
of black and snow white were also used. Working, then, 
on Hartley’s teaching, “ that the duration of the sensation 

Life of James Clerk Maxwell. Lewis Campbell, M.A., and William 
Garnett, M.A. Macmillan & Co., 1882. 

promoted by a momentary stimulus excites activity and 
change in the retina of the eye, which lusts a measurable 
period,” and further remembering Young’s three-colour 
sensation work (see article on the McDonough-.Joly process 
in the British Journal of Photooraphy, January 18th, 
1901, A. V. Kenah), in which he explains that “ the quality 
of any colour depends, according to this theory, on the 
ratio of the intensities of the three sensations which it 
excites, and its brightness depends on the sum of these 
three intensities,” Maxwell proceeded to measure the 
necessary proportions of his three colours to produce a 
neutral grey. By means of trial and error he so adjusted 
his black and white discs that he obtained, on spinning his 
top, the effect of a neutral grey, and similarly adjusted his 
three coloured discs so that on again spinning his top tin- 
effect produced on his retina by these three colours was 
the same as that produced by the black and white revolving 
sections. Measuring the exposed sections against the 
graduated circumference of his top, and putting the result 
in the form of an equation, Maxwell found that .37 V + 
.27 U + .36 E G = .28 SW+ .72 Bk. 

But Maxwell did more than this. He elaborately plotte I 
out diagrammatically the constitution of these three 
primary colour-sensation tints, and his work has been taken 
as the standard basis for trichromatic photography by 
nearly all practical workers. Captain Abney, however, 
redetermined these curves, and his results are not precisely 
the same as Maxwell’s. It is very important to note this, 
as it is absolutely essential that the basis one works on 
should be correct. 

There is a desire among some three-colour men to make 
the process entirely a photographic one, whereas its funda¬ 
mental principles are purely physiological. Whether th 
work be to produce records for Ive’s Kronskop, trans¬ 
parencies for the lantern, or photo-mechanical work, it 
matters not, the physiological basis is the only one to work 
on. It is true that the imperfections of photographic 
emulsions and dyes and inks render many turnings from 
the direct path necessary—in the case of the Kromskop the 
screens and the plates must be mutually adjusted, while for 
the “ minus ” work, the colour curves of the dyes or ink 
must first be accurately determined, and then the taking 
screen adjusted to these curves, as well as to the chromatic 
properties of the plates which are being used. It must, 
however, be clearly understood that these various isolated 
adjustments are to be regarded as but factors jointly and 
severally necessary for the true realisation of the physio¬ 
logical fundamental colour curves. The problems to bo 
solved are most difficult, but until they are universally 
recognised and settled we shall be working loosely, and 
will have to resort to diverse artificial methods to conceal 
the ill effects of our handicraft. The theoretical ideal may 
not be capable of realisation, but there is room for many 
improvements, e.g., the taking screens, plates, and printing 
inks could be sold as a set mutually adjusted to each other, 
and the whole adjusted to a recognised or standard basis, 
instead of as at present, in most cases at any rate, a dis¬ 
sociated quantity. More and more attention is being given 
nowadays to three-colour work, and it should be the aim of 
both teachers and students, as well as practical workers, to 
thoroughly grasp the physiological fundamentals of the 
science, and to subordinate all their photographic work t > 
the realisation of its teachings. 

-♦-- 

The “ Teb ” Competition.—In addition to the prize-winners already 
published, Mrs. G. A. Barton, of Four Oaks, Birmingham, was awarded 
a complimentary first prize of five guineas in the 5x4 Amateur Class, alsa 
a guinea prize in the same division, and a first prize of five guineas in 
the Bullet Class. 
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THE CARBON PROCESS : AWARD OF THE 

R.P.S. PROGRESS MEDAL TO MR. J. W. SWAN. 

After the respectable interval of 38 years, the work of Mr. 

Joseph Wilson Swan, in rendering the carbon or pigment process 

of photographic printing a practicable one for commercial pur¬ 

poses, has received the highest photographic recognition in 

the world by the bestowal upon the inventor of the Progress 

Medal of the Royal Photographic Society. It was in the year 

1864 that Swan’s patent for the provision of a temporary support 

nnd development from the back of the image was published. As 

many of our younger readers may be unaware of the details of 

the method devised by Mr. Swan, we append an abstract of the 

inventor’s description of his process, which undoubtedly con¬ 

duced to the popularity of one of the most beautiful systems of 

printing placed in the hands of photographers :—- 

“ My invention consists in the formation of tissues composed of, 

or prepared with, coloured gelatinous matter, and so constructed 

that, while they allow, in the act of printing, free access of light to 

one surface of the coloured gelatinous matter, they also allow free 

access of water, and the unobstructed removal of the non-affected 

portions of the coloured matter from the opposite surface, or 

back, in the act of developing ; and I obtain this result either by 

the disuse of paper altogether, or by the use of it merely as a 

backing, or temporary support, of the coloured gelatinous 

matter ; the paper so used becoming entirely detached from the 

-coloured gelatinous matter in the act of developing, and forming 

no part of the print ultimately. My invention consists, further¬ 

more, in the special mode of using the said tissues, whereby 

superior half-tone and definition in the print are obtained as 

aforesaid, and also in a mode of transferring the print after 

developing from a temporary to a permanent support, so as to 

-obtain a correction in the position of the print in respect of 

right and left. In producing the photographic tissues referro l 

to, I form a solution of gelatine ; and for the purpose of impart¬ 

ing pliancy to the resultant tissue, I have found it advisable to 

add to the gelatine solution, sugar or other saccharine matter, or 

glycerine. To the said gelatinous solution I add carbonaceous 

or other colouring matter, either in a fine state of division, such 

as is used in water-colour painting, or in the state of a solution 

■or d}re, or partly in a fine state of division, and partly in solution. 

With this coloured gelatinous solution I form sheets or films, as 

hereafter described, either at the time of their formation, by 

introducing into the gelatinous compound bichromate of 

ammonia, or other agent of like photographic properties, or by 

applying to such non-sensitive sheets or films, after their forma¬ 

tion, a solution of the bichromate, or other substances of like 

photographic property. This latter method I adopt when the 

sheet or film is not required for use immediately after its forma¬ 

tion. I will, in my future references to the bichromate of 

ammonia or the bichromate of potash, or to other chemicals pos¬ 

sessing analogous photographic properties, denominate them 

“ the sensitiser ’ ; and in referring to the coloured gelatinous solu¬ 

tion, I will denominate this mixture ‘the tissue-compound.’ 

When the tissue to be produced is required for immediate use, I 

add the sensitiser to the tissue-compound ; but where the tissue 

Is required to be preserved for some time before using, I prefer 

to omit the sensitiser from the tissue-compound, with a view to 

the tissue being made sensitive to light subsequently, by the 

application of a solution of the sensitiser. 

“Mith respect to the composition of the tissue-compound, it 

will be understood by chemists that it may be varied without 

materially affecting the result, by the addition or substitution 

of other organic matters, similarly acted upon by light, when 

combined with a salt of chromium, such as I have referred to. 

Such other organic matters are gum-arabic, albumen, dextrine ; 

and one or more of these may be employed occasionally to modify 

the character of the tissue-compound, but I generally prefer to 

make it as follows :—I dissolve, by the aid of heat, two parts of 

gelatine in eight parts of water, and to this solution I add one 

part of sugar, and as much colouring matter in a finely divided 

state, or in a state of solution, or both, as may be required for 

the production of a photographic print with a proper gradation 

of light and shade. The quantity required for this purpose 

must be regulated by the nature of the colouring matter em¬ 

ployed, and also by the character of a negative to be used in the 

printing operation. Where it is desired that the colouring 

matter of the print should consist entirely, or chiefly, of carbon, 

I prefer to use lampblack finely ground and prepared as for 

water-colour painting, or I use Indian ink; and where it is 

desired to modify the black, I add other colouring matter to pro¬ 

duce the colour desired. For instance, I obtain a purple black 

by adding to the carbon indigo and crimson lake, or I add to the 

carbon an aniline dye of a suitable coloui’; where the colounng 

matter used is not a solution or dye, but solid matter in a fine 

state of division, such as Indian ink or lampblack, I diffuse such 

colouring matter through water, or other inert liquid capable of 

holding it in suspension ; and after allowing the coarser particles 

to subside, I add, of that portion which is held in suspension, as 

much as is required, to the gelatine solution. In prepaiing 

tissue to be used in printing from negatives technically known as 

‘weak,’ I increase the proportion of colouring matter relatively 

to that of the tissue-compound ; and I diminish it, for tissue or 

paper to be used in printing from negatives of an opposite 

character. Having prepared the tissue-compound as before 

described, I proceed to use it as follows For preparing sensitive 

tissue, I add to the tissue-compound more or less of the sensi¬ 

tiser, varying the quantity added, according to the nature of the 

sensitiser, and to the degree of sensitiveness to be conferred on 

the tissue to be produced from it. For ordinary purposes, and 

where the tissue-compound is made according to the formu a 

before given, I add about one part of a saturated solution ot 

bichromate of ammonia to ten parts of the tissue-compound ; 

and I make this addition immediately previous to the prepara¬ 

tion of the tissue, and I maintain the tissue-compound in the 

fluid state, by means of heat, during the preparation of the 

tissue, avoiding the use of an unnecessary degree of heat; 1 also 

filter it through fine muslin or flannel, or other suitable filteiing 

medium, previous to use ; and I perform all the operations with 

the tissue-compound, subsequent to the introduction of the sensi¬ 

tiser, in a place suitably illuminated with yellow or non-actimc 

light. In forming tissue upon a surface of glass, I first prepare 

the glass, so as to facilitate the separation of the tissue from i • 

For this purpose I apply ox-gall to the surface of the g ass ( } 

means of a brush, or by immersion), and allow it to dry. ie 

crlass is then ready for coating with the tissue-compound, or 

apply to the glass a coating of collodion, previous to the app na¬ 

tion of the coating of tissue-compound. In this case the prepara¬ 

tion with ox-gall is unnecessary. When collodion is used, the 

collodion may consist of about ten grains of pyroxylme m one 

ounce of mixture of equal parts of sulphuric ether and alcohol. 

I apply the collodion by pouring it on the surface to be coated, 

and draining off the excess, and I allow the coating of collodion 

to become dry before applying the coating of tissue-compound. 

I generally use a plane surface on which to foim the tissut, ut 

surfaces of a cylindrical or other form may be sometimes used 

advantageously. In preparing sheets of sensitive tissue on a 

plane surface of glass, I prefer to use the kind of glass known as 

plate, or patent plate. Before applying the sensitive tissue- 

compound, I set the plate to be coated so that its upper surface 

lies in a horizontal position, and I heat the plate to about the 

same temperature as the tissue-compound, that is, generally, to 

about 100 deg. Fahr. The quantity of the tissue-compound that 

I apply to the glass varies with circumstances, but is generally 

about two inches to each square foot of surface coated. A ter 

pouring the requisite quantity of the tissue-compound upon the 
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surface of the plate, I spread, or lead the fluid by means of a 
glass rod, or soft brush, over the entire surface, taking care to 
avoid the formation of air bubbles ; and I keep the surface in a 
horizontal position, until the solidification of the tissue-com¬ 
pound. In coating other than plane surfaces I vary, in a suit¬ 
able manner, the mode of applying the tissue-compound to such 
surfaces. In coating a cylindrical surface, I rotate the cylinder 
in a trough containing the tissue-compound, and after having 
produced a uniform coating, I remove the trough, and keep up a 
slow and regular rotation of the cylinder until the coating has 
solidified. After coating the surface of glass or other substance 
as described, I place it in a suitable position for rapid drying, 
and I accelerate this process by artificial means, such as causing 
a current of dry air to pass over the surface coated, or I use heat, 
in addition to the current of air, or I place it in a chamber con¬ 
taining quicklime, chloride of calcium, or other substance of 
analogous desiccating property. When the tissue is dry, I 
separate it from the surface on which it was formed, by making 
an incision through the coating to the glass, around the margin 
of the sheet; or I cut through the cylindrical coating near the 
ends of the cylinder, and also cut the coating across, parallel 
with the axis of the cylinder, when, by lifting one corner, the 
whole will easily separate in a sheet. Where the tissue-com¬ 
pound is applied over a coating of collodion, the film produced 
by the collodion, and that produced by the tissue-compound, 
cohere, and the two films form one sheet. Sometimes, before 
the separation of the coating from the glass, I attach to the 
coating a sheet of paper, for the purpose of strengthening the 
tissue, and making it more easy to manipulate. I generally 
apply the paper, in a wet state, to the dry gelatinous surface ; 
and having attached the paper thereto in this manner, I allow 
it to dry ; and I then detach the film and adherent paper from 
the glass by cutting round the margin of the sheet and lifting 
it off as before described. Where extreme smoothness of sur¬ 
face, such as is produced by moulding the tissue on glass, as 
described, is not of importance, and where greater facility of 
operation is desired, I apply a thick coating of the tissue-com¬ 
pound to the surface of a sheet of paper. In this case the paper 
is merely used as a means of forming and supporting temporarily 

the' film produced from the tissue-compound ; and such paper 

separates from the gelatinous coating in a subsequent stage of 
my process. In coating a surface of paper with the sensitive 
tissue-compound, I apply the sheet, sometimes of considerable 
length, to the surface of the tissue-compound contained in a 
trough, and kept fluid by means of heat, and I draw or raise the 
sheet or length of paper off the surface with a regular motion ; 
and I sometimes apply more than one coating to the same sheet 
in this manner. After such coating, I place the coated paper 
where it will quickly dry, and seclude it from injurious light. 

“ The sensitive tissue, prepared as before described, is, when 
dry, ready to receive the photographic impression, by exposure 
under a negative in the usual manner, or by exposure in a camera 
obscura to light transmitted through a negative in the manner 
usual in printing by means of a camera. I prefer to use the 
sensitive tissue within two days of the time of its preparation. 
Where the tissue is not required for immediate use, I omit the 
sensitiser from the tissue-compound, as before mentioned ; and 
with this non-sensitive tissue-compound, I coat paper, glass, or 
other surface, as described in the preparation of the sensitive 
tissue or paper. In preparing sheets of non-sensitive tissue by 
means of glass as described, I use no preliminary coating of col- 
lodion. I dry the non-sensitive tissue in the same manner as the 
sensitive, except that in the case of the non-sensitive tissue, 
seclusion from daylight is not necessary. The non-sensitive 
tissue is made sensitive, when required for use, by floating the 
gelatinous surface upon a solution of the sensitiser, and the 
sensitiser that I prefer to use for this purpose is an aqueous solu¬ 
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tion of the bichromate of potash containing about two and a half 
per cent, of this salt. I apply the sensitiser (by floating or other 
wise) to the gelatinous surface of the tissue ; and after this I 
place it in a suitable position for drying, and exclude it from 
injurious light. After exposure for the requisite time, I tak. 
the tissue from the printing frame or camera, and mount it in 
the manner hereinafter described—that is to say, 1 cement tin* 
tissue, with its exposed surface, or, in other words, with that 
surface which has received the photographic impression, down¬ 
ward, upon some surface (usually of paper) to serve temporarily 
as a support during the subsequent operation of developing, and 
with a view to the transfer of the print, after development, t<» 
another surface ; or I cement it (also with the exposed or photo¬ 
graphically impressed surface downwards) upon the surface to 
which it is to remain permanently attached. The surface on 
which it is so mounted may be paper, card, glass, porcelain, 
enamel, etc. Where the tissue has not been coated with col¬ 
lodion previous to exposure to light, I prefer to coat it with col¬ 
lodion on the exposed or photographically impressed side, before 
mounting it for development, but this is not absolutely necessary ; 
and I sometimes omit the coating with collodion, more particu¬ 
larly where the print is intended to be coloured subsequently. 
Or where I employ collodion, with a view to connect the minute* 
and isolated points of the print firmly together, during develop¬ 
ment, I sometimes ultimately remove the film it forms by means- 
of a mixture of ether and alcohol, after the picture has been 
finally mounted, and the support of the film of collodion is no 
longer required. In mounting the exposed tissue or paper 
previous to development, in the temporary manner, with a view 
to subsequent transfer to another surface, I employ, in Un¬ 
mounting, a cement that is insoluble in the water used in the 
developing operation, but that can be dissolved afterwards, by 
the application of a suitable solvent; or one that possesses so 
little tenacity that the paper or other support, attached tem¬ 
porarily to the tissue or paper by its means, may be subsequently 
detached without the use of a solvent. 

“ The cements that may be used for temporary mounting are 
very various, but I generally prefer to use a solution of india- 
rubber, in benzole or other solvent, containing about six grains 
of india-rubber in each ounce of the solvent, and I sometimes 
add to the india-rubber solution a small proportion of dammar- 
gum, or gutta-percha. In using this cement, I float the photo¬ 
graphically impressed surface of the tissue upon it, and I treat 
in a similar manner the paper or other surface intended to be 
used as the temporary mount or support during development ; 
and after allowing the benzole or other solvent to evaporate, and 
while the surfaces coated with the cement are still tacky, I press* 
them strongly together in such a manner as to cause them to 
cohere. When the photographically impressed but still unde¬ 
veloped tissue is to be cemented to a surface, that not only 
serves to support the picture during its development, but also 
constitutes permanently the basis of the picture, I prefer to use 
albumen or starch paste as the cementing medium ; and where 
I employ albumen, I coagulate, or render it insoluble in water 
(by means of heat, by alcohol, or other means), after performing 
the cementing operation, and previous to developing. In the- 
permanent as in the temporary mode of mounting, I cement 
the tissue, with its photographically impressed surface down¬ 
ward, upon the surface to which it is to be permanently attached. 
After mounting the tissue, as before described, and allowing the: 
cement used time to dry, where it is of such a nature as to require 
it, I then submit the mounted tissue to the action of water, suf¬ 
ficiently heated to cause the solution and removal of those por¬ 
tions of the coloured gelatinous matter of the tissue which have 
not been rendered insoluble by the action of light during ex¬ 
posure in the printing frame or camera. Where paper has been 
used as a part of the original tissue, this paper soon becomes* 
detached by the action of the warm water, which then has free 
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access to the under stratum or back of the coloured gelatinous 

coating, and the soluble portions of it are therefore readily 

removed by the action of the water ; and by this means the im¬ 

pression is developed, that was produced by the action of light 

during the exposure of the tissue in the printing frame or camera, 

and the picture remains attached to the mount, cemented to the 

photographically impressed surface previous to development. I 

ad low the water to act upon the prints during several hours, so 

as to dissolve out the decomposed bichromate as far as possible. 

I then remove them from the water, and allow them to dry, and 

those not intended for transfer, but that have been permanently 

attached to paper, previous to development, I finish by pressing 

and trimming in the usual manner. Those which have been 

temporarily mounted, I transfer to paper, card, or other surface. 

In transferring to paper or card, I coat the surface of the print 

with gelatine, gum-arabic, or other cement of similar character, 

and allow it to dry. I then trim the print to the jn'oper shape 

and size, and place its surface in contact with the piece of paoer 

or card to which the transfer is to be effected, such piece of paper 

or card having been previously moistened with water, and I 

press the print and mount strongly together ; and after the 

paper or card has become perfectly dry, I remove the paper or 

other supporting material, temporarily attached, previous to 

development, either by simply tearing it off, where the cement 

used in the temporary mounting is of a nature to allow of this, 

without injury to the print, or I apply to the temporary mount 

benzole or turpentine, or other solvent of the cement employed, 

or I immerse the print in such solvent, and then detach the 

temporary mount, and so expose the reverse surface of the print, 

and 'after removing from the surface of the print, by means of 

a suitable solvent, any remains of the cement used in the tem¬ 

porary mounting, I finish the print by pressing in the usual 

manner. If, however, the print be collodionised, and be required 

to be tinted with water colour, I refer to remove the collodion 

film from the surface of the print, and this I do by the applica¬ 

tion of ether and alcohol. 

“ Having now set forth the nature of my invention of ‘ Improve¬ 

ments in Photography,’ and explained the manner of carrying 

the same into effect, I wish it to be understood that, under the 

above in part recited letters patent, I claim : —First, the prepara¬ 

tion and use of coloured gelatinous tissues, in the manner and 

tor the purpose above described ; secondly, the mounting of 

undeveloped prints, obtained by the use of coloured gelatinous 

tissues, in the manner and for the purpose above described ; 

thirdly, the remounting or transference of developed prints, pro¬ 

duced as above described, from a temporary to a permanent 

-support.” Mr. Swan, who was born at Sunderland in 1828, is a 

Fellow of the Royal Society; Past President of the Society of 

Chemical Industry ; Past President of the Institution of Elec¬ 

trical Engineers ; and a Vice-President of the Royal Photo¬ 

graphic Society. 

TIMING DEVELOPMENT. 

It is a pity that so few photographers adopt the method of timing 

development invented by Mr. Alfred Watkins. It is a method 

that should be adopted by all professionals, but probably few 

have ever taken the trouble to read about it, and fewer still to 

test it. Yet it is absurdly simple, needs no special apparatus, 

and can be.applied to every developer except pyro and ammonia, 

for the ammonia developer is changing during the whole course 

of development, as the strength of the alkali is diminishing during 

the process. But it can be used with any developer made up 

■with a fixed alkali. For the professional photographer, who has 

large numbers of plates to develop, it is particularly valuable, as 

it enables him to put the development into the hands of an 

assistant with the certainty of producing negatives of even 

density, provided that the exposures have been correct. It can 

be applied to any kind of plate, and even to plates of different 

makers, developed in the same dish. The method has often been 

described, but it is worth while going over it again. We will 

suppose that the photographer has a day’s portrait exposures to 

deveiop, exposures which have been fairly correct, and that he 

uses his favourite developer, whichever that may be, except pyro 

and ammonia, and wishes to test the timing method. Having 

mixed his developer, he places his watch where it can be easily 

seen, and having noted the time, he pours the developer on to the 

plate and notices how long the parts which he wishes to print 

white take to appear. Having done so, he proceeds with develop¬ 

ment just as usual, and when the plate appears to have attained 

the density he wishes (which he judges in the usual way by 

looking on the back and through the plate) he notes how long 

the whole process of development has taken. He can now wait 

until the plate is fixed and examine it to see if the density is 

correct. If it is too dense the time of development has been too 

long, and if too thin it was too short. If the plate is right he can 

secure the same density in all the rest, if they have been properly 

exposed, but he must first find out the proper factor for multiply¬ 

ing the time of appearance to obtain the total time of develop¬ 

ment. This is done by dividing the total time of development 

by the time of appearance. 

We will suppose that the time of appearance is thirty seconds, 

and the total time of development five minutes. Thirty seconds 

into five minutes goes ten times, and therefore his multiplying 

factor is ten. He may now hand over the rest of the plates to 

an assistant with the necessary instructions, which, if carefully 

followed, will produce a set of negatives of even density, provided 

of course that the exposures have been correct. If the assistant, 

by an error, should dilute the developer too much or too little, the 

result will be the same, as the addition of water merely lengthens 

the time of development and of appearance in the same propor¬ 

tion. The question of temperature has not been considered, but 

it has a marked effect in development, as every photographer 

knows. The temperature of the development should be kept 

uniform during the whole process. As a lesson in development it 

is worth while taking an exposed plate and cutting it in two, and 

developing one half with normal developer, carefully noting the 

time of appearance and the total time of development, and then 

developing the second half with the same developer largely 

diluted, again noting the time of appearance and multiplying it 

by the factor, found in developing the first half, to obtain the 

proper total time of development When fixed the two halves 

will be of exactly the same density. This is a fact which few will 

accept, but let them try the experiment, and they will be con¬ 

vinced. I was sceptical myself until I undertook some demon¬ 

strations to illustrate a paper by Mr. Alfred Watkins before the 

Birmingham Photographic Society. I had previously exposed 

some plates for experiments. Having cut one in two, Mr. 

Watkins asked me to take one half and pour on a developer, of 

whose constituents he wTas ignorant. “ Tell me,” he said, “ when 

you pour on the developer, and when the image begins to appear, 

and also when you think development is complete.” These direc¬ 

tions were followed and the first half put into the fixing solution. 

“ Now,” he said, “ take the secondjhalf and dilute the developer 

as much as you please. Tell me when you pour it on, and also 

when the image begins to appear, and I will tell you when tp 

stop.” When the two halves were fixed it was impossible to tell 

which was which ; yet one was developed for a much longer time 

than the other, but in developer diluted with five or six times a§ 

much water. 
It may be argued that this method of working reduces photo¬ 

graphy to a mere mechanical process. But such an argument is 

absurd. It is no more mechanical than weighing and measuring 

developers or timing exposui*es. If the photographer wishes to 

produce any special effect he knows that he needs a special kind 

of negative, and gives such an exposure and development as he 
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thinks will give him the negative he desires, and by adopting the 

timing method he can at any time be sure of getting just the 

amount of density needed. In addition, he can insure that his 

negatives are of much more uniform quality, as far as density is 

concerned ; and that uniformity will be a great saving of time, 

materials and temper when printing. What would not the 

printer, the retoucher, and the enlarger give to have uniform 

negatives ? In addition, he will have the advantage already 

mentioned, of being able to entrust the development of plates to 

an assistant, with the confidence that if his instructions are fol¬ 

lowed the negatives will be good. The newer developers, such 

as ortol, &c., can be used for several plates in succession, but 

after the second time of using they not only become much slower 

in working, but produce a different appearance, as the image 

will show through on the back of the plate at an earlier stage 

of the development, and if the density is judged by the back of 

the plate only it will be taken out and fixed before it is sufficiently 

developed. But by the timing method exactly the same density 

can be secured as with fresh developer. The plate need not be 

taken out of the dish to examine it at all, so that there is no 

frilling at the edges from handling ; the fingers need scarcely 

touch the solution, and the plate will not be fogged by holding it 

near the dark-room lamp to judge its density. The advantages 

are so many that it is surprising that so few have adopted the 

method, but photographers are so conservative and so disinclined 

to adopt anything which involves a little extra care at one stage, 

even if it saves much trouble later on. Although the timing can 

be done with a watch, it is better to use the Eikronometer specially 

made for the purpose ; it has a dial which is easily seen in the 

dark-room, and also a slide-rule arrangement which saves the 

trouble of calculating. Harold Baker. 

———-♦- 

THE PRODUCTION OF COLLODION NEGATIVES AND 

PRINTING ON ALBUMENISED PAPER IN THE EARLY 

DAYS OF THE PROCESS. 

Although the use of albumen paper at the present day is con¬ 

fined, I believe, to a few professional photographers for special 

purposes only, I am quite at one with Mr. Harris* in his state¬ 

ment that albumen prints can be made to yield in quality of tone 

and appearance more pleasing and artistic effects than the 

highly-glazed gelatino-bromide or chloride papers of to-day. I 

am speaking from personal experience which dates back to the 

sixties, when the wet collodion process and albumen paper print¬ 

ing were the only processes in general use. The collodion from 

which the early negatives were made was iodized either with 

iodide of cadmium or iodide of potassium and developed with 

pyrogallic acid, which gave a very dense image, and of a 

different colour to the dry plates of to-day. These negatives 

were strong in contrast and somewhat deficient in half-tone, and 

in order to get uniformity in the prints, and to produce the best 

results the printing was done in sunlight. The formula for 

development was as follows : — 

Pyrogallic acid. 10 grains. 
Glacial acetic acid . 3g drams. 
Distilled water . 10 ounces. 

If any intensification were needed, which was seldom the case, 

a few drops of a 30-gr. solution of nitrate of silver was mixed 

with the developer towards the end of development. In the 

early days this was the only preparation used for the production 

of negatives, but it was soon superseded by the introduction of 

bromo-iodized collodion and iron development. The latter gave 

less density in the negatives, with a maximum amount of half¬ 

tone, and to some extent had the property of resisting solarisa- 

tion in the more strongly lighted parts of the image and of bring¬ 

ing out detail in the deep shadows. The following was thv 

formula for development :•— 

Proto-sulphate of iron . ^ ounce. 
Glacial acetic acid. ^ ounce. 
Spirits of wine. Jj ounce. 
Distilled water . 8 ounces. 

After removing the developer and washing with water, any 

amount of intensity could be obtained with the following : 

Pyrogallic acid . 6 grains. 
Glacial acetic acid . \ ounce. 
Distilled water . 6 ounces. 

To as much of the above solution as may be necessary to cover 

the plate add a few drops of a 30-gr. solution of nitrate of silver. 

To develop the plate it was placed on a levelling stand, not in a 

dish as at present, and the developer flowed over it. The plate 

was adjusted to a dead level by screws affixed to the stand. The 

character and quality of the collodion negatives were different t«» 

those of the modern dry plate. They were clearer in the 

shadows, more brilliant and vigorous, and to those characteristics 

was due in a great measure the superiority in the tone and 

artistic appearance of the prints. But this was not all. Before 

the ready sensitised albumenised paper was placed on the market 

photographers sensitised their own paper. The paper, either 

Saxe or Rives, freshly albumenised and prepared from fresh eggs, 

could always be obtained from any of the leading firms of the 

day. To sensitise the paper it was floated for three minutes on 

a 60-gr. solution of pure re-crystallised nitrate of silver in dis¬ 

tilled water, and then suspended by glass or wood clips to dry. 

If sensitised in the day-time it was of course done in yellow light. 

I generally did it over-night, and printed the next day. After 

sensitising, the sooner the better the printing was done. 

The toning bath in general use was the acetate bath, which 

gave clear, wai'm tones, but that from which I obtained the 

richest tones and most brilliant prints was the phosphate of soda 

toning bath recommended by Hardwich. As soon, however, as 

ready-sensitised paper became available, which, apart from its 

keeping qualities, was said to print quickly and to give equal 

results to freshly-sensitised paper with the expenditure of much 

less time and trouble, the latter was doomed, although it must 

have been apparent to all that the results were not equal. I do 

not say but what good prints have been, and are probably still 

taken with ready-sensitised paper. I used it myself up to the 

advent of gelatino-bromide paper, and have repeatedly used it 

since, and with some papers, the makers of which it would appear 

invidious to name, I have obtained excellent results. But I 

have never succeeded even, with collodion negatives, in produc¬ 

ing the same quality of tone and effect with the ready-sensitised 

paper as I did with freshly-albumenised paper sensitised by my¬ 

self. The inference, then, to be drawn from these remarks is. 

that if we wish to obtain the best results from albumenised paper 

we must go back to the early methods of freshly-prepared and 

freshly-sensitised paper, and at the same time to secure a little 

more vigour and intensity, with clearer shadows, in our dry- 

plate negatives. Thomas Mitchell (Colonel). 

The following are the South London Photographic Society’s excursions 
to the Continent for the season 1902, to be personally conducted by Mr. 
William F. Slater, F.R.P.S.:—May 10th to May 19th, Dead Cities of the 
Zuyder Zee (inclusive cost, about £5); May 31st to June 9th, Rhine Val¬ 
ley and Ahrgau (£5 15s); June 28th to July 13th, Bernese Oberland (£10); 
August 9th to August 18th, Valley of the Moselle (£6); September—to 
be announced later. Programme and all particulars may be obtained off 
Mr. F. Slater at 5, Firs Parade, High Road, Lee, S.E. 

Most people know that Mr. John Brett had theories of his own con¬ 
cerning the laws of optics, and that he took a certain interest in astronomy. 
His vision was abnormal, so much so that it is said that he could make- 
out stars with the naked eye which were indiscernable to the ordinary 
man without a telescope. But even those who were best acquainted with 
the painter’s scientific interests must have been surprised at the remark¬ 
able obituary notice that appeared in a contemporary:—“ Mr. John 
Brett, A.R.A., the well-known Indian astronomer, has died at Daisyfield., 
Putney Heath-lane, in his seventy-first year.”—“ The Morning Post.” * British Journal of Photography, December 20,1901. 
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THE HALF-TONE TRICHROMATIC PROCESS. 

(A paper read at the stated meeting of the Franklin Institute, 

held Wednesday, November 20, 1901.) 

Until recently, all of the finest colour printing has been done 

by the chroinolithographic process, employing from seven to 

twenty stones, with as many inks and impressions, and the 

necessary drawings upon these stones have been made by 

specially trained lithographic artists. It has long been thought 

by some that in accordance with the trichromatic theory of 

colour vision, three printing surfaces, colours, and impressions 

might be substituted for the seven to twenty of the chromolitho¬ 

grapher, and that the preparation of these surfaces might be 

accomplished by photography. The only commercially success¬ 

ful development of this idea to-day is by the employment of 

three half-tone process blocks made from a trichromatic 

negative colour record, and printed with three coloured inks in 

the type press. It will no doubt interest those present to know 

that the first public exhibition of a reproduction by this method 

was at the Novelties Exhibition of the Franklin Institute, in 

1885.* This example was made by me in 1881, when I was the 

only man in the world engaged in the production of half-tone 

process blocks! and ten years before anybody else is known to 

have made a half-tone trichromatic reproduction. The time 

was not then ripe for the commercial development of such a 

process, which demands conditions in the printing office which 

have been realised only after many years, by a process of evolu¬ 

tion which was greatly stimulated by the introduction of the 

half-tone photo-engraving process. 

The half-tone trichromatic process was first commercially 

exploited less than ten years ago, and is already a competitor 

of chromo-lithography, because cheaper and more direct; but 

the quality of the product has been, up to the present time, so 

uneven as to have brought the process somewhat into disrepute. 

This state of affairs is due largely to the fact that such success 

as is achieved generally depends very largely upon the degree 

of skill available in the correction of errors and defects in the 

operation of the process by re-etching the half-tone blocks—a 

procedure technically and appropriately known as “faking.” 

I have always contended that conditions could be secured which 

would make it possible to obtain the best results almost auto¬ 

matically, and it is my purpose in preparing this paper to show 

how this may be accomplished. As in all other practical forms 

of the trichromatic process, we commence with three photo¬ 

graphs to represent the analysis of all colours into proportions 

of three “ primary ” or fundamental colours, and it is evident 

that correct results cannot be obtained without the aid of hand¬ 

work unless this photographic record correctly differentiates all 

the hue and luminosity values of the copy. How to secure this 

perfect differentiation of hue and luminosity value is a problem 

which certainly baffled the earlier experimenters in trichro¬ 

matic photography ; but its solution by working to the Maxwell 

colour curves, as first proposed by me in a paper read at this 

Institute in 1888, t has been sufficiently demonstrated by the 

results obtained in the photo-chromoscope. In the photo¬ 

chromoscope, however, we make up our white light, not of all 

of the spectrum rays, but of a mixture of three practically 

isolated groups from the two ends and middle of the spectrum. 

If we were to employ all of the spectrum rays equally, but 

sharply divided into three groups, we should find that when we 

attempted to reproduce certain hues of the spectrum, they 

would be somewhat degraded in purity, because pure spectrum 

reds, greens, and blue-violets cannot be reproduced by any 

mixtures of spectrum rays. From this I have argued that colour 

* Catalogue of the Novelties Exhibition, 1885, p. 36. See also The Photographic 
News, London, Sept. 5, 1884, first page, 

t U. S. Patent No. 245,501, Aug. 9, 1881. 
t Journal of the Franklin Institute, January, 1889, p. 54. U. S. Patent, No. 

432,530, July 22, 1890. 

prints from Maxwell curve photographic records, if made uporj 

paper which reflects ordinary white light, must show a little 

degradation of colour. Comparison of such prints with the 

originals and with the photo-chromoscope reproductions shows 

that this degradation, otherwise almost unnotice-able, actually 

occurs and disappears when the prints are viewed in a white 

light made up of a mixture of isolated groups of red, green, and 

blue spectrum rays. From this it might be argued that the 

photographic colour record which is suitable for one purpose is 

unsuitable for the other. The fact is, however, that for synthesis 

by any other light than the artificial white of the photo-chromo¬ 

scope, no trichromatic analysis can be theoretically perfect; and 

I hold that the Maxwell curve analysis* introduces, even for 

synthesis in ordinary white light, less serious errors than any 

other ; and that the best compensation for the modicum of degra¬ 

dation of purity should be sought in later stages of the process, 

in the lining of the process blocks, the absorption and trans¬ 

parency of the printing inks, and the paper and press-work. 

This question has been the subject of much controversy, and as it 

would take a volume to fully elucidate the subject, I will only add 

here that the demonstration which I now present is based upon 

Maxwell curve analysis, the results cf which, under the condi¬ 

tions which I have secured, will speak for themselves. 

The perfection of each indivdual element of the trichromatic- 

negative record depends upon the relations of the source of il¬ 

lumination, the absorption of the selective colour screen and the- 

colour sensitiveness of the photographic plate, one to another. 

Each of the three negatives may, however, be substantially per¬ 

fect in itself, but out of key, so to speak, with the others, though 

being relatively less or more exposed or developed to lesser or 

greater density ; and in the practice of the process this want of 

harmony of relationship is a source of error quite as serious as 

errors of principle in the analysis, and it is probable that two- 

thirds of the “ faking ” that is found necessary in practice is due 

to errors of this character, which may be introduced in any of tin 

photographic operations, or even in the etching process, so long 

as the three operations are conducted separately. My cure forr 

this difficulty consists in the production of the three images of 

the colour record by one exposure upon a single sensitive plater 

for which purpose I have devised several special cameras, one 

of which,* together with triple negatives produced in it, is subr 

mitted for examination. After once correctly adjusting these 

cameras, triple negatives can be turned out with perfect regu¬ 

larity, in which the relation of the images one to another, in 

exposure and density, is bound to be correct. The printing upon 

the zinc or copper-plate and the etching is also thereby reduced 

from three operations to one. The importance of this procedure 

from a labour-saving point of view is very great, because it saves 

much time and labour in the initial stages of the process, besides- 

eliminating errors which frequently necessitate costly and time- 

consuming “ faking ” operations in the later stages. In the most 

approved method of producing the half-tone process blocks, the 

half-tone process negatives are made through cross-line sealed 

screens, in order to translate the smooth gradations into definite 

line and dot, as is required by the typographic printing process. 

There are a few operators who employ the cross-line screen in the 

first instance, making the half-tone negative directly on the 

colour-sensitive plate ; but very much longer exposures are then 

required, and the translation of body shade into line and dot is 

far less definite and satisfactory than when a transparency from 

the smooth colour record negative is made the copy for a liali- 

tone process negative by the wet-plate process, or on specia 

“ contrast ” dry plates. My special triple cameras can be fitted 

with the cross-line screens, so as to make the line negatn es 

direct; but after some experience of both methods I at present 

favour making first a triple colour record, then a contact positn e. 

* U. S. Patent, No. 668.9S9, February 26, 1901. 
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and from the latter a triple half-tone process negative in the 

copying camera. Allowing for the saving in time in making the 

original exposure through colour screens, no time is lost, and 

the half-tone process negative, made by the wet-plate process, or 

on a special “ contrast ” dry plate, is of a quality not obtainable 

by the first method. 

Compared with the most usual procedure, fifteen operations* 

are thus reduced to five,+ and compared with the shortest method 

practised with a single camera, nine operations are reduced to 

five, with gain in the quality of the screen process negatives and 

elimination of the defects commonly introduced by separate 

exposure, development, printing, and etching. If the screen 

negatives are made direct with the triple camera, the total 

number of operations is reduced to three. Another reason for 

favouring the use of a transparency as copy for the half-tone 

process negative, is the fact that original triple-colour records 

■can most advantageously be made on a standard size of plate in 

■a camera which gives images either larger or smaller than the 

■plates required, and the images readily brought to the required 

size in the copying camera, when the triple half-tone process 

negative is made. The original triple negative is then available 

.at any time for plates of different sizes, or with screens of 

different degrees of fineness, or for Ivromskop slides or colour 

[print lantern slides, or for any other kind of trichromatic process 

reproduction which may at any future time be desired. Three of 

the ruled cross-line screens are used in the copying camera in 

front of the one negative plate, and the arrangement is such 

that three small images can be made on plates of one size, or 

three larger images on a larger plate without change of screens 

•or alteration of adjustment. It is necessary to use three screens 

in order to have the lines differently disposed in the different 

Images to avoid an offensive watered-silk pattern. This disposi¬ 

tion of the lines at different angles to avoid this effect is seen in 

my original example of 1881, a copy of which I have with me, and 

•was patented by some one else twelve years after. By the means 

which I have described, sets of half-tone trichromatic printing 

[plates may be produced with great regularity and precision, fre¬ 

quently requiring no re-etching to perfect them, and never any 

•considerable amount of it. It remains only to reduce the print¬ 

ing'to one run through the press in order to eliminate errors due 

to unequal inking and unequal expansion of the paper with 

•changes of atmospheric condition, to make the production of 

half-tone trichromatic process reproductions as nearly as possible 

••automatic, and of the highest average quality. Already it has 

been proved that the printing can be done successfully upon 

this principle with a special press which is now on exhibition in 

this city, but was not available for.printing my specimens. They 

have been run off on an ordinary treadle press without any over¬ 

lay or other “make-ready.” The depth and “openness” of the 

•etching of the plates, and the colour and transparency of the 

Inks, are very important factors in this work. To fulfil 

•theoretical requirements, the ink must be perfectly transparent 

and as specifically anti-chromatic as possible to the respective 

primary ” colours in ordinary white light. If they absorb too 

broad bands of the spectrum, or if the blocks are not etched 

■sufficiently open, the colours will be degraded with black— 

“ muddied ” is the technical term. If they absorb too narrow 

bands of the spectrum, or if the two top colours are not perfectly 

transparent, the superposition of the three inks will not produce 

a good black, and some colours must be falsely rendered. If the 

•absorptions are diffuse, a little difference in the relative amounts 

•of the inks put down will make great changes in the colours of 

the print. If the absorptions are in sharply-defined bands, 

which meet each other over the Fraunhofer I) and F lines of the 

* Three separate colour-screen negatives, three separate transparencies, three 
separate half-tone process negatives, three separate prints on the zinc or copper¬ 
plates, and three etching operations. 

t One colour record negative, one transparency, one half-tone negative, one 
print on copper or zinc, and one etching. 

spectrum, after putting down enough to make a good black by 

superposition, an excess of any one will scarcely alter the colours 

of the print except there be lateral spreading, increasing the area 

of the printed lines. Inks having broadly overlapping absorp 

tions, or not perfectly transparent, produce a quite different hue 

when printed in lines side by side than when the lines superpose, 

while perfectly transparent inks with sharply defined absorp 

tions which just come together in the spectrum will produce a 

tint of almost exactly the same hue where the lines overlap and 

where they do not. All of these facts should be taken into con¬ 

sideration in the selections of printing inks, and constitute a 

basis for predicting what will prove most suitable. The inks 

which I employ are a minus red (peacock blue), the absorption of 

which is strong and pretty even from the red end of tin spectrum 

right up to the D line, but falls off to nothing in the greenish 

yellow ; a minus green (crimson), the absorption of which is 

strong and pretty even from over the 1) line to the F line, falling 

quickly to nothing cutside of those limits ; a minus blue (yellow), 

the absorption of which is strong in the violet and blue, and falls 

off gradually between the F an l E lines. A mixture of these 

three inks to make a transparent neutral gray, when analysed in 

the spectroscope, shows somewhat more absorption in the yellow 

and blue-green of the spectrum than in the red, green and blue- 

violet parts, proving that they effect a colour synthesis in some 

degree approximate in character to that in the photo-chromo- 

scope, while still m bands sharp enough to make easy printing 

without the hue depending too much upon the flow of ink, or 

whether the lines or dots fall side by side or in superposition. 

These inks are not quite ideal, but they are the nearest approxi¬ 

mation that I can now obtain, and they yield more accurate 

rendering of colours from Maxwell curve-record printing plates 

than the “ regular ” three-colour process inks. 

Fkedekic E. Ives. 

LIVERPOOL AMATEUR PHOTOGRAPHIC ASS0CL4TI0N. 

The annual competition, followed by an exhibition of works by 
members of this society, took place last week, the judges being 
Messrs. Horsley. Hinton, Huson, and Watmough Webster. The 
exhibition, which includes the competitive photographs and a loan 
collection by members, was opened on Saturday to members and 
friends. The prize-winners were Mr. Jos. Appleby, gold medal; 
Messrs. J. H. Canavelli, J. C. Timpany, W. E. Inston, C. Gostenhofer, 
and Mrs. Lister, silver medals; Messrs. J. Selkirk and T. W. Quirk, 
bronze medals. For lantern slides Mr. F. Anyon gained the gold 
medal; Mr. E. Ellis, Dr. C. Thurston Holland, and Mr. J. W. Towers, 
silver medals; and Messrs. J. Marples, bronze medal; H. J. Houghton, 
silver medal (stereoscopic). Miss Harvey was awarded the president’s 
prize in the ladies’ competition. 

The exhibition is a strong one, and the association is to be congratu¬ 
lated on the result of their year’s picture making, which shows 
pictoria-l quality of high excellence, and proves that the Liverpool 
society have little to learn in photographic technique. 

The winner of the gold medal, who, by his success on this occa¬ 
sion, needs only to score another similar success to become the owner 
of the Challenge Trophy, sent in three pictures of conspicuous merit, 
one giving a cloud effect, with the sun’s rays showing, fan-like, 
through a break in the clouds; though perhaps a little ad capitandum 
in treatment, it forms a most attractive picture; then we have a sea 
study, with waves breaking into foam on a shingly beach, under the 
lea of a rocky eminence, and again sea, a stretch of water with a 
huge roller stretching diagonally across the picture and caught just 
when beginning to break. The movement of the water, the actual 
rolling of the huge wave, and the swirl of the back wash of its 
predecessor are here brought before us with considerable realism. 

Naturally, Liverpool might be expected to be well represented by 
sea pictures, and in another set, likewise by Air. Appleby, we have 
again a powerful representation of wave and crest, and a view with 
clouds well deserving study. A strong competitor in this class was 
(i plate) the gainer of a medal in Class B, with three excellent 
figure studies. One that attracts attention at once shows a figure 
almost centrally placed, and a little too strongly silhouetted' against 
a light sky; with this exception, that the Avhole is a little too heavy, 
this picture merits great praise for its composition and feeling 
An otherwise excellent photograph, showing two figures in the fore¬ 
ground, is marred by the figures being so arranged that each 
is going out of the picture at the sides, and they are thus shown, back 
to back. 
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The other competitor from Class B was “ Cavalier,” who sent two 
seascapes and a charming view of cattle browsing under the shade 
of a tree. The grouping of the animals is very good, but the compo¬ 
sition is rather divided by the tree separating the cattle into two 
groups. In one sea piece is seen the last remains of the skeleton of a 
wreck, with receding water, and almost poetical in its grim suggestive¬ 
ness of desolation and neglect. 

--■ 

Commercial $ Cegal Intelligence* 
-♦- 

Messrs. Thompson & Lee, technical photographers, inform us that their 
•address in future will be 17, Eldon Square, Newcastle-on-Tyne. 

The Austin-Edwards Monthly Film Competition.—The prize camera 
for the current month has been awarded to Mr. Harold D. Lowthian, 
4, Milk Street Buildings, London, E.C., for his negative “A Winter 
Scene.” 

At the Leicester County Court, on Thursday last, Messrs. Taylor, 
Taylor & Hobson, opticians, Leicester, sued William Scorer, photo¬ 
grapher, Havant, for £3 4s. lid. for goods supplied. Mr. Ironside (Ben¬ 
nett & Ironside) was for plaintiffs. James Ronald Taylor, traveller for 
the plaintiffs, said he called on the defendant last July, when a photo¬ 
graphic lens and other articles were ordered and supplied. Defendant 

■denied that he ordered the goods, but admitted having received them. 
He did not return them, because he thought plaintiffs’ traveller would 
call and he could hand them to him. Judgment for plaintiffs for the 
.amount claimed. 

The Anthony & Scovill Company.—Articles of incorporation were filed 
in Albany December 23rd, for the Anthony & Scovill Company, with a 
-capital of 2,500,000 dollars. This corporation was organised to control 
the corporations heretofore known as E. & H. T. Anthony & Co., the 
Scovill & Adams Company, the Columbian Photo Paper Company of 
Westfield, Mass., the Monarch Paper Company of Binghamton, N.Y., 
and other corporations. The names of the incorporators are R. A. 
Anthony, William T. Wisner, Clarence B. Stanbury, William Edmond 
Curtis, F. Kingsbury Curtis and Alexander C. Lamoutte, all of New York 
“City; Frederick A. Anthony, of Hackensack, N.J.; James F. Chard, of 
Buffalo ; W. I. Lincoln Adams, of Montclair, N.J. ; Hugo Kohlmann and 
Albert W. Putnam. At a meeting held December 27th the following officers 
were elected:—R. A. Anthony, President; F. A. Anthony, First Vice-Presi¬ 
dent and Treasurer ;C. B. Stanbury, Second Vice-President ;A. C. Lamoutte, 
Secretary; E. B. Barker, Assistant Treasurer. The Anthony & Scovill 
Company will manufacture and sell photographic apparatus of all kinds, 
Including paper, films and film cameras.—“Anthony’s Photographic 
Bulletin.” 

At the Lutterworth County Court, on Saturday, January 11th, before 
Judge Wightman Wood, E. T. Pierson, Official Receiver in Bankruptcy, 
'Coventry, and trustee in the estate of W. C. Bax, photographer, late of 
Rugby and Lutterworth, sued C. W. Turner, cycle agent, 
Lutterworth, to recover £3 3s. for an enlargement, credit 
being given for £1 3s. contra, leaving a balance of £1 19s. lOd. Bax 
stated that in September, 1900, defendant took him a photo to enlarge. 
It was very old and cracked, and required very great care. He 
remounted it and then enlarged it, and it proved a very difficult job. When 
Tie took it to defendant on October 15th he refused to accept it, saying 
the charge was too higb. It was now in the possession of Mr. Dalby, 
the owner of the premises, who bought the business from the trustee. 
'The Judge: Then how can you deliver it? Witness replied that there 
was a stipulation in the sale that it should be given up if required. As 
to the contra, he bought a bicycle from defendant, which came, with 
accessories, to £13 15s. 2d., of which he paid £12 12s. Defendant entirely 
repudiated the order, saying he asked Bax to remount the photo, but did 
not order the enlargement. When Bax brought it he at once refused 
it, and reminded him that he never gave the order. Bax said, “ Oh, I 
took it as a sort of an order. You were looking at enlargements and 
asking the price, and I understood you to give the order.” Defendant 
•also stated he could have got the enlargement done anywhere for 5s. 6d. 
Plaintiff said he would not have undertaken the remounting under 10s. 
The Judge: Oh, nonsense. If you had soaked it in water for a few 
hours, it was simple enough. I see you made an intermediate. The 
■enlargement was here handed to the judge (unframed), who, after 
-critically examining it, remarked, “ Why, this is a photogravure: one of 
-the sort that an artist in Paris reckons ito do for the cost of the packing 
ease only. But, still, the point before me is whether the order was given 
■or not, and neither has witnesses. I find plaintiff has failed to prove 
the order, and therefore give judgment for 2s. 6d. for the trouble of 
remounting.” 

Re James Stoyle Catford, photographer, 2, Lansdowne Villas, Hamp¬ 
ton Wick.—The first meeting of the creditors interested under this failure 
took place at the offices of the Official Receiver, Railway Approach, Lon¬ 
don Bridge, S.E., on Friday last, under the presidency of Mr. Mackintosh, 
Senior Official Receiver. The statement of affairs filed by the debtor 
disclosed gross liabilities amounting to £1,154 4s. lid., of which £984 
4s. lid. was expected to rank against the estate for dividend. To 
fully-secured creditors, £170, the value of the securities being estimated 
at the same amount. The assets consisted of £10 deposited with solicitor 

to pay costs of petition, and furniture valued at £50. Total assets £60, 
thus showing a deficiency of £924 4s. lid. The report and observations 
of the Official Receiver were to the following effect:—“ The debtor states 
that he does work for illustrated papers, but from 1898 until the 19th 
ult. he was in partnership, under a verbal arrangement, with a Mr. C. 
P. W. Bond, trading as ‘ The Royal Thames Guide.’ A. Mr. Gisborne 
appears to have .been a partner at one time, but debtor states he was 
bought out by Mr. Bond about a year before the receiving order. The 
partnership was, the debtor states, dissolved by order of the Official 
Referee on the 19th ult. Debtor further informs me that from March, 
1895, until December, 1899, he was in business as a landscape photograph 
publisher. In January, 1900, he entered into an agreement with ‘ Photo, 
Limited,’ a company now stated to be in liquidation, for the sale of his 
stock, plant, machinery, etc., and all patents and secret processes, 
British and foreign, which he then had or might invent during the time 
he was in the employment of the company, for £1,100, of which £100 
Was to be paid in cash and £1,000 in shares in the company. He was 
also to give his entire services to the company, at a salary of £3 10s. per 
week. It is to the failure of the company that he chiefly attributes his 
insolvency, and he states that he first became aware of it when the 
company went into liquidation. The creditor shown as fully secured holds 
a policy on the debtor’s life for £500. The debtor further states that in 
March, 1897, he made a private arrangement with his creditors, whose 
debts amounted to about £800, under which 10s. in the £ was paid to 
certain creditors amounting to about £200, his friends’ claims to the 
balance being allowed by them to stand over. No books of account had 
been, debtor states, kept since December, 1899.” The Official Receiver 
said he had received a proof from Mr. Joseph Catford of £600, but he 
should want strict proof of that debt. An I O U had been produced, 
but it bore no date. The money was alleged to have been advanced in 
1899. The only assets consisted of the debtor’s furniture, and he had 
received an offer of £40 for it from Mary Catford, the debtor’s wife, 
although debtor valued it at £50. In reply to the Official Receiver, debtor 
said his wife was raising the £40 on a reversion. He had no interest in 
the reversion personally. It was not marketable at the present time. 
He owed his wife £600 now, and he did not think she would advance 
him any more to pay his creditors a composition. The £600 was actually 
lent to him by his wife’s father, but it would come out of her share of his 
estate, under his will. The £600 was advanced to him in two sums of 
£400 and £200 respectively. The larger amount was advanced when 
he commenced business. Mr. Bond’s solicitor said the partnership 
between his client and the debtor was not a verbal one, and the debtor 
admitted that an error had been made in that respect. The partnership 
was dissolved by order of the Court, and the assets of the estate were 
handed over to Mr. Bond. Debtor said the £600 was lent to him per¬ 
sonally; it was nothing to do with the partnership. He had no other 
property beyond what he had disclosed in his statement of affairs. He 
had lost everything. The Official Receiver said he did not know if the 
creditors wished to appoint an independent trustee to wind up the estate 
in bankruptcy; the debtor had no offer of composition to make to his 
creditors, and there was only the furniture to realise. In small estates 
of that kind it was usual to leave the estate in the hands of the Official 
Receiver. The meeting formally decided to leave the matter in the hands 
of the Official Receiver. 

Recently, at the Town Hall, Southport, Alfred Traverse, fourteen 
years of age, of Boundary-road, was charged with stealing two 
sovereigns, the property of Mr. F. W. Marshall, Westneld-street, by 
whom he was employed as an errand boy. The prosecutor mised two 
sovereigns from a desk, and on Wednesday he saw the boy with a camera, 
which, it was ascertained, he had purchased for 21s. On being spoken 
to, he admitted his guilt, and produced 18s. 6d. from his pickets. The 
boy’s elder brother promised to look well after the prisoner, who was 
bound over under the First Offenders Act. 

Toning.—“Toning P.O.P.’s” was the title of the last lecture before 
the Newcastle and Northern Counties Photographic Association at the 
Y.M.C.A., Blackett Street, Newcastle-on-Tyne. Mr. Burton Graham, 
who was the lecturer, has a decided predilection for the combined bath 
for both professional and amateur use when properly worked, as the 
tones secured are much pleasanter and the time and trouble of the 
various operations of the separate bath much reduced, and if properly 
done and a bath rich enough in gold and hypo used the results are as 
permanent. Mr. Graham showed some prints done without special care, 
and in a hurry, some five or six years ago, which were every bit as good 
as the day they were finished, though he recommends that the bath be 
used more as a toner than a fixer; but the prints must be washed for 
a quarter of an hour between the operations or permanency and tone 
cannot be secured. The fixing bath also must not be too strong, about 
two ounces to the pint being a good strength. Five minutes’ fixing shoulj 
be enough at this stage, when the prints must be thoroughly washed by 
hand, as it is very little good putting such heavy papers as the ordinary 
P.O.P. into a dish and letting the tap run on to them, as they sink 
to the bottom, and the water never properly circulates between them. 
If they are so washed the probability is that uneven tones and fading 
will be the result. Mr. Graham also emphasised the fact that gooi 
tones can only be got from good negatives, and in damp weather h 
advises a sheet of celluloid being placed in the back of the printing 
frame instead of the usual blotting paper, as. being impervious to 
moisture, this is also better than indiarubber for platinotypes. For matt 
prints he prefers the ordinary P.O.P. squeezed on to ground opal pre¬ 
viously waxed to the ready-made matt paper, as in the former case the 

image is more on the surface. 
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Meetings of Societies. 
-♦- 

MEETINGS OF SOCIETIES FOR NEXT WEEK. 

January. 

27, 

30. 

28 

29. 

25. 

30. 

31. 

30. 

3D. 

29. 

30. 

29. 

29. 
28. 

30. 

°8.. 

39, 

31. 

29. 

28. 
29. 
28, 

24. 

31. 

29 

30. 

Name of Society. 

Camera Club. 

Camera Club. 

Birmingham Photographic. 

G.E.R. Mechanics’ Institution 

Glasgow and West of Scotland 

Liverpool Amateur . 

Borough Polytechnic . 

Richmond Camera Club 

London and Provincial.. 

Ashton-under-Lyne . 

North-West London. 

Southsea Photographic Societj 

Croydon Camera Club . 
Newcastle-on-Tyne. 

Rodley, Farsley, and District... 

Leeds Photographic Soicety ... 

Darwen Photographic . 

Oldham Photographic Society 

West London Photographic ... 

The Photographic Club . 

Thornton Heath Polytechnic... 
Redhill and District .. 
Newcastle-on-Tyne. 

Croydon Scientific Society.... 

Croydon'Scientific Society .... 

Croydon Camera Club 

Liverpool Amateur.... 

Subject. 

/ Acetylene and its Uses. J. W. Woodall 
( M.A., F.G.S., and F. Windham. 
/ Concerning Rings and Brooches. Cyril 
\ Davenport, F.S.A. 
I Round about Plymouth with a Camera. 
\ F. W. Pilditch. 
I Demonstration on Austin - Edwards’ 
\ Film, &c., by W. W. Welford. 
Opening of Exhibition. 
/Lantern Lecture : Morocco and 

I Moorish Spain. Mr. John Bushby. 
/ Platinum Papers : Developing jor 
I Tones. Mr. F. W. Gregg. 
/ With Cycle and Camera in South Wales 
I and the Border Counties and Bridges 

1 - Old and New. Dr. Hodman and Mr. 
I Cheese. 
f Paper on Actinometers. Mr. W. 
\ Thomas. 
j Discussion on Photograms of the Year. 
\ By Members, in the Rooms. 
/ Members’ slides. Prize Night (Firal of 
t Competition). 
/Lantern Night. Animated Photo¬ 

graphs by Mr. L. Dyer, and Pre- 
f sentation of Medals. 
The Sixty-second Public Lantern Show. 
Carbon Printin'/. By Roger Brady. 
(Ozotype. Mr. T. Heaps. (Yorkshire 
( Photographic Union Lecture ) 
( Photographic Heresies. Mr. R. Child 
( Bayley (Editor of Photography). 
1901 Prize Slides. 
I'Lecture and Demonstration. Improv¬ 

ing Negatives and Prints. Pictorial 
and Decorative Work. Mr. Walter 

l. D. Welford (London). 
) Lantern Night. With a Tandem in 
t Switzerland. W. Collett. 
f Round the Coast with Rod and Camera. 
. (Lantern Slides by members of the 
V family.) Mr. J. W. Zaehnsdorf. 
Lantern JNight. 
Committee Meeting. Lantern Night. 
Carbon Printing. Mr. Roger Brady. {Photographic. Lecture on IlomeJ’or- 

traiture. Mr. P. R Salmon, F.R.P.S. 
Illustrated by lantern slides. Affilia¬ 
tion lecture. {Photographic. Demonstration of Pic¬ 
torial and Decorative Photography, 
with Warwick plates. Mr. Walter 
D. Welford. 

^Sixty-second Public Lantern Show at 
the Small Public Hall, Croydon, 
will consist mainly of members’ 
slides. Supplemented by a Collec¬ 
tion of Photographic Curiosities and 
Marvels, specially contributed by 
Sir Henry Trueman Wood, Dr. 
Vaughan Cornish and Professor 
Worthington, &c., which the Presi¬ 
dent will explain. 

/ Lantern Lecture. Morocco and Moor- 
\ ish Sp>ain. Mr. John Bushby. 

St. Louis World’s Fair, 1903. 

The President read a letter addressed to the council by Mr. J (J. 
Strauss, of St. Louis, in reference to the forthcoming World’* Fair to b<* 
held in St. Louis in 1903, on lines similar, but on a more extensive scale, 
to that of Chicago in 1893. Efforts were being made to secure that a building 
should be devoted entirely to photography, and Mr. Strauss felt confident 
that if the directors of the Fair were made acquainted with a demand for 
the recognition of photography as an art, not classed as a mechanical 
process or product of manufacture, they would do what they could to 
adopt the suggestion. The President said that the aims indicated in the 
letter had the warmest support of the council, but it was thought that 
the society in general meeting should have an opportunity of signifying 
its approval. This approval was forthcoming, and the secretary was 
requested to convey the same to Mr. Strauss. 

LONDON AND PROVINCIAL PHOTOGRAPHIC ASSOCIATION. 

January 16.—Mr. Furley Lewis in the chair. 
Mr. A. J. Brown brought up some prints on Mariona paper, mad«- 

several years ago, in order to bear out by illustration some previous 
remarks he had made upon the unreliability of prints fixed in hypo and 
alum. One print was fixed without toning or previous washing, and 
was as good as new. Another print was fixed in hypo and alum alter 
washing, and had gone a good deal. A third print, fixed in hypo and 
alum without previous washing, was much faded and very yellow. 

Mr. S. H. Fry thought it curious that it should b-* admitted that hypo 
and alum was undesirable, especially in view of the fact that results by 
the hot hypo and alum bath weic as permanent as those of practically 
any other process. He knew of no equally good alternative method tj 
the latter for the treatment of bromide prints. 

Mr. Mavall said that he made it a practice to utilise the virtues of th<- 
alum after all other processes were complete. He had worked with 
P.O.P. for some years, and, with due precautions as to temperature of 
solutions, he had no trouble with frilling. Speaking about the manipula- 
tion of P.O.P., he said that hypo was always a dangerous element. He 
considered that all formulae that prescribed 3 or 4 ounces of hypo to the 
pint as the proper strength were on a wrong basis. The great principle 
with delicate prints such as P.O.P. prints was not to immerse them in 
strong hypo, but to use a weaker bath and fix for a longer time. It was 
only a question cf time, and therefore he reduced the quantity to 1 
ounce of crystals to the pint of water. Alum was used after fixing as a 
measure of precaution for the safe handling of the prints. He had used 
fixing baths made of 1 ounce of hypo to 40 ounces of water, yet the 
results were as good as ever. There seemed to be immense prejudice* 
against P.O.P. in France. The better-class professionals used albumen 
paper. It would be remembered that he had shown results on P.O.P. by 
development some years ago to this association. The development 
method was undoubtedly the best way to deal with P.O.P. 

Mr. A. Haddon said that 10 per cent, hypo solution was better than 
any other strength. 

Mr. Mackie said that he used 2 ounces to the pint, and therefore agreed 
with the last speaker. 

Mr. Haddon said that if the prints were washed for 20 or 30 minutes; 
after fixing, and before putting them in the alum, there should be no 
trouble. The alum would, in that case, act.on the gelatine, and nofc 
upon the image as it would otherwise. 

Mr. T. F. Freshwater showed another of Mr. Ives’ parallax stereograms 
by the kindness of Mr. Bolas, and members were allowed to examine it 
closely, the binding being cut away. 

Mr. F. C. Kellow showed a spotty negative. 
Mr. Browa said that it was due to moisture attacking the varnish. If 

the varnish were entirely removed, the negative would, he thought, regain 
its original condition. 

-♦- 

ROYAL PHOTOGRAPHIC SOCIETY. 

January 14.—Ordinary meeting. Mr. Thomas R. Dallmeyer, president, 
in the chair. 

New Members. 

Nominations in favour of fourteen candidates were read for the first 
time, and eight gentlemen were elected members of the society. 

Progress Medal. 

The President announced that the council had unanimously awarded 
the Progress Medal of the society to Mr. Joseph Wilson Swan, M.A., 
F.R.S., in recognition of his services to photography in connection with 
the carbon or pigment printing process and its applications. 

Fellowship. 

The President said that the council had received four applications for 
the Fellowship, and that they had admitted two of the candidates, viz., 
Mr. B. F. Howard and Mr. J. E. Middlebrook. 

Affiliation. 

It was announced that the Isle of Man Camera Club had been admitted 
to the affiliation. 

Scrutineers. 

The following members were appointed scrutineers of the ballot for the 
ensuing election of officers, council, judges, and the selecting and hanging 
committees:—Messrs. H. C. Rapson, W. Atkinson, Drinkwater Butt, E. 
Clifton, W. E. Dunmore, T. E. Freshwater, T. K. Grant, Furley Lewis 
C. P. Butler, Leslie Selby, F. T. Beeson, and W. C. Plank. 

PHOTOGRAPHIC CLUB. 

January 15.—Mr. J. W. Zaehnsdorf in the chair. 
Mr. Thomas K. Grant gave an account of “ The Lumiere Process of 

Colour Photography.” This indirect process of colour photography 
depends upon the fact that all colours may be reproduced by mixtures 
of the three primaries red, yellow, and blue. Three negatives are made 
on different plates specially sensitised for the colour each has to reproduce. 
Colour filters are used in conjunction with the plates in order to isolate 
the particular colour each plate has to record. The Lumiere series A 
plate is used with a green screen dyed with methylene blue N and aura- 
mine G. The Lumiere blue label plate is used with the blue-violet screen 
dyed with methylene blue N. The third negative is made on the Lumiere 
series B through an orange screen dyed with erythrosine and metonile 
yellow. The exposure is, of course, lengthened by the interposition of the 
screens, but the relation of the blue-label plate to the other two is as 1 is 
to 12. The negatives should be of a full range of gradation without stain. 
The next operation is the preparation of the positive prints which, stained 
and superimposed, form the complete result- Baiyta paper mounted on a 
suitably-prepared glass plate is sensitised with a mixture of gelatine, 
glue, ammonium bichromate, alcohol, cochineal red and potassium citrate 
dissolved in water. When dry, the paper, stripped from its glass sup¬ 
port, is printed under the negatives, and, as in carbon printing, an 
actinometer is the "best guide to exposure. The paper is then immersed 
for 20 seconds in ice-water, with a glass plate specially prepared with a 
collodion and rubber substratum, and the two are brought together and 
squeegeed. After a further soaking for two hours in cold water, the plate 
and the paper are transferred to water at 100 deg. F., and in half-an-hour 
the paper leaves the print, which remains upon the glass. After develop- 
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ment—which is a process of dissolving away the soluble gelatine, leaving the 
portions acted upon by light—there remains on the glass a colourless 
image of insoluble gelatine in slight relief. These colourless gelatine 
reliefs, three in number, are respectively dyed in baths of red, yellow and 
blue. The red bath is made of erythrosine J, the blue of diamine F and 
hard glue, and the yellow of chrysophenine G. Experience and examina¬ 
tion shows whether the print has taken up the proper quantity of dye. 
Errors may be adjusted by washing-out or longer soaking. Assuming, 
however, that the prints are correctly stained, the three are super¬ 
imposed and bound up as a slide. Prints in colour may also be pro¬ 
duced on paper; the operations are similar, but of a more delicate 
nature. Mr. Grant finally showed on the screen a number of slides, the 
excellence of which was freely commented upon. 

Mr. George E. Brown, in the course of some remarks, said that it had 
been urged that correct colour photography was not desirable. The aim 
should be to convey the same impression by our colour photographs as 
lhat derived from the actual landscape, which was asserted to be quite 
a different thing from a correct colour photograph. The speaker was 
inclined to think that, when perfected, there would be plenty of latitude 
for the pictorial worker, just as there was now in monochrome pho¬ 
tography. When colours could be reproduced fac sim., then one might 
think of producing results which were pictorially satisfactory and imbued 
with the personality of the worker to any desired extent. 

Mr. Grant, replying to Mr. J. R. Gotz, said that metallic surfaces were 
faithfully rendered. He referred to a photograph of a gold cup, and 
said that, with the electric arc lamp for projection, the metal was badly 
shown, due to the excess of blue rays; but with a limelight the result 
was greatly improved. Seer, steieoscopically, however, and by daylight, 
the metallic sheen was excellently rendered. There was a subtle quality 
about metals that required that the picture should be seen by the light 
it was made by. The difference in lights closest resembling one another 
appeared to be sufficient to upset the delicate balance necessary for the 
reproduction of metallic surfaces. There was no difficulty, he added, in 
producing commercially any number of quite identical results. 

CROYDON CAMERA CLUB. 

The President, Mr. Hector Maclean, F.R.P.S., on Wednesday, 15th inst., 
demonstrated Gaumont’s pocket chrono to the members of the above 
club. This ingenious little cinematograph is made in exceedingly port¬ 
able form, and is a well-finished and efficient piece of apparatus. The 
pocket chrono, as the President explained, works in front of the con¬ 
denser of any ordinary lantern, and either takes or projects pictures. 
For taking the pictures a clockwork arrangement irs provided, though 
hand-turning might be employed. He much preferred the former, as 
avoiding possible vibration and unequal speed in operating the mechanism. 
Full particulars were given for developing the film and obtaining a series 
of miniature positives therefrom. Contrary to what might be expected, 
neither operation presented any difficulty if care was used. Mr. Maclean 
considered the instrument shown as the best of its type, and he had 
experimented with most on the market. He had intended to show 
subjects on the screen taken at night by means of Mr. Smith’s oxy- 
magnesium lamp, but unfortunate circumstances had prevented this from 
being done. Much value, in his opinion, was to be attached to cinemato¬ 
graphs for scientific purposes, as they were capable of reproducing a 
continuous record of certain phenomena with which the more familiar 
camera and lens could not hope to deal. 

In consequence of the optical lantern which had been provided not 
being adaptable for use with the pocket chrono, the projection of the 
positives was postponed. Mr. Maclean showed and explained the folding 
Cyko No. 1, which was examined with much approval. Convention slides 
were shown by Mr. Councillor Noaks, also a number of landscape studies 
by other members. 

SOUTHAMPTON CAMERA CLUB. 

On Monday evening, the 13th inst., a good meeting of the above club 
was held at the Philharmonic Hall, presided over by Mr. G. T. Vivian, 
the occasion being a lantern slide competition, with “ Landscape ” as the 
subject. The competition was of the keenest nature, the contributions 
being both good and numerous, the difference between the winning and 
second sets of slides being but one point, and several others following 
very closely. The winning pair was produced by Mr. J. T. Compton, and 
consisted of excellent reproductions of two very pleasing views of Chil- 
worth, Hants, in the vicinity of the Tower of the Winds. The winner 
was awarded the usual certificate of merit issued by the club. 

LEEDS PHOTOGRAPHIC SOCIETY. 

At the annual meeting, on the 14th inst., at the Philosophical Hall, 
Leeds, the report and balance sheet were adopted, and the following 
officers and committee duly elected for the ensuing yearPresident, Mr. 
J. H. Addyman, B.A.; Vice-Presidents, Messrs. Godfrey Bingley and 
B. A. Burrell, F.I.C. ; Hon. Treasurer, Mr. T. Carter; Hon. Secretary, 
Mr R. Mackay, 69, Albion Street, Leeds; Hon Assistant Secretary and. 
Librarian, Mr. A. Nicholson; Hon. Lanternist, Mr. A. W. Atkinson; Hon. 
Assistant Lanternist, Mr. F. Morfitt; Committee, Messrs. James Taylor, 
L.D.S., J. C. Coultas, R. Stockdale, M.A., and H. Adams. The following 
are extracts from the annual report:—“ The most notable event of the 
year was the conversazione and exhibition of members’ work, but the 
brilliancy of the function was shadowed by the announcement, as the 
guests were assembling, of the death of her Majesty Queen Victoria. To 
have closed the proceedings, however, would have involved the society in 

very serious loss; the meeting therefore continued very quietly, and 
dissolved at an early hour. The exhibition of members’ work included. 
108 prints, and was a great success, and attained a higher standard than 
heretofore. The annual excursion, on May 18th, 1901. to Hardcastle 
Crag, was thoroughly enjoyed; twenty-six members attended,.and at 
least one ‘ Royal ’ picture was obtained. At the Yorkshire Union excur¬ 
sion to York and Ulleskelf a most delightful day was spent, eleven of 
our members being present. Several other excursions were made, and 
the committee regret that so few members have availed themselves of their 
opportunities. The annual lantern exhibition took place before a large 
audience; 221 slides were shown (as against 197 last year), the work of 
sixteen members (as against thirteen last year), and a substantial 
improvement in quality was manifest. During the past year considerable- 
work has been done by the members. Messrs. T. Carter, J. C. Coultas; 
W. M. Coultas, J. H. Gash, C. B. Howdill, A.R.I.B.A., R. Mackay and 
J. Taylor, L.D.S., were all successful in having works hung in the 
recent Royal Photographic Society’s Exhibition, whilst the work of Mr. 
J. C, Coultas was purchased by the council of the R.P.S., to be added 
to their permanent collection. Mr. C. B. Howdill has devoted close atten¬ 
tion to the investigation of the photography of colour with great prac¬ 
tical success, which has been recognised by an invitation to demonstrate 
his results before the R.P.S. Eight of our members, as lecturers of the 
Yorkshire Photographic Union, have given numerous lectures to the 
societies forming the Union, and fifty-six lantern slides have been con¬ 
tributed to the Yorkshire Photographic Union series. Mr. Godfrey 
Bingley, one of our vice-presidents and honorary life member of the 
society, has contributed 203 prints to the National Photographic Record 
Association collection (lodged in the British Museum) and 65 prints to 
the British Association Geological Photographs Collection (deposited in the 
Geological Museum, Jermyn Street, London). Mr. J. Skilbeck has invented 
and patented a small portable furnace for firing ceramics—an invention 
which for the first time has rendered ceramic photography possible to 
the amateur. In order to add to the interest of the society two new 
movements are being instituted by the committee:—firstly, the circulation 
of portfolios of prints amongst members for the advancement of photo¬ 
graphy by criticism; and secondly, the opening of the library of the 
Philosophical Hall at 7.30 each meeting night for general conversation! 
It is hoped these measures may result in making members better known 
to each other, and afford an opportunity for social intercourse. The 
society’s rooms, and the conditions under which the meetings are held, 
are comfortable and satisfactory in every way, and your committee hope 
that these new movements will materially benefit the society. Nine new 
members have been elected during the year, eight have resigned, a net 
three have been deleted under rule 7. The society has to regret the loss- 
of a prominent member, Mr. A. C. Beilby, deceased. The number of 
members at present on the books is-. 131. The library, which is at the 
service of the members, is quite ujf-'ik) date, several new works having- 
recently been added. The society is specially indebted to Mr. Percy Lund 
for his generous gift of twenty volumes, many of which, being out of 
print, have become exceedingly rare and valuable. The prosperity of the 
society will be greatly enhanced by more active interest in its work, and 
by the introduction of new members. One of the earliest duties of the 
new committee will be to consider how the jubilee of the society (which - 
was founded early in 1852) may most fitly be celebrated.” 

-♦- 

FORTHCOMING EXHIBITIONS. 
1902. 

January 31-Mar. 1 ... Dundee and East of Scotland Photographic Asso— 
ciation in the Victoria Art Galleries, Dundee. 
Hon. Secretaries, V. C. Baird and Archibald- 
Campbell, 39, High-street, Dundee. 

February 13-15. Nottingham Mechanics’ Institute Camera Club, 
Mechanics’ Lecture Hall, Nottingham. Joint 
Secretaries, W. Ward, 14, Stratford - terrace, . 
Nottingham ; E. H. Atkin, 68, Blue Bell - hill; 
Nottingham ; A. Black, 9, Bowers - avenue,. 
Nottingham. 

„ 15-Mar. 8 ... Edinburgh Photographic Society, Society’s Rooms,. 
38, Castle-street, Edinburgh. Secretary, J. B. 
Johnston, 52, Holly bank-terrace, Edinburgh. 

„ 19-26 . Croydon Camera Club, The Art Galleries, Park- 
lane, Croydon. Hon. Secretary, \Y. H. Rogers. 
46, Bensham Manor-road, Thornton Heath. 

March 1 8 . South London Photographic Society, Public Baths-, 
Church - street, Camberwell. Hon. Secretary. 
Frank Goddard, Woodlands, Vanbrugh - hi if, 
Blackheath, S.E. 

Mar. 1902 .. Corporation of Glasgow Photographic Exhibition 
and Competition. Hon. Secretary, Peter Mac- 
nair, People’s Palace, Glasgow. 
-♦- 

The Birmingham Photographic Society's seventeenth annual exhibition • 
will be held at the Royal Society of Artists, New-street, from February 
22nd to March 1st, 1902. The judges will be: Messrs. E. R. Taylor <Heau 
Master of the Birmingham Municipal School of Art), F. M. Sutcliffe, and 
J. H. Gear, F.R.P.S.; the judges of the Survey Section, Messrs. J. A 
Cossins and W. J. Morgan, R.bTA. ; and the Hanging Committee, Messrs. 
W. T. Great.bach, F.R.P.S., W. Smedley Aston, and H. Holcroft, M A 
(President Wolverhampton Photographic Society). The exhibition will 6 - 
inaugurated on Saturday afternoon, February 22nd, at 3 p in . and 
remain open from 10 a.m. to 10 p.m., from Monday, February 24th, to 
Saturday, March 1st, inclusive. The hon. sec. is Mr. H. A ooght-Cornisb. 
Norwich Union Chambers, Congreve-street, Birmingham, of whom entry- 
forms may be had. 
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Patent Pews. 
The following applications for patents and other details are specially 
drawn for the British Journal op Photography by Messrs. Hughes & 
Young, patent agents, 55 and 56, Chancery Lane, London, W.C., who 
will give advice and assistance free to our readers on all patent matters:— 

Patent Applications.—No. 155.—Carl Paul Goerz, 18, Buckingham Street, 
Strand. “ Improvements in lens combinations for telephoto 
purposes.” 

No. 233.—Joseph Lambert, 6, Lord Street, Liverpool. “ Improvements in 
portable dark chambers for photographic purposes.” 

No. 463.—Arthur Charles Smith and Albert Arthur Smith, 26, Hanover 
Street, Peckham. “ Improvements in connection with photographic 
cameras.” 

No. 471.—Louis Lesueur, of High Holborn. “ Improvements in or relating 
to cameras for colour photography and printing.” 

No. 526.—William Humphrey, 30, Lower Cathedral Road, Cardiff. “ The 
rapid photographic developing machine.” 

No. 565.—Alexander Schmalenberg, Strand. “ Improvements relating 
to negatives for the photographic production of ornamental borders 
on sensitised surfaces.” 

No. 575.—Arthur Lewis Adams, 26, Charing Cross Road. “ Improvements 
in photographic cameras of the ‘Reflex’ type.” 

No. 579.—Solon Yathis, of Liverpool. “ Improvements in processes for 
the production of multicolour photographic prints.” 

No. 775.—Arthur Lewis Adams, 25, Charing Cross Road. Improvements 
in or relating to ‘ Daylight ’ or other changing of packages of photo¬ 
graphic cut Aims or other sensitive surfaces arranged as a pack, and 
apparatus therefor.” 

No. 829.—Henry Rheinlander, Rosemount, Acacia Grove, New Malden. 
“ Improvements in and connected with light filters or screens for 
photographic purposes.” 

Patents Illustrated.—No. 16,803. “ Photomechanical Printing.” Paten¬ 
tees : Mr. P. Charles and Mr. S. Fauiat, both of 75, Kaiserstrasse, 
Frankfort, Germany. Relates to improvements on the Woodbury- 
type process, designed to increase the speed of production. 

The plate with the relief mould is supported on a plate adjustable by 
levelling-screws from the plate. This plate is carried forwards on rollers 
at the same speed as the endless band. This band is made of metal slats 
joined by silk and steel bands at the edges, and squeezes out the excess 
•of coloured gelatine from the moulds. The paper on which the gelatine 
image is to be mounted is drawn from a spool through a water trough 
and over rollers on to the endless band. Instead of the endless band an 
ordinary reciprocating press may be used. 

No. 16,802.—Patentee: J. Schaub, Logan, Utah, U.S.A. “Cameras.” 
Relates to a camera for taking a number of small photographs on 
a single plate. 

The shutter is mounted on a detachable facing-board oppo¬ 
site the lens. Screening tubes fitted on the lens confine the light to 
the part of .the plate covered by the image, the section being detachable, so 
that pictures of various sizes may be produced. The dark slide is inserted 
by pushing back the frame of the ground glass by radial arms turning on 
the axles, the ground glass being returned to the focal plane by springs 
when the obstruction is removed. The dark slide is mounted so that it 
can be moved by steps in a horizontal or vertical direction until the whole 
of the plate has been covered by photographic images. This movement 
is effected by two sets of racks and pinions, one set of which is shown. 
The length of each step is regulated by spring studs, which drop into 
equally-spaced holes in a plate. 

No. 16,813.—Patentee: J. W. Dawson, Legrams Lane, Bradford. Relates 
to an instrument for determining the printing of negatives for 
ascertaining the density and colour of other bodies, and capable of 
being used as a photometer with a standard source of light. 

The negative to be examined is placed in a slot behind a box. The 
light, passing through a negative at the aperture, falls on the ground, ana 
is examined at the aperture. The light on the ground glass opposite the 
aperture is adjusted as to density and colour until it exactly corresponds 
with the light. 

No. 17,205.—Patentee: B. M. Rogers, 32, Brunswick Square, London. 
Relates to a developing tray for films, fitted with clips to keep the 
films fiat in the bottom of the dish. 

The clipping plates, which are T-shaped, are hinged to the edge of the 
dish and pressed down by helical springs surrounding the hinge-pins. The 

• clips are opened by pressing on the upper ends. 

No. -.—Patentee: W. E. Barras, 8, Durrant’s Villas, Ponder’s End. 
“Photography. Moulding Lenses.” 

A wooden mould is fitted with hinged covers, between the ends of which 
a space is left. The glass to be moulded is to be taken up on the end 
of an iron rod and partly shaped by hand, after which it is introduced 
into the mould and rotated until it assumes a lenticular form. The lens 
is then annealed and finished. Before being moulded the glass may be 
dipped into a molten mass of a coloured glass to produce, say, a lens with 
a flint core and a ruby shell or coating. 

Abridged Specifications.—No. 16,957.—Patentee: Mr. H. O. Foersterling, 
Villa Victoria, Schlachtensee, near Berlin. “Printing; enlarging.” 

Relates to an apparatus for printing, in which the light, say an 
electric arc light, is condensed on the negative by a lens. 

A magnified image of the negative is thrown by a lens on the printing 

paper. A liquid such as benzene may be poured into tin- receptach m 
which the negative lies, to render it transparent if necessary. 

No. 16,958.—Patentee: Mr. H. O. Foersterling, Villa Victoria, 
Schlachtensee, near Berlin. “Printing.” Relates to ;i machine for 
printing from negatives mounted on an endless band. 

The negatives, whether plate or film, are mounted on the band passing 

round the rollers, the distance between which is adjustable. The light 

for printing is obtained from a number of electric lamps enclosed in a 

box, the bottom of which is formed by a glass plate. The negative on 

the band is pressed on the sensitive paper by pushing down the plunger 
attached to the box, by which movement the electric lamps are also turned 
on. In a modification the band with the negative is placed in a shallow 

dish, which may be filled with a liquid to make opaque negatives trans¬ 
parent. The light-box, in this case, is placed to meet the negative on 

the upper side of the band, and a pressing pad with plunger is used to 

force the papDi’ down on the negative. 

-♦- 

Rods ana Rotes. 
-♦- 

Mr. J. W. Zaehxsdorf is announced to give a chat on “ The Rod and 
the Camera,” with slides, on Wednesday, January 29th, at 8 p.m., at the 
Photographic Club, Anderton’s Hotel, Fleet Street. Visitors are cor¬ 
dially invited. 

Messrs. Fuerst Brothers, of 17, Philpot Lane, E.C., write:—“ We have 
pleasure in sending you a copy of our January wholesale photographic 
price list, and beg to say we shall be pleased to forward a copy of same 
to any dealer on receipt of trade card.” 

The new Patent Office in Southampton Buildings, Chancery Lane, has 
been opened to the public. The library is a fine apartment—139 ft. 3 in. 
long, 59 ft. 6 in. wide, and about 74 ft. high. It receives its light 
through two skylights and over 120 windows, while at night-time it is 
illuminated by electricity. The floor of the library is devoted to English 
patent specifications, indexes, etc., scientific textbooks and the current 
as well as the unbound numbers of English and foreign periodicals. On 
the lower gallery can be consulted the foreign patent specifications, as 
far as they are in the library, and the bound lolumes of periodicals 
and magazines. The top gallery is reserved for books that are rarely 
used, and will for the present remain closed to the public. Both 
galleries are reached by an iron staircase at each end of the room, and 
an electric lift assists greatly in the moving of books from floor to floor. 

“The Times” and the Royal Photographic Society.—The authorship of 
the following paragraph, which appeared in “ The Times ” last week is 
not difficult to guess:—“ The persistent aspirations of modern pho¬ 
tography to attain to something better than mere mechanical perfection 
have accustomed one seriously to try to gauge the measure of per¬ 
sonal, artistic expression of which the process may be capable. But the 
ciever photographs by Mr. Henry Stevens now occupying the walls of 
the Royal Photographic Society’s rooms do not attempt anything but a 
mechanically exact reproduction of objects which by their nature seem 
hardly worthy of the patient care and manipulative skill of which every 
one of the prints bears evidence. Cats, dogs and rabbits grouped in a 
basket seem to be Mr. Stevens’s favourite theme, and surpassingly well 
are they done, though why these, or the groups of orchids and ferns, 
should be done at all is not clear. It is, perhaps, surprising that the 
results of an amateur’s harmless pastime should constitute one of the 
periodical house exhibitions of a scientific society; for these examples 
ably ilustrate the precision and power of definition which the optician has 
placed within the reach of all who can afford to purchase a good lens 
and who acquire the knowledge of using it, at the same time exhibiting 
much of the faults of the indiscriminate focus and false colour values 
which the photographer with an art training or high perceptive powers 
has in these latter days gone a long way towards correcting. The 
exhibition is open free daily from 10 to 4 until February 15th.” 

A Mystery Explained.—Not only the London, but several of the pro¬ 
vincial papers have expressed themselves as mystified by the lightning 
flash and the loud report which heralded the birth of the new year at 
St. Paul’s. An account of the “ phenomena ” was cabled to America 
and Australia. As some of the writers in certain English papers express 
a hope that the mystery may be cleared up, I really must once more 
give the explanation. But this time, to remove all possible doubt, I will 
give it in such a way that it cannot be disputed. I was there. I saw the 
light—I heard the report, which was like the bursting of a cannon. 
People at Elstree saw the light, and wrote about it to the newspapers. 
People at Hounslow heard the report. Many people accepted it as an 
“omen.” Here is the “official report” of Messrs. Cassell & Co., who 
are responsible for the “phenomena”:—“Re ‘Living London’ and St. 
Paul’s.—- . . . Our photographer confirms the statement that it is 
the second year of the phenomena. He was responsible for the surprise 
last year. He is the only man who has ever photographed that particular 
scene. The boom on this occasion was rather heavier, because of the 
quantity of light necessary to illumine such an immense space. He quite 
believes it possible that the flash could be seen, as one correspondent 
asserted, at Elstree, over twelve miles off. The photograph was 
taken at considerable difficulty. He was in a room at the N.W, 
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corner of the Churchyard leading into Paternoster-row. The window- 
frame was removed, but he found it impossible to use a tripod. -Just 
before twelve the crowd was surging and shouting, but about the fourth 
stroke of the midnight hour he seized his opportunity. The hash 
silenced everyone, and immediately afterwards the crowd cheered and 
clapped as if wishing an encore. He used the fastest plate which could 
be obtained, the result being most satisfactory. . - .” Thus is 
another world’s mystery set at rest for ever. Doubtless many more 
mysteries could be easily explained.—Dagonet, in the “Referee. ’ 

Ideal Beauty and Sentiment.—The second address of Mr. Val Prmsep, 
the Professor of Painting, drew an unusually large audience to the 
Lecture Room r.f the Royal Academy last week, and the painters present 
included Mr. Henry Woods, li.A., Mr. R. W. Macbeth, A.R.A., Mr. 
Alfred East, A.RA., and Mr. J. M. Swan, A.R.A. Mr. Prinsep opened 
his address by saying that it was impossible to define beauty from the 
painter’s point of view. It was difficult to account for the origin of the 
modern artist’s idea of beauty, but Mr. Prinsep sai 1 that to him it 
seemed that it was the result of education and tradition. The artist 
learned frrni seeing and following the work of his predecessors, he grew 
up surrounded by traditions that he could not as a rule shake off, and 
then only by a violent effort. Most artists made no effort to shake 
themselves free, but accepted the tradition of the beautiful as it had 
been handed down to them. In the case of physical beauty we had 
made the standard for ourselves, as we might judge by comparing the 
Chinese idea of beauty in woman with that, say, of Venus. The 
Japanese, again, had a different standard from ours, and in this connec¬ 
tion Mr. Prinsep told his audience that some years ago, in their desire 
for civilisation, the Japanese sent a commission to examine and report 
on European art, and the only work that they admired was that of the 
Impressionists. Of course, said the lecturer, they liked it because it 
was the only work free from our traditions—traditions by which they 
themselves were untouched.. The ideal, that which every true artist 
strove for but could never attain, because it existed only m his own 
mind, was even more difficult to define than beauty. But there was no 
doubt that our first notion of ideal beauty came from the Greeks, though 
now we had wandered from the Greek standard and Nature was more 
our guide. Mr. Prinsep traced briefly the decay of the Greek tradition, 
and its subsequent revival in the Renaissance, the history of which wa? 
the revival of the cult of beauty. The culture of the beautiful died again 
in the period of “ the grand style,” for it required a favourable soil. 
We moderns ought to nurse and tend it. Some artists had laid down 
laws of beauty incontrovertible from their own points of view. But the 
points of view were countless, for all the ideals of beauty must vary 
with the individuality of man, and the lecturer compared the widely- 
differing ideals of beauty of Titian and Michael Angelo. Who could 
venture to decide which was right of two such great men ? For himself, 
he would venture to lay down no laws of beauty. Argument on such a 
matter was mere waste of time. Mr. Prinsep then turned to sentiment, 
which, he said, like charity, covered a multitude of sins. If the senti¬ 
ment of form and movement are expressed in a figure, we condone 
faulty drawing. Reynolds was an example of an artist whose fine 
sentiment more than compensated for his weak draughtmanship. After 
another passing reference to Michael Angelo, a Titan, but not a man to 
be held up as an example for students to follow, Mr. Prinsep said he 
would mention one more painter, Millet, whose work he described as 
“the quintessence of sentiment.” He discussed “The Angelus,” with its 
commonplace subject and its uncouth figures almost destitute of faces, 
yet as a whole impregnated with sentiment. Walker, if he had treated 
this subject, would have painted graceful figures, but the lecturer 
expressed his preference for Millet’s view as a r^ilisation of the dignity 
of labour. Millet he compared in some respects with Michael Angelo, 
and pointed out in conclusion that even the great Italian was blind to 
those beauties of sea and sky that we had learnt to admire.—“ The Mornino- 
Post.” ° 

•-♦-- 

Correspondence. 
Correspondents should never write on both sides of the paper. No 

notice is taken of communications unless the names and addresses of 
the writers are given. 

*** We do not undertake responsibility for the opinions expressed bn our 
correspondents. 

CHEAP PHOTOGRAPHY. 

To the Editors. 

« Gentlemen,—I hope many readers noticed the Editor’s curt reply to 
“Business is Business.” I would suggest sausages as a draw. They 
could be turned out at perhaps a bigger profit than “ turning out ” 
cabinet photos at 2s. 6d. per dozen.-—Yours respectfully, H. G. 

WEIGHING OUT. 

To the Editors. 

Gentlemen, Apropos of Mr. Bothamley’s timely note on the above, 
the remark is made Whatever is used must, of course, be counter¬ 
poised, and here is one of the disadvantages of paper, since each fresh 
piece has to be counterpoised.” One of the first things the embryo 

pharmacist is shown when he makes his acquaintance with the dis¬ 
pensing scales is, when weighing under such conditions as Mr. 
Bothamley mentions, to make his paper support and counterpoise, by 
the simple process of folding a piece of clean white demy paper, hold¬ 
ing it firmly in one hand, while with the scissors several cuts are 
made off it, the result being^that two pieces are left, with three, four, 
or five sides, as the case may be, each exactly the same shape and 
weight (this, of course, with the usual reservation). White demy is 
fairly thin and uniform, and there is not likely to be more than a mere 
fraction of a grain difference between two pieces cut as described.— 
Yours truly, J. Bike. 

January 3rd, 1902. 

THE METRIC SYSTEM. 

To the Editors. 

Gentlemen,—In proof that England is rapidly awakening to the 
necessity for an improvement in her trade methods, I venture to enclose 
herewith a list of Members of Parliament who have promised to sup¬ 
port the introduction of the metric weights and measures into Great 
Britain. 

Our chief competitors in foreign trade are Germany and the United 
States. The former country has already adopted the metric weights and 
measures (thereby scoring a great advantage over us), and there is a 
probability of the United States doing so very soon; in fact, two 
Bills were introduced into Congress last month with this object. 

In the interests of our foreign trade it is most desirable that we 
should at once carry this reform into effect, as is proved by the 
constantly reiterated statements of British Consuls that we lose 
much trade because our weights and measures are not understood in 
countries where the metric system is in force. 

In Australia, Canada, and Cape Colony, the change would be wel¬ 
comed, and seeing how easily so serious an impediment to commerce 
can be removed it is hoped that the Government will give more atten¬ 
tion to the subject in the coming Session of Parliament than it has so 
far done.—I am, Sir, your obedient servant, 

E. Johnson-, 
Secretary. 

Botolph House, East cheap, London, E.C. 
6th January, 1902. 

List of Members of Parliament who have notified their approval of 
the compulsory adoption of the Metric Weights and Measures : — 

Allen, C. P. ; Archdale, E. H. ; Arnold-Forster, H. 0. ; Balfour, 
Major K. R. ; Banes, Major G. E. ; Bell, Richard; Bhownaggree, 
Sir M. H. ; Bill, Charles; Black, Alex. W. ; Boyle, James; Brigg, 
John; Broadhurst, Henry; Brunner, Sir J. T. ; Burt, Thomas; 
Cameron, Robert; Campbell, Rt. Hon. J. A. ; Carew, J. L. ; Carvill, 
P. G. H. ; Cayzer, Sir C. W. ; Channing, F. A. ; Cohen, B. L. ; 
Corbett, A. Cameron; Cox, T. E. B. ; Craig, R. Hunter; Cremer, W. 
R; Crombie, J. W. ; Denny, Col. J. H. ; Dewar, John A. ; Doogan, 
P. C. ; Douglas, C. H. ; Duncan. J. H. ; Dunn, Sir Wm, ; Ed'wards, F. ; 
Fenwick, Charles; Ffrench, P. ; Field, Wm. ; Fielder, H. B. ; 
Flannery, Sir Fortescue; Flower, Ernest; Foster, Sir H. ; Fuller, J. 
H. ; Furness, Sir Christopher; Goddard, D. Ford; Gladstone, 
Rt. Hon. H. J. ; Godson, Sir A. F. ; Gordon, Hon. J. E. ; Graham. H. 
R. ; Grant, Corrie; Gray, E. ; Green, W. D. ; Greene, Sir E. W. ; 
Greville, Capt. Hon. R. H. ; Guthrie, W. H. ; Hall, F.H. ; Hambro, 
C. E. ; Hardie, J. Keir ; Haslett, Sir J. H. ; Hayter. Rt. Hon. Sir A. 
D. ; Heath, J. ; Hermon-Hodge, R. T. ; Hickman, Sir A. ; Houston, 
R. P. ; Howard, Capt. J. ; Hutton, A. E. ; Jacoby, J. A. ; Jameson, 
Major, J. E. ; Jessel, Capt. H. M. ; Jones, D. B., K.C. ; Jordan. J. ; 
Kennedy, P. J. ; Kinloch, Sir J. G. S., Bart.; Labouchere. Hy. ; 
Langley, Batty; Laurie, J. W. ; Law. A. Bonar; Lawrence, Joseph ; 
Lawrence, W. F. ; Legge, Col. Hon. E. H. ; Leigh, Sir Joseph; Leng. 
Sir John; Levy, Maurice; Lewis, J. H. ; Lou:h, Thomas; Lundon, W. ; 
McArthur, Charles; McCrae, George; McLaren, C. B. B. ; M'Govern. 
Thomas; Macnamara, Dr. J. T. ; Malcolm, Ian; Manners. Lord Cecil; 
Mappin, Sir F. T., Bart.; Mather, W. ; Mellor, Rt. Hon. J. W. 
Trevelyan; Melville, Beresford: Middlemore, J. T. ; Minch, M. J-; 
Molesworth, Sir L., Bart.; Mooney, J. ; Moss, Samuel: Munro 
Ferguson, R. ; Murray, Hon. A. O. ; Norman. Hy. ; Norton. Capt. C. ; 
O’Connor, James; O’Connor, T. P. ; O’Donnell. Thos. ; O’Dowd. John; 
O’Kelly, Conor; O’Shee, J. J. ; Palmer, Sir C. M., Bart.; Parker, 
Gilbert; Parkes, Ebenezer; Partington. Oswald: Pearson. Sir W. D. ; 
Perks, R. W. ; Pierpoint, Robert ; Pilkington, Col. R. ; Pirie, V. D. ; 
Priestley, Arthur; Pryce-Jones, Lt.-Col. E. ; Pym, C. Guy; Quilter. 
Sir C., Bart. ; Rankin, Sir James, Bart. ; Rea, Russell; Reckitt. H. J. ; 
Remnant, J. F. ; Renwick. George; Rickett, J. C. ; Roberts. J. B. ; 
Roe, Sir Thomas; Rolleston, Sir J. F. L. ; Sadler, S. A.: Samuel, 
S. M. ; Sassoon, Sir E., Bart.; Scott-Dickson, C. ; Scott-Montagu. 
Hon. J. W. H. ; Sharpe, W. E. T. ; Shaw, C. E. ; Shaw. Thomas: 
Shipman, J. G. ; Skewes-Cox. T. ; Smith. H. C. ; Soames. A. W. ; 
Spencer, Sir J. E. ; Stanley. Hon. Arthur; Taylor. T. C. ; Thomas, 
D. A. ; Thomas, J. A. ; Thomson, F. W. ; Tufnell, Lt.-C’ol. E. ; 
Vincent, Sir Edgar; Vincent, Sir Howard; Walker. Col. W H. ; 
Walton, John L., K.C. ; Walton, Joseph; Wanklyn. J. M. L. ; V arr. 
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A. F. ; Webb, Colonel W. G. ; Weir, J. G. ; Welby, Sir C. G. E., 
Bart.; White, G. ; Whiteley, George; Whitley, J. H. ; Willox, Sir 
J. A. ; Wilson, C. H. ; Wilson, John (Durham); Wilson, John (St. 
Rollox); Woodhouse, Sir J. T. ; Wrightson, Sir T., Bart.; Young, 
Samuel; Yoxall, J. H. 

THE PRESIDENCY OF THE ROYAL PHOTOGRAPHIC SOCIETY 

OF GREAT BRITAIN. 

To the Editors. 

Gentlemen,-—The terms of the letter addressed to me, and published 
iby you in your last issue, are such as to leave me no course but compli- 
-ance with the request of the signatories. Those who know my views 
of the society’s constitution best, will appreciate the fact that to 
rseek re-election as President for a third year has been furthest from 
any own desire. I fully expected that the measures suggested in my 
Presidential address Avould have been dealt with finally before the 
election of officers and council for 1902, and that they would thus 
have secured for my successor increased facilities for maintaining and 
extending the aims and objects for which the society exists. 

While the support which those proposals have received from the 
membership at large has been most gratifying, I had expected that 
they would have met with more general support from the present 
■council, with whom I had hitherto worked in harmony. Had this 
occurred, these proposals would have come into force some months 
ago, and the present request would have been unnecessary; on the 
other hand, had they not been so strongly supported by the members, 

rthey would equally have been rejected some months ago. Neither 
of these contingencies having arisen, I feel I am only doing my duty 
fio the society in consenting to submit my name to the members for 
re-election, in the hope that during my next term of office the necessary 

• changes will be completed, and the society’s constitution once more 
j put upon a stable basis. In conclusion, I desire to express my appre¬ 
ciation of the approval contained in the letter, and I sincerely hope 
to see the whole body of members of the society working together 
towards one common object, namely, to increase its power of ad¬ 
vancing the science and art of photography and of benefiting photo¬ 
graphers, and to exercise it.—Yours faithfully, 

Thomas R. Dallmeyer. 
Woking. 

January 18th, 1902. 
[Mr. Dallmeyer’s decision to accept nomination for the presidency of 

"the society during the year 1902-1903 will, we are sure, be welcomed 
by the members at large. Our view of the matter was given in the 
“Journal” of November 29th last in the following words:—“Mr. 
Dallmeyer’s appeal to the general body of members, ‘ by whose ultimate 
opinion of his action he is willing to abide,’ should, and we believe 
will, attract to him a large volume of support in his renewed and 
conscientious efforts to improve the management of the society of 
which he is president. But the development and consummation of 
this policy cannot be accomplished in a few weeks or months, and 
therefore we are glad to find it is felt by many influential members 
of the society that it is incumbent—if not obligatory—upon Mr. 
Dallmeyer to pass a third year in office in order that he shall have the 
fullest opportunity of carrying out his reforms. That in this work 
he will have the support of the vast majority of the membo \s we 
have no doubt at all; or that, following in the footsteps of hi;, pie- 
decessor, Lord Crawford, he will be elected for a third time president 

■ of the society which he and so many others are unfeignedlv anxious to 
see rise to the full height of its dignity, usefulness, and renown.” 
We wish Mr. Dallmeyer the utmost success, and the support of all the 

.members in the third year’s work that awaits him.—Eds. B.J.P.] 

“WHAT ARE WE HERE FOR?” 

To the Editors. 

'Gentlemen,—When I sent you a copy of my latest baby I made 
• up my mind that I would get from you the hardest rap that I would 
get from anybody, and out of the very large number of reviews the 
book has received, yours is certainly the one that roasts me the worst, 

• so that you will understand I am not in the least bit disappointed; in 
fact, rather tickled at my ’cuteness, for I had sized you up as being 

• psychologically about the date of the seventeenth century, this being 
- as far as your mental guardians had permitted you to develop. 

At the Gloucester Convention I gently hinted to a few manufacturers 
' that English business methods were a little bit behind the age, and 
' that in about two years they would be in an awful funk over the 
• gigantic American invasion that was imminent. In their self-satisfied 

way they smiled scornfully, but I guess they know better now, and 
are laying awake nights trying to figure their way out. Now that 

- you know a little of the economic development in the United States, 
it may dawn upon you that it has been accompanied by a tremendous 
mental change, and things to-day are viewed here in the light of the 

-twentieth century, not the seventeenth, and that, as compared with 
”6he American people, you may mentally be as far back as is the 

English manufacturer mechanically. Put on your thinking cap, keep 
your eyes open, and possibly you may learn something.—Yours 
sincerely, 

F. Dundas Todd. 
The “ Photo-Beacon,” 409, Security Building, Madison Street and 

Fifth Avenue, Chicago. 
January 8th, 1902. 

[A slight acquaintance with history would probably luive saved 
Mr. Todd from paying us the obviously unintentional compliment of 
association with the intellects of the seventeenth century, amongst 
whom, cum multis aliis, he will, no doubt, be surprised to learn 
were Bacon, Shakespeare, Raleigh, Kepler, Cromwell, Milton, 
Dryden, Descartes, Huyghens, Newton, Cervantes, Velasquez, Rem¬ 
brandt, and Vandyck. If we refrain from saying precisely how we 
have “sized up” Mr. Todd, he will, no doubt, permit us to remark 
that if we had to make a choice of intellectual company we should, 
for reasons we would rather not state, select the seventeenth in pre¬ 
ference to the twentieth century. The second paragraph of our 
friend’s letter fortifies the inference that the answer to his book, 
“What are we hei*e for?” is, or should be, “To extol the enterprise of 
American manufacturers of photographic apparatus, and depreciate 
that of the Britisher.” Mr. Todd’s enthusiasm for the country of 
his adoption has evidently robbed him of all faith in the progressive 
tendencies of the island that had the honour of giving him birth. 
We hope he will not find, in the long run, that he has “ put his money 
on the wrong horse;” but, for our part, we are quite satisfied to 
stand the native competitor in what threatens to be a stern and 
severe race. In conclusion, we owe it to Mr. Todd to say that his 
book, which in many respects is readable and admirable, is obtainable, 
price one dollar, of The Photo-Beacon Co., 409, Security Buildings, 
Chicago, U.S.A.—Eds. B.J.P.] 

THE NOTTINGHAM MECHANICS’ INSTITUTE CAMERA CLUB 

EXHIBITION. 

To the Editors. 

Gentlemen,—I shall be obliged if you will call the attention of your 
readers to the date of closing for entry forms for our exhibition, viz., 
February 3. Frames, etc., to be delivered by February 6. Lord 
Henry Bentinck, M.P., has kindly consented to open the exhibition on 
February 13th, when we are expecting to have a large and influential 
gathering. Thanking you in anticipation,—I am, dear sirs, yours 
faithfully, Arthur Black. 

9, Bower’s Avenue, Nottingham, 
January 17, 1902. 

A QUESTION FOR “COSMOS.” 

To the Editors. 

Gentlemen,—I wonder if it ever occurred to “Cosmos” that per¬ 
haps, owing to the impetuous behaviour of his deceased chief, the 
raucous Yankee went home and made the “ best appaRARtus himself.”— 
Yours faithfully, 

Anglo-American. 
[Ah! We wonder!—Eds. B.J.P.] 

COLD DARK ROOMS—A HINT. 

To the Editors. 

Gentlemen,—The unusually mild weather which marked the de¬ 
parture of the old year, and the ushering in of the new, has possibly 
made some of us forget that December and January are months which 
are usually accompanied by snow, and general climatic discomforts. 
Photographers, like most other people, dread to go to work under such 
conditions. Too often, although the reception rooms and other apart¬ 
ments are fairly warmed by artificial means, the studio is chilly, and 
the neglected dark room decidedly frigid. In cases where a mere cup¬ 
board is dignified by the name of dark room—and such dens are by no 
means rare—there is little space for any warming apparatus, and 
plates must be handled by chilly fingers, the developing bottles 
perhaps receiving a preliminary thaw at the fireplace of an adjoining 
apartment. But, when the dark room is of sufficient size to admit of 
it, it should certainly be furnished with an efficient warming apparatus, 
both for the sake of the poor operator and as a means of keeping 
the solutions therein at a good working temperature. A gas stove is 
a convenient form of heating apparatus, for it can be lighted ox- 
extinguished with trouble, and there is no fire to “ lay,” or cinders 
to be removed. But gas stoves, as a genus, are not beloved by those 
who have been accustomed to the cheerful glow of an open grate. 
Some, indeed, seem to be designed for the express purpose of mount¬ 
ing up the gas bill, without affording any compensatory advantage. 
A new form of gas stove, called the Clamond radiator, was, however. 
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shown at the recent gas exhibition at the Crystal Palace, which 

seemed to us to represent a great advance upon former models, and if, 

as its makers assert, the combustion is so perfect that it is free from all 

uoxious fumes, it should prove invaluable in photographers’ work¬ 

rooms. It certainly throws out a great amount of heat. 

Briefly described, it consists of a row of Bunsen burners, each crowned 

by a perforated clay cylinder about 7 inches high by 1 inch in 

diameter. These cylinders become red-hot a few minutes after 

the gas is ignited, and they diffuse a general feeling of comfort like 

that associated with a fire of hot cinders. At the same time, the 

colour of the glow is such that it would not be likely to affect even 

an isochromatic plate, unless that plate were held close to the radiator. 

—I am, yours, etc., 
A Fellow Feeling. 

London. , 

January 18th, 1902. 

SNAP-SHOTS—A QUESTION OF LEGALITY. 

To the Editors. 

Gentlemen.—I should be obliged if you can give me a little reliable 

advice on the following unpleasant incident, of which I have been a 

victim. 

I carry on the business of a fancy goods dealer in this town, doing 

a considerably large business in local views. This last summer, find¬ 

ing the trade for local views failing off very much, and having a large 

stock in hand, I decided to take some “ snap-shots ” with my hand 

camera of children and people wading and bathing. I printed the 

same and put them in my window, and finding I had inquiries about 

them, decided to sell them, at the same time calling attention to my 

stock of local views, which was my main object in taking the snap¬ 

shots. Well, I sold a few of the snap-shots I had taken, when just 

at the end of the season I received a lawyer’s letter from a firm in-, 

saying that I had taken snap-shots of the wife of a client, and had 

printed and sold the same. The letter went on to say, I must 

withdraw all prints of their client, give up the negatives to them, 

apologise to them, and pay £2 2s. costs. I took the letter to another 

lawyer here, and told him to deal with the matter as he thought best; 

that I was sorry, indeed, to have caused any offence, that I would 

certainly withdraw prints from sale, and they could have the negatives, 

but that I would not pay any costs. The matter spread over a month 

or six weeks, when the lawyer I instructed said he had settled the 

matter, on the terms I had said, only that I should have to pay 

10s. 6d. towards the expense of the other side, so, in sheer disgust, I 

closed the matter on those terms. Can you, Sir, give me a little 

advice as to whether I was doing anything illegal in taking snap-shots 

of people wading or bathing on the sands and rocks and publishing 

and selling the prints of same? It is a matter of some importance to me, 

for I must have about 200 negatives, that I wish to print from, and 

to sell the prints, if required. I have been told that the party who 

put me to this trouble had no grounds for an action whatever against 

me, because they were taken in a public place, and my action rvas 

quite legal in selling them; indeed, if the party had called on me and 

said they objected to the prints, I should most certainly have with¬ 

drawn them from sale at once, so can you give me the legal points on 

this matter, for I think it would be interesting to many of your 

readers?—I am, yours, etc., Snap-Shots. 

[In reply, our correspondent was perfectly within his legal rights 

in taking the snap-shots and selling the prints from them. Were the 

matter otherrvise, Iioav would the topical illustrated papers manage 

to exist? “Snap-shots” should have refused to pay a single sixpence 

in expenses. He is quite safe in dealing with his 200 negatives as he 
may think best.—Eds. B.J.P.] 

THE MEASUREMENT OF LIGHT. 

To the Editors. 

Gentlemen,—In as few Avords as possible permit me to reply to 

the article of Mr J. Dormer in your issue of December 13th, and to 

point out where he (and I think also Mr. Webster) has misunderstood 

one of my statements. Mr. Dormer speaks of my “ reiteration that 

a plane surface can be uniformly illuminated by a point of light.” I 

beg these gentlemen to notice that in my first article of September 

27th, in offering the example of a small light one from a plane surface 

one square meter in area, I state that there would be a bright illumina¬ 

tion near the light and a gradual approach to shadoAV (or less light) 

as the surface recedes in distance from that light. This certainly can¬ 

not be thought to mean that the surface Avould be “ uniformly ” 

illuminated. 

Also in my last article of December 6tli I plainly state that this 

class of light is typical of a small light shining on to receding surfaces, 

and gave as an illustration the common lamp that shines more brightly- 

on that part of the table that is near it, and less as the edge of the 

table and the walls recede from it, and as another illustration the 

electric light in the street, whose graduations may be seen on the 

buildings as the distance increases between the light and the points 

illuminated. If I had claimed to believe that a point of light (espe¬ 

cially if it be in close proximity), could illuminate " uniformly a 

plane surface, I am quite sure that my first article Avould have'gone 

directly to the Avaste basket, as the editors Avould certainly not haA'e 

taken their valuable space for the exhibition of such gross ignorance. 

As to Mr. Dormer’s first criticism, in which he says that the dimen¬ 

sions of space are unknown, I would say that there is space in the 

absolute, as to dimension, and “radial” space, as to the measure¬ 

ment of directions. It should not Vie necessary to say that colour is 

the mental recognition of certain “ radial ” action in nature, which 

action (as well as its effect in a general way.) is called light, and in rnv 

illustration of the cylinder, mentioned by Mr. D.. I refer to “radial'* 

space, and not to space in the absolute, as expressed by the terms 

“ length, breadth, and thickness,” the infinite extension of Avhich is 
certainly unknoAvn, as Mr. D. asserts. 

For example, a circle is complete, and measures all radial space 

that can exist on a plane, or all the directions that can exist outward 

1 along a plane in every direction from its centre. The radial space 

that is measured will be the same whether the circle be of any 

observable size, or infinitely large or small, and Ave recognise this to 

be true since we have said that a circle shall be measured by 360 

degrees or divisions, the question of size not entering. 

It is in a similar manner that the surface of a globe in relation to its 

centre is the measure of all “ radial ” space that surrounds the point 

its centre, and if this be true, then it is una\Toidable that any frac 

tional part of a globe surface, as i, or “ 3-16 ” must measure an 

equal fractional part of all surrounding or all “ radial ” space in rela¬ 

tion to its centre point, and this notwithstanding the size of the 

globe. 

Thus we see that all “radial” space is known, and that the com¬ 

plete globe surface in relation to its centre is the natural physical con¬ 

stant for its measurement, and also represents the “ entirety ” of space 

as regards its “radial” character, just as the circle is the natural con¬ 

stant of all “ radial ” space or of all directions outward into space along 

a plane. 

As to the incapacity of the eye to judge the actual value of light. 

Mr. Dormer is correct. This is acknoAvledged by all. The eye 

automatically adjusts itself to light intensities that it may reveal 

colour to the mind. A page illuminated by a candle seems to us 

brighter than the shadow of a building at midday. The human eye 

was not evolved to be as a “ yard stick ” or a measurement of any 

unit value, but to give us information as to our surroundings under 

greatly varying conditions of light, and for this reason it is left to us 

to discover and arrange AA'ith the intellect the character and measure¬ 

ment of that force. 

In closing, alloAA’ me to sav that if I am right (and I think this will 

not be disputed) that light is a “radial” force; then I claim that it 

Avorks in nature according to the "radial” character of space, and ii 

this is true then four of Dr. Stine's five physical constants mention* •<’ 

in my article of December 6th can have no reference to light in tens it a-. 

since they are measurements of space in the absolute, and not in th ■ 
“radial” sense. If this is true the simple unit than can be “used 

like the multiplication table” need not be so far away as (Mr. Dorn 
supposes. Believing in the correctness of this theory, and that 1 

shall be able to prove the same to be true, I am, yours, etc., 

Fkank M. Steadman. 

STEREO-MICROGRAPHY. 

To the Editors. 

Gentlemen,—-You describe in a recent issue under “Ex Cathedra 

a novel method by Professor Birdwood. of McGill College. Montreal, 

of obtaining stereoscopic effects by taking two photographs if th*- 

same object, having recourse to tilting the object between the two 

operations. I enclose stereoscopic slide of a bumble bee taken by me 

about ten years ago in the above-described way. and mounted in tin 

usual way. The claim of novelty by Professor BirdAvood. therefore, 

falls to the ground.—Iam. yours, etc., 

99, St. John’s Hill, S.W. 

KODAK. LIMITED; THE DEALERS AND THE USERS. 

To the Editors. 

Gentlemen,—Once again the Kodak Company are forcing themselv 

into an unenviable prominence (unenviable, that- is to say, exo ] 

from an advertising point of view) by the imposition of terms 
however they may agree Avith American business method-, 

obnoxious to the British sense of the right of freedom in tiad* 

•think it is extremely probable that most of your readers will admit 
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1 hit the company are acting strictly within the lettei of 
nights in making the conditions they have seen fit; to announce iiitheir 
recent circular, since anyone who makes an article is at liberty to 
,please hnnself to whether he will part with it or not, and as to the 
vterms on which he will let it go out of Ins possession. He is also at 
liberty to say whether or not he will sell it to any particular person 
who may be willing to buy. Still, it is not to be forgotten 

.others also have their rights, and if the producer of an article offe . 
it for sale, those to whom he offers it may, without straining any 
Wal obligation, decline to purchase his article, however usefu or 

♦ excellent it may be, on the terms offered, or on any other that may 
be substituted. The Kodak Company appear either to ignore this 
public right, or to think themselves strong enough to ride over it 
*nd trample it down. How far their ignorance or their self-confidence 

:is justifiable remains to be seen. 
But surely something else besides legality enters into trade relation¬ 

ships. A man or a firm may in the course of business do nothing 
.that is actionable, and yet may practice methods which are not to be 
♦commended on moral grounds. Take the case before us. iheie is, 
I take it, a very real sense in which dealers are the servants ot the 
.'public. They profess by their position, at least implicitly, that they 
are ready to supply the public with wliat it requires. What it 
requires is, one supposes, the best article it can get for the money i 
is prepared to expend. It goes to its servant (the dealer) foi tins, 
’but wliat security has it that it will get what it wants if its sei\ an 
has been approached by a producer with a bribe in the shape ot ex: la 
discounts and special terms to accept and offer his goods, and his 
only? For my part I should say there is no such security under 
such conditions, and I should dispense with the services of my dea ei 
if I knew he had accepted the bribe. By doing so he has at once put 
Tiimself out of all worthiness of confidence, for it is not at all likely 
-that he will recommend any but the one particular article he lias 
bound himself to offer to the exclusion of others, however superior the 
articles he has bound himself not to offer may be. The worst of it is 
-that the position of the dealer who rejects the bribe is only less 
awkward than that of him who accepts it. For lie is under the con¬ 
stant temptation to push other (and it may be inferior) goods because 
of his reduced profit allowed to him by the briber. I sincerely trust 
the British public will say with unmistakable emphasis to those who 
have brought about this condition of affairs, We will have none 

-of these things.” 
But what is to be said of the wholesale dealers and their action as 

represented by Messrs. G. Houghton and Son. In their lettei to vou 
as published in your issue of the 17th? It seems to call for some 
explanation. In their third paragraph they “ propose to make a 
plain statement of antecedent facts.” In the course of this statement, 
after referring to “the considerable and growing account” they have 
had with the original Eastman Company and the transformed Kodak 
Company, they make an interesting revelation, to wit:—“They com¬ 
menced "by giving us very special terms (the italics are mine) as whole¬ 
salers (sic) as an inducement to push the sale of their cameras, 
etc., through our travellers, and by other means.” Then, after con¬ 
tinuing the history of gradually lessening favour to themselves and 
increasing inducements to retailers till the last development, they 
naively say in their last paragraph : “ Instead of being, as heretofore, 
not particularly anxious to introduce competitive articles, we are now 
forced in self-defence to do so, and we are glad to say that very 

- shortly we, in common with other wholesale house and manufac¬ 
turers, hope to put before you some specialities in the way of films and 
film-cameras of first-rate quality,” etc. A question that occurs to me 
in connection with these two quotations thus brought together is. 
Why have the writers not brought -out into greater prominence these 
first-rate films and film-cameras before now? Is it because of the 
“ very special terms ” offered by one foreign firm to push the sale of 
their goods? Only Messrs. Houghton and Son can answer that 
question. I hope, 'for their own sakes, they will be able to answer 
it in the negative. I will refrain from further comment other than 
do say that it seems quite evident that through this pushing of the 
sale of Kodak goods, however it may have been induced, other pro¬ 
ducers- and would-be producers have not had the encouragement and 
support that one may reasonably suppose the merits of some of them 
warranted, and this seems to fully justify the position of those who 
vlaim that, however excellent the Kodak Company’s films and cameras 
may or may not be, their procedure has not been such as to favour 
and promote further improvement in photographic apparatus and 
-materials, but rather (and very much) the reverse. I enclose my 

wcnrd, and beg to subscribe myself,—Yours very sincerely, 

..January 18. 1902. T. W. J. 

MORE AMERICANO. 

To the Editors. 

Gentlemen.—How does the enclosed letter (copy) bear out the re¬ 
marks of “Cosmos” about the coolness of some American lecturers? 

The letter was received a year or two ago from an absolute stianger,I 
and has been preserved as a curiosity. 1 remember when first reading 
it the list of questions made my head dizzy.—I am, yours faithfully, 

’ A Photooeaphk Publisher. 

January 18 1902. 

Cleveland, 0., U.S.A. 

Messrs.-and Co., , , 
Gentlemen,—YMu may remember that two years ago I ordered some 

lantern slides of vou and thought of ordering more, but found it cost 

me as much to import them as to buy of dealers m New \ork, so flav¬ 
or de red through McAllister since. I shall soon send another order 
through McAllister (Anthony),in which I will have mentioned that they 

are for me, and please select me perfect ones of medium density. A few 
questions answered very acceptably at that time has induced me to 

enclose another list, which please answer at your earliest convenience 

and oblige, very truly your.,, T M CoENWAll. 

I have one of your slides of “ Cast of Scott’s Head. W here is the 
cast? Of what it is composed? By whom made. etc. .' 

Is Edinburgh University in the old town, and where located? What 
is the average attendance per annum, and how many professors 

employed ? , , „ , , .. . 
Does the Queen spend any time at Balmoral. If so, what time of 

the year, and how long?' Is it pronounced Bal-mor-AL, or 1-al- 
MOllAL? 

How high is Scott’s monument, Edinburgh? Of what is it composed. 
Who was the architect? How much did it cost? How high is the 
statue of Scott? Of what material, and by whom sculptured 

For what puipose is the room now used in which Scott died, and for 

what used before his death? . . 
Prentice’s Pillar, Roslin Chapel, seems to be a special object ot 

interest. If so, why? Why is the locality thereabouts called Lady 

^For*what use was the Old Tolbooth appropriated originally, and 

what is it now used for? 
If you will give me the above information, at your earliest conveni¬ 

ence, I shall be much obliged, as I have no convenient way of’ ob¬ 
taining it at hand. I. . 1. 

THE 1902. ALMANAC FOR 

To the Editors. 

Gentlemen,—Perhaps your numerous correspondents would be glad 
to know that I have about 30 paper copies on hand, and for further 
details will refer to vour advertisement columns.—Yours truly, 

* H. CORNTHWAITJS. 

Imperial Arcade, Birmingham. 
January 18, 1902. 

A PORTABLE LANTERN STAND. 

To the Editors. 

Gentlemen —All lanternists, at some time or other, find themselves 
face to ‘face with the difficulty of procuring suitable means for 
elevating their lantern in the best position according to the height 
of their screen, and much ingenuity has from time to time been dis¬ 
played in designing cabinets and attachments to lantern boxes 
whereby an increase of height may be obtained without resorting to 
the. use of boxes and similar temporary supports, which at times are 
not at hand when required. Tripods for this purpose are 
quite out of the question with lanternists who have experienced the 
need of steadiness and absolute safety in everything connectedi with 
their outfit , and it is surprising that manufacturers should be found actu¬ 
ally designing a form of tripod and advertising the same as a lantern 
stand. The objections to such will be evident to anyone who for a 
moment considers that the spreading legs of a tripod are always in 
the way, especially so in the dark, and when an operator has often 
to move about and around a lantern for hours at a stretch. No exhi- 
bitor of experience would think of running such a risk, and a tripod 
does not afford the required accommodation for slides, etc., which 
are always best placed on a firm support such as a good table 

supplies. 
At most places where lantern entertainments are given a good table 

can generally be procured; if not, a visit to some kindly disposed 
person in close proximitv to the hall will never fail in yielding a 
suitable table as the main support for the lantern box. The height 
of an ordinary table, however, may be taken as thirty inches, and 
this, even with the addition of a fairly large lantern box placed on top, 
will often be insufficient to yield the necessary elevation, 
even with a large amount of tilting. Hence recourse must 
then be had to piling up boxes underneath or on top of the 
lantern box to gain the necessary elevation for the lantern. 
Experienced lanternists contrive as far as possible to carry with them 
all really necessary attachments and accessories; in one case 
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mown to the writer, a miniature studio camera stand forms 
Dart of an outfit, and a most excellent arrangement such proves to be, 
lie one objection to its use being its non-portability. 

Many excellent forms of lantern cases provide means for gaining 
idditional height by means of having a double top attached to winged 
lieces that pass through apertures cut in the lantern box, and all 
■igidly held at any reasonable height by a well-arranged number of 
humbscrews passing from the inside to the outside of the box. All 
antern boxes are not, however, made of wood, and do not open at 
heir sides (as all lantern boxes should do), and when they are not fitted 
vith such conveniences then comes in the handiness of a really good 
Dortable stand, the designs for which are not too many, unattached 
o the lantern box. The plan about to be described was suggested to 
ne on one occasion when face to face with the difficulty of overcoming 
i long distance projection on a screen elevated at a considerable height 
m the platform, when, on looking round for the most suitable article 
<o use on the top of an ordinary table to elevate his box, a smart and 
ntelligent waiter grasped the situation at once, and with the ejacula- 
ion, “ Oh ! I know what you want,” proceeded at once to produce one 
if the most suitable articles imaginable for the purpose—viz., a sub¬ 
stantial butler’s tray, which proved to be just the thing required, and 
io impressed was the writer with the utility of this arrangement that 
le afterwards planned out what may be termed a miniature cross- 
legged stand of somewhat similar design, and constructed with a 
louble top to provide a tilting movement when the lantern box is not 
ised in conjunction therewith. In size a stand of this description 
Dan be made by altering the length of the legs or carrying two or 
nore sets of such, seeing their bulk is not great, and when unscrewed 
ire easily packed away along with the screw poles in the basket, nowa¬ 
days used in preference to the old-fashioned long and heavy box, 
which for so many years did duty for packing the poles and screen. 
By substituting wickerwork for wood any additional weight on the 
netal legs of the portable stand is more than compensated for. 

To provide rigidity, which is a sine qua non in all lantern stands, 
in this case the legs or supports are best made by means of malleable 
iron bai's, one inch broad by a quarter inch thick. Four of these 
will be required for each stand, and a very useful size is made by 
cutting these lengths of malleable iron bars to twenty-four inches 
tong. At the ends which are to form the top of the stand, holes are 
drilled half an inch from each end, the object of this being to permit 
of the legs being fastened by bolts and nuts to the wooden top, on the 
edges of which small brass or iron legs of half moon shape are screwed, 
these also having holes drilled through them for the bolts to attach 
each leg. Near the centre of each leg is likewise drilled a hole for the 
legs to be attached by means of a bolt and nut where they cross, 
exactly as in the case of a butler’s tray. The bottom of each leg being 
bound together by a metal cross bar of rod iron, likewise passing 
through a hole drilled at exactly the same height in each leg, these 
cross bars are threaded at their ends to permit of their being firmly 
attached to the legs by a nut when screwed on. The top now falls to 
be considered. This consists of two good three-quarter inch pine 
boards, preferably cross ended, to prevent any warping. In all cases 
the size must be governed by the base of the lantern. When these tops 
are hinged together and a tilting screw inserted in the customary 
manner, any reasonable amount of tilting is provided for. The legs 
are of course screwed on to the under board of the top, and to which 
the metal legs are bolted on. Anyone desirous of making such an 
addition to their lantern outfit need only study a well-made butler’s 
tray, from which, as before stated, this useful apparatus was copied. 
If the top is made to suit the base of the lantern it will stow away in 

'the lantern box without trouble.-—I am, yours, etc.. 
Lantern Operator. 

January 9, 1902. 
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Answers to Correspondents. 
*** All matters intended for the text portion of this JOURNAL, inclxul. 

ing queries, must he addressed to “ The EDITORS, The British 

Journal of Photography, 24, Wellington-street, Strand, London 
W. C. Inattention to this ensures delay. 

*** Correspondents are informed that we cannot undertake to answer 
communications through the post. Questions are not answered unless 
the names and addresses of the writers are given. 

*** Communications relating to Advertisements and general business 
affairs should he addressed to Messrs. Henry GREENWOOD &C0., 

24, Wellington-street, Strand, London, W. C. 
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Photographs Registered :— 

A. J. Robinson, Long Stratton, Norfolk. Two photographs of exploded engine. 
A. Caney, Holly Lodge, Shoreham, Sussex. Photograph, of L. ltoxbrook and. 

G. Cook. 
A. C. Milne, 6, Castle Street, Brechin. Photograph of Brechin Cathedral. 
F. G. Simpson, 17, Wharf Roal, Grantham. Photograph of Grantham Parixh 

Church. 

J. M. B. (Leeds).—You must advertise. We do not undertake to answer 
letters by post. 

T. K. C.—We are much obliged to you for your suggestions, the second of 
which will probably be acted on. 

G. W. French.—You have no remedy, as British copyright protection 
does not extend to the United States of America. 

E. T. Penfold.—The bad tones of the print seem to be due to a dis¬ 
ordered condition of the bath. Possibly there was a minute trace 
of hypo in it; or, may be, a slight trace of it in one of the washing 
waters. Either would cause similar tones. 

Non-Return of Negatives.—The only advice we can give you is to pay 
the account for the prints and demand the return of the negatives 
forthwith; then, if they are not sent, sue for their value in the 
County Court. Probably the firm consider they have a lien on the 
negatives until their account for the prints is paid. 

Registration.—F. Percy writes: “ I wish to register the title of an 

article I am making for photographic use. Will you kindly tell 
me how to do this, and the cost?”—In reply: Write to Messrs. 
Hughes & Young, 55 and 56, Chancery Lane, W.C., who will 
probably undertake the matter. 

Magnesium Mixture.—W. B. asks: “ Can you inform me of a good mag¬ 
nesium mixture for flashlight? ATou gave one some time ago, 
but have misplaced the number.”—In rephr: A number of flashlight 
mixtures were given in the monthly supplement of the Journal for 
September last; that is what you probably refer to. 

Photo Buttons.—H. Hall writes: “ A customer of mine wishes to have 
a photo (on cheap brooch) reproduced in same style; it is the 
enamelled-button style of photo. Could you favour me with the 
address of a firm doing this kind of work ? A few only would be 
required.”—In reply: The Artistic Photographic Company, Kentish 
Town, would, no doubt, execute the order for you. 

Damaged Negatives.—“ Pyro ” writes : “ I have a varnished negative badly 
damaged by water. How can I put it right ? To remove varnish 
does not of itself seem sufficient.”—In reply: If the gelatine film 
is badly damaged, we scarcely see how it can be put right, par¬ 
ticularly without seeing the negative. Have you removed the var¬ 
nish to see the real state of the gelatine film? 

Photographs Wanted.—“ Agri ” writes: “ I shall be extremely obliged if 
you can put me in the way of obtaining (1) a photo or lantern 
slide of the White Horse in Berkshire; (2) a photo or lantern slide 
of King Alfred’s Tower, near Glastonbury. I do not want 
engravings.”—In reply: Inquire of Messrs. Newton &: Co., 3, Fleet 
Street, E.C , who may be able to supply you with such slides. 

Staining Microscopic Slides.—T. S. writes: “ Shall be obliged if you can 
inform me where to procure chemicals for staining microscopic 
slides?”—In reply: Colours for staining microscopic objects may 
be had from any of the houses who make a feature of microscopes, 
such as Messrs. R. & J. Beck, Cornhill, or Messrs. Baker & Co., Hiuh 
Holborn; or in wholesale quantities from Messrs. Hopkiu & Wil¬ 
liams, Cross Street, Hatton Garden. 

Address Wanted.—“Nosiuoc” writes: “Would you be kind enough to 
give me the address of a good wholesale firm where I can 
obtain picture-frame mouldings, as have consulted your journal 
and cannot find any advertised ? ”—In reply: “ The Post Office 
Directory will give you the addresses of the whole of the moulding 
makers in London We must refer you to that, as it is against 
our rule to recommend any particular firms. 

Addrees Wanted.—T. G. Gamlen writes: “ Can you, please, give me 
address of makers of “ Robosal ” blotting paper? A local dealer 
has asked me, and, being a dealer, he prefers to deal with the 
firm direct rather than through a middleman. Alas and alack! I 
cannot get a B.J. Almanac, 1902, and I ordered.”—In reply: Some 
reader may be able to give our correspondent the address required. 
We do not know it. 
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Address Wanted.—E. R. T. writes: “Will you kindly say where Titan 
Scarlet S. can be obtained in London, or give me Messrs. Holliday 
& Son’s address in New York?”—In reply: Probably the colour 
may be obtained from either the Badische Anilin and Soda Fabnk, 
22 Bush Lane, E.C., or from the Actien Gesellschaft Fur Amlin. 
Fabrik, 20, Eastcheap, E.C. We do not know the Messrs. Holliday 
& Son’s full address, but possibly a letter simply addressed to JNe,v 

York would reach them. 

Developers.—Notac writes :—“ I use a combined developer (which is 
quite clear) that does not stain. It is good for negatives, opals, and 
bromide paper. Can you tell me what it is made of, and how to 
make it? A sufficient quantity to cover one plate will develop a 
dozen or more plates, and will keep (corked) for any length oi time. 
In reply : We have no idea of the composition of the developer jou 
have been using. How can we have, seeing that you give us no data ? 
There are so many that answer your description. 1 robably it is one 

of the hvdrochinone, or a metol-hydrockinone, type. 

Copyright.—E. J. H. & Co. write: “We have a copyright photo which 
you copyrighted some time ago for us. We find it has been copied 
and published in a weekly paper, a few months ago, without our 
permission being asked or given. This paper is printed by A and 
published by B. Who is the responsible person, A or B, tor mak¬ 
ing use of this copyright view without our permission. Will you 
kindly advise us the best course to take in the matter? —In 
reply: Both are responsible, we believe, according to law; but you 

had better proceed against the publisher. 

Collotype.—F. F. writes: “ Can you inform me how to quicken or increase 
the sensitivenes of bichromates for Collotype plates without causing 
crystallisation ? At present I am using 1 ounce to 3 ounces gelatine 
and 50 water, but the plates are a long time printing, even in bright 
weather. Is it possible to use “ camphor ” as in the bitumen processes ? 
If so, what quantity?”—In reply: The only way is by increasing 
the proportion of bichromate of potash. You might try using the 
bichromate of ammonia instead of the potash salt, but then the 
plates will not keep so well. Camphor would be of no use in the 

Collotype process. 
A “Vulgar” Pose.—Spotted Prints.—“ Patience ” writes: “ (1) I enclose 

a photo, and the father of the young ladies has told me that the 
position of the one sitting down is a vulgar position and I ought 
to know better than pose a young lady with her knees crossed. 
Shall be glad to know if such a position is vulgar. (2) Shall be 
glad to know if any of your readers knows of a formula for spot¬ 
ting P.O.P.’s before enamelling, so that the spotting does not 
come off when they are enamelled? ”—In reply: (1) The pose of the 
young lady is exceedingly ugly; indeed, the group generally is most 
inartistically arranged, and we are not surprised that the father of the 
young ladies is dissatisfied. (2) Mr. Rudowsky, 22, Coleman Street, 
E.C., supplies a colour for the purpose; so do most of the dealers. 

Studio Adaptation.—E. W. writes: “I should be pleased if you would 
give me your opinion on the following:—I have a room (size as 
on enclosed sketch), and I thought of making use of it as a studio. 
Would it be possible to do good work in it without; any window in 
the roof, provided I made the window in the side larger and higher, 
and, if so, in what position would you place it? If you think it 
would not be possible to turn out good work without a top light., 
where would you fix it, and what size would you make it?”—In 
reply: So far as we can understand the sketch, we do not see how 
you "could adapt the room for professional work, unless the whole 
of the west side were glass up to about 5 feet from the end pro¬ 
posed for the background. You might then be able to do with 
out a top light. The studio will be very short for general portraiture. 

Breakages in Transit.—“ Subscriber ” writes: “ In answer to an adver¬ 
tisement in the British Journal of Photography for a portrait 
lamp in good working order, I had a reply from a photographer at 
Gloucester, and bought, on his writing it was in perfect working 
order. On arrival the stand proved to be broken, and on sending 
the battery to be recharged it was returned owing to too great 
leakage. The photographer says it must have been done in transit, 
but as he guaranteed it in good working order am I not entitled 
to have my money back and return it, as I cannot see why I should 
have to fight the railway company or receive an imperfect lamp ? 
I should be pleased to have your opinion.”—In reply: There is 
always some risk in buying secondhand apparatus. You should 
have opened the parcel in the presence of the railway-man, and 
then you would have seen the breakage, and then have refused to 
accept delivery. The parcel would have been returned to the 
sender, and he would have fought out the matter with the com¬ 
pany if the breakage was caused by them. If you can prove that 
the apparatus was faulty when it was dispatched, your remedy is 
against the seller. If the damage was done by :.he railway com¬ 
pany, your remedy is against them. 

Making 1?.O.P. and Bromide Paper.—J. Avis writes: “lam making 
my own P.O.P., but cannot get the gelatine to stand on paper; when 
it sets it sinks in as enclosed. Is it the fault 'of the paper or emul¬ 
sion ? The emulsion contains 120 grs. of hard gelatine per 4 oz. 
This is the paper I am writing on is the best I can get. I am 
thinking of giving the paper a coat of gelatine first(butthen the paper 
always buckles up out of shape). How can I stop this? Can you 
also give me a recipe for bromide paper (medium speed), simple 
to make; and would same do for plates ? And can you give me a 
recipe for gaslight paper ? What kind of paper should I get if this 
is not suitable for P.O.P. ? ”—In reply : The paper is quite unsuited 
for the purpose. We should advise you to employ a proper photo¬ 

graphic paper, such as the Steinbach make. It may be obtained froi 
Messrs. Otto Konig & Co., Cross-street, Finsbury. If you turn t 
page 7C5 of the Almanac for 1890 you will find an article on emulsio 
for dry plates by Mr. G. T. Harris. The formulae stands thusA 
Potassium bromide, 8G grammes; barium iodide, 3T> gramme- 
gelatine, 1G grammes; water, G88 cc. 1 : 3 solution H.C1., 2 cc 
B. Silver nitrate, 104 grammes; water, G80 cc. C. Gelatin 
(Drescher’s), 130 grammes. For the mode we must refer you to tb 
article. The same emulsion, somewhat diluted, will do for paper i 
it be boiled for less time, also for a gaslight paper. 

Studio Building.—T. C. E. writes: “ I enclose herewith a plan of studio 
reception and other rooms. Could you give me advice on the fol 
lowing points:—(1) In fig. 2 you will notice that the light coin 
mences 5 ft. from the studio floor, rises at an angle of 60 deg. for a 
distance of 8 ft.; it then runs back over flat portion of roof, a di, 
tance of 7 ft. being curved at the angle as shown in the plan. D, 
you think the 5 ft. of wall at B would materially hinder the pro- I 
curing of a proper lighting on the sitter? (2) Also, do you think 
the parapet (which is clearly shown in fig. 3 and in the plan 2; 
would shut out the light to any harmful degree? The studio faces 
east. Do you think, therefore, the sun would trouble me much 
after 10 o’clock a.m. ? (3) The tower which is showrn in fig. 3 would, I 
I think, act as a shade after 10.30 or 11 a m. If you can make any I 
suggestion which you would think helpful I shall be much obliged | 
(4) Would it be wise to have the angle of roof nearer 45 deg? I j 
think, seeing that the studio will face east (and this, for several 
reasons, can’t be avoided), an angle of 60 deg. would be more likely j 
to keep out the sun after noon ? ”—In reply: (1) No, not at all i 
(2) No. (3) The tower will cast a shadow for some portion of the | 
day, but we do not expect that you will find it very troublesome. 
(4) On the whole, we should rather prefer the angle of 45 deg., 
but, practically, in this case, one is about as good as the other. 

The Cause of Fog.—“ Operator ” writes: “ I should be glad of .your 
advice. About eight months ago the firm in whose employ I am 
as operator bought a new 15 x 12 outdoor camera, which worked 
quite satisfactorily until, during a very hot day, I had to take 
some views on the cliffs here. I exposed five plates out of the six, 
and on going home to develop them I found that on each of the 
five plates there was reproduced some part of the shutters of the 
slides, even to the grain in the wood, and so strong that it spoilt the 
negatives altogether. Out of curiosity, I developed the sixth unex¬ 
posed plate, and got a perfect reproduction of the whole of the 
shutter, and so strong as to make a good print in P.O.P. The firm 
sent the slides back to the makers, but whatever they did to them 
has not cured the evil at all. I purposely left two plates in the 
slide during the recent cold weather for about six weeks, and then 
made a copy on one of them, when the markings appeared just 
as strong as ever. I enclose a print from the negative, 
showing these markings. I should esteem it a great favour 
if you could suggest a remedy, as the slides in their 
present condition are quite useless. I cannot sec that 
the blacking is at fault, as surely by this time it ought to have 
properly dried. I have been in the profession for fourteen years, 
and have had many new cameras under Tny care, but I have never 
met with anything like this before.”—In reply: The markings arc 
due, no doubt, to s^me emanation from the wood of the shutters, or 
may be they are so thin that a bright light may penetrate them: 
both causes will at times cause similar trouble. The slides should 
be sent to the maker to do the needful to them. 

Enlarging and Hand Camera Matters—“Sordello” writes: “1 
Having read the Journal with interest and derived considerable 
help from it, I venture to put myself under a more personal obliga¬ 
tion to you by consulting you in the following circumstances. I am 
an amateur, but find that a certain amount of work can be put in my 
way. I shall, however, if the connection is to be developed, require 
an enlarger. I do not know which pattern to buy—either an enlarging 
camera (such as you referred to in a leading article last year) or an 
enlarging lantern. I shall be much obliged if you will kindly inform 
me which of the two types you have found the more convenient and 
useful in practice. 2. I also need a band camera of good quality for 
accurate work. So far as I have been able to go into the matter, my 
leanings are to one of the reflector type, but I should like to learn 
whether in actual work its advantages over the ordinary focussing 
hand camera outweigh the disadvantages of the type. If I might 
venture to ask, would you give briefly the points of advantage and 
disadvantage which you have found in working reflector, focussing, 
and twin-lens hand cameras ? The information from such an 
authoritative source would help me much in arriving at a decision. 
3. One point more, to trespass still further on your good 
nature. Is there any standard list of prices which should be charged 
for prints, and if so, where can it be obtained? Where I more 
especially need information is the case of an enlargement where the 
photographer makes not only it, but the original negative. I am 
determined, if my work is to sell, the sale will be due to its quality 
and not to undercutting, but am at a loss to know what charges to 
make.”—In reply: (1) Either system is good ; it is merely a question 
of convenience which you employ. (2) Most reflector cameras are 
focussing cameras, and the advantage of them is that the image can 
be focussed sharply on the plate whatever distance it may be away. 
Another advantage of a reflector, or a twin lens camera, is that the 
image shown on the ground glass is the same size as it is in the 
negative. (3) There is no standard list of prices. Every photo¬ 
grapher fixes his prices according to what he considers his productions 
are worth. 
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EX CATHEDRA. 

Colour Last week, under the heading of the 
Photography. Lippmann Process and Colour Photo- 

tography, we referred to a process for the direct produc¬ 
tion of colour photographs, upon which Dr. Neuhauss had 
been experimenting, and of which he had sanguine hopes 
of success. The Lippmann process, especially with gela¬ 
tine as a vehicle, is beset with difficulties, and from the 
principle upon which it is based seems destined to be slow, 
and consequently applicable only to a limited range of 
subjects. Yet there is much to be done in the field to which 
it is adaptable, and we are surprised that the process has 
not received more attention from the large number of skil¬ 
ful amateurs, who are interested in photography and have 
leisure at their command. Perhaps the introduction of 
Lippmann gelatine dry plates as a commerical article may 
give an impetus to this branch of photography. Many 
difficulties have to be overcome in their preparation, but 
that was also the case with the gelatine plate now in 
universal use, and the skill which has produced the highly 
sensitive emulsions, to which we are now accustomed, 
should be equal to the task of making a Lippmann plate at 
a reasonable price. Photographers will not, however, think 
that their art has approached completeness, until a direct 
colour process has been discovered, that will enable them 
to make a picture with reasonably short exposure. 

* * * 

The There are few photographic exhibitions 
West of England—below Bristol, 

'' '"'"J ’3';' at any rate—and that part of the king¬ 
dom is looked upon as almost out of it, in many matters 

besides photographic. But if there is little life in this 
way it may be excused when it is to be noted that the 
principal and best exhibition in Devon and Cornwall, that 
of Plymouth, is to be judged by men whose instincts and 
trainings are primarily artistic. The members of the Ply¬ 
mouth Photographic Society have not hitherto been ag¬ 
gressively assertive at the big exhibitions, as men of Bir¬ 
mingham, Leeds, Bristol, Bradford, Glasgow, and Edin¬ 
burgh have, but it would seem that they are courting judg¬ 
ment and criticism so as to get their hands in for work in 
bigger spheres than they have hitherto occupied. At tlie- 
last exhibition Dr. Emerson very kindly acted as judge, and 
his decisions, on the whole, were welcomed and appre¬ 
ciated. He has been asked to act again. With him will 
act Mr. Baragwanath King (a man whose name betraveth 
his Cornish connection), an artist whose style is of the 
broadest and most “ diffused.’’ He has more than a local 
reputation, and is undeniably clever as a draughtsman and 
colourist; his pictures are always good in composition. 
Another of the trio is Mr. F. Shelley, also an artist; indeed, 
the master of the Plymouth Corporation Technical School 
of Art. These judges ought to be able to impress the 
members of the society with good ideas upon pictorial 
photography. We cannot call to mind a similar selection 
for adjudication, because usually there is the severely prac¬ 
tical and technical photographer to come in, to hold in 
rein the artists. But Dr. Emerson is quite expert enough 
in that direction to satisfy the needs of all who will place 
their work for the crticism of these worthy men. 

* * * 

Dr. Neuhauss’s Since we drew attention to the 
Process. paper in “ Liesegang’s Photo- 
graphischer Almanach,” we have received a copy of the 
German Photographic journal, “ Der Photograph." con¬ 
taining an article descriptive of Dr. Neuhauss’s pro¬ 
cess, signed “ Rhenanus.” In our opinion, Dr. Neuhauss- 
has been over sanguine in the estimation of his process, 
and we entertain considerable doubt as to its value. Tf 
further experiment enables him to solve the problem and 
produce a good colour photograph by reasonable exposure 
in the camera, we shall be among the first to do him 
honour. Briefly stated the following is a description of the 
process, according to our contemporary. The aniline 
dyes and many others are bleached by exposure to light, 
but the action varies with the dye and the colour of the 
light. By mixing very sensitive red, blue, and yellow 
aniline dyes, a greyish black mixture is obtained. I pon 
exposure to red light, the blue and yellow are bleached, 
leaving the red. Exposure to blue light bleaches the reG 
and yellow, leaving the blue, and yellow light bleache- 
all but the yellow. The primary colours are thus ob 
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tained, and these yield the mixed colours, as in the other 
three-colour processes. These facts were well known, but 
although sensitiveness could be increased by the presence 
of oxygen, such a colour process was too slow to be of use. 
Dr. Neuhauss has found that the sensitiveness may be im¬ 
proved by the addition of chlorophyll. The bleaching pro¬ 
cess, which depends upon oxidation, may also be accele¬ 
rated by adding a small quantity of peroxide of hydrogen. 
Many of the aniline dyes will not stand the addition of 
peroxide, but Erythrosin, Uranin and Methylin-blue have 
been found suitable for the purpose. As collodion retains 
the oxygen in the film better than gelatine, it is to be 
preferred, and filter paper is the best support. The image 
may be fixed with sulphate of copper, or an ammoniacal 
compound of copper. The sensitiveness of the material is 
said to be about that of albumenised paper. Under these 
circumstances, it can only be described as a printing pro¬ 

cess. 
* -x- 

The Hand in The difficulty of posing the hands, in 
Portraiture. such a manner that they are not ob¬ 

trusive, is known to all who have attempted portraiture, 
but to make use of these members to give expression and 
•charm to the picture is a pow<^r that photographers often 
fail to exhibit. The “ Deutsche Photographen Zeitung ” 
lias an article by Max Lutz, of Munich, emphasising the 
value of the study of hands as a guide to the expression 
*of character and phases of thought. The classification he 
gives, which is taken from Dr. Cams’ work on the “ Corre¬ 
lation of Mind and Body,” is well worth noting. Cams 
makes four broad classes: — 

1. The elementary, or hand of lowest grade. 

2. The skilled, or average hand of men and the lower 
order of women. 

3. The sensitive, or average hand of women and the 
higher order of men. 

4. The psychic, or hand of highest perfection. 

■ The elementary is that of the labourer, artisan, sailor, 
veteran soldier, agriculturalist and others. The fingers are 
nearly of the same thickness to the tip and the outline 
is only broken at the joints. The juncture with the arm 
is angular and bony. In women the elementary hand has 
similar characteristics, but the skin and flesh are rather 
softer. The bones are thinner, but the form is less pure 
and more irregular. 

The skilled hand is that of the workman trained to 
higher handicrafts, the business man, the plastic artist, 
the painter, the musician, and those whose occupation has 
a mental basis. The bones are more delicate and the skin 
more elastic, but the form is still very pronounced. The 
fingers are thinner and taper at the tips. The length of the 
hand is greater in proportion to the breadth. It is soft 
and pliant. 

The sensitive hand is really the highest type in men. 
The fingers are long and tapering, and the joints marked, 
without being prominent. The palm is rectangular, and 
the nails somewhat long and oval. It is the hand of the 
savant, the statesman, the poet, and those who do more 
by word than deed. The sensitive feminine hand is met 
with in women of mental ability. 

The psychic hand is the ideal of a beautiful woman’s hand 
and is scarcely found amongst men, excepting of high, 
mental, and moral power. Such a hand may be seen in 
Titian’s picture of the “ Tribute Money,” and the artist 
at the same time shows the enormous difference between 
the masculine, psychic, hand of Christ, and the coarse, ele¬ 
mentary hand of the Pharisee. 

An A good window is an important factor in 
Attrac*‘ve attracting trade. This is proved clearly 

• enough by the attention given it by suc¬ 
cessful business men. It is not likely that they would pay 
large salaries to expert window arrangers if their work were 
not regarded as important and its results remunerative. 
This applies in particular to the photographer. 11 is 
window attracts readier and fuller attention than those of 
his fellow-tradesmen. Very few passers-by with a little 
margin of leisure can resist the temptation to look into it 
and criticise. The attraction is not due, as a rule, to any 
new idea embodied, or even to an old one in a new dress. It 
must be admitted that in nine cases out of ten they are 
unutterably orthodox. The attraction is more due to the 
human quality embodied in his wares. But there is no 
reason why this should not be heightened. It would be to 
his business advantage if it were. The character of the 
existing attraction should be held in mind when thinking 
of the best way of adding to it. It is such, for instance, that 
the popular working model would spoil rather than en¬ 
hance. This may do very well in a chemist’s window to 
call attention to the virtues of a patent medicine, but is alto¬ 
gether out of character with the kind of attention and 
thought in the mind of one looking at a display of photo¬ 
graphs. The leading characteristic in the latter case is 
probably a critical one. Are the young lady’s good looks 
brought out to highest advantage, or would a different pose 
suit her better ? Would not the old man look better seated, 
the young man full instead of three-quarter face? Are 
black and white better than silver prints? Has the 
character and colour of the mount much to do with heighten¬ 
ing the effect it is desired to produce ? There is no oppor¬ 
tunity of judging in the heterogeneous jnmble of prints. 
An effort should be made to gratify the trend of unconscious 
thought in the mind of the looker-on. It can be easily 
accomplished by taking a pretty face and figure in different 
poses, and showing them side by side. The old man could 
be shown sitting and standing, the young man full as well 
as three-quarter face. The same figures might be shown in 
black and white, sepia, and ordinary silver print, and the 
value of mounts by mounting one of the same kind upon 
different kinds of mounts. The judicious arrangement 
necessary would, in addition, evolve system and order out 
of the existing chaos of the window contents. It would 
also assist in reducing the number of prints displayed, a 
matter which, from an artistic as well as a business point 
of view, we have oftentimes advocated. The resulting im¬ 
pression would be of a piece with the colour and pattern of 
the thoughts and feelings of the one looking on. This in 
itself is valuable, but is made more so by its practical busi¬ 
ness value. The prospective customer is more strongly 
attracted to the window; he is unconsciously gratified by 
the choice offered him, the field of choice being wider; he is 
more likely to see something that suits him, and the impres¬ 
sion is conveyed that the photographer is fully up in all 
classes of work. The slight extra cost would speedily prove 
a most remunerative investment. This is but one way in 
which the great majority of existing windows could be 
utilised to greater advantage. There are many more that 
would suggest themselves naturally once thought is led into 
and interest aroused in the new direction. 

—-♦- 

The work of preparing Bushy House for the National Physical Labora¬ 

tory is now approaching completion, and, at the request of the President 
and Council of the Royal Society, the Prince of Wales has fixed Wednes¬ 
day, March 19th, for the opening ceremony. The object of the laboratory 

is to encourage the applications of physical science to manufactures and 

industry. This it will do by undertaking researches into questions of 
importance to either, and by testing apparatus and material used in trade. 
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ABOUT LANTERN ILLUSTRATIONS. 

We must all agree that the success of an experimental 
lecture depends in a great measure upon the neatness and 
exactitude with which the experiments are performed, as 
well as upon their suitability to the subject in hand. We 
have all heard lectures which were admirable from a 
literary point of view, but which continually hung fire be¬ 
cause the experiments had not been properly rehearsed. 
On the other hand, most of us have listened to discourses 
of a most halting kind which were redeemed by the excel¬ 
lent manner in which illustrated experiments were shown 
to the audience. It is a happy state of things when both 
subject matter and experiments are so wedded that the 
action is suited to the word, and the word to the action. 

The sheet anchor of the modern lecturer is most un¬ 
doubtedly found in the optical lantern, for by its aid he 
can show experiments, of a limited kind, or can exhibit 
diagrams and pictures; moreover, he can, with instru¬ 
ments built for this kind of work, change from one to the 
other with great rapidity. We have noted that the experi¬ 
ments are somewhat limited, by which we mean that they 
must be of such a compass as to be comprised within the 
circle covered by the condensing lens. They must, too, be 
in one plane, or the effect upon the screen is greatly 
marred. There is, however, a compensating advantage in 
this matter of limit, for it means that small experiments, 
which would only occupy the fingers at the lecture table, 
can be magnified on the sheet to such a scale that the 
image,- although it may be merely a silhouette, is plainly 
visible to a large audience. 

Let us instance the experimental magnetisation of a 
piece of steel, e.g., a knitting needle. The needle is stroked 
in the orthodox manner upon a magnet, and is then found 
;o possess magnetic properties of its own. In other words, 
it will take up small nails, iron filings, &c. If performed 
it the lecture table, such an experiment goes for nothing, 
For the operation is far too small to be seen except by those 
m the front row. But when shown in the lantern, the 
knitting needle assumes the proportions of a scaffold pole, 
ind the fragments of iron which cling to it are as chunks 
if coal. If the audience are allowed to see the neutral 
state of the needle before its contact with the magnet, the 
eagerness with which the pieces of iron rush to its embrace 
after magnetisation is still better appreciated. Experi¬ 
ments possible with the lantern also include a number in 
which a small tank is employed for the introduction of 
lifferent liquids. 

Another way in which the lantern can often be used con¬ 
veniently as a demonstrator is to photograph an experiment 
which of itself would be ineffective if brought before an 
audience, and to show the photograph as a lantern slide. 

We once had the pleasure of witnessing a demonstration 
n a lecture hall in which this system of illustration was 
carried out to great perfection. The lecturer had to 
iescribe a complicated piece of apparatus, the working of 
vhich required dexterous manipulation of various buttons 
and screws, and to make these various operations intel- 
igible to a large audience was a matter of very great 
iifficulty, chiefly because the entire apparatus was no 
jigger than a half-plate camera. 

The lecturer, who was an experienced man, had foreseen 
this difficulty, and knew well enough that unless he took 
extraordinary precautions, not one-tenth of his audience 
would understand what he was driving at. So he took the 
inusual course of photographing another pair of hands 
executing each of the necessary movements, and these 
jictures, in the form of lantern slides, were thrown on the 
screen as he described each one. It was, of course, an 
rksome business to go through all this trouble, but he 

was rewarded by the enthusiastic manner in which the 
pictures were received and appreciated. 

Some lecturers are so careless in the matter of quality of 
the pictures which they show in public, that they will 
copy the roughest woodcuts and make them do. This is 
often the case in dealing with scientific subjects, the 
pictures being borrowed from a text-book without any 
thought as to their crude nature. The roughly-cut lines 
of some of these woodcuts are terrible to see when magni¬ 
fied on the screen. A steel engraving, on the other hand, 
will often make a good lantern slide, and a well-printed 
picture from a half tone block is not to be despised if 
nothing better is available. But a woodcut, unless it is 
a very fine quality, or of such a size that in the lantern 
slide its lines are much reduced, should be avoided. 

With a little trouble a text-book illustration of an ex¬ 
periment being performed, can, with the help of an as¬ 
sistant, be photographed from life. Take, for example, 
the well-known way of showing the phenomenon of refrac¬ 
tion, by placing a coin at the bottom of a basin. The 
coin is invisible from a certain position, until water is 
poured into the vessel, when the rays of light are bent in 
entering the denser medium, and it comes into view. By 
photographing two similar basins side by side, one sur¬ 
mounted by a hand holding a jug from which it has just 
been filled with water, bringing the coin into view—a 
lantern slide can be made, which will make the matter 
plain. There are many other experiments in the region 
of physics which can be illustrated in the same way, and 
such pictures are far more effective and convincing than 
any woodcuts can be. Moreover, those which involve the 
use of glass, or porcelain, have a natural play of light and 
shade about them which invests them with an air of 
completeness and reality. 

We are quite ready to admit the reasonableness of the 
obvious objection to carrying out lantern illustration in 
this complete manner. It does not pay. As a commercial 
speculation, such pictures would certainly not answer, for 
the demand would not be great enough to cover the cost 
of production. But in the many cases which must occur, 
where a lecturer will show the same illustrations to dif¬ 
ferent audiences, it will surely pay him to do the woi’k to 
the best of his ability. At any rate, there will be satisfac¬ 
tion about it, which is a reward in itself. 

-«- 

FLASHLIGHT WORK 

The present season is an opportune one for calling the 
attention of our readers to a class of work which, for some 
unaccountable reason, seems to be very greatly neglected. 
Many years have elapsed since what may be termed the 
modern aspect of flashlight photography was first described 
for practical working, and since then photographic litera¬ 
ture may be said to have been flooded with descriptions 
of processes, pyrotechnic mixtures, apparatus, lamps, and 
every conceivable adjunct to flashlight working. For 
years past numerous excellent articles have found a place 
in our almanac, and yet at the present time how many 
photographers are there who professionally undertake the 
production of photographs by flashlight? Two reasons 
occur to us, as being possible explanations for this neglect 
to take up what has every appearance of being a lucra¬ 
tive branch of the profession. They are, first, the assumed 
difficulties and costs attendant upon the work: and. 
secondly, the dangers of explosion. First, considering 
the more easily disposed of objection, it should be under¬ 
stood that magnesium powder itself is not explosive, and 
is, in fact, with difficulty inflammable, except when re¬ 
duced to fine powder, or to the form of wire or ribbon, with 
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a perfectly clean surface. The same, however, cannot be 

said of the many forms of what may be termed with pro¬ 

priety pyrotechnic compounds, such as magnesium and 

aluminium, mixed with oxygen, containing compounds, or 

mixtures generally, which contain within themselves the 

elements of quick combustion, which is another way of 

saying explosion. Some of these are liable to spontaneous 

combustion, others ignite with a very slight friction, 

while others again are not readily exploded, except by 

contact with flame or a heated body. This latter class 

should be handled and used with just about as much care 

as one would handle and use gunpowder. In point of fact, 

the extreme of care should be exercised in handling them, 

but painful experience has shown that carefulness has only 

too frequently been wanting, with the result of deplorable, 

and occasionally fatal, accidents. It is therefore obvious 

that to one not exceedingly familiar with the handling 

and storage of this type of mixture, that choice should 

be made of simple magnesium or aluminium, separately or 

mixed, as the illuminating agent for flashlight work. 

As we write for those who may not be fully conversant 

with the subject, we may point out a desirable precaution 

to take with regard to the storing of the magnesium 

powder or aluminium. An essential condition for the 

rapid combustion of these powders is, that nothing should 

intervene between the oxygen of he air and the surface 

particles of metal. If, however, the metallic powder (and 

especially so when it is finely comminuted) be exposed to 

the atmosphere through being kept in a badly-corked 

bo.ttle, or, as we have even seen it, screwed up in a piece of 

paper, the surface of the magnesium quickly gets covered 

with a coating of oxide, which, though it may be most 

slight, will seriously interfere with its ready combustibility. 

A similar difficulty has been alleged to arise from a slight 

coating of grease, rendered adherent in the progress of 

manufacture to the surface of the particles. It has been 

proposed to get rid of his by heating to dull redness in a 

closed crucible provided with a small outlet, to get rid of 

the slight products of the decomposition of this oily 

matter. A simpler plan, perhaps, would be to digest it 

with benzol to dissolve away the grease, and then to quickly 

dry and store in air-tight receptacles. With regard to the 

duration of the combustion in case of, say, magnesium 

powder, it might not unfairly be considered as a time which 

elapses between the arrival of the powder at the margin of 

the flame and its arriving on the other side of the flame. 

Granting for argument sake, a flame of the unusual dimen¬ 

sions of four inches in height or breadth, and remembering 

the velocity of objects falling through air is 32 feet per 

second, we should not be very far wrong in estimating 

apriori that such duration of exposure would be between 

-Ay and ~ of a second. In taking portraits, therefore, 

with so brief an exposure as this, it. is improbable the 

shock caused by the sudden flash could influence the nerves 

controlling the expression sufficiently quickly to enable 

them to alter before the flash was over. 

With regard to the apparatus to be used, it would be 

invidious on our part to select one out of the very many 

designs which our contributors on various occasions have 

been so kind as to send us. We would refer to previous 

numbers of the Journal and Almanack. 

With regard to the illumination, it should be pointed out 

at the outset that there is no difference whatever in the 

effects produced from an illuminating surface of given 

area, whether the illumination be the hundredth of a 

second or a hundred seconds. What has to be looked to 

is that the illuminating area be not confined to one or two 

points, but spread either by suitable reflection or consider¬ 

able sub-division and spreading of light points over a space, 

which would be a fair analogue of such illuminated area as 

would be made use of under similar conditions, when, 

working by daylight in a studio, a private house, or indeed, 

any place where photographic portraiture is being carried 

on. We have endeavoured, in as few words as possible, t<> 

point out what might be called the underlying principles i 

of flashlight photography, and we trust that our words 

may be the means of fostering an interest in a branch of 

the art at once lucrative and fascinating. 

HALATION. 

[A Paper read before the Birmingham Photographic Society, .lamiary 21st, i:h)2. f 

Tiie object of this lecture is to give you, in a condensed form, 

what lawyers call a “digest” of the views and theories which 

are held at the present time concerning halation, and tin- 

principles to be considered in dealing with it in practical work. 

I do not propose to occupy your time in re-stating the details of 

formulae which can be found in the text-books and annuals, but 

rather to put you in a position to judge between the good and 

the bad, and to decide what is the best procedure for any 

particular purpose. I am aware that such a lecture upon hala¬ 

tion cannot be of absorbing interest to every photographer; 

pictorial workers, for instance, do not generally care to dive* 

into a subject like this deeper than is sufficient for their im¬ 

mediate wants ; and no doubt they are quite right. Hut it is 

one of the advantages of photography as a hobby or pursuit 

that there is ample room therein for all tastes, so that those <>f 

you who find their chief satisfaction in pursuing the pictorial 

side of photography will bear with me if I appeal specially now 

to those whose interest is mainly on the scientific and technical 

side. We have all of us more or less definite notions of what 

halation is, and have suffered from its effects, or rather, T 

should say, that some of our negatives have ; the corresponding 

complaint in the human subject wrhen things become somewhat 

blurred is perhaps more correctly described as “ elation,” and it 

is quite unnecessary for me to address you upon this topic. 

Quite a number of unwelcome appearances upon the negative 

are popularly classed under the head of halation, but, strictly 

speaking, true halation should be traced to two causes only 

(1) The first is the lateral spreading of light in the film itself; 

and (2) the second cause is the reflection of light from the 

internal back surface of the glass or other support of the sensi¬ 

tive film. Although it is convenient to consider these two 

causes separately, they have one common origin. Imagine that 

we have a black card with a small hole in it placed before the 

camera with a bright lisrht behind the card. If now we focus 

this bright point of light upon a sensitive plate, we shall have 

the film illuminated with a bright spot. This bright spot 

becomes a centre of emission and radiates light in all directions ; 

some rays travel forwards, and are, or should be, absorbed by 

the dead black interior of the camera, and concern us no further. 

Other rays travel backwards through the film itself into the 

glass plate, where they undergo partial or total reflection at the 

back surface of the glass, and cause the second variety of hala¬ 

tion, which we will deal with presently. Other rays travel 

laterally from the bright spot for some little distance into tin- 

substance of the sensitive film, which is not very opaque, and 

produce an actinic effect like a halo about the image of the point. 

It will be obvious that the amount of halation nuist increase 

with the brightness of the image and also with the length of 

exposure. Therefore when both these are considerable, as is 

frequently the case in the photography of interiors, where there 

is a clear glass window in the field of view, together with dark 

details, which require a prolonged exposure, the halation must 

necessarily be at its worst. From a consideration of these rays 

which radiate laterally, it would appear that it is almost impos- 
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sible to have a clean image in any case ; but fortunately in 

ordinary work their effect is slight enough to escape notice unless 

it is sought for. But even if the light is not very bright this 

form of halation is sufficiently obvious when, as in the present 

case, the bright point of light is adjacent to a dead black part 

of the image. The lateral spreading of light in the film is one 

of the reasons why it is difficult to copy a line drawing with 

perfectly clean lines such as process engravers require. This 

variety of halation, it should be noted, is chiefly in the upper 

layers of the film, and the best remedy appears to lie in the 

direction of increasing the actinic opacity of the film. 

THEORETICAL CONSIDERATIONS. 

The addition of iodides to the emulsion is one practical plan, 

which is in general use. Another plan consists in staining the 

film with non-actinic colours. Mr. W. K. Burton experimented 

with picric acid and picrate of ammonium with more or less 

success ; he found that the chief drawback to their employment 

lay in the fact that the sensitiveness of the film was lowered. 

The practice of process engravers to get over the difficulty consists 

in clearing the lines with a reducer, intensifying afterwards if 

necessary to restore the opacity of the negative. The effects of 

this lateral spreading of lig^t can also be minimised somewhat 

by painting the spot with a solution of an alkaline bromide during 

development, which allows the image to develop relatively faster 

than the halation. Let us now return to the image of the spot of 

light, and consider the second form of halation which is due to 

the reflection of the rays. In the ordinary practice of most 

photographers the effects due to this second cause are much 
more serious and obvious than those due to lateral spreading, 

since with glass plates of the usual thickness the reflected hala¬ 

tion extends for a comparatively wide range round the point of 

light, whereas the lateral halation is confined more closely to it. 

It must not be overlooked that both forms of halation co-exist if 

the second form is present; that is to say, if the light does 

penetrate right through the film, it must also be able to spread 

laterally. 

£rig. 1 shows the course of the rays which produce reflected halation. The 
dotted portions show the positions of the lateral and reflected halation. 

The diagram No. 1, which represents an imaginary section of 

a dry plate highly magnified, illustrates the simple case of the 

path of some of the rays which diverge from the bright spot on 

the film marked O into the glass plate. The general law for 

these rays may be stated as follows :—When a ray of light pass¬ 

ing from glass to air strikes the surface which is common to both 

perpendicularly, the ray is almost wholly transmitted ; very 

1 ittle of it is reflected ; but as the angle at which the ray falls 

differs from the normal, so does the proportion of the light which 

is reflected gradually increase, and that which is transmitted 

decrease. W hen, however, a certain angle dependant upon the 

refractive index, and called the critical angle, is reached, the 

light is suddenly entirely reflected. In the diagram the perpen¬ 

dicular ray OX passes almost completely through the glass, 

emerging in the direction of Y ; very little of it is reflected. 

The rays OA, OC, OE are internally reflected in the directions 

B, D, and F respectively ; but OA is also partially transmitted 

[ as well; the same is true of OC, but the reflected portion is 

greater, and the transmitted less. The ray OE is supposed to fall 

at the critical angle, so that the whole of it is reflected. Any rays 

falling beyond E are also totally reflected, but the more the rays 

extend in this direction, the longer is their path through the 

substance of the glass, so that they suffer considerable absorp¬ 

tion and lose in actinic power. As the rays radiate in all direc¬ 

tions round the point O, the result is a ring of halation round 

the point O which is slightest at the centre, vignetted at the cir¬ 

cumference, and densest at some intermediate point. It should 

be noted that this second variety of halation, unlike the first, 

produces its effect entirely upon the lower surface of the sensitive 

film, and is clearly visible at the back of the plate before fixing ; 

every photographer must have noticed it. 

THE PRINCIPLES INVOLVED. 

In explaining the theory of halation, the case of a single point 

of light has been taken for the sake of simplicity, but the reason¬ 

ing can easily be extended by remembering that an image is but 

an aggregation of a number of points. A consideration of the 

diagram No. 1 will show the different plans of attack for prevent¬ 

ing or minimising the halation from reflection. There are at 

least five principles which may be adopted :—1. The sensitive 

film may be made as opaque as possible, so that little or no 

actinic light is transmitted, consequently there is none to be 

reflected. This is done by the addition of iodides to the emul¬ 

sion, or by increasing the thickness of the film (it is always 

well to see that the plates have a generous coating of emulsion), 

or the films may be treated with non-actinic dyes. Several dis¬ 

tinct layers of film may be superimposed as in the Sandell plates ; 

or an opaque or non-actinic substratum may be interposed 

between the film and the glass, as in Oakley’s anti-halation 

plates, which substratum is cleared away during development or 

fixing, or afterwards. 2. As a second principle, reflection from 

the glass may be abolished by discarding the glass plate, using 

a paper support, stripping or otherwise, or a cristoid film which 

dispenses with a support altogether ; or the amount of halation 

may be reduced by using a thin transparent material like cellu¬ 

loid as a support, which limits the spreading of the light by 

reflection. A moment’s consideration of the diagram No. 1 will 

show that the thinner the transparent support, the smaller will 

be the area of the ring of reflected halation round any point. The 

converse also is true ; a glass plate thicker than usual will be 

found to spread the halation over a wider area. In either case 

the total amount of halation is the same, but its intensity will 

vary inversely as the area if the absorption of light due to the 

support is neglected. When the support is very thin, the reflected 

halation practically coincides with the image and reinforces it. 

3. As a third principle the amount of halation can be minimised 

by reducing the excessive contrast of light and shade falling 

upon the plate by covering up the high lights for a portion of the 

time of exposure. In photographing difficult interiors, when a 

window cannot be managed in any other way, a cloth is some¬ 

times hung outside the building over the window for a part of 

the exposure. There is another way of effecting the same end, 

by means of a skeleton wire frame fixed a short distance in 

front of the lens, by means of which pieces of opaque paper cut 

to proper size and shape are fixed so as to cover up the high 

lights for part of the time ; this method is described in “ The 

Photogram ” for April, 1897. 4. A fourth principle consists in 

taking advantage of the fact that the image is mainly on the 

front of the film, while the reflected halation is on the back 

surface. If the developer can be confined to the upper layer of 

the film the halation below will remain undeveloped. This is 

accomplished by a preliminary soaking of the film in plain water 

to saturate the gelatine and delay the entrance of the developer ; 

then a strong developer is applied to the surface for the minimum 

of time ; if necessary, the solution can be poured away before 

full density is attained and a physical developer substituted. 
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An addition of a colloid such as gum to the developer assists in 

confining the action to the surface. It will be seen that a full 

exposure is required, as the action of the developer must not be 

prolonged in the attempt to force out detail. 5. The fifth prin¬ 

ciple consists in what amounts to temporarily abolishing the 

back surface of the glass support, so that no reflection can take 

place therefrom, and substituting an absorptive body to trap the 

actinic rays. This is done by coating the back of the glass plate 

with a medium which is in optical contact, which has the same 

refractive index as the glass, and which is capable of absorbing 

all actinic light which reaches it. 

BACKING THE PLATE. 

This backing of the plate is perhaps the most useful method 

in general practice, and is carried out in a variety of ways. The 

ideal backing should answer to the following conditions : — 

(a) It must be in optical contact with the glass. 

(b) It must have the same refractive index as the glass, 

or a close approximation thereto. 

(c) It must be capable of absorbing the actinic light 

which reaches it. 

(d) It should contain nothing at all injurious to the 

sensitive film. 

(e) It should not chip or scratch easily, so as to cause 

dust. 

(f) It should be convenient in application and quick in 

drying. 

(g) It should be easy of removal. 

The first three conditions are absolutely essential; the others 

are highly desirable. I wish to emphasise the point that without 

the first three conditions the backing is absolutely useless. In 

the unbacked plate, the glass being in contact with air, internal 

reflection takes place ; this is equally true even if the air be the 

merest film imprisoned between any badly-applied backing and 

the glass. If the backing is in absolute or optical contact, and 

is of the same refractive index as the glass, then we have virtually 

abolished the back surface of the glass, and any reflection of the 

rays that takes place must be from the back surface of the film 

of backing ; we have therefore only to see that the backing is 

absorptive for the actinic rays to destroy this form of halation 

completely. If we omit any one of these three conditions our 

labour is in vain. 

The varieties of backing in use are many, and of more or less 

efficiency. I will just mention a few of them, with short com¬ 

ments. Cornu’s mixture of oil of cloves, turpentine, and lamp¬ 

black can be adjusted exactly to the refractive index of the glass, 

and is optically perfect, but it does not dry, and therefore is 

messy in use and inconvenient for work outside the studio ; 

further, as it is well known that turpentine and such-like sub¬ 

stances have fogging propensities if left in proximity with sensi¬ 

tive plates for any length of time, it is objectionable on this 

score. Collodion, mixed with some non-actinic dye, is fairly 

good, but not very pleasant to apply, and not too easy to remove. 

The best plan for removal is to leave the backing alone until 

development is nearly complete, when a patch can be scratched 

off with a small palette knife sufficient to judge density ; after 

fixing, the remainder can be removed in the same way, which is 

now easy, as the collodion isl somewhat softened. Washing 

under the tap, gelatine side upwards, prevents any fragments of 

the collodion lodging on the film. 

Other quick-drying compositions are asphalt in chloroform, 

removed with benzine and a rag, or shellac varnish and lamp¬ 

black, removed with washing soda and sponge, or soap dissolved 

in alcohol, with the addition of some non-actinic dye ; the last 

is easily removed with a damp sponge. Flexible backing pads 

made of gelatine, glycerine, and lamp-black or some other sticky 

compound, coated upon fabric or tough paper, are sometimes 

used. With these the great difficulty is to get them into perfect 

optical contact with the glass. Air bells are easily imprisoned, 

and as it is impossible to see whether any air bells are enclosed 

or not, this method cannot be recommended to serious workers. 

If you will try the experiment of rubbing down one of these pads 

upon a piece of plain glass, you will see how difficult it is to 

exclude all the air ; the bells will plainly show their presence by 

the glistening spots seen through the glass plate. 'I lie best 

form of backing for general purposes is caramel, or a mixture nf 

this with other things, usually burnt sienna and a little gum, the 

solvent being water or methylated spirit and water. The prin¬ 

cipal component, caramel, has nearly the same' refractive index as 

glass, and is also strongly absorptive of actinic rays. The gum 

is used to give solidity to the backing. The burnt sienna is used 

to assist in absorbing the actinic rays, enabling a thinner layer 

of backing to be used. The spirit is added to facilitate drying, 

and as much can be used as will not precipitate the dissolved 

components. Sometimes a little golden-syrup is useful to 

toughen the film when it is inclined to be brittle or dusty. The 

mixture is easily made with a medium-sized pestle and mortar, 

without any formula, by testing it on a strip of glass, adding 

more of such of the components as is seen to be necessary, in 

small portions at a time, testing between each addition. It is 

not a long affair to make the mixture, which should coat evenly 

with a flat hog-hair brush. When dry, the backing should stand 

rubbing with the finger-tip without soiling it, and should resist a 

reasonable amount of scratching with the finger-nail. There 

are other ways of applying the backing, but the brush answers 

as well as anything. As to the drying, if you have not tho 

proper drying cupboard, any old case or box made light-tight 

with brown paper and glue will do very well. 

The thickness of the layer of backing requires some attention. 

For all ordinary outdoor work a thinnish coating is sufficient,, 

but for difficult subjects, such as are often met with in the photo¬ 

graphy of interiors, the coating must be much heavier, so as to 

provide increased absorptive power for dealing with the greater 

contrasts ; and more care also should be exercised in adjusting the 

refractive index of the backing to that of the glass. The caramel 

backing is easily removed before development with a damp 

sponge; this is better practice than allowing the backing to 

dissolve off in the developing solution. For orthochromatic 

plates burnt sienna or any coloured pigment will not do ; it is 

essential to use a fine black pigment, such as lamp-black, if the 

best results are desired. 

SOME FALLACIES EXAMINED. 

Before we leave the consideration of the ways of preventing 

halation, let us notice one or two fallacious proposals. The first 

is grinding the back of the glass plate with emery. Where the 

halation is caused by reflections from the back surface of the 

glass it is quite evident that while the ground glass modifies the 

distribution of the halation, it does not reduce its amount at 

all; the incident rays are simply scattered irregularly, instead 

of being regularly reflected. Another fallacious proposal is to 

expose the negative with the glass side towards the lens. This 

procedure actually aggravates the evil; the reflections inside 

the glass plate must be precisely the same, as they are quite 

independent of the position of the plate ; but there is the im¬ 

portant difference that in this case the rays which are reflected 

have not had to pass through the substance of the sensitive film 

at all, and, not having therefore suffered any absorption, are 

much stronger than when the exposure is made in the usual 

way. A third plan for preventing halation is by exposing two 

sensitive plates film to film, using the first merely as a screen, 

and giving a proportionately longer exposure so as to obtain the 

negative on the second plate. This is said to reduce halation, 
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but I fail to see why it should do so, and as it is an inconvenient 

plan for general work, I have not troubled to test it. A piece of 

black velvet pressed into contact with the plate is absolutely 

useless as a preventative of halation. It is not in optical contact 

at all. It may be slightly better than the usual black separating 

card as an absorbent of the stray light which escapes through the 

back of the plate, but it has no effect upon the true halation. Of 

course, where the dead black varnish of the separating division 

of the dark slide is worn off, or is of inferior quality, that part 

of the rays of light which escapes right through an unbacked 

plate may be reflected by the card or metal division iir sufficient 

amount to produce the same effects as halation, but this is not 

true halation ; it owes its presence to defective apparatus, and 

backing the plate with caramel prevents its occurrence at the 

same time that it prevents the real halation. In forming an 

opinion as to the relative efficiency of various ways of preventing 

halation, it is not well to trust too much to ordinary experience. 

Careful comparative tests under equal conditions should be made 

repeatedly, and noted for future use ; and the experimenter 

should keep a most vigilant guard against the bias in favour of 

what we wish to prove which is inherent in human nature. ' 

It is for lack of. such care, and because of the want of a proper 

understanding of the theory, that so many indifferent or worth¬ 

less suggestions are made. Although I do not wish to offer them 

to you as perfect models of what experiments should be, an 

extract from my note-book will give some indication of the way 

these experiments should be conducted. The object was to 

compare the amount of reflected halation in an ordinary un¬ 

backed plate, a plate backed with caramel and sienna, and an 

ordinary plate exposed with the glass side towards the lens. 

EXPERIMENTAL NOTES. 

The brand of the plates used was “ Phoenix ” ; three plates 

were taken, from the same box, but it would have been still better 

to take a large plate and cut it into three parts. The plates were 

uniformly coated and opaque, and not prone to halation, and 

the films were all of sensibly equal thickness. To roughly test 

the thickness of the films, each edge of each plate was compared 

with those of the others, by covering up a one-inch hole in a 

piece of opaque paper with the edges of two plates, and compar¬ 

ing the luminosity of the flame from the red lamp on each half. 

The subject upon which the exposure was made was an interior 

with a well-lighted window facing the sky ; this was chosen 

because the necessary length of exposure permitted of accurate 

timing, and also because it furnished a sufficiently-severe test 

for ordinary work. The intensity of the light was practically 

uniform, as the exposures were made rapidly one after the other 

on a day when the light was steady and of a value of 20 seconds 

as shown by a Watkins’ meter used outside the window. The 

value of the light was tested before and after the exposure of the 

plates. The time of exposure for each plate was 40 seconds at 

F.32. The composition of the developer was :-— 

Pyrogallol . 1 grain. 

Ammonia. 2 minims. 

Bromide of ammonium . 2 grain. 

Water . 1 ounce. 

The piates were all developed together in the same dish for 

62 minutes. Plate No. 1, which was backed with caramel, 

sienna, and gum, showed some little halation at the back, which 

was not surprising, considering the severity of the test and the 

fact that the coat of backing was not so liberal as it might have 

been. Plate No. 2, which was exposed in the ordinary way, 

showed much more halation at the back than No. 1. It would 

have been considerably worse with a plate of lower quality. 

Plate No. 3, which was exposed with the glass side towards the| 

lens, showed much more total halation than No. 2. In this case 

the lateral and reflected halation wrere upon the same side of the 

film. These experiments tend to show that backing the plate 

with caramel, &c., lessens halation, and that exposing the plate 

glass side towards the lens increases it, which is in agreement 

with theory. We now pass on to consider how halation is to be 

cured if it already exists in the negative. One plan is to rub 

away the surface of the film with the aid of methylated spirits. 

This is unscientific, and no remedy at all, for the variety of hala¬ 

tion which is due to reflection from the back of the glass plate. 

The image is on the front, and this halation is on the back, so 

that rubbing the film away simply removes more or less of the 

image, and does not touch this halatiqn. All that is accom¬ 

plished is a reduction of the total opacity of the spot at the ex¬ 

pense of the quality of the image. The proper course is to 

strip and reverse the film, when the halation can be rubbed away, 

leaving the image intact. 

CHEMICAL AND PHYSICAL REMEDIES. 

The other remedy for reflected halation is to convert the silver 

image into chloride or bromide ; then, after washing and expos¬ 

ing it to light, the image is reconverted into the metallic state 

by ordinaiy development; but the action of the developer must 

be closely watched and stopped before the action reaches the 

halation at the back, when a bath of hypo will remove the hala¬ 

tion while it is in the state of unaltered chloride or bromide of 

silver. The complete success of these two remedies largely de¬ 

pends upon the thickness of the film ; it will be obvious that in 

a thick film the reflected halation can be completely removed 

before the finer details of the image are reached, whereas, in a 

thin film, the image and the halation may overlap or inter¬ 

penetrate to some extent. Diagrams Nos. 2 and 3 represent the 
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Fig. 2 shows the relations of the details of the image to the halation in the case 
of a thick film. 
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Fig. 3 shows the relations of the details of the image to the halation in the 
case of a thin film. 

relation of the image and the halation in a thick and thin film 

respectively. For that variety of halation, which is due to the 

lateral spreading of light in the film, there is no real cure. 

Rubbing the surface with the aid of methylated spirits will 

remove some of it, but will also reduce the details of the image 

at the same time ; still, it may be better than nothing, particu¬ 

larly if the retouching pencil is used to repair the damage done 

to the image. In practice, when both varieties of halation exist 

together, as they usually do, the surface should first be rubbed, 

but only a little ; the retouching pencil should then be used to 

repair the image ; afterwards the film should be reversed and 

rubbed again upon the other surface to remove the reflected hala¬ 

tion. One effect which is frequently confounded with real 

halation is noticed when the air is misty or dusty ; the light 

which is reflected from the particles in the air impairs the depth 

of the shadows. This is not always a defect, as the effect of mist 

lias often a pictorial value, and if not desired can be controlled 

to a considerable extent by the use of yellow screens and colour- 

sensitive plates. With the other defects which are wrongly 

attributed to halation, such as result from dirty lenses, or in¬ 

ternal reflections in the camera, or in the dark slide, I do not 

propose to deal. There is one curious fact which should be men- 
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tioned, viz., that it is not an invariable rule that the more 
translucent the film, the greater the halation. Probably some 
films, which appear to be very translucent to the eye, may have a 
great effective actinic opacity, or the actinic radiating power of 
the particles in the film may be so low as to more than counter¬ 

balance the extra translucency. 
At some future time, when my experiments have reached a 

more advanced stage, I hope to give a further contribution to¬ 
wards the problem of a clean image. 

Harold Holcroft, M.A., F.C.S. 

•-♦—- 

SCIENTIFIC OBSERVATIONS AT HIGH ALTITUDES. 

[A Paper read before the Society of Arts, and reprinted from its Journal.] 

Three years have elapsed since I had the honour of laying before 
this society such results as I had obtained in a series of balloon 
voyages undertaken for scientific research. In the interval, 
which I have been able largely to devote to aerial exploration, I 
have been fortunate in meeting with varied experiences never 
altogether barren of results, and not unfrequently leading to 
surprises. A succinct account of such experiences I will beg to 
read to-night, witholding nothing that has seemed of any im¬ 
portance, and frankly owning where difficulties or apparent 
inconsistencies have presented themselves. I will state at once 
that my observations are not only varied, but cover a wide field, 
and this almost unavoidably so. I have long since given up the 
idea that an aeronaut can map out for himself a definite pro¬ 
gramme, feeling confident that he is going satisfactorily to carry 
it out in its entirety, and in the way he proposed to himself. 
There constantly arises in my mind the recollection of how in 
the first scientific aerial voyage worthy to be so-called, MM. 
Robinson and Sacliarof found the balloon-car to be a sadly less 
convenient observatory than they anticipated. Its gyrations 
interfered with their deflecting magnet; its cramped quarters 
made other observations difficult; fog interfered at inopportune 
moments, and when they came to earth their instruments were 
broken. Again, I am not likely to forget the advice which Pro- 

. lessor Hergesell gave me when I first essayed scienific work in 
connection with balloons. It amounted to this : —“ Don’t 
attempt more than a very limited scheme of work in any ascent, 
or you will find that you will not get it done.” Thus I have 
persuaded myself that the right attitude of the aeronaut who, 
with due equipment, starts on a voyage of exploration over 
English soil, is, while endeavouring to follow up some definite 
quest, to look out for all chance contingencies, to be prepared for 
surprises, and to neglect nothing of possible importance that 
may come his way. I would like in the first place to discuss 
some noteworthy phenomena which have presented themselves 
with respect to upper air currents met with up to a height not 
exceeding two miles. The most skilled observer below has little 
knowledge of these. Such an observer was Mr. Glaisher, and he 
speaks with astonishment of the manner in which his balloon, on 
one occasion crossed the Thames, then re-crossed it, moving in 
an entirely opposite direction, till near the earth it again re¬ 
sumed its former course. I may, then, here cite two experiences 
of my own, different in character, though occurring on very 
similar days of heavy, overcast weather, when the sky was com¬ 
pletely veiled. On the first occasion, starting from the Crystal 
Palace with only a light air, we entered mist at less than twice 
the height of the North Tower, at which point we determined 
our course as lying over the body of the Palace and on into the 
West. Then, mounting rapidly, we emerged in a new world at 
an altitude of about 4,000 ft., cut off from all view of earth by a 
tossing, sunlit cloud-floor. After an interval of two hours we 
descended, expecting to land in Hants or Berks, but landing 
there was none, for we found ourselves near the sea at the mouth 
of the Thames. AVe had been headed back by a fast upper 

current diametrically opposed to that on tin* ground. Another 
occasion gave a record of continuous travel in the upper air 
probably without a parallel in English annals. The balloon 
had by mischance passed out of control, and for ten hours w, 
were drifting at a height between 4,000 and 9,000 ft, above a 
universal cloud stratum, our start having been from Newbury, 
and our final descent taking place near the coast at Neath. 
Glam., where the wind was blowing half a gale. In this voyage 
we must have been either blown out to sea and brought home 
again, or else for the first sixty miles the wind at our high 
altitude can have been only blowing at a rate of less than eight 
miles an hour. 

Differences in the drifts of upper currents and quick transitions 
from one drift to another are among some of the most noteworthy 
experiences of balloon voyages. It was on a still August after 
noon that the intelligent following up of two diverse currents 
resulted in our steering our balloon, which I had equipped for 
signalling purposes with a “collapsing drum,” across the entire 
stretch of Salisbury Plain, so that almost beyond my hopes 1 
passed immediately over the military camps on the Plain, and 
exchanged signals with them. Not unfrequently it is possible 
to determine that the course of horizontal air currents, even up 
to a considerable height, are being influenced by the nature or 
conformation of the surface of the earth immediately beneath 
I have, for example, met with numerous examples of such definite 
air streams following the windings of an estuary or river valley, 
and on one occasion at a height of a thousand feet over Kent, 
it was impossible to resist the conviction that we were for some 
miles strictly following a chalk ridge. But in addition to such 
broader streams as may be traced without difficulty, it would 
seem that lesser rills or rivulets take devious and more uncertain 
courses through the upper air, at least, when this is not in rapid 
motion. In the voyage across Salisbury Plain, described above, 
while the balloon was being carried with the more sluggish 

current, a number of small parachutes were dropped out at 
frequent intervals and carefully watched. These would com¬ 
monly attend the balloon for a little while, until getting into 
some minor air-stream, they would suddenly and rapidly diverge 
at such wide angles as to suggest that crossing our actual course 
there were side paths, down which the smaller bodies became 
wafted. Supporting this view of the motion of air streams, we 
have important evidence supplied by the wind gauges on the 
Forth Bridge. Here the maximum pressure measured on the 
large gauge of 300 square feet is commonly considerably less than 
that on the smaller gauges, suggesting that the latter must be 
due to “ threads of air of limited area and high velocity.” Com¬ 
ing, as one must do, to temperature measurements, one becomes 
almost lost in a maze of results from which perhaps the most 
obvious and assured deduction is that there are regions often 
unsuspected, and not necessarily associated with visible cloud, 
where in ascending the decrease of temperature in day hours 
becomes arrested. This phenomenon was first noticed nearly a 
hundred years ago by Gay Lussac. The broad results obtained 
by Mr. Glaisher in his lofty climb, when there was no halting in 
the ascent, and, comparatively speaking, but little lateral 
motion, can best be shown graphically. On entering cloud at 
5,700 ft., the temperature drops quickly; then remains prac¬ 
tically stationary till, on emerging from cloud at 7,200, it rises. 
The usual law of decrease is then resumed till 17,600 is reached, 
from which altitude to 19,100 the temperature is sensibly sta¬ 
tionary, after which, through a layer of 500 ft., a great drop is 
experienced, followed by a rise. This was virtually a confirma¬ 
tion of AVelsli’s results in 1852. And the modem kite has told 
practically the same tale, revealing that currents of warmer air- 
are constantly to be met with at varying altitudes, holding their 
courses above colder streams within all accessible limits, and 
in all conditions of weather. The most remarkable case of 
variation of temperature within a cloud is probably that experi- 
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enced by Barral and Bixio, who recorded on penetrating cloud 

mass, a sudden fall of temperature from 15 deg. to 39 deg. But 

the view assigning to the presence of cloud the cause of an 

anomalous pause or rise in the thermometer in balloon ascents 

would seem less correct than that which regards the meeting of 

the warm and cold currents as the cause of cloud. I think, 

however, that, as I have hinted, we should picture something 

more than broad air streams of varying temperatures holding 

determined sway aloft. If an air thermometer be taken up, 

specially designed for sensibility, and giving readings on a large 

scale; if this be slung in the clear some distance over the side 

of the car, and the whole attention be given simply to the play of 

the index, its behaviour, consisting of fitful sudden and rapid 

changes, will suggest that warmer currents are making their 

way in slender wandering rills, similar in fact to the lesser but 

distinct streamlets of air that were detected by the small para¬ 

chutes over the level of Salisbury Plain. 

I have spoken of restricted air streams, even at a considerable 

height, following a channel or river valley. On those occasions 

when I have been able to make satisfactory temperature readings 

of such currents, I have found them to be comparatively colder 

streams, suggesting justification for the somewhat quaint remark 

of Dr. Jeffries, in his memorable passage of the English Channel, 

only two years after' the invention of the balloon, when he found 

a loss of buoyancy in crossing the sea, due, as he supposed, to 

the power of attraction over the water.” Probably, intimately 

connected with the commingling of air streams just referred to, 

are the phenomena of haze. Let me give some typical examples 

which I have met with. I will indicate by photographs how a 

summei s afternoon, which allowed of a brilliant picture being 

taken in the grounds of the Crystal Palace at the time the 

balloon was about to be liberated, gave but the haziest image at 

no greater height than that of the neighbouring North Tower. 

Again, on another summer afternoon, when a fairly uniform 

altitude of about 1,500 feet was maintained, a haze which lay 

heavy ovei the suburbs worked itself out completely as the open 

countiy was reached. Once again, a sail across the entire length 

of London fiom the south-west to north-east on an afternoon of 

last August showed quarters of the town which varied widely 

between the limits of great clearness and strongly-marked haze. 

The sky meanwhile was not entirely clear, as may be seen from a 

cloud mass photographed drifting over the city. I have also a 

note made as the balloon hovered over the neighbourhood of 

Smithfield at an altitude of about 3,000 feet, to the effect that 

though the region of St. Paul’s was hazy, as also that to the 

north and east in a less degree, yet in a narrow view to the south¬ 

east there was a limitless stretch of town and country of sur¬ 

passing visibility. Two considerations must mainly affect this 

manifestation of haze—(1) actual particles in suspension in the 

lower air, capable of reflecting the illumination of the sky, (2) the 

commingling of such air streams as we have been considering. 

These must surely favour the formation of water dust in the 

atmosphere. We see evidence of this on the mountain side; 

again m those belts of mist lying across open country where 

opposing air currents meet and mingle ; possibly, too, in the 

murky veil which gathers about a thunder-cloud, and due 

presumably to the conflict of those contrary currents of widely 

differing temperature which have been held to be in nart at least 

t le cause of such storms. Here I may mention as once having 

been entrapped aloft in the heart of a thunder-storm, which met 

us across a clear sky, coming up rapidly against the wind that 

bore us, that as the storm broke around us, a pitiless cold down 

draught descended with hail and spread a thin blue curtain on 

all sides, which reached apparently to earth. On the other hand 

it is well established that total absence of haze permitting great 

visibility is generally a concomitant and forecast of special con¬ 

ditions of weather. With reference to isobars it is said to be 

noticeable on the east side of a wedge-shaped area. Having 

given examples of varying atmospheric states in and about 

London, I may here add very valuable testimony. Mr. W. Ellis* 

has stated that “ at Greenwich there is extensive view towards the 

Isle of Dogs and Blackwall. Very generally the prospect in this 

direction is obscured by haze, but on rare occasions there is 

remarkable distinctness, at which times, no matter how fine the 

weather may apparently be, rain lias almost universally followed 

before the next morning. 1 his has been noticed for very many 

years.” During night hours we have different atmospheric con¬ 

ditions aloft. The warmer air has then ascended. Ytou find it, 

so far as my own experiences go, lying in strata at varying heights 

at least up to past midnight on a clear autumn night, while in a 

cloudy sky on a November night, as far advanced as 4.30 a.m., 

I have found the cloud layer, at an altitude of 2,000 feet and 

more, many degrees warmer than the ground temperature, but 

on ascending to the upper margin of the cloud, where it was 

vaporating into the clear sky, intense cold was experienced. On 

the other hand, in the early morning hours of an August night,, 

under a clear sky, I have found the temperature up to 1,000 feet 

sensibly the same as on the earth, until the sun began to rise, 

when at 1,500 feet the air very rapidly grew warmer, while below 

the level of the balloon a curtain of mist commenced forming 

over the surface of the earth, doubtless there giving rise to the 

well-known chill of dawn. I will give photographs taken from a 

balloon showing what the camera will reveal as to the formation 

of mist up to the last available moment as night comes on, and 

again as light returns in early morning. Let me also show 

a series of pictures taken with long exposures from a considerable 

elevation during night hours in London. From these it will be 

seen that when the temperature of the lower air had become 

equalised, haze which had hung about the town at nightfall dis¬ 

appeared in a marked degree, only to reassert itself at dawn. 

As to the presence of dust up to the altitude of a mile I have 

certain results to give. These results, however, only refer to 

what Tyndall defines as “ floating matter of the air, whose 

particles are so coarse that their individual motions can be 

followed by the eye.” I have used both Mr. Aitken’s dust counter 

and an apparatus for aspirating air through spirit carefully 

free! from floating particles, a method which answers well for 

comparative readings, and for balloon travel. I commenced with 

collecting samples of dust from air which had passed over a 

large tract of sea. For this purpose I chose the Scilly Isles, 

where, never mind whence the wind might blow, it was easy to 

find a rocky rampart, which caught the first blast off the ocean. 

Keeping these as standard results labelled according to the 

directions of those winds which had given them, I next compared 

them with results similarly obtained inland on open commons, in 

different quarters of London, and so on, finally transferring the 

experiments to the car of the balloon. As may be supposed, the 

sample freest from matter in suspension was gathered in the 

Scilly Isles. It is likewise true that the most dust-laden sample 

was also collected from the opposite cliff of the same island (St. 

Mary’s), the explanation of which when discovered was instruc¬ 

tive. The Island of St. Agnes lay a mile to windward, but its 

whole area was so small that I had regarded it as negligible. On 

visiting tin: island, however, I found it entirely carpeted with 

flowers grown for market and then in full bloom, whose pollen, 

borne on a fresh breeze, had not only loaded, but stained the 

spirit in the test bottle. One of the clearest samples in the 

whole series was secured at the open end of the Aldersgate plat¬ 

form of the Metropolitan Railway, the explanation presumabl}' 

being attributable to the passing trains attended with volumes of 

steam, which, emitted under the roof, would entrap and cleanse 

out the dust. But another state of things was found aloft. On 

a still afternoon on May 1st, at 2,000 feet above Kingston, the 

air was found far more heavily charged with dust than that of 

the London streets the next day. So again at half a mile above 

the City in August last the dust, though somewhat less in 

quantity, was far more- abundant than on the grounl within the 
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enclosure of Stamford-bridge in the forenoon of the following 

day. One can hardly introduce the subject of the visibility or 

otherwise of the atmosphere without at the same time discussing 

the circumstances which determine its transparency to sound, 

and here we are faced by problems which have admitted of no 

easy solution. Extraordinary instances of the extinction at short 

range of powerful .sounds specially designed, for warning signals 

are too numerous to be lightly passed over, and they are only 

matched in mystery by the equally numerous examples of sounds 

reappearing in strength at distances beyond what might be 

•counted the limit of audibility. I can best show graphically 

some suggestive results obtained from a balloon, which I submit 

as in many Important and obvious ways admirably adapted for a 

sound observatory. But first I should discuss some preliminary 

trials which led up to the experimens I refer to. Guns or 

detonating fog warnings are necessarily among the commonest 

•sound signals, and a unique opportunity for gauging the pene¬ 

tration of heavy gun firing was afforded by the measured salutes 

at sea, on the occasion of the late Queen’s funeral. A rich 

'harvest of reliable observations was obtained, which can be 

ireadily shown on a diagram. Desiring to gather further results 

under varying conditions, I devised the following experiment. 

Standard four-ounce gun-cotton fog signals were fired at night 

■singly from the ground, and also by rockets in the air. On the 

first occasion, the firing station being an elevated open heath, and 

the observers being planted at distances not exceeding six miles, 

it was noticed that the several detonations differed greatly, both 

in the initial report and in the after sound, as though, in spite of 

the fact that the wind on the ground registered dead calm, there 

'was a variable atmosphere capable of affecting results. I next, on 

•a night with a light air from the north-north-east, arranged for 

similar experiments from two elevated observing and firing 

stations, eighteen miles asunder, but within view of each other, 

'these stations being respectively the Beacon Hills of Hants and 

Wilts, the former east-north-east of the latter. The hour chosen 

was from 10 to 11 p.m., and though the exact moments of firing 

were pre-arranged, not the faintest distant report was detected 

-at either station. It should be mentioned that the night was 

liafcy. 

In contrast with the negative results of this trial the next 

assumes importance. Through the press the co-operation of a 

large number of observers was enlisted. The night and hour 

■'(the same as before) were announced, but the moments of firing 

were unknown t® anyone save the firer. The firing station was 

The Hants Beacon Hill, lying fairly midway between the two 

military camps at Bulford and Churn respectively, and about 

•eighteen miles from each. On this night, which was without 

trace of haze, the wind blew strongly at right angles to the line 

joining these camps, and it was not surprising that few observa¬ 

tions were received from distant stations, none at all from Churn, 

and one only as far as ten miles down the wind. The surprising 

fact, however, was that a staff-captain of Royal Artillery, who, 

by direction of the commanding officer, had stationed himself on 

the Wilts Beacon Hill, sent me in course of post a perfectly 

accurate and complete record of all the reports, not one of which 

he had missed. I now varied the experiment by arranging to 

fire the same gun-cotton charges over London from a balloon, 

inviting observations through the Press as before. The trial was 

■carried out on August 13th last, about 5.30 p.m., when, sailing 

over the heart of London, I fired two charges, one over Soho 

Square, at an altitude of 2,000 feet, the second four minutes later 

■over Gray’s Inn Road. We were travelling wih a gentle breeze 

from the south-west, and at our altitude the air had grown more 

humid with an accession of moisture that declared itself in 

■copious rain the next day. Depicting on a map the localities 

whence observations were subsequently sent me, some curious de¬ 

ductions are at once obvious. (1) In the case of each report the 

number <5>f observations recorded across the wind greatly exceed 

those recorded up or down the wind ; (2) The longer sound ranges 

were chiefly in directions lying athwart the balloon’s course ; 

(3) Certain quarters neither particularly near nor particularly 

quiet would seem to have been accessible to the sound waves as 

by some special channel. One more fact should be noticed, 

namely, that from the open quiet parks, where foot passengers 

should have had more leisure to watch and listen, practically no 

observations at all were communicated. Possibly, however, 

sounds would be dissipated, and therefore fainter in the open 

than within the environment of houses. If from the last two 

detailed series of experiments it should appear that sounds are. 

sometimes more audible aci’oss the wind than in its direction, it 

will be remembered that this is in accordance witli a view ex¬ 

pressed by Professor Stokes, who, regarding sound waves received 

directly as commonly reinforced by others reflected from the 

earth, pointed out that this reinforcement would be greatest in 

the direction in which the direct and reflected waves enclosed the 

smallest angle, and this lie proceeds to show theoretically would 

be the direction at right-angles to the wind’s course. That there 

are, in certain conditions of atmosphere, at least what we may 

conceive to be aerial sound channels through which sounds are 

momentarily conveyed with abnormal intensity, has seemed to 

me abundantly proved in observations during balloon travel. 

The silence prevailing aloft is in favour of such observations ; 

and moreover, in air flocculent with acoustic cloud, avenues of 

audibility would more readily shape themselves in upward direc¬ 

tions, just as a bright reflection off the earth will sometimes 

find a chance path through cloud upwards to the aeronaut who is 

looking down on an apparently impervious barrier. Or, as in a 

London fog which obscures the opposite side of the street, and 

seems to blot out all the sky, a chance ray of light may be reflected 

off a lofty vane or finial down to an observer below, betraying 

that a momentary avenue had been formed leading up to the 

sunlight above. A remarkable instance of the casual passage of 

sound was afforded as day broke in one of the voyages already 

referred to. It was over the quiet pastures of Kent, with no 

sounds in the air save the first awakening of bird life. Suddenly, 

and for a brief second only, voices engaged in conversation whis¬ 

pered (I can use no other expression) in our ears, yet we were a 

quarter of a mile in the sky, and the speakers were not within 

view. As this paper deals with various observations from high 

altitudes I would mention another made at the place and period 

just referred to. The blast of a horn blown in the car was re¬ 

turned in a double echo. The first return from the earth immedi¬ 

ately below was but a repetition of the blast, while the second and 

feebler echo thrown back, presumably from sloping ground at 

some distance, was raised a major third in pitch. This tallies with 

experiments recorded in “ Comptes Rendus ” to the effect that 

of two notes of the same vibration the weaker gives an impression 

of higher pitch, and that a watch held at the ear sounds a third 

lower than when held at arm’s length. I would like to ask if 

aeronauts as especially high altitudes have noticed alteration in 

the timbre of the voice. This is very noticeable when air is com¬ 

pressed, and a striking example may be found in the workings 

of the electric railway now in progress under the Thames. In 

the tunnel shown in the photograph under ordinary conditions 

the voice sounds normally, but when air is compressed to some¬ 

thing more than two atmospheres the voice is altered in quality, 

appearing strangely unnatural alike to the bystanders and to the 

speaker himself. I have asked the above question seeking en¬ 

lightenment ; may I ask another ? On several occasions I have 

been far aloft at cock-crow. The air has been calm and equable, 

and silence profound, and then in the darkness I have heard a 

challenge from a farm-yard below. It is answered from a score 

of others in close neighbourhood, and then further afield—further 

yet, much further, till from almost infinite distance the shrill, 

penetrating calls still fall on the attentive ear. Well, the open 

country is to the eye of the aerial voyager without breach of 

continuity so far as neighbourhood of farmyards is concerned. 
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'From the fowl-roost point of view, all the land is a connected 

whole. When, then, at night, any one single cock may crow, does 

|a wave of crowing spread throughout all England ? I can see no 

scape from this. T ^ _ 
^ Rev. J. M. Bacon. 

ROYAL PHOTOGRAPHIC SOCIETY : THE COUNCIL 

ELECTION. 

The ballot-papers for the election of officers and Council of the 

Royal Photographic Society for the year 1902-3 will this week e 

sent out to members. We are informed that at a large y- 

attended private meeting, held on Monday evening ast, i was 

decided to issue the following list to the whole of the members, 

' with a recommendation to vote for the candidates named on the 

forthcoming ballot-paper : — 

President:—Thomas R. Dallmeyer, F.R.A.S. 

Vice-Presidents:—Sir William Abney, D.C.L., F.R.S. ; The Earl 

of Crawford ; Dr. P. H. Emerson ; and Professor Raphael 

Meldola. 
Honorary Treasurer:—John Sterry. 

Council:— 

W. Smedley Aston. 

H. Walter Barnett. 

F. Bishop. 

James Cadett. 

St. L. Carson, B.Sc. 

W. L. Colls. 

Clinton Dent. 

Douglas English. 

Dr. E. C. Fincham. 

A. Haddon. 

Sir William Herscliel. 

F. Hollyer. 

F. Ince. 

M. Jacolette. 

Dr. G. Lindsay Johnson. 

E. B. Knobel, F.R.A.S. 

J. C. S. Mummery. 

E. Sanger Shepherd. 

T. E. Freshwater, F.R.M.S. Prof. W. C. Unwin. 

♦ 

RECENTLY ELECTED OFFICERS OF SOCIETIES. 

(Received too late for the Almanac.) 

Auckland Camera Club.—Established 1881. Meetings held at 
Queen Street (over A. Jones and Co., dealers). President: Dr. J. 
Logan-Campbell.-Vice-Presidents: R. B. Walrond, Josh Martin, E. 
Payton, and D. Goldie.—Committee: R. Pheney, M. Trenwith, A. 
Uoomer, and A. Jones.—Secretary and Treasurer: H. R. Arthur, c/o 
Auckland Gas Company, P. 0. Box 81. 

Chester Society or Natural Science, Literature, and Art 
(Photographic Section).—Affiliated to the R.P.S.—Headquarters and 
Dark Boom: Grosvenor Museum. Meetings held about every three 
weeks. Chairman: Dr. H. Stolterfotli, M.A., H.V.—Hon. 
Secretary: J. A. McMichael, B.A., B.Sc., Grosvenor Museum, Chester. 
—Council: E. G. Ballard, Lt.-Col. Dowdall. H. Davison, F Garside, 
A. E. Goodman, F. W. Longbottom, S. M. Webster, W. F. Shepheard, 

and J. D. Siddall. 
Christchurch Photographic Society.—Established May, 1901. 

Meetings held at 154, Worcester Street. Patron: A. E. G. Rhodes 
(Mayor of Christchurch).—President: R. C. Bishop. Vice-Presidents. 
T. G. Strange and Henrv Allison.—Committee: W. E. Suckling, C. R 
Woledge, J. Griffiths, H. K. Allison, and W. G. Crawford. 
—Treasurer: G. A. Bunz.—Secretary: H. Ji. Gott, Box 110, G.I.U., 

Christchurch, N.Z. 
Dai-Nippon Shashin Kyokwai (Photographic Association of 

Japan).—Established 1893. Meetings held at Kwazoku-Kwaikan, 
Uchiyamashitacho, Tokyo. President: H.E. Prince M. Nijo. Vice- 
President: H.E. Viscount M. Nagaoka.—Committee: Count U. Toda, 
Count S. Omura, Viscount B. Enonomoto, Viscount C. Okabe, Baron 
Ilanabusa, D. Kikuchi, S. Toya, K. Ogawa, Dr. T. Kato, J. Tanaka, 
M. Nakajima, Dr. Marumo, R. Konishi, S. Iviga, H. Shigyo, and S. 
Kajima.—Treasurers: S. Ohashi and K. Ikeda.—Secretary : K. Ogura, 
77, Minami-enokimaehi, Ushigome, Tokyo. 

Dunedin Photographic Society.-—Established 1890. Meetings held 
at Liverpool Street, Dunedin. President: A. J. Barth. - Vice- 
Presidents : R. Chisholm and W. Melville.—Committee: J. C. 
Thomson, R. A. Ewing, C. O. McKellar, Dr. W. S. Roberts, J. Laing, 
and H. Gamble.—Secretary and Treasurer: J. Skottowe Webb.— 
Becor ding Secretary : W. Livingston.—Secretary: J. Skottowe Webb, 
National Insurance Company, Dunedin. 

Foochow Camera Club.—Established March 2nd, i892. Meetings 
held at Foochow, China. President: Wm. Muller. -V ice.-Presiae.nt. 

L A. Mackinnon.-Committee: President, Vice-President, Treasurer, 
and Secretary.—Secretary and Treasurer: Wilbur 1. Gracey, Foj 

chow, China. 
Gordon College Amateur Photographic Association. 

Established 1889. Meetings held at Gordon College, Geelong. Presi¬ 
dent • H. G. Roebuck.—V ice-Presidents: R. J. Smith and 1. Lord 
-Committee: Messrs. Thacker, Price McPhilhmy. Mockridge and 
Brmsmead.—Treasurer: S. R. J. Mawson— Secretary: 3. Ham- 
meiton, jun., “ Burngieave,'’ 73, Little Kyrie Street, Geelong, \ ictoi.a, 
Australia. 

Hawkes Bay Camera Club.—Established April, 1395. Meetings 
held at Napier, N.Z. President: F W. Wdhan>*. ' ot-//v-yh/d 
J Vic'or-Browm.—Committee: Dr. Jarvis, H. J. Bulb 1. G. Cox, > . 
B. Cooper, R. J. Duncan, and C. Saunders.— Secretary and Treasurer: 
T. Bruce Bear, Napier, N.Z 

Maritzburg Camera Club.— Established 1893 Meetings held at 
4 Hardy’s Chambers, Pietermar.tzburg. President: D. M. Lad i. 
Vice-President: S. S. Watkinson. Committee: D. .J. Eadie S. R 
Watkinson, P. F. Loney, A. R. Hopkins A. Allerston, 1.. Le • and 
O. Swete.—Treasurer: P. I. Loney.— Secretary: A. R. Bopkins, 
Telegraph Department, Pietermaritzburg. 

Nelson Camera Club.—Established 1889 Meetings LtTd nt Club 
Rooms, Nelson, N.Z. President: C. 3 Fell .-Committee :K. Bnue- 
witz, H. V. Gully, F. Hamilton, ana A. Sclauders. Treasurer, k. . 
Hamilton.—Secretary: A. H. Patterson, Nelson, N L. 

Northern Tasmanian Camera Club.—Established 1889. Me. tings 
held at Launceston, Tasmania. President. Rev. F. J. Nance, M.A - 
Vice-Presidents: William Aikenhead, M.H.A. , R. C. Kermode, an 1 
H B Brownrigg.—Committee: C. Hart, J. E. Heritage, anc . . 
Lithgow-Sectary and Treasurer: F. Styant Browne, 112, Brisbane 

Street, Launceston. 
Photographic Society of New South Wales.— ETablisiied 189. 

Meetings held at School of Arts Sydney. President: His Honom 
Judge Docker.-—Vice-Presidents: Sm James Tairfax E. 1. t -u . , 
N. Kirk, and J. S. Stening. Council.' H. 1. L av , - ’ * 
James Heron, H. R. Curlewis, and W. L. Gates.—2 reasurer M I 
Fisher.—Secretary: A. C. Hanson, Box 829, G P.O., Sydney, N.SA 

Queensland Photographic Society —Established 1883. Meet ng> 
held at the Technical College, Brisbane President:, ^ ; 
Piuott (1901).—Vice-Presidents: Dr. John Thomson and Di. * 
Love -Committee: C. J. Pound, A. W. M. Cl^k, and Dr Wheeled 
—Treasurer: Jas. L. Kinloch.—Secretary: W. u, Roller, Quern 

Street, Brisbane. 
Wanganui Camera CuJB.~Estab‘ished June 1894 Meetings heO 

at t!ie Studio, Avenue. President: S. S. Outfit is. ' j(ersle’v V " J 
A. A. Gower.—Committee: 1. W. Downes, F. J. Kei. . , • 
Denton, T. Allison, and G. Pownal.— 3 ecretary and Treasurer: C. W. 
Babbage, Roto Kawau, Wanganui. 

SCIENCE IN 1901. 
[From the “Times Literary Supplement."] 

In a review of the scientific work of 1901. astronomy, “‘he oldest 
of the sciences may fitly claim first mention, especially as it fell to 
l“omei toymakey what was, on the whole, the most exerting 
discovery of the year. This was a new and brilliant star m t erseu. . 
which appeared to spring into existence in a remarkably sudden manner 
Thhportffin of 1theheavens m which it was situated was photographed 
at Harvard on February 19, and no sign of it was to be detected on 
the plates when they were developed; yet onlv a day or two afterwards 
it was seen bv Dr. T. D. Anderson, of Edmbuigb, and by otner 
observers as a'star of between the second and third magnitude, ihe 
suddenness of its appearance was equalled by the ‘ap‘d.ty^^h whtch 
its size varied, and this inconstancy, together with the extraordinary 
changesThai look place in the character of spectrum ^rovtded 
astronomers with a theme for speculation, the resources of which are 
VtliCfZ from being exhausted. In April a new comet said to be 
Ihl&SstZce tL of 1882. was discovered m the southern 
hemisphere by several observers. In May its tad, nto three 
10 degrees in length and curved slightly to of 
Darts On May 18th, there was an eclipse of the sun. the line oi 
totality passing across the Indian Ocean tlirougn > umatra. ^ .qi’ 
and New Guinea. The party from Greenwich se.ectt 1 tin • * 
in Mauritius, where the duration of totality was only three and^ 
minutes, and enjoyed the advantage of good weathei. Other ob. erver 
who took np their positions in Sumatra had a 
duration of totality, but were not quite so fortunate as regaraj 

"impure plivsics. perhaps the most interesting single achievement 

of thePyear waz tin? experimental proof that light. pred.ged by 
Maxwell and by Bartoli, exerts a mechanical pressure Many ob-er^eu 
have already attempted to detect this phenomenon, among them being 
Sh TOW Crookes, who at first thought he had succeeded m so 
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doing with his radiometer, until it was found that his effect was many 
thousand times too great. Curiously enough, success was announced 
almost simultaneously in two different quarters, by Professor Lebedew, 
of Moscow University, in Europe, and by Messrs. Nicholls and Hull 
in America. The work of the latter observers appears to be the less 
precise of the two, for they do not claim that it does more than 
prove the existence of a pressure, not due to gas-molecules, of the 
nature and order of magnitude required. Professor Lebedew’s measure¬ 
ments are, however, in close agreement with the amounts as calculated 
from the theory ; he finds that the pressure per square metre is 0.4 mille- 
gramme for absolutely black bodies, and double as much for perfect 
reflectors. This experimental verification of one consequence of Max¬ 
well’s wonderful electro-magnetic theory suggests reference to another 
which is gradually passing out of the experimental stage and becoming 
of practical utility. It is only a few years since Principal Lodge 
astonished the British Association by showing that the electric waves 
in connection with which Hertz’s name is famous, could be propagated 
to a distance of half a mile or so; yet already the wireless telegraphy 
so initiated has become a recognised portion of the equipment of ships 
in all the important navies of the world. In the mercantile marine; too, 
it is making way, so much so that Lloyd’s, in the course of the year, 
contracted to have it fitted in a number of their signal stations round 
the British coast. Almost every country can show workers who are 
engaged, Avith more or less success, in perfecting its appliances, among 
them being Popoff in Russia, Slaby in Germany, Guarini in Belgium, 
Ducretet in France, and Marconi in England. The last-named, by 
using Avaves a thousand feet long, succeeded in detecting electro¬ 
magnetic radiation Avhich had travelled 1,800 miles from the source 
that produced it, and he is looking forward to the early establishment 
of a commercial system of sending messages across the Atlantic by 
wireless telegraphy, and later to opening up communication with the 
Cape. But Avliile the performance of such feats in long-distance trans¬ 
mission is certainly a legitimate object of ambition, it must not be 
forgotten that very much remains to be done in perfecting wireless 
telegraphy for comparatively short distances. If ever it is to become 
of real commercial importance, means must be found, not only to 
enable two parties to communicate with each other Avith out fear of 
their message being overheard, but also to prevent a third party from 
making communication impossible altogether by the simple device of 
Avorking his OAvn apparatus and thus render ng the signals unintelligible 
Even before these refinements comes the necessity of ensuring certain 
transmission of simple signals over moderate distan:es. Ihe imperfections 
of present methods are sufficiently illustrated by the experiences of the 
“ Ophir ” and her consorts, and by the difficulty which the Admiralty 
have found in obtaining coherers that can be trusted to respond satis¬ 
factorily over their test-distance of seventy miles—a difficulty which 
has induced them to take the manufacture of these delicate pieces of 
apparatus virtually into their OAvn hands. 

The Avide field of inquiry which lies in the borderland betAveen 
physics and chemistry is attracting an ever-increasing number of 
workers. Though no discovery of outstanding importance Avas made, 
the Cambridge school can point to a year of solid Avork on the phenomena 
of ionisation and the existence of bodies many times smaller than mole¬ 
cules, and, in spite of the protests of some chemists, the ionic disso¬ 
ciation hypothesis continues to find increasing favour among the 
great body of physicists. In France progress A\’as made in the investi¬ 
gation of the radio-active bodies by M. and Mme. Curie, Becquerel, 
and others; the first-named inquirers made the observation that the 
rays emitted by radium exercise a burning and eroding effect on the 
skin. In Germany, Bredig, and Ikeda continued their remarkable 
experiments Avith “ inorganic ferments,” in particular following out 
the analogy between the catalytic action of colloidal platinum and 
that of organic ferments in regard to the action of poisons. They 
find that the rate of decomposition of hydrogen peroxide in presence 
of colloidal platinum is influenced to an extraordinary degree by sub¬ 
stances like prussic acid, hydrogen sulphide, and mercuric chloride, 
even in minute quantities. Thus the catalytic effect of a platinum 
solution is halved by prussic acid, even when the concentration of 
the latter is only 0.0014 milligramme per litre; the effect of this 
substance is, however, only temporary, and the solution gradually 
recovers in course of time. A large number of substances exert this 
poisoning action to a greater or less extent, but there are some Avhich 
intensify the catalytic action of the colloidal platinum,among them being 
formic acid and dilute nitric acid. Experiments have also been tried 
Avith a colloidal solution of gold obtained in a manner similar to that 
employed in the case of platinum, by passing an electric current 
betAveen gold wires in a dilute solution of sodium hydroxide. This 
gold solution, which is bluish-violet in colour and contains one gramme 
atom of gold in 1,360 litres, on the Avhole resembles colloidal platinum 
in its action, but it is remarkable that the same agents are not poisonous 
to both. Thus mercuric chloride, one of the strongest poisons for 
colloidal platinum, exerts an opposite influence on the catalysing poAver 
of colloidal gold in alkaline solution. 

The men of science avIio died during the year include three Avho took 
high rank among physicists—Professor Tait, of Edinburgh, Professor 
Fitzgerald, of Dublin, and Professor RoAvland, of Baltimore. The 

first-named had reached the age of three score and ten, but the otle i 
two were both comparatively young men, from whom much good 
Avork, in addition to w hat they had already achieved, might contideath 
have been expected had they lived. Both education and - u n< e wer< 
the poorer by the death of Principal Viriamu Jones, of University 
College, Cardiff, in succession to whom another physicist has been 
appointed in the person of Mr. E. H. Griffiths. On the other hand, 
tAvo veterans of science—Virchow in Germany and Bert helot in Franc. 
—celebrated the completion of fifty years of scientific work. 

THE TESTING OF LENSES AND “POINTS ABOUT LENSES 

(Abstract of a paper read before the Hull Photographic .Society, 
January 16th, 19U2.) 

The lecturer having stated the reasons Avhich had influenced lnm in 
devoting some little time and attention to the subject under con 
sideration, then dAvelt upon the difficulties experienced by the amateui 
photographer Avhen choosing a lens, and pointed out that it did not 
necessarily folloAV that the A'alue and efficiency of a lens was m alL 
cases in a direct proportion to its cost, nor was it always safe to 
depend too much upon the particulars as to “equivalent focal length, 
“covering poAver,” etc., etc., as stated in the dealers’ catalogues, and 
expressed the vieAV that in liis opinion the makers Avould themselves 
ultimately reap "the benefit” if they took the necessary precautions to- 
employ some standard of measurement in describing their lenses. Mr 
Strong then described the very simple apparatus lie had constructed 
with a Ariew to testing lenses for the several well-known defects oi 
aberrations, but before proceeding to thoroughly demonstrate its uses 
he endeavoured by the aid of a large number of lantern slides specially 
prepared by himself (together with several kindly lent to him by 
Messrs. Taylor, Taylor, and Hobson) to make clear to the members 
the several important points about lenses Avhich he considered should 
be carefully studied by those who Avished to thoroughly appreciate 
the A'alue of a first-class lens, and its many auxiliary attachments, as 
Avell as to understand the principles upon which the correct working 
of the testing apparatus depended. He therefore made clear tin 
principles and application of the physical or "wave” theory of light 
action as applied to both positive and negative lenses, and folloAved 
this up by showing the geometrical method of delineating the direction, 
of 1 iglit rays through space and through the lens, and explained the 
true meaning of the term “spherical aberration.” 

The next point dealt with Avas that of “refraction,” the lecturer 
explaining the direction taken by the “ incident,” “ refracted,” and! 
“ emergent ” rays, and the method of determining such paths by the 
principle and application of the “sine” theory, as applied to a 
sheet of plain glass and also a “positive” lens. Having then defined 
an “ ideal photographic lens ” as one giving with a large aperture a 
clearly-defined, stigmatically perfect, flat, distortionless, truly colli- 
near image of a flat object, he proceeded to explain the defect knoAvn as- 
“ astigmatism,” and endeavoured to explain its origin, pointing out at 
the same time how the astigmatic fields Avere in many cases “crossed” 
or made of “negative” character in endeavouring to correct the lens, 
for other photographic defects, and that by the use of the stop or 
diaphragm the seA'eral aberrations Avere A'ery materially lessened. The 
“ principal points ” of a lens Avere then defined, and the method ol 
determining the positions of the “ optical centre,” “ nodal points,” 
“nodal planes,” clearly demonstrated, as Avas also the theory recently 
propounded by Professor Silvanus P. Thompson that the “ nodal 
planes” of the Gauss theory Avere more truly curved “surfaces,” and 
not “planes.” The principle upon Avhich the “Alvista” and “Pano¬ 
rama Kodak” cameras Avere constructed Avas then explained, as also- 
its adaption to the production of panoramic pictures by the ordinary 
camera. The principle and symmetrical focii of a lens. AA'ere therj 
explained, and the true definition and determination of “ focal length ” 
made clear. 

The points of “ conjugate focii ” and the geometrical and mathe¬ 
matical proof of the Law of their relationship Avere then duly dealt 
with, as well as the geometrical proof of the “formation of an image” 
by the lens. The application of the law of “conjugate focii” to- 
enlargement and reduction of photographs Avas clearly shown, and 
proof given that for near objects the size of image obtained is not 
absolutely proportionate to focal length. The lecturer then made 
clear the application of the foregoing principles, to the selection of 
“ truly equivalent ” pairs of lenses for stereoscopic cameras, to the 
use of “ magnifiers ” or “ planiscopic ” lenses, and the theory and use 
of telephoto lens attachments Avas then carefully explained and demon¬ 
strated, and, after shoAving the degree to Avhich the focal lengths of 
the oblique rays must be lengthened out in order to ensure a flat field, 
a chart was shoAvn on which was delineated the fields of several lenses 
as ascertained by tests. 

Several other important points Avere briefly touched upon, viz. : — 
The position of the “nodes” in Dallmeyer’s stigmatic lenses, marginal 
distortion of image, Avorking aperature. By the aid of a simple home¬ 
made lens-testing apparatus the following points Avere clearly demon¬ 
strated : “ Nodal points,” “equivalent focal length” of both positive 
and negative lenses, “ back focus,” “ cuiwature of field,” enlargement 
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of image at margin of field, relative depth of definition, astigmatism- 
positive and negative—the crossing of astigmatic fields, angle of 
illumination, diameter of illuminated circle, spherical aberration, 
chromatic aberration, use of “ magnifiers,” ‘ planiscope,” or other 
supplementary lenses, use of telephoto lens attachments. A series of 
lantern slides, kindly lent by Messrs. Taylor, Taylor, and Hobson, 
illustrating many interesting features in connection with the lecture 
were then put through the lantern and explained by the lecturer, one 
of the most interesting being two slides showing the superiority of the 
“Cooke” lens over the ordinary “ R. R.” lens when photographing 
a test screen, and the same firm were good enough to loan for 
exhibition various specimens of “Cooke” lens, parts at various stages 
of manufacture as well as the tools used in their manufacture; and 
these proved a source of much interest to the members. 

Geo. H. Strong. 

exhibitions. 
GLASGOW AND WEST OF SCOTLAND AMATEUR PHOTO- 

GRAPHIC ASSOCIATION. 

Last Saturday the annual exhibition was opened in the rooms at 
180, West Regent Street. The exhibition—which cannot be called 
a large one—will remain open till Saturday, 8th February, and every 
evening during the intervening time the competitive lantern slides and 
illustrated lantern lecturettes by the members will take place. Admis¬ 
sion is free. 

The society is to be congratulated on the general appearance of the 
walls and the quantity of the work generally, which is, we think, in 
advance of any former display made by the members, and in respect of 
merit as well as in regard to variety of subject it should hold 
its own alongside that of any other association. 

The number of exhibits is 190, and so equal is the qualitv that 
we have no doubt that the judges had considerable1 difficulty 
in making the awards. The gentlemen who kindlv undertook this 
task were Messrs. Macdonald, Glasgow; Ferguson, Kilmarnock; and 
Robb, Gourock. 

The following is a complete list of the awards : — 
Class A (landscape, seascape, architecture, flowers, etc., half-plate 

size and under).—Silver medals : No. 15, “ Swamp,” Jas. Douglas ; No. 
19, “A Hampshire1 Hedge Row,” A. J. Kay. Bronze medals : No. 4, 
“Tranquil Waters,” Jas. Douglas; No. 24, “A Highland Loch,” N. G. 
Reid; No. 40, “Evening, Bardowie,” J. S. Wilson. 

Class B (landscape, seascape, architecture, flowers, etc., over half¬ 
plate size).—Silver Medals : No. 108, “ Break of Day,” Cameron Todd ; 
No. 91, “Reflections, Aberdeen Harbour,” James Douglas. Bronze 
medals: No. 106, “Interior Bath Abbey,” R. Burnie; No. 110, “Silver 
Birches,” G. S. Bryson; No. 112, “Grapes,” Cameron Todd; No. 61, 
“ Looking down Loch Long in Winter,” G. S. Bryson. 

Class C (portraiture, figure studies, and animals).—Silver medals : 
No. 129, “ Come awa’, Peggy,” Jas. Douglas ; No. 133, “ Threading the 
Needle,” J. Hepburn. Bronze medals : No. 151, “A Study,” A. Allan, 
jun. ; No. 140, “ Morning Prayers,” J. Hepburn. 

Class D (pictures taken at out-door meetings in 1901).—Silver 
medal: No. 160, “ A Bit in Melrose Abbey,” Thomas W. Robertson. 
Bronze medal: No. 157, “ Doorway, Dryburgh Abbey,” J. Hepburn.- 

Lantern slides (sets of six).—Silver medal: Set No. 177, “Land¬ 
scapes,” A. J. Kay. Bronze medals: Set No. 176, “Landscapes, 
etc.,” Jas. Douglas; set No. 165, “Glasgow Exhibition,” Cameron 
Todd. 

THE KODAK AMATEUR COMPETITION. 

The following is the list of prize-winners and awards :—- 

Class A.—1, L. Selby, 8, Minford Gardens, W., £15 in cash; 2, 
C. Cesares, Piazza Grande, Trieste, No. 5 Cartridge Kodak; 3, G. A. 
Towkes, 233, Normanton Road, Derby, No. 4 Cartridge Kodak; 4, 
W. L. Fletcher, Stoneleigh, Workington, No. 4 Special Bullet Kodak; 
5, Miss T. Pike, Panton, Wragley, Lines., No. 4 Special Bullet 
Kodak; 6, Miss G. Nash, Glenfall Lawn, Cheltenham, No. 3 Cartridge 
Kodak; 7, A. L. Herst, Montpellier, E. Twickenham, No. 3 Folding 
Pocket Kodak; 8, R. Benson, 3, Orwell Park, Rathgar, Dublin, No. 3 
Folding Pocket Kodak; 9, G. H .Blacklock, Overthorpe House, 
Banbury, No. 4 Panoram Kodak; 10, Maler-Niestle, Karlsruhe, 
Baden, Akademistr. 71, No. 4 Panoram Kodak; 11, R. Collins, 
Fromtons House, Sydenham, No. 2 Folding Pocket Kodak; 12, W. C. 
Crofts, 9, Worthwick Terrace, Cheltenham, No. 2 Special Bull’s-Eye 
Kodak; 13, Mrs. L. Marshall, Charterhouse, Godaiming, No. 1 
Panoram Kodak; 14, Mrs. E. Munro, Strathfieldsaye Rectory, 
Mortimer, Berks, No. 1 Panoram Kodak; 15, Mrs. H. Guhl, Armgard 
St. 4, Hamburg, No. 1 Folding Pocket Kodak; 16, C. H. Grindon, 
1, Alloa Road, Deptford Park, No. 1 Folding Pocket Kodak; 17, Miss 
H. Hampkins, 12, Hillsdrop Road, Camden Town, No. 1 Folding 

Pocket Kodak; 18, Paul Meller, Charlottenstr. 43, Berlin, N.W.. 
No. 1 Folding Pocket Kodak; 19, Dr. Wiles, Parkside, Bowes Park. 
No. 2 Folding Bull’s-Eye Kodak; 20, G. Tanner, 66, Albany Gardens. 
N.W., No. 4 Zenith Camera; 21, W. W. Saxe, 81, Underhill Road, 
Dulwich, No. 4 Zenith Camera; 22, R. C. Sprouls, 7, Ashby Place. 
Hoole, Chester, No. 2 Bull’s-Eye Kodak; 23, A. G. Robertson. 
Public School, Johnstone, N.B., No. 2 Bull’s-Eye Kodak; 24, H. Rix. 
Headland Court, Limpsfield, Surrey, No. 3 Zenith Camera; 25, Miss 
Walters, Forthampton Terrace, Tewkesbury, No. 3 Zenith Camera; 
26, E. T. Russell, 22, Stratford Road, Birmingham, No. 3 Zenith 
Camera; 27, F. M. Comrie, Eglington Street, Ardrossan, N.B.. No. 3 
Zenith Camera; 28, Miss Fortunee de Lisle, Fovdene, Cranbrook Road. 
Wimbledon, No. 3 Zenith Camera; 29, S. Guildford, Romany Lodge. 
Edinburgh, No. 3 Zenith Camera; 30, Sergt. Summerfield, Police 
Station, Brixton, No. 2 Plico Kodak; 31, Mrs. L. H. Leonard, 13. 
Millbury Mansions, Kensington, No. 2 Plico Kodak; 32. Miss 31. 
Jorgensen, Bexley, Kent, No. 2 Plico Kodak; 33, Rudolph Kolmen. 
Altona, Reichenstrasse, No. 2 Plico Kodak; 34, Countess Hanna 
Kanitz, Milkof in Mecklenberg, No. 2 Plico Kodak; 35, Fiirst Lidoff, 
Westminster Hotel, Berlin, No. 2 Plico Kodak. 

Class B.—1, Otto Rosenheim. 68, Belsize Park Gardens, N.W 
£15 in cash; 2, Herr Bruno Boettger, Untermain, 30, Frankfort-on- 
the-Main, No. 5 Cartridge Kodak; 3, Mr. T. Puhonny, Artist, Baden- 
Baden, No. 4 Cartridge Kodak; 4, J. Dunbar, Sydenham House, 
Bridge of Allan, N.B., No. 4 Special Bullet Kodak; 5. H. Light, 
37, Branston Street, Birmingham, No. 4 Special Bullet Kodak; 6, 
J. C. Stockholm, Bredgode, Copenhagen, No. 3 Cartridge Kodak; 
7, J. B. Cameron, 135, Campside Street, Springbum, Glasgow. No. 3 
Folding Pocket Kodak; 8. R. C. Davison, Beechcroft, East Molesey, 
No. 3 Folding Pocket Kodak; 9, Paul Fischer, Hohenheimerstr. 30, 
Stuttgart, No. 4 Panoram Kodak; 10, H. Harding, 23, Park Square, 
Regent’s Park, N.W., No. 4 Panoram Kodak; 11. W. C. Roosevelt. 
Villa Roosevelt, Baden-Baden, No. 2 Folding Pocket Kodak; 12, 
Miss L. Hurtzig, 50, Alleyn Park, Dulwich, S.E., No. 2 Special Bull’s- 
Eye Kodak; 13, E. Sharpe, c/o. J. G. Ramsbottom, 32, Fairfax Road, 
N.W., No. 1 Panoram Kodak; 14, W. Turnham, Winslow, Bucks^ 
No. 1 Panoram Kodak; 15, E. Thiel, 92, Knesebarsk, Charlottenburg. 
Germany, No. 1 Folding Pocket Kodak; 16, W. H. H. Wiswall, 10, 
Stanley Villas, Runcorn, No. 1 Folding Pocket Kodak; 17, G. Watson, 
Holdenhurst, North Finchley, N., No. 1 Folding Pocket Kodak; 18, 
G. Lopez, 44, Park Lane, W., No. 1 Folding Pocket Kodak; 19. Miss 
L. M. Dunn, Trent Vale, Stoke-on-Trent, No. 2 Folding Bull’s-Eye 
Kodak; 20, Mr. F. Potyka, Aathen, Templer Graben, Vienna, No. 4 
Zenith Camera; 21, A. G. Hebblethwaite, Devonshire Street, 
Keighley, No. 4 Zenith Camera; 22, W. L. Fletcher, Stoneleigh, 
Workington, No. 2 Bull’s-Eye Kodak; 23, Mrs. 31. C. P. Cotton, 
29, Cornwall Gardens, S.W., No. 2 Bulls’-Eye. Kodak; 24. J. W. 
Loftus, Park Avenue, Blackpool, No. 3 Zenith Camera; 25, 3Iiss E. 
S. Reed, Charley Lodge, Tewkesbury, No. 3 Zenith Camera; 26,. 
C. J. Reade, Seabright House, Tottenhall Wood, Wolverhampton, 
No. 3 Zenith Camera; 27, L. Rosevinge, 98. Rve Hill, Newcastle- 
on-Tyne, No. 3 Zenith Camera; 28. J. G. Ramsbottom, 32, Fairfax 
Road, Hampstead, No. 3 Zenith Camera; 29, 3Ir. W. Kaste, 
Wielandstr. 3, Bremen, No. 3 Zenith Camera; 30, J. Bums, 28, 
Comely Bank Avenue, Edinburgh, No. 2 Plico Kodak; 31._H. Kraft, 
3, Grosvenor Gardens, Muswell Hill, N., No. 3 Plico Kodak; 32, 
Robert Lillie, 66, Doddington Grove, Kennington Park. No. 3 Plico 
Kodak; 33, Miss I. Knight, Colonnade House, Blacklieath. No. 2 
Plico Kodak; 34, Mrs. Charlotte Speyer, _88, Adlerflyehtyplatz, 
Frankfort-on-the-Main, No. 2 Plico Kodak; 35, 3Iiss J. 31. Smith, 
14, Lilybank Gardens, Glasgow, No. 2 Plico Kodak. 

Class C.—1, Alwine Tiirpe, Marien Strasse, 16, Dresden, _£15 in 
cash; 2, Dr. Neumann, Vienna, No. 5 Cartridge Kodak; 3. 3Iiss 
Taylor, 5, Grand Parade, Brighton, No. 4 Cartridge Kodak: 4. 3Irs. 
Rochefort C. Daunt, India, No. 4 Special Bullet Kodak; 5, Dr. F. C. 
Grindrod, Wychside, Malvern, No. 4 Special Bullet Kodak; 6, 3Ir. 
W. Kaste, Wielandstr. 3, Bremen, No. 3 Cai’tridge Kodak: 7. W. 
3!cClea.n, Ponsonby Avenue, Bristol, No. 3 Folding Pocket Kodak; 
8, C. J. Reade, Seabright House, Tattenhall Wood. Wolverhampton. 
No. 3 Folding Pocket Kodak; 9, J. C. Stockholm. Bredgode, Copen¬ 
hagen, No. 4 Panoram Kodak; 10. W. E. Dowson. 10, 3Iapperley 
Road, Nottingham, No. 4 Panoram Kodak; 11. E. Sharpe, c/o. J. G. 
Ramsbottom, 32, Fairfax Road, N.3V., No. 2 Folding Pocket Kodak: 
12, Eustace Young, Aberdeen Terrace, Blacklieath. No. 2 Special 
Bull’s-Eye Kodak; 13, 3Irs. J. Cordiner, St. James’s 3 icarage. troy- 
don, No. 1 Panoram Kodak; 14, E. Weininger. Queen Street. 
Gloucester, No. 1 Panoram Kodak; 15. 3Iiss Ruby Davison, Beech- 
croft, East 3Iolesey, No. 1 Folding Pocket Kodak: 16. E. B. Owen, 
The Grove, Whittington, Oswestrv, No. 1 Folding Pocket Kodak: 
17, 3Irs. 31. Cooper, Acacia House, Taunton. No. 1 Folding Pocket 
Kodak; 18. H. 3Iikolasch, Lemberg, No. 1 Folding Pocket Kodak: 
19, Emil Hoppe, Halensce, bv Berlin, No. 2 Folding Bull s-Eye 
Kodak; 20, W. C. Crofts, 9. Northwicli Terrace. Cheltenham, No. 4 
Zenith Camera; 21, 3Iiss W. Grienstan. 24, South Eaton Place, S.W ., 
No. 4 Zenith Camera; 22. Otto Rosenheim. 68. Belsize Gardens. 

N.W., No. 2 Bull's-Eye Kodak; 25, W. F. Dawson, Barrow HiJ. 
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L ttoxeter, No. 2 Bull s-Eye Kodak ; 24, A. W. Yeo, Rosslyn, Reigate, 
No. o Zenith Camera ; 25, S. E. Cooke, Rothley, Macaulay Road, 
Uapham Common, No. 3 Zenith Camera; 26,* L. Rawlins, The 
Chantry, Wilton, Salisbury, No. 3 Zenith Camera ; 27. A. G. Hebble- 
mwaite, Devonshre Street, Keighley, No. 3 Zenith Camera; 28. H 
Robinson, _Brenton Cottage, Canonmills, Edinburgh, No. 3 Zenith 
Camera,; 29, Leonard Marshall, Charterhouse, Godaiming, No. 3 
Zenith Camera; 30 H. B. Rodcliffe, 43, Queen’s Road, Biwnswood 

Plnki Pllco Kodaki 31, W.B. Tod, 23, Herriot Street, 
Pollokshmkls,- Glasgow, No. 2 Plico Kodak; 32, G. E. Hardwick 
w . ™inPlllg|°ji Street, Cambridge, No. 2 Plico Kodak; 33, P. G. R. 
Wright Fernhill Fillebrook Road, Leytonstone, No. 2 Plico Kodak • 
o4, J G; Ramsbottom 32. Fairfax Road, Hampstead, No. 2 Plico 
Kodak; o5, A. H. Robinson, Troutsdale Hackness, Scarby, Yorks, 
l orks, No. 2 Plico Kodak. 

The pr^e-winning photographs will shortly be on view at 40. West 
» am , . ., together with a large selection of other prints and 

of U^?-lhe co.^Petition. Full particulars and date 
1 ng of the exhibition will be announced in due course. 

Studio Gossip. 
A ™ .C0REESP°NE’E^T of the “Standard” states that members of the Royal 
Academy and other painters are much concerned over the wholesale 
piumng and. trimming operations new being carried on in Burnham 
Beeches which beautiful forest was acquired nearly twenty years a»u 
by the Corporation of London for the benefit of the people? and which 

r allrr?’i?emg riu,ned by the Present Committee of Manage- 
tbat’ because the old trees do not possess symmetricallv- 

rounded tops, they are to be cut down. The most lovely beech- 
a*je being cut down by the hundred, and sent out of 

the woods by cartloads, to be sold for what they will fetch. It is stated 
by a number of artists who make Burnham Beeches a favourite venue 
for sketching and painting that, if the present course be persisted in, 

r S°°in1 n°thing more than a carefully laid-out park, instead of 
one of the few old forests remaining in Great Britain. It is expected that 
the matter will be brought before the Royal Academy. 
, T,?RE«'£°?:1°U1R Work in England.—Messrs. Carl Hentschel & Co. write 
to the Publishers Circular”:—“We notice in your last issue an inter- 
Mew with Messrs. Hutchinson & Co., in the course of which mention is 
made of the three-colour process of illustration. We were surprised to 
r5;ad fbat this firm had been unable to place their orders for three-colour 
illustrations in England. We have recently produced the whole of the 
illustrations for Mr. Mortimer Menpes’ two works, ‘Japan’ and ‘ War 
Impressions,’ Mr. Ma.rcus Huish’s ‘Samplers and Needlework’ the 

souvenir of ‘ Twelfth Night’ at Her Majesty’s Theatre, all of which have 
secured from the leading papers of the United Kingdom universal praise 
lor many houses in fhe front rank of the publishing world the Hentschel- 
v_ oiourtvpe Company has carried out extensive orders, which have given 
every satisfaction, not only to the artsts whose originals have been faith¬ 
fully reproduced, but also to the publishers and the reading public. We 
iegret that Messrs. Hutchinson should have seemed in any wav to imply 
that British firms were not fully awake to the new developments in the 
illustration of books. As a matter of fact, books with illustrations repro¬ 
duced by our process have been published nearly every week throughout 
the autumn publishing season. We trust you will be able to find room for 
this short defence of English work, for we feel convinced there is no 
reason why three-colour work should be sent to France.” 

The Discovery of the Future.—In the course of his recent lecture at the 
Royal Institution, Mr. H. G. Wells observed:—-“If I am right in saying 
that, science aims for prophecy, and if the specialist in each science is, 
in fact, doing his best now to prophesy within the limits of his field, 
Avhat is there to stand in the way of our building up this growing body 
of forecast into an ordered picture of the future that will be just as 
certain, just as strictly science, and perhaps just as detailed as the pic¬ 
ture that has been built up within the last hundred years to make the 
geological past? Well, so far and until we bring the prophecy down 
to the affairs of man and his children, it is just as possible to carry 
induction forward as beck. It is just as simple and sure to work out the 
changing orbit of the eartn in the future until the tidal drag hauls one 
unchanging face at last towards the sun as it is to work back to its 
blazing and molten past. Until man comes in the inductive future is as 
real and convincing as the inductive past. But inorganic forces are the 
smaller part and the minor interest in this concern. Directly man 
becomes a factor the nature of the problem changes, and our whole 
present interest centres on the question whether man is, indeed, indi¬ 
vidually and collectively incalculable, a new element which entirely alters 
the nature of our inquiry and stamps it at once as vain and hopeless, or 
whether his presence complicates indeed, but does not alter, the essential 
nature of the induction How far may we hope to get trustworthy 
inductions about the future of man? Well, I think, on the whole, we are 
inclined to underrate our chance of certainties in the future just as I 
think we are inclined to be too credulous about the historical past. The 
vividness of our personal memories, which are the very essence of reality 
to us, throws a glamour of conviction over tradition and past inductions. 
But the personal future must in the \ery nature of things be hidden from 
us so long as time endures, and this black ignorance at our very feet, 
this black shadow that corresponds to the brightness of our memories 
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behind us, throws a glamour of uncertainty and unreality over ill ,i, 

h°5d,of to'<J*3r would be vcrT much as it is now if Napoleon had in v< , 
buen bom. Thun* an* those who b( li< \. pnfirplv , » , 

and those who believe entirely in tie- forces behind He individuallnan mei 

Hnrinj T Wn Pfrt 1 V1USt confess myself a rather extreme case of the latter 
kind I must confess I believe that if, by seme juggling with space 
and time Julius Caesar, Napoleon, Edward IV., William tie Conquerm 
Lord Rosebery and Robert Burns had all been changed at birth it would 
lot. have produced any serious dislocation of th. course of destiny. 1 

believe that these great men of ours are no more than images and symbols 
and instruments taken as it were, haphazard by tie incessant and con¬ 
sistent forces behind them, they are the pen-nibs Fat. Iia> used t,,. le i 
writing, the diamonds on the drill that pierces through tie rock \„,t 
the more one inclines to this trust in forces, the more one will believe in 
the possibility of a reasoned inductive view of the future, that will serve 
us m politics, in morals, in social contrivances, and in a thousand spacious 
wavs. And even those who take the most extreme and persona] and melo¬ 

dramatic views of the ways of human destiny, who see life as a tissue of 
tany-goclmother births and accidental meetings And promise b An l 
jealousies, will, I suppose, admit there comes a limit to these things, that 
at last personality dies away, and the greater forces come to (heir own 
The great man, however great he be, cannot set back the whole scheme 
of things. What he does in right and reason will remain, and what he 
ctoes against the greater creative forces will perish.” 

Commercial $ Cegal Intelligence. 
The Patent Acts. Replying to Sir John Lcng, in the House of Com¬ 

mons, recently, Mr. G. Balfour, the President of the Board of Trade, said 
that he purposed at an early date to introduce a Bill to give effect to tho 
recommendations of the Departmental Committee, presided over by Sir 
Edward Fry, on the working of the Patent Acts. 

At Clerkenwell Police Court last week, an adjourned summons, taken 
out by Inspector Cowling, was heard against Parke’s Drug Stores, Ltd., 
of 173, High Street, Camden Town, for selling at 251, Upper Street, 
Islington, liniment of soap containing methylated alcohol, which had been 
substituted for the alcohol (spiritus rectificafus) prescribed in the British 
Pharmacopoeia. Mr. Bramal! prosecuted on behalf of the Islington 
Borough Council, and Mr. Beck defended. In the course of the case 
considerable evidence was adduced to show that the article was not sold 
to the prejudice of the purchaser, and that it was a household remedy 
which had a commercial standard. Mr. Beck asked permission to call 
evidence as to a commercial standard. Mr. D’Eyncourt refused to admit 
such evidence on the ground that decided cases excluded it. He held 
that liniment of soap compounded with methylated spirits was sold to 
the prejudice of the purchaser, notwithstanding that it was sold at a 
less price than an article compounded according to the British Pharma¬ 
copoeia. He imposed a fine of £20 and £10 10s. costs, declining to grant 
a case. Mr. Beck intimated his intention of proceeding by mandamus.— 
“ Standard,” January 25th. 

Merchandise Marks Act Prosecutions.—Last week there were two pro¬ 
secutions under the Merchandise Marks Act that may be • interesting to 
some photographers, although they were in no way connected with pho¬ 
tography. The cases were similar. In the first one a provision dealer 
and his shopman were proceeded against in the North London Police 
Court for selling an American ham falsely described as an English one. 
The owner of the shop was fined £10, and £3 5s. costs, and the shop¬ 
man who actually sold the ham was fined a similar sum, with 2s. costs, 
or two months’ imprisonment each. The magistrate, in deciding the case, 
said that he did not know that a good Canadian ham was much worse 
than an English one, but it was a fraud upon the public to sell an 
American one for an English ham. In another case, in the Westminster 
Police Court, a firm were proceeded against for causing a false trade 
description to be applied to an American ham—to wit, an Irish ham—and 
for selling a ham to which such false trade description had been applied. 
In this case, too, a fine of £10, with £3 5s. costs, was inflicted. The 
reason that we call attention to the above cases is that we know that 
some unscrupulous photographers supply bromide prints, falsely describing 
them as platinotypes, to their customers, and they may not be aware 
that they are liable to be proceeded against under the same Act as the 
sellers of the hams in the cases referred to, and mulcted in similar 
penalties, or higher, for the maximum is £20 or four months’ imprison¬ 
ment. Anyone can institute the proceedings who has been deceived by 
the pictures. We have not heard of any prosecutions with regard to 
palming off bromide prints as platinotypes, but possibly we may before 
long. In the case where a number of fraudulent articles are supplieef, the 
penalty is for each one, and with photographs it would be for each 
individual print, and not for the lot. This would make the penalties amount 
to a considerable sum where a dozen or more have been supplied. 

The Metric System.—Last week we published a letter from Mr. E. 
Johnson, the Secretary, Botolph House, Eastcheap, giving a list of the 
Members of Parliament who are in favour of the compulsory adoption of 
the metric weights and measures. We here append a report of a meeting 
of the members of Convocation of the University of London, 
which appeared in the “ Standard ” on Tuesday, last week, deal- 
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ing with the same subject:—“The general meeting of the members of 
Convocation of ihe University of London was held yesterday afternoon 
in the East Conference Hall, South Kensington. Sir E. Busk, Chairman 
of Convocation, presided. Mr W. Pringle brought forward the subject 
of the metric system, and moved:—‘ That this House is of opinion that, 
in the interests of commerce, science and education, legislation should be 
promptly undertaken to make compulsory in this Kingdom, after a proper 
interval, the use of the metric system of weights and measures for all 
purposes.” He urged that the adoption of the system was of the highest 
interest to the educational efficiency and national prosperity of the 
country. The present system in vogue in this country sets up three 
independent and inconsistent standards of weights and measures, and was, 
in his opinion, most absurd. The metric system would not be universally 
adopted except after years of strenuous effort. Yet it was in use by 483 
millions of civilised beings, and had been adopted by France, Germany, 
Austria,, Spain, Holland, Belgium, the Balkan States and in many other 
countries. The “ splendid isolation ” of this country in the matter, he 
contended, was neither desirable nor necessary. There was a concurrence 
of opinion in favour of its adoption in most commercial circles in this 
country. Mr. H. Hanford seconded the motion. He held that the ques¬ 
tion was a non-Party one, and ought to obtain support from all classes of 
commercial representatives in the general interests of the Empire. Sir 
Philip Magnus supported the motion. He thought it was a healthy sign 
of the reconstituted modern character of their University that such a 
subject had been brought forward. Although on previous occasions they 
had considered many proposals with regard to education and science, he 
was not aware that on any prior occasion had a question relating so 
largely to the commercial interests of the country as the adoption of the 
metric system been discussed by them. As they had now a Faculty of 
Economics, it was most important it should embrace questions of com¬ 
merce. (Hear, hear.) Mr. Thomas Wilson said he was not prepared to 
vote for the compulsory adoption of the system. He thought its use 
should be left optional in this country. Sir Albert Rollit, M.P., thought 
the compulsory teaching of the metric system in elementary 
schools would have a beneficial effect in popularising the 
metric system in this country. He rejoiced that the Chambers 
of Commerce had unanimously approved of a change from the present 
system. There could be no doubt that the trade of this country was 
greatly hampered and impeded by the system of weights and measures 
now in force. The question was whether it was now wise to delay the 
adoption of a compulsory system. That entirely depended upon the force 
of public opinion which could be brought to support departmental in¬ 
fluence on the subject. He was a member of the Senate of that University, 
and he proposed to move on Wednesday next that a Degree in Commerce 
should be conferred. (Hear, hear). Mr. Pringle replied on the debate, 
and the resolution was carried by a large majority.” 

•-♦- 

Deu)$ ana Dotes. 
At the Rbntgen Society’s ordinary general meeting, on Thursday, Feb¬ 

ruary 6th, 1902, at 20, Hanover-square, a paper will be read by Mr. E. 
W. H. Shenton, M.R.C.S., L.R.C.P., on “A System of Radiography.” 

The Photographic Club (Anderton’s Hotel, Fleet Street) announce that 
Mr. H. M. Lomas will on Wednesday, February 5th, at 8 p.m., lecture on 
“ Photography in the Hunting Field.” Any who are interested in the 
subject will be welcomed at the meeting. 

At the last meeting of the South London Photographic Society Mr. C. 
J. Marshall, A.R.I.B.A , gave a lecture cn Egypt, tracing by means of 
photographs the history of Egypt from the Palaeolithic period to the 
time of the Pharaoh of the Exodus. The lecture showed some remark¬ 
able flashlight photographs of bas-reliefs and paintings on the interiors 
of pyramids ana tombs taken during several tours in Egypt. 

The South Shields Photographic Society’s annual exhibition will be 
held on Wednesday and Thursday, March 12th and 13th, in the Congre¬ 
gational Hall, Ocean Road, South Shields. The judges will be Messrs. 
Edgar G. Lee and W. Parry. There will be competitions in the follow¬ 
ing classes:—Federation Classes—open to members of all the Societies in 
the Federation of Photographic Societies of Northumberland and Durham 
(including South Shields): 1.—Prints, any subject. 2.—Lantern Slides (sets 
of four). Silver medal, bronze medal and certificate in each class. Any 
further information or entry forms may be obtained from the hon. secs., 
Messrs. A. W. Hoare, 53, Wouldhave Street, South Shields, and R. 
Brady, Albion Terrace, South Shields. 

Cripplegate Photographic Exhibition.—This exhibition will open its 
doors to the public on February 25th next, remaining open until Thursday, 
February 27th. Twenty-one gold, silver and bronze medals are offered 
for competition. The successful exhibitors will be presented with their 
medals by the Right. Hon. the Lord Mayor at the opening ceremony, on 
Tuesday, February 25th, at 1 p.m. It is not often that we can record 
such promptness in the distribution of awards, and this fact should 
appeal to intending exhibitors, with the result that a large entry should 
be recorded, with a fine display of work. Messrs. John H. Gear, A. 
Horsley Hinton and J. B. B, Wellington are to be the judges. Entries close 
on February 10th, and early application for entry-forms is advisable, as 
only a limited number will be issued. The hon. sec. is Mr. Alfred T. 
Ward, Cripplegate Photographic Society, Cripplegate Institute, Golden 
Lane, E.C. 

D)eeting$ of Societies. 
MEETINGS OF SOCIETIES FOR NEXT WEEK. 

January ! Name of Society. 

3. Oxford Camera Club . 

3. Southampton Camera Club 

3. Camera Club. 

Subject. 

Annual General Meeting. 
I Lantern Slide Competition. Subject: 
t Still Life. 
I „1» Address. Sir W. de W. Abney, 
I K C B. 

Melbourne Working Men s Col | { Picturesque Melbourne. Mr. C. R. Du 
° i Rieu. 

o. Southport Photographic Society Paper. W. Rose. 
5. Maritzburg Camera Club.] Lantern Slides (Dry Plate). B. Benson. 
5 Edinburgh Photographic. / A Summer Holiday in Orkney. Jllus- 
. ° 1 M trated. F. P. Moffat. 
5. Rotherham Photographic .j Prize Slides. 

(Lecture and Demonstration lutprov- 
i in<j Negative* and Pr.ntu, and iYork 

5 .| Southsea Photographic Society I on Austin - Edwards Filins and 
Warwick Plates. Mr. W. 1) Wd- 

G. 
G, 

G. 

G. 
G 

Brentford Photographic . 
Rbntgen Society. 

Liverpool Amateur . 

Richmond Camera Club . 
London and Provincial. 

North-West London . 

Liverpool Amateur. 

Leicester Literary . 

Bognor Photographic Society.. 

Sutton Scientific and Literary.. 

Borough Polytechnic . 

j V ford. 
| Lantern Evening, 
j Mr. E. W. H. Shenton. A paper. 
J Lecture : Architectural Photjuiranh</. 
( Dr. J. W. Ellis. 
Lantern Evening. 
Annual Supper. 

If A Week-end on the Continent. Mr. W. 
! I Kilbey. 

I Lecture. Architectural Photographg. 
I Dr. J. W. Ellis. 
( Lecture. Picturesque Northern France. 

. . Illustrated by Lantern Slides. Mr. 
V. G. Bankart. 
j Monthly Competition : Architecture- 

■|\ “Exterior.” Prints for Criticism. 
. | Lecture on Printing and Toning. 

\ Clouds : their Production and Printing 
I In. 

ROYAL PHOTOGRAPHIC SOCIETY. 

January 21.—Lantern Meeting. Mr. J. J. Vezey, F.R.M.S., in the chair. 
A very entertaining chat was given by Mr. Henry Stevens, who showed 

a large number of slides of his flower, animal and figure studies. Special 
interest attached to the occasion because of the lecturer's “ one man ” 
show now on view in the Russell Square Rooms, and upon which the mem¬ 
bers and their friends had not before been addressed by Mr. Stevens. 
The audience—a good proportion of which was composed of ladies— 
seemed to thoroughly appreciate what was put before them, both in pic¬ 
torial and anecdotal directions, judging by the frequent applause and 
other usual signs of approval. The feline studies and those of Mr. 
Stevens’ clever dogs were, perhaps, responsible for most of the demonstra¬ 
tions of appreciation, but they were closely followed by the excellent 
flower studies and the landscape and figure photographs. 

Prints in carbon and platinum of most of these photographs are hang¬ 
ing on the walls at 66, Russell-Square until February 15th, and the 
Society will be pleased to admit anybody desirous of examining the work 
on presentation of visiting card, daily from 10 to 4, and on Wednesdays 

until 8 p.m. 

LONDON AND PROVINCIAL PHOTOGRAPHIC ASSOCIATION. 

January 23.—Mr. J. E. Hodd in the chair. 
Mr. R. P. Drage said that he had complained of an inability to get good 

black tones on the Columbia gaslight paper when using alum in the 
hypo bath. It had been suggested to him, however, that the difficulty 
was duo to over-exposure, and that was practically the case. Further 

experiments he had made produced good blacks. 
Mr. Ernest Human demonstrated Messrs. Wellington 3c Ward s S C P. or 

slow contact paper. This paper is one of the gaslight or daylight printing 
variety, or, as the demonstrator styled it, “ the fireside printer. It is 
made in two grades—smooth (matt) and glossy—and it is claimed !oi >t 
that it gives rich blacks and fine gradation. Mr. Human made so\eial 
prints before the members, and a large number of others were passed 
round. Amongst these were several prints of a warm tone, by a varia¬ 
tion of development dealt with by the demonstrator, and extending into 
the reds and sepias. There was a long conversational discussion regard¬ 
ing the purity of the warm tones secured, the influence of longer exposuie 
than normal, with diluted development, the characteristics of the paper 
in the direction of its length of scale, and other little points that arise 

at such a demonstration. 

PHOTOGRAPHIC CLUB. 

January 22.—Mr. A. Mackie in the chair. 
Mr. Edmund A. Robins, on behalf of Kodak. Limited, demonstrated 

several of the firm’s specialities. “Dekko paper was one ot ih* 11 ■ K' 
introduced and prints upon it were made in the course of the ^\emn . 
It is made in four grades—glossy, matte, egg-shell inatf anc* , 
antique—with glossy and various degrees of matte surface respective y. 
“ Dekko ” paper may be handl ed in safety at 8 or 10 ft from a mil-flame 
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artificial light, and thus comes under the generic name of gaslight 
papers. It is slow, and can be developed in the same light. A good 
deal of exposure is required to produce the developable image, but if 
magnesium ribbon be used 1 in. at a distance of a foot is enough for a 
normal negative. More or less exposure should be given by varying the 
distance of the negative from the ribbon, and not by altering the quantity 
of the magnesium that is burned. The developer recommended is hydro- 
quinone and metol in strong solution in order to complete development 
before fogging can commence. The use of bromide was important. The 
image should appear in three seconds and be complete in thirty seconds. 
The paper was one that appealed particularly to the amateur and to any 
who did not care to work more than was needful in a dark room. 

Some discussion took place regarding the assertion in the circular 
relating to the paper that ordinary gaslight was slightly weaker than 
incandescent electric light. Mr. J. W. Zaehnsdorf said that the incan¬ 
descent electric bulb of 16 c.p. was less actinic than a gas-burner of the 
same power. He advocated a series of experiments to accurately deter¬ 
mine the relative actinic value of the various forms of artificial light, and 
promised to take up the question himself. 

Mr. Robins then showed the “ Stereo-Weno,” a folding stereoscopic 
camera for pictures 3^ in. square. Photographs made with the instrument 
were brought up and examined with the stereoscope. The No. 3 Folding 
Pocket Kodak for ^-plate pictures was also described and passed round. 

CAMERA CLUB. 

It has often been pointed out that a man who takes up photography as a 
pastime will find it to his interest to give some definite direction to his 
work. One may prefer to link his camera with the microscope, another 
will use it as a means of illustrating some branch of natural history, and 
so on. Mr. C. H. Bothamley, whose name is generally associated with 
the scientific side of photography, has employed his leisure and his camera 
in tracing the architectural features, and through them, somewhat of 
the history of the grand old castles which are dotted about our country 
in such profusion. A year ago he addressed the members of the Camera 
Club on the subject of the Norman castles of Britain. Last week he gave 
a lecture, which may be regarded as the sequel of the other, dealing with 
castles after the twelfth century, 

Mr. Bothamley has the rare faculty of putting together the materials 
of a lecture in a manner which is at once concise, instructive and interest¬ 
ing, and the way in which he handled the subject at present under 
discussion was no exception to the rule. Moreover, the illustrations, all 
of which were of his own production, were not only calculated to bring 
out the particular points which he wished to emphasise, but were, many 
of them, highly artistic in treatment. Some of the pictures, as he 
explained, were extremely difficult to procure, owing to want of light, 
but in showing them he had the satisfaction of knowing that no one pre¬ 
viously had had the patience to give an hour or more’s exposure to a single 
photo. 

Mr. Bothamley first showed how the original type of Norman castle— 
the chief feature of which was its massive “ keep ”—gradually became 
modified as time went on. At first the builders of later times were 
nontent to add outworks so as to extend the original area of such 
castles, but later still they worked independently of such trammels, and 
constructed buildings de novo. A chief feature of these buildings was 
the development of “ the hall,” which becam°, within the castle pre¬ 
cincts, the chief living room. Several examples of these halls were 
shown, gathered from different castles in Yorkshire, Durham, etc. In 
one case it was shown how the windows were glazed—at a time when 
glass was very expensive—with removable frames, so that when the 
place was not occupied the precious windows could be taken away and 
replaced by shutters. In other examples the windows were set high above 
the flooring, so as to protect the animals against arrows and other missiles, 
while a passage-way ran through the walls, on a level with the windows, 
for the accommodation of armed defenders. 

Chepstow Castle afforded the lecturer an opportunity of showing how 
these buildings were often divided into separate wards, each with inde¬ 
pendent kitchens, etc., so that if one gave way to attack, the defenders 
could still retain possession of the others. Details of door-construction 
and the method adopted of flanking such entrances by loopholes and pro¬ 
tecting them by portcullis were noted and illustrated in a most striking 
manner. 

Towards the end of the fourteenth century a more complete system of 
castle building came into vogue, and as an instance of it photographs of 
Caerphilly were shown. Huge gatehouses now took the place of the 
-old Norman “keep,” and there were, in certain cases, successive lines of 
defence, one within the other. Buildings thus designed were known as 
concentric castles. 

Edward I. marked the concmest of Wales by the erection of many 
castles, which wore known as Edwardian castles. Among these Conway 
must be first named, for it is the finest example of mediaeval architecture 
in this country. A large number of photographs were devoted to Con¬ 
way. its general and internal arrangements being described in much 
completeness. In the towers at Conway were situated the ordinary 
dwelling rooms, and some of these were furnished with elegant fireplaces 
and window seats. Carnarvon Castle came next under review. It was 
I egun by Edward I., but completed by Edward II. It represented the 
most perfect example of the fortification of the time in which it was 
built, and the work throughout was so eood that it should prove a model 
for the ierry-builder to weep over. Carnarvon and Conway were not 
concentric castles. For the most perfect example of a concentric castle 
we must visit Beaumaris. An interesting point to notice was that up 

to the fourteenth century the doors of castles opened inwards; after that 
it was usual to make them open outwards. 

Alnwick, in Northumberland, gave us another instance of an Edwar¬ 
dian castle, but one which was quite different in construction to thou 
already described. It was the largest castle in the country,with the exception 
of our sovereign’s noble home at Windsor. The gateway and barbican 
were of most imposing elevation, and although the residential parts of 
the building were modern, the work had been so well dom that it was 
difficult to say where the old ended and the new began. 

Other castles which afforded food for much interesting criticism on the 
part of the lecturer were Bolton, Warkworth and Raglan, tin latter being 
described as the most beautiful ruin in Europe. It grew and grew up 
to the time of the Parliamentary war, and made a gallant defence under 
the Marquis of Worcester. With a fine view of Windsor Castle a most 
interesting and entertaining lecture was brought to a close. The usual 
vote of thanks terminated the proceedings. 

PROFESSIONAL PHOTOGRAPHERS' ASSOCIATION (LIVERPOOL 
BRANCH). 

At a meeting held on Friday, January 17th, Mr. G. Watmough 
Webster in the chair, the hon. sec. read communications he had received 
from London, and after a thorough and animated discussion it was 
resolved to bring the matters mentioned forward at the next meeting. 
Mr. M. A. Priestly proposed and Mr. W. Warrington seconded that an 
annual subscription of 2s. 6d. by each member be paid for local expenses. 
The chairman proposed and Mr. H. A. Morrison seconded that Mr. A. F. 
Mowll, the hon. sec., be appointed treasurer. 

It was proposed and seconded that in the circular convening the next 
meeting there be given a notice that a discussion will be invited as to 
the desirability cf the Liverpool Branch bringing before the parent 
association their determination to pledge themselves to resist all rings 
and combinations detrimental to the interest of professional 
photographers. 

Recently-Elected Members of the Association. 

Joseph Augustin Bellinger, Fore-street, Sidmouth. 
George Thompson, 70, Northgate, Canterbury. 
George R. Lawson, 102, South-bridge, Edinburgh. 
John Brown, 36, Rockville-street, Rock Ferry, Birkenhead. 
Tom Reveley, Market-place, Wantage. 
James Phillips (J. Phillips & Sons), Market-square, Biggleswade, Beds. 

CROYDON CAMERA CLUB. 

“ A Chat on Hand Cameras and Their Use,” by Mr. W. E. Dunmore, 
proved a capital draw on Wednesday last, a large number of members 
being present. In dealing with his subject, Mr. Dunmore stated that a 
hand camera was, from its nature, a compromise, and that the perfect 
or ideal instrument had not yet been placed on the market, and, he 
thought, never would be. Lightness and compactness were desirable, and 
fer serious work, using fronts, a first-class modern lens and focussing 
arrangement were essential. These conditions, as Mr. Dunmore showed, 
were amply fulfilled in the “ Telia ” fitted with a Cooke lens, and much 
admiration was expressed by the members at the ingenuity and pre¬ 
cision of its mechanism, especially the film-changing device. 

Amongst the many hints Mr. Dunmore gave, perhaps the most useful 
was in connection with winter photography. He strongly advised the 
snap-shottist to work against the light, provided the sun was not brightly 
shining at the time, better results could be obtained in this way than 
in any other. February, in his opinion, was a grand month for obtain¬ 
ing transient artistic effects, and squally or even wet weather should not 

deter the worker. 
A selection of snap shots of first-class quality, from negatives taken 

with the “ Telia ” camera, were then exhibited on the screen, and, at the 
instance of the President (Mr. Hector Maclean, F.R.P.S.), a hearty vote 

of thanks was accorded the lecturer. 

SOUTHSEA PHOTOGRAPHIC SOCIETY. 

Last week the Southsea Photographic Society held its fifteenth annual 
general meeting at the Rooms, Pembroke-road. There was a big atten¬ 
dance. The business inc’uded the reading of the Treasurer’s annual 
statement, which showed a good balance in favour of the Society. The 
hon. sec., in his annual report, congratulated the Society on its great 
progress, and on the fact that it had become the leading organisation of 
its kind in the South of England, and had raised the art of photography 
to a considerable degree in the town. The membership had increased 
by leaps and bounds, and the admission of professional photographers 
had been largely taken advantage of. The summer excursions had been 
very successful, and had done much to make the Society popular. The 
exhibition had proved an unqualified success in every way. It was the 
largest as regards number of entries and class ever held by any pro¬ 
vincial society in England, which was a record to.be proud.of. The 
year’s work also on the part of the members had been highly satisfactory. 
The hon. sec. (Mr. F. J. Mortimer) then read the balance-sheet of the 
exhibition. The expenditure had been £45, and the total income £75, 
showing a balance of £30 in favour of the Society. The members were 
aware that the exhibition had been a great success, but were .hardly 
prepared to hear that the result whs so highly satisfactory as this, and 
the announcement was greeted with rounds of applause, after which a 
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special vote of thanks was given to Mr. Mortimer for his untiring energy- 
on behalf of the Society. The election of officers for 1902 was then pro¬ 
ceeded with, and, after some exciting voting, the result was declared as 
follows:—President, Mr. W. G. Lewis; Vice-President, Mr. H. A. Can¬ 
ning; Hon. Sec., Mr. F. J, Mortimer; Assistant Hon. Sec., Mr. J. IT. 
Franckeiss; Hon. Treasurer, Mr. F. S. Hoyte; Hon. Lanternist, Mr. E. 
H. Purvis; Council—Colonel Barrington Baker, Mr. H. T. Lilley, Dr. C. 
H. Newby, Mr. George Stanford, Mr. A. Fisher and Mr. G. Wood. The 
new President sketched out the course he proposed to adopt during the 
ensuing year, and hoped to be able to promise a visit from the Photo¬ 
graphic Convention of the United Kingdom, which would not only be 
a good thing for the Southsea Society, but also for Portsmouth generally. 
It was also announced that the Mayor of Portsmouth (Major Dupree) 
would present the medals awarded at the recent exhibition on Friday, 
January 31st, when a special photographic lecture, entiCed “ A Trip up 
the Rhine,” would be given by Mr. P. Slater, of the South London Photo¬ 
graphic Society. The new medals just struck for the Southsea Society 
are from designs by Mr. F. J. Mortimer, the obverse representing the 
old Victory in Portsmouth Harbour, and the reverse the borough crest 
and laurel wreath, and suitable inscriptions. 

LIVERPOOL AMATEUR PHOTOGRAPHIC ASSOCIATION. 
The following is the judges’ report on this exhibition, which was un¬ 
avoidably omited from our last issue:— 

‘ In Class A, which is naturally the most important, there are several 
sets which would have been worthy the gold medal, but, however, the 
judges were unanimous in awarding it to Mr. Joseph Appleby, and with 
very few exceptions all the entries in this class are of a very high order of 
pictorial merit. 

“ In both Classes B and C many prints exhibit good taste in selection, 
considerable sympathetic feeling in treatment, and, accompanied by excel¬ 
lent technique, constitute a very creditable collection of work. 

“ Class D, for those who had not previously won an award, contained 
only one entry, but one print in the set—a snow scene—was deemed 
especially worthy. 

“ In Class E, also for those who had not previously been winners, a 
much more numerous entry was made, and whilst even in those to which 
medals have been awarded there is a want of uniformity, yet the work 
is distinctly creditable. 

“ The lantern slides, in their way, possess as great a degree of merit 
as the prints, and some of the winning sets are particularly fine. 

“ On the whole, the judges can heartily congratulate the Association 
upon a remarkably good exhibition. 

“ (Signed) Thovias Htjson, R.I. 
“ G. Watmotjgh Webster 
“ A. Horsley Hinton 

“ List of Awards. (Liverpool, January 14th, 1902.) 
“ Class A.—Gold Medal—Mr. Joseph Appleby. 
“ Class B.—Silver Medals—Mr. J. H. Canevali, Mr. J. Crichton Timpany. 
“ Class C.—Silver Medals—Mr. W. E. Inston, Mr. Charles Gostenhofer, 
“ Class D.—Bronze Medal—Mr. J. Selkirk. 
!* Class E.—Bronze Medals—Mr. T. W. Quirk, Mrs. Lister. 
“ Class F (Lantern Slides).—Gold Medal—Mr. Fred Anyon. 
“Class G (Lantern Slides).—Silver Medals—Mr. E. N. Ellis, Mr. J. W. 

Towers. 
“Class H (Lantern Slides).—Bronze Medal—Mr. Joseph Mar pies. 
“Class I (Stereoscopic Slides).—Silver Medal—Mr. H. J. Houghton. 
“ Class J (Lantern Slides) (Scientific Section).—Silver Medal—Dr. C. 

Thurstan Holland. 
“ Class K (for Lady Competitors).—Silver Medal—Miss Harvey.” 

Under the presidency of Mr. Albert Parker, a popular lecture on 
“Photography: Some of Its Uses,” of extreme interest and highly 
appreciated by a large audience, was given Mr. George Dickinson, before 
the Guild and Literary Society at Trinity Wesleyan Church, Wood Green, 
cn January 24tn, 1302. The lecturer encouraged amateur photography 
for pleasure and profit. He explained how great an industry the art 
had grown to within fifty years, and to how many important uses it can 
be put. Then by a great variety of beautiful limelight views he made 
his teaching visible. There were admirable pictures of warships, 
cathedrals, rural views, choice flowers, etc., some being prize pictures 
by Mr. E. Dockree, and the North Middlesex Photographic Society, 
which won applause. He explained how useful the art is to record 
home festivals and baby’s growth, as well as places visited and matters 
of local or historical importance. Some unique microscopic slides by 
Messrs. Alfred S. Spratt and E. Dockree of diatoms, insects and a bee’s 
eye showed the beauties of things once invisibly small. Instantaneous 
photos of things in rapid motion, taken in X-400th of a second, included 
a rifle bullet in flight, with the air-waves distinctly seen. Telephoto¬ 
graphy gave some examples of birds too timid to be approached, but photo¬ 
graphed at a distance Some really superb pictures by Sanger Shepherd, 
Esq., and Messrs. Lumiere Bros., of Paris, by the triple-colour process, 
astonished the audience by their natural and magnificent representation 
of flowers, jewellery and interiors of Chateau Chantilly, The great use 
of Rontgen-Ray pictures in surgery was referred to, and examples 
shown. The lecturer then introduced an ample series of animated pic¬ 
tures, which, he said, on the films were 1 in. by J in., and were taken 
at fifteen to forty per second. These displayed scenes on the cruise or 
the Orthir and the war in South Africa, etc. His humour, instruction 
and earnestness rose to eloquence as Mr. Dickinson advocated the 
Alexandra Palace being made a centre of technical advance, wit a 
photographic institute as a prominent item. 

Judges. 

Correspondence. 
*** Correspondents should never write on hotli sides of the paper. Xo 

notice is taken of communications unless the names and addresses of 
the writers are given. 

*** We do not undertake responsibility for the opinions expressed by our 
correspondents. 

THE SALE OF POISONS FOR INDUSTRIAL PURPOSES. 

To the Editors. 

Gentlemen,—Will you kindly allow me to bring under the notice 
of your numerous readers the action that is being taken by and on 
behalf of a number of important traders who are interested in the 
sale of poisons for other than medicinal purposes? Agricultural 
agents, farmers, agriculturists, fruit-growers, seedsmen, ironmongers, 
drysalters and many others are concerned, and to some of thes 
the subject of this letter may not be unfamiliar, while to others, who 
have not had their attention directed specially to it, it may be both 
new and interesting as well as important. " To put it briefly, the 
question at issue is the right and the desirability of poisonous com 
pounds required for trading and industrial purposes being sold by 
other than dispensing chemists and druggists. The latter possess, 
under the Act of 1868, the monopoly of all such sales, and occasionally 
the Pharmaceutical Society, acting in their behalf, institutes prosecu¬ 
tions for the recovery of penalties, with the object of asserting thi< 
monopoly; but, as a matter of common practice, the law is not 
generally regarded as having the effect that the Pharmaceutical 
Society contends for, and many retail dealers habitually disregard 
its alleged intention—of course, at the risk of being proceeded 
against. It is for the purpose of relieving traders of this Liability, 
and thereby meeting the convenience of the public at large, that an 
organisation entitled “The Traders in Poisons or Poisonous Com¬ 
pounds for Technical or Trade Purposes Protection Society ” ha 
been formed, and the action that this society is now taking in the 
interests of all such traders throughout the country (and not merely 
its members) is what I am anxious to disclose to your readers. The 
society of which I have the honour to be secretary was formed in 
March, 1900, since which date it has been very successful in organising 
the various traders who are directly concerned in the sale of poisonous 
compounds for industrial purposes. Upon the eve of the last General 
Election it communicated with most of the Parliamentary candidates, 
and 90 per cent, of the replies received were favourable to the society - 
objects. Briefly put, the object is t-o secure an amendment of th 
existing law. Those traders who are continuing the sale of tli 
various articles .in which they have been accustomed to deal will b- 
gratified to learn that effectual and energetic steps are being taken 
to vindicate their position, and secure their immunity from prosecu¬ 
tions. This is largely due to the great and sustained interest taken 
in the Protection Society by its treasurer (Mr. G. H. Richards), whose 
strenuous exertions have done much to inspire confidence in tli 
classes of traders who are directly concerned in this subject, and 
who may confidently rely upon a continuance of energetic action in 
their behalf until the object is attained. 

There are many reasons why the Pharmacy Act of 1868, already 
alluded to, should be amended. In the first place, it is evident, from 
the preamble, that it was intended more particularly to ensure tin- 
safety of the public, by insisting that only competent persons, having- 
practical knowledge of the properties of poisons, should have tin¬ 
dispensing of the same. That is reasonable enough; but in the days 
when the measure became law there were not in existence the multitu¬ 
dinous packages and bottles of preparations, compounded by tli 
manufacturer ready for immediate use, for horticultural, agricultui.il. 
and other trade purposes, which are now to be met with all oyer th 
country. As regards these the ordinary chemist and druggist ha- 
no more practical knowledge than the man in the wood. The manu¬ 
facturer tells him, and the public at large, by advertisement, that 
this or that mixture, or sheep-dip, or powder, is an excellent reme<h 
for this or that disorder, and the purchaser, like the chemist, takes it 
on trust for some specific purpose, the chemist being merely tin- 
channel through which the manufacturer reaches the customer, there 
is no skilled practical knowledge of poisons required to dispose of a 
sealed packet or vessel which the chemist receives from the manu¬ 
facturer, who alone undertakes the responsibility of declaring t iut 
compound of poisonous articles, of a certain strength is effective lot 
a certain purpose. The purchaser might just as well buy v hat h> 
wants from anv other tradesman so far as the skilled knowledge o 
the chemist is brought, to bear upon the article disposed of. Iiidey 
in most cases, it would be distinctly advantageous to the buyer it h- 
went to some person who had practical experience of the preparation 
required. Take, for instance, the case of an msectieide. (such a* 
XL All) containing poison. Would not a seedsman or horticu tui 
agent, be more likelv to give valuable advice to a purchaser based 
upon practical experience, than a chemist whose pruicipa! employment 
is the dispensing of drugs intended to cure all the l Is ia , ' 
heir to? The one has probably used the poison him-elt. ann i. n 
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a position to say liow best to apply it; but the chemist would, from 
his different occupation, have had no opportunity of acquiring such 
knowledge. 

The same argument applies to sheep-dips, weed-killers, etc. If 
there is any risk to public safety involved in the proposed freer 
sale, it is not increased by disposal through a seedsman, nor 
minimised by being handed over a chemist’s counter. Again, 
how few pharmacists have the most remote knowledge of 
the best means of destroying aphis, mealy bug, or mildew 
so destructive to the fruit-grower—compared with the seedsman or 

■agricultural agent? The new vapourisers and insecticides which have 
come into such general use in recent years have been invented by 
members of the horticultural trade, and people who are accustomed 
to their application are naturally the best advisers of purchasers— 
not chemists, who know nothing of them beyond the label on each 
packet. Indeed, the skilled knowledge of the pharmacist, which 
may be of the utmost service in making up a bottle of medicine for 
a human being, is not brought into use in the sale of a sealed packet 
or vessel; hence the very reasonable demand that the sale of poisonous 
compounds, for purposes already indicated, shall not be confined to 
chemists and druggists, but be legally extended to other tradesmen, 
who can then meet the convenience of the public without incurring 
risk of prosecution. A measure such as is contemplated would also 
enable photographic requisites containing poison to be sold by others 
than chemists. 

It is to the benefit of traders in all parts of the country that the 
society to which I have referred is exerting itself, and I am glad to 
inform you that the reasonableness of its demand has been admitted 
by the Privy Council, who last year appointed a Poisons Committee 
to investigate the matter and report on the evidence submitted to 
them. Already that committee has held three sittings, at which 
witnesses were heard on behalf of the Pharmaceutical Society, on 
The one hand, and our Protection Society on the other, besides some 
independent skilled and departmental witnesses, and there is good 
reason for believing that the committee may recommend the adoption 
of a third schedule to the Pharmacy Act, which will provide where 
qjoisonous compounds are sold in sealed packages for agricultural, horti¬ 
cultural, disinfecting, and other trade or technical purposes, by persons 
other than chemists, who shall be duly licensed, and being respectable 
and responsible individuals, they shall be lawfully entitled to sell such 
articles. It must be understood, however, that this desired result can 
only be obtained by the traders concerned bestirring themselves and 
bringing pressure to bear upon the members of Parliament in their re¬ 
spective districts, pointing out to them the desirability of the 
Government being urged to bring in an amendment Bill for the pur¬ 
poses above indicated. For every fully qualified chemist, there must 
be a large number of agricultural agents, horticulturists, seedsmen, 
oil and colourmen, ironmongers, hardware dealers, and the like, who 
would benefit by an amendment of the law which enabled them to 
sell, without fear of prosecution, many articles in great demand in 
town and country aliks I therefore hope that this Trade Protection 
Society will receive their cordial support. It already has the sym¬ 
pathy in a practical form of the Ironmongers, the Tar Distillers, and 
the Photographic Societies, and if is hoped that the success which 
has attended its efforts, so far, in its attack upon the monopoly, will 
attract the continued and extended interest of all those who wish 
to see that monopoly broken down. In saying this allow me to add 
that we in no case advocate, or desire to bring about the indiscriminate 
sale of poisons. We urge that all retailers of them should be re¬ 
gistered and licensed, and that those who are not pharmacists should 
sell only in sealed packages or vessels, without breaking bulk. By 
these precautions being observed, we contend that the public safety 
would be safe-guarded quite as much as it now is, while the. public 
convenience Avould be vastly increased. If other information is 
desired on this important subject it will be readily furnished by 
yours faithfully, 

Thomas G. Dobbs, 
Secretary. 

24, Sansome Street, Worcester, 
January 28, 1902. 

P.S.—Since waiting the above, according to the Chemist and Drug¬ 
gist (the trade organ of the Pharmacists) of the 25th inst., it is 
admitted, to use their own words, “That the Report (of the Poisons 
Committee of the Privy Council) will be to some extent opposed to 
the Phaimacy Act View of the Sale of Poisons.” 

TITAN SCARLET. 
To the Editors. 

Gentlemen,—As one of your correspondents desires the address of 
Messrs. Read, Holliday, and Sons, Ltd., the makers of the Titan 
series of dyes, I enclose herewith copy of their advertisement, giving 
the full addresses of their factories and branches.—Yours faithfully, 

C. F. Seymour Rothwell. 
15, Skerton Road, Old Trafford, Manchester (near the station). 

January 27, 1902. 
[The factories of Messrs. Read, Holliday, and Company are at 

Huddersfield, England, and Brooklyn, U.S.A.-—Eds. B.J.P.] 

THE COLOUR CLUB. 
To the Editors. 

Gentlemen,—I beg to hand you enclosed my cheque for 13s., on 
the London and Westminster Bank, Lothbury, E.C., in payment of 
this year’s subscription to the “British Journal.” 

I read in your last issue of the 17th inst, that a “ Colour Club ” has 
been formed lately in England. I should feel extremely obliged if 
you would inform me to whom 1 am to apply for becoming a 
member. 

For the last three years 1 have been busy with three-colour process, 
as an amateur, forming thus stereo slides, and, as I am working here 
quite isolated, I should be happy to exchange views occasionally 
with members of the new club.—Thanking you beforeliand, I remain, 
yours faithfully, VlCflQB Si i b. 

42, Rue des Drapiers, Bruxelles. 
January 22nd, 1902. 

[The Hon. Sec. of the Colour Club will communicate with Mons. 
Selb in due course.—Eds. B.J.P.] 

THE MEASUREMENT OF LIGHT. 

To the Editors. 

Gentlemen,—I must express my regret if I misunderstood Mr. 
Steadman in the mat tea’ of uniform illumination of a 
plane surface, but it is somewhat difficult to comprehend 
what his theory is. Clearly, however, he assumes the earth 
to be at the centre of a luminous spherical sky. Under 
such circumstances, the intensity of the light received from equal areas, 
cseteris paribus, would be constant, however oblique the incidence. 
But it is demonstrable that Lambert’s Law of Cosines applies to ti,e 
light received from the sky, vertical illumination being of maximum 
intensity, and illumination of great obliquity of minimum intensity. 
In other words, such illumination corresponds to that received from 
a plane surface, and not from a spherical one, with the earth centrally 
situated. Given, then, this luminous plane, any particular area i*f 
it cannot be expressed as a fraction of the whole when the area ot the 
whole is unknown. Obviously, however, one can express the siz* of 
a luminous or other surface jn terms of what Mr. Steadman calls 
“radial space” (i.e., the visual angle subtended), but sphericity of the 
surface cannot be deduced therefrom. 

In short, a more careful study of Dr. Stine’s admirable little book 
on Photometrical Measurements will probably persuade Mr. Stead¬ 
man to abandon his theory. For theories are'merely the glue which 
stick facts together, but, if he will forgive me for saying so, Mr. 
Steadman’s glue bears a suspicious resemblance to nitroglycerine.— 
I am, yours, etc., J. Dormer. 

January 24, 1902. - 
PAPER FOR MODERN BOOKS AND PERIODICALS. 

To the Editors. 
Gentlemen,—During the past week or two there have been several 

letters in the “ Standard ” complaining that the highly glazed paper 
now so generally used for books and periodicals makes reading for 
any length of time trying to the eyesight, and there is some truth in 
the complaints. But this class of paper is really imperative where 
photo blocks are used for the illustrations. The present perfection 
of process block illustrations is largely due to i he paper upon which they 
are printed. If the old kind of paper, such as some of the writers 
advocate, were again adopted good process illustrations, with their 
truthfulness, would be an impossibility. We should then have to go 
back to the old and costly wood engravings—that is, if we could now 
get the work done at all. The art of wood engraving has, practically, 
become a thing of the past since process work has been brought to 
its present state of perfection. However, there is much to be said 
in favour of good wood block engravings, as compared with photo¬ 
process blocks, good as they may be. I expect that all the letters 
that may be written protesting against the use of the modern highly 
glazed papers will be of little avail when process blocks are the 
illustrations, and there is no early prospect of their being supplanted 
by any other.—I am, yours, etc., William Hobson. 

January 22, 1902. 

KEEPING PLATINUM PAPER DRY. 
To the Editors. 

Gentlemen,—I have often wondered why calcic chloride is always 
used for this purpose instead of quicklime. I have more than once 
seen the former get damp enough to run and spoil nearly a whole 
tube of paper, whereas the latter is always dry, no matter how much 
water it may absorb. It is a common thing for the analytical chemist 
to keep a lump of quicklime in the glass cases containing his very sensi¬ 
tive balances, to protect them from rust. Why should not the platino 
type worker adopt similar means for keeping his paper dry? I have 
tried it myself, and it appears to answer perfectly, and if a little dust 
from the lime should happen to get on to the paper it could be brushed 
or dusted off before the paper is put into the bath. I should like to 
know if any of your readers have tried this, and with what result?— 
Yours truly, J- H. Baldock. 

Croydon. 
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PHOTOGRAVURE. 

To the Editors. 

Gentlemen,—The remarks made by judges, and sometimes by 
counsel, when a photographic case is before the court, are often very 
amusing, even to those having but a superficial knowledge of photo¬ 
graphy. The most amusing that has come under my notice for crass 
ignorance of photography for some time is a case that was reported 
in your last issue, which was tried in the Lutterworth County Court. 
The defendant was sued for £3 3s. for an enlargement. The claim 
was resisted on the ground that it was not ordered, and the defendant 
stated that he could have got the enlargement done anywhere for 
5s. 6d. But here comes the amusing part, and I here quote from 
) he report: “ The enlargement was here handed to the judge (unframed) 
who, after critically examining it, remarked, ‘ Why, this is a photo¬ 
gravure ; one of the sort that an artist in Paris reckons to do for the 
cost of the packing case only.’ Possibly the learned judge had in his 
mind the man 1 Tanquerey,’ who has been so frequently exposed in 
this country. But it is the first time that I have heard his work 
styled “Photogravures.” So far as I am aware, the man whom the 
judge called an artist has not yet had the assurance to style it as 
such-—and the man has assurance for almost anything.—I am, 
yours, etc., 

January 28, 1902. Burin. 

STEREO-MICROGRAPHY. 

To the Editors. 
Gentlemen,—I often think that nothing is more futile than “ claiming 

priority ” in scientific matters, and under the above heading I see an 
amusing instance of this futility. As I have nothing to claim for 
myself on this occasion, I will e’en lay the matter before you. 

So far as I see from a letter in your yesterday’s issue you had 
characterised as novel a method by a Canadian Professor of getting 
“ stereoscopic ” views of microscopical objects, by placing the objects 
on a tilting stage and making photographs of the two “ aspects ” con¬ 
secutively, with one lens. Now a correspondent (whose name seems 
to have been omitted through a printer’s lapsus), knocks the wind out 
of the Professor’s sails by recounting what he himself did “ about ten 
years ago.” 

Not less than 15 years ago, Dr. R. L. Maddox—whom not to know 
argues oneself unknown—sent me a tilting stage, which he had made 
and used many years previously for that very purpose; and he also 
sent me several beautiful “stereo.” negatives produced on that stage 
with wet collodion. As Dr. Maddox was the first practical worker 
with gelatine emulsions, and as he used these emulsions for photo- 
mi crograpliic work almost from his first discovery of them, I am 
■afraid to say how far back we may date his tilting stage; I should 
surmise that 35 years is not too long a time to go back. 

I fear that Professor Birdwood’s claim—if he made any, of which 
T have no knowledge—is not the only one that “falls to the ground.” 
—I am, yours, etc., - Andrew Pringle. 

Basing House, Banstead, Surrey. 
January 25, 1902. 

[The author of the letter to which Mr. Pringle replies was Mr. 
E. Fenske, whose name w'as accidentally omitted by our printers.—- 
Eds. B.J.P.] --- 

NEW FORMULA FOR GASLYT PLATES. 
To the Editors. 

Gentlemen,-—We beg to inform you that we are now publishing a 
new formula for the development of our Gaslvt plates, by which very 
rich colours may be obtained in a more uniform manner than with 
our old method. The recipe is as follows: — 

Formula For Developer, 
(Solution No. 1.) 

Water . 24 ounces. 
Metol . 4 grains. 
Sodium sulphite crystals . 75 ,, 
Potassium bromide . 8 ,, 
Hydroquinone . 16 ,, 
Sodium carbonate crystals . 280 ,, 

(Solution No. 2.) 
Ammonium bromide . 1 ounce. 
Ammonium Carbonate . 1 ,, 
Water . 1 pint. 

For rich red colours exposure should be from 8 to 12 minutes to 
•a. 16 c. p. light, holding the frame a distance of about 6 inches. For 
development, to every ounce of No. 1 solution add from 8 to 10 drops 
•of No.-2 solution. 

For warm brown tones exposure should be from 5 to 8 minutes, 
and only from 5 to 6 drops of No. 2 solution for each ounce of No. 1 
The development is complete in about 6 minutes for brown tones; 
about 10 minutes for red. It will be seen from above that considerable 
patience is required, but the resulting tones are so superior that the 
extra trouble is justified.—Yours faithfully, 

John J. Griffin & Sons, Ltd. 
20-26, Sardinia-street, Lincoln’s Inn Fields, 

London, W.C. January 22, 1902. 

A MYSTERIOUS SUPPLEMENTARY FIGURE. 

To the Editors. 

Gentlemen,—I am enclosing for your inspection a photo taken as 
a trurl plate from a sample box of extra-rapid plates issued by well- 
ki own makers recently. You will see the figure of a soldier plainly 
inside Lb” bust of lady, though no face is visible outside of any figure 

It is possible, though unlikely, that the makers had exposed this 
plate and omitted to develop it, and packed it. So, it certainly was 
not exposed twice by us; or is it the figure of a man that had been 
there on a collodion plate, but cleaned off for coating. I have seen 
such in old collodion days. Perhaps you can solve the problem. 
Was it J. frail laylor or George Dawson used to write on spirit 
photography? We cannot confer with them now on this.—Yours, 

rrn , , Professional. 
[Clearly, we think, a case of double exposure, but how or when 

nicide it is impossible for us to determine without more evidence 
We reject the collodion plate theory, as we do not for a moment 
suppose that modern dry plate makers use old wet plate glass for 
gelatine coating purposes. Our coi respondent’s query with refer¬ 
ence to spirit photography reminds us that manv years ago a late friend 
ot ours, who was interested in the subject, half-seriously promised 
us that„when he had gone to “that bourne whence no traveller 
returns,” lie would in a sense “ re-visit the glimpses of the moon ” 
by putting in a “supplementary appearance” on our negatives. But 
the very large number of negatives we have developed since the 
promise was given have failed, so far, to substantiate its redemption — 
Eds. B.J.P.] 1 

THE WOOLWICH PHOTOGRAPHIC SOCIETY. 
To the Editors. 

Gentlemen,—Our annual Exhibition is to take place on March 13th, 
14th, and 15th next. Will you kindly make an announcement in a 
future issue to that effect ? 

'The Exhibition, as usual, will be of members’ work onto, and will 
be held at St. John’s Schools, Wbllington-street. 

On Thursday last “ Some Notes on English Gothic Architecture ” was 
the subject of a lecture delivered by Mr. J. Borthwick Panting, 
F.R.P.S. The lecture was illustrated with many first-class slides. 

Our next meeting will take place on Februarv 13th. when Mr. 
W. H. Dawson will have some “Photo Chemical Chat” with the 
members. 

The membership has increased nearly 50 per cent, since the beginning 
of the present session.—I am, yours truly. 

WlLLT.AM H. NlCHOLLS, 

Hon. Secretary and Treasurer. 
30, Heavitree-road. Plumstead Common. 

January 25. 1902. 

THE SOUTHSEA EXHIBITION. 

To the Editors. 

Gentlemen,—Two small pictures by Mrs. R. M. King were packed 
b\ accident in a box not their own at the conclusion of our recent 
Exhibition, and dispatched. Whoever received them bv mistake will 
greatly oblige by communicating with me.—Yours very faithfully, 

F. J. Mortimer, 
Hon. Secretary. 

Pembroke Road, Portsmouth. 

THE ROYAL PHOTOGRAPHIC SOCIETY. 

To the Editors. 

Gentlemen,—Will you permit me, through your columns, to thank 
those gentlemen who have nominated me for various offices in connec¬ 
tion with the R.P.S., and to express my regret that my present resi¬ 
dence abroad renders impossible my acceptance of such nominations_ 
I am, your obedient servant, 

_ _ _ . W. B. Ferguson. 
Hotel Bristol, Arosa, Switzerland. 

January 25. 1902. 

Princess Christian has consented to allow some of her photographic 
work to be shown at the Photographic Exhibition which is to be held 
under the patronage of the King and Queen at the Royal Albert Institute, 
Windsor, on Tuesday and Wednesday, February 18th and 19th. 

Tyneside Camera Club.—On the 24th inst., the President, A. B. 

Gardiner, presiding, Mr Purvis gave a demonstration of contact printing 
on biomide paper. Bromide paper he characterised as the most simple 
and expeditious method of producing prints—prints delicate in tone and 
vigorous in the shadows. For successful work he pointed out that the 
grade of paper should be chosen to suit the negative to be used. If 
this was not attended to, bad results would follow. Of course, there was 
a class of negatives which gives the best results with small labour. The 
negatives used in the demonstration he exhibited as illustrating this 
Correct exposure was necessary, he said, and dwelt much on developing 
and fixing and cleanliness in both. The prints produced possessed softness 
and vigour most pleasing. 
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Answers to correspondents. 
%* AU matters intended for the text portion of this JOURNAL, includ¬ 

ing queries, must be addressed to “The EDITORS, THE BRITISH 

Journal of Photography, 24, Wellington-street, Strand, London 
W. C. Inattention to this ensures delay. 

*** Correspondents are informed that me cannot undertake to answer 
communications through the post. Questions are not answered unless 
the names and addresses of the writers arc given. 

*** Communications relating to Advertisements and general business 
affairs should be addressed to Messrs. Henry Greenwood & Co., 
24, Wellington-street, Strand, London, W.C. 

G. M.—We are obliged for your suggestions. 
Col. Gubbins.—“ Synthol,” obtainable on order from your dealer, should 

answer your purpose. 
Addresses Wanted.—“Small” writes: ‘ Would you please give me one 

or two addresses of firms that do stamp photos?’—In reply: 
Messrs Wells & Co., Southgate, N. 

Address Wanted.—“ Protalbin ” writes: “Can you oblige me with the 
manufacturer’s name and address of the ‘ Protalbin Paper, or 
where it can be got? I understand it is quite a new- paper, coated 
with grain albumen.”—In reply: Protalbin paper, we believe, is 
supplied by Mr. C. A. Rudowsky, 22, Coleman Street, E.C. 

Bleaching Bromide Paper—F. R. writes: "May I kindly ask you if you 
could tell me of a solution that will bleach bromide paper quick? 
If possible, to take less than a quarter of an hour to bleach.”—In 
reply: A solution of bichloride of mercury. The stronger the solu¬ 
tion the more rapid will be its action. A satui'ated solution will 
bleach the print in less than a quarter of an hour. 

Colouring Silver Prints.—X. Z. writes: “Would you be kind enough 
to inform me of the best way to remove paper from the back of 
silver print squeezed on to glass for colouring on back? ”—In reply: 
One ot the best ways is to rub the paper away with fine glass paper 
With care, the whole of the paper may be removed without injury 
to the picture. 

Address Wanted.—“ Oak Grooving ” writes: “ Could you give me the 
address of any person making oak grooving for making draining 
racks? Would much oblige.”—Any manufacturer of photographic 
apparatus who makes plate boxes will doubtless supply you with 
oak grooving to order. We know of no one who makes a speciality 

Copyright Queries.—S. F. C. writes: “Will you kindly inform me under 
what conditions I may copyright photos taken by myself. In case 
I wish to copyright five or six photos, may I paste them on a board, 
take one photo of the lot, and copyright the result—would it pro¬ 
tect the five or six photos?”—In reply: Each picture should be 
registered separately. The cost for registration is only one shil- 
lin®* Giicli 

Copying Lenses.—“Twynham” asks: “(1) What is the most useful lens 
to employ for cabinet-size pictures in the studio. (2) Are the new 

■stigmatic lenses replacing the portrait lenses, such as Dallmeyer s 
No 2 B ? ”—In reply: (1) Both lenses are good. (2) The stigmatic 
has the advantage of having a perfectly flat field, which the other 
has not. The No. 2 B is not well suited for cabinet portraits; it 
is only about 8 in. focus, and intended for cartes The No. 3 B 
would be better, or the No. 4 stigmatic, for cabinet pictures. 

Gumming Stamp Photos.—Copyright.—“ Saraphick writes: (1) Will 
vou please tell me the best gum to use for gumming stamp pnotos 
(2) Will you also tell me the price of copyrighting photographs and 
the way to proceed? ”—In reply: A solution of dextrine (British 
gum) is what is generally employed. A very little glycerine may be 
added, though it is not really necessary. (2) If you send us Is. Id. 
in stamps, and two copies of the photograph, our publishers will 

PAiNTiNGm^iL1^^?HtrH.10writes :Y“ Is the ordinary P.O.P. paper suitable 
to make nrints for painting in oil, or is the albumenibed par 
more suitable? What should the P.O.P. be coated with to make 
it take the oil-colour? ”—In reply: Yes, we should say. We should 
think that oil-colour would “take” upon it without any coating. 
If the surface of the print be rubbed over lightly with an m 
eraser it would give a little more tooth for the paint. Albumen 
Daner is also suitable for oil-colour. _ , 

Light Filters—H. B. B. writes:—“ In the Almanac a Mr. Davenport 
recommends Mandarin G. in solution for this purpose, and speaks of 

P dissolving four grammes in 500 c. c.—presumably of water. But I 
find that 500 c. c. will not dissolve anything remotely approaching 
four erammes, and conclude that something must be a<Med to effect 
the solution, or that the quantity given is wrong, which lattei I think 
more likely. Can you help me ? ”-In reply : Mr Davenport, who 
residds abroad, will probably favour our correspondent with a reply 

Studio^^Building?—F.3W*.’ G. writes: “Having recently started a bit of 
photography, I feel I should like a studio, but do not feel justified m 
makin- such an outlay as would be necessary by purchasing one 
complete from regular makers. Could you kindly give me any 
information as to height, length, breadth; position as to north, 

south, etc.; lighting (what area of glass in roof and sides); best 
colour tor inside?"—In reply: We should recommend you to gel 
Bolus’ book on Studio Building, published by Marion it Co., Soho 
Square. That will give you all the information you require. Space 
is too limited in this column to give such information as would b<- 
of practical value to you, as you seem to be quite unacquainted with 
studio construction. 

A Business Question.—“Material” writes:“ Would you be kind enough 
to tell me how much the materials should cost to turn out £50 worth 
of photographs (cab., 12s. 6d. to 15s ; c d.v., 6s. 6d. and 8s. 6d.; 
mid., 2s. 6d.); silver prints. I am a widow trying to carry on a 
business until my son is of age, under the management of an 
operator, and I find my materials cost nearly as much as the tak¬ 
ings.”—In reply: We arc sorry that this is a query we cannot 
answer. We may say, however, that if the material costs nearly 
•a?; much as you got for the pictures, at the prices quoted, then 
must be great waste somewhere. If you get the price-lists of some 
of the trade printers, they will give you an idea of what prints, 

should cost to produce. 

Copyright.—M. D. writes: “Some time ago a city photographer wrote 
asking us for the loan of a negative of a local view, from which a 
client of his wished an enlargement. He said he would give us the 
customary fee (10s. 6d.), and that he would be pleased to oblige 
us in the same way at any time. We consented, received fee, and 
the negative was returned in eight days. It has just come to 
our knowledge that his name is on the mount of an enlargement 
here. Would you kindly tell us if he had any right to do that? I 
do not think he would have allowed us to do so, had we made an 
enlargement from a negative of his?”—In reply: As the photo¬ 
grapher paid for the use of the negative to make an enlargement 
from we do not see that you can prevent his putting his name 
upon it, as he made the enlargement. Had you stipulated that, 
your name should be mentioned as the producer of the original 
picture the case might be different, but that you do not seem tc- 

have done. 

The Blairgowrie and District Photographic Association, at. their 
monthly meeting on Tuesday, received for their library “ The Barnet 
Book of Photography” from Messrs. Elliot, Barnet, and “The British 
Journal of Photography Almanac for 1902,” from Mr. John B. Maclachlan 
The meeting heartily thanked the donors. The awards in the competitions 
were announced as follows:—“Landscape (Class B), 1, 2 and 3: W. D. 
M. Falconer; “Post Card” (prize by Mrs. Geekie): D. G. Monair. 

A Misused Photograph.—We have just received a copy of a letter 
written by Mr. N. Pern, principal medical officer at the Bloemfontcim 
Refugee Camp, concerning the photograph of a little emaciated Boer 
o-irl which has been used by Pro-Boers at home and abroad as evidence 
against the British method of dealing with the Boer refugees. Mr. Pern s- 
letter entirely destroys the force of this piece of Pro-Boer “ evidence, 
and shows that it is in reality—as it was intended to be—testimony to- 
the orross neglect of their family duties exhibited by some of the Boer 
women Mr Pern states that it was he who had the photograph taken, two 

Boer women reported to him that the child's mother used to go down to- 
the dam daily and remain there all day wasing clothes for money, leav¬ 
ing her seven children, the eldest of whom was onlv thirteen, to look- 
after themselves. The child in question was admitted to the hospital at. 
once, and was found to be “ a living skeleton.” The photograph was. 
taken a few days later. Every effort was made to save the child s life, 
but within a few weeks she died from pure weakness. At the time when 
she was admitted to the hospital she was quite an idiot, and she nevci 
recovered full possession of her senses. Mr Fern found in the same 
woman’s tent shortly afterwards another child half-starved and d}ing: 
The daily ration at the time was a pound of fresh meat and a pound o 
bread, with allowances of jam, coffee, pepper, salt, sugar, milk a l 
vegetables, and the woman in question could have received every da} 
eight of such rations for herself and her seven children In■ h“ ’ 
was discovered a sack containing a hundred pounds of meal, but accord¬ 
ing to another Boer refugee, she would not take the trouble to bake 

bread.—“The Morning Post” 
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EX CATHEDRA. 

A _ _ Dr. Eugen Englisch, who edited the 
Peculiarity “ Archiv fiir Wissenschaftliche Photo- 

Over-exposure graphie>” has had the courtesy to send us 
* reprints of two papers, of which he is the 

author, concerning a phenomenon of over-exposure. These 
papers were published in the “ Physikalische Zeitschrift ” 
and the “ Photographisch.es Centralblatt.” A bromide print 
from two of the negatives was enclosed. After a plate has 
received exposure sufficient to give the maximum of opacity 
by development, prolongation of the action of light tends 
to diminish the opacity of the deposit, until we reach the 
stage known as reversal. The investigations to which Dr. 
Englisch draws our attention, refer to this period between 
maximum opacity and reversal. He finds that the diminu¬ 
tion is not regular, but periodic, or, in other words, light 
and dark tints recur. The print to which we have referred 
is from two negatives on Colby plates. The exposures were 
made by burning magnesium ribbon at a distance of 20 c.m. 
from the plate. A metre of the ribbon weighed 63 grammes, 
and the exposures were of 2, 4, 6, 8, 10, 12, 14, and 16 c.m. 
each. According to the print, the bands representing 6, 10, 
and 16 c.m. exposure must have been distinctly thinner in 
the negative, and in a descending scale. The plate was 
developed for one minute with metol and then fixed. The 
second negative is quite opposite in its character, and may 
be described as a corresponding positive. This is due 
to the fact of the plate having been immersed, before de¬ 
velopment, for three minutes in a 20 per cent, solution of 
hyposulphite of soda, thus destroying part of the latent 
image. The experiment of treating the plate with hyposul¬ 
phite of soda before development was partly suggested by 

Luther’s theory of reversal, which implies that this peculiar 
effect of over-exposure may be due to the film being tanned. 

* * 41- 

Over-exposure A superficial examination of the print, 
anc* sent to us by Dr. Englisch, might suggest 
Reversal. that we have evidence here of reversal 

and re-reversal of the image. Professor J. Janssen, of 
Meudon, appears to have been the first to maintain this 
recurrence of positive and negative images, by prolonged 
exposure, in a communication published in the year 1880. 
The same view was also enunciated some years ago in the 
British Journal of Photography, by Hugh Brebner, but 
although several attempts to repeat the experiment were 
made by members of photographic societies in this country, 
they could not obtain confirmation of the fact. The maxi¬ 
mum exposure given by Dr. Englisch in these experiments 
of over-exposure, is, however, far short of that required for 
simple reversal. But he incidentally states that he ex¬ 
perimented for two summers, and exposed over 300 plates to 
daylight, to obtain the reversal of the image affirmed by 
Janssen, but only in two instances, with exposures of 100 
minutes each, did he obtain the desired result. It is evi¬ 
dent that the phenomenon is quite exceptional in its nature, 
and we should like to see further confirmation of it. 

Over-exposure The rise and fall in the curve, represent- 
**nc* ing the opacity of deposit in a negative, 

eve opmen . w}len ^he maximum has been exceeded, 

reminds one of the discussion concerning development, that 
took place after the publication of the Hurter and Driffield 
theory. The late Professor Burton sent over to this country 
two prints, one from a normally exposed and the other from 
an abnormally exposed plate. The development had been 
modified, and the prints were approximately alike. Prints 
were also shown by Mr. Teape at the London and Pro¬ 
vincial, taken from negatives that had received widely dif¬ 
ferent exposures. It was scarcely possible to decide which 
print was from the over-exposed negative, and from the 
pictorial side of the question, over-exposure gave the more 
harmonious result. It was acknowledged that it was neces¬ 
sary to give very excessive over-exposure to obtain this effect. 
The question arises, whether these results may not have been 
due to coincidence of the exposure with a phase of the 
periodicity disclosed by Dr. Englisch, and less to tinkering 
with the developer. 

for Platinum 
Toning. 

Collodio- In the manufacture of collodio-ehloride, 
chloride Paper or eelloidin-paper, the chlorides of cal¬ 

cium, strontium, and lithium are mostly 
used, but even with a combined method 
of toning, first with gold and then with 

platinum, the colour of the image has a brownish tinge 

Dr. Valenta publishes in the “ Photographische Correspon- 
denz,” directions for an emulsion by which this difficulty 
may be avoided, and prints obtained that can scarcely be 
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distinguished by their colour from platinum prints made 
by cold development. He has arrived at this result by 
reducing the quantity of calcium chloride to a minimum 
and substituting an alcoholic solution of hydrochloric acid. 
As nitric acid is liberated by the action of the hydrochloric 
acid according to the equation : — 

AgNOg+HC1=AgCl + HNOg 

the quantity of nitrate of silver, used in making the emul¬ 
sion, is reduced and replaced by ammonia-nitrate of silver. 
This is formed by dissolving the nitrate in the smallest 
quantity of water possible, and adding strongest ammonia, 
drop by drop, until the precipitate formed is re-dissolved. 
The solution is then diluted with the necessary quantity of 
alcohol for making the emulsion. Emulsions containing 
about 18 to 20 grammes of silver nitrate per 1,000 c.c., sixty 
per cent, of which is in the form of ammonia-nitrate, give 
a very sensitive paper of good gradation and keeping quality. 
When toned with gold and platinum the prints bear the 
strongest resemblance to English cold bath paper. 

* * * 

Backgrounds. Old text-books on the art of painting tell 
us that a picture, like an old-time sermon, must be divided 
into three heads, or parts—namely, the foreground, the 
middle distance, and the background. When photographic 
portraiture came to the fore the same tradition, to a certain 
extent, survived, the foreground and background being 
retained as indispensable adjuncts to a successful picture, 
the middle distance being, perforce, left to take care of 
itself. It was a vague term, wanting in tangibility ; no one 
knew exactly how to construct or adjust a middle distance 
in the limited confines of a photographic studio, and so it 
was left out in the cold. But the foreground and back¬ 
ground remained, very much in evidence, in every studio 
which had a care for its local reputation. An old carte de 
visite album, where the pictures have not all succumbed 
to the ravages of yellow fever, will afford examples of the 
horrors perpetrated under these heads. It would seem that 
the old-fashioned photographer regarded his studio much 
in the same light that a provincial stage manager of the 
same period regarded his stage. He must be provided with 
so much “ stock scenery,” so that he could, at short notice, 
mount any play. A cottage, a street, a prison, a palace, a 
landscape, and a drawing-room would meet all ordinary 
needs. In the same way a photographer had to be prepared 
for the arrival of all sorts and conditions of men, women, 
and children. In a seaport town jolly mariners must pose 
in front of storm-swept seas and recline on foreground 
accessories in the shape of coils of rope, anchors, capstans, 
or anything else with a briny flavour. “ Props ” of a mili¬ 
tary character must be provided where the town boasted a 
garrison. For ordinary work among civilians the mise-en- 
scene need not be of such extensive scope, but no one could 
do without a balustrade and a wTindow through which could 
be seen a park-like domain, with lake and swans, for amid 
such surroundings, recalling as they do their daily environ¬ 
ment, ’Arry and ’Arriett love to be “ took.” We may still 
possibly find such studio appointments in out-of-the-way 
places, but a glance at the showcases of the average photo¬ 
grapher indicates that a great and wholesome change has 
come in the matter of backgrounds. The modern photo¬ 
grapher has learnt to depend for his effects more upon care¬ 
ful lighting, and to make the portrait the principal object 
in the picture, to which all else is subordinate. Hence he 
looks askance at the scenic background. 

* * * 

Acetylene. We are not vet in a position to know how 
far this gas, which gives such a beautiful light, will be useful 
to photographers. Of one thing we may rest assured, and 

that is that, by means of modern appliances, the gas has 

been robbed of that element of danger which at one time 
made everyone chary of employing it. The circumstance 
that it has now been generally adopted for the lighting oi 
omnibuses is at once a testimonial in its favour, for it is 
certain that this course was not taken until careful trials had 

convinced the authorities that the gas could be employed 
without risk to vehicles or passengers. In another 
column we report a paper read at the Camera Club on 
acetylene, and it is a matter for regret that this latest con¬ 
tribution to our knowledge of the subject is too general in 
its scope, and did not dwell more upon the applications of 
the gas to photographic purposes. The very scantiest in¬ 
formation was afforded as to the photometric value of the 
flama, and the measurements made some years back by 
Molteni were quite ignored. According to that authority, 
the place of acetylene in the list of illuminants which he 
tried comes between the incandescent gas mantle and the 
most inefficient form of limelight, i.e., the oxy-spirit jet. 
Giving incandescent gas a value of 1.0, Molteni credits 
acetylene, used with a picked form of burner, with a luminosity 

of 4.50, and the oxy-spirit light with 5.80. We have no 
reason to doubt these figures, indeed, experiments which we 
have made confirm them. This means, briefly, that acety¬ 
lene gives a far better light for lantern projection than 
mineral oil, but is inferior to the worst description of lime¬ 
light. The small area of its flame, as well as the whiteness 
of its light, should make it valuable for enlarging purposes 
where speed is not a desideratum, and where the electric arc- 
light is out of reach. It is perhaps natural that the advocates 
of acetylene should pass over its drawbacks with a light hand. 
They say nothing about the necessity of periodically clearing 
the gas generator from its particularly evil-smelling residue 
of spent lime. We may also note, in passing, that the insur¬ 
ance offices apparently regard acetylene with some mis¬ 
giving. We were informed at the recent gas exhibition at 
the Crystal Palace that the reason why the lamps at one stall 
were thrown out of action was because of some difficulty with 
the insurance people. It is, however, right to add that at an 
adjacent stall the lamps of another maker were shown 
charged, and alight. 

* * * 

Astro- In an article contributed by Dr. A. W. 
Photography. Roberts, of Lovedale College, South 

Africa, to the current number of Chamber's’s Journal, on 
“ Astronomical Problems, Solved and Unsolved,” the writer 
gives a most interesting review of the state of knowledge 
concerning the “ Orbs of Heaven ” at the beginning of the 
19th century compared with what we know at the end of 
that eventful period. It goes without saying that he attri¬ 
butes much of the advance which has been made to the use 
of the photographic dry plate, both in conjunction with the 
telescope and the spectroscope. The cumulative action of 
light from the more distant realms of space, rendered pos¬ 
sible by extremely long exposures, has brought many stars 
within our ken which are quite invisible to the eye even 
when sight is aided by the most powerful telescopes. It is 
generally believed that the longer these exposures of the 
plate are protracted the greater is the number of star images 
secured, but Dr. Boberts tells us that this is not the case. 
Exposures lasting for twenty or thirty hours—spread, of 
course, over different nights—do not reveal many more stars 
than plates exposed for much shorter periods. But they 
exhibit a curious background of “ wisps and streamers and 
whorls of nebulous matter,” and the astronomer asks 
whether it be possible that we are thus seeing beyond the 
stars into “ that lumber room where world stuff is stored ” ? 
Dr. Boberts further tells us that at the Boyal Observatory 
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at Capetown this long-exposure photography has been 
carried to a point undreamt of twenty years ago, and he sees 
no reason why a twenty-five-hour exposure should not give 
place to exposures of twenty-five days. He seems to think 
that these greatly extended periods might reveal new 
wonders, but there are difficulties in the way of reversal of 
some of the brighter star images, and others in connection 
with the keeping qualities of the sensitive surface, which we 
think would be likely to influence the success of the experi¬ 
ment. With all the help that photography and the use of 
the spectroscope has brought to the study of astronomy our 
present knowledge concerning our neighbours in space is 
really very small, when we consider the vast numbers of 
stars visible to us and to the photographic plate. Dr. 
Roberts tells us that the great Chicago refracting telescope 
reveals, it is estimated, 25 million stars, and of these we 
know the distance of about 100, the weight of 10, the com¬ 
position (by means of the spectroscope) of about 300, the 
size of 5, and the absolute movement of 20. He may well 
conclude his interesting article thus:—“ One is apt to get 
inflated with the idea of what great things are being done in 
our day; but the twenty-five million stars have a sobering 
effect.” 

MOUNTS AND MOUNT TESTING. 

Looking through a number of very old photographs the 
other day, taken in the late fifties and early sixties, one 
could not help speculating as to whether the silver prints 
of the present day will prove to be as stable as those in 
question. Some, it may be mentioned, showed a slight 
change, but many did not in the slightest degree. Yet the 
pictures that had not changed served to prove that silver 
prints can be produced that are to all intents and purposes 
permanent. If a print, after forty years, shows little or no 
deterioration, it may fairly be looked upon as being prac¬ 
tically stable. With those that exhibited a change, was only 
a yellowing of the lights, and no actual disappearance of 
the image, so that after that long period it may fairly 
be assumed that the change during the next forty years will 
only be proportionate to that of the previous period. The 
prints, it may be mentioned, were for the most part of the 
carte-de-visite size, and were mounted on white cardboard of 
an excellent quality, and the mountant, we were told, was 
in many cases gum, a mountant that is now generally con¬ 
demned. Scarcely a week passes but we are consulted as to 
the causes of fading, spots Or stains. As a matter of 
fact, almost every letter includes a query to this 
effect: Do you think the mounts are the cause ? Some¬ 
times mention is made of the fact that some prints that have 
been kept unmounted have remained unchanged, and some 
of the mounted ones have become spotted or stained. 
When that is the case, it is not infrequently taken as primd 
facie evidence that the mounts are the cause. But that is 
often not the case,- as most know that some prints out of a 
batch may, and do, after a brief period develop yellowness, 
spots, or stains, while others do not, whether they are kept 
mounted or unmounted, showing that all the prints in the 
lot were not manipulated under precisely the same con¬ 
ditions, though apparently they were, There is another 
reason why some mounted prints may have faded, while un¬ 
mounted ones have not; the mountant employed may really 
be the cause of the change, and not the mounts at all. 

It not infreqently happens, wdien queries of this class are 
put, that mounts are also sent with the letters, with the 
modest request that we should test them and give our 
opinion thereon. Of course, such work is quite Avithout our 
province, even if we had time to undertake it. If the 
photographer will not take the trouble to do it himself, he 
should put the work in the hands of an expert. We may say, 

however, that at the present time there are some very 
common mounts on the market—that is, common as regards 
the cardboard—the result of a demand for cheapness. It 
does not follow, however, that because the mounts are com¬ 
posed of common materials that they, necessarily, will have 
an injurious action on the pictures mounted on them, for 
that is not always the case, as we have frequently proved. 
An exception, however, must be made in the case of cheap 
mounts that are embellished with bronze powder in place 
of gold. Particles of bronze powder, as most are aware, are 
liable to produce spots on silver pictures. Bronze powder, 
however, is easily detected from gold by simply touching- 
the lettering with a dilute solution of nitrate of silver, when 
it will be blackened, while, if it were gold, it would remain 
unchanged. The testing of mounts to see if they are likely 
to have any injurious action on the prints mounted upon 
them is a very simple matter, and it may be carried out 
by anyone who will take the trouble to do so ; and, further¬ 
more, it requires no chemical knowledge. The method to 
be described was published some few years ago by Mr. 
E. W. Foxlee. The method is this:—A portion of a print 
is kept for a time in a semi-moist condition in contact with 
the suspected mount, while the other part is protected from 
it with an impervious material. Then, if that portion of it 
that is in contact with the mount shows a change before the 
other which is not, it is clear that the mount is the cause. 

In practice, the test is made as follows : On one half of the 
mount is put a piece of waterproof material, such as a thin 
piece of celluloid, or three or four thicknesses of paraffined 
paper. Then on this is laid the print—preferably a light one 
—face downward, and on that a piece of pure paper, such as 
the Hives photographic paper, very slightly damped, and on 
that three or four thicknesses of moist, though not wet, 
blotting-paper, the whole secured together at one end with 
paper fasteners. The lot is then put into a pressure frame, 
with a glass plate on top to prevent evaporation of the 
moisture, and screwed tightly together, and then put away 
in a warm room. Now, it will be seen that the print is kept 
in precisely the same physical condition all over except that 
one half of it is in close contact with the mount, while the 
other is insulated from it by the protecting medium. Any 
silver print, in time, will succumb to this drastic treatment, 
but it is manifest that if the half which is in contact 
with the mount changes first, the hastened change must be 
due to it, and it only. Sometimes a change may be noticed 
in the course of two or three days when the mounts are 
very faulty. In others, when the mounts are inert, no dif¬ 
ference in the two halves of the print will be seen at the end 
of several weeks, although the print throughout may have 
changed considerably. Such mounts may always be relied 
upon. The above is a simple and ready way of proving the 
suitability of mounts for their purpose, and if photographers 
would adopt it with each batch of mounts they receive they 
would then riot be in any doubt as to whether any fading of 
their prints were due to them or not. In this method of 
testing it is assumed that the photographer is not interested 
in knowing what is really the nature of the deleterious 
matter the mounts may contain, but simply to ascertain if 
they contain any at all. 

--- 
Royal Photographic Society of Great Britain.—The annual general 

meeting will be held at 66, Russell Square, London, W.C., at 8 p.m . 
on Tuesday, February 11th, 1902, when the report of the council and 
the treasurer’s balance-sheet will be submitted to the members, and the 
result of the ballot for the election of officers and council, and the 
exhibition judges and selecting and hanging committees will be 
announced. General business also will be transacted. The exhibition 
of photographs by Mr. Henry Stevens, at 66, Russell Square, W.C.. is 
open daily, 10 to 4 (Wednesday, 10 to 8), and will be closed on Februai \ 
15th. At the lantern meeting, on Tuesday, February 18th. at 8 p.m.. 
Mrs. Catharine Weed Ward will give a lecture on "The Real Dickens 
Land,” illustrated by her own photographic lantern slid** Ladies are 
specially invited. 
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JOTTINGS. 

The first-hand information given under this heading three 

■weeks ago as to the formation of the Colour Club, of which I have 

The honour of being a member, is, I observe, filtering through the 

lay Press, daily and weekly. Some of the writers acknowledge 

The source of their information ; others do not. There is an un¬ 

written rule amongst honourable journalists that when they bor¬ 

row from one another they own the indebtedness in a manly way 

by quoting their authority. I have not the smallest doubt that 

Those of my brethren, near and fai*, who will do me the honour of 

reading these “ Jottings ” this year will find in them many an 

Item likely to interest their readers, but I respectfully suggest 

that they should observe the rules of the game, and not pass off 

as original that which is not. I suppose it was my reference to 

the lay Press on January 17th which provoked a person signing 

liimself “ A Dealer ” to indulge in a gratuitous jeer at the photo¬ 

graphic Press in “The Optician” of January 24th. The writer 

proceeds : “ A still funnier position is created when the photo¬ 

graphic Press assume a knowledge of business as between photo¬ 

graphers, dealers, and manufacturers.” As this cap fits me, 

perhaps “ A Dealer ” (who is plainly no dealer at all) will be 

Interested to know that I “went through the mill” of a large 

photographic manufacturers’ and dealers’ many, many years be¬ 

fore he entered the trade. The writer then refers to some kind 

of “ cudgelling ” of this Journal. I assure him that it is only 

the prudent but cowardly suppression of his own name which has 

isaved him from such a cudgelling that after it no manufacturer, 

dealer, or photographer could possibly have anything more to do 

with him. He then makes some ungenerous and libellous refer¬ 

ences to the Professional Photographers Association which will 

possibly be dealt with officially by the executive of that body. 

From internal evidence, and from evidence also in my possession, 

I assert that “ A Dealer ” is no more a dealer than I am. His 

letter is signed all over with his own name and personality, and 

I regret that the writer should have sheltered himself behind 

the cloak of anonymity for such mean ends. In all sincerity I 

warn him that he is playing with edged tools, and that he is not 

likely to improve his own position or benefit the interests he 

represents by conduct which is uncalled for and unmanly. 

Who is the oldest living professional Daguerreotypist ? I have 

been asked that question by a gentleman who, I believe, enjoys 

the distinction himself. I allude to Mr. John Werge, now nearly 

eighty years of age, and in possession of such mental vigour that 

not very many months ago he published a readable novel called 

■“ The Northern Belle,” and is even contemplating further incur¬ 

sions into the alluring land of fiction. Mr. Werge, to whom I am 

indebted for several photographic curiosities, with which I shall 

never part, has had the uncommon experience of being photo¬ 

graphed at an interval of 50 years. First of all, lie Daguerreo- 

typed himself half a century ago, and the image to-day is so 

beautifully bright and flawless that it might have been made at 

the beginning of the twentieth instead of the middle of the 

nineteenth century. The. second photograph was taken quite 

recently, and is, of course, a silver print. Will the latter last 

as long as its forerunner? I think not. The author of a 

volume entitled “The Evolution of Photography,” Mr. Werge 

is one of a very small band of living veterans qualified from 

knowledge to deal at first hand with the history of his subject ; 

that is to say, their lives have been contemporaneous with 

photography itself. Others who mght be named are Mr. 

James Alexander Forrest and Mr. F. H. Wenham, both, I be¬ 

lieve, octogenarians. The literature of the microscope bears 

witness to the latter gentleman’s labours in this great field of 

work. He was, he once told me, the first to make a photo¬ 

graphic enlargement, and in the early fifties he undertook a 

wet-plate expedition to Egypt. Those of us who, like myself, 

have confined their wet-plate experiences to their own pied a 

tore, may conjecture, but scarcely realise, the difficulties which 

photographers of two generations ago had to surmount in their 

work. The question put to me by Mr. Werge is not inspired by 

curiosity, but for purposes of evidence. Some of the elder 

readers of these pages may be able to say if their is any living 

senior in professional Daguerreotypy to Mr. Werge, who is 

laudably anxious not to wear a badge to which he may not be 

entitled. But I fancy there is nobody to contest his claim. 

“Where is the advance?” asked one of the leading and most 

artistic professional photographers of the day as I recently 
turned over before his eyes the leaves of Hill and Adamson’s 

sumptuous volume of calotype portrait and group studies pub¬ 

lished over 50 yeai's ago. This book, of which not many copies 

exist, contains about a hundred prints in an excellent state of 

preservation, and looking, but for a slight extra richness of 

colour, not unlike toned platinotypes of to-day. But in sim¬ 

plicity, dignity and breadth of treatment, in mastery of com¬ 

position, light and shade, these early Victorian portrait studies 

are not approached, or, at any rate, they are not excelled by 

any portrait work that is produced at the present time. I write 

as one who has made it his business to know what kind of work 

is produced by the world’s chief amateur and professional photo¬ 

graphers. I would advise every earnest young photographer to 

study Hill and Adamson’s book. I heard of a copy for sale 

recently at ten or fifteen pounds. It would be cheap at the 

price. By the way, some specimens of the very latest outcome 

of progressive professional portraiture were lately in my pos¬ 

session ; I allude to the “Lytrit” studies of Mr. J. C. Strauss, 

St. Louis, Mo., which have been seen by the leading professional 

men in London. These pictures are on plate-marked Whatman- 

like paper, and the photographic image blends into what appears 

to be a very delicately-etched background. The effect is not 

nnlike that of a mezzotint, and certainly the results are striking 

and novel. Of all the photographers' who have seen Mr. 

Strauss’ work one only, Mr. Martin Jacolette, the well-known 

and gifted artist of Dover and London, has divined the secret 

of “ Lytrit.” Mr. Jacolette has shown me some exact imitations 

of the Strauss photographs produced at the first experiment in his 

South Kensington studio, and has also imparted to me the secret 

of the method. But as I observe from the American magazines 

that Mr. Strauss does not wish to give this away, I refrain from 

doing so unless an authorisation should reach me from the fine 

St. Louis studio, where I read that Mr. Strauss gets one hundred 

dollars a dozen for his “ Lytrit ” prints. Say £20 a dozen for 

9 by 7 platinums on 12 by 10 mounts. Humph ! 

Unaided by any drum-beating or the brass-band blaring of 

the yellow journalism of Alsatia (which of my readers knows his 

London and Sir Walter Scott so well as to tell me where Alsatia 

is?), the “Photographic Art Journal” published monthly, price 

fourpence, at Saint Martin’s, Leicester, “ pursues the even 

tenour of its way.” A fine old crusted piece of journalese that! 

As I see the “P.A.J.” aspires to be “The Studio” of photo¬ 

graphy, I shall hold my copies for a rising market. I omitted 

to do this with the early numbers of “ The Studio,” which intro¬ 

duced Aubrey Beardsley to a startled and not wholly inapprecia- 

tive world, and so I lost my chance of making a handsome profit. 

As a small appreciation of the “P.A.J.” may hasten the date 

when it will be worth five shillings a copy, I congratulate the 

editors on its get-up, the beauty of the reproductions, and the 

diminishing quantity of ineffective “ criticisms ” of the youthful 

ever-cireulator kind. The “ Postal Photographic Club for Be¬ 

ginners ” should be abolished forthwith, brothers Quilter and 

Shardlow. It is indescribably silly. To atone for this, some of 

the other writing has ideas, though the literary part is not yet 

up to the level of “ Camera Notes,” which occasionally contains 

some really thoughtful articles. My special object in referring 

1 to the current number of the “P.A.J.” is to commend Mrs. 
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Barton for her exquisite little child studies therein reproduced. 

I saw these photographs when helping to judge the “ Teb ” 

competition, and I was much struck by their painter-like 

qualities. They are the most pleasing amateur studies of chil¬ 

dren I have seen for a long time. I look forward to meeting more 

of Mrs. Barton’s work. By the way, perhaps the lady will not 

think me ungallant for suggesting that as she won a money 

prize, she can hardly be classed as an 44 amateur.” To step at 

once from the particular to the general: Last year, in round 

numbers, something like a thousand pounds was distributed in 

competitions, mainly through the medium of that photographic 

Press of which the chivalrous “Dealer” referred to in another 

“ Jotting ” entertains such a high opinion. Of that thousand 

pounds, two-thirds—at a guess—was won by 44 amateurs.” Can 

these good people any longer fairly describe themselves as such ? 

I am not saying anything against the competitions, which are at 

least good for trade, but I object to the classification, and I sug¬ 

gest it should be abolished. In the matter of photographic 

competitions, everybody is a professional nowadays in that 

everybody goes into them for profit. To point a case : The ex¬ 

honorary secretary of the R.P. S., Mr. John A. Hodges, who won 

a £10 Teb prize, is, in my opinion, just as much a professional 

as is Mr. Crooke, Mr. Barnett, or Mr. Fellows Wilson. He cer¬ 

tainly makes money out of his photographs, and if that is not 

professionalism I don’t know what is. I hope I shall be inter¬ 

preted as arguing this case on its merits, and not with any desire 

to cause offence. 
Cosmos. 

STUDIO-BUILDING. 

Some two or three years ago I was compelled to say in these 

columns that I received so many private letters from strangers, 

asking for advice on the above and other subjects, that I could 

not possibly give the time required, but that if any query was 

of sufficient importance for the answer to be useful to others I 

would reply through this journal. I have broken my rule in 

several instances ; but again letters are coming so thick upon me 

that I must once more state my inability to spare the necessary 

time, much as I desire to help any brother photographer. The 

following letter is just to hand, and possibly it may be considered 

typical enough to be reproduced with my comments. I have 

numbered its clauses for reference :■— 

“Dear Sir,—Will you allow me—a stranger—to ask your advice 
and guidance on one or two photographic matters ? From your 
wide experience I am sure you could give me wise counsel, and, if 
not troubling you too much, I should be most grateful. I am 
about to have a studio built to commence business myself, and 
before it is too late I want to make sure that I have the best 
plan possible. 

“ (1) I shall have almost a due west light. Do you think me 
wise or unwise in choosing to have the east side closed altogether ? 
I once had a studio to work with light both sides—top and sides—- 
and found it rather a nuisance. 

“ (2) I am restricted in width to about 10 feet 6 inches inside 
measurement. I will try for every inch I can get more. I am 
having the ridge not quite in the centre about one foot more 
glass, that is, the light side extending about a foot further to the 
shadow side. 

“ (3) Then I propose to have the ridge 14 feet high, and the 
eaves 8 feet, the glazed pails (top and side) about 12 feet long. 
Can you suggest anything better? I should be so much obliged 
to hear, if so. 

“ (4) I have read your article in the almanac, but fear I do not 
quite grasp the 4 false ceiling ’ idea. It seems to me, if I could, 
that it would help me, seeing that I anticipate difficulties by 
reason of the sun’s rays entering the studio, especially in summer. 
Pardon me pointing out my difficulty, but it lies in its being 
called a 4 solid obstruction.’ I presume it is a transparent one? 

44 (5) My idea for blinds is to have some dark material on 
spring rollers running up and down, close up to the window- 
bars ; then, hanging from wires in the ordinary way, running 

from end to end of glazed portion, full white curtains. It oc¬ 
curred to me that I might thus cut off the direct rays of the sun 
when necessary, and also be able to soften or modify the lighting 
as desired. I do not know whether you think my idea a good 
one. May I ask your opinion ? At the same time I should be so 
glad to know exactly about your idea of the 4 false ceiling,’ so that 
if I find I really shall need the protection, I may avail myself 
of your plan, which you are so good as to offer for appropriation 
by any photographer. 

“ Please excuse my troubling you so much, but your advice 
would be gratefully received by yours sincerely,-.” 

(1) By having a dominant light possible from either side of 

the studio, it is in the photographer’s power to have the main 

illumination directed to either side of a sitter’s face. Remember¬ 

ing the usual great want of symmetry in faces, this is an im¬ 

portant advantage ; but in view of the disadvantages of such an 

arrangement, it may be pointed out that a similar power of 

directing the illumination may be obtained, if the studio be long 

enough, by taking the sitter at either end. If it were decided 

not to use the one (the east) side as a main light it would ba 

useful to glaze a space about five feet wide in the .middle of the 

length, so as to obtain any time, and without trouble, special 

effects of light. With the aspect named, it must be remembered 

that, as summer approaches, the sun will pour into the studio, 

and lead to heat and closeness an hour or two before and after 

mid-day (unless the studio be built up against a lofty building). 

If a sectional elevation of the proposed studio be drawn to scale 

and a vertical line erected as a continuation upwards of the 

south wall, a line drawn upwards from the extreme north end of 

the ridge, and forming an angle of 60 deg. with it when produced 

to cut the vertical line, will sufficiently exactly indicate at the 

point of intersection the height a building or wall or screen 

must be to keep out the sun at any time. If such building is 

not available, a line drawn from the top of the south wall, say 

the point of the ridge, to the floor of studio, making an angle of 

60 deg. with the floor, will show how much of the studio will be 

in shade and how much will receive sunlight over the ridge. A 

similar construction will show to what extent the sun will creep 

over the ridge (the east side being assumed to be unglazed) and 

throw its beams into the studio in the hours before noon. Late 

in the afternoon the sun, getting low down, will shine almost 

directly into the room, unless there be any adjacent building to 

hide it, and provision will have to be made against this con¬ 

tingency. 

(2) On the whole, it will be an improvement to have the ridge, 

as suggested, on one side of the medial line of the studio ; but the 

more it is carried to one side the greater the height of ridge 

necessary to keep the sun’s rays out. By placing the ridge as 

proposed, a more equable illumination of groups will be possible, 

due arrangement of light screens being pre-supposed. 

(3) This query is partly replied to in (1). The sun will, when 

at its highest, reach to about four feet from the eaves down the 

wall in the studio, though it would then come at a considerable 

slant. Nothing is said of the actual length of the studio ; if the 

sitters are all to be taken posed at the south end, the glazing 

indicated would suffice, leaving about eighteen inches fi’om the 

background or south end unglazed and well covered with slate 

or lead, so as to be sure of the backgrounds being out of danger of 

leaks. Few builders seem to be able to make a glass roof quit< 

free from leakage. If the studio is to be a very long one, so that 

sitters can be taken from either end, it would suffice to have ten 

feet from each end glazed. 
(4) The false-ceiling screen.—The studio I built with this 

addition was about 15 feet square, the background end being, as 

in the present case, the south. It was a sloping front shape and 

built against a tall building, the camera travelling into a species 

of ante-studio, which had a further length of 15 feet. Not¬ 

withstanding the building at the back, the sun came into the loom 

in summer-time Its ill effect was obviated entirely bi a light 
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wooden framework, attached by hinges, immediately overhead, 

and projecting into the main studio several feet, just enough to 

catch the sunbeams and prevent them falling between sitter and 

lens. The hinged side was about seven feet from the floor ; the 

opposite side could be raised or lowered according to the distance 

of the camera. With a ridge roof, it could be just as easily 

applied, the eaves being, as is stated, eight feet high. The exact 

dimensions and position of this screen could also be set out on the 

sectional elevation referred to, making use of the same angle. 

The south wall of studio would be advantageously carried up 

beyond the eaves to the ridge, but unless there be a further 

building backing it the false ceiling would not be feasible. 

(5) Blinds.—The dark material for light effects would, pre¬ 

sumably, be far oftener used than the blinds for softening the 

sun’s rays ; hence it is most desirable for them to be easily moved. 

Holler blinds are good in their way, but, personally, I have the 

greatest objection to rollers and cords for general use. They are 

so apt to go wrong at the critical moment. By all means let the 

wires be used for the dark blinds and the rollers for the more 

occasional sun-softening purposes. The tracing-cloth often 

mentioned by me is superior to everything else, and keeps clean 

a very long time ; further, it does not go yellow, except by col¬ 

lection of dust and grime. It can also be readily cleaned by a 

clean dry cloth. The kind glazed on both sides should be asked 

for, as the cloth with one dead surface is usually stocked, that 

being most used by draughtsmen. The cost is (I write from 

memory) about eigliteenpence per square yard, and the material 

can be had in various widths. 

I think the above comments contain more than the questions 

asked for, and in conclusion I would again ask that other writers 

personally unknown to me will not force me to put a strain on my 

feelings in compelling me to decline writing treatises on photo¬ 

graphic subjects in private letters. Queries put to me through 

the pages of this journal come under another category, and will 

always be replied to. 
G. Watmotigh Webster, F.C.S., F.R.P.S. 

•-♦- 

THE TIED HOUSE SYSTEM IN AMERICAN TRADE: 

“ THE PHOTOGRAPHIC TRUST.” 

The photographic materials industry is one which has been built 

up on patents and trade-marks, and, as naturally the goods 

issued by the various makers differ from one another only in 

minute particulars, each manufacturer must rely for his profits 

on his individual reputation and the degree to which his trade¬ 

marks become known. A trade-mark which has achieved 

celebrity in one line of such articles can, it is plain, be extended 

with advantage to others, and the reputation which has been 

gained, say, in making cameras will be taken as a guarantee of 

excellence if the same firm turns to making photographic papers. 

This truth seems to lie at the bottom of the recent transformation 

of Kodak, Limited. This company was established in 1898 for 

the sale in England of the well-known cameras of the Eastman 

Kodak Company of America, similar companies being formed in 

Germany and France. The English company has a capital of 

£1,600,000, and the American, French, and German companies a 

united capital of £1,616,900. Harmonious control was obtained 

by the American company holding £250,000 of ordinary shares 

in the English company, and the latter holding 98 per cent, of 

the American shares, besides a proportion of the issue of the 

other two companies. Kodak, Limited, has paid 15 per cent, 

on its ordinary shares, and the surplus in Europe and America 

amounted to £330,000 on 31st December, 1900. At the meeting 

on November 11th, 1901, it was decided that the English company 

should sell out all its stock to the American company in return 

for shares in the latter, on terms which would give the share¬ 

holders 25 per cent, on their present holding. The reason 

assigned for this was the attempt of the Income Tax Commis¬ 

sioners to charge income tax on the undivided profits of the 

American company, which were retained in the States to pay 

dividends due to American shareholders. As the legal advisers 

of the company were of opinion that the claim could be resist*-1, 

there does not appear to be here a sufficient reason for the change. 

We may suspect a desire to make the control of the diffe rent 

businesses more efficient, just as it was found expedient to unite 

the twenty-six different Carnegie companies into the Carnegie 

Steel Company, and to bring the various Harvey steel companies 

under one head. The same thing was done, it will be remem¬ 

bered, when the dynamite companies were brought into the Nobel 

Dynamite Trust. 

The chairman made one very important announcement at the 

Kodak meeting:—“The success which had been accomplished 

by amalgamation. *in 1899 of the photographic printing-paper 

businesses, under the title of the General Aristo Company, they 

desired to accomplish in^respect>*f some competing dry-plate and 

photographic businesses in Eui’ope and America, which, from 

their standing in the trade, they considered to be of great com¬ 

mercial importance. Balance-sheets and profit-and-loss accounts 

had been produced, showing large reserves of tangible assets, 

and the total earnings of the businesses for 1900 were about 

£250,000.” When the new company wTas formed, lie added, a 

dividend of 10 per cent, on the ordinary shares and an annual 

carry-over of £150,000 was to be expected. It is easily to be 

understood that the liability to payment of both British and 

American taxes on the profits would be a serious hindrance to 

the achievement of this combination. In the report for 1900 there 

appears to the credit of the American company £426,446, “ in¬ 

vestments in sundry photographic materials manufacturing com¬ 

panies,” part of which is in the General Aristo Company. We 

can thus contemplate a gigantic twin-combination covering the 

whole field of photographic supplies and operating practically all 

over the world. Its probable methods are therefore a matter of 

common concern, and since the success of one branch, the 

General Aristo Company, is quoted, perhaps something may be 

learned from its mode of conducting its business. 

The General Aristo Company was formed in 1899 by the fusion 

of six companies making photographic papers, including the 

branch of the Eastman Company engaged in that business. Its 

capital was 5,000,000 dols., of which 4,800,000 dols. has been 

issued, half in 7 per cent, preferred stock, half in common 

stock. The capitalisation of the original companies was 

450,000 dols., but all, except two bought cheaply, were flourish¬ 

ing concerns with valuable patents and secret processes, and 

since 15 per cent, has been paid on the ordinary stock of the new 

company we may conclude that the enhanced capitalisation was 

not excessive for the earning power of the company. The first 

noteworthy point is in the securing of the raw material, paper, 

which cannot be made of sufficient fineness in America, but must 

be obtained from Europe. Two companies, at Steinbach in 

Germany, and at Rives in France, have made the standard 

papers for forty years, their merit lying in the use of glacier 

water. These firms are under an agreement to sell all their out¬ 

put to the General Aristo Company, and the latter contracts to 

take no supplies from any other source. The vice-president of 

the Aristo Company explained that when they want “ a distin- 

tive kind of photographic paper ” they have to “ educate the 

foreign mill in the production of that particular quality,” and 

spend a large amount of money in sensitising experiments before 

they get it quite right; then “ they feel entitled to the exclusive 

use of that paper, otherwise a rival could come right in and buy 

that same paper, and avoid all the pioneering experiments that 

the first factory went through with.” This sounds reasonable, 

and it is on the control of that paper that the strength of the 

company is based. But it has worked out disastrously for the 

“ independent ” makers ; they have obtained independent sup¬ 

plies, but the price has gone up over 100 per cent, since 1898. 
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It is in the sales department, however, that we shall receive 

most enlightenment about modern ways of doing business. The 

General Aristo Company does all its sales through its trade- 

agent, the Eastman Kodak Company, and here we may just bear 

in mind what the Aristo vice-president said:—“Everybody 

hopes they will be consolidated some time, as they properly 

belong together.” Lovers of the art of drawing neat verbal 

(distinctions may be recommended to study the evidence given 

before the United States Industrial Commission by Mr. Hubbell, 

the counsel of the Eastman and Aristo companies, and Mr. 

Abbott, the vice-president of the latter. The Aristo Company 

i claims to do “ considerably over half ” the paper trade in the 

States, and the Eastman Company has a monopoly of flexible 

films, and “ feels ” that it is the largest supplier of photographic 

goods. Every dealer, consequently, must stock at least some 

i of their lines. Where, then, does the independent manufacturer 

■come in ? Mr. Hubbell said : “ I understand that the Eastman 

‘Company says to a dealer, * * We will give you special inducements 

if you will confine yourself exclusively to the sale of our goods.’ ” 

Mr. Abbott said : “As I understand it, the Eastman Kodak 

Company offer their goods and the goods which they represent to 

a dealer at a straight trade discount of 15 per cent. Then, if 

the dealer handles their goods exclusively, they allow him an 

t additional discount of 12 per cent.” Further questioned, “ Now, 

suppose that a dealer handling Mr. Carbutt’s paper wanted some 

■other article—say a camera, for example—from the Eastman 

Kodak Company; could that dealer procure it?” he replied, 

“ Why, I doubt whether the Eastman Kodak Company would 

sell that deakr unless he was handling their whole line ex¬ 

clusively.” And again, “the Eastman Kodak Company’s policy 

is to make exclusive agents in their line, but it does not aim to 

prevent any other manufacturer from doing the same thing, and 

There is an ample field for them to do it.” A copy of the declara¬ 

tion required to be signed by a dealer before becoming entitled to 

the extra 12 per cent, discount was put in evidence. The sub¬ 

stantial portions of it are as follows : —“ I,  -, hereby state 

that I have not within the four months next preceding the date 

mentioned below, bought, sold, carried in stock, or disposed of, 

-either directly or indirectly, any collodion printing-out or gelatine 

printing-out bromide or developing-out papers, other than those 

manufactured by the General Aristo Company’s factories. I 

^further state that all such papers have been sold by me strictly 

at their respective list prices.” 

The second part of this contract refers to a practice which is 

becoming more and more common. The manufacturer, recognis¬ 

ing that there is a certain community of interest between himself 

and the retailers, seeks to prevent cut-throat competition among 

the latter by making it a condition of getting supplies or special 

discounts, that the retail trade shall be done at fixed prices. The 

retailers generally take the initiative in bringing about such 

agreements, and we find abundant instances of this practice 

among the trusts which supply the domestic wants. In England 

the Proprietary Articles Trade Association applies similar 

methods in the drug trade, and the grocers are slowly moving in 

the same direction. Retail tobacconists as well are at the present 

moment busy negotiating with the manufacturers contracts of 

much the same nature. Needless to say, the consumer is not 

benefited by the fixed price. In the case of the Aristo Company 

the retail prices are unnecessarily high, since, after providing a 

discount of 27 per cent, to the retailer, besides 2 per cent, for 

•cash, they allow the very handsome dividend of 15 per cent, to 

be paid on the ordinary stock. 

Mr. Carbutt—a name well known throughout the photographic 

world—gave evidence as to the injury to his trade in photographic 

papers through the competition of the General Aristo Company. 

Perhaps he may be able to comfort himself with the excellent 

•advertisement given to his goods in the official reports ! Despite 

liis reputation, and the fact that he offered 25 per cent, uncon¬ 

ditional discount, he found it impossible to retain his old cus¬ 

tomers. Both he and another manufacturer stated that the 

Aristo Company, in order to secure the exclusive custom of a 

dealer, would buy up his stock of “ independent ” papers. It 

was further alleged, a case being given, that a dealer who was 

ready to sacrifice the 12 per cent, discount was practically refused 

supplies of cameras and films by the simple process of postponing 

fulfilment of his orders ; but, of course, it might very well happen 

that the delay was unavoidable, and yet it would appear to such 

a person intentional. It is interesting to observe that the legality 

of those special discount contracts has been successfully defended 

in the courts of New York in other trades. The Mogul Steam¬ 

ship Company case in the British courts, on which depends the 

legality of our “ shipping rings,” is a classic case in trust law. 

The decision runs that traders “ have a right to endeavour, by 

lawful means, to keep their trade in their own hands, and by 

the same means to exclude others from its benefits if they can. 

Amongst lawful means is certainly included the inducing, by 

profitable offers, customers to deal with them rather than with 

their rivals. It follows that they may, if they think fit, en¬ 

deavour to induce customers to deal with them exclusively by 

giving notice that only to exclusive customers will they give 

the advantage of their profitable offers.” But legality does not 

always produce contentment; in cases like the present it just as 

often causes revolt. In the sugar, whiskey, oil, and photographic 

trades we find an active tendency to deal, wherever possible, with 

indepndent manufacturers. One of Mr. Carbutt’s customers, in 

a delightful letter, after denouncing one of the Aristo travellers 

as a “vandal” and a “liar,” indignantly exclaims: “These 

suckers are endeavouring to get me to handle trust goods.” This 

spirit contains the germ of the civic objection to trusts, that it 

does not consort with the dignity of a citizen to be under the 

economic power of a private monopoly, even when the monopo¬ 

lists use their might with discretion. 

Henry W. Macrosty. 

NOTES ON THE DEVELOPMENT OF INTERFERENCE 

PHOTOCHROMY. 

XIV.—WIENER (continued). 

If the phase-variation were the same with sensitised gelatine as 

with pure gelatine, then that distance with plates well dried 

under the desiccator would average 0.205 wave-lengths ; with 

plates dried in air it would be noticeably different in the blue 

and red parts of the spectrum, namely, a smallest of about 0.20 

in the blue, a greatest of about 0.24 in the red. Under certain 

circumstances it can nearly attain the value 0.25 at the red end 

of the spectrum. 

Wiener next investigated the phase-variation on reflexion at 

an “elementary mirror ”(‘). By “elementary mirror’’Wiener did 

not mean a geometrical plane, but a layer of finite thickness 

which contains the photographic deposit which arranges itself 

symmetrically round the geometrical loop-plane (Bauchebene) of 

the stationary light-waves. This plane is, therefore, the 

symmetry-plane of the elementary mirror. By the “ phase-varia¬ 

tion on reflexion at an elementary mirror ” Wiener meant the 

difference of phase of the wave reflected from the elementary 

mirror with respect to the light-waves incident in its plane of 

symmetry. 

Lippmann (-) has put this phase-variation equal to zero in the 

theory of his method, not certainly because he considered this 

value to be the correct one, but because in every theory which 

does not pay attention to the reflexion at the surface that phase- 

variation disappears from the differences of path. 

In the same way the statement of Nieuwenglowski (3) maybe 

0) Loc. cit., pp. 492-503. 
(*) “ Journ. de Phys.” (3), iii., 1894, 97. 
(s) Eder's “Jahrbucli,” viii., Ib94, SI. 
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regarded, who, without giving his grounds in more detail, put 

it equal to half a wave-length. 
It is not easy to say beforehand anything definite about this 

phase-variation before one is more accurately informed about 

the optical constants of the deposit and the manner of its 

distribution. 

There are in essentials two suppositions which one can make. 

Both shall be discussed more accurately. They lead to different 

values of the phase-variation, and one can, therefore, decide the 

question experimentally. The decision for the photographs with 

which Wiener experimented can actually be made by means of 

an experiment given later. Nevertheless, one can say with 

certainty that the other supposition must also occur for definite 

kinds of colour photographs. 

The last supposition (called I) presupposes that in essentials 

the differences of the indices of refraction in the layer alone 

cause the reflexions. 

This supposition was already denoted by Lippmann f-4) as possible 

“ au moins dans certains cas. ” In any case he understood 

by that his colour photographs with chromo-gelatine, whose 

state he had explained before in this manner (5), and by which 

another possibility is, in fact, excluded. 

This explanation was also laid down by Schutt (G) as the only 

possible one for bromide of silver plates. 

Before this Wiener had also placed himself at this point of 

view in his researches on body-colour photographs, and on its 

supposition proved (') that when the phase-variation at an 

elementary mirror must amount to a quarter of a wave-length, 

and he had had a second proof in view which shall soon follow 

here. 

Lippmann (s) has placed another supposition at the foundation 

of the extensive theory of his colour photography. There the 

reflexions are to be brought about by means of “ Molecules 

reflechissantes disseminees.” In this case one need not take the 

word “ molecules ” too literally; the “ molecule ” plays no 

essential part in the theory, it suffices that the photographic 

deposit is divided into parts whose dimensions are small com¬ 

pared with a wave-length, at least in the thickness of the layer, 

while the dimension parallel to the surface of the layer may be 

arbitrarily large. 

Further, it is not requisite that the divided particles consist of 

pure silver, at least not of metallic silver; it can also be 

molecular silver or a silver combination. But it is essential 

that the deposit is like a metal, in so far as its power of 

reflection may not depend only on the indices of refraction, but 

must be conditioned also by means of its power of absorption. 

The supposition so limited will be denoted by II. 

Firstly, the supposition of reflexion by means of differences :n 

■the indices of refraction alone was considered. This has already 

been made by Schutt (9) a starting-point of a theory ; but his 

theory confines itself to the rather schematic supposition that in 

the plate layers of constantly lower and constantly higher indices 

of refraction and each of a thickness of a quarter wave-length 

'alternate. Thus he made the two simplifying suppositions that, 

firstly, the elementary layer is just a quarter of a wave-length in 

thickness, and that, secondly, the index of refraction is constant 

on both sides of the latter (!0). Philip E. B. Jourdain. 

C) Loc. cit., 107. (5) “ Oompt. rend.,” cxv., 1892, 575. (°) “Wied. Ann.,” lvii., 
. 1896, 533. (7) “ Wied. Ann.,” lv., 1895, 255. (8) “ Journ. de Phys.” (3), iii., 1894, 

97. (9) Loc. cit., 547. 
(10) Unfortunately, Schutt started falsely. In his endeavour to find combina¬ 

tions of two planes which reflect a kind of light required with coincident phases, he 
overlooked the fact that the same kind of light can be reflected at other planes 
with opposite phases. For the two cases that the planes considered are an even 
and odd multiple of a quarter of a wave-length of the active colour apart, he found 
that light A.' and A” are reflected with the same phase if they respectively satisfy the 

conditions A' = llA, A" = —(n, m integers) ; e.g put in the first n = 4, m = 3 : in 

the second n = 2, m=2; then A'=A" = 2A/3, and thus light of this wave-length 
must be favoured by interference. In actuality it will be completely set aside 
by the interference from plants A/2 apart. So all consequences of this theory 
los their force, although, as will be shown, it contains a usable kernel. 

THE ROYAL PHOTOGRAPHIC SOCIETY: A BATCH Or 

ELECTION LITERATURE. 

1.—Thk Ballot Papkb. 

Extract from Article 37.—“A balloting paper, containing n<> 
names but those of the members nominat <1 and eligible to serve, >h,ill 
be sent to every member of the society at least seven days before tin 
annual general meeting, with instructions to erase all names of 
members nominated except those for whom he desires to vote. Every 
balloting paper shall be invalid on which more than one name as 
president, four names as vice-presidents, one name as treasurer, ami 
twenty names as ordinary members of council, are left unerased, or 
where there is any indication of the identity of the voter. 'Jin 
balloting paper shall be placed in an envelope provided for the pur 
pose, which shall be enclosed in another envelope hearing the voter s, 
signature, and forwarded to reach the secretary not later than noon 
of the day preceding the annual general meeting. Votes given to 
any member nominated in two capacities, and not elected to tin 
higher, shall be counted to the next office, but no balloting paper shall 
be allowed to count as recording more than one vote for any nominee.” 

Members are requested to erase the name of any candidate for whom 
they do not desire to vote, and, in any event, to erase not less than 
the number of names indicated under each heading. 

President (erase one name).—Thomas R. Dallmeyer, F.R.A.N. ; 
Chapman Jones, F.I.C., F.C.S. 

Vice-Presidents (erase not fewer than two names).—Sir W de \Y. 
Abney. K.C.B.. F.R.S. ; the Right Honourable the Earl of Crawford, 
K. T., F.R.S. ; P. H. Emerson, B.A., M B. (Cantab); the Rev. F. C. 
Lambert, M.A. ; Professor Raphael Meldola, F.R.S. ; Joseph Wilson 
Swan, M.A., F.R.S. 

Treasurer.—John Sterry. 
Notice.—Members are requested to note that in cases where the 

name of a candidate appears in more than one capacity (as, for in¬ 
stance, Vice-President and Ordinary member of Council), tlu* name 
should be struck out in one or other of such capacities. This ballot 
paper can only record one vote in favour of a candidate, and in cases 
where a candidate for a higher office is not elected thereto, his votes 
will be credited to him in the lower office if his name also appear 
there. 

Ord inarif Members of the Council (erase not fewer than thirty-six 
names).—Sir W. de W. Abney, K.C.R., F.R.S.. H. Walter Barnett, 
Arthur C. Beard, Frank Bishop, Thomas Bolus, F.I.C., F.C.S., C. H. 
Bothamley, F.I.C., F.C.S., George E. Brown, F.I.C., James Cadett, 
St. Lawrence Carson, B.A., B.Sc., Walter L. Colls, the Right Hon. 
the Earl of Crawford, K.T., F.R.S., Clinton T. Dent, Hubert J. 
Elliott, Douglas English, B.A., Ernest C. Fincham, M.R.C.S. Eng., 
L. R.C.P. Lond., Thomas E. Freshwater, F.R.M.S., William Gamble, 
W. E. Gray, A. Haddon, Sir W. J. Herschel, Bart., H. J. Hissett, 
Frederick Hollyer, W. J. Holt, F. H. Ibbetson, Thomas Illingworth, 
Francis luce, Martin Jacolette, G. Lindsay Johnson, M.A., M.D.. 
B. Sc., F.R.C.S., E. B. Knobel, F.R.A.S.. the Rev. F. C. Lambert, 
M. A., Harold W . Lane, Paul Lange, Alexander Mackie, J. W. Mar- 
chant, Professor Raphael Meldola, F.R.S., Ernest Morgan, J. C. S. 
Mummery, Wilson Noble, M.P., Edmund A. Robins, Lyddell Sawyer, 
George Scamell, Leslie Selby, H. C. Shelley, E. Sanger Shepherd, 
William F. Slater, John Spiller, F.I.C., F.C.S., John Sterry, Joseph 
Wilson Swan, M.A., F.R.S., Alexander A. K. Tallent, Walter 
Thomas, Professor William Cawthorne Unwin, B.Sc., F.R.S., W. M. 
Warneuke, Walter D. Welford, Alfred Werner, Benjamin Gay Wilkin¬ 
son, Herbert Young, M.A., B.C.L. 

The council have decided that tl)e ballot for the judges, and for 
two-thirds (ten) of the Selecting and Hanging Committee, in each 
section, shall be conducted according to the regulations contained in 
the articles of association of the society for the election of officers and 
council. 

Judges—Pictorial Section—(erase not fewer than sixteen names).— 
W. Smedleyi Aston. H. Walter Barnett, W. R. Bland, Robert Beckett, 
J. S. Bergheim, Edgar Clifton, Archibald Cochrane, Walter L. Colls, 
W. Cooke, P. H. Emerson, B.A., M.B. (Cantab). Lieut.-Col. Joseph 
Gale, John H. Gear, the Rev. F. C. Lambert, M.A., Fred Marsh. 
H. S. Mendelssohn, Llewellyn Morgan, M.D., J. C. S. Mummery, 
Lyddell Sawyer, A. E. Smith, Walter Thomas, R. Fellows Willson. 
Technical and Scientific Section (erase not fewer than six names).—- 
Sir W. de W. Abney, K.C.B., F.R.S., Thomas Bolas, F.I.C., F.C.S., 
George E. Brown, F.I.C., Douglas English, B.A., William Gamble, 
Chapman Jones, F.I.C., F.C.S., Reg. B. Lodge, E. Sanger Shepherd,. 
Joseph Wilson Swan, M.A., F.R.S. 

Selecting and Hanging Committee—Pictorial Section—(erase not 
fewer than twenty names).—E. R. Ashton, H. Walter Barnett, Red¬ 
mond Barrett. Robert Beckett, Henry W. Bennett, J. S. Bergheim, 
W. R. Bland, W. J. Byrne, W. J. Croall, J. Page Croft, W. Crooke, 
W. E. Debenham, E. Dockree, Miss Catherine Edmonds, W. Friese- 
Greene, John H. Gear, John Gunrton, H. Vivian Hyde, the Rev. F. 
C. Lambert, M.A.. Alexander Mackie, Hector Maclean, F.G.S., Henry 
Thomas Malby, H. S. Mendelssohn, Ernest Morgan, J. C. S. Mum¬ 
mery, Charles H. Oakden, Lyddell Sawyer, J. C. Warburg, Eustace- 
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Young, Herbert Yroung, M.A., B.C.L. Technical and Scientific 
Section (erase not fewer than eight names).—Sir W. de W. Abney, 
K.C.B., F.R.S., S. B. Bolas, Thomas Bolas, F.I.C., F.C.S., John 
Bulbeck, James Cadett, W. E. Debenham, Douglas English, B.A., 

, Thomas Illingworth, G. Lindsay Johnson, M.A., M.D., B.Sc., 
F.R.C.S., Chapman Jones, F.I.C., F.C.S., Cherry Kearton, E. B. 
Knobel, F.R.A.S., the Rev. F. C. Lambert, M.A., Charles H. 
Oakden, E. Sanger Shepherd, Joseph Wilson Swan, M.A., F.R. S., 
William Taylor, Professor William Cawthorne Unwin, B.Sc., F.R.S. 

Balloting papers may be posted at anyi time, but only those will be 
counted Avbich are received at No. 66, Russell Square, London, W.C., 
by 12 noon on Monday, February 10th, 1902 (the day preceding the 
annual general meeting). 

II.—The Reform Circular. 

The following is the text of a circular issued to the members 
of the Royal Photographic Society : — 

At a meeting of members of the Society interested in its reform, 
it was decided to send to every member a short statement of the 

| changes which it seemed desirable should be brought about in the 
Society’s management, together with a list of those gentlemen whose 
election it. was proposed to support, in the belief that it would be 
Lest cumulated to promote real reform. 

It was unanimously agreed : — 
(1) That steps should be taken to limit the selection of Fellows 

to those who possess a higher qualification than hitherto. 
(2) That the Society’s premises should be kept open during much 

longer hours than at present, so as to meet the needs of members 
other than those living in the immediate neighbourhood. 

(3) That the Journal should be brought out punctually and in a 
better form. 

I (4) That proxy voting should be permitted. 
(5) That a greater supply of important papers and more interesting 

meetings should be provided. 
(6) That the dark rooms and laboratories be fitted with such apparatus 

as enlarging lanterns, lockers, reducing apparatus, etc., and be 
put and kept in order. 

Without concerted action by the members it is impossible to secure 
the election of a sufficient number of fresh representatives on the 
Council to insure the Society from stagnation. The gentlemen on 
this list are none of them aware that this action is being taken 
by us, and we believe that they are actuated by a sincere desire to 
do their best for the Society. To secure their election, the splitting 
of votes must, as far as possible, be avoided, and we hope therefore 
that we shall have your co-operation to the greatest extent possible. 

Whether we have this or not, we are quite sure that you will recognise 
that in talking this step we are actuated, like yourself, by a desire 
to do our best for the Society of which Ave are all members. 

The signatures to the circular are:—R. Child Bayley, Samuel J. 
Beckett, Thomas Bedding, Francis T. Beeson, S. Herbert Bentley, 
Drinkwater Butt, Leslie E. Clift, C. Churchill, C. J. Kirk, J. Mcln- 
ham, S. H. Fry, T. K. Grant, W. G. Holman, S C. Mote, C. H. 
Oakden, J. H. Oliver, J. Borthwick Panting, F. W. Parsley, William 
C. Plank, R. R. Rawkins, P. R. Salmon, James A. Sinclair,* C. Harold 
Smith, T. E. J. Stephenson, J. S. Teape. 

The list of the proposed Council is identical with that published 
in the Journal last week, except that the name of Mr. Wilson Noble 
is substituted for that of Mr. W. Smedley Aston. 

III.—A “Pictorial Wing” Manifesto. 

The following circular has also been sent to members by Mr. 
J. C. Warburg: — 

We, the undersigned fellows and members of the Royal Photo¬ 
graphic Society, realising the importance to the Society’s pictorial 

, exhibition of capable, broad-minded judges and selection committee, 
AA'ho shall have the confidence of all schools of pictorial photography, 
have pledged ourselves to support the following gentlemen at the 
forthcoming election. In view of the fact that a large number of 
esteemed judges have refused to serve at the forthcoming exhibition, 
we haA’e decided to collectively support only a small list. We ask 
your votes for the following candidates as being Avorthy of your 
suffrages: — 

As Pictorial Judges:—W. R. Bland, Esq., F.R.P.S. ; J. C. S. 
Mummery, Esq. 

For the Pictorial Selection and Hanging Committee :—W. R. Bland, 
Esq., F.R.P.S. ; J. Page Croft, Esq. ; Llewellyn Morgan, Esq., M. D. ; 
J. C. S. Mummery, Esq. ; J. C. Warburg, Esq. 

We would urge on every member *of the Royal Photographic 
Society, whether supporting' our list or not, the importance to the 
society of voting for candidates who are capable and broad-minded. 

J. T. Ashby, Loughton; J. S. Bergheim, London; W. R. Bland, 
F.R.P.S., 'late VictvPres. Derby Photo. Society; Evelyn Boden, 
F.R.P.S., Derby; Francis A. Bolton, F.R.P.S., Staffs; Robert 
Bourke, Past President Leeds Camera Club; S. R. Brewerton, 
F.R.P.S., Tunbridge Wells; S. L. Coulthurst, Vice-Pres. Manches¬ 
ter Amateur Photo. Society; J. Page Croft, Birmingham Photo. 

Society; Alice M. Dumas, Bromley; J. H. Gash, Leeds Camera Club ; 
John Gunston, Wimbledon; Maude A. Craigie, Halkett, Edinburgh 
Photo. Society; Elena Hellmann, F.R.P.S, London; Harold Holcroftr 
Wolverhampton; W. G. Jamieson, Aberdeenshire; Percy Lun.l_ 
Editor “Pract. and Jun. Photo. ; Hector Maclean, F.G.S., F.R.P.S. 
Pres. Croydon Camera Club ; J. W. Marchant, F.R.P.S, Vice-Pres 
North Middlesex Photo. Society; Llewellan Morgan, M.D., Past Pres. 
Liverpool Amateur Photo. Association; Harry Quilter, F. C. Shard- 
Ioav, Editors “Photo. Art Journal”; Leslie* Selby, Past Pres. W. 
London Photo. Society; Percy Sheard, Pres. Bat ley and District 
Photo. Society (Judge of the Y'orks. Photo. Union); M. Thompstone, 
Manchester; Harry Wade, Manchester; Louisa Wakeman-Ne\A-port,. 
Tenbury; J. C. Warburg, London; H. Snowden Ward, F.R.P.S., 
Editor “The Photogram”; W. D. Welford, F.R.P.S., London and 
Prov. Photo. Association; Jeannie; A. Welford, London; T. E. 
Cornev Wilson, Liverpool Amateur Photo. Association; Eustace- 

Young, London; J. C. Warburg, Hon. Sec. R.P.S. “Pictorial Wing’ 
Movement. 

IV.—Another Special General Meeting. 

The folloAving official notice has been issued to members:—I beg 
to inform you that an extraordinary general meeting of the Members 
of the Royal Photographic Society Avill be held at 66, Russell Square, 
London, W.C., on Tuesday, February 11th, 1902, imme¬ 
diately after the annual general meeting called for the same day,, 
in pursuance of a requisition, and at which meeting the resolutions 
at foot avill be proposed to be passed as special resolutions with a 
vieAv to amending the Articles of Association of the Society.—I am, 
sir, your obedient servant, 

John A. Hodges, 
Hon. Sec. 

66, Russell Square, London, W.C., 
January 30th, 1902. 

1. To substitute for Article 21, the following: — 
“ The officers of the Society shall be a president, four A’ice-presi- 

dents, a treasurer,' a solicitor, an editor of the Journal, and a 
secretary. All the officers, except the secretary, shall be elected from 
the members. The secretary may be a member. All offices shall be 
honorary, except those of Editor of the Journal and of the secretary- 
either or both of which may be honorary or not at the discretion of 
the council.” 

2. To substitute for Articles 25 and 26, the folloAving article with, 
the heading : — 

“ The Secretary. 

“ The Council shall appoint a secretary, Avhose duties shall be to 
attend all meetings of the Society and Council, to take minutes of 
the proceedings, to conduct the correspondence of the Society, to 
read the papers presented to the Society, if requested by^the authors 
library, and to discharge such other duties as the Council may 
direct. Should the office be an honorary one, the secretary shaii 
retire annually at the first meeting of the newlv-elected Council. 
Should the secretary be a paid one, the regulation as to his com¬ 
pulsory retirement at the first meeting of the neAidy-elected Council 
shall not apply.” 

3. To substitute for Article 28, the folloAving :— 
“ The Council shall appoint an Editor of the Journal. Should such 

office be an honorary one, he shall retire annually at the first meeting, 
of the newly-elected Council.” 

4. To substitute for Article 29 the following: 
“ The Council shall consist of the officers of the Society and twenty 

ordinary members of Council. At least one-half of those elected on. 
the Council shall be FelloAVS of the Society. ’ 

5. In Article 36, to substitute for the sentence commencing 
“ Except the Assistant Secretary ” 

the following Avords : — 
“ Such officers and other members of Council as are elected bv the* 

members shall retire annually and shall be eligible for re-election. 
6. To omit Article 41. 
7. In Article 42, to substitute for the words: — 
“One or more properly qualified Auditors ’ 

the words : — 
“One or more chartered accountants or other auditors with pro¬ 

fessional qualifications.” . . 
8. To re-number the Articles as may be necessitated by these- 

changes. 

The house to which President McKinley was taken after the fatal shot 
had been fired happened to be near the store of a druggist namcL 
Kingston, Avho, in consequence, avas called on to supply many ot the 
necessaries. The bill amounted to over sixty-eight dollars, and was, o. 
course, paid in due time The enterprising druggist thought it wou d 
be a good idea to photograph the cheque and circulate the photos b> 
way of advertisement. The United States Government did not see j 
m the same light, and pronounced the proceeding to be a forgerv. r o 
action was taken, however, as it Avas quite plain that Mr. Kingston was 
net aware that he Avas breaking the law.—The “ Pharmaceutical Journal. 
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exhibitions. 
DUNDEE AND EAST OP SCOTLAND PHOTOGRAPHIC 

ASSOCIATION. 

This Exhibition was formally opened in the Victoria Art Galleries, 
Dundee, on Friday afternoon. There was a good attendance at the 
opening ceremony, when Lord Provost Hunter presided, and briefly 
introduced Sir \V. Ogilvy Dalgliesh, who, in formally declaring the 
Exhibition open, spoke of the many pleasures accruing from the 
pursuit of photography. The first photographic exhibition in Dundee, 
he said, was held in 1854, and the last one, prior to the present, 
was held in 1888, just eight years after the association was 
founded. The association was now a power in their midst, numbering 
150 members. If they compared the pictures on the walls with those 
of 20 or even 10 years ago, they could not fail to be struck with the 
marvellous improvement that had been made. The large attendance 
present showed a growing artistic taste in Dundee, which was a most 
pleasing feature. (Applause.) Mr. W. F. Hill, president of the 
association, in a few remarks said the essentials of a photographer’s 
character were precision, perseverance, and carefulness. The exhibi¬ 
tion was a venture, and he hoped it would be a success. They hoped 
the result would enable them to hold such functions at lesser intervals 
than they had done in the past. 

The exhibition has been hung in three of the galleries in the Victoria 
Art Galleries, and as the rooms were primarily designed for the display 
of works of art, it is needless to say that they are splendidly lighted ; 
the hanging, however, might have been improved, as here and there 
we have pictures directly opposed in their treatment hung together, 
the one spoiling the other. The entries number over 550, from over 
150 exhibitors, not including trade exhibits. These are divided into 
15 classes. The rules contained a clause to the effect that no title 
was allowed on the front of the picture; we have no special sympathy 
with this restriction, but in spite of it, a number of the works hung 
liad the title inscribed on the mount, and in many of the cases it- was 
a. decided improvement. The judges were, for the pictures, Messrs. 
W. Crooke and J. Craig Annan; for the lantern slides and lecturette, 
Mr. A. Horsley Hinton; but as these entries were away at the judge 
at the time of our visit, and the results are not to hand at the time 
of going to press, we cannot deal with them now. 

The strongest class was naturally the champion class, in which 
20 entries competed for the gold medal offered. Three pictures, 
'however, stood out by themselves, viz., “The Quarry Team,” by 
Archibald Cochrane, to which the gold medal was awarded (this 
picture, it will be remembered, gained the R.P.S. medal at this season’s 
exhibition); and “Venice’’and “A Street in Chioggia,” both by Percy 
Lfewis. These two pictures are splendid specimens pf that undefinable 
something, known as “quality”; the composition is pleasing, and the 
latter presents quite a stereoscopic effect. There were other prominent 

■exhibitors in this class, but those mentioned stand in a ■primus posi¬ 
tion. In Class II.—Landscape (open) : Percy Lewis proves his ability 
.and wins the silver medal with “ The Quayside, Chioggia,” another 
■of these delightful Venetian pictures; the grouping of the figures is 
pleasing, the glimpse of distance gives depth, and the whole picture 
Vangs well together. W. J. Croall gains the bronze medal with 
■“ Evening,” a sand-dune picture, in whioh the lights seem forced. 
Some critics prefer “ The Sentinels,” by Ralph R. Rawkins, a strong 
picture of some gaunt trees on a hilltop, silhouetted against the sky. 
Class III.—Architecture : We have the two medalled pictures standing 
clear ahead of the other pictures in this section. “The Gallery Stair¬ 
case,” with which H. Q. Leat takes the premier award, is delightful 
as ever; it is one of these pictures that never pall, no matter how 

■often one sees them—a good example of simplicity in exrelsis. The 
bronze medal picture, “St. Apollinare in Classe,” by E. G. Boon, is 
also a beautiful piece of work, satisfying in composition, and contain- 
img a mastery treatment of marble. Class IV.—Flowers and Fruit 
Studies : This is not a large class, but it maintains a high level of excel¬ 
lence. The first prize picture is John M. Whitehead’s well-known 
■“ Autumn Fruit,” a little hard, perhaps, but pleasing in arrangement 
and lighting. Mary C. Eames gains second place with a charming 
study of “ Chrysanthemums,” in fact, not a few prefer it to the first 
prize picture. In this class, Edgar Scamell shows “ The Growth of 
•a Dwarf Nasturtium,” a monument of painstakingness; good work is 
shown by J. C. Warburg, Mary S. Maclachlan, Ban Bunlop, T. E. 
Uorney-Wilson, H. C. Leat, and others. 

Class VI.—Animals: In this class we have one of the best animal 
pictures we have seen for years in the silver medal picture, “Bull 
Dogs,” by W. J. Croall. Mr. Croall has the credit of many first- 
class “ doggy ” pictures, but this is the most successful work we have 
seen from his camera. It is a masterpiece, although super-criticism 
might say that the white punpy in front was if anything too obtrusive. 
The second prize picture, “ Cornered,” by J. B. Johnstone, is a telling 
study of a fox at bay. Class XI.—Figure Studies (members) : The 
mixed nature of the entries in this class leads us to believe 

that a careful study of the pictures in the exhibition will 
do much to better the work ot the members. The first pi 
picture, however, is a gem, and betrays tin- artistic instinct 
to seize on a suitable incident, and suitably transfer it 
to paper; “Friend or Foe,” by J. Smith, represents a w.. child 
holding out a stick to a cat that peeps from tic doorway to see it it 
is a ‘Triend or foe”—a charming picture. The second prize picture, 
“ Industry,’ by Archibald Campbell, shows an old woman spinning 
at her cottage door; technically it is good, but- the arrangement is too 
precise. Class X.—Landscape and seascape (members). A Iffg class. 
Archibald Campbell takes first place with " Dreary December,” a bleak 
streamlet, with gaunt trees; second prize goes to William Bruce for 
“’Tis Winter Now,” which carries out the title well. Class VII 
Portraiture (professional). Contains 60 entries, and no one can ques¬ 
tion the first award, “Thomas Carlyle, 1874,” by John Patrick. We 
have before alluded to this picture in these pages, though we do not 
know that it has previously been seen in competition. It is a com¬ 
pliment to photography to' say that such a telling delineation of the. 
“ Sage of Chelsea should owe its origin to photography, and it says 
much for Air. Patrick’s skill that a portrait taken nearly thirty years 
ago is good enough to win premier award in an open competition to¬ 
day. The question at once arises, “Are we improving?” Two bronze 
medals are awarded, one to “ Portrait of a Young Lady,” by Andrew 
Paterson, and one to “Profile Study of a Young Girl,” by Robert M. 
Scott; leaving entirely out of the matter the subject of merit, the 
question arises, What did the committee mean by “ portraiture,” as 
these pictures can hardly be classed under the heading of portraiture 
pure and simple, for instance, in the same degree as the first-prize 
picture can; they would certainly not be turned out in the ordinary 
course of business from the producers’ studios. There is no special 
definition of the term in the prospectus of the exhibition. This is 
unfortunate, as we have already heard complaints on this matter. 
John Spark shows some good, honest portraiture in this class, his 
“John A. Dewar, Esq., M.P.,” being a strong bit of work, while his 
“The Old Fashion” is a quaint figure study. Frank Ingham shows 
a delightful “ Child Study ” ; Graystone Bird shows “ Good-night” and 
“ Happy Childhood,” charming as ever; E. Fraser, J. Peat Millar, W. 
B. Mercer, W. Illingworth, and P. D. Nairn all show good work, of 
which space forbids more detailed notice. Class VIII.—Landscape or 
seascape (amateurs) : “ Amongst the Pumpkins,” by Arthur W. Wilde, 
to the surprise of not a few, takes first prize. The picture repre¬ 
sents a man stooping amongst some stooks; the lines compose weH, 
but there is an unsatisfactory flatness that conveys an impression ot 

errors in manipulation. This same fault appears in another picture 
in this class by the same worker. The bronze medal is gained bv 
“ Sunset on the Eden,” a pretty little picture, with an irritating high 
light on the water. Class IX.—Figure study (amateurs) : Originality 
probably weighed largely with the judges in awarding first place to 
Captain E. H. Haig's “In Contemplative Fashion.” Here the head of 
a young girl is shown on a white background, a suggestion of clothes 

being given by a line or two drawn on the print. J. C. Warburg 
takes second place with “Reproaches (Holland).” The grouping is 
good, but the title is a puzzle. Class XII.—Enlargements (members): 
Silver medal, “ Dinant Cathedral : Interior,” bv Walter H. Tittensor; 
bronze medal, “A Woodland Path,” by J. H. Williamson. Class 
XIII.—Landscape or seascape (amateurs in the counties of Forfar, 
Fife, and Perth). This class does not indicate widespread merit in 
the district included. Some of the work shows considerable promise, 
but some of it is crude in the extreme. Silver medal, “ Spring Sun¬ 
shine,” by J. C. Robertson; bronze medal, “ Wtih Murmurs of Soft 
Rills ” and “ Whispering Trees,” by J. Allworth Courts. The non¬ 
competitive section contains specimens of the work of Wm. Crooke, 
J. Craig Annan, T. and R. Annan and Sons, Valentine and Co., 
William Rawlings, R. Demachv, Archibald Cochrane, and others. 
The trade section included exhibits from Andre and Sleigh, T. and R. 
Annan and Sons, R. and J. ^eck, P. Feathers, J. J. Griffin and 
Sons, Ltd., Kodak. Ltd., Lennie and Thomson. George Lowden, 
Thornton Pickard Manufacturing Co., Ltd., the Warwick Dry Plate 
Co., Ltd. 

FALKIRK PHOTOGRAPHIC ASSOCIATION. 

This society held their annual exhibition in the larger hall of the 
Y.M.C.A. Institute, Falkirk, on Friday and Saturday last. The ex¬ 
hibition all over cannot be described as otherwise than an excellent 
one, highly creditable to the members, and giving evidence of the 
great strides photography is making to be regarded as an art. The 
quality of the work generally is very satisfactory, and is in advance 
of that of any former year. So far as merit, variety of subject, and 
quantity is concerned we venture to say that it can hold its own along¬ 
side that of many larger societies. The loan collection of enlarge¬ 
ments of Egyptian subjects by the hon. president, George Sherriff, of 
Carronvale; Italian scenery, by John Silken, and Australian views 
and scenes by Robert Gibson, of Victoria, N.S.W., lends added 
interest to a most excellent collection of work that ought to prove 
instructive to lovers of art in the district. The large attendance of 
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visitors goes to show that the general public are beginning to take 
more than a passing interest in the artistic possibilities of photo¬ 
graphy. Messrs. Gray and Duncan, Glasgow', kindly made the 
awards, and have evidently given entire satisfaction. The full list 
is:—Class I.-—Landscape and seascape: 1, Robert Sinclair; 2, W. P. 
Crosbie; 3, Frank Currie. Class 11.—Outings, pictures taken at out¬ 
door meeting in 1901 : 1, John Wilson; 2, W. P. Crosbie. Class III.—- 
Genre and figure studies: 1, Thomas Easton; 2 Thomas Easton; 3, 
Robert Sinclair; 4, John Wilson. Class IV.—Instantaneous class 
(evidence of motion must be shown) : 1, John Wilson. Class V.— 
Lantern slides: 1, W. P. Crosbie; 2, J. Wilson. Class VI.—En¬ 
largements : 1, John Wilson; 2, W. P. Crosbie; 3, W. Hamilton; 4, 
J. Wilson. Class VII.—Architecture: 1, Robert Sinclair; 2, John 
Wilson; 3, John Bacon. • Class VIII. (open to amateurs resident in 
the district, non-members of the association), any subject: 1, A. Mac¬ 
donald, Falkirk; 2, J. G. Ure, Bonnvbridge. Cup for best exhibit 
in the collection (presented by Robert Sinclair, chemist, Falkirk).— 
Thomas Easton, for winning print in Class III. 

MR, FRED. HOLLYER’S EXHIBITION OF PLATINOTYPE 

REPRODUCTIONS. 

The exhibition which Mr. Hollyier is now holding in the Drawing 
Room, Egyptian Hall, Piccadilly, W., is indeed an interesting one. 
Naturally the majority of the work shown consists of copies of 
paintings, and, failing the opportunity of viewing the originals, it is a 
privilege to be enabled to study such faithful reproductions of them 
in monochrome as are here displayed. The reproductions are all in 
platinotype, and, in addition to a veiy complete series of the works 
of Sir E. Burne-Jones, D. G. Rossette, and G. F. Watts, there are 
a number of examples from the works of Botticelli and other masters 
which are to be found in Florence, The Hague, and other places. An 
important collection of portraits of eminent men by various painters 
is included, and there are a few photographs from life. The parti¬ 
cular skill which Mr. Hollyer displays in that branch of photography 
which he has almost made his own has been the subject of 
some discussion. If photography is a purely mechanical process, all 
photographers of equal expertness could produce equally good results 
when the subject is uncomplicated by the possibility of difference of 
arrangement of light and shadow; but it is a very patent fact that in 
-copying pictures there are comparatively few who excel, and among 
these Mr. Hollyer undoubtedly holds the premier position. It has 
been suggested that Mr. Hollyer imposes some of his own individuality 
into his reproductions, that, like the engraver who, necessarily, in his 
translation of colour into monochrome, renders tone values according 
to a personal estimate, which may or may not be generally acceptable. 
This is probably the fact in the sense that Mr. Hollyer has an acute 
perception of the artist’s ideas, and what seems to be the introduction 
of the individuality of the copyist is in reality only individualistic, 
inasmuch as it is uncommon in w'ork of a similar nature. It is no dis¬ 
paragement of Mr. Hollyer’s work, but quite the contrary, to say that 
the exhibition is one of a series of examples of supreme technical skill 
in photography applied in one particular direction. In his own 
branch Mr. Hollyer undoubtedly studies his subject, forms an idea 
of what it should be when translated into monochrome, and then 
introduces that idea by the ordinary process of photography. This 
should be the method of procedure in every branch of photography, 
but few seem to realise the importance of following it. hence the 
common reproach of those who fail to understand its possibilities that 
photography is simply mechanical. Included in the exhibition are 
•several portraits photographed from life, but they are not altogether 
a favourable sample of Mr. Hollyer’s productions in this direction. 
■Some are admirable, but, on the other hand, there are a few which 
•seem to display a crudity which is the more noticeable when a com¬ 
parison is made with the reproductions of the work of the portrait 
painters. The catalogue contains, as a preface, an excellent apprecia¬ 
tive article on Mr. Hollyer’s work, signed “ J. S. R.” There is a 
charming quaintness about the gallery. It is quite unlike anything 
one can conceive to be in the heart of the West End of London, and 
•an ideal place to while away an idle winter’s afternoon. 

FINCHLEY CAMERA CLUB. 

The Finchley Camera Club held an exhibition on the 30th ult. at 
the Congregational Church schoolroom, North Finchley. One can 
hardly criticise the first exhibition of a young society upon the same 
lines that would be reasonable in the case of an established annual 
exhibition. The successful organisation of an exhibition is a, 
difficult enough task, even when there has been the experience of 
previous ones to point the way, and there is nothing discreditable, in 
o. first attempt, in not* achieving a complete success. The Finchley 
Camera Club, indeed, made a creditable show. Their mistakes, such 
-as the impracticable method of suspending the pictures and other little 
matters, which were obvious will no doubt be rectified in their second 
attempt. There was a fair proportion of interesting work, and some 
of more than average merit; but, in addition, there was a considerable 
proportion of very immature attempts. A method was adopted, which 

is rather curious nowadays, of making all the classes open, a chance 
that the notorious medal-hunters seem to have overlooked, and two of 
the four medals were awarded to members of the club. The judges 
were Messrs. J. C. S. Mummery and George fScamell. The awards 
were:—Silver medal for the best picture in the exhibition: J. J. 
Westcott. Class A.—Portraiture figure and animal studies, bronze 
medal : Howard Hazell. Class B.—Landscape and seascape, bronze 
medal: J. J. Westcott. Class C.-—-Architecture, bronze medal: G. 
Watson. 

SIR WILLIAM ABNEY ON COLOUR PHOTOGRAPHY. 

It is unfortunately not often that the Camera Club gets a trbmpse 
of its president, for Sir William Abney is a very hard-working 
public official, whose duties keep him at the grindstone early and 
late. This was his apology on Monday evening last for his difficulty 
in selecting a subject for his presidential address to the Club He 
had, he said, several subjects on the stocks, and as one of them 
seemed somewhat more advanced towards completion than the others, 
that one he took for his text. It might be called “Spectacle Lenses 
a,s applied to Colour Photography,” and although he was well aware 
that many of his hearers knew more about optics than he did, he 
ventured to hope that some of his remarks might be of assistance 
to the less knowing ones. 

He considered that one great desideratum in the production of 
colour photographs, by either the Ives or the Sanger-Shepherd pro¬ 
cess, was the presentment of three negatives taken simultaneously. 
If we attempted to take these negatives by separate operations, the 
difficulty of movement came in. He might cite the case of a pot of 
flowers, in which the movement of the leaves might seriously affect 
the finished result, the flower-pot alone remaining immobile. In the 
kind of weather which we are now enjoying the necessary exposures 
are very long, and the chance of movement is much increased, even 
when one had the great advantage of using such excellent tools as 
the Sanger-Shepherd screens and the Cadett spectrum plate. With 
these appliances the relative exposures were, for the blue, 1 ; for 
the green, 2^ and for red, 12^. This means that in taking simul¬ 
taneous negatives we must reduce the lens aperture for the red 
f 12, for the blue f 60, the green taking an intermediate place between 
them. 

Now there was no need to have an elaborately corrected lens for 
this class of work. If a rich man liked to pay £10 apiece for the 
three lenses, by all means let him do so ; but there were others so 
circumstanced that they would find it far more convenient to pay, 
say, eightpence for the three glasses. Spectacle lenses were very 
cheap, and single lenses of this type gave excellent results when 
used with mono-chromatic light. 

Spectacle lenses of certain forms, namely, the double convex, the 
double concave, the plano-convex, and the plano-concave, were easily 
obtained. A meniscus was not so easily found, and more money 
must be paid for it. With regard to the double convex lens, on 
account of its spherical aberration and astigmatism, unless used 
with a veiy small angle, it must be placed out of court. With a 
plano-convex lens we w-ere much better off, for the astigmatism was 
not so marked, and three-quarters of the aberration disappeared. 
By taking a plano-convex and a plano-concave lens and cementing 
them together, by their plane surfaces we obtain a meniscus lens, 
wbich will well answer our purpose. A 6 in. plano-concave and a 
3 in. plano-convex will make a good combination. 

But a single lens was of no use for colour work. If it is in focus 
for the blue, it will be out of focus for the other two colour screens. 
The construction of a doublet is more complicated, for particular 
care must be devoted to the distance apart of the two lenses, and 
the adjustment must be made for each colour. In order to get over 
this difficulty he would show a form of experimental lens mount, 
consisting of three sliding tubes. In the central one was the 
diaphragm, while the outer and inner tubes carried the two lenses. 
With such a tube it was easy to obtain the right position of the 
lenses, with regard to the diaphragm, for each colour in turn, and 
the permanent mounts could be made from the data, thus obtained. 
With lenses of the focus stated he had found that for the green the 
components must be 2 in. apart, for the red 1.82. and for the blue 
2.18 in. apart. These figures could be arrived at by the “trial and 
error” method if one wanted to spend a long afternoon over the 
job, but he preferred to work out the problem by mathematics 
(formula shown on blackboard) in five minutes. Flare spots will 
appear unless the lenses are the right distance apart. 

Having constructed the lenses and taken a triple negative, the 
question will present itself, “Has the exposure been correct?” Is 
there any means of ascertaining this without going to the trouble 
of making transparencies? He has found that if the white, the 
orange, and the yellow portions of the picture are right, the other 
colours may be left to take care of themselves. 1 hat is to sav. you 
will get a truthful picture, or. at any rate, one which will not 
be found out. 

His own plan of testing the three negatives is to put them in a 
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projecting lantern made on the Ives principle. Of course, the colours 
shown will be complimentary to the correct colours; for instance, 
the image of a tree will appear to be purple, but if it is purple, you 
may be quite sure that the corresponding positive, when made, will 
show green, and that the other colours of the picture will fall in 
their right positions. One of the transparencies might be regarded 
as the key and the others were superposed upon it. Under such 
conditions microscopic sharpness was impossible, but the difference 
of plane of the three films was so slight that for ordinary projection 
purposes the want of sharpness would not be appreciable. 

The discussion was opened by Mr. Sangyer-Shepherd, who said that 
long ago he had advocated the use of monochromatic light for micro- 
scopists, many of whom seemed unaware of its advantages. Sir 
William’s paper was most valuable in showing how good results could 
be obtained with cheap tools. The three transparencies taken by 
his own method were in almost absolute contact, certainly not more 
than 1-400 of an inch apart. He considered that the lecturer’s plan 
of testing his negatives by use of the 3-colour projecting lantern an 
admirable idea. 

Mr Cadett considered that anything which cheapened a process 
helped it on commercially, and therefore we must all feel grateful 
to Sir William Abney for his papers. He was very glad that the 
lecturer advocated the method of taking the three negatives 
simultaneously. It was most annoying when taking a landscape to 
find that a cloud, on the left-hand side of the picture in the first 
negative, had drifted to the right-hand side before the third negative 
was completed. 

Dr. Lindsay Johnson asked several questions with regard to the 
lenses, which the lecturer at once answered. He advocated the use 
of the “crossed lens.” Sir William Abney replied that he avoided all 
mention of such a lens, for the simple reason that he wanted his 
hearers to benefit by easily-procured lenses for home construction. 
Dr. Johnson further remarked that the members of the club would be 
interested to know that a long series of experiments had for some 
time been in progress in Vienna, with a view to ascertaining the 
best aniline dye formulae for colour screens. These costly experi¬ 
ments were now concluded, and their details had just been communi¬ 
cated to him. He proposed to publish these in the next number 
of the Club Journal, and he would, in the meantime, send Sir Wil¬ 
liam Abney a copy of the formulae. 

On the motion of Sir II. Trueman Wood a hearty vote of thanks 
was given to the President for his interesting address. 

•——--♦- 

Dew Books. 
-♦- 

<l Jahrbuch fur Photographie und Reproductionstechnik. 1901.” Edited 
by Dr. Josef-Eder. Halle a/S: Wilhelm Knapp. 

This work reached us much later than usual, and we were 
thus unable to draw the attention of our readers to it at 
the time of publication. The book is a most valuable record of 
the progress of the year in relation to photography and the 
various graphic processes dependent upon it, and the volume likewise 
contains a number of original articles by writers of worldwide reputa¬ 
tion. We notice an error in the section devoted to photographic lenses, 
which Dr. Eder may be glad to see corrected. An illustration is given 
of Wray’s Platystigmat, but the remark that it has been changed from 
that given in the Jahrbuch for 1897 is misleading. The combinations have 
each, from the first, been formed of three elements, and the description 
given in 1897 was incorrect. We always turn with interest to the collec¬ 
tion of photogravures, collotypes and other illustrations given at the 
end of the volume. Some specimens of colourwork are included, and 
the three-colour etching by J. G. Schelter and Gieseck deserves special 
attention. 
“ Practical Retouching.” By Drinkwater Butt, F.R.P.S. 78 pp. Price Is. 

London: Published by Iliffe & Sons, 3, St. Bride Street, E.C. 
Mr. Drinkwater Butt is, or should be, qualified to write on the subject 

of retouching, as before his journalistic career—which, we understand, 
has terminated—he was a professional photographer. The book consists 
of a revised reprint of articles from our contemporary, “ Photography,” 
and the matter is clearly written and expressed. A publishers’ note thus 
indicates the scope of the book:—“The aim of the author of this little 
book has been to give just such hints as can be conveyed in writing 
by a practical worker. He deals not merely with the retouching of 
portraits—which is, after all, the direction in which retouching is most 
widely used—but with work on the negative generally, both for improve¬ 
ment of special details and for the correction of tone-values—an applica¬ 
tion of growing importance, especially to amateur photographers. The 
question of the legitimacy of hand work upon a photograph is referred 
to, but the author while avoiding any charge of depreciating the value of 
hand work, is not slow to point out that the photographer should first strive 
to master all the possibilities of the process, only giving further aid with 
his skilful fingers when such possibilities have been exhausted.” The pas¬ 
sages on the use of the knife (Chapter IV.) strike us as extremely helpful, 
and many excellent hints on varnishing are given. It is really a sound 
and reliable little volume. 

‘‘An Index of Standard Photograms.” A guide for authors, editors and 
publishers of illustrated books and periodicals; collectors of pictures 
and extra-illustrators; lecturers and teachers who use lantern slide 

illustrations.” Arranged by H. Snowden Ward and compiled bj the 
staff of “ The Photogram.” 650 pp. Price 30s. nett. Issued to sub¬ 
scribers only, by “ The Photogram,” Limited, Effingham House, 
Arundel Street, Strand, London, W.C. 

Criticism must necessarily be almost wholly replaced when dealing 
with a work of this kind, which represents three years of continuous com¬ 
pilation labour. Such a book, in the nature of things, can never be 
complete, quite accurate or entirely up to date. Every hour the com¬ 
pilers are at work, vital changes, as in the cases of directory canvassing 
and census taking, are in progress, as it were, amongst the subject matter 
dealt with. In these regards the most that can be said of the “ Index” 
before us is that, at the moment of writing, it is approximately authorita¬ 
tive. But this must be always so until that far-off time when there shall 
be virtual synchronisation of the swing of life’s pendulum and the 
printing press. We have made several haphazard dips into the sea of 
references before us, and have not found any inaccuracy. Some of fhe 
principal contents of the “ Index ” are thus indicated by the publishers’ 
note:—“General Directory, giving names, addresses, outline of subjects 
photographed, sizes and prices, and similar information. In this sec* 
tion each photographer is here entered once, under an ‘ indicator ’ (a 
reference letter and number), and no particulars are given in the body of 
the book, save the titles of subjects, with the ‘ indicators ’ as guideB to 
the photographers who have them. Portraits of Celebrities, etc. (207 pages), 
is divided under Royalty (about 900 entries, referring to portraits of 470 
persons), Aristocracy (5,700 entries, 4,800 persons), Religious (9,400 entries,. 
7,300 persons), Musical and Dramatic (7,250 entries, 5,120 persons), Naval 
and Military (3,100 entries, 2,300 persons), Sporting and Athletic (1,350* 
entries, 1,050 persons), Miscellaneous (14,200 entries, 12,800 persons). 
Groups (451 entries, 431 groups). Landscape and Local Views (32 pages, 
7,600 entries, dealing with 3,200 districts). Copies of Paintings, Statuary, 
objects of Art, etc. (179 pages, 7,200 entries, referring to about 14,760' 
separate pictures, statues, etc., including the works of some 4,300 artists, 
national and private collections, museums, etc.). Indexed under artists’’ 
names, and also (so far as seems necessary) under titles of subjects,, 
names of galleries, etc. Nautical, Naval and Military (21 pages, 6,300 
entries, 3,700 subjects). Literary, Historical, Archaeological and Archi¬ 
tectural (20 pages, 3,000 entries, 2,600 subjects). Sport, Athletics,. 
Country Life and Natural Science (30 pages, 6,450 entries, 3,900 subjects). 
Miscellaneous (6 pages, 475 entries, 450 subjects). Lantern Slides (30 
pages, 7,400 entries, 3,450 subjects).” The volume should be found of 
the very highest value by the classes appealed to on its title page, and,, 
as Mr. Snowden Ward reminds us, will, no doubt, be very useful to 
the photographers whose lists are abstracted in its pages. As we are 
asked for suggestions with a view to the improvement of future volumes, 
we beg Mr. Ward, btfore it is too late to repent, humbly to admit the error 
cf his ways, and banish that dreadful word “photogram” from his print¬ 
ing press. Yet we have little hope of such a conversion. Apart from 
this, the “ Index ” is sincerely to be commended for the vast amount 
of work that has been put in it and the enormous field of usefulness which 
it covers. 

Received.—“ Early Work in Photography.” By W. Ethelbert Henry, C.E. 
Third edition (revised). 104 pp. Price Is. London: Dawbarn & 
Ward, 6, Farringdon Avenue, E.C. 

At the Newcastle-on-Tyne and Northern Comities Photographic Asso¬ 
ciation’s last meeting, at. the Y.M.C.A., Blackett Street, on Tuesday, Mr. 
Roger Brady gave a lecture demonstration on the carbon process. Mr.. 
Brady brought to the meeting several pieces of exposed tissue, which he- 
mounted and developed in the room on both single and double transfer 
paper, and the ease and absence of all the paraphernalia so often recom¬ 
mended was a revelation to several members. Mr. Brady did some 
really artistic work, and the only apparatus used was two metal dishes- 
and a squeegee, with a jug of hot and cold water. One “ tip ’ which* 
he gave, and which was new to several regular workers, was to safe- 
edge a piece of glass the size of the negatives used, and to use this isu 
the printing frame in front of the negative, thus doing away with the 
necessity of safe-edging everj negative before printing. An interesting 
discussion followed the reading of the paper, in which several well- 
known carbon printers took part. 

The Sunderland Photographic Association, after fourteen years of its 
existence, made a new venture last Wednesday, when it instituted its 
first annual dinner. Mr. William Milburn presided over a large gather¬ 
ing. The toast of the evening, “The Sunderland Photographic Associa¬ 
tion,” was proposed by Mr. James Wallace in a very humorous speech. 
He gave some of his experiences of how he had been victimised by 
amateur photographers in carrying portions of their heavy kit when 
climbing steep hills and how readily he always found amateurs promised 
him some prints, and how, in every case, they had failed to redeem? 
their good intentions, and he could not help thinking that photographers 
were somewhat strangers to the truth. The chairman, in his reply, 
referred to the flourishing condition of the Association. They started 
in a very humble way, and now the membership totalled over 90. He 
believed that association had not only done good in helping forward 
the practice of photography, but it stimulated a hobby which not only 
was a pleasure in itself,but was the means of doing good and bestowing 
pleasure upon others. 
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Commercial § legal intelligence. Meetings of Societies. 
West’s “Our Navy,” Limited.—This company .was registered by Water- 

low & Sons, Limited, London Wall, E.C., with a capital of £10,000 in 
£1 shares (2,000 preference). The objects of the company are to acquire 
the business carried on by A. J. West, and to carry on the business of 
proprietors of operatic, theatrical, and photographic enterprises, etc. 
No initial public issue. A. J. West is permanent governing director. 
Special qualification, £4,000. Registered office, The Anchorage, Vicarage 
Road, Southsea. 

Photographic Mechanism Development Company, Limited.—This 
company was registered with a capital of £1,210 in £10 shares. The 
objects of the company are: to acquire, purchase, develop, work, adver¬ 
tise, and sell, either by royalty or fixed payment, and otherwise deal 
in and with photographic and other inventions; for the purposes of the 
company, to erect any niachinery, plant, apparatus, etc. No initial 
public issue. Table A mainly applies. The directors are W. E. Greene, 
G. W. Irons, R. M. Andrews. Qualification, £20. Remuneration not 
specified. Registered office: 4, Redburn Street, Chelsea. 

A circular has been issued calling attention to the formation of a 
body bearing the title of the “ Acetylene Association,” which is intended 
to promote “ the advancement of acetylene gas engineering and manu¬ 

facture, and to facilitate the interchange of information amongst the 
members of the Association, and the publication and communication of 
information on such subjects.” A list of honorary members is appended, 
which includes the names of Prof. Boys, Major-Gen. Sir Owen Burne, 
Mr. H. E. Jones, Prof. Lewes, Sir Hiram Maxim, Dr. Boverton Red¬ 
wood, Sir David Salomons, Mr. Alfred Spencer, Mr. Swinburne, Capt. 
Thomson, and Sir Henry Trueman Wood, while the members of council 
are men connected with the carbide or acetylene trade. 

Electric Photo Company, Limited.—This company was registered 
by Jordan & Sons, Limited, 120, Chancery Lane, W.C., with a capital 
of £500 in £1 shares. The objects of the company are to carry on the 
general business of photographers, frame makers, picture and print 
dealers, engravers, makers of and dealers in all kinds of apparatus and 
instruments used by artists and engravers and photographers; 
as jewellers, watch and clock manufacturers, and dealers in fancy goods; 
to acquire and turn to account any patents, patent rights, and inventions, 
real and personal property. No initial public issue. Table A mainly 
applies. The directors are J. Goulding, T. R. Guthrie, J. Price, and 
W. Maddison. Qualification, £10; remuneration, £10 per annum, 
divisible. 

At the Clerkenwell County Court, on Thursday last, Mr. S. Clarke 
came from Canterbury to answer a summons issued by the Warwick 
Trading Company in respect of an undischarged debt of £7 9s. 6d. for 
films, etc., supplied by them to Clarke for purposes connected with the 
working of his cinematograph. Plaintiffs alleged that defendant had 
been carrying on a flourishing business with cinematograph exhibitions, 
and for three months had been earning as much as £20 per week. Defen¬ 
dant admitted that he had dome very well at Southampton, but there 
were many expenses connected with the show. He did not get more 
than a quarter of the proceeds for himself. Replying to the judge, defen¬ 
dant said he was now showing at Canterbury.—How much did you take 
last night ?—About £7. Plaintiffs’ representative: He is getting over 
£40 a week. The Judge: We will allow for fluctuations of business, and 
say £20. Defendant: After this week I might not get another engage¬ 
ment for some time. The Judge: Your bank book and receipts show that 
you are well able to pay.—An order was made for payment of £5 per 
month. 

Last week, at Westminster Police Court, by direction of the Com¬ 
missioners of Police, Mr. Arthur Bucknill, the occupier of No. 1, Sloane 
Street, and Mr. E. H. Benson, advertising agent of 1, Tudor Street, E.C., 
were summoned under the County Council by-laws for permitting and 
causing a flash-light to be exhibited at the above premises which was 
dangerous to traffic. Mr. Fleetwood Pritchard was counsel for the 
defence. Inspector Crost m said that the complaint was made in respect 
to an illuminated advertisement produced by 214 electirc lamps changing 
in colour from white to red. The lights faded awTay and grew a°ain to 

' maximum intensity with an interval of about four seconds of absolute 
darkness. Notwithstanding the gradual changes, the light was dangerous. 
Horses were startled by it. Mr. Pritchard contended that it was not a 
flash-light within the meaning of the by-law. Mr. Sheil: I hold that 
this is a flash-light coming within the words of the by-law “ altering 
suddenly in intensity,” and I think it is dangerous to traffic. This is a 
test case, so I shall only impose a fine of 20s. and 23s. costs.—Mr. 
Pritchard: Will you state a special case?—The Magistrate: No. How 
can I do that? I have decided it entirely on a question of fact. 

-♦“--- 

With the February number, “ The Artist ”—a shilling monthly, pub¬ 
lished at 27, Chancery Lane, London, W.C.—has commenced a new 
series. The magazine appears now with a new cover, designed by Mr. 
Paul Woodroffe and engraved by Miss Clementine Housman. The seven 
special supplements include two photogravure plates—the first instal¬ 
ment of “ The Artist ” Portrait Gallery ”—two colour plates, and a 
special drawing by Mr. Byarn Shaw. 

MEETINGS OF SOCIETIES FOR NEXT WEEK. 

February Name of Society. 

S. Glasgow and West of Scotland 
9 .. Woolwich Photographic . 

10. Glasgow and West of Scotland 

10 Ne wcastl e-on-'I’y no. 
10 , . Darwen Photographic . 
10 . Croydon Scientific Soviet v 
11 

11. Thornton Heath Polytechnic... 

11 Stonehouse Camera Club. 

11. Leeds Photographic Society ... 

11 Birmingham Photographic. 
12. Southsea Photographic Society 

12 Photographic Club. 

13. Rodley, Farsley, and District... 

13 Liverpool Amateur . 

13 Richmond Camera Club . 

13. Oldham Photographic Society 

13 Woolwich Photographic . 
13 London and Provincial. 
13 North-West London . 

14. Borough Polytechnic.. ... 

14 Croydon Scientific Society . 

14, 15 . West London Photographic .. 

Subject. 

Close of Exhibition. 
Control in Printin'/. Mr. H. TV. Bennett. 
/ Technical Meeting. Tornvy/ Bnomiti* 
] Print/s. Demonstrator, Mr. VVux 
p Goodwin. 
Prize Slides. 
1901 Prize Slides. 
Mr. Rudler’s 4th Lecture, 7.43. 
Geological. Committee, 8. Section.3.13. 
| Combination Printing. By TV. 11. 
I Rogers, Esq. 
J El em en tary. I mqr/rovi,yj a /*( Parent re- 
| ing Negatives. Mr. Bayley. 
/ Conversazione and. Annual ExhOjitrco 
I of Members’ Work. 
Open Lantern Evening. 
Annual Dinner or Dance. 
I Kinetic Photo']raping. PUrt C- Mr- A. 
) S. .Newman. 

The Ure, from Mouth to Svnrce(Lantern 
Lecture). Mr. F. Brundrett. 

Lantern Lecturer Evesham and 
Warwick. Mr. TV. A. Tajder. 

\ Improving Negatives and Printt _ Walter* 
\ D. Welford. 
j Lantern Lecture. Tour through York,- 
\ sliire. Mr. T. Burton. 
Photo Chemical Chat. TV. PL Dawson. 
Open Night. 
Exhibition. 

J Lantern Lecture. Evesham and ft «r- 
I wick. Mr. TV, A. Taylor. 
I Enlarging on Bromide Paper. Mr. 
\ Geo. Fisher. 

/ Lantern Lecture. The Production of 
-! Different Tones in Lantern Slides, 
t Mr. Hoole. 
Annual Exhibition _ 

ROYAL PHOTOGRAPHIC SOCIETAL 

The following are extracts from the repcfrt of the council for the yesr? 

1901:— 
“ The Membership. 

“ The following table shows the changes that have taken piaee in ike 
number of the fellows and members of the Society during the year: 

E w- * lA *r- - <• 

During 1S01— _ - , 
Enr lied .   1 3 9 
Transferred from other „ _ . 

columns . 0 0 ^0 

1 a 9 3 304 5 125 

Died . 1 0 3 2 ® 
Resigned . 0 0 6 0 20 
Transferred to other columns 0 

1 0 13 4 4? G 65 

On January 1st, 1S01 . 9 44 207 64 50? 19 F45 
To add as above . 1 9 

Total   10 47 216 67 606 24 970 

To subtract as above . 1 u JO _ 

T . , n-'Q q 47 2^3 63 559 24 905 
On January 1st, l.o2 . 3 

“There has been a net increase during the year of sixty members. 
Those lost to the Society by death are:—T. M. Browungg Ueorge Mason, 
W. Child, Otto Kitzerow, J. W. Saunders, G. Shadbolt, aud Matthew 
Whiting. 

“ The Royal Patroxage. 

“ Early in the year the Society had to mourn, by the death of her late 
Majesty Queen Victoria, the loss of one who was its continued pa^cn 
since its foundation in 1853. The council recorded a voeofsincere 
condolence with the King and the Royal Family, and caused «*_same 
to be engrossed and presented to his Majesty the King, who. as i rmee 
of Wales, had graciously bestowed on the Society his patronage sir 
1863. His Majesty has been graciously pleased, at the request of o 
council, to continue his patronage: and subsequently her Majesty 
Queen also graciously consented to become a patron of the society. 

“ Fixaxce. 

“The total receipts for the year, including the balance of £526 8s. 8d-, 
brought forward from 1909, amount to £2,530 12s., and the expenditure 
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to £2,041 12s. 6d., leaving' a balance of £538 19s. 6d., less the liabilities 
as shown. The subscriptions received amounted to £974 9s. 6d., being 
the largest amount received in one year since the Society was estab¬ 
lished. The exhibition was not so well supported as in the previous 
year, the receipts being £733 15s. 8d., as against £818 5s. lOd.; but there 
was a net profit of £29 10s. Id. on this item. Entrance fees and life 
.composition fees amount to £103 19s., an increase of £2 2s. The general 
expenses, notwithstanding an increased membership, have been £129 
4s. 10d., showing a decrease of £25 2s. 6d., while £295 Is. has been 
invested. The affiliation shows continued progress, the amount received 
during the year being £118 8s., being an increase of £16 15s. 

“ The council regret to announce that Mr. G. Scamell is unable to 
-accept nomination as hon. treasurer for the ensuing year, and desire to 
record their high appreciation of the valuable services he has rendered 
to the Society during the last ten years. 

“ The Honorary Fellowship. 

“ Colonel Joseph Gale has been elected an honorary fellow of the 
Society in consideration of his long services to photography. Mr. H. 
P. Robinson, who was elected an honorary fellow in the year 1900, has 
been removed by death. The council delegated Mr. John Spiller and 
Mr. F. A. Bridge to represent the Society at the funeral. 

“ The Fellowship. 

“ The council have reconsidered the granting of the fellowship, and 
the following is a brief outline of their decisions. The existing procedure 
is to be continued, but the committee intend in future to be more 
stringent regarding the qualifications submitted by applicants. Tlie 
receipt of the Society’s medal will not be regarded as a sufficient sole 
qualification. Candidates will be asked to supply a list of subjects upon 
which they will be prepared, if desired by the council, to write a thesis. 
The council consider that this will be a step in the direction of the 
examinational method. With regard to the students’ applications, the 
honours stage of the City and Guilds Institute examination in photo¬ 
graphy will be regarded as the chief recommendation for admission. 
Whenever notice of admissions to the fellowship is made the number of 
.applications will also be communicated. Applications will in future be 
•-considered three times per annum. 

“ The House Exhibitions. 

“ These exhibitions, commenced in the year 1900, have been continued 
at intervals, the following gentlemen having contributed the work that 
has been shown:—Mr. Frank Meadow Sutcliffe, of Whitby; Colonel 
Joseph Gale; Monsieur Robert Demachy, of Paris; and Mr. Henry 
Stevens. The thanks of the Society are due to these gentlemen for 
their kindness in taking the great trouble involved in bringing together 
for exhibition collections such as have been shown, and for the welcome 
addresses they have prepared and delivered to the members. The house 
committee have arrangements in hand for continuing these exhibitions, 
.which will in future remain open for a somewhat longer period than has 
hitherto been customary, in order to afford all who may be interested 
an opportunity of seeing the works shown. 

“ The Journal. 

“ The council have decided, upon the report of a committee appointed to 
inquire into the matter, to adopt a superior paper to that previously in use, 
in order that half-tone illustrations may, if necessary, be printed with the 
text. The volume will in future commence with the January number in 
each year instead of with the Exhibition Catalogue number, and the 
latter will be issued as a supplement that may be bound up with the 
volume or not as the members may prefer. It has been decided also 
that, commencing with the new year, the Journal shall bear the volume 
number of bothold and new series. The thanks of the Society are 
again due to Major-General Waterhouse for assistance in the abstracting 
•of foreign periodicals. 

“ Progress Medal. 

“ The progress medal has been awarded by the council to Dr. R. L. 
Maddox for his discoveries in connection with the gelatino-bromide of 
silver emulsion dry plate. Letters acknowledging the bestowal of the 
award have been received and printed in the Journal. The council have 
resolved, if possible, to secure photographs of all recipients of the pro¬ 
gress medal, and to exhibit them in the Society’s House. 

“ The Society's Standards. 

“ A committee has been appointed to consider certain suggestions for 
the improvement of the Society’s standards for lens diaphragms, fit¬ 
tings and'mounts as originated in 1881 and amended in 1891. The com¬ 
mittee has reported m favour of several modifications, with which the 
council have agreed. An amended schedule has been drawn up and 
published in the Journal, and it is hoped that the standards as now in 
force will still further commend themselves to manufacturers and users 

■ of photographic apparatus, to whom copies of the schedule will be sent 
on application. It has been thought desirable, in view of the errors 
that have been found to exist in the specimen screw gauges made after 
the Society’s standards, that they shall be no longer considered as 
standards. For the present the Society maintains only the schedule of 
standards. 

“ Special Meetings. 

“In the latter part of the year, following the president’s annual 
address, a requisition was received from twenty members of the Society 
calling for an extraordinary general meeting, whereat it was proposed 
'to submit to the members certain suggested amendments to the articles 
of association. Such a meeting was called by the council, and a report 

of the meeting has been published in the Journal. A second requisition 
having a similar purpose was handed in and a further meeting was called, 
the report of which has also appeared in the Journal. A third requisition 
has been received, containing further proposals to alter and amend the 
articles of association, and on its receipt the council addressed and 
issued a circular to the .members, which was subsequently printed in th. 
January Journal. With this circular the council submitted the details of 
a well-considered scheme drawn up by them, in conjunction with the 
Society’s honorary solicitor, whereby members unable to attend any 
special general meeting of the Society would be able to record their 
votes on any question submitted as if they had been present. These 
proposed changes were, however, not accepted by the special general 
meeting called to consider them. 

“The Library and Museum. 

“ Exchange, purchase, and donation have added largely to the number 
of volumes in the library during the past year. The periodical literature has 
been provided with storage cases, in order to free the table of the large 
mass of papers that accumulates during the twelve months, and all but 
the current numbers are now kept within the bookcases. The new 
library catalogue referred to in the last report is in the hands of a pro¬ 
fessional librarian, and will soon be ready for printing. The Royal 
Society are about to publish a catalogue of scientific literature, and the 
council have subscribed for the volumes on Physics and Chemistry, 
which will deal with the subject of photography. Mr. Horace Wilmer 
having resigned the office of honorary librarian, the council wish to take 
this opportunity of expressing their regret at his determination, and 
desire to place on record their appreciation of his services to the Society. 
Several additions have been made to the articles comprising the museum, 
all of which have been referred to in the Journal. The council agreed 
to a request from the authorities of the Alexandra Palace for the loan 
of certain articles from this collection to supplement a photographic 
exhibition arranged at the palace on its reopening as a place of public 
recreation. The council has provided the funds necessary to procure 
cases for the proper display of the various objects forming the museum. 

“ The Dark Rooms, etc. 

“ In order to meet a request that the dark rooms shall be available 
until a later hour than at present, the council have decided that an 
extension of the hours may be granted under special circumstances upon 
application to the hon. sec. If is hoped that this arrangement will meet 
present requirements. Under the existing regulations, the rooms are 
open daily from 10 to 4, except on Saturdays, when the hours are 10 to 1, 
and on Wednesdays from 10 to 8. On meeting nights the rooms may be 
used until 10 p.m. 

“ An enlarging lantern is now being made for the Society, and an 
enlarging room 4will shortly be available for the use of members. At the 
outset an apparatus with a condenser of 8 in. diameter will be installed, 
whilst for the enlargement, of negatives of larger dimensions than half- 
plate the apparatus will be adaptable for use with daylight. 

“ The use of the exhibition galleries was again granted to the Traill 
Taylor Memorial Committee, on October 23rd, when Professor Silvanus 
Thompson delivered the fourth of the series of lectures on “ Zonal aberra¬ 
tion and its consequences.” The use of the meeting rooms has also been 
granted for the general meetings of the Professional Photographers’ 
Association. A request from the Rontgen Society for permission to con¬ 
duct some tests of tubes in the Society’s house was also received, and, 
permission being given, a room was set aside for the purpose. A com¬ 
mittee has been appointed to report upon the draft of a Bill which the 
Traders in Poisons Protection Society proposed to introduce. Acting on 
the committee’s report, the council intimated that, while they cannot 
endorse the draft submitted, they are in favour of and will support a 
well-considered method which will enable dealers in chemicals for photo¬ 
graphic purposes to retail them under proper regulations. The council 
have given instructions for the acquisition of portraits of past presidents 
of the Society where still possible, and for their exhibition in the 
Society’s House with those of the recipients of the progress medal pre¬ 
viously referred to.” 

Balance Sheet of the Royal Photographic Society. 

For the Year ending December 31st, 1901. 
Cash Account, 

receipts. 

1901. £ s. d. 
To Balance from last year . 

,, Subscriptions, 1900 . . 104 16 0 
„ 1901 . 867 11 6 

„ „ 1902 . 2 2 0 

,, Entrance Fees . 
,, Life Members ... . 
,, Affiliation . . 
,, Dividends on Consols. 
,, Guarantee Fund. 
,, Exhibition— 

Admissions ... ... ••• ••• ••• 269 11 0 
Catalogues . 108 5 6 
Advertisements ... ... ••• HO 0 0 
Wall and floor space . ... 232 3 10 
Commission on sales -. . 12 18 0 
Carriage . 0 9 4 
Sale of blocks .   0 8 0 

£ s. d. 
526 8 8 

974 9 6 
39 18 0 
64 1 0 

118 8 0 
19 0 7 

2 2 0 

733 15 8 
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Journal— 
Sales . 
Advertisements 

„ Carriage. 

Receipts (continued). £ s. d. 

Brought forward:— 733 15 8 
£ s. d. 

. 12 7 0 

. 90 0 0 
- 102 7 0 

. 0 1 7 

£2,580 12 0 

Payments. 

1901. 
By Assistant Secretary . 

,, ,, Clerical . 

,, House Expenses— 
Rent, £142 10s.; fire and lighting, 

£39 3s. 3d. 
Housekeeper, £115; uniform, £5 16s. ... 
Insurance, £4; rates and taxes, 

£26 14s. 6d. 
Window cleaning, repairs, and sundries 

,, General Expenses— 
Printing, £33 19s. 3d.; stationery, 

£34 6s. 7d. 
Postage, £34 5s. 9d.; do. affiliation, 

£6 16s. 8d.. .. 
Refreshments at meetings ... 
Bank charges . 
Law charges . 
Progress medal . 
Sundries . 

,, Exhibition— 
Rent, new gallery. 

* Wages, £17; lighting, £33 . 
Refreshments for soiree, judges, Press, 

&c. ... . ••• ‘ 
Advertisements, £68 10s. 6d.; printing, 

£23 Is. 3d. 
Postage, £24 12s. 4d.; clerical work, £25 
Catalogues . 
Engraving medals, 13s. ; judges, 

£5 17s. 6d. 
Lanternist, £8 8s.; frames, &c., £7 9s. ... 
Fitting electric lights . 
Carpenter’s wages and materials. 
Hire of chairs, £5 5s.; cartage, £4 17s. 6d. 
Hire of plants and sundries . 

,, Library and permanent collection ... 
,, Journal— 

Printing .- . 
Blocks . 
Reporting . . 
Translating and sundries. 

On account of affiliation ... 
Special meetings . 
Invested in Consols ... 
On deposit at bank. . 

House exhibitions 
Balance . 

120 0 0 
30 2 6 

181 13 3 
120 16 0 

30 14 6 
31 11 2 

68 5 10 

41 2 5 
8 2 0 
1 1 5 
1 6 0 
1 4 3 
8 2 11 

200 0 0 
50 0 0 

45 11 5 

91 11 9 
49 12 4 

192 14 9 

6 10 6 
15 17 0 
19 10 0 
15 7 10 
10 2 6 

9 7 6 

229 1 8 
8 4 0 
6 18 5 
3 4 4 

195 1 0 
100 0 0 

150 2 v 

364 14 11 

129 4 10 

704 5 7 
52 15 1 

247 8 5 
78 4 7 
12 13 4 

295 1 0 
7 2 3 

538 19 6 

Assets. 

1901. 
Balance at Bank . 
Property (estimated) 
Consols (nominal value) 
On deposit at bank. 
One quarter’s dividend . 
Subscriptions (outstanding estimate) ... 
Due cn account of wall space (exhibition) 

£2,580 12 0 

£ s. d. 
538 19 6 
695 0 0 
700 0 0 
100 0 0 

4 10 8 
70 0 0 
10 0 0 

Liabilities. 

1901. 
Harrison, Journal .. 
Due to affiliated Societies 
Enlarging lantern on order . 
Catalogue of library .. 
Balance. . 

£2,118 10 2 

£ s. d. 
25 0 0 
72 10 3 
25 0 0 
40 0 0 

1,955 19 11 

£2,118 10 2 

Geo. Scamell, Hon. Treasurer. 
We have examined the foregoing account and have compared the same 

with the vouchers m the hands of the treasurer, and find the sa e 

correct. 

January 18th, 1902. 

Frank E. Seary, 
Wm. E. Dunmoke, Auditors. 

LONDON AND PROVINCIAL PHOTOGRAPHIC ASSOCIATION 
January 30.—Mr. R. P. Drage in the chair. 

Mr. W. Thomas opened a discussion on actinometers and their us. 
referring, m the first place, to the paper by Mr. Randall that had been 
read a month or two before. Actinometers, he said, could be divided 
into two distinct classes: one, in which an average has been worked 
out by repeated tests and development, taking the form of the exposure 
tables. Such an aid was more or less useful, but to anvone who 
required that his exposures should be reasonably successful,” and thai. 
blank failures should be of the lowest proportion, it became a matter 
of importance that the guide upon which he relied should be reliable in 
the best sense of the word. Every set of exposure tables he had been 
able to put hands upon always had a fatal fault, and they were such as 
he would be very loth to depend upon if he valued his work at all 
He thought he need only refer to one of the records shown by Mr. 
Randall to induce all who placed any reliance upon these tables to re¬ 
examine the question before going further. It w'as a record covering a. 
long period of light action on a normal standard sensitive emulsion°on 
paper, but it showed that extreme variations were occurring incessantly 
m the light action during a time Of day when it might be ordinarily 
and reasonably taken that the light was of a somewhat standard 
character. These fluctuations of light activity occurred not at given 
times of day or year,_but all through the day and year. The danger of 
basing exposure tables upon, averages of these records was manifest. 
He preferred, therefore, to base his exposures upon that second class 
of instrument which gave the result of an actual test of the light itself 
the moment before exposing the plate. The actinometers before him 
were all of that character. As regards the difficulty of matching the 
exposed paper with the standard tints in this class of actinometer” due 
to fluctuations in colour as the atmosphere is moist or dry, he believed 
that quite recently Watkins had produced a paper that was reasonably 
permanent in character. The mere use of an actinometer of this class, 
however, was not all. When the light was tested one still had to apply 
the information thus gained before the exposure was to be read. One 
had to learn to decide when a subject could be called one of an 
average strength, and, lastly, when it could be similarly' classed as regards 
colour. Mr. Thomas showed at this juncture three sketches, the first 
being one that would come under the term normal in the photographer’s 
understanding. The exposure suggested by the actinometer test and 
calculations would be about correct for such a subject. The building 
up of a subject, however, must be taken to exercise a strong bearing 
upon the requisite exposure. Whether loosely built or closely compacted 
together was a vital question. The next sketch was of a subject which, 
under ordinary conditions, would require about half of the exposure 
required for the first; while the third, a panoramic view with no near 
objects, would require still less. What applied to landscapes such as 
these applied also to marine views, and here Mr. Thomas put in three 
typical sea pieces, which he again styled normal, medium, and abnormal 
as regards exposure required. The first sketch—waves and a cloudy 
sky—was the starting-point of normal. The second, sketch differed in 
the presence of a barge at anchor. As a rule, photographers took no 
account of the non-actinic colour of such an object, with the result that 
its rendering was heavy and untrue, whereas the exposure to be given 
should have been based upon the presumption that the barge was to 
oe rendered at its proper value. In another sketch, representing a squally 
day with a boat in the distance, everything was of an uniform grey 
tone, so that colour was less troublesome a factor, and the presence of 
the boat need not be taken into account. So much for strength of 
subject. The other factor to be accounted for was colour, and at this 
stage two oil sketches were displayed as typical of open landscapes. 
Yet, while being both open landscapes, the exposure that would admir¬ 
ably suit the one would be absurdly insufficient for the other, so dif¬ 
ferent were they in the prevailing colours. Mr. Thomas proceeded to 
describe some tests of plates of different colour sensitiveness, and, in 
concluding his remarks, said that it was purposeless to suppose that one 
could separate any one part of his work from the others. Everything 
had to proceed together, and therefore the bearing of colour, strength of 
subject, and so forth, upon the adaptation of the actinometer as a 
guide to exposure was far-reaching. As regards colour alone, it was 
very important, because he looked to the time when they would havt 
papers that were sensitive to more rays than ordinary bromide paper, 
similar, in fact, to the present dry plates, and thus acquire the power to 
gauge the exposure required from the point of view of colour as well 
as luminosity of subject. ^ ,, . - 

Mr. P. Everitt, speaking of the Hurter & Driffield form or actino¬ 
meter, said that he found it very satisfactory. As regards the \\ at kins 
meter and others of its kind, it had to be borne in mmd that the light 
test given was for the time that was past, and not for the time during 
which exposure was proceeding. With the H. & D. system one had. 
truly, to make a calculation of the light, but that calculation was made 
at the instant of exposing, and therefore more likely to be reliable 
The H. & D. system was spoiled, as regards general use, by the fact 
that it was dealt with in papers of a scientific instead or a populai 
character: but if the instructions with the instrument were read, any¬ 
body could easily follow the system, which had a more solid basis than 

WMu A. Mackie said the essential difference between the H. & D. system 
and that of Watkins was that in the latter an actual test ^he light 
value was made, and from that the exposure was calculated, whereas in 
the H. & D. system the exposure for a particular subject is calculad 
and the light guessed. He thought that a combination ot t e - 
terns would be the best solution of the pioblem. . mafter 

Some further discussion ensi ed regarding the contusion m the master 
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of the H. & D. marking of plate speeds by different makers. Mr. 
Everitt, criticised a recent work of Dr. J. M. Eder, of Vienna, in which 

■he dealt with a system of actinometry that was practically that of Hurter 
Driffield, while withholding everything that would credit them with 

ithe initiation of the method. He described the method as H. & D. 
'■Oexiaaiiised., and thought that some protest should be made. 

PHOTOGRAPHIC CLUB. 

JfANrcARY 29.—Mr. W. R. Stretton in the chair. 
The hon. sec.,, in drawing attention to his programme, alluded to the 

.■gratifying fact that, since the reduction of the subscription to half-a- 
;guinea, there had been an accession of twelve new members. He again 
urged upon the members that if every one amongst them would intro¬ 
duce but one new member the new policy of the Club would be amply 
Justified. The faet that visitors also were always welcome at the meet¬ 
ings of the Club was one to which, he said, he could not give too much 
.prominence. 

Mr. J. W. Zaehnsdorf accompanied an exhibition of slides with a few 
■comments on the very appropriate relationship between 

The Rod and the Camera, 

As a fisherman and photographer of many years’ standing, he had 
Ijeen able to prove the fact that the pursuit of fishy sport brought one 
into contact with charming scenes that the ordinary photographic tourist 
never ehaneed upon. All the photographs shown were taken by himself 
or one of his sons when on fishing excursions. Mr. Zaehnsdorf’s remarks 
wens of a particularly racy nature, not entirely free from the spirit of 
exaggeration which piscatorial pursuits, above all others, are supposed 
to induce in mankind. The pictures were of a wide variety of subject, 
and embraced salt as well as fresh water views in Ireland, Devonshire, 
Deal, and nearer home. 

Afc fche close of the photographic part of the evening’s entertainment 
Sie showed upon the screen some specimens of scales from a variety of 
large and small fresh-water and salt-water fish. Some of the scales 
Rad been stained, the better to show their structure, and the instructive 
comments that accompanied them were very welcome. 

A hearty vote of thanks to Mr. Zaehnsdorf closed the meeting. 

•-♦-- 

CAMERA CLUB. 

Ok Monday, the 27th ult., the subject brought before the Club was that 
©f acetylene gas, and Messrs. Woodhall and Wyndh.am, members of the 
dub, shared the duties of lecturer between them. The first-named gen¬ 
tleman opened the ball by giving a resume of the history of acetylene, 
from its discovery in 1836 by Davy, to the synthetical production 

■of calcium carbide between the poles of the electric arc. He showed how 
analysis of the gas gave 92.3 per cent, carbon and 7.7 per cent, hydro¬ 
gen, and explained that acetone would take up 30 volumes of it. It 
was at one time suggested that the gas should be stored in this form, 
Tbut one or two serious accidents gave warning that it was unsafe, and 
;the mixture is now forbidden to be made. The lecturer next alluded 
to 'various experiments by Prof. Vivian Lewes, showing that the gas 
•combined with several different substances with interesting results. 
The same experimenter had, by photometric trials, decided the light- 
giving value of acetylene as compared with sunlight, incandescent gas¬ 
light, etc. Particulars of these experiments are contained in the Cantor 
lectuxfcs given a year or two back by Prof. Lewes. 

The synthetical production of calcium carbide dates from 1892, when 
"Wilson procured it in the electric furnace instead of the metallic calcium 
■which he hoped to find. Since that time large works had been installed 
in various countries for its commercial exploitation. There were exten¬ 
sive works at Leeds, and at the Falls of Foyers in Scotland. Central 
Europe found a home for many such factories, and large works were 
also to be found at Sweden. 

Calcium carbide had Its over-zealous friends as well as its enemies. It 
was perfectly safe if* ordinary precautions were taken to keep it free 
from water, or damp in any form. There was no substance more greedy 
of water. By adding acetylene to oil-gas in the proportion of 20 per 
cent, the illuminating power of the oil-gas was doubled. He believed 
that acetylene had a great future before it, especially in country places 
where there was no coal gas, on board yachts, and for replacing oil- 
lamps on steamers. 

It now fell to Mr. Wyndham to describe the different forms of genera¬ 
tors and lamps which crowded the lecture table, some of which were 
shown in action. He divided these into two classes—automatic and non¬ 
automatic generators. In the automatic class the space for gas is 
'limited, and therefore there must be some device for bringing the carbide 
away from the water wlien a certain quantity of gas has been evolved. 
In the non-automatic form of generator the containing vessel will hold 
tilie entire charge of gas which the carbide supplied to it will yield. 

The essential points to attend to in dealing with the generation of 
ihe gas comprised low temperature, low pressure, and complete decom¬ 
position. The lecturer proceeded to point out how these conditions 

•■could he assured in generators of proper construction. Theoretically, 
■one pound of carbide required for its full decomposition only half-a-pint 
of water, but, practically, much more liquid was required, principally 
Because the operation was attended by the evolution of much heat. 
There were two ways by which calcium carbide could be treated, which 
rendered its use far more convenient than it would be otherwise. In 
the first of these the carbide has deposited upon it what the lecturer 
•described as a hydro-carbon skin, but he did not explain the process 
E»y which this result is brought about. By the other system the car¬ 

bide has added to it glucose, forming with the water a saccharate of 
lime. Calcium carbide so prepared is almost indestructible, is much safer 
to handle and to carry about from place to place. 

Many questions greeted the lecturers at the close of their remarks, 
principally dealing with details of no general interest. Mr. Humphery, 
who occupied the chair, had used one form of lamp shown, on htg 
yacht on the Norfolk Broads, and he spoke highly of its efficiency and 
of working. He also had a high opinion of a certain signalling lamp 
for the use of soldiers in the field. This was a bullseye lantern, com¬ 
prising a generator for the acetylene and a convenient form of shutter 
in front. A hearty vote of thanks to the lecturers brought the proceed¬ 
ings to a close. 

Mr. Cyril Davenport is always worth listening to, and is therefore 
able to secure an appreciative audience, even when the climatic conditions 
are as unsympathetic as they were on the last Monday of January. His sub¬ 
ject, “ Rings and Brooches,” was not one which appealed to everyone, 
but there is no doubt that several of his audience were attracted by the 
beauty of the photographic illustrations; for Mr. Davenport has the 
way of going at any subject which he takes up with the vigour of an 
enthusiast, and illustrating it in unique fashion. That is to say, he 
obtains photographic transparencies from the original objects and 
colours them by band by a process peculiar to himself. In this way he 
obtains very remarkable effects upon the lantern screen, and his 
audience may be said to be far better off with such pictures than if 
they had the original objects before them, for the pictures he shows are, 
in the process of projection, both highly magnified and brilliantly illu¬ 
minated. 

It is always a matter of interest to trace back the origin of any 
article in common use, to see how necessity for it arose, and to watch 
its gradual evolution from primitive forms until it reaches its modern 
perfected shape. We can trace such a growth in the brooch. When 
savages began to clothe themselves with the skins of animals, the 
necessity arose for some kind of fastening, and the pin, made of a 
fishbone or of wood, came into common use. Later on, bone pins 
gave place to pins of metal, and possibly many a prick and stab was 
suffered before it occurred to some inventive mind that the point of the 
pin might be protected by a chain or other device depending from the head 
of the contrivance. Hence, the pin gradually assumed the form of a brooch, 
and we may note that the common hursery or safety pin was, in the 
process of evolution, fashioned many thousands of years back. Mr. 
Davenport showed photographs of these early contrivances, and demon¬ 
strated in a very interesting manner their gradual elaboration, some 
of the examples being fine specimens of the goldsmith’s and jeweller’s 
art. More particularly was this seen in the handsome shoulder brooches, 
three or four inches in diameter, which have been found in various 
places and are greatly prized by collectors. 

With regard to rings, Mr. Davenport pointed out that there was some 
difficulty in classifying them, and he had adopted a classification of his 
own. He roughly divided them into rings “ official and rings per¬ 
sonal,” and these were again reduced to many sub-headings—the official 
rings, for example, including ecclesiastical, military, coronation rings, 
etc., and the personal comprising a. number of different kinds too 
numerous to tabulate. 

It is curious to reflect that the use of jewellery in the form of rings 
was long anterior to the adoption of clothing. Mr. Davenport did not 
venture on the suggestion that Mother Eve wore a nose-ring, or ear¬ 
rings, or toe-rings before she took to vegetarian raiment, but he was 
confident that savage humankind in general made use of such adorn¬ 
ments before they began to run up their primitive milliners’ bills. Before 
the use of metals and precious stones became comparatively common, 
these rings were comprised within narrow limits, but later on they were 
elaborated, both in design and with regard to wealth of material, until 
they assumed very gorgeous proportions. Some of the ecclesiastical or 
papal rings were of a huge size, for they were designed to be worn 
outside a "thick glove. Most of these had a big sapphire as its principal 
feature, the cold colour of that gem stone being typical of the frigid 
attitude of the wearer towards all worldly temptations. The photo¬ 
graph of the coronation ring placed on the finger of our late lamented 
Queen aroused much interest. Here again the principal stone was a 
huge sapphire, but it was bridged by a St. Andrew’s cross made of 
rubies. By some mistake the jeweller made it only big enough to go 
comfortably on the little finger, but the archbishop insisted that it 
should, according to ancient custom, be placed upon the middle finger. 
This was done, but at the cost of much suffering to the poor Queen, 
•who, after the ceremony, had to place her finger in ice water before the 
ring could be removed. . 

Many such interesting anecdotes in Mr. Davenport s discourse served 
to give point to his remarks, just as the gems in the rings which he 
showed gave sparkle to the goldwork. We understand that he will 
shortly give an extended review of the same subject, in the form or 
a Cantor lecture, at the Society of Arts. 

CROYDON CAMERA CLUB 

The above Club's lantern show, held on Wednesday evening, 29th ult., 

drew a good attendance at the Public Hall, Croydon. 
The President (Mr. Hector Maclean), as usual, acted as spokesman 

for the slides, and generally “bossed” the show. In the first part 
notable sets were those by the following:—Councillor J. Noaks con¬ 
tributed a most interesting series, taken in connection with the Photo¬ 
graphic Convention, illustrating the Oxford Colleges and Warwick Castle, 
etc. Mr. Maclean was represented by a series of focal plane shutter 
studies representing diving, leaping, tennis, etc. He explained a 
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they were taken with a Goertz-Anschutz hand camera, using an extra 
rapid Ilford plate, some of them receiving as little as l-600th of a second. 

A number of remarkable science photographs, lent by Sir Henry True¬ 
man Wood and Professor Worthington, aroused much interest, as well 
they might, picturing, as some of them did, photographs of phenomena 
invisible to the eye, taken in 3-l,0Cl0,000ths of a second. 

In the second* part the chief points of attraction were Mr. H. E. 
Holland’s refined pictorial scenes taken in Devonshire, Yorkshire, and 
on the Rhine, and Mr. J. Gregory’s splendidly-rendered cacti and orchids. 
Other members who were worthily represented were Messrs. Thorp, 
Aris, Harpur, Tallack, Edgar, and Kenneth Mees. 

Part the third was occupied bj a really brilliant exposition by Mr. T. 
K. Grant of the Lumiere tricolour process applied to lantern trans¬ 
parencies. Mr. Grant, in unusually clear and commendably condensed 
language, explained the underlying theories of the process, and also 
-described how the photographs were produced. The examples which 
were shown on the screen were, without doubt, the best which have as 

i vet been exhibited in Croydon, and the audience, by their frequent 
applause, indicated that they were much pleased with these delightful 
-colour photographs. At the termination of Mr. Grant’s display those 
present approved of a hearty vote of thanks by unusually sustained 
applause. 

SOUTHSEA AMATEUR PHOTOGRAPHIC SOCIETY. 

There was a very large attendance at the Southsea Amateur Photo¬ 
graphic Society’s Rooms in Pembroke road, last week, when the medals 
for the year were presented by the Mayoress (Mrs. W. T. Dupree). 
There were also present the Mayor (Mr. W. T. Dupree), Mr. G. Lewis 
.(President of the Society), Colonel Barrington Baker, Dr. Newby, and 
others. The first part of the programme was a lecture given by Mr. 
W. F. Slater, late secretary to the South London Photographic Society, 
who gave an interesting account of a journey up the Rhine, which v/as 
taken by that society some time ago. The views were much admired, 
-the splendid scenery and Germany’s beloved river showing up extremely 
well in the photos. In the interval, Mr. G. Lewis introduced the 
Mayoress, who presented the medals and certificates. The gold medal, 
given by the ex-Mayor (Alderman A. L. Emanuel) was won by Mr. L. 
J. Steele. The other medals are very handsome, the design, which 
embraces the historic old Victory on one side, and the Borough Arms 
cn the other, being the work of the courteous and energetic secretary, 
Mr F. J. Mortimer. At the close of the presentation, Mr. Lewis asked 
fhe Mayoress to hand to Mr. Mortimer,on behalf of the members of the club, 
a handsome camera in token of their warm appreciation of the work he had 
done for them and the Society. Mr. Mortimer having responded with 
becoming modesty, Mr. Lewis proposed a hearty vote of thanks to the 
Mayoress for having so kindly consented to distribute the medals that 
■evening. The Mayor, in responding, caused some amusement by the 
relation of his experiences as an amateur photographer whilst on an 
excursion down the Mediterranean, when he spoilt a huge number of 
plates. In conclusion, he promised a gold medal to the society for 

competition in the coming year. 

NORTH MIDDLESEX PHOTOGRAPHIC SOCIETY. 

January 29.—Mr. C. H. Oakden gave a lecture on “ Architectural 
Photography.” 

In dealing with the apparatus required, the lecturer said that a revers¬ 
ing back working all round was very useful in cases where one had to 
be close up against a wall or in awkward corners. 

A rising front with a great range was necessary. To obviate the 
reflection of a bright object near the margins of the plate that one some¬ 
times gets, the framework of the back should be bevelled, so that the 
reflection is turned off inside the camera instead of on to the plate. 
The focussing screen should be ruled in squares, which helps towards 
getting the subject true on the plate. A lens of a focus equal to the 
base of the plate was very useful in this work. 

When halation is to be feared, develop quickly, and keep the image 
upon the surface of the plate 

Backed plates were essential. 
Mr. Oakden showed a large selection of prints of architectural subjects, 

and a number of slides, among which were many examples of ancient 
Irish ruins, and a fine selection from English cathedrals. 

-♦- 

Dews and Dotes. 
——♦- 

The Last Total Eclipse and the Corona.—In “ Knowledge ” for Feb¬ 
ruary, Mrs. Walter Maunder, who, with her husband, journeyed to Mauri¬ 
tius to observe the last eclipse, describes some peculiarities of the corona. 
Mrs. W alter Maunder writes:—“ The corona of 1901 was of the most 
pronounced minimum type, its form was simpler than any of which 
astronomers have had experience since 1889. This circumstance, though 
it may seem to detract from its beauty and interest,in some respects, is 
not without its advantages, as the relations of many of its details can 
be more distinctly followed and their significance better appreciated. 
Especially is this the case with regard to the structures immediately 
round the two poles of the sun’s axis. At limes of maximum, the great 
synclinal rays are found, not merely in the neighbourhood of the sun's 

| equator, but all round the limb, and the polar rays are obscured by the 
more conspicuous type of formation. But in an eclipse like that of 
last May, the polar regions are left absolutely free except for the beau¬ 

tiful and regular tufts of light which have earned for themselves the 
appropriate name of ‘ plumes ’ or ‘ panaches.’ . . . The indications of 
relief in the corona, slight though they may be, are of importance, as 
they tend to remind us that the corona, in spite of that essentially flat 
appearance which it generally presents, must in reality have a great 
extension in the line of sight. In the coronae of 1900 and of 1901— 
and we might add, also, in the more complicated one of 1898—the great 
mass of the corona was comprised in a very few striking formations of 
the character known as synclinal groups. In 1900, three of these were 
recognised; in the other two years, four. On all three occasions these 
structures had the most enormous extension, reaching on the average a 
distance of about three solar diameters from the centre of the sun. It 
is clearly not conceivable either that the structures which were visible 
were exactly where they appeared to be—in a plane at right angles to 
the line of sight—or that the moon concealed from us at the most more 
than two or three structures of similar character and extent. The pic¬ 
ture, therefore, that is conjured up to our mind of what would be 
visible to us, could we look down upon the sun and see the corona on all 
sides at once and in full relief, is that of about half-a-dozen or so of 
these monstrous excrescences distributed irregularly round the sun; 
whilst about one-tenth of the solar surface—that immediately surround¬ 
ing the two poles, would be given up to a few ‘ plumes ’—few, that is to 
say, relatively to the area engrossed by them.” 

Burnham Beeches.—Twenty years aex> the London City Corporation 
chuckled and was puffed up with pride. It had “ blockhoused ” the 
ubiquitous villa-builder out of Burnham, and the famous Beeches, pride 
and glory of our last remaining true forest lands, were safe within an 
area of 380 acres, dedicated to the public for ever. To-day this same 
Corporation is allowing the delicious wilderness of copse, sapling, under¬ 
wood, and giant tree to be tinkered at by someone who has a taste for 
the Noah’s Ark forest of red spindles and nice round or conical tops 
painted green; or mayhap he is smitten by the charms of a Dutch 
polled avenue laid out with a T-square and spirit-level. A Press inter¬ 
viewer got a gentleman who knows his beeches and his beauty spots of 
English woodland by heart to utter caustic sentences on the lines indicated, 
only with more “bite” in them. “The Corporation,” he said, “ after sav¬ 
ing Burnham from the moths are letting it be destroyed by vandals. ' 
Someone with a fad for rounded tops to trees has been meddling with 
the beeches. The process has all the simplicity of genius. “ You can't 
ha ve well-rounded tops if the trees are too close together; therefore, fell 
trees without rounded tops, and so give room for the survivors to copy 
the mushroom.” Readers of ‘ Alton Locke” know what magical duty 
can be revealed to the town dweller in even a tangle of brier-bush and 
fern and long grass. The “ expert ” improvers of Burnham go on the 
line of bill-hooking out of existence brushwood, undergrowth, “ and all 
such rubbish, which can never make good timber. Also hew down a 
dozen graceful birches to ensure better chances for one beech sapling.” 
To destroy the birch, that slender pillar of glistening silver or warm 
crimson, is to wipe out a part of the delicate charm of Burnham. Birch 
trees, however, are desperately stupid. They do not develop well- 
rounded tops. Hence they are going in cartloads to the timber dealer. 
The Press artist informant was wild. He wants to know if the public 
desire the “ vagrom freedom ” of Burnham Beeches and the preservation 
of such an unique relic of Saxon days, or if taste runs to weird round- 
top trees at so many paces intervals. If the former, he calls on the 
public to protest loudly against this spoliation of our matchless forest 
ere it had been cut and carved down to the level of a suburban front 
garden. We do not want a park at Burnham. It is expected that th« 
Royal Academicians will at their meeting this week raise the voice of 
the artist against the “trimming” process, and appeal to the Cor¬ 
poration.—“ Staines and Egham Times.” 

-•>- 

Patent Peu>$. 
-♦- 

The following abridged description is specially drawn for the British 

Journal of Photography by Messrs. Hughes & Young, patent agents. 
55 and 56, Chancery Lane, London, W.C., who will give advice and 
assistance free to our readers on all patent matters. 

Patent Applications.—No. 1,130—J. H. Dallmever, Limited, and Edgar 
Clifton, Chancery Lane. “ Improvements in photographic cameras 

No. 1,145.—John Henry Smith, Chancery Lane. “ Improvements in pho¬ 
tographic exposure meters.” 

No. 1,178.—John Edward Thornton, Rokebv, Altrincham. “Improve¬ 
ments in the manufacture of cameras.” 

No. 1,225.—Erich Ehlermann, Chancery Lane. “ An improvement in the 
production of grained photographic pictures." 

No. 1,977.—Charles Jesse Ashworth, Chancery Lane. “Improvements 
in photographic camera apparatus.” 

Patents Illustrated.—No. 15,767.—Stands, photograph and the like. 
Patentee: H. Allday (trading as Horton & Allday), Warstone Lane, 
Birmingham , 

A frame or stand for displaying pictures, photographs and the like has 
an opening to receive the photograph, etc., the opening being closed at 
the rear bv a hinged or jointed backing. The backing is provided at the 
centre with an aperture, in which is fitted a disc to which the leg ot 
support is hinged, the disc having a flange or flanges at one or both 
sides, and being adapted to be rotated so that the frame may rest wit a 
the longitudinal axis in the vertical or horizontal position. The aisc may 
be square or it may be replaced by a bar having its ends curved to the 
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same radius as the bearing aperture, and more than one leg mav be used 
Ihe hinged end of the leg is bevelled to serve as a stop. 

No. 17,429.—'Tripod camera-stands. Patentee: G. W. Hall, 221 E Street 
Northwest, Washington, Columbia, U.S.A. 

Relates to a ball-and-socket joint for the top of a tripod stand to 
enable the camera to be set at any required angle. The ball to which 
the camera is attached by the screwed peg is placed in a cup fixed to the 
head of the tripod stand. When the camera is set at che required angle, 
it is clamped by a lever pivoted to a ring forming the top of the cup.’ 
the lever being actuated by the cammed end of another lever. A modi¬ 
fication is described, in which the ball is gripped between the pivoted 
levers. 

No. 17,531.—Photo-mechanical printing. Patentee: A. Brandweiner, 20, 
Sudstrasse, Leipzig-Oetzsch, Germany. 

Relates to a method of producing half-tone negatives or positives for 
photo-mechanical printing. The effect is produced by gradually enlarg¬ 
ing and reducing the lens diaphragm during exposure, the usual hatch¬ 
ing-screen having been placed in front of the photographic plate in the 
camera. The aperture of a diaphragm of the iris type is regulated by a 
ring with a toothed periphery into which the toothed end of a lever 
gears. The lever is pivoted and is actuated by a peg which can be 
clamped at different distances from the axis of a uniformly-rotated disc. 
The time in which the diaphragm is opened or closed is regulated by 
setting the pin by means of the scale alongside the slot, or by changing 
the starting-point of the disc by means of the curved scale on the top. 

No. 17,986.—Patentees: A. A. Borooks and G. A. Watson, both of 23, 
Tower Buildings, Liverpool. Relates to a change box or dark 
slide chiefly applicable for use with films, but which may also be 
used with plates. 

The films are placed in an inner box or envelope, the lower end of 
which is normally closed by a removable cap. The envelope or is pushed 
into a box or shutter, and fastened by a screw and nut. The box slide 
in the outer frame of the change box or dark slide, and acts as a shutter 
by closing the exposure opening in the front of this frame. The front 
film has a perforation near the bottom, a little to one side of the centre 
line. 
No. 18,007.—Photography. Patentee: Kodak, Limited, 43 Clerkenwell 

Road. Relates mainly to folding cameras, in which the lens is 
adjusted upon the door hinged to the frame. 

The lens frame is adjustable vertically upon the uprights by spring 
humbs, catches engaging with the annular grooves. The lens may be 
placed in a central position by placing the lower end of the springs in 
the notches. The uprights are carried by a slotted plate, which may be 
adjusted laterally on the carriage. The plate is clamped by a loose cam- 
plate, which may be rotated slightly between the grooved head of a pin 
and a fixed plate. The cam plate is rotated by a spring lever with a 
thumb-piece. The carriage slides longitudinally on the plates, which are 
fixed together, and is clamped in position thereon by cam-plates on the 
pin in a similar way to the plate. A tubular screw with a milled head 
clamps the way. 

Correspondence. 
Correspondents should never write on loth sides of the paper. No 

notice is taken of communications unless the names and addresses of 
the writers are giren. 

* We do not undertake responsibility for the opinions expressed by our 
correspondents. 

THE SALE OF POISONS. 

To the Editors. 

Gentlemen,—It is not improbable that a Government Bill will be 
introduced into the House this session dealing with the sale of poisons. 
Under the Pharmacy Act of 1868 no one is allowed to sell any of the 
poisons enumerated in the Act unless he is a pharmaceutical chemist, 
under a penalty of £5, which goes into the pockets of the Pharma¬ 
ceutical Society, and that body is always on the alert to enforce its 
rights, as many photographic dealers and others know to their cost. 
The Privy Council have now appointed a Poisons’ Committee to take 
evidence on the subject and report. The committee1 is composed of the 
following gentlemen :—Sir Herbert Maxwell, M.P. (chairman), Mr. 
Alex. Cross. M.P., Professor T. E. Thorpe, Professor W. A. Fielden, 
Dr. Thos. Stevenson, Mr. William Martindale, and Mr. J. H. Harri¬ 
son, of the Privy Council Office. The Pharmaceutical Society have 
presented witnesses for examination before the committee, so have 
the Traders in Poisons and Poisonous Compounds for Technical and 
Trade Purposes Protection Society. Several independent skilled 
witnesses, and departmental witnesses, have also been examined. Last 
year you called attention to the formation of the latter society and 
its objects, and that it had framed a Bill for presentation to Parlia¬ 
ment. The object of this Bill was to enable anyone, duly licensed 
by the Privy Council, to sell poisons employed for trade or technical 
purposes upon his complying with the terms of the Pharmacy Act of 
1868, as regards entry in books kept for the purpose, labelling, etc., 
precisely the same as the pharmaceutical chemist has to do. One 
cannot well see that any person, duly licensed, cannot do this as 
well as a pharmaceutical chemist, when the poison is required for 

trade or technical purposes, and not for therapeutic or medical use 
for the preparation of medicines. Of course, the Pharmaceutical 
Society do not look with favour on the proposal, as it will t,,k. itwav 
from the chemists some of the monopoly they now enjoy. Plu.to- 
graphers and many others would not be sorry to 11,,>. or a - niilar 
Bl,U\carried; as they would then be enabled to obtain such 
scheduled poisons as they require for their work at a more moderate 
price than they now often have to pay for them to pharmaceut 
chemists.—I am, yours, etc., 

t „r ,nAO A Photographer axd Dealer. 
January 25. 1902. 

B [Thus ietter was unavoidably held over from last week. Eds, 

n , To the Editors. 
Gentlemen —I have received Mr. Dobbs’ long letter, and though 

I .earnestly desire to see established soon absolutely free trade in 
scientific and technical poisons, I desire to state why I dc: not 
see my way to support the movement with which this gentleman 
is associated. He proposes to substitute one monopoly for another. 

e proposes to license and register lion-pharmaceutical retailers of 
porous in sealed packages. He advances the plea of the safety of 
the public with the same ardour as the philanthropic druggists. I con¬ 
tend that there are far more casualties through the sales of poisons 
by druggists than there are by all the wholesale and retail sales 
of poisons for scientific and technical purposes. There is no additional 
safety conferred on the purchaser of a bottled or sealed poison by the 
benediction of a druggist or a licensed grocer. 

Ihe danger lies in the careless and ignorant handling of the pobon 
after purchase. Neither the Privy Ccuncil nor the Pharmaceutical So¬ 
ciety can prevent the free access of the public to poisons whenever it 
wants them, nor can these august institutions, with all tin ir powers,very 
materially help or hinder the education of the public in their proper 
use. Ihe same risk attaches to a poison whether sold in a sealed 
package or in bulk. It becomes bulk when the package is broken 
for use, and to the user, his family, or his assistants it matters not 
what manner of vendor sold it when an accident happens through 
its misapplication. I am for no half-measures. It is only when a 
united effort is made by an aroused public that we shall see the last 
of the monstrously absurd monopoly now enjoyed by the druggists, 
arid we shall then have what is so much needed. 

Free Trade in Poisons. 

PLATES DEVELOPED BY TIME. 

To the Editors. 
Gentlemen,—I have read with much interest Mr. Harold BakerV 

article in your issue for January 24th. There is no doubt that 
knowing the speed of plate in use. and giving the correct exposure, 
it is possible to develop in the way Mr. Baker says. I hardly see, 
however, how the system is to be used in everyday studio work. In 
the first place, as Mr. Baker is aware, it is impossible to always give 
the correct exposure in studio work. There are so many things to 
take into account. Nervous people, children, groups, white dresses 
and black dresses, sometimes both together, sitters in failing light, 
and so on. In a busy studio one is bound to get all sorts of ex¬ 
posures in a day’s work, and a little judicious forcing or holding 
back makes all the difference at times. Then Mr. Baker says it does 
not seem to make any difference whether the developer is concentrated 
or diluted, but I think it is the experience of most operators that 
it makes all the difference in the world where strong contrasts are to 
be dealt with. Take an everyday sitter, a lady in a white dress, and 
a large black “picture” hat. In the first place what is the correct 
exposure? The bat says ten seconds, the dress says two. You can¬ 
not give both, but you must give enough to get detail in the hat. 
so to your certain knowledge the dress is ever exposed, and brains- 
mixed with your developer will remedy it. I really cannot see how 
anything but judgment can give best results in studio work.—I am. 
yours, etc., H. E. S. 

Watford, 
February 1. 1902. 

A SUGGESTION. 

To the Editors. 
Gentlemen,—I enclose a cutting from last week’s “People.” It 

seems to me a very good suggestion for any photographers who are 
dissatisfied with their lot, to start either a tobacco store or soap 
store with very little outlay.—Yours truly, 

“Wide Awake.” 
Camden Studio. 

Adjoining New Theatre, 
Cambridge, January 29, 1902. 

THE ARTIST’S REPLY. 

“ A funny story about Phil May is going the round of artistic 
circles. He received not long ago a- circular letter from an American 
business house engaged in the sale of dried fruit, inviting him to 
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compete for a prize to be given for the best design to be used in ad¬ 
vertising their wares. Only one prize was to be given, and all un¬ 
successful drawings were to become the property of the fruit men. 
After reading the circular Phil Hay sat down and wrote the follow¬ 
ing letter: — 

“ The Manager, —-- Dried Fruit Company. 
“ Gentlemen,—-I am offering a prize of half a crown for the 

best specimen of dried fruit, and should be glad to have you take 
part in the competition. Twelve dozen boxes of each kind of 
fruit should be sent for examination, and all fruit that is not 
adjudged worthy of the prize will remain the property of the 
undersigned. It is also required that the charges on the fruit 
so forwarded be paid by the sender. Yours very truly, --.” 

“ALFRED TOWER.” 

To the Editors. 

Gentlemen,—We see a correspondent enquiring for views of King 
Alfred’s Tower. Vie have photos in all sizes, lantern slides, etc., 
of King Alfred’s Tower, and numerous other views of Stourhead and 
Stourt-on Estates, etc., etc We are the nearest photographers, and 
shall be pleased to supply any views in any process or lantern 
slides at very moderate prices. Thanking you, we beg to remain 
yours truly, 

E. Goodfellow. 

47, High Street, Wincantcn, 
and Sturminster Newton, 

January 28th, 1902. 

THE PLANCHQN DAYLIGHT SPOOLS. 
To the Editors. 

Gentlemen,—We herewith send you pricelist of the Planchon brand 
of Daylight Loading Spools, which we are now placing on the English 
market. These spools would have made an earlier appearance in 
England but for the fact that the manufacturer has hitherto been 
unable to cope with the Continental demand; a difficulty which has 
now disappeared through the erection of a new factorv. The advan¬ 
tages claimed for these spools lie in the patented “ Enamelled Paper,” 
which is fully the protection to the film surface claimed, and the 
Lumiere Emulsion, which requires no recommendation from us. 
Samples, which we are now awaiting for your trial, will be sent you 
in the course of a few days. In the meanwhile we should be much 
obliged if you would do us the favour of drawing the attention of 
your readers in a preliminary notice to the advent of the Planchon 
Daylight Spools upon the British market.—We are, yours truly. 

L. Gaumoxt and Co. 

25, Cecil Court, 
Charing Cross Road, London, W.C. 

January 29th, 1902. 

STEREO-MICROGRAPHY. 
To the Editors. 

Gentlemen,—As Mr. Pringle says, the method of obtaining stereo- 
micrographs by means of a tiltable stage is ’considerably older than 
this century. Professor Wheatstone originally suggested it in the 
Transactions of the Microcopical Society for April, 1853, together 
with the alternative, but less practicable method of rotating the tube 
about the object.—I am, yours, etc., 

J. Dormer. 

January 31st, 1902. 

To the Editors. 
Gentlemen,—Possibly a few words from me may tend to set the 

tilting stage nearly level. My friend Mr. Pringle, in his felicitous 
communication in your last issue, has, I think, made a very shrewd 
guess. On referring to Dr. Beale’s excellent manual, “How to Work 
with the Microscope,” for the frontispiece of which I was responsible 
in 1864, I found several paragraphs relating to the methods for obtain¬ 
ing stereo-photomicrographs; also how I constructed my tilting stage 
on the principle enunciated by Professor Wheatstone, Trans. London 
Mic. Society. April, 1853. Mr. Pringle has quite correctly stated that 
it proved effective in the bands of your old correspondent.—Yours 
faithfully, 

R. L. Maddox. 

Greenbank, 45. Belmont Road, 
Portswood, Southampton. 

February 1st, 1902. 

MYSTERIOUS SUPPLEMENTARY" FIGURES. 

To the Editors. 
Gentlemen,—The letter in yesterday’s Journal, signed “Profes¬ 

sional,” reminds me of a similar experience which occurred to me 
some years since. Before starting for a tour, I ordered a stock of 
plates direct from the makers—a well-known firm. I tested those 
for my stand camera, and finding them quite satisfactory, omitted to 
do the same with the quarter-plates for hand camera. Fortunately, 

from a photographic point of view, illness obliged me to return home 
after having exposed only a few plates in the hand camera, for they 
developed mottled all over, and fogged round the edges. I wrote to 
the makers, suggesting that they had sent me old stock, but they 
assured me that the plates had been coated expressly for my order. 
I used the remainder of these plates for cloud negatives, exposing from 
one of the upper windows of my house. On many of the negatives 
there appeared at one end the ghost of the side of a house with, in 
some instances, a portion of the roof. There is nothing of the same 
shape near which I might have inadvertently included; and, besides, 
the clouds show through. The strongest believer in spiritualism can 
scarcely contend that there are spirits in brick walls, departed or 
otherwise. Allowing the statement of the plate makers to be true, 
there seem to be but two ways of accounting for the appearance— 
either the image was on the glass before coating, or it was caused 
by mirage; though the latter is scarcely probable, as the plates were 
not all exposed on the same day.—I am, yours, etc., 

J. Tilfor. 
231, Elgin Avenue, Maida Yale. 

February 1st, 1902. 

THE ACETYLENE ASSOCIATION. 
To the Editors. 

Gentlemen,—Under instructions from the Executive of the Council, 
I have the pleasure to hand you a preliminary copy of the book 
containing the Memorandum and Articles of Association, with li.-t 
of the original honorary members and original members of the Council. 

A perusal of this small handbook, with the accompanying printed 
resume of the proceedings in the initial stages of the Association, will 
give a general idea of the constitution and aims of the Association. 
Any further information you require I shall he happy to afford you, 
also to co-operate with you towards attaining any object in which 
we may be jointly interested with your readers.—I have the honour 
to be, your obedient servant, 

Lacey Downes, 

11, Ironmonger Lane, Secretary pro tern. 
Cheapside, London, E.C. 

January 21st, 1902. 
[An explanatory paragraph on this subject appears in another 

column.—Eds. B.J.P.] 

MESSRS. CLEMENT AND GILMER’S LONDON BRANCH. 

To the Editors. 

Gentlemen,—We beg to inform you that owing to the greatly in¬ 
creasing demand for our specialities, and for the greater convenience 
of our customers, we have found it advisable to open a show-room in 
London, and suitable central premises have been taken at 1, 2, and 3, 
Holbom Circus, E.C. We have secured the services of Mr. C. M. 
Gibson as our agent and representative.—We remain yours faithfully, 

Clement, and Gilmer. 

140, Faubourg St. Martin, Paris, 
February 3rd, .1902. 

-»- 

Answers to Correspondents. 
*** All matters intended for the text portion of this JOURNAL, includ¬ 

ing queries, must he addressed to “ The Editors, The British 

Journal of Photography, 24, Wellington-street, Strand, London, 
W. C.5 Inattention to this ensures delay. 

*** Correspondents are informed that we cannot undertahe to answer 
communications through, the post. Questions are not answered unless 
the names and addresses of the writers are given. 

* * Communications relating to Advertisements and general business 
affairs should he addressed to MESSRS. Henry GREENWOOD & Co., 
24, Wellington-street, Strand, London, II.C. 

Photographs Registered :— 

\V. B. Bates, 17, Northgate, Sleaford. Photograph of a Centenarian. 
CL Boucas, 120, Mile End Road, E. Photograph of J. Cooke. 
.1. W. Powell, 8, Swan Terrace, Penvgraig. Two Photographs of Iter. I). < . J 

VV. Roehard, Tranquil Place, Bodmin, Cornwall. Photograph of Mayor, Aimrrn ", 
and Town Council of Bodmin presenting Address. 

Copyright.—J. W. P. asks: “1. In copyrighting a photograph, does 
that reserve the sole right of publication to myself, for all sizes 
and processes? 2. Can I give permission to any person to repro- 
duce? 3. Which is right, Copyright or Registered, to mark the 
cards?”—In reply: 1. Yes. 2. Yes. 5. Both optional, and neither 
imperative. . . 

Address Wanted.—J. H. writes: “On Page 682, in your Photographic 
Almanac List of Text Books, I have tried to get ‘Artistic Ligbt- 
ing,’ by James Inglis, price 4s. 6d., but cant get it; they say 
it’s not known. Would you be kind enough to say, through your 
weekly Journal, where it can be got? —In reply: The Photo- 
Beacon” Publishing Company, Chicago, U S.A. 
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Thin Negatives. —G. Claydon. The thinness of the negatives sent is 
not due to the plate or to the developer used, but doubtless to 
the cold weather. Y hen the developer is cold, the development is 

°T’ and a ^0ug. time is necessary to get density. See that 
the developer is not less than 65 deg. F., with the remainder of 
the plates, and we have little doubt they will yield as good nega¬ 
tives as those you have done before. 

Toning Bromides.—H. H asks: “What formula would you recommend 
for toning bromides to sepia?—In reply: The hot'alum bath will 
yield sepia tones. It is as follows:—Hyposulphite of soda 
9 ounces; alum, 1 ounce; water, 100 ounces. It must be used 
warm, from 110 deg. to 115 deg. Pah. Or the DramZbath may 
be emplayed—Potassium Ferndcyamde, 20 grains; water 20 

u™nCi2rL,a4'(Jrachms. °U11Ce; 10 Per C6nt' S°lufci°n °f nitrate of 

Keeping Carbon Tissue.—“ Bichromate ” writes: “I saw your notice of 

Si Company s preservative case. Would it not do as 
weii to keep the tissue^ in a platinotype preservation case with 
L °r1 at ^ ®al?luI?|’ as f have one ? ”—In reply: The tissue would 
keep as well m it, but you would probably find a difficulty in 
unrolling it for use without its cracking on account of its dryness 

Srwiw1fltap 0f Se\caf ref®rred t0 is that the tissue is retained 

negSvJ flat> S° tliafc ^ U6ed n0t be bent Puttinff it on the 

Copyright Query.-F. H writes: “I have been requested to copy the 
enclosed photograph, but as it is marked ‘copyright’ I do not 

of1theknnhr'v.hatpt0T?0' ,Couuld you give me the present address 
Tn t^nlPUhT'v.berSn rIf n0^’ wbat would y°u advise me to do?”— 
w l■t+1iy:,iThu^h<itxPap.h -1S marked “copyright,” and we have 
but little doubt but that it is. We should not advise you to copy 
the picture until you have assured yourself that it is not copyright 
The name and address of the publishers is stamped on the mount, 
and we are not aware that they have changed it ’ 

Dissimilar Photographs on One Plate—W. E. S. writes: “I have a 

i nlatJ6 wm tW° ,dl%ent photos 011 the one Plate, which is a 
™ you kmdly state how this is obtained, and whether 

it- can be done with a ~ plate camera?”—In reply: Simply fit a 

arePaSn?eHUfthe C,amera’ as mo.st modern half plate cameras that 
are adapted for stereoscopic pictures are fitted with. Then fit 

thaS Wh?n ’iLarr!T !he Lens’ on the ^ont of the camera, so 
Tl ^ f thu ?Jate has been exP°sed the lens is slid forward, 

used °tber bak exPosed- Or a repeating back can be 

Copyright Query—“ Church’’ says: “In the autumn of last year I 
took, for a clergymen four views of a church and its surroundings, 
charging him thirty shillings for the work, nothing being said at 
nnhli6/ coPyrigbt. I now find that the pictures have been 
published m an illustrated paper, and no mention made of my 
name or my permission asked. If I were to register copyright 

oould I proceed for damages ? I expect the clergyman sup¬ 
plied the prints, as he had several copies of each.”—In reoly- Cer¬ 
tainly not You have no copyright in the photographs, as you 
were paid for taking them by your customer 

Suspected Mounts.-" Doubtful” writes: “During the last year or 
two, lots of my prints have gone yellow like those herewith, and 
I cannot make it out, unless it is the mounts. I send you three 
and shall be glad it you will kindly test them to see if they are 
the cause; and, it so, have I any claim on the firm that supplied 
them. My printer is a very careful girl, and I know the fault 
does not lie with her. —In reply: We see nothing in the prints 
to lead us to suppose the mounts are at fault; but we do not 
undertake the testing of mounts. If you want them tested you 
must send them to an expert, unless you do the work yourself. 
See leader on this subiect on another page. 

Studio Building—H At P. Writes: “I herewith enclose plan and section 
ot a studio that I have recently built (two rooms at the top of 
the house knocked into one, and a 9 by 8 feet window at 45 deg , in 
portion E in plan). I have lined portion E with half-inch boards, 
and would like to lightly stain and varnish, but am afraid I should 
X? tJouble wdh, reflections from G and H in plan. I should be 
glad it you will kindly give me your opinion on the matter. If 
you advse painting kindly state the best colour for same.”-In 
eplj- . We do not think you will be troubled with reflections from 

e vanished and stained wood. But if you have any fears on 
the subject, the wood might be painted. A darkish French grey 
would be a suitable colour for the purpose. 

Discoloured Enlargement—“ Bromide ” writes: “ I should feel obliged 
it you will kmdly let me know why the enlargement enclosed has 
gone such a peculiar colour since it has been dried. When we 
took it from the washing-trough it was, as you will see, rather 
light, but otherwise of the usual colour. We might mention that 
when the acid solution was added to the fixing bath it caused it 
to turn quite thick and milky in colour. The formula for that 
solution was 2oz. sul. soda, ^oz. sulphuric acid, lOoz. water. Half 
an ounce of this solution was added to each pint of fixing bath.”_ 
In reply: the tint is no doubt due to the fixing bath being used 
in the turbid state. In future, allow it to stand until the pre¬ 
cipitate has subsided and the solution is clear. 

Maxing an Enlarger^-A. B. writes: “Will you kindly inform me how to 
make an enlarger (daylight) ? I have a Watson’s Uplate Premier 
camera, and if possible to do it by this camera, what size can 
I enliirge to? —In reply: The simplest way is to cover up the 
wbole ot the window of a room, except a space a little larger 

Hum the largest negative to be used. Against thi. arrange tb 
back °f camera’ wdb the negative ,n the shde and .1, \ 
drawn. The image will then be projected into the room where 
an easel, carrying the bromide paper, can be arranged to receive it 
A piece ot white card may be put outside the window, at an angle 
of 45 deg., to reflect the light from the sky through the negativ. 

the ToonT™ W* * eu arge to anT Slze» according to the length of 

Studio Building—E L writes: “Will you kindly give me a few hmU 
respecting my studio and the arrangements of blind in oixh . 
get fairly good picture? 1. Studio is 20 by 12 in lnegth, 12 feet 
wide, eaves 8 feet centre 11 feet, 11 feet of side and top lml,. 
Do you consider this studio suitable for good work? 2 I find 
the top light too strong. What are the best kinds of blind to- 
I* nt0r mak? .jthe h^ht softer and give good effect? 3. What 
kind of blind do you think I should want to give a soft shadow so 
there is not so much contrast? 4. Do you consider a Cooks 
series lens 111 suitable for studio and outdoor work in general ?_ 
In reply: 1. Yes; but it is a little short for portraiture. 2. You 
do not say the aspect of the studio, but a thin, white blind will 
soften the top light. 3. For the side, a white or dark blue 
according to the aspect, 4. Yes; but it will be slower than the 
ordinary portrait lenses. 

Photo Engraving—W. B. B. writes: “Can you inform me what pro¬ 
cess is used to photograph on to copper plates, so that they can 
be engraved through the film? Also, can the carbon transfer pro- 
““ bernJased’ aud wbat would be the medium to coat the plate 

1 r • 1u ^eJ1S evidently some way to put a positive photo on to the 
plate, and it does not chip while being engraved, and it is very thinly 
coated; the film under the photo is chocolate colour. I have a 
large order to execute for an engraver, but I do not yet know 
how to proceed.” In reply: We are not quite sure that we clearly 
understand your query. By the usual photogravure process the 
iilm is etched through by a solution of perchloride of iron, the 
plate having previously had a coating of bitumen applied to it 
m the usual way, in the “ dust-box.” In this case, the film under 
the cai bon film is of a chocolate colour. If this is the process you 
are inquiring about, we should advise you to get Mr. Denison's 
work on that process. 

Opalines. Thomas Leigh writes: “ I have a difficulty in making opalines 
a"d \ sh°uld be very glad if you will kmdly"assist me. (1) I use 
Ilford P.O.P., toned as directed by the makers, and fixed. After 
fixmg and washing, I treat prints with an alum bath, as I generally 
squeeze them on plate glass. To mount them on the opaline 
glass, I first immerse prints, which have been previously dried, in 
water. When limp, I place them in a hot solution of gelatine for 
a few minutes, and after heating the opaline glass to receive 
print, I float print on to it and squeeze the excess of gelatine off, 
and place to drv.. When dry, I glue them to the plush support. 
Now, my difficulty is this. After being in stock a short time, I find 
that the print gradually leaves its glass support until in time it comes 
off altogether. I should be glad if you could suggest a remedy. 
(2) Could you recommend a good book which gives reliable infor¬ 
mation on the subject of the manufacture of opaline? I have 
several good books, including the “ Dictionary of Photograph}',” 
but none of them treat the subject very fully.”—In reply: “ (1) One 
cause of the trouble may be that the “ opaline ” glass is not 
thoroughly clean when the print is applied. We should advise 
you to omit the squeezing of the print on to glass to dry before 
mounting it on the opaline, as there is no necessity for it. If this 
glass were treated with anything to facilitate the stripping, it 
may have something to do with the non-adhesion in the final 
mounting. (2) There is no book devoted to the subject of 
“ opalines.” 
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EX CATHEDRA. 

Photographic The immense importance attained by 

Sn>One^Ure photography as the entire result of dis- 
Generation coveries during a single life is difficult 

to understand by the younger generation, 
but that it is so is well shown by an obituary notice recently 
published in America. We read that at Hastings, Hudson, 
U.S.A., the death occurred of the first person who ever sat 
for a photograph. “ This Miss Draper, an old lady of 95 
years of age, was a sister of Dr. John Draper, the 
discoverer of the process of making the daguerreo¬ 
types in a few minutes. A great sensation was caused 
in artistic sets in 1839 by the picture of ‘ Dolly 
Draper,’ with the startling information that the sub¬ 
ject only sat for about six minutes. This original pic¬ 
ture is now in the possession of the descendants of Lord 
Herschell, who became its owner at the time.” We give the 
paragraph literally, not for any historical account of the 
shortening of the daguerreotype exposures, but as showing 
the marvellous strides shown. The contrast between the 
marvellous six minutes of then and the photograph, for 
example, of a flying bullet of the present time, or, in por¬ 
traiture, of a cinematograph picture, may be called stu¬ 
pendous. 

* * * 

Different 
Action of 

upon" Chlorine s^le it is to predict results of light action 
upon one haloid salt of silver by reason 
of the results produced upon another. 
Time was when it was considered suf¬ 

ficient to indicate the actual action of light by one curve 

Modern scientific treatment of the action 
of light has shown how utterly impos- 

Silver and 
Bromine 
Silver. 

drawn upon a spectrum diagram. It has long been shown 
how misleading and false this would be if acted upon. Take 
so simple a matter apparently as sensitised albumenised 
paper. Sir W. de W. Abney long ago showed that silver 
chloride and silver albumenate were acted upon quite differ¬ 
ently by the various portions of that part of the spectrum 
once called the actinic, and these differences could be 
multiplied ad libitum. We are led to these remarks by a 
singular case in point recently described by Herr V. von 
Cordier, who, by means of a specially-constructed apparatus, 
investigated the action of bromine upon metallic silver 
illuminated by an arc light, an incandescent gaslight, and 
diffused daylight. He found that while light assisted the 
combination of silver and chlorine, it had the opposite effect 
in the case of bromine; it actually hindered the combina¬ 
tion. He further found that in the presence of carbon 
dioxide, light did not produce an evolution of bromine from 
bromide of silver. 

* * 45- 

Solubility of The extent to which the less soluble salts 
Some Silver Gf silver can be taken up by water cannot 
Compounds. be ga-(j be known with exactitude, and 

some recent pronouncements upon the subject may with 
advantage be here given. Herren Friedrich Kohlrausch 
and F. Dolezalik have ascertained these factors with regard 
to silver iodide and bromide by observing the increase in 
the conductivity of water shaken up with these compounds. 
They found that saturated solutions of silver bromide and 
iodide respectively contained 0.107 mg. and 0.0035 mg. of 
the salt per litre. These values are smaller than those 
previously obtained, but, owing to special precautions taken, 
are probably more trustworthy, especially as they are more 
in accord with electrical data obtained with a similar end in 
view. Silver sulphate inter alia has ben examined by Herr 
Karl Drucker, who, stating his results in grammolecules per 
litre, gives 2.57 x 10 2 (or, in other figures, 0.0257). This 
proportion is very slight, and it is an open question whether 
a solution of nitrate of silver will take up more than plain 
water. This is not a purely academical question by any 
means, for an excessively minute quantity of this salt in a 
silver bath for collodion plates will work great mischief. 
Many years ago we showed that the presence of sulphate of 
silver in the bath was attributable to this defect. We are not 
aware of any other experiments than those made by our¬ 
selves on this subject having been recorded, but we con¬ 
clusively showed that Mr. Henderson’s cure by sulphate of 
baryta added in comparatively large quantities was owing to 
its getting rid of the sulphate in solution, and so preventing 
its crystallising in the film. At the same time we showed 
that a few grains of the baryta salt per pint was quite suf¬ 
ficient for the purpose. 

* * 45- 

Fog'S. “Nature” for January 30th, in speaking 
of an article in the current number of the “ Nineteenth Cen¬ 
tury ” by the Hon. Rollo Russell, gives an abstract which 
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will possess great interest not only to our metropolitan 
readers, but to all interested in photographic operations 
who reside in districts liable to be invaded by the fog-demon. 
It says:—“The author, who has for many years made a 
special study of the subject, divides fogs, so far as London 
is concerned, into four classes : —(1) Damp fog or mist, 
with much cloud, from the ground up to about 1,000 feet. 
Dust particles not numerous, and town clearer than country. 
(2) Damp fog or mist, dense in country. This type may be 
slight in London, especially if the fall of temperature has 
not been great. In mid-winter the fog tends to increase 
during the daytime in town, while in the country it rapidly 
dissolves. (3) Dense dry fog, with low temperature follow¬ 
ing a very cold night. It is anticyclonic in character, and 
the lowest strata of air are much colder than the strata at 
500 to 1,000 feet. Fogs of this kind are the most serious 
and most frequent in London ; their approach can usually 
be foretold. (4) Occasionally a fog occurs after a severe 
frost, when a warm southerly wind displaces the cold air 
near the surface. This fog is most dangerous to traffic, 
being the densest. It is least damaging to health, and may 
not reach more than 50 feet above the ground.” The author 
considers that the need of the day is not so much scientific 
inquiry as administrative regulation, by which dark fogs 
might be reduced to almost harmless proportions. The 
preparation of forecasts is useful, as in the case of storms. 
Observations of the upper clouds are especially valuable in 
the prediction of fogs, but in London these clouds cannot 
always be seen; in such cases valuable data could be ob¬ 
tained by sending up a small balloon with recording ther¬ 
mometer and hygrometer. 

* * * 

Supplement- Letters in our last and previous issues 
ary Images on detail experiences which, if not common, 

8 “ are not altogether exceptional—namely, 
•a supplementary and mysterious image on the plate when 
the negative is developed. When such a thing appears 
there is usually a suspicion that the plate has been pre¬ 
viously exposed and the image not developed. One of the 
letters suggests that, in the case the writer mentions, the 
plate may have been one used for wet collodion and re¬ 
coated with the gelatino bromide emulsion. But this idea 
may be dismissed at once as being quite untenable, for the 
reason that no old collodion plates are ever used for dry 
qjlates ; they would cost too much to clean, and, moreover, 
the glass for them is always, to save time and labour, coated 
in large sizes and cut into smaller ones afterwards. In the 
old collodion days, when the glass was often used several 
times, secondary images were not uncommon. The glass 
then used was often patent plate—that is, glass the natural 
hard surface of which has been removed by grinding and 
polishing. With this the silver image at times seemed to 
sink into the glass, and, although it did not show when the 
plate was cleaned, it sometimes made itself apparent unless 
the plate had been treated with nitric acid, which always 
proved, a detergent by dissolving the silver. Many of these 
pictures were passed off as “ spirit photographs ” in the 
early days. The most probable cause—though we do not 
say it is the actual one—in the cases cited by our corre¬ 
spondents of the supplementary images is a minute hole 
somewhere in the camera which has acted the part of a 
“ pinhole camera.” We have frequently seen photographs 
—mostly interiors—in which windows, which could not 
possibly be seen by the lens, were clearly depicted in the 
picture. Modern bellows cameras that have long been in 
use, and in some cases new ones of the cheaper kind, are 
liable to have minute holes at the corners of the bellows, 
and where they exist they will always be prone to form 
supplementary images such as those referred to. 

Fahrenheit. The thermometer is to the scientific 
worker what the two-foot rule is to the mechanic- he cannot 
get on without it. Just as the carpenter measures up a piece 
of timber with his pocket rule, the physician sizes up a 
patient with his clinical thermometer, and the photographer 
with a larger edition of the same instrument, tests the 
capacity for work of the various solutions which he employs. 
Although the Fahrenheit scale is that generally used in this 
country, it is not generally known how this particular tabula¬ 
tion of heat degrees came to be established, and Sir Samuel 
Wilks has done good service in contributing to the pages of 
Knowledge a short history of Fahrenheit’s thermometer. 
The instrument was really due to Sir Isaac Newton, as a 
reference to the Philosophical Trunsactions for the year 1701 

will show. It then consisted of a glass tube filled with lin¬ 
seed oil, and its starting point was the heat of the human 
body. As the duodecimal system was then in vogue, he fixed 
this blood-heat at 12, and divided the space between it and 
the freezing-point of water into twelve parts. The boiling 
point he called 30. Some years afterwards Fahrenheit 
took up the subject of heat measurement, and, in order to 
improve upon Newton’s instrument, he divided each degree 
into two parts, so that 12 became 24. More than this, he 
found, by the use of freezing mixtures, that he could get far 
below the freezing point of water, and so he established a 
zero, and divided the space between it and blood-heat into 
24 parts, placing the freezing-point of water at 8. The boil¬ 
ing point now became 53. So matters rested for a time, when 
Fahrenheit again went to work with the idea of securing 
greater delicacy of heat registration. He now divided each 
degree into four parts, by which arrangement, it will be 
noted, he arrived at the form of thermometer now in use. 
Zero remained where it was, freezing point became 32, 
blood-heat 96, and the boiling-point of water 212. Since 
this time more accurate readings have been called for, and 
the degrees have been divided into ten, but for the general 
purposes of the photographer the old Fahrenheit scale suf¬ 
fices. We may note that the centigrade scale is coming into 
extended use in this country. But at present old-fashioned 
workers, accustomed to speaking of so many “ degrees of 
frost,” prefer to stick to Fahrenheit’s scale, just in the same 
way that they cling to pounds, in preference to kilogrammes. 
No doubt the change is bound to come sooner or later, but 
old-fashioned prejudices, like vested interests, have to be 
reckoned with, and they are not easy to overcome. 

* * * 

Spooky It is always a matter of satisfaction to get 
Photography. the direct opinion from an authority upon 

any subject round which there usually hovers an atmosphere 
of doubt. We all know that there is an association of good 
and clever people which, under the name of “ The Society 
of Psychical Research,” has taken the subject of ghosts, 
spooks, apparitions, and other uncomfortable things of a 
kindred nature, under its care. The president of this society 
may be supposed to know more about spooks and their ways 
than most persons ; moreover, the gentleman who at present 
holds that office, in the person of Professor Oliver Lodge, is, 
as a distinguished man of science, already in possession of 
knowledge withheld from most of his fellows. He it was 
who materially helped forward the discovery of wireless tele¬ 
graphy, the wonders of which far outshine anything that has 
yet been achieved by the most talented spiritualistic 
medium. We, therefore,, read his annual address to the 
members of his society, delivered last Friday at the West¬ 
minster Town Hall, with greater interest than if it had 
come from the mouth of some titled nobody. The president 
of the ghost society does not believe in ghosts, that is cer¬ 
tain. But what naturally interested us more was his opinion 
of “ spirit photography.” He confessed that he had never 
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yet seen a satisfying instance of this branch of photographic 
art. In a recent anonymous and weak book, said to be 
written by a member of the society, two such photographs 
had been reproduced, but the narrative which accompanied 
them at once suggested a trick on the part of the photo¬ 
grapher with which our readers will be familiar—namely, 
backgrounds upon which had been painted in sulphate of 
quinine vague human forms. Professor Oliver Lodge, like 
most scientific men of the present day, is doubtless in the 
habit of employing photography as his handmaid, and is up 
to all the tricks possible with the camera. The Society for 
Psychical Research, whose aim is, no doubt, to seek the 
truth, may be congratulated upon having a president who is 
not likely to be carried away by mere appearances, and who 
requires good evidence before he is convinced of the truth 
of any statement. He regards genuine cases of apparent 
materialisation as being simple mental impressions ; and 
with reference to those apparitions which are said some¬ 
times to make themselves visible at seances, tangible and 
muscular somethings, “ the simplest hypothesis was that the 
allegations were untrue.” Now', it would puzzle the most 
gifted of camera workers to photograph a mental impression, 
even a so-called “ impressionist ” could not do it; and if the 
allegations concerning the spirits which appear at seances 
are untrue, those disembodied shadows are also outside the 
grasp of the photographer. Spirit photography is evidently 
not looking up just now. 

* * * 

Subterranean Visitors to the Ardennes and the Valley 
Photography. 0f the Meuse seldom fail to find their 

way to the famous Grotto of Han. Few realise that there 
is such a fairyland within ten hours’ journey of Charing 
Cross, but the grotto is only two hours distant from Brus¬ 
sels, and the journey thither can, therefore, be covered in 
the time named. Should any scene-painter have exhausted 
his imagination in trying to depict the region “ where fancy 
was bred ” he would do well to undertake this short 
journey, for at this subterranean paradise he will be able to 
gather material for any number of fairy scenes. He could 
even gain inspiration from a little booklet which has re¬ 
cently reached our hands, entitled “ The Wonders of the 
Grotto of Han,” for the book is well illustrated with 
several capital photographs. Some of these have evidently 
been taken by magnesium, and others by means of the 
electric light, which now illuminates the principal galleries 
of the cavern. They are the best pictures of the kind which 
we have seen, and the question occurs to us;, Why is not 
something of the same kind done in connection with our 
own British caves ? Although we cannot boast of such a 
series of wonderful caves as those which are grouped 
together in the Grotto of Han, there are many in Yorkshire, 
and especially in Derbyshire, which are well worth visit¬ 
ing. One of the latter is of such a size that a rocket fired 
at the base of the chamber fails to touch the roof, but such 
illustrations of them as have come under our notice are in 
the shape of engravings or water-colour drawings, and it 
would seem that an artist is never more tempted to draw 
upon his imagination rather than upon respectable card¬ 
board than when he attempts to pourtray one of these under¬ 
ground places. Although we know well enough that a 
photographic representation of a place cannot always be 
relied upon, such a picture carries conviction with it to 
the ordinary beholder, and more visitors would be attracted 
to these show-places if the camera were employed to adver¬ 
tise them. If it be possible to photograph the front of St. 
Paul’s Cathedral at midnight, as was actually done on the 
last night of the year, by means of a powerful flashlight, 
these caverns should present no great difficulty to a pains¬ 

taking photographer. And even if it were impossible to 
get sufficient light for such dark interiors by flash, there is 
no obstacle to a time exposure, using a pyrotechnic com¬ 
position with magnesium or aluminium as its base. Last 
season, at the Crystal Palace firework displays, Messrs. 
Brock introduced a new feature in the form of a kind of 
aluminium torch, which gave a most wondrous light. And 
we have this firework in mind when suggesting that our 
British caves should be photographed in the same attrac¬ 
tive manner as the Belgians have'adopted at the Grotto of 
Han. 

* * * 

Gas versus At a recent meeting of the Photographic 

torCtriC L,ght Club there was some discussion with re¬ 
printing ference to a statement in a circular 
Purposes. relating to a paper that was before the 

meeting that ordinary gaslight was 
weaker than incandescent electric light. One of the mem¬ 
bers present stated that the incandescent electric bulb of 
16 c.p. was less actinic than an ordinary gas burner of 
similar power. This may or may not be the case, as very 
much will depend upon the condition of the electric bulbs. 
We all know that they materially deteriorate with use. In 
time they get coated on the inside with a film that is very 
non-actinic indeed, when they are broken the glass often 
resembles that of the “ London smoke ” spectacles worn by 
those who cannot bear a strong light on the eyes. Now that 
the “ gaslight ” papers are getting into such general use, 
the best light for their exposure becomes an interesting 
point for consideration, not so much, perhaps, with refer¬ 
ence to its actual actinic quality—for a difference of a few 
seconds more or less in saving time is of minor import¬ 
ance as compared with the constancy of the light, whatever 
form it may be. This is more especially the case with 
papers of the Velox type, when colours other than the usual 
blacks are desired—say, sepias and reds, for example. The 
obtaining of these colours is entirely dependant upon the 
exposure, and it must be uniform with each print or the 
tints will vary. The electric incandescent light varies with 
the age of the bulb ; the light is very actinic while it is new, 
but as it gets older the actinism decreases, and a much 
longer exposure becomes necessary to obtain the same 
colour in the print than is required while in its original 
condition. The incandescent gaslight is very actinic, but 
with this we meet with the same trouble as with the electric. 
The mantles deteriorate with use. The light emitted from 
a new mantle is very different from that yielded from it 
after it has been in use for a week or two, even with the 
same consumption of gas. Gaslight, when used without 
the mantle, is not constant, owing to the varying pressure 
on the mains at different periods of the day or night, unless 
some means are taken to equalise the pressure. What we 
have adopted, and we have found it answer for all practical 
purposes, is to have on the gas bracket a regulator burner, 
which costs at Sugg’s about five shillings. On this we have 
a No. 5 Bray’s fishtail burner, and on that we have placed 
a “ gas economiser,” which converts what would be a fish¬ 
tail flame into a batswing one, which is very luminous and. 
at the same time, very actinic for a gaslight. With this 
arrangement, whatever may be the pressure on the main, 
the light is, to all intents and purposes, of uniform quality 
and intensity. From practical experience extending over 
some few years we can recommend this arrangement to 
those who work much with gaslight papers, or make lantern 
slides by artificial light. Magnesium ribbon we have left out 
of the question, but it may be mentioned that when that is 
used and has long been in stock the oxide on it should be 
removed with glass or emery paper before it is ignited. 
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TWO STUDIOS. 

We recently had occasion to call on an “ old hand ” at his 
studio. The result of our visit afforded an object-lesson that 
we cannot do better than bring before our readers, especially 
at a time of the year when, in commercial parlance, “ things 
are slack ” usually. We found our friend in his shirt-sleeves 
surrounded with dark slides, apparently a new set. “ Been 
buying a new outfit?” we queried. “ No, sir; these slides 
are several years old, and have been used for some thousands 
of negatives,” was the reply; and then commenced a tirade 
upon the young men of the present day. “ They are none of 
them properly trained ; clever they may be, and, indeed, 
must be, to get on nowadays ; but for untidiness, uncleanli¬ 
ness in their dark rooms, and wherever they have a chance 
of making a mess, they can’t be beaten. Come and have a 
look round here, and then we will go to our - studio, 
where you may read, mark, learn, and inwardly digest. Keep 
your eyes open and your mouth shut, for the operator has 
not an angelic temper.” In the first studio we passed into 
the dark room. It was a picture of order and cleanliness— 
bottles orderly placed on their shelves, not one without a 
sufficient label, brief or particularising; the graduated 
measures perfectly clean and bright; every dish in a rack, 
and each quite clean; sundry boxes with chemicals, each 
clearly labelled; dry plates at hand ready for immediate 
use ; and, indeed, the whole room a picture of neatness,while 
the floor was of the proverbial kind off which, it is said, one 
could eat a meal. It was admirable, and we said so. “Now, 
as to those slides that you thought were new, if you will pick 
them up you will see they have had use, but just now I have 
been sponging off any stray marks and brushing out the 
shutter grooves, and generally giving such a ‘ doing-up ’ as 
elbow-grease and a sponge and duster will help in. When¬ 
ever we have a quiet day I go through this routine, and dust 
out the camera, re-blacking the inside every two or three 
years, and the result is they are always in perfect order and 
look nearly new. See this camera? It was new thirty years 
ago, though I had it done up by the maker when he was 
fitting some new slides a few years ago. This camera-stand ” 
(which, by the by, looked very new) “ was bought at the same 
time, but a little elbow-grease and Monkey brand have kept 
it all right, you see. But I can’t get a man who will look 
after things as I do. When I learnt my business, nearly fifty 
years ago, I had to be clean and spry. I had to keep the 
dark room clean and wash dishes and measures ready for 
my employer to use at a moment’s notice; but too often 
when I operate at my studio in-Street I have to clean 
both dish and measure before I can do any dark-room work. 
However, come along to the other place.” We entered a well- 
appointed reception-room with specimens evidently the pro¬ 
duct of an artistic mind, and we passed into the studio. It 
was well fitted with furniture and accessories, a close inspec¬ 
tion showing that a little glue and a few tacks could be used 
with great advantage to appearances, and one or two of the 
blinds had small rents in them that half an hour’s work with 
the help of a seamstress would have put all right and made 
them last twice as long as they would with the unrepaired 
rents. 

But, entering the dark room, what a contrast met us ! The 
floor very dirty and littered with wrapping paper and corru¬ 
gated slips thrown down when fiiling-in the slides, the latter 
lying higgledy-piggledy on a table, and smeared and finger¬ 
marked, some out of repair, and all looking dingy and 
second-class. The capacious sink was littered with dishes 
which, though not caked with deposit, were unfit to use till 
well washed, and there seemed almost as many of them in 
the sink as in the racks. Measures all Bad the remains of 
pyro developer adhering to them inside and out. The 

bottles of solutions were mostly without a label; some were 
on the sink, some on a shelf, and heaped up in a corner 
was a large pile of what we learnt were partly emptied boxes 
of plates, remains of particular batches, or trial boxes of 
other batches, all good plates, but allowed to accumulate till 
eventually their kind, quality, and sensitiveness would bo 
so much a matter of guesswork that the dustbin would be 
their probable ultimate fate. Coming fresh from the pic¬ 
ture of neatness we have endeavoured to describe, the effect 
was absolutely disheartening, and our friend sighed audibly. 

Some of our readers may say, “ What does all this matter 
so long as there was good work done?” It matters every¬ 
thing—economy, pleasure in the work to be done, certainty 
as to the materials to be employed, and the soothing feeling 
when working at the camera that nothing will go wrong with 
results, so far as the dark room is concerned. 

The present is a season when most operators find spare 
time on their hands, and what better method of filling up 
their leisure moments could they have than such overhaul¬ 
ing, repairing, and cleansing of apparatus as we have de¬ 
scribed? And we can assure the younger generation of our 
readers—-those who are, as it were, learning their business— 
that there is a pleasure and a comfort in working that is 
unattainable unless attention is paid to these little points 
we have indicated. We would inscribe over every dark¬ 
room door, not “ All hope abandon ye who enter here ” (as 
well might be done over the room we have just described), 
but 

“ Let order, system, and cleanliness prevail.” 

-♦- 

OX THINGS IN GENERAL. 

Photographers in this country have many things to be thankful 
for, and not the least is their comparative immunity from such 
storms of hail as that described in a recent number of tins 
journal as having occurred in Melbourne a fortnight before 
Christmas. We do have hailstorms here, but a hurricane of wind 
bearing along hailstones four-and-a-half inches in circumference, 
say two ounces each, is scarcely expected here, and, apparently, 
was somewhat of a surprise in the Melbourne studios. But that 
we do occasionally have violent hailstorms in our own country is 
a factor which should always have due consideration when design¬ 
ing a studio. The matter of £ s. d., unfortunately, cannot 
always be ignored in the matter, otherwise the simplest precau¬ 
tion would be to use plate-glass. I cannot remember any storm 
recorded which would have broken through thick plate-glass even 
in the most exposed studio. There is, however, an objection even 
to the use of polished plate glass, and that is the liability of 
some kinds to become discoloured in the light; in fact, we have 
seen shop windows in which the glass panes had taken on a com¬ 
pletely purple tinge. The effect is owing to the use of manganese 
in the glass during the process of manufacture, to get rid of the 
yellow which the presence of iron brings about. But what would 
meet all cases would be the use of a stronger sheet-glass than is 
usually employed in skylights. It can be obtained of 32 oz. to 
the foot, which is strong enough to resist nny hailstorm likely to 
occur here. Of course, the danger would be further diminished 
by making the roof with as steep a pitch as possible, which would 
have the added advantage of a more ready dislodgement of snow. 
The advantages of this form of roof will have been forcibly ex¬ 
perienced during the late heavy falls of snow we have had, and 
this is by no means a trivial matter, as it may mean the difference 
between a day or two without sitters and a day or two without 
printing, when the latter is done under glass. 

While discussing questions of studio arrangements, the dark¬ 
room naturally attracts attention, and the comfortable state of 

, affairs described by a correspondent on page 77 sounds very 
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attractive ; but a word of warning may be given. “ A Fellow 
Feeling ” describes a wonderful gas-stove, in which, according to 
his account of the makers’ representation, the combustion is so 
perfect that it is free from all noxious fumes. Such representa¬ 
tions are pure rubbish. We all know that coal-gas contains mainly 
carbon and hydrogen, and that these combine with atmospheric 
air when combustion takes place. One is ready to admit that 
the water largely produced may not be termed a “ noxious 
fume,” though unless the room were well ventilated the cold 
objects—glass bottles and negatives, &c.—would soon be coated 
with the condensed steam ; but that the products of the com¬ 
bustion of the carbon, be they in the form of either carbonic oxide 
or carbonic acid (and one or other they must be) are not to be 
termed noxious is a most misleading and dangerous statement. 
No one ought to breathe the air of a small room into which the 
products of gas-stove consumption are turned unless there is 
perfect ventilation. It might be argued that an ordinary il¬ 
luminating gas burner is open to the same objection. It is open 
to the same objection, but then the noxious products mainly 
linger in the upper-air strata of a room. Still the fumes are 
noxious; the only other ameliorating point is the greater 
probability of ventilation. A non-ventilating gas-stove in a small 
dark-room would be little better than slow poison, and might 
indeed produce death, as has happened with gas fires in a bath¬ 
room. 

In the issue of this journal for the 31st ult. is a paragraph 
which deserves the serious consideration of, I am sorry to believe, 
many photographers. The paragraph is headed “ Merchandise 
Marks Act Prosecutions,” and after describing how two shop¬ 
keepers were each fined £10 and £3 3s costs for selling 
American hams and calling them English in the one case, 
and Irish in another, pointed out that a photographer 
supplying a bromide print and calling it a platinotype 

was just as liable under the Merchandise Marks Act 
to be prosecuted, and inflicted in penalties, as the pro¬ 
vision dealer. And the offence would be greater, for the 
hams might be as good as they were described to be, but a bromide 
is far less costly, and, under certain conditions, liable to fade, 
which is not the case with a platinotype. I daresay this is a 
question which will ultimately be taken up by the Professional 
Photographers’ Association, and very properly so, for such un¬ 
scrupulousness is a disgrace to the profession, and tends 
to bring into disrepute a process of world-wide fame. From what 
I know of the members of that association, the majority, if not all 
•of them, would throw up their membership if it were shown that 
.any member was proved to have been guilty of such dishonesty 
and was not expelled from the organisation. Matters of this kind 
show the value that the work of the association may be to tho 
whole of the profession. 

There is one subject which I believe it is the ultimate intention 
•of the association to tackle, and that is the question of cutting 
prices. It is difficult to see what can possibly be done. Still, 
equally difficult matters have been successfully treated by other 
bodies. A writer to the Journal of the 24th ult. hopes that 
many readers have noticed the editor’s curt reply to a corres¬ 
pondent, who charged half-a-crown a dozen, and complacently 
sent samples of his work for criticism. I, too, hope many readers 
have noticed the editor’s reply. It is the most delightful bit of 
quiet sarcasm I have read for some time. How such a one can be 
dealt with will, I am afraid, be a little beyond the power of the 
association’s combined talents. For it is not an uncommon 
instance. As another example, let me mention a metropolitan 
jffiotographer, who does a roaring business on a Sunday only, 
and mainly at the hours when the public-houses are closed. As 
some explanation of his success, it may be mentioned that he 
usually has two barrels of beer sent up for a Sunday, and all his 
patrons have a free drink ! I could tell of another whose charges 

are not 50 per cent, above that just quoted, but who is able to 
afford, and does afford, to buy the very best mounts he can 
obtain, and all for 3s. 6d. a dozen. 

1 - It is possible that some of these cutting prices may have been 
brought about by some so-called amateurs, such as “ Sordello,” 
who the other week wrote to the editor : “ I am an amateur, 
but find that a certain amount of work can be put in my way. I 
shall, however, if the connection is to be developed, require an 
enlarger” (i.e., an enlarging apparatus). It is true “ Sordello ” 
does not propose to cut prices, for he asks where he can get a 
recognised list of prices. He wants a lot more information—in 
fact, teaching his business—does this “ amateur.” He does not 
say whether he proposes to inform the Income Tax Commissioner 
of the increase of income brought about by business being “ put 
in his way,” nor whether he will inform the Water Works Com¬ 
pany that he will be using water for business purposes. Of 
course, he will want to buy his materials at trade prices. I may 
here repeat that every man has a perfect right to do what he likes 
with his camera, but, for heaven’s sake, let him not call himself 
an amateur when he proposes to make money in this unblushing 
manner. 

The brief abstracts given from time to time of papers read at 
various societies are most valuable features of this journal, but 
one cannot help feeling sometimes that they are either too shoid 
or too long. For example, take Sir William Abney’s address at 
the Camera Club—brimful of valuable and suggestive matter. 
l"et at times the meaning is obscured in the abstract given. Thus 
it briefly states that flare-spots will appear unless the lenses are 
the right distance apart. It is known, of course, that in, say, an 
R.R. lens, if a flare-spot shows, it may sometimes be caused to 
disappear by even unscrewing one of the combinations to increase 
the distance between back and front; but when this is done the 
focus also is altered, and the essence of what Sir William was 
narrating was the need for exactitude of focus. But we really 
have the key to what, no doubt, he explained in the fact that the 
diaphragm was in a sliding tube, and the flare adjustment could 
be made by it. By-the-by, in speaking of the difficulty or in¬ 
creased expense of buying a meniscus, and recommending in lieu 
thereof a cemented plano-convex and plano-concave, I think 
that if a periscopic lens were inquired for, the increased cost (if 
any) would not equal the combined price of the two piano lenses 
named. I feel rather curious to know why Dr. Lindsay Johnson 
preferred a crossed lens, seeing that the spherical aberration with 
the deepest curve presented to the entering rays the spherical 
aberration exceeds that of a bi-convex, while with the flatter 
curve it is considerably greater. But, as I say, these abstracts 
are often too brief or too long, and if we had the ipsissima verba 
of the speakers, all difficulty would disappear. The paper 
promised by this gentleman on the suitability of various dyes 
for colour screens—coal-tar dyes, I presume, not necessarily 

aniline—ought to be of great value when published. 
Free Lance. 

-♦-- 

Disfiguring Advertisements.—Photographers are frequently annoyed 
to find that what would have been a fine landscape view is disfigured 
by an ugly advertisement of some soap, pills, ointment, or other nostrum. 
This is not so annoying to the painter artist as to the photographer, as 
he can omit it in his picture, while the latter, perforce, must include it 
or forego the picture altogether. A society has been formed here to 
attempt to prevent the disfigurement of the landscape by obnoxious 
advertisements, but, up to the present, as there is no law to meet the 
case, it has accomplished little or nothing. This advertisement dis¬ 
figurement is not entirely confined to this country, although we think it 
had its origin here; if not, it had in America. It is with pleasuie, 
therefore, that we see from a telegram from the Rhine Province, that the 
District Governor has issued orders to all the town and district councils 
in the Rhine Province and the Moselle Valley to prohibit all advertise¬ 
ments being exhibited that would spoil the views of the landscapes. 
Would that we had such an authority here, for the way that some ot the 
best views in Great Britain, if they are popular resorts, are disfigured Dy 
hideous advertisements is lamentable. Perhaps a time will come when 
things will be different. 
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TECHNICAL EDUCATION AS APPLIED TO PAPER¬ 
MAKING. 

[Abstract of a Paper read before the Society of Arts, and reprinted from its 
Journal.] 

Thf. Relation of the Chemist to Paper-making. 

I venture to think that the national prosperity of paper-making 
in this country will largely depend upon the attitude of the 
paper-maker to the chemist, and the attitude of the chemist to 
the paper-maker. As this relationship must also affect the 
educational question, I think it deserves special consideration. 
The resident chemist, or, more correctly speaking, the person 
responsible for the routine chemical work of the paper-mill, 
should exercise more influence than he is able to exert at present. 
I am strongly of opinion that, in spite of the indifference of the 
paper-maker to science, the resident chemist has beenjargely to 
blame for his non-success. In many cases the chemist is not a 
properly qualified man, he is not at all practical, he is by no 
means a disciplinarian in his work, and he seldom carries his 
work to a satisfactory issue. The chemist is too often a dabbler 
who, when he is set to work out some problem, does it in a half¬ 
hearted way. He, perhaps, succeeds on a laboratory scale, and 
is not sufficiently in touch with the practical man to be able suc¬ 
cessfully to accomplish his work on a large scale. I venture to 
think that it is a mistake for the chemist to content himself with 
a knowledge of chemistry only ; it is advisable that he should be 
a good draughtsman and have some knowledge of engineering. 
Further, it is important, if not essential, that he should have 
had a thorough drilling in the paper-mill. How often has a 
manufacturer taken a young fellow possessing a good elementary 
training as a chemist, and met with nothing but disappointment. 
It sometimes happens that a young man of this stamp will rise 
to the occasion, and instinctively acquire a technical grasp of the 
particular manufacture to which he is giving his services ; but 
such men are few and far between, and it is consequently a dan¬ 
gerous experiment to employ a man under such conditions. On 
the other hand, the chemist is often left too much to his own 
devices by the practical paper-maker. He is not called upon to 
give sufficient account of himself and his work, and is left to study 
what problems he likes. It is only when something for which 
the chemist is supposed to be responsible goes radically wrong 
that he is brought to book. The armliances at the disposal of 
the resident chemist are, as a rule, altogether inadequate for 
useful work, and as the equipment that a chemist requires for 
paper-mill work is not expensive, there can be no excuse for his 
not having what he requires. I am inclined to think that the 
chemist is partly to blame for not adequately equipping his 
laboratory for the work he has to do. 

Duties or Works Chemist. 

The foundation of the work of a resident chemist should be 
routine work, undertaken at the instance of the principals of his 
firm. The work should be carefully chosen, care being taken, 
of course, that no unnecessary work is done. There are many 
tests that should be undertaken as routine work, either daily, 
weekly, or fortnightly, as circumstances warrant. The laboratory 
should be so equipped as to render this work as easy and rapid as 
possible. Records of the tests should be kept in books, to which 
members of the firm can refer, and there is no reason why they 
should not be entered with as much regularity and precision as 
entries are made in the day book or ledger in the counting-house. 
The rapidity and precision of routine chemical work is largely 
dependent upon the choice of suitable methods. When certain 
observations become matters of every-day routine, it is possible 
so to arrange the work as to reduce labour and minimise the pos¬ 
sibility of error. An investigation should be conducted in such 
a way as to bring into due prominence the particular point re¬ 
quiring elucidation. A chemist will sometimes take too much 
pains over details that have no bearing whatever on the point at 

issue ; this, of course, is a great waste of labour. There are maiqv 
questions relating to paper-making that are extremely complex, 
and a chemist should form no judgment, except after repeat**! 
verification of his results. In bringing his results before a 
practical paper-maker, if need be, the chemist should present liis 
figures in such a way as to be thoroughly intelligible to an un 
scientific mind. The choice of work should have very careful 
consideration. In this matter the chemist should be largely 
influenced by the practical paper-maker. The work might b<- 
conveniently divided under three headings : — 

(1) Routine chemical work. 
(2) Special investigations. 
(3) Research work. 
No 1 should be undertaken first, No. 2 as occasion requires, 

and No. 3 as time and circumstances permit. Under the heading 
of No. 1 there are, I should judge, twenty lines of work applicable 
to any paper-mill. Under No. 2 must be included all special 
work that the chemist is called upon to undertake from time to 
time, such as the testing of any new process. No. 2 will be a 
greater test of the chemist’s capabilities than No. 1. The research 
work should be entirely spontaneous on the part of the chemist. 
If he has the time and opportunity, he might undertake investiga¬ 
tions on his own initiative, and he should not be discouraged from 
so doing by his employers, so long as the work in question has 
some important bearing on paper-making. My reasons for stat¬ 
ing that a chemist should be something more than a chemist are 
as follows:- He should certainly be able to do such things as 
indicate a steam engine, conduct boiler trials upon the evapora¬ 
tive efficiency of fuels, or determine the relative efficiencies of 
different types of furnaces, &c. ; unless he is somewhat of a 
mechanic, he will not be able to make special appliances required 
for his investigations, or to instruct others to do so ; unless ho¬ 
is a draughtsman, he will not be able to make his own designs or 
submit drawings to his principals. Unless he has actually been 
drilling in paper-making, he will most likely content himself by 
testing a process on a laboratory scale only. With practical ex¬ 
perience of industrial processes a man, however scientific, if 
properly balanced, will not be contented with laboratory investi¬ 
gations alone ; he will regard such work as stepping-stones only, 
and proceed to repeat his experiments on a more extended scale, 
and under conditions which obtain in practice. Then, and not 
till then, can he feel the least assurance of success on an in¬ 
dustrial scale. I have said enough in reference to the duties and 
responsibilties of a paper-mill chemist, but the primary respon¬ 
sibility appears to rest with the practical man. How is it that 
most paper-makers have no resident chemist at all, whilst others 
have men who are mere dabblers, who, absolutely devoid of 
system, do just what they like and leave the rest? Whose fault 
is it that such is the case ? I venture to think that the paper- 
makers are partly to blame for not employing thoroughly good 
men, and placing the necessary appliances at their disposal. 
Such men will be forthcoming if the paper-makers show more- 
desire to enlist their services. 
Technical Education from the Workman’s Point of View. 

Let us now regard the question of education from the working 
man’s point of view. Mr. Davis says (see paper), “It is quite- 
evident that the ordinary working man is not dependent in any 
way for the excellence of his work upon any scientific knowledge 
he may possess. It would not be fair to say that the possession 
of any scientific knowledge on his part would be a disqualification 
for his work, but in all ordinary cases he would be just as well 
without it.” However true this may be in some chemical in¬ 
dustries, I do not think it is true of paper-making. It is im¬ 
portant that the working man should have an intellectual grasp 
of the general principles involved in the particular work he has 
to perform (which is only another way of saying that he should 
have scienific knowledge of his work), however limited in scope 
that work may be. In the case of paper making, which perhaps 
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is a peculiar one, he should have more than this, for the simple 
reason that each process is dependent upon its predecessor and 
influences that which is to follow. The working man, therefore, 
in order that he may do his work well and intelligently, should 
have some scientific knowledge of the other branches of the work 
which influence his own or are influenced by his own. I am sure 
many practical paper-makers are fully alive to this. It is said 
that paper is made in the rag house ; this implies that the pre¬ 
liminary treatment of the raw material, before it receives its real 
chemical and mechanical treatment, affects the whole of the sub¬ 
sequent operations.* And yet how little the foreman of a rag 
house, to say nothing of those under him, knows of the after 
processes. Many of these workpeople, and undoubtedly with 
good reason, have not been permitted to walk through the other 
departments of the paper-mill. The same may be said of the 

boiling,” and perhaps with greater force of the “beating” de¬ 
partments. The beaterman, in my opinion, should possess a 
considerable knowledge of the processes to which the stuff is 
submitted, prior to the beating, and also (which is perhaps more 
important) a knowledge of the influence which some slight change 
in the beating will produce in the behaviour of the stuff on the 
machine, and its effect upon the qualities of the finished paper. 
I claim also, from another standpoint, that all workmen should 
be able to avail themselves of technical instruction. In order to 
appreciate their claims to technical education, let us endeavour 
to place ourselves in their positions. Undoubtedly workmen are 
ambitious of improving their positions. The boy comes to a 
paper-mill, and is put in some irresponsible position, where he 
has to do little else than manual labour. As time goes on, and 
as opportunities present themselves, he is given a “ rise,” and put 
in a better position. He is drafted, perhaps, from one depart¬ 
ment to another, and he gradually takes a more responsible posi¬ 
tion. He may in the course of his multifarious duties have occu¬ 
pied every position in a paper-mill. It is important that he 
should have the opportunity from the very commencement, not 
only in his own interest, but also in the interest of his employers, 
of obtaining a more intellectual grasp of the work he has to 
perform than he can gather from mere observation in the mill 
itself. Such knowledge must tend towards efficiency; it must 
give additional interest to work, and also it must assist a man to 
qualify himself for a better position. 

Technical Equipment. 

To overcome these difficulties, the Municipal School of 
Technology, Manchester, are setting a most excellent example by 
the erection, at a great outlay, of an installation of paper-making 
appliances on a small scale, by means of which the various pro¬ 
cesses of paper manufacture can be demonstrated to paper-mill 
workers. I am much indebted to Mr. J. H. Reynolds, Principal 
of the Municipal School of Technology, Manchester, for his 
courtesy in supplying me with details of the equipment. The 
plant is now in process of instalment, and when complete will 
comprise the following : — 

Equipment of Paper-testing Laboratory.—Microscopes, micro- 
pliotographic outfit, tearing machines, micrometers for measuring 
the thickness of papers, stoves for ascertaining the moisture in 
wood pulp, apparatus for ascertaining the resistance to folding 
and crushing, paper balances, ash balances, and numerous other 
appliances. Paper-making Plant.—Rotary spherical boiler, 
breaker, beater, stuff chest, sand-tables, strainers, Fourdrinier 
machine (to make paper 24 in. wide, wet end), two wet presses, 
two batteries of drying cylinders, smoothing calendar, slitter 
knives, reeling apparatus, re-reeling apparatus, sheet cutter, 
ordinary and friction calender, embossing calender. “ Hand¬ 
made ” Plant.—Vat, couching arrangement, special drying ar¬ 
rangement, spindle press, plate glazing calender. As far as I can 
gather from all sources, I shall be right in saying that the above 

* The same remark is often applied to the “ beating.” 

equipment is quite unique, and it is to be hoped that the Com¬ 
mittee’s heavy expenditure will receive the support that it de¬ 
serves from the paper trade in all parts of this country. I am 
informed that Mr. Julius Hubner, F.C.S., is the head of the 
paper department ; he instituted the technical classes in connec¬ 
tion with paper-making about nine years ago. I feel it only 
right to say that the trade is much indebted to Mr. Hubner for 
the enterprise and public spirit he has displayed. It was, I be¬ 
lieve, due in a large measure to his support that the Municipal 
School of Technology decided to take the bold step, originally 
suggested by Mr. Robert Marx, of erecting model paper-making 
plant for educational purposes. In order that any real and 
substantial progress can be made in the technical education of 
paper-making, it is necessary that 2>racrice and science should go 
hand in hand. To read about a process, or even to be lectured to 
about a process by a practical paper-maker, could not give the 
same acquaintance as a combination of such teaching with the 
actual working of the process itself. On the other hand, seeing a 
process carried out, or even conducting a process for oneself, on a 
commercial scale, does not necessarily convey anything like a 
full knowledge, unless the scientific principles are, at the same 
time, fully enunciated. This is powerfully urged by Kropotkin, 
who condemns the arbitrary division of society into brain workers 
and manual workers, and advocates the system known as Educa¬ 
tion integrate, in which both brain work and hand work are 
cultivated side by side. The importance of this mode of pro¬ 
cedure as far as an industry will permit it, cannot be over 
estimated.* 

It should be borne in mind that since the introduction of the 
Fourdrinier machine, the paper-maker is no longer the man who 
makes paper, in the literal sense of the word, but rather one who 
understands how to make it. The “ hand ” cannot be used in 
conjunction with the “ head,” to the extent to which it can be in 
many other industries, but, notwithstanding, the “ hand ” should 
be used to the extent of being able to operate any machine used 
in the process of paper manufacture, in addition to assist the 
understanding of diagrams and plans setting forth the full details 
of the machine, and education should extend to a full knowledge 
of the general principles of its working. It is to be hoped that the 
enterprise displayed by the Municipal School of Technology at 
Manchester will be productive of much good in this direction. 
It is quite feasible that a great deal of useful educational work 
could be done with a small paper-making machine. It is, per¬ 
haps, too much to expect that workmen would become practical 
machine men by merely familiarising themselves with the work¬ 
ing of a small machine, but they could certainly rapidly acquaint 
themselves with the general principles of the machine and the 
influence of the different factors which control the properties of 
the web of paper far more quickly by such means than they 
could ever hope tq do by acting as an assistant to a machine man 
on a big machine. With such a small machine the thickness, 
the shake, the suction, the drying, and the pressure of the rolls, 
the temperature of the stuff, and all such details could be con¬ 
trolled and rapidly changed at will, and the influence of all the 
changes could be studied in their effect upon the finished paper. 
A small machine might also be used for any class of material. 
An immense amount of useful information should be imparted by 

such means, which might prove of the greatest industrial, as well 
as educational, value. A small machine, such as that being 
erected at the Municipal School of Technology, can hardly be 
expected to do the work exactly in the same manner as a large 
machine would. I contend that this is not necessary for educa¬ 
tional purposes. We all know that there is a difference between 
a chemical reaction on a few grains in the laboratory, and the 
same reaction, when carried on on a commercial scale, but there 
is, nevertheless, a direct relationship between large and small 

“ Fields, Factories, and Workshops.” By Prince Kropotkin, Swan Sonnenschein 
and Co., Ltd. 
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operations, which can be absolutely accounted for. It is conceiv¬ 
able, therefore, that a relationship can easily be established be¬ 
tween operations of a small paper machine and those of a large 
paper machine, so that valuable and practical deductions can be 
arrived at even in the event of the small machine affecting the 
stuff somewhat differently. The Municipal School of Technology, 
Manchester, and also the engineers, Messrs. Hemmer Brothers, 
are to be congratulated on this very bold experiment, the results 
of which will undoubtedly be looked forward to with great in¬ 
terest by members of the paper trade. Should it succeed I think 
we should be compelled to modify our views as to the possible 
scope of technical instruction from a paper-maker’s standpoint. 
It is encouraging to know that the technological examinations 
are becoming more and more practical every year ; this must 
help to make the teaching more practical also. The respon¬ 
sibility of the examiners is very great, because the character of 
the questions which are set will, in a large measure, influence 
the character of the teaching, as a large balk of those who go in 
for technical education do so with the object of passing the City 
and Guilds’ examination. It is very gratifying to see so many 
more students entering for the examination, but it is to be hoped 
a far larger number will enter in the near future. The student 

has, perhaps, at present, four courses open to him, whereby he 
may acquire a knowledge of paper-making. 

1st. By his actual work in the paper-mill. 
2nd. By reading text-books. 
3rd. By his attending classes. 
4th. By correspondence teaching. 
The limitations to the first of these have already been dis¬ 

cussed. 

Technical Articles, Lectures, and Examinations. 

Text-book knowledge is valuable in its way, it is extremely 
useful in conjunction with practical work, but something more 
is wanting than text-book knowledge to supplement the ordinary 
practice in the mill. To supplement text-book literature, I would 
suggest that much good might be done by the publication from 
time to time of technical articles, dealing rather with general 
principles than with bare statements or descriptions of the pro¬ 
cesses, but whatever direction these articles take, it is important 
that we should keep them up to date. It is important that the 
mill worker should haye the opportunity of close contact with 
those who are endeavouring to teach him, hence the necessity for 
lectures in all the most important centres. Technical education 
will be of little or no service unless it keeps abreast of the times. 
It is no good teaching what has been, but what is and is to be. 
It will be no good employing academic teachers. Practical men 
of good standing alive to all recent improvements and in close 
touch with the industry which they profess to teach, will be re¬ 
quired—men who can acquire and assimilate all the most recent 
improvements, and not men who teach the same thing year after 
year, with little regard to changes that are taking place. What 
benefits shall we derive from men who go about the country 
lecturing on technical subjects, the whole of their knowledge of 
which is derived from text-books ? In order to impart technical 
skill and knowledge a man must be what he wishes his pupils to 
become. An intelligent pupil, if he desires to, can assimilate 
knowledge from a text-book without the aid of a public exponent. 
Instructors are wanted for the purpose of imparting that intimate 
knowledge that cannot be derived from text-books. Fifteen years 
ago, on good authority, we are informed that the attitude of the 
workman towards education, was positively hostile. Five years 
ago we were told that this feeling had almost disappeared. To¬ 
day we find the National Union of Paper Mill Workers, or the 
Amalgamated Society of Paper Makers, meeting and discussing 
the subject of technical education, and even urging the necessity 
for it as a means of lighting foreign competition. The men them¬ 
selves have not only lived down their prejudices, but are now 

crying out for technical instruction. At a meeting of the Trades 

Union held in 1894, a fear was expressed that the technical 
education would tend to overstock the trade with working men, 
and consequently bring down the wages and increasing the un¬ 
employed. It has been considered necessary by many to stipulate 
that only those engaged in the trade should receive instruction. 
I am very much in sympathy with those who consider it unfair 
on bona-fide paper-mill works to give instruction to outsiders, and 
that the instruction should be limited only to bona-fide paper-mill 
workers. This view has been expressed by members of different 
trades, and not without good reasons. If the examinations could 
be made an absolute test of practical experience and knowledge 
it might not be necessary, or, perhaps, desirable to make this 
stipulation. It has, however, under existing circumstances not 
proved possible to make the examinations a real practical test. 
As the result of the examinations, Mr. Slingo* informs us that 
“ One city clerk was, in his year, the prize carpenter of the 
United Kingdom ; another took the prize in the electric lighting ; 
another the prize in the electrical instrument making ; another 
in tools ; and another, who had never been out of London for 
more than a week or two at a time, obtained a certificate qualify¬ 
ing him as a teacher for agriculture.” Under such circum¬ 
stances, and until examinations can be made an absolute measure 
of practical knowledge and experience, it would be only fair to 
prohibit all outsiders from competing. It is very encouraging, 
therefore, to know that the technological examinations are be¬ 
coming more practical year by year, but it is impossible to urge- 
upon the examiners too strongly the necessity of making them 
more so, and to be satisfied with nothing less than an examina¬ 
tion which shall be an absolute measure of practical experience. 

The Value of Research. 

As a part of the educational scheme it is impossible to over¬ 
rate the importance of chemical research. Research work may 
be divided under two headings : (1) Industrial Research, and (2) 
Pure Research. The very basis of our national advancement 
and prosperity must of necessity be largely dependent upon the- 
careful and systematic prosecution of chemical research. There 
are a lot of questions pertaining to the paper trade, many of 
them apparently small but important details, only awaiting; 
exhaustive and systematic study. In any adequate scheme for 
technical education, those who pose as instructors and demonstra¬ 
tors should have an intimate knowledge of what they desire to 
teach, but without research this cannot be done. I venture to 
think, therefore, that any institution or technical school that 
takes in hand instruction in paper-making should recognise the 
necessity of students applying themselves systematically to 
technical research. 

There is a kind of research which is outside the ken of the- 
majority of workers, but which is nevertheless of great import¬ 
ance if we are to safeguard our interests in the future. I speak 
of pure research. In the prosecution of pure research the 
chemist, more often than not, has no immediate industrial 
object in view, but if we read the history of modern progress cor¬ 
rectly we cannot fail to recognise that many of the most important 
economic changes have been the direct outcome of pure research. 
And so it must be, but in a greater degree, in the near future. 
Although there are several workers on the Continent, Messrs. 
Cross and Bevan stand practically alone in this country in the* 
prosecution of pure research in connection with the paper 
industry. Our war of the future must of necessity be an in¬ 
dustrial war. There will be little good in waging this singly and 
individually. It calls for the most perfect and efficient equip¬ 
ment, and for united action. The trade as a whole should, I 
venture to think, recognise the necessity of furthering to the- 
utmost technical education, and seriously consider the best means 
of effecting the desired end. To sum up, I venture to say that 

* “ The True Basis of Technical Education,” by William Slingo, before the 
International Congress. 
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what is needed is a central Paper Makers’ Institute to undertake 
the prosecution of industrial and pure research, as well as the 
technical education of all students. It will be necessary, of 
course, to have the use of a thorough equipment, such as the 
Municipal School of Technology are now installing. This insti¬ 
tute should organise classes, lectures wherever possible, and a 
course of correspondence tuition. The intelligence department 
should jealously watch publications of all sorts bearing on paper¬ 
making in all parts of the world, and should issue publications 
to all paper-makers who support the Institute. They should 
make it their chief aim to render men more efficient in their daily 
duties, and to qualify them for better posts. They should make 
it their aim also to qualify those who desire it, for the City and 
Guilds of London Institute, and to urge upon the institute the 
necessity of modelling the examinations so as to make them in 
every way a thorough test of practical knowledge and experience. 
When this can be accomplished a certificate from the City and 
Guilds of London Institute will serve to qualify a man for a 
better position, and what is of more importance, perhaps, paper- 
makers might insist upon their workpeople, at any rate those in 
responsible positions, taking certificates. 

Our paper industry, containing as it does many practical, pro¬ 
gressive men, alive to their own interests, is still lacking in the 
department of technical education, and lacking possibly because 
private enterprise alone cannot promote it sufficiently. State 
aid may do some good, but the initiative must come from the 
members of the trade, and whatever shape the movement takes, 
it must be the outcome of united action on the part of those who 
are to reap the benefit that is bound to accrue. 

Clayton Beadle. 
-♦- 

THE ANGLE OF VIEW. 
[A Paper read at the November Stated Meeting of the Photographic Society o 

Philadelphia.] 

We will first show why narrow angle pictures are susceptible of 
being viewed from a great many more points of view than wide 
angle pictures. In this discussion it must be borne in mind that 
the apparent length of anything is proportional to the angle it 
subtends at the eye. Let ae be a picture plane, and F the eye, 
lens, or point of view. Let cd be a very short or differential line 
in the picture, subtended by the angle a. Let /3 be an equal 
angle impinging obliquely on the picture plane at an angle O. 
ab and cd are not equal, and we wish to show the relation between 
them. 

Since / a b h = 0 
a b = h b sec 0 

h b F b F b 
Now,-= •-=-= sec 0 

f g F g F d 
and h b = f g sec 0 — c d sec 0 

Substituting in (1), 
a b = c d sec2 0 

Since the secant of small angles is nearly equal to 1, it follows- 
that the inequality of ab and cd will be slight for small angles. 

sec2 20° = ® nearly sec2 45° = 2 exactly 
sec2 30° = i exactly sec2 60° = 4 exactly 

If ab represents a portion at the edge of the picture, 0 will be 
the half angle of the picture. For pictures of less than 40 degrees 
objects of the same apparent size will be of nearly the same actual 
size in the picture, the greatest difference being between centre and 
border, and equal to an increase of only 1. A 90-degree picture, 
however, will have the border object twice as long as the centre- 
object, though it gives the same angular or apparent size. If 
now we remove this 90-degree picture to a distance of only 3 or 4 
Fd, then will the border rays impinge not nearly so obliquely, 
and /3 will equal nearly 2 x, and the border object will appear 
nearly twice too large for the centre object. We might say that* 
the narrower angles are not sensitive to distance, as the secant 
is comparatively insensitive to angles even up to 20 degrees. 
Just so long as the mathematically correct point of view is far, 
and the border rays impinge not too obliquely, it makes littlo- 
difference how much further the point of view is taken, for tile- 
relation of objects will stay the same and the appearance will 
remain approximately similar! But when the mathematically 
correct point is near and the border rays impinge obliquely, then 
will any variation (towards or away) in distance affect the relative- 
size of objects greatly, and objectionable distortion results. We 
would say that pictures of 40 to 50 degrees can be viewed at any 
distance greater than the strict distance, and that still narrower 
pictures can be viewed not only at distances greater than the- 
strict distance, but also at less distances until they begin to 
include an angle of 40 or 50 degrees. In Fig. 1, let /3 represent, 
instead of two single rays, a cone of rays. Inasmuch as /3 is a 
differential angle, we may consider this cone as a cylinder whose 
horizontal intercept in the picture plane is ab, and whose vertical 
intercept is the diameter of the cylinder or lib, and whose whole 
intercept is an eclipse with axes ab and lib. 

h b = c d sec 0 
a b = cd sec2 0 
c d = 1.0 (assume) 

When 0=45° 

h b = sec 45° = \/ 2 = 1.4 (nearly) 

a b = sec2 45° = 2.0 

Thus at the centre of a 90 degree picture a sphere is represented! 
by a circle-—we will say of unit diameter. A sphere of same- 
apparent size is represented at the border by an ellipse of 1.4- 
minor axis and 2.0 major axis. Thus not only the size, but the 
shape is distorted. And bear in mind that this is not distortion 
when viewed from the correct point; for we are speaking only of 
distortions due to a distant point of view, which is the usual case 
with these wide angle pictures. Let us call the point where the 
perpendicular from the point of view (to the picture plane) strikes- 
the picture plane, the centre of the picture. In Fig. 1, d is the 
centre and a e may represent a horizontal, vertical, diagonal, or 
any other radial element of the picture plane through the centre. 
The maximum distortion is always radial with respect to the 
centre and equal to sec2 or the angular displacement. The 
tangential distortion (at right angles to the foregoing) is equal t< 
the secant of the displacement. Rectangular pictures include 
the greatest angle on their diagonal, and the greatest distortion 
occurs in the corners, but there is no difficulty in dealing with it 
if we remember to consider it by its radial and tangential com¬ 
ponents. 

Theoretically it is true that for every picture there is but one 
point of view, but as a matter of fact, we get perfectly satisfactory 
(and nearly true) impressions of most pictui'es from varying 
positions between quite wide limits, and the limits are wider for 
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narrow angle pictures than for wide. A wide angle picture will 
look worse when viewed a little too far away than a narrow angle 
picture when viewed either too near or too far. Narrow angle 
pictures give more distortion when viewed too near than when 
viewed too far, but the distortion is not altogether objectionable, 
and often gives compositions positively pleasing if they are not 
positively true. We would say that pictures including an angle 
of less than 40 degrees will give no apparent distortion when 
viewed at any distance greater than their focal length. The fact 
that artists rarely include more than 35 degrees (and usually 
much less) on their canvases and sketch blocks, is evidence to the 
fact that where the more artistic effects are desired in photographs 
a narrow angle is used. And, mind you, we do not say that a 
narrow angle will in itself make an artistic effect, or that a wide 
angle is not capable of it. As a rule, however, extreme wide 
angles are bad. They give “ too much perspective,” and their use 
-should be limited to photographs that are desired principally as 
a record, and that cannot be obtained in any other way. Photo¬ 
graphs of the interiors of buildings usually require the wider 
angles, but where such can be obtained at a somewhat longer 
range it is better. Interiors in wide angle usually give the apart¬ 
ment an appearance of greater length than it really has, and this 
because such pictures are not usually held near enough to the 
eye. There is a physiological objection to looking at anything 
nearer the eye than about ten inches, for the eye.cannot focus with 
ease on objects much nearer than that. If we placed ten inches 
as the minimum limit, a 90 degree picture could not be less than 
twenty inches across. Small wide angle pictures when viewed 
at a point that will not give distortion, bring the eye too near for 
•distinct vision. Three other objections to very wide angle pic¬ 
tures are also worthy of mention. If the head is placed in the 
angle formed by the two walls of a room, it will be seen that by 
turning the eyes and not the head, the two opposite walls cannot 
be scrutinised with ease. The two walls here include 90 degrees, 
and while pictures or objects upon them might be discerned with 
difficulty without moving the head, still 45 degrees is probably 
the largest field that ever has our attention without turning our 
head—that is unless we are very lazy. Hence wide angle pictures 
require a turning of the head to view their various parts satis¬ 
factorily, which must destroy the general unity of the picture to 
a certain extent. The second objection is the turning of the 
eyes. By looking at a word in the middle of a line of any 
ordinary book, one may easily see that it is almost impossible to 
read even the very next word without turning the eyes. The eyes 
are continually turning for every slightest change in the direction 
«of the thing we are observing. While the rotation of the eyes 
and head is necessary to a less extent in narrow angle pictures, 
and while such rotation is perfectly healthy, easy, natural and 
unconscious, it is still too excessive and awkward in pictures of 
80 or 90 degrees, not to detract from the pleasure in viewing it. 
The picture cannot be restful or have unity. The third objection 
Is that both eyes cannot occupy the correct point of view. The 
eyes being only about three inches apart, this objection prac¬ 
tically disappears for all pictures of any angle of over ten inches 
focal length. For the smaller wide angle pictures, however, the 
two eyes will get quite different appearances, and these will not 
mentally compose into the stereoscope effect of ordinary vision. 

It is a great advantage to the landscape and general photo¬ 
grapher to carry two, three or four lenses of different focal length. 
In general (other things being equal) the long focus lens will 
equalise the size of objects far and near, while the short focus 
will make the difference in their sizes great. Thus if we are 
taking a picture with a building as the principal feature, we 
might use a short or long focus lens and bring the building the 
same size with each by going far back with the long focus and 
near with the short focus lens. The long lens would, however, 
make things in the background, such as trees or mountains, very 
large, while the short lens would make them small. Thus where 

there is considerable choice as to the distance of the camera from 
the subject, a series of lenses will enable us to select that point 
which gives the desired relation of objects fore and aft and thi 
most pleasing perspective. Again, where a subject is to be 
photographed, and there is but one available point of view, tile 
advantage of a series of lenses is evident, for from a given point 
there is only one lens that will take in a given amount of view, an 1 
the thing to do is to select the lens that comes nearest to it. 
Here, of course, there is no choice as to perspective and relation of 
objects front and back. We are inclined to think that for artistic 
photography (outside of portrait work at least) the ideal way is 
to have a series of lenses ranging from one to four times the lom,r 
side of plate for focal length, and probably the most useful an- 
between two and three. We are also inclined to think that most 
photographers make the mistake of using too short a focal length, 
even though longer ones are at their command. Especially is 
this the case with amateurs and those beginning. It is most 
natural to think that the more taken in by a picture the better, 
and the term “ wide angle lens ” is with beginners synonymous 
with “ a good thing.” The tendency is not to be satisfied with 
the house, but to squeeze in the barn and pig-pen, and wherever 
the limit of the picture something just outside is always wanted. 
If the whole farm is wanted, go up to the nearest hilltop and take 
it with a very long focus lens, when a much more satisfactory 
grouping will result. All the buildings will be nearer of a size, 
and the front gate will not take up more than its share. But 
when you get up on the hilltop, don’t think you want to add 
Smith’s and Jones’ farms to the picture also. From a given 
point of view the narrow angle lens has always more distinct bits 
or compositions to pick from than the wide angle. Since the 
visible horizon includes 360 degrees, more narrow angles are 
included in it than wide. This is a very real advantage in land¬ 
scape work, and from any little eminence surrounded by pic¬ 
turesque country or objects many studies can be made without 
moving on. Charles A. Gilchrist. 

-♦- 

EDINOL. 

Under the above name, the Farbenfabriken vorm. Freidr. Bayer 
and Co., of Elberfeld, have introduced a new developing agent. 
It was first called paramol, but this name was dropped, as it 
infringed some patent rights. 

According to the circular issued by the makers, edinol belongs 
to a new class of chemical compounds, and in its physical be¬ 
haviour and in its photographic properties it forms a link be¬ 
tween the two main classes of photographic developers, between 

the phenol developers, such as hydroquinone, pyrogallol, and 
pyrocatechine on the one hand, and the rapid developers, such as 
rodinal, metol, ortol, &c., on the other. 

It is extremely soluble, so that concentrated stock solutions 
can be made without the aid of the caustic or carbonate alkalies. 
Like the rapid developers, edinol causes the latent image to 
appear immediately, but the duration of development is much 
longer, and it can therefore be easily restrained by the addition 
of water, bromide, or especially bicarbonate of soda. If develop¬ 
ment with edinol is pushed further than is usual with rapid de¬ 
velopers the negatives show an equal density, but with great 
clearness and absolute freedom from fog, and considerably 
greater softness, an advantage in portrait work, whilst contrast 
may be obtained by the use of potassium carbonate. It is ap¬ 
plicable to transparency and bromide work. 

The following are the formulae recommended by various 
authorities who have tested the new developer : — 

Eder’s Formula. 

I.—For contrasts. 
A. —Sodium sulphite cryst. 10 parts 

Edinol . 1 ,, 
Water . 100 ,, 

B. —Potassium carbonate. 50 ,, 
Water ..   100 ,, 
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For use mix 4 of A with 1 of B. 
II. — For soft results. 

A. —As above. 
B. —Sodium carbonate cryst. 10 parts 

Water . 100 ,, 
For use mix in equal parts. 

Miethe’s Formula. 

I. 
Potassium metabisulphite . 2 parts 
Edinol. 1 ,, 
Potassium carbonate. 6 ,, 
Water . 100 ,, 

Tliis solution will keep for a long time in a well-closed bottle, 

and is ready for use. 
III. —Rapid Developer. 

Sodium sulphite cryst. 6 parts 
Edinol. 1 >> 
Triphosphate of soda. 6 ,, 
Water . 100 ,, 

This is ready for use. 
If these two developers are mixed with an equal quantity of 

water, and a few drops of ten per cent, bromide solution be added, 
they are suitable for bromide paper. 

Precht’s Formula. 

Sodium sulphite cryst. 8 parts 
Edinol. 1 ,, 
Acetone . 10 ,, 
Water. 100 ,, 

This is ready for use, and keeps well, and gives a good grey- 
Hblack image. With double the quantity of acetone, it is very 
suitable for transparency work. 

The Maker’s Formula. 

A. —4 per cent, edinol-soda developer. 

Dissolve—• 
Sodium sulphite cryst. 20 parts 
In water . 30 ,, 

Then add—- 
Edinol. 4 ,, 

Then add— 
Sodium carbonate cryst. 25 ,, 

dissolved in—- 
Water. 20 ,, 

and make the total bulk up to 100 parts. 
For use dilute with from 5 to 10 times the quantity of water. 

This developer is specially suitable for the hot season and the 
Tropics, and also for films. The soda may be replaced by potash 
when the developer works quicker and with more contrast. 

B. —10 per cent, edinol developer. 
Dissolve—- 

Potassium metabisulphite . 30 parts 
In water . 50 ,, 

Then dissolve by the aid of heat— 
Edinol. 10 ,, 

Then add gradually when cool— 
Caustic potash . 22 ,, 

dissolved in— 
Water. 20 ,, 

For use it is to be diluted with from 10 to 30 times the quantity 
of water. 

C. -—15 per cent, edinol developer. 
Dissolve— 

Potassium metabisulphite . 5 parts 
In water. 20 ,, 

and add— 
Edinol. 5 ,, 

and then add, cold— 
Caustic soda. 5 ,, 

dissolved in— 
Water.  10 ,, 

For use it should be diluted with from 15 to 30 times the 
quantity of water. 

Dr. Eder states that “ the developer works rapidly, with 
softness, and brings cut the half-tones well, and gives therefore 

with instantaneous exposure no chalky, hard pictures. From 
our results we can say that edinol is a developer belonging to the 
so-called rapid developers, very suitable for photographic pur¬ 
poses, and it is equal to the good rapid developers on the market, 
and possesses the advantage over some of them of a greater 
solubility in water.” A. D. Fretzl. 

ROYAL PHOTOGRAPHIC SOCIETY: RESULT OF THE 

ELECTIONS. 
The annual general meeting of the Royal Photographic Society of 

Great Britain was held on Tuesday last, the 11th mst. The result 
of the ballot for Officers, Council, Exhibition Judges, and Selecting 
and Hanging Committees was announced as below. 

New Members. 

Certificates in favour of six candidates for membership were read 
a first time, and fourteen candidates were balloted for and elected 
members of the society. 

Affiliation. 

The President announced that the Thornton Heath Photographic 
Society, the Amateur Photographic Society of Victoria, and the 
Hawke’s Bay Camera Club had been admitted to affiliation. 

Annual Report. 

The annual report was then taken, and a motion for its adoption 
having been made, the President invited discussion upon it. After 
a good many comments and questions had been made the report 
was put to the meeting, and carried. 

Balance-Sheet. 

The Treasurer moved the adoption of the balance-sheet, adding a 
few words as to the growth of the society’s receipts and expenditure 
since ten years ago, when he took up the office he was now relin¬ 
quishing. Various items having been explained, the balance-sheet 
was adopted nem. con. 

Election of Officers, &c. 

The scrutineers of the ballot reported that the result of the voting 
was the election of the following: — 

President. 

Thomas R. Dallmeyer, F.R.A.S. 

V ice-Presidents. 

Sir W. de W. Abney, K.C.B., F.R.S. 
The Right Hon. the Earl of Crawford, K.T., F.R.S. 

P. H. Emerson, B.A., M.B. Prof. Raphael Meldola, F.R.S. 

Hon. Treasurer. 

John Sterry. 

Ordinary Members of Council. 

H. Walter Barnett. Sir W. J. Herschel,- Bart. 
Frank Bishop. Frederick Hollyer. 
C. H. Bothamley, F.I.C., F.C.S. Francis Ince. 
James Cadett. G. Lindsay Johnson, M.A., M.D. 
St. Lawrence Carson, B.A., B.Sc. E. B. Knobel, F.R.A.S. 
Walter L. Colls. J. C. S. Mummery 
Douglas English, B.A. Wilson Noble. 
Ernest C. Fincham, M.R.C. S., E. Sanger Shepherd. 

L.R.C.P. Joseph W. Swan, M.A.. F.R.S. 
Thomas E. Freshwater, F.R.M.S. Prof. W. C. Unwin, B.Sc., F.R.S. 
A. Haddon. 

Exhibition Judges. 

Pictorial Section. Technical Section. 
W. R. Bland. Sir W. de WT. Abney, K.C.B., 
W. Crooke. F.R.S. 
P. H. Emerson, B.A., M.B. Chapman Jones, F.I.C., F.C.S. 
Lieut.-Col. Joseph Gale. E. Sanger Shepherd. 
J. C. S. Mummery. 

Selecting and Hanging Committees. 

Pictorial Section. Technical Section. 
H. Walter Barnett. Sir W. de W. Abney, K.C.B.. 
J. S. Bergheim. F.R.S. 
W. R. Bland. Thomas Bolas, F.I.C., F.C.S. 
J. Page Croft. James Cadett. 
W. Crooke. Douglas English. B.A 
J. H. Gear. G. Lindsay Johnson. M.A.. M.D. 
Rev. F. C. Lambert, M.A. Chapman 'Jones. F.I.C., F.C.S. 
J. C. S. Mummery. E. B. Knobel, F.R.A.S. 
Lyddell Sawyer. * E. Sanger Shepherd. 
J. C. Warburg. J- Wilson Swan, M.A., I.Kb. 

Prof. W. C. Unwin. B.Sc., F.R.S. 

The total number of ballot papers received was 350, but 41 being 
invalid for various reasons, 309 represents the number of those 
complying with the regulations and participating in the election. 
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Votes of thanks to the officers and council, auditors and scrutineers 
for their labours closed the meeting. 

Extraordinary General Meeting. 

Feb. 11, 1902.—Mr. Thomas R. Dallmeyer in the chair. 
The business before the meeting was the consideration of certain 

suggested alterations to the articles of association of a nature to confer 
upon the council the power to appoint either an hon. secretary or a 
paid secretary. The proposal also extended to the Editor of the 
Journal, who, under the suggested articles, would at the discretion of 
the council be either an honorary or paid official. After considerable 
discussion the proposed changes received the sanction of the meeting, 
as also did a resolution making it obligatory on the part of the 
council to engage the services of professional auditors or accountants. 

-♦- 

Studio Gossip, 
The “ Puff Preliminary.”—The preliminary puff put out by the 

publisher is getting beyond a joke. We will give presently a specimen of 
the kind of puff we are now commonly expected to father, and not only 
“we,” bat all the editors of journals which deal in literature. Our readers will 
doubtless have noticed that when correspondents have to write to us—“more 
in sorrow than in anger ”—they generally refer with delicate irony to 
the “Publishers’ Circular” as being of a “professedly literary character.” 
But the “ P.C.”— as it is familiarly called in the trade—makes no such 
claim; it is simply a trade organ, the trade organ, being a “Circular” 
for the publishers and a “ Record ” for the booksellers. It is true that 
it gives “ Notices of Books,” but the intention in doing so is not to trench 
on the domain of the higher criticism, but merely to give our thousands 
of readers, chiefly booksellers and librarians at home and abroad, such an 
idea of the nature of the work noticed as may be useful to them in 
their business. Now, it is good enough, and at times bad enough, to 
be held generally responsible for the views of our reviewers, but when in 
addition to this we are expected to insert free gratis and for nothing 
such an editorial opinion as the following, it is time to kick:—“The 
! Beat-All English Grammar ’ by - is in the press. The new features 
contained in it will, it is expected, render it more valuable than any 
other grammar on the market.” Why should the publisher expect us 
“kindly to announce” such a statement as this? We never heard of 
the author, or, as far as we know, saw the publisher, and yet we are 
expected to say that a work we have not even seen is likely to be more 
valuable than any other on the market. Grammar is not ping-pong. 
But this is merely a specimen of the kind of statement we are constantly 
asked to put before our readers—not, of course, by publishers of high 
standing. But the fact is this “ puff ” business is getting a bit overdone: 
so much so that for some time past we have been thinking whether it 
would not pay best to put in advertisements gratis and make a charge 
fpr editorial puffs. Unfortunately, we cannot claim any originality for 
this suggestion, as our readers may remember it was projected by the 
editor of the “ Journal of Applied Science.” The invention of the type¬ 
writer has had a good deal to do with the rise and progress of the “ puff 
preliminary,” it makes it sc easy to send out what are known as “ com¬ 
plimentary notices ” to the press. Many authors not only type their 
own manuscripts, but write their own puffs. We know cases where an 
author has claimed an “advance on account” on the plea that he could 
guarantee to get from fifty tc a hundred free announcements of his new 
work inserted in the papers. It will be understood, we hope, that we 
are not referring to the sending to the press of important announcements, 
or even announcements which are not particularly important, by firms 
which do not imagine that a paper, any more than man, can live by 
bread alone, or any other kind of pastry—puffs, unfortunately, w’on’t 
satisfy the printer or the paper-maker.—“ The Publishers’ Circular.” 

--♦- 

Cripplegate Photographic Exhibition.—The last day on which entries 
can be received for this exhibition has been extended to Monday next, 
February 17th, when pictures as well must be delivered. Intending 
exhibitors, please note. The hon. sec. is Mr. Alfred Ward, Cripplegate 
Institute, Golden Lane, E.C. 

Photographic Exhibition at Congleton.—In connection with a grand 
bazaar to be held in the Town Hall, Congleton, on April 9th and 10th, 
1902, there will be a photographic exhibition. A silver medal as first 
prize, and a bronze medal as second prize, will be given in each of the 
following classes:—(a) Landscape; (b) “Genre,” or scenes or subjects in 
-every-day life; (c) Portrait and Single Figure Studies; (d) Hand Camera 
Snapshots (open) ; (e) Hand Camera Snapshots (limited to residents 
within six miles of Congleton Town Hall); (f) Lantern Slides, in sets of 
four. Mr. E. Rimbault Dibden (the president), Mr. F. A. Schierwater 
(vice-president), and Mr. E. Simnett (hon. sec.), of the Liverpool Amateur 
Photographic Association, have consented to act as judges. They will 
have power to withhold any award should the exhibits in any class .be of 
insufficient merit, and their decision will be final. Exhibits may consist 
of one or more photographs mounted together. They must be mounted, 
but not framed. They must be marked with a motto, and accompanied 
by the exhibitor’s name in a sealed envelope bearing the same motto. 
They must be sent to the hon. sec., to arrive on or before March 26th. 
An entrance fee of sixpence will be charged on each exhibit, which must 

. be paid at same time. All exhibits will be sold for the benefit of the 
bazaar. The hon. sec. is Mr. A. C. Conder, J.P., Woodland View, 
Congleton. 

Meetings of Societies. 
■-♦- 

MEETINGS OF SOCIETIES FOR NEXT WEEK. 

February Name of Society. 

17. Camera Club. 
17.... Southampton Camera Club. 

17. Glasgow and West of Scotland 

17 .. Oxford Camera Club. 

17. Croydon Natural History . 
IS. Croydon Natural History . 

18. Rotherham Photographic . 

18 Newcastle-on-Tyne. 

IS. illt uni. Mi iking Men's Col. 

19. Southport Photographic Society 

19 Photographic Club . 

19. Soutlisea Photographic Society 

20 

20 . Sunderland Photographic . 

20. Darwen Photographic . 

20 Brentford Photographic . 

20 Maritzburg Camera Club. 

20 London and Provincial. 

20 North-West London . 

20. Richmond Camera Club . 

*21 Liverpool Amateur. 

21 Borough Polytechnic. 

21. Bognor Photographic Society... 

21. Sutton Scientific and Literary.. 

21. Croydon Natural History. 

Subject. 

Old Silver and Hall Marks. Mr.A.Butler. 
Enlarging. A. Copeland. 
I Demonstration of Colour Photograptor 
i by Mr. E. Sanger Shepherd (London). 

Pictorial and Decorative H'urk on 
Austin-Edwards’ Films and Warwick 

f Plates. Mr. Walter D. Welford. 
Mr. Rudler's Fifth Lecture. 
Ordinary Meeting. 
( Lantern Slide Making. Demonstration^ 
( by Mr. T. G. Hibbert, of Sheffield. 
Lantern Slide Making. By Edgar G. Lee. 
(Discussion: 7 he Lent Printing Process 
y for Amateurn. 
I McDonough’» Method of Colour Photo- 
( graphy. H. Ball. 

Kinetic Photograi>hy.—’SaTt II. Mr. 
A. S. Newman. 

Film Photographi. 
t Clointern and Chapter I Inane*. Mr. E. 
I W. H. Piper. 

Photography for Naturalists. By Pro¬ 
fessor Brady, M.D , F.R.S. 

Melrose and the Scottish Border. Ill US— 
trated by Lantern Slides. By F'rank 

t Gray, Esq . Blackburn. 
I Practical Side of P'ctorial Composition. 
\ Mr. A. R. Read, .Tun. 
Lantern Slides (.Wet Plate). A. Allerston. 
/ Lantern Night. Japan. Mr. R. P. 
( Drage. 
i Demonstration of the Platinoigye 
\ Process. 
i Synthol, the British Developing Agent. 
\ ‘ Mr. Edgar S. Barralet, F.O.8. 
) Practical Demonstration. Printing in 
1 of Skies. Dr. Llewellyn Morgan. 
I Home Portraiture. Mr. F. W. Ban- 
1 nister. 
j Lantern Evening : Glimpses of Prairie- 
I Land. Miss Simpson. 
The Session's Work (Lantern). 
Photographic. Life and Work of 

George Tinworth. Affiliation Lecture. 

CAMERA CLUB. 

The Rev. Mr. Fitzpatrick undertook in August last a somewhat unusuah 
holiday jaunt, for he found his way to parts of Russia which are so far 
out of the beaten track that the English and American globe-trotter is 
never seen there. The traveller, and the friend by whom he was accom¬ 
panied, each had a camera, and each did good photographic work. More¬ 
over, in telling the story of his tour, Mr. Fitzpatrick, bearing in mind 
that he was talking to photographers, gave a distinctly camera-and-tripod 
flavour to his discourse. The total journey undertaken by these two 
enthusiasts covered more than 6,000 miles, and the principal object of the 
expedition was to study peoples rather than places. You can neithei 
get into nor out of Russia without a passport, and although this is easy 
to obtain, permission to photograph in the dominions of the Tzar is not 
so readily given. The travellers’ application for such a permit was met 
by a blank refusal, but they were told at the same time that they might 
carry cameras, but that they must not complain if, in the course of their 
wanderings, the instruments were confiscated by the police. It was ascer¬ 
tained subsequently that the right course to pursue in such a case is to 
get elected a member of the Russian Photographic Society, which body, 
it seems, have carte blanche to photograph where they will. The language 
is, of course, a difficulty. Many of the cultured Russians speak English, 
but the population generally are so ignorant of their own language that 
it is necessary for the shopkeepers to exhibit pictures of the articles 
they sell, for written words would not be understood. It it advisable for 
travellers to learn the Russian alphabet at least, for that knowledge will 
help them over a few difficulties. The cameras were not confiscated aftei 
all. The police, did not take, them, but the cameras took the police 
instead, as many of the photographs obtained in the streets of St. Peters¬ 
burg and Moscow showed. It was possibly an official joke, this bogey 
of confiscation, or possibly it was a warning against photographing forti¬ 
fications and military works generally. A man who took a camera to 
Sevastopol, for example, would most likely have it taken from him. St. 
Petersburg does not offer many attractions to the artist, but Moscow 
is very different. From the splendid Kremlin to the humbler parts of 
the city it is full of interesting pictures, and of these the travellers did 
not fail to secure a few. The only time that they suffered any annoyance 
by being interfered with was when they inadvertently failed to remove 
their, hats in the presence of the sacred ikon. One of these ikons they 
purchased and brought home. It is simply an elaborate picture in 
chased metals of the Virgin and Child, and enters largely into the 
religious life of the Russians of all classes. From Moscow the travellers 
went to Nijni Novgorod, visiting the great fair there and taking ma»y 
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lictures of the busy buyers and sellers. They next found their way to 
he River Volga, and went by steamer to Astrakhan, on the Caspian Sea. 
tn interesting picture showed how this steamer, built on American lines, 
vas fed with fuel in the shape of refuse naphtha. Changing to a larger 
•cean-going steamer, the travellers journeyed south to Petrovsk, which 
ras the most Eastern place they visited. Here were many Persians. The 
lathing customs on‘the shores of the Caspian and Black Seas are of the most 
irimitive kind. Bathing dresses and bathing machines are unknown, and 
t is somewhat disconcerting to find a party of ladies disporting them- 
elves in the waves under these conditions, just in front of one’s hotel 
rindows. We were next introduced to the wild mountain scenery of the 
Caucasus, for the travellers now made their way to Tifiis. Just on the 
>oundary where Europe and Asia unite is placed a large stone cross, 
tiflis was interesting, especially in the Persian and Armenian quarters, 
nd very different to Batoum, on the Black Sea, where the tourists next 
arrived. This was a miserable place, but compensation was afterwards 
ound in the delightful trip on the Black Sea to the Crimea. Here Sevas- 
opol and Balaclava were visited, and here the travellers came upon the 
rack of an Englishman with a camera who had fallen by the way. He 
tad been using his opportunities somewhat freely, and the police had 
nquired what he was doing. His reply was that he was not photograph- 
ng forts, but only peasants. But the police in these parts know how to 
levelop photographs, so they possessed themselves of that man’s plates, 
nd the negatives came out forts. The photographer came home without 
lis apparatus. The lecturer and his companion had some interesting 
experiences in the Crimea, and afterwards at Odessa. They saw the for- 
nidable Black Sea Fleet, they saw how Sevastopol was teeming with 
laval and military life, and how the arsenals contained enough material 
o blow up all Europe. Some day that fleet will swoop down on Con- 
tantinople, and Saint Sophia will once more become a Christian church. 
Che travellers made their way home through Germany. The lecture was 
nuch appreciated, but disappointment was expressed that the photo¬ 
graphs were coloured. The tints were no doubt correct—indeed, we had 
.he lecturer’s testimony to this—but the colourist, used possibly to water- 
:olour work on paper, had not mastered the technique of transparency 
minting on glass, hence the many blots, specks, and other vagrant mark- 
ngs which disfigured the pictures. 

PROFESSIONAL PEIOTOGRAPHERS’ ASSOCIATION. 

Report of the General Committee. 

if our committee have to report that since the December meeting of 
he Association the membership has increased by eighteen, the total 
lumber of members now being 500. 

With reference to the subject of dealers’ terms for professional photo¬ 
graphers, the Plate and Paper Makers’ Association, as a result of the 
neeting on November 20th, when the matter was fully laid before that 
;ody by a deputation of this Association, refused to grant the concession 
,o members of this Association. Your committee accordingly asked for a 
second interview, at which the matter could be further discussed. This, 
lowever, was refused. Subsequently the secretary of the Plate Makers’ 
Association writes that “ several members of the Association have been 
:onsidering for some time past the question of proposing more advan¬ 
tageous terms to professional photographers generally, and there is 
ivory prospect of an early decision on the subject, and your Association 
,vill be informed of this when the times arrives.” In reply to a query 
is to the probable date of the decision, the secretary of the Plate Makers’ 
Association writes:—“I am desired to inform you that the members of 
his Association much regret that they are unable at present to give a 
iefinite reply.” 

The committee will at once consider what fuither action should be 
aken in the matter. 
The following list of suggested subjects for discussion at branch meet¬ 

ings has been drawn up and circulated:— 
(1) Benevolent Fund.—It has been suggested that in connection with 

he P.P.A. a benevolent fund should be established. The committee 
lesire to ascertain the feelings of the members in the suggestion, with 
i. view of enabling them to take any action that may be called for, and 
hey therefore invite the opinions of local branches in the matter. 

(2) Amendment of the Copyright Act.—It being obvious that the pro¬ 
visions of the present Copyright Act cannot prevent or provide remedies 
>r penalties for the indiscriminate reproduction of the work of profes¬ 
sional photographers, local branches are recommended to discuss the 
natter, with a view of ascertaining the best method of securing the 
lecessary alteration of the law by the amendment of the Copyright Act, 
.862. To this end it is suggested that the Photographic Copyright Union 
ie approached by all branches, through the London Committee, and 
irged to promote a Copyright Bill which will contain a clause making it 
ompulsory that before any photograph whatever, copyright or not, can 
ie reproduced, the consent of the photographer must be had and 
-btained. Damages or penalties should be recoverable for contraven- 
ions of this clause. 

(3) Photographers as Dealers.—It is suggested that local branches pass 
esolutions (to be transmitted through the London Committee) recom- 
nending manufacturers and wholesale houses to appoint, wherever prac- 
icable, professional photographers, as retail dealers in preference to 
hemists, stationers, Italian warehousemen, and other tradesmen and 
hopkeepers who have no direct interest in photography and are not 
oncerned for its advancement. 

(4) Local branches, many of whose members are dealers as well as 
Photographers, should, it is suggested, form resolutions adverse to the 
dtempt to introduce the “ tied house ” system of trading as largely 
•ractised in America. 

(5) Fire Insurance.—The opinions of local branches are invited in the 
question of fire insurance as affecting professional photography. 

The committee have deemed it advisable to start a benevolent fund 
for the purpose of befriending and affording temporary relief to mem¬ 
bers of P.P.A. or their dependent relatives. The funds will be adminis¬ 
tered separately from the ordinary funds of the Association. It is sug¬ 
gested that funds be raised by donations, proceeds of entertainments, 
and other means that committee may think advisable. The committee 
hope that members of local branches will take up the matter and see 
their way to assist the object as far as possible. 

The committee, in accordance with the instruction at the last general 
meeting, communicated with the conductors of certain newspapers adver¬ 
tising cheap enlargements and misrepresenting their value. Your com¬ 
mittee are pleased to say that, amongst others, the following letter was 
received from the managing editor of the “ Liverpool Daily Post":— 

“ ‘ Liverpool Daily Post ’ and ‘ Liverpool Echo,’ 
“Chief offices: Victoria Street, Liverpool. 

“ December 19th, 19U1. 
“ Dear Sir,—I have to acknowledge receipt of your letter of December 

17th. Of course, a communication coming from such an Association as 
yours is entitled to every consideration. 

“ In these days, when the ‘ Times ’ takes to selling Atlases and Ency- 
clopfedias, and the largest drapers take to selling every form of miscel¬ 
laneous goods, it is very difficult to restrict business to one particular 
groove. 

“ I cannot, therefore, pledge myself to abandon a scheme of which 
vou complain, but I think I may promise this, that the phrase ‘if 
obtained through a professional photographer they would cost £2 2s. or 
£3 3s.’ will be in future excluded from our advertisement. 

“ I may say that we are pledged to this scheme, and it would be 
impossible, even if we had the wish, to stop it just now.—Yours truly, 

“ A. G. Jeans. 
“Alfred Ellis, Esq., hon. sec., 

“ The Professional Photographers’ Association, 
51, Baker Street, London W.” 

Your committee consider the result of their intervention in this matter 
creditable to the particular newspaper whose example, it is hoped, will 
be generally imitated in the press. 

Your committee regret to announce the death of one of their number— 
Mr. J. Caswall Smith. 

[The report of last Friday’s general meeting of the Professional 
Photographers’ Association is unavoidably held over till next week.— 
Eds. B.J.P.] 

LIVERPOOL AMATEUR PHOTOGRAPHIC ASSOCIATION. 
At the weekly meeting on Thursday, February 6th, Dr. J. W. Ellis, 
F.E.S., delivered an interesting lecture on “ The Photography of Archi¬ 
tecture.” The lecturer contended that architectural photography 
afforded opportunities for the exercise of one’s powers of pictorial com¬ 
position just as much as in landscape photography, and was attended 
with just as great difficulties. Dealing with apparatus, the lecturer 
advocated the square bellows type of camera in preference to the taper 
bellows, and, where possible, the use of a lens of a focus equal to the 
diagonal of the plate used. As a guide to exposure for interior work, 
he suggested stopping down the lens until the shadow detail appears just 
visible, then giving five minutes’ exposure with a moderately rapid plate. 
Backing of plates, development, etc., were fully entered into, and several 
valuable suggestions offered. In conclusion, Dr. Ellis pointed out what 
to avoid in the pursuit of this branch of the art, giving a practical appli¬ 
cation of his remarks by freely criticising a number of lantern glides which 
were thrown upon the screen. 

PROFESSIONAL PHOTOGRAPHERS’ ASSOCIATION (EDINBURGH 
BRANCH). 

A meeting of the above was held at 38, Castle Street, Edinburgh, on 
Friday evening, January 31st, 1902, Mr. W. Crooke in the 
chair. The secretary handed the chairman the suggested sub¬ 
jects for discussion received from the parent Association in 
London:—(1) Benevolent Fund.—After discussing the above, it was 
agreed unanimously that it was most desirable to have a benevolent 
fund, but that in the meantime it was a little premature to start one 
until the Association was more consolidated. (2) Amendment of Copy¬ 
right Act.—A long discussion took place on the copyright of photographs. 
It was finally agreed that it was desirable that all photographs should 
be copyright in regard to the publication of them in the illustrated press, 
viz., that it should be necessary to procure the consent of the pho¬ 
tographer before publishing any photograph; but in regard to the repro¬ 
ducing, in form of enlargement or otherwise, of a photograph by 
another photographer (although in some respects it might be thougnfc 
desirable that each man should have the exclusive right to reproduce 
his own work), the meeting came to the conclusion that this state of 
matters would be quite unworkable, and it was considered that it would 
be detrimental to the business of the profession at large. (5) Photo¬ 
graphers as Dealers.—The meeting recommended that professional pho¬ 
tographers should not be made dealers. If they became dealers they 
would no longer be eligible as member^ for the P.P.A. (4) Fire Insur¬ 
ance.—The present rate of fire insurance was considered excessive, and 
it was thought advisable that the insurance companies should be 
approached by the Association and petitioned to reduce their rates. It 
should be represented to them that photographers do not now use the 
inflammable materials, in dangerous quantities, such as methylated 
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spirits, ether, collodion, etc., which formerly caused the insurance com¬ 
panies to charge a special rate. Photographers in Edinburgh were at 
present charged 4s. 4d. to 5s. per cent., and the meeting was of opinion 
ihat it should be reduced to os. 

Commercial $ Cegal Intelligence 
SOUTHAMPTON CAMERA CLUB. 

The above Club held its fortnightly meeting on Monday evening, the 
3rd inst., at the Philharmonic Hall, under the presidency of Mr. G. T. 
Vivian. The lion. sec. made the announcement that the affiliation of the 
Club with the Royal Photographic Society had been completed, and the 
president (Mr. Burrough Hill) and hon. sec. (Mr. S. G. Kimber) were 
unanimously chosen as representatives of the Club on the council of that 
Society*. Another of the series of lantern slide competitions then took 
place, the subject being “ Still Life.” The contributions were of a very 
gratifying character. The winning pair, which well deserved first place, 
was produced by Mr. R. E. Jurd, who was awarded the usual certificate 
of merit. The slides were most realistic reproductions of fruit and vege¬ 
tables. Then followed an interesting experiment with Fuerst Bros.’ new 
flash-light candles, a photograph of a group of members being taken. 
On Monday next an extra night has been arranged, when Mr. R. W. Car¬ 
den, A.R.I.B.A., will give a lecture entitled "Towns not on the beaten 
track in Northern Italy,” which will be illustrated by lime-light views, to 
which ladies are invited. 

[* A somewhat novel way of electing members of the R.P.S. council, 
unprovided for, we believe, in the articles of association.—Ees. B.J.P.] 

PROFESSIONAL PHOTOGRAPHERS’ ASSOCIATION (HULL 
BRANCH). 

At the meeting held at the Grosvenor Hotel, Hull, on February 5th. 
1902, Mr. W. Barry occupied the chair. The proposed “ Photo¬ 
graphers’ Benevolent Association.”—After considerable discussion the 
following resolution was proposed by the chairman (Mr. W. Barry), 
seconded by Mr. J. Osbourne, and carried unanimously:—“That, in the 
opinion of the Hull Branch, the time has not arrived when the P.P.A. can 
be considered financially and numerically strong enough to undertake 
the formation of a benevolent society worthy of British professionals, 
and that the committee in London De asked to defer, if possible, the 
^establishment of any philanthropic scheme. That this meeting believes 
-the energies of the new Association may, for a time, be more effectively 
•employed in extending its membership and devising means for the better 
protection of professional interests in photography.” Proposed by Mr. 
Delf, seconded by Mr. Fussey:—“That until .the discount controversy 
with manufacturers is satisfactorily settled, members shall not allow the 
use of their names in advertising lists and handbooks now in course of 
preparation by a well-known firm of dry plate makers.” 
Carried unanimously. A letter having been received by a member from 
the Rotary Photographic Company, Limited, stating that it pays “ the 
best London photographers, for the very best subjects, the price of one 
guinea for the right to reproduce on postcards,” it was proposed by Mr. 
Pettingell and seconded by Mr. Wellsted, that the London Committee 
be asked if this extremely low fee had become an understood maximum 
for London photographers of position to charge for the us^ of valuable 

■copyrights on postcards A discussion on the possibility of extending 
Association work in Yorkshire resulted in a promise by all members 
present to assist at a meeting, should one be called at Leeds, with the 
view to the establishment of a West Riding centre. 

FORTHCOMING EXHIBITIONS. 
1902. 

January 31-Mar. 1 ... Dundee and East of Scotland Photographic Asso¬ 
ciation in the Victoria Art Galleries, Dundee. 
Hon. Secretaries, V. C. Baird aud Archibald 
Campbell, 39, High-street, Dundee. 

February 13-15. Nottingham Mechanics’ Institute Camera Club, 
Mechanics’ Lecture Hall, Nottingham. Joint 
Secretaries, W. Ward, 14, Stratford - terrace, 
Nottingham ; E. H. Atkin, 68, Blue Bell - hill, 
Nottingham ; A. Black, 9, Bowers - avenue, 
Nottingham. 

15-Mar. 8 ... Edinburgh Photographic Society, Society’s Rooms, 
38, Castle-street, Edinburgh. Secretary, J. B. 
Johnston, 52, Holly bank-terrace, Edinburgh. 

„ 19-26 . Croydon Camera Club, The Art Galleries, Park- 
lane, Croydon. Hon. Secretary, W. H. Rogers, 
46, Bensham Manor-road, Thornton Heath. 

March 1-8 . South London Photographic Societv, Public Baths, 
Church - street, Camberwell. Hon. Secretary, 
Frank Goddard, Woodlands, Vanbrugh - hiil, 
Blackheath, S.E. 

Mar. 1902 . Corporation of Glasgow Photographic Exhibition 
and Competition. Hon. Secretary, Peter Mac- 
nair, People’s Palace, Glasgow. 

-♦—- 

The South London Photographic Society had the honour, on Monday, 
in affording a welcome to the president of the Toronto Camera Club, 
who arrived in London last week. Mr. W. H. Moss has brought with 
him an interesting set of lantern slides and prints showing the home¬ 
steads and country of our colony, amongst them many beautiful scenes 
and artistic grouping of cattle, recalling many of Constable's portrayals 
of country life. 

Messes. W. King & Co., artists, enlargers, printers, etc., of the Kings 
ton Enlarging Works, bouthsea Road, Kingston-on-Thames, send us tin , 
latest traue list of bromide enlargements on paper, opal, and canvas 
carbon enlargements on paper and opal; copying; developing plaits anc 
films; finishing enlargements, etc.; lantern slides; mounting; making 
negatives; platinotype enlarging and printing; printing; retouching 
special lines; toning and fixing prints; toned bromides. 

The Photorama.—Under the style of the “ Photoraina ” there has 
appeared in Paris a novelty in photographic apparatus, the latest inveii 
tion of the Brothers Lumiere, which is capable of taking on a cylindrical 
film a photograph embracing the complete circuit of the horizon From 
this a positive is printed, and by a slight adjustment of the working 
parts it is possible, using but one source of light, to project the result 
as a panoramic view, using the apparatus both for view-taking and pro¬ 
jection. Sufficient film can be carried, whilst in the field, for some twenty 
exposures. When used as an apparatus for projection, the subjects rna\ 
be readily changed, the time occupied being but a few seconds. From 
accounts received the following particulars are gleaned:—The negative 
is taken on a film, which revolves in an opposite direction to that of the 
single lens employed and a mirror is used for the purpose of reversing 
the image. From the negative so obtained a positive is prepared, which, 
for projection, is held in position, above and below, by two circular metal 
collars. Illumination is derived from an electric arc placed over th> 
central axis of the machine, the picture being equally illuminated by 
means of a series of mirrors and condensers. Projection is attained by 
the use of a series of lenses and mirrors revolving round the outer surface 
of the positive film. 

A Compensation Appeal.—Sheriff Henderson has allowed proof in 
an Edinburgh workman's compensation case, in which Messrs. Valentine 
6c Sons, Limited, photographic publishers, 53, Montgomery Street, Edin¬ 
burgh, who were defenders in an action raised some time ago, under the 
Workmen’s Compensation Act, by Catherine Murray, 3, Ballantine Road, 
Leith, applied for the reduction of an award. The defenders lodged a 
minute wherein they sought to have the award granted in favour of the 
pursuer, dated May 7th, 1901, of a weekly payment of two shillings, 
reduced or reviewed, on the ground that the pursuer was at present earn¬ 
ing more than her wages at the time of the accident. To that minute 
the pursuer lodged answers, in which she stated that her earning 
capacity was permanently depreciated by her injuries, and that her 
general condition was such that she could not earn as much as she did 
prior to the accident. Up till January 8th she did earn 7s. 2d. per 
week, her working hours being from 7 a m. till 6 p.m., which was half- 
an-hour a day longer than when she was employed by the defenders. 
She had to leave two situations on account of ill-health, and since the 
date of the accident her average wage was only 4s. 2d. per week. The 
sheriff, in allowing proof, said he would have preferred to dispose of the 
case summarily, but in view of the fact that the parties were not at one 
on the question of the weekly wage of the pursuer, he had no choice 
but to allow parties a proof of their averments. The case has accordingly 
been placed on the roll, in order that a diet may be fixed. 

On Saturday, February 1st, an alarm of fire caused a panic at the 
Royal Albert Music Hall, Canning Town, but happily no serious con¬ 
sequences ensued. The last item on the programme, fixed for ten minutes 
past eleven, was a bioscope entertainment. The bioscope apparatus is 
contained in an iron box, inside which the operator is enclosed. The box 
was right at the back of the pit, and when the ordinary lights had been 
turned down the operator began his work. A portrait of ex-President 
Kruger had hardly appeared, when an unusual noise was heard at the 
instrument, and flames and smoke issued from the operators box. 
The fitful light in the darkened house naturally alarmed the audience, 
and the word “fire” was mentioned. The people in the upper portion 
of the house, being unable to see the nature of the mishap, made a 
stampede from their seats. The policemen on duty, at the first sight 
of alarm, threw the doors open, and thus the people m the upper part 
of the house were enabled to pass out in a hurried manner, but one or 
two women fainted. As soon as it was seen what had happened, the 
electric light was turned on, and Mr. Walter Leaver, the chairman of the 
hall, called loudly for order, and assured the audience that there was 
no danger, while Mr. Charles Rel, the proprietor, to convince them that 
the danger was over, stood upon the bioscope box and addressed • 
It appeared that the celluloid films of the bioscope had caught fire but 

the flare did not last mere than half-a-minute The West Ham Fire 
Brigade and a number of policemen were speedily upon the scene, but 
there was no need for their services. 

We have received a thirty-page list of second-hand and shop-soiled 
photographic goods for sale by Mr. W. E. Dunmore (the Telia Camera 
Company, 110, Shaftesbury Avenue, London W. including hand 
cameras; magazine, folding (hand or stand), Kodaks, tw ■ • 
field cameras; lenses; camera stands; roll holders, chanBi B 
boxes; lanterns; enlarging lanterns; shutters; sundries. Mr. 
Dunmore’s conditions for the purchase of photographic apparatus on the 
easy payment system are as follows;—(1) Full particulars ° § 
required! State list prices, maker’s name, size, etc. (2) Payments may 
extend over six months for amounts under £6; over 
nine months if over £6 and under £9; and over twelve monthsjf the 
amount is over £12. (3) All apparatus is supplied at list prices, and 
guaranteed as described in maker’s list. Interest at the rate of 2s. must 
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be added to each £. No interest is charged on the first or deposit pay¬ 
ment. (4) A deposit of not less than a sixth part of the value of the 

goods ordered must accompany each other, which will be considered to 
>e the first monthly payment. In event of references not being satis- 
actory, the deposit money will be returned in full. (5) References are 
mly required as to the stability of customers; in making inquiries, the 
lature of business does not transpire, simply the amount as a ledger 
.ccount. (6) Householders should fill in form A, and supply the names 
>f two references; clergymen, bankers, or tradesmen preferred.. (7) Non- 
louseholders should fill in form B, and supply full name and address, etc., 
>f his (or her) guarantor, who should be a householder. (8) Instalments 
hould be paid regularly, as soon as due. A printed receipt card is sup- 
died free. (9) Goods may be selected from any maker’s list approved of 
>y the Company. A printed application form is sent post free. 

A Clergyman’s Company Speculations.—Upon a petition filed by Lord 
Foley, the only creditor, the Rev. A. A. Barratt, vicar of Holy Trinity, 
Hlaygate, attended at the Kingston Bankruptcy Court, yesterday, to 
uidergo examination. The liabilities were returned at £3,893, and the 
issets at £4,230, but the latter include a claim of £4,162 against a com- 
iany known as Photo, Limited, in which the debtor was interested, and 
which was in liquidation. The debtor attributed his insolvency to 
i judgment obtained against him by Lord Foley in respect of a guarantee 
;iven in connection with the formation of Photo, Limited. In answer 
:o the Deputy Official Receiver, Mr. Barratt stated that he was vicar of 
Holy Trinity, Claygate, and had been in holy orders about twenty years. 
His income at one time from pew rents, endowment, and pupils was 
ibout £1,400. He first became connected with public companies in 1881, 
iut it was more a hobby than anything else. He had been connected 
with the Artistic Letter Company, Limited, the Mechanical Bolt Syndi¬ 
cate, the Linoleum Tile Company, Limited, the Cresco-Fylma Company, 
Limited, the Cresco-Fylma Hannam Company, Limited, and Photo, 
Limited, all of which had gone into liquidation. In repJy 'O Mr. 
Hooper Willis, who appeared for Lord Foley, Mr. Barratt said he was 
ilso connected with a company known as Stationery, Limited, and was 
o be managing director or working chairman of it at a salary of £1,000. 
He never, however, took a penny out of the company. He had one 
share for £100. He wrote to Lord Foley, in 1894, suggesting that he 
should give him a lease of some land round Telegraph Hill for the for- 
nation of a golf club, and Lord Foley gave him a lease for three years 
it £2 per annum. He afterwards sold this lease to a gentleman for £10. 
He did so without consulting the members of the golf club which he 
ormed. He did not, however, obtain the lease by representing that it 
was on behalf of the parishioners, and he denied, therefore, that there 
was any fraud in selling it without their consent. For the debtor it was 
stated that he had lost everything except his pew rents. The examinu- 
ion was adjourned. 

Re George Caldwell, photographer, residing at 66, Park Road, and 
rading at 9, St. Peter s Gate, lately trading at Wheeler Gate, and prior 
o then at Longrow, King Street, and Carrington Street, Nottingham. 
The first meeting of the creditors interested under this failure took place 
m Friday last, at the offices of the Official Receiver for Nottingham. 
The summary of accounts showed gross liabilities amounting to £2,380 
5s. 6d., of which £2,226 0s. 2d. was expected to rank for dividend, and 
he assets, consisting of book debts, estimated to produce £4 2s. 9d., thus 
showing a deficiency of £2,226 0s. 2d. In reply to a question by one of 
he creditors, the Official Receiver said that debtor was insolvent a year 
igo to -the extent of £2,000. He now stated that £1,000 of that arose 
rom loss by a fire which he had in Carrington Street some years ago, that 
le lost about another £500 through litigation with his landlords, and 
hat he had had some minor losses, but, substantially, the rest of the 

deficiency was made up of living expenses, which his profits have been 
nsufficient to meet. There were a number of unsatisfactory features 
ibout the case, of which they could not take a favourable view, but it 
would be better to defer going into them until the public examination. 
The debtor appeared for his public examination at the Nottingham 
Bankruptcy Court on Friday last, before the Registrar. In reply 
o questions put by the Official Receiver, debtor stated that he 
commenced business as a photographer, twenty-four years ago, in Car- 
ington Street, without capital. He carried on business there successfully 
or a number of years. Some eight years ago he endeavoured to effect an 
irrangement with his creditors. He offered 5s. in the £, which was 
iccepted, but he could not find the money and the arrangement fell 
hrough. At that time his indebtednes was a few hundred pounds. Mat¬ 
ers improved afterwards, and some of his creditors were paid in full, and 
)thers partially. Eventually he had a fire at his premises, and to that 
le attributed his insolvency. His property went when he was burnt out. 
He had been moving about from one place to another, and losing money 
:onstantly since. He executed a bill of sale in February, 1899, for £200, 
vhen he disposed of his stock, effects, household furniture, and every- 
hing he possessed. The rate of interest was 30 per cent., but he had 
lever paid any interest nor anything off the bill of sale. The Official 
Receiver: You practically divested yourself of every scrap of property by 
-he bill of sale ? Debtor: Yes;. The Official Receiver: And since then 
rou have been carrying on business with absolutely nothing to lose ? 
Debtor: That is so.—Continuing, debtor said he had had a great amount 
>f pressure from his creditors, and there were about thirty-two judgment 
ummonses out against him at the date of the receiving order. In addi- 
ion to fire, he considered his insolvency had been contributed to by the 
act that he had been moving from one place to another and was not 
stablished in a prominent position in the city. The only books he had 

' ept were a ledger and a cash book. Practically the whole of his indebted- 
iess was due to trade creditors; there were only one or two private 
lebts. The £200 which he received on the bill of sale was placed in the 
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Nottingham and Notts Bank, and paid away on business accounts. His 
deficiency account showed that he was insolvent a year ago to the extent 
of £2,070, and he had made other losses since then, in respect of having 
to live out of a business which was not making a profit, but he did not 
think he had drawn more than 30s. per week for household expenses. 
The Official Receiver pointed out that, according to his deficiency account, 
he had been drawing at the rate of £232, but the debtor said that he 
had not been living at that rate.—What was your object, then, in putting 
that amount in your deficiency account?—The account had been made out 
according to the books and papers.—I suggest that that figure is probably 
true; that you have had £232 out of your business for your household 
and personal expenses during the last year?—I don’t think it was so 
much as that. We have not lived at that rate, I am positive.—Then why 
did you put the figure in your deficiency account?—It is made out from 
books and invoices, but I have not lived at that rate.—Where has the 
money gone then?—Paid away in debts somewhere.—But you have lived 
in a £40 house ?—Friends have paid the rent of that house for more 
than a year. The 30s. was for living alone.—Asked as to the way in 
which his deficiency had arisen, the debtor said that he had lost a very 
valuable business in Carrington Street by fire in 1898. At that time he 
was solvent. The premises were the best in the midland counties, and. 
he valued the whole place then at from £2,500 to £3,000, but the amount 
he recovered on the insurance was only £1,850.-—How did that leave you 
insolvent ?—I was not insolvent then, four years ago; thrde years ago I 
was.—The Official Receiver pointed out that in his signed statement the- 
debtor had declared that after he had the £1,800 he was insolvent to the 
extent of £100. How did he come to be insolvent to that extent?—The 
debtor said that he could not explain.—In fact there is no explanation 
to that at all?—I can only go by that paper (the signed statement).—The 
Deputy Registrar: But you were doing such a good business before the 
fire, you said ?—I did a big business. There was a large turnover, but 
the profit was not very great.—Answering a query as to why he con¬ 
tinued to trade when he was insolvent, the debtor said that fourteen 
years ago he was in the same position as he was to-day, only not in the 
Bankruptcy Court, but he pulled himself round and made thousands out 
of the business, and that was the reason he continued to do as he had 
been doing, with the idea of business improving. He believed that th*e 
whole of the £2,000 he was owing now had been lost since the fire in 
Carrington Stret. The £1,800 carried him on for some time, while he 
was out of premises, and for living.—Where has the £2,000 been lost if 
it was not lost at the fire ?—In business.—Which business ?—The business 
I carried on since the fire.—Where were you in business ?—First in Peck 
Lane, next in King Street, afterwards in Wheeler Gate, and now in St. 
Peter’s Gate.—So you have been losing at the rate of over £500 a year ? 
—I have been losing money all the time.—Continuing, he said he lost 
£500 in a lawsuit in respect of a dispute about the rent of the premises 
on Long Row. The rent there was £500, but there was a factory 
attached, and if that had been let it would have reduced the rent to 
£300.—Since when have you known beyond doubt that you were insol¬ 
vent?—Three years ago.—What justification have you for continuing to 
trade ?—My principal creditors did not press me.—But still there is the 
fact that you were insolvent?—The object I had was this: that fourteen 
years ago I was in the same position, and pulled myself round, and I 
lived in the hope of doing the same again.—In February, 1879, you 
divested yourself of every scrap of property you had, left yourself 
£2,000-worth of debts, and have contracted other debts since then. 
What possible hope had you of pulling yourself round?—The only hope 
I had was that I had done it before, and I thought I should do the 
same again.—But matters have been getting worse from day to day?— 
Yes, they have.—You have had absolutely nothing at stake since 1899: 
nothing to lose of your own at all ?—No.—You have simply been carrying 
on a losing business and living out of that at your creditors’ expense?— 
Yes.—The debtor added that he would have been all right if he could 
have remained at Carrington Street.—Did not all these things point to 
the fact that you must have known the hopelessness of your position—I 
did not know it so much as I do now that all my debts are down 
together. I had no idea I was in such a state. I thought my liabilities 
were £1,200 instead of £2,200.— In reply to Mr. W. B. Smith, who 
appeared for him, the debtor explained, in regard to the Carrington 
Street fire, that the less of £1,000 was the difference between the amount 
of his valuation and the sum actually received from the insurance, but 
in addition to that he thought that the goodwill was werth £1,000. He 
had the advice of a solicitor in respect of the lawsuit, and only proceeded 
with it after counsel’s opinion had been obtained. As a matter of fact, 
he entered a counter-claim and received a verdict for £50 upon it, while 
the iudee who tried the case expressed sympathy with him in the posi¬ 
tion in which he was placed.—The examination was closed. 

-♦- 

South London Photographic Society.—The following are the results of 
lantern slide competitions for work done on Continental excursions, 
1901:—Silver medal for best slide taken on any excursion: C. Churchill. 
Rhine excursions, May and September: bronze medal, F. Smith; second, 
J. Bar. Rhine excursion, July: bronze medal, J. T. French. Zuyder 
Zee excursion, August: bronze medal, C. Churchill; second, T. Coysli. 
E. R. Bull and J. K. Ayling, judges. 

The Croydon Photographic Exhibition, which will be opened on the 
19th inst., at 3 p.m., by Sir William Abney, K.C.B., will contain the 
largest assemblage of the green prints by Mr. Chas. Moss as yet shown at 
one time and place. A representative collection of the masterpieces of 
the late H. P. Robinson and a. Daguerreotype display are amongst many 
other special features, including picture postcards. The exhibition 
remains open from 10 a.m. to 10 p.m. every day until the 26th. The 
usual lantern displays, supplemented by artificial-light portraiture and 
demonstrations will be arranged for the evenings. 
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Patent l)eu)$. 
-♦- 

The following abridged description is specially drawn for the British 

Journal of Photography by Messrs. Hughes k Young, patent agents, 
55 and 56, Chancery Lane, London, who will give advice and assistance 
free to our readers on all patent matters. 

Patent Applications.—No. 2,154.—John Toby, sen., and John Toby, jun., 
both of the firm of the Torbay Machinist Company, 173, Fleet 
Street. “ Improved construction of washing baths for photo¬ 
graphic prints and negatives.” 

No. 1,325.—Arthur Korn, Buckingham Street, Strand. “ A new or im¬ 
proved method and apparatus for the production of telephoto¬ 
graphs.” 

No. 1,332.—Arthur Lewis Adams, 26, Charing Cross Road, London. “Im¬ 
provements in or relating to focal plane and other rolled blind 
shutters for photographic purposes.” 

No. 1,441.—Nathan Smedley Kay, Chancery Lane. “ Improvements in 
cr relating to the means for adjusting or regulating the shades, 
reflectors or screens employed in connection with adjustable or 
other electric-lights, gas-lights and others for the purpose of con¬ 
centrating and diffusing the light therefrom in any desired or 
required direction fe- the purpose of facilitating photography, and 
apparatus therefor.” 

No. 1,470.—John Edward Thornton, Rokeby, Altrincham. “ Improve¬ 
ments in the design, construction, and manufacture of photo¬ 
graphic cameras, and parts thereof.” 

No. 1,477.—William Colvin, 96, Buchanan Street, Glasgow. “Improve¬ 
ments in and relating to photographic backgrounds.” 

No. 1,731.—Alfred Adam Marsh, 18, Fulham Place, Paddington. “ Im¬ 
provements in time and instantaneous shutters of the roller-blind 
type for photographic purposes. 

No. 1,846.—Joseph Halden, Strand. “Improvements in apparatus for 
use in drying or removing the surplus moisture from photo-prints 
and the like.” 

No. 1,934.--Max Reichert, Chancery Lane. “New or improved means 
or apparatus for developing and fixing photographic plates, cut 
films, and the like.” 

No. 1,991.—Carl Paul Goerz, Strand. “ Improvements in change boxes 
for photographic plates, films, and the like.” 

No. 2,061.—Edwin Drew Bartlett, High Holborn. “ Improvements in or 
relating to photographic cameras.” 

No. 2,199.—Harry Billcliff, William Henry Billcliff, and Alfred Billcliff, 
4, St. Ann’s Square, Manchester. “ An improvement in photo- 

- graphic cameras.” 
No. 2,216.—Walsu George Perks and Henry George Merrick Fletcher, 

■ Glanafon Hayle. “ An improved method of separating flexible 
photographic films, cards, and other sheets.” 

No. 2,258.—Ernest Swan, 43, Cromwell Avenue, Higligate. “ A cycle 
lamp adaptable for use as a photographic dark-room lamp.” 

No. 2,273.—Kuno Scliloemilch and Alein Fichte, Chancery Lane. “ Im¬ 
provements in the production of screens for photographic repro¬ 
duction purposes.” 

No. 2,314—Paul Tracy, 5, Castle Street, City Road, E.C.—“ Improve¬ 
ments in photographic printing machinery.” 

No. 2,347.—John Edward Thornton, Rokeby, Altrincham. “ Improve¬ 
ments in packing cases, adaptors, and mechanism for the storage, 
exposing, and transferring of photographic plates or films.” 

No. 2,442 —George Houghton and Herbert Holmes, High Holborn. “ Im¬ 
provements in film cameras.” 

No. 2,443 —George Houghton and Herbert Holmes. “Improvements in 
photographic camera, supports.” 

No. 2,468.—Austin Edwards, Chancery Lane. “ Improvements in the 
manufacture of photographic papers and films, and in machinery 
employed therein.” 

No. 2,504.—Arthur James Anderson, Lloyds Bank Buildings, Bristol. 
“ Improvements in or relating to photographic cameras.” 

No. 2,510.—The Birmingham Photographic Company, Limited, and Frank 
Alston, 24, Temple Row, Birmingham. “ Improvements in shutters 
for photographic cameras.” 

No. 2,539.—Samuel Sykes, 185, Stanstead Road, Forest Hill. “ The 
crescent camera front.” 

No. 2;556.—Charles Winthorpe Somerville, 88, High Holborn. “ An im¬ 
proved photographic plate lifter.” 

Patents Illustrated.—No. 18,121. Colouring fashion-plates, maps, 
engravings, photographs, etc. Patentee: J. M. Lorimey, 19, Rue 
de Bourgogne, Paris. 

Stencilling-apparatus for colouring or tinting fashion-plates, stamps, 
■engravings, photographs, maps, etc., in several colours. The sheets or 
maps, etc., to be coloured are first placed in clips, by which they are 
registered in the stencilling apparatus proper. The clip is of split tubular 
form, with projecting spring gripping-blades between which one edge of 
the sheet is placed. Tubular ends project from the clip, and are the 
parts by which the clips and sheets are fed and carried through the 
stencilling machine. 

No. 18,252.—Photography. Patentee: A. Pickard, 2, Lancaster Park, 
Harrogate, Yorks. 

Printing.—The negative and printing-out paper are gripped at the 
lujme by a clip on a flexible backing, which has a tendency to curve back 
at the top to facilitate the inspection of the paper. The backing, which 
lias a bend or roll at the top to exclude light, is secured to the 

negative and paper by a frame having clips which receive the, parts, or 
other forms of clips may be used. The frame may hav» an apertUI 
which, when the frame is on the negative side, serves for vignetting. 

No. 18,297.—Photograph. Patentees: J. Wilkinson and A. Wilkinson, 
both of St. Oswaxu Street, Manchester. 

Printing.—Relates to certain devices applied to printing-frames to 
prevent the printing-paper from moving when the frame is ^opened for 
inspection. One arrangement is described, where one of the pressing- 
springs is partially turned back. In each spring are two holes, which 
fit over studs on the hinged back. There is also a hole in the free end 
of the spring, which fits on to a stud in the printing frame, where it is 
kept in position by the turn-button. 

Poos ana Dotes. 
Photographic Club.—On Wednesday, February 19th, at 8 p.ra., at 

Anderton’s Hotel, Fleet Street, Mr. A. S. Newman (of Newman and 
Guardia) gives the second part of his lecture on “ Kinetic Photography.” 
Any of our readers interested in the subject are invited to attend. 

Exhibitions.—Dundee and East of Scotland.—The results in the lantern 
slides and lecturette classes (judge, Mr. A. Horsley Hinton) were announced 
on Saturday as follows:—Lantern Slides: 1, G. S. Bryson, Glasgow: 
2, James Walker, Birkenhead. Lecturette: 1, Graystone Bird, Bath; 
2, John B. Maclachlan, Blairgowrie. 

Edinburgh Photographic Society.—The annual exhibition of this 
Society will be opened at 38, Castle Street, on Saturday, February 15th. 
We are informed that the show promises to be one of the finest yet held 
by the Society. There are 155 entries in the Open Section, and one 
or two less in the Members’ Section. 

Ealing Photographic Society. At the meeting to be held at the Public 
Buildings, Ealing, on Monday, the 17th inst., Mr. E. Dockree, F.R.P.S., 
will give a lantern lecture entitled “ Bits by the Way.” The “ Bits ” will 
include a complete set of Newgate Prison, which is doomed. As it is 
probable that this set will not be shown elsewhere, the hon. sec., Mr 
J. Watson, will be pleased to forward an invitation card to anyone 
interested and who would like to be present. His address is 2, Waldeck 
Road, Ealing, W. 

The New Light.—Last week an interesting exhibition of the new light 
(atmospheric gas) has been given by Mr. J. Wilkinson, of Burton-iu- 
Lonsdale (the inventor and patentee), in the Lumbs refreshment room. 
Mr. Wilkinson has been indirectly connected with lngleton for some 
thirteen years. He is a retired photographer, and during his career has 
invented and patented many useful things, the majority being connected 
with the photographic trade. Hi? latest invention, however—atmospheric 
gas—places all his other efforts in the shade, and aims at revolutionising 
the lighting system of the present day. Mr. Wilkinson gave a full 
explanation as to the constituents of the gas, and practically demon¬ 
strated its powers, both in respect to light, power, and heat. The inventor 
claims that the gas can be supplied at 8d. per thousand cubic feet, and is 
particularly adapted for churches, chapels, mansions, and any 
large public buildings. It can also be used for street lighting, 
and could be worked through the ordinary gas mains up to a distance 
of 1,000 yards, but beyond that a circuit would have to be made, so that 
a complete circle would be made through the carboretter. Mr. 
Wilkinson has been working at the subject for twenty-five years.—“ Lan¬ 
caster Guardian.” 

Hunting With the Camera.—After thirty years’ experience as a sports¬ 
man, the well-known big-game hunter, Mr. George SLiras, of Pittsburgh, 
abandoned his destructive gun for a camera, having come to the con¬ 
clusion that snap-shotting with a camera would afford all the fun of 
shooting proper with none of its attendant evils For ten years, now, he 
has hunted with his camera—with what success may be judged from an 
extremely interesting article upon this new sport in the February num¬ 
ber of “ Pearson’s Magazine.” Some flash-light photographs of deer 
illustrate this paper. “Having selected a dark, warm night, the flash¬ 
light hunter prepares his cameras, lights the lamp, loads his flash-light 
apparatus with magnesium powder, and, in his canoe, pushes out into 
the silent waters of lake or river. The paddle sends the slight boat 
ahead so easily that no sound is heard, except a gentle ripple scarcely 
noticeable a boat’s length away. The wooded banks are wrapped in 
deepest shadow, only the sky-line along the crest showing their course. 
At the bow of the boat the bright eye of the jack-light is turning from 
side to side, cutting a tunnel of light through the mass of darkness, 
showing, as it sweeps the banks, the trunks of trees and tracery of 
foliage with wonderful distinctness. Soon the quick ears of the men 
in the boat detect the sound of a deei feeding among the liy beds that 
fringe the shore. Knee-deep in the water he is moving contentedly 
about, munching his supper of thick green leaves. The lantern spins 
about on its pivot, and the bore of light chases up and down the bank 
whence the noise came. A moment more and two bright balls shine 
back from under the fringe of trees; a hundred and fifty yards away, 
the deer has raised his head and is wondering what strange, luminous 
thing is lying out on the surfact of the lake. Straight towards the mark 
of the shining eyes the canoe is sent with firm, silent strokes. The dis¬ 
tance is only a hundred yards; now it is only fifty, and the motion oi 
the canoe is checked till it is gliding forward almost imperceptibly. 
At this point, if the hunting were in earnest, there would be a red spurt 
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< fire from under the jack-light, and the deer would be struggling and 
] nging towards the bush; but there is no sound or sign of life, only 
t slowly-gaining light. Twenty-five yards now, and the question is, 
•\ 1 he stand a moment longer Y The flashlight apparatus has been 
l sed well above any obstruction in the front of the boat, the powder 
i the pan lies ready to ignite at the pull of the trigger; everything is 
i readiness for immediate action. Closer comes the boat, and still the 
i eyeballs watch it; what a strange phenomenon this pretty light is; 
i ,hing like it has ever been seen in the lake during all the days of his 
c rhood. Fifteen yards now, and the tension is becoming great. Sud- 
c ily there is a click, and a white wave of light breaks out from the 
t v of the boat—deer, hills, trees, everything stand out for a moment 
s in the white glare of noonday. A dull report, and then a veil of 
i :y darkness descends. Just a tenth of a second has elapsed, but it 
1 i been enough to trace the picture of the deer on the plates of the 
c neras, and long enough to blind, for the moment, the eyes of both 
c ir and men. From some place out in the darkness the deer makes a 
i ghty leap; he has sprung towards the boat, and a wave of water 
s ashes over its occupants; again he springs, this time towards the 
1 lk; he is beginning to see a little now, and is soon heard running, as 
< ly a frightened deer can run, away from the light that looked so 
liutiful, but was in reality so terrifying.” 

L New Light.—Mr. Peter C. Hewitt, an American, has recently brought 
t b a new light, which is said to give out much stronger light and at a 
caper cost than any other. The light was tested by the American 
Sciety of Mechanical Engineers, New York, and it gave a very brilliant 
1 lit. The lamp consists simply of a glass tube with a bulb at one end, 
l which is introduced gas generated from mercury. The tubes, when 
fed, are connected with the ordinary electric power in any building and 
t: current turned on. The gas acts as the conductor, and as soon as the 
sitch is turned the tube is flooded with light. Four of these tubes were 
I ced at regular intervals around the gallery of the auditorium, and 
c e was hung from the ceiling. The incandescent lights were also turned 
(, and the light from these looked like jets of uncertain yellow flame 
a compared with the light in Mr. Hewitt’s lamps. Mr. Hewitt read a 
I per in which he described his new lamp. In the course of it he said:— 
' he mercury gas lamps exhibited are operated on the standard Edison 
I »-volt direct-current circuit installed in this building, and lamps of this 
c ss consume amounts varying from 1 to 6 amperes, and the efficiency 
i approximately 4 watt per spherical candle-power. Under better con- 
c ions as high an efficiency as \ watt per spherical candle-power has 
t ?n obtained, determined by careful and accurate measurements. I 
I sre made lamps with diameter of bore less than £ in. and as large as 3 in. 
i length up to over 10 ft., giving from less than 10 candles up to fully 
3 00. Lamps of very small bores give more trouble in manufacture and 
c sration than those of moderate size. Lamps of innumerable shapes 
si dimensions have been constructed, and great variation of candle- 
iwer for various diameters obtained. There appears no reason why 
1 nps may not be made of any size required and of any desired candle- 
jwer per inch within wide limits, the only limitation appearing being 
Ut imposed by softening of the glass when too many candle-power per 
i h are produced. The general rules established regarding their opera- 
t n hold good so far as examined, and it is possible to predetermine 
vh almost absolute exactness the voltage, current consumption, and 
c ldle-power of a lamp when the manufacture is perfect. The light 
pduced by pure mercury gas comprised orange yellow, lemon yellow, 
pen, blue, blue violet, and violet; and although all shades of these 
c ours may not be present, their absence would not be so seriously felt 
a re it not for the absence of the red. For some purposes the lack of 
i t in the spectrum is objectionable, but for many uses it is a positive 
£ vantage. For shop work, draughting, reading and other work where 

eye is called upon for continued strain, the absence of red is an 
£ vantage, for I have found light without red is much less tiring to the 
< ^s than with it. It is possible to transform some wa\res of this light, 
oecially the yellow light, into red light, and thus in a measure to over- 
cne this defect where required for general indoor illumination. A 
i >derate amount of ordinary incandescent light interspersed with the 
i ircury gas electric light serves to supply the deficiency, and the mixture 
ny be made most satisfactory. For ordinary street-lighting purposes 
lb mercury is available, even without the red, and it should be noticed 
Ht this light has very great penetrating power, and seems to be effec- 
1e through greater distances than an equivalent amount of measured 
(idle power from the ordinary incandescent lamp. This may be due to 
i3 fact that the waves of the red light are less penetrating than those 
-ves which are present in the mercury light, and hence the least 

P°!: tl(?n of the . spectrum having such illuminating effects is 
< lifted, and the energy is practically expended in the more useful por- 
nns of the spectrum. When it is considered that this light when 

( tu t uI?^rcury g&s, has an efficiency at least eight times as great 
\ x •/ obtamed by the ordinary incandescent lamp, it will be appreciated 
at it has haa its use in places where lack of the red is not important 

1’ the economy of operation will much more than compensate for the 
ineAvhat unnatural colour given to illuminated objects.”—Reprinted 
1 >m Invention. . ^ 

V Notice to the Trade, Wholesale Agents and Book- 
* LLERS. A Contents Bill is issued with each number of the JOURNAL 
» d copies may be had on application to the Publishers ' 
V Notice to Advertisers.—A Revised Tariff for advertisements 

\ ™ie JOURNAL is now in force. Blochs and copy are received subject to 
° approval of the Publishers, and advertisements are inserted abso- 

•! without condition, expressed or implied, as to what appears in 
< ? text portion of the paper. 

Correspondence. 
*** Correspondents should never write on both sides of the paper No 

notice is taken of communications unless the names ' and addreises of 
the writers are given. 

* * * do not undertake responsibility for the opinions expressed by our 
correspondents. J 

TITAN SCARLET S. 

To the Editors. 

GenUemen,—-Some time ago you published very favourable reports 
oi litan Scarlet S., as a sensitiser for gelatine dry plates. I ha\'e 
obtained some from Messrs. Holliday and Sons. Huddersfield, and 
following “ ^ alenta’s ”• instructions most carefully, have failed to 
obtain any perceptible increase in red sensitiveness as tested in the 
spectroscope. Have any others of your readers tried this dye? — 
1 ours truly, Titan. 

LANGFIER, LIMITED. 

To the Editors. 

Gentlemen,—As a matter of interest to your subscribers I beg to 
inform you that my company has declared an interim dividend at 10 
per cent, per annum for the half-year ended 1st December last.— 
Yotirs faithfully, Edward Jas. Patterson, Secretary. 

9, Old Jewry Chambers, E.C. 
February 5th, 1902. 

SOLUBILITY OF MANDARIN ORANGE. 

To the Editors. 

Gentlemen,—In the Journal for January 31, in the “Answers to 
Correspondents” column, you refer to me for an explanation of the 
difficulty met with by “ H. B. B.” in dissolving this dye. This 
objection was raised by another correspondent, and in response to a 
similar invitation from you was answered in the number for October 
11, 1901, to which “ H. B. B. ” is referred. 

It may be useful to add that the water used to dissolve mandarin G 
extra must be free from lime, and to repeat that for use with an 
ordinary lamp 2 parts in 500 are quite sufficient, even for ortho- 
chromatic plates. The saturated solution at ordinary temperatures 
contains 10 to 12 parts in 500.—I am, yours, etc., 

W. S. Davenport. 
Uhlandrtrasse 39, Dresden. 

February 8th, 1902. 

OPALINES. 

To the Editors. 

Gentlemen,-—Referring to Thos. Leigh’s inquiry re opalines in issue 
of the 7th, if he abstains from the use of alum the prints may be 
mounted on glass direct from the washing water, without using any 
gelatine solution. For this method the glasses should not be heated. 
Of course, gelatine prints which have not been alumed should not be 
brought into contact with heat. 

I saw a reference the other day to the difficulty in securing contact 
between a P.O.P. print and card mount. I had the same trouble, until 
I adopted the plan of passing a damp sponge over the face of the 
mount, and then placing the mounted print under pressure.—Hoping 
these hints may be of service, I am, yours, etc., 

T. Stokoe^ 
Clare, Suffolk. 

February 10, 1902. 

PHOTO-ENGRAVING: HOW IT IS DONE. 

To the Editors. 

Gentlemen,—I trust that you -will find space in an early issue to~ 
reprint the enclosed cutting, containing accurate instructions, hitherto 
withheld by the photographic Press, for the making of true positives, 
so essential in half-tone work. Unfortunately, their author does 
not tell us hoAV to produce a true negative. Must the camera in 
that case be fixed parallel to the angled mirror and are the “ Directions 
for Use” to be put in the dark slide or the acid bath?—I enclose my 
card, and remain, sincerely yours, 

Processor. 
[The following is the extract referred to by our correspondent. It 

appeared in the photographic column of last [Monday’s “ Daily 
Express ” : — 

“ Photo-Engraving : The Screen. 
“ In these days of photo-reproduction few people know or care to 

consider ‘how it is done.’ The camera is fixed at right angles to the 
picture to be reproduced. This is done to produce upon the plate a 
true picture instead of one reversed—a positive instead of a. negative: 
the lens is fitted with an angled mirror inside or outside. Before the 
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picture falls on the sensitive plate the image passes through a ‘ screen.’ 
This screen is a sheet of glass covered with minute dots or diagonal 
lines. A screen 12ins. by 15ins. costs from £20 to £40, or even 
more, according to the number of lines to the square inch. For first- 
class paper and slow printing a very fine screen is used, having, 
perhaps, 150 lines to the square inch, or some 90,000 dots. For 
rough paper and fast printing a screen with about sixty lines to the 
inch would be used. The whole process of photo-engraving is ex¬ 
ceedingly interesting. [It is, indeed !] An acid bath is used to eat 
away the metal, which has been specially prepared, leaving the 
blacks and greys in sufficient relief to give the effects of light and 
shade when printed from.”] 

COSMICAL PHOTOGRAPHY AND JOURNALESE. 
To the Editors. 

Gentlemen,-—Y'our leaderette on Astronomical Photography recalls 
to mind a debate on that modest thesis, the finiteness of the universe. 
Obviously, if the number of stars registered on the photographic plate 
does not increase after a certain length of exposure, the fact may be 
used in support of the thesis. I believe, indeed, that Lord Rayleigh 
has estimated the cosmos to consist of a thousand million stars, a third 
of which appear in the Photographic Star-Atlas. But the photo¬ 
graphic evidence rests on a somewhat unstable basis, to wit, the mole¬ 
cule of silver haloid. To induce one to abandon a cherished idea of 
an infinite universe, it seems needful to prove that there is no minimum 
for the amplitude of the light-waves capable of breaking down the 
molecule, under conditions which do not admit of perfectly continuous 
action for more than a few hours. Also that the limit of star- 
registration is constant for all lenses. I do not know that any such 
proofs have been adduced. 

Leaving this minutely gigantic subject, let me play the captious 
-critic of the human “ Cosmos ” pursuing the “ even tenor of his way ” 
in crusted journalese. Why, O Cosmos, dost thou not decorticate 
that phrase obnoxious, and give the—ahem!—give Gray his due? For 
surely ’twas—- 

“ Along the cool sequester’d vale of life 
They kept the noiseless tenor of their way.” 

-—I am, yours truly, J. Dormer. 
February 7th, 1902. 

ALSATIA. 
To the Editors. 

Gentlemen,—In his “Jottings” in the “ B. J. P.” for February 7, 
1902, “ Cosmos ” asks where Alsatia is. It may interest him to know 
that this is the cant name for Whitefriars, and it lies to the west of 
the present New Bridge Street, and is bounded on the west by the 
Temple, on the north by Fleet Street, on the south by the Thames 
Embankment, and is crossed east and west by Tudor Street, and north 
and south by Bouverie Street and Whitefriars Street. Peter Cunning¬ 
ham, F.S.A., in his “Hand-Book of London,” tells us that the name 
was given to the precinct of Whitefriars before 1623, and was “then, 
and long after, a notorious place of refuge and retirement for persons 
wishing to avoid bailiffs and creditors.” Sir Walter Scott uses the 
name in his “ Fortunes of Nigel,” and Cunningham says he (Sir Walter 
Scott) gets his authority from Shadwell’s celebrated “ Squire of 
Alsatia” (4to, 1688). Shadwell, I may incidentally remark, gives 
quaint names to certain characters of Alsatia, such as “Cheatly,” 
“ Shamwell,” Captain Hackum,” and “ Scapeall,” but Cosmos need only 
trouble to consult the above-mentioned work to learn all about these 
interesting individuals.—Yours respectfully, 

Arthur Y. Ivexah. 
2, Eliot Hill, Lewisham Hill, Blackheath, S.E. 

THE ROYAL PHOTOGRAPHIC SOCIETY'. 
To the Editors. 

Gentlemen,—I see my name appearing amongst those whom you are 
good enough to propose for the Council of the Royal Photographic 
Society. I was quits unaware of the nomination, otherwise my name 
would have been withdrawn, for, much as I should appreciate the 
honour of being a member of that illustrious body, I am unfortunately 
unable to give the time and attention which I consider the proper 
fulfilment of the duties of the office require.—Yours obediently, 

Fred. Hollyer. 
9, Pembroke Square, Kensington, W. 

February 5th, 1902. 
[Mr. Hollyer’s letter reached us too late for insertion in last week’s 

Journal. We took no personal share in his nomination for the 
council, from which body we were aware he finally retired some years 
ago. It will be seen by the report published on another page that 
Mr. Hoi Iyer has, nevertheless, been elected, so that by his refusal to 
serve a vacancy on the new council is already created. The only 
comment we feel called upon to make with regard to the election is 
that the results generally are in accordance with anticipations. And 

now, in dismissing the wearisome subject of the R.P.S. and its 
management from these pages, a very large proportion of which ha* 
been so occupied during the past four months, we heartily congratulate 
the president on his re-election, and cordially wish him and hi> 
new executive every success in tin- work of administering tie affairs 
of the society.—Eds. B.J.P.] 

KODAK, LIMITED, AND THE WHOLESALE TRADE. 
To the Editors. 

Gentlemen,—Apropos of the letter addressed to the trade by tlie 
“Photographic Trade Association,” which refers to the position taken 
up by Messrs. Kodak, Ltd., and the restrictions they place upon 
dealers to prevent them stocking any other than Kodak makes of 
Tollable films and Tollable film apparatus, I should like to draw the 
attention of my fellow dealers to one or two facts which nifty be 
worth considering. 

Personally I am opposed to the terms offered by Kodak, for I con 
sider they restrict both the liberty of the dealer and also competition; 
still, my opposition must be passive for one great reason—there is 
nothing I know of which takes the place of the goods sold by Messrs. 
Kodak. 

The dealer can only look at the matter from a traders’ standpoint. 
It does not matter to him whether the goods he sells are Kodaks, or 
any other similar make, so long as he makes his profit, and he would 
be most foolish to refuse to accept the best terms he can get from one 
firm because someone tells him there will be something brought out 
by an unnamed firm that will be as good, or better, than that which In¬ 
is selling. Let him remember that a bird in the hand, etc. 

Messrs. Kodak spend several thousands a year in advertising. Will 
their competitors spend more? They must, or the dealer must spend 
a lot of time in pushing the goods, and would be entitled to a muck 
larger profit. Would he get it? If so, would the retail price be 
fixed by the manufacturers? 

Allow, for argument’s sake, that we push other makes of goods 
against Kodak, and that we build up a trade for the other manufac¬ 
turers. Where does the dealer come in? We have fought the 
manufacturer’s battles for him, and he has got an excellent paying 
business. Our reward is freedom to purchase our goods from either 
Kodak or any other manufacturer; his reward is hard cash. I admit 
I am mercenary enough fo be satisfied with the hard cash. 

We don’t like the restrictions Kodak have put upon our freedom of 
trade. At the same time, they have not (if their conditions are 
carried out) touched our pockets, but they have certainly touched the 
pockets of the manufacturers and wholesale dealers, and it is these 
gentlemen to whom we must look to fight Kodak. 

To sum up the matter in a few words, the dealer stands between 
Kodak and the manufacturer and wholesaler. Neither can do without 
the dealer, and our position should be “ on the fence,” from which 
position we can watch the fight without getting hurt; and after the 
fight is over we can give our trade to the victor, for it is quite 
certain that it is as a prize we must consider ourselves, not as a cat’s- 
paw. 

My advice is: let those do the fighting -who have most to gain, and 
see that you have more than empty promises if you give your trade 
to either, then good may come out of evil.—Y'ours faithfully, 

W. E. Dttxmore, 
Proprietor of the Telia Camera Company. 

110, Shaftesbury Avenue, W. 

BURNHAM BEECHES. 

To the Editors. 

Gentlemen,—I enclose some correspondence, which I think may be 
found interesting to the readers of your Journal.—Yours truly, 

E. T. Batten, Secretary, 
Famham Royal Photographic Society. 

Farnham Royal, Slough. 
February 9th, 1902. 

[Copy of Resolution sent to “Town Clerk,” Guildhall, 
January 13th, 1902.] 

Resolution passed unanimously at a special meeting of the Farnham 
Royal Photographic Society, held in Burnham Beeches on 11th 
January, 1902: — 

To the Committee of Management of Burnham Beeches. 
The Farnham Royal Photographic Society, while feeling grateful to 

the City of London Corporation for preserving Burnham Beeches, 
nevertheless views with considerable alarm the cutting which has 
recently taken place in the woods. 

Without expressing any opinion as to the necessity of the cutting, 
the society feels that it certainly should be performed with great 
care, so as not to damage either the present or future beauty of the 
forest. 

The meeting is unanimously of opinion that these conditions have 
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lot been kept in mind, some of the most beautiful trees having been 
felled for no justifiable reason. 

The brushwood and undergrowth have also not been properly 
treated. 

The society respectfully suggests the expediency of seeking the 
advice of some competent person of artistic feeling, who might super¬ 
vise the cutting, and who would preserve the natural charm of the forest 
of Burnham, matchless in beauty and unique in character. 

(Signed) F. C. Moscrop Young, President. 
E. T. Batten, Hon. Secretary. 

'Copy of letter received from the “Town Clerk,” Guildhall, E.C., on 
the 30th January, 1902, in reply to the resolution passed by the 
Famham Royal Photographic Society.] 

Sir,—Your letter of the 11th inst., enclosing a resolution passed by 
the Farnham Royal Photographic Society relative to the thinning 
which is being carried out at Burnham Beeches, has been laid before 
the Corn and Coal and Finance Committee, by whom I am instructed 
to reply as follows : — 

The committee, acting under expert advice, have authorised very 
necessary cutting down of the undergrowth and trees which may 
advantageously be dispensed with, in the interests of their neighbours, 
to the great future improvement of the woodland. This work is 
being proceeded with by a staff of experienced men under the super¬ 
vision of Mr. Forbes, who has been in charge of the beeches for 
upwards of forty years.—I am, Sir, your obedient servant, 

(Signed) John B. Monckton. 

FLASHLIGHT PHOTOGRAPHY. 

To the Editors. 

Gentlemen,—In a recent number of the Journal you give, an article 
entitled “Flashlight Work.” A perusal of it gives to the uninitiated 
'the impression that it is a simple matter to produce creditable and 
profitable work by means of the many methods published. You lament 
that so few professionals undertake the work. It is obvious that there 
is a wide field for improvement, and, considering the class of work 
usually turned out by means of flashlight, it is a matter for congratu¬ 
lation that the workers are few. As a serious worker with flashlight 
for many years, might I offer a few remarks in reference to some of 
the difficulties ? 

The factors which govern the length of exposure should receive 
more careful consideration, and in this you fail to reach the under¬ 
lying principles. I have never met with a mixture that is consumed 
in the l-90th part of a second. The facts relating to the speed of 
a falling body have little to do with the length of exposure, it is 
much more a question of the chemical composition of the mixture; 
this -will determine the speed of combustion. The amount of mixture 
used is also an item of great importance. Dozens of formulte for 
mixtures have been published, and often the time of combustion 
stated for the various kinds, but I have never seen the fact pointed 
out, that if ten grains would be consumed in, say, l-40tli of a second, an 
ounce of the same powder would take considerably longer. 

Ignorance of this fact leads to much disappointment. A mixture 
is made up, five grains of which would probably be consumed in a 
second, but as, say, half an ounce is required for the work, this 
quantity would take perhaps a quarter of a second in consumption. 
The result is disastrous. The beginning of the flash has time to 
startle the sitter before the flash is completed, and horrible expres¬ 
sions are obtained, which do much to depreciate flashlight pictures. 
Another condition that prevails in most flashlight systems is the fact 
that the light can emanate from one point only, and many subjects 
cannot be satisfactorily illuminated from only one point. Thus diffi¬ 
culty in distributing and locating the light is great. Another serious 
-drawback to the popularity of flashlight pictures is the awful nuisance 
of the smoke which is nearly always produced. 

Looking at these facts, it appears to me that what is wanted for 
successful flashlight photography is an apparatus which fulfils the fol¬ 
lowing conditions :—1st. Any number of small portions of the powder 
should be simultaneously ignited. 2nd. The apparatus should be 
capable of distributing and locating the portions of powder in any 
positions that are favourable to the best effect in lighting. 3rd. There 
should be no smoke allowed to escape. 

With an apparatus fulfilling these specifications, flashlight work 
would more nearly approach daylight results. I may say that I am 
perfecting an apparatus that does this.—Yours truly, 

E. Milner. 

67. The Grove, Wandsworth. 
P.S.—I send you a picture of a difficult subject, which was taken 

with my apparatus. In this case six different lots of magnesium 
powder were simultaneously ignited by electricity; you will observe 
the necessity for distribution of light; the subject could not have been 
lit from one point. 

[Mr. Milner is an expert flashlight photograiflier of great experience. 
The specimen he submits is that of a 12 by 10 view of work in pro¬ 

gress, in one of the modern tubular subterranean railways. It is a 
remarkably fine photograph of an exceedingly difficult subject.—Eds. 

THE OLDEST LIVING PROFESSIONAL DAGUERREOTYPIST. 

To the Editors. 

Gentlemen,—“ Cosmos ” thinks that Mr. Werge must be the oldest 
living daguerreotypist. I have an old friend of eighty-four who 
was a licensee of Beard for working that process. He was prosecuted 
by Fox Talbot for working his patented callotype process. He was 
as a youth with Mr. Cross, the eminent electrician, at Broomfield Hall, 
Somerset. He has been a chemist, dentist, photographer, and science 
lecturer. I have written asking his permission to name him to you. 
I wish you could interview him; you would get a lot of historical 
information from him in connection with the early days of the science. 
I hope to get a favourable reply from him.—I am, dear Sirs, yours 
faithfully, Fred. York. 

75, Lancaster Road, Notting Hill, W. 
February 7th, 1902. 

In a further letter to us, Mr. York says : — 
My friend Mr. Cogan, of Bath, has replied to mine, asking for infor¬ 

mation to corroborate my impression that he was the oldest living 
photographer, he has omitted dates, but has stated, “ I may make use 
of anything I know.” I cannot give dates; he has often talked the 
matter over with me. I was apprenticed to a chemist hi Bristol in 
1839, and became acquainted with Mr. Cogan in 1846. 

The following is an extract from Mr. Cogan’s letter — 
I suppose I am the oldest person living connected with photography, 

because my first interest in the subject was preparing photogenic paper 
for the shops. The difficulty then was to get paper without 
any iron specs. I remember hunting about for “ Old Bank 
Post,” then the difficulty was to coat it evenly with silver, 
there was no floating then. The paper was first salted and 
the silver brushed over. The advent of “ Buckle’s brush ” was a 
great boon to those preparing their own paper. Beard, who was the 
licensee for daguerreotype, came to Bath and opened a studio in the 
Park. Freeman, a chemist, in Brock Street, rented this of him. but 
as soon as collodion portraits were known he gave that up, went to 
Sydney, and did a good business as a photographer. I never practised 
daguerreotype professionally, but I worked it for my own satisfaction 
very largely. The Ogibbiway Indians once spent a day at my house. 
I daguerreotyped them all, singly and in groups. I think some ol 
them were the best pictures of the kind I ever saw. At Beard’s head 
office in London they acknowledged they were as good as any they ever 
took, but I have not one left, they were all stolen by a French 
woman. My most successful work after the daguerreotype was 
with “wax paper negatives.” I look back on that work with great 
satisfaction. I believe, for old abbeys, decayed buildings, ruins, wax 
paper will give the best results. 

When the collodion process became known, at the suggestion of some 
friends, I opened a place in Milsom Street, 1845. No sooner was it 
got into working order than down comes a warning from Talbot’s 
lawyer, that unless I took out a licence for printing on paper from Mr. 
Talbot I was to be prosecuted. I at once went to London and saw 
them. “How much do you want,” I asked. “£500 a year.” I said 
“It’s absurd, and I shall not pay it.” Nor did I; but what was I 
to do ? Then it occurred to me I might print on plaster of Paris. So 
I took the negative in the usual way, put that in the copying frame, 
and took a positive, larger or smaller, as I wished. Then on the posi¬ 
tive I poured a thin coating of plaster of Paris; when dry it left the 
glass, and gave really a very good picture. This could be cut round, 
put in a case; and for these I got a guinea apiece; but as soon as the 
action threw the collodion process open all this was stopped. 
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Answers to Correspondents- 
*** AU matters intended for the text portion of this JOURNAL, includ. 

ing queries, must he addressed to “ The Editors, The British 

Journal of Photography, 24, Wellington-street, Strand, London, 
W Cf Inattention to this ensures delay. 

* Correspondents are informed that me cannot undertake to answer 
communications through the post. QuestioJis are not answered unless 
the names and addresses of the writers are given. 

*** Communications relating to Advertisements and general business 
affairs should he addressed to Messrs. Henry Greenwood & Co., 
24, Wellington-street, Strand, London, W.C. 

-♦- 

Photographs Registered 

A. W. Yallop, 198, High-sfcreet, Gorleston, near Gt. Yarmouth. Thotograph of stone 
breakwater. 

W. P. Little, 30, South-street, Exeter. Photograph of oil painting offootball match. 
W. P. Little, 30, South-street, Exeter. Photograph of Devon and Durham football 

■match. 
A. J. Ashbolt, 10, Exmoor-road, Southampton. Photographs of H. Small, A. Broun, 

T. Bowman, and W. Henderson. 

J. Houghton.—We are much obliged for the cutting. 
Julian T. Bee.—The plates must, of course, be fixed in hypo as usual. 

We do not answer questions through the post. 
C. C. Lyon.—Direct examples are no longer to be seen. Mr. Jacolette, 

of 42, Harrington Road, South Kensington, S.W., would, no doubt, 
produce one for you as v, matter of business. 

Cistercian.—It seems to us that if you register the copyright now you 
can claim damages for all prints sold after the date of registration, 
but not for those sold before. 

Caramel.—E. T. M. writes: “ Some time since a firm at Silvertown adver¬ 
tised in the Journal preparations of caramel. Do you know their 
name and precise address?”—In reply: Messrs. Litchenstein & Co., 
Silvertown. 

Palatine.—(1) We should say that the lighting is faulty, but without 
seeing the studio we cannot say the best way of remedying it. 
(2) Such works as “ Lighting in Photographic Studios,” by Ducho- 
chois, “ The Studio and What to Do With It,” by Robinson, will 
give you the information you desire. 

Portraiture by Artificial Light.—“ Rosary ” writes: “ Will you kindly 
give your opnion on the enclosed print, taken on a rapid plate, with 
one incandescent burner, 30 seconds’ exposure; portrait lens, full 
aperture ? ”—Our opinion is that it is much under-exposed and not 
at all a pleasing portrait; but it is about as good as might be 
expected under the conditions it was taken 

Preparing Canvas for Oil Painting.—“ An Earnest Appeal ” writes: 
“ Would you kindly tell me how to prepare canvas for oil paint¬ 
ing?”—With the prepared canvas supplied by the artists’ colour- 
men no further preparation is necessary. The manufacture of the 

. prepared canvas in no way pertains to photography, and it is only 
queries that do which we undertake to answer. 

Fixing Baths.—“Cranion” asks: “(1) Is there a formula of acid hypo 
to prevent fixing going dark ? (2) Can you recommend a fixing 
bath that will keep clear ? ”—In reply: (1) and (2) Hyposulphite of 
soda 5 ounces, water 20 ounces, sulphite of soda, 1 ounce. When 
dissolved, add slowly, with stirring, sulphuric acid 1 drachm. This 
bath will keep clear 

Process Wanted.-—“Process” asks: “Will you kindly tell me by what 
process the enclosed photograph is printed, and where paper and 
full particulars can be obtained ? ”—In reply: We do not know the 
identical brand of paper upon which the print sent was made; but 
several of the slow bromide papers of the “ Yelox ” type will give 
similar prints. 

Wages Question.—R. P. writes: “(1) Can I claim wages from a dead 
man, or must I sue his successor? (2) Is there a firm that would 
supply me with a g-plate outfit on easy system ? ”—In reply: (1) How 
can a dead man pay you if you made the claim? You must sue 
his executors or administrators for whatever wages may be due 
to you. (2) Write to the Telia Camera Company, 110, Shaftesbury 
Avenue, W., and state, your requirements. 

Ground Glass Substitute.—C. H. C. writes: “Kindly publish or give 
reference to a formula for ground glass substitute or matt varnish 
which may be coloured yellow or some suitable colour, to hold back 
printing of thin parts of negatives.-—In reply: On page 1,085 of 
the Almanac a formula for ground glass varnish is given. It is:—• 
Sandarac, 90 grains; mastic, 20 grains; ether, 2 ounces. When 
dissolved, add benzol, g to ounces, according to the grain desired. 
This may, of course, be coloured according to requirements. 

Copyright.—“ Plato ” writes: “ I have an old engraving by Lockwood, 
published in 1803; that is ninety-nine years ago. Considering that 
all parties concerned in its production must be dead long ago, can 
I copyright a photographic reproduction of it? It is that of a 
public character, and, I think, would provide a ready sale just now.” 
—In reply: If there is no copyright existing in the engraving, and 
we should not think there is, you can copy it and make your 
photograph of it copyright. 

TnoTO Miniatures.—P. C. Cornford asks: “ I should be much obliged 
if you would inform me of any firms who supply or who would 
be likely to undertake the following:—From a series of single por¬ 
traits, io be supplied, reproduce the same in miniature, for inser¬ 
tion in cheap forms of brooches, lockets, medallions, etc., supply¬ 

ing the whole thing complete?”—In reply: The Artistic Photo¬ 
graphic Company, Kentish Town, will, no doubt, undertake your 
orders. 

Patent Matters.—H. L. Young writes: “I am writing to ask if you 
will kindly inform me whether Houston’s patent for panoramic 
cameras (as described on page 933 of the “ British Journal Almanac 
for 1902) is going to be placed on the market? If you are unable 
to furnish this information, will you kindly give me the address of 
the patentee, that I may inquire from him ? ”—In reply: We do 
not undertake to answer questions through the post. Our cor¬ 
respondent had best address Messrs. Hughes & Young, patent 
agents, 55 and 56, Chancery Lane, W.C. 

Address Wanted.—H. H. Fraser writes: “Will you kindly let me know 
where the automatic shutter release for* photographic cameiu 
described on page 939 in the “ British Journal Photographic Almanac 
for 1902,” edited by Thomas Bedding, Esq., may be purchased? 
If you do not know where this article may be had, perhaps you 
will be good enough to forward this to Mr. Bedding, or give nx- 
his address.”—In reply: We have no further information than that 
given in the article referred to. We do not undertake to answer 
letters by post 

Toning.—“Anxious” writes: “I would like to know how to tone paper 
to the red or terra cotta tint such as Lafayettes tone, and aUo if 
the same is ordinary P.O.P. ? I have searched high and low and 
cannot come across this toning bath; and as it is very important, 
I should be greatly indebted to you if you will advise me on this 
point.—In reply: It is some time since we saw any of this firm’s 
work. So far as we can call to mind, the pictures were on albumen 
paper, and were possibly toned in the acetate gold bath; anyhow, 
the tone were such as could be obtained in that way. 

Agreement.—“Phos” writes: “An agreement I made with a photo¬ 
grapher was that I should not commence business, after a course 
of tuition from him, in a certain district. Can I go as an assistant, 
or manage a business for another, within this area? The indenture 
states business only, and stipuates no penalty in the event of com¬ 
mencing business.”—In reply: Without seeing the agreement—as 
much may depend upon its wording—we can give no definite 
opinion. We should say, however, that managing a business for 
another might be construed as coming within the agreement. We 
should advise you to consult a solicitor on the point. 

Lens Query.—T. P. writes: “I have a lens which acts all right for repro¬ 
ducing line drawing for process work when used direct, but when 
using it for reversed negatives with mirror box on I find the lines 
only focus sharp one way; therefore, if I focus sharp the parallel 
lines, the perpendicular lines are out, and then in focussing per¬ 
pendicular lines sharp the parallel lines are out. If It is anything 
wrong with the mirror box, please can you give me an idea how it 
can be out? The lens is an R.R. of good make, and mirror and 
box were fixed by a firm which understands requirements of pro¬ 
cess, but I had the lens secondhand.—In reply: If the lens works 
satisfactorily when direct, it is clear that the mirror is at fault, 
and it should be returned to the makers for improvement. Per¬ 
haps, however, it is fixed too tightly in its setting and so its figure 
is altered. See that it is quite loose in its setting. 

Colouring Prints.—“ Stain ” writes: “ Can you inform me whether there 
are any stains suitable for colouring P.O.P. prints that can 
be considered fairly permanent? In all those I have used the 
colours fade very quickly when exposed to light, and the blues 
and violets have a tendency to bronze when used on shadows. I 
should be greatly obliged by any information as to whether there 
have been any improvements of late in their manufacture, and 
where the best can be obtained ? ”—In reply: By stains we presume 
that you refer to coal tar colours. Many of them are fugitive, 
while others are permanent. Messrs. Houghton & Son, we believe, 
supply these colours for photographic purposes, and they may 
be able to tell you which are permanent and which are not, when 
applied to photographs. With the coal tar colours one may lie per¬ 
manent on one material, while it is not on another. 

Enamelling.—“Worried” writes: “Can you give me any advice on 
the following case? I am an enameller (the gelatine process), and 
since the new year have had very indifferent work in the shape of 
prints sticking to glasses. I cannot find the cause of it, although 
I have diligently sought for it. I have most carefully cleaned my 
glasses, and thoroughly inspected every one before chalking and 
coating. I filter my collodin (Mawson’s) before coating, and also 
filter gelatine before using, and take every possible care, and yet 
some prints stick. Do you think that there is anything on ihe 
glasses that I cannot see; and, if so, can you tell me of anything 
that will perfectly clean the glasses ? ”—In reply: The only cause? 
we can assign for the trouble is that the glasses are not made 
perfectly clean before they are French-chalked. Try cleaning them 
with tripoli and alcohol. If you do not succeed with that, try 
waxing them instead of French-chalking them. 

*** Many Answers to Correspondents are unavoidably held over. 

Annual Dinner of the Professional Photographers’ Association.—Tbe 
first annual dinner of the Professional Photographers’ Association will 
be held on Thursday evening, March 6th, in the Victoria Hall of the 
Criterion Restaurant, Piccadilly, London, W., at seven o’clock. The 
president of the Association, Mr. Thomas Bedding, F.R.P.S. (editor of 
the British Journal of Photography), will occupy the chair. Visitors 
will be welcome. Tickets (price 6s. each) may be obtained of the bon- 
sec. of the Association, Mr. Alfred Ellis, 51, Baker Street, London, W. 
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EX CATHEDRA. 

Photographic In view of the unerring accuracy of 
Surveying. photographic results when obtained with 

due precaution, it seems remarkable that the subject of sur¬ 
veying by photography has obtained so little acceptance in 

practice. The process is exact, and the actual survey 
capable of being made with a rapidity which, under many 
circumstances, would be invaluable ; it is probable that the 
main cause of this indisposition to adopt photography for 
the purpose may lie in the indifference of the expert in ordi¬ 
nary methods to learn a new process. There must, for 
example, be thousands of cameras in the hands of our gallant 
officers at the front, but we doubt if any have been employed 
with the object of the negatives being collated and reduced 
to scale and the various recorded dimensions calculated out 
to make exact maps. The topic was taken up at a recent 
meeting of the Royal Astronomical Society, Professor 
Turner reading a paper on a simple method of accurate sur¬ 
veying by means of an ordinary camera, and showing that 
photography was capable of producing results of great ac¬ 
curacy. There is in this connection one consideration that 
may have a bearing on our remarks, and that is that ordi¬ 
nary surveying is often such a mere matter of measurement 

and neat drawing that very little training would be needed 
for its carrying out, while the reducing of perspective repre¬ 

sentations to a flat scale would need special study. 

* * * 

Photographic A photographic competition open to 
Competition. amateur and professional photographers 

has been organised by the “ Figaro Illustre ” for the best 
and most artistic original female portrait. The terms are 
somewhat novel, and framed in a manner that, whilst the 
competition offers a very liberal prize to some one fortunate 
individual, it doubtless will be of more than corresponding 
advantage to the paper. Each competitor may send in as 
many prints and negatives as he or she may please. lhe 
packages must bear a pseudonym, which is to be placed upon 
an envelope containing the name and address of the sendei, 
but only one print will be selected by the jury from 
any competitor’s work. The 24 prints which are adjudgec 
to be the best by the jury will be published in the “ Figaro 
Illustre,” between March and November. In the December 
number a voting paper will be given, which each reader may 
fill up and return to the editor. The jury will count the 
votes and award the prize of 1,000 francs to the person vho 
has the greatest number. The names of the winner anc 
other competitors will be published in January, 1903, anc 
the pictures will then be returned to their respective owners. 
£40 is a good price, but it is not a very liberal price to 
pay for the right to publish twenty-four selected pictures, 
which may also be the means of adding considerably to the 
circulation of the paper. Ful particulars appear m our 

correspondence columns this week. 
* * * 

Radio-activiiy Professor Geitel has been making re- 
of Air. searches upon atmospheric air in regard 

to its power of emitting actinic radiations, and he finds it 
shows, under certain circumstances, that it is capable of in¬ 
ducing radio-activity. When a quantity of atmospheric an 
remains shut up for a long time in a cave or cellar, foi 
example, Professor Geitel finds that its electric conductivity 
increases to a maximum. He propounds three possible 
explanations, namely, (1) that the exposed substances were 
themselves radio-active; (2) that traces of radio-active sub¬ 
stances were present in the neighbourhood; (3) that the air 
itself is the origin of the radio-activity. He is inclined to 

favour the latter hypothesis in view of certain experiments 
he had made with kites flown to a considerable height. 
Should this hvpotliesis be maintained, we have thus one 
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more danger to the integrity of dry-plates indicated in the 
possibility of radio-action through the wrappings of the 
stored plates from air itself, if plates are long stored in a 
close cellar, for example; it is not clear that there is any 
meed for such air to be damp, as under such conditions few 
would be inclined to store plates. In view of the radio¬ 
activity shown to be possessed, and capable of being 
acquired by so many bodies and the not infrequent use of 
uranium salts by photographers, the question arises whether 
some of the inexplicable cases of fog or other abnormal 
effects shown upon development may not be traced to this 
power. 

* * * 

Backgrounds. Suggestions from other members of the 
photographic craft are usually of interest to those who 
make it a duty to satisfy their sitters by means of good and 
attractive work. The provision of new and attractive back¬ 
grounds is a constant source of perplexity to a large number 
of photographers. This is readily understood from the im¬ 
portant part a background may play in a photograph, and 
'how soon we revolt against its repeated use, when it has 
become fashionable. Herr Trant, of Munich, a photo¬ 
grapher of considerable experience, writes in the “ Atelier 
des Photographers ” on the subject of modern backgrounds, 
and strongly advises the abandonment of conventional types 
and a return to nature for the choice of subjects. It appears 
to be his custom to carry a hand camera whenever he takes 
any recreation, and should he find a suitable subject, it is 
photographed. A print is sent to the “ background ” artist, 
who reproduces it in a style suited to the studio. Much 
will depend, of course, upon the artist who paints the scene. 
Many other subjects besides landscapes may be used, and 
iif permission can be obtained from the owner, rooms fur¬ 
nished and decorated with faultless taste afford admirable 
studies for the purpose. But the selection and use of back¬ 
grounds of this description imply the cultivation of artistic 
perception and skill. Without such qualifications the pho¬ 
tographer may offend the eye, in following Herr Trant’s 
method, than in producing “ the ordinary thing.” The 
specimens given by Herr Trant himself are open to severe 
criticism, and there is only one we should be inclined to 
pass as satisfactory. 

* * * 

The Wintry Up to the time of writing, although the 
Weather. weather has been severe, dwellers in the 

Bondon district have had but little opportunity of obtaining 
snow pictures. In most of the provinces, and in the north, 
photographers have, however, had them galore, and have 
doubtless profited by the chance. Snow pictures, when 
good, are very beautiful, but often they are not good—fre¬ 
quently just the reverse, both in technical quality and artis¬ 
tically. A year or two ago the question was raised as to 
whether, in a photograph of a snow scene, the sky or the 
•snow should be the whiter of the two. It was agreed by 
some that, as the light came from the sky, the sky 
should be whiter than the snow. But if this were the case, 
would the picture convey the best idea of what is seen in 
Nature? We have before us as we write a copy of one of 
Bowbottom’s drawings, entitled “ Winter,” and an admir¬ 
able picture it is. The snow on an old windmill, a cottage, 
trees, and the ground, where it had drifted, are, in the lights, 
of a brilliant white, while the sky is of a grey, several shades 
darker than the snow generally. The picture at once con¬ 
veys the idea of winter as seen in Nature. We have fre¬ 
quently been asked whether, in taking snow pictures, it is 
Letter to employ isochromatic or ordinary plates for the 
purpose. Opinions, we know, differ on the point. In 

winter, the sky and the atmosphere have in this country 
a more or less yellow or non-actinic tint, and, of course, 
isochromatic plates, sensitive to the yellow rays, would, to 
an extent, ignore that, and would represent them lighter 
than an ordinary plate would do; hence there would be less 
contrasts in the negative than it would have if taken on an 
ordinary plate. In these circumstances it is a question if 
an isochromatic plate possesses any advantages over an 
ordinary one for this class of work. 

* * * 

Care of Revers- During damp and foggy weather, particu 
ing Mirrors at larly in large towns, the silvered surface 
this Season. , J . . 

of reversing mirrors quickly becomes 
tarnished if long exposed to the atmosphere, and thus entail 
a longer exposure in the negative. The tarnish is easily 
polished off, but in damp and cold weather it requires some 
precautions. When the mirror is damp the silver is but 
loosely adherent to the glass, and if the attempt is made 
while in this state to re-polish it, the whole of the silvered 
surface will probably be rubbed off. Now, if a mirror has 
been kept for a time, say all night, in a cold place, and then 
brought into a warm one, moisture will at once condense 
upon it in the form of dew, and in a short time the silver 
film will become very tender, and easily injured, until it 
has again been dried. A case in point came under our 
notice some little while back. The weather was cold and 
the light very bad, but a reversed negative had to be ob¬ 
tained. The camera and picture to be copied were placed 
out of doors in order to get the best light. When all was 
arranged the operator, who, by the way, was not very familiar 
with mirrors, noticed that it was considerably tarnished, 
and forthwith took it into the studio, which was warm, to 
re-polish it, with the result that the silver came away on the 
polishing pad almost as soon as it was touched. Moisture 
had condensed upon the plate, and thus loosened the silver. 
Had the mirror been warmed and the moisture driven off, 
no harm would have happened. In all cases mirrors sil 
vered on the surface should be protected as much as possible 
from the atmosphere when not being actually in use, and 
when they require re-polishing they should be placed for 
some time in front of the stove until they become thoroughly 
warm before the operation is attempted ; then it can be done 
without fear of injury. 

* * * 

The Woodbury- We must all agree that the old Woodbury- 
type Process. type represents one of the most beautiful 
methods by which a photograph can be printed and multi¬ 
plied. The pictures are permanent, they can be printed in¬ 
dependently of light, in any colour, and they have a trans¬ 
parency in the shadows which it would be difficult to excel 
by any other process. Unfortunately this method has two 
drawbacks which have militated against its more extensive 
use; the printing operation is somewhat slow, and the pre¬ 
liminary business of making a leaden mould from the 
gelatine relief, necessitates the employment of an hydraulic 
press. For certain purposes the first objection may be 
waived, but the provision of an expensive apparatus such 
as an hydraulic press is a consideration which only few 
workers would care to tackle. We have always thought that 
if some enterprising trader would place upon the market an 
efficient press of this character, at a moderate price, he 
would not only make a good thing of the venture, but would 
give a fresh lease of life to a very beautiful and effective 
method of photographic printing. Possibly an engineering 
firm of the old-fashioned type would decline to con¬ 
sider the construction of any press, or other tool, unless 
it were made according to long-established custom. Bright 
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steel must be relieved by burnished brass and other orna¬ 
mental adjuncts which, without leading to extra efficiency, 
most certainly add to the expense of making lbat such an 
hydraulic press can be cheaply made, we have tor a long 
time been firmly convinced, and our views, we find, are 
corroborated in that useful book, “ Experimental Science, 
by George M. Hopkins. On pages 77 and 78 of this volume 
may beffound an illustrated description of “ a very simple an 
easily-constructed hydraulic press, which has considerable 
utility. It is made of pipe fittings, valves, rods, and bolts 
that are all procurable, almost anywhere. We are furthei 

told that, with such a press, with pistons ofn^®sPe°tl^e ? 
2 inches and U inch diameter, a pressure of 3,0001b. can be 
easily produced. And directions are given for certain modi¬ 
fications in the arrangement of parts which will secure ® 
pressure much in excess of this. We are quite aware that 
comparatively few of our readers are metal workers but we 
should imagine that, by the help of the drawings and descrip¬ 
tion to which we have briefly referred, it would not be a 
difficult matter to get such a press built up at small expense. 
There are many engineers who advertise their willingness 
to carry out the ideas of amateur mechanics, and such men, 
knowing the cost of ready-made piping, rods, etc., together 
with the value of labour, would find no difficulty m giving 
an estimate for the construction of the machine. Those 
who are acquainted with the Woodbury type process will know 

that when once the press is at hand for furnishing the leaden 
mould, the further operation of printing positives m warm 
gelatinous ink presents no difficulty, and entails very little 

outlay. 
* * -X" 

Anti-halation In the admirable paper by Mr. Hoi- 
Backings. croft in our issue for January 31st 

mention was made of various mixtures which have 
been suggested for preventing halation, and of these 
there is not the slightest doubt we . think, that 
in England at least the caramel preprations are the 
most used. Caramel, as has been previously pointed 
out in our columns, is the name of a somewhat in¬ 
definite commercial mixture, and it may be obtained either 
as a syrupy liquid or as a dry powder, this latter being 
by far the most convenient for photographic purposes, 
though some samples have the disadvantage of becoming 
chippy and powdery when dry. This chippmess can be 
easily got over by the addition of glycerine, or golden syrup, 
as suggested by Mr. Holcroft, or by the addition of some of 
the fluid caramel, which retains its tackiness foi a long 
time. Some of the formulae recommended as backings con¬ 
tain dextrine as well as caramel, and the result, if no hygro¬ 
scopic substance be used, is, when dry, an extremely 
powdery backing. A typical formula is composed of caia- 
inel, burnt sienna, dextrine, glycerine, alcohol and water, 
wherein we have dextrine added to make the backing 
dry and glycerine to keep it wet. Some formulae foi 
backings contain a colouring matter without dextrine an 
glycerine, which have the disadvantage of becoming chippy 
unless glycerine be added, but this has the disad\ antage of 
retarding the drying of the backing. In order to avoid 
these troubles M. Helain has suggested the use of am¬ 
monium chloride instead of the glycerine, as the crys¬ 
tals of this salt possess, as is probably well known, great 
flexibility. The formulae suggested by M Helain are as 

follows : — 
I. Lamp black  . 10— 12 parts. 

Yellow dextrine. 100 ,, 
Ammonium chloride ... 6 ,, 
Water . 90—100 „ 

The lamp black should be moistened with spirit, the dex¬ 

trine added, and then the water, in which the salt should be 

dissolved. 
II. Scarlet croceine . 10 parts. 

Yellow dextrine . 100 „ 
Ammonium chloride ... 6 ,, 
Water . 90—100 ,, 

III. Led ochre . 200 parts. 
Yellow7 dextrine . 100 ,, 
Ammonium chloride ... 6 ,, 
Water . 100 „ 

IV. As No. III., but with only 25 parts of ochre. 
No. I. proved to be the best backing, though closely ap¬ 

proached by No. II. No. IV. was quite as efficacious a? 
No. III., though containing only one-eighth of the colour¬ 

ing matter. 
The use of ammonium chloride for this purpose is quite 

novel, and it may well be a useful addition to the caramel 
backings instead of glycerine or other hygroscopic sub¬ 

stances. 
-♦- 

Messrs Cadbury, Bournville, Birmingham, have submitted to us a 

series of coloured lantern slides designed to popularise their well-known 
cocoa. The slides are supplied gratis to lantermsts on application, ihey 

are well coloured. . 
Realism has invaded a department of science from which it should 

have been rigidly excluded. The surgical operation by which the Him u 
Twins, Radica and Doodica, were separated was cinematographed. Quite 
a new series of sensation pictures will be presently delighting the music- 
hall audiences of the world. One can see “in the minds eye, Horatio 
(Milles pardons, cher Jambon!), the programme ot a cinematograph 
entertainment in the fat years of peace that are coming to us. - o moi * 
travelling trains, bolster matches, or Royal children with a rocking- 
horse. We shall see instead-.—Vivisecting a Dog at the Brown Institute. 
Lynching a Negro in the United States. The Execution of the Sloshbur\ 
Murderer—The Scene at the Scaffold, the Inquest The Burying in 
Quicklime. A woman decapitated by a Train. The whole to conclude 
with a realistic series of pictures entitled “ Our Hospital, m which scenes 
from the operating-room and the dissecting-room will be reproduced.— 

“ Dagonet ” in “The Referee.” e 
Cripplegate Photographic Exhibition.—The third annual exhibition ot 

the Cripplegate Photographic Society is to be held on Tuesday, Vv ednes- 
day, and Thursday next, the 25th, 26th, and 27th inst., at the Cnpple- 
gate Institute, Golden Lane, E.C., and is to be opened by the Right Hon. 
the Lord Mayor, on the 25th inst., at one o’clock. We have it on good 
authority that this year’s exhibition will be a distinct improvement on 
the two previous events of its kind. The catalogue is to have an original 
and special design for the cover, will be well printed on art paper is to 
contain a finely-executed portrait of the Lord Mayor, and an illustration 
by Messrs. Wellington & Ward. A varied programme of entertainments 
is being provided, and will include lectures on colour photography n 
the Lumiere process, by Mr. T. K. Grant, demonstrations of slide making 
and X rays, and exhibitions of lantern slides, added to which the London 
Viennese'Band, under its musical director, Mr. Algernon Clarke will 
perform a good selection of popular and high-class music. Ine juc g> >. 
Messrs. J. H. Gear, A. Horsley Hinton, and J. B. B. Wellington are to 
make their selection on Monday next, the 24th mst., so as to allow ot 
the presentation of medals to the successful exhibitors by the Loid 
Mayor at one o’clock on the following day. The exhibition will be open 

each day from 1 to 10 p.m. . . c . , 
Physical Society.—The annual general meeting of the Physical Society 

of London was held last week at Burlington House, Professor Blakesley 
presiding. Professor Silvanus Thompson was re-elected president, and 
Mr Lupton was elected vice-president to fill the place of Mr. Boys, i ro- 
fessor Langley, of Washington, and Professor Lorentz, of Leyden were 
elected to fill the vacant honorary fellowships The president of the 
German Phvsical Society was elected an exofficio fellow, a privilege 
which had already been accorded to the president of the sister societx 
in Paris.—As Professor Thompson was unable to be present, his presi¬ 
dential address was read for him. In it reference was made to the 
honorary fellows who had died during the year—Dr. Roland-, whose woik 
in connection with electricity and the spectrum was well known andl Hi. 
Koenig, the authority on acoustics. Of the new fellows. Piotesso 
Langley was the author of a word on “Researches in Solar Heat. Bi 
fessor Lorentz had applied himself to mathematical theory, especially i 
its application to the aberration of light. Professor Thompson to 
referred to the anomaly in the patent law, which refusedi to grant a 
patent for anything set forth in a paper read before a learned society. 
Thus, Professor Oliver Lodge had described before learned societies t 
system of wireless telegraphy by means of a coheser and automatic tap¬ 
per. He was, however, prohibited from taking out a patent m t . 
country. Yet when Professor Lodge applied for a patent in the Uimte 1 
States he had to produce, as part of his claim, evidence ot this vt • 
lecture Through this law an inventor was discouraged from bringing 
his discoveries forward lest he should lose his rights. Among thus 
present were Professor Glazebrook, Professor OaHendar PU)^ssor a ‘ 
son, Professor Everett Dr. Gladstone, Mr. Elder, and Mr. Bo^s 
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THE CHOICE OF A PLATE. 

It is wonderful how the old photographic proverb, “ Get 
used to one make of plate and keep to it,” lives on and 
flourishes! Formulated away hack somewhere in the early 
seventies, soon after the introduction of the gelatine dry 
plate, it has been tenderly cared for and sheltered in the 
breast of nearly every orthodox photographer, whether 
amateur or professional. Even to-day. in spite of the 
almost bewildering array of various makes of gelatine plates, 
nine out of every ten average exponents of photography will 
solemnly—nay, almost indignantly—assure you that they 
never use any other plate than the “ pet-particular ” ; while 
the tenth, alas! will cheerfully tell you he has tried nearly 
every kind of plate on the market, and is still seeking for his 
ideal. Now, in these two extremes, we have a striking 
example of what is happening in every branch of thought 
and work throughout the length and breadth of this England 
of ours—a vast, narrow-minded, wilfully ignorant, and 
orthodox majority, who will have none of your new-fangled 
methods or ways ; and a small but growing minority, who 
dimly see the tragic importance to the mother country of 
those same, much-scorned, new-fangled methods, who are 
anxious to try them—aye, even adopt them, if necessary— 
so that they may keep the wolf from the door and render 
their country happy and prosperous. And what on earth 
has all this to do with the choice of a photographic plate? 
Well, we think a good deal. The noble army of British 
photographers, both professional and amateur, would make 
a very imposing array, could they be gathered together * and 
to their credit, be it said, a large proportion of them are 
earnest, intelligent folk, useful citizens every one of them. 
And if they would make up their minds to take a keen 
interest in experimenting with, proving, and adopting any 
methods, processes, or apparatus likely to advance and im¬ 
prove the science and practice of photography, they would, 
by the force of their example, greatly help towards the ulti¬ 
mate solving of one of the greatest problems we have to face. 
Let them decline any longer to listen to that slothful, ortho¬ 
dox bogie, which is for ever crying in our ears, “ Stick to the 
one plat©, the one paper, the one developer, and the one 
method, which you know so well, and scorn to try anything 
new.” It may be a highly respectable, ancient British bogie, 
but the sooner we bottle it up in a museum jar as a curiosity 
of the past, the better for photography. 

Choice of a plate means what? Certainly not the indis¬ 
criminate use of one make after another without rhyme 
or reason, but rather the careful, intelligent selection of a 
plate which, above all others, will be most suitable and 
likely to give the best and most truthful rendering of the 
particular subject to be photographed. But how few stop 
for a moment to give this all-important point a thought! 
No, they have got their one pet-particular plate, and with 
that they expect to get a perfectly satisfactory rendering of 
all the varied subjects that come under their notice, from a 
bunch of many-coloured flowers to a black-and-white sketch. 
And when the wished-for result is not forthcoming, it never 
strikes them for a moment that it is probably because they 
have employed a plate which was utterly unsuitable, and 
never intended for that particular class of subject. Gene¬ 
rally speaking, the exposure, or the development, or even 
the subject itself, gets the blame, and, after two or three 
more unsuccessful tries, the attempt is given up. Now, this 
disregard of the selection of a suitable plate as an important 
factor in the ultimate success of the picture is in the case of 
most amateurs, at any rate, not due entirely to a too strong- 
belief in the one plate theory, but to the fact that most of the 
so-called textrbooks on photography either ignore the sub¬ 
ject altogether or only treat it in the most casual manner, as 
if it was of comparatively little or no importance. A few 

have something to tell about the advantages of an isochrn 
matic plate for colour rendering, but the subject is gene¬ 
rally broached in a sort of “better-left-alone” style. To 
gain some insight into the choice of a plate, the best plan is 
to, first of all, group them under their various titles. On 
examining a photographic dealer’s list, we find that the 
various plates now on sale are called respectively lantern or 
transparency plates, half-tone plates, process plates, slow, 
medium, rapid, special rapid, and “ lightning,” or extremeh 
rapid, plates; also isochromatic plates of slow, medium, and 
rapid grades. Now, each of these plates has its own pecu¬ 
liarity, and is, therefore, of course, specially adapted for 
certain subjects, and, if employed intelligently on those sub¬ 
jects, will yield the best possible results. The transparency 
or lantern plate, it is almost unnecessary to state, is intended 
solely for the production of glass positives, while the half¬ 
tone and process plates are employed in the making of what 
are technically termed “ half-tone ” blocks for the press. 
For copying black-and-white drawings, plans, and designs, 
the process pate will be found to be the most useful, but it is 
quite unsuitable for copying paintings or coloured prints, 
when a correct rendering of the colour values is required. 

We next come to the series of plates chiefly employed by 
photographers—namely, the slow or ordinary, the medium, 
rapid, and special rapid plates. By carefully studying the 
idiosyncrasies of each of these plates, their full value and 
possibilities will soon be realised, and some insight into the 
colour-rendering abilities of each speed of plate must be 
gained. With such knowledge at command, it will be found 
possible to select a plate suitable for every class of subject 
and lighting. In photographing subjects containing much 
red or yellow, such as autumnal landscapes, or studies taken 
at, or about an hour before, sunset, under conditions per¬ 
mitting of a full exposure being given, the use of a slow 
ordinary plate will always be found to yield the best results. 
Should it be found impossible, however, to give the pro¬ 
longed exposure necessary for a slow plate, then one of 
medium speed may be employed, care being taken to give 
as full an exposure as possible, and to carefully and slowly 
carry out the development. The result will be almost as 
good as if a slow plate had been used. From long experi¬ 
ence, we are convinced that one of the primary reasons of 
failure by a large proportion of amateur photographers to 
obtain artistic and pictorial effects is the persistent use of 
very rapid plates, and of too urgent developers, the result 
being a preponderance of thin, flat, uninteresting negatives. 
If the “ Snap-shot Brigade ” could only be induced to carry 
some form of tripod (there are many excellent and service¬ 
able walking-stick stands now on the market), much would 
be accomplished towards improving their standard of artistic 
and technical ability, for they would then find it possible to 
give the necessary exposure, and the weird creations which 
to-day loom out at you through a gloom of chemical fog 
would cease to exist. Generally speaking, the faster the 
speed of the plate, the coarser its grain and the greater its 
sensitiveness to the blue of the spectrum alone. Therefore, 
to use such a plate on an autumn landscape, a field of ruddy 
corn illuminated by the rays of the setting sun, or on an 
auburn or golden-haired model, is to court certain artistic- 
failure and disappointment. On the other hand, the slow 
ancl medium rapid plates will yield a far truer colour render¬ 
ing of the orange end of the spectrum. Though the isochro¬ 
matic plate is slowly but surely working its way to the front, 
it is by no means an unmixed blessing in the hands of the 
inexperienced, for at present it is far from perfect, and has 
many vagaries. First, no plate varies more in its keeping 
qualities ; sometimes it will keep in excellent condition for 
eighteen months or two years, and at other times not for 
two months. Again, to reap the best results and to obtain 
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really brilliant negatives, the isochromatic plate requires to 
be developed as soon after it has been exposed as possible. 
If kept for ten days or a fortnight after being exposed ere 
they are developed, a very great risk will be run of the re¬ 
sulting negatives turning out somewhat unsatisfactory. At 
present we consider the isochromatic plate more useful in 
the studio, for home-work such as flower studies, and the 
plate par excellence for photo-micrography ; but not for tour¬ 
ing in the field. When away on the annual holiday,plates have 
frequently to be removed from the dark slide under very 
awkward and disadvantageous conditions, and this is just 
what the average isochromatic plate cannot stand, the 
slightest trace of actinic light being sufficient to spoil it. 
Unless you are sure of being able to change your plates in a 
room absolutely free from any trace of light other than the 
dull ruby glow of the dark-room lamp, it is wiser to leave 
your isochromatic plates at home. If a good selection of 
plates of varying speed are taken, and care observed to use 
each speed of plate upon subjects chiefly composed of those 
colours of which, from experience at home, we know it will 
give the most correct and pleasing rendering, the holiday 
should prove a great photographic success. 

—--♦-• 

'THE GEOMETRIC INTERPRETATION OF PHOTOGRAPHS 
AS APPLIED TO SURVEYING AND OTHER PURPOSES. 

[A paper read before the Civil and Mechanical Engineers’ Society.] 

[All Rights Reserved.] 

Tor the purpose of this paper we may define a photograph as a 
light-printed picture on a plane surface, obtained with the aid 
•of a good modern photographic lens. Any rules and principles 
applicable for the interpretation of a true photograph will be 

■equally applicable to any accurate process reproduction of pic¬ 
tures originally obtained by photography. Now, the one great 
generalisation upon which the whole science of metrophotography 
mainly depends is the truth that all good photographs are mathe¬ 
matically correct projections. The photographic projection is a 
true perspective with the focal distance as distance line. If the 
eye of an observer could examine any ordinary plane photo¬ 
graphed through a small aperture at exactly the right distance 
in front of the picture along the correct axis of vision, then all 
points in the photographic picture would appear to occupy 

exactly the same relative positions as the corresponding objects 
would have appeared to occupy if observed by one eye placed 
at the station point where the lens was placed when the original 
picture was taken. For practical purposes we may consider that 
rays of light proceeding on perfectly straight lines from the 
.object point have all passed on as straight lines through the 
station point until they meet the photographically sensitive 
surface inside the camera. This is not quite what actually 
happens, because the apex of the cone of entering rays is rarely 
.or never coincident* with the apex of the cone of emergent rays. 
They are always separated by a greater or less distance along 
the principal axis of the lens, but if they are very close together 
(as, in fact, they generally are with the best modern lenses), and 
if the objects to be depicted are far away, and the angle embraced 
by the picture of moderate amplitude, the maximum error which 
may result from treating the apex cone of emergent rays as the 
common station point for images and also for objects will be 
infinitesimal. Again, it is not of course literally true that all 
rays which reach the picture plane have actually travelled on 
-straight lines from the object points. On the contrary, we know 
that the lens has collected rays over a fairly considerable area 
.and refracted them, so that only a very small portion of the 
rays coming from the object points will succeed in travelling in 
approximately straight lines through the lens to the correspond¬ 
ing image points. But the resultant effect is as though the rays 
had all travelled in perfectly straight lines through a single 

point—in other words the refracted rays are brought to a focus 
at the same points on the picture plane where the unrefracted 
rays meet it. 

It is quite an easy matter to prove experimentally that a good 
photograph taken with a good modern lens is a true projection. 
In a paper which the present author read before the Camera 
Club on December 7th, 1899, published in the Journal of the 
Camera Club for February and March, 1900, this subject was 
discussed at some length, and a simple experiment described for 
verifying the general proposition. Perhaps the best of all pos¬ 
sible ways to prove that a photograph is a true mathematical pro¬ 
jection is to observe that perfectly straight lines will always 
project on a photographic picture as straight lines or as points, 
never as curved lines if the lens is good. It can also be ascer¬ 
tained by measurement that the direction and length of the 
images will always be exactly what they should be with reference 
to the direction and length of the object lines, and to the known 
laws of geometry and perspective. It is quite necessary to get a 
clear mental grasp of the broad generalisation that all good 
photographs, large or small, are true perspectives. It is possible 
for photographs taken with a good lens to yield wrong impres¬ 
sions ; to a casual observer they often do, especially what are 
called short focus, wide-angle pictures, but the mathematical 
projection is always right, and the pictures would look right if 
we could get our eyes to see them from the right points of view 
and to embrace so large angles. Now let us suppose it to be 
accepted and clearly understood that a photograph is an accurate 
perspective. It follows, of course, that all the laws of mathe¬ 
matical perspective apply to the interpretation of photographs. 
Suppose, therefore, that we have the necessary data, we should 
be able to interpret photographic perspectives just as we should 
well-made perspective drawings. We must, of course, have the 
necessary data, and the subject should be suitable, in order that 
the rules of perspective may be applied with advantage for the 
construction of ground plans and elevations direct from the 
pictures. In a general way it may be said that most large 
human constructions, in the shape of buildings,- great engineer¬ 
ing works, roads, canals, &c., could be fully measured and 
plotted in plan and elevation from photographic perspectives, 
as also could the outlines of lakes and bays, or other natural 
level surfaces. There can be no doubt, however, that perspec¬ 
tive, except as applied to simple geometrical forms and figures, 
is essentially a difficult subject to study, and a more difficult one 
to apply to practical use. People get puzzled and confused with 
a multiplicity of vanishing and measuring points, and construc¬ 
tion lines often at very acute or obtuse angles, and excessive care 
and much time are necessarily required to produce really read¬ 
able results, so it may be feared that if we had to depend too 
largely or entirely upon regular perspective methods, such as 
are generally employed by architects and others, metrophoto¬ 
graphy would at best make only slow progress in popular fa^ our. 
Fortunately, we are not driven to depend on the inversion of 
the ordinary methods of perspective drawings for interpreting 
photographs. We can generally get along very well with a few 
simple rules of practice which are based upon sufficiently simple 

theory. 
Suppose, for example, that we fall back on the conception of a 

photographic picture as a collection of tiny dots or points, eacli 
one of which is on the picture end of a straight line which 
originally started from a corresponding object point, and tia- 
versed the station point on its way to the picture, where it ter¬ 
minated in the dot under consideration. It is then evident that, 
if we can set up the picture again in its proper position with 
regard to the station, any straight line from the station point to 
any point in the picture will be a true direction line from the 
station to the corresponding object point. It follows that the 
angle included between direction lines joining the station point 
to any two image points appearing on the face of the picture 
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will be the same as the angle between direction lines from the 
original lens station to corresponding points in the actual objects 
whose images appear in the picture. Similarly, projections of 
those rays or direction lines on any horizontal ground plan will 
correspond exactly with the direction of rays drawn on a plane 
table, when that most simple and popular instrument for sur¬ 
veying is used. It is, however, altogether necessary, when work¬ 
ing with photographs, to possess certain auxiliary information 
concerning them. A number of reliable reference data are 
necessary to be known before it is possible to set up a photograph 
in correct position for sighting and drawing rays towards it if 
we decide to adopt this very simple method for obtaining direc¬ 
tions and intersections on a plan, and it is equally necessary that 
these same data should be given or ascertained whenever we 
desire to interpret the photograph. For example, it is essential 
to be certain about (1) the plane of projection. This may be 
vertical or may be inclined at any angle to the horizon, provided 
we know the angle, but in a general way it is best to secure that 
the plane of projection shall be absolutely vertical. In this 
position of the plane of projection, all vertical lines will appear 
vertical, and the operation of plotting ground plans and eleva¬ 
tions from photographs is most easily performed when the photo¬ 
graphs are either truly vertical or truly horizontal projections. 
To . secure a truly vertical position for the plane of projection, 
the camera used needs to be correctly constructed, and it must 
be fitted with accurate levelling arrangements. Then (2) we 
must know the traces of the principal horizontal planes where 
these planes intersect the picture plane. These traces will need to 
be recorded either by hand or automatically ashereafter described, 
and they must appear on the picture as straight lines intersect¬ 
ing at right angles. The principal vertical plane and pi’incipal 
horizontal plane intersect each other along the principal axis, 
which meets the picture plane at the point where the vertical 
and horizontal traces intersect. That point (3) is the principal 
point. It is a point common to three co-ordinate planes inter¬ 
secting at right angles to each other. It is the true geometrical 
centre of the picture in the sense that if a circle of any radius 
be described on the face of the picture with that point as centre 
all points in the circumference of any such circle will be at the 
same angular distance from the principal axis. The principal 
point is also the nearest point in the picture plane to the 
station point, and the length of the straight line joining the 
principal point to the station point is the focal length, or dis¬ 
tance line. If we imagine a sphere with the station point as 
centre, and focal distance as radius, then the picture plane will 
be tangent to that sphere at the principal point, and it is evident 
that angular distances can be measured in any direction along 
the picture surface from the principal point by aid of a tangent 
scale to a circle of radius equal to the focal distance. The 
importance of being able to find the principal point with unerr¬ 
ing certainty can scarcely be over-estimated. That point alone is 
the only true origin of the three co-ordinates, which are neces¬ 
sary for an accurate determination of the three space dimensions 
and which need to be ascertained if we wish to fix with accuracy 
the true position in space of any point whose image appears as 
a projection on the picture plane. 

Most commonly the principal point is to be found at or some¬ 
where near the middle of the picture, but it need not necessarily 

be there, and it may even be far away from the apparent middle 
region ; but wherever the principal point may be, it is always the 
true central point for reference, and the three rectangular co¬ 
ordinates already defined, which radiate from it, are the true co¬ 
ordinates axes, each one of which is common to two reference 
planes intersecting it at right angles. The photographic picture, 
which is obtained in the camera, is a projection on a vertical 
plane from (4) a definite station, which, as regards the picture, 
is a definite point on the principal axis at a distance from the 
principal point equal to the focal distance. The principal axis 

(5), as before explained, is an imaginary straight line coinciding 
with the intersection of the principal vertical and principal 
horizontal planes. It is perpendicular to the plane of the picture, 
and therefore the station which is a point on the imaginary lint* 
is a point standing out in front of the picture at a distance from 
the principal point equal to the focal distance. As regards tin- 
lens by whose aid the picture was taken, the station corresponds 
with the second nodal point, or the apex of the cone of emergent, 
rays. The station, as regards the objects photographed, was a 
definite point at the apex of the cone of incoming rays which 
penetrated the lens. For reasons before explained, this point 
may be regarded in most cases as coincident with the apex of tin 
cone of rays radiating towards the picture. Its position ought 
to be known or ascertained with care and accuracy by any of tin- 
ordinary well-known methods for determining the position of a 
station, and it is well to bestow a lot of careful attention upon 
the correct fixation of the station points ; but, all other methods 
apart, it is well to know that the station points can be 
determined from photographs in the same way as other points. 
To determine the position of a station on a ground plan it is 
sufficient to be sure of a few direction lines from the station to 
points whose positions are already known, and favourably placed 
for the method of fixation, or station points can be fixed by tho 
intersection of rays from photographs taken at other stations. 
Then it is evidently necessary to know or to find out by some 
means the (6) orientation of the view*, which can be most con¬ 
veniently ascertained if we know the orientation of the principal 

axis, which we already know is perpendicular to the picture- 
plane at the principal point. For the rest, it is highly con¬ 
venient, and for some purposes necessary, to have a scale (7) by 
which to measure on the picture angles subtended at the station. 
Lastly, it is convenient to have notes on a picture immediately 
available for the specific identification of every photograph 
directly it_is taken in hand. Such notes may be made to indicate 
—(a) the station number ; (b) serial number of picture ; (c) index 
reference to point bisected by trace of principal vertical plane ; 
(d) barometric pressure or attitude of station ; (e) date ; (f) hour ; 
(r/) magnetic variation ; and so on. Before proceeding to con¬ 
sider how the photographs may be most easily interpreted with 
the aid of the reference data, let us turn attention to a specimen 
photograph which bears on its face most of the information 
necessary for its correct interpretation. (Slide shown.) 

The picture plane here was truly vertical when the photograph 
was taken. It can be seen that all the lines which we know to- 
be really vertical in the objects depicted are also vertical in the 
picture. If the picture plane had been inclined, either back¬ 
wards or forwards, the lines which are here vertical would have 
been neither truly vertical nor parallel, but either convergent or 
divergent, as every experienced photographer will know. This 
picture was taken with an instrument similar to one which is here 
open to inspection by anybody interested. The vertically of 
the picture plane is secured by the construction of the instru¬ 
ment, and with the aid of the levelling screws and levels with 
which the instrument is furnished. The station for this picture, 
as it now appears upon the screen, is inside the lantern lens, and 
if it were possible to look at this picture with the eye placed 
where that lens now is, all directions and all dimensions would 
appear true and natural, as though the real things were being 
looked at from the spot where the lens stood when the picture 
was taken. The horizontal line right across the picture marks: 
the trace of the principal horizontal plane, which contains the 
principal point and the station point, and all other points near or 
far which are on the same level as the station. Conversely, 
points which appear either above or below that line cannot be¬ 
at the same level as the station, but must be higher or lower, as 
the case may be. (When speaking of the same level as this 
place, account is not taken of the rotundity of the earth). The 
vertical line marks the trace of the principal vertical plane. 
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This plane also contains the station and principal point, and 
every point in that plane has the same azimuth as the principal 
axis. The intersection of these two planes is the principal axis, 
and the point where the traces of those planes intersect is the 
principal point. The eye, being supposed to be at the station 
point, will be looking straight along the principal axis, which, if 
materialised, would appear to the eye only as a point, and at the 
same time the two principal planes, horizontal and vertical, will 
appear edgeways if materialised, so that the two straight lines 
only will be seen as projections on the picture plane of their own 
respective planes. The scale at the top of the picture gives an 
automatic record of the compass bearing. The vertical hair 
serves as index, and it marks on the compass scale the magnetic 
bearing of the principal axis. The scale which stretches right 
across the picture is a tangent scale, whose primary and chief 
use is to show horizontal angles at a glance. It serves also for 
the direct reading of the altitudes of all points in the principal 
vertical plane, or for reading unreduced angles in any direction 
from the principal point, the angle shown being the apical angle 
subtended at the station point. This tangent scale also affords 
very ready and certain means for quickly and easily finding the 
focal distance for any photograph on which it appears, whether 
the picture be natural size, or enlarged, or reduced. The 
equivalent focal length, or distance line, can be found geometric¬ 
ally by contructing a right-angle triangle, with a measured 
length of the tangent scale for perpendicular, to face an angle 
denoted by the measured lengths. The base of triangle will then 
be one focal distance. Or a measured length on the scale, multi¬ 
plied by the numerical value for the cotanger of the angle corres¬ 
ponding to that length, will give the focal distance. The 
memoranda which are seen on the top corners of the pictures 
were made on slips of celluloid with ink, and inserted in the 
camera before exposure, so that they and all other records were 
impressed and developed at the same time exactly as the picture 
itself. Here, then, we have most of the necessary and useful 
reference data recorded automatically as latent images on the 
undeveloped plate, so that they spring into evidence at the same 
time as the picture to which they belong. 

Most persons who have worked at the subject of metro- 
photography during the latter half of the last century 
have been driven to design special instruments for getting 
their pictures, because they found the ordinary cameras 
obtainable from the dealers of little or no practical use 
for accurate metrophotographic work, and all workers who 
have designed instruments have realised the necessity for 
having some definite guides to assist in finding the 
principal point and the traces of the principal horizontal and 
vertical planes ; but even the best designed of those instruments 
had no better arrangements for finding those essentials than by 
inserting pointers or cutting notches in the margins of the frames 
against which the photographs were pressed at the time of ex¬ 
posure. The lines were afterwards ruled by hand between the 
images of the points or notches, and no other reference 
memoranda of any kind were impressed upon the picture at the 
time of exposure. One result has been that the operator has 
always had to attend to many observations, to make numerous 
notes when taking photographs, and the risks of going wrong 
in various ways then, and afterwards in office, were necessarily 
considerable. It has been the privilege of the author to originate 
the idea of impressing automatically on the picture at the time of 
exposure the most important and essential data for interpreta¬ 
tion, and to design workable mechanical means for carrying the 

general idea into effect in detail. The earliest apparatus de¬ 
signed by the author for automatically registering the traces of 
the two principal intersecting planes and the compass bearing 
was made in 1894, and taken immediately to India. (Slide 
shown.) 

The photograph now shown was one of many taken with that 

instrument. It is a view overlooking Fort Lahore. The tangent 
scale and other improvements have been added since. One of 
the most important obstacles in the way of the rapid progress of 
practical metrophotograpliy has been the great difficulty always 
experienced of getting efficient working tools. 

The theory of metrophotography, which is really the theory of 
descriptive geometry and perspective applied to light printed 
pictures, has been much studied and fairly-well understood by 
experts, but the application of the theory to practical use has 
been difficult and puzzling, because of the multiplicity and 
complexity of the matters to be attended to and noted when 
using this method, and particularly at the time of taking the 
photograph. One chief aim which the author has had in view 
has been to simplify procedure both in the field and at home, 
and to secure additional certainty in results by substituting to 
a very large extent automatically-working mechanical arrange¬ 
ments for personal observation and record. It is possible to 
make a machine record data with extreme accuracy, and if the 
machine is in any respect out of adjustment the error will often 
be constant, and can be detected and compensated, but human 
errors are more variable, and cannot be so easily detected or 
compensated. Time will not permit of any detailed discussion 
of instrumental appliances this evening, but before passing on 
to a brief review of some of the practical methods of working, it 
may be well to note that everyone who has devoted any serious 
attention to this subject has found that the ordinary photo¬ 
graphic cameras of commerce are not adapted for accurate 
metrophotographic work, except under very limited conditions. 
The photographic camera has been fully developed as a toy by 
aid of which pictorial impressions are obtained with more or 
less apparent resemblance to the objects photographed, but for 
the purpose of record a vast majority of the pictures which are 
taken have very little real value, and they cannot be interpreted 
for mensuration purposes, not because they are not true pro¬ 
jections, but because the key for the interpretation of those 
pictures cannot be found. On the other hand, given a suitable 
surveying camera, there is very little more trouble required to 
take good pictures which will be absolutely reliable records for 
all time so long as the pictures or reproductions from them con¬ 
tinue to exist, and from which accurate surveys or exact de¬ 
tailed models can at any time be made of everything visible in 
the photograph. (Slide shown.) 

The picture now on the screen is a survey photograph over¬ 
looking Trafalgar Square, which presents a nearly full-face 
view of the National Gallery, as seen from a point on the roof of 
Drummond’s Bank. The horizontal line in this, as in all other 
pictures to be shown, marks the trace of a truly horizontal plane 
containing the station point. It is seen that it runs along the 
top horizontal ledge of the Gallery. The place where it cuts the 
monument is the same height as the top ledge of the National 
Gallery. If the view of the National Gallery were a perfectly 
full-face one, then all horizontal lines on the full view would be 
truly horizontal in the picture, and all vertical lines in this, as 
in the other pictures to be shown, are vertical, because the pic¬ 
ture plane is always vertical. It follows, therefore, that all 
linear dimensions in a frontal view are exactly proportional to 
the linear dimensions of the object. The scale will vary with 
the distance of the object, or with the focal length of the lens 
used, but all linear measurements will always be exactly pro¬ 

portional on object and image, and the ratio will be -jy where 

d = focal distance, and D = length of perpendicular from station 
point to object plane. The areas will, of course, be proportionate 
to d2 and D2. If we have a simple front view to deal with in 
any case, all dimensions in the view can be easily read by aid of 
a pair of compasses and a scale, or by other elementary' means. 

A full front view of a plane surface is the very simplest possible 
kind of view to deal with. If the front view includes parallel 
surfaces at different depths or distances from the station, then. 
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the image of a frontal 

horizontal plane surface 
A lake, for example, 

Trafalgar Square. The 

of course, the value of D varies, and the scales for different 
frontal planes will vary in inverse proportion to the value of D. 
In practice a very simple way to secure a good frontal view of a 

building is to set up the camera opposite the building, level it 
carefully, and then revolve the camera on its vertical axis until 
all horizontal lines in the building appear as truly horizontal 
lines on the ground glass back ; slight movements in rotation 
will cause perceptible changes in the directions of the images of 
the horizontal lines if those lines are near the top or bottom of 
the picture, and far away from the principal horizon line, which 
is the only line to remain always truly horizontal, whatever may 
be the azimuth of the principal axis. It may be noted also that 
the area of the image is always largest with a frontal view. 
When dealing with the buildings for measuring purposes, it is 
best to use frontal views only as far as possible. It is not abso¬ 
lutely necessary that the lens should face the middle or any par¬ 
ticular part of the building, but the plate should be parallel to 
the face of the building. 

Xext in point of simplicity to 
plane surface is the image of a 
overlooked by the camera station. 
on ground like the interior of _. 

ground plan of a level area can often be plotted from a single 
photograph by ruling the requisite lines to divide up the area°to 

be plotted into a number of horizontal squares in perspective, 
and then noting the particular square in which particular points 
are to be found, and placing them in their appropriate regular 

squares m a plan drawn on section paper. For this method of 

plotting it is necessary to know the principal point with exacti¬ 
tude, and also the two co-ordinate axes in the picture plane, and 

the station should be at sufficient angular elevation above the 
area to be dealt with, otherwise the perspective squares cannot 

be rightly placed or distinctly identified, and the plotting by 
tins method will then become inaccurate. A much more general 
method of procedure is to plot ground plans by the method of 

tersections, and then to ascertain altitudes by observing the 
angular elevation as seen from the station point. For plotting 

(Slid"1:.11)’views from two or more stati°"8 are ~*y 

It win be seen that this method is really a kind of plane 

not h a’f T M 110 reaS°n why actual Plane tabling should 
ot be performed on magic-lantern projections in a room just as 

oWectsTnln^Th "'0illd ,or“y be performed on natural 
simnle cl U besldes vei? many instrumental and 

asTist inTe IT8 Which may be used with ^vantage to 
assist in the correct interpretation and measurement of photo- 

l'nJ,me’ aS tb° Sdeme and art hy -trophotogr“liy 

also will 1£ rETT m,P°PUlar faV0ur> other ™Provements 
whateve • 1 , gh‘ *° light; but this certain, that 
necessary to T deV,el°pments may bring forth, it will always be 

ecessary to depend on exact knowledge of the position of the 

HITS °futhe three prindpal co ordinate axes 
Orientation will always be important, and it will always be neces- 
saiy to have indubitably accurate information from which the 
exact position of the station point can be readily determined 

• Urthje-‘Y,t Wl11 ai'vays be advantageous to have ready means 
mediately available for the measurement of angular distances 

lom the principal point and azimuths and altitudes. All this 
information is invariably to be found on any photograph taken 
with any modern surveying camera fitted as the camera has been 
fitted with which most of these pictures have been taken, and 
which have been shown here to-night. 

In conclusion, it may be observed that good survey pic¬ 

tures are very accurate detailed records of measurable 
facts, such as no mere verbal descriptions can rival. A 
library of good survey pictures would occupy an excessively 
small space by comparison with ordinary books, and yield 
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much more detailed information than any descriptions and 
drawings. The operation of taking good survey photographs 
of large, and especially inaccessible objects, is incomparably the 
quickest and most economical way to gather full data for (li<- 
mensuration of those objects. Survey photographs can be ob¬ 
tained by any moderately skilled photographer, provided lit* is 
equiuped with automatically-registering cameras, so that the 
master minds of superintending architects, surveyors, engineers, 
and others can work effectively in office on materials collecte<I 
from many places which they may not have been able personally 
to visit. For municipal, antiquarian, architectural, and survey¬ 
ing records survey photographs will in time be regarded as indis¬ 
pensable. 

J. Bridges Lee, M.A. 

THE CAMERA CLUB. 

[From the Journal of the Camera Club.] 

During the past month a considerable step has been taken in the 

direction of reorganising the club, by the appointment of three 

Sub-Committees, under the titles of the House Committee, 

Finance Committee, and Photographic Committee respectively. 

The House and Finance Committees are not new inventions, but 

have been to a large extent re-manned. The Photographic Com¬ 

mittee represents a new departure. The following is a list of 

the members serving on these various committees :- 

House Committee.—Percy E. Marshall, H. H. P. Powles, F. 

Seyton Scott, Hon. Secretary (cx-officio). 

Finance Committee.—A. C. Beard, H. H. O’Farrell, A R. 

Price, H. Wilmer, Hon. Secretary (cx-officio). 

Photographic Committee.—A. C. Beard, J. W. Cadett, F. 

Seyton Scott, E. Sanger Shepherd, Hon. Secretary (ex-officio), 

Hon. Editor of the Journal (cx-officio). 

The annual exhibition of members’ photographs will open in 

the first week of May- Photographs intended for exhibition 

should consequently be delivered at the club on or before Wed¬ 

nesday, April 30th. The “ladies’ evening” will be that of 

Tuesday, May 6th, and the annual dinner will be held on Thurs¬ 

day, May 8th. 

Reconstruction of the Grub Company. 

The members of the Camera Club will have received, within 

the past day or two, a form of application for shares in the 

capital of the new Camera Club Company, Limited. It is well 

known that before taking decisive action in the matter of re¬ 

organising the company, the committee asked for promises of 

support from the members of the club, and received such promises 

to the full extent of what was considered the indispensable 

minimum to enable the reorganisation to be carried out success¬ 

fully. The present issue of capital is made to that extent upon 

the footing of the promises so received, but it is not, we believe,, 

understood that the subscriptions to the present issue w-ill by 

limited by communications that have already passed. It was 

considered prudent, before embarking on the task of reconstruc¬ 

tion, to ensure eventual success by suoh an understanding, but 

it is hoped that the members in general will manifest keener 

interest in the scheme of reconstruction, in the matured form in 

which it is now submitted for their consideration, than it was 

possible to awaken in the merely tentative proposals which were- 

all that could be put before them when their promises were- 

asked. 

The reconstruction of the company gets rid at once of the- 

burden of debentures, itself a sufficiently considerable improve¬ 

ment, seeing that the debenture interest at present figures at £50* 

per annum. It also affords the members an opportunity of 

making choice, in the light of experience, of the committee to 

whom the future conduct of the affairs of the club is to be en¬ 

trusted. The statutory meeting will be held in the course of 

the month of March, when the present committee will go out of 
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office, and their places will have tc be filled by means of a general 
election. The members will then have an opportunity of signi¬ 
fying, by the re-election of the retiring directors or the election 
of others in their places, what their wishes are as to the carrying 
on of the business of the club. From the announcement 
of the appointment of sub-committees it will be seen 
that the Board has already taken steps to secure increased 
efficiency in the organisation of the club, but it must be con¬ 
fessed that elaborated machinery will, by itself, accomplish 
nothing. Unless the motive power, which the lively interest of 
the members of the club can alone supply, is forthcoming, a 
promising beginning will fall short of its promise. But we have 
better confidence in our fellow members than to entertain doubts 
upon that point, and are well assured that what has been so well 
begun will be successfully completed. 

The Photographic Sttb-Committee. 

It will be seen from an announcement as above that 
a Photographic Sub-Committee has been formed, for the purpose 
of assisting members with scientific or practical information in 
reference to photography, and for the further purpose of provid¬ 
ing a series of practical demonstrations in the various photo¬ 
graphic processes. 

A question box has been instituted in the hope that it will 
afford a ready means of communication between members and 
the committee. 

Answers to questions placed in the box will either be posted 
or left with the hall-porter, as may be desired, and members may 
if they wish use a nom de plume■ Country and foreign members 
may obtain information by writing direct to the committee. 

The committee wish to help members in every possible way, 
and can do so the more readily if the wants of individuals are 
made known to them. 

-♦- 

HISTORICAL NOTES. 

The note by “ Cosmos ” in the issue of a fortnight ago, as to who 
is the oldest living daguerreotypist, has created,some little interest 
amongst some of our older readers. A correspondent calls atten¬ 
tion to the fact that in the Victorian Exhibition at the Crystal 
Palace in 1897 Mr. H. N. King, the late Queen’s architectural 
photographer, showed a daguerreotype taken by himself in 1847. 
Mr. King, we are happy to say, is still alive, and when we last 
saw him he was quite well, and is still carrying on photography 
professionally. In our last issue our friend Mr. Frederick York 
mentions a veteran photographic friend of his, Mr. Cogan, and 
encloses a letter from that gentleman which establishes him as 
a very old photographer. In historical matters it is very desir¬ 
able to verify dates while there are those living who are able to 
do so of their own personal knowledge. In Mr. Cogan’s letter 
there is an error in date that requires correction, or it may be 
quqted at some future period when it might prove misleading. 
Mr. Cogan says, “ When the collodion process became known, 
at the suggestion of some friends, I opened a place in Milsom 
Street, 1845.” Here is an obvious error in date, for the collodion 
process was not published by its inventor, Fred Scott-Archer, 
till 1851. The first publication of the process was in “ The 
Chemist ” for March of that year, and a few specimens by it 
were shown in the great exhibition of ’51- It was only towards 
the close of that exhibition that they were shown, admission for 
them at that late period being then specially given on account of 
the novelty and excellence of the process. 

Talbot’s Claim.—There is one passage in Mr. Cogan’s letter 
that will doubtless take many modern photographers by sur¬ 
prise, namely, that Mr. Henry Fox-Talbot claimed that the 
collodion process was an infringement of his calotype process. 
But it is a fact, nevertheless ; Talbot did. Here is what Mr. 
Cogan writes with reference to the opening of his place of 

business : “ No sooner was it in working order than down comes 
a warning from Talbot’s lawyer, that unless I took out a licence 
for printing on paper from Mr. Talbot, I was to be prosecuted. 
I at once went to London and saw them. ‘ How much do you 
want ? ’ I asked. ‘ £300 a year,’ was the reply.” As a matter of 
fact, the working of the collodion process, for negatives, was 
retarded for a few years on account of Talbot’s claims ; hence 
the process was principally confined to the production of glass 
positives, and, in the hands of skilful workers, it developed into 
a process for producing very beautiful results, widely different 
from the wretched ones made now-a-days. Talbot’s claim that 
the collodion process was an infringement of his patent was upset 
in an action that he instituted against Laroche, a photographer 
then in business in Oxford Street, which was heard in the Court 
of Common Pleas, at the end of December, 1854. The trial 
lasted three days, during which many expert witnesses were 
examined, and in the end the jury found a verdict for the de¬ 
fendant, and that the collodion process was not an infringement 
of Talbot’s calotype patent. Had Archer patented his processr 
which was the everyday process from about 1857 to 1880, and 
Dr. Maddox patented the gelatino-bromide, which has been the 
process since 1880, what fortunes would have awaited them ! A, 
report of the trial of Talbot v. Laroche is given in the Journal 
of the Photographic Society—now the Royal—for December 21, 
1854, and is very interesting reading, as showing the state of 
photography at that time- It was a pretty open secret at the 
time that Laroche, in his defence, was financially backed up by- 
several other photographers whose interests were concerned. 

—-♦-- 

exhibitions* 
THE NOTTINGHAM CAMERA CLUB. 

[By Our Special Representative.] 

The society whose name and superscription heads the present article 
is not one of w'hich we hear frequently in the journals devoted to- 
photography, but it is a society which, nevertheless, in a quiet way 
is doing good work; particularly is this the case with regard to the 
survey of the City and County of Nottingham. This work was com¬ 
menced, with Mr. J. T. Radford as secretary, some two or three years- 
ago, and already a large number of valuable prints have been sent in- 
as the result of the labours of the members. 

The Camera Club is an off-shoot, so to speak, of the Mechanics’ 
Institution, where its meetings are held, and boasts an imposing list 
of officers; the president, the Duke of Newcastle, is well known for 
his interest in photography. Amongst the vice-presidents are the 
city members of Parliament, and eight gentlemen, the best-known ct 
whom (to exhibitors, at least) will be Mr. G. H. Wallis, the curator of 
the Museum, who has himself in the years not far distant organised 
exhibitions of photographs in Nottingham Castle; and Mr. H. Tolley, 
a name very familiar to secretaries and judges, and other interested 
persons in and subsequent to the year 1887. Mr. A. W. Flowerden- 
presides over an efficient council, and, aided by hard-working secie- 
taries, carries on the usual routine work of a society devoted to the 
art) science. 

The exhibition is the first held by the Camera Club, and has been 
engineered throughout by Messrs. Ward. Atkins, and Blaci-v, joint 
secretaries. The exhibition wrs arranged, m the lecture hall of tin 
institution, and opened on the 13th inst. by Lord Henry Bentinck 
M.P., the Mayor presiding, supported by the Sheriff and an influential 
company. Lord Henry made a capital little speech, incidentally 
referring to himself as “a mere snap-shotter,” and went on to say: — 
“ Might he be allowed to put in a plea for the study of architecture 
in connection with photography? There were in the country speci¬ 
mens of most beautiful forms of architecture, yet the study of this 
subject was very much neglected in the present day. 1 hey saw 
nowadays a great many buildings run up which were not worthy 
of the great English people—he would not say this was the case in 
Nottingham any more than in other towns—but in Nottingham, which 
was a city of essentially old English traditions, the study of archi¬ 
tecture should be especially inculcated.” (Applause.) This is parti- 
cularlv apt in the case of Nottingham, where the state of architecture 
for a'large and important city, must be considered to be m a most 
deplorable condition. . . 

However, our business is with the exhibits, of which there FLie 
upwards of 440. The judging was entrusted to S. Bourne, Esq., J.l ,. 
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Nottingham; C. Barrow Keene, Esq., Derby; and Percy Lund, Esq., 
Bradford; and they had for distribution sixteen medals for prints and 
lantern slides, the awards being as under: — 

Open Class.—Prints: Silver-gilt medal, 74, S. C. Stean; silver 
medal, 173, D. Deeley; bronze medal, 9, E. Strong; extra bronze 
medal, 14, C. J. Harrison, honourable mention. Nos. 43, 111, 126. 
Lantern slides: Silver-gilt medal, 9, R. Warden Harvey; silver medal, 
20, P. Stock; bronze medal, 18, W. H. Pratt; honourable mention, 
No. 40a, G. Cleland, and 37, Jas. Smith. 

Members’ Classes.—Prints: Silver-gilt medal, 275, Thomas Wright; 
silver medal, 261, P. W. Crane; bronze medal, 206, E. H. Atkin; 
extra bronze medal, 234, Arthur Marshall; honourable mention, hlos. 
213, 198, 246, 219. Lantern slides: Silver-gilt medal, 59, T. Wright; 
silver* medal, 60, T. Wright (debarred); silver medal, 56, W. Mosley; 
bronze medal, 76, W. Mosley (debarred); bronze medal, 54, H. C. 
Hall; honourable mention, 80, T. Wright. 

Commencing with the earlier numbers, the first frames to attract 
attention are those of E. Strong, whose No. 9, “Thoughts of Youth,” 
takes a bronze medal-—his No. 6, “At evening time there shall be 
light,” struck us as the more artistic of the two; J. Ludlam hereabouts 
shows promise of fine work, his subjects might be improved upon, but 
his technique hardly. We liked the style, shape, and finish of No. 
10, a little winter scene, by W. L. Harrison; there is in this little 
picture much beauty and depth of tone and colour. C. J. Harrison 
obtains recognition from the judges for a fine carbon enlargement 
*(from quarter-plate), of the Priory Porch, Ely, No. 14. No. 20, by 
E. Strong, is a clever study, but shows the error of tacking on a 
title, and a long one, too, to a picture which, however good, is, to say 
the least, heavily weighted thereby; we look at the picture, then read 
the title, and back again, but how to combine the two is too much 
lor us. /4 W. J. ‘Byrne has a goodly array of his well-known large 
■direct studies, all in his best mood. Mr. Byrne’s work and one fine 
study by W. W. Whiter, suffer greatly here by the poor light in 
which they are placed. Everything is against No. 68, “ Newark 
Market Place at Night,” by S. G. Kirk. This gentleman would have 
been veiy well represented by No. 70, “ A Rainy Day,” which is in¬ 
deed a watery, misty, drizzly sort of picture, which before now has 
'taken the eye of judges. No. 86, “Norwich Cathedral, South Aisle,” 
and 97, the same title, are fine architectural efforts by Spartan Camp. 
The want of a spirit let el is clearly apparent in the former; we prefer 
Mr. Camp’s No. 167, “A Deserted Shore,” & fine bit of landscape 
which, we think, lies between Norwich and Yarmouth. Another 

Deserted Shore,” by. Mr. Horsley Hinton, is hi the loan section. 
Mr. Camp’s work suffers nothing by comparison. Arthur Lewis, 
104, “ Bruges,” 107 and 108, “ The Quay Malines,” gives us some¬ 
thing which recalls the work of Mr. Sutcliffe, but far behind, the same 
subjects, not badly lighted, but utterly spoilt for want of suitable 
•clouds. Ill, by Charles E. Etches, “ Miller’s Dale,” receives honour¬ 
able mention. In Southwell Minster there are architectural bits 
•galore. Mr. F. S. Partridge sends (118) “ A Study in Perpendicular,” 
which is a fair example of what may be achieved within a few miles 
of Nottingham. A. J. Loughton (128), “Spandrel” and “The 
Screen” (133), both in Southwell, shows technical powers and artistic 
selection of a high order in this line of work. Messrs. J. Chaffin and 
‘Sons show several examples of their work, one of which, “ Meadow 
Sweet,” receives honourable mention, but the light here is very poor 
indeed, and the whole series on this side of the room from 1 to 160 
are badly served in this respect. Mr. Grayston Bird (171), “How 
TIappy could I be with Either,” is evidently a follower of Mr. Lyddell 
Sawyer, and very good at it, too! But 185, “Gloria,”—why Gloria? 
Now why not upon the crest of this mountain top or cloud, 
silhouetted against the brilliant sun-burst, print in “the youth who 
bore ’mid snow and ice the banner with the strange device,” and call 
it “Excelsior”? 154, “Evening Worship,” A. Paterson, is a beautiful 
unstrained effect of light and shade worthy of more than a passing 
notice. We now reach the members’ class, and it is easy to see that 
Thomas Wright is one of the strong men of the club. 198, three 
pictures in one frame, interior of Southwell Minster, are very 
pleasing; the rays of sunlight are delicate and soft, no trace of hala¬ 
tion, just the appearance fo an instantaneous effect, but attained by a 
suitable and long exposure. 205, “The Brook,” by the same artist, 
but is not worthy of Mr. Wright’s camera. J. W. Darcy, 209, 
“ When the Tide is Out ” and (210) “ Doorway, Bishop’s Palace, 
Lincoln,” might be extremely good examples of pinhole photography. 
We hardly think this is pinhole work, however, and have not the 
least doubt both subjects would have looked better sharply focussed. 
213, “Eventide,” S. Vines, takes a deserved “honourable mention,” 
but the framing is execrable. 217 is another “ Eventide,” this time 
by Mr. Arthur Black. 219. another “honourable mention,” is a 
picture of two young ladies paddling on the sea shore; 
a “ Scene on the Beach ” is the kind of scene we 
are accustomed to in the summer at the seaside, and which 
appears to possess an irresistible attraction for some people: the worst 
of it is, other people immediately want to do the same, and fail to do 
it so well and so innocently as Mr. Darcy. 220, “ Idle Moments,” 
liv the same, is more to our taste; had not the standing sailor been 

obviously “giving the show away” by watching the operator this 
would have been a picture worthy oi Lyd. Sawyer himself. 226, 
“The Thaw,” by ThomasWright, is a fine study of snow and ice.' 
This photograph is printed, if we mistake not (for it, with most 
others, is hung in a bad light) on rough paper; we think a fine surfae. 
would better rep resent the idea of liquidity, melting ice and snow 
236, “Cheedale, Derbyshire,” by Alec Hartley, is Mr. Hartley’s best, 
and shows him to be another strong man; the work is fine throughout. 
245, “Idle Moments,” by Arthur Marshall, is another study of a 
type similar to those of the “Whitby Sage”; we certainly prefer it 
as a picture to the same artist’s medal photograph (234), “Sunset on 
Snowdon.” 249, “Fishing Smacks,” by A. E. Whitaker; two oi 
three of these boats, clothed in the usual heavy dirty-brown shrouding, 
occupy nearly the whole length and breadth of the space at com¬ 
mand; the strong light behind throws dense shadows over the fore 
ground, and leaves plenty of play to the imagination of the beholder 
as to the raison, d'etre, but the work is not without promise; with 
the aid of the domestic mustard pot and the office gum we have 
known great things done with a simple subject like this. Thomas 
Wright’s medal picture (275), “A Winter Morning,” represents a 
lovely bit of landscape with fine effects of snow and cloud; just such 
another picture as Mr. Sparham Camp’s “Deserted Shore” (167) 
would make under similar conditions. Mr. Mosley, 297 and 299, 
large scale architectural studies are particularly worth notice. Mr. 
Mosley takes a medal in the lantern class. 293, “Tale-Wagging by 
Two Sea Dogs,” by Henry Crewdson, is another good study. Mr. 
W. H. Seymour shows two pictures of much promise. The judges 
evidently exhausted their stock of medals before reaching the higher 
numbers. 

There was a very good loan collection of photographs contributed 
by Mr. H. Tolley (whose style we recognised at once), Mr. A. Horsley 
Hint-on, Mr. Percy Lund, Mr. W. It. Bland (whose collection included 
the well-known interior of Wirksworth Church, med;dled at the 
lt.P. Society Exhibition twro years ago), Harold Baker, W. Edgar, 
and M. Manley. A large collection of frames sent by Mr. J. Page 
Crofts (Birmingham) attracted a great deal of notice. The subjects 
were chiefly “ figure,” printed in gum bichromate, and exhibited some 
remarkable effects of light and shade. Mr. C. Blandy, the X ray 
operator to the Nottingham Infirmary, contributed a set of interesting 
radiographs. Not the least valuable set of loan photographs were 
those of Mr. G. Harrison, whose work generally (a fine panoramic 
view' of Port Louis, was especially noticeable), and wet-plate work in 
particular would have delighted the heart of the late Edgar Goold. a 
wet-plate man, as many will remember, of the highest class. 

We must congratulate the Nottingham Club upon a very good first 
exhibition. Some of the members need not fear competitions in the 
open classes; but the Mechanics’ Lecture Hall is emphatically not 
the place in which photographs can be hung—as they were—and seen 
to any possible advantage; indeed, with an arrangement of pictures 
upon the walls of a room top light is a sine-qua-non. The effect of 
the lighting in the present instance was to emphasise the obvious 
cockling of some of the mounts. There is every reason why 
a photograph of any merit should be finished off to the best advan¬ 
tage. Frames made of brown paper, frames which reek of the dust 
heap, and which would not be saleable in Broad Marsh or Petticoat- 
Lane appear to be still the delight of some exhibitors. To frame a 
real photograph, i.e., one which possesses points of artistic interest, is 
to condemn it forthwith. It is only fair to say that the Camera 
Club have not reached this length yet, and may the time be far 
distant! Years ago the framing was considered t-o be correct when 
of oak. Exhibitions had a clean and healthy look in those days, not 
only on this account but of the careful technical work throughout, 
mounting and framing all looked to be thoroughly done. It would be 
well that all of our societies should pass through this “ solid oak ” 
stage. 

EDINBURGH PHOTOGRAPHIC SOCIETY. 

There has been a change—a decided change—in the conditions of 
the Edinburgh Photographic Society’s Annual Exhibition, and pro¬ 
bably that may acount for the slight decrease in the number of entries, 
although we doubt not the hanging committee could do with a very 
much larger reduction, and certainly the exhibition would be con¬ 
siderably improved by the elimination of many of the exhibits that 
have been hung; why their producers should have sent them is a 
puzzle, which we may attempt to solve, if we believe that they have 
never seen any other work than their own, and that would be a state¬ 
ment rather difficult of credence. 

In previous years the E.P.S. has offered for competition gold, silver, 
and bronze.medals in different classes; but this year the classes are 
restricted to two—open and members—and the only medals offered are 
bronze, with honourable mention for those pictures coming next to 
the medalled ones, in the opinion of the judges, Messrs. J. Craig Annan 
and A. Lindsay Miller, Glasgow; and Pittendrigh Macgillwray, R.S.A. 
In connection with this change the entry fee was lowered to a merely 
nominal sum. If, as was suggested to us by a member, the E.P.S. 
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in the distribution of awards were, as ihc Society of the metropolis 
of Scotland, following the lead of tlie R.P.S., then they might well 
have gone further and given the hanging committee the power to 
reject from amongst the pictures submitted to them, those that they 
considered not good enough to hang. 

The exhibition, taken all over, is hardly up to its predecessor i:i 
quality, the quantity is a negligible factor in the case of such an 
exhibition. Many well-known workers are not represented on the 
walls, and others who are represented have hardly maintained their 
past reputation; at least three good medallists of the Society falling 
far short in their exhibits of the high quality that gained the award; 
while others who in past days exhibted splendid work, betoken in 
their present exhibits a rather lower■ standard than a mere “standing 
stm,” 

The professional section has decidedly scored, in fact, we see it 
, mentioned that only one of the five medals awarded in the open section 

lias been gained by an amateur. Charles F. Grindrod, Malvern, gams 
a,medal with “Woodcutters” (16), showing some, men round a fire 
in a glade in a wood ; the feature of tlie picture is the manner in which 
the light catches the clouds of smoke from the fire. R. S. Webster, 
Edinburgh, is medalled for his fine portrait of “ Rev. Alex. Whyte, 
D.D.” (22), a reposeful and dignified treatment of this prominent 
Scottish divine. “Devotion” (26), a subdued and successful rendering 
of a rather hackneyed subject—a nun—-by James Auld, Edinburgh, 
is medalled, as also is “ On a Moorland Road ” (30), a satisfactory 

! portrayal of sheep and moorland by J. R. Johnston, Edinburgh. 
Many are surprised that the picture hung immediately below this, 
viz., “The Quarry Team” (31), Archibald Cochrane’s powerful picture, 
with which he gained the R.P.S. medal is unmentioned by the judges; 
we presume it is just another case of “ doctors differ.” “ Fruit” (101), 
by J. M. Whitebead, Alva*, is medalled; it shows good technique, 
perhaps a trifle hard, but the texture of the grapes is magnificently 
rendered. Hon. Mention is awarded to Charles F. Grindrod, “ Cutting 
Gats” (5), landscape and figures, with a distracting highlight on 
some water in the middle distance; to Allan Carswell, Glasgow, for 
“ The Bend of the River ” (64), a well-composed picture in a glaring 
•colour, and “The Mill, Evening” (120) (these are the only “ gum-bi ” 
work in the room); and Alex. Allan, Ratho, for “Figure Study” (85), 
an old cobbler at work, effectively lighted. Good work is also shown 
In this class by John Moffat, James Patrick. John Patrick, E. R. 
Dibdin, Miss C. H. Curie, Miss Agnes B. Warburg, Percy Lewis, 
Ernest G. Boon, W. J. Byrne, Graystone Bird, and others. 

In the members’ section, restricted to members who have not pre¬ 
viously gained a medal at the Society's exhibitions, four medals and 
three hon. mentions are awarded, as follows :—Medals: Miss M. G. 
Johnston, West Cults, “Mother and Child” (253), woman with nude 
•child, principal light on child’s body, which lacks skin texture, 
evidently an “American” school study; Hugh Auld, Edinburgh, 
■“Life in a Cairo Street” (264), splendid grouping of figures, good 
rendering of sunshine; T. N. Foulis, Edinburgh, “A Shepherd of the 
"Harz” (288), good tone and grouping, too fuzzy on the right-hand side, 
and very slovenly mounted; Robert Forbes, Edinburgh, “The Village 
Well” (291), good technique, top of wall obtrusive, could be much 
Improved by cutting down. Hon. Mention : Mrs. Herdman, Newton, 
Edinburgh, “Silver Beeches” (157), and “The Black Friar” (170), 
and R. Baird, Portobello, “ The Faiiy Glade ” (207). 

At the opening ceremony on Saturday evening a concert, was arranged 
'by Mr. F. P. Moffat, and the medals were presented. On 22nd a 
lecture, illustrated by lantern slides, on “ Wanderings in Perugia, 
Assisi, and Sienna,” by Mrs. Lander Thomson. On March 1st n 
conversazione will be held, arranged by Miss H. G. McLauchlan, and 
the closing ceremony on March 8th will include a smoking concert, 
arranged by Mr. Jobn Anderson. 

LEEDS PHOTOGRAPHIC SOCIETY’S JUBILEE EXHIBITION. 

A display of photographic art which is worthy of a much larger 
share of public recognition than it appears to have secured is at 
present taking place in the Library of the Leeds Philosophical Hall, 
where the members of the Leeds Photographic Society are holding 
their jubilee exhibition. The society has the distinction of being 
the oldest organised body of photographers in the country, and during 
recent years the great improvement in the work done by members has 
fully entitled it to rank prominently amongst the best of its class to 
be found. Up to a few years ago the artistic side of the work was 
unduly sacrificed to the purely technical, but latterly this tendency 
has been corrected, and it may safely be said that the present exhibition 
is the best, both from the artistic and the technical point of view, in 
the society’s history. 

Mr. Godfrey Bingley, one of the oldest members of the society, as 
usual, has a good series, one of his best pictures being “ Iffley Mill,” 
a study in which choice of subject and perfection of finish combine 
to make a pleasing work of art. A view on the Isis is also a 
charming study, though it is somewhat spoilt by the woolly appear¬ 
ance given to the clouds. Among a number of pleasing views shown 
by Mr. R. Stockdale, “ A Bit of Old Scarborough ” and the “ South 
Entrance to York Minster” are undoubtedly the best; while Mr. 
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A.' Nicholson shows, amongst other works, a very fine study of a 
staircase in Haddon Hall, the sunlight streaming through the diamond 
pane window being particularly well rendered. Y'ork has alwayv. 
been a happy hunting-ground for the photographer, and figures some 
what prominently in the present exhibition, one of the best York 
studies shown bemg “A Bit of Old York,” which was also exhibited 
by Mr. Mackay at the recent Royal Photographic Society’s show. 
Mr. James Taylor is another Royal exhibitor, though his “Emptying 
the Nets ” is probably a better work than that shown at the premier 
exhibition. His “Waiting to Unload” is also a fine study of sea¬ 
side life, though the hardness of the lines spoils its beauty as an 
artistic production. Mr. T. Carter has a number of interesting 
works, a street scene on “Washing Day” and a charming moorland 
view being amongst bis best efforts, the latter being a Royal exhibit, 
as were also two effective pictures shown, amongst others, by Mr. 
Wm. Coultas, and entitled “ Hospital Yard, Whitby,” and “ Hay¬ 
time.” A good study of a smithy, by Mr. A. B. Dixon, is spoilt 
by the fact that the figures of the working smiths are too obviously 
“ posed.” 

Mr. J. H. Gash, who was the winner of the Royal medal two 
years ago, has a number of excellent exhibits, though some of the 
best of his work is not on show. His study of a “Jet Worker” at 
Whitby, and a charming view of a “Yorkshire Dale,” taken at Hard- 
castle Craggs, were both Royal exhibits, while “ A Lull in the 
Storm” constitutes an excellent study of an old fisherman, and a 
picture of an old hand-loom worker, with an “ old bobbin wheel,” is 
interesting both as a picture and as a reminiscence of an old in¬ 
dustry. Amongst the other exhibitors may be mentioned Mr. F. 
Schofield, whose “ Rievaulx Abbey” is the best of a good series; 
Mr. W. Denham, whose best work is in a frame of three small sunset 
scenes; Mr. B. A. Burrell, who shows a series of cottage homes and 
a cartoon designed to appeal peculiarly to the members of the Guild; 
and Mr. J. C. Coultas, whose best picture present is a study of the 
Aire near Leeds Bridge, but whose finest work is, unfortunately, not 
shown. 

A curious feature of the exhibition is a collection of old paper 
negatives and documents dating back to 1850-3. The society, as 
the minute and account books show, had its beginnings in April, 
1852,. with Mr. Samuel Smith as president; and among the earliest 
members were Mr. C. Brady, who afterwards distinguished himself 
in the scientific world, Mr. Richard Reynolds, and Mr. J. W. 
Ramsden, who is said to have been the first to manufacture collodion 
on a commercial scale. 

During the evening Mr. F. W. Branson. F.I.C., F.C.S., gave very 
successful demonstrations with high vacua Rontgen rays, Tesla’s high- 
tension currents, and showed how to produce a light from electric 
lamps without wire connection. Mr. Philip Eliff’s experiments in 
ceramic firing created, much interest; and microscopic objects were 
also on view in the Library.Leeds and Yorkshire Mercury.” 

-♦- 

THE ANNUAL SUPPER OF THE LONDON AND PROVINCIAL 

PHOTOGRAPHIC ASSOCIATION. 

[From a Correspondent.] 

Ox Thursday, February 6th, the “ L. and P.” set aside photographic 
discussion and gathered round the festive board to partake of their 
fourth annual supper. Mr. Thomas Bedding. F.R.P.S., occupied th * 
chair, supported by present and past officials, and there were sonm 
40 members and friends in evidence. The proceedings commenced 
soon after 7 o’clock, and continued until a late hoqr. Appetites for 
the more solid fare having been satisfied, the chairman’s toast of 
“Their Majesties the King and Queen and the Royal Family” was 
honoured, after which an excellent entertainment was started by a 
pianoforte solo. The chairman then proposed the toast of the 
“L. and P.,” giving expression to his feelings of well-known friend¬ 
liness towards, and interest in it, that those present were evidently 
greatly pleased to hear repeated. A song by Mr. Lovett preceded 
Mr. T. E. Freshwater’s reply, in which he performed his part again 
as the staunchest of believers in the Association’s past, present, and 
future; its position as one of the powers in the photographic world, 
and the prospects it had of a bright and promising coming of age 
next year. Mr. Walter Hengler earned unanimous applause with 
his humorous song. “ Girls I’ve Met,” and a second appearance was 
inevitable, Mr. W. Thomas, toasting “Our Officers,” in a 
complimentary speech congratulated them that they had not 
been troubled by requisitions for special meetings . an epidemic 
that was exceedingly prevalent in a neighbouring locality. 
He coupled the toast with the name of Mr W alter D. 
Welford, the hon. sec., who responded, after an excellent rendering 
by Mr. Manger on his handbells. The following congratulatory 
telegrams from country societies were read:—“Luton Camera. ( lub 
wish long life, continual success.” “Hearty good wishes from 
members of Walsall Photographic Society to the bovs of the L. and P . 
and black art and brother Day calLs for three cheers for their old 
favourite, willing Walter, the champion demonstrator of the midland 
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counties.” Mr. J. Walter Scott followed with a song, “The Devout 
Lover,” being succeeded by Mr. T. K. Grant, with his toast of 
the “Absent Members.” Reference to Mr. A. L. Henderson, the 
Association’s benefactor in many directions, was appropriately made, 
and sympathetic words by the chairman concerning Mr. E. J. Wall, 
rendered hors de combat bv his recent accident, were cordially echoed 
round the tables. Mr. Buckland was called upon, as the junior 
member, to acknowledge the toast, and his speech left nothing to 
be desired. Mr. R. P. Drage at this juncture introduced some 
appreciative remarks about the kindness of Mr. T. K. Grant and 
Mr. R. J. Kindon in providing such an excellent programme of 
musical and vocal talent, and led a demonstration of thankful 
applause. Mr. Kindon returned thanks, of course, denying, amongst 
other things, that he had done so very much to merit the members’ 
thanks. Mr. Will Webster’s song, “ Changes,” fully sustained the 
opinion as to the excellence of the programme, as also did Mr. Hengler 
with a further contribution after the toast of “ The Visitors,” dealt 
with by Mr. S. H. Fry, in his usual manner. Upon Mr. Martin 
Jacolette fell the pleasant duty of returning thanks, and he took the 
opportunity of adding yet a further prize for competition by the 
members of the Association, the subject being photographic silhouettes. 
Mr. Lovett gave “ The Lost Chord,” Mr. Manger another performance 
on his marvellous bells, and Mr. Webster a clever rendering of “ The 
Fallen Star.” The toast of “The Chairman,” proposed by Mr. J. E. 
Hodd, though last, was received none the less enthusiastically, and 
the same may be said for the chairman’s reply. The dispersal of 
the guests did not take place until “ Auld Lang Syne” had been sung, 
and final healths had been drunk. 

ANCIENT LIGHTS IN PHOTOGRAPHY 

In the Chancery Division of the High Court of Justice, before Mr. 
Justice Farwell, on Saturday, February 8th, the case of Parker v. W. F. 
Stanley and Co. (Limited) was heard. 

The plaintiffs carry on business as photographers, under the title 
of W. G. Parker and Co., at 288, High Holbom, their studio, gallery, 
and darkroom being situated in a one-storey building at the rear of 
the premises. When the plaintiffs first entered into possession, in 
1890, this building was lighted by a number of skylights which were 
ancient lights. The plaintiffs subsequently slightly altered the pitch 
of the roof of the building and enlarged the skylights over the studio, 
but they darkened or obscured the skylight over the portion of the 
building used as a dark-room. To the west of the plaintiffs’ premises 
is a long strip of land behind 287, High Holborn, about 15 feet wide, 
which was formerly partly bounded on the western side by an old 
building about 33 feet high, which was pulled down in i885. In 
February, 1901, the defendants, who carry on business as mathematical 
ipstrument makers, at 4 and 5, Great Turnstile, High Holborn, com¬ 
menced building operations on the site of the old building demolished 
in 1885, and since the issue of the writ in this action have raised their 
building to a considerable height above the line of the said old building, 
whereby the plaintiffs complained that the access of light to their 
premises was seriously diminished. They accordingly claimed a 
mandatory injunction for the removal of such portion of the defendants’ 
new buildings as obstructed or injured any of the ancient lights as 
the same were previously enjoyed. The defendants denied that there 
was any material diminution of light, and contended that as regards 
the darkroom the plaintiffs had abandoned their right to ancient lights. 
They further contended that, as the premises now occupied by the 
plaintiffs had prior to 1890 been used as an eating-house, the plaintiffs 
were only entitled to so much light as was necessary for those purposes. 

Mr. Jenkins, K.C., Mr. F. H. Colt, and Mr. F. J. Coltman appeared 
for the plaintiffs; Mr. Bramwell Davis, K.C., and Mr. Percy Wheeler 
for the defendants. 

The hearing of the evidence occupied two days. 
Mr. Justice Farwell, in delivering judgment in the case, said that 

there could be no doubt that, when the plaintiffs took the premises in 
1890, the skylights were ancient lights. The action was concerned 
with the skylights over the studio and the darkroom. As regards 
the darkroom, abandonment had been pleaded, but he could find no 
evidence to support the plea. The fact that the plaintiffs had darkened 
or obscured the skylight was not sufficient, the room might be required 
at any time for other purposes. Then, with regard to the studio, the 
old skylight had been replaced by what was practically a glass roof. 
But that new glass roof covered the place occupied by the old window, 
and their right of ancient lights had thus been preserved, although, 
of course, it only applied to that portion of the glass roof formerly 
occupied by the old window or skylight. The defendants had raised 
their building several feet above the line of the old building which 
formerly stood on the site, and after hearing the evidence his lordship 
was clearly of the opinion that the access of light to the plaintiffs’ 
premises was thereby materially diminished. The fact that before 
1890 the premises were used not for photographic purposes, but as a 
restaurant, was immaterial to the present issues. Photographers 
required, and reasonably required, special light, and since the judg¬ 
ment in “Warren v. Brown” (1902, 1 K.B., 15) the plaintiffs were 

entitled to complain that they were injured by the defendants’ buildings 
in the conduct of their photographic business, even if tiiat business, 
had not been carried on in the premises for 20 years. The parties 
had not been able to come to any terms, and consequently he was 
constrained to grant a mandatory injunction, but it would apply only 
to the additional obstruction caused bv the defendants’ new buildings 
as compared with the old buildings that formerly stood on the site. 

He thought the parties ought to be able to arrange between themselvi-s 
what form the necessary alterations should take.—“The Times.” 

-«- 

A NEW NEGATIVE PAPER. 

In introducing their new negative paper to the notice of photographers, 
the Rotary Photographic Company point out that for years past a 
material has been sought which should be less fragile, lighter, and 
cheaper than glass as a support for gelatine films. “ In these attempts 
the extremely simple method of coating transparent paper with gelatine 
emulsion has been tried—in fact, the use of such paper dates back to 
the very early days of photography—and paper as a support for the 
sensitive film, when taking negatives in the camera, has been used 
over and over again. Hitherto, however, the coarse grain of the best 
paper obtainable for the purpose has proved an insuperable obstacle 
to the adoption of the paper film, notwithstanding its many positive 
advantages. Within the last few years improvements in paper manu¬ 
facture have taken place, which, though they did not at first com¬ 
pletely solve the problem of making a grainless negative paper for 
use in the camera, yet have made it possible to produce papers of 
much finer structure.” 

The company announce that they have perfected a negative paper, 
almost entirely without grain, which in many cases can replace plates 
with the most satisfactory results* 

The following are the instructions for use : — 
Exposure : The paper should be filled into the dark slide by red 

light. It should be placed in the usual card or metal film holder, or 
simply backed up with a piece of card. The time of exposure is the 
same as for rapid plates. 

Suitable developers are : — 
Ortol:—A.—Ortol, 1 ounce; potass metabisulphite, £ ounce; water, 

60 ounces. B.—Soda carbonate (cryst.), 12 ounces; soda sulphite 
(cryst.), 8 ounces; water, 60 ounces. For use take A, 1 part; B 
1 part; water, 10 parts. 

Rodinal:—Stock sol. rodinal, 2 parts; water, 100 parts; to every 
few ounces of which 5 or 10 drops of 10 per cent, solution of potass 
bromide are added. 

For snap-shots the ordinary terrous oxalate developer for dry plates 
can be used; it is best, however, to add a few drops of potass bromide 
solution thereto, in order to slow development. 

To compound a suitable developer:—Make solution of ferrous 
sulphate (proto-sulphate of iron), 1 part in 3 parts of water; also, 
oxalate of potash solution of the same strength. Add 1 part iron 
solution to 3 parts oxalate, and to each 4 ounces of the mixture 
add 3 to 6 drops of 10 per cent, solution of potass bromide. 

Clearing.-—After rinsing the paper, after development, it is placed 
in a clearing bath. For ferrous oxalate developer, use 5 to 10 parts 
of acetic acid in 1,000 parts of water. For otol, and other “organic” 
developers, use a 10 per cent, solution of alum. After a few minutes 
the paper is rinsed for 5 minutes in water and fixed. 

Fixing.—A 10 per cent, solution of hyposulphite can be used; but 
an acid bath made as follows is better:—Sodium sulphite (cryst.), 
15 parts; water, 300 parts; citric acid, 3 parts; hypo, 60 parts. 
Mix the chemicals in the order given, adding the hypo after the 
sulphite and citric acid have completely dissolved. 

Washing.—Wash for one hour in frequent changes. Be careful 
in washing and rinsing the paper that the stream of water does not 
run directly on the film. This is liable to lead to blisters of the film. 

Hardening.—In order to harden the film of the negative paper, 
place for a few minutes in 10 per cent, alum solution, and wash after¬ 
wards for a quarter of an hour. 

Drying.—The negatives are hung up or laid on blotting paper. 
Intensifying and Rendering Translucent.-—The paper is sufficiently 

transparent to print quickly without further treatment. If, however, 
great transparency is required, the following mixture should be rubbed 
into the back of the paper with cotton wool:—Canada balsam, 1 part ; 
turpentine, 5 parts. Another method is to coat the back of the paper 
with a solution of castor oil (1 part) in absolute alcohol (2 parts). 

We have had some of the new negative paper under trial, and 
report upon it elsewhere in this issue of the Journal. 

-♦- 

The Earl of Crawford has devised a means of manipulating a vessel’s 
rudder by means of electricity from any part of the ship. A practical 
demonstration of the invention was recently given upon the inventor’s 
steam vacht “ Valhalla ” in the Solent before several representatives of 
the British and Japanese navies, who were considerably impressed with 
the device The most prominent feature of the device is that it is not 
so liable to accident as the steam gear, and it is much easier to manipu¬ 

late.—“ Invention.” 
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Deu) Apparatus, $c. 
The “ Agfa ” Negative Varnish. Charles Zimmermann & Co., 9 and 10, St. 

Mary-at-Hill, E.C. 
Messrs. Zimmermann & Co. have sent us a sample of “Agfa” negative 

varnish, which is manufactured by the Actien Gesellschaft fur Anilin 
Fabrikation, and for which they are sole agents in London. We have 
tried the varnish, which, by the way, may be applied cold or with the 
plate slightly warmed. The varnish flows evenly over the negative in 
either condition, and, when dry, yields a hard, though not brittle, film. 
When applied to the negative cold, it naturally takes a slightly longer 
time to dry, but the result seems the same in the end—a hard film which 
should be an efficient protection to gelatine negatives. 

The Kammatograph.—Manufactured and sold by L. Kamm & Co., 27, 
Powell Street, Goswell Road, E.C. 

The Kammatograph is an instrument the purpose of which is to bring 
the making and the projection of “ animated photographs ” within the 
grasp of the amateur, without the necessity of employing a celluloid 
ribbon. The pictures, several hundred in number, are taken upon a 
circular gelatine plate, which plate can be developed in a dish with the 
ordinary re-agents. A negative plate thus developed will yield a positive 

by contact, as in the case of an ordinary lantern slide. The camera used 
for taking the negative serves afterwards as a lantern attachment for 
projecting the positive. In each case the turning of a handle causes the 
plate, which is 12 inches in diameter and circular in form, to travel 
eccentrically, so that the part immediately behind the lens never arrives 
there a second time. The little pictures are thus made to form a spiral 
pattern on the plate. The risk of using inflammable celluloid is altogether 
obviated, and the arrangement is quite as safe in use as the ordinary 
optical lantern. 

Axe Brand Novelties.—Fuerst Bros., 17, Philpot Lane, E.C. 

We have received from Messrs. Fuerst Bros, samples of three prepara¬ 
tions which they have recently placed upon the market. In each case 
they are put up in glass tubes or “ cartridges,” a form which will commend 
itself for its convenience to all photographers whose work only necessi¬ 
tates the employment of small quantities of solutions and at intermittent 
intervals. 

Intensifaxe.—This preparation, when used according to the directions, 
forms a useful and effective one-solution intensifier. The solution is made 
by dissolving the contents of a cartridge in 4- ounces of water, and the 
negative to be intensified, having been fixed, and the hypo thoroughly 
removed from it by washing, is to be immersed in it. The intensifying 
action proceeds with fair rapidity, and its progress may be easily judged. 
When it is deemed to have progressed far enough, the negative is to 
be well washed, and, to ensure the permanency of the result, placed in 
an ordinary developing solution such as hydrokinone or metol and car¬ 
bonate of soda until the image is blackened. The subsequent developing 
operation does not prevent the amount of intensification being easily 
judged, as the further intensifying action of the developer is slight only 
and may easily be allowed for. It is stated that the solution keeps well, 
provided it be protected from the action of light. 

Stand Developer Cartridges.—The method of developing known as 
stand development is frequently a very advantageous one, and in the 
case of plates which have received the minimum of exposure there is, 
perhaps, no more certain way of developing detail to the fullest extent 
without running the risks incidental to forcing the plate with a powerful 
developer. Most developing agents may be employed this way, but they 
are not all equally suitable. The developer now under notice seems to 
us to answer its purpose admirably. It is exceedingly stable, that is to 
say, it maintains its developing activity for a long period. It does not 
stain, and has no tendency to reduce the silver compound of the plate 
except to the extent it has been acted upon by light. The careful worker, 
who is more anxious to obtain the best results from his hand-camera 
exposure than to obtain his negatives in a hurry, will find in this a useful 
preparation and in a convenient form. It is particularly recommenced by 
the makers for X-ray work, and we should say it is admirable for the 
purpose. For use the contents of a cartridge require simply to be dis¬ 
solved in 40 ounces of water. 
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Anti-Hypo and Hardening Cartridges.—The contents of a cartridge dis¬ 
solved in 16 ounces of water form a bath for the removal of hypo from 
negatives and films, which has also the effect of hardening the"gelatine. 
There is no better method of removing hypo from a plate or print than 
careful washing in plain water, but undoubtedly there are occasions 
when it would be a great convenience to be able to shorten the time 
required to carry out this process effectually. On such occasions this 
preparation will be found useful. In hot w'eather the hardening effect 
claimed adds to the advantage of its employment. At the moment of 
writing we are regretting that we have not the opportunity of testing its 
efficacy under such circumstances. 

A Developing Tin for Gum Bichromate Prints.—Sold by J. R. Gotz, 215, 
Shaftesbury Avenue, W.C. 

In the instructions for “ chromatype,” a gum bichromate paper obtain- 
a,ble of Mr. Gotz, that gentleman thus briefly outlines the process 
of “ development ”“ The developing operation is carried on over a deep 
galvanised iron pan or tank, about twice as large as the size of the prints. 
A gas burner or spirit lamp serves to keep the water at the desired tem¬ 
perature. This should be, at the beginning of the operation, for black 
and red 95 deg. to 105 deg. F., and for sepia 110 deg. to 115 deg. It may 

be increased, according to exposure and result desired, for black to 
120 deg. and for sepia to 140 deg. F. A proportionate quantity of fine 
sawdust, is put into the hot water and stirred up for operating on the 
print. This is lo assist the hot water in attacking the soluble parts of 
the pigment. The developing bath must not be sensibly thickened 
through the addition of the sawdust. The print is placed on a slab— 
metal, wood, or glass. This is fixed on the the tank, and the hot 
water poured over it by mearis* of a jar, or jug. The develop¬ 
ment should last until the high lights are well out.” A specimen tin and 
print-holding board have been submitted for our inspection. They appear 
to be capable of admirably answering their special purposes. 

“Vega” Collodio-Chloride Paper.—George Mason & Co., Glasgow. 

There is undoubtedly an increasing demand for collodio-chloride paper, 
and to many its delicate, smooth surface is more acceptable than the 
high gloss which is characteristic of gelatino-chloride. There is ample 
evidence that with reasonable care in its manipulation the results are 
permanent, and this is not the least of its recommendations. The "V ega 
paper is made m two varieties—glcssy and mat surface. The directions 
for the use of the former are as follows:—Wash in three changes of 
water, and in washing do not handle the prints more than is necessary, 
but simply rock the tray until the prints separate and the water becomes 
milky; then pour off the water and gently press prints against bottom 
of the dish to remove as much of it as possible, and refill the dish. After 
the third change, transfer the prints separately to a tray of clean water 
to await toning. Any of the toning baths for printing out papers may 
be employed, but the following is recommended:— 

Potash sulpho-cyanide . 30 grains. 
Gold chloride. . 2 grains. 
’Wafer . . . . 30 ounces. 

The toning bath should be made up some hours before use. The bath 
may be used for five or six times, and merely requires to be strengthened 
by the addition of a little gold before use. Slow toning gives a iich 
deposit of gold and vigorous prints. The tone should be judged by the 
surface, and not by looking through them. It should not be earned as 
far as the finished print is desired to be, as they dry colder in tone. When 
sufficiently toned, the prints should be removed from the toning bath 
to a dish cf water acidulated with a few drops of acetic acid one 
a little salt has been dissolved. Tins will stop the toning action. ih* 
fixing bath consists of 1 ounce of hypo dissolved in 20 ounces cl watei, 
and the fixing action is complete in five minutes. Washing and the 
subsequent operations are conducted in the usual way. The mat suitace 
paper may be treated in precisely the same way as the glossy when warm 
tones are required, but for black prints resembling platmonpe An 
following treatment is to be adopted:—The prints must be pinned. veiy 
deeply—"in fact, until the shadows appeal brmzy. After washing lor 
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about 10 minutes in about three or four changes of water they are to 
be placed in the first toning bath:— 

Stock Solution A: 
Distilled water 
Borax 
Acetate of soda 

4 ounces. 
3 drachms. 
3 drachms. 

Stock Solution B: 
Chloride of gold.. ... ... ... 15 grains. 
Water . 3£ ounces. 

To make the toning bath, add 1 part of B to 40 parts of A. The prints 
should remain in this bath until they acquire a blue violet tone The 
prints are then to be rinsed, and placed in the second toning bath, con¬ 
sisting of:— 

Potassium chloro-platinate . 15 grains. 
Fluid pnospnoric acid ... ... ... ... 4 drachms. 
Water ... ... ... ... ... ... ... 21 ounces. 

Here they are to remain from 5 to 15 minutes, according to the strength 
of the bath, which may be used over and over again. The prints require 
washing in three changes of water before fixing. 

We have tried the samples of both varieties of the paper, and, follow¬ 
ing the instructions, have had no difficulty in obtaining very beautiful 
results. 

Welford’s Specialities. Walter D. Welford, Warwick Lodge, 166, Rom¬ 
ford Road, London, E. 

We have received samples of Mr. Welford’s new series of carbon cloud 
negatives. These being on thin celluloid, in all sizes up to 15 by 12, 
are very convenient to use, and can be printed from either side. The 
bottom portion of the negative being opaque makes the use of these 
clouds extremely simple. Another introduction for this season is a new 
series of masked borders, floral designs ayd frames, also in carbon. The 
mask obviates the necessity of vignetting, and makes the use of these 
designs very easy. The series includes frames and edges round prints, 
upon which the title can be written on the back in some opaque medium, 
so as to print in white on the finished print. In addition to these there 
are a number of floral studies of certain flowers, such as roses, forget-me- 
nots, ivy, sweet peas, Virginia creeper, etc. 

The Automan Hand Cameras. Manufactured by the Thornton-Pickard 
Manufacturing Company, Altrincham. 

Those who, like ourselves, have watched the growth and progress of 
the esteemed shutter and stand camera works at Altrincham, have long 
been prepared for an extension of the business into the inevitable field 
of hand-camera production. During the past year the Company’s inven¬ 
tive and mechanical resources have been steadily employed towards that 
end, and the outcome of those efforts is the introduction of a series of 
hand cameras of the folding or collapsible type, which are probably 
destined to secure great popularity amongst amateur photographers. The 
instruments, it may be mentioned, are made throughout at Altrincham, 
and they have that neatness, high finish, and ease of movement which 
we naturally associate with photographic apparatus that comes from 
the Cheshire workshops. 

One vital characteristic of f he Automan series of hand cameras makes 
for the sympathetic notice ofi that large class of workers whom it is the 
foolish fashion to style “ snapshotters.” The pressure of the finger on 
the top of the camera opens and sets it firmly in position at 
a definite focal length. Thus the Automan cameras may justly be 

described as of the ever-ready type. They open, as it is said, like a 
“ Jack-in-the-box,” and they are closed in just as simple a fashion, namely, 
by slight pressure on a side stay. The Oxford Automan takes holders 
for plates or cut films, has a spring ground-glass focussing screen, and is 
fitted with an “ iris ” shutter between the lens combinations, giving expo¬ 

sures from time down to the 50th of a second. The camera also ha> :i 

rising front, double extension, and a lever focussing arrangement 

Fig. 3.-—The Roll Film Automan Open. 

Yet a second camera takes Tollable film, the method of inserting, 
unwinding, and rewinding the spool being very simple in action. It is made 
in pplate size only, and can also be fitted with adaptors to take glass 

Fig. 4.—The Long Extension Automan. 

plates or cut films in holders. It possesses the features, already 
enumerated, of the Oxford Automan, with the added advantage, as 
shown in the fourth illustration, of long extension. 

Fig. 5.—The Focal Plane Fig. 6.—The Focal Plane 
° Automan closed. Automan open. 

The Focal Plane Automan is made in ^-plate size only. As the 
illustrations show, it presents the appearance and features of its con¬ 
geners, but is distinctive as regards the shutter, which has an adjustable 
slit opened and closed from the outside. A speed calculator affixed to 
the side of the instrument enables the photographer by the simplest 
possible arithmetical sum to know precisely what exposure he is giving. 
There is an available range of speed from l-30th to 1-1,000th of a second. 

We have only touched in the briefest possible way upon the salient 
characteristics of the beautiful series of Automan cameras that have been 
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placed before us for examination; but enough has been said, we think, to 
show that the Thornton-Pickard Company have well prepared themselves 
to meet a practically inexhaustible demand in photography, viz., for 

Fig. 7.—The Focal Plane Shutter Fig. 8.—The Speed 
with Adjustable Slit. Calculator. 

scientifically-conceived, well-made, easily-manipulated hand cameras of 
a high-class. The Automan cameras appeal to a vast public, with which, 
we have no doubt, they will be exceedingly popular during the coming 
season. 

The “ Rotograph ” Papers. 
The Rotary Photographic Company, Limited, 14, New Union Street, 

Moorfields, London, E.C., have sent us various samples of the different 
kinds of bromide paper they have placed upon the market. Photo¬ 
graphers have already become familiar with the “ Rotograph ” bromide 
paper, for ordinary printing, in its six different grades—thin glossy, thick 
glossy, thin matt smooth, thick matt smooth, thin matt rough, and cream- 
tinted thick rough. We find this description of paper renders the nega¬ 
tive with great delicacy of gradation, the shadows being deep and velvety, 
the high light pure and bright, and the half-tones well differentiated. 

The “Rotograph” negative paper is introduced as a substitute for 
plates and films, and can be obtained in two speeds—normal and rapid. 
If we disregard the disadvantages of fragility and weight, there is no 
support to compare with glass for a sensitive film, but in photography 
there are many fields in which these two factors demand first considera¬ 
tion. In such cases we think “ Rotograph ” negative paper will be very 
valuable. Although films combine lightness and flexibility with the 
transparency of glass, their keeping quality is doubtful, and we think 
a good negative paper may be a strong competitor, especially in large 
sizes, where the slight grain of the material is unimportant and perhaps 
in some instances advantageous. Amateurs especially should find nega¬ 
tive paper of great service for large, direct work and for production 
of enlarged negatives. We have found “Rotograph” negative paper 
very easy to use, free from faults, and of excellent quality. The sample 
was of “ normal speed,” and the exposure was approximately the same as 
for an ordinary dry plate. 

“ Rotokon ” paper is the latest candidate for the favour of the photo¬ 
grapher. It is a slow-printing contact paper of the gas-light type, and 
may be had in five grades:—Thin glossy rose, thin glossy mauve, thin 
matt smooth, thick matt smooth, and thick matt rough. We tested the 
samples by gas-light in an ordinary room, thus avoiding all the dis¬ 
comforts of the dark-room. The prints vyere clean and bright, in good 
gradation, with very intense shadows. The developer used was Rodinal, 
and with thin negatives, exposures of 20 to 30 seconds, at 4 inches from 
a gas-flame, were sufficient. 

-♦-- 

Commercial $ Ccgal Intelligence. 
——*.—-—-— 

The Austin-Edwards Monthly Film Negative Competition.—The 
prize camera for the current month has been awarded to Miss 
Gladys Strick, Llanfair, West Cross R.S.O., Glamorganshire, for her 
negative “ Shire Horse.” 

The Barnet Carbon Tissue.—Messrs. Elliott & Son, of Barnet, have 
issued the following notice to dealers:—“We have for some time past 
felt that the inducements offered to dealers to stock Barnet carbon 
materials have not been sufficient for them to push these goods. In 
order to give dealers a better opportunity of diverting the numerous 
orders which now flow direct to the manufacturer, we have decided to 
increase the discount to 33^ per cent. The. growing popularity of the 
carbon.process is undeniable. The process is really a very simple one, 
and it is already being very generally taken up by both professional and 
amateur. We propose to help dealers by issuing specimen showcards 
and literature, which will be ready at an early date. Foreseeing that 
the most prosperous days for the carbon process were ahead, we laid 
ourselves out to impro /e the material and at the same time cheapen 
the production. Both these objects we have now successfully accom¬ 
plished. In the erection of the enormous plate and paper factory which 
has been in course of construction during the past year, we have effec¬ 
tually provided for the manufacture of Barnet carbon tissue, whilst 
reminding our customers that the most up-to-date methods and machinery 
have been requisitioned in every stage of the manufacture of Barnet 
plates and papers.” 

Taking the Donkey to be Photographed.—At the Marlborough Street 
Police Court, on Saturday last, George James Armsworth, 37, a master- 
carman, living in New Street, Covent Garden, was charged before Mr. 
Kennedy with having obstructed the footway in Bear Street, Leicester 
Square, on Friday afternoon. Constable Hulbert, 315 C, said the defen¬ 
dant was in charge of a donkey decorated with a dark blue rug bearing 
the words “ Ping-Pong,” round which was gathered a considerable 
crowd. As he refused to take it away and thus prevent obstruction, he 
was arrested. In defence, Armsworth said he was taking the animal 
—which was the performing donkey in “ The New Clown ” at Terry’s 
Theatre—to be photographed, and was on his way back to the theatre 
when a constable came up to him. He did not think he was responsible 
for the obstruction, as he was not on the footway. A Mr. Skinner who- 
was with him stopped to speak to someone on the pavement. When the 
constable asked him to move on he (defendant) said to him, “ There are 
only you, I, and the donkey.” Mr. Kennedy: Why don’t you bring the 
photographer to the donkey, instead of taking the donkey to the photo¬ 
grapher? If you take strange things of this kind about with you you 
are sure to cause obstruction in the street. You will be discharged now, 
though it was through your own fault that the obstructimr was caused. 

Breach of Contract.—At the Leeds County Court, on Thursday last, 
before his Honour Judge Greenhow, Messrs. Brooks & Borland, magic 
lantern experts, of Sheepscar Grove, Leeds, sued Mr. J. B. Elliston, 
proprietor of the Theatre Royal, Bolton, for the sum of £40, for alleged 
breach of contract. Mr. A. Willey appeared for the plaintiffs, and Mr. 
E. O. Simpson for the defendant. It was stated that the defendant 
produced the pantomime “ Puss in Boots ” at the Alexandra Theatre. 
Stoke Newington, and that the plaintiffs were engaged to give n 
biograph exhibition at the end of each performance. The pantomime 
stayed at Stoke Newington six weeks, and was afterwards performed for 
a fortnight each at Leeds and Sheffield, but in the two latter cities the 
biograph entertainment was dispensed with. The plaintiffs contendei 
that they were engaged for the six weeks at Stoke Newington, and for 
the “ run ” of the pantomime wherever it appeared, and claimed £40 
remuneration for four weeks. Mr. Brooks, one of the plaintiffs, stated 
that he did not know that some of the artists came to Leeds and Sheffield 
under new contracts, although he would not be surprised to hear that 
they did. For the defence Mr. Simpson submitted that the words in 
the contract, “ six weeks and run,” meant that the plaintiffs were only 
engaged for the time that the pantomime was running at Stoke Newing¬ 
ton. Miss Ethel Sydney, at present principal girl in “ Bold Robin Hood” 
at the Leeds Grand Theatre, said that she was principal girl in ,l Puss in 
Boots.” She understood that the contract was to bind linr services only 
for the time that the pantomime was running at Stoke Newington. His 
Honour held that the defendant was bound to engage the plaintiffs if the 
company went on tour. He also held that the company did go on 
tour, and found for the plaintiffs for the amount claimed. 

Patents for Combinations of Parts.—Here is a brief report of a case 
that came before the Court of Appeal on Friday last. We give it simply 
to show that a patent may be taken for a combination of parts, all of 
which may be old, for obtaining an old result in a better or cheaper way. 
This fact may not be known to every reader:—“Before Lords Justices 
Vaughan Williams, Stirling, and Cozens-Hardy.—Alleged Infringement 
of a Patent.—Bunge v. Higinbotham & Co., Ltd.—This was an appeal 
by the plaintiff from an order of Mr. Justice Kekewich, dismissing an 
action brought to restrain an alleged infringement of a patent taken 
out in 1894. The patent was for a horizontal sifting machine with 
circular-shaped sieves for sifting flour. The patentee claimed a combina¬ 
tion of parts, all of which were old, for obtaining an old result in a bet¬ 
ter, cheaper, and more expeditious manner. The alleged infringing 
machine was a sifting machine for the same purpose, and both consisted 
of a number of connected sieves easily taken apart, and both were put 
in a rotary motion on a horizontal plane, so that the material to be 
sifted fell on the surface, and each sieve passed over the edge on to the 
sieve below, alternately spreading over the sifting bottom, the coarser 
particles falling out at the centre. Both machines were fitted with rota¬ 
ting arms, upon which were brushes for the purpose of keeping the sieves 
clean, but in the plaintiff’s machine the material passed to the circum¬ 
ference of the sieves by falling on a cone-shaped surface, and in the 
defendants’ the sieve was fitted with a horizontal plate, with guiding 
slots. There was also a difference in the method of driving the brushes. 
Mr. Walter and Mr. Gray appeared for the plaintiff; and Mr. Moulton, 
K.C., and Mr. Clarke for the defendants in the action. The Lords 
Justices held that there was no infringement, but did so with regret, 
as they thought the invention most ingenious and commercially useful. 
They accordingly dismissed the appeal with costs.”—“ Standard,” Feb¬ 
ruary 15th, 1902. 

The Royal Astronomical Society.—At its annual general meeting the 
Royal Astronomical Society presented the gold medal, its highest honour, 
to Professor J. C. Kapteyn, of the University of Groningen, Holland, 
which award was in some part a recognition of an arduous piece of 
work done by him voluntarily to help British science. In the year 1882 
Sir David Gill saw the possibilities offered by photography for charting 
the stars, and immediately began to put his ideas into execution; but 
though the resources of the Cape Observatory were sufficient to take the 
photographs, he was not able to undertake the more important and 
difficult work of measuring the plates and tabulating the stars. Dr. 
Kap_teyn, then a young professor at Groningen, offered his services with¬ 
out hope of reward other than the consciousness of having made a valu¬ 
able contribution to astronomy, and, his offer being accepted, the result 
has been the production of the Cape Photographic Durchmusterung, 
which contains, in three quarto volumes, the positions of half-a-million 
stars as seen from the Southern hemisphere. Dr. Glaisher, the president 
of the Society, in making the presentation, pointed out that the problem 
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of cosmical astronomy, or the determination of the size and form of the 
universe, is only to be solved by enumeration of stars such as this, the 
determination of their distances, and the classification of their velocities. 
In researches such as these Professor Kapteyn has exercised his ingenuity, 
and^this work was another reason for the council’s selection of him as 
the new medallist. The bronze medal of the Society was given to Dr. 
T. D. Anderson, the Edinburgh clergyman, who was the first person to 
recognise the bright new star which appeared in the sky last February, 
and has also made other discoveries of variable stars no less difficult, if 
not so sensational. The list of fellows of this Society who have died 
during the year included the names of several persons well known in 
other spheres of life—Mr. Bowen, the Harrow Master; General Drayson, 
an energetic Artillery officer; and John Brett, the artist, who was also 
an enthusiastic astronomer.—“ Standard,” February 15th, 1902. 

-♦- 

Deu) Books. 
-4- 

New Season's Show Cards. Published by Elliott & Sons, Limited, 
Barnet, N. 

Messrs. Elliott & Sons, Limited, have submitted for our inspection a 
large number of show card's/varied in size, shape, and style, and bearing 
boldly printed references to the well-known plates and papers manu¬ 
factured at Barnet. The show cards are remarkably striking and effec¬ 
tive, and have been produced with great taste. Mounted upon them are 
capital prints made with “ Barnet ” papers, and the total result in each 
case is such that the cards cannot fail to catch the eye and arrest the 
attention of anybody interested in photography—and who nowadays is 
not? We congratulate Messrs. Elliott on their alertness and enterprise. 
They inform us that they are prepared to send to every photographic 
dealer in the country a duplicate set of these beautiful show cards. 
Every photographic dealer should take advantage of Messrs. Elliott’s 
offer, and we hope he will. 

*“ Selection of Subject in Pictorial Photography.” By W. E. Tindall, 
R.B.A. 83 pp.; illustrated. Price 3s. 6d. nett. London : Published 
by Iliffe & Sons, Limited. 

Says Mr. Tindall in his preface: “ If any apology be required for put- 
- ting forward the hints contained in his book, that, apology is to 

be found on the walls of the photographic exhibitions.” He “ freely 
admits that the majority of the works to be seen are of a high technical 
quality; yet in many cases they are such that they could be considerably 
improved were more attention given to the subjects of point of view, the 
value of lines, and the meaning of tone values and their reproduction 
by photography.” It is with a view to the improvement of photo¬ 
graphic work in these directions that Mr. Tindall’s book is written. The 
author’s style, if neither inspiring nor inspiriting, is at any rate chatty 
and intelligible, and as we turn over his pages our feeling is that of 
journeying through the domain of pictorial photography in easy and 
pleasant stages. The illustrations are instructive, and we cannot imagine 
a photographer of average intelligence failing to profit by Mr. Tindall’s 
advice on imparting pictorial qualities to photographs. He wisely omits 
all reference to manipulative details from his readable volume, which 
consequently has the additional merit of standing outside the great 

Fake versus Anti-Fake controversy. The book is well printed. 

Picture Postcards.—London: Published by Messrs. Alfred Ellis & Walery, 
51, Baker Street, W. 

Taking advantage of the facility which the bromide process affords for 
this class of photographic printing, Messrs. Alfred Ellis & Walery are 
issuing an interesting series of picture postcards which are sure to be 
popular with admirers of stage favourites. The illustrations on the 
cards are, in fact, portraits of prominent actors and actresses, amongst 
whom may be named Mr. W.vndham, Miss Julia Neilson, Miss Fay 

;Davis, Miss Isabel Jay, Miss Lily Hanbury, Mr. Hayden Coffin, Mr. 
Tree, Miss Edna May, Miss Marie Studholme, etc. Each portrait is 
surrounded by a delicately wcrked-in background, and all the results are 
effective. Why do not photographers generally work out such ideas as 
these for themselves? 

Received.—“ Chemistry for Photographers.” By C. F. Townsend, 
F.C.S. Third edition (revised). Is. nett. London: Published by 
Dawbarn & Ward, Limited, Farringdon Road, E.C. 

—---♦—- 

Last week Sir George Kekewich, secretary to the Board of Education, 
. distributed the prizes awarded to students of the Birmingham School 
. of Art, at the Town Hall, Birmingham. In an address he said that 
the art ladder was more complete in Birmingham than in any city in 
the kingdom. It seemed to him that the present age was remarkable, 

>not so much for the lifting of high art to a higher lever as for the more 
i popular diffusion of art among the people, and for. the practical and 
utilitarian application of art to our trades and industries, and for the 
recognition of the part that education played in humanising—he might 
almost say in civilising—the population. The taste and refinement which 
a boy acquired in the school he would carry to his home, and the poorer 
the home the more necessary was it that he should carry into it those 
qualities. Things were beginning to improve a little, but up to recently 
hideousness had reigned supreme in china, glass, and cheap furniture. 
From improved taste and greater refinement our people would profit, not 
only intellectually, but also materially. Taste and refinement were the 
sworn enemies of disorder, of uncleanliness, of vice, and of intemperance. 
He believed there was a coming demand for art productions in the 
markets of the world. He hoped that Birmingham would take a leading 
part in bringing a more artistic atmosphere into our jewelry and furniture 
trades. 

rollings of Societies. 
MEETINGS OF SOCIETIES FOR NEXT WEEK. 

Fe’jru uy Name of Society. 

9) Birmingham Photographic ... 

24. Camera Club. 

24. Croydon Natural History... 
25. Croydon Natural History. 

25.... Newcastle-on-Tyne. 

25. Leeds Photographic Society . 

25. Thornton Heath Polytechnic... 

25. Stonehouse Camera Club 
28. Sotithsea Photographic Society 

26. Photographic Club 

26. Ashton-under-Lyne. 

97 Camera Club ... 

97 Richmond Camera Club 

97 Woolwich Photographic . 

27. London and Provincial ... 

27. North-West London . 
ltodley, Farsley, and District... 

97 Oldham Photographic Societ) 

9.7 Liverpool Amateur . 

28. West London Photographic ... 

28 . Croydon Natural History. 

28. Borough Polytechnic. 

Subject. 

The Anunal Exhibition. 
I Lesigning a Comfortable House. Mr. 
i Barry Parker 
Mr. Kinder s Sixtli Lecture. 
Zoological. 

I Demount ration of Wet Tlate Photo- 
graph;/. By the President, J. 8. B 

\ Bell, C.E. 
i Finding and. Focussing ; name Pr rticat 

Hints m Pictorial ilork. Illustrated 
with Lantern Slides. Mr. A. Horsley 
Hinton (Editor of the Amatsu 

V Photogruphrr). 
I Lecture. The Optical Lantern. By 
i A. F.. Isaac, Esq. 
Paper by Mr. Fold. 
Prize Slides. 
I Birds of the Forest, Field, and Shore. 
{ Mr. Oliver O. Pike. 
I The Carbon Process in Practice. The 

Autotype Company. Header, Sir. 
i Samuel A. Platt. 
I The Austrian Tyrol. Mr. T. C. Porter, 
I M.A., F.C.S., K.KA.s. 
i Photographic He. eties. Sir. R. Child 
I Bayley. 
I Lantern Slide Making. Charles 
\ Churchill, F. K P.S. 
I Photojraphic Farts. Mr. F. O. Bynoe 
( (Messrs. K. and J. Beck). 
Annual General Meeting. 
Platinotype. 

I Demonstration. How a Lens is Made 
1 (Goerz). By a Member. 
I Lantern Lecture : A Tyrolese Valley. 
I Mr. Jas. Shaw. 
| Fill urging U' th Home-made Apparatus. 
I K. C. Hart. 
/ Photographic. Exhibition of “ Photo- 
( graphic .News ” Prize Slides. 
I Optical Lantern: its Management 
I and Uses. Sir. H. C. Philcox. 

LONDON AND PROVINCIAL PHOTOGRAPHIC ASSOCIATION. 
February 13.—Mr. P. R. Salmon in the chair. 

A few weeks ago Mr. Featherstone showed a celluloid film that had 
become quite yellow. The film was of the Tollable order, and it was 
seen, by stripping the emulsion, that it was the celluloid itself that was 
so yellow. Most of those present said that they had never seen celluloid 
films of that colour before, and one member doubted whether there had 
been any change, but rather that it had always been that colour. Mr. 
Drage said that in looking through some spoiled films he had found 
many discoloured in the same way. These were cut films, and were not 
made in the same way as Tollable films. The celluloid did not seem 
so deeply stained as the earlier examples, but they were going in the 
same direction. 

Mr. T. E. Freshwater drew attention to a method of drawing in black 
and white for reproduction, as practised by Mr. Benham. The lines were 
very fine and clean, and much better for process work than those the 
usual pen would give. It was a more or less photographic process. The 
drawings were done by the harmonograph and pendulum methods, and 
instead of using ink and pen he treated the paper with solution of 
sulphate of iron and traced the lines with a pen charged with a weak 
pyro solution. The lines in the drawings shown were remarkably fine 
in character, and the method was one that seemed to work very well. 

Mr. Mayall brought up some developed P.O.P. prints, which he asked 
the members to compare with some ordinary printed-out photographs 
from the same negatives. He had much to say for the method, and 
especially for the particular way in which he worked, which, however, 
was not vouchsafed to the meeting. He pointed out that the method had 
the advantage of saving in time, which in this time of year was a great 
consideration. The results were, further, infinitely superior to the ordi¬ 
nary prints. As regards the tone, he replied that he used the old 
acetate bath. He was very economical of gold, and said he could tone 
eighteen prints measuring 12 by 10—representing very nearly five sheets 
of paper—with 4 grains of gold. Much of the success with the method 
seemed to depend upon the amount of printing-out first given to the 
paper, and Mr. Mayall also laid emphasis upon the point that weaker 
hypo baths than usual should be employed in all work. 

Mr. J. W. Hodges showed the Thornton-Pickard “ Automan ” focal 
plane camera. The mechanism of the shutter was interesting. It 
worked up to 1-1,000th part of a second. As regards the utility of such 
exposures the chairman remarked that Mr. Walter Kilbey had done a 
lot of work in the neighbourhood of that speed, and his diving pictures 
were generally about l-800th of a second. 

Mr. Drage asked for some assistance regarding cutting the neck off a 
bottle which he thought would make a useful dark-room lamp. He was 
recommended to try the following methods that have been said to 
answer:—To file the neck around and apply a hot poker. To tie a piece 
of wool saturated with spirit round the neck, burn the spirit, and plunge 
the part into water. It was also stated that scissors used under 
water could be made to trim glass roughly to the shape desired failing 
other help. 
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PHOTOGRAPHIC CLUB. 

February 12.—Mr. J. R. Gotz in the chair. 
Mr. A. S. Newman gave Part I. of a very interesting paper on 

Kinetic Photography.” . 
Mr. Newman dealt rather fully with the general principles of Kinetic 

Photography and the scientific reasons for the effects produced, reserv- 
ng the practically photographic and mechanical part of his subject for 
lis second paper, to be given on the 19th inst. The various stages of 
ipparatus for showing “ persistence of vision ” effects, from the wheel 
>f life to the present day bioscope, were duly noted. Mention was made 
>f Mr. E. Muybridge, who, at the London meeting of the Photographic 
Convention of 1889, exhibited by means of the “ zoopraxiscope ” the 
esults of a number of exposures made on moving objects by a series of 
lectro-magnetic shutters; and of Mr. Friese Green, who, in the follow¬ 

ing year, at the Chester meeting, read a paper wherein he described a 
' camera which had been constructed for taking photographs by merely 
turning a handle, which made a series of negatives on a band of 
sensitized material at the rate of 600 a minute,” and exhibited a film 
about 30 feet long taken with his apparatus. This was undoubtedly the 
precursor of all the various forms of cinematograph at present in 
use. 

An interesting discussion took place, in which Messrs. Gotz, Bridge, 
Parfitt, Stretton, and others took part, and the second portion of 
Mr. Newman’s paper is looked forward to with great interest. 

CAMERA CLUB. 

“ The Grumblings of an Amateur Photographer ” was the title of a 
paper read on the 13th inst. by Mr. James Swinburne, and judging by the 
full attendance, it was a subject which was attractive to many. Mr. 
Swinburne soon let his hearers know that he was not going to grumble 
with them, but that the bones he had to pick were with the dealers, 
platemakers, lens-makers, and others who were in the habit of doing 
what they “ didn’t ought.” First there was the camera to grumble 
about, and he took as the typical form of camera used by amateurs, 
the half-plate variety. His grumblings were, perhaps, about small things, 
but it was the small things of this life which made up its joys and 
sonows. First there was that wretched lens cap, a survival of wet 
plate days, when exposures were long. Why not replace it by a sensible 
lorin of shutter? It was always getting lost, and probably there were 
enough lens caps lying about the country to pave Regent Street. A 
hinged cap would be far better, and the lens should have some form 
of sky shade atached to it. Mr. Swinburne’s next grumble was with re¬ 
gard to lenses. He complained that the purchaser, under present con¬ 
ditions, did not know what he was buying. That dealers should not 
content themselves with pointing out that a lens was of such and such 
a focus, and would cover a plate of a certain size, but that they should 
always show specimen pictures of the lens’s work. Surely Mr. Swin- 
tmne cannot be serious in this grumble, for specimen pictures salute 
buyers at every turn, not only in shops, but in the advertisement pages 
of many journals. “ Of course,” said the lecturer, “ you can send a 
lens to Kew to be tested.” But he evidently had a very poor opinion of 
Kew’s handling of a lens, for he said that it was given over to a 
soldier, “ who does everything with it except take a photograph with 
it.” This is hardly fair to Kew, whose system of lens testing is 
thorough, and what has a soldier to do with the business carried on 
at the observatory ? The next grumble was, perhaps, more reasonable, 
for it referred to the difficulty of reading the very small SlgTTres en¬ 
graved on lens mounts, relating to aperture of the iris diaphragm. 
And the complaint that flanges and screws are not yet standardized 
is also reasonable; indeed, it is a very ancient grumble. One firm only 
has attempted to deal with the matter, and apparently, said the lecturer, 
“ their action has had the effect of warning the others off.” Other 
grumbles about lenses followed. They had no provision for the in¬ 
terposition of a yellow screen. The telephoto lens was clumsy and 
heavy, and had other drawbacks in manipulation. He regarded it 
as a generally unfortunate thing that one man should make lenses, 
another cameras, and another shutters, etc. They did not work hand in 
hand. Shutters were notoriously inaccurate. Blind shutters which were 
?’egulated by their own friction must necessarily vary in their perform¬ 
ance with their age. Shutters, the release of which depended upon 
pressing a knob, were to be condemned, for they shook the camera; a 
pneumatic bulb was much better, where it could be employed. With 
regard to the camera, why was it always of mahogany or walnut? Why 
cannot it be made so that it will fold up within the lens and shutter in 
situ?. Then the camera is generally far too big, the square shape 
now adopted in order to accommodate the plate vertically or horizontally 
being a mistake. Would it not be better to make the section of the 
camera oblong, and turn it on its side ? Surely Mr. Swinburne must 
be aware that this was the original practice, and that the square 
form is an improvement. It is obviously far less trouble to reverse the 
back than to reverse the entire camera, as he suggests. The lecturer 
was quite alive to the improvements brought about in camera design 
by certain American makers, but he complained that the front of these 
was often rieketty, and not vertical. The focussing cloth ought to be 
abolished entirely, for it is easy to focus without it if the ground 
glass screen be furnished with discs of microscopic glass attached with 
cement. But he rather contradicted himself when he suggested that 
ffie half-plate camera should fold into a size small enough to go 
into,a pocket—for this could hardly be possible if it comprised both 
lens and shutter. The book form of dark slide he regarded as a relic of 
collodion days, and thought it should be abandoned in favour of the 
American pattern, with slides which draw out entirely. The tripod head 
and the tripod screw—which always gets lost—next came under review, 
and both were condemned. Mr. Swinburne had plans for their improve¬ 

ment or effacement, but, strange to say, he made no mention whatever 
of the well-known turntable attached to the camera base. The plate 
makers next came under castigation. The Upla-t0 size was 
peculiar to England and Germany, and it would be far better if it were 
replaced by a size which was actually one-half of the whole plate, viz., 
62 by He considered that plate makers ought either to date their 
plates or to guarantee them only up to a certain date. A midsummer 
madness seemed to attack plate makers in the dog days, and they turned 
out goods which gave the most erratic results. Then he had a word to 
say about stereoscopic cameras, which should be more portable, and of 
the snapshot variety. Stereoscopes themselves should have an adjust¬ 
ment for diminishing or increasing the space between the eyeholes, for 
the width between the eyes varies so much with different individuals. 
It was not uncommon, on this account, to hear people say that they 
could see the pictures in a stereoscope better when they closed one eye. 
With a few words on the depravity of the common printing frame, 
and the vices of certain lenses issued with enlarging apparatus, the paper 
was brought to a conclusion. 

The discussion which ensued was amusing, because of its conversational 
character, and the proceedings closed with the usual compliments. 

PROFESSIONAL PHOTOGRAPHERS’ ASSOCIATION. 

February 7.—Mr. Thomas Bedding, F.R.P.S., president, in the chair. 
The printed minutes of the last meeting were taken as read, and 

confirmed. 
Letters from absent members having been read, the chairman announced 

with regret the death of Mr. J. Caswall Smith, who died very suddenly 
a few days before. A vote of condolence had been recorded by the 
committee, and a wreath had been sent in the name of the Association 

The report of the committee on the business transacted since the pre¬ 
vious general meeting was read by the assistant secretary, in the 
absence of Mr. Alfred Ellis through indisposition. 

A motion for the adoption of the report was proposed by Mr. J. Done, 
seconded by Mr. S. H. Fry, and carried. 

Mr. Simmons spoke in favour of a full consideration by the branches 
of the suggestion made by him some time ago, whereby photographers 
should co-operate and start a factory of their own for the supply of 
the material which at present they had to get on disadvantageous terms 
from existing and unsympathetic makers. 

Mr. Elliott pointed out that the committee were pledged to act on a 
matter conflicting with Mr. Simmons’ suggestion, and until that was 
disposed of nothing should be done to interfere with the negotiations. 
He therefore put it to Mr. Simmons that he should limit his motion to 
one requesting the committee alone to look into his suggestion, and not 
make it obligatory to send the matter as a suggestion to the branches. 

Mr. Simmons agreed to make a motion in these terms, and the same, 
seconded by Mr. Bridge, was carried. 

The assistant secretary read the reports from the Edinburgh and Hull 
branches. 

The Proposed Benevolent Fund. 

Mr. Lang Sims, speaking on the proposed Benevolent Fund, said that 
he took it that one of the objects of the Association was benevolence— 
not in a large way, but in a small way; at least, to begin wTith. The 
subject had been fully discussed in committee, and before he entered 
further into discussion he should like to heai? some observations by the 
general body of melnbers. 

Mr. S. H. Fry asked whether the project of the benevolent fund was 
to apply generally to photographers? Were they to subscribe money 
for their mutual benefit or for philanthropic motives? 

The chairman replied that the scope suggested was the membership 
of the P.P.A., and their dependent relatives. 

Mr. Elliott asked Mr. Turner to give the views of the Hull branch, as 
they appeared to have adopted a definite line. 

Mr. T. C, Turner said .that if photographers were in need of tem¬ 
porary assistance on a small scale, it seemed to him that they must have 
already ceased to be in a position to pay their annual subscription to the 
Association. Unless the benevolent fund was on an extensive scale it 
seemed to them that it would be better not to play with the scheme 
at all. There was a good deal of private generosity exercised amongst 
professionals already. The sense of the Hull report was that the Asso¬ 
ciation had plenty to do in persuading photographers to keep from 
such a state in which a benevolent fund was wanted. The Association was 
one of business men, and the help that would be necessary to put such 
business men on their legs again, if they were unfortunate, was hardly 
such as could be expected from the benevolent fund. The Association 
was hardly strong enough yet for a complete benevolent scheme. 

Mr. W. Coles, speaking of the old Benevolent Association, said it was 
supported mainly by amateurs, the support from the professional element 
having at the last fallen quite away. 

Mr. H. E. Hull said that, the old Benevolent Association was on lines 
that were totally different from those now suggested, and a comparison 
would be of no assistance. 

The chairman said that there was undoubted room for a benevolent 
fund, and although Mr. Turner’s arguments were very cogent, they did 
not destroy the fact that there were hundreds of cases for urgent atten¬ 
tion. The rapid distribution of the late Benevolent Association's funds 
had destroyed the one and only centre towards which an unfortunate 
man or woman might direct his or her gaze. He thought Mr. Lang Sims' 
proposal was a practical one so far as it went, and that it would help to 
fill a want at present felt in a very keen way by many who came under 
his notice. 

Mr. F. A. Bridge said that, however desirable it might be, it was 
rather tco soon, in his opinion, to embark upon schemes of the sort 
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until the Association was at least a couple of years or more old. The 
Association had already much on its hands, and it would be better, he 
thought, to keep the idea of a benevolent fund in the background. 

Mr. W. Downey spoke in favour of the benevolent scheme and its com¬ 
mencement at once. He signified his willingness to start the thing with 
a donation of £5. 

Mr. R. Lang Sims thought the Association should commence at once, 
even in a small way. The Association could annually or at its general 
meetings vote small sums of money in aid. They had a balance of £80, 
and he hoped they always would. If the money were not used for 
some time to come they might at least start the benevolent fund, and 
the money set aside would be adding to itself. In order to get the 
definite opinion of the meeting, he moved that the sum of £5 5s. 
be appropriated from the general funds for the purpose of forming a 
benevolent fund. 

Mr. England seconded the motion 
Mr. H. J. Dalby spoke against such a use of the official funds, and 

would substitute a subscription box. 
Mr. Hull was against any scheme whereby the ordinary funds would 

be utilised for benevolent purposes, and said that, on the other hand, 
there were many who would be prepared to subscribe to a little separate 
fund to commence the work with. 

Mr. Done held that if the Association’s funds were to be used as 
proposed, the benefits should be limited to those who subscribed to the 
Association. 

Mr. A. Mackie thought it inadvisable to use any of the P.P.A. funds 
for a benevolent scheme. The amount that could be spared, too, would 
be so little. He thought that no member of the P.P.A. was likely to 
require assistance immediately. In the days of the old Benevolent Fund 
it was ten or twelve years before the funds were called upon, and so they 
were able to accumulate some £250. It was in after years that the 
calls came. He approved of the benevolent fund scheme in a modest 
way, but held that it should be supported by voluntary subscriptions. 

The motion was put to the meeting and lost. 
The chairman thereupon stated that the committee would have now to 

consider in what other way the scheme could be set afoot. 

Reproduction Fees 

Mr. T. C Turner spoke about the recent action on the part of a certain 
*nrm with regard to terms for the reproductions of photographs upon 
some postcards they were issuing. The Hull branch had concerned itself 

■a good deal in the matter, as they were anxious to know whether their 
•copyrights were only to produce a maximum fee of a guinea for such 
purposes. In one particular case he asked £3 3s.—the subject being a 
unique one of Penley in “Charley's Aunt”—and of this 20 per cent, had 

To go to Penley under agreement. A reply was received, in which he 
was asked not to forget that the best subjects of the best London photo¬ 
graphers were all to be had at a guinea, and that the expense of repro¬ 
ducing, etc., did not permit of a higher figure being given. Mr. Turner 

-ventured to say that, such being the case, it was to the advantage of 
the profession not to allow the use of the work, for it must be admitted 
Ihnt anything that tended to the vulgarising or cheapening, unreason¬ 
ably. of photographic work, was not to the advantage of the Association 

* or of its members. If this postcard work had to be done, photographers 
could do it themselves. There were plenty of publishers who would take 
up the work. Then as regards the relations of the professional and the 
manufacturer; they in the country felt the tension far more acutely 
than London people. They were face "to face with a form of competi¬ 
tion that was very unfair—that in which the dealer embarked upon 
professional work, with the advantage that he got better discounts than 
the pure professional. Upon the top of that state of things came the 
manufacturer asking professionals and others to allow their names to be 
printed on their circulars as users of particidar wares. In Hull they 
had made up their minds to disallow the appearance of a single name 
in this way. It was strange that dry plate makers, who found it an 
advantage to use the names of professionals were so averse to extending 
to that bodv the consideration which they in turn asked for. Hull was 
looking with interest to see what action would be the outcome of the 
steps of the London committee in the discount question. It was thought 
that in the end they would get better terms. The Association was 
strong, and it was growing stronger, and what it could not get in one 
way it would in another. He thought the time was not at hand when 
a manufacturing business could be started by the Asssociation, and, 
moreover, it was unnecessary to do so while there were young firms 
who were prepared to meet professionals’ just demands. Conservative 
bodies like professional photographers were, however, liable to stick too 
lone supporting old firms who had done well by them in the past. They 
in Hull held that they must not carry this fancy too far, and if a request 
for better treatment be received uncompromisingly, then to look to 
another source for supplies. Mr. Turner finally moved that until the 
discount controversy with manufacturers was satisfactorily settled mem¬ 
bers are advised not to allow the use of their names in advertising books 
issued by well-known firms of dry plate makers. Mr. F. A. Bridge 
seconded the motion. 

It was agreed that those who, without thought had sanctioned the use 
of their names should be asked to write that they had reconsidered the 
matter and withdrew their names. The motion wras agreed to nem. con. 

Mr. Downey assured Mr. Turner that his firm could not endorse the 
statement that the b^st work could be had for a guinea. He proceeded 
to name the prices that he wTas in the habit of demanding,-and they were 
much in excess of the figure stated. 

. Mr. Elliot also asserted that the particular company’s statement was 
quite inaccurate as far as his firm wras concerned. 

Mr. H. S. Mendelssohn also identified himself with this -demand. He 
said that he got as much as he could, and certainly always more than 
the amount stated. 

Mr. Turner said he was much gratified to hear these denials. 
Insurance Rates. 

Mr. W. Coles raised the question of fire insurance rutes, and said tliai 
through the Tradesmen’s Association the Birmingham Mutual offici wen- 

issuing policies at a reduction of some 25 per cent, on ordinary rates. 
A discussion took place, and while it appeared that some were paying 

as much as 7s. 6d. per cent., others were paying as little as 2s. 6d. 
Mr. Turner suggested that the local secretaries should approach local 

offices with a view to the reduction of excessive premiums. If this work 
fell upon the Central Committee there would be an enormous amount 
of work to see to. 

The chairman promised that the committee would consider tin* matter, 
and that the local branches should also have the matter placed before 
them. Speaking on the general question of the Association’s future, hr 
said that the feeling in the country and London continued as strong as 
ever. Ten months ago the Association w’as only being formed ; now it 
had a membership of over 500. The committee were still piling on those 
bricks that would eventually complete an edifice of which all must be 
proud. There were many years of labour before them, but if the sarm- 
spirit continued to animate the members as now, there could be no 
uncertain voice about the future. 

A vote of thanks to the Royal Photographic Society for the loan of 
the rooms brought the meeting to a close. 

Recently-elected members of the Association.—William Gill, Head 
Street Studio, Colchester; James Patrick (J. Patrick & Son), 52, Comiston 
Road, Edinburgh; William Strickland, 297, Mill Street, Liverpool. 

There will be a meeting of the General Committee at 51, Baker 
Street, W., on Friday evening, February 21st, at six o’clock. Business 
Election of members, and to confirm arrangements for the annual dinner 

The following notice with reference to the annual dinner has been issued 
to members -.— 

Professional Photographers’ Association, 51, Baker Street, London, 
W., February 17th, 1902.—Dear Sir,—The first annual dinner will be held 
in the Victoria Hall of the Criterion Restaurant, Piccadilly, on Thursday, 
March 6th, 1902, at 7 p.m., Thomas Bedding, Esq. (president), in the 
chair. Tickets 6s. each. If you wish to be present on this occasion, 
please fill up attached form and return to me with Postal Order for 6s. 
for each ticket required. An early reply will be appreciated. No appli¬ 
cation for tickets can be received later than the first post on Thursday, 
March 4th.—I am, dear Sir, yours faithfully, Alfred Ellis, hon. sec. 

Professional Photographers’ Association.—To Mr. Alfred Ellis, hon. 
sec.—Please send me . tickets for annual dinner on March 6th, 1902. 
I enclose . being 6s. per ticket. 

Name . 
Address . 

Name of Visitor (if any) . 
Memo.—This must be posted in time to reach the secretary by first 

post on March 4th. 

NORTH MIDDLESEX PHOTOGRAPHIC SOCIETY. 
February 12.—Mr. J. P. W. Goodwin lectured on “ Fred. Walker, A.R.A., 
and His Pictures.” 

The lecture was illustrated by slides from the paintings and black and 
white work of the artist, and they were ably commented on by the 
lecturer as they appeared on the screen. 

His faculty of investing simple themes with undying interest showed 
the power of the artist. They were always striking and full of feeling. 
His short career was described by the lecturer, with many incidents. 

--- 
SOUTHAMPTON CAMERA CLUB. 

On Monday evening, the 10th inst., the above Club had a very successful 
gathering at the Philharmonic Hall, the president (Mr. Burrough Hill) 
occupying the chair. After the election of several new members, the 
president introduced Mr. R. W. Carden, A.R.I.B.A., to deliver his lecture 
entitled, “ Towns not on the Tourist’s Track in Northern Italy.” The 
lecturer treated the subject in a masterly manner, conducting his 
audience from Milan due East to Venice; thence Southwards to Bologna: 
then back again in a North-Westerly direction to Milan, the Lake of 
Como, and Gdschenen in the St. Gothard Pass. Mr. Carden paid a 
tribute to the generosity of the Italians to foreign visitors. The numer¬ 
ous slides projected by the lime-light lantern, under the able manage¬ 
ment of Mr. G. T. Vivian, were very excellent and well chosen, representa¬ 
tions of the various beautiful specimens of architecture which abound in 
the country. The gradual decay of such masterpieces seems most regret¬ 
table, Mr. Carden describing some of the remains of most beautiful build¬ 
ings being actually occupied as marine-dealers’ stores, and as workshops 
for artisans, etc., whilst lovely statues and images might be seen in 
a great many ordinary back gardens, etc. Attention was drawn to the 
erroneous impression prevailing that all the grand architecture of Italy 
was centred at Venice. In manv other nlaces most lovely edifices exist, 
quite equal to any Venice could boast of. 

Liverpool Amateur Photographic Association.—The weekly meeting 
of this Association was held last week, at the rooms in Eberle Street. 
Dr. Ellis, in the absence of the president (Mr. E. R. Dibdin), presided 
over a very large attendance of members. The lecturer was Mr. W. 
A. Taylor, whose subject, “ Evesham and Warwick,” was the scene of an 
excursion of the Society, and was illustrated by numerous views taken 
by the members, including many fine animal studies. Taking Evesham 
as a centre, Warwick, Chipning Norton, Tewkesbury, etc., were visited, 
Mr. Taylor’s racy, historical account of the various places being closely 
followed by his audience. At the conclusion a hearty vote of thanks 
was passed to Mr. Taylor, on the motion of Mr. Lange, seconded by Mr. 
Marples. 
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Correspondence. 
■#.* Correspondents should never write on both sides of the yiaper. At? 

notice is taken of communications unless the names and addresses oj 
the writers are giren. 

U* We do not undertake responsibility for the opinions expressed by our 
correspondents. 

ON VARIOUS SUBJECTS. 

To the Editors. 
Gentlemen,—-I find in the “ British Journal of Photography ’’ of 

February 7 last what is probably an error. You say that the weight 
of a metre of magnesium ribbon was 63 gramms, which is over two 
ounces. In a former number a very interesting article was written 
on slow development and development on given time. In it there 
is a note about a certain developer which is excluded from the benefit, 
and that is pyro ammonia. Allow me to protest against this. I am 
using this developer since over twenty years, and using it now for 
slow development, and find it to answer splendidly, having left plates 
in it for over seven hours, and have good negatives after that, all the 
difference being that they were rather hard to print, but not 
exaggerately so. This developer I use keeps for months, and, how¬ 
ever, somewhat stained by age, does not affect the plate any, and 
works very well. It is no secret developer, and I have given the 
formula at least twice in this Journal already. Now, as to develop¬ 
ment in a given time, I do not know if any photographer would be 
likely to just time his bath as advised, and then take out all the 
plates indiscriminately at once, and transfer them to the hypo-bath 
without a glance at them, especially so as the exposures in a day’s work 
are so different, as has so justly noticed a correspondent lately. 
Therefore, when looking at the negatives every half-hour, these 
which have correct intensity may be taken out, while those not up 
to the print can be left for half an hour or more in the developer yet. 
If at the end one is in a hurry a more concentrated bath may be 
used to give them rapidly the required intensity. For general use I 
dilute my bath about five times the original strength, when a 
correctly-exposed picture will be finished in about one hour or one 
hour and a half at most, while an instantaneous picture (which, of 
course, has received enough exposure to come up in time) will require 
from three to four hours at most. One must not expect from any 
developer, I suppose, to have a picture come up from an under-exposed 
picture, be it time or instantaneous. I do not pretend to say that 
my developer or slow development will bring out details which are 
not there, but when exposing pictures with strong contrasts, slow 
development, with me at least, has brought out details. I did not 
expect to see more harmonious results and less hard contrasts. 

Competition is the soul of trade (this is an English saying, I think; 
if not correct, please put it right for me). Some time ago you advised 
strongly English manufacturers to compete with foreign goods, and 
make them at home. This was quite right, and, however, I am 
not English, I admit your right to do so as well as I would say the 
same for every country. Later on, when a large firm wanted by. a 
reduction in their trade discounts to dispense with larger dealers, you 
did not know how these large dealers could now fight the large firm 
with other goods similar, but imported or not. This was a. step 
backward on your part., and I think not quite right, as it was 
inducing monopolists to persevere in their course. Allow me here 
to say that I am now nearly out of business, and therefore think 1 
can speak of it impartially, having no interest in it one way or the 
other. Now, to go on, let us admit a big firm, allowing a trade 
discount of 25 per cent, to retailers, and an extra discount of 10 per 
cent, to wholesalers. Wholesalers are few, of course, but they are 
sufficiently numerous, anyhow, in London and in other cities, to have 
at first satisfied the big firm in supplying the retailers, which they 
could not have reached so easily nor so rapidly as through these 
wholesalers. Now, these wholesalers were satisfied with 10 per 
cent, discount only. As, after having brought about the desired 
effect, they can now be thrown aside, it has been done, and the 
retailer is now asked to order direct, and he loses nothing for the 
present, at least, and here I would cry “ Casse-cou,” or “Look out,” 
and benefit, if you can, with the past. The big firm now pats you 
on the shoulder and says: “ Order direct from us, and you get same 
terms as heretofore, and even better if you throw all other goods 
overboard.” Beware! by so doing you anihilate all competition; you 
ruin existing factories, prevent others from coming up, and, in fact, all 
improvements which would require piles of money to1 come within 
notice, etc., etc. When this result is obtained, 25 per cent, discount 
will come down to 20 per cent. What can you do then? Nothing 
whatever; you are owned By the big firm, a few whose trade is rather 
small will be pushed to the wall and fail. Those having been able 
to stand it wfill see their business somewhat increased, but profits will 
remain same as 20 per cent, will leave less and troubles increase. 
Another shrinking will happen, when 15 per cent, is thought sufficient , 
with same results as above. Then we will come back to the original 
10 per cent., with only a few scattered firms having a larger trade, of 

course, to whom one will have to go, until the natural consequence 
arises again and the cry “ not profit enough,” and then the big firm 
sets in again as a benefactor (for itself), larger discounts will be 
given, but with higher prices for goods. And then the retailer, that 
now gives in, will be the Dindon de la farce, as later on the amateur 
will have his share as well as the photographer himself. The remedy 
is very simple, I think. First, refuse to bind yourself by any con¬ 
tract; this will not be liked much by monopolists. Second, do not 
refuse the sale of any, goods that are in your opinion as good, or 
may be superior, to those of monopolists. Third, do not allow your¬ 
self to be always controlled by a few pence, or may be a few shillings, 
of discount, which in the end, as above shown, may cost you pounds. 
The big firms depend altogether on retailers. Let retailers have their 
word, and if they want that word to their benefit, do not bind your¬ 
self to one firm only.—Yours very truly, 

A. Levy. 
Asnieres, February 13, 1902. 
P.S.—Since I wrote above I read in the “British Journal of Photo 

graphy” a letter from Mr. W. E. Dunmore, signing himself “Proprietor 
of the Telia, Camera Company,” and I wonder what he would have 
written had he simply been proprietor of Kodak, Limited, and more 
in their favour. Wholesale dealers preferred also hard cash. Where 
are they now? W. E. D. advises dealers to remain on the fence 
unconcerned and watch. Watch what? Wholesale dealers are now 
practically out of it, and it remains only for retail dealers to see my 
letter above, and consider carefully what is your course to follow, and 
profit by the past.—A. L. 

THE NOTTINGHAM EXHIBITION. 

To the Editors. 

Gentlemen,—I am pleased to say that our exhibition has been a 
great success, both from the photographic and financial point of view. 
Over thirty exhibits found purchasers. At our next venture we 
mean to go one better; but we have yet to decide whether to make 
it annual or biennial. Thanking you for the notices you have given 
us in your valuable paper,—I am, yours faithfully, 

Arthur Black, Exhibition Secretary. 
9, Bowers Avenue, Nottingham. 

February 16th, 1902. 

THE “FIGARO” COMPETITION. 

To the Editors. 

Gentlemen,-—We write to draw your attention to a photographic 
competition, which is to be held in connection with out publication, 
“ Le Figaro Illustre,” for the most artistic photograph of a lady. The 
prize to the successful competitor will be one thousand francs (£40). 
We enclose herewith a prospectus, giving full details of the compe¬ 
tition, and shall be glad to know that the scheme will receive your 
approval.—Yours faithfully, 

Goupil and Co., 

Fine Art Publishers. 
Manzi, Joyant and Co., 

Fine Art Publishers, Successors. 
25, Bedford Street, Strand, London. 

February 17th, 1902. 
Le Figaro Illustre. 

24, Boulevard des Capucines. 
Direction et Redaction. 
CONCOURS PHOTOGRAPHIQUE D’ART ET DE BEAUTE. 

CONDITIONS DU CONCOPRS. 

A. — Le Concours est ouvert a tous les Photographies, amateurs ou 
professionnels. 

B. —- Lea concurrents sent pries de remettre ou adresser leur envoi a 
la Direction du “ Figaro Illustre,” 24. boulevard des Capu¬ 
cines, Paris. 

Get envoi peut consister en une ou plusieurs epreuves, en un ou 
plusieurs cliches photographiques. 

Chaque envoi devra porter un signe de reconnaissance, repete sur 
une enveloppe dans laquelle le concurrent indiquera son nom et son 
adresse. 

La demiere limite pour la reception des envois est fixee au 31 mars 
1902. 

Les documents communiques seront restitues a la fin du Concours. 
C. — Le Jury, apres avoir constate les envois choisira une epreuve 

par concurrent. 
A Texpiration des delais d’envoi. le Jury classifiera. les epreuves 

choisies et leur attribuera un numero d'ordre. 
Les vingt-quatre epreuves avant obtenu les cotes les plus fortes 

paraitront successivement dans le “Figaro Illustre." de mars a 
novembre. 

Dans le numero de decembre. sera enearte un bulletin de vote que 
nos lecteurs seront pries de remplir et de retoumer a Yadministration 
du “Figaro Illustre.” 

Le scrutin sera depouille par le Jury. et. avant la fin de decembre. 
l’auteur du portrait qui aura obtenu le plus de suffrages sera avise 
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pour toucher la prime de mille francs promise dans notre numero de 
janvier. 

Le resultat du Concours et les noms des vingt-quatre concm’rents 
primes seront publies dans le numero de janvier 1903. 

FLASHLIGHT PHOTOGRAPHY. 
To the Editors. 

Gentlemen,—I notice in your last issue a letter by Mr. Milner, who, 
speaking of the difficulties of flashlight photography, rightly lays 
down several.conditions which are necessary to achieve daylight effects 
when using artificial light. I am glad to say I can save him further 
research in this direction, inasmuch as it has been my good fortune 
to conceive an apparatus fulfilling the above, several years ago, which, 
having been protected at the Patent Office just about a year ago, is 
now on the market, and, recognising the most efficacious means of 
bringing it before the photographic world, lias been advertised in 
large type in your esteemed paper for some weeks, bringing me many 
inquiries. 

I am sorry that Mr. Milner does not avail himself more largely 
of the educational means your Journal undoubtedly affords (having 
been a reader and occasional contributor to these pages for over 
twenty years, I might almost call its yearly volumes “ Enquire Within 
for Everything” appertaining to photography), or else he would have 
seen my advertisement or the eulogising remarks in the body of the 
paper re my demonstration of the method he advocates at the 
Hackney Photographic Society. I have used these electrically, 
simultaneous, and instantaneously fired, smoke and dust trapping 
lamps for a couple of years in my studios, and they can be absolutely 
relied upon to secure good daylight effects with the necessary chiaro¬ 
scuro under perfect control, with so brief an exposure that Avhen the 
sitter starts (as may happen when the ordinary room illumination is 
not of the brightest), or closes the eyes, the photo has already been 
taken. I have 15 by 12 groups of up to 30 figures, full length and 
three-quarter pictures, that are always (even by professional photo¬ 
graphers) believed to be daylight work.-—Yours faithfully, 

J. Hubert. 

138, High Road, Chiswick, London, W, 
February, 1902. 

THE FIRST PERSON TO BE PHOTOGRAPHED. 

To the Editors. 

Gentlemen,—A few days ago I wrote to thank you for forwarding 
a letter to me, and promised to call and see you soon, but the weather 
is so cold that I am pretty closely confined to the house. Since then 
a friend has forwarded to me a newspaper cutting relative to the 
first Daguerreotype taken in the United States, which is anything 
but correct. I do not know the source of the cutting, but I give 
verbatim: — “The death is reported from Hastings-on-Hudson, 
United States—of the first person who ever sat for a photograph. 
Th is Miss Draper, an old lady, of 95 years of age, was a sister of | 
Dr. John Draper, the discoverer of the process of making the Daguerre¬ 
otypes in a few minutes. A great sensation was caused in artistic 
sets in 1839 by the picture of ‘ Dolly Draper,’ with the startling in¬ 
formation that the subject only sat for about six minutes. This 
original picture is now in the possession of the descendants of Lord 
Hershell, who became its owner at the time.” 

Now, imprimus, admitting the statement to be true, that Dr. John 
Draper did make the first Daguerreotype portrait in the United States, 
it is equally true that he employed the iodine process, simply as 
published by Daguerre in 1839, and never employed a chemical 
accelerator at all in 1839. What he did do was to whiten the faces of 
his sitters, which would undoubtedly shorten the time of exposure; 
but the process, if that term can be employed, was neither artistic 
nor scientific. There was no chemical accelerator employed in any 
part of the world until Mr. Goddard employed the vapour of bromine 
along with that of iodine in 1840, and this converted the surface of 
the silver plate into a bromo-iodide of silver, which at once reduced 
the time of exposure from minutes to seconds, and when Mr. Bingham 
introduced his bromide of lime accelerator the time of exposure was 
still more reduced, so that instantaneous Daguerreotypes were produced 
long before the process became extinct. Having disposed of the 
chemical and scientific errors of the paragraph, I next go into the 
possession of the picture referred to. It never was, nor is, in the 
possession of the family of Lord Hershell. It was sent to Sir John 
Herschel by Dr. Draper, and, to prove my statement, I will make 
a few extracts from his son’s letter to me, dated March 27, 1893, and 
he says : “ Professor Draper sent my father, Sir John, a Daguerreotype, 
taken by himself, before the 28th of July, 1840, and that is still in 
my possession, and is to go to Chicago for exhibition there. The 
interest of it, scientifically, is that it is certainly the first of his that 
was sent to England, and was found then to be, in Sir John’s opinion, 
by far the most satisfactory he had seen. This, I think, shows that 
there were others already in England. I shall be glad to show you 
this one when it returns from America some day.—Yours very faith¬ 
fully, W. J. Henschel.”—I remain, yours truly, 

John Werge. 

Answers to Correspondents. 
*** All matters intended for the text portion of this JOURNAL, includ. 

ing queries, must he addressed to “ THE Editors. Thk British 
Journal of Photographv, 24, Wellington-street, Strand, London, 

11 C. ” Inattention to this ensures delay. 
*** Correspondents are informed that we canivot undertake to ansn'er 

communications through the post. Questions are not answered unless 
the names and addresses of the writers are given. 

%* Communications relating to Advertisements and general business 
affairs should he addressed to MESSRS. HENRY GREENWOOD & Co., 
24, Wellington-street, Strand, London, IF.6'. 

Photographs Registered 

G. Stringer, 7, Cliapel-striet, Colchester. Photograph of Rev. C. PUrrrpont Kdtcardt, 
H. Sparrow, Ueorge-sticct, Brandon, .Suffolk Photograph of Urace Atone*. 

Photo Printer.—The spots, or rather batches of them, appear to be 
due to the prints having been insufficiently fixed. The remedy is 
obvious. 

Artist.—(1) No good C.C. paper cracks or blisters if it is properly 
used. (,2) The usual sulpho-cyanide bath will yield the tones of 
the print sent. (3) The print looks as if it was burnished with u 
bar burnisher, used with a moderate pressure. 

Insurance.—J. M. A. writes: "Will you let me have a reply in your 
next as to which of the insurance companies give photographers 
policies at a fair rate? ”—In reply: We have heard the Westminster 
Fire Office, King Street, Covent Garden, W.C., well spoken of by 
photographers. 

Earnest Worker.—The photographs were overlooked, and have now 
been returned. We should describe them as fair commercial por¬ 
traits, worth the prices charged for them; but conventional in style 
and treatment. If our correspondent made a point of studying 
the portraits at the best exhibitions he could not fail to derive 
many hints and suggestions that would stimulate him in his work 

Copyright Query.—" Lens” writes: ‘‘A client gave us a sitting. He has 
had some copies. The sitter being a celebrity, we took the earliest 
opportunity to copyright [register] his photo. Now, as he has not 
paid—although he offered to do so after registration, and we refused 
to accept—can we now sell his photographs without his permission? 
We have had numerous applications for same?”—In reply: Yes. 

Bromide Printing.—“ Artist ” writes: “ When at your office a few months 
since, I saw a strip of bromide paper with a number of beautifully 
uniform prints from one negative upon it. 1 should be obliged if 
you would let me know through your correspondence page the name 
of the machine they were printed on ? ”—In reply: The bromide 
photographs referred to are printed by Messrs. Wellington & Waru, 
Elstree, Herts. We do not know the name of the machine. 

Lessons in Lantern Slide Painting.—G. E. M. asks: “Could you kindly 
tell me the address of a first-rate painter of lantern slides, in or 
near Manchester; or, if not, London or Liverpool. I wish to take 
a lesson in painting slides, as I find in all books on the subject it 
is particularly recommended that the student should have, at least, 
one practical lesson ? ”—In reply: Perhaps some reader will oblige 
our correspondent with the required addresses. 

Perplexed.—Withc&it having more particulars than are contained in 
your letter we cannot give a more precise cause of the trouble than 
saying that it is due to faulty manipulation. If you think that the 
streaks arise from the mounts why not test them and satisfy 
yourself on the point. The matter is very simple, and has fre¬ 
quently been described in these columns—even so recently as two 
or three weeks ago (see page 103 ante)- 

Defaulting Canvasser.—“ Province ” writes: “ I find that a canvasser I 
employed some months ago has been receiving money and not pay¬ 
ing it in. I thought of giving him in custody for embezzlement, 
but a friend tells me I cannot as I did not pay him a salary, but 
only commission on the orders he got and the money he collected. 
Is that so ? ”—In reply: If you did not pay the man a salary he 
cannot be charged with embezzlement as a servant, and your only 
remedy is in the County Court, to recover the money due to you. 

Tax on Trap.—W. H. H. writes as follows: “ Can you tell me the law 
on this point? I keep a pony and trap for business purposes, as 
much of my business is with taking groups and views away from 
the studio. Occasionally, however, I take my wife and children 
out for a drive, but not often. The Income Tax people want to 
tax me for a pleasure trap. Can they do so?”—In reply: If the 
horse and trap are used exclusively for business purposes it is 
exempt from taxation; but as you say it is sometimes used for 
p’easure purposes we expect you will have to pay the tax upon it. 

Enlarging by Artificial Light.—“ Enlarger ” writes: “ I think of 
doing my own enlargements on bromide paper, but am somewhat 
at a loss as to which light to use—the lime-light or the electric arc 
light. I shall have a difficulty in getting oxygen, as it will have 
to come from London, but we have electricity in the town; indeed, 
at the door. Will you please say which you think will best answer 
my purpose ? ”—In reply: Either will answer admirably, and it is 
simply a matter of convenience which is employed. If you employ 
the arc light the lamp should be a “ focus-keeping ” one, so that 
the arc is always retained in the axis of the condenser. 

Several Letters and Answers are unavoidably held over. 
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EX CATHEDRA. 

Glass Bottle If it were considered foolish to put new 
Dangers. wines into old bottles, at a time when 

bottles were represented by sheep or goat skins, surely it 
is most reprehensible to store highly volatile and inflam¬ 
mable liquids in bottles of brittle glass. And yet the 
custom is common enough. For some occult reason the 
Winchester quart, which is an unwieldy glass bottle, hold¬ 
ing half a gallon has for a long time been the chosen 
receptacle for holding liquids of a dangerous character. 
In oilshops we have seen often enough mineral acids and 
strong ammonia so stored, and have wondered, with a 
shudder, what dire results might happen should one of 
those bottles get a sufficiently hard knock to shatter it. 
And it is not only by a knock that mischief might occur. 
These bottles are of such an awkward size that they are 
hardly big enough for two hands, and certainly too big for 
one to pour from comfortably, consequently there is a risk 
whenever they are manipulated. But the greater danger 
arises in the case of volatile liquids, the vapour from which 

is inflammable, and these, too often, are supplied and 
stored in glass bottles. A terrible example occurred onh 
last week at Balham, at an incandescent mantle factory, 
where more than 100 workpeople were employed. It is 
generally known that these earthy mantles are stiffened by 
means of collodion, the plentiful use of which at the factory 
in question was always evident to passers-by through its 
strong smell. This factory has been completely burnt out, 
and many of the unfortunate hands injured by the accidental 
breakage of a bottle of collodion. The local reporter puts 
the matter thus :—u One of the workmen in the spiiit loom 

broke a large bottle of collodion, and this liquid flowed to 
a gas stove, which immediately exploded.” Of course, all 
photographers used to the ways of collodion know exactly 
what happened, although they will not endorse the accuiacy 
of the newspaper man’s statement. It is easy to be v ise 
after the event, and to point out the criminal carelessness 
of keeping collodion within reach of a gas stox e) but we 
venture to think that the disaster would not have occurred 
if the liquid had been stored in a metal drum, or if the 
glass had been protected with wicker work. Xo doubt pre¬ 
cautions of this kind will be adopted when this factory is 
reinstated, and they will be rigorously enforced until 
familiarity breeds contempt and someone again blunders. 
Even when^ employed in much smaller quantities, glass 
is not the right material for vessels which are destined to 

contain corrosive, volatile, or inflammable liquids. 

* * * 

Trees. Although it is the fashion among a 
certain number of artists to taboo photography as if it v.eie 
some unmentionable thing, and to talk of the cameia as a 
mechanical device over which the user has no kind of con¬ 
trol, we all know very well that painters have a secret 
respect for the gelatine plate. A glance round any modern 
collection of pictures will show, in the landscape depart¬ 
ment especially, what an influence photography has had in 
guiding the brush. YVe see this more particularly in lipples 
on water, in wave motion and in clouds. YVe may’ also note 
by comparing old pictures with new ones, to what a yoiic ei- 
ful extent the method of painting foliage has changed within 
the last few decades, a change which, we think, may be 
traced to the influence of photography’. The schools of art, 
dotted all over the country, have, of course, done wondertui 
work in educating the popular taste through the medium o 
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the many students whom they have instructed. And these 
schools of art have, too, ousted the old-fashioned drawing 
master, whose works were generally as faulty as they could 
be. It was the fashion then to draw foliage with an outline 
like pinked paper. The pinkings were pretty uniform in 
the case of such a tree as an elm, the edges were a little 
more pronounced when it was desired to represent a chest¬ 
nut, and they were somewhat elongated to make the tree 
into an ash. As to the trunk, or the structural arrangement 
of the branches, these were left to take care of themselves. 
Photography has helped to change all this, and the true 
artist studies his foliage in mass rather than in detail. But 
we think that much more could be done in this direction 
if photographs of trees were produced in a more systematic 
manner. What we mean is, that a separate photographic 
study should be made of the details of each tree, just as 
some enthusiastic photographers have reproduced the de¬ 
tails of the architecture of a particular building. A photo¬ 
graph in the early spring would show the branches bare, or 
the leaves just sprouting. A picture taken a week later 
would exhibit the lovely tracery of the leaves against the 
sky. Later on, we might depict the foliage in full dress, 
before the heat of summer has begun to dry it and reduce 
it to one dull tone. Separate photographs might show de¬ 
tail or trunk markings and leaves, but the most valuable 
pictures to the artist would be those which showed the mass¬ 
ing of the foliage. There is no reason why, in a good paint¬ 
ing, the trees should not be as readily recognisable as the 
other items represented, and photography ought to prove 
useful as a reliable guide towards that goal. 

* * * 

Photographs It is not uncommon to see, in houses of 
as Fixtures. modern design, photographs employed as 

decorative panels. Everyone will remember the beautiful 
frieze exhibited some years ago by Mr. Van der Weyde, in 
which ladies and gentlemen, apparently stepping forward in 
some such stately dance as the cotillion, and arrayed in the 
Cotirt costume of a century back, figured as a most elegant 
and attractive procession. Such a frieze would be a most 
suitable form of decoration for a ballroom, or for the 
vestibule leading thereto, and very possibly this clever bit 
of pictorial composition has found a resting place in more 
than one mansion. Such pictures, printed in carbon, and 
properly protected, are as able to defy the ravages of time 
as are pictures painted in oil colour. Now, the question 
arises, are such pictures, attached to the panelling or the 
walls of a house, to be regarded as fixtures? In other 
words, do they remain , the property of the man who paid 
for them and placed them in position, or must they be 
regarded as part and parcel of the fabric of the house, thus 
becoming the property of the freeholder? This problem 
has required solution more than once in connection with 
tapestries, and a recent decision of the House of Lords will 
haply set the matter at rest. The appeal case in question 
related to the ownership of seven pieces of tapestry, valued 
at £7000, which were hung in the drawing-room of Luton 
Hoo Mansion, Bedfordshire, and the legal point raised was, 
whether they were chattels belonging to the executors of the 
person who bought them or whether they had been so. af¬ 
fixed to the premises as to be irremovable therefrom, there¬ 
fore becoming part of the freehold? Of course, much 
depended upon the manner in which the tapestries were 
fastened to the walls. It seems that strips of wood had, in 
the first place, been attached to the brickwork, and upon 
these the hangings had been stretched and pinned with very 
small tacks. The Court below had decided that the tapes¬ 
tries so fixed had become fixtures, the Court of Appeal had 

reversed that decision, and now it was the turn of the House 
of Lords to say which was right. The Lord Chancellor took 
a common-sense view of the matter. Was it conceivable, lie 
asked, that the purchaser of these tapestries, who had been 
an ordinary tenant, and had put them up for ornamentation, 
should have regarded them as fixtures which would go as a 
present to the landlord? It was clear, in his opinion, that 
they were never intended to be permanent fixtures, nor were 
they meant to be dedicated to the house. We fear that the 
landlord, who wanted to secure art treasures on the cheap, 
will have to pay rather dearly for his whistle. But he has 
done good service in bringing to a final settlement a ques¬ 
tion which affects all kinds of pictorial decoration, photo¬ 
graphic and otherwise. 

* * * 

A New For some time past the public, at least 
Light. the scientific public, has been alternately 
interested and amused by sundry paragraphs in the papers 
about some mysterious new light, usually represented as 
being the result of some bottled mercury compound, and 
often as being self-luminous when once started. The true 
inwardness of the invention is now properly put forward, 
and we have before us details of a new form of electric 
light, which appears to have great promise for purposes 
photographic, though for general public or private use 
its colour would seem to be a drawback. The inventor, 
an American, Mr. Peter C. Hewett, has had an opportunity 
of bringing the new light in actual operation before a body 
of scientific men, the American Society of Mechanical 
Engineers, and there is no question that his lamps gave a 
brilliant light, and at, it is alleged, a considerable economy 
of electric power, accompanied by increased ' efficiency. 
The lamp appears to be quite simple in construction, con¬ 
sisting, as it does, according to the account in Invention, 
of a glass tube, with a bulb at one end, in which is intro¬ 
duced “ gas generated from mercury,” which, failing any 
better description, may be assumed to be simply mercurial 
vapour in a vacuum. The gas acts as a conductor, and, as 
soon as the switch is turned on from the electric main the 
tube is flooded with light. Four of these bulbs were placed 
round the auditorum, and one hung from the ceiling. At 
the same time the ordinary incandescent lamps were illu¬ 
minated, and appeared by comparison like jets of uncertain * 
yellow flame. Mr. Hewett in his paper said the mercury 
gas lamps exhibited are operated on the standard Edison 
118 volt direct-current circuit, and vary in consumption 
from one to six amperes, though there was, he said, no 
reason why they should not be indefinitely increased in size, 
save for the heating effect and consequent softening of the 
glass, when too many candle power pe-r inch are produced. 
He had made lamps with a §-in. bore and 3in. long, up to 
10ft., giving from less than 10 candles up to fully 3,000. 
The light produced contained rays of orange yellow, lemon 
yellow, green, blue, blue violet and violet; and though all 
the colours were not represented, it was only the absence of 
red that made the light less pleasant in colour than might 
be wished. It was stated that he could transform some 
of the waves of this light, especially the yellow rays, into 
red (but Sir William Crookes pointed out some years ago, 
that such change was an impossibility). The light was said 
to have great penetrating power, and to be effective through 
greater measured distances than the equivalent incandes¬ 
cent light lamps. From all these data it should prove to be 
of great value for photographic purposes, and the spreading 
of the light area ought to render it specially serviceable for 
studio portraiture, or for the process-block makers. We 
shall hope to hear more of the new light before long. 
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The Most At the same time that we are hearing of 
Powerful Gas Hewett’s new electric light we have 
Light Known. accounts Qf a paper by Mr. Clayton H. 

Sharp read before the Institute of Electrical Engineers, 
New York and Chicago, in which he describes a new gas 
light, about which he claims that it is the most brilliant gas 
flame known, though it was the result of investigations of 
which such a light was not his primary aim. Mr. Sharp 
has been engaged oft and on ever since 1896, his aim being 
to produce by the combustion of a fixed, puie, definite 
chemical compound, a light which should be isolated from 
fortuitous external circumstances, such as atmospheric 
purity and moisture content. He had not hitherto suc¬ 
ceeded in his quest, but meanwhile has published notes of 
what he had obtained in the direction of a brilliant light, 
far superior to anything yet obtained from a gas. He 
chose acetylene mixed with hydrogen for his first experi¬ 
ments, the latter gas being added to prevent the acetylene 
rapidly depositing carbon at the burner, and so destroying 
anv fixity of illuminating power. He obtained a flame that 
was long, slender, and of great brilliancy, but which, on 
account of the different solubilities of the two gasses and 
of their different temperature coefficients of solubility, 
could not be relied on for constancy. He then set to work 
to discover a method of burning acetylene alone, and was 
highly successful in making a jet in which the consumption 
was perfect and carbon deposition entirely absent. It may 
be described as a species of blow-through jet, with acetylene 
issuing, like ordinary coal gas, in the oxy-hydrogen burner, 
with a partial surrounding of oxygen of greater or less 
volume. The special peculiarity though of the new burner 
is the provision of a water jacket to keep the acetylene cool. 
This jacket is extended beyond the jet whence the acetylene 
issues, hence combustion only takes place at a point much 
beyond the jet orifice. The oxygen tube surrounds this 
arrangement, and by varying the amount and pressure at 
which it is passed, it is capable of inducing enormous varia¬ 
tions in the intensity of the light. There is no deposit of 
carbon, and the consumption can go on indefinitely. When 
the oxygen supply is not turned on at all the flame is tall, 
unstable, murky, and smoky. Increasing the supply of 
oxygen up to a certain point the flame shortens and increases 
in whiteness, brilliancy, and luminous intensity. It is very 
staple, and little affected by draughts. Further increase 
of oxygen beyond a certain point starts a degradation of 
the light until, at last, by continuing the increase, we get 
a flame whose beauty has departed, and which 
Is simply entirely blue. The flow of gas was 
(regulated by a micrometer screw and a suitable mano¬ 
meter. A diagram is published, showing its spectrographic 
value, and from this we see that it is a very white light, 
richer in rays of short wave length than the oxy-hydrogen 
light, for instance, and so, eminently adapted for photo¬ 
graphic requirements. 

* * * 

Chrono- A very interesting series of papers upon 
photography, this subject has been sent to us by Drs. 

L. Morokhowetz, A. Samojloff, and A. Judin, of the Physio¬ 
logical Institute of the Imperial University, Moscow. The 
instrument used by them for making exposures is of simple 
construction and worth the attention of those interested 
in this branch of photography. A pendulum swings upon 
a steel prism, supported by a stand of triangular shape. 
The end of the pendulum runs in a prismatic groove, con¬ 
taining a rod furnished at both ends with wedge-shaped 
projections.. The rod is pivoted at the centre, and when 
-be pendulum is held in position by one of the wedges 
ready to swing the depression of that end of the rod raises 

the other end ready to catch the pendulum at the end of its 
swing. The pendulum bob is bean shaped, with the ends 
turned upwards, and weighs 3,700 grammes. Another rod 
is fixed on the stand above the steel prism, and is provided 
with a plate holder. The screen in front of the plate is 
provided with a slit 10 cm. long and 1 cm. wide. The 
plate forming the shutter is fan shaped and fastened to a 
continuation of the pendulum rod above the prism upon 
which it swings. The shutter is provided with an aperture 
that swings immediately in front of the slit in the plate 
screen. The aperture in the shutter is formed by taking 
the point upon which the pendulum swings, and from it, as 
centre, describing a series of concentric arcs upon the fan¬ 
shaped plate. These arcs are 11 in number, and at 1 cm. 
from each other. From the middle of the top 10^ cm. 
spaces are set off on each side, and lines are drawn from 
them to the point upon which the pendulum swings. Ten 
concentric spaces are thus formed between the arcs, and 
each is cut into 20 sections. The two central sections are 
cut out from the lowest arc, two more in succession from 
each one next above, and, finally, the 20 from the top arc. 
The 10 open spaces forming the aperture thus represent 
from one to 10 cm. The length of the pendulum may be 
regulated by a screw supporting the bob. Supposing the 
pendulum to be so adjusted that it takes one-tenth of a 
second for the top of the aperture in the shutter to pass 
over the slit in the plate screen, then the lowest part of 
the aperture in the shutter will give a one-liundredth second 
exposure. Instead of the plate, a smoked card may be 
used, and the curve of a vibrating tuning fork attached 
to the pendulum may be recorded. Dr. Morokhowetz has 
tested the speed of various plates with this instrument. 
Ten different kinds were used. Only three were British, 
and these were of Ilford manufacture. The “ Special 
Rapid ” Ilford heads the list, and it is curious to note that 
the “ Empress ” were found to be exactly half the speed oi 
the “ Special Rapid,” and the “ Ordinary ” half the speed 
of the “ Empress,” which agrees completely with the com¬ 
pany’s description. The apparatus may be adapted for 
testing shutters and various other purposes. Some 
scientific applications of it are given by Drs. Samojloff and 

Judin. 
•-❖-- 

The Uses of Photography.—On Monday next, March 3rd, Mr. J. D. 
Geddes commences a course of three Cantor lectures at the Society of 
Arts, on “ Photography as applied to Illustration and Printing.” The 
lectures deal generally with the whole subject of the preparation of 
printing surfaces by photographic methods, including typographic blocks, 
photogravure, Collotype, and Woodburytype; also the application of 
the three-colour process to the production of pictures in colour by photo¬ 
graphic means. 

Presentation to M. Marey.—A year ago the Scientia Club of Paris 
gave a dinner in honour of Prof. E. J. Marev, the eminent French 
physiologist, whose work has disentangled the intricacies of many animal 
motions. At the close of the banquet, Prof. Marey s numerous col¬ 
leagues, friends, and pupils expressed the desire to give tangible testi¬ 
mony of their admiration of his scientific achievements, and eventually 
it was decided to present him with a commemorative medal. This 
souvenir was engraved by Dr. Paul Richer. [It is reproduced in our 
contemporary, “ Nature,” of the 13th inst.] The presentation was made 
to Prof. Marey at a meeting held at the College de France on January 
19th. M. Leygues, Minister of Public Instruction and Fine Arts, occu¬ 
pied the chair, and a large number of eminent men of science and other 
representatives were present. M. Gaston Paris, administrator of the 
college, gave expression to the feelings of these who had combined to 
show their admiration of Prof. Marey s contributions to the study ot 
physiological actions; and he was followed by M. Franck, one of Prot. 
Marey’s old pupils, who described the work of his master. M. Cliaveau 
spoke as an old and close friend, and M. Leygues, after referring to 
the chief characteristics of Prof. Marey’s researches, remarked in con¬ 
clusion ;—“ Je prie Monsieur Marey, au nom du gouyernement de la 
Republique, dont je suis ici le representant, d’agreer 1 hommage de sa 
reconnaissance et de sa respectueusc admiration. Letters and telegrams 
of congratulation were received from many physiologists unable to be 
present at the meeting; and Prof. Marey replied in appropriate terms 
of thanks to the numerous expressions of regard of which the medal 
which has been presented to him is a token.—“ Nature. 
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PORTRAITS WITH BACKGROUNDS FROM 

NATURE. 

In a note last week we referred to an article by Herr Trant, 
of Munich, that recently appeared in the “ Atelier des Photo¬ 
graphers,” in which the author treats of scenic backgrounds 
painted from photographs taken from nature by himself. 
He also mentions that backgrounds of rooms furnished and 
decorated with faultless taste afford admirable studies for 
the purpose. It will be remembered that several years ago,and 
on more than one occasion since, we suggested that photo¬ 
graphers at seaside and other pleasure resorts would do well 
to have backgrounds, made after the manner of Herr Trant, 
of local scenery or spots of interest to use with sitters who 
may be on a visit to the place. We have also given a 
method by which any photographer with a little artistic 
knowledge can produce such backgrounds from photo¬ 
graphs taken by himself. 

A large collection of painted scenic backgrounds requires 
considerable room for their storage when not being used ; 
it also means a considerable outlay for their production when 
they are done by scenic artists, if they are well done. Even 
then they require to be frequently changed for fresh sub¬ 
jects, otherwise their continuous appearance in the por¬ 
traits palls on one from a general sameness in the pictures. 
As a case in point of the way that backgrounds and acces¬ 
sories may become hackneyed and common, we may quote 
the famous Haddon Hall property steps, which were to be 
seen almost everywhere in portraits. They were often used 
for portraits of persons who had never been to Haddon Hall, 
or were even ignorant of where the place is. The same 
remark might also apply to backgrounds, as suggested by 
Herr Trant, of beautifully furnished and decorated rooms 
which would, perhaps, be quite out of keeping when em¬ 

ployed for portraits of persons in a more humble sphere of 
life than their owners. 

There are many persons who would doubtless prefer to 
have their portrait taken with their own surroundings—- 
say, as sitting in their own drawing room, or, may be, their 

■ boudoir for example; or, possibly, standing at a favourite 
spot in their garden. Now, portraits taken at home, 
whether outdoors or in, are rarely so satisfactory as regards 
lighting as those taken in the studio. There is, however, 
no reason why sitters taken in the studio should not have 
a background of one of their own rooms, with its furniture, 
appointments, and decorations. Of course, if it were neces¬ 
sary to have a background specially painted for the occasion 
the cost would be prohibitive, except in the case of very 
wealthy persons. But that is not necessary, as it may be 
done without if we adopt double printing. Double print¬ 
ing sounds a formidable operation to the majority of 
modern photographers; but, after all, it is a very simple 
thing by the method here to be suggested. If the pictures 
are to be produced by double printing the thing will not 
commend itself to those who do portraits at a low price, 
say fifteen shillings or a guinea a dozen for cabinets. But 
there are persons who are willing to pay a good figure for 
something really novel or original, and good portraits repre¬ 
senting them as being in their own house or grounds, would 
fulfil these conditions. 

Here is a very simple method of producing such pictures. 
The first thing to do is to secure a photograph of a suit¬ 
able portion of the interior of the apartment, or, may be, 
grounds, in which the sitters desire to appear. One back¬ 
ground will, as a matter of course, suffice for a whole family. 
The negative, it may be mentioned, is best taken with a lens 
of, approximately, the same focus as the one with which the 
portrait is to be taken ; and, usually, the rooms of those 
who would go to the expense of this class of work are 

sufficiently large to permit of that being done, as only 
enough of the subject is required to form a background to 
the portrait. The portrait of the sitter is then taken in 
the studio with a plain light background, the light being so 

arranged that it will accord with that in the background 
negative. The portrait negative is then printed, when, of 
course, it will have a plain light grey background. The 
printed figure is then painted over with a non-actinic colour- 
—gamboge is a convenient one to use. This need take but 
little time, as there is no necessity for the colour to be very 
evenly applied ; so long as there is enough on to protect 
the printed picture during the second exposure it will 
suffice. The background negative is then taken and the 
print placed .upon it, in position, and the second printing 
made to the proper depth. The print is then washed, 
toned, and fixed, in the ordinary way. In washing out 
the free silver from the prints the colour is washed away 
at the same time, and leaves the picture intact. The slight 
grey tint of the portrait background serves to give atmos¬ 
phere and distance in the finished picture, which it would 
not possess were it taken with a white background. More¬ 
over, if it were taken with one the room background would 
appear too pronounced to be artistic. 

The above simple method of double printing was intro¬ 
duced by the late Mr. Tlios. Edge, of Llandudno, for 
introducing natural backgrounds of local scenery in his 
portraits, and very artistic they were. It may as well be 
mentioned that this system of double printing is not suit¬ 
able for gelatine papers, inasmuch as'the colour would, to 
an extent, be absorbed by the gelatine and could not be 
washed away without leaving a stain behind. Either albu¬ 
men or collodio-chloride papers, however, are well suited 
for the purpose. 

In the above we have indicated how “ at home ” portraits 
may be successfully produced in the studio with compara¬ 
tively little trouble, but it goes -without saying that some 
artistic feeling and judgment must be brought to bear on 
the work. Natural backgrounds of local or other scenery 
can, of course, be utilised in the same way. It is far easier 
to obtain a few dozen background negatives of as many 
different subjects than it is to get even half a dozen painted 
ones of them made, to say nothing of the cost, and, what is 
more, constant changes may be made. Double printing 
is, as a matter of course, more trouble than single printing 
is, but when it is done systematically it is not so much 
extra as many would think at first sight. 

-«.- 

Acetylene Lighting at a London Board School.—Mr. John C. Christie, 
of Aldgate, gas contractor to the London School Board, is at present 
fitting up the new Board School at Fulham Palace Road with acetylene. 
A portion of the school has been handed over for use, and the installa¬ 
tion has proved most successful. The generators and purifiers used are 
of the Thorn and Hoddle Acetylene Company, Limited, of Westminster, 
manufacture. 

At the last meeting of the Midland Pharmaceutical Association Dr. 
Hall-Edwards delivered a lecture on his experiences in South Africa. 
The lecturer was attached to the Central Hospital of the Imperial Yeo¬ 
manry at Dielfontein. He illustrated his remarks with a series of lantern 
slides, showing incidents of life and work at the hospital. Dr. Hall- 
Edwards described at length the dispensary attached to the hospital, 
which was situated, he said, at one end of the main building and front¬ 
ing the operating theatre. It was stocked with a magnificent collection 
of drugs. Every known drug in the B.P. was kept at hand, as well 
as most of the additional things not mentioned there. In addition there 
were large quantities of anti-toxin—anti-diphtheria toxin, anti-typhoid 
toxin, and anti-enteric toxin—and immense quantities of bitter waters, 
such as lime juices, presented to the hospital by various chemists up 
and down the country. These were found to be exceedingly useful, and 
they came to hand in such large quantities that those connected with the 
hospital were able to spare some for the “ niggers,” who looked upon 
them as wines. In conclusion, Dr. Hall-Edwards gave the result of 
some of his experiments with the X-ray apparatus, and said that 
during fourteen months between three and four hundred cases came 
under his official notice. He emphasised the great value the apparatus 
had been in locating in the hand, chest, legs, abdomen, and other parts 
of the ^ody.—Pharmaceutical Journal. 
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JOTTINGS. 
While we are all patiently waiting for “ the flowers that come in 

the spring tra la ! ” and longing to say good-bye to that disaD 

able General Fevrier who has been making our lives so nnp ^Sc 
during the last 28 days, the signs of commerc.al ac mty^n the 

photographic world during the “ plates, 
ing. One hears almost daily of new hand cameras, 1 
new roll films, new printing papers, new lenses, and so 01 • 
has been the case every February that I can remember since jr 

connection with photography. Last year s incidt 
made it inevitable that competition in ‘he four item_ fi • * 

tioned above would assuredly be provoked. B*. 
Surely the photographic man in the street might be pardoned fo 

i™ a 
“t irrt'ifrnn the industrial wai that is &ou » ., f that 
„ „hiver as lie surveys the ferocious melee of competition tnat 

seems a necessary part of modern existence. It must somewhat 
Shake h,s faith in the truth of the old copybook maxim: 
“ Competition is the soul of trade,” especially in some of it*> - 
ticular applications. In photography there seems so little left 
to invent, improve, or cheapen that the only form competition 

can conceivably take in the future will be that of thedeligi « 
process of starving out-a war of prices all round. But I d 
think this is the kind of competition which was meant by 

proverb of our schooldays._ 

The use of paper for negatives is again receiving attention. 

The history of the subject is, of course, practically contempo 
aneous with that of photography itself, as the correspondence 

columns of the Journal constantly show. My own 
perience of paper negative work only dates hack to the e J 
of the Eastman epoch in 1886, when for a time it seemed that J ass 

plates were to be superseded. Some of the architec uia P i 
negatives made at that time, which I possess, render the him 
details so well on surface paper that without direct comparisonl it 

is hard to say whether the support was glass 01 paper. c 
work, however, celluloid, cut and reliable, has m recent tim.^ 

been found so convenient to handle and so practica y e c 
that paper has stood very little chance of at option, esptcra y 
cases where enlarging or lantern-transparency making followed 
as after operations. Such work demands an original crispness of 

definition which paper as a rule cannot yield. Occasiona y 
use of paper is advocated injdie making of large direct portraits 
and its advantages for that purpose are so considerable that t * 

wonder is so little is attempted with it in this respect. W ith the 
latest make of negative paper that has come into my hands a 

friend has been kind enough to make me a 12 by 10 stuc P 

trait negative, concerning which he writes, sem you cU* ^ 
toned print from the negative you saw on Saturday. The litt 
grain there is I rather like for large work. The negative is quite 
untouched, and there is no dodging m printing. There is no 
halation in the print, which is taken from a negative havmg stio 0 
contrast of light and shade. Personally I could not wish to see a 
better print from a glass negative. It is true that the specinn n 
before me lacks the razor-edge sharpness of a diaphragmed image 
on glass ; viewed, however, at a distance approximate y equa o 
the equivalent focus of the lens, the effect is that of softness and 
truth of rendering. It is late in the day to discuss the economic 
advantages of flexible supports for gelatine images but perhaps 
some of my readers will thank me for the hint that mi laigt 
direct studio portrait work paper is worth consideration. 

Will the gentlemen who ha¥e written asking for particulars of 
the Colour Club kindly note that none are at present avaiia 3 e • 

In all probability none will be published. The intention is to 
confine membership to a limited number of those interested in 
the subject from purely scientific motives, and the founders or 
original members will be chosen by invitation. Beyond this it 
is impossible to say anything further of a definite nature, as the 
Club is not quite in working order. I am not sure that I have 
not incurred the displeasure of the founders of the club by mak¬ 
ing public reference to it. My object, however, was not to adver¬ 
tise it with the view of attracting members, but rather to let it be 
known that a circle had been formed consisting of men whose sole 
object was the study of colour photography and the advancement 
of knowledge relating thereto. Of its future proceedings I can 
give no hint, and from now I shall make no further public refer¬ 
ence to it, unless I am officially authorised to do so. M hen one 
looks round in photography nowadays it is so difficult to discover 
an association of men in which self-aggrandisement and self- 

puffery are not the dominating instincts of those most concerned 
that I welcome with great relief the opportunity of participating 
in a movement whose supporters are pledged to suppress self, and 
to keep only in view the success of fundamental aims. Somewhat 
monastic, eh ? Maybe ! It is curious that in photography smal I 
and publicity-avoiding associations have been not the least suc¬ 

cessful. The Solar Club, which, I believe, numbered Wharton 
Simpson, Pritchard, Hughes, Robinson, Taylor, England, -May- 
land, and many other lights of the past amongst its members, 
flourished for years. To this day, too, the Field Club exists, after 

a career of nearly half a century. It is composed of amateurs, 
and, if I am not mistaken, is the oldest photographic club (not 

society) in the world. It has periodical outings, does much good 
work in a quiet way, and is happily untroubled oy reform agna¬ 

tions, special requisitions, etc. Long may it flourish. 

I have to thank the correspondent who sent me a cutting from 
he New York correspondence of a recent issue of The Times. 

Ldiere is no necessity to reprint the extract, which points anew the 
>ld moral that a self-respecting journalist, with a just cause e- 

dnd him and a fluent pen in his hand, can always safely be 

Hacked to win against odds. I need say no more—at present. 
Lt was the late James Payn, the novelist, who, at the not very 
youthful age of 56, published a book of literary recollections 

.ne of his reviewers—a Times man, if I recollect anght-clnded 
Payn with being too young for indulgence m the stately pastime 
if autobiography ! I have fortunately a long, long way to trav e- 

before reaching Payn’s reminiscinatory stage, so Ill een oek 
ap my note-books and keep some very piquant “ Jottings indeed 
for 1920 or thereabouts. It is so galling to be called young when 
you feel old—although you may not look so—and have a memoiy 
stocked with a well-varied assortment of experiences . But ew 
years and experience, though sometimes failing to keep a nia 
bom making a fool of himself when he takes the pen m hand, 

ought at least to assure him against disgracing m -i 
cowardly creature who in a contemporary the other day, o'er t 
signature of “ A Dealer,” gratuitously attacked tins Journal 

is not, I am told, the person I took him for, but “ a 
dealer of nearly lifelong experience, and is the head of anj 
portant firm.” Even so. and I assert that an anourous deafer 

of nearly lifelong experience” (or anybody else > - ‘ 
of the Professional Photographers Association that in he 
of those who were attracted by [it] was an exceedingly lai„e pro 

portion of mediocrity ; towards the latter time 
p^sful men who were won to it were kidnapped by invitation . 

ashamed of himself for emticismg, m such a 

^ead of an important W but has left " 
in truthfulness, good manneis, ianplay, nan* 

things that make a man. 
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The most absorbed audience I have ever faced listened to me 
the other night, when, in my riverside village, I took photography 
for my theme at a lantern lecture. To those gentlemen who were 
good enough to lend me slides for the purpose I send my best 
thanks and the assurance that their work was thoroughly well 
appreciated. To me, who am no novice at addressing audiences 
in photography, the chief charm of the evening was the sub¬ 
stantial interest evinced in the subject. And yet one hears in 
many quarters that lantern lectures on the one hand and photo¬ 
graphy as a subject for them on the other are not so popular as 
'hitherto. On this occasion the slides were no doubt the main 
cause of success. My lanternist, who has been engaged in such 
work for over ten years, assured me that he had never seen such 
results. The one gentleman I pitied in a crowded gathering was 
«m industrious representative of the fourth estate whose phono¬ 
graphic powers were hardly equal to the formidable phraseology 
of photography. And yet, thanks to the lay “ Press ”—“ A 
Dealer ” who seems to have taken more kindly to the “ lay ” than 
to the photographic Press will be interested in what follows—one 
would have thought that everybody “knew all about” photo¬ 
graphy nowadays. But as to this same “ lay press,” one’s excel¬ 
lent confreres of Fleet Street and elsewhere not only “ crib ” from 
these and other pages, and get advertisements on the strength of 
it, but even expect you, at times, to supply them with original 
ideas. Only the other day I received a letter from the compiler 
of a photographic column asking a number of questions in order 

to assist in the preparation of a special article. With such 
splendid sources of reference available as the British Museum, 
the Patent Office, the free and other libraries, I wonder why these 
people do not take advantage of them ! Formerly, writing folk 
“worked out their own salvation.” Now-a-days your lay 

journalists, especially of the female kind, seem to be nothing but 

marauding suckers of other people’s brains. Ouf ! 

It has already been announced that the First Annual Dinner of 

the Professional Photographers’ Association will be held on 
Thursday, March 6th, in the Victoria Hall of the Criterion Res¬ 
taurant', Piccadilly, London, at 7 o’clock. Applications for 
tickets (6s. each) should reach the honorary secretary, Mr. Alfred 
Ellis, 51, Baker Street, London, W., by Tuesday morning, March 
4th. The function promises to be of some historical importance, 
as I believe it will be the first occasion on which members of a 
numerous profession will be given the chance of meeting together 
at a properly organised celebratory festival. I may therefore, I 
hope, be allowed, on behalf of the Executive, who are taking 
great pains to make the dinner something to be pleasantly re¬ 
membered, to say that all professional photographers, whether 
members of the Association or not, will be cordially welcomed. 
The dinner should furnish a most pleasant opportunity for 
learning something of the work and the objects of an Association 
which has been formed to advance the professional status and 
well-being of its members. A pictorially illustrated souvenir 
menu is in preparation, and the entertainment portion of the 
programme will be in charge of accomplished professional artists ; 
so that those who attend are guaranteed their moneysworth in 
material respects. But the dinner should have even higher 
claims to support, for besides furthering the interests of the 
Association, it affords members from a distance the opportunity 
<>f making one anothers’ acquaintance, and thus establishing the 
important factor of direct personal community of interest which 
is so essential to the cohesive working of a representative body. 
A plan of the dinner-tables, with the names of those present 
printed on it, will be supplied to everybody there. My experi¬ 
ence of dinners is extensive and peculiar, and I have no hesita¬ 
tion in saying that that of the P.P.A. on Thursday, March 6th, 
will have the advantage of such highly-skilled organisation that 

itisbound to“ go.” The larger the number that attend, the better 

for the immediate success of the function and the ultimate ends 
of the Association. Hence, 1 repeat, all professional photo¬ 
graphers will be very heartily welcomed. 

Cosmos. 
-—♦- 

NOTES OX EARLY TELE-DIOPTRIC LENS-SYSTEMS, AND 
THE GENESIS OF TELEPHOTOGRAPHY.* 

[Abstract of a paper read before the Royal Photographic Society.] 

I. 
Ix my paper on the early history of the camera obscura (vol. 
XXV., p. 270) I incidentally noted that the foundation of our 
modern system of telephotography was laid by Kepler, in Prob. 
CY. of his Vioptrice, published in 1611, shortly after the Dutch, 
or so-called “ Galilean ” telescope came into use. I also noticed 
Father Schemer's application of the same principle of using a 
convex with a concave lens for solar observations with his “ helio¬ 
scope.” I have gone again into the question with the object of 
tracing the further development of the method of producing en¬ 
larged images on a screen at a comparatively short focal distance, 
by the use of such combinations of positive and negative lenses. 
Initiated by Kepler, utilised and developed by many of the most 
eminent astronomers and mathematicians of the seventeenth 
and early part of the eighteenth century, it seems to have been 
lost sight of by later writers on optics, and was not taken up 
again till Porro revived it some fifty-five years ago, and adapted 
it to photographic work. It is, however, only within the last ten 
years that compound positive and negative lens-systems, or tele¬ 
objectives suitable for photography, have been perfected and 
brought into practical use. It may be asked what has this very 
early work of Kepler and his successors to do with photography ? 
Processes of evolution arc always interesting, often instructive, 
and although the records are scanty and imperfect, the gradual 
development from early times of photographic methods and 
processes in their optical, physical and chemical aspects, offers 
an attractive field for study, which has hitherto been neglected by 
most writers on the history of photography. In the narrow 
acceptation of the term photography is, of course, an essentially 
modern invention, but it must not be forgotten that the optical 
and physico-chemical actions of light upon which it is based, 
have existed from all time, and for some thousands of years have 
formed the subject of speculation to philosophers groping in 
the darkness of limited knowledge, as even we are at the present 
moment, but each contributing his mite of enlightenment for 
the use of after ages. We do not know how much of this ancient 
lore has been lost, or what its value may have been, but sufficient 
remained to form a foundation for the work of later philosophers, 
of whom Alhazen, Roger Bacon, POckham, and Vitellio were 
among the first to investigate the optical phenomena of light, 
while to Geber and the early alchemists we owe our first know¬ 
ledge of the darkening action of light upon compounds of silver. 
Their work was carried on by the brilliant band of philosophers, 
mathematicians, and chemists who flourished in England and 
abroad during the sixteenth, seventeenth and eighteenth cen¬ 
turies ; but what we now know as photography with the camera 
cannot be said to have come into existence until the very begin¬ 
ning of the nineteenth century, when Wedgwood and Davy tried 
to produce images in the camera on leather and paper treated 
with the nitrate or chloride of silver. Imperfect as these experi¬ 
ments were they brought about the union of two photographic 
systems, or principles, the optical and the chemical, which till 
then had remained quite distinct, and each undergoing a slow 
process of evolution and development. It yet required the dis¬ 
covery of iodine in 1811, of bromine in 1826, and of hyposulphite 
of soda in 1839, to complete the union of the two principles and 

In the full paper published in the Journal of the Royal Photographic Society for 
January General W'aterhouse gives several illustrations and appendices. 
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produce its first-fruits in the marvellous light-pictures obtained 
by Niepce, Daguerre, Talbot, and other early workers of tlieir 
time by methods from which nearly all our modern processes of 
photography have been evolved. 

In my former paper I sketched the early history of the camera 
obscura and its connection with astronomical observation. I 
now propose to show how our modern teleobjective was antici¬ 
pated, the main principles of its action fully demonstrated, and 
a combination of single uncorrected positive and negative lenses 
applied to produce graphic records of solar observations nearly 
three centuries ago. Although the light-pictures thus obtained 
were not fixed chemically, but had to be drawn by hand, they 
were, I think, none the less photographic. The use of such a 
combination is particularly interesting because it seems to be 
the first really practical application of a compound lens-system 
to graphic delineation of which we have any clear record. 

I need not discuss the invention of the Galilean telescope. 
Who first discovered the combination of lenses is still quite un¬ 
certain, but there can be little doubt that if Roger Bacon was not 
himself the inventor of the telescope and the camera obscura, 
many passages in his works are very suggestive of them. In the 
second preface to the second part of his Pathwaie to Knowledge 
(1574), Robert Recorde mentions Roger Bacon as having made 
such an instrument. He says : “ Great talke there is of a glasse 
that he made in Oxforde, in which might se tliinges that wer doen 
in other places, and that was judged to be doen by power of euill 
spirites. But I know the reason of it to be good and naturall, 
and to be wrought by Geometric (sith perspective is a part of it) 
and to stand as well with reason as to see your face in common 
glasse.” Further, Thomas Digges, at page 189 of his curious 
arithmetical military treatise, Stratioticos, published in 1579, has 
a passage showing that his father, Leonard Digges, was able, by 
the aid of a copy of Balcon’s Experiments, which came into his 
hands by chance, to make perspective glasses with which he was 
able to see things at great distances and scan the surrounding 
country. In Leonard Digges’ own treatise, Fantometria, which 
was finished and published by his son in 1571, there is a very 
interesting passage (Book I., Cap. 21), which may almost be taken 
to show that the combination of concave and convex lenses was 
not only known and applied by the elder Digges for visual obser¬ 
vation, but also for graphic delineation. In the quaint old black 
letter text it runs : —“ But maruellouse are the conclusions that 
may be perfourmed by glasses concave and convex of circulare 
and parabolicall fourmes, using for multiplication of beames 
sometime the ayde of glasses transparent, which by fraction 
should unite or dissipate the images of figures presented by the 
reflection of other. By these kinds of glasses, or rather frames 
of them, placed in due angles, ye may not onely set out the pro¬ 
portion of an whole region, yea represent before your eye the 
lively ymage of euery towne, village, etc., and that in as little or 
great space or place as ye will prescribe, but also augment and 
dilate any parcell thereof, so that whereas at the firste apparence 
an whole towne shall present it selfe so small and compacte to¬ 
gether than ye shall not discerne any difference of streates, ye 
may by applycation of glasses in due proportion cause any 
peculiare house or roume thereof dilate and show it selfe in as 
ample fourme as the whole towne firste appeared, so that ye 
shall discerne any trifle or reade any letter lying there open, 
especially if the sonnebeames may come into it, as playnly as,if 
you were corporally present, although it be distante from you as 
farre as eye can discrye : But of these conclusions I minde not 
here more to intreate, having at large in a volume by it selfe 
opened the miraculous effectes of perspective glasses.” Whether 
he, and Bacon before him, used glass lenses alone, or, as seems 
more probable, a combination of a concave speculum with lenses 
to magnify the image, is not clear, and it is greatly to be regretted 
that the work referred to was never published, and seems to 
have been lost. John Dee. another early English writer, also 

1(17 

refers to perspective glasses, as in common use some time before 
the assumed date of the invention of the telescope in 1609. 
Maurolycus seems to have been the first to investigate the optical 
properties of concave and convex lenses and the formation of 
reversed images of objects at the focus of the latter (Diaphaneon, 
Lib. I., Proposition XXIII. See Appendix I.). He has not, 
however, suggested any practical use of the principle, as Barbara 
did, nor mentioned the combination of a convex with a concave 
to obtain a larger image with practically a shorter focal length. 
Hevelius says he discussed the theory of the telescope, but 1 
have not found the passage. It is very unfortunate that soi 
many of his works have been lost, and that those which remains 
were not published earlier, so that he could have had the full 
credit of his investigations. In an interesting letter to the 
Viceroy of Sicily, dated 1556, published with other of his hither ¬ 
to unpublished writings by Professor Federico in 1876, he has- 
given a very full account of his various researches and literary 
works. His observations of the images formed by lenses are- 
noticed (see Appendix I.). He seems to have been a man of 
great learning and research, who, as he declares in this letter, 
worked without any desire for fame, honour, or gain, but solely 
for the pleasure of observation and the love of truth. In his 
Magia Naturalis, 1589 (Lib. XVII., Cap. 10), J. B. Porta men¬ 
tions a combination of a concave and convex lens, with which, 
if properly adjusted, both near and distant objects could be seen 
larger, but clearly. Upon this passage claims have been made 

for Porta as the inventor of the telescope, but if it was so he does 
not seem to have in any way realised the importance of his dis¬ 
covery, and certainly did not suggest its application as a graphic- 
instrument. I have gone through much of the early literature 
of the telescope without finding any theory of its graphic applica¬ 
tion until Kepler propounded his problem within a year or two- 
after the instrument had come into use. He had already con¬ 
structed and used an apparatus for projecting the image of the 
sun through a small aperture on to a screen, and it might very 
naturally occur to him to apply his telescope in the same way. 
In section CIV. of his Piopxricc, he shows that, if the rays from a 
point which after undei’going refraction through a convex lens, 
would converge, are intercepted by a concave lens before they 

reach their point of convergence, either the distance of this point 
will be extended, or the rays will be carried on parallel, or, 
lastly, they will diverge again. The demonstration given is very 
imperfect, but shows that he recognises the three cases, and in 
the next section, CV., he propounds the problem of depicting 
visible objects with a concave and convex lens upon paper larger 
than by a single convex lens, but reversed. He does not go into 
the question of the adjustment of the relative distances of the 
convex and concave lenses and the effect on the size of the pro¬ 
jected images, but says that in instruments showing visible 
objects larger and distinctly, the concave lens cannot effectively 
be far from the point of convergence formed behind the convex 
lens. His further remarks about the distances of the lenses refer 
to the viewing telescope more than to an instrument for projec¬ 

tion. 
The extracts given will suffice to show that Kepler understood 

the general principle of the combination as applied to enlarged 
graphic delineation, and is entitled to the credit of its discovery, 
though Leonard Digges may have anticipated him. Before leav¬ 
ing Kepler, I may mention that Dr. von Rohr has drawn my 
attention to an extract from a letter of Sir H. Wotton to Lord 
Bacon, which was quoted by a correspondent, “ W. M. L.,” in 
Vol. IV. of this Journal (1857. p. 129), and is descriptive of a 
visit paid by Wotton to “ Keplar,” as he calls him, at Linz, 
where he saw a landscape drawing executed by Kepler with the 
aid of a camera obscura in the form of a portable dark tent. The 
extract from Graph ice given in my paper, was taken from the 
same source, though neither Wotton’s nor Kepler’s name appears 
in it. I have verified the quotation at p. 412 of the Pcligxuce 
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Wottoniance, published in 1651. No date is given to the letter, 

but it was probably about 1620, and tends to show that Kepler 

was one of the first to make and use a portable camera obscura 

for drawing purposes. As lens he used the object glass of his 

telescope, or perspective tnineJa}, having removed the concave. In 

my former paper I noticed the work of Father Christopher 

Schemer in utilising the telescope for the projection of images of 

the sun when observing sunspots, etc, This had already been 

done by Fabricius in 1611, and, by Simon Marius about the same 

time, but whereas they say little about their optical arrange¬ 

ments, Schemer has discussed the question very fully and prac¬ 

tically in the second book of the liosa TJrsina (1630), though he 

confesses his inability to calculate the optical relations between 

the convex and concave lenses and screen, owing to the science of 

refraction not being sufficiently developed. For his own purposes 

he found it more convenient to arrange his lenses and screen as 

lie found gave the desired results. He seems to have first used 

the method at Ingolstadt, in 1612, and afterwards principally in 

Rome. In Chapter IY. he mentions a special telescope or helio¬ 

scope for viewing the sun, of which the lenses were made of 

coloured glasses, especially one he made of blue glass which he 

gave to the Archduke Maximilian for viewing sunspots and 

faculse. In Chapter VII. he shows the advantages of the graphic 

method of observing the sun, and in the following one gives a 

brief description of the helioscope he constructed for the purpose. 

After noting the difficulties connected with the sun’s motion and 

discussing the nature and movements of the spots, he enters, in 

Chapter XIX., into the optical requirements. He says he has 

explained the difficulties connected with glass lenses for visual 

observations of the sun in his letters of Apelles to Welserus 

(1612), but now he will treat of those connected with projection 

<3ii paper, and not only for the learned, but also for beginners. 

In the glasses for telescopes three points have to be considered, 

material, form, and position. He then discusses the quality and 

colour of the glass, its uniformity and homogeneity, or freedom 

from striee, air bubbles, etc., and perfect transparency. He 

remarks also that rock crystal, however clear and free from 

defects it may appear, is unsuitable on account of veins, imper¬ 

fect transparency and double images. He notes the different 

forms of spherical lenses, and the effect of greater or less curva¬ 

ture both for convex and concave lenses, and in Chapter XX. 

gives practical rules for distinguishing good lenses and the 

principal defects in them. In Chapter XXII. he gives a more 

complete description of his apparatus than he did in Chapter 

VIII., and briefly notes the arrangement of his lenses as shown 

In his diagram and how they are fitted in the tubes, the convex 

being in the larger one, into which a smaller one containing the 

concave is fitted, care being taken to keep the lenses centred on 

the axis and perpendicular to it, and to have the tubes fitting 

well, to avoid twisting and distortion of the image. In the fol¬ 

lowing chapters he compares the eye with the telescope and his 

illustration, showing a comparison of the effect of the combina¬ 

tion of a concave with a convex lens on vision and in the camera 

obscura fitted with a lens, is interesting because' it shows the 

method of attaching the lens to the camera in a tube fitted with 

several diaphragms. 

In Chapter XXVIII., after discussing the difference in the 

refractive action of concave and convex lenses, and the effect of 

placing a concave in front of a convex, at or beyond its focus, or 

Immediately behind the convex, he considers the case in which 

the concave is placed a little in front of the focus of the convex, 

so that a real image is formed on the screen, larger, more distinct 

and at a greeter distance than if the convex were used alone, and 

ire explains it by means of a figure which is a great improvement 

on Kepler’s, and might well serve as an illustration to a modern 

treatise on telephotography. He goes on to show that the posi¬ 

tion of the concave lens is not fixed, but has a considerable range 

between! the convex lens and its focus. The nearer it is to tin- 
focus, the smaller is the image thrown on the screen, but cli uivr, 
and the screen can be at its shortest distance from the concave. 
Conversely, as it approaches the convex, a larger image is formed, 
but not so clearly, and the distance between the concave and tin- 
screen will be increased. The picture formed by a certain ad¬ 
justment of the lenses and screen will be confused if the screen 
is moved in either direction to or from the concave. He notes, 
however, that this confusion is not immediate and that there is 
a certain latitude, especially if long focus lenses are used in a 
proper way. In the same way, if the screen on which the image 
is correctly depicted remains fixed, and the concave lens alone is 
moved forwards or backwards beyond the limits of sharp defini¬ 
tion, both the lens and the screen will be put into the position 
of confusion. He notes the changes of colour and brilliancy of 
the images accompanying the movements of the lens. The same 
occurs if the convex lens alone is moved, or if the object ap¬ 
proaches or recedes fiom the convex. A deep concave lens re¬ 
quires a longer distance from the convex and less from the paper, 
and will form a larger image than a lens of less concavity (or 
longer focus), which would require a shorter distance from the 
convex and longer from the paper, but give a smaller and more 
intense image. With the same concave, a convex lens of short 
focus requires less, and one of longer focus greater distance. He 
next considers the effect of a concave lens between two convex 
lenses as used in the telescope for vision, though it is also applic¬ 
able to the helioscope. In this case the concave is near the back 
convex, and the two together act much in the same way as the 
single concave. When brought closer to the object glass a larger 
image is formed on the screen, which has to be moved a little back 
and vice versa. 

In Chapter XXXIII. he deals with the selection and arrange¬ 
ment of the lenses and the construction of the observing tele¬ 
scope, the use of diaphragms for cutting off the oblique pencils. 
He then gives some practical problems for finding the focus of 
the convex object glass, from which the proper position of the 
concave lens slightly in front of it can be ascertained. It does 
not depend on the power of the concave lens, but on the focus of 
the convex, and if found for one others can be used, the screen 
being adjusted to suit the image. The focus of* the two lenses 
being known, the length of the tube required can be ascertained 
exactly, a little excess being allowed, and if it is intended to use 
concaves of different powers, the length of the tubes must be 
arranged accordingly. As regards the fixing of the distance of 
the screen for any combination of a concave with a convex lens, 
he says “ It is better and more safely found practically and 
mechanically than theoretically and by reasoning, because it is 
impossible to treat the question scientifically until the science 
and doctrine of refraction are perfected. I have not yet seen 
the full and exact science of it, and to go fully into the doctrine 
would only confuse. After all, how can it be ascertained whether 
the lenses are properly formed, how they are figured, their 
sphericity and power except by trial and laborious experiment? 
How will you find the position of the common base for the pic¬ 
ture required except from the image shown on the screen ? How, 
in fact# will you observe whether the image is well-shaped or 
deformed, sharp or coarse, except by projection oar the screen? 
When everything is ready for use, this can be done mechanically, 
with less trouble, quicker and more certainly than if a lot of 
theoretical precepts were carried out. The full science cannot 
be attained without innumerable previous experiments which 
open out the way, and, as it were, lead the intelligence by the 
hand to discover many abstiuse and wonderful things. Thus 
you will have the best distance for the screen from the concave, 
when you judge by the eye that you have obtained the best 
picture, which you determine by approaching or withdrawing 
the screen to or from the concave. The distance once found can 
be used with certainty for the same arrangement. With the 
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same lenses the size of the image can be increased by moving 
the concave towards the convex, and drawing away the screen 
from the concave as much as may be necessary. To lessen the 
Image, move the concave from the convex (without going beyond 
Its focus) and bring the screen nearer the concave. His next 
problem is keeping the image always the same size, and he 
shows that if the distance of the object is invariable it is easy to 
obtain an image of uniform size by keeping the adjustments of 
the lenses and screen unaltered. If the object recedes sensibly 
a smaller and confused image will be formed, and it will be 
necessary to move the concave towards the convex until a sharp 
and equal image is obtained. On the other hand, if the object is 
sensibly closer, a larger image will be produced, and the concave 
must be removed further from the convex till the desired image 
Is obtained. By this means he kept the image of the sun m 
winter and in summer, in perigee and in apogee, always of the 
•same diameter. In the third book, at p. 347, lie describes an 
•equatorially mounted or heliotropic apparatus made by F. Chris¬ 
topher Gruenberger, which he found much more convenient, and 
a figure is given of it. The telescope and plan board are mounted 
on a polar axis, and there is also an arrangement for altering the 
declination. For Schemer’s work of solar observation lie re¬ 
quired a fairly large and distinct image of the sun, on which the 
spots, faculse, and other details could be clearly seen, and he 
lias given full and somewhat prolix details of his method. From 

the above short abstract it will be seen that although optical 
•science was very imperfect he had a thorough practical knowledge 
of the main principles involved in this method of projecting en¬ 
larged images. He did as many of us still do, and having found 
by practice the best system of working, was content to follow it 
•without going into the scientific theory. His teaching still holds 
good so far as it goes, and is applicable to the modern tele¬ 
objectives, and no great advance was made on it for nearly a 
■century. Although Kepler first propounded the problem, 
;Scheiner seems to have been the first to work it out practically 
and apparently independently, because he does not mention 

Kepler in this connection. t t „ „ 
Major-Gexerae J. Waterhouse, l.b.C. 

PRACTICAL VALUE OF NERNST LAMPS 
[Reprinted from “The Scientific American.”] 

After three years of labour, Nernst lamps have been reduced to 
•commercial form. The object here is to inquire to what extent 
the qualities of the Nernst lamp fit It to displace the arc and 
incandescent types. The main points to be considered, m a 

■comparison of this latest lamp with the older types, are adapta¬ 
tion for distribution, size, and qualities of the service units and 
efficiency. In distribution of electric lamps the prevailing 

methods" are the series and the multiple. Series distribution is 
■generally applied to street lighting, and requires lamps for each 
•of which the ratio of volts to amperes is' as small as possible. 
Multiple distribution is the rule in commercial lighting, and 
[here a lamp is wanted with a large ratio between its required volts 
.and amperes. The smallest Nernst lamp now offeied consumes 
mot less than 88 watts, and the sizes that seem best adapted for 
general use range from this to 517 watts. A lamp for 88 watts 
may be had at either the 110 or 220 volt pressure, but the larger 

sizes are only available for 220 volts. The 88 watt lamp at 110 
•volts, taking 0.8 ampere, has a ratio of required volts to amperes 
•of 137. On a series circuit of 3,000 volts maximum pressure only 
27 of these lamps may be operated, giving a total capacity of 
.2,376 watts. Incandescent lamps for such a circuit may be 
readily had, each of which requires 6 amperes at 15 volts, or 90 
watts, so that the ratio of volts to amperes for each lamp is only 
2.5. instead of 137, as in the Nernst lamp. Of these incandescent 
lamps, 200 may be operated on a circuit of 3,000 volts maximum 
pressure, and the capacity of this circuit will then be 18,000 

watts, or almost seven times that of a series circuit of like 
pressure with Nernst lamps of equal watt consumption. If 
larger units of illumination are wanted, a Nernst lamp taking 517 
watts in the form of 2.35 amperes at 220 volts may be compared 
with an inclosed arc lamp taking 6 amperes at 85 volts, or 510 
watts. For this Nernst lamp the ratio of volts to amperes is 
93, and for the arc lamp the like ratio is only 14. On a series 
circuit of maximum 3,000 volts’ pressure 13 of these Nernst lamps 
may be operated, giving the circuit a capacity of 6,721 watts. 
The inclosed arc lamps on a similar circuit may number 35 with 
an aggregate capacity of 17,850 watts. From the foregoing it 
appears that if 88-watt Nernst lamps are used the number of 
circuits must be seven times as great as if incandescent lamps 
using an equal amount of energy each are employed. If resort 
is had to Nernst lamps of 517 watts each the number of series 
circuits to distribute a given amount of energy must be 2.6 times 
as great as where inclosed arc lamps of equal watts are employed. 

It seems improbable that in street lighting either the advantage 
of series distribution will be given up or the large increase in 
the number of circuits just indicated be made for the sake of 
using Nernst lamps. For multiple distribution it is desirable 

to have a high ratio of required volts to amperes at each lamp. 
In this particular Nernst lamps are superior to arcs, but are 
on a par with the incandescent, since the latter are regulaiL 
made for the pressure of 220 volts. Taking the pressure for 
multiple inclosed arc lamps to be 110 volts, because of the neces¬ 
sary resistance to insure steady operation, it seems that when the 
Nernst and arc lamps require equal watts the weight of copper 
necessary to distribute the former at 220 volts is only one-fouith 
of the like weight for the latter. The great bulk of commercial 
incandescent lighting is done with 16-candle power lamps, be¬ 
cause a lamp of this capacity gives better distribution of illumina¬ 

tion for general purposes than larger sizes, and has been found 

ample for individual use at the work bench or desk. The 
smallest Nernst lamp offered consumes 88 watts, or 1.76 times as 
much energy as the 16-candle incandescent lamp using 50 ■watts. 

It has generally been found in practice that each workman in 
the counting room or shop must be supplied with a lamp for his 
individual use, so that the adoption of Nernst lamps for these 
purposes must increase the required capacities of djnamos and 

circuits by 77 per cent. This Nernst lamp using 88 watts yields 
more than 16-candle power, but incandescent lamps of any 

candle power up to several hundred have long been available. A 
large part of electrical distribution at the present time is cairied 
out with direct current, and the important functions of stoiage. 
batteries furnish strong reasons for continued practice in this 
direction, as do also the great investments in direct-current sys¬ 
tems. The application of Nernst lamps in direct-current circuits 
encounters the serious objection that a black deposit gradually 
spreads from the negative toward the positive end of the glower 
and cuts down the candle power. In the matter of first cost 
the Nernst seems to be at a decided disadvantage compared with 
the incandescent lamp. Six dollars is reported to be the pi ice 
of an 88-watt Nernst lamp, and this sum is about twenty times 
that of an incandescent lamp of equal wattage. The Nernst 
glowers must be renewed like incandescent lamps, and while the 
price of glowers is not at hand it seems fair to presume that the 
cost of their renewral will be as much as that of incandescent 
lamps that consume equal energy. Considering the remainder 
of the Nernst lamp, aside from the glowers, it seems that the late 
of depreciation can hardly amount to less than 10 per cent, of 
the first cost per annum. Interest at 6 per cent, plus this de¬ 
preciation brings the fixed yearly charge per lamp to 96 cents. 
If lamps operate 1,000 hours yearly and renewals are every 500 
hours at equal cost of 30 cents for the incandescent and Nernst. 

, then the renewals, interest, and depreciation on the latter 
amount to 2.6 times the renewals of the former. The Nernst 
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lamp taking 517 watts is said to cost 15 dols., or about eight 
times as much as a group of six incandescent lamps of equal 
energy capacity. An inclosed arc lamp with a capacity of 500 
watts costs approximately the sum just named for the Nernst 
lamp of that rating, and it is fair to assume that renewals, in¬ 
terest, and depreciation on these two will not be far apart. In. 
required cleaning and care in operation the Nernst appears fully 

up to the inclosed arc lamp. 
The Nernst glower operates at a temperature between that of 

the incandescent filament and of the electric arc, and, as might 
be expected, the quality of light obtained is mediate between the 
other two sources. It thus seems that for some purposes the 
Nernst is superior to incandescent lamps, though not necessarily 
so much superior as are arcs. The claim urged as most im¬ 
portant for Nernst lamps is that of high efficiency, and this de¬ 
serves to be examined with some care. Complete data as to 
efficiency is available for only that size of Nernst lamp that con¬ 
sumes energy at the rate of 517 watts, and it is admitted that the 
88-watt lamp has a somewhat lower efficiency*. According to the 
figures published by its makers, the best result obtainable with 
the 517-watt Nernst lamp is 149 mean spherical candle power in 
Hefner units. This corresponds to an efficiency of 3.47 watts 
per candle power. Measured in this same unit, either direct 
or alternating arcs of the inclosed type with clear outer globes 

yield a candle power for every 2.6 watts drawn from 110-volt 
constant-pressure mains. When these arcs are used on series 
circuits, so as to avoid the losses in steadying resistance, the 
rate of energy consumption falls to 2 watts per mean spherical 
candle. Incandescent lamps may commonly be had at either 3 
or 3.5 watts per mean spherical candle power, the higher efficiency 

going with a shorter life. 
In view of the foregoing the following conclusions may be 

reached as to the practical value of Nernst lamps : For street 
lighting the Nernst is not generally suited, because it is imprac¬ 
ticable to operate it on series circuits, and because its efficiency is 
materially below that of series arcs. For divided indoor lighting 
Nernst lamps are less suitable than incandescent, because of 
the larger first cost, fixed charges and energy consumption of the 
former in the smallest units. Where large interior spaces are to 
have general illumination, the Nernst lamp has some advantage 
over the incandescent in the quality of its light, and over the 
arc in the weight of conductors necessary. This advantage over 
arcs seems to be fully offset by the lower Nernst efficiency. 

A.D. Adams. 

exhibitions. 
BIRMINGHAM PHOTOGRAPHIC SOCIETY. 

The seventeenth annual exhibition of the above society was opened 
at the rooms of the Royal Society of Artists, New Street, on February 
22nd, by Mr. A. J. Leeson, one of the vice-presidents, in the absence 
of the president, Mr. Whitworth Wallis, F.S.A. The judges were 
Messrs. E. R. Taylor (Headmaster of the Birmingham Municipal 
School of Art), J. H. Gear, F.R.P.S., and F. M. Sutcliffe, of Whitby. 
Their awards were as follows : — 

Silver Medals :—426. A Sketch in Bi-gum, J. Cruwys-Richards. 
432. The Coming of Spring, Bernard Moore. 599. An Old Time 
Street, H. M. Painter. 615. Major Seaver, W. S. Aston. 

Bronze Medals :—451. Through the Woods, G. Wilkes. 462. 
Among the Fields Wild Flowers are Fair, Geo. Whitehouse. 501. 
Evening—Southwell, William A. Clarke. 573. Crossing the Ford, 
Bernard Moore. 586. Old Entrance, Kenilworth, H. C. Leat 659. 
Quayside, Chioggia, Percy Lewis. 

Hon. Mention :—443. A. Reedy Pool, Lewis Lloyd. 477. 
Lengthening Shadows, Geo. Whitehouse. 725. Studies of Snails, 
G. E. Carter. 733. Studies of Flowers, Poppies, D. T. C. Crump. 

MEMBERS THREE-PRINT SECTION. 

Silver Medal:—748. Branksome Chine, 749. Near Swanage, 750. 
Early (Morning—Scarborough, Harry Goode. 

Bronze Medal:—751. Country Lane, 752. Girl Sewing, 753. Por¬ 
trait Study, Ivo F. Lewis. 

Hon. Mention :—736. Meraak Harbour, 737. The Jordal Harbour, 
758. German Emperor’s Yacht at Molde, Erma t F. Russell. 

LANTERN SLIDES. 

Silver Medal:—Glasgow Exhibition by Night, Search-light on 
Grand Home, Glasgow Exhibition, Electrical illuminations. 
Palmer’s Blast Furnaces by Night, Jarrow, by W. E. Cowan. 

Bronze Medal:—An Essex Marsh, Autumn, Day’s Decline, A 
South-East Quay, F. C. Wickison. 

Hon. Mention :—Bolton Abbey, Going to See Grandmother, 
Soldier’s Return. The Old, Old Story, The Outcast, W. McLean. 

The present exhibition well sustains the reputation of the society, 
as the work of the members is quite up to the standard, and it is 
pleasant to see new members coming to the front. There is no loan 
collection this year, and in that respect the show is not so interest 
ing as in some former exhibitions, but this is fully compensated for 
by a magnificent collection of four hundred and twenty-four of Sir 
Benjamin Stone’s record work, lent by the Board of Education, South 
Kensington. It is only when such a collection is brought together in 
this way that we realise the magnitude and value of the work which 
Sir Benjamin Stone is doing. His untiring energy and unflagging 
enthusiasm have had innumerable obstacles to overcome; but at length 
the importance of his work is acknowledged, and the fact that the 
authorities of the British Museum have offered to take charge of his 
negatives shows that his efforts are appreciated now. The work of 
the Warwickshire Photographic Survey has not been neglected, as 
there are two hundred and ninety-one prints sent in by various con¬ 
tributors. The exhibition regains open till the 29th, and there are 
concerts, lantern shows, and cinematograph displays every evening. 

CROYDON CAMERA CLUB. 

The Croydon Camera Club held its fifth annual exhibition on the 
19th to the 26th inst. 

Perhaps the most interesting feature of the exhibition was a collec¬ 
tion of Daguerrotypes and early glass positives, lent by Mr. Henry 
Bennett. The Daguerrotypes dated from 1843, and included work 
done up to the middle of the next decade. Apart from the archaeologi¬ 
cal interest of such early specimens of photography, many of them 
were extremely beautiful, especially those by Claudet of the later 
period, and the delicate colouring strikes no jarring note, as the 
colouring of a modern photograph usually does. Though it is in 
portraiture that the marvellous delicacy of the Daguerrotvpe is dis¬ 
played to the fullest advantage, a large number of views of Calcutta, 
which were included in the collection, have an interest of another 
kind. Necessarily, they must be records of the place of a period 
when photography was young, and they, or copies from them, should 
find a place in some public institution where they may be accessible 
to those who can make use of what these views record. Another 
feature of the exhibition was a number of specimens of the work of 
the late H. P. Robinson, lent by Mr. R. W. Robinson, and including 
“Dawn to Sunset,” “When the Day’s Work is Done,” “Wayside 
Gossip,” “ Carolling,” and other almost equally well known works. 
Thus the early and the middle periods of photography were repre¬ 
sented by examples of two of the most distinguished photographers 
of their time and the modem photography, in addition to the work 
shown in the competitive classes was represented by a collection of 
eighteen pictures in gum bichromate, by Charles Moss. 

The competitive work of the members seemed to be a slight im¬ 
provement over that of last year, but in a large proportion of it 
there was very little evidence of any attempt at pictorial treatment. 
The members appear to roam far afield for their subjects, and the 
temptation to include that which is only of topographical interest is 
often succumbed to. Unfortunately, there was no compensating ex¬ 
cellence in the Work technically, and much of it, indeed, displayed 
something like carelessness in its production. It was almost typical 
of the want of attention to details shown in some of the members’ 
work that the finishing touch to the exhibition, which evidently 
entailed an enormous amount of labour in its organisation, the affixing 
of labels to the pictures, should have been performed with so little 
regard to effect. The small picture in one of the open classes which 
the judges had distinguished by awarding two medals, had two 
labels of generous size announcing the fact pasted upon it so as 
to cover an appreciable amount of its area, and generally the 
members’ tickets were treated as though they were rather ornamental 
than otherwise. Croydon must wake up if its camera club means 
to maintain its position in the photographic world. The go-as-you- 
please style which sufficed a few years ago for a society exhibition is 
no longer tolerable. The society seems to spread its energies over 
many branches of photography and to specialise in none. This is a 
mistake, in a society’s career, no less than it is in one’s career in 
life, and the result is the same—uninteresting mediocrity. 

A novel competition was introduced at the exhibition—pictorial 
post-cards. We are not sure in what way a photographic pictorial 

r post-card should differ from an ordinary photograph; the size of a 
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post-card, with the usual amount of margin, and the little pictures 
displayed, did not help us, but many of them were very pleasing little 
prints, and the two classes were, on the whole, we thought, quite 
equal to the average of the exhibition. The judges, however, with¬ 
held the two medals offered. We can only imagine the reason to be 
that the awarding of twenty-two medals was too much for their 
strength. The Croydon exhibition is evidently a happy hunting 
ground for the medal hunter. 

The exhibition gallery has been enlarged since last year’s exhibi¬ 
tion. The pictures are well arranged, and the catalogue well got up. 
The trade exhibitors were Messrs. R. and J. Beck, td., R. W. 
Thomas, Ltd., Seabrooke Bros., and D. P. Roberts, of Croydon. The 
judges Avere Messrs. Ralph W. Robinson, J. B. B. Wellington, and 
B. Gay Wilkinson. 

The Awards-— 

members’ classes. 

Class A.-—Landscape, etc., silver medal, S. E. Taylor; bronze, 
J. W. Hicks. 

Class B.—Portraiture, Figure Studies, etc., silver, withheld; 
bronze, P. F. Smith. 

Class C.-~Architecture, bronze, G. W. Jenkins; bronze, W. H. 
Rogers. 1 

Class D.—Lantern slides, silver, G. W. Watson; bronze. J. Noaks. 

OPEN CLASSES. 

Class F.—Landscape, etc., silver, Percy Lewis; bronze, S. C. 
Stean. 

Class G.—Portraiture, etc., silver and gold medal for best picture 
in exhibition, E. Norton Collins; bronze, J. P. Padwick. 

Class H.—Architecture, medals withheld. 
Class I.—Any subject, open only to residents in Croydon, silver, 

F. W. Hicks; bronze, G. W. Jenkins. 
Class J.—Lantern slides, silver, Harry Wild; bronze, Aubrey Le 

Blond. 
Class K and L.—Pictorial Post-cards, medals withheld. 

The exhibition was opened on Wednesday afternoon, February 20th, 
the formal ceremony of opening being attended by a considerable 
number of members and friends of the club. The exhibition was de¬ 
clared open by Sir William Abney, President of the London Camera 
Club. The chair was taken by the president of the Camera Club. 

The president (Mr. Hector Maclean) said it gave him much pleasure 
to welcome his hearers, particularly as they were able to bring to 
their notice a collection ot photographs which was very much in ad- 
vance of what they had been able hitherto to sho\Ar. He might say, 
without divulging any secrets, that it was the opinion of the judges 
that at all events, as far as the members’ classes Avere concerned, the 
average of excellence was a very satisfactory one. It had been sug¬ 
gested to him that if they were to confine the exhibition to the works 
of members the exhibition Avould rather gain. If that club could do 
so much, how much might the Corporation do for photography ! He 
Avished to draAAr attention to the fact that they had some representative 
exhibits. In the corridor they would see some of the Avorks of the 
late H. P. Robinson, perhaps the greatest master of photography 
England ever had. They also had a unique—he believed the only— 
portrait of Orsini; and they had a collection of gum prints by their 
neighbour, Mr. Charles Moss, which Avas particularly interesting to 
Croydon, because the gum process OAved its present efficiency very 
largely to a dweller in Croydon and a member of the club, Mr. James 
Packham. Mr. Moss was iioav known as the chief exponent of the 
process in England, if not in the Avorld. The president then called on 
Sir William Abney, on whose admirable standard text-books, he said, 
most of them based their theoretical knoAvledge of this beautiful art. 
(Applause.) 

Sir William Abney said he was surprised that Croydon had been 
able to get together such an admirable collection of photograms as 
he saA\' on the Avails. He did not know if it had ever struck them 
that the artist in black and white ought to be the most highly 
developed artist—much more developed than the artist in colour, 
because if they took the eye they would find that in the primitive 
eye there was no sense of colour; there was only a sense of light and 
shade. According to the theory of evolution, the first impressions 
iirvolved were those which dealt with black and white, and the black 
and white artist ought to be ahead of the artist in colour. There 
AAras no doubt that the sense of form was more highly developed in 
artists than the sense of colour. They had on the walls examples 
of that sense of form, and A'ery beautiful forms they were. The 
pictures of Mr. Moss AA'ere certainly beautiful pictures in every sense 
of the word. He aauas not going to say that there AA'ere not other 
equally good pictures on the Avails, but Mr. Moss’s gave him the 
greatest pleasure. Such clubs as that AA'ere very valuable' institutions. 
He Avas president of the London Camera Club, which started fifteen 
years ago—they seemed to make him a sort of perennial president 
so far. They also had exhibitions, and he might say that Croydon 
AA'as holding its OAA'n. (Applause.) These clubs AA'ere very valuable, 

because they brought in amateurs especially, and it Avas the amateurs 
who had done most for the development of photography, for the 
amateur had more time to devote to the pursuit, and iiad one great 
advantage—he was able to please himself, and had not got to please 
the public. Photography had tAvo sides—its utilitarian side and its 
artistic side, and in that exhibition they had both sides fully exem¬ 
plified. The glance he had had at the exhibition had given him great 
pleasure, and he had great pleasure in declaring the exhibition open. 
(Applause.) 

The Mayor, in proposing a vote of thanks to Sir William Abney, 
said it was a very great encouragement to lia\'e, not only the support, 
but the countenance of Sir William Abney. (Applause.) Sir William 
had referred to the utilitarian part of photography, which seemed to 
him (the speaker) to be one of the most important, and likely to take 
an important part in the future. Undoubtedly, Avhen it had been 
applied in connection with the Rontgen rays it had been a great aid 
to science. He had no doubt that as time went on still further deA'elop- 
ments would take place. Mr. Maclean had referred to the Corpora^ 
tion, but he thought that*when.this matter Avas in such good hands 
they could not do more than offer the club Avhat tacit encouragement 
they could, and they did so most fully. (Laughter and applause.) 

THE RECEPTION ROOM. 

An attractive and pleasing reception-room is certainly one of the 
first requirements of the professional photographer Avho Avishes to 
make his business a commercial success. It ranks, perhaps, only 
second in importance to the show-case, as a bait and lure to possible 
customers. It is where the sitter obtains his first impressions, those 
initial suggestions of coming possibilities which have such an effect 
on his order, immediate or ultimate. Here he, or she, is either 
charmed into a gracious temper, which he carries into his studio, to 
the immense advantage of the operator, or rendered nervous and 
irritable, conditions so often fatal to the securing of a satisfactory 
portrait. How our ideas ha\Te changed, or are changing, of late years, 
as to the treatment and decoration of the reception-room! We can 
all remember the old variety, Avhere, in whateA'er direction the eye 
might look, it fell on nothing but photographs, large and small, in 
highly ornate frames, with gilt or plush mounts. A beAvilderment 
of pictures and frames, all clashing with and disturbing each other, 
and insensibly producing in the prospective sitter a sense of worry 
and distraction. Then that almost universal bell at the entrance, 
which II. P. Robinson spoke of so feelingly, Avhich “ Avent off OATer 
your head, upsetting your nerves and making you feel like an intruder 
that had broken something”! We don’t often hear that bell nowa¬ 
days, and we do generally find someone in the reception-room ready 
to attend to visitors without a hasty and hurried rush from upstairs, or 
some other distant quarter. In probably the majority of studios the 
reception-rooms are now really artistic and restful in effect, the 
specimens, while in quite sufficient number and well displayed, are 
yet not allowed to predominate sufficiently to destroy the idea of 
comfort and fitness. The photographs are beginning, too. to be used 
more decoratively—that is to say, as items in the general scheme of 
furnishing, rather than on the shop-AvindoAA' principle of display. 
And this is, of course, a great step in the right direction, and a really 
politic one, for it teaches the public in hoAAr many ways the products 
of the camera may be effectively employed in the making of “ the 
House Beautiful.” Photographs are capable of being wonderfully 
decorative, as some of our leading art furnishers and designers appear 
to understand. This is not so Avell comprehended by the general 
public, as many an otherwise tastefully furnished drawing-room bears 
witness. We see a multitude of photographs in more or less gaudy 
frames scattered confusedly over the walls, without any very clearly 
defined attempt to secure an harmonious effect. The room is probably 
prettily arranged as to the rest, but the unfortunate photographs are 
simply thrown in to fill up the bare spaces. Xoav, here is the photo¬ 
grapher’s grand opportunity to demonstrate the decorative possibili¬ 
ties of his productions. Let him make his reception-room a silent but 
eloquent Avitness to the added beauty that any room may possess av1i. ii 
photographs, correctly and tastefully framed and displayed, are 
used in an intelligent and appreciative manner to assist the general 
scheme. 

Many of our modern reception-rooms are models of elegance and 
comfort, Avhere one might, indeed, feel inclined to while away a 
morning or afternoon. The proprietors appreciate the undoubted 
wisdom of pleasing and soothing the sitter to the utmost of their 
poAver, and adapt all their internal arrangements w ith that end in 
A'ieAV. We remember a certain photographer who argued against 
making his reception-room too comfortable, on the ground that it wa„s 
difficult enough, as it Avas, to get rid of the sitters, Avithout offering 
additional inducements to them to waste his time. This aatks a very 
original and unusual A'iew of the question. No doubt its propounder 
had gleaned Avisdom by experience, but one cannot help thinking his 
experience must have been peculiar and out of the ordinary run. 
Cheerfulness should be the keynote of the reception-room. The recep¬ 
tionists should be chatty and agreeable to all they have to deal with; 
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not too much so, however; all good things may be carried to excess, 
and the slightest familiarity and lack of respect must be guarded 
against. But the majority of people who go to have their photographs 
taken undoubtedly enjoy a little talking, and often thereby give valu¬ 
able hints as to the best way of pleasing them in the execution of 
their order. We know some studios where the sitters are received in 
a businesslike, unemotional way, calculated to produce anything but 
gratification, and hastily dismissed as if their presence were 
grievance. It is surely needless to point out the foolishness and 
undesirability of such behaviour. Certainly there are people who 
will, if allowed, waste unlimited time in irrelevant talk, and give the 
smallest of orders; these belong to the genus of those terrors of the 
linendraper, who demand to examine half the contents of the shop 
and finally purchase a packet of pins. But the generality of the 
photographer’s clients are of a more liberal mould, and, on the whole, 
lie will gain rather than lose by admitting a generous amount ol 
conversation and gossip. There should be no appearance of hurry and 
rush in the doings of the reception-room. A little time wasted here 
will be amply made up elsewhere. Let the customers or inquirers be 
as leisurely as they like, let them stare lazily round at the pictures, 
or repose themselves in the most comfortable and luxurious of chairs 
or settees—it all helps to fill them with that contented and amiable 
feeling which causes the purse to open and the cheque-book to come 
out! 

It is customary in some establishments to fill up the receptioni t’s 
spare moments with retouching, mounting, spotting, and like employ¬ 
ment, which are often done in the reception-room. It is a moot 
point whether, if it can possibly be avoided, this is a wi-.e thing ro 
do. There are many who have an apparently well-founded opinion 
that it is bad policy to allow the public to see any of the work in 
-course of completion. It tends, they say, to make people over-critical 
and increases the difficulty of pleasing them. There are certain 
peculiarities about photography which differentiate it from most 
other avocations, and one of them is the decided undesirability of 
allowing any lay person, not cognisant of its methods and mysteries, 
to view any but the finished product of our studios. The work seems 
to be done too easily and lightly, as seen by the inexpert onlooker, 
with the result that he unconsciously values it less, and gives more 
rein to that spirit of independent inquiry which paves the way for re¬ 
sittings, or vexatious alterations to proofs. At. least, that is the 
carefully considered pronouncement of some who have no reason to be 
ashamed of their place in the photographic world, and cannot certainly 
be charged with any lack of practical business experience. It is only 
fair, however, to state that their judgment is contradicted by other 
equally weighty authorities, who consider that work of the kind 
mentioned is not out of place in the reception-room. It used to be 
an unwritten law with many photographers that their receptionists 
should be attired in sober black. H P. Robinson, indeed, gives his 
benediction to the idea on the grouud that brighter colours tended to 
clash with the more subdued hues of the specimens. A certain we11 
known artist, however, who was lately appealed to on this point by a 
photographic comrade, expressed his emphatic dissent. You might 
as well, he said, compel all the visitors to the Royal Academy to be 
garbed in sable raiment. If it were desired to render the reception- 
room pleasant and acceptable to the average mortal, he was strongly 
of opinion that the assistants therein should wear something more 
human and less funereal. So spoke the painter; perhaps he forgot 
that a collection of monochromatic photographs is hardly to be com¬ 
pared to, or treated in the same way as, the rich blaze of colour in 
a picture gallery; still, no doubt, his were words of wisdom, and 
worth pondering by his brethren of the camera. Brightness, comfort, 
courteous, and tactful treatment of visitors—these should be the found¬ 
ation principles of the reception-room, and of the whole establish¬ 
ment. With these inestimable qualities borne well in mind, and the 
simultaneous production of good work, it is probable that even in these 
days of fierce, competition no photographer need complain of dearth 
of business, unless, indeed, his case presents exceptional and unusual 
features. A. Lockett. 

PROFESSIONAL PHOTOGRAPHERS’ ASSOOCIATION. 

The following gentlemen were elected members of the association 

at the committee meeting on February 21st. : — 

Mendelssohn, H. S., 14, Pembridge Crescent, W. Squibbs, Arthur, 

Napleton House Studio, Tenby, S. Wales. Wheeler, Henry D. H., 

9, Church Street, Folkestone. Charlton, John Chas., 14, Mercery 

Lane, Canterbury. Penfold, Hugh William, 100, High Street, Ash¬ 

ford, Kent. Deaken, Frederick, 121, Snargate Street, Dover. 

Swaine, Thomas Page (Swaine and Co.), 41, High Street, Broadstairs. 

Sellwood, Sidney Jas., Photographer, 6, Cecil Street, Margate. 

’Burgess, Arthur, 34, Guildhall Street, Folkestone. Bonnaud, 

•Germeliel, 50, High Street, Dover. Jacob, William H., High Street, 

Sandgate. 

Peu) Books. 
“Liesegang’s Photographischer Almanack, 1902.” Leipzig Ed Lieae- 

gang’s Verlag (Rud. Helm). 
Dr. L. Hcrm. Lies'*gar.g, the editor of this annual, has collected a 

very interesting selection of papers upon various photographic subjects. 
The contributors’ names include Dr. Liippo-Cramer, Dr. Neuhauss, 
Messrs. Lumiere and Seyerwetz, Dr. R. E. Liesegang, and J. Oaedicke, 
which of itself should speak for the value of the volume 

Gut Licht. ’ Dresden: Verlag des “Apollo,” Franz Hoffmann. 
This annual for German amateur photographers, has now reached its 

seventh period cf publication, and the editor is to be congratulated upon 
the excellent collection of items of interest he has brought together in 
ohe volume. Some very good collotypes and process prints are included 
among the illustrations. We notice that a copious extract from Messrs. 
R. & J. Beck's useful pamphlet, ‘'Practical Notes on Telephotography” 
is included with the original contributions. Oiher English publications 
are also extensively quoted. 

The “ Herrmann ” Mounts. Manufactured and sold by W. Hermann & 
Co., 9, Gracechurch Street, London, E.C. 

Professional photographers of a past generation, we are assured, highly 
appreciated the Herrmann mounts, the manufacture of which has recently 
been resumed. Two sample books containing specimens for cabinet and 
larger sizes have been placed before us for examination. The mounts are 
shown in great variety of tint and lettering, and a speciality is made of 
the fact that individual photographers may have their own specially 
selected designs executed and printed. Thespecimens in Messrs. Herr¬ 
mann’s sample books are conceived in good taste, and they should meet 
the requirements of those photographers who desire to keep abreast of the 
times in such matters. An inspection of the firm's sample books will be 
well repaid. 

Class List and Index of the Periodical Publications in the Patent Office 
Library. London: Published at the Patent Office, 25, Southampton 
Buildings, Chancery Lane, W.C. 

Of No. 5 of the Patent Office Bibliographical Series, the Controller, Mr. 
Dalton, in his prefatory note, remarks:—“ The heading ‘ Periodical Publi¬ 
cations ’ includes journals, transactions of societies, year books, reports 
of permanent congresses, and of State and municipal departments issued 
at stated or irregular intervals, together with a few collected works which 
are kept with these publications for convenience of reference. The head¬ 
ing does not, however, include the official literature of patents, designs, 
and trade marks. This handbook is divided into three sections—(a) an 
abstract of the classification adopted; (b) a classified catalogue; (c) a 
brief alphabetical title index. The system of class-marks is as follows:— 
The collection is divided into ten primary classes, lettered A-K (omitting I), 
each of which is divided into sub-classes, numbered consecutively, eg-, 
D.—Physics, Societies; D 50.—Electricity, Societies. In some cases the 
sub-classes are further sub-divided according to locality, thus:—J 50 signi¬ 
fies Agricultural Experiment Stations of the United States ; J 50 Min. signi¬ 
fies Agricultural Experiment Station of Minnesota. The above combina¬ 
tion of letters and numerals constitutes the class-mark. 

Following the class-mark is the size-mark, which is indicated by the 
: (colon) for works under 13 inches; / (slant rule) for works between 13 
and 17 inches; || (parallel mark) for works over 17 inches. 

After the size-mark comes the work-mark, i.e., the mark which is used 
to distinguish a given work from its fellows in a class. As the arrange¬ 
ment of works within a class is by order of date, the work-mark is, in 
fact, a date-mark, and consists of the last three numerals of the year of 
the first volume of a given serial contained in the library, e g-, E 20/856.— 
“ The Engineer ” (London). 

When two or more periodicals occur of the same class, size, and date 
of issue, the second and following periodicals are distinguished by the 
addition of letters, e-g-, A 11.—Photography: Periodicals.—1886-90. 
—“Camera.” — A 11:886. 1886-1900.—“American Journal of Photo¬ 
graphy.”—A 11:886a. 

The present list comprises 2,563 works, distributed under 356 classes, 
and representing some 39,682 volumes. Those interested in the wealth 
of technical literature to be found in the Patent Office will no doubt 
appreciate the class lists and index now in course of publication. 

--♦- 

At a recent meeting of the Photographic Society cf Philadelphia Mr. 
Morris Earle exhibited an improved form of the Kitson light adapted 
for use in the optical lantern. The apparatus was quite compact, and 
consisted of a metal tank some 18in. high, fitted with an air pump and 
gauge and connected to the burner by a small, flexible, seamless, copper 
tube. The burner was of ingenious construction, in which the petroleum 
vapour coming from the tank was heated and converted into gas; this, 
when mixed with air, was burned under an ordinary Welsbach mantle, 
giving an intensely bright white light, estimated at 300 candle-power. 
The regulation and adjustment were easily effected by valves. To 
operate the apparatus, two or three quarts of kerosene oil were placed 
in the tank, and air pumped in until the pressure showed 601b.; then 
a small quantity of alcohol was placed in a pan just under the burner 
and ignited. This was to start the vaporisation of the oil, which, as 
soon as the burner became warm, was carried on automatically. The 
illumination on the screen was of considerable brilliancy and remarkably 
even. The apparatus was claimed to be absolutely safe from explosion. 
The consumption of oil was about one pint per hour. 
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Peu> Apparatus, $c. 
Sensaxe.” , _ ^ , . , 
Messrs. Fuerst Bros., 17, Philpot Lane, London, E.C., have mtro- 
iced a novelty for sensitising postcards and other suitable objects 
Don which photographs may be printed. This sensitising fluid is sold 
i small bottles, under the name of “ Sensaxe,” and gives very attractive 
cints. For the amateur who wishes to make his own picture postcards 
le solution is a very practical novelty. The card is brushed over with 
Sensaxe,” dried in the dark-room, and printed in the ordinary way. 
he print is of :a chocolate brown colour, and should be made rather 
eeper than required after fixing. The speed of the sensitised materia 
i rather slower than that of ordinary gelatine P.O.P. The solution 
eems to be adapted for negatives of very different character, and the 
one of the print is a warm brown when fixed in hyposulphite ot soda. 

'he “F.O.P.” Camera. Manufactured and sold by R. & J. Beck, 68, 
Cornhill, E.C. 

F.O.P.” stands for “ films or plates.” Forty of the former, notched, 
jut packed flat “ like a pack of cards,” or ten of the latter in notched 
iheaths, are placed in the magazine, and on exposure are removed, one 
Dy one, into the receiving chamber by the Frena changing system ot 
ilternate notches and teeth. The camera retails at a guinea, has two 
inders, an achromatic single lens, and an adjustable shutter, lhe size 
Df film used is 34in. by 2§in., the actual dimensions of the image obtained, 
being 31 by 2§." There is no focussing adjustment to the camera, but 
Frena magnifiers can be supplied to bring objects as near as 5 feet into 

Fig. 1. 

Fig. 

Fig. 3. 

ing a lever at the back of the camera, drops the foremost film into the 
tray, leaving another ready for exposure. Upon returning the knob to 
its original position, the storing tray is slid back, and the camera is 
ready for the next exposure. The general manipulation of the camera 
is shown in the accompanying block. Fig. 1 represents the shutter being 
wound, Fig. 2 the exposure being made, and Fig. 3 the process of film¬ 
changing. Fig. 4 shows a general view of the instrument. 

Some excellent photographs taken with the new camera have been 
shown to us; and an exhaustive book of instructions is issued with each 
instrument. At the low price of a guinea, and constructed with great 
mechanical ingenuity, the “ F.O.P.” appeals to a very large class of 
amateurs, and will not do so, it may be expected, in vain. 

Cocus. To change a film or plate the camera is held with its lens end pointing 
downwards; a knob on the top of the camera is pulled out, which draws 

Fig. 4. 

a tray into position underneath the pack of films or plates, and, turn- 

The Watkins Daylight Enlarging Test Box. Manufactured and sold by 
the Watkins Meter Company, Imperial Mills, Hereford. 

Some of the uses of this little instrument are described in the explana¬ 
tory pamphlet of instructions which is issued with it. That pamphlet 
points out that, when enlarging from different negatives at different times 
■with the same paper, lens stop, and degree of enlargement (distance of 
lens from paper) there will be only two varying factors, namely, the 
activity of the light and the density or thinness of the negative. The 
test box here illustrated accurately allows for these by a single test, which 
only occupies a short time. The test is made by the indoor meter held in 
the box at a fixed distance from the negative, which is placed over the 
square opening. The box is held in the same position and pointed in 
the same direction as the enlarging camera will be. 

The instructions for usmg the test box are -.—Prepare all the enlarging 
appliances, and the bromide paper ready placed m position. Place tne 
negative (face down) ever the aperture of test box, so that an average 
amount of sky (about one-third of the aperture), or high light aPPeays- 
Take the box to the position where enlarging exposure is to be made, ana 
point in direction of sky. Turn the lower flap up to yellow window and 
with right finger and thumb turn the lower part of mdo°r meter t 
expose a fresh surface of sensitive paper. Allow, flap to fall back to i 
place by means of the spring and at once begin to count seconds^ lh 
time to note for the test is when the paper begins to darken to a very 
faint visible tint. The little half-circle of pale buff tint (the same colour 
as the undarkened paper) is a guide to observe th| first 
this fixed tint. The meter can be turned up to, the yellow f{£ 
observation at intervals, but counting must cease when this is done, to De 
resumed at the same number as it is turned down again. . , 

The test box is also applicable to lantern slide reduction The lnstruc 
Hons give various methods of calculating out the exposures that-have been 
ascertained in the test box, which is a piece of apparatus obviously capab^ 
of simplifying, by making less empirical, the ifcork of enlar0ing trom 
negatives of varying qualities. 

Photographic Club, Anderton s Hotel, Fieet Street, on Wedn s , 
March 5th, at 8 p.m. Mr. Ernest Human will demonstrate Mess - 
Wellington & Ward’s S.C.P. for fireside printing. Visitors will be 

welcome. 

The annual dinner of the Hackney Photographic Society was held on 
Tuesday evening, February 18th, at the London Tavern, Fenchurch 
Street, JE.C. About eighty members and friends were present, and a 
very enjoyable evening was spent. 

Rontgen Society.—At the ordinary general meeting, on Tbursdaj^ 
March 6th, 1902, at 20, Hanover Square, the chair ‘ /' Locaii- 
8.30 p.m. A short paper will be read by Dr. Barry Blacker, on Locali 
sation; with demonstration of a Simple Direct Reading Apparatus. 

Colours Photographed.—The New York Hc1ralfd0.naX°hv'^vatt 
discovery of a wonderful new process of colour photography H U 
Verrill, son of Professor Verrill, ot Tale University. It is an ortho 
chromatic process, but its exact nature has not been revealed yek 
fessor Verrill, in an interview on the 16th mst., showed t 
correspondent five photographs taken by the nev\,Pr0<: n- j f0iiacr© 
a landscape in Bermuda, in which palm trees and 0\V ;, M 'o oduced 
appeared The blue-green tints of the sea were wonderfully ^Produced; 
Two other photographs were copies of water-colour pa> <mgs of bnghtf 
coloured tropical fishes, whose varied tints were equally well done e 
rill says that the chief difficulty at present is to reproduce bri0ht 
but he expects eventually to perfect this.— Daily Mail. 
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ixeetings of Societies* 
MEETINGS OF SOCIETIES FOR NEXT WEEK. 

March Maine of Society. 

3. Camera Club. 

3. Southampton Cameia Club 

3. Glasgow and West of Scotland 

3 . Oxford Camera Club. 

4 . Croydon Natural His'ory. 

4. Botherham Photographic . 

4. Mell cr.ire Woikirg Uni's Col. 

4 . Biimii gham Photographic. 

5 . Edinburgh Photograj lric. 

5. Mai itzburg Camera Club. 

5. Southport Photographic Society 

5. Soutlisea Photographic Societ j 

5 . Photographic Club . 

6 . Dai wen Photographic . 
6. Brentford Photogiathic . 
(j. Bontgen Society. 

C. Liverpool Amateur . 

0. Richmond Camera Club . 

tl. Woolwich Photographic . 

6. London and Provincial. 
6 . Sunderland Photographic . 
7 . Leicester Literary . 

7. Bognor Photographic Society... 

7. Borough Polytechnic. 

Subject. 

(Some Uses for Hand Cameras. Dr. 
\ W. J S Lockyer. 
Photouraphy Prize Slides. 
(Technical Meeting Hand Camera 
; Work. Demonstrator, Mr. Cameron 
l Todd. 
J Thrmijh Ihe Wetf of Ireland vith a 

1 Hand Camera. Mr. F. W. Hindley. 
Anthropological. 
(Carbon ana Ozoiype. Demonstration 

by Mr. T. A Scutton, of Derby. 
/Lectuiette: The Otway Forest and 
y District. Mr. A. .T. Kelplr. 
Members’ Lantern Evening 
j Photo-Micrographic Illustrations of 
t Gelatino-Bromi.de Films. Illustrated. 
[ W. Porgan. 
/ Glazing, Mounting, and Backing of 
\ P/rints. A. E. Smith. 

. High-pou'cr Photo-Mia ography. Alfred 
' Quayle. 
/ Bird Nesting with a Camera on a 400- 
I acre Farm. Dr. .1, E. Kelso. 
I S.C.P., or Fireside Printing. Mr. 
\ Ernest Human. 
Platinotype Printing by Grayho. 
Lantern Evening. Members’ Slides. 
Exhibition Evening, probably. 
/ Practical Demons ration: Lantern Slide 
( Making. Mr. William Harvey. 
Lantern Ex ening. 

J Modifying Development. Henry W. 
\ Bennett, E.R.P.S. 

Open Night. 
Lantern xxight. 
Pioposed Exhibition Evening. 

J Monthly Competition : Winter Scene. 
( Apparatus. E. L. Wood. 
) Intensification and Deduction. Mr. 
I E vv Bannister. 

ROYAL PHOTOGRAPHIC SOCIETY. 

February 18th.—Mr. J. J. Vezey in the chair. 
There was, as usual, a large attendance at the monthly lantern 

meeting that was held on the above date, when Mrs. Catherine Weed 
Ward gave a lecture on an always fascinating subject—the life and 
work of Charles Dickens, under the title of “ The Real Dickens Land.” 
The lecturer has spared no trouble in getting photographs of places 
that have the slightest bearing upon the life cf the never-to-be-forgotten 
inimitable Dickens or upon that of the characters in his novels whom 
we know so well. It was pleasing to hear an American lady speak so 
appreciably of Charles Dickens and his writings, and to be told again 
that “ Martin Chuzzlewit,” and other writings from Dickens’ pen. that at 
first gave some offence to Americans, had been overlooked, and that he 
had been entirely forgiven his offences. Pickwick and his friends came 
in for frequent mention by the lecturer, who brought with her photo¬ 
graphic counterfeits of many of the inns and places rendered famous 
by their travels. It is impossible, in the space of this brief notice, to 
follow the lecturer over the whole of the ground she covered. The 
address was wonderfully comprehensive, and the photographs included 
views of many a place that is now no more as Dickens saw it, and others 
that have been since improved off the face of the earth. A hearty vote 
of thanks was passed to Mrs. Ward for her lecture. 

LONDON AND PROVINCIAL PHOTOGRAPHIC ASSOCIATION 
February 20th.—Mr. W. Thomas in the chaii 

Steinheil’s Copying Orthostigmats. 

Mr. Philip Everitt showed a new lens brought out by Steinheil. 
When the lens was being calculated he had mentioned to Steinheil 
that as soon as it was ready the L. and P. would be very glad to see 
it. The lens was finished towards the latter end of last year, and one 
of the first that were made was sent to him; but as he was unable, 
through illness, to bring it down, it was sent on to Beck, who quickly 
disposed of it. He had now received another of the lenses, which 
were described as orthostigmats of the copying type. In order to 
obtain still liner definition than was given by the first series of lenses, 
such as was required for first-class line work, Steinheil undertook the 
recalculation of the lens, and the second series, of which he now showed 
a specimen, was the result. The angle covered by the second series 
■was rather smaller than that of the first series of the copying ortho- 
stigmat, but the aperture was the same, and the definition and flatness 
of field were much finer. To show what the lens would do, he had 
asked Mr. A. E. Smith, a member of the Association, to be good enough 
to make some trials for him, and to give his opinion of the capabilities 
of the lens. Mr. Smith had made two negatives, each measuring 18 by 
16, and although Mr. Everitt wished that the lines of the original had 
been finer, yet it would be seen that the defining power of the lens 
and flatness of field were of a high order. The test subject was a 
large map of London, with an ordinary business card in the centre 

and another at the margin. The very fine lettering of these cards was 
rendered in an excellent way in both negatives, one of which was taken 
at full aperture (F/10) and the other at F/20. The lens was one cf 
23gin. focus. In reply to a question by Mr. Rapson, he said that the 
outer lenses were of hard glass, and it was an advantage that with this 
series of lens the soft glasses which had to be used were enclosed by 
lenses of a harder and more durable glass. The price of the lens was 
£40. In asking those present not to take the lens to pieces, he said 
it was a point that should be borne in mind that the setting of lenses- 
of this character was very easily disturbed, as they were not hot- 
cemented but cold-cemented. If one unfastened the ring which secured, 
the cells, the adjustment of the lens might possibly be disturbed, and 
the defining power of the lens would be seriously interfered with. Aa 
a matter of fact, it was very unwise to tamper with the fittings of 
any copying lens of modern style. The first series of the lens, wrhich 
covered an angle, as stated above, somewhat smaller than the second, 
series, at the focus of 23£in. covered, with a small stop, a plate of 
about 36 by 28: with a medium stop, 28 by 24; and at full exposure, 
about 18 by 14. These figures would be slightly reduced, of course,, 
in the second series. Mr. Smith spoke very highly of the lens, and had. 
said that it compared most favourably with other lenses in his pos¬ 
session. 

Mr. R. P. Drage then gave a lecture on 

Japan, 

as visited by him some five or six years ago. The photographs and the 
lecturer’s remarks had, perhaps, additional interest in view of the 
recent treaty concluded between that country and our own. Photo¬ 
graphy in Japan, according to Mr. Drage, dates its seriously active 
career from the time when Professor W. K. Burton arrived in that? 
country to take up his duties in the engineering college at Tokio. Pro*- 
fessor Burton, whose death was deeply deplored by his many English 
and Japanese friends, was still living at the time of Mr. Drage’s visit,, 
and the latter spoke with considerable feeling of the kindness with 
which Professor Burton had set himself to make Mr. Drage’s visit in¬ 
structive and pleasant and comprehensive. The lecturer threw a maj> 
upon the screen, and traced the steamer’s course from the first port 
of call, through the inland sea, to Tokio—a city which covers, he said,, 
more space than London, although, of course, the population is con¬ 
siderably less. There are a good many canals, and the lower classes 
of people live very largely on them. He showed that the Japanese con¬ 
sist, generally speaking, of two classes—the lower and less attractive*, 
and the wealthier and more intellectual, who come nearer the European 
conception of beauty. The lecturer had a good word to say for the 
Japanese soldiery and their smart appearance, and showed several/ 
photographs in support of this opinion. The men of the Japanese navy 
were also shown to cut a very similar figure to those of our own, even* 
to the extent of carrying the orthodox bundle when ashore. There 
is a curious custom, he said, amongst the Japanese working classes,, 
whose clothes bear wonderful symbols denoting the wearer’s trade or 
profession. Those coast towns of Japan which have necessarily come- 
into close contact with Europeans and Americans, have largely adopted 
the customs of those peoples; for instance, horse-cars and Tiuses have- 
almost entirely superseded their former modes of travelling, and the 
telegraph has been introduced to such an extent that the poles and 
wires have ruined, from a pictorial point of view, the otherwise beautiful 
scenery. In Mr. Drage’s travels he came across many fine specimens 
of Buddhist and Shinto temples, photographs of a large number of" 
which he projected upon the screen. There was also a number of photo¬ 
graphs depicting several of the essentially Japanese trade, among them 
being the making of Japanese lanterns. Many figure studies were 
also shown, with a view to exemplifying the national costume and the 
modes of dressing the hair. Away from the busy centres of life and! 
industry, the ricksha maintains its position as the only method of' 
getting from place to place, and it says a lot for the endurance of the 
men who draw them when it is remembered that thirty miles in a day 
is a common performance, and at times forty miles or more have been* 
accomplished without apparent distres to these sturdy natives. A chat 
about Japan would not be complete without reference to the famous 
wrestlers. Their methods are not in these days entirely unknown to 
us, seeing that on several occasions exhibitions have been given by 
exponents of their art. It seems, to judge by the photographs that were 
shown, that Japanese wrestlers deem it essential that they should carry 
as much flesh as possible, and the best of them were really of tremen¬ 
dous bulk. Professor Burton took a large amount of interest in 
Japanese wrestling, and until his death he maintained a very close- 
friendship with some of the most distinguished professors of it. 

A hearty vote of thanks was passed, by acclamation, to Mr. Drage- 
for his very interesting lecture and photographs. 

LIVERPOOL AMATEUR PHOTOGRAPHIC ASSOCIATION. 

At the last weekly meeting Dr. Llewellyn Morgan gave a chatty demons¬ 
tration on the treatment of skies in photographs. 

At the outset he cautioned his hearers against the tendency to over¬ 
emphasise the cloud effects when painting, stating that in mqst cases 
the clouds or sky required to be subordinate to the landscape.' 

Dr. Morgan gave a practical illustration of the effect of sunning up 
end down for subjects in which cloud forms would have been unsuitable. 

He also exhibited and explained his method of printing with the 
drawing-board', which, he contended, gave the operator more control 
over the print. 

An open discussion followed, in which several members took parfc- 
A vote of thanks to Dr. Morgan terminated the proceedings* 
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BLAIRGOWRIE AND DISTRICT PHOTOGRAPHIC ASSOCIATION. 

The annual general meeting of this Association was held in the Photo¬ 
graphic Rooms, Blairgowrie, on Tuesday, February 18;h, Mr. John B. Mac- 
lachlan, vice-president, presiding. The secretary (Mr. H. B. Jamieson) 
gave in his annual report, in which he congratulated the members on 
the progress they had made in their work during the past year, and 
counselling them to be regular in their attendance at the monthly 
meetings, and also to be regular competitors in the monthly competitions. 
The treasurer (Mr. John Cameron) gave in his annual financial state¬ 
ment, which showed a credit balance in favour of the Association. 
Both reports were adopted, and the officers thanked for their careful 
.attention to the good of the Association. Office-bearers for the year 
were electedPresident: Alexander Geekie ; vice-presidents: John B. 
Maclachlan and James Richardson; secretary: Lake Falconer, jun. ; 
•treasurer: John Cameron; lanternist: H. S. Fyffe; auditors:’James 
Donaldson and James Richardson; executive: W. D. M. Falconer, 
James Donaldson, Alex. Mitchell, J. D. Petrie, and D. G. Monair, 
Messrs. G. and W. G. Murray were heartily thanked for their ser¬ 
vices as judges last year, and it was agreed to ask them to again 
judge the monthly competitions this year. It was remitted to the 
executive to prepare the syllabus. The lecturette competition resulted :— 
1, J. D. Petrie, “ Through Fife in a Motor-car; 2, D. G. Monair, “ The 
Muirton.” The Macgregor medal for most points in the year’s com- 
ipetitioias was won by D. G. Monair, and the B Class points prize 
(presented by Mr. J. D. Petrie) was tied for by James Donaldson and 
W. D. M. Falconer. 

--- 

SOUTHAMPTON CAMERA CLUB. 

A meeting of the above Club was held at the Philharmonic Hall on 
Monday evening, the 17th inst., under the presidency of Mr. G. T. Vivian. 
There was a good attendance, and after the election of new members 
the hearty thanks of the Club were given to Mr. Marsack for a gift 
of four nicely-bound volumes of the "Amateur Photographer” as an 
-addition to the recently-formed library. Mr. Copeland was then called 
■upon to contribute his evening in the winter programme, which con¬ 
sisted of a discourse and demonstration on enlarging. Quoting from 
•“Practical Enlarging” by John A. Hodges, F.R.P.S., the lecturer said 
that there were some who took exception to an enlargement because 
they assume that it will be less sharp than a photograph printed direct 
from the negative; but the fact remains that a 12 by 10 enlargement 
from a Opiate negative taken with an aperture of F/8 will possess 
greater sharpness and depth of definition than will be found in a direct 
print from a 12 by 10 negative. The explanation of this apparent 
paradox is due to the fact that the depth of focus and defining power of 
lenses are much greater in small, short, focus instruments than in those 
of large, long focus. Mr. Copeland then gave demonstrations, with a 
simply-constructed apparatus, for enlarging by artificial light, the pro¬ 
vision of which was within the reach of every member (with the aid 
of his camera) at a comparatively trivial cost. All being well pleased 
with what Mr. Copeland had shown them, a hearty vote of thanks 
was accorded him. It was announced that the next meeting of the 
Club would take place on March 3rd next, when the “ Photographic 
News ” prize slides would be exhibited by limelight. Visitors are invited 
uncluding ladies. 

-♦- 

NEWCASTLE-ON-TYNE AND NORTHERN COUNTIES’ PHOTO¬ 

GRAPHIC ASSOCIATION. 

Mr. Edgar C. Lee gave a valuable demonstration of his favourite 
process (lantern-slide making) before the above Society, at their rooms, 
the Y.M.C.A., Blackett Street, on Tuesday, February 18th. Mr. Lee’s 
apparatus consisted of a printing-frame enabling him to take a slide 
by contact from any part of a negative up to a 10 by 8; a stage to hold 
the negative, and a ^-plate camera to copy it, for those where contacts 
are not desirable; a lamp consisting of canary fabric in the form of 
the folding one on the market, but much larger, and the top was 
snnply a large piece of cardboard with electric wires running through, 
ighting the incandescent globe within, and could be lifted off for 
'xposing and ordinary illumination. A rocker and dishes completed the 
quipment, the latter being very useful, as it enables the operator to 
ittend to other details whilst developing, especially when warm tones 
ire required, and another advantage is that the dishes are easier kept 
overed. The lecturer prefers the Pyre-ammonia formula for develop- 
uent given with the Mawson plate, but where speed is a consideration, 
nd black tones are not objected to, other developers answer better; 
ut for best results, where warm tones are required, he much prefers 
he pyro, and recommends that the plates be backed, as this gives 
reater latitude of exposure as well as reducing halation. Where 
pecially warm tones are wanted, carbonate of ammonia is, of course, 
sed, but the time of developing is considerably prolonged. The 
mes aimed for should be those best suiting the subject in hand, and 

uuUx?Ct *ncbscriminately. Should the slides be too dense, he reduces 
ith Farmer’s ferricyanide solution. It is advisable to well alum or 
eat with formalin all valuable slides, so as to render the gelatine 
iso uble. For the clearest results—and this is a very important item 

a I lantern slides—those got by reduction in the camera are better 
ian those got by contact; and another advantage of the camera-made 
P.e® ls that any distortion due to tilting the camera in taking the 
lgmal view can be remedied in the slide. At the conclusion of his 
- ure Mr. Lee showed the members a large number of his best-known 

■ ~ws as well as four which he had expose 1 and developed in the 

room and dried off with spirit, and he incidentally remarked that, where 
procurable, spirit should always be used. 

JJRVUAPUKT CAMERA CLUB. 

Mr. H. J Hi^sett presided at a well-attended meeting of Devonport 
Camera Club last week, when Mr. Thomas K. Grant lectured on the 
Lurmere process of colour photography. He explained the spectrum, 
and pointed out that with the three colours red, blue, and vellow the 
most effective colour photography could generally be produced by 
simple means. Except the three dyes, nothing was required but what 
was leady to the hand of any photographer. The three colours were 
really pink blue-green, and yellow, and the process was to use these 
on three plates of a picture after the ordinary development. Some 
non-stretching paper should be procured, and a laver of ordinarv (due 
placed on the red plate. This should be stuck to the paper, and the 
picture would come off with it. The blue and yellow plates would then 
be coated with gelatine, and as all the articles were transparent thev 
could be fixed to the paper exactly on top of cue another. The glue 
being very soluble in an ordinary temperature, the whole could be 
placed in water, when the paper would come away, and the three 
colours, which would be found to have intermixed” to form all the 
colours in the picture would be fixed to a lantern slide and displayed. 
Mr Grant explained that sometimes the three colours did not combme 
to form all the colours in a picture, but that usually they were sufficient. 
Colour photography he considered of much more interest than ordinarv 
photography. There were many things to learn in colour phototraphy, 
tor the science in that branch was nothing like so advanced as in 
ordinary photography. Mr. Grant showed a splendid series of coloured 
pictures on the screen, and they were very much appreciated bv the 
audience, which included members of Stonehouse Camera Club' who 
bad been invited. Mr. Grant was very heartily thanked. 

Patent Deu)$. 
The following abridged description is specially drawn for the British 

Journal of Photography by Messrs. Hughes & Young, patent agents, 
oo and 56, Chancery Lane, London, W.C., who will give advice and 
assistance free to our readers on all patent matters. 

Patent Applications.—No. 2,685.—John Edward Thornton, Rokeby, 
Altrincham. Improvements in packing cases, adaptors, and 
mechanism for the storage, exposing, and transferring of photo¬ 
graphic plates or films.” 

No. 2,808.—Henry Frank Purser, Chancery Lane. “ Improvements in or 
relating to photographic cameras.” 

No. 2,834. Albert Edward Bowers, 73, Cheapside, E.C. “ Improvements 
m mounting and finishing photographic or other transparencies, 
and in mounts therefor.” 

No. 2,838.—Arthur Lewis Adams, 26, Charing Cross Road, W.C. “ Im- 
^ provements in photographic cameras.” 

*o. 3,023. Johann Nikolaus Ludwig, 34, Belvoir Street, Leicester. “An 
improved process for developing photographic plates and the like 
in open daylight.” 

^o. 3,121. David Allan, 157, W’hitfield Street, London. “A washing 
tank and rack for photographic films and papers.” 

No. 3,249.—Friedrich Bruck, 165, Queen Victoria Street, E.C. “Improve¬ 
ments in and relating to automatic shutter operating devices for 
photographic cameras.” 

Patents Illustrated.—No. 18,535.—Photography. Patentee: C. P. 
Goerz, 45, Rheinstrasse, Friedenau, near Berlin. 

Change-boxes; plate and like boxes.—Relates to a box for storing a 
packet of plates, which may be inserted into a plate-chan°an°- 
device and removed after all the plates have been ° ex- 
P®se<^; ^be b°x can be inserted in a plate-changing device of 
the kind m which a plate is changed from the top to the bottom of the 
pile by pulling out and pushing in a drawer. The box is inserted bv 
removing the cover, this cover being provided with two slots for with¬ 
drawing or inserting the top and bottom shutters of the plate box. 

No. 18,585.—Photography. Patentee: J. Wilkinson and A. Wilkinson, 
both of St. Oswald Street, Manchester. 

Prying. Relates to a device applicable to printing-frames, to pre¬ 
vent the paper from moving during inspection. The two halves of the 
back are hinged to a transverse bar, which is connected to the frame, at 
its ends, by studs and holes. The studs may be either on the frame or 

No. 18,662.—Photography. 
West Oldham. 

Patentee: A. van Hoorn, 72, Union Street, 

Washing. Relates to a print or plate washing tank with intermittent 
syphon discharge. For washing prints the water is admitted bv a 
tangential opening, passes through the perforated bottom, rises through 
the annular space between the tubes, and is discharged by svphonic 
action as soon as it overflows into the pipe. To empty the tank the tube 
is withdrawn from its socket in the plate. For washing plates the per- 
forated bottom is reversed, and the plates are set on edge in notches in 
the lidges. The water is, m this case, admitted by a spraying-head. 
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Commercial $ £egal Intelligence. 
——*.- 

Messrs. J. H. Dallmeyer, Limited, of 25, Newman Street, 0xford 

Street, W., have declared and paid a dividend df 15 per cent, fox the 

year 1901. 

Alleged Camera Frauds.-Albert Davies, 27, of no fixed abode, was 
charged at the Southwark Police Court, on remand, before Mr. Cecil 
Chapman, with the unlawful possession of cheques and money orders 
of the total value of £15 19s. 6d. Detective Beard, L Division stated 
that the prisoner was believed to be a person who had been carryi ig 
on an extensive system of fraud by advertising for sale motor-cars 
bicycles, cameras, Christmas gifts, physical developers, and othei 
articles, which he did not possess. He induced people in all parte o 
the country to send him money, which he appropriated, and made 
excuses for not sending the articles. His correspondence was address 
for a time to a small shop in a certain district, in the name of. Dav s, 
Mason Walker, Johnson, or some other alias, and then when that dis 
trict got too hot for him he would try another Complaints had been 
received from Leeds, Harrogate, Barnsley, Stockton, Aitrincham, Pete 
field, Bradford, Wigan, Manchester, llmmster, and various other places 
since December last. The witness and Detective-sergeant Milton 

arrested the prisoner in Blackfriars Road while he was °Pem“£ le^el®‘ 
He was very violent, and bit the witness on the hand. Two shop 
keepers from Waterloo Road and Kennington Road having given 

evidence, a further remand was ordered. 

The Kodak Postcards.-Messrs. Kodak, Ltd., of 43, Clerkenwell Road, 
E.C., are now issuing packets of sensitised postcards, m connection wua 
which they announce a special competition, with prizes to the value of 
£50. The following are the conditions —There will be three classes. 
(1) Class A: Portraiture and figure studies. Clajss B: Landscape and 
seascape. Class C : Architecture (exterior and interior) street scenes and 
incidents, and any other subjects not included m A and B. (2) All post 
cards sent in must be printed on Kodak sensitised postcards. (3) Al^ 
prints to be the work of the competitor. (4) Any competitor may enter 
any number of postcards, but no competitor will be awarded more than 
one prize in one class. (5) Postcards must have the name and address 
of the competitor, together with the class, written on the address side, 
and each set of postcards for each class must be enclosed m a septate 
envelope, with the name and address of the competitor and class written 
outside. (6) No restriction as to camera or negative is imposed; negatives 
made in any camera and on either glass plates or films are eligib e- 
(7) Kodak, Limited, reserve the right to purchase, at 10s. each any 
negative from which prize-winning pictures are made. (8) An exhibition 
of the competing postcards will be arranged m London, the date and full 
particulars of which will be announced ip due course. Exhibits to be 

sent in on or before April 14th, 1902. 

“ Illustrated London News ’’ and “ Sketch, Limited.—The thir 
ordinary general meeting was held last week, at Winchester Ho , 

Sir William Ingram presiding. In moving the adoPtl0np°frPsuR ofP the 
the chairman said that the board were of opinion that the lesult of 
past year's trading was satisfactory. The profit, amounting to £6-.,0 , 
was larger than in the preceding twelve months, rhis was u°t ^e 
anv material economies in the cost of producing the papers The size 
of the “Illustrated London News” had been increased so fai a,s t 
number of pages was concerned during the period under review, but 
in spite of the additional expense thereby incurred the outconie o 
the year’s working showed an improvement. With regard to^ the profit 
of the current year, there was reason to expect that it would exhibit 
a further advance. The company’s two papers were making good pro¬ 
gress. The circulation was to-day greater than ever before, and j 
advertisement revenue was well maintained. He thought that the 
Coronation festivities would help to increase their earnings. From the 
profit of the year there had to be deducted the interim^preference and 
ordinary dividends and interest on debentures. The boaid bad 
written elf the final one-third of the preliminary exPenses leav g a 
balance of £28,088, to which had to be added the sum of £1,96. brought 
forward. After paying the preference dividend for the half-year ended 
December 31st last, and a dividend for the same period at the rate of 
8 per cent, per annum on the ordinary shares, making the total distubu 
tion on thetatteY 7 per cent, for the year, there remamed to be earned 
forward subject to provision for the remuneration of the board and 
t£ managing directors, a sum of £4,738. Mr. G: J. Maddick seconded 
the motion, which was adopted. A resolution was afterwards passed, 
fixing the remuneration of the board, including the managing directors, 

•at £2,500 per annum.—“ The Times.” 

Thornton-Pickard Manufacturing Company, Limited, v. Thornton 
Film Company, Limited.—This matter came on on motion for judgment 
in default of defence in the Chancery Division of the High Court of 
Justice, before Mr. Justice Kekewich. The plaintiff company, w o e 
registered offices and works are at Altrincham, in the county of Chestei, 
claimed an injunction to restrain the defendant company, whose regis¬ 
tered offices and works are at 60, Oakficld Road, Altrincham from using 
the name, style, or title of “ The Thornton Film Company, Ltd., or any 
other style or name which included the name ‘ Thornton or so nearly 
resembled the same as to be calculated to induce the belief that the 
business carried on by the defendant company was the same as the 
business carried on by the plaintiff company, or m any way connected 
therewith, and from carrying on business m any name °r ^nner, or 
in any place, so as to induce the belief as aforesaid. Mr. Scott Thomp 

son, in supporting the motion,.said that the defendant, had formcriy 

appeared, but they did not now put m an appearam< • ib 
were manufacturers of photographic appliances, andA g 
had set ud a rival business adjacent to the plaintiffs. 1 In stat< m nt o 
claim set out the objects for which the company was acquired, and 
said that the Thornton-Pickard Manufacturing l mnpany n,.l .n Mun- 

a worldwide reputation for the excellence and qualify of JG" ■ 
that° the name of Thornton-Pickard, either alone or coupled with 
name of a place of business or manufacture, was indicative ofand 
generally well known to mean the goods supplied by the plagtj 
company. The defendant company was mcorporated on da uaiy 11th 
1900 The plaintiffs’ business was originally founded by one J no L. Thorn 
ton, in connection with Edgar Pickard, aad dy ^r’and^' iS 
Tanuarv 23rd 1897, and made between J. E. Ihornton and l-.ugai 
Pickard of the one part, and the plaintiff company of the other part, 
it was agreed that neither Thornton nor Pickard should at any time 
after theSsale to the plaintiff company of their present busincss eithm 
solely or jointly, act as manager or agent for any other peison o 
persons directly or indirectly carry on or be engaged or concerned or 

interested in the business of a manufacturer of or.deaKand^wlks’ 
shutters or other photographic appliances, either in England, Wales, 
Scotland or Ireland, or permit or suffer his name to be used in con¬ 
nection with such business. In July, 1898, Mr. J. E Thornton promoted 
and formed the defendant company, and became the chairman ot ih. 

directors The word “Thornton ” was used as indicating the.c°n^ct‘°1' 
between J E. Thornton and the defendant company, and as the 
meZof attracting business to the defendant contpan,. At .1,0 

when the defendant company was promoted 01 formed, it v,as known 
To the directors that Die defendant J. E Thornton bad entered into the 
agreement of January 23rd, 1897.—Mr. Justice Kekewich: What do you 
afk f0v?—Mr. Scctt Thompson: I ask for an injunction and costs, and 
for an inquiry as to damages.—Mr. Justice Kekewich: Yes. I think you 

are entitled to it. There will be judgment accordingly. 

The New Patent Bill.—In the House of Commons last week Mr. Gerald 
Balfour in asking leave to introduce a Bill to amend the patent laws, 

reminded the House that in 1900 a committee was aPp0‘^tsby%^ 
Board of Trade to inquire into the working of the Patent Ads, wit i 
respect to three specific questions on which the committee made recom¬ 
mendations. One of them related to a comparatively simplemnatiter, and 
the recommendations of the committee regarding that were carried 
out by a Bill passed in the course of last session. The other recommen¬ 
dations of the committee had reference to two matters of somewhat 
greater difficulty and complexity. One was the question of examining 
the specifications of Letters Patent previously granted m the United 

Kingdom with a V10W of ascertaining whether such specifications con 
tamed any anticipations of the invention claimed in the specification that, 
had been deposited, and the other question was that of granting com- 
pulsory licences. He did not think it was necessary at this stage of the 
proceedings to explain or justify the provisions of the measure further 
than to say that they followed very closely the recommendations ot 

the committee. He was aware that the opinion of the 
munitv with respect to these recommendations was not absolutely 
unanimous, and he thought it would be as well for a considerable interval 
to be allowed between the first and second reading, m order to give an 
opportunity to those interested in the question to study the provisions 
of the Bilk He would undertake on his part to consider most carefully, 
and with an open mind, any representations that “'ght be made 
him in the interval. The Bill was read a first time.—The Bill is m 
accordance with the recommendations of a committee which sported 
m January of last year. It relates almost exclusively to the point 
whether the Patent Office should possess larger powers of controlling 
the issue of Letters Patent, and, in particular, to the examination of appli¬ 
cations directed by the Act of 1883. That examination is at present almost 
formal. The examiner to whom the Comptroller refers the matter mus 
report whether the nature of the invention is fairly described, whether 
the application, specifications, and drawings are prepared m the pre¬ 
scribed manner, and whether the title sufficient y reveals the subject- 
matter of the invention. The examiner may also have to report whether 
the same invention is comprised in two different apphcations. Bu , 
speakiim generally, the preliminary examination stops at formal points. 
Whether it should be searching and complete, and resuk m a repor 
which, if favourable, would amount m practice, if not m theory to 
a guarantee of validity, is an open question on which experts differ^ 
Some inventors prefer the German or American system with its careful 
examination of the literature of the subject. Some hoM that defective 
though our system is, it is preferable to systems which promise a 
vigorous examination, but really give not much more security than our 
cwn But there is general agreement—though some patent agents ho 
strongly the contrary view—that the present preliminary examination 
mio-ht well extend to anticipations easily ascertained. It appeared that 
of a hundred complete specifications which were filed about forty-two 
could be shown from information in the office to have been anticipated. 
And so the examiner is to be directed to make a further inquiry 
ascertain whether the invention claimed has been wholly or pait y 
described in any specification published b®fo™ ^he dat® 
the application and deposited m the Patent Office n kit 
ance of any application for a patent during the last fifty years. It- i- 
believed that this will weed out many claims which now oostruct the 
path of the genuine inventor and of manufacturers. The repoit, if n 
favour of the application, will not amount to a guarantee of the vah 1 J 

of a patent; but its practical or market value ought to be somewhat 

increased. As the “Times” points out, the present ?nactTnJ “A. 
the issue of compulsory licenses to persons interested works unsatis 
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faelorily. The section which governs the matter reads as if it might 
be all that is wanted; in fact, it has proved nothing of the kind. Bitter 
complaints have been expressed by those who sought to make use of 
Section 22 of the Act of 1883, and who found its procedure costly and 
cumbrous. We are not sanguine that the new clause, if adopted, will 
greatly abridge the length of proceedings; and there is force in the 
criticisms of the committee’s recommendation by Sir Edward Fry and 
others. But it may at least mitigate some of the evils to which 
attention has been drawn. Most of the changes will meet with the 
approval of all interested, including patent agents. It is true that some 
view the Bill with distrust. They see in it the thin end of the wedge 
an inroad on their private domain by officialism. But others will be 
glad to see a clean sweep of a great deal of bogus business. The new 
measure will leave most of the grievances in regard to the Patent Laws 
just as they were. The law will not be consolidated. The prodigious 
costs of patent inquiries will not be diminished. They threaten, indeed, 
to increase.—“ The English Mechanic.” 

I)eu)$ ana Dotes, 
-—♦- 

Mr. A. W. Rich, a member of the New English Art Club, will hold 
in the beginning of March an exhibition of his watercolour drawings at 
the Egyptian Hall, Piccadilly. These drawings are chiefly of English 
landscape, and represent especially subjects in Sussex, Suffolk, Surrey, 
Gloucestershire, and other Southern counties. The exhibition opens on 
March 5th, and will continue for twelve days. 

At the last council meeting of the National Photographic Record 
Association 359 prints were presented, including 100 by Sir J. Benjamin 
Stone, of “ Sandringham Hall,” “ Frogmore,” “ Hatfield House,” etc.; a 
series from Iona, by A. Victor Haslam; sixty by B. Diveri, of “ Scotch 
Antiquities”; forty-two from H. W. Fincham, of “St. John’s Gate and 
remains of St. John’s Priory, London ” and the prize sets sent in for 
competition to the “ Amateur Photographer ” by Mrs. Gandy, Mrs. 
Muriel, Miss Beedham, F. Parkinson, F. R. Armytage, E. J. Felce, O. 
Gethin, F. Littledale, and A. J. Loughton; and fifty-six by Geo. Scamell, 
of “Historical Houses of London,” and “Sussex Churches.” 

The Photographic Society of Ireland’s annual exhibition of photo¬ 
graphs will be held in the large hall of the Society, 35, Dawson Street, 
Dublin, from Monday, March 24th, to Saturday, March 29th. The judges 
will be Sir Walter Armstrong, Mr. A. Horsley Hinton, Prof. J. Joly, 
D.Sc., F.R.S., and Mr. Alfred Werner, Esq,, F.R.P.S. The following are 
the classes for members only. Silver and bronze medals in each class. 
Each entry to consist of one picture:—1. Landscape or Marine. 2. In¬ 
stantaneous work. 3. Figure and animal studies, and portraits (if not 
taken in a professional studio). 4. Historical, architectural, and archaeo¬ 
logical. 5. Still life, including fruit and flowers. 6. Lantern slides— 
(a) landscape or marine (b) other subjects—sets of four. 7. Enlargements 
(see Rule 2). For members who have never won a medal in any society. 
Bronze medals:—8. Prints, any subject. 9. Lantern slides, sets of four, 
any subject. The “Werner” special medal will be awarded to the 
member of the P.S.I. whose picture will be judged the best in artistic 
merit. There will also be an open class for all comers, gold, silver, and 
bronze medals being offered for best picture, any subject or size, pro¬ 
duced by any process. The gold medal will not be awarded unless there 
are at least lUO entries. Entry forms and further particulars may be 
obtained of Mr. W. F. Cooper, hon. sec., at the above address. 

The Lord Mayor of London on Photography.—The Lord Mayor, accom¬ 
panied by the Lady Mayoress, Mr. Alderman and Sheriff Bell, and Mr. 
Sheriff Horace B. Marshall and Mrs. Marshall, opened at the Cripple- 
gate Institute, on Tuesday, the third annual photographic exhibition held 
in connection with the institute. Mr. R. Dyas, the president, stated that 
since the Cripplsgate Institute was opened five years ago nearly 1,000,000 
persons had enjoyed the advantages it offered. The Lord Mayor, having 
declared the exhibition open, said he had special pleasure in doing so, 
as he was one of the Sheriffs on the occasion of the laying of the founda¬ 
tion stone of the Cripplegate Institute. He congratulated the governors 
upon the rapid development of the institute and its usefulness among all 
classes of the community, and pointed to the fact that it had proved 
to be absolutely necessary in the City of London. Its library consisted 
of 35,000 volumes, and since the opening of the institute it had been 
visited by over 850,000 persons. Few arts had made greater strides of 
recent years than the art of photography, and he contrasted with the 
beautiful specimens with which they were surrounded the horrible photo¬ 
graphs and atrocities described as “ likenesses,” which were verv pre¬ 
valent not many years ago. The Lord Mayor then distributed the 
medals among the successful exhibitors. A report of the exhibition will 
appear in our next. 

--—- 

FORTHCOMING EXHIBITIONS. 
1902. 

February 15-Mar. 8 ... Edinburgh Photographic Society, Society’s Rooms, 
88. Castle-street. Edinburgh. Secretary, J. B. 
Johnston. 52, Hollybank-terrace, Edinburgh. 

March 18 .. South London Photographic Societv, Public Baths, 
Church - street. Camberwell. Hon. Secretarv, 
Frank Goddard, Woodlands, Vanbrugh - hill, 
Blackheatb, S.E. 

Mar. 1902 .. Corporation of Glasgow Photographic Exhibition 
and Competition. Hon. Secretary, Peter Mac- 
nair, People’s Palace, Glasgow. 

Corresponaence. 
Correspondents should never rcrite on hotli sides of the paper, fto 

notice is taken of communications unless the names and addresses of 
the writers are given. 

*** We do not undertake responsibility for the opinions expressed by our 
corresp ondents. 

KODAK, LTD., AND THE TRADE. 
To the Editors. 

Gentlemen,—Your corespondent, Mr. A. Levy, gives us a very 
gloomy idea of the future of the photographic trade in England, but 
the only advice he gives is, that we refuse to be bound by conditions 
of sale, that we do not refuse to sell what, in our opinion, may be 
as good or superior to the goods supplied by the “ monopolists,” and 
that we do not allow" ourselves to be controlled by a few shilling- 
profit. 

This is good advice, and well worth considering, therefore let us 
consider it, taking the second piece of advice first, for it is the most 
important. Can we replace Kodaks by as good or superior cameras, 
and can we replace the films by others equally good? Not yet, at 
any rate, then I say that to refuse to accept a fair profit under the 
circumstances is childish. 

We are promised better cameras at half the money. Well, theiv 
will be plenty of time to refuse Kodak’s conditions when we have 
examined these wonderful cameras. We shall then be in a position 
to judge, and if they are such bargains as we are told they are, we 
shall be compelled to purchase or lose our trade; but we have not seen 
them yet, and, having heard similar tales before, “ I have my doubt.” 
Any way, we cannot do wrong if “ we make hay while the sun 
shines.” 

We must not forget, however, that the profit on a guinea camera 
will only be half that on a two guinea, and, although we might sell 
more, the cost of distribution would be greater and our profit less after 
the rate. 

Mr. Levy, as I take it, has made enough money to be able to be 
“ nearly out of business,” and as advice comes well from a man who 
has made his pile, we usually are only too pleased to be favoured 
with it; but we want the advice that has helped to make the pile, 
not the sort that the old lady gave to the workman who was slipping 
down the roof of a high building, “ Don’t fall, or you will be killed 
Does Mr. Levy understand that a very large number of photographic 
dealers all over the country look to Kodak for a large amount of their 
profits? What are they to do if they refuse to accept Kodak’s terms? 
Having nothing to take the place of Kodak’s goods, Mr. Levy seems 
to think that they are in duty bound to lose their profit. No, Mr. 
Levy, you can’t expect them to place themselves in such a position 
without you show them how they will make good their loss. 

I think you are on the fence, Mr. Levy, and your advice seems 
to be independence, not profit, but if you had followed your own 
advice you would not be “ nearly out of business,” but quite. I think 
there is little doubt that you banked your profit and passed on the inde¬ 
pendence as advice. This is, I think, what your letter teaches, and 
I have no doubt my fellow dealers will be pleased to follow that part 
of your unwritten advice and bank their profit and pass on the advice 
when they are in a position to retire. 

Now, Mr. Levy, read my letter again, and you will see that I do 
not agree with Messrs. Kodak, but as you say “ the big firms depend 
altogether on retailers,” and if they want our trade let them get it 
by honest competition; but I fail to see Avhat right they have to expect 
the dealer to fight their battles for them. 

We hear rumours as to what we are to expect and of what the 
English manufacturers are doing. The latest is, that a certain well- 
known exporter is away in America arranging for a competitive set 
of cameras, so that we are expected to make the fortune of one 
American firm because we are hurt by the treatment of another, or, 
in other words, we have our choice of being either scalded or burnt. 
Is there no British firm that can give us a British camera of equal 
value to Kodak, using British capital and British workmen. Give 
us a good all-British camera and then there will be no need to ask 
the dealer to push it against any foreign make camera : but as it is. I 
fear there is no help in that quarter, and for my part I think we might 
as well sell a known camera like the Kodak as any other foreign 
make. 

Another rumour—and I sincerely trust that it is only a rumour— 
is that our discounts on plates are to be reduced by 5 per cent. Let 
us hope that we may have the assurance of the Plate Makers’ Associa¬ 
tion that the rumour this time is wrong. 

Mr. Levy wonders what I should have written had I been “ simply 
proprietor of 'Kodak. Ltd.” Really, I don’t know, but T have not 
the slightest objection to the position, and if Messrs. Kodak, Ltd., 
are troubled with the same wonder an offer by wire will be accepted, 
and the cost of the wire duly refunded. (Clerkenwell Road papers 
please copy.)—In the meantime, I must simply sign myself, yours 
faithfully, W. E. Dttxmore, 

(still) proprietor of the Telia Camera Companv. 
110, Shaftesbury Avenue, W. February 22. 1902. 
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FORMULA WANTED. 

To the Editors. 

Gentlemen,—Would the author of the valuable article on 
“Halation” in your issue of January 31 kindly give a formula for con¬ 
verting the silver in the gelatine negative into chloride (p. 87, col. II., 
line 20)?—Faithfully yours, Max Ferrars. 

Freiburg I, Baden, Hilda-Str. 56. i 
February 12, 1902. 

THE OLDEST LIVING PROFESSIONAL DAGUERREOTYPIST. 

To the Editors. 

Gentlemen,—I am much inertested in the question, believing that I 
can claim the distinction. I signed articles of apprenticeship with 
J. E. Mayall, of 433, Strand, in the year 1848. At the time there 
were only four professional daguerreotyipists, viz., Beard, the patentee, 
Mayall, Claudet, Henderson. I daguerreotyped at the Exhibition 
of 1851, where I had the honour of speaking to her late Majesty, the 
Prince Consort, Duke of Wellington. After some seven years’ service 
I engaged with the late Jabez Hughes, of Glasgow, still daguerreo- 
typing. Mr. Hughes and self left Glasgow for London, and abandoned 
daguerreotype for collodion. Practically I have been daily engaged 
in the various processes of photography for the last fifty-four years, 
and am still in harness.—I am, yours, etc., 

George Cassinello. 

Forest Hill, S.E. 
February 14th, 1902. 

TITAN SCARLET S. 

To the Editors. 

Gentlemen,—I note in a recent Journal a correspondent inquires 
if any other readers have found this dye of value as a sensitiser for dry 
plates. I otbained a sample of the dye through Messrs. Burgoyne, 
Burbidge and Co., and have carefully tried it with a formulae given, 
and also in other ways, and in no case have I obtained any action 
in the red. Its action is just what’might be anticipated, from a 
spectroscopic examination of the dye in solution; it gives an ill-defined 
band in the blue green, which, however, is very weak, and only 
brought out by prolonged exposure. I fear that for the purpose named 
The dye is of no value whatever.—Yours truly, 

E. R. Turner. 

8, Queen’s Road, Hounslow. 
February 17th, 1902. 

PROFESSIONAL PHOTOGRAPHERS’ ASSOCIATION’S FIRST 

ANNUAL DINNER: SPECIAL RAILWAY ARRANGEMENTS. 

To the Editors. 

Gentlemen,—On March 6th, 1902, excursions will run for half, 
one, or more, days from the large provincial towns, especially from 
Liverpool, Manchester, Huddersfield, Halifax, Bradford. Leeds, 
Sheffield, Derby, Birmingham, Nottingham, Loughborough, Leicester, 
etc., etc., to convey, at special rates, members of the P.P.A. to their 
first annual dinner. 

For times of departure sfcrd return and prices see bills at the nearest 
railway agents or booking office. 

I have only just ascertained the above fact through Dean and 
Dawson, and Cook’s office, so excuse hasty scribble, but thought 
worth note.—Yours truly, R. Leonhardt. 

Nottingham, February 25, 1902. 

WELLCOME’S PHOTOGRAPHIC EXPOSURE RECORD, 1902. 

To the Editors. 

Gentlemen.,—We have pleasure in informing you that we can now 
supply this book in the Italian language, and with exposure and other 
tables suitable for use in Italy and other countries on the Mediter¬ 
ranean seaboard. 

The sale of the English edition has already far exceeded that of 
all last year’s issues. Wo are now reprinting, so that we may be 
able to meet further demands without delay. All who require copies 
should not fail, however, to place their orders at once so as to avoid 
disappointment..—Yours very respectfully. 

Burroughs Wellcome and Co., 
Snow Hill Buildings, London, E.C. 

February 19, 1902. 

DEVELOPING. 

To the Editors. 

Gentlemen,—A recent writer has described developing as a second- 
-ary consideration to exposure. Doubtless he has taken this extreme 
position with a view to emphasise the necessity for correct exposure. 
At any rate, we credit him with that object; otherwise the remark 

savours of absurdity. Practice proves that both subjects are wedded, 

the one in large measure dependent on the other. While exposure 
may be the taking of the picture, developing is certainly the making 

of the picture. In the former there is a certain element of chance 
and risk; we have to question precedent, or we may have acquired 
some certainty through long experience and instinct, yet the question 

remains an open one, which even the much-talked-of photo meters has 
not answered: one reason being that we cannot see what u <• are 
doing at the time of making an exposure. It is when we get into 

the dark-room that this becomes apparent. There we work with 
absolute certainty, because we can watch the process from the begin¬ 

ning to the end, and, what is more, keep it entirely under control. 
Strictly speaking, exposure admits of no latitude; it is either correct, 

or else it is over or under exposed. Were it not for the wide latitude 
offered in development, photography would be much more difficult to 
practice than it now is. A mistake in exposure—even a gross mistake 
—can, as a rule, be rectified, while the plate is being changed to a 
negative, provided always that the mistake is not absurd. It is for 
this reason that photographers remain partial to the older developing 
formulas, because of the latitude they allow and the consequent 
certainty of results. But, on the other hand, this may often en¬ 
courage a feeling of negligence, which must be condemned, for alter 
all it is just in this, as in other things, it is best to be correct, if 
possible. 

And that is just the point this writer has raised. How often is it 
possible for one to give what he deems to be the correct exposure? 
Not, as a rule, very often. If to give the absolute exposure were an 
absolute necessity, photographers would often have to face the 
impossible. In illustration of what is meant, take, for example, 
everyday occurrences in the studio, where exposure is known to a 
nicety. Restless children will not sit out an exposure of even two 
or three seconds ; nervous sitters cannot; the re-ult is that the opera¬ 
tor’s exposures are entirely at the mercy of his sitters, and he has 
just to give the plate all he can—usually a flash, which may only 
represent a small fraction of the necessary exposure. Take also the 
case of the landscapist, moving objects, trees blown in wind, and the 
like often cause him to cut the exposure shorter than was necessary 
to get a perfect negative. And as for the snap-shot worker, he never 
looks for anything else but under-exposure; no sane man would use 
normal developer to plates that had been exposed on street scenes 
even under the beT conditions of our climate. In such instances, the 
photographer’s only escape is in a judicious modification of the de¬ 
veloper. He knows the plates are not sufficiently exposed, and treats 
them accordingly, producing a result that—save in extreme cases when 
it may even be passable—could not be challenged. 

Perhaps the writer did not intend to be taken too liter¬ 
ally. He will discover that developing is a subject on which 
few photographez’s are agreed. They each have their own ideas about 
quality and tone of a negative, but they will readily admit that 
“ faking ” is quite legitimate when it produces the desired effect. In 
fact, as already hinted, they look on “ faking ” as so much of their 
art, and would scorn the intruder who dared question them why 
they flooded an under-exposed plate with tepid water to force up the 
shadows, or restrained art over-exposed plate in order to keep the 
shadows from clogging.—I am, youi’S, etc., 

Richard Thirsk. 

100, Bothwell Street, Glasgow, N.B. 

STEREOSCOPIC CAMERAS. 

To the Editors. 

Gentlemen,—I have lately been looking for a second-hand half-plate 
camera, suitable for stereoscopic work, and, thanks to a small adver¬ 
tisement in your columns, have had a good many to choose from. 
Amongst the lot I came across oire which was such a remarkable 
example of first-class machinery misapplied, for the want of a little 
practical kzzowledge on the part of the designer, that I think, possibly, 
a description of it may prove of interest and use to those of your 
readers who may contemplate taking up stereoscopic work. I hope 
they are many, for of all tne branches of photography on a small 
scale it is, izz my opinion, the most satisfying and most fascinating. 
A gentleman offered me a square bellows half-plate camera, made 
by a prominent firm. It. was fitted with roversing and central swing 
back, side swing, double extension leather bellows, rising and falling 
front, stereo division, Thornton-Pickard Time and Inst, behind 
lens stereo shutter, with adjustable centres and exposure valve, 
rapid rectilinear lenses, good travelling cases and tripod, three splen¬ 
did dark slides, with hinged divisions, and overlapping joints; in 
fact, every latest movement and improvement, a real up-to-date ring 
to it. What more could a man ask for? Never been used; which 
is true enough, for, strange to say. it never could be, except under 
such circumstances as to be practically impossible. 

It sounds strange, does it not? that such a combination of first-class 
apparatus should be useless for stereoscopic work; but, as I shall 
explain, it was, and that simply for want of a little practical know¬ 
ledge on the part of whoever put it together. The camera was a good 
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one, well made, and designed for half-plate work, and, like most 
half-plate cameras, was designed for use with lenses of eight and a 
half-inch focus, and over. The back of the camera had to be pulled 
back a certain distance before it could be clamped to the rack and 
pinion focussing gear, and when fixed at the nearest possible point 
to the front, the distance between the front and the ground glass was 
.about seven inches. To the initiated I need say no more, that upsets 
the apple cart so far as stereo work is concerned, lenses of over six 
inches focus being very seldom used in that branch of photography. 
As a matter of fact, long-distance stereoscopic photography being out 
of the question, long focus lenses are not applicable. 

However, to continue my story, to the front of the camera was 
attached the most “ up-to-date ” Thornton-Pickard behind lens stereo 
shutter, thus further increasing the distance from the ground glass to 
the lens by about an inch and a half, and to complete the wreck a 
pair of nameless rapid rectilinear lenses of about five and three- 
quarter inch focus was added, one of which was about a quarter of an 
inch longer focus than the other. 

I well remember the old stereo camera of my youth, sliding box 
pattern, fitted with a pair of lenses, each having a ratchet and pinion 
focussing jacket. You first slid out your box and clamped it at about 
the right place, and then focussed each lens separately, but the box 

■slid true, and the rest was easy. Now, in modern “up-to-date” 
cameras, as everybody knows, the back does not slide true, but pro¬ 
vides a side swing, and in the particular camera under consideration 
the only possible method of getting the stereo lenses in focus was toi 
push and pull the back about until one of them was focussed, then 
clamp that side, and focus the other in a similar manner, and when 
that had been accomplished, it was revealed that one lens was about 
a quarter of an inch longer focus than the other, the side swing 
having enabled both to be focussed. That, I submit, is not a prac¬ 
ticable process, though it may be possible to one possessed of skill, 
patience, good sight, and good temper. Yet every component part 
of this apparatus was of the best except the lenses, and they were 
not bad examples of the nameless variety, except for the error in 
pairing. 

Is it not strange that such good machinery should be so* misapplied, 
or, should I say, badly mixed? It was not so when we worked with 
simpler tools, but those who bought them knew how to use them, and 
it seems to me that the want of practical knowledge is not now con¬ 
fined to those who buy, but it is also shared by those who supply the 
tools; but what a pity it is that such a misfit instrument is liable to 
fall into the hands of a beginner, who pays an immense price for it 
and gets nothing but disappointment, and an incongruous collection 
of valuable items, which are not what he expected, and ensure failure, 
through no fault of his own.—I am, yours, etc., 

P. 0. P. 

LANTERN LECTURES AT THE R.P.S. 

To the Editors. 

Gentlemen,—Much of the success of a lantern lecture depends on 
the company being able, not only to see the pictures, but also to hear 
the lecturer—comfortably. On more than one occasion my own enjoy¬ 
ment of the beautiful pictures and interesting lectures has been very 
greatly marred, first by the quite unconscionable head gear of the 
ladies just in front of me, and secondly by the frequent bursts of 
applause as a fresh picture is thrown on the screen. What is more 
annoying than to hear “ The next picture is.(Applause.) As 
to the obstructed view, who has not known the miseries of having to 
:dodge the matinee hat? I venture to suggest that the chairman, just 
before the commencement of each lecture, should ask the audience to 
reserve their applause until the end of the show, and also ask the 
ladies to kindly remove their hats and bonnets, out of piteous con¬ 
sideration of the weaker brethren. I feel sure that the ladies, whose 
presence we all so heartily welcome, only need the hint, and this con¬ 
cession, together with that of reserving the applause, would greatly 
add to the enjoyment and appreciation of these excellent lectures. 
And I feel equally sure that these small matters of mild reform have 
■only to be whispered to the new council and Utopia will be within 
measurable distance.—Yours, F. C. Lambert. 

FLASHLIGHT PHOTOGRAPHY. 
To the Editors. 

Gentlemen,—In your last issue a letter appears, written by Mr. 
Hubert, re flashlight work. Having been shown Mr. Hubert’s appara¬ 
tus by that gentleman personally, I found that it did not meet with 
my requirements, and I consider it somewhat bad taste on his part, 
knowing that I paid him three visits in order to examine same to 

■question my education on the subject. I trust shortly to give a prac¬ 
tical demonstration, showing that I have an apparatus fulfilling all my 
requirements, and shall have pleasure in showing Mr. Hubert its many 
advantages.—Thanking you in anticipation for the insertion of this 
letter, I am, gentlemen, yours very faithfully, 

E. Milner. 

67, The Grove, Wandsworth. 
February 24th, 1902. 

SUPPLEMENTARY IMAGES ON NEGATIVES. 

To the Editors. 

Gentlemen,—Most probably your suggestion that a pinhole in the 
camera is the cause of these images in many cases is correct, but it 
could not be so in my case; for, as I stated in my former letter, thes¬ 
is no building having the same outline visible from the window from 
which the plates were exposed; and, moreover, in some instances, 
the building is inverted in the negative, the pinhole theory was my 
first idea, but I had to dismiss it after ascertaining these facts.—I am, 
yours, etc., J. Tilfob. 

231, Elgin Avenue, Mai da Yale, W. 
February 17th, 1902. 

-«.- 

Answers to Correspondents. 
%* AU matters intended for the text portion of this JOURNAL, includ. 

ing queries, must he addressed to “ The Editors, The British 

Journal of Photography, 24, Wellington-street, Strand, London, 
W C.” Inattention to this ensures delay. 

*** Correspondents are informed that we cannot undertake to answer 
communications through the post. Questions are not answered unless 
the names and addresses of the writers are given. 

*** Communications relating to Advertisements and general business 
affairs should he addressed to Messrs. Henry Greenwood & Co., 
24, Wellington-street, Strand, London, W.C. 

Photographs Registered 

E. P. Roberts, 23, Vicarage-road, Watford. Photograph of Steel Engraving of 
E. Jenner. 

J. A. Ashbolt, 10, Exmoor-road, Southampton. Photograph of C. B. Erg. Photo¬ 
graph of Southampton Football Club. 

J. A. Horsburgh, 4, West Maitland-street, Edinburgh. Photograph of late Prof. 
A. B. Bacitlson. 

Copyright.—“Cabinet” writes: “Some time ago I photographed an 
athlete, a prominent one, for an advertisement for myself, a»d got 
no payment from him. Now he appears, as I have taken him, in 
the catalogue of the manufacturers of the bicycle he rides, and 
also in two weekly papers, as ail advertisement for their goods. 
Can I claim anything from those people? —In reply: If you 
registered the picture, you can; if not, you cannot. If you register 
the photograph now, you can only claim for copies made after 

registration. 
Copyright.—“ Old Photographer ” writes: “ About twelve years ago, 

more or less, there was an action by the London Stereoscopic 
Company against a copier of a cricket group of theirs—if I remem¬ 
ber, Jackson. I think the Court held the Stereoscopic Company 
had no copyright, as the operator who was sent to take the group 
was the maker of the picture, and should have registered it and 
afterwards made an assignment of it to his employers. Is that 
opinion still held to be the law?’—In reply: Yes; under the 

existing Copyright Act. 
Relief Photography.—“Subscriber” writes: "Could you kindly inform 

me whether there is any practical method of producing photographs 
in high relief, or if a matrix could be made in gelatine, or any 
other substance, by photography, whereby plaster casts could 
be moulded ? Thanking you in anticipation."—In reply: Yes, by the 
well-known “ swelled-gelatine ” process. From the relief so obtained 
moulds in plaster of Paris may be obtained. Space in this column 
is far too limited to give full working details, but they may be 
found in all the works devoted to photo-mechanical processes. 

The Lippmann Process.—“Interference” asks: "(1) What is the best 
book on the Lippmann process of colour photography giving prac¬ 
tical instruction, preferably in English r (2) Is it possible to 
obtain an example of the process for inspection ? (3) W hat is the 
best house to apply to for the “ quicksilver cassette” or other special 
appliances?”—In reply: (1) “Colour Photography, published by 
Messrs. Marion, Soho Square, contains an excellent description of 
the process. (2) Mr. E. Senior, of the Battersea Polytechnic, Bat¬ 
tersea, London, S.W., might let you see a specimen. (3) Penrose 
& Co., Earringdon Road, London, E.C. 

Copyright.—J. T. M. & Sons write: “If a photographer takes a photo¬ 
graph of a celebrity, such as a minister, is it legal for an editor 
of a paper to publish in his paper or books reproductions of same 
without the permission of the photographer, or could the editor 
be made to pay for so doing? The photo was purchased from us 
for Is., and no mention as to reproducing was made at the time. 
Also, if views and photos of buildings are purchased, have thev a 
right to reproduce without consent or payment? '—In reply: Yes, 
certainly, unless the photographs are copj'right. Anyone who 
purchases an uncopyrighted photograph can do what he likes 

with it. 
Marine Glue.—E. Weltzele says: “ I want some marine glue, to fill up 

the joints of some wooden trays I am making for photographic 
purooses. Will you please tell me how to make a pound or so, as 
I sliall not want more; proportions of ingredients for that 
quantity; and the method of mixing?”—In reply: Marine glue is 
a little difficult to make in small quantities of good quality, and, 
moreover, it is a somewhat dangerous operation without proper 
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appliances. As the quantity required is so small, we should advise 
our correspondent to purchase it ready-made. It may be had from 
houses such as Townsen & Mercer’s, Bishopsgate Street, at a 
very moderate price. 

The Royal Arms.—A. R. asks: “Would you be kind enough to advise us 
whether we are entitled to use the Royal arms under the following 
circumstances:—Our predecessor was ordered to Sandringham to 
photograph some of the King’s cattle, which were supplied to the 
King’s agent, and since we have taken over the business we have 
also supplied copies from the negatives. Could you kindly give us 
some idea to whom to apply for permission and the probable cost 
to use the Royal arms, if you think we can claim to do so ? ”— 
In reply: You will have to apply to the Chamberlain’s Office for 
the Royal warrant to use the Royal arms; but we may tell you 
that you are very unlikely to get it, unless you can put forward 
a better claim than you mention in your letter. 

Agreement.—“Unsigned Agreement” writes: “I took my house on a 
three years’ agreement, and signed it myself. A friend of mine 
came to live with me, taking part of the house and agreeing to 
pay half the rent and half the rates. He has done so for this 
last eighteen months, but now refuses to pay half the rates, 
saying that he is not responsible for them. What can I do? I 
must say that I had no written agreement with him, also that 
I have never given him a receipt for rent or rates he has paid to 
me. Can I add the half-rates to the rent ? I am told I can—is that 
so?—as they have no proof to say what rent they pay.”—In reply: 
A solicitor had better be consulted. We cannot undertake to answer 
legal queries when they are in no way connected with photography 
or photographic matter. 

Shaded Vignettes, Etc.—“ Inquisitive ” writes: “ Will you kindly inform 
me (1) how the shaded vignette effect of the enclosed pictorial 
card is obtained? Is it done inside the camera? I should be 
glad if you would kindly give me any details. (2) Are there any 
dark-rooms, in or very near the West End, where one may change 
plates or develop, especially provided for the use of amateurs, etc. ? ” 
—In reply: (1) The portrait (which has been returned by post) 
appears to have been shaded in the camera. Full working details 
of the method were given on page 163 of the volume for 1900, 
and we cannot spare space here to repeat them. (2) Yes; several 
of the dealers at the West End, who cater for amateurs, have a 
dark-room for their use. We cannot, however, for the moment, 
call any particular one to mind at the West End. 

The Carbon Process.—W. E. R. writes: “In reading through Mr. J. W. 
Swan’s description of the carbon process, as devised by him, in 
your issue of January 24th, there is one point which I cannot 
quite understand. Would you be kind enough to enlighten me? 
The inventor states that in the permanent, as in the temporary, 
mode of mounting, the tissue is cemented with its photographically- 
impressed surface downwards to the surface to which it is to be 
permanently attached. Would not this result in a reversed pic¬ 
ture when finished, in the case of the permanently-mounted 
tissues?”—Yes; but if the picture is required non-reversed, it is 
developed on a temporary support and transferred from that to 
the permanent one. As you appear to be quite unacquainted with 
the carbon process, we should advise you to get a manual on the 
process, say that of the Autotype Company. 

Discoloured Print.—“ Sepia ” writes: “ I should esteem it a favour if 
you would kindly tell me (1) the cause of the peculiar colour of 
enclosed print? It is Velox, toned with uranium, and has been 
done only two months. I am extremely careful and cleanly in all 
my work. (2) In your article in current number ‘ Gas v. Electric 
Light’ you say ‘papers ot Velox type, when sepia tone is desired, 
are entirely dependent on exposure.’ Can they not be toned 
except by this ? (3) Your issue of last week gives formula for sepia. 
Is this suitable for papers of Velox type? I am extremely anxious 
to obtain sepia tones, but up to the present have not been 
successful ? ”—In reply: (1) From the appearance of the print, it 
is obvious that you have not been so careful in your manipulation 
as you thought you were, otherwise it would not be in the state 
it is within two months. (2) With a properly-timed exposure and 
suitable development, sepia tones are obtained without after-toning 
with Velox paper. (3) Yes. 

Copyright.—“ Anxious ” writes: “ A photographer having been made a 
bankrupt, the Receiver, through an auctioneer, sold by auction 
all bankrupt’s goods. I bought the mounts, with bankrupt’s name 
and address printed thereon, also some negatives and positives of 
celebrities and public and private persons. (1) Can I legally print 
and sell copies of such photos, mounting them on the printed 
mounts. (2) Can I legally print copies of the photos and exhibit 
them in shop windows and sell them to the public? I refer more 
particularly to the celebrities and public personages. (3) If I 
am not entitled to use the printed mounts, can I publicly sell 
the prints, if on plain mounts ? I have no means of knowing if 
the sitters paid for their photos and acquired a right to the copy¬ 
right or not.”—In reply: (1) We presume so, unless the sitters object. 
(2) Yes, unless the bankrupt holds a copyright in them, and that 
was not sold with the negatives. (3) Yes, unless there is an 
existing copyright in them. But you are not entitled to sell copies 
of private sitters, who have paid for their portraits, without their 
sanction. 

Studio Insurance.—“ Policy ” writes: “ On my commencing business 
here, eight years ago, I built a substantial wooden studio, on brick 
base, to the requirements of the local Dean of Guild Court. 

Although I can only use a gas stove for heating studio, I had 
great difficulty in getting it insured against fire, and could only 
get one company to take it at all, at a premium of 7s. 6d. per cent., 
which covered the negatives. Now they refuse to renew the policy 
at any price, and, after trying a great many insurance companies, I 
have got the London and Lancashire to take it up at the rate of 
10s. 6d. per cent., but they won’t cover the negatives at any price. 
Now, I see in last issue of the Journal that Edinburgh photo¬ 
graphers are charged at the rate of 4s. 4d. to 5s. per cent., and 
want it reduced to 3s. I will feel much obliged if you can give 
me name of any firm that would be likely to give mo a policy at 
a much less rate than 10s. 6d.”—In reply: We are sorry we can¬ 
not. Better write to the local secretary of the P.P.A., Mr. F. P. 
Moffat, Princes Street, Edinburgh; he may be able to give you the 
desired information. 

Collodio-Chloride Paper.—P. Ackary writes: “ I want to make some 
collodio-chloride paper on a suitable support, but have some diffi¬ 
culty in getting an emulsion that will not crack whilst either wash¬ 
ing, toning, and fixing (as per print No. 1). How can I remedy 
that ? I have added 2 drops of castor oil and 6 of glycerine to the 
ounce of emulsion—result, No. 2. What is the cause of reticulation 
also in Nos. 3 and 4. No. 4 is Liesegang’s Transfer Collodion 
Paper, made for the purpose, but it cracks even more than the 
other. The formula I use is about as follows, per ounce:—Ether, 
goz.; alcohol, £oz.; celloidin, lOgr.; nitrate of silver, lOgr.; lithium 
chloride, llgr.; citric acid, 3gr. Both the silver and chloride, etc., 
are first dissolved in part of the alcohol and carefully added to the 
collodion. The silver first, then the lithium-citric solution, 
shaking well all the time. The paper prints well, and lays perfectly 
flat until it is washed; then it curls up, and any tendency to 
uncurl it causes cracks all over it, rendering it useless.”—In reply: 
It would seem from the prints that the pyroxiline used is not 
suited for the process. In the example No. 2 it is evident that too 
much castor cil and glycerine were employed. The curling in the 
washing water may be, doubtless, avoided in the following way:— 
When the prints are first immersed in the water, keep them 
pressed flat on the bottom of the dish for the first few minutes; 
they will then be found to lose their curling and cracking 
propensities. 

Apprenticeship, Etc.—“ Etum ” writes: “ I have for four years been with a 
local photographer, who, however, proved a very neglectful master, 
restricting me to minor rudiments of the trade; consequently I 
was not let into .the secrets of various toning-bath formulae, and 
even in burnishing line—that my master did entirely by himself, 
or his daughter, in a private room. I started on own account a 
year ago, and have established a fair connection, but I find cus¬ 
tomers invariably require up-to-date colours in toning—such as 
rich brown, etc.—and I find other professionals are very reticent in 
enlightening me, even when I offered them £1 or £2 for the tip. 
Can you help me? (1) Formula for rich brown tone for portraits 
and groups. (2) What is the usual brand of P.O.P. as used by 
most portrait photographers? (3) Where can I obtain information 
as how to burnish (hot) properly? N.B.—On the completion of my 
four years’ service I had to leave to make way for another appren¬ 
tice, so you will understand my position.”—In reply: “ If you were 
duly apprenticed you should have enforced your master to teach 
you the trade properly, and you could have done so. (1) Use the 
formula supplied by the makers of the Daper you employ, and, for 
the brown tones, stop the toning at an early stage. (2) Every 
photographer uses the brand of paper he prefers, and all the recog¬ 
nised ones are good. (3) We should imagine that any employee 
in a photographic establishment would show you how to burnish 
prints for a trifle, if you do not know how to do such a simple 
thing yourself. 
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EX CATHEDRA. 

Reparing In the Bulletin de la Societe Frangaise 
^ra£®<ec* or Monsieur H. Reeb describes the means 

Negatives by which the repair of a cracked or 
broken negative may be considerably 

facilitated. Take an old negative, or preferably an unde- 
veloped fixed plate, and soak it slightly in water, so that 
the gelatine is only partly swelled. The cracked or broken 
negative should be placed upon this, with its back to the 
gelatine, and gently but firmly pressed down. By the 
swelling of the gelatine the air is excluded, and the two 
plates become firmly attached to each other. If an old 
negative has been used as support, the broken negative 
must be coated with enamel collodion, and stripped in the 
usual way, but in the case of a cracked negative mounted 
upon an unexposed, fixed plate, stripping is not a necessity. 

The Troubles We recently drew attention to the im- 
of“ the poverished condition of a large number 

Photographer ^erman photographs, as shown by the 
small average consumption of dry-plates 

in that country. Further evidence of the fact is afforded 
by the bitterness which seems to have prompted some per¬ 
sons to draw the attention of the Prussian Minister of 
Commerce to the practice of some amateurs who accept 

payment for their photographs. Happily a better feeling 
prevails in this country between amateur and professional 
photographers. As a consequence of the interference to 
which we have referred, the Minister of Commerce has 
issued an order that any amateur who takes a photograph 
for money outside his own place of domicile, without the 
same having been previously ordered, must pay for a 
licence, if the negatives are exposed and developed at the 
place of the person giving the order, and the prints made 
by the photographer at home. The order can only apply 
to comparatively few cases, and is quite useless so far as 
the improvement of the position of the professional photo¬ 
grapher is concerned. It seems that the wandering pro¬ 
fessional in Germany has to provide himself with a licence, 
and some idea of his class may be gathered from the follow¬ 
ing official description of one of his calling:—‘’Following 
the industrial occupation of a photographer, in search of 
subjects for the camera and for the preparation of prints. 
Vendor of fancy articles, cigars, slippers, cheese, fish, small 
household requisites, and photographs prepared by him¬ 

self.’’ 
* * * 

Photography La Nature recently published an article 
3-nc* . by M. Bartholdi on the use of photo- 
Perspective. . graphy for the purpose of ascertaining 

the best proportions for monuments, or buildings, when 
the architect, or sculptor, may be in doubt as to the 
dimensions that should be adopted to suit the surround¬ 
ings. It was used by him in the case of the Palais de 
Longchamps, the Statue of Liberty at New York, and the 
Lion at Belfort. A small model of the projected monu¬ 
ment should be made and photographed in a strong light. 
A print should be coloured to resemble the material to be 
employed, and after cutting out, it should be fastened on 
the top end of a thin wire This wire should be wound 
round a walking stick or umbrella, so that the print may 
stand upright, when the stick is brought to the shoulder 
and sighted like a gun. If a pole, marked with a scale of 
feet, or yards, be then placed at the spot where the monu¬ 
ment is to be erected, the most suitable proportions for it 
may be easily ascertained by placing oneself at the best 
point of view and looking along the stick at the photograph. 
The coil of wire permits of the photograph being slid back¬ 
wards or forwards, and when the best distance is found the 
height may be read off the scale marked upon the pole 
The principle underlying the method is, of course, the 
angle of view under which the photograph is seen, with 
that to be adopted for the projected monument. The same 
effect may be observed by looking at a photograph, with 
one eye closed, at the focal distance of the lens with which 
it was taken. The various parts will then assume natural 
proportions. 
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The Causes of A very interesting communication from 

Defi^iit'jV^i Messrs. A. and L. Lumiere and M. 
Perrigot is published in Le Photogramme 

concerning the principal causes of the want of sharpness in 
a negative. These are grouped under three headings: — 
Diffusion of light in the sensitive film; errors in focussing, 
due to want of agreement between the position of the sur¬ 
face of the focussing screen and that of the sensitive film; 
and residual chromatic aberration. In the apparatus used 
for examining these three sources of error, the focussing 
screen was a perfectly flat piece of glass ruled with fine 
lines. The image was examined by aid of a microscope, 
with rack and pinion adjustment, and the objective was 
focussed with a micrometic screw. To ensure perfect 
register of plate and screen, the latter could be removed, 
and the former placed in the same position. The objective 
was a planar of 130 m.m. focus and /*3.8 aperture. The test 
object was a scale placed at 6 metres distance in full sun¬ 
light. The first experiments were concerning the influence 
of the grain of the plate, and it was found that coarseness 
of grain was the principal cause of unsharpness. Scarcely 
a trace of the image of the scale, formed upon a rapid plate, 
can be seen under a magnification of 75 diameters, whilst a 
fairly good rendering of it was obtained under similar con¬ 
ditions upon a plate coated with Lippmann emulsion. To 
ascertain the permissible limit of inaccurate focussing, or 
false registration, the objective was thrown slightly out of 
focus, and it was found that a difference of -§ mm. was 
sufficient to render the definition worthless, under a mag¬ 
nification of 75 diameters, when the full aperture was used. 
Residual chromatic aberration was also found to be the 
cause of imperfect definition with some lenses, but in the 
case of the planar it was a negligible factor. Diffraction 
due to the use of the diaphragm was also considered. In 
the use of the telescope and microscone, a larger aperture 
is always preferred when more perfect definition is re¬ 
quired, and the same conditions should also be observed in 
photography, when the objects to be photographed lie in 
one plane. The definition of the lens which was used 
showed a great falling off in quality at fYl.5, when compared 
with that of another photograph taken at full aperture, 
both negatives being magnified 75 diameters. The authors 
come to the following conclusion upon the subject, in refer¬ 
ence to photographs of objects situate in a plane perpen¬ 
dicular to the axis of the lens, or in the vicinity of that 
plane, when the negatives are required for subsequent en¬ 
largement of considerable magnitude : — 

1st—The plate should be free from grain like those used 
in the process by interference. 

2nd.—The use of special means for focussing, such as 
described, so that the registration of screen and plate may 
be as perfect as possible. 

3rd.—The use of lenses as free as possible from chro¬ 
matic aberration, and, should it be present, to make a cor¬ 
responding allowance for the error. 

4th.—To use full aperture, if the lens is satisfactorily 
corrected. 

Camera The remarks of Messrs. Lumiere and 
Construction. Perrigot, quoted in the preceding para¬ 

graph, point to the necessity of the utmost precision in 
camera construction if full advantage is to be secured of 
the great improvements in lens construction which have 
been made within the last few years. Not only is this the 
case with hand cameras, which are so often used for obtain¬ 
ing negatives for subsequent enlargement, but also with 
large copying cameras. The modern copying lens is four 
times more rapid than the older type, for which it has 
been substituted, and we think that photographers engaged 

in photo-mechanical work would do well to test the register 
of their dark-slides. It is quite possible that wear and 
other defects deprive the operator of the full advantage of 
the lens which is being used. We were strongly impressed 
with this fact recently when examining test negatives made 
by two photographers upon whose skill and care we could 
fully rely Although the photographs were taken with the 
same lens, there was a marked difference in the sharpness 
of the two photographs, and it is highly probable that the 
camera used by one of them was at fault. 

* * * 

The Bill to When Mr. Gerald Balfour introduced his 
Amend the New Patent Bill, and it was read a first 

a. en c . time, he said that it would be as well for 

a considerable time to be allowed between the first and 
second reading, in order to give an opportunity to those 
interested to study its provisions. He also said that he 
would be prepared, with an open mind, to give considera¬ 
tion to any representations that might be made to him in 
the interval. This is as it should be, for there is no ques¬ 
tion that our Patent Law requires amendment in more 
than one direction. This Bill, as is tolerably well known, 
is the outcome of the report of a committee appointed by 
the Board of Trade in 1900 to inquire into the matter of 
the Patents Acts. One of the objects of the new Bill is to 
prevent the granting of patents for inventions that have 
obviously been anticipated. It is mentioned that of a hun¬ 
dred complete specifications filed about forty-two could be 
shown, from information in the office to have been antici¬ 
pated. Had the hundred specifications been excusively 
relating to photographic patents, we venture to say that the 
proportion of the anticipated ones would have far exceeded 
forty-two. Under the present Acts the office makes no in¬ 
quiry, it simply takes the money and asks no questions. 
For example, “A ” may apply for a patent, and next week 
“ B ” may lodge an application for essentially the same 
thing, and in due course both will be sealed, unless the 
sealing is opposed by one or other of the applicants, or, 
perhaps, by some other party. The Patent Office does not 
interfere on its own initiative. The new Bill proposes that 
the Patent Office shall examine the specifications of pre¬ 
vious patents to see if they contain any anticipations of 
the invention for which a patent is claimed. This, of course, 
is a step forward, but it does not go far enough, at least as 
regards photography, because many good inventions have 
freely been given to the public, through the journals, that 
have afterwards formed the subject of letters patent. If 
we go back to the early volumes of this and other journals, 
we shall find many things published in them that have 
since been patented, and the patents have passed as being 
valid, though, of course they would not had they been 
contested. Take, for example, the turntable in the camera 
that was patented some years ago; it was used in the 
early fifties. Again, in connection with roller slides with 
daylight spools one was described in 1855 for wax paper 
negatives, in which the inventor says, “ As a further pre¬ 
caution against light, and to guard against the evil effects 
of the air upon the prepared paper, I leave the black calico 
band a foot longer than is necessary to carry all the (sensi¬ 
tive) paper, so that when all are wound on the roller, the 
last five or six folios are plain calico, thus excluding the 
light.” This is precisely what is done in the case of pre¬ 
sent-day rollable films and black paper. What is really 
required, particularly with reference to photography, is 
that the Patent Office inquiry should not be confined to 
previous specifications of patents that have been taken, 
but also to what has previously been published on the 
subject. This is actually done by the German Patent 
Office, and, possibly in a less complete manner, by the 
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American Patent Office. When a patent is granted in 

either of these countries it may fairly be assumed that it 

is a valid one. This is far from being the case with those 

ranted here without any inquiry whatever. 

* * * 

Battle When the present deplorable war in 
Photographs. South Africa broke out, now nearly two- 

and-a-half years ago, it was believed by many that, owing 

to the number of cameras carried by our officers, and 

others, a plentiful crop of photographs would be secured, 

and that in this way the struggle in the Transvaal would 

be illustrated in a manner never before found possible. It 

was those, as usual, who had never handled a lens who 

anticipated the most, and the public were led to believe 

that, by means of the perfect apparatus now available, 

hand-to-hand fights, struggles for the standard, captures 

and recaptures of guns, and such like episodes, made 

familiar to us all in every recent war by the pencil of 

“ our special artist at the front,” would be presented to 

them in the guise of truth-telling photographs. We are 

now, after all these months, in a position to estimate how 

far these prognostications are likely to be verified. 

Thousands of photographs have been taken on the South 

African veldt, and many of these have been exhibited by 

the Kodak Company, or published in the illustrated news¬ 

papers. Some of them, we fully admit, are of the greatest 

interest as records of episodes in one of the greatest wars 

of modern times. But, truth to tell, they are not battle 

subjects, and can be more correctly described as studies in 

still life. . They show us how swollen rivers were crossed 

by means of hastily-constructed pontoon bridges; how 

“ Long Toms ” were trained on distant Boer earth-works ; 

how the besieged residents of Ladysmith, Kimberley, and 

Mafeking were fed, and sheltered from the hurtling shells 

of the enemy; how the victorious troops entered Pretoria; 

how the abortive proclamations were posted up on pillar 

and post; and how buildings were reduced to matchwood 

by projectiles made in Germany. But of battle scenes 

there are none, and competent photographers well know the 

reason why. A man with a camera is as much out of place 

on a battle-field as is a bull in a china shop, with the 

difference that it is the intruder who would be smashed 

up, and not the china. The only successful battle scenes 

which we have come across are of the cinematograph kind, 

and although these have been received with thunders of 

appreciative applause by music-hall patriots, it is an open 

secret that the pictures have been faked from carefully- 

trained models. Possibly a camera concealed in a block¬ 

house might, with the aid of a powerful flash-light appara¬ 

tus, he made to record a real incident of warfare, and 

perhaps such a photographic feat may be accomplished 

before De Wet is captured, and the drama in South Africa 

comes to a close. 
* * ■35- 

Photographs The death of Mr. Rupert G. Williams, 
by Wire. which occurred on Saturday last, at Hey- 

wood, removes from the field of invention one of those 

engaged in the seemingly almost impossible task of con¬ 

veying sketches and photographs, or, rather, of reproduc¬ 

ing such pictures at the end of a telegraphic wire. He is 

spoken of in the obituary notices as being the inventor of 

the telepantograph, an instrument for sending sketches 

by wire, and is said to have been well known on both sides 

of the Atlantic. This idea of telegraphing pictures, so 

that, for example, a war correspondent could illustrate his 

own articles with more or less authentic representations of 

the scenes described, has had a strange fascination for 

many, but as far as we can remember, in most of the 

schemes brought forward theory has outpaced practice. 

Nearly all these schemes are based upon the circumstance 

that a selenium cell will vary its resistance to a current of 

electricity according to the amount of light concentrated 

upon it. But as yet nothing practical has resulted from 

the efforts of those who have rung the changes upon this 

phenomenon. The last invention (?) of the kind was re¬ 

ported from Paris, where, it was stated only a few weeks 

ago, a dentist had discovered a means of seeing a corres¬ 

pondent who was miles away, while he talked to him 

through the telephone. How the miracle was wrought, 

deponent said not, nor did he hint at the use of selenium. 

Probably he did not know of the existence of such a sub¬ 

stance. Proceeding from the consideration of romance to 

that of reality, we may note that pictures of a kind have 

been successfully reproduced at the end of a wire. Bake- 

well in 1850 designed a workable instrument for this pur¬ 

pose. The drawing to be reproduced, at a distance, was 

executed in resinous ink on tinfoil, which foil was attached 

to a cylinder. As the cylinder revolved, it Avas traversed 

by a pointer spirally, the electric connection being broken 

whenever one of the resinous lines was crossed. A similar 

revolving cylinder at the receiving end was traversed by a 

like pointer, which caused decomposition of a chemically 

prepared paper stretched on the cylinder so long as the 

current was uninterrupted. It will be seen that by this 

means a negative image of the original drawing was pro¬ 

duced. Thirty years later d’Artincourt improved upon 

this method, and about the same time CoAvper’s writing 

telegraph was invented, Avhich within certain limits would 

reproduce at one end of a Avire the lines made Avith pen and 

ink at the other end. There Avere grand things prophesied 

for these inventions at the time of their production, but 

they never came into general use. We may assume from 

this circumstance that, if a more perfect system of tele¬ 

graphing pictures Avere introduced to-morroAAr, it AA^ould 

prove to be, like its predecessors, but a nine days’ wonder. 

Those Avho know the difficulties attached to picture making, 

when the entire Avork is under the control of hand and eye, 

are best able to appreciate the difficulties of automatic 

reproduction at the end of a Avire. 

SOME BUSINESS ASPECTS OF PHOTOGRAPHY. 

I. 

The professional photographer occupies a someAvhat sin¬ 
gular position Avith regard to what may be termed the 
business aspect of his work, inasmuch as Avhile most profes¬ 
sional or business men haA^e been trained to their work, 
served an apprenticeship to it, in fact, the majority of pro¬ 
fessional photographers haA^e taken up the art from the 
dictates of a natural aptitude or from a feeling that it will 
offer a commercial field to their artistic proclivities. E\Ten 
those who have “ learnt their business in an established 
sudio too frequently are not at all brought into touch with 
the business departments, their work being confined to 
studio, dark-room, and printing-room. A very natural, 
and, unfortunately, too frequent corollary to this lack of 
business knowledge is business disaster. It must be 
within the cognisance of many of our readers that some oi 
the best photographers aa*1io ever deA'eloped a plate 
have become the most egregious business failures. 
It has occurred to us that an occasional treatment 
of such subjects as are indicated by the title oi 
this article may be found useful to such of our readers as 
have been without that business experience AA'hich is oi 
such value in the conduct of any profession or business 
whatever. "We do not propose to treat the subject in 
ordered sequence, but rather as accident or casual occui- 
rences may dictate, Our caaui experience of one particulai 
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department of this business ineptness has been so pro¬ 
nounced that we will first treat of it. We refer to— 

THE PACKING OF PICTURES AND GOODS, 

including in our purview both the receipt and despatch of 
photographs and all the numerous incidentals that go to 
make up the business of professional photography. In the 
large towns a photographer will naturally have most of his 
goods delivered by hand from a local dealer, but in smaller 
places he may have to receive the bulk of his goods through 
the medium of railway or canal. The phase which has 
been most in evidence in our own experience is the mode 
of packing photographs, and especially negatives. It is 
-often enough considered sufficient to wrap a negative in 
two or three folds of paper, put it in an envelope, duly 
addressed and stamped, and to drop it in the letter-box, the 
.sole precaution against damage being a notification on the 
outside “ with care,” or “ please do not stamp,” or “ glass, 
with care.” The value of this latter precaution may be 
gauged when it is shown that the post-office authorities 
specially instruct the letter sorters and others that they 
are not to pay attention to any message written on the 
outside of a letter-parcel, such notices as “ fragile ” ex¬ 
cepted. Then again, it is forbidden to send by post any 
hard object likely to cause damage, so that a parcel con¬ 
taining slightly-protected glass is liable to be detained, and 
a notice of the detention sent to the sender, who must then 
send to the detaining office for his rejected parcel. The 
extent to which the flimsy packing we allude affords pro¬ 
tection can be estimated when we remind our readers that 
every envelope is submitted to a heavy blow in the process 
of stamping the post-mark and another in obliterating the 
stamp, facts that, it might be thought, would be patent to 
everybody. 

But such despatches would only be of occasional occur¬ 
rence, negatives sent out for enlarging bearing a small pro¬ 
portion to posting of the cartes and cabinets of the usual 
output of the studio. Here the first advice to be given is to 
use the utmost neatness and care in packing up. Much 
depends on first impressions, and a carelessly and untidily- 
wrapped parcel at once creates a feeling of disfavour. It 
is not our province to suggest the kind of package to 
■employ—that may be left between the photographer and 
the stock-dealer; but whatever kind be chosen, it should 
be able to withstand the violent blow of the post-mark 
stamper. Even a single photograph needs a strong board 
on each side to protect it against injury of this kind. These 
precautions are nowadays of double importance, in view 
of the large proportion of wide-margin mounts now used. 
There is, however, one possible cause of injury which is 
impossible to provide against; that is, the breaking of a 
packet of photographs when sent from one or two places 
where the mails are delivered by automatic machinery 
from a train going at full speed. The bag drops into the 
wire nettings at such a rate as to render certain the destruc¬ 
tion of any parcel which lies in the bag near the point of 
impact. We have seen scores—nay. hundreds—of photo¬ 
graphs so injured. Under all circumstances, a parcel 
should be carefully and tightly tied with a knot that cannot 
slip, the non-adherence to such a recommendation leading 
‘to such contretemps as the delivery of an envelope alone, 
for instance, the pictures themselves being lost in the post. 
Many photographers, knowing the liability to injury photo- 
graps are subject to when sent under ordinary conditions, 
recommend their clients to have their pictures sent by 
parcel post, and so give facilities for extra packing, the 
cost of the postage being charged to the sitter. It should 
be remembered that there is now (except where the postage 
is one half-penny only) no occasion to mark on the outside 
of the wrapper “ Book Post,” seeing that, with the excep¬ 

tion referred to, there is no difference in rate between letter 
post and book post. 

A most useful business precaution to take in the matter 
of postages is one that a well-known photographer at a 
recent convention describes as always being done at his 
place, and that is to have a “ postage-book ” in which to 
enter the address and cost of postage of everv letter or 
packet sent to the Post Office. The gentleman referred to 
stated that he found it an excellent plan in a double sense. 
First, it afforded an efficient check on the cash disburse¬ 
ments for postage stamps—always a heavy item in a photo¬ 
grapher’s business—and prevented their illegitimate em¬ 
ployment, stamps often being looked upon as common 
property; and, secondly, the list of parcels, etc., dispatched 
proved a most useful record when occasion arose to verify 
the dispatch of any particular letter, etc., which had not 
arrived at its destination. 

This leads to another point of the highest importance, 
especially so as so many photographs are sent by “ parcel ” 
post rather than under “ letter ” regulations. We presume 
it is the experience of almost every photographer to have 
had some of his parcels gone astray, sometimes through his 
own fault, the packing twine not having been securely 
knotted, and the contents being strewn all over the place, 
and sometimes through the carelessness of the Post Office 
people themselves. The “ postage book ” we have de¬ 
scribed is simply of the nature of a memorandum or an 
aide-memoire, and would not be received in evidence by the 
authorities of St. Martin’s-le-Grand. But every local’ office 
will supply, without charge, little slips of paper, with 
printed headings, on which to enter the name and address 
of sender and receiver of any parcel-post package, and they 
will stamp it with the office stamp when handed in along 
with the “ parcel.” No claim for loss or damage will be 
entertained by the Post Office in the absence of such an 
official acknowedgement of receipt. Now it is within our 
own knowledge that very many photographers never think 
of making use of these receipt forms, and do not, indeed, 
even know of their existence, which is rather singular, see¬ 
ing that the Postmaster-General, “ as an act of force,” and 
not as a matter of right, will afford compensation to the 
amount of two pounds on the loss or damage to any unin¬ 
sured parcel, the receipt of which has been acknowledged 
on one of these official receipt forms. It should here be 
noted that no compensation will be given for damage to a 
fragile article unless the word “ fragile,” or its equivalent, 
appears on the cover. We will conclude this section of 
our subject with a very useful elaboration of this system. 
It is found in practice that the accumulation of these tiny 
receipt forms becomes awkward, and the liability to lose 
them is great; hence, some stationers, with the authority 
of the Post Office, offer for sale at an insignificant price, a 
book, with numbers of leaves, each page of which contains 
spaces for entering names and addresses in a single line, 
the office receipting mark being stamped at the end of the 
line upon presentation of parcel and book. A dozen or two 
entries can be made in a single page, and the book then is 
always at hand as a record of goods dispatched, or contain¬ 
ing the necessary receipt in the event of a claim for loss or 
damage. 

-—4-- 
Egham Debating and literary Society.—A photographic exhibition and 

competition, open to members of the Society and residents of Eghain 
and Staines, will be held in connection with closing night, Thursday. 
April 3rd. Entries must be sent in not later than March 15th next, to 
the hon. sec., Mr. H. L Muriel, Bank House, Egham. The following 
are the classes:—A.—Figure studies : Single figures, groups. B.—Land¬ 
scapes, sea-scapes, and river scenery. C.—Architecture: Interior, exterior. 
D.—Still life. E.—Animal studies. F.—Lantern slides: Any subject. 
G.—General: Enlargements, copying, scientific photography, etc. En¬ 
trance fee: Members, Is.; non-members, 2s. 6d. (admitting to all classes). 
The judge will be Mr. Thomas Bedding, F.R.P.S., editor of the British 

JotTRiNAL OF PlIOTOGRAlMIT. 
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NOTES ON EARLY TELE-DIOPTRIC LENS-SYSTEMS, AND 

THE GENESIS OF TELEPHOTOGRAPHY.* 
[Abstract of a paper read before the Royal Photographic Society.] % 

II. 

Although many of the writers on optical subjects about this 
period discuss the optics of the telescope, few of them refer to 
its use for the projection of images. In his treatise on Dioptrics, 

published at Leyden in 1637, Descartes discusses fairly fully and 
correctly the phenomena of the camera obscura with and without 
a lens : also the effect of two or more convex lenses separated 
from one another to a certain distance in giving an erect image 
instead of a reversed one. In the ninth discourse he deals with 
telescopes, and recommends hyperbolic object glasses with a 
concave, but says nothing about using the telescope for projection 

of solar or other images. 
. Marius Bettinus, like Descartes, very strongly recommends in 
his Apiaria (1641) the use of hyperbolic lenses in the telescope. 
In Cap. Y. he discusses the projection of images by means of 
lenses, the formation of a reversed image by a single lens and its 
being made erect by a second lens. He says that at best with 
ordinary lenses the rays do not all converge at one point and 
thus produce an indistinct reversed image, while if the image be 
made erect by the use of more lenses, there is less illumination, 
and rays are lost which would give effect to the picture. He 
recommends the hyperbolic lens because it focusses rays and 
images at one point; it never causes confusion ; it has two foci 
of perfect definition ; it does not require another lens to erect 
the image ; whether the image produced be reversed or direct it is 
far more perfect than with any other lenses. He gives an 
elaborate figure to illustrate the principle of the formation of two 
images, and says that the second image will be almost the same 
in every way as the first except its erectness, and will be equal 
to it in size. In his Selenographia (Gedani, 1647), Hevelius men¬ 
tions the use of a plano-convex lens of 12 feet focal length in a 
darkened room for observing outside objects, and the necessity 
for regulating the size of the aperture neither too large nor too 
small to get the most distinct image without too great loss of 
light. He also suggests the use of concave, spherical or parabolic 
specula in place of a paper screen to show a more brilliant image. 
In Cap. II. he deals with the telescope, and gives a method of 
testing them by projecting images of the sun with them, and then 
comparing the size and definition of the images. In Cap. V. he 
discusses observations of sunspots and faculte and the use of the 
helioscope with coloured glasses, and Schemer’s apparatus which 
was then commonly in use for the purpose. He points out that 
the latter being fixed rigidly together has to be moved bodily to 
follow the sun and keep the image in its place on the paper, so 
he recommends a modification in which the telescope is fitted into 
a spherical wooden block, which can be moved in any direction 
in a socket fixed in a window of the darkened room of the 
observatory. The paper is placed on a board attached to an up- 
right stand or easel, so that it can be raised or lowei'ed as re¬ 
quired by long screws at each side, but there is apparently no 
arrangement for keeping the paper at right angles to the axis of 
the telescope. It could be worked by the observer himself in¬ 
stead of requiring an assistant, as with Schemer's arrangement. 
In his later work, Machines Coelestis (Gedani, 1673), hp describes 
and figures an improved instrument of the same kind, in which 
there is an elaborate arrangement for properly adjusting the 
paper screen and keeping the image of the sun in position follow¬ 
ing the movement of the earth. It has the same balL and socket 
fitting for holding the telescope. He does not seem to have 
noticed Schemer's “ Telescopium Heliotropicum ” figured above. 
Though there is a great deal of information about lenses and the 

In the full paper published in the Journal of the Royal Photographic Society for 
January General Waterhouse give j several illustrations and appendices. 

working of them in the two books, Hevelius has not gone into the 
optics of the combination of concave and convex lenses for tele¬ 
scopic or projection purposes. In his Ars Manna Lucis et Umbra> 
(2nd edition, 1671), Lib. X., Part II., Cap. 7, Kircher very briefly 
notes the effect of a concave placed behind a convex and a little in 
front of its focus, and the effect of moving the lenses to and fro 
also the use of two convex lenses or a concave between two con- 
vexes. The helioscope with coloured glasses is also mentioned, 
but the whole account seems to have been taken from Schemer. 
Gaspar Schott only very casually mentions the projection of 
enlarged images with a convex and concave combination (Magia 

Universalis Naturce et Artis, Herbipoli, 1657, Part I., Optica, 
Syntagma I., Lib. II., Proposition 4), and also the erection of the 
projected image by using two convex lenses. There is, however, 
some interesting information about the telescope in Syntagma 
III., and he refers to Eustachio Divini, the famous Roman 
optican, making achromatic telescopes giving images free from 
any colour by several refractions, a fact which is also noted by 
Traber, but which I have not seen in modern accounts of the 
telescope. James Gregory has fully discussed the principles of 
the telescope in his Optica Promota, published in London, 1663. 
as well as some of the calculations involved. In Proposition 72 
he shows how to observe the apparent diameter of celestial bodies 
by the projection of their images through a lens on a white 
screen, and in Propositions 52 and 53 he has given the theory. 
He does not, however, mention the use of the Galilean telescope 
for this purpose. The well-known French mathematician, 
Claude Francois Milliet Decliales, has discussed the effects of 
the combination of lenses, both for vision and projection, in his 
Cursus seu Mundas mathematicas (Leyden, 1674), the second 
volume of which contains his Optica, Perspcctiva, Catoptrica, and 
Dioptrica. In the second book of the Dioptrica. In the second 
JDioptrica. In the second book of the Dioptrica, after other prob 
lems relating to combinations of convex with concave lenses, he 
deals, in Proposition XL., with the case of a concave glass placed 
behind a convex lens giving a larger and more distant image than 
the convex alone, and gives the following curious demonstration. 

In the following year, 1675, Fr. Zacharias Traber, Rector of 
the Jesuits’ College in Vienna, published a treatise on optics, 
under the title of Ncrvus Opticus, dealing with Optics, Catoptrics, 
and Dioptrics, and seems to have made some advance on his pre¬ 
decessors with reference to the properties of lenses in their 
graphic applications. For instance, in Chapter XII., Proposi¬ 
tion 3, he notes the want of definition due to oblique rays falling 
on a plano-convex lens and focussing at shorter distances than 
the parallel rays, or what we now call “spherical aberration.” 
In Chapter XY. he gives a number of problems relating to the 
use of convex lenses, and in Problem 6 he shows how the height of 
a distant object may be measured by the size of its image on the 
screen of the camera obscura, and gives a practical illustration 
on the basis that as the size of the visible image on the screen is 
to the focus of the lens, so is the actual height of the object to its 
distance from the lens. In this way Traber seems to have been 
the first who made an attempt to apply calculation to these prob¬ 
lems ; though it is possible that others did so before him. In 
Problem 7 he treats of the observation of eclipses in the same 
way by means of long focus lenses. In Chapter XIX., Proposi¬ 
tion 4, he deals with the projection of erect images on a screen in 
a dark room through a system of two convex lenses more fully 
than the writers mentioned above, and illustrates it with a figure 
showing the paths of the rays from the object, through the two 
lenses on to the screen. 

Speaking of telescopes, he says that those with two convex 
lenses or a concave and a convex were comparatively common, 
but those with more lenses were much more expensive and not 
so efficient for ordinary purposes on account of the chromati' 
aberrations. He also mentions a telescope made by Eustachio. 
the Neapolitan, with nineteen convex lenses enclosed in a tube 
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19 cubits long, which showed objects with less colour, this being 
effected by the use of some very fine (subtillissima) glass, which, 
while neither increasing nor enlarging anything, prevented the 
discolouration of the objects. These accounts of Eustachio 
Divini as the inventor of an achromatic telescope seem worthy of 

further investigation. 

In Chapter XXI., Proposition 2,‘ he deals with the combinations 
of concave and convex lenses, and discusses the calculation of 
their relative distances—a problem which, as we have seen, 
Scheiner did not attempt, but preferred to work out practically. 
He notes this and says that he sees no reason why they should not 
be calculated as well as the positions of the two convex lenses 
already done by de Rheita and Schott, and he gives a calculation 
of sixteen to one, which seems much more suitable for eye tele¬ 
scopes of long focus than for a projecting arrangement with lenses 
of comparatively short focus. In Proposition 10 of the same 
chapter he discusses the projection of images with the combina¬ 
tion of a concave with a convex lens. He gives a good figure, but 
his demonstration seems somewhat like Kepler’s in attributing 
the enlargement of the image to the mere divergence of the rays 
after passing through the concave. He gives a great many other 
problems regarding concave and convex lenses which are of 
interest, though not immediately connected with the subject of 

this paper. 

Some ten years after Traber’s book, the first edition of Johann 
Zahn’s well-known Oculus Artificialis Teledioptricus was published 

in 1686, at Wurzburg, in which place he was canon of a religious 
order, but the second enlarged edition, which I have followed in 
this and in my former paper, appeared in 1702, and was pub¬ 
lished at Nuremberg. In 1900, Dr. von Rohr published a paper 
in the British Journal of Photography (47, 294), in which he 
quoted passages from Zahn which showed that even in 1686 the 
tele-objective combination of a convex lens of longer and a con¬ 
cave lens of shorter focal length was already developed ; but as 
we have seen, Zahn did not originate this combination, and in 
fact it had been known for some 75 years. His account has, 
however, an interest of its own, because he describes and figures 
a small camera fitted with such a combination for throwing an 
enlarged image upon the focussing screen, which in its propor¬ 
tions and application comes very near our modern telephoto¬ 

graphic objectives. 
In the second part of his book, Syntagma II., Chapter III., he 

first describes the effects of a combination of a concave lens in 
front of a convex, and the conditions under which images are 
formed, and in Proposition X. he demonstrates the old theorem 
of the formation of a larger and more distinct image by placing 
a concave lens behind the convex and a little in front of its focus, 
giving the same figure as Dechales in his 40th Proposition, al¬ 
ready noticed, and the same demonstration almost word for word. 
Then follow the four corollaries given in Dr. von Rohr’s extract. 
In the first he shows that a concave lens thus placed between a 
convex lens and the image formed by it, can, in transmitting the 
image, portray it larger than any single convex lens whatever at 
the same distance. In the second he says the secret and wonder¬ 
ful artifice used in show-boxes and camera obscuras to greatly 
magnify the images transmitted at a short distance may be in¬ 
ferred. In the third he shows how a large image may thus be 
produced with such a combination at a short distance instead of 
using a single convex lens of greater focal length, and so a more 
contracted and shorter tube may have the same or even greater 
power than a longer tube with an ordinary object lens. In the 
fourth corollary he shows, as Scheiner did before him, that as 
the concave lens, within the proper limits, approaches the image, 
the less the pencils are lengthened, and the image becomes 
smaller at a shorter distance ; and the further it is placed from 
the image formed by the convex lens, so that it is nearer the 
convex so much the larger an image will be formed at a greater 

distance. As quoted by Dr. von Rohr from the first edition, 
Zahn has reversed the conditions given in this corollary and 
made them wrong, but has corrected them in the second edition 
which*I have followed. It will be seen from the above that Zahn 
has very clearly recognised the advantage of the combination in 
practically shortening the focal length and distance of the screen 
for the size of image obtained. 

In the two following propositions he demonstrates the various 
cases in which no image is formed, the rays issuing from the 
concave either parallel or diverging, and he formulates tin- 
general rule that if the concave is so placed behind any convex 
lens that the foci of both, or the position of the image from tin- 
convex lens, coincide with the centre, or better, with the focus of 
the concave, the rays from the most distant objects will be trans¬ 
mitted parallel. If indeed the focus of the concave falls within 
the focus, or image formed by the convex lens, and the convex 
lens itself, the rays will diverge. If the focus of the concave is 
beyond the position of the image, or focus of the convex, the rays 
in such a combination will be sent on converging to form an 

image. 
In Syntagma III., Chapter XII., he discusses various methods 

of observing the sun in safety, fully describing Scheiner’s method, 
giving the reasons why the telescope tube must be more drawn 
out for purposes of projection and repeating the rules already 
given regarding the positions of the lenses and the effect of moving 
them in or out in increasing or diminishing the size of the image. 
He also considers the method with two convex lenses, and gives a 
figure of the course of the rays. Several other propositions con¬ 
cerning the combination of convex and concave lenses are given, 
enlarging upon his theoretical demonstrations, but space docs 
not allow me to consider them further. 

The third part of the book is more practical, and in Syntagma 

III., Chapter V., he fully expounds the principles and construc¬ 
tion of the Dutch telescope—and gives several tables relating to 
the proportions of the convex and concave lenses, and the magni¬ 
fying power of the combinations. In the following chapters he 
considers in the same way the telescope with two convex lenses ; 
binocular telescopes of which many figures are given, and various 
kinds of reflecting telescopes, and enters into various details of 
their construction. He next discourses on the astronomical tele¬ 
scope and observing instruments, and in Syntagma IV., Chapter 
III., he gives an account of the first arrangement proposed by 
Hevelius in the Selenographia and the same figure, but does not 
mention the improved form. In Chapter YI. he notices Dechales’ 
method of observing the apparent diameter of the sun by projec¬ 
tion and gives a copy of the figure of his apparatus. In Syntagma 

Y. he describes several practical applications of the teledioptric 
principle, and in Technasma, II. (p. 689), there is a description, 
with figures, of a parastatic box for showing enlarged images, in 
which a convex lens is combined with a concave, very much in 
the same way as in our modern telephoto lenses—the image being 
received on a mirror and reflected upwards. His convex lens in 
the outer tube would have a focus of TVo> presumably of a foot, 
say 7g inches ; a plano-concave lens of tVo focus, say 3 inches, 
was fitted in a smaller tube sliding into the other and the focus 
adjusted by the rules given before. The two tubes were fitted 
into a larger one and fixed on the camera. Ordinarily the images 
were reversed, but could not be made erect by means of the mirror 
(see illustration, appendix). It will be noted that the proportions 
of his lens are very close to those of modern instruments. 

If Zahn did not make any advance in the theory of the tele¬ 
objective combination, he seems to have done so in the practice. 
His book is a valuable repertory of information on early optics 
on account of the numerous extracts from and references to 
earlier writers. 

Christian Huyghens has discussed the theory of the method of 
observing eclipses, etc., with the Galilean telescope by projection 
in Ins treatise on dioptrics, which was published with other post- 
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"humous papers in 1703, but has not gone into the relative pro¬ 

portions and distances of the convex and concave lenses for pro¬ 

jection, though he has done so for the observing telescope. 

In Proposition 33, Cap. VI., of the Element a Dioptrica, in the 

■second volume of the Element a Mathescos JJ niv&rscc (Halle, 1715), 

Christian Wolf has shown how the astronomical telescope may 

be shortened from its ordinary length, but at the same time give 

a larger image by the insertion of a double concave lens, so that 

-the focus of the object glass should be behind it and nearer its 

virtual focus. His demonstration differs in his two editions, and 

is not very clear. Though not new, his problem is mteiesting, 

because Sir J. Herschel (Ency. Brit., 8th edition, Article, Tele¬ 

scope) refers the principle of the Barlow telescope back to it, 

saying that the interposition of an uncorrected concave with an 

achromatic O.G. would destroy the acliromaticity of the image, 

but that nothing prevents a negative or concave lens being ren¬ 

dered achromatic as well as a positive one. It is only necessaiy 

to make the stronger lens of the combination (the crown) concave 

and the weaker convex, and the result will be a negative achro¬ 

matic lens, which interposed on Wolfs principle will be free 

from the objection. The principle, however, really goes back far 

beyond Wolf, as we have seen, and Herschel’s remarks would 

apply equally well to Kepler’s or Schemer’s arrangements, if 

achromatic combinations were used instead of uncorrected 

glasses. From Zahn we also know that the advantage of the 

combination in giving a large image with short focal length was 

commonly recognised and used for show boxes. It may be noted 

that there is a very useful classified bibliography of writers on 

mathematical subjects at the end of this second volume of Wolf’s 

treatise. In the later edition of 1735, the Dioptrica is in the 

third volume, which does not contain the bibliography. Robert 

Smith also has fully explained the construction of the Galilean 

Telescope in his Compleat System of Opticks (Cambridge, 1738), 

but only alludes incidentally to the projection of images with it. 

He mentions Horrock’s observations of the Transit of Venus in 

this way on the 24th November, 1639, and in the interesting ap¬ 

pendix at the end of the second volume he gives a short notice of 

the method (p. 23, para. 128). In all the cases hitherto noticed 

the lenses used were uncorrected glasses, and the images pro¬ 

duced on the screen were more or less accompanied by chromatic 

fringes which marred their beauty and distinctness, and as the 

telescopic methods of observation were improved by the use of 

.achromatic glasses, the method of projection seems to have fallen 

into disuse. John Dollond first brought achromatic object 

glasses for the telescope into use about 1758, but even with them 

there was a certain amount of residual secondary spectrum, to 

the removal of which the efforts of many workers were directed, 

•one of the earliest and most successful being Dr. Robert Blair 

of Edinburgh, who, in 1787, conceived the idea of making an 

-achromatic concave fluid lens which should refract the green less 

than the united red and violet and from the axis, while a similar 

achromatic convex lens should refract it to the axis, and by the 

•combination the green should be united with the red and violet. 

The unsuitable nature of the fluids used, a solution of chloride 

•of antimony in muriatic acid being one of them, and the difficulty 

of constructing the lenses prevented their coming into general 

nse. (A full account of Blair’s researches will be found in Vol. 3 

of the Transactions of the ltoyal Society of Edinburgh.) 

In 1828, Professor Peter Barlow made experiments with 

achromatic negative lenses for the double purpose of shortening 

the telescope and reducing the secondary spectrum. He also 

aised a fluid lens, the liquid used being the highly refractive 

bisulphide of carbon (Fhil. Trans. B.S., 1828, p. 105). About 

the same time Mr. A. Rogers constructed a compound correcting 

Jens somewhat on the same principle as Barlow’s, but consisting 

of a convex crown and concave flint, the foci of which were such 

as to cause the combination to act as a plain glass on the mean 

refrangible rays. Such a glass being interposed between the 

object glass of a telescope and its focus will lengthen the focus 

for violet and shorten it for red rays, thus producing an achro¬ 

matic union of all the rays at the focus. The correcting lens 

could also be made negative, so as to reduce the length of the 

telescope for the same focal power. This arrangement was im¬ 

proved by Plossl, of Vienna, and brought out under the name 

of “ Dialytic telescope ” in 1839. In 1834 Dollond succeeded in 

making an achromatic negative lens on a principle suggested by 

Barlow which was found to work satisfactorily. It is described 

in a paper by George Dollond in the Phil. Trans. P.S., 1834, and 

in a letter attached Barlow lays down the principle of achromatis- 

ing by making the foci of the lenses proportional to their disper¬ 

sive powers, but the crown lens must be concave and the flint 

convex. The principle does not, however, seem to have been 

used or suggested for purposes of projection, and this method of 

utilising the Galilean telescope does not seem to have been re¬ 

vived till Ignazio Porro made a combination of the kind in 1847, 

and used it for observing an eclipse in 1851. The positive lens 

used seems to have been an ordinary achromatic single landscape 

lens, but although Porro published the principles on which his 

negative lens was based, in the early volumes of the French 

Photographic Society’s Bulletin, he gave no details of its con¬ 

struction. In 1857, the first photo-heliograph was designed by 

Dr. W. De la Rue for the Kew Observatory, and consisted, like 

its many successors constructed for other observatories by Messrs. 

Dallmeyer, of two converging or positive lenses, the hinder one 

picking up the image from the focus of the object glass, and 

throwing an enlarged image on t-o the photographic plate. 

In 1869, Messrs. Borie and Toumemire brought out a portable 

combination on the same principle, for taking enlarged pictures 

of architectural details and other purposes of telephotography, 

but it does not seem to have come into use on account of the want 

of sensitiveness of the plates, and the small intensity such a 

combination would have. The later history of the modern tele¬ 

objective is well known, and I need not enter into it. 

In giving this brief and necessarily very cursory sketch of the 

development of the teleobjective, I do not for one moment intend 

to compare the practice and theory of the early forms of apparatus 

with the latest improvements in tele-photography and the com¬ 

plete way in which the theory and construction of these instru¬ 

ments has been worked out by our President and others, but it 

seemed of interest to trace their progress from Kepler downwards, 

and I regret that I am not better able to do the subject justice. 

The references I have given may, however, be of use to anyone 

desirous of following up the inquiry. 

Major-General J. Waterholtse, I. S. C. 

---4- 

TIMING DEVELOPMENT. 

I have been expecting a reply on developing by time such as 

that from “ H. E. S.” The best answer I can give is to test the 

method carefully. We think that we can do a great deal to 

modify the resulting negative in development, but, as Mr. 

Watkins has pointed out again and again, the chief means of 

altering the gradation is the time of development, and we all 

unconsciously use it. I felt exactly as “ H. E. S.” on the subject, 

and considered that the method was suited to every-day studio 

work, but now I am quite satisfied that it is by far the best 

method, and that it is exactly the method for professional photo- 

gr aphers. I experience all the various difficulties, and know 

quite well that it is not always possible to give correct exposures 

in the studio, but certainly three-fourths of the day’s exposures 

should be correctly exposured. If the timing method is adopted, 

one of its great advantages will be that the photographer will be 

more careful to make his exposure correct, and will abandon 

the mistaken idea that “I can put it right in development.” 

Many photographers produce negatives that need an extra- 
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ordinary amount of dodging in printing, and some will almost 
make np the whole negative with matt varnish and blacklead. I 
hold that this is wrong, especially for professional work, and 
endeavour to secure a negative that can be printed by almost 
anyone. This is an ideal to which one seldom attains, but still 
it is an ideal worth striving for, as a little extra care in securing 
a good negative is well repaid by the saving of retouching, print¬ 
ing, &c., at later stages. All exposures are matters of com¬ 
promise, and it is, of course, impossible to make them correct for 
all tones in the subject, as an example, black velvet and white 
satin, a terrible combination for the photographer. The com¬ 
bination mentioned by “ H- E. S.” of black hat and white dress 
is common enough, and I should suggest that two seconds would 
be far too long for the dress. In my own work five seconds is a 
long exposure ; the average is about one second, and as the face 

is usually the most important part of the portrait, I should ex¬ 
pose for that, and let the other parts take care of themselves, 
developing by the timing method, and, after fixation, reduce the 
white dress with Farmer’s reducer, if necessary. I should like 
to know what is meant by “mixing brains with the developer.” 
I have generally heard it put as “ mixing the developer with 
brains,” which means something quite different. I should be 
glad if “ H. E. S.” will tell us how he would treat such a subject 
as he mentions, and how he would develop it. 

As to concentration or dilution of the developer, I would ad¬ 
vise everyone to try the experiment of exposing a plate, cutting 
it in two, and developing one half with concentrated developer, 

noting the time of appearance and the total time of development, 
then, having found the multiplying factor, develop the second 

half with diluted developer, again noting the time of appearance 
and multiplying by the factor found with the first half, and 
develop for the time it gives. I don’t wish anyone to take my 
word for it, but to try it for themselves. 

Unless each set of exposures are developed at once, it is almost 

impossible to use much discrimination in development, and it is 
much better to expose correctly and time development. I have 
seen Mr. Watkins develop four plates at once, of vastly different 

subjects, without looking at the plates at all, but by using a test 
strip. The four negatives were excellent, although one was a 
cloud, another a street snapshot, the third an architectural in¬ 
terior, and the fourth a piece of black oak furniture. I do not 
advise photographers to attempt to do likewise, but I am sure 

they would find great advantage in using a set method of de¬ 
velopment where possible. It is quite easy to put aside those 
plates that have had abnormal exposures and develop them 
separately. I am sure if the professional will try this method 
he will find it has many advantages, and he will unconsciously 
take greater care in his exposing, and will find it better to do so 
than to attempt to play tricks with his developer. But I repeat 

I don’t ask anyone to take my word for all this, but to give it a 
fair trial. 

Harold Baker. 

Photographic Club, Andertoifs Hotel, Fleet Street, Wednesday, March 
12th, at 8 p.m. “ Open Night.” Members and others are invited to 
bring up objects of interest. 

Bath Photographic Society—The following circular has been sent to 
members of this Society by the hon. sec.:—“ I am directed to inform 
you that there will not be any meetings during the present year, but 
that everything will remain in abeyance. This course has been reluctantly 
forced upon the committee by the lack of interest shown in the Society's 
proceedings for some time past by the members. No subscription will 
be received this year.” 

At the last meeting of the Royal Institute of British Architects, Sir 
Benjamin Stone, M.P., gave a short account of his work in connection 
with the National Photographic Record Society, explaining the impor¬ 
tance of obtaining faithful records of buildings in all parts of the world 
for preservation and subsequent reference: He exhibited about 100 photo¬ 
graphs of architectural work, forming part of the collections of the 
National Photographic Record Society, which are to be deposited in the 
British Museum. ... 

NOTES ON THE DEVELOPMENT OF INTERFERENCE 
PHOTOCHROMY. 

XV.—OTTO WIENER. 
One can easily abstract from both suppositions. First of all, let 
the first supposition fall, and lot, therefore, the elementary 
layer have any thickness between zero and a half wave-length. 
Let their limits coincide with the places of strongest variation of 
the index of refraction, and, provisionally retaining the second 
supposition, on account of facility of understanding, take the 
index of refraction inside and outside the elementary mirror 

layer as constant. 
The wave reflected from an elementary mirror is in reality 

compounded of two waves, the first of which is reflected from 
an optically denser medium, the second from one optically less 
dense, if one ascribes to the layer of the elementary mirror a 
greater index of refraction than outside it. The phase and ampli¬ 
tude of the compounded wave are then found by Fresnel’s rule. 
(^Representing a wave (or the line vibration produced by it at 

a point) by a radius vector (Fahr. strahl) whose length gives the 
amplitude and whose angle with a base-line gives the phase, 

the geometric sum (2) of the vectors corresponding to two vibrations 
of the same period represents the compounded vibration in 

amplitude and phase. 
In this case, let the base-line be so chosen that it represents 

the phase of a wave W„ approaching the symmetry-plane of the 
elementary mirror. The wave reflected at the second limit of 
the elementary mirror (thus at the medium optically less dense) 

experiences with respect to W0 a phase-retardation, which is only 
conditioned by the doubled distance from the middle of the 
elementary mirror layer to its lower limit at the distance d, 

and thus has the value (expressed in wave-lengths) J?-l in 
A 

2d 
arcual measurement the value <p — 2n —r ; W2 thus forms 

with W0 the angle 0 ; thereby the phase retardation is 
represented by rotation of the exit-radius vector in a counter¬ 
clockwise direction. The wave reflected at the first boundary of 
the elementary mirror (thus at the optically denser medium) 
experiences with respect to W0 a phase-retardation of half a 
wave-length owing to the act of reflexion ; but since, compared 
with W0 it has travelled a path less by 2d, the total retardation 
expressed in arcual measurement only has the value 7r </>. Thus 
is found the direction Wl3 by taking away the angle 0 in 
the sense of decrease of the angle on the direction opposite to 
W0. Drawing the diagonal of the parallelogram constructed 
from Wj and W2, then is found the vector Wr representing 
the compounded wave. K stands by construction perpen¬ 
dicularly to W0, so the total wave reflected from the elementary 
mirror experiences at it a phase-retardation of a quarter of a 
wave-length. 

The phase-variation is the same however great is the thickness 
2d of the elementary mirror. The magnitude of 2d has influence 
only on the magnitude of the amplitude, which disappears with 
2d, and for 2d = VI attains a maximum, i.c., for the special case 
of Scliutt’s schema. 

The above proof may be transferred at once to the case of 
constant variation of the index of refraction. Instead of the 
straight lines, two continuously curved portions of a curve enter, 
but which likewise proceed as from a mirror to the normal of 
W0, and must accordingly compound to one of the lines Wr 
lying in this normal. 

Thus the above assertion is generally proved ; under the 
specified conditions the phase-variation by reflexion at an elementary- 
mirror referred to the geometric mean-plane of its layer is a quarter 

(’) A simple geometrical proof is given in E. Mach’s “ Leitfaden der Physik” 
(2 And., 1891, §137, p. 87); cf. also A. Wiillner, “ Lehrbuch der Experimental- 
physik ” (5 Anfl., Bd. i., 1895, 703). 

(2) The more usual term now is “ vector-sum ” ; the “ resultant ” of two quantities 
combined by the parallelogram law. 
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of a wave length; and a -phsise-retardatiov, if, as is here sup¬ 

posed, the layer of the elementary-mirror has a higher index of 

refraction than its neighbourhood ; a -ph&se-accderation of an 

equal amount if it has a lower index. 

It is certainly thereby supposed that the amplitudes of the 

waves reflected at both the boundary surfaces of the elementary 

mirror may be taken as equally great. In reality the amplitude 

■which belongs to the second reflexion must be the smaller, on 

account alone of the loss of intensity of the light by the first 

reflexion. 

If this difference of the amplitudes is brought into considera¬ 

tion, it is seen that the phase of the resulting wave Wr must 

become somewhat greater than 90 deg. (\/4) when W2 <W1 and 

the more, the smaller the amplitude ratio v of W2 to W\ and 

further greater, the smaller the angle £ (with the same v). 

Quantitatively it is easily seen that the increase i of the phase- 

retardation over 90 deg. may be calculated from v and <p by 

means of the following equation : — 

I—?; 

( l -t" v) tan <p 

From this formula it is seen that, even in unfavourable cases, 

c will attain to no great amount. According to approximate 

measurements (not communicated here) v could hardly be 

smaller than 0.85, with the colour photographs with which 

Wiener experimented. Further, with the supposition that the 

place of the most abrupt change of the index of refraction lies 

distant from the trough-plane only in ^ of its distance from the 

node-plain, <p becomes 45 deg. and ten <p unity ; thence t is (in 

round numbers) 5 deg., corresponding to an increase of phase- 

retardation of 0.015 wave-lengths ; if the place in question only 

in ^ of that distance from the trough-plane, <p would be 22.5 deg. 

and f about 11 deg., corresponding to a retardation of 0.031 

wave-lengths. The latter supposition is, however, very im¬ 

probable. Philip E. D. Jourdaix. 

-♦—- 

exhibitions* 
SOUTH LONDON PHOTOGRAPHIC SOCIETY. 

The thirteenth annual exhibition of the South London Photo¬ 
graphic Society was opened on Saturday evening last, at the Public 
Paths, Church Street, Camberwell, by the Mayor of Camberwell. 

In cur reviews of the exhibitions of metropolitan societies in recent 
years it has been our pleasing duty to record a steady improvement 
in the work of the members almost without exception. The South 
London Society is one of those which has received our warm congratu- 
tions over and over again, and in one branch of photography—archi¬ 
tecture—we have-looked upon the work in the members’ class as the 
standard of work df the kind. This year we regret to find that pro¬ 
gress has not been maintained. In the members’ architecture class in 
particular, this is manifested, and, as a whole, the exhibit hardly 
rises above the average. By a curious turn of fate, however, the 
open class in architecture is one of the strongest we have met with. 
It is only two or three years ago we had occasion, in reviewing this 
exhibition, to point out that the members’ class more than held its 
ground against all comers in the open class. Unfortunately, the 
falling off is not confined to this one class; the landscapes, etc., 
though to a less degree, show signs of flagging interest, and the 
soundness of our opinion on this point is confirmed by that of the 
judges, who only awarded the second medal in the class. There 
seems to be a return to the aimless practice of some years ago, when 
most of the members of a society were too uncertain of their technical 
skill to be able to devote that attention to that pictorial effect which 
is necessary to success. It is true that on scanning the catalogue we 
miss the names of many of the members whose work made the fame 
of the society, and this means probably that the exhibition suffers 
nearly as much from absence of their influence upon the work of the 
less advanced members as from the absence of their own work. In 
architecture this is no doubt the case, and instead of the rich, deep 
prints full of tone that used to characterise the society’s work, much 
of it in the present exhibition is of that flat thin nature that seems 
to be the feature of bromide paper when used for printing architectural 
subjects. 

The class for pictures which have received a medal since the last 
exhibition is naturally where one would expect to find the members’ 
best work, and it is satisfactory to find that it affords proof that some 
of the members at least have not lost their cunning. That the 
members’ side of the exhibition is not up to the standard is freely 
acknowledged by many of the members themselves, and we trust 
that their consciousness of the necessity for fresh energy will result 
in an exhibition next year showing the old form. Among the members 
who show creditable work are E. W. Taylor,' C. F. Dickenson, J. T. 
French, F. W. Gregg, W. Kilbey, W. E. Nicholls, G. J. T. Walford, 

' A. E. Allen, G. Brown, J. W. Bannister, F. Dyball, W. Calder 
Marshall, W. Howell, J. Moyser, E. R. Ball, and C. J. King 

The Edwards’ Memorial competition for the best copy of a coloured 
picture attracted ten competitors. The results will be sent to Mr. 
E. J. Wall for adjudication. 

The open classes are exceedingly well supported. The architecture 
forms quite a wonderful collection, but hardly less representative are 
the portraiture and landscape classes. The society is to be congratu¬ 
lated upon the success of its exhibition, on this side of the gallery, at 
any rate. Among the principal exhibitors sending noteworthy work 
are A. Werner, C. M. Wane, Graystone Bird, W. H. WiLshere, 
H. W. Bennett, E. J. Felce, E. M. Horsburgh, E. Jakeways, H. C. 
Leat, A. J. Loughton, C. J. Marshall, F. G. Fryhorn, A. J. Ward, 
F. W. Bannister, A. Allen, G. H. Capper, P. C. Comford, H. G. 
Crabb, A. W. Hackney, W. J. Marriott, A. B. Moss, D. Murray, 
and we might add many others. 

The arrangements are, as usual, efficiently carried out. Lantern 
entertainments are given each evening, and other scientific attractions 
are provided. The exhibition will remain open until Saturday 
evening. 

The trade exhibitors are the Aerograph Co., Altrincham Rubber 
Co., Beck, R. and J. Ltd., Bird, Graystone, Burroughs and Wellcome, 
Crayon Art Company, Evendon Bros., Griffin, J. J. and Sons, 
Harris, A. T., Howell, M. and Son, Imperishable Coloured Picture 
and Portrait Company, Lawson, H., Lockyer, Wm., Mann’s Photo¬ 
graphic Stores, Photo Appliance Co., Prosser, Roberts, Rosenberg, 
A. and Co., Rotary Photographic Co., Sandell Film and Plate Co., 
Ltd., Seabrook, Bros, and Co., Watkins Meter Co., Webster, T., 
Willway, J. S. and Sons, York and Son, Zimmermann, A. and M, 

The judges were Messrs. J. C. S. Mummery and J. A. Sinclair. 

The Awards, 

members’ classes. 

Class A.—Portraiture, etc., bronze medal, E. W. Taylor. 
Class B.—Architecture, silver, F. W. Gregg; bronze, C. ChurchilL 
Class C.—Landscape, etc., bronze, E. W. Taylor. 
Class D.—Excursion pictures, bronze, W. Kilbey. 
Class E.—Lantern slides, silver, F. W. Gregg. 
Class F.—Pictures medalled since last exhibition.—Gold medal, 

F. W. Gregg. 
OPEN CLASSES. 

Class H.—Portraiture, silver, A. Werner; bronze, E. M. Wane. 
Class J.—Architecture, silver, H. W. Bennett; bronze, Howard 

Esler; bronze, F. W. Gregg. 
Class K.—Landscape, silver, G. H. Capper; bronze, W. T_ 

Marriott. 
Class L.—Lantern slides, silver, H. Wild; bronze,W. Me Lean. 
Class M.—Stereoscopic slides, silver, Rev. W. Smith; bronze, L. S. 

Wilks. 
Trade exhibits.—Silver, Prosser Roberts’ Drug Stores; bronze, RL 

and J. Beck, Ltd. 

CRIPPLEGATE PHOTOGRAPHIC SOCIETY. 

To the ordinary visitor to London on sight-seeing interest, there 
is little in the neighbourhood of Cripplegate of great attraction, but 
the antiquarian will still find much in this quaint corner of the City 
which is worthy of his attention. Cripplegate Church probably 
presents pretty much the same appearance that it did when Oliver 
Cromwell was married there; not so far away stands St. Bartholo¬ 
mew’s Church, the finest, if not the only, specimen, of Norman eccle¬ 
siastical architecture in London, and Cloth Fair, which still gives* 
one the feeling of having slipped back a couple of centuries. Milton 
Street, the great street of literary fame, has lost its literary connec¬ 
tion, and Whitecross Street Prison is happily improved away. But 
much as we sentimentally deplore the march of modern improvements, 
we can fully appreciate and feel thankful for the enlightened spirit of 
the age which gives us such institutions as the Cripplegate Insti¬ 
tute. 

The society is indeed fortunate in its opportunities afforded its* 
exhibition. Most societies have to content themselves with a school¬ 
room for their annual sIioav, and even with the most capable manage¬ 
ment the effect is generally somewhat depressing. The hall of the 
Cripplegate Institute is admirably adapted for the purpose of the 
exhibition, and the society, though not sufficiently strong to make? 
a very imposing show on its own account, succeeded in attracting a 
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considerable amount of good and interesting work from outside. A 
lavish, offer of medals may have been helpful of this success, for in 
the open classes there were offered six gold, six silver, and live 
bronze medals—seventeen in all. The judges withheld three of the 
gold medals, but even with this diminution in their number, if a 
Cripplegate Society’s medal is to be considered as a token of real 
merit, the number awarded was far in excess of the requirement. 
Rivalry among societies .with regard to their exhibitions is healthy, 
but the offer of an exces ive number of medals is not a fair weapon 
in the competition. 

The members’ work Avas satisfactory, and this exhibit, as a 
whole, was undoubtedly rendered more attractive by not being divided 
up into subject classes. Had the same common sense system been 
adopted throughout, the exhibition would certainly have gained in 
interest to the ordinary visitor, who naturally loses some interest, 
say, in church interiors when they are presented to him in wholesale 
quantities. The open classes, however, as we have said, contained 
a considerable amount of good and interesting Avork, and, in addition 
to the medalled pictures and others by the same authors, Ave noted 
work by Dr. E. G. Boon, Graystone Bird, J. W. Bannister, Mrs. 
A. Le Blond, H. C. Leat, W. Ivilbey, S. C. Stean, C. J. King, 
A. N. G. Evershed, W. A. I. Hensler, Dr. T. G. Crump, F. H. R;ad, 
and others. 

The trade exhibitors Avere the City Frame Co., Messrs. A. Rosen¬ 
berg and Co., Seabrook Bros., Burroughs Wellcome, A. E. 
Mackintosh, E. G. Wood, R. and J. Beck, and the Columbia Optical 
‘Company. 

The catalogue was illustrated by a photogravure portrait of the 
Lord Mayor. The judges were Messrs. J. H. Gear, A. Horsley 
Hinton, and J. B. B. Wellington. 

The Aavards. 

OPEN CLASSES. 

Class A.—Champion pictures, gold medal, G. H. Capper. 
Class B.—Champion, gold medal, withheld ; silver medal, F. W. 

’Gregg. 
Class C.—Portraiture, gold medal, withheld; silver medal, T. Fitz- 

Gibbon Ford; bronze medal, R. S. Webster. 
Class D.—Landscape, etc., gold medal, withheld; silver medal, 

W. T. Marriott; bronze medal, G. IT. Capper; bronze medal, Dr. 
T. G. Crump. 

Class E.—Architecture, gold medal, H. W. Bennett, F.R.P.S. ; 
silver medal, J. C. HolloAvay; bronze medal, A. J. Loughton. 

Class F.—Beginners’ class, silver medal, W. D. Gordon; bronze 
medal, A. E. Large. 

Class G.—Lantern slides, gold medal, W. A. I. Hensler; silver 
medal, F. W. Gregg. 

members’ classes. 

Class H.—Gold medal. B. C. Wickison; silver medal, A. T. Ward; 
"bronze medal, W. PI. Wilshere and A. B. Moss. 

Class J.—Beginners’ class, silver medal, G. Taylor; bronze medal, 
G. Pitt-Smith. 

TRADE EXHIBIT. 

Silver medal best trade exhibit, R. and J. Beck, Reck-Steinheil 
Lens and Telephoto Attachment. 

A HOME-MADE STEREOSCOPIC ADAPTER. 

[Transactions of the Edinburgh Photographic Society.] 

To many amateur photographers the purchase of a stereoscopic 
■camera, or even a pair of photographic lenses with the necessary 
(fittings for rendering a whole or half-plate camera suitable for stereo¬ 
scopic work, is a serious matter. It is quite unnecessary for me to 
dilate upon the charms of stereoscopic photography; that has been 
done oftener than once in this hall by masters of the subject. In 
this short note I merely Avish to sIioav how a half or whole plate 
camera, furnished with removable front, can be readily adapted for 
stereoscopic work at a very small outlay. 1 have here the necessary 
materials for converting my avhole-plate camera into a stereoscopic 
camera. Simple and crude though they appear, they are sufficient 
Tor ordinary purposes, as one or two of the results will show. The 
lenses, which are round, are such as are used in those \Tulcanite 
folders which can be bought for about a shilling a pair. They should 
be carefully examined before being selected for this purpose, as, like 
all cheap spectacles and eye-glasses, many of the frames are glazed 
with lenses that are not pairs. For our purpose Ave must have two 
lenses that are optically a pair. A focal length betAveen 6^ and 5 
inches, corresponding to -1-6.0 and + 8.0 diopters, Avill be found 
suitable for most purposes. 

The lenses are mounted in stout cardboard tubes of convenient 
"length. Stops of any required value aru easilv made from pill-boxes 
which fit into the lens tubes, and two pill-box lids fixed to a flat piece 
of AA'ood or cardboard form the caps for the lenses. The lens tubes 
are glued to a piece of stout cardboard having two circular holes a 
Tittle smaller than the diameter of the tube®. the distance between 
the lens centres being about 3 inches. This cardboard “ front ” 

replaces the panel carrying the lens of the camera, and is made rigid 
by tivo pieces of Avood. It is now only necessary to divide the 
camera to prevent overlapping of the images. This is easily effected 

by fixing to the back of the camera a narrow strip of wood carrying 
a piece of cardboard of suitable size. It is convenient to indicate 
on the focussing screen the position of the centre of each picture 
Of course, such lenses as I have referred to are simply doubl convi s 
spectacle lenses, Avitli all their inherent spherical and chromatic aber¬ 
ration; but the size of a stereoscopic picture is small, and these lenses, 
when .stopped down to, say, F,20, give very fair results, the urea 
of sharp definition being sufficiently large for stereoscopic pur¬ 
poses. J. A. Foiirkt. 

LIGHT FILTERS FOR COLOUR PHOTOGRAPHY. 

[From the Journal of the Camera Club.] 

Dr. George Lindsay Johnson, Avho, on the occasion of Sir William 
Abney’s lecture, promised to communicate to the Journal of the 
Camera Club the results qf an exhaustive series of experiments 
recently made in Vienna to determine the best media for light filters 
for use in colour photography, has sent the following note upon the 
subject :■— 

For coloured process work and for photography in colours, glass 
slides, coated Avith collodion or gelatine films, stained with aniline 
dyes, will enable one to get more perfect colours for such purposes 
than coloured glass. But eA’en better still are glass troughs, con¬ 
sisting of tAvo parallel sides of thin plate glass cemented on to thick 
pieces at the sides and bottom, and having their faces separated by 
about 3 mm. to 5 mm. interval. This, filled with a filtered aqueous 
solution of the selected aniline dye, Avill give a very perfect colour-cor¬ 
rected screen. 

The dyes found most suitable are : — 
For the yellow negative, i.e., for the negative which Avill produce 

the block or print to receive the yellow colour, an aqueous solution 
of marina blue. 

For the red negative, acid green “ Griinsaure,” aurantia aqueous 
solution of each, equal parts. 

For the blue negative, acid, fuchsine, “ Saurefuclisin,” aurantia, 
equal parts. 

As regards the plates used, for taking red colours the Warwick 
plate is to be recommended. For blue colours, Lumiere’s special 
spectrum plate. For the yellow colours an ordinary non-orthochro- 
matic plate give good results. But Edward’s, Cadett’s, Lumiere’s, and 
the Ilford orthochromatic plates are also to be recommended for 
special kinds of Avork, but as a general rule the first-named plates will 
give the best and most uniform results. 

The stains aboATe named may be had in poAvder or in solution 
from Griibler and Hollborn, 63, Baierischestrasse, Leipzig. London 
agent, C. Baker, 244, High Holborn. The glass troughs from Zeiss 
and Co., Jena, or from Baker, or Townsend and Mercer, Bishopsgate 
Street, E.C. ; Squire, chemist, Oxford Street ; and Martindale, NeAV 
Cavendish Street, also keep excellent stains, and are very well in¬ 
formed, as they both make stains a speciality. 

--♦- 

THE METRIC SYSTEM. 

The folloAving is the list of members of Parliament Avho have notified 

their approval of the compulsory adoption of the metric Aveights and 

measures : — 

Allen, C. P. ; Archdale, E. M. ; Arnold-Forster, H. O. ; Ashton, 
T. G. ; Balfour, Major K. R. ; Banes, Major G. E. ; Bell, Richard; 
Bentinck, Lord Henrv; BhoAA'naggree, Sir M. M., K.C.I.E. ; Bignold, 
A. ; Bill, Charles; Black, Alex. W. ; Boland, J. P. ; Bolton, T. D. ; 
Boulnois, E. ; Bovlel, James; Brigg, John; Broadhurst, Henry; 
Brown, G. M. ; Brunner, Sir J. T. Bart. ; Bull, W. J. ; Burt, Thomas; 
Cameron, Robert; Campbell, Right Hon, J. A., LL.D. ; Carew, 
J. L. ; Carvill, P. G. H. ; Cavendish, R. F. ; Cayzer, Sir C. W. ; 
Channing, F. A. ; Coghill, D. H. ; Cohen, B. L. ; Corbett, A. 
Cameron; Cox, I. E. B. ; Craig, R. Hunter; Cremer, W. R. ; Crombie, 
J. W. ; Cross, Alex. ; Cullinan, J. ; Denny, Colonel J. Me. A. ; Dewar, 
John A.; DeAvar, T. R., J.P., D.L. ; Doogan, P. C. ; Douglas, 
C. H. ; Doxford, Sir W. T. ; Duke, H. E., K.C. ; Duncan, J. H. ; 
Dunn, Sir Wm., Bart. ; EdAvmrds, F. ; Esmonde, Sir T.. Bart. ; 
Evans, S. T., K.C. ; Femvick, Charles; Ffrench, P ; Field, Wm. ; 
Fielden, E. B. ; Fison, F. W. ; Flavin, M. J. : FloA\rer, Ernest; 
Fortescue-FIannery, Sir J. ; Foster, Sir M. r K.C.B. ; Foster, P. S. ; 
Freeman-Thomas, F. ; Fuller, J. M. ; Furness, Sir Christopher; 
Goddard, D. Ford; Gladstone, Right Hon. H. J. ; Godson, Sir A. F. ; 
Gordon, WT. Evans; Gordon, Hon. J. E. ; Graham. H. R. ; Grant, 
Corrie; Gray, E. ; Green, W. D. ; Greene, Sir E. W. Bart. ; Greville, 
Captain Hon. R H. : Guthrie, W. M. ; Hall, E. Marshall-, K.C. ; 
Hambro, C. E. ; Harcbe, J. Keir; HarmsAVorth, R. L. ; Harris, F. L. ; 
Haslptt,. Sir -T. H. ; Hay Hr, R’ght Hon. Sir A. D., Bart.; Heath, 
J. ; Hermon-Hodge, R. T. ; Hickman, Sir A. ; Holland, W. H. ; 
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Hope, J. D. ; Horniman, F. J. ; Houldsworth, Sir W. M., Bart. ; 
Hoult, J. ; Houston, R. P. ; Howard, Captain J. ; Hudson, G. B. ; 
Hughes, Colonel E. ; Hutton, A. E. ; Jacoby, J. A. ; Jameson, Major 
J. E. ; Jessel, Captain H. M. ; Jones, D. B., K.C. ; Jordan, J. ; Kay- 
Shuttleworth, Right Hon. Sir U. J., Bart. ; Kennedy, P. J. ; Kinloch, 
Sir J. G. S., Bart. ; Labouchere, Henry; Langley, Batty; Laurie, 
Lieut.-General J. W. ; Law, A. Bonar; Lawrence, Joseph; Lawrence, 
W. F. ; Layland-Barrett, F. L. ; Legge, Colonel Hon. E. H. ; Leigh, 
Sir Joseph; Leng, Sir John; Levy, Maurice; Lewis, J. H. ; Lough, 
Thomas; Lowther, C. H. W. ; Lundon, W. ; McArthur, Charles; 
McRae, George; M'Govern, Thomas; McLaren, C. B. B., K.C. ; 
Macnamara, Hr. J. T. ; Malcolm, Ian; Manners, Lord Cecil; Mans¬ 
field, H. R. ; Mappin, Sir F. T., Bart. ; Mather, W. ; Mellor, Right 
Hon. J. W., K.C. ; Melville, Beresford; Middlemore, J. T. ; Minch, 
M. J. ; Mitchell, William; Molesworth, Sir L., Bart.; Mooney, J. ; 
Morton, E. J. C. ; Moss, Samuel; Munro-Ferguson, R. ; Murray, Hon., 
A.O. ; Nannetti, J. P. ; Norman, Henry; Norton, Captain C. ; O’Brien, 
J. F. X.; O’Brien, P. J. ; O’Connor, James; O’Connor, T. P. ; 
O’Donnell, John; O’Donnell, Thomas; O’Dowd, John; O’Kelly, 
•Conor; O’Malley, William; O’Shee, J. J. ; Palmer, Sir C. H., Bart. ; 
Parker, Gilbert; Parkes, Ebenezer; Partington, Oswald; Pearson, 
Sir W. D., Bart.; Pease, Alfred, E. ; Perks, R. W. ; Pierpoint, 
Robert; Pilkington, Colonel R. ; Pirie, V. D. ; Price, R. J. ; Priestley, 
Arthur; Pryce-Jones, Lieut.-Colonel E. ; Pvm, C. Guy; Quilter, Sir 
O., Bart, ; Randles, J. S. ; Rankin, Sir James, Bart. ; Rea, Russell; 
Reckitt, H. J. ; Reid, James ; Remnant, J. F. ; Renshaw, C. Bine ; 
Renwick, G. ; Rickett, J. C. ; Ridley, S. F. ; Roberts, J. B. ; Robson, 
W. S., K.C. ; Roe, Sir Thomas; Rolleston, Sir J. F. L. ; Runciman, 
W. ; Sadler, S. A.; Samuel, S. M. ; Sassoon, Sir E., Bart.; Scott- 
Dickson, C., K.C. ; Scott-Montague, hon. J. W. E. ; Sharpe, 
W. E. T. ; Shaw, C. E. ; Shaw, Thomas, K.C. ; Shipman, J. G. ; 
Skewes-Cox, T. ; Smith, H. C. ; Soames, A. W. ; Spear, J. W. ; 
Spencer, Sir J. E., D.L., J.P. ; Stanley, Hon. Arthur; Stevenson, 
F. S. ; Stone, Sir J. B. ; Taylor, T. C. ; Thomas, D. A. ; Thomas, 
J. A. ; Thomson, F. W. ; Trevelyan, C. P. ; Tufnell, Lieut.-Colonel 
E. ; Vincent, Sir Edgar, K. C.M.G. ; incent, Colonel Sir Howard, 
K. C.M.G., C.B. ; Walker, Colonel W. H. ; Walton, John L., K.C. ; 
Walton. Joseph; Wanklyn, J. M. L. ; Warde, Colonel C. ; Warr, 
A. F. ; Wason, E. ; Webb, Colonel W. G. ; Weir, J. G. ; Welby, Sir 
C. G. E., Bart., C.B.-; White, G. ; Whiteley, George; Whitley, 
J. H. ; Whittaker, T. P. ; Willoughby de Eresby, Lord; Willox, Sir 
J. A.; Wilson, C. H. ; Wilson, H." J. ; Wilson, John (Durham); 
Wilson, John (St. Rollox); Woodhouse, Sir J. T. ; Wriglitson, Sir T., 
Bart. ; Young, Samuel; Yoxall, J. H. 

In addition to the above, 29 members of Parliament have signified 

their approval, but withhold authority to publish their names; total, 

260. 
----♦-- 

Deu) Apparatus, $c. 
-—- 

The 41 Tyma ” Developing Trough. Manufactured and sold by George 
Houghton & Son, 88 and 89, High Holborn, London, W.C. 

All users of Tollable films should possess themselves of this cleverly- 
designed piece of apparatus, by means of which—to state in a nutshell 

D 

A. Spool in position. 
B.B. Black paper. 

C. Film. 
D. Syphon outlet. 
E. Rubber spring and clip. 

its peculiar and valuable office—a roll of exposed celluloid may be inserted 
in a light, tight receptacle, the black paper removed, the film subjected 

to the action of the developing solution, and the finished negative fixed and 
washed without the necessity of using a dark-room. The sectional illus¬ 
tration shows the system in actual operation, and an examination of the 
“ Tyma,” together with some negatives produced in it, persuades us that 
the little machine is so practically efficient that we have no hesitation in 
recommending it as a thoroughly useful piece of photographic apparatus. 
We append the full working instructions for the use of the “ Tyma ” :— 

Take off the lid and put sufficient water in the trough to come just 
below the top inside curve of the syphon tube, and place the exposed, 
spool in the spring holders so that when unwound the black paper is 
nearest the lid. Tlie bowed wire spring should press lightly against the 
•spool to prevent its unwinding when released from the fingers. 'Then pass 
the end of the black paper through the slot to the outside of the lid; pull 
gently until the end of the film appears, care being taken not to expose 
too much, or the first picture will be affected. Bend back the rubber 
spring clip and attach to end of film, put the lid on, and the film is 
ready to be lowered into the water, which is done by gently pulling the 
paper through the slot until the second white figure appears. Then stop 
for about a minute to allow the film to soak, but do not rock the trough. 
When the minute has elapsed, continue pulling the black paper gently 
till just after the figure 1 appears, when a slight resistance will be felt; 
then pull a little harder, till about a quarter-inch more comes through. 
The black paper, the end of the film, and the tissue paper that holds 
film and paper together will now be jammed tightly into the slot and 
held there, the position of the film being as shown in the block. 

The paper can now be torn off flush, and the flap clasped down to the 
trough, which should be taken in both hands, with one finger on the 
syphon outlet at the bottom, and well rocked, first lengthways and then 
breadthways, for about two minutes. The water can then be syphoned 
off by slightly tilting towards the syphon end till all has run off. Imme¬ 
diately the last drop of water has run off, developing is started without* 
delay by pouring into the trough through the funnel about the same 
quantity of the following developing solution as there was water for 
soaking the film :— 

Developing Formula. 

Metol ... 
Hydroquinone 
Sul. Soda 
Bro. Pot. 
Carbonate Soda 
Water (boiled) to 

50 grains. 
40 grains. 

500 grains. 
25 grains. 

500 grains. 
20 ounces. 

To obtain the best results use at a temperature of about 60deg. F. 

This developer can be used a number of times, allowing each time a 
little longer for development. * 

If the exposure is about correct, eight to twelve minutes will be about 
the time to bring up all detail. 

Great care should be taken that the developer is poured in as quickly 
as possible after the water is poured off. Immediately the developer is 
in, rock briskly for a minute or two, first lengthways then breadthways. 
This is the only means of keeping an even flow of developer between the 
layers of the film, and if not done, developing will be uneven. Rocking 
must be continued the whole time, but after the first two or three minutes 
it need not be quite so brisk, but keep the solution gently flowing both 
ways continually. When development is complete the developer can be 
syphoned back into the bottle and can be used for another occasion. 
Washing is done by letting the water from a tap run into the funnel 
for five minutes and the film will be washed automatically. To Fix.—The 
lid can be lifted off for a moment in order to pour in the fixing solution, 
or it can be poured through the funnel as before, and rocked for five 
minutes. The lid can be taken off to see if all the white surface has 
gone. When this stage is reached the film is ready for final washing, 
which is done by letting the water from the tap run into the funnel, which 
will take away any traces of hypo, both from film and trough. 

The No. 1 Scout Daylight Roll Film Hand Camera. Manufactured and 
sold by George Houghton & Sons, 88 and 89, High Holborn, W.C. 

Retailing at 5s., the No. 1 Scout is, in our opinion, bound to go. 
Designed for Tollable film, it takes a photograph 2Tin. square. The 

Showing “ No. 1 Scout” closed Showing “ No. 1 Scout ” partly 
ready for use. opened for inserting Spool, Ac. 

instrument weighs about 9oz., and measures 5§ bjr 3| by 3g, so that 
it is both light and compact. It is covered in waterproof cloth, and 
has nickel-plated fittings. The “ Everset ” shutter allows of either time or 
instantaneous exposures, and the number of the film to be exposed is 
seen through a posterior ruby disc. We have examined the No. 1 Scout 
with interest and surprise, for it is astonishingly good money’s worth. 
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the workmanship and construction being really excellent. The choice of 
the name “ Scout ” is a happy one. We wish the little camera the fate 
of ubiquity. 

The No. 3 Ensign Hand Camera. Manufactured and sold by George 
Houghton and Son, 88 and 89, High Holborn, London, W.C. 

By means of an easily-applied attachment carrying a detachable focus¬ 
sing screen, this camera, which is primarily of the roll-film type, can 
be converted into a plate camera taking thin metal single slides. Here, 
again, as in the case of the little “ Scout,” noticed elsewhere, we have 

Showing Camera Open for Use. 

to congratulate Messrs. Houghton on the excellent workmanship of the 
camera before us. The instrument “ is of the folding pattern, with fall¬ 
ing baseboard and extending front. An infinity catch—adjustable for 
either plates or films—automatically fixes the front, when drawn out, at 
the correct focus for distance.” 

The official specification of the camera is as follows:— 
“ Camera.—Constructed of mahogany, polished ins^c. red leather bel¬ 

lows, folding aluminium baseboard, covered outside in oeal grain leather; 
nickel fittings. Lens.—Rapid rectilinear, with iris diaphragms. Shut¬ 
ter—f Everset ’ type, working between the lenses, giving either time or 
instantaneous exposures. Finder.—Reversible, ground glass or brilliant 
form, showing the image the correct way up; fitted with revolving mask, 
which gives vertical or horizontal pictures. A direct vision view-finder, 
with sighter, is also provided, which folds up on the front of the camera. 
Focussing scale, indicating the various distances at which objects are in 
focus up to within 11 yards. Size.—Taking pictures 4-^ by 3^, the camera 
measures, when closed, 8 by U by Uin.” 

Showing Plate Attachment and Slides. 

We have critically examined the cardinal movements of the “ Ensign ” 
and find no difficulty in coming to the conclusion that the instrument 
has been carefully designed with a view to simplify the essential opera¬ 
tions of hand-camera photography. Qualitatively the instrument appears 
excellent value (£3 12s. 6d.), whilst the plate attachment with three 
single slides costs 11s. 6d. Decidedly the “Ensign” is a well-built 
machine, easy to handle, and simple to use; and one capable, we should 
judge, of yielding high-class results on films or plates. 

Studio Gossip. 
Opening of the New Crown Studios, Sydney, N S W.—Recently them 

was a large gathering of citizens present at the Crown Studios to cele¬ 
brate the opening of Mr. Blow’s new premises, situated in George Street. 
Amongst those present were the Mayor of Sydney, the Mayors of Ash- 
field, Auburn, Burwood, Camperdown, Concord, Canterbury, Darlington. 
Druinmoyne, Ermington, Kogarah, Marsfield, North Sydney, Parramatta, 
Redfern, Randwick, St Peters, Strathfield, and Waterloo; also Aldermen 
J. L. Mullins, M’Elhone, Perry, and Evan Jones. An inspection of the 
premises showed that the front shop has a frontage of 37ft., with a depth 
of 95ft The show-room at the back of the shop is fitted with improved 
cabinet show-cases, to hold a large number of engravings and samples, 
so that the attendant may turn over sample after sample until the whole 
stock is exhausted, the customer seated in one place the while. A new 
revolving show cabinet for picture mouldings is a great improvement on 
the old wall display Above the shop there is a fine picture gallery, 
well lighted, which makes a good promenade. 9 he framing department 
is a large factory, where over thirty persons are employed. The recep- 
tior-rcom, which is cn the first floor, is lofty, well lighted, and unusually 
large, while the decorations show good taste. The two studios are 
spacious and well lighted, and contain every modern improvement. The 
height of the walls is 14ft., with a framed principal roof running up to 
25ft. high. They are supplied with a good series of new backgrounds 
and accessories There are three dark-rooms, five dressing-rooms, and 
thirteen work-rcoms, with a set of three rooms for making dry plates and 
various sensitive papers. After the guests had been shown over the 
premises the company gathered in the reception-room, and Mr. Blow 
asked the mayor to declare the studio open. The mayor said he had 
great pleasure in declaring the new premises open. It was also a great 
pleasure for him to be present as this was the first opportunity he had 
had, since he became mayor, of congratulating a public-spirited citizen,, 
not only upon helping himself to succeed, but in doing so much for the 
city. He had some little knowledge, as an amateur, of photograhpy, 
and he knew how difficult it was to turn out anything worth looking at. 
Thus he could appreciate the work he saw around him that day. Mr. 
Blow was a man of whom Sydney might well be proud. He was one wha 
had dene much to make Sydney what it was. It was pleasant to see 
the place fitted up with so much taste and effect. Mr. Blow had told 
him that, from beginning to end, all the work of the process was done 
in Sydney by artistic labour. Mr. Blow was entitled to high credit t-.z a- 
courageous and enteri>rising citizen. He had much pleasure in declaring" 
the studios open. Champagne was then uncorked, and after the loyal 
toasts had been honoured Mr. Blow proposed “ The Mayor and Aldermen 
of Sydney.” The mayor responded, and said he and his colleagues had 
never grudged time, labour, or effort on behalf of the city. A better 
state of things was opening for the city of Sydney. He believed the 
citizens appreciated the fact that they were doing their best. The mayor 
then proposed “ Success to the Crown Studios.” He said they knew the 
work Mr. Blow had done. They had only to look around them and se& 
groups of practically every distinguished man in Australia. Mr. Blow 
was well known for his work, and for his capacity in the profession he 
had chosen. They wished him every possible success, and felt sure he 
would attain it. The toast was honoured with cheers. Mr. Blow, in 
responding, said it had beer, a hard fight to bring the business up to 
its present position. In 1889 he began in Park Street, with one assis¬ 
tant. He had a most elaborate entrance by a side door 3ft. wide. It. 
was a hard fight, and there was one gentleman in the room from whom, 
many years ago, he had had to borrow £50. He attributed his success 
to the fact that he had applied himself diligently to his business, and 
had kept his eye on all the advances of the profession. He was the- 
first to introduce the flash-light in Australia, in 1892. After that he 
patented in Sydney a process which had since become popular in England 
and America, viz., positive photographs in celluloid. He was also the 
first to introduce the popular enlargement, which had brought him 
into somewhat bad repute with some of his fellow-photographers, because 
:t brought the prices down a gold deal. He was also the first to intro¬ 
duce the X-rays as a photographic instrument in Australia. He had 
kept his eye well on the profession, knew what was going on, and did 
his best to keep Sydney abreast of the times, and they had the best 
available artists in their employ that could be found in Australia. He 
thanked them for the manner in which they had drunk the toast. The 
company was then photographed and the proceedings terminated.—The 
Australian Photographic Journal.” 

A novelty in the way of luncheons was that given by a New York 
photographer a few days ago. The room was dimly lighted by ruby 
dark-room lanterns, and the menus were printed on dry plates, while 
the guests founu placed before them what were apparently a box of 
dry plates, a jar of paste, a tin can of platinum paper, and a small 
glass tube labelled with scull and crossbones. These contained the 
eatables.—“ Invention.” 

Daily Sport Syndicate, Limited.—The above-named company was 
registered with a capital of £5,000 in £1 shares. The objects of the 
Company are to carry on business as printers, photographers, and pho¬ 
tographic printers. Table A mainly applies. No initial public issue. 
The directors: C. Shurey and R. A. Chiffins. Qualification, £100. Regis1- 
tered office: Caxton House, Gough Square, E.C. 
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K^i»eeting$ of Societies. 
--♦- 

MEETINGS OF SOCIETIES FOR NEXT WEEK. 

March. Name of Society. Subject. 

10. 

11. 
11. 

11. 

12. 
12.. 

13. 

13. 

13.. 

13. 

13. 
13. 

14. 

14. 

14. 

13. 

11. 

13. 

10. 
11. 
14. 

Oldham Photographic Society 
Newcastle-on -Tyne. 
Leeds Photographic Society .. 

Thornton Heath Polytechnic... 

Stonehouse Camera Club. 

Southsea Photographic Society 
Photographic Club . 
Rodley, Parsley, and District... 

Oldham Photographic Society 

Liverpool Amateur . 

Richmond Camera Club . 

Woolwich Photographic . 
London and Provincial. 

West London Photographic ... 

Borough Polytechnic. 

Woolwich Photographic . 

Liverpool Amateur .. 

Birmingham Photographic. 

Ashton-under-Lyne . 

Croydon Natural History . 
Croydon Natural History . 
Croydon Natural History. 

Members’ Slides. 
Process Plates. By A. B. Gardener. 
Annual Lantern Exhibition. 
f Demonstration. The Platinotype Pro- 

{ cess. By W. H. Smith, Esq. (The 
t Platinotype Co.) 
/ Elementary. Various Printing Pro- 
( cesses. Mr. S. H. Paynter. 
Home Portraiture. Mr. P. R. Salmon. 
Open Night. 
Carbona. Mr. H. Crossley. 
(Lantern Lecture. Rambles with a 
i Hand Camera. Mr. .T. B. Brierley. 
J Lecture: Portrauure. Mr. E. Rimbault 
( Dibdin. 
/ Timing Development. Mr. E. R. H. 
\ Wingfield. 
Exhibition. 
Open Lantern Night. 
I Lantern Night. The South-Western 
\ Highlands. G. Lamley 
f Enlarging by Reflected Artificial Tight 
: Without a Conde>iser. Mr. P. C. 
1 Cornford. 
Exhibition. 
| Lecture : Portraiture. Mr. E. Rimbault 
| Dibdin. 
I A Description of Burford. By Mr. J. 
\ Ward. 

I Practical Demonstration : Carbon Pro- 
\ cess. Mr. R. T. Marsland. 
Mr. Rudler’s 8th Lecture. 
Geological. 
Photographic. _ 

ROYAL PHOTOGRAPHIC SOCIETY. 

February 25tti.—Technical meeting. Mr. J. C. S. Mummery in the chair. 
Mr. Archer Clarke showed an electrical alarm clock for 

Timing Exposure and Development. 

He said that, accepting it as an uncontested fact, that the utilisation 
of every particle of light during dull weather was essential, especially 
amongst process workers, a means of advising the operator that a pre¬ 
determined exposure of some length had run out, was a boon, because 
it enabled him to see to other things with freedom and ease. Any 
ordinary clock may be used, and the extra electrical fittings can be 
easily added. These extra fittings consist of a third hand, independent 
of the clockwork and free to be placed at any point of the dial. A small 
battery is connected in a convenient way with this extra hand and with 
the minute hand, the circuit being completed when the latter hand comes 
into contact with the adjustable third hand. The bell rings and warns 
the operator that his attention, is required. The clock as an electric 
alarm has a radius of frem 30 seconds to 59g minutes, and can be set 
for any intermediate stretch of time. 

Half-Tone Screen Rulings. 

Mr. William Gamble offered some interesting notes upon the increasing 
fineness of half-tone screen rulings. The most recent outcome of this 
tendency was Max Levy’s screen of 400 lines to the inch. Not only was 
such a screen ruled, but a block had been made from it and printed. 
He passed round a portion of the unsealed screen so that the ruling 
could be easily examined with a glass. The block had been printed in 
+he last issue of the “ Process Year Book,” and was one of eight that had 
been printed together in the ordinary way. If printed with special care 
and separately the result would, no doubt, be much better; but the 
proof he showed was ample testimony that the block was commercially 
printable. The naked eye failed to detect the ruling, so fine was it, 
and the pull from the block hact a close resemblance to collotype. Screens 
having 150 lines and 133 lines to the inch appeared extremely coarse when 
compared with the 400-line screen. Mr. Gamble said that he had heard 
that a screen actually embracing 500 lines to the inch had been made and 
applied to block work. Of course, the ruling of screens to this degree 
of fineness was not a serious matter when one compared it with that 
of diffraction gratings, which ran up to 15,000 per inch. He passed round 
a celluloid replica of one of Thorpe’s rulings mounted on a silvered 
concave lens Speaking of another phase of half-tone screen-making, Mr. 
Gamble referred to the irregular grained screens such as Mr. Sanger 
Shepherd and others had worked at. They were all made with an opaque 
grain, either by means of dust deposited on the plate or by etching the 
plate.rather deeply and afterwards filling in with black material. Screens 
of this character seemed to give results that could only be called “ dirty,” 
and they did not promise at all well. Irregular grained screens of the 
type introduced by Mr. James Wheeler, and styled Mezzograph screens, 
were transparent screens that seemed to have a better future, however. 
The glass plate, after a. particular etching process it went through, had 
a beautiful embossed grain, or series of reticulations, which acted as 
small lenses or prisms and deflected the light into alternate dark and light 
spots. Prints from blocks made with these screens were passed round. 
They were in every case letterpress blocks ; that is to say, the ink attached 
itself to the top of each grain and the impression was from the surface 
of the block. The process had lately, however, been applied to intaglio 

printing, and two prints by the method were shown. They seemed to 
indicate that the screen was likely to be useful in this branch of printing, 
as well a.s in letterpress block printing. A copper block made by means 
of this screen and etched for ten minutes was passed round. Mr. Gamble 
then showed a piece of metal composed of zinc and copper in a state 
of mechanical adhesion. Years ago it was thought to save the cost of 
copper by coating zinc plates with a layer of copper, but xvhen the image 
was put on and baked for the enamel process the copper came awTay. 
A German firm was now rolling two metals together in layers and pro¬ 
ducing a combination which was used for purposes quite outside pho¬ 
tography. Mr. Gamble had found it possible, However, to use the com- 
binaticn in process work by the enamel method, and that it passed 
through the etching satisfactorily and also the bevelling machine at 
high speed. Two or three metals could be combined in any percentage 
by the method—copper and zinc; copper, zinc, and copper; copper and 
aluminium; zinc and aluminium, etc. The principle seemed to be that 
a sheet of aluminium foil inserted between the two layers acted as a 
sort of solder under the heavy pressure brought to bear. The combina¬ 
tion was largely used for sheathing ships, roofing, etc 

----— 

LONDON AND PROVINCIAL PHOTOGRAPHIC ASSOCIATION. 

February 27th.—Mr. R. P. Drage in the chair. 
Mr. F. O. Bynce offered seme interesting remarks upon lens construc¬ 

tion as applied to the more delicate and precise instruments now so 
universally employed. Showing, in the first place, by means of a mechanical 
slide, the principle of the undulatory theory of light and how its propa¬ 
gation was brought about by wavelike vibrations, and not by actual 
movements of the molecules of matter in the direction of the course of 
the light, he proceeded to explain the principle of the image-forming 
pinhole, the simple action of which helped so much to a proper under¬ 
standing of the functions of the more complex lens. The advantage 
of the lens over the pinhole was seen, in the first place, to depend upon 
its capacity for receiving many more times the amount of light passed 
by the pinhole. The lens was therefore superior in rapidity to the pin¬ 
hole, inasmuch as even a lens of small diameter exceeds by ,very many 
times the diameter of the pinhole. It was instructive to follow Mr. Bynoe 
in his attempt to show how the high-class lens differed from that of 
the ordinary type. The simple lens was shown, in the first place, to pos¬ 
sess many inherent defects, the correction of which necessitated a more 
complex and costly system. Diagrams showing what befel a beam of 
light in passing through a prism were put upon the screen. Besides the 
bending aside there was the dispersion of .the beam into its component 
parts. An ordinary lens was an assemblage of prisms, and, if uncor¬ 
rected, would bring a beam of light, not to a definite focus-point, but 
a series representing the different spectrum colours. Thus the more 
luminous yellow rays might be selected for focusing an image upon the 
screen; but if the plate were placed in the same plane the image would 
be all blurred, because the more actinic rays find their focus at a 
different plane to the yellow rays. In the old days one had to ascer¬ 
tain the difference between the chemical and visual foci, and, after 
focussing, move the lens a certain distance so as to bring the chemical 
rays to a focus on the plate. Opticians now perform this correction, how¬ 
ever, in the lens itself. To the single lens we have been referring to 
up to the present is added a negative or minus lens, having a degree of 
dispersion and refraction calculated to combine with those of the single 
lens, and bring as nearly as possible to identical focus all the spectrum 
rays. One sometimes heard people talk of achromatic spectacle lenses, 
but no lens could be achromatic unless it consisted of at least two 
elements. Colour correction was most important in lenses for process 
work. As a matter of fact, the Beck-Steinheil orthostigmat gave a sircle 
of confusion of less than l-300th of an inch. In flatness of field it was 
also in the front rank. Copying such as this lens was used for required 
absolute flatness of field, and the Beck-Steinheil orthostigmat practically 
fulfilled this condition. A stigmatic error was a great trouble in lens 
construction. In the lens under notice both elements are corrected in 
themselves for astigmatism. Each combination consists of three lenses, 
and the corrections for the various aberrations depend entirely upon their 
calculation The most perfect lens is only a compromise between these 
several errors, but the skill of the optician has brought the compromise 
very near to the theoretically perfect lens. Mr. Bynoe then touched 
upon the use of the telephoto lens, and by means of a clever mechanical 
slide showed how the negative attachment gave practically a lens of 
greatly-increased focal length by throwing the optical centre of the lens 
to the front, without anything like a corresponding increase in camera 
extension. 

PHOTOGRAPHIC CLUB. 

February 19th.—Mr. John Nesbit in the chair. 
Mr. A. S. Newman gave the second part of his paper upon 

Kinetic Photography. 

He dealt at great length with the practical applications and mechanical 
requirements of the apparatus, and having accumulated a heavy indict¬ 
ment against any claim to perfection on the part of Kinematography, pro¬ 
ceeded to indicate how the defects might be reduced. Some were due 
to methods of working and some to imperfect design and unsuitable 
material. The perfect machine, which, of course, includes the apparatus 
for taking the negative printing the positive and projecting the picture, 
should only be simple so long as simplicity of construction does not 
impair excellence of result. One and the same machine, though able 
to perform the three processes, is not likely to do them so well as three 
separate .and specially suited machines. The taking apparatus should 
be capable of being immovably fixed with facility, yet it must be port- 
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able. The printing machine is generally used in a dark-room, and neither 
portability nor stability is required to a great extent. The projecting 
machine requires, in the first place, to be stable. Heaviness is an advan¬ 
tage rather than otherwise, as stability is helped thereby. Extreme 
portability in this machine is not absolutely necessary, but it is a feature 
to be provided as far as other considerations will permit. The lecturer 
said a few words about celluloid, the material which really made possible 
the Kinemat.ograph. It was not an ideal substance, but it was at present 
the best. It suffered from inflammability,‘ but the defect was exag¬ 
gerated. The gelatine covering reduced the risk of fire very much, and, 
as a matter of fact, left it on a par with a heap of wood shavings of the 
same bulk. It was not explosive, however, and its flame was low in 
temperature. The unstable nature of celluloid was brought home to one 
when the perforations come to be considered. The perforations should 
be absolutely regular and at right angles to the run of the film. Gradual 
shrinkage of the celluloid tended to create trouble by altering the gauge, 
as also does unequal exposure to the atmosphere, the changes of tem¬ 
perature in and out of the lantern, etc. But with all these drawbacks 
it remains the best available substance, and its durability and flexibility 
are qualities that must be duly appreciated. Mr. Newman discussed 
the trouble caused by static electricity set up in the celluloid by friction, 
and in due course dealt with the various methods of perforating in vogue. 
He explained the mechanical contrivances for passing through the film 
at high speed with a minimum of injury to the film, and, as an expert, 
discussed the claims of differently-shaped perforations, which play an 
important part. To close a long chapter, Mr. Newman explained a 
number of machines embodying his own ideas, and ultimately showed 
on the screen a number of pictures. The extreme freedom of the results 
fiom the flicker that usually mars these displays was a strong feature, 
and earned for the lecturer a cordial demonstration of thanks and 
approval. 

February 25th.-—Mr. G. E. Brown in the chair. 
The chairman passed round several portfolios of reproductions of the 

work of the foremost pictorial photographers of Great Britain, America, 
and the Continent. The collections were brought together by Herr Ernst 
Juhl, of Hamburg, and are published by Wilhelm Knapp, of Halle. 

Mr. Oliver G. Pike gave a lecture entitled 
“Birds of the Forest, Field, and Shore.” 

Mr. Pike is one of the small band who in recent years have 
set themselves the task of depicting bird-life in its natural 
haunts. The work is such as to call forth unwonted exercise 
of patience and of plodding determination, and very consider¬ 
able devotion to the pursuit of this particular phase of photo¬ 
graphy must have been necessary to produce the comprehensive 
collection of pictures that Mr. Pike put before the meeting. The lecture 
dealt with the bird-life to be found in and around Enfield, the Bass 
Rock, and the Farue Islands. Mr. Pike pointed out that, contrary to 
a somewhat general belief, birds were not found in strongest force in 
the remote parts of woods and forests; they preferred to frequent the 
outskirts of the woods or the paths used by man, whose company they 
might be said to seek. The haunts and ways of every bird common to 
London and its environs were touched upon in the lecture, and very 
interesting it was to follow Mr. Pike in his photographic inquiries into 
the habits of some of our water-birds, notably the dabchick, whose 
nest and eggs are so cunningly secreted. Extremely long waits have 
to be faced if one wishes to secure pictures of the rarer and more timid 
birds. In the case of the kingfisher Mr. Pike tells a story of endless 
patient endurance of the scant comforts afforded by the branches of a 
tree whence he purposed actuating his camera shutter by means of a 
bulb when the bird rested within the area previously focussed. In 
course of time Mr. Pike arranged for an electrical release of the shutter 
by the bird itself. He showed the disposition of the wires and the 
method of making contact, and demonstrated in the resulting pictures 
that some extremely fine effects could in this way be secured. The sea 
birds on the Bass Rock and the Fame Islands were portrayed only, in 
many instances, after a display of nerve and cliff-climbing that would 
daunt those of timid nature, and those who take up this class of work 
need to possess no mean powers of endurance and plucky resource. The 
photographs, taken under all sorts of conditions, rank very highly on 
technical and sometimes pictorial grounds, and Mr. Pike richly deserved 
the commendation that he received at the close of the lecture. 

LIVERPOOL AMATEUR PHOTOGRAPHIC ASSOCIATION. 

The monthly meeting of the above Association was held on Thursday, 
February 27th, at the rooms in Eberle Street, Mr. E. R. Dibdin (presi¬ 
dent) in the chair. There was a large attendance of members present. 
The business of the meeting included the presentation of medals to the 
successful competitors in the late competition, and the announcement by 
the president that the demonstration of the Lumiere colour photography 
process would take place at the meeting to be held on March 13th. Five 
new members were elected. After the usual business had concluded, Mr. 
Dibdin introduced the lecturer of the evening, Mr. J. Shaw (Manchester), 
whose lecture on “A Tyrolese Valley” was listened to with marked 
appreciation. Mr. Shaw, starting from Innsbruck, took his audience 
to Cortina, Walle di Cadore, and Schluderback. His description of the 
various scenes en route was most vivid and interesting, especially so 
of the sunset in the dolomite region. The slides, which in the general 
opinion of the members were among the finest ever exhibited in the 
rooms of the Association, were very numerous, and frequently called 
forth applause. They included some magnificent mountain scenes, and 
the rendering of the cloud effects was exceedingly fine. At the conclu¬ 
sion a very hearty vote of thanks was proposed by Mr. P. Lange, who 
himself lias visited the same region, and unanimously carried. 

CROYDON CAMERV CLUB. 

The photographic exhibition of the Croydon Camera Club was 
appropriately and pleasantly wound up on Wednesday night, the 26ih 
ult., by a soiree in the Art Gallery, Park Lane. There was a good 
attendance, and the interesting programme which was provided being 
efficiently carried out, the evening proved an agreeable one. 

The musical portion of the programme opened with a pianoforte selec¬ 
tion by Miss Ethel Waine. Other excellent items were Charles Vincent's 
ballad, “The King,” and V. M. Capel’s song, “Love, could 1 only tell 
thee,” finely sung by Mr. C. A. Swain, whose rich voice was heard to 
great advantage. Two cleverly-played violin solos by Mr. A. G A 
Chalmers made up the remainder of the musical selections. The technical 
items of the programme included a display of the prize slides and an 
exceedingly fine display on the screen by Mr. Henry Stevens, who 
showed some excellent slides of domestic animals—cats, dogs, fowls, and 
the like—landscapes, groups of flowers, and so on; and demonstration!! 
of the Tyrna developing apparatus by Max Reichert, and of the Plai Lao 
type printing process by Mr. W. H. Smith. One of the most popular 
demonstrations of the evening, too, was that of the Sanger-Shephcrd 
colour photographic process. The method of taking red, blue, and yel¬ 
low negatives, the positives being superimposed, was first illustrated, 
after which some highly interesting specimens were shown to demonstrati' 
the satisfactory results obtained. Colour toning, by Mr. B. E. Edwards, 
and the Rbntgen Rays, by Mr. G. W. Watson, were also among the 
attractions of the evening. An interesting stall which has been on view 
during the exhibition, and which has attracted much attention was the 
stall of Mr. D. P. Roberts, chemist and dealer in photographic requisites, 
of North End, Croydon. Mr. Roberts exhibited a large collection of 
cameras and photographic sundries of all kinds, and in variety enough 
to suit the requirements of all. 

During the evening the ceremony of presenting the prize medals was 
performed by Mrs. Maclean, who was presented with a handsome bou¬ 
quet by Miss Rogers, the little daughter of the Exhibition Secretary. 

The president, Mr. Hector Maclean, who prefaced the distribution with 
a few introductory observations, remarked upon the considerable success 
which had attended the efforts of the Club. They would long remember 
some of the salient features, notably the capital display of members’ 
prints. It was a matter of unusual gratification that the gold medal, 
open to the whole of Great Britain, had been gained by a Croydon man. 
They might also congratulate themselves on the fact that in the class 
for residents of Croydon, whether numbers of the Club or not, the 
two medals had been taken by members of the club. The president also 
touched on the stimulus which the operations of the Club gave to 
the study of art and even in some cases to its practice. 

The medals were then distributed by Mrs. Maclean in accordance with 
the list which has already appeared in our columns. 

Mr. Kough (vice-charman of the club) proposed a vote of thanks 
to Mrs. Maclean, remarking that it was a source of gratification to know 
that she took an equal interest with her husband in the Club. 

Mr. Salt (hon. sec. of the Club) seconded the proposition, and added 
the hope that when they had a ladies’ section of the club Mrs. Maclean 
would be the first president. 

-♦- 

PROFESSIONAL PHOTOGRARHERS’ ASSOCIATION (LIVERPOOL 
BRANCH). 

A meeting cf the Liverpool Branch was held on Friday, February 28lh, 
1902, at the Alexandra Hotel, Dale Street, Liverpool, Mr. G. Watmou?h 
Webster in the chair. Present: Messrs. W. Warrington, J. S. Saroni, 
G. Latimer, S. Smith, A. Priestly, S. Hibberd, E. Vanderbilt, D. feea- 
mmi, ,T. Spratley, A. F Mowll, etc. 

The minutes of the previous meeting were passed, and the president 
was authorised to insert an omission which had occurred at the last 
meeting 

The president proposed, and Mr. W. Warrington seconded, that 
professional photographers within a radius of 25 miles from Liverpool shall 
be eligible for membership of the Liverpool and District Branch of the 
P.P.A. Carried n.c. Mr. Morris, of Chester, who was a member 
of the Association, was elected a member of the Liverpool Local District 
Branch Mr. Priestley proposed, and Mr. Vanderbilt seconded, that 
the establishment of a benefit fund for professional photographers is 
most desirable, but that definite steps in the matter should be deferred 
until the Association is older and stronger. A long discussion then 
took place re paragraph 3 from the London hon. sec., and it was decided 
to defer the matter, and each member bring forward a written opinion. 

The next meeting was arranged for Friday, April 4th. 

GATESHEAD CAMERA CLUB. 

At a meeting of the above Society, held in the Berwick Assembly Rooms, 
on Saturday, March 1st—the president, Mr. W. Fitzjames White, 
A.R.C.A., in the chair—a lecture was delivered by Mr C. H. Hewitt, the 
editor of “Photography Notes” in the “Newcastle Weekly Chronicle,” 
and a well-known writer in the photographic press, upon “Choosing the 
View.” The lecturer divided his subject into six parts: selection, stand¬ 
point, focus of lens, choice of lighting, introduction of sky, and the use 
of figures. Mr. Hewitt dealt with these several points in a conversational 
manner, and illustrated his lemarks by means of rapid sketches made 
upon the blackboard, and also by exhibiting examples of the work of 
H. P. Robinson and A. Horsley Hinton. The lecturer succeeded in 
sustaining the attention of his audience for one hour and forty minutes, 
and it is felt that the teaching of Mr. Hewitt, who is a remarkably clear 
exponent, will have great effect upon the work of the Society during 
the coming summer. Upon the motion of the president, a hearty vote 
of thanks was accorded to Mr. Hewitt for his interesting address. 
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FEDERATION OF THE PHOTOGRAPHIC SOCIETIES OF 

NORTHUMBERLAND AND DURHAM. 

The delegates of the Federation of the Photographic Societies of North¬ 
umberland and Durham met at the County Hotel, Durham, on Wednes¬ 
day, February 26th, 1902, Mr. J. Davenport in the chair. 

The hon. sec. (Mr. Arthur Payne) reported that the Leamington Camera 
Club and the Heaton Amateur Photographic Society had joined, whilst 
the Newcastle-upon-Tyne and Northern Counties Photographic Associa¬ 
tion had withdrawn from the Federation. He was in communication with 
the Sunderland Photographic Society and also the Societies at Haltwhistle 

and Blyth. 
Mr. Cluff, upon behalf of the Durham Camera Club, invited the 

Federated Societies to visit Durham on Whit Monday. Upon the motion 
of Mr. C. H. Hewitt the invitation was enthusiastically accepted. Mr. 
J. Davenport, upon behalf of the South Shields Photographic Society, 
announced that they would be pleased to see Federation members at 
their forthcoming exhibition; they would be admitted free upon pro¬ 
duction of their pass. It was decided to petition the North-Eastern Rail¬ 
way Company to grant reduced fares to members of the Federation when 
travelling with the camera. Permission for members to photograph 
at various places of interest will be solicited by the local Societies upon 

behalf of the Federation. 

NEWC 4STLE-0N-TYNE AND NORTHERN COUNTIES’ PHOTO¬ 

GRAPHIC ASSOCIATION. 

February 25th.—The president of the Association, J. S. B. Bell, C.E., 
gave a lecture on “ Wet Plate Photography.” Mr. Bell brought to the 
meeting the apparatus he used in the wet plate days, which, for its 
weight (though considered light at the time), was a revelation to some 
of the younger members. The dark-room, silver bath, dishes, etc., all 
had to be taken into the field when any landscape work was attempted; 
but, in spite of the great difficulties, some excellent work was done, and 
Mr. Bell handed round some of his early negatives, which were much 
admired, and it was particularly pointed out that there was an almost 
entire absence of halation in several very difficult interiors, in spite of i 

the plates not being backed. 
The early photographers’ bite noir was dust, and most elaborate 

precautions had to be taken to avoid it, but it was very difficult to entirely 
eradicate. Mr. Bell’s chief advice was not to use a brand new silver 
bath, hold the developer close to the plate when pouring it on, and to 
clean the glass preparatory to coating with strong soap and afterwards 
with a weak solution of potass cyanide. “ Doctored ” baths, the lecturer 
did not think, were “ worth the candle,” but a bath could be kept for a 
considerable time if used with care and a little “ Kaolin ” added, and 
occasionally “ sunned.” At the conclusion of the demonstration he ex¬ 
posed a plate by magnesium ribbon, and afterwards developed, getting 
a very good result of a black and white subject on the wall, by several 
“ intensifications ” or the application of a little silver to the developer. 

* -»- 

Commercial $ Cegal Intelligence- 
Alliance Roll-Film Camera Company, Limited.—The above-named com¬ 

pany has been registered with a capital of £10,000 in £1 shares. The 
objects of the company are to carry on in all or any of their respective 
branches the businesses of manufacturers of and dealers in roll or con¬ 
tinuous films for photography, and cameras adapted for the same, papers, 
chemicals, and other substances; to acquire and turn to account any 
patents, patent rights, inventions, etc., in relation thereto, or any other 
business which can be carried on in connection with the same. No 
initial public issue. Qualification, one share. No names of directors 
given. Remuneration not specified. Registered office: Gwyder Cham¬ 
bers, 104, High Holborn, W.C. 

Another Death from Cyanide of Potassium.—The number of deaths 
from cyanide of potassium during the past few months seems almost 
phenomenal; indeed, they have been more frequent than in the days 
when this salt was so largely used in photography. Last Saturday an 
inquest was held on the body of a man, a military tailor, who employed 
the cyanide for cleaning gold lace. According to the evidence, he drank 
some of the solution in mistake for whiskey, it being kept in a bottle 
of the same kind as that in which the latter was kept, and in the same 
cupboard. The man died within about four minutes after swallow¬ 
ing the poison. This shows the deadly nature of the poison and the 
rapidity of its action; also that if any real antidote for it were known it 
is doubtful if it would have been of any avail in this instance. In the 
report of the inquest, we read, there was no mention of where the cyanide 
was obtained from, but as its sale is at present restricted to pharma¬ 
ceutical chemists, we may assume that it was got from one, and that 
the conditions of its sale were duly complied with according 
to the laws The danger with poisons, as in this case, is 
more due to the way they are dealt with after they are 
sold than in their sale. In this instance the solution was 
kept in a similar bottle to that in which whiskey was kept, hence the 
mista,ke. In cases such as this—and there are many like it—it makes 
no difference whether the poison is sold by a pharmaceutical chemist 
or one who would be licensed to sell poisons for trade and technical i 

purposes under the proposed new Act. The danger of accidents with 
all poisons is not in their sale, but in the way that they are kept 
afterwards. 

Last week, at the North London Police Court, Albert Edward Cooke, 
23, optician, of Forest Road, Dalston, was charged, on a warrant, with 
the theft, as a bailee, of a photographic camera worth £2 10s., entrusted 
to him by the International Photographic Supply Company, of Seven 
Sisters Road. Mr. A. Ross prosecuted. The prosecutor, Mr. Max 
Thomas, said that in December last the prisoner, in the name of Hudson, 
replied to an advertisement for travellers to sell photographic cameras 
He gave a name as a reference, and this appearing satisfactory, he 
was engaged. The arrangement was that he was to have 4s. on each sale 
effected, and, if he proved useful, he would have a salary of £3 per 
week. On December 18th and 21st the prisoner brought orders, pur¬ 
porting to be signed by persons who had purchased cameras on the in¬ 
stalment principle, and received his commission; but it subsequently 
appeared that the names on the orders were fictitious, and that the 
letter of reference was addressed from the prisoner’s father’s house, and, 
in witness’s opinion, was in the handwriting of the prisoner himself. 
The prisoner also said he was a householder in Graham Road, but this 
was false, and up to the present the cameras supplied to him had not 
been traced. When pressed on the subject, the prisoner was impudent, 
and said that the prosecutor might fish for himself—he was no servant 
of his. The prisoner now asserted that he had made genuine sales, and 
if the purchasers could not be found he could not help it.—Mr. Chap¬ 
man : But the addresses on these order forms are fictitious, and the 
goods cannot be found.-—The prisoner, who said he was innocent of 
the charge, was committed for trial. The prisoner told Detective-ser¬ 
geant Stacey that he gave a false name for trade purposes, and with 
no felonious intent.—“ Standard,” March 1st, 1902. 

A Clergyman Promotes Public Companies.—The public examination 
of the Rev. Alfred Allen Barratt, M.A., vicar of Holy Trinity Church, 
Glaygate, was resumed at the last sitting of the Kingston Bankruptcy 
Court, before Deputy-Registrar Mr. F. J. Bell. Mr. F. Cooper Willis 
(barrister) appeared for the Right Hon, Lord Foley, the petitioning 
creditor; and Mr. F. Brinsley Harper (Messrs. Lumley & Lumley) repre¬ 
sented the debtor. The Assistant Official Receiver (Mr. T. W. J. Britten), 
who examined the bankrupt before, was not in attendance. When before- 
the Court on the last occasion, the debtor stated that he had acted 
as the working chairman of various limited companies now in liquida¬ 
tion, and he attributed his failure to a judgment obtained against hi mi 
by the petitioning creditor in respect of a guarantee given him for the- 
benefit of a company now in liquidation, for which guarantee he received 
no consideration.—Mr. Cooper Willis: Now, with regard to these com¬ 
panies in which you were interested. I see the Linoleum Tile Company 
was registered on February 16th, 1893; the Paragon Bolt Syndicate,. 
Limited, on July 18th, 1893, with offices at 59 and 60, Chancery Lane; 
the Engineering and Patents Development Company on July 25th, 1893; 
the Artistic Letter Company, Limited, on September 18th, 1894; the 
Cresco-Fylma Company on August 30th, 1895; the Cresco Fylma and 
Hannam Company on February 15th, 1897 ; the Linoleum Tile Company 
again on March 17th, 1897; Photo, Limited, on December 4th, 1897; and 
Stationery, Limited, on January 4th, 1900. Have any of these com¬ 
panies ever paid a dividend?—A.: I am afraid they have not.—Q.: Can 
you point to a date when, at the formation of any of those companies, 
you had any moneys of your own available for the promoting or the 
purchase of any shares?—A.: I don’t remember.—Further examined, 
debtor said that the Cresco-Fylma Company was floated with a capital 
of £10,000 in 1895, and that was the year when he first became acquainted 
with Lord Foley, as far as finances were concerned. His brother, “ H 
Allen,” was secretary of the Company. A demonstration of the patent 
was given at Claygate by a Mr. Hill, and proved most successful. Lord 
Foley, who attended, was very pleased with all he saw, and afterwards 
called on him and asked whether he might have an interest in it. 
Debtor promoted the Company, and Lord Foley became one of the first 
subscribers. In that Company debtor admitted that he took altogether 
2,275 shares. On May 31st, 1897, an agreement was entered into between 
the Company and Hannam, Limited, the arrangement being that Hannam 
should be paid the sum of £2,072, £970 of which was to be satisfied by 
fully paid-up shares and the balance in cash.—Q.: Was that paid to Mr. 
Hannam?—A.: I suppose it was. I don’t know. The directors had as. 
much to do with it as I had.—Q.: Who was managing director ?—A. : I 
was working chairman.—-Q. : Didn’t you control the whole board ?—A.: I 
should not say so.—Q.: Who was it you did not control ?—A.: Mr. Han¬ 
nam, Mr. Richards, Mr. Crombie, and Lord Foley were all directors.— 
Answering further questions, debtor said that in May, 1898, Lord Foley 
guaranteed him a sum of £3,400, which was to be invested in shares in 
Photo, Limited, but denied that he used a large part of this sum to pav 
his creditors. Stationery, Limited, was formed to help Photo, Limited,, 
and had offices at 72, Gray’s Inn Road. Of that Company he was also 
managing director and working chairman, at a salary of £1,000 a year, 
but he never received a penny. His wife kept her own banking account, 
and had £3,000 left her about three years ago by her uncle. He admitted 
that from time to time he had paid moneys into his wife’s account. The 
examination was further adjourned. 

Re Henry Vander Weyde, photographer, 182, Regent Street, W.—The 
first meeting of the creditors concerned under this failure took place at 
the London Bankruptcy Court, on February 26th, under the presidency of 
Mr. Burgess, Assistant Official Receiver. The statement of affairs filed 
by the debtor showed gross liabilities amounting to £13,714 0s. 3d., of 
which £6,121 17s. 7d. was due to unsecured creditors. To partly-secur -d 
creditors £4,445 9s., the value of the securities being estimated at £836 
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6s. 6d., leaving a balance of £3,609 2s. 6d. to rank for dividend. To 
preferential creditors £2,896 13s. 8d. The total liabilities expected to 
rank against the estate were returned at £12,627 13s. 9d The assets consisted 
of cash at bankers, 2s. 4d. There was also some stock-in-trade valued at 
£250, but that had been distrained upon by the landlord, and book debts 
amounting to £404 were covered by a mortgage, so that the net assets only 
amounted to 2s. 4d., and the deficiency was returned at £12,627 Us. 5d. 
It appeared that the debtor commenced business at 182, Regent Street, 
W., in 1877, as a photographer, having been for some years previously 
a portrait painter He had no capital of his own when he commenced 
business; in fact, he was then owing some hundreds of pounds. For 
many years prior to 1877 he had interested himself very largely in inven¬ 
tions, but, with one or two exceptions, they proved unsuccessful. The 
invention with which his name was principally associated was that of pho¬ 
tography by electric light, and being unable to sell it at a fair price he 
commenced business as abcve, with a view to exploiting his invention. 
To do that he borrowed several thousand pounds; he could not state 
Ihe exact amount, but his books would show. He should think that 
between 1877 and 1880 he borrowed £3,000 for the purpose of carrying 
on the business. In 1879 he was forced to call his creditors together. His 
liabilities were then about £3,000 or £4,000, largely made up of bor¬ 
rowed money. His creditors consented to accept a composition of 2s. 6d. 
in the £, which he paid down, and obtained a release from all his 
creditors, with the exception of one, who was secured. He continued 
trading at 182, Regent Street, on borrowed morcy, obtained from Oapt. 
Austin, who lent him £3,000 to £4,000 at 10 per cent, interest, on a 
mortgage of the lease and goodwill and stock. He paid that off by 
instalments from the profits derived from his business, and in about 1888 
the balance due lo that gentleman of about £1,000 was transferred to 
Mr. Henry Taylor, of Messrs. Ccurtrauld and Co., crape manufacturers, 
of Aldermanbury. Upon the death of that gentleman, about ten years 
ago, he paid off the debt by arrangement, and obtained a release. Since 
then he had carried on business principally with borrowed money. The 
business had not paid for some years, and by arrangement with the 
landlord he had been carrying it on since 1898 (when the lease expired) 
cn a monthly tenancy. The landlord had allowed the rent to run since, 
and there wa,s now due to him nearly £3,000, representing arrears of 
rent, under the lease and the monthly agreement. The rent was £500 
per annum, and on June 1st last the landlord distrained. The bailiffs 
have been in possession ever since, and according to their valuation there 
was not enough, if sold by auction, to cover six months’ rent and costs, 
The business was now practically at a standstill. The landlord had been 
induced to wait, for his rent by the prospect of debtor being able to pay 
him out of his profits of companies formed to work his patents. A 
company called “ The Star Ice Company, Limited,” was formed to work 
one of his patents about three years ago. Premises were secured at 
the National Skating Palace, in Argyll Street, Regent Street, W., and 
the business done there consisted of trade-marking pure ice so as to 
be able to identify it even in the glass. The capital of the company 
was £35,000 nominal, of which £30,000 was issued. Some months ago, 
however, the company went into liquidation, and consequently hie 
shares were valueless., unless the company could sell its patent rights. He 
alleged his failure to have been caused through liability for borrowed 
money used for the purpose of working his inventions, inability to 
realise his inventions, and loss on trading, owing to his want of business 
habits. As the debtor had no offer of composition to submit to the 
meeting he was adjudicated bankrupt, and Mr. Angus Scott, of Arundel 
House, W.C., was appointed trustee of the estate. 

The German Ambassador, Count Metternich, has been commanded 
by His Majesty the Emperor of Germany to convey to the veteran pho¬ 
tographer royal, Mr. Horatio Nelson King, his thanks for photographs 
supplied by him of the Royal Palaces, Houses of Parliament, Tower of 
London, and Westminster Abbey. 

The late Mr. J. A. Boolds, of Devonport.—Devonport Camera Club 
sustained a very great loss in the death of Mr. J. A. Boolds, of 5, 
Paradise Place, who was associated with the venture from its com¬ 
mencement, and occupied the position of president, two years ago. At 
various times he has given good and valuable art instruction to its 
members. Not only was he a photographer, but he had real artistic 
perceptions and could show good work in water-colours. In photo¬ 
graphy he was not only an expert in the manipulation of the camera, 
but a good optical worker, as the best portion of the instruments used 
by him was of his own manufacture. He was ever ready to assist 
others in their work if necessary, and in social life his loss will be felt 

by many.—‘'Western Morning News.” 

Royae Institution.—A general monthly meeting of the members of the 
Royal Institution was held on March 3rd, Sir James Crichton-Browne, 
treasurer and vice-president, in the chair. It was announced that his 
Royal Highness the Prince of Wales had graciously consented to become 
vice-patron of the Institution. Sir William Agnew, Bart., Mr. Hilder 
Daw, Mr. J. F. W. Deacon, Mrs. Deacon, Mr. A. St. John 
Clerke Miss Agnes M. Clerke, Mr. E. Figgess, Mr. M. Fitz- 
maurice, Mr. F. M. Guedalla, Dr. J. Harold, Mr. F. Legge, 
Dr H. Lewkowitsch, Miss A. H. Little, Mr. W. F. Preedy, 
Dr. A. M. Robson, Mr. M. M. Samuel, Mr. F. A. Smith, Mr. J. J. 
Torre, Major-General James Waterhouse, Mr. Philip Watts, F.R.S., and 
Mr. C. Tweedale, were elected members. The special thanks of the mem¬ 
bers were returned to ‘’ An Old Member for a donation of £50 to the 
Fund for the Promotion of Experimental Research at Low Temperatures. 

Correspondence. 
*** Correspondents should never write on both sides of the paper. No 

notice is taken of communications unless the names and addresses of 
the writers are given. 

*** We do not undertake responsibility for the opinions expressed by our 
correspondents. 

FLASHLIGHT PHOTOGRAPHY. 

To the Editors. 

Gentlemen,.-—I am surprised that Mr. Milner has located himself 
as the one man who answered to his own description of having made 
three visits. He was one who appeared to me to be trying to get 

at all my working methods without intending to buy my apparatus, 
hence he was not shown all the details of it, therefore could not judge 
of what he did not understand, and as he did not pay another visit, as 

he intended, he could not possibly say that the apparatus did not 
meet his requirements. On the contrary, according to his printed 
conditions, mine entirely fulfils those. Moreover, he is radically 
wrong in saying that I questioned his education on the “subject.* 
What I implied was, that he had not followed continually the infor¬ 
mation contained in the Journal. If Mi*. Milner has anything original 
to bring before the public (without infringing upon my rights), it will 
be a surprise to many and of interest to all.—Yours faithfully, 

J. Hubert. 
138, High Road, Chiswick, W. 

March 2, 1902. 

COLOUR PHOTOGRAPHY. 

To the Editors. 

Gentlemen,—I beg to inform you that on the 12th inst. our presi¬ 
dent, Mr. Charles B. Howdill, A.R.I.B.A., will give a demonstration 
of “Natural Colour Photography” to the Leeds Camera Club at the 
Technical School of the Leeds Institute, Cookridge Street. 

It is the intention of Mr. How'dill to make an exposure in the 
lecture room, and demonstrate the various stages of the three-colour 
process to the finished slide in the lantern. 

It is believed to be the first time a demonstration of this nature has 
been attempted in public.—Yours faithfully, 

F. G. Issott, 

Hon. Sec. 
P.S.—All members of Yorkshire societies are cordially invited. 
62, Compton Road, Harehills, Leeds. 

March 1st, 1902. 

THE EFFECTS OF LOW TEMPERATURE IN 

PHOTOGRAPHY. 

To the Editors. 

Gentlemen,—At this season of the year, and especially during the 
recent severe storm of frost and snow, photographers experienced, not 
only much discomfort in all-round general working, but were at times 
somewhat puzzled to account for certain failures and difficulties in 
carrying on their accustomed method of procedure, which are unknown 
at other periods of the year. 

It may appear strange to many, but it is true all the same, that 
abnormally cold weather affects nearly every solution that is required 
in the practice of photography, and often to such an extent as to 
make good results impossible of accomplishment. Were the question 
asked, what is the best temperature to provide in a photographic 
dark room wdiereby each and all of the solutions could be relied 
upon to work in their normal condition, the correct answrer to such 
a question would very probably be found in 65 degrees Fahr., and 
when arrangements are such in a studio, or developing room, whereby 
this degree of temperature is steadily maintained, ail will go well, and 
no trouble ensue. But how many workers are there, especially 
among professional workers, who have at their disposal facilities for 
providing an even temperature of about the figure stated? But very 
few. During the recent storm, and especially in the month of March, 
’when the sun is gaining strength day by day, the changes of tempera¬ 
ture are not only very sudden, but cover a wide range of fluctuations, 
often ranging at night from 15 degrees Fahr. to 60 degrees at mid¬ 
day in sunshine, a state of matters that in some parts of the king¬ 
dom has continued for a period of six weeks. 

Of the numerous solutions liable to be affected by an abnormally 
low temperature, first, there may be mentioned those that are re¬ 
quired in development, for this is probably the most important of 
all to a professional photographer. If this solution be much below 
the regular temperature, its action becomes, very slow, until at 
certain degrees it almost ceases to show any action on the.plate at 
all, and then inexperienced workers are liable to imagine that they 
have committed some error, or actually never exposed the plate, and 
even when development has commenced, the reduction of the silver 
becomes suddenly slow, and only inferior results produced. Others, 
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again, are to be found who are quite aware of the shortcomings that 
follow employing a developer solution in such a condition, and to 
provide against failure, merely take precautions in the shape of warm¬ 
ing the same, forgetting all the time that cold dishes and cups will, 
in a very few seconds, undo all that has been done in the way of 
raising the temperature of the solution. It follows, therefore, that 
in all situations where there are no facilities for keeping a dark room 
at an equable temperature, whereby every solution bottle, dish, 
measuring glasses, etc., etc., exist, some arrangement should be made 
whereby, temporarily, at least, during and before development, all 
such articles are kept at an even temperature. There are many 
ways of providing for such a condition of matters, among which may 
be mentioned a large saucepan of hot water, into which, not only 
some of the more important solutions can be placed, but also the 
dishes to be used can have a liberal supply of water introduced into 
them just prior to being used. The writer of this letter quite recently 
was somewhat amused at seeing an enthusiast in photography re¬ 
sorting to what many would deem a ludicrous proceeding, to main¬ 
tain a developing solution, contained in twenty-ounce bottle, at 
something like an even temperature, whilst engaged in developing a 
batch of plates. The expedient resorted to partook of the homely 
tea-cosy method, only in this instance he commandeered from his 
wife a pair of clean stockings. These were made to do duty like a 
tea-cosy, and proved of much use for the purpose, from an amateurish 

standpoint. 
Next in importance to the developing solutions, there falls to be 

mentioned what has been termed the photographer’s best friend— 
viz., the hypo. bath. It is well known, of course, that a frozen 
hypo, bath will not work, and when such is a long way below its 
normal temperature the process of fixing becomes painfully slow, as 
well as being very liable to induce plates being removed from the 
bath before the fixing has been perfectly performed. Perhaps there 
is no better method of guarding against such contingencies than a 
liberal addition of hypo, from time to time, followed by a correspond¬ 
ing supply of hot water from the saucepan or kettle. At this time 
of the year the liability to imperfectly fix a plate is very great in¬ 
deed, and special attention should be paid to the temperature of 
this bath. 

In country situations during winter there is much trouble in the 
washing of plates and prints, by reason of the water freezing during the 
operation, and quite recently the writer had brought under his notice 
a case where several dozen lantern slides were practically ruined by 
being placed in a wash-house over night, where the temperature was 
permitted to fall as low as 14 degrees Fahr. The cure for this con¬ 
dition of things is, of course, obvious. Apart entirely from the want 
of success in working under such conditions as have been enumerated, 
there falls to be noted also another very' important factor—viz., per¬ 
sonal discomfort, for under such an uncomfortable state of affairs no 
one can expect to do his work as well or effectively as when working 
under normal conditions as regards temperature. The lesson to be 
derived from this state of affairs, naturally, is, that in all cases at 
this season of the year precautions should be taken to raise the 
temperature of all solutions, and also, if possible, the atmosphere 
of the dark room to its normal temperature of about 60 degrees to 
65 degrees Fahr.—I am, yours, etc., 

An Old Photographic Hand. 

March 1, 1902. 

THE OLDEST LIVING PHOTOGRAPHER. 

To the Editors. 

Gentlemen,-—Reading your letter respecting “ the oldest photo¬ 
grapher now living” reminds me that fifteen or more years ago an 
elderly gentleman, a solicitor, many years deceased, told me that his 
■firm conducted a case in the law courts between Fox Talbot and 
Daguerre. I believe the firm is still in existence, and if you would 
care to search up this very interesting matter I think it very possible 
a relative of this gentleman may be found who could give the name 
and address of the firm. If the record of these proceedings is still 
in existence they would be an invaluable addition to the early history 
of photography.—I am, dear Sirs, yours, 

Geo. T. Jones. 

A PHOTOGRAPHIC SURVEY FOR SURREY. 

To the Editors. 

Gentlemen,—The excellent little collection of prints that has been 
■got together and has been on view in the Lecture Room at the Central 
Public Library, Croydon, well illustrates and forms a foundation to 
much greater efforts, and something to stimulate others in the matter 
by placing prints at the disposal of the committee, either by lending 
or giving them to the borough. 

If means and help can be found to further and enlarge this very 
useful method of obtaining old records of our town, borough, and 

county in the past, why not during the present time, and time to 
come'! 

Firstly, by the liberality of our older Croydonians by placing their 
old prints of our county in the Free Library (there 'must be many 
in existence), and secondly, but not least, of'a thorough and careful 
photographic survey of our town and county, carried out upon lines 
of the Photographic Survey of Warwickshire, or the Worcestershire 
Photographic Survey Society, both of whom are excellent guides to 
follow in this matter. There must be at the present time a mass 
of interesting material in Croydon and neighbourhood to start such a 
survey. The prints could be sent to Mr. Jast, a gentleman who, I 
know, would welcome such an addition, and at the same time might 
act as curator to the survey, classifying and arranging such pictures 
as might be received from time to time. 

The co-operation of the many clubs and societies in our town and 
county can be asked to contribute for help, and periodical exhibits 
of the work could be made of the prints similar to the one that has 
just taken place. All professional photographers might be asked 
to place prints of subjects that come within the survey with the 
librarian. 

It is impossible to over-estimate such a method of work as this 
sort, for, although we who are here, now may not perhaps to some 
extent feel the benefit and usefulness of such a scheme, the value will 
arise in another 25 or 50 years, when our town and county will have 
considerably changed in many ways. 

This note being but a preliminary one, and apologising for tres¬ 
passing upon your valuable space, 1 may, in conclusion, say I shall 
be pleased to hear from anyone interested in this subject with a view 
of instituting and setting a scheme in motion for the foundation and 
carrying on of such a survey.—Believe me, yours faithfully, 

Harry D. Gower. 

55, Benson Road. Croydon. 
24th February, 1902. 

THE SWANSEA PHOTOGRAPHIC SOCIETY. 

To the Editors. 

Gentlemen,—Some of our members think you are treating us badly 
by leaving out, in the “ British Journal Photographic Almanac,” the 
name of our society, seeing we are affiliated with the Royal Society, 
and have been in existence longer than some of those you have in 
it.—Yours faithfully, C. H. Rogers. 

53, Glanmor Crescent, Swansea. 
February 24th, 1902. 

[We will see that our Swansea friends are not neglected in the 
1903 Almanac. The omission from the 1902 volume was, of course, 
unintentional.—Eds., B. J.P.] 

BACKGROUNDS BY THE POWDER PROCESS. 

To the Editors. 

Gentlemen,—The art icle on “ Portraits with Backgrounds from 
Nature,” in the issue of your Journal of February 28th, reminds me 
that I invented and published a simple process, about thirty years ago, 
for adding pictorial backgrounds to negatives so as to avoid the 
labour and delay of double printing. It was a simple and easy powder 
process, that gave great freedom to the scope and taste of the photo¬ 
grapher, and enabled him to introduce artistic and suitable back¬ 
grounds of outdoor scenery, or interiors, of great variety. All 
that was required to enable the photographer to introduce scenes 
suitable to either single figures or groups was a choice selection of 
negatives from Nature, either external or internal, or copy of suitable 
engravings, and the pictures by Sir Joshua Reynolds contain very 
suitable and beautiful examples of backgrounds for such purposes. 
The worst phase of that is the difficulty of obtaining them, for they 
are becoming both scarce and dear. I saw an engraving sold at 
Christie’s the other day for 600 guineas—but there is still the print 
room of the British Museum to resort to. 

I send you a 'whole-plate example of negative and print for inspec¬ 
tion, and, as I have a few of the printed instructions on hand, as 
enclosed, I shall be very pleased to send a copv. on receipt of a penny 
stamp, to any photographic society that will be at the trouble to 
apply for one.—I remain, yours very truly, 

John Werge. 

50, Ainger Road, N.W. 
March 1st, 1902. 

THE ILFORD PLATES. 

To the Editors. 

Gentlemen,—In your report last week re the use of Ilford plates in 
connection with chromo photography by Dr. Morokhowetz etc., you 
make use of the following : — 

It is curious to note that the Empress were found exactly half the 
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speed of the Special Rapid and the Ordinary half the speed of the 
Empress, etc. 

I should like to know in what the curiosity consists, whether in 
the fact that the instrument recorded such, or that the Ilford Com¬ 
pany correctly describe their goods.—Awaiting information, I am, 
yours truly, R. Field Dodgson. 

Briarwood, Balfour Road, Ilford. 
March 1st, 1902. 

[The dilemma presented to us is one we do not feel compelled to 
accept. From the context of the paragraph it will be seen that, by 
“ curious ” we meant “ interesting,” which is a well recognised defini¬ 
tion of the word. It was not merely to the agreement, but the exact 
agreement between Dr. Morokhowetz’s results and the speed standard 
of Ilford plates, that we drew attention. Since our motive is called 
in question, we desire to say that it was rather a feeling of national 
pride that prompted us to record this scientific confirmation of the 
reliability of a British dry-plate. We take this opportunity to correct 
a printer’s error in the paragraph referred to. In the second column of 
page 163, line 15, the words should read :—“From the middle of the 
top arc ten 2 cm. spaces are set off on each side.”—Eds. B.J.P.] 

ISO CHROMATIC PLATES. 
To the Editors. 

Gentlemen,—In your issue of February 22nd, a writer, while re¬ 
commending the occasional use of isochromatic plates, lays down the 
restriction that they should be developed within a fortnight after 
exposure. There is already sufficient prejudice against these plates 
without this difficulty being created, unless with good reason. I have 
used isochromatic plates exclusively ever since they were obtainable 
on the market, and have not met with deterioration as the result of 
moderate keeping after exposure'. In fact, as I have a great dislike 
for dark-room work in summer, I habitually keep a considerable 
number of my exposures till autumn—say, not less than two months— 
yet I can distinguish no difference between these negatives and others 
developed immediately after exposure. It occasionally happens that 
owing to the lapse of time a few odd plates are forgotten. Recently 
I found two small lots of plates, which had been overlooked for 27 
months and 38 months respectively, after exposure, yet on develop¬ 
ment they gave quite satisfactory negatives. The enclosed rough 
prints will show you that there is nothing abnormal about the 28 month 
lot, but certainly the negatives are thinner than they would have 
been if developed at once; the shadows are quite clear, also the re¬ 
bates. The plates were packed face to face, with nothing between, in 
the original boxes, without wrapping paper. The writer of the article 
probably uses a different brand of plates, hence his different opinion, 
but I think no one need hesitate to use isochromatic plates when on 
tour, even if he cannot develop them for a month or so.—Yours truly, 

Wm. Goodwin. 
Glasgow. 

March 3rd, 1902. 

THE CROYDON CAMERA CLUB EXHIBITION. 
To the Editors. 

Gentlemen.—Enclosed is criticism of the C.C.C. Exhibition in the 
“Norwood News,” and my reply in the “Croydon Advertiser.” The 
“News” did not insert, my reply. 

Should you see fit to reprint my reply I shall not object.—Yours 
faithfully,’ ’ J. H. Baldock:. 

“ Overdale,” St. Leonard’s Road, Croydon, 
March 3rd. 

“ The exhibition was opened by Sir W. de W. Abney, Avho made a 
speech especially eulogising the pictures exhibited by the members 
of the Croydon Camera Club, and hoping that before long, with such 
an array of talent at their command, they might be able to confine 

their exhibition to the works of their own members only, instead of 
admitting the works of outsiders as well. Sir William drew attention 
to the fact that all advance in photography had been due to the work 
of amateurs. 

“ On looking round the room visitors will be struck by the remark¬ 
able superiority of the members’ classes over those of the outsiders, 
but residents of South Norwood will probably be interested most of 
all in Class G, in which will be found, under the number 215, a 
portrait of General Bedford, by Mr. Norton Collins, which has been 
awarded a silver medal as the best picture in Class G, and a gold medal 
as the best picture in the exhibition. We congratulate both artist 
and sitter on a most successful portrait. 

“A magnificent series of 17 large pictures, in green bichromate, by 
Mr. Charles Moss, are shown, wgll illustrating the remarkable pictorial 
possibilities of this process.” 

Dear Sir,—A good deal having been said in the Press and elsewhere 
as to the undesirability of admitting the work of outsiders, especially 
as such work was so inferior to that of the members of the club, 1 
should like, in the first place, to ask if this is not a little unfair and 
wanting in courtesy? Outsiders were asked to send in exhibits, and 
these were selected, hung, and charged for, and the money so raised 

goes far to help to pay expenses. In the next place, let me point out. 
a few facts in connection with the exhibition. The number of no mix r 
exhibiting is only 32, while the number of outsiders is 62, or nearly 
two to one. Of the 277 entries in the picture classes, 157 are by out¬ 
siders. Of the 152 lantern slides, no less than 96 are by outsiders^ 
while only 56 are by members. In Class iv (pictorial post-cards) the 
number of outside exhibitors is nine, as against only six by nn mb 
In Class L (also pictorial post-cards) the number of members exhibiting 
is only 13, as compared with 16 outsiders. 

Turning to the prizes, what is found there? Why, that while tin* 
members and outsiders each get four silver and four bronze, medals, 
yet the gold medal for the best picture in the exhibition goes to an 
outsider. . Much has been made of the 17 pictures in gum bicliromnt. 
by Mr. Charles Moss (the “Norwood News” reporter amusingly 
calling them “green bichromate,” apparently having confused tin- 
frames with the pictures), but Mr. Moss is, J believe, also an outsider 

Of course, as everyone knows, the Croydon Camera Club stands 
very high in the photographic world; hut after the facts 1 have stated 
above 1 think 1 am fairly entitled to ask—What would the Croydon 
Camera Club exhibition be without the outsiders?—I am. dear Sir, 
yours faithfully, J. H. Baldock. 

St. Leonard’s Road, Croydon. 

BROMIDES FOR PLATINOTYPES. 

To the Editors. 

Gentlemen,—In the issue of the Journal for 14th February I read 
with interest a paragraph by “Free Lance” on the palming off of 
bromide for platinotvpe prints. I certainly hope that the P.P.A. 
will take this matter up, for to mv own knowledge it is practised 
by, at any rate, one individual, who advertises himself as being a 
member of the P.P.A. 1 take it that it does not require a highly- 
educated individual to designate himself an artist, and to be able 
to pass off crude bromide prints as “ plats ” or “ platinos,” but I 
think that such persons are not required, as members of an association 
which is seeking to keep and to heighten the honour of the profession. 
It seems to me that the more cunning and deceitful a man is the mon- 
lie is liked and prospers. But I trust that when the P.P.A. gets into 
full working order such men will be rooted out and put on a 
black list, so that all in the profession who esteem honour as a virtue 
of daily practice will be able to avoid that which is so grossly 
dishonourable.—Faithfully yours, W. E. Dixon. 

Morning Stars.—Mr. E. W. Maunder writes as follows in the current 
“ Knowledge ” under the heading “ Astronomy without a Telescope ”:— 
“ It is well worth noting what stars are the last to rise before the dawn 
drowns them with its growing light. The next morning it will be found 
that those same stars are visible just a little longer, and the next morning 
longer still, and so on, until some other star shows itself as the one 
to climb up from the eastern horizon just before the opening daylight 
becomes strong enough* to overcome its shining. Such stars are each in 
their turn ‘ morning stars,’ and their first appearance in the faint dawn- 
glow of the east before sunrise is the ‘ heliacal rising ’ which was made 
much of by ancient astronomers and poets. Not without reason, for 
it is an observation of very considerable exactness, and one which requires 
absolutely no instrument; not even the simple one of an obelisk or an 
upright spear, still less of the solid masonry of a ‘ solstitial ’ or ‘ equi¬ 
noctial temple,’ or the huge trilithons of a Stonehenge. And it fixes the 
return of the sun to the same part of the heavens at the end of a year 
quite as exactly as those more cumbrous contrivances could do; if, indeed, 
they were ever used for such a purpose.”—“ Knowledge.” 

The Acetylene Light in Omnibuses.—It is not many weeks since the 
acetylene lamp was made to replace the dirty, time-honoured oil-lamp 
in most of the London omnibuses, and very general appreciation was 
expressed of the great improvement in the interior lighting of the vehicle 
which is thereby gained. The acetylene lamp undoubtedly gives a 
powerful white light, and the consumption of gas for this brilliant effect is 
comparatively small. Unfortunately, the acetylene generated from 
carbide of calcium possesses a very disagreeable odour, suggesting at 
the same time garlic and the fumes from the moistened tip of a phos¬ 
phorus match. The least escape of gas is thus instantly detected by the 
nose, and omnibus passengers have raised strong complaints about it. 
while the drivers themselves confess that it.has sickened many of then- 
number. It is doubtful whether pure acetylene is poisonous, and it is 
certainly only faintly odorous, but the gas from carbide of calcium is 
very impure, and contains usually a very perceptible proportion of phos- 
phoretted hvdrcgen and sulphuretted hydrogen, to which is due its 
smell. The former gas is, of course, intensely poisonous, and may easily 
give rise to symptoms of poisoning, havihg an exciting action upon the 
respiratory tissues and an irritating action upon the skin. Sulphuretted 
hydrogen is alsi poisonous, but not to the same degree. Acetylene pre¬ 
pared from commercial carbide of calcium may, therefore, easily prove 
injurious to health, and there seems to be little doubt that some bad 
effects are being experienced by the drivers of the acetylene-lighted 
omnibuses. Health, however, must not be sacrificed for the sake of 
increased light, and something should be done to remove this reproach 
from the acetylene lamp. “ Phossy jaw ” amongst omnibus drivers and 
travellers would be a startling sequel to the installation of acetylene 
lamps in London omnibuses.—“ The Lancet.” 
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Patent l)eu)$. 
The following abridged description is specially drawn for the British 
•Journal of Photography, by Messrs. Hughes & Young, patent agents, 
55 and 56, Chancery Lane, London, who will give advice and assistance 
free to our readers on all patent matters:— 

Patent Applications.—No. 3,547.—Carl Peter Hermann Ahrle and the 
Metalline Platten Gesellschaft, M.b.H., 36, Chancery Lane. 
“ Bronze-coated plates prepared and sensitised for photographic, 
photo-mechanical, and other printing processes.” 

No. 3,354.—Percy Lund, High Holborn. “ An adjustable ‘ slip-in ’ mount 
for photographs or pictures.” 

No. 3,366.—Jean Antoine Pautasso, Chancery Lane. “ Improvements 
in and connected with photographic cameras.” 

No. 3,371.—Alfred Julius Boult, Hatton Garden. “ Improved manu¬ 
facture of gelatine films for photographic purposes.” 

No. 3,463.—Austin Edwards, Chancery Lane. “ Improvements in film- 
spools for photographic cameras.” 

No. 3,476.—Thomas Knight Barnard, 151, The Grove, Hammersmith. 
“ Improvements in apparatus relating to colour photography.” 

No. 3,536.—Henry James Spratt, Alfred Sidney Spratt, and George Albert 
Spratt, Tudor Works, Tudor Road, Hackney. “ Improvements in 
photographic shutters.” 

No. 3,599.—David Allan, 157, Whitfield Street, London. “A film and 
plate adapter for camera dark slides.” 

No. 3,600.—David Allan. “ A folding, fixed head for alpenstock or walk¬ 
ing stick tripods for use with hand and stand cameras.” 

No. 3,900.—Andrew H. Baird, Vincent Street, Glasgow. “ An improved 
frame for framing photographs; also applicable as a photo printing 
frame, and for other purposes.” 

No. 4,073.—Samuel Dickinson Williams, 8, Faulkner Road, Newport, Mon. 
“ Improvements in photographic apparatus.” 

No. 4,219.—Charles Champion Bradshaw, 4, St. Ann’s Square, Manchester. 
“ Improvements in or applicable to photographic printing frames.” 

No. 4,365.—Arno Baurmeister, Chancery Lane. “ Process for the produc¬ 
tion of colour filters for taking photographs.” 

No. 4,392.—Francisque Pascal and Louis Izerable, Kingston-on-Thames. 
“ Improvements in photographic cameras.” 

Patents Illustrated.-—No. 19,331.—Photography. Patentee: A. Wat¬ 
kins, Imperial Flour Mills, Hereford. Exposures, calculating, 
actinometers. 

Relates to an instrument for measuring the chemical intensity of light, 
combined with a shde^rv.le apparatus for calculating photographic expo¬ 
sures. The instrument is in the form of a watch. At the back is a disc 
of photographic printed paper, an unexposed part of which is brought 
opposite the aperture, and exposed to the light till it just perceptibly 
darkens, or till it darkens to a standard tint. From the time required 
for this the actinic strength of the light is determined. By turning the 
tongue the number denoting the sensitiveness of the plate is brought 
opposite the aperture plate, and by turning the tongue a number denoting 
the stop is brought opposite the aperture stop. The watch glass is then 
turned till the light-valve appears at the aperture act. The correct ex¬ 
posure is then read off at the aperture. The two discs on which the 
scales are marked. 

No. 19,396.—Photography. Patentee: J. W. Meek, 24, Nightingale Lane, 
Hornsey, London, N. Developing, fixing, washing. 

Relates to a device for developing, fixing, or washing rolls of photo¬ 
graphic film. The end of the film is attached to the surface of a cylinder 
by a wedge, which fits into a corresponding recess in the cylinder, the sur¬ 
face of the wedge being flush with the surface of the cylinder. The film 
is then wrapped round the cylinder, which is connected by elastic bands 
to the standards. The lower side of the cylinder dips in a dish con¬ 
taining the developing or other solution. When the film is pulled, the 
roller rotates,, and twists up the elastic bands. The energy thus stored 
up rewinds the film when the tension is relaxed. The film can thus be 
moved backwards and forwards through the solution. 

Edinburgh Photographic Society.—An exhibition and competition of 
members’ lantern slides, varied with the latest animated pictures by the 
cinematograph, will take place in Queen Street Hall, on Friday evening. 
March 14th, at eight p.m. (doors open at half-past seven). 

Old Photographs.—At the Croydon Camera Club Exhibition visitors 
had the opportunity of seeing many early examples of photography in 
the shape of Daguerreotypes and glass positives, some of which, on 
account of their beauty and delicacy, took many by surprise. At the 
present time many are inclined to sneer at these early works, but the 
best of them were very beautiful examples of photography, though the 

■choicest specimens are becoming rare and historically valuable. The much- 
despised glass positive of to-day is a very different thing from what used 
to be produced in the fifties. A good Daguerreotype or glass positive 
rs not surpassed, for detail and delicacy, by anything that is done now. 
While the colouring, when it was well done, surpassed anything that is 
done to-day, it harmonised better with the photograph. By the way, 
the colouring of all Daguerreotypes and glass positives was done with 
powder colours, specially prepared for the purpose, and we rather doubt 
if they are obtainable now. Most of those who possess good examples 
of Daguerreotypes or glass pictures prize them highly—and well they may. 

Answers to Correspondents, 
%* All matters intended for the text portion of this JoURN AL, includ. 

ing queries, must he addressed to “ The EDITORS, The BRITISH 

Journal of Photography, 24, Wellington-street, Strand, London, 

W C. ” Inattention to this ensures delay. 
%* Correspondents are informed that me cannot undertake to answer 

communications through the post. Questions are not answered unless 
the names and addresses of the writers are given. 

*** Communications relating to Advertisements and general business 
affairs should be addressed to Messrs. Henry Greenwood & Co., 

24, Wellington-street, Strand, London, W. C. 

Photographs Registered :— 

A. J. Ashbolt, 10, Exmoor-road, Southampton. Photograph of Southampton Foot¬ 
ball Cup Team. 

T. E. Innes, 108, Wellington-road, Heaton Chapel. Photograph of “ The Stockport 
Garrick Society.” 

T. Garth, 170, St. Thomas’-road, Preston. Photograph of E. Barton. 
C. H. Fletcher, 212, Wheeler-street, Lozells, Birmingham. Photograph of combined 

picture or the King's photo with drawing. 

T. W. Steven.—In our next. Not yet have had time to examine the 
sample sent. 

Book Wanted.—E. Lewthwaite writes: “Would be greatly obliged if 
you would be so kind as to give me the names of the best books on 
camera construction cr making hand, stand, stereo, etc ”—In reply: 
One of the “ Work” series published by Messrs. Cassell & Co., La 
Belle Sauvage. Ludgate Hill, E.C., gives such particulars. 

Tracing Cloth.—W. H. R. says: “ I should be glad if you can inform 
me where I can get the tracing cloth mentioned in the Journal of 
February 7th, in an article by Mr. G. W. Webster?”—In reply: 
Tracing cloth may be had from such houses as Rowney’s, Wmscr Sc 
Newton’s, etc. It is kept by most artists’ colourmen. 

Lenses for Studio Work.—P. W. writes: “ (1) Would a portrait lens, and 
a lens of the rectilinear type, of the same focal length, working at 
the same aperture, give the same result? (2) Or does a portrait 
lens possess any peculiar property, for studio work, over a recti- 
liner, other than that of speed?”—In reply: (1) Yes. (2) None, 
except in rapidity of exposure. 

Address Wanted.—“Black and White” writes: “Would you be good 
enough to give me the address where I could get a medium such 

♦ as artists use for working up bromide enlargements m black and 
white.”—In reply: No special medium is necessary if ordinary 
water colours be used for the work. If you find the surface repel¬ 
lent, just apply a slight wash of prepared oxgall diluted with water. 

Registration of Invention.—“ Shutter ” writes. “ I have invented a 
new form of shutter, which I think is very much better than any¬ 
thing that has been done before, and I wish to protect the inven¬ 
tion. Can I do it by registering it, as registration costs much 
less than a patent? If so, how should I proceed? Thanking 
you in anticipation.”—In reply: Registration is of no use for an 
invention of this kind. The only way by which you can securo 
protection is by a patent 

Combination Printing, Etc.—F. R. writes: “(1) What photographic 
work, deals with the combination of negatives such as might be 
employed for blackmailing purposes? (2) What moderate polyglot 
photographic foreign paper can you recommend—English, French, 
German, Spanish, etc.—and who is the publisher ? ”—In reply: 
(1) We cannot recall any work dealing with the preparation of black¬ 
mailing photographs. (2) The only magazine that at all answers 
to the requirements is “ Camera Obscura,” published monthly by 
Williams & Norgate, Henrietta Street, Covent Garden, W.C., which 
contains English, French, German, and Dutch sections. 

Stretched Blinds.—Wilts says: “We have had our studio blinds (white) 
taken down and washed to make them clean for the brighter 
weather. Now they are refitted they all sag, and will not run on 
ihe rollers. They all roll up in puckers, and are almost useless. 
Can you tell us how to remedy it?”—In reply: We are sorry 
we cannot. This is a very common trouble with holland blinds 
after they have been washed. The only thing we can suggest is 
that they be sent to a collander’s to be collandered. That may 
improve them somewhat. But we doubt if it would be worth the 
cost. 

Studio Building.—“ Sunset ” writes: “ I have a studio 14ft. by 8ft.; 
8ft. high to eaves. Eight feet of the roof each side is glazed in 
the centre, leaving a yard each end. The front side faces south; 
the back (north) is against another building, which is as high as 
the eaves of the sludio, so the light on this side comes from roof 
only. South is glazed down within a yard of the ground. The 
two ends are east and west. What I want to know is, which end 
should sitters be placed to be properly lighted ? ”—In reply: It 
does not much matter which: but it will, perhaps, be more con¬ 
venient to place the sitter at the west end in the earlier portion of 
the day, and the opposite end at the later part of it. 

Gum-Bichromate.—A. Crosby says: “ I have made several trials of the 
gum-bichromate process, but cannot get on with it at all. After 
exposure the pigmented gum will not dissolve at all, even when hot 
water is used for the development. I have followed the instructions 
to the letter. The gum I used was--’s prepared office gum, and 
it was very clear and fresh. Can you indicate the cause of my 
failure, as I wish to work the process ? ”—In reply: It is clear that 
you have not followed “ the instructions to the letter,” for the 
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instructions are to use gum Arabic, and you have employed “ office 
gum,” which is a very different compound and often quite innocent 
of any gum whatever. Try with what is recommended by the 
advocates of the process—gum Arabic. 

Railway Fare.—F G. says “In answer to an advertisement in the 
Journal for an operator I applied for the berth and obtained it, 
subject to going a month on trial, my railway fare from London 
being paid. At the end of three weeks I was told I should 
not be required after the month, as my work did not suit. I 
asked for my fare back to London, and was told that 
they shot Id not think of paying that, as my work was not so 
good as the specimens I had shown. Cannot I demand my return 
fare ? ”—In reply: You can demand it, but we dc not see how you 

.can recover it, unless there was a specific agreement that it should 
be paid if you did not suit. This is very unlikely, and it is not 
customary. 

Spirit Photography.—T. G R. writes: “ I should esteem it a great 
favour if you would be good enough to tell me whether, in the 
opinion of photographic experts, it is conceivable that the enclosed 
pictures were produced by means of quinine drawings on the 
sensitive plate. The idea has recently been suggested as an ex¬ 
planation of these appearances, but although I have no very 
definite theory as to the origin, I cannot conceive how so striking 
and lifelike an effect could possibly be produced by the use of 
quinine or any other substance.”—In reply: There are many 
dodges by which “ spirit photographs,” similar to those sent, may 
be produced; but we may safely say they were not made in the 
way suggested. The prints have been returned. 

Studio Building.—W. N. L. writes: “ I intend having a studio built, 
and am in a doubt as to the best light to work with. If I work 
with the north aspect there will be a 4ft. wall facing the glass side 
of the studio, and 9ft. the other side of the said wall is a shed 
8Jrft. high, and to the east will be houses. Would there, do you 
consider, be sufficient light to work with? If, on the other hand, 
I have to work with a south aspect, and use a screen to catch the 
sun’s rays, as advised in the “ Photographic Studio ” by Bolas, there 
will only be a 4ft. wall in front and houses to the east. Which 
position would you advise me to work with?”—In reply: We 
should say, for convenience, have the north light. If you can raise 
the floor of the studio a foot or so from the ground, you will prac¬ 
tically reduce the height of the wall and shed, and that we should 
advise you to do. 

Trichromatic Photography.—“ Erimus ” writes: “ I have seen the frontis¬ 
piece to Bolas’s book on colour photography. It is in three colours. 
Has it been done by photography right through or the ordinary 
machine colour printing? I should like to know how three-colour 
work is applied to the illustrating of books and catalogues.”—In 
reply: The frontispiece mentioned is produced by lithography or 
machine colour-printing, and photography plays no part in its 
production. The illustrations in books and catalogues are, of 
course, produced by three printings, or if there is letterpress as 
well in black this necessitates a fourth printing Sometimes, as 
with the Christmas number of a well-known magazine, the letterpress 
is printed in blue at the same time as the blue printing-block, and 
thus an extra printing is saved. The method of producing the 
block is described in the work you have. 

Yellow Stain.—S. J. A. writes: “(1) When I take the plates from the 
fixing-bath they are quite clear, but turn yellow on washing. I 
have tried the alum bath, but this only removes some of the 
stain. I have tried different kinds of plates with the same result. 
The developer I use is pyro and nitric acid, and carbonate and sul¬ 
phite of soda. (2) Will you also tell me the name of a good book 
on the use of all modern printing papers, and where it can be 
obtained ? ”—In reply: (1) The difficulty of the stain is probably 
caused by the pyro solution being old or to insufficiency of sulphite 
of soda. If instead of using nitric acid as a preservative an ounce 
of metabisulphite of soda or potash were used to every ounce of 
pyro, the stain would be prevented. The use of an acid fixing- 
bath is also advisable (2) “ Photo graphic Printing,” by W. K. 
Burton, published by Marion & Co., 22, Soho Square, London, W., 
would probably answer all requirements. 

PANTAScoric Cameras—“Pantos” writes: “There has just come into 
my possession, for disposal, an instrument which, I am told, is 
Sutton’s pantascopic camera. It bears the following legend : ‘ Pan- 
tascopic Camera, No. 23. 3, Red Lion Sq., London,’ (Grubb lens), 
and I should be greatly indebted to you if you are 
able to inform me, through your ‘ Answers to Corres¬ 
pondents ’ column, whether it is of any use nowadays, and. what, 
roughly, should be its present value. I presume it was intended 
for astronomical photography and ‘ panoram ’ views. It appears 
to be in excellent condition and seems to have been little used. 
The dark slide has scarcely a speck of silver stain on it. I hope 
I have stated enough to enable you to give me some idea of its 
value, however rough, as, for all I know, though it may be 
worth £10, it may also be so out of date as not to fetch as many 
shillings.”—In reply: The apparatus is not a Sutton’s panoramic 
camera, but a Johnson & Harrison’s “pantascopic” camera, for 
panoramic views It is an efficient apparatus, but has now but 
little commercial value, except, perhaps, for a museum. 

Old Plates.—“ Amateur ” writes: “ I have quite a store of unused plates 
which I have purchased from time to time, dating back five or six 
years. Would you kindly tell me how I may know if they are fit 
for use? What are the characteristics of a too-old plate, and is 
it possible to ascertain by developing in the dark-room without 

exposure? Any information will much oblige.”—In reply: “The 
characteristics of an old plate are marginal and general fog. 'The 
former generally makes its appearance first during deveiopnu m, 
and may extend from a quarter to half an inch all round the plate, 
and presents sometimes, after fixing, quite an iridescent appear¬ 
ance. The general fog appears after the marginal fog, and with 
some plates is so slight as to be negligeable, though this depends 
upon how and where they have been kept. To test the plates a 
developer should be made up that will not give fog leadily, such 
as ferrous exalate or pyro-soda with bromide, or hydroquinone, 
bromide, and an alkaline carbonate. The plate to be tested should 
be placed in the developing dish, either in the dark or else right 
r.way from the dark-rocm light, and the dish kept covered during 
development, which should be allowed to continue for at least five 
minutes 

Hand Cameras.—C. R. Griffin writes: “I h&ve lately purchased a 
* Korona ’ ^-plate camera. The shutter is ‘ Time ’ and * Instan¬ 
taneous,’ the latter in two speeds, but there are no speed numbers 
given. Would you be so kind as to tell me a simply way to find 
these, and to give me your opinion of the lenses fitted to this make of 
camera? I find that I get a splendid definition with full aperture 
(f/8) and also with front raised quite an inch and a half.”—In reply: 
(1) There are several methods of testing a shutter; one is by allow¬ 
ing a body to fall and photographing the same in its fall. This 
necessitates some calculation. An easier method is to fasten some 
bright object to a bicycle wheel; turn the bicycle up on its handle¬ 
bars, and set the wheel spinning till it ievolves once in a second, 
and then photographing it, when 360, divided by the number of 
degrees the bright object has moved, will give the speed. Yet 
another method is to hang a bright object, such as a small piece 
of looking-glass, at the end of a string 39in. long, and, starting 
from a line level with the string, mark eff in the arc of a circle 
fifty equal marks on each side; then, if the pendulum is set swing¬ 
ing so that it just swings from the end of one set of marks to the 
other, and if it is photographed when near the middle, the number 
of divisions that the image of the pendulum covers on the negative 
will be number of hundredths during which the shutter was opened. 
(2 With such results as described, we should say the lenses were 
very good 

Copyright.—“ Paterson ” writes: “ I have promised a friend to make an 
inquiry through your Journal. He had some views (similar to 
our local views) of Paterson (America), the town which was nearly 
burnt out quite recently. He wrote to a newspaper, saying 
he had these views, and it occurred to him that they might bo 
of interest to them for publication, asked what terms they would 
offer for use of same. In reply: ‘Editor sends compliments, and 
begs to say he would be glad to see photos if Mr. G. would be so 
good as to submit them on approval.’ He did so; heard no more* 
but saw that they had published some of the views. This morning 
he received cheque for 7s. 6d., with printed acknowledgment for 
him to sign ‘ for publication of views of Paterson, also giving them 
the copyright.’ They have not returned views. Ought they not 
to have offered terms before publication, and, as to copyright, it’s 
simply foolish for them to expect to get same for 7s. 6d. ? Can 
he fix his own price (reasonable, of course), without giving them 
the copyright, and denying them any further use of same unless 
they submit to his terms. These views were not taken by himself* 
they were sent him by a friend. Of course, they are of great 
interest now.”—In reply: On the facts, as stated, and the interest 
in tbe pictures, the sum remitted seems small. Your friend should* 
however, have set a price on the photographs when he sent them. 
It seems, however, that he had no copyright in the pictures. Pro¬ 
bably the prints will be returned to you if you write for them. 

*** Notice to the Trade, Wholesale Agents and Book¬ 
sellers.—A Contents Bill is issued with each number of the JOURNAL 
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EX CATHEDRA. 

The Mita. The Photographisches Wochenblatt pub- 
Light. lishes particulars of this new form of 
incandescent lamp, which should be particularly useful in 
the hands of amateurs for enlarging and optical lantern 
purposes. Benzine, ligroine, or gasoline may be used as 
the illuminant, but benzine seems to be preferable. It is 
said to give a light of 300 to 400 candle power. A hori¬ 
zontal tube, with the burner at one end and the bezine- 
holder at the other, is attached to a vertical rod fixed on a 
stand, so that the height of the light may be regulated 
as desired. Air is pumped into the benzine-holder by 
means of an indiarubber ball, and the benzine thus burns 
under pressure. A small tray near the burner is filled 
with spirit to heat the benzine at starting, and the lamp 
will then give a steady light for some time without atten¬ 
tion, at ordinary temperatures. Ordinary coal gas and 
oxygen give a light equal to about 150 to 250 candles. The 
new light is consequently about twice as powerful. 

* * * 

Exhibitions. We have received the prospectuses of 
two exhibitions which are about to be held in France. An 
international exhibition, relating to commerce, industry, 
science, and the fine arts, will be held by the City of Lille 
from May to September next, and photographs will be 
included in the fine art section. Applications should be 

made to Monsieur l’Administrateur-Delegue de l’Exposi- 
tion Internationale, a Lille (France). The charge for 
space is 30 francs per square metre, and there is a charge 
of 20 francs for inscription and delivery of the certificate of 
admission. The second exhibition is that of the Salon de 
Photographie, organized by the Photo Club de Paris, 44, 
Rue des Mathurins. This will be open from the 1st May to 
the 1st June. Applications for admission should be made 
to the Secretary at the above address before the 1st April, 
and the pictures should be delivered there before the 
20th April. The object of the exhibition is essentially 
artistic. No charge is made for wall space, but the pictures 
must be passed by the Committee of Selection. 

* * * 

Foregrounds We recently drew attention to the 
IP method advocated by Herr Trant, of 

or rai ure. Munich, for obtaining backgrounds of a 

higher order, to replace the hackneyed types which are 
too frequently used by photographers. Herr Trant’s 
article has elicited some supplementary suggestions from 
Herr Kuten, of Weidling, near Vienna, which are pub¬ 
lished in the Atelier des Photographen. Herr Kuten 
remarks that the foreground requires quite as much atten¬ 
tion as the background, if the picture is tc be harmonious 
in its effect. It should be suited to the background so that 
the surroundings should produce a perfectly natural 
portrait. To obtain this effect Herr Kuten advocates the 
use of vignetted backgrounds, which are exposed in contact 
with the plate in the camera at the time of sitting. The 
foreground may be built up of weather-beaten stones, sand, 
tufts of grass, roots of trees, etc. By placing the vignette 
upon the focussing screen, a true arrangement can easily 
be made. Some examples are given, but they do not appeal 

to our taste. 
* * * 

The Keeping Three years ago the Societe de Photo- 
a.nd Packing graphie Frangaise appointed a committee 
of Dry Plates. enqU£re into the question of the 

preservation of sensitive materials, and the report upon the 
subject has just been published. The enquiry appears to 
have been made in a rather half-hearted manner, and does 
not add to the knowledge we already possessed upon the 
subject. It may, however, interest some of our readers 
to learn the conclusions to which the committee has 
arrived with regard to extra rapid plates, which were the 
only ones tried. The constitution of the emulsion was 
found to be the principal element affecting the life of the 
plate, but the mode of packing was of importance as a 
secondary factor. The keeping quality was considerably 
prolonged by substituting sheets of suitable paper for the 
strips of cardboard placed at the edges. The sheets were 
cut 1 to 2mm. smaller than the plates, small post rives 
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(10 kilos weight), royal rives (30 kilos weight), and bichro- 
mated exercise paper were used, and it was found that 
small post rives, and especially the royal, were of great 
value for the purpose. For obvious reasons the names of 
the plate-makers were withheld. 

* * * 

The Powder or The letter from Mr. John Werge, in our 
last issuei, directing attention to a 
method he brought out many years ago 

for introducing backgrounds from nature in portrait nega¬ 
tiving by the powder process, calls to mind the many appli¬ 
cations of the powder process and its value. The present 
generation of photographers seem to know it only in name, 
yet it is capable of yielding most excellent results, with 
great scope for artistic treatment. Many of our older 
readers will remember the charming pictures the late Mr. 
Robert Faulkner produced by this process on opal glass 
and similar ones by Mr. Alexander Cowan. The process, 
however, seems to have almost passed into oblivion, as the 
principal use now made of it appears to be in the produc¬ 
tion of vitreous enamels, the powder in this instance being 
vitreous colours. At one time the powder process was used 
and patented, we think, by the late Mr. Window for the 
production of photographs on canvas, to be coloured in 
oils, and for that purpose it has the advantage that it has, 
practically, no intervening film between the canvas and 
the subsequent oil colours, as in the case of the carbon 
process or the bromide process, while the pigment in which 
the image is formed is permanent. It may not be known 
to everybody that the powder process is a very good one 
for a mechanical method of intensifying weak negatives, 
and that it was published in our pages some years ago; 
also, that it offers some advantages over the chemical 
system of intensification, inasmuch as the operation may be 
conducted locally or uniformly either on the back or the 
face of the negatives, or on both, with the further advantage 
that if the result is not satisfactory it can be cleaned off 
and the work commenced afresh, without any injury what¬ 
ever to the negative. One reason why this process has 
been, comparatively, so little used is that those who have 
essayed to employ it have not fully grasped the principle 
upon which it is based. Its successful working depends 
entirely upon the hygroscopic conditions, and in this vari¬ 
able climate of ours these have not been sufficiently taken 
into condition by them, hence many have failed of success. 
But when once the necessary conditions are realized, all 
is tolerably plain sailing. 

* * * 

Telephoto- Those who have used a telephoto attach- 
graphy. ment will have a vivid recollection of the 
difficulty of es+imating the correct exposure by mere 
examination, of the image upon the focussing screen. Herr 
Hans Schmidt, who has had considerable experience in this 
branch of work (some of whose results we have seen), 
writes, in the PhotoyraphisrJie Mitteilunyen, upon the sub¬ 
ject of calculating the exposure in telephotography. A 
scale, representing the separation of the positive and nega¬ 
tive components, is engraved upon the tube of the Zeiss 
attachments, and from this the equivalent focus of the 
system, as used, may be calculated. Other opticians, how¬ 
ever, do not follow this system, and some attachments are 
sent out without any indication whatever from which the 
focus may be deduced. Herr Schmidt gives the following 
method, as that he is in the habit of using: The object is 
correctly focussed and the distance measured from the 
ground glass to the centre of the negative lens. By divid¬ 
ing this distance by the focus of the negative lens and 
adding one, the linear magnification of the image is 
obtained. If the focus of the positive lens is multiplied by 

the linear magnification, the equivalent focus of the yvsU*m, 
as then used, is found. As an example, let the distance 
between the screen and the centre of the negative ens be 
55cm., the focus of the negative lens 5cm., and the f;*cus of 
the positive lens 24cm., then the following simple calcula¬ 
tion will give the equivalent focus of the system under 
those conditions: — 

55 -T- 5 = 11 +1 = 12 x 24 = 288cm. 
If the positive lens is stopped down to /’14, and the ex¬ 

posure for an ordinary photograph, without the telephoto 
attachment, should be half a second ; then the exposure, 
with the same stop, may be calculated by multiplying 
half a second by the square of the linear magnification. In 
the example given the magnification is 12 times. The 
square of twelve being 144 and half a second the ordinary 
exposure, we arrive at 72 seconds for the exposure 
with the telephoto attachment. The focus of the 
negative lens may be ascertained in the following manner : 
Pierce a card with two small holes about l^cm. apart, place 
this in position in front of the lens so that a distant source 
of light shall form images of the holes, upon a screen, 
exactly twice as far apart as upon the card. The distance 
between the screen and the centre of the lens is equal to 
the focus. 

* * * 

A National It was recently our lot to look through 
Trait. a large number of French caricatures, 
which dated from twenty to fifty years back, and we noticed 
—what must, of course^ have been evident to other 
observers—that whenever our lively neighbours wished to 
represent an Englishman or woman, that individual was 
drawn with projecting teeth. For some reason or other, the 
French artists are under the impression that this is a 
national characteristic, and that the idea is still current is 
shown by certain postcards now exhibited in our shops. 
These cards each represent a different city—Paris, Berlin, 
London, etc.—typified by a bicycle-rider of comic aspect, 
and the Londoner is distinguished by the dental 
deformity in question. It would be curious if we 
could find out the reason for this tradition, for 
we take it that the idea is a mistaken one, and 
that prominent teeth are not more common among 
us than they are with other nations. Walking along the 
crowded streets of the City, we may go a long distance 
without meeting a person with the peculiarity named. 
Possibly half a century ago some well-known caricaturist 
in France met with a family of English origin with teeth 
of this kind, and then and there, through pure ignorance, 
adopted the style as the hall-mark of the Anglo-Saxon race. 
It would be interesting if photographers, part of whose 
business it is to study the physiognomy of their fellow- 
creatures, were to give their opinion as to the prevalence 
among English people of the facial peculiarity to which 
the French artists have given so much attention. It is 
certain that a peculiarity of this kind would in no way 
dissuade the average person from having his or her por¬ 
trait taken, for, by a comfortable arrangement of Nature, 
we are quite blind to our own personal defects; and even 
if we were not so, there are few among us who are com¬ 
petent to compare the commonplace countenance with the 
classical model of the Greek sculptors, and to recognise the 
shortcomings of the former. Neither does the ordinary 
man bother himself about Camper’s facial angle. As a rule 
he regards himself as being a good-looking fellow, and the 
accident that his mouth, or any other feature, is abnormal 
does not trouble him one iota. Photographers, therefore, 
ought to be in a position to tell us whether the French cari¬ 
caturists are justified in portraying their English neigh¬ 
bours with the teeth of the baboon. Even if the libel be 
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true, it is hardly neighbourly to remind us of it so con¬ 
tinually. Is French politeness, which is almost proverbial, 
only skin deep? 

* * * 

The Aurora.. Among the very few subjects which have 
hitherto defied the art of photography, and the artfulness 
of photographers, must be placed that beautiful and some¬ 
what mysterious play of light in the Northern heavens 
which is known as the Aurora Borealis. In the discussion 
which followed Dr. Lockyer’s paper at the Camera Club, 
reported in another column, the lecturer incidentally men¬ 
tioned that a photograph of the Aurora had, within the last 
few months, been actually taken, but he vouchsafed no 
further particulars. He also said that, as part of the 
scientific equipment for the Antarctic Expedition now on its 
way towards the South Pole, special plates had been 
secured wherewith to photograph the Aurora—in this case, 
of course, the Aurora; Australis. We presume that the 
phenomenon in Southern skies differs only in name from 
the Northern variety of Aurora, but probably there are few 
men living who have had the opportunity of comparing 
them. There have been many attempts to photograph the 
Aurora. We may at once disregard the aerial displays seen 
in our own country, for they are few and far between, and, 
so far as we have been able to judge from our limited 
opportunities for observation, the light given is of such a 
feeble and fitful character that it would be insufficient to 
impress the most sensitive chemical surface. Turning to 
our bookshelves, we come upon a volume which, from its 
title, ought certainly to afford some information upon the 
subject. It is Tromholt’s “ Under the Rays of the Aurora 
Borealis,” published in 1885. This book contains an 
exhaustive account of the different forms assumed by the 
phenomenon; indeed, the author went to Lapland with the 
prime object of studying it. The chapter dealing with 
auroral displays is very fully illustrated with drawings, but 
drawings only. Every attempt made to photograph the 
Aurora, the author tells us, resulted in absolute failure. 
He used the most sensitive plates, exposed them for from 
four to seven minutes, and yet did not succeed in getting 
the very faintest trace of an image He attributes this 
failure to the weakness of the light emitted by the Aurora 
and its feeble chemical action. He gives no information 
as to the plates emplo3^ed, or the lens he used, and although 
we know that rapid gelatine plates were available eighteen 
years ago, when the experiments were made, it is certain 
that special plates could be made now which would give a 
far better chance of success. Indeed, as already noted, we 
have it on the authority of Dr. Lockyer that the Aurora 
has recently given up its image to a photographic plate. 
We can only hope that the picture to which he referred 
may soon be exhibited or published. In Tromholt’s book 
there is a quaint old drawing of Lapps hunting by the light 
of the Aurora, dated 1767. The phenomenon as repre¬ 
sented here bears little resemblance to the Aurora as pic¬ 
tured in the excellent drawings by the author. It is quite 
possible that photographs of the “ Northern Dancers ” will 
be as unlike the modern drawings, and will exhibit features 
not discernable by the eye. Be this as it may, the result 
of the promised experiments in the Antarctic Circle will 
be looked forward to with much interest. 

-«.- 

London and Provincial Photographic Association.—On March 20th Mr. 
A. Haddon will read a paper of great interest to photographers generally. 
Visitors interested in photography are always welcome at the meetings, 
which are held at the White Swan Hotel, Tudor Street, Blackfriars, E.C. 

At the Royal Photographic Society of Great Britain’s lantern meeting, 
on Tuesday, March 18th, at 8 p.m., at 66, Russell Square, the subject will 
be “Photographs from Pharaohland.” Mr. A. Barton Kent, F.R.G.S., 
will show a series of slides of a trip up the Nile, from Cairo to the second 
cataract. Ladies are specially invited. 

NAMING AND FRAMING PHOTOGRAPHS. 

In the matter of finding appropriate titles for his prints, 
the worker usually experiences considerable difficulty. 
This sentence merely represents the normal position of the 
average photographer, for, while the artistic workers who 
build up their photograph to suit the title or theme they 
wish to illustrate, may be numbered almost upon the fingers 
of one’s hand, the alternate method of first taking the 
photograph and then finding a more or less suitable name 
lor it is the system which commonly prevails. If his work 
is for the most part confined to architecture, the representa¬ 
tion of churches, abbeys, ruined castles, and the like, the 
photographer may proceed somewhat on the lines of the 
tamous Mr. Pecksniff, who, it will be remembered, modestly 
showing Martin Chuzzlewit “ some tracings of our doings 
here,” refers to Salisbury Cathedral “ from the north, from 
the south, from the east, from the west, from the south-east, 
from the nor’-west; a bridge, an almshouse, a jail,” and so 
on. “ The Tower Bridge, from the nor’-east by north ” 
might look a trifle novel in an exhibition catalogue, but it is 
easy to imagine that it might more correctly represent the 
case than “ Evening on the Thames,” applied to the same 
picture. Such photographs, combined with similar titles, are 
common as dead leaves in the autumn. 

The assumption of titular names which are literary, poeti¬ 
cal, or fantastic and wierd, as the case may be, has the 
effect, of course (if one looks at the catalogue first), of 
drawing one’s attention to the photograph and to a critical 
examination of its good points, or defects. Take a favourite 
subject such as “ The Seasons,” “ Spring,” for example. 
Even with the aid of suitable figures, there are very few 
photographers indeed who could give a really artistic 
rendering of the seasons, Spring, Summer, Autumn, and 
Winter in what is called genre style of photography, but 
these subjects, quite suitable for, indeed, almost easy of, 
treatment in pure landscape photography, are frequently 
essayed by our ambitious amateurs. A print before us is 
called “Spring.” It is in effect simply a very ordinary photo¬ 
graph of a young girl, taken against a background of trees 
not in their full bloom. The figure is a mere trifle in the 
big expanse of semi-foliage. A similarly treated print is 
called “ Summer.” The trees are by this time heavily 
clothed with leaf, and a female figure of older growth takes 
the place of the child. The lady is posed in the fore¬ 
ground ; she has her hands clasped behind her, and her 
eyes are gazing ecstatically upwards. Now, it is impossible 
to truthfully say that these photographs, so airily and per¬ 
functorily treated, give one, by any stretch of imagination, 
the idea of Spring and Summer. By judicious and careful 
selection, it is not difficult to find a suitable bit of land¬ 
scape which, by itself, without any extraneous figures, will 
give a quite satisfactory and pleasing realization of these 
subjects. We look for, in Spring, the birth of life in nature, 
the budding leaf and verdure, all the outside world awaken¬ 
ing—after the long, dreary winter sleep—to the first warm 
breath of sunshine. The picture should be, in its essentials, 
sharply focussed ; we want to see, or imagine that we see, 
and hear all the busy insect life on the bark of the trees 
and in the undergrowth, and there must be over all tiny 
glints of sunshine. There are such photographs where 
this, and more, is easily seen. “ Summer,” too ; what neces¬ 
sity to be confined to one prosaic garden hedgerow, when, 
within a mile or so, may be the old mill, and the pond, and 
the ducks, and the rustling trees, and the glimpse of 

waving, ripening corn ? 
Here is a title from a recent catalogue : “ Time changeth 

all things, maketh all things new, save memory.” Now if 
one must choose a title of this sort'—and we would not 
wish to discourage any ambitious photographer—it would 
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be only reasonable to devote some time and thought to the 
working out of the idea. We know that time is the great 
healer, that the most acute and painful griefs and dis¬ 
appointments after the lapse of long years become covered 
with a soothing cloud and mist, so much so that, if memory 
survives, we can look back dispassionately, even in¬ 
terestedly, scarce convinced that we ourselves figured in 
the tragedy; but there must be a sufficient efflux of time. 
Take a cabinet photograph of any handsome young woman 
—the average family album will furnish this. The features 
must be good and the expression pensive, but would such 
a photograph be a satisfactory exposition of such a title? 

Now, although we are often disposed to say that the titles 
given to prints show a paucity of imagination on the part 
of the workers, this may be doing them an injustice. 
It may well be that exhibitors have a very clear notion 
of their own limitations, and steer a safe line by means 
of such titles as “ The Pathway Through the Wood ” or 
“ The Corner of the Pool,” which, if bordering somewhat 
on the commonplace, are quite correct and inoffensive. 
“ Softly Palls the Evening Light” is good—vastly better 
than “ Fast Falls the Eventide ”—but most of these even¬ 
ing effects are so good that we take small notice of the 
name given them. 

However good the condition of frames may be when on 
show at the Royal or the Salon, by the time they have gone 
the round of the exhibitions and reached the town of 
Eatanswill, they are, in great measure, in the last stages of 
dilapidation. Presumably the practice of photography 
takes up so many of the spare shillings devoted to 
“ hobbies,” that the amateur has nothing left for frames. 
Presumably, also, this bad state of finance leads to the 
cultivation of still another little hobby, and the amateur 
forthwith essays the manufacture of picture frames. This 
would be all very well if he would devote some few hours 
of practice and some few bits of inexpensive wood to the 
hobby before putting the work to such practical proof as 
the framing of his exhibition prints. There appears, of 
recent years, to have developed an idea that anything 
will do for framing purposes, and in place of the neat, well- 
made frames of years lang syne—frames of common deal— 
packing-case stuff, in fact, is freely used. “ Ouida,” in one 
of her popular novels, puts a very sapient and up-to-date 
sentiment into the mouth of one of her characters, relative 
to the important matter of ladies’ dress, somewhat to this 
effect: “ You may wear sackcloth, my dear, but it must be 
well cut and tailor-made.” Certainly, if the amateur has a 
taste for old, common, valueless (except for fire-lighting), 
moth-eaten wood, by all means let his wish be gratified ; 
but let the best be made of it. This is the more important 
because our amateurs not infrequently append a price to 
their work, and it is really only fair to the pro¬ 
spective purchasing public that he or she should 
have a frame which shall at least hold together 
until the purchase and transfer is completed. 
It is now many years since Oxford frames were 
very properly barred entry into our exhibitions ; it may 
be that, sooner or later, some stipulation will have to be 
made relative to, not only the quality and condition, but 
the colour of the frames, sent in. At a recent exhibition 
nearly the whole of one side of the gallery was hung with 
frames almost uniformly black, not a stained black, a 
moulded composition black, which, however congenial in 
an undertaker’s showroom, was painfully dismal in a 
gallery devoted to social and pictorial purposes.. Now it 
is conceded that the shape and style of a frame must bear 
some proportion to the size and tone of the subject-—the 
mount and frame may be considered as one—the mount 
being intermediary to the print and the wood. It might 
very well be arranged that in an exhibition of photographs 

there should be some uniformity ; there might be a stipula¬ 
tion in favour of plain oak or certain stained woods. 
That everyone should be allowed to go his own way is, 
on the face of it, absurd. A conglomeration of oak frames, 
the black, funeral composition, and a go-as-you-please col¬ 
lection of common wood frames (not too neatly made), 
stained each one according to his taste, do not lend an 
attraction to an exhibition in any way. A frame is 
intended to catch the eye and draw attention to the picture 
which it encloses, and it should, therefore, be pleasing in 
style and colour. Eccentricity might very well be rewarded 
by the judges awarding minus points. Next to being well 
and neatly made, the width of wood should be moderate and 
conformable, not apparently made to look as if elbowing 
other pictures out of the way ; and the colour of it should be 
in-harmony with the picture, or a suitable contrast. Photo¬ 
graphs do not vary so much in tone that some rule or rules 
would be difficult to formulate. 

ON THE NEGLECT OF TRUTH BY PHOTOGRAPHERS. 

It is quite open to question whether I should have written this 
at all, but though it is the direct result of an attack of spleen, I 

nevertheless have reviewed it after my recovery, and am not. 
wholly dissatified with it. You may well wonder what I am 
talking about, but perhaps you have not grasped the meaning of 
my title, “ On the Neglect of Truth by Photographers.” Do you 
notice that Truth is written with a capital T ? Therein lies the 
secret-^-we need not go any further ; my friend, this Truth is the 
groundwork of our existence, and it is the lack of cultivation of 
Truth that keeps so many of us working in such narrow grooves. 
Photographers have to deal with many Truths, if they would 
comprehend the mechanism of their profession ; there is physical 
Truth, chemical Truth, and mathematical Truth, all to be 

harnessed to our chariot, and it is because we do not appreciate 
this sufficiently that so many of us are such commonplace 
workers. Of course, I know that you, dear reader, are not to be 
included in this generalisation, but you will know how vastly 
inferior one of your friends is to yourself, and in your charity you 
will wish to elevate him to higher matters ; so hand him this, and 
then run away and plume your feathers before your admiring 
family. Has it ever occurred to you that the ordinary profes¬ 
sional photographer is a very incomplete individual, that outside 
the daily run of his work he is very much at sea? Let me give 
you an instance or two :—The other day a trade printer com¬ 
plained to me that his carbon-paper wouldn’t keep sensitive this 
weather so long as in dry weather—it became insoluble, and so 
he kept it in a damp place, that it should not get too hard, I sup¬ 
pose ! Now observe this case, for it is interesting ; the man has a 
complaint and gives you the remedy, but fails to grasp it himself. 
Now what is his fault, simply an inability on his part to ap¬ 
preciate the value of evidence. 

I gave him the remedy, and he saw it at once, and laughed at 
his mistake. There is much hope for that man ; in fact, he is 
preferable, I fancy, to a more enlightened individual I once had 
conversation with. He was an advanced process worker and use I 
collodion emulsion ; his complaint was that the time of exposure 
was too long sometimes. He professed to know all about the 
ripening of emulsions, especially that the presence of a halogen, 
was a cause of an emulsion being slow, but yet he could not 
suggest a remedy. I advised that the coated plate should be 
soaked in a very weak solution of some halogen absorber and 
then washed for a short time, and the exposure could be 
made much shorter. The experiment was a success, but the 
details cannot be discussed in this paper. The point is that this 
man was unable to help himself, because he also failed to ap¬ 
preciate the value of his evidence. I must go further and take 
these faults down to a more stable basis. I said they failed to 
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appreciate the value of evidence—yes, of the evidence of facts, 

and what are facts ?—merely illustrations of law, and law is what 

we are all governed by ; we are all subject to it—not, mind you, 

to a mere set of rules drawn up by legislators, oh ! no, but inviol¬ 

able law, that is Truth. And so, you see, I bring these two simple 

cases down to a want of the knowledge of Truth ; and I could, with 

great pleasure to myself, give you many more examples of a much 

more complicated nature, and deduce them all down to the same 

fault—the want of the knowledge of Truth—but it would be a 

waste of time, as I have shown you in these two elementary cases 

all you want to know as a guide to whether I am worth listening 

to or not. You must see this defect manifested every day of 

your life by all conditions of people. It manifests itself in such 

various ways ; it may be sheer ignorance, or only unreasonable¬ 

ness, or, worse still, bigotedness—it is all the same, one is 

worse than another, that is all. Have you ever thought what a 

great' wealth of education lies in a scientific knowledge of photo¬ 

graphy, and, if you are professionally engaged in it, how very 

useful it would be to understand it ? An immensity of time and 

money could be saved, and you would take more interest in your 

work, and so it would be better for you and for those you deal 

with. I wonder how many of you practise the teachings of 

Messrs. Haddon and Grundy on print-washing ? Why, the paper 

manufacturers don’t, so, of course, you can’t be expected to, can 

you ? And then, again, there are very few of you ever think of 

using anything but ordinary plates, forgetting probably that 

there are colour-sensitive ones on the market, and so you get 

false tone values, and have to spend a deal of time on re-touching. 

You will say you haven’t time to learn now, but that’s only an 

excuse. If you read your B.J.P. every week, and practised its 

teachings you would be a long way better off than many of you 

are now. Undoubtedly it is late to learn in the midst of your 

professional work ; you should have done so in your apprentice¬ 

ship days, but you must remember that half of the men who take 

apprentices cannot teach them because they do not know it them¬ 

selves ! But, my friend, even if after reading this invective you 

make up your mind to try to work more scientifically in the 

future, it will help you if you can grasp the necessity for a know¬ 

ledge of Truth, and so I will try and assist you, and will write 

you a few remarks on the cultivation of physical Truth : — 

Physical Truth is merely chosen by me as being particularly 

suitable for parallel comparison, and the fundamental principles 

are what I want attention paid to. I wish I could help you to 

think properly, to read properly, and observe properly, but the 

task is beyond my powers, I fear. The majority of people go 

about with their eyes shut, or if not shut, only half open, and so 

they miss a lot of the good things scattered around. The reason 

why you see so many discontented people is that these people 

never take the trouble to think or use the brains they have. 

They vegetate, and, like all vegetating things, they are all right 

as long as they do not try to progress. Long years of vegetating 

has removed the capacity for evolution, and so when they do 

move they generally rapidly degenerate. This must by no means, 

though, be. taken as a law, as there may have always been the 

latent desire for progress imbued in the individual, but the 

opportunity for action may have been long in coming. Normally, 

though, the presence of dissatisfaction in a person is a sign of 

germinating power, but, again, the full state of perfection is rardy 

met with. A momentary or short period of evolution often takes 

place, but it is generally of a spasmodic character, and has no 

continuity. After it the individual will relapse into its old 

comatic state. This is particularly noticeable among photo¬ 

graphers, so many of them go on from year to year in the same 

old way ; they never seem awake to the world’s movements or try 

to keep abreast of them. Love of knowledge is not in them ; 

they are generally so narrow-minded, and are merely content to 

drift. They won’t help themselves, and if one does not do this 

you may be sure they will never do much. But the wonder to me 

is that so many of them claim to be scientific workers. "Why, it 

is conceivable that the meaning of the word science is unknown 

to them. Science is only another way of expressing knowledge, 

not as a mere accumulation of facts, but of various phenomena in 

their relation to one another. It is consequently that a really 

scientific man is always the best balanced, for the observation of 

external realities is insufficient for him, and it is essential that 

the internal facts are also familiar to him. He is not surface- 

wise, but strikes deep and discovers hidden Truths, where others; 

can only see an external coating. We are all born with a certain 

amount of natural faculty, and it should be the aim of each 

individual to bring this faculty to a perfect state of development. 

The one-sided man therefore must necessarily be without balance., 

and is out of place in the symmetrical systems of the intellectual 

and moral world. It is true that great work requires concentra¬ 

tion of force on a comparatively limited area, nor will human 

power admit of indefinite diffusion without being thereby de¬ 

teriorated ; and it is possible for a great mind, through an error 

in this direction, to so divide and waste its strength as to becomes 

comparatively feeble in the struggle for Truth. One must there¬ 

fore strive to give the mind the greatest amount of force with the 

least possible amount of one-sidedness. I can express this per¬ 

fectly lucidly to myself as an equation, and the whole problem 

is to me a clear mental vision. You must picture for yourselves 

the mind wandering in space doing nothing, and, like the rolling- 

stone, gathering no moss. Wasted energy, misdirected force—yes, 

yes, it is a great pity—you have so much in your powers as photo¬ 

graphers, if you will only use it; but the majority of you don’t— 

your art is wrong, your science faulty, and you yourself vege¬ 

tating animals. Those of you who cultivate this mental force- 

are indeed to be envied for the rich and lovely field you have to> 

labour in ; and your productions, are they not splendid ? Do- 

you know, there are some photographs I have looked at which 

are so perfect as works of fine art that I have felt a thrill of 

aesthetic pleasure run through me as I have looked at them, and 

then, cooling down, I have critically examined them, bit by bit, 

and throughout—in the modelling of the face, the lighting, 

drapery, mounting, &c., they bear evidence of deep and careful! 

study, and the knowledge I want you all to try and acquire—the- 

knowledge of phenomena in their relationship to one another. 

Education has a two-fold value, that of knowledge and disci¬ 

pline. As knowledge it is too obvious to need demonstration, 

but its value as discipline will bear explanation. The method of 

the physical sciences is eminently healthy, cultivating the finest 

faculties of the mind ; it teaches one to draw conclusions from 

data, while at the same time refusing to accept them unless they 

are verified by experiment and observation, and so it strengthens 

our judgment and teaches us to appreciate the value of evidence 

which is of the utmost importance in every-day life. In mathe¬ 

matics the reasoning is different, for the mind is here compelled 

to admit the truth of the evidence as an absolute and essential! 

Truth, which from the nature of things cannot be otherwise. 

In physical science the evidence may be less constraining, but1 

the mind would no more hesitate to accept or act upon it than if 

it had the absolute certainty of the mathematics. You will have* 

seen by now how important it is for us all to sharpen our wits ancf 

use our mental faculties to our utmost, taking care, though, not 

to disperse our energy uselessly, but to work in an orderly and 

sober fashion. If you will only do this you will assuredly be the- 

gainer in many ways, and you will find life to be much more 

cheerful. Some people will tell you that science destroys your 

idea of the beautiful, but this is ridiculous, as you can easily see 

that it only increases it, because it teaches you to understand it 

so much better. There are many people in this world whose 

emotions are not at all open to external influences, whilst others- 

will immediately respond to them, and it is these people who 

should be the happiest. The pessimist is the most evil person 

you can deal with, and I would cure him, had I my way, by a 
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thorough course of physical science, when he would soon realise 
that law is inviolable and that his results depend solely upon his 
labours. The altruist is a saner man than the pessimist. I 
would that I could only state my case more clearly than I have 
been able to, but it is a difficult matter to tell you what is really 
after all an abstract feeling rather than a concrete reality, but if 
there should be one among you who may have benefited by this 
essay, let me extend my hand to him, and at once disclaim the 
honour of teaching him anything. It is not me, I assure you ; 
these thoughts are not mine, and the very sentences are un¬ 
original. They are the thoughts and teachings of many whom I 
love as friends who have so often put me right when I have been 
going wrong, but come, let me introduce you to them ; they are— 
the seekers after Truth in bye-gone days. And so I here bid you 
farewell, sincerely trusting that you will not be angry with me if 
T have been too outspoken. I mean it, my friend, as wholesome 
■advice, but the spleen is not the mildest of the many disturbing 
factors that our bodies deal with. A. V. Kenah. 

-♦—-- 
PROFESSIONAL PHOTOGRAPHERS’ ASSOCIATION 

ANNUAL DINNER. 

The first annual dinner of this Association was held on Thursday. 
March 6th, 1902, at the Criterion Restaurant. Mr. Thomas Bedding 
occupied the chair, supported by Mr. T. R. Dallmeyer and Mr. Frank 
Bishop, and a company of over one hundred members and guests 
was present. 

List of Toasts and Programme of Music. 

Their Majesties the King and Queen and the Royal Family. 

The National Anthem. 
The Professional Photographers’ Association. 

Song . “When all the World is Fair ” . (Jowen 
Mr. Frank Tebbutt. 
The Local Branches. 

Humorous Recitation “ A Change of Treatment ” . Jacobs. 
Mr. Valentine Hill. 

The Officers of the Association. 
Song . “Mighty Warriors” . Hcdgcock. 

Mr. Alfred Moore. 
Musical Sketch “How I Obtained the Post of Organist ” Ulph-Smith. 

Mr. Ulph-Smith. 
The Visitors. 

Song . “Take a Pair of Sparkling Eyes” ... Sullivan. 
Mr. Frank Tebbutt. 

A Few Short Stories . 
Mr. Valentine Hill. 

Song . “ Brother Ambrose ”   Bevan 
Mr. Alfred Moore. 

Musical Sketch . 
Mr. A. Ulph-Smith. 

The Chairman. 

. ... “The Battle Eve” . Bonheur. 
Mr. F. Tebbutt and Mr. Alfred Moore. 

Mr. Albert Fox. 

Duet 

The Table Plan. 

Accompanist 

H. Vandyk 

H. G. Zerffi 

S. Smith 

"W. J. Wright 

A. Dougla: 

Churchill 

T. Fisher 

G. Fisher 

!H. P. Smith 

S. H. Fry 
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O. Sichel 

F. W. Vidler 

A. Scott 

H. E. Smith 

A. H. Cade, 
Leighton Buzzard 

E. Cherry, 
St. Albans 

D. Prodger, 
Brixton 

J. Maclardy, 
Oswestry 

H. Pumelle, 
Leeds 

Frank Turner 

Daily Telegraph 

A. England, 
New Barnet 

G. R. Cleare 

Guest 

A. Simmons 

Albert Hill 

T. Heap, 
Sower by Bridge 

H. J. Dalby, 
Woolwich 

W. Barry, 
Hull 

E. Elliott 

E. W. Simmons. 

— Hardwicke 

H. E. Hull 

Guest 

J. W. Rignall 

R. Starr 

D. Seaman, 
Liverpool 

F. G. Dalby 

H. S. Men¬ 
delssohn 

W. Downey 

P. Everitt 

S. H. Greenway, 
Northampton 

S. Powell, 
Rushden 

W. Gill, 
Colchester 

G. V. Simmons, 
Anerley 

H. Gower 

A. F. Mowll, 
Liverpool 

Hana 

Arthur Weston 
and Guest 

W. E. Downey 

H. A. Chapman, 
Swansea 

G. Jerrard 

W. Plumbe, 
Maidenhead 

— Banfield 

A. W. W. Bartlett 

Warwick Brookes, 
Manchester 

T. Birtles, 
Warrington 

J. H. Hogg, 
Kendal 

Arthur Weston 

F. A. Bridge, 
Dais: on 

G. L. Lea 

T. Illingworth, 
Wit.esden 

R. Leonbardt, 
Leicester 

Edwards & Co. 

Guest 

T. E. Wakefield 

F. Wakefield, 
Eating 

Guest 

Guest 

M. Jacolette 

N. S. Kay, 
,outhport 

S. Fenwick 

W. H. Pudoicotnb', 
Bidepo d 

H. Hallier 

C. H. Skillman 

J. Fuerst 

H. F. Coo'e. 
A aines 

Fellows Wi’son 

A. Kenah 

T. C. Turne*-, 
Hon. Sec. Local Branches. 

Wm. Grove, 
Treasurtr. 

Alfred Ellis, 
Hon. Sec. 

H. Walter Barnett, 
Vice-President. 

PLATFORM 

The Menu. 

Hors d’oeuvres. 
Consomme Princess. Puree St. Germain. 

Supreme de Barbue Duparc. 
Eperlans a I’Anglaise. 

Vol au Vent a la Toulouse. 
Selle de Mouton Nivemaise. 

Poulet du Mans a la Broche. Salade. 
Pudding Diplomate. 
Bombe Criterion. 

Petit Fours. Dessert. 

Total ioi. 

The Chairman, in asking the company to drink to the health of 
the King and Queen, said that this toast would appeal to them all as 
loyal upholders of the existing order of things, and, secondly, if 
further incentive were needed, in virtue of the fact that photographers, 
perhaps, as much as any other class in the community, were brought 
into very intimate personal relations with the Sovereign. Con¬ 
tinuing, he said : We live in an historical year, a year in which that 
somewhat unique event, the Coronation of an English King and Queen, 
is to take place. Take your minds back to the year 1837, when the 
young Queen Victoria was crowned. She was only known by name to 
the majority of her subjects. Contrast with that condition of things 
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the present state of affairs. We, subjects of their present Majesties, 
have the great advantage of knowing what manner of man and what 
manner of woman it is that reign over us, and to what cause do we 
owe this great privilege but photography? The King and Queen have 
both shown great practical interest in what is called the most beautiful 
art of the Victorian era, and we are fortunate in having amongst, 
paper their lineaments from time to time. WTe have cause also to 
us several eminent photographers whose duty it has been to photograph 
their Majesties from time to time. We have cause also to thank their 
Majesties the King and Queen in that they are the respected patrons 
of the principal Photographic society in the British Empire, if not the 
world, the Royal Photographic Society of Great Britain. 

The toast was honoured with the usual demonstrative exhibition of 
a patriotic gathering. 

The Chairman, proposing the toast of the evening, that of “The 
Professional Photographers’ Association,” adopted the somewhat 
unusual course of beginning at the end and coupling with the toast 
the name of the Association’s Honorary Secretary, Mr. Alfred Ellis. 
In justification of that course he said that, some seventy-two hours 
before, two persons met in a certain office which should be nameless. 
It might be easy to guess the identity of those persons. To throw olf 
the mask, he, the Chairman, said to Mr. Alfred Ellis: “I have to 
propose this toast. I think I ought to say so-and-so.” But Mr. Ellis 
said, “No, I have to say so-and-so.” Well, said the Chairman, I 
cordially agreed, because what Mr. Ellis has to deal with is the 
dry statistical record of the last twelve months, facts and figures. 
He has to look back, and I have to look forward. An eminent thinker 
has said that the pleasure or pleasures of this world may be equally 
divided into two—retrospection and anticipation. It is not 
a year ago—in fact, eleven months—that the idea of this 
Association was first mooted To-night we are gathered 
together at a dinner which is the largest, numericallv, that 
photography has seen for many years. I deduce from this fact, 
and the fact that many of the gentlemen around this board have 
come from very distant parts of the country, the happiest possible 
augury of the future success of the Association. Now, as regards the 
future. I have been pleasantly chaffed about the inscription'on the 
first page of our menu—“The First Annual Dinner”—but although 
this mey not be grammatically correct, the sentiment is right. It is 
the first dinner, but not the last by many a score. Unlike the shady 
heroine of the modern drama, we have no past; we have only eleven 
months to look back upon; but, gentlemen, as was the state of 
things when Adam and Eve started upon the business of life, the 
world is all before us. For sixty-two years has professional photo¬ 
graphy been in existence, but never till this year has it had a re¬ 
presentative organisation, a fountain head or guiding hand, some¬ 
thing to which those who practise photography may look to as 
a final court of appeal for advice and help, something that will help 
them in their quest of daily bread, and support them in their en¬ 
deavours to earn a livelihood, make a business, and elevate the quality 
of their work higher and higher. To help us in the pursuit of our 
ideal we have the support and sympathy of many friends.. The 
exhibition of the premier photographic society, whose President is 
our guest to-night, has established a professional section and placed 
a room at the New Gallery entirely at the disposal of the profession. 
One cannot expect to see a marked effect at once, but in a few years, 
there can be no doubt, professional photographers will recognise that 
the inauguration of this useful section by the R. P.S. started a 
new era in professional photography. The great public, the outer 
public, the vast mass of the forty millions of people inhabiting 
this country are absolutely ignorant of what a good photograph 
is, whether technically or artistically considered. But the R. P. S. 
has come to the help of the profession and offered you a gallery 
for your work, the work of educating the great public. This fact 
will not be forgotten in the history of this Association or of pro¬ 
fessional photography. A distinguished professor of portrait photo¬ 
graphy, Mr. William Crooke, of Edinburgh, known to many of you, 
and a former President of the Photographic Convention of the 
United Kingdom, addressing a large audience, let fall one sentence 
which I shall never forget. It ran thus : “ There is a growing demand 
amongst the educated public for artistic photography.” Gentlemen, 
this is the truth. We are members of a great profession, numbering 
in these islands some six or seven thousand masters and exponents. 
But so far we have had no interest in common. We have been too 
ready to cut one another’s throats, and the public has played us 
off one against the other. Now, every man, I hope, in this profession 
will feel that he has a community of interest with all his brother 
practitioners, be they distant or merely across the road. Your 
Honorary Solicitor, Mr. Marshall, who has devoted some thought 
to our future, is disposed to suggest to us the possibility of our 
one day getting a charter. A charter is a large order, no doubt, but 
it means that no unqualified exponent of the particular art or pro¬ 

fession it is granted to is allowed to enter it. Gentlemen, the enact¬ 
ment of some legislation whereby no man will be allowed to set up 
in business or engage in the profession, unless he is qualified by his 
knowledge to produce portraits of the public, is at present a 

dream; but let us push it to a reality. For the first time, then, not 
the last, success to the Professional Photographers’ Association. 

The toast was drunk with much enthusiasm. 
Mr. Alfred Ellis, in reply, read out a list of names of those who, 

unable to attend, were with them in spirit, and wished the Association 
all success. He thanked those present for their kind reception of 
his name in connection with the fast toast, and said: I think I was 
right in persuading your chairman to talk about the future, leaving 
me to give you a few facts about the work of the past nine months. 

-I cannot talk, but, gentlemen, I can work. On March 28th, 1901, 
there was a preliminary meeting, at which the Association was 
brought into being. I went to that meeting with a certain amount 
of curiosity to see who would be present and what they thought of 
doing, and owing to the beautiful flow of language of our chairman, 
before I knew where I was, I found myself secretary for three months, 
charged with the duty of organising this Association. By circularising 
some 5,000 photographers, we managed to get together 370 men who 
agreed to join if an Association were formed, and by the kindness 
of the Royal Photographic Society we held our inaugural meeting 
on July 2nd of last year. We have increased our membership until 
at the present time we claim the support of 513 members, with 10 or 
12 awaiting election. During the nine months we have had foui 
members’ meetings in London, twelve committee meetings, and ten 
sub-committee meetings. The average attendance at the committee 
meetings has been 12 out of a possible 20, which, I think, is an 
excellent record. Moreover, whenever a committee meeting has been 
held, absentees have always been represented by letter or telegram ac¬ 
counting for their absence. We have formed a branch at Hull with 
26 members, at Liverpool with 23 members, at Edinburgh with 23 
members, and at East Kent with 14 members. It is a slight tax on 
the country members, because not only have they to pay their sub¬ 
scription to the Association, but they have to bear the slight expense 
of their branches. We have been asked on several occasions—What 
have you done? As far as we can tell you, we have protested against 
various tricky advertisements and offers of cheap reproductions by 
people not engaged in photography as a profession. The “ Liver¬ 
pool Daily Post ” has had the good sense to withdraw their ad¬ 
vertisements which set forth that for 6s. 6d. the public could 
have an enlargements which would cost two or three guineas hi 
the usual way. The “ Sporting Times ” received my protest, but I 
think we got the worst of the argument. “ Free Lance ” volunteered 
no answer to cur protest, but the offensive advertisement has 
since been withdrawn. The Sunlight and Ogden Companies have 
also withdrawn their advertisements. A deputation of the 
Professional Photographers’ Association has also waited upon 
the Plate and Paper Makers’ Association with a view to securing 
better terms. Nothing being settled, I am, of course, at liberty to 
say nothing more on this head, but in many other directions, by our 
advice, we have assisted to settle disputes, etc., and one man at least 
would have saved me the cost of a lawsuit if he had followed our 
counsel. We have sent out 6,600 circulars and letters during the 
past nine months, and have received about 1,000 letters which 
called for answer in one way or another. This correspondence might 
have been reduced if I had consented to personally discuss the 
matters that arose, but I have insisted that all communications shall 
be made by letter. With reference to the secretarial work, the idea 
at first was that it could be done after business hours, but much of it, 
I find, cannot be done in the evening. I therefore suggest that if the 
Society increases and prospers as it should, we shall have in the 
future our own offices and our own permanent secretary. This is, of 
course, when the Association can afford it. But, gentlemen, you 
must not take the past nine months’ work as a sample of what we 
can do for very little money. We have to thank the Royal Photo¬ 
graphic Society for their loan of rooms for our meetings. I have also 
been pleased to have the committees meet at my place in Baker 
Street, but this should not always go on. There is one thing that 
photographers have been doing that has been most annoying to me. 
I have a host of letters from them congratulating me upon the success 
of the Association, and saying that the writers have been watching 
its progress with much interest. But this is not what we want. We 
do not want photographers to stand aside and look on. There can 
be no progress unless the help of all is available. According to my 
reckoning, there are some 4,500 professional photographer’s, and if the 
profession is to be represented, 530 members will not do. it is not 
strong enough. Each member should try during the coming year to 
get in one or more recruits. The Association can then go forward, 
and perhaps deal with a very serious question—Where are we to 
get experienced assistants? The majority I have come into contact 
with seem very deficient in many respects, and if we cannot improve 
this state of things ourselves we should help some of the technical 
schools, and so get more qualified assistants. As members of a pro- 
fesion that we all wish to strengthen, we should also take steps to 
no longer let slip work that we can do ourselves. For instance, the 
photographic postcard. If the professional gave his mind to it, the 
work need not be in the hands of the jreople who now monopolised it. 
Process blocks also are legitimately ilie wcrk of photographers, and 
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so is menu and programme work, which goes, instead, to the printer. 
However, I hope that we shall be able to report still more success 
next year. I thank you very much for your reception of this toast. 

Mr. Ernest Elliott, in proposing the toast of the “ Local Branches,” 
said: I have much pleasure in proposing this toast and the prosperity 
of our local branches, connecting with it the name of that most 
energetic and able organiser, Mr. T. C. Turner. I do not think that 
many of us can appreciate the amount of work and thought that this 
organising work entails. I had no idea of it until Mr. Turner showed 
me certain piles of ^correspondence which certainly astonished me. 
I have heard also rumours of very late hours, necessitated by the 
heavy work. We feel very much indebted to him, for without his 
energy and thought our local organisation rvould not exist, and I think 
that these local centres are prime factors in our life as an association. 
London cannot know what is going on in the provinces without these 
local branches, which bring into touch the central committee and the 
large body of country supporters. 

Mr. T. C. Turner thanked the members for their toast and replied: 
.Nobody has the interests of the branches of the P.P.A. deeper at 
.heart than I have. As you now, what London thinks to-day the pro¬ 
vinces think to-morrow. When London decided that the P.P.A. 
was to be formed and that it was to be a success, the country felt that 
they also must get to work, and I must say that the local branches 
have done, and will do, much valuable work. He was frequently 
met with the assertion that trade jealousies would prevent the local 
branches from forming or doing good, but their establishment had 
•done much to disprove this erroneous idea. He spoke about the large 
numbers who had taken up photography, under the mistaken notion 
ffchat huge fortunes were awaiting them. The resulting competition 
brought about by the excess of workers over business had done much 

rto lower the dignity and position of photography, and it behoved them 
to take the necessary steps to place photography once more upon that 
basis from which it could inspire the respect that it so much deserved. 
He spoke appreciatively of the great assistance rendered by the 
•organisers of the local branches in other districts than his own, and 
thanked the members for their toast. 

Mr. S. Herbert Fry said that it was his pleasant duty to ask those 
[present to drink the health of the Officers and Committee. Their 
•deeds spoke for themselves, and they had the satisfaction of knowing 
that the Association thought well of them. In an organisation like 
«;his, good officers were a sine qua non, and it could be justly said that 
the Association had a first class committee and very efficient officers. 
It was a moot point with him whether it was easier to start or carry 
■on a business. The man without a business was apt to reflect, that if 
■only he had one he could easily carry it on, but having got one he 
Sound at once that it required all a man’s ability to sustain it. He 
Seared that this was the position in which the officers and committee 
would find themselves in the coming year. To have gathered in 500 
members from a total of 5,000 photographers was an achievement to 
be proud of. If the committee could repeat that performance in the 
second year they would deserve well of the members; but, with as¬ 
sistance, they could do it, the rvillingness was already theirs. He 
•called for the health of the officers and committee, not only for what 
they had done, but what they were going to do in the coming year. 
The toast was coupled with the1 name of Mr. William Grove, hon. 
treasurer, and Mr. Martin Jacolette, and was received with ap¬ 
plause. 

Mr. W. Grove replied that the very kind words spoken by Mr. 
Fry and the hearty reception they had evoked, would constitute a 
'(further incentive, if one were needed, to continued effort on the part 
of the committee in the interests of the Association. As an induce¬ 
ment to him to take up the office of treasurer it had been said that a 
penny account book would meet all his requirements, but looking at 
the membership he thought that forecast went hardly far enough. He 
was very glad that the committee included men of such zeal, enthusi¬ 
asm, and business aptitude, without which things would soon languish 
and die. With their continued help, however, he saw a very bright 
future for the Professional Photographer’s Association. 

Mr. Martin Jacolette, responding for the committee, said that he 
had been much impressed since he joined the Association by the 
•energy which the members had thrown into the work. He could 
•assure the Association that there was still much latent energy in the 
•committee to be developed. It was remarkable that people came so 
far to the meetings and sat so long over the details of the scheme. 
It made a record in photographic organisation, of which he was 
•proud. In a recent newspaper paragraph it was said that professional 
photographers could never combine successfully. All he could say 
was that it was very unwise to prophesy unless one knew. That man 
was a little in front of himself when he wrote the word “never.” 
The members had scored their first century that evening; there were 
101 people present at that dinner, and he looked upon the fact as 
an index to a large amount of success in store for the Association. 

Mr. F. A. Bridge, proposing the toast of the Visitors, said that 
they might have been disposed of in few minutes, but that the Asso¬ 
ciation happened to be honoured with the presence of two very dis¬ 
tinguished persons, Mr. Thomas R. Dallmeyer, the president of the 

Royal Photographic Society, and Mr. Frank Bishop, the chairman 
of the Photographic Copyright Union. The name of Dallmeyer, how 
ever, went back fartner than its present connection with the 
R. P.S. His first lens, he well remembered, bore the name, and for 
the work it was intended to undertake he had still to find a better 
instrument. As head of the great firm bearing his name, Mr. Dall¬ 
meyer had a great claim to their regard, for he had not only sus¬ 
tained the laurels gained by his father, but he had done good work 
himself. Mr. Bishop was the representative of that institution, which 
dropped like the proverbial thousand of bricks on those who take 
what they know does not belong to them, but seem surprised when 
they learnt that it belongs to somebody else. He only hoped that at 
the next dinner the professional visitors would be fewer, and that 
they might have the proud privilege of dining with the others as 
members of the Association. He appealed to them to come inside, so 
that together they might see what could be done for the benefit ot 
photographers. In conclusion, it had been said that photographers 
did not know enough of one another. Come, then, he said, to the 
Cambridge Convention, July 7-12, a meeting that would go far to 
remove any little misunderstanding that might trouble anybody. 

Mr. Thomas R. Dallmeyer expressed, in the name of the visitors, 
his gratification at the reception accorded to the toast, and thanked 
the Asociation for its hearty welcome. He thought that the presi¬ 
dent and the committee were to be congratulated on the magnificent 
meeting they had been able to bring together. There had been 
imputations that the ranks of the professional were troubled with 
jealousies, but he thought that such an imputation could not live 
when one regarded the spectacle of over one hundred professional 
photographers from all parts of the country, dining together in so 
happy and pleasing a manner. No better refutation of the base idea 
could be sought, and he was extremely happy to observe that the 
community of professional photographers was entirely free of anything 
of the kind. The Association, in its 500 members, had a solid foun¬ 
dation for its future work, the work of raising an edifice typical of 
the best characteristics of the profession. The Earl of Crawford, 
his predecessor in the presidential chair of the Royal Photographic 
Society, had said that one of its first efforts should be to look after 
the interests of the professional. The Royal Photographic Society 
had been able, to do a little for the professional man, and he hoped 
that during his third year of office it might be the means of doing a 
great deal more. Mr. Dallmeyer referred to the facilities afforded 
by the Society at its annual exhibition for the furtherance of pro¬ 
fessional interests, and looked back with pleasure to the fact that of 
five medals awarded last year three had been captured by professional 
photographers in the pictorial section. The Royal Photographic 
•Society was pre-eminently the leading society devoted to photo¬ 
graphy in the world Us power to perform its allotted task was 
limited only by its purse, and he appealed to those present who were 
still not members to make a point of joining and adding to the 
ability of the Society to carry on its work. As its president, he 
would assure those around him that the interest of the Royal Photo¬ 
graphic Society in the profession was no innovation. Whenever their 
interests could be served and advanced they could be sure that the 
necessary steps would be gladly taken. Mr. Dallmeyer also spoke a 
few words in favour of the work of the “National Photographic 
Record,” the furtherance of whose objects he considered a most 
worthy and important branch of the duties owing to the present 
generation to the future. 

Mr. Frank Bishop assured the members that anything he could 
do to assist them would be gladly done. As regards the cutting of 
prices, he said that many trades had found themselves compelled to 
combine to stop it, and professional photographers could do much 
work, useful to themselves, in that direction. The cutting of prices 
spelled ruination of trade and fortune. He thought also that the 
Association would do well to bring together each grade of its 
members rather than the whole body, at least on some questions, 
and he thought that the local branches would prove a tower of 
strength. He was extremely gratified to see a promise of profes¬ 
sional photographers combining for their own interests, and he was 
sure that if they would only pull together they would be able to 
perform much helpful work. 

Mr. G. Watmough Webster proposed the health of the chairman, 
and regretted that he found himself unable to do full justice to his 
subject. There was no doubt that he had been one of the mainstays 
of the fabric of the Professional Photographers’ Association, and its 
success was very largely due to his. personal effort. He never failed 
at the proper moment to say the right word, he worked hard and 
long, and the Association owed him its best thanks. He therefore 
had much pleasure in asking the members and guests to drink the 
health of their respected chairman. The units composing their 
association were now in harness and ploughing their furrows, and 
in a little time the Association would be second to none in this 
country. The chairman had done much to wipe the slate clean and 
bring about unity, concord, and good fellowship in the photographic 
ranks. May his efforts continue to be successful. 

Mr. T. Birtles, of Warrington, as a country member, comparing 
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himself to a milestone in the progress of photography, insisted that 
such as he should not be set aside. Young men were quite naturally 
.setting up amongst them, but the old practitioner still called for the 
display of some respect while they remained. As a man who had 
borne the brunt of the day in the wet-plate days, he was glad to 
meet so many friends, many known only by name. He did his 
present-day work with the Dallmeyer lenses, and was pleased to meet 
the head of that old-established firm. He sincerely hoped that next 
year the Association would be able to show yet a further proof of its 
stability. 

Mr. H. A. Chapman, of Swansea, spoke in testimony of his appreci- ’ 
ation of the objects of the Association, and, addressing himself to 
the younger members, said that no fame was impossible to the 
photographer. Integrity of purpose and a willingness to do by others 
as you would be done by opened up a large range of possibilities, 
and if he had to commence life again he would unhesitatingly embark 
upon the photographic career which he had followed so long, in fact, 
since the year before the Crimean War. 

The chairman thanked the members for the reception of his toast, 
and in a few appropriate remarks again testified to his hearty interest 
in anything that carried with it the success of the Professional Photo¬ 
graphers’ Association. 

The National Anthem brought the proceedings to a close at a very 
late hour. 

[By a Visitor.] 

The sharp rap of the President’s mallet summoned the members and 
friends of the Professional Photographers’ Association on Thursday 
evening last, in the Victoria Hall of the Criterion Restaurant, to 
a function which may become memorable in the history of British 
photography. We were privileged as a guest to watch the proceed¬ 
ings, and must- describe the gathering as one of the most remarkable 
we have seen for many years in connection with professional photo¬ 
graphy. The president of the Association, Mr. Thomas Bedding, 
Editor of the British Journal of Photography, occupied the 
chair, and he was supported on the right by the president of the 
Royal Photographic Society, Mr. Thomas R. Dallmeyer, and on the 
left by the president of the Photographic Copyright Union, Mr. 
Frank Bishop. The combination indicated the warm feeling of 
friendship the Association has already won in the eleven short months 
of its existence. Had it been prophesied eighteen months ago that 
within so brief a lapse of time an organisation would be formed 
comprising nearly 600 photographers, engaged in business in various 
parts of the country, the idea would have been received with 
incredulity. But such is the fact, and the explanation is a simple 
one. The Association has been taken in hand by men of energy 
and business capacity, and it needs but a glance to see that the 
executive is in earnest, and determined to command respect for the 
interests of the professional photographer. About one hundred 
members and friends of the Association assembled in the Victoria 
Hall, and it was a sign of greatest promise that one quarter of 
these had travelled from the provinces; Leeds, Chester, Liverpool, 
Northampton, Bideford, Leicester, besides many other towns, and 
even the Principality of Wales, were represented. Seated at the long 
tables the group was most characteristic in its aspect. Some of those 
present could probably claim to have been in touch with the period 
of the daguerreotype, whilst it was evident that many had passed 
through the days of the wet plate. In contrast with these were 
younger men, whose business career had been associated exclusively 
with the modem dry-plate, and this fact seemed to find its expression 
in an air of keener alertness and more sensitive temperament. The 
dinner was of the best, and the speeches which followed instinctively 
dwelt upon the future of the Association. The right note was struck 
by the chairman in discussing the hopes of the honorary solicitor, 
Mr. P. E. Marshall, that in the near future a charter might be 
obtained, under which the practice of professional photography might 
be restricted to those who were thoroughly competent. Although 
the remoteness of this event was emphasised by Mr. Frank Bishop, 
who advised the Association to use its influence to check ruinous 
competition, the practical common sense of the honorary secretary. Mr. 
Alfred Ellis, was manifested in one feature of the speech, which he 
made to explain the work that had been accomplished and that Avhich 
might be done. We refer to the suggestion that the Professional 
Photographers’ Association might in time become sufficiently strong 
to create its own school for the training of photographers. Given a 
high standard of efficiency, this would be a. practical step in the 
direction to which the president referred. The attention which is 
now given to technical education might be utilised by a powerful 
association for the benefit of the photographer, and the ardent wish 
of the honorary solicitor might then be attained in some practical 
form. But these are dreams of what may come, and meanwhile there 
is much work of importance to be done. Jf the efforts of the executive 
meet with loyal support there can be no doubt that work will be 
taken in hand with spirit and effect. It is impossible to urge too 
strongly that every professional photographer should join the Associa¬ 

tion. The movement is a most hopeful sign that a brighter future 
lies before us, and the skill with which it has been organised augurs 
well for its success. The interests photographers have in common 
are of greater importance than those which kept them apart in the 
past. This is seen by the men of to-day, and we trust that the 
Association will form a bond of union for mutual protection and 
advancement. 

-- 

A PHOTOGRAPHIC TOURIST IN ORKNEY. 

[Abstract of a Paper read before the Edinburgh Photographic 
Society.] 

Having spent a very enjoyable holiday in Orkney last summer, I 
shall attempt to-night to describe these interesting islands from a 
tourist’s point of view. I was altogether about five weeks there, 
and during that time got over a good deal of ground with the help 
of steamboats, dog-carts, and a cycle. Orkney is a place rich in 
relics of the far past. There, for instance, are the Standing Stones 
of Stenness, dating back to the time of the Druids. When one stands 
amid those mighty stones, erected on a lonely moor, where they have 
stood for over two thousand years, the mind wanders back to the 
time when white-robed Druid priests conducted their mysterious 
rites amongst those barren hills. However, we shall come to this 
all in good time. I must begin at the beginning. We arrived at 
Stromness at four in the morning, the fog gone and the sun shining 
brightly. We had still nine miles to go to Dounby, which we in¬ 
tended making our headquarters. On arriving we found Mr. Spence, 
proprietor of the hotel, waiting for us on the pier with a dog-cart for 
the ladies and a cart for the luggage. The rest cycled. Dounby is a 
small hamlet on Loch of Harray, consisting of the hotel and post- 
office, a schoolhouse, and four shops. These shops will supply every¬ 
thing, from a fishhook to a marriage outfit. In Orkney they have 
quite a number of travelling shops, which perambulate all over the 
Island. They carry a miscellaneous variety of goods—bread, brushes, 
baps, boots, biscuits, gingerbread, ginger-beer, pails, flour, cutlery, 
spoons, and garden implements—in fact, all the necessaries, and a 
good many of the luxuries of life. There is a well inside the con¬ 
veyance in which the man can sit and dispense his goods. The 
Orcadians are an enterprising people. They have boat-shops as well, 
both steamers and sailing vessels trading in the same way among the 
Islands. I was informed that the man who first started boat-shops 
had made a large fortune out of them. The great event of the year 
in Dounby is the cattle show, which occurs in August. The arrivals 
on the show day begin early in the morning. Here comes a country 
belle, got up in her best clothes, leading a cow; then an old man with 
a couple of pigs, which insist upon going in opposite directions. 
These are followed by a large and very consequential sow,- with a very 
turned-up nose, all scrubbed for the occasion; mares with playful 
foals scampering after them; horses innumerable; Shetland ponies 
not much larger than collie dogs. Bulls, cattle, and flocks of sheep 
all gather in a field below the town. Sixpence for admission is 
charged. The price has been raised this year from threepence, so 
several indignant individuals refuse to go in, but walk round outside 
the three-foot wall which encloses the field and view the show for 
nothing. There is also a flower, fruit, and dairy produce show in 
the schoolhouse, including oatcakes, photographs, and needlework 
This is followed in the evening by a concert. The schoolhouse, not 
being large enough for the audience, the windows, which are all 
open, have a cluster of heads round each. (Here again economy 
scores, and the conscientious non-payer gets fresh air as well as 
music.) The audience is not a very attentive one, except when a 
comic song is going on. During a sentimental one they talk and 
laugh quite freely. It reminded me of an incident which occurred 
at a smoking concert at Portobello. A friend of mine who plays the 
’cello was invited to perform. The commencement of his perform¬ 
ance seemed to be the signal for a general friendly talk, so loud that 
the music was only heard quite near to the performer. After wading 
through the first half of his piece, he rose and made a polite little 
speech, in which he hoped “that the music was not interrupting tlm 
conversation.” The latter half was played in dead silence. We had 
a variety of talent at the Dounby concert. One youth came in with 
a cabbage over his head and sang, “What ho! she bumps.” 

I discovered a native photographer on the moor, who had a portabU 
studio and dark room. He was also a carpenter, and possessed an 
ingenious sawing arrangement driven by a windmill. The roof of the 
studio he had procured from London; the other parts he had mad^ 
himself. He was very obliging, and showed me all his premises and 
work, and offered me the use of his dark room. There was one man 
in Dounby whom I wished to photograph, but I did not succeed in 
bagging him. He was a very shy bird. Some one had told him I 
wanted to take him. so whenever I approached he began to walk 
away very fast, keeping a wary eye fixed upon me. This man was 
chiefly celebrated .for never having been known, to wash his face_ 
He lived on the moor in a cottage about the size of a henhouse. J 
need hardly say he was a bachelor. It was not from the want of 
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water that he did no washing, as he had a loch almost at his door. 
In fact, one can hardly walk a mile in Orkney without tumbling into 
a loch. There were half a dozen within easy walking distance of 
Dounby, Loch of Harray being the largest, 4^ miles long and about 
2 miles broad in some parts. The fishing in some of these lochs is 
fairly good for trout up to half a pound. I had twenty-three one 
forenoon fishing from a boat. Twice I hooked three at a time, one on 
each fly. I landed the lot on one occasion, but only two of the other 
three. It is pi’etty exciting when you get them in this way. This 
was on Loch Bosquay. There are a number of small proprietor's 
round about these lochs, who are called Bonnet Lairds. They claim 
the right of netting the fish, which they either salt or send to London 
in ice. This is very like killing the goose that lays the golden eggs. 
If they were to preserve the fish, and charge a small fee for tin 
right to fish on each loch, they would attract thousands of fishers, 
and reap a golden harvest; and not only they, but all the inhabitants 
of Orkney would benefit from this influx either directly or indirectly. 
At present all fishing is free. There are still a few large trout left 
in the lochs. A 21-pounder was got on Harray when I was there, 
but it was caught on a night line. Two trout weighing respectively 
61b. and 6flb. were taken on Stromness a few days before in a legiti¬ 
mate manner. One of them was hooked from the side of the loch 
with a small fly and trout rod. It took the lucky fisher two hours to 
land. You cannot get very far away from the sea in Orkney. About 
four miles from Dounby is Skail Bay, a very lovely stretch of sand 
upon which the breakers rush in between cliffs on either side. A 
little farther round the coast we come to Birsay, a quaint little hamlet 
with the ruins’ of a palace dating from the time of the Norsemen. 
Near the palace dwells Betsy Hunter, a reputed witch. The elder 
fishermen, should they happen to meet her when going to fish, turn 
back and do a loaf instead, as they firmly believe they will get no fish 
after meeting Betsy. The younger ones are, howeker, not so super¬ 
stitious. I interviewed Betsy, whom I found feeding her hens. If 
I had not been told she was a witch, I should not have known it, 
as she struck me as being a very harmless “ auld wife.” She at once 
agreed to have her photograph taken, but wanted to put on her 
Sunday clothes. I had to impress upon her that it was quite urn 
necessary, as she looked splendid as she was. 

We now arranged to go for a short trip to the Northern Orkneys. 
So one fine morning we started for Kirkwall, from which town, after 
remaining for a day or two, we intended to take the small steamer 
“ Orcadia,” which visits these islands three times a week during the 
summer. Kirkwall being the capital of Orkney, having a cathedral 
and two distilleries, is a place of some importance. The fine old 
cathedral of St. Magnus is well worth a visit, although it might be 
made a little more beautiful inside. The Orcadians are not celebrated, 
however, for decorating their churches. Most of them resemble 
barns. On our entering the church the man in charge received us 
kindly, and collected sixpence a head from us; after which he seemed 
to think he had done his duty, and left us to find our way about the 
building as best we could, and to pick up any information we desired 
to know from the guide-book. Some boys were going to the top 
of the Tower, so we followed them. Rather more than half-way up, 
we came upon four large bells, which some more boys were amusing 
themselves by ringing as hard as they could. This is a favourite 
pastime of the Orcadians during the Fair at Kirkwall. The noise 
made by these bells, which were being rung without any attempt at 
unison, was simply deafening, and the discord awful. We were not 
long in getting out of that part of the Tower, and soon reached the 
top, from which we got a splendid view. I took a snapshot from the 
top of the town and bay, which gives you a fairly good idea of the 
size of the place. We had to hire a boy for twonence to show us the 
way down again, the winding stairs and passages being rather intricate 
and very dark. As it was, I heard my friend, who was a little 
behind me, stumble and fall down one flight of stairs. The noise he 
made in falling was only equalled by the flow of language that fol¬ 
lowed, but he reached the bottom without breaking any bones. The 
streets in the Orkney towns are very narrow, onlv from 6 to 10 feet 
wide, with a causeway about a foot and a half wide in the centre for 
the horses to run upon. The remainder is paved with flat stones. 
The principal street in Kirkwall is called Broad Street, and it is in 
places at least 15 feet wide—hence the name. There is a solitary 
tree growing in this street where it widens out into a sort of square 
opposite the Cathedral. Trees are by no means plentiful in Orkney. 
There is also a small plantation consisting chiefly of sycamore trees, 
on a portion of the ground formerly occupied by the Bishop’s Palace. 
Why the Orcadians made their streets so narrow in olden times is a 
mystery. It was certainly not from lack of ground. I suspect that 
the real reason was that narrow streets were more easily defended 
than broad ones, which was a serious consideration in those times, 
when the inhabitants might wake up any morning and find a fleet of 
Vikings or Norse pirates lying in the bay. 

One of the principal photographers in Kirkwall is a lady, Miss 
Sinclair. I called upon her to ask for the loan of her dark room, 
which she kindly placed at my disposal. After changing my plates I 

had a chat with her. She informed me that on the Fair Day in 
Kirkwall, a few days previous, she took 140 sitters, and 90 the day 
following. I calculated that if she worked the first day straight on 
for twelve hours, she must have taken a sitter, on an average, neailv 
every five minutes. Not bad for Orkney. We started on a Satur<l.i\ 
morning in the small steamer “Orcadia” for the Northern Orkncy 
Islands. We were told at the hotel that if there was anythingpunctual 
in Orkney it was the starting of this vessel. Nine o’clock was tl 
hour advertised, so we were on the quay at 8.45, where we found a 
large crowd waiting while the cargo was being stowed into tin 
vessel. This included two flocks of sheep, about four dozen cows, .. 
herd of Shetland ponies, and the whole of the household funntun <>t 
the new parish minister of Sanday, who had landed that morning from 
the “St Rognvald” with his family and effects. The captain point 
blank refused to take the furniture, and so the poor parson was obliged 
to leave it where it was, with a promise that it would be brought on 
the following Tuesday. I was sorry for him, but felt glad on our 
account, as it would have taken an hour to get the furniture on board. 
and probably another hour to land it at handay. As it was, this 
punctual boat started at 10.15, only an hour and a quarter late. 1 In¬ 
guide-book informed us that the “ Orcadia ” had no sleeping accom 
modation, but carried a steward, cold meat, and temperance drinks. 
The last I did not mind, as I carried a flask, but I tried the cold meat, 
and of all the lunches I ever partook of that was the worst. Not that 
the meat was bad in itself, but it was put down in such a filthy manner 
on a dirty napkin, and the steward rubbed up the tumblers with a 
cloth which I think he must have used for cleaning the brasses. V\ <■ 
found out afterwards that the way to get lunch was to leave tin- 
steamer at Sanday, where she lay for an hour, and have lunch com¬ 
fortably in the hotel. We passed the island of Shapinshav, near 
which, on a small rocky inlet, we saw three seals lying basking in 
the sun, while several others were playing about in the sea. Irom 
Papa Westray we steamed to Pier-o’-Wall on the Island of Westrav. 
where the boat lay until Monday morning. The name Pier-o-Walf 
means the Pier of the Valley, the same as Kirkwall is tin- 
Kirk of the Valley. We found the Pier-o’-Wall Hotel very 
comfortable, although it was a good mile round the bay from the pit i 
The hotel yawl took all our luggage and some of the passengers 
across the bay in ten minutes. The village straggles all round this 
very pretty bay, which is almost circular in form. The Pier-o-V\a!- 
hans use their boats largely as a means of conveyance, there being 
quite a number of small stone jetties all round. After a comfortabli 
dinner, wo strolled over to have a view of Noltland Castle, aboui. 
three-quarters of a mile from the village. This castle is the proto¬ 
type of Burgh-Westra in Scott’s novel, “ The Pirate. It is an. 
enormously strong building, with walls fully five feet thick.. It is not 
inhabited, but is quite complete in some parts. The dining hall 
is still intact as regards walls and roof, and must have been capable 
of accommodating two hundred people. The castle is five centuries 
old, and was built by a Bishop of Orkney. It fell into the possession 
of Sir Gilbert Balfour, Master of Queen Mary’s household, who was 
exiled for his devotion to her cause. 

A succeeding proprietor was celebrated for having thirty-six chil¬ 
dren, and standing 6 feet 7 inches in his stockings. He kept open 
house for four months on the occasion of the marriage of one of his 
daughters, and only cried “halt” when the contents of his larder were 
reduced to the last joint of his last beast—the bull. History does 
not relate what he did when the remaining thirty-five got married. 
There are traces of some very fine carving all over the castle, espe¬ 
cially on the staircase leading up to what has evidently been the 
ladies’ apartments. On Sunday we resisted a strong inward convic¬ 
tion that we should go to church, and took a walk round the coast 
instead, which is well worth seeing. Noup Head is a cliff 240 feet, 
high, standing at the extreme north-west of the Island, and the 
Stack of Noup a huge standing rock separated from the main cliff 
by a narrow fissure. All along the coast are steep cliffs in which 
the sea has made numerous caves and arches. These cliffs are very 
disappointing to photograph, as without a boat there is no means* 
of getting to the foot of them, and if photographed from above they 
are always dwarfed. I should not, however, care to venture very 
close to them in a small boat, for even in what is considerel a calm 
sea, in Orkney, the waves rush in with terrible force. This picture 
is a specimen of a calm Orcadian sea. We had the good fortune to 
have with us a professor of the Birmingham University, who was* 
greatly interested in geology. He discovered during our .walk a 
fossil fish embedded in a lump of rock. He said he could not esti¬ 
mate its age, probably a million years at least. We arrived back 
at the hotel, after walking half round the island, in time for dinner, 
to which we did ample justice. We were waited upon by a lassie 
quite six feet high, with a very bushy fringe of hair. She might 
have been a descendant of one of the thirty-six children of our 
6 foot 7 inch friend of Noltland Castle, but at all events she was an 
uncommonly smart waitress. 

On Monday morning we started at nine o’clock, and after a most 
enjoyable sail we arrived at Kirkwall about four in the afternoon. 
Our next move was to Stromness, where we remained a week. Strom- 
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ness is by far the most picturesque town in Orkney. It faces a fine 
bay, the houses being built close to the water’s edge, with numerous 
stone wharfs attached to them. There are any amount of subjects 
here for the camera. The town itself consists principally of one 
straggling street a mile long. It is by no means straight, and one 
can seldom see more than a couple of hundred yards ahead. You 
fancy you have reached the end, when another slight bend shows 
you another 200 yards or so. The street is very narrow, and when 
new drain pipes are being laid, as was the case in two places when 
I was there, you have got to cut up a side close and go round another 
way. The inhabitants must find it difficult under these circumstances 
to get at their front doors. Stromness possesses a town hall and a 
museum, which contains a fine collection of sea birds. Perhaps 
the most interesting object in it is the asterolepis, or star-scale fish, 
a primeval monster which grew to 20 feet long. The specimen in the 
museum, however, must have been a baby star-fish, as it is only 
about six inches long. It was found by Hugh Miller. I was informed 
that a Mr. Fiddler, a Stromness baker, had planted a garden on the 
top of his bakehouse, so I got an introduction to him, and was duly 
invited up to see it. The bakehouse is attached to his dwelling, and 
is built down to the shore. The top of it is covered with concrete, 
upon which soil to the depth of 3 or 4 inches had been placed. In 
this he grows flowers and vegetables. Here he can retire after the 
labours of the day, smoke his pipe, and enjoy the fine view of sea 
and land without being overlooked by any of his neighbours. At 
one end of the garden there is a small greenhouse, in which he rears 
hothouse plants, no fire being required, there being sufficient heat 
from the bakehouse below and the chimney stack above, against 
which it is built. He has, I understand, gained several prizes for both 
flowers and vegetables. The idea struck me as being very ingenious. 

I started one morning to walk round the coast past the Island of 
Hoy to the Black Crag. Before leaving I reloaded my camera in a 
comfortable dark room belonging to Mr. Heddle, chemist and drug¬ 
gist, who kindly placed it at the disposal of any who may require 
it. Hoy is about a mile across from the mainland. The sea is generally 
so rough that it is only on exceptionally fine days a landing can be 
effected. I asked a native where the best landing place was. “ Just 
where the boat strikes,” he replied. You cannot pick and choose on 
this coast. The cliffs at this end of the island are very precipitous 
and somewhere about 800 feet high. It was very curious to watch 
from a distance the effect of the waves dashing on those cliffs. You 
saw the wave approaching and break on the rocks, and then it ap¬ 
peared as if the water calmly and very slowly proceeded to walk 
half way up the cliffs. This was in comparatively calm weather. It 
was very different when you got near to those huge waves. On 
arriving at the Black Crag, we were shown a split in the rock, very 
wet and slippery, the tide being half out, by which it was possible 
to get on to a ledge of rock at the foot of the cliffs. Two of us 
ventured down and took some snap-shots of the waves rushing in. 
rheJ did n°k look like crawling then. We felt as if the next wave 
would wash us off the ledge we were standing on. On our way 
back I visited one of the few remaining cottages containing the old- 
fashioned fireplace in the centre of the room, and a hole in the roof 
to let the smoke out. I had to use some diplomacy to get inside, as 
the inhabitants do not like prying tourists. I pretended to be very 
thirsty which did not require a great stretch of imagination, and 

« ed,/°r-n dr*nk °f water. I was courteously invited in and was 
ottered milk. It was a most picturesque interior, and would have 
made a splendid photograph, but unfortunately I had only a hand 
camera with me, and my friends were waiting outside. The fire 
is kindled against a block of stone 2 feet high by 2 feet wide, and 
tne smokes escapes by an oblong hole immediately above. The 
hre is always kept smouldering, summer and winter. The! boy 
wtto spoke to me, a lad of about sixteen, said it had never been out 
since he could remember. Peat, of course, is what is burnt. 

Maeshowe, near Loch of Stenness, is another very curious memorial 
ot the tar past. It is a stone vault supposed to have been" built by 

ie Jricts as a place of burial three thousand years ago. It is inside 
a conical hill The entrance to it is by a tunnel 20 yards long and 
<ii out a yard high. The vault is almost circular, about 10 yards in 
diameter and 35 feet high. On three sides there are three small 
chambers or vaults about 2£ feet from the ground, evidently intended 
for sepulchres. They measure from 5^ feet to 7 feet in length, and 
about 45 feet wide by 3£ feet in height. These are connected with 

,.™am chamber by small passages, once blocked by single stones, 
nT ,16 on.th<; ground. Their roofs, floors, and walls are each 

composed of a single slab of stone. The central chamber is also 

S 7. krge, sto,ne slabs> and the walls built up with the same 
*3 stone*; .As th.ey reach the top each stone projects slightly be¬ 
yond the one it is resting upon until it reaches an apex, which is closed 

krnnnf °\Te' ^ WaS aocarthed in 1861, but it was evidently 
,tbe-DNorseme1nJ Probabiy about 1100, as the walls are in- 

I nndljlthi ?Un6Sh old Nor,se characters, or “Mysteries,” whicl 
i understand have been translated, but merely tend to demonstrati 

that the old Vikings were a kind of “’Arries,” and liked to carve their 
names and sayings on any convenient place, mere is also a very 

w7SV6d fiSure of a winged dragon and other animals, also the 

fK man‘n 1 tne/l° tiakf a Ph°t°graph of the interior, which 
was lit by candles and the light from the entrance. I gave seven 

?P0SUrej bUit tlus, 155 a11 the result 1 got- Loch of Stenness 
is about four miles long by one and a-half miles wide, and joins 

of Broi?ar Tay; ,iheyare separated by a causeway called the Bridge 

are 20gfe;t ?£h T ^ S,tanding Stones, some of whifh 
are 20 reet high borne have fallen down, but a large number are 

7 i/// 7n Upr;,g!lt L,°ch Stenness is a fresh-water loch, but 
f at 1 connected with the sea by a narrow passage at one end, where 

of course the water is brackish. It is a capital fishing loch, in spite of 
a great deal of illegal fish mg indulged in by the natives. We *had a 
very severe storm, which lasted for some days, before the steamer 

foTi? r ! Jim 7 ^sequence of which the steamer was obliged 
thixit £ Shetland for twenty-four hours, and arrived in Stromness 
thirty hours late However, we benefited by this, as we had a 

wi7dln ,passafe home; only on arriving at Aberdeen at 3 a.m., we 

tbe^ nn l!med OUfc of TJ bunfs to change into another steamer, as 
the one we were m could not leave Aberdeen until the evening It. 
was not a pleasant experience, but I secured a sunrise which I should 

the W® miSSe<V * believe> ^hings always turn out for 
, A*tera splendid sail up the Firth to Leith we reached 

home safely, feeling very much the better for our summer holiday im 

e^' Frank P. Moffat. 

MAXIMUM SHUTTER SPEED FOR SNAP SHOTS. 

[Reprinted from the Proceedings of the Oxford Camera Club.] 

In photographing moving objects photographers are constantly spoil¬ 
ing a large number of plates, either through under-exposure or setting 
the shutter at too slow a speed to prevent blur. The first mistake 
could be obviated by the proper use of an exposure meter or table, 
and he proposed that evening to show a simple method of getting 
over the second difficulty. The rule for determining the slowest 
speed of shutter usable for objects moving broadside to the camera 
was usually stated thus : “ The distance of the object from the camera, 
measured in inches, must be divided by the number of yards per hour 
at which the object is travelling and by the focus of the lens in inches. 

he result will be the fraction of a second, which is the longest 
allowable exposure that does not show movement in the resulting 
picture. that sounded complicated, but was more intelligible if 
they considered for a moment: (1) The faster the object moved the 
shorter the exposure must be; (2) the closer the object was to the 
camera the larger it would be, and therefore the shorter the exposure 
necessary; (3) the longer the focus, the larger the image and therefore 
the shorter the exposure. . Besides these points they had to consider 
m what direction the object was moving. If directly away from or 
towards the camera the exposure from the broadside position might 
be multiplied by three. Another important point was that allowance 
had to be made for the fact that parts of an object might be moving 
faster than the object itself, as, for instance, the oars of a boat, the 
legs of a horse, etc. Again, in taking a yacht from a boat travelling 
alongside, the. exposure might be made longer if both were travelling 
in the same direction, and shorter if in opposite directions. All these 
calculations were based on the assumption that sufficient sharpness 
was obtained when the image of the object had moved not more than 
l-100th inch on the plate during the exposure. There were, however, 
reasons which often made even a simple arithmetical calculation im¬ 
practicable, and at the best it caused trouble and delay. He had, 
therefore, devised an instrument which did not pretend to any 
originality except in its application to a new problem, by means of 
which the maximum exposures permissible for snap-shots under any 
ordinary conditions might be quickly found, using the familiar principle 
of sliding scales. The instrument could be made at home, and con¬ 
sisted of five discs of cardboard (or only four discs if the same lens 
be always used) of decreasing diameter, which were placed one upon 
another so as to turn about a common centre being threaded on a 
pin or rivet, each one projecting about jdn. beyond the one above it, 
and each being free to rotate independently of the others, the largest 
disc being 3^ inches to 4 inches in diameter. The simplest plan for 
constructing the instrument is to cut out discs of smooth white paper 
of the right size first, as this facilitates the marking of the divisions 
on the scales. Let the largest one, as it has to have room for two 
scales, project rather more than ^in. all round the one above it— 
say ^in. Then with a fine pen mark any point on the circumference 
°f the largest (outer) disc, and with a pair of dividers mark off equal 
divisions—say, jan. apart all round—marking each point clearly by 
a fine stroke of the pen, and every fourth point by a slightly longer 
stroke. Now every scale is to be marked in equal divisions of the 
same, angular distance apart as the first (i.e., radially, so that a 
rotation of one division on any of the scales produces a movement 
through the same angle), and this is vexy simply done by piling the 
discs one upon the other in the positions they will eventually occupy. 
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and pinning them down to a board by a pin through their common 
.centre. Then with a flat ruler and pen draw a radial guide line from 
.the centre across the exposed part of every disc to the first mark on 
the outer ring. Then lciy tlie ruler so cts to join, the second, mciik to 
the centre, and mark the points where it cuts the. outer discs (except 
the smallest, which has no scale) with a fine stroke of the pen, 
similarly with the third and every other mark, marking every fourth 
one with a longer stroke. The discs may now be taken apart and 
mounted on cardboard, which is then cut round to fit the discs, l or 
convenience in use, mount the largest disc on fairly stout and the 
others on thinner cardboard. In graduating the scales, clearness may 
be gained (as the figures must necessarily be rather small) by filling 
in the alternate scales in black and red ink. Each scale should be 
labelled “Exposures,” “Distance,” etc., in clear letters, say on the 
left of the original guide line. The graduation is effected as follows : — 
The exposure (outermost) scale is marked in fractions of a second, 
so that they are doubled at every fourth division from left to right. 
Starting with l-1000th sec., the fourth next is marked l-500th sec., 
'the fourth next again l-250th sec., and so on, the intermediate divisions 
being marked with the arithmetic means between these viz., l-800th, 
1-660th, l-570th, and 1400th, l-330th, l-280th. Where the figures 

;are cumbrous they are approximated. Similarly the distance scale 
on the inner ring of the outer disc started at l^yds., the fourth next 
division being 3yds., and so on. On the distance scales the numbers 
increased from left to right like the exposures, but on the next, the 
speed scale, they started at 100 miles per hour and decreased from 
left to right, being halved at every fourth division. The fourth scale 
was marked with foci decreasing from 20in. to 2^in. The direction 

■scale had its first division marked 90 deg. for objects moving broad¬ 
side, and six divisions to the right was marked 0 deg. for objects 

■moving towards or away from the camera. An intermediate mark 
of 40 deg. was put half-way between the two. The original guide 
line on each scale could be marked for a pointer. When all was 
complete and the parts fitted together, the indicating arrow had to 
be drawn in. This could be done by working out a. test case and 
then setting the different scales to the figures used in it, when a line 
must be drawn across the centre of the smallest disc so that it pointed 
to the exposure found in the calculation. The instrument could be 
completed with a table of speeds of various common objects pasted on 

vthe back for reference. E. H. Binney. 

7PHOTOGRAPHIC CONVENTION OF THE UNITED KINGDOM: 

17th ANNUAL MEETING, CAMBRIDGE, JULY 7th TO 

12th, 1902. 

President: Sir Robert S. Ball. 

The following notice has been issued to members : 
East Lodge, Dalston Lane, London, N.E. 

Dear Sir (or Madam),—Enclosed I have pleasure in handing you 
particulars of the Seventeenth Annual Convention Meeting, to be 
held in Cambridge, July 7th to 12th. 

An influential reception committee is being formed, several attrac¬ 
tive excursions have been arranged, and the local executive (undei 
the chairmanship of Mr. F. H. Sanderson) is doing its best to promote 
the success of the gathering. 

I shall be pleased to send you any further particulars, ana hope to 
receive an early intimation of your intention to be present. Yours 
,truly, F. A. Bridge, 

Hon. Sec. and Treas. 
Members are reminded that the annual subscription (5s.) is now due. 

PRELIMINARY ANNOUNCEMENTS. 

Programme. 

' Monday, July 7th. Morning and Afternoon.—Conducted parties 
through the Colleges, etc. Evening at 7.30. Conversazione 
and Reception by the Mayor, G. Kett, Esq., who will be sup¬ 
ported by Members of the Corporation and other influential 
residents of the City. Presidential address, etc. 

Tuesday, July 8th. Excursion to Bury St. Edmunds, Melford, 
Lavenham, etc. There will be no meeting in the evening. 

Wednesday, July 9th. Excursion to Ely. Evening at 8.30. A 
demonstration of Practical Enlarging. 

Thursday, July 10th. Morning at 10.—Annual General Meeting. 
Morning at 11.—Meeting of the new council. Afternoon at 3. 
The President, Sir Robert S. Ball, and Lady Ball will give a 
Garden Party in the grounds of the Observatory, which will be 
thrown open for inspection. Evening at 7.—Annual Dinner and 
Smoking Concert. 

' Friday, July 11th. Excursion to St. Ives, Hemingford, and Houghton. 
Evening at 8.30.—A demonstration of Lighting .and Posing. 

.Saturday, July 12th. Visits to the Colleges, short excursions in and 
around Cambridge, etc., a.s may be desired. 

The Meetings and Trade Exhibition of Apparatus, Pictures, etc., 

will be held in the spacious Guildhall, a veiy fine room, capable of 
seating 1,000 persons. 

By the courtesy of the authorities, every facility will be given to 
those members desirous of photographing in the Colleges, College 
grounds and Gardens. 

The Dean of Ely (The Very Rev. C. W. Stubbs, D.D.) has granted 
full permission for members to photograph in the cathedral, and has 
kindly promised for this occasion to allow the chairs, etc., to be 
removed from the lantern. 

Cambridge is only 55 miles from London, with an excellent service 
of trains from both Liverpool Street and St. Pancras. Visitors from 
the Continent (via Harwich) can book to Cambridge at the same fares 
as to London, and return from the latter if preferred. 

For further particulars of excursions, hotels, private apartments— 
of which a large number will be available—dark-rooms, dealers, 
etc., etc., see the official programme, which will be issued as soon 
as possible. F. A. Bridge, 

Hon. Sec. and Ireas. 

Patent Pews. 
The following abridged description is specially drawn for the British 

Journal of Photography by Messrs. Hughes & Young, patent agents, 
55 and 56, Chancery Lane, London, who will give advice and assistance 

free to our readers on all patent matters. 
Patent Applications (1902).—No. 4,780.—Charles Spaulding, Chancer} 

Lane. “ Improvements relating to photographic printing 

machines.” ((T 
No. 4,927 —Edward Russell Clarke, 35, Leinster Gardens, London. Im¬ 

provements in cameras for taking panoramic pictures. 
No. 5,069.—Arthur Charles Smith, 26, Hanover Street, Peckham. “ Im¬ 

provements in or relating to photographic cameras. 
No. 5,108.—Frank Stanley Ogilvie, Strand. “ An improved solution for 

intensifying photographic negatives." 
No 5 171.—Richard Maudson Waterhouse, Danum Villa, Jones Lane, 

Bowas Road, New Southgate. “A photographic print and plate 

washer.” 

Patents Illustrated.—No. 925.—Photography. Patentee : F. A. Roe¬ 
buck, 39, Rosendale Road, W., Dulwich. Shutters. 

Relates to an addition to rebounding shutters to adapt them for slow 
as well as for rapid exposures. To set the shutter a loop of the elastic 
band is passed over the pin on the shutter, the shutter being held 
closed by a stud bearing against an arm cf the lever To release the 
shutter the arm is raised by the expansion of the air ball till the stud 
escapes. When the shutter flies up the stud is caught by an elastic 
band which forces the shutter down again and closes it. hor slow 
exposures the stud is moved to the left-hand end of the gyoov®- , “ 
this position it is caught by a jointed arm in its descent, and the shuttei 
is thus held open till the pressure in the air ball is released. 

No. 20,015.—Photography.—Patentee : J. E. Thornton, Rokeby, Oldfield 

Road, Altrincham. Roller slides; cameras. 
A spool for a roll-holder has metal flanges with rims formed fr°“ 

sheet metal. One rim is indented on the circumference or onJhre 
to form a toothed spur or crown wheel, so that the spool may be rotate 
bv a pinion, on a spindle mounted in the side of the rofl-holder or came a, 
and having an external handle. Recesses, with semicircular ends are 
formed in the camera or roll-holder casing to receive the flange rims 

which form the bearings for the spool. 

No. 20,226.-Photography.-Patentee: H P. 6*’s DeV°n 
Terrace, Palace Gates Road, Wood Green, N. Cameras. 

Relates to a method of mounting the front ^ camera infeed over 
lens fixed to the front can be rapidly focussed. Then levis isi fixed over 

the aperture of the front, which slides on two para lei rods. tbe s 
are round holes which fit exactly the rod, but on the lugs on the otne 

side 'the holes are replaced by slots Thi. ar*^ P^ove- 
front to be moved easily backwards or forwards on the rods Th^mov 
ment is imparted to the front by a lever having a j^rum whicn 

clamped at any required point on the rod by the se ‘crank pin on 
arrangement the movement is imparted to the o y 
a disc turning in the baseboard of the camera. 

It will no doubt be a surprise to many who bav® been interested in 
BiP work of the Countv Council Technical School, Bolt Court, to learn 
ttVl direoror. Mr. Xrles W. Gamble, has resigned hls poS;Gon ^d 

will retire from his duties about July next. However, numerous 
fripuHs; of Mr Gamble will be pleased to hear that h & 
but a preliminary to his acceptance of a simiiar but more imP°rtant’aP°^0 
tion at the Municipal School of Technology, Manchester Jh^c“ b 
no doubt that Mr. Gamble has been the Me and sou of Bolt Court 

durino- his connection with it, which has been practica y , hooi 
Son and the present successful and well-organised state of the school 
is largely due to his efforts. The Technical Education Board have paid 
him the compliment of saying that his place will every 1 cu j 

rupv extremely regret his retirement. We leel sure ne win 
Srry with S the good wishes of post and present students, as well as 

of the trade in general.— * Process Work. 
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Commercial $ £egal Intelligence* 
We have received the latest price list of Messrs. Lindsay Hemery & Co., 

artists in oil, water-colour, and black and white; enlargers in bromide, 
carbon, and platinotype; printers, retouchers, and general trade photo¬ 
graphers, Messrs. Hemery’s address is Brockley Road, London, S.E. 

We have received the latest list of Messrs. R. Flamank & Son, printers 
in all processes; artists in oil and water-colour, and black and white; 
enlargers in bromide-paper and glass negatives. Messrs. Flamank’s 
address is Stafford House, “ The Retreat,” Sutton Street, Aston, 
Birmingham. 

We have received the special list of surplus stock and odd lines to be 
sold at greatly reduced prices to make room for fresh stock, now being 
issued by Mr. Jonathan Fallowfield, the Central Photographic Stores, 

146, Charing Cross Road, London, W. The list, which occupies 64 pages, and 
is sent free, on application, embraces over 2,000 lines of photographic 
goods in very great variety. 

Mr. S. J. Beckett, of 20, Baker Street, W., writes:—I have retired 
from the partnership firm of R. Beckett & Sons, whose business was 
carried on at No. 6, The Grove, Hackney, as from December 31st, 1900. 
The business will be continued by Messrs. Robert Beckett and Ernest 
Alfred Beckett, under the style “ R. Beckett & Son,” instead of R. 
IBeckett & Sons, and they will pay and discharge all the debts and 
liabilities of the late firm, and receive all outstanding accounts. 

Messrs. J. J. Griffin & Sons, Ltd., ff 20-26, Sardinia Street, Lincoln’s 
Inn Fields, write:—It may interest your readers to know that we have 
•considerable space at the Crystal Palace, and are exhibiting our latest 
styles of Poco and Cyko cameras. This is in connection with the Printing 
Trades Exhibition. Those of your readers who are interested in the 
eew model cameras will have an opportunity of seeing these new instru¬ 
ments during the next four weeks. Needless to say', they will receive 

sa, very hearty welcome at our stall. 
W. Smith & Co., Ltd.—The above-named company has been registered 

with a capital of £1,000 in £1 shares. The objects of the company are 
to acquire the business carried on by W. F. Smith, at 23, High Street, 
Abingdon, Berkshire, and elsewhere, and to carry on the business of 
wholesale and retail chemists, druggists, manufacturers of photographic, 
optical, surgical, dental, and scientific apparatus and materials, etc. 
No initial public issue. Registered without articles of association. 
Registered office : 23, High Street, Abingdon, Berkshire. 

We have received the catalogue of photographic materials, cameras, 
lenses, tripods, chemicals, and sundries, issued by the Service Photo¬ 
graphic Society, 292, High Holborn, W.C. The following extracts from 
the company’s prospectus give an idea of the nature of the business 
conducted:—“We are prepared to supply apparatus by all good makers 
at the lowest possible cash prices, or on our gradual payment system. 
In any case where a customer does not feel confident to act on his own 
judgment, we shall be pleased to make a selection for him. Free instruc¬ 
tion is given in the use of all apparatus purchased from us, either per¬ 
sonally or by letter. A reference library has been formed for customers’ 
use, and will be available at any time during business hours. The best 
works on all branches of photography will be included. All apparatus 
included in our list, and any other of first-class make, can be purchased 
-on our gradual payment system. Speaking generally, interest at the 
rate of 2s. in the pound is added to the advertised cash price after 
•deducting any payment over and above the first instalment, which may 
be made at the commencement.” 

Judgment was given on Thursday last by Sheriff Henderson in the 
.Edinburgh Sheriff Court in an action at the instance of William Hamilton, 
S.S.C., against Messrs. Barclay Brothers, photographers, of Princes Street, 
Edinburgh. The plaintiff sought to have it declared that he did not 
purchase from the defendants of a print of a photograph of the S.S.C. 
Society, or alternately to have the defendants ordained to remove the 
print of the picture from his office. He also stated that the picture 
failed to conform to the essential rules of art, and was incongruous in 
appearance. The case was debated as to relevancy on the previous 
Tuesday, and in his interlocutor the Sheriff dismissed the action, and 
found the defendants entitled to expenses. In a note, the Sheriff stated 
that the first conclusion of the petition was for declarator that the 
plaintiff did not purchase the photograph from the defendants, and that 
he was not bound to retain it, as if purchased. If the plaintiff wanted to 
get rid of what he held to be an objectionable picture he would have 
placed it in neutral custody, to return it to the defendants. It would 
be time for him to fight the question of sale, or no sale, when the defen¬ 
dants sued for the price of the photograph, but on his own showing 
the plaintiff signed an order form for the photograph, and it was vain 
for him to set up a verbal condition upon an order that had been signed 
by himself. He ordered a photograph of the S.S.C. and obtained it, 
and the Sheriff’s advice to him was to pay for it. 

The Rev. A. A. Barratt, vicar of Claygate, Surrey, attended at the 
Kingston Bankruptcy Court on Tuesday to undergo examination in 
bankruptcy. The petitioning creditor, and the only creditor, was Lord 
Foley, of Ruxley Lodge, Claygate. The debtor attributed his insolvency 
to a judgment obtained against him by Lord Foley in respect of a guaran¬ 
tee for £3,400 given by Lord Foley to float one of a number of companies 
with which the debtor was connected. The debtor was examined at some 
length by Mr. Cooper Willis as to his company transactions with Lord 
Foley. He admitted that Lord Foley gave him a guarantee of £3,400 
in respect of a company called Photo (Limited). He could not give 
much information about the company, though he admitted he was the 
working chairman of it. The Deputy-Registrar said it was ridiculous 

for the debtor to say that. He was a company promoter and the chair¬ 
man of Photo (Limited), and as such he ought to be able to give the 
court all the information necessary. The debtor said he could not give 
any more information.—Mr. Cooper Willis : Did you have £150 from 
Lord Foley on one occasion, and keep £50 for yourself ?—Mr. Barratt 
replied that he might have kept £50 for himself, but he disclosed the 
fact to Lord Foley. Mr. Cooper Willis denied that this had been done. 
He asked how the debtor would have met the guarantee for £3,400 if 
he had been called upon to do so. The debtor said he kept a private 
school whilst he was vicar of Claygate, and earned by that means from 
£1,200 to £1,400 a year. The examination was adjourned pending the 
private examination of Mrs. Barratt and several other parties concerned. 

The following notice is in circulation:—We beg to announce the 
organisation of The Anthony and Scovill Company, a corporation formed 
under the laws of the State of New York, with a capital stock of 
$2,500,000, for the purpose of acquiring, controlling and extending the 
business of the several companies hereto subscribing. The executive 
offices and salerooms of the new company will be located at Nos. 122-124, 
Fifth Avenue, New York, with a branch office in the Atlas Block, 
Randolph Street, and Wabash Avenue, Chicago. The officers of the 
company are: R. A. Anthony, president; F. A. Anthony, vice-president 
and treasurer; C. B. Stanbury, second vice-president; A. C. Lamoutte, 
secretary, formerly the vice-president and manager of The Scovill and 
Adams Company, of New York. W. I. Lincoln Adams, former president 
of The Scovill and Adams Company, of New York; Thomas W. Stephens, 
former president of the Columbian Photo-Paper Company; and W. T. 
Wisner, formerly a director of E. & H. T. Anthony & Co., will, with the 
above-named officers, constitute the board of directors. It will be the 
policy of the new company to prevent as far as possible the contraction 
of credit by extending to customers in good standing a line in accordance 
with the credit limit allowed them by the various constituent companies. 
The Anthony and Scovill Company will also be trade agents for the 
Hammer Dry Plate Company, of St. Louis, Mo.—Very respectfully, 
E. & H. T. Anthony & Co., New York; The Scovill and Adams Company, 
of New York, New York; Columbian Photo-Paper Company, Westfield, 
Mass.; Goodwin Film and Camera Company, Newark, New Jersey; The 
Monarch Paper Company, Binghampton, New York: American Optical 
Company, New Haven, Conn., New York, February 1st, 1902. 

Re Thomas Edward Parkin, who had been in business with Frederick 
George Fry, and traded as Parkin & Fry, photographic material manu¬ 
facturers, at the Etna Mills, Old Swan, Liverpool.—This debtor made an 
application for his discharge at the Liverpool Bankruptcy Court, on 
Friday last, before his Honour Judge Collier. The failure took place 
in October, 1899. The proofs admitted on the joint estate amounted to 
£712, and the assets realised were £90 9s. 5d., and no dividend had been 
declared. Mr. W. F. Terry, of North John Street, Liverpool, was the 
trustee, and he had not yet been released. He reported that he had 
£9 4s. 7d. in hand, and he claimed for expenses and services £120. It 
appeared that Parkin was in business as a draper and house furnisher 
at Doncaster, but seeing an advertisement by Fry for gentlemen to form 
a syndicate to bring out a new process in manufacturing photographic 
plates, he got into communication with him, and the result was a partner¬ 
ship. Parkin was to pay £250 for the goodwill and to find £3,000 capital, 
of which £1,500 was to be treated as a loan to Fry, at 6 per cent, interest. 
In August, 1899, having ascertained certain things relating to Fry’s 
antecedents, and seeing that the business was not going satisfactory. 
Parkin gave notice of dissolution. But prior to this he appeared to 
have sold his business at Doncaster for £1,900, of which he paid £1,000 
to his wife, who had advanced him money, ana the balance to the more 
pressing of his separate creditors; the liabilities of Parkin s separate 
estate being now set down at £434 15s. 3d., and the assets at £2 10s. 
Mr. Torey, of Doncaster, who appeared for the applicant, said that Mrs. 
Parkin’s money advanced to her husband was settlement money, 
her trustees were pressing for it. In any case, the joint estate would 
not have benefited. Mr. Terry made a statement, and said that the 
money might have been recovered for the estate, but there were no funds 
in hand, and the committee of inspection had declined to find the money 
necessary to contest the case. The applicant was examined, and said 
that he was now employed by the purchaser of the Doncaster business 
at 45s. per week. This, gentleman wished to sell the business, and there 
was a possibility of his (applicant’s) wife purchasing it, but that was 
not the object of his applying for his discharge. Nothing had be®11 
arranged. The applicant was closely questioned by his Honour, and by 
the Official Receiver, as to the possibility of his making some reasonable 
offer to the creditors, who, so far, had received nothing. His Honour 
said that in any case he must suspend the order of discharge for two 
vears, and he should also add the condition suspending the order ot 
discharge until 10s. in the £1 had been paid. At the end of two years 
a further application might be made. 

Photographic Club, Anderton’s Hotel, Fleet Street, Wednesday, March 
19th, at 8 p.m. Messrs. Beck will demonstrate the utility of the Beck- 
Steinheil orthostigmat lens. The Quincey portable dark-room will also 
be shown. Visitors will be cordially welcomed. _ . 

At a meeting of the Aeronautical Society of Great Britain, held in 
the theatre of the Society of Arts, Adelphi, on Tuesday last, Miss 
Gertrude Bacon gave an address on “Balloon Photography,” illustrated 
by photographs taken by herself and her father. Miss Bacon described 
the difficulties and limitations which attended attempts to take snapshots 
from a balloon. It was almost impossible to take one at a lower altitude 
than 250ft., and the best were obtained at a height of from 2>5^ft. to 
3,000ft. from the.earth; whilst she placed the highest limit at 4,000it. 
One of her best pictures was secured in the damp-laden atmosphere 
over Scilly, which she described as the paradise cf photographers. 
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routings of Societies. 
MEETINGS OF SOCIETIES FOR NEXT WEEK. 

i jMarch Name of Society. 

15 . Woolwich Photographic . 

17 . Southampton Camera Club. 

17. Glasgow and West of Scotland 

17. Oxford Camera Club . 

17. Camera Club. 

18. 

18. Sunderland Photographic . 

18. Birmingham Photographic. 
18. Croydon Natural History . 

19. 

19. North Middlesex Photographic 

19. Southport Photographic Society 

19. Southsea Photographic Society 

20. 
20. 

20. 

20. Richmond Camera Club . 

20. London and Provincial . 

20. 

20. 
Ashton-under-Lyne Photo- 
graphi. 

21. Bognor Photogiaphic Society... 
21. Glasgow ami Y\ e»t of Scotland 

21. Borough Polytechnic. 

21. Croydon Natural History . 

Subject. 

Exhibition. 
J Heating ihe Bounds, Southampton. T. G. 
( Vivian and W. A. Max-Mills. 
j Illustrated Paper on Photographing 
! Might scenes, by Mr. J. C. Oliver. 
V Exhibition of Prize Slides. 
j Some Artistic Possibilities in the Photo- 
\ groping of Children. Mr. H. M. 
V Underhill. 
i Stone Churches and Chateaux on the 
l Loire. Professor R. Elsey Smith. 
Annual Exhibition. 
/ Demonstration by Messrs. Kodak, 
I Limited. 

What are our A ims ? Mr. Smedley Aston. 
Ordinary meeting. 

f Demonstrations on Photographs taken 
J with the Beck Steinheil Orthostigmat 
| Lens. The Quincey Portable Dark 
b Boom. Messrs. Beck, Limited. 
) Landscape Work with a Stand Camera. 
\ E R. Mattocks. 
J Carbon Printing Demonstration. J. 
f Noton. 
j An Amateur’s Cruise in Norwegian 
\ Waters. Col. R. Barrington Baker. 
Photographic News 1901. Prize Slides. 
Panoramic Photography. H. Leigh. 
/ Lantern Lecture : Switzerland and Its 
I. People. Mr. F. K. Glazebrook. 
j What Can be Done with a Band Camera. 
J Paper and Slides lent by Mr. C. P. 
V Goerz. 
Paper by Mr. Haddon. 
/ Historical Notes on Photographic 
\ Optics. Major-Gen. J. Waterhouse. 

| Annual meeting. 

Paper. F. Reynolds. 
Prize Slides 
I Bromide Prints: Toning and Tie- 
( developing. Mr. F. W. Bannister. 
Photographic, Illustrated. 

ROYAL PHOTOGRAPHIC SOCIETY. 
March 11th.—Ordinary Meeting. 

Mr. Thomas R. Dallmeyer, president, said that it gave him much 
pleasure to announce that a letter had just been received from Sir 
Arthur Bigge conveying the welcome intelligence that their Royal 
Highnesses the Prince and Princess of Wales had been pleased to signify 
their willingness to become vice-patrons of the Royal Photographic 
Society. The announcement was received with much applause. 

Our report of the meeting is held ever until next week. 

CAMERA CLUB. 
An attractive subject, or one which arouses curiosity, is sure to find 
a full room at the Camera Club, and Dr. Lockyer (son of Sir Norman 
Lockver, the astronomer), had no reason to complain of empty benches 
when he commenced his lecture on “ Some Uncommon Uses for Hand 
Cameras.” It would have been better, perhaps, if for “ hand cameras ” the 
term “ small cameras ” had been employed, for at an early stage of his re¬ 
marks it was evident that the Kodaks and other hand cameras used by the 
lecturer had mostly been in a fixed position when they recorded the 
various phenomena of which he gave such an interesting account. 

He commenced his discourse by pointing out that there were various 
applications of photography with small instruments which were rather 
neglected, and he hoped, for the sake of science, that many of his 
hearers would turn their attention in that direction. He had no doubt 
that most of them possessed cameras of various descriptions and sizes, 
and devoted themselves to some particular branch of photography. He 
also, although he did not pretend to be an expert photographer, had 
worked with one special object in view. His idea was to keep the camera 
still, with its lens open, so that anything which came across the field of 
view—and he spoke more particularly of bright objects at night—would 
be self-recorded. In this way the personal equation was eliminated, and 
one could obtain pictures of stars, meteors, and lightning with very little 
difficulty. 

It is true that the starry heavens are always with us, but they are 
often obscured by clouds, and although thunderstorms are frequent they 
do not always occur at night, when lightning photographs alone are 
possible. He believed that this would not always be so, for he had heard 
that a special form of camera was coming, which would allow of photo¬ 
graphs of lightning being taken in the full light of day. He had no 
particulars of this instrument, hut the idea was to bring about the 
exposure by the action of electric waves, as in the case of Marconi’s 
wireless telegraphy. 

As far as his own individual efforts were concerned he must at once 
confess to many disappointments, but he had been fortunate enough to 
secure the co-operation of friends, who had given him copies of their 
photographs, and these would fill in the gaps caused by the failure of 
his own camera. It was easy enough to get star trails with a small 
camera, and he showed how these trails assumed the form of concentric 
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circles if the lens were pointed towards the pole. If a meteor happens 
to cross the sky you get its trail, and by noting its direction with 
reference to the star trails, you can learn more about it. A fut-morillg 
meteor may not leave any trail at all. He showed a photograph, taken 
by a friend, with a ^-plate camera, which showed a meteor in the act 
of bursting. The securing of this image was a very lucky accident. Tin- 
meteor first appears in the picture as a thin line, which gradually broad-ilia 
until the explosion shows a disc of light; the attenuated substance of 
the meteor is then seen to take an altered path 

In using cameras for astronomical work it is best to employ several 
and to point them in different directions. He would also lay stress on 
the advantage of mounting a camera on an equatorial, so that the lens 
follows the motion of the stars. A prism, or better still, a photographed 
grating, put in front of the lens, will secure the spectrum of an object 
as well as the object itself. [The lecturer here showed a picture of an 
equatorial stand, with three cameras mounted on it, as arranged for the 
long-expected November meteors.] It is interesting to compare star 
photographs with star charts, so that many of the principal stars can be 
readily identified. In a picture of the constellation Perseus, taken with 
a hand camera, the Nova Perseii was beautifully shown, a subsequent 
picture of the same quarter of the sky showing how the new star had 
dwindled away to a quarter of its former brightness. These pictures 
proved that it was possible to photograph variable and new stars with 
small apparatus. He might mention that many such objects had been 
discovered by photography, and even when some of them had been 
first noted by the eye, reference to photographs previously taken showed 
the images, which had been overlooked. 

Dr. Lockyer next showed upon the lantern screen a number of photo¬ 
graphs of a solar eclipse. Many of these were taken with small cameras,, 
and compared very favourably with those secured by much larger 
apparatus. In many of them the coronal streamers were much longer 
than those exhibited in the more pretentious pictures. In the year 1900- 
he used a small camera with a grating, so as to get a direct image of 
the corona and its spectrum at the same time. This spectrum showed by 
its separated rings the presence of calcium, helium, etc., besides evidence 
of the presence of an unknown element, which has the provisional titi'e 
“ Coronium.” 

The lecturer next dealt with the subject of lightning photography, 
which at present is only possible at night. There are many different 
types of flashes, and photography has proved very useful in classifying, 
them. The first four types he named were : (1) the stream, (2) the 
sinuous, (3) the ramified, and (4) the meandering flash. In addition to 
these there were certain flashes which came under the head of “ peculiai 
forms of lightning,” and these he subdivided into (1) the beaded, (2) the 
ribbon, (3) the multiple, and (4) the much-discussed dark flashes of light¬ 
ning. This arrangement would provide a rough classification, and he- 
would show, by means of lantern slides, examples of as many as he could. 

Stream lightning exhibits a broad river of light with very few branches,, 
and several typical photographs were shown. Among these was a remark¬ 
ably beautiful picture taken at Lucerne by Mr. Harborough. The prime 
object in this case had been to secure the image of a burning timber- 
shed on the farther side of the lake, but a thunderstorm supervened and. 
a most remarkable picture of lightning was the result. One splendidly- 
branched flash was half hidden by Mount Pilatus, the outline of the 
mountain being brought into strong relief against the illuminated sky 
behind it. 

Another very beautiful example was by M. Forestier, of Paris. Ita 
showed the French capital lighted up from end to end, with the forked 
flashes playing above the wet roofs. 

The meandering flash would often refuse to strike towards the earth,, 
remaining horizontal above a stratum of air, or apparently tying itself 
into knots and loops. 

With regard to the group which come under the head of “ peculiar ” 
flashes, he might mention that some of the effects produced were 
undoubtedly due to vagaries connected with the camera, either to move¬ 
ment or to light reaching the plate. Multiple flashes would show like 
a bundle of fibres, all following exactly the same path. Ribbon lightning 
would often show five distinct flashes side by side, and he attributed 
this effect to the column of incandescent air being moved laterally by 
the action of the wind. The article “ Lightning ” in the “ Encyclopaedia 
Britannica ” gives lightning a speed of one-millionth of a second, but 
it often lasted longer than this. One observer in South Africa is saicll 
to have noted a flash which had a duration of fifteen seconds. Of course, 
in tropical climes lightning assumed a far more pronounced character 
than here in England. Dr. Lockyer brought his remarks to a conclusion 
by showing pictures of dark flashes, and he compared these with spark 
pictures taken in the laboratory with an induction coil reproducing the 
same phenomena. 

A short discussion followed the reading of the paper, in which Mr. 
Inwards (past president of the Meteorological Society), Mr. Cadett, Mr. 
Gordon, and others took part. In his reply Dr. Lockyer expressed his 
gratification that his remarks had aroused so much interest, and thanked 
his audience for the attention which they had given him. The chairman 
(Mr. Staples) brought the proceedings to a close by proposing the usual 
vote of thanks, which was carried by acclamation. 

“ I am very glad to see you,” said Mr. G. A. Storey, A.R.A., when he 
commenced liis lecture on “ Perspective,” a lecture which attracted a 
goodly audience, in spite of the fog which hung like ?■ yellow pall over 
London. For conscientious photographers are well aware that their 
work is too much of the “rule of thumb” order, and that they ought 
to know something of the principles which underlie the making of a good 
picture. It was therefore something in the way of a relief when Mr. 
Storey announced that he would treat the subject on the supposition that 
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none of his audience knew anything about it, not even the derivation 
of the word “ perspective,” the meaning of which was “ to look through.” 

It would seem to be almost superfluous to speak on such a subject to 
•an audience of photographers, seeing that the lenses at their disposal 
made the perspective of the pictures which they produced quite perfect 
This art of delineating objects on a plane surface as they appear to 
the eye is best understood by making use of the model which they saw 
on the table before him. 

[This model consisted of a rectangular sheet of glass, about 18 by 12 
inches, held m a light frame, with two strings attached, one to represent 
the horizon, and the other placed vertically. At the intersection of these 
strings were two others (loose), one of which could be held in contact 
with a moveable cube of wood placed behind the glass, and the other 
held to the eye.] 

The lecturer then explained how, upon a certain occasion, he stood 
1!} ‘rout of a window, keeping his eye in one fixed position, and was 
able to draw upon the glass window-pane the details of the landscape 
•outside. In that way he produced a true perspective view, which he 
was afterwards able to transfer to paper. He saw throuqh the glass. 
He subsequently took a photograph of the same view, and it was not 
a bit like his drawing; but both were right, from their own point of 
view. 

Mr. Storey illustrated his further remarks by means of the blackboard 
and straight-edge, showing the rules which governed the position of the 
point of sight, the point of distance, and so on, deducing from those 
facts several others. 

He next showed a sketch of some ruined arches, which he had made 
at Beaulieu, in the New Forest, and compared this picture with a photo¬ 
graph which he had taken of the same subject with a short-focus lens 
In a very interesting manner he then reproduced on the blackboard the 
perspective conditions upon which the two pictures depended, showing 
how, by bringing the distance-point too near, the short-focus effect is 
brought about. 

The discussion which followed the reading of the paper proved how 
much interest it had aroused, and, as usual, some of the speakers wan- 
dered far away from the main track; hence the customary vote of thanks 
hour leCtUrer f°r hls admirable discourse was postponed until a late 

HACKNEY PHOTOGRAPHIC SOCIETY. 

The annual general meeting of the Hackney Photographic Society took 
place on the 4th inst. The report of the council showed the Society 
to be in a very flourishing condition in all respects. The result of the 
election of the new executive was as follows:— 

President W. Rawlings, Esq.; hon. sec., W. Selfe; treasurer W L 
Barker; asst, sec., A. D. Fort; curator, G. Parks; excursion sec., s' c' 
Stean, lantermst, H. H Dunkley; council—G. J. Avent, E. Farmer, F 

f’ W°GoslingBurton’ W' F' Fenton-Jones, L. S. Wilks, A. W. Cook, 

BURNLEY CAMERA CLUB. 

The annual meeting took place in the Mechanics’ Institution on Thursday 

theTIU^^' ?\ UndCf. th! Presidency of Mr. Frederick Heap, and 
there was a satisfactory attendance. The secretary (Mr. Percy Brother- 

W +WS+v?terihk fS°rt’ wh;oh was a very satisfactory statement, show¬ 
ing that the Club had a nice balance in hand, whilst the two exhibitions 

thie meanS °f Providin£ the dub with a new and splendidly 
tted up enlarging apparatus. Mr. Heap was re-elected president, Dr. 
rump, Mr. Slater, and Mr. Sutcliffe vice-presidents, and Mr Percy 

forleeraubTndetfry4the {Sf? receiving special thanks for his services 
Inrtvf T ? nd to ,the exhibition. In place of the late Mr. J. Butter- 
worth, J.P., whose death was regretted, Mr. F. Pinder was atmointed a 
i ice-president. It was decided to have monthly competitions during 
the summer on given subjects, but to continue the rambles. On thf 

the^Rovaf PWCrU1Tth! me+etlll& ^solved to affiliate the Club with 
dark-room So(j11ety- The members then adjourned to the 
ctark-ioom Mr. Heap formally opening the new enlarging apparatus by 

PM miSLfikrSt ’P16C- °f brouudf Paper. The negative used was that 
of Mr. Bellingham s prize picture “Burnham Beeches,” and the resulting 
print will be presented to the Club. resulting 

CROYDON CAMERA CLUB. 

G?eThoun)hH^T', dLn"ekWalheld Wednesday, the 5th inst., at the 
Maeian F.E P S’. Under th° °f the president, Mr.’Hector 

The Rev. Harry White, in proposing “ The Croydon Camera Club,” spoke 
the many advantages which it offered to its members and bore ner 

sonal testimony to the help it had been to himself. ’ ® ^ 
he president, in the course of his reply, referred to the e-ood imnre<? 

"ouiffi no^hheir exhibi^on- I" viewVf’the practice whifh is gSn" 
hfwever, m Croydon-of “doctoring” prints, he suSed 

by hand tb,®y might institute a special class for photographs’5 “ done 
’ notlou which induced considerable laughter.^ As regards 

exhibits in general, he held that prints should be like Caisar’s wifp ahnva 
andPh10n'+ An anecdote which illustrated that, ’in spite of Keats’ truth 
nW™aUtu not synonymous, led up to the definition of a pictorial 
1 Ofk°ra+h biemg a refined rendering of a happy moment ” P 

Other toasts were “The Kindred Societies,” “The Visitors Cmm.il 

ppy pnrases by Mr. W. H. Smith, was received with much enthu¬ 

siasm and musical honours, etc. A similar reception was accorded to 

S S;'(£ |XHb‘" H- E°SerS> a"d the diU- 
The entertainments included an oxy-magnesium photograph of the 

MrmwnyR ^eniklth a battCry 0f the Platmotype Company's lamps, by 
• V- S' SAmiS> tumorous £ongs by Mr- albert Spearpoint, violin 

hv tl^lkv tr G' wSa mT’ and recitations by Mr Jack Chick ana 
by the Rev. Harry White all of whom received well-merited encores. 
In addition, some stirring ballads were excellently well rendered bv Mr 
Harpur, Mr Isaac, Mr. Rough, and Mr. S. H. Wratten. The most sur- 

■honmsf-.eVMi’ fTsSiT a COnjkrikldiSplay by the P°Pular aJld genial on. s Mr. E. A. Salt during which he performed wonders with swords 
billiard balls, handkerchiefs, and cards, etc. ’ 

SOUTHAMPTON CAMERA CLUB. 

o Clubr dA f°SnighSy meetin? at the Philharmonic Hall 
on the evening of the 3rd inst., under the presidency of Mr. G T Vivian 
It was announced that at the next meeting, on the 17th inst Messrs 

^BeidW^' K ' M%xMiUs would glVe their illustrated lecture entitled 
Beating the Rounds of Southampton, to which visitors, including 

ladies, are cordially invited. ° 

l)eu)$ and Dotes. 
-♦- 

Rotherham Photographic Society.—Carbon printing was very success- 

nf fv,fe«10I1S+rate1riby Mm Th]os' A' Scoft-011. of Derby, at the meeting 

examples byllie Autotype Con^euPthTlecturer also“g!m 

M dei°SVbLrd! fiSSTpSSa- Therc ™ 
Photo-Zincography Superseded.—The immense amount of work done 

by the process of photo-zincography for the ordnance maps is known to 
aLa“fdlWk b<Vrnatter of surprise, almost of regret, that it is possible 
that it may be abandoned, for from the same source we read: “ Record 

is made of a, most useful invention in the printing-office by a R.E. foreman 
?ienab'®* tbe Process of photography to be eliminated from the cum- 
bersome method of map-reproduction by photo-zincography. There can 
bndllwi\dkUbtk°f the,valuf. of the invention which is fully described, 

bas bten Patented in India. It has already enabled the print- 
i lg-office to deal with a vast number of maps in excess of the normal 
outturn We are glad to learn that the method has met with prompt 
recognition by the Government of India.” P P 

theTp?r,wPLand S<fc Magnitudes by Photography.—At a meeting of 
the Pans Academy of Sciences M. Lcewy, the head of the Paris Observa¬ 
tory, read a paper on the determining of the exact places of stars 
delineated on a photographic plate, a question the importance of which 
will become evident when it is remembered how immense must be the 
number of negatives taken all over the world in the production of the 
£roea, f£ar maP' He says : “ I11 every negative, however made or however 
great the variations of exposures, the star-images of the last two magm- 
tudes only imperfectly correspond with the brightness and the position 
of the stars themselves.” And again: “The law expressing the relation 
between the diameter of the ullages and the brightness of the stars can 
be no more applied to the stars of the last two magnitudes depicted upon 
the plate. The decrease of diameter is then more rapid than would be 
observed in the case of the same stars upon a plate which would have 
registered fainter ones if a prolonged exposure had been given.” 

Photographic Surveying.—It is a good old proverb that “ an ounce of 
practice is worth apound of theory,” and is an apposite one to recent 
observations of ours upon the use that can be made of photographic 
records for the purpose of the surveyor. In the General Report of the 
operations of the Survey of India Department, 1899-1900, issued a short 
tune ago, there is some specially interesting matter bearing upon the 

^ntu uPeTTlltS rre made W!th the Bridges-Lee photo-theodolite, 
and with the Jaderm base-measuring apparatus, which promises, if not 

fip®,ls,ede.the ?°mPbcated adjustment of compensating bars altogether, 
Swrif? t0 sin?Pllfy Process of measuring bases for all but the most 
lgidly accurate geodetic purposes. The former is pronounced to be a 

countriesW'1'b° tbe pIan® tabl® (especially in mountainous 
countries), but it will never supersede.” This, it may be remarked is 
nearly comcffient with the opinion of Canadian surveyors, who have tested 
PhT^’tTiP^rfP^y far- T°re exhaustively than has been done in India. 
BrifS, Am?* Associatl°u —The seventy-second annual meeting of the 
British Association will be held at Belfast on September 10th to 17th 
under the presidency of Prof. James Dewar, F.R.S. The presidents of 
the sectmns will be as follows .-A (mathematical and physicaT scTeSce)- 

n Chcfuman of department for astronomy and cosmical 
physics-Prof. A. Schuster F.R.S.; B (chemistry)-Prof. E. Divers, 
PWS' V,Cffe®ol°gy)—Lieut.-General C. A. McMahon, F.R.S.; D (zoo- 

Holdich rK C^B BFI?°WeS’ ^ R S' ; E (geography)—Colonel Sir T. H. 

HaddlnneeFRSS~PTf ( h P'Try’ (a^ theology), Prcf.^Anac.’ 

fro(f°S7lri J‘tRPeynd0(^FRWS:;DL (ed-SaTsci^ 
12,h Wil, £ deltSdXf’P-?' J. 
^.ays and Radio-activity, and the discourse on September 15th will be 
on Inheritance, by Prof. W. F. R. Weldon, F.R.S. The lecture to 

* “ Nature,” Vol. LXV., p. 421. 
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the operative classes, on September 13th, will be by Prof. L. C. Miall, 
F. R.S., on “ Gnats and Mosquitoes.”—“ Nature.” 

Shooting Stars.—In the last published of a series of papers in the 
“ English Mechanic,” upon the study of shooting stars, the author, Mr. 
G. McKenzie Knight, M.B.A.A., he writes:—“So far, photography has 
some extremity weak link in this field of research, nor does it seem pro¬ 
bable, without great improvements, that the eye of the photographic 
camera will furnish better results than have hitherto been achieved. Many 
attempts have been made to obtain records of the paths of meteors with 
the aid of the camera, but the proportion of successful results have been 
very small, and the matter remains in much the same parlous state as 
when the proposal to photograph meteoric tracks was first mooted.” 
Seeing that nowadays we have lenses (dear to purchase, it is 
true), of the intensity of f/3.6 and at full aperture, giving crisp and sharp 
definition over a flat field of over 40deg., it might be fairly anticipated 
that their employment would be more fertile of results than the remarks 
we quote would indicate as being probable. A lens of Petzval type 
would be as quick as, or quicker than, this, but is out of the question 
on account of its curved field and limited area of good definition, so that 
up to a recent period f/8 would be almost a maximum aperture, and 
upon a curved field that would be available. This would require an 
exposure five times as great as the lens just mentioned, and the sharpness 
would be confined to a much more restricted area. 

Perth Exhibition.—A nice little exhibition was opened on Friday, in 
the picture gallery of the Sandeman Free Library, Perth, by the members 
of the Photographic Section of the Perthshire Society of Natural Science. 
The exhibition, which is confined to members, is conducted on the 
Salon principle—no prizes ai'd no classes—but it goes further than the 
Salon in so far that there is no charge for admittance. We believe, owing 
to the exhibition being held in the Free Library, that no admittance 
charge is permissible, and this may tend to prevent the section holding 
an “ open ” exhibition. We trust, however, that they may see their way 
to hold such an exhibition, say next season, when their exhibition-time 
comes round, and thus give the members and the public of the Fair City 
an opportunity of seeing what photographers elsewhere are doing. If 
Dundee can hold a successful exhibition, why not the city of Perth P 
But there is really no question in the matter, as they did hold a very 
good “ open ” exhibition some years ago. Over 140 photographs are 
hung, an increase of about forty on last year’s exhibition, and while some 
really good work is hung, much of it shows that a number of the members 
would be benefited by an inspection—a careful inspection—of really 
“ class ” exhibition work. The members are to be envied the admirable 
hall placed at their disposal for their exhibition, and we trust the Perth 
public will patronise. it sufficiently to tempt the members to more 
ambitious flights in the exhibition line. 

Advertising Disfigurement.-—This was the title of a paper read by Mr. 
Richardson Evans at the Women’s Institute one day last week. Of 
course, its author denounced the disfigurement of picturesque landscapes, 
towns, etc., by unsightly advertisements of seeds, soaps, pills, etc., as 
many have done before. No one feels more aggrieved at these hideous 
advertisements than the landscape photographer, as he must, perforce, 
include them in his picture or forego it altogether. But there is another 
side to the question. The owner of the land has a perfect right to put, 
or allow to be put, anything upon it that he likes, and it would be hard 
if he could not. For example, a farmer has his rent to pay, and if he 
can lighten it by allowing a couple of posts carrying an advertisement 
board, however ugly it may be to those having artistic notions, we expect 
he will continue to do so, and it would be hard upon him if he could 
not. He would naturally consider any legislation that would prevent 
him from doing it would be a hardship to him, and it must be admitted 
that it would be when viewed in a commercial sense. We were recently 
travelling in a train with a friend, where the fields by the side of the 
railway were studded with unsightly advertisements, and he drily 
remarked that the farmers about here seem to find it more profitable 
to grow advertisement boards than grass on the ground they occupy; and 
doubtless they did, but who could blame them. 

“ Devonia.”—The first number of a new journal with this title has 
reached us. It is published (price 2d.) by the United Devon Association, 
17, Bedford Circus, Exeter. The objects of “Devonia” are to bring 
Devon, as a place of travel and of residence, before the whole world, 
and to endeavour in every way to promote the interests of the county, 
for the benefit of its inhabitants and to the advantage of those who may 
become temporary residents. “ The sons of Devon within Great Britain 
and all over the Empire have rallied to the work which the United Devon 
Association has been pursuing since 1899, and, with great zeal and 
patriotism, have forwarded what has been done, so that the circulation 
of this journal in the outer reaches of the Empire is assured. As it is in¬ 
tended to give in the fullest possible way information for the benefit of the 
visitor—arid the resident—it is hoped that, so far as possible, all will 
kelp, by affording information and pointing out how improvements may 
be made. Certain portions of the journal will appear the same in each 
issue, such as descriptions of towns, railway fares, and such other mat¬ 
ters as are obviously what is necessary to be at hand always, but con¬ 
tributions on many subjects will be given from time to time. Among 
those which will be dealt with in subsequent issues are:—The archaeology 
of the county (with which will appear a map si owing how the most in¬ 
teresting places may be reached), information touching agriculture; 
coaching tours; railway excursion and touring arrangements; golf; hunt¬ 
ing; art crafts; and other matters.” 

Absolute Dryness.—A singular series of experiments bearing upon this 
subject was recently explained and discussed at a meeting of the Chemical 
Society. The question of the absolute inhibition of moisture has often 
played a most important part in chemical theories and practice. One 

of the most famous trials which took place in the very earliest dais of 
the coal tar dye manufacture (when it was a pun ly Englii i. i 
founded on the question of what was meant by dry arsenic acid did it 
mean chemically dry, t.e., absolutely free from moisture, or popularlv 
dry. i.c., apparently free from moisture—often two very different con 
ditions. The experiments we refer to were with mixtures of oxygen and 
hydrogen gases, from which every trace of moisture had bei i removed 
For many years the author, Mr. H. B. Baker, had devoted much atU a 
tion to the subject, but until quite recently had failed in obtaining an 
entirely water-free gas; but finally, by a proci-ss of el< 
obtained what he was seeking, and working with a mixture of tin 
absolutely anhydrous gas he found that, though he puvs. d electi, 
through the mixture or exposed it to intense heat no combination oi 
explosion took place ; yet when he added the slightest trace of moistun 
he at once obtained a violent explosion. Reasoning on these premi 
is a natural question to ask, Are dry plates dry, or is it possible t<j - 
them absolutely so P There is a rich field of experiment here open, and 
it is quite an open question whether the sensitiveness under such eon 
ditions would be interfered with, or even destroyed, should it be pos 
sible to eliminate every trace of moisture. 

"The Country,” the new monthly .journal published by Messrs .J 

M. Dent & Co., of Bedford Street, Strand, publishes particulars of th«- 
following prize photographic competition:—Each month the pro¬ 
prietors of “ The Country ” will offer prizes for the best photographs which 

may be sent in illustrative of various aspects of country life. The first 
competition is for the best photograph illustrative of animal life. Three 
prizes will be awarded in this competition—a first prize of £3 3s., a second 
prize of £2 2s., and a third prize of £1 Is. (1) All photographs should 
be silver-prints, preferably of not less than Dplate size, and desirably 
mounted on a plain, firm card. (2) In making their award, the judges 
will take into consideration (a) the excellence of the photograph, and du 
the interest of its subject. Such subjects as fish, birds, insects, and 
other animals among their natural surroundings, young birds in then 
nests, animals other than horses employed as beasts of burden and (he 
like, are especially desirable. (3) On the back of each photograph mui t 
be written a short explanation of its subject, a statement that it is 
original, and that it has not previously appeared in any publication, and 
the name and address of its sender. (4) Each competitor must send also 
the coupon (to be found in our advertisement columns) dulv filled in 
With one coupon two photographs only may be sent. (5) All photo¬ 
graphs must reach the editor of “ The Country,” Aldine House Bedford 
Street, Strand, not later than April 15th. (6) The right of reproducing 
any photograph sent in competition is reserved. (7) The names and 
addresses of successful competitors will be published in a subsequent 
number of “ The Country.” 

Sir James Timmins Chance, of 51, Prince’s Gate, and 1, Grand Avenue 
Hove, head of the firm of Chance Brothers, glass manufacturers, Bir¬ 
mingham, and for some years a director of the London and North-Western 
Railway Company, died cn January 6th, in his eighty-eighi h vear leav¬ 
ing an estate of the gress value of £252,629 19s. 5d., of which the neb 
personality is £207,356 10s. Id., and his will, dated October 16th 1897" 
with five codicils, has been proved by his sons Sir William Chance of 
Orchards, near Godaiming; George Ferguson Chance, of Clem, Grow 
near Stourbridge; and James Frederick Chance, of the New University 
Club, St. James’s Street Sir James bequeathed £20,000 each to his 
sons George Ferguson and James Frederick, in addition to provisions 
already made for them; a.i annuity of £800 to his daughter Frances 
Elizabeth Chance; £20,000 each on trust for his daughters Margaret 
Annie and Marion Georgiana ; £15,000 on trust for his daughter Mrs. Elea- . 
nor Phoebe Bedford ;£3(J0 to his man, Frank Keays, and legacies to servants 
and he made no further provision for his daughter Mrs. Edith Marv 
Dobbs, having already provided for her. He also bequeathed £1,000 
each to his daughters Margaret Anne and Marion Georgiana, and during 
their life or spinsterhood the use of his residence at Hove and the 
income of £30,000, and subject to such interest the said sum of £30,000 
is to be held on trust for his son George Ferguson, and his wife and 
children. Certain plate, pictures, the Telford Gold Medal presented to 
him by the Institute of Civil Engineers, and the addresses presented to 
him at the opening of the West Smethwick Park are to devolve as heir¬ 
looms with his real estate. All other his property he left in trust for 
his eldest son William.—“ The Times.” 

Improved Acetylene Gas Lighting.—Speaking of intensified gas lighting 
at a meeting of the Manchester Association of Engineers, Mr. Joseph. 
Nasmith expressed the opinion that we shall in a few years see better 
and cheaper mantles for gas lighting than are now placed at the disposal 
of the public. This would have happened before now had it not been for 
the monopoly obtained by the Welsbach Company. The light from an 
electric arc lamp is brilliant, but it is coldly penetrating and diffuses itself 
to a very slight extent. It is this property which causes it to cast so 
great a shadow. The air is not filled with light as it should be, and 
outside the direct range of the rays there is no communication of light. 
How different is the light of the incandescent mantle 1 Within its ranw 
of illumination it seems to suffuse the air with light and make all the 
space within that range luminous. Widen its range and you increase 
its usefulness. It produces no violet shadows like the arc light, but 
distributes the light with remarkable uniformity. It is the object of the 
system of intensified gas lighting to widen the range of the ordinary 
incandescent mantle and thus increase its illuminating value. It is not 
alone in usefulness and illuminating power that the gas excels, but it 
can be easily proved that it is much more economical. In the discussion 
following the reading of the paper the speakers generally admitted that 
the electric light could not compare with the modern forms of gas lighting 
for cheapness. Nor was the superior brilliance of the intensified gas light, 
questioned. The opinion was, however, expressed by one member, that 
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unless a stronger form of mantle was obtained, the incandescent system 
had not come to stay. Mr. Nasmith remarked that when the Welsbach 
patent rights expired several improved mantles would be available.— 

Acetylene Generators. — A Parliamentary paper has been issued, 
containing the report of the Committee on Acetylene Genera¬ 
tors appointed by the Department of his Majesty’s Inspectors 
of Explosives. Forty-six different generators were tested by the 
committee, who, in presenting their report, state that they con¬ 
sider that in the selection of an acetylene generator regard should 
be had to the following desiderata(1) Simplicity of action and design ; 
(2) strength of construction; (3) high efficiency, as indicated by the yield 
of gas per pound of carbide; (4) low pressure in generator, (5) facility 
of removal of the residue. The conditions which, in the opinion of the 
committee, a generator should fulfil before it can be considered as being 
safe are specified as follows(1) The temperature in any part of the 
generator, when run at the maximum rate for which it is designed, for 
a prolonged period, should not exceed 130deg. C. This may be ascertained by 
placing short lengths of wire, drawn from fusible metal, in those parts 
of the°apparatus in which heat is liable to be generated. (2) The genera¬ 
tor should have an efficiency of not less than 90 per cent., which, with 
carbide yielding 5 cubic feet per pound, would imply a yield of 4.5 cubic 
feet for each pound of carbide used. (3) The size of the pipes carrying 
the gas should be proportioned to the maximum rate of generation, so 
that undue back pressure from throttling may not occur. (4) The carbide 
should be completely decomposed in the apparatus, so that lime sludge 
discharged from the generator shall not be capable of generating more 
gas. (5) The pressure in any part of the apparatus, on the generator side 
of the holder, should not exceed that of 20 inches of water, and on 
the service side of same, or where no gas-holder is provided, should not 
exceed that of 5 inches of water. (6) The apparatus should give no tarry 
or other heavy condensation products from the decomposition of the 
carbide. (7) In the use of a generator, regard should be had to the 
danger of stoppage of passage of the gas and resulting increase of pres¬ 
sure which may arise from the freezing of the water. Where freezing 
may be anticipated, steps should be taken to prevent it. (8) The 
apparatus should be so constructed that no lime sludge can gain access to 
any pipes intended for the passage of gas or circulation of water. (9) The 
use of glass gauges should be avoided as far as possible, and, where abso¬ 
lutely necessary, they should be effectively protected against breakage. 
(10) The air space in a generator, before charging, should be as small 
as possible. (11) The use of copper should be avoided in such parts of the 
apparatus as are liable to come in contact with acetylene. 

American Advertising.—There are exceptions, of course, but for skill 
in “ catching the eye,” and compelling you to read, the Americans are 
unquestionably far ahead of our advertisers. In the matter of ruination 
of landscapes by posters in fields and on bridges and cliffs we must all 
most heartily wish the American system confined to America. Mr. 
Balfour—“ brilliant, brainy, bi-metallic Balfour,” as an American 
admirer described him—was observed to read one of those field adver¬ 
tisements which desecrated the neighbourhood of the golf links, and the 
vicious way in which he struck at his ball all the afternoon gave the 
impression that he took it for a certain pill, and was calculating its 
presumable worth at a guinea a box was a great opening for a much- 
needed new tax on field advertisements. “ Is ‘ Munsey ’ out for March? ” 
we asked a bookstall clerk recently. “ There it is,” said the clerk, point¬ 
ing to a pile of it, with an attractive picture of a fair American golfer, 
who is just about to make such a drive as would clear any bunker—and 
Bunker’s Hill as well. “Munsey” will sell well this month; it always 
does so, for that matter, and deservedly, for it always shows as much 
“ vim ” and “ go ” aftd is as bright and as attractive as the fair young 
golfer on its March cover. “ They are spoiling it,” said the clerk regret¬ 
fully, as he took our sixpence. “ How? ” “ Why, they are taking adver¬ 
tisements.” And sure enough, on opening our “ Munsey ” in the dim 
but hardly-conducive-to-religious-feeling light of the dirty old oil-lamp 
of a C(——) & D(--) & S.wE.aR. compartment, we found that “ Munsey ” 
was full of “ads.” But there are ads. and ads., and our disappointment 
at the trick Frank A. Munsey has played on the British public speedily 
vanished when he found they were American ads. When his magazine 
first appeared here it was with the bold announcement that there were 
no ads in it. That itself was a clever ad. But in this March number 
there are no less than 117 pages of advertisements, and they are so 
interesting that we have not yet had time to do more than glace at the 
150 pages of contents; but we know the reading will be as attractive as 
the illustrations, and that is not saying a little. “ Munsey ” is immense 
—especially at sixpence. Trust Mr. T. J. Barrat to know a good adver¬ 
tising medium and to get the best place in it. It is quite gratful and 
comforting to find our old friend the Soap of Pears at the head of this 
really grand array of ads. Yes, “ it’s a good habit,” as Mr. B.’s ad. says, 
and reminds one of Scadder, the “ Eden ” promoter, who said to Martin 
Chuzzlewit, “ Feel of my hands, sir. Air they dirty or air they clean ? ” 
while displaying a pair which would have tested the cleansing qualities 
of even Pears.” But we mere men must take to fans, as Andrew Lang 
suggests, if the advertisements addressed to the fair sex go on at this 
rate. Really, Mr. Munsey, you are a little too-too with your pictures 
of the female figure in “ erect form ” corsets (the newest has “ a very long 
hip,” fancy that) in budding forms dressed in dainty corsets and—split 
infinities—and in forms which can be made to bud. It is quite “ shocking,” 
as the British matron would say, only that she is as extinct as the Dodo. 
“Pneumatic bust forms—inflated by a breath, light as air, natural as 
life ”—described by an “ eminent woman ” as “ more an inspiration than 
an invention,” “ a grateful relief to nursing mothers ”—do American babies 
live on air ? One would like to hear their opinion on these “ inspira¬ 
tions.”—" The Publishers’ Circular.” 

The Social Status of the Chemist.—At a well-attended meet¬ 
ing of the Barnsley and District Chemists’ Association, held 
on Thursday, February 27th, at the Royal Hotel, Barnsley, an 
interesting discussion on the social status of the chemist was 
opened by Mr. J. P. Norwood, who said:—“ Probably the average 
chemist has too little leisure to bother about his social standing; the fact 
that he is not invited to dine with the Vicar or to Lawyer A.’s card 
party does not trouble him in the least, even though the wife of his 
bosom does not look upon it with the same indifference. That he is 
classed socially as a tradesman and not as a professional man is, I think, 
beyond dispute, however much we may regret it. But is the chemist 
entitled to consider himself the social equal of the clergyman, lawyer, 
'doctor, or even vet.? This naturally raises the question, hat is the 
difference between a trade and a profession ? and it is one which I will 
not attempt to answer. The mere buying and selling of goods, whether 
across the counter or otherwise, does no more define a trade than does 
the exercise of skill and knowledge constitute a profession. The barber, 
the cabdriver, and also the sweep talk about ‘ our profession.’ Is it for 
this, too, we strive? Self-advertisement has a great influence on the 
social status of the individual, and is in inverse ratio to it. Socially 
speaking, the doctor, who does not advertise, has a higher standing than 
the chemist, who does. Of course, there is a wide range in our own ranks -r 

| much depends upon the individual himself. The free and easy man who 
is ‘hail fellow well met’ with every person who enters his shop, and 
who so far forgets himself as to exchange ribald bandinage with female 
customers, need not be surprised if he is looked at askance by the 
more refined residents of his particular locality, whilst the supercilious 
individual who serves a ‘ pennyworth of hair oil,’ with an air of condescen¬ 
sion, and who bows and scrapes to the parson’s wife, is beneath contempt. 
To associate with gentlepeople one must at all times conduct one’s self an- 
a gentleman. Given, then, a gentleman in the true sense of the word, by 
virtue of his preliminary education, his apprenticeship, his scientific train¬ 
ing and qualification, along with the conscientious fulfilment of his duties 
to the public, which at times are in direct opposition to his pecuniary 
benefit, the chemist is entitled to rank as the social equal of any man- 
who has not graduated at a university, even though between whiles he has 
to mix a pound of paint, retail photographic goods or other side-lines 
of a commercial nature. How is it that the chemist of to-day is not’ 
regarded with the same respect as his predecessors? Can it be possible 
that his position in the social scale becomes lower as his term of 
apprenticeship shortens. Originally of seven years’ duration, each decade 
sees a- tendency to shorten the years of apprenticeship, and the youth 
of to-day also expects to draw a salary and generally to place himself on 
the same level as the grocer’s boy. For this unhappy state of affairs 
the master is to blame, for instead of faithfully and conscientiously 
training his apprentice as of yore, he has come to look upon the latter 
as a source of cheap labour, to the detriment of both. Again, the advent 
of the ‘ Drug Company, Limited,’ and the ignorant proprietor of the 
‘ drug store,’ who too often is a promoted errand-boy, and who has had 
neither the education nor possesses sufficient brains to pass the qualifying 
examination, must have a very prejudicial effect against the genuine 
druggist in the estimation of the public, who only too frequently are 
unable to distinguish between the host and the parasite, the ass and * 
the ass in the lion’s skin.”—“ The Pharmaceutical Journal.” 

Peu) Books. 
—. — 

“ Deutscher Photographen-Kalender, 1902.” 
We have again the pleasure to acknowledge the receipt of the two * 

handy little volumes issued as an almanack by the publishers of the” 
“ Deutsche Photographer! Zeitung,” the organ of the German Photo¬ 
graphers’ Association. The first volume, in the form of a pocket book, 
contains a vast amount of statistical information and a very complete 
set of photographic formulas. We suppose English weights and measures 
are so peculiar in their idiosyncrasies that even the painstaking German 
mind breaks down in their investigation, for we find the same mistakes 
repeated to which we referred on a previous occasion. We pity the Ger¬ 
man photographer who attempts to make up an English formula for 
development by the aid of these tables. The second volume may be 
looked upon as a German photographic directory, and it will be founef. 
very valuable as a guide to the membership of German and Austrian 
Photographic Societies. 

“ Lehrbuch der Praktischen Photographie.” Dr. Adolf Miethe. Hallo-'- 
a-S: Yerlag von Wilhelm Knapp. 

The success which has attended the publication of this work has induced 
Dr. Miethe to revise it and issue a second edition. The first edition was 
reviewed by us in 1895. Since then many forms of new apparatus, many 
new developers, and other novelties have been introduced. Dr. Miethe 
has thought it desirable in the present issue to include only those which 
have proved to be important; but we differ in some instances from the 
selection he has made. For instance, we do not find any reference to the 
ITnar and Aristostigmat lenses, both of which have met with favour. On 
the other hand, we think some of the older forms of apparatus and some 
of the illustrations, which have done service for so long, might have 
been excluded with advantage. These, however, are minor points, and 
we can recommend the work both to the professional photographer and 
the amateur, as a good text book on practical photography, written in 
a popular style. The various divisions deal with light in relation to pho¬ 
tography, the chemistry of photographic processes, photographic 
apparatus, negative and positive processes, copying and enlargement, 
orthochromatic photography and photography by artificial light, and finally - 
photographic aesthetics in portraiture and landscape. 
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Correspondence. 
%* Correspondents should never write on both sides of the paper. No 

notice is tahtn of communications unless the names and addresses of 
the writers are given. 

We do not undertake responsibility for the opinions expressed by our 
correspondents. 

THE BECK-STEINHEIL TELEPHOTO ATTACHMENTS. 
To the Editors. 

Gentlemen,—It has been mentioned to us by one or two gentlemen 
who have an intimate knowledge of optics that the method we adopt 
of engraving the Beck-Steinheil telephoto attachments with the 
magnifying power, whatever lens they may be fitted to, is open to 
a very serious objection, and is not of the value we attach to it, 
and it is suggested that they are misleading. We are fully aware that 
the magnifying power cannot be the same for objects close to the 
camera, and also objects at a great distance; at the same time, even 
if we were to adjust our attachments and engrave the magnification 
for objects at infinity, in preference to those nearer, the error when 
photographing objects at 100 yards distance would only be about 
1 per cent., and at 50 yards about 2 per cent. This is considering a 
magnification of about 6 with the half-plate Beck-Steinheil lens, or 
its equivalent by other makers. 

Considering the great advantage as to rapidly estimating exposure, 
etc., our system has, Ave believe that the majority of amateurs will 
find the errors introduced sufficient to be negligible; as a matter of 
fact, the attachments are adjusted for a distance of between 200 and 
300 yards, and so the error is even slighter than those figures suggested. 
We fully realise that if the attachments were to be used exclusively 
for telephotography, or photography of objects that are distant but 
a few feet, the magnification Avould be totally incorrect, and likely 
to lead to confusion; but far the greater percentage of workers will 
use the attachment for great distances, as indeed must be obvious. 

The saving of time in the calculation of exposures resulting from the 
adoption of this system will more than compensate for the small error 
introduced. 

We should esteem it a great favour if you could find room for this 
communication in the correspondence column of your valuable paper. 
—Yours faithfully, R. and J. Beck, Ltd. 

68, Cornhill, London, E.C., 
March 6th, 1902. 

KODAK, LIMITED. 
To the Editors. 

Gentlemen,—I have to inform you that my directors have passed 
the following resolutions : — 

“ That an interim dividend of l j per cent., less tax, for the quarter 
ending March 31st, 1902, be and is hereby declared upon the preference 
issue.” 

“ That an interim dividend of 2^ per cent., less tax, be and is 
hereby declared upon the ordinary shares in respect of the quarter 
ending March 31st, 1902, and that a further bonus of 2^ per cent, 
be distributed in respect of the year ending December 31st, 1901.” 

“ That the above-mentioned dividends be payable on or after the 
1st proximo.” 

“ That the transfer books of the company be closed from the 10th 
• to the 31st inst., both days inclusive.” 

I am, dear Sir, vours faithfully. T. Hallett Fry, 
-43, Clerkenwell Road, London, E.C., Secretary. 

March 5th, 1902. 

WEIGHTS AND MEASURES. 
To the Editors. 

Gentlemen,—What is a fluid ounce? As defined in the schedule 
accompanying the Weights and Measures Act, 1896, it is 1-20 of a 
pint, both in the case of avoirdupois and apothecaries’ measures. 

Having occasion to check the jounce, or tablespoon, divisions on 
a medicine bottle, I was surprised to find that they contained 15.5 c c., 
instead of the 14.2 c.c. in the above-mentioned schedule. 

This may be due to the idiosyncrasy of the glassblower, so I repeated 
the experiment Avith a graduated medicine glass, and obtained the 

same result. , , ,, - 
I now thought it time to study the schedule, and found that it 

defined the apothecaries’ ounces as 28.4 c.c. by measure, but 31.1 
grains by Aveight, a difference of some 85 per cent. 

Tjti 'pcisscmf, it- h&s been urged, ctgftinst the metric system that there 
is an infinitesimal want of agreement between the weights and measure, 
i.e., that a cubic centimetre of water does not weigh exactly 1 gramme. 
Yet apothecaries’ ounces, as defined by Act of Parliament, diffei 
81 p"r cent, according to whether they are bv weight or measure. 

But to return to our medicine measures. The explanation appears 
to be that medicine glasses and bottles are graduated to an unauthorised 
measure, corresponding with the apothecaries ounce by Aveiglit. Of 
course, I am assuming that there is nothing abnormal about the 

bottles which I have measured. If so, and my conclusions are correct 
for all sizes of bottles, ordinary medicine bottles can be used by tie 
metric photographer. The 8 ounces on the bottles corresponds with 
250 c.c., but slightly under, the error being less than £ per cent, us 
against 8g per cent, in excess of what the Act says it is. 

This curious coincidence appears also rather important from tie- 
view that the change to the metric system is only a question of time. 
I remain, yours faithfully, Chas. Louis Hktt. 

P.S.—The above result was confirmed by the measurement of an 
ordinary conical measuring glass. 

Springfield, Brigg, March 8th, 1902. 

THE OPENING OF THE SEASON AND OUR APPARATUS. 
To the Editors. 

Gentlemen,—The warmer Aveather and improved light Ave have hud 
during the last feAV days, as Avell as the calendar, reminds us that 
Easter will shortly be Avith us. Noav Easter is generally looked upon 
by many outdoor Avorkers as the opening of the photographic season, 
although hand cameras are in evidence all the year round ; the case, 
hoAvever, is different Avith stand cameras; they are, as a rule, put 
aside in the autumn, and are not again seen till the advent of spring. 
Too often it is the case that when the apparatus is looked up from 
the “ lumber room,” Avhere it has been stored, it is found to be 
not in the same Avorking condition as Avhen it was put aAvay. If 
the apartment where it was stored happened to be somewhat damp, 
as many lumber rooms are, the shutters of the dark slides will not 
be found to work freely, or, possibly, cannot be Avorked at all; or 
perhaps the focussing arrangement Avorks stiffly, owing to the swelling 
of the wood. Very frequently when this is found to be the case, 
and the apparatus is required to be used in a day or tAvo, it is put 
near the fire, and the aid of glass or glass paper is invoked to ease 
the shutter. Avith the result that in the summer, when the A\'ood has 
shrunk to its normal state, light is admitted and the slides become 
almost useless. All this may, hoAvever, be avoided if time were given 
for the woodwork to regain its original condition. Hence, my Avriting 
on the subject just now, as yet there is a fortnight to Easter, and that 
is ample time to allow for the apparatus getting, spontaneously, in 
good Avorking order. If it is found that the shutters of the dark 
slides work stiffly, no force should be employed to withdraw them. 
The slides should simply be opened and placed in a dry room, not 
too warm—-the shutters not being withdrawn. If they Avere there 
Avould be the risk of their warping as the Avood dried. At the end 
of a Aveek or so it Avill be found that, generally, they will work as 
freely as they did when last used. Should. hoAvever, they still draw 
rather stiffly, a little French chalk rubbed in the rabbits will usually 
set things right. The same treatment anplies to the focussing por¬ 
tions of the camera; plenty of time should be given for the Avoodwork 
to get back to its normal size. With magazine cameras, if they have 
been stowed in a damp room, it will often be found that the metal 
parts, particularly the sheaths, have become rusty, thus preventing 
their working freely, and, moreover, detached particles of iron rust 
are very undesirable on the surface of a bromide film. The best 
Avay of dealing with rusty sheaths is to clean off as much as possible 
of the rust, and then give them a thin coat of dead-black varnish. 
The. pivots of the changing arrangement may be dealt with by a piece 
of fine emery cloth. Should the bellows of the camera have become 
somewhat mildewed the mould should be wiped off and a thin coat of 
boiled linseed oil applied, or, better still, one of bookbinders’ varnish. 
After either application the bellows should be left fully distended, and 
exposed to the air for some days before it is again closed up. If 
after that there should be found any trace of tackiness when it is 
folded up it should be rubbed over Avith French chalk, and all will 
go well. If the aboAre precautions are taken before apparatus which 
has long laid out of use, even if it has been stored under unfavourable 
conditions, is again employed, it will usually be found that no very 
material damage has accrued. That is, of course, assuming that it 
was constructed in the first instance of wood that had been fairly 
well seasoned.—I am, yours, etc., G. Whitworth. 

March 11th, 1902. 

BIRD PHOTOGRAPHY. 
To the Editors. 

Gentlemen,—Would Mr. Pike give your readers some particulars 
of his arrangement of electric switch actuated by the bird which 
he wishes to photograph? I have tried one, but find that it is too 
rapid; the bird is taken before it has time to regain its balance after 
alighting on the perch.—I remain, yours faithfully, 

Chas. Louis Hett. 
Springfield, Brigg, March 8th, 1902. 

THE P.P.A. DINNER. 
To the Editors. 

Gentlemen,—I think you are to be congratulated on the success 
of the dinner—a croAvning function to your efforts on behalf of the 
P.P.A. 

But some of the older members were inclined to get a bit out 
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of hand towards the end; another time you might call a special general 
meeting in the forenoon, and if previous formal notice were given that 
any and every subject were to be open to discussion the rest of the 
day till dinner-time might afford sufficient opportunity to work off all 

.grievances. 

Hearty congratulations; I didn't think it could be done.— 
Yours, etc., A Young Member. 

March 7th, 1902. 

KODAK, LIMITED, AND THE TRADE. 
To the Editors. 

Gentlemen,—I have read with great interest Mr. W. E. Dunmore’s 
letter, and I shall profit in the future of what he says, and of which 
I had no idea before, and that is that a very large number of photo¬ 
graphic dealers in England depended already on Kodak, Limited, 
for a large amount of their profits. No; I did not know that American 
goods had so much taken the place of English manufactures already. 

I would not advise Mr. W. E. D. to go on the fence; or, if on it, 
to remain so any length of time, as this waiting on a fence is a rather 

■pointed affair, and specially unpleasant if one is liable to kick easily. 
Indeed, Mr. W. E. Dunmore seems now so very much concerned 

about a mere rumour of a reduction in discount of a paltry 5 per cent, 
only on plates, that he must inevitably feel considerably hurt when 
we come to the reduction of 10 per cent, and 15 per cent. I promised 
him and others in my last letter. Why not, as I advised, look now 
around and find and help at the same time a less fortunate competitor 
that may have similar goods. That is the way to do, and not to 
remain bound to the big one, and swaRow the less discount . . . 
until the next one comes up, and until the smaller competitor has been 
driven out by lack of business and help in time. You may object 
that the small beginner will grow up and be a large one ’in time. 
Well, what of it; if he does it will make two large dealers, liable 
to compete in prices, and, if not, a new one is sure to come up, and 
so on. Better stand by beginners; they constitute in time useful 
safety valves. 

Now Mr. W. E. Dunmore seems much concerned about not having 
a first-class camera to replace the Kodaks. I am sorry to see that 
he does not read more carefully the British Journal of Photo¬ 
graphy, and especially the Almanac, as else he would not complain 
of any scarcity in that line of goods. For three years past there has 
appeared in the Almanac an advertisement speaking of a camera as 
a most marvellous instrument, absolutely reliable, never any failures, 
and last, but not least, having the largest sale in the world. Here 
it is, the camera which is so badly wanted, and made so long ago. 
See Almanac 1900, pages 1371-1378; and for 1901, pages 568-579; and 
later, for 1902, page 30. 

Don’t wait any more on the fence, and go on selling the camera 
which is to upset the Kodaks. 

Now to conclude, I will not ask the proprietor of the Telia Com¬ 
pany to have other papers please copy, but if he wants to send me 
a Telia camera, as a proof of satisfaction, he may have my full address 
by calling on the Editor of the British Journal of Photography.— 
Yours very truly, Albert Levy. 

P.S.:—I read that you have the approval of 250 M.P.’s to the metric 
system. How about “Free Lance”? I hope you will join, or else 
convert the M.P. to his Conservative views. Now, “Free Lance,” 
here is your chance to fight, the good battle. 

Asnieres (Seine), March 9th, 1902. 

BEWARE OF FORTIFICATIONS ABROAD. 
To the Editors. 

Gentlemen,—Doubtless many amateur photographers will be spend¬ 
ing a few days on the Continent at Easter, and I should advise 
them to avoid taking pictures anywhere in the neighbourhood of 
fortifications, particularly in France, or they may find themselves in 
trouble, as the police there are always on the look-out for “ spies,” 
and every English photographer, just now, is looked upon, more or 
less, as being one. I cull the following from an evening con¬ 
temporary:—“To-day’s ‘Petit Journal’ states (says Dalziel) that 
a Cherbourg photographer received a letter recently from England 
asking for photographs of all the ports along the coast between Cher¬ 
bourg and Barfleur, and for a plan of Cherbourg. The letter was 
communicated to the police, and a reply was sent, with the result that 
a man came from Southampton. He stayed about a, fortnight, and 
took some photographs, but. evidently feeling himself under observa¬ 
tion, committed no offence for which he could be interfered with.”— 
T am, yours, etc.. Patriot. 

March 10th, 1902. 

PHOTOGRAPHIC COPYRIGHT. 

To the Editors. 

GenVemen,—I enclose N.P. cutting re a case that has been before 
'the Glasgow Sheriff’s Court, and which may interest your readers, 
•so far as it has gone. 

It appears to me such cases as these are what the Professional 

Photographers Association ought to go thoroughly into, and at 
least suggest a course which all professional workers ought to follow, 
so as to avoid any action on tneir clients’ part. It should not be 
difficult. to suggest a course of procedure whereby when a sitter 
offers himself for being photographed that some simple and brief 
contract should be signed reserving to the photographer certain lights 
as to all negatives, prints therefrom alone being the property of 
the sitter. It is high time some taction was taken to alter the' law 
as it now stands, or to apply a fence around it protecting the 
professional.—You is truly, 

Viewfield House, Shettlestone, 
March 6, 1902. 

T. N. Armstrong. 

“COPYRIGHT OF PHOTOGRAPHS. 

“ IMPORTANT SHERIFF COURT CASE. 

“ In the Appeal Court, County Buildings, Glasgow, Sheriff-Principal 
Berry issued judgment recalling Sheriff-Substitute Strachan’s decision 
in a case of considerable interest to the general public. 

“ A writer, named Thomas M'Cosh, sought interdict against Messrs. 
George Crow and Co., photographers, Buchanan Street, printing, 
publishing, exposing for sale, or exhibiting in their studio photographs 
or enlargements of photographs of applicant’s daughters. 

“ It appears that the photographs had not been taken by the re¬ 
spondents, but by their predecessors in the premises occupied by 
them. 

“ The respondents set up the defence that the copyright was nor, 
the property of the applicant, and that there had been no privity 
of contract between pursuer and the photographers. 

“ Sheriff Strachan refused interdict, but Sheriff Principal Berry 
recalls the decision, allowing proof, and remitting the case back to 
Sheriff-Substitute for further procedure. 

“ In a note, the Sheriff-Principal remarked that he was unable to 
hold that the pursuer’s right to stop the exhibition of enlargements 
of his children dropped when the former firm sold their business to the 
defenders.” 

Photographs of Maoris.—Although we have no Maori Society in New 
Zealand specially devoted to the interest of the Maori race, the Auck¬ 
land Institute would be glad to add to their splendid collection of Maori 
antiquities a portrait gallery of photographs of the people before they 
have quite lost their distinctive personality. The average Maori of to-day 
—man or woman—wishes to appear, in his photograph, dressed as much 
like the European as possible. And when the camera-man comes on the 
field the natives beat a hasty retreat, so that, in order to secure repre¬ 
sentative pictures of “ the Maori at home,” it is necessary to win their 
confidence. We want photographs of Maori people in their primitive 
costumes, and with primitive surroundings—not only the most beautiful 
of their women, but some of their most ancient relics. We want photo¬ 
graphs of Maori occupations—mat-making, weaving, planting, fishing, 
carving, making fire, cooking, etc.—and illustrations of native amuse¬ 
ments—their old games—and dances. We want the old warrior and his 
weapons, his mode of using them, and his postures of attack and defence; 
his hideous grimace of defiance; his terrible war dance, etc Any of these 
subjects would be of national interest, and successful photographs would 
be of great value commercially, as well as of great scientific importance. 
Opportunities for this work are becoming every year more and more rare. 
Every photographic club in the colony should have a Maori section, and 
at every exhibition a department for studies of Maori life should have 
due prominence.—“ Sharland’s New Zealand Photographic Journal.” 

Art in Whitechapel.—The annual report of the Whitechapel Art 
Gallery, by Canon Barnett, which has just been issued, shows that the 
whole of the £16,000 required for land and building has now been raised, 
though funds are much wanted for maintenance. “ The trustees are more 
than satisfied by their experience. Their aim has been to open to the 
people of East London a larger world than that in which they usually 
work, to draw them to a pleasure recreating to their minds, 
and to stir in them a human curiosity. The people came iu 
greater numbers than was expected; they came both to enjoy and to 
question, they bought catalogues by the thousand, they attended lectures, 
and they welcomed guidance. There was always perfect order, and the 
donations of small coin have marked the general approval.” The spring 
exhibition, opened by Lord Rosebery on March 12th last, was visited by 
206,000 people, including large numbers of Board School children. The 
Chinese exhibition, from July 25th to September 4th, bad 137,000 visitors; 
and in the first five weeks of the Scottish exhibition, which was still open 
when the report was written, the visitors numbered 90,000. The cata 
logues sold during the first two exhibitions numbered 38,200 and 21,000 
respectively. It is not proposed to make a permanent collection at the 
gallery, but it is proposed “ that a library of books on art, a collection 
of lantern slides to illustrate lectures on pictures, sculpture, and archi¬ 
tecture, and a collection of photographs and process reproductions of 
pictures should be formed. These would be lent to people or institu¬ 
tions interested in studying art or in spreading interest in art in the 
East-end. A lending picture gallery might also be established, from 
which the people might borrow pictures as they now borrowed books at 
free libraries. Gifts of sketches, photographs, engravings, books, or 
slides for these purposes would be gladly welcomed by the director. A 
small beginning has already been made.”—“ The Times.” 
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Answers to Correspondents. 
*** All matters intended for the text portion of this JOURNAL, includ. 

ing queries, must he addressed to “ The Editors, The British 

'irw?j1>rAL 0F PH.0T0GRAPHY> 24, Wellington-street, Strand, London 
W C. ' Inattention to this etisures delay. 

*** Correspondents are informed that we cannot undertake to answer 
communications through the post. Questions are not answered unless 
the names and addresses of the writers are given. 

*** Communications relating to Advertisements and general business 
affairs should he addressed to Messrs. Henry Greenwood & Co., 
24, Wellington-street, Strand, London, W.C. 

Photographs Registered :— 

Photograph of The Leven T. E Innes, 108, Wellington Road, Heaton Chapel. 
shulme Operatic and Dramatic Society. 

Speiice^Lees^ Queen’s Promenade Studio, Douglas, Isle of Man. Photograph of 

Cambray Place, Cheltenham. Photograph of members of The 
t heltenham Musical Festival Society. 

Dr. F. Ward, 22, Museum Street, Ipswich. Four photographs of pike. Three photo¬ 
graphs of trout ova. Six photographs of trout alevins. 

“ Enqihrer.”—The Chemists’ Directory, published by Messrs. Kelly & Co., 
Holborn, London. 

J. P.—Communicate with Messrs. W. G. Parker & Co., Southampton 
Row, Holborn, W.C. 1 

R. Burnett.—A matter for a patent agent. Consult Messrs. Hughes 
& Young, 55 and 56, Chancery Lane, London, W.C. 

H. J. S.—A matter that you must decide for yourself. It is strictlv 
tj -d af,amst our rule to recommend particular makes of plates. 
B. R. (Swansea).—Fairly good work, but insufficient of it to enable us 

to judge of your ability. Try an advertisement and submit 
specimens. 

L. Block.—Messrs. Sichel, Bunhill Row; Messrs. Marion, Soho Square- 
Messrs. Houghton & Sons, High Holborn, W.C.; are amongst the 
houses most likely to supply you. 

T. W. Steven.—The sediment is metallic gold. When you next prepare 
the chloride use five ounces of hydrochloric acid, instead of four, 
to the ounce of nitric, and use a larger proportion of the mixed 
acids to the ounce of gold. You make no mention of water in 
the acids. Some should be used, say, two or three ounces to the 
quantity of acids named. 

Figures on Films.—J. A. W. says: “I have just developed a batch 
or Tollable films, and I find on many of them an imprint of the 
number on the backing paper. Can you tell me an easy way of 
removing them, as, in some cases, they completely spoil the nega¬ 
tives ?”—In reply: We know of no means of removing the figures. 
Possibly some reader can help our correspondent. 

Address Wanted.—Col. Gubbins writes: “ Can you tell me the address 
ot Mr. E. Openshaw ? He published a ‘ Notebook of Photography,’ 
at 24, Wards Buildings, Deansgate, Manchester. I wrote to him 
there, and my letter was returned, marked ‘ Gone.’ I shall be 
much obliged if you can.”—In reply: We cannot trace the address. 
Some reader, however, may be able to oblige our correspondent. 

Opinion Wanted.—H. W. writes: “Enclosed you will find some prints; 
they are the usual work that I do, in fact, they are thrown aside. 
I did them from beginning to end. Could you be so kind as to 
give me your opinion of them, and how much wages I could ask 
for such work, as all-round assistant ?”■—In reply: The work, 
especially the circular print, shows promise. We should consider 
you well paid at £2 per week—if you can get it. 

Fixing Collodio-Chloride Prints.—C. Evered asks which prints require 
the longest time in the fixing bath, gelatine or collodio-chloride ? 
—In reply: Theoretically the former; inasmuch as the collodion, 
as a vehicle, is more inert than the gelatine. But it is well to, 
in either case, allow the fixing bath ample time to fulfil its function. 
In either case there is the free silver in the “ baryta coating ” on 
the paper to take into consideration. 

Photo-Buttons.—“ Liverpool ” asks where he can get the necessary 
appliances, press, etc., for producing photo-buttons, brooches, and 
the like ?—In reply: So far as we have been able to ascertain, the 
presses and necessary appliances are only made in America, and 
we know of no one here who makes them. Possibly, some of 
the large houses, such as Marion’s, Houghton’s, and the like, 
would obtain them to your order. Communicate with them. 

Tite Carbon Process. c Carbon ” writes: “ (1) As I intend to use th© 
“ Carbon Process ” entirely for printing, would you kindly inform 
me if a plate put in the slide, glass side towards lens, would yield 
as good a negative as one used the usual way? as I wish to use 
the single transfer process. (2) If I reverse the focussing glass 
I suppose the focus will be correct?”—In reply: (1) Practically, 
yes; in some respects better, provided the back of the glass be 
perfectly clean and it is free from air bubbles, and if the proper 
allowance for its thickness be made in focussing the image. (2) 
Yes; that is, if the thickness of the focussing glass is the same 
as that of the plates employed. 

Copyright.—W. A. R. writes: “A plain card, used as a show-card, was 
handed to me simply to colour in oil. The proprietor has requested 
the order given me to be countermanded, as the picture was 
copyright. Am I not allowed to colour it ?”—In reply : We do not 
Bee that because the card is copyright there is anything to 

prevent your colouring it. By merely colouring it you are not 
copying reproducing, or in any way multiplying it. it, after you 
had coloured it, you copied it, that, of course, would be au 
infringement of the copyright. 

Gum Bichromate.—Bichromate writes : “ Enclosed please find print the 
result of my first experiment in gum bichromate. Can you be’nefit 

by your experience, and advise me how to proceed? The pitf- 
ment basis is burnt sienna. Is paper properly coated and 
sensitised? Is it too deeply printed? Has it been improp.-rly 
developed ? The proportion of pigment I used is 60 grains burnt 
sienna to 1 ounce fluid gum arabic.”—In reply ; The print shows that 
the paper was not evenly coated with the pigmented gum. But 
the lesult, as a first attempt, is not so bad as some we have seen. 
This process, like every other, requires some experience and skill 
in order to obtain good results by it. Better get a work on the 
process. That by the late Mr. W. J. Warren is as good as any 

The Ownership of Negatives.—Telephoto writes: “I have become- 
involved in a dispute regarding the ownership of a number of 
negatives. These negatives were taken by a photographer for a 
customer, who required one print from each, and for which he 
paid in the usual manner. The customer now claims possession 
of these negatives, but the photographer wishes to keep them in 
his own possession. No written agreements whatever have been 
made in any way, nor have the photographs been copyrighted. 
Can you tell me to whom these negatives really belong? I have 
seen similar points mentioned in the British Journal” but have 
been unable to find any in looking over my copies.”—In reply : 
The negatives are the property of the photographer who took them. 
That question has been decided over and over again. But, of 
course, he has no copyright in them. 

Hand Cameras.—A. Dawson writes: “ I intend purchasing a 5 x 4 or 
£-plate camera for the coming season, but before I do so your 
advice would be very gladly accepted as to what kind of camera 
would be most suitable for taking the following:—Seascapes, 
vessels, and yachts in motion ; landscapes, village, and country scenes ? 
Perhaps I might want to take groups on board our yacht in summer. 
(2) Which of the sizes mentioned is best? (3)" Would a reflex 
camera suit? I believe the reflex type is not so popular as the 
folding camera. (4) What is the reason or drawback to it?”—In 
reply: (1) Any of the cameras on the market, but we should advise 
one of the focussing kind. (2) The size is quite a matter of taste 
and convenience. (3) A “Reflex” would answer admirably, but, 
of course, it is more bulky than one of the folding form. (4) Only 
its increased size, so far as we are aware. 

Copyright.—Thomas James writes: “ Last September I photographed two 
music-hall artists, five positions, for which I received a small 
payment for prints on the understanding that they would want 
plenty more, and that it would be a good advertisement for me, 
especially as they were very showy prints. They came to me 
last Thursday and wanted to borrow the negatives for some large 
size litho. posters. I offered to let them have same on payment 
of fee, which they refused to pay, saying that they could easily 
get the original copied. Can they do so? On the next day I 
made negatives copyright.”—In reply: The negatives are your pro¬ 
perty, and you did quite right in not giving them up without 
payment. But as the ladies paid you to take them, you have- 
no copyright in them. They can have the prints you have supplied 
them with copied if they wish. The fact that you have now- 
registered a copyright is nothing. It was not your copyright to 
register. You have simply wasted your money. 

*** Many Answers to Correspondents, Reviews, and Notices of 
Apparatus are unavoidably held over. 
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EX .CATHEDRA. 

A Testimonial It is with much pleasure we see that 

Abbe0^eSS0r Professor Abbe, of Jena, has been the 
' y a recipient of a testimonial expressing the 
thanks of the State Ministers of Weimar, Meiningen, Alten- 
burg, and Gotha for the pecuniary advantages the Uni¬ 
versity of Jena has derived through the Carl Zeiss Stiftung. 
Twelve years ago Professor Abbe relinquished his position 
as head of the firm of Carl Zeiss and converted the business 
into a trust, under which scheme the University has de¬ 
rived great advantages. The address was inscribed upon 
vellum with decorations of an appropriate local character. 
It was signed by the Ministers of State—Drs. Rothe, von 
Heim, von Helldorf, and Hentig, and enclosed in a port¬ 
folio of leather bearing as design the seal of the University 
encircled by an oak, with the monogram “ E.A.” entwined 
in the roots. The sides are decorated with the arms of 
Weimar, Meiningen, Altenburg, and Coburg-Gotha. 

* * * 

Photography In the Amateur Photograph Herr Pfeiffer 
•n the gives some account of his experience as 
Tropics. an amaqeur photographer in German 

East Africa, where he resided for six years. The first 
attempt to develope a plate in an unventilated dark-room 
was attended with such feelings of discomfort that he had 
speedily to leave it. Unable to return for some time, in 

consequence of feelings of prostration, he then found the 
films stripped from the plates. Once again an attempt was 
made to work under similar conditions, but the same feel¬ 
ings were experienced, and an attack of malarial fever, 
which lasted a fortnight, supervened. Development and 
other operations requiring the exclusion of actinic light 
should be done at night in a well-ventilated room, with 
proper precautions for reducing the temperature. The 
water may be cooled in an earthen vessel by allowing it to 
stand wrapped in wet cloths during the day. The selection 
of a suitable plate is very important, and the alum bath 
should be used between development and fixing. Pyro- 
gallic acid is strongly recommended for development in the 
tropics. Albumenised paper will be found very convenient 
for printing, and the slight trouble of sensitising is com¬ 
pensated for by the difficulties which arc avoided. 

* * * 

A Notable Some time ago we referred to the law 
German Patentsuit pending in Germany concerning the 

use of starch in emulsions as an in¬ 

gredient for producing matt surfaces. Herr Junk, a 
German photographer, patented a process for making 
bromide paper more amenable to the brush, by adding 
boiled starch to the emulsion. The patent was bought by 
the Yereinigte Fabriken Photographischer Papiere, Dres¬ 
den, and the Kodak Company an d the Neue Photo- 
graphische Gesellschaft, were sued for damages consequent 
upon the use of raw starch in the manufacture of their 
matt surface bromide papers. The claim seemed to be an 
enlargement of the scope of the patent, but for a time it 
seemed possible that the patentees might succeed. For¬ 
tunately it could be shown that starch had been used in 
this country some years before as an ingredient in the 
manufacture of emulsions, and that there was really no 
novelty in the supposed invention so far as bromide papeis 
were concerned. The court of final appeal has now can¬ 
celled the patent. We refer to the matter because of the 
proposed alteration in the Patent Laws of this country. . It 
is claimed that an invention which has stood the examina¬ 
tion of the German Patent Office may be looked upon a., 
trustworthy. Probably in the majoritv of cases this may 
be true, but there are serious objections to the Geiman 

system. 
* * * 

Objections to In the case we have cited above it is 
the German clearly demonstrated that the authorities 

System. pa(.j granted a patent which covered a 

process known to photographers many years before. What 
the Government officials had examined and approved might 
well be regarded as authoritative, and the claim. thus 
acquired a fictitious value. The process of examining a 
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patent specification involves considerable delay, besides 
expense to the nation. We know of an application which 
has been under the consideration of the German Patent 
Office for a great length of time, and still remains unde¬ 
cided. Meanwhile the inventor deems it undesirable to 
exploit his invention, and the public is deprived of its ad¬ 
vantages. The market for the invention may be jeopar¬ 
dised, or even lost. If a thorough examination of each 
patent specification is to be made, a staff of skilled officials 
becomes a necessity. In this case the patent fees must be 
raised, or the nation must bear the expense. The first 
alternative will be a hardship and a discouragement to the 
poor inventor, whilst the second calls upon the public to 
defray the expense of guaranteeing a monopoly for the 
benefit of a few. There is no doubt that the English 
system permits of many things entirely devoid of novelty 
being patented, but it is well known that a guarantee is not 
implied. In our endeavour to remedy the defects of the 
laws as they stand, we should be careful not to create an 
expensive system beset with dangers of a worse type. 

* * * 

Friendly Whenever painter-artists meet photo- 
Rivatry. graphic artists in friendly converse there 
are generally a few good-natured passages of arms on the 
wide subject of art. These little skirmishes are always 
relished by onlookers, in the same way that a street fight 
invariably gathers an appreciative crowd. One of these 
interludes occurred the other night at the Camera Club 
during the discussion on Mr. Storey’s paper on “ Perspec¬ 
tive,” and it certainly gave additional zest to the proceed¬ 
ings. Mr. Storey, it is needless to say, was quite at home 
with his subject, as many budding academicians know to 
their profit, and he had been pointing out how painters 
could ascertain by rule how to give an object its proper 
relative size in whatever position it occupied between the 
base line of a picture and its horizon. As an example, he 
showed how a lighthouse on a cliff, having a total height 
of 120 feet, could, at a distance of 800 feet, be most accur¬ 
ately scaled in correct proportion by the artist. There¬ 
upon a philistine among the audience, with the evident 
object of drawing the artist, not in the academical sense, 
innocently inquired why the immortal Turner, with these 
rules of perspective at his fingers’ ends, should have fallen 
into the error of painting the castle-crowned cliffs of Dover 
and Hastings about four times as tall as they ought to be. 
Mr. Storey was on his feet in a moment. “ Because Turner 
thought they would look better that way. Was that grand 
painter to be bound by rules? No, he was a poet, an 
idealist, and these wonderful works which he had left to 
posterity were so many monuments of his transcendent 
genius.” That was the gist of the lecturer’s reply, but he 
was bound, at the same time, to admit that Turner did ex¬ 
aggerate his distant objects, and threw exact measurements 
to the winds when he wanted to secure a certain effect. He 
even told his hearers how, upon one occasion, he was 
induced, by seeing Turner’s picture of Honfleur, to visit 
that place. With the picture in his mind, he expected to 
find a grand site for this town, with a range of hills at its 
back about half-a-mile high. But the illusion was quickly 
dispelled, and he found Honfleur to be a squat place, with 
squat hills, and squat everything. Turner had idealised it 
out of all recognition. Now, why should not the photo¬ 
grapher go the same way to work? By using a telephoto 
lens for the distant part of a landscape, and an ordinary 
lens for the foreground, and then dove-tailing the negatives 
together, he could “ idealise ” without stint. Here is a 
hint for those who want to start a new fad. We have had 
the impressionist photograph, ancl many other kinds which 

it is beyond our power to classify. Tho idealistic photo¬ 
graph, produced on the lines suggested, should be a success. 

* * * 

Histological In no department of human knowledge 
Photography. ha8 photography played a more impor¬ 

tant part than it has in our medical schools. Tho student 
of to-day possesses advantages which were undreamt of 
thirty years ago, and one of the chief of these is seen in 
the wedding of the microscope with the photographic 
camera. To understand the great advance, in teaching 
facilities, which this union has brought about, it is neces¬ 
sary to call to mind the methods adopted in the seventies 
and early eighties. Peeping into the room occupied by an 
histological class, attached to a hospital, at that date, we 
should probably see a row of benches occupied by students, 
each with a microscope in front of him, eagerly looking for 
the particular appearances described by the demonstrator. 
But it stands to reason that each of the microscopic sections 
under examination must differ more or less from its fellows, 
and that an appearance shown clearly in one may be almost 
invisible in another. Now let us see how photography can 
obviate this. The best section is selected and reproduced, 
magnified, say, 500 diameters as a lantern slide, and this 
picture is thrown on the screen, its magnification being 
increased to, say, 15,000 diameters. It is plainly evident 
to all the students in the room, and can readily be com¬ 
pared with other pictures of a like nature which all can 
view at one and the same time. Moreover, if such photo¬ 
microscopes are of especial value in showing peculiarities 
of structure, copies can very easily be made for trans¬ 
mission to other medical schools, at home and abroad. In 
this way knowledge is rapidly spread, and the world is the 
richer for it. The name of Dr. Maddox is honourably 
associated with the first photomicrographs which were 
worthy of the name, but he worked in the old wet-plate 
days. It was not until the gelatine plate became available 
that students and teachers in our medical schools could 
conveniently take up photography to help them in their 
work. To-day this application of the camera is carried to 
the highest perfection, and wonderful are some of the 
triumphs achieved by those who are experts. We may 
instance the photomicrographs taken and employed by Dr. 
John Turner to illustrate his lecture on “ the nerve cell.” 
When we remember that the individual cell, of which there 
are millions in every brain, is too small for the unaided eye 
to detect, we can appreciate the beauty of the process which 
shows us these cells, largely magnified on a lantern sheet, 
each with its delicate fibres radiating from it. The cells 
have been happily compared to galvanic batteries, and the 
fibres to connecting wires, for by their joint aid sensations 
on the surface of the body are telegraphed to and from the 
brain. The perfect cell in the lecture referred to was com¬ 
pared, pictorially, with that in a morbid state taken from 
the brain of those who had been in life mentally affected. 
Is it too much to hope that a study of such records as these 
will, in the future, lead to the amelioration of those terrible 
forms of disease which at present seem so obscure in their 

origin and progress? 
* * * 

Exhibition The Royal Exchange Colonial Exhibition 
Photographs. has been so little advertised that even 

dwellers in the City of London may be excused if they do 
not know of its existence. The space available in this, the 
very heart of the City, is not large enough to afford ac¬ 
commodation for anything like a representative exhibition 
of the resources of our great empire, and for this reason, 
only a few of our colonies contribute to it. These com¬ 

prise the Dominion of Canada, Rhodesia: Western 
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Australia, and British North Borneo. Visiting this Exhi¬ 
bition, which is open free daily, we found it uncomfortably 
crowded, and noticed with great interest how largely photo¬ 
graphy had been enlisted as a ready means of illustration. 
Indeed, we might truly say that more photographs are to 
be found here than in many a provincial exhibition devoted 
to camera work. Here the pictures are merely accessory 
to the other exhibits, but they are of large size, mainly 15 
by 12, and are interesting apart from their surroundings. 
In the Canada section, for example, we are shown a 
number of specimens of the splendid woods grown in the 
Dominion, both in the rough and polished conditions, while 
above each there is a good photograph of the growing tree 
from which the specimens were obtained. In the section 
devoted to Western Australia are specimens of ores obtained 
from the various mines, from auriferous quartz to the more 
humble ores of lead and zinc. Accompanying these are 
striking photographs showing the entire process of gold ex¬ 
traction, from the stamping mills to the final process of 
recovering the last particles of the precious metal by means 
of cyanide. Rhodesia also shows a number of gold ex¬ 
hibits, accompanied by “ the harmless, necessar}7,” photo¬ 
graph, and in addition to these there are similar specimens 
and pictures relating to coal mining. British North Borneo 
is by no means behindhand in the matter of photographs, 
but they are presented in another form. To each purchaser 
of a sixpenny guide to the Exhibition is presented a bound 
album containing more than a hundred photographs of 
North Borneo, with a brief history of the colony. North 
Borneo, we learn from this really sumptuous little volume, 
is larger than Ireland, and not the little tract of territory 
that one is apt to suppose when looking at a map of Asia. 
The photographs which illustrate the book were mostly 
taken by Dr. Johnstone and Mr. A. J. West, both officers of 
the Chartered Company, and they reflect much credit upon 
those gentlemen. The United Kingdom seems to be only 
just waking up to the wmnderful opportunities offered by 
her vast possessions beyond the seas, and although emi¬ 
grants, crowded out by increasing competition from the 
Mother Country, may be tempted by cunning verbal de¬ 
scription to find a home in this or that colony, they are far 
more likely to pay heed to the blandishments of well- 
executed photographs. Eor this reason, the directors of 
such exhibitions as that now in progress at the Royal 
Exchange do well to supplement the general attractions 
with photographic illustrations of the countries repre¬ 
sented. 

THE DUSTING-ON PROCESS AS APPLIED TO THE 

INTENSIFICATION OF NEGATIVES. 

It will be remembered that in “ Ex Cathedra ” last week, 
when speaking of the dusting-on process, we referred to the 
use that may be made of it for the intensification, locally or 
otherwise, of thin and weak negatives, and mentioned 
that in some respects it offers advantages over chemical 
methods of accomplishing the same end. Since the article 
appeared two or three correspondents have expressed re¬ 
gret that, while speaking so favourably of the method, we 
did not give the details of the process so that our younger 
readers might, at least, give it a trial. Hence the present 
article. It may be as well to explain to our newer readers 
that the powder process is based upon the hyposcopic con¬ 
dition of a film which may be one of gum-arabic, dextrine, 
albumen, with glucose, honey, sugar, glycerine, etc.; 
the number of substances that ma1' be utilised is very wide 
indeed. If we coat a glass plate with either of the mix¬ 
tures, according to the formulse given on page 1,091 of the 
Almanac, or several others that might be given, and dry 

it before the fire, the coating will be hard and firm at first. 
But after it has become cold, and it is exposed for a short 
time to the air, according to its humidity it will become 
more or less tacky,” when any fine powder rubbed over it 
will be found to readily adhere. But if, after the plate has 
been dried, it be exposed for a few minutes to good daylight 
it will not become “ tacky ” as before, and the powder will 
not take. The action of the light has been to destroy 
the property of becoming “ tacky.” Now from this it will 
be seen that if we desire to make a positive by the powder 
process we must use a positive—a transparency—as a 
cliche, and if a negative, we must employ a negative, and 
this makes the process a very suitable one for our present 
purpose. What we really do is to supplement the negative 
with another one on its face—wholly or partially, accord¬ 
ing as to whether the powder is applied uniformly all over 
or only locally. Furthermore, and what is an additional 
advAntage, whether a positive or negative be used for pro¬ 
ducing the picture it is desirable that it should be of a thin 
and not of a vigorous character in order to obtain the most 
satisfactory results. 

As we have just said, great variation may be made in the 
formulse employed. The one numbered 2 in the Almanac 
is a good one to be employed at this season of the year,. It 
stands thus : — 

Dextrine . ^ an ounce, or 5 grammes. 
Grape sugar . £ „ „ „ 5 „ 
Bichromate of ammonia ^ ,, ,, ,, 5 ,, 
Water . 10 ounces, or 100 cc. 

It is convenient to mix the dextrine and grape sugar in half 
the water, and the bichromate in the other half, and then 
keep the two solutions separate as stock solutions. They 
are then mixed in equal proportions as required for use, 
and filtered. After keeping a week or so the dextrine and 
glucose solution may show a sign of mouldiness on the 
surface, unless an antiseptic has been added, but this 
appears to do no harm when the mixed solutions have been 

filtered. 
The negative to be intensified should be varnished, and 

it will be well, as a further protection, to "ive it a coating 
of collodion before the varnish is applied. The negative is 
now flowed over, as collodion is applied, with the bichro- 
mated mixture, in a room with subdued light, drained and 
dried, either before the fire or over a spirit lamp. The- 
heat should first be applied to the corner opposite to that 
from which the mixture was drained off, so that an even 
coating may be secured. The plate, still -warm, is now 
laid, face downward, on another warm glass and exposed 
from the back to daylight for a few minutes. It is hen 
taken into the room and again warmed to drive off iny 
moisture it may have absorbed during the exposure. A. L,er 
the plate has cooled, and rested a minute or two, a little 
powder of any colour that may be desired is applied, spar¬ 
ingly at first, so “ as to feel one’s way,” with a camel-hair 
brush, with a somewhat swishing motion. Whatever 
powder be selected, it is essential that it be in the finest 
possible state of division. If plumbago be used, and on 
the whole that is the best for our present purpose, that 
known as electrotyping plumbago should be employed. In 
a few minutes—according to the hygroscopic condition of 
the atmosphere—the powder will begin to “ take ” where- 
the denser portions of the negative have protected the film 
from light, and afterwards to the less denser parts in pro¬ 
portion, while, if the exposure has been, approximately, 
correctly timed, none at all will attach itself to the deepest 

shadow of the negative. 
Should it be found that, after a few minutes, the powder 

does not “ take,” simply brush it off and allow the plate to 
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rest for a few minutes longer to take up more moisture from 
the atmosphere, and then re-apply the powder. If then it 
does not adhere it is probable that the exposure to light 
has been too long. The plate, however, may still be 
utilised by putting it for a short time in a damp cellar, or 
by gently breathing upon it, though the former is the 
preferable procedure. If, on the other hand, it is found 
that the powder takes too freely, it shows that the action of 
light was insufficient—or that too much of the hygroscopic 
material was used in the mixture for the existing state of 
the atmosphere. In this case the plate must be at once 
warmed and the development re-commenced directly it has 
cooled. In abnormally dry weather a mere trace of 
glycerine may, with advantage, be added to the bichromated 
mixture, but it must be used with judgment, as a very little 
-of it goes a long way in the powder process. When suf¬ 
ficient density has been obtained the plate must be exposed 
to light for a time—lialf-an-hour or so, or less to sunshine. 
This will render the whole of the film insoluble and non¬ 
absorbent. If it is found that sufficient density has not 
been secured, the negative, after sunning, may be re-coated 
with the bichromatic mixture, and the operations repeated 
again and again. In this way, with care, any amount of 
density may be obtained with even the feeblest of negatives. 
Instead of applying the bichromated dextrine to the face of 
the negative it may be applied to the back, and sometimes 
with advantage, and if vertical light be used for the ex¬ 
posure the image on the back will be, practically, as sharp 
as if it were on the front. It is obvious that the powder 
can, with a fine camel-hair brush, be applied locally to any 
parts of the negative, and withheld from others, so as to 
emphasise the intensification where required. The con¬ 
trasts can also be enhanced by gently breathing through a 
small tube of paper upon those parts, so as to slightly add 
to the moisture locally, though this must be done with 
some care. It will not be found necessary to further treat 
the plate after the film has been finally fixed by light, as 
the very slight tint given by the bichromate makes no 
material difference in the time of printing. There is one 
thing we may direct attention to, which is that the plum¬ 
bago gives a really greater printing density than appears 
to the eye, so that it is necessary that this fact should be 
kept in mind while working. 

-♦- 

SOME BUSINESS ASPECTS OF PHOTOGBAPHY. 

II. 

Assistants Seeking Situations. 

The present time being about the season when photo¬ 
graphers are beginning to think of securing assistance for 
the coming season, we feel it will be an opportune occasion 
to speak a few words of advice to the large army of those 
who are wisely endeavouring to gain varied experience to 
fit them to become principals themselves in the near or 
distant future, or of the larger number who, through force 
-of circumstances, look forward to a post where they can do a 
fair day's work for a fair day’s wage. What we have to 
■say will be equally applicable to both classes, and we may 
state at the outset that it will be largely founded on the 
observations, and, moreover, the complaints made to us 
by employers themselves. It is somewhat remarkable that 
though the numbers of assistants in various departments of 
photography must be exceedingly large there are many 
complaints of the difficulty in getting properly qualified 
men. To a certain extent this is explicable by the fact 
that so many men with a mere smattering of the art rush 
into the ranks of would-be photographic wage-earners, and 
it is difficult to readily separate the wheat from the chaff. 
The time is gone by when a man with a camera and lens 

and a few plates could start a business unless he be what 
might be termed a born artist, and even such an one will 
be greatly handicapped if he have had no previous business 
training, while, as to the principal himself, he wants a man 
of experience and ready resource to carry on a due share 
of the manifold branches of work demanded in studios 
where even a few assistants only are employed. Here en 
passant let us point out the great advantage that would 
accrue to any assistant if he improved his theoretical 
attainments either by home study of one or other of the 
many excellent manuals on photographic topics to be 
obtained at a reasonable price through any bookseller, or, 
what would be still better, attending some of the technical 
classes on photographic subjects, these, however, only 
being available in the large towns. The complaint has 
been made to us that the moment an assistant is asked *o 
do anything at all out of the usual run he has no foundation 
of knowledge to enable him to satisfactorily carry out the 
demands made upon him. 

Let us, however, now proceed to discuss the modus 
operandi of an assistant who, seeing in the advertising 
columns a post that he thinks he is capable of filling— 
whether as operator, printer, or in some technical branch- 
proceeds to apply. Judging from the statements we have 
referred to, in the majority of cases the applicant indites a 
hurried letter, collects a few specimens—they may be very 
good ones—wraps a piece of brown paper round, ties the 
whole parcel up with a piece of twine, and, after duly 
addressing the parcel, posts it, and expects an appointment 
at once (if it be his first experience in this direction). 

Now, though, as we have just said, employers find it 
difficult to get good assistants, they experience no difficulty 
in getting applications ; there are so many of all sorts in the 
field. Hence it ought to be patent to anyone of common- 
sense that to a certain extent the manner and style of an 
application may be instrumental in forming a decision, 
and a tendency must exist to look more favourably on a 
well-sent-out application than on one which bears the 
word “ sloven ” written large all over it. The first advice, 
then, is let your letter and parcel of photographs be neatly 
written and put together. And, before writing the letter, 
the advertisement should be read a second time, and care 
taken to answer all the requirements set forth. If a por¬ 
trait is asked for, it is unwise to write, “ I am just without 
one, but will get one printed if you expressly wish.” If 
particulars as to kind of experience and length of time in 
a place are asked for, it is worse than foolish to write a 
long list of capabilities with no other warranty than ego ; 
employers do not care to write to every applicant’s refer¬ 
ence at once ; they wish to have materials for forming a 
judgment as to probabilities before troubling a brother pro¬ 
fessional to give his opinion upon an old employe. Again, 
if the advertisement asks applicant to state age, what is to 
be gained by the plan adopted by many of ignoring that 
demand? To return to the package itself, it would be 
doubly wise to separate each photograph by a neatly-cut 
piece of paper to protect the pictures themselves and pre¬ 
vent them being injured by frequent posting, and, finally, 
they should be protected by a piece of strong card or mill 
board back and front; the extra postage, if any, will be 
little. And here a nice point arises, which we do not pre¬ 
tend to decide. If an advertiser asks for specimens, he 
ought to pay the postage back of the rejected specimens, 
yet, as a matter of fact, he sometimes expects the applicant 
to pay. The point is the wisdom or otherwise of invariably 
securing stamps for return with every application. It is 
true that to do so would be a tax on a usually ill-paid 
profession ; the question is one of policy. 

We are now reaching a subject that has caused consider- 
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able heart-burning, brought about either by the appli¬ 
cants own carelessness or, rarely, we would hope, by the 
iniquitous conduct of advertisers who have retained posses¬ 
sion of specimens which were perhaps the only means of 
obtaining a situation that the sender possessed. For these 
thieves no words of condemnation are too strong, but we 
would like to believe that they are very rare. From what 
we have been told the fault usually rests with the applicant 
himself. We know it is a fact that replies sometimes come 
in to the number of upwards of five or six dozen. It needs 
little imagination to see what immense labour is involved in 
opening and sorting out the likely from the unlikely, and 
naturally there will be bias in favour of the one whose mode 
of application involves least trouble. As a matter of 
courtesy then, as well as policy, it will be most advisable 
for the applicant to enclose an addressed card wrapper (the 
inside of the original covering cards will suffice). This 
will, at the same time, lessen the probability of pictures 
being lost or mislaid. And, further, it is fforn every point 
of view most desirable that every picture sent, as also the 
writer’s own portrait, should have the sender’s name and 
address legibly written. Even employers are not all 
systematic, and it is readily to be imagined what disastrous 
results might ensue from the accidental upsetting of a pile 
of applicant’s specimens all tumbled together without 
means of identification. Indeed, we go so far as to say it 
requires extremely systematic opening- and classifying of 
letters when opened to avoid occasional mixing up of one 
applicant’s specimens and portraits with another’s so long 
as the plan prevails of sending pictures and portraits with¬ 
out name and address. We may add that some applicants 
write their name across the prints themselves to preclude 
their use in an improper manner. 

In conclusion, we may repeat that the precautions we 
have named are dictated by common sense, by reports to us 
of those who have been personally interested in such 
matters, and by an earnest desire to see the interests of em¬ 
ployers and employes alike conserved. 

JOTTINGS. 

The diminished public interest in next Saturday’s rowing con¬ 
test on the Thames between “ eight young men from Oxford and 
eight young men from Cambridge,” as a dead and gone sporting 

journalist once irreverently styled the University crews, will 

probably have no serious effect on the attendance of photo¬ 

graphers along the river banks, and if rhe sun shines, the 

number of persons carrying cameras will no doubt be very large. 

Nowadays the race offers nothing that is novel, from a photo¬ 
graphic point of viewr, although the phases of the struggle, the 
flotilla of snorting, jostling, and plunging boats that follow the 

competing oarsmen, and the fun and life on the banks of the river 
between Putney and Mortlake supply the hand-camera worker 
with many opportunities for exposing his plates or films. The 

illustrated newspapers, however, very largely discount the 
interest and value of such photographs, in publishing results 

obtained by those whose business it is to use the camera profes¬ 
sionally. The first photographs of the boat race, made on gela¬ 

tine plates, were produced, I believe, by Mr. F. C. L. 
Wratten, in the year 1878, and they created con¬ 
siderable sensation at the time, as evidencing the 

rapidity to which the then comparatively unfamiliar dry 
process had been brought. A little while later Mr. C. F. W. 
Sage, a well-known amateur photographer, of Twickenham, 

also produced some excellent results, whole plate size, 
which were much thought of. Nowadays, river boats moving at a 

rate of about 12 or 13 miles an hour would not be generally 
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accepted as the best means of testing photographic rapidity, but 
at the time of which I write the blue fever was very pronounced 
in London, and Mr. Wratten’s photographs of the struggling 
crews struck the imaginations of photographers and the public 
as something very clever and uncommon, as indeed they were. 
It is worthy of note that Wratten’s plates are still manufactured, 

and possess the esteem of numerous photographers at home and 
. abroad. But, to quote Lord Beaconsfield, “ many things have 
happened since ” those plates were put on the market—photo- 
graphically and otherwise. 

Of the many reprints of photographic books that have recently 
come under my notice, I have not seen one of Bernard Alfieri’s 

Half-Holidays with the Camera. It is a great favourite of 
mine, as I have not only walked and cycled over the country 

which Alfieri so sympathetically writes about, but have also 
taken photographs in the “pasture lands of Middlesex, the 
woods of Berks and Bucks, the quiet village life of Surrey, and 
the sea-girt shores of Essex,” to which he refers in his preface. 
The book, however, does not take the reader across the River 

Thames, but by the aid of maps, sketches, and half-tones (which 
might be improved in quality, by the way), and terse descrip¬ 

tions, gives the London photographer a good idea of the splendid 
opportunities for making pictorial photographs which are to be 
had between the Yale of Dedham, on the east, and Burnham 

Beeches on the west. Amongst London amateur photographers 

the concerted outing does not seem to be so popular as 

formerly, but a day’s photography will probably never lose its 

charm for the individual. It is to the latter, especially if he be 

contemplative and fond of nature,that Alfieri’s book appeals. 

With this volume in his pocket, the Cockney photographer can 
find work for a season lying within short journeys of the City 

and "W cst End, and aa hen autumn comes should have a sufficient 

number of negatives to keep him busy printing, lantern-slide 
making, and enlarging all the winter. I have no patience with 

the individual who must go gadding about remote parts of the 

country or abroad in order to secure pleasing photographs, when 

Nature, in her most entrancing aspects, awaits him, as it were, 

round the corner. A famous photographer of my acquaintance 
used to boast to me that he never went abroad, lest he should see 
scenery more beautiful than that of his own country. This, 
perhaps, was carrying one’s insular prejudices too far; but, 
on the other hand, it is certain that in many cases the modern 
craze for foreign travel—the ambition to “ see something of the 

world”—is apt to unduly depress one’s estimate of the natural 
beauties and attractions of our own little island—which is really 
not by any means a bad place, after all. 

And here a good word should be said for the useful work now 
being done by the Homeland Association in publishing a series 
of cheap illustrated handbooks of picturesque England south 

and west of the River Thames. Typical of these is “ Wolfe-land,” 
which deals with the country round Westerham in a manner 

which cannot fail to captivate the student of history and the 
lover of the picturesque. I would advise the tourist photo¬ 
grapher to obtain the entire series, each volume being published 
at sixpence. The two latest take the reader into the West 
Country—Dulverton and Minehead. In the latter of these 
there is a reproduction of a photograph by Mr. H. M. Lomas, 

which is probably unique. It represents a stag brought to bay 
by the Devon and Somerset Hounds. The stag is in a river, sur¬ 
rounded by the dogs, and the members of the hunt are placidly 
seated on horseback on the river bank, Avatching the fun. Truth 
to tell, the photograph gives one the impression that the whole 
thing is a very tame piece of business indeed ; nevertheless, 
Mr. Lomas, Avho, I believe, has used the camera in the hunting 
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field for several years, is to be congratulated on having secured 
an uncommon negative. Another illustration is that of a 
stag photographed within a few yards of the camera. I must 

not, however, go into too much detail, otherwise the reader’s 
enjoyment will be heavily discounted. My object is to induce 

those readers of “ Jottings ” who tour England with the camera 
to add the “ Homeland ” series of handbooks to their summer 

equipment; they are well done, and quite devoid of the formal 
and dry-as-dust horrors of the manufactured guide book. Yet 

one more volume shall have mention here, and then I will quit 
bookland. This is “ A Cotswold Village,” by J. Arthur Gibbs, 
and published by John Murray, Albemarle Street. The young 

author, I am sorry to say, died a little while ago, but his book 
should keep his memory green. It is a graceful study of life and 
character on the Cotswolds ; Burford, Cirencester, and Bibury 
being the principal centres of observation. The book, which is 
well illustrated, appeals to the naturalist, the sportsman, the 
archaeologist, and the lover of country life. The ordinary 
tourist in search of excitement would probably find Mr. Gibbs’ 
Gloucestershire haunts dull and uninteresting; the Cotswold 

country is not for him. But to those who take interest in the 
charms and beauties of an unspoiled bit of England not a 
hundred miles from London, “ A Cotswold Village ” will be 
found a sympathetic introduction. Scenically and architec¬ 
turally, the Cotswold country is good ground for the studious 
photographer; if, besides, he shoots, fishes, hunts, or 

“ ’ologises,” he may, in a sense, have the whole of this beautiful 
little world all to himself, for it is right out of the beaten track. 

I hope to make its acquaintance for the first time “ when the 
May-fly is up.” 

At the National Arts Club, New York, there is on view this 
month an exhibition of American pictorial photography, 
arranged by the “Photo-Secession.” Mr. Keiley, Mr. Holland 
Day, Mr. Steichen, Mr. Clarence White, Miss Weil, Mrs. Kase- 

bier, and Mr. Frank Eugene are amongst the exhibitors, who 
are exclusively American. The catalogue bears the following 
footnote : “ Many of these prints have been chosen from the 

pictures representing the United States at the International 
Exhibitions of the Fine Arts of Glasgow, 1901, the Photo¬ 
graphic Salon at Paris, 1901, the London Salon, 1901, and the 
exhibition by the ‘ Secession ’ painters in Munich. Any 

persons wishing to know further particulars concerning prices 
of prints, concerning exhibitors and the organisation ° Photo- 
Secession,’ may address Mr. Alfred Stieglitz, No. 3, West 29th 

Street, Manhattan.” Perhaps Mr. Stfieglitz, to whom I tender 
my thanks for the catalogue, will oblige with a little informa¬ 
tion about the “Photo-Secession.” What is it, and from whom 
or what has it seceded ? So far as one can form an idea from 
the growing mass of American photographic literature there 
are numerous “ Salons ” in the United States. Chicago/ Phila¬ 
delphia, and San Francisco each make use of the grandiloquent 
word to designate exhibitions of photographs. “ Secession,” how¬ 
ever, is something altogether new and startling. It looks as if 
there was something incompatible between Mr. Stieglitz and his 
supporters and the New York Camera Club. What next I 
wonder? We start with a Society, out of which grows a “new 
movement,’ styied a “ Salon,” which, in its turn, gives birth 
to a Photo-Secession ! A mighty pother, surely, over the 
making and showing of pictorial photographs! 

As a matter of fact, long distance, stereoscopic photograi 
eing out of the question, long focus lenses are not applicabl 

This sentence is taken from a letter published in the Jottri 

of February 28th, and the writer will perhaps excuse me' 

remarking that his ideas on the subject are erroneous Long¬ 

distance, or as it might be termed, tele-stereoscopic photo¬ 
graphy is by no means out of the question, and consequently 

the limitations in the foci of our lenses cannot be arbitrarily 
fixed. It all amounts to this : we are limited, neither in tin- 
dimension of the base line of the parallactic triangle, nor in tin- 
foci of the lenses employed in making stereoscopic negatives. 

To put it another way. Suppose it be desired to secure a 
binocular representation of an object situated a mile off. Om 
lens and camera of sufficient length of focus to render tin- 
object the necessary size will “ fill the bill,” lateral movement 
of the system between the exposures, of course, being carefully 

made, or by mechanical means, so that the two views are 
taken from an identical plane. Telephotography, per sc, 
obviously suggests itself for the purpose. Even in these 

times, when stereoscopic Kodaks are being placed within tin- 
reach of all, only a few in the great photographic army 

probably aspire to the production of long-distance stereo¬ 
graphs ; but it is well to remove the impression that they are 
not made with tolerable ease. One of these days, perhaps, we 

shall be having telephotographs, and tele-stereoscopic photo¬ 
graphs, in natural colours. It is dangerous, in this age of 

swift change and movement to talk of “limitations,” particu¬ 
larly in photography, which has progressed so rapidly of 

recent years. As to stereoscopy : in itself, it supplies sufficient 

material for years of study. Such a text-book of theory as that 
of Le Conte is not mastered at a sitting ; while Donnadieu, as a 
practical authority, is a fund of valuable information in 

himself. The collotype atlas of stereoscopic negatives and 
positives, failures and phenomena, which is issued as a supple¬ 

ment to the latter volume, should be in the possession of every 

earnest stereographer. It is a liberal education in an art within 

an art. Amongst the series is a view in which an object situated 
at a distance of 500 metres stands out in relief. I think this 

may reasonably be regarded as an example of long-distance 
stereoscopy. 

Many photographers will appreciate the efforts of that 
enlightened and enterprising firm, Messrs. J. J. Griffin and 
Sons, to restore what they describe as “ the old favourite albu¬ 

men to a leading position amongst photographic printing sur¬ 
faces. From a batch of literature before me, I learn that 
Messrs. Griffin, “ to meet the rapidly-growing demand for the 
papers, have erected larger works, fitted with every modern 

convenience, at East Molesey. The situation is eminently 
suitable for the manufacture of sensitised paper, as the air is 
far clearer and purer than at Shepherd’s Bush, where our old 

woiks were located. ’ Moreover, “ being in direct telephonic 
communication with our works, we can at all times guarantee 
a supply of freshly-floated paper in execution of our customers’ 
orders. The paper will be dispatched the same day as the 
order is received, provided that it reaches us by the first post.” 
The following passage, from an informative pamphlet, relates 
to the preparation of the paper : “ The most painstaking atten¬ 

tion is given to the selection of the raw paper, all imperfect 
sheets being rejected. By a simple arrangement, it is made 
impossible for any sheet to be floated a longer or shorter 
time than its fellow, and all who understand the preparation 
of silver paper will see the value of this guarantee. Out of 
every two and a-half quires sensitised, a piece of paper is 
tested by an expert, and if there is the least sign of a falling 
away of quality, the work is stopped in that particular 
bath until the defect is remedied.” I make these quotations 
or the purpose of illustrating the thoroughgoing spirit in which 

essis. Giiffin endeavour to assure technical and commercial 
success to their Climax albumenised papers. In the manipula- 
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tion of an albumen print there are many physical advantages, 
and in the finished image itself certain attributes of a qualita¬ 
tive character which satisfy so many photographers and their 
patrons, that Messrs. Griffin’s exploitation of “ the old 
favourite ” will be watched with something more than merely 

pious interest. 
Cosmos. 

A CHARTERED COMPANY OF PHOTOGRAPHERS. 
[By a Chartist.] 

The success of the Professional Photographers’ Association is 

very gratifying proof of what may be done by steady, continued, 
and combined effort on the part of a small number of earnest 
men. Already some important results have been achieved, and 

more benefits will undoubtedly be seen and felt as time goes 

on : the point is that something has been done. 
An all-round improvement in the ranks of professional 

photographers might be looked for if there were a central body 
{with or without a charter) in existence which might be held to 

represent all classes of photographic workers, conduct examina¬ 
tions, confer rewards and titles ; in so many words, make its 

membership the reward of honest labour and study. Most of the 
■skilled professions have, so far as they have been able, en¬ 

deavoured to raise the standard of culture and ability of their 
fellowship. There is nothing to prevent a man commencing 

practice as an accountant or architect, but there is no doubt 
that he occupies a better standing and commands a better future 

if he can show proof of fitness as a fellow of the Institute of 
Actuaries or of the Royal Institute of British Architects, as the 

•case may be. It is a well-known fact that the Pharmaceutical 
Society held examinations long before the passing of the Act of 

1868, which made such examinations compulsory on all. who 

desired to practise pharmacy. There was, as everyone 

with a memory long enough to go back to those 

years knows, a very considerable difference between those 

who had—to put it plainly—gone through the mill and 

those who had merely climbed the fence. The fact of having 

studied for, and passed, examinations such as those (in photo¬ 
graphy) of the City and Guilds of London Institute is evidence, 

not only on the part of the student to thoroughly understand 

the theory and practice of, his profession, but it must have a 

good effect individually and collectively. Not all learned men 
are cultured—one cannot expect that consummation—but there 

is no doubt that if photographers were for the most part men 
who had gone through the curriculum afforded by apprentice¬ 
ship in a good studio, and who had passed examinations such as 

■those referred to, there would be a moral and intellectual eleva¬ 
tion all round, and, as a result, less shoddy work and practice. 

All study tends to elevate, provided, of course, that it be well 
directed. 

It has always been the writer’s opinion that the “ Royal ” is 
the one existing society with the ability and prestige necessary 
to take the initiative in a matter of this sort. Let the “ Royal ” 
once take up—if only in a small and tentative way—a scheme of 
study, and, if not itself conducting examinations, more fully 
recognise those of the City and Guilds Institute, and we 

should be on the way to a better state of things. Now, what 
could be done as a beginning? It is not pretended that the 
answer is simple: such matters require full discussion and 

consideration. But why not adopt some scheme based on the 
following: Firstly, admit young people, at a considerably 

reduced fee, as students of the society ; put such fee at 5s. on 

passing the ordinary examination of the City and Guilds of 
London Institute ; admit them to an associateship or member¬ 
ship, with a fee of 10s 6d ; then, having passed the Honours 

Examination, admit them to full fellowship of the society, with 

a subscription of one guinea. Whether the “ Royal ” could do 
better work for photography on lines somewhat of the foregoing 
type, with a greatly increased membership and with the fees for 
its fellowship not quite so prohibitive, is a matter for its 
council.; but one thing is certain, it has the best chance of any 
body of photographic workers, and it is vastly better to move 
forward, if slowly, than to rest contentedly on one’s reputation 
and past achievements. 

POTASSIUM-AMMONIUM CHROMATE. 

Ix the November issue of the Bulletin de la Societe FranQaise, 
E. Kopp describes the production of the above new salt and its 
uses in photography. 

Chemically pure potassium bichromate is placed in a stop¬ 
pered glass flask, and liquor ammoniac fort. .880 added, with 
constant shaking, till the mixture smells strongly of ammonia. 
The flask is then corked, and placed in a water bath till the 
oichromate is completely dissolved and a yellow solution 
obtained, which should be allowed to cool. When cold, a good 
crop of needle-shaped crystals of a pale straw colour will be 
found at the bottom, which must be dried in an excisccator. 
The new salt, according to Kopp, has the formula, KO, Cr Ch + 
NIL, HO, Cr03. If the crystals are heated or exposed to the 
air they gradually lose the ammonia, and bichromate of potash 
is left; if a solution of the salt is also heated, the same thing 
happens. 

The most important feature of the new salt is that it exerts 
no decomposing or oxidising action when in contact with 
organic substances, such as gelatine, dextrine, gum, etc., when 

not exposed to the light. 
It is therefore possible to coat paper with a fairly con¬ 

centrated solution of this salt, and to keep it for a long time 
without any change. If paper thus prepared is printed under a 
negative, a vigorous brown image on a lemon-yellow ground 
is obtained, and it is only necessary to wash the print in plain 
water or in faintly acidulated water till the whites are pure, 
and the result will be a permanent brown picture. 

If the washing is continued, the image becomes a pale green. 
The chemical processes involved may be thus explained: 
Light acts the same as heat, and in the presence of organic 
matter, sets free the ammonia from the double salt, which then 
becomes acid by the formation of chromic acid, which is reduced 
by the organic matter to chromate or chromic oxide. If the 
washing is continued, this chromate is reduced to chromium 

oxyhydrate, which is a pale greenish colour. 
Both the green and brown images thus obtained may be 

the starting points for some interesting printing processes, 
as the one mayr be changed chemically and the other form a 
species of mordant for various vegetable colouring matters. 

If the brown image, obtained as above described, be treated 
with a weak solution of silver nitrate, dark red 
silver chromate is formed. Mercuric nitrate gives a 
brownish red image, whilst nitrate of lead gives a 

bright yellow image. By treating the silver and lead 
images with an alkaline sulphide, black prints result, 
whilst a weak solution of sodium thiosulphate will convert the 

mercury image into a brownish black. 
The pale greenish image obtained by continued washing of 

the brown chromate image forms the starting point of another 
series of images. The conversion of the brown into the green 
image may be hastened by immersion of the paper in a warm 
and weak solution of an alkaline carbonate and then thoroughly 
washing. If a print thus treated be laid in a warm decoction 
of Pernambuco, Brazil or Campeche wood, the chromium oxy¬ 
hydrate acts as a mordant, and the colouring matter of the 
wood is deposited on the image, but, unfortunately, also on the 
high lights of the picture ; but it can be readily removed thence 
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by a weak solution of chloride of lime. According to Kopp, 
alizarin and purpurin should act in a similar way. 

Another property possessed by the chromate of chromium 
image is that it will oxidise such substances as will, when 
oxidised, give insoluble precipitates. Such substances are the 
aniline and naphthalin derivatives, and especially the ferric 

salts. If the chromate image is immersed in a dilute neutral solu¬ 
tion of ferric chloride, oxide of iron will be precipitated upon the 
image, and if it be well washed and then treated with dilute 
gallic acid solution, the image will turn a rich blue-black. 
Another process is to coat paper with a mixture of yellow prus- 
siate of potash, ammonium, chloride and potassium ammonium 
chromate, and expose to light under a negative, and then treat 
with neutral ferric chloride, when a very pleasant tone will be 
obtained. A. D. Pretzl. 

THE SULPHITE INTENSIFIED 
Dr. Georg Hatjberrisser contributes an interesting article to the 
current number of the Pliotographische Pundscliau, in which he 
calls attention to the fact that he has already pointed out that a 
negative bleached with mercuric chloride and blackened with 

sulphite of soda can be reduced by a solution of hyposulphite of 
soda, the same as one blackened with ammonia ; and as this 
fact does not agree with the chemical process, Avhich is usually 
assumed to take place, he made a series of experiments to clear 

the matter up. 
By the action of the mercuric chloride on the negative, there 

are undoubtedly formed silver chloride and mercurous chloride, 

two white substances, according to the following chemical 

equation : — 
Ag* + 2 HgCL = Hg* CL. 

In order to study the blackening process, a considerable 

quantity of silver and mercury chlorides were prepared by mixing 

the nitrates of silver and mercury and salt, and the precipitate 

thus obtained was thoroughly washed, to free it from the sodium 
nitrate and excess of salt, and digested for a long time with 
10 per cent, solution of sodium sulphite ; and the mixture turned 

black. 
Chloride of silver and chloride of mercury, when treated 

separately with sulphite of soda, do not turn black, but remain 

white. It is generally assumed that the sulphite reduces the 
mercurous chloride to metallic mercury in the presence of silver 

chloride, whilst the silver chloride is dissolved by continued 
action of the chloride, which explains the reduction of the in¬ 
tensified image if the sulphite is allowed to act for a long time. 
If this view be correct, then with the shorter action of the sulphite 
silver chloride must be present as chloride in the negative, and if 
so, it can be proved—for instance, as silver chloride blackens on 

exposure to light, the image on exposure must become darker, 
and as it is also reduced to metallic silver by a developer, the 
imagel will become darker also. To test these points, a plate 
was exposed under a photometer, developed, fixed, etc., and 

cut into four strips. Three of the strips were immersed in a 2 per 
cent, solution of mercuric chloride, and, after a certain time, were 
removed and well washed, and then immersed for a short time 
in a 10 per cent, solution of sodium sulphite, and were taken out 
when they showed black on the back. 

One of the strips was treated with a hydroquinone and Eikono- 
gen developer; another, after drying, was exposed for two days 
to diffused daylight ; and four strips were placed side by side 
in a printing frame, with a piece of collodio-chloride paper. It 
was then seen that the intensification was fairly satisfactory, and 

about double as much density as the unintensified negative ; 
scarcely any increase of intensification was seen in the strip that 
had been exposed to daylight, but the strip which had been 
treated with the developer was noticeably denser. The fact 

that the strip exposed to daylight had not become considerably 
darker is no proof that there is no silver chloride in the negative 
after treatment with the sulphite, because the quantity of chloride 
must be very small, and the black colour of the negative would 
considerably weaken the action of the light, and, moreover, it is 
not impossible that a complex compound of the chlorides of silver 
and mercuiy and sulphite of soda might be formed which does 
not blacken in light, or only slightly. Besides the intensification 
by the developer, the fact that the negative intensified by sub¬ 
limate and sulphite is reduced by hypo speaks very strongly in 
favour of the presence of silver chloride. To test the black com¬ 
pound formed by the action of sulphite on silver and mercurous 
chlorides, a quantity was thoroughly washed with hot water, in 
order to remove any soluble substances such as sulphate or 
chloride of soda, and then some of the compound was heated 
with zinc and hydrochloric acid, so as to convert any sulphurous 
acid into sulphuretted hydrogen, and this was soon recognisable 
by its smell, and also by the lead paper test. 

This test proved that a negative tested with mercuric chloride 
and sodium sulpliite contains sulphur ; or, in other wofds, that 
the black compound is a sulphur compound. If a negative inten¬ 
sified with sublimate and sulphite be treated with solution of 

hypo, it is very much reduced—a further proof that metallic 
quicksilver cannot be given by the sodium sulphite—for metallic 
mercuiy is not attacked by hypo. Moreover, the black compound 
is in heavy flocks, and even after boiling, globules of mercury 

could not be detected under the microscope, with 50 times magni¬ 
fication. In order to study the action of hypo more accurately,, 
some of the black compound was boiled with hypo, filtered, and 

part of the filtrate accidulated with hydrochloric acid. A 
yellowish-brown precipitate was formed, which gradually turned 
black. When heated, the precipitate turned black immediately. 
Chemical analysis proved that the precipitate consisted prin¬ 
cipally of silver, with, however, a small quantity of silver. 
Another part of the filtrate was tested for chlorine by treating, 
with binoxide of manganese and sulphuric acid, and immediately 
the characteristic smell of chlorine was noticed. In order to 
obviate any error, some of the escaping gas was passed over 

iodide and starch paper, which immediately became blue—a 
certain proof of the presence of chlorine, which sets free the 
iodine which combines with the starch, to form the well-known 
blue iodide of starch. This experiment proves that by treatment 
of negatives intensified with sublimate and sulphite with hypo- 
solution, silver and mercuiy go into the solution, and the former 
probably in the form of chloride. 

The residue, which did not dissolve in hypo, and therefore 
could not contain silver chloride, was thoroughly washed, and 
again tested, and the presence of sulphur proved. A considerable 

quantity of this residue was treated with nitric acid, and part 
of it was dissolved and filtered, and to the filtrate was added 
some hydrochloric acid, when a white, flocculent precipitate was 
formed, soluble in ammonia—a proof of the existence of silver. 
That portion insoluble in nitric acid dissolved in aqua regia, and 
the presence of mercury was proved by stannous chloride. 

From these experiments, it is obvious that the generally 
accepted assumption that the intensified image produced by 
mercuric chloride and subsequent treatment with sodium sul¬ 
phate consists of metallic mercury is erroneous ; it consists of 
silver chloride and an undetermined compound of silver, 
mercury, and sulphur. By treatment with hypo, part of the silver 
and mercury is dissolved, whilst the rest remains undissolved. 

R. E. ClIESTERMAN, D. Sc. 
---«-- 

Bro. Alfred H. Saunders, P.D. Sec., etc., has been appointed 
lanternist to the University of Birmingham. Our brother is an expert 
operator, and for years has been a noted lanternist in the Midlands.— 
“ The Good Templar’s Watchword.” 
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EXPOSURE. 

[A paper read before the Manchester Amateur Photographic 
Society, and reprinted from the “Photographic Record.”] 

The beginner soon discovers that his success largely depends on 
the time the sensitive plate is exposed in the camera, or, in other 
words, how long the lens is uncovered. It is only a few years 

ago that the wiseacres in the art invariably told the young hand 
that the only way to acquire this knowledge was by experience— 
that is, by first making many failures. But of late years the 
problem has received more attention, and almost complete 
accuracy can now be attained by following certain first principles. 

In exposing a plate, it is shut up in a camera, and illuminated 
through an opening in the lens by light reflected from the object 
or objects being photographed. We have here four influences 

which are subject to variation, and a variation in any one affects 
the length of exposure required. They are : Plate, opening of 
lens, subject, light; and in any plan of estimating exposure 
these must be considered. The reason why such a thing as 
correct exposure is necessary lies in the limitations of the sensi¬ 
tive plate, and it is well to examine in a plain, non-technical 
way what these limitations are. If a plate is exposed in different 
parts to increasing amounts of light and then developed, we get, 
of course, varying densities, as shown on the screen. Now, with 
every particular plate there is a minimum amount of light, below 
which amount no impression is made on the plate at all, this 
minimum being marked by a cross on the slide. At the other end 

of the scale there is always a maximum amount of light, beyond 
which amount any increased exposure does not give a correspond¬ 

ing increase of density on the plate. Now, the object of exposing 

a plate is that all the varying amounts of light in the subject 

shall be represented by varying densities in the negative, and for 

a plate to be correctly exposed the highest light must not make 
a greater impression on the plate than that marked by a cross 

on the screen ; for if the exposure be above this, both high lights 

and some «f the lighter tones will be represented by equal densi¬ 
ties in the negative, and the familiar grey appearance of over¬ 

exposure will result. On the other hand, the exposure must be 
sufficiently long for the darker details of the subject to make some 
impression on the plate, or the familiar “ clear class in shadow ” 

of under-exposure will result. The real quality of the plate 
depends upon the distance between these crosses. If the distance 
is great, we have a plate with plenty of backbone or latitude, 
and a considerable variation can be made in the camera exposure 
without the high lights or shadow detail getting respectively 
either above or below the crosses. In a poor quality plate—and 
it should be noted that the quality has nothing to do with the 
speed—the crosses are nearer together, and very little variation 

can be made in the camera exposure without getting over or 

under-exposure. 
Now, the sole object of correct exposure is to get the varying 

amounts of light reflected from the subject represented on the 
plate by densities between the crosses, and various plans have 
been devised for estimating the value of the four varying in¬ 
fluences of plate, diaphragm, subject, and light, and from these 

estimates deducing the exposure to give. The ever-varying light 

was the influence which first attracted attention, and Vogel, 
about 1873, drew up a table of rough estimates of the value of 
light at different hours of the day and at different seasons. The 
slide gives a condensed idea of this table, which was followed 
in principle by Scott, Hurter, Driffield, and others. It suffers 
from the grave disadvantage that any variation from the average 
light caused by dull weather, clouds, or clear atmosphere has to 
be allowed for by personal judgment. In 1887 Burton published 
a rough estimate of exposures for different subjects in bright and 
dull lights. Burton expressly stated that this table was a rough 
guide only, and as an accurate classification of subject, it is 

open to the objection that it really includes the lighting also. 
Thus, a stone font in the interior of a church would be classified 
as 100 to 800, whereas if the same font were in the churchyard it 
could only be classified as “ landscape with foreground ” as 2. 
The Vogel (or Scott) light tables were soon combined with 
Burton’s light tables, and with the necessary table of variation 
for different sizes of diaphragms, and on these combined tables 
all the existing exposure tables are based, as well as all those 
slide calculators in which no light test is made. Now, in all these 
calculators and tables the variation of the light from the average? 
and also the lighting of the subject has to be estimated, and the 
human eye is notoriously ill adapted for estimating the actinic 
value of the light. For a good many years actinometers have 
been used by a few advanced photographers. In these instru¬ 
ments the relative value of the light is given by the time a strip 
of sensitive paper takes to darken to a standard tint, and, other 
things being equal, the exposure will always be in proportion 
to this actinometer time. Since Abney adopted bromide paper 
instead of chloride paper for actinometers, their readings have- 
been found to be reliable, even when comparing the dim light 
of an interior with the bright sunshine outside, and the efficiency 
is still greater since the steadfast paper (which never assumes a 
red tint in damp weather) was introduced. Although before the 
year 1890—the year I invented my exposure meter—several 
attempts had been made to utilize the reading of an actinometer 
with the aid of slide rules to estimate the exposure, the mistake 
had been made, as in Ackland’s card calculator, of using Burton’s 
subject classification ; and, although the out-door light was 
tested by actinometer, any variation for woods, interiors, etc., 
became a matter of estimation. In my system, intro¬ 

duced for the first time in 1890, and now followed by 

thousands using my exposure meter and one other instrument 

imitating mine, I, test with the actinometer the light- 

actually falling on the subject, and this being done, the? 
lighting need not be considered in classifying the subject. My 
system, therefore, is essentially different from the older plan, 
and does not use the same tables. 

Of the four factors named on the screen, the first three—lights 
plate, and diaphragm—need only be considered in most cases. It 
is only when the reflecting capacity of the subject varies largely 
from the average that subject need be considered. As regards 
the classification of speed of plate, this is not the time to enter 
into the vexed question of plate speeds. Suffice it to say that 
nlates even of one brand vary in speed from time to time, that 
the Hurter and Driffield system of speed-testing is practically 
the only precise plan in use, and that although several makers 

mark all their boxes with H. and D. speed numbers, the different 
makers’ numbers have different values, owing to want of uni¬ 
formity in standard light and developer. For some years I have 
repeatedly tested all the plates on the market, and publish ai 
speed card, giving the relative speeds for my meter. This is kept 
in type, and new editions printed frequently. Ast regards the- 
influence of diaphragm, the camera can be regarded as a room 
lighted by a window (the opening of the lens), the plate being on 

the opposite wall to the window. In a room 8ft. long lighted; 
by a window 1ft. square, the opposite wall would receive just the 
same illumination as in a room 8yds. long lighted by a window 
lyd. square. Therefore, when an optician marks his stop f8 it' 
has a definite value, whatever the focus or kind of lens. Let 
us now glance at the use of an actinometer in estimating light 
variation caused by the interference of surrounding objects. (A 
number of slides were shown, illustrating this point and showing, 
how the actinometer held so as to test the light actually falling, 
on the subject made allowance for various obstructions shutting 
out the illuminating sky.) I wish to note that in my exposure- 
system I make no variations in the value of the subject caused 
by these changes of lighting. In the exposure-table i-dan, a varia- 
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tion of at least one to 100 would be required for the subjects 
illustrated, ranging from landscape to interior. In my system I 
value all subjects of average colour, whether they are landscapes, 
buildings, portraits, or interiors, at 100, and it is only when 
there is exceptional variation in reflecting capacity of subject, as 
snow scenes, sky, sea, or. white objects, that variation need be 
made on account of subject. (Slides illustrating the different 

subjects for which a variation in subject value is required were 
thrown on the screen.) Where the camera has to be racked out 
for copying near objects or for enlarging, a fifth factor, which I 
term f has to be considered, and here the extra f scale in the 
standard meter becomes useful. In the simpler pattern meters 
even the subject scale is omitted, and it is presumed that the 
subject value is 100, as it is in nine cases out of ten. In the 
tenth case a variation from indicated exposure can easily be 

made. 
CALCULATING WITH SLIDE RULES. 

Now let us see the principle by which the variation for plate, 
diaphragm, and light can be calculated in practice. These three 
factors, with the final one of exposure, are the smallest number 
which can be considered in any exposure meter. The means of 
calculating is always based on the ordinary slide rule, and count¬ 
less variations can be made on this. (A lever slide illustrating 
the calculation was shown.) It is easy to devise a bogus sim¬ 
plicity by reducing the number of the scales, but the trouble in 

using a meter is in hunting out the four values, and I have 

always thought that it is really most simple to provide a separate 
scale to each factor. The meter can then be set for the two 

factors, plate and diaphragm, which may not require alteration 
that day, and only the figures for light and exposure have to be 
sought for. Where two scales only are provided, all four values 
must be hunted out each time. In the dial meter—(an illustra¬ 
tion of working this was thrown on the screen)—only the figures 
actually wanted appear in sight, and the meter remains set for 

plate and diaphragm. The eye is therefore not confused with a 
large number of figures. 

RELATIVE STANDARDS OF SPEED. 

As at different times articles have appeared in the “ British 
Journal Almanac,” giving the supposed relations between the 

speed values in my meter and those in the Wynne meter, I 
presume that the comparison has some interest. I throw on the 
screen an illustration of the slide rule calculator which, in con¬ 

junction with a separate actinometer, was the first exposure 
meter issued by Mr. Wynne. It came out in 1893—three years 
later than mine. Simple numbers are used to express the speed 
of plate ; the standard of speed is identical with that in my 
meter, and the result of a calculation with the same figures is the 
same. For example, my standard for a plate speed l was that 
with f 8 and two seconds actinometer time (best summer light), it 
would require.for an average subject two seconds exposure. The 
Wynne slide rule, which is an application of the ordinary car¬ 
penter’s slide rule, gives the same result, the central row of 
figures serving both for actinometer seconds and for exposure 
seconds. This identity with my system can be verified by refer¬ 
ence to the illustration of the slide rule in the “ British Journal 
Almanac ” of 1894, page 820. As Mr. Wynne selected the Man¬ 
chester Amateur Photographic Society as a medium of relating 

how lie worked out the plan of his instrument, I feel bound, also, 
to record the fact that in a letter dated September 1st, 1892, 
Mr. Wynne, in ordering a refill for my meter, mentions his 
having used two previous refills, and winds up : “I find it very 
useful and reliable.” In the subsequent watch-shaped exposure 
meter issued by Mr. Wynne, he omitted the third row of figures, 
and without making any changes in his (or, rather, my) 

standard of calculation, he now called the speed previously called 
l by the name of the f value opposite it on the scale, namely /8. 

The corresponding values of Watkins’ plate speeds and Wynne s 
plate speeds can, therefore, always bo found opposite each other 
in the illustration in the almanac I have mentioned. 

INTERIOR WORK. 

When photographing indoors the length of exposure has long 
been a difficult problem, which the exposure tables scarcely 
attempt to solve. The judgment of the eye, too, is apt to be at 
fault in dealing with feeble lights, and it is in this work that 
old and experienced photographers have most frankly acknow¬ 
ledged their indebtedness to the actinometer. Practically, how¬ 

ever, no one cares to spend the time in testing indoor light before 
making an exposure ; and it was my introduction of the plan 

of using such a stop in the lens that the actinometer and camera 
exposure should be equal, which brought the actinometer, or 
exposure meter into use indoors. With this plan the actinometer 

is placed in one of the darkest parts of the subject, and the lens 
uncapped at the same time, and left uncapped until the paper 
darkens to tint. A quarter tint suitable for this plan is provided 
with all meters and the new actinometer. With Ilford ordinary 
and f 22, the camera exposure will always be the same time as the 

darkening to quarter tint. 
Using rapid plates and modern anastigmat lenses, we some¬ 

times want to use a larger stop than that proper for the quarter 

tint. The first visible darkening of the sensitive paper is equal 
to a sixteenth tint, and with a rapid plate of 150 on my scale f22 

can be used and the camera exposed for just the time which 
elapses before the paper commences to darken. 

riNIIOLE WORK. 

Good photographs can be taken without a lens, by means of a 
pinhole aperture, and the exposure for these can be calculated 
with exactness. I show a few examples. For every distance from 

plate to pinhole there is a sizehole which gives the best defini¬ 
tion. In the little book, “ Exposure Notes,” I give a table of the 
right sized sewing needles to make these holes for each distance, 
and also the diaphragm, which has an area of 60 times the 

pinhole. 
HAND CAMERA WORK. 

It does not seem, at first sight, advisable to calculate exposures 
for snap shots, but I found, working in Switzerland, with a 
shutter adjustable to slow speeds and a Stigmatic lens opening 

to f6, a great comfort in the little hand-camera calculator 
screwed to my camera, telling at a glance what shutter speed 
to use with a particular stop, or vice versa. Here is a scene taken 
with slow shutter in the dark shadow of pine woods, which 
I should not have attempted if the actinometer and slide rule 
had not told me it was feasible. (Other instances of the use of 
the meter amongst the towns and glaciers of Switzerland were 
shown, both snap shots and time exposures being developed 
together by timing only.) I will now give a few illustrations of 
three-colour work, in all of which I used the actinometer for 
determining the exposure through the blue screen. In con¬ 
cluding this outline (for much is omitted) of systematic exposure, 
let me remark that I deal only with the tools of our science, and 
not with that distinct branch, the artistic use of the tools. A 
man may use over or under-exposure for artistic effect, but let 
him not despise the methods providing a definite standard, which 
he is at liberty to follow or not, as the mood seizes him. 

Alfred Watkins. 
-♦- 

G.E.R. Mechanics’ Institute, Photographic Section.—The following are 
the awards at the ninth annual exhibition:—Class A: Silver medal, No. 6, 
J. K. Ayling; bronze, 39, C. S. Bent. B: Silver, 67, T. A. Smith; 
bronze, 52, A. Woolford. C: Silver, 97, T. R. Bourne; bronze, 92, A. 
Woolford. D: Silver (withheld); bronze, 115, T. A. Smith. G: Bronze, 
153, P. J. Perry. H: Silver, 199, H. W. Bennett, F.R.P.S.; bronze, 177, 
J. K. Ayling. Lantern Slides.—Class F: Silver medal, No. 149, T. A. 
Smith; bronze, 137, A. Woolford. I: Silver, 219, H. Hill; bronze, 210, 
R. W. Harvey. Class E: Silver medal (withheld); bronze, No. 133a, A. 
Woolford. Yi" 
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REVERSAL OF THE PHOTOGRAPHIC IMAGE AND ITS 
SUBSEQUENT DEVELOPMENT IN ACTINIC LIGHT. 

[A paper read before the Photographic and Mici oscopic 
Section of the Franklin Institute.] 

Prof. Francis E. Nipher, during the past year, presented 
•several communications to the Academy of Science of St. Louis 
that have renewed the general interest in the subject of sensitive 
•silver salts and their characteristic behaviour to the action 
■of actinic light. The peculiar fact that these silver salts 
have the property of assuming a certain physical con¬ 

dition that makes them particularly susceptible to 

the action of reducing agents, and also that an extended 
•exposure to actinic light brings about a reversal of this 
ipeculiar physical condition, were facts that had been observed 
long before Professor Nipher made his interesting communica¬ 

tions. The feature of his experiments that was original, and 

that was all that Professor Nipher claimed to be original, is 
-the possibility of developing these reversed photographic images 

in actinic light. The statement of this fact, when first made, 
appeared to be so different to what we were accustomed, in 
•ordinary photography, that it created widespread attention, and 

caused numerous experiments to be made along the same lines. 

Following up a suggestion that was made before the Photo¬ 
graphic Section of the Franklin Institute some two months ago, 
I made several experiments along these same lines. These 

•experiments appeared to me to be interesting, and to some 

•extent also instructive. Professor Nipher, in one of his early 

•communications, states that a photographic plate, even after 

it had been exposed for weeks to diffused daylight, would still 

give an image if exposed to the direct spark discharge of an 
induction coil or a static machine, and subsequently developed, 

either in the dark room or in bright daylight. To test this 

•statement I allowed several pieces of damaged photographic 
plates to lay exposed to bring light for ten days or two weeks, 

and then subjected them to a spark discharge, the resulting elec¬ 

trographs were then developed in bright light, and, in each case, 
the resulting picture showed the action of the electric spark 
•clearly. In one case, shown here, a coin was placed in the 

centre of photographic plate and connected with one terminal 

•of the induction coil. In the resulting picture we see plainly 

the radiations of the spark in all directions. The most interest¬ 
ing part of this particular experiment, however, is the fact 
that the area immediately under the coin and a very narrow 
^zcne around it has been completely reversed, while the spark 

■radiations, with few exceptions, show dark against the fogged 
background of the plate itself. Following up Professor Nipher’s 

•own experiments, I exposed a very sensitive photographic plate 

under a positive, in this case a dense lantern slide, for five 
minutes and then developed the same at a window with northern 

exposure, using an old metol-hydroquinone developer without 
;any further restrainer. The resulting picture makes a present¬ 
able lantern slide, and represents fairly the condition of the 
•original positive. To get an idea of the length of time necessary 
to obtain the best results under similar conditions, I interposed 
between the plate and positive a piece of heavy black paper. 

By withdrawing this paper gradually, I was able to make on tho 

•same plate exposures of one, two, four, and eight minutes. As 
will be seen by an inspection of this picture the portion of the 
iplate that has not had any exposure under the positive is 
entirely opaque ; that portion that was exposed for one minute 

is very dense, but the portions of the picture representing the 
■deepest shadows in the original picture are not entirely reversed. 
The portion of the plate exposed for two minutes is next in 
density, and here we have complete reversal of all portions 
•of the picture. The parts that were exposed four and eight 

minutes respectively, are not nearly as dense and differ but 

little in their general appearance. This is a feature that should 
especially be noted, as it appears to me to be evidence of a protec¬ 
tive influence of the upper layers of changed silver salts, similar 

to what we would naturally expect to have had in the plates that 
had been exposed to diffused daylight for weeks. This experi¬ 
ment was gone over on several occasions, with uniform results. 

Even in cases where the highest exposures were as long as an 
hour, or the equivalent of many hours’ exposure in a camera, 
the high lights came out quite clear, barring the general vague¬ 

ness that we see in all reversed pictures. 
A series of exposures made with a camera were, however, 

of even greater interest to me showing, as they do, the very 

great range of exposure that is possible with rapid photographic 
plates under practically the same conditions of illumination and 
development. The subject was Girard College in bright sunlight 
at or near mid-day. The first picture is a negative made with an 
exposure of approximately half a second, using a Beck wide 
angle lens having a 128 stop. The resulting picture developed 

with fresh normal metol-hydroquinone developer, came up to its 
present density in a little over four minutes after being placed 
in the developing solution, and is, if anything, a little over- 

exposed. The next picture had exactly the same amount of 
exposure with a 16 stop, giving it approximately eight times 

the amount of light of the first; the plate developed very much 
more rapidly, but is still a very fair negative. The next one 
of the series was exposed for five seconds under exactly the same 
conditions as the previous one, using the 16 stop, and the 

result is still a negative, though rather thin ; but when we con¬ 
sider that it has had 80 times the light that the first negative 
had, we will appreciate that the possible range of exposure is 
really remarkable. The next plate had an exposure of 50 

seconds, and shows traces of general fog ; you can see, however, 

that there are distinct traces of reversal ; the high lights are 

completely reversed and almost clear. This plate would pro¬ 
bably come somewhere near the so-called zero condition, wdiere 

the positive and negative conditions of the plate would nearly 
balance each other, and give as result of this a general fog. 
Again increasing our exposure, this time to ten minutes, and 

developing the picture in the dark room, we obtained a com¬ 
pletely reversed picture that is rather dense in the shadows on 
account of the activity of the developer ; under these conditions, 

this plate did not require more than three minutes in the develop¬ 

ing solution, and appeared to flash up very rapidly. The next 

picture was given the same exposure, but developed at an 
unprotected window having a northern exposure—in fact, the 
same window from which the plate had been exposed in the 
camera. This required eight or nine minutes to develop, and 

the conditions of the development were quite different. When 
the plate was first taken from the camera there was plainly 
seen a distinct outline of the picture as a negative. On placing 
the plate in the developing solution this negative image 

gradually faded until the plate was perfectly blank, then the 
edges of the plate that had been protected by the holder began 
to darken, and following this the positive image gradually but 

slowly developed, the process requiring at least three times the 
time that was necessary in the dark room. 

Some further experiments were made with a view of testing 
the action of various reducing agents ; the exposure in these 
cases was 25 minutes, and more or less satisfactory results 
were obtained by using pyrogallic acid, amidol, eikonogen, metol, 

metol-hydroquinone, and hydroquinone as the reducing agents. 
The first four did not give very satisfactory results, as their 

action appear to be too rapid and rather irregular ; the fifth 
was the developer used in the experiments alluded to above ; 
while the sixth, hydroquinone, was used with and without an 

alkali, with interesting results. The first picture, which I 

show you, had the normal amount of alkali, as advised in the 
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formula given by the manufacturer of the plates that were 
used. This plate shows up quite clearly and is quite black. 
The next plate was developed with a developer having but half 

the amount of alkali, and, as you can see, it has a distinctly 

brown cast of colour ; it was also slower in development, although 
not markedly so. The third plate was developed without the 
addition of any alkali, and presents a reddish-brown appear¬ 

ance in colour, though sharp and distinct in all details of the 
picture. Speculation as to the principles involved in these 
processes are perhaps out of order, but it aopears to me as 

though the action of light on sensitive silver salts was in the 
first stage a purely physical one, disarranging the ecmilibrium 

of the molecules of the silver salt and making them sus¬ 
ceptible to chemical reducing agents ; prolonged action brings 

about a chemical change that produces opaque metallic silver 
or a silver oxide, and this in turn protects the silver bromide 
molecules immediately below it from further action of light ; 
the physical change is going on in other portions of the plate, 

and these in turn are susceptible of reducing by proper 
chemical agents, while the portion that has been acted on 

chemically is not. The change brought about by reducing 
agents is much more intense and opaque than is that produced 

by light, thus giving us a dark picture against a grey or hazy 

background. As evidence of this I would say that so far I have 
not seen any reversed pictures in which the highlights were 

represented by perfectly clear glass. More evidence that the 

ultimate action of light is chemical is found in the fact that 
we may expose a plate under a negative for a sufficient length 

of time to produce the outlines of the picture distinctly, then 
fix the resulting plate in hyposulphite solution and still retain 

the faint outline of the positive, and this in turn may be 

intensified so as to be distinctly visible. Under proper condi¬ 
tions we would no doubt be able to make photographic 

negatives in this way without the use of a dark room ; that is, 
by first dissolving out the unchanged silver salts in a fixing 

bath, and subsequently intensifying the very weak but distinct 
image remaining on the resulting plate. 

M. I. Wilbert. 
■-♦- 

THE PATENT LAW AMENDMENT BILL. 

Professor Sylvantjs P. Thompson writes to the “ Times ” to urge 

the desirability of embodying in the new Patent Bill a clause to 

remove an anomaly which exists under the present law. At present, 

Professor Thompson points out, any man who brings before any of 

the learned or scientific societies any discovery that he may have made 

forfeits, unless he has previously filed an application for a patent, all 

rights to take out such patent.” The scientific instinct is to publish and 

make available for further development at the hands of other scientific 

men any discovery that may have been made. The learned and scien¬ 

tific societies and the chartered professional bodies form tribunals 

capable of understanding and criticising advances in knowledge or in 

its applications that may be brought before them. But the very fact 

of bringing any invention thus before the view of the persons most 

competent to appreciate it has, under the present law, the effect of 

vitiating the validity of any patent which the inventor may subse¬ 

quently take out. In the Patent Act of 1883 there was inserted a 

clause giving inventors the privilege of exhibiting an invention at an 

exhibition without any such forfeiture of the right of subsequently 

taking out a patent for it. One would have thought that the case of 

the learned and scientific societies was much stronger, in vieAV of the 

professional scrutiny and discussion which the presentation of new 
discoveries evokes at their meetings. 

the inequitable operation of the present law might be illustrated by 

many cases. When the late Professor Hughes, in 1898, read before 

the Royal Society a description of that marvellous invention the 

microphone, he was by that act of publication debarred from securing 

any patent; while, by the irony of fate, others stepped in and took 

out patents for special arrangements of two,' three', or more micro¬ 

phones, and sold their patents for thousands of pounds. The I’nitril 

States patent law is much more reasonable in this regard; it permits 

a scientific man to appeal to the proceedings of the learned societies 

as evidence of his title to have made the invention. Thus, when 

Principal Oliver Lodge seeks an American patent for the wireless 

telegraph, he is able to appeal to the proceedings of the Royal Insti¬ 

tution or of the British Association to show how, in 1894, he used 

a coherer to relay the electric waves in the ether to a telegraph 

instrument. That he then supposed the limit of wireless telegraphy 

to be a few hundred yards is not to the point. He actually showed 

wireless telegraphy in operation, and is granted subsequently an 

American patent for this invention. But the very records which thus 

establish beyond all cavil his prior rights are, under British law, held 

to preclude him from having a valid patent; and so a foreigner stej* 

in to reap where the Briton has sown. 

“ To remedy this very unjust state of things, and to assimilate tin 

British patent law somewhat towards the American, it is now pro¬ 

posed to add a clause to the Bill before Parliament to the effect that 

as in the case of exhibitions—the disclosure of an invention before one 

of the learned or scientific societies by a fellow or member shall not 

prejudice the right of the inventor to apply for and obtain protection 

and a valid patent for the same, provided such application be madi- 

within two years. Some such provision would place the scientific- 

bodies in a position of much greater dignity than at present they 

occupy. The existing law virtually excludes from discussion at their 

meetings precisely those scientific topics in which advance is most 

imminent. It hampers the early and rapid diffusion of such scientific- 

knowledge as may be new, since it robs the discoverer of all chance 

of pecuniary reward if. in the interests of scientific progress, he pub¬ 

lishes that which he has discovered. 

exhibitions. 
THE KODAK COMPETITION. 

An exhibition is now being held at the Kodak Company’s gallery, 40, 
Strand, W.C., of the prize-winning photographs and enlargements in 
the recent competition for prizes amounting in value to £300. In¬ 
cluded also is a selection from the 22,000 photographs sent in, the 
total number of the exhibits being about 3,000. 

if any proof were needed that the Kodak system of photography, in 
the hands of a capable photographer, is capable of pictorial work of 
the highest excellence, a visit to this exhibition would afford it. It. 
was not a condition of the competition that the entire work of the 
production of the picture should be done by the exhibitor, so that, 
presumably in many cases the exhibitor’s part consisted in selecting 
the subject and pressing the button, the rest being performed by a 
professional photographer; but this fact, although it may prevent 
us from determining the precise amount of credit due to each exhi¬ 
bitor generally, in no way prevents us from recognising the capabili¬ 
ties of the instrument and material. 

The competition was divided into three classes : for photographs 
3£ by 3^ inches and under, for direct photographs over that size, and 
for enlargements. The last-named class is distinctly the most in¬ 
teresting, and some of the Avork included is of great excellence. It. 
is undoubtedly the fact that Kodak film negatives, probably owing 
to their usual freedom from harsh contrasts, are generally suitable 
for enlargement. The size of a picture is not, theoretically, to be 
taken into consideration in appraising its merit, but in a gallery a 
small picture which requires veiy close inspection is apt to suffer in 
comparison with one of greater area, which can be vieAved from a con¬ 
venient distance, and as there is ample scope in bromide paper for 
variety of treatment, by choice of the surface or tint of the paper, 
by toning the image, or by modifying the definition by means of a 
gauze screen or otherAAdse, the gain in size need not be at the expense 
of other desirable qualities. 

In so large a collection of photographs brought together under such 
circumstances, that a large proportion should be of the kind best 
described as lucky snap-shots Avas inevitable, nevertheless instances- 
are not rare of photographs which sIioav serious intention and pictorial 
aims. Since the last great exhibition of Kodak work a great im¬ 
provement is shoAvn in the general get-up of the prints. The ordinary 
glazed gelatino-chloride print is, of course, the popular fancy, but 
in the better style of mounting, and often in the adoption of a print¬ 
ing process suitable to the subject, there is evidence of an improve¬ 
ment in taste. 

Thirty-five prizes Avere aAvarded in each class, varying in value from 
a cash prize of £15 downAA'ards. The judges Avere Sir William Abney, 
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Mr. Craig Annan, and Viscount Maitland. The exhibition is a most 
interesting one. It is open, free, daily, and those who have the oppor¬ 
tunity should not omit to pay it a visit. 

THE WOOLWICH PHOTOGRAPHIC SOCIETY. 

The Woolwich Photographic Society draws, to a great extent, its 
membership from the employees of the Arsenal, and the activity in 
that great manufactoiy of weapons and materials of offence and defence 
consequent upon the war, for the past two years, has greatly cur¬ 
tailed the opportunities of those who are employed there of practising 
the arts of peace such as photography. It is scarcely to be wondered 
at, therefore, that the seventh annual exhibition, which was held on 
the 13th, 14th, and 16th inst., at the St. John’s Lecture Hall, Wel¬ 
lington Street, Woolwich, did not show that marked advance over its 
predecessors that we should have desired to record. Making reason¬ 
able allowance, however, for circumstances which particularly affect 
this society, the show was a creditable one, and this in spite of the 
absence, or unrepresentative character of the work, of several of the 
members, whose exhibits in former exhibitions have had the effect of 
greatly raising the average. Thus, Mr. J. Churchill, President of the 
Society, and J. Borthwick Panting had only one picture each, and 
W. H. Dawson, whose architectural subjects were interesting in 
character and well chosen, although they were printed in carbon, had 
managed to get his prints so wanting in force that their effect was 
seriously marred. Some of the less known members of the society 
showed work of promise. W. H. Parker had commendable pictures. 
G. Tapp and A. Lees evidently possess that feeling for nature which 
is essential to pictorial work, and, with greater experience in 
managing their material, should succeed in rising above the average. 
Douglas English’s natural history studies are too well known to require 
comment. J. E. Brown deserved credit for the technical excellence 
of his enlargements, and •>. Dear, B. G. Bishop, and G. Meinertz- 
hagen also deserve a word of praise. 

Following its usual custom, the society offered no medals or other 
prizes, and it speaks well for the esprit de corps of its members, that 
from year to year they can get together so admirable a collection of 
pictures, with no other inducement than the desire for the well-being 
of the society. 

•-♦- 

A PHOTOGRAPHIC SURVEY OF SURREY. 

The following corespondence on this subject (see Mr. H. D. 
Gower’s letter in this Journal of March 7th) has recently appeared 
in our contemporary, “The Croydon Advertiser”: — 

“ I hope that Mr. Gower’s admirable suggestion as to the inaugu¬ 
ration of a photographic survey of Surrey will bear immediate fruit. 
It is needless to dilate in these days, when the preservation of every 
sort of printed and pictorial record is beginning to be looked upon as 
simply an act of civilisation, upon the exceptional interest and value 
of a photographic panorama of the Surrey of the present moment, its 
topography, natural history, and sociology. No county is under¬ 
going more rapid transformations, and in no county consequently 
is the need of such a survey more urgent. The county seems pecu¬ 
liarly adapted to the work of a survey—it is small, it is full of in¬ 
terest, and there must be a very large number of enthusiastic and 
able photographers within its borders. So far as we are concerned, 
I feel sure that the Libraries Committee would willingly provide 
proper storage for the prints in the Reference Library. And in the 
meantime, the committee will be glad to receive any permanent photo¬ 
graphs relating to Surrey—scenery, objects of interest, notabilities, 
or happenings. Nothing is really too trivial in this connection to be 
worth preservation. May I in particular ask the photographers of 
Croydon to look over their negatives and send me prints of Croydon 
persons or things or events? “ L. Stanley Jast. 

“Town Hall, Croydon.” 
“ I was very glad to see Mr. H. D. Gower’s letter on the above 

subject, and, backed up as he is by Mr. L. S. Jast in your last issue, it 
is to be hoped that some useful and permanent records of our beautiful 
county may be obtained. Good results have already been achieved 
by at least two counties—i.e., Warwickshire and Worcestershire, 
and it is a source of gratification to find that Croydon proposes to 
take the initiative in regard to Surrey. As Mr. Jast truly says, very 
great and important changes are taking place in many parts of the 
county, and we all know how rapidly this is going on in the vicinity 
of Croydon, so that there is no time to be lost in commencing work. 
Doubtless much material already exists and only wants finding. Your 
extensively read paper is therefore doing good service in allowing 
letters to appear on the subject. I believe it is proposed to shortly 
form a committee to fully consider the matter and to suggest the 
best methods of dealing with it. Meanwhile, most of the principal 
towns in Surrey have a photographic society, and these can form a 
series of nuclei from which to start the survey. 

“ It should be noted that photographs for this purpose must be 
accurate presentations of what is seen, and not distorted views : the 
lens used must not be too long nor too short a focus—about seven or 

nine-inch would be about light—a scale should be used, and full 
particulars as to locality, etc., should also be given; but information 
on these points will no doubt be issued by the committee. It is most 
likely that other towns, such, for instance, as Guildford, Reigate, 
Dorking, etc., will wish to have collections of photographs as well an 
Croydon. In such cases an admirable opportunity would be afforded 
for an exchange of prints; these prints, by the way, should be perma- 
nent, and to this end only bromides, carbons, or platinotypes should 
be used, and not silver prints. Another point to notice is that prints 
such as these, which are more or less of a scientific character, need 
not be of the class usually called pictures; accuracy is the point to 
be' aimed at. “ J. H. Baldock. 

“St. Leonard’s Road, Croydon.” 

Dew Apparatus, $c. 
-♦- 

Schering’s Cartridge Developers. Wholesale agents: A. & M. Zimrner- 
mann, 9 and 10, St. Mary-at-Hill, E.C. 

We have received samples of the developers which Messrs. Schering 
are putting up in the now-popular form of cartridges. The following 
report of the Board of the Imperial Graphic Experimental Institute of 
Vienna indicates their characteristics 

“ The cartridges, which consist of cylindrical tubes containing the 
developing agent, separated from the alkali by a small piece of cotton 
wool and a wooden plug, are carefully packed and neatly got up. For 
use, the contents of a cartridge must be dissolved in 4-oz. to 5oz. of pure 
water. The solution was obtained quickly, and our experiments showed 
that the developer may be favourably compared with freshly-prepared 
developers, made according to the best formulae for adurol, hydroquinone, 
and pyrogallic acid. With the developers procured from Schering’a 
cartiridges, negatives of beautiful colour, great clearness, and 
fine gradation were obtained. These cartridge developers, on account 
of their compactness, easy handling, and ready solubility of contents, 
are specially suitable for travelling photographers and amateurs."’ 

The Aptus Supplementary Lenses. Manufactured by Sharp & Hitch- 
mough, Dale Street, Liverpool. 

These lenses are made in various sizes to fit the hoods of rapid recti¬ 
linear lenses from lgin. to 2in. in diameter. There are three series. The 
Tele-photo series, as the name indicates, is to increase the size of the 
image of distant objects, or practically to lengthen the focus of the 
lens. In using the attachment the enlargement of the object is about 
one-third. The Wide-angle series perform precisely the opposite func¬ 
tion; the original focus of the lens is shortened, and a greater amount of 
view is included, so that a lens of ordinary angle is rendered available 
for such work as photographing interiors. The Portrait series is intended 

for use when the extension of the camera bellows is not enough to enable, 
say a head and shoulders, to be obtained at a given distance from the 
sitter. It is not to be supposed, of course, that the use of supplementary 
lenses of any kind can entirely supersede instruments of precision, but 
the Aptus supplementary lenses are undoubtedly as efficient a substitute 
as can be devised, and to those who are not fortunate enough to have 
deep pockets they will prove an inexpensive and very useful addition to 
the photographic kit. 

Vignette and Border Negatives. H. & W. Green, Crown Photo Manu¬ 
factory, Rotherham. 

It is occasionally desirable to print a photograph with a border, and 
to make a negative for the purpose of printing the border requires both 
time and ingenuity. On such occasions these negatives should come in 
useful. The negatives are sold in packets containing seven, assorted in 
design and size up to g-plate, and included are the masks and discs 
necessary for their use. The prints submitted to us as specimens of the 
results obtained are quite satisfactory, and the method is so simple that 
the least experienced could hardly fail. 

Bromide Toning Outfit. John J. Griffin & Sons, 20-26, Sardinia Street, 
Lincoln’s Inn Fields, W.C. 

The outfit consists of two sets of glass tubes containing the necessary 
chemicals for producing brown or red tones in the one case, or blue or green 
tones in the other. Each outfit contains sufficient material for making 12oz. 
of each toning bath, and the solutions may be used over and over again. 
For making the red and brown toning bath it is necessary to dissolve 
the contents of the double-ended tube marked “ red ” in 12oz. of water, 
then adding the contents of the vial labelled “ acid for red.” On immer¬ 
sion the print assumes first a brown, then a sepia, and finally a red tone. 
The time of immersion thus controls the colour. The green and 
blue bath is mixed in a similar maimer, using the corresponding tube 
and vial, and the prints first become green and finally deep blue. In 
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the instructions the method is given for obtaining various colours on 
the same print, so that it is not difficult to obtain a photograph 
approximately in the colours of Nature. It is claimed that the results 
are permanent, provided that the print be thoroughly fixed and the 
hypo completely eliminated. Apart from the use of the toning baths for 
their intended purpose, an interesting application of them will occur 
to everyone in performing feats of what is sometimes termed natural 
magic. 

Marion’s P.S. Dry Plates. Manufactured and sold by Marion & Co., Ltd., 
Soho Square, London. 

We have received a sample of these dry plates from Messrs. Marion & 
Co. for trial. The series P.S., for pyro-soda development, is one of 
extreme rapidity, exceeding that even of the instantaneous series Th'e 

.sample we have tried bears the H. & D. No. 250, and the rapidity of the 
plate may be judged by the standard of the “instantaneous,” which is 
given as 120 to 200 H. & D. We timed the exposure at l-10th second, with 
lens stopped down to f/32, and in very bright light obtained a fully- 
exposed street negative full of detail. Another trial, in a room, with the 
sitter at 10 feet from the window, and the lens at an aperture’of f/12 5 
gave a fully-exposed portrait with 4 seconds’ exposure. The plate is 
tree from any trace of fog, and, considering its rapidity, surprisingly 
fine m grain. The exposures were calculated with the Hurter & Driffield 
actmograph, and we feel it a duty to express our warm approval of tha 
reliable manner in which Messrs. Marion & Co. have carried out the 
system. The P.S. plate will be much appreciated for portraiture in dull 
weather, and for other purposes where speed is essential. 

The Tixit Mountant. Manufactured and sold by the Vanguard Manu¬ 
facturing Company, Maidenhead. 

At first sight, the wickered jar that was deposited on our table one 
day this week raised a momentary suspicion in our mind that the con 
tents were of a different nature to the reality, viz., Tixit, the Vanguard 
Company s well-known mountant. The Doulton jar is of one-lallon 
capacity, with a bayonet-clutch, airtight lid, and the retail price of the 
jar, mountant, and v/iclur basket is 10s. Cd., refills of the mountant 

costing 7s. 6d. Professional photographers who use large quantities of 
Tixit will, no doubt, appreciate the opportunity of obtaining it in well- 
protected bulk; similarly, the system may appeal to dealers retailing 
small quantities. Tixit, as we know from practical experience, is a reliable 
preparation for mounting purposes, and we have no hesitation in giving 
it the heartiest recommendation to our readers. 

-♦- 

Kodak Novelties.—Messrs. Kodak, Limited, 43, Clerkenwell Road, E.C., 
write:—-“We take the opportunity of drawing your attention to a new 
competition we have organised for work upon our sensitised postcards. 
Full working instructions and a couple of masks are included in each 
packet of Kodak sensitised postcards. We are now introducing a Kodak 
which is adapted for stereoscopic pairs of pictures 3gin. by 3gin., or for 
taking single 3^in. by 3^in. exposures. The new Kodak is thus two 
cameras in cne. As a stereoscopic instrument, it combines the 
dayhght-loading feature with stereoscopic photography in its simplest 
and most convenient form. The No. 2 Stereo Kodak is of the ever-ready 
box-pattern, requiring no unfolding or other preparation when a photo¬ 
graph is about to be taken. The shutters are ever-set, and are adapted 
for giving time and instantaneous exposures. A spirit level is attached 
to the camera, and a large brilliant finder shows exactly the scope of 
view. The rapid rectilinear lenses are provided with sets of three stops 
simultaneously regulated from the outside of the camera. Kodak Film 
Developing Clips.—These appliances have been introduced by us with a 
view to. facilitating the handling of our film when developing, and they 
render immersion of the fingers in the developing solutions unnecessary. 
These clips somewhat resemble the ordinary paper clip, but are much 
more powerful, and are provided with teeth, which hold the end of the 
film securely. The developing clips are heavily nickelled, and are thus 
unaffected by, and do not affect, the photographic fluids. The clips 
may be left attached while the film is driyng, and thus serve to keep the 
film flat. Reduction in Price of the Kodak Push Pin.—We have pleasure 
in announcing that we are now prepared to supply these pins at 6d. per 
box of twelve. Kodak Glass Plate Cameras (for ^-plate and Sin. by 4in. 
pictures).—-We are now introducing a series of glass plate cameras. These 
cameras will shortly be placed upon the market.” 

Meetings of Societies. 
MEETINGS OF SOCIEIIES FOR NEXT WEEK. 

March Name of Society. Subject. 

25. 
20. 

20. 

2G.. 

Liverpool Amateur. 

Croydon Natural History . 

Birmingham Photographic. 

Croydon Natural History . ... 
Newcastle-on-Tyne. 

Leeds Photographic Society .. 

Thornton Heath Polytechnic... 

Stoneliouse Camera Club. 

Southsea Photographic Society 

Photographic Club 

2i. 

Liverpool Amateur. 

liodley, Farsi y, and Distiict 

Darwen Photographic . 

Brentford Photographic . 

Oldham Photographic Society 

London and Provincial. 
Borough Polytechnic.... 

/Excursion to Burton.. Leader l»r 
\ J. W. Ellis, K.E.8. 

Mr. Rudler's Tenth Lecture. 
(Ginn Bichromate Procex*. Mr. J. Pu"e- 
\ Croft. 

Zoological. 
Daguerreotype*. By Walter (’order. .1 P. 

C Oxfordshire. Wanvick*hire, r mitiih 
I Lukek, Ywkxhire, d:c. Illustrated 
j with New Lantern Slides. Mr. (lod- 
t frey Biugley. 
i Demonstration. I.autern Slide Ifalrina 
1 By H. E. Holland, Em. 
Carbon Printing. Mr. S. H. Paynter. 

I Lantern Slide Vieicx of the Jele of 
I Wight. Mr. E. H. Purvis. 
j A Trip up the Phine with the Sooth 

London Society. Mr. W. F. Slater 
l F.It P.S. 
I Excursion to Bridgnorth. Leader 
( Dr. J. W. Kills, F.E.8. 
Piling. M r. J. Ross. 
Pictorial and Decorative Work on 

Augtin-Edwaro* Filin* and Warwick 
Plate*. By Walter D. Welford, 
Esq., F.R.P.S., London. 

I Result of Exhibition and Summer 
I Arrangements. 
I Lantern Lecture. What ran he done 

with a Hand Camera (Uoerz). By a 
l Member. 
Lantern Night. Spain. Mr. Beckett. 
Carbon Printing. Mr. P. C. Corn ford. 

ROYAL PHOTOGRAPHIC SOCIETY. 

March 11th.—Ordinary meeting. Mr. Thomas R. Dallmeyer, president, 
in the chair. * 

The president referred to the consent of the Prince and Princess of 
Wales to become vice-patrons of the Society, to which we alluded in 
our issue of last week. 

A ballot took place, and six candidates were elected members of the 
Sociey. 

The president announced that the council had admitted to affiliation 
the Farnham Royal Photographic Society and the St. Albans Photo¬ 
graphic Society. 

The president said that he was sorry to announce that continued 
indisposition prevented Dr. J. W. Swan from personally attending to 
receive the silver Progress Medal awarded to him by the council. In 
directing the secretary to convey the medal to Dr. Swan, the president 
remarked that his name was too well known to need more than a passing 
reference to his achievements. The particular service to photography 
for which the Progress Medal was awarded was the invention of the 
carbon transfer printing process now known as Autotype. Dr. Swan 
was an eminent scientific man in other fields: in electricity and 
chemistry, in collodion, and, further still, in the introduction of the 
rapid gelatine dry plate upon the market. Photographers must always 
owe a debt of deep gratitude to Dr. Swan for his various discoveries 
and experiments which had been so beneficial to photography and to 
photographers. 

Dr. G. Lindsay Johnson, M.A., F.R.C.S., read a paper entitled. 

A Century’s Progress in Colour Photography and the Knowledge 

of Colour Vision.” 

At the outset he pointed out that it was exactly a century ago that 
Wedgwood, the father of the potter, gave an account of a method of 
copying paintings upon glass and of making profiles by the agency of 
light upon silver nitrate. Dr. Johnson thought that the day should 

' not pass without some notice of this important centenary, inasmuch as 
the paper laid the foundation of that epoch-marking discovery that has 
since developed into the science of photography. 

Dr. Johnson proceeds to notice the fact that, during the early days 
of photography, if the observer’s eye were placed in a line with the 
rays reflected from the Daguerreotype photograph, one could frequently 
detect not only the tints of the face and hands in a portrait, but often 
the colours of the hair, dress, and ribbons. The phenomenon was not 
inquired into, however, and with the advent of new processes it was 
forgotten. Lippmann’s discovery of his well-known and beautiful colour 
process was nothing more than a development of this phenomenon. He 
was the first, however, to explain the principle upon which the phe¬ 
nomenon hinged, as that of interference of the reflected waves with the 
impinging waves of light. The practical details of the process were 
given at length, but we do not repeat them here, Dr. Johnson’s paper 
has its chief interest in that portion wherein he endeavours to prove an 
analogy between the Lippmann colour process by interference and the 
phenomena of colour vision. It is generally taught that images of 
objects are formed on the retina, and there in some way stimulate the 
rods and cones, producing curents which convey to the mind the form 
and colour of the objects in question. No mention is made of the 
choroid, nor does the theory account for the fact that the terminals of 
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the rods and cones are turned from the source of light. Now, in study¬ 
ing the eyes of animals, Dr. Johnson was struck by the amount of colour 
at the back of the eye and behind the retina. He assumed that those 
colours were for some useful purpose, and, as the result of further 
investigation, came to the conclusion that Lippmann’s theory was closely 
parallel with that of colour vision. In Lippmann’s case there was the 
lens, the dark chamber, and a sensitive surface of silver turned from the 
lens and in contact with a highly reflecting metallic mirror. In the 
eye there was the crystalline lens, the dark chamber formed by the 
opaque coats of the eye, and the sensitive surface formed by the 
terminals of the rods and cones in the hexagonal layer, also turned 
surface of the choroid. The reduction of the silver into distinct 
from the source of light, and also in contact with the brilliant reflecting 
laminae or strata in the substance of the gelatine film is analogous to 
the series of strata formed by the rods and cones under the action of 
the light. Lippmann’s sensitive plate is transparent; so is the retina of 
the eye, but how far, of course, the resemblance may be sustained by 
further inquiry is a matter for the future. 

LONDON AND PROVINCIAL PHOTOGRAPHIC ASSOCIATION. 

Makch 13th.—Mr. J. T. French in the chair. 
Mr. R. P. Drage passed round a piece of the first film issued to the 

public. It was made by Warnerke, and was issued in packets of twelve 
sheets Warnerke made a great noise about the film, but it never found 
general favour, perhaps owing to its excessive granularity. It was a 
Gelatine film, supported upon a yellow paper, and finally on a black paper, 
which also had on its other side a coating of emulsion. The piece 
passed round had a positive image upon it, and seemed in a good state 
of preservation. , „ , . 

Mr. A. Mackie said Warnerke s earliest film was a collodio emulsion 
film, dating back into Ihe seventies, long before the advent of the film 
now’ shown, which could not have been previous to 1880. 

Mr. A. Green said that it was brought out about 1884 or 1885, and 
was packed in a tin box. . . . , , 

Mr. S. H. Fry mentioned, as a fact of historical interest, that he 
remembered a roll film which he believed to be coated upon thin rubber. 
He recalled the fact that his father had a number which had been 
exposed in Algeria. It was made in continuous length of no great 
length, it is true, but the film was the forerunner of the present-day 
roller-film. . 

Mr. Drage also showed the earliest bromide paper issued to the 
public. It was made by Morgan & Kidd. 

Mr. Fry thought that present-day bromide paper was no better than 
it was ten years ago,, except in so far as improved methods of working 
permitted. _ 

Mr. Wilfred Emery passed round the Blair Camera Company s 
American-made Weno camera. He called attention to the fact that the 
back could not fall off, as it was released from the inside and could not 
be moved until the front was opened. He showed several examples of 
its performances. 

Mr. P. R. Salmon showed a few interesting slides of Turkish scenes in 
and around Constantinople—the Golden Horn, Galata Bridge, etc. He 
also showed some slides by Mr. Graystone Bird, of Bath, which included 
landscape and figure subects, fine cloud effects, etc. 

Mr. J. W. Hodges contributed an excellent selection, covering Banbury, 
York, Oxford, Salisbury, etc.; all architectural studies, a branch of work 
in which he has achieved much success. 

A discussion also took place regarding the use of black paper and 
glycerine as an anti-halation backing for plates, but the use of it 
as a substitute for caramel was not much favoured. 

PHOTOGRAPHIC CLUB. 
March 5th.—Mr. Chas. Wallis in the chair. 

Mr. Ernest Human demonstrated the Wellington S.C.P. or slow con¬ 
tact paper variously termed gaslight and fireside paper. Made in smooth 
and glossy grades it is for contact work alone. The treatment of the 
paper is similar to that required by other papers of the kind. Mr. 
Human made several prints, and the members also tried their skill. 
Some particular attention having been drawn to Mr. Human’s method 
of washing prints by supporting them on a plate under the tap, instead 
of immersing them in water, the discussion very largely turned on that 
question. 

Mr. Mackie said that the method was not good, because only one 
side of the paper was washed. He thought that the ideal theoretical 
washing device would be one in which a deep vessel of water was 
allowed to come to rest, with the print to be washed suspended just 
oeneath the surface of the water. The hypo, being heavier than the 
water, would sink and leave the print. Of course, practically, the method 
was impossible to follow. 

Mr. Bridge suggested that more prints faded through insufficient fixing 
than washing, and other speakers urged a double fixing operation to 
make certain sure. 

March 12th.—Mr. J. R. Gotz in the chair. 
Being an open evening, the meeting devoted itself to the discussion 

of matters of general photographic and kindred interest. Some discus¬ 
sion centred in the question of the speed of papers and plates, and its 
bearing on half-tone rendering. It was pointed out that slow papers, 
like that demonstrated last week, would not render half-tones and give 
such good gradation as a more rapid plate. The matter was one not 
merely of prolonging the exposure of a slow plate until it equalled a 
short one with a fast plate, but overcoming inherent characteristics of 
the emulsion. 

LEEDS CAMERA CLUB. 

On Wednesday, March 12th, a demonstration of Natural Colour Photo¬ 
graphy, according to the Sanger Shepherd System, was given by Mr. C. 
B. Howdill, A.R.I.B.A., president. 

After briefly detailing the principles of the Sanger Shepherd process, 
Mr. Howdill showed on the demonstrating table a mosaic square of leaded 
stained glass in a variety of colours and tints in a vertical position, 
with a sheet of white tissue paper stretched over one side. Limelight 
was projected through it from that side, while at the other side was 
placed the camera—an ordinary camera, with a special back and slide 
fitted. This slide carries a plate measuring 8in. by 3 l-3in., and in front 
of this are placed the three colour screens—particular shades of red, 
green, and blue respectively—one-third of the plate being covered with 
the red screen, a third with the green, and the remaining portion by the 
blue. The slide is on the “ repeating back ” principle, so that three 
exposures upon different portions of the plate can be made alternately 
through the same lens. The first (through the red screen) was exposed 
for five minutes, the middle part of the plate (through the green screen) 
for II minutes, and the other end of the plate (through the blue screen) 
received but 30 seconds’ exposure, these being the proportions necessary, 
according to the actinicity of the light, when passed through the respec¬ 
tive coloured screens, the plate used being a Cadett s backed “ Lightning 
Spectrum.” Stencil ink, Mr. Howdill remarked, by the way, forms an 
excellent medium for backing plates. 

The plate was then removed from the slide and developed for three 
minutes in Sanger Shepherd’s “ Universal ” Developer, plus 50 per cent, 
of added water, at 68deg. F., and fixed. On examination it was found 
to be slightly over-exposed and somewhat thin. Another negative ^ready- 
dried) of the same subject, taken in the same place, under similar con¬ 
ditions, was then printed from. The blue positive was first made from 
that part of the negative exposed through the red screen, a Cadett lantern 
plate being exposed to a gas-flame by contact at about a foot distance 
for four seconds, developed, fixed, and thoroughly well washed. It was 
then immersed in a bath of potassium ferricyanide, loz., to water, 10oz., 
for a minute; again well washed, and, while still wet, immersed in the 
“ minus red ” (blue-green) bath for one minute, slightly rinsed, and 
plunged in a clean solution of hypo. It immediately assumed a beautiful 
blue-green colour, the depth of which is unalterable, hence it is often 
necessary to make several of these blue positives before the correct depth 
of colour is secured. 

A piece of celluloid film coated with bromide of silver emulsion (an 
ordinary sensitive film), and further sensitised with bichromate salts, had 
previously been printed through the “ green ” and “ blue ” portions of 
the negative, with the celluloid side against the film side of negative, 
having received an exposure of about five minutes to dull daylight, until 
a faint image, as in the platinotype process, was visible; this having been 
done because exposure to artificial light would necessarily have been too 
prolonged for the purposes of demonstration. An attempt was first made 
to develop this film in water at lOOdeg., but as it was found to be a 
little refractory it was further raised to 130deg., which dissolved out 
all the soluble gelatine in the manner well known to all carbon workers. 
The silver bromide is then dissolved out by the action of hypo and the 
film well washed. The result is a clear gelatine relief of the image of 
different thicknesses, according to the varying action of light passing 
through the negative on the thin celluloid base. That portion of the 
film printed through the “ green ” negative was then immersed in pink 
stain until it had attained sufficient density of colour—which degree can 
only be ascertained by trial. The film from the “ blue ” negative was 
simultaneously stained yellow. The pink and yellow positives can, in 
ordinary practice, be intensified or reduced in colour by repeated immer¬ 
sions in the dyes or by washing respectively. When dry, the films were 
superimposed on the blue transparency, the pink being laid on first and 
the yellow outside. They were roughly adjusted, held together by 
means of spring clips, and immediately exhibited in the lantern, the result, 
although not absolutely perfect, creating at first a murmur of surprised 
admiration, followed by an outburst of applause. A finished, bound-up 
slide, previously prepared, of the same subject, was then shown, free from 
any of these minor defects, although the one produced on the spot was 
by no means a failure. 

The demonstrator then exhibited another example of domestic stained 
glass—a group of fishes, with brilliant green and pink colouring—and 
a colour slide made therefrom, side by side, and the accuracy of thf- 
colour reproduction was warmly commented upon. He also showed on 
the screen a few slides by the Lumiere process, the brilliancy and delicacy 
of colouring in which was equisite, and, to my way of thinking, even 
superior to the process demonstrated. He also showed a large number 
of slides by the Joly and Sanger ShepheTd process.—“The Leeds 
Mercury.” 

LIVERPOOL AMATEUR PHOTOGRAPHIC SOCIETY. 

The following are extracts from the annual report:—The membership 
roll at the beginning of the year contained 327 names; the number of new 
members elected during the year amounted to 39; resignation, lapses, and 
deaths to 49; leaving 317 names in the bgoks at the end of the year. 
The coffee meetings held on Wednesday afternoons from four to five 
o’clock have been well patronised, the informal discussions and inter¬ 
change of ideas which take place, rendering these meetings exceedingly 
useful as well as being a means of maintaining the social character of the 
Association. During the summer months the club-rooms and studio have 
been re-decorated, and your council desire to place on record the valuable 
assistance rendered by Mr. James Parkinson, in drawing up the specifica¬ 
tions for the work and in superintending its performance. 
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NORTH MIDDLESEX PHOTOGRAPHIC SOCIETY. 

March 5th, 1902.—Mr. Nightingale demonstrated Yelox and Carbona 
papers. 

He toned some fully-printed Carbona prints, and also developed some 
partially printed; the latter gave warm tones of pleasing colour on simple 
fixation, while the former gave a great range of tones from brown to 
black, with the acetate and borax bath recommended by the makers. 

With regard to Yelox, an underprinted proof with prolonged develop¬ 
ment gives a soft result, while over-printing heightens contrasts, and 
often presents a mottled appearance in the lighter tones. 

CROYDON CAMERA CLUB. 

The twelfth annual meeting of the above Club was held on Wednesday, 
12th inst., a large number of members being present. The president 
(Mr. Hector Maclean, F.R.P.S.) first briefly summarised what had been 
done in the past year. Thirty ordinary meetings had been held, the 
average attendances at which were very satisfactory. 

The exhibition held during the year, ending January 31st, had proved 
decidedly successful, a balance of about £5 in favour of the Club being 
carried forward by the Exhibition Committee. The outings had been, 
although few, well attended; the first one of the year consisted of forty 
members, the concluding one was attended by over 100 members and 
friends. Four “one man” shows of prints were held at the Club rooms 
during the past winter. The members who successively displayed their 
works as above were Messrs. W. H. Rogers, L. G. Rough, W. H Smith, 
and R. H. Edgar. The displays in question proved interesting, educa¬ 
tive, and stimulating. 
^ From the balance-sheet, which the lion. sec. submitted, it appears the 
Club is in a flourishing condition, a good balance in hand being carried 
forward. Mr. J. H. Stanley, sen., was appointed treasurer. Two new 
gentlemen—Messrs. Edgar anti Bennett—appear on the council. Hearty 
votes of thanks were passed to various members, including Messrs. Rogers, 
Holland, Noaks, Hicks, Watson, Bennett, Smith, Glanville, and Jenkins. 

Mr. Isaac then introduced the feature of the evening, which consisted 
of the presentation of a handsome salver and cigarette-case to the presi¬ 
dent. In an admirable speech, Mr. Isaac narrated the history of the 
Club. lv started in a very small way, at the instance of and under the 
guidance of Mr. Maclean, who consented to occupy the position of 
president until (as he said) a better one could be found. Needless to say, 
a better one had not been found. The first habitation was a cellar. From 
thence the Club ascended to a garret; but, though it rose in the air, its 
financial position did not rise in a corresponding degree. Rent day came 
round with monotonous frequency, and the Club funds were not always 
able to meet it. The president supplied the deficiency. Looking back, 
Mr. Isaac remembered what a struggle the Club had for a bare existence. 
Hostility was shown from quarters where it might have least been 
expected, and, in his (Mr. Isaac’s) opinion, the final success of the Club 
was owing to the persistent and untiring energy of Mr. Maclean. Mr. 
Holland, too, had come to its assistance at a critical juncture, and had 
rendered yeoman service. 

Amidst loud cheers Mr. Isaac then handed Mr. Maclean the salver and 
cigarette case, the former being inscribed that it was given “ as a mark 
of appreciation and esteem, of the interest taken by him in the Club, as 
its president, since its formation in 1890.” Mr. Maclean, who was evidently 
taken completely by surprise, feelingly replied on behalf of himself 
and Mrs. Maclean, to whom a graceful allusion had also been made. 

The proceedings terminated with a strong vocal expression that he 
(Mr. Maclean) was “a jolly good fellow.” 

• - —---♦-:— 

Commercial $ Ccgal Intelligence. 
-——♦- 

The Austin-Edwards Monthly Film Negative Competition.—The prize 
camera for tlqe current month has been awarded to Mr. G. H. Brierlev, 
27, Conduit Road, Bedford, for his negative “ Skating on the Ouse.” 

The Cadett Plates and Papers.—We have received from Messrs. Cadett 
& Neall, of Ashtead, Surrey, the latest price lists of their plates and 
papers, including a leaflet of discounts to the profession, a copy of which 
will be sent to any professional photographer on application. We gather 
from the documents before us that Messrs. Cadett & Neall specially cater 
for the special needs of professional workers, who are invited to apply 
for particulars and terms of the firm’s productions. 

We arc informed that the Third Photographic and Optical Trades 
Exhibition will be held next month, at the Portman Rooms, Baker Street, 
London, W. It opens on April 11th, and remains open each day from 
12 to 10 o’clock p.m., until April 19th. All the novelties for the season 
will be exhibited, amongst them being a number of photographic apparatus 
that have never before been shown. The most important firms in the 
trade have already taken spaces. Arrangements have been made for a 
series of attractive and interesting entertainments. There will be half- 
hour lantern lecturettes and demonstrations by well-known names in 
photographic circles. In addition, the Imperial Orchestra will be in 
attendance, and will play selections of music in the main hall at intervals 
during each day. Smoking and refreshment rooms will also be provided, 
(he catering being carried out by the Portman Rooms Company The 
admission to the exhibition will be Is., and there will be no extras for 
any of the entertainments or demonstrations. 

Re H. van der Weyde.—The public examination took place on Tuesday 

of Henry van der Weyde, photographer, Regent Street. The debtOf 
applied to pass on accounts showing gross debts £13,714, of which 
£12,627 are unsecured, and small available assets, the debtoi ha 
property he was unable to value. In examination by Mr. Grey, Official 
Receiver, the debtor stated that he was an American subject and held 
the rank of a major during the Civil War. He afterwards cam to 
England, and started as a portrait painter at South Kensington and also 
employed his time in inventions. He had filed fifty-eight sp< 
for patents, twenty of which he had completed. One of them was an 
electric light for photography, and, being unable to sell it, he, with 
borrowed capital, started as a photographer in Regent Street, which 
business he carried on practically to the date of the failure. Jn 
he called his creditors together and paid them 2s. 6d. in the £. A 
what had led to his difficulties, the debtor said it was his weakness for 
inventing. The photographic business always paid. With regard to two 
of his patents, companies had been formed, but were in liquidation 
Eventually he was sued by the landlord of the. Regent Street premises 
for the rent, and was sold up. The examination was concluded. 

A New Process Firm.—We are pleased to chronicle the establishment 
of the new firm of Bond and Haslewood, technical photographers and 
specialists in trichromatic photography, for it was by the advice of the 
late Mr. Traill Taylor and ourselves that Mr. Bond decided, many years 
ago, to devote his attention to process photography. After being some 
years with Messrs. Andre & Sleigh, Bushey, when Orford Smith, Ltd., 
St. Albans, one of the foremost firms of chromo-lithographers, opened 
a department for three-colour half-tone block making, Mr. Bond accepted 
an engagement with them. Since then he has initiated three-colour 
work, with the Printing Arts Company (the proprietors of the Orloff 
printing machine), and other firms. Recently he was engaged by a 
noted publishing house to obtain three-colour negatives and diapositives 
for blocks of pictures in the National Gallery, etc. In reference to a 
monochrome representation of Constable’s “ Valley Farm,” by Mr. Bond, 
an artist of repute, of the Corot School, remarked it was the most faithful 
rendering of the picture he had ever seen, and expressed a similar 
opinion of an original photograph by Mr. Bond, of “ Fen Lane, Flatford.” 
We lately had an opportunity of looking over an extensive collection of 
three-colour half-tone prints turned out by the above firms, the whole 
of the photographic work of which was carried out by Mr. Bond, and 
are pleased to testify to the great excellence of the results. We have 
received from the firm a price list for commercial and orthochromatie 
photography; also a process list. From their general technical circular 
we gather they undertake three-colour negatives, continuous or half¬ 
tone, from paintings, articles of vertu and commerce, natural colour 
transparencies and lantern slides, three-colour, half-tone, and line blocks, 
orthochromatie work, photo-micrographic, architectural, engineering, 
legal, and publishers’ photography. A distinction in price is made 
between fine art and commercial jobs. Designs or illustrations can be 
prepared from customers’ rough sketches or notes, or faulty originals 
improved, at a charge varying according to the amount of work required. 
They have special lines in large blocks for showcards or posters, and also 
in photo-litho transfers. The works are situated in Priory Park, St. 
Albans, but fragile parcels may be left at 6, Ludgate Arcade, E.C. 

Cassell & Co., Ltd.—The annual general meeting was held on Tuesday, 
at the Memorial Hall, Farringdon Street. Sir Henry Fowler, M.P., who 
presided, congratulated the shareholders on the improvement shown in 
the accounts, and said that the Company’s sales had been larger and 
expenses smaller than in the previous year. The net profit for the twelve 
months ended December 31st last was £24,370, and the dividends received 
from trading companies amounted to £991, against £16,309 and £765 
respectively in 1900. An interim dividend was paid last September, 
absorbing £7,217, and the available balance on this occasion was £13,574, 
as compared with £9,415 at the annual meeting twelve months ago. It 
was proposed to add £2,500 to the reserve fund, raising it to £25,000, 
and. to pay a final dividend making 5 per cent, for the year, leaving £248 
to be carried forward. Having referred to some of the items in the 
balance-sheet, he said that the board believed that the literary enter¬ 
prises undertaken during the past year had been appreciated by the 
public. The more satisfactory position of the Company’s affairs was 
due, in the main, to their general manager and managing director, Sir 
Wemyss Reid, whose unceasing devotion to the business had impaired his 
health. In conclusion, he moved the adoption of the report, which was 
seconded by Mr. R. Turner. Mr. Lee and another shareholder having 
spoken, the chairman said that at the close of the year the Company 
owed £53,000, but this had now been paid off with the exception of £7,000 
not yet due. On the other hand, the item of debtors was £79,000, which 
had now been reduced to £20,000. This balance was also not yet due. 
The 6 per cent, debentures could only be paid off by drawings at the 
rate of £5,000 a year. It had always been the policy of the company to 
have a predominant interest in allied companies, and this explained the 
investments in trading companies. They were largely interested, for 
example, in the firm doing this Company’s cojour-work, including the 
series of pictures which had met with so much approval in the artistic 
world. Dr. Drysdale inquired whether the falling off in the profit during 
the past year or two was not attributable to the war. The chairman 
replied that no doubt that was the case in 1900, but during the past 
year the adverse effect of the war on the business had not been so great. 
The report was then adopted. The chairman next proposed the re-election 
of Sir Wemyss Reid as a member of the board. Mr. E. Bale (a director) 
seconded the motion, and spoke of the ability and energy with which 
Sir Wemyss Reid had performed his duties during a trying period. Mr. 
Lee said that he rose with regret and reluctance, especially after the 
words which had fallen from the chairman regarding Sir Wemyss Reid’s 
health, to oppose that gentleman’s re-election as managing director. 
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Since his appointment as manager of the Company the value of the 
.shares had failen to less than one-half of the price which they previously 
.stood at. He had great respect for Sir Wemyss Reid as a literary man, 
but his management had been unsuccessful. Mr. Easterbrook remarked 
that he should be pleased to support Sir Wemyss Reid’s election as a 
director, but he considered that other qualifications were wanted for the 
position of manager. Mr. Turner, speaking as a former managing director, 
said that Sir Wemyss Reid had had great difficulties to contend against, 
which did not exist when he himself occupied the position. If the share¬ 
holders thought that they would improve the management by electing 
another gentleman in the place of Sir Wemyss Reid they were making 
.a great mistake. They would never get a better or more enterprising 
general manager. The chairman pointed out that the resolution was for 
the election of Sir Wemyss Reid as a director, and added that the ques¬ 
tion of the management rested with the board. Some years ago it was 

■decided, for many reasons, that the Company’s general manager should 
be also an ordinary director, and to that opinion the board still adhered. 
On a show of hands being taken, the re-election of Sir Wemyss Reid was 
agreed to, with four dissentients.—■“ The Times.” 

-♦-- 

I)od$ ana Dotes. 
-♦- 

The last meeting of the Wolverhampton Photographic Society was 
■devoted to an exhibition of members’ lantern slides, some capital examples 
being shown by the president (Mr. Harold Holcroft), and Messrs. Gale, 
Turton, Taylor, and Cooke. 

Photographic Club, Anderton’s Hotel, Fleet Street. On Wednesday, 
March 26th, at 8 p.m., Mr. W. F. Slater will give a lantern lecture on 
'£: A Trip up the Rhine.” The committee will be pleased to welcome 
visitors at this or any other of the weekly meetings. 

Leicester Literary and Philosophical Society.—This Society held 
its annual exhibition on the 12th inst., when about 100 prints 
and 180 lantern slides were shown by the members. All officers 
were re-elected for next season, viz.—Chairman, Mr. H. A. Roechling, 
G.E.; vice-chairman, Mr. J. Porrill; hon sec., Mr. G. O. Marshall. There 
was a record attendance, and a very enjoyable evening was spent. 

Royal Photographic Society-—On Tuesday, March 25th, at 8 p.m., at 
66, Russell Square, Mr. Charles P. Butler, A.R.C.Sc., will give an address 
on “ The Photographic Investigation of Modern Astrophysical Problems.” 
The Society will also open an exhibition of pictorial photographs by 
Mr. C. Yarnall Abbott, of Philadelphia, and an introductory address from 
his pen will be read. The exhibition will remain open daily for six or 
seven weeks. 

At the meeting of the Newcastle-on-Tyne and Northern Counties’ 
Photographic Association, in the Y.M.C.A. Rooms, on Tuesday, March 
11th, Mr. A. B. Gardener gave an address on “ Process Plates.” On 
account of the fineness of grain and the ease in getting almost any 
desired density, these plates are very useful for several purposes, but 
Mr. Gardener used them in quite a novel way. He had to take some 
large negatives of the streets of Newcastle during the laying of the new 
tramlines, and as it was important to get them very clear and of a fair 
printing density, and the light is not strong enough for instantaneous 
work during the winter months, he stopped down to f/32, and, using 
process plates, gave an exposure of half an hour, the very slight blur 
(owing' to the busy traffic) being hardly noticeable. At the conclusion 
of his lecture Mr. Gardener handed round for inspection several examples 
of photographs so taken. 

Liverpool Amateur Photographic Association.—A large audience 
assembled on Thursday, March 12th, at the rooms of the above Associa¬ 
tion, Eberle Street, to hear a lecture by Mr. Grant (manager of the 
Lumiere Company) on the Lumiere process of colour photography. Mr. 
Grant first sketched the history of colour photography, dating its incep¬ 
tion to forty years ago, when, at the meeting of the Royal Association, 
Professor Clerk Maxwell gave an outline of the process as used to-day, 
viz., the interposition of light filters—blue, green, and red—between the 
object to be photographed and the plate. Mr. Grant went on to describe 
in detail the processes used by Messrs. Lumiere, giving the various 
formulae for the production of the light filters, etc., and at the conclusion 
showed, by means of the lantern, a considerable number of slides in 
natural colours taken by the process. The lecture proved exceedingly 
interesting, and was followed with marked attention. A discussion fol¬ 
lowed, in which Hr. Buchanan, Mr. F. W. Saxby, and others took part. 

Royal Institution.—The following are the lecture arrangements at the 
Royal Institution, after EasterDr. Allan Macfadyen, three lectures on 
Recent Methods and Results in Biological Inquiry; Professor F. York 
Powell, three lectures on English Kings and Kingship; Professor Karl 
Pearson, three lectures on the Laws of Heredity, with Special Reference 
to Man (the Tyndall Lectures); Professor Dewar, three lectures on the 
Gxygen Group of Elements; Dr. A. Smith Woodward, three lectures 
on Recent Geological Discoveries; Mr. M. H. Spielmann, three lectures on 
Contemporary British Sculpture; Mr. W. H. Cummings, three lectures 
on British National Song (with musical illustrations); Professor Walter 
Raleigh, three lectures on Poets and Poetry; and Professor Brander 
Matthews, three lectures on the Development of the English Drama— 
(1) The Art of the Dramatist, (2) The Drama of the Middle Ages, (3) The 
Drama under Elizabeth. ,The Friday evening meetings will commence on 
April 11th, when Professor Dewar will deliver a discourse on Problems 
of the Atmosphere. Suceeding Friday evening discourses will be 
delivered by Sir John H. A. Macdonald, Dr. J. Mackenzie Davidson, 
Sir Robert Ball, Sir Benjamin Baker, Professor A. E. Tut.ton, and other 
gentlemen. 

Dod Books. 
“ Sell's Dictionary of the World’s Press.” 986 pp Price, 7s. 6d. London: 

Published by Sell’s Advertising Agency, Limited, 167, Fleet 
Street, E.C. 

The new volume of this useful and readable dictionary contains articles 
on “ The Outlook for Liberal Journalism,” Sir Edward Russell writing 
from a Liberal point of view, and Mr. H. J. Palmer (president of the 
Institute of Journalists) treating it from a Conservative standpoint. 
Among the other articles are the following:—Mr. Alexander Paterson’s 
review of two centuries of Daily Journalism; the illustrated article 
on the Crown Colonies of the Empire, their Governments, education 
systems, and their industries; the continuation of the article dealing 
with the Anecdotal History of Journalism, drawn from the current 
literature for 1900-01. Other contributions include “ A Glance at the 
Comic Papers of the Victorian Era,” by J. Farlow Wilson; the year’s 
“ Newspaper Happenings,” and obituary columns. The lists of papers, 
the magazine list, the classified lists of trade papers, and the lists of 
Colonial papers have been brought up to date. The thumb-index gives 
at once, first the index, then the London papers, the English Provincial 
papers, the Irish papers, the Scotch and Welsh papers, the magazines, 
and lastly the Colonial and principal foreign papers. Special space has 
been devoted to the maps and information connected with the British 
Dominions beyond the seas. In the work particulars are given of every 
town throughout the British Empire in which a paper is published, 
together with particulars of the principal papers themselves. In regard 
to the papers of the British Isles, the name is given of every town and 
village in which a paper is published, the market days, distance from 
London, etc. The total number of papers in the British Isles is now 
2,532; of these London is responsible for 554. The number of magazines 
is 1,562, while there are 209 quarterly reviews of every kind. The 
“ Dictionary ” is a painstaking compilation, and we accord it a hearty 
welcome. Not once, but many times during the year do we dip into its 
pages, and always with profit and interest. 

“The Homeland Handbooks.” London: Published by the Homeland 
Association for the encouragement of Touring in Great Britain, St. 
Bride’s House, 24, Bride Lane, Fleet Street, E.C. 

No. 18 of the series of Homeland Handbooks is entitled “ Minehead, 
Porlock, and Dunster: The Seaboard of Exmoor,” by C. E. Larter. It 
contains articles on stag hunting, by Philip Evered; fishing in the district, 
by C. M. F. Luttrell; fox hunting, by “Peep Out”; hare hunting, by L. 
E„ Bligh; golfing, by the Rev. J. Utten Todd; and a chapter on Cleeve 
Abbey by Gordon Home. The book, which is illustrated by drawings by 
Gordon Home, and by photographs by H. M. Lomas and others, is 
published at Is. 6d. nett, bound in cloth, with map; or 6d., paper cover, 
without map. Postage, 2d. 

Corresponaence. 
**■* Correspondents should never write on both sides of the paper. No 

notice is taken of communications unless the names and addresses of 
the writers are given. 

We do not undertake responsibility for the opinions expressed by our 
correspondents. 

PHOTO BUTTONS. 

To the Editors. 

Gentlemen,—We note your reply to “Liverpool,” in “Answers to 
Correspondents,” in the last number of the British Jourxal of Photo¬ 

graphy, in which you say that you know of no one in this country 
who makes photo button machinery. For about six months, ending 
Christmas last, we advertised that we made, not only buttons and 
medallions, but also machinery to manufacture same, and we have 
pleasure in handing you a price list, together with a few specimens. 
We are just delivering to an enterprising seaside photographer 
machinery to make three popular sizes in buttons, and -we believe our 
client intends to present each of his sitters with a button or medal¬ 
lion of his or her photo during the summer as a special draw. 

In addition to the constructing of special presses and dies for 
making these little novelties, we also now manufacture our own metal 
shells and backs for this trade. We send you herewith to illustrate 
the various processes of manufacture : — 

1. A piece of thin sheet steel, from which we cut the blanks. 
2. Blank shaped for front shell. 
3. First operation in making back. 
4. Second operation in making back, with centre cut out, forming 

the familiar ring. 
5. Plain back, used for attaching ribbons when button is made into 

a badge. 
6. The same in gilded metal, with strut back for small-sieed medal¬ 

lion. 
7. Sample of bromide contact print. 
8. Sample of bromide contact print, glazed and cut into disc ready 

for placing in machine ; and, finally, we send you a few samples of the 
finished articles. 

. 
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The large medallion sent is also made on the same principle, and 
you will note the very effective style of the same medallion mounted 
is one of our new art mounts.—Yours faithfully, 

For the Crayon Art Company, 
49b, Brecknock Road, London. F. A. Yenning. 

March 19th, 1902. 
[We are obliged to our correspondents for the interesting specimens. 

Medallion photography in Coronation year will no doubt be popular, 
and many of our readers may therefore be glad to know where the 
necessary machinery and specimens may be obtained.—Eds. B.J.P.] 

THE METRIC SYSTEM. 
To the Editors. 

Gentlemen,—Your correspondent, C. L. Hett, seems to me a little 
unreasonable. Seeing how uncertain a measure a spoonful is, and that 
it is not defined by law, it is no wonder that a tablespoonful does not 
I'xactly measure an ounce; moreover, all the cheap glass measures 
I have seen of this sort are furnished with marks blown in them. This 
cannot be a-ccurately done, either in such measures or in bottles. 

But there is another reason why these things might be wrong. Once 
on a time there was an apothecaries’ fluid ounce corresponding to the 
weight of the same name; but, even before the weight was abandoned, 
the law defined the fluid ounce as the twentieth part of a pint, and 
from the definition of a gallon, it followed that the fluid ounce, as 
now, weighed an avoirdupois ounce. But our law has the peculiarity 
that it can be defied with impunity, and no doubt the glass blowers 
and makers of cheap measures ignored, if they ever took the trouble 
to learn, the law; thus the dimensions of the measures remained 
unchanged. In France no one is allowed to sell unstamped weights or 
measures; in England the penalty is for using them in commerce 
only, and thus the multiplication and diffusion of incorrect articles is 
facilitated. 

If Mr. Hett requires correct weights and measures, he can have 
his weights examined and, if correct, certified by the local inspector. 
Glass measures, probably, it would be beyond that officer’s power 
to mark, but I fancy any good chemist (not a photographic dealer) 
would supply him with measures certified by the Company of Apothe¬ 
caries (I think), who examine and mark them by a test which differs 
insensibly from that sanctioned for the inspectors of the Board of 
Trade. 

It is just the confusion inevitable under the present system which 
renders it desirable to introduce without delay the compulsory use 
of the metric system alone, and it is very much to be hoped that 
the law, when changed, will leave no openings for evasion.—I am, 
gentlemen, yours faithfully, J. F. T. 

ON THE NEGLECT OF TRUTH BY PHOTOGRAPHERS. 
To the Editors. 

Gentlemen,—Reading A. Y. Kenah’s article “ On the Neglect of 
Truth ” in the last issue of your valuable paper,- I had pleasure 
in recognising an old and dear acquaintance of mine, whom the 
author did me the honour to select as the bad example of the 
present-day photographer, who, “ professing to know all about 
collodion emulsion and the presence of halogen,” was too ignorant 
to help himself, and in search for increased rapidity asked the author 
for help, failing to grasp the value of his own evidence. Now. my 
dear Mr. Kenah, who wrote about truth with a capital T, so I am 
sure you will not be angry with me if I prove to you how 
highly I appreciate the educational value of your admirable article, 
by promptly correcting the character sketch of my friend, trusting 
that you may in future be more exacting in the choice of youi 
“ enfants terribles.” You know what the old Romans said: Fiat ex- 
perimentum in corpore vili; but that is not my friend. 

Not only did he spend a fourth of his life in the laboratories of such 
authorities as Eder, Yalenta, Vogel, Huhl, but also graduated with 
an easy first at aContinental high school, particularly in the science of 
photo-chemistry. 

Apart from his sound theoretical) photographic knowledge, he 
acted for the last two years as demonstrator of collodion emulsion 
processes, of which he has a firmhold, enabling him to dispense 
with the kindly-suggested, although highly appreciated, help of the 
author of the article in question. The experiment, however, Mr. 
Kenah refers to was, so my friend informs me, one which Mr. 
Kenah himself suggested, so by no means the answer of the author 
to the helpless plea of “ an advanced process worker. ” 

As Mr. Kenah himself refrains from giving exact date as to 
the success achieved by his experiments, it is no part of mv 
purpose to investigate any further, but leave it to my friend to 
register with highest scientific accuracy the results obtained by 
the suggested absorption of halogen in collodion emulsion.—I am, 
yours, etc. Henry O. Klein. 

9, Upper Brighton Terrace, Surbiton, March 18. 

COPYRIGHT. 
To the Editors. 

Gentlemen,—Mr. Armstrong, in your issue of 14th inst., calls on the 
Professional Photographers’ Association to suggest a course for dealing 
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with such cases as that he quotes from the Glasgow Sheriff’s Court. 
1 am not a member of the association, but one of the general public 
who pay for photographs, but 1 trust 1 may be permitted to make 
a lew remarks on the subject. As I understand the law, tin- negative 
belongs to the photographer when he takes it to order and supplies 
prints for payment, but lie has no right to use it, except for his cus 
tomer It would seem clear, then, that if he sells his business he 
cannot confer on the purchaser the right (which lie himself does not 
possess) to use the negative as he pleases. The purchaser must l„ 
assumed to know the law, and if lie pays the seller for rights he do n 
not possess that seems to me his look out. 
. { ha'Ie' «een som® suggestions that it would be well to change this 

stale of affairs and confer on the photographer a complete copyright 
enabling him to use the negatives as he chooses. I think that such 
a change would be against the interest of the best men. However much 
we might be right in trusting to the honour and right feeling of the 
photographer we employ, we should remember that the rights he has 
may pass, by no choice of his, into the hands of less scrupulous parties. 
Rossi by fe‘?r. °f this would deter private persons from sitting. 
And, in my opinion, the remedy lies in another direction. Let the 
photographer offer to sell to his customer the negative at a reasonable 
price, and let this offer be made with the proof prints. At the same 
time, all disapproved negatives should be destroyed. Few would 
claim probably the negatives, but all disputes would cease.—I am 
etc. j F T ’ 

STARCH IN EMULSION. 

To the Editors. 

Gentlemen, When, some weeks ago, we had occasion to send over 
to London one of our staff in quest of some technical matters in 
connection with proof wanted in a law suit preferred against us, you 
were very kind in not only letting us have the loan of some books, 
but also gave us your valued assistance in having an affidavit drawn 
up, explaining the technical meaning of the word “ Proof.” We here¬ 
with beg to tender our best thanks for assistance rendered to our 
representative and service shown to ourselves, and shall be glad it 
you will avail yourself on any future occasion of our readiness to be oi 
use to you in return. By judgment delivered by the Supreme Court 
of Justice of Germany, at Leipzig, the claim brought forward against 
us was declared to be void of substance and wholly unfounded, and 
the Court gave it as their opinion that the patent itself had been 
delivered for a so-called process, which in itself, in fact, was not 
susceptible of falling under the protection of any article of the Patent 
Regulations in this country.—We remain, dear Sirs, very faithfully 
yours, 

Netje Photographische Gesellschaft. 
Berlin-Steglitz den, Siemensstrasse 27. 

March 10th, 1902. 

ON TIMING DEVELOPMENT. 

To the Editors. 

Gentlemen,—We all know something about photography, and we 
each know something that others do not. If necessity is the mother 
of invention, then argument is the father of learning. We each try 
to convince the other, and if one succeeds then the other is the 
richer. I am glad Mr. Baker has answered my letter on the above 
subject, and that in a friendly spirit. Too often these friendly bouts 
end in both sides getting their back up against the wall and calling 
each other blithering idiots, or words to that effect. 

I allow Mr. Baker is right (as I did in my first letter), that, pro¬ 
viding the exposure given is correct, for all 'parts of the subject, then 
timing development is all right. But where it is impossible to have 
all parts of the plate properly exposed, as in studio work, then 
timing is not so good as the old method. Studio exposures are gener¬ 
ally a question of compromise; we have to rob Peter to pay Paul, as 
it were. What a lovely subject we have to deal with when fond 
Mamma brings Angelina and Augustus to have their portraits taken 
together (to save expense). Angelina in a starched white frock, stiff 
as cartridge paper, and Augustus in ruby velvet, a la Fauntleroy. 
What is the correct exposure? Oh, ye great exposure meters, give 
us the tip! Mr. Baker asks me how I would treat the lady with 
white dress and black hat, and how I would develop it. I will take 
the above subject instead, if, with vour permission, I may use your 
space for this purpose. I do not pose as a teacher of photography, and 
give this, not because I think it the best way, but because it is my way, 
which is what Mr. Baker asks. 

1 would pose my sitters with the girl nearest the light. Why?" 
Take a white dress in a subdued light, and what have you? Marble. 
Take it in a strong light (careful lighting essential), and you have 
light and shade even in white. I would pose the boy slightly in 
advance of the girl, so he did not stand in the slight shadow she casts, 
and expose. If my sitters kept quite still, I would give nearly enough 
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for the velvet, but not quite. To develop, I would take normal 
developer, diluted with four times its bulk of water, and perhaps 
slightly less bromide, just enough to prevent fog. In this developer 
the plate would, develop fairly even, but remain very thin. When 
detail was well out, I would wash under tap and make up fresh 
developer, strong in metol or pyro, as the case might be, plenty of 
bromide, and only a very little soda, and proceed to build up my 
lights. Temperature of developer 65F. If I could not give as much 
exposure as I would wish, and the girl’s dress came up much in 
advance, and looked like getting too dense, I would wash under tap 
and develop the boy up locally with a camel’s-hair brush, and normal 
developer. 

Mr. Baker mentions three plates of subjects quite different, being 
all developed in on dish by time and good results obtained. I see 
nothing at all in that, if each had its correct exposure. Had they all 
been on one plate it would have been marvellous. Is there no such 
thing as local development? Does more or less bromide, pyro, or 
ammonia added as development proceeds make no difference? Can 
nothing be done to improve a negative when it has once started to 
develop? Is strong and dilute developer one and the same thing in 
regard to contrast? Cannot we hold one part of a plate up, while we 
force another ? Then all our old time dodges have been time wasted. 

H. E. S. 
March 12, 1902. 

jected to any acids. The paper will keep as long as a professional 
requires—viz., for a week or ten days, and yet it is identical to 
freshly floated paper on pure silver bath. 

We may remark that there is an evident tendency for professional 
photographers to use albumen paper in increasing quantities for special 
work.—Yours faithfully, 

John J. Griffin and Sons, Ltd. 

20-26, Sardinia Street, Lincoln’s Inn Fields, London, W.C. 
14th March, 1902. 

--*- 

Answers to Correspondents* 
All matters intended for the text portion of this JoURN AL, includ. 

ing queries, must he addressed to “ The EDITORS, The BRITISH 
Journal of Photography, 24, Wellington-street, Strand, London, 
W 6'.” Inattention to this ensures delay. 

*** Correspondents are informed that me cannot undertake to answer 
communications through the post. Questions are not answered unless 
the names and addresses of the writers are given. 

* ff Communications relating to Advertisements and general business 
affairs should he addressed to MESSRS. Henry GREENWOOD &C0.1 

24, Wellington-street, Strand, London, W.C. 

SPIRIT-PHOTOGRAPHY—SPOOF OR HUMBUG? 

To the Editors. 

Gentlemen,—I have been interested and amused at the remarks 
which have appeared in your columns lately on the subject. Your 
old readers may remember the position I took over thirty years ago, 
and in the early seventies your Journal contains letters on the subject 
of Spirit-Photography. I have now had over fifty years’ constant 
practice in photography, and during that time I have never seen a 
form that I could not account for its presence. I may mention the 
fact that the late Traill Taylor and myself attended our first seance 
(not photographic), at Mrs. Marshall’s, Maida Yale, and this was at 
the earnest request of Mr. W. H. Harrison. Subsequent to this, I 
threw out challenges offering sums as high as twenty guineas for 
test conditions. Sufficient to say they were never accepted. About 
a couple of years ago I was in correspondence with a West of London 
photographer, and it was arranged that I was to have a demonstra¬ 
tion. It did not come off, as I was on the eve of going abroad. A 
few weeks before I last left England I called on the said photo¬ 
grapher, who did not know me. He at first said, “ I could mark 
my plates,” but on my stating other reasonable conditions he point 
blank refused to have anything more to do with me. I am forgetting 
to say that he showed me a letter from Mr. Stead making an appoint¬ 
ment. I have little doubt this was done as an advertisement, or as 
a kind of guarantee of genuineness. 

I called on Mr. Stead aftewards to hear the result. From what 
he told me, the seance was not as satisfactory as desired. Mr. Stead 
mentioned to me that a well-known West-End photographer was 
continually getting hands on his plates, to the detriment of the nega¬ 
tives. As I know the photographer personally, I got Mr. Stead’s per¬ 
mission to call, on the strength of the information. I have not yet 
taken advantage of it. I have in my possession a negative, taken by 
a Rotherham photographer, and through the form of a lady an easel 
is distinctly shown. The photographer in question made his own plates, 
he used new glass, and he had no easel m his possession. I am pretty 
well versed in the various modes of producing shams and something 
more as the columns of the “ Medium and Daybreak ” can testify. 
My main object in addressing you is to suggest that a committee of 
experts should be formed to test the matter, of course, inviting 
sittings from mediums and others. I will be pleased to add my mite. 
Apologising for taking up so much of your valuable space, yet me- 
thinks the doubt should be for ever settled, I remain, yours truly, 

A. L. Henderson. 

THE CLIMAX SENSITISED PAPERS. 

To the Editors. 

Gentlemen,—Although you have previously noticed in your ".ilumns 
our climax sensitised papers, we think you may like to make further 
rr-dtior in regard to them, owing to the fact that we have effected 
marked improvements in their quality during the last two months. 
rhese papers are now made at our new works at East Molesey, under 
very much improved facilities. By means of an automatic arrangement 
absolute uniformity in the steam heating is effected. We have also 
invented a new contrivance by which bubbles, which are so frequently 
prone to occur when the usual method of floating is employed, are 
entirely obviated. We have also constructed a damp cellar, and the 
caper being stored in this for some time before floating almost absolute 
immunity from blistering results. 

We would also draw your attention to the new paper we have 
introduced, which is pur Unpreseryed, i.e,, paper which is not §qb- 

Photographs Registered 
A. H. Hawke, 352, Stapleton Road, Bristol. Three photographs of the Meet of the 

Beaufort Rounds. 
W. Macfarlane, 339A, High Street, Cheltenham. Photograph of F. W. Phipps. 
W. J. J. Thompson, 2, Worcester Street, Kidderminster. Photograph of Stourport 

Bridge. 
J. B. Young, Wellington Street, Ballymena,. Photograph of Rev. R. M. McCheyne 

Gilmour, 

The Powder Process.—“Amateur,” C. Barrett, and C. H.—In reply: 
There is an article on the process on another page. 

Address Wanted.—B. H. would like to know the address of Underwood & 
Underwood, stereoscopic view publishers ?—In reply: Heddon 
Street, Regent Street, London, W. 

Book Wanted.—E. S. writes: “Could you tell me the best book to get 
on matt printing, and where I could buy one?”—In reply: There 
is no work devoted exclusively to matt printing. All works on 
photography treat of printing, and there is practically little or 
no difference between printing on glossy and matt papers. 

Spots on Prints.—“Cameo.”—In reply: We have very little doubt the 
spots are due to the cause you surmise, namely, particles of iron 
in the water in which the prints were washed prior to toning 
them, and not to any defect in the paper. Tie several thicknesses 
of fine flannel, loosely, as a bag, over the tap ; that will, no doubt, 
filter them out, but the flannel must be changed frequently. 

Buying Plates.—“Amateur 2” writes: “How can I know, when buying 
plates from a dealer, whether I get new plates or stale ones ? ”—In 
reply: You cannot know without trying them. You have to rely 
upon the word of the dealer as to how long he may have had them 
in stock. Of course, they are fresh when he gets them from the 
makers. 

Embossing Prints.—“Herts” asks: “Will you, please, inform me how 
I can raise up the centres of portraits like those done by some of 
the professional enamellers ? ”—In reply: The prints are embossed 
after they are enamelled in an embossing press. These presses, 
with, suitable dies, are supplied by all the large dealers, and are 
very simple to use. 

Spots on Platinum Prints.—“Anxious” writes: “ I herewith enclose a 
few platinum prints, and I should feel obliged if you could tell me 
what causes the spots on them. I have seen them before, and have 
put it down to damp acting on the paper and an intensified nega¬ 
tive, but some of the spots appear_on prints that have been taken 
off negatives that have not been intensified.”—In reply: We do 
not think the spots are due to the paper having become damp ; they 
appear rather to be caused by scum on the developing solution, and 
we have but little doubt that is the source of the trouble. 

Glazing P.O.P.—S. Knowles writes: “ I have been experimenting with 
the glazing of P.O.P. prints on looking-glass, but have found they 
have invariably stuck. I have cleaned the glass with a mixture of 
benzine and wax, mixed up by a professional who uses it. I am 
sure the glass was thoroughly clean. Could you tell me the cause 
of my failure, and how to remedy it?”—In reply: We should say 
that the trouble arises from the wax not being sufficiently polished 
off. It should be polished so that the glass seems to be quite clear 
and, apparently, free from wax. If the prints are alumed after 
they are fixed they will have less tendency to stick. 

Enamels.—Student writes : “ Must a special oven be used for burning 
photographic enamels? The process is one of the subjects in an 
examination for which I have entered, and I am desirous of doing 
a few myself. Could you tell me anything I could utilise without 
incurring much expense?”—In reply: For firing in enamels a 
muffle furnace is required. A convenient form is that heated b\ 
gas. For small enamels a small furnace only is necessary, and 
they are not verv expensive. Suitable ones are supplied by Messrs. 
Griffin & Sons, ‘ Sardinia Street, W.C., Messrs. Fletcher & Son, 
Warrington, and others. 

Formula Wanted,—F. S, writes: “Could you let me have the formula 
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for ‘Beach’s Potash Developer’?”—In reply: The formula for 
Beach’s Developer stands thus:—No. 1: Sulphite soda, 4 ounces; 
warm distilled water, 4 ounces. When cold, add 34 ounces sul¬ 
phurous acid water; strongest, 34 ounces; and pyrogallol, 1 ounce. 
No. 2: (A) Carbonate of potash, 3 ounces; water, 4 ounces. (B) Sul¬ 
phite soda, 2 ounces; water, 4 ounces. Dissolve separately, and 
then mix A and B together. For use, take 1 drachm of No. 1 and 20 
minims of No. 2, and make up to 2 ounces with water. The formula 
we take from the Almanac of 1889. 

The Royal Arms.—“ Progressive ” writes: “ Some time ago I photo¬ 
graphed a house party, including Royalty. I sent a copy to - 
(Royalty), and they received it, and I have their letter thanking 
me for the copy, in which the writer says he is desired to thank 
me for the photo sent to the Royal personage. Although I received 
no order, could I print on my mounts (I don’t want to put coat of 
arms) ‘Patronised by H.R.H. -’?”—In reply: We do not 
think it would be illegal for you to do what you suggest; but 
it seems rather a stretch of terms to say that you are patronised 
by H.R.H. - simply because a print that was not ordered was 
accepted by them. If the picture were ordered, or you were 
commissioned by H.R.H. - to take it, the case would be some¬ 
what different. 

Matt Surface Bromide Paper.—“ Max ” writes: “ I shall be greatly 
obliged if you will give me, in your Journal, a formula for pre¬ 
paring bromide paper, matt surface, for enlarging upon, or con¬ 
tact printing, with developing solution.”—In reply: Whilst we are 
always pleased to assist our readers, we would suggest that it is 
very much cheaper to purchase bromide paper than to attempt to 
make it; still, the following formula should give good results:— 
A.: Ammonium bromide, 48grs.; gelatine, 30grs.; water, lcz.; soak 
for an hour, and heat to 50deg. C. B.: Silver nitrate, 36grs.; distilled 
water, loz.; heat to 50deg. C. Mix the two solutions in the dark¬ 
room, and keep at 50deg. for an hour; then allow to set, and stand 
12 hours; break up with a silver knife and fork, wash for four hours 
in running water, drain; then melt, and apply to the paper. 

Photographic Medallions.—“A 20 Years’ Operator” writes: “Will 
you kindly inform me how to produce, or where I can find, a 
formula for the production of photographic medallions? To-day’s 
“Express” says, in the article on photography: ‘We understand 
that the King has given a command for the production of 100 
medallion portraits of himself. These portraits will be obtained 
by one of the many photographic reproductions.’ ”—In reply : There 
are so many styles of portraits that are called “ medallions,” and 
so many different methods of producing them. You say that the 
article mentions, vaguely, that what the King has ordered “ will 
be obtained by one of the many photographic reproductions ”; 
but we have no idea whatever which will be the method selected. 
If you could obtain a specimen of the particular one adopted we 
should then be able to tell you how it was made. 

Sepiatype Printing.—H. R. R. writes: “ I am in a bit of a fix about 
the sepiatype printing-out paper described on p. 803 of Almanac 
by “ B. E. F.” I have made the emulsion as carefully as I could, and 
have succeeded in obtaining a greenish, thickly-opalescent solution. 
The only mistake I can think of is that I added the ammonia 
rather too quickly, and in too great a quantity. Can you oblige 
with the following answers? (1) Can I sensitise ordinary post¬ 
cards? (2) Must it be done in photographic light, or will lamp¬ 
light answer? (3) Does the emulsion keep indefinitely?”—In 
reply: Personally, we have had no practical experience with the 
process. We should say, however, your failure is due to the cause 
you suggest, because the author lays great stress on adding the 
ammonia “ drop by drop, with constant stirring and shaking.” 
(1) Yes, if they be of good quality. (2) Lamplight is all that is 
necessary. (3) We should say that it will not keep indefinitely, but 
as we have just said, we have had no experience with the process. 

Development.—“ Factor ” writes: “ I use for development the Ilford 
pyro-soda formula, and to obtain soft negatives, full of gradation, 
suitable for enlargements, to preserve the half-tones and atmo¬ 
sphere, if present, I wish, instead of judging, when development is 
complete, by opaqueness in the high lights, etc., to work by a 
Watkins’ development factor. Of the Ilford Stock pyro solution 
I take loz., making up to 2Goz. with water. For ^-plates I use 
l£oz. of developer. If we call the diluted stock pyro solution (i.e., 
the loz. of it made up to 20oz. with water), our No. 1 Solution, 
and the sodacarb., etc., the No. 2 Solution, to obtain,such a nega¬ 
tive as suggested above, please state what proportions of Nos. 1 
and 2 I must take to use a Watkins’ factor of 6. I know lgr. pyro 
(2drs.) and ^gr. KB2 (2drs.) to loz. H2Q give factor 9 in Watkins’ 
list of developers.”—In reply: It is almost impossible to say 
whether the proportions we give will exactly suit our correspondent’s 
requirements, but the following strength has, we know, given satis¬ 
faction with a factor of 6:—Pyro, 14; bromide, £gr.; soda, normal 
per ounce of developer. 

Obstructed Light.—R. C. writes : “ Last year I bought a house (free¬ 
hold) in a road in which all the houses have been built within the 
last five or six years, in the garden of which I have put up a 
studio for professional work. Before I commenced to build 1 
submitted plans, etc., to the local authorities, and they were 
approved of. My next-door neighbour, also a freeholder, objected, 
and appealed, with one or two others, against the building to the 
District Council and their surveyor, but they would not entertain 
the appeal; so, of course, I went on with the building and com¬ 
pleted it. Now the man has put up, on his side, a high, ugly, 

woeded hoarding, that stops off all the available light, except from 
the top. What proceedings should I take to make him n-movo 
it, as the studio is useless as it is?”—In reply: Unfortunately, for 
you, none will avail. Your neighbour has as perfect a right t > 
put up anything on his premises as you have on yours, and no law 
will prevent him from doing so. Cannot you come to soum 
amicable arrangement with him to remove the hoarding? If you 
glaze the studio with glass that cannot be seen through by your 
sitters, so as to cause him, what he may consider the annoyance? 

Studio Construction.—“ Ferno ” writes: “ i am adapting an ordinary 
room, about 16ft. wide, into a studio, and can only have glass 
on one side of the roof, either facing the east or the west. The 
room runs north and south, and 1 am not allowed any glass in 
the side. Would you kindly say : (1) If this studio will be difficult 
to work without any glass at the side; (2) which is the best aspect 
to choose—facing east or west. (3) I have an idea the west light would 
be far the quicker to work with in the afternoons, but am afraid 
I would be troubled with the sun getting on the sitters. I propose 
placing them at the south end, and would like, if possible, not 
to be troubled with the sun shining on that end. If I left 3ft. 
of the roof at the south end without glass, would this prevent the 
sun from getting to the background and sitters? (4) Would you 
advise the glass side of the room to be painted white, to make up 
for not having side light?”—In reply: (1) The studio would bo 
somewhat difficult to work, but the trouble is not insurmountable. 
(2) On the whole, we should be inclined to the western aspect. 
(3) Yes, until late in the afternoon. (4) Better than white would 
be to paint the sides of the room a pale blue; there would then be 
less glare from them when the sun is shining. 

Fluorescence.—F. W. D. writes: “ Would you be good enough to tell me 
whether there is any substance which is fluorescent or phos¬ 
phorescent when either red or yellow rays fall upon it. Will you 
also explain why, when a piece of yellow glass and a piece of red 
are superimposed, you get orange through the two? If the red 
glass only lets red rays through, only the red can come through 
to the yellow: then, if the yellow only lets yellow rays through, 
it won’t let red; therefore you ought to get black, or, at any rate, 
nearly so.”—In reply: (1) We cannot recall any substance that will 
fluoresce in the red rays. Possibly, if you could see a copy of 
“ Stokes on Fluorescence,” you might find what you want. (2) No 
red glass will, when combined with yellow, give orange, but a rose- 
coloured glass will do this, because the red transmits red, orange, 
and blue; and as a yellow glass passes orange, yellow, and green, 
the combination must give orange, because this is the only colour 
common to both. In other words, the red of the red glass cuts 
off the green of the yellow glass, and leaves orange and yellow; 
the yellow of the yellow glass cuts out off the blue of the vd glass 
and leaves orange and yellow, and the orange is therefore the most 
predominant. A glass that oassed red only is fairly easy to obtain 
or make, but one to pass yellow only is almost an impossibility.” 

*** SPECIAL NOTICE.—Good Friday.— Correspondents and 
advertisers are requested to note that the BRITISH JOURNAL OF 

PHOTOGRAPHY will he published at nine o'clock a.m. on Thursday/ 
next. Advertisements intended for insertion in that issue should, 
therefore reach the Office not Inter than Tuesday/, March 25. Com¬ 
munications relative/ to editorial and technical matters should he¬ 
ad,dressed to the Editors, and all business communications to the 
Publishers, Henry Greenwood <)’• Co., 24, Wellington-street, Strand, 
London. 

*** Notice to the Trade, Wholesale Agents and Book¬ 

sellers.—A Contents Bill is issued with each number of the JOURNAL, 

and copies may be had on application to the Publishers. 

*** Notice to Advertisers.—A Revised Tariff for advertisements 
in the JOURNAL is now in force. Blocks and copy are received subject to 
the approval of the Publishers, and advertisements are inserted abso¬ 
lutely without condition, expressed or implied as to what a gyp ears in 
the text portion of the paper. 
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EX CATHEDRA. 

*s*'eserv'nS For the benefit of retouchers, we may 

Eyesisht republish the experience of a French 
writer who accidentally discovered a 

means of refreshing his eyes when over-fatigued after the 
strain of continued writing. Whether the plan has any real 
value or not we are unable to say; we merely repeat his 
account. He records that one night, while engaged in 
writing an article, his eyes gave out before he had finished, 
and he was compelled to stop. Turning from his inchoate 
manuscript, his eyes accidentally fell upon some scraps of 
coloured silk that his wife had been using for patchwork. 
The bright colours seemed to compel his attention for a 
time, and he then tried to go on again with his work. He 
found his eyes quite fresh after his few minutes’ gazing 
upon the iridescent heap, and, surprised, he set to work to 
experiment on this strange effect. After several experi¬ 
ments he surrounded his inkstand with brilliantly-coloured, 
striped-silk material, so that every time he took a dip of ink 
his eyes perforce rested upon the gaudily-coloured heap. He 
found this to bring instant relief. Should this experience 
prove not to be due to any special idiosyncracy, it may be 
that some modification of the plan might really be of use 
to the busy retoucher, the strain upon whose eyes must be 
very great. The eye is such a sensitive organ that any hint 
that would tend to the reduction of undue strain would be 
gladly received by any worker in almost any profession 
or business. 

Washing At a recent meeting of the Photographic 
Prints. Club a gentleman present mentioned, 
that his method of washing prints was by supporting them 
on a plate under the tap, instead of immersing them in 
water. A member present pointed out that the method 
was not good, inasmuch as only one side of the paper was 
washed. There is no question that the quicker the hypo, 
and the hypo-salts of silver, are eliminated from the prints 
the better it is for their quality and for their permanency; 
and the more completely they are “ fixed ” the more quickly 
can this be effectively accomplished. We some time ago 
spent a day in a large establishment on the Continent, in 
which several hundreds of silver prints—on albumen paper 
—were produced daily. They were mostly of large size, 
and reproductions of paintings. The washing was quickly, 
though very efficiently, done. Of course, the toning, fixing, 
and washing were done towards the close of the day’s work, 
and with regard to the washing it was “ all hands to the 
pump,” and all the men who had been engaged in the day’s 
operations took part in it. This was the method employed: 
—After the prints were taken in batches from the fixing 
solutions and drained, they were put into a large tank of 
running water, where the man in charge of it kept them 
continually turning about; then, after slightly draining, he 
put them into the next tank, in charge of another man, who 
in turn passed them on to the next tank, and so on. After 
this treatment the prints, after again well draining, were 
taken to another room and placed, face upwards, on wooden 
frames covered with very open muslin, when a man with a 
hose, furnished with a fine rose and water at high pressure, 
played upon them for a few minutes. The prints were 
then transferred to another frame, this time face down¬ 
wards, and the operation repeated. The prints were then 
passed on to other hands for similar treatment. In this 
way the last traces of the hypo are, as it were, forced out of 
the paper by the pressure of water brought to play upon 
the prints. By such means several hundreds of photo¬ 
graphs were thoroughly washed in the course of an hour 
or an hour and a-half, and much more completely than if 
they had simply been put into running water for several 
hours. * * * 

The National This country is at last in possession of a 
Physical National Physical Laboratory. It is 
Laboratory. true that it is only on a very small scale 
as compared with those begun in Germany nearly twenty 
years ago. On that at Bushey House, Teddington, opened 
by the Prince of Wales one day last week, some nineteen 
thousand pounds have been expended, while in Berlin the 
Government has expended over ten times that sum on two 
simHar establishments. For our laboratories the Govern¬ 
ment have devoted the modest sum of four thousand pounds 
per annum for their upkeep. The Prince of Wales, how- 
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ever, announced that the well-known firm of Armstrong, 
Whitworth, and Co. are prepared to subscribe a thousand 
pounds to the fund, and he hoped that the example thus 
set would be followed by others. It is said that tech¬ 
nical education is much more fostered by the Government 
in Germany than it is in this country, and to that is largely 
due the advance made there in chemical and other manu¬ 
factures. To an extent this may be the case, but we opine 
that it is largely supplemented by German business enter¬ 
prise. Although the first coal-tar colours were made, and 
made on a large scale, in England, the Germans have now 
almost, if not quite, the monopoly in them. At one time 
England stood pre-eminent in the manufacture of optical 
glass; now Germany has practically supplanted us with 
kinds which have placed greater possibilities in the hands 
of opticians. Germany, again, has to a great extent killed 
the Indian indigo industry by the manufacture of the 
article synthetically. Some idea of the extent of this manu¬ 
facture may be judged by the fact that in one factory 
several thousand hands, including over a hundred chemists, 
are employed. Turning to photographic subjects, nearly 
all the albumenised and collodio-chloride paper used in 
England comes from Germany. All the newer developers 
have their origin, and are made, in Germany. Our old 
“ pyro,” again, is nearly, if not all, now “ made in Ger¬ 
many,” though at one time the English article was looked 
upon as being the best obtainable, and so with many other 
{hings that might be mentioned. Technical education goes 
a long way, but it needs be supplemented by good business 
enterprise, and that no National Physical Laboratories will 
supply. 

* * * 

Spurious According to the police reports, a large 
Fivers. number of spurious five-pound-notes have 
been put into circulation, and the fabricators and utterers 
thereof are under lock and key. The counterfeit notes so 
closely resemble the genuine article that experienced 
cashiers at the banks are said to have admitted that they 
have the greatest difficulty in telling the false from the 
true. Both the engraving and the watermarked paper are 
splendidly imitated, and the only tangible difference be¬ 
tween the counterfeit and the genuine note appears to be a 
slight difference of weight. But the ordinary man is not 
in the habit of carrying a chemical balance with him when 
he goes to business, and he must therefore run the risk of 
reducing his bank balance by five pounds whenever he 
accepts one of these promises to pay on demand of the 
“ Old Lady of Threadneedle Street.” We are by no means 
surprised to hear of this attempt to defraud the Bank of 
England ; it was bound to come sooner or later, for the 
crisp fiver positively invites imitation on the part of the 
criminally disposed. It is easy enough, by methods known 
to most photographers, to reproduce as an engraved plate 
any design in black and white, and that without the help 
of an engraver at any stage of the process. Then the art of 
paper-making by hand is by no means difficult to acquire, 
and as to the watermark, that, too, can be closely imitated 
by a simple process published twenty years ago by one 
Woodbury. The plain fact is that the criminal of to-day, 
thanks to the rage for educating the masses without regard 
to the positions which they will be called upon to fill later 
on, is far better equipped for his warfare upon society than 
ever he was before. The burglar throws aside his ordinary 
tools, and uses the arc-light, or the oxy-hydrogen blowpipe 
for getting at the contents of “ burglar-proof ” safes. In 
the same way the forger is well acquainted with the re¬ 
sources of photography, and can quickly see his way to 
reproduce bank notes or other valuable documents. It is a 
serious question whether the bank authorities would not do 

well to make an entire change in their designs for notes. 
A committee composed of chemists, photographers, en- 
gravers, paper makers, and printers could between them 
suggest such safeguards against fraudulent imitation that 
forgeries of the kind we have now to deplore would cease to 
be possible. Unless some such plan as this is adopted, 
imitation notes will be carried to such perfection that the 
Bank people themselves will not be able to distinguish waifs 
and strays from their own offspring. 

* * * 

Kite The securing of photographs of a birds- 
Photography. eye-view character, from lofty buildings, 

and from balloons, has had a fascination for many workers. 
The late Mr. Woodbury designed a special form of camera, 
which was attached to a balloon about eight feet high, the 
lens pointing vertically downwards, and the shutter being 
actuated by electric current sent through wires woven into 
the cord which held the balloon captive. His idea was to 
obtain views of the surrounding country for use in military 
operations. To some extent kites have been tried for this 
same employment, and it is possible that for such work they 
may prove more serviceable than balloons, for they offer a 
less tangible target to the enemy, and even if hit by a 
bullet no material damage is done. A small hole in a 
balloon will, on the other hand, form a ready exit for its life- 
gas, and down it comes to mother earth. Much attention 
has of late years been centred on kite construction, and 
many improvements have been adopted. The kite of our 
boyhood, which has figured after the pattern of Queen 
Elizabeth’s corset, and which had a tiresome habit of turn¬ 
ing topsy-turvy and descending upon its head, has almost 
disappeared even from those conservative places, the toy 
shops. The approved form of modern kite can be gathered 
from the account published of the last half-yearly meeting 
of the Scottish Meteorological Society, when an “ observa¬ 
tion kite,” intended for use in the South Polar regions, was 
exhibited. This kite is of the box, or Hargreave patteim, 
the framework being of bamboo, and the measurements ap¬ 
proximately seven feet square, by three feet deep. The kite 
“ string ” consists of pianoforte wire, of the kind used for deep 
sea soundings, which has the merit of being both strong 
and light. Four miles of this wire, wound on a drum, will 
permit of the kite being raised to an altitude of 15,000 feet. 
As affording some indication of the lifting power of such a 
kite, it may be mentioned that a two horse-power oil engine 
is required to turn the drum when the kite returns to earth. 
It carries a photographic camera, enclosed in a bamboo 
frame to protect it from injury should the kite bump the 
ground. The shutter is worked by a “ messenger ” sent up 
the wire when it is desired to make an exposure. This 
sems to be the weak part of the design, for such a mes¬ 
senger would take a long time to traverse even a mile of 
wire, and its action must be uncertain. It is, however, 
difficult to suggest another means of working the shutter 
without greatly adding to the weight of the line connection. 
Possibly something of the slow match kind would best solve 

the difficulty. 
J * * * 

A Copvright As will be seen by a report elsewhere in 
Appeal. this number of the Journal an important 

case with regard to penalties for infringement of copyright 
occupied the attention of the Court of Appeal on Thursday 
last week before the Master of the Bolls and Lords Justices 
Bomer and Mathew. It will be remembered that in May 
last Mr. H. W. Nicholls, photographer, formerly of Johan- 
nesburg, brought an action against the proprietors of the 
Graphic and the Golden Penny to recover damages and 
penalties for an infringement of copyright. It appearec 
that the defendants had been granted a licence to -reproduce 
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the photograph in the Graphic, stipulating that it should 
appear in that paper only. The defendants, however, sub¬ 
sequently used the photograph for the Golden Penny ; hence 
the action. At the trial it was shown that some 86,000 
copies of the paper had been printed. According to the 
Copyright Act, the maximum penalty is ten pounds per 
copy. The learned judge, Mr. Justice Wright, awarded 
the smallest coin of the realm, one farthing per copy, and 
gave judgment for the sum of £89 11s. 8d. At the 
same time he said that in his opinion the penalties were 
out of all proportion to the injury done to the plaintiff. 
Against this decision the defendants appealed, on the 
ground that a case had been decided in the Irish courts, 
which on appeal was upheld in the House of Lords, that 
the judge was free to assess the amount of damages to be 
paid for infringement of copyright. Mr. Justice Wright, 
who tried the case against the proprietors of the Graphic, 
held that he was compelled to award a current coin of the 
realm, of one value or another. In giving judgment last 
week, the Master of the Rolls said they must adopt the 
strict course in this case, and send it back to the learned 
judge to assess the amount the plaintiff was entitled to get. 
They had no power to assess the damages themselves, and 
the decision of the House of Lords was clearly an authority 
upon which the defendants could ask them to take this 
course. The order of the court was that the case should be 
remitted to the learned judge to decide what damages the 
plaintiff was entitled to recover under the Act. It was 
intimated in court that the case would probably be taken 
to the House of Lords, and if it is, the result will be looked 
forward to with interest by all holders of photographic 
copyrights. The penalties of some eighty-nine pounds odd 
may seem large to recover for a copyright picture, when a 
licence to use it in another instance was granted for a 
guinea, but it must be borne in mind that penalties are 
instituted as a punishment for infringement of the laws of 
the country, and to deter others from infringing them. 

* * * 

Coronation The coming coronation is looked forward 
Incongruities, to by all loyal Britons with enthusiasm, 

and by a large number with a more commercial interest, for 
they hope that it will in some measure compensate for 
recent stagnant times. The London photographers should 
certainly have a busy time, for there will be few among 
the fashionable folk who are privileged to witness the cere¬ 
mony who will not wish to have their portraits taken in 
their coronation costumes, so that the pictures can be 
handed down to posterity as memorials of their connection 
with a great historical event. Of course, the bulk of the 
photographers’ clients will be ladies, and most of these 
will have rich ultra cerulean blood flowing in their aristo¬ 
cratic veins that nothing shert of “ the blue process ” will 
do their pictures justice. But there will be a few whose 
vital fluid is of the more ordinary colour, and whose former 
visits to the photographer’s studio have been under far 
different circumstances. We refer to those ladies of the 
stage, and chiefly of the music-hall stage, who have been 
fortunate enough to find partners among our old nobility. 
These ladies take precedence according to the rank of their 
husbands, and we shall have therefore the curious spectacle 
of Miss Highkicker, late of the Frivolity Theatre of 
Varieties, who is doubtful as to the identity of her grand¬ 
parents, taking her place, as a matter of right, in front of 
grand dames who can trace back their ancestors, without a 
break, to the time of Noah. Perchance the same photo¬ 
grapher who takes her portrait in her coronation finery 
can find among his stock negatives some of the same young 
lady in costumes which would hardly be in keeping with a 

sacred edifice like Westminster Abbey. We seem to re¬ 
member the story of such a risen star, who, after her 
marriage, treasured up a stage costume as a memento of a 
former histrionic triumph. She kept it in a cigar box. 
But times have changed for the new peeress, and a rich 
dress, with a train long enough for half-a-dozen ordinary 
dress lengths, compensates, in some degree, for the short¬ 
ness of material which was such a distinguishing feature of 
her former apparel. Our late revered Queen did not invite 
these recent additions to the peerage to her drawing-rooms, 
but no one can dispute their right to seats in the Abbey to 
view the coronation ceremony. The old adage says. 

Poverty makes strange bedfellows,” but poverty is not in 
it with a coronation in bringing queerly-assorted folk to¬ 
gether. The wise photographer will endeavour to entice as 
many as possible to his studio, and if he should recognise a 
previous customer in some lady of high degree he will do 
well to keep a discreet silence as to the past. 

■-♦- 

UNCONVENTIONAL PORTRAITURE. 

The professional photographer is apt to look with a pitying 
eye on what he considers the vagaries and eccentricities 
of the amateur, when that individual ventures to forsake 
his ordinary run of landscape or architectural work in 
favour of portraiture. The latter is undeniably the weak 
point of the average amateur, for which he is on the whole 
not so much to blame, since he generally lacks the studio 
and its helpful appurtenances, and is obliged to do the best 
he can in face of many difficulties. And in spite of, per¬ 
haps to some small extent in consequence of, these draw¬ 
backs, the amateur occasionally produces portraiture dis¬ 
playing a freshness and individuality that are often of the 
highest value as hints and suggestions to his professional 
brethren. The latter are by no means unwilling to learn 
or to adopt new ideas. The old conservative isolation 
which drew so sharp a line of demarcation between amateur 
and professional is fast disappearing, and there seems 
a striking readiness to adopt the principle of the “ clean 
slate ” in other realms than those of politics. The pro¬ 
fessional is, no one knows it better than himself, terribly 
handicapped and embarrassed by traditional and anti¬ 
quated ideals, still insisted on by the general voice of his 
clients, and an unsympathetic, matter-of-fact, business- 
atmosphere, hardly congenial to original and creative 
effort. It is but few among the ranks of those who practise 
portraiture as a means of livelihood who have been able 
successfully to shake themselves free from all such inter¬ 
ference and restraint, and to carry out their work and teach 
the lesson they have for us, if we will but learn it, in 
their own fresh and characteristic way. There is no need 
to mention names. Are they not written in the minds of 
all lovers of photography, by the memory of portraits that 
please, not for a moment onlv. but as the years pass ? 

And this is where the great value of an intelligent study 
by the professional of amateur work in portraiture comes 
in. He is so apt to get into an easy going routine, and to 
go on mechanically and almost automatically turning out 
just the same work in the same way. A better antidote to 
this tendency could hardly be recommended than that 
just mentioned. And when we speak of the amateur it is 
not only the first-class, medal-winning variety whose study 
is advised, but all sorts and conditions of that numerous- 
body. Even in the half-comical efforts of the sheer be¬ 
ginner there is often to be found some germ of truth oi 
useful suggestion that, to one who knows how to success¬ 
fully carry it out, may be of the'greatest value. There 
seems to be a state of quiescence at present, as far as the 
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production of unconventional and unhackneyed portraiture 
is concerned. Both amateur and professional appear to be 
resting on their oars, either content with what is won or 
fearful of fresh attempts. The latter, it is true, finds but 
little encouragement for the new and original among his 
clients. The public have unfortunately got so used to a 
certain orthodox type of portrait that they are scarcely 
satisfied with any attempt to place something different 
before them, however superior its artistic merits may be. 
They have become accustomed to certain conventional 
poses and presentations of themselves, certain ways of 
lighting, printing, mounting, and so on. It will doubtless 
take time before they can be brought to appreciate the more 
beautiful, though less showy, work that so many photo¬ 
graphers would like to place before them, if it were only 
commercially sane and expedient to do so. It must, how¬ 
ever, be admitted that if the artist is in some degree justi¬ 
fied in his frequent assertion that the mechanical limita¬ 
tions of photography must necessarily prevent it from ever 
seriously threatening the supremacy of the brush and 
palette, at least the camera, of late years, has approached 
perilously and wonderfully near to doing so. And of no 
branch of photographic work can this more truthfully be 
said than of portraiture. In the hands of a true lover of 
his craft and of the humanity he copies, the camera has a 
power and vividness of rendering the inmost soul and 
character of the sitter that the artist mav well envy, 
though, fortunately for the latter, it cannot yet hope to rival 
him in the wonderful realm of colour where his brush now 
holds unquestioned sway. It is simply courting failure to 
attempt portraiture in any merely mechanical or technical 
spirit. Here, more than anywhere, feeling, understanding, 
and sympathy are needed. There is not only necessary a 
keen sense and perception of beauty, in feature, form or 
outline, but a kind of psychological understanding and 
judgment, which enables us to bring ourselves into harmony 
with the sitter, to lead out, retain, and transfer to our 
plate the winning and witching smile, or the look of serious 
gravity, which are surely and certainly there—the domi¬ 
nant, key expressions of the faces we are dealing with, if 
only we know how to conjure them forth. 

Since the camera has not the power of rendering colour, 
the photographer is driven to pay more attention to beauty 
of outline, light and shade, or composition. And it should 
ever be remembered that Art rises above all mere rules and 
formulae, declining to be bound by them, and often obtain¬ 
ing its most striking successes in sheer defiance of their 
authority. They are necessary though, all the same, and 
he who would produce satisfactory and creditable work in 
any branch of pictorial photography should make himself, 
at the very outset, thoroughly acquainted with them. Only 
he must not allow himself to be blinded by their weight of 
authority, or to fancy them infallible. A little bright un¬ 
conventionality will sometimes give greater pleasure and 
satisfaction than a more rigid adherence to orthodox laws. 
There are certain imperious rules, springing from the 
very nature of photography, that must be taken account of 
if really satisfactory and creditable work in portraiture is 
desired. For one thing, the camera will not subordinate 
the background to anything like the extent an artist would 
desire. This must be done then by the worker himself. 
It is perhaps in this respect that the greatest scope for 
new and original ideas will be found. There are many 
who think that the painting of backgrounds has been 
brought to rather too high a pitch of perfection, and that 
a revulsion in favour of treater simplicity might not be 
undesirable. On the other hand, plain dark backgrounds, 
however suitable and effective, are certainly getting rather 

hackneyed. Surely much more might be made of suitable 
draped hangings, picturesque carving, and the like, than is 
done at present. And is there not scope even now for the 
investigation of fresh methods of lighting, showing some 
departure from the usual studied roundness and evenness 
of the average studio portrait? That supreme masterpiece 
of Nature, the human face, is capable of looking well in an 
infinite variety of light and shade, as any intelligent study 
of our great painters will amply prove. There is plenty of 
room for the introduction of novelty in the way of com¬ 
bination lighting, that is to say, an exposure with partly 
day and partly artificial light. The ground in this direc¬ 
tion has been very little broken up. And we want more 
(jenre portraiture. How little there is of it! We have 
really gone back in this direction since the beautiful work 
done by H. P. Robinson and others in the old days. People 
fight shy of that sort of thing now; they know the diffi¬ 
culties and the many failures they must face if they under¬ 
take it, and prefer cheaper successes. This is not as it 
should be. If we could only learn once more to take 
greater pride in one picture, representing months of 
thought and many fruitless attempts, than in crowded 
exhibition walls filled with our rapidly-turned-out and 
ephemeral work, the advance of photography would be 
quicker. In this class of work the golden rule is Patience, 
and again Patience. We shall not hit it with one negative, 
or two, or three. Over and over again must we try, never 
disheartened, making each effort better than the last; until, 
finally, the sitter, the surroundings, the attitude, expression 
and all, are just as the artist of the camera had in his mind 
at the beginning—and the result, a picture. There are un¬ 
rivalled possibilities in photographic portraiture. Let us 
try to make more of them—to make the most of them. 
Dainty faces and forms are waiting to be caught by our 
trusty lenses and plates ; graceful and unstudied attitudes ; 
the silent poetry and melody of expression. Let us try to 
break down the stony mechanical barriers of our art, to 
bring freedom and life and soul into our work, so that 
instead of being the despised photograph, admired and 
appreciated for a day or two, and then only tolerated, it 
may be the picture, the work of art, the thing of beauty, 
that longer we see the more we love! 

PURELY BUSINESS. 

[By a Business Man.] 

It is a pity that so many professional photographers fail to get 

more than they do out of their businesses. The great majority 
are worthy men, who would be willing to work twice as hard as 
they do if they but had the chance. Not that, perhaps, in the 
summer time each has sufficient work to fill up his time, but 
it is because he has to do all of it himself—take the picture, re¬ 
touch, print, and mount. Most of it, he feels, is detail work 
that might be very well handed over to an assistant. What he 
would like would be to have sufficient trade to justify his devot¬ 

ing himself to the most important section—handling the 
customer. As things are, he is not in a position to keep an 
assistant; nor does he see much hope in the future. He has 
been at it, maybe, a dozen or a score of years, and if he has 
escaped the heavier shadows of discouragement, he feels, at 

any rate, that he is getting a bit stale in spirit and effort, and is 
allowing himself to settle down unconsciously with what con¬ 
tentment he may possess to things as they are. Occasionally 
there is added a touch of philosophical comfort in thanking his 
natal stars that things are not worse. He can just manage to 
make both ends meet, any way ; many there are who fail to do 
as much. 
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The slackness of trade he attributes to several causes—cut 
prices, excessive competition (and from outsiders, in the shape of 

tobacco dealers and soap makers), the spread of amateurism, 
and so on. Having a common-sense idea of the average nature 

of his professional abilities, he sensibly concludes that the 
many suggested remedies, the new process, the highly artistic 

rendering, or what not, that may mean money to a more gifted 
man, are not for him. Or if his natural capacity be such as to justify 

him in feeling that, with a little practice, he is quite equal to 

turning out any class of work, he knows—possibly from experi¬ 
ence—that such work could not possibly appeal to his cus¬ 

tomers. They have not been educated up to its appreciation. 

He is established in a quiet country town, or in the prosaic 
suburb of a commercial one, and not in the “ west end ” of a 

large city, with its broad margin of moneyed and leisured 
passers-by. Finally, he cannot afford to try experiments. He 
is sure of a certain amount of plain work, and his bread and 
cheese—and that of his wife and children—are immediately 

dependent upon it. He dare not risk that as a possible stake. 

We do not wish to detract in the slightest degree from the 

value and the money worth, in suitable fields, of new technical 

departure and the exploitation of the artistic. But there is 

evident truth and hard common sense in the belief of the average 
professional, that they are not for him until they have become 

generally introduced, fairly well known, and his particular 

public familiar with them. He is not so likelv to find a remedy 

on the professional, as the business, side of his work. Half a 

dozen new streets, to accommodate the employees of a new glue 

factory are more to his purpose than half a dozen new dis 

coveries in the scientific and artistic fields of photography. 

Rather hard from an art point of view, perhaps. But it is not 

a question of art. Art cannot be got to rule the roost when 

“ cabinets ” only fetch eight and six a dozen. It is a matter of 

business. And as long as we make no comparison with art, but 

frankly treat the question as a matter of business, there is 

nothing out of place. The hundreds of thousands of fathers and 

mothers who look at the photographs of their absent sons and 

daughters, of young men and maids who look at those of their 

sweethearts, never give a thought to their art sides. Is there 

not a higher point of view—that of sentiment and love—to which 
the most commonplace business can cater? It is in filling such 
demands as these that nine-tenths of photographs are taken. 

If a worker, then, is to get out of the rut of depression, he 
must do so upon business principles pure and simple. He 
should regard his wares exactly as the grocer and draper 

regard theirs. It would be better if it were otherwise, and an 
inducement given to embody artistic excellence at a higher 

price. But the public that pays is not open to the view. That 

is, the general public is not; for it is, of course, needless to 
add that there is a special public with artistic instincts, which 
will always be ready to pay for their gratification in a photo¬ 

graph. If the photographer regards it as his mission to educate 
the general public up to the level of this special one, well and 

good ; he is at perfect liberty to do so. It is a most admirable 
aim, but it will not spell business success. If, on the other 

hand, he elects for the latter, he must adopt exactly the same 
means as he clearly sees to mean success in the case of his 
fellow-tradesmen. Immeasurably so, the two chief of these 
are advertising and cheapness; they are, indeed, the very 

essentials of business success to-day. As has been often pointed 
out in the Journal, it is astonishing, considering the power 
that his special business gives him in this, how little use ia 

made of it. Special lines have also been pointed out along which 
profitable exploiting might be made. The field cannot be 
traversed in detail here, but it must surely be patent to all 

that not only can originality which will at once arrest desired 
attention be gained by the use of the camera, but that it can 
be made to strengthen a hundred-fold the orthodox means of 
advertising on poster, hand-bill, concert programme, memoran¬ 
dum head, and envelope flap. 

Then as to the other great essential of cheapness. The prevail¬ 
ing complaint is of reduction of prices, and all effort made to 

keep them up. The wisest business effort will run to the reverse 
course, and into cheapening as much as possible. It would be 
ridiculous to say that a man would not prefer a guinea to half 

a guinea for a dozen prints. But the guinea is out of the 
question, for reasons so powerful as to be hopelessly beyond 

individual, or collective, control. It is useless trying to fight 

against the spirit of an age ; and the spirit of this age is cheap¬ 

ness. We admit it to be an admirable one when buying, but 
otherwise when selling. If the photographer goes to the cheapest 

grocer and the cheapest tailor for his food and his clothing, why 
—-we are now on the purely business basis, be it remembered— 
should he cavil at the grocer and the tailor going to the cheapest 

photographer for his likeness—not picture? His effort, instead, 
as a wise business man, should be to go with the existing order 

of things, swim with the current, and not against it. If he 
cannot afford, with his present instruments and methods, to 

turn out work at the lowest market price, he must adapt them 

to the dominant conditions so as to be able to, or even go lower 

-—and make a fortune. To take one case in illustration. The 
time taken in work must be paid for, as a matter of common- 

sense. It takes some time to print a dozen prints, especially at 
some times of the year. That time would be immediately 

reduced to a third if a camera with four lenses were used, that 

would give four negative figures on one large plate. It would 

mean a new camera and more expensive plates, that would 

require greater care and economy in using. But the great gain is 

that they would cheapen the product. America has spent hundreds 

of thousands of pounds in laying down new plant to cheapen the 

production of steel. The result is that they rule the markets at 

home and abroad, at a lower price than ever before, and at 

high profits. The same commercial and economic laws apply in 

exactly the same way in the case of a camera costing but a few 
pounds. And so in all other directions. The great effort must 

be to cheapen by every possible means. Whether, at the 

same time, a higher and more artistic section could be retained 
is a matter for practical experience. But, certainly, upon the 

lines pointed out, the business that now gives but a bare return 
would give a handsome one ; and a satisfactory bank balance 

is something of a set-off to loss of so-called artistic personality. 
And, after all, is artistic, personality shown in ninety-nine- 

hundredths of the professional photographs that we see? If it is 
to be, frankly, business, why not the most profitable business? 

-+- 

THE PRESERVATION OF SOLUTION OF MERCURIC 
CHLORIDE. 

[Communicated to the Pharmaceutical Society of Great Britain, 
at a meeting held in London on Tuesday, March 11, 1902, 

and reprinted from the Pharmaceutical Journal.] ^ 

Some time ago we were requested by the Council of the Pharma¬ 

ceutical Society to inquire into the change, if any, which solution 
of mercuric chloride undergoes according to the nature of the 
bottle in which it is kept. 

The subject, upon consideration, divided itself into the follow¬ 
ing questions : — 

1. Does the solution of mercuric chloride of the British 
Pharmacopoeia undergo any change when kept? 

2. To what extent is such change, if any, influenced (a) by the 
nature of the bottle in which the solution is kept; (b) by the 
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nature of the light to which it is exposed ; (c) by the nature 

of the solvent? 

3. What is the nature of the change, if any ? 

The question of ihe presence or absence of ammonium chloride 

did not receive our attention, partly because it has now been 

omitted from the official solution, and, for the rest, because it 

has been sufficiently dealt with by the late Mr. Martindale in 

the papers cited below. 

It is of interest to note the changes through which the solution 

of mercuric chloride has passed since first it was made official. 

It was first introduced into the London Pharmacopoeia of 1809 

as liquor hydrargyri oxymuriatis, the solution containing 8 

giains of the salt in a mixture of distilled water, 15 fluid ounces, 

and rectified spirit, 1 fluid ounce. The next edition of the London 

1 harmacopoeia, issued in 1824, contained the same formula. The 

solution appeared in the 1836 edition as liquor hydrargyri 

bichloridi, and contained 10 grains each of mercuric chloride 

and ammonium chloride per pint of distilled water; the 

same formula was given in the 1851 edition. The 

first British Pharmacopoeia, which appeared in 1864, omitted 

the solution altogether, but in the 1867 British Pharma¬ 

copoeia it again appeared under the name liquor hydrargyri 

perchloridi, with the same formula as that of the 

Pharmacopoeia Londinensis of 1836. The 1885 British 

Pharmacopoeia repeated this formula, but that of 1898 gave it 

in an altered form by omitting the ammonium chloride. 

At the outset reference was made to the literature of the subject, 

and two papers by the late Mr. William Martindale were found. 

In the first paper1 the solution of the 1868 Pharmacopoeia, con¬ 

taining ammonium chloride, was dealt with; the statement 

occurs that a simple solution (of mercuric chloride) in distilled 

water is quite stable. In the second paper2 Mr. Martindale 

repeated this observation, and pointed out that even in the case 

of spring waters, containing supercarbonate of lime in solution, 

the solution is more stable than it is with a preservative, espe¬ 

cially one of such a nature as ammonium chloride. 

We accordingly, on July 23, 1900, prepared a quantity of 

solution of mercuric chloride of the official strength, and exposed 

it under various conditions. The intensity of light was varied 

by placing some of the bottles selected in a dark cupboard, 

seldom opened ; others in diffused light, such as prevailed in 

the laboratory provided with frosted windows; and 

the remainder in a strong light. This was effected 

by placing the bottles in a window with a south¬ 

west aspect, so that they were exposed to a maxi¬ 

mum of direct sunlight. Bottles were procured of different 

colours : viz., ordinary white shop rounds, from Messrs. Maw, 

Sons, and Co. , ordinary dark blue poison bottles, ordinary 

actinic green poison bottles, and the yellowish-brown (amber) 

glass bottles commonly used for bottling extract of malt. The 

character of the water was varied by using distilled water, 

recently boiled and cooled water, and tap water. 

I urther variations in the choice of glass will be described later 

in the paper. The following is a brief account of the results 

titer the solutions had been exposed to various conditions named 

for nine months: viz., until March 21, 1901: — 

INFLUENCE OF THE NATURE AND INTENSITY OF THE LIGHT. 

WHITE GLASS BOTTLES. 

Amount of deposit, if any, after nine months. 

Distilled 
Water. 

Recently Boiled and 
Cooled Distilled 

Water. 
Tap 'Water. 

flffused light ... 
tiong light. 
•arkness . 

Slight 
Slight 
Minute 

Minute 
Slight 
None 

Copious, white 
Copious, white 

Minute 

J harruaceuticdl Journal [2], 11, 547. 2 Pharmaceutical Journal, [4], 4 , 228. 

[March 28, 1902. 

This table shows the folowing points .— 

Distilled Water.-—Even after keeping for nine months, that 

which had been kept in a dark cupboard contained but a minute 

deposit; that kept in diffused light and in strong light deposited 

slightly more ; but all these solutions were judged to have koi>t 
satisfactorily. 

Recently Boiled and Cooled Distilled Water.—These solutions 

kept slightly better, except in strong light, in which the deposit 
was rather more distinct than it was in the corresponding distilled 
water experiment. 

Tap Water.—These solutions, under the same conditions, gave 

a copious deposit, except when kept in the dark ; in this case 

only a minute deposit had formed. Bottle of tap water without 
mercuric chloride were similarly treated, and gave practical I v 
no deposit. 1 

could find no satisfactory method of comparing them except bv 

pouring the liquids, after well shaking, into thin glass beakers 

standing on black paper, and judging the relative amounts of 

deposit formed, the method gives sufficiently satisfactory 

results, which are, however, only approximate. 

It will be seen that in the case uf white glass a distilled water 

i1" ,ke,eps «;n \n “y “SH but a tap-water solution must be 
protected from the light. 

Amount of deposit, if any, after nine months : — 

Distilled 
Water. 

Recently Boiled 
and Cooled 

Distilled Water. 
Tap Water. 

Diffused light 
Strong light ... 
Darkness . 

Minute 
Slight 
Minute 

Minute 
Slight 
Fairly copious 

Copious 
Copious 

--—- 

Minute 

*i.„„ m .j , . , r L was rattier more 
than we considered satisfactory. ]„ diffused light or darkness 

ghSi bottlesS t0 1,6 bUt httl<i Cha”B° ™ *he solutions kt'pt in blue 

T r, ,, . ~—7 vv arer.—in amused and 
t on? light thi solution keeps as well as a plain distilled-water 

ution, but we obtain a fairly copious precipitate in darkness. 

Wmartl^nab 6 £lve any reason for this last result. 
ap ater. The same as with distilled water in darkness but 

a copious precipitate in diffused and in strong light. 

a , „ , ACTINIC green glass bottles. 

^Amount of deposit, if any, after nine months : — 

Distilled 
Water. 

Recently Boiled 
and Cooled 

Distilled Water. 
Tap Water. 

Diffused light ... 
Strong light ... 
Darkness .. 

Minute 
Slight 
Minute 

None 
Slight 
Fairly copious 

Copious 
Copious 
Minute 

ihe same remarks apply here as to the blue glass bottles It 

.s uoteworthy thut tap water gives practically So predate in 

flit dark, whilst in diffused light or sunlight a copious precipi¬ 

tate is formed. In darkness, recently-boiled distilled water again 
gave a fairly copious deposit. 

AMBER GLASS BOTTLES. 

Amount of deposit, if any, after nine months :_ 

. 

Distilled 
Water. 

Recently Boiled 
and Cooled 

Distilled Water. 
Tap Water. 

Diffused light ... 
Strong light. 
Darkness . 

None 
None 
Minute 

None 
None 
Minute 

Minute 
Minute 
Minute 
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Distilled Water.—In diffused light and strong light free from 

any deposit; in darkness a minute .deposit was obtained. 
■ Recently Boiled and Cooled Distilled Water.-—Same as dis¬ 

tilled. ' • * 
Tap Water.-—Minute deposit in all. It is remarkable that, 

oven in strong light, tap water gives only a minute deposit with 

mercuric chloride if the solution is kept in amber bottles. 
These experiments agree with the results arrived at by 

Moeller1, who recently made a careful inquiry into the influence 
exercised by bottles of various colours in keeping different solu¬ 

tions. Amongst others, Moeller experimented with a solution of 
mercuric chloride to which oxalic acid had been added. He 
found that black, red, orange, and dark yellowish * brown glass 

bottles were most efficient in protecting the mercuric salt from 
reduction; that brownish-yellow, pure dark green, and dark 
brownisli-green protected well ; but that bluish-green, blue, or 
white afforded little or no protection. In view of the agreement 
between Moeller’s result and our own, we have not thought it 
necessar}^ to make further investigation into the choice of the 
colour of glass. 

We thought it, however, desirable to ascertain whether there 
were any differences between white glass bottles of English, 
German, and French manufacture in their action on mercuric 
chloride solution. We therefore prepared another solution of 
mercuric chloride in distilled water on May 9, 1901, and exposed 
portions in English, German, and French white glass, stoppered 
bottles, such as would be used by pharmacists, to diffused day¬ 
light on the laboratory table, thus reproducing as nearly as we 
could the conditions that obtain in a pharmacy. At the end of 

about two months a slight deposit had formed in each, as is 
shown in the table. Check experiments were also set on, side 
by side with the others. 

COMPARISON OF WHITE GLASS BOTTLES. 

Deposit, if any, after about two months : — 

Distilled water with Distilled Water 
Mercuric Chloride. alone. 

English. Slight. None. 
German . Slight. None. 
French . Slight. None. 

The deposit was much too small to be weighable, and quite 
insufficient to produce any appreciable reduction in the strength 

of the solution. As far as the eye could judge, the amount of 

•deposit was the same in each case. 
This experiment tends to show that such differences as exist in 

the manufacture of the various kinds of glass used do not cause 
any appreciable difference in the change that occurs in solution 

of mercuric chloride kept in them. It also confirm the previous 
experiments in showing that a distilled water solution of mercuric 

chloride, kept in white glass bottles exposed to diffused daylight, 
only very slowly undergoes change. 

NATURE OF THE CHANGE. 

The deposit in solutions prepared with distilled water, or 
recently boiled and cooled distilled water, consists of minute 

and apparently amorphous white flocks. With the aid of a 
centrifuge, we collected some of this deposit, and washed it free 
■from the supernatant liquid. Examination under the microscope 

showed it to consist principally of minute crystals, which turned 
black when irrigated with solution of potash. We were also able 
to sublime it on to a cover-slip, and the sublimate gave the same 
reaction. It, therefore, is mercurous chloride, but the quantity 
at our disposal was, however, so minute that we were not able to 
finally determine whether wholly or partly so. 

The deposit from tap water is at first similar to that from 

Ber. d. .d. Fliarrn. Ges., 1900. 

distilled water, but in tap water large dark ruby or garnet red 
crystals subsequently form. They appear to .berformed in the 
solution, and to be carried to the. surface by minute bubbles of 
gas. They float on the surface, unless.disturbed, when they sink 
to the bottom. Thiimmelh, who investigated the action of 
potassium and sodium bicarbonates upon mercuric chloride, 
found that mercuric oxychloride was precipitated, its composi¬ 
tion varying with the conditions of the experiment. By long stand¬ 
ing, mercurous chloride containing mercuric oxide was deposited 
from solutions of mercuric chloride. He also observed, under 
certain conditions, the slow formation of minute black crystals 
on the surface of the liquid ; these fell gradually to the bottom. 
Millon? assigns to these crystals the composition 4HgO . HgCl^, 
and Thiimmel ascribes their formation to the gradual loss of 
carbon dioxide by which the bicarbonate is converted into car¬ 
bonate. The disappearance of bicarbonate is followed by a 
precipitation of mercuric trioxychloride till then held in solution 
by the bicarbonate ; the carbonate formed converts this into 
mercuric terra-oxychloride of t hecomposition indicated. We 
have tested these red crystals, and have found them to contain 
mercury, in the mercuric condition, and chloride; but not 
carbonate. 

To ascertain if the precipitation in tap water was due to 
bicarbonate contained in it, we added to a distilled-water solu¬ 
tion of mercuric chloride sufficient solution of magnesium bicar¬ 
bonate to represent the quantity of bicarbonate present in tap 
water: viz., about 16 grains of magnesium bicarbonate per 
gallon. French white glass bottles were used, and placed, some in 

diffused light and some in the dark cupboard. The table gives 
our results after three weeks : — 

EFFECT OF MAGNESIUM BICARBONATE ON MERCURIC CHLORIDE 

SOLUTION. 

Diffused Light. Darkness. 

Mercuric chloride solution Copious white de- Copious yelloAvish- 
with magnesium bicar¬ 
bonate 

posit not adher¬ 
ing to the bottle 

Avhite deposit, 
adherent to the 
bottom of the 
bottle 

Magnesium bicarbonate in Slight flocculent Slight flocculent 
distilled Avater Avithout 
mercuric chloride 

deposit deposit 

We obtained, therefore, exactly the same precipitation as in 

the tap-water solution of mercuric chloride. It is interesting 
to note, also, that subsequently dark red crystals were formed in 
both solutions of mercuric chloride in distilled water with the 
bicarbonate. The decomposition between magnesium bicarbonate 

and mercuric chloride goes on in darkness, as well as in light. 
It seemed desirable to try the effect of organic matter on a 

mercuric chloride solution in distilled water, since possibly 
traces of organic matter present might bring about a reduction 
of mercuric to mercurous chloride, just as oxalic acid will. For 
this purpose 5 C.c. of a 1 per cent, cold aqueous infusion of hay 

were added to each quart of solution. At the end of three weeks 
only very slight deposits were observed, as the table shows : — 
EFFECT OF ORGANIC MATTER ON A DISTILLED * WATER SOLUTION OF 

MERCURIC CHLORIDE. 

Diffused Light. Darkness. 

Mercuric chloride solution 
Avitli organic matter 

Distilled water with organic 
matter, Avitiiout mercuric 
chloride 

Slight deposit. 

No deposit. 

Minute deposit 

Minute deposit 

To each bottle we then added, when teold, 5 C.c. of a 10 per 

1 Archiv. d. Pharmacie, 1855, p. 918. 2 Comptes rendus, 98, PP- 298 et seq. 
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cent, hot infusion of hay, but the only effect observed was that 
the mercuric chloride exercised a preserving influence on the 

organic matter, the bottles without mercuric chloride showing a 
larger quantity of green organic deposit than those containing 

mercuric chloride. 
The minute deposit that very slowly forms in distilled water 

solution of mercuric chloride may possibly be due to the gradual 
solution of alkali from the glass by the long-continued action 
of water. It is quite possible that some varieties of glass may 
yield more alkali than others, but we have not thought it neces¬ 
sary to pursue the investigation further. We have tested five 
different specimens of white glass bottles, such as the pharmacist 
would use, and upon the results obtained we base the opinions 
subsequently expressed in a summary. 

The action of light on mercuric chloride solution in glass 
vessels of different colour may be demonstrated by means of the 
electric lantern. If the bottles be filled with a solution of 
mercuric chloride containing, in addition, a reducing substance 
—e.g., oxalic acid—in the proportion of one part of each sub¬ 
stance in sixteen fluid parts, and then exposed to a beam of light 
from the lantern for a definite time, the effects are readily com¬ 
pared. Thus, after an exposure of three minutes, white glass gave 

a heavy precipitate, blue or green glass gave a less heavy, though 

considerable, precipitate, while no perceptible precipitate was 
obtained in the case of amber glass. These results are in entire 
accord with our conclusions based on the experiments we have 
described, which lasted over a long period. 

It is of interest to demonstrate the relative values of glass 
of different colours by passing a beam of light from the lantern 
through a prism so as to produce the spectrum, and then inter¬ 
posing strips of glass between the prism and the screen. It is 
seen that the blue portions of the spectrum are not appreciably 
affected by passing through blue or green glass (obtained from 

the bottles previously referred to), but that the blue portions 
are almost entirely cut off by amber glass. 

SUMMARY. 

We draw the following conclusions from our experiments : 

(1) That solution of mercuric chloride in distilled water will keep 
satisfactorily in white, green, or blue bottles for a reasonable 
length of time if not exposed to direct sunlight. (2) That, even in 
direct sunlight, it will keep if protected by the use of amber 
glass ; we therefore recommend the use of bottles made of such 
glass. (3) That the ordinary white glass botles, whether of 

English, German, or French manufacture, as sold to pharmacists, 
do not appreciably differ in their action. (4) That the minute 
deposit gradually formed is partly or wholly mercurous chloride. 
(5) That mercuric chloride with tap water gives a copious precipi¬ 

tate in blue, green, or white glass bottles ; the precipitate will 
not form, however, in amber bottles or in darkness. (6) That in 
diffused light amber bottles preserve the solution better than 
blue, green, or white bottles. (7) That in strong light the amber 
glass alone is satisfactory. (8) That strong light effects more 
decomposition than diffused light, especially with tapwater. 

Henry George Greenish, F.I.C., Professor of 
Pharmaceutics to the Pharmaceutical Society 
of Great Britain, 

and 
F. A. Upsher Smith, Demonstrator in the Research 

Laboratories of the Pharmaceutical Society of 
Great Britain. 

Marple and District Photographic Society.—Mr. C. J. Atkinson will 
lecture upon “ Exposure ” on Thursday, April 3rd, commencing at eight 
o’clock, Recreation Club. 

According to a contemporary, an animated newspaper will be pre¬ 
sented to the Palace Theatre audiences next August, when Mr. Mostyn 
Pigott, of the “ World,” will produce the “ Revue,” a photographic 
resume of the day’s doings. The new form of cinematograph has been 
invented by Mr. Charles Cochrane 

THE NATIONAL PHYSICAL LABORATORY. 

The main features of the National Physical Laboratory which 
was formally opened last week by the Prince of Wales, are thus 
officially described:—The basement and ground floor of Bushy 
House have been transformed into a physical laboratory, while tin- 
upper floors form offices and a residence for the director. One wing, 
containing the original dining-room and library, has been fitted as an 
electrical and magnetic laboratory. All iron has been, as far as 
possible, removed from the structure, and, with a view of preventing 
a stray magnetic field from any currents which may be used, con¬ 
centric wiring has been employed for all large currents, while tin- 
wires for smaller currents have been twisted. In this room will 
be placed the Lorenz apparatus which the Drapers’ Company has 
recently given to the Laboratory in meipory of the distinguished 
services to science and to education of the late Principal J. V. Jon^s, 
F.R.S., of Cardiff. Along with this there will be other apparatus for 
the absolute measurement of current and of electromotive force. 
Another wing has been fitted for thermometric work. A special study 
will be made of high-temperature thermometers, and the laboratory 
owes to the generosity of Sir A. Noble the means for installing ;« 
number of electric ovens for testing thermopiles and other instru¬ 
ments for the measurement of temperature up to 1,000 deg. or 1,200 
deg. Centigrade. In a third wing a metallurgical laboratory has 
been fitted in which to continue the work begun at the Mint by Sir 
William Roberts-Austen and the Alloys Research. Committee. For 
this purpose apparatus for cutting and polishing sections and further 
photomicrographical examination has been obtained. The committee 
has to thank Mr. Stead for his assistance in arranging this. The 
fourth wing is fitted as a chemical laboratory. In the basement are 
a number of constant temperature rooms. Sir Andrew Noble’s fund, 
referred to in the last report, has provided a measuring machine, a 
dividing engine and a comparator, which will be placed in some of the 
basement rooms. In an adjoining room the resistance measurements 
of the British Association Committee Mill be continued, while in 
another, apparatus for the production of liquid air is being set up. 
The testing of pressure gauges Mill form an important branch of the 
work, and for this a mercury column some fifty feet in height has 
been erected in one comer of the house. Gas and water have been 
laid on freely throughout the building—also electricity. A 100-volt 
circuit is connected to the main dynamo and battery in the poM:er- 
house, and supplies light. Numerous plug points enable a supply 
to be taken off for lights for experimental purposes or for small 
motors. For experimental Mork a special battery of fifty-five cells 
has been installed. This is divided into groups of five. Wires run 
from the switchboard to the various rooms in such a way that one 
or more of these groups can be SM'itched on to any circuit. Thus 
voltages between 2 and 110 volts can be obtained as required. The 
house is heated on the Webster low-pressure system by steam from a 
Lancashire boiler in the boiler-house at a distance of about 100 yards. 
The boiler also supplies steam to one of Parson’s 60-kiknvatt turbo¬ 
generators, which is the main source of pon-er. The power-house 
also contains an 18-h.p. Crossley gas-engine, driving a 12-kiloM’att 
dynamo by T. Parker and Co. This serves as a stand-by and for 
charging the main battery of fifty-eight chloride cells. The engineer¬ 
ing laboratory, a building eighty feet by fifty feet, adjoins the poM'er- 
house. This is divided into two bays; a shaft, driven by a motor 
supplied by Mather and Platt, runs along one, and in it Mrill be placed 
the lathes, drilling machine, planing machine, and other tools. The 
other bay is for experimental work. It. is traversed by a 2-ton crane, 
and M'ill contain a testing machine and machinery for testing steam- 
pressure gauges, indicators and such instruments. 

With regard to gifts to the Laboratory, it has already been men¬ 
tioned that the Drapers’ Company has undertaken to provide the sum 
of £700 to meet the cost of a Lorenz apparatus, in memory of the 
late Principal Viriamu Jones. Messrs. Willans and Robinson are pro¬ 
viding apparatus for testing steam-pressure gauges and indicators, while 
in a number of cases very advantageous terms have been granted to the 
committee by manufacturers of tools and machinery. Lord Rayleigh, 
Lord Kelvin, Mrs. Hopkinson, and the Syndics of the Cambridge 
University Press have presented valuable books. Lady Galton has 
given a valuable astronomical clock with electric contacts, in memory 
of the late Sir Douglas Falton. But though much has been done, the 
laboratory is far from complete. Rather more than £300 has been 
spent on apparatus, but visitors will notice many gaps before the 
important problems which lie to hand can be fully grasped. Still, it 
is now possible to make a start, and to show, by the work done with 
the means at the disposal of the staff, that the Laboratory is fulfilling 
a need and that it deserves the support of those who are concerned 
in facilitating the application of science to industiy. The pious bene¬ 
factor, however, who will put it as regards equipment on a footing 
comparable with Reichsanstalt is still to seek. In research work 
it is hoped that the investigations of the Alloys Research Committee 
may be continued. Much, though not all, of the apparatus required 
for this has been purchased; a recording pyrometer, however, must 

i be added to the outfit before it is complete. Prof. Barrett’s paper 
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read at the Institution of Electrical Engineers recently showed the 
importance of the aluminium steels for dynamo and transformer manu¬ 
factures, and with the kind assistance he then offered it is hoped 
that a start may soon be made on their investigation. The measure¬ 
ment of wind pressure is of great importance to engineers; with the 
help of Sir Benjamin Baker, an investigation will be made into this 
subject. In thermometry, the object will be to arrange for the 
more systematic and ready measurement of the high temperatures met 
with in industrial undertakings. As to the commercial testing work 
which is to be undertaken, the following list will indicate its scope, 
though until the Laboratory standards have been more thoroughly 
studied it is hardly possible to do much on a large scale— 

Tests of pressure gauges and steam indicators. 
Tests of measuring appliances and gauges for use in engineering 

shops, etc. 
Test of screw gauges. 
Tests of thermometers for the measurement of high or low tempera¬ 

ture, the platinum thermometer, thermopiles, etc. 
Photomicrographic tests on metals, steel rails, etc. 
Measurement of the insulation resistance and di-electric capacity of 

insulators. 
Measurement of the electrical resistance of conductors. 
Tests of capacity and induction and of various forms of electrical 

measuring apparatus. 
Tests on the magnetic properties of iron, etc. 
Standardisation of glass vessels, flasks, burettes, etc., used in 

chemical laboratories and in various industries—e.g., the dairy trade. 
Standardisation of weights and scales for laboratory purposes. 
Testing of photographic and other lenses. 

Among those present at the opening ceremony were: —The Lord 
Chancellor, Mr. Gerald Balfour, M.P. (President of the Board of 
Trade), Mr. Akers-Douglas, M.P. (First Commissioner of Works), 
the Duke of Northumberland, Viscount Esher, Lord Kelvin, F.R.S., 
Lord Blythswood, Lord Lindley, F.R.S., the Lord Mayor, Mr. W. L. 
Jackson, M.P., F.R.S., the Right Hon. W. J. Pirrie, Mr. S. E. Spring 
Rice, C.B., the Master of the Drapers’ Company, the Master of the 
Haberdashers’ Company, the Astronomer Royal, Mr. Bigwood, M.P., 
Mr. Skewes-Cox, MP., Sir F. Abel, F.R.S., Sir B. Baker, F.R.S., 
Sir F. Bramwell, F.R.S., Sir J. Crichton Browne, F.R S., Sii E. Busk, 
Sir W. Crookes, F.R.S., Sir J. Durston, Sir W. Thiselton Dyer, F.R.S., 
Sir J. Kirk, F.R.S., Sir J. Hooker, F.R.S., Sir N. Lockyer, F.R.S., 
Sir G. G. Stokes, F.R.S., Admiral Sir W. J..L. Wharton, F.R.S., Col. 
Principal Lodge, F.R.S., Professor S. P. Thompson, F.R.S. (presi¬ 
dent of the Physical Society), Mr. McKinnon Wood, Mr. P. Watts, 
F.R.S., Mr. C. T. Yerkes, Professor D. S. Capper, Mr. Kempe 
(treasurer of the Royal Society), Sir M. Foster, M.P., and Dr. Larmor 
(secretary of the Royal Society), Dr. Thorpe (foreign secretary 
of the Royal Society), Mr. Hawksley (president of the 
Institution of Civil Engineers), Mr. Maw (president of the Institution 
of Mechanical Engineers), Mr. Langdon (president of the Institution 
of Electrical Engineers), Mr. Levinstein (president of the Society of 
Chemical Industry), and the following members of the Executive Com¬ 
mittee : —Sir F. J. S. Hopwood (Permanent Secretary of the Board 
of Trade), Captain Creak, R.N., F.R.S., Professor Perry, F.R.S., 
Sir J. Wolfe-Barry, F.R.S., Sir E. Carbutt, Mr. A. Siemens, Sir 
William Roberts-Austen, F.R.S., Mr. G. Beilby, Dr. F. Elgar, F.R.S., 
Professor Clifton, F.R.S., Principal Rucker, F.R.S., and Sir A. 
Noble, F.R.S. 

According to the report given in the “ Times,” Lord Raleigh said that 
the idea of a national physical laboratory was not new. It was many 
years since Dr. Lodge forcibly advocated the establishment of such 
an institution. In the year 1896, he thought it was, Sir Douglas Galton 
made it a principal subject of his presidential address before the 
British Association. He took some pains to inform himself of what 
was being done in the kindred institutions in Germany, and was very 
much impressed with the importance of our following in those steps. 
He thought it was Sir Douglas Galton’s address that led to the depu¬ 
tation to the Prime Minister, he was sorry to say as much as five years 
ago, in which the importance of that work was iaid before him, and he 
presumed it was in consequence of the representation then made that 
a Treasury Committee was appointed by the Chancellor of the 
Exchequer, of which he (Lord Rayleigh) had the honour to be the chair¬ 
man, although the bulk of the work fell upon Professor Rucker. That 
committee examined witnesses representing both the scientific side • 
and also the industries, of which there were many, depending on I 
scientific discoveries. They visited the German institution and reported 
finally, strongly, and unanimously in favour of the establishment of 
such an institution as they celebrated that day. After detailing the 
circumstances which led to the establishment of the laboratory at 
Bushy House, Lord Rayleigh said that he considered that Bushy House 
was an ideal place for a laboratory. There was a good surrounding 
of ground within which they might do as they pleased without being 
pulled up to account; but the scale of the building and the works 
necessary to adapt it for the purposes of a laboratory had sorely tried, 
he was afraid, the patience of the Treasury, and he thought it was 
highly probable that that patience would be still further tried in the 

future. One of the first businesses of the committee that was appointed 
by the Royal Society to manage the institution was the selection or 
appointment of a director. That appointment was offered to Mr. 
Glazebrook. They were well acquainted, not merely with his scientific 
abilities, but with his business capacities and powers of organising, 
before he gave up a position of importance and considerable indepen¬ 
dence in order to take up that work which he felt himself well qualified 
to do. And now they had the National Physical Laboratory. It was 
national in the proper sense of the word, and it was the laboratory 
of the nation. He had been struck, and he dared say many others 
had been, in reading the life of Pasteur to find how very largely figured 
in the motives that directed his work the feeling that he was "working 
for the honour and glory of France, and how, when the disasters 
overtook France in 1870, he felt that he must do all that he could in 
order to raise France again from that position into which she had fallen. 
He certainly succeeded in that attempt. Now they had their oppor¬ 
tunity. The presence of their Royal Highnesses there that day testi¬ 
fied to the sympathy felt in that work by the Royal House. The 
Treasury—he was going to say for the Treasury—had shown them¬ 
selves sympathetic. He thought that would hardly do them justice, 
because he must say that those officials of the Treasury with whom 
they had been directly concerned had entered most warmly into the 
idea, and had given it their heartiest support. In this country, as 
things went, we must not expect the Government to do everything. 
We must look for assistance from those especially who had made 
fortunes out of industries which depended upon recent scientific dis¬ 
coveries. (Cheers.) Some little while ago he heard the lamented 
Bishop Creighton tell an anecdote which he thought it was appropriate 
to repeat. He was speaking of the president of an American University 
who had received financial favours from a local financier of wealth, 
upon whom he called to obtain, if possible, further extensions of that 
bounty. When he was shown into the room the great man looked 
up for a moment only from his books and papers, and said, “ I have 
no time to talk to you, but I know what you have come for. There’s 
my cheque-book. Fill it up!” That was the right spirit. They 
hoped there were others who would allow them to use their cheque¬ 
books in a particular manner, by making presentations of machines, 
or even giving them orders for testing which would bring in useful 
fees. In that way he though the deficiencies, which were at present 
considerable, might be filled up. Finally, he niight appeal, although 
he knew it was not necessary to do so, to the workers in the establish¬ 
ment itself, that they each one of them should do all that lay in them 
to make the work which they had undertaken a success, a credit to the 
country, and a justification of the name which that institution bore. 

The President of the Board of Trade took the opportunity on behalf 
of the Government department with which he was connected of express¬ 
ing their cordial wishes for the success of the institution which was 
being opened that day under circumstances so auspicious. The Board 
of Trade might, he thought, claim to have been intimately associated 
with the national laboratory in what he might call its pre-natal days, 
for the late permanent Secretary of the Board, Sir Courtenay Boyle, 
was a member of the committee of inquiry appointed to examine into 
the subject in 1897, and was- subsequently to that time a member of 
the executive and general committees appointed by the Royal Society. 
He took the keenest interest in the subject, and gave ungrudgingly 
his share of labour to that which was contributed by the distinguished 
men whose colleague he was. There was also another bond of union 
between that institution and the Board of Trade, as a part at least of 
its work was very similar to that which was entrusted by Parliament 
to the Board of* Trade. To that extent the operations of the two 
institutions might be said to touch, and even, perhaps, to overlie, and 
though it sometimes happened that rival institutions were apt to 
look upon each other with something of an eye of jealousy, on behalf 
of the laboratories of the Board of Trade he thought he could assure 
them that no sentiment of that kind animated them in the present 
instance. He believed it was universally recognised that, within the 
limits of the statutory duties of the Board, the standards department 
and the electric standardisation laboratory had performed their work 
satisfactorily; but they undoubtedly admitted that even within those 
narrow limits the refinements of modem science called for investigations 
to which the resources of an ordinary Government department with 
statutory duties were necessarily unequal, to say nothing of the more 
varied field lying outside. It would be presumptuous on his part to 
attempt to address them on the more strictly scientific aspects of the 
National Physical Laboratory*, nor, indeed, was the interest so justly 

- excited'by the-establishment of that institution one which regarded 
solely or even principally the strictly scientific side of the institution. 
What was the nature of that interest? He thought the interest arose 
from this, that that institution typified what they might fairly regard 
as one of the most important movements of the present day—he meant 
the systematic application of science and of scientific methods to the 
arts of production. Mr. Glazebrook and he were fellow students at 
Cambridge, and he remembered a story which was current at that 
time concerning a certain celebrated professor of mathematics. He 
was engaged in investigating the properties of a peculiar curve, and 
he published a preliminary paper on those properties and the results 
of his investigation. Having to bestow liis attention upon other 
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matters he afterwards suspended his investigations on the curve, and 
in that interval, unluckily as it turned out, a certain inventor had the 
audacity to apply that curve to a novel invention for a gun-carriage. 
What was the result? The learned professor was so taken aback at 
that application of his theory to practice that, instead of resuming 
the suspended subject of his investigations, he was constrained to give 
it up in disgust. He thought that story illustrated what had been 
the attitude of theory towards practice in the past, and he thought 
it might be very easily matched by the attitude which practice had 
occasionally taken up towards theory. But that temper was passing 
away. The union between scientific theory and practice was becoming 
more and more intimate every day. He was afraid that if this country 
in the first instance, took the lead in the applications of science to 
industry, it had of late fallen somewhat behind in the race, but not 
so far, he trusted, but that it might be possible for us to make up our 
lost ground. The establishment of that institution was certainly a 
step in the right direction, and he was sure he was but expressing 
the sentiment of all there present when he expressed the hope that, 
although the beginning might be comparatively small, the resources 
with which that institution started comparatively slender, it never¬ 
theless had before it a future of renown and of utility worthy of the 
send-off which it was receiving from their Royal Highnesses that day 
and of the great and important purposes for which it was founded. 

The Prince of Wales, in declaring the Laboratory open said : I 
am glad that my first duty as a Fellow of the Royal Society should be 
to join with my distinguished brethren in opening this institution, 
the direction and administration of which have been entrusted to the 
society by the Government. It is also a great pleasure to assist in 
the inauguration of what may fairly be called a new departure, for 
I believe that in the National Physical Laboratory we have almost 
the first instance of the State taking part in scientific research. The 
object of the scheme is, I understand, to bring scientific knowledge 
to bear practically upon our every-day industrial and commercial life, 
to break down tne barrier between theory and practice, to effect a 
union between science and commerce. This afternoon’s ceremony is 
•not merely a meeting of the representatives of an ancient and world- 
renowned scientific society for the purpose of taking over a new 
theatre of investigation and research. Is it not more than this ? Does 
it not show in a very practical way that the nation is beginning to 
recognise that if her commercial supremacy is to be maintained greater 
facilities must be given for furthering the application of science to 
commerce and manufacture? In the profession to which I am proud 
to belong there are, perhaps, special opportunities of gaining a certain 
insight into the general trade and commerce of the world and of com¬ 
paring the commercial vitality of the different countries. And certainly 
abroad one finds an existing impression, which was confirmed by the 
experience of my recent and interesting colonial tour, that the superior 
technical and scientific knowledge of our foreign competitors is one 
reason why our hitherto pre-eminent position in manufactures and 
commerce is so considerably threatened. As a simple example I may 
Piuote the opinion of an expert authority in Australia, that the aniline 
■dyes of Germany had given to a certain class of German-made goods 
a decided superiority over those of British manufacture. In Germany 
and America much valuable work has been carried out by the State. 
In this country the Government have provided these buildings and 
found machinery for the supply of light, heat, and power. They are 
at present not inclined to spend more money upon equipping the 
laboratories. It is therefore to the liberality of the public that we 
must look not only for money, but for presents in machinery and 
necessary appliances. Already the institution has benefited in the 
latter respect by gifts from Sir Andrew Noble, the Drapers’ Company, 
Messrs. Willans and Robinson, Lady Galton, and others. The old- 
establis'hed Kew Observatory now forms part of the laboratory. Im¬ 
portant and growing work is carried out in the testing of telescopes, 
binoculars, sextants, and more particularly, telescopic sights for the 
Navy. Most of the scientific outfit supplied for the Antarctic expedi¬ 
tion was tested at Kew. The laboratory will also supply a. want 
which is much felt for standardising and testing the many other forms 
of apparatus in daily use, while investigations will be carried out on 
points of importance to the manufacturer or the merchant from the 
solution of which valuable results may be expected to accrue. I am 
particularly pleased to know that it is possible that within the pre¬ 
cincts of this laboratory there will be established a. work of the utmost 
importance—namely, a tank after the design of the late Mr. Froude, 
in which the performance of a ship can be predicted from experiments 
on a model. At present there is such a tank at Haslar, which is fully 
occupied in Government work. The Institution of Naval Architects, 
impressed with the demand for this work, have proposed to raise the 
sum required to erect the tank and for the. necessary appliances. But 
the funds at present at the disposal of the laboratory will require to 
be considerably supplemented if they are to undertake this much- 
needed work. No doubt the working expenses of the tank will 
ultimately be met by fees. But a difficulty may arise in tiding over 
the interval which must elapse before such fees are available. I am 
confident that, through the generosity of the public, the necessary 
means will be forthcoming to meet these difficulties and to secure that 
which is almost an essential to the shipbuilding industry of a country 

possessing the largest mercantile marine in the world. Before such 
an audience I have not presumed to speak of the value to science of 
this institution. Though the Navy has given many notable names to 
scientific theory, it is the practical results which naturally appeal more 
to the mind of the sailor, and I am sure you will accept this as my 
excuse for having ventured to make my few remarks upon the future 
of this institution from merely a utilitarian point of view. 

Lord Kelvin hoped that from that institution the alliance between 
theory and practice would be made close and effective more than 
ever hitherto, and he thought that the results that might be expected 
from it, both in their material aspect and from a purely scientific point 
of view, were so great that we could only now venture to foreshadow 
them, to think of them in imagination, and to look forward to them 
A large part of the work of that institution would be exceedingly 
minute and accurate measurement of pieces of metal of all sorts, 
accurate to the millionth of an inch, the measurement of temperature 
accurate to hundredths or thousandths, or perhaps some would say 
hundred-thousandths, of a degree. This very minutely, accurate 
scientific work taxed the resources of science more than perhaps did 
any other scientific work whatever, for the amount of scientific Know¬ 
ledge and experience and mathematical skill that must be bestowed 
on that very accurate measurement could only be known perfectly 
to those who worked at it, or who were fully acquainted with the 
foundation upon which it rested. It did not, however, strike the 
popular imagination so much as brilliant discoveries in science. They 
must remember, however, that some of the most brilliant discoveries 
had been due to very minute measurements. Newton’s discovery of 
the law of gravitation was due to such very minute observation. His 
great generalisation was ten years at least under his hand and in his 
mind. He would not declare the result until he had an extremely 
minute measurement of the earth’s dimensions, much more accurate 
than had ever been made before, and that proved the keystone to the 
grand arch, and established for ever the law of universal gravitation. 

-+- 

A SIMPLE METHOD OF ETCHING PICTURES. 
[From the “ Scientific American.”] 

The desire to draw and sketch is an almost universal one. There 
is a singular delight in the ability to put on paper that which has 
pleased the eye or caught the fancy. There have been many 
processes devised for the purpose of aiding the unskilled to 
gratify this ambition, probably the oldest and most familiar being the 
transparent sheet of glass, back of which are placed prepared sketches 
to be traced. There have been other forms of this same idea, some of 
which are too elaborate to answer the popular demand. The camera 
has in a great measure filled this role, and its immense popularity 
gives convincing evidence of the desire of the masses to dabble in the 
picture-making art. But the camera has its drawbacks, principally in 
that it is not selective, but accurately registers on the sensitive plate 
all that is within its field of view. The worker with the pencil ana 
brush, on the other hand, exercises great discrimination in the matter, 
picking out only the telling features of the view and rejecting every¬ 
thing else from the canvas or pad before him Benjamin Hawley, an 
artist of Philadelphia, is the inventor of a device which has been 
recently patented, by which works of art can be produced by anyone 
without any previous tuition or particular aptitude for handling the 
pencil. The instrument is called the etchograph. On the top plate 
of a tripod, a support is carried, comprising a longitudinal bar and a 
lateral bar. At one end the longitudinal bar carries an adjustable 
frame to receive a, glass plate coated with a transparent film of gela¬ 
tine or collodion; at the other end, the bar is formed with a slot to 
receive a holder for a vertically adjustable lens. The lateral bar 
serves as an arm rest. The tripod having been set up in proper 
position, the engraver looks through the lens, and sharply focuses the 
image transmitted through the glass plate by sliding the holder in the 
slot of the longitudinal bar. The reduced image, being apparently 
projected on the plate, can then be engraved on the prepared surface 
of the glass. By this means anyone can make a satisfactory picture 
without the least knowledge of art or even acquaintance with the 
use of the pencil; but with the skill which soon comes of practice 
and observation some very artistic effects can be obtained. For in¬ 
stance, by allowing a small amount of ink to remain on the plate’s 
surface instead of thoroughly cleansing it, and then by a broad sweep 
here and there with a wad of cotton the print can be given all the 
appearance of an etching. The method here offered is also of value 
to the student just beginning his career of art. It teaches him t& 
see, and greatly simplifies the understanding of perspective. That 
things are seldom what they seem becomes at once evident to the 
art student when he makes his first endeavours to make a plane repro¬ 
duction of solid form. For instance, when an oblong box is viewed 
in perspective, its long side may appear shorter than its short side, 
and in the drawing of such a box the line representing the short side 
may actually be shorter than the line representing the long side. To 
the beginner such appearances are most confusing, and the labour 
of learning to see is often so tedious that many are discouraged at 
the outset. It is evident that with the aid of some such device as 
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this, perspective and form as well are revealed at a glance. Thus it 
can be maxle a great help to the beginner. It has received the indorse¬ 
ment of a number of artists for this purpose. The etchograph is also 
a valuable assistant to the scientist and student, particularly in 
botany, zoology, or anatomy. With its aid he can reproduce just 
such parts of the floral specimen as he desires, rejecting all super¬ 
fluous and confusing details. 

exhibitions. 
KIRKCALDY PHOTOGRAPHIC SOCIETY. 

The annual function of this rising Scotch society was opened to 
the general public last Saturday in their rooms at i96, High Street, 
Kirkcaldy. The exhibition, which is entirely confined to members, 
cannot be described otherwise than as an admirable one, highly 
creditable to the members of the society, and reflecting in the most 
satisfactory manner on all those who have in any way contributed 
towards achieving so highly successful a result. The entries number 
92 pictures, and 12 sets of lantern slides, each set consisting of six 
slides. The hanging is as satisfactory as one can wish, and the 
framing generally of the exhibits has had some care bestowed upon it. 
The gentlemen who kindly undertook the duties of making the awards 
in the four classes or sections were Mr. Walter D. Welford, F.R.P.S., 
of London, and Mr. John Terras, of Markinch, whose son, the late 
Robert Terras, produced the well-known genre studies, “ The Ghost 
Story,” “ News of Battle,” etc. The judging was therefore in very 
capable hands, and, in our opinion, leaves nothing to be desired. 
From the work, the casual onlooker must be struck by the vitality 
and earnestness of the exhibitors. Mr. Storrer is perhaps the largest 
exhibitor, and secures the place of honour in the class for enlargements 
—a particularly large and strong division—for his work entitled 
“ The Birth of a New Day.” A general high quality prevails through¬ 
out this work. The next place is held by Mrs. Landall for a most 
pleasing and harmonious work, No. 66, “Norwegian Sailing Boat.” 
The division devoted to lantern slides proves that the society have 
lantern-slide makers who will yet be heard of. The whole of the 
12 sets are of much higher quality than that usually seen at confined 
shows. The award goes to Mr. W. Lockhart for a set splendid in 
technique and with some artistic quality. The division for direct 
prints contains much good work, the winter landscapes of Mr. C. 
Stewart being of high quality. He scores with a rather fine tree 
study. Among the work shown, we jotted down that by Mr. H. P. 
Thomson as being worthy of attention. All the photographic work 
exhibited by this gentleman is almost of perfect technical quality; 
it, however, points to a lack of selective ability, and that seeking 
m nature of pictorial and pleasing effects which the camera is so much 
adapted to render. When this worker becomes able to do as well in 
this direction as he can at present do with the technical side, then he 
will be a strong man. Dutch scenery represents Mr. S. Stewart to 
a very large extent. His representations of canal scenes leave little 
to be desired. The picture which struck us most by this worker is 

/‘Fisher Folk—Katwyk,” one of a set of four prints in a frame. 
Framed separately it would command attention anywhere. There are 
quite a number of others which we would fain mention, but space 
forbids. Altogether it is a creditable show, and gives abundant 
evidence of the possibilities of photographic art. 

-♦- 

BRENTFORD PHOTOGRAPHIC SOCIETY. 

The fourth annual exhibition of the Brentford Photographic Society, 
which was held at the Public Baths, Brentford, on the 18th and 19th 
Instant, was a very creditable one to the society. In the members’ 
elasses a considerable improvement was shown over the work of last 
year, and taking into consideration that it is a young and compara¬ 
tively small society, and that the majority of the members are evidently 
In the beginner’s stage, the proportion of photographs that possessed 
some feature of interest was a considerable one. The work of Arthur 
R. Read and Frank H. Read in particular deserved notice for its 
pictorial feeling, and, with a greater knowledge of how to use their 
material to the best advantage, which can only be gained by experi¬ 
ence, they show promise of coming well to the front. S. E. Bonfellow | 
and F. Mealand also had landscapes of more than average excellence, 
and the figure studies of Hilton Grundy were good. 

The open classes were well supported, a large proportion of the 
pictures being familiar acquaintances to those who have visited recent 
exhibitions in the Metropolitan district. The members of the society 
exhibiting in the open classes, A. R. and F. H. Read, S. E. Bon¬ 
fellow, and Hilton Grundy, however, fully sustained their own 
society’s reputation. The work of Lieut.-Col. R. W. Shipway deserved 
notice for its marvellous technical quality; but, unfortunately, although 
the views were fairly well selected, no attempt had been made to 
give them a pictorial character. Among the principal exhibitors, in 
addition to those already named, were G. H. Capper, Graystone Bird, 
W. T. Marriott, E. W. Taylor, H. O. Isaac. C. Wickison. E. W. 
Shing, C. M. Wane, Walter Kilbey, F. G. Tryhorn, S. C. Stean, 
E. W. Burch, and A. T. Ward. 

The judges were Messrs. J. H. Gear and J. C. S. Mummery. The 
prizes in the members’ classes were apparatus to a certain value. 

The Awards. 

Members’ Classes.—Class A.—Landscape : F. H. Read. Class B.— 
Any other subject: Hilton Grundy. Class C.—For members wh* 
•have not previously taken an award : F. Mealand. 

Open Classes.—Class D.—Landscape, etc. : Silver Medal, B. C. 
Wickison; bronze, E. W. Taylor, and G. H. Capper. Class E.— 
Portraiture, etc. : Silver medal, Walter Kilbey; bronze, C. M. Wane. 
Class F.—Architecture, etc. : Silver medal, Walter Kilbey; bronze, 
F. G. Tryhorn. Class G.—Lantern Slides: Silver medal, H. Wild; 
bronze, H. 0. Isaac. 

THE CANTABS’ WELCOME TO THE CONVENTION. 

[The sentiment, at least, of the annexed lines justifies their repro¬ 
duction here, as showing the kindly spirit in which the forthcoming 
meeting of the Convention will be received by its Cambridge hosts.— 
Eds. B.J.P.] 

We welcome the Convention to our ancient classic town, 
Long famed for noble buildings of beauty and renown; 
Illustrious men as students once dwelt within those walls 
That border on the winding Cam the memory now recalls. 
We trust distinguished members now in the ’Varsity 
Will willingly come forward, like our Sir Robert B., 
Take part in the reception upon the opening day, 
And entertain the visitors during their brief stay. 
Our kind and worthy President, in his cordial manner free. 
Has invited all Conventioners to the Observatory, 
To view the apparatus that records the starry sphere. 
And enjoy the garden party in the pleasant grounds so near. 
We’re lucky, too, in this respect, we’ve got a generous Mayor, 
Whose help will not be lacking, and he’s sure to do his share, 
And meet us in a handsome way, like other Mayors have done; 
So I think we may look forward to a week, a record one. 
We’ve arranged for day excursions, and you’ll find enough to do 
In the photographic way at Ely and Bury too; 
For lovers of the picturesque, St. Ives is worth a day, 
Its quaint old bridge and river will all your plates repay. 
Then there’s the views of Cambridge, its colleges, and “ Kings,” ■ 
The pretty bridges o’er the Cam, and a host of other things. 
To go right through the programme would tire you, I’m afraid. 
There will be the exhibition connected with the trade, 
And many social gatherings, a dinner like that last year, 
Some papers read on subjects profound to some, I fear. 
So equip yourselves with plates and kit, and “ buck up,” so to speak. 
And come to the Convention next July for a week. Tripod. 
Cambridge, March 21st, 1902. 

A CENSUS OF LONDON PHOTOGRAPHERS. 

Unlike the method adopted at previous censuses when the occupations 
of the people of England and Wales were published in one volume and 
at a late period after the taking of the census, the authorities have 
created a new departure this time by publishing the occupational 
results of the census taken on March the 31st of last year in county 
sections. The first county to appear is that of the administrative 
county of London, which comprises the City of London, together 
with the 28 metropolitan boroughs constituted under the Local Govern¬ 
ment Act of 1899. The figures given showing the number #f photo¬ 
graphers enumerated within this area are as follows: — 

Total number, 2235 males; total number, 703 females. 
At the previous census in 1891 the totals were respectively 1,635 

and 610, showing increases during the decade of 600 and 93 
respectively. 

The totals for 1901 are distributed under the following range cf 
ages:— 

10 14 15 20 25 75 45 55 65 75 upwards. 
Males 3 31 318 392 651 432 228 128 45 7 2,235 
Females 3 9 173 188 206 75 29 17 3 — 703 

Turning to the section of the volume assigned to foreigners and 
their occupations, we find the following foreign element described 
as photographers within the area under notice:—Russia, 16; Poland 
(Russian), 4; Sweden; 1; Norway, 3; Denmark,_3; Holland,. 1; 
Belgium, 2; France,'10 and 3 females; Germany, 36 and 1 female; 
Austria, 9; Hungary, 2; Switzerland, 1; Italy, 10; Servia, 2; Turkey, 
2; and America (U.S.), 10 and 1 female. 

____*-— 

PROFESSIONAL PHOTOGRAPHERS’ ASSOCIATION. 
The following gentlemen were elected members of the association 
at a meeting of the committee on March 21st:—Banfield,' Arthur C., 
Foulsham and Banfield, 95. Wigmore Street, W. Gower, James 
Edward, The Studio, 7 and 9, Lammas Street, Carmarthen, South 
Wales. Illingworth, William, Art Studio, 110, Abington Street, 
Northampton. Rignall, J. William, Starr and Rignall, 108, Fitzrov 
Street, Cambridge and City Studio, Ely. Starr, Ralph, Starr and 
Rignall, 108, Fitzroy Street, Cambridge and City Studio, Ely. Ramell, 
Frederick Miller, 34, High Street, West End, Sittingbourne. Prodger, 
Daniel, C. F. Treble, 373, Brixton Road, S.W. 
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p<m Apparatus, $c. 

The No. 2 Stereo-Kodak. Manufactured and sold by Kodak, Ltd., 43, 
Clerkenwell Road, London, E.C. 

In the instrument before us we see realised an aspiration expressed in 
these columns a long time ago for a cheap stereoscopic Kodak, and as 
binocular work for many years has been a pet fad of our own, from 
which the chilling and enthusiasm-destroying influence of time has 
failed to detach us, we have examined the No. 2 Stereo-Kodak with 
more than ordinary interest. When the sliding catch shown at the 
bottom of the camera is pulled out, the body of the machine is lifted 
from its shell by means of the top strap. The film is then spooled 
into position over guide rollers in the usual way, and when the paper 
is made taut by the slotted receiving-reel, the cardboard flap (which has 
two circular holes in it) is folded back to the paper, and the body of 
the camera returned to its outer case. The two holes at the back of 
the camera show when Nos. 1 and 2 films are axial to their respective 
lenses and ready for exposure. The No. 2 Stereo-Kodak, it will have 
been divined, is of the ever-ready box form. There is a large centrally- 

placed finder, and the diaphmgmed shutters work between doublet 
lenses, time and instantaneous exposures being given by applying pres¬ 
sure to protrudingi pins on the top of the camera, which also carries a spirit- 
level, an essential adjunct in stereoscopic hand-camera work. A moving 
metal panel can be used to cover the lens on the left-hand side of the in¬ 
strument, which thus becomes, at the will of the operator, either a stereo¬ 
scopic camera taking two Sjin. by 3gin. stereographs, or a monocular 
camera yielding single 3£in. photographs. The centres of the lenses are 
set 3£in. apart, and the foci of them are approximately 5in. 

Like all Kodaks, the No. 2 Stereo is ingeniously and neatly constructed, 
and it retails at the moderate price of £3 10s. In a wide experience of 
cameras of this class we have found nothing simpler to use. The instru¬ 
ment weights about 2£lb., and measures 84m. by 6in. by 5in., so that 
the utmost possible facilities are given to the amateur photographer for 
taking up binocular work with the minimum amount of trouble. 

From an accompanying pamphlet of thirty-two pages we perceive that 
Messrs. Kodak not only give full directions for the use of the camera, 
but also supply special apparatus for developing, trimming, mounting, 
and viewing the prints. Thus, the Kodak stereographer is distinctly 
encouraged, after he has “pressed the button” to “do the rest” him¬ 
self. We extract from the pamphlet some explicit directions for cutting 
and mounting the prints:— 

“ When the prints are dry, take each pair and mark with a pencil a 
light line across the back, from side to side, extending to within, say, 
lin. of each side (see diagram). Then trim each pair of prints as fol¬ 
lows:—Place the cutting shape centrally ____ 
<>n the pair of prints and trim all round 
thqshape. Then place the cutting shape ; 
so that the diamond-cut line nearest the -- 
right-hand side corresponds exactly with 
the left-hand edge of the pair of prints, 
and cut the print down the right-hand Before Cutting Apart. 

side of the cutting shape. This finishes 
the trimming of one picture. Move the cutting shape so that the diamond- 
cut line nearest the left-hand side of the shape exactly corresponds with 
the right-hand edge of the other print, and cut down the left-hand’side of the 
cutting shape. You will now have two square pictures which have then 

to be mounted on our special mounts. 
Place the prints exactly in the spaces 
provided on the mount, using the Kodak 

—- photo paste mountant. The prints 
I must be mounted so that the right- 

.hand side of one print and the left- 
Aftkr Cutting Apart. hand side of the other print are adja¬ 

cent, and the pencil line at the back, 
instead of being continuous, will show a break in the middle, thus 
reversing the original position of the pictures. The prints, trimmed 
and mounted according to the preceding directions, will, when viewed 
through the stereoscope, show the well-known stereoscopic effect, the 
views springing into solid relief.” 

The No. 2 Stereo-Kodak has all the elements for a successful career 
amongst amateur photographers, large numbers of whom we hope it 
will permanently interest in stereoscopic work. 

The Glass-Plate Kodak. Manufactured and sold by Kodak, Ltd., 43, 
Clerkenwell Road, London, W.C. 

The essential feature of this, the newest Kodak, is that the hooded 

focussing-screen at the back of the instrument may be easily removed 
and a double dark slide containing plates inserted in the focal plane 
Thus, for the first time, we believe, a Kodak plate camera, pure and 
simple, is placed in the hands of photographers. The following specifica¬ 
tion of particulars will be of interest:— 

“ The mahogany used in the manufacture of the bodies is water¬ 
proofed by a special treatment, which prevents shrinking or swelling, 
and makes the cameras specially suitable for the tropics. The cameras, 
are suitable for hand or stand use, and are constructed with bodies ot 

waterproofed mahogany and aluminium covered with fine-grain leather. 
The cameras are made in two styles, C and D, the difference between 
the two styles being only in the extension of the bellows. The exten¬ 
sion of the D style permits of the use of either front or back combina¬ 
tion of the lens separtely, and objects down to 16in. from the lens may 
be focussed. Both styles are fitted with Bausch & Lomb rapid rectilinear 
lenses; Bausch & Lomb Unicum shutters; reversible spring backs,, 
removed and re-adjusted with one hand; ground-glass screen, with fold ¬ 
ing spring shade for focussing, operated with one hand; rising, falling, 
and sliding fronts, with automatic locking device; double swing from 

centre; rack and pinion focussing; socket for tripod screw; brilliant 
reversible finder; spirit level; non-sagging bellows. The cameras are 
sold complete with lens, shutter, and one double plate-holder, at the 
following prices:—No. 3 (4^in. by 3^in.), Model C (long extension), £5; 
No. 3 (4^in. by 3^in.), Model D (extra long extension), £5 10s. ; No. 4 
(5in. by 4in.), Model C (long extension), £5 10s.; No. 4 (5ir». by 4in.)r 
Model D (extra long extension), £6.” 

The quarter-plate camera before us weighs about 31b., and measures, 
when closed, 5|in. by 3£in. by 3^in. The double extension gives 
a focal length of 12in. (approx.), and the doublet lens, of 5in. focus 
(approx.), is controlled by shutter moving at speeds graduated from 
i to 1-100 of a second. The finder, focussing scale, and spirit are placecl 
close together on the left of the baseboard. Compact, beautifully made, 
and easy in all its movements, the glass-plate Kodak is a distinctly 
serviceable and workmanlike instrument. 

-«.—--- 
The Photographic Club meets weekly, on Wednesdays, at Anderton's 

Hotel, Fleet Street, at 8 p.m. On April 2nd there will be an “ open 
night,” when objects of interest will be discussed. 

At the Rontgen Society’s ordinary general meeting on Thursday, April 
3rd, 1902, at 20, Hanover Square, a paper on “ X-Ray Diagnosis of Rena) 
Calculus,” forwarded by Dr. Ch. Leonard, of Philadelphia, will be read. 

It would seem that the Act as to the administration of the law with 
regard to musical copyright, and its infringement, is in some cases as 
difficult as it often is in the case of the infringement of photographic 
copyrights, seeing that many copyright songs are now being hawked 
about the streets at a penny each, including the music. In a case before 
the Marlborough Police Court, one day last week, a bookseller was 
charged with being concerned with another in stealing six sheets of 
“ lithographic-transfer songs,” etc. This would be of little interest to 
our readers, but for some of the remarks of the presiding magistrate, 
as given in the “ Standard’s ” report : of the case. The defendant’s 
council asked “ Do you regard this as stealing—if a person buys one 
of your songs, photographs it, and sells itr in cheap form?”—Witness: 
“Yes; we call it piracy.” Mr. Denman pointed out that such an offence 
as piracy was not recognised, except with regard to certain acts com¬ 
mitted on the high seas. Now, we and other photographic journals 
have hitherto spoken of infringements of photographic and other copy¬ 
rights as being “ piracies,” and it has been a very generally-accepted 
term for them. Turning up the first dictionary that came to hand, we 
find piracy defined as “ The act or crime of robbing on the high seas; 
an infringement of the law of copyright.” Pirate, “ A robber en the 
high seas; one who infringes the law of copyright.” So that we find 
that we and others have not been so very far wrong in describing 
infringements of copyright pictures as piracies, and we shall continue 
to do so as occasion may require. 
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;ommercial $ legal Intelligence. 
-•- 

Messrs. Hyde & Co. announce that they have opened ■ premises at 1, 
'alaee Street, Buckingham Palace Road, London, S.W., for the sale of 
11 classes of photographic apparatus and materials, spectacles, eye-glasses, 
pera-glasses, field-glasses, microscopes, barometers, and other scientific 
ppaiatus. An inspection is invited of their stock of hand cameras, 
vhich comprises the latest and newest designs for the coming season, 
ivery description of photographic work, enlarging, copying, developing 
■lates and films, and printing from same, landern-slide making, photo- 
oicrography, etc., can be undertaken. . 
Nicholes v. Parker and Another.—This case was heard in, the Court ot 

appeal last week. The plaintiff, who was a } hotographer carrying on 
usiaess at Johannesburg, sued the defendants, who were the proprietors 
if a weekly newspaper, known as the “ Golden Penny,” to recover 
lenalties and damages for infringement of copyright, by publishing in 
he “Golden Penny” the plaintiff’s registered copyright photograph 
epresenting “ Officers buying Shells as Curios from Kaffir women, and 
or an injunction The plaintiff was the registered proprietor of the 
jhotograph in question. When the war broke out in 1899 he supplied 
he defendants, who are the proprietors of the “ Graphic, the Daily 
Graphic,” and the “ Golden Penny,” with photographs frqm time to time, 
md received payment for them. In the present case the plaintiff gave 
i written license with the photograph in question, under whiehthe deien- 
lants were permitted to reproduce it in the “Graphic only- I he pnoto- 
?raph, notwithstanding, appeared in the “ Golden Penny, owing to the 
defendants’ not noticing the limitation in the licence, and it was in 
respect of this alleged infringement of his copyright that the action was 
brought. It appeared that about 86,000 copies of the Golden Fenny j 
in question were printed, and 82,0Q0 copies were sold. The plaintiff a 
the trial did not ask for damages, but only for penalties and an injunc¬ 
tion. Mr. Justice Wright, following the decisions in ‘Ux parte Beal 
(L.R., 3 O.B., 387) and “Ellis v. Marshall” (11 “The Times Law 
Reports, 522), held that he was bound under, section 6 of the Fine Arts 
Copyright Act, 1862, to give some coin of the realm on each of the bb.OUU 
copies printed ; and therefore he gave one farthing, for eaeffi copy, amount- 
ini to £89 11s. 8d.; and he gave judgment for the plain tiff for that 
amount. Since the judgment the Court of Appeal, m “ Hildesh.eimer v. 
W. & F. Faulkner, Ltd.”- (1901, 2 Ch.( 552), have held that the 
Court was not bound to give a penalty of at least one farthing tor each 
copy, but might award for all the offences a lump sum, which, it 
divided by the number of offences, would give for each; a fraction less 
than the least recognised coin of the realm. Mr. J^asimngtom h-W 
<Mr Marshall-Hall, K.C., Mr. Lawless, and Mr. Temple Franks with him), 
for the defendants, said that Mr. Justice Wright would_ not have given 
so much by way of penalties if he had not felt himself hound to give 
at least one farthing for each copy printed; and therefore this Court 
would either now assess the penalties or send the case back to the 
learned judge to assess them. Mr. J. A. Foqte, K.C. (Mr- G. W. 
Ricketts with him), for the plaintiff, said that he could not distinguish 
the present case from “ Hildesheimer v. W. & F. Faulkner/and he 
did not, therefore, propose to argue the point in this Court. I he plain¬ 
tiff desired to carry the case to the House of Lords with the object ot 
having the decision in “Hildesheimer v. W. & F. Faulkner” reviewed. 
He was willing to have the penalties assessed either m this Court or 
by Mr Justice Wright. The Court said that the proper course would 
be to allow the appeal so far as regards the amount of the penalties, 
and to send the case back to the learned judge to assess the penalties. 

The Patent Law Amendment Bill.—Two deputations waited upon Mr. 
Gerald Balfour at the Board of Trade, on Thursday, March 20th, with 
reference to the Patent Law Amendment Bill, of the Government. The 
first was from the Chartered Institute of Patent Agents, to urge that the 
compulsory working in this country of inventions should* not. be incor¬ 
porated as proposed by section 2 of the Bill. Mr. Gerald Balfour thanked 
the deputation for placing their views before him, and said that he 
would hear what the other deputation had to say before replying. The 
second deputation represented chambers of commerce, manufacturers, 
and trade unions, who came to urge the view that the Government Bill 
does not meet the requirements of the manufacturers or working classes 
of this country, “ inasmuch as it does not subject foreigners to the same 
obligation of working their patents in this country that Englishmen are 
under to do abroad on pain of forfeiting their patents.” The deputation 
was introduced by Sir William Houldsworfh, M.P^ Several members ot 
the deputation having spoken, Mr. Balfour, in reply, undertook.to give 
the changes which they wished to see introduced into the Bill his most 
careful consideration, with a view to seeing, at all events, how far it 
might be possible to meet their wishes. The main differences, as he 
understood them, between the deputation and the Bill were these. First 
of all, in the place of compulsory licence, the Manchester Chamber ot 
Commerce and those who thought as they did would desire to see com¬ 
pulsory working under a penalty of revocation substituted; and, secondly, 
they considered that the machinery provided in the Bill for the obtaining 
of a compulsory licence was too complicated and too elaborate. With 
regard to the last point, he would certainly consider whether it might 
not be possible to some extent to simplify it. With regard to the first 
point—he took it to be the more important point—he was not prepared 
to express any opinion; but. at the same time, he felt bound to tell 
them that he saw considerable difficulties in the way. Nevertheless, he 
would like, so far as possible, to meet what he bad recognised was in 
some instances a very real grievance—namely, a case where, a patent had 
been taken out in this country and in a foreign country, and where it 
was worked only in the foreign country, and,obstacles were deliberately 
thrown in the way of working it in this country. His impression was 
that even in its present form the interests of the public referred to in 

the first sub-section of the second clause implied something very much 
wider than Mr. Levinstein and Mr. Lawrence had interpreted them as 
meaning. He would be ready to make that point as clear as anybody 
could desire. The proposal to substitute the compulsory working subject 
to the penalty of revocation for compulsory licence was not one, he 
thought, which had commended itself to the associated chambers of com¬ 
merce in this country, though, no doubt, there were a great many 
chambers of commerce in addition to the Manchester Chamber of Com¬ 
merce which favoured that policy. He would be prepared to go so far as 
to introduce words into the second clause of the Bill showing clearly that 
the refusal of a foreign patentee to work his patent in this country 
would be among the grounds on which an application for a compulsory 
licence would properly be made. If it was possible for them to come to an 
agreement upon that, basis, so much the better. Meanwhile, he was not 
prepared to make any definite statement. He would consider the further 
and more extreme proposal made to him, but he felt bound to say that 
there were certain difficulties in accepting it; but possibly a compromise 
might be found possible. If a compromise was found possible, so much 
the better; if it was not, then, he thought, there was a great deal to be 
said in favour of a suggestion made by Mr. Roberts—namely, that we 
should pass the Bill with the first clause only, and leave the subject- 
matter of the second clause for further discussion, and possibly a further 
measure in a subsequent session. 

Illingworth’s £100 Open Carbon Printing Competition.—We append 
particulars of the prizes in the carbon printing competition organised 
by Messrs. Thomas Illingworth & Co., of Willesden Junction:—Class A 
(for small prints) for a set of three prints from same negative, not less 
than 6in. in length or more than 12in., made by the double transfer 
process: 1st prize—cash (£7 7s.), and carbon tissues or materials or 
carbon enlargements to the value of £5 5s., £12 12s.; 2nd prize—carbon 
tissues or materials or carbon enlargements to the value of £3 3s.; 
3rd prize—carbon tissues or materials to the value of £2. Class B (for 
large prints) for a set of three prints from same negative more than 
12in. in length made by the double transfer process: 1st prize—cash 
(£10 10s.), and carbon tissues or materials or carbon enlargements to the 
value of £5 5s., £15 15s,; 2nd prize—carbon ' tissues or materials or 
carbon enlargements to the value of £5 5s.; 3rd prize—carbon tissues 
or materials to the value of £2. Class C (for small prints) for a set of 
three prints from same negative, not less than bin. in length or more 
than 12in., mades by the single transfer process: Istj prize—cash (£7 7s.), 
and carbon tissues or materials or carbon, enlargements to the value of 
£5 5s., £12 12s.; 2nd prize—carbon tissue^or, materials or carbon enlarge¬ 
ments to the value of £3 3s.; 3rd prize - - carbon tissues or 
materials to the value of£2. Class D (for, large' prints) for a set of 
three prints from same negative more than 12in.. in length made by the 
si#gl? transfer process: 1st prize—cash (£10 1,0s.^ and carbon tissues 
or materials or carbon enlargements, to the value of £5 5s., £15 15s.; 
2nd prize—carbon tissues or materials or carboh enlargements to the 
value of £5 5s.; 3rd prize—carbon tissues, or materials to value of £2. 
Class E (“Gravure Tissue ) for a set of three prints/from same negative 
not less than bin. in length made by iUingyforth’k npw;“ Gravure ” 
process, on the “Gravure Tissue” and supports, a cash prize is offered 
of £10 10s.’ Should any of the prizes be won by a professional photo¬ 
grapher, Messrs. Illingworth & Co,, Ltd., desiring to acknowledge the co¬ 
operation of the working printer, will place the additional sum of £2 
at the disposal of the professional photographer, for distribution 
amongst his printers. The following are the conditions of the com¬ 
petition :—(1) The competition is open to professionals and amateurs 
alike, and a competitor may sejffi any number of sets of prints, m only 
one class or in every class, but each set must bq entered separately. A. 
set of prints is qnderstood to be three prints froffi one negative, printed 
on the same colour and oh the same supports. (2) All j)rmts to be made 
on Illingworth’s carbon tissues, and supports, and each set of prints must 
be accompanied by the printed entry form, which will be supplied on 
application. (3) The sets of prints may be in any of Ilhnpvorth s colours 
or supports, and ih giving their awards the judges will take mto_ con¬ 
sideration the colour of the tissue selected, and ’the suitability of the- 
or supports, in relation to the subject of the picture. The regularity 
of the set—that is, the evenness of printing—will also be considered. 
(4) All prints to measure not less than 6in. in length, and to be sent in 
mounted on cardboard. (5) Under the heading “ professional photo¬ 
grapher is included trade printers, publishers, and all who engage in 
photography as a business. (6) The carbon materials or enlargements 
given as prizes may be selected by the winners from Illingworth & Uo. & 
price-list. (7) The winning prints will becoms the property of Thomas 
Illingworth & Co., Ltd, and unsuccessful prints will be returned providing 
that stamped and addressed labels are enclosed for their return. (8) All 
prints to be sent not; later than June 14th, 19Cfi. (9): It required by the 
judges, the competitor must submit the negative from which his prints 
are made, for comparison with the prints. (10) In the event ofthe punts 
in any class not being of sufficient merit, the judges reserve the right to 
withhold any of the prizes; and (11) The judges,’ decision to be accepted 
as final.__ 

Books for the Kyrle Society.—Lord MonkswelJ, writing from 2, Man¬ 
chester Street, W., to make the annual appeal on behalf of the Kyrle 
Society for literature, of which it stands urgently ih need. Numerous 
applications are received for books and magazines for hospitals, worK- 
houses, boys’ and girls’ clubs, parish and village libraries, and many 
other institutions where pleasant reading does much to brighten tne 
lives of the poor. Even in towns public libraries do not entirely meet 
the wants of those for whom the society caters, while in country places 
they are practically non-existent. Lprd . MonksWeU saysWe wiff 
gladly forward a collecting basket, by carrier, to any intending donor 
within the metropolitan area. The trouble of packing ana sending 
books is thus greatly diminished." 
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Dietings of Societies, 
--♦-- 

MEETINGS OF SOCIETIES FOR NEXT WEEK. 

April. Name of Society. Subject. 

1 

1 

-S. 

-3 

4 

4 

Rotherham Photographic . 

Southampton Camera Club. 

Maritzburg Camera Club. 

Southport Photographic Society 

Edinburgh Photographic. 

Southsea Photographic Society 

North Middlesex Photographic 

Darwen Photographic . 

Rontgen Society. 

Richmond Camera Club . 

Sunderland Photographic . 

Leicester Literary . 

Bognor Photographic Society... 

f Paper by Mr. Leadbeater. (Subject to 
1 be announced.) 
) Lantern Slide Competition. Subject: 
| Animals. 

I Art Principles applied to Photographg. 
\ Arnold Cooper. 
i Negative Making—a Plea for Selection 
] of Developer to suit Subject. Grirtili 
( & Sons. 
I A Talk on Flexible Films as used in 
[ Cameras and Cinematographs. Illus- 
V. trated. Thos. Haddow. 
( Here and There with a Hand Camera. 
\ Mr. L. J. Steele. 

Third Lantern Slide Competition. 
( Demonstration on hoto-Micrography. 
[ By Thomas. Roberts Esq. 
Discussion Evening, probably. 

1 Lantern Evening, including Venice and 
) Members’ Slides. 
Lecture by Mr. A. Milburn. 

I Lecture. Negative Making, with De¬ 
monstration. By Demonstrator from 

l. Messrs. J. J. Griffin & S ns, London. 
I Annual Meeting : Election of Officers. 
I Selection of Prints for Albums, &c. 

ROYAL PHOTOGRAPHIC SOCIETY. 
March 18th.—Mr. J. J. Vezey in the chair. 

At this, the monthly lantern meeting, Mr. A. Barton Kent, F.R.G.S., 
■gave a very interesting chat upon “ Pharaohland, or the Nile from Cairo 
to the Second Cataract.” Mr. Kent emphasised very strongly the claim 

•of the camera to be regarded as a third eye. It was remarkable, he 
pointed out, how much that was interesting to tourists was overlooked 
'because they had no camera with them. The cam.era seemed to add 
very greatly to one’s power of observation, and the pleasure of travelling 
was considerably increased. Cairo afforded strangely-mixed scenes of 
European and Eastern character and life, and the bazaars and mosques 
were full of attractive details. It appeared that the traveller in Egypt 
has to accept strange contortions of fact from dragomans and guides 
as gospel; they stop at nothing, and tell the most unblushing tales. 
Every visitor to Egypt, of course, takes in the sphinx and pyramids. 
The largest of the pyramids would just about cover Lincoln’s Inn Fields. 
The history of these and of the sphinx is too long to tell, but Mr. Kent 
had several interesting views to show, and the few bare facts that he 
recounted were very welcome. The great rock-hewn temples towards 
the end of the journey form perhaps the* most wonderful examples of 
the skill of the ancient Egyptian engineers. The solemn grandeur of 
these stupendous monuments, fashioned out of the live rock, has no 
equal; nor the labour that tunnelled out the spacious chambers that 
thread these rocks near Philse, Karnac, etc. Mr. Barton Kent is a 
lecturer who has no difficulty in retaining the sympathies of his audience; 
his remarks are expressed in a clear, explicit, and entertaining way, 
and his pictures are all that can be desired. There were some 120 
people present, and the lantern meetings seem to lose nothing of their 
popularity. 

CAMERA CLUB. 

The pa;per read last week, by Maj.-Gen. J. Waterhouse, on “Historical 
Notes on Photographic Optics,” covered so much ground and dealt in 
detail with so many important points that it is quite impossible, in the 
space at our command, to do it justice. Encyclopaedic in its construction, 
but containing much matter that no encyclopaedia is able to give, it is 
eminently adapted for the pages of a volume of that character. This 
paper will therefore be always a valuable one for reference, gather!''g 
together, as it does, little detached fragments of knowledge which are 
-spread over various books and manuscripts of past centuries, and cor¬ 
recting mistakes which have crept into most works on photography, and 
'■which have been blindly accepted and copied by subsequent writers. 

At the commencement of his discourse, General Waterhouse explained 
that his remarks would take the form of an expansion of the subject 
which he had previously brought before the Royal Photographic Society. 
He had searched many old books and manuscripts at the British Museum 
and elsewhere, and his great difficulty had been, not in finding material, 
but in sifting it out and getting at the nucleus of it. One thing 
seemed quite apparent, and that was that Baptista Porta, the Neapolitan 
observer of the sixteenth century, who was credited in all the text books 
with the invention of the camera obscura, could not lay claim to that 

-distinction. He was neither the first to use the camera obscura nor 
the first to apply a lens to it, although hitherto his claim to the dis- 

-covery had been accepted without question. 
He was inclined to think that the principle of the camera obscura hardly 

admitted of the term “ invention ” or “ discovery,” because the forming 
of an image through a small aperture was a natural phenomenon which 
must have made itself evident from the earliest times. Aristotle pon¬ 
dered over it, and many other observers in the early centuries made 
reference to it, some of them using the device to watch the progress of a 
solar eclipse. He himself, in the bright Indian sunshine,' had frequently 
rioted the images formed through a keyhole in the door of a bungalow. 

[ March •>«, 1102. ! 

Roger Bacon, in the thirteenth century, was one of those who made I 
of this image formed by a small aperture, to watch an eclipse of 
sun, and fhis would be* about 300 years before the work of Porta; iude 
we might look upon this period as being the starting-point of phol 
graphic optics. 

The lecturer then read many interesting extracts from differc 
sources, which showed how the use of concave mirrors and spherii 
segments of glass gradually led up to the invention of spectacles, ul 
at the end of the thirteenth century these aids to vision were largi j 
made both in Vienna and Venice. During the fourth nth e« ntury tin 
was little advance in optics, but the fifteenth century was remarlcal 
for two noteworthy inventions—the camera obscura and the printi 
press. This century, too, saw the birth of that remarkable gem 
Leonardo da Vinci, whose wealth of information upon all subject* w 
most remarkable. Among the diversity of things treated with in 1 
books—which, by the way, are illustrated by very good sketches—1 
had found a small printing press and an account of nature printing fro 
leaves. He also describes the camera obscura, and seems to be the fir 
observer to give a comparison between the eye and that instrumen 
Leonardo gives a diagram showing the intersection of the rays of ligh 
and explains the reversal of the image. It is curious, however, thi 
although he was acquainted with spectacle lenses he makes no mentio 
of the use of a lens in connection with the camera obscura. It i 
noteworthy that these things were written of twenty years before Baj 
tista Porta was born. 

Baptista Porta has left us four books, the date of which is 1556 
The fourth of these contains his camera obscura notes. His first instru 
ment is used without a lens, but later on he admits the use of a lea 
as a great secret. He also compares the eye to the action of thi 
camera, as did his great predecessor Leonardo da Vinci. It was to b< 
gathered from the lecture generally that it was a common practice ir 
past times for devices to be re-invented, or to be claimed by subsequent 
observers as their own. 

It fell to the lot of Mr. Inwards to open the discussion upon General 
Waterhouse’s able paper, who said that the members of the Club were 
much indebted to the lecturer for the great amount of research which 
the compilation of such a paper must have entailed. It would be con¬ 
sidered a valuable contribution to photographic literature, and would 1 
be esteemed as a work of reference in the Club Journal for all time. I 
There was one point, with regard to early lenses, which he should like 
to have cleared up, if possible, and that was in connection with the 
Colossus of Rhodes. This immense statue of Apollo, which wras said to 
have been erected at the port of Rhodes about 300 b.c., is described as 
being hollow, so that persons could climb into tho head and look through 
the eyes, which were furnished with lenses of such a character that the 
most distant objects could be plainly seen. Could these lenses have 
comprised some form of immature telescope ? The account appeared in 
Lempriere’s Classical Dictionary. He should also like to know whether 
the lecturer had, in the course of his researches, come upon any account 
of photographs being taken by means of the crystalline lens in an 
animal's eye. The question which arose in his mind was as to whether 
animals saw precisely as human beings did. He had lately noted a swan 
in the water making grabs with his beak for food below the surface, 
and he had noted that the bird aimed with great accuracy. Has the 
bird some appliance for making allowance for the refracted rays, which 
one would think would spoil its aim? 

Another questioner wished to know whether there was any reliable 
authority for the story or Archimedes setting fire to the Sicilian fleet 
by means of concave mirrors. The lecturer was also asked whether he 
had noted, in one of the Comedies of Aristophanes, a reference to a 
compromising record on a waxen tablet being erased by the action of 
a burning-lens’? 

In his reply, General Waterhouse said that he had failed to find 
anything definite with reference to the Colossus of Rhodes. Photographs 
taken with the eyes of animals were on record, and Mr. Spiller, on the 
occasion of the reading of the general’s former paper, in May last, had 
told him how he had produced a picture with the eye of a bullock. Ho 
was, of course, familiar with the old story of Archimedes and the burn¬ 
ing mirrors, but a* the matter had no connection with the subject of the 
lecture he had not followed it up. Experiments with very large mirrors 
were described by many writers, and no doubt there was some foundation 
for the tradition. With regard to the suggestion that gem engravers 
in ancient times must have had the use of lenses to aid their sight in 
such delicate work, he had been assured by modern engravers that it 
was quite pqssible to do all such work without the aid of glasses. 

After a few remarks by the chairman, the proceedings came to a close 
with the usual vote of thanks. 

BLAIRGOWRIE AND DISTRICT. 
At the monthly meeting, on March 18th, Mr. James Richardson presided. 
The draft syllabus for the season, prepared by the executive, was sub¬ 
mitted, and approved. Mr. John B. Maclachlan, vice-president, lectured 
“ On Things in General,” in the course of which he spoke in favour of a 
thorough grounding in technique as the basis of all good photographic 
work, and advised the careful study of good pictures, with a view to im¬ 
proving the worker’s knowledge of composition and the application of it. 
He specially directed attention to the importance of a satisfactory fore¬ 
ground. Speaking of exposure, he advised that a careful and detailed note 
be kept of all exposures, as a means, not only of reference, but also of 
education. He spoke strongly of the worker making himself acquainted 
with the different printing processes so that he could use the printing 
process most suitable for the subject. Mounting and framing were also 
dealt with, when it was pointed out that the work of the frame or 
mount was to detach the photograph from its surroundings without 
“ killing ” the photograph itself. 
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SOUTHAMPTON CAMERA CLUB. 
ee above Club held its fortnightly meeting on Monday evening, the 
1th ult., at their headquarters, Philarmonic Hall, Southampton, when 
ie president, Mr. Burrough Hill, occupied the chair. There was an 
ccelJent attendance, the proceedings being graced by the presence of 
any ladies. 
After the usual preliminary business and election of new members, 
ie hon sec., Mr S. G. Kimber, stated that the lecture on Windsor 
astle recently delivered by Mr. Pitt had resulted in a financial benefit 
> the Club, but regretted that the attendance was by no means so 
uriierous as such an able discourse merited. He wished to propose a 
ate of thanks to the president for his kindness in placing the hall at 
re disposal of the Club, and to the lecturer for his generosity in giving 
ie lecture free. Mr. Johnson seconded the proposal, and said that he 
:uld but echo the opinion of many of his friends who had the pleasure 
f hearing Air. Pitt. They had all observed that the lecture was of a 
lost interesting and instructive nature. 
The president and Mr. Pitt expressed their pleasure at being accorded 
io vote of thanks, the former saying it was a pleasure to him to help 
ie Ci lb m any manner he could, Mr. Pitt observing that he felt amply 
;paid on his part by hearing that he had given satisfaction. 
The president then introduced Messrs. G. Vivian and W. A. Max-Mills 

> contribute their evening of the -winter programme of the Club, which 
as an illustrated lecture, entitled “Beating the Bounds of Southamp- 
tn ” Mr. Vivian contributed the literary part of the entertainment, 
'hilst the pictorial portion was produced chiefly by Mr. Max-Mills, in 
most; masterly style, which was evidenced by the beautiful and plentiful 

apply of well sc ected lantern-slides, a set portraying picturesque parts 
f * our lovely common well deserving the admiration it received. The 
;cturer observed that the Southampton Common contained very many 
oints of interest to photographers, of which full advantage was not 
iken, seekers for pictures often going further afield and faring much 
-orse. He olsirved that the first description we have of the boundaries 
f the town is m a grant by King John in 1199, which was confirmed by 
tenry III. IV; townsfolk appear, however, to have been dissatisfied 
nth the area of the town, and so made it larger; and another descrip- 
ion of the boundaries, which was given in detail by the lecturer, 
ppearerl in 1488 These were the boundaries described by Mr. Vivian, 
Vo explained th&t his title had been chosen from the fact that it was 
be custom frtm very early times for the responsible inhabitants to make 
'eriodical perambulation of the boundaries, to satisfy themselves that 
o tampering with the boundary-stones or landmarks had taken place, 
r encroachments made. 
This journey, which took place in Southampton on Hoch Tuesday, 

'as described as “ Beating the Bounds.” Some very quaint customs were 
esorted to during the ceremony, one being the holding of Court Leet 
,t the Cut-thorn at the top of the common, where also the gallows 
nd stocks were situated. At this court all kinds of public wrongs were 

■ investigated and the offenders dealt with. Any burgess not attending 
nese proceed'ngs was fined the sum of one penny. There was, however, 
isually the attraction of a feast, given by the Sheriff, after the ceremony, 
,t which it is stated that some little excesses were often indulged in. 1k.fLentic.il was called to many old landmarks, etc., not the least of which 
vas the only remaining stone conduit near St. Peter’s Church, which was 
>nc3 us 3d to store the water, and was condemned in 1292. Slides showing 
ections of the old wooden water-mains were shown. Attention was also 
Ira wn 11 the fact that the present Southampton Football-ground is made 

f iver the stream which once formed the boundary of the town. The 
ecturer conducted his audience gradually round the boundary, from the 
Jut-thorn, along Burgers (now Burgess) Street, and eastwards to the 
vater’s edge, referring to the old Priory at St. Deny’s; and then in 

B south-easterly direction to Marine Parade and Cross Housb, and then 
ilong Canute Road to the Platform. The interest iri the discourse was 
well sustain sd throughout, and was thoroughly appreciated by all who 
had the pleasure of listening to it. It was suitably enlivened by well- 
pelectel lantern-slides at the various stages, most of these, as before 
uentbned, being contributed by Mr Max-Mills, who also ably manipu¬ 
lated the limelight lantern. : < i Hlii • : 

The lecturer wished to tender his best thanks to Mr. Spranger for 
allowing him access to his premises to obtain photographs in connection 
with the spring from which the first water-supply of the town was 

1 obtained. 
In proposing a vote of thanks, the president said that he felt sure 

he voiced the opinion of the meeting when he said that the lecture 
was of a most interesting nature, and he hoped that steps would be taken 

I for a repel if ion of it in the large hall. The vote of thanks was carried 
t by acclan rtion, and briefly acknowledged by Messrs. Vivian and Max- 

Mills. 
—-+- 

GLASGOW AND WEST OF SCOTLAND AMATEUR PHOTO¬ 
GRAPHIC ASSOCIATION. 

“ Photographing Night Scenes ” was the subject of a lecture by Mr. J. 
S. Oliver before this Society on March 17th. 

There was an exceedingly large turn-out of member's and friends, and 
this was nothing more than what might have been expected, for the 

J lecturer may aptly be termed “ Scotland’s Paul Martin.” He has made 
' a name and reputation in the photographing of night street scenes. 

Visitors to Glasgow’s great show at Kelvingrove must have noticed his 
‘ Park Gardens by Night,” an exquisite study of this particular photo- 

I graphic work. In his introduction, Mr. Oliver expressed his conviction 
■ j t hat Glasgow had now a large army of photographic workers who had 
I done something in this line, and followed that up with a vivid, lively, 
I a,nd sprightly description of the scenes on Kelvingroves slopes towards 
I the close of the International (1901) Exhibition, when the illuminations 

were on and cameras in hundreds were to be seen. Thought there was- 
no great difficulty in this branch, still all of them were not so patent 
and obvious as one might be inclined to imagine. There were three 
points that it would be well to look after when photographing street, 
scenes at night, which was the subject his remarks applied specially to. 
'Lae first was the selection of the subject; this was a point about which 
it was an utter impossibility to lay down laws, the worker must find 
out these things for himself, and success would readily be obtained if 
he exercised his finer feelings. The next matter to have attention was 
the grouping of the lamps in the scene or view. This was always a 
matter of difficulty—street lamps were so far apart nowadays. Atten¬ 
tion must be given that the lamp lights were not scattered all over 
the picture, as this tended to distract the spectator’s interest. The 
weather conditions was the other point. He had found that dry even¬ 
ings did not give so effective pictures as those that might be obtained 
on a wet night. The reflections added greatly to the composition, and 
one could not have it too wet. Obviously, the wet weather entailed dis¬ 
advantages to the worker’s person, but the use of an umbrella and an 
assistant did aw'ay with that to some extent. Continuing, he remarked 
that two methods of working were available; the scene could be taken 
with one exposure after it was dark, in which case he advised that a 
cloudy night be selected, as he had experienced some dis¬ 
appointment with any work he had done on “ cloudless 
evenings ”— he imagined that this, was due to the much 
greater amount of actinic light present in the heavens then. The other 
manner of working was simply to make a very short exposure just before 
it was dark—in the failing twilight—and complete the exposure when 
the street lamps were lit and the sky dark. He advised the latter 
method. It was possible to secure moving figures in street scenes by 
night when working by it, while the first way only gave empty streets, 
as a rule. It had the disadvantage, however, that the photographer 
must stand beside his apparatus for a much longer period—which, on a 
teeming wet night, meant slight discomfort—but the results would be 
sure to make up for the ease and comfort lost. He himself had wrought 
by both methods, and when working by the latter the following was his 
usual procedure:—A close, or entry, or some other place where there 
was not too much traffic was selected, from which his subject composed 
well. To this spot he went, say, an hour before dusk, and leisurely set 
up his stand camera. After carefully focussing and selecting his subject 
he inserted his double-black, set his instantaneous shutter, and drew the 
shutter of the dark slide, and then waited for a favourable and pleasing 
grouping of moving figures, etc. Whenever such occurred he released his 
shutter so that he might secure the same. It was as well to point out 
that the shutter was set at such a speed as would produce a much 
under-exposed negative—it was not at all necessary to give a full expo¬ 
sure—what was wanted was a general impression only. Having done 
this, the lens was capped, double-back shutter closed, and then the wait 
for darkness commenced. When the lamps were lit and the sky 
thorougly overcast, the exposure was completed, the apparatus never 
having, in the intervening period, been touched or moved. Following 
on this, the lecturer advised no special make of plates for the work, _ 
though a thickly-coated plate should be used, and it was essential that 
they be backed. Wen using plates of the marked speed of 200 H. & D.,^_ 
a fairly rapid type, though not by an ymeans the most rapid on the ■ 
market—in conjunction with a stoy of F/ll, he had found an exposure- 
of from one to two minutes quite sufficient for views lit by electric arc - 
lamps. Where the incandescent gas-lighting was in use, the exposure 
might be prolonged to at least twice that period. These times were.- 
what he had found suitable, but workers should experiment for them¬ 
selves, keeping in mind that it all depends on the quality and quantity 
of light. Mr. Oliver advised the use of a long-focus lens, and uses a 
whole-plate lens on his ^-plate outfit. In development, the worker who 
was only commencing this class of work, usually erred in carrying the 
development much too far. A thin, soft negative, full of delicate gradua¬ 
tion, was what is wanted, and by going on in the same way as you 
would when developing interior work the results should be satisfactory. 
A series of Mr. Oliver’s medalled lantern slides of “ Glasgow Streets by 
Night” and “Exhibition Studies” brought the meeting to a close. 

CROYDON CAMERA CLUB. 

“ Experiments and Illustrations with the Optical Lantern ” formed the— 
subject-matter of an interesting and lucid demonstration by Mr. A. E. 
Isaac on Wednesday,•ins.tr The lectvir^ using the limelight, 
explained the manipulation cf the lantern and the working of the 
“ blow through ” and the “ mixed chamber ” jets, and illustrated the - 
intense heat of the oxy-hydro flame by burning up steel rods and a 
large iron nail, brilliant corruscations of the molten metal accompany¬ 
ing the operation. By a series of striking examples Mr. Isaac then 
demonstrated the refraction of a narrow beam of light on its entering a 
denser medium, the medium used being water, contained in a trans¬ 
parent glass tank. A very pretty experiment showed the beam entering 
the water from below at a suitable angle, and being totally reflected 
downwa.rds at the surface, no light escaping into the air above. The 
differential refraction of white light into its coloured constituents next 
claimed attention, and by means of solid glass prisms and also a hollov, 
prism containing bi-sulphide of carbon (which possesses a very high 
refractive index) this was effectively shown. Coloured glasses were next 
utilised, and by placing yarious glasses or screens in front of the prism- 
Mr. Isaac showed how different part of the spectrum were cut out oi 
reduced. By this means the safety of glasses used for dark-room ilia 
mination and the properties of iso-chromatic screens could be approxi¬ 
mately ascertained. Various coloured spectrum rays were next caused* 
to mingle, the combination of an orange-red and a green producing- 
yellow. This would not be the case with a similar admixture of pig- 
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ments which excite the colour sensation in an entirely different manner, 
namely, by absorption. A discussion followed, in which the president 
(Mr. Hector Maclean) and Messrs. Wratten, Edwards, and Salt, amongst 
others, took part, and a hearty vote of thanks to Mr. Isaac terminated 
a really enjoyable and instructive evening. 

-- 

NORTH MIDDLESEX PHOTOGRAPHIC SOCIETY. 

March 19th.—Mr. E. R. Mattocks, on Wednesday, 19th, gave an ‘ In¬ 
struction Lecture ” on the “ Camera in the Field.” The uses of the 
swing-back and rising-front, etc., were elementarily explained, and a few 
hints on selection of subject and its treatment were given. On Satur¬ 
day, 22nd, the annual dinner was held at the Holborn Restaurant. Mr. 
C. Beadle, president, was in the chair. The certificates won at the annual 
exhibition in December last were distributed. The feature of the din¬ 
ner was the menu-card, which, as heretofore, was designed by a member 
of the Club, and was produced by Mr. Glendinning, the winning picture 
being reproduced in the design. Among the guests were Mr. Douglas 
English, Mr. W. Thomas, and others. The musical arrangements were 
under the control of Mr. Stanley Barnard, who provided a very good 
entertainment. 

DEVONPORT CAMERA CLUB. 

Members of the above club met at the Technical Schools, on Tuesday 
March 18th, when an illustrated lecture on “ Across the Alps with the 
Camera” was given by Mr. A. C. Townsend, of Birmingham. Mr. H. J. 
Hissett took the chair, and there was a good attendance. The lecturer 
dealt with his subject in a very interesting manner, the grandeur of the 
Swiss scenery being indicated by over 150 splendid pictures of mountain, 
vale, river, and lake. At the close, Mr. Catford proposed a hearty vote 
of thanks to Mr. Townsend, which was seconded by Mr. J. T. Trend, 
who spoke of the excellence of the pictures, which demonstrated what 
could be done with the camera. He did not think the pictures were 
enhanced when highly coloured. The chairman supported the vote, 
which was carried. At the next meeting of the club Mr. H. J. Hissett 
will be the lecturer. 

i)eu>$ ana notes. 
-♦- 

Yorkshire Photographic Union.—The annual meeting and exhibition 
of prints will be held in the large hall of the Grammar School, Manning- 
liam Lane, Bradford, on Saturday, April 19th, 1902. 

Messrs. Dawbarn & Ward, Ltd., entertained their employees and 
others connected with the company to dinner at the Holborn Restaurant 
on Saturday, the 22nd inst. Among those present were:—Mr. J. C. 
Dawbarn (chairman), Mr. and Mrs. Champness, Mr. Percival Marshall, 
Mr. and Mrs. H. Snowden Ward, Mr. A. E. Ward, Mr. George E. Brown, 
Mr. W. E. Ward, Miss Biggs, Miss Barnes, Mr. Breeze, Mr. Causton, 
Mr. and Mrs. Dangerfield, Mr. and Mrs. Danson, Mr. and Mrs. Fricker, 
Miss Hambrook, Mr. Hore, Miss Hunt, the Misses Maylott, Mr. Peachey, 
Miss Philcox, Miss Robertson, Mr. Raker, Miss Rogers, Mr. Stewart, 
and Miss Wilton. The chairman proposed the toast of “ The King, 
Queen, Prince and Princess of Wales, and all the Royal Family.” “ Our 
Visitors,” proposed by Mr. H. Snowden Ward, and responded to 
by Mr. Percival Marshall. A capital programme was arranged for the 
-evening, and among those who contributed to the entertainment were 
Mr. H. Snowden Ward, Mr. A. E. Ward, Miss Hunt, Mrs. Fricker, the 
Misses Maylott, Mr. Dangerfield, Mr. Danson, Miss Robertson, Mr. 
Hore, Miss Wilton, and others. 

The Goldsmiths’ Institute, New Cross, S.E. — The following are 
the classes in photography for the quarter commencing April 

Tth, 1902. The teacher is Mr. W. T. WilkinsonMonday after¬ 
noons, from 2.30 to 5: A special course of 12 indoor and 
three out-door practical lessons for ladies only. Monday evenings, from 
-6.30 to 9: A special course of twelve in-door and three out-door (Saturday 
afternoons) practical lessons for ladies only. Tuesday afternoons, from 
2.30 to 5: A special course of twelve in-door and three out-door practical 
lessons for gentlemen. /.Tuesday evenings, from 7.30 to 9.30: A special 
course of twelve in-door and three out-door (Saturday afternoons) prac¬ 
tical lessons for gentlemen. Wednesday afternoons, from 2.30 to 5: An 
advanced course of twelve practical lessons, for ladies, comprising enlarg¬ 
ing on bromide; making enlarged negatives; printing in carbon, platinum, 
gum bichromate, etc. Thursday afternoons, from 2.30 to 5: An advanced 
course of twelve practical lessons, for gentlemen, in bromide enlarging; 
making enlarged negatives; printing in carbon, platinum, gum bichro¬ 
mate, Collotype, etc. 

The Poisons Committee.—This committee, appointed by the Lord 
President of the Council to inquire into what alterations may be expe¬ 
dient in Schedule A of the Pharmacy Act, 1868, sat at Whitehall on 
Monday, Tuesday, and Wednesday last week, Sir Herbert Maxwell, M.P., 
in the chair. There were also present Mr. A. Cross, M.P.. Professor T. 
E. Thorpe, Professor W. A. Tilden, Dr. Stevenson, Mr. W. Hills, Mr. 
J. H. Harrison, and Mr. E. B. Masham (secretary). The following wit¬ 
nesses were examined:—Mr. R. Bremridge (registrar of the Pharma¬ 
ceutical Society), Mr. J. Rutherford Hill (assistant-secretary of the Phar¬ 
maceutical Society in Edinburgh), Dr. W. L. Muir (of Glasgow), Mr. C. 
Beck (of Messrs. R. k J. Beck, Ltd.), Mr. R. Le Neve Foster (manager of 
Messrs. Calvert & Co.), Dr. R. B. Selby (of Wigtownshire), Mr. H. 

Cannell (horticulturist), Mr. J. Bowen-Jones, and Dr. Voelcker (of the 
Royal Agricultural Society), and Mr. W. .1, Leggett, and Mr. A. W 
Lobb (representing patent medicine interests). 

The Measurements of Science.—The eye and the ear have long been 
regarded as marvels of mechanism, quite the most wonderful things in 
the world. But compared with the implements of a present-day labors 
tory, the sensitiveness of all human organs seems gross enough. A pho¬ 
tographic plate, coupled with a telescope, will reveal the presence of 
millions of stars whose light does not affect the retina in the least. 
The microscope, too, with its revelations of the world of the infinitely 
small, tells us how crude, after all, is this most delicate of the senses; 
indeed, we may liken it to a piano where only a single octavo, towards 
the middle, sounds. From the ultra-violet to the lowest reaches of the 
spectrum is a range of some nine octaves of light vibrations, of which, 
save for our new mechanical senses, we should never have been conscious 
of but one. The ear hears little of what is going on around us. By 
means of a microphone the tread of a fly sounds like the tramp of 
cavalry. Our heat sense is very vague; we need a variation of at least 
one-fifth of a degree on a thermometer to realise any difference in 
temperature. Professor Langley’s little bolometer will note the difference 
of a millionth of a deeree. It is 200,000 times as sensitive as our skin 
A galvanometer will flex its finger at the current generated simply by 
deforming a drop of mercury, of pressing it out from a sphere to the 
shape of an egg. The amount of work done by a wink of the eye would 
equal 100 billion of the units marked on the scale of a very delicate 
instrument. It is at least 10,000 times as sensitive as the eye or the 
ear. But even this astonishing performance is far surpassed by the 
exquisitely sensitive coherers, discovered by Professor Branly, of Paris, 
by which the Hertz waves of wireless telegraphy are caught in their 
pulsings through space. The range of impressions which we get from 
lifting an object in the hand seems rather small. An ordinary chemist’s 
balance is about 20,000,000 times as sensitive. It will weigh down to 
the 200th part of a milligram.—“ Harper’s Magazine.” 

^he Chemical Industry and the Patent Laws.—It must be admitted 
that our patent laws do want reforming—in the direction of making it 
more difficult to get a patent, so that old processes cannot be patented; 
of reducing the cost, aud also of obliging foreign patentees to work 
their processes in this country; but to blame the patent laws and the 
Patent Office because the German dyeware industrv is greater than ours 
is to confuse the issue. Why, it might well be asked, is not the French 
dyeware industry greater than the German or even than our own? 
Judging from the remarks made by various speakers and writers, the 
French patent laws are more favourable to the development of French 
manufactures than our own, yet the French chemical and dyestuffs 
industry is not flourishing. Again, the American patent laws are in some 
respects better than ours, but the American dye manufacturing trade is 
practically non-existent. It is not the patent laws or the Patent Office 
that are at fault: there is no distinction of nationality here, and it 
is just as easy for an English chemist to get an English patent as for 
a German chemist to get one. But if the English chemist does not 
come forward there is no wonder that the Patent Office gives a patent 
to the German chemist who comes along. The fault lies with the 
English manufacturing chemists, who have failed in times past to see 
that new developments in chemistry and chemical manufacture are and 
can only be attained as the result of chemical research. They have not 
encouraged the English professors of chemistry at our colleges to raise 
up a class of research chemists; they have failed to retain men like 
Caro, Martius, Bayer, Witt, and other pioneers of colour chemistry in 
this country when they had the chance, and have unconcernedly allowed 
them to go over to Germany and found and develop the great chemical 
and dye works there. These establishments pay dividends of 20 per 
cent, to their owners, and do so because they employ research chemists 
solely to find out new products; and if these spend a year or so in 
making a discovery, their employers do not mind, for the profits attending 
a success are large. Indeed, reform of the patent laws is not so pressing 
a matter as a reform in the way our English chemical manufacturers 
encourage the training of English research chmists.—“ The Textile 
Mercury.” 

Developments in Colouring Matters.—A lecture on “ Recent Develop¬ 
ments in Colouring Matters derived from Coal Tar Products,” which 
was delivered last Friday at the Royal Institution by the distinguished 
savant, Professor Otto H. Witt, of Berlin, drew a large audience. A 
special exhibition of the new aniline and auttracene colour derivatives, 
together with a complete set of artificial indigo products, had been 
arranged by the Badische Aniline Company in the library of the insti- 
tuion and excited almost as much interest as the lecture which followed. 
In that exhibition samples of dyes were shown side by side with dyed 
stuffs, cottons, woollens, and silks, some of which were greatly admired 
for the beauty and delicacy of their shades. In commencing his lecture, 
Professor Witt said that love of colour was innate in human nature, and con¬ 
sequently the intrest taken in everything concerning artificial colouring 
was general. He traced the progress of the industry, which had lately 
taken a wider scope, the richness and variety of the artificial colouring 
obtained from coal tar having become common knowledge. Twenty- 
five years ago ho read a paper on the subject before the Chemical Society 
of London, and what a revolution had taken place since then! The 
domain of dyestuffs had grown to an amazing extent. To give an idea 
of the remarkable results obtained by the industry the lecturer made 
fome beautiful experiments, demonstrating the solubility of crystalloids 
in water and ether, and the various effects produced, turning colourless 
liquids red, blue, and green, showing how two solutions change colour, 
and giving an illustration of the problems of dyeing. Another experi¬ 
ment was that of showing fluorescence in arc light and in a Giessler 
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tube—blue, scarlet, green, and orange. Continuing, the lecturer said the 
process of producing dyestuffs was simplicity itself, and the history of 
the past twenty-five years had been one of triumphant success, and at 
the present time no less than 3,151,000 different dyestuffs might be 
produced. He next dwelt on the brilliancy of alizarine, as shown in the 
exhibition which they had just inspected. Alizarine dyestuffs might 
be applied to cotton, silk, or wool with equal facility. Finally, he 
treated of the production of artificial indigo in some detail as carried 
on by the Badische Company. Referring to the cultivation of the indigo 
plant in India, he concluded by predicting that the day would come 
when the indigo plantations would have disappeared; but there was this 
consolation—that the vast areas vacated would be available for the 
growing of rice and other foodstuffs. 

Photographing by Electric Headlight.—Some very remarkable speci¬ 
mens of night photography were recently secured on the line of the 
Colorado Springs and Cripple Creek District Railway—a new Colorado 
mountain road, and in many respects one of the most interesting railway 
lines in the world—by Mr. George R. Simmons, of the executive staff 
of the operating company. The photographs were secured by means of 
an electric headlight, and were taken in bright moonlight between the 
hours of nine o’clock in the evening and midnight. A Premo camera 
was employed, and extra rapid plates were utilised. Perhaps the most 
interesting feature of the work was found in the length of the time- 
exposure. The Cripple Creek Railroad, which is only 45 miles in length, 
probably has, on the basis of total length, the highest average altitude 
of any railroad now in operation in North America. The altitude ranges 
at various points from 6,076 feet to 10,000 feet. In planning for the 
photographic work along the road, it was taken into consideration that 
at this altitude the rarefied condition of the atmosphere is conducive to 
more rapid action of the light-waves than would be found at a lower 
altitude. In securing the negatives of the night scenes, the time of 
exposure varied from twenty-three to thirty-five minutes, each of the 
plates being over-exposed. As the result of the demonstration thus 
afforded, Mr. Simmons believes that even better results may be obtained 
by reducing the time of-exposure to an interval not exceeding fifteen 
minutes, and possibly limited, in some cases at least, to ten minutes. 
Still greater interest will centre, however, in still another experiment to 
be undertaken in the near future by this mountain photographer, namely, 
an attempt to move the locomotive carrying the camera on a curve of 
the road, so as to take in the entire field of the lens. This can be done 
without interfering with the photograph in any way, inasmuch as the 
changing of the light-rays will change the portion first photographed in 
darkness and bring into the light an entire new scene, thus covering the 
entire field. The Cripple Creek Railroad, which, by the way, is designed 
to afford a short line of communication to the richest gold-mining district 
on the continent, is admirably adapted for experiments of the character 
of that last outlined, inasmuch as the entire line is little else than a 
continual succession of curves, many of them very sharp. It may be 
noted also that the headlight employed in the photographic work described 
is the standard locomotive headlight operated by a steam dynamo located 
just forward of the engine stack.—Waldon Fawcett in “ The Scientific 
American.” 

Photography at the St. Louis Exposition.—Photographers from 
several cities met in St. Louis recently, at the Strauss Studio, and took 
definite steps toward inducing the World’s Fair to recognise photography 
as a fine art. Heretofore, expositions, except that at Glasgow last 
year, have classed photography among the liberal arts, and given it 
representation only as a commercial exhibit. High-class photographers 
now insist that the art has advanced so far that the choicest specimens 
of photography should be classed as works of art, and, in an exposition, 
should be admitted as a part of the fine arts exhibit. Those attending 
the ^meeting on Monday, besides Mr. Strauss and Mr. Godlove, of the 
Strauss Studio, were S. L. Stein (Milwaukee), Frank Clark (Detroit), I. 
Benjamin (Cincinnati), H. H. Pierce (Providence), Geo. L. Lawrence 
(Chicago), Gustav Cramer (St. Louis). Mr. Cramer represents a well- 
known dry-plate establishment; all the others are prominent photo¬ 
graphers, composing committees from the Photographers’ Association 
of America and the Photographers’ Association of New England. They 
were in conference with Col. John A. Ockerson, chief of the liberal arts 
department of the World’s Fair, who will have the photography display 
under his direction. Some time ago the photographers requested that a 
separate building be furnished for the display of artistic photographs. 
This being denied them, they asked for an annex to the fine art building. 
Now they ask that a room in this building be assigned them for a 
display of photographs which shall be selected by a jury of artists, not 
photographers. “This demand,” says Lewis Godlove, “is for a salon 
display of pictorial photography, along art lines, to be separate and 
wholly distinct from the general photo exhibit. We desire that the 
commercial photography display, apparatus, materials; ' etc., to be in 
the liberal arts building, but that the artistic photos be in the fine arts 
building. Col. Ockerson was assured that, if this recognition were 
granted, the advanced workers in photography the world over would 
co-operate to promote the fair, and they would participate on no other 
terms. Mr. Strauss has a mass of correspondence from photographic 
societies all over the world, showing the great interest aroused in the 
World’s Fair. Provided that photography is recognised as a fine art, all 
these societies will co-operate.” Mr. Stein, of Milwaukee, told Col. 
Ockerson that, in his opinion, if one hundred pictures were accepted by 
a jury of artists, eighty of them would be by advanced amateur photo¬ 
graphers. He made it clear that this is not a movement in the interest 
of professional photographers, but for the glory of art. Col. Ockersoit 
promised to refer the suggestion of the photographers to the World’s 
Fair management, and that Prof. Halsey C. Ives, director of fine arts, 
would be consulted.—“St. Louis Post-Dispatch.” 

Correspondence. 
** Correspondents should never write on both sides of the paper. JVo 

notice is taken of communications unless the names and addresses of 
the writers are given. 

** lie do not undertake responsibility for the opinions expressed by our 
correspondents. 

STEREOSCOPIC PHOTOGRAPHY. 
To the Editors. 

<i fT^^tlemen, I notice that in this week’s Journal our old friend. 
Cosmos takes exception to my putting long distance stereoscopic 

photography out of action. Theoretically, I presume he is right, and 
according to that theory any object of which the parallax; can be 
determined can be photographed stereoscopically, but that base line 
in the same plane would be a puzzler. I think it would be interesting 
to see a stereoscopic picture in the stereoscope which had been taken 
with a telephoto lens, the nearest object represented being one mile 
off. I wonder what the effect wrould be when viewed by a pair of 
eyes inches apart. I will not attempt to say what the length of 
the base line should be to take such a photograph, nor how it is 
to be obtained in one plane. Practically, however, the base line pro¬ 
vided us by nature, being about inches long, “ I hold the same 
opinion still, and 1 think that 'when we take lenses of six inch focus 
and separate them by 31 inches for the purpose of getting a stereo¬ 
scopic picture of some object much less than a mile off, we are 
stretching our base line about as far as we are entitled to in reason 

My letter, from which “ Cosmos ” takes his quotation, was, how¬ 
ever, written with no intention of going into the possible limits of 
stereoscopic photography, theoretically, but rather taking things as 
we find them. I have not had the advantage of studying the works 
“Cosmos” names, I wish I had. I think, however, he is very near 
the mark when he says that “ only a few in the great photographic 
army probably aspire to the production of long distance stereographs.” 
I have, certainly, no wish to limit the possible range of stereoscopic 
photography, or to say anything which might discourage anyone from 
joining that minority, who aspire to the long distance attempt, but 
from a practical point of view I fear it is limited, as also is our 
vision.—Yours, etc., P. O. P. 

[The term “ identical plane,” as applied to separate exposures in 
stereoscopic photography, is a perfectly admissible expression, and 
should not puzzle our correspondent , if we define a plane as a “ sur¬ 
face real or imaginary in which, if any two points are taken, the 
straight line which joins them lies wholly in that surface.” With 
regard to long-distance stereography, has our correspondent never 
heard of De La Rue’s stereo-photograph of tho moon?—Eds. B.J.P.] 

THE “DAISY” SETS OF PHOTOGRAPHIC CHEMICALS. 

To the Editors. 

Gentlemen,—In sending you a copy of our wholesale photographic 
price list for March, we would draw your attention to our latest intro¬ 
ductions—viz., the “Daisy” photographic chemical sets. These will 
be issued for the present in five sets to retail at popular prices, and 
we think same will meet a want for complete outfits in the direction 
indicated. 

We regret our samples are not yet to hand, and we are therefore 
unable to submit same for your inspection, but the sets are composed 
of cartridges usually supplied by us to you from time to time. P.S.— 
We will have pleasure, in sending, on application, a copy of our price 
list to any photographic dealer.—Yours truly, 

Fuerst Bros. 

17, Philpot Lane, E.C., London. 
March 24th, 1902. 

SOME CORRECTIONS. 

To the Editors. 

Gentlemen,—Although I was taught to write an exceptionally good 
copper-plate hand when I was a small boy, I regret that age, or 
laziness, has caused a degeneration, and I am afraid that many a 
worthy compositor has done everything but bless me and my crabbed 
fist of late years. From this cause, and also from the fact that I 
did not receive the proof in time, in consequence of absence from 
home, a few errors have crept into the note on “ The Sulphite 
Intensifier,” which appeared in your issue of last week, on page 228, 
and I shall be glad if your readers will note them 

First column, second paragraph, the equation should read— 

2Ag + 2Hg CL=2Ag C1 + Eg, Cl2 

Third paragraph, line 6, read “sulphite,” instead of “chloride.” 
Second column, line 14, read “sulphite,” instead of “sulphate.” 
Second column, second paragraph, line 16, read “ a small quantity 

of mercury,” instead of “a small quantity of silver.” 
Second column, fourth line from end, read “ sulphite,” instead of 

“ sulphate.” 
Yours faithfully, 

R. E. Chestermax, D.Sc. 
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ISOCHROMATIC PLATES. 

To the Editors. 

Gentlemen,—We have had our attention called to an article on 
" The Choice of a Plate,” in The British Journal of February 21st, 
and to certain remarks contained therein respecting isochromatic 
plates. We must take strong exception to the sweeping character 
of some of the statements in the article in question, which certainly 
do not apply to iso plates of our make. As the introducers, and, 
practically, the only makers, of isochromatic plates at the present 
time, we fear that the remarks will be applied to iso plates of our 
make, while it is clear from the general text that the writer’s experience 
has not extended to these. We trust, therefore, you will permit us 
to point out that his statements are incorrect, or do not apply to our 
plates. For instance, it is stated that “ The isochromatic plate .... 
is by no means an unmixed blessing in the hands of the inexperienced, 
for at present it is far from perfect, and has many vagaries. First, 
no plate varies more in its keeping qualities; sometimes it will keep 
in excellent condition for eighteen months or two years, and at other 
times not for two months.” An obvious inference from this statement 
is that the iso plate is more uncertain hi its general quality than the 
ordinary, or even if it be taken for granted that neither of them 
is absolutely perfect yet, the article lays particular stress on the 
uncertainty of the isochromatic plate. It is also definitely stated that 
iso plates do not keep as well as ordinary, or, at any rate, that many 
of them deteriorate to such an extent as to become unreliable within 
a few weeks. The article goes on to say that iso plates must be 
developed within less than ten days after exposure or the photo¬ 
grapher will court failure, and that they should not be used for 
touring, although they are useful in the studio and for flower studies, 
etc., at home. Further, that iso plates are more liable to fog than 
ordinary when changed under unfavourable conditions; and, finally, 
that it is wiser to leave them at home. 

It is impossible for us to pass over any statements of this kind 
without remonstrance and unqualified contradiction. We think that 
your own experience of our iso plates will enable you to confirm 
us in saying that such statements are absolutely without foundation 
as applied to those of our make. We challenge the writer of your 
article to substantiate any one of the statements'mentioned as applying 
to our iso plates, and we defy him to prove that any of our plates 
made within, say, three years, at least, have deteriorated appreciably 
up to the present time, provided they have been kept under reasonable 
conditions. The letter of your correspondent, Mr. Goodwin, who 
is not personally known to us, in your issue of March 7th, confirms 
our own experience as to the keeping of iso plates, and here we have 
at any rate, an impartial statement, absolutely at variance with your 
article. There are other points in the article referring to iso plates 
to which we feel tempted to draw attention, and which are so widely 
different from the experience of users of our plates in all parts of the 
world, that we cannot think the writer of the article intended his 
remarks to apply to our plates, although there is nothing in the article 
which would lead people to suppose otherwise. As you are no doubt 
aware, our isochromatic plates are used largely by scientific explorers 
and travellers, from the arctic regions to the tropics, which would 
not be the ease unless they gave every satisfaction as regards keeping 
quality. We have already sent you prints from negatives which were 
developed nearly three years after exposure, and although we do 
not consider this exactly fair treatment for any rapid plates, it is by 
no means exceptional. In short, it is well known (except as would 
appear to the writer of the article in your Journal) that one of the 
chief characteristics of iso and ordinary plates, as made by us, is 
their excellent keeping quality, for which they have for many years 
been celebrated.—With compliments, yours truly. 

B. J. Edwards and Co., Ltd. 

Castlebar Works, Ealing Dean, London, W., 

March 22nd, 1902. 

[Mr. Goodwin’s prints, which are before us, are from negatives 
made on Edwards’ isochromatic plates, that had been kept for 
months between exposure^ and development,, and the results are 
excellent. All the more value is to be attached toi Mr. Goodwin’s 
evidence in this connection, as we recollect him quite eighteen years 
ago being one of the first British photographers to recognise the 
value of isochromatic plates in practical work (see the volume of 
this journal for 1884). Our own personal experience of the same 
plates contra-indicates the suggestion that they are necessarily de¬ 
ficient in keeping qualities. We find on reference to our recorded 
experiments that in the year 1894 we exposed and developed some 
isochromatic plates that had been in our possession two years, and 
that clear, sparkling negatives resulted. Again at Easter, 1896, 
the whole of our exposures were made on Edwards' Isochromatic 
plates, and some of the negatives (stereoscopic), transparencies from 
which are before us, were not developed until much later in the 
year. No deterioration whatsoever of the sensitive layer had oc¬ 
curred. We are happv to bear personal testimony to the fine qualities 
of the Edwards’ isochromatic plates.—Eds. B.J.P.] 

A WARNING. 

To the Editors. 

Gentlemen,—I beg to draw the attention of vour several readers 
that a man, about the age of 35, 6 feet high, sallow complexion and 
clean shaved, is going about the country, calling on photographers 
asking for a situation as a canvasser, and states that he hat been 
employed at several large firms, etc. Then, on succeeding, being fit 
out for the purpose of obtaining orders, he goes straight, and 

commences, to not only get orders, but draws the money at a very 
low rate. To achieve this object, he tells the customers it is done 
to advertise the business of the firm. I am writing for the exprew 
reason to inform yo'ur readers that I have obtained a warrant for 
this man’s arrest, and the police are of opinion that the above 
is wanted at Wigan and elsewhere; therefore, if he turns up at sm¬ 
other firm, it would be to the interest of the trade to bring such 
man to justice. 

I would ask that any information respecting this man would be 
thankfully received by the W.R. Police, Court House, Wakefield, or 
myseif.—Yours truly, H. Leake 

The Arcade Studio, Kirkgate, Wakefield. 
March 24, 1902. 

GLYCIA. 

To the Editors. 

Gentlemen,—Owing to an unfortunate difficulty having arisen in 
connection with the registration of the word “ Dalux,” the name 
originally chosen for our new P.O.P., we have decided to abandon 
it. In its stead we shall use the word “ Glycia,” and the paper will 
therefore be issued and advertised under the latter name. Perhaps 
you could kindly notify your readers of this change, and at the same 
time express our regrets that some inconvenience and confusion may 
be caused, as some advertisements have already appeared.—Yours 
faithfully, 

John J. Griffin and Sons, Ltd. 

20-26, Sardinia Street, Lincoln’s Inn Fields, London, W.C. 
20th March, 1902. 

PHOTOGRAPHING THE AURORA. 

To the Editors. 

Gentlemen,—In your interesting columns, under “ Ex Cathedra,” in 
the British Journal of Photography you refer to a brief reference 
I made at the Camera Club recently re the photography of the 
Aurora. During the discussion at the close of my lecture 1 was not 
able to recall the reference to the researches I had in mind at the 
moment, and I take this opportunity of doing so. 

In March of last year I wrote a brief abstract for Nature with 
reference to the then new work on photography the Aurora, and J 
enclose a copy sf the note published in that journal (vol. 637, p. 525'. 
The note was accompanied by an illustration of the Aurora display 
of February, 1892. 

I think that as Herr Bashin has shown that he can obtain photo¬ 
graphs of the Aurora with exposure of less than 10 seconds, we can 
consider that the photography of the Aurora is a fait accompli.— 
Believe me, faithfully yours, 

William J. S. Lockyer. 

Solar Physics Observatory, South Kensington, London, S.W., 

March 19, 1902. 

“ The ever-changing form, and the faintness of the Aurora, render 
this phenomenon a difficult subject to the photographer. Many have 
been the attempts to secure photographs of what have appeared to be 
brilliant displays, but the results have shown that little or no action 
had taken place on the photographic film, in spite of the fact that 
very rapid plates had been used. Herr Trombolt, who made a special 
study of the photography of the Aurora, exposed very rapid plates to 
what he considered bright aurorae, and even with exposures from four 
to seven minutes secured no trace of them. Later, at Christiana, he 
was more fortunate, and obtained an impression with am exposure of 
8.5 minutes. To advance our knowledge of the changes in form of 
this phenomenon, it is important that photographs should be secured, 
if possible, in a few seconds, and not minutes. This seems now to 
be feasible, judging from an interesting account given in the Meteoro- 
logische Zeitschrift (Heft. 6, 1900), by Herr O. Baschin. Herren 
Brendel and Baschin stayed several months, during the winter of 
191-2, at Bossekop, in Norwegian Lappland, to study the mag¬ 
netic elements and the Aurora. 

“ For the photography of the Aurora they employed an apparatus 
belonging to Herr O. Jesse, who had used this instrument for photo¬ 
graphing luminous night clouds. The objective had a focal length of 
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210 mm. and 60 mm. aperture; the dimensions of the plates used 
were 9 by 12 cm., the held photographed covering about 20 to 30 
degrees. Sohleussner’s plates were employed, and, what appears to 
be the most important desideratum, the plates were stained (with 
•erythrosine) and thus rendered more sensitive to the auroral light. 
For the first experiments the exposures given were comparatively long, 
namely, three minutes, but this was found to be excessive; finally 
seven seconds were sufficient to give good results. The reproductions 
accompanying the account of these researches illustrate the results 
secured with exposures of one minute and seven seconds respectively. 
The latter is reproduced here, and shows very clearly tne drapery- 
structure, although even this, according to Herr Baschin, is over¬ 
exposed, the structure having a wavery and not a sharp appearance. 
With such first results as these, there seems no reason why, with 
plates stained to be most sensitive to the particular colour of the 
Aurora, and with the most rapid lenses even shorter exposures of a 
second or less should not be given. 

“ A step in the right direction has, however, been made, and the 
time is not far off when it will be as possible to- project the ever- 
changing form of the Aurora upon the screen as it is to exhibit in this 
way the phenomenon of an eclipse of the sun.”—Natui'e (vol. 63, No. 
1,639, March 28, 1901, p. 525). 

THE PHOTOGRAPHERS’ ASSOCIATION OF NEW ENGLAND. 
To the Editors. 

Gentlemen,—Mr. A. Langfur advised me to write you in relation to 
a matter that, as president of the above Association, is very much in 
my thoughts, and (if I mistake not) as you are the president of the 
Photographers’ Association of Great Britain, as well as editor of the 
British Journal, it may be that we can be of service to each 
other. 

I desire to enter into corve>pondence with some of the leading art 
photographers of England, vvho would probably not be unwilling to 
exhibit at our next convention in August, which our Association’s 
Executive Committee are desirous of making of more practical value 
than heretofore. One of the greatest sources of “ education ” (which 
is what we are after) comes from the education derived from seeing 
the work of others, and if we can obtain pictures from good workers 
abroad, it gives it an international interest. I am willing in turn to 
lend my efforts towards obtaining good pictures for a like purpose to 
any other Association, and with this object in view I would be pleased 
to enter into correspondence with you, if the idea strikes you 
favourably. Some of the best workmen in the United States are in 
the New England States, and belong to our Association. Besides 
"these, I am well known to the leaders in the whole country, person¬ 
ally and in correspondence. I will do what I can to secure for youi 
next convention or meeting—if not too soon—some pictures for you. 
Will you in turn assist me by your efforts to getting some for us? 1 
suppose there are some of your members1 Avho are in the habit of 
•exhibiting, who would do so here, and if you will give me the address 
of some of them I would write myself, if you would prefer it to be 
done in this way? At a future time I will mail you some printed 
matter that would explain our wishes, etc., that could be mailed to 
•good workers in the United Kingdom. We have a number of members 
who attend our conventions from Nova. Scotia and other parts of 
Canada.—With thanks in anticipation of your kind and favourable 
response to my inquiry, etc., believe me, very sincerely yours, 

Chas. W. Hearn, 

President P.A. of N.E. 
Boston, Mass., February 21, 1902. 
[We will communicate with our correspondent by post. Meanwhile 

his letter is of interest as showing the friendly feeling existing be¬ 
tween the professional organisations of this country and America.— 
Eds. B.J.P.] 

ON THE NEGLECT OF TRUTH BY PHOTOGRAPHERS. 
To the Editors. 

Gentlemen,—In reply to Mr. H. O. Klein’s criticism on my article— 
“The Neglect of Truth by Photographers”—it is only necessary for 
me to tell you that, prior to the publication of his letter, I received a 
private communication from him to the effect that a second reading 
•of my article convinced him he had made a mistake, and, as evidence 
of his apology for the wrong he unintentionally did me, sent an 
-express letter to you to stop publication of his first communication. I 
regret that this arrived too late to be of service.—Yours, etc., 

Arthur V. Kenah. 
2, Eliot Hill, Lewisham Hill, Blackheath, S.E., 

March 21st, 1902. 
[Mr. Klein’s letter withdrawing his communication in our last 

issue did not reach us until 24 hours after the Journal had gone to 
press.—Eds. B.J.P.] 

PHOTOGRAPHING WOOD ENGRAVINGS. 
( To the Editors. 

Gentlemen,—In photographing coarse wood engravings, especially 
figure subjects, when such have to be eventually used for projection 

purposes, or in a somewhat enlarged form, more or less dissatisfaction 
is felt with the coarseness of the results arising from the texture of 
the paper and the hard crude outlines of the wood engraving. It 
is well known that those workers who have had much experience at 
this kind of work resort to one or other of the various expedients 
whereby these eyesores are reduced to a minimum, if, indeed, not 
entirely overcome. Among the different methods employed when 
copying subjects of this description may be mentioned the employment 
of ground glass, hi the form of a shield, over the face of the engraving. 
A method which the writer has employed with much success in what 
may be termed extreme cases, i.e., in dealing with engravings more 
than ordinarily coarse. Many photographers, who have never tried 
this dodge, might imagine that the interposing of a sheet of ground 
glass between the picture and the lens when photographing it would 
be very liable to introduce an out of focus “ smudgy ” effect, which 
would be quite as undesirable as having the picture copied with all 
its crudeness of outline. Such, however, is not the case in practice, 
when the operation is gone about properly. Of course, there are 
different qualities of ground glass, and when selecting a sample for 
this purpose, only the smoothest possible quality should be chosen. 
A quality such as was used to form the very best focussing screens 
in the days of wet collodion, the surface of which is so smooth as to 
make it difficult to deect the rough from the smooth surface when 
examining the same by touch in the dark. If the pad of the forefinger 
can detect the rougher surface by a sense of touch the same may be too 
coarse. A really fine surface can only be detected by the slight noise 
the finger makes when passing over the roughened surface in the dark. 
Anyone having in their possession a sample of such finely ground 
glass can easily satisfy themselves as to its suitability for work of 
this description by merely placing it over a coarse example of wood 
engraving. Very possibly at their first attempt they may discover 
that by placing the ground surface next the paper but little or no 
amelioration of the grain or coarseness will be apparent, indeed, if 
such a fine quality of ground glass be placed in close contact with 
ordinary printed matter the interposition of the glass will in no 
degree interfere with the crispness of the definition, for the printed 
matter will be as easily read through the ground glass as without 
it. When used in this manner, but little or no amelioration of the 
crude outlines will be effected, but the moment the unground side of 
the glass is placed in contact with the paper that moment quite a 
different effect is produced, for it will at once be seen that & marked 
improvement has been brought about, and lines that in the original 
yielded a hard and crude effect become at once softened and blended 
into one another, as to yield a much more pleasing result in the 
photograph. 

Apart from old-fashioned wood engravings, there are also the more 
modern coarse-screened half-tone blocks. Anyone who has photo¬ 
graphed such for the purpose of making lantern slides will be well 
aware of the appearance such transparencies present on the screen 
in contrast to slides produced from direct negatives from nature. 
It would doubtless be claiming too much to assert that by copying 
such half-tone pictures through ground glass results equal to those 
obtained from direct negatives can be produced. Still, there is no 
doubt that the use of ground glass does improve the results from such 
subjects where a low grade screen has been employed in making the 
block. Some workers advocate the employment of films when photo¬ 
graphing subjects of this description, for by their use when two 
negatives of one and the same subject have been taken it is impossible 
to resort to a method of superimposing the one film over the other 
in such a manner as will yield a more blended result in printing. 
Excellent results no doubt have been produced by this method also, 
but the difficulty of printing from two superimposed film negatives 
is greater than is the case where a suitable negative is produced direct 
through the intermediary ground glass. Many workers have a whole¬ 
some dread of conducting any operations in printing that require 
anything in the shape of superimposing one film or sheet of paper over 
another; a.nd such is not to be wondered at, for the operation is one 
which, although to an expert printer is quite easily performed, becomes 
a more serious affair with those devoid of any knowledge as to how 
properly to set about doing it. When it is borne in mind that 
thousands upon thousands of pictures are practically printed in this 
manner by expert litlio. printers every day, it will be at once seen 
that when the modus operandi is known all that is needed is close 
application to turn out perfect results; but very few photographers 
indeed are possessed of the knowledge, not to speak of the knack, in 
doing work of this description, and therefore it follows that all opera¬ 
tions in photography calling for a specially correct register by super¬ 
imposition is looked upon as difficult. By resorting to the ground 
glass dodge in work of this description the operation is greatly 
simplified. Of the many minor expedients when using ground glass 
Avhereby the negatives are. made to yield the best results practise will 
soon teach a novice how to operate. Sometimes it may happen that 
better results are obtained by keeping the surface of the picture and 
the glass just slightly separated by interposing a mask of ordinary 
writing paper outside the picture; at others, the glass is best pressed 
in absolutely close contact.—I am, yours faithfully, 

March 22nd, 1902. An Old Hand. 
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Answers to Correspondents* 
%* All matters intended for the text 'portion of this JOURNAL, includ. 

ing queries, must he addressed to “ The Editors, The British 

Journal of Photography, 24, Wellington-street, Strand, London, 
W. C. ” Inattention to this ensures delay. 

*** Correspondents are informed that we cannot undertake to answer 
communications through the post. Questions are not answered unless 
the names and addresses of the writers are given. 

*** Communications relating to Advertisements and general business 
affairs should he addressed to Messrs. Henry Greenwood &Co,, 

24, Wellington-street, Strand, London, W.C. 

Photographs Registered :— 
G. C. Smith, The Studio, Giffnock, near Glasgow. Photograph of the late J. Pick, Esq. 
H. Moyse, 34, High Street, Putney. Photograph of P. Milhurn, photograph of J. G. 

Alii burn and photograph of group of eleven of Oxford University Pout Club. 
J. E. Corrie, Itchen Abbas, Alresford, Hampshire, Photograph of arm chair and 

photograph of original engraving of Lusores. 

H. Ricketts, 69, Mostyn Street, Llandudno. Photograph of Pr. J. C. Jones. 
H. Spackman, Pickwick Road, Corsham, Wilts. Photograph of Corsham Court. 

Address Wanted.—F. Good writes: “Would you kindly inform me who 
are now the proprietors of Maloni’s Flashlight Apparatus, as, pos¬ 
sessing a No. 1 Studio Lamp, I wish to renew certain accessories? ” 
—In reply: Mr. Maloni’s address is 5, Blenheim Terrace, Leeds. 

Water for Developer.—G. Ridgeway asks “ if there is any great gain 
in using distilled water in compounding the developer ? ”—In 
reply: No, ordinary tap water answers every purpose, if it be 
boiled first and then allowed to get cold. 

Specimens of Retouching.—P. Q. R. writes: “Would you be kind 
enough to give your opinion of the retouching on enclosed photos, 
and also what wages I should get as a retoucher ? ”—In reply: 
The retouching is fairly good, but by no means high-class. We 
should say, unless you can improve your work, you will only 
command a moderate salary. 

Patent Specifications.—Col. Turkewill writes: “ Your Photographic 
Almanac, 1902. Are any addresses given for the different patents, 
e.g., where can I get Macleod’s No. 11,154 of 1901 (page 943), or 
Jones’ No. 10,428 of 1901 (page 941)?”—In reply: At the Patent 
Office, Southampton Buildings, Chancery Lane, London; price 8d. 
each. 

Removing Films.—N. B. writes: “I should be glad to know the best 
method of taking the film off and cleaning negatives (1) off var¬ 
nished negatives, (2) off unvarnished ones ? ”—In reply: (1) Soak 
them in a strong solution of American potash. (2) Soak them for 
a few hours in cold water, and then immerse them in hot, when 
the film will dissolve off freely. 

Lens Prices.—“Jordan” writes: “What is a fair price to give for the 
three following lenses, second-hand and in good preservation, 
vid., 15 by 12 Ross No. 4 Universal, Ross 9 by 7 rapid symmetrical, 
and a Grubb B3 cabinet head portrait lens ? ”—In reply: 
We do not undertake to value second-hand apparatus, but we 
should say if you give something a little over half the list price 
the lenses would be cheap. 

Mounting Carbon Pictures.—“ Pigment ” writes: “ Will you kindly tell 
me the best mountant to use for mounting large carbon pictures 
on thick paper so that they will adhere firmly to the mounts ? 
When they are on thick paper, we find great difficulty in getting 
them to stick.”—In reply: There is nothing better than thick 
starch paste. For large pictures it is best applied with a soft 
sponge and well rubbed "into the paper. If that is done, they 
will adhere perfectly. 

The Poisons Act.—H. W. writes: “ Can you tell me of any photo¬ 
graphic dealer’s, not pharmaceutical chemist’s, where I can get 
bichloride of mercury and cyanide of potassium at a moderate 
price ? The local chemists in this neighbourhood charge an exor¬ 
bitant price for them.”—In reply: We cannot, as only pharma¬ 
ceutical chemists are allowed to sell these things, and we expect 
you will have to pay the price they like to charge for them, what¬ 
ever that may be. 

Varnishing.—C. H. C. writes: “ In your very kind reply of the 14th 
ulto. you give the formula of a matt varnish, and say it may 
be coloured in the usual way. Here is just the point on which 
we are seeking information. We cannot find any colours that 
will combine with the varnish. If you can state what kind of 
colouring matter will combine you will confer an additional 
favour.”—In reply: Most of the coal-tar colours will be found 
soluble in the varnish. Aurine is a very non-actinic colour, and 
a little of it goes a long way. Many other colours will answer 
as well. 

Studio Queries.—“ Cameron” writes: “ (1) Can as good work be pro¬ 
duced in a studio facing East as in one facing North? (2) Is an 
East-light studio much more difficult to work ? (3) Are there many 
studios facing East in Britain? (4) Should the glass side of an 
East-light studio be perfectly vertical? (5) Say a studio faces a 
blank wall the same height as itself, is 40ft. between the glass 
and wall too short a distance for good workable light ? ”—In reply: 
(1) Yes, certainly. (2) No, except, perhaps, early in the day, if the 
sun is upon it. (3) Yes, hundreds. (4) Not necessarily, any more 
than with any other aspect. (5) No, not at all. 

Freedom of Trade.—D. G. T. writes: “ (1) I want to know if I can sell 
chemicals to amateurs? (2) Am I allowed to make up different 
solutions, such as developing, fixing, and toning solutions, and 
sell as ready for use, without fear from the chemists and their 

Society?”—In reply: (1) Yes, provided they are not scheduled 
the Poisons Act. (2) Yes, so long as they do not infringe the 
Poisons Act. Bichloride of mercury, cyanide of potassium, and 
oxalic acid you must not sell, or solutions containing them; but 
such things as developing, fixing, and toning solutions you may 
vend to your heart’s content. 

Copyright.—“ Inquirer ” writes: Some months back a firm agreed by 
post to pay me a certain price for a set of photographs to repro¬ 
duce (I hold the registered copyright). The firm proved to be 
simply middle-men, forwarding the pictures to an illustrated 
paper. My account was sent with the prints, and acknowledged ; 
but though I have repeatedly requested payment, have not received 
it, in spite of their promises. Can I claim from the publishers 
who used the prints in their paper ? ”—In reply: Your claim is 
against those who contracted the debt with you. You have no 
claim whatever against the illustrated papers that use the pho¬ 
tographs. Better sue the parties in the County Court. 

Lens Query.—“Foci” writes: “I have been given to understand that if 
the combinations of a 10 by 8 Dallmeyer^rapid rectilinear lens 
(13m focus) were brought nearer together, they would form a 
wide-angle lens, likely to cover with small stop a 15 by 12 plate. 
(1) Is this so? (2) If so, how much shorter should the tube be 
than the original setting which measures -?”—In reply. 
(1) Yes; but a very small stop will be required to obtain a good 
definition over the field, and much of the best qualities of the 
lens will be sacrificed. (2) The nearer the lenses are brought 
together the larger will be the field; but we should advise you 
not to tamper with the lens at all. 

Studio Building.—G. Y. writes: “I am erecting a portable studio, size 
23ft. long by 12ft. wide, with almost pure North light (shade to 
the West). Kindly inform me the shade of blinds to use for top 
and sides; also if you advise the whole of glass to be frosted or 
tissued, and should the studio be worked at both ends or one 
only ? Can you give me the name and address of firms that 
supply signs to hang over doors, projecting over the pavement of 
the street, for advertisement purpose, as I have only a passage 
to show specimens? Perhaps you could give me a suggestion 
that would answer better than sign.”—In reply: As the studio is 
nearly due North, there is no necessity to have any of the glass 
frosted; we should prefer it plain. Pale green or blue would be 
a suitable colour for the blinds. The studio may be worked at 
both ends or one end only, as preferred. It may be convenient to 
work one end in the morning and the other in the afternoon, 
according to the light. Any local ironmonger will fit up a sign 
for you. 

The Half-Tone Process.—C. P. writes: “ I want from time to time a 
quantity of process blocks (size 4 by 3), which have proved rather 
expensive, and have been thinking of trying the process myself, 
to save some of the expense, but have been frightened hitherto from 
reports I have heard of the initial expense. I have ordinary 
cameras, and I wondered if I could make one of these do, as the 
mirror arrangement for reversing is not necessary in my case, as 
what I reproduce are designs which answer just the same if 
reversed. I bought second-hand also, last week, a ‘ whirler ’ and 
etching tub. Now, can you give me some idea (1) about what 
expense will it be absolutely necessary to go to (for a beginning) 
in apparatus? (2) Is it necessary, if I am able to use an ordinary 
copying camera, to have a special slide for the plate and screen? 
(3) What particular process would you recommend as the easiest, 
and the best text-book on the subject? —In reply: (1) Write to 
Messrs. Penrose & Co., of Farringdon Road, London, E.C., for a 
price-list; that will give you the prices of all you require. (2) It will 
be more convenient; indeed, is almost necessary in practice. 
(3) The usual half-tone process; Yerfasser’s work on Half-tone 
Process, price 2s., which may be had through any of the photo¬ 
graphic dealers, or booksellers. We should say that it will be 
better for you to get the blocks made than to learn the process 
in order to make them for yourself, because there is something 
to learn before you will be able to produce blocks equal to those 
turned out by professional block-makers. 
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sellers.—A Contents Bill is issued with each number of the JOURNAL, 
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in the Journal is notv in force. Blochs and copy are received subject to 
the approval of the Publishers, and advertisements are inserted abso¬ 
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But a still more interesting reference to the subject has 
recently been made by Ed. Dolezal in the Photographische 
Correspondenz for this year, page 85, with regard to Porro’s 
instruments for photogrammetric purposes. Porro con¬ 
structed a lens for making panoramic photographs. The 
surfaces of the lens were concentric, and the picture was 
formed upon a concave surface concentric with the lens. 
The principal difficulty to be surmounted in constructing 
the lens was the large diameter of the crown element, in 
comparison with the focus. The glass would have been 
difficult to obtain, and very expensive. Porro substituted 
a fluid of suitable optical properties to correct the flint 
element. The aperture of the lens was 39 m.m. and the 
focus 10 c.m. The intensity was consequently almost f2.5. 
As Professor Dolezal does not mention what fluid was used, 
we suppose Porro did not give particulars. Dr. Blair more 
than a century ago used a solution of hydrochloric acid and 
chloride of antimony, or sal ammoniac and chloride of 
mercury, and constructed a telescope of exceptionally large 
aperture, J3. Sir David Brewster also recommended sul¬ 
phuric acid and oil of cassia for elimination of the secondary 

spectrum. 
* * * 

EX CATHEDRA. 

Dr. Grun’s Since we first drew attention to the great 
Lens‘ intensity of the lens constructed by Dr. 
Grim, he appears to have made considerable progress in the 
quality of its definition. In the February number of La 
Photographic Franqaise some reproductions of photographs 
taken with a Griin lens at the Theatre Boyal, Brighton, are 
given, and the definition is sufficiently good to bring the 
pictures within the scope of pictorial photography. One of 
these photographs, Miss Pattie Brown, was taken by the 
light of four gas burners in five seconds at flA, and the 
result, judging from the half-tone reproduction, is very 
satisfactory. The aperture, /T.4, does not represent the 
full intensity Dr. Griin has achieved. He writes to our 
contemporary that he has constructed a cinematograph lens 
of 2^ inches aperture and inches focus, which gives the 
ratio f0.5. These are fluid lenses, and subject, of course, to 
disturbance arising from variations of temperature. Dr. 
von Hoegh, the inventor of the well-known Goerz lens, 
intimates that the lens cannot be used if the variation of 
temperature exceeds 2 degs. C., but this is disputed by Dr. 
Griin, who thinks the lens may be used without inconveni¬ 
ence between 8 degs. and 25 degs. C. 

* * * 

The use of fluids in the construction of 
enses. lenses is a very old idea. Even if we re¬ 

strict the application to objectives used for photographic 
purposes, we find that Scott Archer made such a proposal. 

It may interest some of our readers to 
learn that Porro, the constructor of the 
first telephoto objective, published the 

! description of a well-conceived apparatus for photogram- 
i metric, panoramic photography. An illustration of this 

apparatus is given in the February number of Photo- 
grapliische Correspondenz, in the article by Professor Dole¬ 
zal, to which we have already referred. The camera is 
drum-shaped, and supported upon a stand with levelling 
screws. The lens is placed at the axis of the apparatus in 
the centre of the drum, and the enclosure forming the 
camera consists of about two-thirds of the drum, the other 
third being left open for the light to enter the lens. The 
photographs were made upon paper stretched upon a cylin¬ 
drical glass support at the focus of the lens, which had a 
round field. At each end of the cylindrical glass plate were 
rollers, to carry the film before and after exposure. Three 
exposures sufficed to complete the circle of the horizon. A 
small telescope above, supported by an arm revolving upon 
the axis of the drum, served as finder. A compass was 
fixed on the top of the drum’s axis, and a level upon the 
arm of the finder. To obviate difficulties arising from 

i expansion and contraction of the film in development, a 
! scale was ruled upon the glass supporting the film, which 

was thus printed upon the film simultaneously with the 
landscape. The apparatus is also mentioned in Dr. von 
Rohr’s work upon “ The Theory and History of the Photo¬ 
graphic Objective.” The photographs taken with a camera 
of this construction are free from distortion. 

Porro’s 
! Panoramic 

Camera. 
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The Daily Press It is a sign of the widespread interest 
^nc* manifested in photography that a leading 
Pbotograp y. daily paper should devote one of its 

columns weekly to photography. Although the writer of 
the paragraphs to which we refer displays considerable 
knowledge of the technics of the art, yet there are certain 
points showing that he is not fully aware of the possibilities 
within the reach of the amateur, even with apparatus of 
cheapest type. He tells us that with anything like luck in 
the weather at Easter the light should be suitable for most 
outdoor work, except that requiring very rapid exposure. 
The words are addressed to the holiday-maker, and we will 
assume that he is provided with a hand camera constructed 
on lines to suit the pocket of the million. Granted that the 
light at the end of March is not the brightest of the year, 
the difference in its strength now and in the month of June 
is nevertheless so small that very rapid exposure may he 
given with lenses of but moderate intensity. Let us descend 
to facts. Between the hours of eleven and one in the day 
the exposure now should be onlv one-third longer than in 
June, and if we assume that the aperture of the lens is 
merely /’ll.3, a near object may be photographed in l-50th 
of a second, if the very sensitive plates now upon the 
market be used. It says much for the skill and enterprise 
of our dry plate makers that plates of this extreme sensi¬ 
tiveness should be offered to the public at the popular price 
of one shilling per dozen quarter plates. 

* * * 

Artistic The same writer takes the opportunity to 
Exaggeration. refer to the realistic and impressionist 

schools of photography, and tells his readers that the school 
given to a “ little artistic fibbing,” of the nature of “ white 
lies ” that mitigate the acerbities of life, is the one which 
lias always received the support of artists. We feel tempted 
to print the word “ artists ” in italics, to emphasise our 
contempt of this association of art with what is most 
ignoble in everyday life. It is true that certain defects, 
which have been inseparable from photography, justify the 
use of certain means by wdiich a photograph may be brought 
into greater harmony with nature, and thus enable it to 
appeal more strongly to our sense of beauty, but their 
extension to the deliberate perversion of truth should be 
emphatically discouraged' by the photographer. They 
should be left to the “ artist ” who would depict a “ white 
lie ” to suit his own purpose. The writer crowns his re¬ 
marks by telling us that optical science may some day pro¬ 
vide the idealist photographer with a lens that will pervert 
perspective to his heart’s content, and that there should be 
a great future for the Ananias camera and the Sapphira 
^ens. If the writer is in quest of such instruments to com¬ 
plete his photographic outfit, we may inform him that 
optical science can even now provide him with the Ananias 
lens. The Anamorphot will distort perspective in any 
direction, and we trust it may satisfy his artistic instinct. 

* * * 

Colour- In the current number of the Nineteenth 
Blindness. Century there is an interesting article on 
colour-blindness by Dr. F. W. Edridge-Green, in which he 
raises the question as to whether the sense of differences in 
colours may not be a gift of the ages, and it is suggested by 
the author that our remote ancestors may have been un¬ 
conscious of all but the most marked contrasts, and that 
they perhaps even saw everything of a uniform hue, as in 
a photograph. In a letter to the Standard of Friday last, 
commenting on the article, Mr. Eadweard Muybridge, a 
gentleman pretty well known in connection with photo¬ 
graphy, says that his experience has led him to believe that 
people utterly devoid of the first rudiments of education in 

art are far more capable of distinguishing variations in 
colour than of form, or of the shapes of objects on flat 
surfaces. In support of his opinion, Mr. Muybridge men¬ 
tions that when living in New Orleans, about the middle of 
the last century, he noticed that the negroes, some born in 
America, and some on the West Coast of Africa, employed 
in unloading the steamers, were quite incapable of dis¬ 
tinguishing the differences between the symbols or letters 
even of the simplest and most distinctive character, unless 
pointed out to them in each individual case of a bale or 
barrel being carried ashore. But when dabs of different 
coloured paints were put upon the packages the difficulty 
was at once overcome. The negroes were able to dis¬ 
tinguish the different colours, but not the forms. Mr. 
Muybridge also mentions that when residing amongst the 
Indian tribes of California—a very imperfectly intelligent 
race—he found that although the abilitv to distinguish form 
or shape in a drawing or in a photograph or other mono¬ 
chrome was almost lacking amongst the natives, they ex¬ 
perienced no difficulty, however, in correctly assorting 
pieces of vario.usly-coloured paper into respective parcels. 
This experience somewhat controverts Dr. Edridge-Green’s 
theory. There is no question that colour-blindness exists 
to a great extent even amongst artists, and also amongst 
photographers. Some printers, for example, are quite 
unable to tone a batch of prints, on the same paper, all to 
the same colour, and although the tones may differ widely 
they fail to recognise any difference in them. 

* * * 

Pictures in Few of the hundreds of thousands of 
Printing Ink. readers who devour the popular publica¬ 

tions of to-day, and cast a wearied eye over the numberless 
pictures with which such publications abound, reflect that 
there was a time, which is within the memory of persons 
now living, when pictorial illustrations in our magazines 
and journals were seldom employed. The expense of pro¬ 
duction was the great obstacle, and before an illustration 
was determined upon the proprietor of the journal, the 
artist, and the engraver would meet in solemn conclave to 
discuss its features. If we look back to the beginning of 
the lately-closed century we find that pictures in periodicals 
were as scarce as black swans used to be when some of us 
were struggling through our Latin grammar. And the 
reason was obvious. The great revival of wood engraving 
had not yet come, and newspaper illustrations, when they 
did appear, were engraved on copper plates. And as the 
operation of printing from such a plate is quite different 
to that of printing from raised type, the paper had to be 
run through two different presses, one for the type, and the 
other for the illustrations. The curious may find in a 
certain number of the Times of the year 1805 a picture 
executed in this manner, the subject being Nelson’s funeral 
car. Our readers need no reminder that photography has 
been the “ deus ex machina ” which has covered the wide 
world with pictures, and has, at the same time, caused a 
mighty revolution in the manner of their production. But 
the first advance must be traced to the revival of the art of 
wood-engraving, and this came about in the earlv twenties. 
The Observer gave its readers fair examples of wood cuts 
occasionally, and other papers, of course, followed suit. In 
1842 the Illustrated London News appeared, and pictures 
became comparatively common. It wras a long time before 
the camera came to the aid of the artist, and it came as a 
friend. It told him that it was no longer necessary to 
draw direct on to the wood block ; the drawing could be 
made on paper, and its image transferred to the wood, the 
original design remaining intact as a valuable asset. A few 
years later, and the photographer took a more aggressive 
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tone. He showed how he alone could undertake the entire 
work of picture making, from the original design to the 
finished block. Moreover, he could execute the work at a 
price far below that which formerly prevailed. And in this 
way pictures in printing ink have become as common as 
fallen leaves in autumn. Some are good, many are in¬ 
different in quality, and many more are utterly bad. Per¬ 
haps there may be a revulsion of feeling some day in 
favour of the superseded wood-cut, but by that time there 

will be no engravers! 
* * * 

Early The marvellous popularisation of photo- 
Daguerreo> graphy has arrived at so great a pitch 

that it seems almost impossible of credit 
that the beginning of the science hap¬ 

pened within living memory. What is now an everyday 
necessity was in its early days a subject of wonder to the 
public generally, and of surpassing interest to the scientific 
man, the chemist especially, so much so that it led in many 
cases to some of the most eminent of the period sitting to 
be daguerreotyped, some of the results being still in exist¬ 
ence. A most valuable sample of this kind has, through 
the will of the late Mr. Thomas J. F. Heacon, of Newcastle, 
come into the possession of the Royal Institution. It is a 
group of two, representing a consultation of Michael 
Faraday and Professor Daniell, and is of priceless value 
now. It is to be trusted that proper steps will be taken 
for the preservation of a portrait of such unique interest. 
In this connection we may record the steps taken with 
regard to another daguerreotype of an equally famous 
chemist—Dalton, the founder of the atomic theory. Three 
portrait busts were taken of this eminent man on very 
small plates. One nearly half a century ago was lost sight 
of entirely; a second was the property of the late Mr. 
Dancer, the well-known optician of Manchester; and a 
third was a cherished possession of the late Mr. Dale, of 
the firm of Roberts, Dale, and Co., of Manchester (one of 
the first manufacturers of coal-tar dyes in this country). 
He was a man of great ability, considerable originality, and 
he, at an early period of his ownership of this valuable 
relic, felt it desirable to preserve it, if possible, against all 
injury, mechanical and atmospheric. This he did by seal¬ 
ing it with Canada balsam to a piece of glass of the same 
size, the whole surface being thus cemented and protected. 
Where these two portraits now are we are unable to state, 
but we believe Mr. Dale had am enlarged reproduction of 
his copy made for presentation to the Chemical Society of 
Great Britain. 

* * * 

The While discussing this topic, we commend 
Preservation £0 consideration of the possessor of simi- 

types^Uerre°” ^ar ^reasures this plan of Mr. Dale’s for 
‘ “ preserving these fragile specimens of the 

early stages of photography. A thick sample of balsam 
should be chosen, and after softening by heating, a portion 
should be placed upon the centre of the plate, and a gentle 
heat applied. The covering glass, previously cut to the 
exact size, also gently heated, must then be dropped care¬ 
fully upon the little pool of balsam, and the whole allowed 
to cool under pressure, and left undisturbed for a week or 
two. The edges can then be bound with paper, after re¬ 
moving the superfluous balsam, and there is every reason 
to believe that the portrait is virtually a permanent one, 
saving for mechanical injury. We may append a precau¬ 
tion to these instructions: the fact of the cementation 
should be recorded upon the back of the metal plate. That 
this is no unnecessary step will be seen when we state that 
this particular photograph of Dalton was, after sealing 
as described, given into the hands of a photographic 

friend to copy, with every injunction to be careful of such 
a treasured memento. It was handed to an unskilled assis¬ 
tant to copy, and he, desirous to get the best result, pro¬ 
ceeded to remove the glass in the usual manner. Being 
ignorant of the fact that it was sealed as described, inserted 
a penknife blade to separate the glass, and—broke it into 
pieces! Fortunately no further injury was done, and the 
mischief was remedied by soaking the daguerreotype and 
the remaining bits of glass in benzol till the balsam dis- 

' solved, and the glass fell away. The picture was then re¬ 
sealed as at first. We can vouch to the accuracy of this 
account, for our advice was sought at the time of the occur¬ 
rence. We think it well worth while our making this note 
in view of the possibility of such preserved specimens of 
early photographic work being similarly entrusted to the 
copyist. The present generation, as a rule, know nothing 
of the mode of production of these really beautiful por¬ 
traits ; most of them, indeed, have never even seen one. 
Hence, while discussing the subject, we may call attention 
to the fact that the image is most delicate, and must not be 
touched. The slightest friction will remove it, as a well- 
known photographer once learnt to his cost. An assistant, 
re-packing a daguerreotype in its case after copying, and 
desiring first to make it look clean, gave it a vigorous 
rubbing with a dry cloth. Naturally the whole of the sur¬ 
face was removed, and the whole picture destroyed. 

* * * 

Help For A correspondent adopting the initials 
Inventors. “ F.R.C.S. ” recently addressed a letter 
to the Daily Chronicle pointing out that, although few 
things are more essential to the well-being of the community 
than inventions, little or nothing is done to encourage or 
facilitate them. And he suggests that photography might 
work a reform in this matter. Being anxious to improve 
certain apparatus which he uses in his vocation, he recently 
visited the electrical section of the South Kensington 
Museum, to see what progress had been made by others in 
the same field. To his disgust he found that all the ex¬ 
hibits at this national institution were from 20 to 30 years 
old. In other words, they were almost useless, for 
electricity has made such rapid strides of late that the 
novelty of to-day is obsolete to-morrow. This gentleman 
makes the very reasonable suggestion that if, on account of 
their expense, models of recent inventions cannot be ex¬ 
hibited, it would be quite feasible to show steroscopic photo¬ 
graphs of such contrivances. That such photographs 
should be on sale, and they would prove so useful to 
students that they would not long remain in stock. In the 
early days of the museum, when its temporary galvanised 
iron buildings earned for it the sobriquet of “ Brompton 
boilers,” there was an annexe called “ the Patent Museum,” 
in which models were shown. But even then the display 
was out of date, and although the first railway engine, and 
other appliances of a far more remote time, were full of 
interest to the antiquary, they did not appeal to present- 
day inventors, athirst for information as to more recent 
doings. After the Patent Museum was demolished a 

section of the main building was devoted to mechanical 
models, many of which are worked by compressed air. It 
is with regard to the ancient character of these devices that 
the correspondent of the Daily Chronicle complains. It 
would certainly be a mistake to clear them away, for they 
are a delight to boys, as one may prove any day by visiting 
the museum; and who can say whether among these 
juveniles there may not be found some Stephenson or 
Brunei in embryo ? But we think that the suggestion that 
these models should be supplemented by photographs of 
more recent date is a very good one. The pictures could 
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be viewed through the stereoscope by the visitor, and they 
could also be multiplied for sale and for distribution to 
other museums. A photograph of a complicated piece of 
mechanism does not always convey as much information as 
may be desired, especially if the picture is on a small scale. 
But if the salient parts of the same machine were separately 
photographed, the whole design could be made plain. The 
suggestion is certainly worthy of the attention of those in 
authority as a valuable aid to inventors and to technical 
education generally. 

* * * 

Lightning To throwr light upon lightning, except in 
Vagaries. a strictly figurative sense, would be akin 

to painting the lily. But if anyone is capable of doing so, 
the photographer is that man. There is no question that 
wre have learnt more of the varied forms which lightning 
assumes since the evolution of the dry plate than ever we 
knew before, and there are many indications that, by a 
study, of lightning photographs, we have at hand the best 
means of elucidating many problems connected witn 
atmospheric electricity. A streak of lightning is such an 
■evanescent thing that it gives no time for examination oi‘ 
study. Painters, from time immemorial, have been quite 
unable to describe its form, and have been content to give 
it a conventional zig-zagged outline which is not a bit like 
the real thing. From this failure has arisen the expression, 

artist’s lightning,” a term of reproach which is always 
used with much gusto and a sense of superiority by mili¬ 
tant photographers. The photograph gives an actual 
transcript of the wonderful streak of light, which is some¬ 
times so destructive in its results, that our forefathers could 
not dissociate it from something hard and solid, hence the 
old term “ thunderbolt.” Photographers who possess pic¬ 
tures which throw anything abnormal in the way of a 
lightning flash, or which give evidence of its destructive 
effects upon buildings, can aid in a good work by com¬ 
municating with the Lightning Research Committee, at 
their headquarters, 9, Conduit Street, London, W. This 
committee wras organised fifteen months ago by the joint 
action of the Royal Institute of British Architects and the 
Surveyors’ Institution, the object being to collect accurate 
records of the effect of lightning upon buildings, with a 
view to ascertain the best means of protecting them from 
its effects. The scheme is a big one, for it is not confined 
to Great Britain. In addition to the 200 observers enlisted 
in the United Kingdom, there are many others in our 
colonies and in foreign countries who have expressed their 
willingness to send in reports to the committee of 
damage by lightning stroke. A special feature of the work 
is the obtaining, whenever possible, of photographs showing 
the damage done as soon as practicable after the occur¬ 
rence. Up to the end of last year the committee had 
tabulated sixty cases of damage, and it is a remarkable cir¬ 
cumstance that no fewer than twelve of them refer to 
buildings which were furnished with some kind of lightning 
rod or conductor. It wrould be idle to assume that one in 
five of our buildings are so protected, so that the conclusion 
is ii'resistible. seeing that this large proportion figures in 
the returns, that some of these so-called protectors attract 
+he danger which they are supposed to avert. It has often 
bp^n hinted that some of the rods put up over buildings as 
lightning arresters are worse than useless, and it is to be 
honed that +he Research Committee, whose labours are 
nof yet concluded, will once for all thresh out this imuor- 
tant matter. We have already shown how photographers 
may help in a, good work which will probably have far- 
reaching results. 

A NOTE ON FAKED OR COMBINATION 

PHOTOGRAPHS. 

In the expression, “ faked photographs,” we have practically 
another term for “ combination printing ” in photography. 
Authors, however, select the former, possibly because such 
an expression is more catchy to the eye. Quite recently 
some interesting articles on this subject have appeared in 
our illustrated magazines, whilst some cleverly-executed 
examples of what are termed “ faked ” photographs have 
been brought under the public notice, without any explana¬ 
tion ofthe“ modus operand!” Theterm,“ combination print¬ 
ing ” in photography is well known to all experienced 
photographers, and embraces a somewhat wide field of use¬ 
fulness, for by its means some of the finest results ever pro¬ 
duced by means of photography were made. We have only 
to look at the magnificent pictures from time to time turned 
out by such workers as the late Adam Diston and H. P. 
Robinson to form some idea of the value of “ combination 
printing.” 

In the days of wet collodion the making of a combination 
negative was a work that took “ some doing,” but then there 
were ardent workers who experienced a delight in the 
difficult operations required. A knowledge of how to 
manipulate a delicate collodion film, whereby, after removal 
of a portion of an image, the film was floated off its original 
support and superimposed on another film carrying a 
different image, must of necessity appear a very difficult 
operation to a present-day worker, who has never seen a 
glass plate coated with collodion. Yet this was actually 
accomplished by our early enthusiasts in photography. 
Combination printing, however, does not merely apply to 
negative work ; it has a far wider range in what may be 
termed positive productions, and may be successfully ac¬ 
complished by printing on one and the same sheet of sensi¬ 
tized paper from several different negatives. In this form 
the work does not partake of nearly so much difficulty when 
gelatine negatives are employed, as was the case years ago 
in the making of combination negatives. The chief factor 
in a successful result in combination printing on one sheet 
of paper, from more than one negative, lies in a knowledge 
of how best to proceed with the work, and once this know¬ 
ledge is acquired the operation becomes practically easy to 
anyone possessed of a reasonable amount of skill in 
“ blocking out ” portions of a negative. 

Years ago what was termed a masking operation was 
resorted to by some workers in producing these combination 
effects. These masks were made by placing an ordinary 
sheet of printing paper in contact with a negative until 
the bare outlines only of the picture were visible. The 
print was then removed from the printing frame, and by 
means of a scalpel or very sharp penknife the portions of 
the print were cut at those places which it was desired to 
print at different times, first by one shield, and then by 
substituting a second negative. After the partially-printed 
proof was carefully cut, the pieces wmre sunned down 
until they became quite opaque ; they were then placed on 
the exact parts of the negative as masks, and the double 
printing conducted as usual. After a time, however, a 
better method of producing these combination pictures was 
adopted, for it wras found that no matter how carefully a 
printer manipulated his masks and paper, there was a great 
liability for the production of eyesores in the finished 
picture by the masks and shields not yielding an absolutely 
true registration, dampness of the atmosphere being quite 
sufficient to cause an expansion of the mask to such an 
extent as to show nastv outlines when the combinations were 
made in printing. The next step was the substitution of a 
careful system of blocking out in lieu of the masking opera- 
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tion. At this stage it may be advisable to state that com¬ 
bination printing is best conducted on what is termed plain 
.salted paper. The reason for this is obvious when it is 
pointed out that a very great deal can be accomplished by 
working up the finished print by means of brush and a 
suitable pigment, and there is no sample of printing paper 
which lends itself better to this purpose than a fairly rough- 
surfaced drawing paper, such as Whatman’s. One of the 
points that beginners seem seldom to understand in work 
-of this description is how to shield the first image printed 
on the paper whilst the second negative is beinff printed if 
there be no system of masking employed. The explanation 
of this is simple. Perhaps by describing a typical case of 
where two negatives are to be printed on one sheet of papei 
a better idea of the operation may be gathered. 

Take, for instance, a case of a street scene in which it is 
•desired to introduce the figure of some well-known per¬ 
sonage, who, of course, was not in the original view. Here 
we have two negatives, one being a view of the street, the 
other a view containing a figure of the individual required. 
The first step is to block out entirely all the background 
and surroundings, leaving only the figure on, say, No. 1 
negative. When this is accomplished the paper is placed 
in contact with this negative in the usual manner in the 
printing frame, and when the figure is printed up suffici¬ 
ently the print is removed from the frame. This print is 
then taken into a semi-dark room, and by means of a brush 
charged with water-colour gamboge the entire figure is 
painted over. When the pigment is dry, the same print is 
placed in such a position on the other negative as will pro¬ 
duce a natural result in the finished picture, and the print¬ 
ing is conducted until all the second negative is also printed 
up. By this means the gamboge prevents any printing 
from the second negative on that portion of the first nega-; 
five represented by the figure, and all that remains to be 
done is merely to wash away in the water bath prior to 
toning and fixing the gamboge from the face of the print.. 
It may be here stated that such an application of a water¬ 
colour pigment in no way injures the print or interferes 
with the success of the toning operation. In selecting a 
pigment for this purpose, gamboge stands among the best 

to employ. 

ESSENTIAL HAND-CAMERA CONDITIONS. 

[By a Hand-Camera Worxer.] 

The photographic season is coming in. Hand-cameras will seen 
be in full evidence in all kinds of hands, in all sorts of places. 

What will the results be? Where are the past results’ It 
must be confessed that they do not seem to figure large enough 
in pronortion to the evidence of the number and 
Lind of tools at work. Are amateur photographers 

so shy that they seek to hide their lights under a 
Bushel? It is not a marked characteristic of the amateur 
in general. His light may not be a brilliant one, but he is not 

the man to place a bushel over it. The natural inference is 

that it lacks brilliancy enough to suit even himself. This is 
fully borne out by a very large number of amateur results that 
we have had the opportunity of judging. We have, further, 

been surprised at their being so poor, considering the high intel¬ 
ligence of those who are responsible for them. The fact of 

carrying a camera, in itself, stamps a man as above the ordinary 
level. It indicates tastes more or less educated and refined, 

and the desire of preserving a record of something useful or 
agreeable, for further use or pleasure. As a matter of fact, the 
disappointment arising from the ill-results of first photographic 

effort is not so much a question of taste and brains as of not 
realising the very rigid and confined limits of photography. 

A man may know of these, after a fashion, from a book, but 
it is only failure in practice that as a rule stamps them so 
effectually upon the mind, as to form working rules leading to 
success. The training, however, is so severe, that it often 
withers good promise in that bud that, with a little kindly care 
and attention, might in due course develop into brilliant flower 
and valuable fruit. As it is, it is distinctly discouraging, after 
making fifty or a hundred exposures during a tour at home or 
abroad, to find so few successes amongst them, and these 
evidently more the result of accident than of design. It is easy 
to correct this in great measure by bearing a few simple rules 
cf practice in mind. But they must be regarded as supreme, 
and everything invariably subordinated to them, until such skill 
is gained as may perhaps lead to their modification in special 
cases. 

It is with the hand-camera that we would deal particularly, 
partly from the fact that its users are the most numerous, and 
partly because they are handicapped in not possessing the all- 
important aid of the ground-glass screen. It should be espe¬ 
cially remembered that photography is, upon the whole, a fore¬ 
ground art—in the case of the hand-camera, essentially so. 
However much the tourist may be charmed by the more distant 

view from the seat at the inn door, he had far better let it be. 
It will only lead to photographic disappointment. Let 

him, instead, turn around, and take the inn; or, better, a 
portion of it—the porch and sign, the seat and table under the 

walnut tree, or what not. And so on throughout. If he rigidly 

limit his range to 20ft. or 30ft., he will find what he expects 
on his plate when developing. This looks simple enough to do, 

but is not by any means so in practice. Eyes have been evolved 
through long ages of time for use at a range varying from six 

inches to six miles, and to accommodate themselves instantly 
from the one distance to the other. The evolution of the brain has 

gone on to correspond with that of its sentinels, the eyes. 

The optical conditions of the mechanical lens are different to 

those of the eyes, and it requires something of a mental effort 

to bring the brain into line with its special demands. There 

is a similar unconscious ignoring of the Incidence of light upon 

the object to be photographed, as in selecting a too distant 

object or view. In admiring a building or landscape, no thought 

is given to the position of the sun. Indeed, it may be that the 

position of, and cloud glories around, the setting sun form 

important elements in the sense of beauty experienced. But 

these conditions will not do in a photographic picture. The 
mechanical consideration will have to be introduced, that the 
light fall somewhere from over the shoulder. 

Carelessness in not holding the camera square, or the tempta¬ 

tion to tilt it, so as to scrape in a far corner or outline, must 
also be avoided. If any worker will but regard these con¬ 

ditions as of first importance, and strictly subordinate all 
impressions, sentiment, and so on, to them, he will be on the 
right road to a satisfactory and encouraging result. If he would 

have a wider range, he must go in for the artist’s training, and 
discard the camera for the pencil or the brush. We do not 

mean to say, of course, that the simple rules referred to will 
turn out high-class pictures. There are many other points 

of importance, but not, we take it, of such vital importance. 
By regarding those referred to, nine-tenths of the mistakes 
made by hand-camera workers will be avoided. Stop and 

exposure are important. But these are not likely to be fai 
wrong at the usual fl6 and l-30th of a second of the hand- 
camera. The working range under such conditions is certainly 

limited. The carving on a dark cathedral front, for instance, 

is out of the question. But this, and many other things, are 
more for the experienced stand-camera worker. In the more 

strictly technical matter of speed of plates, developing, and 
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printing, no advice is given, beyond that it will prove most 

satisfactory, upon the whole, to use a plate of medium rapidity, 
the simplest developer, and one kind of paper. There is little 

difference in the quality of the plates of good makers. For all¬ 
round snap work, a medium speed is certainly better than the 
extremes of “slow” or “rapid.” The one is too slow, and the 
other too touchy in development. Any developer will develop 
plates properly exposed. In the case of the final result—the 

print—most workers are divided between the silver print and 
black and white. Either can be readily mastered, but the one 
that goes the better with the individual taste should be selected, 
and faithfully held to. If these few simple suggestions be faith¬ 
fully regarded, there will certainly be fewer disappointments 

in the course of the summer and autumn of 1902 amongst hand- 
camera workers. 

--♦- 

PHOTOMICROGRAPHS OF GELATINO-BROMIDE FILMS. 
A paper read before the Edinburgh Photographic Society. 

What is a photomicrograph ? A number of people who should 

know better still use the two terms, microphotograph and photo¬ 
micrograph, as if they were one and the same. Medical men 

seem more than others prone to do this. When Mr. Scott 
Archer, in the fifth decade of last century, introduced collodion 

as the medium to carry the silver salts, it then became possible 
to take very small photographs of objects with a microscope, 

and also to produce enlarged photographs of small objects. 
It was proposed to term these Alphagraphs and Omegraphs, 

but Mr. George Shadbolt proposed the terms at present used, 

viz., microphotographs, to express a very small photograph of 

a large object, and the term photomicrograph as the name to 

be used for enlarged photographs of small objects. These two 

terms were universally adopted, and have been in everyday use 

since. To enable you to see the form of a photomicrographic 

camera, and the better to explain it, I have brought one of mine 
to the meeting, and it is now on the table. This is a photo¬ 
graph of it. In the early days of photomicrography it was almost 

necessary to have a very long camera, as better results were 

obtained without the use of an eye-piece in the microscope, 

as the objectives were not then corrected for the actinic focus. 
When, however, apochromatic objectives are used, the apparatus 

need not be of great length, as better results can be obtained 
by using eye-pieces in the microscope with these objectives 

than were formerly got without the eye-piece. The apparatus 
I show you has a base board a little over 30in. long. It is 
made of yellow pine, lgin. thick, stained with bichromate of 

potash, exposed to daylight, and then varnished. I prefer pine 

to all other woods, as it is lighter, and the board is stiffer 

than any hard wood of the same size. It can be made of any 

breadth to suit the size of camera used. The camera in this 
case is about 1ft. long, and takes 5 by 4, quarter plates, and 
plates as small as a half-plate cut into six pieces. When using 

a microscope with eye-pieces, a 12in. camera seems to be quite 
long enough to give the best results; a single dark slide is 
used, and the focussing glass is placed in it. When this is 

replaced by the plate a perfect register is secured. There is 
an upright thin board in front of the microscope, interposed 

between it and the source of light. This is of great service 
to screen stray light from the lamp from the eyes. The camera 
is made so that it lifts entirely off the base board to enable 
one’s eye to get comfortably at the end of the microscope while 
adjusting the object. You will notice that the microscope is 
rigidly attached to a long block of wood screwed to the 
base-board, through the medium of two strong brass pillars, 
through which ^in. bolts pass from beneath the base-board 
into the prismatic bar forming the body of the microscope. 
This bar of gun metal is 8in. in length, and has a breadth of lin. 

on each face. It thus forms one of the most rigid possible 
arrangements for carrying the stage and optical tube. Mount¬ 
ing it upon the supplementary block of wood is to give the 
microscope sufficient height to enable it to be used in comfort 
for focussing. The stage is a large one with two mechanical 
motions, that in latitude by diagonal rack and pinion, and that 
in longitude by a double screw—that is, the screw has two 

No. 27 threads running at the same time. Much slower stag* 
motions would be an advantage, especially when using high 

magnifications. The prismatic bar being a fixture, the stage is 
made to advance and recede from the optical tube by rack and 
pinion. No sub-stage is used, although I have one fitted, prefer¬ 
ence being given to a short tube screwed into the stage to carry 
the various chromatic and achromatic condensers used. Th*- 
stage is screwed for these condensers by placing a lin. object, 

glass in the optical tube, and making with a fine point the 
exact centre shown ; the stage plate is then put on the lathe 

and made to rotate on a chuck in such a way as to keep this 
mark in the centre of motion. The plate is thou cut and 

screwed to take the sub-stage tube fitting, and no further 
adjustment is required. The cross arm which carries the 
optical tube is of the same kind as those made for the last 
fifty years by Messrs. Powell and Lealand. As this cross head 
is a fixture, the stage being movable, the connection to be 
made between the microscope tube and the short tube screwed 
into the front of the camera is one suggested and used by the 

late Dr. Messer, and is simply' a disc of cardboard cut with a 

hole to slip on to the microscope tube behind the small flange 

on the micro tube, and is quite sufficient to prevent stray 

light entering the camera. 

In the apparatus shown the microscope and camera are so 

adjusted once for all, that the image is projected on the centre 
of the plate, and no adjustment or collimation is necessary. 

Supposing, now, the apparatus has been made in every respect 
well and trulyr, yet there is one thing in connection with it that 

requires the most extreme care and attention, that is, the fine 
adjustment of the microscope. A large proportion of the Con¬ 
tinental microscopes have their fine adjustment screws equal to 
.5 mm., that is, a little over 50 to the inch. Reicherts, of 
Vienna, has .3 mm., or nearly' 85 to the inch, while Zeiss until 

recently had a screw of slightly over 100 to the inch, or .25 mm. 
The London opticians have rarely exceeded 150 to the inch. In 

the expensive photomicrographic apparatus made by Messrs. 
Swift, under the instructions of Mr. A. Pringle, one of your 

former members, they say: “ The milled head of the fine 
adjustment screw is divided into 100 parts, and as one whole 

turn raises or depresses the optical tube 1-100 of an in., an 
extremely delicate motion is rendered possible.” All these 

screw motions are far too rapid for photomicrography. So much 
was this seen to be the case, that Zeiss has recently devised 
a means, by using an endless screw working into the head of 
their 100-to-the-incli fine adjustment, that they are enabled 
to get a slow motion equal in a whole turn to over 600 to the 
inch. The only miscroscope made in London, or this country, 
having a really good and slow motion" is that of Messrs. 
Watson’s Edinburgh students’ microscope. It has a ecrew of 
70 threads to the inch, and the motion of this screw is reduced 
by a lever of the first order, used in the proportion of 4g to lr 
so that one turn of the button is equal to 315 to the inch. This 

microscope was made in 1888, to my order, and the first half 
dozen made were bought by me. I also gave the microscope its 
distinctive name. The microscope you see on the table had 
until quite lately—about October last—a fine adjustment screw 
of 65 to the inch, and as the lever on the arm works in the 
proportion of 11.6 to 1, one whole turn of the button was 
the l-750th of an inch. I had been using this for a number 
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of years back. In October last I made on my hand-lathe a 
screw of 100 threads to the inch, and fitted one on this instru¬ 
ment, and now one whole turn is equal to 1-1160 of an inch. 
No one who has used a microscope fitted with one of the rapid 
screws I have mentioned has any notion of the comfort there 
is in using the fine adjustment on this instrument. Every 
movement of the optical tube in photomicrography is so delicate 
that one has sometimes, with high powers, to use a difference 
of focus of anything from 20,000 to the 50,000 of an inch ; and 
this delicacy cannot be got, except with such a very slow 
motion as I have described. In two of my microscopes in daily 
■use one has 580 and the other 800 to the inch. The first was 
made by me about 20 years ago. As to the objectives to be 
used. Many years ago it was sometimes customary to place a 

spectacle lens of positive focus behind the objective to correct 
it for the actinic focus. This, however, may be regarded as a 
bad plan to follow. A prominent instance of this is of the 
great Lick telescope, the object glass of which is 30in. in 
diameter. When it is used for photography they place a lens 
33in. in diameter in front of the objective, which shortens 

the focus 6ft., but the photographic corrector, as it is termed, 
is so bad that they have to cut down the aperture of the whole 
optical system to 8in. Another method used was to endeavour 

to find the actinic focus for each objective by slightlv shorten¬ 
ing the camera extension after the object was formed visually. 
This method also was unsatisfactory. You will remember that 

last session you had a paper on photography, as used by 

medical men, in which the author of the paper said, answering 
to the report, that when a lens wras not achromatic, this method 

was used. Now, I am not aware that a lens not achromatic has 

ever been used for photomicrography. Indeed, I doubt very 

much whether a non-acliromatic lens could be so used. At the 

present day there are notably four varieties of micro objectives 

which require mention. The first of these are those which are 

used without any medium being interposed between the lens 
and the cover glass of the object, and are termed “ dry ” lens. 

The second are those where a drop of water is placed between the 

lens and the cover glass, and are termed water immersion lenses. 

The third are those in which a drop of cedar-wood oil is placed 
between the lens and the cover glass ; and the fourth are those 

where oil is used in the same way, but the connections being of 
a more perfect character, they are termed apochromatic objec¬ 

tives. Now, it was found that when water or oil was placed 
in front of the objective, what is termed the angular aperture 

of the objective was at once reduced in proportion to the 

refractive index of the water or oil used. Professor Abbe, of 

Jena, therefore devised a method of stating the aperture by 
what he termed its numerical value, which meant multiplying 
the sine of half the angle by the refractive index of the medium 
or immersion fluid used. As the sine of 90deg, or half a 
semicircle, is 1, a dry objective having that numerical aperture, 
if it were possible to make one, would have an angular aper¬ 

ture of 180deg., or a semicircle—an impossible thing. Dry 
lenses are, therefore, usually restricted to a numerical aperture 
<of .95, equal to 140deg. A water immersion glass is also usually 
restricted to 140deg., or a numerical aperture of 1.25 ; while if 
you take an oil immersion, one of 140deg., the numerical 
aperture of such a glass is 1.43. The result is between dry, 
water immersion, and oil immersion, that, taking the dry lens 

aperture at 1, the immersion glasses transmit an extra amount 
of light just in proportion in each case to their own refractive 

indices, that is, in the proportion of 1 to 1.33 for water, and 
1.52 for oil; the latter thus giving one-half more light than a 
dry lens. The chief feature in the apochromatic lenses is this, 
that their chromatic dispersion, taken along with the com¬ 
pensation eye-pieces, has been better corrected, and they give 

much purer images, and almost entirely free from colour. 
Professor Abbe has pushed the numerical aperture of one of 
these lenses 1-10, or 2.5 mm. to 1.6, and we have been told by 
Dr. Czapski, who has charge of that department at Jena, that 
they could go further in that direction if a sufficiently good 
mounting medium, with a higher refractive index, could be 
found. This objective is priced at £40. I shall show you later 
a copy of a photograph taken by it. I may mention that many 

'of the lower powers of the microscope at the present day 

photograph with extreme sharpness when used without an 

eve-piece. Leitz’s No. 7, in my possession, is one. I have 

one of Zeiss’s small AA’s, of 27 mm. focus, which is an excellent 
glass for photomicrography. 

Objection has been taken by many to this glass, because they 
say it has an extremely round field. My glass has an excep¬ 
tionally flat field, but, then, it was the first of its kind sent to 

this country, to the late Mr. Adolphe Schultz, of Glasgow, the 
reason being it has a much larger mount than those of more 
recent make. I asked the Jena people why they had shortened 
the mounts of the new one. They said the long mount was 
objected to on the Continent, where the microscopes had little 
screw to carry a long mount. I have a complete set of the 

compensation eye-pieces, from No. 2 to No. 18, and five apochro- 
matics, so that the apparatus, you see, is sufficiently long for 
all magnifications. The next point to mention is that of the illu¬ 
mination of the object. It might be thought that transmitting 

sufficient light through such small lenses as those of high- 

power micro object glasses, to produce good negatives with 
sufficient printing density would be a difficult matter. It 
is not so, however ; the difficulty arrives in very many cases in so 

modifying the amount of light as to render good results 
possible. With the lower powers of the microscope we have 
too much light, even with an ordinary paraffin lamp with a gin. 

wick. With such a lamp and a 75 mm. object glass by Zeiss, I 
required for transmitted light to interpose between such a light 

and the object a piece of ground glass, both for the purpose 

of spreading the light and retaining its intensity. Other 
powers require, of course, varying exposure. With a Zeiss BB. 

or the 8 mm. apochromatic, when using polarised light with the 

prisms crossed, the exposure with such a lamp would require 
a quarter of an hour. For the higher powers of the micro¬ 

scope, I have always used magnesium ribbon as the illu- 
minant. Sir Henry Roscoe, in his “ Spectrum Analysis,” says 
that it contains, when burning, more of the purple and violet 
rays than any other light; while Professor Ames, of the John 
Hopkins University, states, in “ Astronomy and Astro-Physics 
for 1894,” that the light from burning magnesium more nearly 
resembles sunlight than any other artificial light known. If 
that be so, it must be the best for photomicrography ; the use of 
it is so easy. You will see that I have upon the apparatus 

shown, in addition to a brass rod to support the lamp, another 
rod so fixed upon a plate at its base as to swivel round. The 

top of this rod covers about an inch of 3-11 brass tube, and 

when the rod is turned round, it is so arranged that the small 

tube shall be exactly in the optical axis of the microscope. This 
is carefully done, once for all, with the aid of the back combina¬ 

tion of a 3in. object glass, which has a very long focus. If I now 
wish to photograph, say, potato starch, with the crossed prisms, 

after the object has been adjusted and focussed by means of the 
lamp, the lamp is turned aside, and the tube for the ribbon 
turned into position, the magnesium ribbon is pulled through 

and ignited, and by burning about 5in. a well exposed 
negative is obtained. Instead of fifteen miinutes being required 
with the lamp, half as many seconds suffice with the ribbon to 
produce the same, or even a better, result. So also when photo¬ 
graphing a slide of sand, with the 75mm. object glass, an 
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ordinary 3 by 1 slide is rubbod over two or tlire© times witli the 
corner of a piece of virgin wax ; then the slide is gently heated 
over a flame until the wax melts. The sand is sprinkled ovei 
the melted wax, to which it adheres, and when cool it is placed 

on the stage of the microscope with a piece of dead black paper 
behind it, and by burning about 6in. of magnesium ribbon 

about lOin. or 1ft. away, a dense negative is obtained. Many 
use the limelight, but that illumination is both expensive and 
requires cumbrous apparatus to produce it, while the results 
obtained are no whit better than with magnesium. I noticed 
that it was used as far back as 1864 for this purpose. When 
required to be held in the hand, I use always a small piece, 
about 2in. long, of brass tube, through which the ribbon is 
passed by the hand, so that any length of it may be used. AVlien 
the light reaches the end of the tube it, of course, goes out. 
This simple device is the invention of my friend, Mr. A. I). 
Richardson, of the Royal Botanic Garden, and a former 
member of this society. I have brought to the meeting less 
than a dozen transparencies made from my negatives, and one 

from a print, which will be shown on the screen, but it may be 
convenient, shortly, to explain them now. The first four are 
from slides of sand photographed with Zeiss 75mm., one being 

from sand from the desert near Cairo, and the second from 
singing sand from the island of Eigg. These two were made 

to illustrate a paper by Mr. J. G. Goodchild, F.R.S., on desert 
conditions in Britain, and photo-mechanical prints from them 
were printed to illustrate his paper in the “ Transactions ” of 

the Edinburgh Geological Society, and in that of Glasgow. 

The third is sand from the new Imperial Dock at Leith, while 
the fourth is sand from an egg-boiler sand-glass. The latter 
was made to show how very inapplicable the sand from the 
first three was to be used for sand-glasses, an opinion to the 

effect that desert sand was so used having been given by an 

expert in geology. The next two slides are from negatives taken 

with Zeiss’s C lens, to show that the lungs in the bronchial 
pneumonia of a cow are quite open and free, while in the lungs 

from a cow with pleuro the air cells are full of matter. These 
were made to settle this question, which was in dispute between 

the two veterinary colleges here. The next slide is potato starch 

under polarised light. The next two are from slides of Navicula 
rliomboides, taken with my dry 4mm. Zeiss aprochromatic. 

This particular valve measured the l-150th of an inch in length, 
and both the longitudinal and transverse lines are beautifully 
shown ; there are not less than 60,000 to the inch. The next 
is a portion of one of these valves, taken with my 2.5mm., 
water immersion, by Zeiss. 

The next slide is a copy from a mechanical print of a negative 
taken by Dr. Yon Zettnow, of Berlin, of Amphipleura pellucida, 

with the 1.6N.A. lens formerly mentioned. This diatom con¬ 
tains at least 90,000 lines to the inch, and is the finest natural 
object known to microscopists. Until this object glass was 
made, the thing could not be done. Dr. Yon Zettnow has 
succeeded admirably in rendering this most difficult object. 

Many others have tried it, but his undoubtedly is the best. 
Very few of these 1.6 lenses have been made. One was sent 
to Dr. Yan Heurck, of Amsterdam, but his photograph, 

although good, is inferior m every respect to Dr Yon Zettnow’s. 
One was sent as a present to the Royal Microscopical Society 
of London. A committee was appointed to test the lens, but 
they utterly failed to do anything with it, and thinking it was 

the fault of the lens, they sent it to Jena to be nut right. They 
were told there was nothing wrong with it; the failure was 
entirely owing to their want of skill in using it. I could 
show you many more slides, but they are endless ; what I show 
you are those taken with the lowest powers of the microscope 

and those with the highest. It is sometimes assumed that 

medical objects are flic most difficult to photograph; that, 

however, is very far from being the case. Sir William Turner 

stated, at the Medical Conference, last year, that bacilli measmvd 

in diameter 25,000 to the inch, while Klein states that mi to 

cocci measure 50,000 to the inch. The finest of these, you will 

see, are only about half as fine as the lines on Amphiphum 

pellucida, and as they are usually stained black, they ar 

easy objects to photograph. I wish to add, further, that tin- 

apparatus you now see and the others I use—for I have other 
two—were made with my own hands. Now, as to the gelatine- 
bromide films. I am an original member of the British Astro¬ 
nomical Association. When the Association were making 
arrangements to visit Vadsoe, to observe the eclipse there, 

a discussion arose as to whether they should use collodion 
plates or gelatino-bromide ones to photograph the eclipse. 
Some asserted that collodion had a finer grain than gelatino- 
bromide plates. To ascertain if the microscope would show any¬ 

thing as to this, I made a number of negatives, both from old 
collodion plates and from recent gelatine ones. To account 
for the increased speed of the gelatine plates, you must, I 

think, take into account the circumstances under which the 
two kinds of plates are made. In making a collodion plate, 
the first thing to be done was to make the plate as nearly 
chemically clean as possible. I worked collodion for a long 

time myself, so that I am not speaking without experience. 
The best way of cleaning it was by using the solution devise.I 
by the late Mr. Carey Lea, a solution of bichromate of potash 

with a small quantity of sulphuric acid in it. Washed with 
this, the grease, if an}*, was removed when dried with a clean 
cloth ; it was then held in a plate-holder, and polished with 

a piece of clean chamois leather. There is a better way of 
obtaining a chemically clean surface than this, which I us© 
when preparing a telescope camera for silvering, but Carey 
Lea’s was quite sufficient. After cleaning, the plate was held 

by the edges, if of small, size, and a pool of collodion poured 

on its centre. The plate was slightly tilted, to make the 
collodion flowr to all the four corners, and after the collodion 

wras slightly set the plate was placed on a glass flat rod termed 
a dipper, and placed in the nitrate of silver bath containing 
40 grains of silver to the ounce, where it remained for a very 

short space—from a minute to two minutes. It was then 
taken out and placed in the dark slide, and was ready for 
exposure. All this, of course, was done in the dark room. 
You will see from this, that the collodion being set, the silver 

did not to any extent enter the film, but remained on the 
surface. With gelatine plates, on the other hand, the silver 
is incorporated with the film and permeates it thoroughly. 

It would seem from this that that may be an explanation for 
the increased rapidity of gelatino-bromide plates. When 

making negatives for the transparencies, I thought it would 
be proper for me to measure the size of the grains of silver, both 
in collodion and in gelatine plates. This I did in many plates, 

and found that, both Avith collodion and gelatine, the size 
of the grains were probably the same. The largest grains 
measured 1-9,000th of an inch in diameter, while the smallest 

measured 1-19,000th. The same thing occurred in Mr. Carey 
Lea’s allotropic silver, which Mr. Bashford showed and ex¬ 
plained to you many years ago. When I showed the trans¬ 

parencies I am to throw on the screen to our Photographic Club 
some years ago, I happened to use the term “ molecule of 
silver.” I was, however, sharply called to order by Dr. Drink- 
water, the chemist, for this, and hence I term them grains. I 

noticed when you had a paper from an assistant at the Black¬ 
ford Hill Observatory, last September, he termed the silver 
grains molecules of silver. I shall now sIioav you about a dozen 

transparencies male from both collodion and gelatine nega- 
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tives. I need not here specify the names of the makers of the 
plates. You will see, however, that in every one of the ordinary 
plates the silver grains are in a more scattered form, and the 
granulation is finer. The more rapid the plate is made t e 
grains run into groups or bunches, in some cases resembling e 
spicula we find on natural objects in micro slides. You will, ' 
I do not doubt, conclude, after seeing these slides, that the 
advice given by makers of plates to use always an ordinary 

plate whenever possible is an excellent one. For astronomical 
photography, especially for negatives, where afterwards delicate 
measurements require to be made, I should say a slow ordinary 

plate is an essential requisite. The use of gelatine pa e, 
became general, I think, some time about 1879-80. It was a 
good many years after this before, however, they were used 

to any extent in astronomical work. I think it is to Sir David 
Gill, the present astronomer at the Cape, that the woi i 
astronomical photography is largely due. He showed one 

evening, at the Royal Society here, some of his work and 
among others a transparency from his wonderful negative 

Eta Argus. The space covered by the plate was only eig i 

times the size of the full moon, or four square degrees and 

on it could be counted 200,000 stars. An enlarged copy of this 

negative is hanging in the outer room of the Royal Society 
here, and I feel sure if any of you would like to see it the 
librarian and his assistant would be pleased to let you see it. 

When astronomers first began to use the camera they were a 

little vague with their expressions. You find them constant y 

usin°f the term, “the angular aperture of the camera, 
and ° other expressions, showing that their acquaint¬ 

ance with the art was only beginning. In Mrs Agnes Clerk s 
“System of the stars,” she has a chapter on astronomical 

photography, and in it she says : “ The new plates ” (that is, 

gelatine ones) “were, however, first used for astronomical pur¬ 

poses by Dr. Huggins in 1876. Since they are five times more 
sensitive dry than wet, exposures with them can be indefinitely 

prolonged.” The book is dated 1890. Observe the deduction. 

It is because they are five times more sensitive dry than wet 

that exposures may be indefinitely prolonged. A very good 
paragraph on the use of rapid plates is to be found by the 

Editor of the “ British Journal Almanac ” in this year’s edition. 

The gist of it is that whenever small plates are to be enlarged, a 
slow plate, where the silver is in a minute state of division, is 

by far the best to use. When Dr. Readman read his paper 

to you, two years ago, on “Development,” he happened to refer 

to the developer going down through the film. I was struck 

with this, and at once proceeded to measure the thickness of an 
ordinary Ilford film, which may be taken as a representative 
one. I had some difficulty in getting a clean-cut edge, as 

however sharp the knife used was, there was always a teai. 
I found, however, after a number of trials, that the film 

measured about the l-500th of an inch in thickness, that is to 

say, 500 of them placed like the leaves in. a book would measure 
an inch across. Now, when you consider that the largest grains 
of silver are only the 1-9,000th of an inch in diameter, this 

means that nearly 20 of them could be placed the one on the 
top of the other iu the thickness of such a film ; while of the 
smallest one, only the 1-19,000th of an inch, nearly 40 of them 

could be so placed. There is a paper by the Director of the 
Lick Observatory in “ Astronomy and Astro-Physics, for, 1 

think, 1893, in which he states that the silver grains as 

measured by him were two in the 1-10,000th of an inch. Of the 

* The negatives were taken with a Zeiss 4 mm. dry objective ; the view 
or diameter of the object included, with the glass and a, No. 4 compen.atio y 
piece! is l-55th of an inch. Only about half of this, however, is seen in the tiap¬ 
parencies, or 1-110th of an inch at the distance of the iantern from the screem In 
magnification on the screen will be about 20,000. times . The slidM undoubtedly 
show that the grains of silver are of the same size both in collodion and gelati 

films. 

largest ones, that is just twice the size of my measurements, 
which I have no reason to think were wrong. His object in 
making the statement was to show that in the enlargements of 
the Lick photos of the moon, which were being made on a large 
scale bv Professor Weinek, two of these grains, which, accord¬ 
ing to him, were 1-5,000th of an inch each, would just cover one 
of the small craterlets of the moon in the enlarged copy. This, 
if it does anything, shows clearly the necessity for using plates, 

with the finest grain in astronomical work. 
W. Forgax. 

THE TELEPHOTO LENS AND ITS MEASUREMENTS- 
[A paper read before the Society Fran<jaise de Photographie.] 

The problem we propose to solve is the length of a telephoto lens and 

the position of the enlarged image, varying with the degree of magni¬ 

fication, or, in other words, the different extensions of the telephoto 

lens itself and the camera upon which it is fixed. 
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Let us take the following factors 

/„ focus of the positive lens. 
f2t focus of the negative lens (or eye-piece of telescope). 

A focus of the telephoto combination. 
a, distance of object for the negative lens, or measure of its intro¬ 

duction within the cone of rays parallel to the optical axis, 

a, distance of image from the negative lens. 

V, enlargement. . . , 
e, separation between the nodal planes of the posit.re and nega- 

tive lens e3. , , . . , 
A, the optical interval, or the distance between the focal points 

of the positive and the negative lenses : the a+f J- o 

Dallmeyer (B. J. P-, 1893, p- 477). See a s0 r* 
Steinheil : Ueber Fern photographie. Phot. Corr., lb^9 

p. 483. (B. J. P-, 1901, p- 407.) 

The following relations are at our service :- 

I. The evident ratio of 

f 
= V, and likewise of -j = 1 • 
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II. The well-known fundamental formula : — 

1 1=1 
a a. j, 

Startiog from this point, by introducing the values of the first 
equation to the second, we get the following new values :— 

or, since V — — 

I. a -f 
11. GL = (V - 

III. x-a ■ r-, 
IV. A = u - 

/ V 
A _ 

V 

i > /=; 

f,. 
~V ’ 

or, again, in another manner, by substituting the optical interval A 
for the factors I. and III.: - 

I. a = (V - 1) A 

ir. « = v(v - i) a 
Iir. « - a = a (V - l)'= (V - 1) 2 A 

T To demonstrate this, let - 126 mm.,f* — 45 mm , and V — 3 
f imes, we find that:— 

A = 15 mm. 
a = 30 mm. 
x = 90 mm. 

ct - a = 60 mm. 

The proportions of this example are observed in the diagram. 

Greater magnification, that is to say a larger V, is obtained by 
bringing the two components determined by /, and /,, into closer 
proximity. Their focal points F7 and F2 are nearer to each other 
and the interval A is less. Taking the same example with enlarge¬ 
ment, V = 10 times, A is found to be 

f2 A.K -j-Q = 4'5 mm. 

The extent to which the two components have been brought closer 
-together, by increasing the enlargement from 3 to 10 times is 
therefore : — 

h fi ~ tV /"> 
which is equal to 10 5 mm. for f, — 45 mm. In this way it is ea«y 
to calculate a table showing the difference of separation between the 

positive and negative lenses of a telephoto combination, for various 
degrees of enlargement:— 

mm. mm. 
Enlargement 3 times, = 15'— statting point O'— 

„ 4 >> a’, = 1125 telpphoto systf m shortened by 3 75 
,, 5 

V 
A- -- 

O 9 — 11 O'— 
,, 6 M L±q = 7 5 1* 7 5 
„ 7 M a7 = 6'4 11 8 6 

8 
V ^8 = 5 6 M 9 4 

„ 10 -\o — 4'5 10'5 

Tnis scale is true of the negative Jens, whatever the distance of the 
focus of the positive lens may be, with which it is combined. 

We have thus ascertained the position of the negative component, 

a,nd we have now to determine the displacement of point F3, which 
varies with the enlargement V. 

A second table may be calculated for the different positions of F3 as 

the centre of the final image, in various degrees of enlargement, or, in 

other words, we can calculate the extension of the camera carrying the 

telephoto combination. The displacement of the image point Fa> 

which is at one extremity of the distance x, beginning at H,, is also 

variable. It may be ascertained from the focu3 for infinity, F„ of the 

positive component. We will therefore calculate the value of x-a 

for the degrees of enlargement V= 3, 4, 5, &c., up to 10. (See the 

article by the same author : Du Teleobjectif," Supplement of the 

Bulletin de la S.ciete fram-iise de Photographic, 189G ; Mcmoires et 

Documents du Laboratoire d’essais de la Societe franriise de Photc 
graphie, vol. i, p. 207.) 

The following table is calculated for the example already given, 

■ taking the F! as the measuring point, and therefore = 0 : — 

mm. 

Enlargement J'= 3 times (x - a)3 = ( V— l)vA = 60'— 

„ 4 „ (*-a)4 = (V- 1 )* A = 10P25 

,, 5 „ (x-a), = (V- 1)-A = 144 — 

„ 6 „ (x a)e = (V— 1)"A = 187 50 

:i 7 (x-a)T = (V- 1)2A = 231 •— 

m 8 „ (*-a)g =* (V- 1)*A = 275 60 

„ 10 „ (x a).0 = (V- 1)* A = 364 50 

An alteration in the focal distance of the positive component also 
has no influence upon these values, since they depend upon the focus 
of the negative lens f2 — 45 mm. 

The separation of the two components, which, in a measure, is the 

ideal length, Ht H.: of the tube connecting them, does not, therefore, 
determine the enlargement and the exttnsion of camera. It is decided 

by the separation of their focal points. The length of the lube is 
deduced from this for the desired purpose, and it depends upon the 

focal length of the positive component. Taking the focal length of the 
negative lens as determined, let us note the point within it where the 
fi cus of the positive component would fall, and how much extends 

beyond it. Th:s portion is the A. If it is one-third of the length, the 

enlargement is 3 times, or if it is one-tenth, the enlargement is 10 

times. 

We may also infer that the intervals forming the scale of enlarge¬ 

ment remain the same, when the focus of the primary image is not 
coincident with the principal focus of the positive lens, that is to say, 

when the object is not distant, but close. The entire scale is merely 
placed further back upon the optical axis, by the extent to which the 

primary image is situate beyond the principal focus. 

First table : Showing in millimetres the requisite adjustment of 

the separation between the positive and negative lenses in the case of 
various telephoto attachments in general use, the necessary adjust¬ 
ment for a magnification of five times being taken as basis and 
reckoned as O. 

Focus of Times of Enlargement. 

Lens. 3 4 5 6 7 8 10 
111m 

-27. 4 3,60 41 35 0 -0,90 -1.54 - 2,02 

mm 

- 2,70 
■10. 5,33 2,00 0 1 33 2,29 3,00 4,00 
42. 5,60 2,10 0 1,40 2,40 3,15 4,20 
41. 5 80 2,20 0 1,47 2,5 L 3,30 4,40 
45. 6,00 2,25 0 1,50 2,37 3,38 4,50 
50. 6,67 ”,50 0 1,67 2,86 3.75 5,00 
58. 7,73 2,90 0 1,93 3 31 4,35 5,80 
00. 8,< 0 3,00 0 2,00 3,43 4,50 

4.88 
6,00 

65. 8,67 3.25 0 2,17 3 71 6,50 
67,5. 9,00 3,38 0 2,25 3 86 5,06 6,75 
68,7. 9,16 3,44 0 2,29 3,89 5,15 6,87 
70. 9,33 3,50 0 2,33 4,00 5,25 7,00 
75. 10 00 3,75 0 2,50 4,29 5,63 7,50 
78,8. 10,51 3 94 0 2,63 4,50 5,91 7,88 
80. 10,67 4,00 0 2,67 4,58 6,00 8,00 
85. 11,33 4,25 0 2,83 4,86 6 3S 8,50 
90. 12,00 4,50 0 3,00 5,14 6,75 9,00 
95. 12,67 4,75 0 3,17 5,43 7 13 9,50 
100. 13,33 5,00 0 3,33 5,71 7,50 10,00 
120. 16,00 6,00 0 4,00 6 86 9,00 12,00 
125. 16,67 6,25 0 4,17 7,14 9 37 12,50 
135. 18,00 6.75 <» 4.50 7,71 10,12 13,50 
150. 20,00 7.50 0 5,00 8,57 11,25 15,00 
•200. 26,67 13,00 0 6,67 11,42 15,00 20,00 

S cond table : Showing in millimetres the distance between the 

primary image and the enlarged image in the case of various telephoto 

attachments in general use. The extension of camera for correct 

focus is obtained by adding to the measurements, given in the table, 
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the distance in millimetres between the primary image, situate at the 

focus of the positive lens, and the front of the camera:— 

Tocus of Times of Enlargement. 

Lens. 3 4 5 6 7 8 10 
mm mm 

27. 61 83 113 139 165 219 
AO.. 90 128 167 206 245 324 
42. . 56 95 134 175 216 258 340 
44. 99 141 184 227 270 356 
45. 101 144 138 231 276 365 
50. 113 160 209 257 306 405 
58. 122 186 242 299 355 472 
60. 135 192 250 309 368 486 
65. 146 208 271 335 399 527 
<37,5 . 151 216 282 347 414 548 
■08,7 . 154 219 286 353 421 556 
70. 158 224 292 360 429 567 
75. 169 240 314 386 459 608 
78,8 . 177 252 328 405 483 638 
50. 180 256 333 411 490 648 
85... . 113 191 272 354 437 521 689 

■90. .... 120 203 288 375 462 551 730 
95. 214 304 396 488 582 770 

aoo_ . .. 225 320 417 514 613 810 
120 .. . 160 270 384 500 617 735 972 
T25. . 167 281 400 521 643 766 1013 
135... 304 432 563 693 827 1095 
150.. 337 480 750 771 918 1215 
dOO... 450 640 833 1029 1225 1620 

Max Loehr. (C. A. Steinheil Sons, Paris.) 
-«-——— 

THE WORK OF THE NEW COUNCIL OF THE 

ROYAL PHOTOGRAPHIC SOCIETY. 
[Reprinted from the Society’s Journal for March.] 

‘The Council have decided that a resume of their proceedings 
tshall be published in the Journal, in order that the members 

may be more fully informed upon the Society’s affairs. The 
[policy of the Council is one of greater efficiency. In carrying 

-out this policy, the Council will be guided by due considerations 

«of the Society’s finances, and every care will be taken to keep 
-expenditure within the bounds of expectant income. It is 
hoped, in view of the steps that the Council have taken, 

rthat every member will use his best endeavours to increase the 

membership, that he will strive to identify himself more closely 

with the Society’s work, and that he will help to acquire 

ffar it that position in the world which the Royal Photographic 

Society of Great Britain should occupy. One of the first duties 
«of the Council has been to appoint a number of committees 

to which it may look for advice upon the many important ques¬ 

tions that require attention at once or in the immediate future. 
Tt was laid down at the outset as essential that the members of 
nlll committees should be properly qualified for the work they 

would have to perform. The Council considered that the realiza¬ 
tion of this ideal would be greatly assisted by the adoption of 

rthe new principle of drawing upon the general body of the 
members for a certain proportion of the members of committees. 

Tt has therefore been decided that all committees of Council 

shall consist of five members, three of whom shall be members 
-of Council and two non-members of Council, and it is hoped 
that the members will receive this information as an intimation 

that their co-operation with the Council in the business of the 
.Society will be very cordially welcomed. In recent years a 
-desire has been frequently expressed that the Society’s house 
-should be opened in the evenings, in order to meet the require¬ 

ments of those members who may be unable to exercise their 
privileges during the daytime. The Council have thoroughly 
•considered the matter, both from the point of view of a desire 
to do all that is possible for the members and that of the 
ultimate good to the Society. It is considered that the funds 
of the Society warrant them !in resolving that the house be 
kept open continuously every day, excepting Sundays and 
public holidays, from 10 a.m. to 10 p.m., until the end of their 
term of office, i.e., February, 1903. Effect will be given to this 
resolution as soon as the House Committee have completed the 
necessary arrangements. The dark rooms are being over¬ 

hauled, and the installation of an enlarging lantern is in hand. 
The preparation of a museum anl exhibition rooms for the 

display of the Society’s permanent collection, apparatus, his¬ 
torical and technical photographs, is also proceeding. It will 

be of interest to many members, also, to know that a dressing- 
room for their convenience will shortly be made available. 

The New Committees. 

The Council have also considered the Society’s position in 
the light of the special resolutions which were passed on 
February 11th, and confirmed on March 11th. These resolutions 
so amended the articles of association as to throw upon the 
Council the duty of deciding between the appointment of an 
honorary or a paid secretary, and an honorary or a paid editor 
of the Journal. The Council have decided, after a careful 
examination of the matter and of the financial position of the 
Society, to exercise their power of appointing a paid secretary 

and librarian, and they have to announce that they have 
bestowed the appointment upon Mr. A. AY. AY. Bartlett, who 
has been for some years in the Society’s service, and, during 
the past three years, its assistant secretary. The Council 
have given the same careful consideration to the question of 
the appointment of the Editor of the Journal, and have decided 
to leave the Journal in the hands of an honorary editor, as 
before. The following re-appointments have been made: 
Honorary Solicitor, Mr. Francis Ince; Honorary Editor, Sir 
VY. de AY. Abney, K.C.B. The vacancy caused by the re¬ 

appointment of Mr. Ince has been filled by the election of Mr. 
Benjamin Gay AYilkinson as an ordinary member of Council. 

The Council have come to the conclusion that the best interests 
of the Sodiety will be served by the publication of several items 
of information that have hitherto been inaccessible to the 

members at large, and in virtue of this decision, the composi¬ 
tion of all committees, and the various standing orders and 
resolutions that may be passed for the guidance of the Council, 
will be published in the Journal. The: Council have pleasure 
in notifying the members that they have secured promises of 

the services of the undermentioned gentlemen upon the respec¬ 
tive committees. The House Committee, which will be 
entrusted with the general management of the house, including 
the dark rooms, enlarging room, house exhibitions, etc., is 

composed as follows : Dr. E. C. Fincham, Mr. S. Herbert Fry, 
Mr. Thomas K. Grant, Mr. J. C. S. Mummery, and Mr. John 
Sterry. The Fellowship Admissions Committee, to which 
is entrusted the dut}r of examining the applications 
of candidates for fellowship, is composed of the follow¬ 

ing fellows of the Society: Mr. C. H. Bothamley, 
Mr. AY. L. Colls, Dr. P. H. Emerson, Mr. Andrew Pringle, 
and Mr. AVilliam Taylor. The Lectures Committee is an 
innovation. It is entrusted with the duty of providing for 

the Society’s programme, and it consists of the following : Mr. 
Douglas English, Professor Raphael Meldola, Professor AY. C. 
Unwin, and Sir H. Trueman AYood. The Finance Committee 
will advise upon the Society’s finance, and is composed of the 

following : Mr. Frank Bishop, Mr. Leslie E. Clift, Mr. E. B. 
Knobel, Mr. C. H. Oakden, and Mr. John Sterry. The Journal 
Committee has the care of all matters concern.ng the Journal 

and its publication, and is composed of Mr. Leslie E. Clift, 

Mr. Douglas English, Mr. A. Haddon, Dr. G. Lindsay Johnson, 
and Dr. E. AAT. Prevost. The Lantern Committee will provide 
for the lantern meeting programme, and will conduct these 

meetings. It is composed of Mr. R. R. Beard, Mr. T. E. 
Freshwater, Mr. Ernest Marriage, and Mr. AVilson Noble. 

Tiie Standing Orders. 

The following standing orders have been adopted : — 

(1) The Council shall meet on the first Tuesday in every 
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month during the session, and at such other times as the 
President may determine. Three times per annum, on the 
occasion of the meeting of the Fellowship Admissions Com¬ 
mittee, the Council shall meet at 8 p.m., in order that the 
report of that Committee, which w'ill meet at 5 p.m., may be 
presented. A resume of the Council’s proceedings, their stand¬ 
ing orders, and the composition of their committees shall be 
published in the Journal. 

(2) Every member of Council shall be supplied annually with 
a copy of all instructions (other than the printed articles of 
association of the Society) that have been passed for the 
guidance of the Council. 

(3) The Council shall vote only upon such questions as may 
be specifically set forth in the agenda accompanying the notice 
of meeting, excepting the following items, which shall be held 
to be sufficiently indicated by the term “ general business,” 
viz. : (a) The reading of the minutes of the previous meeting ; 
(b) the passing of the nominations of candidates for member¬ 
ship and applications for affiliation ; (c) the receiving of 
presents; (d) the passing of accounts for payment; and (e) the 
reading of letters. It shall be in order to propose that any 
matter is urgent, and if four-fifths of those present vote in 
favour of urgency, that matter shall be considered in the same 
way as if due notice had been given. 

(4) The election of honorary fellows shall be conducted in 
the following manner : Notice of a proposal shall be given on 
the agenda accompanying the notice calling the meeting of 
Council at which such proposal is to be made. The proposal, if 
duly seconded, shall be discussed at such meeting, and the voting 
shall take place at the meeting of Council next following that 
at which the proposal has been made. Absent members of 
Council may vote in writing, but the nominee shall not be 
elected unless three-fourths or a greater proportion of the total 
of members of Council present and those voting in writing vote 
in favour of the election. Honorary fellows shall be asked to 
present their portraits to the Society’s collection. 

(5) Applications for the fellowship will be received only from 
ordinary members of the Society. Such applications shall be 
considered by a Committee of Council, composed exclusively of 
fellows of the Society, who shall meet three times per annum, 
and report concisely upon the applications received. The report 
of the Committee shall be presented at one Council meeting 
and discussed, and shall be voted upon without discussion at 
the Council meeting next following. No candidate shall be 
admitted to the fellowship unless two-thirds, or a greater pro¬ 
portion, of those members of Council present vote, by show 
of hands, in favour of the election. The names of candidates 
admitted to the fellowship shall be announced and printed 
in the Journal, together with a statement of the number of 
applications disposed of by the Council. Notice of the meeting 
of the Fellowship Admissions Committee shall be published in 
the Journal and the technical Press, with a state¬ 
ment of the bases of qualification. Applications shall be made 
upon the form provided for the purpose, and candidates will be 
required to submit a statement of their qualifications in rela¬ 
tion to one or more of the following heads : (a) Important con¬ 
tributions to photographic knowledge, in theory, practice, or 
invention , (b) the production of notable work in pure photo¬ 
graphy or in the arts and sciences kindred thereto; (c) work 
done m disseminating photographic knowledge ; and (d) any 
public service tending to the advancement of photography. 
Candidates are asked to specify subjects upon which they will 
be prepared, if desired, to write a thesis. They should furnish 
the names of one or more members of the Society to whom 
they are personally known. Students who may become candidates 
for the fellowship must show, to the satisfaction of the Council, 
that they have received a suitable general education, and that 
they have a good knowledge of photography in general, or a 
fair knowledge of the general subject, and a special knowledge 
or experience in one or more of its branches. As to general 
education, the Council suggest the following examinations: 
The matriculation, preliminary, or entrance examinations of 
the various universities and colleges, the Oxford and Cambridge 
local examinations, and the higher examinations of the College 
of Preceptors. In photography and allied subjects, the Council 
suggest the examination of the City and Guilds Institute in 
photography, especially the honours stage (which will be 

regarded as the chief recommendation for admission), tin• 
examinations in chemistry, physics, drawing, painting, and 
other allied subjects held by the Department of Science and 
Art and the various educational bodies. A certificate, under 
the seal of the Society, will be issued to all candidates who may 
be admitted to the fellowship. 

(6) The Council shall consider annually the award of on<- 
silver Progress Medal. The Progress Medal may hi* awarded 
in recognition of any invention, research, or publication which, 
in the opinion of the Council, shall have resulted in any 
important advance in the scientific or artistic development of 
photography. The award shall be conducted in the following 
manner: (a) At their November meeting the Council shall 
receive the names of nominees, duly proposed and seconded, 
and the nominators shall hand in a written statement of the 
special work for consideration ; (b) at their December meeting 
the Council shall discuss the work of the nominees as set forth 
in the proposals, and shall ballot out the names until only one 
remain ; (c) at their January meeting the Council shall, with¬ 
out discussion, vote openly upon the question of the award. 
Absent members may vote in writing, but the modal shall not 
be awarded unless two-thirds, or a larger proportion, of the- 
recorded votes are in favour of its bestowal. Recipients of the- 
Progress Medal shall be asked to present their portraits to the 
Society’s collection. These regulations, with the names of 
those who have received the medal and a statement of the 
reasons for the award, shall be published annually in the 
October number of the Journal. 

(7) Committees of Council shall be composed of five members, 
three of whom shall be members of Council and two non¬ 
members of Council. The President shall be a member, 
ex officio, of all committees. The Editor of the Journal shall! 
be a member, ex officio, of the Journal Committee. Thu 
committees’ reports shall, nothing preventing, be circulated 
amongst the members of Council prior to the meeting at which 
they are presented. 

(8) The election of the exhibition judges by the members 
shall be conducted on the same lines and at the same time as 
is the election of the officers and Council. The judges’ expenses 
shall be paid by the Society, the maximum allowance being 
the railway fare and two guineas for hotel expenses, if residence 
in London be necessary. 

(9) The judges to be elected for the exhibition in the year 
1903 shall be members, ex officio, of the Selecting and Hanging 
Committees. 

(10) The Selecting and Hanging Committee in the pictorial 
and technical sections of the exhibition to be held in the year 
1903 shall be composed each of nine members, six of whom 
shall be elected by the Society and three by the Council. The- 
election of the six members by the Society shall be conducted 
on the same lines and at the same time as the election of the- 
officers and Council. 

(11) Lecturers and readers of papers and addresses shall be- 
informed that the Society requires first publication of their 
communications, unless special exception be made by the> 
Council. The travelling expenses of invited lecturers shall be 
defrayed by the Society. 

-♦-- 

Thk third Photographic and Optical Exhibition, at Portman Rooms, 
Baker Street, W., opens on Friday, April 11th, and closes on Saturday, 
April 19th. w e are informed that the rooms will be filled with a display 
of apparatus. Some sixty firms will be represented, many of whom will 
have something quite new to interest the visitor. At one of the stalls 
will be displayed a new daylight-loading system of flat-film photography. 
As at previous exhibitions, a room will be set aside for entertainments 
and half-hour illustrated lectures and demonstrations. Dr. W. Hampson, 
M.A., will lecture each evening at 8.30 upon Liquid Air, and will perform 
the experiments of producing oxygen, freezing mercury, chloroform, ether, 
etc. Mr. T. C. Hepworth v ill give demonstrations in X-rays each even¬ 
ing, and will also during the exhibition lecture on enlarging, hand- 
camera work, modern illustration methods, colour photography, the 
Transvaal war and photography, photography with the microscope, and 
picture-making by photography. The lectures will be illustrated with 
the aid of the optical lantern. Mr. W. F. Slater is also down for “Snap¬ 
shots on the Continent,” which lecture will be delivered on Monday, the 
14th inst., at 9.30. The Imperial Orchestra will play every afternoon 
from 3 o clock to 6, and in the evening from 7 to 10. Particulars of other 
attractions will be found in the official programme, which will be issued 
on the opening day of the exhibition. 
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ABOUT PHOTOGRAPHIC POSTCARDS. 

[Reprinted from the Bromide Monthly for March.] 

Picture postcards have attained such an amount of favour that 
the products of the half-tone worker and lithographer, that we see 
also in this country, are insufficient ta satisfy ohe public. The 
Rotograph Company, therefore, make a private postcard prepared on 
one side with the regular printed matter and sensitized on the 
other to give the photographer an opportunity to let his artistic 
tastes run rampant, and in this manner better and more artistic re¬ 
sults are attained than could ever be gotten by mechanical processes. 
It also gives a great field to the professional photographer to turn 
the postcard into a “ money-getter,'' and the apparent side line will, 
when properly pushed, soon take up his whole attention. I lie 
scope is so great that I will only attempt to give a few examples. 
For portrait work of any kind, from the few extra cards that the 
customer will order from his negatives after the regular order has 
been delivered, and a postal sample is shown as ‘‘ the very latest 
out,” to the* hundreds that the theatrical or political party can 
always use, for view work of any kind, business premises, interiors, 
factories, groups, picnics, anything and everything: there is no end 
to the use they can be put to. 

The manipulation of Rotograph postcards is simple. They are re¬ 
gular bromides and have the great advantage of all Rotograph papers, 
and that is latitude in developing. First of all, the negatives must 
be prepared for printing by placing a “ cut out ” over the subject 
of red or orange paper. The opening must be over the subject, 
the solid paper covering the rest of the negative so as to make it 
print Avhite; then before going into the dark room it is best to 
mark the size of the postcard on the paper covering the negative, so 
that they all have the same margin, and because it is a help, as it 
enables one to make the changes more rapidly after each exposure. The 
prints are, of course, printed by contact in a regular printing frame. 
Where there is only cne negative to be printed it can be done in 
day or artificial light. The latter light is preferable. In either 
case, I should advise one or more thicknesses of tissue paper pasted 
over the printing frame to diffuse and soften the light, the colour 
of the paper to be determined according to the printing value of 
the negative—a light yellow for flat negatives ,a blue and a white 
paper for contrasting ones. The daylight exposure wo id d have to be 
an extraordinarily short one (hardly a second), therefore artificial 
light is best, with from two to eight seconds exposure, according to 
the light used. Where there are a number of postcards to be made 
from several negatives it is best to fix up a little plant, simple and 
inexpensive, nevertheless time-sawing and practical. A rack to hold 
twelve printing frames should be placed opposite and parallel to the 
light used, the light to be diffused as before mentioned, this time 
by covering a frame, say about 30ins. by 40ins., with two thicknesses 
of white tissue paper or any translucent paper or cloth. After every 
exposure, which is best counted out loud, so as to secure uniformity, 
the light can be shut off or covered, and in this way a lot of cards 
can be printed in a short time. For taking the cards out of the 
printing frame I should advise the manipulator to always keep those 
of one kind together and develop them in a lot, so as to secure 
uniform results. This is especially meant for a beginner. 

For developing, three trays or dishes are needed—one for plain 
water, one for the developer, and one for the hypo. bath. The 
prints are first placed in the plain water, so as to soak them 
thoroughly and prevent any air-bubbles in developing. From thence 
they are to be taken one by one and placed in the developer. There 
should be plenty of it in the dish, just as in toning a batch of prints, 
so that a dozen or more can be handled with ease. As soon as de¬ 
veloped they can be put direct into the hypo, bath, care being taken 
again not to have any air-bubbles, as they would cause brown spots. 
Use one hand to dip the cards in the hypo., and turn them over 
several times, and the other hand to move them in the developer. 
After thoroughly fixing and washing the cards, we pass to the 
drying of same. The best method is to lay them face down on a 
clean, white sheet of cloth, and when about half dry turn them over 
on the other side and let them lay in this way until nearly dry. 
Then they should be placed one on top of the other, with a clean 
piece of muslin between each one, and either weighted down or put 
into a copying press. 

My favourite developer is:—32oz. of water, 66grs. of metol, 60ozs. 
of sulphite of soda, 254 grs. of hydroquinone; 80 grs. of bromide 
of potassium, 3 grs. of carbonate of potassium. Use one part to four 
parts of water. Hypo, must be acid. 

■-♦- 

Professional Photographers’ Association.—The members’ meeting of 
the Association will be held at the Royal Photographic Society, 66, Russell 
Square, London, W.C., this evening, Friday, April 4th, at 8 o’clock. 
Business: Discussion on fire insurance rates. (Members are requested 
to bring with them particulars of their present nolicies.) The Professional 
Photographers’ Association’s action on copyright matters. 

THE PHOTOGRAPHIC TRADE ASSOCIATION. 

The following circular has been issued to members: — 

March 18th, 1902. 

THE ANNUAL GENERAL MEETING. 

At a meeting of the Executive of the Association, held on Ih 
olst ult., it was decided that the Annual General Meeting should b 
held on Thursday, April 17th. The annual dinner of the Associa¬ 
tion will take place on the evening of the same dav. In order : , 
make the necessary arrangements, applications for tickets should b 
made to the secretary, at the above address, not later than Saturday. 
March 29th. tickets, 7s. 6d. each. It is hoped that vou will en¬ 
deavour to keep open this date in order to be present at the meet¬ 
ings, as your Executive are anxious to have them as representative 
as possible. 

AMALGAMATION OF WHOLESALERS. 

With reference to the last paragraph in our circular letter t! 
January 18tli, you will be interested to hear that a combination of 
some of the wholesale photographic trade, who are members of the 
Association, and whose names are given below, has resulted in the 
formation of a company, entitled—“The Alliance Roll Film Camera 
Company, Limited.” The firms will combine their joint experiem ■ 
in the introduction of roll film cameras and films. Their specialities 
will be put on the market by the individual firms introducing them, 
but will be obtainable from any of the other members. It will at 
once be seen what an enormous advantage it will be to the dealer 
to have the combined experience of the leading members of the whole¬ 
sale trade in the approval and production of roll film cameras, etc., 
suitable to. meet the competition and the requirements of the market. 
Barclay and Sons, Limited; Busch Camera Co. ; W. Butcher and 
Sons; Jonathan Fallowfield; G. Houghton and Son; Marion and Co., 
Limited; F. Newbery and Sons; John Sanger and Son; W. Sutton 
and Sons; C. Tyler and England Brothers, Limited. Other whole¬ 
sale firms are also expected to join. 

(•xDibitions. 
GLASGOW CAMERA CLUB. 

This exhibition, which was opened on Tuesday, evening, March 
24th, in the rooms of the club at the Religious Institution Rooms, 
200, Buchanan Street, Glasgow, shows that the members (it is entirely 
a members' show) have considerable versatility, if the spectator is to 
judge from the wide range of subjects that have fallen to their 
cameras. Though the number of exhibits on the walls this year shows 
a decrease on the number of last year, still there is a remarkably high 
standard of excellence and an evidence that the members have a 
vitality seldom seen among the contributions of so limited a circle. 
The mounting of the exhibits point to a considerable amount of taste 
and artistic skill, and, besides being a step in the right direction, 
shows that there is a unmistakable upward tendency. The gentle¬ 
man at whose hands the pictures received distinction was Mr. H. T. 
Redwood, of Glasgow, and generally his awards seem to be satis¬ 
factory. In the first class, which was for any subject half-plate size 
and under, the work entifed, “ Low Tide,” by Mr. Alex. H. Duncan, 
is fortunate enough to win the premier prize—a silver medal. Its 
dignified treatment is splendid, while it is of technical excellence. 
“ Waiting for the Tide,” by Robert Gray, conveys the sentiment of 
its title well; it is typical in composition, and thoroughly effective. 
“Veritas” for “The Haunt of the Kingfisher” is commended—an 
altogether charming production. The next class is also for any 
subject, larger than half-plate size. This section contains quite a 
number of splendid examples of what photography can do in the 
hands of a person who has artistic feeling. 

W. Crosbie’s “Spring” is a most effective and admirable work, and 
has a nice airy feeling about it. To this Mr. Redwood awarded the 
silver medal. President Gray comes closely after the winner with 
his river piece, “ Evening on the River,” a colour print, which owes 
much to the beautiful colour and its happy grouping and arrangement 
of line. Commendation was given to Mr. A. H. Duncan for “ Banks 
of Allan Water.” He also sends a dainty and happy composition, 
entitled “ Fintry Bay.” Miss Davies’ work should be noticed: it is of 
a high order, and shows a fine sense of composition. The outing class 
was not taken advantage of as it should, and contained only nine 
entries. Mr. T. Walker is awarded the bronze medal for “ Silver 
Birches, Cadder Woods.” This is an excellently-composed work, 
slightly over-printed, perhaps. “ A spring Woodland ” by the same 
worker is an unconventional treatment. “ Under Easy Sail,” by 
James Gray, is second, and pleased us much. 

The “Novices”—those who had never won a prize—did not show 
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up anything uncommonly, and the bronze medal goes to J. Duncan 
Leslie for a fair portrait, “My New Hat.” There are quite a number 
of architectural works in this class, the best of which is “ Rood 
Screen, Glasgow Cathedral.” “The Blackadder Crypts” are rather 
overdone, and are not to be compared with Andrew Walker’s well- 
known medalled picture of this subject. Lantern slides were a 
superior lot, The 19 sets that were forward did not contain one 
“duffer.” A silver medal was awarded to Robert Gray’s exquisite 
floral studies. His “ Chrysanthemums ” well merit this. R. L. 
•Collins takes the bronze for a superior lot of landscape views, while 
T. S. Muir’s set was commended. Messrs. Walker, McIntyre, Gray, 
•and Douglas show good work. 

EXHIBITION BY C. YARNALL ABBOTT. 

The Royal Photographic Society is now holding an exhibition of 
the works of Mr. 0. Yarnall Abbott, of Philadelphia, U.S.A., at 66, 
Russell Square, W.C. A short address by Mr. Abbott was read at 
the opening on Tuesday evening, the 2th ult, The pictures are 
unframed, but, neither individually nor as a whole, do they suffer 
on that account. They are tastefully mounted on boards of various 
tints, and of ample proportions, and this simple form of presentation 
is perhaps the ideal one for the effective display of photographs of 
the kind under the circumstances. In the admirably-written lines in 
which Mr. Abbott indicated his idea and his aims he enunciated the 
principle that a photograph to be a picture must possess something 
more than mere technical perfection; that it must be permeated by a 
spirit which cannot be defined in words, but which can be recognised 
or felt by those who know how to seek for its presence. We are 
paraphrasing, not quoting, the words. With this, of course, we are 
in cordial agreement, and it requires but a brief survey of Mr. 
Abbott's work to perceive that throughout his aim has been to infuse 
into his productions that touch of human sympathy which may be 
present when an intellect exercises the power arid the control, but 
which is necessarily absent in the result of a machine. In this con¬ 
sistent endeavour, though naturally he is not always successful, his 
example deserves our thanks. If the position of photography as a 
means of artistic expression is to become established, it wall be by 
the efforts of those who, like Mr. Abbott, place their ideal high, even 
to a height unattainable in our present state of knowledge, but who, 
further, are not above the plodding work necessary to discover 
methods of making the means at our disposal sufficient to attain the 
desired end. 

But in avoiding Scvlla, Mr. Abbott falls into Charybdis. The 
average photographer, even when his intention is to produce a 
pictorial photograph, usually fails in the spirit, though technically his 
work may be excellent. Mr. Abbott, on the other hand, appears to 
disregard technical photography altogether. Indeed, it seems clear 
that he not only fails to realise the importance of good technique, but 
entirely underestimates its difficulty. The following lines from his 
address indicate this With the well nigh perfect apparatus of 
to-day, technical proficiency is within the reach of every photo¬ 
grapher.” “Owing to the ease with which an accurate photograph 
may now be obtained of almost any subject,” etc. Our views with 
regard to the ease with which an accurate photograph may be ob¬ 
tained are totally at variance with those of Mr. Abbott. That what 
is usually termed a “good technical negative may be made easily 
we admit, but an accurate photograph—that is dne which accurately 
suggests the visual impression of the view or object itself—is quite 
another matter. It is because the “ good technical negative ” does 
not produce accurate photographs that it is the object of so much 
derision. To produce accurate photographs requires much study and 
much skill, much study of nature and natural objects, such as every 
painter has to undergo to gain the power of analysing visual impres¬ 
sions, and much photographic skill to approximate chemical to visual 
effects. We are at one with Mr. Abbott that even an accurate photo¬ 
graph requires something more than its mere technical perfection to 
make it a picture. Nevertheless, feeling is not the only good quality 
a picture should possess, and we take it that correct or approximately 
correct rendering of gradation or true tone value, to put it another 
way, is as essential in the art sense as it is to accurate photography, 
and that to violate nature by transgressing natural laws in a way 
which is palpable to the least observant is no less an offence against art 
than it is against truth. In much of his wrork Mr. Abbott freely 
transgresses thus. His favourite methods seem to be either to merge 
his intermediate tones as much as possible into the highest and lowest, 
so that the lights and shadows are equally without any indication oi 
form or texture, or to flatten the whole to the extent that the subject 
is without drawring or texture and differentiation of planes or atmos¬ 
phere. An example of the last-named method is entitled “ a study,” 
a nude female figure. It requires close examination to discover that 
the figure stands in a rivulet, the banks of which are just knee high. 
The effect, that of a figure with amputated legs standing on the 
stumps, is quite revolting In another case, a, nude figure lying on 
the grass, but for the head and arm? which indicate what it is, might 

be a collapsed balloon, for the body, but for the outline, is an uiinoxt 
shapeless mass of white. The defect is particularly unfortunate m 
this case, for the surroundings of the figure are managed with gnat 
skill. 

We might easily refer to many examples of failure entirely <lu. t(, 
want of sufficiently accurate photography and to others in which the 
same want is barely atoned for by compensating good qualities. We 
do not, however, wish it to be understood that we found nothing that 
waa could unreservedly praise. There are many little studies quite 
admirable, and when Mr. Abbott contents himself with simple ti at 
ment of his subject he is usually successful. llis children and p.,r 

j traits generally are acceptable,‘and even among his most aspiring 
attempts where his prevailing faults are most pronounced th-i art 
works which command respect and even admiration. 

Like many others whose ambition it is to gain a reputation in 
pictorial photography, Mr. Abbott has allowed the unfounded re¬ 
proach that photography is purely mechanical to eat into his soul, 
and in endeavouring to avoid its common defects has also avoid d 
availing himself of its advantages. That is not the way to raise 
photography. Like other methods of expression, photography has its 
limitations, but many of what are sometimes considered limitations 
disappear in the hands of an expert, for they are really difficulties, and 
not limitations. We shall watch with interest Mr. Abbott’s photo¬ 
graphic career. He is earnest and enthusiastic, and this exhibition 
amply testifies to his good intentions. With these qualifications and 
persevering study of the capabilities and management of his medium, 
about which he has much to learn, his chances of distinction arc 
great. We will conclude by quoting an aphorism from his address, 
the study of which we commend no less to himself than to othei 
aspirants to fame in pictorial photography:—“ Let us beware of the 
insiduous facility of the regular thing, but let us also take heed 
lest we fall into the opposite extreme of being ‘different’ at all 
hazards. Neither eccentricity nor even diffusion of focus will alone 
ever make a picture.” 

- —-—-♦-;~>— 

I)od Books. 
“ The Imperial Handbook, 1902.” Published by the Imperial Dry Plate 

Company, Cricklewood, London, N.W. 

The contents of the “ Imperial Handbook,” which has firmly estab¬ 
lished itself as a welcome visitor in the spring, are, as usual, varied and 
interesting, and of a nature to assist the photographer in his practical 
work. The developing formulae are given in the English and metric 
systems, and there is included a table showing the time required for 
development of correctly-exposed plates with the Imperial developers. 
“ Success with Snap Shots,” is a collection of hints, illustrated, by photo¬ 
graphers who have made instantaneous work a special study. “ Latitude 
in Exposure : What it is, and how to make use of it,” is an illustrated 
exposition of the subject, which leads to the practical conclusion that 
“ we may avail ourselves of a latitude of fully fifteen to one with Imperial 
special rapid plates, and by a very simple modification of ordinary 
development obtain results which are practically the same. In other 
words, you must cut your coat according to your cloth—i.e., adjust your 
development according to exposure.” Examples of portraiture by two 
masters of the work, Mr. W. Crooke and Mr. W. Gill, make two full- 
page illustrations; and there are articles on “ Development by Factors ”; 
“Imperial Plates at the Front,” by H. C. Shelley; and “About Imperial 
Plates.” Preliminary particulars are given of the Imperial Photographic 
Competition, over £500 in cash prizes being offered. The “ Imperial 
Handbook ” is readable and instructive from cover to cover, and as it 
is obtainable gratis, every reader of this notice would do well to secure 
a copy of it. 

“ The Photographic Dealer’s Annual.” Edited by A. C. Brookes. 96 pp. 
Price Is. London: Published by Marshall & Brookes, Harp Alley, 
Farringdon Street, London. 

Bound in a stiff paper cover and evincing distinct improvement in the 
editing, the present volume of this annual is a great advance upon 
former issues. There are articles on “ Modem Photographic Lenses,” 
by Dr. C. Y. Drysdale; “ Magnalium for Photographic Purposes” by 
“ Foreman ”; “ A Photographic Dealer’s Workshop,” by Mr. A. W. 
Marshall; “ Practical Hints for Colouring Lantern Slides,” by Mr. W. 
Green; and “ Profit-sharing and Co-partnership,” by Mr. J. Bingham 
Wise. The m’scellaneous information is copious and well-chosen, and 
there are also many half-tone illustrations. Especial value attaches to 
the list, of trade addresses, and a capital feature is a list of trade marks 
registered in 1901. The editor, in his preface, hopes “ that something 
useful will be found ” in the pages of his Annual “ for ever}' member 
of the trade.” This hope will probably not pass unrewarded, for the 
book is an extremely serviceable and interesting compilation. It is issued 
to the trade only. 

“ Urlin, the Harper; and Other Song ” is the title of one of the Vigo 
Cabinet Series published by Mr. Elkin Mathews, of Vigo Street, London, 
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W. The author of the poems is Mr. Wilfred Wilson Gibson, one of the 
sons of our esteemed friend, Mr. J. Pattison Gibson, of Hexham. Some* 
of the verses have seen previous publication in the “ Saturday Review,” 
“ The Spectator,” and “ The Outlook,” and we have been pleased to see 
the little volume receive kindly notice in the press. The following, per¬ 
haps, shows the author at his best:— 

Song. 

As one who plucks a blossom in the dark, 
And knowing not the wonder of its hue. 
Drinks in the ecstacy of scent and dew; 
So I, in ancient dreams, was glad of you. 

But now the rising sun has lit the flame, 
The blue and gold and scarlet of your pride; 
While all men seek your garden, far and wide, 
I, hungering, in the wilderness abide. 

Yet, when the colour of your life shall fade, 
And all the petals of your splendour fall, 
When time has shaken down the golden wall. 
May I not find you lonely after all? 

Mr. Gibson seems to us to have the true poetic instinct, and we wish 
him success in the attractive if difficult field of work he has chosen for 
himself. 

No. 20,933.—Photography.—Patentee : E. Donitz, Carl Zeiss-Strasse, 
Jena, Saxe-Weimar. Shutters. 

Relates to double slide or blind shutters, which can be set with safetv 
the exposure aperture of which can be adjusted in breadth, and which 
can be used for rapid or time exposures. The shutter is at rest after 
an exposure, the lens aperture being covered by the slide, and the stud 
on the slide resting on the stop. 

No. 21,034.—Photography.—Patentee : F. W. Suter, 66, Berners Street 
Oxford Street, W. Printing. 

A vessel supported on trunnions is partially filled with water or other 
liquid. An aperture in the upper part is covered by an elastic diaphragm, 
between which and a glass plate the paper and negative are placed, 
the plate being carried by a double wall of the vessel. The vessel is 
then gradually tilted, so that the diaphragm is gradually pressed against 
the paper by the flow of the liquid, close contact between the paper 
and negative commencing at the bottom and proceeding upwards to 
force out air from between them. 

Iku) Apparatus, $c. 
“ Traite de Chimie Photographique.” By L. Mathet. Paris: Charles 

Mendel, 118 and 118bis, Rue d’Assas. 

We have received a copy of the second edition of Mons. L. Mathet’s 
“ Treatise on Photographic Chemistry,’ a work that was first placed 
before the public some ten years ago. The book has been brought well 
up to date, and is one of the best of its kind that we have seen. The 
first volume gives an outline of chemical science, with special reference 
to photography, a description of the methods of analysis, and a theo¬ 
retical review of the various photographic processes. The second volume 
is a study of the various products used in photography, and it might 
preferably be looked upon as a dictionary of photographic chemistry. 
Each substance is reviewed in a very complete manner, the formula, 
atomic weight, synonyms, specific gravity, solubility, and chemical and 
physical properties being given. The mode of preparation, the charac¬ 
teristic reactions, and photographic uses of the substance are also 
described. It is a work that should prove to be of great use to French 
photographers, and we can warmly commend it to those of our readers 
who may wish to have a very comprehensive work on photographic 
chemistry in the French language. 

--♦- 

Patent Peu>$. 
-♦—■— 

The following particulars are specially drawn for the British Journal 

of Photography by Messrs. Hughes and Young, Patent Agents, 55 and 56, 
Chancery Lane, London, W.C., who will give advice and assistance free 
to our readers on all patent matters: — 

Patent Applications.—No. 5,843.—Charles Thomas Bilbin and Millie 
Yates, 1, Laura Villa, ^Velsh AValk, Oswestry. <<An improved 
support for focussing clothes and screens for photographic and 
other lenses, re Patent, No. 15,693, August 1st, 1899. 

No. 5,863—George Nicholas Stone, 43, Pellatt Grove, Wood Green. 
“An improved shutter for photographic purposes.” 

No. 5,884.—Henri Perrin, Lincoln’s Inn Fields. “Improvement in pro¬ 
cesses for producing enamelled polychrome photographs and 
artistic stained glass and other like decorations.” 

No. 5 985.—John Henry Hill Duncan and Frederick Gowenlock, 
Lincoln’s Inn Fields. “ Improvements in photographic apparatus.” 

No. 5,986.—John Henry Hill Duncan and Frederick Gowenlock. “Im¬ 
provements in apparatus for developing and fixing photographic 
plates and films.” 

No. 6,040.—John Daniel Cross, 1, lee Street, Blackburn. “Improvements 
in hand cameras.” 

No. 6,237.—Moses Joy, Lodewyk Jan Rutger Holst, and Frederick Schmid. 
x30, Fulton Street, New York. “ Improvements in photographic 
cameras. 

No. 6,279.—John Dumaresq, 28, Rosoman Street, Clerkenwell. “Im¬ 
provements in ferrotype dry plate photographic apparatus.” 

No. 6,355.—Henry John Hodgson, St. Peter’s, Exmouth. “ Improvements 
relating to supports for picture and photographic frames.” 

Patents Illustrated. — No. 20,932. — Photography. - Patentee : P. 
Rudolph and O. Nathan, both of Carl Zeiss-Strasse, Jena, Saxe- 
Weimar, Germany. Roller slides; shutters; cameras. 

Relates to mechanism by which a roller slide and shutter are actuated 
simultaneously or separately. For separately setting the shutter, which 
is of the focal-plane safety-blind type; the handle is turned clockwise. 
Ihe segmental toothed wheel fixed on the crank axis actuates first the 
pinion, thus winding up the safety blind, and then the pinion, winding 
up tne main blind of the shutter. 

The Cornerpiece. Manufactured and sold by W. Tylar, 41, High Street, 
Aston, Birmingham. 

Suspended in the corner of a room, this bracket photograph-holder 
makes a pleasing piece of domestic decoration. It is constructed of 
solid hardwood moulding, and the two backs of the frame, which are kept, 
in position by small tum-buttons, are easily removed; so that the photo¬ 
graphs may be changed from time to time. Upon the level top a small 

article of brie a-brac can be safely placed. The cornerpiece, when not 
in use, may be folded up. It retails at 4s., and is well worth the. 
money. The idea is neatly carried out, and Mr. Tylar, whose fertility 
of resource in catering for an insatiable photographic appetite always 
excites our admiration, is to be congratulated i pon a happy inspiration 
m introducing to us a cheap and effective means for the decorative 
utilisation of photographs. 

Messrs. Ferd. Anthony Horle & Co., of 8, St. John’s Lane, E C are 
introducing a series of albums which appeals to the large class of'photo- 
graphers that nowadays makes contact prints from small negatives The 
books, which are tastefully designed and bound, and with ornamental let 
tenngon the covers, take slip-in Brownie, Pocket Kodak, Folding Pocket 
Kodak, and Lrttle Nipper photographs. The albums are excellent value 
and answer their purpose so admirably that, when filled with photo¬ 
graphs, one need have no hesitation in handing them for inspection to 
ones discriminating friends. The same firm have placed before us a 
senes of parchment envelopes for mounted photographs—Moire, Butter¬ 
fly, and Aurentum. These are exceedingly elegant, and lend additional 
charm to cabinet portraits that are inserted in them. Messrs. Horle’s 
albums and envelopes should he popular. A special illustrated list of 
them is issued for the use of the trade. 

The Thornton Pickard Hand and Stand Cameras. Manufactured 

llilinehl.^he^ire nt0n Con,pan,, 

v,QAufeW week®, snlce we drew attention to the new series of roll-film 

fi,!aTu™ uhat ve been brouSht to the attention of photographers 
by the Altrincham house; and the object of the present notice is to 
append a supplementary reference to two stand cameras, which meet 
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the special needs of many workers. The first is the Triple-Extension 
Ruby, shown in the larger of the illustrations hereto. In the half-plate 

size this admits of an extension of 22 inches—a very great convenience 
in many respects, and especially now that telephotography is becoming 
so popular. The extra extension is obtained by racking the bellows 
out at the back of the camera, with the obvious result that an even 
balance is given to the instrument. The milled-head screw con- 

strolling this movement, it will be seen, is fitted to the left-hand side 
- of the camera. Beautifully finished in parts, and as a whole, the Triple- 

Extension Ruby has all the features and movements of the well-known 
Standard pattern. We were much impressed by the lightness, elegance, 
and ease in working of the specimen camera submitted to us. The time 
has not yet come when the sedate delights and meditative calmness of 
stand camera photography are > wholly replaced bv hand-camera 
work, and to those whose inclinations lead them to the taking of subjects 
where a comparatively great focal length of lens is required, the Triple- 
Extension Ruby makes a powerful appeal. 

The second of the illustrations shows the camera which is given in 
the Thornton Pickard “ Imperial ” complete outfit. It is a strongly-made 
instrument, embodying a swing back, rising and falling front, swing 
front, long extension, reversing back, rack and pinion; turntable, and 
plumb indicator. The set is completed by a doublet lens with iris 
diaphragrrrs three-fold stand, a time and instantaneous shutter, and 

Meetings or Societies. 
-♦- 

MEETINGS OF SOCIETIES FOR NEXT WEEK. 

April Name of Society. Subject. 

Glasgow and West of >tlaiui 

Oxford Camera Club. 

7 .| Croydon Natural History .. .. 

8 . Newcastle-on-Tyue...,. 

8. Thornton Heath Polytechnic.. 

8. Stonehouse Camera Club. 

8.! Croydon Natural History ..... 

8 . ISirmingham Photographic. 

!). Leeds Photographic Society ... 

!). Southsea Photographic Society 
9 . North Middlesex Photographic 
9.1 Crovdon Camera Club . 
10. Itodley, Farsley, and District.. 
10.. .......... j Richmond Camera .Club . 
10.;.‘ W oolwich Photographic .. 
10 . Sunderland Photographic .. 
11 . West London Photographic ... 

11.. . Croydon Natural History . 

I Technical Meeting. Estimating Expo 
I sure. Lecturer, Mr. Win. lioodwin. 
i Demonstration of Colour Photography. 
| Miss Acland and Mr. Minn. 

Mr. Kudler's First Lecture 7 45 p ni. 
I 'Trimming, Mounting, and Framing. 
I lly .1. Fitzgibbon Forde. 
nautern Night. 

I Elementary. Mounting and Finishing 
I < i-intji. Mr. Stickland. 
Geological. 
A Lantern Lecture on My Experience* 

with the Imperial Yeomanry in South 
j Africa, under Lord Methuen. Mr. 
I E. D. Taylor. 

(.'.fro to the First Cataract. Illustrated 
with Lantern Slides. (Yorkshire 

j Photographic Union Lecture.) Mr. 
I Percy Sheard. 
Toning Processes. Mr. F. .1. Mortimer. 
Technical Meeting. 
I he Hand Cameras of 1902. 

Field Work. 
Paper by Mr. E. Morgan. 
Focal Plane. Work. Walter Kilbey. 
Annual Exhibition. 
Three-colour Photography. A. C. Heard. 

I Photographic. Exhibition of Photo- 
f grwphy. Prize Slides. 

ROYAL PHOTOGRAPHIC SOCIETY. 

March 25th.—Mr. A. Haddon in the chair. 

a dark slide. The quarter-plate set sells for £3 10s., and the half-plate 
£4 4s., and we have only to say that, judging by the camera which was 
placed before us for examination, the outfits are extraordinarily good 
value for the money. To those whose pockets are none too well lined, 
and who, therefore, cannot indulge in the highest class of cameras, lenses, 
and accessories, we strongly recommend the Thornton Pickard Imperial 

outfits as perfectly good investments. 

' The Bantam Pocket Camera. Manufactured and sold by the Birmingham 
Photographic Company, Limited, Criterion Works, Stratford, near 

Birmingham. 

Taking 2^in. by 2in. plates in sheaths, the body of this little camera 
is in metal, and measures about 4in. by 3in. by 2in. The shutter gives the 
lens a working aperture of f/16, is ever-set, and allows of time and instan¬ 
taneous exposures. The camera has two sunk finders. Changing is 

■effected by the movement of a button on the top of the camera, in which 
the plate-filled sheaths are placed singly. The camera retails at 5s., 
and should be popular with the junior members of photographic families. 
Some excellent photographs taken in the Bantam have been submitted 
■to us, amply attesting that it is capable of producing good negatives. 
A remarkably cheap addendum to the camera is the developing and 
printing outfit, for which the small charge of 5s. is made. This consists 
of plates, developer, toner and fixer, dark-room lamp, three celluloid 
dishes, printing frame, fixing salt, draining rack, printing paper, and 
slip-in mounts. A small book of instructions is also issued. The outfit 
is exceedingly good value, find thus, at the small outlay of 10s., a complete 
pocket photographic set is available. The camera is made in Britain. 

-♦- 

The Curtis Optical and Photo Company have removed to larger and 

more central premises, 65, Dawson Street, Dublin. 

The chairman formally opened an exhibition of between seventy and 
eighty photographs by Mr. C. Yarnall Abbott, of Philadelphia, and an 
address was, in his absence, read by the secretary. Mr. Abbott said 
that photography had been to him simply a more or less satisfactory 
means of artistic expression, but in any event one with which he had 
succeeded better than the brush. With all due regard for technique, he 
gave it, however, but the usual second place in matters of the kind. 
Criticism of the sort of work he showed ought, he held, to be along 
pictorial lines, and lines more stringent than those applied to the judging 
of a painting, because of the ease with which accurate photographs 
were to be obtained. It must be good in the pictorial qualities of com¬ 
position, tone, balance, and the like, and, whether portrait or landscape, 
possess something more than a surface likeness of the subject. Mr. 
Abbott has striven to impart, in fact, to his photographs that something 
which embodies the difference between the picture and the chromo¬ 
lithograph of the shops. The photographs will be on view daily from 
10 to 4, and may be seen by non-members on presentation of visiting 
card. 

Mr. Charles P. Butler, A.R.C.Sc., gave an interesting discourse upon 
the photographic investigation of astrophysical problems. His remarks 
attached to a very large number of slides, which were described as they 
appeared upon the screen. The component parts of the spectroscope 
and the method of setting up and using it in astronomical research were 
explained, and followed by a statement of the directions in which it 
had been the means of adding to our knowledge of the heavenly bodies. 
The work of several eclipse expeditions was also described, and the 
results in many cases were shown. The erection of the temporary observ¬ 
ing stations was generally entrusted to the naval volunteers, who are 
usually delegated by the Government to assist, and the pictures of these 
good fellows engaged in the work and in practice, those of the camp 
and the roughly-erected observatories, threw an interesting ligat upon 
the work that Government institutions the world over are carrying on 
in this field. Mr. Butler also spoke of his own investigations into the 
career of Nova Persei, its recent appearance and subsequent behaviour, 
and showed several photographs of the region of the heavens in which 
rt appeared, before and after its appearance. 

PHOTOGRAPHIC CLUB. 

March 19th.—Mr. A. Mackie in the chair. 

Mr. Quincey showed and described his Quincey patent portable dark¬ 
room or developing chamber. It takes the form of a vulcanite vessel, 
let into the bottom of which is a red glass window, and into the lid an 
eye-piece with an opaque shutter. The plate is removed from the dark 
slide or magazine with the aid of a changing basr. and inserted in the 
developing chamber. The developer is introduced through a tube at 
the lower end when held vertically. The plate is covered with developer 
by bringing the apparatus to the horizontal position, and the progress 
of development is watched by applying one eye to the eye-piece, opening 
the shutter, and looking through the plate against a lamp. A number of 

| plates were developed in the apparatus, and its use was fully explained. 
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March 26th.—Mr. Alex. Bell in ihe chair. 
Mr. W. F. Slater gave a description of one of his conducted tours 

up the Rhine, and showed a large number of slides, taken by members 
,of the parties. Taking the Great Eastern Railway Company’s route via 
Harwich and Rotterdam, the night was spent on the sea, and an early 
landing was made for breakfast. Skipping the intervening country, Mr. 
Slater at once commenced the tour of Germany’s noted river, showing 
views of Cologne, Bonn, Coblenz, Bingen, etc., and the innumerable 
places of historical or pictorial interest that swarm upon its banks. 
Some excellent photographic work was done by the party amongst the 
Rhine villages, and altogether the lecture and slides formed an interest¬ 
ing insight into the life and landscape of the Rhineland, and was duly 
appreciated. 

CROYDON CAMERA CLUB. 

The usual Easter excursion was held on Good Friday, when a party of 
25 members, personally conducted by the president, journeyed down to 

i Amberley. Some of the party proceeded in charge of Mr. Hicks to 
-depict the more picturesque parts of Amberley village, including the 
■church and the remains of Ahe castle. Thence a move was made to 
Bury, where lunch was taken. In the afternoon the route was through 
Arundel Park to Arundel. There the castle, lake, and river kept all 
busy for some time. The other section followed the devious reaches 
of the Arun down to Arundel, which was reached about four o’clock, the 
scenery met with having yielded- a large number of promising subjects. 
High tea was partaken of by the reunited party at the Bridge House 
Hotel at 5.30, a well-served repast being forthcoming. During the day 
nearly 400 plates and films were exposed. A silver medal will be awarded 
for the best picture taken on this excursion. 

Commercial $ Ccgal Intelligence* 
-♦- 

Messrs. R. & R. Bull, Victoria Street, Ashbourne, write:—“We shall 
feel obliged if you will kindly state in your columns that, having acquired 
rthe photographic business lately carried on by Mr. J. L. Hart, we have 
opened a dark room for the use of amateurs, and that all kinds of photo¬ 
graphic requisites will be kept in stock. We might mention that 
Ashbourne is the nearest town to Dovedale.” 

Reduction of Prices of Warwick Films.—The Warwick Trading Com¬ 
pany, Limited, 4 and 5, Warwick Court, High Holborn, W.C., write: — 
“ On and after April 1st, film subjects listed in our catalogue will be sold 
by us at the following net prices: All Warwick films, one guinea (21s.) 
per 50ft. approximate lengths (about 5d. per foot) net. All star trick 
films, 35s. net, per length of about 65ft.; longer lengths in proportion. 

The Royal Arms.—Many tradesmen from motives of loyalty and for 
purposes of advertisement display the Royal Arms on'shop fronts, trade 
labels, paper bags, and in other ways. The Solicitor-General was recently 
asked by Mr. Knowles to say whether when tradesmen do this “ without 
words implying that they make such assumption by authority,” steps 
would be taken to make it clear that such persons are free from liability. 
The reply given was that any person using the Royal Arms without 
authority in connection with his business is liable to penalties if he so 
uses them as to lead the public to believe that he is carrying on his 
business by or under the authority of His Majesty, of any of the Royal 
Family, or of any Government department. Whether the Royal Arms 
are so used in any particular case is a question of fact to be determined 
if proceedings are taken. The Government see no necessity for any 
alteration of the law.—“ Pharmaceutical Journal.” 

“ Glycia.”—Messrs. J. J. Griffin & Sons, Ltd., of 20-26, Sardinia Street, 
Lincoln’s Inn Fields, W.C., write:—“We have much pleasure in inform¬ 
ing you that we have now placed on the market a new P.O.P. manufac¬ 
tured at our own works, which will be sold under the trade-mark of 

Glycia.’ The main feature of the paper—that it gives increased 
■contrast—is sufficient justification for its introduction. We believe that 
there exists a demand, more especially among amateurs, for a paper 
which will give a result which is tantamount to a moderate intensification 
of the negative. A very large proportion of the negatives produced by 
amateurs invariably tend to thinness, due to over-exposure, under 
development and other causes. A call, therefore, has been made for 
more body and life in the prints. This, by a method entirely new in 
emulsion making, we are able to guarantee in vigorous ‘ Glycia,’ giving 
contrast without hardness. We would particularly point out that this 
vigorous effect is produced by the extra sensitiveness and richness in 
the shadows, and there is no tendency whatever to chalkiness in the 
high lights. Prints on vigorous ‘ Glycia ’ are full of sharp detail, the 
shadows rich, and the whole print bright and plucky. It is very fre¬ 
quently an advantage to be able to use borax, owing to the facility with 
which this chemical can be obtained. We are glad to say that the 
borax bath can be used as well as the sulphocyanide for toning ‘ Glycia,’ 
and the results produced with it are extremely attractive, the toning 
proceeding evenly and quickly. The paper can also be toned in the 
combined toning and fixing solutions, and it can also be used for develop¬ 
ing out with metol and pyro. The prices of the paper are exactly the 
same as the regular P.O.P. now on the market, and it is' being supplied 
in sixpenny and shilling packets, the former being put up for all the small 
popular cameras, such as the Brownie, Little Nipper, etc. We can 
supply to any of your correspondents a' sample 4-plate size post free 
for 2d.” 

Cranks. Probably there never was a man who had an idea which 
was a short time in advance of the age w'ho was not unkindly dubbed 

crank. How often is the term applied to the inventor who is strug¬ 
gling with his conception and the construction thereof, and how many 
times must the expressed opinion of his lack of sanity discourage the 
man who is honestly, earnestly striving to bring forth a new and useful 
device or expound a new discovery! Yet patent lawyers and business 
men are often the first to so stigmatise the inventor who comes to them 
for help. There is a man in the Patent Office to-day who is still working 
for 1,500 dols a year because he called Bell a cramc and refused to buy 
at a nominal price telephone stock which to-day would make him a 
multi-millionaire. Edison was a crank, Tesla was a crank, Marconi was 
a crank, and a long list of men, headed by Santos-Dumont, Langley, and 
Maxim, are called cranks to-day, because they are fighting their way to 
the conquest of the air through difficulty and discouragement from the 
masses, who say, ignorantly enough, that because it has never been 
done, it can never be done. The president of a well-known chemical 
concern of New York said recently, in instructing his lawyer:—“If any 
fellow comes to you and claims to have a chemical process which is an 
improvement on any of our specialities, don’t let him get away for want 
of a few dollars. No matter if he is drunk and in rags, find out what 
he knows and help him along if there is any chance of his making an 
improvement. He may be the undiscovered genius with a million-dollar 
prize in his head.” Moreover, it is reported that this course has resulted 
in the saving of many dollars. Of course, there are a hundred useless 
ideas presented for overy one which is of value, but the one usually pays 
for all the rest, with a little over for “ vedvet.” It was the great thinker 
and philosopher, Herbert Spencer, who said: “ The vital knowledge 
which underlies our whole existence is a knowledge that has got itself 
taught in nooks and corners, while the ordained agencies for teaching 
have been mumbling little else but dead formulas.” And no sounder 
doctrine ever found print. The real knowledge, the real discovery, the 
real invention which is epoch-making and world-valuable, is not found 
in books, but in “ nooks and corners,” and the crank who to-day ferrets 
out from its hiding place a pearl of Nature’s hidden knowledge is the 
great man of to-morrow. Long live the crank! May his wheels revolve 
none the less steadily for his unwelcome name and the ridicule aimed 
at his head, and may the world at large come, in the fullness of time, 
to recognise that all which it cannot understand is not necessarily non¬ 
sense, and that the impossible of the Now is the ordinary of the Future.— 
“ The American Inventor.” 

-♦-- 

Deu)$ and Dotes* 
-—-♦-- 

The Zoological Photo Club, devoted to bird and animal photography, 
has vacancies for members. Subscription 2s. 6d. Secretary, Charles 
Louis Hett, Springfield, Brigg, 

Messrs. J. J. Griffin & Sons, of 20-26, Sardinia Street, Lincoln’s Inn 
Fields, London, W.C., write:—“We have the pleasure to enclose you 
herewith copies of recent lists emanating from our process department. 
We think that possibly some of your readers may be interested to know 
that we supply every requisite for photo-process work and photo 
engraving.” 

“ The Carbon Process ” was the subject of an interesting lecture 
delivered before Devonport Camera Club last week by Mr. H. J. Hissett:, 
president. Mr. J. T. Trend, who presided, spoke of the remarkable 
success which Mr. Hissett had achieved in connection with the carbon 
process. The lecturer having remarked that the process was one of the 
least expensive that he knew, gave a demonstration and explained the 
principles of the process, the method of exposing the tissue and develop¬ 
ment, and offered some useful hints. Mr. Hissett was heartily thanked. 

A Preservative for Albumen.—A paragraph in the “ Photographisches 
Chronik ” draws attention to the use of chloral hydrate as a preservative 
for albumen. The writer points out that many of the difficulties attend¬ 
ing the use of albumen in photographic processes arise from its decom¬ 
position, and that the fading of albumen prints is more probably due to 
paper coated with offensive-smelling material, than to imperfect elimina¬ 
tion of hyposulphite of soda. One gramme of chloral hydrate is sufficient 
to preserve 500 c.c. of fluid albumen, and paper coated with albumen 
preserved in this way will give prints of perfect purity in the high lights. 
The only difficulty to guard against is the use of ammonia, or other 
strong alkalis, which would decompose the chloral hydrate and form 
formic acid and chloroform. 

The “ Lega Naval e ” states that some interesting experiments have 
been made recently by the controllers of naval construction at Spezia 
with the inventions of Messrs. Russo and Laurenti for “ submarine 
vision.” Although referred to under the single name of clep8ose">pe. 
they are really two distinct instruments. The one, which was the first 
invented, gives an exact view in a closed chamber of all that is to be 
seen round about a submarine to any one who may apply his eye to a 
small eye-piece looking into the chamber. The later invention gives 
the same image much enlarged and visible to both eyes at once at some 
distance from the chamber. This second invention is approved by all 
who have seen it, and is considered as the true solution of the great 
problem of guiding and navigating the submarines. It is evident that 
it can also be used in fortifications on land, where it is an advantage to 
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obtain a view of the surrounding country and objects without the 
observer himself being seen. 

A Photographic Survey of Surrey.—On Tuesday evening, March 25th, 
a meeting was held in the Town Hall, Croydon, Surrey, to consider 
the question of the above, the meeting, consisting of members of the 
libraries committee, the librarian, and also members of the following 
societies: the Croydon Camera Club, the South Norwood Photographic 
Society, the Footpaths Preservation Society, the Selbourne Society, and 
the various sections of the Croydon Natural History and Scientific Society 
composing the geological, zoological,., photographic, and museum com¬ 
mittees The appended resolutions, to the following effect, were 
carried:—(1) That the meeting forms itself into a provisional committee 
for establishing a Photographic Survey of Surrey, with the power to 
add to its number. (2) That the various societies and other persons 
within the county be informed by circular of the objects aimed at, and 
societies be invited to send delegates to the committee, with a view of 
electing a council and officers, to proceed with the work of the survey. 
(3) That pending the meeting of the above delegates with the committee, 
Mr. W. Whitaker, F.R.S., F.G.S., act as chairman, Mr. H. D. Gower 
act as hon. secretary, and Mr, S. Just as hon. curator, and that these 
gentlemen prepare and forward the circular above referred to. (4) That 
pending the proposed meeting, either the chairman, hon. secretary, 
or hon. curator be authorised to invite the co-operation, as members of 
the provisional committee, of any gentlemen interested in the objects of 
the proposed survey. 

The Chemical Society.—The annual general meeting of the Chemical 
Society was held on Wednesday, March 27th, when the president, officers, 
and council were elected for the ensuing year. The president (Professor 
Emerson Reynolds), after reviewing the state of the society at the present 
time, delivered an address, the subject of which was the periodic classifi¬ 
cation of the elements. In the evening a dinner was given by the officers 
and council to Professor van ’t Hoff, of Berlin, who had come over to 
England to deliver the Raoult memorial lecture. The president of the 
society was in the chair, and among those present were Lord Kelvin, 
Sir William Huggins, Principal Rucker, Professor Dewar, Professor Witt, 
Dr. Thorpe, Dr. Gladstone, Dr. Perkin, Dr. Johnstone Stoney, Professor 
H. E. Armstrong, Professor Meldola, Professor W. Ramsay, Professor 
J. M. Thomson, Professor Tilden, Professor Smithells, Dr. Horace Brown, 
Mr. C. Y. Boys, 'and Major P. A. MacMahon. After the toast of “ The 
King ” had been proposed by the president, that of “ Professor van ’t 
Hoff ” was given by Lord Kelvin, who referred to him as the founder 
of modern physical chemistry. Lord Kelvin said that as a physicist, 
if so he might call himself, he had for 50 years taught his students that 
chemistry and physics were one; nay more, that chemistry was a branch 
of natural philosophy. He did not say this in any boastful or vain¬ 
glorious spirit, but as a sober, logical division of science. There were 
two reasons why he had not himself taught chemistry; one was that 
there was no time, and the other that he did not know enough. He was 
reminded by the sight of Sir William Huggins of the alliance between 
dynamics, astronomy, and chemistry, for the president of the Royal 
Society had done great things to correlate astronomy and chemistry. 
Sixty years ago chemical atoms were thought of as objects infinitely 
small; now they were told that they were things of real magnitude, and 
a hydrogen atom, so far from being indivisible, had at least 500 parts, 
and in fact was a cluster having as many parts as a galaxy of stars. 
He then referred to Professor van ’t Hoff’s brilliant application of the 
principles of thermo-dynamics to explain the observed phenomena of 
solution, as developed by Raoult and van ’t Hoff himself, and to the 
latter’s extension of investigations to the case of solvents other than 
water. In replying to the toast, Professor van ’t Hoff expressed his 
thanks for what Lord Kelvin had said. He agreed with him on the 
whole that chemistry was a branch of physics, but with the restriction 
that it formed the largest branch of all. He was glad to be among the 
members of the London Chemical Society, not only because it was the 
oldest chemical society in the world, but also because it was the first 
to honour him with honorary membership, for which he had never before 
had the opportunity of thanking it personally. He concluded by pro¬ 
posing the toast of the society. Subsequently, in the course of the 
Raoult Lecture, Professor van’t Hoff began by giving some biographical 
details of his subject. Francois Marie Raoult, he said, was born at 
Tourne, Departement du Nord, on May 10th, 1830, and after holding 
appointments in Rheims and Sens, became Professor of Chemistry at 
Grenoble in 1867, retaining that position until his death in April, 1901. 
His scientific career might be divided into three distinct periods— 
physical, chemical, and physico-chemical. As a typical research in the 
first period Professor van ’t Hoff mentioned his work on the heat of 
chemical action as distinct from that of electrical action in cells of the 
Daniell type. His chemical work included various investigations, many 
having an origin in technical inquiries. But the researches which made 
his name famous as a scientific investigator were the establishment by 
experiment of a definite connection between the lowering of the freezing 
point of a dissolved substance and its molecular weight, and further 
of a similar connection between the molecular weight of a dissolved 
substance and the change in boiling point (vapour pressure) of the 
liquid in which it was dissolved. This led to the important generaliza¬ 
tion of the lecturer that the osmotic pressure of a dissolved substance 
bore a definite relationship to the pressure it would exert if it were in 
a state of vapour—a theory which had been of immense service in 
elucidating the nature of solutions, and had also led to the theory now 
widely accepted as to the existence in dilute salt solutions of the ions of 
the dissolved substance. As a man, he was characterised by tenacity of 
purpose and a keen eye for detail as well as for the broader issues, with 

conviction that the last word must rest with experiment. 

Correspondence* 
%* Correspondents should never write on both sides of the paper. ,\V> 

notice is taken of communications unless the names and add mss of 
the writers are given. 

*** We do not undertake responsibility for the opinions expressed by our 
correspondents. 

POTASSIUM AMMONIUM CHROMATE. 

To the Editors’. 

Gentlemen,—Referring to the notes in your iss*ue of March 21st on 
“Potassium Ammonium Chromate,” we may mention that a “tab¬ 
loid” preparation of this salt was issued by us about eighteen mouth* 
ago, and was described in the 1901 edition of “ Wellcome’s Photo¬ 
graphic Exposure Record,” published in November, 1900. It was 
uesigned to provide those who wished to make a few carbon print* 
at irregular intervals with a convenient means of preparing a reliable 
sensitising solution.—Yours very respectfully, 

Burroughs Wellcome and Co. 
Snow Hill Buildings, London, E.C., 

March 25th, 1902. 

RESTRICTIONS ON THE SALE OF POISONS. 

To the Editors. 

Gentlemen,—Last week you published the names of the committee 
appointed by the President of the Council to inquire into what altera¬ 
tions may be expedient in Schedule A of the Pharmacy Act of 1868, 
and who are now deliberating on the subject. It is a little curious to 
note, at times, how ignorant some coroners seem to bo with regard 
to the sale of poisons. At an inquest held at Liverpool on Saturday 
last on the body of a man who had committed suicide by drinking 
carbohc acid, the coroner is reported to have expressed the hope that 
something would soon be done to restrict the sale of carbolic acid. 
Now, the sale of this most useful disinfectant was, by an order m 
Council last year restricted to pharmaceutical chemists. What further 
restrictions are required if the chemists fulfil the conditions pre¬ 
scribed in its sale? Possibly, however, the learned coroner was 
ignorant of the fact that carbolic acid had been scheduled in tbe 
list of poisons, or he would not have made the remark he is reported 
to have made.—I am, yours, etc., 

Non-Pharmacist. 

April 1st, 1902. 

ANCIENT CUSTOMS AND THEIR RECORD. 

To the Editors. 

Gentlemen,—Nearly every town in England, and many villages,, 
have certain ancient customs that are still maintained, 
while others have died out, and no indelible record 
of them left.. The City of London still has some, 
one of which is that on Good Friday twenty-one old women 
are each on a certain gravestone in the little churchyard of St. Bar¬ 
tholomew the Great, Smithfield, presented with a new sixpence, and 
afterwards with a hot cross bun. The sixpences have to be picked 
up from the gravestone by the old ladies, who then have to walk over 
the stone. We read that'Sir Benjamin Stone, who has done so much 
in. recording by photography the past and passing, was there with 
his camera, so that we may be assured that this very ancient custom 
is duly recorded for the benefit of future generations. By the way, 
this little church of St. Bartholomew the Great seems to be but little 
known to Londoners, yet it is the oldest church in the City, and it 
escaped the Great Fire of London. Until quite recenlty a portion of 
it was used as a blacksmith’s forge. The church, which is always 
open to the public, is well worth a visit, and there is in the 
interior plenty of work for the archaeological photographer. Some 
of the tablets in the church are in memory of people who died of the 
“Great Plague of London.”—I am, yours, etc., 

F. S. A. 

March 29th, 1902. 

THE AGFA DEVELOPERS. 

To the Editors. 
Gentlemen,—We beg to enclose a copy of the “ Booklet on Modern- 

Developers” (revised edition, 1902). This has been brought up to 
date, and we have some 30,000 copies, or more if necessary, ready 
for free distribution through the dealers. We shall be obliged :f 
you can find space to give this little book a notice in the column of 
your esteemed journal with an intimation that dealers can have a 
supply free on application.—Thanking you in anticipation, we are, 
dear sirs, yours faithfully, 

Chas. Zimmermann and Co. 
9 and 10. St. Mary-at-Hill, London, E.C. 

April 1st, 1902. 
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AMIDOL. 

To the Editors. 

Gentlemen, I am enclosing an article for your journal, provided it 
meets with the approval of your experimentary operator. I am also 
sending you two specimens in confirmation of my essay (under separate 
cover). 

Your Almanac is a wonderful Is. 3d. worth, and is eagerly looked for 
here by all the army of cameraists. He must be a very poor specimen 
who cannot get a feed of some sort from the perusal of such a well- 
compiled heap of photo information. The illustrations also are an 
inspiration. 

Trusting my effort may do someone some good, I am yours faith¬ 
fully, H. Billens. 
Portrait Studio, The Square, 

Palmerston, N., N.Z., 18.2.1902, 

Poor little despised Amidol! While page after page is devoted to 
most others, this steam hammer has but two allusions made to it 
in the whole almanac. As if he was of no consequence whatever, 

•or just a toy for the little “Brownies ” to experiment and waste 
their time on. Now I am going to take pity on the little chap, be¬ 
cause I have found him quite a David, capable of knocking any of the 
other giants over. He has been one of my best friends for seven 
years, and has enabled me to produce as good negatives and bromides 
as an- of the best men in the colony. Stains the fingers? Does he? 
Well, so does nitrate of silver and iodine. Care will prevent that. 
At any rate, if any young lady Avould not have me because my nails 
were a little stained in the ordinary course of duty, why she would be 
quite welcome to the other chap with, the clean fingers. For seven 
years “I have used no other.” I left off experimenting as soon as 

I found out such a reliable and never-go-wrong developer. I cannot 
tell the number of hours or plates I have saved during that time in 
developing plates, of snapshot, studio, and copying, also bromide en¬ 
largements ad lib. 

I do not expect the grey heads of the profession to take this 
in, but I am giving the explosive bullet formulae—as I use it, in 
case there may be any hungry amateurs in the world, who have a 
little amidol on the shelf that they have given ui> in despair. Here 
it is : — 

Amidol, 60 grains; meto. bisulp. potash, 60 grains; bromide potass, 
20 grains; saturated solution sulphite soda, lOozs. This is the for¬ 
mulae for high-class bromides, snapshot and copying, but for those 
who like more delicate negatives, as for studio work, 3ozs more water 
will be an advantage. The quantity given will develop two dozen 
15 x 12 bromides. In cool weather and winter time the same pro¬ 
portion of amidol and the sulphite solution only give magnificent 
negatives. It is as well that the exposures be normal or under¬ 
exposed. 

Please mark the following in bromide work:—Soak as usual after 
exposure. When nearly up to full strength lift the print out of the 
dish and place at once in the fixing bath, otherwise it is apt to 
over-develop. This developer gives pure whites and blacks with 

good negatives. It is a one-solution developer. The amidol dissolves 
at once. No acid bath is required, andj no staining of any kind 
ever ensues. It is at its best freshly mixed, but will keep as long 
as other mixed developers. It is very <-asy to keep a saturated 

■solution of sulphite always on hand. If you have no mortar, pound 
up the bromide and meta between a piece of strong brown paper. 

STEREOSCOPIC PHOTOGRAPHY 

To the Editors. 

Gentlemen,—I read with interest ycur able article of March 21st 
on long-distance stereo-photography, redressing a slight error made 
by your correspondent, P.O.P., 28th Feb. Indeed, lenses of long 
focus can be used in stereo work, but in order to secure the desired 
sensations of solidity, it is essential to augment proportionately to 
length of focus the distance between the lenses taking the two images, 
namely, the base line of the triangle. This also applies to lenses 
of short focus, when subjects of long distance are to be photographed 
stereoscopically. By this mail, under separate cover, I forward half 
a dozen of my stereos, amongst which please to find two views of the 
Berner Alps as taken from Murren over the Lauterbrunnen Valley, 
by means of a small hand camera, with Zeiss’s lenses, 4^in. focus. No. 
2 slide was taken in the usual way, the two images exposed simul¬ 
taneously by the distance between the two lenses being 4in. from 
centre to centre. You will perceive this gives hardly any effect of 
solidity in the scope. No. 1 slide is taken from about the same 
spot, cn same subject, but the two images in succession, with a 
distance between the two lenses or two exposures of not less than 
150 feet. 

The huge dark rock in the foreground of the image, called the 
Schw. Monch, is distant from the place at Murren from where the 
stereo was taken about If English miles, measured as the crow 
flies. The summit of the “Jungfrau” is distant about 4 miles, the 
lower part of the Giesen Glacier about 2^ miles, the summit of 
the “Monch” 5^ miles, and the Juggi glacier 3^ miles off. This 

slide, with its exaggerated disltaiice between the two lenses, or 
rather, places of exposure, does certainly not render the effect of 
the mountains which the looker-on sees from Murren. It is intended 
to give an ideal view of the “Jungfrau,” such one as no one ever 
saw, but as a person might see from Murren, supposing his eye." 
were distant 150 feet the one from the other. The successive planes 
or rocks and mountains are, however, fully appreciable in this maimer. 
On the other hand, the greatness of the Alps appears considerable 
reduced. This apparent reduction in size takes place in all thV 
views I have taken with exaggerated distance between the two spots 
of exposure. The two stereograms of the illuminations of tin 
“Palais de 1’Electricite,” and fountains at the Paris Exhibition, 1900. 
were taken at 9.50 p.m. with f9 and 90 seconds exposure.—I am, 
gentlemen, faithfully yours, Victok Seld. 

42, Rue des Drapiers, Bruxelles, 
March 25th, 1902. 

[We have to thank Mons. Selb for the specimen stereographs, 
which bear out libs description of them. The Paris Exposition view- 
are strikingly good examples of photography at night; and th> 
representation of the ciystal globe that was shown inside th- 
Exhibition building is one of the most delightful stereos we hav 
seen. Mons. Selb’s stereoscopic work is, of its kind, superb.—Eds. 
B.J.P.] 

To the Editors. 

Gentlemen,—With reference to the note to P O P’s letter in your 
issue of the 28th March, I would ask to be permitted to say that 
I have seen stereoscopic pictures both of the sun and moon taken 
about the same time, and both (if I mistake not) by Dr. De la Rue, 
and they fully answered the purpose for which they Avere made. 
They made evident to anyone that the bodies Avere not flat, but 
solid, and nearly spherical; but they gave no idea either of the 
size or distance of these bodies. The appearance Avas that of models 
at a short distance, and that is quite in accordance with 
theory. 

It is quite possible to take pictures of an object a mile off Avith 
points of view exceeding the distance between the eyes. If viewed 
with lenses of the same focal length as those in the camera they 
will give the impression of being models at a reduced distance; 
if the focal distance of the lenses in the stereoscope be less the objects 
will be correspondingly enlarged. 

When the distance of the points of Ariew (distance of the lenses in 
the tAvo positions) is but very slightly in excess of the natural dis¬ 
tance betAveen the eyes the want of truth in the appearance will not 
be prominent, but it exists nevertheless. 

Each lens Avill produce just such a picture as Avoukl be seen by 
an eye placed at its centre, and the result must be as if the object 
Avere seen by a giant Avhose eyes Avere at the distance of the two 
points of view; the result of superposing the two pictures AvoRd 
be as if seen bv the giant; or, as reducing all things in the same 
proportion Avould make no difference, as though we Avere looking 
at a model at a reduced distance.—I am, gentlemen, yours faith- 

“SE NON E VERO.” 

To the Editors. 

Gentlemen,—I notice in your issue of February 7th a letter from 
a correspo dent enclosing a paragraph from the “ People.” in Avhich 
H dried fruit firm advertised for original drawings, and Avhere a 
neat little rejoinder Avas sent purporting to be from the pen of Mr. 
Phil May. 

I enclose a cutting from last Friday’s “ Morning Leader,” Avhere 
the same story appears., with the same reply, only it is' attributed 
to another man, Sir Philip Burne-Jones. 

Which of these two artists is the hero?—I am yours, 
J. W. Rigxall. 

City Studio, Ely, Cambs, March 25th. 

“A STORY OF SIR P. BURNE-JONES. 

“ Sir Philip Burne-Jones, avTlo Avas over-shadowed during liis visit 
to NeAAr York by the simultaneous presence of Prince Henry of 
Prussia, has nevertheless1 contributed a fairly good anecdote for 
society gossip. It appears that the painter, before leaving for Wash¬ 
ington, received a circular letter from a firm engaged in the sale of 
dried fruit. The circular invited him to compete ior a prize which 
Avould be given for the best design to be used in advertising the com¬ 
pany’s wares. Only one prize, it Avas stated, Avould be awarded, and 
all unsuccessful draAvings were to become the property of the firm. 

“ A NEAT REPLY. 

“The circular for a moment took the titled Briton’s breath away. 
Then he sat doA\rn and wrote the following letter: 

‘ Manager Dried Fruit Company. 
‘ Dear Sir,—I am offering a prize of 5C e<mts for the best specimen 
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of dried fruit, and should be glad it you 'will take part in the com¬ 
petition. Twelve dozen boxes of each Kind of fruit should be sent for 
examination, and all fruit that is not adjudged worthy of the prize 
will remain the property of the undersigned. It is also required 
that the charges on the fruit so forwarded be paid by the sender.— 
Yours very truly, 

“ P. Burne-Jones.’” 
[In reply: Probably neither artist is the hero. The till up matter cf 

the half-penny London news sheets should not be taken too seriously. 
To quote a celebrated description of it, “ It is written by office 
boys for office boys.”—Eds. B.J.P.] 

Answers to Correspondents. 
%* AU matters intended for the text portion of this JOURNAL, includ. 

ing queries, must be addressed to “ The Editors, The British 

Journal of Photography, 24, Wellington-street, Strand, London, 
W. C.” Inattention to this ensures delay. 

* ** Correspondents are informed that me cannot undertake to answer 
communications through the post. Questions are not answered unless 
the names and addresses of the writers are given. 

*** Communications relating to Advertisements and general business 
affairs should be addressed to Messrs. Henry Greenwood & Co., 
24, Wellington-street, Strand, London, IF. 6'. 

Photograph Registered :— 

E. W. H. Rutley, 117a, High Street, Croydon. Photograph of Miss May Frederika. 

Zero.—The name of the firm is unknown to us. 

Copyright.—Send our publishers three prints, and one-and-sevenpence, 
and they will effect registration for you. 

A. Lundstrom.—Hardly a matter for our correspondence columns, 
although we sympathise with you in your difficulty. 

Photographic Bureau.—“Address” writes: “Will you be so good as 
to tell me the address of a photographic bureau where they get 
you a re-engagement? ”—In reply: We know of no such bureau. 

Black Tones.—G. Page.—The print sent is a platinotype, and we cannot 
tell you how to get the same colour on glossy P.O.P. You may 
obtain a very similar one, if you employ a matt bromide paper. 
Try that, if you cannot get on with the platinotype process. 

Book Wanted—Peter Murphy writes: “Will you kindly inform me 
what is the cost of ‘ Experimental Science,’ by George M. Hopkins; 
also where it can be bought? You refer to it in Journal of 
February 21st, 1902, page 143.”—In reply: The book is published by 
Munn & Co., New York, price $4. 

The'* Mita ” Light.—F. W, D. writes: “ I read in your Journal that there 
is a new form of incandescent lamp, called the ‘ Mita ’ light. 
Would you tell me where I could get, this lamp, also if there is 
any danger in it ? ”—In reply: The lamp may be had from Dr. A. 
Hesekiel & Co., Berlin. The inventor claims that it is quite safe. 

L. E. C —Qualitatively, there is little or nothing to choose between 
them. Under very favourable conditions of light and subject— 
seas’de photography, for example—instantaneous results might be 
obtained: you must remember that with such a combination you 
are work'ng with a small aperture. 

Spoilt Plates.-—H. H. G. says: “ I have got over half-a-gross of plates 
left over from last year, and I find that, through being stored 
in an attic that was evidently not dry, they have become mouldy 
on the film. Can you tell me how I can use them, as it will be 
a loss if I cannot?”—In reply: We cannot, as the plates have 
become ruined by the mould, and are consequently useless. 

Flashlight Compound.—H. A. Aylward writes: “ Could you kindly in¬ 
form me if the following mixture would be in any way dangerous 
to mix, viz., explosive by coming in contact:—Suet, l|oz.; magnesium 
powder, 5oz. ; barium nitrate, 7^oz.; flower of sulphur, loz. ? ”—In 
reply: The mixture is not so dangerous to compound as some; but 
we should recommend its being done carefully on a sheet of card¬ 
board with a bone spatula—certainly not in a mortar. 

Lens Query.—“Scott” says: “I recently came across a lens marked as 
per sketch. Diameter of lens, 2gin.; aperture of largest stop, 2{in. 
Excellent condition. Could you please say who maker is, and prob¬ 
able value ? ”—In reply: Although we are familiar with the mark¬ 
ing, we cannot say who is the actual maker of the lens, except that 
it is of French manufacture. Its value is about the same as that 
of any of the old-fashioned French portrait lenses. 

Premium.—“‘Fair Weather’ would be glad to know what would be a 

fair premium to expect with an apprentice, to teach him thoroughly 
all branches in photography, in a second-class trade house.”—In 
leply: This is a subject we can scarcely give an opinion upon. 
The premium with an apprentice in a “ second-class trade house ” 
should be very small, but much will depend upon the wages the 
apprentice is to receive during the apprenticeship. 

Book Wanted, etc.—R. O. writes: “My son has a wish to try amateur 
photography. I have presented him with a small camera. Would 
you kindly inform me where I could get a really good instruction 
book for beginners; also what chemicals, etc., are required?”— 
In reply: Abney’s “Instruction in Photography,” price 3s. 6d., is a 
good work. But probably such a book as the Ilford Manual, price 
Is., would answer your son’s immediate requirements. From the 
work you will see what chemicals are required. 

Lens for Enlarging.—Geo. Bright writes: “I have a lot of negatives, 

3{ by 3{, sent by a friend in India, some of which I should like 
to make enlargements from on bromide paper. Will you please 
tell me the best lens to use for the purpose, and also the largest 
size I can produce with it?”—In reply: The most convenient lens 
to use for the purpose would bo a {-plate portrait lens. Wth 
that the enlargement may be made of any size, governed only 
by the length of the room, or the extension of the camera, if an 
enlarging camera be employed. 

Bock Wanted.—C. Emery writes: “Could you give me particulars as to 
where I could obtain the book you mentioned a few weeks back in 
connectio l with the Woodburytype process? I think the title 
of the book was ‘Experimental Science.' Do you think that the 
process could be worked successfully in the ordinary business'''—l 
mean to supply people with a dozen cabinets.”—In reply: The book 
is entitled “ Experimental Science,” and is published by Munn & 
Co., New York, price $4. On a small scale, it is doubtful if the 
Woodbury process would be commercially successful. 

Silver Stains.—E. Gray writes: “Kindly advise the best and safest 
way to remove old silver stains from an amateur’s negative.”— 
In reply: Some silver stains cannot bo successfully removed, and 
you do not say how the amateur caused them. Presumably they 
arise from damp paper or an imperfectly fixed or washed nega¬ 
tive. Try this:—Make an alcoholic tincture of iodine, about the 
colour of brown sherry, by dissolving a few grains of iodine in the 
spirit. Rub this on the negative with a pledget of cottonwool 
until the stains appear white; then immeise in a solution of hypo¬ 
sulphite of soda. 

A Licensing Question.—Photo 16 writes: “I shall be pleased if you 
will advise me on the following:—I am canvassing operator, and 
for the purpose of inducing people to visit our studio, make 
occasional rounds and receive appointments from people, on which 
occasion I sell coupons, which amount is credited at time of 
sitting. Is it necessary for me to provide myself with a licence or 
not, as I have been advised to get one ? ”—In reply: We should 
say that a licence is not required. You are not hawking goods 
for sale, but simply canvassing for orders to be executed at the 
studio. 

Studio Building.—T. U. B. works in studio with south-west light; sun 
all day; glass stippled with white paint; dark blue (almost black) 
and whits blinds used; interior painted grey or dirty white. “ Do 
you think blinds are right colour, also interior, as I get a lot of 
reflection and on very bright, sunny days get pictures without, 
contrast?”—In reply: We should say the blinds are the right, 
colour if judiciously used. It is probable that the reflections are 
largely due to the light colour in which the interior of the studio¬ 
us painted. A couple of light wooden screens, covered with tracing 
cloth, and sliding along the roof, will further modify the sunlight 
in the room when necessary. 

Water Rate.—H. & Co write. “For some years we have done our 
printing at a private house in the suburbs, and only paid the water 
rate according to the assessment of the house. Last week an in¬ 
spector called to see the fittings, and seeing the water being used 
for the washing of the prints, he said that we should have in 
future to pay for it by meter. Since then we have had a formal 
notice from the company to the same effect. Can they compel 
ns to pay for it in that way, as it will make a great difference to 
us? —In reply: As the water is used for trade purposes, the 
company are quite within their rights in enforcing its supply by 
meter. You may well congratulate yourselves on so long escaping 
this system of payment. 

Wages Question.—“ Anxious ” writes: “ I took over a situation as 
printer and toner at a salary of £1 per week. At the end of three 
days I was told by my employer that I was not competent at 
taking the quantity of printing he usually had cn hand. He 
refused to give me a week’s notice or a week’s money in lieu of 
norice. Could I claim the above?”—In reply: We are doubtful1 
if you can claim mere than the three days’ salary, because the 
employer says you are incompetent, and it- is possible that he 
might bo able to establish that, and that you were wasting his 
material, in the County Court, if he were sued. On the other 
hand, if you can prove to the satisfaction of the Court that you 
are a competent printer and toner you may be able to recover the 

^ full week's wages and for a week in lieu of norice. 

*** Notice to Advertisers.—A tievised Tariff for advertisements 
in the JOURNAL is now in force. Blocks and copy are received subject to 
the approval of the Publishers, and advertisements are inserted abso¬ 
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EX CATHEDRA. 

Rapid In drawing attention last week to the 
Plates. misleading statements concerning photo¬ 
graphy, which so frequently appear in the daily Press, we 
referred to the extreme sensitiveness of modern dry plates, 
and the short exposures which may be given with safety 
at this season of the year. There can be no doubt that the 
perfection of the dry-plate of to-day places at the disposal 
of the photographer the means of working under very 
unfavourable conditions. Whether it be the professional 
photographer, who has to photograph children in dull 
weather, or the amateur of slender means, who is debarred 
from the choice of expensive apparatus, the rapid plate 
comes to the rescue. Two circumstances induce us to re¬ 
turn to the subject. The “ Photographische Mittheilungen ’ 
publishes a short article on instantaneous photography, 
and whilst insisting on a good lens, a rapid shutter and 
good light for very rapid work, no mention is made of the 
plate. Perhaps the need for the latter was' thought too 
evident to require attention, yet its use makes the ordinary 
rectilinear lens efficient for most purposes, and, given a 
lens of still larger aperture, the photographer becomes less 
dependent upon the quality of the light. The other fact 
which brings us back to the topic is the receipt irom 
Messrs. Marion of an excellent instantaneous photograph 
taken recently upon one of their plates of the new P S 
series, of the rapidity of 250 H and D. The exposure fir 
this photograph was 1-70 of a second at f-22, which is equi¬ 

valent to less than 1-500 of a second for the full aperture of 
an ordinary rectilinear, f-8. The scene is evidently in 
the neighbourhood of North London, and a tradesman’s 
cart and a boy in dark clothes stand in the foreground. 
Although the exposure appears to have been cut down as 
much as possible, the black buttons upon the boy’s dark 
coat are visible, and the brightness and detail of the print 
are exceptionally good. 

* * -x- 

Three- The readers of the /‘Atelier des Photo- 
Golour graphen ” are this month the recipients 

° ^ of one of the most effective three-colour 
prints we have seen for some time. The photograph was 
taken by the Editor of the paper, Dr. A. Miethe, and re¬ 
presents an out-door portrait of more than ordinary in¬ 
terest, as it seems to clearly indicate that three-colour work 
is at the command of the professional photographer under 
suitable conditions. The photograph is that of a young 
lady .sitting in a wicker chair, shading herself with a red 
parasol. The green background formed by the grass and 
fuzzy foliage presents a delightful contrast to the red sun¬ 
shade and the charming play of colour upon the girl’s 
face and white blouse. The following information is given 
by Dr. Miethe concerning the photograph. The exposures 
were made upon a panchromatic plate made by Perutz, of 
Munich, according to a formula supplied by Dr. Miethe. 
The total exposure in bright light was about 5^ seconds, 
being 1 second for the blue screen, seconds for the green 
screen, and 3 seconds for the red screen. The camera was 
of special construction for three-colour work, but small 
and portable. The plates were prepared by Schelter and 
Giesecke, of Leipsic, and printed by F. Richter, of Leipsic. 
The three exposures were made in succession upon one 
plate. In the “ Zeitschrift fiir Reproductionstechnik ” 
some further information concerning Dr. Miethe’s proce¬ 
dure is given. The sensitiveness of the panchromatic 
plate for the red zone of the spectrum to line D is about 
1.25 of that of the zone situate between the D line and 
wave length 535, whilst the zone between wave length 535 
and the extreme visible violet is about 0.1, taking green 
as unity. The light filters, made by Dr. Miethe for por¬ 
traits in the open, are adusted for red, green and bine wit.i 
relative exposures of 2.5: 2:1. The adjustment of the ex¬ 
posures for the different screens is of great importance, 
and to facilitate this, Dr. Miethe has constructed a photo¬ 
meter with three scales, each giving a range of light in 
tensities ranging from 1 to 16. Tint No. 10 of the blue 
is taken as the standard. Three small plates are placed in 
the photometer and exposed behind the coloured screens 
to daylight reflected from a card, for a few seconds. The 
plates are developed, and- the opacities which agree- with 

; No. 10 of the blue give the clue to the correct relative 
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exposures for each of the three colours. Although the 
print to which we refer is a three-colour process print, we 
feel sure that portraits, landscapes, and similar photo¬ 
graphs, produced in such a manner, would prove immensely 

popular. 

Astronomical The value of stereoscopic photography 
and IVIeteoro- has for SOme time been recognised as a 

Stereoscoov means for the detection of spurious 
bank notes, and the application of the 

principle to radiography has proved of enormous benefit 
in surgical practice. Its application, however, to meteoro¬ 
logical and astronomical work is, we believe, comparatively 
novel. We must not forget, of course, the stereograph of 
the moon taken by De la Rue, but, with the exception of 
this, no attempt has been made to seriously apply stereo¬ 
scopy to the study of the stars, except by Professor Wolf, 
of Heidelberg, last year. It is now proposed by M. Hamy 
to take photographs of a given region of the sky on dates 
sufficiently far apart, and then to utilise the negatives thus 
taken as stereographs, when it would be at once easy to 
recognise the shift of any star. This method would also 
entirely obviate any doubt as to existence or otherwise of a 
faint nebula, and would preclude any confusion arising 
from an accidental fault in the sensitive film. It is pro¬ 
posed also to apply this method to the study of cometary 
and spectroscopic astronomy, whilst for lunar examination 
small portions of the lunar surface would be stereoscopi- 
cally examined. Professor Wolf of Heidelberg has been 
using this last year what is called a “ stereocomparateur,” 
by means of which two negatives may be stereoscopically 
and microscopically compared, and by means of which he 
has been able to prove that the stars, when photographed 
with objectives of short focus, have a measurable parallax, 
and, further, in the constellation Berenice there are more 
than a thousand nebulosities; he has also been able to 
obtain a stereograph of Saturn which distinctly shows on6 
of its satellites in front of and the others behind the planet. 
The application of stereoscopy to meteorology is valuable 
in that, with sufficiently long base, it is possible to obtain 
stereographs of the clouds, and readily recognise the dif¬ 
ferent strata that compose them; it is also suggested that 
it would be of value in the study of lightning. It is inter¬ 
esting to note the increasing application of various 
branches of photography to the different sciences, and 
there is no doubt that as time advances so may we expect 
to find its still wider application. 

* * -x- 

Direct- Whilst the indirect processes of colour 

o£*<+Ur photography are making rapid progress, 
o ographs. the direct methods seem to remain out¬ 

side the range of practical work. P. Hanneke refers to the 
various methods of direct pigmentary photography. He 
points out that they may be divided into two classes, 
those which depend upon silver sub-chloride assuming the 
colour of the light rays to which it is exposed, as in the 
case of exposure under a coloured transparency, and 
those which depend upon the bleaching or organic dyes 
when exposed to light of a. given nature. It is claimed 
that the first experimenters in the former process were 
Seebeck, in 1810, and Poitevin, in 1865. E. Vallot is said 
to have been the first to experiment in the latter process, 
in 1896. Verres work, in the silver sub-chloride process, 
excited much attention. His results were obtained with 
colour sensitive collodion emulsion exposed under coloured 
transparencies. Dr. Eder, in the “ Jahrbuch ” for 1891, 
pronounced the photographs to be comparatively well fixed 
and capable of exposure to light, without appreciable 

change, for some days. Vallot’s experiments with organic 
dyes seem to have been over-shadowed by Rontgen’s dis¬ 
covery, which was made known about the same time. The 
blue, red and yellow dyes used by Vallot were Cyanin, 
Curcuma, and Chinolin. The colours transmitted by the 
transparency bleached those dyes by which they were not 
absorbed, and thus produced a print in colours. In Eder’s 
Jahrbuch for 1897 the following formula bv Vallot is 
given:—Analine purple, 0.4 grammes; Victoria blue, 0.4 
grammes ; Curcuma, 20 grammes. Dissolve each in 100 c.c. 
of alcohol, then mix, and sensitise the gelatinised paper by 
flotation. Messrs. Lumiere experimented with the process, 
and found it gave fairly satisfactory results, but the print¬ 
ing was slow, and the colours could not be fixed. Wiener 
drew attention to the fact that fugitive colours migh. be 
fixed upon fibrous materials by the use of salts oj copper. 
Still more recently Dr. Neuliaus and Karl Worel have 
experimented in the same direction. Wo recently gave 
some account of Dr. Neuliaus’ experiments, but ev*>n iluse 
do not give promise of more than a printing process, so 
far as can be judged from what has been published con¬ 
cerning them. Hannecke very truly remarks that we are 
still a long way from the ideal photographic process. The 
principles of direct colour photography may easily be 
understood by all, and the process may seem simple to 
those who are unacquainted with the clie.uical action of 
light, chemistry, and the technics of dyestuffs, but every 
experimenter in colour photography knows how great are 
the difficulties which must be surmounted before the 
problem is satisfactorily solved. 

* * * 

Snow Some of the most beautiful objects to 
Crystals. be found in Nature’s storehouse are 1o 
be seen in the crystalline flakes which falling snow occa 
sionally exhibits. Within a comparatively recent period 
the only record we had of the delicate tracery of these 
exquisite shapes was from the facile pencil of some ob¬ 
server who had studied them and committed their shapes 
to paper. Probably the most familiar set of these pictures 
is that to be seen in the well-known “ Forms of Water,” by 
Tyndall, and these he owed to the courtesy of Mr. J. 
Caistor. When engravings only of these beautiful geo¬ 
metric forms are seen by those who have never' observed 
them in Nature (though to do so is very easy when the 
occasion serves), a suspicion is apt to arise that the imagi¬ 
nation has, to some extent, been drawn upon; but when a 
photograph can be shown, incredulity necessarily gives 
way. Some few years ago we alluded to the microscopical 
arrangement for obtaining such photographs, designed by 
a Scandinavian scientist, but the most complete and beau¬ 
tiful series ever obtained by photographic agency is one 
by Mr. W. A. Bentley, of Jericho, Vermont, U.S.A., a 
number of illustrations of which appear in the “ States 
Monthly Weather Review,” some of them being reproduced 
in a recent number of “ Nature.” Readers of Tyndall’s 
work may remember he speaks of these snow crystals form¬ 
ing in still air, but Mr. Bentley’s experience is rather the 
reverse, for he classifies his illustrations according to the 
atmospheric conditions at the time, and many of them have 
accompanied storms of various degrees of force and with 
wind from varying directions. Thus “ Nature ” remarks : — 
“ It is also highly desirable that observations be made to 
ascertain why the more perfect crystals are more common 
in the western portions of storms, and also why certain 
portions produce certain types.” ; We may say we have 
often observed these crystalline forms of snow in our own 
country. Nearly always when the snowfall assumes the type 
that may be called fine and powdery if the flakes be re- 
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ceived upon one’s coat sleeve, will the beautiful geometri¬ 

cal forms be noticeable. We are very much inclined to 

think that these varied hexagonal shapes have been 

utilised in decorative art, and we have it as a fact, on the 

authority of an esteemed correspondent, that another 

variety of snow crystallisation—in this instance, the fern¬ 

like forms on a frozen window-pane—have been made use 

of for a design upon a damask tablecloth. It is rather late 

in the season to refer to frost pictures, though it is apropos 

to the subject of ice crystals just referred to; but we may 

say that whenever such a nature-decorated window-pane is 

attempted to be photographed it is a great help to put a 

dark background behind it, the fern forms being then 

visible by oblique illumination, which renders them far 

more brilliant and effectively photographed. 

* * * 

Red Light Dr. Finsen, the discoverer of the arc- 

for light cure for lupus—which has proved 

Smallpox. tiO be so efficient at the London and 

other hospitals—advocated ten years ago a method of 

treating small-pox, which, for some unknown reason, has 

never yet been put to actual test in this country, although 

it has been practised with signal success in other lands. 

The treatment is of the most simple kind, and consists in 

handling the patient as if he were a photographic dry plate. 

That is to say, the light entering the room where he lies is 

carefully filtered through red medium, so that no actinic 

rays can reach him. A writer in Chambers's Journal, com¬ 

menting upon this method of treating small-pox, remarks, 

“ Simple though it be, its efficiency can no longer be 

doubted, for in no single case where it has been tried—and 

it has been tried in hundreds of cases—has the patient 

died; in no single case has the patient had the disease 

severely, nor has it disfigured him. This is a point on 

which Continental doctors are all agreed.” It was long 

ago discovered that, in cases of small-pox, access of light 

was distressing to the patient, and so the custom arose of 

keeping him in darkness. But this caused mental de¬ 

pression, and the remedy was voted worse than the disease. 

Dr. Finsen found by experiment that if the light were 

deprived of its chemically active rays by being filtered 

through a red medium, the patient greatly benefited, with¬ 

out any counteracting disadvantages. Curiously enough, 

the remedy is by no means a new one. It was practised 

in the thirteenth century, when one John Gaddesden, a 

physician, attended a son of Edward I. who was suffering 

from small-pox, and, as part of his treatment, wrapped his 

royal patient in red cloth, and placed him in a bed with 

scarlet hangings. As neither red glass nor ruby medium 

was procurable at that date, the good doctor could not 

shut out all white light, but he did his best with the 

materials available. We are not, however, told whether 

the prince benefited or not by the course pursued. It is 

also on record that certain Italian doctors used, in the past, 

to prescribe this red light treatment for those suffering 

from small-pox. But they had to give up the practice, for 

they were denounced by the church on the score, we may 

presume, that red light was suggestive of a reflection from 

the infernal regions. Our doctors would run no risk of 

such an insinuation in these more tolerant times, and Dr. 

Finsen’s remedy should be tried, and tried without delay. 

Unfortunately there is ample opportunity for the experi¬ 

ment, more than fifteen hundred small-pox patients being 

at the present moment in the hospital ships on the lower 

Thames. It would be easy enough to fit the small windows 

of one of these vessels with ruby screens, and it would 

then become evident if the high opinion of this red light 

treatment which is held on the Continent is justified by 

results. The undoubted success of the lupus cure should 

secure for Dr. Finsen a fair trial of his method of com¬ 

bating another terrible form of human malady. 

* * * 

Electric Light The use of the electric light in photo- 

angers. graphic studios and reception rooms is 

now so general that it is as well that 

• those who employ it should be warned against 

certain dangers attending its use which, possibly, 

they do not suspect. We are not now referring to the 

arc-light, but to the innocent-looking glow lamps which 

are used in all kinds of positions, and very often as much 

for decorative effect as for the purpose of illumination. 

When the Savoy Theatre changed its old lamps for new 

ones—it was, we believe, the first theatre to adopt elec¬ 

tricity-—the late Mr. D’Oyley Carte gave a demonstration 

on the stage to convince his patrons of the safety of the 

glow lamp. He purposely broke one lamp after anothei 

to show that the white-hot filament immediately became 

inert and harmless. This widely-published experiment 

gave the public confidence in the new lamps, and they 

naturally, but erroneously, assumed that the glow lamp, 

like the glow worm, represented a source of light destitute 

of heat. Many years have elapsed since this public demon¬ 

stration, and the glow lamp has become so common that 

people know more about its little ways than they knew 

then. It probably represents the safest mode of artificial 

illumination known, provided that its fittings and wiring 

are faultless, and that the glass bulbs are kept from too 

near an approach to inflammable substances. We re¬ 

member one occasion upon which a photographic visitor to 

an hotel tied a red silk handkerchief round the glow lamp 

which he found in his bedroom, so as to improvise a non- 

actinic lantern by which to change his plates. A strong 

smell of burning quickly apprised him that something was 

wrong, and in less than three minutes that handkerchief 

was charred through beyond redemption. A writer in 

Cassier’s Magazine usefully calls attention to fire risks of a 

similar nature, as evidenced by experiments carried out 

with an ordinary 16 candle-power glow lamp. A lamp of 

this type, which was allowed to rest against a vertically 

placed white pine board, made a distinct brown mark on 

the wood at the end of four hours. A piece of varnished 

oak similarly placed with regard to the lamp was blistered 

in three minutes, and blackened in a quarter of an hour. 

With a lamp encased in two thicknesses of muslin, the 

material was scorched in one minute, gave off smoke in 

three minutes, and with access of air burst into flames. If 

a lamp is laid on inflammable material the action seems to 

be more intense, owing, it is supposed, to the weight of the 

glass. A newspaper was in this way charred in three 

minutes, aiid ignited in forty-five. A lamp immersed in 

half-a-pint of water caused that water to boil within an 

hour. Cotton-wool wrapped round a lamp behaved like 

the silk handkerchief already adverted to ; it first scorched, 

and subsequently became ignited. Celluloid will deflagrate in 

less than five minutes after contact with a lamp bulb. Any 

of these experiments can be repeated without difficulty by 

those who have the current laid on to their premises, and 

we have no doubt at all that the results will be the same, 

provided that lamps of the same power are employed. The 

lesson to be learnt from them is obvious; each lamp 

should be well isolated from all draperies and other in¬ 

flammable articles. 
* * * 

Becquerel We prefer to retain this title for those 

Rays. mysterious radiations or emanations, 

particulars with regard to recent discoveries in connection 
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with which we have from time to time communicated to our 
readers, for the earliest possible investigations in regard 
to actinic radiations from dark substances are connected 
with this eminent name. A week or two ago Professor 
Henry Becquerel lectured at the Royal Institution before 
a brilliant audience on the theme of these invisible radia¬ 
tions, his discourse being, in fact, a sort of official an¬ 
nouncement in this country of the marvellous discoveries 
comparatively recently made by him in conjunction with 
Mons. and Madame Curie. What they have discovered, 
in fact, is that a mass of uranium possesses the property of 
giving off radiations of some sort,which act in many respects 
similarly to the Rontgen rays, they being capable, for ex¬ 
ample, of producing a skiagraph of bones through the flesh, 
and so forth. Madame Curie was led to conclude that the 
mysterious power might more probably lie in some hitherto 
unknown substance, associated with that element, and 
eventually she discovered two new elements, one of which, 
from its possessing this radiation power, has been named 
radium, and the other, in honour of the lady, who is a Pole 
—Polonium. One of the most remarkable properties of these 
’bodies is that they appear to realise the dream of perpetual 
motion, for their photograph-producing power seems to 
remain indefinitely attached to them. The Curies are not 
the only investigators in this still mysterious field, and we 
would direct the attention of our readers who are interested 
in the subject-—and what photographer can fail to be,—to a 
paper in the April journal of the Chemical Society,* in 
which Mr. J. E. Rutherford Macdonald, Professor of 
Physics, and Mr. Frederick Toddy, B.A. (Oxon), Demon¬ 
strator in Chemistry, Me Gill University, Montreal, give 
an account of their investigations of the radiations from 
Thorium. It is impossible in these pages to give the paper 
in extenso, but we may briefly state the nature of the radia¬ 
tions, the investigations upon which are described fully in 
the journal referred to. “ It was shown by one of us that 
the compounds of thorium, besides being radio-active in 
the same sense as the uranium, also continuously emit into 
the surrounding atmosphere under ordinary conditions 
■something which, whatever its real nature may be, behaves 
in all respects like a radio-active gas. This ‘ emanation,’ as 
it has been named, is the source of rays which, like the 
Rontgen and uranium rays, and the ordinary well-known 
type of thorium radiation, will darken a photographic 
plate, but is sharply distinguished from them by the follow¬ 
ing considerations: It can be moved from the neigh¬ 
bourhood of the thorium compound bv a current of 
air passing over it, or even by the process of 
•ordinary gaseous diffusion, and transported long 
distances, so that the characteristic photographic and 
ionisation effects anpear in the air far away from the 
original source of radio-activity. The Rontgen and uranium 
rays, as is well known, travel in straight lines from their 
source, and any object opaque to them, interspersed in their 
path, will sharply screen the space behind. But in the case 
of the thorium and radiation there is no such screening 
effect.” The paper goes on to show that “ one of the most 
striking properties of this thorium radiation is its power 
of exciting radio-activity on all surfaces with which it conms 
into contact.” We have quoted sufficient to show the mar¬ 

vellous properties of these new powers, and we feel assured 
that as the investigations proceed their purely photo¬ 
graphic interest will greatly increase. 

-♦-- 

Teterrorcugh was visited by the South London 'Photographic Society 
during the Easter holidays, fine weather and good leadership combining 
to make the trip most enjoyable for the 13 members and friends who 
took part in if. 

CAMERAS FOR USE ON THE CYCLE. 

The beginning of a new season invariably finds us in the 

position of being able to chronicle some improvements in 

that class of camera to which reference has already been 

made in a recent issue—the camera, that is to say, which is 

designed for the use of the occasional amateur and the 

man who cycles. It would almost appear that in the matter 

of hand cameras and apparatus of the class designed, for us.* 

with a shutter, and built on the small scale, ingenuity could 

hardly go further. The changing mechanism of such 

cameras is, for the most part, very efficient and reliable ; 

the lenses also, even of those whose price ranges at or about 

the sum of a guinea, are, if one is not hypercritical, quite 

satisfactory, inasmuch as they cover well and give good 

definition, besides being rapid enough for all average pur 

poses. Fault has been invariably found with the shutter 

supplied with such cameras, which until quite recently was 

incapable of giving an exposure between a tenth of a 

second, and time. We handled a series of new cameras 

recently, and found all the shutters designed to work from, 

approximately, one second—a vast improvement. When to 

this is added a simple system of bringing into position, by 

turning a screw, a series of magnifiers whereby objects at 

close quarters can be sharply delineated, and merely hint¬ 

ing at higher finish and a lighter construction of camera 

body, it is clear that our apparatus makers have not lain 

fallow during the dull season, nor have they remained un¬ 

appreciative of the criticism which we, inter alia, have made 

from time to time, and as experience dictated. 

The practice of combining photography with the cycle is 
one of those particularly good ideas more honoured in the 
breach than in the observance—even by photographers who 
are cyclists. The reason is, we think, not difficult to find, 
and it is that the camera is, as at present mainly con¬ 
structed, so much a separate part of one’s cycling para¬ 
phernalia, that it requires more than ordinary enthusiasm 
on the part of the rider to ensure its accompanying him 
oftener than upon very occasional runs. The class ol 
camera and how to carry it are matters which require solu¬ 
tion every day of a new season ; in all such cases personal 
experience counts for a great deal. Considerations of 
weight and bulk are all-important. The tendency of all 
cycle makers is towards a short, compact frame and narrow 
tread; therefore an old and favourite position on and be¬ 
hind the handle bar is now no longer available as a place 
whereon to hang a camera. One of our most successful 
seasons, judging by the total of negatives, was one during 
which a leather case was kept, 'permanently attached to the 
handle-bar of machine; the camera, a Kodak, loaded with 
film, was dropped in preparatory to a run, and was ready 
for use as occasion arose. The idea of carrying the camera 
in this wTay was to make it as much a part of the cycling 
outfit as the tool-bag or the cape. Even though upon the 
way no view presented itself worth the delay and trouble 
of an exposure, no inconvenience resulted, the presence of 
the camera did not interfere with one’s enjoyment of the 
ride, the weight was hardly noticeable, the case could be 
locked and left with the machine, and there was always 
the comfortable feeling that if something good turned up 
in the way of a picture, the apparatus was ready for use. 
Unfortunately for the uniformly successful results of the 
system, the roads were not alwavs of the best, vibration at 
times was excessive—sufficient upon one occasion to cause 
the film to unroll itself into the body of the camera; at 
least, that was the charitable explanation of the catas¬ 
trophe. Plates and films are alike liable to disarrange¬ 
ment under the excessive vibratory strain, and the element 
of uncertainty which, after one or two experiences of this * Jo'i-nil of the Chemical Society, vol. Ixxxi., p. 321 et scq. 
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kind, is thus iet in is so destructive of one’s peace of mind 

that sooner or later the camera is discarded. 

Cameras are frequently carried long distances upon a 

Turner ” carrier, which fits behind the saddle and over 

the back wheel—and presumably with fairly satisfactory 

results; this is a capital place for the camera body (of 

course, with all these fittings, etc., on the back wheel 

forks, it is not advisable to think too much about punc¬ 

tures!), but the slides and contents are liable to come to 

grief, cracked plates are by no means a rarity, and, as 

usual, it is the most important negative which suffers. By 

pumping the tyres hard we guard against punctures, but 

increase the tendency to jolt and jump on the part of the 

machine. The position is all right for the camera, but the 

slides ought to be packed in another place ; the difficulty 

is, where? Now, many readers, old cyclists, will remember 

the bulky and ponderous old lamps of the eighties. The 

lamp bracket would be a capital place on which to suspend 

in a spring carrier similarly to the ordinary lamp the 

slides or a small camera; the weight would not probably 

exceed that of one of the old lamps referred to, and the 

lamp itself might be, as it frequently is, placed lower down 

on the front fork The carrier made by Messrs. Beck is 

designed to reduce vibration to a minimum, but is in rather 

a prominent position as at present arranged ; it would look 

better lower down, and attached to the steering pillar. 

Magazine cameras and others may be conveniently carried 

on the back of the rider for short distances. One advantage 

of this method is that you can feel that all is right with the 

“ works,” sudden jerks being avoided, but when riding 

over a railway crossing one occasionally hears and feels an 

ominous click which suggests the falling of a plate out of 

its turn; this may be only imagination, but it is discon¬ 

certing, and often leads to trouble. After all, the ideal 

camera for cycling is the one which is made to fold into 

such small compass that it will go into the pocket. The 

cycling coat is, or should be, loose and roomy as regards 

pocket accommodation. It would be, of course, expecting 

too much of the average cyclo-photograplier to suggest 

that he should leave his cigar case at home to make way for 

his camera, or to subject it to the same vibratory influence 

which is often considered good enough for the apparatus ; 

but, as a matter of fact, it is easy enough to arrange for a 

bag (a large tool bag) into which most of the small odd¬ 

ments which find their way into the pockets may be placed. 

It is quite clear that somewhere on the person of the rider 

is the safest place for the apparatus, the slides or the film- 

holder at the least. If a folding camera is chosen, the 

bulk is not greatly beyond that of a well-filled cigar case, 

and with the mind set at ease by the knowledge that the 

camera is safe, the rider has the more time and inclination 

to look out for subjects. Naturally a film-holder would 

be the best arrangement as regards the sensitive material 

carried, though slides carrying films are small and thin, take 

up little room, and may often be divided amongst one’s 

friends. In any case, room can easily be found in the 

pockets for at least one spare spool. 

It is easy to make a mistake upon the matter of size of 

picture; in most cases a picture measuring three inches 

in its widest part is large enough for enlargement to modest 

dimensions, and if the intentions of the worker run in the 

direction of possible lecture sets, the small picture is 

within limits the better, and easier to work. When photo¬ 

graphing therefore en cycle, and with a view to lantern 

work, cameras might very well be chosen of a size smaller 

than they usually are. Although complimentary remarks 

have been made above regarding the ingenuity displayed 

by our apparatus makers, it would appear that many of 

them still err on the side of strength and bulk. Stability 

is requisite, of course, but in order to take a picture whicn 

shall measure three inches square, is it really necessary to 

provide a box of a capacity equal to two hundred and fifty 

cubic inches ? A folding camera reduces this to about 

twenty-eight which is a vast difference. There is one 

possible objection to carrying the camera on the person, 

and this is if the weather be warm, and rain comes on, the 

cape thrown over the shoulders, and the ride continued, as 

well may happen when on tour, and it is necessary to get 

on, the camera is very soon subject to the baneful influences 

of a hot steam bath. Knowing the sensitiveness of film to, 

not only light, but warmth and damp, one would not reason¬ 

ably expect a spoolful of exposures to turn out so brilliantly 

in the developer as they otherwise might do. The objec¬ 

tion, it may be remarked, is put forward simply because 

such a condition once prevailed in our own experience, and 
might easily occur in the future. 

In the matter of selection of a camera for use in the 

hand and for the special purpose above referred to, a word 

may be put in with regard to the lenses sometimes supplied 

with them. The beginner and amateur are often tempted 

with the apparatus fitted with a rectilinear lens; the 

camera looks very neat and serviceable, there is a focussing 

movement, and diaphragms a very taking set, and cheap— 

apparently. But it is well to know and remember that a 

lens may be a rectilinear, and still be far from rapid, also 

that it may be merely a periscopic lens of no more value 

than the single lens of the cheaper camera, and possibly 

not so useful all round. We have handled such a camera, 

and found the lens as stated, with the full aperture barely 

/20. This is a long way off the rapid standard. Such a 

lens may very properly be put down, from the purely 

beginner’s point of view, as practically useless. It is ad¬ 

visable to purchase from makers of standing therefore, or 

to have a clear specification or warranty that it is, if a 

rectilinear, .a double achromatic combination, and with a 

speed value of at least f8. Such lenses are plentiful, and 

not necessarily expensive. When working with hand 

cameras, a spirit-level is almost a sine qua non; this is par¬ 

ticularly so when working with rectilinear lenses, with 

which class of lens, by the way, some extraordinarv 

examples of distortion may be got. This leads us to 

another matter, that of tripods. The failures met with by 

many young workers are often the result of under-exposure, 

and this as often as not by reason of the selection in un¬ 

suitable light of objects close in. The case of the cyclo- 

photographer is often this—that he rides merrily on 

through sunshine with mind intent on the dozen or so of 

views which he knows are to be had; arrived at his destina¬ 

tion, the sun disappears behind some clouds, only to re¬ 

appear at long intervals. Obviously snapshotting is a risky 

business under such conditions, but if the camera can bo 

steadied in any way so that an exposure of half a second or 

so can be given without the possibility of movement during 

the same, it is not necessary to return without some fair 

results. The new slow-moving shutters to which reference 

has been made will ensure that a full exposure is possible 

under all conditions of light—but the camera must be 

steady meanwhile. A method of supporting the camera 

suitable for most purposes out of doors is one which we 

used and described a few years ago ; it is the employment 

of a small metal camera holder which is screwed to the 

handle-bar ; it has a ball and socket joint and a few inches 

of rise and fall. A light bamboo rod is supplied with it 

(for this is now a marketable commodity), one end of which 

is attached to the steering head of cycle ; the other end is 

dropped to the ground, and serves as a fixed support to 
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the machine while the camera is adjusted and levelled on 
its support. The arrangement is simple and easy to use, 
adds little weight, and is not in the way, requiring no par¬ 
ticular trouble in fastening or in its adjusvnent. Such a 
contrivance is a great improvement upon the ordinary 
tripod, which, if made of the required lightness and at¬ 
tenuated dimensions, has to be strapped on to some part ot ; 
the cycle (where, if it does not work loose, it will be in the 
way), and, worst of all, it will be costly, and probably far 

from steady when erected. 
Briefly then the camera for the cyclist is a folding one 

carrying reliable film or cut celluloid films in thin slides, 
the lens to work at f8 at least (if there is any stopping down 
required, the user should do it), shutter working from a 
slow movement, apart from time, equal to about a second, 
the camera to be fitted with one or two circular spirits 
levels. Valuable accessories are the tripod arrangement 
described and something which may be used as a portable 
dark chamber, viz., a changing bag. Cyclists will all 
agree that the paraphernalia to be carried on the “ bike ” 
should be kept within the most reasonable limits, and with 
regard to a changing hag there is no reason whatever why, 
when the waterproof cycling cape is already a part of the 
outfit, and contains within itself all the elements of the 
article required, this should not be utilised, and made to 
do duty. Every hand camerist should be so thoroughly 
conversant with the internal arrangements of his apparatus 
that he can, in the dark, and by the sense of touch only, 
remedy any slight defects, or, at the least, change his 
plates. This is not really so difficult as it appears to be, 
only requiring a little method and careful attention; at 
all events, it is worth the trial, and the accomplishment 
may be useful at some unlooked-for moment. We have 
personally distinct memories of certain stables, dim lobbies, 
and badly-lighted coffee rooms where, aided by a cycling 
cape and a bit of string, advantage has been taken of ex¬ 
ceptional weather, and negatives secured which otherwise 
would have been lost by lack of opportunity. Finally, it 
must be said that magnifiers have proved of great service 
to the amateur and the worker whose means are limited, 
and it is probable that the next improvement will be a 
“ telephoto ” attachment which will prove another “ string 
to his bow,” and at a price equally as moderate as that of 
the “ magnifier.” Truly the hand-camerist is well catered 
for ! 

Leicester Literary and Philosophical Society, Section for Photography. 
—A lecture was given by Mr. D. A. Nightingale last week on “ Negative 
Making; a plea for Selection of Developer to suit the Subject.” This 
closes by far the most successful season this society has experienced. 

A Correction.—On the 7th February we published an account of Dr. 
Eugen Englisch’s experiments concerning the over-exposure of bromide 
dry plates, and the periodic recurrence of darker bands in the descending 
series of gradations. By a printer’s error the weight of the metre of 
magnesium ribbon was given as 63 grammes instead of .63 gramme. Mr. 
A. Levy pointed out this mistake in the letter which we published on the 
21st February, and by desire of Dr. EngkCi, to whom we express our 
regret, we again draw the attention of our readers to the fact. 

The Cantor Lectures at the Society of Arts.—Professor R. T. Glaze- 
brook will deliver a course of four lectures on “ Glass for Optical Instru¬ 
ments,” commencing on Monday, April 14th. The meetings commence 
at 8 p.m. Lecture I.—April 14th.—Optical images, their nature and 
formation; reflexion and refraction; prisms and lenses; conditions 
required; spherical aberration; astigmatism; focal lines; chromatic aber¬ 
ration ; achromatism; distortion; the refracting substance; glass and its 
manufacture up to 1882. Lecture II.—April 21st.—The microscope; 
simple theory; conditions of problem; direct refraction; spherical aber¬ 
ration and its correction; chromatic aberration and its correction; second¬ 
ary and tertiary spectra; the dispersive constants of glass; modern glass. 
Lecture III.—April 28th.—The photographic lens; simple theory; con¬ 
ditions of problem; oblique refraction; astigmatism; coma; chromatic 
aberration; distortion; dispersive power and refraction; modern glass. 
Lecture IV.—May 5th.—The telescopic objective ; conditions of problem ; 
photographic objective; telephoto lens; materials other than glass; line 
of future advance; modern glass-making; tests of optical glass; 
nomenclature. 

STEPS : FROM A BUSINESS POINT OF VIEW. 

Houses with steps leading up to their front doors are healthier 

than those without. If statistics were collected in each cas« , 
and compared, it would be found that there is not only less 

illness, but also that spirits are higher, and life longer, in th • 
former than the latter. The retort might certainly be made 

that it is naturally the healthiest who would have the margin ot 
strength necessary to climb the steps and the hill-sides upon 
which high-perched houses are found. Still the fact remains, 

let cause and effect arrange themselves as they may. The same 
applies to the photographer in his town studio, necessarily high 

placed to catch light. He is better off than workers in 
other directions on the street level. The consideration should 

add somewhat to the measure of his philosophic content. At the 
same time, it must be admitted that, in general, steps, or even 

a step, are not regarded as an advantage in business premises. 

On the contrary, every effort is made to do away with them 

People were either stronger in past days to mount steps, or 
there was more individuality about the shopkeeper and his 

wares that overbore their disadvantages. The forces that have 
planed down business individuality to the present-day orthodox 
level have also planed down the steps—or at least reduced them 

to as little appreciable a grade as possible. In the country 

it is in many cases possible for the photographer to be in line 

with his fellow tradesmen in doing away with steps. The 
studio can be in the open garden, with a pleasant flower- 

bordered and aromatic pathway leading to it. But they are 

the exception, and it is to the general run of town studios 

at the heads of staircases that we would refer. The necessary 
steps are a business drawback to all customers, especially so 

to weak and to stout people. On the face of it, it seems a condi¬ 
tion of things that must be accepted as irremediable. When 

looked more closely at, however, the problem is not so hopeless. 

The actual height of the studio cannot be altered, but its 
apparent height to a hesitating customer looking up the stair¬ 

case can. Now, most people will be ready to admit, as the 
result of their every-day experience, that there are stairs and 

stairs. One flight is attractive, and the other is not. They 
would prefer going up and down the one twice over to going up 

the other once. In what does the superior attraction lie? 
Being intent upon practical hints that can be carried out 
without any great expense, we must leave important structural 

considerations out of the question. Otherwise, we might point 

out that the most important high qualities are shallow steps 

and frequent broad landings. 

As existing premises cannot be taken down and re-built for 
the sake of the studio at the top, we must accept the staircase 
as it is, and as being of the ordinary type. In the first place, 
it is eminently important to have plenty of light falling upon 

it. If an additional window can be got for the purpose, it will 
pay well to get it. Where impossible, existing light should be 

given the best possible chance, by light and airy paper or paint. 

Most staircases have a window at the top, the centre panes 
filled up, as a rule, with orthodox transparencies of mediaeval 
scenes, or saints, and the smaller side panes glazed with deep 
blue or red. Too much light is absorbed, and what' passes 
through is of the wrong colour. The scheme being to produce 
a light and an airy effect, and so a cheerful acquiescence in the 

step-mounting in the mind of the customer, everything should 
fall in with it. The saint’s true place is in a church window; 

the mediaeval scene or group in that of the ancient country seat. 
Both are out of place in a window at the head of a commercial 

staircase. Transparent positives of local scenes might with 
advantage be substituted by the photographer himself. They 

will more readily claim the interest of the climber, and tend to 

make him forget the steps. They might, in addition, be made 
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to add to business, for many customers have windows in their 

own houses looking out upon adjoining roofs and tiles. The 

borders of red and blue glass should also be taken out, and re¬ 
placed with canary-coloured. This gives a much cheerier light, 
and produces in dull weather a sunshiny effect. Having 

admitted as much light as possible, it should not be allowed to 

disclose dust and dirt. 
It may seem unnecessary to call attention to such a fact, 

but all who have to do with stairs know well the attraction they 

have for dirt, and how difficult it is to keep them clean. Man), 
if not most, of the customers are ladies, and, naturally, dressed 
In their best for the occasion. The disagreeable dread of soiled 

skirts should not be added to the inherent drawbacks of the 
stairs. Not the least of these drawbacks to timid and elderly 
folks is the dread of slipping and falling. To overcome this, 

mat-surfaced indiarubber treads to the stairs would give the 
confidence of a secure foothold. A hand-rail would add to it 

in a firm hand-grip; not the usual banister rail, so broad 

and highly polished as to be of more ornament than use, but 
one that can be easily and effectively gripped. The brass tubes, 
2in. or so in diameter, fitted at the sides of companion-ways in 

ships, are very suitable for the purpose, having doubtless been 
evolved as the best under the difficult conditions of step-mounting 

and descending upon the yielding foundation of the sea. It 

may appear a bit far-fetched to go so far, but it depends upon 

the point of view. That of the alert young man about to 

confidently descend a flight of steps is different from that of the 

portly matron with a skirt and a couple of children to attend 

to as well, or of the heavy-weight of the opposite sex, who has 
not seen his boots when walking for the past ten years. Yet 

both the last have money to spend in photographs, probably 
more than the smart young man. Then there are such things 

as rheumatism, sciatica, anaemia, and so on, afflicting those 

whose avoirdupois is normal. All would welcome firm and secure 

hand and footholds. As it must be a long staircase as well 

as a lane—that has no turning, and in the former a landing at 

it, it should be made as far as possible an agreeable break. A 

vase of fresh flowers or a case of ferns is very grateful; so 

is a pretty picture, or, better still, the offered comfort of a 
chair. Finally, and as the most important point of all, it is 
most advisable to go up and down, wherever possible, with the 

customer. A little cheerful conversation, with a light apology, 

suitably introduced, for the stairs, mentioning their in¬ 
evitability, and why, in town studios, will reduce the length and 
steepness of any staircase. The attention will be appreciated, 

the aid of an arm to an elderly man or woman, or a hand to a 
child, still more so. Indeed, there are so many possibilities in 

this direction that we are almost inclined to say that a man 
gifted with common-sense, and the saving touch of a slight 

courtliness of manner to appropriately carry off the practical 
expression of a kindly disposition, might find a flight of stairs 
not a detriment, but a powerful aid, to business. 

Astronomical Photographs.—Professor E. C. Pickering announces that 
he has received from a friend a gift of $20,000 (£4,000)) for the benefit 
of the Harvard College Observatory. It is proposed to expend about 
one-half of this fund in extending the present building in which the 
astronomical photographs are kept, so as to provide for the adequate 
storing of this collection with its probable increase for many years. 
These photographs furnish a history of the entire stellar universe for 
the last twelve years, and is not duplicated elsewhere. A portion of the 
remainder of the gift will be used at once to provide for the study of 
objects of interest on the photographs, as hitherto only those of special 
importance have been examined.—•“ Nature.” 

Royal Photographic Society.—On Tuesday, April 15th, Mr. S. Aitken, 
E.R.G.S., will lecture upon “ The first ascent of Mount St. Elias,” and 
show slides by Signor Vittorio Sella. On Tuesday, April 22nd, Hr. T. 
Charters White will read a paper upon “ Photomicrography,” and show 
slides. The meetings commence at 8 p.m. Members may introduce 
two visitors. The exhibition of photographs by Mr. C. Yarnall Abbott, 
of Philadelphia, is now open daily from 10 to 4 at the society’3 house. 

INCIDENTS OF DEVELOPMENT. 

I i>o not think photographers, as a rule, give much thought to 
the chemical actions which ensue when a developer is brought 
into action upon a gelatino-bromide plate. Even those 
amateurs who have studied chemistry are apt to be somewhat 
appalled by the enormity and complexity of the empirical 
formuke of the complex organic bodies, the substitution com¬ 
pounds and derivations and their many-sided actions. The 
pictorial worker can, perhaps, afford to trust to the developers 
prepared for him, and let their chemical relations go ; but the 
technical photographer should try to follow what takes place. 

The action of light upon the plate is a reduction process, we 
say ; then the action of the developer is a continuation of this. 
There is, first, a rapid oxidation and a liberation of nascent 
hydrogen. We get hydrobromic acid formed and free silver 
precipitated in the film, and after fixing we have purely silver, 
and the silver bromide is gone, practically. 

The Determination of Developing Power by Ferments on the 
Polyphenols. 

Some time ago there was shown a new method by which we 
might test the relative positions of the substituents in aromatic 
compounds and test them also as to their developing powers. 

In connection with this it is interesting to note the actions 
of some of the ferments, as the polyphenols and their 
derivatives. 

Bertrand in 1894 published a paper upon oxidases or soluble 
oxidising ferments. His view was that the ferments, as 
Lacasse suggested, might be used as a test for the developing 

powers of the polyphenols. 

We know that hydroquinone, Pyrocatechin, and resorcin are 
isomeric, and although hydroquinone is a powerful, and Pyro¬ 
catechin a fairly powerful developer, resorcin fails to lay its 
claim to that property. 

If one of these strongly oxidising ferments, then, be brought 
into a vessel containing quinol and closed there, it is found 
after a while that all the free oxygen has been absorbed. In 
the case of quinol and resorcin : — 

Cs S! u HI 32 cc of O absorbed in 4 hours. 
JJKi u H (4) 

Paramidophenol. 

O H (1) 
c6 H4 0 H j ' 17-4 cc of O absorbed in 4 hours. 

Orthodiphenol. 

C0 ^4 q jj |g| to cc °f O absorbed in 15 hours. 

Metamidophenol. 

Then, again, with phloroglucin no oxidation took place, though 
with pyro, its isomer, there was oxidation: — 

O H (1) 
C6H3 OH (3) 

OH (5) 
Phloroglucin. 

O H (1) 
C6H3 OH (2) 

OH (3) 
Pyrogallic acid. 

But not only do we get oxidation here, but M. Bertrand shows 
that we may test by replacing the hydroxyl by amidogen. 
Thus: — 

~ tt NH2 (1) j (Oxidation.) 
V6 h4 o h (4) | Paramidophenol. 

r tt N H2 (1) ( Scarcely any.) 
'-6 * OH (0) I Metamidophenol. 

NHj(l)f (Scarcely any.) 
n4 ^ pp (3)\Metaphenylene diamine. 

r tt NH,(l)f (Oxidation.) 
t g ^ (4) IParaphenylene diamine 

The formulae are a little confusing to follow, but the 
chemical student will, no doubt, see the drift of the 

:experiments.-. *. 
To the investigations of Andressen and Lumi&re Bros, we 
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are now indebted for much light thrown on the organic 
developers of aromatic series, and it is they who have evolved 
for us the law that all disubstitution products of the benzene 
series containing two hydroxyls, or two amido groups, or one 
HO and one NHo are developers, provided these groups stand 
either m the ortho or para positions with relation to each other. 
Thus we have methyl-o-amidophenol (ortol), methyl-p-amido- 
phenol (A’s metol), arid the homologous kresol compound 
(Hauff’s metol). 

Diphenyl. 

Then we have a remarkable developing agent not too well 
known amongst pictorial workers—diphenyl, or diamido- 
dioxy-diphenyl. It was found after a while*, in the course of 
phenolic substitutions and derivations, that ethyl ethers of the 
benzonaphthols or oxyazobenzene are converted into semidene 
on subjection to reducing processes, and acid reduction of the 
ether bodies converts them into diphenyl bases, of which the 
developing agent in question is one, that is, by the acid reduc¬ 
tion of the acetic acid-tester of oxyazobenzene, the acetyl group 
being split off, forming hydrazobenzene. Roughly, thus: — 

c6h4oc2h302 NjH—C6H4OH 
l2Cf)H5 + 4~NH—C(!H5 

N, H—C6 H4 O H _ /N Ho—Cf) H, OH 
NH-C6H5 -\NHo-CcH4 

or by the graphic formula : — 

Diphenjd is a splendid developer. It gives clear negative-', 
with plenty of density, and allows a good deal of latitude—in 
fact, so much so that it is especially a suitable re-agent for 
over-exposed plates. It is particularly free from fog, and gives 
a beautiful range of gradation and decided softnfess. One part 
of the developer should be used with about twenty parts of 
water, and for over or under exposure more or less water 
accordingly. Frederick Graves. 

PORTRAITS FOR THE STEREOSCOPE. 

There is no question that the stereoscope is again coming into 
favour, and no greater proof of that is needed than the number 
of new stereoscopic cameras that are being put upon the market 

just now. When the instrument was all the rage and at the 
time when, according to a then popular advertisement, there 
was “ no home without a stereoscope,” a considerable business 
was done in stereoscopic portraits. Many of your older readers 
will remember the very beautiful stereoscopic portraits by the 

daguerreotype process produced by the late Messrs. Claude, 
T. R. Williams, Kilburn, Mayall, and others, in London, and 

by other photographers in most of the large cities. The glass 
positive process was also largely used for stereoscopic por¬ 

traits, and very excellent they were ; for it must be borne in 
mind that the positive process as worked by skilful photo¬ 
graphers in the fifties was quite a different .class of picture 

from what is produced by the proce's at the present time. 
Indeed, both the positive process and the Daguerreotype 

were better suited for stereoscopic portraiture than 
were the paper . pictures of that period, the slightly 
albumenised paper of the time being very granular. 

With the rising popularity of steroeoseopic pictures 

of landscapes, there is very little doubt but that they will 
become equally popular for portraiture, if portraitists will 

only give attention to the subject. 

APPARATUS EOR STEREOSCOPIC PORTRAITURE. 

No special apparatus is necessary beyond what is to be found in 
most studios. Those portraitists who are not familiar with stereo 

scopic photography will do well to study the subject before 
they begin taking stereoscopic portraits, or they may not. 
succeed in producing pleasing pictures. One point is the stereo 

scopic angle—the distance apart from which the two pictures 
are taken. For landscapes, the distance at which the two 

lenses are apart varies from 2j?in. to 3in. But if such a 
separation be adopted for portraits, it will be much too great 

for the pictures to be satisfactory—the relief will bo too much 
to be natural. The separation of the lenses should not exceed 

2^in., or less than that if the camera is approached near tin* 
sitter. For small sizes, in the studio, portrait lenses are usually 
employed, and if we take a pair of these we shall find a difti 

culty in fitting them on the front of the camera with their 
centres only 2J,in. apart. Let us take, say, a pair of what an> 

known as “ No. 1 carte ” lenses, or their equivalent, “ quarter- 
plate ” lenses ; we shall find the glasses to be from l^in. to 2in. 

in diameter, and, with the setting and flanges, about S^iu. 
Now it is manifest that in these circumstances the centres, 

cannot be arranged sufficiently close together. It is true that 
a-quarter of an inch or so may be cut from each of the flanges 

to get the lenses nearer together, but that is not enough. 

Hence, we must employ lenses with smaller diameter, and that 
means, with those of the portrait type, shorter focus, which is 

very undesirable. 

We may, it is true, employ lenses of the “ R. R.,” or those 

of the newer types, but, for studio work, they do not find, for 

the smaller sizes, much favour amongst professional photo¬ 
graphers. We have just referred to the very beautiful stereo¬ 

scopic Daguerreotypes that used to be taken in the days of 

yore, and, we may mention, they were mostly taken with a 

single-lens camera—the camera being moved laterally (between 
the two exposures) the necessary distance to secure a natural 

effect when the pictures were viewed in the instrument. In 
this way the two pictures can be taken any distance, however 

short apart, whatever the diameter of the lens, or its focal 
length, may be. A very simple way to take stereoscopic por¬ 

traits with one lens is to fit it on a half-plate camera, with a 
sliding front and a diaphragm in its centre ; then, when the 

first picture has been taken, to slide the front forward tin' 
desired distance, which may be regulated by a stop- 

piece, and then make the second exposure. It may 
be urged that by the use of a single-lens camera there would 
be the risk of movement of the sitter between the two exposures, 

but with the present rapid plates that is very remote. 

In the old days, when the exposure ranged from fifteen seconds 
| upwards—often very much upwards—little difficulty was met 

with from this source. With the present plates it may be 
reckoned as next to nil. Anyhow, I would strongly advise 
such portraitists as are looking out for novelties to introduce 

in their businesses to give attention to portraits for the stereo¬ 

scope, as I am sanguine that they will, eventually be in 
demand. J. R. Hoewood. 

Fulham Public Libraries.—Free Lectures.—The Public Libraries Com¬ 
mittee has arranged for the following lectures to be delivered at the 
Town Hall, Walham Green, on Tuesday evenings during April, 190?. 
Each lecture will commence at 8.30 p.m. and will last about one hour. 
April 15th, “A Reading From Dickens,” by Mr. C. Stuart-Barker. April 
22nd, “ Photography in Natural Colours,” by Mr. J. W. Hinehley, 
A.R.S.M. (with lantern illustrations). April 29th, ” Goldsmith/* by Mr. 
E. Avcrn. Admission is free. 
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THE LIMITS OF VISION. 
Has the power and range of human vision changed at all with the 

lapse of years? (asks “The English Mechanic”). Do we, as the 

result of long training, see further and clearer than did our first 

ancestors upon the earth, or has the power and penetration of our 

sight deteriorated, as have certain other of our bodily attributes, 

in the modified conditions of modem civilisation? The question is a 
not uninteresting one1—albeit hard or well-nigh impossible to answer. 

Curiously enough also, what evidence can be adduced in the matter, 

from history and tradition,appears strangely contradictory and variable. 

Thus, according to Humboldt, the Arabs of olden days were accus¬ 

tomed to regard as a test of good vision the small attendant star hard 

by the middle star in the tail of the Great Bear, known sometimes 

as “Jack by the Middle Horse,” in allusion to the local name con¬ 

ferred on the constellation of “Charles’s Wain.” The Arab title 

of this tiny star is “ Saidak,” or the test. Nowadays, however, no 

one of average sight has any difficulty whatever in distinguishing it, 

from whence the hasty conclusion might be gathered that we have 

fair proof that the power of human vision has become augmented. 

On the other hand, it is, of course, equally possible that it is the 

brightness of the star, or its distance from its companion, which has 

increased within historic times rather than range of vision, and this 

argument is borne out in several ways. The discovery and recognis¬ 

ing as a planet, centuries before the Christian era, of Mercury, which, 

being never far from the sun, must always have been a difficult object, 

especially for systematic observation, proves the astronomers of early 

days to have been fully as keen-sighted as their modem descendants. 

Again, to those who know exactly where to look for it, and are 

familiar with its appearance in a telescope, the famous nebula in 

Andromeda is just fairly visible with the naked eye; nevertheless the 

ancients were well acquainted with it hundreds of years before the 

telescope had been invented. A much more remarkable fact, how¬ 

ever, having bearing on the subject of human vision is connected 

with ancient observations of the planet Saturn. The rings of this 

body, as is well known, are to be distinguished only through a fairly 

powerful telescope, and are far beyond the range of the unaided eye 

under all present existing circumstances. In the ancient Chaldaean 

mythology the planet Saturn was associated with the deity Asshur 

or Nisroch, and it is, to say the least, a most remarkable and strange 

coincidence that in Assyrian sculpture this god is represented by 

the figure of a man encircled by a ring. It is hard indeed to escape 

the conclusion that by some means the Chaldaeans were aware of the 

peculiarity which distinguishes Saturn from all other planets; and, 

although it is certainly possible that 4,000 years ago the ring system 

was more visible than now, it is equally certain that unusually keen 

eyesight must have been necessary to perceive it, even in the clear 
skies of Chaldaea. 

Naturally, the clearness of the atmosphere is the greatest factor 

in the case of long-range vision, and it is in the purer skies of other 

climes, or upon very rare occasions in our own land when exceptional 

weather conditions have prevailed, that instancies of phenomenal 

far-seeing have occurred. Humboldt assures us that mountain air in 

certain regions under the Equator is so transparent that in the 

province of Quito the white cloak of a horseman has been distinguished 

with the naked eye at a distance of 89,664ft., or very little short 

of 17 miles. Again, on the American prairies, it is said that the 

packed cumulus clouds of distant thunderstorms, brooding over rhe 

plain, may be sometimes seen on the horizon 200 miles away. Such 

long shots do not come our way in misty England, and it is only 

what we might expect to find that it is in the pure air aloft, and 

from the imposing height of a high-flying balloon that English records 

of naked-eye vision have been obtained. Possibly one of_the best 

and most comprehensive views ever witnessed on these islands was 

enjoyed by Mr. Glaisher, the aeronaut, when riding some four miles 

high over London. On this occasion, the observer could see not only 

the whole coast line of England to south and east, distinguishing 

clearly the towns in Thanet, Brighton, Dover, and Deal, but 

Ipswich was also in view, and even the sea beyond Yarmouth, distant 

nearly 120 miles away. Another history of a “far sight” seen in 

England, though equally true, must be referred to a different cate¬ 

gory. In the year 1798, on the afternoon of a summer’s day, hun¬ 

dreds of people hurried down the beach at Hastings to witness before 

them the whole opposite coast of France, from Calais to Dieppe, 

clearly defined, and apparently but a few miles to sea. The cliffs 

and shores on which they gazed in astonishment were certainly there, 
and yet, on the other hand, they were as certainly invisible. Thirty 

miles of sea separate Hastings from the nearest point of the French 

coast, and owing to the convexity of the earth, the foreign shore- 

must be wholly invisible. rIhe explanation of this seeming contradic¬ 

tion is, of course, that it was a case of mirage, rarely indeed visible 

in our own land, though often met with in desert country or in tht 
Arctic regions. 

It is a matter of general observation that our atmosphere becomes 

more transparent when charged with moisture, much as a piece of 

paper becomes more transparent by being wetted. Far-seeing hs 

therefore more common in unsettled weather, and this fact is borne 

out in the familiar saying of “ The farther the sight the closer the 

rain.” Another well-known effect of moisture-laden atmosphere is 

the way in which distant lights may be reflected in the sky from the 

watery particles in suspension to very considerable distances. On 

certain occasions the glare of the furnaces in the Black Country may 

be most plainly discerned in the night sky fuby 50 miles away. The 

shimmer of the North Foreland Lighthouse can sometimes be easily 

traced at twenty-five miles distance, and when so seen, the night 

watchmen round the coast prophesy stormy weather. In like man¬ 

ner, the inhabitants of Chiswick, Berkhampstead, and other towns 

round London regard it as a bad forecast when the reflected lights of 

the Metropolis are much in evidence on the horizon. In proof that 

reflected light may be visible at almost any distance, it is only 

necessary to point to the outer members of the Solar System whence 

the light of the sun is returned us from thousands of millions of 

miles away. In like manner great spaces of country have been 

covered by the heliograph. In the Waziri Expedition of 1881 com¬ 

munication was maintained across an interval of seventy miles, and 

it is stated that on an occasion when the signalling light was thrown 

upwards upon the clouds, messages have been read over as much as 

one hundred and ninety miles of country. How far the powers of 

human vision may be increased by optical aid is a question yet to be 

decided. Mechanical improvements have lately made practicable the 

manufacture and mounting of giant telescope glasses, the mere mak¬ 

ing of which was formerly considered an engineering impossibility, 

and as far as actual handiwork is concerned, there seems no reason 

why lenses considerably larger than the largest in present use should 

not presently be turned out. The limits in the direction of the making 

and using of large telescopes are really physical ones which no amount 

of human skill is likely to surmount. For the grinding of large lenses, 

glass of a proportionate thickness must necessarily be employed, and 

with the increased thickness of glass comes naturally the increased 

absorption through it of the light, so that presently what is gained 

in one direction is lost in another. This difficulty of absorption is 

of course obviated when the giant lens is replaced by the giant mirror. 

Yet a worse difficulty remains, for which it seems impossible to con¬ 

ceive a renedy. The wider these giant eyes looking out into space 

the clearer and less disturbed must be the atmosphere through which 

they peer. Already the purest air of the prairies and mountain 

heights have been found scarcely good enough to employ to full ad¬ 

vantage the great glasses now in use. Here, at least, we find a very 

real and impassable limit. 

----— 

CHEMISTS AND THE SALE OF POISONS. 

Accokdxng to our contemporary, “ The Pharmaceutical Journal,” a 
long discussion took place on the Sale of Poisons at the last meeting 
of the Edinburgh District Chemists’ Trade Association. 

Mr. Boa said they had recently heard a good deal about the sale 
of poisons, and he was inclined to think that they were sometimes 
in danger of doing things which were prejudicial to their own interests. 
The Legislature had put upon them the responsibility of the sale of 
poisons. They were, therefore, charged with a certain duty to the 
public. In the first place, they had the sole right to sell poisons. In 
the second place, they had a duty to sell poisons in such a way as 
to secure the safety of the public. In the third place, he did not 
think they had a right to put any unnecessary restrictions on the 
public receiving such poisons as they wished. They had no right to 
refuse to supply, say, one pennyworth of laudanum or chloroform. 
They ought to assume that the person who asked for the poison was 
sane, unless there was some obvious evidence that there was some- 
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thing wrong. The object of the poison regulations was to see that 
poisons were sent out in such a way as to prevent any disastrous 
results in their use. They were not justified in refusing to supply. 
They were, in a sense, like a hotel-keeper, who was licensed to sell 
liquor, and must supply it on demand. There was a tendency some¬ 
times, he thought, to make unnecessary objections in the selling of 
poisons required for remedial purposes, or for use in the arts. The 
consequence was that there w'as apt to be on the part of the public 
a demand for greater facilities. They should always remember that 
the object of the regulations was the safety of the public, and not 
mere restriction of sale. The public, or at least a large proportion of 
them, were how much more highly educated, and a plan that worked 
well enough twenty years ago was often entirely out of date. For 
example, a peison applies to a chemist, say, for perchloride of mer¬ 
cury. If the person is unknown, the chemist cannot sell. But an 
effort should be made in such cases to make it easy for persons to get 
what was wanted. It was not right merely to turn them away by 
saying the law did not allow one to sell to a stranger. They might 
be able to get someone to introduce them if a little trouble were taken. 
Unless that was done, persons who had been in the habit of being 
supplied without difficulty where they were known, who really wanted 
the poison for a legitimate purpose, were apt to be aggrieved, and 
begin to want facilities for being supplied elsewhere. They would 
see what attitude he thought they should take up in regard to poison 
regulations. There were other points on which he thought they 
should be careful. He referred to the use of tne poison bottle. He 
had seen laudanum sent out in a poison bottle, and bearing a glaring 
red label. He thought that was wrong, and did away with the main 
object of the poison bottle, as well as the red label, which was to 
emphasise the difference between internal and external remedies. 
Many of these practices were, of course, adopted, from fear of coroners, 
who veiy frequently treated chemists in a very unjust manner. He 
thought that wrhen those individuals offended in that way, as they 
•often did, the Pharmaceutical Society should call them to book. He 
thought it was the duty of the society to protect its members against 
the unjust aspersions that were sometimes cast upon them in this 
connection. 

Mr. Henry said he agreed with Mr. Boa. They had delegated to 
them the selling of poisons, and it was right that they should supply 
them, and there should be no excuse for anyone wishing to go else¬ 
where. Mr. R. L. Hendry said if, say, a young lady asked for one 

■drachm of corrosive sublimate, would they be justified in supplying it? 
Several members said certainly, if she was known to him. Mr. Forret 
said he agreed with Mr. Boa. He did not think they were entitled 
to refuse to sell under ordinary circumstances. They were the legal 
sellers of poisons, and if applied to were bound to supply what was 
wanted, unless, of course, there was some obvious reason to the con¬ 
trary, if the purchaser was uncertain as to how the poison was to 
be used, or in the case of children. He very frequently sold per¬ 
chloride of mercury, both to professional and amateur photographers. 
Mr. Bowman asked what kind of bottle should be used when two 
ounces of laudanum wras ordered with directions to take twenty drops 
as a dose, and also directions to put a tablespoonful in a poultice. Mr. 
Boa said he thought in such cases two bottles should be used, one 
labelled “twenty drops for a dose,” the other, which might be a poison 
bottle, labelled, “A teaspoonful to be added to the poultice.” Mr. 
Forrest said that was an example of a very dangerous form of pre¬ 
scribing, widen they sometimes came across. Mr. Brown, West 
Calder, said he had recently had a case in which three ounces of 
laudanum had been prescribed for a woman to be used for external 
application to a bad leg It was put in a poison bottle, and labelled 
laudanum in the usual way. The woman brought it back, and said 
there must be something wrong, because the wrong dose was on the label. 
It was the ordinary laudanum label that had been used, with the dose 
twenty-five drops printed on it, and she had been told to use a much 
larger quantity for the external application. Mr. Blenkiron said it 
was a common thing for dentists to order one ounce of laudanum to 
be used as a mouth-wash. Did the regulations require that that 
should be put in a poison bottle? This question gave rise to con¬ 
siderable discussion, in which a very clear difference of opinion was 
revealed as to whether a mouth-wash could be spoken of as an appli¬ 
cation for external use. Some maintained that it must be regarded 
as an internal application, while others maintained that internal ap¬ 
plications were those only which passed into the stomach. The point 
was left undecided. The general opinion was that the laudanum should 
be sent out in a plain bottle. 

Mr. Brown said he would like to ask a question about the sale of 
arsenic for use in sheep dipping. Farmers very frequently strongly 
objected to having it coloured. He would like to know if it could 
be sold uncoloured in large quantities. Farmers complained because 
it was proposed to colour it, and declared that they could get it else¬ 
where uncoloured. Several members said it could be sold in quanti¬ 
ties of not less than 10 lbs. without colour. It was pointed out, how¬ 
ever, that that concession only applied when the arsenic was “ Not 
for use in agriculture,” and that, therefore, it must always be coloured 
when sold for sheep dipping. The chairman and Mr. Macpherson 

argued that sheep dipping did not come within the meaning of the word 
“agriculture.” An interesting debate took place on this point. It 
was argued that though, strictly speaking, the rearing of sheep was not 
agriculture, it must be intended to include that in the Arsenic Act, 
ld51. That Act was intended chiefly to regulate the supply of arsenic 
for sheep dipping purposes, and it must be assumed that the Legislutur • 
had the purpose in view when passing the Act. It was pointed out 
that if agriculture did not include sheep dipping then that would have 
a very far-reaching effect on the application of the recent order schedul¬ 
ing liquid preparations of carbolic acid. Many preparations of carbolic 
acid were sold for use in the treatment of animals on farms, and if 
that did not come within the words “ agricultural purposes,” they 
would all be poisons, which could only be sold by registered chemists, 
and must be labelled poison. In the discussion, the order scheduling 
carbolic acid was strongly condemned as entirely illogical and absurd. 
The looseness of its provisions in regard to tne sale of so deadly a 
poison as carbolic acid was contrasted with the stringent regulations 
governing the sale of arsenic. 

Mr. MacPherson said he agreed with Mr. Boa. They should avoid 
unnecessarily restricting the sale of poisons. They should be guided 
by the Act, and its provisions and regulations should be liberally con¬ 
strued Unless there was some distinct objection it was but* right 
that they should supply any poison that was required by the public In 
regard to articles in Fart 1. of the Schedule they should be sold in strict 
conformity with the conditions imposed. There had been many illus¬ 
trations of the dangers attending a loose observance of these precau¬ 
tions. The case of Dr. Lamson was one in point. He was supplied 
with aconitine across the counter merely on his own representation 
that he was a medical man. It was a large firm who supplied him; 
had it been a smaller man he would probably have been severely 
handled by the coroner. With regard to the poison regulations gener¬ 
ally, there weie many points on which they were rather puzzling, and 
he thought they very much required to be overhauled by some com¬ 
petent person. But so long as they remained, they should be complied 
with. For instance, they might sell laudanum itself in a plain bottle; 
but if they made a lotion containing a small quantity of laudanum in 
water, they must put it in a poison bottle and mark it not to be taken. 
Then, in the case of carbolic acid, they might send out the 90 per cent, 
liquefied carbolic o.cid in a plain bottle; but if they sent out a carbolic 
lotion with more than 3 per cent., it must be in a poison bottle and 
marked not to be taken. Pure carbolic acid did not even require to 
be labelled poison. He thought all that was most absurd, and should 
be rectified. Mr. Boa spoke about not putting obstacles in the way 
of educated people, but they could not legislate exclusively for educated 
people. One law must apply to all. The ignorant and prejudiced 
comments of coroneis, who were often very bumptious, was a sore 
point, and did much injury unjustly to chemists and druggists. He 
was not sure if the Council could do much. Perhaps a timely letter 
from Mr. Bremridge now and again might do good by way of re¬ 
straint. 

Mr. Hil1 said three points had been made clear in the discussion. 
In the first place, it wTas the duty of legally authorised poison sellers 
to keep a stock of such poisons as were required by the public in the 
district in which they were located. He did not think they were bound 
to sell these poisons to all who applied. That was left to their dis¬ 
cretion as trained sellers. Bub if they refused to stock any of them the 
public would seek to get their wants supplied in some other way. In 
the second place, there was room for taking particular care that in 
all cases the existing provisions of Section 17 were carefully attended 
to. He referred more particularly to the supplying of articles coming 
under the restrictions of Part I. of the Poison Schedule. In the third 
place, it had come out very clearly in their discussion that the moment 
they began to apply practically the mechanical restrictions on the 
sale of poisons embodied in the clauses of an Act of Parliament or 
in regulations passed pursuant to the Act they landed in difficulties, 
impracticabilities, and absurdities. He was convinced that it was 
utterly impossible to lay down, in any Act of Parlament, the detailed 
conditions that must be applied to all sales of substances deemed 
to be poisons. The attempt to do so frustrated the very purpose of 
such precautions, and made them ridiculous. All experience proved 
this to be so. The true and only efficient line of policy was to make 
certain that the persons entrusted with the distribution of poisons 
to the public, for any purpose whatsoever, were duly trained, and 
possessed a competent practical knowledge. All merely mechanical 
restrictions should be reduced to a minimum, and the sale carefully re- 
tricted to the properly qualified persons. Each trained seller should 
be left to exercise his own judgment and discretion as to the best 
precautions to be adopted in eact* particular case. Experience had 
shown that that was the only real way of avoiding difficulties and 
securing the safety of the public. It was also the only safe way in 
which needless interference with the adequate supply of public wants 
in the matter of poisons could be obviated. There was a natural 
tendency to think that imposing statutory mechanical restrictions 
was a safeguard against accident, but experience proved that that was 
an entire mistake. The proper education of the authorised seller v»-'as 
the only true safeguard. In any attempt to overhaul the existing 
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regulations this point should be kept steadily in view. No more 
mechanical restrictions should be introduced. The existence of the 
present ones was a standing obstacle to the extension of the efficiency 
of the poison sched^e. 

-♦- 

PROFESSIONAL PHOTOGRAPHERS’ ASSOCIATION. 

At the general meet'ng held at 66, Russell Square, on Friday, April 
4th, Mr. Thomas Bedding, F.R.P.S., occupied the chair. 

The hon. sec. read letters received from Messrs. W. Crooke, F. A. 
Bridge, Lambert Weston, and others who were unable to attend. 

The chairman said that on the card calling the meeting there were 
two subjects set down for discussion : (1) Fire insurance rates and (2) the 
relationship of this Association towards copyright and the Copyright 
Union. 

Fire Insurance. 

The assistant secretary, Mr. E. W. Simmons, having read letters 
that he had received from several members, specifying the rates they 
were paying, Mr. R. Lang Sims followed with an account of negotia¬ 
tions he had carried on with the Sun, Phoenix, Guardian, and the 
■State fire offices. In all the letters he had received from them the 
fact was pointed out that it was difficult to quote a general standard 
rate because of the different circumstances in which each studio might 
be situated. Some had businesses of a risky character underneath, 
while others did not, and so forth. There was a tendency, however, 
to offer special terms. Mr. Sims said that the Guardian office, with 
which he insured, had quoted a lower rate than that he was then 
paying. The Sun office, which was first approached, said that it was 
impracticable to quote an uniform rate that would be acceptable in all 
■cases, as the degree of hazard varied so considerably. They had to 
■assess each case on, its own merits. The Phoenix office was prepared 
to quote 3s. per cent, to firms of good standing, subject to the buildings 
being of first-class construction and free from any surrounding hazard 
affecting the rate. They reserved the right, however, to decline 
individual cases. The suggestion was also made that the business 
of members of the P.P.A. should be transacted through the Associa¬ 
tion’s secretary, or other officer, who would be regarded as an agent, 
and receive the usual commission. The Guardian office wrote that if 
a large proportion of the members insured with them they would 
accept such insurances, subject to the absence of any internal hazard 

:greater than that of photography, at 3s. per cent, minimum. They 
could not quote a hard and fast rule, however. Here, also, it was 
suggested that the business should come through the Association’s 
official, who would be regarded as an agent of the company. The 
State office promised careful consideration to each case, and a quotation 
as low as possible in accordance with the risk. It was suggested that 
an agent should be nominated by the Association, to receive commis¬ 
sion on the business done. Mr. Sims thought that on the basis of 
these letters the Association would be able to report something definite 
at no distant date. 

Mr. Alfred Ellis (hon. sec.), said he had gone into the matter of 
fire insurance when moving into his present premises, and after some 
“trouble got the matter divided into three sections. The building 
itself, and, in case of fire, the rent and rates, were insured, at 2s. 6d. 
per cent. The plate-glass windows, show-cases, etc., at 4s. 6d. per 

■cent. The furniture, fittings, stock, lenses, cameras, and, practically, 
all movable plant, was also insured at 4s. 6d. per cent. The negatives 
were insured at 5s. per cent., but no claim on anv one negative could 
exceed two guineas. He had great difficulty in getting the offices to 
take this negative rislq. at all, but when they found that his books 
were kept by accountants, who could prove the earning value of every 
negative in the place, they accepted the insurance at once. This was 
<x very important point. Unless a man were in a position to refer to 
some reliable authority as to the value of the negatives from a money- 
earning point of view, he would have great difficulty in getting them 
insured at anything above sixpence or a shilling a-piece. The best 
way, perhaps, in which to proceed was to go to a good agent and let 
liim worry round for quotationsi from various offices. The office he 
insured in was the Commercial Union, and the negative insurance 
was based on the valve of le-orders. 

Mr. Martin Jacolette urged the keeping of separate books for re¬ 
orders, so that the insurance might be based upon a proper estimation 
of value. He insured in the Royal office at 5s. per cent., an all round 
Tate, covering negatives as well, but giving him only £1 as the maxi¬ 
mum recoverable in respect of a single negative. It struck him that 
the offices were only feeling round, judging by the differences in the 
rates that had been quoted. He thought that with Mr. Sims’s infor¬ 
mation some uniformity might be arranged in regard to the rates. 

Mr. Hallier said he insured fifteen years ago in the London and 
Lancashire office, at just under 4s. per cent., covering negatives as 
well; but no one negative could recover more than Is. The quotation 
was an old one, and one to which he had given little attention. Ho 
thought, however, that the question of fire insurance rates deserved 
inquiry. 

Mr. William Grove said he paid 7s. 6d. per cent, for the same block 
in which Mr. Elliott paid 10s. 6d. per cent. He had tried to get a 

reduction of the rate, but unsuccessfully. The office was the Commer¬ 
cial Union, and a limit of £2 2s. was placed upon any one negative. 

Air. Ellis said that he insured negatives on a seven years’ average 
of earning life. Thus negatives older than seven years drop out of 
the estimate, although, if destroyed, of course, compensation could be 
claimed. 

Air. H. J. Dalby said he had policies in the Royal, Guardian, and 
Kent offices. In the Kent he insured £925 for £1 3s. 3d., £500 for 
15s. in the Guardian, and in the Royal at 3s. 6d. per cent. It seemed 
to him that his premiums were at least as low as any offered to Mr. 
Sims, and he therefore thought that, while they appeared to be mag¬ 
nanimous, they were nothing of the kind. 

The chairman said that here the question of the premises came in. 
Their situation, of course, influenced the rate. 

Air. Dalby, continuing, said that it Avas impossible to expect an 
uniform rate for studios. For instance, a factory might be insured at 
a certain high rate. Now, if a studio were built on the top of the- 
factory, the rates would be equally high. Everything depended on 
locality and. surrounding hazards. He went on the principle of putting 
one office against another, and commended the suggestion to others. 

It was eventually agreed that the committee should be asked to 
codify the information received, and to act as they might consider 
desirable in the circumstances. It was also agreed that members should 
consider themselves invited to supply particulars of their own policies 
to the committee. 

The P.P.A. and the P.C.U. 

The chairman raised the question of the position of the association 
with regard to copyright and the Copyright Union. He said, that in 
the course of the association’s short career, the committee nad received 
a number of inquiries from members upon copyright matters. Some 
of the inquiries had been answered direct, and some had been referred 
to the Copyright Union. It had been felt by some members of the 
committee that the association was perfectly competent to answer the 
questions that had been addressed to the committee, to give advice and 
information on the subject of copyright, but at the same time it was 
recognised that there was in existence the well-established, worthy, 
and useful body, know l as the Photographic Copyright Union, which, 
for the last seven years, had done good work in defending the copy¬ 
right interests of photographers The general feeling was that while 
the executive of the association did not wish in any way to clash with 
the Copyright Union or to interfere with the very substantial and 
useful position which it had won for itself and occupied now, yet 
as the principal body, representing professional photographers in 
Great Britain and Ireland, the association should not be altogether 
inert in regard to these matters of copyright. The committee, there¬ 
fore, sought some expression of opinion from the members for their 
guidance in taking up the exact position to be occupied. The question 
Avas, whether the P.P.A. should or should not act as a source of in¬ 
formation on matters of copyright, or whether it should seek to co¬ 
operate with or become affiliated to the Copyright Union. 

Mr. Lang Sims said that the Copyright Union had expressed sym¬ 
pathy with the movement wdiich had produced the Professional Photo¬ 
graphers’ Association, and disclaimed any antagonism. 

Mr. H. Walter Barnett thought the P.P.A. should regard is as a duty 
to support the Copyright Union, in the same way as it should support 
the Royal Photographic Society. 

Mr. Jacolette said that a great deal was due to the Copyright Union 
for the valuable work they had done. There was no reason why 
they should be antagonistic, and he favoured some form of harmonious 
co-operation or affiliation, which, be hoped, might some day result 
in the Copyright Union being absorbed by the P.P.A.' 

Mr. Alfred Ellis foresaw' the time when, if the association took up 
the duty of ad Arising upon copyright matters, the work of the secre¬ 
tary would be very considerably increased. Speaking for himself, he 
Avorked for the same object on the Copyright Union Committee, and 
he did not wish to do the same thing over twice. There were, however, 
many simple questions on copyright which could be dealt with by the 
association, but he thought that if the party seeking information 
were a member of the Copyright Union he should go there for his 
a.nswrer. Of course, the association could not take up any legal 
action on copyright matters; it was too expensive. His idea was to 
advise a member of the association, but go no further. In conclusion, 
he urged members always to write direct to the secretary, and not 
the solicitor, unless as a matter of business. The practice was 
an inconvenient one, and lie couli not forward letters to the solicitor, 
as he had been asked, without instructions from the committee. 

It was agreed that the committee should be asked to consider the 
suggested issue of a certificate of membership to members of the 
association. 

A vote of thanks to the Royal Photographic Society closed the 
meeting. 

-♦- 

Professional Photographers’ Association.—At the committee meeting 
held on Friday, April 4th, the following gentlemen were elected mem¬ 
bers of the Association:—Messrs. -T. H. Napier (Messrs. Edwards and Co.), 
7, Upton Lane, Forest Gate, E., and Robert William Simmons, 26, 
Dominick Street, Galway, Ireland. 
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THE PHOTOGRAPHIC EXHIBIT AT ST. LOUIS WORLD’S 

FAIR,' 1903. 

[For the appended copies of correspondence on the above subject we are In¬ 
debted to Mr. J. C. Strauss. 

St. Louis, U.S.A., 
January 29, 1902. 

Dear Sir,—I would be very glad to see you at your earliest con¬ 
venience in regard to a photographic exhibit. Some correspondence 
with you relating to same has been handed to me, and I will be glad 
to have you call so that we can talk the matter over.—Thanking you 
for the interest you have taken in this phase of the Exposition, I am, 
yours very truly, 

(Signed) J. A. Ockerson, 
Chief of Department. 

Mr. J. C. Strauss, 
City. - 

St. Louis, U.S.A., 
February 6, 1902. 

Col. Ockerson. 
My Dear Sir,—Yours relative to photographic exhibit for our 

World’s Fair duly received. The committee appointed by the Photo¬ 
graphic Association of America has done considerable work among the 
foremost photographers, not only of this country, but also of Europe, 
and particularly in Great Britain. Great interest has been aroused, as 
is demonstrated by the mass of correspondence in my possession, but 
it will be utterly useless to endeavour to obtain any displays from 
the recognised leaders in our work, the world over, if their productions 
are to be regarded only as mechanical products or of mechanical pro¬ 
cesses. They are willing to subject their exhibits to the critical judg¬ 
ment of competent artists (not photographers). There should be a 
division of photographic displays; one, of the commercial side, includ¬ 
ing apparatus, materials, processes, etc., the other the Art side. The 
two are wholly distinct. This subject is too important and too big 
for a loiter. If you would find it convenient to step in my studio, we 
could go over the matter very carefully, and I could give you evidence 
of the work done to advertise our Fair among photographers.—I 
remain, yours very truly, 

(Signed.) J. C. Strauss. 

St. Louis, U.S.A., 
February 8, 1902. 

Mr. J. C. Strauss, 
3,514, Franklin Avenue, 

Gity. 
Dear Sir,—Your communication relating to photographic exhibit 

has been received and read with much interest. I shall take an early 
opportunity to call and talk the matter over with you. Until then, I 
beg to remain, very truly yours, 

(Signed) J. A. Ockerson, 

Chief, Department of Liberal Arts. 

St. Louis, U.S.A., 
February 26, 1902. 

Col. Ockerson, 
My Dear Sir,-—In my first letter to Governor Francis, with reference 

to our World’s Fair Photographic Exhibit, I claimed that the plan 
suggested by me would arouse interest in every part of the civilised 
globe. Here’s another document in evidence, on the prophecy made 
by me. This letter came to-day all the way from Australia. Do you 
think the members of any c^aft (other than photographers), residents 
of the South Pacific, hove any direct knowledge of the St. Louis 
World’s Fair? Or have announced an interest in its exhibits? Or have 
taken official action with reference to same? Will you be in the City 
towards end of coming week? It is quite possible a number of pro¬ 
minent photgrapheis may be in St. Louis about March 8th to 10th, 
and I would be pleased to arrange a conference with you.—I remain, 
yours very truly, 

(Signed.) J. C. Strauss. 

Enclosure, letter from South Australia Photographic Society, 
Adelaide, New South Wales. 

St. Louis, 
March 19, 1902. 

Col. John A Ockerson, 
Chief, Liberal Arts. 

My Dear Sir,—“It is a fa,- cry” from the American Institute of the 
City of New York to the Camera Club of Nelson, New Zealand, but 
the prayer from both is for the recognition of photography. Certainly, 
a communication from American Institute is entitled to consideration 
from those in charge of classification of our World’s Fair. Some of the 
most successful and instructive photographic salons ever held have been 
within its halls and under the auspices of the Institute. It was one 
of the first of the prominent organisations to reorganise and encourage 
the development of the Art element in camera work. Among its 

active members are some of the most advanced and justly-fanx d 
amateur photographers. But none of these people, whether they are 

in New York or in far away New Zealand, will be represented at St 
Louis in 1903, unless you can arrange to place their productions in the 
Ait Building. Please place these documents with others submitted. 
Yours very truly, 

(Signed.) J. 0. Strauss. 
Enclosure, letters from American Institute, New York, Camera Club 

Nelson, New Zealand. 

St. Louis, U.S.A., 
March 20, 1902. 

Mr. J. C Strauss, 
3,514 Franklin Avenue, 

City. 
Dear Sir,—Yours of the 19th, relating to photography, with en¬ 

closures from American Institute of the City of New York and your 
New Zealand correspondence, has been received and carefully con¬ 
sidered. I hope you will appreciate the fact, that, personally, I will 
lie very glad to meet the wishes of the photographic fraternity. I 
doubt, however, if anything can be done that will change the decision 
already made to leave all phases of photographic work in the Depart¬ 
ment of Liberal Arts. As seen as the matter takes definite shape as 
to what will or will not be done, I will promptly inform you. In tlx 
meantime, I thank you for the interest you are taking in the matter, 
and trust that I may have your co-operation throughout.—Very truly 
yours, 

(Signed) J. A. Ockerson, 
Chief, Department of Liberal Arts. 

St. Louis, U.S.A., 
March 31, 1902. 

Mr. J. C. Strauss, 
3,514, Franklin Avenue, 

City. 
My Dear Sir,-—In thinking over the situation as to photography, it 

occurs to me that the photographers are taking entirely the wrong, 
stand in their claim of “ photography in the Fine Arts Building or 
nothing.” Now', in the first place, as 1 understand it, photographers 
wanted to flock entirely to themselves and put up a building of their 
own, at their own expense, in which should be housed everything per¬ 
taining to the photographic profession. It was not then considered 
out of place for the artistic photographer to touch elbows with so-called 
commercial branch of photography. Why should it be more so if. 
housed in a group of the Liberal Arts Building? Under existing con¬ 
ditions, would it not be best for the photographers to take the ground, 
that they w ill prove themselves equal to the emergency, and will not be 
smothered out, but will club together and will prepare a place in 
the Liberal Arts Building for their art work that will establish, beyond, 
a doubt, their claim to a high position as a fine art? Get up some¬ 
thing that will make the Fine Arts Department “green with envy.” 
By this means you can establish your position before the world and, 
set the question as to your rights for ever at rest. Your art is evi¬ 
dently still in a transition state. You are making giant strides towards 
greater perfection every day, and no man can yet say where the end 
will be. It strikes me that it would be very undignified and unworthy 
of your exalted profession to stay out of the Exposition because you* 
cannot get all you want. That it w-ould be far better to raise a fund to 
fix up a gem of a place in the Liberal Arts Building according to your 
own ideas and plans, and fill it writh pictures that will challenge the 
skill and the admiration of the old school artists who hold that fine art 
is confined exclusively to work done with the brush and the chisel. 
Challenge them in this way to measure lances with you, and I am con¬ 
fident that in the end you will be more than glad that you did not 
yield to the first impulse to hold aloof. To this very laudable end 1 
pledge you all the assistance in my power. Trusting that you and your 
associates will come to see this matter in the light set forth in the- 
above lines, I beg to remain, yours very sincerely, 

(Signed) J. A. Ockerson, 

Chief, Department of Liberal Arts% 

St. Louis, 
, March 22, 1902. 

Col. John A. Ockerson, 
Chief of Departments Liberal Arts, 

City.. 
My Dear Sir,—I am indeed pleased to receive your letter of the- 

21st inst., because it evidences a decided interest in the photographic 
display, and it is gratifying to know that you regard an artistic ex¬ 
hibit one to be desired. However, the premise on which your argu¬ 
ment is based is in error as to some points of fact. The subject of the 
proper representation of Art in Photography at our World’s Fair was 
first suggested in a letter written by me, last July, to Governor 
Francis. The essential points in the plan outlined by me were : — 

“ Have a pavilion de^ oted exclusively to pictures produced by 
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photography, provided same give evidence of artistic feeling. 
The display of pictures should be along Salon lines, that is to 
say, only such should be exhibited as are considered worthy 
by a competent committee of artists, not photographers. „No 
distinction to be made between amateurs and professionals.” 

You will see that the request made last July, and it was encouragingly 
received by Governor Francis, was identical with that now made, 
except that some.months later the executive committee of the Exposi¬ 
tion rejected the “ separate pavilion ” idea on the ground of cost, and 
we have since substituted “Art Building for Art Photography.” At 
no time did the association of America, or any other body of photo¬ 
graphers, offer to pay for the pavilion. The entire letter to Governor 
Francis was published in the “Globe Democrat,” of July 16, 1901. I 
wish to call your attention to some of the statements therein made by 
me:—“In recent years portraiture by photography has successfully 
invaded Art realms and commanded recognition by Art critics, as far 
above and beyond the mechanical in processes and in results.” That 
this was and is true is proven by the actions, to which your attention 
has been diected, of the Boston Museum of Fine Arts, Pennsylvania 
Academy of Fine Arts, Department of Fine Arts, Glasgow Exposi¬ 
tion, American Institute, New York City, Art Institute of Chicago, 
“ International Studio ” (periodical), “Brush and Pencil” (periodi¬ 
cal), and by the further fact, that at the photographic salons, held in 
London, New York, Philadelphia, Chicago, and San Francisco, “ old 
school artists” (to quote your words), who formerly contended “that 
fine art is confined exclusively to work done with the brush and the 
chisel,” were the judges to decide which photographic productions 
were entitled to Salon honours, because of “ distinct evidence of indi- 

templated display. The universality of the camera has caused 
nearly every person in the more enlightened < ountries to have 
a lively interest in photographic productions.” 

Much of this has already been proven true, a^s documents submitted 
to you attest, and all my predictions will be realh-ed if photography 
is recognised as an art. So, with the kindest of sentiments for you 
personally, and appreciating your efforts in this matter, I must still 
contend that the only decision which will command the enthusiastic 
support and co-operation of the advanced camera workers, is the 
acquiescence in the demand, “Art Building for Ar Photography.” 
Yours cordially, 

(Signed.) J. ('. Strauss. 

-4- 

exhibitions. 
THE PHOTOGRAPHIC AND OPTICAL TRADES 

EXHIBITION. 

We append Itlie plan, with lists of names, of tlie ''tails at this 

Exhibition, which opens to-day, Friday, April P, at the Portman 

Rooms, Baker-street, London, W., and continues so for the following 

week :— 

T 

■52 

iorchzstra' 

LIST OF EXHIBITORS. 

1. The Secretary’s Office 
2 and 3. Kamm & Co. 
4, 5, and 6 Seabrook Bros. & Co. 
7. The Bayer Co., Ltd. 
8. Theobald <fe Co. 
9 and 10. R. & J. Beck. 
11 and 12. Marion & Co. 
13. J. Ashford 
14 and 15. Thornton Pickard Manufacturing Co. 
16. Staley & Co. 
17 and 18. D. A. Lowthime 
19 and 20. W. Butcher & Sons 
21 and 22. David Allan 
23. Iliffe & Son 
24, 25, and 26. Houghton & Son 
27 and 28. H. F. Purser 
29. Aerograph Co. 
30. Spratt Bros. 

31. Burroughs Wellcome & Co. 
32. A. C. Jackson 
33. J. E Lockyer 
34. F. H. Taylor & Sons 
35. 36, and 37. Columbia Optical and Camera Co. 
38. Marion & Co. 
39. Johnson & Sons 
39A. Albu & Sons 
40. Chas. Zimmerman & Co. 
41. C. P. Goerz 
41A. Rogers & Webster 
42. Dawbarn & Ward, Ltd. 
43 and 44. Chas. Tyler and England Bros., Ltd. 
45. W. D. Welford 
46. Rotary Photographic Co. 
47. H. W. Cox : 
48 and 49. J. Levi & Co. 
50. Hazell, Watson, & Viney 
51. T. P. Bethell 

52 and 53. O. Sichel & Co. 
54. Brooks-Watson Daylight Camera Co., Ltd. 
55 and 56. Benetfink & Co. 
58 and 59. Gauiuont & Co. 
62. O. Scholzig 
63. Rosenberg & Co. 
64. C. T. Mayer 
65. Thomas & Co., Ltd. 
69. Clement & Gilmer (London) 
71. A. & M. Zimmerman 
72. J. Lizars 
74 and 75. G. Culver, Ltd. 
77. Marshall & Brookes 
80. Anglo-American Co. 
83. J. J. Griffin & Sons, Ltd. 
86. Gee & Watson 
87. C. Harrison 
88. Lambert, Matthews, «V Angte, Romanet 
89. Watson & Sons 

vidual artistic feeling and execution.” You will concede that there 
is an immense distinction between photographers clubbing together, 
fitting up a section in the Liberal Arts Building, proclaiming them¬ 
selves and their work as the “real thing” in Art, and the other 
condition -The recognition and the heralding forth to the world, 
by the Louisiana Purchase Exposition, the greatest of all World’s 
Fairs, that photography is a fine art. This recognition is what we are 
striving for. Let this be granted, and I am quite confident photo¬ 
graphers would willingly spend money to make the setting for their 
display worthy of the Fair and fine art surroundings. There is one 
more point, in the letter to the Governor to which I will direct your 
attention : — 

“ The clerical and detail work of giving this feature the widest, 
most general publicity, would be conducted by the photo¬ 
graphers of th.s cduntry. Through their efforts, and that of 
photographic periodicals, the St. Louis World’s Fair would 
become advertised in every town of any consequence on the 
globe, and gain the enthusiastic support of more individuals 
(amateur photographers) than would result from any other con- 

PAISLEY. 

The sixteenth annual exhibition of the members of the Photographic- 
Section (formerly the Paisley Photographic Society) of the Paisley 
Philosophical Institution was opened in the Observatory Hall, 28, 
Oakshaw Street, Paisley, last Tuesday, and will remain open till 
Saturday. April 12. Admission is free, and the large attendance of 
visitors shows the widespread interest now being taken in photography 
by the general public. The number of works shown is slightly less 
than that on the walls last year, but this shortage ]s accounted for by 
the absence of the loan collection, a feature at previous exhibitions. 
This absence does not in any way detract from the undoubtedly high 
standard of the work. Quite a number of large works are forward 
this year, proving that the magnificent enlarging lantern of James 
Coats., Esq., of Ferguslie, has not been idle. Jin. general verdict of 
even the most casual spectator cannot be otherwise than that the exhibi¬ 
tion is of a highly successful character, and reflects credit on everyone, 
who has in the least wav contributed towards it. It. must also be a 
revelation to many as to the capabilities of the camera in the produc- 
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"tioii of pictures, when it is used by one who is in sympathy with 
nature. The Rev. John Crouch, the enthusiastic president, in declar¬ 
ing the exhibition open, criticised the Paisley Corporation’s action in 
proposing to charge for the electric lighting had the exhibition been 
held in the Museum Hall as formerly. The following is the complete 
list of awards :—- 

Class Al.—Photographs (any subject or process; size, whole plate 
and above) : (1) Robert Milne, (2) David Ure, (3) William Hutchison. 

Class AB.—Photographs (any subject or process; size, half-p]ate 
and under) : (1) Robert E. Glasgow". 

Class B.—Novice Class (any subject or process) : (1) David Car¬ 
michael ; (2) Robert E. Glasgow'. 

Class C.—-Hand Camera Work: (1) David Ure, (2) William 
Hutchison. 

Class Dl.— Set of Six Photographs taken at Glasgow 1901 Inter- 
'trational Exhibition : (1) Robert Milne. 

Class D2.—Six Slides of Photographs taken at Glasgow- 1901 Inter¬ 
national Exhibition : (1) William Hutchison. 

Class E.—Lantern Slides (in sets of six) any subject: (1) David Ure, 
(2) T. H. Taylor. 

Class F.—Photographs previously shown, whether winners or not: 
• tl) Robert Milne. 

The gentlemen who kindly undertook the duties of making the 
awards were Messrs. Cameron Todd, and Archibald Watson of the 

‘Glasgow and West of Scotland Amateur Photographic Association. 
'Might we suggest that in future competitions the awards be made to 
individual prints and not to sets, as has been done? This would, wre 
are sure, encourage the* members to give every print the attention it 
should have, and obviously help towards a still higher standard ot 

- work. \ , 
-£=-*-• 

Deu) Books. 
Round About Grantown. By J. W. Batchan. Thirty-two pages; 

price 6d. Published by the author, at Stanley Lodge, Ravens- 
bourne Park, Catford, S.E. 

This is an illustrated description of one of the health resorts of the 
Scottish Highlands. “ Situated on a plateau at an elevation of some 
750 feet above sea level, surrounded on all sides by health-giving pine 
forests, and the mighty Grampian Range in the immediate neighbourhood, 
it has one of the driest atmospheres in the Highlands, the rainfall being 
considerably less than that of Deeside.” The views and portraits in the 
book are the work of the author, a well-known professional photographer, 
and they stamp him as an extremely able master of his work. Tourists 
from this side of the Tweed should “ ear mark ” the brochure for consul¬ 
tation when the lassitude of late summer induces aspirations after 
“ mountain, moor, and loch.” We note that Mr. Batchan has recently 
commenced business at Catford in technical photography, negative mak¬ 
ing, lantern-slide work, printing and enlarging. To quote from the 
preface to “ Round About Grantown ” : “I undertake all kinds of photo¬ 
graphic commissions, including portraiture, landscape work, enlargements, 
etc. The growing importance of photo-mechanical process work has 
induced me to add this branch to my business, and the blocks illustrating 
this work, which are exclusively produced in my own studios, from my 
own photographs, will serve as specimens of work done in this depart¬ 
ment. Photographic copies of these originals in various sizes, as also 
of many other views of places of interest in Strathspey, may be had.” 
Mr. Batchan’s great and obvious abilities in portrait, landscape, and 
group photography should assure him a career in the Metropolis, and 
we hope to hear of his success. 

Mawson’s Catalogues. Gratis. Published by Mawson and Swan, 11 
and 15, Mosley Street, Newcastle-on-Tyne. 

The abridged price-list of photographic apparatus and material issued 
by the well-known north-country house extends to over a hundred pages. 
It forms an excellent purchasing guide for amateur and professional 
photographers, to whom the high reputation enjoyed by Messrs. Mawson 
and Swan should be a guarantee that the requisites issued bj them for 
practical work with the camera are good and reliable. A little pocket 
note-book for recording exposures should be found serviceable for jotting 
down the essential data that, should be available before development 
is commenced. A third of the series gives developing formulae, useful 
bints and notes, and instructions for the production of transparencies. 
It has eight half-tone illustrations. The following exposure table for 

• ■ase with Messrs. Mawson’s plates is given: — 
“ Mawson’s ‘ Lantern ’ . 1 

,, Photo-Mech . 1 
Half-Tone . 8 

„ Ortho. B . 15 
,, Ortho. A . 45 
,, Castle . 20 
,, Electric . 40 
Mawson . 60 

“ With regard to the orthochromatic, the increase of exposure with the 
yellow screen must necessarily vary with the character of the subject 
and the screen, but about 30 times the exposure required without a screen 
-may be taken as an average.” This batch of Mawson literature is 
obtainable,free on application. It is full of “pointers” to photographers 
of all sorts and conditions. 

A New Catalogue. Published by the Thornton-Pickard Manufacturing 
Company, Altrincham, Cheshire. 

The twelve beautiful half-tone illustrations from negatives made with 
the justly-renowned Thornton-Pickard apparatus are alone worth tin- 
postcard, in return for which the company undertake to send the apph- 
cant a copy of their spring catalogue. Tnis is an effectively bound and 
well printed book of 60 pages, relating to the company's apparatus, many 
specimens of which have lately been reviewed in these pages. As a 
catalogue of special productions in cameras and their appurtenances tin- 
book before us has peculiar claims on the attention of would-be converts 
to the charms of photography; whilst old stagers are equally sure to 
appreciate it. We extract the following terse and informative hints on 
instantaneous photography:—“Successful instantaneous photography is 
easy and simple if a little care and judgment is used in observing Un¬ 
necessary points that apply to this kind of work. The most essential 
conditions are: Good light; a rapid plate; a shutter having a high co- 
efficiency; as full an exposure as the movement of the subject will allow ; 
a suitable lens; slow, development with a very dilute developer when the 
plate is much under-exposed. For instantaneous subjects as long an 
exposure should be given as the subject will allow. This depends on the 
rate of motion and the distance from the camera, both of which affect 
the movement of the image on the plate during the moment of exposure. 
To find the exposure required for a moving object. This may be obtained 
simply as follows: The distance of the object from the camera, measured 
in inches, must be divided by the number of yards per hour at which the 
object is travelling multiplied by the focus of the lens in inches. The 
result will be the fraction of a second, which is the longest allowable 
exposure that does not show movement in the resulting picture. Putting 
this into a simple formula, we get 

Expisuie 1 Distance of object from Camera in inches. 
In fractions of a second. / Yards per hour x focus of lens in inches. 

For example : Suppose the object is 50 feet from the Camera and the focus of lens 
6 in., while the movement of the object is at the rate of 12 miles per hour, we get 
Ex sure 50_£feet2x_J^i^re(liiced_to_inches^^_^_^___000^ 1 of a second 

12 (miles) x 1,760 (yds. in a mile) x 6 (ins. 12672U 2U. (about) 
focus). 

This does not allow for movement of limbs, etc., which are always more 
rapid than that of the object itself, and a shorter exposure will be neces¬ 
sary in consequence; on the other hand, if the object is not moving 
broadside to the camera a longer exposure is allowable. Below is given 
a table showing the correct exposure that should be given for various 
moving objects. The table is made out for a distance from the camera 
100 times that of the focus of the lens: that is, for a 6in.-focus lens at 
50ft., a 7in. at 58ft., an 8in. at 67ft., a 9in. at 75ft., or 12in. at 100ft.: — 

Towards the At l ight angles 
Camera. to the Camera. 
Secs. Secs. 

Man walking slowly, street scenes... 1-15 1-45 
Cattle grazing . 1-15 1-45 
Boating . 1-20 1-60 
Man walking, children playing, etc. 1-40 1-120 
Pony and trap, trotting . 1-100 1-300 
Cycling, ordinary . 1-100 1-300 
Man, running a race, and jumping... 1-150 1-450 
Cycle racing . 1-200 1-600 
Horse galloping . 1-200 1-600 

if the object is twice the distance, the length of allowable exposure is 
doubled, and vice versa.” 

-»-- 

International Congress of Applied Chemistry.—We (“ Chemical 
News ”) wish to draw the attention of our readers to the fact that the 
Fifth International Congress of Applied Chemistry will take place at 
Berlin during the Whitsuntide Holidays in 1903, under the presidency 
of Dr. Clemens Winkler. The House of the Imperial Parliament 
(Reichstag) has been placed at the disposal of the Congress, and Geheim- 
rath Professor Otto N. Witt has been nominated president of the Organ¬ 
ising Committee; Dr. Bottinger, member of the German Parliament, acting 
as treasurer. A fund of about £3,000 has already been collected by 
voluntary subscriptions from societies and private individuals towards 
the expenses of the Congress. The object of these congresses is to 
further the interests of “ applied chemistry ” in the widest sense of the 
words. They embrace both industrial and analytical chemistry; in the 
latter department one of the chief objects is to enable chemists to decide 
on standard methods for the testing and assaying all kinds of chemical 
products and raw materials, and to bring about international agreements 
for the employment of the selected processes. Much useful work has 
already been effected in this direction at the former congresses held in 
Paris, Brussels, Vienna, and again in Paris. Great interest has been 
taken in these meetings by different Continental Governments, and an 
official representation may be expected on the part of some of them on 
the forthcoming occasion. The absence of many English chemists on 
previous occasions has been much remarked, although this probably arose 
from the congresses not being better knowrp It would seem to be greatly 
to the advantage of English science that this nation should be well 
represented at Berlin. Probably the best commencement would be for 
some of the leading chemists to form a committee for carrying out the 
preparatory work needed to enable this country to take its rightful place 
among the nations who will be represented at Berlin next year. We 
should think that the selection of such a committee would fall well 
within the scope of the British Association, and it is to be hoped that 
under the auspices of so eminent a chemist ..as Professor Dewar, the 
president, a representative committee with this object will enter into 
existence during the Belfast meeting. 
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Dcu) Apparatus, $c. 
-♦- 

A New Cut Film Hand Camera. Sold by the London Stereoscopic Com¬ 

pany, 106 and 108, Regent Street, W. 
The camera before us measures, when closed, 8in. by 4-fin. by 5in., and 

weighs not much more than 2^1b. It is both portable and light, arid on 
these counts should bo appreciated by photographers. Covered in blacK 
leather and strongly made, it is carried by a small strap. A millea-hea 
screw at the side of the instrument controls the focussing movement, a 
graduated scale (also at the side) indicating (in feet) the distances, ihe 
front is raised by a sliding movement, thus giving access to the lens 
diaphragm (iris) and shutter for the purpose of setting, ihe shutter 
release is actuated by a pin at the left-hand side of Ihe camera, lb 
Company’s “ Black Band ” lens and the Unicum shutter are fatted to it. 

The principal features of the camera are the changing system and the 
employment of cut films. Twenty-four of the latter, with thin metal 
claps on the top of each, are placed in the magazine. The changing is 
effected by drawing out the septum shown on the top of the camera, 
the exposed film being deposited in an upper chamber. An indicator at 
the side shows the number of exposures that have been made. The move¬ 
ment in our hands worked with success and certainty. The exposed 
films may be removed without interfering with those not exposed, as 
the septum cuts off all light. The camera has two finders. It strikes 
us, from an examination, as being a useful type of instrument for those 
with whom cut films are desiderata, whilst the simplicity of the changing 
movement is one of its strongest recommendations. 

New Dark-Room Safe Lights. Sold by A. W. Penrose and Co., 109, 
Farringdon Road, London, E.C. 

Messrs. Penrose have submitted to us small specimens of new red and 
green glasses for dark-room illumination, of which they also furnish the 
following descriptive notes:—“ Known as Rheinlander’s Light Filters, they 
are constructed on a new principle, and have the great advantage that 
they are much safer for the extremely rapid colour sensitive plates which 
are now being used. These glasses have been spectroscopically tested, 
and are quite monochromatic. Whilst being safe, they also pass a good 
volume of light, enabling the work of development to be done in comfort. 
You will observe that one of the glasses is of a red tint, and is suitable 
for all classes of dry plate work except plates which are sensitive to red. 
In this case it is necessary to use our green safe light, which we find 
is excellently suited for working with such plates as Lumiere’s B Series, 
and especially for working with plates sensitised with cyanine. These 
glasses can be made any reasonable size, and are regularly supplied in 
10 by 8 size at the following prices:—Red glass, 5s.; green glass, 10s.” 

A Circular Print Trimmer. Sold by Marion and Co., Ltd., Soho 
Square, W.C. 

This machine cuts circle prints of any size up to 8in. in diameter, 
giving a clean edge and a true outline. It will be seen that the whole 
of the print is visible during trimming. The following are the official 
instructions for use:— 

“ The print is laid on the table A, upon which is placed a circular piece 
of glass, a little smaller than the required size of print, with its centre 
marked. The part which is desired to be the centre of the picture is 
placed underneath the red B, which is released by C allowing the pres¬ 

sure of the spring to come into contact with the glass disc, thus pressing 
and holding the print firmly on the table. The cutter D is then fixed 
at the required radius from the centre by the scale marked on E, and 
fixed by the milled screw F, the necessary pressure being applied to the- 
cutting-wheel G by placing the finger on the brass head H, to which it 
is attached. The table is' then revolved with the left hand. The pres¬ 
sure required on the cutting-wheel can be made heavy or light at will by 
regulating the brass-headed screw upon which the finger is placed.” 

Well and strongly made in metal the trimmer may be attached by a 
screw to a bench or work table. In a practical trial we found it easy 

to work, and to the photographic printer it should prove a useful piece 
of apparatus for the expeditious production of the increasingly-popular 
circular print in large numbers. 

New Mounts.—Manufactured and sold by Charles Tyler and England 
Bros., Limited, 79, Copenhagen Street, Caledonian Road, King’s 
Cross, London, W. 

In sending us samples of their latest mounts for amateur and profes¬ 
sional photographers, Messrs. Tyler and England Bros, remark:—“In 
this new series of plate-sunk mounts, with and without paste down, with 
matte surface, we think we have a line which will meet a want which 
has often been expressed by artistic photographers, and in the series 
of Dudley mounts, in panel and circles, is a style of professional mount 
which we think to be somewhat of a new departure. In submitting you 
samples of our Daffodil, Recherche, Saxon, Raffael, and Brooklyn, we 
think we have also hit upon rather a novel series of amateur mounts, 
not being of the usual florid style.” 

No branch of photography has witnessed such revolutionary advances 
of late times as the production of supports for the finished print. Twenty 
years ago one rarely saw anything for small work but the time-honoured 
g.b.e., the plain cream-coloured cabinet, or c.d.v., and their congeners. 
We have changed all that with a vengeance. Shape, design, tint, anc? 
size in indescribable variety distinguish the modern mount, and the eye 
need never tire of monotony. 

The selection placed before us by Messrs. Tyler is too large to enumerate 
in detail. It must suffice to say that quietness of tint and tastefulness 
of design and shape characterise these mounts throughout. Perhaps we 
can best show our appreciation of them by using them for our owu 
photographs. We want nothing better for the purpose. 

-+- 

Commercial $ tccjal Intelligence* 
-♦- 

H. J. Whitlock and Sons, Ltd.—The above-named company has been 
registered with a capital of £15,000 in £5 shares. The objects of the 
Company are to acquire the business of photographers as now carried oil 

by H. J. Whitlock and H. J. Whitlock, jun., at 11, New Street, and 201,. 
Broad Street, Birmingham, and by A. Whitlock as Whitlock Brothers at 
Darlington Street, Wolverhampton, and, generally to deal in photo¬ 
graphs, photographic and artists’ materials and apparatus, frames and 
cases for photographs, pictures, engravings, objects of art, and fancy 
stationery. No initial public issue. Table A mainly applies. The direc¬ 
tors are H. J. A. and H. J. Whitlock, jun. Qualification, £500. Remu¬ 
neration not specified. 

Compagnie American Biograph Francaise, Limited.—The above-named 
company has been registered with a capital of £30,000, in £1 shares. 
The objects of the company are to adopt an agreement with the Biograpk 
and Mutoscope Company for France, Limited (old company), and M. 
Devenish, the liquidator thereof, for the acquisition of the undertaking of 
the said old company, to acquire and turn to account any patents relating 
to mutoscope or similar apparatus; as manufacturers of tablets, 
diaphragms, mclors, batteries, generators; as electricians and electricaL 
engineers, etc. No initial public issue. The directors are to be elected 
by the subscribers. Qualification £100. Remuneration £300 per annum, 
divisible. Registered office, 15, Walbrook. 

Action for Damages, etc., for Wrongful Dismissal Against a Colombo 
Photographer.—Mr. F. R. Dias delivered judgment in the District Court 
of Colombo, on March 17th, in the case in which Mr. E. A. Ginder sued 
Mr. A. W. Endree for the recovery of damages by reason of wrongful 
dismissal, and balance of wages and passage money due. Mr. Dias states 
the facts :—Plaintiff, he says, came out on the 19th of April, 1901, as 
an assistant to the firm of Mr. A. W. Andree, and on the 16th September 
he was summarily dismissed. He now claims R500 damages, R270 balance 
of passage money, and R90 balance of wages. The defendant justified 
the dismissal by saying that the plaintiff was utterly incompetent and 
unfit; that the original contract on which the plaintiff came out was 
rescinded on the 31st July, on the defendant’s agreeing to procure a 
cheap passage for the plaintiff. Defendant also counter-claims R98.75, 
which he says was the value of various frames delivered to the plaintiff. 
Mr. Dias finds that the evidence fails to sustain these statements of the 
defence, which are, he says, wickedly false and unjustifiable. In support 
of his contention the defendant produced a few pictures taken by the 
plaintiff soon after his arrival here, when he was unfamiliar with local 
conditions, but has carefully suppressed the many good pictures he since 
took. Plaintiff, Mr. Dias finds, is a fully qualified and successful operator. 
It was a cruel thing for the defendant, after casting adrift in a strange 
land a young man rising in his profession, to have instructed his proctor 
to place on record such false and libellous pleas as he has done. For¬ 
tunately the defendant’s counsel, in fairness, withdrew all these pleas of 
incompetence and neglect, or the Judge states that he would have been 
prepared to give much higher damages. The only questions left are:- 
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Was the contract rescinded and was the plaintiff guilty of gross negli¬ 
gence? On both he finds negatively—there was no ,o_,, ion 
of the contract. The defendant was anxious to send the plaintiff back, 
and the plaintiff was anxious to go, and they agreed to certain terms which 
the defendant failed to keep, and the original contract is therefore in 
force. The fact was that the defendant intended to extend his business, 
and got out another assistant named Spizewski to set up a branch at one 
of the hotels, but the negotiations failed, and the defendant was left 
with two assistants on his hands while he needed only one, and he there¬ 
fore tried to get rid of the plaintiff, who was himself willing to go, as 
his health had suffered and he had reason to suspect bad feeling towards 
himself. As to the negligence, Mr. Dias finds that the sole instance 
quoted does not amount to anything of the kind, the omission being 
due to causes beyond the plaintiff’s control. The defendant, however, 
eagerly seized upon it as a convenient excuse to get rid of the plaintiff 
cheaply. The dismissal was, Mr. Dias holds, wholly wrongful and unjusti¬ 
fiable, and he gives judgment for the plaintiff in full entering decree for 
R862.50, and dismissing the defendant’s claim in reconvention for the value 
of some old useless frames, which he had presented to the plaintiff and for 
which he now claimed RS8.75.—“ The Times of Ceylon.” 

Edison and the Mutoscope in Court.—The decision which was handed 
clown in the United States Circuit Court of Appeals on March 10th, by 
•Judge Wallace, probably marks the termination of a bitter strife that has 
been waged by Mr. Thomas A. Edison against rival makers of moving-pic¬ 
ture apparatus. Mr. Edison was one of the first to secure patents on a chro- 
nophotographic apparatus. When other manufacturers of similar devices 

• entered the field, a series of legal battles began in which Mr. Edison 
uniformly triumphed. For years ne has received royalties from companies 
which are said to amount to many thousands a year. The last alleged 
infringer of the Edison patents to be attacked was the American Muto¬ 
scope Company. A decision was first rendered in favour of Mr. Edison 
in the United States Circuit Court. But the opinion now handed down 
by Judge Wallace on appeal reverses the decision of the lower court, 
and declares not only that the American Mutoscope Company has not 
infringed the Edison patent, but even that Edison invented no new 

• combination worthy of a patent. What Edison claimed was the use of 
a continuous film upon which the moving object was photographed. In 
order to refute the claims of Edison to priority of invention, the court 
dwelt long and learnedly on the history of chronophotography, and 
pointed out that as far back as 1864 a Frenchman named Du Cos had 
invented a moving picture machine very much like Edison’s. A similar 
apparatus was patented in this country in 1866 by Le Prince. The Court 
said: —“ It is obvious that Mr. Edison was not the pioneer in the large 

^sense of the term, or the more limited sense in which he would have been 
if he had also invented the film. He was not the inventor of the film. 
He was not the first inventor of apparatus capable of producing single 
negatives taken from practically a single point of view in single line 
sequence upon a film like his and embodying the same general means 
of rotating drums and shutters for bringing the sensitised surface across 
the lens and exposing successive portions of it in rapid succession. Du 
Cos anticipated him in this, notwithstanding he diet not use the film. 
Neither was he the first inventor of apparatus capable of producing 
suitable negatives and embodying means for passing a sensitised surface 
across a single lens camera at a high rate of speed and with an inter¬ 
mittent motion, and for exposing successive portions of the surface during 
the periods of rest. The predecessors of Edison invented apparatus; no 
new principle was to be discovered, and essentially no new form of 
machine invented in order to make the improved photographic materials 
available for that purpose. The early inventors had felt the need of 
such material, but in the absence of its supply had either contented 
themselves with such measure of practical success as was possible or had 
allowed their plans to remain on paper. Undoubtedly, Mr. Edison, by 
utilising this film (not, however, his invention) and perfecting the first 
•apparatus for using it, met the conditions necessary for commercial 
success. This, however, did not entitle him under the patent laws to a 
monopoly of all camera apparatus capable of using the film.”—“ The 
'Scientific American.” 

Royal Institution.—A general monthly meeting of the members of the 
Royal Institution was held on Monday afternoon, the 7th inst., Sir James 
‘Crichton-Browne, treasurer and vice-president, in the chair. Mr. W. A. 
Bailey, Mr. J. M. Barr, Mr. C. W. Darley, Mr. W. E. L. Game, Mr. 

■Carl Hentschel, Mr. J. C. Inglis, Mr. G. Northcroft, Mr. H. C. Plimmer, 
Mr. F. E. Robertson, and Mr. G. A. Wilson were elected members. The 
special thanks of the members were returned to Dr. Francis Elgar, 
F.R.S., for a donation of £50 to the Fund for the Promotion of Experi¬ 
mental Research at Low Temperatures. 

At the Cardiff and County Horticultural Society's Fourteenth Annual 
Show, on July 23rd and 24th, 1902, there will be a section devoted to 
photography. The following are the classes and prizes:—(1) For the best 
photograph of plants, flowers, or shrubs, in pots or in the open; first 
prize £1 Is.; second prize 10s. 6d. (2) For the best photograph of arrange¬ 
ments of flowers or plants in vases, table decorations, button-holes, and 
cut flowers; merit, natural grace; first prize £1 Is., second prize 10s. 6d. 
(3) For the best photograph of fruit or vegetables, or fruit and vegetables; 
first prize £1 Is., second prize 10s. 6d. (4) For the best enlargement 
covering any of the subjects in above classes; the mount of the photo¬ 
graph not to exceed 14in. by 18in.; first prize £1 Is., second prize 10s. 6d. 
For further particulars apply to Dr. De Yere Hunt, hon. sec., Westbourne 
Crescent, Cardiff. 

Meetings of Societies. 
MEETINGS OF SOCIETIES FOR NEXT WEEK 

April. Name of Society. Subject. 

12.. Liverpool Amateur. 

12. Camera Club.. 
11. Southampton Camera Club. 
H. Glasgow and West of .'collam 
11. Croydon Natural History. 
15.Vo. Croydon Natural History. 
lo. Melbourne Working Men's Col 

15. Birmingham Photographic. 

1C>. Southport Photographic Societj 
16. Southsea Photographic Society 

16. North Middlesex Photographic 

16. Croydon Camera Club . 

Leader, Mi- 

17. Richmond Camera Club .. 

17. Darwen Photographi . 

17 . Sunderland Photographic 

18 .| Croydon Natural History.. 

I Excursion to Hall-road, 
t F. Auyon. 

Ramble—Barurii Churches. 2.30 
Amateur Photographer Prize Slides. 
Annual Lecturette Competition. 

■vii. Rudler’s Second Lecture 
Ordinary Meeting. 
Discussion : Phutoqraphic Lenses 

I Demonstration. The Development aiui 

i °f Carb"n 1 <**'><■■ v 'll. bernard Moore. 
Ortliochroinutic Photography. Q c,0H, 
Ayr,! and Delhi. Mr. L. Donaldson 
! (r.(l",e,a Work. R. Child bay lev 
( r.K.P.8. • 
I What Amateurs should read Th» 
\ President. 
I Been and Bee-keeping. Mr E Oefr 
l maun. 
Print Album Competition. 

I Architectural Photography. By Mr 
1 J. H. Avery. 

Pantographie Ozotype Process Affdm. 
\ turn Lecture. 

LONDON AND PROVINCIAL PHOTOGRAPHIC ASSOCIATION. 
March 20th.—Mr. P. Everitt in the chair. 

Mi. A. Haddon gave an address on the principles upon which 
A Sensitive Galvanometer 

was constructed. Galvanometers were not articles of cverv-dav nhoto 
graphic utility, but they had been used in the study o? phoLmShv' 
many times; and as far back as the days when BecquerJl began Ms 
photographic investigations, he used a galvanometer for the study of the 

toil-01! °f llftt °nt Sll.Ver that had becn treated with the halogens. He 
took two plates of silver, as nearly identical as possible, and submitted 
them to the action of iodine, bromine, or chlorine. They were then 
immersed in a solution of common salt, and connected by wires to a 
galvanometer No deflection was obtained, however, until light was 

tl l nee H° fai1+°v!1 0Ue, of the plates’ the other b0ins in darkness, and then 
the needle of the galvanometer was at once deflected. General Water- 
b°urse ^ed the galvanometer in order to obtain the direction of the 
current durmg development, and he found that, when he used thiosina- 

me, the image was reversed, and so also was the direction of the 
current. A galvanometer was a combination of one or more magnets and 
a coil of wire, the coil of wire to be traversed by the electric current 
There were two classes of galvanometer, one in^which the magnet is 
suspended and moveable and the coil of wire fixed; or the reverse a 
magnet fixed, and the coil of wire movable. He would assume that 

one present knew anything about the galvanometer, and therefoie he 
\\ou d explain in the first place a few simple properties of a magnet 
irg!e iWafa,b°idy>.W5'C]1 had the power to take up a definite direction, 
and which, if disturbed from its position of rest, would return to it 
when released. A magnet had the power of attracting only a few thin-s 
which were called magnetic substances. Iron and its modifications,’ 
nickel, cobalt, and manganese, are magnetic substances of different 
degrees. The magnet also had the power, when brought near to another 
suspended freely upon a pivot, so as to move in a horizontal plane, of 
attracting one end and repelling the other. This fact was demonstrated 
as applying to both ends of the magnet. Now why: does this magnet 
(shown) take up a certain direction? Because the earth itself functions 
as a huge magnet. At the north of the earth there must be a magnetic 
pole which attracts one and repels the other pole of this suspended 
magnet, and at the south of the earth a pole that repels the first pole 
and attracts the second pole of the magnet. Now we come to a difficulty. 
Are we to call the pole pointing north a south or a north pole? Some 
speak of the north-pointing pole as north-seeking and the other as south¬ 
seeking. Airy thought it would be better to do away with all names 
that involved terms of north and south, and to speak of red and blue 
poles. The red end points to the north and the blue end to the south. 
Next it must be remembered that a magnet always tries to take up a 
position in which it conveys a maximum number of lines of force. The 
magnetic axis of the magnet is a straight line joining its two poles. 
The field of a magnet is the space surrounding it in which its influence 
is felt. Theoretically this field extends to infinity. An examination of 
a magnet discloses many interesting facts. Taking a large magnet, we 
will pass round it another smaller magnet. At different points it takes 
up different positions. At the blue end of the large magnet the red 
end of the small magnet is seen to be attracted, and the blue end 
repelled. At the other (red) end of the large magnet the blue end of 
the small one is attracted and the red repelled. Mr. Haddon sketched 
on the board some of the positions that the small magnet would take up 
in relation to the large magnet, but he said that it was clearly too tedious 
a job to map out the lines of force in that way. A very simple way 
was that adopted by Faraday. He found that when iron filings were 
placed within the field of a magnet they became each converted into a 
magnet by induction. This conversion of magnetic substances into 
magnets by virtue of their position was very interesting. Mr. Haddon 
then placed a magnet beneath a piece of cardboard and sprinkled over 
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£he card some iron filings. Now by gently tapping the card the tilings 
are seen to take up a very curious position. The for mof the magnet 
cinder the card is reproduced by the disposition of the filings, which also 
arrange themselves in positions showing the lines of force or the magnet. 
Mr. Haddon passed round some sheets of sensitised paper which had been 
used instead of the cardboard and afterwards exposed to light. The 
filings were reproduced as white spaces upon the paper, which formed 
a permanent record of the lines of forces. Here is a magnet. Under 
the table there is an accumulator, from which proceed these wires. " The 

■current is <cut off and you will see that when I bring the wire near to the 
suspended magnetic needle there is no action. But if I switch on the 
current, and again bring the wire over the needle, there is a deflection in 
a -certain direction. If now I place the wire under the magnetic needle 
it is deflected in the other direction. Now if I take more of this wire 
and make a coil of it, and place within it the needle again, the deflection 
is much greater than that produced by the single wire. A galvanometer 
iis thus shown to consist of a simple combination of insulated wire and 
a magnet or magnets. By increasing the number of turns of wire wc 
have seen that the sensitiveness of the needle is much increased. 
Expressed in another way, an increase in the number of turns of wire 
enables one to diminish the strength of current necessary for a certain 
degree of deflection. There is a limit to this, however. As the coil of 
wire is increased so is its diameter, and as one gets the successive turns 
further away from the needle so is the effect on the needle diminished. 
The influence of the current in the wire upon the magnet varies 
inversely, as the square of the distance.” 

By increasing the number of turns of wire round a magnet we have already 
■seen that the sensitiveness of the needle is increased, but only to a limit, 
because in time the outer turns have less and less effect in producing 
deflection until it is useless to continue them. Now comes a difficulty 
if we want to still further increase the sensitiveness of the galvanometer. 
The method usually followed was to employ two magnets instead of one, 
the two being rigidly attached one to the other with their poles pointing 
in opposite directions. The wire should be wound round one magnet 
at a time, the first in an opposite direction to the second. The effect 
of the earth upon the galvanometer is thus reduced to a hundredth or 
a thousandth of what it would be upon one magnet, arid the sensitiveness 
is extreme. Kelvin’s galvanometer was the most sensitive form. He sub¬ 
stituted for a pointer having bulk or mass a weightless pointer in the 
form of a beam of light. The magnet was half an inch long, and was 
fived on the back of a little mirror, which receives and reflects a beam 
■of light upon a suitable receiving surface, and thus indicates the strength 
of the current passing through it. This method brings about a great 
reduction in the mass to be moved by the electric current—something 
like a few grains in fact—and so we have a very sensitive instrument. 
In 1867 the first cable was laid between Europe and America, and in 
consequence of the coarse receiving-instruments and the bad insulation, 
it required a very strong current. To sink and protect the cable there 
was a covering of iron wire. Electricity is as lazy as it can be, and is 
possessed of a faculty that leads it back home by the shortest possible 
route. The bad insulation and consequent leakage necessitated the cells 
required to work the cable to be increased from five to about fifty; but 
it was hopeless to go on, and £1,000,000 worth of material was soon 
lying useless at the bottom of the sea. A new cable was prepared and 
laid, and so good was it that a cell composed of a silver thimble and a 
piece of zinc was sufficient to supply the necessary current for a message. 
The reflecting mirror had been for many years used as a receiver for 
these cable messages. Its drawback was that a clerk had to be con¬ 
tinually on the watch in a darkened room to read the movements of the 
spot of light and interpret the message sent from the other end; but 
later a permanent recording instrument was substituted. Mr. Haddon 
drew attention to a very sensitive galvanometer, constructed by himself 
very cheaply on the lines laid down. By means of a silver and bronze 
coin, separated by a piece of paper dipped in some ale, as his battery, 
and the necessary connecting wires, he showed how the needle was 
deflected and the movement multiplied by a mirror reflection on to a 
board. The apparatus and the chat were much appreciated, and a vote 
of thanks was passed to Mr. Haddon for his trouble. 

called upon the Rev. Charles E. Few to move the resolution of which 
he had given notice. This resolution in its original form ran thus: — 
“ That the collective action of the retiring board cf directors of the Camera 
Club not having proved wholly satisfactory, it is desirable that the board 
to be elected be strengthened by the introduction of other members.” 
Mr. Few spoke to his resolution, which was seconded by Mr. Ferrero. 
After considerable discussion the motion was, by consent of the meeting, 
withdrawn, and the members present proceeded to the election of directors 
and other officers, with the following result:—Directors : Sir William de 
W. Abney, Messrs. R. G. Adamson, J. W. Cadett, R. W. Craigie, E. 
Cromack, A. Deed, L. Edwards, and F. Y. Finnis, the Rev. R. N. Fitz¬ 
patrick, Messrs. S. G. Gamble, and J. W. Gordon, Col. R. Holbeche, 
Messrs. H. Thomson Lyon, P. E. Marshall, A. R. Price, and G. Poweli, 
the Earl of Rosse, Messrs. W. S. Routledge, E. Sanger-Shepherd, and 
Major-General Waterhouse. 

Hon. secretary : Mr. G. A. T. Middleton. 
Hon. Editor of the Club Journal: Mr. J. W. Gordon. 
The appointment of a librarian was left in the hands of the committee. 

CROYDON CAMERA CLUB. 

“ The ‘ V.B.’ Process.” 

Oh Wednesday, 2nd inst., the president gave an interesting address and 
demonstration before a large gathering of the members upon the “ V.B.” 
(or vandyke brown) printing process, which is associated with the name 
of its inventor, Mr. A. E. Mallandain. The procedure, as described by 
Mr. Maclean, was one of extreme simplicity. Once the printing is done, 
there are absolutely no puzzling manipulations which require either 
experience or judgment. Briefly put, what is needful is:—(1) Print out 
until a ghost image is seen; (2) rinse in running water for 
ten minutes, or give four changes of water; (3) immerse washed 
print for one minute in a one per cent, solution of hypo; (I) 
wash two hours in running water. The print may then, if desired, be 
blotted off and dried by heat. On placing print in washing water it turns 
yellow, and may somewhat lose in apparent density. In the hypo the 
print should turn a little darker and stronger in the shadows, etc. After 
removal from the last washing water the print should not look dark enough 
nor brown enough. When the print is dry it should turn about 60 per 
cent, stronger, and therefore darker, than when taken from the washing 
water. Amongst the advantages peculiar to the paper claimed were : — 
Firstly, it is but half the price of other printing processes (3d. per dozen 
sheets ^-plate); secondly, it was a very serviceable process for use with 
over-exposed negatives in which there is full detail with some slight 
veiling of shadows; thirdly, very delightful effects are obtainable by 
slightly under-printing and then colouring the print with ordinary water¬ 
colours, Mr. Maclean, in connection with this last point, stated that the 
well-known water-colour painter, Carl Haag, was accustomed to com¬ 
plete his subject in a monochrome done with vandyke brown, and then 
proceed to glaze it over with colour. Several examples of “ V.B.” prints 
which had been coloured were shown, and received much approval, 
especially some post-cards, which at a first sight might easily have been 
taken for water-colour drawings. A number of ordinary examples were 
exhibited in illustration of Mr. Maclean’s remarks, and about a dozen 
printed subjects were developed, fixed, rinsed, and dried during the even¬ 
ing, including prints made by Messrs. Rogers, W. H. Smith, and the 
lecturer. In the subsequent discussion Mr. W. H. Smith stated that if 
too strong contrasts were obtained, by printing under green glass the 
result would be softer. Yellow glass would still more soften the print. 
In case of over-printing he suggested as a possible remedy that a short 
first washing should be given, thus allowing the hypo to reduce the print. 
Mr. Rogers had found that a “ continuing ” action took place where a 
print was kept for a day or two before developing. The result seemed 
to be that the excessive whiteness of the half-tones was counteracted. 
A vote cf thanks to Mr Maclean was adopted by acclamation. 

SOUTHSEA PHOTOGRAPHIC SOCIETY. 

CAMERA CLUB. 

[Reprinted from the Club Journal for March.] 
On Thursday, the 20th March,.the statutory meeting of the Camera Club 
Company, Limited, was held at the club house. Mr. A. R. Price presided. 
The directors’ report stated that the total number of shares allotted was 
4,143, of which 418 were allotted as fully paid-up as part of the considera¬ 
tion for the property of the Camera Club Company in liquidation 
purchased by the company, 2,985 were allotted as fully-paid up in cash, 
and upon each of the remaining shares the sum of 5s. had been paid in 
cash. The total amount of cash received by the company in respect of 
shares was £1,507 10s. The preliminary expenses were estimated at £65. 
The chairman added that the board had paid off the debentures, and had 
made arrangements for the early payment of the amount payable to 
those members of the old company who were to be paid off in cash. 
They had come to the conclusion that the arrangement made after the 
dismissal of the last steward was not a success, and had recently engaged 
a new steward and rearranged the club staff, thus affecting a change 
which they hoped would add considerably to the comfort of members. 
He explained that during several months the work of the club had been 
carried on under great difficulties, the directors feeling that they could 
not consistently with their duty incur any expenditure beyond what was 
absolutely necessary while the success of the reconstruction scheme was 
in suspense, and that this suspense had only been determined by a large 
cheque which was received towards the end of February last He then 

A pleasant evening was spent by the members and friends of the South- 
sea Photographic Society, at their rooms, Pembroke Road, on Wednesday 
evening, April 2nd. The president, Mr. Lewis, occupied the chair, and 
Colonel Barrington Baker conducted them on a cruise in his steam yacht 
among the fiords of Norway. The yacht, the Hirondelle, was about 64 
tons, and carried no professional hands, all the way everything being 
done by the Colonel and his friends, navigating, engineering, cooking, 
and even stoking. The cruise was made via the Zuyder Zee, Bergen, 
and Kiel, and Colonel Barrington Baker’s description of the various 
places touched at on the way, together with the beautiful lantern slides, 
exhibited by Mr. H. E. Purvis, gave one a clear idea of the beauty and 
romance of the Norwegian Fiords. Graphic is the only word fit to 
describe the Colonel’s utterances. He wasted no time in turning high- 
sounding sentences, but spoke directly to the point. To hear him describe 
the wonders of a mirage, the exciting escapes from storms, and other 
interesting episodes, was to have a clear mind-picture left with you, 
instead of a blurred, foggy, coloured sketch, as happens in some lectures. 
Beautiful photographs, often taken after eleven at night; whales, seals, 
waterfalls, mouths of rivers, glaciers, icefields, and rocks polished brown 
by the snow, seen on the way, made the discourse most interesting, while 
the lecturer’s reminiscences of such affairs '•s disputes with harbour 
masters, and of being stoned out cf a port to the tune of the Transvaal 
Anthem, created a deal of diversion. At the close the chairman offered 
the lecturer the thanks of the audience, and Colonel Baker having suit¬ 
ably responded, the meeting terminated. 
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NORTH MIDDLESEX PHOTOGRAPHIC SOCIETY. 

April 2nd.—The monthly landern-slide competition took place, and some 
very good slides were sent in. Mr. A. G. Lawson was ad Ridged the win¬ 
ner, with a slide entitled “The foree.” 

The prints from the outing to Whips Cross were shown, and Mr. Glen- 
denning and Mr. Mummery were placed first and second. In the general 
competition Mr. Wall took first place and Mr. Mattocks second. 

MARPLE AND DISTRICT PHOTOGRAPHIC SOCIETY. 

On Thursday evening, the 3rd inst., Mr. C. P. Atkinson, the president, 
read a paper upon “ Exposure.” He stated what he considered to be 
the chief factors in a correct exposure, viz., class of subject, light value, 
distance, speed of plate, and diaphragm. He explained the mathematical 
formulae for calculating focal distances, and the time relativity of lens 
stops, and he strongly advised the use of a good exposure meter, his 
own experience proving that such an instrument, was reliable for judging 
the actinic property of light, and that the prime cost was soon recovered 
by the saving of plates, and by a nearer uniformity and an improved 
quality in negatives. 

LIVERPOOL AMATEUR PHOTOGRAPHIC ASSOCIATION. 

April 4th.—The annual Easter excursion of this society this 
year was to Bridgnorth, Salop. A party of nineteen members 
left Birkenhead by the 4.20 p.m. train on Thursday, arriving 
at Bridgnorth soon after 8 o’clock. The party made the Crown 
Hotel its headquarters where one and all were made extremely 
comfortable. On Good Friday the following places were visited:—Apley 
Hall, Allscot, Stocton, Norton, Madeley-Colbrook, Brozeley, Buildwas 
Abbey, Ironbridge, Linley Old Church, and Astley Abbot’s Priory. 

On Saturday Wenlock Abbey was the scene of operations, and a good 
deal of very beautiful photographic work was done here, the members, 
without exception, being delighted with it. On the Sunday to Quatford, 
Qualt, Alixley, Arley and its castle, along the banks of the Severn, to 
Bewdley, and from there driving back to Bridgnorth. On Easter Monday 
the places selected were Wirfield. where some very charming landscapes 
were discovered, and a lot of good work done. Leaving Wirfield the drive 
was continued to Ludstone Hall, where the party were very cordially 
received by the owner,, who very kindly personally conducted the members 
through the interesting old hall. The next places visited were Claverly, 
Wooton, and again through Quatford, and,«home. On Tuesday work was 
done in and around Bridgnorth. The party returned to Liverpool by the 
4 o’clock train, thus ending one of the most delightful outings in the 
history of the society. The trip was under the leadership of Dr. J. W. 
Ellis, F.E.S. The number of plates exposed was 785. The excursion was 
especially favoured by the “ Clerk of the Weather,” good weather being 
essential on such occasions. 

SOUTHAMPTON CAMERA CLUB. 

On Tuesday evening, the 1st inst., the above club held their fortnightly 
meeting at the Philharmonic Hall, under the presidency of Mr. G. T. 
Vivian. There was a good attendance, the occasion being the fourth 
and last of the series of lantern-slide competitions, the subject being 
“ Animal Study.” The competition was of such a keen nature that a 
tie occurred between the contributions of two members, and a second 
vote had to be taken, Mr. de Silva ultimately being declared first, and 
awarded the club’s certificate of merit, with a couple of realistic scenes 
from the hunting field, being pressed very closely by Mr. Berry with 
excellent specimens of groups of “ Sheep ” and “ Pigs.” Other first-rate 
productions followed, with but one point of difference, the competition 
being very close throughout. 

Certificates of merit are now held by Messrs. Trigg, Jurd, Compton, 
and de Silva, and it will be necessary for these members to compete 
between themselves for the silver medal, the committee being set the 
task of selecting a suitable subject for deciding the contest. 

Dews and Dotes. 
-♦- 

We have received from Mr. W. F. Slater (upon whom this Journal 

some time ago conferred the well-deserved title of the “ Photographic 
' Cook ’ ”) a programme of personally-conducted photographic excursions 
to the Continent during the season 1902. The following notes, taken 
from the book, should induce many of our readers to obtain a copy 
for themselves, so that an early opportunity of making choice of one of 
those pleasant Continental trips may be made. Mr. Slater says:—“The 
excursions I organised and conducted last year to the Continent, like 
those of previous years, were most enjoyable, and gave every satisfac¬ 
tion ; many have already intimated they would be pleased to join a party 
again this year under my leadership. I have, therefore, arranged for five 
excursions, the details of four will be found in the following pages, the 
September excursion will be published later. The great popularity 
attached to these excursions exists in the fact that they are arranged 
for photographers, and personally conducted by a practical photographer. 
On these excursions a large amount of photographic work is done, and 
many photographers from different parts of the country are brought 
together, who, as a rule are very willing to help one another, and many 
hints may be learnt even by experienced workers, which make the trips 
successful socially. For the convenience of those who desire to develop 
one or two test exposures on tour, I carry a small pocket case of ‘ tabloid’ 

photographic chemicals. Although these are photographic excursions, 
non-photographers are, needless to say, always .welcome, and will fin 1 
the same very interesting and enjoyable. The opinions of non-photo 
graphers in the past is that they prefer going with a | holographic party 
because they see and learn much more than they would in the ordinary 
way. All the prices quoted are inclusive and cover all fares; second- 
class rail from London as per programme, third-class rail on all daily 
excursions, and saloon on all boats. Hotel accommodation lodging, 
light, and attendance; meat breakfast and table d’hote dinner, consisting 
of soup, fish, joints, poultry, and sweets or ices; all gratuities The 
tickets from London are available to return singly any day, and are also 
available for a longer period than stated. The times given in the pro 
gramme are the actual starting times of the trains and hoats. and it k 
advisable that each member of the party should be at the station fifteen 
minutes before. It is absolutely necessary that the parties must number 
20, and if any party should exceed 30, about 5 per cent, will be refunded 
to each one, see note under each detailed programme. All the excursions 
are by the Great Eastern Railway Company’s route via Harwich, and 
it can be arranged that member:: may start from March or any other 
station on their system (except Peterboro’, whence the fare will bi- 
2s. extra) without extra cost. To save any disappointment, it is advisable 
that intending excursionists should send as early as possible a deposit 
of 5s. on the weekly and 10s. on the longer excursions, so as to register 
their names, the balance to be paid about ten days before departure of 
the excursions, as per date given under each detailed programme. All 
communications should be addressed to Mr. William F. Slater, 5, Firs 
Parade, High Road, Lee, S.E.” 

The Artistic Side of the late Mr. Rhodes.—No accounts of Mr. Rhodes 
hitherto published have referred to the artistic side of his personality. 
The imaginative and artistic sense was so strongly developed in him, 
and influenced his life and work to such an extent, that without due 
consideration of it no just estimate can be formed of his character. 
Artistic problems first presented themselves to his mind, when, as Premier 
of Cape Colony, he made his home in the Cape Peninsula. His intense 
and genuine love of the big and beautiful in natural scenery prompted 
him to buy as much as he could of the forest slopes of Table Mountain,, 
so that it might be saved for ever from the hands of the builder, and the 
people, attracted to it by gardens, wild animals, and stately architecture, 
might be educated and ennobled by the contemplation of what he thought 
one of the finest views in the world. This love of mountain and distant 
view—the peaks of the South African plateaux are seen 100 miles away 
across the Cape flats—was deep seated in his nature, and he would sit. 
or ride silently for hours at a time, dreaming and looking at the views 
he loved—a political poet. There arc many stories of him telling worried 
and disputing politicians to turn from their “ trouble of ants ” to the 
Mountain for calm, and in the same spirit he placed the stone Phoenician 
hawk, found at Zimbabyc, in the Cabinet Council Room, that the- 
emblem of time might preside over their deliberations. The ennobling 
influence of natural scenery was present in his mind in connection with 
every site he chose and every building he contemplated; such as a 
cottage he built, where poets or artists could live and look across to the 
blue mountain distance; a University, where young men could be sur¬ 
rounded with the best of nature and of art; a lion-house, a feature of 
which was to have been a long open colonnade, where the people could 
at once see the king of beasts and the lordliest of mountains; the 
Kimberley “ Bath,” with its white marble colonnades embedded in a 
green oasis of orange grove and vine trellis, looking to the north over 
illimitable desert. Such things would perhaps occur to most men, but 
with him they were a passion, almost a religion. When first attracted 
by art problems, he characteristically probed down at once to bedrock 
principles, and, though often crude, limited, and almost too “ colossal ” 
and barbarously big in his ideas, he had an extraordinary instinct for 
choosing the right from the wrong, when both were put before him, and' 
grasping the essentials of truth and simplicity in art. His first and 
greatest work in architecture was the preservation of the old colonial 
Dutch farmhouses, with their good colonial-made furniture, previously 
ignored and neglected, and the adaptation of their better characteristics 
to modern requirements. By so doing he influenced the public towards 
a respect for antiquity, and put a, stamp of taste and originality on 
the present—and, it is hoped, the future—architecture of South Africa. 
This style was adopted without any pedantry or affectation, or, as some 
hinted, political motives, but with a genuine appreciation of its good 
points after the bad were discarded, and of its suitability to the country; 
caring little whether it was old or new, Dutch or English, as long as 
it was simple and good. He entered fully into the modem spirit of honest 
workmanship, taking pleasure, for instance, in having the metal work 
of his houses hand-made by local craftsmen. He started a tile manu¬ 
factory near Cape Town for the main purpose of killing the blight of 
corrugated iron, and making the Cape peninsula worthy in beauty for 
the capital of South Africa. Of pictures he allowed himself the posses¬ 
sion of but few, not from want of enjoyment of them, but because ho 
looked upon them as luxuries. “ I could build so many miles of rail¬ 
way for that,” he used to say.—Mr. Herbert Baker, in “ The Times.” 

At the Royal Institution recently Professor Otto N. Witt read a paper 
on “ Recent Developments in Colouring Matters.” He showed, with the 
aid of several interesting experiments, that the essentials of a dye-stuff 
were that the substance must not only be so intensely coloured as to be 
able to communicate its own colour to the substance holding it in 
solution, but must also be soluble in water or other suitable solvent: 
furthermore it must be even more soluble in the colloidal substance of 
the fabric. The dyed fabric was a solution of the dye in the fibre except 
in the case where a mordant was used, when a suspension of the pre¬ 
cipitated matter resulted. All coloured substances could not be classed 
as dye-stuffs, for example, copper salts; and indeed there were few 
substances outside the aromatic series which exhibited the necessary 
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qualities. In the aromatic series selective absorption of light was 
common; it was not therefore surprising that numerous compounds of 
the class were available. Since the first attempts to cast off empiricism 
in the chemistry of colouring matters, there had been a careful com¬ 
parative study of the constitution of these substances, and this had 
resulted in an ever-increasing knowledge of their structure. It was found 
that certain groups of elements were necessary in the molecule, these 
were classed as chromophores and auxochromic groups. Of the former 
some two dozen were known, and these could only exert their influence 
in the presence of the auxochromic groups, but few of which were known 
at present. Several interesting experiments showing the phenomenon of 
fluorescence were then performed. It was explained that it was caused 
by ultra-violet light. The azo colours were next dealt with. Their pro¬ 
duction was a direct result of the attempt to cast off empiricism, and 
place the study on a sound scientific basis, and the effort has been 
rewarded with continued success. An enormous number of theso sub¬ 
stances were obtainable, and, as a result, over three million dye-stuffs 
were accessible to the chemist, whilst more than five hundred were con¬ 
tinually manufactured on the large scale. Passing on to another class 
of compounds known as the alizarins, the lecturer explained that these 
substances formed lakes by interaction with a mordant. These bodies 
must contain at least two hydroxyl groups in juxtaposition, otherwise 
the power of forming a lake was lacking. Compounds containing up to 
as many as six hydroxyl groups had been produced. Coming now to the 
production of synthetical indigo, Professor Witt said that this was one 
of the oldest problems of chemistry. It had been produced in the 
laboratory for over twenty years, but until recently it was thought 
impossible to produce it more economically than Nature, a necessary 
condition to make its production an industrial success. It was not sur¬ 
prising that the indigo planters had showed little apprehension of the 
danger of which they were occasionally warned. The various steps 
in the process, and the enormous difficulties which had been overcome 
by the Badische-Anilin-und-Soda Fabrik, were spoken of. The production 
of indigo was then shown experimentally. A small quantity of the 
ortho-carbonic acid of phenyl-glycine was fused with potash, this gave 
rise to the production of the potassium salt of indoxyl carbonic acid. 
This was poured into a large quantity of water and air blown through, 
when the indigo separated out in flakes. The lecturer said that one 
could not help feeling some regret that the indigo fields should disappear 
as the madder fields had done before. It was not all a disadvantage, 
perhaps, bearing in mind the bread famine predicted by Sir William 
Crookes, for the fields would be at liberty for the production cf cereals. 
A specimen of benzene which was prepared by Faraday was exhibited, 
and the lecturer said it was a thing to be looked on with reverence. But 
what a development had taken place since that first basis was furnished 
for unravelling the mysteries of the aromatic series! 

----—♦—---- 

Correspondence. 
*** Correspondents should never write on both sides of the paper. No 

notice is taken of communications unless the names and addresses of 
the writers are given. 

We do not undertake responsibility for the opinions expressed by our 
correspondents. 

VERY MODERN JOURNALISM. 
To the Editors. 

Gentlemen,—The story about the artist and the American dried fruit 
company, published in your correspondence columns last week, has 
appeared in several papers recently, and the author of the reply quoted 
is generally reported to be Sir Philip Burne-Jones. If the story is not 
true, it ought to be, and it contains a moral which some o. our 
“ Napoleons of the Press ” (elegant phrase) might take to heart, for 
the practice of endeavouring to get something for nothing has become 
popular with several journalistic concerns in recent years. This is 
true in respect of many of the photographic competitions organised for 
the “benefit” of “amateurs.” 

By the way, are you not somewhat too sweeping when you say 
that the halfpenny London news sheets are “written by office boys 
for office boys,” though the cock-a-whoopiness and self-considered 
omniscience of some of the halfpenny papers is very irritating. Per¬ 
haps you are not aware that the news editor of the most successful 
of them has recently stated that in twenty years’ time the penny daily 
will disappear—a courageous prophecy.—Yours truly, 

J. A Reid. 
Kincraig. Cutcliffe Glove, Bedford. 

April 7th, 1902. 
i --- 

THE L. AND P. P. A. HENDERSON AWARD. 
To the Editors. 

Gentlemen,-—It will be remembered that some time ago Mr. Alex¬ 
ander Henderson, a respected member of the London and Provincial 
Photo Association, offered an annual prize for the best paper upon a 
photo-chemical subject. I have now the pleasure to submit the rules 
under which this award will be made, and, as the matter concerns all 
classes of photographers, as well as members of the association, I shall 
be glad if you will publish them in full. 

1. The award shall be known as the L. and P. P. A. Henderson 
Award, and shall be of the value of £5. 

2 The award shall be made yearly to the writer of the best paper on 
a photo-ehemical or kindred subject, preferably the former, which shall 
be communicated to the L. and P. P A. 

3. The award shall be made to a member of the L. and P. P. A., 
but, failing any communication of sufficient merit by a member, it shall 
be in the power of the L. and P. P. A. to make the award to a non¬ 
member. 

4. Should the L. and P. P. A. decide that no communication of 
sufficient merit has been received during any one year, it shall have 
power to withhold the award, in which case the sum to be awarded 
would be carried forward, either as a separate award, or to increase the 
award for the following year. 

5. The committee shall, for the purpose 0f facilitating the award, 
make a selection from those papers eligible, and submit these to the 
general body of the members, by whose vote the final award shall be 
made. 

6. The secretary shall file all papers read before the association, 
and will also receive from members any articles of the nature specified 
which, appearing in the Press, are, in the opinion of such members, 
eligible for the award. These papers to be open to inspection by 
members at all meetings of the society.—Faithfully yours, 

Walter D. Welford, 

Hon. Sec. and Treasurer. 
Warwick Lodge, 166, Romford Road, London, E. 

THE CORNERPIECE. 
To the Editors. 

Gentlemen,—With regard to your kind notice, under the heading of 
“ New Apparatus,” I find that, through an omission in our circular, 
the fact that the frames were worked under Rhodes patent No. 
15683/900, has led to the somewhat erroneous impression that I 
manufactured the article, and that I am responsible for the inspiration. 
I should be only too pleased to accept the credit for the happy idea, 
but honour should be given where honour is due, and in this case it is 
due to a fellow townsman, Mr. Rhodes, who is the patentee and 
manufacturer, and who has requisitioned my assistance in placing the 
same on the market through the trade.—Yours truly, 

41, High Street, Aston, Birmingham. W. Tylar. 

April 7th, 1902. 

To the Editors. 
Gentlemen,—In your issue of April 4th you speak approvingly of a 

frame for corners mentioned therein. I should be obliged, however, 
if you would kindly add that it is Rhodes’ patent, and that my firm 
are the patentees and sole manufacturers of this article, and not Mr. 
Tylar, who is simply acting in common with others as wholesale agent 
for my firm, and he has expressed his regret that in his anxiety to 
secure the trade of such a quick-selling and highly-commended article 
he overlooked the fact that a circular he issued would be likely to 
mislead by causing others to think that there were two different 
makers of the same article, or that he was the inventor, patentee, and 
manufacturer only, as was evidently the case with you yourself when 
you reviewed it. 

I must ask you to kindly insert this in your next issue, in justice to 
my firm.—I am, Sirs, yours respectfully, 

John S. Rhodes, 

For Rhodes, Edwards and Co. 
140, Bristol Street, Birmingham. 

Apiil 9th, 1902. 

Answers to Correspondents. 
%* All matters intended for the text portion of this JOURNAL, includ. 

ing queries, must be addressed to “ The Editors, The British 

JOURNAL OF Photography, 24, Wellington-street, Strand, London, 
W. C. ” Inattention to this ensures delay. 

%* Correspondents are informed that we cannot undertake to answer 
communications through the post. Questions are not answered unless 
the names and addresses of the writers are given. 

*** Communications relating to Advertisements and general business 
affairs should be addressed to Messrs. Henry Greenwood & Co. 
24, Wellington-st-eet, Strand, London, W.C. 

Photographs Registered 
E. G. Ballard, 28A, Welsh Street, Chepstow. Photograph from top of Wyndclife, 

Mon. Photograph of Chepstow < ast.le Photograph of Wyndcliffe. Photograph 
of Tinttrn Abbey. Photograph of Chepstow Town. 

A. Holbom, 25, Stokes Croft, Bristol. Photograph of Group of National Union o> 
Teachers. Bristol Conference of Delegates. 

T. E. Innes, 108, Wellington Road, Heaton Chapel. Photograph of Ileaton Norris 
Pist'ict C uncdlor*. 

M. E. Emmett.—As the studio will face due south, it will be well to 
glaze it with ground glass. Dark green blinds will be suitable 
for blinds for the top, and a similar colour for curtains for the 
sides. 

Book Wanted.—“ Learner ” will be grateful to know the best book to 
be had on printing, dealing with every process.—In reply: Popular 
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Photographic Printing Processes,” by Hector Maclean, may suit 
you. Order it of your dealer. 

Received.—The Brighouse Photographic Company, Telephoto, P.O.P., 
Victory, H. M. Cooper, R. Bennett, Copyright, T. Stokoe, and 
many others.—The answers to these have been unavoidably held over. 
They will appear in our next. 

Development.—A. E. S. G. asks: “ What change takes place in the 
negative when it is developed? Is the deposited image metallic 

. . silver, silver oxide, or another form of bromide of silver?”—In 
reply: The imago is composed of metallic silver. 

Exhibitions.—A. E. writes: “ If I exhibit a photo in any provincial or 
town exhibition, can I exhibit the same photo in the Royal Photo¬ 
graphic Exhibition? Would I stand the same chance of securing 
a medal ?”—In reply : The photograph would stand the same chance 
of acceptance by the R.P.S. selecting authorities. 

Gum Bichromate.—H. C. A- writes: “Can you send me any numbers 
specially giving practical instruction in gum bichromate work, or 
recommend me some book for that purpose ?”—In reply: Let our 
correspondent procure a copy of “ The British Journal Photographic 
Almanac ” for 1899. It contains an excellent paper on “ Gum 
Bichromate’ by Mr. James Packham. 

The McDonough-Joly Process.—“ Ta-Santi ” writes : “ I shall feel 
extremely obliged if you could inform me where I can procure a 
screen and prepared positive paper for the ‘McDonough-Joly’ 
process of coloured photography ?”—In reply : To the best of our 
knowledge, the screens and paper are not at present articles of 
commerce. 

Copyright.—“ Tame ” writes : “ Some 12 months ago I took a negative 
by my own initiative of a group of volunteers about to go to the 
front. I find an enlargement has been made from one of the 
copies without my permission or authority. Have I a claim under 
Copyright Law against the party so acting? The negative has not 
been registered.”—In reply : As the copyright was not registered, 
you have no redress. If you register it now you can restrain 
further reproduction being made from the picture. 

Salary in Bankruptcy.—“Operator” writes: “Will you please tell me 
how I stand? I am engaged at so much a year, and paid monthly. 
Under an agreement, a month’s notice must be given on either 
side. There is* a month’s salary due to me. Shall I have to take 
so much in the pound, like the other creditors, or can I claim 
in full? I am told I can.”—In reply: Being a servant, ytur wages 

. must be paid in full. Therefore, take nothing less. Sometimes 
the liquidator may offer the composition that is paid to the other 
creditors; but servants must be paid in full; such is the law. 

Exhibiting Enlargements.—B. writes: “ A lady-artist, who has a show¬ 
case in town, gave me a photo of herself, taken by a well-known firm 
of photographers of this town, for enlargement. The finished picture 
pleases her very much, and she wishes to put it for a short time in 
ner show-case. Will you kindly say if it would be right to do 
so, or would it be objected to as illegal ? ”—In reply: If the lady 
paid for the original photograph (as we presume she did), she is 
quite entitled to have it enlarged and exhibited wherever she 
pleases. 

Midget Frames.—“ Frames ” writes : “ Could you give me the addresses of 
any large fancy dealers who would be likely to supply little midget 
frames about the size of stamp ? They are being sold here at some 
of our fancy shops. I have tried Messrs. Marion and Co., but 
they do not keep anything small enough, and cannot supply me 
with the address of any firm that would.”—In reply : We have 
not seen the frames, so cannot suggest by who mthey are supplied. 
Try Fallowfield’s, or Houghton and Son. You might also try E. 
Mander and Sons, Birmingham. Had we seen the frames, we 
might possibly have been able to help further. 

Fire Insurance.—“ Insurer ” says : “ I have just insured my premises 
against fire, and I find on reading through the policy it seems that 
compensation, in the case of fire, is limited to one shilling for each 
negative, and ten pounds for any one lens. Now many of the 
negatives are worth pounds, and I have two lenses that cost me 
nearly thirty pounds each, and one a larger sum still. Is it usual 
to limit photographers’ compensation in this way ?”—In reply : It 
is usual to put a limit on the value of negatives and also on lenses; 
but you can insure them for a larger sum by special arrangement 
under another policy. Communicate with the fire office, or its 
agent. 

Bichromate of Potash.—H. S. says : “ I have during the past week or 
two been trying the gum-bichromate process, and a day or two 
ago a rash, with itching, has made its appearance on my shoulders. 
It has been suggested to me that it is due to the action of the 

* bichromate of potash. Do you think that is the cause ?”—In reply : 
We certainly do not. The general experience of those who have 
experienced the ill-effects of the bichromate is that they are con¬ 
fined to those parts that come in actual contact with the solutions. 
As you mention no rash on the fingers (which are usually the first 
to be affected) or the hands, we should say that bichromate has 
nothing to do with the trouble. It is very unlikely that working 
the gum process will giue you any trouble from the bichromate 
employed. 

Position- of Isochromatic Screens.—H. C. writes : “ I should be much 
obliged if you would tell me if there is any reason, and what that 
reason is, why isochromatic screens should not be fixed to the 
front of the lens ? I am using a hand camera of the folding type, 
with bellows that taper to a very small size—-little larger in size 
than the diameter of the lens—and do not see how the screens could 
be satisfactorily fixed inside the camera. The experiments I have 
tried so far with a screen in front have been failures, as the 

chemical focus (I think it is called) seems to be upset as regards 
the central rays, though not as regards the marginal rays, or at any 
rate to a lesser extent in the latter case. I have also found it 
impossible to focus sharply. Can you offer any suggestion as to 
the cause of this, and as to how the difficulty might be overcome ?” 
—In reply: Some workers place the screen behind the lens, some 
in front, and others between the lenses. This latter is perhaps the 
most favoured position. It is possible that the central rays being 
upset while the marginal ones are not, may be due to some defect 
in the screen itself. It is better with some lenses to focus with the 
screen in situ. 

Exposures.—G. F. G. G. writes: “ (1) What exposure is necessary to give 
a fully-exposed negative at this time of the year? Subject, sea¬ 
shore scene (not sky and sea), or street scene in bright sunshine, at 
10 to 2 p.m. Kodak film. Burroughs and Wellcome’s diary says 
1-120, f/6; Imperial Plate Company’s chart says 1-90, f/6 (reckoning 
Kodak film same speed as Sovereign plate); Wynne’s meter coloured 
to tint in 15 secs., exposure 1-16 sec., f/6 (reckoning film as 90). 
I got some fine negatives under same conditions last summer in 
June, 1-25, f, 16; and Scott's table says that for March multiply 
by If, which would give 1-15 at f/16. See how these figures vary. 
1 exposed Blair, Planchon, Kodak, and Sandell films as a test 
last Sunday at Brighton in bright sunlight, and gave 1-25, f'll. All 
were very much under-exposed (Wynne’s time taken at the time 
as above). (2) Do you consider Wynne a correct guide? t3) Do 
you consider Watkins’ meter better? (4) If so, which one? I 
exposed Sandell film Wednesday last in bright sunshine, street 
scene, 1-25, f/6, in London, as a test, and enclose result. Not over 
exposed? Developer used for all films, except Sandell was the 
pyro soda. If Wynne is correct, surely 90 per cent, of hand- 
camera work must be under-exposed.”—In reply : “ (1) We should 
not have imagined that under the conditions all the films would 
have been under-exposed, and we would suggest that the speed 
of the shutter should be looked to. (2) The only point where this 
system is likely to go wrong is in the plate speeds. (3 and 4) We 
do not consider there is much to choose between them.” 

Flashlight Photography.—“ Flashlight ” writes : “ I am asked to photo¬ 
graph a group of grammar-school boys, who are taking part in u 
dramatic entertainment. It must needs be taken the evening of 
the performance on the stage. I have not had the slightest ex¬ 
perience in flash-light work. Should I find much difficulty in 
undertaking the work? I should esteem it a great favour if you 
would kindly give me particulars as to how to set about the work. 
What quantity of flash-light power would be necessary to take 
a lOin. by 8in. group ? What distance from the figs. ? Whether 
to have light on one side only, and how to diffuse the same? 
Would tissue paper do? If so, what size sheet? Is it necessary 
to have a reflector ? If so, what material ? I have only a Ross’s 
doublet, which has a small stop. If the largest aperture, would 
the front lens behind the stop do better, or the front lens of a 
f-plate portrait? Would the latter be better? I should be glad 
if you will be good enough to mark out for me the exact method 
of procedure. It occurs to me I have a £-plate portrait lens. If 
this is stopped down it would work quicker than the doublet. I 
am wondering if it will pay me to trouble with it, as I am inexperi¬ 
enced.”—In reply: As we do not know the size of the stage to be 
illuminated, or how the- boys will be distributed, it is impossible 
to give any idea of the quantity of powder required. It will be 
better to have lights on both sides, but one stronger than the 
other, so as to obtain some shadow. As the lens has a small 
aperture, it follows that a much stronger light will be required 
than if it had a larger one. If either of the components of the 
doublet be used by itself, a still smaller stop will be required than 
if it were employed in its entirety. The front lens of a 
^-plate portrait lens, if of the ordinary type, will not cover a 
lOin. by 8in. plate. Neither will a ^-plate lens. The best prac¬ 
tical advice we can give you is to make a few experiments in the 
theatre beforehand; you will then be able to judge the amount 
of powder that will be required for the exposure and gain other 
experience. _ 

*** Notice to the Trade, Wholesale Agents and Book¬ 

sellers.—A Contents Bill is issued with each number of the Journal, 

and copies may be had on application to the Publishers. 
*** Notice to Advertisers.—A Revised Tariff for advertisements 

in the JOURNAL is now in force. Blocks and copy are received subject to 
the approval of the Publishers, and advertisements are inserted abso¬ 
lutely without condition, expressed or implied as to what appears in 
the text vortion of the paper. 
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EX CATHEDRA. 

Orthochro- Professor Valenta has entered upon a 

aI^'the^6S very interesting inquiry concerning the 
Room Ug^ht sensitiveness of orthochromatic plates in 

process of development. Those who are 
accustomed to use colour-sensitive plates must have ob¬ 
served that exposure to the dark-room lamp has compara¬ 
tively little effect. The plate exposed in the camera for a 
few seconds to red, green, or yellow light will show little 
or no fog, although it may have received considerable ex¬ 
posure to the red light of the dark-room lamp after develop¬ 
ment has once begun. Professor Valenta has sensitised a 
number of plates with various sensit; ers for red, green, 
and yellow, and exposed them in a St( mheil glass spectro¬ 
scope with a Siemens burner of 60 candle-power for 5, 30, 
60, 180, and 300 seconds. The five exposures were made 
side by side upon each plate. Two sets of plates were thus 
exposed. One set was developed without treatment, and 
the other was dipped, before exposure, for half a minute in 
the developer subsequently used. It was at once apparent 
that all the dipped plates had suffered in sensitiveness for 
red, yellowish-green, and green, as well as blue and violet. 
Further comparison also showed that the loss of sensitive¬ 
ness was greater in that part of the spectrum from line A to 
b than from b to the ultra violet. The loss is least apparent 
with dyestuffs of the Eosine group, but it is more marked 
with Glycian red, Diazo black BHN, Nigrocin B, Pluto 
black, Wool black 4B, Diamond black, Phenyl black, and 

Alizarine blue bisulphite. Although these latter dyestuffs 
are more affected by the developer than those of the Eosine 
group, the sensitiveness of plates prepared with Eosine sensi- 
tisers is not very marked when exposed during development 
to the red light of the dark-room lantern. The use of copper 
ruby glass, which absorbs the green rays, adds to the pro¬ 
tection. These facts are of considerable importance to the 
makers of orthochromatic plates, and Professor Valenta 
proposes to give the subject further consideration. 

* * * 

English Manu> One of the choicest specimens of the out- 
fact u res and come of that quality of mind, which the 

Critics*1 Germans call “ Neid,” is afforded by an 
article in a recent number of the “ Central 

Zeitung fur Optik und Mechanik.” Mr. Angus introduced 
a discussion a short time ago at the Optical Society upon 
the deplorable state of the optical industry in this country, 
and drew a picture of the state of things in Germany as 
illustrated by the firms of Carl Zeiss, Leitz, and Reichert. 
Mr. Angus attributes this state of things, wrongly, we think, 
to the backward state of technical education in this country. 
We doubt if it has anything to do with it, and think the 
causes must be sought rather in the ideal devotion of one 
man, Professor Abbe of Jena, and the just protection af¬ 
forded by the patent laws to inventions. But if we are to 
believe our German critics, the general state of manufacture 
in this country is so bad, and that of German manufactures 
so good, that before long we shall most assuredly be in the 
position Mr. Angus good humouredly assigned to us—that 
of having to send all our work to be done abroad. When 
that time arrives, and Germany becomes our servant, we 
shall be quite content to enjoy ourselves at the expense of 
the dupes of our Teutonic critics. Mr. Angus’ ideal in 
manufacture appears to be for the Briton, everything 
British, and for the workman compulsory technical educa¬ 
tion. The advantages of foreign trade are ignored, and the 
artizan is made in a modified form the slave of the State. 
Much as we desire to see technical education, and that of 
the highest type, developed in this country, we think it not 
only useless, but a perversion of energy, to compel persons 
to learn, who have no desire to acquire knowledge. Return¬ 
ing to the field of optics, we would point out that under the 
stimulus of German competition the photographic branch, 
within the past ten years, has made considerable progress. 
Lenses technically equal to any made in Germany are manu¬ 
factured in this country, and our German critics must not 
forget the fact that one of the oldest and best firms in Ger¬ 
many is at present engaged in the manufacture of a purely 
English lens, which is much appreciated by many German 
photographers. We have much to learn from Germany, but 

not in the way of manners. 
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The Radio- Under this heading the “ Chemical 

N|V'tt News ” (see page 306 of this week’s issue) 
O a er. gives a very full abstract of a discourse 

delivered last month at the Royal Institution by Henri 
Becquerel, D.C.L., Ph.D., whose name is indissolubly 
linked with this subject. Much of the subject matter of this 
discourse has already appeared in these pages, but as a lucid 
and connected account of the whole series of recent investi¬ 
gations of a subject of marvellous interest it should be read 
by all photographers who take an interest in the subject. 
M. Becquerel traces the subject since he first took it up 
about half-a-dozen years ago through the various stages of 
the discovery and investigations by himself, Lord Kelvin, 
Messrs. Beattie, and de Smolan, ^ir. J. J. Thomson, and 
M. and Mdme. Curie, etc., up to the discovery of polonium, 
radium, and actinium. He brings into full relief the 
fact that these self-radiating substances are not alike in the 
radiations they emit. He says, “ The activity of radio¬ 
active bodies comprises three kinds of rays—rays which are 
deviable in a magnetic field, which appear to be identical 
with cathodic rays, and two sorts of non-deviable rays, one 
kind being very easily absorbed, the other resembling X- 
rays, and being very penetrating. Uranium emits prin¬ 
cipally the first kind, polonium gives only the second, and 
radium gives all three at once.” Again : “ The facts I have 
just related have exclusively to do with the obscure radia¬ 
tions which traverse opaque bodies, such as metal, glass, 
mica, etc. But there exists also another, quite different, 
phenomenon of which the effects are arrested by glass, mica, 
etc.” The origin of the radiant energy of these radio-active 
bodies is still an enigma. One singular point about M. 
Becquerel’s investigations is that he obtained one result of 
a remarkable nature which he was never able to repeat. 
With regard to the “ perpetual motion ” idea which centres 
round the perpetual nature of the radiation, he gives 1.2 
milligrams of matter as the amount given off from a square 

centimetre of radio-active surface in a thousand million 

years. 
* * * 

Fugitive The paper read at the Royal Institution, 
Modern Colours we briefly alluded to last week, by 

Photo^ranhv Prof. Otto N. Witt, “ On Recent Develop- 
ments in Colouring Matters,” calls to 

mind the subject of the permanency of many of the pigments 
now employed in the arts. It is not unusual to see some 
of the posters on hoardings in which the pigments used in 
the inks have faded almost entirely away, even after only a 
week or two’s exposure. We have seen examples of carbon 
pictures thathave changed colour very considerably through 
fugitive pigment having been employed in the manufacture 
of the tissue. Now it is recognised that the carbon process 
is a permanent one, but that is only the case when per¬ 
manent pigments are used for the tissue. In the three- 
colour process of photography the most suitable colours to 
employ are the brilliant transparent ones of the coal-tar 
series. Now it does not follow that all coal-tar colours are 
fugitive, because they are not. On the other hand, many 
are. So fugitive indeed are some as to show a marked 
change after only a few hours’ exposure to bright sunshine. 
It is to be hoped that those who work the three-colour pro¬ 
cess of photography will only use pigments of known 
stability, as if others be employed it will tend to bring the 
process into disrepute. Very fugitive colours are some¬ 
times used in chromo-lithography, as witness many of the 
brilliant prints issued with the Christmas numbers of the 
illustrated papers. We have noticed a marked change in 
some after being shown at the railway bookstalls for only a 
week or two. We, a short time ago, saw an a^nusing 

example of the fugitiveness of a colour. It was an an¬ 
nouncement of the services shown at the entrance of a 
church not far from Hyde Park Corner. It read, in black 
letters, “ oly rinity hurch, nightsbridge—ervices, undays— 
oly ays—ednesdays, ridays—oly aptisms, hurdlings, etc.” 
The capitals had been painted in a fugitive pigment, and 
had quite faded out. What the colour had been sufficient 
did not remain to show, but we assume it was scarlet, inas¬ 
much as another notice-board, evidently more recently done, 
had the capitals in that colour, but they had changed, and 

much of the brilliancy had gone. 

Ink for 
Writing 
upon Glass. 

The glass bottles with a tablet with 
tl ground-glass ” surface are perhaps the 
beau ideal of a useful laboratory utensil, 

but failing the possession of such useful articles, our readers 
may be interested to learn of an ink used in the University 
of Bonn for writing labels and memoranda upon glass, the 
method of making which is communicated to the “ English 
Mechanic ” by W. R. Hubbert, of Detroit. “ It consists of a 
mixture of three parts of a 13 per cent, solution of shellac in 
alcohol in the cold with five parts of the same strength of 
solution of borax in distilled water. The solutions should 
be mixed a drop at a time, and if - precipitate forms the 
mixture may be heated till clear. Enough methylene blue 
should be added to colour it a deep blue. This makes one 
of the handiest inks, for with it notes can be made on glass¬ 
ware, slides, etc., which dry quickly.” He adds, “ Either a 
sharp-pointed stick or a pen can be used to apply it. It is 
far handier than using gummed labels, and writes better 
than the Faber pencil made for the same purpose.” It ap¬ 
pears to us that a still simpler method would be to hold the 
shellac in aqueous solution by the method described many 
years ago by Mr. Watmough Webster—that is to say, by 
adding to the alcoholic solution of shellac a very small 
quantity of strong ammonia solution. Water may then be 
added in any proportion without precipitation taking place. 
While on the subject of writing upon glass, our readers may 
be reminded of the virtues of an etching ink which many 
years ago had a great vogue, being sold at all the stationers, 
though we have never seen it for a long time past in any 
place of sale. It consists of an ink whose basis is hydro¬ 
fluoric acid, thickened by the addition of fluoride of am¬ 
monium, and rendered easy to distinguish after being written 
with by means of the addition of fine sulphate of barium. 
This ink is absolutely indelible, as it etches into the glass, 
and, further, the characters written with it remain white. 
It should be observed that this ink cannot be kept in strong 
glass bottles. It is best kept in bottles of lead or gutta¬ 
percha, but where such bottles would involve too great an 
expense an efficient substitute may be made by using an 
ordinary phial coated inside with paraffin wax, which can 
easily be done by first heating the bottle and then dropping 
paraffin in, and rolling the bottle so as to coat the whole 
inside surface. The cork should be also coated with 
paraffin. 

* * * 

Phonograph Many are the uses which have been 

?;nc* suggested, from time to time, by in- 
ho ograp . genious workers for the utilisation of 

spoilt plates and waste negatives. While some are content 
to make picture-frames of them, others use them for framing 
their cucumbers, if they do not venture a step further and 
build greenhouses with them. Celluloid, of which the 
majority of films are made, cannot be put to such purposes, 
nor would it be profitable to use them so, for celluloid has a 
much higher value than glass. Even in the form of shreds 
it has a market value, and in small quantities will serve for 
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making waterproof varnish of excellent quality. Mr. Stroh, 
who was lecturing the other night before the Camera Club, 
told his hearers that he had found a use for discarded films— 
a use, it may be added, which would never have occurred 
to anybody but Mr. Stroh. Every one knows that this pro¬ 
lific worker has lately invented a new pattern of violin, 
which, while emitting a greatly augmented volume of sound, 
vies with the finest “ Strad ” in quality of tone. The novel 
feature of this violin is that it has no body, merely a tube 
along which the strings are stretched. The bridge is in 
contact with a rocking lever, which is attached to a special 
form of diaphragm, which closes the narrow part of an 
aluminium trumpet or resonator. The diaphragm has a 
conical centre, which gives rigidity to the construction, but 
the vibrating portion is that which surrounds the cone. So 
much for the Stroh violin. Its inventor has now applied 
the same principle to the diaphragm of the phonograph— 
which he brought before the notice of the Camera Club— 
but the material of which the diaphragm is made is different. 
The cone is made of writing paper, and the flat part on 
which it rests is cut out from a disused celluloid film. At 
the apex the paper cone is furnished with a blunt point of 
sapphire, whose duty it is to tread in the footsteps cut in the 
phonograph cylinder by the recording stylus. The result 
is marvellous, and constitutes an enormous advance in the 
efficiency of this wonderful talking machine. The disagree¬ 
able nasal quality disappears, and speech, song, and instru¬ 
mental music are reproduced with marvellous fidelity. Al¬ 
though it cannot be said that the phonograph can afford the 
same meed of pleasure which is obtainable from a good 
orchestra, Mr. Stroh’s new diaphragm has made such a re¬ 
markable improvement in the instrument that we are led to 
hope that we are within measurable distance of perfection. 
It is interesting to know that this advance has been made 
with the help of a waste photographic product. 

* * * 

Piracy. The word “ piracy,” according to the dic¬ 
tionary definition, means “ robbery on the high seas,” and, 
happily, we may regard that kind of pirate as being almost 
a thing of the past. He survives, in petticoats and pistols, 
in those lurid novelettes which are written for the edification 
of aspiring boyhood, and possibly in remote parts of the 
China seas he may yet be found in the flesh pursuing his 
nefarious calling. But there is another sort of pirate who 
seemingly, without let or hindrance from the law, infests 
the streets of London. This kind of pirate sells copyright 
pieces of music to the public, and to the great detriment of 
those who own such property. In every large community 
there are to be found men who prefer a crooked path to a 
straight one, and these pests of society, while careful not to 
risk their liberty by the commission of any flagrant outrage 
against their fellow men, are always on the lookout for ways 
and means of living at the expense of others. It is reason¬ 
able to suppose that when these rascals realise that the law 
of copyright can be evaded with impunity, they will cast 
about for some opportunity of sharing in the plunder which 
the law so considerately allows them. What could afford a 
better hope of success than the multiplication of the copy¬ 
right photographs of celebrities which attract so much at¬ 
tention in the West-End shops? It is easy enough to copy 
photographs, and a good profit could be made if they were 
sold at a few pence apiece. If the law relating to copyright 
music is in such a parlous state that it can openly he set at 
nought, what protection can the law afford to a mere photo¬ 
graph, which, in comparison to a successful song, costs 
nothing at all? It seems, therefore, well within the bounds 
of possibility that we shall soon see barrow-loads of pirated 
photographs offered for sale by itinerant dealers. The 

public will presently tire of “ The Honeysuckle and the 
Bee ” and the other ditties which at present tickle its ear, 
and then the photographs will have their turn. Speaking 
to a well-known publisher of photographs recently, he told 
us that dozens of his pictures have been pirated. At first 
he took proceedings against the delinquents, after spending 
much money and time in tracking them down. Then he 
found that invariably he had to deal with a man of straw, 
and had the gratification of paying all costs. There is at 
present a great trade being done in pirated cinematograph 
films, and we are glad to hear that more than one action is 
pending against the accused men. It is doubtful whether, 
even if proved guilty, such persons can, in the present state 
of the law, be punished. They will probably walk out of 
court whistling “ The Honeysuckle and the Bee.” 

* * * 

A The St. Michael’s “ Parish Magazine ” 
Photographers’(Eolkestone), edited by the Rev. Mr. 

Parade Husband, who is widely known for the 
unconventional manner in which he ad¬ 

dresses himself to the duties of his ministerial office, con¬ 
tains in its last number the following announcement: — 
“ One of the greatest mistakes religious people have made, 
has been the tendency not to make our work and our play 
part of our religion, instead of what it ought to be, that our 
lawful business and recreations are part of our religion, as 
the late Professor Drummond used to teach us so beautifully 
in his exquisite books. It was with this thought in our 
minds that made us start ‘ Cyclists’ Church Parades.’ The 
invention of cycling is what we have much to thank God for. 
And it occurs to us that the same may be said of photo¬ 
graphy. Not only has it done much for surgery and for 
the alleviation of pain in our sick rooms and hospitals, but 
it has enabled us to possess faithful pictures of some of 
God’s beautiful works in nature, at a cost within the reach of 
almost the poorest. We have therefore decided at an early 
date to hold in our church a ‘ Photographers’ Church 
Parade,’ to which professional and amateur photographers 
will be specially invited. No doubt, at the outset, some will 
say hard things about us, as they did when we first started 
‘ Cyclists’ Church Parades,’ but we shall take no notice of 
them, but just live them down, and go on with our work.” 
The precise manner in which Mr. Husband intends to de- 
velope his scheme of a photographers’ church parade 
strongly excites our curiosity; but, in the absence of the 
necessary details, coupled with the avowed inention of 
the reverend gentleman to ignore any criticism which his 
extremely novel departure may provoke, it is difficult to 
express an opinion as to the feasibility of such a scheme 
promoting the religious aims of its author. Making every 
allowance, however, for the sincerity and good intentions of 
Mr. Husband, we do not find it easy to combat the impres¬ 
sion that a church parade of amateur and professional photo¬ 
graphers carrying cameras, and held some fine Sunday in a 
fashionable seaside town, may attract considerable public 
ridicule, a factor which we should think it desirable to re¬ 
move as far as possible from religious observances. It ap¬ 
pears to us that by connecting in the manner proposed 
photography with church services the association imposes 
a very severe strain indeed upon reason and common sense. 
The cycle, by its speed and convenience, certainly facilitates 
attendance at church, but where, may we ask, does photo¬ 
graphy “ come in ” in such a connection ? Frankly, Mr. 
Husband’s idea does not strike us as according with the 
fitness of things. We hope, nevertheless, that the reverend 
gentleman will not interpret this expression of opinion as 
indicative of a desire to “ say hard things ” of his scheme. 
On the contrary, if we thp^ ght a photographic church parade 
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would further his objects it should have our ungrudging 
support. We might even go the length of moving the Con¬ 
vention to hold one of its meetings at Folkestone, with Mr. 
Husband invited to preach a special sermon to the mem¬ 
bers, as is done at gatherings of the British Association. 

SOME BUSINESS ASPECTS OF PHOTOGRAPHY. 

III. 

Railway Rates and Charges. 

We propose this week to deal with a more purely business 
matter than we have yet dealt with in this series, on account 
of a recent conversation we had with the manager of a 
large plate-manufacturing copipany. “ I do wish,” he 
said, “ you would give a chapter on railway rates; if you 
could drive into the heads of some of our customers some 
elementary notions about carriage of goods you would 
save all an immensity of trouble and use of early English. 
Only this morning I’ve had a most bullying letter for send¬ 
ing some plates by quickest and, of course, most costly 
route, in accordance with this telegram: ‘ Three dozen 
twelve-ten instantaneous, most urgent.’ I sent by pas¬ 
senger train, and the carriers’ charge is objected to.” 

We will- therefore proceed to indicate the lines upon 
which the railway companies base their charges. This 
information will, as a matter of course, contain no novelty 
to experienced business men, but we know that to many 
indeed railway rates are an unknown factor. 

First, it must be understood that the companies despatch 
goods by two main channels—passenger and goods trains. 
Usually, in the larger towns, there is a different office for 
each of the two despatches; in smaller towns there is one 
receiving office. When a parcel is to be sent by goods 
train it is necessary to send to the office at the same time 
a delivery or consignment note, which is filled in with the 
sender’s and consignee’s names and addresses, with also a 
description of any particular marking the package bears. 
Usually this is the address of the consignee ; but, contrary 
to what is commonly supposed, it is not necessary for the 
package to have any address upon it, so long as there is a 
distinctive mark, such as a diamond, a square, a circle, in 
any special colour, and so on ; but except where very large 
consignments are in question, an address is the simplest 
mode of distinguishing the parcel. The consignment note 
must state whether consignor or consignee pays carriage, 
and in this connection it must be remembered that prac¬ 
tically the sender is responsible in case of dispute; for 
the carriers have a lieu on the o-oods to the extent of their 
charges for carriage. So much for the despatch packages 
by goods train. If they are to be forwarded by quickest 
route, they should be sent by passenger train, and marked 
in accordance. No consignment note is here requisite. 
It is desirable to have a parcels delivery book, in which 
the consignee’s name and address is entered ; these can be 
purchased for a shilling each at the stationer’s. The rail¬ 
way officials will sign this if asked, and there is then 
evidence of receipt of goods in case of loss. (It is desir¬ 
able even when sending by “ goods ” to have a receipt also. 
The various companies keep for gratis distribution books of 
blank consignment forms, with counterfoils; upon these 
counterfoils being filled in in duplicate they will give a re¬ 
ceipt.) 

We now come to the question as to which mode of 
despatch to select for sending goods out, or having them 
-sent to order. “ Ceterus paribus ” passenger train despatch 
is quickest, but it is also usually by far the dearest, except 
between places a few miles apart. Formerly, for distances 
of about twenty-five to fifty miles, parcels of a few pounds’ 

weight could be sent cheaper by passenger train than by 
parcel post; but of late years tue railway companies have 
entirely accommodated their charges to those of parcel 
post. There is thus now no difference of charge, but the 
latter mode has a limit of weight and size; passenger 
parcels have no maximum size or weight. The rate is the 
same for all distances, just as in parcel post. Hence 
within that limit there is no advantage in sending parcels 
by train (with the exceptions to be mentioned), unless for 
such comparatively short distances that parcels can be 
sent and received the same day, and earlier delivery still 
be ensured by a parcel being delivered by a properly 
authorised messenger at the receiving end as soon almost 
as the train arrives. But to avoid delay special care 
should be taken that any messenger sent to the station for 
a parcel should have proper credentials. We have known 
cases where a parcel duly arrived was declined to be de¬ 
livered because the messenger had no note of authorisation. 
This, we need not say, is, however irritating at the time, a 
very proper precaution to take. We may now give par¬ 
ticulars of the special exceptions we referred to as giving 
the advantage to rail over parcel post despatch. The 
main one is the awkward subject of negatives. We believe 
that the parcel post authorities decline to entertain any 
claim whatever for negatives damaged in transit; the rail¬ 
way companies, though they would require substantial evi¬ 
dence of bona fides and original perfect condition of 
despatch, are not quite so exigent as this. 

The disadvantages of passenger despatch are as follow: 
—Parcels of a specially fragile or light and bulky nature 
are charged a special rate of twenty-five to fifty per cent, 
extra, and certain goods of a specially delicate nature will 
only be received at “ sender’s risk ” ; that is to say, the 
companies will not hold themselves responsible in case of 
damage. This is important to bear in mind, for the pro¬ 
hibition includes such things as thermometers, hydro¬ 

meters, etc. 
We must leave the treatment of the “ goods despatch 

to a further article, merely premising here that the senders 
of frail goods—and our advice applies equallv to either 
modes of despatch, passenger or goods—should always be 
most explicit in declaring them as such, for a reason. In 
the first case, if goods were sent and not declared as such 
the company would deem it a fraud ; and, secondly, if frail 
goods, such as framed pictures, negatives, parcels of dry 
plates, were not declared, and were not marked glass, 
etc., on their outside wrappers, the company would be 
held free from responsibility in case of- loss or damage. 
We lay particular stress upon this point, for we have known 
of very many instances where, to avoid pavin" the increased 
rate for glass (and it must be remembered that “ glass with 
care ” always involves the extra rate bv rail), people have 
sent parcels liable to such rate without declaration or label, 
and have lost the chance of getting compensation when the 

parcel has arrived with contents damaged. 

A New Hwf.n photographer, A. Hyatt Verrill, n son of Prof. Addison 
E. Verrill, of Yale University, announces further discoveries in his experi 
ments with colour pVmto°-rar>hv. Verrill Savs h« has found it, possible to 
produce “ aurotypes ” and “ argentypes ” simply by depositing gold and 
silver in metallic form cm crlaFs, wood, meta»ls, and c/en on p^nei. Tilt 
pictures thus made are claimed to be absolutely permanent.—“ The Scien¬ 

tific American.” 

A terrible panic, resembling somewhat in its character the memorable 
Sunderland disaster, is reported from Wick, Caithness-shire. A cinemato¬ 
graph exhibition for school children was being given and the budding 
was crowded. Soon afUr the performance opened a sheet of flame bursi 
up, caused by one of the films catching fire. The great flare-up caused 
an immediate p^nic among the audience, the children rushing terror- 
stricken for the doors. The stairs were densely packed with those trying 
io esc3oe. and manv of the children were crushed severely, one, it is 

believed, fatally.—1' Morning Post.” 
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THEORY AND PRACTICE IN PROFESSIONAL 

PHOTOGRAPHY. 

As may be assumed from the heading of this article, it, 
like the one preceding it, is on a business topic, and the 
points raised are whether a theoretical knowledge of photo¬ 
graphy is an absolute necessity to make a, commercially, 
successful photographer ? It may seem almost heretical to, 
in a technical journal, raise such a point, but we know, as 
a matter of fact, that many photographers, not only those 
of the second and third rate type, but also some of those 
who are doing the highest possible class of work, know 
little, or nothing, of the theoretical side of the art they are 
profiting so largely by at the present time; but such is the 
fact, nevertheless. Indeed, we'have heard more than one 
affirm that he knows nothing whatever about it, nor do they 
care anything at all about the subject. They are getting 
on very well, and that is all they desire, and that the} 
could not improve their business one jot by a better 
chemical knowledge of the subject than they already pos¬ 
sess—which, by the way, is practically nil. It must be 
admitted now that the plates are sold ready for exposing 
in the camera, and papers of all kinds, including platino- 
type and carbon, are supplied ready for the printing frame, 
any great theoretical knowledge of the reactions that take 
place in their manipulation is not actually necessary in 
order to secure even the best results. 

It is often said that in the old collodion days, when the 
photogi’apher had, perforce, not only to prepare his own 
plates, but also his papers for printing, the worker had to 
understand the chemistry of the subject. But, as a matter 
of fact, a large number of even the most successful of them, 
did not; or if they did, in many cases the knowledge was of 
a very superficial character. Many worked as much by 
rule of thumb as do the majority of workers at the present 
period. They knew, for instance, that when the silver 
bath went wrong, which it was very prone to do, par¬ 
ticularly in hot weather, certain treatments would set 
it right again. Some, however, adopted an easier course 
than that; they at once discarded the solution for a new 
one, and precipitated the silver from the disordered one 
and added it to the stock of residues to be dealt with by 
the refiner. Hence it will be seen that the statement, so 
frequently made nowadays, that the photographer of the 
olden times had to possess greater chemical knowledge 
than is necessary to-day is much overdrawn by some writers 
who are not really cognisant of the facts as they actually 
existed. 

At no time since the advent of the Art has there been 
such facilities for those who practise it to acquire a theo¬ 
retical knowledge of the principles involved as at the 
present time—seeing the number of technical schools that 
are available almost everywhere. But it may be asked 
what proportion of professional photographers, or their 
assistants, avail themselves of them? The answer is, com¬ 
paratively few indeed. If asked the reason, the reply, in 
the majority of cases, would be: What should I gain by 
attending them, as I turn out the best of work, and that 
is all that can be done? Is it? If professional photo¬ 
graphers had a better theoretical knowledge of their work 
they would the better be able to cope with the troubles 
they occasionally meet with, instead of having to fall back 
on queries put to the editors of this Journal for replies in 
the answers columns. It would surprise many of our 
readers to know that some of the queries on simple points 
that we have at times to reply to come from professional 
photographers who have long been established, and are 
carrying on very remunerative businesses. If these had 
hut a little chemical knowledge of the work they practise 

they would at once be able to locate the source of their 
temporary troubles, instead of having to consult the 
editors of journals, although these are always pleased to 
render assistance. Many professional photographers who 
know nothing whatever of the theoretical side of photo¬ 
graphy take apprentices, with a premium, but what can 
they teach beyond the mere exposure and development ol 
purchased plates, and the printing and toning of readv- 
sensitised papers, mounting, etc. ? Surelv this is not much 
-to demand a premium for, considering that some years of 
useful labour are obtained at a nominal or, possibly no, 
cost. Too often, unfortunately, the employer does not en¬ 
courage the apprentice to attend the technical schools so 
as to improve his technical knowledge, or even allow him 
facilities for doing so. In some cases even obstacles are 
thrown in the way of his acquiring more knowledge than 
the master is capable of teaching him. We have here been 
principally alluding to portrait photographers. The case, 
however, is somewhat different with photo-mechanical 
branches of the business ; the schools specially devoted to 
this branch of photography are, as a rule, better attended 
by professional workers than are other schools by pro¬ 
fessional portraitists. 

We have just remarked that some portraitists who are 
doing high-class work, and carrying on most lucrative 
businesses, have little or no knowledge of the theoretical 
side of photography, yet they. are successful, and why s 

Simply because they have cultivated the art side of photo¬ 
graphy rather than the technical side, and also possess 
good business tact and enterprise. A mere theoretical 
knowledge without artistic ability, coupled with good busi 
ness tact, will not, nowadays, go far in establishing a high- 
class business. The case was different a few decades ago. 
The public, or the more refined portion of it, at least, 
require something in addition to a technically-good photo¬ 
graph and likeness; it demands that the subject be artis¬ 
tically dealt with. Artistic training at the present time is 
quite as imperative as is a technical one—if not more so, 
seeing that almost everything is supplied ready for use. 
Therefore it behoves those who desire 4) bring up youths 
in professional photography to article, or apprentice, them 
with those who are capable of teaching them not only how 
to produce a technically-good photograph, but an artistic 
picture, and, at the same time, give them theoretical in¬ 
struction with regard to the materials employed in their 
vocation. If the master cannot teach the latter the tech¬ 
nical schools will, and such facilities should be afforded as 
to enable the apprentice to attend them. 

Mr. W. S. Campbell, expert in technical photography, and art pub¬ 
lisher, of The Press Studio, 2, Creed Lane, London, E.C., sends us his 
illustrated prospectus. The specialities of Mr. Campbell are : Technical 
photography for all trade purposes, especially for half-tone reproduction; 
correct lighting; preservation of detail in shadows; the use of ortho- 
chromatic plates for correct colour values; immediate delivery of prints, 
either in silver P.O.P., bromide, niklco, platinum, or carbon. 

A Healthy Decadence.—The wave of pessimism which is passing over 
Great Britain as the result of her feeling the first phases of that stress 
of competition, which was bound ultimately to come upon her, does not 
seem to be warranted by the statistical facts of the last Board of Trade 
returns, according to which the foreign commerce of the United Kingdom 
during 1901 amounted to the enormous total of $1,353,585,000. The 
foreign trade of Great Britain is $750,000,000 greater than it was six 
years ago, and is now equal to $105 per head of population. These 
figures suggest that the “ antiquated ” British methods, of which we 
have heard so much recently in the public press, cannot be so altogether 
futile, especially when we consider that her foreign trade last year was 
more than double that of the United States. The total foreign com¬ 
merce is made up as follows:—Imports, $2,611,195,000; exports, 
$1,402,495,000; and re-exports, of foreign and colonial merchandise, 
$338,233,000. If to these figures be added a vast sum of $7,500,000,000, 
representing the total over-sea trade of the British Empire, we cannot 
but feel that the long-deferred decadence is at least, a healthy and 
vigorous one.—“ The Scientific American." 
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ON THE RADIO-ACTIVITY OF MATTER. 

A discourse delivered before the members of the Royal Institution, Friday," 
March 7, 1902, and re-printed from “The Chemical News.” 

The property possessed by certain bodies of emitting invisible 

and penetrating rays was unknown six years ago. 

The speculations brought about by the experiments 

of M. Rontgen led to the examination of material 

bodies, to see if any of them had the power of 

emitting similar radiations ; the phenomenon of phosphorescence 

naturally was first thought of, being a known method for 

the transformation and emission of energy. This idea, nowever, 

could not be applied to the phenomena with which we are 

occupied, but it was very fruitful. It led to the choice, among 

phosphorescent bodies, of the salts of uranium of which the 

optical constitution is remarkable on account of the harmonic 

series of the bands of their absorption and phosphorescent 

spectra. It was while experimenting with these bodies in 1896 

that I first observed the new phenomena which I am about to 

bring before you this evening. I have here the plates of the 

double sulphate of uranium and potassium, obtained by Lip- 

mann’s method, which I used for my first experiments. After 

having placed one of these plates on the black paper which 

covered a photographic plate, and leaving it for several hours, 

I observed, on developing the plate, that the uranium salt had 

emitted certain active rays, traversing the black paper, as 

well as various screens interposed between the plate and the 

active body, such as thin sheets of glass, aluminium, copper, 

etc. I soon saw that this phenomenon had nothing to do 

with phosphorescence, or with any known method of excitation, 

such as luminous or electric rays, or any appreciable variation 

of temperature. I had to deal, therefore, with a spontaneous 

phenomenon of a new order. The absence of any known exciting 

cause on a body prepared in the laboratory several years ago, 

caused me to think that the phenomenon would have been the 

same at any time it might have been observed ; it should there¬ 

fore be permanent, that is to say, there should not be 

any appreciable weakening after a very long time. This is, in 

fact, what I have proved during the past six years. I will 

show you the first proof I had of the spontaneity of the rays ; 

these rays have traversed the black paper which covered the 

photographic plate, and a thin strip of copper in the form of a 

cross. Here again is the radiograph, made about the same 

time, of an aluminium medal; the unequal absorption of the 

different thicknesses has caused the appearance of the effigy 

thereon. After the very first observation I observed that the 

new radiations would discharge electrified bodies, at some 

distance in the air, a phenomenon which gives us a second 

method for studying these rays ; the photographic method is 

specially qualitative, while the electrometer furnishes numeri¬ 

cal elements of comparison. 

In the course of these first observations, I was led away from 

the path towards which later experiments brought me back 

by several facts, of which the following is the principal : Having 

protected a photographic plate by means of a sheet of aluminium 

2m. m. in thickness, and having arranged on the aluminium 

several samples of phosphorescent powders, placed on separate 

plates of glass, and covered with small tubes like clock shades, 

the photographic proofs, obtained after forty-eight hours, 

showed silhouettes of the plates of glass just as if they had 

been produced by the total refraction and reflection of rays 

identical with those of light, but which must have traversed 

the 2m.m. of aluminium. This photograph is unique ; I have 

never been able to reproduce it or obtain any action with the 

same sample of sulphide of calcium, nor with any other phos¬ 

phorescent preparation. At about the same time M. Miewen- 

glowski obtained an impression with sulphide of calcium, and 

M. Trocst with hexagonal blende. To this day I do not know 

the cause of the activity of these products or its disappearance. 

These facts, and some others, gave me the idea that tin 

new rays might be a transversal movement of the ether analogons 

to that of light; but the absence of refraction and a largi 

number of other experiments made me abandon this hypothesis. 

In this same year, 1896, I found that all the uranium salts 

emitted rays of a similar nature, that the radiant property 

is an atomic one belonging to the element uranium, and electric 

measurements showed me that metallic uranium was about three 

and a-half times more active in ionising air than is the double 

sulphate of uranium and potassium. The same method enables 

us to study the role played by the gases in the discharge, and 

to observe that a sphere "of electrified uranium retains its 

charge in xacuo, while in air it loses it. The rate of the 

fall of potential is sensibly proportional to the potential if 
the latter is only a few volts ; it should be constant and indepen 

dent of the potential when this is very high. Gas rendered 

conducting by these rays retains this property for some instants. 

(Between two conductors maintained at constant potentials 

these rays set up in air a continuous current. These experi¬ 

ments were taken up and elaborated by Lord Kelvin in 1897, 

then by Messrs. Beattie and S de Smolan. In 1899 Mr. Ruther¬ 

ford showed how the phenomena due to the con¬ 

ductivity communicated to gases by uranium, and 

the existence of a maximum in the current pro¬ 

duced, could be explained by the hypothesis of ionisation, to 

which the beautiful work of Mr. J. J. Thomson has given the 

seal of authority. 

In 1898 M. Schmidt and Mdme. Curie observed, quite inde¬ 

pendently, that thorium has properties analogous to those of 

uranium, properties which were specially examined by Mr. 

Owens and Mr. Rutherford. Mdme. Curie having measured 

the ionising activity of a large number of minerals containing 

uranium or thorium, announced the remarkable fact that several 

minerals were more active than metallic uranium. M. and 

Mdme. Curie concluded that there must be a more active 

body than uranium in the mineral, and they undertook the 

task of isolating it. By treating one of the most active of 

these minerals, viz., pitchblende from Joachimstal, they first 

separated an active bismuth, to which they gave the name? 

of polonium; then shortly afterwards they obtained a very 

active barium containing a new element—radium. These bodies 

are prepared by fractional precipitations, in which one is 

guided by the indications of the electrometer ; the activity of 

these products is 100,000 times greater than that of uranium. 

About the same time M. Giesel succeeded in preparing some very 

active substances, and in 1900 M. Debierne announced the exist¬ 

ence of a new element, actinium, about which, however, we have 

not heard many particulars. Of all these new bodies radium alone 

is characterised as a new element; it has an emission spectrum 

consisting of lines which do not belong to any other known body, 

and the atomic weight of the active salts of barium was 

found to increase with the proportion of radium present. The 

activity of uranium was not sufficient to excite phosphorescence 

in other bodies ; M. and Mdme. Curie, however, observed this 

phenomenon with the rays from radium, and, further, that the 

salts of radium were themselves luminous, their luminosity 

being, like their radioactivity, spontaneous. The activity of 

radium produces various chemical reactions ; it colours glass, 

it transforms oxygen into ozone, it changes white phosphorus to 

red, it ionises not only gases but also liquids, such as 

petroleum and liquid air, and insulating solid bodies, such 

as paraffin, developing in this latter body a residual conductivity 

which lasts a long time after the rays have ceased to act. 

It also causes on organic tissues serious burns analogous to 

those produced by X-rays. The sample of radium that M. and 
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air and the other in vacuo, on a photographic plate enveloped ir. 
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Mdme. Curie have lent me for the purpose of this lecture 

enables me to show you a few of these phenomena ionisation 

of the air, luminosity, and phosphorescence. 

I have observed by means of the photograph I now show that 

the radio-activity of polonium will not traverse a thin sheet 

of black paper forming a small cylinder closed by aluminium 

or mica, and at the bottom of which was placed the powdered 

material; the rays from radium easily pass through thL 

envelope ; we shall see that still more profound differences exist 

between these two kinds of rays. The radio-activity of radium 

restores to certain crystals, and to glass, the property of becom¬ 

ing phosphorescent by heat which they have lost owing to a 

previous elevation of temperature. The phenomena of absorp¬ 

tion, examined either by means of photography, by phos¬ 

phorescence, or by ionisation of the air, showed the hetero¬ 

geneity of the class of radiations emitted ; subsequent observa¬ 

tions have enlarged the field of this research. Towards the 

<end of the year 1899 M. Giesel, and then MM. Meyer and 

Schweidler, observed that the rays of radio-active preparations 

were deviated by a magnetic field in the same manner as are 

the cathodic rays. For my part, at about the same time without 

having heard of these experiments, I observed the same pheno¬ 

menon with radium. The experiment can be made in the following 

manner: A small paper cylinder containing a few grains 

of the radio-active body is placed horizontally on a photographic 

plate covered with black paper, between the poles of a magnet ; 

the rays are thrown entirely to one side of the plate. I 

here show my two first photographs, one of which shows a 

concentration on one pole of the magnet. Very shortly after¬ 

wards I observed that the rays from the polonium are not 

deviated, and, consequently, that two kinds of rays exist— 

cine deviable and the other non-deviable. M. and Mdme. Curie 

have made an electric examination of this subject, which has 

proved the simultaneous existence of these two kinds of rays 

in the radio-activity of radium, their unequal permeability vary¬ 

ing with the distance from the absorbing screens. The accom¬ 

panying photograph shows these two kinds of rays from radium. 

I have recently observed that uranium emits only deviable rays ; 

that is, saving the existence of much less active, non-deviable 

rays. In fact, there does exist a third kind of ray which 

are not deviable, but are extremely penetrating; they have 

been shown more particularly by M. Villard. Thus, the activity 

of radio-active bodies comprises three kinds of rays—rays which 

are deviable in a maqnetic field, which appear to be identical 

with cathodic rays, and two sorts of non-deviable rays, one 

kind being very easily absorbed, the other resembling X-rays, 

and being very penetrating. Uranium emits principally the 

first kind ; polonium gives only the second ; and radium gives 

all three at once. 

Let us now return to deviable rays. The material theory 

of Sir William Crookes and Mr. J. J. Thomson can be applied 

to them, and the consequences can be verified with the greatest 

facility. In a uniform magnetic field the trajectories perpen¬ 

dicular to the field are circumferential to the path p which leads 

the rays to the point of emission. For an oblique emission 

making an angle with the field, the trajectories are helicei 

enveloping the cylinders with rays p sin a. By placing on a 

horizontal photographic plate parallel to the uniform field, a 

•small, lead box containing a few grains of radiferous barium 

forming a source of very small diameter, the rays are drawn 

down to the plate, and excite it on one side alone ; a bundle 

■of simple rays emitted in the plane normal to the plate and 

parallel to the field, should show theoretically an arc of an 

ellipse of which the axes are in the proportion of 2 and n. 

The accompanying photograph shows these theoretical arcs, 

obtained by reversing the direction of the field, the one in 

black paper; the intensity of the magnetic field was about 

4,000 C.G.S. units. If we do not enclose the photographic 

plate, and if we arrange on it several strips of paper or of 

metal to form screens, we observe in the print of the radio¬ 

activity dispersed by the magnetic field, a species of absorption 

spectra. Each trajectory liar a different curvature corresponding 

to rays of different speeds and having different penetrating 

powers. Here is an example of one of these prints, obtained 

in a field of about 1,740 C.G.S. units ; the screens are a strip 

of black paper, a strip of aluminium of 0.1m.m. thickness, and 

a strip of platinum of C.03m.m. thickness. To obtain a 

pure spectrum so that at each point of the plate a bundle of 

rays are found, of which the trajectories have all the same 

curvature, the rays should be made to issue from the source 

so as to pass through a small round opening ; the result is the 

same as the preceding one. This latter also shows a very 

intense impression, due to the secondary rays, provided by the 

rays which were stopped by the lead cover over the active 

body, and in which was made a small opening through which 

the pure spectrum passed. The absorption varies with the 

distance of the screen from the active body, and the rays 

which are stopped by a screen placed on the plate are able 

to traverse this same screen when it is interposed at a point 

near their source. These experiments leave little doubt as to 

the identity of the deviable rays with cathodic rays. However, 

it was necessary to prove that they carry charges of negative 

electricity, and that they are deviated by an electric field. 

M. and Mdme. Curie, in a beautiful experiment, have shown 

that the rays of radium charge negatively the bodies that 

receive them, and that the source becomes charged positively. 

For this double experiment it is necessary that all the con¬ 

ductors and the source itself be completely enveloped in an 

insulating material, such as paraffin. For the active body 

examined the charge was 4.10—13 C.G.S. units per square 

centimetre of radiating surface per second. 

For my part, I have shown and measured the electrostatic 

deviation by projecting the deviated shadow of a screen placed 

perpendicular to the field, on a photographic plate. One of 

these apparatus is here shown, as well as one of the prints 

obtained in which cn the two halves of the same plate appear 

the two deviated shadows corresponding to the reversal of the 

electric field, of which the intensity was 1.02. 1012. The 

balistic hypothesis attributes these phenomena to material 

masses transporting charges of negative electricity with very 

great rapidity. Let in be the material mass of a particle, 

e its charge, and v its velocity. We know that in a magnetic 

field of an intensity H, the radius of curvature p of the circular 

TO 
trajectory is given by the equation H p =—v. The numerical 

e 

value of the product Hp serves to show the character of each 

simple ray. On the other hand, in an electric field of an 

to r2 

intensity F, the parameter of the parabolic trajectory is-. 
e F 

TO 
The knowledge of these two values gives—and v. With a value 

e 
e 

of Hp = 1600 I obtained approximately v = 1.6 . 1010, and —=107 
TO 

These figures are entirely of the same order in value as those 

which led to the measurements made with cathodic rays, and 

the theoretical considerations with regard to Zeeman s 

experiment. From the above figures we deduce that, from the 

fact of the deviable radio-activity under consideration, there 

escapes from each square centimetre of radio-active surface 
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1.2m.grms. of matter in a thousand million years. By extend¬ 

ing these measurements to radiations of different and well- 

known natures, we ought to be able to determine if the relation 
e 

— is constant, or variable with one ray or another, and whether 
m 

these do not differ only in their speeds ; I have not yet finished 

the experiments I undertook to decide this fundamental ques¬ 

tion, but recently M. Kaufmann has attempted to elucidate 

the matter. He combined, at right angles, the magnetic and 

electric actions ; unfortunately, the experiment, which is very 

difficult to perform, did not give him one plate fit to measure. 

For the values of Hp comprised between 1,800 and 4,600, he 
e 

found that the relation — varied from 1.3. 107 to 0.6. 107, and 
m 

the speed v from 2.3 . 1010 to 2.8 . lOU The proof of a regular 
e 

variation in the calculated relation — is of considerable theoreti- 
m 

cal importance; if this relation was constant, as it seemed to be 

as the result of a large number of measurements, we might 

conclude that the slightly deviable rays, for which Hp is more 

than 5,000, have speeds considerably greater than that of light. 

On the other hand, theoretical considerations have given the 

idea that the speed could not surpass that of the propagation of 

electro-magnetic disturbances; that is to say, the speed of 

light; and we have been led to consider the mobile masses 

in a magnetic field as endowed with a particular inertia which 

is a function of the speed. Under these conditions the cal¬ 

culated mass ought to be apparent, or at least partly so, and it 

should increase indefinitely as the actual speed approaches that 

of light. The figures published by M. Kaufmann bear out 

this hypothesis. Another consequence of this manner of looking 

at the question would be that there should be continuity be¬ 

tween the deviable rays and those which are not, as the 

radius of curvature of the trajectories becomes infinite at the 

same time as the apparent mass. The photographic print 

already mentioned, as well as one of the following ones, showed, 

on the contrary, a very distinct discontinuity, although in the 

second one the exposure was sufficiently prolonged for the 

impression the least active rays, such as the penetrating non- 

deviable ones, to be distinctly visible. This proof was obtained 

in the following manner : In the uniform magnetic field cf a 

permanent magnet, I placed, normally to the field, a photo¬ 

graphic plate, then on this latter I arranged screens of lead 

fixed on a sheet of glass. These screens are pierced rvith 

openings normal to the plate, and destined to limit the width 

of the beam ; in the path of these beams I arranged other 

screens, such as aluminium ones. Below the plate, opposite 

a narrow slit in a strip of lead, a small block of lead is placed, 

having a deep cavity normal to the plate, and in which the 

radiant body is placed. We have thus a narrow, linear source 

normal to the plate and several millimetres in length. The 

cavity is covered with a thin sheet of aluminium to stop the 

light rays. The figure represents a section made normally to 

the field cf the beam, of which a part is deviated. Each 

beam corresponding to a determined speed gives an impression 

which is noticeably curved, as if the entire trajectory was 

marked on the plate. In these photographs the interior of the 

cylinders forming the screens is strongly affected by the 

secondary emission from the lead. The first picture shows 

that through each opening there passes an infinity of rays, 

constituting portions of the pure spectra. These meet with a 

strip of aluminium of 0.1m.m. in thicknes', and traverse it 

without deviation, but not all with equal facility. The slightly 

deviated rays are penetrating, and excite secondary radiations 

when leaving the aluminium. The very deviable rays are stopped 

and give rise to points affected by an intense secondary radia 

tion. One only of the two categories of non-deviable ray* 

appears in the form of two fine lines opposite the source; 

these are very penertating rays, the others wen arrested 

quite near the source. Another picture shows flu simple beam 

obtained by a double series of openings ; by one <1 them we 

can sometimes pass two distinct trajectories. The third figure 

is cf interest, as it shows the straight beam traversing, with¬ 

out deviation, a sheet of aluminium placed obliquely to the ]in<- 

of trajectory ; and, finally, the fourth one* shows the transmis 

sicn of simple rays through aluminium, and tin secondary 

effects they produce. The same method has enabled me to 

observe that the secondary rays were themselves deviate! 1 by 

the magnetic field, in the same way as the exciting rays. The 

radiations from radium also comprise some which are very pene¬ 

trating, consisting of the least deviable and the non-deviable 

rays, of which the properties seem to be the same as the 

Rontgen rays. These penetrating rays are but very slightly 

absorbed, and consequently their action on a photographic plate 

or on the air is very feeble, so that, by the preceding methods, 

we can get no very exact idea of their intensity. If we interpose 

in their path a very absorbent screen, they traverse it partially, 

but at the same time they become partially transformed into 

more absorbable rays. This transformation recalls that of 

fluorescence, and, through the secondary action, the effect 

immediately behind the screen is stronger than if this latter 

was not there. The photographic plate receiving the radiations 

—filtered through a thickness of lead of lc.m.—gives a stronger 

impression through a sheet of lead of lm.m. thickness than in 

the uncovered regions. The diagram shows the effect of the 

radiations coming from the sides of a leaden box after having 

traversed 5 to 12m.m. of the metal. These secondary pheno¬ 

mena may partially account for the appearance of shadows 

given by the edges of all the transparent screens placed over 

the photographic plates. 

All the facts I have just related have exclusively to do with 

the obscure radiations which traverse opaque bodies, such as 

metal, glass, mica, etc. But there exists also another, quifcv 

different, phenomenon, of which the effects are arrested by 

glass and mica ; they are comparable to those produced by a 

vapour of a special nature. Tins phenomenon was discovered 

in 1899 by Mr. Rutherford and by M. and Mdme. Curie 

simultaneously. Mr. Rutherford, while examining the radia¬ 

tions from thorium, observed that, besides the ordinary rays, 

there was another effect produced by an “ emanation ” consist¬ 

ing of a sort of vapour ionising the air. This vapour is 

deposited on bodies, principally those electrified negatively, 

and makes them momentaril radio-active. Mr. Rutherford 

made some very interesting measurements of this phenomenon. 

At the same time, M. and Mdme. Curie discovered that, under 

the influence of radium, bodies became temporarily radio-active. 

This is not the secondary effect already described, but a 

persistent phenomenon which disappears comparatively slowly 

from the moment when the action of the radium ceases. M. 

Curie has called this “ induced radio-activity,” and has made 

a very complete examination of it. He has observed that the 

phenomenon is produced with great intensity in a closed space, 

that induced activity is the same on all bodies and practically 

independent of the pressure inside the enclosed space, but 

that the phenomenon is not produced if we maintain a com¬ 

plete vacuum by removing the gases produced ; solutions of 

salts of radium produce the same effect with greater intensity 

than the solid salts. Liquids, water cf crystallisation extracted 

from active salts, or the water separated from an active solu¬ 

tion by a semi-permeable membrane of celluloid, remain 

strongly radio-active ; it is the same with the gases. These 

excited bodies produce the same effects as radium ; they emit 
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a penetrating ray which traverses the glass vessels which con¬ 

tain them and makes these latter luminous. Induced activity 

is gradually propagated in gases in a sealed tube, even through 

capillary tubes and imperceptible cracks ; bodies are excited 

the more as the volume of gas is greater in proportion to their 

surface. Phosphorescent bodies become luminous when excited. 

In a recent work, MM. Elster and Geitel have observed that 

atmospheric air has properties analogous to those of excited 

gases, and they have been able to collect on wires negatively 

electrified, traces of radio-active products. The cause of this 

radio-activity is a problem of the greatest interest. 

Finally, there is a remarkable method of induction, which 

is of such a nature as to demand the greatest reserve in the 

conclusions which might be. formulated relative to the presence 

of new elements in raido-active bodies. Every inactive sub¬ 

stance which has been added to a solution of a uranium or 

radium salt, and which has subsequently been removed by 

precipitation, has become radio-active, and loses this radio¬ 

activity very slowly. This fact was first observed by M. Curie 

and M. Giesel, who rendered bismuth radio-active in this 

manner. In the case of uranium, a trace of barium, precipi¬ 

tated in the form of sulphate, became notably more active 

than the uranium ; barium thus excited emits only deviable 

rays like uranium. After this precipitation the uranium salt, 

brought back to the solid state, is less radio-active than before ; 

this loss of radio-activity can even be accentuated by successive 

operations, but the products gradually and spontaneously regain 

their original activity. The temporary diminution of activity 

after solution is a general fact for salts of uranium and radium. 

With salts of actinium M. Debierne has communicated a very 

great activity to barium. The barium thus excited can be 

separated from inactive barium ; it can be fractionated like 

radiferous chloride of barium, the most active portions being 

the least soluble in water and hydrochloric acid. M. Debierne 

in this manner obtained a product a thousand times more 

active than uranium. Barium thus excited behaves as a false 

radium, but it differs from true radium in the absence of 

the spectrum and in gradually losing its power with time. 

Among the radio-active preparations a large number may be 

temporarily excited bodies. Such is the case with “ polonium,” 

which is apparently only excited bismuth. Uranium and 

radium are characterised by their emission spectra and by the 

stability of their radio-activity. The spontaneous activity 

observed in the case of different salts after solution might find 

an explanation in a phenomenon of auto-induction of the active 

molecules on the inactive one they are associated with. The 

origin of the radiant energy of these radio-active bodies is still 

an enigma. By the material hypothesis it does not appear un¬ 

reasonable, by applying the phenomenon of the evaporation 

of an odoriferous body, to compare the emanation to a sort 

of gas, of which the molecules would have masses of the same 

order of size as electrolytic ions, and to identify the radiations 

with the cathodic rays resulting from the dislocation of these 

ions, and causing at the same time the emission of X-rays. 

We might thus ascribe the expenditure of energy to the dis¬ 

sipation of active matter. Although this hypothesis will account 

for most of the known facts, still there does not exist any pre¬ 

cise experiment which sanctions it. I must not, however, 

dwell longer on this subject, of which I have incompletely sum¬ 

marised the present position, by emphasising the physical part, 

which comes more especially within my province, although 

the chemical side has given rise to work of the greatest interest. 

These questions have raised new hopes on the transformation 

of matter. Besides the exceptional conditions under which 

they enable us to examine the cathodic rays, they have raised, 

and continue to raise, fresh problems every day, of which 

the first and most mysterious is the spontaneity of the 

radiations. Henri Becquerel, D.C.L, PhD. 
(Member of the Academy of Sciences, Paris.) 

THE PERSULPHATES AND THEIR USE AS PHOTO¬ 

GRAPHIC REAGENTS. 

[A yaper read before the Edinburgh Photographic Society ] 

When I undertook to contribute a short paper to the society, it 

was understood that the subject should be really a chemical on*-, 

but connected with photography ; for, although at one time 1 did 

a considerable amount of photographic work, it is now many 

years since I produced a negative. In fixing on the persulphati s 

'and some of their reactions as the subject of my paper, I did 

so because these salts are now of considerable importance to 

photographers, and, having been the first to prepare them and 

study their reactions, I am, naturally, specially interested in any 

of their applications. You must understand, however, that I 

have never myself used the persulpliates for any photographic 

purpose whatever, though I have investigated somewhat fully 

most of the reactions on which their use depends ; and it is there¬ 

fore as a chemist, and not as a photographer, that I address you 

to-night. The persulpliates were first prepared fully eleven years 

ago, the potassium salt having been shortly described by me in 

a note communicated by me to the Royal Society of Edinburgh, 

on 16th February, 1891. The method then employed still re¬ 

mains the only mode of preparation, and consisted in the elec¬ 

trolysis of a concentrated solution of an acid sulphate. 

When an electric cui rent is passed through an aqueous solution 

of a salt, the salt invariably undergoes decomposition into the 

metallic part, on the one hand, and that which is not metal, on 

the other. The former is liberated at the terminal connected 

with the negative pole of the battery (the cathode), while the 

latter is liberated at the other terminal (the anode). In a groat 

many cases secondary changes take place as soon as the con¬ 

stituents of the salt are liberated, depending on the nature of 

the constituents and also on other conditions. In the case of 

potassium salts, sodium salts, and ammonium salts, as well as 

others, the liberated metal (or metal-like group NH-) cannot 

exist in presence of water, but decomposes the latter with forma¬ 

tion of free hydrogen, so that in such cases the latter gas is 

evolved at the cathode. The product liberated at the anode may 

undergo various changes, according to circumstances. It may 

act upon the material forming the anode ; if the anode is unat- 

tackable it may act upon the water, or upon substances dissolved 

in the water, or the individual particles of the primary product 

may unite among themselves to form more complex particles of a 

secondary product. It is the last kind of action which gives rise 

to the formation of persulphates by electrolysis. \\ hen a dilute 

solution of an acid sulphate, say the potassium salt KHSO«, is 

electrolysed, a great proportion of the hydrogen of it plays the 

part of a metal and travels with the potassium to the cathode, 

while SO4 goes to the anode, and, on being liberated there, acts 

upon the water to form sulphuric acid and free oxygen, which 

is evolved. In a concentrated solution, however, much of the 

hydrogen remains united to the SO->, and the group HSO* is 

liberated at the anode. Many of these HSO* particles when 

liberated act upon the water to form sulphuric acid and free 

oxygen, but many others unite together in pairs to form the moie 

complex group HzSJJa, which is persulphuric acid. The pro¬ 

portion of the liberated groups uniting in this way is greater 

the more closely the HSO* particles are packed together at 

the moment of liberation, and therefore it is advisable to keep 

the surface of the anode very small if a good yield of persulphate 

is desired. It is also necessary to keep the temperature low. in 

course of time, as the proportion of persulphuric acid in the liquid 

round the anode increases, potassium persulphate is formed 

from the persulphuric acid and the potassium bisulphate pre¬ 

sent, and being sparingly soluble, soon begins to crystallise cut. 

On a small scale the preparation of potassium persulphate can 

be easily and simply shown in the following manner. A wide 

Y-tube, sealed at the bottom, but open above in both limbs. U 

filled with a saturated solution of potassium bisulpliate. me. 
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cathode, consisting of a cylinder of platinum foil or sheet lead, is 

immersed in the liquid in one limb, while the anode, consisting of 

a thin platinum wire, is immersed in the liquid in the other. 

The tube and its contents are kept cool by being placed in a 

vessel of cold water. On passing a current from a battery of 

two accumulators through the solution for some time, a consider¬ 

able quantity of persulphuric acid is produced, arid in about a 

quirter or half an hour potassium persulphate begins to crystal¬ 

lise out and collect at the bottom of the tube. On the large 

scale a “ divided cell ” is used for the electrolysis, that is to say, 

the liquid surrounding the anode is separated from that sur¬ 

rounding the cathode by means of a porous septum, so as to 

hinder as far as possible the transference of persulphate to the 

cathode, where it would be decomposed with re-formation of acid 

sulphate. Various other particulars have to be attended to, into 

which it is unnecessary to enter here. 

Ammonium persulphate is easily prepared in the same way from ' 

ammonium bisulphate, and the sodium salt can also be obtained 

from sodium bisulphate, but with greater difficulty, as it is much 

more soluble in the acid liquid. These three are the only cuts 

which have been obtained directly, others have been prepared 

indirectly from ammonium persulphate. 

The crude products obtained by electrolysis are impure, and 

require to be purified by draining off the adhering acid liquor, 

washing with cold water, and, if the purest obtainable product is 

required, dissolved in warm water and recrystallising. Potas¬ 

sium persulphate is very sparingly soluble in cold water (about 

1.7 per cent, at o° C.) ; being much more soluble in warm water, 

it can be easily purified by recrystallisation. Ammonium persul¬ 

phate, on the other hand, is very soluble in cold water (about 55 

per cent, at o° C.) ; it is, therefore, not nearly so easily purified 

as the potassium salt. The difficulties arc still greater in the case 

•of sodium persulphate. The dry purified salts can be kept for a 

long time without undergoing appreciable decomposition. I still 

possess part of the original preparation of potassium persulphate, 

and some samples which were prepared ten years ago and pre¬ 

served for use in bottles in the ordinary way, have undergone 

hardly any chemical change in that time. Moist or impure speci¬ 

mens, however, decompose gradually with formation of acid sul¬ 

phate and liberation of oxygen (partly as ozone), and ammonium 

persulphate is not so easily preserved as the potassium, salt. By 

the decomposition of ammonium persulphate oxidised compounds 

of nitrogen may be produced. Solutions of persulphates gradu¬ 

ally decompose, especially on warming, like the moist solids. The 

pure dry salts are immediately decomposed when strongly heated. 

Seeing that persulphates evolve oxygen in presence of water, it 

is evident they will act as oxidising agents. These oxidising 

actions are best seen in concentrated solutions, especially in 

presence of acids. In fact, a mixture of persulphate with sul¬ 

phuric acid constitutes what is probably the most powerful oxi¬ 

dising agent known. On account of this oxidising action, persul¬ 

phates may be, and in certain cases actually are, employed for 

bleaching and disinfecting purposes, and also medicinally. In 

moderately dilute aqueous solution, however, perhaps the most 

striking character of the persulphates is not so much a direct 

oxidising action as their tendency to take up metals and form 

sulphates. From this point of view potassium persulphate, 

TUS^O*, to take a definite example, might be looked upon as potas¬ 

sium sulphate, IUSCh, united to an extra SCh, this extra SCh 

being easily given up to form sulphate by union with a metal. 

Consequently a solution of potassium persulphate (or any other 

persulphate) not only attacks and dissolves most metals which 

form sulphates more or less soluble in water, but also decomposes 

many metallic compounds, abstracting the metal and thereby 

giving rise to many interesting reactions. The action on metals 

themselves is best seen in the case of copper, owing to the colour 

of its salt solutions. If strips of the bright metal are placed 

in a test tube and covered with a solution of persulphate, the 

solution soon becomes blue, showing that the metal is rapidly 

attacked ; if a fairly concentrated solution of persulphate has been 

employed, the liquid becomes quite warm, indicating that the 

action evolves a good deal of heat. In such actions there is no 
evolution of gas, as is the case when metals dissolve in acids, the 

two sulphates being the only product— 
(NH4'2S208 + Cu=(NH4)2S04 + CuSO,. 

A similar action takes place with other metals, including silver ; 
there are certain peculiarities in the case of silver, which will be 

referred to subsepuently. The actions with metals like copper and 
silver which do not dissolve in the common dilute acids, except 

nitric acid, are of considerable interest, as they permit of the 
use of persulphate solutions for the purpose of etching these 
metals, in place of the somewhat objectionable nitric acid gener¬ 

ally used. The great ease with which some metals are attacked 
is well illustrated by shaking up some fine, clean, iron filings 
with a fairly concentrated solution of ammonium persulphaffi ; 

the metal is rapidly dissolved, and there is great evolution of 

heat. 
The action of persulphates in removing metals from their com¬ 

pounds, is illustrated by their behaviour towards a solution of an 

iodide ; iodine is gradually liberated and sulphate formed— 

K2S208 + 2IvI=2K2SO, +12. 

Similar actions take place with chlorides and bromides, and 
there are others of considerable interest. I shall only refer 

further to one which is of special interest photographically— 
that with a solution of a thiosulphate (“hypo”). In this case 

a tetrathionate is produced, the same as when iodine acts upon 
a thiosulphate ; in fact, this reaction can be employed as a 
method of preparing tetrathionates. Persulphate is a more 
powerful oxidising agent than chlorine water. Chlorine oxidises 
thiosulphate to sulphate, and it might have been expected that 

persulphate would also do so. This is not the case, however, 

the direct action being represented by the equation—• 

K2S208 + 2KoS203=2K2S04 + K,S4O0. 

Some metallic salts are converted into higher salts of the 
same metal by means of persulphates. This solution of ferrous 

sulphate is quickly changed into ferric sulphate— 

2FeS04 + (N H4)2S208=F e2(S04)3 + (N H4),S04. 

In other cases peroxides are formed ; this is well shown by 

warming a solution of a manganous salt with persulphate. A 
similar reaction takes place with silver salts, and in this case 
the changes are of exceptional interest. With potassium per¬ 

sulphate, a black precipitate of silver peroxide is gradually 
formed on the addition of solution of silver nitrate or sulphate ; 
in course of time this precipitate decomposes and dissolves, 

oxygen being evolved. With ammonium persulphate, however, 

the action is different; very little, if any, silver peroxide is 
precipitated, but the solution decomposes far faster than one 
to which silver salt has not been added. Under these con- 
ditions also the decomposition products are not merely those 
formed from a pure solution, as a considerable quantity of 
nitric acid is produced by the oxidation of part of the 

ammonium nitrogen, thus— 

8(NH4)2S208 + 6020=7(NH4)2Ss08 + 9ET2S04 + 2HN03. 

Although the oxidation is due ultimately to the persulphate 

itself, from experiments I have made there can be little doubt 
that the particular course which the decomposition takes is 
brought about by the intermediate formation of silver peroxide, 

which then acts rapidly on the ammonium. A small quantity 
of silver can thus cause the decomposition of a large quantity of 

ammonium persulphate in a relatively short time. The greater 
the quantity of silver in a given quantity of solution, the more 
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rapid is the change, and the rate is also greatly increased by 

rise of temperature. The great influence which small quanti¬ 

ties of silver have on the decomposition of persulphates is 

best shown in ammoniacal solutions. In this case the products 

are again different, ammonia being oxidised to free nitrogen in 

accordance with the equation— 

3(NB4)2S208 + 8NH3=6:NH4)2S04 + N2. 

The action can be strikingly exhibited by preparing a cold 

saturated solution of ammonium persulphate in strong ammonia, 

and then adding to it a small quantity of silver nitrate solu¬ 

tion. Until the silver is added no action is observable in the 

solution, even on standing a considerable time, but as soon 

■as the silver is added effervescence sets in and steadily in¬ 

creases ; at the same time the solution becomes warm, so that 

ammonia begins to boil off, and the action becomes quite 

violent. It is evident, therefore, that a soluble silver compound 

present in a solution of persulphate, though it may not make the 

persulphate a more powerful oxidising agent, nevertheless acts 

powerfully as a “ catalytic agent ” in accelerating the action 

•of the persulphate, and making the change proceed in a manner 

different from that observed in the absence of silver. 

We may now consider, shortly, the special applications of 

persulphates in photography. The first of these to be proposed 

was the use of potassium persulphate as a “ hypo-eliminator,” 

under the mime of anthion. As I pointed out a considerable 

time ago, however (“Jour. Soc. Chem. Ind.,” xvi. 399, 1897), 

such a use is based on an entire misconception of the action 

•of persulphates on thiosulphates, and is open to two serious 

objections directly contradictory of the advantages claimed : 

firstly, the tetrathionate which results from the action is just 

as objectionable as the original thiosulphate, as it easily decom¬ 

poses, giving free sulphur and other deleterious products; 

secondly, the persulphate is certain to attack the silver image 

itself. The latter of these objections, however, leads to the 

second proposed use of persulphates in photography, one which 

has proved much more practical and satisfactory than the 

other, namely, the use of ammonium persulphate as a density- 

reducer for negatives. The action of ammonium persulphate 

-as a density-reducer is simply that of a silver solvent already 

referred to, silver sulphate being formed— 

(NB4)2S A + 2 Ag=(N H4)2S04 + Ag2S04. 

Shortly after its introduction for this purpose, however, it was 

stated that ammonium persulphate differed from the substances 

employed for the same purpose, in that it acted to a greater 

proportionate extent on the densest part of the negative, and 

was therefore superior to other density-reducers in most cases 

where employment is desirable. A preferential action of this 

kind is just the opposite of what we should expect, and was at 

first inexplicable, and I understand that some observers have 

contradicted the statement. In view of what I have already 

shown, however, as to the effect of silver salts on persulphate 

solutions, it is now possible to give a reasonable explanation 

•of such an effect. With a silver solvent unaffected in its action 

by silver salts in solution, we should expect the less dense 

parts of the negative to be most attacked (proportionately, of 

course), for the following reasons : Unless the action is a very 

slow and prolonged one, the quantity of solvent first taken up 

by the film will be replaced only to a slight extent as it becomes 

used up, owing to the somewhat slow exchange of material 

between the unabsorbed solution and- that in gelatine. We 

may assume that at first the quantity of silver dissolved at any 

part is roughly proportional to the density of the image at 

that part, consequently wherever the density is greatest the 

solvent will be most weakened by the using up of its active 

ingredient there. The action will therefore become slower 

at these places, while continuing at an almost undiminished 

rate at points where the density is very slight; therefore, with 

such density-ieducers, we should expect the dense parts to be 

proportionately less reduced than the others. In the case 

of ammonium persulphate, the same reasoning applies up to 

a certain point, for the greater dissolution of silver in the 

denser parts will cause a greater diminution of the amount 

of available persulphate there. But, on the other hand, the 

solution at these places has been rendered more active by the 

presence of a larger proportion of silver sulphate in it, and 

this increase in rate of action may be sufficient to balance 

or reverse the weakening effect due to greater destruction of 

persulphate. That the quantity of solution originally absorbed 

by the film is sufficient to bring about most or all of the action, 

without being replenished from that in the dish, is shown 

by the extent to which the action proceeds when the plate 

is bodily removed from the dish, which makes it necessary to 

destroy the persulphate in the film as soon as possible after 

the reduction has proceeded to a sufficient extent. This is 

effected by means of solution of sulphite, which is oxidised to 

sulphate— 

(NH4)2$208 + 3Na2S03 + H2C=(NH4)2S04 + 2Na2S04+2NHaS03. 

If the above explanation is correct, a strong solution of per¬ 

sulphate, freshly prepared, should work best where reduction in 

contrast is required. Where a more uniform and proportionate 

reduction of density is required, a more dilute solution already 

containing a small quantity of silver salt would probably be 

preferable, as in such a case the local increase in the propor¬ 

tion of silver salt at the denser part of the image would have 

less effect relatively than would have been the case had the 

solution been quite free from silver originally. It is evident 

from what has been stated that solutions once used will not 

keep for any length of time, and their action may differ dis¬ 

tinctly from freshly prepared ones, owing to the presence of the 

small quantity of silver sulphate which they contain. 

Hugh Marshall, D.Sc. 

THE ACTION OF ALKALIES IN DEVELOPERS. 

[A paper read before the Photographic Society of Philadelphia, 

and re-printed from its Journal.] 

Ix making a developer, we start with two agents, the developer 

cr reducing agent and the accelerator or alkali ; the one repre¬ 

sented by pyro and the second by the three alkalies, ammonia, 

soda, and potassia. In preparing the developer another sub¬ 
stance is also used, which, on account of its character, deserves 

to be considered ; that is, sodium sulphite. Unfortunately, the. 

sodium sulphite which is found in commerce, and which is 

bought usually by the amateur photographer at the photographic 

supply houses, contains impurities. One of these impurities is 

sodium carbonate. This is the result of its imperfect manufac¬ 

ture. We have also another impurity, and that is when the 

sodium sulphite is exposed to the air for any length of time a 

portion of it becomes converted into sodium sulphate. Sodium 

sulphate is not a developer; on the contrary, it acts as a 

restrainer. The sodium sulphate, as you see it as a photo¬ 

graphic chemical, varies very much in appearance. Sometimes 

it is in the form of translucent crystals. Sometimes they are 

covered over with a white powder, or you find that, instead of 

clear, regular crystals, they are irregular and opaque. Then 

you can discard it because it is impure. Then again, sodium 

sulphite, in as pure a form as we see it, is apt to absorb 

moisture, and you will find in summer time, in our climate 

here, where we have a moist and a hot spell coming together, 

the salt will liquefy and form a solid mass. 

Ammonia is very seldom used in this country in the developer. 

In England it is used very largely. The usual English formula 

consists of pyro dissolved in water ; the alkali consists of aqua 
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ammonia in more or less proportion. This has a strong tendency 

to fo<7, and a very large amount of bromide is necessary. 

The'question of the proper alkali is a very important feature 

in regard to the various developing agents usually employed. 

They are all alkalies, it is true, but they are just as different 

in their action with these different developing agents as if they 

were different individuals. 
A very celebrated divine who was teaching in a theological 

school was very much annoyed by a student who tried to 

puzzle him with irrelevant questions. One day the student 

said: “ Doctor, what is the difference between ‘ also ’ and 

•likewise ’ ? ” The doctor answered : “ I will tell you. Muhlen¬ 

berg was a theologian. You are a theologian also, but not 

likewise.” Ammonia, soda, and potassia are all alkalies alio, 

but not likewise. 
In examining the action of the different alkalies with the 

developing agents, we find a very marked difference. Take 

pyro, for example. It works almost equally well with both 

sodium and potassium carbonate, probably a little bit more 

energetically with the potassium salt. The use of a caustic 

alkali, however, with pyro, is entirely out of the question, as 

it produces immediate fog. On the other hand, liydrokinon 

works better by far with the caustic alkali than it does with 

the carbonate salts ; and, furthermore, there is a very marked 

difference in the action between potassium carbonate and sodium 

carbonate. If equivalent quantities of sodium and potassium 

carbonate are taken, and noticing their action when using equal 

quantities of hydrokinon with each, it will be found that the 

development begins much more speedily with the potassium 

salt than with the sodium salt; and, in fact, the sodium salt is 

so slow as to be a comparatively useless agent. This property 

is taken advantage of in several well-known preparations on the 

market. If you will examine the hydrokinon developing powders 

put up by the Eastman Kodak Company, you will find that the 

contents of the two packages consist of pure hydrokinon in one 

and crystallised sodium sulphate and potassium carbonate in the 

other. This is the reason why it is necessary to wrap them 

in wax paper and tin foil, as the potassium carbonate absorbs 

moisture from the air and very rapidly deliquesces. Taking a 

developing agent which represents the other and extreme end 

of the scale from pyro, that is, amidol, we find that such a 

small quantity of alkali is required to put it into effective opera¬ 

tion that the slow alkaline nature of ordinary crystallised sodium 

sulphite furnishes sufficient power, and no other alkali is 

necessary. 

There is another question which might be of interest to you, 

and that is, when you are using alkalies in developing you may 

wish to know how many grains of the different alkaline salts 

are equivalent to one another. That is, if you are using a 

certain number of grains of sodium carbonate in your developer, 

it might be of interest to you to know how many grains of 

potassium carbonate you should use in order to produce the 

same effect. There is a little table which is quite valuable 

in regard to this, which has been compiled by O. G. Mason, 

M.D., which has been given repeatedly in the American Annual 

of Photography. I append it here. Equal work is done by—- 

112 parts of potassium hydrate, 
80 ,, ,, sodium hydrate, 

165 ,, ,, potassium carbonate, 
106 ,, ,, sodium carbonate (dry), 
286 ,, ,, sodium carbonate (crystallised), 
168 gr. ,, sodium bi-carbonate, 
268 ,, ,, potassium bi-carbonate. 

As an addendum to that table I would add the following 

taken from “Das Atelier,” 1901 : 180, by Yon Hulil. 

Yon Huhl calculates as follows : The amounts of caustic soda 

necessary to produce phenolates with all the ordinary de¬ 

velopers. This amount of alkali gives the be t result m u 

developing solution. The figures in the first column gi'e the 

amount of caustic soda to be used for every lOgr. of develop* I 

and the figures in the second column the amount of develop! i 

to be used in each lOOc.c. of solution. (If other alkalies an 
used, these figures in the first column must be multiplied by 
the following factors to obtain the amount to be used. Caustic 
potash, 1.4; potassium carbonate, 10; sodium carbonate, dry, 

8; crystals, 16.—Ed.) Caustic alkalies must not be used with 

pyro or metol. 

Pyrogallol . . 9.5g. ... 
. 7.2g. ... 

0.3-0.6g. 
0.6g. 

. 7.2g. ... 0.5-1.Og. 

Diphenal . . 5-0g. ... 
. 4.3g. ... l.Og. 
. 4.2g. ... l.Og. 

Paramidophenol . 
Metol . 

. 2.8g. ... 

. 2.3g. ... 

0.4 0.7g. 
0.6g. 

0.8-1.5g. 

Diogen . . 1.2g. ... l-2g. 
0.4-0.8g. 

In reference to sodium carbonate, Dr. Miller has dwelt on a 

point that I think too much attention cannot be directed to. 

The average amateur photographer is not familiar with 

chemistry, and when he buys sodium carbonate he does not 

know of the technical and trade distinctions of the different 

forms, and, therefore, if he is not careful to specify exactly the 

kind he wants he is likely to have trouble. 

It is safe to bear in mind that if you want dry carbonate of 

sodium it should be free from all water of crystallisation. If, 

m the other hand, you wish the sodium carbonate in crystals, 

you want clean, dry, hard crystals, that arc clear. You don t 

*ant a powder with little white masses. Your crystals must 

ee clean and hard and clear. They must not be wet or damp, 

[f you take anything between these two you will not know 

vhere you are, and you will have an alkaline solution w lie 

Tiere is no way of standardising. It is safe for ordinary pur¬ 

poses to use either one or the other, provided you select either 

me of these as a standard, and base all your calculations on i - 

LUMINOUS BACTERIA. 

[Re-printed from “Nature,” April 10,1002.”] 

ominous bacteria constitute a group of organisms winch, unler 

rtain conditions, have the power of emitting light. They 

:cur principally, if not entirely, m sea-water. It is, however, 

mbtful whether they give rise to any general luminosity oi 

e sea, such as is caused by noctiluca and other relatively lug \ 

rms of marine life, although it is possible that in the tropics, 

tiere the amount of non-living nutritive material is present 

sufficient quantities, that bacteria do occasionally cause a 

neral luminosity ; but the opportunities of verifying this aie 

xe One organism in particular, the Photobacterium Indicum, 

om its forming a surface pellicle in artificial fluid cultures, 

Mch is very luminous, may at times cause luminosity of sma¬ 

rter at the surface. It is remarkable that an unicellular 

aanism such as a bacterium should have the power of emitting 

dit There is no evidence of any special structure m m 

11 itself, and in the present state of our knowledge it is diffr- 

lt to regard it as other than a result of functional activity 

actly as heat is evolved by other forms of life, as an accom- 

ninient of the metabolism of the cell. What is, however, the 

act difference between the evolution of heat by some organisms 

d that of light by others it is at present impossible to say. 

tygen is absorbed in both instances and carbon dioxide- 

olved, but there is evidently some other factor, of iv uc > 

present we know nothing. The fact that light and heat 
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are manifestations of the same form of energy may apparently 
simplify the matter; but further consideration shows that there 

is a different problem to be solved in each. 
We are not acquainted with any artificial method of light 

production, in which chemical action takes place, where light is 
evolved except through the medium of heat; yet, in nature, 
by a simple cell, light is produced which is apparently un¬ 

accompanied by any invisible radiations whatever. 
These organisms are sometimes referred to as “ phosphores¬ 

cent,” but the term is hardly a suitable one, as the plieno 
menon is likely to be regarded as analogous to the emission of 
light by inert chemicals and minerals, or to the continued 
glow of vacuum tubes after an electrical current of high 
potential has been passed through them. In all marine light- 
producing animals, the light is not emitted continuously, but 
is given out at intervals in response to some stimulus or irrita¬ 
tion. It is possible that bacteria act in the same way, but it is 
difficult to determine this point, as the individual organism is 
not sufficiently luminous to enable the observer to study it 
under the microscope by its own light. In fluid cultures they 
apparently respond to any agitation or excitation so long as the 
supply of oxygen is maintained, but they can be kept in a 
luminous condition on fluid media if oxygen is continuously 
supplied in other ways, although they may remain at rest. 
This can be done, for instance, by allowing the wool plug, 
used to close the orifice of the glass vessel containing a fluid 
culture, to become saturated with the culture, when the plug 

will continue to glow for days, although the culture in the 
vessel may only become luminous when agitated. This points to 
the agitation only resulting in the introduction of fresh oxygen, 

and not as being a direct exciting cause. 

The number of species isolated up to the present is about 
twenty-five, but it is more than probable that some of these 
are identical, or, at any rate, closely related. In artificial 

cultivations, these organisms grow best on a medium con¬ 
taining a considerable percentage of a soluble chloride, in 

addition to the nutritive material. They will grow on an 
ordinary peptone-beef broth gelatine medium, but they do not 

all emit light, and none of them emit the maximum amount 
they are capable of producing. The best results are to be 

obtained by adding to the culture medium 2.6 per cent, of 
sodic chloride, .075 per cent, of magnesia chloride, and .3 per 
cent, of potassic chloride. Either of the chlorides which occur 

in sea-water, if added to a nutritive medium in suitable pro¬ 

portions, will cause some luminosity, but the results are not 
so good as on the medium mentioned. In the case of fluid 
nutrient media, some means must be taken to replenish the 
oxygen, as the amount held in solution is speedily exhausted. 

Either free oxygen can be allowed to bubble through the 
medium, in which case very brilliant cultures can be obtained, 

or frequent agitation can be resorted to. The temperature 
at which these organisms grow is variable. Those founcl in 

northern latitudes can grow and remain luminous at 0° C., 
the optimum temperature being about 15°, at which reproduction 

is very rapid and luminosity at its maximum. Some organisms 
found in the tropics grow, however, at a much higher tempera¬ 
ture, but none of them have an optimum as high as blood-heat, 

37° C. Spectroscopically, the light emitted by these organisms 
is confined to a small portion of the visible spectrum, never 

extending into the ultra-violet or infra-red. Visually it only 
includes the green and blue, and photographically it extends 
very slightly further towards the violet. 

J. E. Barnard. 

[Five phototypic illustrations to the above interesting article respectively show:(l) 
Spectrum of luminous bacteria in comparison with the spectrum of hydrogen; (2) 
cultures of different ages; (3) plate culture of luminous bacteria; (4) single colony 
of luminous bacteria magnified about 45 diameters; (5) fluid culture of luminous 
bacteria,] 
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exhibitions* 
THE PHOTOGRAPHIC AND OPTICAL TRADES EXHIBITION. 

This exhibition is now being held at the Portman Rooms, Baker 
Street, W. It was opened on Friday, the lltli inst., and will 
remain open day and evening until Saturday next, the 19th inst. 

In our issue of last week we printed a ground plan of the exhibition 
and a list of the exhibitors. Including, as the latter does, the names 
of a large proportion of the leading manufacturers and dealers in 
photographic apparatus and material in this country, it would have 
been safe to predict that an interesting exhibition would result. Not 
many years ago, a table down the centre of the gallery at the Pall 
Mall Exhibition sufficed for the display of almost every notable novelty 
or improvement in photographic apparatus that had been brought out 
during the year; and, although the simplification of the ordinary 
process of photography, owing to the adoption of the gelatine dry 
plate, quickly increased the number of those who practised photo¬ 
graphy both for pleasure and for profit, it is only in comparatively 
recent years that the production of photographic apparatus and 
material could justly be included among the important industries. 
That it has become so now, a visit to this exhibition would give 
ocular demonstration in corroboration of the testimony to the fact 
which this Journal, contains in its pages week by week. But 
although the extent of the growth of the industry, bordering as it 
does almost on the marvellous, is itself gratifying, it is no less a 
matter for congratulation that the improvement in the manufacture 
of almost every single article used in photography has made equal 
progression; and although work of the highest degree of refinement 
and finish is still, as it always must be, high priced, it is no longer 
the case that those who cannot afford to buy the best have to content 
themselves with apparatus of bad workmanship and design, and which 
ill performs the purpose for which it was intended. 

Conversant though we are with much that goes on in the commercial 
world of photography, we must yet confess to some feelings of 
amazement at the variety of the cameras we met with in our progress 
through the exhibition. Cameras of every size and price, and for 
every purpose, from the magnificent specimen studio camera of Messrs. 
Watson and Sons, of the value of something like £30, to a i-plate 
automatic hand camera, made to sell at Is. We should be sorry to 
have to make a guess at the actual number—one firm of manufac¬ 
turers, Messrs. Seabrook Bros, and Co. state in the catalogue that 
they have 30 different styles on view—so it must be some hundreds^ 
and probably several of the exhibitors have quite as many, if not 
more. When it is taken into consideration that these are but samples, 
and that the bulk turned out amounts perhaps to thousands of one 
pattern, some faint idea may be formed of those who join the ranks 
of photographers, ©r being old hands, buy a new camera in the 
course of the year. Upon this pleasing prospect of the demand to 
be met we present our congratulations to the firms we have named, 
and among others to Messrs. R. and J. Beck, Ltd. ; Marion and Co., 
Ltd. ; the Thomton-Pickard Manufacturing Company, Limited; A. E. 
Staley and Co. ; W. Butcher and Sons; G. Houghton and Sons; the 
Busch Camera Company; Spratt Brothers; A. C. Jackson; the 
Columbia Optical Company; C. P. Goerz; Joseph Levi and Co. ; O. 
Sichel and Co.; Benetfink and Co.; J. Lizars; J. J. Griffin and 
Sons, Ltd. ; and A. Romanet. 

In referring to cameras* we should mention that the demand for 
those to take Tollable film is being well met. Quite a number of the 
manufacturers have hand cameras so designed, and in many cases 
these include notable improvements. _ . 

Lenses are naturally not very prominent objects in an exhibition, 
as they generally repose in modest retirement on the shelves of a 
glass case, and as very little can be learnt from the mere examination 
of the glass and brasswork, the lens-maker hardly gets a fair advertise¬ 
ment fot his outlay. Nevertheless, though there are notable absentees 
among the leading opticians, in addition to plenty of exhibitors who 
show lenses of the ordinary and cheaper kinds, high-class instruments 
are shown by Messrs. R. and J. Beck, Ltd.. who make a feature of 
photographs showing the performance of the Beck-Steinheil and their 
attachment; A. E. Staley and Co1. ; H. F. Purser; Watson and Sons; 
Clement and Gilmer, and C. P. Goerz. _ . . 

Most of the firms we have mentioned include in their exhibit 
accessories for photographic work in some form or other, and the 
contrivances for lightening the photographer’s labour, or for perform¬ 
ing some special function, which deserve more than passing notice, 
are so plentiful that we do not attempt to enumerate them. Among 
the exhibitors who specialise, however, we may mention Messrs. J. 
Ashford, the Giraffe tripod stands; David Allan, lamps and metal 
ware of all kinds for photographic use ; J. H. Taylor and Sons, gradu¬ 
ated measures and glass work of all kinds; Rogers and Webster, and 
S. Alba and Sons, picture frames and mouldings for frames; Harry W. 
Cox, Ltd., X-ray apparatus, induction coils, and electric apparatus; 
A. Rosenberg and Co., metal tripods; Geo. Culver, Ltd., and the 
Anglo-American Optjfal Company, spectacles and ophthalmic instru* 
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xnents; Lambert Mathews, lanterns; L. Kamm and Co. and Gaumont 
and Co., cinematographs; C'has. Zimmermann and Co., developers and 
agfa specialities; A. and M. Zimmermann, Schering’s, pyro, and photo¬ 
graphic chemicals; J. E. Lockyer, ready-mixed developing solutions 
.and chemicals; the Bayer Company, Limited, Edinol developer, etc. ; 
Johnson and Sons, nitrate of silver and chloride of gold; Burroughs 
and Welcome, chemicals in tabloids; Tyler and England Bros., and 
(). A. Lowtheme, mounts and albums; the Rotary Photographic Com¬ 

pany, bromides, slow contact and negative; J. J. Griffin and Sons, 
relox and other papers, cartol developers, etc. ; Marion and Co., 

Mariona and bromide papers; R. W. Thomas and Co., Ltd., plates 
and developers in tubes; the Quincey Photographic Development 

•Company, the patent portable dark-box for photographic purposes; 
and the Aerograph Company, who provide an entertainment in itself 
in the demonstration of the capabilities of the instrument under the 
skilful handling of Mr. Burdick. 

The organisers of the exhibition, Messrs. Marshall and Brooks, are 
to be complimented upon the admirable way the exhibition is con¬ 
ducted. To anyone who is interested in photographic apparatus, as 
a photographer, the show is a most instructive one, and to the photo¬ 
graphic dealer the opportunity afforded of comparing various manu¬ 
facturers’ wares is one that should not be missed. Perhaps not the 
least attractive feature of the show to the ordinary visitor are the 
lectures given at intervals by Mr. T. C. Hepworth, on various photo¬ 
graphic subjects, and by Dr. W. Hampson, M.A , on liquid air 

-♦- 

Commercial $ Cegal Intelligence. 
-♦- 

Mr. J. Lizaes, of Buchanan Street, Glasgow, writes :—“In consequence 
of the continued increase in business, I have been obliged to considerably 
increase my business premises in Glasgow, and in future my wholesale 
trade will be conducted from 3, Gordon Lane, Gordon Street, Glasgow, 
where also all goods are received and despatched.” 

Mr. J. C. Lee, practical and theoretical watchmaker, jeweller and 
silversmith, Market Place, Ashbourne, writes:—“I should be much 
obliged if you would make it known that I have a dark-room fitted 
with all modern appliances, for the use of amateur photographers visit¬ 
ing this picturesque neighbourhood. Also that I keep a full stock of 
Kodak Company’s goods, and all the leading manufacturers’ plates, 
papers, etc., of which I receive fresh supplies fortnightly to ensure their 
being perfectly fresh.” 

Kodak, Limited.—A statement has just been issued to the shareholders 
of Kodak, giving information as to the results of the past year’s trading. 
From this statement it appears that the total net profis of the Associated 
Kodak Companies for the year 1901 were £393,769. This sum added to 

■the undivided profits brought forward from the previous year amounts 
to £724,033. Dividends of 6 per cent, on the preference shares and 10 per 
cent, on the ordinary shares of Kodak have been paid, and in addition 
a bonus of 5 per cent, has been distributed to the ordinary shareholders, 
making altogether 15 per cent, for the year. The statement shows that 
after paying these dividends and bonus the undivided profits of the 
•associated companies will stand at £528,791. 

Scientific Nomenclature.—A scientist who discovers a new chemical 
element, a planet that has managed to elude the searching telescope, or 
a plant or animal unknown to the world, has the right to name the 
object discovered. To be sure, the privilege is merited, writes the 
“Scientific American,” but what racking of brains it often entails was 
recently proven by the difficulty which Charlois of Nice experienced in 
baptising the thirty-four planetoids which he had discovered. When 
Piazzi, on New Year’s Day of the nineteenth century, saw the first of 
these small panets, it was easy enough to follow the old rule of giving 
to celestial bodies the names of the Greek and Roman deities. For a 
long time the catalogue of mythological personages was quite capable of 
supplying the necessary names. But when celestial photography relieved 
the astronomer of much of the labour of telescopic observation, and 
t he planetoids began to be numbered by^ hundreds, the list of mytho¬ 
logical names was soon exhausted. Following the example of the Romans, 
Charlois personified the virtues, and thus created Amicitia, Fiducia, 
Modestia, Gratia, and Patientia. When he had no more virtues to fall 
back upon, he started with the city gods of those towns in which observa¬ 
tories are located, and was finally compelled to adopt proper names such 
as Ursula, Cornelia, Malusina. Charlois did not even shrink from giving 
some of his astronomical children the names of Charybdis, Industria, and 
Geometria. Not so long ago, Dr. Schwassmann, of Heidelberg, who, in 
-conjunction with Prof. Wolf, discovered six planets, used the names Ella, 
Patricia, Photographia, vEternitas, Hamburga, and Mathesis. At one 
1 ime it was suggested that the planetoids be simply designated by num¬ 
ber. Had that suggestion been followed, everyone would immediately 
know the order of discovery. When the spectroscope revealed the exis¬ 
tence of a host of new chemical elements, some patriotic but ill-advised 
•chemist found it necessary to nationalise the new bodies, with the result 
1 hat our chemical nomenclature has been enlarged by the names Gallium, 
Germanium, Skandium, and Polonium. 

At the Nottingham County Court last week, before his Honour Judge 
Masterman, the proprietors of a company styling itself the Venus Art 
Studio were sued by Mr. James Allen, designer and draughtsman, 63, 
Noel Street, for £1, the value of a cabinet photo detained by them 
belonging to his wife. A representative of the Company was interrogated 
by his Honour, and, in reply, he said it was not a “limited” company, 

it was a London firm consisting of two gentlemen.—His Honoui 1 mast 
have their names. Who are they?—Julius Brown and William Phillips, 
trading as the Venus A t Studio.—Plaintiff said his claim was fur de¬ 
value of a photo of his wife, detained by the defendants. He put i > 
a receipt for the photo, which was read by his Honour. It acknowiedgeu 
the receipt of “one photo, to be enlarged entirely free of charge. Tin 
usual price is 30s. Frames can be had from 15s 6d upwards. All photo¬ 
graphs treated with the greatest care and returned when finished with ” 
—His Honour. Did you give them this photograph of your wife? My 
wife gave it.—His Honour: An dwhat was to be done with it?—They 
were going to make a sample. Now they won’t return it without 15s — 
His Honour: I have heard of this thing before. (To defendants' 
manager): Where is the photograph? Give it back to Mr. Allen.—The 
representative very reluctantly handed it over after being again smartly 
ordered to do so. He exhibited the enlargement in an “elegant frame.” 
—His Honour : He says he doesn’t want the frame.—Mrs. Allen said she 
was asked to allow the enlargement to be made as an advertisement. 
It was to be framed and given to her free for her to hang up to show to 
her friends.—His Honour gave judgment for the plaintiff, but as the 
defendants had returned the photo they would only have to pay the costs. 
Subsequently Mr. Allen applied for his claim to be amended. He asked 
for an injunction to restrain the defendants from publishing the enlarged 
portrait of his wife. His Honour asked the Venus Art Studio what they 
had to say to that? The manager denied having threatened to hang 
the portrait in a public-house. He said a " public place.”—His Honour 
Very well. I will grant the injunction restraining you from publishing it 
in any public place. The result is that the costs against the defendants 
will be raised very considerably. An injunction will be issued, and the 
costs will be on the highest scale. Be off with you! If you dare to do 
what you threatened, if you disobey that injunction, the consequences 
will be serious. Be off ! 

We have received from the Imperial Dry Plate Company, Cricklewood, 
the appended particulars of the Imperial Photographic Competition, in 
which prizes of over £500 in cash are offered. The classes are:—A (open 
to professional photographers throughout the world): First prize, £30; 
second prize, £20; two prizes of £10—£20; ten prizes of £5—£50; 
fifteen prizes of £2 2s.—£31 10s.; 100 prizes of £1 Is.—£105; total, 129 
prizes—£256 10s. Prints sent in for this class may be of any size or subject. 
B (open to amateur photographers throughout the world): First prize, 
£30; second prize, £20; two prizes of £10—£20; five prizes of £5—£25: 
ten prizes of £2 2s.—£21; fifty prizes of £1 Is.—£52 10s.; 100 prizes of 
10s.—£50 ; total, 169 prizes, £218 10s. Prints sent in for this class may be of 
any size and subject. Whilst prints less than ^-platc may be entered in 
this class, it is pointed out that Class C applies to such small prints only. 
C (open to amateur photographers throughout the world): Three prizes 
of £2 2s.—£6 6s.; ten prizes of £1 Is.—£10 10s. ; twenty prizes of 10s.— 
£10; total, thirty-three prizes—£26 16s. Prints for this class must be 
from negatives smaller than ^-plate. The prizes wil be given to the 
best photographic prints entered in each class, subject to the annexed 
conditions:—(1) All prints must be mounted. (2) They must be on 
Imperial P.O.P., Imperial “ Gaslight,” or Imperial Bromide Paper, from 
negatives on Imperial Plates taken during 1902. (3) The name and 
address of the competitor, and the title of the picture, must be clearly 
written on the back only of each mount. (4) Each print must be accom¬ 
panied by the outer label of the box of plates and the envelope or label 
of the package of paper used in producing the picture. (5) A competitor 
may send in any number of prints, but each must be entered separately. 
(6) All prints must be addressed and forwarded to us as below. (7) The 
package must be plainly marked on the outside “ Competition—Class A, 
B, or C,” as the case may be. (8) All entries must reach us—from Great 
Britain and Ireland, not later than the October 31st, 1902; from the 
Colonies and abroad, not later than December 31st, 1902. (9) Communi¬ 
cations requiring a reply must be sent under separate cover. (10) In 
judging the prints, marks will be given (1) for artistic merit, (2) for 
technical excellence of negative, (3) for technical excellence of print, 
(4) novelty or difficulty of subject, (5) for trimming and mounting. 
(11) The decision of the directors of the company to be final. (12) The 
winning prints to become our property. Any other prints will be returned 
to the competitor if accompanied by a stamped and addressed label or 
envelope. (13) The negatives from which prize-winning prints are taken 
to be placed at our disposal on loan, if we require them, with the right 
to reproduce the picture for our own use. The copyright to remain the 
property of the competitor. (14) The prizes will be forwarded by cheque 
to the winners immediately after the close of the judging, and the names 
of winners will be published. (15) Competitors may be called on to submit 
any negative for inspection before the awards are made, the company 
paying carriage on those that are not awarded a prize. 

-♦- 

Jersey Photographic Society.—At a meeting of the Jersey Photographic 
Society, held on April 1st, the following officers were elected : President, 
Dr. Stamberg; vice-president, Mr. C. R. Poingdestre; hon. secretary, 
Mr. R. Porter, Brighton Villa, Brighton Road, Jersey. 

Sir Bentamin Stone, whose collection of photographs of historical 
interest is now assuming large proportions, visited Christ’s Hospital last 
week, and succeeded in obtaining a series of negatives of the scholars 
and the staff. A set of these pictures will be preserved with the other 
photographic records at the British Museum. 

Wanted : A Pretty Girl’s Face.—The following advertisement appears 
in the “ Photo-American ” for April: —“ A large firm desires to purchase 
the right to use the face of a pretty girl for advertising purposes. Sub 
ject should not be over 21 years of age. Address specimen photographs 
ito Box 91, Washington, N.J.” 
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Datings of Societies. 
MEETINGS OF SOCIETIES FOR NEXT WEEK. 

April. Name of Society. 

21 

21 

21. Glasgow and West of Scotland 

22. Thornton Heath Polytechnic... 

22 

99 Leeds Photographic Society ... 

•)9. Stonehouse Camera Club. 
92 Birmingham Photographic .. 
22... Croydon Natural History. 
23. Southsea Photographic Society 

23. North Middlesex Photographic 

23 Croydon Camera Club . 

24 Darwen Photographic . 

24. Oldham Photographic Society 

94. Woolwich Photographic . 
91 Richmond Camera Club . 

24. Croydon Natural History. 

London and Provincial. 

25. Croydon Natural History. 

25. West London Photographic ... 

Subject. 

i he Concentration Cam,,s in Souilt 
Africa. Mr. J. W. Williams. 

’ Mr. Rudler’s Third Lecture. {Paper on Some Methods of Making 
Lantern Slides, by Mr. 'lhomas W. 
Robertson. 

(Demonstration. Cristoid Films. By 
I Richard Smith, Esq. (Sanded Films 

& Plates, Ltd.). 
Platinotype Printing. By Walter Scutt. 
/ Chemicals used in Photography. (Y.P. U.) 
\ Mr. B. A. Burrell, F.I.C. 
Paper by Mr. Smith. 
Members’ Lantern Evening. 
Zoological. 

Ozotype. The Ozot.ype Co. 
( Telephotography .from a Pictorial Point 
( of View. E. Marriage, F.R.P.S. 
S Pliotogrophic Surveying. The Pre- 
) sident. 
Members’ Slide Evening. 
I Lantern Lecture. Oldham Worthies. 
\ Mr. A. Marcioft. 
Toning. G. Tapp. 
Competition—Enlargements. 
J i eeps into Natures tecrets. Mr. R. 
( Kearton. 
Tattooing. Mr. Sutherland Macdonald. 
Discussion of 10th inst continued. 
/ What Can he Done with a Hand Camera. 
( Mr. C. P. Goertz. 
Mounts and Frames. E. T. Holding. 

LONDON AND PROVINCIAL PHOTOGRAPHIC ASSOCIATION. 

April 3rd.—Mr. R. J. Kindon in the chair. 
Mr. W. T. Wilkinson showed several photomicrographs of the photo¬ 

gravure bitumen grain, exactly one hundred times magnified. The dif¬ 
ferent character of the grain in each was due to the fact that the plates 
had been in the dusting-box for one, two, four, and eight minutes respec¬ 
tively, and there was half a minute’s rest between stopping the box and 
inserting the plate. The plate that had been in the box for eight 
minutes showed the finest grain. 

Mr. Walter D. Welford passed round a bottle of Fuerst’s Universal 
Sensitiser for the coating of postcards, leather, linen, etc. He had tried 
the solution on the cheapest postcards he could get, on the basis of the 
argument that a sized paper would give the best results, and that, there¬ 
fore, poor quality cards would constitute a severe test. The solution is 
applied with a brush, and the card or other material allowed to dry. 
The results shown made it clear that even with poor quality paper good 
effects could be secured. The prints were fixed in plain hypo. The solu 
tion was of a veiy thin lemon-brown colour, and some conjectures were 
made as to its composition. 

Mr. W. T. Wilkinson said that solution of silver nitrate would give 
similar results. 

The presence of uranium was suggested by several, and it was 
thought possible that it might be a mixture of a salt of uranium and 
silver. 

Mr. Welford said it was quicker than P.O.P. He thought that it 
wanted a plucky negative. A soft negative gave something too thin. 

Mr. Rapson passed round a print and asked by what process it was 
made. It had every appearance of carbon, but he was told that it 
was not a carbon print. 

Mr. Wilkinson said it was a print on citro-chloride of silver emulsion 
on cartridge paper, described by Abney. He was the maker of the print, 
and said that it was toned with a combined bath. 

A discussion took place regarding the Watkins’ system of Timing 
Development. 

Mr. Wilkinson said he had three years’ experience of it, and always 
found the method correct. The bulk of his work was done by leaving 
the plate for five minutes in the developer, without troubling about 
the method, but that was with well-timed exposures and a developer 
of known qualities. 

Mr. S. H. Fry held that to a man who was a beginner in photography, 
with no knowledge upon which to base his actions, no knowledge of 
exposure, and so forth, a machine that times his operations seemed 
desirable, because, whether good, bad, or indifferent, he was sure to get 
some pictures as a result of following a rule. Machine work, in those 
circumstances, was better than guess work, because not only did the 
beginner not know what he was likely to get, but what he ought to try 
to get. Ultimately that beginner would depart here and there' from 
observance of the system, although he might continue to use it. Mr. 

! Fry thought that therefore the method was distinctly useful to a class. 
Mr. R. P. Drage thought Watkins’ system had come to stay. He 

spoke of the extensive use of the method that had come under his own 
notice. 

Mr. P. Everitt styled the germ of Watkins’ method an idea borrowed 
! from Hurter and Driffield’s system. 

Mr. A. Mackie considered, however, that Mr. Watkins was entitled to 
{ the credit for pointing out that the total time of development was pro- 
i portional to the time of appearance of the image. It seemed to him 

that if development were progressive, and wen"., oil at an oven rate, the 
relation laid down by Watkins was correct. 

Mr. H. C. Rapson put it that the system would come to grief i:i this, 
way. Starting development at 65deg. Fahr., the developing factor might 
be 4 with certain solutions, but the temperature might drop to j 
when the factor might be nearer 12 than 4. 

PHOTOGRAPHIC CLUB. 

April 2nd.-—Mr. Hans Muller in the chair. 
Two members were elected to the Club. 
A conversational discussion took place regarding the production cf 

images upon silver plates by metallic contact, as with coins, etc., followed 
by development, and a spirit of inquiry into the causes was manifest. It 
was mentioned that some of Mr. Friese-Greene's experiments lay in this 
direction, and it is expected that the member who referred to the mat¬ 
ter will have something to report later. 

The performances ot the fiuid lens of Dr. Grim were also the topic of 
conversation, and it was pointed out that the introduction of the fluid 
shortened the focus of the lens very much, so that, instead of working 
at, say f/8, it would be working possibly at f/3. 

Mr. A. Mackie made some observations regarding the use of fine 
ground, oiled glass in copying, where it was desired to overcome “ grain ” 
in the original. One would expect a very peculiar result of this pro¬ 
cedure, but as a matter of fact the copy seemed improved and there was 
little less of definition. 

April 9th.—Mr. J. W. Zaehnsdorf in the chair. 
Mr. J. R. Gotz read a paper upon some experiments he had been mak¬ 

ing in order to determine the value of different sources of light used, 
with gaslight printing papers. The paper will be printed in extenso next 
week. A considerable number of test prints upon the various papers in¬ 
question was passed round. 

The chairman referred to the demonstration of a few weeks previously, 
at which the question of the comparative value of gas and electric 
incandescent lamps was discussed, and said that he had both in his 
dark-room. He had come to the conclusion that, candle for candle, the 
electric glow lamp was not so actinic as the batswing gas burner. Mr. 
Gotz had, of course, upset the comparison by using the reflector with 
the electric lamp, but, deducting something en that account, the state 
of things that he found to exist in practice would probably be con¬ 
firmed by Mr. Gotz’s test. 

A vote of thanks was passed to Mr. Gotz for his paper. 

CAMERA CLUB. 

A large audience was attracted to the Club Rooms, last week, to hear 
Captain Wheeler’s lecture on Military Photography, and the discourse 
aroused much interest, in spite of the rather curious circumstance that 
not a single military member of the Club happened to be present. 
Captain Wheeler began with an apology for bringing before his audience 
a paper which touched only the fringe of rather a big subject. But no 
apology was needed, for his statements were concise, they covered much 
ground, and were touched with that saving quality of humour which 
always commends a speaker to his auditory. 

There are several applications of photography to military needs, such 
as the record of gunnery experiments, which the lecturer passed over- 
with brevity. He urged that photography should be recognised by the 
authorities as a most valuable aid to the Service, and he considered that 
the Camera Club, holding such a representative position as it did, and. 
numbering upon its roll so many military men, might do yeoman service 
in pressing this point upon the War Office. 

He himself had taken up photography as far back as 1877, when he 
first commenced his military training as a cadet. Afterwards, in 1879^ 
at Sandhurst, he took a camera with him as part of his kit. That was 
in the very early days of gelatine photography, but he was able to pro¬ 
cure excellent plates and to do passable work. There was an old ruinous 
house at Sandhurst, which was supposed to be a fort, and served as an 
object-lesson to the students, who had to make drawings o£it. He sur¬ 
prised his instructors by sending in, instead of a drawing, a whole-plate 
photograph of the pseudo fortification, and he was proud to say that 
this picture elicited the warm approval of Lord Wolseley to whom it 
was submitted. 

He might remind his hearers that the Military Authorities of this 
country recognised photography as a possible aid as early as the Cri¬ 
mean war, when an official photographer was appointed. He went to 
the front with about thirty large packing-cases, and a portable dark¬ 
room which, at the time, was likened to a bathing-machine. It is not 
on record that any serviceable pictures were produced by means of this 
elaborate apparatus. 

In 1880 the lecturer went to India with his regiment, and was amused, 
when taking snapshots of the natives, at the way in which the men 
would stand stock still long after the exposure was made. They had 
been used to posing for a wet-plate man. On one occasion a lofty 
Indian official refused altogether to believe in the rapidity of dry plates, 
and declared that it would be impossible for the lecturer to take him 
while walking. This was, of course, not impossible; but when thc- 
official saw the result, with his leg sticking out in front of him, he saw 
how ridiculous the picture me de him look, and at once forbade its circula¬ 
tion. The lecturer eventually retired from the Army, and has since made 
a hobby of photography, and has given much thought to its extended use 
as an aid to military movements. 

Officers often take up photography as a mere amusement. Often a 
good soldier will make a bad photographer, and vice versa. He held. 
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that the office of military photographer should be held, uot by a mere 
amateur, but by a professional, who could be relied upon to produce 
good work—not necessarily artistic results. Photography would be most 
useful in the intelligence department of an army, but still better service 
would it be capable of in that necessary survey or examination of a 
tract of country which was understood by the word reconnaisance. Some 
of the military reports sent in by surveying officers left very much to be 
desired; they would be rendered far more valuable if accompanied by 
photographic illustrations. It is true that sketches can be made, but 
much loss of time is involved in filling in the details, without which no 
sketch is of any service. With regard to the best apparatus to employ 
for military purposes, he would prefer something of a circular, telescopic 
form, possibly made of aluminium so as to save weight, and to be used 
with celluloid films. 

It had at one time been suggested that each soldier joining the colours 
should be photographed, so that in case of desertion the man could be 
more easily tracked. He certainly deprecated such a course, for it 
savoured of treating brave men as criminals are treated. Besides, such 
photographs sometimes led to curious mistakes. He had heard of a case 
in Russia where a man who was “ wanted ” had been photographed in six 
different positions, and these pictures were circulated among the dif¬ 
ferent police departments. The head of one of these establishments 
wrote to his superior officer a few days after he had received the 
pictures to the following effect:—“Sir,—I have duly received the por¬ 
traits you sent me of the six miscreants whose capture is desirable. I have 
arrested five of them, and the remaining one is under observation, and 
will be run down very shortly.” 

Photography is very useful in obtaining pictures of fortifications; but, 
as is well known, the greatest care is taken, in France especially, against 
such pictures being produced. Upon one occasion a pretty nursemaid 
was observed, at a certain town on the French Frontier, daily wheeling 
her baby-charge in a perambulator. For some reason suspicion was 
excited, and the maid turned out to be a young German officer, while 
the baby was a dummy concealing a camera. 

Balloon photography, of which, unfortunately, the lecturer had no 
personal experience, was likely to be very useful in military operations, 
for pictures so taken embraced a very wide angle. The balloon school 
at Aldershot had already done much good work. 

The discussion was opened by Mr. Cadett, who called attention to the 
Theodolite Camera invented by Mr. Bridges Lee, as a useful 
surveying instrument well adapted to military purposes. Mr. Inwards 
approved of the notion of a circular camera, but pointed out that the 
plates or films could hardly be circular, as suggested by the lecturer, but 
must be rectangular. Mr. Lambert suggested that Dallmeyer’s recent 
modification of the telephoto lens—a front lens which could be attached 
to the hood of the ordinary lens, and which did not entail extension of 
the camera or any loss of speed in exposure—would be most useful for 
field work. He took exception to the lecturer’s remark with reference 
to preferring a professional to an amateur worker. He himself had 
found that the ordinary professional photographer did admirable work 
in his own particular groove, but that the amateur was better when 
.a great variety of work had to be undertaken. The Rev. Mr. Norgate 
called attention to the vast number of photographs sent home by officers 
from the present soat of war. Nine-tenths of these—and a large number 
had come before him in his editorial capacity—were quite unfit for publi¬ 
cation, on account of the horrors they displayed. This was more par¬ 
ticularly the case in regard to certain pictures taken after the action on 
Spion Kop. After a few remarks by the chairman for the evening, Mr. 
T. C. Hepworth, the proceedings closed with the usual vote of thanks 
to the lecturer, which was carried by acclamation. 

LIVERPOOL AMATEUR PHOTOGRAPHIC ASSOCIATION. 

On Saturday last a half-day excursion was arranged for a photographic 
trip to Hall Road and Hightown, under the leadership of Mr. Anyon, 
for the study of sand-dunes, cloud effects, and river scenes. A party of 
twenty-eight members and friends turned out, who expressed themselves 
as highly pleased with the outing. One hundred and sixty-six plates were 
■exposed. 

RICHMOND CAMERA CLUB. 

At the meeting on April 10th Mr. Morgan (of Messrs. Morgan and Kidd) 
gave a demonstration of “ a new printing process.” He introduced a 
new printing-out paper, giving fine sepia and brown tones, which will in 
a few months be on the market and will be distinguished by its economy. 

Mr. Morgan first gave a short resume of the various photographic print¬ 
ing processes, the course of which he pointed out that as regards 
economy of cost no advance had been made since Fox Talbot introduced 
tho use of albumenised silver, the first practical printing process. Mr. 
Morgan then showed some very excellent specimens of prints on the 
new paper, which is self-toning, needing only to be washed, fixed, and 
again thoroughly washed. 

DEVONPORT CAMERA CLUB. 

There was a small attendance last week to consider the resignation of 
Mr. H. J. Hissett, the president. Mr. Parkman presided, and the Secre¬ 
tary (Mr. F. B. Langdon) read Mr. Hissett’s letter, in which he gave as 
the cause for his resignation the cold indifference of the influential mem¬ 
bers. In regard to the exhibition, the lukewarmness was such that failure 
and a heavy loss could only result, and he felt bound to protect himself. 
He had instructed Trend and Co. to debit him with the cost of the 

dummy catalogues and tho setting-up of the type for the prospectus aim 
there his liability must end. The chairman said tho committal had .d’wav* 
been prepared to back up Mr. Hissett. There had been no unpl- asam- 
ness, and the letter came as a great surprise. There was something Uhunl 
it all. The secretary said the members had guaranteed about £5 towards 
the exhibition, the president promising £1. Mr. C. Corydou considi red 
this principle of guarantee bad. The exhibition scheme was a wild on* 
It had been a case of vaulting ambition overleaping itself. On the motion 
of Mr. H. Lamb, seconded by Mr. Joliffe, the president’s resignation was 
accepted. Mr. R. J. Lamb was elected president for the remainder of 
the session, and Mr. J. F. Coombes was elected a vice-president. The ex¬ 
hibition was postponed from May 21st to September. 

-♦-- 

Dews ana Dotes, 
C.T.O. Junior Telegraphists’ Social and Recreative Association.—Tue 

“Telegraph Chronicle” states that:—“At a meeting held on March 7th 
it was decided to form an association, as indicated by the above title, . 
for the purpose of promoting in every possible manner the recreative 
welfare of the junior staff. The following is the list of officers : Prese 
dent, J. Lister, Esq.; chairman, J. Grant, Esq.; vice-chairman, C. 
Worthy, Esq.; assistant chairman, Mr. R. E. Ketley; treasurer, G. IL 
Salter, Esq.; hon. secretary, Mr. J. R. Murray. It is proposed to form 
the following sections provided sufficient members signify their intention 
of joining: (1) Photography, drawing, painting, and general art; (2) 
music; (3) chess and draughts; (4) natural history; (5) horticulture; (b) 
general small woodwork, mctal-work, and electrical; (7) literary; (8) 
junior swimming; (9) rambling; (10) cricket; (11) football; (12) cyrh 

(13) fishing. The proposed subscription is Is. entrance fee, and 2d. per 
fortnight, with a small further subscription for each section joined, 
but this is as yet subject to modification. Over 100 persons have already 
promised their support to the association. It is proposed to hold a 
social concert about 29th April, prices to members Is., non-members 
Is. 6d., or double ticket 2s. 6d. The rules are very stringent regarding 
money matters. The leading idea is economy of funds and low subscrip¬ 
tions. This is the biggest idea ever launched in TS., and it is to be 
hoped will prove a success. The combination of athletic and instructive 
sections is an absolute novelty. Tho various societies and clubs now' 
existing may eventually amalgamate with the new' association, but for 
the present it is to be an association of juniors and for juniors. To the 
hon. secretary (Mr. J. R. Murray, of the A Division) is due the credit 
for the inception of the scheme, and it is owing to his energy that the 
affair has been started. He will be pleased to afford information on 
any point to intending members.” It will be observed that one of the 
sections of the association is devoted to photography. The hon. secre¬ 
tary, Mr. Murray, is a son of the well known and respected 
photographer and dealer, Mr. R. C. Murray, of Garrick Street, W.C., 
whom we congratulate on his son’s connection with an excellent educa¬ 
tional movement. 

The Late M. Cornu.—The “ Times,” in its obituary columns of Tuesday, 
April 15th, published the details of the late M. Cornu’s career. Born on 
March 6th, 1841, he received his early education in tho Lycee d’Orleans, 
and in 1860 entered the Ecole Polytechnique, where, after an interval 
spent at the School of Mines, he seven years later became Professor of 
Experimental Physics—a position which he retained till the end of bis 
life. Cornu devoted himself mainly to researches in optics, which he 
regarded as the “ science directrice de la physique moderne.” The work 
by which his reputation was made was his determination of the velocity 
of light by Fizeau’s method, which, by the improvements and refinements 
he introduced in the apparatus, was brought to yield results that com¬ 
pared in point of accuracy with those obtained by astronomical determina¬ 
tion. The experiments were first made between the Polytechnic School 
and Mont Valerien, a! distance or 6£ miles, and subsequently between the 
Paris Observatory and the tower of Montlhery (about 14£ miles); they 
gained him, among other honours, the membership of the Academy of 
Sciences, where he succeeded A. C. Becquerel in 1878, and in the same 
year the Rumford medal of the London Royal Society, of which he was 
elected a foreign member in 1884. Among the other branches of optics 
to which he contributed were crystalline reflection, polarization of light, 
diffraction, and spectoscopy, especially of the sun. Other departments 
of physical science also claimed his attention, and he published memoirs 
on acoustic, magnetic, and electric questions, while one of his earliest 
investigations, begun in conjunction with Bailie over thirty years ago, 
had for its object the determination of the mean density of the earth 
by the torsion-balance method and by Cavendish in his classic experiment. 
Professor Cornu was well known in English scientific circles, and made 
several public appearances in this country. He delivered more than one 
Friday evening discourse at the Royal Institution, the last being in 1895, 
when he discussed some physical phenomena of the high regions of the 
atmosphere. In 1899, as Rede Lecturer at Cambridge, on the occasion 
of the jubilee celebration of Sir George Stokes, he gave a polished and 
graceful lecture on the wave theory of light and its influence on modern 
nhysics, receiving the honorary degree of Doctor of Science from the 
University on the following day. 

English Scenery.—Last week, at the Mansion House, Lord Avebury 
deliver a lecture on “ English Scenery,” illustrated by many lantern 
views. He pointed out that a large part of England was little above sea- 
level, and described briefly the condition of the country during the 
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glacial period. Mountain ranges used to be supposed to be due to vol¬ 
canic upheavals, but now they were attributed to the contraction due to 
the cooling of the earth. Volcanoes had, however, largely affected our 
scenery—many North Country “ laws ” were the funnels of ancient vol¬ 
canoes. A great deal of denudation of softer strata had taken place; 
thus Snowdon had been the bottom of a valley, but projected on account 
of the great hardness of the rock. After dealing with the structure of 
several English mountains Lord Avebury described the normal course of 
a stream from its source to the sea, the reasons for new loops, waterfalls, 
etc., and explained that our existing valleys had been formed at a time 
when the land stood some 200 feet higher than at present. To this cause, 
and to the tides, were due our excellent harbours, and consequently to a 
great extent our commerce. Lord Avebury then explained the laws which 
governed the courses of our rivers, and showed how the Severn and the 
Ouse were and long had been encroaching on the Thames. In fact, rivers 
had their wars and vicissitudes like nations. He then passed to the 
lakes. The larger of them wore drowned river valleys, and like other 
beautiful things they were only temporary. After explaining the origin 
of our heaths and downs, he showed how English scenery was affected 
hy law and custom. Our fields and hedgerows and timber trees were 
due to our system of land tenure, while that of France had given rise 
to the vast fields,divided into narrow strips without hedges. The ridge 
and furrow of the Midland meadows were stated to be due to the fact 
that it was all arable land at one time. Our systems of measurement 
were traced back to the time when our fields were tilled by oxen, the 
acre being the amount a team would plough in a day, the furlong or 

furrow long ” the length tilled before the ox required rest, and the rod 
or pole or perch being the length of the ox-goad. In conclusion Lord 
Avebury urged that our beautiful scenery was a great national inheri¬ 
tance. We were all great landlords if only we knew it. The landowner 
•got the rent, but the landscape belonged to all who had eyes to see and 
were able to enjoy it. 

The late Sir John F. D. Donnelly, K.C.B.—Sir John Donnelly died at 
his house in Onslow Gardens on Saturday, the 5th inst. He was born 
in 1834, and was consequently in his sixty-eighth year. He entered the 
Royal Engineers in 1853, and the year after he joined he went to the 
Crimea, where he served with some distinction, being twice mentioned in 
despatches, and receiving, besides the medal and the Turkish decoration, 
the ribbon of the Legion of Honour. In 1857 he began the association 
with South Kensington which afterwards occupied his entire career. Sir 
Henry (then Mr.) Cole was occupied in the establishment of the South 
Kensington Museum, which commenced in 1855. Lieut. Donnelly was one 
of the young engineer officers whom Cole associated with himself, and 
of whose ability he made intelligent use in carrying out his schemes for 
the establishment of an art museum and the promotion of artistic and 
scientific education in this country. The two were for long intimately 
connected in their work, and each of them had a sincere regard for the 
•other. When Sir Henry Cole retired from the public service, the South 
Kensington office was reorganised, the posts of Secretary of the Depart¬ 
ment and Director of the Museum, both held by Cole, being separated. 
Sir Francis Sandford, who was then Secretary of the Education Depart¬ 
ment, was appointed also Secretary of the Department of Science and 
Art, and Major Donnelly became Director for Science. On the retire¬ 
ment of McLeod of McLeod, the Assistant Secretary, he undertook the 
duties of that office as well. On Sir Francis Sandford’s relinquishing 
the dual post, Colonel Donnelly was appointed Secretary of the Depart- 
ment, and he held the place till his retirement in 1899. The whole sys¬ 
tem of science and art education grew up under Donnelly’s directions, and 
'it may be truly said that the success of the scheme for instruction in 
science was very largely due to him. He devoted himself earnestly to 
the elaboration of a practical method, nor was it until other suggestions 
had been found unworkable that Donnelly’s ideas were adopted and 
found adequate to the needs of the time. It was, in fact, only when 
DonnelN took the matter in hand that the teaching of science to the 
artizan class proved practicable. He retired from official life in 1899. hav¬ 
ing in 1893 been made a K.C.B. It was in 1860 that he became a member 
of the Society of Arts, but it was not until ten years later—in 1870—that 
he first took office on the council. In the following year (1871) he 
Brought forward the scheme of technological examinations which, carried 
on for some years by the Society of Arts with limited numbers and no 
great popular success, formed the foundation of the City Guilds Institute 
for the promotion of Technical Education. In the formation of this 
Institute Captain Donnelly was consulted, and his advice had con¬ 
siderable influence upon its character, while it may be said that it was 

■entirely owing to his urgency that the scheme of technological examina¬ 
tions formed part of the Institute. From that time forward he remained, 
with such intervals as the regulations require, an active and valuable 
member of the Council, occupying the post of chairman in 1894 and 1895. 
The School of Art Wood-carving was established by his exertions. At 
his instigation a class was first started by the Society of Arts, and he 
afterwards succeeded in obtaining from some of the City Companies and 
elsewhere sufficient funds to carry it on to the present time. But a few 
months ago he was busily engaged in obtaining accommodation for the 
school on the premises of the School of Ai't Needlework, and in securing 
for it a more permanent organisation than it has hitherto succeeded in 
attaining. It was at h's instance that the Society undertook the organisa 
tion of the very successful International Congress on Technical Education 
in 1897. Application had been made to the Government, asking them to 
hold such a Congress in England, and when the Government declined 
the invitation Sir John Donnelly suggested to the Council that the 
Society might undertake the duty. This, with some financial assistance 
from certain of the Citv Guilds, it did, and Sir John Donnelly rendered 
useful aid in the carrying out of the proposal.—“Journal of the Society 
•of Arts.” 

Correspondence. 
*** Correspondents should never write on both sides of the paper, No 

notice is taken of communications unless the names and addresses of 
the icriters are given. 

*** ^y e do not undertake responsibility for the opinions expressed by our 
correspondents. 

THE PRESENT ASPECT OF COMMERCIAL PHOTOGRAPHY. 
To the Editors. 

Gentlemen,—During the past decade, what may be termed the com¬ 
mercial side of photography has passed through many vicissitudes, 
and at the present moment it looks as if several of it branches, which 
in the past proved highly remunerative to a large number of photo¬ 
graphers, w ere likely to be classed with- things unprofitable. This 
falling off is perhaps most noticeable in silver printing connected with 
commercial landscape work. For many years this particular branch 
of photography gave employment to a large number of hands in the 
printing departments connected with those professional photographers 
who made a specialty of photographing the numerous beauty spots, 
not only in this country, but on the Continent as well; and the public, 
through a long series of years, were solely dependent upon these 
scraps or silver prints for any souvenirs they desired of districts 
visited. The introduction of photo-mechanical printing may be 
said to have struck a death blow at silver printing as previously con¬ 
ducted in connection, with this class of work. Collotype and' half¬ 
tone process-blocks having, in a large measure, superceded the silver 
print. Apart from several large firms who made a specialty of this 
work, professional photographers in country districts were enabled to 
do a good turn over in selling local views, thereby making a fair 
addition to their income from such work, which proved a good stand¬ 
by when other branches of trade were dull. Photo-mechanical 
printing has interfered greatly with such commercial work, and the 
result of this interference is fast making its presence felt with the 
public, who, it must be confessed, do not seem to appreciate the 
tone process-blocks having, in a large measure, superseded the silver 
prints. Twelve whole-plate collotype prints are now freely offered 
for the paltry sum of sixpence, such as can be seen on sale at anv cf 
our leading book-stalls" or railway stations; but who, possessed of 
any sense of judgment, would compare these cheap productions with 
'the better-class silver prints in vogue for so many years. 

Many of these photo-mechanical pictures are hurriedly got up to 
flood the market with representations of popular functions, which 
doubtless accounts for their inferiority as to quality. On the other 
hand, it is only fair to state that, in album form, there are a large 
number of highly-creditable productions in collotype and half-tone 
printing that must have interfered sadly with country photographers 
in their sale of local views to tourists, etc., during the summer 
season. In many instances photographers are themselves to blame for 
this interference with their trade in country districts, for it is well 
known manj^ of such have played into the hands of the photo-mechanical 
printer and publisher by selling their interest in valuable negatives 
for a mere pittance of, say, half a sovereign or so. We live in a 
progressive age truly, and this process is not merely confined to 
mechanical improvements in manufacture. The introduction of 
electricity has in a sense revolutionised much that was only a few 
years ago looked upon as likely to be permanent for many years to 
come. It has within a few short months completely altered the aspect 
of nearly all our cities and large towns, so that photographs taken only 
a few years ago are now completely out of date, in so far as the 
appearance of many of their chief thoroughfares are concerned, and 
the public, always eager for the latest production and novelty, are 
not slow to recognise when a view, be it a silver print or a photo¬ 
mechanical production, is stale or out of date. It cannot be said that 
those firms who cater largely for the public by means of photo¬ 
mechanical printing are at all lacking in energy or enterprise when 
there is any prospect of a fair remuneration for capital invested. Still, 
there is no denying the fact that in many instances certain views have 
been reproduced by them at considerable cost which have turned out 
anything but “ good sellers with the public.” There are, and always 
will be, certain pictures, such as Burns’s Cottage and other celebrated 
haunts, that will sell in any form like penny pies; but these do not 
represent the entire stock necessary to keep the wheels of a large 
concern moving so as to yield a remuneration for capital invested, and 
hence caution has to be exercised in selecting only certain districts 
whose views go well with the public before such firms would think 
of going to the expense of sending a special operator, in some instances 
many hundreds of miles, to photograph such scenes for reproductions. 
In such instances the photo-mechanical printer or publisher deals 
direct with the local photographer, in the hope of obtaining from 
him the right to reproduce a valuable negative, which it may have 
taken the local photographer many months of waiting to acquire. 

With the local photographer the mere taking of a negative embrac¬ 
ing some new feature in a street scene or new building is, of course, 
an easier thing to accomplish than would be the case where a firm has 
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to send an operator a long distance to provide such; for by reason 
of the fact that he is on the spot and ready to take advantage when 
the light and other circumstances are suitable, he can obtain negatives 
which those residing at a distance cannot hope to obtain. It is to 
such that the photo-mechanical printer looks for his best views, and 
in many instances, it must be confessed, succeeds in deriving for a mere 
nominal price the right to copy and publish such views. The photo¬ 
grapher, not realising the injury he is doing to himself by making 
such a bargain, soon finds on sale in the local stationer’s window or 
railway bookstall a well-executed series of views embracing his best¬ 
selling photograph, which for all time coming ruins his trade in the 
districts. And all this, very probably, by his having accepted the 
paltry sum of half a sovereign for the right to reproduce the same. 
Transactions of this kind are numerous, and the sooner country photo¬ 
graphers realise that by parting with their negatives for such paltry 
sums they are playing into the.hands of the photo-mechanical printer, 
the sooner will they safeguard their own interest. In this one item 
alone there is good grounds for the Professional Photographers’ Asso¬ 
ciation, which has only quite recently been formed, taking steps to 
protect the professional interest. 

In olden times, or prior to the introduction of the collotype or half¬ 
tone form of mechanical printing, there was some inducement to a 
photographer to make a tour or send an operator into certain districts 
for the sole purpose of renewing or acquiring a new stock of negatives 
to supply silver prints to tourists or the public; but within recent 
years there is little or no inducement to do so, and this branch of 
work has practically come to an end, the outcome of which is fast 
being felt by authors and publishers, who find they have not the same 
supply of views to fall back upon in illustration of their works. A 
striking instance of this came recently under the writer’s notice in 
connection with the sale of views of one of our best-known cathedrals. 
For years the entire trade was confined to the sale of silver prints, 
but two years ago an enterprising firm published an album of collotype 
views, completely killing the local photographer’s silver printing. 
Consequently, it is not worth his while to take further negatives 
embodying many of the chief features now desired, the portions have 
had to be rephotographed at considerable expense, all to the profes¬ 
sional’s advantage for the time being. It is not merely, however, in 
connection with what may be termed stock views of well-known 
places, such as street scenes and landscapes, that commercial photo¬ 
graphy is suffering at the present moment. Many of our large func¬ 
tions, such as international exhibitions, which in previous years used 
to provide a large amount of work in silver printing, may be said 
to have passed completely into the hands of the photo-mechanical 
worker, and stationers and publishing firms who in former years were 
able to make a. good return by the sale of scrap photographs, now find 
this portion of their-trade worthless, and it is very questionable if 
the public are gainers by the substitution of the photo-mechanical 
print. 

There is also another phase of this question. For many years a 
large trade was done in the sale of opalines or silver prints, mounted 
in optical contact with glass, such pictures being attractive by reason 
of their being enclosed in plush or other frames. Nearly every 
stationer’s window or fancy store, as well as bookstall, kept a large 
supply of such views in stock. With the falling off in silver printing 
these attractive pictures have likewise suffered, for now a mere glance 
will show anyone conversant with photography that a large portion 
of what is now on sale are prints not from direct negatives at all, 
but second-rate productions from duplicate negatives. The reason for 
this inferiority is not far to seek. The falling off in the demand for 
plush frames by reason of the diminution in silver printing soon caused 
large firms of frame manufacturers to adopt some means to keep up 
their trade in the manufacture of plush framing and similar goods, 
and so they turned their attention to acquire the right to copy well- 
known views. Here again, in numbers of instances, the professional 
photographer gave himself away by allowing duplicate negatives to’be 
made from his originals. These duplicates are put to no end of use 
by the frame-maker, who either uses them for collotype or second-class 
silver prints in optical contact on glass; all to the injury of the local 
photographer, who actually sees his own' photographs being sold in 
the form of copies, at prices, including frame and all, which he used 
to get for his scrap prints alone.—I am, yours, etc.. 

An Old Professional. 

April 5th, 1902. 

A NEW LAMP. 

To the Editors. 

Gentlemen,—A neighbour of mine has brought me a lamp that has 
been sent to him from America. I have tried it and roughly tested 
the power of the light, which is certainly more than double that of 
the ordinary Welsbach incandescent, and it would be, I should say, 
very useful for enlarging. 

The lower part of the lamp consists of a steel globe, which is half- 
filled with spirit through the little valve in front. Air is then pumped 
in as when inflating a cycle tyre. The tube on the right hand reaches 

[April 18, 1902. 

to the bottom of the globe. The rod a toss the top is a tube endnm 
m a minute hole which is opened and shut by turning th< nnlbd head 

Before lighting it is necessary to heat this rod, on opening which 
tne spirit is forced m a t Inn si ream t hrough it. and, issuing v&doiu 

passes down tie left-hand tube and acts as in an ordinary Bunsen 
burner. 

I hope the enclosed photograph may render my account quite clear 

I>° y°u know anything of these lamps, and, if ro, can you inform 
me whether they are procurable in this country? The lamp itself bears 
no name or trade mark.—\ ours truly, 

Eagle House, Batheaston, Bath. Lixley Blathwayt, 

April 7th, 1902. Lt.-Colonel. 
[We have not been able to trace mention of the lamp. Some reader 

may, perhaps, be able to assist Col. Blathwayt.—Eds., B.J.P.] 

PHOTOGRAPHIC AND OPTICAL TRADES EXHIBITION, 1902. 
( To the Editors. 

Gentlemen, —I shall feel obliged if you will notice in the next 
number of your valuable paper a slight alteration in the programme 
for this Exhibition for Saturday next, April 19th. The programme 
will be as follow\s :—3 o’clock. “Transvaal War and Photography”; 
4 o clock, “ Colour Photography ” ; in place of “ Practical Enlarging 
wfith Demonstrations.” Both of these lectures by Mr. T. C. Hep- 
worth. 

Thanking you in anticipation, yours faithfully, 
The Secretary. 

Harp Alley, Farringdon Street, 
London. 15 April, 1902. 

PARIS IN LONDON. 
To the Editors. 

Gentlemen,—I beg to inform you that this company has decided 
that during the forthcoming Exhibition of “ Paris in London ” no 
charge is to be made for the admission of hand cameras to the 
Exhibition grounds. I shall therefore be glad if you will give this 
publicity in your journal. 

It is, furthermore, our intention to offer a prize later on for the 
best snapshot taken within the Exhibition grounds.—yours faith¬ 
fully, 

Imre Ktralfy, 

Director General.. 
The London Exhibitions, Limited, 

Earls Court, 
London, 15 April, 1902. 

CAMERAS FOR USE ON THE CYCLE. 
To the Editors. 

Gentlemen,—In your interesting article, entitled “Cameras for Use 
on the Cycle,” you describe a method of supporting the camera on 
the handle-bar. Some three or four years ago, I went so far as to 
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provisionally protect a similar device. I now suspect that, like a 
good many other •“ patents,” there was not much novelty about it. 
I had never heard of or seen such a device, though it is evident from 
your article that such a support was in existence. Mr. H. G. Turner, 
of Manchester, the well-known maker of carriers, did not think much 
of the idea, though I imagine a support such as you describe would 
frequently prove of considerable utility. 

The remarks of the author of your article mainly refer to small 
cameras. The daylight loading cameras will, doubtless, always be 
popular with a considerable section of the cycling community, despite 
“the photographic sensation of the season.” The usual, or a common 
method of carrying such cameras, when cycling, is in a sling-case at 
the side, suspended by means of a strap passing over the shoulder, as 
when carrying a field glass. Many of the small cameras can be con¬ 
veniently carried in this way, care being taken that they do not work 
round and interfere with the pedalling. The magazine-plate cameras 
are often best carried in the hand. 

There can be no doubt that the best method of carrying stand 
cameras up to half-plate size is on the back, though, as you point 
out, in hot or wet weather there' are objections. With the Turner 
Di-carrier there is a considerable amount of springiness, and for a 
half-plate camera I have used one of the ordinary patterns considerably, 
fitted to the back stays, with favourable results. An elderly person 
would, however, experience some little difficulty in getting into the 
saddle, and on this account a friend insists that men’s bicycles should 
De built without the cross-bar, that is, like a lady s machine. He 
says it is much easier to mount such a machine, particularly in the 
dark. I cannot confirm those expressions from personal experience, 
though most male cyclists will agree that it is easy to slip the pedal 
when mounting in the dark. Carriers for the front of the machine 
can be procured. The back, I think, is preferable. 

Mr. Tamer makes a carrier specially designed for carrying the 
camera on the bicycle. The support on which the case containing the 
camera rests is on springs. Obviously, this is an improvement, as 
the vibration is to a great extent intercepted.—Yours faithfully, 

J. A. Reid. 

April 11th, 1902. 

POPULARITY OF BROMIDE PRINTING PAPERS. 
To the Editors. 

Gentlemen,—For many years, for exhibition or competition pur¬ 
poses, it may be said that only two processes found favour with those 
workers who cared to enter the lists as competitors in the open classes 
connected with the exhibitions of our various photographic societies, 
these two processes being carbon and platinotype; indeed, so strongly 
was this marked, that many of the photographic reports anent our 
best exhibitions drew particular attention to the fact that, for ex¬ 
hibition purposes, either one or other of the processes mentioned 
became a sine qua non with those providing prints for competition 
purposes, and doubtless a large number of workers at the present 
moment are animated with the same opinion. Bromide, however, has, 
during the last few years, been steadily coming to the front, and it 
will doubtless come as a surprise to many to learn that, at one of the 
recent exhibitions in the wrest of Scotland, in which there was a class 
open to all amateurs in the United Kingdom, bromide, in one or 
other of its various grades, actually came out at the “top,” in respect 
of numbers of prints sent in by various competitors throughout the 
kingdom, and also in so far as the awards were concerned, came out 
about equal with carbon. Since the introduction of these now popular 
printing papers, there has been a marked advance in respect of their 
quality. At first, it was argued that the difficulty of producing 
clear, high lights would never permit of such papers becoming really 
popular. This objection at the time may have been well founded in 
respect to one or two particular brands, but, like many other things 
connected with photography, had only to be experienced for a remedy 
being found for such shortcomings. The introduction of the matt 
surfaced papers may be said to have at one stroke brought bromide 
printing papers into the very front rank as a printing material, and 
the introduction of some of the newer forms of developing agents 
which-have quite supplanted ferrous oxalate must also have weighed 
materially wfith a large number of workers who, for years, stood aloof 
from the use of these papers. The fact that nearly all our photographic 
societies hold their exhibitions somewhere about the winter season, no 
doubt does, to a certain extent, weigh with many in selecting bromide 
as the most convenient medium to employ for producing at what may 
be termed “ the dead season in printing ” anything like satisfactory 
prints for exhibition purposes. On the other hand, it must be stated 
that when such proofs are placed alongside those of carbon and platino¬ 
type, they seem to hold their own in respect of artistic qualities, which 
many of our best judges are not slow to appreciate, and it is, indeed, a 
fortunate thing for photographers that they have such a sheet anchor 
to fall back upon when other printing processes may be said to be 
out of the question. This, in a sense, semi-compulsory adoption of 
bromide as a printing material in the winter season has done much 
to bring it into the deservedly popular position it now occupies. 
Workers seeing the enormous advantages such confer have no doubt 

striven, by extra attention in manipulation, to produce results but 
little dreamt of when such printing material was first introduced, 
and, having gained so much by experience, they are not likely to dis¬ 
card so true a friend as a good brand of such paper invariably proves 
to be.—I am, yours, etc., Bromide Worker. 

April 4th, 1902. 

NEATNESS IN A LANTERN EXHIBITION. 
To the Editors. 

Gentlemen,—Some lanternists are content to illustrate or give their 
displays in a slipshod, uncouth fashion, as r>-g;nds the apparatus, 
giving one the impression on entering the room, that the exhibition 
is a second-rate affair, or the paraphernalia of some itinerant seaside 
showman. It does not cost much time, or trouble, or expense, to give 
the apparatus at least a tidy and neat appearance, and the improved 
impression on the audience, to say nothing of the chances of improving 
the exhibition, is w'ell worth it. The screen, for instance, should be 
squarely hung, so as not to look like a lop-sided or top-heavy sail from 
a yacht. It should be stretched as tight as possible, to present a 
smooth surface, and it should be, if not snow-white, at least clean¬ 
looking, and not smirched with dust and grime here and there. The 
appearance of a lantern screen is greatly enhanced if the edges of the 
sheet are neatly covered with some dark material. A few yards of 
dark red or navy blue calico, about eight inches wide, pinned 
all the way round the sheet, and draped, if you like, with a ribbon, 
in the centre of each side, not only intensify the whiteness of the 
screen, but give the whole thing a smart and neat appearance, at the 
cost of a few pence, hiding seams, and rings, or jagged edges, in a 
wonderful way, whilst the pictures themselves look 20 per cent, better 
for this improvement. The table on the platform, if the lecturer U'-es 
one, should not look like a bare second-hand affair just arrived from 
the brokers or furniture sale, but should have a dark, self-coloured 
cloth, a bright glass of water, and a pretty plant or two in front of 
it, though this latter point is not so essential as the table cover. As 
to the lantern fixtures, these are often stuck up in a very rough and 
ready way. Some lanternists are content to stick the lantern on the 
tep of a pair of steps, until an accident happens, and then they look for 
something more suitable. The lantern should be, in the first place, 
fixed squarely and firmly, on a good standing table or strong box, 
so that there may be no vibration when a slide is inserted or with¬ 
drawn. If the instrument is shaky, the picture will “ didder ” on the 
screen in a most irritating manner. When all is fixed up firmly, a 
dark cloth should be drawrn over the boxes or the table, to cover up all 
except the lautern itself. If an indiarubber tube is connected from the 
lantern to the gas jet, it should be raised high above the heads of 
the audience and out of reach of mischievous youths. The simplest 
way to do this, if the jet is not conveniently near, is to fix a map pole, 
or other long rod, in an upright position, near the lantern (fasten 
to the table leg or box), and carry the tube over the hook at the top 
of the pole, and so to the jet.—I am, yours, etc., 

April 6th, 1902. Esperance. 

THE BANK NOTE FORGERIES. 
To the Editors. 

Gentlemen,—Considerable excitement, it seems, has been created 
of late by the large number of forged Bank of England notes that 
have been put into circulation, and been seized. The police court 
reports do not say where they were produced, or by what method 
they were done. But that they must be a very good imitation of the 
genuine thing is proved by the fact that they have been accepted 
at banks without detection. It would be interesting to learn if 
photography, or any of the photo-mechanical methods, were employed 
in their production. It would at first sight seem, comparatively, a 
simple thing to imitate the English bank note, if the paper were 
available, by photo-mechanical methods, but the paper has hitherto 
been the difficulty with would-be forgers. How that has been over¬ 
come in this instance is not disclosed. One of the things that will 
strike many is the price at which these spurious notes were negotiated. 
i.e., something over half their face value. This would lead one to 
imagine that these spurious notes were exceptionally good imitations 
of the genuine ones.—I am, yours etc., 

Bank Note. 

JomiiraUf ptota}i[ajj!iji. 
The Oldest Photographic Journal in the World. 

Established 1854._PUBLISHED EVERY FRIDAY. PRICE TWOPENCE. 

TERMS OF SUBSCRIPTION. Post Free 
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flnswm to Correspondents. 
%* All matters intended for the text portion of this JOURNAL, includ. 

ing queries, must he addressed to “The Editors, The British 

Journal of Photography, 24, Wellington-street, Strand, London, 
W. C. ” Inattention to this ensures delay. 

Correspondents are informed that me cannot undertake to answer 
communications through the post. Questions are not answered unless 
the names and addresses of the writers are given. 

%* Communications relating to Advertisements and general business 
affairs should he addressed to Messrs. Henry GREENWOOD & Co., 
24, Wellington-street, Strand, London, W.C. 

-*—. 

Photographs Registered :— 

W. Smith, 18, Station Street, Spalding. Two photographs of Mrs. A. Gibson and 
too photographs of Rev. J. C. Jones, M.A. 

T. pence, chemist, Fort William, N.B. Photograph of a herd of Highland deer. 
E . Walton, 30, North Street, Horsham, Photograph of C. F. Farley and photograph 

of A. Shrubb. 
A. Denenlain, 41, Craven Street, Strand, W.C, Photograph of Madame E. Lehmann. 
C. E. Weale, Victoria Road, Tamworth. Photograph of Volunteers. 

The Neo-Cyclostile.—T. Stokoe would be glad to know the maker of, 
or agent for, the Neo-Cyclostile duplicating machine.—In reply : 
Will some reader oblige with the desired address. 

Hopeful.—We can only suggest an advertisement in our outer columns, 
or in some of the French papers listed in our Almanac. In our 
opinion, however, your prospects would be quite as good in London 
as in Paris. 

“Ambitious.”—We should advise you to procure and study a copy of 
Abney’s “ Photography with Emulsions,” in which many formulae 
are given. But we doubt if you will succeed in making plates as 
cheaply as those procurable commercially, irrespective of their 
qualities. 

Copyright.—“ Copyright ” writes: “Will you kindly inform me if I 
can mount photos which I have copied (not copyright) on mounts 
bearing my name without being liable to be prosecuted by the 
original photographers ?”■—In reply: There is nothing in law to 
prevent your doing so if you choose; but the usual custom is to 
write “ copied by ” over the name of the copier. 

Toning P.O.P.-WV. B. writes: “Being a reader of your valuable paper, 
I should be pleased if you could recommend me a toning solution 
that will easily give good black tones on ordinary P.O.P. (gelatino- 
chloride)?”—In reply: We do not know of any toning solution 
that will give good black tones on glossy gelatino-chloride paper. If 
you desire really good black tones, we should recommend you to 
use one or other of the platino-matt papers—they will yield them 
in perfection. 

Burnishing Bromide Prints—Hand Cameras.—W. L. asks : “ (1) Can 
bromide prints be burnished on a double roller burnisher—hot for 
enamelled surface, and cold for matt paper? (2) When using a 
hand camera with focussing adjustment, is the distance between the 
plate and the subject, or from the lens to the subject, to be 
taken into consideration? This is for very near subjects, and with 
an extra large aperture, f/4.5.”—In reply :_(1) Yes, if the prints are 
perfectly dry. (2) From the lens to the subject. 

Toning P.O.P.—“ P.O.P.” writes : “ Could you give me some information 
with reference to toning P.O.P. prints which have been printed in 
the sun, but through tissue paper, as the argument is by an ex¬ 
perienced printer and toner that it reduces the silver, making them 
harder to tone than those printed in the shade ? But my experience 
is, you get better prints and better tones when printed quickly.”— 
In reply: Practically there is little, if any, difference between 
printing in sunlight subdued with tissue paper or in the shade. 

Photogravure.—“ Gravure ” asks: “ (1) The titles and price of any 
up-to-date books on photogravure ? (2) Where evening instruction 
in the above process may be had. (3) And if the classes are 
restricted only to those employed in that branch, or if, as a carbon 
printer, I should be eligible to attend.”—In reply: (1) “ Photo¬ 
gravure,” by Mr. Herbert Denison, to be obtained by order of a 
dealer. (2) The Polytechnic Institution, Regent Street, W. (3) 
The classes are open to all. 

Colour Photography.— W. C. Grubb writes : “ In the British Journal 

Almanac for 1891, page 624, there is an article describing the results 
obtained by a system of colour photography. The article contains 
a number of circumstantial details, and apparently the process 
is all that one could wish for. Can you tell me whether anything 
further has been made public with regard to the process, or 
whether it turned out quite impracticable ?”—In reply : The process 
died with the inventor, and was never commercially of any value. 

Lens Query.—R. Bennett writes: “As a reader of your Journal in 
the Far East, I wish to ask whether a small chip of about this (-) 
size occurring in the back combination of a Dallmeyer stigmatic 
lens of fin. diameter would practically injure its utility? The 
lens was received by me in this condition from the makers, and I 
am wondering whether to reject it.”—In reply: So slight a chip 
will make no practical difference whatever in the performance of 
the instrument. It will be well, however, to put a touch of ink, 
or black varnish, on the chip, so as to prevent any possible chance 
of reflection from it. 

Collodion Positives.—“ Amateur ” writes : “ I should like to try to make 
a glass positive, but don’t know the way to do it. I shall be glad 
if you will give me the following information: about what to 

coat the plate with, and what developer to use for same? What 
is the best address to buy the materials, etc. ?”—In reply: Tin- 
necessary formulae for the glass-positive process will be found on 
pagos 1,086-7 of tho Almanac. Working details you will obtain 
from any of the old works on photography. The earlier editions 
of the late Mr. Jabez Hughes’, for example. All tho necessaries 
may be had from Fallowfield’s. 

Copyright.—M. C. writes: “I have recently photographed an oil paint¬ 
ing, now the absolute property of a corporate body, of which they 
would like to supply copies for sale. The artist has been dead for 
20 years (tho painting being about 40 years old); but there is an 
opinion that originally an engraving was made of the painting. 
Would it be any infringement of the copyright to sell photographs 
taken direct from the painting? I should be glad to have your 
opinion on this matter, which I think is of some importance to our 
profession generally.”—In reply: Of course, if there is no longer 
a copyright in the painting, photographs taken of it may be sold 
without let or hindrance. If an engraving has been mado that in 
no way alters the case. 

An Amateur Turning Professional.—“ Victory " writes: “ You see 
from enclosed what line I am in. I am also fairly well advanced as 
an amateur photographer, and purpose by next spring taking it 
up professionally. In the meantime I wish to work myself up, 
and should be glad to know what books you woidd recommend 
mo to get, dealing chiefly with portraiture in and out door? (1) 
Studio construction? (2) Good, all round manual for portrait 
photography? (3) Presume following discounts will be lowest 
allowed profession: Plates, £5 lots, 20 per cent.; papers and 
chemicals, 10 per cent. ?”—In reply : (1) Bolas’ book on the sub¬ 
ject; Marion and Co. (2) “The Studio, and what to do in it,” by 
the late H. P. Robinson. (3) As a professional photographer, you 
will obtain the usual discounts, •whatever they may be. 

Reproduction Processes.—“ Hgiel ” asks for : “ (1) Name and address 
of a good firm who will produce for me a view book of this town, 
containing, say, 16 views, in collotype, or suitable process, to sell 
at Is. each ? (2) What process do you consider most suitable and 
up to date? (3) Cost to make the book copyright? (4) If made 
copyright, would all photos contained in it be copyright, or only 
in the book form, and not when sold as photographs singly in 
platinotype or P.O.P. ?”—In reply: (1) The Autotype Company, 
New Oxford Street; Wyndham and Co., Acton, W.; and other 
collotype printers will do the work for you. (2) The collotype 
process, or for large numbers the half-tone block process. (3) One 
shilling each print. (4) Better make each separate picture copy¬ 
right ; that will include copyright in the book. 

Studio Building.—“ Burton ” writes : “ (1) I have a portable building. 
20ft. by 12ft., eaves 8ft., floor to apex of roof lift. Would this 
angle be sharp enough for glass of roof? (2) I propose pulling 
shed apart in the middle and putting 10ft. of glass between; but 
as this would only give me 15ft., would it be better to put the glass 
on to one end? Should only have glass north side. (3) Could you 
give me name of firm for reliable glass? (4) Should like to use 
iron instead of wood for frame for glass; like Mr. Debenham’s 
studio, I believe. Where can I obtain it? (5)Is -reliable firm 
for studio camera, etc. ?”—In reply: (1) Yes. (2) We should not 
advise the end to be glazed; 15ft. at the side will be sufficient. 
(3) Any good glass merchant will supply a suitable glass. (4) Any 
local horticultural builder wnl supply you with iron sash bars. 
(5) We should think so. 

A Wages Question.—H. IL. writes: “The firm of process-engravers 
whom it is my privilege to serve have recently posted a notice at 
their works to the effect that after a certain date employees who 
come late will have their wages docked for lost time at double 
overtime rates. (1) Are they within their right in doing so; and, 
if not, (2) how can the workmen effectively show their dissatisfac¬ 
tion with this arrangement? I may add that until now lost time 
was stopped for at single overtime rates, and that excessive love 
of punctuality prevents my employers from giving even five minutes’ 
grace a week.”—In reply : (1) We should say they certainly were. 
All employers have, of course, the right to frame their own regula¬ 
tions, and it rests with employees whether they accept them or 
not. (2) Simply by leaving their employment, after giving due 
notice. We suspect that it is the continued unpunctuality of the 
employees that has brought about this drastic rule. Punctuality 
is an essential in all large establishments, and there is no reason 
whatever why the hands should not keep their time. 

Damaged Daguerreotype.—Brighouse Photographic Company say: 
“ (1) We are sending by this post an old photograph on tin which 
we got for copying. Unfortunately it was damaged when taken 
out of frame, as you will see the mark on sky and part of roof. 
Can you tell us, please, how, or what with, the damage done can 
be remedied? We should be greatly obliged for any information 
on above. (2) Can you also advise as to best way for copying a 
photograph of that sort? For, as you will see, the brightness of 
the tin gives a lot of reflection, and the result, therefore, in copy¬ 
ing it in the ordinary way is not quite as satisfactory as might 
be desired. We enclose stamps for return of photo sent.”—In 
reply: (1) The photograph is not on tin, but on a silvered copper¬ 
plate ; it is a Daguerreotype, though not a good specimen. It has 
been damaged by want of care in the handling, and the damage 
is irreparable. (2) Light the picture in such a way that there are 
no reflections from it in the direction of the lens, also so that 
there are none on the picture itself. Better use a light falling on 
the picture at an angle of about 45 degrees: 
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EX CATHEDRA. 

The Gresham Committee, at its meeting 
last week, decided to keep this very in¬ 
teresting exhibition open for another 
fortnight, the date of closing it being 

fixed for Saturday, May 3. This show does not appear to 
be so well-known to our readers as it deserves to be. It is 
true that photography is not a feature in it, still there are 
a number of photographs shown, but they are of an illus¬ 
trative type, such as one sees in home industrial exhibitions, 
showing works, machinery, and the like. Yet they serve 
to show the state of everyday photography in the Colonies, 
perhaps, better than regular specimens of photography 
would do. One of the exhibits is specially interesting. It 
is specimens of the different woods grown in the Colony, and 
it is accompanied by photographs of the trees as they are 
growing. These photographs are each framed in the wood 
depicted. The value of the gold shown in the exhibition is 
simply fabulous. In one small case, for instance, no less 
than £28,000 worth is shown in the form of ingots, nuggets, 
dust, etc. Messrs. Johnson and Sons show two huge evapo¬ 
rating basins of nitrate of silver and chloride of gold, made 
for photographic purposes, representing a value something 
like a couple of thousand pounds. Another interesting ex¬ 
hibit to photographers by Messrs. Johnson is ten ounce 
ingots of different metals, to illustrate their comparative 
weight by their size. One can scarcely imagine, foi 
example, that the gold ingot is of the same weight as that of 

The Colonial 
Exhibition at 
the Royal 
Exchange. 

the aluminium. We should advise our readers who have 
not already done so to pay this exhibit a visit before it 

* * * 

Among most persons the interest in u 
bottle altogether ceases when its liquid 

contents sink too low to show a tide mark in the interior, 
but there are persons who love bottles for their own sakes, 
and quite irrespective of their past or future contents. 
These persons, in a word, collect bottles and keep them in 
cabinets, just like some others collect coins, or postage 
stamps, tobacco pipes, or penny toys. The collecting 
hobby is a distinctly useful one, for most collections gravi¬ 
tate insensibty towards the public museums, and the com¬ 
monwealth is the richer by the acquisition. In the April 
number of the “ Century Magazine ” will be found an 
article entitled “ At the Sign of the Carboy, a Chronicle of 
Bottles.” Bottles of all sorts and sizes,. of every shape 
that the wit of man can conceive, are here, and the paper is 
fully illustrated by a series of drawings. Now, it is to 
these illustrations that we want to call attention. They 
are line drawings, and as drawings there is nothing to 
object to, for they are carefully executed, and are no doubt 
true to the originals. But a pen and ink drawing, we ven¬ 
ture to say, is not the happiest medium to employ for rep¬ 
resenting lustrous, light-spangled, iridescent, fairy - like 
glass. We might as well expect to pourtray with a pen a 
soap-bubble. Photography, on the other hand, reproduces 
all the beautiful lights, shadows, half-tones, and reflections 
peculiar to glass with the greatest fidelity, and we are con¬ 
strained to ask why, with the two methods of illustration 
available, the wrong one was chosen? We know full well 
that there are many subjects of illustration in which the 
camera can never approach the work of the pen, pencil, oi 
brush, but in the representation of glass ware photography 
is supreme, and it seems a pity that it was not employed in 

the case referred to. 
AS- * 

Do the Public If one takes up an album of family por- 
Care for traits of comparatively recent produc- 
Permanent ^ tion, we cannot but be impressed with the 

° °fi*raP s ■ number of fading or changed photographs 

it contains. If one makes a comment on the fact, the reply 
usually is “ All photographs fade, you know.” But is there 
any reason why they should, even if they are silver prints, 
because there is evidence to the contrary in the thousands 
of photographs that were produced thirty and forty years 
ago that are still unchanged. Yet the public seem content 
with what they at present get, accepting it as a natural thing 
that they may be expected to fade during the course of a few 
years, or even less. What seems to be in demand now is a 
thing of beauty, without any consideration as to whether it 

closes. 

Glass 
Bottles. 
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will be “a joy for ever” or not. Hence the number of 
jaundiced portraits one sees in family albums now-a-days, 
which, after the prototypes have departed this life, will have 
faded altogether, “ leaving not a wrack behnd.” Now the 
question is whether the general public would pay a little 
extra for pictures, if by so doing they could ensure greater 
stability in them? Albumen pictures, when carefully pro¬ 
duced, have proved themselves more permanent than are 
gelatine ones as ordinarily made, but they require more 
skill to produce, and, moreover, something more in cost for 
the materials for their production. Will the “ common or 
garden ” public pay an extra price for them ?—we doubt it. 
At no time has the carbon process, and the platinotype pro¬ 
cess, been so much in favour for portraits as at present. 
Both of them are permanent processes, and for prints by 
either process an enhanced price is charged. But are they 
paid because the pictures are more stable, or are they not 
rather paid because the results, as pictures, are liked better 
than the glary gelatino-chloride prints? It is an interesting 
question. 

* # 

Ceramic Has ceramic photography ever been 
Photography. any very great commercial success? 

Vitrified photographs, on enamel, are very delicate 
and beautiful, and they have the undoubted ad¬ 
vantage of being quite permanent, yet notwithstand¬ 
ing all this they do not ever seem to have caught 
on with the public to any great extent, even with those to 
whom price is not a consideration. Ceramic photography 
dates back to the very early sixties. The first, we think, to 
produce them was Lafon Carmarsac, and he was quickly 
followed by Joubert, and later on by Tunny, Henderson, 
and others, who produced excellent work. But the demand 
for it, considering its excellence, was very limited, and 
that is the more surprising, inasmuch as at the time it was 
introduced portraits in jewellery, brooches, lockets, and 
the like, was in the height of fashion. High prices, at that 
time, were paid for coloured photographs to be worn in 
brooches, much more than a burnt in photograph would 
cost, yet there was but a very limited demand for the latter. 
The late Queen was a great admirer of enamel pictures, and 
had a large number done of members of the Royal Family 
and others, for her private collection of portraits. Some 
few years ago it was announced that the present Queen had 
a number of photographs, taken by herself, transferred to, 
and burnt in, on a tea service, so that it will be seen that 
ceramic photography has not suffered from lack of Royal 
patronage, which is generally supposed to lead, to a great 
extent, the fashion. Yet, in spite of all this, the business 
in photo-enamels is no greater now than it was in the days 
of the past. The other day we were in the reception-room 
of one of. the first photographers in the Metropolis, where 
some excellent pictures on enamel, in elegant settings, were 
shown. In reply to a query, we were told they were greatly 
admired by all, but very rarely were orders obtained for 
them. The price, though high, was evidently not the 
reason, because with the clientele of this establishment 
that is of no moment. What is the explanation ? 

* * * 

Photographic Photography and its ramifications, in the 
Workshop form of photo-mechanical industries, has 

egu a ions. now assumed an importance that it never 

possessed before. This necessitates that a great deal of the 
work (for example, the printing for large portrait establish¬ 
ments) has to be carried on in what may be termed work¬ 
shops that come under the Factories Act. In the large 
photo-mechanical work—process-blocks and the like—a still 
larger number of hands are employed. Now, photographic 
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employees, as a rule, have never been particularly noted 
for excessive punctuality in their getting to business, hence 
in some cases stringent rules have been found necessary to 
enforce punctuality in many establishments, in the interests 
of the employers, either in the shape of fines for late atten¬ 
dance or a stoppage of wages for the time lost. Last week 
we had to reply to a correspondent, in the “ Answer 
Column,” writh reference to a new regulation that had been 
adopted by the firm by which he is employed. His grievance 
is that the firm had posted up a notice to the effect that 
“ after a certain date, employees who come late will have 
their wages docked for lost time at double overtime rates.” 
Evidently, our correspondent is not over-punctual in his 
hours, or it would not affect him. From the letter, we 
gather that overtime in this establishment is paid at a higher 
rate than ordinary wages, hence it follows that if no regula¬ 
tion were enforced, a man who was, say, half-an-hour late, 
would have to do the work that would have been done if ho 
had kept his time, in overtime, and be paid for it at an extra 
rate. But the previous rule, we assume, prevented that, 
and we gather that it was not sufficient to ensure punctu¬ 
ality, consequently the pay docked had to be at double over¬ 
time rate to ensure it. Punctuality is an essential in all 
large business establishments. Supposing that each man 
was only ten minutes late a day, see what that would amou 
to in wages paid at the end of the year. In the building, 
engineering, and similar trades, the gates or doors rf the 
works are closed at a certain time, and not opened again till 
after the next meal-time. Consequently, the workman has 
to lose a quarter or lialf-a-day’s work—and pay. But in 
these places the employees are rarely late. A similar regu¬ 
lation might be found to work well in large photographic 
workshops. In some we think it is. 

* * * 

A No one likes to be made a fool of, and 
Photographic perhaps we, as a nation, who pride our¬ 

selves on the flaunting declamation that 
we “ never, never, never will be slaves,” have a particular 
and patriotic objection to being “ sold.” For these reasons 
it makes a man sadly thoughtful to innocently read through 
half a column of wTiat he believes to be news, to find out 
in the end that it is only a specious advertisement. Pos¬ 
sibly it is a hopeful sign of the continued popularity of 
photography that one of these ingenious advertisers chose 
for his bait last week the gruesomely-attractive head-line, 
“ Heath and the Camera.” We confess, to our humilia¬ 
tion, that, in spite of our long journalistic experience, wo 
unwittingly read through part of this concoction before wo 
discovered its commercial aim. After that, we read it from 
beginning to end, as a study in the new method of advertis¬ 
ing. The paragraph begins by suggesting how useful ia 
the photographic camera in providing a picture of the 
features of loved ones, to be treasured after their removal 
by death. “ In this connection,” it goes on to say, “ an 
interesting experience has been related by a Hull woman, 
who was considered so ill that her death was only a 
question of time.” In view of that fact, her friends per¬ 
suaded her to have her portrait taken. She did so, but 
soon after she began to try Dr. Blarney’s Buckram Pills, 
“ and she is to-day as healthy as ever in her life.” (For 
obvious reasons we have given a fictitious name to the 
medicine.) We are next told the name of the sufferer, who 
was honoured by an interviewer, who asks her various 
questions about her ailments. The unfortunate woman 
seems to have had every complaint known to the faculty, 
and they were all chronic. She had dizzy fits, she could 
hardly walk, the very sight of food nauseated her, and she 
was reduced to a shadow. Her nerves all went wrong, she 
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lad pains in her head, homicidal mania, obscured vision, 
ind a doctor who recommended an operation. The best 
medical advice did her no good, and in a fit of despondency 
ihe went to have the afore-mentioned picture taken, so that 
when she was gone—not to the photographer’s, but to a 
aetter land—her friends could look upon the presentment 
if her wasted form. We are not told whether the operator 
lad the hardihood to ask her to “ look pleasant,” but it is 
ibvious that the poor woman, with all those complaints 
langing around, could not comply with such a request. 
‘ But,” says the narrator, “ just when she felt like dying,” 
die sent for some Blooming Buckram Pills, and they cured 
ler. “ You may believe me or not, but a few boxes cured 
ne of my defective sight, and made me so. well again that 
[ went out and washed clothes in order to get money to buy 
nore pills.” Poor woman ! She could not have been quite 
•ured, a little mental aberration remained, or, being cured, 
vhy more pills ? The advertisement concludes with the 
lsual list of diseases which the pills, in common with other 
lostrums, will infallibly cure, and with the assertion that 
he case of the distressful washerwoman of Hull is but 
me of hundreds which prove their marvellous merits. 

* -x- * 

I'setylene. Everything having any connection with 
lght should be of interest to the earnest photographer. 
3at there is one illuminant which by this time many must 
egard as a veritable Will-o’-the-wisp, so skilfully does it 
dude all inquiry as to its behaviour. So conflicting, indeed, 
re the reports received about the performance of acetylene, 
,s a rival to oil, gas, and electricity, that few seem to know 
diat to make of them. A few weeks ago we were rejoicing 
hat the London General Omnibus Company had seen fit 
o illuminate their vehicles with this brilliant form of light, 
nd we naturally regarded the new departure as a sign that 
.cetylene had been found, after careful experiment, to be 
he best form of light for public carriages. But almost 
lefore we had learnt to luxuriate in the beams of the new 
amps they disappear, and the old oil lamps, old enough 
nd crude enough in design to have lighted Noah s ark, are 
,ack in their customary sockets. Why this retrocession 
las been made is quite inexplicable until the mystery is 
olved in the law courts, for an action, we learn, is pending 
,-jth reference to the vehicular employment of the lamps. 
Ve might, by commenting upon a matter which is thus 
ub judice, be guilty of contempt of court, as well as con- 
empt for Noah’s ark lamps, but we may surely ask whether 
here is anything radically wrong with acetylene that it gets 
no forrader,” in omnibuses or anywhere else? It has been 

hown at various exhibitions, many learned commissions 
ave reported upon it, and yet with its many alleged virtues 

jc, is, so far as can be ascertained by a nocturnal perambula¬ 
tion of the Metropolitan streets, not in use. Many photo- 
raphers in country districts, where the roads are not yet 
urrowed by gaspipes or electric mains, would be glad to 
dopt acetylene for their work, were they sure, before going 
p the expense of an installation, that it would serve them 
tell. The fact is that opinions as to its efficiency are most 
onflicting. We happen to know of two private houses 
here acetylene has been adopted, and we will call the 
ccupants of these houses A and B. A has haa the 
as in use for eighteen months, and is thoroughly 
leased with it. His residence is in an isolated 
osition, is far from any gasworks, and the acetylene 
urners have replaced as many petroleum lamps. There 
: no smell from the gas, and in every wav it is deemed 
itisfactory. B. on the other hand, has nothing but abuse 
>r acetylene. After using it for twelve months, and being 
ibjected to noisome smells, bad light, soot, and other dis¬ 

agreeable happenings, he made the people who supplied the 
installation lemove it, and refused to nay a penny piece of 
their account for the year’s maintenance. We can only 
judge from these two narratives that A was fortunate m 
securing a good system of apparatus, and that B had a 
very indifferent one. That this is quite possible is shown 
by the recent report of the committee on acetylene gene¬ 
rators, which has been published as a Parliamentary paper, 
in which it is stated that uneasiness in regard to possible 
danger has not been uncalled for, and that although most of 
the apparatus tried was satisfactory, there was reason to 
believe that more than one was withheld from being tested, 
owing to knowledge of the fact that it would inevitably give 
a bad result. It is possible that our friend was saduled 
with one of these latter machines. 

* * -* 

City Grime. The principal thing which strikes a Lon¬ 
doner when for the first time he visits a foreign capital, be 
it Paris, Berlin, or Brussels, is the wonderfully clean ap¬ 
pearance of all the buildings, both public and private, and 
he sighs as he thinks of the soot-begrimed walls of our own 
cathedral and of most of the other notable buildings in the 
British Metropolis. It was Dean Milman who said, in 
allusion to the circumstance that Wren’s masterpiece was 
paid for by the City duty on coals, that the coals had had 
their revenge in blackening the walls of the sacred build¬ 
ing. There is nothing beautiful about soohstained stone, 
and the suggestion has recently been made that our public 
buildings and statues should have a general clean up, or 
clean down, in honour of the Coronation year. We heartily 
second this proposition, for if it were carried into effect a 
new London would be revealed, and architectural beauties 
previously clogged up with the solids of many a byegone 
log would once more become evident to the eye. The 
course recommended would certainly give a spurt to the 
sale of photographs of the London streets, for everyone 
would want pictures of the city with its face clean. But 
we are very doubtful if any amount of washing would make 
our dreadful London statues presentable. They are for 
the most part monstrosities, and we may be grateful to the 
murky atmosphere which has clothed them in such inky 
cloaks. The exact nature of the compound which defiles 
our London buildings, and which is deposited upon them 
layer by layer, and year by year, may be guaged from cer¬ 
tain experiments which have recently been conducted at 
Manchester, a city which suffers much from the same com¬ 
plaint. A "painstaking inquirer there collected a patch of 
snow which had lain on the ground for ten days, and which 
did not differ in tint from the snoMr lying round about. 
Needless to say, Manchester snow does not long retain its 
pristine puritv, and this ten days’ old sample was certainly 
not white. The experimenter melted this snow and care¬ 
fully examined and weighed the residue, which represented 
the contributions which it had received from the atmos¬ 
phere since first it fell from the clouds. The analx sis 
showed that this foreign matter consisted of nearly one-half 
carbon, in the form of soot, while the other half mainly 
consisted of ash—the two constituents being bound to¬ 
gether by a goodly proportion of heavy oil and grease. 
Calculation showed that,' assuming that the same condition" 
prevailed for a hundred square miles around and including 
the city, something like thirty thousand tons of this delec 
table mixture must in the ten days have descended upo^ 
that doomed area. London would, of course, show as ban. 
or a, worse record, and certainly, considering the gieatei 
number of chimneys, both of the manufacturing anc c° 
mestic pattern, the space covered would be proportionately 
greater But how is the cleaning of cur buildings to be 
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brought about? This question is easier answered than 
some would imagine. A few years ago a couple of fire 
engines appeared one night, when the streets were clear of 
traffic, opposite the Mansion House, and proceeded to squirt 
water with great deliberation over that historic edifice. 
The effect was magical, the soot and dirt coming off in 
lumps and flakes. The Lord Mayors residence looked so 
bright and clean the next morning that the city clerks did 
not know it, and almost lost their bearings. Of course, the 
.grime soon collected again, but for a long time the Mansion 
House benefited by this midnight visitation of the fire 
brigade. Surely the same course could be pursued in the 
case of other buildings. At any rate, the experiment, 
which would cost next to nothing, would be worth trial. It 
would be a great thing to behold London, even for a short 
time only, free from its garments of sack cloth and ashes, 
and the coming Coronation would be a fitting occasion 
upon which to remove such sombre habiliments. 

--■ 

THE PUBLIC RECOGNITION OF 

ART PHOTOGRAPHY. 

The correspondence between Mr. J. C. Strauss, of St. Louis, 
U.S.A., and Col. John A. Ockerson, Chief of Departments 
Liberal Arts, St. Louis, with reference to a special building 
being assigned at the St. Louis Exposition, 1903, for a dis¬ 
play of “ Art Photography,” must have been read by many 
photographers in this country with no small amount of 
interest. The full correspondence was published in our 
issue of April 11th, 1902, and is illustrative of the desire of 
American photographers to have their productions classed 
as works of art, rather than as mere mechanical illustrations. 
It would be difficult for our American brethren to choose a 
more suitable advocate than Mr. Strauss, whose fame has 
spread to these shores, and whose originality and great skill 
have won for him the applause of those who are able 
to judge such work. 

But even Mr. Strauss does not seem able to convince Col. 
Ockerson of the strength of his weapons or the justness of 
the position he is fighting for, and his terrible threat only 
brings from the Chief of the Department of Liberal Arts a 
reply which we confess we expected all along. This cry-out 
for the standardising of camera productions as works of art 
is no new one to us, and though we do not pretend to have 
Mr. Strauss’ intimate knowledge of the status of American 
work, yet, judging from our experience in this country, we 
can only regard it as the wailing of the infant for recogni¬ 
tion rather than the evidence of the man which has to be 
recognised. It was but the other day that we were talking 
to a well-known portrait painter on this very subject, and his 
remarks cannot fail to be of interest to our readers. Sitting 
opposite to us were two children with their father—one of 
them was quite a tiny fellow of about four, while his brother 
would be somewhere about ten years old. These youngsters 
interested our friend greatly, and, after watching them for 
some time, he turned to us and said :—“ You see those little 
fellows opposite to us? What an object of study they are 
for some of you photographers ! I wonder, though, how 
many of your most prominent portrait workers could ana¬ 
lyse the difference of their faces? Just look at the young 
one for a moment. You notice the peculiarities of the 
infant at once ; the oval and elongated form of the head, 
with the greatest length being from the forehead to the 
occiput; the forehead is full and practically flat at the eye¬ 
brows, while the jaw-bones and other bones of the face are 
diminutive ; the neck, too, is so short and small, compared 
with the size of the head, which is due to the peculiar projec¬ 
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tion of the occiput. Take the elder boy : Here you see the 
great increase in the size of the superior maxillary bone and, 
due to this, the effect of the raising and lengthening of tin* 
bones of the nose and the strengthened appearance of tin* 
ossa malac, or cheek bones. You notice the greater firmness 
and distinctiveness of the angle of the lower jaw, due to the 
growth of the large teeth. 

“ This is much more noticeable, though, in the adult, and 
if we turn our attention to the man we shall see at once the 
evidence of what I just said about the development of tin* 
prominent ridge along the course of the eyebrows. You 
notice it at once, don’t you, and you want an explanation, 
eh? This ridge, known as the supra-obitary, is caused by a 

cavity which is formed here by the layers of the os frontis, 
and it is the enlargement of this frontal sinus that makes 
the prominence over the eyes which is peculiar to manhood. 
Watch our man for a moment or two, and you will notice 
the wonderful changes of expression which are recorded on 
his forehead. His eyes are not to be seen, but his brow is 
as a mirror recording the various emotions that his paper 
arouses in him. A sensitive man, truly, and a most suitable 
illustration for my remarks. Ah ! Pliny was right when he 
said: ‘ Frons hominis tristitiae, hilaritatis, clementiae, 
severitatis, index est.’ And what a number of photographs 
have I seen in which this characteristic of manhood has been 
most carefully removed by the retoucher? Take an almost 
equally prominent case which you see daily in photographs, 
aiming at being pictures—of women showing a bare neck 
and shoulders. You will see the sterno-mastoid muscles 
contracted and stretched out owing to the inelegance of the 
pose, till the first things that catch the eyes are those promi¬ 
nent lines in the neck. They may be an ornament in a male 
heroic figure, but in the female they are nearly always ugly. 
These muscles, if too prominent in their development, should 
be so relaxed that they accommodate themselves to the sur¬ 
rounding soft parts and avoid any constriction of the skin. 

“ These are but the purest elements of artistic anatomy, 
and yet many photographers have often told me that 
they know nothing whatsoever about it, nor see any use in it 
to them. It is sufficient for them that they can expose and 
develop a plate properly, and leave the rest to the retoucher 
and printer. How can you expect works of art to be turned 
out by such people? It is sheer madness, and is treated as 
such by the real artists, who know their work from beginning 
to end. There are some of you even worse than this, who 
openly state that an elementary knowledge only of the tech¬ 
nique of photography is necessary to enable you to turn 
out works of art. When is it you are going to learn that you 
must walk before you can run, that you must have the whole 
technique of your craft at your fingers’ ends, and almost be 
unconscious of its presence, before you even attempt to 
make a work of art? The very methods of your profession 
are contrary to the creation of such works. Art cannot be 
commercialised as you photographers try to do it—it is not 
possible that a portrait picture can pass through half-a- 
dozen hands and come out at the end a worthy production to 
compete with a masterpiece of one worker, who has done 
everything himself, and put the study of years into his 
work. How many of you are there who would give up your 
life and your prosperity for the sake of your calling? And 
ye& Jhis is what by far the majority of painters are doing 
daily. They prefer to barely keep body and soul together 
than to give up their ideal. No detail is too trifling for 
them to study. They strive daily to master the philosophy 
of their art, and no one is more conscious of their faults 
than they are. Such men as these truly live the inner life 
of art, while the majority of you photographers are totally 
unconscious of such a feeling touching you. It is suf- 
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ficient for you to take a portrait of your sitter, which may 
turn out to be more or less pleasant to both parties, and you 
at once arrogate to yourself the title of ‘Art Photographer,’ 
and place it in gold lettering over your doorway. 

“ You have it in your power, though, to produce veritable 
gems of art, if you but devote yourself sufficiently to your 
work, but you must dive deep and tackle your subject in 
the same way as the old masters tackled theirs before you 
can ever hope to compete with them. No one knows this 
better than those artists whom you ask to judge your works, 
and these men are full well aware that the failure of your 
productions as works of art is due, not to the camera and its 
accessories, but to the incomplete and in many cases faulty 
knowledge of the photographer.” And, indeed, we think 
our friend is right, but there are doubtless photographers in 
America and this country who perhaps can justly claim the 
title of artists, but whether they are sufficient to fill a 
separate building with their productions is quite a matter of 
.speculation. We think they are not sufficient, and in the 
interests of photography itself prefer to see it take up a 
humbler position rather than bring on itself the contempt 
of the more serious thinkers. 

—-♦-- 

SOME BUSINESS ASPECTS OF PHOTOGRAPHY. 

IV. 

Railway Rates and Chakces (Continued). 

It has been suggested to us that some more explicit details 
regarding rates for frail and bulky articles would be useful, 
and we therefore include two abstracts from the parcels 
rates of one of the largest railway companies. The first is 
as follows, those articles not likely to be needed by a 
photographer being expunged: — 

ARTICLES FRAIL OR VERY BULKY IN PROPOR¬ 
TION TO WEIGHT. 

Packages, frail, or very bulky in proportion to their weight, 
such as— 

.... Stags’ heads; picture frames ; marble clocks packed 
in cases; light) furniture, packed; bottles of medicine, in 
packages; photographic cameras, parcels containing brittle 
articles, such as glass, china, or porcelain. . . . packed—- 
when at company’s risk are charged 50 per cent, more than 
the ordinary parcels rates, and when at owner’s risk 25 per 
cent, more than the ordinary parcels rates. A risk note 
must be signed when the articles are carried at owner’s risk. 
If insurance be effected, only the owner’s risk rates will be 
charged. 

This is followed by the paragraph below : — 

Magic lantern slides and photographic plates packed in boxes 
when sent at owner's risk are charged at ordinary parcels 
rates, and when not so consigned, at 50 per cent, more than 
the ordinary parcels rates. . . . Furniture unpacked, Wels- 
bach lamps, incandescent lamps, mantles for incandescent 
gas lights, barometers, thermometers, phonographs (not on 
wheels), phonograph cylinders, gramophones, symphoniums, 
ships’ compasses, chronometers, and other delicate scientific 
instruments are only conveyed at owner’s risk, and the rates 
will be 25 per cent, more than the ordinary parcels rates. 

At this stage it will be well to allude to insurance. Any 
article over the value of ten pounds is, by the Carriers’ 
Act, beyond the pale of recovery under ordinary circum¬ 
stances. Hence, when sending a lens or camera or valu¬ 
able picture, etc., it should be declared and insured. The 
rate for doing this depends upon the particular article, and 
varies from one-shilling to ten shillings per cent. Articles 
are divided into four classes. Class 2—two shillings per 
cent.—includes glass of all kinds, except as named in 
Class 4—ten shillings per cent—which includes stained, or 
silvered, or bent glass. Class 3—five shillings per cent.— 
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includes pictures and paintings ; and the company reserve 
the right of inspecting the parcel before it is fastened up, 
and we may say they often exercise this right. 

We are now at liberty to take up the thread of our re¬ 
marks upon sending parcels by goods trains. This mode 
is less expeditious than by passenger train, there usually 
being but one delivery and one collection daily, and for 
some of the smaller towns, especially those not on the 
direct lines of rail, there too frequently are most annoying 
delays, and goods may be some days in transit. These are 
facts which it is very necessary'to bear in mind when 
selecting a route for receiving or despatching goods. No 
doubt the plate worker we referred to was aware of all 
this when sending the parcel by passenger train, and being 
reproved in consequence. 

As to the actual rates of carriage, we believe that none 
of them publish a list, but they will always quote a rate for 
any particular class of goods between the senders and con¬ 
signees’ towns. The companies seem to guard these rates 
from the public eye as much as possible. But what they 
do publish is a “ railway classification ” book, in which 
almost every kind of goods under the sun is entered and 
divided up in the main into Classes 1, 2, 3, 4, and 5. Any¬ 
one who has much to do with railway despatch should pur¬ 
chase one of these books ; he will find it very useful. He 
need only get the rates for each of the five classes between 
his town and that where he mainly buys from, and refer to 
his class book to know which he will be charged. But here 
again care is needed. If he has his mounts invoiced as 
rough cardboard it will cost only about half the rates for 
“ mounts.” Then again, cameras come into a dear rate; 
chemicals vary according to how they are packed. Hydro¬ 
chloric acid, as we have before pointed out, if nacked in 
sawdust in boxes, does not come under the specially “ dan¬ 
gerous ” articles with a large minimum of charge, as, to 
our exact knowledge, many of the large wholesale houses 
to this day believe. 

One important point remains to be mentioned, and that 
is the return of empty packages. In the case of large 
crates that hold picture frames they are usually costly 
articles, and should be returned and have credit given for 
them. But in cases where there are many such cases re¬ 
ceived it is better to send two or three at once, as they go 
as one despatch, and there is a large minimum charge for 
empty crates-—ninepence or a shilling. It should be noted 
that, whether full or empty, when sending by goods train a 
number of packages of the same class of goods form one 
consignment, and are charged en bloc, not singly. If sent 
by passenger train, each parcel is charged separately. 
Hence when a photographer, as often happens, has a large 
delivery of goods, say mounts, to receive, he must be on 
the qui vive against the railway delivering them singly and 
charging singly, possibly at two different rates. We know* 
for a fact that this is done ; hence we put our readers on 
their guard. Even if they are charged at the same rate, 
there might be a loss, for when a rate per ton is quoted 
parcels under three hundredweight are charged more in 
proportion. The exact proportion is found in the classi¬ 
fication book, and as there is a mimimum rate it might 
easily happen with small packages that the charge would be 
in excess of the passenger train rate. All these points 
should be remembered, a memory storage of facts that 
may on occasion be the means of materially influencing 

expenditure. 
-- 

Rontgen Society.—At the ordinary general meeting, on Thursday, 
May 1st, 1902, at 20, Hanover Square, the chair will be taken at o-OU p.m. 
Mr. Ernest Payne will open a discussion upon 11 The Relation between 
X Rays and Allied Phenomena in Light and Electricity. 
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ON THINGS IN GENERAL. 

Coming events cast their shadows before, as the poet Campbell 

wrote, and his words suggest the possibility of Copyright Acts 
and all that they portend, for we seem to have had no incon¬ 
siderable amount of subjects presented for discussion all tending 

to that end. There is one point I believe I have raised before, 
and I fain would lift up my voice about. On March 15, in 

these pages, appeared a letter enclosing a cutting regarding a 

case which had been before the Appeal Court in Glasgow, before 
Sheriff Principal Berry, the matter under dispute being the 

right to exhibit a picture against the sitter’s will. The writer 

of the letter suggests that the subject is one that should be 
taken up by the Professional Photographers’ Association, in the 
sense of endeavouring to obtain power to make such use of 

photographs. Then again in the next issue appears an answer¬ 

ing letter, stating that, as the writer understands the law, “the 

negative belongs to the photographer . . . but he has no 
right to use it. ... I have seen some suggestions that it 

would be well to change this state of affairs, and confer on 
the photographer a complete copyright, enabling him to use the 

negatives as he chooses. I think that such a change would be 
against the interest of the best man. . . . Let the photo¬ 
grapher offer to sell to his customer the negative at a reasonable 

price, and let this offer be made with the jDroof prints.” The 
world would be a melancholy place if everyone held the same 

opinion on all subjects, but to me it appears simply extra¬ 
ordinary that there should be two opinions on this particular 

subject. That everyone should have the desire to exhibit or to 
publish another person’s photograph against the latter’s wish 

is to me inexplicable, and whether the portrait was paid for 

or not would not alter the ethical aspect of the question. It 
appears to me more than inexplicable : it is sheer madness to 
publish such views. To exhibit or publish under such circum¬ 
stances is an act so foreign to all dictates of gentlemanly ftelmg 

and is such a wanton invasion upon the privacy of a citizen that 

when the next copyright bill comes before the House, the mere 
mention of such wishes on the photographer’s part would be so 

certain to raise the opposition of the whole House, that real 
justice to photographers would not be meted out, and clauses 

most fatal to their interests would be in danger of being passed 

during such a revulsion of feeling as would take place. This 
may seem strong language, but I entertain the strongest feeling 
against any such contention, and I can only hope I may not be 

a male Cassandra. 

A cognate topic is inter alia dealt with by “ An Old Profes¬ 

sional,” on April 18, when he writes of photographers permitting 
the use of their negatives to the mechanical printer for use for 
one or other of the many purposes to which local views are now 

put. He points out the cause of the decadence of the view 
trade, and shows how foolish photographers are to permit for a 
mere song the use of negatives the result of hours and perhaps 
days of preparation and especial working, “ all this very pro¬ 
bably by his having accepted the paltry sum of half a sovereign 
for the right to reproduce the same.” Now the great point to 
be made here is this (and here it would be well to say that 
the Professional Photographers’ Association could not do a better 
thing for the profession than to compose and issue a letter of 
general advice upon the topic), a large number—I will not say 
the majority, but a very considerable proportion—of those who 
initiate a correspondence with photographers whose pictures 
they desire to utilize, generally allude in an off-hand manner 
to the “ usual sum, live shillings,” for permitting the use of 
their copyrights. Now, a large number of photographers are not 

members of the Copyright Union, such bluff is apt to answer its 
purpose. The Editor would not permit anything libellous here, 

lienee I will say that this plan has been carried out in the case 

of one of the most largely advertised and popular books of 111. 
day, a book published in monthly instalments. Haif a guinea 

is the minimum fee to be accepted under the rules of that bod\, 

and I believe it is honourably carried out: but this is unknown 
to many, and the bluffing succeeds. One of the magnates of tin- 

illustrated weekly publications once had a heated discussion 
with a photographer who was showing him some recent I v-t aU u 
portraits of a highly popular character, and for which he wanted 

several guineas. “ You photographers think you can bleed us 

as you like,” said the magnate. “ Nothing of the sort,” said 

the photographer; “the illustrated papers have killed the sal. 
of celebrities. Half-a-score of years ago, I should hftve had 
orders by the thousand for this, for sale all over the country ; 

but nowadays the old customers wait for their wi-ekly papers, 
and expect to find everything and everybody there, the con¬ 

sequence being that instead of a thousand, I’ll get an order for 
a twelfth of a dozen, ‘ on approval.’ ” If the Professional Photo- 
grapers’ Association and the Photographic Copyright Union 
work in harmony, they will be able to do heaps of good in this 
one direction alone. 

Although I know that editors of technical periodicals always 
keep a sharp eye on possible advertisements couched under inno¬ 
cent surroundings, and in unassuming language, and the benevo¬ 

lent despot that rules the destiny of these pages is not likely t<* 
be any instance to the contrary, I yet am going to boldly give 

a free advertisement, in the full assurance that he will not. 
refuse it for a firm of trade enlargers. Messrs. Julius Brown 

and William Phillips are photographic enlargers, and they 

trade under the name of the Venus Company—as sworn to in 
the Nottingham County Court by a person representing them. 

Their mode of doing business is my warrant for supposing the 
Editor: will not refuse its description herein, and it may bo 

best described in the wrords of a witness. Plaintiff said his 
claim was for the value of a photograph of his wife, detained 

by the defendants. He put in a receipt for the photograph. It. 
acknowledged the “receipt of one photograph, to be enlarged 

entirely free of charge. The usual price is 30s. Frames can be 
had from 15s. 6d. upwards. All photographs treated with the 
greatest care, and returned when finished with.” The witness 
said : “ They were going to make a sample, but now they will not. 

return the photograph without 15s.” His Honour said: “1 
have heard of this thing before. (To defendants’ manager) : 

Where is the photograph? Give it back to Mr. Allen.” His 
Honour gave judgment for the plaintiff, but as the Venus Com¬ 
pany had returned the jDhotograph, they would only have to 
pay the costs. There was an important and expressive sequel. 
The plaintiff wished to amend the claim ; he asked for an in¬ 

junction to restrain the defendants from publishing the photo¬ 
graph in any public-house. The defendants denied this, and 
said it was public place, not house. All health to the judge, 

who evidently had a strong opinion on this class of business. 
“Very well; I will grant the injunction restraining you from 

publishing it in any public place. The result is that the costs 

against the defendants will be raised very considerably. An 
injunction will be issued, and the costs will be on the highest 
scale. Be off with you! If you dare to disobey that injunction, 
the consequences will be serious. Be off!” Evidently this 
feebly copying of the methods of a well-known person dating 
from Paris will have no sympathy from English judges. 

By the by, can anyone tell me what “ an ordinary professional 

photographer” is? At the discussion at the Camera Club on 
Captain Wheeler’s lecture on Military Photography, when he re¬ 
commended that the office of military photographer should be 
held, not by a mere amateur, but by a professional who could 
be relied upon to produce good work—mot necessarily artistic 
results. Mr. Lambert took exception to such recommendation. 
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“ ITe had found,” he said, “ that the ordinary professional 
photographer-did admirable work in his own particular groove, 

but that the amateur was better when a great variety of work 
had to be undertaken.”. If the “ ordinary professional photo¬ 

grapher ” means what in plain English it ought to mean, I say 
that such a statement is uncalled for. An ordinary professional 
photographer showed me a record of work done in a short period 
previous to reading the above. It was something as follows : 
“ So many portraits taken and printed from in carbon, platino- 

type, and silver. So many views of mansion and grounds. A 
prize dog and a gentleman on horseback. A flashlight group of 
a dramatic perfomance. A number of lantern slides, reduced 
from 12 by 10. Enlargement in carbon ; ditto platinotype ; 
one ditto bromide. One view of a stationary steam engine in a 
dark corner, etc., etc.” How many amateurs could have under¬ 
taken such a varied assortment of photographs in short, and 
done the work successfully? I really think Mr. Lambert ought 
to explain or withdraw. At this lecture Captain Wheeler re¬ 
ferred to the fact of photography having been recognized by the 
military authorities at the time of the Crimean War, and de¬ 

scribes. how the appointed one took thirty big packing-cases and 
a portable dark-room like a bathing-machine, but said it was not 
on record that any serviceable pictures were produced. I do not 

know who this photographer was, nor what he did, but I do 
know that some excellent large photographs of scenes in the 

neighbourhood of Sebastopol were taken, and were published. 
It is a long time ago, but I remember them well, particularly 

one of a desolate valley, entitled at the time “The Valley of 
the Shadow of Death.” I think, but am not quite sure, that 

these pictures bore the name of Roger Fenton ; but it is now 
nearly half-a-century ago, and memory plays tricks over such a 

period of time as that. 

I notice a letter from a correspondent, “ Bank Note,” describ¬ 

ing the excitement caused by the issue of forged Bank of Eng¬ 
land notes that had been put into circulation and seized, and 

•some of which has been received without question at the banks. 

“ Bank Note ” speaks of the difficulty that would be experienced 
with the paper, and wonders whether any photo-mechanical 

means were used for printing. With regard to the latter, the 
printing by such means would be a very simple matter, and as 

to the paper the great difficulty would be obtaining a strong 

enough sample. As to the water-marking, that should offer no 
difficulty whatever. Any cigarette smoker who rolls his own 

cigarettes and uses Rameses paper may see an exemplification 

of what may be done in that direction. The beautifully clear 
water-marking to be seen thereon is not water-marking at all, 
but is produced by strong pressure from a relief block. Poor 

Woodbury, a great many years ago, patented a process for pro¬ 
ducing such effects by pressure from a modified Woodburytype 
block of the well-known type. There is then the rough edges ; 
but Burton showed a long time since that these could be 
imitated by dissolving in nitro-sulphuric acid, as though making 
pyroxline. However, I must not help the counterfeiters too 
much, or I shall be having the authorities down upon me. I 
will conclude by hoping that Coronation Day doings may shower 
many of the genuine articles into the laps of the photographers 
of Great Britain. 

Free Lance. 
-»- 

The Austin-Edwards Monthly Film Negative Competition.—The prize 
camera for the current month has been awarded to Mr. James Dunlop, 
Myrtle Bank, Wilson Street, Motherwell, N.B., for his negative “Silver 
Birches.” 

The London Etching Company, of 3, Holborn Place, High Holborn, 
W.C., send us a copy of a table of reductions which they have just 
published for the use of art, editors and others. The company have 
frequently felt the want of it themselves, and believe that it will prove 
»o be a daily time-saving reference of much value and convenience. 

THE PRINTING VALUES OF VARIOUS SOURCES OF 

LIGHT RELATIVE TO SLOW BROMIDE (GASLIGHT) 

PAPERS, TRANSPARENCIES, Etc. 

[A paper read before the Photographic Club.] 

Several demonstrators have lately come before us showing the 
capabilities of slow bromide papers for contact printing, and as 
the question of the printing values of the various artificial 
lights emplo}red or recommended for this purpose seems some- 

- what uncertain, and the statements made somewhat contradic¬ 
tory, I have thought that establishing these comparative light 
values by experiment might be a useful thing, especially as this 

class of papers have of late been brought into notice, and that 
various brands are now in the market. 

It will be seen that the general run of these papers are about 

of the same sensitiveness, and also that the images partake 
very much of the same character. The usefulness of these 
papers lies, no doubt, in the fact that they may be handled 

safely in a room lit up by ordinary gas or lamplight at a 
reasonable distance from the source of light, while that same 
kind of light can be used at a short distance as the light 
from which the image is obtained. In the results obtained 
from these experimental exposures there is no attempt at 
making pictures, and the prints must not be taken as represent¬ 

ing the best that can be obtained with any one brand of 
paper. In fact, they are not to be looked upon as criticising 
the papers, but simply as showing how correct exposure 
makes up the image. The prints are obtained by experimenting 

with each individual brand until a normal development is 
obtained, giving as good gradation as can be got with the 

paper with a normally developing image, timing the develop- 4 
ment for the first appearance of the image and the complete 

development. The normal time for development was taken as 
one minute and exposures continued until that normal was 
reached. 

It will be seen, however that not all the papers are amenable 

to that treatment. The Eastman Dakko is best at 1^ minute 
development, at which the best results as regards density and 

regularity of development are obtained ; while “ Velox,” though 
the most rapid and sensitive of the papers, takes 10 seconds! 

with a normal exposure before any signs of an image appear ; 

while in the case of all the others the image appears in five 
seconds. The variations need not be looked upon as defects 
or advantages; they simply show the characteristics of the 
various papers. The exposures were all made at 12in. from 

the source of light for gas and electric. 

The magnesium ribbon exposures have to be adjusted to the 
circumstances of the case, as far as distance goes. 

I may here say that it is a bad plan, and misleading as to 
the value of the light employed, to expose a print at a 
very few inches from the source as sometimes is recommended. 

To expose a half-plate print at 3in. or 4in. from a Bunsen is 
giving it a very uneven exposure ; the plan adopted is to move 

the frame about in a kind of circular motion, which is supposed 
to equalise the exposure. It does nothing of the kind. The 

correct plan is to expose a frame at a proper and settled 
distance from the light, so that the angle of light is within 
45deg. The illumination is then fairly even, for at that angle, 

which is meant for the comers, the most distant corner will 
have about 75 per cent, of the light falling on the centre 

of the print, that is perpendicularly. The top of the 25 per 
cent, will hardly be noticed in the print, and may be helped 
by a slight movement to and fro of the frame in the direction 

of its greater dimension. 
Dodging the frame about in all manner of ways cannot 

give even illumination, and is no guide at all as to the 
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time of exposure, for the whole iniage is' ndt' tiptoed at one 
and the same time. The statement as to ‘thA 'exposure* 1 a print 
has had is, therefore, misleading. The distance should vary 

according to the size of the plate, its greatest dimension being 
alone, considered.,, A: half-plate should not be brought nearer 
than 8in.,,or 9in.>. nor a whole plate nearer than 12in. to the 

source of light.. . The time; of exposure must be regulated 
accordingly. . .... j . , ,.. 

DAYLIGHT EXPOSUItES. . 

When daylight, is used, the jAan is to reduce it,to a manage¬ 
able commodity. The exposures, in this case were made in a 
room facing east, in a moderately good light such as we 
have in London in winter, and at mid-day to one or half-past, 
but without sunshine, at 12in. distance from the window. 

The normal exposure was taken as one second, and brought 
down until I obtained a normal, development, guided by the 
artificial light exposures. With bright daylight, the plan is 
to fix a greater distance, such as lOin. or 2ft., from the 
window, and eventually to expose behind a tracing paper 
or other translucent material, which may be either fastened to 

the window, or over the printing-frame. Diffused light only 
must in all cases be used. The tabulated figures show results 
with such daylight as I'have described, taking one second as a 

normal'exposure with the resulting development and appear¬ 
ance of image equal to that obtained from the artificial sources 
of light, as follows : —- 

Taking daylight as requiring one second’s exposure for obtain¬ 

ing with an average of one minute’s development a good print, 
we have the following results, averaged from numerous 
exposures : — 

Time in Comparative 
Seconds., light value. 

Daylight .... 1 ... 1,000 
Acetylene (24 c.p.) ... 12 to 15 ... 60 
Incandescent (Welsbacli) gas . 25 ... 30 
Electric (glow) lamp (16 c.p.*) ... 35 to 40 ... 20 
Batswing burner gas, 16 c.p. ... 42 to 50 ... 16 

With regard to daylight, I need hardly say that in summer 
the value of the same light would be from 2,000 to 3,000, and 
in open places—country, seaside, etc.—probably 5,000 always 

excluding direct sunshine. The value of the light will, of 
course, stand in the inverse ratio to the time required for 
exposure, as the table shows. The table of comparative ex¬ 
posures is shown below. Some of the discrepancies in the time 
of development may arise from the composition of the 
developer : — 

Normal development. Incd. 16c. Fish- 
Image Finished Gas electric tail Magnes. Day¬ 

in. in. Acetylene. incand. glow. gas br. ribbon. light. 

See. Min. Sec. Sec. Sec. Sec. In. Ft. Sec. 

Velox ... 10 1 6 12 +16 30 5 to 3 1 2 
Dekko ... 5 H 40 90 100 120 lg at 1 2 
Wellington 5 1 20 30 35-40 60 5 at 2 1 
Columbia 5 1 15 20 40 60 2 at 1 Is 
Rotokon 3 to 5 1 

6 (Not sufficient paper.) 

All. development was carried out with the developer recom¬ 
mended. , J. R. Gotz. 

We are informed that extensive building operations are just on com¬ 
pletion at the works of the Gem Dry Plate Company, Limited, Willesden 
Green, N.W. A new - and complete paper plant has been erected, to 
coat, reel, and cut a mile of paper, a day, 41 inches wide. Although 
Gem P.O.P. is the newest brand on the market, it has been found that 
a 26in. machine has been quite unable to meet the demand by professional 
photographers and wholesale houses for the company’s paper specialities. 
An extra coating machine for plates has also become a necessity, and 
will be installed by May 1st. 

* Electric incandescent used had an opal reflector. 

1 The Durand electric lamp was under a white (opal) reflector or shade; all the 
other lights had no refleetprs.: I should deduct about,30 per cent, from its light 
value, or add not less than half as much to the exposure, when used without the 
reflector. ‘ < >' I* 'J urn a;i 

[April i.r), 19U2. 

TESTS OF SAMPLES OF SODIUM CARBONATE. 
[A paper read before the Photographic Society ol Philadelphia, 

and re-printed from its Journal.J 

In behalf of the Technical Committee, six samples of sodium 

carbonate, selected at random, were titrated, with the purpose 
of showing that when one buys this article In- really can have 
little certainty of what he is getting for bis money. I h< metho I 
of titration was to dissolve a carefully weighed portion in 

distilled water, to which solution a drop of methyl orange 
solution was added. Sulphuric acid, 4-10 normal, was then 
run in until change of colour occurred, when the number of 
cubic centimetres so used, multiplied by 0.0212, gave the number 

of grammes of Na^COs, assuming that no ether alkali was present. 
This latter assumption was probably not perfectly correct, except 

in the case of 1 and 2, but the fact that the solution may havi> 
contained a little sodium or calcium hydrate is of no importance 
from the standpoint of the photographer, since he is interested 
in the total alkalinity rather than in its exact form. From the 
amount of NaaCO* so found was calculated the percentage in tin* 

sample. In no case was tlie latter dried, as would be done in 
an analysis to determine the purity of the product, since 
what was here desired was the alkalinity of the specimen-as 

found in commerce, thus adhering to the conditions of photo¬ 

graphic practice. 
1. Sodium carbonate, dry, absolutely C. P. This was foim I 

to contain 91.3 per cent. Na^CO*. The other 8.7 per cent, doubt¬ 

less consisted of water, not of crystallisation, but absorbed from 

the atmosphere. Thus, according to Krauch (Pruefung der 
Chemischen Reagentien) dried soda readily absorbs about 

10 per cent, of moisture. 

2. Sodium carbonate, crystallised, C. P. This contained 68.& 
per cent of NaaCOa. This sample, being crystallised, should 

have contained only about 37.1 per cent., or, more accurately, 

37.06 per cent.,- since, as ordinarily prepared, the crystals have 

the formula Na^COt-flO ELO. The discrepancy is to be explained 

by the efflorescence of the crystals, which in this case was 

marked. 

6. Washing soda (from a different grocer). Contained 50.3 per 

cent. NaA’CL. 
4. Carbonate of soda (“The Mascotte ”). Also granular. 

Contained 84.1 per cent. Na^CCA 
5. Washing soda (obtained from a grocer). Contained 43.5 

per cent. NaaCOa. 

6. Washing soda (from a different grocer). Contained 50.3 per 

cent, Na.CO«. 
In considering these results, we must bear in mind the in¬ 

herent peculiarities of the compound. For example, according 

to the temperature of crystallisation and other conditions, the 
crystals may contain 1, 2, 3, 5, 6, 7, 10, or 15 molecules of 
water, the ordinary number being 10. On the other hand, it 

may readily be dried so as to contain no water. In addition, 
as has already been said, the dried substance tends to absorb 
moisture from the air, while the crystals tend to give up a con¬ 
siderable part of their water of crystallisation by the spon¬ 
taneous process of efflorescence. Under such circumstances it 

is little wonder that the commercial product is always of un¬ 
certain composition, even if originally pure. It may be 

said, however, that if one select clear, transparent crystals, 
they will generally correspond more nearly to the theoretical 
strength than will such as have become white on the surface, 
the white coating being an indication of efflorescence. 

On account of the importance in some developers of using 
the proper amount of alkali, perhaps it will not be amiss to 
describe, for the benefit of such members as may not be familiar 

with chemical processes, a very simple method of estimating 
with sufficient accuracy for the purpose the strength of any 
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sample of sodium or potassium carbonate. In regard to the 
latter, it may be remarked that owing to the deliquescent nature 

of this compound, a good deal of water is usually weighed as 
carbonate when solutions are made up. Weigh off 5.3 grammes 
sodium carbonate, or 6.9 grammes potassium carbonate, dissolve 
in a moderate quantity of water, add a single drop of a weak 

solution of methyl orange, which will give the solution a pale 
yellow colour. Normal sulphuric acid is then added until the 
colour changes to pink. The number of cubic centimetres so 
added gives without any calculation the percentage of carbonate 
present in the substance being tested. Thus, if it require 60c.c. 
to cause the change of colour, the substance contains 60 pei 

cent, of carbonate. Of course, the most accurate way to add the 
acid is from a burette, but for the present purpose a small 
graduate of 25c.c. capacity can be substituted, filling it two or 

three times if required. The normal acid can be purchased and 
kept indefinitely in a well-stoppered bottle, cr an approximate 
solution can be made by mixing pure sulphuric acid and water 

to a strength of about 5 per cent., and then, after allowing the 
mixture to cool, adjusting it by small additions of water or acid 
so as to get a solution of the specific gravity 1029 as tested by 

the hydrometer. 

Finally, we may make up the alkaline developing solution 

itself by hydrometer, and in this way avoid all question in 
regard to the amount of water contained in the carbonate. This 

method, however, will be correct only if the carbonate be 
reasonably pure, any impurity except water affecting the result. 

Dr. Casper Miller. 

-o- 

MERCURIAL INTENSIFICATION. 

Dr. Georg Hattberisser has been continuing his experiments 
with mercurial intensification, and in the “ Photographische 

Chronik ” for March 30 he suggests a new method of blacken¬ 
ing the bleached negative, or, rather, a modification of a well- 

known method. 
Dr. Hauberisser points out that the mercurial intensifier 

is that most generally adopted, despite the disadvantage of 

having to use two solutions. To avoid this trouble, a one- 
solution intensifier, consisting of mercuric sulphocyanide, liai 

been introduced, but the disadvantage of this preparation is 
that if allowed to act too long the negative, instead of being 
intensified, is bleached, and, therefore, prints weaker, and that 

the negative must then be treated with one of the usual blacken¬ 
ing methods in order to give satisfactory printing results. 

It is, of course, well known that various blackening agents, 
such as ammonia, ferrous oxalate, and sulphite give different 
degrees of intensification, and, further, that the ammonia 

method gives somewhat unstable negatives, whilst ferrous oxalate 
and sulphite give permanent results. In the negative intensified 

with mercury and ferrous oxalate the image is formed of 
metallic silver and metallic mercury, 'and it is possible to 
readily re-intensify the same. As, however, ferrous oxalate 
is rarely used now, Dr. Hauberisser’s experiments were to see 
whether any of the newer developers could be used, and he 
points out that amidol is frequently suggested instead of ferrous 

oxalate ; but this contains sulphite, and, as pointed out already 
by Dr. Hauberisser,* the final image of a sulphite intensified 
negative contains a sulphur compound of silver, so where an 
amidol developer was used, the presence of sulphur was proved 

to exist in the black image, thus proving that the sulphite of 
fhe developer plays the entire, or a considerable, part of the 
reduction. As, with exception of the pyrocatechine, all the 
organic developers contain sulphite, this alone, in conjunction 

* “The Sulphite Intensifier,” B.J.P., March ‘21st, p. 223. 

with potassium hydrate, gives a satisfactory substitute for 

ferrous oxalate. 
To test the action of the developer, a plate was exposed under 

a photometer, developed, fixed, and washed, and then cut into 
three strips, one of which was dried, the other two being 
bleached in a 2 per cent, solution of mercuric chloride, well 
washed, and one blackened with sulphite and the other with 
pyrocatechine ; they were then washed and dried. The three 
strips were now printed from on collodio-chloride paper, and 
it was found that the strip intensified with pyrocatechine had 
about double the density of that treated with sulphite, and 
showed one more number than was visible on the unintensified 

strip. 
It is advisable to make up the pyrocatechine just before us. • 

from the following stock solutions, which will keep: — 

A. 

Pyrocatechine . 2g. 
Distilled water . lOOcc. 

B. 

Caustic potash . 20g. 
Distilled water . lOOcc. 

Immediately before using, mix 5cc. of a, 5cc. of b, and 50cc. 

of water. 
It is important, if this method of intensification is used, 

that the bleached negatives be thoroughly washed, for if any of 

the mercury solution is left in the film this will be reduced, and 

cause fog. It will be found that in the majority of cases 

it will not be necessary to carry the bleaching process so 

far as usual ; that is to say, it need not he carried through to 

the glass side of the negative. 

R. E. ClIESTERMAX, D. Sc. 

—----- 

AN APPARATUS FOR REDUCING OR ENLARGING. 

Many of us have a large stock of negatives taken during the bright 
weather, which, if made into lantern slides and exhibited on a sheet, 
would not only please the amateur himself, but interest a number 
of friends. The question of the expense ot a lantern need trouble 
no one in the present day. A really serviceable- instrument for use 
with oil or gas can be purchased for a guinea. The lantern will a1 so 
be found very useful in other ways, as, for instance, in enlarging, the 
condenser and light can be utilsed. The usual method adopted m 
making slides is by contact, but this is not always possible, as, in the. 
case of a 5 by 4, or ^-plate negative, we shall then want to reduce 
the view, and it is necessary to have some arrangement for that pur¬ 
pose. I propose, in this short article, to give a description of an 
apparatus that will render this operation more simple, and allow it 
to be carried out more expeditiously than would be the case with make¬ 
shift methods. As probably the negatives to be reduced will be 
Lplate or 5 by 4, I shall give measurements that will serve for the 
first-named size, using a lens of 5^ inch focus. If a longer focus lens 
is used, the length must be increased, and if one of a shorter focus, 
correspondingly reduced. 

We will first of all make the platform on which to erect our appara¬ 
tus. This should be about 26 inches long, by about 9 inches wide. 
The width will depend entirely on the dimensions of the camera used. 

Fig. 1. 

It should be slightly wider. The reason for this will be seen later 
on. At one end of this platform we must construct a frame in which 
to place the negative to be reduced (fig. 1). Make this about 
lOin. high, by about 9in. wide. To do this cut two pieces of wood 
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9 inches long by 2| inches Wide, and two other pieces 10 inches long 
by 1§ wide. Join these together by catting as in Fig. 2, and fasten 

at the four corners with screws. Now cut two slips of wood to 
screw to the edges of the opening so as to form a groove for the 
negative to slide in. These slips should be placed so that all the 
negatives can be seen through the aperture of the frame. An improve¬ 
ment on this method, which will enable the reader to enlarge from 
lantern plate size to Opiate, if required, can be effected by using a 
dark slide to support the negative, instead of simply placing it in the 
groove. For this purpose we shall need to make the grooves to take 
a dark slide instead of a negative, and at the same time it will re¬ 
quire to be made more carefully and strongly. Two pieces of wood 
will be required 9 inches long by 2^ inches wide, wut a groove 
off each piece, as in Fig. 3, so that when these are screwed firmly to 

■ (nimninwmiiiiiiiiiiiniwiiiiiii^ 
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Fig. 3. 

the frame it will allow the rebate1 of the dark slide to move easily, 
but at the same time fit tightly up to the frame. This may seem a 
lot of trouble, but it is very useful at times to be able to utilise the 
apparatus for enlarging, and will repay the reader for the time ex¬ 
pended upon it. 

The frame should no.v be fastened to the platform. This must be 
done at right angles. An easy way of doing this is to purchase two 
iron brackets, and fasten these as in Fig. I.B.B., but be sure they 
are at right angles. 

Now, fix two pieces of wood 15 inches long to the top corners of 
the frame Fig. I.C.C. The thickness of these is immaterial, provided 
they are strong enough to carry the covering that will ultimately Re¬ 
placed over them. Two pieces of cane would answer the purpose very 
well. Fasten the other ends to a bridge, that will be made at Fig. I.D. 
This is done by cutting two pieces of wood 10 inches long and screw¬ 
ing to the two sides of the platform, afterwards fastening a piece across 
the top to form the bridge. 

Our next business will be to cover this all over with some light¬ 
tight material. Whatever substance is used for the purpose, cut a 
piece about 32 inches by 19 inches. Fasten this with glue and nails 
over the whole framework, leaving the two ends uncovered, and 
leaving the extra four inches of material at the bridge end. The 
reason for this will appear later. The width (32 inches) will allow the 
material to be fastened underneath the platform, and will render the 
arrangement more light tight (an absolute necessity if we intend using 
it as an enlarging apparatus at times). 

W e wiU now turn our attention to the other end of the platform. 
Upon this we must erect our camera in such a position that the lens 
will point exactly to the centre of the frame fixed for carrying the 
negative at the other end. If a ^-plate camera is used, it will be found 
that it can be placed on the platform, and will require very little 
adjusting. If, however, our camera is smaller, we shall be compelled 
to make a raised platform in order to get the camera the required 
height. Should the camera have a sliding back arrangement, as 'well 
as a long extension, it will be only necessary to screw it in position, 
and any alteration in focussing can be made by moving the back and 
front. If, however, it has not these advantages, it will be necessary 
to make some provision for shifting it at least three or four inches. 
Several ways of doing this may present themselves, but probably the 

Fig. 4 

easiest will be to make a slit 4 inches long in the bottom of the 
platform, large enough to admit th'. tripod screw. The camera can 
t hen be moved backwards an l forwards, and fastened firmly in any 
required position. This arrangement will, of course, only answer if 

the camera stands on the bottom of the platform. Should a rai-.-<l 
platform be needed, it will be necessary to make the raised p ... the 
same width as the bottom platform. Fasten two brackets at each snl<*. 
with screws,‘so that the other part o# the bracket goes underneath 
the platform. A glance at Fig 4 will, no doubt, make my m. ..mug 
clear. 

We shall now require a carrier in our dark slide, in wlich to place 
the lantern plate, and on which we make the slide by reduction. 
These can be purchased, but if the reader chooses they can be very 
easily made with a piece of card or millboard. If one piece is not thick 
enough, take two pieces, paste well, and press tightly together Aq 
aperture the size of a lantern plate should then be cut out with a sharp 
knife, and four pieces of card pasted over the four cum m of one side 
so that they project just over the cut-out aperture. On the other 
side, paste pieces over two of the corners, and at the other end 
fasten a little pin, so that when the plates are inserted the pin can 
be turned and keep them in position. See Fig. 5. Now fix the 

camera on the platform. Rack the front out so that the lens 
is about 8 inches from the focussing glass. Slide this along until 
there is about 3 to 4 inches between the lens and the bridge with the 
covering over. Gather up the ends of this covering and fasten with 
a piece of elastic, so that it will fit over the lens. We shall now liave 
a light-tight covering from the back of the apparatus, carrying the 
negative to our camera, in which we have the lantern plate. In this 
position, with a lens of 5£ inch focus, the apparatus should be about 
m register to reduce a 5-plate negative to lantern size. Any other 
sized reduction can be made by altering the distance between the 
ltns and lantern plate, remembering that the less the reduction the 
greater the distance between the lens and back of camera, and the 
less between the lens and the negative to be reduced. To use, place 
negative at one end, with film side pointing to the lens, and cover 
over with a cloth. Take the apparatus to the light, and draw shutter 
at the otlie" end, exposing the lantern plate. Raise cloth from cover 
negative, and give the necessary exposure. J. H. Burke. 

PHOTOGRAPHIC TRADE ASSOCIATION. 

Report of the Council, 1S01-2. 

In presenting the first annual report, your Executive have to announce 
a year of labour in fighting against an attempted monopoly of the 
trade. Events have proved that the formation of the Association has 
been a step in the right direction. It has, in a great measure, con¬ 
solidated the trade, and, as the photographic trade is becoming such 
an important industry in the country, it is essential that there 
should be some such body to watch over its interests. Early last 
year, Kodak, Ltd., sought to impose certain prohibitive restrictions 
which .were very much resented by the majority of the dealers 
throughout the country. To fight any action that might have been 
brought against any individual dealer, a guarantee fund was opened 
and was largely subscribed to. Through the position which the 
Association took in this matter, these conditions were withdrawn. 
Oilier conditions followed of a less aggressive nature, but the Company 
ceased to supply their specialities to the wholesale members of the 
trade. Although the present conditions are not as aggressive as the 
fir. t, they are looked upon as inquisitorial and as an attempt for shut¬ 
ting out improvements. Your Executive, therefore, are doing every¬ 
thing in their power to place the dealer in an independent position, 
and towards this end a number of wholesale members of the Associa¬ 
tion have combined together to place certain rollable film cameras and 
films on the market, so that the members of the trade may have a 
choice of apparatus, and thus maintain the right to carry on their 
business on lines which are in accordance with the national traditions. 

Two general meetings of the Association have been held, both of 
which were highlv satisfactory, there being a good attendance at 
each. Four circular letters have been issued by the Executive to 
members, besides a number of circulars to the trade generally. The 
roll of members at present numbers 585. 
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There have been eleven meetings of the' Executive and Council, the 
attendance being as follows : —- 

Town Members.—*G. Barclay, 8; F. Bishop, 1; *G. M. Bishop, 
8; *A. C. Brookes, 7; *W. F. Butcher, 10; H. M. Deanes, 0; *J. J. 
Elliott, 4; *R. Green, 9; *G. Houghton, 11; *E. W. Houghton, 10; 
L. M. Isaacs, 5; D. A. Lowthime, 4; *J. Lillie Mitchell, 10; H. F. 
Purser, 4; W. Salt, 0; *A. S. Spratt, 10; C. Tyler, 2; *C. H. 
Watson, 3; *J. B. B. Wellington, 9. 

Country Members.—A. H. Baird, Edinburgh, 0; M. Ballantyne, 
Glasgow, 0; P. C. Curtis, Dublin, 0; M. W. Dunscombe, Bristol, 0; 
G. Frost, Alton, 2; J. Henderson, Aberdeen, 0; F. K. Hurman, New¬ 
castle-on-Tyne, 1; *F.' V. A. Lloyd, Liverpool, 0; E. Marlow, Bir¬ 
mingham, 2; J. Williams, Cardiff, 1. 

Three members, namely, Messrs. H. M. Dennes, P. C. Curtis, and 
E. Marlow, have either resigned or their positions have become void 
through severing their connection with the trade. 

The Executive have to thank the London Stereoscopic Company for 
placing a room, at 54, Cheapside, at their disposal for holding meet¬ 
ings. 

The total receipts for the year amount to £171 5s. lOd., and the 
expenditure to £197 3s. 4d., showing a deficit of £25 17°. <~r\. 

Against this, there are still subscriptions due to the extent of £62 17s. 

The Association’s best thanks are due to Messrs. Houghton, Green, 
Spratt, Elliott, and Butcher for their loan of £10 each in order to 
carry on the preliminary work of the Association. 

By order of the Council, 

J. Brooke Wilkinson, 

Secretary. 

Balance'-skeet for the year ending March 31st, 1902. 

Cash Account. 

receipts. 

1901-2. £ s. d. £ s. d. 

To Subscriptions—298 Retail .. 75 18 9 

,, ,,- 90 Wholesale. .. 94 10 0 
170 8 9 

,, Loan ... 50 0 0 
,, Interest ... 0 17 1 

£221 5 10 

PAYMENTS. 

1901-2. £ s. d. 
By Secretary ... 22 5 0 

,, Assistant Clerical 7 13 5 
,, Rent of Office ... 10 10 0 
,, Rent of Room for Special Meetings 8 13 0 
,, Stationery 9 11 0 
,, Printing ... 36 17 1 
,, Postages ... 65 12 1 
,, Law Charges ... ... 33 19 8 
,, Sundries and Bank Charges 2 1 9 
,, Balance ... ... ... ... . ... ... 24 2 6 

£221 5 10 

ASSETS. 

£ ►?. d. 
Balance at Bank. ... 22 0 6 
Balance in hand. 2 2 0 
180 Unpaid Retail Subscriptions ’... 45 0 0 
17 Unpaid Wholesale Subscriptions ... ... 17 17 0 

£86 19 6 

liabilities. 

£ S. d. 
Due to Messrs. Houghton, Green, Spratt, Elliott, and 

Butcher, for Loans of £10 each. ... 50 0 0 
Balance ... ... ... 36 19 6 

£86 19 6 

* Denotes members of the Executive Committee. 

PHOTOGRAPHIC SURVEY OF SURREY. 

The following circular has been issued : — 

Dear Sir,—A Provisional Committee has been formed for the pur¬ 
pose of inaugurating a pkotograpmc survey of the county of Surrey, 
an object which, it is believed, will receive the support, not only of 
photographers, but of others in any way connected with the county. 
The purpose of the survey will be to take and preserve permanent photo¬ 
graphs of the scenery, geology, and natural history, antiquities, build¬ 
ings', streets, social life, and public events of the Surrey of to-day, as 
well as the reproduction of old prints, maps, and records of the 
Surrey of the past. The value and interest of such a record it is 
unnecessary to dilate upon. Equally unnecessary is it to remind you 
that no county is changing more rapidly than Surrey, and in none 
therefore is the need for such a survey more urgent. 

It seems to the Provisional Committee that the first step to take 
in the direction indicated is to communicate with all the photographic, 
scientific, and other woiking societies in the county whose addresses 
can be ascertained, to ask them for their support and co-operation, 
and to call a general meeting at which they should be represented. 
The business of this meeting will be the election of the executive 
council and officers, the framing of rules, and the consideration of 
such other business as may be brought before it. 

We have therefore been instructed to invite your society to send 
two delegates to a meeting, to be held in the Lecture Room of the 
Cent'-al Public Library, Town Hall, Croydon (by permission of the 
Libraries Committee), on Friday, the 9th May, at 8 p.m. 

The Provisional Committee will have certain proposals to bring 
before the above meeting with reference to the general lines of the 
work, and the storage of the collection, where it may be properly 
arranged, and, what is a very important point, where it may be avail¬ 
able for consultation by the public at all reasonable hours. 

We confidently count upon the support of your society in this effort, 
and shalL be glad to hear from you in regard to the matter.—We are, 
yours faithfully, 

W. W. Whitaker, B.A., F.R.S., F.G.S., 
Chairman Provisional Committee. 

L. Stanley Jast, Chief Librarian, 
Croydon Public Libraries, 

Hon. Curator pro tem. 

J. H. Baldock, F.C.S., Lanternist and Recorder, Croydon Natural 
History and Scientific Society. 

G. R. Beckett, Hon. Sec., South Norwood Photographic Society. 
A. K. Coon ara-Swamy, B.Sc., F.L.S., F.G.S. 
C. Clinch, F.G.S., Hon. Sec., Anthropological and Archaeological 

Committee (Croydon Natural History and Scientific Society). 
F. Foss, J.P., Croydon County Council, Chaiiman Libraries 

Committee. 
C. L. Faunthorpe, Hon. Sec., Photographic Committee (Croydon 

Natural History and Scientific Society). 
H. Machan, F.G.S. F.R.P.S., President, Croydon Camera Club. 
E. A. Martin, F.G.S., Hon. Sec., Croydon Branch Selbome Society; 

Hon. Sec., Footpaths Preservation Society. 
E. Mawdesley, B.A., LL.B., Town Clerk of Croydon. 
C. W. Moore, Hon. Sec., Croydon Natural History and Scientific 

Society. 
H. W. Monckton, F.L.S., F.G.S., President, Geological Associa¬ 

tion. 
II. Ken thy Moore, B.A., B.Mus. 
J. Noakes, Croydon County Council; Croydon Camera Club. 
A. Roods, Hon. Librarian, Croydon Natural History and Scientific 

Society. 
C. Robinson, South Norwood Photographic Society. 
W. P. D. Stabbing, F.G.S. 
W. W. Topley, Geological Committee, Croydon Natural History and 

Scientific Society. —-Members, Provisional Committee. 
H. D. Cower, 

55, Benson Road, Croydon, 
Hon. Sec. pro tem. 

-——- 

Presentation to Sir H. Trueman Wood_—Sir William Preece, as chair 
man of the Society of Arts, entertained the members of the council ot 
that society at dinner at the Hotel Victoria on Thursday in last week. 
The guests were the Duke of Abercorn, Lord Belhaven and Stenton, the 
Lord Chief Justice of England, the Hon. R. C. Parsons, Sir Frederick 
Abel, Sir Edward Durning-Lawrence, M.P., Sir Edward Birkbeck, Major- 
General Sir O. T. Burne, Sir William Abney, Sir John Wolfe-Barry, 
Sir Robert Giffen, Sir William Roberts-Austen, Sir Benjamin Baker, Sir 
E. Montagu Nelson, Sir Westby Perceval, Sir John Pender, Sir George 
Birdwood, Sir William Lee-Warner, Sir Henry Trueman Wood, Mr. 
Michael Carteighe, Mr. R. Brudenell Carter, Professor James Dewar, 
Professor Francis Elgar, Mr. J. G. Gordon, Mr. Robert Kaye Gray, Mr. 
Alexander Siemens, Mr. Carmichael Thomas, Professor J. M. Thomson, 
and Mr. Henry B. Wheatley. A portrait of Sir Henry Trueman Wood, 
the secretary of the society, painted by Professor von Herkomer, was 
presented to Sir Henry by the chairman in the name of the subscribers, 
who were all present, or past, members of the council.—“ The Times.” 
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PROPOSED MEMORIAL TO FOX TALBOT. 

The village of Lacock has reason to be proud of its association with 
one so distinguished as Mr. Fox Talbot, the inventor of photography, 
and father of the present owner and occupier of its famous abbey. 
Though his genius has won for him an imperishable name, still it is 
desirable that in the church of the parish in which he died there should 
be some substantial record of Ins worth. William Henry Fox Talbot 
died on the 17th of September, 1877, and soon afterwards it was sug¬ 
gested that a memorial to him should take the form of remodelling the 
chancel of Lacock Church. The matter fell through at the time but 
since then it has never been lost sight of, and it is felt that- the time 
has come when definite steps should no longer be delayed there is 
at present no other monumental record of Mr. Fox 1 albot than a short 
inscription on his gravestone in Lacock cemetery. With the chancel 
he was, as lay rector, intimately connected, and many of his ancestors 
from the sixteenth century, including his father, are buried in a van t 
under the adjoining Lady chapel. The present chancel was erected in 
1776 in a style, if it may so be called, completely at variance with 
the fine medieval church to which it is attached The proposed works 
of remodelling consist chiefly in the removal of the ugly plaster cove 
ceiling and substitution of an open timber roof which will enable the 
fine chancel arch, now partly blocked up, to be seen to full height. 
There will be a new east window, with simple panelled reredos be¬ 
neath. The north side is occupied for the most part by the beautiful 
fifteenth century Lady chapel, which is separated from the chancel by 
two fine arches, which, of course, will remain exactly as they are. 
The south side will have a new organ recess in the western part, ana 
a three-light window, with sedilse under, in the eastern part with 
a priest’s small doorway between. Externally, the walls will be fin¬ 
ished with an ornamental parapet, and the roofs covered with tries. 
Internally, all the fittings will be new, as at present these are only 
temporary deal ones. The choir and clergy seats will be m oak, with 
open panelled fronts and solid ends, and the lectern and litany desk 
will be made to harmonise. The floor is to be laid with stone paving, 
and all the old monuments will be re-instated on the walls I he plans 
of the work of restoration have been prepared by Mr. Brakspear, and 
the matter has been entrusted to a committee consisted of the follow¬ 
ing The Right Rev. the Lord Bishop of Bristol, Miss Awdry (N orton 
House), Mr. C. H. Talbot, Miss R. C. Talbot, Mr. G. LI. I aimer, 
Mr. Charles Awdry, the Rev. W. G. Clark-Maxwell (Clunbury Vicar¬ 
age, Salop), Mr. J. E. Gladstone, Mr. E. Eyres Mr. I. Pike and the 
Rev II W Armstrong, Vicar of Layco :k, who has accepted the office 
of treasurer. About £400 has been received, leaving £600 still to be 
raised. In these days, when amateur photography is a rage, and when 
photographic societies and clubs are dotted all over the country, if 
those who derive such gratification and pleasure from this fascinating 
hobby would contribute a modest sum towards the memorial to ■ ® 
originator of photography, the amount required would be forthcoming 
many times over, and no further local effort would be necessary. I he 
object is one which should commend itself to all who possess a camera, 
and we shall be pleased to hear from the treasurer that the appeal has 
resulted in the receipt of subscriptions from various parts pi the 

country. 

The committee, with the object of procuring additional funds last 
week held a two days’ exhibition and sale of paintings and skeJc^n 
in water colour in the Oddfellows’ Hall, Lacock. Upwards of 240 
drawings were effectively arranged. The major part of those for sale- 
are the works of Miss R. 0. Talbot, and sketched while touring m 
Italy Switzerland, Norway, France, England, Scotland, and Ireland , 
these alone were sufficient to make up an interesting exhibition and 
testify to her industry and energy. She has been very successful in 
her delineation of quaint old houses, and there were many sketches of 
fascinating scenery, in which the colouring generally is harmonious 
and good. Another very large donor was Mrs. Gilchrist Clarke, whose 
picturesque subjects displayed considerable talent. The other donore 
of drawings included Mrs. Hamilton, Miss Chetham Stroude, Mr,^ 
Story-Maskelyne, Miss Bayfield Clark (of Wingfield, Irowbridge) and 
Mrs. Mundy. Those who kindly lent pictures were Mr. Orifflth*, of 
Melksliam; Mrs. Lawrence Green, of Bowden Hill; Mr G. LI. rtaimer, 
and Mrs. Hare (sister of Miss Clark, of Trowbridge). On the wall was 
hung an enlarged photo of Mr. Fox Talbot, which naturally attracted 
the attention of visitors. Specimens of Ins photographic engravings 
were exhibited, and the clearness and distinctness with which delicate 
ornamental work is reproduced could not be unproved upon at tie 
present time. The Rev. H. W. Armstrong showed a photo taken from 
the original photograph, token by Mr. Fox Talbot, in 1835, four years 
before Daguerre brought out his system. It is a latticed window n 
Lacrrtt 4bb°y, and when first taken the sections of glass, about 200 
in number, could be counted with the help of a lens. In an enlarged 

photo the panes are perfectly distinct. 

There was a large number of visitors during the afternoon and many 
nf drawing were disposed of. Selections of music vocal and 
ItiS V™ VTven Tt Mi*. Frances Wyld officiated 
as accompanist, and she joined Miss Clark in vocal duets. \ mlm 

solos were artistically given by Miss Annie D. Scott, ami Mi. U‘ Due 
Bucknall’s violoncello solos w ere much appreciated. iYa w as pi<>\ id- <1 
and for the nominal charge of sixpence per head parties of VWItow 
were permitted to visit the cloisters and Other inti resting pact* Ol the 
abbey.—“The Devizes and Wiltshire Gazette.” 

Deu) Books. 
Stonvhurst College Observatory Report for 1901. Compiled by Rev W. 

Sidgreave, S.J. Clitheroe: Printed by A. Blacon, The Time* 
Office. 

We have again to acknowledge receipt of the annual results of meteoro¬ 
logical and magnetical observations at Stonyhurst Observatory. In 
following extracts from the director’s report will convey an idea ot tin- 
scope or the work of record and observation that is undertaken then 

1 The total rainfall of the year was 8 inches below the average;. 
which was a loss of 17 per cent, to the annual water supply. But the 
scarcity felt in the autumn was the result of the greater loss ot 10.* 
inches between May 1st and Septemcr 30th, which is over 50 per cent, 
of the average fall in this period. Two heavy rainfalls in October, on. 
the 5th and 8th, brought up the amount in this month to the average. 
In November an excess of over 3J inches, or 87 per cent, of its average, 
fell on two days, the 11th and 12th : and the total fall on this month was. 
8.19 inches in 11 days. In Decemoer 5.7 inches of rain fell on 25 days- 
The total fall in the year was just under 39 inches, and of this amount 
15 inches fell on 13 days. The mean temperature of the year was very 
nearly the annual average. The relatively warmer months were April. 
May, July, and September. July was the warmest month, at a mean 
temperature 5.3 degrees above the average. The shade temperature 
reached 80 degrees and over on 9 days, and just touched 89 degrees on 
the 20th, which is the highest recorded at Stonyhurst. 

The mean barometric pressure of the year was about the average. In 
the rainy month of December the pressure was generally low; less than 
29 inches on 10 days, and never up to 30 inches, the mean height being 
0.29 inch below the month’s average. Strong winds at 37 miles per hour 
and over were recorded on 14 days—January 26th, 27th, and 28th, Maich 
2nd April 2nd, 4th, October 6tffi 18th, November 19th, 20th, December 
6th *8th, 9th, 23rd—all with low barometric pressure, except on November 
19th and December 6th, when the readings were close upon the annual 
average. The strongest of these gales was at 53 miles per hour oil 
December 23rd. The special observations of clouds and wind, in connec¬ 
tion with the meteorological balloon ascents have been sent 
every month to the International Meteorological Committee 
through the London Meteorological Office; and quarterly 
statements of magnetic calm days have been sent to thr- 
same committee through the secretary of the Magnetic Section at UpsaI. 
The. solar surface drawings during the year number, technically, 25b on 
as many days, including 91 blank sheets recording a perfectly clean 
surface. The mean spotted disc-area, deduced from these, is 0.29 (the 
unit being 1-5,000 of the visible disc) against 0.55 of the preceding; 
year. And the mean daily range of the magnetic declination is 91 minutes 
against 9.7 minutes of the preceding year. The experiments with a 
small prismatic camera, mentioned in the last year s report, were com¬ 
pleted just before the appearance of the new star in Perseus. A detailed 
description of the instrument is given in the introduction to a paper 01* 
the spectrum of Nova Persei, read at the Decemoer meeting of the Royal) 
Astronomical Society, and printed in the December number of the 
Monthly Notices. Eighty-six photographs of this spectrum have been 
obtained on 51 dates since February 28th. Half of these were taken, 
before tho end of April; and the other half between August 24th and 
December 20th. Several attempts were made in May, which failed 
through the loss of light at the low altitude of the star. In the inter- 
veiling’ summer months the prismatic camera was employed in Aj^CcUrus 
and a Cygni for the construction of its wave-length curve; and on e 
Lyrae and y Cassiopeiae for the extension of their spectra into the shortei 
wave-lengths. The visual spectrum of the Nova was also observed on 
15 nights in March and April, and the results are published in the Monthly 
Notices of the Royal Astronomical Society, May, 1901.” 

The Year’s Photographs, 1901.” Price 7s. 6d. Published by Ibffe and! 
Sons, Ltd., 3, St. Bride Street, London, E.C. 

Looked at simply as a production, this volume is one of the most taste- 
ul that has come under our notice, at a time when special pains are 
levoted by publishers of photographic literature to the ‘ get-up ot tho 
nany additions which are being made to the list of works on the fascinal- 
ng subject of photography. The 96 reproductions of photographs shown 
it the iast exhibition of the Royal Photographic Society and the Photo¬ 
graphic Salon are engraved in half-tone and separately Panted, t - 
n many cases having been chosen to match the colour ° ® ,, 
mint. Each picture is mounted on brown paper, and the title ana tre 
iritical letterpress are also printed on separate pages. The boo 
jound in white canvas-covered boards, the top edges are gilt, and tor 
he letterpress bold type and good quality paper have been iised. lhe 
,-Glume makes a beautiful addition to the photographers library, and 

selection of the photographs has 
ixercised a catholic choice. The collection tells you at a glance what 
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the pictorial photography of the hour is like. It is true that mediocrity 
and the commonplace assert themselves here and there, but the exact 
point at which the. line should be drawn in such a matter varies, of 
course, with the individual, and cannot be arbitrarily expressed. On the 
whole we do not think that the choice could have been improved upon. 
The anonymous critic or appreciator is well equipped for his task, and 
shows that he brings a trained mind to bear in his work of analysis. 
If anything, he is too full of his subject, so that he bubbles over 
with it, and occasionally in an excess of zeal and imagination allows 
lnmself to write sheer rubbish. Thus, of Mr. Moss’s “ Bosham,” he says : 

On the shore there are three busy figures, where,” etc. The figures are 
indistinguishable blobs of something or *the other. On Mr. Davison’s two 
photographs he is quite silent. Of Mr. Cadby’s “Shirley Poppies”: 

How well, in this simple arrangement of blossoms is the tremulousness 
of the flower upon the long frail stalk made manifest.” We fail to detect 
any manifestation of tremulousness whatever. Of Mr. Cadbj’s “ Made¬ 
line „ : ‘It is not altogether unwelcome to taste, the tonic sharpness 
of it,” etc. What is tonic sharpness, and how do you taste it in a photo¬ 
graph ? Of another exhibit: “ Perhaps the effect would be gained if 
the photographer had let herself go ’ more in the matter of the title.” 
Really, now, is the effect of a photograph heightened by the title? Of 
Mr. S. E. Wall’s “Derelict”: “Lying, as she does, clothed in this fairy 
gossamer of golden mist, with only the sun for companionship (the sun 
is not visible, by the way), she forms one of the grandest and sweetest 
pictures that were ever made by photographic agency ”! A large order, 
truly. “Pleasing detail of cobbles”; a "hand full of character”; “in¬ 
teresting detail such as the carved kerbstones,” are phrases which credit 
the critic with an observant eye, and perhaps show him at his best. 
If, however, in his next volume, which we hope to receive in due course, 
he will moderate his transports of praise, we think he will be well advised! 
We value and appreciate pictorial photography as much as anybody, 
but in the book before us the indiscriminate laudation that is plastered 
on some of the prints, in our opinion, is out of all proportion to what is 
called for. Still, we cordially welcome “The Year’s Photographs” for 
its many beauties and excellencies. 

Kosmos Collodio-Chloride Paper. Agents: Chas. Zimmermann and 
Co., 9 and 10, St. Mary-at-Hill, E.C. 

This paper, which is of matt surface, is intended for the- production 
of prints ranging in tone from sepia to black. The following is an 
epitome of the directions accompanying the sample sent us:—Print very 
strongly, so that the shadows show a bronzed appearance. After print¬ 
ing wash the prints for about 10 minutes, changing the water three 
or four times. For sepia or black tones the prints have to be toned 
first with gold and afterwards with platinum. The gold-toning bath is 
thus prepared:—Stock Solution A. : Borax, 150 grains. Acetate of soda, 
150 grains; water, 35 ounces. Stock Solution B. : Chloride of gold, 15 
grains; water, 3^ ounces. For use, mix 1 part of B with 40 parts of 
A. The bath should be used once only. After leaving the gold-toning 
bath the prints should be well rinsed, and then placed in the platinum 
toning bath. The platinum toning bath consists of:—Potassium chloro- 
platmite, 15 grains ; fluid phosphoric acid, S.G. 1.120, 225 grains ; water, 
21 ounces. The toning in this bath will take 10 to 20 minutes, according 
to the amount of platinum in the bath at the time of using. When 
exhausted it should be discarded, as the bath cannot be strengthened. 
After the platinum toning the prints should be well washed in running 
water, and fixed in a solution of hypo, 4 ounces to the pint of water, 
and finally washed in the usual way. Carrying out these instructions we 
obtained admirable results. The tone obtained is much dependent upon 
the degree to which the toning in the gold bath is carried. Foi black 
tones the prints require to be fully toned; for sepia tones they should 
be removed while quite warm in colour. We have further tried treating 
the prints in the ordinary way with the sulpho-cyanide bath, and also 
with the combined bath, made with the Agfa toning and fixing salts, with 
quite satisfactory results. 

“ The Practical Photographer’s Vade-Mecum.” Price 2s. 6d. Published 
by Cadet-t and Neall, Limited, Ashtead, Surrey. 

From this little book two sections are detachable : an exposure record 
occupying 28 ruled pages, and one devoted to tabular and miscellaneous 
matter, which takes up 24 pages. The latter section is an exceedingly 
useful compilation, lens formulae, plate speeds, and tables relating to the 
use of the lens, the shutter, and the exposure meter, being the principal 
features. A view- meter is attached to the cover By the simple use of 
perforated cards the focal length of the lens required for taking a given 
view may be ascertained with little trouble, the figures being read off 
from the face of the meter. The exposure meter data, printed on card, 
are attached to the inside of the back cover. Shortly described, this 
meter is on the slide-rule principle, and the factors are brought 
into calculation with the utmost ease. The “Vade-Mecum” condenses 
and serves up m convenient form a great deal of information that is 
necessary to successful photography. Perhaps the able comoiler will 

second edltl0U of the bcok ^ called for that London knows 
no Tait Museum. 

Me5,T6?JePw;UsttaE.C. 84 ^ Pub"shK’ * E' 

The object of this little book is set forth in a prefatory note:—“ Fre- 
r!‘:qu,rs addressed to me have suggested the desirability of 
compiling a few short notes on the essential features of the most impor- 

notes Cwhli.BalT 111 photography and allied processes. There 
LnohcafTon r! 1CW submit to perusal, include directions for the 
a?e urena?Prlfin tonin& balhs> etc. Some of these 
are prepared m the form of tablets and cartridges which are increasimr 

tLPc°bPU aritiy 6Very dfy‘” °ne of the featuresgof the book is a list of 
the chemicals commonly used in photography with some of their synonyms. 

Commercial $ £egai Intelligence. 
St- ClaIREi Reynolds, Ltd.—The above-named Company has been 

registered with a capital of £1,000 in £1 shares. The objects of the 
Company are to carry on the business of photographers in all ts branches 
and as painters, producers, and publishers of portraits, or lands, 

or other subjects, in all mediums; as printers, reproducers, and publishers 
of works of art, book, or other publications, dealers m photographic 
materials and apparatus, photographs, pictures, etchings, Christmas 
and birthday cards, artistic work in leather, metal, wood/ or any other 
material, and other works of art of any description; as dealers in all 
things used m connection with cricket, football, and athletic sports • to 
acquire and turn to account any lands, estates, and other property ’Nc 
initial public issue. Table A mainly applies. 1 ~' 

Claim for Unmounting and Remounting.—At the last sitting of the 
Exeter County Court, Messrs. Scott and Son, photographers late ot 
Exeter, sued Mr Charles Rowland, of Trews W§r, E?eto to recover 

bwi1, 5s‘ unmounting and remounting photographs. The 
plaintiffs case w?.s to the effect that defendant ordered 100 photo- 
ulHPhlV°+ f?aked and ^mounted, but before the work was com¬ 
pleted he took them away. An album was also ordered, but Mrs Row¬ 
land afterwards said she did not want it. The defendant said the work 
was delayed by the closing of the plaintiffs’ Exeter premises, and the photo- 

Tay before they wer" completed. His Honour said he 
foi 12s t6dieonly!m ^ eXCOSSlve’ and Save judgment for the plaintiffs 

W^rCr^0n?Pietiti°cnS^The followinS is the list of awards of the 
Warwick Competition for the current month : £1 prize, G. R. Dumbrill 
Upper Berkley Terrace, Clifton, “ Skating at the Fishponds.” £1 prize’ 
Miss M C. Lames, Bache Isa, Llangollen, “Chrysanthemums.’’ £l' 
prize, W. 1 L Harrison, Beaumond Cross, Newark, “ A Portrait ” £L 
Rri,z®’ K‘ R’ dma??>.St‘ Margaret’s, Bury St, Edmunds, “Study of a 
Eat. £1 prize, G. Kilvmgton, Hawera, Taranaki, N.Z., “ Hot Serums 
Whakarewarewa. £1 prize, J. T. Roberts, Bridge Terrace, Thornton 
Heath London, S.E.,. A Young Handyman.” £i prize, R. C. Ryan 
Compton Avenue Brighton "Dusty March.” £1 prize, A. P. Varlow’ 

A?6 ^etAia"vs7Cualpiti.He^th’ near Bnstol> “Contentment.” £1 prize, 
j“188 A- Walters> Northampton Vicarage, Tewkesbury, “ Study of a 

Wedding”1 PnZe’ H' J' Waid’ High Str6et’ Charing’ Keut’ “A Country, 

Re Ernest Arthur Day, photographer, formerly carrying on business 
an, 92, Regent Road, Yarmouth, and at 2a, Davey Place, Norwich now of 
Davey Place, Norwich.—The above-named debtor appeared for his public 
examination at the Yarmouth Bankruptcy Court on Tuesday last, before 
the Registrar. The summary of accounts filed by the debtor showed 
liabilities estimated at £491 9s. 4d. and a deficiency of £417 15s 10d 
In. reP1y to questions put by the Official Receiver, debtor said he was 
originally a draper s assistant. In May, 1894, he started business at 
Witney as an amateur photographer. He had about £70 worth of appara- 
tus and £10 cash ; but in October, 1895, his goods were seized for rent In 
October, 1895, debtor went to Norwich and assisted his mother in the con¬ 
duct of a licensed house, but in May, 1896, he entered into partnership w>'+h 
Mr. E. H. Banger, at Norwich. There was no partnership deed. The part¬ 
nership was dissolved in March, 1893. Debtor afterwards maintained the 
Davey Place shop, while Mr. Banger conducted the Benedict Gate branch! 
in {September, 1899, at which time he considered he was solvent the • 
debtor took premises at Regent Road, Yarmouth, and paid £30 for 
entry. The rent of the premises was £130, and the lease was a repairin'7- 
lease. Debtor estimated having spent over £50 in repairs. His position, 
was entirely due 'to the Yarmouth speculation. The examination was 
closed. 

“ It doesn’t favour my wife,” pleaded the defendant, Mr. Mathew 
Baxter, of Dunscar, Bolton, in the Manchester County Court recently. 

I suppose you use the word favour in the Lancashire meaning,” said 
Judge Parry, "that is, that it is not like your wife?” Mr.^Baxter 
admitted that his Honour had comprehended his meaning. The subject 
of discussion was technically described as a portrait on canvas in special 
frame, its value being appraised by the plaintiff, Mr. Charles Champion 
Bradshaw, artist, of Bury New Road, Manchester, at three guineas 
Mr. Bradshaw had executed two portraits of the kind, the one of the- 
plaintiff and the other of Mrs. Baxter, from photographs. His full 
charge was six guineas. Towards this sum the defendant had paid him 
in instalments £3 j.6s. 3d., and had refused further disbursement on the 
g£°v!-ld already indicated. He was satisfied with the artistic treatment 
of his own lineaments, but declined to pay for the picture of his wife. 
The Judge inspected the portrait of Mrs. Baxter. He said: “I don’t 
think it is bad for the money. You don’t expect to get a Millais for 
three guineas. Doesn’t your wife like it?”—Mr. Baxter: “No.”—The 
plaintiff: “ She has altered a great deal since it was taken.”—The 
defendant:“ The card does not alter.”—The plaintiff: “It is exactly like 
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the photograph."—The defendant said that if he could get a picture 
exactly like his wife he would be satisfied. His Honour said he thought 
Mr. . Baxter must be satisfied with the portrait. It seemed to him to 
be a good likeness considering the money charged, which, in his opinion, 
was not an unreasonable amount. Judgment was given for the plaintiff 
for £2 9s. 9d. and costs. 

In the King’s Bench Division, on Tuesday last, before the Lord Chief 
Justice and Justices Darling and Channell, the Mayor and Corporation 
of Stockport appealed against the dismissal of a complaint under the 
Stockport Waterworks Act, 1861. Mr. Loehnis said he appeared for the 
appellants, the Mayor and Corporation, and he did not think the respon¬ 
dent was represented. The special case stated by the magistrates raised 
the question whether the use of water for the purpose of amateur pho¬ 
tography was a domestic use. They had decided that such a user was 
domestic, and he contended that it was not. The professional photo¬ 
grapher woidd, of course, have to pay extra for the water he used for 
photographic purposes, because he came within the words which imposed 
an extra charge when water was used for the purposes of trade or manu¬ 
facture. The question of the amateur photographer had, however, 
become a very serious one in recent years, owing to the popularity which 
photography had attained. The Corporation contended that in this case 
the respondent had used water for photography, which was not a domestic 
purpose, and that therefore he was liable to pay 10s. That contention, 
however, the magistrates had overruled. In this case the respondent 
complained of the supply of water not being good, and one of the Cor¬ 
poration officials went to Ms place and found that he had a photo¬ 
graphic room there and a dark-room. In order to clean his plates he 
used a considerable quantity of water, for which he ought to pay. 
Counsel understood that the plates were in such cases put under the tap 
and the water was left running all night, and an expert who was called 
by the respondent stated that to clean plates properly the water must 
be allowed to run for at least two hours. In this case, however, the 
exact nature of the user was not set out. 

Alleged Photographic Frauds.—At the West London Police Court on 
Tuesday last week, Isabella Fielding, a photographer, who had been 
carrying on business in Hammersmith Road, was brought up on remand, 
before Mr. Lane, K.C., charged with obtaining 4s. from John Simmons, 
a hairdresser, of Adrian Terrace, Earl’s Court, by false pretences. There 
were a number of cases against the prisoner, who had exhibited photo¬ 
graphs in the front of the house calling attention to the business. In 
the case of the hairdresser it appeared that he and his cousin were posed 
for their photographs, the prisoner receiving 4s. and promising to supply 
six cabinets of each; but they were never received, though there were 
several calls and excuses made. Detective-Sergeant Allen said he found 
a camera, but not any lens in it.—The prisoner : “ I am not guilty.”— 
The Magistrate: “Where are the negatives?”—Prisoner: “I sold them.” 
—The officer said the negatives sold were old. Alice Buttery, a servant, 
of Girdler’s Road, Brook Green, said she paid the prisoner 6s. for a 

■dozen cabinets, but she never had them. She charged her on finding 
that she had all her things packed up, and was leaving the house. There 
were other cases, all the witnesses stating that they parted with their 
money believing that the prisoner was carrying on a genuine business 
of a photographer. Sergeant Allen produced the camera, and said that 
morning the prisoner handed him the duplicate of a lens pledged on the 
27th of February last.—The Magistrate: “The probability is that there 
was no lens in March or April.”—Sergeant Allen said there had been no 
legitimate business since December last. The prisoner intimated that she 
had another lens, and said she had the brokers in, and other people 
entered the house. She was asked if she could produce any person 
who had received photographs, and as she gave an affirmative answer, 
Mr. Lane granted a remand to give her an opportunity of doing so. 

The International Photographic Exhibition, Turin, 1902.—We have 
received the following, with request for publication: —“ The edifice 
destined to the International Exhibition of Artistic Photography, which 
js promoted by the Subalpine Photographic Society, has risen, modestly 
hidden between two groves of oaks, in the ‘ Valentino Park ’ on the spot 
where the avenue from the monument to Amedeus of Savoy leads down 
to the Mediaeval Gastle. It is still too early to say anything about its 
facade, on which will artistically be arranged appropriate symbolic 
devices; but, from the interior, nearly finished, the importance of the 
forthcoming exhibition can be conceived. The main building is composed 
of three parallel galleries; the middle one being destined to Italy and 
those on each side, divided into 11 halls, will form as many foreign 
sections, in which almost all the civilised world will be represented, it 
has been a difficult task that of obtaining exhibits from exhibitors of 
so many different nations, as artistic photography is generally practised 
by amateurs, who have no special object in meeting expenses and running 
risks for the sake of having their work admired by a public thousands 
of miles away, who scarcely will appreciate it as much as it deserves. 
It is consequently noteworthy that this exhibition is based on the mere 
fondness of art and is free from any business-like feature, as a very strict 
selection shall be made by the accepting committees, who will in every 
case reject whatever docs not come within the compass of artistic 
photography. Nevertheless, it is presumed that the exhibitors will be 

■over 200, and the fact of gaining admission to the exhibition will in itself 
constitute an honour, of which will remain a lasting token in the shape 
of an artistic badge modelled by the clever sculptor, Mr. Rubino, and 
which shall be presented to each exhibitor by the Subalpine Photographic 
Society.” 

In re Kodak (Limited and, Reduced).—This was a petition for the con¬ 
firmation by the Court of a reduction of the company’s capital. The 
company was incorporated in England in 1898, and was formed to acquire 
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and carry on the business of the Eastman Photographic Materials Com¬ 
pany (Limited), and to carry on the business of manufacturers of and 
dealers in photographic materials, etc., in England, the United States 
and other countries. It carried on business both here and abroad 
Another object was to sell or dispose of the undertaking of the company 
or all or any part or parts of its undertaking, business, or property, for 
such consideration as the vendor company might think fit, and particu¬ 
larly for shares of another company. The memorandum of association also 

gave power “ to distribute any property of the company among the 
members in specie.” The capital of the company was £1,600,000 in £1 
shares (of which 600,000 were preference shares). The Eastman Kodak 
Company was registered in 1901 in New Jersey, and was the owner of 
250,000 fully-paid ordinary shares in the Kodak Company. A provisional 
agreement was entered into last October under which the Eastman Com¬ 
pany was to buy and take over the undertaking (except the English 
business) of the Kodak Company, part of the consideration being the 
allotment of fully-paid preference and “ Common ” shares in the Eastman 
Company to the Kodak Company or its nominees. The agreement was 
made conditional on special resolutions being passed reducing the capital 
of the Kodak Company to £250,000 in £1 ordinary shares by distributing 
the shares of the Eastman Company forming part of the consideration 
among the Kodak shareholders (other than the Kastman Company), and 
by cancelling all the Kodak shares except the 250,000 held by the East¬ 
man Company. The agreement was also conditional on the reduction 
being confirmed by the Court. It was arranged that a sum of over 
£30,000 claimed by the Commissioners of Inland Revenue as income-tax 
should be invested in Consols in joint names pending the decision of the 
question whether the claim was justified. Terms had been come to with 
the only shareholders who dissented. Mr. Warmington, K.C., Mr. Danck- 
werts, K.C., and Mr. Kerly, Mr. Astbury, K.C., and Mr. Cann, and Mr. 
Rowlatt were counsel for the parties, the last-named gentleman appearing 
for the Commissioners of Inland Revenue. Mr. Justice Buckley, after 
discussing the question whether what was proposed to be done was pay¬ 
ing off any capital which might be in excess of the wants of the company 
within the meaning of section 3 of the Companies Act, 1877, said that 
having regard to the wording of the memorandum of association and to 
what was said in the House of Lords in “ British and American Trustee 
and Finance Corporation v. Couper ” (1894, A.C., 399), he had jurisdic¬ 
tion to make the order, and he accordingly sanctioned the reduction of 
capital.—“ The Times,” April 15th. 

Fire at the Paget Prize Plate Works.—Soon after 2 o’clock on 
Thursday morning, April 17th, a fire broke out on the premises of the 
Paget Prize Plate Company, Limited, Callow Land, Watford, with the 
result that one block, that in which the photographic plate business is 
carried on, was practically destroyed. The company have been estab¬ 
lished in Watford some 12 years, and employ a considerable number of 
hands, mostly girls, some 50 or 60 of whom found on arriving at their 
work that, owing to the fire, they had to return to their homes. The 
outbreak turned out to be one of the most serious that the brigades have 
had to contend with in the town for years. The fire started in the 
engine room. An employee named Samuel Brooks was on duty, and 
it appears that while he was in the boiler-house his attention was called 
to a bright light in the engine room near by. He soon discovered that 
this particular room was in flames, and at once gave the alarm. The 
Callow Land District Brigade, under Lieutenant R. A. Thorpe, turned 
out with promptitude, and, after connecting their hose with the hydrant, 
they ran out a length of over 300 yards and tackled the flames by break¬ 
ing entrances through the windows. The Town Brigade, led by Captain 
C. H. Peacock, and Messrs. Sedgwick’s Brigade, under Captain Harold 
Sedgwick, followed in quick time. It should be added that the London 
and North Western Railway engineers also assisted with a couple of lines 
of hose from the railway supply. The police, under Superintendent 
Wood, also rendered considerable assistance. At half-past two the 
reflection from the flames could be seen in the sky for a long distance. 
Immediately the nature of the fire was known, instructions were sent, 
to the pumping station for the best possible force to be put on, and 
by this means sufficient water was obtained to keep. the steamer well 
supplied. It was apparent that nothing could save the block where the 
fire was located, and the firemen’s efforts were chiefly directed to pre¬ 
venting the flames reaching the surrounding buildings. The block in 
question was the original one in which tne Watford business was 
commenced, the other premises being extensions. The fire burnt with 
great fierceness. In the engine room ventilating fans were at work, and 
these accelerated the progress of the fire, which had a clear run along 
the roof of the block, owing to a false ceiling. The two six-horse power 
engines for driving the electric dynamo were much damaged. The other 
rooms in the department were devoted to photographic plate work, and 
the stock and machinery burnt is of considerable value. No estimate of 
the damage could be given by one of the managers when approached 
on the subject by Press representatives, but the loss is very considerable, 
and the figure of £10,000 has been mentioned as rather below the mark 
than otherwise. The firemen succeeded in saving two valuable machines, 
and fortunately some barrels of petroleum standing near the building 
were seen in time to be rolled out of danger. The “ dark ” rooms used 
for developing were soon changed to light. The business was completely 
dislocated by the disablement of the engines, but the firm lost no time 
in meeting the emergency by making temporary arrangements pending 
the re-erection of the block. The loss is, we understand, covered by 
insurance. The cause of the fire is probably connected with the electric 
wiring. The firemen deserve great praise for their efforts. Every man 
was wet through to the skin, and considerable risk was run through the 
falling roof, iron shafting, and cisterns of water. The fire was practically 
under command by 6 o’clock, but several little outbreaks later on had' 
to be tackled with hand pumps.—“ The Watford Observer.” 
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Meetings of Societies. 
MEETINGS OF SOCIETIES FOR NEXT WEEK. 

April. 

26. 

26. 

26 
26. 

28.. 

29.. 

29.. 

29.. 

30. 

30. 

30. 

30. 

1 

1. 

1. 

1. 

1. 

May. 

Name of Society. Subject. 

Richmond Camera Club . 

Liverpool Amateur. 

Camera Club. 
Ashton-under-Lyne . 

Southampton Camera Club. 

Camera Club. 

Croydon Natural History.] 

Melbourne Working Men’s Col. 

Stouehouse Camera Club.! 

Birmingham Photographic.* 

Southsea Photographic Society 

Southport Photog raphic Society 

North Middlesex Photographic 

Camera Club. 

London and Provincial..;.. 

Camera Club. 

Sunderland Photographic 

Rontgen Society. 

Rontgen Photographic Society 

Outing to slough and Burnham Beeches. 
J Excursion to Bidston. Leader, Mr. 
\ E. Simnett. 

Ramble—Bideford. 
Ramble—Bottoms Hall Wood. 1.45. 

J Chemutry of Light and Pyro-Soda 
\ Developer. M. O’Connor. 
t Some Principles of Painting A pplied 
I to Photography. By Mr. A. W. 
^ Rimington. 

Mr. Rudler’s Fourth Lecture. 
/ Lecturette : Trip Round the Wot Id. 
\ Mr. H. Hampson. 
( Paper by Mr. R. H. Walling on Hand 
\ Camera Work. 

\ j What are our Aims? Mr. Smedley 
i\ Aston. 

A Social Evening. 
j Annual General Meeting and Exhibi- 
\ bition of Members’ Work 
1 Up the Rhine with the South London 
\ Photo. Society. W. F. Slater, F.R.P.S. 
/ Last day for submission of photographs 
\ for the Members’ Annual Exhibition. 

j Lantern Lecture—Spain. Mr. R. 
\ Beckett. 
1 The History and Use of Swords. Mr. 
\ E. Seyd. 
I Grange-over-Sands as a Photographic 
\ Centre. By Mr. J. Deans. 
Dr. Ch. L. Leonard. A paper. 
(Discussion Evening. Mr. Ernest Payne 

J will open a Discussion on The Rela- 
1 tion between X Pays and allied 
1 Phenomena in Light and electricity. 

ROYAL PHOTOGRAPHIC SOCIETY. 

April 15th.-—Lantern Meeting. Mr. J. J. Yezey, F.R.M.S., in the chair. 
Mr. S. Aitken, F.R.G.S., addressed a crowded audience upon the “ First 

Ascent of Mount St. Elias.” Mount St. Elias is in Alaska, and it is 
the mountain that the dauntless Duke of the Abruzzi set himself to 
scale some years ago. Commencing with a group of the explorers forming 
the expeditionary party, which included Signor Vittorio Sella, famed for 
his mountain photographs throughout Europe, Mr. Aitken traced the 
travels of the small party who had set themselves the difficult task of 
climbing this out of the way and inaccessible peak in the far away 
north-west of America. 

The photographs were wonderful examples of what can be done under 
adverse conditions by men of the stamp of Vittorio Sella, and the descrip¬ 
tive matter conveyed by Mr. Aitken was also extremely important and 
interesting. A number of other views were shown, illustrating other 
climbs by the same party in the Himalayas, amongst the snow-clad peakf 
lying in a very inaccessible country. 

A hearty vote of thanks was given to the lecturer. 

April 22nd.—Technical meeting, Mr. Ernest C. Fincham, M.R.C.S., 
L.R.C.P., in the chair. 

Dr. T. Charters White gave an interesting lecture on “ Photo-micro¬ 
graphy,” followed by an exhibition on the screen of some seventy slides of 
various minute structures from animal and plant life. The lecturer re¬ 
marked that mere than twenty years’ study of photography with the 
microscope, so far from satisfying his cravings, had only served to in¬ 
crease his interest in the investigations that this branch of photography 
enabled one to pursue. Referring to the question of magnification, the 
lecturer observed that while a certain worker he named contented him¬ 
self with magnification of 1,500 diameters, his results were well-defined, 
but when he essayed the production of enlarged images up to 3,000 
diameters the results were blurred and fuzzy. With this in mind, Dr. 
Charters White had limited himself to moderate amplifications, leaving 
it to the lantern to supply any further enlargement required. Unless 
such critical work as bacteriological research be taken up, the installa¬ 
tion of apparatus for photo-micrography need not be expensive. The 
lecturer confirmed Mr. Andrew Pringle’s words in reference to this 
question, viz., “Exceedingly good work has been done, and may be done 
again, without any special apparatus beyond a microscope and camera. 
The microscope has only to be turned to the horizontal, a camera ruu 
up to the eye-piece end of the microscope, all light not passing through 
the optical lantern excluded by means of a velvet tube or cone passed 
from a photographic lens tube (the glasses being removed) to and over 
the end of the microscope tube.” Very simple apparatus suffices for 
magnification up to 250 diameters, which, if the results are to be shown 
by means of the lantern, is all that need be sought. For ordinary pur¬ 
poses an enlargement of 70 diameters is often sufficient, permitting one, 
as it does, to secure critical definition that might be difficult to obtain 
with greater amplification. A simple apparatus used by the lecturer con¬ 
sists of a lidless box on one side, screwed firmly to a base-board, which 
is divided longitudinally into three portions and dovetailed so that the 
middle portion is free to slide in and out. In the left end of the box 
is made a circular hole to admit the eye-piece end of the microscope. 

The microscope used is one by Beck, with a short trumpet-shaped 
tube, and very substantially made, so as to secure the solidity that is so 
essential in the work. There is an achromatic condenser and a revolving 
diaphragm plate pierced with holes of various diameters from half an 
inch to a pin-hole. The lamp has a flat wick, of about half an inch in 
width, and burns the best water-white kerosene oil. The focussing-screen 
is of clear glass, with very fine diagonal lines drawn with a writing 
diamond. The ruled side should be placed towards the object. The 
sliding base-board is marked every six inches to facilitate the operator 
in securing the degree of enlargement that he may desire, as with a 
microscope of a certain power he knows that each mark means a •certain 
enlargement. Perfect stability is necessafiy before one commences opera¬ 
tions, and freedom from vibration is most important, especially wffien 
working with high amplifications. A vibration of 1-1,000 inch wffien 
dealing with magnification of 1,000 diameters means a displacement of 
an inch in the photograph, which would, of course, be worthless. It 
is preferable to work in the basement of a house to the upper floors. 
The light should be accurately centred for clear and sharp definition, 
and this being secured the object may be placed in the microscope. 
With the aid of a Ramsden eye-piece the object may be sharply 
focussed on the scheen. The crux of the whole business, however, is 
the exposure. The colours of the object bear very much upon the calcu¬ 
lation one is called to make; but when a satisfactory result has been 
obtained, a note of the conditions and nature of the object assists one 
very considerably in future work. Finally the lecturer warned his 
audience that it was best not to expose the plate immediately the object 
was focussed, for the gradual heating-up of the parts of the microscope, 
etc., caused an expansion which often entirely blurred the image as seen 
on the screen, where at first it was sharply defined. 

Dr. E. J. Spitta said that Dr. Charters White had posed as the great 
champion of low-power work, but his work showed that he was also an 
able worker in the high-power field. The speaker felt called upon, how¬ 
ever, to speak in defence of the high-power w-ork, which was the hobby 
of some, and entered into a discussion concerning the question of defini¬ 
tion in the higher amplifications. 

Mr. T. E. Freshwater followed with some appreciative remarks anent 
the pictures shown, and styled himself as one whose work lay prin¬ 
cipally between Dr. Spitta’s high power and Dr. Charters White's low- 
power. 

A hearty vote of thanks was passed to Dr. Charters White for his 
lecture. 

LONDON AND PROVINCIAL PHOTOGRAPHIC ASSOCIATION_ 

April 10th.—Mr. R. P. Drage in the chair. 

Combined Toning and Fixing. 

Mr. Ernest Human opened a discussion upon this subject, admitting 
the fact that very beautiful results wefe to be obtained by the use of 
certain formulae in which toning and fixing were accomplished together; 
on the other hand, there was the fact that the risk of fading and 
deterioration with other baths was very prevalent. Mr. Human advised 
a preliminary washing of the prints before treatment with any of the 
combined baths, in spite of any directions to the contrary, and for the 
reason that all papers contained tartaric or citric acid for the preservation 
of the good printing qualities of the paper. The acid tended to decom¬ 
pose the hypo with the precipitation of sulphur and the evolution of 
sulphurous acid gas, which do not conduce to excellence of results, if 
the prints be first well washed, the risk of danger from this source is 
minimised. Mr. Human said that one of three things must happen when 
using the combined toning and fixing bath. In the first place, toning 
and fixing may proceed simultaneously, and come to completion at the> 
same moment. In the second place, the print may be fixed before it is 
toned; and in the third place, the print may be toned before it is fixed. 
With an old bath, or indeed with any bath, it is practically impossible 
to bring about the first state of things, so that it may be taken that 
the majority of prints are either toned before fixing is complete or fixed 
before the toning is complete. If prints that are fully toned before 
fixing is complete be removed from the bath, washed and dried, it is too 
much to expect them to do anything but fade. On the other hand, if 
the fixing is complete before the desired tone is reached and the prints 
are kept in the bath, in all probability sulphur toning takes place, and 
the pictures are also liable to fade. Mr. Human added that sulphur 
toning was the more dangerous because a freshly sulphur-toned print 
may be indistinguishable from a purely gold-toned print. The addition 
of alum to combined baths was to be avoided. Mr. Human then put the- 
question: “Can we guard against the dangers I have outlined?” and 
asked the members to take up the discussion. 

The chairman said that it was well known that he was an advocate 
of the combined bath. Paper-makers as a rule said that combined baths- 
were not to be recommended, but he thought that it was time that 
their chemists had worked out a satisfactory formula, one that could be 
expected to give reasonable permanence to the print, save the time of 
the operator, and the number of processes that have at present to be 
gone through. Most careful workers, with combined baths, now treat 
the print with a final bath of hypo to ensure complete fixing. 

Mr. W. T. Wilkinson thought that the discussion would be fruitless 
unless the members dealt with some particular phase of combined toning 
and fixing. There were elaborate baths having 20 or more ingredients, 
and others of a quite simple character. If the bath contained free acid 
he would not give much for the life of the print, but if the bath were 
alkaline permanence of result was not a difficult matter. It had been 
said that the prints should be washed before toning, as in the case of the 

i separate baths, and then that the prints should be put in plain hypo 
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.before final washing. It seemed to him that the saving of time referred 
. io did not come into the question at all if combined baths required as 
many operations as the separate method. The results given, by some 
combined baths were very nice indeed. 

Mr. T. K. Grant thought that it was six of one and half a dozen of 
the other. On the Continent there was undoubtedly an old use of the 
combined baths, while in this country there was similarly old usage of 
the separate baths. He thought the question of getting good or bad 
prints by either method hinged upon the point of sufficiently long experi¬ 
ence on the part of the person using either method. He entertained a 
■strong belief that the combined bath could give results that were equal 
in every respect to those of the separate baths and vice versa. He would 

■also point out that Lumiere recommended that the prints should be 
washed for two or threq. minutes before being toned in the combined bath. 

Mr. J. S. Teape remarked that if one washed the print before toning 
it should be printed to a deeper tint. 

Mr. A. Mackie thought it very vague to speak of “ a combined toning 
■and fixing bath.” There was no such thing. Numbers of formulae were 
in existence, all of them different, and some of them acid and some 
alkaline and neutral. What sort of bath was Mr. Human alluding top 

The chairman looked upon the putting of the print dry into the bath as 
one of the boons of the combined method. 

Mr. J. S. Teape said that when the Eastman Company brought out 
&lieir P.O.P. he received a print upon it, said to be toned by their com¬ 
bined bath. The print had. been half-exposed to the light ever since, 
but there was no apparent change from the lovely tone it had when 
made. 

Mr. J. A. Sinclair considered that good tones and lasting prints could 
be secured with fresh combined baths, but when they were used over and 
over again they got weak, and it was not to be wondered at that the 
prints were useless. 

Mr. A. Mackie quoted cases of professionals who, taking up for com¬ 
mercial purposes, the combined-bath method, had suffered very much by 
the continued return of photographs toned and fixed in this way which 
.had gone wrong. 

Mr. A. Haddon saw no likelihood of saving time if the preliminary 
washing named by Mr. Human and the second fixing by the chairman 
were to attend the use of the combined bath. He spoke against the 
admixture of hypo and alum, and pointed to the defects due to sulphur 
-that would result. 

Mr. Furley Lewis mentioned a print made some 20 years ago by the 
lead acetate combined bath, which, so far as he could see, was as good 
as when made. 

Mr. Haddon also spoke against the use of sulphocyanide for any toning 
formula, and was joined by Mr. Welford. A vote was taken, and it 
appeared that ten present were in favour of using something other than 
sulphocyanide in toning baths, while six present signified that ii satisfied 

-them. 

April 17th.—Mr. J. W. Hodges in the chair. 
Mr. P. Everitt passed round a copy, measuring 20in. by 15in., of an 

old line engraving of “ St. Cecilia,” published in 1790, and engraved by 
Wm. Sharp from the' original by Dominichino. It was taken with the 
new Steinheil lens (f 10 series), of 23^in. focus, shown and described by 
'the speaker at this association some weeks ago. He could not say whether 
the copy was made at full aperture or not, but it was certainly an 

-.excellent piece of work. 
Mr. Piper gave a very interesting lecture upon 

“ English Chapter Houses.” 

After explaining their origin and use, Mr. Piper had recourse to some 
■ground plans of several cathedrals to illustrate the position and general 
form of the chapter houses. In chronological order he dealt w.th the 
chapter houses of Durham, Gloucester, Bristol, Ripon, Kirkstall, Furness, 
Oxford, Chester, Exeter, Canterbury, Rochester, Worcester, Lincoln. 
Lichfield, Westminster, Salisbury, Wells, Manchester, Southwell, and 
York. Mr. Piper was bitterly opposed to much of the restoration work 
that has been permitted in several of our cathedrals, and particularly 
angry was he with certain well-known “ anti-restoration ” architects who, 
given the chance, have done much to mar the serenity, grace, dignity, 
and force put into what he called the “ frozen music ” of the master 
minds who conceived and pieced together these undercrofts, vestibules, 
portals, shaftings, vaultings, and carvings, and the rest that goes to make 
up the lovely cathedral churches of this country. He "held that the 
original work, though sorely mutilated, could never lose its beauty of 
contour and finish, and that restorers who had tampered with these 
wonderful piles had assumed a knowledge greater than that they 
possessed. 

Mr. Piper's lecture was illustrated by slides and plans of a most 
interesting character, but it was his delivery and language ai well as 
his technical ability, that engaged the attention of the audience until 

-a late hour. 

PHOTOGRAPHIC CLUB. 

Atril 16tii.—Mr. F. A. Bridge in the chair. 
The chairman asked the meeting to consider the two following ques¬ 

tions concerning copyright in photographs: (1) How do portraits of 
Royalty become the copyright of the photographer? (2) Is there a record 
of any case of infringement of the copyright in portraits of Royal per¬ 
sonages having been tested in the law courts? 

Mr. Hans Muller doubted whether the photographer really had any 
oonyright in such photographs. 

'The chairman said that a photographer could of course mvite Royalty 

to give a sitting, just as one might an actor or other notable person 
In the case of an actor one might pay him a consideration for giving 
the sitting, but not in the case of Royalty. If a member of the Royal 
Family came for a sitting and paid for the work, how could the coin 
right be that of the photographer ? In the other case, supposing hi 
came for a sitting upon invitation, he placed it in the power of the 
photographer to make a lot of money perhaps by the sale of what would 
be the copyright photographs of the particular photographer, not to 

speak of the valuable patronage. 
Mr. Geo. E. Brown thought that possibly the King and the Royal 

Family would regard it as a public duty that their photographs should hi* 
available for circulation. They would go therefore to a house ot n pule 
to have the photographs made, and it would be part of the undertaking 
that the copyright was the photographer’s, and that he was free to 
publish copies. 

Mr. A. Mackie thought that the King would go to the photographer 
by invitation. He had actual knowledge of the fact that negatives of 
the late Queen; of the King in full regalia, and of the present Queen 
in her robes as a Doctor of Music, had fetched large sums for publishing 
purposes, so that presumably there were some rights attaching to owner¬ 
ship of the negatives. 

CAMERA CLUB. 

April 21st.—So much has been heard during recent months about the Con¬ 
centration Camps in South Africa that the announcement of a lecture on 
the subject was not likely, perhaps, to be received with hilarity. But when 
it was understood that the lecturer was Mr. J. W. Williams, who was sent 
out to the seat of war, by the enterprise of/the “ Daily Express,” to find out 
the truth, and nothing but the truth, about these bones of contention 
between political parties; and when, moreover, it was learnt that Mr 
Williams had taken an eye witness with him in the shape of a camera, 
an interested audience became assured to him. We may say at once 
that the pictures from a photographic point would not pass muster at 
an exhibition, but for all this they were most interesting, and are 
valuable as faithful records of what their producer actually saw. 

Mr. Williams had great difficulty in obtaining permission from the 
authorities to go to South Africa, but after a game of ping-pong between 
the various Government officer—in which he assumed the unenviable 
role of the ball—his persistency carried the day, and he started for the 
Cape. He had an absolutely free hand when he arrived at the Concen¬ 
tration Camps. He could go where he liked, he talked to the Boer men 
and women in their own language, and gathered a vast amount of 
information which, we may say at once, went to the credit of much- 
malingered Tommy Atkins and his superiors. At the camp at Bloemfon¬ 
tein there was much sickness, chiefly typhoid fever, owing to bad water. 
This stopped as soon as supplies could be obtained from artesian wells. 
The Boers were all most kindly treated by the authorities, and those 
with whom Mr. Williams talked fully acknowle'dged this. Our Tommies 
could often be seen carrying the Boer children, or fetching water for 
the women, while the male Boers looked on and laughed heartily at 
what they regarded as a huge joke—for they are accustomed to treat 
their women as slaves, rather than as companions. The food in these 
camps was abundant, so abundant, indeed, that until the practice was 
stopped, the women would load waggons with the surplus victuals and 
send the food out to the fighting commandos. Both men and women 
were found plenty of work in the camp, and were well paid for doing it. 

Some of the most interesting photographs were those which showed 
the construction of the blockhouses. The larger of them contain as many 
as fifteen men, and are built of blocks of granite. Others, where stone 
is not available, are made of corrugated iron, with banks of sand-bags 
piled up around them. Others, again, are of stone, with iron roofs 
The men are by no means unhappy in these isolated -dwellings, for they 
are relieved of the routine work of a camp, Rnd have plenty of leisure. 
The heat is their main trouble, and this is also true of the Concentration 
Camps, when five persons are allotted to each bell tent. The total 
number of men, women, and children, who are dependent upon the 
British Government in these camps is 115,000, and the expense entailed 
is about £11,000 per day. 

Nothing was heard by the Boers on commando of the alleged ill- 
treatment in these camps until they got hold of some English and 
Continental newspapers. Then it was that Steyn wrote to Lord Kitchener 
to make inquiries into the matter. Lord Kitchener replied that the 
reports were quite without foundation, and added that he would be only 
too glad to send the women and children en masse into the Boer camp. 
Steyn’s reply was that if Lord Kitchener carried out this threat, they 
(the Boers) would resist it by force of arms. The mortality in some 
of the camps was certainly great at first, but people at home did not 
realise the difficulties with which those in command had to deal. Hun¬ 
dreds of women and children were forced upon our hands daily, and it 
was impossible at once to provide for them properly. Moreover, even 
when the camps were fully equipped with doctors and nurses, the Boer 
women were so utterly ignorant that they rejected all advice, and 
doctored their children according to their own crude notions, with 
lamentable results. 

The great difficulty ahead is to know what to do with all these women 
and children after Reace is declared. We cannot turn them out on the 
veldt to starve, and there are no registers to refer to in order to find 
out the whereabouts of fathers and husbands. As to the men, they 
smoke their pipes and regard the situation with indifference, but with 
the women it is different, and so far as the educated ones are concerned, 
they feel the humiliation cf their position acutely. 
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The paper—if paper it can be called, for Mr. Williams lectured entirely 
without notes—gave little scope for discussion. One member, however, 
took the lecturer to task with regard to his statistics, and confronted 
him with certain statements in the Blue Books. Instead of five persons 
to one tent, these statements went to show that there were often double 
that number. He also quoted from reports to show that the women 
and children had been kept short of food. 

To this Mr. Williams replied that he spoke from personal knowledge. 
That no women had complained to him as to their treatment, although 
he had taken pains to question them. He saw surplus food stored up 
in every tent he visited, and he knew for a fact that our men had on 
many occasions slept out on the bare ground in order that the women 
and children should be sheltered under canvas. He ventured to say 
that there were thousands of men and women in our large towns at 
home, even in the City of London, who would go down on their knees 
and thank God if they were as well off as these Boer refugees. 

Mr. Williams spiced his remarks all through the evening with epigram 
and anecdote, and he gave evidence of possessing a quaint, dry humour, 
which was most acceptable to his hearers. Speaking of the wounds 
caused by modern rifle bullets, he instanced many cases where a bullet 
had gone clean through a man without touching a vital part. He had 
spoken to a soldier who had had a bullet right through his head. Another 
was riddled through the body and went on riding all day, not knowing 
that he had been wounded until the doctor made the discovery. This 
man was quite well again in two days. Very different was it, as Mr. 
Williams pointed out, in the days of the old “Brown Bess,” when 
the bullet was round, and weighed an ounce or more. “ When a man 
was hit with that, he concluded that he had had enough of glory, and 
took a back seat, but now a soldier waited until someone said to him : 
* Excuse me, sir, but you’re shot.’ ” Many such sallies as this pleasantly 
punctuated Mr. Williams’s lecture, and a hearty vote of thank greeted 
him at its close. 

CROYDON CAMERA CLUB. 

<Ox Wednesday, 16th inst., the president, Mr. Hector Maclean, F.R.P.S., 
■gave an address, which was followed with much attention, on “Photo¬ 
graphic Literature.” He began by saying that, like the monograph on 
‘the clothing of certain South Sea Islanders, who went unattired, his 
nddress would end before it began, if he had to speak on photographic 
literature as the word “literature “ was understood in its best signi¬ 
ficance ; for there was no photographic literature, only what might be 
termed letterpress. Perhaps this was just as well, as literature, instead 
•cf technical information, would hardly be helpful. He advised amateurs 
to read a good deal more than they usually did, providing they avoided 
books of the shilling “ snipit- ” description. Mr. Maclean said he should 
not. classify his subject, nor observe any orderly sequence, but just make 
~a few typical quotations from various books which his audience, he had 
no doubt, would like to know more about after hearing some of their 
"contents. He asked those present whether they had ever heard of Robert 
Hunt? He was not surprised to find that no one had a notion of whom 
he alluded to. Mr. Maclean proceeded to read two paragraphs from 
one of Mr. Hunt’s books, published in 1850. The first described how Mr. 
Hunt had been able to obtain positive colour images; the second gave 
most curious particulars of photographic printing with the expressed 
juices of certain flowers. Next the works of H. P. Robinson received 
attention, the lecturer remarking that they possessed the distinct advan- 
i age that however much one may disagree with the writer’s opinions, the 
hooks were at any rate brightly and forcibly written. They were a 
pleasure to read, and were from the pen of one who was saturated with 
pictorial knowledge, and who successfully practised a good deal of what 
he preached. Other books described, and from which Mr. Maclean read 
short extracts, some of which caused intense amusement, were 
■“ Naturalistic Photography,” written by him who at one time wished 
to “kick his lying camera, to the zenith”; “Photography as a Fine Art,” 
which trumpets the American amateurs: and Tindall on “ Selection and 
Subject.” The works of Hamerton, Hinton, and Burnet were also 
alluded to Coming to more solid branches, Abney’s treatise and Dall- 
nreyer’s telephotography were touched upon, and many other works of 
similar import. Several citations were also given from “ Finishing the 
Negative,” which the lecturer had found of much service. 

The photographic magazines also received attention, as also did the 
weekly journals. When Mr. Maclean volunteered that, if confined to one 
journal for his photographic current information, he should certainlv 
"consult the Saturday issue of the “ Morning Post,” there was much 
laughter. 

In the subsequent discussion Mr. Salt gave his opinions respecting 
photographic journals. 

Mr. S. H. Wratten agreed with the lecturer about cheap books being 
‘I oo often written by literary hacks not fully conversant with the practical 
technique of their subject. 

Mr. Rogers said he valued no book more than a volume he had of 
• he “ Photographic Society’s Reporter,” a monthly publication which was, 
he regretted to say, long since defunct. He also reminded the meeting 
ihat Mr. Maclean had omitted to refer to his own two excellent books, 

Photography for Artists ” and “ Popular Photographic Printing Pro¬ 
cesses.” 

Mr. Harpur desired to know where he could purchase the books 
referred to by the lecturer. He did not care to read borrowed books, 
but to own those which he thought worthy of his attention. 

The lecturer having replied, 
Mr. A. E. Isaac proposed, and Mr. Hicks seconded, a vote of thanks, 

wh:ch was adopted with sustained applause. 

SOUTHAMPTON CAMERA CLUB. 

The above club held its fortnightly meeting at the Philharmonic Hall, 
on the 14th inst., when Mr. G. Vivian occupied the chair, and also mani¬ 
pulated the limelight lantern. 

There was a good attendance, and the company, which included manv 
ladies, much appreciated the “ Amateur Photographer Prize Slides, 1901 ” 
with copious criticisms by the Editor, Mr. A. Horsley-Hinton. 

The slides, about 150 in number, were excellent, and exhibited a very 
high order of pictorial and technical merit. 

The next meeting, on the 28th inst., will conclude the winter programme 
ct the club, when Mr. M. O Connor will give a lecture and demonstra¬ 
tions on the complex subject cf the “ Chemistry of ‘ Light ’ and ‘ Pyro- 
Soda. 

NORTH MIDDLESEX PHOTOGRAPHIC SOCIETY. 
April„16th.—Mr. R. Child Bayley gave; a lecture on “Hand-Camera 
Work. His opening remark was that he would not recommend anyone 
taking up photography for the first time to start with a hand camera. To 
learn the details of manipulation a stand camera was best. As to the 
choice of a hand camera, one that admitted of use on a stand was pre¬ 
ferable. It should permit cf focussing either by scale or on a screen. 
The shutter should bo of a reliable type, and allow of varying the speed, 
not by a friction brake, which was always unreliable, but preferably by 
a pneumatic arrangement, as is very commonly fitted now. The lens 
should be as good a one as could be afforded; one working at about f/6 
was very useful. The best plate holders were dark slides. Many maga¬ 
zine cameras were unreliable, and stuck at an awkward moment. 

Rollable films were convenient if the weight must be cut down, but in 
the hands of a beginner did not give such certain results as plates. 

Judging distances should be practised. A man’s height, roughly two 
yards, was a convenient unit to measure by. Thus if a man could lie 
down twice in the distance from the object focussed for, set the scale 
at 12ft. 

BLAIRGOWRIE AND DISTRICT. 

The monthly meeting was held in the Photographic Rooms, Blairgowrie, 
on Tuesday evening, Mr. James Richardson, vice-president, in the chair. 
It was reported that the tie in B class in the highest aggregate in the season’s 
work between James Donaldson and W. D. M. Falconer, for which a 
special competition was arranged, had resulted in a win for the former, 
and the chairman therefore handed to Mr. Donaldson the prize—a Shew 
Xit camera, presented by Mr. J. W. Petrie. The “ Macgregor ” duplicate 
medals won during the last two seasons by D. G. Monair were presented 
to him by the chairman, and special thanks were accorded Mr. Macgregor 
(a former member) for his continued interest in the association. The 
“ Tree Study ” competition (B class) resulted in : 1, Geo. Grant; 2, L. 
Falconer, junr.; 3, Jas. Richardson. The R.P.S. lecture on “ Home 
Portraiture,” by P. R. Salmon, was read, and provoked an interesting 
discussion. A proposal made for an excursion was favourably received. 

---— 

G.E.R. MECHANICS’ INSTITUTION—PHOTOGRAPHIC SECTION. 

The above society had a lantern show of slides, kindly lent by Mr. 
Slater, entitled “ Here and There on the Continent,” being selections 
from sets illustrating some of the Continental trips organised by Mr. 
Slater under the auspices of the South London Photographic Society, 
and travelling over the G.E.R. routes to the Continent. The slides were 
of a very good order, and testified Co the abundance of work for the 
camera found on these trips. 

--V---- 

BLAYDON AND DISTRICT CAMERA CLUB. 

The annual meeting of the above club was held on April 17th, when the 
following officers were elected for the year President: Mr. William 
Steele; vice-presidents : Arthur Payne, F.C.S., J. M. Gatheral, R. Cubey, 
Hy. Dalton, Dr. Smith, Rev. H. P. Napier-Clavering, Dr. Morrison, 
Dr. Brown, and Dr. Plante; committee : Thos. Howdon, J. T. Ramsay, 
Thos. C. Hughes, Jno. Bales; treasurer: Chris. Robson; secretary: 
Alex. B. Cunninghame, Gelt House, Blaydon-on-Tyne. 

During the evening the secretary was presented with a handsome 
carved oak aneroid barometer by the members, as a mark of their esteem. 

-*- 

At the last meeting of the Newcastle-on-Tvne and Northern Counties 
Photographic Association, Mr. T. Fitzgibbon Forde, of Sunderland, gave 
an address on “ Trimming, Mounting and Framing,” showing by practical 
demonstration how an apparently useless print may sometimes be made 
into a work of art simply by trimming down sufficiently and judicious 
framing. Mr. Forde uses two L-shaped pieces of dark cardboard for 
determining the amount of print that may with advantage be dispensed 
with, and uses an ordinary penknife for trimming, and recommends for 
amateurs, at any rate, some of the good mountants which may be had 
from all dealers in photographic materials. Mounting and framing by 
contrasting colours he considers dangerous, as it is at all times difficult 
and unless “ happy ” in its results, is very apt to be very much the other 
way, but in certain cases may be used with advantage. 
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Patent Detus. 
The following particulars of recent patents are specially drawn for the 
British Journal of Photography by Messrs. Hughes and Young, patent 
agents, 55 and 56, Chancery Lane, London, W.C., who will give advice 
and assistance free to our readers on all patent matters : —• 
Patent Applications.—No. 7,164.—Oliver Imray, Chancery Lane. “ Im¬ 

provements in photographic-plate holders.” 
No. 7,179.—George Croydon Marks, Chancery Lane. “ Improvements 

relating to photographic cameras.” 
No. 7,225.—Harold Dennis Taylor, Buckingham Works, Bishophill, York. 

“ Improvements in certain photographic lenses.” 
Patents Illustrated.—No. 22,200.—Photography.—Patentee : N. Conti, 

14, Rue St. Simon, Paris. Cameras: roller slides. 
Relates to a panoramic camera, in which the picture is impressed on 

a film mounted on rollers. The lens is mounted in a cylinder, whicii 
is capable of being rotated on a vertical axis. Behind the lens is mounted 
a fan-shaped chamber, which turns round with the lens, and spreads the 
image on to the film supported by the curved glass. 
No. 22,201.—Photography.—Patentee : T. J. Smith, 3, Henry Road, New 

Barnet. Toning. 
Relates to a method of toning bromide prints to render them permanent 

and get a variety of tones. The print is first bleached with a solution 
containing bichromate of potash and hydrochloric acid; it is then treated 
with a solution of sodium sulphantimoniate, and toned with a solution 
cf ammonium sulphide. 
No. 22,235.—Photo-Mechanical Printing.—Patentee : A. Hoffmann, 9, 

Altenburgerstrasse, Cologne. 
Relates to a method of producing photo-mechanical printing surfaces 

on cylinders. A flat negative, or the like, is rolled on a cylinder coated 
with sensitive material, the section of the negative in contact with the 
roller being illuminated by a band of light. The plate and roller are 
connected by gearing, so that there is no sliding at the line of contact. 
By changing the ratio of the gearing a distorted picture may be produced 
on the cylinder. 

-♦—- 

Dews ana Dotes. 
-—- 

THE CHANCES ARE IT DIDN’T. 
Seth Meeker came in the other day to ask me if there wasn’t 

some sort of camera he could take along with him down to 
the old farm in Maine -where he spent the greater part of 
childhood's happy hour, long, long ago. Said he was going to ^isit 
the home of his ancestors, which he hadn’t seen in twenty-five years, and 
that there were some very fond memories connected with many of the 
nooks in the river and around the old town that he would greatly like 
to photograph and keep green in his memory if there was some camera, 
as he had been told there was, which would do the work without his 
knowing anything about photography. I cautiously informed Seth that 
while it hadn’t got that perfect as yet there was one camera that most 
anybody could understand the handling of, and if he wanted to try he 
had best get a Bullseye, which nearly did it all. I consider that this 
advice was extremely friendly and conservative, and it is Seth’s own 
fault that it was not put to the test. You see, when Seth got to the 
store he found that the Bullseye was not anywhere near so dear as some 
others, and as he has made his “ pile ” and thinks a thing is better if 
it costs much, he got what they told him was the best in the house— 
a 5x7 Montauk with Collinear lens and a beautiful red leather bellows. 
He was carefully shown how to use it and departed with a firm belief 
that he could bring back two hundred souvenirs of his trip as easy as 
nothing at all. He entertained the firm conviction that the instrument, 
the value of which no one doubts, would do the whole figure itself. 
Did it ? Perhaps that question might be left to the reader of the 
following letter from Ransom Elkins, the wag of Pohunk Flats, Maine. 
Elkins wrote just as he felt and just as he alwavs does to an old friend; 
I append the letter just as written:—“Dear B. J.,—Seth meeker wus 
down to see the ol farm en brot a camry long sos to make photoes of all 
the ol femileir spots ho sez he didn’t no much bout phoetogriffie but his 
camry wus wun thet wurkd itself an you sed it did so i jes take my pen 
in hand hopin you en mis b is wel. En so be i. well seth Got a talkin 
down to the store bout the ole femileir spot a hull lot but cy lawson 
he sez it wus pculer how it cud be so dern femileir beins Seth hednt see 
it in morn twenty five year but Seth sez sez he its all jes like it use to be. 
HE drinked a powerful lot ov Lem hills, cider en sed et tuched the spot 
wich it probly did so loners it aint safe ter drink No moren thre glass 
of it bimeby Seth Lowed to go en let his camry do some of them ol 
femileir spots o liisn en He sashayed over to lovers Lane whair mary 
Ann Bellew an him useter spark en owin to that Jones Boy havin give 
him away to mary Ann whose over 60 now en plane nuf to stop a tranelud 
ov book agts She wus thare settin in same ol sete the useter set en 
buss away like turtil duvs in quater ov a century back waitin fer seth. 
And when Seth he seen her he lost intrust in thet peticler ol femileir 
spot en run like all hel. An his camry didnt take no photoe of the seen 
neether ez nere ez we all cud jedge. Some Later he got moar cider in 
on rezolushunned to let his camry take the ole mill by the Dam were 
owr ole swimmin hoal useter be But ov coars ther aint no mill by the 

dam site no moar tho the site is planely to be sene. An he got Ins 
camry up on a 3 legged stick he hed but the camry hcil red bellus*'-* 
en deekin perkinnes Bull he seen it afore it hed begin to work An we 
dident say nothin but run cauze flier want time an Tunis it ban !’• 1 
he cow) he come up in a grate hurry an he lint seth in tie ole femileir 
spot were he useter get it down to the skool-house wen him an me WM 
boys. Torrus amed to pitch Seth en tho camry clean out r the dam Bite 
inter the ole swimmin pool en he accordinlv done so en tie camry must 
be thare yit. We Dont think it took no photon- Ian ouddi nt Ask Sc th 
cause he repared to his house en after changin of his cloze wont 
to the deepo en left fer new York without no more intrust in ole femileil 
spots wuth noticin cept were torrus hed made it panefully apparienf fer 
him to call to mind. We all want you to ask seth if he kin send us any 
of them photoes the camry took cause he promused a lot to us an m 
want them bad if the camry took em cause we aint got no photoegmflii- 
an he sed he wood send Us all a lot, did it take em. So no moar from 
yours friendly Ransom Elkins.” I fear I will have to write Ransom 
that I don’t like to interview Seth on the subject, but from my experil not 
with cameras the chances are it didn't take the views.—B. JaberB, ir> 
“ The Photo-American.” 

■-♦- . 

Correspondence. 
*** Correspondents should never write on both sides of the paper. Ac 

notice is taken of communications unless the names and addresses of 
the writers are given. 

*#* We do not undertake responsibility lor the opinions expressed by our 
correspondents. 

THE NEO-CYCLOSTYLE. 

To the Editors. 

Gentlemen,—In answer to your query on page 320, the makers of 
above are The Cyclostyle Co., Ltd., 34, Snow Hill (wholesale), and 
79a, Graoechurch Street (retail).—Yours faithfully, 

J. H. Robertson. 
Pall Mall Factory, Thornton Heath, 

April 18th, i902. 

To the Editors. 

Gentlemen,—In reply to the inquiry of T. Stokoe, re Neo-Cyclo¬ 
style, I desire to say that the ordinary machines, with flat metal plate, 
can be obtained from Messrs. John Hey wood, Deansgate, Manchester. 
Prices run from 25s. to 63s. ; printing surface of the former 8|in. by 
6in., of the latter 16|in. by 13|in. A useful one, 10|in. by 8£in., for 
£1 11s. 6d.. I have had for a little time, and it has proved satisfactory. 
If Mr. Stokoe desires a more speedy and costly machine, the Rotary 
Neostyle, about £6 10s., is to be had from the Scottish Neostyle Com¬ 
pany, 121, St. Vincent Street, Glasgow. If he will send post card to 
them for booklet and specimens (as I did), lie will receive a mass ol 
matter that will both instruct and interest him. I was allowed a small 
discount for mine at Heywood’s.—Yours respectfully, 

Alfred Rogers. 
Rose Bank, Chester Road, Stretford, Lancashire. 

To the Editors. 

Gentlemen,—In reply to T. Stokoe, the address of the makers of the 
“ Neo-Cyclostyle ” is 79a, Grt cechurch Street, E.C. They make several 
forms of it, the cheapest for octavo size being 25s., quarto 31s 6d. 
But if much work has to be done well and quickly, the “ Cyclostyle v 
form is the better apparatus, though dearer—i.e., octavo, £3 10s.; 
quarto, £4 15s. ; but write for one of their price lists, which are 
illustrated. J. H. Baldock. 

St. Leonard’s Road, Croydon. 
April 19th, 1902. 

ACTINIUM. 

To the Editors. 
Gentlemen,—In the report of M. Becquerel’s address at the Royal 

Institution (p. 306), M. Debierne is mentioned as announcing the 
existence of a new element, “ actinium,” in 1900. Can you, or any 
reader, inform me whether this has any connection with the “ actinium 
discovered in 1881 in association with zinc?—Yours, etc., 

J. Dormer. 
April 19th, 1902. 

THE KODAK DISCOUNTS. 

To the Editors. 

Gentlemen,—We have pleasure in informing you that from the 15th 
inst., the retail prices of our bromide papers are reduced about 25 per 
cent. In the case of the popular 6d. packets the reduction is 33^ per 
cent. A list giving the new prices in detail is enclosed. At the same 
time we have taken the opportunity of bringing our enamelled bro¬ 
mide paper—Nikko—into line with the other Kodak bromide papers. 
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Up to the present the price of Nikko has been in advance of the prices 
of our other bromide papers. In future all will be the same price, and 
consequently the reduction in respect of Nikko amounts to about 40 
per cent. The prices for enlarging upon Nikko paper are also reduced 
to exactly the same scale as for enlarging upon our other bromide 
papers. The price of Dekko will remain as before. These important 
reductions cannot fail to greatly increase the popularity and use of 
bromide papers amongst all users of artificial light papers. It will 
prove a benefit to the photographic trade generally, ana add a stimulus 
to the practice of enlarging. We shall be obliged if you will kindly 
announce this important change in our prices in your valuable Journal, 
and with thanks in anticipation, Ave beg to remain, yours faithfully, 

Kodak, Limited and Reduced. 

43, Clerkenw-ell Road, London, E.C. 
April 18th, 1902. 

A PROPOSED PHOTOGRAPHIC CAMP. 

To the Editors. 

Gentlemen,—There is probably no more enjoyable holiday or outing 
than a camping-out party. All those who have tested its delights will 
agree with mo on that point, and its other essential element is its 
cheapness. A ten days’ outing should not cost much more than £4 to 
£5, including hire of tents, hire of boats, food, drink, and smoke. 
For that amount, a thoroughly enjoyable time may be completely 
assured. To be as brief as possible, I have been asked by one or two 
photographers, who are desirous of taking part in a camp, to see if a 
few other photographers would join us in the idea, so that the party 
might be large enough to raise an occurrence to the dignity of an 
event. If a party can be formed, I am quite willing, for the first year, 
at all events, to organise and carry it out. For the first year I would 
suggest that we visit the River Avon and camp somewhere between 
Stratford-on-Avon and Evesham, with Tewkesbury a little further on 
for the architecturally inclined. It is my own favourite camping 
ground, I have old camping chums in the district upon whom I could 
count for local assistance, and I think for the first year a central posi¬ 
tion will be better than near London. There are also more favourable 
conditions in that district than obtain upon the Thames. 

It is rather early to give any idea of the arrangements, as so much 
depends upon the size of the party. If a small and compact one, say, 
not exceeding fifty for the first year (a course I strongly advise), we 
should probably do our own catering, with an occasional dinner outside 
upon an excursion day Photographers can thus use their knowledge 
of under and over exposure in the matter of cooking bacon for breaH- 
fast. Each sleeping tent, will have three persons, which gives ample 
room, and there will be a large tent for meals, concerts, etc. In 
addition to photography, other attractions Avould be the ladies’ day, a 
regatta, sports, tennis, and ping pong tou naments, and other things. 
There will also be some apparatus for those musically inclined. Rules 
and regulations will be few and simple, and the executive authority 
will be simply a captain and two lieutenants as his assistants. It is 
to be a pleasure party, so there wall be no papers or even demonstra¬ 
tions, except those that are unpreventable. Towards the end of the 
time a meeting will be held to decide as to next year. The camp Avill 
be pitched within a reasonable distance of some village, so that a 
member could lodge his wife or sister there, and yet still be himself 
a camper. These are the rough ideas (the camping, hoAvever, will 
not be rough nor will it be of the feather bed description, but some¬ 
thing between), upon which I can enlarge later. What I desire to knoAv 
now is, whether any of my numerous friends all over the country Avill 
join me in the venture, for some week in July next, and it is in order 
to bring the idea before them that I invoke your assistance in the 
matter of publishing this letter.—Faithfully yours, 

Walter D. Welford. 

Warwick Lodge, 166, Romford Road, London, E. 
April 19th, 1902. 

THE ACTION OF ALKALIES IN DEVELOPERS. 

To the Editors. 

Gentlemen,-—In your issue of. April 18th, you publish a paper by 
Dr. Chas. L. Mitchell, on “ The Action of Alkalies in Developers.” In 
this paper a table, ascribed to Dr. O. G. Mason, states that equal 
Avork is done by 80 parts of sodium" hydrate and 286 parts of sodium 
carbonate crystals (1:3.57). This table lias been published in your 
Almanac for some years, and has always been ascribed to Mr. G. E. 
Brown. 

As an addendum, a further table, by Von Hubl, is given, which states 
that 9.5 parts of sodium hydrate give the best result in a developing 
solution, with 10 parts of pyrogallol, subsequently, hoAvever, adding 
the caution that caustic alkalies must be used Avith pyro. Further, an 
editorial note states that 16 parts of sodium carbonate crystals must 
be used for every part of sodium hydrate. At first sight this appears 
to be a direct contradiction of the statement in the previous para¬ 
graph that 3.57 parts of sodium carbonate crystals do the same Avork as 
1 part of the hydrate. The difference may possibly be explained by 

the fact that the chemical and photographic activities of the salts do 
not agree, but as they stand the contradictory statements in the same 
article are puzzling. 

On Avorking out the number of grains of sodium carbonate crystals 
required to give best results with 2 grains of pyrogallol, the table gives 
30.4. which is considerably in excess of that commonly employed.— 
Yours faithfully, E. J. PHILLIPS. 

1, Poet’s Road, Highburv New Park, N. 
April 18th, 1902. 

MR. LIZARS’ NEW PREMISES. 

To the Editors. 

Gentlemen,—A number of English firms have written asking if it is 
my intention to close my London Avarehouse because of the notice 
appealing in the trade journals last Aveek of the addition to my Glasgow 
establishment, and I shall feel glad if you Avill insert a short notice to 
the effect that I have no intention of doing so, but that the additional 
premises in Glasgow have been taken to accomplish the ever-increasing 
volume of business conducted from that centre.—I am, dear Sirs, youis 
faithfully, J. Lizars. 

101 and 107, Buchanan Street, Glasgow. 
April 22nd, 1902. 

A PHOTOGRAPHERS’ CHURCH PARADE. 

To the Editors 

Gentlemen,—I thank you for our kind reference to our proposed 
“ Photographers’ Church Parade,” which is fixed to take place on 
Sunday afternoon, May 18th, at 3. I shall hope to give a short address 
explaining the matter, and the text from the Bible I intend taking 
Avill of itself explain Avhy photographers should have their “ Church 
Parade. I am not one Avho thinks that religion means simply going to 
church, but I like to link on the Arts and Science to Religion. Genius 
and the power to invent are Divine gifts, and I think we ought to thank 
God for all His gifts, not some of them. To my mind, our “ Church 
Parade ” Avill be like saying “ Grace ” before a meal, and I am sure, if 
Ave acknoAvledge the Hand of God in Art and Science, it Avill bring 
a special blessing upon them. 

Though photography is only, as yet, in its infancy, yet see, for 
example, what the X-rays have already done for surgery and for 
sufferers in pain! I may just say that Ave shall not expect photo¬ 
graphers in the congregation to bring their cameras into church, 
any more than our cyclists at our annual “ Cyclist’s Church Parade ” 
bring their cycles into the church. Again thanking you for your refer¬ 
ence in last Fiiday’s British Journal of Photography," I remain, 
very truly yours, E. Husband. 

43, Dover Road, Folkestone. 
April 22nd, 1902. 

THE LITTLE WONDER LAMP. 

To the Editors. 

Gentlemen,—When turning over the adA'ertisements in a Neiv YTirk 
hardAvare journal to-day I noticed the enclosed. It seems to be the 
lamp inquired for by a correspondent in your last issue.—l'ours truly, 

Wm. Goodaa’in. ' 

3, Lynedoch Street, Glasgow. 
April 21st, 1902. 

[The lamp is that referred to by Colonel Blatlrwayt in our last 
issue. It is called the Little Wonder, and is obtainable at the 
Turner Brassworks, 44, No. Franklin Street, Chicago. It is thus 
described in the advertisement kindly sent by Mr. Goodwin :—The 
only successful under-generator pressure lamp. Burns hydro-carbon 
gas. Is absolutely safe, and makes the brightest and th~ cheapest light 
on earth, except the sun, bar none. The Turner Little Wonder 
burner cannot clog up, no matter how long used.— [Eds. B.J.P.] 

PHOTOGRAPHY IN COLOURS* 

To the Editors. 

Gentlemen,—I enclose herewith for your perusal a short article, out 
out of the Editorial column of a leading local newspaper, the “ Western 
Mail,” of Saturday, the 12tn inst., announcing, “on excellent- 
authority that the problem of photography in colours lias been solved at 
last.” I don’t knoAv whether this “marvellous triumph” lias come 
under your notice or not, but I have no recollection of seeing any refer¬ 
ence, either to the name or the process, in the Journal. Probably it is 
nothing more than a modification cf, or perhaps some improvement in. 
the working of the three-colour process, which has often been stated 
in the Press to be a “ direct process in colours.” It would be interest¬ 
ing to know whether there is really anything in this new discovery to 
entitle it to the claim set up, and perhaps you Avill be able to enlighten 
your readers cn this subject.—-Yours obediently, Colonel. 

“ It is stated on excellent authority that the problem of photography 
in colours has been sol\Ted at last. Scientific experimentalists have 
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long been grappling with it all over the world, and Cardiff readers will 
recollect one set of results so beautifully exhibited some time ago at a 
conversazione of the Naturalists’ Society. But we are now told 1 hat 
an American—Mr. Verrill, of New Haven—has hit upon a process for 
the reproduction of colour in photography direct from Nature itself. 
The results are stated to be surprisingly soft and accurate, and when 
the discovery comes to be generally applied it will add immensely to 
the enjoyment of the aesthetic section of the community. So marvellous 
a triumph must win for its discoverer imperishable fame.” 

[The paragraph sent us by “Colonel” lias attracted our attention in 
various newspapers during the past few weeks. It was quoted in 
this Journal of February 28th. We have not been able to trace 
authentic details of the alleged “ discovery.”—Eds. B. J.P.] 

-»- 

Answers to Correspondents. 
%* All matters intended for the text portion of this JOURNAL, includ. 

ing queries, must be addressed to “ The EDITORS, The BRITISH 
Journal of Photography, 24, Wellington-street, Strand, London, 
IF. C. ” Inattention to this ensures delay. 

%* Correspondents are informed that me cannot undertake to answer 
communications through the post. Questions are not answered unless 
the names and addresses of the writers are given. 

%* Communications relating to Advertisements and general business 
affairs should be addressed to Messrs. Henry Greenwood & Co., 
24, Wellington-street, Strand, London, IF. 6’. 

-♦- 

Ferrotype Dry Plates.—“ Regular Subscriber ” asks : “ Can you tell 
me where I can get “ Ferrotype ” dry plates ? I have heard 
there are such things in the market for making direct positives.”— 
In reply : Fallowfields, Charing Cross Road, used to supply them, 
and we believe they do so still. 

Purple Tones.—F. O. writes : “ Could you kindly tell me the paper used 
to obtain the distinct purple tone occasionally seen in photography? 
I do not mean the purple tone of the ordinary P.O.P.”—In reply : 
In all probability the paper employed was albumen paper. That 
will yield very rich purple tones with a vigorous negative. So will 
collodio-chlomle paper with a similar negative. Of course, if we 
saw the prints, we could say more definitely the paper they are on. 

Retouching.—“ Gordon ” writes : “ Would you kindly give me your 
opinion of the retouching on enclosed prints. I have lately been 
taking lessons, and should be glad to know if you think I might 
be successful as a retoucher ? I have taken prints before and after 
retouching.”—In reply: The work shows some promise, but there 
is much room for improvement. Too much of the modelling has 
been removed from the faces, and they appear flat. We sliould 
advise you to persevere with the work. 

Address Wanted.—W. H. B. asks: “Can you or your readers furnish 
me with the address of a Paris house who supply portraits off.heads 
(women and children mostly) in quantities, for reproduction in 
fashion plates, etc. ? I am seeking the information for a Canadian 
firm of process-engravers, who require a pretty constant supply, 
and shall esteem your assistance.”—In reply: Perhaps Messrs. Nops, 
Ludgate Hill, London, E.C., might help our correspondent. Let him 
write them. 

Printing Process.—“ Browne ” writes : “ I enclose a small picture of a 
lady, and should be pleased to know how the paper is prepared, 
I mean sensitized ? I think it is coated with some solution of 
iron.”—In reply: The print seems to us to be a silver one on salted 
drawing paper, lightly toned. It does not seem to be an iron 
print; but prints with similar appearance may be produced in 
different ways. Without making chemical tests, we cannot say, 
positively, whether it is by an iron process or not. 

Stained Prints.-—R. K. writes: “I send enclosed a TpUto print, one 
of a batch that I have just finished. The stain comes up after 
about .14 hours’ washing. They are on-, toned with sulpho- 
cyanidc. I don’t think that any hypo could have got on it before 
toning. I shall be very pleased if you could let me know what 
is wrong with them ?”—In reply : The stain on the print sent is 
due to its having been allowed to stick to another while in the 
fixing bath, or may bo to the bottom of the dish, so that the 
“ hypo ” did not have free action all over. 

Identity op Process.—“Borne” writes: “Having seen some photographs 
oil a kind of metallic paper, in various colours, should be extremely 
glad if you could tell me where to obtain the same, and if it be 
difficult to work.”—In reply : As the pictures you have seen are 
in various colours, they are probably these produced by the 
Metalline Company, and they treat their process as a trade secret. 
A mctalotypc paper is sold by the Columbia Camera Company, 
and may be had through any dealer; but this only yields black 
colours. Had you sent us a picture to see, we might, possibly, 
have told you how it was produced. 

Studio Blinds.—“ Festina Lente ” writes : “ I am troubled with the sun 
shining into my studio, owing to a low ridge and western aspect. 
Of course, I have a full set of blinds for lighting purposes, but 
this does not diffuse the light sufficiently. Can you suggest any¬ 
thing better to put on the glass than whitewash or tissue-paper? 
I might mention I cannot afford to have wooden screens put up 
on the roof outside.”—In reply: We should recommend you to 
get some light wooden frames made to fit in the roof, and cover 

them with tracing linen. They may be fixed with lurn-butlons, 
and then can be easily removed when not required. 

Copyright.—E. C. R. writes: “1 have a photograph of a minister ol a 
church near here, and have been asked (o make an enlurgi n.< it 
from same, to hang up in one of the rooms connected with (lie 

church. I should make the negative myself, but should havi I i 
get the enlargmcnt made In a trade, enlarge] ; then 1 should fi i 
it myself. I should esteem it a favour if you would (ell mo whether 

I should be infringing by doing this, as the photograph in mark* <1 
‘copyright’? Of course, 1 should not make any charge , 
enlargement.”—In reply: If the portrait is copyright it would bo 
an infringement of it to mako an enlargement from it. That you 
make no charge for making the enlargement makes no difference. 
The penalty is for reproducing a copyright picture. 

“Process Work.”—"San Remo” asks: “(1) What is process work? i2) 
Is it possible by this process to make small blocks for illustrating 
advertisements? (3) Can a photographer accustomed to ordinary 
photographic processes learn process work by the aid of books 
alone? (4) What is the approximate cost of the necessary appara¬ 
tus? (5) What books are most suitable for a novice to study?” - 
In reply : (1 and 5) We cannot spare space in this column to explain 
the process. You had better get Yerfasser’s work on “Half-Tone 
Process on Zinc and Copper.” It may be bad from Dawbarn and 
Ward, Farringdon Avenue. (2) Yes, certainly. (3) Yes, with 
practice. (4) Better write to Messrs, l’eurose and Co., Farringdon 
Road, E.C. They supply all the necessaries for the work, and will 
supply you with a price-list. 

Enlarging, etc.—J. S. W. L. writes: “ (1) Which is tho best lens to 
use for copying? (2) Also, which is the best to use for architec¬ 
ture? I mean to get straight walls; when I photograph a square 
building I get it this shape (barrel), instead of being square. 
Is it through the lens being too short a focus, or what is the reason ? 
(3) I have an enlarging lantern with 9in. condenser. When enlarg¬ 
ing (from whole plates) I find, when focussing on a sheet of paper, 
that if the centre of the picture is in focus the rest of the picture 
is out of focus. Would I remedy this by buying an enlarging 
objective? (4) If a person pays for photographs at a sitting, do 
I hold a copyright in them if made copyright?”—In reply: (1) 
Theoretically, one of the anastigmat type, because they have a 
perfectly flat field. (2) A lens of tho same type, or of the R.K. 
kind. The trouble of which you complain is not due to tho lens 
employed, but to the camera being tilted and the swing-hack not 
having been brought into use. (3) The fault, no doubt, lies with 
the condenser. A 9in. condenser is not large enough to evenly 
illuminate a whole-plate negative. One of at least lO^in. in 
diameter is necessary for the purpose. (4) No, certainly not. 

Carbon-Tissue Making.—J. D. writes: “I am anxious to try my hand 
at making carbon tissues for photographic printing, but cannot 
get any detailed instructions. Can you give me any information 
as to its manufacture? I have made a trial, but found that after 
floating the paper on the pigment and gelatine mixture, and bank¬ 
ing same to dry, it turned out to be full of small holes, i.e., the. 
emulsion seems to have been driven off face of paper by air bubbles 
exuding from the paper. Can you suggest a remedy? Also, 1 
should be glad if you will tell mo where to get tho proper kind of 
pigment. The ones I tried were ordinary house-painters’ dry 
colours, which are not very finely divided. If you could refer me 
to somebody’s work, or give me a few hints on the subject, I should 
feci obliged.”—In reply : The manufacture of carbon tissue is by 
no means easy without proper plant and appliances, and no full 
details of the method have been published. Those who make it 
commercially keep their experiences to themselves. Evidently the 
paper you have employed is not of a suitable kind. Try one with 
a harder and closer texture. The pigment you have used is useless 
for the purpose. You must get that employed by artists, as 
supplied by the artists’ colourmen. A very convenient form is that 
sold in collapsable tubes for water-colour work. We should sav 
you will do far better to purchase the tissue, which may be had 
in all colours, than to attempt to make* it for yourself. 

*** Notice to the Trade, Wholesale Agents and Book¬ 

sellers.—A Contents Bill is issued with each number of the JOURNAL, 

and copies may be had on application to the Publishers. 
*** Notice to Advertisers.—A devised Tariff for advertisements 

in the JOURNAL is now in force. Blochs and copy are received subject to 
the approval of the Publishers, and advertisements are inserted abso¬ 
lutely without condition, expressed or implied as to what appears in 
the text portion of the paper. 
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EX CATHEDRA. 

Professor A rumour has been current that Prof. 
Abbe. Abbe had decided to retire permanently 
from Jena, owing to differences of opinion with his col¬ 
leagues and employes of the Carl Zeiss Optical Works. 
We are glad to see that a categorical denial has been 
issued by the directors of the firm, who state that there 
is not the least foundation for these rumours. Professor 
Abbe’s visit to Lugano is based upon considerations of 
health, and will be longer than usual, with a view to the 
completion of some scientific work. 

* * * 

A New The well-known optician, C. P. Goerz, of 
Lens. Berlin, has placed upon the market a 
new lens of the symmetrical type. Each combination con¬ 
sists of two lenses, enclosing an air space. The lenses 
are comparatively thin, which implies less loss of light 
from absorption, but the greater number of reflecting sur¬ 
faces may be looked upon as an opposite factor. The inten¬ 
sity of the more rapid series ranges from f 4.5 to f 5.5. 
The slower series has an aperture of f 6.3. The focus of 
the lens may be taken as the measure of the length of the 
plate, sharply covered at full aperture, excepting 
in the sizes exceeding about 7in. The cover- 
ing power of the latter is rather less. Although 
the combinations are very close to each other, 

the angle of good definition appears to he restricted 
to 62deg. or 66deg. It will thus be seen that the new 
lens will not supplant many of the well-known types of 
anastigmatic lenses, which may be looked upon as universal 
instruments, owing to their comparatively large aperture 
and wide angle of defining power. On the other hand, the 
rapidity of the new lens will be found a great advantage. 

* * * 

The Deutsche Pliotograplien Zeitung, in 
reviewing the exhibition of apparatus at 
Weimar, on the occasion of the German 

Photographic Convention, falls into a mistake, which we 
should call insular if it had happened on this side of the 
North Sea. Speaking of the Iris shutters shown by the 
firm of Carl Zeiss, the writer says that the Jena house 
was the first to use the stop of the lens for the mechanism 
of the shutter. The Iris shutter is a much older invention 
than the writer supposes, and we doubt if the firm of Carl 
Zeiss lays claim to more than the invention of the par¬ 
ticular varieties with which their name is associated. The 
first German patent granted for the Zeiss Iris shutters was 
dated February 7, 1893, so far as we are aware. However, 
in that interesting compilation, “ Abridgments of Specifi¬ 
cations, Class 98, Photography,” issued by the Patent 
Office, a much older specification will be found. On 
April 22, 1887, a patent was granted to T. R. Dallmeyer 
and Beauchamp, for a shutter fitting in the lens tube, 
between the lenses. It consisted of a number of segments 
of sickle, or chopper-like form, mounted on pivots fixed in 
a ring. By rotation of the ring the segments were moved 
to and from the centre. Subsequent patents were taken 
out to protect improvements in the shutter. This ante¬ 
dates the Zeiss invention by nearly six years. 

* * * 

Trade The advent of warmer weather and the 
Prospects. brilliant days with which we have been 
favoured have given a strong impetus to amateur photo¬ 
graphy. Turn which way we may, the hand camera is ubi¬ 
quitous. A few years ago it was thought that the bicycle 
would interfere with the progress of amateur photography; 
but it would seem that the wheel has had the contrary 
effect, and added a considerable number of enthusiasts to 
the army of camerists. In the construction of apparatus 
the tendency appears still to be in the direction of smaller 
sizes. Portability has not been the only inducement which 
has brought about this state of things. The facilities which 
have been provided for the production of enlargements 
and the admirable bromide papers which can now be 
obtained have doubtless contributed largely to the abandon¬ 
ment of large cameras. Lenses, too, of very short focus 
and exceptional rapidity can now be had, and give the 
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amateur the opportunity to secure pictures in out-of-the-way 
nooks and corners, typical of most interesting phases of 
life. It may be looked upon as an axiom that every 
advance in the manufacture of plates, films, and printing- 
materials, every improvement in lenses and cameras will 
add to the number of photographers, whether amateur or 
professional. This year brings with it many improvements 
in various directions, and the prospects seem to be that the 
demand for photographic materials will be larger than ever. 

* * * 

Germans The paragraph which appeared a fort- 
and the _ night ago in our “ Ex Cathedra ” notes 
National Bias. concerning English manufacturers and 

German critics has prompted a German friend, whose 
opinion we highly value, to send us an extract from the 
“ Grenzbote,” a well-edited German weekly paper. We 
infer, from the remarks of our correspondent, that he is in 
complete sympathy with this sharp criticism of the attitude 
of the German daily papers, and we believe that the same 
feeling is shared by a large number of the more highly- 
educated people in Germany. The writer in the 
“ Grenzbote ” addresses his countrymen in the following 
terms : “ We Germans abroad are generally more respected 
than loved, not because we may be indiscreet, but because 
we are fond of singing our own praise, and have the 
most unfriendly and unneiglibourly Press of the civilised 
world. We ask ourselves, are some of these people suffering 
from delusions, which drive them to extravagance and per¬ 
secution? Do they drink absinthe, or think other nations 
cannot understand our language? Do they believe that to 
Germans belongs the privilege of smiting every other nation 
on the face without being thought the worse for it? If the 
German Press were the voice of the German people, which 
it is not, then the German nation would be the most 
envious, poisonous, fungoid growth of the five continents of 
the world. It is far from pleasant to say this, and worse 
to see evidence of it daily. We confess that we see articles 
in the papers nearly every day which compel us to clasp 
our head with both our hands and ask if we, or the other 
people, are not quite right in the upper story. Would to 
God it were we ! Our frail voice is raised in warning, and 
passes away almost unheeded.” 

* * * 

Photograph Astronomers, surveyors, and other scien- 
Tailoring. tific workers have long known that 

photographic images will give reliable data upon which to 
calculate relative distances. Possibly the knowledge of 
this fact has inspired a certain tailor of Wisconsin to 
conceive, develop, and patent a process by means of which 
his customers can be photographically measured for their 
garments. We all know what the usual method is : how 
the tailor measures us across our back, along our half¬ 
bent arm, and how he gaily casts a tape equator about 
that rotund portion of the form politely called “the lower 
chest,” all the time calling out cabalistic figures to his 
minion, who enters the particulars in a book. A later 
day comes round, and the coat is tried on; pins are in¬ 
serted and extracted, and various chalk marks are made 
to indicate the latitude and longitude of future buttons 
and button-holes. Now all this worry is saved to the 
customer by the new photographic process. At one 
end of the tailor’s atelier—it would be rude to call it a 
workshop—is a camera, while at the other end is a frame 
about 7ft. high and 4ft. broad, which is stretched across 
with vertical and horizontal wires, so as to form a series of 
squares. Behind this squared screen of wirework the 
customer steps, and is photographed in various positions— 
front, back, and side views being taken. By means of 

pictures thus obtained, divided as they are into measurable 
squares, the tailor is able to calculate the various distances 
from point to point, and can promise his patron a perfect 
fit. We have said that the new method of measurement 
is a relief to the customer, and so it undoubtedly is, for 
none of us like to be pulled and pummelled about, just 
as if we were lay figures. But what does the new system 
mean for the unfortunate tailor? In addition to his 
ordinary sartorial occupation, he will have the burden of 
taking three or four negatives for every garment, or, at 
any rate, for every suit, and must also obtain positive 
prints from those negatives before he can get to his more 
legitimate work. Then there comes in the usual uncer¬ 

tainty as to light and the other hundred obstacles which 
assail the photographic worker. Considering all 111* -< 'I Hi 
culties, we fear that this union of the camera and the 
shears will not be very generally adopted. Perchance 
it will be confined to the vicinity of Wisconsin, where 
patentee dwells. In less civilised regions master snips 
will be content to use the humble yard measure, as of yore, 
and leave the camera to the inferior business of portrait* 

* * * 

Some painters, but not all, are 
very hard upon photographers when 

step out of the beaten track, and 
produce something artistic. Then it is 

that we are told of the impossibility of achieving any¬ 
thing which can be called a picture by the manipulation 
of a mechanical box, and the poor camera man is politely 
requested to take a back seat. But artists, although they 
like to sit in judgment upon us, are by no means omni¬ 
potent, and the list of mistakes and incongruities which 
they have allowed to creep into their compositions would 
consume much ink and paper. Among the older masters it 
was the common custom, as we all know, to dress their 
models in the costume of the day, quite irrespective of 
time or clime. Let us quote one or two instances. There 
is in the National Gallery (Edinburgh) a picture of the 
finding of Moses, in which the Egyptian princess and her 
women are represented with the long waists and hoops 
associated with the Court, not of Pharaoh, but of good 
Queen Bess. At our own National Gallery, ladies at the 
Court of King Darius are similarly adorned. In the 
Bethnal Green Museum there is, or was, an ivory carving 
of the good Samaritan, one of the servants of whom carries 
a flint-lock musket! And rumour tells of a painting some¬ 
where of the Prodigal Son, in which that penitent youth 
returns to his ancestral home in a yellow post-chaise ! But 
even in the representation of natural things, painters, and 
modern ones, too, have been known to perpetrate strange 
blunders. A rainbow turned inside out, wdth regard to its 
colouration, has been introduced into a picture more than 
once. A well-known picture of “ The Star in the East ” 
shows a crescent moon in the same quarter of the heavens. 
Doubtless the artist has been told more than once by 
candid friends of this incongruity. But if that artist 
happened to be abroad last Tuesday week shortly after 
sunset, he would have noted an appearance in the sky 
which would help him to silence all cavillers. Wherever 
the firmament was not obscured by clouds, the crescent 
moon would be observed close to the Eastern horizon, 
instead of being in attendance on the setting sun, as it 
usually is. Furthermore, it had no business to assume 
the crescentic form, for, according to the almanac, it ought 
to have been “ full moon.” The almanac, happily, supplies 
the reason for this lapse on the part of Diana. The 
goddess was eclipsed. She rose in the East, veiled with the 
shadow of the Earth, and shortly afterwards, owing to the 

taking. 
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partial withdrawal of that veil, she showed the form of the 
new moon. Curiously enough, in places where the air was 
clear, and the view of the horizon unimpeded, it was 
possible to see the images of both sun and moon at the 
same instant, although, of necessity, the earth must have 
been directly between them. This was owing to the effect 
of refraction by our atmosphere, the image of the sun 
remaining above the horizon after the orb had really sunk 
below it, and that of the moon appearing before it was 
actually due. The painter’s crescent moon in the East 
can thus be ingeniously accounted for, but the inside-out 
rainbow requires further consideration. 

The Professional Photographers’ Association.—There will be a meeting 
of the General Committee at 51, Baker Street, London, W., this (Friday) 
evening, May 2nd, at six o’clock. Business:—Nomination of new com¬ 
mittee (as rule 12). To receive suggestions re alteration of rules. Dis¬ 
cussion on fire insurance rates. Reports of local branches. 

“ A Bad Effect on Art.”—The eighth free picture exhibition at the 
Town Hall, Stratford, organised by the West Ham Corporation, was 
opened on Saturday by Mr. Seymour Lucas, R.A., in the presence of a 
large company. Mr. Lucas said he had no doubt whatever that such 
exhibitions as the one they were about to open did much to foster an 
appreciation of the beautiful. In the days when he was a student there 
were only three public picture galleries in London, and he might remark 
that his own small success in art was due to the Bethnal Green Museum, 
a visit to which he used to regard as a great treat. Galleries filled with 
examples of the works of the greatest artists had a great educational 
influence. The important events of history were imprinted on his memory 
by pictures rather than by reading. The Church in the Middle Ages 
thoroughly realised the advantages of pictures. In the days of the 
Renaissance many of the churches were turned into little picture galleries 
and had their influence. He had left the Royal Academy to open that 
exhibition, and would remark that some of the pictures that would be 
thrown open to the public view in a fortnight’s time were very, very fine. 
This year there were 200 fewer pictures than last year, and those painters 
who had to go through them thought that a blessing. Speaking of the 
work of the painter, Mr. Lucas said that photography had had a bad 
effect on art. It served to present things in a literal sense rather than 
a poetic sense. Realism in art was not wanted; the great painter put 
into his work his art, and it was that which was the merit and value of 
the work. Plate-glass, which flooded places with light—whereas art was 
all light and shade—had also robbed art, but all these things in time 
would correct themselves. The exhibition will remain open (Sunday 
included) till May 10th.—“ The Times.” 

The Rontgen Rays.—At the Roy-jl Institution last Friday Mr. J. 
Mackenzie Davidson lectured on the “ X-rays and Localisation.” Dealing 
with the use of the rays as a photographic agent, he showed how the 
definition of a photograph obtained with them was affected by the rela¬ 
tion of the anti-cathode to the cathode in the tube which produced them. 
The X-rays took their origin at the point where the cathode stream met 
a solid; hence they were generated at the anti-cathode. But this latter 
did not stop all the stream, part of which passed on till it met the glass 
of the tube, when more X-rays were produced, although less powerful 
ones. Hence radiation was going on from a comparatively large surface, 
and in such circumstances a sharp shadow was not to be expected. To 
obviate this defect it was advantageous in practical work to stop these 
odd rays by surrounding the tube with an opaque substance like red 
lead, which was scraped away at the point where it was desired the rays 
should issue. An additional advantage of this procedure was that the 
operator was protected from them and the unpleasant physiological effects 
they were capable of exercising. Mr. Davidson performed several experi¬ 
ments with the rays, among other things showing that their action on 
a photographic film was different from that of light. Taking a sensitive 
elate, he placed on it a metal design and exposed it to Rontgen radiation 
for two minutes, protected, of course, from ordinary light. He then 
took the plate out of its envelope and exposed it for five minutes to the 
electric light with which the room was lighted. On development the 
plate yielded a reversed image, the design coming out dark on a light 
ground. The same result was not obtained by exposing a film first to 
ordinary light and then to Rontgen radiation. The importance of this 
was that it suggested the possibility of making plates so much more 
sensitive to X-rays than to daylight that theycould be developed in day¬ 
light—an obvious advantage if a dark-room were unattainable, as might 
easily be the case in a campaign. The last part of the lecture explained 
how the exact position of a foreign body—say a needle—in the tissues 
could be located by the aid of these rays. No information as to the depth 
of the body below the skin could be obtained from a single photograph, 
but if two photographs were taken by a tube placed at known distances 
from a fixed point not only would they give a picture in perfect relief 
if placed in a stereoscope, but data were obtained from which by a 
geometrical construction the depth of the object below the surface could 
be measured. This method had been applied with success to the locali¬ 
sation of a fragment of metal in the eyeball, and thus enabled an object 
to be removed which sooner or later would destroy the sight. 

TONING METHODS. 

Last week we raised the point as to whether the public 
generally really cared sufficiently for the permanency of 
their photographs to pay a little more for them if that 
could be reasonably promised. Turning from the general 
public to amateurs, we may put a similar query : Will they 
go to any little extra trouble, in order to secure additional 
stability in their results? In the majority of 
cases we doubt it. Amateurs of the present day, 

-as a rule, want to obtain their results with as little trouble 
to themselves as possible, quite regardless as to whether 
they are lasting or not. 

At a recent meeting of the London and Provincial Photo¬ 
graphic Association, reported in our last issue, the evening 
was devoted to a discussion on combined toning and fixing^ 
From tlje report, it will be seen that no new facts were 
elicited, and the old ideas, pro and con., which have so 
often been quoted, were reiterated. Judging from the 
report, one may fairly assume that the combined bath is 
not much in favour with the members generally, as far as 
regards stability of results; unless it is used under condi¬ 
tions that entail nearly, or quite, as much trouble as is 
involved in toning and fixing separately. Will the general 
run of amateurs go to this extra trouble merely for the 
sake of a probable prospect of greater stability in their 
prints ? One speaker, an amateur, said that he looked upon 
putting the print dry into the bath as one of the boons of 
the combined method. From this it may be assumed that 
he. like many others, considers trouble before permanence. 
According to the report, the same gentleman also referred 
to the fact that “ paper makers, as a rule, said that com¬ 
bined baths were not to be recommended, but he thought 
that it was time that their chemists had worked out a 
satisfactory formula, one that could be expected to give 
reasonable permanence to the print, save the time of the 
operator, and the number of processes that have at present 
to be gone through.” That the paper-makers discourage 
the employment of the combined method—notwithstanding 
that with all makes of paper the tones it yields are excel¬ 
lent and that it simplifies the working of their manufac¬ 
tures—is a very good proof, if no o+her were needed, that 
the system is, more or less, dangerous as regards the 
durability of the pictures. 

All gelatine printing-out papers contain a considerable 
amount of free acid, and, of course, if they are put into the 
combined bath, or any “ hypo ” solution, some of the hypo¬ 
sulphite of soda is at once decomposed, and sulphur and 
other injurious agents set free in the paper—as has fre¬ 
quently been pointed out in these columns—which will 
eventually tend to its destruction. If the prints are 
well washed, to remove the free acids and the free nitrate 
of silver from the film before it is put into the bath, this 
risk is, to a great extent minimised. But will the users of 
the combined bath take this little extra trouble with the 
view to greater stability? Furthermore, this procedure 
renders the operation of toning somewhat slower; also the 
use of a second solution of hypo after the toning. Although 
this would certainly conduce to more perfect fixation, it, 
again, entails an additional operation. Would it, therefore, 
be adopted by those who object to a little trouble? 

At one time amateur photographers were experi¬ 
mentalists, and to them must be accredited most of the 
improvements and discoveries in the art. Now, however, 
they seem to rest entirely on the manufacturers of material, 
instead of making researches for themselves. If the latter 
cannot give them what they think ought to be done, why 
should they not work out for themselves some method that 
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will fall in with their ideas, for, as a rule, they have more 
spare time on their hands than the manufacturers have? 
One of the speakers at the meeting, the other night, inti¬ 
mated that the combined bath was more largely employed 
amongst professional photographers on the Continent than 
it is here. Is that a fact? We are inclined to doubt it. 

It is sometimes mentioned during discussions on +he 
combined bath, though it does not seem to have cropped 
up on this occasion, that thousands of prints, toned by the 
combined method when it was the only one used, in the 
early days of the art, are still in existence, and are as 
.good as ever they were. But this argument would not apply 
to the present combined bath if then used. In the old bath 
there was nothing but hyposulphite of soda, gold, and 
water. It contained no acid, alum, dead, etc. All of which 
tend to fugitiveness in the picture. Furthermore, it con¬ 
tained a very considerably larger proportion of hypo¬ 
sulphite of soda. For example, the proportion of “ hypo ” 
was about half the quantity of water employed—some 
workers used a still larger proportion than that. Then 
the minimum was ten ounces to the pint of water, and to 
this was added ten grains of chloride* of gold. Notwith¬ 
standing this large proportion of hypo and gold, this 
system was abandoned, alike by professionals and amateurs, 
in the late fifties and early sixties, when the combined 
system was proved to be theoretically wrong, for the 
■“ alkaline,” or separate toning, method, which has been 
.adhered to ever since for albumen paper. Now let us 
look at the modern formulae for combined baths. Taking 
several now before us, we find that the maximum propor¬ 
tions of hyposulphite is five ounces to the pint of water ; 
.in some it is much less. When it is considered that a 
considerable amount of its fixing power is discounted by 
the decomposition brought about by the acid, alum, lead, 
and other additions, it is practically considerably below 
that strength. Hence it is not surprising that the desired 
tones, particularly when they are of the warmer tints, 
are reached long before the prints are properly fixed, 
and, as the result, so many jaundiced photographs that are 
now to be met with. With the old, simple, strong bath of 
hypo and gold only, the toning proceeded slowly, 
taking for the deep purple tones an hour or more ; hence 
there was no fear of imperfect fixation. It will now 
be seen that no comparison could be made between the 
combined bath of old and the modern one. We have 
left out of consideration the difference in the paper used 
and the large amount of silver it contained, and the 
stronger character of the negatives employed, when the 
-old combined bath was in vogue, as that subject has so 
often been dealt with in these columns. 

•-♦- 

A Nf.w Studio in Glasgow.—Mr. John Stuart, jun., informs us that he 
has acquired the old-established business carried on at 120, Buchanan 
Street for close on half-a-century, and will henceforth conduct it on his 
own account. The property, in which the business is at present carried 
on, is to be demolished at May term, to allow of a more modern structure 
being erected in its place. Mr. Stuart, jun., has, therefore, found it 
necessary to lease new premises at 59, Bath Street (a few doors west of 
Renfiekl Street). Mr. Stuart is now in possession of the new studio 
and suite of rooms. The reception room has been fitted up in the most 
elega- manner, while the dressing rooms are furnished and arranged 
for the convenience and comfort of his patrons. The atelier has been 
specially constructed for the production of the highest class of artistic 
photography. Mr. Stuart will be in constant attendance at his rooms, 
and will photograph all patrons personally; children’s photographs will 
lie a specialty. Miniatures on ivory will also be a feature of the busi¬ 
ness. Enlargements in carbon on paper or opal, platinotype, and Mr. 
Stuart’s new “ Etchographs ” will be prepared under his personal super¬ 
intendence. Chitdoor photography in all its branches conducted under 
bis direct guidance, as formerly. 

COLLODION POSITIVES. 

Much attention has recently been directed to the beauties 
and the defects of the old daguerreotype process, and many 
are loud in their praise of the structureless quality of these 
pictures on metallic plates. It may be assumed that most 
persons judge of this old process only by the portraits 
which they have seen. But to appreciate the wonderful 
capabilities of the daguerreotype it is absolutely necessary 
to study pictures of a more comprehensive character. 
Some years ago Messrs. Negretti and Zambra, who for so 
many years held the appointment of official photographers 
to the Crystal Palace, showed us a number of daguerreot \ pe 
pictures which they had taken of the beautifully-decorated 
Alhambra, Pompeiian, and other interior courts of that 
ornate building—pictures taken in the old days before the 
paint and gilding had become smirched by troups of holi¬ 
day makers, and long ere the aesthetic aims of the founders 
had given place to the democratic switchback, roundabout, 
and other intoxicating delights. These pictures were full 
of the most exquisite detail, and retained their pristine 
freshness. 

But there is another early process which is extinct as 
the daguerreotype, and which followed quickly on the heels 
of Archer’s discovery of the wet collodion method—a pro¬ 
cess which gave such perfect and lasting results that it 
would be worthy of attention, even if we had not a special 
object in view in reverting to it, as will presently be seen. 
We allude to the positive collodion process which, for many 
years, held premier position as the most popular method of 
picture making, for the very good reason that the portrait 
was taken and finished “ while you wait.” 

The collodion positive was produced by exactly the same 
method as the later ferrotype, or “ tintype,” as our Ameri¬ 
can friends call it, save that the support of the delicate film 
was glass instead of iron. Two pictures taken by this 
process are before us as we write, and knowing their his¬ 
tory, we are able to assign a date to each which we know 
to be approximately correct. One consists of a family 
group which was taken fifty years ago in a drawing-room 
at Chester Square, London. It is noteworthy as being an 
early specimen of photographic portraiture taken in an 
ordinary sitting-room, by an amateur worker. The other 
is a simple half-length portrait taken by a professional 
photographer in the year 1859. It bears a printed ticket 
on its back, which runs thus : —“ W. Pugh’s Photographic 
Portrait Rooms, 21, James Street, Cambridge. State of 
the weather no object. A portrait (frame included), 6d. 
Portraits on paper from 2s. 6d.” 

The portrait group taken by the amateur has an un¬ 
varnished film, and the picture has suffered from abrasion. 
The other photograph has been varnished, and between it 
and its cover glass is a metallic oval mount, the whole 
being bound together in a flexible metal frame, and subse¬ 
quently placed in an imitation leather case. Whether all 
this was included in the sixpennyworth it is now impossible 
to say, but, as a testimonial to Mr. Pugh’s workmanship, it 
may be stated that the picture is as bright and perfect in 
every respect as if it had been completed yesterday, instead 
of 43 years back. 

Although these pictures are technically known as col¬ 
lodion positives, they are, of course, in reality negatives— 
thin negatives which are bleached so as to give a positive 
effect when viewed by reflective light. We should get pre¬ 
cisely the same appearance by bleaching a thin gelatine 
negative with mercury and holding behind it a black sur¬ 
face, so that the shadows shall be dark instead of trans¬ 
parent. The collodion positive worker provided this black 
background by filling in the back of the frame with a square 
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of velvet, or by giving the back of the glass a coating of 
black varnish. The latter is the more economical plan, and 
it is noteworthy that in the instances under review the 
professional photographer has adopted it, while the 
amateur, reckless as to cost, has employed velvet. 

And now we come to our main object in directing atten¬ 
tion to this old process. It must occasionally fall to the 
lot of the modern photographer to be asked to make a copy 
or an enlargement from a picture of this kind, and unless 
he be an old stager his probable mode of procedure will 
be to make a new negative from the picture. It will be 
.-seen from what has gone before that this is not necessary, 
for the picture itself is a negative, and by reason of its 
thinness it is just the kind of negative to make, with care¬ 
ful manipulation, an excellent positive enlargement. 

The first operation is to take the picture carefully out 
of its wrappings, and to remove the black varnish, if there 
be any, from the back of the glass. Perhaps the best way 
is to scrape it off, for treatment with a solvent would be 
liable to affect the varnish on the face of the picture. The 
glass is then put in the enlarging apparatus and a bromide 
print taken in the usual manner. Of course, any other 
process which commends itself to the photographer may be 
employed; we merely mention bromide paper as a ready 
means of carrying out the operation. 

There is, however, one little matter which must not be 
overlooked in dealing with positive pictures on glass. It 
must be remembered that they are reversed. The owner 
■of the picture will be quite oblivious of this fact, and it will 
fie next to impossible to make him appreciate it. It is 
certain that if he is handed an enlargement in which the 
face looks to the left, whereas in the original it looks to the 
right, he will, although it be excellent in every other 
respect, reject it. The photographer may truly urge that 
the new picture is more correct than the old one, but he 
will never convince his client. It will therefore be as well 
not to attempt impossibilities, but to reverse the original 
work in the enlarging apparatus so that the new image may 
look the same way as the old. 

A collodion positive portrait, possibly of a loved one who 
has gone over to the majority, has, like the daguerreotype, 
an extra value, because there is no negative to fly to for an 
extra copy. It is the one and only image taken in the 
camera. But by the method which we have suggested it 
assumes the role of negative, and many positive enlarge¬ 
ments can be taken from it. We remember a case in which 
the head of a family was remembered only by his good 
works, and by one of these old collodion positives. From 
that positive we were able in half an hour to obtain suf¬ 
ficient enlargements to go round, and we were fully re¬ 
warded for our labours by the manifestations of real de¬ 
light which crowned our work. Perhaps our remarks may 
lead some of our readers to a similar pleasant experience. 

-♦- 

On "his return from the Isles of Scilly, the Homeland Association 
forwarded to His Majesty, with other volumes, a copy of their handbook 
for the charming flower-growing islands. As an evidence of the King's 
desire for the prosperity of the beautiful and interesting health resorts 
of Great Britain, His Majesty not only accented the copy, but has 
expressed, through Sir Francis Knollvs, his wish to receive all further 
“Homeland Handbooks” to be issued by the association 

R.P.S. Informal Meetings.—The Royal Photographic Society inaugu¬ 
rates on Tuesday. Mav 6th, of, 8 p in., at 66, Russeli Souore, a. series of 
informal meetings, which will be continued on the first Tuesday in the 
month during the session. The idea is to afford the members an oppor¬ 
tunity for discussing in a friendly manner subjects of photographic 
interest which cannot conveniently be dealt with at the formal meetings 
when papers are read. As the occasion is also that of the first opening 
of the society’s house from 10 a.m. to 10 p.m., it is hoped that the 
members will accept this invitation of the House ComrriH.PR. which h^s 
the arrangements in hand, to attend and take part. The photographs 
by Mr. C. Yarnall Abbott, of Philadelphia, that are now on exhibition 
at 66, Russell Soua.re, will remain on view until Saturday, May 10th. 
Non-members will be admitted on presentation of visiting card. 

INSECT-PHOTOGRAPHY. 

Amongst the great and ever-increasing army of photographers, 

both amateur and professional, there must be a large number 

who are more or less interested in insect life. Many, no doubt, 

collect, or have collected, butterflies and moths, beetles, and 

spiders, but how few are the photographs we see of these most 

interesting and beautiful creatures! Yret what a wide and 

varied field cf work awaits the photographer wdio is interested 

in insect life, for the subjects are to be found in all situations 

• and at all times of the year. 

On the coldest and most dreary day in winter, if we know 

where to look, we shall find some busy and interesting members 

of the insect world to photograph. Descend to the regions of 

the kitchen on a cold winter’s night, an hour or so after cook 

has departed to bed, and watch by the light of the dying 

embers in the grate, the weird, creeping forms that glide silently 

over the floor. The little dull-coloured cricket cautiously comes 

out of his snug retreat at the back of the stove, and, sitting on 

the hearth, illumined by the soft, ruddy glow of the fire, sings 

a cheery song of appreciation. Families of the so-called “ black- 

beetle,” which, by the way, are not beetles at all, but closely 

related to the earwigs, crickets, and grasshoppers, march 

swiftly across the kitchen floor in search of food. Papa and 

Mamma cockroach lead the way, their long thin antennae gently 

twitching, and swaying from side to side, apprehensive of 

danger." Behind the parent cockroaches come, straggling, their 

fat, oval-bodied children ; the more venturesome of whom make 

short, rapid excursions on their owrn account, away from the 

main party. At last one of the families espies the little heaps 

of brown sugar which we placed upon the hearth, and focussed 

with our camera more than an hour ago. Quick]y and silently, 

we take up the pneumatic balls of our magnesium lamp and 

camera shutter, and with breathless excitement wait for the 

cockroaches to begin upon their supper. Puff! For something 

under the fifteenth-of-a-second, the kitchen is filled with a 

dazzling glare of light, followed by supreme darkness and the 

sound of many little feet, scuttling rapidly away. But no 

matter, we have got our photographs of the cockroaches’ supper 

party. 

With the advance of spring and early summer, caterpillars 

become much in evidence in the garden, the orchard, and in 

the fields and lanes. Although many of them, when held in 

the hand, or placed on a piece of paper, appear to he con¬ 

spicuous enough, with their bright green bodies slashed with 

tufts of vari-coloured hairs, yet when we attempt to photograph 

the caterpillars feeding on their natural food-plant, and sur¬ 

rounded with foliage, we soon very fully realise how well and 

closely those dots and dashes of colour blend and harmonise 

with the surrounding play of light and shade. For field work 

in this direction, and also for photographing the caterpillars on 

their food-plant at home, a series of different tinted washable 

canvas backgrounds will be found very useful. They should 

measure somewhere about 3ft. by 2ft., and need not he mounted 

on wooden frames, but rolled up into a convenient size for carry¬ 

ing. One of these backgrounds placed directly at the back ol 

the branch or twig on which the caterpillar to he photographed 

is feeding, will go a long way towards the production of a really 

successful picture ; as it will not only do away with the con¬ 

fused blurr of out-of-focus foliage, which would otherwise ap¬ 

pear as a background, but will greatly help to differentiate the 

caterpillar from its surroundings. 

To photograph insects on the wing, hovering over flowers, is 

extremely difficult. Either a twin-lens camera or a “ Miral 

camera.” with which the object to be photographed is seen upon 

a ground glass screen up to the instant of the exposure being 

made, must be employed ; and even then the greatest care 

and patience will be required to ensure success. 
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It is by no means so difficult, however, to photograph butter¬ 

flies, moths, and other winged insects, at rest. Butterflies, 

during the warm, sunny weather, are constantly on the wing 

from about seven o’clock in the morning until four or five 

o’clock in the afternoon. Very early in the morning, ere the 

sun has overcome the fresh crispness in the air, these beautiful 

creatures may be seen resting asleep upon tall stalks of grass, 

or twigs, and the under-side of leaves, their wings folded back, 

and perfectly motionless. Possibly, by the time a photograph 

has been taken of the insect with folded wings, the air has 

grown sufficiently warm to' rouse the butterfly from its sleep. 

This awakening is often heralded by what I may term a 

“ winking ” of the wings—that is to say, they are slowly opened 

and expanded, and closed again, the alternate actions being 

repeated several times ere the insect takes flight, so that it is 

quite possible, with a little watchfulness and care, to success¬ 

fully photograph the butterfly still resting upon the leaf or 

stem of the plant, and with its wings expanded. 

Beetles are by no means easy to photograph satisfactorily 

amongst their natural surroundings, for they are restless 

creatures, and easily frightened, with, perhaps, the exception 

of the male Stag beetle and the Devil’s Coach-horse, both of 

which will stand their ground and assume the most threatening 

attitude when they are angered and find retreat cut off. The 

best plan is to carefully collect the beetles, and bring them 

home alive to be photographed. The specimens should then 

be placed on a fair-sized piece of board, part of which has 

been previously focussed on the screen of the camera, and when 

the beetle, in journeying over the board, passes across the space 

within the focus limit in a suitable position, the instantaneous 

exposure can be made. 

Spiders, their webs, and nests, are most interesting to photo¬ 

graph. From the common garden spider alone, quite a large 

and interesting series of pictures is obtainable; these would 

show her at work building her beautiful snare, its completion, 

the capture of some victim, such as a good fat bluebottle fly, &c. 

One of the most beautiful natural history photographs I can 

remember having seen was of a perfect web of the common 

garden spider, taken early one frosty October morning. A 

piece of black velvet had, with the greatest care, been placed to 

form a background, against which the delicate web, covered 

with hoar-frost and sparkling in the morning sun, stood out as 

if made of finest silver wire and precious gems. From a 

purely scientific point of view, these photographs are of the 

greatest value, as they give us truthful representations of the 

ways and manners of insect life. With a comparatively small 

amount of trouble and patience, it is possible to form a photo¬ 

graphic record of the whole life-history of an insect, such as 

a butterfly or moth, from the time it emerges from the egg, a 

tiny, crawling caterpillar, through all its changes and growth, 

until it finally bursts from the dry chrysalis case, and comes 

forth a beautiful, winged creature. The outfit required for suc¬ 

cessful insect photography is by no means very extensive, nor 

need it be very costly. A hand camera, as well as a stand 

camera, will be useful. The stand camera should be as rigid 

as possible, and have a good extension of bellows. The hand 

camera must have seme certain means of focussing, and the 

best form will be found to be some species of twin-lens hand 

camera, or one of the Miral type, in which one lens projects 

the image on to both the sensitive plate and full-sized focussing 

screen, on the top of the camera. A good rapid rectilinear lens, 

as silent a time and instantaneous shutter as possible, and a 

supply of special rapid plates, complete ' the purchasable outfit. 

But the most vital part of the whole outfit for successful insect 
photography is an unlimited amount of patience and resource, 
and a real love of Nature. Without these inborn qualifications, 
it is useless to attempt tliis branch of photography, but to those 
who possess them, it will prove to be a delightful, all-absorbing, 
lifelong hobby. F Martin Duncan. 

OPTO-TECHNICS. 
[A lecture delivered at tlic Society of Art*.] 

I. 

Though we often hear of the magnitude and growth oi tin 

engineering industries, of tin* chemical industries, and of tin* 
electrical industries, we seldom hear of tin* optical industries, 

or of their importance in the national life. Few persons haw 

probably ever considered what are the optical industries, how 

varied in character, and of what magnitude. Y< t tfoej are no 
inconsiderable part of those industries using tin w< rd in its 

widest sense to include trading as well as manufacturing 

which, like engineering and the chemical and electrical trades, 

are based upon science and scientific invention. A -cording to 

the London Post Office Directory, there are 216 firm:, described 

as “opticians,” within the postal area, which excludes most of 

the suburbs. But, in addition, there are numerous ether tra h*s, 

amongst which are glass manufacturers, glass grin lers, glass 

polishers, glass silverers, looking-glass makers, magic lantern 

makers, magic lantern slide makers, microscope makers, micro¬ 

meter makers, optical turners, optical-case makers, opera-glass 

makers, photographic apparatus makers, photographic frame 

makers, photographic lamp makers, photographic lens makers, 

photographic material makers, photo-printers, photo-gravurists, 

photo-lithographers, spectacle makers, spectacle-case makers, 

spectacle lens makers, and telescope makers. This category 

does not include the makers of levels, theodolites and surveying 

instruments, or photographers or photographic artists, nor does 

it include the purely professional class of ophthalmic surgeons. 

It one were to include the employees of the optica! shops and 

factories, the warehousemen, shopmen, assistants, foremen, 

fitters, clerks, and labourers, the total number of persons em¬ 

ployed in the aggregate of the optical industries would be found 

to be very great. It is impossible to state it with even approxi¬ 

mate accuracj'. It cannot he less than 15.000 to 20,000 persons 

in the London district alone. What Ihe number may be in 

Great Britain of simple opticians, or of opticians who combine 

the trades of jeweller and optician, or of pharmacist and opti¬ 

cian, I do not know. But, merely classifying together those 

whose optical work consists chiefly in dealing with spectacles 

(many of them also trading in opera-glasses, telescopes, micro¬ 

scopes, cameras, Ac.), and including assistants brought up to 

the trade, the number of opticians in the trade must be at least 

10,000 within the United Kingdom, While it is true that many 

of these are mere traders, it cannot be too strongly stated that 

for all of them, unless employed as labourers, errand-boys, or 

simple attendants, a certain amount of optical knowledge is an 

absolute necessity. All those in particular who have to sell, 

supply, fit, or adapt spectacles to customers, must have a real 

working knowledge of the first principles of optics, of the pro¬ 

perties of lenses, and of the optical functions and relations of 

the eye as an instrument. This implies a certain scientific 

training. In the case of the optical manufacturers and their 

employees, a further training in optical science is necessary ; 

and for the masters and foremen of the optical factories, this 

training must be a highly specialised one, involving both theory 

and its technical applications. For them, above all, a techni¬ 

cal training in optics is a prime necessity: and it must be 

thorough. 

Having thus briefly glanced at the optical industries them¬ 

selves, let us take a similar brief review of the science of optics 

which lies at the basis of all these industrial and commercial 

developments. Optics, the science of light and its properties, 

is concerned in the first place with the laws of refraction and of 

reflection—mainly with the former. The essential fact, both 

in the refraction and in the reflexion of light, is angular devia¬ 

tion. The light which was proceeding from some source, in 

some particular direction, is, when refracted or reflected, caused 

, to proceed in some other direction at an angle with its former 

path. It is fundamental in this most elementary part of 
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•optics, to know the simple physical facts about the angles con¬ 

cerned in refraction and reflection, and their relation to the 

surfaces at which the light is so refracted or reflected. The 

physical fact that in the act of refraction, ordinary light n dis¬ 

persed into a series of coloured constituents, is also a funda¬ 

mental point. Now, refraction occurs whenever light passes 

-from one optical medium to another, as when, for example, 

fight passes from air into glass; and since different kinds of 

glass act differently from one another, any complete grasp of 

these simple, physical facts will involve some further know¬ 

ledge. It will, in fact, necessitate a knowledge of optical glass : 

its varieties, their respective virtues and defects, their refrac- 

tivity, their dispersivity for colours, the degree of rationality 

or irrationality of their dispersion For technical purposes it 

is also needful to know how the various kinds of optical glass 

differ amongst themselves in density, hardness, and in liability 

to atmospheric deterioration. 

Now, to study but the first of these points, the refraetivity of 

glass, requires a certain amount of preliminary knowledge. For, 

since the index of refraction is measured by, and defined as a 

ratio between, the trigonometrical sines of certain angles, its 

proper comprehension is only possible to those who have already 

•comprehended what is the meaning of the sine of an angle. 

So there must be a basis of mathematical knowledge. Also in 

technical work it is vital that refraction should be studied by 

•the use of the instrument appropriate for the exact measurement 

of angular deviations, namely, the “ optical circle,” also some¬ 

times called the “spectrometer.” Further, since the power of 

any lens or combination of lenses depends not only on the 

refraetivity of the glass or glasses used in its construction, but 

on the curvatures of its surfaces, it is necessary as a preliminary 

to know and be familiar with the definition of “ curvature ”— 

a purely geometrical conception—and for technical purposes it 

is necessary to be acquainted with the proper instruments for 

measuring the curvatures of surfaces, the so-called “ sphero- 

meters, and with the methods of using them and of working 

out the calculations appropriate to them. 

We see, then, that as a necessary foundation for any sound 

technical knowledge of optics, there are at least four things 

essential: — 

(1) A knowledge of certain physical facts and laws relating 

to the angular deviations of the paths of light in being refracted 
•or reflected. 

(2) A knowledge of the varieties and properties of optical 

materials, particularly of optical glass. 

(3) A knowledge of elementary mathematics up at least to the 

trigonometry of one angle, and a certain facility in using alge¬ 

braic and trigonometrical formulae in calculation, and in using 

mathematical tables. 

(4) A working, personally acquired, knowledge of the instru¬ 

ments that are used in the optical measurement of angles, and 

in the measurement of curvatures of surfaces. 

It would, perhaps, be more rational to put these four funda¬ 

mental requirements in a different order. 

(а) Mathematical knowledge and practice in calculating. 

(б) Knowledge of the general physical properties of light, re¬ 

fraction, dispersion, reflection, &c. 

(c) Practice in using, and comprehension of the principles 

•of such optical measuring instruments as the spectrometer and 

the spherometer, also the focometer and other instruments. 

(d) Knowledge as to the optical properties of glass of different 

kinds, and of a few other substances used in optical work—- 

■quartz, fluorspar, Canada balsam, water, cedar-wood oil, &c., ac¬ 

quired by observation with measuring instruments. The first 

•of these can be taught in the class-room, or less advantageously 

learned from books. The second can be taught and learned in 

like manner, but ought, from beginning to end, to be studied 

by the aid of experiments. The third requires the use of 

instruments of precision, and is most appropriately followed 

in a properly-equipped optical laboratory. The fourth, pro¬ 

vided the other three have been really learned, not crammed, 

nor skipped, may be acquired from tabulated recorded results 

of observation, accompanied preferably by reference to a set of 
specimens. 

He who has been trained, or has trained himself, in these 

four elementary parts of optical science, will have acquired a 

knowledge of lenses, prisms, and mirrors, and of the dependence 

of their respective optical properties upon their geometrical 

shapes, and the material of which they are constructed. 

“ Matter ” and “ form ”—the old battle-words of Aristotle and 

the schoolmen—both must be studied, because both are essen¬ 

tially concerned in the properties of any and every lens or 

prism. The formula for the power of any lens or prism, always 

in every case contain two factors, one depending purely on the 

physical properties of the glass, the other purely on its geo¬ 

metrical shape. Hence the fundamental necessity in optical 

study of experiment to supply the first, and of mathematics to 

express the second. But he who has mastered this bit of ele¬ 

mentary optics has yet much to learn. 

Our eyes, being optical instruments, and instruments liable 

to many grave defects as well as to diseases, it is vital that the 

optician should acquire a sound knowledge of the optical pro¬ 

perties of the eye, and of its defects as an optical instrument, 

even though he may never have to study its diseases, or be 

required to know anything about their treatment or cure. His 

first business with the eye is with its optical construction, its ad¬ 

justments, and the use of spectacles to correct its optical de¬ 

fects. This study of the eye involves a little elementary anatomy 

and a little elementary physiology ; but more than either it 

involves a comparative study of the eye with other optical in¬ 

struments : best of all a comparison with the camera, since 

the eye-ball is itself a camera of most exquisite construction, 

with lens in front, with automatic iris diaphragm, with auto¬ 

matic focussing by the aid of an auxiliary lens behind the 

diaphragm, and with a sensitive film at the back whereon the 

images are focussed. Every young optician ought to assist his 

own studies by getting a sheep’s eye or a cow’s eye to cut up 

with his own hands. If he rests content with looking at a 

book, instead of making friends with the nearest butcher, he 

throws away a chance. But every young optician will find that 

his knowledge of the eye will be woefully incomplete if he stops 

short here. Nothing will better help him to realise the defects 

of the eye than to study the defects of other optical instruments. 

A single common convex lens, the fatter the better, will pro¬ 

vide him with a highly defective optical instrument. For he 

has yet to learn a new chapter in optics. 

The study of the various aberrations of lenses will go a long 

way toward perfecting the training of an optician. He cannot 

study them without both experimenting and thinking. Ho 

will not understand them unless he has really grasped the more 

fundamental parts of optical theory. To understand aberra¬ 

tions he must perforce learn, if he does not already know, the 

bare essentials that have been already mentioned. And when he 

comes to study the defects of his lens by trying its optical per¬ 

formance on different objects, trying to get by its means sharp 

images of luminous objects, such as bright points, bright lines, 

bright pictures, he will discover, or he may be taught, that the 

defects which the scientific men call aberrations fall into two 

classes—one depending on material, the other depending solely 

on form. He will learn that the defect which causes the image 

of a bright white point to be surrounded with coloured margins 

—which the learned call “ chromatic aberration ”—is due to the 

material—the glass—and its unequal refractive action on the 

differently-coloured constituents of light. If lie pursues the 
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subject more deeply, he will discover that there are three 

different sorts of chromatic aberration, one affecting the posi¬ 

tion of the image, another affecting the size of the image, and a 

third, a residual one, which occurs when a second lens, made 

of a different kind of glass, is applied to reduce or correct the 

first sort. He will, in this way, be led to consider how an 

achromatic lens can be made out of two lenses ; and if his 

teacher or his text-book is up to date, he will learn that there 

are two sorts of achromatic lenses, an old sort in which the 

two kinds of glass were a light crown and a dense flint; and a 

new sort in which there is a dense crown and a light flint. He 

will also learn that there is some advantage in combining three 

kinds of glass (or two kinds of glass with a third material, 

fluorspar) to form a still more perfect apoohromatic lens. When 

he turns to those defects which depend not on material but on 

form, he will find a fine complication awaiting him. Pro¬ 

longed studies of clever opticians in time past have enabled us 

to classify the aberrations due to the spherical curvatures of the 

lens surfaces under five categories. There is central aberration, 

preventing accurate focussing in the middle of the field ; there 

is coma (or zonal aberration), causing blurred images at the mar¬ 

gins. There is radial astigmatism, making the images of points 

into little lines ; there is curvature of the image, preventing it 

from being all in focus at once on a flat screen ; and lastly there 

is distortion of the image itself, causing straight lines to look 

curved. That makes eight defects in all, to which there must 

be added yet one more—the chromatic difference of the spherical 

aberration. And if he would go on to learn how these nine de¬ 

fects—three kinds of chromatic aberration, five kinds of spherical 

aberration, and one mixed sort—are to be cured in the design 

and construction of a camera lens, lie will become an accom¬ 

plished optician truly. 

But long before he has mastered the theory of these aberra¬ 

tions, he will necessarily have encountered a great deal of other 

optical information. He will have found a whole class of 

phenomena dependent upon the size of the light-waves. The 

diffraction phenomena, which occur when light is sent through 

small apertures, will have been noted. He will have come 

across the colours of thin films, due to the interference of light, 

the typical case of which is Newton’s rings. He will have been 

led, therefore, to study interference. He will have learned the 

significance of the various orders of colours in Newton’s rings. 

Possibly he may have had to acquaint himself with the investi¬ 

gations of Fresnel, and to study the wave theory in general. 

He ought to work with the interferometer, and measure wave 

lengths. Now that diffraction gradings, thanks to the labours of 

Nobert, Rayleigh, Rowland, and Thorpe, are to-day made in 

splendid perfection, and cheaply, he will have made observations 

rrn the diffraction spectrum, and will have compared it with 

the spectra produced by prisms of glass. In studying pris¬ 

matic spectra, he will have found that the lines of the 

spectrum are spaced out in different ways by different kinds 

of glass. All kinds of glass crowd up the red region of 

the spectrum, as compared with the equable spacing ob¬ 

served in the diffraction spectrum, while some kinds of 

glass produce a relative crowding of the spectrum in the 

yellow and green regions more than other kinds of glass. 

This irrationality of the spectrum will naturally have prepared 

him to learn that there are some substances which produce 

a spectrum which is anomalous in having the colours in a dif¬ 

ferent order—in which, for example, red light is refracted more 

than blue light, and in which red and blue are both refracted 

more than green. Then he will also discover that there is another 

great class of beautiful phenomena which depend on the par¬ 

ticular direction in which the light waves may be vibrating— 

the phenomena of polarization, so-called, and he will have met 

with double-refraction. 

Further, he will have been led to enquire into the laws 

governing the amount of iiulit tiiat is received from a givi n 

source at different, distances, and those which govern tie BU 

surement of the brightness of lights. The subject of photometry 

will thus have come within his range of knowledge. Finally, 
his attention will have been drawn to various optical illusion . 

and he will have had to consider sundry physiological properties 

of the eye, the theory of colour-vision, with its bearing on the 

tri-chromatic photography and three-colour printing, as well as 

the facts of binocular vision, upon which the stereoscope i> ha-. I 

Now, considering that every optician above, the grade of a mere 

workman ought to know something of all these things, and that 

the competent optician must be master of a great many of 

them, the question arises how is his education to be carried out ' 

How and where can he acquire all the varied scientific informa¬ 

tion, with its experimental and mathematical basis .'' 

In another branch of applied science—that of electrical en¬ 

gineering—a very similar problem is presented. How is the 

young electrician to learn the technics as well as the practice 

of his trade? Well, in that case, it has been recognised for 

twenty years that a proper systematic, training is requisite, 

and provision has been made for it. In the factory, and in 

the drawing-office, as apprentice or pupil, he has to work at the 

constructive side, and learn by his own hands what electrical 

engineering is. But all over the country there are classes, 

schools, and technical colleges, to which he can resort for in¬ 

struction in the physical phenomena, for teaching m the theory, 

and for exercise in the application of the theory to practice. 

Electrical laboratories have been organised and equipped at 

great expense, that he may learn electrical measurement 

and electric testing, and verify for himself the known law’s of 

electricity. In a word, the subject of electrotechnics is a recog¬ 

nised branch of education for the trade of electrician or electri¬ 

cal engineer. 

But what is there to correspond for the education of the opti¬ 

cian or optical engineer ? Where are the classes in opto- 

technics? Let us see how far provision exists for those four 

elementary requirements which were laid down a few moments 

ago. 

(a) The mathematics can be taught by the secondary schools ; 

adequately taught, if only they will adopt sensible reforms in 

mathematical teaching and abandon the superstition that drag¬ 

ging a boy through the logical toils of a fossilized Euclid is the 

way of either teaching him geometry or of making him think. 

(b) The physical facts and laws of elementary optics can bo 

taught also by the secondary schools, or at least by those 

secondary schools which have proper provision for experiments 

in the lecture-room and in the laboratory. Very few, even of 

the organised science schools, have, however, proper equipment 

for the experimental teaching of optics. It is taught as a 

branch of general physics or of the hybrid “ subject,” Sound- 

Heat-Light rolled into one; and seldom has the teacher 

himself had any training in practical optics. The ordinary 

science teacher is not in the habit of describing the powers of 

lenses in the international unit, the dioptric. He is usually 

innocent of any knowledge of Gauss’s method of treating lens 

problems. In short, his optical knowledge is largely circum¬ 

scribed within the elementary university text-books of the last 

half-century—books written by university dons for university 

students. Nevertheless, with proper experimental appliances, 

such lectures may serve a very useful purpose ; and the future 

optician will be none the worse for elementary instruction in 

other branches of physics, including heat, acoustics, and elec¬ 

tricity. 

(c) Practice in optical measurement, with the use of the 

spherometer and of the optical circle as goniometer and spectro¬ 

meter, together with practice in measuring focal lengths and the 
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like, can only be acquired in an optical laboratory, or in the 

optical department of a physical laboratory. While so many of 

the secondary schools are well equipped for chemical and elec¬ 

trical teaching, it is a matter of extreme regret that so few of 

them are properly provided with optical appliances. 

(d) Acquaintance with the varieties of optical glass, and with 

the few other transparent bodies used in optical constructions— 

quartz , Iceland-spar, fluor - spar, and Canada balsam—can 

readily be provided by a small collection of specimens in the 

museums of the science school. But specimens of optical glass 

and of spar cut to the shape of prisms for use in the laboratory 

ought also to be available. 

Silvan os P. Thompson, D. Sc., F.R.S. 

-♦---■ 

THE VERRILL PROCESS OF COLOUR-PHOTOGRAPHY. 

[We are indebted to our contemporary, “Wilson’s Photographic 

Magazine,” for the following account of Verrill’s process of 

colour photography, to which many references, founded upon a 

telegraphic report, have recently been made in the British press. 

“ Wilson ” reprinted the article from the Chicago Chronicle of 

March 14th last, and it is here presented in a slightly con¬ 

densed form. It will be seen that Mr. Verrill claims to have 

discovered some special emulsion upon which he makes prints 

in colours through a negative taken behind a screen. This 

is a very remarkable claim indeed, and we confess that we 

should view it with considerably less scepticism if the remarks 

attributed to Mr. Verrill credited him with something more 

than an extremely amateurish knowledge of colour photography. 

The narticulars given are meagre in the extreme, so that it is 

impossible to foretell how far this very mysterious process is 

likely to realise its inventor’s idea that it will revolutionise 

the photographic art.—Ed. B. J.P.] 

[In his studio on the third floor of a bank building in this 

city, A. Hyatt Verrill, son of Professor Addison E. Verrill, of 

Yale University, is busily engaged in developing a process in 

photography which, if it reaches a practical stage, will, in his 

judgment and in the judgment of a number of prominent Yale 

men, revolutionise photographic art, and invade the field of the 

portrait painters and the water-colour artists. Young Verrill 

claims a new discovery in colour photography that surpasses, as 

far as his tests have demonstrated, all previous results in this 

direction. Verrill is about thirty-two years of age, and is not 

a professor, as some persons have designated him. He has 

written much for the magazines, but his great hobby is photo¬ 

graphy. Yale professors who have any special work in 

photography always consult him, and these professors are deeply 

interested in the experiments in colour photography on which he 

is working. Five years ago this enthusiastic photographer began 

experimenting with the different methods which several Ger¬ 

man professors claimed they had discovered for photographing 

nature in its varied colourings. In none of these experiments 

could he obtain satisfactory results, and, according to the state¬ 

ment of Mr. Verrill, the German professors'have been obliged to 

acknowledge failure in their work along this line of natural 

reproduction in colour. Mr. Verrill went on experimenting 

along original lines, with the result that he turned out the past 

week half-a-dozen coloured photographs taken directly from 

nature, and these were presented to the Connecticut Academy of 

Science by his father, Professor Verrill, who has taken a deep 

interest in his son’s investigations. Some of the pictures' 

were copies of water-colour paintings of Bermuda fishes in 

groups, such as the angel fishes, parrot fishes, and doucella. 

Another was a Bermuda landscape, in which the true blue and 

green tints of the water were well brought out, as well as the 

soft, creamy colour of an ancient stone residence at Wallingham 

and the natural grey of the rocks. Mr. Verrill, in discussing 

his discovery, said : “ My method is to photograph direct from 

nature, develop my plate, and print my negative on photo¬ 

graphic paper, which, after being developed and fixed, gives 

the exact reproduction of the scene in all its minute colourings. 

By my method I can get the iridescent shades of the sea shell, the 

blue of the sky, and changing lights of the sunset as accurately, or 

muchm ore so, than can be secured by a water-colour artist (sic). 

The more brilliant colours are the hardest to accurately reproduce 

by my method, the delicate shades and the gradations of colour 

being perfectly and clearly reached in my finished pictures. 

At present my method is not available for use in photographing 

animals or in making portraits of life, as the exposure is too 

long. In this, however, I have made much progress, for when 

I first began to experiment it required an exposure of two or 

three hours to get the required result. Now an exposure in 

the bright sunlight of thirty minutes is all that is required. As 

you can see, only on a very calm day is it possible to secure 

a landscape under these conditions, but I am still working to 

perfect my plan, so that in time I hope it will be practical for 

life subjects. To do this, I must either use a lens of greater 

rapidity or more highly-sensitised plates. The lens which I 

use is one which I had made to order, and is a very rapid one, 

costing me about 150 dollars, but I find that the best results are 

to be obtained by working with the plates rather than the lens. 

The plates I now use are about five times as sensitive as the 

ordinary plates used in photography. Some idea of this sensi¬ 

tiveness may be secured when I tell you an incident that oc¬ 

curred in taking a picture in a cave in Bermuda. In focussing 

for my picture there I had the owner of the cave hold a candle 

in front of the camera. Just before lighting my fuse, as I was 

about to take off the cap. I told the man to step back. He did 

not do so quickly enough, and I got a photograph of himself 

and the candle, the only light being from the candle itself. 

“ Of course, I use a screen, but although this process is not 

a secret one, I do not feel called upon at present to describe it 

or the development of my plate. The secret, however, of the 

entire process is in the emulsion on the photographic paper I 

use. This is my own invention, and for the present, at least, 

must remain a secret. It is here that I have met with some of 

the greatest difficulties in my work. The pajier required for 

the emulsion should be a tough stock paper, such as is used 

by manufacturers of the leading photographic papers. This 

kind of paper is necessary, inasmuch as the process of develop¬ 

ing and fixing is a long one, and the paper is being wet and 

dried by turns for over one hour. The paper is printed when 

damp, and the amount of changes it has to undergo is disas¬ 

trous to any but the toughest kind of paper. The stock paper 

that I refer to is made only in Germany, and all that is sent 

to this country is bought and controlled by the photographic- 

trust, so that it is impossible to obtain the stock paper until 

it has been treated with the emulsion of the concern which pre¬ 

pares the paper for the market. I have been obliged to buy 

this prepared paper, remove the emulsion, and then apply my 

own emulsion, in order to get anything approaching satisfactory 

results. This is both expensive and not always as conducive to 

the best work as I should wish, for the paper frequently be¬ 

comes roughened by s ©much manipulation. It is almost im¬ 

possible to secure paper that has not been treated with acids, 

and if these are present it spoils the work of my preparation. 

The emulsion that I use has to be mixed up fresh, for it has no 

keeping properties, so that the work on finishing pictures of this 

kind has to be rapidly pushed forward when begun. 

“ After a negative is ready for printing, about two hours’ 

work is required before a finished picture is ready. The print¬ 

ing is done by dull light, and it requires a great deal of ex¬ 

perience to tell how long a time is required for the best results. 

Ordinary printing frames are used, and when developed the 
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prints have to be dried very quickly by artificial heat. Any 

little variation in the smallest detail makes a great difference 

with the perfection of the finished picture. The cost of this 

work is not as much as many people will at first imagine, con¬ 

sidering the amount of time required in making the prints. 

The finished pictures will cost about four or five times as much 

as ordinary prints, but of course are not to be compared from 

an artistic point of view. At present the method is only ser¬ 

viceable, as I said in the first part of the interview, where a 

long exposure can be given. It will, however, be invaluable 

to those who have collections of birds, minerals, or other in¬ 

animate things that they wish photographed in original colours. 

For instance, I can photograph a painting, and bring out the 

natural beauties of the original so that it will be impossible to 

detect the slightest variation. In this it will surpass water¬ 

colour drawings, for there it is impossible to secure a perfect 

reproduction of the original. One of my first undertakings in 

this line will be the photographing of the famous Hyatt collec¬ 

tion of Sandwich Island sea shells. The collection was given to 

Harvard by the late Alpheus Hyatt, assistant nrofesssor of 

archaeology of Harvard University. For many years before his 

death, Professor Hyatt was exceedingly anxious to have a 

coloured reproduction of the shells for illustrating purposes. 

The collection was such a valuable one, costing many thousands 

of dollars, that Professor Hyatt did not wish to trust it in the 

hands of the lithographers, and it was only possible to secure 

any coloured pictures of the shells by transporting the collec¬ 

tion to the studio of some such expert. The attachments used 

in this work and the cameras are very cumbersome, so that it 

was not expedient to undertake photographing the shells at the 

museum where they were on exhibition. 

“ The only other method would have been to have a water¬ 

colour artist reproduce the colourings, and then make a three- 

colour half-tone from that. This would have been very ex¬ 

pensive and not entirely satisfactory, for the shells are beauti¬ 

fully shaded, from the most delicate pink to the brightest blue, 

many of the colours shading into each other in such a way as 

to give an iridescent effect. To obtain that effect by any 

coloured photographic method known, or even by water-colour, 

would be out of the question. I can now photograph this collec¬ 

tion, and in the finished picture get all the colours as in the 

original shells. The method will also be largely used by per¬ 

sons owning valuable oil paintings, for the finished photograph 

will be as beautiful in colour as the original picture.” Mr. 

Verrill stated that he did not intend to patent his discovery. 

“ In the first place,” said he, “the real secret of the process 

is in the formula of the emulsion, and if I patent that, I must 

make it known at the Patent Office, where it can be seen by 

every amateur in the country. The patent would only protect 

me from professionals selling the emulsion or pictures made by 

this process. It would not prevent amateurs making pictures 

for their own' use, however. Again, the entire process could not 

be patented, for I have combined many different processes, ail 

■of which are not original, so that would prevent my patenting 

the entire method. For the present, both the method of taking 

the pictures and the formula of the emulsion I shall keep secret, 

although I have no fear, even if I made the formula public, and 

keep the latter a secret, that anyone could get any successful 

results. It has taken me five years to reach this stage of 

partial perfection, and I am confident that it would take years 

for anyone to arrive at anything like success with only a part 

knowledge of the process. Later, however, I may make the 

entire process public. At present there are some imperfections, 

aside from the long exposure required, in the process. For in¬ 

stance, I have not succeeded as yet in getting a satisfactory ver¬ 

milion tint. As I said, the bright reds are the hardest colours 

to get, but I am confident that it only means a little more 

experimenting before I can remedy that deficiency. It must 

be remembered that it is only a week since I finish* I my first 
pictures, and that I have not had time since then to work out 

some of the weak points in the process. 

THE WORK OF THE OPTICAL SOCIETY. 

[Abstract of Presidents Address.] • 

Speaking as I do before the Optical Society, it is natural and prop r 
that I should refer in the first place to the origin and prngii.s* uf our 
own particular work. The advantages of association lor the purpus - 
to which L alluded just now w >t■■ \ ny fully and insistently brought 
before the attention of the trade; and it was, 1 think, on the 27th of 
April, 1899, that an informal meeting of some half-a-doz a gent lean n 
•—Messrs. Aitchison, ‘ Cocks, Willmott. Purser, Sanderson, Grenier, 
and Salt—constituted itself as a committee, having for its object tie- 
formation of an Optical Society to promote intercourse between all 
sections of the optical trade— particularly from a social point of view- - 
and to work with and not against bodies &1 that time existent which 
were particularly devoted t«* the settlement of educational and business 
questions. On the 28th day of the same month, Mr. Thornthw&ite, 
who was at that time Master of the Spectacle Makers’ Company, quite 
independently proposed at a meeting of the late Optical Committ se that 
the formation of an optical society on lines which had been suggested 
in “The Optician” ought to be considered. Clearly the time had 
become ripe for the formation of a society such as this which I have 
the honour to address; but to the seven gentlemen 1 first mentioned 
must be accorded the credit of having initiated the scheme, and, by 
their energy and enthusiasm, carried it forward to a triumphant realisa¬ 
tion. If, without draw ing invidious distinction, I might be allowed 
to particularise two only of the founders of the Optical Society, I 
would name one—Mr. Wm. Salt—whose unselfish devotion during the 
past three years has done more than any one other agency, and perhaps 
more than the work of all the rest of us put together, to promote the 
development and welfare and honour of the society. 1 would name also 
Mr. Aitchison, to whom the society is indebted for support of very 
material character, and whose initiative we have to thank for some of 
the most important departures we have thus far made. 

What are the chief things we have accomplished thus far? First 
and foremost, I would put (1 have already put) our social organi¬ 
sation. The conversaziones Held by this society are functions in every 
way quite remarkably successful, considering the yet short duration 
of our corporate life. The friendly intercourse that we enjoy at these 
social meetings must, in very many cases indeed, be attended with 
mutual benefit, commercially as well as otherw ise. The exhibitions of 
instruments that we have had, I venture to characterise as among the 
most valuable features of these entertainments; and I hope that in 
future such exhibitions and demonstrations may he made, a more 
regular and prominent feature of our social gatherings than has some¬ 
times been the case. We cannot do better than follow the lead of the 
Royal Society in this matter, and it seems to me that, besides wel¬ 
coming the exhibits of absolutely new inventions (which, of course, 
the organisers of our social meetings will always be glad to do), we 
must derive many advantages from the opportunity of examining the 
various types of ophthalmological instruments, under conditions in 
which there is no obligation whatever to decide whether or not any 
particular instrument is one that it is desirable to acquire for one’s 
personal use. It must always be remembered that an exhibition of 
ophthalmological instruments is one of a highly specialised character, 
and not likely to appeal much to the public at large; so I believe that, 
if ever an important and thoroughly representative exhibition of such 
instruments is got together in London, it must be (as I think Dr. 
Walmsley before me suggested) under the auspices of the Optical 
Society, whose authority and influence would alone be adequate to 
ensure .success. In the meantime, I am sure that we would all wel¬ 
come demonstrations at our meetings with the various types of sight¬ 
testing appliances—just as we should welcome the accession to our 
library of a representative collection of trade catalogues. This brings 
me to another phase of the work of the society—that of the collection 
and collation of trade literature for the benefit of our members. I am 
sure that the thanks of all of us are due- to Mr. Sutcliffe, our present 
librarian, for the valuable work that he is doing in this department. 
And at the same time, if our gratitude may take the classic form of 
“ a lively expectation of favours to come,” I would express the hope 
that, in accordance with suggestions which have been made from time 
to time, we may find that in the near future that the lending depart¬ 
ment of our library is in full operation, to the benefit of many, and 
especially of country members. This mention of our friends in the 
provinces leads me to express the strong sympathy that I have, and 
which we all feel, I am sure, with proposals for closer association 
of our society with the several bodies now working independently of 
us, but with like aims. It seems to me that a close affiliation of these 
local societies with our London organisation would be of enormous 
benefit; and I am glad to know that the Council has already given 
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this matter some attention. The subject of standards is one to whose 
importance we are all alive; and I am not tempted to say more upon 
the matter here than that I trust no conclusions will be arrived at 
by any of the sub-committees charged to make recommendations on 
this point, without the very fullest consideration. And I hope, I am 
sure, together with all present here, that when standards of calibra¬ 
tion are eventually formulated by our society, they will be accepted 
and adopted by opticians generally, not only in this country, but, i 
venture to say, throughout the world. 

Another direction in which our society is doing useful work is in 
the promotion and development of scientific knowledge, applied in con¬ 
nection with the optician's craft. Many scientific societies exist which 
profess this sort of thing for their sole end and aim. In our case, I am 
glad to say that we have other objects in view besides the cultivation 
of pure science; yet I think we may well pride ourselves on the 
high character of many of the technical papers which have been con¬ 
tributed to our proceedings, and on the scientific eminence of some of 
those lecturers Ave have been privileged to hear. I may say, without 
compliment or exaggeration, that several contributions to the pro¬ 
ceedings of this society deserve to take rank with what is best in 
scientific literature. It is a natural transition from the mention of 
original research and invention, and methods of work in the factory 
or testing room, communicated through our society, to pass to the 
discussion of education in a broader sense—-as applied in the process 
of “qualifying” among those of us who have already attained to man’s 
estate, or else to preparing our youthful friends of the coming genera¬ 
tion for tliftse duties to which they are expected to devote themselves a 
little later in life. This is indeed a big question. And here again the 
Optical Society is fortunate in having organised a most energetic and 
efficient committee, to take the whole subject under consideration tor 
the purpose of elaborate report. It is to the initiative of Mr. Aitchison 
that we are indebted for the constitution of this committee; but it is 
very largely to the activity of Mr. Angus, the hon. secretary, that 
we owe the gratifying progress which has been made thus far in the 
elaboration of that general scheme of studies which it is our object 
to evolve. The subject naturally divides itself, broadly speaking, under 
three heads. First, the education of the workman; second, that of the 
young optician just apprenticed, or about to be apprenticed, to our 
trade; third, that of the man aheady engaged in the business, as a 
merchant handling optical, photographic, electrical, nautical, philo¬ 
sophical, and mathematical instruments, as a photographic chemist 
often called on to advise his amateur customers respecting the per¬ 
formance of their dark room work; and last, although by no means 
least, as a Refractionist, on whose advice members of the public have 
to rely for the correction of their mechanical defects of vision, and 
to whose hands the execution of oculists’ prescriptions is entrusted. 
For the education of our workmen there can be no doubt that the 
workshop 'is the proper place—it is the educational institution par 
excellence; but the extent to which it is employed for this purpose 
of turning apprentices into workmen having a competent all-round 
knowledge of their trade is, naturally, a matter of private contract 
between master and man; it is a matter of arrangement in which the 
employer is compelled to act with due regard for his own interests, 
present and prospective; and it is, unhappily, quite true that, under 
existing conditions in the manufacturing industries, circumstances often 
necessitate that workmen should be occupied, from the commence¬ 
ment until, perhaps, the end of their industrial career, in a very limited 
range of manual operations. Here, then, in view of this diminution in 
the educational facilities of our workshops, brought about by the in¬ 
troduction of complex machinery and the subdivision of labour in its 
use, we can recognise the enormous utility of such places of manual 
learning as is the Northampton Institute, presided over so ably by our 
past president, Hr. Walmesley. 'The technical classes held there 
provide a substitute for such variety in workshop experience as is not 
now to be gained by young men whose parents are unable to afford a 
substantial premium for the privilege desired. There is no doubt 
that, simply by bringing under the attention of the trade those special 
advantages which the Northampton Institute and some other institutes 
of the same kind offer for the- instruction of young instrument makers, 
our Educational Committee will do a valuable work. When the in¬ 
tention is that a young man should apply himself, not merely to 
mechanical work (a certain amount of mechanical work is called for 
even in the retail shop, if small repairs are to be done, and slight 
adjustments in spectacle frames are to be executed, as they should 
be), but if in addition to this mechanical work the beginner intends 
to devote himself to the professional occupation of testing eyesight 
for the correction of its non-pathological defects, then a broader and 
higher education is, of course, called for. The professional refraction¬ 
ist ought to be a. man of refinement and of general culture, so that 
he may impress his customers with a feeling of confidence in his ability. 
I he public have to judge by superficial evidence, of course, as they 
know nothing of the technicalities of our science; and it is certain that 
they will be inclined to accord most credit for professional ability, in 
those quarters where the possession of a good general education is 
apparent. No doubt these considerations will have due weight with 
our committee as they formulate their scheme for the preparation of 
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young men intending to adopt the career of an optician. Happily, the 
a< van ages o modernised technical education are not confineu bv any 
means to the coming generation. That “ it is never too late to leam " 
is true in the most literal sense of the words; and the movement that 
las been on foot for some years past, having for its purpose to bring 

about a higher standard of knowledge and of skill among those estab¬ 
lished m t lie industry, has been attend d with results of a most 
gratifying character, the impulse to this higln r technical education 
m the matter of sight testing and so forth has come from within the 
body of the trade itself, although as a refit ction perhaps of the ten¬ 
dency that has manifested itself so strongly in trade journalism during 
the past decade. Some of our leading opticians—-I do not take the 
liberty to mention names here—have made a close study of the optical 
characteristics of the human eye for very many years past; but others 
there are, as I say, whose interest in the more recondit ■ branches of 
the art of sight testing has only been awakened in comparatively 
recent times. Many of these latter must feel a real debt of gratitude 
towards our friends, Mr. Lionel Laurance, Mr. Sutcliffe, and others, 
who have devoted themselves to the exposition of the science of visual 
optics as it is involved in the business of a retail optician. I am sure 
if we have; regard to some of the papers that have been read before 
the optical societies in this country, by men who were avowedly quite 
ignorant of the subject of refraction up till the- recent period I speak 
of, we must admit that the progress made in these studies among the 
older members of our industry has been phenomenally rapid, and most 
creditable, both to our teachers of visual optics, and to the students 
themselves. A special faculty is called for in the work of education 
when undertaken with reference to matured minds, lcmg unaccustomed 
to the reception of knowledge from the mere school teacher or lecturer, 
and I think that in this particular respect the members of our trade 
in this country have been most fortunate at a critical juncture in the 
development of events. 

Speaking of the instrument-making trades, the term optician, which 
we apply to one employed in connection therewith, is a term that is 
not infrequently interpreted in too narrow and literal a sense. The 
optician surely is any person who is engaged in the manufacture or sale 
of philosophical instruments in general—not merely eye glasses and 
spectacles, as some purists would have us believe. There are, indeed, 
very few of the instruments devoted to purposes of scientific research, 
which do not depend very directly on some application of the laws of 
physical optics ; and even where there is no> such dependence, as in 
the case of many electrical appliances handled by opticians, the same 
sort of acquaintance with practical physics that is so useful to one 
dealing in telescopes, microscopes, opera glasses, spectacles, cameras, 
and so on, finds its application. The photographer’s outfit is essentially 
of an optical character, since the lenses and other appliances we use 
in “ painting by light ” involve applications of all the principles that 
we employ in constructing the more severely optical instruments, such 
as opera-glasses and so forth, and even necessitate the further elabora¬ 
tion of these principles to a very considerable extent. There are com¬ 
paratively few opticians who do not handle photographic apparatus 
nowadays, but this is only another way of putting the fact that to-day 
everybody is a photographer. The camera is omni-present, and those 
who, by their scientific training, are qualified to handle such instru¬ 
ments intelligently, and to advise their customers on the special appli¬ 
cations and use of the various kinds of objectives, yet do not do so, 
sacrifice deliberately one of the most interesting and lucrative parts of 
the optician’s trade. I think it is becoming ever more widely recog¬ 
nised that all kinds of instruments of measurement and observation— 
whether they relate primarily to optics as the field glass, or to elec¬ 
tricity as the inductorium, or magnetism as the compass, or heat as the 
thermometer, to acoustics as the phonograph, to chemistry as the 
balance, to physiology as the sphygmometer, or to electrolysis as the 
galvanic cell—all these things are such as it behoves opticians to con¬ 
cern themselves with. For what retail (or, for that matter, what 
wholesale) merchant other than an optician possesses the necessary 
technical knowledge to fit him for adjusting or operating and explain¬ 
ing the various instruments in question? So wide is the scope of all 
that information which distinguishes those we term qualified opticians 
that it is hardly to be supposed this could all be attained in any reason¬ 
ably short course of instruction, nor be attested by any examination 
for which we can fairly expect members of the trade in general to enter. 
We must not hope to realise the ideal as yet ; we must be content with 
the accomplishment of those things which are feasible. And if we look 
to the ground covered by the spectacle makers’ examination, for 
instance, while we regret, as I have said before, that there is no definite 
reference to sight testing, we should not, I think, regret the fact that 
only the rudiments of those sciences which it does refer to are covered 
by the questions set. A general knowledge of applied physics is the 
very best foundation on which a retail optician can build up that sound 
judgment (in such matters as the adapting of spectacles) which is so 
imporant for success in his career. We must not suppose that a man's 
judgment and skill in the affairs of his business or professional life are 
to be gauged absolutely by any examination. The examination may 
show, and ought to show, that a. sufficient ground work has been laid, 
and that the general principles which must guide one in dealing with 
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the problems of refraction have been grasped ; but it can scarcely de¬ 
monstrate the extent to which a student is fitted, by the type and 
development of his own mind, to apply those principles successfully 
and with facility when dealing with the complex forms of ametropia 
met with in every day practice. Even young medical men, at the con¬ 
clusion of their arduous course of studies, find themselves equipped 
with a theoretical rather than a practical knowledge of many such dis¬ 
orders as they are, later, called upon to treat. It is learning in the 
first place, but also experience, that makes the skilled physician; and 
I venture to say that the same statement may be made with reference 
to refraotionists also. Let us seek by all means to have the principles 
of sight testing explicitly recognised in our examinations, but let us not 
be misled into supposing that to pass an examination is the chief end 
and aim of those studies in which young opticians are counselled to 
engage. 

It is altogether to publicity in the discussion of these matters that 
we must look for the elucidation of that modus vivendi under which 
we can “ work out the salvation ” of the trade. And I am glad to say 
that, just at the present time, there is evidence' on the part, of some 
of our representative men of a gratifying readiness to come forward and 
express their views in the Press, and state arguments concerning ques¬ 
tions of trade policy. I could wish—and I hope that I shall not be 
going too far in saying this much by way of criticism—that such ex¬ 
pression of opinion or statements of fact should always be made with 
due regard for the solidarity of trade interests, by which I mean 
the close ties of a commercial nature which bind together the retail 
optical trade in relation to matters respecting which, the public upon 
the one hand, and the medical faculty on the other, have their own 
axes to grind. We should try by all means to discover points of unity 
rather than grounds of difference between ourselves, for if we fall into 
the natural mistake of carrying too far our expressions of dissent from 
this or that method used by our neighbours or competitors, we shall 
put weapons into the hands of those people who profess to think that 
spectacles and eye glasses should be sold at the lowest of store prices 
by every stationer, ironmonger. “ et hoc genus omne”—refusing to 
recognise the claim of the optician to be paid on a just scale for 
skilled professional work. And again we shall strengthen the position 
of those medical gentlemen whose desire is to substitute, for such 
chaos in the retail optical trade as is implied by the state of things I 
just now mentioned, a system, under which the public would seek pre¬ 
scriptions for spectacles only from their medical advisers, while opti¬ 
cians would be reduced to occupy the menial position of dispensers only. 
Let us be careful not to “foul o-ur own nest,” with danger of such 
consequences as these. For it is exceedingly clear—at any rate, it is 
so, to my mind—that, with a strong pull, and a pull together, retail 
opticians are now in the position to assert themselves and vindicate the 
rights of their calling with such effect as has never hitherto been 
possible. I have said that the trade has developed largely within the 
past ten years, which is a fact upon which we may all congratulate 
ourselves; but I would add that, in my humble opinion, the expansion 
of trade in the next ten years should far exceed anything hitherto at¬ 
tained. We have just learned that, for the future, military men are 
to be freely permitted to wear glasses for the correction of those visual 
defects from which, as we all know perfectly well, they are by no 
means exempt. It is a tardy response on the part of the War Office to 
a call which I myself gave expression to, a number of years ago, and 
which has been repeatedly urged on the attention of those in authority 
—notably, by our energetic friend, Mr. Laurance. And now that it 
is come, the result is bound to be a radical break down in the absurd 
prejudice against the wearing of glasses, with which we have had to 
contend for so long. The prejudice I speak of arises perhaps mainly 
from the fact that spectacles were at one time regarded as the escutcheon 
of old age. The idea has, however, lost ground very considerably, 
since it has become public knowledge that there are many defects of 
sight in which the use of spectacles is advisable and highly advantage¬ 
ous, even from the earliest years. But there is another deeply-rooted 
prejudice against spectacles, which finds expression in the idea, so 
long and so obstinately entertained by our military officers, that wear¬ 
ing glasses is in some way inconsistent with a man’s efficiency in that 
occupation which calls for the fullest expression of all manly character¬ 
istics. And I believe that the effect of the new army order, by dis¬ 
pelling this misconception and demonstrating that wearers of glasses 
are as eligible as other people for all field sports (because even for the 
great field sport of war itself), will be to break down altogether the 
last vestiges of dislike to using glasses on the part of the young and 
athletic section of our population. 

Charles Hyatt Woolf. 

-♦- 

Hackney Photographic Society.—On the 22nd ult., Mr. Sims, of the 
Rotary Photographic Company, gave a demonstration on Rotograph 
bromide paper and negative paper. 

The Peerless Note Book.—A new edition of this useful little photo¬ 
graphic pocket-book has been nubl'shed by Messrs. Houghton. “Tt con¬ 
tains a quantity of information for photographers, together with an 
accident insurance policy and a tourists’ directory of dark-rooms through¬ 
out the United Kingdom. It is obtainable cf all photographic dealers.” 

PHOTOGRAPHY AND THE HOLY SHROUD 
[Reprinted from the “ Timer’') 

It is seldom that we are in a. position to derive from tie- chemical 
sciences any direct evidence, whether confirmatory or destructive, with 
regard to the recorded facts of history. The hitter lie plainly m 
another category, and it is to documt ntary testimony, to the < ompai 
tive method in the various fields of its application, and to the itill 
speaking witness of ancient monuments and inscriptions that tli 
historian and his critics have recourse in order to attain tin particular 
kind of truth which they pursue. Questions of historical fact. \\ e have 
all been reminded, are not to lie. analysed and tested m the laboratory 
Yet none the less, physical science does from time to time throw 

an astonishingly vivid light upon the indistinctness of what, measured 
by the uncounted jeons with which she deals, is still a recent past. 

A very striking instance of this illuminating power has it we art 
to accept the conclusions at which two distinguished French scientific 
men have arrived—just been afforded by the investigation which Dr 
Paul Vignon, an eminent French scientist and a teacher of zoolog} 
at the Sorbonne, has been conducting with reference to the so-called 

“images” of the body of the dead Glirist imprinted on the “Holy 
Shroud” that is preserved at Turin. Visitors to the cathedral of that 
city will recall the singular chapel which is the shrine of tins relic, 
whose past history is lost in the mists of traditional antiquity. It i.» 
said to have been brought from the East in the fourteenth century, 
and in the following century it passed into the hands of the House 
of Savoy, and was deposited at Chambery. Finally, it was transferred 
in 1578 to its present resting-place by Duke Emmanuel Philibert, who 
wished to spare Carlo Borromeo, the sainted Archbishop of Milan, th< 
fatigue of a pilgrimage to its distant Savoyard shrine. The Shroud 
bears upon it, traced in hues of brown, what is alleged to be a double 
impression of the figure of Our Lord, the outlines both of the fac 5 and 
back of which have reproduced themselves with wonderfully distincl 
exactness. So seldom, however, is it exposed to view that this re¬ 
markable characteristic had almost been forgotten when, in May, 1898. 
some photographs specially taken of it by Signor Secondo Pia, of 
Turin, with the consent of its possessor, the King of Italy, once more 
drew attention to this strangely living likeness. Eighteen months ago 
these photographs came under the notice of M. Vignon, who, recog¬ 
nising their exceptional importance, at once began that inquiry, of 
which the results were made public in a paper communicated to the 
Academic des Sciences in Paris by M. Yves Deluge, his colleague at 
the Sorbonne. 

These results are interesting and significant in the highest degree. 
M. Vignon found that all descriptions and pictorial representations of 
the “Holy Shioud,” from the mediteval period onwards, recorded the 
same impressions which are visible upon it to-day, but that they 
were frequently blurred or misunderstood, as nothing short of modern 
photographic process could adequately interpret them. He further 
satisfied himself that the portrait imprinted on the Shroud was not a. 
copy of any known work of art, and was indeed, in its lifelike and 
commanding reality, one which could not be reconciled with the 
theories of those who, building on an ambiguous legend, asserted that 
it was an archaic painting of the Middle Ages, transformed by some 
means into the appearance of a photographic negative. He then under¬ 
took a series of researches into the conditions under which impressions 
analogous to those apparent on the “ Holy Shroud ” might be pro¬ 
duced upon a sensitive surface by another body. These researches 
have been such, in his opinion, as to corroborate certain well-known 
details in the Gospel narrative. According to Scriptural tradition, the- 
winding sheet in which the dead Christ was laid was steeped in oils 
and aloes. The effect of vapours thrown off from the dead body upon 
these would be, so far as M. Vignon and his collaborateurs have been 
able to ascertain by experiment, to embrown them, thus producing 
an “ image” of the kind exhibited by the “ Holy Shroud,” those parts 
of the impression being most distinct where the body was in closest 
contact with the impregnated linen. And the hypothesis would ac¬ 
count also for the peculiar colour of the imprints, v'hich is said super¬ 
ficially to resemble that of dried bloodstains. As was pointed out in 
the interesting comments of the “Lancet” on this subject (see extract 
below, Eds. B.J.P.), there is nothing inherently improbable in these 
conclusions. A similar phenomenon may be always expected to occur 
in presence of an oxidising process, and such a process of chemical 
change is what would appear to have taken place in this instance. 
M. Vignon’s theory is that the aloe-steeped shroud acted, so to speak, 
as a photographic plate, on which a faithful picture was recorded. 
Such an explanation seems certainly the most satisfactory method of 
accounting for the extraordinary way in which, we are assured, the 
stigmata of the dead Christ reappear in the impressions upon the “ Holy 
Shroud.” At all events, it brings within the bounds of scientific pos¬ 
sibility the reproduction of those marks of wounding and flagellation: 
which, it is declared, are imprinted with such curiously minute accu¬ 
racy upon the winding-sheet. As our contemporary observes, M. 
\ ignon’s investigations give rise to scientific problems of the highest 
importance. They seem to indicate the possession by the human body 
either of radio-active properties, or, at all events, of the capacity for 
throwing off vapours whose emanation produces a similar effect. And 
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the unique significance of those events, upon our knowledge of which 
M. Vignon’s researches bear, gives the latter an interest deeper than 
that of science. Whether the light which he has thrown upon them is 
sic cum lumen, time alone can show. 

It would be presumptuous, and indeed impossible, on our part to 
offer at present any opinion as to the ultimate value wrhich may be 
assigned to the result of his inquiries. But it may be said without 
hesitation, that he has raised a question of the most absorbing interest, 
and that the distinguished position, both of himself and of his col¬ 
league, Professor Delage, in the scientific world of France, is such 
as to ensure for his conclusions the most careful and appreciative 
consideration from men of science everywhere, as well as from the 
millions of the human race whose religious emotions are centred in 
the divine tragedy of Calvary. 

Commenting upon this subject, the “ Lancet ” says :—“ The remark¬ 
able description which appears in our Paris notes of the photographs 
taken by M. Vignon and exhibited by him of the winding-sheet pre¬ 
served at Turin and traditionally said to be that of Christ, seems to 
justify the belief that the human body is either radio-active or that 
it gives of “ vapours,” which exhibit a similar action to light upon 
sensitive surfaces. We have frequently recorded in our columns the 
iact deduced in an elaborate research by Dr. W. J. Russell, F.R.S., 
that almost all substances are able in the dark to act on the photo¬ 
graphic plate and to produce a picture. The phenomenon would 
appear to be established always in the presence of an oxidising pro¬ 
cess, and Dr. Russell at length came to the conclusion that peroxide 
of hydrogen was the main factor concerned. In the case of the sheet 
in which tradition says that the dead Christ was wrapped, we have 
the analogue probably of a photographic plate or sensitised film. The 
cloth was impregnated with oils and aloes. It is well known that 
fixed oils are sensitive to oxidation, and aloes contain constituents, 
allied to the pyrogallic acid series, which would probably turn brown 
in the presence of an oxidising process. The action by which, there¬ 
fore, the image of the dead Christ was recorded on the cloth would 
appear to be due to chemical change rather than to the effect of light. 
On, this explanation an exact image, even to minute details, such as 
wounds produced by the thorns and marks of the blood drops and of 
flagellation by whips of a definite kind, is not by any means beyond 
the bounds of probability It is an intensely remarkable and interest¬ 
ing instance of the light which the very latest developments of scienti¬ 
fic research nay throw on traditions and controversial matters m 
history. We are face to face undoubtedly with a set of new phenomena, 
giving distinct indications of the existence of emanations hitherto 
not recognised from both animate and inanimate bodies. The discovery 
of these emanations has been due to the fact that they affect the 
sensitised silver film, but there is no doubt that there is a very large 
number of substances also which are affected in a similar way, though 
not to the same degree as silver in the presence of albuminous sub¬ 
stances. Natural photographs appear on all sides, as is proved by the 
simple experiment of placing an opaque object on grass or on fresh 
gravel exposed to the light. An exact outline of the shape of the 
object will be found on removing it after a time. The property of 
radio-activity is different, the substance in this case actually emitting 
radiations itself. The images due to the emanation of vapour are yet 
another but not less interesting phenomena, as is abundantly mani¬ 
fested in the case of the traditional winding-sheet of Christ.” 

The “ Standard,” of Saturday, April 26th, contained the follow¬ 
ing:—“The photographs of the Holy Shroud, at Turin, which Doctor 
Vignon displayed to the Academy of Sciences, have been placed on 
public view at the offices of the ‘ Figaro,’ where very large numbers of 
persons have called to inspect them With reference to this relic, the 
‘ Matin ’ to-day publishes the following letter : — 

“ Monsieur le Directeur,—It may not be without interest, on the 
occasion of the learned discussion of which the Holy Shroud of Turin 
has been the object at the Academy of Sciences, to recall the fact that j 
the Holy Shroud, venerated by the Catholic Church, has not existed 
for three centuries. We have, as an authority for this assertion, 
Rabelais, who tells us, in the .first book of ‘ Gargantua,’ chapter 27, 
that when the monk Jean des Entommeures, gave such a reception to j 
the miscreants who were stealing the grapes from his convent, ‘ some ; 
dedicated themselves to Saint Jacques and the others to the Holy 
Shroud of Chambery; but it was burnt three months later, so much 
so, that not a single shred was saved.’ The indication is. too precise, 
and too clear not to recall a historic event which is beyond question. 
If the Shroud of Chambery was destroyed, that of Turin can only be 
of comparative moderness, for the labours of the learned professors, 
who, moreover, have only seen photographs of it.-—Pray accept, etc., 
Frank Puattx.” 

-♦- 
Ilford, Limited.—The directors have declared an interim dividend | 

at the rate of 8 per cent, per annum for the half-year ended April 30th. 

Mr. Wilfred Emery, manufacturer of “ Anek ’’ cameras, etc., of High 
Road, Cricklewood, announces a sale of hand cameras, cameras, lenses, 
tripods, etc., at great reductions. A four-page list will be sent free on 
application. 

exhibition, 
-♦- 

WEST SURREY PHOTOGRAPHIC SOCIETY. 

The fourteenth annual exhibition of the West Surrey Photographic 
Society, which was held at the Railway Hotel, Battersea Rise, S.W., 
on the 23rd to the 26th April, was distinctly creditable to the society, 
although the phenomenal advance of last year’s exhibition was hardly 
maintained. We noted that about two-thirds of the whole number of 
pictures exhibited were jointed on bromide paper—either direct prints 
or enlargements—and although a bromide print may be admirable in 
it'self, a succession of bromide prints is apt to give a rather tame 
impression, for, naturally, there cannot possibly be the same diversity 
of treatment with one printing process that would be the case if the 
particular process were chosen most suitable for the subject. We fancy 
the growing popularity of bromide printing had vers* much to do 
with the want of progress shown at most of the metropolitan exhibi¬ 
tions this year. It is so exceedingly easy to get a passable result that 
there is a great temptation to avoid processes which require more 
care and skill in manipulation, and to rest content with results which 
are merely passable. 

The society, however, has not done badly. Several of the archi¬ 
tectural photographs were very good indeed, and a few of the figure 
studios showed good intentions, even if they were not quite successful, 
and a very great improvement indeed was .shown in the lantern slides, 
which were not a strong feature in last year’s exhibition. There were 
no classes, and the awards were of equal value. The judges, Messrs. 
H. Vivian Hyde, Alexander Mackie, and J. C. S. Mummery, made the 
following awards:—“Misty December,” W. T. Marriott; “Sixty 
Years Ago,” R. Barkell; “Springtime,” J. G. Tryhorn; “North Choir 
Aisle, Norwich,” W. G. Rouse. 

•-♦-E :. J 

Deu) Books, 
“The Lens.” By Thomas Bolas, F.I.C., and George E. Brown, E.I.C. 

178 pp. Price, 2s. 6d. London : Published by Dawbarn and Ward, 
6, Farringdon Avenue, E.C. 

This is one of the most conscientious compilations that, of late years, 
has been sent us for review. If anything, the authors—who are, perhaps, 
unnecessarily inclined to treat their subject a little too much from the 
standpoint of bibliography, rather than from that of photography—are 
too profuse in indicating their sources of references. They have, besides, 
a somewhat irritating knack of pulling you up now and then, and saying, 
in effect, “ If you want to know more about this point you must refer 
to So-and-so’s article in ‘ The Photogram ’ of so-and-so.” This is the sort 
of thing that the class of person to whom “ The Lens” is addressed will 
not take the trouble to do. If we know anything of the readers and 
students of photographic books, they are usually contented to take the 
.accuracy of references for granted, and to rely upon the first-hand authority 
of the compilers. In the book before us there is too much “ see ‘ Photo¬ 
gram,’ ” etc., and not enough of Mr. Bolas, whose knowledge and authority 
are excelled by few English writers. However, these things do not 
detract from the sterling value of a book over which we have spent some 
profitable hours. It is an ideal volume for the photographer, who, to an 
acquaintance with the practical value and peculiarities of the lens he 
uses, wishes to add sufficient theoretical knowledge of its principles of 
construction to qualify him for taking an intelligent interest in the 
important subject of the formation of the developable image. The 
authors expound their theme in simple terms. We may cite as a happy 
example of their powers of elucidation Chapter VII. which treats of 
dispersion in a clearer manner than we have seen in any other English 
text-book—and we have read them all, alas! The book consists of 
thirteen chapters and has 150 illustrations. It is full of sound and 
valuable information, but. we think that here and there the pruning knife 
might have been used with advantage. De la Crouee’s revolving sector 
on the lens hood (p. 32) is to-day of historical interest only; and there 
are many similar cases where the declared aim of the book “ to explain 
the properties of the photographic lens . . . and to give instruction 
in its selection and proper use ” has been lost sight of in the eagerness 
to sacrifice the purely photographic to the purely bibliographical. May 
we ask, too, where the British “ General ” Almanac is published, and who 
is “ Dr.” Goerz ? These minor blemishes, however, do not appreciably 
minimise the excellence of a book which, in our opinion, time will show 
to be of more service to the student of the photographic lens than to 
the every-day user of that beautiful product of optical science. For the 
latter class the late Mr. Traill Taylor’s little book, despite its many 
defects and omissions, is, perhaps, the best that has yet been published. 

The Homelaid Handbooks. London: Published by the Homeland Asso¬ 
ciation for the Encouragement of Touring in Great Britain, St. 
Bride’s House, 24, Bride Lane, Fleet Street, E.C. 

We have received No. 17 of the series of Homeland Handbooks, entitled 
“ A Guide to Epsom and the Epsom District,” written and illustrated 
by Mr. Gordon Home, and containing an introduction by “ A. R.,” which 

has been attributed to Lord Rosebery. 
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The book is full of information regarding Epsom, and contains a full 
description of the country villages grouped around the town. There are 
forty illustrations, most of them from original drawings. The book is 
published at Is. 6d. net, bound in cloth, with map; or 9d. net in paper 
cover. 

“ N-a. 17 ” is pleasantly written and illustrated throughout, and forms 
an excellent guide to one of the most charming districts near London. 
Author, artists, and photographers have our personal thanks, for as we 
turn over their interesting pages we are reminded of many pleasant 
jaunts, on foot, Avith cycle, and with camera, passed in the neighbour¬ 
hood of the famous little town whence, we believe, the celebrated but 
nauseous salts do not emanate. We cordially recommend No. 17 of the 
Homeland Series to all lovers of the picturesque, and in particular to 
tourist photographers. 

“ How to Improve Bad Negatives.” By Edward W. Newcomb, Editor 
of the “ Photo-American.” 65 pp. Cloth ; $1.50. Published by the 
author, at Bible House, New York City. Sent post-paid on receipt 
of $1.50. 

Our confrere of the “ Photo-American,” who is a voluminous contributor 
to the Trans-Atlantic photographic press, and whose writings invariably 
bear the stamp of practical knowledge, thus summarises the contents of 
the little volume before us:— 

“In the book will be found a great number of simple, easily-applied 
remedies for all manner of bad negatives. It is not a mere compilation 
of time-honoured but out-of-date formulae; it gives the best methods used 
in my practice to-day. By its aid anyone can readily turn very bad, un¬ 
printable negatives into really choice ones. The author speaks from long 
experience, and has used every method given in his book successfully 
and frequently.” 

The full scope of the book is indicated by the Contents:—“ Chapter I.: 
Under exposure. Perfecting by bleaching and copying. Chaper II.: 
Under development. What it is. Tissuing. The intensity film. Intensi¬ 
fying. Reproducing. Chapter III. : Reduction of contrasts. Causes of 
contrasts. Persulphate reducer. Retarding by dabbing. Ground glass 
substitute. Use of tissue. Gamboge. Chapter IV.: Even reduction and 
dodging. Farmer’s reducer. Local reduction. Etching. Blocking out. 
Masking. Chapter V.: Covering defects of plate or print. Spotting holes 
and scratches. Spotting prints. Making spotting tints. Spotting lan¬ 
tern slides. Titling. Chapter VI.: Miscellaneous ailments. Cracked nega¬ 
tives: to print. Transferring a film to new support. Cementing. Re¬ 
touching. Removing stains. Removing pencil marks. Bubbles in glass. 
Varnishing. Rounding sharp edges. Reticulation. Rainbow streaks. 
Sicav fixing. Clouds: to stump on. Dissolving film. Removing varnish.” 

The information in the book appears sound and reliable, and of a nature 
to be of practical service to amateur photographers. 

Commercial $ £egal Intelligence. 
At the Marlborough Street Police Court on Wednesday last, Reuben 

Vernon Brooks, described as a photographer, living in Plough Road, 
Clapham Junction, was charged with forging and uttering a cheque for 
£15, and obtaining by fraud £4 10s. from Mesrs. Sands, Hunter, and 
Co., of Cranbourn Street, W. The prisoner, who pleaded guilty, stole 
the cheque from an old cheque-book belonging to the landlord of a house 
in which he used to lodge, and induced the prosecution firm’s manager 
to accept it in payment for goods and hand him £4 10s., the balance, in 
cash. It was ascertained that the account on which it was supposed to 
have been drawn Avas closed in 1888. Mr. Denman dealt with the 
case as one of false pretences, and sentenced the prisoner to six months’ 
imprisonment with hard labour. 

The “ Palace ” Hand Cameras Prize Competition.—Messrs. Hyde 
and Co., 1, Palace Street, Buckingham Palace Road, London, S.W., offer 
the following prizes for the best photographs taken with either their 
“ Palace ” folding hand camera or their “ Palace ” magazine hand 
camera :—1st prize £20, 2nd prize £10, 3rd prize, £5, 10 prizes of £2 
each, 20 prizes of £1 each, with an additional prize of £5 for the most 
interesting photograph of any official or public Coronation celebration 

, at home or abroad. The competition will close September 30th, 1902, 
but in order to give competitors residing abroad an equal opportunity, 
prints will be received up to the 31st October, 1902. The judges are Mr. 
Thomas Bedding, F.R.P.S. (Editor of the The British Journal of 

Photography), and Mr. E. J. Wall, F.R.P.S. The following are the 
rules of the competition: —(1) The competition is open to all purchasers 
of our “ Palace ” hand cameras. (2) The photographs sent in must have, 
been printed from negatives taken with a “Palace” hand camera. (3) 
All prints must be mounted. (4) The prints may be of any subject and 
may be enlarged at the option of the competitor to any size, not exceed¬ 
ing 12 by 10 inches. (5) Not more than six prints can be submitted by 
any single competitor, but the prizes are awarded to single prints and 
not to a set. (6) Any brand of plate or any printing process may be 
used. (7) An entry form, which must be duly filled in, witnessed, and 
forwarded with the prints, accompanies every camera. (8) If desired, 
the original negatives must be submitted for the judges’ inspection. 
(9) No competitor can obtain more than one prize, except in the case 
of the additional Coronation prize, which may be awarded to a print that 
has secured one of the other prizes. (10) The winning prints to become 
our property, and also the right to reproduce the same. Unsuccessful 
competitors can have their prints returned by enclosing stamps for 
postage. (11) All prints from competitors resident in the United King¬ 

dom must be received by September 30th, 1902. From competitors abroad 
prints can be received up to October 31st, 1902. (12) No nuimtM i <1 
Messrs. Hyde and Co.’s establishment is eligible to compete (13) Tin- 
result of the competition will be published on Novembei 2(Jth, 1902. 
(14) The judges’ decision is in all cases final. 

At the Crewe Bankruptcy Court on Friday last, before Mr. Ibgistrar 
Speakman, Thomas Mason, carrying on business at Tie- Crewe and 
District Advertising, Photographic, and Publishing Company, cane up 
for his public examination in bankruptcy. The gross liabilities were 
£234 18s. 5d. (but the debtor admitted there were further liabilities to 
be scheduled), and the assets Avere £20 8s. Mr. K. i$. K Feltham 
appeared for the debtor, and Mr. F. Kinsey for creditors in reply 
to Mr. T. Bullock {Official Receiver), the debtor stated that he had been 
in business about 12 years. He was formerly a newsagent and book¬ 

seller. Then he carried on a business as a photographer; and from 1899 
until recently had been the proprietor of the “Crewe Advertiser.” He 
admitted that he was insolvent 12 months ago, but he was hoping to 
pay off his liabilities. He had traded in the name of “Thomas Moore 
and Co.,” “ Cr?we and District Advertising, Photographic, Publishing, 
etc., Company.”—The Official Receiver: “Was there anyone beside, 
yourself?”—“No.”—“Then why did you adopt this grand name?”— 
“Well, the bigger the name the bigger the show.’—(Laughter.) 

—The Official Receiver : “ And the bigger the failure.”—(Laughter.)—The 

debtor added that his paper did not pay because the advertisements fell 
off. Advertisers lost faith in his jiaper. He borrowed money at 10 per 
cent , and lent it out at 20 per cent. In cross-examination by Mr. 
Kinsey, however, the debtor Avas shown a document in which he had 
£2o from a private lady, agreeing to pay 20 per cent, for it. The debtor 
now said he really thought he was borrowing it at 10 per cent. He had 
lent out that money to others at interest. Mr. Kinsey said this was 
the money of a poor widow, whose husband, a steeplejack, was killed. 
This was the compensation she received for his loss.—Mr. Kinsey: 
“ When this lady came to see you did you take her money, and sa v 
she had been sent to you by God ?”—The debtor : “ I might have said 
so.”—“ Did you go on your knees before her, with your hands clasped, in 
an attitude of expectation?”—“I might have done so.”—(Laughter.)— 
In reply to the Official Receiver, the debtor said he owed this lady 
£17 10s., but he had received back his loans. The examination was 
adjourned for an amended account. 

The seventeenth ordinary general meeting of the London Stereoscopic 
and Photographic Company, Limited, was held on Wednesday last week, 
at 106 and 193, Regent Street, W., under the presidency of Mr. R. W. 
Kennard.—The chairman said : “ Before moving the adoption of the 
report which you have before you, I should like to say that the lower 
dividend Ave are this year paying is entirely due to the shrinkage of 
trade, owing to the long and severe strain which we, along with others, 
have borne through the South African War. Our chief customers are 
amongst the Army officers, the majority of whom have gone to the front, 
and in a business like ours, dealing with luxuries, such as photographs, 
cameras, and fancy goods, we are amongst the first to feel the effect 
of the financial pressure, and the decreased spending power of our cus¬ 
tomers. We have had no such period of depression since the death of 
the Duke of Clarence. It is to be hoped that we are now nearing the 
end of the war, and, in looking forward to His Majesty’s Coronation, 
Ave may reasonably expect a revival of trade from the large influx of 
visitors, whose requirements we arc preparing to meet in various direc¬ 
tions. We have now relinquished the cycle department, which for some 
years has been a helpful addition to our business; but times have changed, 
and amongst our clients the higher-class cycle has gone out. This, 
however, has given us the opportunity of providing more accommodation 
for the most important branch of our West End business—namely, the 
amateur photographic apparatus department, for which a handsome new 
showroom is now provided, as well as a finely-equipped instruction and 
dark-room, fitted with the latest appliances for giving lessons in elemen¬ 
tary and advanced photography and optical projection. In view of the 
visit of many thousands of amateur photographers, who will visit London 
for the Coronation, we have provided in the adjoining premises a new 
department for the rapid developing, printing, and enlarging of their 
negatives. With such special facilities, we are in a position to meet 
the great desideratum of all amateurs—namely, speedy results, and 
submit proofs from their negatives within 24 hours, if necessary. The 
further arrangement of our departments has enabled us to add a 
second studio, affording facilities for conducting the portrait business here, 
which will materially assist us. I now beg to move : ‘ That the directors’ 
report and accounts be approved and adopted, and that a dividend at the 
rate of 2£ per cent, per annum be declared.’ ”—Mr. William Clarke 
seconded the motion, which was unanimously agreed to. Mr. Clarke pro¬ 
posed the re-election of the retiring director (Mr. Kennard). He referred 
to the energy which the chairman devoted to the interests of the company, 
and expressed the hope that there would be better results of the company’s 
operations in the current year. Mr. Albert S. Hicks seconded the 
motion, which was agreed to. Mr. Cuthbertson moved the re-election 
of Messrs. W. B. Peat and Co. as auditors, which was seconded by 
Mr. Alfred Trieb and carried. Mr. Butler Humphreys moved a vote 
of thanks to the chairman and directors for their services during the 
past year. Having been connected with the company for 18 years, until 
recently, he felt he was well qualified to testify to the interest and 
energy which those gentlemen directed to the affairs of the company. 
Mr. William Stanbury seconded the motion, which was unanimously 
carried. The chairman thanked the shareholders for the vote they 
had passed. He remarked that the management had had an uphill time 
during the past year, but there was every reason to hope for a better 
state of things in the future. It was with regret that the board had 
accepted the resignation of Mr. Humphreys, who had rendered good 
service to the company in the past. The proceedings then terminated. 
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MEETINGS OF SOCIETIES FOR NEXT WEEK. 

May. 

5. 

6. 

6. 

6, 

7. 

7. 

8, 

8. 

8. 

Name of Society. Subject. 

Brentford Photographic.j 

Camera Club. 

Camera Club. 

Rotherham Photographic . 

Thornton Heath Polytechnic... 

Edinburgh Photographic. 

North Middlesex Photographic 

Borough Polytechnic. 

Croydon Camera Club . 

Liverpool Amateur. 

Camera Club. 
London and Provincial. 

West London Photographic ... 

Oxslmtt and Abrook Common. 
J Pekin after the itieije. Mr. Stafford 
( Ransome. 
Ladies’ Night. 
/ Hints on Hand Camerx Work. Mr. C. 
( G. Emery. 
Open Night. 
f Difficulties of Picture-making by Photo- 
J yraphy. Illustrated. (Short, papers 
| lay various members.) Nominalim 
( of Office-bearers and Councillors. 
Fourth Lantern Slide Competition. 

j Hander son Camera Demonstration. Mr. 
\ F. H. Sanderson. 

Discussion. 
/Excursion to Hodnet, for Hawkstone 
\ Park. Leader, Mr. J. Sirett Brown. 
Annual Dinner. 
Open Night. 
/ Discussion on Outdoor Work. Arrange- 
\ ment of Summer Programing. 

THE “ADON” TELEPHOTO SYSTEM. 

At the last ordinary meeting of the Royal Photographic Society the 
president, Mr. Thomas R. Dallmeyer, F.R.A.S., read a short paper on 
a new lens system (Adon) for attaining magnification of image without 
loss of rapidity. It was hardly necessary, he observed, to point out 
that the chief objection to the present telephotographic systems was 
the rapid diminution of the intensity of the system for increasing magni¬ 
fication. The initial intensity of the positive element was reduced in 
direct proportion to the linear magnification. The problem of obviating 
this defect within practical limits led to the construction of the “ Adon ” 
system. To maintain the initial intensity of the photographic lens for 
any degree of magnification at its focal plane, the parallel emergent 
pencil from the magnifying system (Adon) must be at least as large 
as the effective aperture of the ordinary lens system to which it is 
applied, and the effective aperture of the positive element of the enlarg¬ 
ing system must be as many times greater in diameter than the emergent 
pencil as the degree of lineal magnification desired. To take a concrete 
example. Assuming that we have a lens of 5/ inches focal length, work¬ 
ing at f/8, its effective aperture being 7-10in., in order that its intensity 
may be maintained at the focal plane the parallel emergent pencil from 
the “ Adon ” must be 7-10in. in diameter, and this determines the mini¬ 
mum diameter of negative element of the system. For a linear magni¬ 
fication equal to 2, the positive element of the system must be at least 
/in. in diameter, and twice the focal length of the negative element. 
The author of the paper discusses the theoretical requirements 
of the “ Adon ” system, the optical construction of which is such 
as not to interfere with either the spherical or chromatic corrections 
of the'iS'ns to which RTs applied. The “Adon” system may also be used 
by itself as a telephoto lens. It is expected that a practical demonstra¬ 
tion of its capabilities will be given at some future meeting. 

LONDON AND PROVINCIAL PHOTOGRAPHIC ASSOCIATION. 

April 24th.—Mr. R. P. Drage in the chair. 
Mr. P. Everitt sketched and described an apparatus devised to facilitate 

the measuring of definite quantities of liquids from stock bottles. It 
consisted of an inverted measure affixed to a glass cup by its edges, 
the cup being supported on a tube which passed through a cork or 
stopper into the bottle. It is desired to take from the bottle a definite 
quantity of the contents, the quantity, of course, being dependent upon 
the size of the measure. The bottle is completely turned over; nothing 
runs out, but the measure fills. The bottle is then turned back and again 
inverted, when the measure discharges its contents through a tube or 
spout. As a means of measuring precise quantities of chemical solutions 
he thought the device was worthy of notice. 

Combined Toning and Fixing. 
The chairman in re-opening the discussion on this matter said that 

Mr. Human had advised the washing of the prints before putting them 
in the combined bath. That being so, the chairman felt that he must 
dissociate himself from Mr. Human, as he looked upon the combined bath 
as a time-saving formula. It seemed to him that if one had to wash 
his prints before using the combined bath one of the arguments in its 
favour was destroyed, and one might just as well revert to the separate 
bath method. Everybody who used the combined bath, so far as his 
own knowledge went, put the prints dry into the bath. 

Mr. R. Beckett said he had used the combined bath for years, and as 
might therefore be supposed, with success. His plan was, however, to 
use a bath once and then discard it, or at least to add fresh solution, 
say, two parts of new to one part of the old bath. Undoubtedly the best 
way was to compose the bath so^ that it just sufficed for a given batch 
of prints. The further use of the bath was detrimental to the tones, 
and usually spelt improper fixing, yellowing of the whites, blotches, and 
fading. The combined bath seemed to him to be particularly applicable 
to collodion papers, where there was less likelihood of the locking up 
of chemicals, as was the case with gelatine papers. He made his baths 
for use with dry prints. 

Mr. Everitt remarked that there had been complaints that collodion 
papers, unless fresh, did not give toe best results. The collodion became 
horny with age, and the solutions did not so readily penetrate. Collodion 
papers had been condemned on that ground, and particularly in cases 
of the use of combined baths. 

Mr. Beckett said that if a bath worked too quickly it was faulty. Ten 
to fifteen minutes was a good time, and prints that took that time to 
tone and fix would generally be all right. 

The chairman said that combined baths were often sold in coloured 
bottles, the idea being that these were nec< ssarv f ation 
of the solution. In his experience they were unnecessary. 

Mr. W. T. Wilkinson said that the chemist got coloured bottles cheaper 
than white ones, and he thought that this fact and tin- i<|, a ihai roloun-d 
bottles looked more photographic than others, explained their use. He 
knew of no real advantage of the coloured bottle. He always made his 
own combined baths. 

Mr. Everitt could not understand how it was that the chairman objected 
to the preliminary washing of the prints with combined baths. It was 
true that it added one more operation, but even so, the combined bath 
then had the advantage that it saved one operation. In the case of 
separate toning and fixing there was the preliminary washing, the toning, 
the fixing, and the final washing. In the case of the combined bath 
there would be the preliminary washing, the toning and fixing together, 
and the final washing. Mr. Everitt added that he always used the 
separate baths, first washing and salting the prints. 

Mr. Ernest Human, who introduced this discussion two weeks ago, 
made some comments upon the remarks of the speakers then and now. 
He would guard against one of the dangers of combined baths—that of 
sulphur toning—by thoroughly washing the prints before treatment. 
This would remove any free acid in the paper, which was an element 
of great danger in this respect. He would then compose the bath accord¬ 
ing to the number of prints to be toned, allowing two grains of gold per 
sheet of paper. The bath, once used, would be put into the residue tub. 
The bath should be free of acid or anything, such as alum, that would 
render it acid. His own bath was composed of hypo, gold, ammonium, 
sulphocyanide, sodium, phosphate, and chalk sufficient to neutralise the 
whole. To guard against insufficient fixing he would follow with a five 
minutes’ immersion in 10 per cent. hypo. Mr. Human then referred 
to a combined bath recommended by Mr. A. L. Henderson, in the 
British Journal Almanac of 1899. This was a formate bath, contain¬ 
ing also lead, nitrate, and alum, which, in the speaker’s opinion, involved 
the production of sulphur, which one could not be too careful to exclude. 
He went further, however, and said that at a moderate temperature, the 
print, even if not toned in three minutes, would at least be fixed. Mr. 
Human, however, disagreed, and said he did not think so short a time 
would see fixing completed. As regards the coloured bottles, he thought 
their use was to prevent the deposition of gold. The question of saving 
of time had been raised. If he were sure that any prints were not 
going to be permanent with five minutes’ treatment he would be prepared 
to spend five hours to secure permanence. On the other hand, if he 
were sure that the shorter period was sufficient to ensure permanence, 
naturally he would elect to save the rest of the time. He thought, 
however, that with no combined bath could one be sure of a permanent 
result. In his experience the beginner wanted as much for his money 
as he could get, and he wished to reduce operations at any cost. He 
had been often asked how many prints a certain quantity of combined 
bath would tone, and if he told the truth, and specified a small 
number, then he was met with a statement that some other 
bath would last a lifetime, and cost no more. He was 
of opinion that, if one threw away a bath after use, and 
that bath were one in which no alum, no lead, and no acid ivas 
present, there was a possibility that the prints would stand The class 
of bath in question was, however, only just being introduced, and one 
could not tell whether the beginner would take it up. The safest plan 
was to abjure the combined bath altogether, and to use, at the cost of 
a little extra time and trouble, the separate bath, whose capabilities one 
knew. 

Mr. Wilkinson said that his combined bath of hypo, sulphocyanide, 
chalk, and gold would not tone after the gold was exhausted. It took 
ten to fifteen minutes to finish the print, and he was better pleased 
when it took longer. He did not wash before toning. 

PHOTOGRAPHIC CLUB. 

April 23rd.—Mr. T. W. Derrington in the chair. 
Mr. Barralet gave a description of 

“ Synthol,” 

the new developer. It was, he said, an up-hill task nowadays to empha¬ 
sise the good points of a new developer, all the present developers being 
so good. He was not there to urge that Synthol was the best developer 
in the world; its greatest feature was perhaps that it was of British 
manufacture and invention. As the inventor of the developer^ he might 
add that it was quite a new compound, and, unlike the foreign developers, 
which were derived from coal tar, Synthol was derived from a botanical 
plant—a lichen, and was allied to amidol. The accelerator was sulphite 
of soda, which also served as preservative. Not being a photographer 
himself, he had been beset with many difficulties in undertaking the 
demonstration of the developer’s capabilities. Of course, he might have 
exposed a plate, divided and developed it part in standard pyro and 
part in Synthol, taking the pyro plate out before the proper time, and 
leaving the Synthol pilate to do its besf, and then let the Synthol negative 
speak for itself. It had been suggested to him, however, that the Chap¬ 
man-Jones Plate Tester would tell him more about a developer in three 
hours than pictorial slides wbuld in as many weeks. As regards the 
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choice of plate, he noticed that the dealers all favoured a particular brand, 
from which he deduced the fact that the discount on them was very 
good. However, he selected a plate, and made a number of experiments, 
varying the constituents of the developing solution, with a view to show¬ 
ing the effect of different conditions, the action of bromide, of hypo¬ 
sulphite, etc. Twenty-one backed plates were exposed in the tester, each 
for one minute, at a foot from a standard Parliamentary candle. These 
plates were divided into three sets of seven each. Seven different 
developing solutions were made. The first or normal solution was com¬ 
posed of water 10 ounces, sulphite of soda 300 grains, synthol 30 grains, 
and potassium bromide 5 grains. No. 2 solution had only 75 grains of 
sulphite. No. 3 solution had only 1 grain of bromide. No. 4 solution 
had an addition of 50 grains of hyposulphite. No. 5 solution was diluted 
to half strength. No. 6 solution had 60 grains of Synthol. No. 7 solu¬ 
tion had 30 grains of bromide. The plates were developed, one in each 
of these solutions; the first batch of seven for 50 seconds, the second 
batch for 100 seconds, and the third batch for 150 seconds. The inter¬ 
pretation of the results of these experiments Mr. Barralet left to the 
meeting; the negatives being projected on the screen. Mr. Barralet also 
showed a large number of lantern slides developed with Synthol and 
made from Synthol negatives. In some cases the bromide of potassium 
had been replaced by nitrate of potassium. The colours of the slides 
were very pleasing. The Watkins development factor was stated as 
30 for Synthol prints on bromide paper ; Velox and S.C.P. were also shown. 
In this case metabisulphite was introduced in the proportion of two parts 
to one of Synthol, the addition bringing about great improvement. The 
omission of the bromide allowed one to get better blacks on bromide 
paper. 

Mr. Mackie said that the plate that had been developed with the solu¬ 
tion containing hyposulphite had attracted his attention. The hypo 
seemed to have the power of much improving the gradation. 

CAMERA CLUB. 

April 4th.—The art of making pictures, with the living human skin as 
the sensitive surface, otherwise known as “ tatooing,” formed, last week, 
the subject of an interesting lecture by Mr. S. Macdonald. He spoke 
first of the great antiquity of this art, and of its widespread practice 
among nearly all nations. Its origin is indeed lost in the mists of 
antiquity, but there is reason to believe that it was widely known in 
prehistoric times, and in some countries at least was regarded as a 
religious rite. In New Zealand a well-tatooed face is the mark of 
nobility, and it is easy to understand that scars received in battle would 
be regarded as honourable marks, and in due time it became the custom 
to imitate them by artificial means. That tatooing was practised in 
Egypt many centuries before the Christian Era is proved by the examina¬ 
tion of a mummy, which showed extensive ornamentation of this 
character over a considerable portion of the skin surface. Among certain 
barbarous tribes it was the custom to tatoo the forehead of a murderer—- 
a veritable mark of Cain. 

The Japanese stand ahead of all nations in the extreme beauty of their 
tatooing. The highest art has been expended upon this curious way of 
ornamenting the skin, but for some reason the practice was declared 
illegal many years ago. The Japanese artists employed clusters of 
needles in executing the work, the colours being confined to Indian ink, 
vermilion, and brown. 

The Burmese also practice the art, but in a much coarser manner, 
while the long needle or spike employed is productive of great agony. 
A Burmese youth before coming of age has a pair of breeches tatooed 
on his legs, and while the operation is in progress his relations stand 
around and laugh at his groans. The pain is most severe, and as no 
antiseptics are used, the operation is not infrequently followed by death. 
In India very little tatooing is done, and that chiefly by women. It is 
quite rough, and has no claim to artistic consideration. The same may 
be said of Abyssinia. 

In New Zealand tatooing has for years taken a very important place 
in the native customs, but the marks take the form of scars rather than 
needle pricks. The face is the principal part ornamented and after 
death the head of a chief thus adorned will be smoke-dried and preserved 
as a precious relic by his family. Several of these dried heads may be 
seen in the British and other museums, and at one time there was such 
a demand for them among European institutions of the kind that they 
became quite scarce. The lecturer went so far as to assert that at this 
time a man’s head in New Zealand would form the subject of a bargain 
while he was yet alive, and when that bargain was concluded he was 
killed, and his head smoked for export in the most callous manner. The 
tatooing in New Zealand is performed with a piece of sharpened bone, 
which is driven into the flesh by means of a small mallet. The operation 
is often followed by inflammation of the eyes, which causes temporary 
blindness, and a closing of the mouth, which renders the administration 
of food difficult. The present value of a well tatooed and smoked head 
is about fifty pounds sterling. 

The rest of Mr. Macdonald’s lecture dealt with modern tatooing as 
practised by him, for he has, since he left the Army, taken up this work 
as a profession. Instead of using needles, he employs an electric piercer, 
which gives little or no pain, for the skin is first of all treated with a 
local anaesthetic—cocaine. He uses several colours, and showed many 
excellent specimens of his work, being photographs from life of various 
clients who bore on arm, leg, breast, or back, the representation of 
dragons, serpents, and other fearful wild fowl. Unfortunately these 
lantern slides were in monochrome, and were not of the best quality. 
Tt would surely be worth while to repeat them, if the subjects are avail¬ 
able, in the three-colour process, for such pictures, the first of their 
kind, would be most interesting. 

The lecturer alluded to the fact that deserters from the Army were 
at one time marked with distinguishing letters, and several oi tin -, 
men had come to him to have the tell-tale indications obliterated. It is 
possible to eradicate such marks when they are small, bul when large 
they are best hidden by effacing them with a more elaborate design 
Lord Roberts, long ago, suggested that soldiers should be tatooed wnii 
a crown or regimental crest, as a mark of honour, and his own son, 
killed in South Africa, was so tatooed by Mr. Macdonald. Tatooing on 
one occasion saved an officer’s life. During lie- Matabele War this 
officer had the misfortune to fall into the hands of the enemy, and they 
discovered on his breast an enormous, and very terrible-looking tatooed 
dragon. Upon asking the meaning of this, the officer told them that 
the dragon was his own private devil, and that if they killed him they 
would be haunted by it all their lives. They did not half believe this 
story, but thought that there might be something in it, and spared 
his life. 

Many interesting anecdotes were interspersed in this very interesting 
lecture, and when Mr. C. H. Bothamley, the chairman, moved the usual 
vote of thanks, there was much applause. 

PROFESSIONAL PHOTOGRAPHERS ASSOCIATION. 

A meeting of the P.P.A. Edinburgh Branch was held at 38, Castle Street, 
on Friday, April 18th, 1902. Mr. W. Crooke occupied the chair. 
There was a good attendance. 

The following subjects were discussed: — 
(1) Fire Insurance Rates. 
(2) The Apprentice System in Studios. 
(3) The Amendment of Copyright Act. 
(4) The P.P.A.’s Position towards the Photographers’ Copyright Union. 

Fire Insurance. 

Rates were compared, and they were found to range between 3s. 7d. 
and 5s. Id. per cent. The lowest rate being for a studio in the suburbs. 
The general rate was 4s. 6d. to 5s. per cent. The conclusion come to by 
the meeting was that it should do everything in its power to back up 
the London Association in their endeavour to secure more favourable 
rates all round. 

The Apprentice System in Studios. 

Three members were in favour of charging a premium and giving a 
small salary. On a vote being taken, the majority decided in favour 
of non-premium apprentices. 

The Amendment of the Copyright Act. 

After discussing the above, the meeting came to the conclusion that 
photographers should have a copyright in every negative they take as 
regards the Illustrated Press. 

The P.P.A.’s Position to tiie Photographic Copyright Union. 

The chairman urged all who are interested in copyright photographs 
to be members of the Copyright Union. He was of opinion that it should 
be developed into a very much larger body than it was at present, and 
not left to a few, who are naturally inclined to look after their own 
interests. 

The meeting came to the conclusion that it was the duty of every 
photographer to join the Copyright Union, and help to look after the 
new Bill which is now in course of preparation by Lord Monkswell. This 
was carried unanimously. 

LONGTON AND DISTRICT PHOTOGRAPHIC SOCIETY. 

The following are extracts from the 8th annual report:—The first meet¬ 
ing of the session was a demonstration of the platinotype process by the 
Rev. C. F. L. Barnwell, and those who were fortunate enough to be 
present will, I think, bear me out when I say it was one of the most 
lucid, complete, and successful demonstrations ever given before our 
members, and Mr. Barnwell richly merited the warm vote of thanks 
accorded him. The subject of opening meeting of the winter session 
was the technical lantern lecture by G. P. Goerz, entitled “ How a Lens 
is Made,” and considering the nature of the subject, was well received. 
Following this, we had a capital demonstration by Mr. W. D. Welford 
on “ Pictorial and Technical Photography,” at which many new and 
useful hints were given, and specimens of work done on Warwick plates, 
and lantern slides, and Austin Edward’s films were exhibited. We now 
come to a more recent event, or rather the event of the year, viz., the 
splendid lecture delivered in the Town Hall by Mr. R. Child Bayley, 
F.R.P.S., Editor of “Photography,” entitled “A Trip to the Alhambra 
with a Hand Camera,” at which a collection was taken up on behalf 
of the local Patriotic Fund. The total proceeds of £12 were handed to 
the Ex-Mayor (treasurer of the fund), same night. Mr. Bayley so fully 
sympathised with the object for which the collection was made, that 
he absolutely refused to accept any payment whatever, "not even permit¬ 
ting us to refund him his hotel expenses or train fare, therefore a sum 
about equivalent to his out-of-pocket expenses were included in the col¬ 
lection named as a donation from the Longton and District Photographic 
Society. Needless to say, Mr. Bayley was heartily thanked for his 
lecture and generosity, the vote being carried with acclamation, and a 
unanimous invitation for another lecture given on the spot to, and accepted 
by, Mr. Bayley, thoroughly delighted the 500 people present. The thanks 
of the society are also due and hereby tendered to Messrs. Hawley, 
Brough, Webberley, and Bloor, for so willingly supplying the musical 
portion of the evening’s entertainment, and also to Mr. E. H. Bloor for 
the use of a piano free of charge. The last meeting of the session was 
another admirable lantern lecture by Mr. F. O. Bynoe, entitled “ Photo¬ 
graphic Facts.” This was a very racy, instructive, and entertaining 
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lecture, interesting to everybody alike, being' well illustrated with a 
splendid selection of lantern slides and a number of elaborate diagrams, 
which had been prepared specially for the lecture. Locally, at the 
jiresent time, we hear on every side the pros and cons of the federation 
question. One of the reasons assigned why the federation should take 
place is that to be united in one authority would effect a great saving 
m administration, together with increased efficiency, influence, and impor¬ 
tance. Now, fully believing in this aspect of the question, 1 venture to 
ihink the same principle applied to the pursuit of photography in this 
district would be to the mutual advantage of photographers in general. 
It is sometimes helpful for the future to have a view of the past, and 
in glancing back over the eight years of our society’s existence, I find 
much to encourage us. We commenced in 1894 with 14 members, and at 
the close of the year we had 18 on the books. During the second year 
we increased to 31, the third year to 45, the fourth year to 47, the fifth 
year to 50, the sixth year to 56, the seventh year to 76, and 
to-day at the close of the eighth and the beginning of the ninth year 
we have a total of 95, and here I should just like to remind 
you that during the past year two other societies have 
been formed in the district, and being uncertain to what extent this 
would affect us, it was thought desirable in arranging last year’s pro¬ 
gramme for once in a way to make a little change from the usual subjects 
and substitute some popular lantern lectures, such as would be of interest 
to the increasing number of non-photographic members, and to which 
friends could be invited. The result of this policy speaks for itself, for 
in face of disappointments, much inconvenience, and influences which 
have not been in our favour, we have actually passed the high-water 
mark of last year, and in addition, at our last committee meeting no 
fewer than 17 members were elected (including the mayor, ex-mayor, 
magistrates, councillor, doctors, solicitor, etc.), and I have since had 
other names sent to me to be submitted at the next committee meeting. 
This is the largest increase at one time since the formation of the society, 
therefore the outlook is most hopeful, and if members who sometimes 
may not see eye to eye, nor approve of every little detail, would only 
be generous enough to give credit for honesty of intention, and kindly 
acquaint any official with what they may consider wrong, and thus give the 
committee an opportunity of investigating the complaint, it would help 
to make pleasant what is at times a rather irksome duty. 

MARPLE AND DISTRICT PHOTOGRAPHIC SOCIETY. 

Ov Thursday week Mr. C. Taylor, the secretary, delivered to the members 
a short lecture, entitled “ Elements of the Pictorial.” He based his 
main argument upon the idea that fundamentally pictures were a form 
of human expression; he followed a close analogy between pictorial art 
and literature, the rules of pictorial composition being the grammar of 
the former, the analysis of that which had pleased humanity in the 
past. Photographs which had pictorial quality could not be produced 
by rules alone, it was necessary to study the public picture galleries and 
the best of contemporary illustrations in the magazines and other 
periodical publications, and thus to become familiar with a good standard 
both of style and subject. He mentioned the limitations of photography 
as a monochrome medium for the expression of thought and feeling, but 
claimed for it two qualities in which it was unrivalled, viz., in the repre¬ 
sentation of the most delicate gradations of light and shade, and in the 
rendering of textures. 

Mr. Taylor illustrated many of his points by means of prints, which 
he had selected for the purpose. * 

NEWCASTLE-ON-TYNE AND NORTHERN COUNTIES PHOTO¬ 
GRAPHIC ASSOCIATION. 

At the last meeting, Mr. Walter Scott gave a lecture demonstration 
•on platinotype printing. Mr. Scott described the whole process and 
illustrated his remarks by practical application, and allowing some of his 
audience to develop prints themselves, which were kindly supplied by 
the Platinotype Company. To keep the paper dry he places celluloid on 
the printing frame. Samples of prints and paper were supplied by 
various makers of platinum paper. At the conclusion of the Jecture, Mr. 
Scott handed round some samples of his own work, which for artistic 
merit and technical excellence have seldom if ever been surpassed. An 
interesting discussion followed, in which several prominent platinotype 
printers took part, including Mr. Walter Corder, J.P., and Mr. Wm 
Parry. 

LIVERPOOL AMATEUR PHOTOGRAPHIC ASSOCIATION. 

This society held its fortnightly half-day excursion on Saturday. A 
party of about 30 members and friends (including some members of the 
Wulnes Society), journeyed to Bidston, under the leadership of Mr. 
p. Simnett, the hon. secretary. A good deal of work was done in the 
woods, and also at the Old Hall, where a professional model was posed, 
l. ^ enabling members to obtain some good figure studies on the terrace. 
Aiiti if Photographic work was done an adjournment was made to the 
Old Hall for tea. The weather was fine, though rather too windy for 
the woodland studies. 

NORTH MIDDLESEX PHOTOGRAPHIC SOCIETY 

vie“'rriage leCtUre<1 0,1 " Telephotography from a 

, -Tp16 1®cturer, showed slides of scenes from the same standpoint, taken 
vuth a lens of moderate focus, and with a telephotographic lens; also 
architectural subjects and portraits. He claimed that the more pro¬ 
portionate size of, say, a horse and cart, as givep by a more distant 

standpoint, rendered necessary by the use of this lens, gave a more 
artistic rendering of the subject. 

In the discussion which took place, Mr. Mummery and others said 
that many of the views shown suffered from a want of foreground, which 
was fatal to pictorial effect. They thought it very usetul for architectural 
work and subjects of a special nature. 

Mr. Macintosh thought that by the use of a screen the want of a fore¬ 
ground could be got over, by the screen cutting the haze, always present 
to a certain extent, and thus bringing into prominence some object in 
the middle distance which would serve the same purpose. 

CROYDON CAMERA CLUB. 

The president addressed the club on “ Photographic Recording ” on 
Wednesday, 23rd ulfc., and also read a short paper, specially written for 
the meeting, by Mr. George Scamell, hon. sec. of tne National Photo¬ 
graphic Record Association. 

Mr. Hector Maclean explained to his hearers that in a more or less 
fitful fashion the club had for a long time past encouraged the obtaining 
of photographic records of local objects, etc. Last autumn he conferred 
with Mr. Jast, who asked him to interest the club in the recording of 
Croydon scenes, and in presenting suitable prints to the Croydon Library. 
He then promised Mr. Jast that he would in the spring of the present 
year bring forward propositions which he hoped the club would support. 
It was in fulfilment of this promise that he addressed them that night 
on the subject. Since his interviews with Mr. Jast they were, no doubt, 
all aware that Mr. H. D. Gower had brought forward certain sugges¬ 
tions with the aim of forming a county survey. This would, no doubt, 
claim their individual support, and perhaps also the club’s support, should 
the proposed association come into existence. But having regard to 
the arrangements entered into before the announcement of the proposed 
county survey, and bearing in mind that probably the largest collection 
of interesting photographs of bygone Croydon are in the hands of 
members of this club, he should ask them to instruct their Council to 
prepare a detailed scheme inviting members of the club to send in for 
exhibition a collection of interesting topographical prints illustrating the 
borough of Croydon, such prints to be at the disposal of the club to 
present to any public body which it may in due course find best. This 
proposal, after careful debate, was adopted substantially as set forth. 
The club also selected Messrs. Salt and Wratten as delegates to attend 
the photographic survey meeting. The paper by Mr. Scamell proved, with 
its exhibits, both informative and interesting. Rules for methodical record¬ 
ing were read and discussed, and the points to aim at laid down. A 
useful cardboard folding scale was shown, which gives clear indication of 
the sizes of such objects as would otherwise not be easily measurable. 
The National Record pattern mount was shown, but members disapproved 
of it. Plain cartridge paper mounts were considered preferable. Mr. 
Rogers, however, objected to white mounts. Mr. W. H. Smith objected 
to any mount at all. Negatives should, he considered, be printed with a 
white margin, preferably on parchment paper, coated with his platinc- 
type emulsion. A number of deeply interesting examples of historical 
houses, mainly London ones, were shown. Thus the wide old staircase 
of the Chelsea mansion, up which Charles II. rode his pony one day 
when he called on Nell Gwynne, was one. Rossetti’s house and the 
little shanty in which Turner hid himself for some years were also shown, 
and Canonbury Tower, in one of the rooms of which Goldsmith finished 
“ The Vicar,” and from whence Dr. Johnson fetching the MSS., obtained 
its acceptance from the publishers. At the instance of Mr. W. H. Rogers, 
seconded by Mr. W. H. Smith, hearty votes of thanks were accorded to 
Mr. George Scamell and Mr. Hector Maclean. Councillor Noaks showed 
some interesting photographs of the lunar eclipse of Tuesday evening. 

Alleged Extensive Frauds by a Photographer.—At the Wood Green 
Police Court, on Friday last, Stuart Robinson, 50, photographer, of 114, 
Morley Avenue, Wood Green, was charged, on remand, with obtaining 
by false pretences the following:—£3 from the proprietors of the Jolly 
Butchers; £61 5s. from William George Cornish, of Grand Parade, 
Harringay; £3 17s. 9d. and a silver watch value £ Is. from George 
Snell, of 129, Tottenham Court Road; and £2 from Arthur George 
Cornell, of 156, High Road, Wood Green. The evidence of Joseph Web¬ 
ster, of the Jolly Butchers, was to the effect that on February 15th 
prisoner brought a cheque purporting to have been drawn by Florence 
Marshall ” for £8 7s. on the Shaftesbury Avenue Branch of the London 
City and Midland Bank. Witness consented to psss it through his bank, 
and he advanced prisoner £3 on the amount. Subsequently the cheque 
was returned dishonoured. George Snell said the prisoner came to him 
on the 7th inst, and asked for the loan of 10s., saying that his business 
place was closed. On the 12th inst. the prisoner called again about one 
o’clock, and selected a silver watch, for which he tendered a chequ^ for 
£5 18s. 9d. Witness accepted the cheque, which was returned from the 
bank marked “ No account.” Arthur Cornell said the prisoner called 
at his grocery stores and bought goods to the extent of 15s. on Satur¬ 
day, February 15th. Witness knew him as a customer, and had lent 
him 5s. the previous week. Prisoner now presented a cheque for £3 in 
the name of “ A. Maynard.” The cheque was accepted, and witness 
gave prisoner £2. It was returned dishonoured. Harry Walter Nix, 
manager at the Shaftesbury Avenue Branch, deposed that there was no 
account at his bank. The cheques were taken from the books of a 
former depositor named Harriet Bindley. It was stated that perhaps 
no fewer than thirty-three charges of a similar nature would be brought 
against the prisoner, including that of Mr. Cornell. The prisoner was 
remanded in custody. 
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Patent Pews. 
The following abridged description is specially drawn for tlie British 

Journal of Photography, by Messrs. Hughes and Young, patent agents, 
55 arid 56, Chan , ery Lane, London, W.C., who will give advice and 
assistance free tn our rexders on all patent matters: — 

Patent Applications.—No. 8,770.—John Airs, Chancery Lane. “Im¬ 
provements in photographic cameras.” 

No. 8,771.—Leonard Kingwell Job, Chancery La.ne. “ Improvements in 
or relating to the packing and manipulation of photographic plates 
and cut films or sheets.” 

No. 8,806.—David Henderson Houston, Chancery Lane. “ Improvements 
in panoramic photographic cameras.” 

No. 8,807.—David Henderson Houston. “ Improvements in panoramic 
photographic cameras.” 

No. 9,015.—Alfred William Stainton Sanderson and George Bagnall 
Bradshaw, 6, Bank Street, Manchester. “ Improvements in ap¬ 
paratus for printing photographs, and other purposes.” 

No. 9,045.—Henry Barby, Chancery Lane. “ Improvements in photo¬ 
graphic shutters.” 

No. 9,146.—Andrew Ovens, 1, King’s Cross Road. “An improved ap¬ 
paratus for the development and fixing of photographic negatives.” 

Patents Illustrated.—No. 7.—Photography.—Patentee : J. C. Harrison, 
The Poplars, Bowness-on-Windermere. Washing. 

Relates to an apparatus for washing photographic prints and 
like articles. The prints are placed in a cage with openwork sides. 
Both sides of the prints are sprayed by jets from perforated pipes. The 
waste water flows out of the casing by an opening falling on co the 
buckets of a water-wheel, which rotates the cage on its axis by means 
of a belt and pulleys. Modified forms are described m which the cage 
is supported on rollers, and is open at both ends, or in which the cage 
is mounted on a vertical axis. 

No. 114.—Photography.—Patentee : F. H. Sanderson, 17, Chesterton 
Road, Cambridge. Cameras. 

Relates to a device for setting the front of a camera to any 
desired angle, and is an improvement on the invention described in specifi¬ 
cation No. 613, a.d. 1895. The front is supported at each side by a 
pair of slotted links pivoted to the slide. Pins with clamping-screws 
serve as trunnions for the front, which can thus be rotated through any 
required angle cu a horizontal axis. To retain the front in a vertical 
position, the slots of the links are set to coincide, and spring bolts on 
the lower part of the front are sprung into the slots. 

No. 297.—Photography.—Patentee : C. H. Watson, High Holborn. 
Cameras; enlarging. 

Relates to an attachment to be fitted to a hand camera, as 
the Kodak, to adapt it for enlarging negatives. The attacn- 
ment consists of a conical box fitted on the lens end of the Kodak 
camera. The paper is placed in the bottom of the detachable box and 
covered with a plate of glass. The negative is placed in a somewhat 
similar holder with glass on both sides (if it is a film negative). 

—---- 

Peu>$ ana notes* 
The Flame Arc Lamp.—The following particulars of this lamp ha^e been 
supplied to. us by the Union Electric Company, Ltd., of 151, Queen 
Victoria Street, London, E.C. : — 

The results of some tests upon the lamp, compared with an open 
arc lamp, and the comparison with an arc lamp of the enclosed type, are 

stated to be :—■ 

Direct Current, Candle Forcer, mean [lower) hemispherical. 
Flame Lamp. Open Arc Lamp. Enclosed Arc Lamp, 

Watts. C.P. Watts. C.P. Watts. C.P. 
300 1.320   287 610   300 330 % Inner 
387 1,700   400 895   400 520 - Cylinder 
515 2,125   503 1,365   510 710 J only. 

Ratio in Candle Power of Flame to Enclosed Arc Lamp. 
Watts. Flame. Enclosed. 
300 - 300 . 4 . 1 
387-400 . 3 28 .. 1 
515-510 . 3 . 1 

The special features of the arc are its extraordinary length and its 
position in what may be regarded as a miniature reverberatory furnace, 
by which the temperature is maintained at a high value and the^ carbon 
vapour prevented from cooling. At the same time the “ furnace ” forms 
a reflector, which throws down a large proportion of light which would 

otherwise be expended above the horizontal plane through tie • and 
therefore would, in most cases, be wasted. A curious phenomenon m 
this lamp is the fact that a crater is formed in the negative as well as m 
the positive carbon; in consequence of this, practically tin- whole of the 
globe surrounding the arc is brightly illuminated, and as tin- carbons an 
provided with cores containing certain salts, the light is of a pleasant 
yellowish-white quality. The small fire-clay cap or reflector, which is 
an important feature of the lamp, is fixed to a cross-bar, and has through 
it a hole but slightly larger in diameter than tin upper carbon, th< object 
of this bring to enable a smaller carbon to be burnt. A secondary object 
is to obtain improved light-giving power by throwing the rays in a down¬ 
ward and horizontal direction, this effect being greatly assisted L\ the 
brilliant white powder formed in the burning of the special carbons. 
This lamp, like all others of the same manufacture, is constructed so 
that the lamp-rods and base-plate are securely insulated from tin circuit 
by means of mica, and is additionally insulated by means of a poi> < lain 
ring, by which it is suspended. 

Lady Photographer Sent to Gaol.—Isabella Fielding was again charged 
at the West London Police Court with obtaining money by pretending 
to take photographs cf persons at the house where she carried on busi¬ 
ness in Hammersmith Road. The prisoner pleaded guilty, and was sen¬ 
tenced to three months’ imprisonment. 

Last week a curious and an interesting case was heard in the Paris 
law courts. Briefly the question at issue was this—How far can a pupil 
imitate the work of his master without rendering himself liable at law:-' 
The story told was curious. M. Lagardc, an employee of the P.-L.-M. 
Railway Company, having a talent for art, spent his spare time painting 
pictures. Forming an acquaintance with the late M. Trouillebert, the 
well-known landscape painter, M. Lagarde became a faithful pupil, the 
master giving him every encouragement and teaching him his methods. 
So apt a disciple did M. Lagarde become that his work was mistaken 
for that of M. Trouillebert, and was praised in the newspapers aud pur 
chased by dealers. After the master’s death his widow charged the 
railway official with forging her husband’s pictures. Counsel for defence 
in his argument said “everything was in the intention.” In order to 
make out an offence it was necessary to prove, not only that an imitation 
had been executed, but that the execution revealed a fraudulent inten¬ 
tion, notably the desire to create in the mind of the public a confusion 
between the copy and the original. The law recognised as forgers those 
who signed their copies with ihe name or monogram of the master 
copied, or who traced or photographed their models. If the imitator 
employed none of these methods then ho was not culpable. To punish 
such a man as a forger would be to discourage all beginners and render 
impossible all artistic study. The judge concurred with the advocate, 
and found that M. Lagarde had not been guilty of counterfeiting the 
landscapes of M. Trouillebert.—“The Morning Post." 

“ The Watkins Manual of Exposure and Development,” by Mr. Alfred 
Watkins, president of the Herefordshire Photographic Society, is in the 
Press. It will be published at Hereford, by The Watkins Meter Com¬ 
pany, and in London by Messrs. George Houghton and Sons, 88. High 
Holborn. The publishers’ note states that: “ This will be the standard 
text-book of those time methods which have so largely influenced prac¬ 
tical photography during the past few years. It is also designed to 
serve as a beginner’s hand-book for those who have absolutely no know¬ 
ledge of photography, and in the three important questions—How long 
to expose—How long to develop—How long (or how much) to tone. 
The plans given impart definite instruction, without need to add vague 
and helpless references to ‘judgment’ and ‘brains.’ The chapter on 
toning with gold and platinum imparts a method (not previously pub¬ 
lished) invaluable to beginners, which will prevent double or imperfect 
toning, and avoid waste. The following are the contents:-—Outline for 
Beginners. Beginners’ Chapter: The Plate; apparatus; what to buy; 
lens; camera; stand; plates; dark-room; a lesson with the camera ; filling 
the dark slides. Exposure.—The Problem : The eye and the plate; limits 
of the plate ; latitude of plate. Exposure Considerations : What influences 
exposure; light; clouds and atmosphere; physical obstructions; how to> 
allow for light; speed of plate; diaphragm; calculating an exposure; 
variation for special subjects; selecting the meter. Practical Exposure: 
Distance of subject; shading in exposure; interior photography; por¬ 
traits; copying; daylight enlarging; photographing small objects; arti¬ 
ficial light; estimating density of negatives; simplification of enlarging- 
methods; the test box plan; trial and error. Hand Camera Work: Table 
of minimum light; holding a hand camera; selection of plate; shutter 
speeds. Calculating Pinhole Exposures; To make a pinhole camera^ 
colour plates and colour screens; artistic selection of subject; nighi. 
scenes. Development.—The Mental Picture: Stages of contrast; a 
question of contrast; limits of contrast rule; fog; where developers varj ; 
formulae; when to stop development; the Eikronometer method. Prac¬ 
tical Development: Washing the plate; drying the plate; the multiplying 
factor; what alters the factor; treatment for exposure; variations; the 
Eikronometer; the Sextuple method; development without dark-room 
light; exhausting a developer; film development; local development; 
temperature; heated development for under exposure; betwixt two stools, 
rocking the dish; halation. Intensification and Reduction: Judging 
over and under exposure; defects and their remedies. Constituents o* 
the Developer: Alkali; sulphite; bromides; calculating factor with 
bromide. Stale Plates: Factor variations; summary. Printing ana 
Toning,-—P.O.P.—Gold tonin?: platinum toning. Appendix:—Standards 
of speed; the commercial difficulty; Watkins and Wynne standards; 
objections to actinometers; time development for bromide paper; time 

development for lantern slides.” 
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Correspondence, 
*** Correspondents should never write on hotli sides of the paper. No 

notice is taken of communications unless the names and addresses of 
the writers are given. 

*** We do not undertake responsibility for the opinions expressed by our 
correspondents. 

back we had a meeting with representatives of the leading railway 
companies, with a view to obtain more favourable rates i, i photo¬ 
graphic goods for ourselves and custom< rs. We must say they met 
us fairly, although the present state of things still leaves room for 
further amelioration.—We are, Gentlemen, yours faithfullv. 

no Marion and Co., Limited. 
22 and 23, Soho Square. London. W 

April 28th, 1902. 

THE BARBICAN FIRE. 

To the Editors. 

Gentlemen,—May I ask you to have the courtesy to inform your 
readers that I have secured new offices and warehouses at 33 and 34, 
Shoe Lane, E.C.. as my old premises—2, New Zealand Avenue, E.C.— 
were entirely destroyed by the recent great fire in Barbican.—Thank¬ 
ing you in anticipation, I am, dear sir, yours faithfluly, 

Albert Hildesheimer. 

33 and 34, Shoe Lane, London, E.C. 
April 24th, 1902. 

COPYRIGHT IN ROYAL PHOTOGRAPHS. 

To the Editors. 

Gentlemen,—Many of your readers must have noticed with interest 
that at the last meeting of the Photographic Club the question of 
ownership of copyright of photographs of Royalty was discussed. Un¬ 
fortunately, no member appeared to be in a position to give an authori¬ 
tative reply to the questions asked. It is, of course, well known 
that photographs of members of the Royal Family have sold in large 
quantities, and one may assume that the reputation of the photo¬ 
grapher, at any rate, in the commercial sense, is made after photo¬ 
graphing a prominent member of the Royil Family. The 
question arises, if the photographer claims copyright in the photo¬ 
graphs, as he no doubt does, what constitutes the “ valuable considera¬ 
tion?” It is, of course, the personality of the sitter which primarily 
affects the sales of such photographs, and gives them their commercial 
value. The writer lias always been of the opinion that, in respect of 
photographs of members of the Royal Family, a percentage of the 
profits, which are no doubt considerable, might very well be given to 
some charity, the Hospital Fund, for instance, in which His Majesty is 
particularly interested. This1 deduction might constitute the “valu¬ 
able consideration” referred to in the Act.—Yours faithfully. 

J. A. Reid. 
Bedford 

April 26th, 1902. 

THE CALIFORNIA CAMERA CLUB. 

To the Editors. 

Gentlemen,—Enclosed herewith it gives me pleasure to hand you a 
slip, showing the newly-elected officers of the California Camera Club, 
which, in spite of our great distance, I trust may be of some interest 
to you. It will afford me pleasure at any time to correspond with you 
regarding photographic matters from this end of the world.—Yours 
very truly, ' Charles A. Goe, 

Corresponding Secretary. 
San Francisco, California. 

April 11th. 1902. 
President, W. B. Webster. First vice-president, H. B. Hosmer. 

Second vice-president, J. J. Lerman. Secretary, W. E. Palmer. 
Treasurer, E. G. Eisen. Librarian, I. 0. Crosscup. Corresponding 
secretary, C. A. Goe. Directors, G. Knight White, F. C. Bangs, J. R. 
Gwynn, and H. L. Byrne. 

RAILWAY RATES AND CHARGES. 

To the Editors. 

Gentlemen,—We have read with interest your articles on “ Railway 
Rates and Charges,” in recent issues of your Journal, and are in the 
main in agreement with your statements. We must, however, take 
exception to a sentence on page 325, of the issue of the 25tli inst., 
which reads as follows:—“If he has his mounts invoiced as rough 
cardboard it will cost only about half the rates for ‘mounts.’” We 
need hardly say that our experience in the despatch of photographic 
mounts is considerable, and in the light of such experience we con¬ 
sider the above statement very misleading. The railway companies, in 
the plenitude of their power, have laid it down that photographic 
mounts are not admissible as “cardboard,” and if so declared, the 
declaration is false, and the sender is liable to have his goods stopped 
and highest rates enforced. The result of persistent false declarations 
lays the sender open to great inconveniences in the despatch of his goods, 
and, in the last resort, to a fine. We may add that some few years 

PHOTOGRAPHY IN THE WAR DEPARTMENT. 

To the Editors. 

’ Gentlemen,—In your issue of the 17th inst. there is an account of a 
lecture by Captain Wheeler, at the Camera Club, in which he ref< 
to the assistance that might be derived by the War Departin',-nt from 
the use of photography in their Intelligence Division. 

We should like to point out that we have recently supplied a com¬ 
plete photographic equipment for plates 20 by 16 and under, to the 
Intelligence Division of the War Office at Winchester Hous . St. 
James Square, and including all the necessary electric installation for 
lighting and motive purposes. 

The apparatus has been installed under the immediate supervision of 
Major Hills, R.E., Director of Military Intelligence, and the work 
now being done there, we do not doubt, will compare favourably with 
that turned out by any other photographic establishment, everything 
being of the latest and most approved design. 

We should be glad if you would kindly insert this in your next issue, 
and we remain, dear Sirs, yours faithfully, 

W. Watson and Sons. 
313, High Holborn, London, W.C. 

April 29th, 1902. 

VIOLET TONES ON COLLODIO-CHLORIDE. 

To the Editors. 

Gentlemen,-—I noticed a query in your Correspondence Column, re 
“ Violet Tones,” and am sending in herewith a photo on collodio-chloride 
so toned. Sarony makes a speciality of them. The formula used is : 15 
grains gold to 7 oz. water, stock solution. 

Toning Solution. 

oz. 
Water . ... ... ... 9 
Gold stock solution ... .. ... 2^ 
Hydrochloric acid ... .. ... 3 

Print, or rather over-print, till quite bronzed, wash, as usual, and 
take out of toning when the desired colour is obtained. 

Lewis P. Muirhead. 
Albany Chambers, Charing Cross, Glasgow. 

“THE TYMA.” 

To the Editors. 

Gentlemen,—We beg to inform you that ive have arranged with Mr. 
Reichert to give demonstrations of the Tyma Trough (for the develop¬ 
ment, washing, and fixing of Tollable films), at the address below, each 
Monday, Wednesday, and Friday, from 1.30 to 3.30. 

Mr. Reichert will be glad if photographers ivill bring their own 
exposed spools, which lie will be pleased to develop before them free- 
of charge.—Yours truly, G. Houghton and Son. 

88 and 89, High Holbom, and Dean Street, London, WT.C. 
April 28th, 1902. 

THE LATE ROGER FENTON’S PHOTOGRAPHS. 

To the Editors. 

Gentlemen,—With reference to the comments made by “ Free Lance,” 
in last week’s issue of the British Journal of Photography, it may 
be of interest to state that there exists in the library of the Royal 
Photographic Society, an album of “ Views, taken in the Crimea, 
during the spring and autumn of 1855, by Roger Fenton.” 

This album was published by Messrs. T. and A. Agnew, Manchester, 
1859. One photograph, “ The Valley of the Shadow of Death,” depicts 
the historic valley thickly strewn with round shot.—Yours faithfully, 

Ernest C. Fincham. 

36, Addison Road, Kensington, W. 
April 28th, 1902. 

*** Notice to Advertisers.—A Revised Tariff for advertisements 
in the Journal is now in force. Blocks and copy are received subject to 
the approval of the Publishers, and advertisements are inserted abso¬ 
lutely without condition, expressed or implied as to what appears in 
the text portion of the paper. 
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Answers to Correspondents. 
*** All matters intended for the text 'portion of this JOURNAL, includ. 

ing queries, must be addressed to “ The Editors, The British 

Journal of Photography, 24, Wellington-street, Strand, London, 
IF. C. ” Inattention to this ensures delay. 

*** Correspondents are informed that me cannot undertake to answer 
communications through the post. Questions are not answered unless 
the names and addresses of the writers are given. 

* * Communications relating to Advertisements and general business 
affairs should be addressed to Messrs. Henry Greenwood & Co., 
24, Wellington-street, Strand, London, W.C. 

Photographs Registered :— 

.J. B. Young, Wellington Street, Ballymena. Photograph of the Bev. J. Anderson. 
T. E. Innes, 108, Wellington Road, Heaton Chapel. Two photographs of the Bev. W. 

S ouster. 
F. Ward, 22, Museum Street, Ipswich. Photograph of three pike. Photograph of 

young pike. 
A. Dickinson, Brighton House, Newcastle-on-Tyne. Photograph off. Oliver. 
Miss M. Shelley, Avingcon, Alresford, Hants. Photograph entitled “ The Evening 

of Eife." Photograph entitled “ Reflections." 
W. G. Honey, 102, Patrick Street, Cork. Two photographs of the Executive Com¬ 

mittee of the Cork Exhibition. 

Erratum.—In our last issue, page 323, seventh line from bottom of second 
column, for “30,Uud” read 300. 

Dry Plates.—We have no knowledge of the matter, although it has 
long been the subject of general rumour. 

Copyright in Old Engraving.—T. Tomlinson says. “ A friend of mine 
has an engraving of old London Bridge, more than a century 
old, which he will lend me to copy. I should like to make some 
lantern slides of it, many of which I could sell. Should I be 
infringing any copyright in doing so ? ”—In reply: No, as the 
print is so old there can now be no copyright in it. 

The Bromide Monthly.”—H. J. Lewis writes: “ In a late issue of yours 
you make mention of the publication of a new journal or periodical 
called “Bromides,” I believe. Not having a copy by me, could 
you kindly assist me by naming the publishers, as I wish to sub¬ 
scribe?”—In reply: “The Bromide Monthly” is published by the 
Rotary Photographic Company, 14, New Union Street, Moorfields, 
E.C. 

Copyright Query.—“ Copyright ” says: “ I hold the copyright of nega¬ 
tives of an old document, but the negatives are scratched, so I 
have got permission and made fresh ones from same document. 
Shall I have to make these fresh negatives copyright, or does the 
former registration cover? —In reply: As fresh copies have to be 
made, the copyright in them should be registered. The copyright 
in Ihe old ones will not cover that in the new ones. 

Uens for Studio Work.—“ Burton ” writes: “ Can you kindly recommend 
a good cheap lens for studio work, similar to Dallmeyer’s 3B ? ” 
—In reply: So far as we are aware, there is no lens on the 
market similar to Dallmeyer’s No. 3B Patent; that is, with the 
diffusion of focus araugement. Lenses of similar foci and aperture 
are supplied by other makers. Better get their catalogues, as it is 
against our rule to recommend any particular maker’s goods. 

Repairing a Sink.—“ Sink ” writes: “ Can you tell me how to practically 
make a leaky, but otherwise very good, wooden sink watertight ? ” 
—In reply: The only way we can suggest is to fill up the cracks 
with pitch or marine glue. Probably the best thing to do will be 
to coat the whole of the inside with pitch, to which a little tallow 
has been added when it is melted. The tallow should be well 
mixed with the pitch. 

Discoloured Nitrate of Silver.—A. McKensie says: “Amongst a lot 
of photo chemicals which I bought as a ‘ job lot ’ is a bottle of 
nitrate of silver. The crystals are much discoloured, probably 
through exposure to light. Will the silver do for making a bath 
for the wret collodion process, as I am desirous of trying that?” 
—In reply: Yes, the silver will do quite well; indeed, at one time 
it was said by some that such crystals were preferable for the 
purpose to those which were colourless. 

Stains on Bromide Prints.—J. F. writes: “(1) Will you kindly tell me 
how I can either remove or prevent the stain on bromide prints 
ocasioned by the use of a solution of Schlippes’ Salt? Is my solu¬ 
tion too strong, viz.: 1 part in 160 of water? (2) Please say is 
Schlippes’ Salt and sulphantimoniate of sodium the same thing? 
If not, what is the former?”—In reply: (1) As the stains are there 
they cannot be successfully removed. They may be avoided in 
future by more care in fixing and washing the prints before the 
solution is applied. (2) One and the same thing. 

Historical Questions.—J. Risdon writes: “ May I take the liberty of 
asking you to inform me when the process of printing photographs 
from negatives on prepared paper was discovered, and by whom? 
Also, in what year cartes-de-visite were first introduced? I have 
had a discussion on the subject, and shall feel obliged if you can 
assist me to settle the matter.”—In reply: The first negative pro¬ 
cess was the Calotype of Eox-Talbot, first published in 1839. The 

carte-de-visite was introduced about 1859—perhaps a year or so 
before—in Paris. 

Cleaning Oil Paintings.—“Showers” writes: “Having a few oil paint¬ 
ings, I should esteem it a great favour if you could inform tna 
how to clean the above, as they have got dirty, and are beginning 
to crack?”—In reply: Cleaning or restoring oil paintings in ihe 
way that picture-restorers do the work is not well within the hands 
of a novice. As the work is in no xvay photographic, it doe* not 
come within the scope of answers in this column. The ne tl. 
doing the work, however, is fully described m the “Curv 
Gilder’s Guide,” published by Kent and Co. 

Negative Effect in a Positive Print.—W. Emaky writes: “I should bo 
obliged if you could give me some explanation of the peculiar 
negative effect to be seen on the enclosed photo. It was i 
on a-plate, with about six seconds’ exposure at f/8. The light, 
was from a window behind the camera, and although this might 
appear to be rather long eight other photographs which I f,ook in 
the same building under similar circumstances have no sign of the 
same effect.”—In reply: The negative seems to have bee»> “light- 
struck” during the development, and thus a reversed action of light 
has been brought about. 

The Sale of Poisons.—“ Photographer ” writes: “ (1) Being a photo¬ 
grapher, and not a chemist, can I sell to my customers ‘ Sulpho- 
eyanide of ammonia’? (2) If not, would I be in any way render¬ 
ing myself liable if I give it away to my regular customers? (3) Can 
I sell oxalate potash, (4) ammonia 880., (5) acetate of lead? I may 
add I have read the Poisons Act in British Journal Almanac, hut 
am not sure whether sulphocyanide is one of the metallic cyanides 
there mentioned.”—In reply: (1) in Ireland, win ir the r 
Act is different from what it is here, it has been ruled that sulpho¬ 
cyanide of ammonium comes within the law, but it does not 1 
(2) That would be a colourable infringement of the law, if that 
included the sulphocyanide. (3) Yes, in England, not in Ireland. 
\4) Yes. (5) Yes, but the parcel should be labelled “ Poison.” 

Duplicated Image.—Miss Elsley writes: “Will you please tell me the 
cause of the head and music being repeated at the bottom of 
enclosed print. The photograph was taken in a room with the 
windows veiled, the lens being away from the windows. The ex¬ 
posure was six seconds, with f/8, Dallmeyer RR lens, and an 
ordinary bellows camera. The camera did not slip, and two expo¬ 
sures were not given. I have recently had the lens fitted to a 
Bullard shutter, and wonder if that was the cause, as I have 
had several pictures with the same defect.”—In reply: The secondary 
image is caused by a minute hole somewhere in the camera, or its 
bellows, which has played the part of a pin-hole camera. To find 
the hole, aemove the focussing screen and examine the camera in 
sunlight, from the inside, having the head covered with the focus¬ 
sing cloth the while. It will then be located. 

Enlarging.—“ Minus Condenser ” writes: “ I want to fit up an arrange¬ 
ment for enlarging from 1-1 and 12 by 10 negatives without con¬ 
denser and by artificial light. I have an electric supply in the 
house, pressure 200 volts. Do you advise electric arc or incandescent 
lamp, and of what candle power? What is the best plan for dif¬ 
fusing the light and for equally illuminating the 12 by 10 negative 
to be enlarged ? Where can I see a sketch plan of such an 
apparatus, showing its parts in detail, enabling an amateur to con¬ 
struct such a camera ? ”—In reply: As you cannot have a condenser 
we should recommend you to abandon the idea of using artificial 
light and to employ daylight. If you must use artificial light, 
incandescent light will be best, say six or eight for the larger size 
negative, diffusing it by interposing twoor three thickness of 
ground glass, an inch or so apart, between the lights and the 
negative. We have an idea that a sketch of some similar arrange¬ 
ment has appeared in one of the old almanacs, but none is neces¬ 
sary to construct one such as just suggested. Again we would 
suggest the employment of daylight. 

*** Notice to the Trade, Wholesale Agents and Book¬ 
sellers.—A Contents Bill is issued with each number of the JOURNAL, 

and copies may be had on application to the Publishers. 
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EX CATHEDRA. 

A Daguerrean In an article in “Nature” on the 
Note. Heidelberg Physical Laboratory, which 
is virtually an “ appreciation ” of Professor Quincke, its 
principal, the doyen of German physicists, there is an 
interesting Daguerrean reminiscence. Professor Quincke’s 
best-known work has been in connection with capillarity, 
and referring to the angle of contact of water and glass and 
other surfaces, the writer of the article says: “ By this 
principle of the curvature of the angle of contact, and-con¬ 
sequently of the size and appearance, of small drops of 
liquid (water, mercury) deposited on a surface, different 
parts of which are in imperceptibly different conditions, he 
has explained the curious ‘ breath figures/ and of 
Daguerreotype photographs. Daguerre discovered these 
through the accident of having left some of his silver 
iodide plates, which he had until then been unable to make 
permanent, in a cupboard where some mercury had been 
spilt. The vapour deposited itself in different sized drop¬ 
lets on the different parts of the plate, and gave a picture 
which could be made permanent.” 

When a student take? up a book o 
photographic or other optics, he soo 
comes across a reference +o an “ optief 

bench,” and if he turns to an apparatus catalogue to asce: 
tain the cost of such a piece of apparatus so useful t 

A Cheap 
Optical 
Bench. 

anyone who wishes readily to make a few calculations and 
estimations of lens foci, for example, he would usually 
find the price to range from four or five guineas upwards. 
To the ordinary student such a price is a prohibitive one, 
as the article itself is unnecessary, so long as he can obtain 
a smooth board and a cheap paper or cardboard graduated 
scale, which can be obtained perfectly accurate for a 
copper or two. We are led to make these remarks by a 
reference, in the article we have just quoted, to Professor 
Quincke’s course of practical physics : “ Here one may see 
an optical bench which, though chiefly made of a half-metre 
scale and some cork, sealing-wax, and glass strips, yet 
enables the student to make all the usual measurements 
with mirrors and lenses, without dark room, and with an 
accuracy equal to that obtainable with apparatus many 
times larger and more expensive.” 

* * * 

A Simple Mode Recently Professor Dewar was explain¬ 
ed Producing ing ^ was anticipated that oxygen 

" could be obtained from air by selective 
evaporation from liquid air, an excellent 

idea, no doubt, but not practicable on a small scale except at 
a great expense. But at the Paris Academy of Sciences 
M. G. E. Jaubert explained a method he had devised for 
obtaining oxygen in an exceedingly simple manner. The 
peroxides of sodium or potassium are compressed with the 
theoretical quantity of either a soluble permanganate or 
hypochlorite or a trace of a nickel or copper salt. Oxygen 
is produced from these cubes in the cold by the action of 
water. If they are likely to be put on the market at a 
reasonable price these oxygen cubes should have a useful 
future, for there can be no doubt of the usefulness for many 
photographic purposes of a means of obtaining oxygen 
without costly apparatus or the need for a furnace. It may 
be noted, however, that the alkaline peroxides are classed by 
the railway companies amongst the dangerous or explosive 
goods, and they could only be sent by rail under special 
conditions. 

* * * 

Persulphuric The important position in a short time 
attained by the persulphate of ammonia 

by reason of its special action where used for reducing 
negatives is remarkable, and the persulphuric acid itself 
has great attractions for the scientific man; indeed, what 
persulphuric acid actually is remains still a disputed point, 
and recently Messrs. Henry Armstrong. V.P.R.S., and Dr. 
T. Martin Lowry have been investigating the matter, the 
results of their work being embodied in a paper read before 
the Royal Society on the twentieth of March last. The 
details of all their experiments could not be fitly recorded 
in these pages ; suffice it to say these experimenters find 
that “ we now feel not only that it is justifiable, but that 
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we are compelled to postulate the existence of at least three 
persulphuric acids, viz., ‘ pertetra sulphuric acid/ ‘ per- 
disulphuric acid/ and ‘ peranhydrosulphuric acid.’ De¬ 
tails are not given of any attempt to predicate the qualities 
of alkaline salts obtained from these acids, but there can be 
no doubt that it would be an excellent thing if we knew a 
little more about them, as light might be thrown upon the 
cause of some of the irregular actions reported in connec¬ 
tion with the use of the alkaline persulphates. 

* * * 

The New 
Radio-Active 
GaSa 

A pendant to our recent remarks upon 
the “ perpetual motion ” idea in connec¬ 
tion with the newly-discovered elements 

—radium, polonium, etc.-—is to be found in an article in the 
current number of the “ Chemical News ” upon a “ New Gas 
from Radium,” and it is an abstract from “ The Transac¬ 
tions of the Royal Society of Canada,” of a paper by Pro¬ 
fessor Rutherford, M.A.D.Sc., and Miss H. T. Brooks, M.A. 
They started their work in the endeavour to discover what 
it was that, enamating from thorium, etc., possessed the 
power of acting upon photographic plates and causing other 
substances exposed to the emanation to have similar photo¬ 
graphic power, a power that persisted for weeks. “ The 
question now arose if any physical experiments could be 
devised to settle the problem as to whether the emanation 
was in reality a radio-active gas, driven off from the sub¬ 
stance, or a vapour of the substance, or a material emission 
of particles much larger than molecules. On the whole 
the experimenters say, “We must therefore come to the 
conclusion that the emanation is in reality a heavy radio¬ 
active vapour or gas.” “ The physical properties of those 
emanations or gases are most remarkable. The radium 
emanation not only contrives for long intervals to be a 
source of radiation which is apparently similar in char¬ 
acter to easily-absorbed Rontgen rays, but in some way 
manufactures from itself a positively charged substance, 
which travels to the negative electrode and becomes a 
source of secondary radio-activity.” 

Provincial Photo- 

* * * 

The London and 
graph ic Association 
two evenings to 1 on 

Sulpho- 
Cyanide 

Toning. two evenings to the discussion 

the combined toning and fixing bath for gelatino-chloride 
papers. As the reports that have appeared in our columns 
show, few had a good word to say for it, except when it 
was employed with judgment, and under conditions that 
involved as much, or nearly as much, trouble as is neces¬ 
sary when the separate toning and fixing method is adopted. 
The combined bath, it has always been admitted, is capable 
of yielding excellent tones on all P.O.P.’s, and on some 
better than can be obtained by the separate system; it is 
only on the score of the stability of the picture that doubt 
exists. At the meeting nothing beyond what has many 
times been discussed was brought forward as regards 
the combined bath. But one of the members, however, 
Mr. Haddon, is reported to have spoken against the use 
of sulpho-cyanide for any toning formula. Now, the sulpho- 
cyanide-goid bath has been on its trial longer than many of 
our readers may be aware—nearly forty years. When the 
collodio-chloride process was first introduced by the late 
G. Wharton Simpson, about 1865, the sulpho-cyanide 
toning bath was the one recommended for the paper, and 
the prints made with it at that time have proved to be 
amongst the most permanent of silver pictures, and it is 
the one that has been employed for it ever since, and 
hitherto without comment. When gelatine printing-out 
papers were introduced it was the toning bath almost, if 
not quite, universally recommended for them and adopted 

without question, because of the results it gave. It would 
be interesting to know' something more of the grounds of 
objection raised against the sulpho-cyanide toning bath 
than is given in the report of the meeting in question. 

Photographing: We are familiar with Professor Boys’ 

wonderful photographs of flying bullets 
and their accompanying waves of com¬ 

pressed air, and we have now' to record some experiments 
by Mr. H. S. Allen, described bv him before the Royal 
Philosophical Society of Glasgow under the title, “ The 
Photography of Sound-Waves and Other Disturbances in 
Air.” The principle of his apparatus is simple. He 
places a light almost directly over the lens and reflects its 
rays by a concave mirror some distance in front of the 
lens so that the image of the light is focussed on to the 
anterior surface of the lens. This surface is half covered 
with an opaque screen, one edge of the opacity being co¬ 
incident with the diameter of the front surface and the 
image of light half-way overlapping this edge. We have 
then on the screen of the camera an illuminated half and a 
dark half with the image of the light at its edge. When 
the air is rarefied or condensed in half the path of the 
reflected beams the image changes its position according to 
the extent and intensity of the altered density, and by- 
starting the light a brief moment after the wave begins Mr. 
Allen wras able to produce photographs representing the air¬ 
wave through the displacement of the image as explained. 
The reflector used had a diameter of half a yard and a 
focus of ten yards. A number of photographs were taken 
illustrating the reflection of a sound-wrave at surfaces of 
various forms, and the effect of a diffraction grating. The 
original negatives were three-quarters of an inch diameter,, 
and were enlarged three times to make lantern-slides 
of. Attempts were made to obtain photographs of series of 
waves, but unsuccessfully. Among the air photographs 
taken were some showing the mode of formation of a vortex 
ring of heated air. It is stated that these show a marked 
resemblance to the published photographs of the nebulae of 
the heavens. The whole article is highly interesting, 
and a full abstract appears in “ Nature ” for April 17th, 
and is accompanied by a number of reproductions of the 
photographs. 

* * * 

The Value 
of Silver. 

Although every process of photography 
is dependent upon silver, inasmuch as a 

negative must first be obtained, and the production of that 
is a silver process—the larger proportion of prints pro¬ 
duced from them are also by silver processes—yet photo¬ 
graphers, as a rule, are in no way directly interested in 
the price of the metal, except, perhaps, those who work the 
collodion process, and who sensitise their own albumen, 
paper, and they are few indeed at the present time. Still, 
it is interesting to note that silver is now lower in price 
than it has ever been before. For some time past it 
has been fluctuating at under 2s. an ounce for the 
standard metal. About a fortnight back it beat the 
record, and dropped to 23 5-16d. per ounce. This is the 
lowest price which the metal has ever touched. The last 
occasion on which silver fell below 24d. was in September, 
1897, when it fell to 23f d. On Saturday last it was quoted 
at 23§d. the troy ounce. Now, a half-a-crown weighs 
220 grains, and it will be seen that the silver in it is 
worth less than lid. Some years ago the silver was worth 
nearly face value of the coin. About 30 years ago the 
metal was quoted as high as 62d. an ounce—a wide differ¬ 
ence between then and now. We have just remarked that 
photographers now are but little interested, directly, in 
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the price of silver. Some are, however, in the matter 
of the returns they get for their residues. Correspondents 
sometimes complain of the small returns made by refiners 
for the large amount of residues sent them, and some have 
gone so far as to doubt their integrity, without any justi¬ 
fication whatever. Dry plates contain really very little 
silver, and the commercial bromide papers and “ P.O.P.’s ” 
do not contain so very much beyond what is required to 
form the image; consequently the ash from the latter, 
though very heavy from the sulphate of baryta with which 
the paper is surfaced, can contain but lu^e metal to be 
recovered. When it is considered that, when the silver is 
recovered, if it be of the standard quality—and that from 
photographic wastes rarely is—it is worth less than 2s. 
an ounce, the disappointment often met with is fully 
accounted for. 

* * * 

Quartz Our readers may remember the interest 
Lenses. created by Mr. W. A. Thewstone’s ex¬ 
periments in the building up of quartz by means of the 
oxyhydrogen flame into tubes which possessed many 
remarkable properties as compared with glass, the most 
striking being their power of resisting extreme and sudden 
changes of temperature without cracking. A further 
development of the idea has been carried out by Mr. 
R. S. Hutton, M.Sc., who brought before the Manchester 
Literary and Philosophical Society early this year the 
results of his experiments, which were carried out in the 
physical laboratory of Owens College. Hitherto the oxy¬ 
hydrogen blowpipe has been the chief means adopted for 
the softening of the quartz, but Mr. Hutton, with Mr. 
Morisson’s experiments with the electric arc upon quartz 
in view, was led to use electrical, instead of gaseous, heat¬ 
ing, the former being capable of, not only melting, but 
volatilizing, silica, quartz being, as we need scarcely state, 
a form of silica or oxide of silicon. Mr. Hutton found that 
the danger of reducing the silica, solid or liquid, to silicon 
was easily obviated by allowing a small current of air 
to pass through the electric furnace while the quartz was 
being subjected to the current. At the 1900 Paris Exhibi¬ 
tion Messrs. Zeiss exhibited small lenses of “ crystal de 
roche fondu,” but gave no description of the process by 
which they were produced. Mr. Hutton has fully described 
his methods, and his paper states that with a little practice 
it is hoped that masses suitable for lenses can be made. 
His plan for making tubes is to bring into the arc flame 
small pieces of quartz, placed in a groove in a piece of 
carbon, of as pure as possible a quality; while for making 
lens-shaped discs he employed a small carbon crucible. If 
it, turn out to be feasible to make quartz lenses in this way, 
it is possible that their valuable optical properties may 
be utilised considerably for photographic lenses, as the 
preliminary moulding into shape would materially reduce 
the cost of the grinding, which, in the case of so hard a 
material as quartz, must be greatly in excess of that for 
glass grinding. Of course, there is the possibility of un¬ 
equal refraction in the various parts of the mass which 
would be fatal to lens work; but there is sufficient 
promise to cause further exneriments to be anticipated with 
interest. 

* -H- •* 

Seeing by The discovery of a means of seeing dis- 
Telephone. tant things through the medium of an 
electric wire has been a favourite canard ever since elec¬ 
trical communication became possible, and an alleged in¬ 
vention for rendering the matter practicable crops up 
almost as regularly as does the discovery of photography in 
colours. It is one of the most lamentable characteristics 

of modern journalism that these stories are accepted with 
avidity by responsible editors simply because of their sen 
sational character, and apparently without any regard to 
truth. The last report of the kind was published just six 
months ago in a Leeds paper, and out of curiosity we cut 
out the notice in order to see what might come of it. The 
statement occupies nearly a column, and purports to be an 
interview between “ our own correspondent” and Dr. 
Sylvestre, an American dentist settled in Paris. According 
to this account, anyone having command of a telephone 
circuit can add the necessary visual apparatus at nominal 
cost. “ I cannot work my apparatus for you yet,” said Dr. 
Sylvestre to his interviewer, “ because I am in treaty with 
the French post-office people, and the method is so simple 
that if I showed it to you, you yourself could go away and 
make an apparatus just like it.” With this simple appara¬ 
tus the doctor declared that he has, whilst listening through, 
the telephone to the words of M. Mougeot, the French post 
master general, seen that official’s surroundings, and 
“ watched his astonishment as I described his appearance, 
clothes, and office to him as we talked. There was a good 
deal of dust on the head of the statue of The Republic in 
his room, I noticed, and I told him so. He got up and 
verified it, and it was quite true.” We also learn that this 
wonderful machine is no mere toy—it will do away with 
telegrams. “ Certainly. Put a written communication in 
front of a looking-glass at the London end of the wire, and 
your correspondent in Paris will see it quite distinctly at 
his end. Telegrams will be quite unnecessary.” These 
statements, introducing as they do names of persons and 
places, are certainly definite enough, but six months have 
elapsed since they were put into type, and made public 
under the aegis of a well-known provincial journal, and 
nothing more is heard of the discovery, which, if true, would 
revolutionise our methods of intercommunication. Is it all 
a hoax? Is there a dentist of the name of Sylvestre prac¬ 
tising in Paris, or is he a myth? Has the correspondent 
of the Leeds newspaper been imposed upon, or is this a 
specimen of his ingenuity in manufacturing: sensational 
“copy”? We think that, for the credit of British 
journalism, these questions should elicit some reply. There, 
are, unfortunately, numbers of good people who are ready 
to swallow anything to which the magic word “ electricity -> 
is appended, and newspaper science is only too ready to 
pander to their appetites. Too often such a report as that 
detailed is only the prelude to company promotion, but the 
case before us seems to be merely a piece of pure fabrica¬ 
tion, and a very stupid one at that. 

* * * 

The Water Every now and then an attempt is made 
Rate. by some water company to charge 

amateur photographers something extra for the amount of 
liquid used in prosecuting their hobby. This attempted 
impost is a most short-sighted policy, for it at once raises 
the question of payment for the amount of water actually 
consumed, and this is a principle against which the com¬ 
panies have always steadily set their faces, for it would, if 
adopted, very materially reduce their income. But that it 
is a right principle no fair-minded person can doubt, nor 
can anyone for a moment believe that, whilst it is possible 
to measure such a volatile thing as gas, or such an intangi¬ 
bility as electricity, it is beyond the power of the 
mechanician to construct an efficient automatic measurer for 

a liquid of the density of water. Yet the apologists for the 
ways of water companies would have us believe that a satis¬ 
factory water-meter for domestic use has vet to be devised, 
and that the companies are obliged, in self defence, to base- 
their charges on the rateable value of the premises io which 
the pipes are tapped. This may have been the case when the 
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water works were first started, but it is not so now. The 
way in which the present system works out is almost 
ludicrous. Thus A may have a house in the suburbs of 
London, for which he pays, say, £75 a year rental. It is 
furnished with a bath-room, the usual offices, a scullery, 
copper, in which the family linen may be washed, and it has 
a garden. B occupies an office in the City, to which 
water is laid on for sanitary purposes, besides which it is 
used by B and his clerk for washing their hands. At the 
utmost five gallons a day would represent B’s average daily 
consumption of water, while A will use more than ten times 
that quantity for his morning ablutions, to say nothing of 
the claims of the other members of his family in the same 
direction. And yet A and B are charged at the same rate 
by the companies which supply them with water. Now, 
.seeing that the companies are monopolists, and are allowed 
by the legislature to charge according to a system quite 
unknown to any other industry, and can go on exacting 
those charges even if there is a drought and the supply 
ceases, it seems only fair that the poor consumers should 
have some consideration shown to them. For every 
amateur photographer who uses a hundred extra gallons of 
water for washing his plates and prints there are thousands 
of men holding offices in the City who are paying for water 
almost the price of beer, and the companies ought to take 
the rough with the smooth. We may reasonably hope that 
in the near future, when the companies have handed over 
their property to a Government Board of Control, that the 
anomalies under which water consumers at present suffer 
will be put straight. Water must be, like gas and elec¬ 
tricity, supplied by meter. That is the only fair system, 
and until it is adopted these vexatious attempts to charge 
•extra for certain occupations will continue to crop up. It 
is a public scandal that the supply of the first necessary of 
life has been so long in the hands of private companies, 
who have hitherto shown little regard to the requirements 
of those who are their enforced customers. 

--♦- 

Cloud Formations.—Commander D. Wilson Barker writes in the May 
number of “ Knowledge ” on the observation of clouds, various forms 
of which are illustrated from his own carefully-selected photographs. 
•“ Each cloud,” he says, “ has its history fraught with meaning; its open 
secret is writ on its face, and may be read by anyone who will give him¬ 
self a little trouble, nor need he go deeply into the study in order to 
-make observations interesting to himself, and perhaps of great use in 
fbhe furthering and perfecting of weather lore. To the ancients, the sky 
uvas doubtless an object of constant remark and interest, and possibly 
their intuitive knowledge of weather forecasting was much more accurate 
than ours. The dwellers in our modern cities see little of the sky, clouds 
have no interest for them beyond the personal consideration as to the 
advisability of taking out an umbrella or not. But farmers, fishermen, 
sailors and others following open-air avocations are dependent on the 
weather, and to be wise in its forecast is of importance to them. To 

"these, especially, cloud study should appeal; it cannot fail to be profitable 
ho them in their personal work, and they have all the opportunity, if the 
'will be there, to forward the general knowledge of the subject by careful 
•painstaking observations, which they may transmit to those scientifically 
•engaged in dealing with weather laws, and thus assist in the elucidation 
>of questions on which we are at present but very imperfectly formed.” 
And after describing the various cloud formations, he ends : “ Whoever 
-wishes to be weather wise, and who has; time to study the weather charts 
published daily, may easily acquire such knowledge of local characteristics 
•as will enable him to forecast fairly accurately. Cirrus clouds, as a 
rule—at any rate in England—are reliable guides; they form, as we 
have said, in parallel threads, from the position and movements of which 
•forecasts may be made. Should the threads appear on, and parallel 
to, the west horizon, and moving from a northerly point, a depression 
is approaching from the west, but, although causing some bad weather, 
jt will probably pass to the north of the observer. Should the lines 

; appear parallel to the south-west or south-south-west horizon, and be 
■ noving from a north-westerly point, the depression will very likely pass 
over the observer and occasion very bad" weather. These are two of 
i tany possible prognostics. Weather forecasting is much helped by a 
Ljudy of the daily weather charts. Again, weather is often very local, 
ctnd to predict with fair accuracy a knowledge of local conditions is 
accessary. It is hoped that enough has been said in this article to attract 
more than a passing attention to clouds. If an observer be a photo¬ 
grapher as well, he will find open to him in Cloudland a fascinating field 
l ji* study and a limitless variety of subject for his art.” 

“ A NEW AND LUCRATIVE PROFESSION." 

Not a day passes without bringing us evidence as indubit 
able as it is painful that the ranks of professional photo 
graphers are being increased by heedless and foolish p< i 
who thus make one of the few irreparable mistakes of life, 
that of choosing the wrong vocation. The illiterate com 
munications, the pathetically bad prints, and the in dim 
tions of almost invincible ignorance of the rudiments of 
photographic technology and technique that each morning’s 
post has sent in melancholy procession under our eyes 
these score of years past keeps us constantly in that frame 
of mind to which the celebrated surgeon Abernethv gave 
expression on a famous occasion. Entering his lecture 
theatre one morning, he paused, pered at his expectant 
pupils, and then burst out: “I wonder what will become 
of you all! ” From a far less exalted pinnacle of observa¬ 
tion, but in circumstances of a parallel kind, some such 
reflection has often occurred to us when reading or 
listening to the aspirations of would-be photographers upon 
whom neither nature nor education has bestowed the neces¬ 
sary qualifications for the work, and to whom therefore no 
amount of assiduity or strenuousness of aim and effort can 
possibly bring success. One glance at these despairing 
dupes of self-delusion, two or three questions, a rapid 
analysis of their theoretical or practical knowledge are 
sufficient to tell us that, in the common phrase, they “ have 
missed their turning.” Unfortunately they cannot be made 
to realise their mistake until they have wrought lasting 
injury to themselves and the whole of professional photo¬ 
graphy by producing bad work at low prices, and thu9 

fatally degrading a beautiful method of graphic expression 
in the estimation of the public, to the edge of whose faculty 
of appreciation in such matters the grindstone of knowledge 
imparts day by day additional keenness. 

Although improving conditions are slowly but gradually 
asserting themselves in professional photography, thanks, 
amongst other things, to the operation of the merciful law 
of the survival of the fittest, it is as true to-day as at any 
time these fifty years that the “ black art ” is one of the 
“ last resorts of the destitute ”—those who have failed in 
other kinds of work. The apparent ease and simplicity of 
modern processes, and the small amount of intellectual 
and monetary capital seemingly required, make the path to 
independence of effort beautifully smooth. We doubt if 
any other business can be started so easily as professional 
photography—upon so little money, brains, knowledge, or 
education, and we also know none in which, with all the 
advantages that skill, capital, enterprise, and hard work 
can confer, it is so difficult, nowadays, to make money, or 
even a good living. These are demonstrable facts, and if 
they needed support a great weight of knowledge and ex¬ 
perience is available for the purpose. This being so, it is 
not without a shudder that we have received a reminder 
that the natural draft of unsuitable recruits into the photo¬ 
graphic army is in danger of enlargement by the addition 
of artificially-produced smatterers from a more or less 
mechanically-controlled forcing house. This information 
comes to us in a letter, printed in our correspondence 
columns this week, from the well-known photographer, Mr. 
H. Walter Barnett, whose authoritative knowledge of his 
subject and whose claims to be heard in all matters affect¬ 
ing the interests of professional photography must be con¬ 
ceded without question. Mr. Barnett, it will be seen, 
draws attention to an advertisement appearing in a popular 
magazine circulating in America and this country by the 
hundred thousand, which emanates from a photographic 
college, where the “ new and lucrative profession of photo¬ 
graphy ” may be learnt “ in all its branches in three to six 
months ” (sic). “ The remarks of our correspondent on 
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tlie “ amazing nature of this advertisement ” are very 
properly emphatic and to the point; and we conceive it to 
be our duty, in the interests of a painfully overcrowded 
profession, as well as in those of would-be pupils of the 
college, to associate ourselves with the sentiments of pro¬ 
test and warning contained in Mr. Barnett’s letter. 

A year or two ago, when the prospectus of the Illinois 
College of Photography was first brought to our knowledge 
directly and through the American Press, we gave a quali¬ 
fied commendation to the scheme. The college appealed, 
if we remember aright, to a purely photographic public 
and the facilities for study as set forth struck us as being 
fairly complete. There are so few opportunities for gain¬ 
ing a thorough practical knowledge of photography for 
commercial purposes by a course of residential study that 
the Illinois College system deserved, in our judgment, 
support as a move in the right direction. But a new situa¬ 
tion is created when the directors of the college step outside 
a perfectly legitimate area, of operations and compete with 
quack-medicine vendors and the like in trusting to the 
compound ignorance of an uninformed public for a degree 
of patronage sufficiently remunerative to justify consider¬ 
able advertising enterprise. The statements contained in 
the advertisement sent us by Mr. Barnett are best answered 

point by point: — 

“. . . photography offers 

to-day a greater opportunity for 

early distinction and wealth than 

law or medicine.” 

“ It is a dignified, fascinating, 

instructive, and lucrative call - 

ing” 

“ In attending this college you 

learn the art-science of photo¬ 

graphy in all its branches in three 

to six months, fitting you to open 
a studio of your oxen, or to take 
charge of any photographic de¬ 
partment of the National Govern- 
ment, that of any newspaper or 
mercantile establishment.” 

This is a ludicrous exaggeration, 

calculated to mislead and deceive 

the ignorant. 

Taking the first three advan¬ 

tages for granted, the fourth 

must he placed very much in the 

air. Nowadays the professional 

photographer who simply makes 

a living and pays his way is 

accounted fortunate. 

A tissue of dangerous rubbish 

which to every reader of these 

pages carries its own refutation 

on the face of it. For the benefit 

of those unversed in such matters, 

however, into whose hands we 

hope this article will fall, let us 

merely say that if “art science 

of photography in all its 

branches” is learnt in seven 

years it is very quick work indeed. 

The italicised sentences would 

make us smile if we could remain 

unconscious of the grave mischief 

they are capable of causing 

amongst the readers of 

them. 

The other parts of the advertisement speak for themselves. 

A real service to the cause of professional photography 
all the world over will have been rendered if the utmost 
publicity be given to the denial of the probability that the 
payment of a few pounds and two or three months’ desultory 
work at an American college, except, perhaps, in very rare 
cases indeed, can result in the production of photographers 
endowed with knowledge of appreciable commercial value. 
Judged by modern tests, we should expect nothing but 
smatterers and superficial plate-spoilers to come out of 
Illinois. There are too many of these already. Well- 
trained assistants are few and far between, and the ability 
to properly control a studio or direct any other branch of 
the business is none too common. Here in England the 
polvtechnics and other institutions where photography is 
taught send out numbers of completed pupils year by year, 
and yet the market does not seem overstocked with abilitv 

; of a very high order. Given the vocation, a good, sound, 
practical training of several years’ duration would appear 
to be the best equipment for qualifying one to take up 

business photography. It is in this way that the able men 
mentioned by Mr. Barnett have arrived at their present 
positions. Class-room knowledge may supplement that 
obtained in the work-room, but can never wholly replace it. 
The essential qualifications of the finished photographer 
are many and varied, and to suggest, as the Illinois adver¬ 
tisers unmistakably do, that all or any of these may he 
mastered by anybody with a few pounds in his (or her) 
pocket and the artfully-stimulated ambition to become 
master (or mistress) of a new, lucrative, fascinating pro¬ 
fession in three or four months is so obviously trading on 
ignorance, so conducive to disappointment and disaster, 
and so calculated to have harmful effects upon one of the 
most troublous and exacting callings of the day that we 
think the Illinois advertisement deserves to be severely 
condemned and its dangerous and misleading teachings ex¬ 

posed with the utmost amount of publicitv. 

.—-—♦- 

JOTTINGS. 

The sudden decease of that elegant publication, “Tin* 

Traveller,” is to be regretted on many grounds, and chiefly, per¬ 
haps, because it was the only weekly journal that appealed t 
the increasing class which derives its principal pleasure in lif 
from foreign travel. The literary contents were always of a high 
order, and the well chosen photographs which formed the 
staple part of its illustrative contents were invariably repro¬ 
duced in a faultless manner. Amongst the mass of periodical 

literature that is regularly heaped upon the bookstalls two such 

excellent features are not, in the majority of cases, to be found 
going hand in hand. Some of the very best amateui and pro¬ 

fessional work found its way into the pages of The Tra\eller, 
and the disappearance of the paper will no doubt be regretted 
by many photographers. It was, besides, edited with tart, 

care, and discretion—no mean characteristics in the present state 

of journalism, when the frothy and superficial flaneur and the 
aggressive young woman from Suburbia, whose views of life are 

generally obtained by constant attendance at the Aerated Bread 
Company’s cafes, are so often allowed to flaunt their readable 
twaddle” in the accommodating pages of carelessly conducted 

mao-azines. The principal features of “The Traveller haw* 

been taken over by “ The Candid Friend,” and a few days 
since the name of the former publication cropped up m 

the daily cause list at the Royal Courts of Justice 
Beside its own immediate mission, “The Traveller” carried 
out in an admirable way another praiseworthy object. It 

gave stay-at-homes a very graphic idea of what “ furrni 

parts were like. To the few only can it fall to see 
all the picturesque beauties of the world—the extent and limits 

of, my own ambitions are India and Japan but had T ie 

Traveller ” gone on its useful way it would in time have formed a 
beautiful and complete guide book to the best of wliat is on 
this tiny globe of ours. But, alas! it has flown to that bourne 

whence no traveller returns. Farewell! 

I have to thank a confrere for a curiosity of which I have ong 
been in search. And that is a genuine “ dead body on the battle 
field ” photograph. This one unmistakably shows a number of 
slaughtered Dervishes lying on the field of Omdurman shot 
down by Kitchener’s soldiers, as a reward for that magnificent 

desert fanaticism which knew no fear of death. Only two ot hi 

genuine dead-body-on-the-battlefield photographs have come 

before my eyes ; one, that of a solitary Boer in a trench ; the o u i 
that of a soldier fallen in one of the battlefields of the American 
Civil War. Photographs of this nature are fortunately rare, am 
to me are interesting for no other reason than that tlnj i uS_ 
trate one special use of the lens and the camera, the recording of 

a fact, albeit the melancholy horror of war. Amongst a senes 
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of photographic illustrations of the earlier stages of the South 
African struggle, I have a number of extremely realistic-looking 
battle-pieces, showing the dead, the dying, the falling, and the 

wounded. For a long time I marvelled at the intrepidity 
of the photographer in casting himself into the very jaws of 
death in order to obtain such results ; but I marvel now nc 
longer, for I am assured that he did no such thing. A number 
of plastic and histrionically endowed “ Tommies ” were induced 
to pose on these inhospitable looking African “ kopjes,” and that 
is how the very harrowing-looking representations of the war 

god’s work were made. The photographs are probably not now 
in circulation, otherwise a less tender protest than this would 
be called for. But I will keep my eyes open. Absolute fearless¬ 
ness and disregard of danger were, however, really exhibited by 

Mr. Hemmant, the well-known American photographer, during 
the Spanish-American war. My informant, Dr. E. C. Titus, of 
New York, tells me that this brave knight of the camera coolly 
made exposures with shells falling and bursting round about 
him, and thought nothing of penetrating to the shattered Spanish 
iron-clads, going below and making exposures on .the dying 
sailors. In China, too, during the recent Boxer troubles and the 
after events, Hemmant secured negatives of the falling heads and 
bodies of decapitated criminals. But it is not a nice subject. If 
such photographs are in existence a thousand years hence, may 
civilisation have so far advanced that our descendants will doubt 
their authenticity. 

Prize-hunting photographers will find a rich harvest awaiting 
them this year. No less than seven manufacturing firms are 
holding competitions, which will be decided between now and 
next January. In round figures these are tAe total amounts of 
the prizes severally offered in cash : £500, £300, £300, £300, 
'£100, £100, £100 ; say, in all, £1,700. This handsome sum is 
offered in competition to the users of specified plates, films, 
papers, cameras, card-mounts, and lenses. Competitions of the 
kind are invariably successful, but such a large number have 
never hitherto been held in one year, and probably I have not 

mentioned all that are in contemplation. The prizes are so large 
and tempting that it is conceivable the pursuit of them may have 
an adverse effect upon the autumn exhibitions. There is some¬ 
thing very tangible about a ten pound note as a reward for a 
good photograph. I doubt if the most intense mourner at the 
present pictorial stagnation would not prefer it to the barren 
“ honour ” of being “ lmng ” in a small back room or subjected to 

the unavoidable vagaries of an incohesive selecting committee. 
But this is to be seen. The prize boom is coincident with the 
introduction to the market of hand cameras and material in 
numbers and quantities so vast that one asks in all seriousness 
where the buyers are to be found. The starting of new manu¬ 
facturing concerns, the enlargement of old ones, and the tre¬ 
mendously large shipments of Continental and American photo¬ 
graphic goods are also events of the moment. It is to be hoped 
that there will be no fingers burnt over the business ; but a 
irfarket glutted with cameras and the like qualitatively so 
poor that they take rank with the ordinary contents of a toy shop 
or an ironmonger’s, hardly inspires one with a profound faith in 
the longevity of the photographic trade. On the unimpeachable 
authority of one of my daily papers, I learn, too, that a factory 
employing 800 hands has been started in England for the pur¬ 
pose of manufacturing hand cameras. Of course, one does not 
lose sight of the fact that the borne markets will not absorb all 
these productions. Still, at the same time, the signs plainly 
point to a boom which may not be far from its bursting point. 
Anything in the nature of the “ cycle crash ” in nliotography 
would be deplorable, but I by no means scout its probability. 

As one of the purchasers of “ The Times ” issue of the “ Encyclo- 

May 5), I9<*2. 

pfedia Britannica” a year or two ago, J have received the volu¬ 
minous prospectus of the Supplement which is now in course of 
preparation. Ibis Prospectus is a handsome volume m itself, 
and it gives you, page In page, the most tantalising extracts 
from a few of the 10,000 articles which are t<> fill the . U . n 
volumes of the Supplement. The latter should equal, if not 
exceed in value, the twenty-six volumes of the original issue, 
for by all indications they will constitute a complete record .1 
human progress during the last quarter of a century a truly 

brilliant chapter in the world’s history. The Supplement, it it 

to be remarked, relies upon half-tone engraving in monochrome 
and three colours for many of its illust rat ions the li rst time that 
photography has been put in such close association with so 

great a book as the “Encyclopaedia.” In the last edition tin- 
article on “Photography” was the sole work of Sir William 
Abney ; but in the Supplement he has the collaboration of Major 

General Waterhouse, whose competence for historical work of 
the kind is unquestioned. Moreover, the pictorial side of photo¬ 
graphy is dealt with by Mr. Horsley Hinton, who in the littli- 
extract printed in the Prospectus treats of the work and in¬ 
fluence of the late H. P. Robinson, and gives a quotation from 
the writings of Dr. P. H. Emerson that bears upon the subject. 
I cannot resist the opportunity of remarking that Hinton quoting 
Emerson on Robinson is one of those sublime and magnificent 
pieces of irony which is too good for preservation in the ephemeral 
literature of photography, and is de-ervedly enshrined in such 

a literary Valhalla as the “Encyclopaedia.” One of the illus¬ 
trations is a half-tone reproduction of Robinson’s “Carolling,” 
which occupies a full page. It will be some months, I suppose, 
before the volume of the Supplement containing the article on 
“ Photography ” will reach the subscribers ; meantime it is satis¬ 
factory to note that the Editors of the “ Encyclopaedia ” attach 
so much importance to this subject, that the work of dealing with 
it has been divided amongst three writers. 

As I am touching upon matters of historical interest, I may 
take the opportunity of including the following interesting ex¬ 

tract amongst these Jottings. It occupies the place of honour 
in the April number of “Wilson’s Photographic Magazine” : — 

' Photographs admitted to the Paris Salon : An epoch-making 

decision. The honour secured by an American photographer. 

As we close this issue for press the following dispatch is pub¬ 
lished in the 'New York Herald,’ March 30th: ‘Paris, March 
29th.—for the first time in the history of Paris art exhibitions 
photographs have been received as exhibits at the annual Salon. 
The photographs were submitted by Mr. Eduard J. Steichen, a 
young New Yorker, and are regarded as a great triumph. The 
decision to admit photographs almost caused a split in the jury. 
The pictures were, therefore, entered under the title of en¬ 
gravings, although really they are nothing but remarkable photo¬ 
graphs.’ Presuming the facts to be as stated, the announce¬ 
ment records the highest honour given to photography since 
Arago announced the invention of the daguerreotype in Paris, 
in 1839. We felicitate the artists forming the Salon jury and 
Mr. Eduard J. Steichen upon their achievement. Surely March 
29th should be marked as a red-letter day in the annals of 
American photography.” The eagle-screaming indulged in b}r 
the usually sedate and academic “Wilson” is quite excusable 
in the circumstances, of course; but I take the liberty of 
doubting if the distinction that has been accorded to Mr. Steichen 
reflects any particular honour upon American photography, or 

that of any other nation. His results—or those of them that I 
have seen—are remarkable enough in all conscience, but it is 
greatly straining a point to call them photographs. Evidently, 
the Paris jury were similarly sceptical, for they have classified 
them as engravings. The work produced by Mr. Steichen and 
other clever people of his class is so entirely deficient in the 
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•characteristic beauties and delicacies which photography is 
•capable of rendering, that I often wonder why he and they go to 
the trouble of using a lens, a camera, and a dry plate. Surely 
these things should be superfluous in the bands of the trained 

■artist, as I believe Mr. Steiclien to be? 

“ The Morning Post ” of Tuesday last contained a trenchant 
.attack upon the Royal Academy and its policy, from the pen of 

Mr. Harry Quilter—the Quilter, not the admirable photographic 
•Quilter, of Leicester. Certainly, a considerable amount of 
ponderous drivel was talked at the Academy banquet—I wonder 
bow long it will be before Mr. Eduard Steichen is honoured with 
.an invitation to that impressive function ?—and the Burlington 
House authorities are never friendly towards unconventionality 
of style in painting—but these things will not deter the public 
from paying its shillings to see Sargent’s “ Duchess of Portland ” 
and other notable productions. For ordinary photographers the 
Academy, in fact, can have no interest except as an educa¬ 

tional agency. They are more concerned, perhaps, with the 
uses which painters make of photography, and what they say 
about this secretly-cultivated medium than with the finished 

•exhibits in Piccadilly. And it is. a singular thing that when 
Academicians and others talk or write about photography they 
•seem unable to avoid floundering in a morass of nonsense. Here, 
for example, is Mr. Seymour Lucas, R. A., telling the good people 

•of West Ham that “ photography had had a bad effect upon art. 

It served to present things in a literal sense, rather than in a 
•poetic sense.” I wonder which Mr. Lucas would place first in 

■order of importance—poetry or truth ? Photography has taught 

artists how to correctly draw moving figures of persons and 

.animals ; and what size the moon should be in their pictures. 
I suppose Mr. Lucas iras thinking of the photography of the 
best kind—such as the exquisite work of Mr. Henry Speyer now 

on view at the Camera and Alpine Clubs ; that of Dr. Grindrod, 

at the former place ; and the productions of such workers as 
Crooke, Croall, Craig Annan, Greatbach, Percy Lewis, and 

I others I could name. How the “ literality ” of these men’s 
photographs can react unfavourably on art passes my compre¬ 

hension. Mr. Lucas’s views on the productions of Mr. Steichen 
and his conf reres of the American school would be interesting. 
The last thing you can say of these photographs is that they are 
“ literal.” Mention of the Camera Club reminds me that the 

I exhibition of members’ photographs is on view this week. Some 
specimens of a new method of colour photography are shown. 
Granting the process to be in the experimental stage, the effects 
are somewhat crude and unsatisfactory ; but perhaps the inventor 
will show us something more convincing later on. 

Cosmos. 
--—■♦- 

Railroad Train Taking its own Photograph.—A passenger train on 
.the Chicago, Burlington, and Quincy Railroad recently performed the 
rather remarkable feat of taking its own photograph. The electric 
current was employed to secure the picture in an ingenious manner. 
The camera was equipped with a very rapid shutter, estimated to move 
at a speed of 1-1,000 of a second in covering and exposing the lens. One 
of the rails over which the train was to pass was connected with the 
camera by an electric switch which operated the cylinder, furnishing 
the compressed air to move the shutter. The photographer who essayed 
to get the picture calculated that when the train was running at full 
speed it would pass over about 88 feet in one second, and made arrange¬ 
ments accordingly. The electric switch was placed in position about six 
feet back of the place where it was desired to catch the photograph, 
in order to allow for the movement of the electric current and release 
-of the shutter, rapid as it was. With the electric device completed, the 
camera was set up and focussed at the portion of the track to be covered, 
and the shutter set for instantaneous exposure and connected with the 
switch. When the front wheels of the locomotive drawing the train 
touched the electrically connected rail, the shutter was released and 
an excellent picture taken, not even a blur showing on the negative 
after development. This automatic photograph was planned by Mr. 
Ayrault Green, of Chicago, and taken in the suburbs of the city.'—“ The 
Scientific American.” 

3G7 

THE PLANAR WITH DIMINISHED SECONDARY 
SPECTRUM. 

[Translated from the “ Photographische Corresponded..”] 

By the combination of two kinds of gla-s of the ordinary type 
in the construction of an achromatic lens, it is impossible to 
unite more than two colours completely. The colours, which 
are not united, form* a colour fringe to the image, and this is 
called the secondary error of colour. The residuary error 
depends upon the fact that the dispersion of the two glasses 
is not proportional for the various regions of the spectrum. 
The secondary residuum of colour may be corrected by means of 
three kinds of glass with different range of dispersion, or by 
means of two or more kinds of glass with proportional range. 
In the construction of photographic lenses hitherto, the latter 
method in most cases is the only one which has been used with 
advantage. When Professor Abbe made known the new forms 
of microscope obectives in 1886, by a communication to the 
Jenaer Gesellschaft fair Medicin und Naturwissenschaft, con¬ 
cerning the improvement of the microscope, by means of new 
kinds of optical glass (see Report of Transactions, July 8, 
1886), he introduced a new nomenclature. These lenses, in 
which the secondary spectrum has been eliminated and the 
spherical aberration corrected for two colours, are now univer¬ 
sally known as apochromats, or objectives perfectly corrected 

for achromatism. 
So far as I am aware, apodiromatic photographic lenses were 

first introduced by the firm of Carl Zeiss, and this was as early 
as 1890. The construction was planned by Professor Abbe, and 
the calculations were made by me. The lenses were called 
triplet apochromats, and are still valued by many amateur and 
professional photographers for their remarkable central defini¬ 
tion. These and the achromatic triplets were regularly manu¬ 
factured, and by request of Messrs. Kiihl and Co., of Frank¬ 
fort, some of larger size were made for copying. The same firm 
also used the triplet apocliromat for some time for making 
negatives for three-colour printing, but the technical results 

did not come up to the expectations which had been enter¬ 
tained. Moreover, it was necessary to protect the flint glass, 
used in the triplet, from variations in temperature and from 
abnormal atmospheric conditions. The triplet apocliromat thus 
fell into disuse. In 1896, however, I succeeded in constructing 
the planar, a lens pre-eminently suitable for copying purposes, 

and shortly afterwards the glass manufacturers, Schott und 
Genossen, produced pairs of glasses of satisfactory permanence, 

with diminished secondary spectrum, which could easily be used 
in the construction of the planar type. This induced me to 
return to the older experiments, and in the spring of 1899 1 
was enabled to place at the service of specialists in three-colour 
printing the apodiromatic planar. The first specimen was 
tested by the Photographic Department of the Academy of Arts 
at Leipsic. The difficulty of manufacturing glass of suitable 
quality stood in the way of the lens being made generally 
known, but the firm of Carl Zeiss began by' submitting special 

offers, in reply to enquiries for copying lenses that might be 
required for special purposes. Many apodiromatic planars 
have been ordered and supplied in the interim, and the manu¬ 
facture of the glass being apparently placed upon sure and 
regular lines, the firm of Carl Zeiss have now included in their 
catalogue, for general publication, this important lens for three- 

colour printing. 
The advantages of the apodiromatic planar for all kinds of 

copying are many. The achromatic planar was remarkable for 
its high degree of spherical and anastigmatic correction, as shown 

in Dr. von Rohr’s article in Eder’s Jahrbuch for 1898, p. 70. 
The spherical correction was accomplished with relatively very 
small intermediate errors (zones) for an aperture of f5, and 
the lens could be used with long focus and large aperture fox 
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copying line subjects. The specimen prints which have been 

shown by the firm of Zeiss at various exhibitions demonstrate 

that a planar of 410 mm. focus and aperture f5, when stopped 

down to f7, will reproduce a line subject sharply upon a plate 

30 by 40cin., and that a plate 40 by 50cm. can be sharply 

covered at f 12.5. Every optician knows that the difficulty of 

producing a lens with fine definition increases considerably 

with the length of focus and the size of the plate. The planar 

was the first lens produced for lino work that would give good 

definition at fl8 for a plate 1 metre square or more. For this 

purpose a focus of 100 to 130cm. sufficed. Lenses of this de¬ 

scription are regularly made by the firm of Carl Zeiss to order, 

and they have been favourably received by those who are en¬ 

gaged in work of this nature. 

Now that crown and flint glass with approximate propor¬ 

tional range of dispersion can be had, their use in the construc¬ 

tion of the planar has brought copying lenses to an appreciably 

higher state of perfection, through the introduction of the apo- 

chromatic planar. The apochromatic planar gives finer defini¬ 

tion in consequence of better chromatic correction, and is there¬ 

fore easier to work with. There is, however, special advantage 

in using it for three-colour printing, as the three primary colours 

are united by the apochromatic planar at almost the same dis¬ 

tance, and have the same focus. The exposures may therefore 

be made for the three colours at one and the same focus, and 

thus there is no fear that the three negatives will differ in 

sharpness, or that there will be any difference in the size of the 

pictures. 

If it be borne in mind that a lens merely corrected for 

achromatism must be focussed three times, under certain condi¬ 

tions, and that this difficulty is enormously increased by the 

fact that the three pictures have to be exactly the same size, 

it will be evident that the apochromatic correction of the lens 

must be an advantage. 

But apochromats are of considerable importance for astro- 

photography, as well as copying. The circles of confusion are 

reduced to a minimum in the apochromatic planar. There 

must consequently be a more perfect concentration of the light 

at the focus than with achromats. It therefore follows that 

with an image of the nature of a point, which is the case in 

stellar photography, the points must possess greater intensity 

of illumination. The quantity of light is compressed into a 
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smaller area. It is therefore possible to reduce the exposure. 

This fact has already been recognised by those engaged in this 

branch of work, and the use of apoc.hromats will conduce to 

progress in the domain of astronomical research. 

In the autumn of 1900 Messrs. Yoigtlander and Son, of Bruns¬ 

wick, brought out an apochromatically-corrected collinear for 

copying purposes. The nature of the correction of this lens 

was described by Dr. Harting in the “ Photographische Corre- 

spondenz ” (1901, p. 522). This collinear is well corrected for 

spherical aberration, and has a good anastigmatic field at f9, 

judged by the curves which are given. The secondary spectrum 

is satisfactorily eliminated. It may therefore be of interest 

to give the curves of the apochromatic planar. The data of 

construction relating to this lens are also given below. The 

spherical correction is almost free from zonal error for an 

aperture of fb.3, and anastigmatic flatness of field is attained, 

with almost imperceptible intermediate errors, for a field of 

about 60 deg. The secondary spectrum is very small for the 

entire aperture of the objective, fb.b. 

Table I. gives the radii (r), the lens thicknesses (d), the 

separation of the lenses (1), and the distance of the stop from 

the lens surfaces (b). 

Table I. 

Radii, Thicknesses, and Separations for the Apochromatic Planar^’ 

focus = 100 mm. 

r, = + 24 77 r. = - 17-35 d, = d„ = 3-22 
r2 = + 61'27 rT = + 22-58 d2 = o 5 = 2 58 
r3 = -f 30-32 r* = - 27 09 d, = - 0‘97 
r.t = - 22-5S rg = - 57 41 1=1 = 0-065 

r5 = + 17’35 r10 = - 25-67 b = b = 3 55 

Table II. gives the figures indicating the kinds of glass used 

in the construction of the lens. The figures, under the headings 

nF ~ nD an(* nG' _ n F’ rePrtsent the values of the quotients of 

nF - nD an(j nG ~~nZ. The curves given in Fig. 2 show that 
nF - n(J nF - nC 

the small divergence in the three values has scarcely any 

perceptible influence upon the final result. 

For each of the colours of the spectrum, C, D, F, and G', the 

path of a ray parallel to, and infinitely near the axis, was 

calculated by means of logarithms carried to six decimal places. 

This was repeated for rays parallel to the axis, taken at three 

different distances from the centre. By the last distance of 

intersection, we understand the space between the back sur¬ 

face of the lens and the point where the axis is cut by a ray 

of the colour a, and height of incidence h, after its passage 

through the lens. This is denoted by The valuts 

s A h ~s F 0 that t° saT’ the aberrations of the distances of 

intersection, from that of the intersection of the green axial 

ray, are multiplied 100 times, and used as the abscissae in 

Fig. 2, whilst the ordinates represent heights of incidence multi¬ 

plied 20 times. 

Table II. 

f 
Kinds of Glass used in the Apochromatic Planar 

focus = 100 mm. 

Kind of Glass. 
nD nF - nC 

WF_,/*C 
nF- V D 

1 

L, and L„, 1-61023 0-01088 55-8 0-00768 0 00622 
Heaviest Baryta Crown. 0-706 0"572 

L.> and L., 1-53008 0-00877 60-1 0 00618 0-00497 
Silicate Crown. 0’705 0-567 

L3 and L,, 1-52352 0-01022 50-9 0-00721 0‘0n576 
Telescope Flint. 0-705 0-563 

The curves in Fig. 2 show the following facts. The foci of 

the paraxial rays, comprised within the entnv visible spectrum, 

are brought together within a space of 0.1 mm. This space, 

or the location of ail the foci, diminishes as the height of in¬ 

cidence increases, until a minimum cf 0.05 mm. is reached, at 

4.5 mm. height of incidence, where they begin, to diverge slowly. 

At 6 mm. height of incidence the space widens once more to 

0.1 mm., and it is situate exactly above tie- spa< e of equal size, 

including the foci of the rays at the axis. Up to this point all 

four curves may be enclosed by a rectangle with the space 

to which we refer, as base. This means that for 6 mm. height 

of incidence, or relative aperture of f8.3, the incident rays 

parallel to the axis, for all colours of the visible spectrum, are 

united in such a manner, after refraction by the lens, that 

their intersection with the axis is comprised within a spac • of. 

0.1 mm. This space of course increases more rapidly for larger 

apertures, but at fb.b, or 8 mm. height of incidence, it only 

amounts to 0.3 mm. Such a result can only be attained by 

correcting the spherical aberration very carefully for each 

colour. Spherical correction, as undestood in von Rohr’s “ His¬ 

tory of the Photographic Lens,” is attained for yellow sodium 

light (D line) at an aperture of fb.3, and the remaining zonal 

errors are as small as in the best corrected lenses of the same 

aperture, which do not possess an anastigmatic flat field. This 

may be clearly seen by comparing Fig. 3 with the curves of the 

corresponding older lenses given in von Rohr s book, accord¬ 

ing to the same scale. The dotted curve in Fig. 3 represents,, 

as in von Rohr’s work, the aberration of focus for the various- 

zones. 

By means of Fig. 2 we are able to construct Table III., show¬ 

ing the amount of spherical aberration. 

Table III. 

Comparison of the differences of intersection at the axis ^ — 

'SF, O expressed in millimetres. Apochromatic planar 

focus = 100 mm. 

Height of Incidence, 
h, in mm. 

SC - SF, O. SD - tSF, 0. 5F - SF, 0. 

0 0 + 0-02 + 0 01 0 00 

10 + o-oi 0 00 o-oo 
2 0 0 00 - 0 01 o-co 
3 0 - 0-02 - 0 02 - 0-005 

4-0 - 0 045 - 0 04 - 0 01 

5 0 0-065 - 0'045 • - 0 005 

6 0 - 0-075 - 0-05 + 0'02 

7 0 - 0.075 - 0-035 — 0 065 

8 0 - 0 055 - o-oo + 0T6 

-G' - SF, O. 

- 0‘0S 
- O'OS 
- 0 075. 
- 0 07 
- 0'06 
- 0 04 

o-oo 
-f 0 08 
+ 0-lb 

Fig. 2 represents the spherical aberration in the various zones 

for four definite colours of the spectrum. It can easily be seen 

that this method is not suitable for showing the condition of the 

correction for any number of individual colours of the spec¬ 

trum. To show this graphically, we may turn to the method 

adopted by Dr. von Rohr in his book “ Theorie und Geschiclite 

des Photographisclien Objectivs,” Berlin, 1899, p. 66, who was 

the first, so far as I am aware, to apply it to optics. 

The wave-lengths A, determining the colour of the light, arc- 

used as abscissae, and an interval of 89 mm. is selected foi 

that part of the spectrum between the red C line (a = 656 uy- 

= 0.000,656 mm.) and the blue G' line (a = 434 The 

ordinates show the height of incidence of the ray multiplied 

eight times. In this way each point in the drawing represents 

two values (a and h), and vice versa, each two values (a and h . 

are shown by a point. 
Fig. 2 was examined, and for each of the four curves the 

points were found, which are—5 nnn., 0 mm., -p 10 mm., 4- 

15 mm., and + 20 mm., from the perpendicular axis erected 

upon the zero point. The corresponding heights of incidence 
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were noted. As stated above, rays falling upon the lens, 

parallel to the axis, at these heights of incidence, show a differ¬ 

ence of intersection with the axis, measured from the back sur¬ 

face of the lens of s ^ - a FQ ; s^; s Fh - . 

s C' h ~ s F O’ 01 ~0.050, 0.000, -f 0.050, -|- 0.100, + 0.150, and 

-(-0.200 mm., when p ired with the green ray at zero. The heights 

of incidence (h) were marked upon the perpendiculars erected upon 

the points C, D, F, G', in Fig. 4, and the values s (j h ~ sFO 

&c., were added in units of 1 ,u. Finally, the points bearing 

the same numbers were united by means of curves. 

The values of s qo_sFO^c'’ were taken from Fig. 2, or the 

hrst line of Table III., and written against the points C, D, F, 

and G'. 

Fig. 4, constructed in this manner, serves the same purpose 

as Fig. 2, as the latter can be constructed from the former ; 

but it is more useful. We can say with a degree of certainty, 

which is only qualified by the slight inexactitude of the form of 

the curves, that the same value, ^ — s F q which is placed 

against the curve, belongs to each point (h, x) on the given 

curve. In other words, rays parallel to the axis, incident upon 

the lens at the height h, with light of the wave-length x, cut 

the axis at the same point, after passing through the lens, if 

the two values belonging to them (h, X); in Fig. 4, determine 

points lying upon the same curve, and the value of the curve 

shows how many thousandths of a millimetre the point of inter¬ 

section is distant from the focus of the paraxial green rays. 

For example, this focal point is cut by the incident green rays, 

parallel to the axis, of wave-length X = 530 and 6 mm. 

height of incidence. The point ujion the drawing, correspond¬ 

ing to the pair of values, X=530 py. and h = 6 mm., will be 

found upon the curve for which s > ^ — s F q = ^8- 4 

also serves for another convenient representation upon a large 

scale, resembling that used by persons in the study of maps 

•of ocean depths and mountain altitude. According to the 

same method, they indicate by latitude and longitude the incli¬ 

nation of depth below, or height above, the sea level of two con¬ 

stantly changing critical localities. 

Let us suppose that the curves in Fig. 4 are as much below 

(—- sign), or as much above ( + sign), the plane of delineation 

as the figures which are given indicate. Between the curves in 

the drawing suppose a continuous surface. In the present 

case it would resemble a mountain saddle. The depression 

would be situate near the centre of the drawing. The ground 

would rise towards the right at the top, and towards the left 

at the bottom. It would fall towards the left at the top, and 

towards the right at the bottom. 

The distance of any point at the surface from the plane of 

representation thus gives the aberration of the distance of axial, 

intersection, as compared with the axial green ray for the wave¬ 

length x (abeissa), and the height of incidence li (ordinate), 

determined by the point on the surface. 

The large field in the middle of the drawing, bounded by the 

curves 0 and —50, represents all the incident rays (h, x) 

parallel to the axis, whose points of axial intersection are com¬ 

pressed within 0.05 mm., measured in the direction of the lens 

from the focal point of the green axial ray. The size of this 

field shows that these rays form the bulk of those constituting 

the white light transmitted at full aperture, and that excellent 

central definition is attained. 

Fig. 5 is a similar representation of the focal differences 

f v h ~ ^ FO‘ £reat similarity of this collection of curves 

with that for the differences of intersection shown in Fig. 4, is 

a guarantee for the sharp definition of points in the object, 

which are outside the axis. The evenness of the good correction 

of the focal aberrations for the various colours (x) implies that 
there are practically no differences of magnification. 

In conclusion, we draw attention to f ig. 6, which represents 

the correction for astigmatism for yellow sodium light, accunl 

ing to the method which has become familiar through von Ruhr's 

work. The quantities given in Table IV. are taken from this 

drawing. 

Table IV. 

Correction for astigmatism and curvature of field. 

Apochroniatic Planar - , focus = 100 mm. 
1 O-Vf ’ 

Front Angle . 
tv 

A eq. A merid. A me - A eq. i(Ami-| Aeq ) 

0° o-o 0*0 00 01» 
5'- -0 1 — O' t o-o -01 

10° -0 3 -0 25 q o o5 -0 28 
15° - 0-5 -04 +0-1 -0*46 
20" -0 8 -0 5 4-0 3 - 0*65 
25" -0-0 00 4-00 -0*3 
30° +6-2 + 1-2 4-1-0 4-0 7 

The values, A eq., give tire differences of focus for the equa¬ 

torial pencils, and the values A merid., those for the 

meridional pencils compared with the ideal focal plane. The 

•values A merid. - A eq. are the corresponding astigmatic 

differences, and the values I (A eq. + A merid.) the measure 

of the mean curvature of field. 
Dit. Rudolph, Jena. 

ON A NEW PRINTING PAPER, ‘ GLYClA.” 

Another new paper has just been put upon the market by 

Messrs. J. J. Griffin and .Sons, Limited, under the name of 

“Glycia.” It is a printing-out paper, manufactured at their 

Photographic Works, East Molesey, and I have found, after ex¬ 

tended experiments with it, that it possesses advantages in many 

respects over any other of this type that has come under my 

notice. One is that it yields plucky, vigorous results. This 

does not mean that it is in any way unsuitable for good average 

negatives, for such indeed are necessary, in order to secure the 

finest attainable results on Glycia. The vigour seems to be pro¬ 

duced by an increase of richness in the shadows, and, in con¬ 

sequence, even with strong negatives, all the finest detail in the 

high lights is reproduced with delicate accuracy. This I proved 

when trying the paper on some very strong collodion negatives 

that I keep specially for test purposes. Although the prints had 

great vigour, and were toned to a deep purple, the delicate 

details in the lights were perfect. For this reason it is a great 

acquisition, for we all know that at times, when a negative has, 

perforce, to be taken, it is not always possible to get all one de¬ 

sires ; therefore, one has to put up with wdiat is obtained, which, 

too often, is one lacking in brilliancy. With Glycia, however, 

it is possible to secure tolerably “ plucky ” prints from such 

negatives. Of course, it is not claimed that really plucky prints 

are to be had on this paper from negatives of a mere phantom 

character ; but I say that it will give even with them more 

vigorous ones than on any other that has come under my observa¬ 

tion. 

Here is another advantage with Glycia that may be referred 

to, which is that it lends itself particularly to development. If 

the image is but a third or half-printed, it can be brought up to 

full strength, aud of a good colour, by development. This, of 

course, means that double, three, or mere times the number of 

prints can be got from a negative in a given time than would be 

possible if they had to be fully printed out in the ordinary way. 

This is not all, however, for by development printing we have the 

means of securing still further enhanced contrasts. 

As the paper is really a printing-out one, I will first deal with 
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it as such. I have found it very quick in printing, and it takes 

a deep purple colour in the frame. After printing, it is washed 

111 the usual way, when it assumes a redder colour. Glycia con¬ 

tains a large proportion of free silver, and to this fact is pro- 

babl}' in great measure due its “ brilliant ” qualities. It is well 

with this, as with all P.Q.P.’s, to get rid of this silver as quickly 

as possible after the prints are put into the washing-water. They 

should.be kept turning about—especially for the first few 

minutes—then they may be left in running water for eight or 

ten minutes longer. They are then ready for toning. Two 

formulie for toning baths are given, the sulplio-cyanide and the 

borax baths, and both, in my hands, yield excellent results. 

The former stands thus : — 

Sulplio-cyanide Bath. 
Gold chloride ... lgr. 
Sulplio-cyanide of ammonia . 15gr. 
Water .. lOoz. 

For the convenience of workers on a small scale, Messrs. Griffin 

put up the ingredients in “ cartels,” which only require to be 

dissolved in water, according to the directions upon them, and 

the bath is ready for use. Each cartel makes 8oz. of toning solu¬ 

tion. Professional workers will, no doubt, prefer to make the 

solutions for themselves, and I have found no difference in the 

working between the baths made according to the above formula 

■and those made with the cartels. The borax bath formula is as 

under: 

Gold chloride . lgr. 
Borax . 6gr. 
Water . lOoz. 

This bath is recommended for the warmer tones, and the former 

for purple ones. But I have found that very much the same 

Tones may be obtained with either. The prints tone quickly, 

Put not so rapidly as the Carbona j^aper by the same firm, and 

this will be found an advantage by some, as the toning is more 

under control, and more prints can be dealt with at a time. The 

prints should be removed from the bath while they are still 

lighter than they are desired to be when finished, as they dry 

•colder than they appear while in the solution. If a warm sepia 

is desired, the toning should be stopped soon after they lose 

•the brick-red tint. If a dark chocolate, when they have assumed 

a sepia tone when the prints are looked upon, and, for a rich 

prints have received some- preliminary washing, destroys all 

shadows when the prints are looked through. The prints are 

then rinsed in water, and fixed for ten minutes in the 

following : — 

Hypo . loz. 
Water . lOoz. 

That is the strength recommended with the paper, but I prefer 

to have it a little stronger, say 8oz. of water, instead of lOoz. 

The prints are washed to remove the hypo in the usual way. 

The time of washing depends upon the way in which it is done. 

With frequent changes of water, or if the prints are kept in 

motion in running water, an hour or an hour-and-a-half will be 

sufficient. The time of washing, however, may be greatly cur¬ 

tailed by the use of “ Hypax,” a hypo-eliminator recently intro¬ 

duced by Messrs. Griffin and Sons. It is in the form of lozenges 

or tablets. One or two put into the washing-water, after the 

prints have received some preliminary washing, destroys all 

traces of the hypo, and a brief after-washing only is necessary. 

Glycia yields excellent colours when toned in the combined 

toning and fixing bath. The formula for it, issued by the makers 

of the paper, is as under : — 

Lead acetate . 1 drachm or 6 gm. 
Sodium acetate .  20 grains ,, 2 ",, 
Hypo . 2 oz. „ 90 ,, 
Sodium carbonate . 20 grains ,, 2 ,, 
Powdered alum .. 1 drachm ,, 6 ,, 
Gold chloride .. 2 grains ,, 0.2 ,, 
Water up to .. 16 oz. ,, 700 c.c. 

Mix in the order stated, and filter. The bath may be used 

at once, but works better if allowed to stand for twenty-four 
hours. 

The ingredients for the combined bath are supplied in cartel 

form ; the contents of one, dissolved in 4oz. of water, forms the 

bath. Personally, I am no advocate of the combined bath, but 

I know that it is used by many amateurs, so I have quoted it 

here. When the combined bath is used, I would suggest that 

the prints be w'ashed, to remove the acid and free silver fi’om 

the paper before they are put into the solution. . The prints on 

Glycia then tone a little slower than without the washing, but 

the colour is the same in the end. I make this suggestion on 

theoretical grounds, and it applies to all papers when toned in 

the combined bath. 

Just now I alluded to the fact that Glycia lends itself admir¬ 

ably to development printing. If the paper be printed to about 

one-third—say until the lights are just to be seen—it may, with 

an acid developer, be developed into a vigorous print. The 

following is the developer recommended in the instructions: — 

Developing Bath for Partly-Printed Proofs. 
Metol .v. 5 giains. 
Pyro  ... 5 
Acetic acid glacial... 2 drachms. 
Water .,. 10 oz. 

With this solution a good chocolate or sepia colour is obtained. 

If the metol be omitted, and the pyro increased to 20 grains, to 

the lOoz. of solution, the colour of the prints is warmer, very 

like what was known as the Payne-Jennings brown. The develop¬ 

ment may be conducted by immersing the prints in the solution, 

or by floating them upon it in the same way that platinotypes 

are developed. I prefer the latter method, if the image is rathei 

strongly printed, and the former when it is but lightly 

printed. Although the term development is used, the action is 

rather one of intensification, it being somewhat analogous to the 

intensification of wet collodion negatives with pyro and silver— 

the silver in the paper is reduced by the pyro-metol, and deposited 

ch the image. The development of the picture takes but two or 

three minutes, according to the depth of printing in the first 

instance. 

The directions, after the development, are to put the prints 

direct, without washing, into the fixing bath, same strength as 

used for printed-out pictures. When the prints are first put into 

the solution, they should be kept moving about, especially the 

first part of the time, as the acetic acid of the developer makes 

the surface of the paper very repellent at first, and unless this 

point is attended to, I have found a tendency to a yellowing of 

the lights, particularly after the solution has become milky 

looking. This may, however, be avoided by making the fixing 

solution alkaline with a little bicarbonate of soda—say goz. or 

less to the pint. This, however, renders the prints somewhat 

redder in colour. 1 have just mentioned that I am not an advo¬ 

cate of the combined bath. Still less am I an advocate of putting 

the developed prints into the fixing bath without previous wash¬ 

ing—this also on theoretical grounds, as a sulphuretting action 

is set rip in the prints, and it may impair their stability. 

The developed prints can be toned either before or after they 

are dried, if darker tones are desired than those given by develop¬ 

ment alone. When they are taken from the fixing bath, they 

can be put direct into the combined bath, without washing, where 

they will tone to a purple. Or the sulplio-cyanide bath may be- 

employed ; in this case the prints must be thoroughly freed from 

the hypo first, therefore I would suggest that they should be 

treated with Hypax, to ensure that they are. By varying the 

depth of printing in the first instance, a great variety of brown 

and sepia colours may be secured, and these again can, if de¬ 

sired, be further modified by after-toning, so that almost any 

photographic colour may be obtained on Glycia. 

E. W. Foxlee. 
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PHOTOGRAPHERS AND THE FORTHCOMING 

CORONATION. 

The gasfitters liave already fitted many weird devices, which will 

in due season blossom into fiery expressions of loyalty, loads of 

timber are being dumped ready for the erection of stands for 

visitors, distinguished or otherwise, and even the cake and bun 

manufacturers are entreating the public to place their orders 

early enough to ensure a supply of edibles on the two eventful 

days at the end of next month, which will be devoted to Corona¬ 

tion festivities. Surely in all this there is a note of warning 

to the photographer, be he professional or amateur, to be pre¬ 

pared to do justice to the occasion after his manner, and to 

avoid the fate of the foolish virgins, whom we may take as proto¬ 

types of the procrastinating amateur, who finds, about June 24th, 

that his particular size and brand of film is sold out. It is 

difficult to realise that the coming Coronation is the first in this 

country at which photography will play a part, but it is never¬ 

theless true. Two years of the last reign had passed before 

Daguerre and Fox Talbot published their discoveries, and it was 

not until the opening of the Great Exhibition of 1851, that a 

successful record of a great public function was obtained in the 

camera. Since then every year has added its quota to the facili¬ 

ties for such work. First, the bromized silver plate, next collo¬ 

dion growing more and more rapid, then improved lenses, latei 

the gelatine plate, with its steady but still astonishing increase 

of rapidity, and lastly the advent of the modern anastigmat and 

the flexible film, have combined to render possible such a record 

of events of national interest that our posterity shall not find 

wanting in the smallest detail. 

Our present object is not to indulge in an historical retrospect, 

but rather to suggest to our brethren the advisability of over¬ 

hauling their apparatus and making such repairs, additions, 

and improvements to it as necessity or fancy may dictate in good 

time. There is only a limited number of workers available for 

this class of work at any time, and May and June are their busiest 

seasons, and with the best of intentions your camera-maker or 

dealer cannot supply more than a limited number of extra slides, 

roll holders, telephoto attachments, and the like, beyond those 

he has a regular demand for. This week is the time when one 

should say: Is my camera light-tight? Shall I have a roll- 

holder or extra slides? Do I want an additional lens, or perhaps 

a telephoto attachment? Or a flashlight outfit for the local 

banquet ? And forthwith to put the desired work in hand. 

But beyond this there is the all-important question of plates 

and films, which only those who had to cater for photographers 

at the two Jubilees of Her late Majesty can appreciate at its 

true value. Hundreds who delayed ordering their supplies until 

a day or two before they were required were disappointed, and in 

these days of universal “ snapping,” the hundreds will become 

thousands. Therefore, be in time ; give your dealer time to get 

his order in to the manufacturer, that he in turn may know 

how far he has to strain his resources to meet the demand. It 

would be a graceful tribute from the photographers of Great and 

Greater Britain if an album of pictures representing Coronation 

festivities and ceremonies in all parts of this great Empire could 

be made, and presented to their Majesties, who are both patrons 

of the Royal Photographic Society, and we commend the idea 

to the Committee of the National Photographic Record Society, 

who, we think, would not lose such a grand opportunity of adding 

to the collection they are making for the nation. 

Mk. E. Russell Clakke, a recently elected member of the Camera 
Club, is the inventor of a new process of colour photography for producing 
prints on paper. The process is still in the experimental stage, but 
visitors to the exhibition will have an opportunity of judging of its 
promise by one or two specimens of Mr. Clarke’s pioneer work.—“ Camera 
Club Journal.” 

exhibitions. 
-♦- 

MONIvLANDS PHOTOGRAPHIC SOCIETY. 

This is one of the Scottish societies, that has permanent head¬ 
quarters. Let us whisper, we believe it is the best housed society 
across the Tweed. It has a studio, containing a studio-camera 1 \ 
Ross, London, and a rather tine fitment for the production of artistic 
portraiture, in addition to the usual dark room, changing room, and 
enlarging room, and its accompanying apparatus. 'Hie lirst exhibi¬ 
tion of the society since they got their quarters was opened on Satui 
day last, May 3rd, by Mrs. Wilson, of Airdrie House, and will remain 
open till Saturday, May 17th, every afternoon, from 3 to 5, and every 
evening, from 7 to 9. Admission is free, and the large attendance of 
visitors is an exceedingly pleasing feature, giving evidence of the in¬ 
creased interest now taken in photography by all classes. The hanging 
of the pictures denotes a distinct desire on the part of the gentlemen 
responsible for this particular portion of the work—viz.. Messrs. 
W. D. Gray, J. W. Eadie, and W. B. Hossack to depart from tin- 
conventional methods. Each picture has been hung so that it may be 
seen to the best advantage, and still all the exhibits are tastefully and 
effectively placed. The exhibition, as a whole, presents no very 
striking features, but let us say at once that, as all the work sent in 
is hung, it is indirect praise to say that there is very few of tin- 
pictures hung that can be termed poor. Then, again, the framing and 
mounting leaves little to be desired, with some few exceptions. A 
feature of the exhibition is the total absence of medals or prizes of any 
description, and the freedom from classification. This goes to give this 
collection of work a unique character, as compared with its contem¬ 
poraries, and we think that, while it is a bold step, yet it is one of 
wisdom, and one which xve sincerely trust will have a wholesome- 
influence on the future. 

The work on the walls, contributed by Mr. J. W. Eadie, marks him 
at once as being one of the best workers of the society. Every one of 
his pictures has the stamp of very much care and attention to the 
pictorial side of the art. “ Spring Sunshine,” the result of a pinhole 
exposure, we believe, is a good thing. The treatment, while broad, is 
pleasing, and points to many possibilities for this method of working. 
The colour is very felicitous, and to it the work owes much. “ The- 
Clearing” represents a group of peasants “clearing,” by burning the 
ground of old branches, etc. This is a somewhat unconventional sub¬ 
ject, well composed. The lighting and general arrangement is well 
carried out, and the whole of the graduations have been well kept in 
hand. “After the Stcrm” is a thoroughly satisfactory bit of technical 
work, and as such, reflects credit on T. A. Deas. “The Smithy,” by 
J. and G. Jack, is rather unconvincing. “ Blue and Gold ” is, without 
a doubt, a fine reminiscence of the illuminations at Glasgow’s 1901 
Exhibition. The title is apt. “Rhama” looks like a gum-bichromatie 
print, and will come as a surprise to those unacquainted with the 
newer printing processes. The mounting of this print is also worthy 
of notice “ Canoe Race, Loch Lomond,” a carbon print of small size 
and pleasing quality, gives us a fine interpretation of water. More¬ 
over, the grouping of the boats and their reflections are capital. Mr. 
F. Robertson’s “ Ebb Tide” does not satisfy the spectator as it should,, 
and seems to have been accomplished without any particular aim. The 
carbon print, No. 37, “A Caucasian,” is a remarkably fine portrait of a 
gentleman of that particular nationality,and runs “ Rhama” verypclosely 
for the honour of best work on the walls. “ Feeding Her Pets ” is a satis¬ 
factory little genre work, by the energetic secretary, Mr. Jos. Higgin- 
son. The little damsel really looks interested in her pets, and the 
interest is so well held that the onlooker really feels himself taking 
part in the “feeding” of the pets. Mr. McGovern’s “Winter” is, so 
far as the composition is concerned, perfectly effective; it is only when 
we look at his technique that we feel somewhat disappointed. Hand 
work at any time, unless it is so well done as to pass unnoticed, is to 
be deprecated. Among the work of other exhibitors, that of Messrs. 
Hogg, junr., Hossack, and McFarlane should be noticed. Lantern 
slides, to the number of 88, were on view. Mr. J. W. Eadie had a 
large number of the Glasgow Exhibition series, while Messrs. Hossack. 
Gray, McFarlane, Hugginson, and Deas contributed a number of local 
interest. We specially noticed “After Dinner,” by Jos. Hugginson. 
and Daffodils,” by J. W. Eadie, as being much above the ordinary 
quality. 

In concluding this notice, a word of praise may be given to the 
gentlemen who are responsible for the production of the catalogue. 
This is very well printed. Let us hope, also, that when the time for 
the next exhibition comes round, the executive will look about for 
some outside stimulus for new endeavour. Let them bring a loan collec¬ 
tion together, so that the members may see the works of others, who 
have been longer on the road of pictorial photography, and have ad¬ 
vanced further, not to imitate them, but to rouse them to the faco 
that there are still higher levels to be reached, and to suggest the 
way and direction. 
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PLYMOUTH PHOTOGRAPHIC SOCIETY. 

I his exhibition—the seventh—was opened at the Athenaeum, Ply¬ 
mouth, on Wednesday, Apiil 29th, and was continued to Saturday, 
May 3rd. The opening was performed by the Mayor, Mr. J. A. 
Bellamy, and the attendance was very good. He was introduced by 
Mr. C. H. Dymond, the president of the society, who has done much 
by precept and example to raise the society to its present position. 

Plymouth Photographic Society may be heartily complimented upon 
its rise in the photographic scale, for the present exhibition is the best 
it has held, and the advance in all directions is most marked. The 
work of the members is characterised by an evident desire to do some¬ 
thing worth while, and to thoughtfully proceed to that end. The 
response by members has been good, the number of their exhibits is 
beyond that of any previous show, and there is an absence of the 
striving after detail, and showing results* that have before now been 
seen. Outside competitors are not so largely represented as last year, 
but, as a whole, the exhibition is numerically satisfactory, and the 
quality throughout is of a high and even standard. This character¬ 
istic has led to a considerable number of awards—more than is usual 
in an equal number of works, but we suppose there are many who will 
feel not dissatisfied with this. 

The exhibition consisted of a number of classes, perhaps too many, 
but until photographic exhibitions are held wholly without classifica¬ 
tion, probably no other scheme would have found favour. A selection 
committee might have reduced the numbers, and have kept out a few 
prints, but there are not many but have deserved hanging, having some 
interest. 

Members’ landscape and seascape (Class A), is a full one of 140 
exhibits, and highly creditable throughout. “ Evening Calm ” (8), 
Captain E. H. Haig, a seascape, with fishing boats is Certificated, 
but a Chinese white moon, which shows no reflections upon the still 
water below, is a blot upon a good subject, otherwise admirably 
treated. W. Clayden’s “The Barbican” (17), a study of shipping and 
boats, is excellently handled, the values being very well rendered. The 
district is very enticing, as J. Trouern Trend’s subject, “A Barbican 
Scene” (16), shows. He has dealt with so prosaic a subject as a 
steamer in a picturesque way. The same worker’s “Mirrowed in the 
Silent Stream ” (37), in which trees and their reflections play im¬ 
portant parts, is well selected. A toning down of the water of the 
foreground and a more judicious mounting would have helped it. F. 
C. Bowtell’s “Harvesting” (46), a well-chosen subject, does not quite 
evince the life of such a scene, and is not full enough of light. It is 
Certificated. Edgar Dudley’s “A Swiss Village” (69), silver medal, 
is in many respects admirable, though somewhat topographical. W. 
H. Mayne’s “Autumn” (71), Certificated, is a charming study of a 
woodland scene, of a warm brown tint. W. Clayden’s “A Misty 
Morning ” (84), bronze medal, a fishing boat study, deserves commenda¬ 
tion- very striking print is Captain E. H. Haig’s “Landing a 
Catch” (90), silver medal, a quayside picture full of nfe and energy, 
and eminently pictorial. C. H. Dymond’s “A Devonshire Trout 
Stream ” (116), is a well chosen bit, representing a woodland through 
which the stream tumbles over rocks on its way. There are all the 
makings of a picture in “Village Street, Polperro” (32), by Captain 
Haig, but the washed-out character of the print is very unpleasing. 

F. C. Bowtell’s “Resting” (20), a group* of field workers, is pic- 
torially interesting, but a bit hard, and there is a suggestion of a hill 
that is not distinct enough and yet too distinct. C. H. Dymond’s 
“Woodland Idyll” (22), a study of ferns and foliage, has much to com¬ 
mend it. His “Haunt of the Heron” (42), is a sweet little picture. 
“A Woodland Stream” (40), by W. H. Mayne, is attractive, despite 
a certain coldness. W. Anning’s “Ye Olde Street, Polperro” (52), 
is a delightful study. There is a quiet calm, and much charm in H. S. 
Hill’s “Remote from Towns” (56), in which meadow and stream, and 
mansion take part. A. B. Fellowes Prynne has found a good subject 
in “Cliffs, Newquay” (112), but the choice of exposure, when a surf 
breaks at a spot against the base of the cliff, does not tend to pictorial 
balance. A good thing, enjoyable from all points, is the “Path 
Through the Forest” (124), by W. H. Mayne. 

Class B, portraiture, figure studies, still life, etc.—An ordinary class 
of considerable variety. There is a point which strikes the eye at 
once, easily the best thing in the estimation of many, in the class. A 
very pleasing portrait study of “ Our Boys ” (174), by W. Grist, three 
merry-faced young lads in a row, the perfection of naturalness. The 
very slight blemish of similarity of pose is, after all, not strong enough 
to mar the general good effect. A bronze medal is awarded, though a 
1 uglier distinction was deserved. Captain Haig’s “ In Contemplative 
Fashion” (190), a study of a head, happily posed, and in a very 
sketchy style, is certainly deserving of recognition. A silver medal has 
been awarded. Edgar Dudley’s “Idle Moments” (181), two damsels 
in a punt on a placid stream, beneath a branching stream, the whole 
well arranged and thought out, and excellent in technique, has not won 
recognition. The reason may be it is sharp and shiny, but this suits 
the subject and its size. A clever study of a dog is C. H. Dymond’s 
“ Who Said Cats? ” (178). F. C. Botwell’s “ Cutting the Oats ” (188), is 
ordinary arrangement and hard. It has secured a silver medal. 
“Fisherman Mending Nets” (176), by D. Adair, would have had more 

quality by a little change of position of the figure. F. Johnson’s “ Catti 
at Valiecoucis Abbey” (177), is exact to title, but the absence of the 
cattle would have increased the value of the picture. 

Class C, members’ architecture.—A very nice class of 30 exhibits, if 
even quality. Up to the present this subject has not been so much 
pursued by the members, and now the examplt s do not illustrate local 

subjects. No higher award than a bronze medal has been given, and 
this lias gone to W. C. Johns, for “Wells Cathedral, Passage to the 
Undercroft ’ (202), but we much prefer his rendering of “ In Wells 
Cathedral (212), in which a strong light against dark surroundings 
has been admirably rendered. His “Stairway to the Chapter House, 
Wells ” (196), is a very creditable piece of work. J. T. Trend’s “ Door 

. way, St. Michael’s Mount” (201), is broad in treatment and well 
rendered in every way. The same worker’s “ Doorwav, Tintern 
Abbey ” (220), is very fine, soft, and delicate, yet with plenty of force. 
W. H. Mayne’s “Across the Presbytery, Tintern” (211). is one of the 
happiest points of view of this subject we remember to have seen, 
though possibly the print is a little too dark. 

Class D, members’ lantern slides.—A class that really has much 
good quality and great variety. The judges had trouble iii placing the 
competitors, but they were not niggardly in recognising merit. 

Class E, open landscape and seascape.—An interesting lot of about 
40 entries, of average merit, in which are several good things. Chas. 
E. Walmsley’s “The Torrent” (237), is an exquisite rendering of a 
waterfall, the froth and tumble of which is beautifully rendered, set 
off, as they are, against deep shadows. However, the judges passed it 
by. The same worker’s “Summer’s Increase” (245), a harvest scene, 
is full of sunshine, without hardness. C. F. Grindrod’s “ Ploughing 
on the Upland” (253), is a pleasantly arranged subject, but by no* 
means, it seems to us, up to the silver medal standard it has secured. 
It is the most “ diffused ” print but one in the exhibition; the one that 
excels it in this respect is “Venetian Fruit Seller” (260), a canal scene 
in Venice, by Percy Lewis, for which a silver medal has been secured. 
C. J. King’s “Rock Thwarted” (258), is a veiy fine study of breaking 
surf 

Class F, open portraiture, figure studies, animals, and still life.—The 
class is widely diverse, but excellent. The best thing in it is “ Evening 
of Life” (276), a portrait study of an old lady, by Miss Maud Shelley. 
The values are splendidly rendered, and the picture is most admirably 
mounted. A silver medal has been awarded, a thoroughly deserved 
honour. Another exquisite study of a head is Mrs. R. M. King’s “ A 
Normandy Cap” (287), the half tones well rendered, the pose natural 
and easy; but a circular opening, with a white paper mount, does 
the print injustice. Yet, despite this, we think it deserved a higher 
distinction than it secured, a bronze medal. W. Illingworth’s “ A 
Philosopher” (294), is a very fine study of a head, a fine model, and 
naturally posed. C. J. King’s “Narcissi, Double White” (305), is 
deserving a good word, for its fine rendering of half tones. There is 
an awful example of how not to mount in “The Jewel Casket” (322), 
by Mrs. R. M. King, a veiy creditable figure arrangement, with ex¬ 
cellent technique, the good impression spoiled by an imitation oak 
cut-out mount. 

Class G, open architecture.—A very small class, the best example in 
which is W. A. Clark’s “ North Choir Aisle, Beverley ” (324), which 
is deservedly Certificated. The same worker’s “Evening, Southwell” 
(325), is an interior, strong in contrasts, but good in technique. 

Class H., open class for lantern slides.—This is meritorious and full 
of good things, and the judges have recognised the talent displayed by 
a considerable number of awards. 

Class I, stereoscopic work.—Prints and transparencies constituted 
this class, and were a capital lot. 

Class J, not for competition.—The contributors to this were few and 
mostly members, but there was quality in the exhibits. Captain Haig’s 
“Barbican, a Study” (142), was a strong, sketchy subject, broadly 
treated—figures playing a considerable part in it. H. J. Hissett has a 
number of good things, the best of which were : “ On the Fowey River” 
(146), “Stafford’s Tomb, Exeter Cathedral” (147), and “Transept, 
Exeter Cathedral” (153). Messrs. Heath and Co. were very successful 
in a portrait of Mr. J. A. Bellamy (154) (Mayor of Plymouth), and 
“Portrait of His Majesty the King” (155). 

The judges were Dr. P. H. Emerson, B.A., V.P.R.P.S., Mr. 
Baragwanath King, and Mr. F. Shelley. The former judged at the last 
preceding show, and is very much pleased at the advance made by the 
members. The following are the awards: — 

members’ classes. 

A.—Landscape and seasape,—Silver medals—59, “ A Swiss Village.” 
Edgar Dudley; 90, “Landing a Catch,” Captain E. H. Haig. R.E. 
Bronze medals—20, “Resting,” F. C. Bowtell; *115, “A Misty Morn¬ 
ing,” Captain Haig; 133, “The Last Ferry,” A. J. Anderson. Certi¬ 
ficates—29, “The Old Homestead,” J. Trouern Trend; 36, “The 
Harbour Light,” A. F. Jewers; *45, “ Harvesting.” F. C. Bowtell; 
55, “On the Tiddy,” C. H. Dymond; 65, “O. Happy Harvest,” A. J. 
Anderson; 71, “Autumn,” W. H. Mayne; *76, “Shrimpers,” Captain 
Haig; *82, “Launching the Boat,” C. H. Dymond; 96. “ Furzetor.” 
Wilfred Grist; *106, “ Scene r n the Barbican,” J. Trouern Trend ; *124, 
“The Path Through the Forest,” W. H. Mayne; 84, “A Misty Morn- 
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ing,” W. Clay den; *94, “ Barbican,” Captain Haig; 8, “ Evening 
Calm,” Captain Haig. 

B. —Portraiture, figure studies, still life. — Silver medal—160, ‘‘A 
Quiet Corner,” Captain E. H. Haig. Bronze medals—174, “ Our Boys,” 
W. Grist; 185, "Cutting Oats,” F. E. Bowtell. Certificate—3.62, 
“The Ghost,” F. H. Pearse; 176, “Mending the Nets,” D. Adair; 
179, “ Cattle at Valle Crucis Abbey,” Frederick Johnson ; 180, “ Figure 
Study,” W. Grist; *190, “ In Contemplative Fashion,” Captain 
Haig". 

C. —Architecture.—Bronze medal—202, “Wells Cathedral,” William 
C. Johns. Certificates—*212, “In WTells Cathedral,” W. C. Johns; 
220, “Doorway, Tintern Abbey,” J. Trouern Trend; *222, “Wells 
Cathedral,” W. C. Johns. 

D. —Lantern slides.—Silver medals—“A Misty Morning,” W. 
Clayden; 342, “Evening,” A. W. Hicks; 348, “After the Storm,” 
F. C. Bowtell; 550, “Undercroft, Wells,” W. C. Johns; 352, “On the 
Mawdack,” Frederick Johnson. Bronze medals—“ Seascape, St. 
Breage,” J. T. Trend ; *339, “The Ever Restless Sea,” J. T. Trend; 
*345, “Early Spring,” F. C. Bowtell; *351, “Cattle at Valle Crucis 
Abbey,” F. Johnson; 353, “Sea and Sky,” F. Johnson. Certificates— 
344, “After the Storm,” C. H. Dymond; *347, “The Ferry,” F. C. 
Bowtell; *349, “ Snow Scene,” F. C. Bowtell. 

OPEN CLASSES. 

E. —Landscape and seascape.—Silver medals—253, “ Ploughing on 
■the Upland,” C. F. Grinrod; 260, “Venetian Fruit Sellers,” Percy 
Lewis. Bronze medals—240, “Feeding Sheep,” Chas. E. Walmsley; 
■*261, “Yonder Lonely Mouldering Pile,” Graystone Bird. Certificates 
—228, “An Autumn Dip,” G. F. Capper; 230, “A November Day,” 
W. Andrews; *236, "Hauling Timber,” C. F. Grinrod; 239, "The 
Rivers,” E. A. Price; 246, “Reflections,” Miss Maud Shelley; 250, 
"Calm Evening.” W. F. Slater; 251, “Creek up St. Germans River.” 
A. J. Anderson; 259, “The Norrard Slip,” V. . Paul; *256, 
■" Chioggia, The Quay Side,” P. Lewis. 

F. —Portraiture, figure studies, animals, and still life.—Silver medals 
—276, “Evening of Life,” Miss Maud Shelley. Bronze medals—287, 
“A Normandy Cap,” Mrs. R. hi. King. Certificates—266, “Evening,” 
G. H. Capper; 271. "Memories,” R. B. Moss; 274, “Home from the 
Front,” W. M. Lean; 299, “A Portrait,” Miss M. C. Hackett; 305, 

■“ Narcissi,” C. J. King. 
G. —Architecture.—Certificate—324, “North Choir, Beverley,” W. 

A. Clark. 
H. — Lantern slides.—Silver medals—357, “Spring Time,” Harold 

Hill; 359, “Mont Mallet.” R. W. Harvey; 360, “Winter,” T. Wright; 
*358, “A Lapland Maiden,” R. W. Harvey. Bronze medals—356, 
"Clearing,” W. Alitchell; 361, “ Pseonies,” Dr. G .B. Ferguson; 360, 
“Undercroft, Wells.” W. A. Clarke; 369, “In an Orchard.” Grayston 
Bird; *370, “The Nave, Southwell,” T. Wright. Certificate—354, 
"Waiting,” G. Cleland; 363, “Sunset, Ilfracombe,” J. Stabb. 

I. —Open.—Stereoscopic work.—Silver medals—383. “Thrush Feed¬ 
ing Young,” A. W. We strop. Bronze medals—374, “Cloister Arch,” 
C. Will iams; 377, “Nest of Robin,” E. B. Green. Certificates—382, 
"Primulas,” Rev. J. Seagar; 395, “Winter,” T. Wright. 

The asterisk denotes that these awards are withheld, under the rule 
prohibiting an exhibitor from taking more than one medal or certificate 
in one class. 

The exhibition has been very popular, and a number of the Avorks 
have been sold. The society’s conversazione was held on Friday 
evening, and Avas very largely attended. The musical portion of the 
programme was arranged by Mr. G. F. Treleaven. This year’s exhi¬ 
bition has created a wider spread interest in photography than before, 
arid all who have .helped in its success are to be congratulated upon this 
fact. 

THE “NEW AND LUCRATIVE PROFESSION” IN 

AUSTRALIA. 

The appended advertisements are taken from a recent issue of the 
"Sydney Morning Herald” (N.S.W.) : — 

ARTISTIC 
FAMILY 

PORTRAITS. 
EDEN, 

The Leading Photographer, 

Sydney and Melbourne. 

Photography nowadays is of various types—firstly, there is the 
llashy or theatrical, where likeness is not considered; next there 
comes the caricature, or attempt at good photography; and, lastly, 
but ahead of them all, is the good family portrait executed by prac¬ 
tical artists, Avith an ease and character of pose suggestive of a 
natural home life; and it is to the production of these latter that 
Mr. Eden, of the “Eden Photo Studios,” has directed his energies, 
and thus it is that clergymen, doctors, and professional men alike 
send their families to the Eden Photo Studios with a confidence that 
n portrait will be produced that will prove a valuable and lasting 

adjunct to the family possessions. Visitors from tin* country sw> ar 

by the Eden Photo Studios, while wedding parties invariably entrust 
their orders to Mr. Eden. This newspaper could be liter: 11 v tilled 
Avith eloquent testimonials received during the last quarter, ail t«*ti- 

fying to the writers’ appreciation of some portraits received; while 
the moderate price astonishes all—twelve enamelled cabinets and a 
large framed portrait for fifteen shillings. 

Note the Address : 

EDEN PHOl’O STUDIOS, 

George Street, 

Opposite Anthony Hordern and Sons. 

A SPECIAL OFFER 

TO ADVERTISE OUR 

NEW PREMISES. 

As a means to advertise our new premises, 448. George Street (one 
door from Market Street), we are making the following most astound¬ 
ing offer for a short season only: — 

A Good Business Ruined. 

Observant citizens can remember many a good business Avliieh has 
been completely ruined through the mistake of the proprietors think¬ 
ing that the public would l e sure to follow them to their neAv and 
improved premises. The fact is, the public are so engrossed with 
their oavii affairs that they do not trouble about the other fellow, and 
at the moment Avhen they need him they forget where he has gone 
to. But we do not mean to let people forget Avhere Ave have removed 
to; therefore, to make a most decided impression, we are making the 
following 

Astounding Offer, 

And aax mean to give such a startler that 

It Must Catch On. 

Here it is :—To every sitter for one dozen cabinets or one dozen Paris 
panels A\'e Avill present a charming miniature portrait of themselves, 
painted in Avater colours or oils— 

TAvelve cabinets, in any process, and a £3 3s. minia¬ 
ture lor ... ... ... ... .. ... ... £1 Is. 

Taa'cIvc Paris panels and a £5 5s. miniature for ... £1 10s. 

We cannot keep this offer open for long, so you had better take 
advantage of it Avhile you may. 

To meet the wish of those A\ho would like a painted miniature from 
a much-prized photo Avhich they have of some dear one, we Avill copy 
the photo and supply tho miniature at these prices, and Avill suitably 
mount it in a handsome setting in lieu of the cabinets or panels. 

What We Expect in Return. 

Everyone must knoAV that this cannot pay us, therefore Ave ask that 
those Avho take advantage of this most exceptional offer will kindly 
tell as many as possible of their friends of our removal, and so help 
to advertise our new premises. 

This is Our Aim and Object. 

Please understand that the work, both in the photographs and the 
miniature, Avill be absolutely the 

Best That Money Can Buy. 

Independent of the above offer, we are still supplying cabinets, 
Paris panels, and enlargements at our usual prices. 

THE CROWN STUDIOS. 

The purse of the most opulent cannot purchase higher art 
or better finish. 

THE CROWN STUDIOS. 

One door from Market Street (next to Roberts’ Hotel), 448, George 
Street, Sydney. Opposite Lassetter’s. 

-♦- 

Royal Photographic Society.—Ordinary meeting, Tuesday, May 13th; 
Mr. Fritz Knollmorgen will read a paper on “A New Apochromatic Form 
of Zeiss Planar Lens.” The exhibition of photographs by Mr. C. Yarnall 
Abbott closes on May 10th, and Mr. W. Smedley Aston will open an 
exhibition of his photographs on May 20th. Visitors are admitted on 
presentation of visiting cards. 

A Yellow Dye from Photographic Chemicals.—The addition of another 
yellow colour to the available resources of the photographer will be 
greeted with satisfaction, as whether for dark-room windows or screens 
for isochromatic work, the greater the range of colour the greater the 
power placed in workers’ hands. We learn from a foreign source that 
when ammonium persulphate is added gradually to a solution of ammo¬ 
nium thiocyanate (more commonly termed by photographers sulpho- 
cyanide), contained in an open dish, pure canarin is readily formed. When 
a woollen fabric is dipped in a solution of ammonium persulphate and 
then in ammonium thiocyanate, arid the operations repeated several 
times, the fabric becomes dyed intensely with canarin. 
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Peu> Apparatus, $c. 
“ The No. 5 Cycle Poco Camera.” Agents : John J. Griffin and Sons, 

Limited, 20-26, Sardinia Street, Lincoln’s Inn Fields, London, W.C. 

In sending ns one of these cameras for examination, Messrs. Griffin 
also draw our attention to its distinctive features:—“The No. 5 Cycle 
Poco Camera sells at three guineas for the /--plate and 5in. by 4-in. sizes, 
and £4 7s. 6d. for the 5-plate size. The instrument is covered in leather, 
has a leather bellows, and the woodwork, is made from polished mahogany 

dovetailed together. The metal work is polished and lacquered brass. 
The camera is fitted with the TJnicum lens and shutter, and has a double 
extension, view finder, and reversing back. This is the first series of 
Poco cameras sold at a popular price having a reversing back. It also 
has a focussing scale, and bush for tripod. The following features are 
also embodied in the camera:—Dark slides: A simple method of loading 
the plates is secured by means of a hinged flap at the bottom of the 
slide, there being no springs or catches in the slides whatever. Combined 
view finder and level : This camera is fitted with the device of a small 
metal ball running on the top of the view finder. The camera is also 
adapted for cyclists, as it packs in a finished leather case, which is 
included in the price, and may be fixed to any cycle by means of the cycle 
camera carrier sold for that purpose.” The form of the camera is now 
tolerably familiar to our readers, so that it will suffice to say that the instru¬ 

ment before us is compact and well finished. It appeals to us as a 
strong and serviceable little machine. By the way, if we could persuade 
the American manufacturers to abolish double slides, and use only thin, 
but strongly constructed, single slides, we think they would be greatly 
appreciated. We have used single slides for outdoor work for eight 
years, and the convenience is so great that we should not care to return 
to double slides. 

“ The Aldis Lens.” Manufactured and sold by Aldis Bros., 13, Old 
Grange Road, Sparkhill, Birmingham. 

On the 3rd August, 1900, we published in these columns a paper read 
before the Royal Photographic Society by Mr. H. L. Aldis on lens con¬ 
struction. In it was foreshadowed the outline of a new lens of more 
simple construction, and the instrument now placed upon the market 
by the firm of Aldis Bros., appears to be the concrete embodiment of 
these ideas. According to the patent specification, one component is 
a cemented combination of long focus (either slightly positive or slightly 
negative), formed of a converging lens cemented to a diverging lens of 
slightly higher refractive index. The second component is formed of 
one double convex lens, and the radius of curvature of each of the two 
faces is greater than the radius of curvature of any face of the first com¬ 
ponent. The radius of curvature of the outer face of the second com¬ 
ponent is greater than that of its inner face. From this it follows that 
there are only three elements constituting the lens. Messrs. Aldis have 
sent us a specimen of Series II., No. 2, for trial. As it is specially 
designed for rapid hand-camera work, it should be judged by its suitability 
for that purpose. The aperture is f/6 and the focal length inches. At 
full aperture it is recommended for quarter-plate size. The central defi¬ 
nition is excellent, but we observe some falling off at the margin of the 
plate. Probably the desire to obtain as large an area of definition as 
possible has been the reason for adopting inches as the focus for a 
quarter plate, but with the large aperture of f/6 the depth of definition 
is reduced. On the other hand, the angle of view is diminished and 
the lens in this respect will meet the taste of those who prefer the per¬ 
spective of narrower angle lenses. If we take the three essentials for 
a good hand-camera lens, rapidity, fine definition, and covering power 
for the specified plate, we think the lens will commend itself as a satis¬ 
factory compromise. The construction of a doublet formed of three 
lenses, without an air space in either combination, has been accomplished 
by more than one optician in the past, but it is a distinct advance to 

arrive at this result with an aperture of f/6. Nevertheless, we think 
there is room for further improvement in the area of fine definition 
as compared with the focal length of the lens. Mr. Hugh L. Aldis 
furnishes us with the following notes relating to the lens:—“The ‘Aldis 
Lens ’ consists of a front cnmnl.-d -•.i.-ifim ; i< u h ,, - |. 
We have therefore secured only four cting I con¬ 
sequent freedom from any tendency to ghosts or flare spots. We claim 
entire freedom from these defects, and at the same time have reduced 
the liability to mechanical errors to a minimum. The correct centrin'3- 
for such a doublet lens can be carried out without any mechanical com¬ 
plications of screw adjustments, etc., which are very liable to go wrong. 
As regaids the nature of the glass used in those lenses, we should be 
glad if you would kindly note this important and interesting fact. Both 
Messrs. Zeiss and Goerz, in their patent specifications, have declared that 
it i^» impossible to produce an anastigmatically corrected doublet lens 
without introducing at least one cemented combination in which the 
cemented surface is such that the rays are converged in passinrr across 
it. This practically amounts to stating (considering the nature of th< 
optical glasses at present obtainable) that such an astigmatically-corrected 
lens must contain the glass known as ‘Heavy Baryta Crown.’ As you 
may be aware, it has been found impossible "to produce this glass free 
from small bubbles, which mar its undoubted optical value. We have 
succeeded in producing in the ‘ Aldis ’ lens an anastigmatically-corrected 
doublet in which only ‘Light Baryta Hint’ glass is used. he-<--■ ed 
surface having a divergent effect upon the rays, and consequently, of 
course, we have been able to keep the lens entirely free from any small 
imperfections, such as hubbies, etc.” 

“The Lothian ‘Combined’ Frame.” Sold by Andrew H. Baird, 33-39. 
Lothian Street, Edinburgh. 

It is not easy nowadays to impart novelty of use or construction to a 
photographic printing frame, hut in the little piece of apparatus before 
us Mr. Baird has quite succeeded in doing so. The “ Combined ” frame, 
in fact, is both decorative and useful. Made of dark moulded wood, the 
half plate before us looks superficially like a frame used for mounting 
purposes. So neat is it that this purpose may readily be availed of. But 
it has a variety of uses, as the following notes of instruction will show: — 
“ Use the frame in the usual manner when required for printing purposes. 
For framing purposes proceed as follows: (1) Remove the hack of frame 
and insert a piece of plain glass (the glass of a disused negative will do). 
(2) Trim the print according to your judgment; cut it perfectly rect¬ 
angular. (3) From the larger pieces of paper backing select a suitable 
colour by placing the print against the most likely ones. (4) Now put 
the print with the paper backing on the top, against the glass in the 
frame and replace the back. The framing is thus immediately completed 
(5) For framing purposes most exquisite results are obtained by using 
^-plate prints in 1-1-plate frames, and -/.-plate prints -in /r-plate frames, 
etc. By employing the larger frame the marginal (smaller) papers can 
be used with very much effect. (6) By slipping a cord under the springs 
the frame may be hung against a wall in the ordinary way. For storing 
sensitive paper an old negative or glass plate is first placed in the frame 
as a support, and then a mount or a piece of thin cardboard tc protect 
the paper from the light. The sensitive paper is now inserted and covered 
up with another mount or piece of nonactinic paper. Finallj the back 
is replaced. Prints and film negatives are satisfactorily stored in a. 
similar manner.” A “Combined” frame, ^-plate size, costs Is. 9d., and, 
its variety and economy of purpose make it cheap at the price. 

-♦-1- 

The incorporation of the Carbutt Dry Plate and Film Company, under 
the laws of Delaware, on April 2nd, with a capital stock of $150,000, 
was an important step toward the perpetuation of one of Philadelphia’s 
best known industries. The corporation was formed to acquire the busi¬ 
ness so long conducted by John Carbutt under his own name, and also 
that his sons might hereafter have an active interest in the enterprise. 
The new company came into possession of the property on April 4th, 
and a permanent organisation has been effected by the election of Messrs. 
John Carbutt, president; J. E. Carbutt, vice-president and treasurer, 
and R. F. Carbutt, secretary. As a manufacturer of dry plates, celluloid 
films and photographic specialties, John Carbutt enjoys an international 
reputation. He was the pioneer in this line in the United States, and 
first commenced business in 1878 at Ninth and Arch Streets. His trade 
continued to develop to such an extent, however, that in 1834 he built 
the present “ Keystone Dry Plate Works ” at Wayne Junction, where- 
he has been located ever since. He has been compelled to add improve¬ 
ments from time to time, however, and his establishment to-day is one 
of the largest and best equipped plants of the kind in this country. As 
an evidence of the high merits of the goods turned out at these works 
it may be cited that the United States Geclogical Survey was several 
years ago equipped with a full line of Mr. Carbutt’s photographic appur¬ 
tenances, as was also the Greely Expedition to the North Pole in 1880. 
The output of these works are too well known and too highly appre¬ 
ciated by the trade at large to require any enumeration at our hands,, 
and their merits are too strongly established to require more than passing 
comment. The fact that these photographic specialities are to-day in 
satisfactory use throughout the world is in itself the highest proof of 
their superiority. As president of the Carbutt Dry Plate and Film Com¬ 
pany, Mr. Carbutt will continue to manifest an active personal interest 
in the business wuich has attained such large proportions under his able 
and progressive management of affairs, and the enterprise will continue 
to be conducted along the same lines which brought such a marked 
degree of success in the past.—“The Mercantile and Financial Times” 
(Philadelphia). 
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Dietings of Societies, 
MEETINGS OF SOCIETIES FOR NEXT WEEK. 

May. Name of Society. Subject. 

10. [ Ashton-under-Lyne Photo. 1 i.auiljle to Millers uale. -Leaner, Mr. 
( Xullocli Cheyne. 

10. 

10. ) Ramble—Kingdou Gardens, Smokey 
1 Lane. 2.45. 

L0. Croydon Natural History. Excursion—Photographic Section. 

13. Asliton-under-Lyne Photo. i Ramble to Grindleford. Leader, Mr. 
1 Alfred Shaw. 

13. Croydon Natural History. Geological. 

13. Birmingham Photographic. 1 A Demonstration of Development. Mr. 
1 E. S. Barralet. 

14. Birmingham Photographic .... 1 11 df-Day Excursion to the “Leasowes.’ 
( Leader, Mr. E. Johnson. 

11. Croydon Camera Club . Chromatype. Mr. J. R. Gotz. 

11. North Middlesex Photographic I A Trip to the Moon (fully illustrated). 
\ Dr. E. J. Spitta. 

Jo. Richmond Camera Club . Annual General Meeting. 
15.1 Croydon Natural History. Excursion—Botanical. 

f Whot can be Done with a Hand 
15.' 

i 
Sunderland Photographic . 

London and Provincial. ^ 

. Camera. By Messrs. C. P. Goerz & 
l Co. 

15.1 Aoveities in Apparatus, Ac. 

ROYAL PHOTOGRAPHIC SOCIETY.—THE PROCEEDINGS OF 

COUNCIL. 

[Reprinted from the Society’s Journal for April.] 
Revision of Articles.—The Council have to announce that they have 
appointed a committee to consider whether and in what directions the 
society’s articles of association require revision. The committee have 
also been instructed to consider and report upon the question of proxy 
voting as affecting members of the society. The committee, which will 
present its report early in the next session, is composed of the following 
.members:—Mr. Leslie E. Clift, Dr. E. C. Fincham, Mr. Francis luce, 
Mr. John Sterry. 

An Annual Dinner.—The Council, acting upon a suggestion that the 
society should institute an annual dinner, have appointed a committee 
•to consider and report upon the matter. The committee, upon which 
the following gentlemen have been appointed, will meet at an early 
date to prepare a report:—Mr. Frank Bishop, Mr. Alfred Ellis, Dr. 
Ernest C. Fincham, Mr. T. E. Freshwater, and Mr. Martin Jacolette. 

Affiliated Funds.—The Council have decided to separate the funds of 
the Affiliation from those of the Royal Photographic Society, in whose 
books and banking account they have hitherto been included. The sub¬ 
scriptions will be received by the society, which will deduct one-third 
for working expenses, as at present, and will pay the balance to the 
credit of a separate affiliation account every quarter. 

The Museum.—The Council are pleased to announce that an addition 
has been made to the technical exhibits in the Society’s museum by the 
acceptance of the following apparatus which has been lent by Mr. Hugh 
L. P. Lowe, of Chepstow: — 

A portable wet plate box camera (12in. by 10in.), with baths, etc., 
made by Negretti about 1852. 

A dry plate magazine stereoscopic camera, made by Dancer nearly 

iifty years ago. 
A magazine stereoscope invented by the exhibitor's father about 1356. 
The following additional committees have been appointed: — 
Library Committee.—Dr. P. II. Emerson, Mr. A. Haddon, Professor 

R. Meldola, Mr. H. Snowden Ward, and Sir H. Trueman Wood. 
Exhibition Organising Committee.—Mr. Frank Bishop, Mr. John 

Ounston, Mr. Martin Jacolette, Mr. J. C. S. Mummery, and Mr. E. 
Sanger Shepherd. 

Selecting and Hanging Committees (to serve with those who were 
elected by the society, see p. 61) :— Pictorial Section : Mr. John Gunston, 
Mr. Martin Jacolette, Dr. Llewellyn Morgan, Mr. Eustace Young. 
Technical Section: Mr. Arthur C. Beard, Mr. Charles P. Butler, Dr. 
Vaughan Cornish, Mr. W. Gamble, Captain D. Wilson-Barker, R.N. 

Mr. J. S. Bergheim has been appointed a member of the Lectures 

Committee. 
The following have been appointed the society’s delegates upon the 

Affiliation Committee:—Mr. Douglas English, Dr. E. C. Fincham, Mr. 

John Sterry. 
The following additional standing orders have been adopted:— 
(12) The selection of photographs at the annual exhibitions for the 

permanent collection shall be entrusted to the judges, whose selection 
shall be subject to the approval cf the Council. 

(13) The expenses of carriage incurred by those contributing to the 
house exhibitions shall he borne by the society. 

(11) Smoking shall not be permitted at any meeting of the society, other 
than those of an informal character held on the first Tuesday in eacir 

month. 
(15) There shall be a repairs reserve fund in respect of (he premises 

at 66, Russell Square, and a sum of £50 shall be placed annually to 

the credit cf the fund. 
(16) The subscriptions received from the affiliated societies shall be 

•apportioned as follows:—One-third to the Royal Photographic Society 
for secretarial, clerical, and general expenses, and two-thirds to the 
affiliation for expenditure a3 tile committee may decide. 

(17) Cheques upon the society’s bankers shall be sign* d bj the honorary 
treasurer and the secretary of the society. 

Any doubts that the new informal meetings of the Royal Photographic 
Society would be a success were dispelled on Tuesday, Uaj 6th, when 
the inauguration of the .scheme tor opening the house at 66 Russell Squin 
daily from 10 a.m. until 10 p.m., and the first of the informal meetings, 
took place. It was unfortunate that the council, who have arranged 
to provide this extra opportunity of meeting to the members, wars 
detained over their business and prevented from lending to the function 
their support. The chair was taken by Mr. Leslie E. Clift, who, in a. 

few introductory remarks, bore testimony to the increasing energy dis¬ 
played by the House Committee in their efforts to complete the decoration 
of the three new rooms that are now thrown open. These rooms comprise 
commodious and well-lighted apartments for the accommodation of the 
growing permanent collection of photographs and the extensive collection 
cf examples of the applications of photograph}' in its more technical 
aspects. There is also a large enlarging room Idled with sink, lantern, 
and easel, that will no doubt be duly appreciated. 

Mr. S. Herbert Fry, as a member of the Home Committee, said thai 
in getting the rooms into trim they had endeavoured to show that they 
were not a committee of “ say something,” but a committee of “ try to 
do something.” At the same time, he assured the members that their 
criticism of the provisions they had made would be welcomed. The 
House Committee sought such criticisms in the belief that they were 
invaluable as a means of arriving at exactly what was required. 

After some eulogistic remarks and some suggestions had been made, 
the chairman alluded to the importance of maintaining the workrooms in 
an efficient state. He was sure that the members, who were now respon¬ 
sible, would not fail to preserve as far as possible the good condition of 
the apparatus, and in fact treat it in every way as they would their own. 

A member remarked that he had understood that the cost of installing 
the electric light in the lantern was somewhat high, and that the expense 
of running the helical-focus lamp, such as is installed in the new lantern, 
was considerable. He also gathered that there was some uncertainty 
about its work. 

Mr. Kenneth Mees said that, while the arc lamp (which can also be 
employed) was undoubtedly the best illuminant from the point of view 
of definition, to take but one, it was not easy to manipulate without 
experience. He supporled the adoption of the existing illuminant. 

Mr. John H. Gear dissented from this speaker’s remarks as to the 
difficulty of working the electric arc lamp and its liability to go out. It 
was the fault of the operator if any trouble occurred. 

In reply to a question as to the earliest date by which the enlarging 
room would be ready, Mr. Fry suggested that if the speaker wished he 
was able to commence operations at once; he would find everything ready. 

The meeting broke up after a very pleasant discussion, in which it 
was manifest that the members were satisfied with the progress that had 
been made and pleased with the idea of the informal meetings. The 
suggestion that an opportunity might be made to introduce one member 
to another is one that will commend itself. 

IONDON AND PROVINCIAL PHOTOGRAPHIC ASSOCIATION. 

May 1st, 1902.—Mr. Thomas Bedding in the chair. 

Mr. P. Everitt showed the bottle (described by him at a recent meet¬ 
ing) constructed to pour off measured quantities of solution without 
outside interference. The hon. sec. having read a short paper descrip¬ 
tive of certain printing-out paper, a discussion took place upon some 
of the points that were raised. 

The chairman thought it open to debate, if not contention, that nine- 
tenths of the exposures made in these days were instantaneous. The 
common definition of such an exposure was “ something lees than a 
second,” and he was inclined to question the accuracy of the suggestion 
that longer exposures were in so small a proportion. As regards the 
battle of the developers, it was thought that metol and other of the 
newer developers were more extensively used than anything else, but 
he had an idea that pyrogallol was still very largely employed. On the 
question of the development of gelatino-chloride papers, it would be 
interesting to know whether uniformity of colour and depth were easily 
attainable. 

Mr. W. T. Wilkinson said that some nine years ago he had considerable 
experience with developed p.o.p. prints, and the results in his hands 
were just as good as those obtained by printing out. He was doing three 
hundred prints a day in the winter months with facility. Certainly one 
could not pick up the process quickly; experience alcne made cue capable 
cf securing uniformity of result. 

Mr. Everitt said that he had seen the process worked by Liesgang 
was summer time, and evidently some advantage was seen in the method. 

Mr. Fry thought that nobody would chocse to work by the develop¬ 
ment method if he could print-out instead. He thought that the method 
demonstrated by Mr. Hodd some time ago was a good, simple, and 
reliable process, but that the development process was net the cheapest 
way of working p.o.p. 

Mr. R. Beckett said he was cue of those who regarded pyro as still 
having a strong hold on photographers. He knew of people who had 
come back to its use after trying other agents and finding them inferior. 

Mr. Welford Brought that pyro would be found a long way in arrear 
if the dealers were asked about it. Of course, he was expressing no 
opinion about its merits. 

Mr. Fry said that pyro might be mere used than ever, and yet have 
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a, smaller proportion of adherents than formerly, due to the great increase 
in-the ranks of photographers. 

The discussion was continued on other matters of general interest. 

CAMERA CLUB. 

Thursday, April 23rd, was devoted to a lecture by the Rev. F. C. Lambert 
.upon “ The Toning of Bromide Prints.” Previous to the lecture, Mr. 
Wallace Godfrey, who has resumed the duties of hon. sec. pro tern., 
informed the members that he was wishful, if possible, to carry on the 
weekly lectures all through the month of May. It had been customary 
to close down the lecture season at the end of April, but many members 
had expressed a wish that the enlarged period should be tried experi¬ 
mentally, and he, as hon. sec., would undertake to find good lecturers, if 
the members generally would do their part by finding audiences. After 
these few remarks, the chairman of the evening, Mr. T. C. Hepworth, 
•called upon the Rev. F. C. Lambert to commence his lecture. 

Mr. Lambert explained that he had not prepared a formal written 
lecture, but that his discourse would take the form of a number of notes 
which he had made during a series of experiments. And these notes 
related to the pictures which were exhibited on the walls of the room, 
a series of prints, mostly from the same negative, but toned with different 
.agents, and exhibiting all manner of colours, from bright yellow to 
violet-blue. The lecturer called attention to the important circumstance 
that the colours of these prints were very different by daylight, and he 
.said that he himself was much struck by this fact when he unpacked 
the pictures in the club room. One print especially, a rich butter-cup 
yellow by daylight, appeared by the light of the electric glow lamps in 
the room a washed-out ochre, which altogether falsified the real tint. 

Mr. Lambert explained that he was indebted to Mr. Wellington, of 
Elstree, for a quantity of machine-made prints, which had all been 

•exposed and developed under precisely the same conditions. He con¬ 
sidered that this circumstance was a great advantage in experimental 
work such as that in which he had been engaged, in giving him a sure 
foundation to deal with. 

The pictures on the walls were divisible into two series. (1) A portrait 
study, upon which he had commenced working more than a year ago, 
the prints from which had been tossing about in the dust and dirt of 
his workroom ever since; and (2) a series of prints prepared during the 
last few days; for he followed the usual practice of lecturers in post¬ 
poning the needful things for illustration until the last possible moment. 
These prints, he would ask his hearers to understand, were records of 

■experiments up to a certain stage. Some gave good results, and some 
gave tones which they would all endeavour to avoid. He trusted that 
others would take up the work, and that his experiments would enable 
them to avoid the blind alleys which he had traversed. 

The work generally of toning bromide prints was much the same as 
that involved in toning lantern slides, and he might, in passing, refer 
.his hearers to his own book upon that subject. It must be remembered 
that many of the solutions used for toning prints acted at the same time 
as intensifiers, or reducers—mostly as intensifiers; it therefore became 
necessary not to attempt to tone prints which were too fully exposed or 

■developed, or the finished result would be very disappointing. On the 
other hand, an under-exposed print was generally much improved in 
.appearance by the operation. He had hung his specimen pictures on 
the wall in preference' to handing them round to the members, as was 
often done, and his reason was that, in the handing-round method, 
anembers would often be looking at pictures to which the lecturer’s 
remarks, at the moment, did not apply. Each specimen was numbered, 
so that he could read from his notes, and the picture with the results 
attained could be at once identified. 

Mr. Lambert then explained how each experimental print had been 
■toned; but, except in one or two cases, he did not give exact formulae, 
merely mentioning the agents used, without specifying exact quantities. 

It is to be hoped that later on he will see fit to supply this omission, 
dor without such measurements a tabulated list of the experiments is 
not of much use. It was, however, interesting to note how the colour 

■of a print can, after toning, be varied sometimes by an additional agent 
in very dilute form. It is also noteworthy that in some of these experi¬ 
ments the toning action was continued for several hours. Another 
important factor is found in the temperature at which the solutions 
were employed. Thus, in the case of the well-known hypo and alum 
bath, which is commonly employed at a high temperature, it was found 
That it would act in the cold, if the immersion of the print was continued 
rfor some hours. With regard to Uranium toning, the lecturer pointed 
■out that if a print so toned were placed under the tap for washing, most 
•of the colour would be quickly discharged, the impact of the water 
seeming to have a mechanical action. Such prints should be put, for 
washing, in a dish face downwards, and the washing water should be 
acidulated with acetic acid. A great variety of tints were procurable 

T>y following the usual Uranium solution by various chemicals. 
The discussion was opened, at the invitation of the chairman, by Mr. 

Inwards, who spoke rather disparagingly of the prints shown, submitting 
that most of the tones were disagreeable in hue. He preferred a bromide 
print of the usual black, untoned, to many of the pictures exhibited. 
He considered that all photographers were indebted to Mr. Lambert for 
these interesting researches, and he trusted that they would result in 
the discovery of a good, permanent, sepia tone for bromide prints. Mr. 
'Lambert agreed that the question of permanency was a most important 
one. Many of the colours shown must be regarded with the gravest 
suspicion, but he thought that the blue, produced by much the same 

■agents as painters’ pigments, ought to be as permanent as water-colour 
■of the same tint. 

The chairman suggested that, if possible, a selection of the pictures 
exhibited that evening should be framed and kept in the club for purposes 
of reference, it would then be seen whether the tints were quickiv 
fugitive or whether they retained their beauty. He also thought that 
a point worth considering was the method of development adopted in 
producing these prints, for it seemed natural that the particular developer 
employed should affect the toning operation. The lecturer could give 
no information as to the developer employed. 

A hearty vote of thanks to the Rev. F. C. Lambert for the pains he had 
taken in carrying out a most tedious, but highly useful series of experi¬ 
ments, concluded the proceedings. 
Afril 28th, 1902. Mr. A. W. Rimington, whose collection of water¬ 
colour drawings at the Fine Art Gallery, Bond Street, is delighting many 
visitors, appeared at the club last week in the role of lecturer, and he 
chose tor the title of a most able discourse “ The .Principles of Fainting 
Applied to Photography.” 

The members of the Camera Club have, from time to time, had so 
many papers dealing with the art side of photography, that they have 
been almost surfeited with that description of fare. The same members 
have over and over again joined in the same kind of discussion which 
follows every such paper, and everyone in the room knows exactly what 
each is going to say. Mr. Rimington had, however, something new to 
tell, and he told it most eloquently. He had no cheap sneers for the 
despised photographer, but welcomed him as the exponent of a sister 
art to his own. He did not dogmatise, but with kindly suggestion sought 
to point out that there were many things which the photographer might 
learn from the painter in the same way that the painter was able to 
pick up much useful knowledge from photography. 

For a long time photography stood aloof as quite a separate and minor 
branch of picture making, but of late years men had aimed at something 
higher, and the photographer had begun to trench upon the same field 
as the painter. In many ways the sun artist had cut the ground from 
under the feet of the worker with brush and pencil. This was abundantlv 
seen in book and newspaper illustration, and more lately in colour work, 
from which very great results were likely to accrue. Someone had said 
that photography was “ a raw slice of nature, while painting was a 
cooked one.” He did not agree with this definition, and was quite willing 
to admit that photography was an art, and not merely a science. 

There were certain principles of art which it would, he thought, be 
useful for a photographer to consider, and with these he would severally 
deal, drawing illustrations from the various pictures, autotype repro¬ 
ductions, of well-known works which had been hung for that purpose on 
the walls around them. 

There were two great currents by which the stream of art was divided 
in the present day, and their names were Realism and Decorativeness. 

Fifty years ago, when a man put his brush to canvas, it was merely 
necessary for him to produce something pretty, or something which 
would tell a story. Then there stepped in realism, and a great change 
came over the world of art. Men went to nature, from which all prin¬ 
ciples are derived either directly or indirectly. The first principle witfi 
which he would deal was concentration, or simplicity, which they would 
find to be a dominant note in all great art. There must be in a picture 
one main idea, to which all else was subservient; in other words, the 
artist’s efforts should not be frittered away in fulness of details. (Here 
the lecturer pointed out how, in various examples hung upon the walls 
of the room, this principle was rigidly followed by some of the first 
masters). Many photographs are displeasing to painters because in their 
wealth of detail they suffer so much loss of breadth and general effect. 
He believed that this could be obviated by adopting certain devices in 
the taking and in the printing of a photograph. 

His next principle was involved in the word “ Line.” All painters gave 
great attention to line. It was a very important thing in a picture to 
have leading lines, for they helped the perspective and bound the com¬ 
position togethor. In studies of the nude and in foliage they had lines 
of high curvature, and these lines should be grouped. Another charac¬ 
teristic of line is “ radiation,” i.e., the tendency of lines to radiate more 
or less from one point. All trees show a natural radiative system. 
It may be asked, How does all this apply to photography ? Let us suppose 
that the camera bearer is on a heath with a road winding across it. It 
will be in his power to select a spot on that heath where the road will 
form good lines in preference to faulty ones. 

Another principle is “ Texture,” which plays a great part in nature, as 
it does in painting. We may have a smooth, granular, or reticulated 
surface, or a combination of them. There is nothing more unpleasant 
than a painting where everything is smooth. A photographer has the 
power of controlling texture to a great extent, and he depends mainly 
for this power upon the lighting of the subject, a side light on a tree 
trunk, for example, giving a rough texture, which is quite absent when 
the light is from the front. 

The lecturer next dealt with the subject of “ Balance,” and remarked 
that the Japanese were masters of this principle, and that the greatest 
of all landscape painters—Turner, understood it thoroughly Balance 
was worthy of study by all photographers. So also was a principle which 
he would call “ Interchange,” by which he meant the carrying over of 
a small portion of light into a mass of shadow, or vice versa. We had 
mayiy examples of this device in the works of Rembrandt. 

With regard to what is called “ Value,” both painter and photographer 
found themselves in a difficulty, for the scale of luminosity in nature was 
so much greater than that at their command that there must be a com¬ 
promise ; their scale must be at fault somewhere or other. In photo¬ 
graphy value means difference of tone, and speaking generally, a photo¬ 
graph in this respect is very contrary to nature. 

The lectarer next insisted upon the importance in a picture of “Essen¬ 
tial Forms.” These were indicated by patches of light and shade, or 
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colour patches—thus, in one sense, the shadow cast by a clump of trees 
might be of more importance to the composition than the trees them¬ 
selves. Both Turner and Rembrandt knew the importance of these 
essential forms. The latter would introduce features into his pictures 
which were in themselves positively ugly, but these were overshadowed 
by the essential forms. In photography these forms are of the highest 
importance, and it was within the power of the camera user to watch 
the changes which affected them, and to take advantage of the right 
moment for making his exposure. Art generally will make a great step 
forward when these essential forms are more fully studied. Another 
point to which photographers would do well to pay heed is “ the sacrifice 
of minor to major truths.” Thus, in many cases the details of distance 
must be suppressed, so as to add to the general effect of a picture. He 
knew that there was now a general tendency among photographers to 
suppress detail, but they must be careful not to abuse this power. 
They might upset the nervous system of the camera, and beget a night¬ 
mare. In art there was room for the Pre-Raphaelite, as there was for 
the Impressionist. 

Much had been said and written about individuality, or the personal 
element in art. An artist who felt strongly about the work under his 
hand, as every artist should do, must impress his painting with some 
of his own individuality; but, of course, there is a limit, which over¬ 
stepped would tend to self-advertisement. Some persons have said that 
there can be no poetry in photography, but he himself had seen many 
photographs which were full of poetry. 

Lastly, he believed that photography had a great future before it. 
Certainly it has been, and will be, a great help to painters. It has in 
the past shown them possibilities which otherwise they would hardly 
have realised, and with regard to the future there were signs that photo¬ 
graphy was doing for painting what the printing press did for literature. 
It was sending reproductions of painters’ work to the four corners of 
the globe. He believed that in colour work photography had a wonderful 
mission before it; he would refer them to a marvellous book lately pub¬ 
lished which contained a number of pictures in colour which were repro¬ 
ductions of pictures by Mr. Mortimer Menpes. 

A discussion, in which several members joined, and in which a dis- 
distinguished visitor, Lord Alwyne Compton, Bishop of Ely, took part, 
followed the lecture, which was given entirely without notes. Everyone 
spoke in a highly appreciative manner of Mr. Rimington’s discourse, and 
expressed the hope that he would address the club on a future occasion. 
Mr. Middleton, who occupied the chair, intimated that he was giving 
up the post of hon, secretary. This announcement met with many 
expressions of regret, which, however, were tempered by the news that 
Mr. W. Godfrey, the former occupant of the post, had consented to 
resume the duties connected with the office. 

PROFESSIONAL PHOTOGRAPHERS’ ASSOCIATION. 

Report of the Edinburgh Branch. 

This branch was formed on September 30th, 1901. A circular was issued 
to all professional photographers in Edinburgh, Leith, and Portobello, 
inviting them to assist in forming an Edinburgh branch of the P.P.A. 
This was responded to by 17 photographers. As the result of this meet¬ 
ing, all the gentlemen present joined the association, and the branch 
was formed, with Mr. Crooke president, Mr. Balmain treasurer, and 
Mr. Moffat secretary. It was decided to hold five meetings in the year, 
four of which have now been held, at which the following subjects were 
discussed: — 

(1) What Constitutes a Dealer ? 
(2) Benevolent Fund. 
(3) The Amendment of Copyright Act. 
(4) Photographers as Dealers. 
15) Fire Insurance Rates. 
(6) The Apprentice System in Studios. 
(7) The P.P.A.’s Position to the Photographers’ Copyright Union. 

The London Association was advised of the decisions come to on the 
above, and these were duly reported in the photographic Press. 

There are in this district 29 bona-fide professional photographers, 21 
of whom have joined the association. Three others have promised to 
join, but have not yet filled in the application forms. We hope they will 
do so, however, before the end of the year. 

Report of the Hull Branch. 

April 9th.—Present: The Chairman; hon. secretary, W. Fussey; A. J. 
Wellsted, J. Osbourne, C. Delf, G. E. Thompson, W. Hancock, E. Cooper, 
C. Jones, W. H. Duncan. 

Prior to this meeting of the local branch of the P.P.A., meetings had 
been held by several photographers chiefly interested in the “ cutting 
of prices ” for certain out-door work in Hull and district. The matter 
was now brought before the association in due form, and as a basis 
for agreement a minimum scale of charges was put before the meeting. 

Mr. W. H. Duncan proposed and Mr. W. Hancock seconded a resolu¬ 
tion “ That a circular letter be addressed to Hull and district members 
of the P.P.A. asking agreement to this list of charges as the absolute 
minimum at which out-door work in the district shall be undertaken by 

any photographer in the association.” 
Tn the discussion which followed, although it was fortunately clear that 

most of the members were able to command much better fees than these 
suggested minimum rates, yet the opinion of the meeting was that some- 
thin» should be done to ameliorate those more severe conditions of com¬ 
petition prevailing between some of the local photographers, and which 
might result not only prejudicially to themselves, but to the general 
membership of photographers. The hon. secretary promised to issue the 

letters and report on the result at the next meeting. 

HOVE CAMERA CLUB. 

The following are extracts from the annual report:— During th« past 
year the club has shown increased activity, and several new features 
have been introduced. The new rule passed at the last annual meeting 
admitting country members at half subscription lias worked well. The 
committee, acting on the suggestion of several members, have started 
since Christmas a series of afternoon meetings for the benefit of thow 
unable to attend the ordinary evening meetings. This experiment haj 
proved a great success, and the committee have no hesitation in 
tinuing the same during the next winter session. A postal port 
section has also been formed, and the committee hope that the good 
support given to the initial number which is now in circulation will be 
continued. An attractive syllabus was provided for the ordinary ev< n 
meetings. Two or three of these call for special mention. Mr. E. F. 
Grun, of Southwick, described, before a large audience, his invention, 
the new fluid lens, and showed on the screen a unique series of lantern 
slides and animated photographs taken in various theatres. Mr. E. .J. 
Bedford, of Eastbourne, also gave the club a delightful lecture, illustrated 
with a fine set of slides, entitled “ Bird Architecture.” Mr. W. Jago, 
F.I.C., F.C.S., on another evening, ably dealt with the “Chemist 
Photography.” The annual exhibition was held in November, and th 
committee consider that the results were very gratifying. The quality 
of the pictures in the open classes was above the average, while the 
number of exhibitors and the receipts from all sources show a substantial 
increase. The exhibition was opened by the president, Alderman .J. 
Colman, Mayor of Hove. The prize slides and some examples of colour 
photography by the Sanger Shepherd process were exhibited at intervals, 
and two illustrated lectures were given, one by Dr. Cavendish Molson, 
entitled “A Town in the Levant,” and the other by Mr. Douglas English, 
entitled “ Camera Notes by an Amateur Field Naturalist.” Both these- 
lectures were much enjoyed by large audiences, and the club is specially 
indebted to these gentlemen for their kindness. Both the number and 
quality of the pictures in the club classes showed a decided improvement 
and the committee were very glad to see some excellent work from new 
members. 

SOUTHAMPTON CAMERA CLUB. 

The members of the above club held the concluding meeting of their 
winter programme, at the Philharmonic Hall, on the 28th ult., under th«- 
presidency of Mr. G. Vivian, when Mr. M. O’Connor gave a most instruc¬ 
tive lecture, entitled “ The Chemistry of Light and Pyro-Soda 
Developer.” 

He first explained the nature of light and the action of coloured waves- 
of light on the sensitive film of the dry plate, and gave detailed descrip¬ 
tions of the different silvers composing such films. Valuable information 
was given respecting the cause of the photographer’s enemy, called 
halation, and as to solarisation, or the changing of a negative image t< 
a positive. He also showed, by means of an ingenious diagram, how 
all the colours of the spectrum, combined in harmonious proportions, 
produced white. 

Passing on to the pyro-soda developer, he showed how the latent image 
in the sensitive film is formed by the action of the reflected light from the 
object on which the lens is focussed. The lecturer explained that the* 
light partially decomposed the silver salts in the emulsion, but not suffi¬ 
ciently to make the image apparent, and that decomposition of the silver 
was continued by the pyro-gallic acid during development, whereby the 
decomposed silver image becomes darkened and hence visible. The 
pyro alone is too slow in its action to accomplish this with satisfaction, 
and is, therefore, assisted and accelerated by alkalies, such as ammonia 
or sodium carbonate, and the process is completed by the hypo-sulphite- 
of soda, which entirely decomposes the remaining silver on the plate, 
which has not been acted on by the light. 

He ably described the composition of the various chemicals, and showed 
how the excess of one was counterbalanced by the simultaneous action 
of the others, clearly proving the necessity for the inclusion of all. 

The fixing solution was next reviewed, showing how the hypo-sulphite- 
decomposed the remaining particles of silver haloid. Mr. O’Connor 
mentioned that this valuable agent was discovered by Chassier in 1799, 
but Daguerre was the first to use it as a fixing agent. Fox-Talbot was, 
however, the first to discover the fixing of the negative, about 1835, 
using a strong solution of common salt in connection with his paper 
negatives. 

Many most elaborate and instructive diagrams were exhibited during- 
the discourse, and greatly assisted to explain the various technicalities. 

At the conclusion a vote of thanks was proposed by the chairman, and 
was heartily accorded by the audience. 

The lecture, although necessarily very technical, was considered of 
great value to amateur photographers. 

Mr. O’Connor, in briefly returning thanks, said that he hoped what 
had been heard would encourage the members to study the technical 
portion of photography with more persistent energy. 

Hackney Photographic Society.—On April 29th a lecture and demon¬ 
stration on the gum-bichromate process was given by Mr. J. O. Grant. 

West Surrey Photographic Society’s Exhibition.—The 21 sets of lantern 
slides which were entered for competition at the above exhibition, held" 
last week, were, last Wednesday evening, judged at the usual weekly 
gathering by Mr. Mackie. It being an exceedingly strong class, two 
medals of equal value were awarded, instead of the one offered, for the 
best slide in the best set of four, the one going to Mr. F. G. Trvhorn 
(4 architecture) for “South Choir Aisle, Norwich,’ and the other f4 Zoo 
studies) for “ Wild Bull’s Head.” 
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Messrs. Holmes Bros., of Manchester, have taken new premises at 
Princes Buildings, 22, Oxford Street, Manchester. 

Messrs. Atjty, Ltd., of 20 and 21, Pront Street, Tynemouth have sold 
the negatives and stock of their view department to Mr. Godfrey Hast¬ 
ings of Whitley Bay, Northumberland. 

At the Vicarage Parish Room, Vicarage Gate, Kensington, an illustrated 
lecture, entitled “ What I saw with the Allies in Pekin,” will be given by 
Mr. C. Pilkington (Special Correspondent for “ Black and White ”), on 
Monday, May 12th, 1902. The chair will be taken at 8.30 p.m. by the 
Vicar. Tickets, Is. each, can be obtained from the Rev. H. M. Schroder, 
28, Gordon Place; the Rev. R. Holmes, 5, Lorton Terrace; the Rev. 
E T. R. Johnston, 30, Campden Grove; Mr. R. H. W. Curtis, 23, Pem¬ 
broke Square, W.; J. Lucking, 73, Church Street; and at the Parish 
Church Vestry. The following is a brief syllabus of the lecture, which 

i will be illustrated by upwards of 100 lantern views from photographs 
taken and coloured by the lecturer:—New York, Montreal, The Rockies, 
Japan, Ta-ku, Tient-sin, The Peiho, Pekin, and about it. The proceeds 
will be devoted to the Aston Clinton Holiday Home Building Fund. 

Royal Institution.—The annual meeting of the members of the Royal 
Institution was held on Thursday afternoon (the 1st of May), Sir James 
Crichton-Browne in the chair. The annual report of the Committee of 
Visitors for the year 1901, testifying to the continued prosperity and 
efficient management of the institution, was read and adopted, and the 
report on the Davy-Faraday research laboratory of the Royal Institution, 
which accompanied it, was also read. Forty-four new members were 
elected in 1901. Sixty-three lectures and 17 evening discourses were 
delivered in 1901. The books and pamphlets presented in 1901 amounted 
to about 253 volumes, making, with 722 volumes (including periodicals 
bound) purchased by the managers, a total of 975 volumes added to the 
library in the year. Thanks were voted to the president, treasurer, and 
the honorary secretary, to the committees of managers and visitors, and 
to the professors, for their valuable services to the institution during 
the past year. The following gentlemen were unanimously elected as 
officers for the ensuing year:—President, the Duke of Northumberland; 
treasurer, Sir James Crichton-Browne; secretary, Sir William Crookes; 
managers, the Right Hon. Lord Alverstone, Sir James Blyth, Bart., Sir 
Frederick Bramwell, Bart., Dr. Thomas Buzzard, Dr. Donald Hood, Sir 
Francis Laking, Mr. George Matthey, Dr. Ludwig Mond, Dr. Hugo 
Muller, Mr. Edward Pollock, Sir Owen Roberts, Sir Felix Semon, The 
Right Hon. Sir James Stirling, Mr. John I. Thornycroft, and Mr. James 
Wimshurst; visitors: Dr. Henry E. Armstrong, Dr. Charles Edward 
Beevor, Mr. John B. Broun-Morison, Mr. Francis Elgar, Mr. Francis 
Gaskell, Dr. Dundas Grant, Lord Greenock, Mr. Maures Horner, Sir 
Henry Irving, Mr. Wilson Noble, Mr. W. R. Pidgeon, Mr. Arthur Rigg, 
Mr. W. S. Squire, Mr. Harold Swithinbank, and Mr. Charles Wightman. 

A monthly meeting was held on Monday afternoon (the 5th instant), 
the Duke of Northumberland, president, in the chair. Dr. Alfred Hiliier, 
Mr. Sydney Lupton, Mr. Carl F. von Siemens, and Mrs. C. F. von Siemens 
were elected members. The special thanks of the members were returned 
to Sir Thomas Sanderson, G.C.B., K.C.M.G., for a donation of £5 5s. 
to the fund for the promotion of experimental research at low tempera¬ 
tures. The chairman announced that His Grace the President had 
nominated the following vice-presidents for the ensuing year :—The Right 
Hon. Lord Alverstone, Sir Frederick Bramwell, Dr. Donald Hood, Mr. 
George Matthey, Dr. Ludwig Mond, the Right Hon. Sir James Stirling, 
Sir James Crichton-Browne, and Sir William Crookes. 

The National Gallery.—The Director of the National Gallery, in his 
Report for the year 1901, states that the Gallery in Trafalgar Square 
was visited by 478,346 persons on the free days during the year, showing 
a daily average attendance on such days (204 in number) of 2,345. In 
addition to the above number 35,704 persons visited the Gallery on the 
30 Sunday afternoons on which it was opened during 1901, showing a 
daily average attendance of 1,190. On students’ days (Thursdays and 
Fridays) 42,177 persons were admitted between January 1st and Decem¬ 
ber 31st, 1901, the admission fees (at 6d. each) amounting to £1,054 8s. 6d., 
as compared with £1,179 Is. 6d. received in 1900. The National Gallery 
of British Art, at Millbank, was visited by 185,434 persons on the free 
days during the year, showing a daily average attendance on such days 
(206 in number) of 900. In addition to the above number, 42,015 persons 
visited the Gallery on the 30 Sunday afternoons on which it was opened 
during 1901, showing a daily average attendance of 1,400. On students’ 
days (Thursdays and Fridays) 25,821 persons were admitted between 
January 1st and December 31st, 1901; the admission fees amounting to 
£645 10s. 6d., as compared with £678 9s. received in 1900. The amount 
annually realised by admission fees at both establishments is devoted 
as an “Appropriation in Aid” of the Parliamentary Yote to the National 
Gallery. The total number of students’ attendances at the Gallery in 
Trafalgar Square on Thursdays and Fridays throughout the year was 
14,866. Independently of partial studies, 629 oil-colour copies of pictures 
were made, viz., 358 from the works of 98 Old Masters and 271 from 
the works of 40 Modern Painters. Four pictures were purchased during 
the year, viz.:—“The Adoration of the Magi,” by Benedetto Bonfigli; 
“ The Coronation of the Virgin, with attendant Saints,” by Luca 
Signorelli; “ Portrait of a Young Man,” by Abraham Raguineau; and 
“ The Nativity,” by Jacopo Pacchiarotto. Ten others were bequeathed 
or presented, as well as a bust of Mr. John Ruskin. The four following 
pictures were purchased for the nation by the President and Council of 
the Royal Academy of Arts under the terms of the Chantrey Bequest: — 
“Morning,” by Arnesby Brown; “Val d’Arno: Evening,” by M. Ridley 
Corbet; “Ali Baba and the Forty Thieves,” by Albert Goodwin; “The 

Flower Girl,” by J. J. Shannon, A.R.A. The “ Portrait of Sir Arthur 
Sullivan,” painted by Sir J. E. Millais, P.R.A., and lent by the executors 
of the late Sir Arthur Sullivan, has been temporarily placed in the- 
National Gallery of British Art, and is now hung in Room 3 until it 
becomes eligible for acceptance by the National Portrait Gallery. 
“ Isaiah,” the cartoon for the mosaic on a spandrel under the dome of St. 
Paul’s Cathedral, by Alfred Stevens, presented to the nation by the 
late Mr. Cyrus J. Knowles in 1897, has been lined and restored. It is- 
now hung in Room 8 at the National Gallery of British Alt.—“ Standard.” 

Comsponaence. 
*** Correspondents should never write on loth sides of the paper. No 

notice is taken of communications unless the names and addresses of 
the writers are given. 

* * We do not undertake responsibility for the opinions expressed by our 
correspondents. 

COLLODION POSITIVES. 
To the Editors. 

Gentlemen,—Permit me to supplement your article on copying collo¬ 
dion positives with a caution. Many of these productions, in order 
to avoid reversal and dispense with a cover-glass, had the black varnish, 
applied to the film side, the picture being viewed through the glass. 
With those so treated it would be a very difficult, if not impossible, 
operation, to remove the varnish without injury to the delicate collo¬ 
dion film.—Yours, etc., J. Tileor. 

251, Elgin Avenue, Maida Vale, W. 
May 3rd, 1902. 

PHOTOGRAPHY AND THE HOLY SHROUD. 
To the Editors. 

Gentlemen,—Allow me, re the photographs of Holy Shroud and 
“ the wounds produced by the thorns and marks of the blood-drops,” 
to refer your readers to the 20th chapter, 6th verse, of St. John. Simon 
Peter, it is stated, “ entered into the tomb; and he beholdeth the 
linen cloths lying, and the napkin, that was upon His head, not 
lying with the linen cloths, but rolled up in a place by itself” (New 
Version). 

Is there not some discrepancy, set aside the said destruction of the 
original shroud?—Yours truly, M. D. 

May 6th, 1902. 

“A NEW AND LUCRATIVE PROFESSION.” 
To the Editors. 

Gentlemen,—I have just had my attention called to an advertise 
ment in “ Munsey’s Magazine,” which seems to me to call for some 
comment in the pages of the official organ of photography in this 
country. The advertisement I refer to is adorned by the picture of 
an “ elegant villa residence,” and is headed in large letters of leaded 
type, “A New and Lucrative Profession—Art Photography,” which 
interesting preliminaries are followed by what is, I think, the most 
egregious paragraph I have ever read. 

Mr. Gladstone is reported to have said that he considered the 
advertisements in American magazines the most interesting and 
instructive reading in the world, and while never opposed to the 
opinion of so eminent an authority, I admit I was never wholly con¬ 
verted to it until now. 

The building heading the advertisement appears to call itself a 
“ Photographic College,” where (and here I am quoting verbatim) 
“ you learn the Art Science of Modem Photography in all its branches 
in from three to six months.” The name of this wonderful institution 
is the “Illinois College of Photography,” and its local habitation is 
at 944, Wabash Ave., Effingham, Illinois. 

Could any more perfect illustration be conceived of the imaginative 
interest of American advertisements? But, also, alas! could anything 
be conceived more calculated to mislead and deceive the general 
public or—but this is really a minor matter—more insulting to the 
profession to which I have the honour to belong? 

Even in the infancy of photography such artists as D. O. Hill and 
Julia Cameron would have read such an advertisement with a sense 
of amused disgust, but when one thinks of men like William 
Crooke, Hollyer, Mendelssohn, Craig Annan, and in the United 
States such workers as Strauss and Falk, to mention only 
a few of the eminent men whose names readily occur to one—men. 
who have made a life-long study of the “ Art-science £which the 
college in Wabash Ave., Illinois, professes to teach in all its 
branches in from three to six months ”—men who would, every one 
of them, admit that, after all their long years of working experience 
they are still learners, that no week nor day goes by without their 
adding something to their knowledge of the Art and Science of their 
profession—one realises at its full value the amazing nature of such 

an advertisement. . 
But, after all, such men are more than able to take care of tfiem- 

selves. My object in writing this letter is neither to defend what 
the founders of the Illinois College call “ the dignified, fascinating,. 
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instructive, and lucrative calling of photography,” nor its best known 
-exponents, but toi warn those who do not know the facts against the 
•delusions which such advertisements foster. 

There is no royal road to excellence in any profession, as all parents 
who have sons to start in the world know to their cost, and the more 
strongly it is asserted and the more widely such an assertion is circu¬ 
lated that photography is no exception to this rule, the better it will 
be for everybody concerned.—I am, Sir, your obedient sei'vant, 

H. Walter Barnett. 
1, Park Side, Hyde Park Corner, S.W., 

May 4th, 1902. 

[The advertisement referred to by Mr. Barnett is as follows : — 

“A New and Lucrative Profession. 

“ ART PHOTOGRAPHY. 

“ The profession of Art-Photography offers to-day a greater oppor¬ 
tunity for early distinction and wealth than law or medicine. It is 
a dignified, fascinating, instructive, and lucrative calling. Law and 
medicine require three to five years’ study and a tuition fee of $300. 
In attending this College you learn the Art-Science of Modern Pho¬ 
tography in all its branches in three to six months, fitting you to 
open a studio of your own, or to take charge of any photographic 
department of the national government, that of any newspaper or 
mercantile establishment. Full course (life scholarship), $100. Room 
and board, $3 to $10 per week. 

“ This is the original and only exclusive Photographic College in 
the world, and has students from all over the globe. 

“ Every modern equipment known to science. Good positions 
secured for graduates. 

“ Write for handsomely-illustrated catalogue, showing engravings 
of our buildings and equipment, with full information as to cost and 
terms, mailed free upon request. 

“ Address: 

“ Illinois College of Photography, 

“944, Wabash Avenue, Effingham, Illinois.” 

An article on the subject appears elsewhere in this week’s Journal. 
—Eds., B. J. P.J 

-4- 

Answers to Correspondents, 
%* AU matters intended for the text portion of this JOURNAL, 

ing queries, must be addressed to “ The Editors, The British 

Journal of Photography, 24, Wellington-street, Strand, London, 
W. C. ” Inattention to this ensures delay. 

"* ** Correspondents are informed that rce cannot undertake to answer 
communications through the post. Questions are not answered unless 
the names and addresses of the writers are given. 

*** Communications relating to Advertisements and general business 
affairs should be addressed to Messrs. Henry Greenwood & Co., 
24, Wellington-street, Strand, London, W.C. 

Photographs Registered :— 
J. A. Horsburgh, 4, W. Maitland Street, Edinburgh. Photograph of late Professor 

W. lVillia?ns. 
H. B. Collis, Westgate Studio, Canterbury. Photograph copy of Document in Latin. 
W. G. Honey, 102, Patrick Street, Cork. Three photographs of opening Ceremony 

Cork International Exhibition. 

Address Wanted.—“Artist” writes: “Would you kindly give price and 
publisher of ‘ The Studio, and what to do in it,’ by H. P. Robin¬ 
son ?”—In reply: Price 2s. 6d. Publishers: Sampson Low and 
Co., St. Dimstan’s House, Fetter Lane, E.C. 

French Journal.—“ Britton ” asks : “ Which is the best paper to adver¬ 
tise in to obtain an engagement in France as photographic artist?” 
—In reply: The “ Moniteur de la Photographie,” published at 55, 

Quai des Grands Augustins, Paris. 
Alabastrine Photographs.—S. Hopkins asks: “What are alabastrine 

photographs?”—In reply: What used to be called alabastrine pic¬ 
tures were glass positives whitened with bichloride of mercury. 
At one time an “ alabastrine solution ” used to be sold; this gave 
a more pearly whiteness to the lights than the bichloride alone 
did. Its composition was treated as a secret. 

Opinion on Specimens.—“ Professor ” writes: “ I should be greatly 
obliged if you would state what wage I am worth as (1) head 
operator, (2) assistant operator and retoucher? The specimens 
herewith, I may mention, are absolutely my own work.—In reply: 
(1 and 2) We consider you might obtain a salary ranging between 
two and four pounds per week. The work is of medium quality. 

Sepia Platinotypes.—“ ’Arry ” asks : “ (1) How are sepia platinotypes ob¬ 
tained? (2) What chemical or process to obtain the sepia colour? 
(3) Are they as permanent as the ordinary platinotype ?”—In reply : 
(1) The platinotype Company supply a paper made specially for 
sepia tones. (2) With the paper instructions are given for its 
working. (3) We should say they were. 

Lens Query.—F. V. writes: “ The enclosed picture was taken by a rec¬ 

tilinear lens. Would you kindly inform me how I can lind out 
what angle it is, as I wish to buy a view lens of the same angle 
of view as it is? The lens 1 have is about 7in. focus.”—In reply: A 
single view lens of the same focus as the rectilinear will include the 
same angle of view. Buy one of exactly the same focus. 

Squeegeeing Prints.—A. L. A. writes: “Could you kindly tell me the 
cause of the enclosed print sticking to the ferrotype plate? Jt 
was cleaned well, and afterwards rubbed with benzine.”—In reply ; 
We should recommend you to try French chalk 111 place of benzine, 
rubbing it well on to the plates, and then lightly dusting it oil. 
If the prints are alumed, after they are washed, you will lind 
they will have less tendency to stick than without this treatment. 

Retouching.—“ Ajax ” writes : " Kindly give me your opinion of the 
enclosed proofs. 1 have been retouching six months. Do you 
think I shall ever make a retoucher?”—In reply: We see no reason 
why you should not become a good retoucher, although the examples 
are not satisfactory. Too much work has been done, and that not 
skilfully. Much of the modelling in the faces has been destroyed, 
with loss of likeness. We should advise you to get a few practical 
lessons from a skilful retoucher; they will help you much. 

Colouring Ferrotypes.—J. Clegg writes : “ Can you tell me how ferro¬ 
types can be coloured? I recently saw a couple of old glass 
positives which were very nicely tinted, and the colour did not look 
like ordinary water-colour. I do ferrotypes, and should like to 
colour them.”—In reply : The old glass positives were coloured with 
powder colours in the same way that Daguerreotypes were coloured. 
We are not sure that the colours are to be had now. The most 
likely place to get them would be Newman’s, Soho Square. At 
one time this firm made a speciality of them. 

Stained Negatives and Varnishing.—S. Sutton says: “ Many of our 
negatives, after printing from and being stored away for a year 
or so, become stained with silver, though they showed no sign of 
that when put away. We are sure that they were well washed. 
We have heard that some photographers varnish their negatives. 
Do you think if we were to varnish ours the stains would be 
avoided? And, if so, what varnish should be used?”—In reply- 
If the negatives are properly fixed and washed, and are varnished 
before they are printed from, stains such as those described will 
be avoided. Any good negative varnish may be employed. 

Printing Difficulties.—M. U. writes: “ Should be extremely pleased if 
you could enlighten me on a subject in which I seem to fail. I 
am only an amateur, and do photography as a hobby. I have some 
very good negatives, but when printed and toned the faces come 
out dark. Can you tell me how to whiten or clear on ordinary 
P.O.P. and platino matt?’—In reply: If the negatives are good, 
the faces should not come out dark, unless they are over-printed. 
Possibly, too much light has been used in the washing and toning 
of the prints, and that has darkened the paper; or, may be, they 
were exposed too long to light when examining them while print¬ 
ing. There is no satisfactory way of whitening the faces now. 

Discoloured Prints.—“ Perplexed ” writes : “ Could you inform me the 
cause of my prints going such a nasty yellow colour round the 
edges, as per enclosed print? I use the - paper. They seem 
to go a splendid colour at first, but after they have been in the bath 
a few minutes they don’t tone any more, but go this yellow tinge. 
I am told it’s because I put too much gold in, but I don’t put so 
much as formula gives; and as the majority of our customers prefer 
a blue print to a red one (which I cannot get without colour 
complained of), I should esteem it a favour if you could give me 
a little advice on the matter.”—In reply: You do not mention what 
toning bath you employ. If it is the sulpho-cyanide, we are in¬ 
clined to the opinion that too large a proportion of the salt has 
been used. Try with less, and see the effect. If then you do 
not succeed, try another brand of paper. 
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EX CATHEDRA. 

The In our issue of the 4th April we gave a 
Panoramic description of a panoramic camera for 

r photogrammetric purposes, which was 
the invention of Porro, the well-known Italian optician. 
The date of the construction of this instrument may be 
fixed between 1855 and 1858. The “ Photographische 
Correspondenz ” contains a letter from Franz Ritter von 
Reisinger concerning a claim, which has been circulated, 
attributing the invention of the first panoramic apparatus 
to Martens, of Paris. Martens constructed a panoramic 
camera for Daguerreotype plates shaped to the segment of 
a circle, and this was chronicled in the “ Wiener Allge- 
meine Theater Zcitung ” of the 12th May, 1846. The lens 
was rotated by a mechanical contrivance. The announce¬ 
ment quickly elicited a reply from Wenzel Prokesch, who 
wrote that Herr Puchberger, of Retz, had obtained an 
Austrian patent three years earlier for a panoramic camera, 
by means of which photographs could be taken upon 
curved plates. The plates were 19 to 24 inches long and 
the lens of 8 inches focal length and 15 lines aperture. 
Herr Puchberger made photographs of the St. Stephen’s 
Church, Vienna, including the entire elevation to the top 
of the cross, with this instrument. He also used it for 
other kinds of outdoor work, such as public squares, bar¬ 
racks, and masses of troops. Ritter von Reisinger is of 

New Lenses. The impetus given to the invention of 
new combinations of lenses for photographic purposes, by 
the manufacture of the new types of glass at Jena, seems 
to be far from exhausted. “ La Photographie Fran§aise ” 
gives a description of two new lenses made by M. Lacour 
Our readers may form an idea of their construction by 
taking as type the well-known Goerz lens, which has been 
a favourite for many years. Both of M. Lacour’s lenses 
bear a certain resemblance to it. The first, however, 
instead of being symmetrical in its construction, has a 
rather thicker front lens, with a back surface of shorter 
radius, than that of the front surface. The component, 
nevertheless, is positive. The second of M. Lacour’s new 
lenses also resembles the Goerz lens, but a small meniscus 
air space is introduced into each component between the 
front crossed positive and the middle crossed negative 
elements.* The front component of the lens also has a 
shorter radius for the back surface than for the front. 
Briefly stated, the difference of construction between both 
of these new lenses is the introduction of an air space into 
both components. The lenses have an aperture of f.5. By 
departing from symmetry of construction, it is said that 
certain residual aberrations have been eliminated, and the 
lens can be used at a larger aperture. 

•X* *x* 

The peculiarity of ammonium persul¬ 
phate as a reducer, which attacks the 
high lights in preference to the shadows, 
has excited much curiosity and specula¬ 

tion. Some light appears to be thrown upon its action bv 
another anomaly observed by Bernhoeft, who finds that 
negatives, which have been treated with alum or formalin, 
are not amenable to reduction in the same manner. In 
drawing attention to this fact, the editor of the “ Photo- 
graphisches Wochenblatt ” points out that it gives addi¬ 
tional confirmation to the experiments of Dr. Liippo-Cramer. 
This experimentalist found that there was a notable increase 
in temperature accompanying the action of persulphate 
upon silver, and when the quantity of metal present was 
large the heat was sufficient to dissolve the gelatine. In 
the half-tones, where there is much gelatine and little 
silver, the heat generated is insufficient to dissolve the 
film, and no marked reduction takes place. The fact that 
the melting of the gelatine plays a part in the process is 
demonstrated by the formation of a relief. Proof of the 
theory would be afforded by hindrance of the process of 
reduction through elevation of the melting point of the 
gelatine. This is adduced by Bernhoeft’s experiments, as 

The 
Ammonium 
Persulphate 
Reducer. 
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the tanning of the gelatinei by alum or formalin raises the 

melting point. 
•X* *X* *X* 

German We have, from time to time, drawn at- 
Sweating tention to the keen competition in Ger¬ 

many in the photographic profession, and we place before 
our readers another proof of the low financial status of the 
art in that country. Photography is being utilised in 
Germany by certain retail stores as a means of advertising 
their business, and some firms have special photographic 
departments. The “ Photographische Chronik ” publishes 
this month an appeal, from the head of the Union of 
German Photographic Assistants, for help to stop the 
sweating practised by one of these retail stores. The 
photographic assistants at this establishment earn an aver¬ 
age wage of twenty-four shillings per week, and the re¬ 
touchers have been informed that they must retouch 60 to 
80 negatives daily, or expect notice to leave. The Union 
protests against such business methods, which can only 
lead to slovenly, mechanical wTork and the degradation of 
the assistants’ skill. The Union appeals, and, we trust, 
not in vain, to every photographic journal, to make these 
facts known, and warn assistants against accepting an 
engagement with any firm of this character. They have, 
themselves, decided to close the doors of their employ¬ 
ment bureau to the firm in question, and as a caution they 
point out that the firm in question has recently dismissed 
from its three- establishments no less than forty assistants. 
Again, we say, there- can be no wonder that German photo¬ 
graphers take the first opportunity to leave the land of 

their birth. 
* * * 

Fading of A communication from Gustav Ivopmann 
the Latent to the “ Photographische Correspon- 
image. denz ” records a singular experience with 

glossy bromide paper, which seems to be due to an ab¬ 
normal or faulty condition of the emulsion. . Early in 
December last about 70 sheets of paper were exposed, but 
as the prints- were not required for immediate delivery 
they were not developed until a fortnight after exposure. 
The prints showed unmistakable signs of under exposure, 
although a trial print had been previously developed and 
found correct. The undeveloped sheets were left in the 
dark-room, which was rather damp, and it was found that 
they gave weaker prints the- longer they were kept, until at 
last only the trace of an image could be obtained by forced 
development. Fresh exposures were made upon some of 
the same sheets of paper, but upon development no traces 
of the previous exposure were found, whilst the- second 
exposure gave as g'ood a print, although fresh paper had 
been used. The sensitiveness appeared to have remained 
unaffected. As the paper smelt strongly of carbolic acid, 
the defect may be due to it, and likewise to the dampness 
of the dark-room. We believe Eder has recommended the 
addition of an alcoholic solution of carbolic acid for pre¬ 
serving gelatine emulsion from decomposition in hot 
weather. In conjunction with salt it has also been used as 
a cure for blisters in printing upon albumenised paper. 
Probably the manufacturers of the gelatine paper used too 
much carbolic acid in making the emulsion. In the 
circumstances it would be a hasty inference to conclude 
that the latent image, under normal conditions, fades. 

Portraits of 
the Insane. 

If one branch of science can claim photo¬ 
graphy as its handmaid more than 

another it is surely that of medicine. In our hospitals 
most of the students take up the art as a ready means of 
illustrating all that comes under their notice, whether it be 

a skilfully-prepared, but perishable, dissection, or a micro¬ 
scopic slide; a skin disease, or some abnormal deformity. 
But in one large group of cases portraiture is called Ur, 
and such pictures, if taken with ordinary intelligence, may 
prove to be of immense value for purposes of study and 
comparison. In all the varied forms of mental disease the 
doctor must be guided in his diagnosis, to a very great 
extent, by the expression of his patients’ features, anil as 

facial changes are often of the most evanescent nature, a 
ready means of preserving records of them, such as photo¬ 
graphy affords, is of extreme importance both to the student 
and the expert. Writers on mental disease have not been 
slow to recognise the ready help which the camera affords 
in delineating the different forms which these terribly 
obscure maladies will take, so far as they can be illus¬ 
trated by the expression of the victims. And we may 
instance among the volumes thus illustrated the clinical 
manual published not long ago from the accomplished pen 
of Dr. A. Campbell Clark, wrho holds the position of medical 
superintendent of a large asylum in the north. Such a post 
affords ample opportunity for the study of mental vagaries 
in all their varied forms, and without any great difficulty 
means can be employed for portrait illustrations by means 
of a concealed camera. In any other cause such procedure 
would not be justifiable, but lunatics are often so cunning 
that if they were made aware of what was going forward 
they would probably do their best to defeat the end in 
view. In Dr. Clark’s book already referred to are many 
such portraits, some illustrative of that terrible form of 
insanity known as melancholia, while other pictures deal 
with alcoholic dementia, imbecilitv, and idiocy. Terrible 
are most of these pictures to look at, for they present to us 
countenances which are full of trouble, and although we 
know' that in many cases the trouble is only the sport of a 
diseased brain, it is none the less real to the unfortunate 
victim. It is sad to know that many of these mental ail¬ 
ments are hereditary, and have come to their unfortunate 
tenants by the action of the inexorable natural law v'hich 
condemns the child to suffer for the sin of the parent. 
Anything that can be done to mitigate the sufferings of 
the unfortunate victims of lunacy should not be left untried, 
and we are happy to think that photography is contributing 
its share towards the work of studying the phenomena by 
which it is surrounded. A century ago lunatics were 
treated like v'ild beasts; to-day we are more humane, and 
do our best to win them back to the society of their fellow 
men. 

* * * 

Earthquakes The recent volcanic outburst in the West 
Indies will probably prove to be one of 

o canoes. the most awful known. Until the advent 

of photography, pictures of earthquake desolation, and the 
results of volcanic eruption, were of the highly-coloured 
variety, but no one can say that they were overdrawn, for 
it is impossible to exaggerate the effects caused by phe¬ 
nomena so stupendous and awful. It is curious to find that 
at a date so early as 1857, when the neighbourhood of 
Naples was shaken by an earthquake by which more than 
ten thousand lives were lost, the camera was employed to 
furnish records of the destruction -wrought in the many 
villages which were involved in the general ruin. These 
photographs, probably the first of the kind ever produced, 
were taken by Robert Mallet, whose volume upon the 
earthquake in question was long regarded as a text book. 
Those who have access to the library of the Royal Society 
will find a copy of the volume- there which is of exceptional 
interest, for it is interleaved with a number of silver prints 
from the original negatives. If we remember rightly, an 
apologetical note is attached, to the effect that there was 
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unfortunately no method known by which photographs 
could be reproduced at a rate cheap enough to justify the 
insertion of the pictures in the other volumes which com¬ 
prised the edition issued to the public. These pictures 
have a terrible sameness about them, for they show the 
parts of various villages which were reduced to heaps of 
rubbish. One might get much the same effects by taking a 
camera into the neighbourhood of the Strand just now, 
where demolitions for the new thoroughfare are so con¬ 
spicuous. Speaking of the dreadful death-roll caused by 
the calamity, Mallet says that almost the whole of it would 
have been preventible by the exercise of proper care in the 
choice of methods of construction of the houses in a region 
noted for earthquakes. A very fine photograph of the 
eruption of Vesuvius—the mountain crowned with a cloud 
of vapour about six miles in height—was published in 
Naples about ten years ago. But the finest pictures illus¬ 
trative of the effects of a volcanic outburst which we have 
seen were taken by a New Zealand photographer in 1885, 
just after the terrible catastrophe in which the famous pink 
and white terraces were destroyed. Some of these pictures 
showed the volcanoes, steam holes, and the other phe¬ 
nomena commonly seen near an active volcano. But the 
most impressive scenes were those which showed how a 
once fertile country had been covered with a thick mantle 
of volcanic dust, the trees broken off short and sticking up 
like clothes props above the smothered soil. According to 
the meagre information at present to hand, the West Indian 
disaster seems to have been attended by an avalanche of 
red-hot stones, mud, and ashes. In this respect it resembles 
the outbreak in New Zealand to which we have just 
adverted. 

* * * 

Eye It might be thought that there was little 
Movements to learn with regard to the organ 
vision, beyond what can be found in the text books. And 
photographers, especially, pride themselves upon a know¬ 
ledge of that beautiful piece of natural apparatus which in 
principle so closely resembles the machine with which they 
are continually taking pictures. But if there is little that 
is fresh to learn concerning the anatomy of the eye, we 
are certainly ignorant respecting its movements. At least, 
so must everyone- admit who reads the- article entitled “ The 
Act of Vision ” which appears in the current number of 
*' Harper’s Magazine.” The article- in question is by Dr. 
Bavmond Dodge, who is Associate Professor of Psychology 
in the Wesleyan University, U.S.A., and he brings some 
facts before us, together with proofs of their reality, which 
are as interesting as they are new. He takes as his text 
the statements that a short time- ago it was demonstrated 
that during the time that the eyes are in movement, and as 
we look from one point to another in an ordinarv complex 
field of view, we can distinguish none of the impressions 
which the eyes receive. In other words, we are practically 
blind during such movements, just as a cinematographic 
film in the camera is shut off from all light access while it 
moves between the taking of everv picture. We are no 
more conscious of this blindness than we are- sensible of 
darkness each time we wink, and it mav be- that in each 
case “ persistence” comes to our aid. If we- sweep the- eye 
from one side of a printed page to the other no words can 
be read between those two extremes, and it- is certain t-hat 
no man looking in a. mirror has ever been able to see his 
aye in movement. One- would imagine that by moving the 
eyes across a page- slowly the intermediate- words could be 
l-ead ; but. as a matter of fact, such slow movement is an 
illusion. They cannot move- slowly. Anyone- watching 
pur attempt to make a. slow sweeping movement of the eyes 
.vill note that they move in a series of jerks, with stop^ 

between. Indeed, the velocity of the eye movements is 
very imperfectly under the control of the will, and many of 
the sleight of hand tricks which cause- us infinite wonder 
whilst watching a good conjurer, depend for their success 
on the inability of the spectators to follow unexpected move¬ 
ments of the performer’s hands and fingers. Dr. Dodge 
uses a skilfully-devised machine to analyse such move¬ 
ments, and its principal parts consist of a photographic 
camera and a head rest. The camera is focussed on the 
eye to be examined, and the image passes through a narrow 
horizontal slit to the sensitive plate, which moves vertically. 
So long as the eye remains still a vertical record is traced 
on the plate, but all lateral movements of the eyeball are 
translated into- oblique- lines. Incidentally the author- 
points out that the habit of looking out of railway and tram- 
car windows causes serious strain to the muscles of the 
eye, and he cautions his readers against a practice which 
may tend to grave mischief. 

* * * 

Spring: We have now reached the middle of 
Hints. May, when we- ought to be enjoying all 
the beauties of spring, but, owing to climatic influences, 
things are backward in most parts of the- country. There 
is one thing we- are- experiencing, which is the improved! 
actinic quality of the- light, and this has led many inex¬ 
perienced amateurs to vastly over-expose their negatives. 
It should be borne in mind by them that the light between 
spring showers, as a rule, is highly actinic, and unless this 
be taken into consideration over-exposed and flat negatives 
are the result. There is another thing that it may be well 
to call attention to in connection with the improvement in 
the light, which is that it will, at times, find out imperfec¬ 
tions in the apparatus that were- little suspected, and were 
unnot-iceable when the light was of poorer quality. Some 
of the more portable- of the cheaper forms of apparatus are 
not absolutely light-tight- when they are used in a highly 
actinic light, with ultra rapid plates. They are not always 
constructed of the best seasoned wood, in which case cracks 
may occur when long exposed to the heat of the- sun. The 
bellows of some of the cheap cameras are not above sus¬ 
picion, even when they are free from cracks or pinholes. 
We have seen some- t-hat we should not care- to trust- with 
extra rapid plates in the open, in the spring light, unless 
they were protected with the- focussing cloth during the 
exposure. The same may be said of some dark slides, the 
shutters being so thin, in order to secure extra lightness* 
that, if long exposed to strong sunshine, the plates become 
affected. Many flat, or slightly fogged, negatives may be 
accounted for in this way, though the actual cause is not 
suspected. There is another matter that it may be worth 
while to direct attention to, namely, that just now good 
pictures of some subjects may be obtained which at any 
other time of the year would be impossible. For example, 
there are many buildings—country churches, old ruins, and 
the like—which are almost entirely hidden by trees, in 
some cases quite so, from any point at which the camera can 
be placed, when they are in full foliage. If, then, such sub¬ 
jects are photographed when the trees are bare, although 
the buildings may be shown, the picture has a barren and 
weird look. But if the same subjects be dealt with in the 
early spring, while the- foliage- is yet young and small, 
good views of the buildings will be secured, while at the 
same time the picture will be bright and cheerful-looking. 
This reminder may be useful to those- photographers who 
make- a speciality of local views for publication, as the 
opportunity lost now will have to be waited for till next 
year. The same remarks apply to many glades and glens. 
When the trees and shrubs have put on their full summer 
gaiTi it is next to impossible to obtain good pictures of 
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them, owing to the density of the foliage. Yet if they be 
taken in the early spring, when the leaves are young and 
to the present light tints charming pictures may be secured 
without difficulty, though they would be impossible in 
summer, owing to the density of the foliage. 

AN ARTIST’S ADVICE TO PHOTOGRAPHERS. 

In the leading article of our issue of April 25th, 1902, we 

commented on the correspondence between Col. John A. 

Ockerson, chief of the Departments Liberal Arts of the St. 

Louis Exposition, 1903, and Mr. J. C. Strauss, of St. Louis, 

U.S.A., with reference to a public recognition of “ Art 

Photography ” at this exposition, by the erection of a special 

building for the display of such work by the photographers 

of America and other countries. Adopting this corres¬ 

pondence as our basis, we gave, for the benefit of our 

readers, the detailed remarks by an artist friend on this 

very subject, and it is pleasant to know that this has been 

appreciated by several good men, and we do not doubt that, 

could we but ascertain the opinions of others who have read 

the article, we should find that there had been “ a hit 

home ” in many cases. On the other hand, we are aware 

that the ideas therein expressed have been scoffed at by 

many superior persons, who, we venture- to say, should 

know better. It is our fortunate privilege to be in a posh 

tion where we learn the views of every section of the public 

with regard to photographs-, and the criticisms thus ex- 

pressed are not by any means always flattering to the photo¬ 

grapher. The production of portraits in this country by 

photographic agency is, except in the case of a few 

amateurs, entirely a matter of commerce, and is regarded 

as such by the workers themselves. Everything is sub¬ 

ordinated to this principle, and the amount of “ Art ’ which 

is manifested in the production will invariably be found to 

be proportioned to the intelligence of the immediate com¬ 

munity. Thus in the West-End of this great city it is not 

a difficult matter to find several studios that turn out work 

of a very high-class order, expressive of the individuality 

of the operator and of striking testimony to his knowledge 

of the craft. But comparing these few houses with the 

general mass of public photographic portraitists, we shall 

undoubtedly find that the majority on the other side is of 

overwhelming proportions, and yet, notwithstanding this, 

these few studios are- the leaders of the art whose work 

is publicly displayed in the weekly periodicals, and to 

whom those prominent in the- various phases of oui life 

resort to have their portraits taken. This fact is very 

striking testimony to the appreciation of ability by the 

more discerning members of society, and in proportion as 

the skill of the photographer is apparent, so do we find 

a corresponding appreciation by those whose tastes and 

education have fitted them for accurate and thoughtful 

judgment. 
But the appreciation of art is by no means in the hands 

of so few as it is supposed to be, as witness the large atten¬ 

dance at our public galleries, but it is not the- fault of the 

people if they still put up with the ordinary type of work— 

they can only buy what is offered to them. It will prob¬ 

ably be stated that the production of such work as we have 

referred to entails a cost which would show no margin of 

profit if it were adopted. This is, however, as 

erroneous idea. It is true that more time would haw 

be expended by the operator, in many cases, to obtain a 

suitable elegance in the result, but, in the hands of tin- 

practical man, this is a matter which can be easily made to 

adjust itself. The extra cost of materials would invariably 

be found to be easily covered by the additional shilling or 

two which would be charged. In the districts where every 

penny is of importance, it is not feasible, perhaps, to con 

template such work, and, on the principles of equalitv. it is 

not possible for those whose residence is in Bark Lane t«. 

be of the same calibre as those who live in Deptford. We 

are convinced, however, that in many districts more artistic 

work would not only be appreciated, but could also be 

turned into a source of profit. We now turn to the ques¬ 

tion of how this greater proficiency can be cultivated, and 

in doing so our thoughts naturally incline towards the 

younger members of the profession. The older men, who 

have for years practised photography, and still find the old 

silver print and G.B.E. mount the popular favourite, will 

not feel inclined to commence to operate in new fields or to 

study at a business they consider themselves experts at; 

but to the younger men, many of whom have a real love for 

their profession, we can give a few hints. Turn then, first 

of all, to the leader we have referred to, and you will find 

that our artist friend is decrying the lack of knowledge of 

the principles of expression. “ You have given you a very 

good but simple example of the use of this knowledge of 

artistic anatomy and the philosophy of expression. Do you 

not think that this knowledge would be of use to you? We 

think so. You would find that, though you would never 

be called on to use it to the same extent as the painter, you 

would, nevertheless, be conscious of a reserve force within 

you, which would give you a grip over your subject which 

years of ordinary work in the studio will never do. You 

will unconsciously find yourself analytically examining 

your sitters' faces, you will quickly realise their good points 

and their weak ones, and the application of this knowledge 

will be a matter of pleasure to you, if you have the proper 

spirit in you. 

“ Learn, therefore, as much artistic anatomy as you can, 

make a careful study of the human figure, and try to 

understand the philosophy of expression. The subject is 

large, but not difficult, if you are the right man, but it is 

not the slightest good having this knowledge as a panot 

has knowledge of human utterances. You must feel the 

force of it running through you, and influencing your life 

and work. You will find that it will immensely increase 

the pleasure of your work, and that improvement will 

quickly manifest itself. Mediums of expression will be 

found which you have overlooked before, andgreater vaiiet) 

will be introduced into your work, and this fact will be xe 

cognised by your clients. This country is rich now in gal¬ 

leries of Fine Art, and a more liberal spirit has in man) 

cases prompted the authorities to throw them open on 

Sunday. You can well employ some spare hours in the 

stud3^ of their contents, but it is worse than useless if }OU 

go there out of idle curiosity. Find out the good points 

and the defects of the pictures you see, and assimilate this 

knowledge, make a critical study of any particular portrait 
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that attracts you, and be content to contemplate it alone 

rather than expend your energy over half-a-dozen pictures. 

There is no reason for you to imagine that photography is 

a subject, the knowledge of which you can treat as an 

inborn property; on the contrary .vou must learn every¬ 

thing that you know in it. Years of study are spent by 

those skilled in other learned professions, and it should not 

be imagined that a photographer will rise to a premier- 

position in his calling without hard work. There are 

scattered over the provinces many technical schools where 

the practical work of the studio may be supplemented in 

many useful ways, and the fees charged at these excellent 

institutes are so low that they cannot rank as an impedi¬ 

ment to the ambitious apprentice. But with regard to the 

subject to which we have directed special attention, this 

knowledge will have to be acquired by studying from art 

manuals, supplemented by careful observation. It is true 

that a course through an art school would fully cover the 

ground, but we think it would rather overdo it, and in 

assimilating the principles of the painter, the limited appli¬ 

cation of them to pure photography would be lost sight of. 

It is a pity that there is no college of photography where 

such a thorough knowledge might be acquired, but the 

general spread of public appreciation for higher class work 

may soon warrant such an establishment being founded. 

Meanwhile the younger men need not be discouraged, for, 

provided that the knowledge they acauire be sound, the 

fact of it being self-taught will only make it more valuable, 

and it should never be lost sight of that the public will 

quickly recognise a good thing when they see it; but let 

our friend beware lest, in his efforts to reach the goal of 

Art, he does not surpass himself, and degenerate from the 

sublime to the ridiculous, as so many are doing at the 

present moment.” 

WATER COMPANIES AND WASHING V/ATER. 

A correspondent points out to us that there is an aspect of 

the water rate question involved in the celebrated Stockport 

case which has been overlooked. As a matter of “ practical 

politics ” the fact remains, he urges, that water companies 

throughout the land claim the power to charge for water by 

meter if the ordinary conditions of usage are exceeded, and 

they very frequently do put their powers into force in the 

case of the professional photographer. “ Why,” he asks, 

“ should one professional be charged by meter, and another 

in the same town not so charged, thus handicapping the 

former, who, when rated by meter, is tempted to use an 

insufficient quantity to save expense, and so put himself at 

a disadvantage as compared with the latter ? Similarly with 

an amateur, who, if he washes in the way most commonly 

adopted, the continuous stream, will waste as much water 

in treating a dozen or two prints as the professional would 

in washing a hundred or two.” We think this shows a 

rather needless jealousy of the amateur, though our corres¬ 

pondent points out that he has suffered from the so-called 

amateur who takes views and portraits for a very low price, 

and practically makes a small business out of it, leaving a 

margin of profit still, though issuing prints at “ cutting 

prices.” This latter is one of those “ vexed questions ” that 

can be treated from so many aspects as to need an article 

by itself to do justice to the subject, so that we will not at 
this stage discuss it. We would rather point out that the 
use of running water is a very wasteful way of washing, 
though the waste is rendered less important if the inter¬ 
mittent siphon action, as often described in these pages, 
be employed. MM. Eumiere and Seyewetz have recently 
published some statistics as to the1 advantage of the method 
of washing by individual handling and changing into re 
peated fiesh supplies of water, squeegeeing the prints after 
each change. This method is one we have always advocated 
as being the best, but the treatment of a large number of 
prints would involve more time than the average photo¬ 
grapher would consider he had to spare. There is danger 
of the experiments referred to being looked upon as em¬ 
bodying a novel idea, but really, apart from our own 
advocacy for years past, we would point out that Mr. 
Haddon some time since performed a number of experi¬ 
ments in the same direction, and showed how a very small 
quantity of water sufficed by the individual handling system. 

He made analyses of the washing waters to show the virtual 
complete removal of the hypo in a comparatively short 
time. Many would-be authorities recommend the use of 
“ hypo eliminators ” for getting rid of the last trace of the 
salt, forgetful or ignorant of the fact that it is not so much 
the presence of hypo as of the unstable silver salt it con¬ 
tains that creates the danger of fading. The hypo can be 
eliminated by the use of this chemical and converted into 
innoxious sulphate, but that does not get rid of the silver 
present, which will bear, practically, the same proportion to 
the hypo, whatever the dilution. We would lay the greatest 
stress upon this point, which is so generallv ignored. An 
excellent instructive experiment is to write or paint a 

design upon a silver print by pen or brush charged with a 

comparatively weak solution of hypo. The slight effect 
only that the hypo produces will conclusively show that the 
fading of a photograph is not necessarily owing to the 
presence of hypo. 

It will not, of course, be assumed from these observations 
that we deem the entire removal of the hypo superfluous ; 
far from it, we would use every possible care to get rid of 
the silvered hypo, the commonest method, as we have 
pointed out, being the use of a continuous current of water. 
With regard to this, there is, beyond the reducing of ex¬ 
pense, another very important advantage in keeping the 
amount to a minimum. Notwithstanding the very thorough 
filtration to which most main-supply water is subjected, 
there usually remains a quantity of insoluble matter held 
in suspension, and when negatives are being washed, 
especially when a few in number onlv are being treated, 
and they are simply placed in a flat dish and the tap 
“ turned on,” there takes place a gradual deposition of fine 
particles upon the surface of the plate which renders them 
like a piece of sandpaper when dry. To retouch a negative 
under such conditions is very difficult and troublesome. 
It is better when two series of taps are available, namely, 
from the main direct or from an intermediary reservoir, to 
choose the latter, as then the bulk of these particles are 
deposited in the cistern before arriving on the plate. Per 
haps the best plan is to secure a filter of some sort to the 
tap, and thus automatically clear the issuing stream. It is 
astonishing to note the amount of dust that collects in a 
very short time on the surface of these- filters, thus giving 
ocular proof of the existence of the dirt in what looks like 
a pure and limpid fluid. It will be found that these filters 
in consequence require repeated renewal, and this need 
forms a danger of itself, as it is apt- to be neglected. We 
have had put before us difficulties produced from this 
cause where the filter took the form of a bag' of flannel tied 
over the tap; a continuous series of surface-roughened 
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plates being traced to the overflow, as it were, from this 

bag, bringing over the accumulation of dirt particles. The 

simplest filter of the kind is the make which has reversible 

ends, the filter thus being made to cleanse itself by putting 

it on the tap first one end and then the other. This form 

of filter, too, is very useful when the water issues from the 

tap at high pressure; it kills the force of the stream (which 

is always dangerous when there is a tendency to blister or 

frill) and causes it to fall in a gentle stream, no matter what 

the orginal pressure. Indeed, so important is this point 

that there are small attachments made for the express pur¬ 

pose of breaking the force of the current. This usefulness 

would scarcely be believed unless the simple attachment 

were seen in action. This little apparatus has a kind of 

diaphragm which acts as a rough filter, though that is a 

mere incidental advantage. 
We will conclude these somewhat desultory notes by a 

recommendation which may sometimes be of importance. 

The varieties of tap-water are legion, and when the water 

employed is very hard through the presence of lime held in 

solution by carbonic acid, or through what is termed per¬ 

manent hardness, it will be found that upon drying the 

negatives will have a sandy surface owing to the precipita¬ 

tion of the insoluble matter. The remedy is a final soaking 

in distilled water. The trouble is well repaid by the instant 

improvement which is noticeable in the surface of negatives 

so treated, an improvement that is the more important in 

view of the universality of the system of retouching which 

now obtains. 

NOTES ON PARAMIDOPHENOL. 

Most of us are tempted sooner or later to abandon pyro, and try 

some of the newer developers that are continually being brought 

out. After a while, we drift back again to pyro, not because 

the other developer is less satisfactory than pyro, but because it 

is not more so. For, when we have grown well acquainted with- 

a developer, we can coax any desired result with it, and there 

is no developer more adaptable than pyro to extreme differences 

of exposure, or capable of yielding more perfect negatives. 

But there is no one developer that combines all the good points 

of the others, and there are conditions under which some of the 

newer developers are useful as supplements to pyro. One would 

exoect that in tropical climates alkaline developers must cause 

gelatine plates to frill, and that amidol would be very useful; 

and where an under-exposure is more than an occasional occur¬ 

rence the so-called rapid developers enable us to avoid the 

tediously prolonged development that is necessary in order to 

produce the best possible results with pyro. 

Among these rapid developers none has become more universally 

popular than paramidophenol, in the form of the ready-made 

single solution called Rodinal. For snapshots and under-ex¬ 

posures in general it is a universal favourite, recommended by 

the authors of text-books, used by all one’s friends, and always 

to be found at the dealers’ (together with some secret concoction 

of their own), which is weighty evidence of its popularity here in 

Germany, where the dealers seem never to have anything you 

ask for. But although paramidophenol is one of the most popu¬ 

lar of developers in the form of Rodinal, it appears to be other¬ 

wise used the least of them all. It is sold by the makers of 

Rodinal in a solid form, as the soluble hydrochlorate, and being 

a definite and simple compound is listed by all the general 

manufacturing chemists. The former give two formulae for 

making it up ; one as a two-solution developer, with carbonate 

of potash ; the other as a single solution, with caustic soda, pre¬ 

sumably similar to Rodinal, but somewhat less concentrated. 

I procured recently 100 grams of paramidophenol-hydrochl orate 

from a manufacturing chemist to experiment with these formulae, 

and to compare them with Rodinal. The 100 grams co«t me In i<- 

in Germany about a penny over two shillings retail, as against, 

seven shillings and sixpence charged by the makers of Rodinal, 

who, I believe, have patented the right to use paramidophenol 

as a photographic developer. This excessive charge is, however, 

not so unjust as it appears, for the makers sell other developers 

at this same uniform price that are much more expensive to pre¬ 

pare. 

The carbonate of potash formula proved to bo slow working, 

and rather less effective than pyro in bringing out detail ; cer¬ 

tainly far less than Rodinal. With the alkaline carbonates para¬ 

midophenol seems to be less active than pyro. It certainly re¬ 

quires more alkali, for the Aniline Company’s formula has 

4 grams of carbonate of potash in 100 cc., and Ur. Eder’s has 

8 grams of soda, which is more than is necessary with pyro. 

The much more active Rodinal is stated to contain only enough 

caustio alkali to dissolve the paramidophenol as a phenolate. 

Reiflacing, therefore, the 4 grams of potash with this amount of 

caustic alkali should cause a great increase in the developing 

power. To test this I made up a solution of four parts of para- 

midophenol-hydrochlorate and two parts of acid sulphite of 

potash, and another solution containing some pure neutral sul¬ 

phite and 3 grams of caustic soda. This amount of caustic 

soda is sufficient theoretically to neutralise the acid sulphite 

and the hydrochloric acid combined with the base, and to re¬ 

dissolve this base, which in not too weak solutions is at first pre¬ 

cipitated, as a soluble phenolate. This proved to be the case 

practically, and the resulting solution was diluted to a concentra¬ 

tion of 0.4 gram paramidophenol in 100 cc., to correspond approxi¬ 

mately to normally diluted Rodinal. It then contained only 

0.3 gram of caustic soda, part of wdiich was used up by the acid 

sulphite, against 4 grams of carbonate of potash and § gram of 

paramidophenol in the two-solution developer, and it did not 

seem probable that it would show a very considerable increase in 

developing power. And in fact it did not, the resulting de¬ 

veloper being rather less energetic if anything, and decidedly 

less than Rodinal 1.25. I then doubled the amount of caustic 

soda, and obtained a very powerful, quick-working developer 

that out-rodinated Rodinal, and was the most efficient developer 

I had ever tried for bringing out detail in a short time, without 

harmful fog or excessive density. As an all-round developer, 

however, it was evident that a little less alkali and some bromide 

would improve it, and give about the effect of Rodinal 1.20 or 1.25. 

These tests seemed to indicate that moi’e caustic alkali was 

necessary than was sufficient to re-dissolve the paramidophenol. 

I had made up a single solution caustic soda developer according 

to the ingenious directions of the Aniline Company, and now 

tested this, together with Rodinal, for excess of caustic alkali. 

A single drop of hydrochloric acid sp. gr. 1.06, the officinal dilute 

acid of the German Pharmacopoeia, produced a permanent pre¬ 

cipitate in 5 cc. of the former, while about nine to twelve drops 

were necessary (according to the source of the acid) with the 

same amount of Rodinal. This indicates a small excess of 1 to 

1.5 grams of caustic alkali per 100 cc. of original Rodinal. 

This excess, though small, appears to be not without some 

influence upon the properties of the developer. To confirm this 

I developed each of two fully and equally exposed plates with 

5 cc. Rodinal, diluted to 75 cc., adding seven drops of hydro¬ 

chloric acid to one. The acid had a decided effect upon the result, 

holding back the shadows and half-tones, but not the high lights, 

so that by slightly prolonging the development a more brilliant 

negative resulted. Possibly this may be a convenient means of 

increasing the usefulness of Rodinal for full exposures, although 

it does not appear to be capable of correcting decided over- 

exposures. Hydrochloric acid is sold in dropping bottles by 

all apothecaries, in a form very convenient for this purpose. 

Ihe amount to be added can be easily found by dropping the acid 
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into the desired amount of undiluted Rodinal, until a per- 

manent precipitate is formed, which dissolves when the Rodinal 

is diluted. More acid may be added, but it seems to be better 

to add rather less than more than this amount. 

Tested with “ regular ” Yelox paper, the self-prepared caustic 

and carbonate developers produced not merely a fog but a black 

deposit on unexposed paper. The same effect was produced by 

a developer said to be that recommended by the makers, but 

without bromide. The addition of four drops of ten per cent, 

bromide in 100 cc. completely prevented this reduction, thus 

affording a good test for the presence of bromide. Rodinal. did 

not give this fog. 

The following is a convenient formula for experimenting with 

a two-solution caustic-soda paramidophenol developer :—- 

No. 1. 
Paramidophenol-hydrochlorate . 8 grams. 
Acid sulphite of potash (crystals) . 4 ,, 
Water . 500 cc. 

No. 2. 
Caustic soda (pure). 12 grams. 
Sulphite crystals. 50-100 ,, 
Water up to. 500 cc. 

For under-exposures try one part each and two parts water, and 

some bromide. This is equal to 0.4 gram paramidophenol and 

0.6 gram of caustic soda per 100 cc. For normal exposures one 
might try reducing the proportion of alkali to a limit of one-half, 

either by reducing No. 2 to a minimum of one-half part or by 

increasing No. 1 to a maximum of two parts, according to the 

density required. The equivalent of Rodinal lies between the 

two proportions. In addition, the developer may, of course, be 

diluted as a whole, and bromide be added, as with Rodinal. 

The solid paramidophenol-hydrochlorate, like many other or¬ 

ganic compounds, turns dark with time. The coloured oxidation 

product is rather insoluble, and remains behind on the filter, 

yielding a light, straw-coloured filtrate that keeps well when it 

contains acid sulphite. Without the latter I have found that 

it grows dark in a few days, even in well-filled bottles kept from 

the light. This two-solution developer naturally keeps longer 

than Rodinal in partly emptied bottles, and is much cheaper, 

the cost of the ingredients of the above formula, according to the 

list prices of the German manufacturing chemists, being about 

twopence halfpenny, or about seven pence with the patented para¬ 

midophenol. 

W. S. Davenport. 

-♦—- 

WOREL’S PROCESS OF PHOTOGRAPHY IN NATURAL 

COLOURS. 

The ideal process of photography in natural colours is that which 

will either give us colours direct in the camera or a negative 

of such a description that when printed on special paper, the 

i colours would be correctly rendered. Neither the interference 

process of Lippmann nor the trichromatic process satisfy these 

requirements. 

In 1896 Prof. Otto Wiener (Eder’s “ Jalrrbuch,” pp. 55 and 93) 

suggested the idea of utilising “ Korperfarben,” and the possi¬ 

bility of finding organic dyes, a mixture of which should give 

the true colours of a subject. To attain this it was necessary 

to find dyes which, when decomposed by light, should give a 

colourless residue, and which should not interact one with 

another so as to destroy original colours. In 1897 Yallot 

followed up this idea, and coated paper with a mixture of 

aniline purple, Turmeric, and Victoria blue, and obtained some 

fairly successful results. 

Last November Herr Wore! exhibited at the Amateur Photo¬ 

graphic Club, at Graz, a collection of prints produced by his 

process, and also some camera exposures. 

In January this year Dr. Neuhauss published in the “ Photo- 

graphische Rundschau ” an account of his researches in the 

same direction, a translation of which has already appeared in 

these columns. 

The theory of these processes is that light of any particular 

colour causes all the dyes to fade except that of the same 

colour. For instance, assuming that we have a mixture of 

red, yellow, and blue dyes, red light causes the yellow and 

blue to fade, blue light would bleach yellow and red, and so on. 

. Herr Worel gave a description of his process to the K.K. 

Akademie der Wissenschaften (Akad, Anzeiger No. 8), and ex¬ 

hibited specimens, and the following extract gives a concise 

sketch of the process : — 

Pure paper, free from wood pulp, is immersed in a bath of 

alcoholic solutions of primrose, Victoria blue, cyanide, cur- 

cumin, and auramin, with the addition of anethol. The proof 

as to the correct composition of the bath is shown by exposing 

a strip of the paper under strips of yellow, red, green, and blue 

I glass, and if correct, an exposure to direct sunlight will give 

all the colours. 

The bath must have a temperature of 20 deg. C. The paper 

must be hung up to dry at the same temperature. 

As soon as surface dry, it must be exposed either under a 

coloured glass picture or a transfer or coloured transparency, in 

the printing frame. Any loss of time lowers the light sensitive¬ 

ness of the paper, and so much so that after the lapse of about 

an hour the paper becomes considerably insensitive to light. 

The exposure should be made in absolutely clear sunlight 

falling direct on the frame, and the duration of the same 

depends upon the transparency of the subject, the strength, 

and the proportion of anethol in the same, and the intensity 

of the sunlight. I have, under favourable conditions, obtained 

good prints even in five minutes. 

If the picture appears clear in all its colours, then the 

exposure is stopped, and the print is placed in pure benzine 

for about an hour, and dried at 40 deg. C. If there is still any 

smell of anethol after this, the benzine bath must be repeated. 

Any trace of anethol lessens the permanency of the prints. 

The print is now placed in a concentrated solution of sul¬ 

phate of copper, and left therein for two or three hours, then 

washed and dried, and then mounted. 

Direct sunlight soon bleaches such prints, indirect diffused 

light in some weeks ; if only exposed to light occasionally, or 

kept in a portfolio, they remain for a year unchanged. 

By the use of less concentrated baths, and the addition of 

a good quantity of anethol, pictures of artificial flowers were 

made with a rapid objective in the camera. 

In direct sunlight I exposed about two hours. The colours 

appeared weak, but were distinctly recognisable up to green. 

Obviously, the process can be used on collodion or gelatine 

coated glass instead of paper, but the results are not so good 

as on paper. 
-+- 

Hackney Photographic Society.—On the 6th inst. a lecture and demon¬ 
stration was given by Mr. A. Mackie, under the title of “ A Few Practical 
Hints.” Among other things, some difficulties of every-day photographic 
work were dealt with, and practical remedies suggested. 

The Proposed Photographic Camp.—Sufficient support has been forth¬ 
coming to decide Mr. Walter D. Welford to proceed with the scheme, 
and he will shortly issue a circular giving full details, programme, etc. 
The camp will commence the second week in July, and last 10 days, and 
■will be pitched at some spot on the Avon. He does not expect the cost 
to exceed £4 for the whole time per camper. Arrangements will be 
made for ladies, and a fair-size dark-room; and other items are a regatta, 
Venetian fete, visitors’ day, sports, etc. Excursions will be made by 
boats to Evesham, Tewkesbury, Stratford, Broadway, and other places. 
Prizes will be offered for best-decorated tents, medals for best photo¬ 
graphs taken during the camp, etc. Mr. Welford is still desirous of 
hearing from those willing to join. His address is Warwick Lodge, 166, 
Romford Road, London, E. 
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GPTO-TECHNICS. * 
[A lecture delivered at the Society of Arts.] 

II. 

If it be assumed that by a small improvement in the optical 
equipment of the science schools throughout the country and in 

the optical information of the science teachers, the above re¬ 
quirements should be fulfilled, then a suitable foundation will 

be available. But what more is required than this for the 
teaching of the future optician ? Obviously, there remains a 
considerable technical field, over which even the ordinary opti¬ 
cian must extend his mastery. He has yet to acquire much 
specialised knowledge in relation to spectacles and to instru¬ 
ments. He has yet to study the optical properties of the eye. 

He will have to master such technical matters as the 
properties of cylinder - lenses, the properties of sphero- 
cylinders, the transpositions of lenses, the properties of 

the combinations of prisms and lenses, the effects of 
decentering, all the mysteries of spectacle fitting, and many 

another technicality of the spectacle trade. All that part he 
will learn, if he is diligent, in the trade itself, provided the 
scientific foundation has been properly laid. But if he would 
make rapid progress, even in spectacle technics, he must study 
—and this time not Cambridge text-books, but handbooks written 
by opticians for opticians. 

But if this course of training suits the average optician in 

trade, what about the further requirements in the scientific and 
technical training of the optical manufacturer? For him a 

much further and more specialised course of instruction is 

needed. He must not only be able to grind and polish a lens, 

but to know how to compute it. Where is he to learn these 
things ? The optical factory will train him in the practical part; 
but divorced from theory, that training will leave him merely 
a skilled workman. He will have in the factory to use proof- 
glasses, with their exquisite optical test, by the coloured inter¬ 

ference rings and bands, of the perfection of the surfaces. The 
study of interference, diffraction, polarization, secondary spec¬ 
trum, absorption coefficients, aberrations—all these things which 

enter into his daily work ought to be at his finger ends. Where 
is he to acquire these higher studies in optics ? There are bocks, 

but how sadly inefficient are even the best books to teach, if 
the instrumental appliances are not at hand. There are lectures 
in higher optics at the universities : but it is obvious that few 

of these who are going to enter optical factories can attend the 
university. Even if they did, they would find university lectures 

in optics sadly unreal—beautiful, but inefficient for their pur¬ 
pose. Where, then, can the needed training in advanced optical 

studies be obtained ? 

This query brings me to the main point of the present paper. 
I suggest, as the proper solution, the creation of a special techni¬ 
cal college, an Optotechnical Institute, devoted to the interests of 
optical science. It would be the counterpart of those colleges, 

or departments of colleges, devoted to electrical engineering, to 
which allusion has already been made. This suggestion, which 
presently I will further explain, does not, however, stand alone. 

No such educational step is successful without proper prepara¬ 
tion of the way. Before any such institute can be carried on 
with success, much must be done outside; and existing means 
of preliminary education must be much more fully utilised 
before such an institute can discharge its proper functions. 
Every young optician ought now to be preparing for the work 
of his life by studying mathematics, geometrical drawing, and 
physics, in the secondary schools and the science schools which 
exist under the Board of Education. Or, if he has satisfac¬ 
torily followed such preliminary work, he ought to be studying 
in special optical classes organised in the technical schools and 

* Concluded from page 349. 

colleges. Unfortunately, very few such technical schools <ir 
colleges have made preparation to hold special optical classes. 

Even in the larger municipal technical schools, and in the local 
university colleges, the equipment for teaching optics is very 
deficient—far in arrear of that provided for the teaching of 
electricity, or chemisty, or heat. Perhaps the answer of tin* 
managers of such schools or technical college's to such a criti¬ 
cism is that the demand, down to the present, for direct teaching 
in optics is not such as to warrant them in spending money on 
the equipment, or in engaging teachers in optics who are 
possessed of the special qualifications. To teach chemistry or 
electrical engineering they engage special teachers trained up 

to their respective professions; and for them they provide 
apparatus and laboratories. Then why not for optics ? One 
reason is that under the present educational system, or want of 
system, only those subjects are pushed and fost-*ed w'liich 
“ pay ” from the examination point of view. The examination 
curse, here as everywhere, warps and blights the educational 

growth. 
What, for example, has South Kensington done in the past 

for the teaching of optics? It has, of course, included optics 

amongst the branches of physics taught in the Iloyal College of 
Science. As a former student of the Royal College of Science, 
I, for one, can never be too grateful for the teaching in experi¬ 
mental optics there given as a part of the physics course. But 
it has never entrusted the subject to a special lecturer in 
optics. It has a special professor of metallurgy, and another of 
astronomical physics, but none of optics as such. It has further 
included “ light,” along with sound and heat, as a part of 
Subject VIII., amongst the subjects for the May examinations. 
For the past thirty years, therefore, sound, light, and heat have 
been taught together, all over the country, in science classes, for 
the elementary, advanced, and honours stages. So far, so good. 

But has this met the need for the teaching of young opticians? 

Let the men in the optical trades answer. 
By the kindness of Sir William Abney, the principal asr‘ tant- 

secretary of the Board of Education, I am able to give he the 

statistics of the classes held during the last ten years in this 
triple subject of sound, heat, and light, and of the subject of 
light in the advanced and honours stages. Originally, the 
triple subject used to be kept up into the honours stage as a 
triple subject. This, however, wras altered, partly, I believe, 
in consequence of some strictures of mine, a year or two before 

the period under consideration. 
From the figures of Table I., it would appear that the number 

of candidates in the elementary (triple subject) stage has de¬ 
creased from 5,162 in 1892, to 949 in 1901. The number who 
passed has decreased from 3,939 in 1892, to 649 in 1901. It 

must be remembered that these numbers do not include candi¬ 
dates in training colleges. In the single subject of light, the 
number of candidates in 1892, in the advanced and honours 
stages taken together was 418, of whom 264 passed. In 1901, the 
number of candidates was 299, of whom 199 passed. Judged 
by these statistics, it would appear that there is a serious 
diminution in candidates in the advanced study of light, and a 
startling diminution in the number of candidates in the ele¬ 

mentary stage of sound, heat, and light. 
In Table II. we have the statistics, not of examinations, but of 

classes and students. From these it would appear also that the 
number of students in attendance dropped from 7,430 in 1892, 

to 4,596 in 1899, in the elementary subject, while in the ad¬ 
vanced subject of light the numbers dropped from 721 in 1892-3, 
to 251 in 1899. Nor is this the worst feature, for the numbers 
of classes held in different centres also dropped from 251 to 173 
in the elementary (triple) subject, and from 65 to 22 in the 
single subject of light; and has dropped to about 20 in the 
present year. I do not mention these statistical facts to blame 
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the South Kensington administration. Surely, if there is one 
man competent to understand what technical knowledge in 
optics means, that man is Sir William Abney. Furthermore, 
the years of this decrease are precisely those during which the 
control over, and maintenance of these science classes has passed 
from the control of South Kensington to that of the local 
municipal bodies, or their technical education boards. 

What is the meaning of this reduction ? If in 1892 there were 
65 classes in advanced light being held in the United Kingdom, 
why should that number now have fallen to 20 ? Are there 
fewer persons desiring instruction in optics now than in 1892 ? 
Is less money being spent on science teaching now than in 1892 ? 
The very question is absurd. Think of all the technical educa¬ 
tion grants out of the beer-money now at the disposal of the 
"County Counci] s ; of all the new technical institutes that have 
been opened ; of the new physics laboratories that have been 

■equipped. No ; the cause must be sought for elsewhere. In 
spite of the great revival in experimental optics since 1896, in 
spite of the immense spread of popular photography and all the 
incentives to study optics that have resulted from the forward 
movement in the optical trades now in full progress, we have a 
diminution of classes, of students, of candidates steadily going on. 

TABLE I.—Table Giving Details of the Successes, &c., in 

the Subjects of Sound, Light, and Heat, and of 

Light (advanced), at the Annual Science Examina¬ 

tions (Board of Education), 1892-1901. (Exclusive of 

Training Colleges.) 
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Sound, Light, and 
Heat (Elementary) 

Vim. Light. 6 11 13 30 52 159 178 389 
962 1,569 1,110 3,641 

1895. 

Sound, Light, and 
Heat (Elementary) 

Vim. Light.!.. 2 9 25 36 49 146 204 399 
1,207 1,318 1,522 4,047 

1896. 

Sound, Light, and 
Heat- (Elementary) 

Vim. Light. 4 9 26 39 78 137 102 317 
962 570 642 2,174 

1897. 

Sound, Light, and 
857 677 1,047 2,581 

Vim. Light. 2 3 18 23 38 118 "oo 246 

TABLE I. (Continued) :— 

Honours 
(divided). 
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Part II. Part I. 
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1898. 

Sound, Light, and 
Heat. 

43 113 107 263 
520 663 903 2,086 

VIII6. Light. 6 18 24 

1899. 

Sound, Light, and 
Heat . 

71 155 "86 312 
529 624 1,064 2,217 

Vim. Light. 1 
T 

4 14 18 

1900. 

Sound, Light, and 
Heat. 

15 103 153 271 
414 574 1,124 2,112 

Vim. Light . i 1 23 17 40 

1901. 

Sound, Light, and 
Heat. 

51 145 92 288 
305 344 300 949 

VIII5. Light. 1 i 2 2 7 9 

Is not the inference obvious that these classes on “ Light,” 
and on “ Sound, Heat, and Light ” (where light comes in only 
third !), do not meet the wants of real students of optics; do not 
suffice to afford to the young men in the optical industry the 
training they need, and are, therefore, not attended by such 
men ? 

TABLE II. 

Number of Classes and Students Under Instruction in 

Sound, Light, and Heat (Exclusive of Training Colleges.) 

Session. 

Subject VIII. 
Sound, Light, and Heat. 

(Elementary Stage.) 

Subject VIII&. 
Light. 

(Advanced Stage and Honours.) 

Classes. Students. Classes. Students. 

1891—1892 251 7,430 t 
1892—1893 282 6,602 05 721 
1893—1894 264 6,635 70 893 
1894—1895 263 7,186 56 834 
1895-1896 240 5,881 41 578 
1896—1897 241 5,425 47 6S0 
1897—1898 210 5,636 32 363 

*1898—1899 
J1899 -1900 \ 

173 4,596 22 251 

11900—19jl / 

I say unhesitatingly, that until the classes in optics are taught 
by men wdio have had optical experience, and who teach from 
a technical instead of an academic standpoint, the decrease 

here noted is bound to continue. 
I specially appeal to the managers, principals, and committees 

of the local technical schools and colleges on this point. Do 
opticians attend their classes on light? If not, why not? Has 
the teacher in charge of the class himself any knowledge of the 
technics of optics? If not, why was he put there in a false 
position? A technical subject demands a technically-trained 
man. 

Further, I appeal for the creation of proper optical labora- 

* The figures for this Session are exclusive of those for Scotland, 
t These classes are in addition to those held in Schools of Science since 1S96. 

The number of these classes rose from 1896, from about 20 to 220 this year <1902), so 
that in the year 1898 at least 180 classes in all were held on “Light. ’ The total 
number this year is probably about 250 respectively. 

I The figures for these two Sessions are not available. 
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tories in the science schools, that the teacher may have a fair 

chance of training his students. 

Perhaps you will say to me, why make these criticisms and 

this appeal, before setting our own house in order ? The City 

and Guilds of London Institute for technical education took the 

lead twenty years ago. It built the first two technical colleges 

—the oldest one at Finsbury, and the largest and best equipped 

one at Kensington. It, from the first, made large and generous 

provision for the teaching of electro-technics; why has it not 

made provision for opto-tcchnics also ? There are certain reasons 

why these things have not been done, but for these I disclaim 

all responsibility. So far back as 1886, I made a formal pro¬ 

position to establish, under the City and Guilds’ Institute, an 

optical laboratory, which was indeed to be opto-technical, since 

it was to be equipped, not only with optical measuring instru¬ 

ments such as I have mentioned above, for the optical testing 

of prisms, lenses, plane-surfaces, and optical instruments, but 

also with experimental optical tools for grinding and polishing. 

The suggestion was considered, and put aside, for reasons 

doubtless sufficient to the governing body of that date, the 

main reason being that the building at Finsbury was already 

acknowledged to be too small for the purposes of chemistry, 

engineering, and electro-technics, for which it was built. Two 

years later, when the Charity Commissioners were considering 

the establishment of educational institutes out of the funds of 

the City Parochial Charities, I renewed my suggestion. I sent 

to the Commissioners a proposition to found in London, prefer¬ 

ably in Clerkenwell, an optical institute, specialised for the 

optical industries, and with laboratory equipment as before. 

My idea was that this should perform for the optical industries 

the same kind of function as the electro-technical laboratories 

at Finsbury were performing for the electrical industries in 

London. Again my proposals were put aside. The Commis¬ 

sioners were at that time strongly holden by what I hope I may 

without offence call polytechnic fever. Their one idea was that 

all these institutes (except the City of London College) should be 

made as mixed as possible, recreation and miscellaneous, non¬ 

literary instruction being organised in all without distinction. 

In vain did I point to the unwisdom of this course, and to the 

preferable course of concentrating the technical teaching in 

special centres of industry, instead of teaching everywhere 

smatterings of everything. Instead of Polytechnics, I wished to 

see Monotechnics ; for engineering at Battersea ; for building 

trades in Islington ; for printing trades in Fleet Street; for 

plumbing and tanning in Bermondsey ; and for optics in Clerk¬ 

enwell. I was not listened to ; and the polytechnic idea pre¬ 

vailed. I had the honour of reading a paper on this topic in 

this very room on June 17th, 1897, when I expounded the mono- 

technic idea. Since that date much has happened. The beer- 

money added to the funds of the City Parochial Charities has 

enabled the Technical Education Board of the London County 

Council to build their twelve Polytechnics, with the work of 

which you are familiar. That work, admirable as it is in so 

many ways, has, I am convinced, not been of one-lialf the value 

it would have been to the community had these Institutes been 

organised on a more rational plan. Of all of them, the one 

which has been, so far as I am able to judge, the most successful 

is that in Bolt Court, Fleet Street, which differs from all the 

others in being a monotechnic for the printing trades. Can 

any other one show an equal influence on any trade ? I do not 

forget how the Borough Road Polytechnic has specialised itself 

in tanning, in connection with the Herold’s foundation, nor how 

engineering has been developed in Battersea; nor, least of 

all, do I overlook the circumstance that the Northampton Insti¬ 

tute, in Clerkenwell, has now for some years considerably 

specialised its work, and has organised inter alia an admirable 

course of teaching in real optics, and equipped a laboratory 

therefor. It has, indeed, gone some way toward realising my 

suggestion for the creation of an Optotechnical Institute, ’lie- 

value of its work is not yet half appreciated ; every year will 

see its reputation increase. Success in each of these cases has 

resulted from concentration of effort on a definite technical 

aim. In fact, it is not too much to say of the London poly 

technics, that the less they have had of poly, and the more 

technic, just so far have they benefited the industries. 

But while these numerous technical institutes have been grow¬ 

ing up in the provinces, as well as in London, another move¬ 

ment has arisen. The opticians themselves have begun to 

organise themselves in three separate ways for the improvement 

of the scientific qualifications of their own trade. In historic 

order these are as follow's : (1) Examination and certification of 

opticians by the British Optical Association; (2) examination 

and certification of opticians, by the ancient guild known as th<- 

Spectacle Makers’ Company ; (3) the foundation of the Optical 

Society. As I have had the honour of being associated from 

the first with the Spectacle Makers’ Company, I will merely say 

that its aim has been to stimulate opticians to acquire pro¬ 

ficiency in the technics of their craft by offering a diploma and 

fellowship in the company to those who succeed in passing their 

examinations. The subjects comprised are elementary mathe¬ 

matics, general elementary knowledge about light and heat, 

simple geometrical optics, mainly with application to lens 

problems and to the eye as an optical instrument, errors in the 

refraction of the eye and the use of spectacles, spectacle fitting, 

together with a proficiency in some special branch, such as 

microscope, camera, optical lantern, or sextant, &c. For 

masters and assistants of many years’ standing, a modified 

examination that does not include mathematics or special in¬ 

struments has been adopted. During the four years that this 

examination system has been at work, 318 such diplomas in 

optics have been granted by the company on examination, in 

addition to 46 honorary diplomas issued by agreement to certain 

others who had previously been examined by the British Optical 

Association. Four years’ experience with the examinations ot 

the Spectacle Makers’ Company has shown me that while the 

stimulus of the work has been of great benefit in the optical 

trades in inciting the younger members to read up some of the 

principles of optics, yet the organisation for the training in 

laboratory and class-room of these young opticians is very un¬ 

satisfactory. To few of the candidates—and they come not only 

from London, but from all principal town;—does it seem ever to 

have occurred even to inquire whether mathematics and 

optics were taught at the nearest technical school or 

science school. Of the London candidates, hardly any come 

from any of the technical institutes, the Northampton 

Institute being the one exception. Many of them seem to 

think that six months’ cram ought to provide all that they 

require in the wTay of preparation, their knowledge of theoretical 

and experimental optics being in many cases of no longer date. 

Of course, amongst such candidates, there is much disappoint¬ 

ment, and happily there are good candidates as well as bad. 

But the good candidates are often self-taught or privately 

taught, and owTe little or nothing to any public educational in¬ 

stitution : the science schools and the municipal technical 

schools have not been of the slightest help to them. It is for 

the leaders in the optical industries to mquire why the great 

expenditure of money on technical education does little or 

nothing to benefit them, or why the younger men in the in¬ 

dustry do not avail themselves of that which exists. The optical 

industries of Germany have profited enormously by the scientific 

training in endowed laboratories of physics of the men who are. 

now the heads of departments and managers of their optical 

factories. Think only of the advanced state of certain branches 

of optics in Germany, revealed by that most remarkable cata- 
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logue of the collective exhibit at the Paris Exhibition of the 

opticians and instrument makers of Germany. Not that we are 

to take German methods and copy them. England has to work 

out its own problem in its own way ; but at present, save for 

the classes at the Northampton Institute, its educational sys¬ 

tems are not being used to help the opticians. 

This brings me back to the vital suggestion of my paper, 

the creation—whether at the Northampton Institute, in Clerken- 

well, or elsewhere—of a real Optotechnical Institute. It will 

need buildings, equipments, a staff, and an adequate income 

for maintenance. I think its curriculum ought to be somewhat 

as follows : — 

(a) Entrance Examinations.—Computation (including loga¬ 

rithms, slide-rule, and use of trigonometric tables), geometrical 

drawing, German. 

(b) First Year.—Physics, mechanics, algebra and trigono¬ 

metry, projective geometry, drawing, laboratory work in simple 

optics, with lens grinding and prism grinding.—Certificate of 

Preliminary Studies. 
(c) Second Year.—Calculus, higher optics (including aberra¬ 

tions), mechanical drawing of optical instruments, machine de¬ 

sign as applied to instruments, laboratory measurements. -—- 

Certificate of Further Studies. 
(d) Advanced Course.—Applications of calculus, higher geo¬ 

metry, theoretical optics, computation of lenses, optical design, 

higher optical measurements, and optical research.—Honours 

Certificate. 

The staff ought to be picked men, who have liberty to practise 

as consulting opticians, that is to say, as consulting optical 

engineers* The aim ought to be to attract a few really good 

students rather than a crowd of mediocre ones. Every facility 

ought to be given for a student who can only afford a year’s 

course as a day-student to continue his training in the evening, 

the laboratories being opened certain evenings during the week. 

The institute ought to make a speciality of having a perfect 

optical library, with collections of models and of detailed draw¬ 

ings. Finally, the members of the staff ought to be encouraged 

to write optical monographs on some consistent plan, to re¬ 

place the academic text-books of the past. It ought also to 

bring out a respectable optical journal, with technical papers 

in optics well illustrated, not interlarded with trade advertise¬ 

ments, feeble jokes, or silly personal recriminations. 

Not one of our poor optical journals can be named in the same 

breath as the Zeitschrift fur Instrumentenkunde. In the English, 

language we have no technical books to set beside the “ Hand- 

buch der Angewandten Optik ” of Steinheil and Yoit, or the 

“ Theorie der Optischen Instrumente ” of Czapski. 

Scientific books, elementary and advanced, written by opti¬ 

cians for opticians, are, for the moment, the thing most urgently 

needed for the furtherance of optotechnics. 

Silvantjs P. Thompson, I).Sc., F.R. S. 

Kodak, Limited, and Reduced.—The Court having made an order 
sanctioning the reduction of the company's capital in accordance with 
the resolutions of the company passed November 11th last, the transfer 
books of the company will be closed from the 17th day of May, instant, 
in order to prepare for the issue of new shares in the Eastman Kodak 
Company, of New Jersey, in exchange for shares in this company. 

Liverpool Amateur Photographic Association.—A half-day excursion 
was held on Saturday, when a party of members journeyed to Rossett 
under the leadership of Mr. H. Holt, the honorary excursion secretary. 
The charming village was looking its best, as it always does in the early 
spring. A good deal of photography was done, principally consisting of 
river scenery, in which class of work Rossett excels. After tea at the 
Trevor Arms, Marford, the party returned to Liverpool, well satisfied with 
the day’s outing. A whole day excursion also took place on Thursday 
last, the place visited being Hodnet, for Hawkstone Park. The outing 
was urder the leadership of Mr. J. Sirett Brown, a past president of the 
society, a party of about eight to ten making the journey. 

THE RADIO-ACTIVITY OF VARIOUS PAPERS AND 

CARDBOARDS. 

Certain peculiar phenomena which occurred while I was investi¬ 

gating the radiographic action of commercial uranium nitrate 

and various pitchblends, upon the sensitive photographic plate, 

induced me to carry out a series of radio experiments in another 

direction, the results of which are, I consider, of smie importance 

to photographers in general. 

In carrying out the experiments with commercial uranium 

nitrate and pitchblend, various substances were placed between 

these radio-active bodies and the sensitive photographic plate ; 

such materal as thin sheets of iron, steel, copper, tinfoil, lead, 

zinc, vulcanite, platinum, glass screens of various tints, cloth, 

linen, silk, wood, cardboard, various kinds of paper, both plain, 

printed, and written upon, being employed. As might readily 

be expected, the employment of materials so diverse in character 

produced many peculiar and instructive resuits, those obtained 

by the various cardboards and papers proving of such interest 

as to induce me to carry out a series of experiments with them 

alone ; as I found that, although the peculiar action of certain 

papers lias already been observed by other workers in this field, 

the subject had received but little attention from a photographic 

point of view. 

From what I had observed during my experiments with the 

uranium salt, it was evident that various kinds of cardboard, 

papers, printing and writing inks, possessed peculiar radio- 

graphic properties of their own, and with a view to satisfactorily 

proving the truth of this theory, I collected together as many 

different kinds of cardboard, paper, etc., as I could obtain. As 

far as possible, the material from which the papers and card¬ 

boards had been manufactured was ascertained so that the ex¬ 

periments might be conducted with accuracy in all their details. 

The materials employed in the manufacture of paper and card¬ 

board are cotton fibre, esparto, flax, hemp, mechanical wood 

pulp, straw celluloses, and wood celluloses, various earthy 

matters, different kinds of size, etc. 

The first set of experiments was carried out with printed 

papers, portions cut from the “ British Journal of Photography,” 

“ Daily Graphic,” “ Daily Mail,” “ Evening News,” “ The Times,” 

“ Nature,” “ Gardener’s Magazine,” “ Pearson's Monthly,” and 

the “Board of Agriculture,” being employed. The strips cut 

from these papers were taken into the dark-room, and placed 

in contact with the sensitive surface of a series of photographic 

plates. In no case was any pressure whatever employed, the 

pieces of paper being simply lightly placed upon the surface of 

each plate, and allowed to remain undisturbed m that position 

in the dark-room for twenty-four hours. The temperature of the 

dark-room averaged about 55 deg. Fahr., and the plates emjiloyed 

were Imperial (Special Rapid, developed with Messrs. B. J. 

Edward’s pyro-socla formula. After the twenty-four hours’ ex¬ 

posure to the influence of the strips of paper, the plates' were 

developed, and the following results obtained:—“British 

Journal of Photography,” moderate image of the whole surface ; 

“Daily Mail,” strong image of the whole surface; “Evening 

News,” strong image of whole surface; “Daily Graphic,’ no 

image ; “ Nature,” faint image of whole surface ; “ Times,” very 

faint image of whole surface; “ Gardener's Magazine,” only 

image of cut edges and a fold mark on the surface ; “ Pearson’s 

Monthly,” only image of cut edges and of a scratch made acci¬ 

dentally with the point of the scissors across the surface of the 

paper; “Journal of Board of Agriculture,” image of cut edges 

only. 

From these and similar experiments, it was proved that, while 

flax, mechanical wood pulp, and size containing rosin, have a 

very strong radiographic action on the photographic plate, cotton 

and hemp have no action. Bleaching the radio-active materials 
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fended to somewhat lessen the action, but only in a. few cases, 

after very thorough and prolonged bleaching, was the power 

entirely destroyed. 

It will have been noticed that in the cases of “ Pearson’s 

Monthly,” the “ Gardener’s Magazine,” and the “ Journal of the 

JBoard of Agriculture,” only the images of the freshly-cut edges, 

a folded mark, and a scratch were recorded on the photographic 

plate, while with one exception, the “ Daily Graphic,” all the 

•other papers left upon the plates records of their entire surface. 

TIow, “ Pearson’s Monthly,” the “ Gardener’s Magazine,” and 

the “ Journal of the Board of Agriculture,” are all printed on 

fairly stout, clay-faced paper, eminently suited for the produc¬ 

tion of process-block illustrations. The peculiar record left by 

these papers upon the photographic plate certainly proved that, 

though the highly-polished clay surface had no radiographic 

activity, the thin layer beneath the surface did possess it in a 

•very marked degree. 

Similar experiments were carried out with various cardboards, 

particular attention being paid to photographic mounts. The 

ordinary commercial photographic mount, such as is used for 

C.D.V. and cabinet portraits, yielded some interesting results. 

Provided the glossy surface remained absolutely intact, these 

mounts made no radiographic impression upon the photographic 

plate, but whenever this surface was displaced, either by 

scratches, cuts, or by washing away with a damp sponge, then 

a vivid impression of the area from which the clay facing had 

been removed was recorded on the plate. This radio-activity 

of the inner portion of the cardboard mount is certainly a very 

interesting phenomenon, deserving some closer attention from 

experts in photographic chemistry, and I think might be found 

to throw some light on the vexed question of the rapid discoloura¬ 

tion and deterioration of P.O.P. prints of to-day. Compare the 

cards on which photographs taken thirty years ago were mounted 

with those of the present day; the cards then employed were 

often less than half the thickness of those now in general use, 

and a large proportion of them were pure white, and free from 

glaze—in fact, they very closely resembled the best thin Bristol 

board. Yet many of the photographs pasted on those thin 

mounts twenty or thirty years ago are as fresh and pure in tone 

to-day as when they were sent home from the photographic studio. 

'Granted the prints were made on good sound albumenised 

paper, and possibly attached to the mounts with a pure starch 

paste, it is nevertheless very doubtful if they would have kept 

their freshness all these years had they been mounted upon the 

modem commercial mount, with its radio-active interior. 

Practically all the photographic mounts experimented with 

were more or less radio-active, as were also the inner parts of 

The thick white cardboards purchased from stationers for mount¬ 

ing enlargements, water-colour drawings, etc. 

To the manufacturer of photographic plates and sensitised 

papers this is a question of considerable—I may say vital—im¬ 

portance, for should the plates or paper be packed in contact with 

radio-active paper or cardboard, they will run the risk of being 

spoilt and unjustly stigmatised of inferior quality ; and I hope 

that the subject will be more fully investigated by those who 

have the time and means at their disposal to carry out the 

necessary experiments. 

F. Martin Duncan. 

Tub German Emperor, according to the “ Standard’s ” Berlin Corres¬ 
pondent, is evidently not in favour of Secessionist artists, for we were 
told, one day last week, that during his visit yesterday to the Berlin 
Art Exhibition, the Emperor William, when conversing with one 
of the sculptors whose works were represented, expressed his particular 

■dislike of the Berlin Secessionist artists, speaking in terms, it is said, 
which left no doubt about the strength of his aversion. His Majesty 
is also reported to have given instructions that no Government Repre- 
•aentative is to be present at the opening of any Secessionist Exhibition.” 

ON THE ELIMINATION, BY WASHING IN WATER, OF 
HYPO RETAINED BY PHOTOGRAPHIC PLATES AND 

PAPERS. 

By MM. Lumiere frkrks and Seywf.tz. 

A.—ELIMINATION OF HYPO FROM PAPERS. 

The elimination of hypo retained by prints on paper, after fixing, is 

generally attained by allowing water to How through a receptacle con¬ 

taining the prints. If prints on paper (gelatino chloride or gelatino 

bromide of silver) are submitted to prolonged washing in this manner, 

ve’y large quantities of water are used, and it will be found that there 

still remains, even after the protracted washing, a trace of hypo. 

This is- easily shown by adding a crystal of silver nitrate to the last 

drops of moisture obtained by placing the paper under pressure. 

We are therefore either obliged to allow this trace of hypo to remain, or 

to submit the prints to washing of such duration that we run a grave 

risk of spoiling the prints. We have experimented as to the possibility 

of more rational washing, that is to say, the employment of a volume 

of water more proportionate to the quantity of livpo to be eliminated. 

To this end we have employed several methods by which prints can 

be washed, mid have used, in all cases for our experiments, Lumiere 

citrate paper. A single print, 13 by 18 cm., wras submitted to a series 

of washings, in the first series 500cc. of w'ater being used for each 

washing, and afterwards lOOcc., this being the quantity of water 

strictly necessary to fully cover the print. In both cases comparative 

tests were made, allowing periods of five, ten, twenty, and thirty 

minutes respectively for each washing, and the quantity of hypo eli¬ 

minated being determined by the use of a solution of iodine and potas¬ 

sium iodide. These standard tests have shown : — 

1. That the quantity of hypo eliminated by each washing Is the. same 

if either lOOcc. or 500cc. of water be used. 

2. That the quantity of hypo found in each washing w'ater is much 

the same after periods of five minutes, ten minutes, fifteen minutes, 

or thirty minutes. 

These conclusions will be best understood by giving the results of 

one series of washings, which will serve to illustrate all cases. A 

13 by 18 print was allowed to remain for periods of five minutes in 

lOOcc. of water, and 80cc. of liquid was taken to make the tests with 

solution of iodine and starch. Before toning, the print was washed 

sufficiently to eliminate the excess silver nitrate and the citric acid, 

so that these substances should not affect the tests. The following 

results were obtained, using a solution of iodine of 1-200 normal: — 

Washings 
each in 
100 c.c. 
Water. 

Quantity of solution of 
Iodine for each 100 c.c. 
of Washing Water. 

Quantity of Hypo corresponding 
to the Iodine employed found in 
the 100 c.c. Washing Water. 

Print 
roughly 
blotted. 

Print 
simply 

drained. 

Print 
roughly 
blotted. 

Print simply 
drained. 

1 355’ 450- 0*440 0-588 Hypo per 100 c.c. 
2 18- 40- 0 0223 0 0496 
3 39 6‘ 0 0048 0 0074 
4 1-6 1 8 0-00198 0-0022 
5 •62 1 25 0-00075 0-0015 
6 ‘5 •5 0 00052 0 0006 
7 *25 ■25 0-00031 0-00031 
8 •125 •125 0 00016 0 00016 ,, 

The first numbers show that the quantity of hypo remaining in the 
print roughly blotted, is about twenty times less before the second 
washing than before the first. Afterwards, this quantity markedly 
diminishes by the second and third washing, and is practically 
negligible after the seventh washing. In the case of the print simply 
drained, the elimination is less rapid at first, but at about the fourth 
washing, is nearly equal to that of the print roughly blotted. By 
experiment we find that the results are practically identical if the print 
is only partly washed before toning, and also if not submitted to any 
previous washing. If the washings are of one minute duration instead 
ol five minutes, the elimination of hypo is much less complete, and 
after the eighth washing, 0.0013 gramme of hypo is still found in 
lOOcc. of water. These experiments show that washings of about 
five minutes’ duration are amply sufficient to obtain the maximum of 
elimination possible by this means. The preceding experiments have 
been made repeatedly, with practically the same results. Afterwards, 
instead of using for observation one print of 13 by 18 cm., ten prints 
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were employed, using ten times the quantity of water, i.e., one litre. 
The prints were washed in dishes 24 by 30em., and kept constantly in 
motion, being simply drained between washings. 

"Number of Washing. 
Quantity of Solution of 

Iodine for 100 c.c. 
Washing Water. 

Quantity of Hydro 
remaining in 100 c.c. 

Washing Water. 

1 302 0-375 

2 oo -5 0-0279 

3 2-9 0-00359 

4 0-87 0-00107 

5 0 75 0-00093 

6 0-5 0-00062 
n 0 25 0-00031 

8 0 125 0-00015 

These results seem to prove that sufficient elimination of hypo can 
be obtained after eight washings, each of five minutes’ duration, using 
lOOcc. water for each print of 13 by 18cm., dishes, of course, being 
rinsed after each washing. We also compared with the elimination 
by diffusion, the method of washing a print for twenty minutes under 
a tap, passing about 7^ litres per minute, i.e., consuming 150 litres 
of water, afterwards allowing the print to remain for five minutes in 
lOOcc. of water, and then testing for hypo. Under these conditions 
we find 1.1 of solution of ... normal of liquid iodine is necessary, that is 
to say, about the same quantity as after the fifth washing in the pre¬ 
vious method. We repeated the same experiment by changing the 
dishes after ten minutes, in order to see if the small quantity of hypo 
remaining at the bottom of the dish hindered the diffusion. The results 
of the test were practically identical with those in which the washing 
was uninterrupted. Another comparative test was made by washing 

shown by a curve. The diagram shows at the bottom the number of 
washings, and by the height of the curve the quantity of hypo present 
after each successive wash, and it will be seen that the quantity 
eliminated by the first two washings is some 90 per cent. 

THE DIFFICULTIES OF ELIMINATING THE LAST TRACES OF HYPO. 

We considered originally that complete elimination of all hypo con¬ 
tained in the print could be arrived at by the employment of one or 
other of the methods previously mentioned, and we took endless trouble 
to reach a point at which a complete absence of all reaction to nitrate 
of silver or solution of iodine would be shown in the last washing 
water. We found, however, by the presence of these reactions that 
distinct traces of hypo remained, and it only needed the application of 
hand pressure to the print to cause moisture to be expelled which 

contained hypo, therefore we made a series of experiments to find otsfe 
by what means it was possible to eliminate these last traces. By 
submitting the prints to pressure after each washing, we noticed that- 
the quantity of hypo present became less, and was more rapidly 
eliminated. Elsewhere, this peculiarity has been already verified with 
different substances, notably with textile fibres impregnated with 
salts soluble in water. The elimination of these salts is easily pro¬ 
cured by wringing. We had various methods of applying pressure. 
Some drained prints were placed in a pile in a 13 by 18 dish, them 
pressed, another seiies of prints after each washing, were placed along¬ 
side between sheets of blotting-paper, then pressed. Again, we tried 
combining the two processes, and have verified that it is possible 
quickly and completely to Uiminate all hypo. Care should always be 
taken, after having pressed all water from the prints by pressing in a 
heap in the dish, to moisten again before pressing between, blotting- 
pa[»er. However, if tlie prints are pressed heavily, one beside another 
between sheets of blotting-paper, one. can succeed, after seven succes¬ 
sive treatments, by lOOcc. of water for each print, in eliminating all 
traces of hypo, and in obtaining no reaction with silver nitrate. We 
are struck with the efficacy of this treatment, in comparing it with 
ordinary methods of proceeding. With simple washing in running 
water, by floating the prints in a dish, we have washed ten prints 13 by 
18 in a dish 24 by 30 for five hours, with a tap passing 7^ litres per 
minute, or 2,250 litres in the five hours. We can show by pressing tne- 
prints that the resulting liquid gives a reaction with silver nitrate, 
still making evident the presence of hypo. These conditions, also, are 
not appreciably improved if the dishes be changed every quarter of am 
hour in order to get rid of the hypo remaining at the bottom; but, on 
the other hand, they are appreciably benefited by heavy pressing of 
the prints in the dish, and by draining away the liquid so expelled 
before placing again in the water. 

TRIAL OF WASHING UNDER RUNNING WATER. 

In the manner usually employed, hypo collects on the bottom of the 
dish. By washing the print on a plain surface, the back of a dish, for 
instance, this trouble is avoided. If moisture be pressed from a print 
washed for two hours on the back of a dish (under a tap passing 450 
litres of water per hour), it will be found to contain a marked propor¬ 
tion of hypo, and this is even found to be the case with a print washed, 
for 24 hours in running water. 

Note —The difficulty of eliminating hypo is easily shown by pouring 
a small pool of water on a print which is placed, gelatine face down¬ 
wards, on a porous brick, when the print will be found to retain the 
water on its surface, allowing but the slightest penetration, even if 
left for a long period of time. 

CONCLUSIONS. 

The result of the preceding experiments shows that in the usual 
methods employed for washing prints, the bulk of the water used is 
consumed uselessly. To effectually wash a batch of ten prints, the 
following method is recommended, as, by its use, a more complete 
elimination of hypo is obtained. Wash for five minutes in seven succes¬ 
sive changes of water, using a 30 by 40 dish, and one litre of water 
for each change, keeping prints in motion to avoid them sticking to¬ 
gether. Between each washing put the prints under pressure, and 
drain off the water expelled, then moisten prints in clean water, and 
place side by side between sheets of blotting. 

ELIMINATION OF HYPO FROM PLATES. 

The perfect washing of plates is a matter of comparatively less im¬ 
portance than in the case of photographic papers. The matter of the 
greatest importance is to avoid the formation of crystalline markings 
on the dried plate, as there is less) cause to fear the alteration of the 
image than when dealing with prints on paper. On the observations 
we have made regarding the washing of papers we have determined the 
minimum of water necessary to obtain, at the end of a period of time 
relatively short, an elimination practically sufficient. We have made 
our tests with solution of iodine as to how hypo can be eliminated by 
washing the plate in consecutive changes of small quantities of water 
(lOOcc. water for periods of five minutes, using a 13 by 18 plate). 

Washings each with 
100 c.c. of Water for 

Five Minutes. 

Quantity of Solution 
of Iodine 1/200 normal 
used for each 100 c.c. 

Washing Water. 

Quantity of Hypo 
Crystals in 100 c.e. 

Washing Water. 

1 268- cc. 0-33 A 
2 30- O’-OSTY 

3 7* 0-0086S 

4 2- 0-00248- 

5 1-25 0 00155- 

6 1-1 0-00136= 

7 0-6 0 00074 

8 0-6 0-00074 
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We thus see that plates, like paper, contain hypo, which cannot be 
eliminated but by pressure. We have, after the last washing, stripped 
the gelatine from the plate, and have pressed it in a bag of linen. 
The liquid expelled by the pressure treated with silver nitrate has 
given us no visible reaction. This result shows that in photographic 
papers it is the constitution of the paper or its coating that retains 
the hypo, and not the emulsion. 

COMPARISON OF THE QUANTITIES OF HYPO UNELIMINATED FROM PLATES 

BY DIFFERENT METHODS OF WASHING. 

We have compared the quantities of hypo remaining uneliminated 
in plates, after employing various methods of washing. 

Case 1. The plate (13 by 18cm.) is placed on the back of a dish under 
a tap, the water running directly on to the gelatine surface, in this 
case the hypo solution is eliminated in proportion to the dimensions, 
and the plate is not immersed in the solution already expelled. 

Case 2. The plate (13 by 18cm.) is placed under a tap, as in Case 1, 
but immersed in a dish, and so surrounded by solution containing a 
percentage of eliminated hypo. 

In these two cases the plates have only been in contact with the 
water for five minutes, yet 37 litres of water are consumed. 

Case 3. The plate (13 by 18cm.) is immersed in five successive baths 
•of 200cc. -water, for periods each of five minutes. 

In this case only 1 litre of water is consumed. 
After each of these three methods of washing the plates were 

-vmmersed for half an hour in 2Q0cc. of water, of which lOOcc. was 
treated with a solution of iodine 1-200 normal. 

The following results were shown :—- 

- 

Quantity of Solution 
of Iodine 1/200 Re¬ 
quired for 200 c.c. 
Washing Water. 

Quantity of Crystal 
Hypo corresponding 

to the Iodine. 

Washing on the back of a dish 
for five minutes, using 37 
litres water. 2-a 0-00272 

Washing on a dish for five 
minutes, using 37 litres of 
water ... 4 4 0-00544 

Five washings in changes of 
one litre of water each for 
five minutes . 04 0 005 

CONCLUSIONS. 

1. That the washing of plates under a current of water, though 
using a large quantity, is less complete than in a method where, less 
water being employed, the plate, come® in contact with the water 

• containing hypo. 
2. That the most effectual method of plate washing, and one which 

at the same time consumes far less water, is to immerse it in successive 
baths, allowing 200cc. water for each 13 by 18 plate. 

In a future article we propos-e to deal with the method of hypo 
• elimination by the use of various substances. 

A Photographer Committed for Trial.—At the Wood Green Petty 
Sessions, on Friday last, Stuart Robson, 50, photographer, ot 114, Morely 
Avenue, Wood Green, was again brought up charged on remand with 
obtaining by false pretences £3 from Mr. Joseph Webster, proprietor of 
the Jolly Butchers’ Hotel; £2 from Arthur George Cornell, of High 
Road, Wood Green; £3 17s. 9d. and a silver watch from George Snell, of 
Tottenham Court Road, and £41 5s. and two cheques from William George 
'Cornish, estate agent and auctioneer, of the Grand Parade, Harringay. 
Prisoner was now further charged with obtaining upwards of £50 by 
credit from Mr. Cornish, without informing him that he was an undis- 
•charged bankrupt. Mr. Rowe prosecuted for the Treasury. Mr. Charles 
M. Dent, advertisement ma^a^er at the Strand Theatre, proved that no 
communication had ever been made to witness about a “ Periphone.” 
Henry Havelock Jackson, clerk in the Patent Office, said the prisoner 
obtained a patent in 1892 for improvements in itinerant advertising. 
The prisoner had subsequently lodged applications for patents for im¬ 
provements in itinerant advertising and lighting vehicles by electricit}r, 
but these were abandoned. William George Beadlestone, a mes¬ 
senger in the Bankruptcy Department, High Court of Justice, pro¬ 
duced a file relating to prisoner’s bankruptcy in April, 1895. Mr. B. 
Knight, examiner in the Chief Official Receiver’s department, identified 
prisoner as a person whom he examined in bankruptcy. The assets 
included a patent, which the bankrupt said had been sold to the Acme 
Advertising Company for £1,000. Witness estimated the value as being 
nil. Prisoner had not received his discharge. Mr. Robert Newman 
Appleyard, solicitor, of 275, High Holborn, said the prisoner had never 
instructed him to prepare deeds for the transfer to a syndicate of the 
“ Periphone ” and the “ Camsylce,” or the “ Alexandra Park Concession.” 
Witness had never heard of such matters. Mr. Rowe read letters which 
prisoner had sent to Mr. Cornish representing that witness was acting 
for him. The witness said the letters were not written by him or by 
his authority. The prisoner was committed for trial. 

THE PHOTOGRAPHERS’ CHURCH PARADE AT 

ST. MICHAEL’S, FOLKESTONE. 

The inauguration of the Photographers’ Church Parade will take 
place in the above church on Whit Sunday, May 18, 1902, at three 
p.ni., terminating about four. Recital on the great orchestral organ 
and address by the Rev. E. Husband, anthem by the full choir of the 
church. 

Collects. 
Hymn 168 ... ... ... (“Hymns Ancient and Modern.’) 

“ There is a book, who runs may read, 
Which heavenly truth imparts ; 

And all the lore its scholars need, 
Pure eyes and Christian hearts.” 

ORGAN Solo “ Grand Commemoration March ” ...Scotson Clark 
Organ Solo 

G pc vn Solo ^ a .“May Dew”. St erndale Bennett 
l ft ... ... “Spring’’ ... ... ... ...Gounod 

Anthem ... “ The marvellous work behold amazed, the glorious 
hierarchy of heaven ; and to the ethereal vaults 
resound the praise of God.” 

From Haydn’s Oratorio “ Creation.” 

Sung by St. Michael’s Choir. 

Organ Solo (1st time) Impromptu, “ Light! ” E. Husband 
(Specially composed for this service.) 

Address. 
Subject The Connection between Photography and Religion.’’ 

Offertory Hymn 573 ... ... (“ Hymns Ancient and Modern.”) 
“ All things bright and beautiful, 

All creatures great and small. 
All things wise and wonderful, 

The Lord God made them all.” 

Organ Solo (by desire) Descriptive Piece, 

The Blessing. 

“ The Storm ” 
E. Husband 

-♦- 

€xl)ibition$. 
THE ALPINE CLUB. 

After examining the admirable collection of photographs, the work 
of the members of the Alpine Club, which is now on exhibition at the 
hall of the club, 23, Savile Row, W., the conclusion is forced upon 
us that Alpine photography, as usually produced, is a branch of 
photographic -work which requires a technical knowledge of mountains 
and mountaineering to understand and to appreciate. To the ordinary 
observer many of the greatest triumps, say, of photo-microscopy -will 
appear to be very ordinary specimens of photography, and it is quite 
common to hear criticisms of them, evidently based upon the assump¬ 
tion that there is no very great difference between photographing 
an infinitesimally small portion of matter and photographing a hay¬ 
stack. The microscopist takes his view from an entirely different 
standpoint; to him the aim of the photomicrograph is obvious, and the 
success is measured by the extent to which it fulfils its aim, irrespec¬ 
tive of whether or not every detail, unimportant in itself, is perfect. It 
seems to us that they who make mountaineering their pursuit must 
v iew such photographs as those which are here collected much in the 
some way that the microscopist views photographs which illustrate 
the subjects with which he is accustomed to deal, and that in many 
cases the precise object of the photograph, and, in the technical 
sense, its merit, lies in details which do not appeal to the ordinary 
observer, the primary intention having been not so much to give 
a broad impression as a map-like record. 

While we recognise that modern photographic conveniences and 
methods of working have done much to improve Alpine photography, 
and, indeed, to make it possible under circumstances when formerly 
it would have been impossible, vre cannot help feeling that the results 
are generally very disappointing. The scenery, viewed by the eye, is 
awe-inspiring in its immensity, but rarely does the lens and plate 
record anything to give such an impression. A vast peak, whose 
grandeur requires a poet’s pen to express in words, becomes too fre¬ 
quently in a photograph but a commonplace rock, and the same amount 
of imagination that would be required to invest it with its real dignity, 
exercised the other way, might reduce it to a representation of a 
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lutnp of coal, with some salt sprinkled on it. We are, of course, aware 
that the atmospheric conditions of high altitudes are not favourable 
for impressionistic photography, that the clearness of the air is apt 
to annihilate all sense of distance, and that the absence of reflected 
light exaggerates contrasts of light and shade, but these are difficul¬ 
ties which sometimes occur in ordinary landscape work, and the skilful 
photographer finds methods of overcoming them. We cannot help 
thinking that by adopting some of the methods of producing effects 
which are constantly used in uictorial photography, better suggestions 
of the real aspect of the mighty peaks and chasms might be given. 

But while we think that Alpine photography generally awaits the 
advent of a new method of treatment, we are bound to recognise that 
the work of the members of the Alpine Club had made a great advance 
during the past few years, and, judging the photographs now ex¬ 
hibited by the standard of the best work of the kind that has been 
produced, the average quality is a very high one indeed. 

It is worth noticing about the exhibition that nearly all the photo¬ 
graphs are of considerable size. That is a good point, but, unfor¬ 
tunately, the trade enlarger—and his handiwork is much k< evidence— 
generally manages to destroy whatever individuality there may be in 
the original, and in that way the exhibition is rendered, as a whole, 
certainly less interesting than it might have been. 

It is the fact that Alpine and similar views show to the greatest 
advantage as lantern slides. There are several sets of lantern slides 
which, as far as we could judge without seeing them on the screen, 
are really admirable. 

-- 

Patent l)eu)$. 
-4-- 

A LOCAL INVENTION. 

The following abridged description is specially drawn for The British 

Journal of Photography by Messrs. Hughes and Young, patent agents, 
55 and 56, Chancery Lane, London, who will give advice and assistance 
free to our readers on all patent matters : — 

Patent Applications.—No. 9,782.—Henry Edward Newton, Chancery 
Lane. “ Improvements in photography.” 

No. 9,842.—George Gerlach, 62, St. Vincent Street, Glasgow. “ Process 
and apparatus for treating in liquor baths photographs copied on 
endless sheets.” 

No. 9,992.—York Schwartz, Chancery Lane. “ Process of preparing 
paper for photographic purposes.” 

No. 9,993.—York Schwartz. “ A new and improved photographic emul¬ 
sion.” 

No. 10,016.—Hugh Lancelot Aldis, Chancery Lane. “ Improvements in 
lenses for photographic and other purposes.” 

No 10,199.—Frederick Mackenzie and George Wishart, 96, Buchanan 
Street, Glasgow. “ Improvements in and relating to means for 
packing, carrying, and exposing in the camera photogranhic dry 
plates or films.” 

No. 10,260.—Arthur Freemore Spooner, High Holborn. “ Improvements 
in and relating to magazines for photographic plates.” 

Patents Illustrated.—No. 1,035.—Hinges for photograph and like 
stands.—Patentee : R. Mander, Branston Street, Birmingham. 

Relates to a hinged joint for the back leg or support to photograph 
picture and other frames or stands. The hinge consists of a metal loop 
attached to the back support by passing the tongue through the support 
and turning it down like a paper-fastener. The bracket to which the pin 
is attached, is also fastened to the frame or stand by tongues. A modi¬ 
fied form is described in which there are three short tongues on the 
loop which do not pass quite through the support. 

No. 1,101.—Photography.—Patentee : A. A. Brooks and G. A. Watson, 
both of 23, Tower Buildings, Liverpool. Change-boxes. 

Relates to a change-box chiefly adapted for films, and consists of im¬ 
provements on the invention described in Specification No. 17,986, A.D. 
1900. In the apparatus described in the said specification the films are 
contained in a kind of drawer, by the first withdrawal of which from 
the outer casing a film from the back of the pack is retained in the outer 

• casing, by the first return it is forced forward into the exposure frame, 
and by the second withdrawal and return after exposure the film is 
returned to the front of the pack. 

No. 1,109.—Photography.—Patentees : J. Ashford, 179, Aston Road, and 
H. E. Newey, 54, Victoria Street, both in Birmingham. Hark 
slides. 

Relates to a dark slide for films or plates. It consists of a central 
fiame with a. thin central plate against which the two films lie and are 
retained in position by marginal flaps. The frame with its two films is 
pushed into an envelope, the open end of which makes light-tight connec¬ 
tion with the top bar of the frame. The envelope, with its contents, is 
now placed in inverted position in the outer casing of the dark slide. 

Commercial 5 Cegal intelligence. 
Photo-Stone Syndicate, Limited.—The above-named company has 

been registered with a capital of £22,500, in 17,500 “ A ” and 5,000 “ B ” 
shares of £1 each. The objects of the company are to acquire any patents 
relating to printing and any apparatus therefore, particularly from G. F. 
Watherman and G. Holzhausen, of Enfield, Middlesex: to adopt a cer¬ 
tain agreement with the above mentioned, and, generally, to carry on 
in all or any of their branches the businesses of printers, lithographers, 
photographic printers, and photo-lithographers, engravers, designers, 
draughtsmen, and any other business which can be conveniently carried 
on in connection with the same; proprietors and publishers of books, 
newspapers, and magazines ; to undertake and transact all kinds of agency 
business; to erect any machinery, etc. No initial public issue. The 
directors are G. H. Pollen, R. H. Schmittau, and G. F. Wetherman. 
Registered office : 189, Fleet Street, London. 

The first meeting of the creditors of William James Grey, photographer, 
of 12, Cornwall Street, and 8, Alexandra Place, Mutley, Plymouth, was 
fixed to be held on Friday last, at the office of the Official Receiver. In 
the absence of Mr. T. H. Greake, the meeting was presided over by 
Mr. F. Coombes, chief clerk, but as there was only one creditor in 
attendance, the proceedings were only of a formal character. Mr. J. G. 
Jackson appeared for the debtor, whose statement of affairs showed gross 
liabilities amounting to £130 14s. 5d., of which £106 3s. 8d. due to 37 
unsecured creditors is expected to rank for dividend. Assets are esti¬ 
mated to produce £74 18s. lid., from which £24 10s. 9d. has to be deducted 
for preferential claims, leaving a deficiency of £55 15s. 6d. The causes- 
of insolvency alleged by debtor are sickness of self and family and bad 
trade. From the printed observations of the Official Receiver, it appears . 
that debtor commenced business as a photographer in January, 1895,. 
without any capital. Until a few weeks since, he resided at 12, Cornwall 
Street, but recently removed to 8, Alexandra Road, Mutley. Debtor had 
been sued by several creditors lately, and at the date of the receiving 
order the High Bailiff of the East Stonehouse Court was in possession 
under two executions. He had a lease of the premises for 14 years, 
of which nearly 13 are still unexpired. Debtor had underlet a portion of 
the premises. Debtor had only kept an order book and day book, but 
the latter contained also an account of cash receipts. He states that he 
became aware of his insolvency three months ago. There are only two 
creditors over £10, but there are 34 whose debts do not exceed £5. 
The liabilities comprise £22 11s. 8d. for trade outfit, and £15 4s. 6d. for 
medical attendance. The remainder is made up of small accounts due 
to local tradespeople. Owing to the absence of the Official Receiver, 
debtor’s public examination was adjourned by Mr. Registrar McCrea, 
sitting at the Stonehouse Bankruptcy Court. Mr. J. W. Bickle appeared 
for a creditor. 

At the last sitting of the Kingston Bankruptcy Court, before the 
Deputy .Registrar (Mr. F. L. Bell), the public examination was con¬ 
tinued of the Rev. A. A. Barratt, Vicar of Claygate, the petitioning 
creditor being Lord Foley, who was represented by Mr. Cooper Willis. 
Mr. T. W. J. Britten appeared for the Official Receiver, and Mr. F. B. 
Harper (Messrs. Lumley and Lumley) represented the debtor. Previous- 
examinations of the bankrupt showed that he had taken a prominent 
part during the last few years in the promotion of various public com¬ 
panies now in liquidation. Mr. Cooper Willis now said that the a'c 
furnished by the debtor in regard to Photo, Limited, showed that out 
of his own moneys he had paid £2,497 in excess o: what he received, 
whereas he (counsel) should show that he received more than he ever did 
pay. The debtor, he said, obtained a loan of £3,400 on the London and 
County Bank, on the guarantee of Lord Foley, and sums of £250, £500, 
and £400 were as a matter of fact borrowed on that guarantee of Lord 
Foley’s. Debtor said that this was not correct, as the bank allowed him 
an overdraught.—Counsel: “Yes, in anticipation of Lord Foley’s guaran¬ 
tee. What you say in your account is that you were the loser cf £2,497, 
which could not be the case.”—Debtor : “ I cannot help what the account 
says, sir; I did the best I could, and that was very difficult.”—Counsel 
said that out of the total of £5,105 mentioned in the account, at least 
£3,175 was either guaranteed by Lord Foley or by moneys paid by his 
lordship to the debtor, so that instead of there being a "credit balance 
of £2,497, there was really a debit balance of £579. Debtor admitted 
that this was substantially correct. Asked who received the pew lents. 
debtor said that very often the cheques went to Lord Foley, a.id his 
lordship would then send him one of his own cheques- for the full amount 
—Mr. Cooper Willis: "Yrou stated here on the last occasion that a peti¬ 
tion had been got up by your parishioners, and presented* to the Bishop, 
asking that you should not be deprived of the living. Is that true ?”— 
Debtor: “ If I did say that, I did not intend to do so. I meant that the 
Bishop was to be asked that I should not be made bankrupt.”—Mr. Cooper 
Willis: “Was not the petition sent to the Bishoi asking him to use 
his influence with Lord Foley that you should not be made bankrupt?”—- 
Debtor : “ That is so.”—Mr. Cooper Willis : “ Your sen or daughter or 
gardener took round the petition, didn’t they? It was all done at your 
instigation, was it not?”—Debtor: “Well, there was no time to be lost. 
We had only a day or two.”—Counsel next referred to the Cresco-Fylma 
Company, and Mr. Cooper Willis observed that out cf £5.400 guaranteed 
by Lord Foley, £400 was used by debtor for his owe: i imposes; in fact, 
it was appropriated by him.—Debtor: “I deny Haw sir, entirely; it 
was lent to me.”—The examination was concluded 
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routings of Societies* 
MEETINGS OF SOCIETIES FOR NEXT WEEK. 

May Name of Society. Subject. 

16„. 
lv.j 
19_j 
19_ 
19_ 
'21. 
21.. 
21_ 

.Liverpool Amateur. 
Camera Club. 

Woolwich Photographic . 

Brentford Photographic . 
Croydon JSatural History. 
North Middlesex Photographic 
Borough Polytechnic. 

Croydon Camera Club . 

London and Provincial. 

.Excursion to York. 
ltamble—(Bank Holiday.) Lynton. 

/ Ely (Cambs.). Leaders, vV. H. Bawson 
\ and J. B. Panting, E.B.P.S. 

Guildford. 
Whit Monday Excursion. 

Home Portraiture. A. Herbert Lisett. 
Monthly Outings Competition. 

/ The Use and, Value of Liqht Titters for 
1 Negatives. 
j Round the Societies,. Mr. Walter D. 
f Wei ford. 

LONDON AND PROVINCIAL PHOTOGRAPHIC ASSOCIATION. 

May 8th.—Mr. J. A. Sinclair in the chair. 

Mr. W. D. Welford said he had been giving attention during the past 
year to the keeping qualities of carbon tissue. He had succeeded in 
keeping the tissue for nearly twelve months in good condition. It was 
-on July 5th, last year, that the experiment began. Prints were made 
on the tissue as removed from the tin, others after the tissue had got 
damp and limp, and the latter were bound to be over-printed. Other 
prints were made on tissue that had been removed from and put back 
into the tin six times in the interval, each time being allowed to get 
perfectly limp before being returned to the calcium box. 

The prints, which were shown as transparencies on celluloid, were all 
remarkably good and similar in appearance and quality. It was reason¬ 
able to suppose that tissue could be kept for years without loss of quality. 
The only difference Mr. Welford had noticed was that the back of the 
tissue, which was originally bright yellow, had become almost white. 

Mr. W. T. Wilkinson showed some prints on citro-chloride emulsion 
paper, and gave some working details. 

Mr. J. R. Gotz demonstrated the development of 

Chkomatype, 

a, gam-bichromate pigment paper, which was shown to be capable of 
yielding some very line prints. The paper, which is supplied either 
sensitised or unsensitised, may be had bearing black, red, and sepia 
pigments. There is no transfer or reversal, as in the ordinary carbon 
process, and the paper is simple in manipulation. The paper is best 
Kept on end in a dry place. It keeps for any length of time, if proper 
precajulions are taken. The sensitising bath is a solution of 4 ounces of 
toiebromate of potassium in 80 ounces of distilled water, with the addition 
vof 10 minims of ammonia. The pigmented paper is immersed face up¬ 
ward and drawn through the solution several times, the latter precaution 
being adopted to dispel any air-bubbles that may form on the surface. 
The paper is dried in the dark, in a place free from dust and damp. 
This drying should take place as quickly as possible, without recourse 
.to artificial heating. When sensitised and dried the paper should be 

■stored in a calcium tube. The exposure of the paper is gauged by means 
of a photometer, with the usual trials in carbon printing. The develop¬ 
ment of the print, or etching, as the demonstrator preferred to style 
it, is the removal of the unaffected pigmented matter by means of a 

■ copious flow of hot water, aided by the frictional effects of willow sawdust 
be Id in suspension by the water. The prints are first soaked in cold or 
tepid water, and the development is carried on over a deep tank of 
good dimensions, containing the hot water and sawdust. A small gas 
flame or spirit lamp serves to keep the water at the proper temperature. 
The black and red tissues should be treated with water at from 95 deg. 
to L05 deg. Fahr., and the sepia paper at 110 deg. to 115 deg. These 
temperatures may be increased to 120 deg. for the black and to 140 deg. 
ifor the sepia, according to the result desired or the state of the exposed 
l»per. The print is supported on a slab, and the hot water is poured 

iover it until the high lights are well out. After rinsing in cold water, 
the, remaining traces of bichromate salt are removed by a a■ per cent, 
solution of bisulphate of soda. When the whites are perfectly clear, the 
operations are complete, and the print may be allowed to dry. Mr. Gotz 
remarked that his aim had been to preserve photographic truth and 
^character in the examples that he showed and developed. Nevertheless, 
the paper lent itself to the artistic instincts of those who worked upon 
the -surface of their prints. In reply to questions, he said he had 
developed prints a month after printing successfully, but for the best 
results three or four days was the limit. The first sign of the image 
should appear In two or three minutes. The paper kept indefinitely 
unsensitised. The sawdust should not be so plentiful as to make the 
-water thick, as in the Artique process. Mr. Gotz then showed how, with 
■a soft brush, the high lights might be picked out, while the print was 
under water. For adding details it is best to use the unsensitised pig¬ 
mented paper itself, taking the colour on a brush, and applying it to 
the parts requiring additional strength. 

Mr. W. Thomas questioned whether it would be best to modify the 
result by brush work on the print or by prenaration of the negative 
before printing. The disturbance bv physical force of the delicate layer 
•of pigment was not to be embarked upon livhtly, in his opinion, as the 
effect could not possibly be identical with that produced by the alter¬ 
native method. He also asked whether the naner could be worked by 
•Poking in warm water and friction, in a cold bath of sawdust and water. 

Mr. Gotz replied that it was largely a matter of taste how one ] ro 
ceeded, or to what extent the result were influenced by hand work or 
other faking. He thought, however, that it would be very difficult to 
detect the brush marks he had made that evening. 

A discussion took place upon the necessity for the so-called “ fixing ” 
or washing out of the bichromate, some being for and others inclined to 
question the operation. In the meantime Mr. R. J. Kindon amply 
demonstrated that the process of development was easily picked u 
developing a print brought up by Mr. Gotz. 

CAMERA CLUB. 

On Monday, the 5th inst., the club was both entertained and instructed 
by a lecture, entitled ‘ Pekin after the Siege,” by Mr. S. Ransome a 
gentleman who acted as war correspondent for the “Morning iv 
during a very eventful time. At the outset of his discourse, the lecturer 
pleaded for indulgence on behalf of his pictures, which h< did not put 
forward as photographs worthy of admiration, but rather as snap shots 
taken under difficulties, and under exceptional circumstances. He was 
in Tokio when he first received instructions to go to China, and he 
travelled in a Japanese transport, which had much difficulty in making 
its way through the ice. Indeed, the ship would have stuck fast upon 
one occasion had it not been for the good offices of a man-of-war which 
ploughed a way through the floes in front of it. 

China is such an enormous country that we in England are apt to 
get quite an erroneous idea of the difficulties involved in getting from 
place to place; but, by means of a rough sketch on the blackboard, Mr. 
Ransome showed the route taken by him in order to reach his objective 
point—Pekin. The railway terminates at what is known as the Temple 
of Heaven, the sacred place where the Emperor pays an annual visit in 
order to acknowledge the existence of a Supreme Being. The railway 
here was almost destroyed by the Boxers, and what the Boxers left the 
Russians made away with. Pekin covers a long parallelogram, wilh 
various entrances or gates, and many photographs were shown to indicate 
what desolation had been brought about by the late Boxer rebellion— 
the ruined buildings extending for many miles. One of the pictures 
showed the British Legation, where for so many weeks our representative 
and his faithful followers were shut up and besieged on all sides. It 
will be remembered that the report that all in the building had been 
massacred gained such credence in England that obituary notices of Sir 
Claud Macdonald and the other officers appeared in the various news¬ 
papers. Mr. Ransome is of opinion that the Chinese authorities would 
never have allowed matters to drift to such extremities; that there was 
a powei behind the mob which would have stepped in, for it was known 
how terrible would be the reckoning if a massacre really took place. 
Unfortunately, the poor besieged had no notion of this, and their suffer¬ 
ings were extreme. A number of Chinese Christians were packed in a 
building hard by the British Legation, and the lives of these converts 
were saved by a Japanese officer and a handful of men, who acted with 
the greatest bravery under very trying circumstances. 

Pekin at this time was divided up into districts, each one being under 
the control of a different nationality. Mr. Ransome showed a capital 
portrait of Li Hung Chang, with whom he had made acquaintance on 
a previous occasion, and he told some amusing anecdotes of that cunning 
statesman. 

When the time came for settling up with China, a list of 13 officials 
was drawn up, who were condemned to death for their participation 
in the rebellion. Of these 13, only two could be found, and the lecturer 
saw them executed. These two men did not at all understand why they 
were selected for execution, hut their heads were chopped off, and this 
put an effective end to the dispute. 

The “Forbidden City” formed the subject of other pictures. This 
place was occupied at one end by the Japanese and at the other end 
by the Americans. The Japs knew where the treasury was situated, 
and they made direct for it, and looted it in quite a business-like manner. 
The Americans prided themselves upon paying for everything they took, 
but one of them confessed that payment was but nominal. “We have 
one price for everything,” said he, “ ten cents and a kick.” The Germans 
gave two kicks for what they annexed, but parted with no money. 

Some of the photographs of the Emperor’s private apartments were 
of extreme interest. Side by side with curios of the most costly descrip¬ 
tion were to be seen European nick-nacks of the most meretricious kind, 
including any amount of gaudy chromo-lithographs. The Emperor seems 
to have had a mania for musical instruments, including pianos, har¬ 
moniums, and musical boxes. Neither he, nor any of his entourage 
knew how to play upon them, but they strummed on the keys, sometimes 
in chorus, with a result which pleased them greatly. 

One of the most interesting pictures shown was that of the ancient 
astronomical instruments which were looted partly by the French and 
partly by the Germans. The former had the grace to return them to 
China, but Germany’s offer to do so was respectfully declined. The 
lecture terminated at such a late hour that discussion was impossible; 
but a hearty vote of thanks greeted Mr. Ransome at its close. 

The following evening was appointed for the annual Lady’s Night at 
the club, and the rooms wore a very gay aspect when the company had 
assembled. There was a good programme, including two solos on the 
much-talked-of Stroll violin. Unfortunately, the music, by some con¬ 
tretemps, began half an hour late, and there were long waits between 
the several items, which acted as a damper unon the proceedings. Other¬ 
wise there were all the conditions present for a very pleasant evening. 
A few lantern slides were shown in batches between the songs, and 
instrumental nieces, the coloured ones of Mr. Sanger Shepherd naturally 
arousing much interest on the part of the spectators. 
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COMPTON CAMERA CLUB. 
Me. E. Norton Collins, who was awarded the gold medal in the open 
class for the best picture in the exhibition held last February by the 
club, gave a demonstration of the “Venus” printing process (that being 
the one by which his medalled picture was printed), at the club rooms, 
on the 30th ult. The process is notable for its range of tones, and for 
the absence of double tones. Prints have a somewhat similar appearance 
to what is found with “plain salted” paper, although it is a distinctly 
different process. 

CROYDON CAMERA CLUB. 

The correct exposure for a negative furnished the topic on Wednesday, 
7ta inst., the president (Mr. Hector Maclean, F.R.P.S.) introducing the 
subject in a ckrefully-thought-out address. From a scientific standpoint, 
.as Mr. Maclean pointed out, correct exposure was such as to properly 
translate the object photographed with a faithful scale of gradation, but 
this did not apply always, for in artistic work under or over-exposure 
anight be deliberately sought to obtain special effects. Light was the 
predominant ana uncertain factor, the others being easily calculated or 
allowed for. He did not believe in actinometers, if artificial aids were 
required; he preferred tables based on practical data. 

Mr. Kenneth Mees defined correct exposure as being the middle point 
•of the Hurter and Driffield curve, and dwelt especially on the wonderful 
•latitude offered by some plates. Negatives were passed round taken on 
Wratten ordinary, which had received exposures varying from 32 to 1,021 
•candle metre seconds. In all cases good prints could have been obtained. 
This represents a latitude of over one in 30, and should furnish an object 
lesson to the tyro, to start with slow plates, for with an increase of speed, 
as Mr. Mees stated, the latitude decreased until it might approximate 
•one in two only. He strongly advocated the use of an actinometer. Upon 
the latter point a verbal battle raged, some members (including the hon. 
•sec.) found this instrument indispensable, whilst others emphatically 
•declared them absolutely useless. Mr. Kough generally carried one 
about with him, but did not rely on its indications. Mr. Hicks pinned 
his faith on Howard Farmer’s slide rule, Mr. Harpur on Marion’s actino- 
•graph, Mr. J. Noaks on Dibdin’s card, and Mr. Holland on 
Wormald’s exposure book, whilst others, including Messrs. Smith and 
Rogers, believed in judging the appearance of the image on the focussing 
screen. An interesting fact was mentioned by Mr. Wratten, that in 
Uroydon, when the wind was in the north, exposures should be increased 
about three times, the difference being attributable to the presence of 
•smoke and dust in the air from the Metropolis. 

DERWENT VALLEY PHOTOGRAPHIC SOCIETY. 

As the result of the adjourned meeting held last (Friday) night in the 
Bridge Street Room, Cockermouth, a society was formed with this title, 
with the object of affording mutual help and advantages to photographers 
in the district. Mr. Jno. Cook presided, and the proposal to form the 
•society was Mr. Youdale’s. It will embrace Cockermouth, Workington, 
and intervening places, the suggestion to include Keswick being deemed 
impracticable. The annual subscription was fixed at 2s. 6d., and the 
society will be open to ladies and gentlemen who are bona-fide photo¬ 
graphers. On the motion of me chairman, seconded by Mr. Youdale, it 
was resolved to invite Dr. Thornburn, Papcastle, to become president. 
Mr. Cook and Mr. W. L. Fletcher (Workington) were elected vice- 
presidents, and Mr. A. Inkpen was appointed hon. secretary and treasurer. 
On the committee Workington will be represented by Messrs. Hubble, 
H. B. Williams, and G. Muller, and Cockermouth by Messrs. W. H. 
Youdale, J. B. Wilson, and C. Armstrong, and meetings of the society 
will be held alternately at these two places. The committee was in¬ 
structed to draft rules and prepare a list of excursions for the summer 
season to be submitted to a general meeting of members on Friday next. 
Between 20 and 30 photographers have given in their names for member- 
‘ship. 

---♦-- & ' *3 

Deu)$ and Dotes. 
-♦—— 

The Photographic Survey of Surrey.—A meeting of delegates was held 
at the Lecture Room of the Central Library, Town Hall, Croydon (by 
■permission of the Libraries’ Committee), on Friday, March 9th, at 8 p.m., 
Mr. W. W. Whitaker, B.A., F.R.S., F.G.S., in the chair, to consider and 
set in motion a Photographic Survey of Surrey, when the following reso¬ 
lutions were made and carried : —“ That a society be formed, to be called 
“The Photographic Survey of Surrey.’” “That its object be to preserve 
a record in permanent photographs of buildings of interest, antiquities, 
scenery, geology, natural history, anthropology, etc., and of portraits 
of notable persons, representations of passing events of local or historical 
Importance, etc., and of old records, rare books, prints, maps, etc., so 
as to give a comprehensive survey of what is valuable and representative 
In the county of Surrey.” “ That its affairs be managed by a president, 
vice-presidents, treasurer, curator, hon. secretary or secretaries, and 
council.” “ The council of this survey be composed of the provisional 
committee, plus two delegates from each of the societies willing' to co- 
ope-rate where such societies are not already represented on the pro¬ 
visional committee, and with power to add to their number.” “ That the 
chairman, hon. sec., and curator of the Provisional committee be reauested 
to act for the Survev until the first meeting of the council, at which the 
permanent officers should be elected.” The societies and clubs who were 

taw* • 

present represented:—The Croydon Natural History and Scientific 
Society, the Croydon Camera Club, the Redhill and District Camera Club, 
the Sutton Photographic Club, the South Norwood Photographic Society, 
the. Thornton Heath Photographic Society, the Surrey Archaeological 
Society, the British Archaeological Association, the Royal Histori¬ 
cal Society, the Anthropological Institute, the Haslemere Micro¬ 
scopical and Natural History Society, the Norwood Natural 
Science Society, the Clapham Junction Natural Science Circle, 
the Geologists’ Association, the Selborne Society, the Croydon Antiquities 
Protection Committee, the South-Eastern Union of Scientific Societies, 
the Footpaths Preservation Society, the Croydon Libraries Committee 
of the Croydon County Council. Many societies sent letters of approval, 
including also many private individuals, in support of the scheme. 

. The Picture Season.—With May the picture season, like the photo¬ 
graphic season, may be said to commence. The Royal Academy opened 
its doors last week, and the New Gallery its a few days before. The loan 
collection at the Guildhall is now on view, also that of the Borough 
Polytechnic, to say nothing of the minor shows advertised in the daily 
Press. The national collections of pictures at the National and Portrait 
Galleries and the Tate Galleries, as well as that at Bethnal Green, are 
now open for the season on Sundays; so is that of the pitcures at the 
Guildhall. This show this year is devoted to the works of English and 
French painters of the Eighteenth Century, and contains over a hundred 
and fifty exhibits of the best artists of the two countries, and include 
some fine examples of such men as Greuze, Watteau, Boucher, Sir Thomas 
Lawrence, Morland, Gainsborough, Romney, Sir Joshua Reynolds, etc., 
etc. The pictures by the last named artists should be of special interest 
to portrait photographers, as illustrating the method of treatment of 
their sitters by them. In the Royal Academy this year there are no 
really very sensational works, otherwise it may be considered a good 
average show. One thing must strike photographers on their visit is 
the brilliancy of the show, and the general absence of depressing subjects. 
A great contrast with some photographic exhibitions, where “ Waning 
Days,” “ Dismal Swamps,” “ P alling Mists,” “ Mud Flats,” and the like, 
printed in mud colours, yclept sepia, but lacking the transparency of that 
pigment, and without high lights or deep shadows. This class of 
photographers, if they were to visit the R.A., might get some new inspira¬ 
tion to help them out of the groove that so many have got into. It is 
noteworthy that all the loan exhibitions are open to the public free, and 
that the pictures shown in them are loaned from private collections and 
are not to be seen at any other time. That these exhibitions are duly 
appreciated by the general public is evidenced by the increasing numbers 
that visit them. For example, the first loan exhibition at the Guildhall 
was attended by a few over one hundred and nine thousand visitors, 
the last one was attended by over three hundred and five thousand. 
The question arises in our minds as to whether these annual picture 
exhibitions are visited by photographers to the extent one would surmise 
they should be? We question it. But not with regard to the highest 
class workers, but rather from the second rate downward—those indeed 
who are most open to profit by a study of the works shown. It would be 
interesting also to learn what proportion of photographers’ assistants 
visit these exhibitions with a view to the improvement of their art know¬ 
ledge. That the general public, even of the humbler classes, do appreciate 
art is shown by the numbers that visit the picture exhibitions held in 
the poorer neighbourhoods, and it might well be imagined that any 
photographer who could supply them with better pictures than are the 
rule in their localities, and at prices within their means, would get the 
greatest patronage from them. It is an unfortunate thing for the credit 
of photography that really artistic portraiture is confined to a compara¬ 
tively very few workers, and these get their prices for them, and these 
are prohibitive, except to the more wealthy. 

The Speed of Light.—To the natural man, it may seem as absurd to 
assign any finite speed to light as to attempt to limit the rapidity or 
the freedom of thought. As far as our unaided senses can tell us, both 
are practically instantaneous. No terrestrial experience can help us to 
gauge the velocity of light without the help of very delicate and refined 
apparatus. M. Cornu, who died in Paris a few days ago, made his chief 
reputation by the skill with which he devised such an apparatus, and 
therewith carried out experiments which finally settled the speed of light 
with an accuracy that later research has only confirmed The story of 
the slowly-widening investigations which culminated in his work, with the 
lesson that they have taught us, is worth recalling. As far as we know, 
“ starry Galileo, with his woes,” was the first who tried to verify the 
suspicion—as old, perhaps, as Aristotle—that light was not really free 
from the conditions which trammel ordinary motion. From a very early 
time it was obvious that the closely-related phenomenon of sound was 
by no means instantaneous in its passage from place to place. The first 
man who watched one of his fellows chopping wood half a mile away 
must have noticed that the sound of each blow was by no means synchro¬ 
nous with its apparent time, as far as the eye could fix it. Often the 
woodman’s axe is visibly poised over his head at the precise moment 
when the sound of his last blow reaches the onlooker. We cannot tell who 
was the first obscure philosopher to conceive that even light may take 
an appreciable time to travel to the observer. The earliest theory of 
sight, which regarded it as the result of a kind of intangible feeler reach¬ 
ing out from the eye, did not allow any consideration of speed; but the 
second theory, which held the field down to the beginning of the last 
century, and considered that light was a material emanation from all 
luminous bodies, at once involved the notion of the speed with which 
ihese “corpuscles” travelled. Galileo then first seriously tried to 
darken the speed of light. His principle was sound enough, but it was 
impossible for him to solve a problem of whose extreme minuteness he 
had no concent.ion. He stationed two observers a couple of miles apart 
at night, each armed with a dark lantern. One of them suddenly 
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darkened his lantern, and the other was instructed to do the same the 
moment that the first light disappeared. Galileo reasoned that, if light 
really took a finite time to cross the distance it would be measured by 
half the interval between the darkening of the first observer’s lantern 
and the disappearance of the second light from his gaze. It was a per¬ 
fectly sound argument; but as the time in question was about one fifty- 
thousandth part of a second, it is no wonder that the observers failed 
to detect it. Yet it is on a quite similar plan that all the modern experi¬ 
mental determinations of the speed of light have been made. The first 
approximately correct guess at the velocity of light—so immensely sur¬ 
passing any other speed with which mankind was familiar—was made 
by an astronomer in a quite different way. Romer, a Danish astronomer 
who had settled in Paris, was dreadfully perplexed in the second half of 
the 17th century by the inaccuraces in the motions of Jupiter’s satellites. 
When the ascertainment of the longitude at sea was the chief object 
of astronomical ambition, a favourite method was to construct accurate 
tables of the eclipses of Jupiter’s satellites. If the Greenwich time of 
any given eclipse be calculated in advance, the sailor who observes that 
eclipse in the centre of the Atlantic at once knows the difference of time 
—and, therefore, of longitude—between Greenwich and his own position. 
Romer set himself to calculate such tables, but he was puzzled by a 
constantly recurring inaccuracy in the apparent motions of the satellites. 
They seemed to be losing time at one part of their career and gaining it 
at another. After a time Romer made the happy discovery that the 
ingenious clock thus formed by Jupiter’s system went fast or slow in 
accordance with the earth’s annual revolution about the sun. When the 
earth was nearest to Jupiter, the eclipses were up to time; when it was 
at its farthest point away from the giant planet, they were as much 
as 22 minutes late—so, at least, Romer concluded from the rather im¬ 
perfect observations which he had to depend upon. Suddenly he hit on 
a brilliant idea; the reason, he said, was simply that light took 22 minutes 
longer to come from Jupiter when he was farthest from the earth than 
when he was at his nearest—that it took, in short, 22 minutes to cross 
the earth’s orbit. We now know that this was the true explanation, 
though the time which Romer had calculated was about 20 per cent, too 
large; when one begins to deal with distances of the order of the dimen¬ 
sions of even our trifling and inconsiderable system, light takes a quite 
appreciable time to cover them. It takes, for instance, just over 85 
minutes to come to us from the sun—in other words, if the sun were to 
be utterly blotted out at this moment, the reader would still have time 
to finish this article before being plunged into eternal night.—“The 
Pilot.” 

-4.-—- 

Correspondence. 
*** Correspondents should never write on both sides of the paper. No 

notice is talten of communications unless the names and addresses of 
the writers are given. 

*#* We do not undertake responsibility for the opinions expressed by our 
correspondents. 

THE LATE ROGER FENTON’S PHOTOGRAPHS. 
To the Editors. 

Gentlemen,— In your issue of the 25th ult., “Free Lance,” in com¬ 
menting on Captain Wheeler’s remarks—that “ Photography was recog¬ 
nised by the authorities at the time of the Crimea, but it was not on 
record that any serviceable pictures u ere produced ”—opines that there 
were some excellent pictures taken by Roger Fenton. That is so. 
I shall be pleased to show anyone interested a very good print (on 
salted paper) of the camp at Sebastopol, taken from a 15-12 wet plate, 
15secs., f/20, in May, 1855. The print is the same age. There must 
be a great many old prints in existence. They would make an instruc¬ 
tive and interesting exhibition or permanent collection at the R.P.S.— 
Yours truly, Charles W. Coe. 

AFTER CIGARETTES AND SOAP—“ SHREDDED WHEAT.” 
To the Editors. 

Gentlemen,—I beg to enclose a slip of paper I took out of a 
magazine, re cheap enlargements for advertising purposes. I thought 
it might be of interest to you. seeing that you had got the Sunlight 
Soap Company to withdraw their offer, and others also. It is a 
shame that photography should be put to such a purpose as advertising 
other trades.—Yours respectfully, A Reader. 

May 5th, 1902. 

A Splendid Offer to Users of Shredded "Wheat. 

A Fine Large Photograph Enlargement of Yourself, Relation, 
or Friend. 

Send your photograph to the address below, with twenty heads of 
trademarks cur from the ends of ten Shredded. Wheat packets, and 
2s. lid., together with your name and address, and we will return 
your photograph within about fifteen days, together with 

A Superb Enlarger Portrait on India Tint Plate Sunk Mount, 
20in. by 155m., carriage paid. 

Shredded Wheat, Department 1, 6-8, Eastcheap, London, E.C. 

Cost of portraits without trademark, 10s. 6d. 

Shredded Wheat—Obtainable at all high-class grocers. 

PHOTOGRAPHY AT THE SEASIDE—AND OTHER MATTERS. 

To the Editors. 
Gentlemen,—I am now back from my expedition on tlie scaslioiv* 

of Southern England, and my provision amounts to a pretty line col¬ 
lection of seventy-two architectural views of cottages, of winch 1 will 
send you a copy as soon as 1 can print them 111 blue. 

Now for experiences. My experience taking views of cottages at 
the seaside was rather indiffeient. I found tlie people, even tin- chil¬ 
dren, very little trouble, most of them passim* without even noticing 
my instrument. The changing of plates was very easily done at the. 
chemist’s store, and the charges very reasonable indeed- twopence. 
This is much more preferable than to go on begging the use of a. 
dark-room from a photographer, more or less obliging, even if pay¬ 
ment is offered. I would only call the attention of would-be users of 
dark-rooms at chemists’ to the general insecurity of those rooms, 
where some operations may very well be conducted with perfect 
security, while the changing of plates may be ruinous to them and b - 
conducive to fog, and the manufacturer of dry plates blamed for it. 
Considering my experience, I would think that there are few perfectly 
safe dark-rooms to be let at twopence each, and had I not taken par¬ 
ticularly good care, dictated to me by long experience, I would have 
fared rather badly. The best advice I can give to would-be users of 
such dark-rooms is to be in no hurry in opening their plates, and, shut¬ 
ting themselves up in the dark-room, wait patiently for ten or even 
fifteen minutes before beginning work, and if at that time a good look 
around does not disclose any light, then the room is safe, provided 
the red light is safe also. For my sake, I always cover that red 
light up with my focussing-cloth, and go to work in the dark. Your 
British Journal of Photography cannot be expected to be read by 
all parties letting out such dark-rooms, but I think it would be tin* 
duty of manufacturers of dry plates, whose plates may be often blamed 
for fog on no other reason than these dark-rooms, to send out to such, 
parties—dealers mostly—a circular, asking them to test their dark¬ 
rooms at least once in the year, at the beginning of the season. This 
is very easily done by shutting oneself up in the dark-room for ten 
minutes, and note the cracks there are there, and remedy them. Bui 
this must be done only after fifteen minutes’ stay, watch in hand, 
as this going in, close the door, look around, and come out again 
is of no use at all. Changing of plates is not always done at the same- 
spot wher- development is made, and therefore light which may fall 
on your back in this last operation and do no harm may do great 
harm' when changing plates, as it may come sideways and right on 
the plates. 

Now, I know, Mr. Editor, that you are perfectly impartial in your 
views and ideas; I therefore have no doubt that you will allow me 
an answer, however late, to “A National Trait” (page 202 of the 
British Journal of Photography). I might have answered it at 
once, but as I intended coming shortly to England I thought 1 
would get some more information on the subject. I found there that 
this “ trait,” national or not, in England is to be met with very often 
in the streets, where I say it, viz., projecting teeth, but projecting, 
of course, more or less, and probably less, but certainly very often 
showing teeth through open lips, especially the upper lip. This 
“ trait ” was even confessed to me by a father as being the case with 
his daughter. Now, a caricaturist is always liable to enlarge a certain 
“trait.”—hence Albion represented with large teeth, and sometimes: 
projecting, to enforce the idea. I do not knew if France is always 
represented as a perfect gentleman or beautiful lady when seen in 
illustrated papers published in England and given to caricature; but 
then the straw and the beam in the eye will answer for some of this. 
And now that I have answered this item, allow me to say a few words* 
about the last sentence. Is French politeness, which is almost pro¬ 
verbial, only skin-deep? I do not know exactly, but I can say that 
in the majority of cases this politeness shows readily through the 
skin from the inside, and in such cases the skin is thin and very 
transparent, and that proverbiality is proven whenever a stranger 
or native*travels in France. If I am to judge from my experience and 
my wife’s experience during our three weeks travel in England, we 
have found the English skin fearfully thick and opaque, and very 
little politeness shining through it—photographically speaking, some¬ 
thing like half-a-dozen thicknesses of red glass-—and this specially 
about the middle class of people, lower being certainly more polite. 
Examples would be too many to enumerate, but here are a few: — 
Speaking to a lady, with pipe in their mouth, or cigarettes. Not 
removing' same when entering the parlour-room. Not taking hat 
off. Living for a week or more at the same table, and talking freely, 
but never saying good morning or evening. Knocking against you 
in the streets or elsewhere without a word of excuse. Entering a 
railway-carriage, smoking, or opening windows without a word to 
former occupants. These, of course, are only private matters, and do not 
concern a nation as does this Albion picture in caricature. Here is some¬ 
thing more general, and lia|)le to strike all Frenchmen visiting England, 
and an answer to your inquiry, “Do Frenchmen always have a dis¬ 
like to us? ” when I said, “ Tirez les premiers, Messieurs les Anglais.” 
When thirty-five years ago I visited the Tussaud Museum of Wax 
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Figues I could see all of them, as well as the curiosities, for one 
and the same price. To-day it is rot so. For one shilling one can 
see all the figures of present and past nobilities, but see how shabbily 
are dressed and posed the French Past Presidents, and how untrue 
their faces—if not done on purpose. It could be, certainly See 
Louis XVI., with his short arms. Napoleon III., not at all like him ; 
this, probably, to flatter French visitors, and make friends of them. 
And now let us pass to the crowning piece of delicacy and politeness: 
sixpence extra is asked to see relics of Napoleon I. and the Chamber 
of Horrors. How delicate this coupling: threepence for Napoleon, 
threepence for Chamber of Horrors! Why not put the Execution of 
Mary Stuart and Charles I. also in the Chamber of Horrors, or was 
that, perhaps, a gala ceremony? 

I will finish this rather long letter by a little curiosity I was unable 
to understand, and you or some reader may explain. I went to the 
Wallace Exhibit in Manchester Square, with my wife and child (three- 
and-a-half years old), but was refused admission because my child 
was under eight years of age, and I refused to leave him in the 

•cloak-room with umbrellas and canes.—Yours very truly, 
Albert Levy. 

P.S.—Of course, you will understand that what I write above has 
nothing to do with our friendly intercourse, but is only written in 
a general way for discussion, if one chooses. 

Asnieres (Seine). May 9th, 1902. 

IS THIS AN ART AGE IN ENGLAND? 

To the Editors. 

Gentlemen,—If a judgment could be formed by the extraordinary 
high prices that have recently been realised at auction sales for works 
of art, one would naturally say it was. For example, at Christie’s 
within the last fortnight the sale of a little over a hundred pictures 
realised nearly £60,000, or an average of £600 a-piece. The highest 
price that any one of them fetched was a landscape by Hobbema, and 
it was knocked down for 9,200 guineas. Portraits of the two sons of 
David Monro Binning, by Sir H. Raeburn, made 6,500 guineas. 
These pictures were purchased by Messrs. Agnew, and, we may 
assume, with a view to a profit upon them. Another picture, by 
Raeburn, made 3,600 guineas, and one by Sir Thomas Lawrence 1,950 
guineas. At the same sale-rooms, a week before, a Louis XV. mar- 
queteria commode sold for no less than £4,100, and a Louis XVI. 
parqueteria side table made 850 guineas. A clock, made for Louis 
XVI., was sold for £3,255. At a sale at Sotheby’s, on Thursday last 
week, about 180 lots of engravings fetched £1,783. An engraving 
“Mrs. Robinson,” after G. Romney, by J. R. Smith, was knocked 
down for £116; “ Lady Hamilton,” by T. Cheeseman, after Romney, 
£132; and one of “ Dedham Vale ”—a spot not unknown to many 
photographers—by D. Lucas, after Constable, £140. The day after, 
at Christie’s, nineteen terra cotta and marble statues realised a total 
of nearly £8,000, and a modelled figure, holding a fruit and bird in 
either hand, was knocked down for no less than 3,100 guineas. 
Whether this is am age of art in this country or not, it is slear 
that fabulous sums are just now being expended on works of art, and 
it is evident that money for the purpose is forthcoming, notwith¬ 
standing the complaint of “hard times.”—I am, yours, etc., 

Apelles. 

“A NEW AND LUCRATIVE PROFESSION.” 

To the Editors. 

^rs’—As no doubt a large number of the English readers of the 
British Journal of Photography, before reading your article in 
last week’s issue, were quite unaware of the existence of such an insti¬ 
tution as the Illinois College of Photography, would it not be as 

’u e^°re condemning the advertisement referred to too freely—- 
which, with not a few, would implicate condemnation of the college 
also to wait until such time that you are able to produce an article 

6y a student, past or present, of the Illinois College, who might 

there? US a detailed account of his experience 

.^e ,a^yer^sementj I agree, might possibly, to a certain extent, 
mislead the young and especially those whose idea of photographv is 
a vague one; but surely any individual with a little common sense 
cou d hardly be led to believe that to adopt the photographic pro- 
ession and become a “ fully-fledged artist ” is merely a matter of 
rom t iree to six months class-room study, although 1 presume such 

a comse, combined with knowledge obtained in a work-room, could 
scarcely be looked upon as being detrimental to a conscientious 
worker. 

There is not the slightest doubt that many photographers, pro- 
fessronal and otherwise, have found the Illinois College beneficial 

*e pfufi seeing it appears to be complete, both in faculty and 

equipment, and adapted in every way for a thorough course of study 
in any of the different branches of photography.—I am, Sirs, yours 
very truly, Harry Foster. 

London, W. May 12th, 1902. 

PHOTOGRAPHERS AND THEIR WATER SUPPLY. 

To the Editors. 

Gentlemen,—In your penultimate issue, you gave a brief report of an 
appeal case, by the Mayor and Corporation of Stockport, against a 
decision of the local magistrates, who had decided that an amateur 
photographer should not be charged extra for the water he used in 
photography. The counsel for the appellants contended that in order 
to clean his plates the amateur used a large quantity of water. I 
have underlined the word clean. Now, to the lay mind, clean and 
wash may be synonymous terms, but in photography they are widely 
different. At the present time photographers have not to clean their 
plates, that is done by the makers of them before they are coated with 
the emulsion. At one time, when the collodion process was in vogue, 
the cleaning of the plate was a very important thing in the process, 
but then very little, if any, water, was used for the work. Now, all 
the photographer has to do is to wash the plates after they are fixed 
in order to get rid of the hypo. This is a very different thing from 
cleaning the plates. With regard to the freeing of the plates from the 
hypo, the Messrs. Lumiere have shown that a plate may be more com¬ 
pletely freed from hypo in a small quantity of water, if rightly used, 
than by long washing in running water. Thus, a plate 18 by 13cm., 
practically 7 by 5 inches, can be more effectively washed by soaking 
it in only lOOcc. of water—roughly three and a half ounces—for five 
minutes with about half-a-dozen changes, the plate being well drained, 
or blotted off between each change. The major part of the hypo, it 
was found, was removed in the first two or three changes. It used 
to be customary in the calotype and wax-paper days, when the nega¬ 
tive was taken from the fixing solution, to press it between blotty 
paper, to remove as much as possible of the moisture; then, after soak¬ 
ing for a short time, blot off again, and repeating the operations 
several times. This will in a great measure account for the performance 
of so many of the old paper negatives. In the evidence in the Stock- 
port case, it came out that the amateur photographer complained to the 
water authorities of a deficient supply, and that brought about a visit 
from their representative and the extra charge. Moral: When the 
water supply is deficient don’t complain to the company, particularly 
if they happen to be the Stockport water authorities.—I am, yours, 
etc., HsO. 

May 5th, 1902. 

-4--- 

Answers to Correspondents. 
*** All matters intended for the text portion of this JOURNAL, inxlud. 

ing queries, must he addressed to “ The EDITORS, The BRITISH 

Journal of Photography, 24, Wellington-street, Strand, London, 
W. C. ” Inattention to this ensures delay. 

, *** Correspondents are informed that me cannot undertake to answer 
communications through the post. Questions are not answered unless 
the names and addresses of the writers are given. 

%* Communications relating to Advertisements and general business 
affairs should be addressed to Messrs. Henry Greenwood & Co., 
24, Wellington-street, Strand, London, W.C. 

Photographs Registered :— 

F. Jenkins, 94, High Street, Southwold. Photograph of “ Jack Smite the Clock." 

C. Gostellia, 60, Thomas Street, Limerick. Two photographs oj Rev. Father Ticr>iey. 

E. W. H. Rutley, 117a, High Street, Croydon. Photograph of Miss R. Merrick. 
Photograph of Miss N. Bowman. 

S. H. Bailey, “Oakdene,” New Haw, Addlestone, Surrey. Photograph of “The 
Plas,” Dinas Mawddwy. Photograph of Dinas Mawddwy. 

Sepia.—So far as we can judge from the print sent, the trouble arises 
from scum on the surface of the developing solution. If it is not 
due to this cause, we should advise you to send some examples 
to the makers of the paper for their opinion. 

Film Leaving the Plate.—“ Alum ” writes : “ I should be greatly obliged 
if you would inform me as to the cause of the film springing from 
a plate when dry?”—In reply: We are sorry we cannot tell you, 
as we do not know what treatment the plates have received that 
would bring this trouble about; one we have never experienced our¬ 
selves with modern plates. Possibly over-aluming some plates 
might have this effect, but that is a mere speculation. Better give 
us fuller particulars. 
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Ivory Miniatures.-—M. Vernon writes : “ I wish to paint some miniatures 
on ivory from negatives I have taken myself. Can I get the ivory 
ready sensitised for contact printing, and where and how should 
I proceed to print, tone and fix?”—In reply: No such thing is sup¬ 
plied. The best way to produce photographs on ivory is by the 
carbon process. If you are not familiar with its working, we should 
recommend you to send the negatives to one or other of the firms 
that make a speciality of carbon printing to make the prints for 
you. 

Ownership of Negatives.—C. C. Smith writes: “ I am anxious to know 
what the law is as to the ownership of negatives of sitters. Can 
you tell me the dates and names of parties in which this point was 
settled? I have an idea that I have seen the reports of two cases 
in the columns of your paper, but it is a number of years ago 
now.”—In reply : The negatives of portraits taken in the ordinary 
course of business are the property of the photographer, but he 
has no right to use them for any purpose of his own. For cases 
cited see page 738 of our volume for 1899. 

Steel Dies.—“ Inquirer ” writes : “ Could you kindly give me any infor¬ 
mation as to where I could get a steel die to use as a punch for 
photographic mounts, and the probable cost of same ? There would 
be eleven letters in the name, and to be cut something after the 
style of an autograph.”—In reply: Any die sinker would cut the 
dies for you, or any of the makers of embossing or stamping presses 
would supply them. So also, no doubt, would any of the houses 
that make a speciality of photographic mounts. We must refer 
you to them for the price, as we are ignorant of the charges for 
such things. 

Combination Printing.—H. M. writes: Would you inform me in the 
Journal how to proceed to take a head out of a group and put 
it in another ‘in the negatives?’ What chemicals are required? 
The quantities to use, and how to go about it ? I have seen some 
details in book, but not the quantities of chemicals, or how to 
stick the film on, etc., etc.”—In reply: The subject is far too long 
a one to be dealt with in this column, therefore, we must refer 
you to an article which appears on page 819 of our last volume. 
That gives full working details of how to proceed in order to get 
what you desire. 

Sensitising Postcards.— C. B. Luce writes: “ Can you let me know how 
to sensitise a small portion of card, so as to print on it and get 
a bromide or platinotype effect, to enable me to print a head 
and draw whatever I like on the rest of the card, as accompanying 
diagram? The sensitising to be done by painting the solution on 
the part of the card with a soft, broad brush, and the developing 
to be done in a similar manner. I enclose stamped envelope, in 
case you reply through the post.”—In reply : Messrs. Marion and 
Co. supply a solution under the name of “ Panak.” That will pro¬ 
bably answer your purpose. 

Light in Optical Lantern.—“ Lantern ” writes : “ Could you kindly 
advise me in your answers to correspondents as to best arrange¬ 
ment for light in optical lantern? I have been using cylinder of 
oxygen and house gas; blow-through jet. For better light, can you 
recommend an ether saturator? If so, for safety and convenience, 
is the combined burner and saturator advisable, or would you 
advise separate saturator ? Is the “ Gridiron ” saturator a good 
one ?”—In reply •. A better light will be obtained by using a mixed 
jet, with both ga; es under pressure, and good hard limes. A good 
light may be obtained with ether saturators, but they require using 
with care and judgment, and then the light is scarcely so good as 
the mixed jet when rightly managed. 

Teeth.—-E. Gray writes : “ A dental surgeon on three separate occasions 
brought one or two or three diseased teeth to photograph to exactly 
natural size, for purposes of lecturing and article for a book. My 
client himself making his own lantern slides from the negatives 
taken. Time : Including everything, about 10 hours. Plates: 15 
exposed, etc., J) and £ plates, all chromatic. Order: 9 negatives; 
to be client’s property. Packing: Special; to go by rail with other 
goods in trunk. Spotting, or work on negatives: None; simply 
developed and dried. No prints ordered. My client considers 
£1 15s. an excessive charge. Kindly advise a fair charge for 
above.”—In reply : We should consider the charge very moderate 
indeed, and are surprised that your customer should demur to it. 
The.prints have been returned, as requested. 

C’ollodio-Chloride.—J. H. writes: “ Can you tell me why collodio- 
chloride prints sometimes refuse to tone in spots and patches of 
irregular shape and size ? These form reddish spots or patches in 
the finished print. I have tried various toning baths, old and new, 
gold and platinum, with the same result. If you can suggest the 
cause and a remedy I shall be obliged. I have also tried soaking 
in alcohol before toning without success.”—In reply: Personally, 
we have met with no such trouble with any collodion papers we 
have worked with. Therefore, we can only speculate as to the 
cause in your case. It may be due to the prints not being kept 
in motion while toning; or, may be, from the surface of the collo¬ 
dion being contaminated by handling. It may even be due to the 
paper itself, in which case, if that be suspected, try another make. 

Opinion on Retouching.— J. S. writes : “ Should esteem it a favour if 
you would give me your opinion as regards my retouching. I 

retouched the enclosed specimen in three-quarters of an hour. 
Do you consider this slow, and do you think it good retouching? 
Since printing the enclosed I have removed the black parch 
noticeable in enclosed print. What wages do you think I could 
command as assistant operator and retoucher? I might say the 
enclosed is my own taking, as well as retouching.”—In reply ; We 
cannot say we admire the retouching, as the face is made flat, as 
most of the modelling is destroyed. We should say that the un¬ 
touched negative is by far the best likeness of the individual, and 
not the less pleasing picture. It is quite impossible for ua to 
judge what salary you should command from seeing a single speci¬ 
men of your work. 

Dyes for Three-Colour Filters.—“ Colour Work ” writes : “ What dyes 
should be used in making light filters for three-colour photographs ? 
I wish to make them after Engler’s method, coating glass with 
plain collodion, followed by gelatine stained to the desired tint, 
and should be obliged if you would inform me as to what dyes 
to use for the red, green, and blue filters respectively ; also could the 
same dyes be used to obtain the transparencies? Thanking you in 
anticipation.”—In reply: Different dyes are recommended by 
different workers; but as you are, apparently, a novice in three- 
colour work, we should recommend you to purchase the filters, as 
then you will ensure getting the right tints, and of the proper 
depth of colour in relation to each other—a not unimportant point. 
The filters are not expensive, and may be had from Messrs. Sanger 
Shepherd and Co., Grays Inn Passage, Red Lion Street, Holborn. 

Exhibition of Specimens.—“ Troubled ” writes : “ Looking through last 
year’s negatives for a suitable subject, which I purposed making a 
life-sized picture from, I selected one and completed from it a 
picture, finished in pastel. I exhibited same in my window for 
about two weeks. The other evening a gentleman called upon me, 
and in a very imperative manner ordered me to take it out of 
the window. I asked for an explanation, and his objection, which 
he gave, saying he was the subject’s ‘ future,’ etc. I complied with 
his request, though he would give me no definite objection to the 
picture being exhibited. I asked if I might hang it in my studio. 
Again he objected. Now, sir, the question is : As it is a valuable 
one—too valuable to destroy—what can I do with it (the picture)? 
The sitter was present at the interview, and although both con¬ 
sidered it an ‘ excellent portrait,’ I cannot understand why they 
should raise an objection to my exhibiting same.”—In reply : You 
ask us what you can do with the picture, and we should say the 
best thing will be to destroy it, as it is of no use to you. You 
must not exhibit it, or the parties can get an injunction in Chancery 
against that being done, which would prove a costly matter to you, 
as it has done to others in similar cases. You had no right at 
all to make the enlargement without the sitter’s consent. 

*** Notice to the Trade, Wholesale Agents and Book¬ 

sellers.—A Contents Bill is issued with each number of the JOURNAL, 

and copies may he had on application to the Publishers. 

*** Notice to Advertisers.—A Revised Tariff for advertisements 

in the JOURNAL is now in force. Blochs and copy are received subject to 

the approval of the Publishers, and advertisements are inserted abso¬ 

lutely without condition, expressed or implied as to what appears in 

the text portion of the paper. 
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EX CATHEDRA. 

A Scandalous Not long ago we instanced a case in 

Photograph. which a German officer obtained damages 

for the publication of his photograph, with that of a lady 

cyclist, upon a post-card. An appropriate rhyme was 

printed upon the card, which the officer thought highly 

offensive. Another case of a very interesting character is 

now before the Berlin law courts. A merchant married a 

young lady who was much admired for her beauty. He 

appears to have been of a very jealous disposition, and he 

watched his wife with the eye of an Argus. A young elec¬ 

trician was impressed by the lady’s attractions, and took 

apartments on the opposite side of the road. Being ah 

ardent amateur photographer, he seized the opportunity 

to photograph the lady one morning when she rushed 

to the window to see some trcops march past. He 

placed a print in his writing-desk, and the husband was 

informed of the fact by an anonymous letter from a mis¬ 

chief-making friend. The husband immediately demanded 

the negative and the print, but the electrician declined to 

part with them on the ground that he was at liberty to 

photograph the lady in such costume as she might think fit 

to wear in public. The husband has now brought an action 

to recover damages and obtain a surrender of the negative 

.and print. 

Fresson From a report of the proceedings of the 

Paper. Vienna Photographic Society we gather 

that a modification of the Artigue process has been placed 

upon the market under the name of Fresson paper. It is 

evidently of French manufacture. Those who have seen 

prints by the Artigue process will remember the beautiful, 

soft, velvety appearance they have, but the process was not 

easy to work, and never became' popular, owing to the 

difficulty in obtaining the paper and the number of failures 

in development. From the report, we understand that the 

new paper is not so difficult to manipulate. To' sensitize 

the film, the paper has to be plunged in cold water until it 

becomes flat, and it is then transferred to a two per cent, 

bichromate bath for two minutes. The drying and exposure 

need no special remark, excepting that the film is highly 

sensitive to light. With a negative fairly clear m the 

shadows, one minute’s exposure to diffused daylight on a 

bright day is sufficient. For development the paper is 

again dipped in water, placed upon a glass plate or a coik 

block, and treated with sawdust soup at about 23 deg. C., 

which is poured upon the print as in the Artigue process. 

Three or four applications suffice, and the development 

may be modified by lowering the temperature of the bath 

for a hard negative and increasing it for a soft one. Some 

prints were shown, and are described as of a matt, velvety 

character, and giving an excellent rendering of the nega¬ 

tive. The paper is more suited to the wants of the amateui, 

as each print appears to require individuality of treatment. 

* * * 

The Status of The present is a critical period in the 

Photography history of photography in German}. _ A 

in Germany. new protective law is projected dealing 

with photographic copyright, the 

organisation of photography as an industry, and other im¬ 

portant interests. The gravity of the situation is such that 

the National Union of German Photographers has recently 

held a meeting in Berlin, which was attended by delegates 

from twenty-one associations of professional p lotogiap iei-. 

The Government was also represented at the meeting to 

ascertain the wishes of thei profession. But in eiman, 

the designation “ professional photographer will soon 

cease to have a meaning, and it will be an impertinence on 

the part of any photographer so to deseii e . inn. e 

Photography is to be reduced to the rank of an industry, 

and the so-called masters of the craft, who have, posed as 

photographic artists and affected the idiosyncrasxes o t ~e 

painter’s vocabulary, will be classified with tinkers, tailors 

and other objectionable people. We see it even stated that 

it will be impossible for the son of any well-to-do photo¬ 

grapher to aspire to the rank of an officer m the armv. * 

bold stand has been made by some members of the German 
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photographic press against this degradation of the “ art- 
science.” But if it be assumed that it is the duty of the 
State to look after the industrial interests of its subjects 
and regulate their daily affairs, we do not see how any 
other conclusion could be arrived at logically from a com¬ 
prehensive consideration of the work done by those who 
subsist by the various processes involved in photography. 
Whilst some strive to impart aesthetic character to their 
work, the great majority work in a mechanical manner, 
and the State has to consider majorities rather than 
minorities. It is true that we have bad artists and good 
photographers, but it is idle under such circumstances to 
pit the one against the other. Unfortunately, photography 
stands in an anomalous position. It has made such con¬ 
quests, not only as a delineator in monochrome, but also in 
colour, that it seems a hardship and a degradation to place 
the men, to whom so much is due, on the level of the work¬ 
man. The question is a political one, and German photo¬ 
graphers who object to this treatment must turn their 
attention to the relations which should subsist between the 
State and the individual. Although we have made rapid 
strides of recent years upon the road to parental govern¬ 
ment, we have not yet reached such a state of things, 
fortunately for photography. 

* * * 

German The new law will confer copyright in 
Photographic photographs for a period of fifteen years. 
°pyrig1 " Although the delegates protested em¬ 

phatically against this limitation of the right of the photo¬ 
grapher to his work, it was ultimately agreed to, as it 
seemed useless to offer further opposition. The repre¬ 
sentatives of the Government appeared to have made up 
their minds in advance, and the cold-water tap was merci¬ 
lessly turned upon every proposal that tended to give 
photography a higher status. Were photographers entitled 
to longer protection than inventors? Such were the ques¬ 
tions which had to be faced. The delegates were even told 
that the meeting had been called six weeks too latei, as the 
projected law had already been printed, and the Govern¬ 
ment could not consequently give attention to their wishes, 
On the other hand, it was six weeks too soon to enter upon 
the discussion which would take place upon publication of 
the projected law. It is to be hoped, however, that some of 
the hardships of the present state of the law may be re¬ 
moved. We are not surprised that German photographers 
should regard it as an intolerable hardship that their photo¬ 
graphs should be used for the decoration of tables, chairs, 
and other similar purposes, and that they should be scat¬ 
tered broadcast as post-cards, without remedy or com¬ 
pensation. This is a theft of other men’s work, and should 
be prevented by heavy penalties. It will be seen from the 
period of copyright provided for in this projected law that 
English photographers stand in a much more favourable 
position than their German confreres. It also indicates 
that there is a movement in the direction of further limita¬ 
tion of the copyright in photographs. Photographers in 
this country should endeavour to enlist public opinion in 
their favour, and be on the alert to resist any change in 
the law to their disadvantage. 

* * * 

Precious The American reporter is so exceedingly 
Metals. prolific in the matter of startling 

rumours and sensational discoveries, and is so economical 
of veracity, that it is often difficult for the ordinary inquirer 
after truth to know whether he is being instructed or 
hoaxed. Two paragraphs, of American origin, have 
recently been going the round of the Press, and there is 

little doubt that they will meet with respectful attention Ijy 
the majority of readers. The first one informs us ihat 
an ingenious chemist has made a claim that the human 

body is, from a chemical standpoint, a very valuable as.iet* 
on the ground that it contains three pounds, thirt q 
ounces of calcium, and calcium is worth, just now, 300 dols. 
per ounce. At this rate our poor human tenement is poor 
no longer, for it is worth a good deal more than its weight 
in gold. Arguing in the same way, we might appraise the 

value of London clay at untold millions, on account of the 
aluminium contained in it. The other Yankee statement 
also deals with a valuable metal contained within the 

human organism, but this is a far more definite and satis¬ 
factory story, as will presently be seen. It is a matter of 
common knowledge that the minute particles of gold which 

fly about any workroom where the precious metal is 
employed will insinuate themselves in woodwork in such 

a way that the flooring boards of a goldsmith’s workshop 
will often be worth some hundreds of pounds. Now this 
is an undoubted fact, but the American reporter improves 
upon the story by asserting that the human body will 
assimilate gold in the same manner. But we will quote 
his own words. “ It was recently discovered,” writes he, 
“ that miners absorb gold dust into their systems. A New 
York physician who treated some Alaskan prospectors for 
metal poisoning saved the drippings from the Turkish bath 
taken by the men, and recovered from 20 dollars to 30 
dollars from each patient washed ! ” Now, we decline to 
vouch for the truth of this story, but, if it be true, we do 
not see any reason why photographers who have been at 
work all their lives, handling gold, silver, and platinum,, 
should not at once retire into private life and live on the 
proceeds of the riches which they must have absorbed into 
their systems. Of course, the theory is open to doubt, but 
such doubt can easilv be set at rest by a visit :o the 
Turkish bath, when we can not only acquire cleanliness, 
but can collect our residues at the same time. Possibly 
all the rich deposit will not be yielded up at the first visit, 
and perhaps, by spending a certain time in each hot room, 
beginning at the coolest, the metals may separate them¬ 
selves out by a process of fractional distillation. Experi¬ 
ment can alone decide this point. 

* * * 

A New Monsieur A. Helain, of the Societe- 
Toning Frangaise de Photographic, has recently 
Bath. experimented with sulphocarbamide aa 

an addition to the toning bath. He recommends the fol¬ 

lowing formula : — 

2 per cent, solution of sulphocarbamide ... 40 c.c. 

Tartaric acid.i gramme. 

1 per cent, solution of chloride of gold ... 50 c.c. 

Common salt... ... ... 20 grammes. 

Water, according to toning quality of the 

paper ... ... ... ... ••• 1 to 2 litres. 

The tartaric acid must be dissolved in the solution of sul¬ 
phocarbamide, and the gold solution should then be added 
slowly, stirring meanwhile with a glass rod. This gives a 
clear solution, to which the salt should be added, and 
finally the water for dilution of the> bath to working 
strength. The bath gives good results, with all the usual 
varieties of gelatine P.O.P., but the time of toning varies 
somewhat with the nature of the paper. Collodio-chloride 
papers also tone easily with the bath, but although the 
results are good with albumen, this vehicle requires much 
more time. If the papers are fumed with ammonia, the 
ammoniacal salts of silver must be removed by suitable 
treatment previous to toning. It is claimed that the bath 
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has special peculiarities. The combination formed with 
the gold is not susceptible to reduction by organic matter, 
and will only deposit where there is silver. It follows that 
there can be no discolouration or staining of the print, even 
when the bath is used at a high temperature. The sulpho- 
cyanide bath also has this property, but it acts so rapidly 
upon the half tones, as compared with the shadows, that it 
is necessary to tone the print completely to obtain good 
results. The sulphocarbamide bath, on the other hand, 
tones the print equally, so that it is possible to stop the 
action at any desired shade of colour without fear of obtain¬ 
ing unpleasant double tones. Any of the usual photo¬ 
graphic tones may be obtained with it. 

* * * 

Theatrical Although there is a meritorious society 
Scenery. whose province it is to produce the 
dramatic works of Shakespeare, Marlowe, and others, as 
they were acted in Elizabethan times, that is to say, with-, 
out scenic accessories, most persons prefer to witness a 
play which is staged and mounted according to more 
modem ideas. That a very high degree of perfection has 
been reached in this branch of pictorial art no one can 
question any more than he can deny that many of our 
modern scene-painters are accomplished artists. Like all 
who handle pencil or brush, the scenic artist finds photo¬ 
graphy a useful ally, and we may feel quite sure that, even 
if he does not own a camera himself, he is a busy collector 
of photographic prints. Of all men, he must aim at truth 
in his work, for the critical audiences of to-day will not 
tolerate the incongruities which were allowed to pass 
muster in days gone by. At that time one scene did duty 
for palace and prison, and as for any attention to archi 
tectural accuracy with regard to time or place, no one 
troubled his head about such matters. The first theatrical 
manager to sweep aside the dusty cobwebs of theatrical 
tradition, and give quite a new aspect to the plays of 
Shakespeare, was Charles Ivean, who, fifty years ago, at 
the Princess’s Theatre did for the drama much the same 
excellent service that Sir Henry Irving has been doing 
since at the Lyceum. Those who would doubt this state¬ 
ment should visit the collection of water-colour drawings 
which has recently been placed on view at the Victoria and 
Albert Museum, South Kensington. The circumstances 
under which this interesting collection is exhibited are suf¬ 
ficiently indicated by the label attached to the pictures, 
which runs thus:—“ Drawings of theatrical scenery and 
properties made for Charles Kean, E.S.A., actor (born 1811, 
died 1868) as a record of Shakespearean and other plays 
produced by him at the Princess’s Theatre, London, from 
1851 to 1859. Presented by F. M. Paget, Esq., and Mrs 
F. M. Paget, niece of Mrs. Charles Kean.” The collection 
consists of a series of beautiful water-colour drawings by 
Telbin, Grieve, Lloyds, Gordon, and other scenic artists of 
the period, together with careful representations of the 
banners, armour, furniture, etc., used in each Shake¬ 
spearean revival, and it may be said to form a, most 
valuable library of reference for all theatrical managers 
who aim at conscientious discharge of their duty to the. 
nublic. There were few photographs to be had in the early 
fifties, and yet these pictures—those, for instance, illustrat¬ 
ing the “ Merchant of Venice ”—are photographic in their 
accuracy. Here is a beautiful scene representing the 
columns of St. Mark, another of the. Bialto Bridge and the 
Grand Canal, while Shylock’s house, with the' adjacent 
narrow canals and bridges, is a typical Venetian scene. As 
much praise must be awarded to the views of old London 
associated with the plays of Henry VIII., Henrv V., and 
Bichard III., while reality gives place to romance in the 

beautiful tableaux designed for “ The Tempest ” and the 
“ Midsummer Night’s Dream.” The electric light has 
given the scene-painter of to-day advantages which were 
withheld from those employed by Charles Kean fifty years 
ago, but their artistic work will well bear comparison with 
the best that we have now. 

* * * 

Gorgeous There is perhaps nothing more easy to 
Sunsets. photograph than a sunset over the sea, 
and certainly there is nothing which so well repays the 
camera worker for his trouble. We do not mean that such 
pictures are particularly saleable, for they are not, the 
general taste being at a somewhat low ebb in these matters. 
But if the photographer be content with the happy feeling 
that he has produced something beautiful, he will be well 
satisfied with the transaction. We have said that these 
views of the sunlit sea are easy to produce, and so they are, 
but at the same time it is astonishing how seldom a sunset 
suitable for photographing presents itself. Even with an 
available window, looking west, over the boundless ocean, 
the opportunities for securing a good picture are rare. Of 
course, the mere tyro would be likely to expend a number 
of plates upon impossible skies, for he would be carried 
away by the charms of colour combinations which the 
experienced photographer would studiously avoid. But 
we may hope that, during the coming season, there mav 
be many tri-colour cameras at work which will turn these 
hitherto neglected skies to photographic advantage. And 
it is noteworthy that some of the' best transparencies yet 
produced by the Sanger Shepherd process are of sunset 
skies. If history repeats itself according to its wont there 
should be a plethora of sunset effects during the coming 
summer, and photographers would do well to bear this fact 
in mind. In the month of August, 1883, occurred a most 
awful volcanic outburst—similar in many respects to the 
visitation which has lately devastated Martinique and St. 
Vincent—at the Island of Krakatoa, in the Straits of 
Sunda. It is no exaggeration to say that a large portion of 
this island was suddenly blown into the air with a noise so 
stupendous that it was heard many hundreds of miles away. 
The particles of dust which were carried into the higher 
regions of the atmosphere must in the aggregate hare 
amounted to thousands of tons, and while the coarser 
particles were deposited comparatively near the scene of 
the disturbance, the finer ones travelled over the entire 
globe. To the presence of this fine volcanic dust in the air 
was attributed the gorgeous sunsets which were observed 
in Britain and in other countries a few months after the 
terrible tragedy in the straits of Sunda. And there was 
one episode in connection with these atmospheric phe¬ 
nomena which has a curious photographic interest. While 
we in England were amazed at the glorious tints displayed 
on Nature’s palette, the inhabitants of India sent word 
that they were witnessing the extraordinarv appearance of 
a blue sun. Now, any photographer who has had to do 
with gelatine emulsion will at once be able to solve the 
mystery of this blue sun. A freshly-made emulsion, when 
examined by transmitted light, appears orange red, the 
particles of silver haloid being very fine under such con¬ 
ditions, but when, after further cookinv. the emulsion 
gains rapidity, its particles are coarser, and the colour 
transmitted is blue. We may compare the dust particles 
in the air after the eruption of Krakatoa to the particles of 
silver suspended in the emulsion. Those which fell in 
India, comparatively close to their place of origin, were of 
the coarser kind, and, seen through the veil which thev 
formed, the sun appeared blue. The particles which 
reached our more remote neighbourhood were exceedingly 
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fine, and the slight fogging of the atmosphere which they 

brought about was of the same consistence as that which 

commonly gives us a red sun towards evening. 

* * * 

Exposure in As a matter of common sense, correct 

Relation to exposure is of first importance. Over- 

subject. exposure, it is true, can be corrected in a 

measure by care in development, but* apart from the extra 

worry and trouble, the final result cannot turn out so 

well as that of correct exposure and normal development. 

Under-exposure, in our opinion, is hopelessly incurable, 

.and the best thing that can be done with an under-exposed 

plate is to throw it away straight off. The difficulty is to 

■estimate correct exposure. The factors that have to be con¬ 

sidered in the process, the actinic quality of the light, 

distance of the> object to be> photographed, its lighting, the 

..rapidity of the lens used, the stop, and speed of plate, have 

«a varying value, and are hard to get hold of. Probably not 

one plate in ten thousand is exposed with absolute cor¬ 

rectness. There is, fortunately, a working range on one 

-•side at least of this standard of absolute correctness, in 

which excellent technical work can be done. But the 

nearer to the correct theoretical top point that practice 

•can find its way, the better the result. The likelihood of 

This is the more, the more closely the whole of the factors 

making up correct exposure are taken into consideration. 

In practice they do not ail get the attention they should. 

'The quality of the light is gauged by the worker with 

.•scientific instincts, wisely and more correctly, by the 

aid of the sensitized scrap of paper in an exposure meter; 

by the professional, as a rule, by a glance at the* amounts 

•of blue and white in the sky. The distance of the object, 

lens, stop, and speed of plate also enter more or less into 

The calculation in a hard and fast mathematical kind of 

-way in the one case, in a sub-conscious way, probably, 

:in the other. The results turn out as average, good, or 

very good, in proportion to the capacity shown in the 

calculating. There is one factor beyond these that is 

not given the attention it ought to have, viz., the lighting 

and colour of what is being photographed. All who have 

done general work must oftentimes have been struck by 

the disappointing way in which many of their pictures, 

•or what they supposed would have been the best portions of 

them, have turned out upon developing, after a close 

estimation of all that goes to make up success, exposure 

’included, had been made and acted upon. The desired 

•detail in a piece of machinery has not shown up, the 

-red tiles in an artistic roof are dull, so is the brick front 

•of the old manor house ; the swarthy face is under-exposed 

•and the dark hair shows no detail: the fair face and 

-auburn hair are over-exposed. The headings of the ex¬ 

posure scale, “ dark,” or “ light,” “ object near,” “ outdoor 

portrait,” and so on, were thought of, and entered into the 

■calculation, but they were apparently too broad and 

•general. There is a very wide range between “ dark ” 

and “ light,” and the not being able to find the correct 

place of the particular object in it led to an undue 

lengthening or shortening of exposure that affected the 

result on the wrong side. The amount of detail and its 

character was not mentioned in the scale directions, but as 

the detail must be got if character is to be shown, the 

exposure should have been longer and the stop smaller 

to have gained the best result. The successful worker 

must never forget that he is dealing with small and ex¬ 

tremely delicate quantities and margins all round. The 

amount of silver in his thinly-coated plate is small; it is 

but a grain of pyrogallic acid that he uses in developing it, 
a fractional part of a grain of gold in toning liis print, and so 
on. It is only reasonable on the same scale that a very small 
difference in length of exposure should make all the differ 
ence between a good and an indifferent result. He who can 
best calculate conditions all round in time values of frac¬ 
tions of a second is most likely to be successful. It is the 
more difficult because in ordinary life we do not trouble 
about such small portions of time. One must get outside of 
his ordinary, everyday mind, as it were, when engaged in 
photographic work. At the same time that this minute care 
should be exercised in all directions, believing that there is 
more scope for its action, as well as more liability to relax 
it, in the consideration of the texture, detail, lighting, and 
colour of what it is desired to photograph than in any 
other direction, attention is called to its particular im¬ 
portance. It could do nothing but good if the object, or 
general elements that are to go into the make-up of the 
picture, be taken as closely into consideration as affecting 
length of exposure as they are in being suitably placed 
or composed. The broad limits of a text-book, or the 
exposure scales published by many of the leading firms 
of plate-makers, may be held too broadly. But they are 
only approximate, as their publishers take fair care to 
state. Within their limits there is plenty of thinking 
room, and the closer the thinking that leads most closely 
to correctexposure, the better the result. 

■K* *K- -X* 

The The tripod roughly divides the more 
Tripod. serious from the less serious photo¬ 
graphic worker. We do not mean to state that, 
good work has not been done with the hand- 
camera without the aid of the tripod. But it can 
be very safely stated that it is a small amount compared 
with that done by the stand-camera, and, also, that suc¬ 
cessful result forms a smaller percentage compared with 
total effort when the tripod is absent. In the case of the 
hand-camera, there would be a great gain, both in quality 
and amount, of result, if a light tripod were used wherever 
practicable. There is no question that even for a snap¬ 
shot a flat, rigid support is far preferable to the steadying 
squeeze against stomach, chest, or side. A stand would also 
very much enlarge the field of action, in permitting of a 
time exposure. A time exposure makes work practicable 
on dull days that are useless for a snap shot. Even on good 
days, the light that finds its way into many a narrow old- 
world court and cor -ner that we would like to carry away 
records of, is oftentimes too poor for anything but a time 
exposure. Under favourable circumstances generally, detail 
and sharpness are lost, owing to the large stop that has to be 
used when exposure gets to be very short. What are the 
objections to a tripod1? In some cases it is a dislike 
to the encumbrance of an extra item to carry and look 
after. In others it is a kind of psychological objection, a 
dislike to openly label the object of a walk, and to the 
publicity gained by the erection of a tripod. Both objec¬ 
tions can be in some measure reduced by using a tripod 
that will fold and slide into the length and compass of a 
walking-stick. This article has a touch of the characteristic 
disadvantages of most things that aim at fulfilling totally 
different functions. It lacks rigidity and height as a 
tripod, and as a walking-stick is heavy and unwieldy. 
Aluminium as a material to make it of has helped it out a 
little, but in the case of aluminium, again, the disturbing 
element of a comparatively high cost comes in. There 
is nothing for it but to do the best with what we have 
got, and trust to inventive brains to better things. A 
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hand-camera worker earnest enough to wish for something 
of uniformity of quality in his pictures would be well 
advised in trying such a tripod as that referred to. If he 
do, it will probably lead to his giving up the hand-camera 
and taking to one he must use a tripod with—the so-called 
“ stand ” camera. It will be a gain. If his photography be 
no more than a pleasant hobby, he will get better value 
out of it. We would not reverse matters, and exalt the 
tripod above the camera more than we would a pair of 
legs over an appreciative soul they may have carried to 
the best point at which a good viewT can be enjoyed. But 
as a pair of good legs that can carry without giving rise to 
an ache that would detract from appreciation are a very 
desirable possession, so is a tripod well adapted to its 
particular functions. It pays a man to see to this. 
His tripod should fit him in make and comfort like his 
trousers; and as trousers vary in length, cut, and material, 
so should, and do, tripods. The point is to make a careful 
and suitable choice. There should be no difficulty in doing 
this, judging by the variety pictured in price lists. It is 
a safe enough way of judging, too. The tripod is so simple 
that, like a ladder or a wheelbarrow, it is hard to sophisti¬ 
cate its illustration. The chief things to satisfy are, the 
individual ideas held as to compactness when it is folded 
up, ease in erecting, and height when opened out into a 
sufficiently large triangle of base to be firm and safe. 
As to the first two, every one must suit his particular 
taste. One man prefers the small compass into which a 
four-fold tripod goes, whilst another does not object to 
the extra length of a three, or even two, fold article, par¬ 
ticularly as it means a little less trouble in putting up. 
Besides, the extra length admits of its being used as a kind 
of packman’s stick to carry the camera-case slung across 
the shoulder on, for the occasional ease of change along a 
country road. Over much fuss has been made as to the 
danger of vibration due to too slight tripods. A large, 
heavy camera on a light tripod is, of course, a mistake. 
But the great majority of cameras do not rise above half¬ 
plate size, which it does not require a heavy, cumbrous 
tripod to support. It may vibrate in a high wind, but very 
little work is done in a high wind. There is too much dis¬ 
comfort about it, too much movement of leaf and bough in 
the country, and too much dust in the town. Evolution has 
gone, naturally and consistently, towards the reasonably 
lightest tripod. The more advanced in civilisation man 
becomes, the more trouble does he take to lighten his 
physical load. All who have carried a load, photographic 
or otherwise, for a day will be ready to endorse the good 
sense of this. The mere extra half-pound of the start be¬ 
comes a very different amount towards the finish. But 
the chief point about a tripod is, that it be of the proper 
height; practically, that it be high enough, for if too long, 
it can be easily lowered in an extra spread, or by means 
of a sliding leg, to suit one of the inches below' the average. 
'To work with a tripod a little too short is a misery, and 

certain to lead to a loss of quality in result. The composi¬ 
tion of the scene, or the placing of the object, and the close 
and critical examination of both on the screen, cannot be 
properly done with an aching back and trembling knees. 
A tripod even a little too short is as bad as a hat a little 
too small. As the final result is dependent upon the 
amount and keenness of attention bestowed upon its 
making, and this naturally upon the physical comfort 
admitting of close attention, the tripod as a material 
factor in the making, or the unmaking, of the result is 
important. If change be necessary, it should be seen to 
now, at the beginning of the season. It is a job that will 
not recur, and past experience wall readily indicate where 

a change may be desirable. 

PHOTOGRAPHERS, PHARMACISTS, AND POISONS. 

There are pharmaceutical chemists, and there are chemists 

and druggists, but as there is on the whole practically no 

difference betwen the two, and none at all so far as poison 

regulations and sales are< concerned, we prefer to use the 

term “ pharmacist ” as being the better and more apt title 

for the semi-professional gentleman whose^ occupation con¬ 

cerns rather the art of healing and the preparation of drugs 

than the science of chemistry. It was to pharmacists as a 

body, therefore, that legislation assigned the sale of certain 

, widely-used poisons. When “ restrictions ” are mentioned 

in connection with what may be termed the poison con¬ 

troversy, it must not be forgotten that these apply every 

time to the seller only. We have very intimate knowledge 

of regulations enacted in all good (but perhaps blind) faith 

for the sale of poisons, but we never heard of any kind of 

regulation or restriction which is to be binding upon the 

user! Eor a great many years pharmacists have had an 

intelligent appreciation of the poison danger. There has 

been the poison cupboard, where all dangerous articles have 

been stored, but essentially devoted to such poisons as are 

enumerated in Schedule 1—i.e., cyanide of potassium, cor¬ 

rosive sublimate, etc. There has also been a liberal use of 

proper labels and of blue fluted bottles, “ distinguishable by 

touch,” also attempts made to distinguish by sound, as 

witness the occasional use of corks with bells attached. In 

one pharmacy there are fitted up various little devices 

for the purpose of attracting special attention to sales of 

sundry poisonous articles. By a simple electrical attach 

ment a bell is made to ring every time the poison cupboard 

door is opened ; by a similar simple contrivance, the chief 

features of which are a double shelf, the top one hinged at a 

distance of about half-an-inch above the other, a spring just 

strong enough (the wreight of the bottle being removed) to 

enable the shelf to rise and make contact completing an 

electrical circuit, it was found practicable to place certain 

poisons in such positions that they could not be disturbed 

without the fact being notified to the staff, and by selecting 

bells of different tone it wras possible to tell by sound only 

what poison was being sold. For many years carbolic 

acid has been sold only in blue fluted bottles, distinguish¬ 

able by touch, at a reasonable price, taking in exchange 

whenever practicable the ordinary bottle usually brought 

by the customer. As a matter of fact, “ the order in 

council ” relative to the storage, dispensing, and sale of 

poisons was anticipated by many years in every well-regu¬ 

lated pharmacy. A correspondent, “ Non-pharmacist,” on 

page 278 of this Journal, in a moment of inspiration, asks, 

“ What further restrictions ” (referring particularly to car¬ 

bolic acid, but inferentially to other poisons^ “ are required 

if the chemists fulfil the conditions prescribed in its sale ? ” 

but, of course, being a non-pharmacist, altogether misses 

the point and moral of the situation, which is something of 

the nature of the “ horse and the water.” You may provide 

the customer with the bottle distinguishable by touch 

(though this is not required in every sale) and properly 

labelled, but you cannot ensure that he (the buyer) will 

retain it in that receptacle, and thus safeguard others. 

“ A ” sells “ B,” under the usual restrictions, a bottle of 
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scheduled poison—weed destroyer, toothache drops, rheu¬ 

matic oils, mercurial intensifier et hoc genus omne. “ B ” 

lends a little of the article to a friend, “ C,” pouring a little 

out of his bottle into another, anything handy, in fact, 

which is not distinguishable by touch, or even properly 

labelled. “ C,” in his turn, uses the stuff, and leaves it, 

or probably, the pressing need having disappeared, forgets 

all about it. Then comes “ D,” who finds what he imagines 

to be a palatable drink (as in the case of the weed destroyer 

in the beer bottle), drinks it, and, to quote the comic- 

song writer, his funeral’s to-morrow! As a rule, the 

coroner manages to bring in some caustic remarks 

about the sale of poisons and restrictions, but 

never thinks or says a word relative to the cul¬ 

pability of “ B,” who, himself safeguarded, and, no 

doubt, in all good faith, and with no evil intent, has placed 

the life of another person in peril. If, by law, something 

could be done to ensure that certain poisons must not only 

be sold, but kept by the purchaser, in bottles definitely 

labelled and distinguishable by touch, the restriction would 

be of value, and might save lives. The position is one of 

difficulty. When we, on sadly rare occasions, stay at the 

seaside, we take our medicine chest with us, and how can 

we, a case of need arising, refuse the relief to others which 

access to the same affords? But if we give a little away in 

a bottle which, under the circumstances, cannot be properly 

labelled, we should feel morally responsible should harm 

come of it. An extremely painful incident in our experi¬ 

ence was the following, which occurred man"7 years ago : 

An amateur photographer, taking advantage of a fine day, 

and moved by a sudden impulse, got out his wet-plate kit, 

and set it up in his back garden; bath and chemicals were 

hunted up, and some cyanide fixing solution was mixed in 

a tumbler, and the latter placed for use' upon a table stand¬ 

ing in the garden. One of the children playing about saw 

the glass, and, taking it to be water, drank some of the con¬ 

tents ! The tale need not be continued; it is a needless 

harrowing of the feelings. 

That other restrictions are required is not to be disputed, 

but how they are to be employed, to say nothing about 

enforced, is the difficulty. It seems to us a matter for—- 

well, almost regret, that there has been for many years an 

indiscriminate use of the poison label, the word, and the 

distinctive colour, has been applied to many articles outside 

of the schedule, quite properly in manjr cases, but in others 

unnecessarily. A note of warning that the article requires 

careful usage would in many cases answer the purpose. 

“ Familiarity breeds contempt ” even (this we honestly be 

lieve) of the poison label, but then we may say that all 

drugs and most chemicals require care in their use, and, 

equally, of course, they are not all poisons. 

But, after all, what interests the photographic fraternity 

more especially is the difficulty placed in the way of 

amateurs (rather than of professionals) who may require 

such articles as mercury bichloride for intensifying pur¬ 

poses. Upon the subject of “ Poisons in France ” our con¬ 

temporary, the British and Colonial Druggist, had an inter 

esting leader last week, from which we may quote certain 

sentences which directly interest the amateur photographer. 

“ It would seem, judging from the regulations promulgated 
as an appendix to the official pharmacopeia, tie- Codex 

that the French legislature has apparently aimed at divid¬ 

ing poisonous substances into those currently used in 

medicines, and those whose principal or only application 

is industrial. Of course, the law having seen its jubilee, 

there are omissions, but the intention seems evident, and the 

principle underlying the enactments is a recognition of the 

pharmacist as to the exclusive seller of medicines, and not 

as a retailer of poisons, save in the form of medicines.” In 

France all persons selling the substances scheduled have t > 

declare their names and addresses to the Mayor. Tim 

scheduled articles may be sold by any person so registered, 

but are only to be delivered against a written order signed 

by the buyer. Every purchase and sale has to be duly 

chronicled in a special register which should be periodicallv 
signed by the Mayor, or Commissary of Police, and the 

record made immediately after sucli purchase—the kind 

and quantity of the substance, and name' and address of the 

seller and buyer being the particulars entered. The duty 

of seeing that these rules are observed is that of the Mayor, 

or the Commissary,” etc., etc., and there are penalties, but, 

says our contemporary, “ how far the law is actually 

applied is another question, and the absence of reports of 

prosecutions in the French papers seems to indicate the 

policy of laisser aller is general.” 

“ Photographic sundries can be obtained practically any¬ 

where*—at oil and colour shops, at the establishments of 

some pharmacists, at many general stores, and, of course, at 

special shops in large towns. Personally, we should doubt 

if the poison register is really kept in any serious manner, 

and if any apparently respectable person is ever asked for a 

written order, etc., and in this connection it must not be 

forgotten that these poison regulations date from days 

when amateur photography was unknown. The Paris 

Pharmaceutical Syndicate has, it may be added, a dis¬ 

ciplinary chamber, whose special business it is to keep an 

eye on and check, as far as possible, any infringement of 

the privileges of the pharmacist. For instance, this body 

recently ascertained that some of the ‘ grands magasins ” 

(large general shops for drapery and other goods like 

Whiteley’s) were selling corrosive sublimate at their photo¬ 

graphic counters in considerable quantities, especially to 

the ladies who form the majority of the customers at this 

class of shops. It appears that cyanide of potassium does 

not interest the average pharmacist. But corrosive sub¬ 

limate does ; it is largely used for injections, etc., and it 

seemed pretty evident that all these' fair customers were not 

amateur photographers, popular though the camera may be 

in Paris as elsewhere'. So the Pharmaceutical Syndicate 

simply pointed out to the stores in ouestion that they were 

perfectly free to sell if they kept a register. Needless to 

say, nothing would be- more irksome in such an establish¬ 

ment than the- elaborate system just described, and as, after 

all, the profit on the total sales of sublimate1 was but a 

trifle, the shops found it simpler to withdraw it from the 
sale counters. 

“We have, therefore, on the one hand a pretty clear 

proof that the text of the law is clear; on the other, a strong 

presumption that its non-observance is generally winked 
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at so long as the abuse has no inconvenient results. Prob¬ 

ably the fact that in French suicides poison is seldom used 

has much to do with this toleration. A brazier of charcoal 

or a leap in the Seine is the usual Parisian mode oi 

launching oneself into another world.” 

The difficulty, in this country, put in the way of pros¬ 

pective buyers of such poisons as corrosive sublimate is, of 

course, very real at times, and, from the users’ point of 

view, extremely absurd. On the one side, that of the seller, 

it is enacted that the purchaser must be known to him oi 

be introduced by a third person who is known to both 

parties. One experience of buyers of poisons is that, as 

often as not, they, when requiring to buy such a poison as 

that referred to, go to a shop where they are least known, 

repeatedly on asking say, where do you generally get 

this? The answer has been, “I usually deal with so and 

so.” The remark, then, is to the stranger, “ You will do 

best to go to so and so, who possibly knows you.” What 

is the meaning of the term, “ known to the seller.” In any 

reply to this, every pharmacist will, of his own experience, 

give his answer; he has always somewhere in his mind’s 

eye a vision of the coroner, and he knows of cases where, 

every restriction and condition of sale properly carried out, 

the seller has not escaped sometimes censure, or, at the 

least, the unpleasantness of the inquisitorial court. The 

coroner is, strangely enough, a man who knows apparently 

less about the poison regulations than any other profes¬ 

sional man connected wTith law and medicine, and in his 

court it is not safe, if to be easily done, to put him right. 

A case has just occurred in our experience.bearing on the 

same point: A pharmacist of our acquaintance sold, in 

entire good faith, some small quantity of strychnine for rat 

poisoning There were said to be so many rats, and a 

sufficiency of poison was sold to meet the requirements, the 

book signed, and the sale witnessed. The buyer took some 

of the poison, an inquest was held, which our friend had 

to attend, forty miles from his home, a day at the least lost 

from business, which no witness fee would cover, and all 

the unpleasantness of seeing one’s name in the papers—an 

altogether unsatisfactory result of a sale value sixpence 

gross! Is it any wonder that many pharmacists make all 

sorts of excuses when poisons of this kind are asked for? 

To them it looks plainly on one side a profit of about two 

pence, against the doubt and uncertainty as to the bona- 

hdes of the purchaser, and all the unpleasant probabilities 

which may follow any indiscretion on his part. The photo¬ 

grapher blames the chemist when he cannot buy his 

mercury bichloride as readily as his carbonate of soda, but, 

as a matter of fact, it is not the pharmacist who is the 

stumbling block; it is the mighty official beyond him. 

Buyers frequently resent the simplest inquiries which the 

seller is bound to make as a gross impertinence. Some of 

them are quite ready to “ sign the book,” as though “ Alfred 

John Feverdrop, of Luxington Gardens ” meant anything of 

value to the seller, who never heard of Feverdrop, and does 

not know if there is such a place as Luxington Gardens ! 

Others, again, are of different stamp, and a few minutes’ 

chat, or less, convinces you that the purchaser is all right; 

he knows so-and-so, of the London and Provincial Society, 

and met someone else whom you know at the Royal, and 

so on, and the result is that in a short time he is no 

stranger, but has what he wants, and, in addition, the run 

of your dark room. Sellers do not like ignorant buyers, 

innocent amateurs who have heard that mercury bichloride 

is good for intensifying negatives, and they would like to 

try it. It is easy to see that they know absolutely nothing 

of what they propose to do, and the case assumes, therefore, 

if it comes to a sale, the appearance of placing in the 

hands of an ignorant person a powerful instrument of 

mischief—which is what it practically is. If there were 

any potent restriction, other than moral, which only appeals 

to the intelligent and educated, on the buyer; if one could 

ensure that the poison sold in its bottle distinguishable by 

touch, and with all the symbols of warning suitably dis¬ 

played, would be retained therein, and carefully used and 

restored after use, the pharmacist (the seller, that is) 

would feel more at liberty to dispose of the stuff, he would 

do so, at the least, with more comfort than at present. 

The seller has got into a suspicious frame of mind with 

regard to these poisons, and with very good reasons indeed. 

He sees no money inducement in the sale whatever, but, on 

the other hand, much possible trouble in the future if 

anything goes wrong. 

A TALK ON FLEXIBLE FILM AS USED IN CAMERA AND 

CINEMATOGRAPH. 

[A Paper read before the Edinburgh Photographic Society.] 

Within recent years, Tollable film, and especially the daylight 

cartridge, has done what twenty-five years ago dry plates did for 

photography ; public interest has been quickened. As dry plates 

induced many to try their hand at the new art, who would not 

have been troubled with the cumbrous wet process, so film photo¬ 

graphy has attracted thousands who would otherwise have con¬ 

sidered it outside the possibility of their becoming their own 

picture makers. The discovery of gelatine bromide made it 

possible to use more compact forms of cameras and to carry a 

considerable number of plates at a time. This led to the intro¬ 

duction of hand cameras, and to the consequent spread of photo¬ 

graphy as a hobby. The number of photographers was thus greatly 

increased, but amongst these a class of amateur was created 

whose sole concern was to expose as many plates as he could, 

and you have only to- turn to the pages of photographic journals 

a few years back to find the reports of Society outings, in which 

the number of plates exposed was recorded as the principal 

feature of the day’s outing. It was a boast at this time of a well- 

known medal-hunter that he invariably exposed not less than 300 

plates a week. Of this same pot-hunter a story is told that, 

when an amateur friend and picture-maker visited his house, and 

during the course of the visit was introduced to the dark-room, 

he found piles of spoilt negatives or spoilt plates standing some 

feet in height from the ground, and casually picking up one or 

two to look at, remarked as regards one, “ My dear fellow, put 

a suitable cloud to that, and you have a perfect picture.” The 

host was not slow to take the point, and the “ perfect picture ” 

thus produced was successful in carrying off many medals, for 

this was before the days of the conference of judges, and their 

excellent rules as to champion classes. It is greatly to this 

class, then, that we owe our thanks, for the film photography 

of the present day, but I would remind you that the very first 

negatives that could be printed from were produced on a flexible 

support, and were the well-known calotypes or wax-paper nega¬ 

tives of Fox Talbot. It is true that these were not films as we 

now understand the word, and we may therefore dismiss for 
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like reason the negative bromide paper of Morgan and Kidd and 

others, which have lately been introduced. There are, however, 

two true films which must not be neglected—Vergara’s and Froei- 

man’s. The former was the invention of Woodbury and Vergara, 

and consisted of gelatine impregnated with bichromate of potash, 

exposed to the lmht to make it insoluble, and then washed and 

subsequently coated with bromide emulsion. The Froedman 

was paper saturated with certain gums and resins at a high 

temperature, by means c-f which it was rendered transparent. 

Another class of film, which I believe is now obsolete, was that 

in which paper was coated with gelatine, soluble in water at a 

low temperature, and then coated with a negative emulsion con¬ 

taining chrome alum. This, after fixing the negative image, 

could be stripped off by dissolving the soft gelatine coating in 

warm water. The disadvantage of this class of film was that 

the chrome alum in time penetrated the soft gelatine, thus render¬ 

ing it quite insoluble, so that the negative would not strip. 

Another class of him, examples of which are at present on the 

market, is that in which paper is coated with gelatine, collodion, 

and indiarubber solutions in turn, and then with the negative 

emulsion. The most satisfactory him of this class, in my ex¬ 

perience, is that made by Wellington and Ward. If makers’ 

instructions are carefully followed, no one need have any diffi¬ 

culty in stripping the temporary supporting paper from the 

him, which is left with very little sign of grain. It is supplied 

in daylight spools for all cameras. All these, however, are 

stripping films, and I may say from experience that the present- 

day amateur has, as a class, an objection to take the slight trouble 

they involve. Undoubtedly, to George Eastman, of the Kodak 

Company, is due the credit of popularising him photography. 

He foresaw the great possibilities of the system, and through his 

enterprise and business ability has demonstrated this by build¬ 

ing up the largest photographic business in the world. But this, 

of course, could not have been done without advantages and 

merit in the system itself, and briefly these are—that compared 

with plates they have no weight or bulk, and are not fragile, 

these advantages holding good both before and after exposure, 

and when indexing and storing away. A large store can be carried 

by the traveller or explorer into places where it would be impossible 

to take plates, and photo records thus secured that would other¬ 

wise have remained as vision memories only. Most roll films 

can be printed from either side, thus simplfying several printing 

processes. In the cartridge form the dark-room is entirely done 

away with, except when actually developing. Perhaps I should 

be a little more exact in my statement here, and include as part 

of dark-room work the opening up of the cartridge before 

development, for one beginner wrote that he had most carefully 

followed out directions, and yet failed to obtain anything but 

fogged results. It turned out that he had cut up his films in 

the daylight, and then carried the -ieces into the dark-room to 

develop. This reminds me of another case where a lady also 

carefully divided the roll according to the numbers and mark¬ 

ings, but attempted to develop the paper instead of the film, 

without, I am afraid, any more satisfactory result than the first- 

mentioned beginner. There is almost entire absence of halation 

in roll film, because halation is due to the reflection of the light 

from the back of the glass plate ; the thicker the glass, the more 

the halation. Celluloid being so thin, halation is not caused, 

nor has the celluloid such reflective power as glass. In this con¬ 

nection I might mention a film which is quite unique in its pre¬ 

paration— Sandell’s—examples of which, by the kindness of the 

manufacturers, I am able to show you. This is stated by the 

makers to consist solely of two negative emulsions—the one a 

slow and the other a rapid—so that one can, by only turning 

the film over, expose either the slow or rapid. Another special 

advantage claimed by this film is the absence of halation and the 

enormous latitude of exposure, as if the rapid emulsion be ex¬ 

posed, the high lights will penetrate right through this mating, 

and then affect the slow ; so that instead of obtaining Hat results 

with over-exposure, the high-lights, having impressed themselves 

on the slower film, will be of sufficient printing density. Hie film, 

being entirely of gelatine, is absolutely non-inflammable, and if 

toughened by soaking in a little formaline* before development, 

it becomes practically impossible to injure it by rough usage 

afterwards, and the trouble of blistering or frilling even in warai 

temperatures cannot occur. I hope to have time to demonstrate 

this later. Another peculiarity is that, as the gelatine swells 

uniformly, the finished negative becomes a size larger than that 

taken in the camera—a quarter-plate, for instance, turns a five 

by four. The last variety of film to which I will direct your 

attention is that which, I venture to say, is the most popular 

the ordinary celluloid film. 

Celluloid, as you are all probably aware-, is a mixture of 

pyroxylin and camphor dissolved in certain solvents, such as 

amyl acetate, wood naphtha, acetone, etc., and then by one 

means or another spread out into extremely thin long sheets. 

There are practically only three thicknesses used commercially - 

that for cartridge work, which varies from two to three-thousandth 

parts of an inch ; that for cinematograph purposes, which is 

somewhat thicker, being five-thousandths; and that for cut 

sheet films, which is ten one-thousandth of an inch thick. Tho 

thin celluloid is generally prepared in one of two ways. I 

believe the Kodak Company use glass tables about eighty feet 

long. A box, with a fine opening at the bottom, filled with the- 

celluloid mixture or “dope,” as it is technically called, is run 

along the table, leaving behind it a thin, coating of celluloid, 

which after drying is coated in the same way with emulsion, 

and when this is dry the whole is stripped from the table. 

Another method of preparing the celluloid is by passing an end¬ 

less metal band underneath a trough with a fine Y-shaped aper¬ 

ture at the bottom, through which the dope is dragged by the 

metal band. On receiving its coating, the band continues its 

course, passing into a dry, warm atmosphere, and before it 

returns to the coating point it is sufficiently set to be stripped 

off and conveyed to a drying chamber, where both sides of the 

celluloid can be thoroughly seasoned, or in other words, it is 

ensured that the whole of the solvents are dried out. This is 

the process adopted by the European Blair Company. For 

some time after the introduction of the celluloid films, a matt 

surface was used, which gave rise to the well-known tree-like- 

markings on the negative. This defect was almost entirely due 

to the matt surface of the celluloid, and these markings are 

rarely met with now, as clear celluloid is entirely used, but 

where they do occur they are caused by extreme pressure and a 

rubbing action of some slightly rough surface against the coated 

celluloid. Against the advantage of celluloid must be put its 

cost. The price of the raw material is more than three times 

that of glass, and I do not think there will be any appreciable 

difference for some time to come, or that there is at present any 

prospect of a good substitute being obtained. There are one or 

two points regarding rollable film which I ought to mention. 

First, the comparative speed of its emulsion with that on plates. 

According to Watkins, the average speed of an extra rapid plate, 

such as Cadett, Imperial, or Ilford, is 180 ; that cf Eastman film 

130. One reason for this may be, as already mentioned, the 

want of halation or reflective action in celluloid. Captain Col¬ 

son, of Paris, made some experiments two or three years ago, in 

which he found that by backing film with white paper it very 

materially increased the speed of the emulsion. Other experi¬ 

ments have led to the same conclusions, and that speed could be 

greatly accelerated by coating the back with something more 

reflective than white paper. Then as to- the keeping qualities 

of the emulsion. Considerable advances have been made of late 

in this direction in two ways ; first as regards the actual emul- 
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sion itself, and secondly in the protection of the sensitised sur¬ 

face from contact with the harmful action of wrapping paper as 

used in the daylight cartridges. Probably this action, and the set¬ 

ting off of numbers, is known to you all; at any rate, I pass round 

films thus marked. Films which have been exposed in damp, 

warm climates, especially in tropical countries, and not de¬ 

veloped for some time afterwards, are frequently found to be 

full of spots and holes. These are due to the great absorbent 

qualities of gelatine, which, becoming damp, causes bacteria to 

breed in the gelatine. The reason why this does not occur in 

plates to' the same extent is that in the process of coating film 

there is always a thicker layer of gelatine. 

The European Blair Camera Company utilise as a protective 

medium a very pure white paper, in which the numbers of the 

exposures and the separating marks are perforated, and this 

alone comes in contact with the sensitive surface. There is no 

difficulty in seeing the numbers through the red window in the 

back of the camera. The makers state that the white paper 

thus used is as pure as that used for bromide paper, and there¬ 

fore there seems no reason why this plan should not answer. I 

pass round one of these New Process Cartridges, as they are 

called. Messrs. Wellington and Ward, to get over the same diffi¬ 

culty, use a special kind of paper for their cartridges, in which 

the numbers are cut out, and then backed up with tinfoil. One 

of these cartridges I also pass round, also one of the Planchon 

Cartridges, in which a special enamel black paper is used to 

obviate the same difficulty. As regards manipulation of such 

films, there is little to be said. Some cut off each exposure and 

develop them separately, though a far quicker plan is to develop 

.a whole spool at once, by passing backwards and forwards through 

the developer—an operation which is apparently difficult, but 

which becomes exceedingly easy with practice. There are several 

devices for developing roll-films, such as the Volvo, etc. Films, 

of course, require no different treatment as regards development, 

fixation, and washing, but as they have a tendency to curl, it is 

advisable to pass them after the final washing into a glycerine 

bath, which prevents this trouble. 

I had originally intended to speak of films and their use in the 

cinematograph, but this has already been done so fully this 

session by other two members that I need say almost nothing 

on the subject. Ever since 1820, when Plateau produced an in¬ 

strument in which the idea of motion was given by rapid rotation 

of drawings, experimenters such as Janssen, Muybridge, and 

Anschutz have used photography for the same purpose, but the 

mechanical difficulties of passing glass plates through a camera in 

sufficient numbers for the necessary negatives was insurmount¬ 

able, and although paper negatives seem at first sight possible, 

paper positives would be quite impossible. Therefore cinemato¬ 

graphy was a practical impossibility till the introduction of cellu¬ 

loid, and even this is not available for photographic purposes 

till 1888, and then it could only be had in sheets. By the intro¬ 

duction of the long lengths of celluloid, and the increase in the 

rapdity of the gelatine emulsions, animated photography was 

made possible, and hence has arisen the enormous increase in the 

number of, and the more perfect construction of, the necessary 

machines, bringing before us in a more realistic, vivid manner 

than ever before living scenes from every part of the globe. To 

demonstrate the ease with which films can be handled, I will 

now proceed to develop a 6 exposure celluloid and a 6 exposure 

gelatine film in one dish, the exposures varying from 1-50 second 

to 30 seconds. As they are not so well-known, I have selected 

the Planchon and Sandell for this purpose. 

For comparison’s sake I would sum up the five makes of films 

we have considered as follows : — 

The Kodak film may be regarded as a reliable standard spool, 

obtainable everywhere, and in all sizes to fit Universal film 

cameras and roll-holders. Twelve exposures, quarter-plate size, 

3s. 

The Planchon film is coated with the well-known and very 

fast and beautiful Lumiere emulsion, backed with a patent 

enamelled paper, givin a thorough protection to the film. Price 

of spools, same as Kodak, quarter-plate size, 3s. 

The Blair films as now made are equal in speed to the abovb, 

and have the advantage of an extra protection of a pure white 

paper to the emulsion, while the price is ten per cent, cheaper 

than any other celluloid film. Twelve exposures, quarter-plate 

size, 2s. 8d. 

Sandell film is unique in having no celluloid or paper support 

in contact with the film ; the finished negative becomes twenty- 

five per cent, larger than the original. It is supplied like the 

others in daylight spools. Quarter-plate size, 2s. 3d. 

The Wellington is an exceedingly good stripping film, tho¬ 

roughly satisfactory to all who do not mind a little extra work 

when it means the saving of almost one-half the cost. Quarter- 

plate size, Is. 9d. 
Thomas Haddow. 

-4-— 

THE DIFFICULTIES OF “JUDGING.” 

As we cursorily inspect the well-displayed walls of some photo¬ 

graphic exhibition, looking with a mild interest for the small 

strips of paper bearing the word “ Award,” which indicate that 

the picture carrying one of them is the forunate winner of a 

medal for its producer, it is questionable how many, who have 

not themselves had the onus and difficulty thrust upon them of 

making the fated decisions, give any thought to the amount of 

hard thinking and patient detailed examination that has pro¬ 

bably been expended in arriving at the necessary decision as 

to the superlative merits of the chosen pictures. It is very 

seldom that the judges receive any great credit for discernment, 

to go by the sum total of remarks passed by the average 

visitors and frequenters of exhibitions. Indeed, it is by no 

means unusual for extreme dissatisfaction to be expressed by 

many with some or all of the awards. That this should be 

so is not, after all, incomprehensible, when we consider how 

much individual taste and opinion must influence such matters. 

A short time ago, it may be remembered, one of cur principal 

illustrated monthlies invited opinions from the leading artists 

of the day on the question of which was the world’s greatest 

painting. The result was certainly as pleasing an instance 

of diversity of mind as could well be wished. Now, if the 

noble fraternity of R.A.’s cannot agree on such a point, or 

even remotely approach agreement, small wonder is it that 

awards at photographic exhibitions are not always greeted with 

unanimous approval. 

It is interesting to place before one’s mind the conditions 

that have to be fulfilled in our case, and the inherent difficulties 

and obstacles that have to be overcome or evaded. ’’Here are, 

say, anything from fifty to five hundred photographs, of dif¬ 

ferent subjects and styles of treatment, submitted to the in¬ 

spection of some Ihree or four gentlemen, generally highly 

qualified for the purpose, but not impossibly somewhat at 

variance in their artistic canons and ideals. The pictures 

may, or may not, be divided in classes, a practice which is 

certainly dying out by degrees, and which has the authoritative 

voice of the judges themselves against it. Now, out of this 

array of frames the arbiters have to select a small number, say 

some four or five, which are considered by virtue of special 

beauty of technique or artistic merit, or both, worthy of the 

distinction of a medal. The initial difficulty that most likely 

stares the worthy men in the face is the existence of a high 

level of excellence in the majority of the pictures. IVe see 
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an improvement every year in the general average of the work 

contributed to exhibitions, which tends increasingly to render 

the task of distinction perplexing. Formerly, it was a not 

unsatisfactory proceeding to take the list of pictures, and 

going through them one by one, to mark off all those which 

showed some slight technical or artistic fault, thus materially 

clearing the field of competitors. This plan cannot now be 

adopted to anything like the same extent, on account of the 

wonderful, all-round improvement that has taken place. 

This improvement is, perhaps, not an unmixed blessing, as 

tending towards th9 growing monotony and tameness that so 

many have noticed, for while the rank and file have been 

climbing up, it cannot, on the whole, be said that the leaders 

have gone ahead correspondingly. Be this as it may, it ap¬ 

pears, as a result of eur preliminary considerations, that the 

judges are practically brought to the necessity of looking for 

the pictures that are original and striking, while at the same 

time equal or superior to their fellows in quality and technique. 

These two conditions are, unfortunately, very difficult to find 

united. There is much of originality that is lacking in tech¬ 

nique, and still more of splendid technical merit that misses 

being original. And so it often happens that the judges, un¬ 

able to unite the two excellences entirely to their satisfaction, 

are obliged to decide in favour of work which, while plensingly 

fresh and new, has perhaps a few trifling flaws when looked 

at with a severely technical eye. It is difficult to see how else 

the Gordian knot should be cut, but from some points of view 

it is a pity, all the same. 

Another obstacle that stands in the judges’ way is the practi¬ 

cally certain fact that they have individualities of their own, 

and cannot in all respects see exactly alike. The picture that 

to one judge may seem best in the show may not recommend 

itself very much to his colleagues. And so, in order to arrive 

at unanimity, a certain amount of compromise becomes neces¬ 

sary. This settling of difficulties on the basis of a mutual 

agreement may, indeed, lead to a verdict couched in a more 

catholic spirit than would otherwise be the case ; it is fairly 

evident, nevertheless, that from an exhibitor's point of view 

it may have its disadvantages. The moral would seem to be 

that, where possible, judges should be selected whose opinions 

are known to run fairly in harmony. We are here put in 

mind, by a natural sequence of thought, of the great value it 

is to exhibitors to know beforehand the names of the judges, 

in order that they may, as far as they consistently can without 

any sacrifice of their own ideals and convictions, strive to 

render their work acceptable to the known fancies and pre¬ 

ferences of the censors. This is by no means saying that 

most judges have not sufficient breadth of mind to admire and 

reward a clever and original picture which does not tally 

exactly with their own prepossessions. Quite the contrary, as 

may be seen every day. Still, it is only natural that a man 

should prefer work done according to the rules and canons which 

he himself has mentally given allegiance to. 

Another qualification for an award, besides the two men¬ 

tioned, originality and excellence of technique, may be found 

in difficulty of execution—that is to say, in a picture which 

has had to overcome some mechanical or artistic obstacles in 

order to be the success it is. Subjects that are awkward to 

render, effects that require patience and labour to obtain, or 

that are photographically hedged with thorns—such triumphs 

of the camera should obviously receive higher consideration 

than their merely pictorial and technical qualities are entitled 

to, although, of course, the latter must never be lost sight of. 

It is curious to consider how largely local influences and 

current ideals may combine to affect and modify the awards. 

If we, for instance, try to keep in our mind’s eye the display 

at any one exhibition and the pictures that have merited dis¬ 

tinction, to so impress it upon our memory that wo may bo 

able to recall it, as it were, for comparison with the next 

year's display at the same place ; then, assuming that the judgt s 

are the same, as quite often happens, it will probably prove an 

interesting psychological study to compare the awards of the two 

years, and try to arrive at the principles and ideas on which they 

are issued. It may be quite posible for a keen and logical ob¬ 

server to distinctly trace the influence that passing theories 

may have left behind, or the subtle changes of sentiment and 

artistic judgment that the departed year has evolved. We may 

fancy ourselves saying, “ If this show were put a year back, 

just as it is, and judged at that distance, would the results 

be quite , the same !” And the answer in the negative seems 

almost inevitable. It must necessarily bo so. The old order 

changes ; new ideas, new paths, new men, come on the scene, 

and influence, imperceptibly but surely, all the standards and 

gauges by which our work is measured, till, before we know 

it, we find ourselves looking back with a pitying eye on what 

once seemed to us so excellent. 

After all, it is a thankless work, this judging of pictures. 

Happy are the men who get through their task with the 

minimum of disagreement and dissent, for some there must 

be. In view of the, as human nature stands, practically 

unavoidable jealousy and heartburn that are often caused by 

the competitive system at exhibitions, it has sometimes been 

doubted whether it would not be better to abolish awards and 

distinctions altogether. But, alas, human nature again steps 

in with the immutable decree that without competition interest 

flags and progress ceases. And that being so, the photo¬ 

graphic world may congratulate itself that it possesses so many 

in its ranks, of the requisite knowledge and acumen, combined 

with unchallenged fairness and impartiality, to undertake and 

carry out the arduous and troublesome duties of judges. 

A. Lockett. 
-4- 

NOTES ON TELE PHOTOGRAPHIC LENSES AND A NEW 

SYSTEM (“ ADON ”) FOR ATTAINING MAGNIFICA¬ 

TION WITHOUT LOSS OF RAPIDITY. 
[A paper read before the Royal Photographic Society.] 

In order to grasp most readily the significance of a telephoto- 

graphic system, it is, perhaps, best to t^ke as a starting point 

the case of a non-magnifying system. 

In Fig. 1, A represents a plano-convex lens, and B a plano¬ 

concave lens. If these lenses are made of the same material, 

and the radius of curvature is The same in each case, it is 

evident that, if placed in contact, the combination will act 

as a plane disc of glass witli parallel faces. Thus we have a 

lens of infinite focal length, or tc express the case in words 

leading up to the significance of practical telephctographic 

combination, we have a combination of a positive and nega¬ 

tive element, so situated that the distance between them is 

equal to the difference of their focal lengths. As the focal 

lengths are equal, the separation becomes nothing, or the 

lenses are in contact, and incident parallel rays emerge parallel, 

the diameter of the incident beam being equal to the diameter 

of the emergent beam. Again, the focal length of the positive, 

element divided by the focal length of the negative 

element is unity, and in this case, with the lenses in contact, 

the focal length is infinite, with unit magnification. In practi¬ 

cal telephotography it is usually essential that the magnification 

of the system shall exceed amity, in other words that the focal 

length of the positive lens be greater than the focal length of 

the negative lens. Fig. 1, in which the elements are so dis¬ 

posed that (1) ihey are separated by a distance equal to the 

difference of their focal lengths, or (2) that incident parallel 
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"ays emerge parallel, is essentially the normal position to he 

taken as a standpoint for the subsequent interpretation oi 

performance of the system. 

reasonable and practical limits led me to construct the “ Adon ” 

system. A telephotograph has been popularly described as “ a 

photographic record of telescopic vision ” ; again, the lens and 

a (here = d) 

3. 

In Fig. 3 we can at once follow the departure from the normal 

position. Immediately the separation of the elements exceeds 

the difference of focal length, the combination has a positive 

focal length, or in order words a real image is formed. The 

measurement of either true focal length or back focal length 

is then exceedingly simple from the well-known formuhe : — 

Fback— 
-f2 (fi - a), 

d 

Where F is the equivalent fecal length of the combination, f' 

the focal length of the positive lens, f* the focal length of the 

negative lens, d the amount of separation greater than the 

difference between f< and /b, and a the entire separation. (In 

the case illustrated d = a.) It is obvious that as the separa¬ 

tion increases the focal length diminishes, until the focal 

length of the positive lens is also a measure of he equivalent 

lens, and the back focal length is = o. In ordinary systems 

composed of a positive and a negative element the range of 

separation, for practical utility, must be between a minimum, 

equal to the difference of the focal lengths of the component 

elements, and a maximum, equal to the focal length of the 

positive element. Fig. 4 represents any ordinary telephoto 

system in which the positive element is of greater focal length 

than the negative element, and shows clearly that the system 

becomes divergent if the minimum separation prescribed is 

passed in the one direction, and that the positive element alone 

forms a real image before the rays are taken up by the negative 

lens, if the maximum separation prescribed be exceeded in the 

other direction. It is hardly necessary to remind you that the 

chief objection to the present telephotographic systems is the 

very rapid diminution of the inensity of the sysem for increas¬ 

ing magnification. The initial intensity of the positive element 

is reduced in direct proportion to the linear magnification ob¬ 

tained, and the exposure must be increased as the square of the 

Jin^ar magnification, or in direct proportion to ihe area of the 

magnified image as compared to that given by the positive 

element alone. The problem of obviating this defect within 

the image formed by it upon ihe photographic plate has often 

been insisted upon as a parallel to the conditions of vision by 

the eye. Now the function of the object glass of the telescope is 

practically to furnish the user temporarily with an eye as large 

as the object glass itself, with the accompaniment of greater 

light-grasping power. Used in conjunction with its eyepiece the 

telescope is said to possess a certain magnifying power, or, in 

other words, of enabling the observer to obtain vision of the 

object focussed upon as though he were this certain number of 

times (= power) nearer to the object. [It is for this reason that 

celestial objects such as the sun, moon, and planets, situated at 

measurable distances, appear larger by telescopic vision, whereas 

the stars at “ infinite ” distances do not appear larger in 

a telescope although brighter. Stars invisible to the 

naked eye may become visible, and double stars are 

divided by this temporary nearer approach afforded by 

the telescope showing them under a greater angle.] 

The power of the telescope is determined by (1) dividing the 

focal length of the object glass by the focal length of the eye¬ 

piece, or (2) by dividing the diameter of the object glass (effective 

aperture) by the diameter of the pencil of light emergent from 

the eyepiece. The diameter of the emergent pencil is of con¬ 

siderable importance in the selection of a telescope as a “ night- 

glass ” ; it should be at least as large as the pupil of the eye, 

which is about two-tenths of an inch when fully dilated, in 

order to obtain the maximum illumination of any object in the 

field. If the emergent pencil exceeds this diameter, no advan¬ 

tage can be taken of it bty the eye, which may be said to be 

“ diaphragmecl ” to a diameter of two-tenths of an inch at its 

largest aperture. By employing telescopes of very high power 

the emergent pencil from the eyepiece becomes very small and 

considerably below two-tenths of an inch in diameter, and the 

field is proportionally darkened. Reverting to the parallel be¬ 

tween the photographic lens and the lens of the eye, the aperture 

of the former is ordinarily of much greater diameter than the 

extreme aperture of two-tenths of an inch possessed by the eye. 

To solve the problem of maintaining the initial intensity of 

the photographic lens for any degree of magnification at its focal 

plane, it is evident that the parallel emergent pencil from the 
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magnifying system (Adon) must be at least as large as the 

effective aperture of the ordinary lens-system to which it is 

applied, and the effective aperture of the positive element of the 

enlarging system must be as many times greater in diameter than 

the emergent pencil as the degree of lineal magnification desired. 

If the positive and negative elements are separated by a distance 

equal to the difference in their focal lengths, parallel incident 

rays emerge parallel, and if the ordinary lens to which it is ‘ 

applied is focussed for parallel rays (distant object), it is evident 

that the enlarged image will also be received at the focal plane 

of the ordinary lens, the degree of magnification depending upon 

the ratio of the focal lengths of the positive and negative lenses 

forming the enlarging system. 

elements of tin* Adon, permitting a greater degree of 

magnification for near objects than is possible by the 

neat contrivance based upon the addition of positive 

lenses, known as “ Frena Magnifiers.” These in reality shorten 

the focal length of the lens to which they are applied, enabling 

the conjugate focus of the lens for a near object, temporarily 

shortened in focal length, to be received at the focal plane. 

Before proceeding to the readiest means of arriving at intensity 

and correct exposures with the “Adon” system, let us examine 

the conditions of its use in a definite example :—Take a lens of 

5g inches focal length working at an intensity of f/8, its effective 

aperture being TV inch. In order that its intensity may be 

maintained at the focal plane, the parallel emergent pencil from 

(3) + 

It is hardly necessary to state that the optical construction of 

the “ Adon ” is such as not to interfere with either the spherical 

or the chromatic corrections of the lens to which it is applied. 

The full covering power of the latter is necessarily curtailed by 

the added length, but it is possible to obtain a 3g-incli circle or 

rather more upon a quarter-plate at the focal plane of most 

hand-camera lenses. 

In common with known forms of telephotographic lenses an 

adjustment of the separation of the elements of the “ Adon ” will 

permit the image to be received upon a nearer or more distant 

plane than the focal plane, with altered conditions of rapidity. 

Any plane also in the object may be received upon 

tli 3 focal plane, by increasing the separation of the 

the “ Adon ” must be T7y inch in diameter, and this determines 

the minimum diameter of negative element of the system. For a 

linear magnification = 2, the positive element of the system 

must be at least 1.4 inch in diameter, and twice the focal length 

of the negative element. In order to curtail the angle of field to 

the least possible extent it is essential to keep the focal lengths 

of both elements as short as is consistent with good correction. 

I haVe found it convenient to make the positive element of the 

system of approximately the same focal length as the ordinary 

lens to which it is applied, and the negative lens of one-half 

that focal length, for a linear magnification = 2. In the case 

chosen as an example the focal length of the positive element is 

5j, inches and the negative 2f inches. (See Fig. 5.) This figure 
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represents the optical conditions under which the instrument 
can be practically applied, but does not represent the optical 
system of lenses adopted ; an opportunity may be taken to refer 

to this at a technical meeting shortly. Two methods are avail¬ 
able to determine the intensity of the complete combination of 
the “ Adon ” and ordinary lens to which it is applied. The 

first is irrespective of the focal length of any lens to which it 
may be applied. Adjust the separation of the elements of the 
“ Adon ” so that incident parallel rays are parallel upon 
emergence. The diameter of the emergent beam is then measured 

by a rule, or more conveniently by a micrometer eyepiece called 
a “ dynameter.” If the diameter so found is equal to or greater 
than the largest effective aperture of the lens to which the 

Adon ” is applied, no theoretical loss of intensity will result, 
and the calculated exposure for the ordinary lens used alone will 
hold good for the magnified image at the focal plane. It follows 
that if the correct exposure is known for any given intensity 
ratio of the ordinary lens, and the effective aperture of that 
particular stop is known, it is only necessary to reduce (by an 

SEARCHING FOR NEW STARS.* 

[Reprinted from “ Popular Astronomy.”] 

“ Axd must I ravel out my weaved-up ”—“ follies,” I was about 
to say, like King Richard ; but since nothing astronomical 
could possibly be called foolish, I shall alter Shakespeare, and 
say “ my weaved-up past?” Of course, I am reluctant; but 
your request is a sufficient excuse for any apparent lack of 
modesty on my part. 

I need hardly say that before the advent of Nova Aurigse my 
astronomizings were Tuitless—fruitless, that is to say, so far 
as the rest of humanity was concerned, but far from being 
fruitless as regarded myself, for there was for me at least a 
certain joyful calm when, after a long evening spent in writing 

sermons or in other work, I threw up the window, and taking 
out my little pocket telescope, surveyed the never palling glory 
of the midnight sky. But after, the appearance of Nova Aurigse, 

the thought occurred to me that perhaps after all new stars 
might not be such rare phenomena as had up to that time been 
supposed. The correctness of that surmise has been proved 

iris diaphragm) the emergent beam from the “ Adon ” to this 
diameter in order to maintain the same intensity for the entire 
instrument.* The second method will perhaps be more easily 
carried out by those familiar with the present forms of telephoto¬ 

graphic lenses :—By placing the negative element only as near 
as may be in contact with the ordinary lens system, this con¬ 
verging system is converted into a somewhat complicated, 
diverging, or negative system. Approximately, the ordinary 
lens system of 5J> inches focal length is converted into a negative 
system of 5^ inches focal length (by the simple formula) 

1 1 1 

/ 55 275 

If now we consider the 5g inches positive element of the 
“ Adon ” as the positive component of a differently conceived 
system m which its negative element combined with the 
ordinary lens system forms a complete negative element, the 
familiar rules for obtaining the intensity of the entire combina¬ 
tion from magnification, or camera extension, etc., will apply. 

Thomas R. Dallmeyer F.R.A.S. 

* The diaphragm is placed between the combinations of the “Adon,” and is best 
1 eft to govern the intensity, the ordinary lens to which it is applied being used 
finally at full aperture, in oreer to favour the greatest angle of field possible to be 
covered. 

by Mrs. Fleming’s discovery since then of no fewer than five- 
of these objects on the Harvard College photographs, although 
it is certainly strange that all these Novae should have appeared 
in the Southern Hemisphere. I therefore resolved to commence 

a search for new stars, a resolve in which I was encouraged 
by Professor Copeland, the Astronomer Royal for Scotland, 

who gave me advice as to instruments, charts, catalogues, etc., 
and told me that my search, if unsuccessful so far as Novae 

were concerned, would almost certainly lead to some discovery 
or other. 

Accordingly, I at once purchased a large binocular. This I 
soon reinforced by a second-hand 2^in. refractor by the well- 
known Jesse Ramsden, which shows me stars down to the tenth 
magnitude ; but desiring to see still fainter objects, I bought in 
1899 a 3in. refractor by Mr. William Hume, of this city. With 
this last instrument I can on a clear night see stars as faint 
as the eleventh magnitude. As regards charts, I was somewhat 
unfortunate, for I had the mortification of learning, when I 
sent to Bonn for those of the B.H., that many of them were out 
cf print. However, I secured the whole of them for the sky 
north of + 40 deg., and I filled up the lacuna among those for 
the more southerly regions by means of some constructed by 

* This paper is a letter written by Dr. Anderson, of Edinburgh, Scotland, 
Febiuary 19th, to Mr. H. B. Hollis, editor of “ The Observatory,' and pub- 
ished in that journal in March of this year. 
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myself, with the help of the positions given in the B.D. Verzeieli- 

niss. These home-made charts, containing as they do, upwaids 

of 70,000 stars, cost me a deal of time. It was a work which 

I should scarcely have undertaken had I known that a new 

edition of the B.D. charts would appear in a few yeaxs. In 

the matter of catalogues, too, I was somewhat unsuccessful, 

since all my efforts failed to obtain for me that part of the 

B.D. Verzeichniss which contains the stars north of + 41 deg. 

Still, as I had the charts for that part of the sky, the want of 

the “ Verzeichniss ” was little felt by me, and I subsequently 

supplied any deficiency in that respect by purchasing the various 

volumes of the great Gesellschaft Catalogue as they came out. 

Thus armed, I began to hunt for new stars. I worked with 

might and main, never going t-o l'est as long as the sky re¬ 

mained clear, and ofteix rising in the night to see if the clouds 

had passed away, and if they had, hurrying downstairs to begin 

work, either with binocular or with telescope. The chief obstacle 

that I have had to contend with in such work"’ is that the only 

windows in this house from which I can thoroughly examine 

the heavens face the north-west. Not only is my field of labour 

thereby very greatly circumscribed, my telescope being able to 

command only that pax*t of the heavens which extends from the 

equator to + 70 deg., but the discomfort is frequently not in¬ 

considerable, as the northerly and north-westerly winds which 

so often bring with them transparent, unclouded skies, ai’e in 

winter and early spring far from being balmy, and can make 

themselves felt even when the window-shutters are partially 

closed. 

At first my search was mainly for Nova?, and was prosecuted 

by means of my binocular, but after several months passed 

in diligently comparing the heavens with my charts, I found 

nothing that could be mistaken for a Novae, except the eighth 

magnitude star Weisse-Bessel XIXli 358 (otherwise 4767 of the 

First Glasgow Catalogue), which through some oversight is 

omitted from the first edition of the B.D. charts. As this star 

lies in the constellation Aquila betweeix the two branches of the 

Milky Way, I pounced on it at once as a Nova, only to find to 

my disgust that it was a well-known and long-established denizen 

of the firmament. (This star has, I may mention, been inserted 

in its proper place in the new edition of the B.D. charts.) When 

I came to see that hunting for Novae was not attended by the 

success which I had anticipated, I began, without entirely 

abandoning such work, to make a systematic search for variable 

stars. For this I used my 2^in. telescope, comparing what it 

showed me with the representation of the heavens contained in 

the B.D. charts. Of course, there were Very many discrepancies 

between the two, for it must be remembei’ed that Drs. Ai*ge- 

lander, Schonfeld, and Krueger, when making the B.D., xxever 

intended that it should be complete except for stars of the 

ninth magnitude and brighter. Of fainter objects—and, as 

those who use the B.D. know, these form a large proportion of 

the stars laid down—there is only a selection. In many in¬ 

stances stars little brighter than the tenth magnitude have been 

omitted. It can easily be imagined how puzzling this was to 

me, especially as it was to a large extent faint stars that 1 

exaifiined for variability. I was always glad if, after three 

or four months of scrolling, during which I might have ex¬ 

amined perhaps 20,000 stars and suspected fifty or sixty of 

variability, I was able at last to come across one whose bright- 

ncss changed. 

I found Nova Persei, I need hardly say, without either binocu¬ 

lar or telescope, when I was casting a casual glance round the 

heavens. 

PHOTOGRAPHY AT THE ROYAL SOCIETY’S 

CONVERSAZIONE. 

If proof were wanted of the great place taken by photography in tie 
nation’s scientific work, it would be found in the exhibits oi the y<arly 
conversaziones of the Royal Society, which would not be co 111 ] > 1»- t 
without one or more illustrations of what photography does for science. 
At Burlington House last week this annual function was held, and was 
the usual success. Among the exhibits that attracted much attention 
were those of Mr. J. Mackenzie Davidson, who showed some Rontgen 
ray transparencies and negatives stereoscopically treated. He had also 
two skiagraphs of a bullet fired from a revolver. During the evening 
he developed drv plates without) the intervention of the usual non 
actinic light, the result being a reversed negative. Then there were 
Messrs. Sawyer Shepherd’s natural colour photography apparatus, and 
also a new camera for obtaining the three necessary trichromatically 
correct negatives with the use of one lens only and at one exposure; 
and again a camera for photomicrography, which was fitted with tri¬ 
chromatic filters for natural colour photography. 

Ultra-violet radiations.—The specially actinic power of the rays of 
the spectrum in this l’egion upon ordinary photographic plates is well 
known, and a number of experiments with these particular rays were 
exhibited. This effect in pi*omoting the electric discharge, as dis¬ 
covered by Hertz in 1887, was shown by Professor A. J. Fleming, 
while Dr. Dawson Turner showed the transparency of rock-salt to those 
radiations, this particular substance being the most transparent to 
ultra-violet radiations. We have heard it argued that photographic 
records of the operator should always be made with rock-salt prisms 
and rock-salt lenses. For absolute comparative records this would 
perhaps be desirable; but as all, or virtually all, photographic work 
is done with glass lenses it is obvious that the record of spectral regions 
made with glass lenses would give true indications of what might be 
anticipated in practical photographic work. 

As bearing on the variations of individual colour perception—colour 
blindness not being suggested—Professor Ramsay’s Krypton tube was 
instructive. It was stated that the colour of a vacuum tube contain¬ 
ing this gas is termed gi*een, while others describe it as lilac. In the 
Meeting Hall, at 9.45 p.m., Sir H. Truman Wood demonstrated 
the application of photography to the production of pictures in colour, 
and Dr. R. D. Roberts an hour later demonstrated the practical out¬ 
come of such methods) by showing with the electric lantern a number 
of slides in natural colours, which he had taken of the Grand Canon 
of the Colorado, the Sierra Nevada, California, and the Yellowstone 
Park. 

AMONG THE PICTURES. 
By a Photographer. 

A precept inculcated in all branches of life is that we should follow 
a good example. The photogiapher may well take this to heart, and 
in his yearning after the pictorial, to what better fount of learning 
can he go than to the work of our great artists; these will educate 
his sense of perception, and he will learn, by intuition, as it were, to 
see for himself the beautiful in Nature, and the common everyday life 
about him. The opportunity is not given to everyone to view collec¬ 
tions of paintings as they come from the brush of the master, and not 
a few who have that opportimity fail, by reason of the glamour of the 
colouring to grasp the component lines forming the picture, just as a 
xc?ne which may look beauty personified on the ground glass of the 
camera, is common-place and uninspiring when translated into the 
monochrome of the photograph—the colour bewitched us. 

To these the many reproductions of paintings that are now offered 
for sale come—if they are good—like a glimpse of paradise, and for 
many years I have looked foiward to the opening of the Royal Academy, 
so that I could get the annual issue of “ Pictures,” by “ Black and 
White.” There may be better annuals dealing with the subject, but 
in our out-of-the-way townlet we have not all the privilege of Fleet 
Street. 

This annual, which, of course, owes its existence to photography, 
used to in a way' acknowledge the cult of the camera by printing a small 
photograph of the president of the R.A. on the title page. This prac¬ 
tice still continues, but following that we have fourteen full-page 
reproductions of photographs of leading artists at work; then (after 
the Stereoscopic Company’s advertisement) follows the pictures. 

A study of these reproductions will well repay any photographer 
with ambitions towards betterment, and from them he can learn much 
Landscapes are more strongly represented than in previous years, and 
many of them lend inspiration to the photographer, while some show 
us our limitations; for instance, the photographer fails to give that 
idea of “vastness” and space that we have in “Across the Heath, by 
B. W. Leader, R.A., although not a few have tried to render this feel¬ 
ing, the most successful perhaps being Inston’s “ Whence and Whether, 
which was, I think, the “ biggest ” photograph (leaving inches out of 
count) that I have seen. In “ Three Kings, Sherxvood,” by MacWhirter, 
we have an able lesson on simplicity (a lesson to which we may fre¬ 
quently recur), and the power of contrast; the three fine old tree trunks 
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dominate the picture, although at a second glance we find some birch 
tree's that, by their smallness, tend to accentuate the majesty of the 
“ kings.” In “ A Woodland Walk,” by Arthur Lucas, we have another 
“tree study,” it lacks the grandness of the MacWhirter, but has yet a 
beauty of its own, and the composition is instructive. “ In the Tangled 
Wildwood,” by Ernest Parton, would gladden the heart of “ Birch 
and Bracken,” Thomas; while on the opposite page “The Yellow 
Moon,” by Tom Robertson, would be an inspiration to the “ gum-bi 
school.” On page 52 we have two quiet pictures, that might well act 
as head lines for the landscape photographer. Again simplicity is 
insisted on, especially in “ Summer Silence,” where a few tall poplars 
and a winding river form the principal notes in the theme. The author 
of this, Harry W. Adams, gives us another subject for study in his 
“ Malvern’s Lonely Height,” a telling study of winter, simple yet con¬ 
vincing. Photographers for long rendered the sky in their landscapes 
by an absolutely blank expanse of white. In the natural course of 
events it was found that the sky was never white, and now, as a rule, 
every landscape has a very obtrusive sky printed in. This is not neces¬ 
sary, but it is just what might be expected—the opposite swing of 
the pendulum. The artist makes his sky quiet if his subject is quiet 
(see pages 35, 76, 109, 110, and others),'but space and the fear of the 
<. ditor’s blue pencil hurries us on. 

In the figure studies we have some telling illustrations for our guid¬ 
ance, to mention only one or two>. In “ The Skipper’s Yarn,” by Stan¬ 
hope A. Forbes, we have the simplest of material arranged with ab¬ 
sorbing concentration; on the opposite page we have “For the Rose 
is Beauty, the Gardener Time,” by Frank Bramley. Here we have a 
i plendid old man, bearing a sickle, amongst clustering roses, the care¬ 
worn, weather-beaten face, in its setting of grey hair, contrasting with 
the fragile beauty of the roses, form a memorable picture, yet it is 
quite within the scope of the camera. C. Kay Robertson, in “ A Bit 
or Old China,” has a telling character study in the head of an old 
Chinaman, strongly lighted and powerfully limned. 

The photographer of a bye-gone day posed his victim amongst 
marbled pillars and palatial conservatories, but now we are coming to 
an age of simplicity, and in portraiture we have learned that the princi¬ 
pal item is the person, portrayed, and not a crowd of meaningless 
accessories. This same lesson is powerfully impressed upon us by a 
perusal of the hand-book before us; all the portraits in greater or less 
degree have for their keynote simplicity. For those who sigh for the 
days of old and the costumes of that period, Herbert Schmalz has 
painted a portrait of Miss Constance Meredith, to show us that modern 
costume is quite amendable to picture making On page 58 we have 
an object lesson in grouping, which seems to be a lost art with the 
majority of our photographers. Page 78 recalls memories of Craig 
Annan’s “Little Princess,” while all through the book we have many 
portraits from which we might learn mucli, but space forbids us to 
particularise. We can thoroughly commend a careful study of these 
reproductions. 

-♦- 

THE THORNTON-PICKARD PRIZE COMPETITION. 

The new rules and conditions of this competition, in which 35 cash 
prizes of £3 each are offered, as as follows, and the special features 
are that negatives need not be sent in the first instance, and are only 
required in the event of any picture securing a prize, and that additional 
prizes will be awarded at the discretion of the judges, and there is onlv 
one class : — 

1. Hate.—All competing photographs must be sent in cn or tefore Octo¬ 
ber 1st, 1902. 2. Thirty-five cash prizes of £3 each will be awarded 
for single photographs and their negatives. 3. Negatives need not be 
sent with the photographs, but in the event of any picture being 
awarded a prize, the negative must be sent to the company, and on 
being found“to comply with the rules against re-touching, etc., the 
amount of the prize will be remitted. 4. Winning prints and negatives 
become the absolute property of the Thornton-Pickard Manufacturing 
Company, Ltd., who will have the sole right to publish, copyright, and 
use them for advertising and other purposes. 5. Extra prizes.—Should 
they desire to do so, the judges will be empowered to award additional 
prizes beyond the 35 now offered. Such prizes to be of the same value— 
viz., £3 each. 6. Quantity of prints.—Any number of prints may be 
entered. They may all be different subjects, or a series of the same 
subjects in different styles or positions. 7. Size of prints.—The prints 
may be any size, but must be printed direct from the negatives. En¬ 
largements not allowed. 8. Mounting of prints.—All prints must be 
mounted; this may be done in any way the competitor desires, but 
framing is not allowed. 9. Printing process.—The pictures may be 
printed by any process, on any kind of paper, but transparencies are 
not allowed. Composite negatives or printing from two or more nega¬ 
tives not allowed. 10. lie-touching.—Ordinary spotting of defects'on 
the prints or negatives will be allowed, but re-touching will result in 
disqualification. 11. Apparatus used.-—All photographs sent in for 
competition must be taken with either a Thornton-Pickard camera, or 
shutter. Any camera or shutter of the company’s manufacture may be 
used. 12. Successful competitors must furnish such information as 
may be deemed necessary, and if desired submit their apparatus for 

inspection and state when and where it was purchased. 13. Sending in 
the prints.—Every print must be clearly marked in ink on the back of 
its mount with the following particulars :—(a) The name and address 
of the competitor; (b) The exposure given, and full particulars of the 
circumstances under which the picture was taken; (c) the pattern of 
camera, shutter and lens used. 14. Judges.—The pictures will be 
judged by the directors and officers of the Thornton-Pickard Manufac¬ 
turing Company, Ltd., whose decision shall be final. No director, 
officer, or employee of the Thornton-Pickard Manufacturing Company, 
Lt., will be allowed to compete. 15. All competitors sending in prints 
thereby bind themselves to accept and abide by the rules and condi¬ 
tions of this prospectus. 16. Packing.—It is important that the prints 
be.carefully packed and forwarded, carriage paid, addressed: "The 
Thornton-Pickard Manufacturing Company, Ltd., Altrincham'. Photo 
Competition.” Date sent off. Upon receipt of stamps to de¬ 
fray postage, prints which have not received a prize will be returned. 
Entry forms will be supplied on application. 

-♦- 
INCANDESCENT ELECTRIC LIGHTS. 

Electric lighting by means of incandescent radiators appears to be 
coming to the front in a very decided manner. We have from time to 
time described the progress of the Nemst lamp, and it now appears to 
me making decided headway. We saw the other day several of them 
fixed for an installation in a small provincial town, and the effect was 
all that could be wished for. The consumption of electricity was stated 
to be not more than that required for a 20-candle power ordinary glow 
lamp, while the power was evidently enormously superior. The only 
drawback that presented itself to the casual observer was the fact that 
the light did not appear with the instantaneity shown with the ordi- 
nary glow lamp. From twenty to thirty seconds were required before 
the full incandescence of the porcelain rod was arrived at. It will 
be remembered that before the current can be sent through the rod 
the latter must be raised in temperature. The first lamps made required 
an application from external sources, but now the lamp is self-contained. 
The current passes through a metallic spiral surrounding the rod. and 
after quickly denting, it is automatically cut out while the lamp 
“burns.” The next interesting glow lamp is the Crawford-Voelker, 
which, however, is not yet a marketable commodity, though if it acts 
up to the claims made for it, the sooner it is made to sell the better. 
A 200 volt lamp consumes 2.5 watts per candle. After running for a 
thousand hours (by the bye, 800 hours’ life is claimed for the Nernst). 
more electricity is needed (3.35 watts), and candle power diminishes 
from 16 to 13. This lamp requires no preliminary heating. The fila¬ 
ment is made, not of the usual carbon, from one source or another, but 
carbide of titanium made by working in the arc a carbon filament, which 
has previously been impregnated with an organic compound of titanium. 
We consider that one or other of these lamps should have a great future- 
before it, for photographic use in lieu of the now well-known umbrella, 
or glow lamps, on the one hand, or the electric arc on the other. The 
former type, even with double rows of burners, is inferior for rapidity 
of exposures to the arc light, though more handy in use, while the 
latter, though powerful, requires more attention to the carbons, and 
consumes a great deal of current, a single arc, as a rule, costing as 
much in current as if four were used. 

■-- 

The Austm-Edwards Monthly Film Negative Competition.—The prize 
camera for the current month has been awarded to Mr. W. C. Hope, 
Pawys Villa, Park Road, Cowes, I.W., for his negative “ The Youn°- 
Angler.” 

Stopping Down the Lens of the Human Eye.—In photography, if the 
lens is affected with spherical aberration or other defects, or if the aper¬ 
ture is too large for good definition, the operator usually gets over the 
difficulty by using a smaller aperture or stop. This improves the defini¬ 
tion and makes the picture sharp even io the corners of the plate. This 
process is technically called “ stopping down the lens.” In amateur 
landscape work I generally use an aperture or stop with a diameter of 
l-50th of the focal length of the lens, or f/50. But the human eye has 
defects, especially as we get old. For instance, the curvature of the 
crystalline lens becomes too flat, etc., and we have to use spectacles to 
enable us to read. Reasoning by analogy, diminishing the aperture of 
the eye by “ stopping down the lens ” ought to improve defective defini¬ 
tion and make the vision sharper, and experiment proves that such is 
actually the fact. I find that the best effect is obtained by holding a. 
thm metal plate close to the eye, with an aperture in it l-50th of°an 
inch in diameter. This arrangement resembles the old single landscape- 
iens used in photography. The small stop is in front, the lens in the 
middle, and the sensitive plate or retina at the back. I use convex 
spectacles myself for reading, but with a stop of that size I can easily 
read small print within 4in. of the eye (or even less) in a £ood lisrht 
without spectacles. I have tried the experiment with several of mv 
elderly friends, and in every case with success. Anyone can try the 
experiment by means of a pinhole m a card. I do not know exactly what 
is the focal length of the lens of the human eye, but supposing it to be 
5in., then with a stop of l-50in. the technical expression for the size of 
the stop would be f/25, or double the diameter of the org I use in land¬ 
scape photography. I enclose a metal disc with such an aperture. By look¬ 
ing through it I can read the smallest type in “ Nature ” at 4in. from the 
eye.—Wm. Andrews in “ Nature.” 
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Deu) Apparatus, $c. 
-♦—~ 

THE “PALACE” CAMERAS. 

Hyde and Co., 1, Palace Street, Buckingham Palace Road, S.W. 

We gave the particulars recently of a competition organised by 
Messrs. Hyde and Co., open to users of the “Palace” cameras. The 
cameras have now been submitted to our inspection, and we have 
pleasure in giving a description of them. The Palace magazine 
hand camera is a well-finished instrument of the box form. It is 
covered with black, long-grained leather, and the outside metal fit¬ 
tings are bronzed, thus it presents an extremely neat appearance. 
The camera carries twelve quarter plates or films, which are changed 
automatically by pressing a lever, an indicator, registering the number 
of the plate exposed. In our hands the changing arrangement worked 
perfectly, and the change of plate we found could be effected very 
rapidly, enabling a quick succession of plates to be exposed, if re¬ 

quired. The lens is a Rapid Rectilinear, working at /.8, and] has 

■an iris diaphragm, with a scale for the apertures, according to the 
standard system. The lens is fitted with a focussing jacket, a lever 
with scale indicating the distance for which the lens is set. The 
shutter is “ everset,” and gives time and instantaneous exposures, the 
latter ranging from 1-25 to 1-100 of a second. A pneumatic release is 
a.iso provided. There are two brilliant view finders, and bushes are 
provided for- fixing the camera on a tripod for both vertical a d 
horizontal pictures. The price complete is £2 2s. 

The Palace folding hand camera is also an extremely well finished 
instrument, and is designed either for use as a hand camera or upon 
a tripod. It possesses every movement that is usual in ordinary stand 
cameras, and the plates are contained in double dark slides, of which 
three are provided. The body of the camera is of polished mahogany, 
the interior being covered with black leather, and the fittings are 
of polished and lacquered brass. The body of the camera is square 
and has a reversible back, and a focussing screw is provided. The 
finder is also reversible, giving a correct image of the view included 

on the plate, whether used vertically or horizontally. The lens is 
n Rapid Rectilinear, working at/.8, and is fitted with an iris dia¬ 
phragm and an automatic shutter, with pneumatic release arranged for 
instantaneous, time, and bulb exposures. The price of the camera, 
including three double backs, is £2 2s. Both these cameras are 
wonderfully good value for the money, and are designed with an 
attention to details which shows that they are the outcome of the 
practical experience of an expert in hand camera work. Apart' from 

the inducement of a chance of securing some portion of the £80 offend 
for competition among users of these instruments, they should secofl 
a large share of popular favour on their merits. 

The “Roll Film” Sandex-son Hand Camera. Manufactured and Bold by 
Geo. Houghton and Son. 

The Sanderson patent front and ordinary hand cameras are so well 
knowu it is unnecessary for us to more that state all the good features 
of the one are to be seen in the new “ Roll Film ” hand camera, which may 
also be supplied with a special plate adapter if required. The details as 
given by the makers are as follow:— 

“ The make and finish of the ‘ Sanderson ’ hand cameras is of the very 
best. The wood-work is of well-matured mahogany, polished inside. The 
metal work used in their construction is chiefly hard rolled 
brass, and all the mechanical parts are beautifully fitted and finished. The 
rack and pinion work is of the diagonal pattern, which imparts a freedom 
and smoothness which are delightful to the operator. The covering is 

of black morocco, and the bellows are of a special hard-grained leather, 
both calculated to stand the wear ana tear of every-day use. The camera 
is also fittted with a shoulder strap. The lens is a ‘ Bausch and Lomb ’ of 
very fine quality, with iris diaphragms, the focal length being that best 
suited for all ordinary purposes on the particular-sized camera to which 
it is fitted. It is of the rapid symmetrical type, has full covering power, 
and gives exquisite definition. It can be used in doublet form, or the 
separate components may be used as single lenses by unscrewing the front 
or back combination, either of which possesses a focal length about double 
that of the complete lens. A wide angle lens to screw into “ Unicum ” 
shutter in place of the ordinary lens can be supplied, also a telephoto lens 
of very light and compact form to use in conjunction with the ‘ Bausch 
and Lomb ’ lens and shutter. ‘ Goerz ’ double anastigmat, ‘ Dall- 

meyer ’ Stigmatic, ‘ Cooke,’ ‘ Beck-Steinheil ’ orthostigmatic, ‘ Busch,’ 
and lenses by any other makers can be fitted. The shutter 
is the well-known ‘ Bausch and Lomb Unicum,’ working between the 
lenses, and giving a varying exposure of from one second to 100th part 
of a second, either by hand or pneumatic release. Time or ball exposures 
are also obtainable, the shutter in the latter case remaining open as lo’’g 
as the ball is pressed. The finders are of the improved brilliant form, 
and even in sunshine give a bright image the correct way up. The double 
dark slides, usually supplied for use with the plate adaptor, are of solid 
pattern with draw-out shutters, but polished mahogany bookform slides 
with spring catches can be had, if desired, at a small extra cost, as listed.” 

The Ensign Developers. 
The same firm are also issuing in cartridge and packet form a very con¬ 

venient series of developers, toixing, and toning and fixing baths, which 
will be found not only useful in ordinary work, but also during the holi¬ 
days for the tourist, 

The Imperial Exposure Reckoner. Manufactured and sold by the Imperial 
Dry Plate Company, Ltd., Cricklewood, London, N.W. 

This is an instrument for calculating the corect exposure to be given 
by the photographer 

The instrument consists of a stout piece of cardboard, about the size 
of a business envelope, which has two sliding arms fitted into it and 
flushed with the surface. The top slidjng arm has printed on it the 
various weather conditions under which the exposure is made, and also the 
speed values of the plates being used. The bottom arm has spaces 
allotted to various classes of subjects, which may form the object being 
photographed, and also to the aperture at which the lens is being worked. 
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A table cf the light values is printed on the back of the instrument. 
Thu tabie is adjusted for latitudes about 53deg. N., and so is suitable 
for exposures in the British Isles. Other tables, which can be gummed 
on to the back cf the meter, can be obtained if the photographer is 
work ng in other latitudes. 

To find the exposure, ascertain from the table the light value cor¬ 
responding to the month and time of day. Turn to the other side of the 
meter and move the topslide til' the line corresponding to the weather 
conditions is opposite to the light value. ; then move along the lower 
slide till the line corresponding to the subject is opposite to the speed 
number of the plate employed. The stop used (F-value) will then point 

■to the exposure required. 

It will be seen that only two operations are required to ascertain 
ifhe correct exposure, and five weather conditions and fifteen subject 
being enumerated on the fa.ee of the meter place such a fine discretionary 
power in the hand of the operator, that a mistake can only result from a 

gross error of judgment. 
The instrument is protected when not in use by a neat case, and the 

■cost of it will be saved many times over by those whose limited experience 
causes exposure errors to be an all too real phenomena. 

We recommend this handy instrument to all photographers in search of 

a cheap and reliable exposure meter. 

The Columbia Exposure Meter. Manufactured for and sold by the 
Columbia Optical and Camera Company, 42, Goswell Road, Lon¬ 

don. E.C. 
This meter is a flat slide-rule printed in red and blue on ivory celluloid, 

and thus takes a form very convenient for the pocket. On the back is 
a table of light-values for each hour and month of the year, and on the 
front data as to the class of subject and speed of films and plates, and 
also the- fix numbers of diaphragms. The method of using as given by 
the makers is as follows:—“Find the correct light-value number, as 

■ directed on the back; slip the slide so that the light-value number (in red 
figures) is against the space containing the name of the subject you are 
photographing. Then the arrow will point to a certain number. Put 
that number against space containing the name of your plate or film. 
Then the correct exposure will be found in blue figures simultaneously 
cverv stop from the largest to the smallest.” For those who desire to 
measure the light-value exactly by taking a strip of solio paper; fold it 
across so that a small part is exposed : hold edge down to part exposed, 
and hold it so that the same light falls on it as falls on subject. Count 
the seconds it takes to print a line that is just visible between exposed 
part and covered part. Use that number of seconds as light-value num¬ 
ber. We especially recommend this method for inaeriors.” 

CATALOGUES. 

The Columbia Optical and Camera Company, 42, Goswell Road, 

London, E.C. 

A new compilation, containing descriptions of the special 1902 forms of 
shutters and cameras and other accessories. 

Seabroolc Bros, and Co., 21, Edmund Place, Aldersgate Street, 
London, E.C. 

An art edition of this firm’s catalogue, containing full description, with 
illustrations, of their specialities in Wizard cameras, and of work done by 
them. It is tastefully got up, and well printed. 

Canonbury Camera Club.—A meeting was held on Monday evening, 
May 12th, at 28, St. Paul’s Road, N. The first lecture and demonstration 
for the season was conducted by Mr. W. L. Prosser, who pointed out 
many little intricacies in toning and fixing, and made comparisons with 
the single solution and comgnned baths. All the members were present, 
and the meeting proved very successful. Next meeting June 2nd. All 
particulars from the hon sec., J. J. Curtis, 60, Canterbury Road, Isling¬ 
ton, N. 

A “ Defective ” Photo.—A friend was invited by a gamekeeper to photo¬ 
graph some young pheasants, and after doing so, he sent a proof print, 
to the man, who inquired, “ Why ain’t ’em all the same size P ” In order 
to make the point clear, the photographer led the gamekeeper to the 
ccen^ of operations, and asked, “ Do you mean to tell me that the birds 
which are farthest off look as big as those which are nearest to us P ” 
“Well,” replied the keeper, “whatever you may think, I knows they 
be as big, ’cos they was all hatched at the same time.” 

Patent Perns. 
-♦- 

• The folowing abridged descriptions are specially drawn for the British 

Journal of Photography by Messrs. Hughes and Young, patent agents. 
55 and 56, Chancery Lane, W.C., who will give advice and assistance free 
to our readers on all patent matters:— 

Patent Applications.—No. 10,609.—Paul Brandt, Lord Street, Liverpool. 
“ Improvements in dishes for photographic purposes.” 

No 10,610.—Paul Brandt. “ An improved holder for use in treating pho¬ 
tographic plates and films.” 

No. 10,617.—Gustav Adolph Sommer, Hillcrest Road, Acton. “New or 
improved shutters for }.hotographic cameras.” 

No. 10,6a0.—Edward Russell Clarke, o5, Leinster Gardens, London. ‘Im¬ 
provements in methods and apparatus for takiug colour photo¬ 
graphs.” 

No. 10,766.—Joseph Thacher Clarke and Kodak, Ltd., Hatton Garden. 
“ Improvements in film spools and in their connection with photo¬ 

graphic cameras.” 
No. 10,813.—Jan £zczepanik, Lincoln’s Inn Fields. “Improvements in 

or relating to the production of photographs in natural colours.” 

Patents Illustrated.—No. 1,126.—Photography. Patentee: G. Orth, 
Carl Zeiss Strasse. Jena, Grand Duchy of Saxe-Weimar, Germany. 

Shutters, roller slides, change boxes.—Relates to mechanism for actua¬ 
ting a roller-blind shutter, which after exposure resets the shutter and 
brings a section of film or a. plate into position for the next exposure. 
The shutter is placed in front of the film. The two blinds of the shutter 
are wound on separate rollers These rollers are actuated by two toothed 
wheels on the same axis, and connected together by a pin and slot, so 
that there is a backlash between the two wheels equal to the length 
of the slot. The wheel is rotated by a mainspring through the wheel 
and pinion. To release the shutter a detent le\er is dwisengaged from 
a stop on the wheel. 

No. 1,291.—Photography. Patentee: A. Y. Christiar_i-Mayall, Le Rainey, 
France. 

Printing; developing; lamps, actinic.—Relates to an automatic ap¬ 
paratus for printing from negatives on a continuous roll of sensitive 
paper, and a device for developing the print. The apparatus is designed 
to be worked by hand or by a motor, the apparatus designed to be driven 
by a motor. The band of printing paper is drawn from the spool by 
the traction roller passing down between it and the pressing-roller to 
the receiving roller. Between the rolers the papr passes under the nega¬ 
tive, against which it is pressed intermittently by a presser paid, which 
is moved up and down by the cam on the axis. The axis is rotated by 
gearing from the wheel, which is driven by a chain and weight. The 
roller is rotated intermittently by chain-gearing from the axis, the roller 
being disengaged at intervals from the gearing by a clutch controlled by 
a cam. 

Mr. J. H. Jamieson, late of the London Stereoscopic Company, London, 
has taken over the photographic business of Mr. Fred Ash, at 91a, Fisher- 
gate, Preston. 

Wf. regret to have to announce the serious illness of Mr. R. Flamauk, 
through which considerable delay in the execution of orders for enlarge¬ 
ments has been caused. Every endeavour is being made by Mrs. Flamauk to 
cope with the work, and the indulgence of our readers is asked for the 
same 

Messrs. Chas. Griffin and Co., Ltd., of Exeter Street, Strand, announc? 
a second edition of “ Photography: Its History, Processes, Apparatus, and 
Materials,” by A. Brothers, F.R.A.S; The first edition of this work has 
been to us an extremely useful reference book, and judging from the 
preliminary prospectus, which contains a list of the general contents, the 
new edition should be as welcome as its predecessor, for it seems to have 
been brought thoroughly up to date. 

The editor of “ Bibby’s Quarterly,” published at Exchange Chambers, 
Liverpool, is issuing the following circular:—“ To the Photographic Artist 
into whose hands this may come.—Dear Sir,—I have long had an idea 
that there are now in the hands of photographers throughout the United 
Kingdom copies of photographs which I might be able to reproduce in 
‘Bibby’s Quarterly’ to the advantage of all concerned, if only I could 
put my hands on the prints as required. In order to try and bring 
myself into some sort of communication with photographic artists, I am 
sending out this letter with a sample of my ‘ Quarterly ’ to a selected 
list of name in order to put forward the following suggestion:—Should 
any photographer to whom this letter may come have any specially 
hiteresting print of his own work which he thinks would be of interest 
to the general public, I suggest that he will send a copy of same to me 
for inspection. I undertake to look over all prints submitted, and any 
which I consider likely to come in for my purpose I will pay 2s. for each 
print which I retain and a further 10s. 6d. when reproduced: but on 
these conditions the names of the photographic contributors will not 
appear in the “ Quarterly.” The rest of the photographs submitted I 
would return by next post, so that in any case nobody would stand to 
lose on the transaction. If you are agreeable to this proposal, I should 
be glad to hear from you. I do not know if you would like to receive 
the next four numbers of the ‘Quarterly’ as published, but I enclose 
you a subscription form in case you may wish to use it, now or later 
on. My next number will not appear until August.” 
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Meetings of Societies. 
MEETINGS OF SOCIETIES FOR NEXT WEEK 

May Name of Society. 

24. Camera Club. 
24. Ashton-under-Lyne Photo. 

20. Southampton Camera Club. 

27. Royal Photographic Society ... 

27. Birmingham Photographic. 

27. Croydon Natural History. 

28. North Middlesex Photographic 

28 Croydon Camera Club . 

29. Oldham Photographic Society 

29. London and Provincial.. 

Subject. 

Ramble—Instow and Westleigh. 
Ramble to Kenilworth and Warwick. 

I" Demonstration of Apparatus and 
< Materials by the representative of 
V. the Kodak Co. 
I Clouds and the Photography of C onds. 

-[ Captain D. W ilson-Rarker, R.N., 
^ F.R.S.E. 
J A Demonstration of the Wet Collodion 
\ Process. Mr. A. H. Saunders. 
f Foraminifera from the Gault at Merst- 

ham. Mr. W. Murton Holmes. 
( Ordinary Meeting. 
( Lantern Lecture (title not fixed). J. A. 
\ Sinclair, F.R.P.S. 

Subject to be announced. 
I Demonstration on Stero. Photography. 
\ Messrs. J. Hall and J. Whitehead. 
Open Lantern Night. 

LONDON AND PROVINCIAL PHOTOGRAPHIC ASSOCIATION. 

May 15th.—Mr. R. Beckett in the chair. 
Mr. R. P. Drage alluded to the remarks which fell from Mr. Haddon 

at a recent meeting, in whoch he strongly condemned sulphocyanide toning 
baths. Mr. Drage felt that he could not do less than refer to the almost 
universal popularity of the sulphocyanide bath, and suggest that any con¬ 
demnation of the method should be accompanied by a clear statement of 
the grounds upon which the adverse verdict was given. 

Mr. Haddon reminded the meeting that he had not been alone in ex¬ 
pressing the opinion in question. The vote that was taken had shown 
that something like ten were against he sulphocyanide bath to seven 
in favour. As for the grounds upon which this opinion was based, per¬ 
sonally, he found that sulphocyanide was not the best salt, because the 
results were unreliable. One batch of prints might turn out well with a 
bath compounded exactly as one which, at another time, gave extremely 
bad results—blue in the high lights and delicate half-tones and red in the 
shadows. He did not know of another salt which, associated with gold, 
gave results of such unwelcome variety. When a sulphocyanide bath 
could be made free of such annoying proclivities, he would be ready to 
withdraw his criticism. Asked to name a bath he would recommend in 
lieu of sulphocyanide, he said that he would infinitely prefer the formate 
bath. 

Mr. A. Mackie remarked that the formate bath would not tone all 
gelatino-chloride papers. He thought that the discussion in general terms 
of the toning question was of little avail, seeing that printing-out papers 
were of such variety and differed so extensively in their action under 
various baths. 

Mr. Haddon said of course it had to be remembered that some papers 
toned satisfactorily only with sulphocyanide; but, on the other hand, 
others toned equally well with any bath, and therefore there was no 
reason for keeping to sulphocyanide if its behaviour was not of the best. 

Messrs. George Houghton and Sons’ representative exhibited and 
described several forms of camera embodying the principle of Sanderson's 
rising front. This principle is now so well known that detailed descrip¬ 
tion here is unnecessary. At the request of the meeting, the limits of 
the range of the camera were shown, and a short discussion ensued. 

- -— 

SOUTHAMPTON CAMERA CLUB. 
At the Philharmonic Hall, on the 12th inst., there was a good attendance 
of members of the above Club, presided over by Mr. G. Vivian. 

After the election of new members, the summer programme was opened 
with a print competition, the subject being “ Portraiture and Figure 
Study.” 

The pair of prints contributed by Mr. Jurd were declared the winners, 
and he was accordingly awarded the Club’s certificate of merit. 

Arrangements were then made for the first ramble of the season, the 
rendezvous, St. Cross, near Winchester, being briefly described by the 
chairman. 

The outing teck place on the 14th inst., when the members mustered in 
force and fully embraced the many photographic opportunities afforded 
by the grand old structure, and its neighbourhood. 

A good harvest of picture was reaped, and the ramble was thoroughly 
appreciated by all. 

CROYDON CAMERA CLUB. 
Chkomatype, an interesting printing process, demonstrated by Mr. J. R. 
Gotz, formed the subject on 14th inst. Briefly it may be described as a 
mixture of colloid (apparently hardened gum) and pigment, spread on 
paper in a perfectly homogeneous layer or film. It is sensitised in an 
alkaline bichromate solution, dried, and exposed to the light behind a 
negative in the usual way. No image is visible, and a print meter is 
therefore necessary. Development, or “'etching” as Mr. Gotz preferred 
to call it, is performed by means of hot water, to which fine sawdust has 
been added, the gentle friction of the latter assisting in proportionately 
removing the pigment and colloid body which has been slightly or 
not at all acted upon by the light. No transfer is required as in the 
carbon process, and the results are permanent. Local development can, 
if desired, be carried out with a soft brush, and the print modified, 

altered, and retouched in a manner that will bring delight to the heart 
of the gum bi-chromate worker. The paper is supplied in three tints-— 
black, red, and sepia—and the prints obtainable are broad in character, of 
a delightful texture, and free from gloss. At the instance of the vice- 
chairman (Mr. Rogers) a cordial vote of thanks was accorded the demon¬ 
strator. During the evening the hon. secretary (Mr. E. A. Salt) drew 
attention to the new “ Aldis ” lens, the latest introduction of the anastig- 
matic and flat field type now so much in vogue. Although of exceeding 
simple construction, consisting of a front cemented double combination 
and a single back element, the high intensity of f/6 has been attained, 
together with brilliant definition, at full aperture. Comparatively low 
in price, and of British design and manufacture, the lens is worthy the 
attention of all photographers. 

MARPLE AND DISTRICT PHOTOGRAPHIC SOCIETY. 

On Thursday evening, the 8th inst., Mr. C. J. Harrison, of Manchester, 
read a paper upon the retouching of negatives, including practical direc¬ 
tions for this desirable adjunct in photographic art. With the aid of 
prints and negatives he illustrated both the technical and the aisthetical 
considerations of the subject, and thereby proved himself no mere 
theoriser, but a capable worker, possessing an elevated taste and the 
true artist’s aspiration for the realisation of his ideals. He said that 
retouching placed the ultimate result under personal control. A retouched 
negative did not imply lack of skill in any of the previous operations. 
The structural defects and accidental injuries which eyen the most, 
expert photographer is liable to experience in his negatives makes it 
necessary for him to possess the ability to remedy them. Further, the 
photographer who defines art as a faculty to command in other minds 
thoughts and feelings by deliberate intention, soon realises the limita¬ 
tions of the merely mechanical means at his disposal in apparatus, 
chemicals, and printing mediums, and finds that a retouched negative 
gives him increased power and renewed interest in his work by enabling 
him to give fuller expression to his artistic conceptions. Retouching- 
might be overdone, however, as in cases where the work was evident 
upon the finished print, or where the characteristic qualities of 
a photograph pet’ se were lost in a vulgar apeing of some perhaps more- 
fashionable form of pictorial representation; and this applied also to 
any other method of supplementing the ordinary operations for the sake- 
of artistic effect. To succeed in retouching, he said, the only essential 
qualifications are a definite idea of what is wanted in the final appearance 
of the print and a steady hand. A knowledge of drawing is not needed. 
Referring to his own practice, he found a bottle of medium and two- 
pencils—hard and soft respectively—were all the implements he con¬ 
sidered necessary. In actual work he placed the negative at a con¬ 
venient angle upon a table, in front of and sloping down to a window 
facing north. Upon the table, and under and behind the negative, he 
laid a sheet of white paper. He did net use a retouching frame, although 
it was an advantage to do so. He worked the pencil with a continuous 
circular motion. Any excess or error in the marks could be removed by a 
fresh application of the medium rubbed on with cotton wool. The lines 
of the image should not be interfered with. He used stipple and cross- 
hatch only rarely; the latter should never be intersected at right angles. 
He also used a thin wash of Indian ink for the purpose of filling up 
spaces. Three of Mr. Harrison’s prints from retouched negatives may be 
mentioned. The first a busy river scene; steamship and river craft in the 
middle distance in good pictorial arrangement, but nearly a third of the 
negative, from the bottom right-hand corner, occupied with an objectless 
landing-stage. In the final print this has been obliterated and partly 
replaced by wave ripples. The result is a small masked oval bit of 
prettiness, just the kind of thing to give pleasure to one’s appreciative 
acquaintances; yet the true impression of the scene had been recovered, 
for in the actual view the eye did not apprehend the landing-stage when 
looking at the shipping, and its appearance on the print would have 
claimed attention. Again, in one of Mr. Harrison’s best pictures—the 
one he has entitled “ Sunlit ”—the motive of the picture is an effect of 
sunlight and shadow associated with the boles of forest trees. In its 
untouched condition the negative gave a print which showed the only 
too familiar patches of white at the top of the print, due to the sky ex¬ 
posed between the branches. This had the fault of drawing the eye 
from the central idea, and therefore Mr. Harrison, by means of pencil 
and a thin wash of Indian ink, reducedthese obtrusive whites to a tone 
which represented their relative value in the picture. A third example 
w-as still more remarkably improved. It was a winter scene: a brook- 
course, snow and trees, but right up the middle of the negative there 
appeared a straight black tree trunk without any feature of form or 
lighting to wTarrant its inclusion. This had been so marked out upon; 
the negative that the ultimate print did not show the slightest trace 
of its existence in the scene, and this notwithstanding that it was placed 
in the midst of a thick growth of bushes and smaller trees. The print 
just described was awarded a prize at a recent exhibition in the district. 
Mr. Harrison’s method is to study the scene and decide upon whatever 
pictorial possibilities there may be in it. Then, after having done every¬ 
thing to attain this end up to the negative condition, he makes a trial 
print, and where this is unsatisfactory, or fails to translate the desired 
effect, he continues his effort by retouching the negative. Sometimes, in 
the case of bad chiaro-oscura, he takes a piece of what is known as glass- 
paper, roughens the surface in the required places by means of pumice 
powder, and then works with pencil upon them. In other cases he resorts 
to the well-known process of rubbing down with methylated spirit and 
cotton wool. He als ouses powdered charcoal applied with a stump, the 
glass side of the negative being coated with matt varnish. Pinholes, the 
photographer’s bane, he remedies by retouching in pencil with the circular 
movement referred to. 
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London and Provincial Photographic Association.—On Thursday, May 
29th, Mr. R. Beckett will give a lantern lecture illustrating his recent 
travels through Spain. Visitors are always welcome at the meetings of 
the Association. 

Squabble at the Photographer’s.—At the Nottingham Police Court, 
on Friday last, Mary Brady and Mary Owen, mother and daughter, were 
summoned for assaulting Terest Agnes Edley. Mr. Clayden, who ap¬ 
peared for the complainant, said the assault arose out of the visit of a 
travelling photographer to the neighbourhood ’in which the parties 
resided. The complainant arranged to have her baby and herself taken, 
but the elder defendant, who was the worse for drink, pressed for a 
photo to be taken of herself before the complainant. This ended in 
a squabble, and defendant struck complainant in the face, causing her 
nose and mouth to bleed, and the younger defendant scratched her with 
a hat-pin. The baby also received a blow on the forehead. The defen¬ 
dants alleged that the complainant was the aggressor, and called four 
witnesses in corroboration. The magistrates said it was a most dis¬ 
graceful affair, and the complainant was not entirely free from blame. 
The defendants were fined 10s. each. 

At the Spelthorne Petty Sessions last week, Charles Blumberg, 35, of 
Oakham, Cedars Road, Teddington, manager to the P.O.P. Company, 
was charged on a warrant with being the bailee of three sums of 
money—£5, £13 10s., and £4—the property of Henry Beaumont Watson, 
between January 27th and February 11th, and converting the same to his 
own use, thereby stealing the same. Mr. Young prosecuted, and asked 
that the word “ servant ” might be substituted for “ bailee.” Mr. Lay 
defended, and asked for a remand. Prosecutor said he was about to 
establish a factory at Teddington for the manufacture of photographic 
paper, and he engaged prisoner at £3 a week. He agreed to give 
prisoner £400 to make a machine to enable them to manufacture the paper. 
The business was to be known as “ The Zenith P.O.P. Company,” and 
was to be owa.ed by prosecutor’s brother, or prosecutor himself, under 
power of attorney. A deed provided that prisoner should not become a 
partner. On January 27th prisoner asked for money to begin necessary 
purchases Twenty-five pounds were given to the prisoner, who first 
bought a cutting machine for £20. Prisoner was to give a weekly 
account, but rendered them very irregularly. The first account covered 
all amounts from January 27th to February 10th. It included £5 paid 
out by defendant for deposits on dyes, which were obtained on prisoner’s 
advice. He asked to be allowed to fetch them, and went to London 
several times. On April 16th they arrived, and prosecutor found that 
they had not been paid for, and the £5 had not been deposited. The 
;ase was then adjourned, bail being allowed. 

On Monday about 100 members of the Federation of the Photographic 
Societies of Northumberland and Durham paid a visit to Durham City. 
The outing, the first arranged by the Federation, was a splendid success, 
uid it will doubtless be the forerunner of many similar gatherings at 
ffher places of photographic interest in the North. On arrival at 
Durham the visitors were met at the station by the president and mem¬ 
bers of the Durham City Camera Club, and afterwards the party 
Lssembled for a group photograph in the Castle Quadrangle, when they 
vere joined by Dean Kitchin and the Mayor of the city (Councillor R. 
l. Herring). They then dispersed for camera work in the Castle, the 
cathedral, the college grounds, the banks, and the environs of the city, 
although somewhat gusty, the weather was fairly propitious, and both 
udoor and outdoor workers found plenty of scope for the exercise of 
heir favourite pastime. In the evening the members gathered at the 
Shakespeare Hall for tea. Mr W. Moult, president of the Durham 
Society, presided, and he was supported by Dean Kitchin and the Mayor, 
-ouncillo-’ William Giay (Durham), Mr. A. Payne (secretary of the 
’ederation), Mr. W. F. White (Gateshead), Mr. J. Davenport (South 
hields), and Mr. Henry Dalton (Blaydon). Mr. Davenport, in proposing 
vote of thanks to Dean Kitchin for his presence, said the idea of the 

federation was to draw together the scattered societies of the two coun- 
ies of Northumberland and Durham, and by this means to encourage 
truggling societies and generally to help the art of photography. The 
Iayor of Dui’ham having seconded, Dean Kitchin replied. He said their 
fork was one, io a large extent, of relaxation, but he should be sorry to 
kink that this work, which coupled together science and art in a whole- 
ome way, should be merely looked upon asi a plaything and not as a 
5rious element of their life at the present day. So many of the sciences 
ad had a tendency to destroy art that really it was a great mercy to find 
nnething where science could be made the handmaid of art. In many 
ays photography had been a very great benefit. By photography they 
ad the power of reproducing the rarest treasures of ancient manu- 
:ripts they possessed. This was a great boon to art. He went on to say 
lat, through the agency of the Rontgen rays, photography had taken, in 
measure, the place of vivisection. In other ways photography was 

ctremely valuable and useful. It had placed a great power in the hands 
the workers in architecture, sculpture, and painting, and in these 

3 mains much had been wrought by its aid. Still, photographers had 
uch to learn. The greatest difficulty was the representation of Nature 
ISatureo dress, and not merely in black and white. However, he had 

) doubt that in the long run some means would be discovered of solving 
ie problem. In concluding. Dr. Kitchin expresed the view that as 
iey progressed in their art it would bring them more into touch with 
an s work and with God’s work in the world in which they lived, and 
e result would be to raise the intellectual characteristics of the people 
the time, and to bring eventually a revival of science and art amon» 

em. 

Correspondence. 
%* Correspondents should never write on both sides of the paper. No 

notice is taken of communications unless the names and addresses of 
the writers are given. 

*** Wie do not undertake responsibility for the opinions expressed by our 
correspondents. 

WARWICK COMPETITIONS. 

To the Editors 

Gentlemen,—We have pleasure in handing you herewith the list of 
awards of the Warwick Competition for current month:—£1 Prize, 
F. W. Beken, Blenheim House, Cowes, I.W. “Steeplechasing at 
Ashey.” £1 Prize, Mrs. G. J. Bell, Schoolhouse, Brimington, Chester¬ 
field. “Reflections.” £1 Prize, E. S. C. Betteley, 27, Dry Hill Park, 
Tonbridge. “S.S. Rapide, Dover.” £1 Prize, Miss Maye Bruce, 2, 
Cromwell Houses, London, S.W. “Sweet Seventeen.” £i Prize, Miss 
Kate Dod, 52, Chalsey Road, Brockley, London, S.E. “Eve.” £1 
Prize, W. Gibbs, photographer, High Street, Halstead, Essex. “ Foot¬ 
ball Team.” £1 Prize, Rev. S. Hassall, 213, Brunshaw Road, Burnley. 
“ Townley Gates.” £1 Prize, A. W. Sargent, photographer, 12, Albany 
Road, Cardiff. “The Little Lady Photographer.” £1 Prize, C. E. 
Walmsley, photographer, Rvdal Road, Ambleside. “Daffodils.” £1 
Prize, F. W. Williams, Te Rawhiti, Napier, New Zealand. “ Interior 
of Drawing Room.” Hoping that we may have the pleasure of seeing 
your name among future competitors, we have the honour to be, yours 
faithfully, The Warwick Dry Plate Co. 

Warwick. 
May 15th, 1902. 

“A NEW AND LUCRATIVE PROFESSION.” 

To the Editors. 

Gentlemen,—1 have read Mr. Henry Foster’s letter in last week’s 
issue of the British Journal,and as I read it I found myself softly 
quoting Tennyson’s well-known lines :—- 

“ An infant crying in the night, 
An infant crying for the light, 
And with no language but a cry.” 

Such a defence of the Illinois College of Photography would hardly, 
one would think, be welcomed by its promoters. Meanwhile, my main 
contention, and that of your admirable article, remain- unanswered. 
The Illinois College of Photography may be a most praiseworthy 
institution, but its advertisements are calculated to mislead the inex¬ 
perienced, and, to maintain the reverse, demands facts, not words 
demands, in fact, “language other than a cry.”—Faithfully yours, 

H. Walter Barnett. 
1, Park Side. Hyde Park Corner, S.W. 

May 20th, 1902. 

PEROXIDE v. RADIOGRAPHY. 

To the Editors. 

Gentlemen,—May I suggest that the term “ radiography ” is best- 
restricted to the action of immaterial emanations, such as those from 
uranium? Mr. Duncan, for instance, in his article on page 391, applies 
the word to the phenomena Dr. W. J. Russell has demonstrated to be 
due to peroxide of hydrogen, e.g., in Nature of, I think, January 2nd 
last.—Yours truly, J. Dormer. 

May 20th, 1902. 

THE PROFESSIONAL PHOTOGRAPHERS’ ASSOCIATION. 
To the Editors. 

Gentlemen,—I regret that my suggestion of last year, which you did 
me the favour to commend, re. Certificates of Membership of P.P.A., 
that might be framed and exhibited in our receptions rooms, etc., lias 
not been followed. If every member took one, at, say, 2s. 6d. each, it 
would afford a considerable profit to go to the association fuiids, and 
would be worth infinitely more to the photographer, as making him 
appear somebody in the eves of his clients, especially if his deportment 
and work w'ere consistent.—Yours faithfully, “Othello." 

ADVERTISEMENTS AND SPECIMENS. 
To the Editors. 

Gentlemen,—I think it haidly fair for applicants for vacancies, ad¬ 
vertised weekly in this Journal, to be requested to send specimens to 
a Box number. As an operator, with a limited number of specimens, 
to me very valuable, I do not care to risk sending them to an unknown 
destination without any guarantee of their return, and this method 
for employers to advertise is greatly on the increase. I am sure other 
assistants feel the same on the subject, and I should like this inserted, 
as probably some good may come of it.—I am, yours, etc., 

“Hypo.” 

May 16th, 1902. 
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Answers to Correspondents. 
“%* All matters intended for the text portion of this JOURNAL, includ. 

ing queries, must he addressed to “ The Editors, The British 

Journal of Photography, 24, Wellington-street, Strand, London, 
W. C. ” Inattention to this ensures delay. 

*** Correspondents are informed that we cannot undertake to answer 
communications through the post. Questions are not answered unless 
the names and addresses of the writers are given. 

*** Communications relating to Advertisements and general business 
affairs should he addressed to Messrs. Henry Greenwood &Co., 

.24, Wellington-street, Strand, London, W.C. 
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Photographs Registered :— 

A. Joscelyn, 128, Albion Road, Stoke Newington, N. Photograph of Music Hall 
A rtistcs. 

F. Pieece, 24a, Commercial Street, Hereford. Photograph op group including Princess 
Henry of Battenberg. 

J. R. Bleasdale, Ashgrove, Cockermouth. Photograph of Cockermouth from a balloon 
W. R. A. Dobbs, 34, Bridge Street, Hindley. Photograph oj the Old Danes, Hindley. 
T. R. Hammond, 1, Rose Hill Street Conway, N. Wales. Photograph of the rec<ption 

of T.R.H. Prince a>LdPrincess of Wales. Photograph of their arrival in Cas¬ 
tle o pit are, Carnarvon. Photograph of Ceremony of Installation of H. R. H. 
P> ince of Wales. 

VV. P. Varney, 22, Bore Street, Lichfield. Photograph of entry of Shakespeare's Birth. 
Photograph of entry of Shakespeare’s Death. 

Blocking Out Skies.—S. K. Y. asks the best medium for blocking out 
skies.—In reply: Ordinary black varnish as sold by all *he dealers. 
Bates’ is as good as any, and is more easily applied than some. 

W. H. Gobbett asks for a good and quick formula for precipitating silver 
residues. We do not. think there is any quicker method than that 
of using liver of sulphur. The addition of granulated zinc is a 
good method, but not so quick as the other. 

Dry Plates by Special Formula.—H. B. B.—We do not think any of 
the dry plate makers would make you plates according to any 
formula that you would supply. We expect, if you require them 
made to any special formula, you will have to make them yourself. 

Faded Print.—J. C. A.—We cannot see that the print has faded at all. 
All that has happened is that the pink tint of the paper has faded 
where the mount has not protected it from the action of light. 
The image appears to be quite intact. Avoid pink-tinted paper 
when the prints are for the show-case. 

“ Developer ” asks for a good formula, for bromising and developing 
P.O.P. prints. A good method was given on p. 771 of our issue 
of 9th inst., and this requires no bromide bath. The other method, 
which will be found described in the “ British Journal Almanac,” 
is more tedious The prints require but faintly printing; from one- 
sixth to one-fourth of the usual depth is quite enough. 

Steel Punches.—Herbert J. Unwin writes: “A correspondent asks in 
last number of the British Journal of Photography about steel 
punches for stamping name on mounts, etc. Messrs. Baddeley 
Bros., Chapel Works, Moor Lane, London, E.C., make them. 
Prices vary according to size, style, and number of letters. Prob¬ 
ably what he requires would be from 15s. to 20s.” 

Copyright.—S. W. asks: “ Can an amateur make a portrait copyright 
that he took of a local celebrity, as he and the gentleman wish to 
prevent its publication in the local papers, as, we learn, is the inten¬ 
tion if they can get a copy ? None have yet been out of our pos¬ 
session.”—In reply: Yes, an amateur, or anyone else, can register 
the copyright in his work, and many do so. 

Photogravure Patent.—A. Singleton says: “ I have bought Mr. Deni¬ 
son’s work on photogravure, and intended to work the process. But 
a friend tells me that I must not, as I should be infringing some¬ 
body’s patent. Can you please tell me who is the patentee of 
photogravure, or whether it is really patented in England P ”— 
In reply: There is no patent for photogravure as described in Mr. 
Denison’s bock, or, so far as we are aware, any other process of 
photogravure at the present time. 

Nitrate of Silver.—“ Argent ” says: “On reading your article on the 
low price of metallic silver, the question arises with us as to whether 
it would be more economical for us to make our own nitrate, as 
we think of going back to albumen paper, and sensitising it our¬ 
selves, as we did years ago. Your opinion will oblige.”—In reply: 
We do not think it would pay you to make the nitride. Although 
the metal is now so low in price, that of the nitrate is equally as 
low in proportion. 

Studio Carpet.—“ Stairs ” writes: “ Could you tell me what to do to 
the carpet in the studio to make it take lighter? It is now red 
and yellow, hence it takes black. Any information will be thank¬ 
fully observed, as the effect of it is very bad at present. Time would 
be no object if it could be satisfactorily improved.”—In reply: 
The only thing we can suggest is to get another carpet. We do 
not know of any method by which the one you have can be made 
lighter. Possibly a dyer might help you, but we are inclined to 
doubt it. 

Opinion Wanted.—J. H. H. says: “I should be much obliged if you 
would tel! me whether I am qualified for an assistant operator and 
retoucher, or not. If so, please state wages I am worth. The 
specimens are absolutely my own work.”—In reply: “To be candid 

with you, we should say you were not—at least, in any first-class 
house. We would suggest that you should go to some good pho¬ 
tographer as an improver for a time; you would then have the 
opportunity of improving your work, both in operating and re¬ 
touching 

Comparison of Lenses.—“ Anastigmat ” writes. "(1) When comparing 
rectilinear lens along with Goerz or Zeiss anastigmat lens at 18, 
which is the quickest, and which gives the best definition or depth 
of focus ? (2) What is the advantage of anastigmat lens ovet the, 
older ones?”—In reply: (1) If both lenses have (lie same F-value, 
they will have equal rapidity. The definition depends upon the 
quality of the respective instruments: there are rectilinears and 
rectilinears. The depth of focus is dependent upon tin* size of the 
stops used. (2) That they give a flat field, free from astigmatism. 

“ Photophil ” writes that he will shortly have at his disposal a Wood- 
burytype press, but is doubtful as to the commercial success of tin- 
process. He also asks whether the liquid lens of Dr. Griin is 
on the market. We know of no photographer who is using the 
Woodburytype process, though it is used for book illustrations and 
also for the making of lantern slides. As our correspondent lives 
in a rather remote part, we should doubt the commercial value of 
it. Dr. Griin’s liquid lens is on the market, and can be obtained 
from the Syndicate, Southwick Hall, Brighton. 

Acetate Toning Bath.—T. Bridgewater says: “I have recently been 
making (or rather trying to make) some prints on albumen paper 
and toning them in the acetate bath; but all the prints I get are 
mealy like the three enclosed. I have used the bath directly after 
it was made and after it has been kept for two hours, or perhaps 
more, but with no difference in the result.”—In reply: The meali¬ 
ness is, no doubt, due to the bath being used too new. The 
acetate bath should be kept for some time after making; twenty- 
four hours used to be considered the proper time. Try mixing the 
bath one day and toning with it the next. 

Mottled Albumen Paper.—J. Cox writes: “Will you please say what is 
the cause of the mottliness of the enclosed albumen paper when 
exposed to light? It was floated on a 50-grain bath for three 
minutes. The solution was very slightly acid. Some sheets from 
the same paper turned out all right, and some like the enclosed.” 
—In reply: The trouble arises from too weak a sqlution. It may 
have been a 50-grain solution when first made, but has probably 
got weaker by use; or, may be, several sheets have been floated in 
succession without it being stirred up, so that the upper portion of 
the solution has become weakened. 

Damaged Print.—J. H. A. says: “ I shall be greatly obliged if you will 
give your opinion on the enclosed. The print, which comes from 
abroad, was sent to the framer’s. He states that as soon as it was 
immersed in water the surface came away. The water, he states, 
was quite cold. As the print appears to be bromide, this does not 
seem to be likely. Can you aid us in the matter ? ”—In reply: 
So far as one can judge from what remains of the picture, it was 
a bromide finished in monochrome. Of course, the colour would 
come off if the picture were soaked in water, but we cannot account 
for the bromide image dissolving unless it were treated with warm 
water. The picture has been returned. 

Stereoscopic Transparencies.—“ Stereo ” writes: “ I have some stereo¬ 
scopic negatives taken in a binocular camera, and, of course, the 
prints from them require to be transposed in the mounting. That 
is easily done. But I want to make some transparencies from them, 
and cutting the glass and neatly mounting the slides afterwards is 
not such an easy matter. Can you tell me the easiest way to go 
about the work ? ”—In reply: The simplest way out of your diffi¬ 
culty will be to make the transparencies in the binocular camera, 
then no transposition at all will be necessary; or you may employ 
the special transparency printing frames that are supplied by 
most stock-dealers who make a speciality of stereoscopic appliances. 

*** Notice to the Trade, Wholesale Agents and Book 
SELLERS.—A Contents Bill is issued with each number of the JOURNAL, 

and copies may he had on application to the Publishers. 
*** Notice to Advertisers.—A devised Tariff for advertisements 

in the Journal is now in force. Blocks and copy are received subject to 
the approval of the Publishers, and advertisements are inserted abso¬ 
lutely without condition, expressed or implied as to what appears in 
the text portion of the paper. 
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EX CATHEDRA. 

Weather The Briton’s national topic, always of 
Vaticinations, special interest to photographers, has an 

abnormal attraction jnst now, in view of the eventful month 
we are shortly entering upon. Whether we shall have 
King’s (or Queen’s ?) weather or not will make or mar one 
of the grandest spectacles this generation is likely to 
witness. Hence the weather prophets’ utterances are more 
closely than ever attended to by photographers. Among 
the prophets is M. Jules Cap re. His predictions this year 
have been extraordinarily accurate. Take his May fore¬ 
cast, given on May 1st. He predicted a dismally cold and 
rainy month. He could not have been much nearer the 
mark. Considerable anxiety is being shown as to what his 
June prophecy will be. The well-remembered Dr. Falke, 
of Vienna, in the prophets’ business, promises us that next 
June we will have weather even worse than that of the 
present month. It is somewhat strange that, as in 1879, the 
May of which year was so cold, the whole island of Iceland 
is separated from the rest of the world by a dense mass of 
drift ice from polar regions. This ice is supposed to be 
the cause of the cold, though some aver that the cold is 
the cause of the ice. No' one can dogmatise. As for our¬ 
selves, we remember Artemus Ward’s advice about pro¬ 
phesying, and we refrain, but hope for the best. 

Telephotography. We are glad to learn from one of our 
principal opticians that much greater interest is being 
taken in telephotography this year. The advent of brighter 
and warmer weather should give some excellent oppor¬ 
tunities for the use of the telephoto lens, as the spiing is 
without doubt the best season for this branch of work. We 
have seen some beautiful photographs taken by amateurs 
with telephoto objectives, and we would strongly advise 
those who may desire to enter this branch of photography 
to use orthochromatic plates and suitable color.” screens 
for distant landscapes. In the selection of a screen care 
should be taken to obtain optically-worked glass, especially 
if it is to be used as a lens cap. By op tic ally-worked glass 
we mean glass with perfectly flat, parallel surfaces. A 
moment’s thought will make it evident that these conditions 
should be observed. If the surfaces are not parallel the 
screen is wedge-shaped, and acts as a prism. If they aie 
not flat they will refract the light from its true path. 
These inconveniences may be obviated in a large measuie 
by placing the screen close to the plate. For a quarter- 
plate camera this will be found a very suitable ariangement. 
Perfectly true optical flats are difficult to make, and we 
would recommend the intending purchaser to place his 

order with a first-class optician. 

* * * 

Flashlight Monsieur A. Londe recently read a 
Photography, paper before the Societe Fransaise de 
Photographie concerning the duration of the flash of 
various kinds of powders used as illuminantsinphotogiaphy. 
Unfortunately, from a scientific point of view, the various 
powders are enumerated under their commercial names, 
and no information is given as to their composition. It is, 
however, interesting to obtain some exact knowledge of t ie 
duration of the flash. In each case the quantity of powder 
used was one gramme, and the time of combustion \ aned 
between and A;I of a second. In the latter case the 
powder was of doubtful value for photographic puiposes, as 
it detonated. In most instances the duration was to t0 ir 
second, but as thei flash is of unequal intensity,, rising to a 
maximum of brightness, and then declining, its effecti\ e 
value may be estimated at about half the' time of combus¬ 
tion. The practical value of *a flashlight mixture shou ct 
not be estimated simply by its rapidity of combustion, some 
of the slower powders being of considerable usefulness for 
interiors, but in portraiture, or for any purpose where the 
effect of movement has to be avoided, rapidity of combus¬ 
tion is essential. This has led certain manufacturers to 
claim much greater rapidity than Monsieur Londe s expeii 

ments warrant. It has frequently been claimed t at t e 
flash lasted but second. Monsieur Londe purposes to 
make further experiments to ascertain the length of the 
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effective exposure, the influence of the quantity of powder, 
and its arrangement, and likewise of the method of ignition. 

* * * 

The Cost Our attention is frequently drawn to the 
of Modern high price of anastigmatic lenses by 
Lenses. photographers who know the shortcom¬ 

ings of the older types* but are reluctant to incur the 
expense of a new equipment. Excellent work has been 
done with the older types, especially the Aplanat, or Recti¬ 
linear, but when the photographer has to grapple with 
critical work he feels how important it is that his lenses 
and apparatus should be of the best. If we compare the 
catalogues of lenses by our best opticians with the price¬ 
lists of, say, fifteen years ago, we are not surprised that 
there should be some demur on the part of the photographer 
lo purchase a new outfit. The chief consideration is the 
price, but it would be very unjust to infer that the optician 
is not giving an equivalent for the addition to the cost. 
As a correspondent writes to us for information concerning 
some new lenses, and concludes with the remark, “ We have 
plenty of superior lenses on the market, but their prices are 
very high/’ it may not be out of place to draw attention to 
certain considerations, of which the photographer may have 
but a faint idea, but which must be weighed in forming a 
just opinion of the value of the opticians’ work of to-day. 
We have before us the catalogue of one of the best conti¬ 
nental .opticians, and we find the prices of the new lenses 
rather more than double those of the rectilinear series. 
What is the reason for this addition to the cost? 

* * * 

The Difference To form some accurate idea of the dif- 
$?tween ^the ference in cost between the well-known 

Lenses. rectilinear and the anastigmatic types 
which have hitherto been in most favour, 

we would first point out that the former contains but four 
lenses, whilst the latter is formed of six. Moreover, the 
anastigmatic lenses are considerably larger in size, as they 
work at greater intensity. Another fact, which also adds 
to the cost, is the hardness of some of the glass used in 
modern lenses. The grinding and polishing of such a lens 
is, therefore, a much more tedious process. It will thus be 
seen that if we merely take the number and the area of the 
surfaces, which have to be prepared in the anastigmatic 
lens, the cost of production must at least be more than half 
as much again. Other factors have also to be borne in 
mind, such as the higher cost of the optical glass, the 
greater accuracy of workmanship, and the finer mechanical 
adjustments. If we add to these differences in the cost of 
production, the remuneration of the skill of the inventor, 
and the cost of the many months of tedious calculation 
requisite to find the most suitable curves and other optical 
data for the lens, it will be seen that the modern instru¬ 
ment must of necessity be much more expensive. On the 
other hand, the photographer obtains important advantages, 
for which he should be prepared to pay. He has a lens 
which will work with greater speed and preater accuracy. 
Subjects are brought within his range which are impossible 
with the older lenses, and he should not shrink from 
giving the optician the just reward for his skill. 

Miniatures. When photographic portraiture first be¬ 
came possible it was believed that it would kill miniature 
painting, just as photographic process work has since, most 
unfortunately, almost killed the art of the wood engraver. 
And no doubt, for a time, the1 miniaturists found their occu¬ 
pation gone. But in due time there came round the usual 
swing of the pendulum, and the producers of these dainty 
little paintings once more rejoiced. Miniatures have now 

for some years been admitted to the Royal Academy exhibi¬ 
tions, and anyone who likes can compare the modern work 
with the fine examples by those who have long been dead, 
by visiting the Wallace collection at Hertford House. The 
painters of to-day may also take heart of grace from the 
extraordinary prices which miniatures of merit now fetch 
in the open market. Last month Messrs. Christie, Manson, 
and Woods sold a few, and here are some of the figures 
which they commanded :—“ Portrait of the Hon. Mrs. Law- 
son Darner,” by R. Cosway, 620 guineas; “ Portrait of 
George IV. when Prince Regent,” by the same artist, 520 
guineas; “ Portrait of the Duke of Sussex,” by Richard 
Collins, 105 guineas; “ Portrait of a Lady,” by John Smart, 
80 guineas; “ Portrait of a Lady,” artist not named, 200 
guineas ; “ Portrait of One of the Queens of Henry VI11.,” 
artist not named, 100 guineas. Cosway’s work might have 
been expected to fetch high prices, but the others quoted, 
especially the last two, which appear to be the work of 
anonymous artists, certainly come as a surprise. Many 
families possess miniatures wliich are regarded rather as 
curiosities than in any other light, but some of those 
pictures may reasonably be looked upon as valuable assets. 

* * * 

A topic that has given rise to more dis¬ 
cussion, theorisation, and false con¬ 
clusion than almost any other cosmical 
phenomenon is the appearance and size 

of these orbs when they are near the horizon. The most 
deceptive of these effects is that presented by the full moon 
when so situated. It undoubtedly does suggest the effect 
of a disc very much larger than when high in the heavens. 
Yet let a photograph be taken with the same lens and 
camera, from the same Standpoint, the object being in 
each case brought into the centre of the field, and the 
closest measurement will fail to show the slightest difference 
in size, though almost anyone would feel justified in 
asserting that the low-down moon was larger by far. En 
passant we may say that should the photographic test not 
be convincing enough, the same end will be attained by 
viewing the moon through a rolled-up piece of paper— 
telescope wise—no matter how large it previously seemed 
to be ; this simple expedient will restore the mental balance 
and cause it to be seen in its true relative proportion. Yet 
we have seen in scientific works elaborate proofs of the 
general magnifying action of the atmosphere near the 
horizon—a pure figment. What the atmosphere really does 
bring about is a distortion in one direction, and this point 
is excellently illustrated in some work done by Professor 
W. Prinz, of the Royal Observatory, Potsdam. Using a 
photo-heliograph by Steinheil, he has obtained several 
photographs of the setting sun on a large scale. That 
there is a deformation is shown most clearly in his prints, 
one of which is published in the proceedings of the Italian 
Spectroscopic Society. The extent that the disc deviates 
from symmetry is twelve per cent, increase of the horizontal 
over the vertical diameter. 

* * * 

Metals of Platinum, though perhaps more largely 
the Platinum used nowadays for photographic purposes 
Group. than any of the precious metals, has yet 

far less known about it than any of these others. Very 
few photographers ever attempt to make their own platinum 
salts from the metal as purchased, or from that obtained 
as residue* and, indeed, we think that if a poll were taken 
we should find a lamentably small number even go to the 
extent of saving their platinum residues—a strange 
omission, seeing that of the platinous salts in platinotype 
paper (and they constitute a very large proportion indeed 

The Sun 
and Moon 
near the 
Horizon. 
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of the price of this medium) a very small quantity is used 
up in forming the image; the rest goes into the developing 
solution, and eventually hence into the sink. There is 
little excuse for flagrant waste of precious metal so far as 
residues are concerned, but as to dealing with the metal 
beyond merely collecting it, the processes involve more 
chemical knowledge and manipulative skill than are likely 
to be possessed by the average photographer. Indeed, to 
skilled chemists there are difficulties in dealing with 
and separating platinum from its congeners ; but a recent 
paper in the “ Chemical News ” shows how many difficulties 
hitherto experienced may be successfully encountered by 
the use of binoxide of sodium. MM. Leidie and Quenessen, 
the authors, say that with the “ metals of the platinum 
group many and complicated operations have to- be gone 
through,” but they have “ succeeded in making this analysis 
in one operation only ”—by the oxidation of the metal by 
binoxide of sodium under the influence of heat. Briefly, 
the method consists of heating the metal, or mixed metals 
(of this group), with binoxide of sodium till the mass is 
semi-fluid, allowing to cool, and then dissolving in water, 
taking precautions against the result of the consequent 
elevation of temperature. All these metals but platinum 
and rhodium are formed in solution ; the latter two form 
salts insoluble in water, but soluble in hot livdrochloric 
acid. We give merely this brief epitome of the leading 
parts of the operations ; full details will be found on page 
149 of the current volume of the “ Chemical News.” 

* * * 

The Sulpho- It will be remembered that in our issue 

ToninndeBath ^or the 9th inst. we commented on the 
oning a . fact, that one of the members, at a meet¬ 

ing of the London and Provincial Photographic Associa¬ 
tion, had spoken against the use of sulpho-cyanide in any 
toning formula, adding that it would be interesting to know 
the grounds of objection to- the salt in question. In making 
our comments we surmised, from the report, that it might, 
possibly, be on the question of the stability of pictures for 
which it was employed. At a subsequent meeting the 
member, Mr. Hacldon, stated the grounds upon which his 
opinion was based, and it appears it was not on any question 
of permanency in the results, but on the score that the 
results yielded by it were not reliable. One batch of prints, 
he said, might turn out all right with a bath compounded 
exactly as one which, at another time, gave extremely bad 
results. It is a little difficult to' conceive why any bath, if 
it were compounded to exactly the same formula—and 
under the same' conditions—and used with the same paper, 
should behave differently at different times. We have 
never found the sulpho-cyanide bath do so under these 
conditions. If we have at any time found a variation in its 
behaviour we have always' been able to assign a cause, 
either a difference in compounding, temperature, time of 
using after mixing, or a change in the brand of paper. 
“ P.O.P.’s ” are not all alike, and therefore necessitate deal¬ 
ing differently with, and unless they are, uniform results will 
not be obtained with all alike. With albumen paper a great 
variety of toning baths can be used, and good results 
obtained with them. But with gelatine papers, and with 
collodion papers the case is different, as with them the 
number is more limited. For instance, if some of the baths 
which were commonly used with albumen paper were em¬ 
ployed for either of the two latter papers the tones would be 
very unsatisfactory, but more so with some than with 
others. All, we suspect, who desire to obtain the best 
results on different brands of modern gelatine and collodion 
papers must adapt their methods of working them to cir¬ 
cumstances, as did the old workers of albumen papers. 
There is not an universal toning formula that will suit them 
all alike. 

Dumont’s 
Airship. 

The strange-lookingmonster, half balloon, 
half boat, in which M. Santos Dumont 

accomplished his famous feat of sailing round the Eiffel 
Tower, has been for some weeks on view at the Crystal 
Palace. It is hung up in the concert-room, where it extends, 
fiom the gallery at the- back to the orchestra. It would be 
almost impossible to get a good photograph of it as it is 
now placed, but camera bearers will get their chance of 
snapping at it on Monday next, June 2nd, for on that date, 
snouid the weather prove propitious, M. Santos Dumont 
will make his first ascent in England. After that he is to 
ascend from the Sydenham Palace every Monday, Wednes- 
day, and Friday until further notice, or until, we suppose, 
some unfortunate accident stops him. If the first flights 
are successful, M. Dumont will attempt to fulfil his promise 
of sailing round the dome of St. Paul’s Cathedral, and if 
that journey should succeed he will try a longer flight to 
Windsor, or Richmond and back. Then, we presume, he 
will feel competent to compete for Mr. Pearson’s £4,000 
prize, to be awarded to the man who first succeeds in 
journeying through the air from London to Birmingham 
We have said, in connection with this initial trial, “ should 
the weather prove propitious,” by which we mean that, in 
order to ensure success, the wind must be tempered to a far 
higher degree' of mildness than it need be to- the shorn 
lamb. For the weak part of all these aerial machines, 
which depend for their lifting power upon a gas receptacle, 
is their utter helplessness in anything like a wind. In¬ 
ventors will not see this, although it has been pointed out 
to them, and proved to demonstration over and over again. 
Take the case' of a kite-, such as is used for carrying up self- 
recording meteorological instruments into- the- atmosphere. 
If a breeze happens to be blowing at the time, such a kite, 
presenting only two' or three' yards of surface- to the wind, 
requires an oil engine, or some other kind of motor, to pull 
it to earth once more. It is quite bevoncl the control of 
two, or even three men. Now the Dumont airship has a 
gas reservoir 120 feet long and about 15 feet in diameter. 
Imagine what resistance such a large surface must present, 
in comparison with the much smaller kite, to even the 
mildest of breezes, and how helpless its propellers must be 
in trying to move the bulky machine against such a force. 
The modern airship differs very little from the- earliest 
models designed many years ago, save that the inventor has 
the advantage of using aluminium in construction, and finds 
improved forms of motors ready to his hand. The terrible 
danger of using a motor driven by explosive vapour, in 
conjunction with a gas balloon, was exemplified only the 
other day at Paris, and the question arises whether the law' 
should not step in and prevent such a dangerous combina¬ 
tion. We should imagine that, for experimental purposes 
at least, an engine driven cold—say, by means of liquid 
carbon dioxide-—would answer every purpose. It is the 
settled conviction of everyone, not an inventor, who has 
studied the problem of conquering the air, that the gas 
balloon and its various modifications can never solve that 
problem. We must look to nature, and make something 
after the pattern of a bird, which is heavier than the air 
in w'hicli it is destined to float. Such a machine is quite- 
within the range of possibility, but unfortunately wrn know 
of no means of endowing it with the power of balancing 
itself. This power the humblest flying insect acquires by 

instinct. 

Volcano A correspondent has called our attention 
Photographs. to the circumstance that in commenting, 
a fortnight ago, upon the photographs which we had seen 
which were illustrative of volcanic phenomena, we made no 
mention of the important book bv Professor Milne—‘‘ The 
Great Earthquake in Japan, 1891 ”—which is so finely 
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illustrated by photographs taken by the late W. K. Burton, 
whose name is so well known to our readers. We were well 
acquainted with this book, and have every respect for its 
merits, but as our intention at the time was not to compile 
a bibliography of earthquakes and volcanoes, we omitted 
to mention it. Besides, we were then taking as a text for 
our remarks the recent volcanic outbursts in the West 
Indies, and the 1891 earthquake in Japan was unaccom¬ 
panied by any apparent volcanic action. Japan has many 
volcanic craters, but they remained perfectly quiescent 
while the houses were rocking like ships on a tempestuous 
sea. It may, however, be interesting to our correspondent, 
as well as to others, to state what we know as to books upon 
this subject, which is of so much present interest. We have 
before us a list of works on volcanology, chiefly works in 
the Italian language, and these number more than three 
thousand volumes, half of which deal with Vesuvius, while 
about eight hundred are devoted to Etna, the remainder 
treating of the Lipari Islands and other minor volcanic 
vents of Southern Italy. We thus see that this very small 
portion of the earth’s surface which happens to be subject 
do volcanic upheaval has been pretty thoroughly surveyed 
and written about, and we have little doubt that the more 
recent works in the list are illustrated by photographs. 
Possibly by the time that these words appear in print, 
photographs from Martinique and St. Vincent, taken since 
the disastrous eruptions on those islands, will have reached 
this country. Such pictures, we understand, have already 
appeared in some of the American journals. They deal 
with the after effects of the convulsion, and we may take it 
as quite certain that photographs of the mountains whilst 
in their active state were simply impossible. In the case of 
Martinique it was an explosion rather than an eruption, 
accompanied by an avalanche of hot cinders and fiery gases 
which, in the space of a few brief seconds, brought death 
and destruction to all within reach of their deadly embrace. 
In the meantime our own newspapers, in the absence of 
photographs, have done their best to meet the popular 
demand by publishing drawings and sketches. One of the 
halfpenny journals, bolder than the rest, published a 
typical “ burning mountain ” picture, of the kind which 
used to be tolerated by our forefathers, and had the 
temerity to assert that it was “ from a photograph.” We 
fancy that the editor would be puzzled to find that gem of 
a snapshot if it were called for in a court of law. The 

Illustrated London News ” reproduced drawings of Mount 
Pelee and the Soufriere (Anglice “sulphur-mine”), repre¬ 
senting each in a torpid state, and also a very interesting 
picture, taken from an engraving after Turner, of the first- 
named volcano in eruption. It seems that Turner was never 
near the place, but borrowed the sketch from which to make 
his picture. The reproduction is singularly ineffective, 
and would very well pass for a display of Coronation fire¬ 
works at the top of Primrose Hill. Possibly the fine 
colouring of the original is its chief charm, as in the case of 
many other pictures by our greatest landscape painter. 

-«-— 

The Society of Arts Conversazione.—The Society’s conversazione will 
take place at the Royal Botanic Gardens, Regent’s Park, on Tuesday 
evening, June 24th, from 8.30 to 12 p.m. Each member is entitled to 
n card for himself (which will not be transferable), and a card for a 
lady. These cards will be forwarded in due course. In addition to this, 
a limited number of tickets will be sold to members of the Society, or 
to persons introduced by a member, at tiio price of 5s. each, if pur¬ 
chased before the date of the conversazione. On that, day the price will 
be raised to 7s. 6d. These tickets will only lie sunplied to persons pre¬ 
senting members’ vouchers (which can be obtained from the Secretary), 
or a letter of introduction from a member. Members can purchase these 
additional tickets by personal application, or by letter addressed to the 
secretary. In all cases of application by letter a remittance must be 
enclosed. Each ticket will admit one person, either ladv or gentleman. 
Tight refreshments (tea, coffee, ices, claret cup, etc.) will be supplied. 

BETOUCHING AND ITS INFLUENCE ON 

TECHNICAL PHOTOGRAPHY. 

If one looks back, say, for about thirty years—and there 
are not a few of our readers that can do that from personal 
knowledge—we shall see the vast strides that have been 
made in photography generally. At the period to which 
we refer there were no gelatine plates; only the wet col¬ 
lodion process was available for negatives in the studio; 
and these had to be prepared as the sitters entered it. Also 
there was no retouching by which the negatives could be 
improved after they were taken, for it was only in the very 
late sixties and early seventies that retouching came into 
general use. Therefore the negative had, as a matter of 
course, to be printed from as it was taken. The only im¬ 
provement that could afterwards be made was done by 
dodging in the printing, and that was not much. Those 
being the conditions then prevailing, it follows that the 
excellence, or otherwise, of the finished portrait was de¬ 
pendent upon the one who took the negative, and upon 
him alone. 

It may be pointed out, in connection with the wet 
collodion process, to those who have never worked it—and 
they include, perhaps, thousands of present-day portraitists 
—that it was a very slow process as compared with even the 
very slow gelatine plates of to-day. Hence there was often 
a great tendency to under exposure, and, consequently, hard¬ 
ness which did not conduce to pleasing portraits, because 
the shadows, lines, and wrinkles in the face came out still 
more pronounced than they do with gelatine plates. There¬ 
fore success, or failure, rested entirely on the skill of the 
operator in the lighting of his subject, so as to ameliorate 
them as much as possible. 

A short time back we had the opportunity of seeing a 
somewhat large collection of portraits that were taken from 
thirty to thirty-five years ago. They were, of course, all 
from untouched negatives, and we could not but be im¬ 
pressed with their general excellence—posing perhaps ex¬ 
cepted, for as a rule that was none too good. While look¬ 
ing at these portraits one could not help thinking that it is 
somewhat doubtful if the general run of negatives that are 
now taken, notwithstanding the conveniences and facilities 
that modern workers enjoy, are so technically good as 
were these older ones. The lighting, as a rule, was excel¬ 
lent, the faces were round and full of modelling, and many 
of them were so good that they could not be much improved 
by retouching. Some few, it is true, could have been, but 
onlv a few minutes would have been necessary to do the 
work. 

Since these pictures were taken retouching has become 
an important branch of portraiture. Its importance is 
evidenced by the number of advertisements for retouchers 
wanted that appear weekly in our pages. Often they exceed 
the number of operators that are wanted, and, sometimes, 
the salaries offered to the former are higher than those 
offered to the latter. This would almost seem to indicate 
that the retoucher is the more important personage than 
the operator. It is generallv conceded that the public 
demand that, in their portraits, the wrinkles, crows’-feet, 
etc., wrought by age, should be subdued or almost eradi¬ 
cated, and the portraitist has to comply. But it is manifest 
that the more the one rat or has ameliorated them by skilful 
lighting, as the old hands had to do, the less is the work for 
the retoucher. Therefore one would imagine that the 
former should be the more important worker of the two, 
though this scarcely appears to be the case at the present 
time. We have, in different establishments, seen negatives 
before they have gone into the retoucher’s hands that were 
very inferior, as regards the lighting and chiaroscuro 
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generally, and they would require, a great deal of skilled 

work on the part of the retoucher to render them at all 

presentable in any high-class establishment, Techmca y, 

they were inferior negatives, and such as would not liave 

passed muster in the days prior to retouching. They are 

passed now because, the retoucher can set them ng1 > 

he does it, but at what expenditure of time ? Many of the 

present-day photographers, skilful as they are in posing, 

rely too much on the retoucher for the quality of the 

finished result, 
A friend, who some little1 while ago spent a week or two 

with one of the leading photographers in the south of 

Germany, and had some scores of the negatives m lus 

hands, tells us that, excellent as they were, he was sum 

prised at the small amount of retouching upon them on 

some none whatever. The operators were very skilful, and 

took exceeding pains in the lighting of the sitters, which 

was principally done by movable screens, thei blinds ano 

curtains being seldom employed, except for stopping the 

■sun out of the studio. They seemed to pride themselves on 

the little retouching their negatives required. ^ Our friend 

tells us that seldom more than a few minutes’ retouching 

was required, and much of that was done with w^ter-colour 

on the back of the negatives. Yet the pictures _ had. the 

appearance of being highly retouched, and were pictoiially 

infinitelv superior to the majority of the elaborately re¬ 

touched, and over-worked, ones too often seen Leie. Tak¬ 

ing portraiture as it is1 at present, it may be1 asked ii 

retouching has really improved photography—that is, tech¬ 

nical photography—considering that plates are far more . 

sensitive, find capable1 of yielding better results unde, vai w 

ing conditions than the old collodion process was? Judg¬ 

ing from the old portraits that suggested this article, we 

must confess that it does1 not appear to. have done, so ; it 

rather seems to have tended in a contrary direction. 

---♦-— 

THE LATE RICHARD LEACH MADDOX, M.D. 

At the great age of eiglity-five. Dr. R. L. Maddox died at 

Southampton, on Sunday, May 11th, and with liis disappear¬ 

ance one of the most interesting personalities in photography 

is taken from us. Only within the last few weens, we re¬ 

ceived a communication for publication from him ; .and it is 

remarkable to note that even in the later years of liis life, 

when acute physical pain rendered the use of the pen a matter 

of great irksomeness to him, he manifested an unflagging in¬ 

terest in photographic progress. His association with this 

Jottexal and its Almaxac extended over a period of forty 

years, and a list of liis contributions, on photographic and 

photo-micrograpliic subjects would he a very lengthy one. By 

his death we have cause to regret the snapping of an old and 

valuable link with the past which cannot be replaced. 

We are. indebted to Mrs. Gillies, Dr. Maddox’s daughter, 

for the following particulars of his life:—“Born in 1816, for 

many years he lived at Constantinople, practising there as 

doctor, and where he married, in 1849, Amelia, a daughter of 

Benjamin Winn Ford, Esq., of that city, by whom he. had 

a son, Richard Willes Maddox, artist, and a daughter, myself, 

the widow of Captain Andrew Gillies. My mother died iii 

1871, and in 1875 Dr. Maddox was married again to Agnes, a 

daughter of George Sharp, Esq., of Newport, Isle of Wight, 

who survives him, and by whom he had one son, Walter 

Vaughan Maddox. In 1875 my father left England for Ajaccio, 

where he practised among the English residents. From Corsica 

he and Mrs. Maddox went to Borclighera, remaining there some 

months. Dr. Maddox also practised near Genoa. He was also 

at different times resident physician to the late Duke of 

Montrose, the late Sir Watkins Williams W ynn, and the late 

Lady Katherine Bannerman. Dr. Maddox then lived for some 

years at Gunnersbury, and since 1886 has resided at Green- 

bank, Portswood, Southampton, in a most retired manner, 

but still interested in everything relating to science, fre¬ 

quently writing for journals and papers m Ameiica, Fiance, 

and England. The loss to his. family is beyond all words. 

They desire to thank the many scientific friends for their 

kindly sympathy, so much appreciated by them. My father’s 

medical attendant, Dr. Wales, said it was simply the tiiumpli 

of mind over body” that had kept him alive so long. He was 

interred on the 15th inst., in the Southampton Cemetery.'” 

Commencing photography in 1853, the most notable piece cf 

work associated with Maddox’s name was undoubtedly the pub¬ 

lication in the Bkitish Jottbnal of Photogbaphy, on Septembei 

8th, 1871, of the first real attempt on record to compound a 

practicable gelatino-bromide emulsion. We reproduce the 

article in full, as it will probably interest many of the younger 

generation of photographers who are ignorant of the slow and 

laborious manner in which gelatine photography was placed 

within general reach : — 

AX EXPEBIMEXT WITH GELATIXO-BBOMIDE. 

The collodio-bromide processes have for some time held a con¬ 

siderable place in the pages of The Bkitish Joubxal of Photo¬ 

gbaphy, and obtained such a prominent chance of being eventu¬ 

ally the process of the day in the dry way, that a few remarks 

upon the application of another medium, may perhaps not he 

uninteresting to the readers of the Journal, though little more 

can be stated than the result of somewhat careiess ex¬ 

periments tried at first on an exceedingly dull afternoon. It 

is not for a mom ent supposed to be new, for the chances of 

novelty in photography are small, seeing the legion of ardent 

workers and the ground already trodden by its devotees, so 

that for outsiders little remains except to take the result of 

labours so industriously and largely circulated through these 

pages and be thankful. Gelatine, which forms the medium 

of so. many printing processes, and which doubtless is yet to 

form the base of more, was tried in the place of collection in 

this manner:—Thirty grains of Nelson’s gelatine were washed 

in cold water, then left to swell for several hours, when all 

the water was poured off and the gelatine set in a wide-mouthed 

bottle, with the addition of four drachms of pure water and 

two small drops of aqua regia, and then placed in a basin of 

hot water for solution. Eight grains of bromide of cadmium 

dissolved in half-a-drachm of pure water were now added, 

and the solution stirred gently. Fifteen grains of nitrate of 

silver were next dissolved m half-a-drachm of water in a test 

tube, and the whole taken into the dark-room, when the latter 

was added to the former slowly, stirring the mixture the whole 

time. This gave a fine milky emulsion, and was left for a little 

while to settle. A few plates of glass well cleaned were next 

levelled on a metal plate put over a small lamp ; they were, 

when fully warmed, coated by the emulsion spread to the 

edges by a glass rod, then returned to their places and left 

to dry. When dry, the plates had a thin, opalescent appear¬ 

ance, and the deposit of bromide seemed to be very evenly 

spread in the substance cf the substratum. These plates were 

printed from in succession from different negatives, one of 

which had been, taken yrears since on albumen with ox-gall 

and diluted phosphoric acid, sensitised in an acid nitrate bath, 

and developed with pyrogallic acid, furnishing a beautiful warm 

brown tint. 
The exposure varied from the first plate thirty seconds to a 

minute and a half, as the light was very poor. No vestige of 

an outline appeared on removal from the printing-frame. The 

plates were dipped in water to wet the surface, and over them 

was poured a plain solution of pyrogallic acid, four grains to 

the ounce of water. Soon a faint but clean image was seen ; 
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which gradually intensified up to a certain point, then browned 

all over ; hence the development in the others was stopped at 

fin early stage, the plate washed, and fhe development con¬ 

tinued with fresh pyro,, with one drop of a ten-grain solution 

of nitrate of silver, then re-washed and cleared by a solution 

of hyposulphite of soda. The resulting prints were very deli¬ 

cate in detail, of a colour varying between a bistre and olive 

tint, and after washing dried with a brilliant surface. The 

colour of the print varied greatly, according to the exposure. 

From the colour and delicacy, it struck me that with care 

to strain the gelatine, or use only the clearest portion, such a 

process might be utilised for transparencies for the lantern 

and the sensitive plates be readily prepared. Some plates 

were fumed with ammonia ; these fogged under the pyro. solu¬ 

tion. The proportions set down were only taken at random, 

and are certainly not as sensitive as might be procured under 

trials. The remaining emulsion was left shut up in a box 

in the dark-room, an 1 tried on the third day after preparation ; 

but the sensibility had, it seems, greatly diminished, though 

the emulsion, when rendered fluid by gently warming, appeared 

creamy and the bromide thoroughly suspended. Some of this 

was now applied to some pieces of paper by means of a glass 

rod, and hung up to surface dry, then dried fully on the warmed 

level plate, and treated as sensitised paper. One kind of paper 

that evidently was largely adulterated by some earthy base 

dried without any brilliancy, but gave, under exposure of a 

negative for thirty seconds, very nicely-toned prints when de¬ 

veloped with, a weak solution of pyro., having very much the 

lock of a neutral-toned carbon print without my glaze, and I 

think might be rendered useful on plain paper. Some old 

allumenised paper of Marion’s was tried, the emulsion being 

poured both on the albumen side and, m other pieces, on 

the plain side, but the salting evidently greatly interfered, 

the resulting prints being dirty-looking and greyed all over. 

Tnese papers fumed with ammonia turned grey under develop¬ 

ment. They printed - very slowly, even in strong sunlight, 

and were none of them left long enough to develop into a 

full print. After vmsliing they were cleared by weak hypo, 

solution. It is very possible the iron developer may be em¬ 

ployed for the glass prints, provided the usual acidification 

does not render the gelatine soft under development. The 

.slowness may depend in part on the proportions of bromide 

and nitrate not being correctly balanced, especially as the 

ordinary, not the anhydrous, bromide was used, and on the 

quantities being too small for the proportion of gelatine. 

Whether the plates would be more sensitive if used when 

only surface dry is a question of experiment; also, whether 

other bromides than the one tried may not prove more ad¬ 

vantageous in the presence of the neutral salt resulting from 

the decomposition, or the omission or decrease of the quantity 

of aqua regia. Very probably also the development by gallic 

acid and acetate of lead developer may furnish better results 

than the plain pyro. As there will be no chance of my being 

able to continue these experiments, they are placed in their 

crude state before the readers of the Journal, and may eventu¬ 

ally receive correction and improvement under abler hauds. 

So far as can be judged, the process seems quite worth more 

carefully conducted experiments, and, if found advantageous, 

adds another handle to the photographer’s wheel. 

Eight years later, when tracing the rise and progress of 

gelatine emulsion photography, the late W. B. Bolton, no 

mean authority, wrote of Maddox’s experiments in the following 

terms* : — 

“Tliis formula differs in but one or two respects from the 

average formula given at the present time f18791. In the first 

* “ B.J. Almanac,” 1880, page 24. 

place, aqua regia is used, which must have an injurious action 

upon the gelatine ; and, in the second place, an excess of silver 

exists in the finished emulsion. What that excess may be it 

is impossible to say without more definite information as t<> 

quantity and strength of aqua regia employed. But let us 

turn to the working of this ‘pioneer’ gelatine emulsion as 

described by Dr. Maddox himself. The plates were exposed: 

under negatives, the exposures extending from half-a-minuti to 

a minute and a half in a very poor light. The development 

was conducted with a plain four-grain solution of pyro., and 

after a thin, clear image appeared, it was intensified with pyro 

and silver. Some plates fumed with ammonia fogged instantly 

on the application of the developer. The emulsion, three days 

after preparation, was found to have greatly diminished in 

sensitiveness. It must be borne in mind that no instructions 

are given for removing the superfluous salts from the emulsion 

after sensitising, and that, therefore, in addition to the nitrate 

of sodium formed by double decomposition, the mixture con¬ 

tained free silver and free nitric acid. The presence of these 

two latter would sufficiently account for the development pro¬ 

ceeding under the action of plain pyro. solution, the operation 

consisting, in fact, of silver development, and would further 

explain the slowness of the plates which Dr. Maddox com¬ 

plained of in the course of his article. Moreover, it is not 

surprising that after fuming with ammonia (which would 

neutralise the restraining acid) the plates should fog on the 

application of pyro., for in the absence of any restrainer the 

free silver contained in the film would be instantly reduced. 

Such was the first attempt to utilise gelatine as a vehicle in 

which to suspend the sensitive silver salts in place of collodion ; 

and though it proved the possibility of thus utilising gelatine, 

the experiment cannot be said to have turned out a success. 

It is not difficult at this date to point out where Dr. Maddox 

failed ; the emulsion itself was not so much in fault as the out¬ 

side circumstances under which it was to be worked.” 

Maddox’s experiments received, in a marked degree, the 

stamp of public acknowledgment, although it must be con¬ 

fessed the recognition was in many cases somewhat tardy. 

The gold modal of the Inventions Exhibition held in 1885 was 

awarded to him ; and other distinctions were the John Scot 

bronze medal from Philadelphia ; a bronze medal from 

Brussels ; a gold medal from Antwerp, and numerous diplomas. 

The Progress Medal of the Royal Photographic Society was 

conferred upon Maddox on February 12th, 1901, the present 

Editor of this Journal having the honour of being deputed 

to receive the medal on behalf of the distinguished experi¬ 

mentalist. In the autumn of 1891 the Journal also took the 

initiative in raising a sum of between £500 and £600, contri¬ 

buted by photographers in England, France, Germany, and 

America, in recognition of the value of his work. 

In microscopy and photo-micrography, Maddox also did dis¬ 

tinguished work, and the latter subject gave him a theme for 

an excellent series of articles in the-volume of the Journal for 

1883. In the following year his portrait and biography were 

also published m these pages, and the following extract from 

the appreciation of him then given will show the esteem with 

which his microscopic work had long been held .— 

“ Dr. R. L. Maddox, after a voyage round the world in 1839'- 

40, in search of health, spent many years abroad practising in an 

official and private capacity, but had eventually to renounce 

the arduous duties of his profession from constant suffering of 

a very painful nature, which has extended over half-a-century. 

He had early taken up the subject of microscopy as connected 

with his profession, and had translated Dr. Dujardin’s manual 

at the time that Quekett’s ‘ Treatise on the Mmroscope’ ap¬ 

peared. Owing to the impossibility of arranging for the use of 

the beautiful plates of Dujardin’s work, the translation wras 

never published. Being obliged to return to England, Dr. 
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Maddox employed himself in trying to extend the labouis of 

, others by combining photography with microscopic research, 

and in this path was so far successful as to be the recipient of 

two medals, and for his various writings on this and micro¬ 

scopical subjects he was elected an Honorary Fellow of the 

Royal Microscopical Society. About the time of his intro¬ 

duction of the gelatino-bromide process, Dr. Maddox was carry¬ 

ing on a series of examinations on the living organisms found 

in the atmosphere, and which necessitated prolonged and tedious 

work with the microscope, amounting sometimes to sixteen 

hours in the day. In his method he differed entirely from 

those who had preceded him, and this has been made the basis 

■of further and most extended researches by others, especially 

by Dr. Douglas Cunningham and his friend, Dr. Miquel, of the 

Observatory of Montsouris, Paris. Dr. Maddox used an ap¬ 

paratus of his own invention—the ‘ aeroconiscope a kind of 

multiple funnel set up as a vane. The wind traversing this 

instrument deposited the organisms on a thin cover-glass duly 

prepared for the purpose. The organisms were then cultivated, 

and many of them carefully figured, the results being published 

in the current Monthly Microscopical Journal. 

Of the gelatino-bromide process we need scarcely say more 

than that its present high state of utility has been brought 

about by the labours of the many, and Dr. Maddox may justly 

be proud that he closed his paper on the process with the hope 

that he had given another handle to the photographers’ wheel, 

which has indeed, without restriction, been turned to their 

common benefit. He gave much of his time to microscopic 

drawing, as is attested in the work of the late Dr. Parkes on 

< Hygiene,’ and Dr. Nayler on ‘ Skin Diseases,’ and other 

authors ; but his coloured drawings of many of the Diatomaceoe 

under re-agents, and his figures of the ferments in the deposits 

•of beer, etc., have, we believe, never been published. Worn 

down by much suffering, he was again obliged to reside abroad 

for a considerable period, and renounce his favourite pursuits ; 

but since his return he has devoted much of his time to them, 

especially in the endeavour to photograph the Bacteria— 

some of the minutest living entities, which require both skill 

and patience for reproduction by photography. Dr. Maddox 

was always ready to impart any information he might possess, 

holding that the claims of science, for her advancement, were—- 

* if freely ye have received, freely give.’ 

In aletter to Mr. W. -J. Harrison, published in these columns 

on November 4th, 1887, Dr. Maddox explains why in emulsion 

work his attention was directed to gelatine and silver bromide : 

“Firstly, the cost of the collodion, with the troublesome manu¬ 

facture of the cotton ; secondly, health more or less affected 

by its constant use when working, as I was, in my camera, 

a dressing-room, often at a very high temperature in the summer 

months ; and, thirdly, dissatisfaction with the dry methods for 

the photo-micrographic work upon which I was much engaged. 

The first reason may be- dismissed as of little moment when 

there was an adequate return upon the work done, but not 

so when there was an absolute loss even in an amateur’s point 

of view. The second reason was a more important one. Being 

often shut up for hours in the said camera, the temperature at 

full summer heat, I found the system completely saturated 

with the vapour of the collodion, so much so, that it could be 

tasted in the breath on awaking in the night, and sleep was 

generally much disturbed and unrefreshing, while it was much 

needed to restore the nervous energy wasted by constant suffer¬ 

ing, often very severe in character ; moreover, there was an 

outcry in the household that the collodion vapour unpleasantly 

pervaded, every room in the house. The third reason was 

that I could find no satisfactory dry or sticky process that did 

not embrace the first two reasons, and add another of its own 

in the shape of additional time and trouble in the preparation 

of the plate. These reasons set me experimenting, sometimes 

on paper, sometimes on glass, with vegetable gummy matters, 

as lichen, linseed, quince-seed ; and with starchy substances 

as rice, tapioca, sago, etc. ; and with waxy material as Japan¬ 

ese vegetable wax. Often I fancied I was just within the 

doorway when the door closed, and ether plans had to be 

tried. All the literature I could find bordering on the subject 

was searched, but it rather bewildered than enlightened. At 

last I turned to the animal series, and wasted many eggs and 

some little silver ; then I went to the finest isinglass, at about 

twenty shillings the pound weight, and the very first experiment 

led me to bepe I was on the right track, only something had 

to be altered, as I was using iodo-bromide in varying collodion 

proportions, and the isinglass did not appear to yield a suffi¬ 

ciently even surface, in spite of all kinds of filtering; yet 

confidence was felt that a vein had been struck. Search was 

now made in the house for a packet of Ne1 son’s gelatine; this 

afforded a better surface, especially as the plates were dried 

generally on a hot one-inch thick iron slab, and tested at once. 

Then came the mixture of isinglass and gelatine, but the ad¬ 

vantages pointed to gelatine. The little plates were tried under 

a negative, then on out-of-lcor objects, but it was impossible 

to get some laurels depicted in anything more than black and 

white. I remembered that someone had stated that the bro¬ 

mides were better suited than the iodides for foliage; nov? 

came the experiment of diminishing the iodide and increasing 

the bromide, until it settled into bromide alone. Yet I was 

not satisfied, but experimenting went on so rapidly that often I 

did not wait to filter the gelatine before mixing the bromide of 

silver in it. Before this period, that talented experimenter, 

Mr. Carey Lea, had spoken of the use of aqua regia, and my 

attention was turned to it, fancying that its use would decom¬ 

pose some of the gelatine and furnish the extra silver a chance 

of forming an organic salt of silver, which might possibly im¬ 

prove the image. After working with this, and getting more 

satisfactory results, various substances were mixed with the 

gelatine, as gum, sugar, glycerine, etc., which gave different 

tints to the developed negatives, and it was seen that it only 

required farther experimenting to put gelatine into use ; for 

some of the negatives were fairly plucky and half-tones beauti¬ 

fully rendered, but compared with collodion the gelatine was 

slower, although it stood its ground with some of the dry 

processes. Paper had not been neglected, for amongst the 

paper trials with the gelatine was one which I thought gave 

much promise, the tint on development equal to much of the 

kind of the present day. This was obtained by the addition of 

a small quantity of arsenite of silver. There was no thought 

of bringing the subject into notice until it had been lifted 

from the cradle. Soaking the plates before use, for of course 

I. knew the useless salts were left in the gelatine, was noted 

down for trial; but at this stage, and while in the very heyday 

of experimenting, there came an urgent appeal from my kind 

friend, Mr. J. Traill Taylor, to assist him without delay by 

an article for The British Journal of Photography, of which 

he was the Editor, as he had been taken seriously ill. M ithout 

a moment’s hesitation, and thinking it would give my friend 

pleasure, the hurriedly written and fragmentary article that 

appeared in the September Journal of 1871 was forwarded to 

him, and proofs of sundry negatives were also sent, some of 

which, almost entirely defaced, my friend Mr. "W. B. Bolton an l 

I found three or four years since amongst the glass in the office 

at No. 2, York Street. Another pen had also come to the 

rescue, and my paper was deferred to the following weekly 

issue, when Mr. Taylor, with far-sighted judgment, noted the 

pi'oeess had a future before it. Health had now fairly broken 

down, rest was needed, so that very little farther experimenting 

was done, and as there were other irons in the fire demanding 

attention, the process was offered to a firm in Southampton 
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from whom I used to get my albumenised paper ; but it was 

found there was no time to continue the necessary experiments 

to raise the rapidity and enhance its value. This was done 

at different stages by others, almost two years after I had freely 

givep to the public what had cost me much time and labour.” 

If Maddox’s experiment in emulsifying silver in gelatine does 

not entitle him to the credit, somewhat erroneously attributed 

to him, of having “ invented ” the gelatine dry plate, there is 

no doubt that it pointed the way for others in the work. It 

must not be forgotten that Harrison and Gaudin perceived the 

possibilities of gelatine for the purpose ; and that the real 

difficulties of the process were encountered and overcome by 

those who followed after Maddox, whose ideas, as Bolton points 

out, were not altogether completely practicable. All the same, 

there stands the initial formula, which produced silver images 

in gelatine, and the historian is therefore justified in assigning 

to Maddox the distinction of making a new departure in ex¬ 

perimental procedure. A pleasant trait of the deceased gentle¬ 

man’s character was his readiness to help, to< the fullest of his 

capabilities, those who sought his advice and help in photo¬ 

graphic and photo-micrographic work. 

-♦- 

THE PHOTOGRAPHERS’ CHURCH PARADE.—SERMON 

BY THE REV. E. HUSBAND. 

[Reprinted from the “ Folkestone Express,” May 24, 1902.] 

At St. Michael’s Church, Folkestone, on Whit Sunday, the Rev. 

Edward Husband conducted a Photographers’ Church Parade— 

the first service of its kind. Of course there was not a 

“ procession ” of photographers, as there is on Cyclists’ Sunday, 

but there was a large congregation, who listened with much 

interest to the rev. gentleman’s address. The service was 

bright with music, both instrumental and vocal, and all 

present enjoyed a peaceful afternoon, and left the church with, 

perhaps, some new ideas upon which to ponder during the 

week. The address was as follows:—- 

It is not our usual custom to preface our Sunday afternoon 

addresses in this Church with a text, but on this occasion we 

propose taking a text, and making it afterwards the sacred 

motto of our “ Photographers’ Church Parades ”—“ In ail thy 

ways acknowledge Him, and He shall direct thy paths ” (Pro¬ 

verbs iii., 6.) It is Customary with a great many good people 

to sever religion from the arts and sciences, and to recognise 

no affinity the one with the other; and “ to keep religion and 

science shut off from one another in two different compart¬ 

ments of the mind.” It has for its parallel those who think 

that religion is a Sunday, and not a week day observance. 

“ The tide comes twice a day in our labour,” said a great 

intellectual speaker, “ but to some minds they only come once 

in seven days in God’s harbour of the sanctuary.” They rise 

on Sunday, but ebb Monday, and are down and out all the 

rest of the week. Men write over their business door, “ Busi¬ 

ness is business,” and over the church door, “ Religion is 

religion,” and they say to religion, “ Never come in here,” 

and to business, “ Never go in there.” “ Let us have no secular 

things irtj the pulpit,” they say, “ we get enough of them 

through the week.” And so our week day work is put outside 

the domain of religion, although nearly the whole of Christ’s 

religious life of thirty-three years on earth was spent in work 

as a carpenter at Nazareth. For He lived in retirement at 

Nazareth for thirty years, working with the hammer and the 

plane, but His public ministry occupied only the last three 

years of his life; yet I think no one would wish to argue that 

His life at Nazareth during those thirty years of work was 

less religious than‘His three years of public ministry. Now 

with regard to the arts and sciences, we claim them to be 

a part of what is named in general terms religion. No one 

has done more in these days to teach this gnat truth than 

the late Professor Drummond, who “ championed the cause <4 

science as a torch-bearer to religion.” Who is it that has 

enabled man to invent the wonders of science? Who is it that 

has decreed divine laws by which such wonders become 

possible? Is it not God? Genius and the power to invent 

are Divine gilts, and I think we ought to thank God for all 

His gifts, and not merely for some of them, and to “ acknow¬ 

ledge Him ” in all these great marvels of science, and to 

recognise His Hand in connection with all the wonders and 

beauties of art. Who has been the greatest Bible preacher, 

for instance, during the past generation or two? Who has 

been the greatest teacher of the Holy Scriptures to the world l 

It has been the invention of printing. Were we without the 

invention of printing, and only had a copy of the Bible written 

cn parchment, as it used to be, chained to the wall in a few 

privileged churches in our midst, the people, as a mass, 

would grow up ignorant of their Bible. The printing press 

has taught the people, and the Bible has become the cheapest 

and most universal of all books, so that now-a-days a Bible 

can be bought for sixpence! We claim for the wonderful in¬ 

vention of printing that it has religion stamped upon it, and 

that its invention was a Divine gift. And, to give another 

illustration, nothing is more intimately linked on to religion 

than the world of Nature. “ Speak to the earth,” as Job said 

m the days of old, “ and it shall teach thee ” (xii., 8). “ God,” 

as Luther once said, “ writes the Gospel not in the Bible alone, 

but on trees and flowers, and clouds and stars.” The finest, 

grandest, truest, sermons we have ever heard preached have 

been from the pulpit of Nature. Everywhere Nature takes the 

one text, “God is love.” In the pulpits of our churches and 

chapels we hear too often the rancour of “ party ” strife, bitter 

denunciation, and narrow-mindedness. We too often hear God 

represented as One anything but a God of love. And then, as 

at this time of year, we go out into our lanes and woods and 

listen to the Voice speaking from the pulpit of Nature, and 

ask ourselves the question, “ Why did God make Nature so. 

beautiful for us ? ” (as the well-known lines of a poet have ex¬ 

pressed it)—- 

“ God might have made the earth bring forth 

Enough for great and small, 

The oak tree and the cedar tree, 

Without a flower at all. 

He might have made enough, enough 

For every want of ours, 

For luxury, medicine, and toil, 

And yet have made no flowers.” 

And there is only one answer to these questions, and that is 

that the pulpit of Nature always takes the one text to preach 

from, and that one text is—“ God is love.” Amongst the most 

wonderful inventions that God has enabled man to discover 

(for the laws which govern photography existed before photo¬ 

graphy was discovered) is that of photography. Light is one 

of the chief governing laws of photography, and “ light is 

perhaps the most wonderful of all visible things. ’ Light comes 

direct from God. In the age of creation God said, “ Let there- 

be light. And there was light.” But, like all God’s good- 

gifts, if we abuse them they, can become our enemies; and 

light can become the photographer’s greatest enemy, which 

when rightly used is his best friend. “ And,” as the late 

Cardinal Newman said, “ things that do not admit of abuse have 

very little life in them.” But because light can be abused in 

the photographer’s dark-room, and elsewhere, that is no argu¬ 

ment against the proper use of light. And this rule applies 

to many other matters than the one we are considering this 

afternoon. Now we claim for the “ acknowledgment of God ” 

in the art of photography, and, although we are not 30 vairr 
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as to think that our addresses of the past live on in your 

memories, still we are propounding no new belief of 

our hearts in cur subject to-day, for some years ago 

we took for the subject of our address at cne cf 

our monthly “ Sunday Afternoons for the People,'’ 

“ Religion and Photography,” in which our teaching was in 

unison with that which we are propounding to-day. Photo¬ 

graphy preaches the God of Creation to the people, and 

! especially to those who have not the money to travel, by reveal¬ 

ing to them many of the beauties of God’s world. It is only, 

after all, the minority who have purses large enough to enable 

them to cross the seas, and to visit the distant portions of 

this beautiful earth of ours. But England is only a little 

island after all, and beautiful though many of her landscapes 

are, yet the maiority of the grandeurs of scenery are to be 

found in the great wide world abroad, such as Switzerland 

and Algeria, revealing the same loving hand of God which is 

to be found in all His works. But through the invention oi 

photography these distant scenes are now depicted on paper 

with a correctness and nicety beyond even that of the skilled 

painter. And just as printing has taught the Bible to the 

masses, so photography has revealed God in nature to the 

people. And now God’s wonders in Nature can be studied at 

home by the aid of a photographic print, and people who 

have never, for instance, been able to visit Palestine, can, 

through photography, realise exactly what in these days Jerusa- 

lum or Mount Zion, or Olivet are like, or what Nazareth is 

like, where the carpenter’s shop used to be, or what Bethlehem 

is like, beside the Judea hills. We see God’s hand in all this, 

and we ask you to “ acknowledge Him ” in this way. And in 

saying this we are not speaking of photography as a mere 

trade or a mere amateur’s “ hobby,” but we are speaking 

of the science of photography itself as a useful and beautiful 

art and as a marvellous science. But remember this, photography 

as yet is in its merest infancy, for, as you know, it was only 

in 1837 that the first photographs on paper were made. But 

already we have had marvellous photographic developments, 

I and amongst them is that of what are termed the X rays. See 

what already this discovery has done for the surgery! See 

how it has helped to ease sufferers of their pains, and to reveal 

the medical treatment necessary to enable them to regain the 

priceless blessing of health. A fewT days ago we read in some 

of the newspapers a most cheerful piece of—may I not call 

it photographic news?—with regard to these X rays. A tele¬ 

gram from America said, “ Experiments made with X rays on 

eggs indicate that the rays destroy the germ cells, thus pre¬ 

venting incubation. From the experiments it has been deduced 

that the cure of cancer and consumption by means of the rays 

will be permanent, not merely temporary.” And all this from 

an art, as I have said, in its veriest infancy, before which 

developments are wmiting to unfold themselves, such as colour 

photography, and further discoveries to aid the surgeon in his 

treatment of the sick and suffering. And I regard this “Photo¬ 

graphers’ Church Parade ” as a public act of “ acknowledging ” 

God in our “way.” It is but following in the wake of the 

British Association, founded at York in 1831, at the suggestion 

of Sir David Brewster, for the purpose of stimulating scientific 

inquiry, and for promoting the intercourse of scientific men, 

and which attends a special service in church at the time of 

its annual meeting, which may fairly be termed a “ British 

Association Church Parade.” The acknowledgment of God in 

all our “ ways ” is our duty. To ignore it is to stop God’s 

blessing descending on our work. It is just the same with 

a nation. A nation that disowns or rejects God always comes 

to ruin. “ Righteousness,” says the Book of Books, “ exalteth 

a nation” (Proverbs xiv., 34). To our minds the acknowledg¬ 

ment of the God who gives gifts unto men, is like the saying 

of grace before a meal. There will be some in the world to* 

say it is not necessary to thank God for endowing man with 

genius, and the gift to invent wonders like photography. “Me 

have to thank ” (such would go on to say) “ the lens manu¬ 

facturers, end the plate makers, and the dispensers of the 

photographic chemicals.” And, to be logical, such persons- 

might equally argue that there was no need to say grace before 

meals, for those we have to thank, such would argue, are the 

butchers, the bakers, and the grocers ! But who, we ask, made 

the corn to grow ? Who made “the cattle on a thousand hills ” ? 

Who made the vegetables tc grow in the fields and in the 

gardens? And so with photography. Who gave the world 

light? Who gave men talent, and genius, and the power to 

invent, and to discover hidden wonders ? God ! And this is 

why we advocate a “ Photographers’ Church Parade,” that in. 

that wonderful art of photography we may publicly recognise- 

the Hand of God. And if we thus recognise and acknowledge 

God in the great arts and sciences, it will not only bring down 

a special blessing upon those arts and sciences themselves,, 

but it will also bring down a special blessing upon those who 

work in connection with those arts and sciences. But no words 

of our own are necessary, for our text this afternoon explains 

everything—'" In all thy ways acknowledge Him, and He shall, 

direct thy paths.” 
---- > —-—— - 

PHOTOGRAPHIC PERMANENCE AND THE AMATEUR 

PHOTOGRAPHIC EXCHANGE CLUB—1860-64. 
[A Paper read before the Franklin Institute, and reprinted from its Journal 

for May.] 

(Being the Address of the Retiring President.) 

I. 
With the very first experiment in photography the question as 

to permanence of results arose. The process of Wedgewood 

and Davy failed in practical results, mainly because the pic¬ 

tures were permanent only when examined by artificial light, 

and even then deteriorated. The question, “ How long will 

it keep ?” has been running all through the literature of 

photography to the present time, and to-day, owing to the wide 

range in the applications of photography, it is continually re¬ 

curring in regard to the preparations used, but more especially, 

in view of the growing application for record purposes, in. 

regard to the final product, the. finished print. The question 

as to the keeping qualities of any of the preparations used in 

any of the stages of the photographic practice toward the finished 

print is a very secondary one, except in so far as it may affect, 

the permanence of the print. Whether developers will keep, 

matters, upon the whole, very little. Their very efficiency de¬ 

pends, in fact, upon their chemical instability. It is only a 

question of a little more or less trouble, anu perhaps a little 

more expense. So, in regard to fixing solutions, wheie in¬ 

stability may have graver consequences to the finished print, 

there need be no room for question, because they can be placed 

above suspicion by fresh preparation. But how long negative 

plates or films will keep in good condition before exposure 

in the camera, and under what conditions, is not simp 1} a 

question of convenience or expense, but of applicability of 

photography, where considerable time must necessarily inter- 

icne between their preparation and use, as upon scientific 

and other expeditions. Closely related to this is the other 

question, as to the length of time allowable after exposure 

before development. These questions are, however, of im¬ 

portance, practically only between comparatively narrow limits. 

An answer to the question as to the years that dry plates will 

keep in good photographic condition, or whether they will 

keep indefinitely, has, however, some interest, as affording an a 

fortiori argument for belief in and demand for plates that may 

keep in good condition for any particular purpose. But it 

is when we come to the print, as has been said, the question 
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assumes its highest importance, a dominant character. All 

■consideration of the photomechanical print may be omitted in 

this connection. It has a utility and permanence all its own, 

but, as it is necessarily not strictly photographic, but one 

remove from the photograph, if it lacks some of the record 

qualities, esjiecially of minute microscopic rendering of details, 

it fails, it might be said, in original entry quality of the 

photograph. 

It is not proposed this evening to traverse this question of 

photographic permanence exhaustively, or to discuss it by 

means of facts independently and scientifically established, 

but rather as a question to be determined empirically by means 

■of data of the highest character for authenticity, furnished'by 

one of the earliest photographic organisations—the Amateur 

Photographic Exchange Club, from 1860 to 1864, composed cf 

men of careful habits of systematic work and observation, 

many of high scientific attainments. 

As preliminary, it may be well to fix definitely what is 

meant by time-effect in this connection. Time is recognised 

.as so necessary" a factor, that it has almost come to be regarded 

as capable per se of producing changes, or that some things 

will change, perhaps, all things deteriorate, simply with lapse 

of time. Now a time effect per sc is inconceivable, and we are 

justified in any case of, what for convenience may be called 

photographic change, in looking for some cause as fully as 

we are justified in mechanics in assuming a cause where a body 

•changes its state of rest, or of uniform motion in a straight 

line. These causes of change in sensitive films, and other 

photographic preparations, may be internal or external, or a 

•combination of both. They may be minute, feeble, operating 

•slowly, but with cumulative effect, through a very long time. 

There may be in some cares molecular movements in a sensitive 

film that will gradually change its photographic character. 

There are many analogies, physical and chemical, to suggest 

it. In a supersaturated solution of a salt, crystallization may 

take place rapidly, but gradually enough to be watched, and 

just as such crystallization can be started by an external 

mechanical impulse, so, it is conceivable, external causes, 

changes of temperature, vibrations of all kinds, even jarring of 

floors and buildings, may assist, even if they do not originate, 

molecular changes that may affect the whole photographic 

character of a film. 

Perhaps a more analogous case is that of the' slow crystalliza¬ 

tion of axles, wheels, bolts, cannon, and so forth by jarrinw 

We are familiar, too, with what is called the “ continuating 

action ” of light, and it is a question whether sufficient allow¬ 

ance has been made for this fact in accounting for deterioration 

of films, and papers exposed even to a very feeble light during 

preparation in drying. Experiments made upon papers, though 

not as decisive as could be wished, seemed to substantiate 

this view. Again, well-defined chemical reactions, as ex¬ 

perience in the laboratory shows, require time, and in many 

cases prolonged time, for perceptible result, and such may be 

taking place slowly in a sensitive film, and eventually affect 

decidedly its character. When, further, all that is covered 

by the term atmospheric conditions, normal and abnormal, 

is taken into consideration, we have a legion of possible agents 

operating to change photographic preparations and products. 

Now, the fact to be recognised is, that all these conditions are 

matter of observation and investigation, and in many cases 

may be eliminated or neutralised, as the great advance in cer¬ 

tainty and keeping qualities of plates and papers in the past 

few years shows. 

In investigation of such conditions a natural tendency to 

give, perhaps, undue weight to established chemical reactions 

may cause minute subtle conditions to be overlooked, accom¬ 

panied by a conscious or unconscious assumption that highly 

sensitive photographic compounds are in their very nature 

sensitive to other physical and chemical agencies than light; 

that they are in short in their nature wanting in permanence, 

in spite of the fact that silver chloride, bromide, and iodide 

are amongst the most stable chemical compounds, so far as 

other agencies than light are concerned. An over-caution re¬ 

sulting from this want of faith in photographic preparations 

often manifests itself in a priori conclusions, and positive, 

scarcely tested statements, and a time-limit has been fixed 

entirely unwarranted, and once fixed is apt to maintain its 

place. As a little illustration, it was stated by someone that 

blue print sensitising solution would not keep ; it became 

permanently incorporated in photographic literature, and 

there it remains in spite of published statements, again and 

again, that it will keep unimpaired for years, and many may 

be deterred from its use by this positive charge of instability. 

Time has in very many cases, then, doubtless, been made the 

scapegoat for many avoidable causes of photographic deteriora¬ 

tion, for imperfect knowledge or oversight of conditions, for 

unscientific or careless work, for improper treatment, and 

storage, etc. The survival of one specimen in excellent condi¬ 

tion is sufficient to establish permanence of any method, and 

direct investigation to the causes of deterioration with certainty 

of success in discovering and combating. . ; 

Considerations such as these suggested that the objective 

presentation this evening simply of some well-authenticated 

facts in this connection might not be without general interest, 

and at the scame time recall some of the pioneer workers of 

your city. As to the keeping qualities of gelatino-bromide 

plates, it may be well to recall a partial report made at a pre¬ 

vious meeting of this section. Reports upon this point have 

been exclusively made upon plates that have remained unused 

by accident, and not upon those carefully tested and deliber¬ 

ately placed aside for this purpose. One or two failures with 

plates kept longer than usual, ascribed to their age, served 

to fix a time-limit beyond which others were not permitted to 

go before use, and unused ones would not be likely to receive 

much care. Unopened dozen boxes out of gross boxes of plates, 

by Cramer, Inglis, and Eastman, in my possession since 1884, 

were furnished to this Section and to the Philadelphia Photo¬ 

graphic Society to be tested. Plates from the same lot had 

been tested at different intervals since that date by myself 

and others. The results were generally as satisfactory as with 

the plates originally. The plates at that time had not the 

rapidity of plates subsequently prepared, and it is not possible 

to say positively whether there was any loss of sensitiveness 

with age, but there did not seem to be. 

According to report made by Mr. M. I. Wilbert to this 

Section, with the accompanying negatives upon the Cramer 

plates exhibited here, they seem to have been in as good con¬ 

dition as when first received fourteen years before. By a 

singular coincidence, illustrative of what has been stated, whilst 

these old plates were establishing the permanent excellence 

of the Cramer plates, that maker was advertising the innovation 

of affixing to packages of all plates sold the time-limit within 

which they would be guaranteed, and there was expectation on 

the part of some that this lead would be followed by other 

makers. But the advertisement liasi disappeared. An in¬ 

teresting report upon plates submitted to the Philadelphia 

Photographic Society by it3 technical committee is published 

in its proceedings,* with full discussion, including the effect 

of mode of packing the plates. Whilst the lot of plates at 

their disposal seemed to manifest a greater tendency to fog, 

this may have been due in part to shorter exjmsure and ener¬ 

getic development, as the plates, although the most rapid of 

that date, were not as sensitive as those of to-day. These 

* “ Journal of Photographic Society of Philadelphia,” Vol. 5, No. 6. 
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plates at the time they were submitted were, with reason, 

believed to be the oldest authenticated non-exposed plates, and 

are, probably, of gelatino-bromide plates ; but in the course: of 

the evening, in connection with other matters pertaining to the 

-chib already alluded to, prints will be laid before you from 

negatives made upon plates so much older before exposure 

that the importance of the preceding ones will be reduced. 

Charles F. Himes, Ph.D., LL.D. 

--♦--— 

fcxbibitions* 
THE R.P.S. EXHIBITION, 1902. 

The forty-seventh annual exhibition of the Royal Photographic 
Society of Great Britain will be held from the 29th of September to 
the 4th of November next, at the New Gallery, 121, Regent Street, 
London, W. The following a 

Pictorial Section. 

W. R. Bland, F.R.P.S. 
William Crooke. 
P. H Emerson, B.A., M. 

F. R.P.S. 
Colonel J. Gale, Hon. F.R.P.S. 
J. C. S. Mummery. 

re the judges - 

Scientific and Technical Sections. 
(IV. and V.) 

Sir William Abney, K.CB., 
F.R.S., F.R.P.S. 

Chapman Jones, F.I.C., F.CS., 
F R.P.S. 

E. Sanger Shepherd, F.R.P.S. 

THE SELECTING AND HANGING COMMITTEES CONSIST OF : — 

Scientific and Technical Sections 
(IV. and V.). 

Sir W. de AY. Abney, K.C.B., 
FRS.FR.PS. 

Arthur C. Beard 
Thomas Bolas. F.I C , F.C S 
Charles P. Butler, A.RC.Sc., 

F R.P.S. 
James Cadett. 
Douglas English, B. A. 
William Gamble. 
G. Lindsay Johnson, M.A., M.D. 
E. B. Knobel, F.R A.S. 
E. Sanger Shepherd, F.R.P.S. 
J. Wilson Swan, MA., F.RS., 

F.R. PS. 
Prof. W. C. Unwin, B Sc., F.R.S. 
Vaughan Cornish, D.Se., F.G S 
Cam. D Wilson-Barker, R.N., 

F.R.S.E. 

The exhibition will be inaugurated on Saturday, September 27th, 
by a private view, followed in the evening by a conversazione. It 
will remain open daily (Sundays excepted), from Monday, September 
29th, until Tuesday, November 4th, from 10 a.m. till 6 p.m. It will 
also be open on Monday, Thursday, and Saturday evenings, from 
7 till 10 p.m., when lantern slide exhibitions will be given in the North 
Gallery. Admission, during the day or evening, Is. Members of 
the society have free admission to the exhibition upon production 
•of their cards of membership. They receive a book of six passes (for 
presentation), and can purchase tickets or books of passes at half 
price. Every exhibitor who is not a member is entitled to a noil- 
transferable season ticket. Members of affiliated societies can purchase 
tickets of their respective secretaries at half price. 

The exhibition will be divided into five sections, namely :—- 

I. — Selected Pictorial Photographs. 
II. — General Professional Work. 
III. —Photographic Apparatus and Material. 
IV. -—Photo-mechanical Processes of Reproduction. 
V. —Scientific Photography and Photography in its Technical Appli¬ 

cations. 

GENERAL REGULATIONS. 

Acceptance of Regulations.—The sending of exhibits will be held 
to signify the acceptance by the exhibitor of the regulations herein 
laid down for the management of the exhibition, and any further 
regulations that may be found necessary to make. 

Medals.—Medals will be placed at the disposal of the judges in 
Sections I., IV., and V.. and the judges’ decision shall be final. 

Specifying Section.—Exhibitors are requested to specify the section 
in which their exhibits are to be placed. Exhibits which are not 
specifically entered for a particular section, and those which, in the 
committee’s opinion are entered in the wrong section, will be dealt 
with as the committee shall consider appropriate. 

Competition.—All exhibits will be considered as entered for compe¬ 

Pictorial Section. 

- J. T. Ashby. 
H. Walter Barnett. 
J. S Bergheim. 
W. R Bland, F R P S. 

•J. Page Croft. 
W. Crooke. 
John H. Gear, F.R P S. 
John Gunston. 
Martin Jacolette. 
The Rev. F. C. Lambert. M A. 
Llewellyn Morgan, M.D. 
J. C. S Mummery. 
Lyddell Sawyer. 
J C. Warburg. 
Eustace Young. 

tition (in those sections where medals are offered), unless the contrary 
is definitely expressed upon the entry form. Exhibits may be entered 
“Not for competition” in those sections in which medals are offered, 
at the option of the exhibitor, and, if accepted, will be so marked. 
Exhibits in the competitive sections whicli may be accepted, but 
do not comply with the regulations, will be marked “Not for com¬ 
petition,” without notice to the exhibitor. The Selecting Committees 
will make no distinction between members and non-members of tlm 
society, or between amateurs and professionals, except in so far as is 
contemplated in Section II. 

Ineligible Work.—Photographs coloured by hand, and (except in 
Section II.) photographs already shown at any public exhibition within 
the London postal district w ill not be eligible for admission. 

Lantern Slides, etc.—-Lantern and stereoscopic slides will be dis¬ 
played in frames and stereoscopes provided by the society. The loan 
of lantern slides for eveningl display during the: exhibition will not 
debar them in any way from future competition. 

Catalogue.—A catalogue of the exhibition will be published, and a 
copy supplied to every exhibitor. The Council reserve the right to 
reproduce any of the pictures or objects exhibited in the catalogue or 
in the society’s Journal, and to give permission for the publication of 
general views of the exhibition. 

Process.—Exhibitors are requested in all cases to specify the process 
by which their photographs have been produced, and particulars 
should be given of any new or special process. 

Framing.—Photographs in Oxford frames will not be accepted. 
Excessive breadth in frames or mounts, silvered, gilt, or oval frames, 
or projecting mouldings are undesirable, and may prevent photographs 
from securing admission, or the position they might otherwise merit. 
It is desirable that each photograph be separately framed. A label 
bearing the name and address of the exhibitor, with the title or 
description of the photograph, together with a number corresponding 
with that upon the entry form, must be affixed to the back of every 
frame. The front of the frame, the picture, or the mount, may bear 
the name of the exhibitor and the title of the picture, neatly inscribed, 
and these only. To prevent damage to other exhibits, all frames 
should have sunken backboards, and the fastening nails must not 
project, the back being finally covered with thick paper. No plates, 
rings, or screw-eyes should be affixed to’ the frames. 

Foreign and Colonial Exhibitors.—Foreign and Colonial exhibitors 
may send photographs unframed. They must, however, be mounted. 
The society will, without charge, provide frames for accepted photo¬ 
graphs. The attention of foreign and Colonial exhibitors is drawn 
to the following regulation :—That carriage to and from the exhibition 
must be paid by the exhibitor. American exhibitors are requested 
to make their own arrangements for the return of their exhibits. 

Charges.—Exhibitors are informed that the charges for space should 
not be sent with the entry form or exhibits, as heretofore. Those 
whose work is accepted will be notified of the amount due as soon as 
possible after the opening of the exhibition. Exhibitors in Section II.a 
and III. are required to pay for their space on allotment. A firm or 
company exhibiting in its corporate capacity is treated as a non- 
member, although one or more members of the firm may be members 
of the society. The privileges extended to members, in respect of 
charges, are granted only to those whose subscriptions are not in 
arrear, and in their individual capacity only. The charges made to 
those exhibitors who may be elected members of the society before 
the end of the current year, will be credited to the amount-of their 
subscription due upon election. 

Entry and Reception of Exhibits.—Exhibitors in Section I., II.6, 
IV., and V., must fill up the entry form supplied by the society, 
and send it by post to the Secretary, Royal Photographic Society of 
Great Britain, 66, Russell Square, London, W.C., on or before Friday. 
September 12th. Exhibits sent by carrier must be forwarded carriage 
paid, addressed to the Secretary. Roval Photographic Society of Great 
Britain, The New Gallery, 121, Regent Street, London, W., and 
must arrive on or before Thursday, September 11th. Exhibits may 
be delivered by hand, unpacked, at the New Gallery, 121. Regent 
Street, London, W., cn Friday, September 12th, between 10 a.m. and 
3 p.m., after which time and date no exhibit can, under any circum¬ 
stances, be received. 

Exhibitors in Section II. a, will be allowed to deliver, arrange, and 
hang their exhibits strictly between the hours of 10 a m. and b p.m., 
from September 15th to September 20th, after which time the com¬ 
mittee will complete the hanging of the Gallery. A list or description 
of the exhibits to be shown in this section must be in the secretary’s 
possession not later than Saturday, September 20th. if it be desired 
that particulars shall be included in the catalogue. Stallholders 
(Section III.) will be allowed to erect their stalls and deliver and 
arrange their exhibits between the hours of 10 a.m. and 6 p.m.. from 
September 15th to September 23rd. after vhich time any space allotted 
but not occupied will be disposed of as the committee shall decide. 
The exhibits for the table space in Section III. must be delivered at 
the Gallery not later than Saturday. September 20th. No charges 
whatsoever will be paid by the society on exhibits, and all exhibits 
upon which the carriers require payment will he refused. 
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Removal of Exhibits.—Exhibits in Sections I., II. 6, IV., an I Y., 
received in packing cases, will be repacked and despatched as soon 
as possible after the close of the exhibition. All other exhibits niv.st 
be removed on the day appointed, due notice of which will be sent 
to the exhibitors. Failing this, considerable expense will be incurred 
in removing and warehousing, which will be charged to the exhibitor, 
the society will not hold itself responsible for packing cases left on 
hand after the return of the exhibits. 

Sales.- The prices of photographs will be published in the cata¬ 
logue, so far as they are furnished by the exhibitors. Photographs 
not priced on the entry form will be taken as “not for sale.” Filteen 
per cent, commission will be deducted on all sales effected by the 
society. 

Damage.—The Council do not hold themselves responsible for any 
damage to, or loss of, exhibits while in the society’s custody, but 
every reasonable precaution will be taken for their safety. 

Rejection.—The right is reserved to reject any work that is con¬ 
sidered by the committees to be unsuitable. Exhibitors will be notified 
of the acceptance or non-acceptance of their works as soon as possible 
alter the selection has been performed. Exhibitors are to understand, 
however, that the society gives no undertaking that such notices will 
be issued before the opening of the exhibition, although every en¬ 
deavour will be made to ensure their early dispatch. The receipt ol 
cards of invitation to1 the private view or soiree should not be taken 
as evidence of the acceptance of an exhibit. 

Section I. 

SELECTED PICTORIAL PHOTOGRAPHS. 

The West Gallery will be set apart for this section, which will 
include portraiture, figure studies, landscape, architecture, exterior 
and interior work, stereoscopic prints and transparencies, lantern 
slides, etc., by any photographic process, competitive and non-com¬ 
petitive. Medals will be placed at the disposal of the judges. No 
exhibit will be eligible for an award unless the exhibitor has sub¬ 
scribed to the declaration on the entry form that, with the exception 
of mounting and framing, the work is entirely his own. In the case 
of lantern slides, the negative and the slide must both be the Avork 
of the exhibitor. If an award be made, it will be to an individual 
slide. 

Charges.—No charge will be made to members of the society or 
to foreign and Colonial exhibitors in this section. Non-members 
Avill be charged one shilling per square foot (minimum, five shilling-), 
and members of affiliated societies, sixpence per square foot (minimum, 
three shillings), of wall space occupied. To secure the benefit of this 
reduction, the entry form must be accompanied by the membership 
voucher, bearing the affiliation stamp for the current year, or by the 
affiliation annual with the voucher properly filled in. Lantern slides, 
stereoscopic, and other transparencies will be charged for as pictures! 
twelve lantern slides or six stereoscopic slides being calculated as 
equal to one square foot. 

Section II. 

GENERAL PROFESSIONAL A\TORIv. 

The walls of the North and South Galleries will be set apart for a 
non-competitive exhibition of general professional work, including 
portraiture, figure studies and groups', landscapes, architectural, and 
engineering photographs, exterior, and interior work, etc. No restric¬ 
tions are imposed as to date of production, or as to previous exhibition 
of the work. 

This section will be under the management of the committee and 
subject to their regulations, and the right is reserved to reject any 
work that is considered to be unsuitable. 

Allotment of Space and Charges.—(a.) Space will be let to exhi¬ 
bitors who wish to make a collective exhibit of their work, which thev 
must arrange to hang. Drapery and other decoration will be allowed. 
The scheme of decoration proposed must be submitted to the com¬ 
mittee for their approval. Space will be charged for at the rate 
of five shillings per foot linear, payable on allotment. The commit¬ 
tee do not bind themselves to allot any particular position, but will 
duly consider priority of application in their decision. Application 
for space (specifying the amount required) must be made by letter, 
addressed to the secretary, as soon as possible, in order to secure the 
position desired, but in any event not later than Saturday, July 5th. 
A plan of the Galleries may be obtained on application to the "secre¬ 
tary. I he regulations as to the reception and remoAuil of exhibits 
will be found under “General Regulations.” (b.) One or more Avorks 
may be sent to be displayed in the space devoted to general exhibits. 
The committee do not bind themselves to hang the exhibits of any 
exhibitor together. The charge for space Avill be at the rate of one 
shilling per square foot occupied, Avith a minimum of five shillings. 
The regulations as to entrv, reception, and removal of exhibits Avill 
be found under “General Regulations.” 

Section III. 

PHOTOGRAPHIC APPARATUS AND MATERIAL. 

The Central Hall will be reserved for exhibits of non-competitive 
apparatus and material. Floor space Avill be let for the erection of J 

stalls, and a limited amount of table space will be provided for small 
miscellaneous exhibits. A list or description of the exhibits to be 

shown in this section must be in the secretary’s possession not luteir 

than Saturday, September 20th. Applications for floor space, which 

Avill be considered m order of priority, should be made by letter, as 

soon as possible, in order to secure the position desired, but in anv 
event, not later than Saturday. July 5th. Applications for table space 

Avill be recehred up to Saturday, August 30th. Stallholders must pro¬ 

vide their own tables, stands, counters, show-cases, etc., and all 
structures, displayed signs, notice boards, etc., must la- in accordance 

Avith the regulations of the committee and Avill be subject to then- 
approval. Attendants, if necessary, must be provided by the exhibi¬ 
tors. Orders for goods may be taken at the stalls, but no delivery 

at the exhibition Avill be allowed. Catalogues, circulars, and price 

lists may only be distributed front the stalls. Any special lighting 

of stalls required Avill be arranged for where possible, at the exhibi¬ 

tor’s expense. No exhibitor Avill be permitted to transfer or sub-let 
any part of the space allotted him, and no substanct of a dangerous 

or explosive nature Avill be allowed in or on any such space. The 
regulations as to reception and removal of exhibits w ill be found 
under “General Regulations.” 

Charges.—Charges for floor space (which must be paid upon allot¬ 
ment) will be according to position, and may be learned on application: 
to the secretary, from Avhom particulars and plans may lie obtained. 
The charges for table space to members avi! 1 be at the rate of five 

shillings for each piece of apparatus or square foot of table space- 

(Avhichever is greater), Avith a minimum charge of ten shillings. The 
rate to non-members Avill be ten shillings, with a minimum charge <>t 

twenty shillings. 

Section IV. 

l’HOTO-MECHANICAL PROCESSES. 

This section Avill include all exhibits relating to or illustrating any 

process of photo-mechanical reproduction—viz., photogravure, liim 

and half-tone photo-engraving, photo-lithography, collotype, photo¬ 

zincography. Woodburytype, polychromatic printing, etc. 

Medals Avill be placed at the disposal of the judges, but exhibits- 
may be entered not for competition 

Charges.—The charges will be the same as for Section I. 

Section V. 

SCIENTIFIC PHOTOGRAPHY AND PHOTOGRAPHY IN ITS TECHNICAL 

APPLICATIONS. 

This section Avill comprise examples of Avork shown for its technical, 
qualities, and apparatus used in photographic investigations, e.g., the 
various processes of colour-photography, the photographic reproduc¬ 
tion of paintings, draAvings, maps and plans, photographs by artificial 
light, photography applied to- industrial and educational purposes, 
astronomy, spectroscopy, geology, meteorology, microscopy, medicine, 
surgery, and the Rontgen rays, surveying, and engineering, zoology, 
and botany, telephotography, neAV processes, enlargements, photo¬ 
graphy applied to military purposes, recording instruments, etc., 
negatiATes, transparencies, stereoscopic prints and slides, lantern slides, 
and general work. 

Exhibits may be excluded unless the points of special technical or 
scientific interest are distinctly stated. Any special method of dis¬ 
play required for an exhibit must be undertaken and provided by thee 
exhibitor at bis own expense. 

Medals avi 11 be placed at the disposal of the judges, but exhibits- 
may be entered not for competition. 

Charges.—The charges will be the same as for Section I. 

EXHIBITION AT THE CAMERA CLUB. 

The annual exhibition of members’ Avork, hoav being held at the 
Camera Club, Charing Cross Road, W.C., is an admirable collection of 
about 80 photographs. Many of the exhibitors—Reginald C’raigie, 
Dr. Grindrod, Charles Job, Henry Speyer, Henry Stevens, among 
others—are Avell-known contributors to the most important of our ex¬ 
hibitions, and their Avork naturally helps greatly to give distinction to- 
the entire collection, but it Avould be doing an injustice to those whose- 
names are not so Avell known to lead to the inference that they have 
not worthily performed their part towards making the exhibition a 
success, for there is hardly a picture shown that is Avithout sufficient 
interest to entitle it to a place on the aatiIIs. 

The Camera Club has always taken an active part in- the encourage¬ 
ment of pictorial photography, and it has numbered among its members 
a good many of the leaders of fashion in art as expressed in photo¬ 
graphy. The exhibitions it holds from time to time may therefore 
very reasonably be taken to be representative of the kind of photo¬ 
graphy that is considered the most advanced of its particular period in 
securing those qualities which entitle a photograph to be accepted: 
as a Avork of art. In this connection the present exhibition shows 
a very healthy tendency towards the abandonment of extraA’agant 
means of attracting attention, and a return to the appreciation of the- 
importance of sound photography as an essential eA'en in photographs. 
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the aim of which is pictorial. Possibly the absence of photographs of 
—shall we call it—daring originality, may render the exhibition less 
attractive to those to whom merit and eccentricity are the same thing; 
but it is really a sign of the progress and not of retrogression that 
simplicity of treatment and perfection of technique are becoming in¬ 
creasingly relied upon for success. 

-♦- 

A NEW LANTERN ILLUMINANT. 

The apparatus herewith illustrated is an improved form of a hydro- 
cai'bon burner in combination with a glow mantle of the Welsbach 
order, for the production, by use of ordinary kerosene oil, of a brilliant 
white light particularly adapted for lantern illumination, as well as 
forming an artificial actinic light for photographic purposes. We 
(“ Scientific American ”) are advised that it has lately been introduced 
by Williams, Brown, and Earle, of Philadelphia, Pa. The essential 
feature consists in vapourising minute quantities of kerosene oil in 
a heated state under air pressure, which, in mixing with air, burns 
in the form of a gas and renders a mantle ‘over the burner highly 
incandescent. The complete apparatus is quite light, easily set up, 
and is readily put into operation. The small air cylinder, L, carries 
at the bottom of the interior the kerosene oil (which should be of 
the best quality) under an air pressure of fifty pounds to the square 
inch, maintained when necessary by an attached bicycle pump, E. 
A small pressure gage, D, at the top registers the pressure. The 
oil is forced up by the air pressure through a tube extending in the 
interior to the bottom of the cylinder through a regulating valve, X, 
on the exterior, and a very small spring coiled wire pipe to the burner, 
and the supply there is regulated by another valve, F. From this 
valve the oil passes through a hot tube at P, and is admitted by a 
needle opening further along in the form of a vapour to the concentric 
Bunsen burner located just to the front of P (not shown), which, con- 

improved Lantern Hydrocarbon Burner. 

suming part of the vapour, constantly keeps the tube hot; the rest 
continues to the main burner located under the mantle, P, at K, and 
burning the gas there renders the mantle incandescent. Y is the 
needier for the purpose of keeping the needle aperture clear. To start 
the burner, it is necessary to heat for a few minutes the vapourising 
tube, P, which is done by igniting a small quantity of alcohol placed 
in the supplemental cistern, J, suspended underneath the vapourising 
tube. Small inlet air tubes are arranged on each side of the inlet 
burner tube. It will thus be seen that it is a very economical light to 
maintain. 

-o- 

London and Provincial Photographic Association.—On June 5th, Mr. 
Wilfred Emery will give a practical demonstration of “ Enlarging.” Visi¬ 
tors are always welcome at the meetings of the London and Provincial. 

Messrs. H. and W. Green, Crown Works, Rotherham, send us samples 
of their new “ Royal ” cabinet mounts. These are in various tints, and 
the border designs are tastefully embossed. A charge of 10s. is made 
for 250, printed and post free. 

Messrs. Jas H. Smith and Co., of 311, Wabash Avenue, Chicago, 
invite the attention of the trade to the fact that they have purchased 
and are now operating a factory which was built at Huntington, N.Y., 
a few years ago, and equipped for the manufacture of photographic 
apparatus by Mr. Wm H. Lewis. By the addition of new machinery, and 
through improvements made in the equipment, they are placed in a 
position to produce all kinds of photographic apparatus. 

A Question of Legality.—A correspondent of the “British Jounial” 
asks, through the columns of our contemporary, if there is anything to 
prevent a photographer from taking and publishing snapshots of bathers, 
etc. ? And if persons so taken can prevent him from exposing or selling 
their photographs ? It seems from the editor s reply thereto that a 
photographer is quite within his legal rights in taking snapshots and 
selling prints therefrom without permission and in spite of protest and 
threats of legal proceedings from the parties aggrieved. In New Zealand 
this would not be permitted, and even the newspaper man who takes 
snaps in street or on racecourse may be restrained from publishing any 
photographs of persons or grouns of persons without first obtaining 
their written consent thereto.—“ Sharland’s New Zealand Photographer.” 
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Deu) Apparatus, $c. 
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A New Actinometer for Carbon Printing. Manufactured and sold by 
Thos. Illingworth and Co., Willesden Junction, N.W. 

Messrs. Illingworth and Co. have sent us one of their new actinometers. 
for carbon printing. It is a compact and substantially made little instru¬ 
ment, measuring about 3in. long by about l^in. square. Inside is placed.. 
a roll of sensitive silver paper, about £in. wide, which can be drawn, 
through a slit in the end. In the top is a circle of slightly-tinted glass, 
under which is fixed a screen with four different tints, numbered 
|, and 1, with a square opening in the centre, through which the sensi¬ 
tive paper is exposed. On exposure to light the paper assumes first th& 

tint of the and the others in succession, so that the timing of the 
carbon prints can be conveniently gauged. In principle this little instru¬ 
ment is very similar to the actinometer introduced some years ago by 
the late Mr. W. B. Woodbury, but is, perhaps, more convenient in use. 
As only JjJn. of paper is exposed at a time, it follows that a roll of paper 
will last a very long time, for when the requisite 'tint for the negatives 
exposing is obtained it is only necessary to draw ^in. more forward 
through the end slit, so that only ^in. is used for each exposure. The 
instrument sells at 3s., and a cheaper form at 2s. We should say that 
this new form of actinometer would be a great convenience to all carbon 
workers. 

The Guinea Cyko Camera. Sold by John J. Griffin and Sons, Ltd., 
20-26, Sardinia Street, Lincoln’s Inn Fields, London, W.C. 

The special features of the Guinea Cyko are thus officially described:— 
“ (1) The camera is made of well-seasoned wood, the metal parts of brass, 
and the whole covered in morocco leather. (2) The lens is the best form 
of tested achromatic lens, working at f/11. (3) The Stops.—The improved 
Iris diaphragms are adjustable for three apertures, f/11, f/16, f/22. (4) Tha 
shutter may be adjusted to three speeds of 1-10, 1-20, and 1-40 of second. 
Time exposures may also be given from 1-5 second to any longer period. 
The form of shutter is that giving equal illumination to the whole of the 
picture, and is frictionless. (5) View-finders are two in number, and 
are of the form known as brilliant. The image can be sharply seen 
even in full sunlight. (6) Loading Magazine.—The system of loading. 

changing, and unloading the plates is a simple and certain one. A button 
at the top of the camera pushed to one side is the only movement neces¬ 
sary. (7) Automatic Register.—As each plate is exposed, a figure at the 
side automatically indicates the number of plates used.” We have care¬ 
fully examined the camera. Although so cheap, the instrument is solidly 
built, and capable, we imagine, of standing all the wear and tear a 
hand camera is likely to receive; indeed, for its price, it is a marvel 
of good construction. The changing system in our hands worked to 
perfection, and the controlling movements of exposure, diaphragming, 
and differentiation between time and instantaneous are simple in the 
extreme. The bright, large images in the finders are a great convenience. 
Fairly light, and not inconveniently bulky, the Guinea Cyko is remark¬ 
ably good value for the money. It is a mystery to us how it is pro¬ 
duced at the price. 

-♦- 

Dr. W. Harris, the recently-appointed principal of the High School 
and Technical Institute, and Mr. J. G. Roberts, the new assistant science 
master, are taking a keen interest in the Longton and District Photo¬ 
graphic Society, in whose work they are in full sympathy. Mr. Roberts- 
(who was formerly instructor in photography at the Northampton and 
Counties School) gave a demonstration on Thursday, May 22nd, on 
“ Some Chemical Aspects of Development.” Dr. Harris, it is stated, has 
expressed a. desire, if there be time for the subject and a. demand for 
a class, to include photography in the syllabus of the technical instruc¬ 
tion classes next session. This would be realising one of the objects- 
of the Photographic Society, whose programme of late years has resulted 
in a growing interest in the cult of the camera. 
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Patent Dews. 
-- 

Meetings of Societies, 
Titi- following abridged description is specially drawn for the British 

Journal of Photography, by Messrs. Hughes and Young, patent agents, 
55 and 56, Chancery Lane, London, W.C., who will give advice and 
assistance free to our readers on all patent matters:— 

Patent Applications.—No. 10,992.—Edward Sanger Shepherd, 4, South 
Street, Finsbury. “ Improvements in devices for dividing a beam 
of light for us© in cameras or other optical instruments or 
apparatus.” 

No. 10,993.—Edward Sanger Shepherd. “ Improvements in photographic 
cameras.” 

No. 11,178.—Edward Russell Clarke, 35, Leinster Gardens. “ Improve¬ 
ments in photographic cameras.” 

No. 11,380.—Augustus Chalmers Boavier, 126, Lancaster Road, Notting 
Hill. Improved method of applying the system of flashlight to 
or for the purpose of photography.” 

Patents Illustrated.—No. 169.—Photography. Patentee: B. C. M. 
Bercegol, 13, Rue du Manege, Albi (Tarn), France. 

Change-boxes; cameras.—Relates to a change-box for plates or films, 
combined with a device which automatically focusses the lens on the 
front plate of the magazine. The invention is described as applied to 
a folding bellows camera. The plates or films are enclosed in paper 
or cardboard sheaths, notched at the bottom according to their position 

in the magazine 

No. 1,932.—Photography. Patentee: J. Adler, 23, Culmstrasse, Berlin. 

Change-boxes; cameras.—Relates to a plate-changing arrangement com¬ 
bined with camera, which permits the camera to be packed compactly 
Avhen not in use. The unexposed plates are released, one at a time, by 
an escapement arrangement consisting of a rod or L-section, which is 
actuated by an external knob. A frame is connected to the rod, and 
is raised when the rod is turned to release the front plate and allow it 
to fall on to the plate. When the camera is to be folded up, the plate, 
with its pile of exposed plates, is turned up by rotating the axis till 
the whole of the exposed plates are pushed back into the box. 

No. 1,973.—Photography. Patentee: O. Moh, 23, Augusta Strasse, Goer- 
litz, Germany. 

Cameras; roller slides.—Relates to a camera (which may be stereo¬ 
scopic or of other type) with a roller slide, one roller of which is 
movable with the view of uncovering the focussing-glass, to enable focus¬ 
sing to be carried out before eachexposure. The store roller or reel is 
enclosed in a box, which can be moved across the back of the camera, 
so as to uncover the focussing-glass. 

-+- 

The second informal meeting, at the Royal Photographic Society’s 
house, 66, Russell Square, will be held on Tuesday next, June 3rd, at 
8 p.m. Members are invited by the House Committee to bring up objects 
of interest, etc. Mr. W. Smedley Aston's photographs will be on view. 
The house, it will be remembered, is now open daily from 10 a.m. to 
10 p.m. 

At the Royal Institution, on Friday, May 16tli, a discourse was 
delivered by Sir Robert Ball, who took for his subject “ The Nebular 
Theory.” After stating that the sun was shrinking at the rate of about 
16in. per diem, the lecturer said that this was not alarming, for, going 
on at this rate for about 40,000 years or so the sun would be still of 
fairly considerable dimensions. This shrinking must have been going on 
for ages and it was explained by means of a diagram how the sun 
must at one time have occupied what is now the earth’s orbit. Indeed, 
our earth and the planets, together with the sun, formed, in the remote 
past, one great mass of heated gas, or what is now called a nebula. 
Amongst the names of those who evolved the nebular theory that of 
Kant occupied a prominent place, as did also that of Laplace. A series 
of photographs of nebulae in various stages were thrown on the screen. 
Many of these were taken by Dr. Isaac Roberts, and some were from 
the Yerkes and Lick Observatories. The first- of these showed the nebulae 
in an amorphous condition, like a tiny streak of white cloud in a summer 
sky. Then followed a magnificent set of photographs showing the nebulae 
in a spiral condition, the most perfect being shown first in order that 
the audience might know what to look for in stages in which the spiral 
form was not so well defined. These illustrated the process of evolu¬ 
tion by which our solar system had been formed. The lecturer remarked, 
however, that our system had been evolved from a quite insignificant 
nebula, as compared with those which had been thrown on the screen. 
The problem of this evolution was enormous, but from a consideration 
of the fundamental principles of mechanics we were enabled to follow 
the general outline of the process. Supposing the nebula to be isolated 
from the external influence, it must have a greater tendency to movement 
in one direction than in another, and in the course of time that tendency 
would increase so that finally movement would take place only in one 
direction ; then there would be a tendency for it to become flattened more 
or less into one plane. The movements also appeared to be all in the 
same direction with one or two exceptions. This explained how it was 
that in the solar system the planets were practically all in the same 
pla.ne. Somewhere about 500 movements of this kind were known, and 
this fact was greatly in support of the belief that- this was not due to 
accident, but to some physical cause, the explanation of which was 
supplied by the nebular theory. Some interesting photographs of the 
new star iii Perseus showed the actual motion of a nebula. Photographs 
taken at intervals showed the nebula in its neighbourhood had moved 
in relation to certain stars. 

MEETINGS OF SOCIETIES FOR NEXT WEEK 

May Name of Society. Subject. 

31. Liverpool Amateur. 

31.i lirentford Photographic. 
31. Croydon Natural History. 

June. I 
3. Croydon Natural History. 

3 .| Rotherham Photographic . 

4 .' Edinburgh Photographic. 

4 .j North Middlesex Photographic 
5 . j London and Provincial. 
5.i lfontgen Society. 

I Excursion lo liakewell. Leader, Mr. 
I C. F. Install, F.K.P.S. 

Watford and Rickmansworth. 
Excursion—Anthropological Section. 

Zoological. Mr. II. D. Gower. 
I f ructical'■ Landscape lfhutography. Mr. 
I G. T. Harris. 
I Forty-second Annual Meeting. Elec. 
( tion of Office-bearers and Councillors. 

Fifth Lantern slide Competition. 
Enlargina. ill-. W. Emery. 
The President. A paper. _ J 

ROYAL PHOTOGRAPHIC SOCIETY. 

May 13th.—Ordinary meeting. Mr. Thomas R. Dallmeyer, F.R.A.S., 
President, in the chair. 

Nominations in favour of six candidates were read for the first time, 
and fourteen candidates were elected by ballot members of the Society. 

It was announced that the Frome Mechanics’ Institute Photographic 
Society had been admitted to affiliation. 

The President read out a long list of presents, consisting chiefly of 
the different patterns of exposure meters, actinometers, and photo¬ 
meters, which had been presented by their several makers. 

Mr. Fritz Kollmorgen read a paper on " A new form of Planar lens, 
with diminished secondary spectrum.” This lens has been cal¬ 
culated by Dr. Rudolph, who had intended reading a paper 
upon the lens before this Society had he been able to come 
over for the purpose. Mr. Kolmorgeii explained at the outset 
the origin of the so-called secondary spectrum, the difference in the cor¬ 
rection of lenses free from this error, and ordinary achromatic lenses, 
and the way in which the apochromatic correction claimed for the new 
lens is achieved. The ideal of theoretically complete achromacy or 
apochromatic correction is one that has engaged the particular attention 
of opticians, and especially so at Jena, where glasses with proportional 
rates of dispersion were produced. Secondary colour aberration can be 
done away with in two ways: by combining either three lenses of three 
different glasses with different rates of dispersion, or by combining two 
or more lenses of strictly proportional dispersion. It is the introduction 
of such crown and flint glasses having proportional dispersions that made 
possible the construction of the Apochromatic Planar lens. The new 
lens is particularly useful in process work, three-colour work and astro- 
photography. In three-colour work the exposures for the three colours 
can be made with one focussing without fear of obtaining different 
degrees of definition or differently sized images. The circle of confusion 
in the lens is reduced to a minimum that renders it particularly valuable 
also to astronomers. A number of examples of work done by the lens 
were shown, and a short discussion took place. 

LONDON AND PROVINCIAL PHOTOGRAPHIC ASSOCIATION. 

May 22nd.—Mr. F. E. Buckland in the chair. 
The hon. sec. reported that Mr. A. L. Henderson had determined to 

inaugurate his award of an annual prize of £5 for the encouragement of 
readers of papers before the Association, by presenting £10 for the first 
year. This handsome gift would probably be awarded as two prizes of 
£5 or one of £10, as circumstances might dictate, but as to this the 
Committee would report later. The announcejnent was received with 
applause. 

Mr. A. L. Henderson said that in passing through Paris recently he 
had seen at Levy's establishment a portable stereoscope which, with 
twenty-four stereoscopic postcard pictures reproduced in Collotype was 
being offered for 3fr. In presenting the novelty to the Association, he 
said a few words in support of a plea that something should be done 
to keep alive a very beautiful process which, he much regretted to see, 
had lost so much of the public favour. 

Mr. P. Everitt said that one heard nowadays a great deal about the 
fading of silver prints. He came across quite recently, however, an 
instance of the deterioration of platinum prints. The print in question 
had been hanging in a frame for some five or six years, and was. when 
last seen, covered with spots At first he thought it must be a bromide 
print, but, tested with cyanide of potassium against another print known 
to be a bromide print, it appeared that it was a platinum print. The 
surface was pitted and broken up by a sort of fungoid growth. The 
frame had been hanging against a wall that might be termed damp in 
the ordinary way, but the situation otherwise should be favourable to 
permanenc. There were two silver prints near by, one an albumen 
print and the other a glossy, gelatine print. The first had suffered to 
some extent, but the latter was in very good condition. He attributed 
the condition of the platinum print to a giving away of the sizing of 
the paper. It was improbable that the platinum image was faulty. 

Mr. P. R. Salmon told the meeting that Mr. E. J. Wall’s condition was 
so satisfactory that he was getting out of his bed for the first time 
after twenty-two weeks, and that he hoped Soon to be out of the hospital. 
The members were very pleased to hear of this improvement, and expressed 
their pleasure that Mr. Wall was on the road to recovery from his 
unfortunate and severe accident. 
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Mr-. R. P. Drage referred to the question of the use of the Affiliation 
Red Book as a permit to photograph in certain places, and urged upon 
the Association’s delegates the importance of sparing no effort to have 
the concessions extended to stand cameras where as yet they applied 
only to hand cameras. 

Mr. W. D. Welford read a paper entitled, 

Round the Societies. 

It detailed his experiences during a tour of the country from October 
to March, when some 110 societies were visited for purposes of demon¬ 
strating certain -photographic materials. Mr. Welford met with many 
amusing adventures, which he told in his own humorous vein. Some¬ 
times he lectured as many as six nights a week, at meeting-planes as 
various as they could be, from a back kitchen to a literary and scientific 
institute. Audiences ranged from fifteen to 200 and more, with an 
average of about forty. At least one meeting opened with prayer, not 
forgetting “our dear brother, the demonstrator”; but Mr. Welford 
seems to have kept his feet. He had good words to say for his recep¬ 
tion, and said that in the provinces the coming of demonstrators was 
looked for more keenly than in London. 

Mr. J. S. Teape showed a negative made on one of Fry’s plates that was 
ten years old, and remarked upon the excellent keeping qualities that 
the plate possessed. 

Mr. Welford showed a device for cutting circles, ovals, etc.,, by 
means of a wheel knife and metal pattern plates. The apparatus was 
rendered much more useful by means of two springs he had added for 
the better holding down of the paper to be cut. 

CAMERA CLUB. 

On Thursday last week the lecturer was Mr. T. C. Hepworth, who 
dealt with a subject of much interest at the present time, namely, 

“ Earthquakes end Volcanoes.” The choice of such a subject at a time when 
volcanoes are “ in the air,” both metaphorically and in reality, drew a 
large audience, and the discussion following the lecture was of much 
interest. The lecture was illustrated by a really wonderful collection 
of photographs gathered from all parts of the world, and showing the 
effects of volcanic action in various countries. 

After a short introduction, which dealt with the superstitions which 
have prevailed concerning the condition of the interior of the globe, the 
lecturer spoke of the varying temperatures of the earth as ascertained by 
borings in different countries, and discussed the question as to the 
solid or liquid condition of the rock-matter beneath the earth’s crust. Quo¬ 
ting Lord Kelvin, he said that the earth might be regarded as being “ as 
rigid as a globe of glass of equal size would be, and perhaps as rigid 
as one of steel.” By means of several photographs, evidence of past 
volcanic action in Britain was brought forward. The island of Mull 
was once a huge volcano; so was the Isle of Skye. Lava, in the form 
of basalt, had forced its way through the upper strata to the surface at 
Antrim, at the Giant’s Causeway, Fingal’s Cave, and in many other 
localities. But earthquakes were not always associated with volcanic 
action. Re-arrangement of the rocks far below the surface of the ground, 
owing to the constant shrinkage of the earth’s crust, would be quite 
enough to cause those slips and jars which resolved themselves into 
earthquake shocks. Of a somewhat similar character, but confined more 
to the surface, were those so-called landslips which occasionally wrought 
as much damage to buildings as the deeper-seated earthquakes would 
do. In proof of this, several pictures taken at Sandgate a few years 
ago were thrown upon the screen. 

A reference to the damage wrought by the earthquake in the Eastern 
counties of England in 1884, with many striking photographs taken by 
the lecturer the day after the event, brought the first part of the lecture 
to a conclusion. 

Evidence of volcanic action in the past is plentiful in Britain, and 
one or two places are noted for their springs of hot water, notably Bath, 
where the water issues from the earth at a temperature of 120deg. Fahr. 
But to learn more about volcanoes we must visit some district where 
they are active, but not too active. The Lipari Islands, to the North of 
Sicily, furnish a useful object lesson, and the volcanic island of Strom- 
boli, otherwise known as “ the lighthouse of the Mediterranean,” presents 
a typical cone which can be conveniently observed and studied, for it 
is a tame volcano, not a fierce one. 

Some beautiful views of Vesuvius, and its crater and its lava, brought 
under consideration the destruction of Pompeii, and a number of photo¬ 
graphs showing the partly-excavated city, the major portion of which 
still lies buried in the plasterlike mud, not lava, which overwhelmed it 
nearly 2,000 years ago. A picture of Vesuvius in eruption exhibited a 
canopy of vapour above the mountain, which was estimated to be six 
miles in height; it was the torrential rain from such a body of vapour 
as this, mingling with the ash which had previously fallen on the doomed 
city, which destroyed Pompeii. 

interesting references to the volcanic outburst at Krakatoa, in the 
Straits of Sunda, in 1883, and the calamity which overtook a large 
portion of New Zealand a couple of years later, brought the lecture 
up to more recent times, and a number of pictures were shown to illus¬ 
trate the condition of a country after one of these stupendous exhibitions 
of natural energy. Incidentally, Mr. Hepworth remarked upon the 
common fallacy that, because a volcanic eruption is accompanied by light¬ 
ning discharges which do much damage, it has a close relation to atmo¬ 
spheric changes. A volcano creates its own thunder and lightning, 
the electrical phenomena being brought about by the upward rush of 
steam under heavy pressure. Armstrong’s hydro-electric machine worked 
on the same principle, and we may regard an active volcano as a similar 
machine upon a magnificent scale. 

Although, said the lecturer, he could show the audience no photo¬ 
graphs from Martinique or St. Vincent, for none had yet arrived in 
this country, he cotild place before them a number of pictures which, 
they might regard as applicable to those unfortunate islands. Here- 
were some illustrating the manner in which a once fertile land was 
buried for several feet in a mantle of grey ash. Other photographs, 
showed mud volcanoes, stea.m holes, masses of vapour rising from hot 
craters, and all the various effects common to these awful visitations. 

Volcanoes and earthquakes had been part of the scheme of Nature 
since the beginning, and they brought with them good as well as evil. 
To volcanic action we owe the diamond, and most of the so-called precious 
stones. To the same action we owe the veins of mineral matter from 
which we procure the metals without which human progress would be 
slow indeed. Volcanic action was not confined to this earth. The moon 
was covered with huge craters which were active at one time, and there 
was something analogous going on in the envelope of the sun. 

The discussion following the lecture was opened by the Rev. Mr. Porter, 
of Eton College, who gave a most interesting account of a nocturnal, 
visit to the cone of Vesuvius at the time when an eruption was actually 
in progress. His temerity was rewarded by a most extraordinary sight. 
After awaiting their opportunity for a long time—which seemed like two 
hours, but was really no more than twenty minutes, during which red- 
hot stones of enormous size were dropping around them—he and his guide 
peeped for a few minutes into the crater. He could only describe it 
as a vast space lined with black velvet, so intense was its blackness, but 
all round about were incandescent points which marked the places where 
red-hot stones ejected from the crater had fallen back again. Now and 
again the vapours which hovered above the volcanic vent would blow 
aside, and for a moment the interior could be seen, bathed, it seemed, 
in molten silver. He stood spellbound to the spot, until the guide— 
who all this time had been invoking the protection of all the Saints in 
the Calendar—dragged him away, and they reached the lower slopes 
of the mountain in safety. The huge red-hot boulders which were 
thrown some thousands of feet into the air came down again with such 
velocity that they screeched through the atmosphere like big shells. 
One of them fell within seventeen feet of the observers, and although 
they were not touched by it, the rush of air it brought with it threw 
them flat on their fac°s. Mr. Porter said that, contrary to the often- 
expressed belief that flames did not issue from a volcanic vent, he had 
actually seen enormous forked flames coming from such an orifice. These 
flames were not of the non-luminous kind which we associate with hydro¬ 
gen, but flared out like ordinary household gas. He attributed them to 
the presence of a hydrocarbon. 

Another speaker, referring to the recent volcanic outbursts at Marti¬ 
nique and St. Vincent, said that he had passed those islands at sea, and 
had noted the positions of the two volcanoes, Mount Pelee and the Sou- 
friere, which, according to the evening papers, were still in eruption. No- 
one who has not seen those islands can imagine how beautiful is the 
tropical vegetation, and it seemed a grievous matter that all that rich 
scenery should have been spoilt and buried in ashes. 

Mr. Lyon pointed out that we must thank volcanic action for having 
preserved to us such a wonderful relic of old-time life as the city of 
Pompeii, which, had it not been carefully wrapped up in the debris 
from Vesuvius, would long ago have been spoilt and modernised. 

Mr. Inwards, the chairman, related some of his experiences in Chili, 
where earthquakes are so common that the factory chimne3rs are all 
furnished with wire stays. Upon one occasion when he was riding a 
sudden shock occurred, and he was nearly thrown. The usual vote of 
thanks terminated the proceedings. 

CROYDON CAMERA CLUB. 

Ortho chromatic photography and the use of light filters was considered 
at some length on Wednesday, 21st inst. The President (Mr. Hector 
Maclean, F.R.P.S.) opened the proceedings with a description of the- 
practice and theory of this branch of photography, which, generally¬ 
speaking, he considered advantageous. On the other hand, several lead¬ 
ing photographers, to his knowledge, never employed the process at all,, 
even for such subjects as flowers. He mentioned this as a fact, and 
not as commending the practice. It has also been stated that the use- 
use of a screen had a tendency to destroy the sparkle of the negative. 
Mr. Kenneth Mees followed, treating the subject, as might be expected, 
more from the theoretical aspect. In his opinion, colour sensitive plates, 
together with properly adjusted light filters, were essential if a correct 
reproduction of the luminosity values, in proportion to their original 
intensities was sought Many of the plates on the market were ortho- 
chromatic in little more than name. He passed round a neat spectro¬ 
scope, made by Penrose, and photographs of the spectrum taken by 
its aid. Mr. Salt objected to the use of the term “colour sensitive 
plates,” and pointed out that colour was a physiological effect only, 
depending upon wave lengths of light, to which the photographic plat3 
was sensitive in varying degree. Mr. Hicks believed in a compromise. 
Abso'utely truthful reproduction in monochrome was not necessary in 
ordinary work; a light yellow screen, as opposed to a dark one, was 
all that was required. This opinion was shared by Mr. Rough and many 
others. The latter gentleman complained that when using a forty-times- 
screen, -with a consequent lengthy exposure, “the clouds wouldn’t wait." 
This was especially so in a high wind, and was most annoying. Mr. 
Maclean stated that the deepest-tinted Ilford screen required only six 
time normal exposure. He handed round Ilford screens No. 1 and No. 2. 
devised for use with the “ Chromatic ” plate. Mr. Smith mentioned that, 
he had experimented with the process in connection with the oxy-inag- 
nesium lamp. A yellow7 screen was necessary, otherwise no difference- 
could be discerned. In answer to a question, Mr. Wratten stated that 
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orthochromatism of emulsions could ‘not be maintained at a fixed stan¬ 
dard. If the plates were dipped, variations might occur in the same 
batch. Mr. Rogers invariably used orthochromatic plates, and said that 
even without a, screen everything could be obtained possible on an ordi¬ 
nary plate, and probably more. 

“ How to Make Ferrotypes and Glass Positives.” Published by Jonathan 
Fallowfiekl, 14-6, Charing Cross Road, W.C. 

Messrs. Jonathan Fallowfiekl send us a pamphlet with the above title, 
and it also contains a catalogue of all the necessary appliances for work¬ 
ing the process, as well as such things as “ mats and preservers,” cases, 
envelopes, frames, etc.—in fact, all the things that were in vogue in 
the old glass-positive days. The instructions for working are concise, but 
we notice that there is an omission, evidently an oversight, namely, the 
formula for the positive silver bath, though that for negatives is given. 
However, an excellent formula for the silver bath for glass-positives 
and ferrotypes will be found in our Almanac. In addition to the instruc¬ 
tions for working the wet collodion method of producing these pictures, 
instructions are also given for making them by the dry process, on the 
plates that are supplied by the Messrs. Fallowfiekl. The catalogue also 
contains the prices of the automatic photographic and developing 
apparatus for producing these pictures on the dry plates. We are fre¬ 
quently asked through the correspondence columns for particulars as to 
the production of ferrotypes and glass positives, but space, of course, 
is too limited there to. give full working details, and those correspon¬ 
dents will do well to, get Messrs. Fallowfield’s pamphlet. 

“The Watkins Manual of Exposure and Development.” By Alfred Wat¬ 
kins. 136 pp. Price Is. Hereford: The Watkins Meter Company. 

Thus Mr. Watkins in the preface to the book before us:— 

“ It has fallen to my lot to devise two distinct methods in those 
branches of photography—exposure and development—which present 
most difficulty to the beginner. These methods (introduced in 1890 and 
1894) are now widely used on both sides of the Atlantic, and advised 
in a number of independent text books. But there has been hitherto 
no complete text bock on the subject. Hence this manual, which aims 
to instruct with some thoroughness how to make a negative. As I know 
the methods to be adequate for all conditions, and far more suitable 
for imparting exact information than the older plans of exposure and 
development, I have not complicated matters by giving these last. The 
manual presumes that the reader has no knowledge of photography, and 
it can be used as a text book for the veriest beginner. To those who 
simply will not read a word on the grammar or principles of the subject, 
1 have at the commencement indicated those chapters which give the 
actual instruction. In these three important points: How long to expose, 
how long to develop, how long (or how much to tone, the plans given 
impart definite instruction, without need to add vague and helpless 
references to “judgment” and “brains.” One more point: where it is 
possible to avoid the purchase of commercial appliance for these methods, 
1 have explained what can be substituted, and, on the other hand, 
where full explanation of such appliance will be helpful to the reader, I 
have frankly given it.” 

The spirit of this characteristic preface pervades the whole of Mr. 
Watkins' ably-compiled book. For the edification of the raw beginner 
he dots his i’s and crosses his t’s with a precision as praiseworthy as it 
is painstaking. For example: “Filling the Dark Slide.—Go into the 
dark-room; open a dark slide; open the box of plates; take one out. 
The film side is the dull side, but if you have the slightest doubt, place 
a corner between the wetted lips, and the film side will stick a little.” 
Four pages further on, however, we have advanced to, “The difference 
between the minimum and the maximum light exposures is not the same 
with all plates,” which is surely a cut above the mere elements of the 
subject. One of the most difficult things in photographic authorship 
is to write down to the mental capacity of the beginner; still, Mr. Wat¬ 
kins has got through his task very well indeed. The author's familiar 
dicta relating to exposure and development are very properly insisted 
on in the book, which—we say this without intending the least offence— 
is Watkins throughout, more suo. There are many illustrations, and 
the graphic way of illustrating development (pp. 61-63) is a happy idea. 
The book is constructed on the paragraphic principle, with side headings, 
and there is no page without its useful axiom. Some beginners’ books 
we burn, some we throw aside; but we shall do neither with Mr. 
Watkins’ manual, which we are handing over to one of the junior mem¬ 
bers of a certain photographic household to read and profit by. 

-♦- 

Messrs. Burroughs Wellcome and Co., of Snow Hill Buildings, 
write:—“During the months of June, July, August, and September 
our London offices, warehouses etc. will be closed at one o’clock on 
Saturdays.” 

Owing to the consolidation of Messrs. E. and H. T. Anthony and Co. 
and the Scovill and Adams Company, the “Photographic Times” and 
“Anthony’s Photographic Bulletin” will, beginning with the May issue, 
be published as om magazine, under the title, the “Photographic Times- 
Bulletin ” Many important changes and improvements will be made 
shortly. The subscription price will remain the same as for the “Photo¬ 
graphic Times,” i.e., two dollars per annum.—“The Camera.” 

news ana notes. 
Mr. Birt Acres lias removed from Hadley to “ Woolocombe,” Barnet 

Common, Barnet, Herts. 

The Watkins Meter Company, Hereford, send us a novel trade show 
card of their dial exposure meter. It is a bromide punt of a l ike view 
and the lettering is a photograph of actual rustic work. 

At the Rontgen Society’s ordinary general meeting, on Thursday 
June 5th, at 90, Hanover Square, the chair will be talo n at 
The President will read a paper on “ lhe Sources of Phosphorescence.” 

Messrs. Burroughs Wellcome and Co., of Snow Hill Buildings, arc 

issuing a striking showsigu for their "Tabloid” photographic chemicals 
It represents a charming young lady holding a developing dish in the 
dark-rooin, and is appropriately printed in red. 

Health Resorts Development Association —We have received a copv 
of the Souvenir Guide to Llandrindod published at. Is., but which will 
be sent post free if postcard request is addressed to Town Clerk, Llan¬ 
drindod Wells. The Town Council think it may interest our readers, at 
this holiday season, to know they can have a free copy. 

No Case.—At the Spelthorne Petty Sessions, on Wednesday last week 
Charles Blumberg, 35, an Austrian subject living at OaUlra, (j-dars Road! 
Teddington, was charged on remand Avith stealing from his employer, Henry 
Beaumont Watson, the following sums—£5, £13 10s., and £4—by convertin' 
them to his own use. Mr. T. Young appeared to prosecute, and Mr 
G. W. Lay defended. The accused was appointed by the prosecutor 
and his brother as manager of an establishment for the manufacture of 
photographic paper, and they paid him \rarious amounts to buy machinery. 
It was alleged that instead of doing this with the sums mentioned in 
the charge, he appropriated them to his own use. When the case for 
the prosecution was closed, the chairman, without calling upon Mr. Lay 
for bis defence, said the magistrates did not consider that the charge 
had been proved and the case would be dismissed. 

Ar the Middlesex Sessions, on Saturday last, Stuart Robson, 50, 
described as a photographer, pleaded guilty to several charges of obtain¬ 
ing mcney and cheques by false pretences. Mr. Travers Humphreys, 
Avho prosecuted on behalf of the Treasury', said the principal case against 
the prisoner was one of having defrauded a Mr. Cornish, an auctioneer, 
living at Harringay. The prisoner told him that he had patented an 
invention, called “ The Periphone,” for the improvement of itinerant 
advertisements; that there was a syndicate of influential people support¬ 
ing A, and that it was alr-ady in use at eight London theatres. By 
this means he obtained various sums, amounting to £40, from Mr. Cor¬ 
nish. The prisoner had, in fact, taken out a patent for the periphone in 
1892, and afterwards, with the assistance of Mr. Loftus Tottenham, sold 
it to a company in which he had 500 shares. The patent had, however, 
elapsed in 1896 for non-payment of fees. The periphone was not in use 
at any London theatre ; no specimens of it had, in fact, been made, 
and there was no syndicate interested in it. There were other charges 
against the prisoner of having obtained money by means of worthless 
cheques, which he had been scattering broadcast. Mr. Littler said it 
was a very serious case, and postponed sentence until next sessions, that 
further inquiries might be made about the prisoner. 

The Gem Dry Plate Company, Willesden Green, N.W., announce the 
following Coronation Competition, for amateur photographers only:— 
The first prize is £10, the second prize £5, and there are five prizes 
of £1, making a total of £20. The following are the conditions:— 
(1) Competitors must be bona-fide amateurs. (2) The plates and papers 
used must be made by the Gem Dry Plate Company, Ltd. (3) The 
plates and papers used must be purchased from a dealer. (4) There 13 

no restriction as to size, but the subject must be in connection Avith 
Coronation festivities. (5) Mounted or unmounted prints may be sub¬ 
mitted, and any of the Gem papers may be used, but each print must 
bear (a) the name, address, and occupation of the competitor; (b) the 
batch number and word “ Gem ” of the box of plates, and the batch 
number and Avord “ Gem ” of the packet of paper used; (c) full particulars 
of exposure and development of the plate, and toning of the print. 
(6) If prints are to be returned, the necessary stamps for return postage 
must be sent at the time of submitting the prints. (7) The negatives, as 
well as the successful prints for all prizes, are to become the property 
of the Gem Dry Plate Company, Ltd. (8) All prints for competition 
must be received not later than July 31st, 1902. (9) The decision of 
the Company to be final. 

Taking Photos in Hyde Park.—Last week Dr. EdAVard E. Lehwess, of Hol¬ 
land Park Avenue, was summoned at the Marlborough Street Police Court. 
for unlawfully exhibiting an advertisement on a motor-car in Hyde Park, on 
April 27th and 29th. Sergeant Pegg, the chief warrant officer, informed 
the magistrate that the defendant had started on a journey round the 
vyorld by motor, and therefore the summons could not be served upon 
him.—Mr. Argent Archer, of High Street, Kensingtlon, was summoned 
for unlawfully taking a photograph of persons in Hyde Park on April 
29th. Mr. Archer said be bad a permit from the Office of Works allow¬ 
ing him to photograph scenery in Hyde Park. He had taken photo¬ 
graphs for publication in illustrated papers for years on the strength 
of that permit. On the occasion in question he took a photograph of 
the event just referred to in the previous summons—the start for the 
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Round the World by Motor Tiip. Constable Mungo Park of the A 
Division, having given evidence, Mr. Denman pointed out that the 
motor-car event could scarcely be called scenery, but a group, and the 
jpermits were granted for views only, in order to prevent persons with 
cameras taking groups of persons, and thus turning Hyde Park into a 
second Margate Sands. If the defendant would pay 2s., the cost of the 
summons, it would suffice in the present case. 

Amsterdam Exhibition of Photography.—An International Exhibition 
.•of Photography and Allied Industries will be held at Amsterdam, from 
August 28th to September 8th, 1902, in the Yelox Buildings, near the 
Rijksmuseum. The exhibits will be divided into seven classes: First 
class, for professionals. Second class, for amateurs. Third class, Allied 
Industries, —(a) Photogravure, heliogravure; (b) photo-zincography (half¬ 
tone blocks, line blocks); (c) photo-mechanical printing (collotype, Wood- 
burytype). Fourth class, Scientific and Medical Photography, (a) Astro¬ 
nomical photography; (b) colour photography; (c) micro-photography; 
(d) X-rays photography. 5th Class, Materials and Machinery in use of 
Photography and Allied Industries, exhibited by Manufacturers and 
Dealers.—(a) Utensils (optical instruments); (b) systems for artificial 
lighting; (c) furniture; (d) ingredients (chemicals, etc.); (e) frames and 
mounts, bth class, Various.—(a) Automatic photography; (b) bioscope; 

.(c) cinematograph; (d) mutoscope. 7th class, .Literature.—Books, periodi¬ 
cals, etc. Diplomas of honour, medals in gold, silver, and bronze will 
be awarded. The Board of the “ Nederlandsche Fotografenbond ” Execu¬ 
tive Committee, asked for help to make the exhibition as complete as pos¬ 
sible. Application for further particulars should be made to Secretariat 
Internationale Tentoonstelling van Fotografie en aanverwante vakken, 

Keizersgracht 533, Amsterdam. 

Caution to Holders of Permits to Photograph in the Royal Parks.— 
It is tolerably well known that no one is allowed to use a camera in 
the Royal Parks without having a formal permit to do so. There is 
no difficulty in getting this permit if application be made to the Board 
,of Works, Whitehall, S.W. But those who obtain the permit are under 
certain restrictions that they may not be fully aware of, and may find 
themselves in an unpleasant position. As noted above, a Mr. Archer 
had to appear at the Marlborough Street Police Court to answer a sum¬ 
mons charging him with unlawfully taking a photograph of persons in 
Hyde Park. The defendant holds a permit to take “ scenery ” in the 
park, and imagined that it also entitled him to obtain a picture of the 
start of a motorist who was going round the world, the idea being to 
reproduce the photograph in one of the illustrated papers. Such, how¬ 
ever, is not the case, for the magistrate, Mr. Denman, held that such 
.an event did not come within the category of “ scenery ”; that the 
official permits were granted for views only, so as to prevent persons 
with cameras from taking groups, and “ turning Hyde Park into a second 
Margate Sands.” The defendant was ordered to pay the cost of the sum¬ 
mons (2s.), the magistrate remarking that that would suffice in the present 
case. From this remark it may be assumed that future cases will not 
be so leniently dealt with. As this is, we believe, the first instance that 
.anyone who holds a permit has got himself into trouble, we call special 
attention to the fact, so that others may be warned as to what they are 
not allowed to do. From Mr. Denman’s remarks it is clearly unlawful 
for anyone to take snapshots in the Row of the fashionable equipages 
and their occupants, which is being done almost daily with hand cameras. 

International Patents.—It is time that invention should secure some 
of the blessings of international legislation. Inventions in industry, 
literature, and art have always suffered for want of laws to better their 
condition. The value invention bears to commercial interests has long 
been unofficially recognised, but it is time for a recognition now which 
will be bounded by the confines of no country on earth. Any legislator 
who will so assist in stimulating the ambition of inventors will stand in 
history side by side with the greatest of statesmen. When a man per¬ 
fects his ideas and converts them into an invention of value, protection 
should be extended to him to the fullest extent in the form of Letters 
Patent, not only in his own country, but everywhere. The property 
rights of the man who owns a cow or who mines gold by his own labour 
are fully established over the entire civilised world, and no individual 

■or corporation can lawfully deprive him of his ownership. But the man 
who labours, perhaps for years, and through his own efforts and genius 
alone, invents some valuable device, discovers some unknown power or new 
force which will benefit all mankind, is denied the universal right of 
property or the enjoyment of the fruit of his labours, unless he secures 
protection through Letters Patent from every Government in the world. 
His exclusive ownership is then only for a very limited term of years. 
Under the present international laws, to protect his property from rob¬ 
bery and infringement, an inventor must secure a patent from every 
nation in order to ensure exclusive possession. An invention patented in 
one State only is common property in the balance of the globe. A man’s 
rights in his work should gain him just rewards. The narrow legal 
views existing to-day, whereby a man’s property is only protected in 
the limited borders of the country where he obtains his initial patent, 
should be superseded by an international patent bureau, which would 
issue protective papers operative for the whole world. The establish¬ 
ment of international patent right is not to be considered a project of 
benevolence or charity, but an indication of a fuller and higher apprecia¬ 
tion of the demands of justice. International treaties should 
be altered to include this pretty medium of reciprocity. What 
would the postal system be without the International Postal 
Union ? Where our banking system without an international 
exchange P Why, then, this discrimination against the ideas 
of men who make the improvements in conditions and things which are, 
in reality, the sign and portent of our civilisation ?—“ Invention.” 

Correspondence. 
%* Correspondents should never write on loth sides of the paper. No 

notice is taken of communications unless the names and addresses of 
the writers are given. 

We do not undertake responsibility for the opinions expressed ly our 
correspondents. 

THE SALE OF PHOTOGRAPHIC POISONS. 
To the Editors. 

Gentlemen,—The article on “ Photographers, Pharmacists and 
Poisons,” in the last issue of the Journal, was written by one who 
evidently knew his subject well from a chemist’s—or, as he prefers it, 
and rightly so, too, pharmacist’s—point of view. But although full 
of interesting matter, there is not much attempt at its arrangement 
in a logical way, nor of formulating a practical change for the better 
in the present method of selling poisons. For these purposes the 
question may perhaps be advantageously treated under the following 
heads :—(1) The Poisons’ Act was designed to protect the public. If 
so, how? (2) Admitting that there is a reasonable grievance in the 
confining of the sales of photographic poisons to chemists, would it 
be safe and judicious to allow dealers in photographic materials to 
sell such poisons ? And if so, under what safeguards ? 

With regard to the first- point, as to whether the Poisons’ Act pro¬ 
tects the public, it certainly does. But it as certainly does so, not so 
much by confining the right of selling poisons to a chemist, as a 
chemist, but by making it obligatory upon him as a responsible man 
to label a dangerous substance carefully with its name and the word 
“ Poison,” in the case of the most powerful poisons, by a further safe¬ 
guarding by an entry in a poison book. As a. responsible man he also 
has, of course, the right of refusing to sell a poison asked for. 

These precautions in the main, nowadays, are of value against 
carelessness or ignorance. A good deal has been made of them as a 
means of minimising suicide, but a would-be suicide, if determined to 
effect his purpose, can obtain poison in spite of all the enactments of 
the Poisons’ Act. Suicides, however, are fortunately rare. They may 
be fairly dismissed, as a leading consideration anyway, in discussing 
the question. In a personal experience of twenty years, two-thirds 
of them in business for myself, I only had two cases of attempted 
suicide with anything which I had sold. In both the full legal re¬ 
quirements of sale had been fulfilled. In both cases the attempts 
proved abortive. The latter may incidentally be mentioned, owing 
to the rather peculiar reason, given by the doctor called in, for the 
failure. It was a case of a man in the first depressing reaction after 
a heavy drinking bout, swallowing enough crude carbolic acid, that 
was in the house as a disinfectant for defective drains, to have killed 
two or three men. The doctor, a promptly acting Irishman, was in¬ 
jecting apomorphine as the surest emetic within a quarter of an hour 
of the act. There was no doubt as to its action, more than of the 
efficacy of the subsequent operation of thoroughly washing out the 
stomach, for the patient—also an Irishman—was shortly begging, with 
great earnestness, to be allowed to stand on his head so as to give him 
a fairer chance of getting rid of the contents of his stomach. He was 
all right in four or five days, the doctor attributing his speedy re¬ 
covery to the combined reasons, that lie had been tackled so promptly 
and that he had been drinking so much cheap whiskey that the lining 
of his mouth, throat, and stomach had become so hardened, or, as it 
were, seared, that it had been in great measure protected against 
the usual fatal burning and inflaming action of the acid. 

The chemist’s function as a seller of poisons is, therefore, mainly 
that of safeguarding honest and commonplace—as to knowledge— 
buyers of poisons against the results of their own carelessness or 
ignorance. As far as personal experience goes, he does it very honestly 
and thoroughly. Not, however, as a chemist, but as an intelligent and 
a responsible man, reasonably concerned, on the higher plane, that his 
customer does not come to any harm, and on the lower commercial 
one, that his business does not suffer from any mishap in the use of a 
poison sold by him. The technical knowledge of poisons that he 
possesses (or did possess, when passing his qualifying examination, for 
it soon gets sadly rusty in the majority of cases, as, frankly, it did 
in my own), is not so much the safeguard of the purchasing public as 
his general good sense and knowledge of human nature. He could not. 
utilise an abstruse knowledge of poisons very well without first edu¬ 
cating his customer up to the point of understanding him. It is quite 
sufficient that he knows a little more than his customer about them. 
It is on the latter, commonsense, side that he acts as the true pro¬ 
tection, in not selling poisons to weak-faced lads, with silly, inconse¬ 
quential talk, those of maturer years, in the shakiness following drink, 
and so on, in carefully labelling all poisons as “poisons.” when he 
does sell them, and in a word of kindly warning as to danger in care¬ 
less use. A chemist when asked for a poison always takes a good 
look at his customer to size him up, and his probable object in buying 
it. The writer of the article referred to very truly and aptly puts the 
chemist’s case in respect to this by saying that “ he always has 
somewhere in his mind’s eye a vision of the coroner.” Or, as an 
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American writer has, with less reverence puts it, he is ever thinking 
of the possibility of having “to square off the coroner.” If a chemist 
elects in his own and his customer’s presumed best interests not to 
sell a poison asked for, he tells the most symmetrical lie he can think 
of at short notice, to get out of it. I have told dozens of such, and 
my conscience has never given me any trouble over them. 

The question is, that, as it is clearly a matter of general good sense, 
or “nous,” plus a little knowledge of poisons, whether a seller other 
than a chemist gifted with these qualifications would not constitute 
as effective a safeguard to the public as the1 chemist himself. He 
would, undoubtedly. From this broader point of view it is not hard 
even to conceive him a better man for the purpose. The chemist, from 
being so closely and personally confined to his business throughout 
a long day in one'room, has not so good a chance for picking up such a 
wide knowledge of men and things at first hand. He could not hope 
to compete with the chemist in a general knowledge of poisons. But, 
taking the case of the general photographic dealer, he does not need it. 
The range of the poisons he would be asked for would be very narrow, 
and would not include those poisons which in general practice need 
watching over most, strychnine for killing cats and dogs, and so on. 
It would be merely transferring a. portion of the present task of the 
chemist into other, and, for all practicable purposes, quite as capable, 
hands. The same restrictions should apply, of course, to sales as at 
present, labelling with name of substance,, and the word “poison” in 
all cases, and entry in a poison book in that of the strongest. It may 
be advanced that this would be but the thin end of the wedge, and 
that the sale of poisonous weed killers by florists, poisonous sheep 
dips by corn factors and ironmongers, and so on, would follow. I 
can see no reason why it should not be so. provided the sellers were 
responsible men. Personally, when a chemist in business, I would 
have been very pleased to have got rid of the sale of all poisons, as 
poisons, that is, barring their use in prescriptions, mixtures, pills, 
lotions, liniments, and so forth. It is in these that the profits of 
a chemist are gained. The sale of a small quantity of poison is a 
nuisance, something of an anxiety in a sub-conscious way, and alto¬ 
gether not worth the profit. 

It would be necessary to have some voucher for the responsibility 
of the seller of photographic poisons, and that there should be a check 
upon him, as there is upon a chemist. These could be very readily 
gained by following broadly the French system. A license to sell 
poisons, limited to those in photography, might be issued by the 
superintendent of police in a town, provided the applicant’s written 
application were endorsed by a. magistrate or leading citizen who knew 
him. A poison book could be given at the same time, and a register 
kept at the town hall or police station of both sellers and books. The 
cost of the whole could be met by a small fee—half-a-crown—for 
the license. 

As against such a scheme, it is no use advancing possibilities very 
unlikely to happen. It should be treated on a basis of broad pro¬ 
babilities.. If so, it would act all right, and there would be no abuse, 
for there is far more good sense about than people get credit for by 
faddists. An Ex-Chemist. 

DEMONSTRATIONS OF THE USE OF COLLODION 
EMULSION. 

To the Editors. 
Gentlemen,—We shall be glad if you will kindly make the fact more 

widely known, through your valuable Journal, that we are daily giving 
demonstrations in the use of Dr. E. Albert’s collodion emulsion, and 
evening classes are being held to enable practical operators to obtain 
fuller instruction and practice. We have an electric light studio 
specially fitted up for the purpose, and instruction is given by Mr. 
H. 0. Klein, who is an experienced worker in this process. The 
greatest interest has been taken in the application of the emulsion to 
three colour work, but it has also been successfully applied to ortho- 
chromatic copying, line and half tone negative making, transparency 
and lantern slide making, ferrotype positive work, and photography on 
engravers’ wood blocks. It will be seen, therefore, that the process 
is of wide adaptability, and we think that many photographers will be 
glad to take the opportunity of obtaining practical instruction in a 
photographic method which has always been acknowledged as pro¬ 
ductive of the most beautiful results, but which has of late years fallen 
so much into disuetude. Further information will be gladly sent to 
any of your readers by, yours very truly, 

109, Farringdon Road,’London, E.C. ‘ Penrose and Co. 
May 23rd, 1902. 

“STOPPING DOWN THE EYE.” 
To the Editors. 

Gentlemen,—With reference to the paragraph in this day’s P>ritish 
Journal, as to stopping down the “lens” of the eye, this is not a 
novelty by any means. There are many hundreds of good rifle shots 
in England who use an “orthoptic” for this purpose. It is usually 
made of black vulcanite, and has a series of revolving “ stops ” (similar 
to those usually fitted to a wide angle lens) of varving diameters to 

suit changes of light, etc. The primary object of it is to correct the 
“blur” arising from the endeavour to focus simultaneously the back 
sight, the fore sight, and the object aimed at. and it certainly doe# 
this. Quite sixteen years ago there was, I believe, a discussion bv 
the authorities as to excluding tin- “orthoptic” from competition 
shooting, but it did not come to anything, as the use of ordinary 
spectacles is allowed. The one I have screws into the stilf p. ak of 
the shooting cap, and has a universal joint and cup and ball action, 
so that when firing from the prone position it can be readily adjusted 
to any angle. I believe that “Steward’s,” in the Strand now makt- 
an orthoptic with a real “iris” diapraghm, as we photographers now 
understand it, in addition to which I have seen one with a yellow glass, 
in front of the opening, practically a "light filter,” and extremely 
useful on a hot, sunshiny day.—Yours faithfully, 

Gray’s Inn. W.C. ‘ W. McRae. 
May 23rd, 1902. 

A MISPLACED BLOCK. 
To the Editors. 

Gentlemen,—We notice in your kind review of the Roll Film Sander¬ 
son Hand Camera, in your issue of to-day, that the printers have 
inadvertently used a block of an American model camera. We think 
one of our blocks was duly sent you, and as the one used is so mis¬ 
leading we shall be glad if you make a note of the error in your next- 
week’s issue, using the correct block.—Yours truly, 

G. Houghton and Son. 
88 and 89. High Holborn and Dean Street, London, W.C. 

May 23rd, 1902. 
[We append the correct block of the Sanderson Roll Film Camera . 

and express our regret to Messrs. Houghton for the error.—Eds.. 
B. J.P.] 

uLL^Ia L\ JL L 151^ 1V i> l 

To the Editors. 
Gentlemen, Apropos of your seasonable article on London grime, ira 

the issue of the 25th of April, it might interest your readers to know¬ 
how wo clean buildings in San Francisco. 

Several large buildings have lately been cleaned by the operation of 
the sand blast, which has had a wonderful effect. In the case of the 
Bank of California, the building, of a beautiful pearl-grey sandstone, h;id 
been coated with some cement preparation, entirely changing its 
colour, and ruining its appearance. The sand blast has entirely 
restored it to its original colour, and the appearance of a sandstone 
building in course of cleansing is a study in black and yellow. A 
small portable compressor, worked by a gasoline engine, a man with a 
canvass mask, with glass goggles, and a long hose makes up the plant, 
the process is not very pleasant for the passers-by on the .street, who 
think that they have temporarily removed to the deserts of Arizona. 
It will be curious to know how long a time will elapse before the 
buildings resume their previous dirty appearance, but San Francisco 
is by no means a smoky town, in contrast with London.—Yours? 
trujy> ^ . nnn „ E. L. Woods. 

San Irancisco. 222 Sansome Street. 
May 9, 1902. 

FRESSON PAPER. 

To the Editors. 

Gentlemen,—I was interested to find in your Journal an editorial 
note on “ Fresson Paper.” It may be of interest to you also to know 
that we are the sole agents for this paper in Great Britain, which we 
are introducing under the name of “ Mezzograph Paper.” So great is 
the demand for the paper on the Continent that we find a difficulty in 
obtaining from the maker a good stock, although he has just enlarged' 
ns works, vv e hope, however, in the course of two or three weeks 
to hold sufficient stock to place it upon the market. 

Ton veiy happily remark that the paper is more suited to the wants 
o the amateur, as each print appears to require individuality of treat- 
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merit. So far as my own experience in the use of the paper goes, I 
find each colour requires different exposure, and also sligntly different 
treatment in development, a treatment which also differs with the 
various papers upon which the pigment is coated.—Yours faithfully, 

St. Martin’s, Leicester. Harry Qtjilter. 

3 lay 24th, 1902. 

ACETYLENE. 

To the Editors. 
Gentlemen,—Our attention has just been called upon an article, pub¬ 

lished in your issue of the 20th of April last, concerning “ Acetylene 
Gas,” considered as an illuminant. We were pleased to see that your 
article is written with the utmost impartiality. But for the sake 
of the art whose interest you so ably represent, we beg to be allowed 
to make a few remarks respecting acetylene in general, which we hope 
may be of some utility to your readers. Acetylene gas is produced, as 
everyone knows, by placing carbide of calcium in contact with water, 
thus producing a chemical action which can be expressed by this 
formula. 

C Ca2 + 2 H20 = C2 H2 + 2 Ca O. 

The difficulty, therefore, is not in producing the gas itself, but in 
constructing an apparatus working automatically, both simple enough 
to be placed into inexperienced hands, and so scientifically combined as 
to prevent any of the inconveniences to which your article alludes. 

It should be remembered, in the first place, that the production 
of acetylene gas by the chemical action of carbide of calcium, in contact 
with water, develops a certain amount of heat, generally 67 deg. C. or 
182 deg. F., which is, therefore, the temperature of the gas at the 
moment of its production. In that state the gas, besides being hot, 
is also saturated with water in a vaporous or vesicular form. Now, if, 
as in many apparatus, the gas is burned almost as soon as it is pro¬ 
duced, it burns at high pressure, the combustion is incomplete and 
an unpleasant smell arises, while the presence of water in the gas 
causes the flame to flicker. 

In buying an apparatus, those where the gas is taken direct from the 
generator without undergoing a cooling and purifying process should 
be totally discarded. The formula of the combustion of acetylene gas 
is C3H2 + 5o = H2Q + 2C02, which may be rendered thus : Two volumes 
of acetylene gas absorb in burning five volumes of oxygen, producing 
one volume of vapour and two volumes of carbonic acid; the large 
quantity of oxygen required shows the necessity for the burners to 
be in immediate and free contact with the air. This, joined to the 
cause mentioned above—the burning of hot gas—explains to a certain 
degree why, up to the present time, there has been no practical means 
devised for using acetylene gas for vehicular purposes. As to the 
danger, it has been demonstrated that it is inferior to that attending 
the use of gas, and considerably less than that of petroleum. We have 
had many an opportunity of comparing the relative value of many 
apparatus, and we find that the greatest obstacle to the development of 
acetylene gas light has been the introduction on the market of a number 
of apparatus where cheapness seems to be the only object in view, 
without any regard to the scientific principles upon which this con¬ 
struction should repose. 

We trust the above remarks will be sufficient to convince your readers 
that acetylene gas as an illuminant is not altogether a Will-o’-the-wisp, 
but is grounded on a perfectly scientifical theory, which is open to 
everyone to discuss and verify.—We beg to remain, dears Sirs, yours 
very truly, G. P. W. Beach. 

The British Acetylene Gas Apparatus Syndicate, Dover. 
May 22nd, 1902. 

PHOTOGRAPHIC CHEMISTS AND AMATEUR PHOTO¬ 
GRAPHY, Etc. 

To the Editors. 
Gentlemen,—I should be glad of some explanation to the following : 

-—A chemist sells photographic materials, uses some of his stock 
cameras, and photographs objects of interest, gets some occasionally 
in illustrated papers, and sells copies, etc., calls himself an amateur, 
enters competitions as such, obtains trade discount on materials, and 
so on. I might mention other interesting points, but what I wish to 
know is: First, whether he is honest, passing as an amateur; second, 
why should he obtain heavy discounts on materials, and yet the true 
and honest professional, whose business the chemist often damages 
somewhat, has to accept considerably less discount, because he does not 
retail goods, and yet he uses more than the chemist buys?—I am, 
yours, etc., “Logic.” 

May 16th, 1902. 

PHOTOGRAPHY AT THE CRYSTAL PALACE. 
To the Editors. 

Gentlemen,—We have much pleasure in notifying you that we have 
succeeded in semiring for users of our Kodaks the unrestricted right 
to photograph in the buildings and grounds of the Ciystal Palace 
•during the forthcoming “ America in London ” Exhibition, at which 

we are making an extensive exhibit with demonstrations. Many 
amateurs have often wished to> photograph at the Palace, but have 
not hitherto been able to do so, as the sole rights have been strictly 
reserved to firms contracting for same. We have no> doubt that this 
concession will be much appreciated by many amateurs, and will be 
largely taken advantage of, and we shall feel obliged if you will 
kindly bring the matter under the notice of the readers of your 
esteemed journal. The privilege extends to the use of Kodaks only, 
and applies only as long as the exhibition lasts—namely, from the 
present date until the end of September next.—We are, yours faith¬ 
fully, Kodak, Ltd. 

Head Offices: 43, Clerkenwell Road, London, E.C. 

“A NEW AND LUCRATIVE PROFESSION.” 
To the Editors. 

Gentlemen,—As Mr. H. Walter Barnett has, from his letter in last 
week’s issue of the B.J.P., made me aware from whence my identity 
was revealed to him, I must confess I am somewhat surprised at 
so eminent a gentleman deigning to put into use information acquired 
in such a manner, when information from another and more reliable 
source would have impressed him quite differently. At the same 
time, it reflects no credit on the institutions I make reference to; 
indeed, it sets me wondering which of two institutes should be con¬ 
sidered most preferable—i.e., the one said to advertise in a way calcu¬ 
lated to mislead the public, or the other obviously indiscreet in their 
office work, giving publicity to the private correspondence of their 
clients, when sanction for publicity is withheld. In his letter I note 
Mr. Barnett endorses my proposition of the previous week, that facts, 
not words, etc., will better convince us as to the advantages affirmed 
by the college in question, and who, Sirs, is more able to be our 
informant than as I have already suggested? 

Mr. Barnett’s cynical musing,] and whether such a “ defence ” 
would be welcomed by the promoters of the Illinois College of Photo¬ 
graphy, to me are matters of indifference. As I have no inclination 
to further this discussion, I would say, in conclusion, that, as Mr. 
Barnett observes in his letter, dated May 4th, “ There is no royal 
road to excellence in any profession,” he will also agree that, in order 
to succeed in photography and prove it lucrative, as in all other 
industries and undertakings in life, does not wholly depend upon 
“ college education,” “ work room advantages,” or even the “ most 
influential technical teaching,” all of which in their way are neces¬ 
sary, but individual merit acquired by those of an adaptable disposi¬ 
tion, and who are fortunate, aye, fortunate in being the possessors of 
good sound intellect, combined with sagacity.—I am, Sirs, yours ver^ 
truly, Harry Foster. 

London, W. 
May 26th, 1902. 

flnsuxrs to Correspondents. 
%* All matters intended for the text portion of this JoURN AL, inched, 

ing queries, must he addressed to “ The EDITORS, The BRITISH 
Journal of Photography, 24, Wellington-street, Strand, London, 
W. C. ” Inattention to this ensures delay. 

%* Correspondents are informed that we cannot undertake to answer 
communications through the post. Questions are not answered unless 
the names and addresses of the writers are given. 

%* Communications relating to Advertisements and general business 
affairs should he addressed Messrs. Henry Greenwood & Co., 
24, Wellington-street, Strand, London, W.C. 

Photographs Registered :— 
R. L. Hagyard, 17, Hartington Road, Stockton-on.Tees. Photograph of Mr. IV. H. 

J tide. 

C. Hands, 46, Efifra Parade, Brixton, S.W. Photogi aph of Cricketers. 

Address Wanted.—L. S. writes: “Will you be good enough to give me 
the address of a firm that would buy old negatives (cabinets) ? ”— 
In reply: We do net know of any firm that purchase old negatives. 

Address Wanted.—T. King writes : “ Will you kindly give me the address 
of a good firm who manufacture glass bottles for photographic pur¬ 
poses ? ”—In reply: Messrs. Kilner Bros., King’s Cross; but they 
only supply in wholesale quantities. 

Toning Process.—J. Bidgood writes: “ I should be much obliged if you 
would tell me what the enclosed print is toned with.”—In reply: 
The print is on matt paper, and appears to have been deeply toned 
with gold. 

F. J. Percy.—We can give no idea as to the value of the two old 
engravings, so much depends upon the quality of the impressions. 
We should say they are not worth much. Better submit them to 
a picture dealer. 

Lens for Studio Work.—F. H. writes: “Will you kindly inform me what 
lens should be used for a 2in. head in a studio, 18ft. from sitter? ” 
In reply : A lens of about 12in. focus will be suitable for a 2in. head. 
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One of shorter focus may be used, but the perspective will not 
be so pleasing. 

Addresses Wanted.—T. P. Waldek writes: “ Will you kindly give me the 
addresses of firms from whom I can hire a 12in. by 12in. outfit for a 
day? ”—In reply: Messrs. Sands and Hunter, Cranborne Street, and 
Messrs. Morley and Cooper, Upper Street, Islington, we believe, 
lend apparatus on hire. The Telia Company, Shaftesbury Avenue, 
may possibly also do the same. 

Retouching.—“In Doubt” writes: “Your opinion of retouching of 
enclosed prints will be valued. Am practically self-taught, and 
work has been done at home at night.”—In reply: We are sorry 
we cannot congratulate you on your work. We should recommend 
you to get a few lessons fiom a competent retoucher, as you do 
not seem to know what is required in retouching negatives. 

Value of Lens.—T. L. writes: “I have a 1-1 rapid Euryscope.lens, f/6, 
with no maker’s name on it. (1) If I sent it up to your, could 
you value it for me and give me your opinion as to whether it is 
a good lens, as I do not seem to get very good results with it? 
(2) If you could not undertake to do this, please name a firm who 
would examine it for me.”—In reply : Send us the lens, with stamps 
for its return, and we will give you an idea of its value. 

Address Wanted.—J. T. writes: “ Can you let me know anything further 
concerning the new lenses (Lacour) noticed in the British Journal 

of last week; if there is an agent for them in England, or where 
a price list can be obtained ?”—In reply: Our information was 
obtained from the April number of “ La Photographie Francaise.” 
We are sorry we cannot give you M. Lacour’s address, but perhaps 
a letter to the editor of the paper, at 156, Avenue de Suffren, 
Puteaux-sur-Seine, would be the means of obtaining the informa¬ 
tion you require. 

Backgrounds, Etc.—“Background” writes: “(1) Will you kindly inform 
me where I can get a background similar to the one in photo 
enclosed; (2) and also how to copyright a photo, and the cost of 
same?”—In reply: (1) Probably such houses as Marion’s, Hough¬ 
ton’s, and the like, would supply a similar background. It seems 
to be made of the ordinary embossed wallpaper, and any house- 
decorator would make you one to order. (2) Send two copies of 
the photograph, together with Is. 6d. in stamps, and our pub¬ 
lishers will make the picture copyright for you. 

Identity of Process.—The Southwark Photo Engraving Company 

write: “We should be greatly obliged if you would inform us as 
to what paper the enclosed print (No. 2) is on. We have made 
numerous inquiries of manufacturers, and tried many papers, but 
without success. The print No. 1 is the nearest we can get, but it has 
not that “ eggshell ” tint in the whites, nor are the blocks the same. 
It is not a question of quality or taste, we simply want to match 
No. 2 identically.”—In reply: Quite impossible to say on what 
particular paper the print in question was made, as there are so 
many brands that will yield similar results if toned to the same 
cold colour; indeed, most of them will do so. 

Pyroxylins.—“ Collodion ” asks: “ (1) In making pyroxyline, is it abso¬ 
lutely necessary to have acids of a certain specific gravity, or would 
that commonly sold as “pure” answer the purpose. (2) Is there 
danger in mixing (a) the specified quantities of sulphuric and nitric 
acids, (b) sulphuric acid and nitrate of potash? (3) Would strong 
methylated alcohol answer as a solvent ? ”—In reply: The specific 
gravity of the acids, and the temperature, are the most important 
points to be attended to in the making of pyroxiline. The specific 
grrvity and the temperature should be exact to the formula. 
(2) Only from the fumes given off. (3) Yes; unless the collodion 
is required for the wet collodion process. 

Instantaneous Photography.—W. P. N. writes: “ I have a 1/1 plate 
camera I wish to use for instantaneous work, such as processions, 
moving objects, etc. I know I should require shutter and view¬ 
finder for same. Not having used one before, perhaps you would 
inform me where to fix finder, and how do you determine when 
picture is in focus? I am using a stigmatic lens.”—In reply: The 
best position for the finder is on the top of the camera; but if 
the camera be used on a stand it may be more convenient to have 
it on the side, and as near the front as possible. As regards the 
focussing, the best way is to have a scale on the camera marked 
for different distances, and adjust the focus by that. 

Lens for Various Purposes.—“Inquirer” writes: “I have a saloon 
studio camera 15in. by 12in. Whose make of lens would you recom¬ 
mend me to use for same, to take all sizes down to midgets; 
what focal length, and what stop to use for rapid work?”—In 
reply: To take a 15in. by 12in. portrait, you will require a lens 
of from 20in. to 24in. focal length. One of the portrait or the 
group type will be the most useful in the studio. But the same 
lens cannot be used for such small portaits as midgets, unless, 
indeed, you possess a studio of extraordinary length. The larger 
the stop, of course, the shorter will be the exposure. It is against 
our rule to recommend any particular maker’s goods. Get the 
catalogues of different opticians. 

Book Wanted.—“Hope” writes: “In successive Journals reference has 
been made to “ Artistic Anatomy ” (page 384). This must be some¬ 
thing different from the ordinary principles that such men as H. 
P. Robinson enunciate. If so, what is a suitable book on the 
subject, and where may it be got?”—In reply: Read Nos. 17, 18, 
and 19 of the “ One Shilling Hand Books on Art,” published by 
Messrs. Winson and Newton, 37-40, Rathbone Place, W. “Hope” 
should recollect that no amount of book knowledge will be any 
good unless he is born with the natural aptitude for deduction and 
application of knowledge. It is in this that the majority fail. t 

Morbid forms of anatomy are best studied at a hospital school, 
and a knowledge of this is necessary for the better appreciation ot 
the normal type. 

Yellow Stain.—“Perplexed” writes: “Will you please give me your 
opinion as to cause of yellow stain on enclosed print, winch makes 
its appearance during final washing. I may say prints are toimj 
in sulphocyanide bath. After previous washing in running water, 
then alum, good wash again, wash after toning, fix (ten minutes)] 
well wash (ten minutes), passed through alum bath, and then final 
washing (thirty minutes). Occasionally a yellow tint comes over 
the whole surface of paper, as enclosed print, which puzzles me.” 
—In reply: So far as one can judge from the print, it waB not 
long enough in the fixing solution, or that was too weak; or, may 
be, there was a large amount of hypo in the paper when it was 
treated with alum. Use a stronger hypo solution, or allow a 
longer time in it, and omit the alum treatment. 

Midget Photographs.—“ Midget ” writes. “ I shall be pleased if you 
will inform me where I can obtain an apparatus for taking midget 
photos, such as are sold here (Isle of Man) for 6d. and Is. per 
doz6n. The process, to my mind, appears to be they are takeu 
on a half or whole plate negative^ and printed on a whole sheet 
of rapid paper and then cut off the sheet in strips of a dozen, the 
plate being divided into squares, and the same being moved at 
the back of the lens. I may be wrong, but I think I have made 
clear to you the kind of apparatus I mean, and shall be glad of 
the particulars of the making or purchasing of such; also where to 
obtain Ferrotype dry plates, and price of such.”—In reply: 
Various forms of aparatus for producing midget photographs are 
supplied by such houses as Fallowfield’s; indeed, by all large 
stock dealers. Ferrotype dry plates are also supplied by Fallow- 
field’s. 

Cracks in Collodio-Ciiloride Prints.—“ Othello ” writes:—“ Lately 
I have used a good deal of matt collodio-chloride paper, which I 
get from Thom and Wiggin, Giltspur Street. On the wrhole, I find 
many prints disfigured by irregular hair-like cracks, which appear 
white in the shadows. Is this the fault of the paper or manipu¬ 
lator? I am exceedingly careful not to bend the paper more thau 
necessary. The cracks are only apparent when paper is dry, and 
are in patches, and more frequently occur near the edges of sheet. 
The baths used are chiefly gold, followed by platinum.”—In reply: 
We are inclined to the opinion that the trouble is more due 
to the manipulation than to the paper, seeing that it is only some 
prints that show cracks. We should advise you to try drying 
the prints flat between blotting-boards, which will prevent their 
curling. We suspect that the cracks are due to pressing the 
prints flat after they have curled in the drying. 

A Difficulty with Enlargers.—F .O. P. writes: “ On January 19th last 
I sent away for enlargement three negatives. I duly received an 
acknowledgment from the firm of their arrival, and they sent 
the enlargements on in about two months’ time. These were two 
bromides and one oil. Owing to carelessness on the packer’s part 
the enlargements were considerably damaged, and I refused to 
accept them. They were returned, and I heard from the firm 
to the following effect: that they had worked enlargements up 
as far as possible for the amount paid, but suggested me sending 
another 4s., when they would go over the enlargements again. 
This I agreed to do on their sending the pictures, but up to the 
present I have been unable to obtain possession of either the 
negatives (which were not sent at first) or the enlargements. I 
had much trouble to get the enlargements back at first, and had 
to write several very threatening letters before I succeeded in get¬ 
ting a satisfactory reply.”—In reply: You tell us the circumstances, 
and we surmise you want our advice as to how you should act. 
It seems to us that the firm have a lien on the pictures and the 
negatives for the 4s. owing. Send that, and if the picture and the 
negative are not promptly returned, sue in the County Court. 

*** Notice to the Trade, Wholesale Agents and Book¬ 
sellers.—A Contents Bill is issued with each number of the JOURNAL, 

and copies may be had on application to the Publishers. 
*** Notice to Advertisers.—A devised Tariff for advertisements 

in the Journal is now in force. Blochs and copy are received subject to 
the approval of the Publishers, and advertisements are inserted abso¬ 
lutely without condition, expressed or implied as to what appears in 
the text portion of the paper. 
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EX CATHEDRA. 

In writing upon the Lippmann colour 
process, Dr. Xeuhaus mentions in the 
“Photographische Rundschau’" that whilst 
residing in Berlin he obtained excellent 

rendering of colour with pryo-bromide and ammonia as a 
developer for the plates. However, upon removing to 
Grosslichterfelde, he failed completely with the same de¬ 
veloper. As an alternative, he used a very dilute Amidol 
developer, and intensified the plates before fixing. In 
this way he obtained colours of great beauty. Owning that 
such trifles may appear to be of little interest, he thinks 
it well to draw attention to them, as they may offer an 
explanation of the circumstances under which some persons 
utterly fail to obtain good results, although they may 
have followed the usual instructions with the greatest care. 
In commenting upon this fact, the Editor of “ Photo¬ 
graphische Kunst ” remarks that some years ago J. B. 
Obernetter sold his method of preparing gelatine emul¬ 
sions by the cold process to a number of photographers. 
Although good results were obtained in every other town 
where the process was tried, in Berlin it utterly failed. 
Obernetter visited Berlin himself to ascertain the cause, 
and seems to have failed at first, also. Differences in the 
water supply and other local conditions frequently affect 

Local 
Influence 
in 
Photography, 

the photographer in his work, and he should be constantly 
watchful of his surroundings. 

Sub¬ 
marine 
Photography. 

A very interesting account is given in 
“ Lux ” of Louis Boutan’s experiments 
in photographing submarine life and 

landscape. As assistant to Lacaze de Duthiers, Professor of 
Zoology at the University of Paris, he carried out a series 
of investigations concerning sea fauna, and thus, as a 
diver, became intensely interested in submarine scenery. 
In a work he has published upon the subject, he gives a 
number of photographs of these extraordinary aspects of 
nature. The apparatus consisted of a hand camera, enclosed 
in a box of sheet copper, fitted with a circular piece of 
plate glass in front of the lens. The lid of the box was 
made watertight by means of thick strips of india-rubber 
placed between it and the walls of the box, to which it 
was firmly screwed. Suitable mechanism was provided 
for opening the lens and changing the plate. Even at a 
depth of ten metres the pressure of the water is incon¬ 
veniently great, and to provide against it an india-rubber 
ball of about four litres capacity was used. The air 
was pumped into the box through a tube, and the pres¬ 
sure of the water counteracted. A cast-iron tripod was used 
as a stand for the camera. It was found that at a depth 
of six metres the light was so much reduced that half-an- 
liour’s exposure was necessary. At seven metres depth 
exposures by daylight were impracticable. To overcome this 
difficulty artificial light was used, and obtained by burning 
magnesium powder in oxygen. The lamp was formed of a 
glass globe connected with a supply of oxygen, and the 
magnesium powder was introduced by means of an india- 
rubber ball and composition tube. In this way in¬ 
stantaneous exposures were made and most interesting 
results obtained. 

Edison’s 
Dark 
Room. 

Edison, the wizard of Menlo Park, as 
he is called, has perhaps more reason to 
cry. “ Save me from my friends ” than 

have most inventors, for during his busy and useful life he 
has been credited with a variety of ridiculous doings by 
those who evidently wish him well. And the wonderful 
things which he has been made to say by journalistic inter¬ 
viewers would be enough to turn Baron Munchausen or 
M. de Rougemont green with envy. If we can believe one 
of the most recent of these energetic scribblers, Edison is 
now busy on something in the photographic way. He 
has built a big dark room, with no windows to it, and only 
a very small door. Even the ventilation of this darkest of 
dark rooms has eight sharp angles in its course, in case 
a glimmer of daylight should get inside. Some of us 
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would think that three angles would be sufficient for the 
purpose, but Edison is nothing if not thorough, and he has 
eight. What he is going to achieve in this wonderful 
camera obscura he does not say. Dozens of workmen have 
been labouring upon its arrangements for months past, 
“ and soon the great inventor will shut himself away and 
work out his problem alone.” But what that problem is no 
one yet knows. The worthy interviewer was not, however, 
allowed to go quite empty away. Although Edison 
studiously refused to sav what the dark room was for, or to 
give a hint regarding his coming labours in it, he gave 
voice to the following remarkable pronouncement: “ In 
the light,” said he, “ the pupil of the eye contracts ; in the 
darkness it expands.” Possibly, as the great inventor de¬ 
livered himself of this remarkably original thought, he 
“ winked the other eye ” ; but as to this the ingenious youth 
who interviewed him is silent. 

* * * 

Patents The annual report of the Controller- 

1901*General of Patents, Designs, and Trade 
Marks, which was issued last week, is 

interesting, as showing the inventive genius of the country. 
From the report it appears that during the year 1901 the 
number of patents applied for was 26,777, as compared 
with 23,924 in 1900, an increase of nearly 3,000. Our 
weekly lists of patents relating to photography, it will 
have been noticed, have shown no falling off during the 
past year. Although nearly 24,000 patents were applied 
for, it must not for a moment be surmised that anything 
like that number will be completed, for a very large pro¬ 
portion of them will not be carried beyond the initial stage 
—the provisional specification—the cost of which is but 
20s., whereas the cost of a patent for four years is four 
pounds. During the past few years the patent news in 
connection with photography has shown nothing very 
important in the way of inventions, either in connection 
with processes or apparatus, and this is not altogether sur¬ 
prising, considering that a decade ago there seemed nothing 
really new to invent. In the comparative infancy of photo¬ 
graphy, when the most important inventions and improve¬ 
ments were made, there were very few patents taken for 
them—less in the year than are often applied for weekly 
now. The most valuable processes, for example, the 
collodion process, wet and emulsion, and the gelatine pro’ 
cesses, were never patents ; yet, what fortunes they would 
have brought to their inventors ! It would be interesting 
to learn what proportion of the many hundreds of patents 
that have been taken in connection with photography 
during the last couple of decades have brought a profit to 
the patentees, or even recouped them for the outlay for the 
patent? Still more interesting it would be to learn how 
many of those taken out would prove valid if they were 
contested in the law courts. 

* * * 

M The e^e(yt ^e mefaHine photograph 
Simport. lamiliar to most photographers, and 

has special qualities, which render it 
peculiarly suitable for certain subjects. The “ Photo- 
graphische Kunst,” a new publication which has recently 
been issued at Munich and Leipsic by the “ Vereinigte 
Druckereien und Kunstanstalten,” give® particulars of a 
series of various kinds of metallic plates manufactured 
by Karl Winter, of Pforheim, Baden. These are for use as 
support for photographs by the carbon process. The 
plates are formed of two metals, the “ white,” having a sur¬ 
face of pure silver, and the coloured, a surface of pure 
gold. The colours of the latter range from pale yellow 
to orange, red, and green, the variations being produced 

by suitable additions to the metal. The surface plate -if 
silver, or gold, is supported by a second plate of copper, ot 
other suitable metal, and the two are welded undo- 
hydraulic pressure of several hundred atmospheres. At 
this stage the plates arte several centimetres thick, and they 
are then rolled to a suitable degree of thinness. l>v 
a final mechanical process a fine grain is given to the 
surface. The transfer of the carbon print to the metallic 
plate is effected in the usual way. For single transfer, the 
plates are immersed in warm water, to which a little 
caustic soda is added, and they are then rinsed. It is, 
however, preferable with the gold plates to use a sub¬ 
stratum of 1^ grammes of gutta-percha, dissolved in chloro¬ 
form, to which 500c.c. of benzine is added. A 2 gramme 
solution of gelatine in 500c.c. of water, with addition of 
2c.c. of glacial acetic acid, is also a good substratum. The 
plates should be coated and dried. For double transfer, the 
plates should be coated with a 5 per cent, solution of gela¬ 
tine. Dry the plates, and the print may then be squeezed 
upon them in the usual manner. Care should be taken to 
cut the prints smaller than the plates, so that when 
expanded by the water they do not overlap the edges of the 
plates. The prints should receive one and a-half times the 
normal exposure for the silver plates, and rather more 
for the gold. Unsuccessful prints may be washed off by 
immersion in hot water, to which caustic soda is added, 
and the plates may then be used again. 

* * * 

The Parks It should be generally known that the 
and the possession of the photographic “ lied 

Book,” issued by the Affiliation of Photo¬ 
graphic Societies, gives the owner the privilege to use" a 
hand camera in the London parks. Every member of a 
society affiliated to the “ Royal ” should procure for him¬ 
self one of these handy little volumes. The question as to 
the use of stand cameras in the parks was raised recently 
at a leading London society, and a well-known, respected 
member expressed the wish that the Affiliation Committee 
should use its influence to obtain an extension of the privi¬ 
lege to the use of stand cameras also. It wTas stated 
that unsuccessful attempts had already been made in that 
direction. Much as we desire to see every reasonable 
opportunity given for the use of the camera, we think the 
authorities are right in limiting photographers to hand 
apparatus in the parks. These open spaces are the 
recreation grounds of the people, and the free enjoyment of 
them for that purpose should be the first consideration. 
Passing through the Broad Walk of Regent’s Park, a 
few days ago, we were greatly impressed with the beauty 
of the foliage and the reposefulness of the surroundings. It 
was a delightful change, wdiich seemed to be appreciated 
by many a person with careworn face, besides the numerous 
children, who look upon the parks as their urban play¬ 
grounds. Had our friend been with us, with his whole- 
plate camera, he would have attracted a crowd, and com¬ 
pletely marred the peacefulness of the spot. It must be 
remembered that photographic societies are open to all¬ 
comers. We have little to say against the itinerant photo¬ 
grapher, although he may be over persistent at times. 
He endeavours to obtain an honest subsistence, and often 
does creditable work. Yet our experience of him at the 
seaside and at various suburban resorts, makes us cling to 
the desire that he may be permanently excluded from the 
parks. It is true that regulations might be framed pro¬ 
hibiting the use of stand-cameras for trade purposes, but 
the ease with which a “ Red Book ” may be obtained, would 
be a great temptation to set the regulations at naught, 
and the privilege to use the hand camera in the parks 
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might then be lost through the transgressions of a few men 
hard pressed in the struggle for existence. 

* * * 

Weather Last week we referred to the extra- 
Pro£»nost‘ca“ ordinary accuracy of M. Jules Capre’s 
tions. forecast of the weather for last month, 

which he issued at its beginning. He has now issued 
another for the present month, in which he says that 
from the 1st to the 15th we are to have hot weather, but 
until the 5th we must expect frequent thunderstorms. 
From the 6th onward, he says we may leave our umbrellas 
at home, for rain is most unlikely ; though sailors on the 
North Sea will have to look out for squalls on the 14th 
and 15th of the month. From the 15th to the 25th, 
M. Capre says the barometer will stand at “ change,” and 
the tendency will be to rain, but not in any undue quantity. 
Switzerland and France are to have bad weather from the 
19th to the 24th, but here in England, and the North of 
France, we may expect better things. These are M. Capre s 
forecasts for June, and it is to be hoped that they will be 
realised. On the other hand, Dr. Falke, another weather 
prophet, tells us that we shall have weather worse than 
that of May. It will be seen that these two forecasts are 
diametrically opposed to each other, and it will be interest¬ 
ing to note which of the two prove the most accurate, or if 
either approach accuracy. Our meteorological authorities 
tell us that it is impossible to forecast the weather for 
more than twenty-four hours in advance, with accuracy. 
Unfortunately, the forecasts made by them, that appear in 
the daily papers, appear to bear out that assertion—even 
for much less than twenty-four hours, unless the weather 
is very settled, so frequently inaccurate are they. We 
notice that the Meteorological Office have announced again 
this year that they will be prepared to issue, during the 
harvest season, to presons desirous of receiving them, fore¬ 
casts of the weather on the payment of the telegrams for 
them. It is mentioned that these special harvest forecasts 
are prepared at 3.30 p.m., and are applicable to the twenty- 
four hours from midnight to the following time of issue. 
The Meteorological Office have done this several years, 
but the applications for the forecasts have been but limited. 
Possibly farmers, from past experience, prefer to rely upon 
their own judgment, rather than upon the forecasts sup¬ 
plied from the Meteorological Department. As a rule, 
farmers and boatmen, who are so much dependant upon the 
weather, are pretty good weather forecasters. On the other 
hand, photographers, particularly outdoor ones, to whom 
the weather is equally as important, seem to devote very 
little attention to the subject. 

* * * 

Science We are glad to see that one of the two 
p”1*. scientific observers who, under the aus- 

o Ograp y. pjces Qf the R0ya.l Society, left England 

last week en route for St. Vincent, in the person of Dr. 
Tempest Anderson, is an expert photographer. More¬ 
over, he has had much practice in photographing volcanoes 
and their attendant phenomena, and is credited with 
possessing a unique series of pictures of this character. 
A year or two ago he spent much time on the slopes of 
Vesuvius, making a study of the natural features of that 
historic mountain, and taking many photographs near the 
crater whilst an incipient eruption was in progress. He 
also devoted much study to volcanic formations in other 
countries, notably in the Colorado region of the United 
States, where, with a party of geologists, he was carrying 
on investigations as late as 1900. It is too often the case 
that in an inquiry of this kind the photographic duties are 

deputed to some enthusiast who is reputed to know all about 
it, but whose real knowledge is of a theoretical and non- 
negotiable kind. The result is a series of splendid 
opportunities lost, recorded by some hundreds of spoilt 
plates or films. Of course, the unfortunate maker of the 
goods comes in for most of the blame, or it may be the 
weather, or the careless development of the things—or 
something else. It is of first importance that nothing 
of this kind should take place in connection with the 
volcanic inquiry now on foot. The scientific men of all 
nations are hurrying to the Windward Islands, in order 
to see for themselves, and for their respective govern¬ 
ments, the results of Natures destructive handiwork^ and 
we may be sure that photography will play a most im¬ 
portant part in furnishing unimpeachable records for 
future reference. Upon these men will then rest the decision 
of that serious question whether Martinique is to be still 
considered fit for the dwelling-place of mankind. The 
inquiry, will, we hope, be extended to a consideration 
of the islands forming the Windward group as a whole. 
If we look at a map of them, we shall see the little specks of 
land peeping out of the Caribbean Sea in the form of a 
crescent. In three of these islets, namely Guadeloupe, 
Martinique, and St. Vincent, have destruction of property 
and awful loss of life taken place within the past month. 
Is it within the power of science to say how far these 
horrors are likely to be repeated ? We shall know in due 
course the answer to this question, and, whether it be 
yea or nay, we may be quite certain that photography will 
have some hand in the decision. 

* * * 

Cinemato* Dr. Grim in his recent lecture 

Definition. before the Camera Club, while advocat¬ 
ing the employment of his fluid lens for 

cinematographic pictures, was understood to say that want 
of definition, which seems to be characteristic of that instru¬ 
ment, is no detriment to a picture intended for cinemato¬ 
graph projection, because “rapid movement does away 
with want of sharpness.” And he instanced the case of a 
picture of a torpedo being fired in which the screen pro¬ 
jection appeared sharp enough, although the component 
photographs were fuzzy. We cannot admit the correctness 
of the conclusions at which the lecturer arrived, and, at 
the same time, cannot help thinking of that old fable in 
which the fox who had accidentally lost his tail advocated 
deprivation of the caudal appendage to all his fellows. 
Dr. Grim also implied that few such pictures were sharp, 
the majority being taken at too slow a speed. We must beg 
to differ from the doctor on this point also. A good cine¬ 
matograph picture requires to possess finer definition than 
any other class of photograph, for the simple reason that 
it has to be magnified to such an enormous extent. If a 
picture which is only the size of a postage stamp is- 
enlarged, as these cinematograph films commonly are, to 
fifteen feet, or more, on the screen, every blur becomes 
painfully apparent, and any film possessing such a fault 
would be rejected by its manufacturer as quite unsaleable. 
We have had the opportunity of closely examining many, 
cinematograph films by the best makers, and unhesitatingly 
state that they are absolutely sharp. In corroboration of 
our contention, let us, as the lawyers say, state a case. 
At various manufacturing towns local showmen make a 
practice of exhibiting moving pictures of the hands leaving 
one or other of the big factories, fifty men occupying the 
field of view at any given movement. These workmen will 
bring their wives and sweethearts to see the pictures on 
the screen, the exhibition having been well advertised 
beforehand, and their chief enjoyment is the recognition 
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of their own likenesses and those of their pals. Now, as 
in the original pictures, which measure only one inch 
.across, the image of each face cannot be bigger than a pin’s 
head, it is obvious that those little photographs, for the 
features to be readily identified, must possess definition 
of the most perfect kind. Would Dr. Grim have us believe 
that if the individual faces were blurred by movement 
during exposure, they would set sharp when projected on 
the screen1? If so, the cinematographer need no longer 

trouble to focus his camera. 
* * * 

'Published There is, perhaps, no more useful and 
Portraits. pleasing application of the camera than. 

.its employment for portraiture of celebrities, be they states¬ 
men who are doing the nation’s work in Parliament, 
soldiers who are fighting for the Empire, the writers of 
books and the painters of pictures, stars of the concert 
room and the sta-ge, or any others who in any way are 
connected with public life. All these, in their several 
useful roles, have their admirers, and their portraits find 
ready entrance to palace and cottage. These portraits 
obtain a still wider publication through the medium of the 
various illustrated journals and periodicals, and are much 
appreciated by the public in general, who, after admiring 
a man’s work, are naturally interested in acquainting 
themselves writh his personality. Of late years the scope 
of published portraiture has been much enlarged, and 
we find, with regret, that persons who have absolutely no 
claim to public recognition are being advertised in this way, 
apparently merely for their own gratification. We may 
suppose that the notion originated in the portraiture of 
private persons at the annual exhibition of the Royal 
Academy. But in this case there is valid reason for such 
publication, the pictures being shown as works of art, that 
is to say, as specimens of the skill of certain painters, the 
personality of the sitters being quite a secondary matter. 
In fact, up to recent years such pictures appeared in the 
-catalogue as “ portrait of a lady,” or of a gentleman, as 
the case might be. But now, owing to the ease with which 
a photograph can be adapted to the printing press, we are 
deluged with portraits of Mr. Nemo, or his sisters, cousins, 
and aunts, simply because that gentleman has the means 
to pay for the advertisement, for advertisement it is, and 
a very vulgar one at that. Possibly the payment is an 
[indirect one, the advertiser guaranteeing to take so many 
-copies of the publication in which the picture appears. 
The system is carried to its most offensive point when 
portraits of a bride and bridegroom are published, with 
notices as to the number of presents which they have 
secured, an account of the dresses worn by bride and 
bridesmaids, and other particulars of no interest what¬ 
ever to the general reader. There is something very un¬ 
pleasant in this form of vainglory, and it can best be 
compared with the vulgar ostentation exhibited by the 
ornate funeral trappings so dear to a lower stratum of 
society. We suppose that no man would think of parading 
his bride in her wedding finery, followed by a cart con¬ 
taining the presents, along one of our public thoroughfares, 
but this is, in effect, what he does when he sends the 
portrait of his newly-wedded wife for publication, and for 
Tom, Dick, and Harry to criticise. Are we, as a nation, 
getting lax as to the sacredness of the home, and of home 
life, or is this mania for publishing the contents of the 
family album merely a sport of the vulgar few? The 
system has not even the small merit of benefiting the poor 
photographer, for such multiplication of portraits brings 
no grist to his mill. It merely increases the circulation of 
periodicals which are not above pandering in such a way 
to the self-complacency of their patrons. 

PERSULPHURIC ACID AND PERSULPHATE 

OF AMMONIA. 

In 1834 Faraday electrolysed aqueous solutions of sulphuric 
acid, and found a remarkable disappearance of oxygen, but 
he did not carry his discovery any notable distance farther. 
It was not till 1878 that the explanation of tin- pheno¬ 
menon was discovered by Berthelot, who announced that 
the formation of persulpliuric accounted for this disappear¬ 
ance. Moreover, the latter chemist isolated the anhydride 
S*(>, and concluded that the corresponding acid was 
formed by, among other methods, dissolving tin- anhydride 
in water, which would give us H*S»0». Later on, we find 
that in 1891 Dr. Hugh Marshall discovered that salts of 
this acid were obtainable by electrolysing either the 
potassium or ammonium hydrogen sulphate. In a few years’ 
time, in 1898, in fact, Caro found reason to believe that 
persulpliuric acid was not the simple body that it had 
hitherto been believed to be, as, on acting upon a persul¬ 
phate with sulphuric acid, the acid liberated was unlike 
the acid of Berthelot. Later still, the topic of persul- 
phuric acid and its formula has been the subject of much 
discussion, the last word of which, so far, is to be seen 
in a paper by H. E. Armstrong, V.P.R.S., and Dr. Martin 
Lowry, read before a recent meeting of the Royal Society. 
Here the authors adduce evidence that the hitherto re¬ 
ceived formula is not correct, or, rather, is imperfect, and 
that there are at least three persulpliuric acids, instead of 
one, the ratios of sulphur to active oxygen being respectively 
four, two, and one in the acids named pertetrasulphuric, 
perdisulphuric, and peranhydrosulphuric acid. At present 
the chief value of the alkaline persulphates in photography 
is as reducing agents, the potash salt being least useful; 
its water will only take up about seven or eight grains 
to the ounce, while over half an ounce of ammonia per¬ 
sulphate will dissolve in that quantity of water. The 
former salt has been added, under the name of “ anthion,” 
to the long list of “ hypo-eliminators,” of which it is not 
possible to say anything of a laudatory nature. In this 
particular case one of the products of “ elimination ”— 
tetrathionate of soda, etc.—is decidedly more objectionable 
than the hypo itself, owing to its great instability. But 
beyond that, as we have often pointed out, it is not the 
hypo per se in itself, at any rate, in comparatively small 
proportion, that we must look to for an explanation of 
faded prints, but to the fact that, so long as a portion of the 
original “ fixing solution ” is present, so, also, must there 
be a portion of the dissolved silver it contains, and which, 
as the water evaporates, is likely to assume a most unstable 
form. Hence, no hypo eliminator is likely to be of the 
slightest use : rather the reverse. 

As to the employment of the ammoniacal salt, we have 
recently been experimenting, with the endeavour to ascer¬ 
tain whether some of the alleged difficulties of its use 
really do occur in practice. In the first case, the point 
upon wrhich considerable stress has been laid is the neces¬ 
sity for a freshly prepared solution. We happened to 
come across a 10 per cent, solution, which, to our know¬ 
ledge, was at least six months old. That decomposition 
had set in was evident to the sense of smell directly we 
took out the stopper; still, we persevered, and placed an old 
negative in the solution, further diluted. The action was 
perfect. When the particular action peculiar to this 
intensifier, the non-eating away of the half-tones and 
lighter deposits, was first called attention to in this country 
by Mr. Watmough Webster, he described the liability to 
the production of spots and markings as erratic as the 
comets, etc., of old worn plate days. Some experimenters 
failed to experience these markings, and we endeavoured 
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to find out the conditions. This we quickly discovered to 
be almost a function of strength of solution. So long as 
the strength was kept below two per cent, (nine or ten 
grains per ounce), no difficulty arose ) but when two pei 
cent, or stronger solutions were employed the whole image 
seemed to be in a state of unstable equilibrium, and liable 
to become marked and spotted without apparent cause. 
The remedy is obvious—to keep the solution always below 
the two per cent, strength. It will be found amply strong 
enough even for a dense film, for it is advisable to keep the 
strength down to keep the action under control. The 
reduction continues for some time after the removal of 
the plate and the washing. There is a point beyond 
which the reduction should not pass—that is, a rather 
rapid change of colour which takes place after the plate 
has been in the solution a certain length of time. If 
it be left in the solution for a longer period, the denser 
parts lose their opacity, and the whole negative has a 

■“ washed-out ” appearance, devoid of crispness and quality. 
As the reduction continues while the plate is being 

washed, it is desirable to adopt some means to check its 
action. The usual recommendation is to put the plate 
straight from the reducer into a bath of sulphite of soda. 
This plan is to be deprecated, on account of the great 
liability to iridescent and other staining upon the contact 
of the sulphite and the persulphate solutions. We found 
that it was better to wash the plate slightly before placing 
it in the sulphite bath. Little precipitation then took place. 
If placed into a hypo bath, ineradicable stains will be 

brought about. 
Our experience is that the best plan to proceed is, wash 

for about a couple of minutes in a running current of 
water and then to immerse in a 10 per cent, sulphite 
solution. If allowed to remain long enough, the first 
stain-like effect produced, together with an occasional 
iridescence of the surface, will disappear gradually, and 
leave a beautifully clear negative behind. If, however, 
time be an object, the quickest result will be obtained 
by leaving the plate a few minutes only in the sulphite and 
then to transfer to fresh hypo solution of ordinary fixing- 
strength. The stains that would have inevitably followed the 
use of hypo as a first bath are entirely avoided. As 
briefly as we can, we have narrated the results of our 
•experimentation, and, in conclusion, we may state that a con¬ 
tinued experience of its use strengthens our conviction 
that, used as above described, there should be no difficulty 
whatever in taking advantage to the full of the special 
powers as a reducer possessed by persulphate of ammonia. 

♦ 

Royal Institution.—A general monthly meeting of the members of 
•the Royal Institution was held on Thursday afternoon. Mr. J. Christie, 
Mr. F. K. McClean, and Sir John Denison Pender were elected members. 

The Royal Photographic Society of Great Britain.—At the ordinary 
meeting, June 10th, at 8 p.m., Professor J. C. Bose, D.Sc., will read a 
paper on “The Strain Theory of Vision and of Photographic Action.” 
and show illustrations. Mr. W. Smedley Aston’s exhibition of portrait 
and landscape photographs will be on view until the end of July. Mem¬ 
bers may introduce two friends to each meeting'. 

A Census of Lancashire and Yorkshire Photographers.—The occupa¬ 
tional results of the census of last year in respect of the Administrative 
Counties of Lancaster and York are now available, and in regard to the 
first-named county, show that 1,127 male persons and 374 female persons 
were enumerated as photographers, whilst in regard to the last-named 
county the respective totals are 840 and 292. Distributed under the 
following range of ages the results obtained are:— 

10 14 15 20 25 35 45 55 65 75 and upwards. 

IjANC ASTER. 

Males ’ .’.4 7 95 189 343 252 136 72 24 
Females ... 3 7 92 110 109 31 14 5 3 

York. 

Males ... 2 5 98 115 243 167 126 60 24 
Females ... 3 10 101 73 70 25 5 3 — 

5 —1.127 
— 374 

- — 840 
2 — 292 

JOTTINGS. 

The times change, and we change with them. Messrs. Alfred 
Ellis and Walery, the well-known photographers and photo¬ 
graphic publishers, of 51, Baker Street, London, N.W., have 
issued the following notice:—“To meet the requirements of 
amateur photographers, we have opened a department for the sale 
of plates, sensitised papers, and apparatus ; also to develop, re¬ 
touch, print, mount, make lantern transparencies or enlarge¬ 
ments from customers’ own negatives. We shall stock the best 
and most up to-date materials, and give every attention to the 
requirements of amateurs, who will find our experience as photo¬ 
graphers of great advantage to them.” There are several profes¬ 
sional photographers who already retail photographic materials 
as well as use them in their businesses for portrait and view 
taking ; but, nevertheless, the number who do so is comparatively 
small. One of the largest concerns of the kind in London—the 
Stereoscopic Company—has been conducted on this plan from a 
period long anterior to the time when chemists and others began 
to stock photographic supplies, and it is surprising that this 
example has not been more widely copied. A hint from so 
shrewd a man of business as Mr. Alfred Ellis is worth taking, 
and although I do not for a moment suppose that the 4,000 or 
5,000 professional photographers in this country are all in a posi¬ 
tion to profit by it, there is probably a considerable percentage of 
them armed with the necessary capital to qualify them for follow¬ 
ing so excellent a lead. Locality and the suitability of the pre¬ 
mises for a retail trade arc also questions that have some bearing 
here, but in general it is a matter for the individual to settle for 
himself. Photographically, I know my London and the princi¬ 
pal towns of Britain intimately, and I can recall dozens and 
dozens of photographic shops which would serve in an admirable 
manner for the display and sale of photographic apparatus ; and 
surely the man who is habitually using plates, papers, chemicals, 
lenses, cameras, etc., should, ipso facto, be qualified to sell them 
across the counter? It is too often urged, and not without 
reason, that photographers are painfully prone to shut their 
eyes to the opportunities that come their way—witness how they 
let the half-tone process slip through their fingers—but taking up 
the selling of photographic goods is such a simple plan of adding 
a string to cue’s bow that it may reasonably be conjectured the 
Ellisian departure will not be without its effect'd, e moral 
influence. 

Now that the heaviest war-cloud of modern times has been dis¬ 
pelled by the sun of peace, it may be supposed that photo¬ 

graphers as well as other classes of the community will find occa¬ 
sion to divert more of their thoughts into the channels of 

pleasure than they have allowed themselves to do during the past 
two years and nine months. The ordinary burdens of life are 
heavy enough in all conscience without the added weight of de¬ 
pression which a protracted war necessarily imposes on the mind 
of every single member of the community. The Photographic 
Convention of the United Kingdom has now reached the charm¬ 
ing age of “ swnet seventeen,” and the Cambridge meeting will 
be held in the week July 7th-12th next. Members have already 
received the official handbook, and it is in the hope that the 
attendance of photographers from all parts of the country will be 
favourably influenced thereby that the substance of the book, 
which deals with the week’s arrangements and the papers descrip¬ 
tive of Cambridge, Ely, and the other places to be visited is 
printed in extenso in this number of the Journal. The Fenland 

Convention will have as its President the genial astronomer. Sir 
Robert S. Ball, and I am assured that the local committee, 
amongst which Mr. F. IT. Sanderson has figured prominently, has 
worked hard in perfecting the arrangements for the meeting. 
Besides a portrait of the President, the handbook contains a re¬ 
ference map of Cambridge, four architectural illustrations, and 
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a fifteen-page list of local apartments giving details of the accom¬ 
modation. This is a new feature of Convention information 
which will, no doubt, be appreciated by many who, arriving from 
a distance, tired and travel-worn, wish to spare themselves the 
unpleasant task of hunting for rooms. From such a finished 
speaker as Sir Robert Ball a good and luminous address is sure 
to be forthcoming, and as the “ papers ” this year take the form 
of practical demonstrations by practical men, the Conventioner 
who likes his intellectual fare served up in an easily digestible 
doses need not go in fear of having to sit, at the evening meetings, 
under Professor Dryasdust, F.R.S., “toying with the alphabet 
and the numerals.” It is to be noted that the business day of 
the meeting has been changed from Wednesday to Thursday, 

excursions being made on Tuesday, Wednesday, and Friday. 
Cambridge and the places to be visited give the photographer a 
splendid choice of subjects ; and a successful and pleasant week 
should reward the efforts of those gentlemen who have un¬ 
grudgingly given their time and trouble to provide entertainment 
for their visitors. My last visit to Cambridge was to assist m 
some practical trials of the Sanderson camera, when it was first 
brought out. The test subject was the exterior of King's College 
Chapel, and the sportive undergraduates in neighbouring rooms 
pelted us and our cameras with lumps of loaf sugar. I was as¬ 
sured that this pretty, but occasionally inconvenient, custom is 
peculiar to this classic seat of learning. I prefer loaf sugar in 

my tea or coffee. 

Mr. Harry Foster, who last week (p. 439) gave Mr. H. Walter 
Barnett “ the retort courteous,” in the correspondence relating to 
the Illinois .College of Photography, wrote a letter of which time 
will probably bring home to him the futility and unwisdom. I 
do not know Mr. Foster from Adam : but the question whether a 
much-advertised American College is likely to send out pro¬ 
fessional photographers after from three to six months’ instruc¬ 
tion completely qualified to open studios or start business on 
their own account in these exacting times, is surely one that 
lends itself to a form of discussion from which ambiguity of 
reference and the tu quoque style of reply should be absent, 
Mr. Barnett devotes time, thought, and effort in order to elevate 
the profession to which he belongs, and if there were more of 
his confreres animated by the same unselfish spirit, the long 
desiderated improvement in the status of professional photo¬ 
graphy would be brought appreciably nearer. It is by one and all 
upholding the dignity of their calling and maintaining its rights 
and honours that an ever just public comes sooner or later to 
award that true measure of recognition which sustains the in¬ 
dividual in the reflection that in the stern battle of life he 
bears a part in which, for its own sake, he may take pride. 
It is a good thing to be proud of one’s profession—a stimulating 
and inspiring thing, without which success is rarely attainable. 
Take journalism. At one time, within my recollection, its 
social status was much lower than it is at present. I question 
very much whether Mr. Pinero, supposing his pretty little play 
of “ The Squire ” to be produced in 1902 instead of 1882—ah, me ! 
it does not seem twenty years since the “ scent of the hay ” was 
first “ wafted across the footlights ”—would be permitted by the 
Fourth Estate to pass off the unpleasant caricature of journalism 
which that piece contains. Journalists do not hold themselves 
so cheaply as formerly, nor should photographers. There is a 
(great deal of truth in the saying that the world rates you as 
you rate yourself. Elsewhere in this week’s Journal there is 
given the copy of a correspondence that has passed between 
Mr. Barnett and the Proprietor of “ Bibby’s Quarterly.” 
The pith of all that is claimed in that correspon- 
lence, on behalf of the professional photographer, is that 
he should not only be paid for his work—and well paid— 

but that he should have every reasonable recognition of and 
publicity for it, which in these days constitute the very oxygen 
of his existence. In recent times the rapid growth of the 
illustrated press has rendered the position of the professional 
photographer an exceedingly difficult one to maintain. First of 
all, his publication trade has been destroyed ; then his repro¬ 
duction fees have formed the object of concerted destructive 
attack; his copyright interests have been repeatedly menaced; 
and now his very identity is to be obscured, if not effaced. Mr. 
Barnett’s call to arms sounds at an onuortune moment. 

Dr. Grim shares the fate of the heterodox, and it is not sur¬ 
prising that his Fluid Lens, which is attracting much attention 
just now, should excite feelings that, to quote Longfellow, are 
“ uttered not, but comprehended ” by orthodox photographic 
opticians and photographers. But since he first exhibited speci¬ 
mens of the work it produced some eighteen months ago, the 
results have conspicuously improved in quality, and of the 
examples now hanging over the clock at the Camera Club, one, 
a view of a harbour, at least shows a near approach to what 
used to be termed f.64 definition. Some of the stage scenes 
are also fairly well defined, natural and spontaneous looking, 

and the portraits are here and there distinctly “pictorial.” A 
few years ago none of these results would have been looked at 
a second time ; nowadays, thanks to the movement which has 
educated people up (or down) to the acceptance of photographs 
in which definition, as the opticians understand the property, 
is non-apparent or non-existent, a class undoubtedly exists to 
which the Grim lens appeals. In at least two branches of work, 

to which little or no reference was made in the Camera Club 
lecture of last week, the system has possibilities—telephotography 
and portraiture. Dismissing the theoretical side of the subject 
from consideration here : what I understand Dr. Grim to claim 
is that with his fluid lens of the newer construction, fitted inside 
a hand camera of simple form, one has the power of taking 
rapid photo-sketches, if I may so term them, of artificially or 
dimly lighted subjects, more or less well defined over a small 
field. The most rapid hand camera lens of the day works at 
f.5 ; by the Griin system one may work at f.Z.b or f. 1.5, practi¬ 
cally twice or four times the rapidity. The only results I have 
seen are by Dr. Grim himself, who perhaps is far too busy a man 
to devote much time to photography, and I am curious to know 
how others succeed with his lens. For special subjects and in 
special circuipstances, the system has a value of its own—that 
is to say, where a comparatively large area of fine definition 
which will stand amplification is not required ; and it will 
stand or fall by its merits and the appreciation of a particular 
class of workers. At the same time, while recognising its dis¬ 
tinctive possibilities and usefulness, I do not think it will 
displace any of the existing types of lens systems, each of 
which serves a special purpose. Optically, Dr. Griin possibly 
lays himself open to criticism ; practically, his system opens up 
what is really a new field of work. 

The publication of the R. P. S. Exhibition prospectus is a 
reminder that we are only three months removed from the send¬ 
ing in date—only three months from autumn, with, at the time 
of writing, winter not merely lingering in the lap of spring, but 
firmly and comfortably seated there. I would specially direct 
attention to the lists of the Judges and the Hanging and Select¬ 
ing Committees. Taking the technical side first, most phases 
of scientific photography have their representatives, and it is 
doubtful if a better set of men could have been got together for 
the work. The pictorial section has its complement of “ back 
numbers ”—people who have no claim, save the mandate of an 
hysterical electorate, to a share in the management of the Exhi- 
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bition, but they will be fully accounted for by such strong men 

•as P. H. Emerson, William Crooke, J. S. Bergheim, H. Walter 

Barnett, and Martin Jacolette. I congratulate Mr. Crooke, who 

is incomparably the most gifted professional photographer of his 

time, on his accession to the It. P. S. Pictorial Jury, which this 

year realises an old dream of mine, that of being composed 

entirely of photographers, to the exclusion of the casual acade¬ 

mician. A few years ago I was laughed at for suggesting that the 

P. P. S. Exhibition of photographs should be judged by photo¬ 

graphers only—but time has vindicated me. It is a small point 

this, and yet it is one of some importance in its way, for it makes 

towards self-reliance and self-respect in photographic work. I 

.shall look to the forthcoming Exhibition to play a great part in 

educating the public to appreciate sound photographic portrait¬ 

ure, and I earnestly appeal to all professional readers of these 

lines to send in work of their best. May I also suggest to the 

authorities that Hill and Adamson’s magnificent volume of por¬ 

traits, produced over 50 years ago, should be placed on view, so 

that visitors to the Exhibition may have an opportunity of com¬ 

paring the old with the new, and thus of realising exactly what 

advance or retrogression has been made in this vital branch of 

photographic work. Cosmos. 

-»- 

exhibition. 
EXHIBITION OF PHOTOGRAPHS BY MR. SMEDLEY 

ASTON. 

An exhibition of the works of Mr. Smedley Aston, of Birmingham 
.is now being held at the House of the Royal Photographic Society, 6b, 
Russell Square, W.C., and will remain open for about a month. On 
the opening night Mr. Aston gave an address, which deserved a better 
audience than the dozen or so that assembled to hear it. 

It has been frequently the fate of those photographers whom the 
.society has honoured by the invitation to provide an exhibition at its 
rooms that their ideas and aims as expressed by themselves in words 
have received little or no confirmation from their works; indeed, in 
some cases it has appeared as though the examples on the walls have 
been selected for the purpose of illustrating characteristics which their 
authors considered deserving of condemnation. In this respect Mr. 
Smedley Aston has not erred. His address sounded a note too seldom 
heard when photography in its art association is the theme. It was 
a defence of simple, straightforward photography, and a protest against 
the methods of those who sully its fair fame by attempting to disguise 
instead of making the most of its natural characteristics, and by 
prostituting it to unworthy aims. At considerable detail, Mr. Aston 
set forth his views regarding the scope of photograpny as a means 
of artistic expression, the spirit in which pictorial work should be 
attempted and other matters appropriate to the subject, altogether a 
very wholesome disquisition to a refreshing change from the high 
-falutin’ nonsense frequently indulged in on similar occasions. 

About 140 pictures are shown, the landscapes and the portraits and 
.figure studies being hung in separate rooms, an arrangement which 
may have its advantages but which somewhat lessens the attractiveness 
of the exhibition as a whole by depriving it of that sense of variety of 
subject which is naturally pleasing. It is not the fact, however, that 
there is any want of diversity, either in material or in treatment. 
There is nothing sensational in the whole collection, and it is evident 
that, throughout, the aim has been to keep strictly within the limita¬ 
tions of pure photography, and by photographic means to reproduce 
the actual effect that appealed to the eye at the time the picture was 
made. Many of the landscapes are strongly reminiscent of the kind 
of work that was most appreciated twenty or so years ago, and the fact 
is not surprising. Mr. Aston deliberately restricts himself to the 
•methods which the photographers of those lays practised. In their 
case want of knowledge of hew to sophisticate their photographs pre¬ 
vented them from attempting to achieve success by any other means 
than those which Mr. Aston lays down as being the only legitimate 
ones, and their resource was to perfect their photography technically 
to eliable them to cope with the difficulties that arose. As we know, 
too often, the cult of technical perfection led, not so much to over- 
estimation of the value of technical photography, as to wrong under¬ 
standing of what constituted technical perfection, and to that con¬ 
ventional treatment to which the term “ photographic ” is generally 
applied. Towards this conventional treatment Mr. Aston occasionally 
lapses, and probably intentionally. A few of his works we should 

certainly describe as topographical photographs, using the expression 
in its strict and simple sense, and not in the depreciatory way it 
is now commonly used. On the other hand, there are many examples 
that are eminently pictorial in character, but still unadulterated 
photographs. These we would commend to the study of all interested 
in pictorial photography. It may be that Mr. Aston is a little un¬ 
compromising in his ideas of what is legitimate in the production of 
photographs, but he is certainly to be honoured for having acted up 
to his collections. The path he has chosen is the most difficult one, 
and that he has succeeded is, therefore, the more meritorious. 

. PHOTOGRAPHIC CONVENTION OF THE UNITED 

KINGDOM. 

17th Annual Meeting at Cambridge, July 7th to 12th, 1902. 

The Meetings and Exhibition of Apparatus, Pictures, etc., will be 
held in the Guildhall. 

President for the year.—Sir Robert S. Ball. 
Retiring President.—Sir William J. Herschel, Bart. 
Vice-presidents.—-Thomas Bedding, C. H. Bothamley, F. P. 

Cembrano, W. Crooke, George Davison, Sir Howard Grubb, Andrew 
Pringle, and John Stuart. 

Members of the Council.—C. S. Addison, Cambridge; Harold 
Baker, Birmingham; G. B. Bainbridge, Newcastle-on-Tyne; W. Barry, 
Hull; Godfrey Bingley, Leeds; Alexander Cowan, London; W. j. 
Croall, Edinburgh; T. R. Dallmeyer, London; Dr. Dufton. Cam¬ 
bridge; W. E. Dunmore, London; Alfred Ellis, London; S. H. Fry, 
London ; F. H. Gandy, Derby ; J. Pattison Gibson, Hexham; C. E. Good¬ 
rich, Cambridge ; H. M. Hastings,London ; E. J. Humphery, London; 
Col. Impey, Oxford; E. C. H. Jessop, Oxford; Sydney Keitfi, Houns¬ 
low; C. Phipps Lucas, London; Percy Lund, Bradford ; J. L. Lyell, 
London; Col. Lysaght, Bloemfontein, O.R.C. ; Rev. W. M. Merry, 
Oxford; A. F. Mo-wll, Liverpool; Rev. T. Perkins, Blandford; Claude 
Rippon, Oxford ; R. Robinson, Redhill; J. A. C. Ruthven, Dublin ; P. 
R. Salmon, London; F. H. Sanderson, Cambridge; D. J. Scott, Cam¬ 
bridge; A. Seaman, Chesterfield; E. Sanger Shepherd, London; Alex¬ 
ander Tate, Belfast; W. Taylor, Leicester; G. H. Tyndall, Ely; 
J. H. Walker, Leeds; E. J. Wall, London; H. Snowdon Ward, 
London; S. B. Webber, London; G. Watmough Webster, Chester; 
J. B. B. Wellington, Elstree; A. Werner, Dublin. * 

Messrs. R. W. Dugdale (of Gloucester), W. Thompson (of Newcastle- 
on-Tyne), and G. W. Norton (of Oxford), are by Rule XII. ex-officio 
members of the Council for one, two, and three years respectively. 

Vice-presidents are by Rule X. members of Council ex-officio. 
Trustees.—Samuel Blatchford Webber and Frederick Albert Bridge. 
Hon. Sec. and Treasurer.-—E. A. Bridge, East Lodge, Dalston Lane, 

London, N.E. 

RECEPTION COMMITTEE. 

Alex. Peckover, LL.D., Lord Lieutenant of the County. 
The Right Rev. Lord Alwyn Compton, Lord Bishop of Ely. 
Adolphus William Ward, Master of Peterhouse, Vice-Chancellor of 

the University. 
The Worshipful the Mayor of Cambridge, Mr. Alderman G. Kett, 

J.P. 
The Worshipful the Mayor of St. Ives, G. Kiddle. Esq. 
John Willis Clark, M.A., Registrary of the University, formerly 

Fellow of Trinity College. 
James Dewar, M.A., F.R.S., Jacksonian Professor of Experimental 

Philosophy, and Fullerian Professor at the Royal Institution. 
W. Ridgeway, M.A., Disney Professor of Archaeology. 
Sir William Martin Conway, Slade Professor of Fine Art. 
Montague Rhodes James, Litt. D., Director of the Fitzwilliam 

Museum, Fellow and Tutor of King’s College. 
A. H. Mann, Mus. D., Organist to the University, and of King’s 

College Chapel. 
A. C. Haddon, Sc.D., F.R.S., University Lecturer in Ethnology. 
J. Griffiths, M.A., M.D., Reader in Surgery in the University. 
T. B. Wood, M.A., University Lecturer in Agricultural Chemistry. 
F. Dewberry, Mus. B., F.R.C.O., Borough Organist. 
H. I. Hankin, Esq., ex-Mayor of St. Ives. 
A. J. Pell, Esq., Wilburton Manor. 
G. D. Day. M.A., Town Clerk, St. Ives. 
Horace Darwin, M.A. 
T. D. Atkinson, Esq., Hon. Sec. to the Cambridge Antiquarian 

Societv. 
E. A. Newell Arber. M.A., F.G.S. 
J. Palmer Clarke, Bury St. Edmunds. 
Local Executive Committee.—F. H. Sanderson (Chairman), W. C. 

Addison, Dr. Bansali, W. Barrett, F. W. Bird. J. Bolton. W. 
Butcher, F. P. Dew, Dr. Dufton, E. Field, W. Goodrich. W. H 
Havles. T. B. Hunt, John Johnson, Stanley C. Johnson. J. H. Leech, 
E. S. Peck. M.A., W. B Redfern. D.L.] J.P.. D. J. Scott, T. J. 
Sowdon, F. J. Stoakley, R Sturton. W. Tams, W. F. Taylor, G. H. 
Tyndall, and J. Wilson. 
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Excursion Committee.-—F. W. Bird, W. Butcher, I)r. Dufton, T. B. 
Hunt, John Johnson, W. F. Taylor, G. H. Tyndall. 

Accommodation Committee.—Dr. Bansall, W. Butcher, D. J. Scott, 
F. J. Stoakley, W. F. Taylor. 

Dinner and Entertainment Committee.-—C. S. Addison, Dr. Bansall. 
F. P. Dew. Dr. Dufton, E. Field, W. Goodrich, Stanley C. Johnson, 
J. H. Leech, E. S. Peck, M.A., W. B. Redfern, D.L., J.P., D. J. 
Scott, F. J. Stoakley, W. F. Taylor. 

Local Hon. Sec.-—H. A. Chapman, 5, Trumpington Street, Cam¬ 
bridge. 

NOTICES TO MEMBERS. 

On Monday, July 7th, the hon. secretaries will attend all day, from 
10 a.m., in the Guildhall. Members are requested to report themselves 
as early as possible, receive their badges of membership, and secure 
tickets for the excursions. 

SIGNATURE BOOK. 

It is desirable that members, immediately on arrival, should enter 
their names, full addresses, and where staying in Cambridge, in the 
signature book at the Guildhall. 

PLAN OF CAMBRIDGE. 

A plan of the city, with references showing the positions of the 
principal buildings, etc., will be found in the Handbook. 

The Guildhall, where the conversazione, evening meetings, and 
exhibition are held, is situated on Market Hill, and is numbered one 
on the plan. Tram cars from the railway station to the post office 
every few minutes. Fare one penny. 

EXCURSIONS. 

Members should obtain tickets for these as early as possible, in 
order that adequate provision may be made for their comfort and 
convenience. With regard to Tuesday’s excursion, it is particularly 
desirable that members wishing to go should write to the Hon. 
Secretaries, Photographic Convention, Guildhall, Cambridge, so that 
the letter is delivered not later than first post on Monday, July 7th. 

HOTELS. 

A list of hotels will be found below. A summary of the charges 
is given, but members are advised, where possible, to obtain a printed 
tariff on arrival; there can then be no misunderstanding as to terms. 

PRIVATE APARTMENTS 

Members preferring private apartments (of which a large number 
will be available) are requested to communicate with the local hon. 
secretary, Mr. H. A. Chapman, 5, Trumpington Street, Cambridge, 
who will forward a list of rooms, with terms, etc. 

ANNUAL DINNER AND SMOKING CONCERT. 

The annual dinner and smoking concert, at which ladies are wel¬ 
comed, will be hell in the University Arms Hotel. 

EXHIBITION OF APPARATUS, PICTURES, ETC. 

An exhibition of apparatus, pictures, etc., will be held in the Guild¬ 
hall during Convention week. 

ORGAN RECITALS. 

Dr. A. H. Mann, organist to the University, has kindly promised 
during the meeting, to give one or more recitals on the King’s College 
chapel organ. Particulars will be duly posted on the notice boards. 

LANTERN SLIDE EXHIBITIONS. 

There will be an exhibition of specially selected lantern slides of 
places in and around Cambridge, in the Guildhall, after the president’s 
address, on Monday evening, July 7th. 

EVENING MEETINGS. 

On Wednesday and Friday evenings the meetings will commence 
at 8.30. 

PERMISSION TO PHOTOGRAPH. 

By the courtesy of the authorities, every facility will be given to 
those members desirous of photographing in the colleges, college 
grounds, etc., from July 7th to 12th inclusive. It is imperative that 
the Convention badge should be worn. 

POLITICAL AND MASONIC CLUBS. 

The committees of the Liberal and Conservative Clubs have decided 
to consider all members of Convention as honourary-members of their 
clubs during Convention week. A hearty welcome will be given to 
masonic brethren, and the committee of the Masonic Club offers them 
the free use of the rooms, 12, Market Hill, during the meeting. 

DARK ROOMS. 

A list of dark rooms in Cambridge will be found below. 

NOTICE BOARDS. 

Notice boards will be placed in the lobby of the Guildhall, and also 
in the meeting room. Members are requested to consult these daily. 

GUIDE TO CAMBRILGK. 

“A Concise Guide to the Town and University of Cambridgi*,” In- 
John Willis Clark, M.A., F.S.A., to whom we ar<- indebted for our 

interesting article on Cambridge, may be obtained at tin- bookstall n, 

the Guildhall. Price on - shilling. 

LONDON AND CAMBRIDGE TRAIN SERVICE. 

DOWN. 

From Liverpool Street, week days.—5.30, 8.40. 9.10. 11.0, 11 5(5, 

2.30, 4.30. 5.15, 8.20, 10.2. Sundays, 8.5, 9.50. 3.30, 9.10. 
From St. Pancras.-—9.15, 12.5. 2.35, 5.5. 9.50. No Sunday train*. 
From King’s Cross.—7.45. 9.0, 11.10, 12.40. 3.10, 5.0, 5.10, 7.30, 

9.35. Sundays, 8.30, 11.45, 6.0. 

UP. 

To Liverpool Street week days.—7.37. 8.53, 9.43. 11.20. 11.35, 1.36, 

3.5, 4.42, 4.55, 7.3, 8.36, 9.44,‘l2.55. Sundavs. 9.15, 5.10. 5.50, 8.18. 
12.55. 

To St. Pancras—8.53, 9.43, 11.35, 12.6, 3.5. 4.42. 7.3. 
To King’s Cross.—7.40, 8.30, 10.0, 12.0, 2.15, 4.35, 6.12, 7.45, 

Sundays, 7.20, 5,35, 8.30. 
Fares.—1st class, single, 8s. 9d. ; return, 15<. lOd. Third class, 

single, 4s. 758. ; return, double fare. 
Special Notice.—The times of departure of trains on the excursions 

have been given as correctly as could be ascertained at the time of 
going to press. It is not expected that there will be any alteration; 
but in any case, the correct times will be stated on the excursion 
coupons. 

CAMBRIDGE. 
By John Willis Clark, M.A., Registrar of the University. 

In the following hints to a stranger visiting Cambridge, I propose 
to draw his attention only to the most picturesque and interesting 
objects. I suppose him to start from the Fitzwilliam Museum. 

As a visitor walks north down Trumpington Street, he finds on his 
left 

PETERHOUSE, 

the earliest college, founded on this site in 1234. by Hugh of Balsham, 
Bishop of Ely. The Hall, still standing, though much altered, was 
built 1286. and the west and north sides of the quadrangle between 
1424 and 1431. The fifteenth century buildings still exist behind the 
classical facing added 1754. The chapel and cloisters were finished 
soon after the Restoration, and the building on the north side of the 
entrance court in 1732. Walk through the passage between hall and 
kitchen into the Fellows’ garden, and note the picturesque tower 
containing the stairs which originally led from the Hall to the Master’s 
chamber. The brick building which prolongs the south side of the 
college to the street contains the library. Note the bookcases (1632). 
Next to this college stands the 

CHURCH OF ST. MARY THE LESS, 

built 1340 to 1352. Note the decorated east window, and the remains 
of piscina and sedilia and other architectural details. In the church¬ 
yard, note the north wall of Peterhou.se, and the picturesque gallery 
connecting the college with the church. Opposite to the west end of 
the churchyard is the museum of General and Local Archaeology and 
Ethnology. Rqturn to Trumpington Street. Opposite the end of St. 
Mary’s Lane is 

PEMBROKE CfiLLEGE, 

founded 1346. The original quadrangle was completed before 1376, 
but of this little remains, except the facade from the comer of Pem¬ 
broke Street to the south side of the gable which contains a pointed 
window of three lights. The old chapel (corner of Pembroke Street) 
has been remodelled, and the old facade was ashlared 1712, but with 
these exceptions had been little changed. Note gate of entrance—a 
plain arch with a hood-mold and a pair of oriel windows above—the 
whole composition belonging to a period before gate-houses with 
flanking turrets had come into fashion. This college was greatly 
changed by Alfred Waterhouse, architect (1872-75). Note the chapel 
by Wren (1664); the wood-work and plaster-work put into the old 
chapel when it Avas fitted up as a library (1690), and in the second 
court the tivo ranges of chambers built 1633 (north side) and 1659 
(south side). 

Opposite Pembroke College is the University Press. On the other 
side of the street note the church of St. Botolph. Avith a picturesque 
tower of the fifteenth century. Pass down Silver Street to 

queen’s college, 

founded 1447 by Margaret of Anjou, Queen of Henry VI. These beau¬ 
tiful buildings, which are in almost their original state, deserve very 
careful examination. Note especially the gate of entrance, the second 
court with its cloisters, the gallery of the President’s Lodge (built 
about 1520), both inside and outside, especially from the garden, the 
river front, and the Walnut Tree Court. 

Leaving Queen’s College, turn left along Queen’s Lane, and note 
the entrance gate of St. Catherine’s College, built 1675-97. Pass 
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through the college, noting the picturesque grove of elm trees between 
it and the street, and cross to 

CORPUS CHRISTI COLLEGE. 

The modern quadrangle, built by Wilkins (1823-27), contains nothing 
•of interest. Pass through it to the Old Court, built 1352, by the 
united Guilds of Corpus Christi and St. Mary. It preserves much of 
its original construction, and gives a good idea of what a primitive 
•college was like. Pass through the kitchen into Free School Lane, 
and note the outer walls built of uncoursed rubble, the gallery leading 
to the church of St. Benedict (used anciently as the college chapel), 
and the church itself. It is the oldest church in Cambridge, the tower 
being in the style called Saxon. Cross Trumpington Sti'eet to 

king’s college, 

founded by Henry VI. (1440). It was intended, according to the 
original plan, that the chapel should form the north side of the 
quadrangle, the east and west sides butting against it. The King s 
■death prevented this scheme being carried out. The Fellows Building 
(Gibbs, architect), was built 1723, and the rest of the college 1824-28 
(Wilkins, architect). In the chapel note the stained glass, made in 
London 1526-50, with the exception of the west window by Clayton 
and Bell (1879), and half the south east window (1845); the wood¬ 
work, especially the organ screen, a splendid specimen of Italian work, 
set up while Anne Boleyn Avas Queen (1532-36); the brass lectern 
(1509-1528) ; the fan vault; and the heraldic devices in the ante- 
chapel, which commemorate the work done by the executors of 
Henry VII. Those interested in the history of architecture should 
carefully examine every part of this chapel, including the small side- 
chapels," which contain many curious objects. 

The street in front of King’s College, called King’s Parade, is 
picturesque, especially when seen from the steps of the Senate House. 

great st. mary’s church, 

the largest in Cambridge, is a fine specimen of perpendicular Gotluc, 
begun 1478 and finished 1608. Behind this church is the 

MARKET PLACE, 

which reached its present size as a result of an accidental fire, 1849. 
There are several picturesque bits of domestic architecture in this place, 
especially on the east side. On the south side is the Shire Hall (1747), 
behind which is the new Guildhall, begun 1859. At the south-west 
•corner of the Market Place is the Pease Market, commonly called Pease 
Hill. Between the Pease Market and King’s Parade is the 

CHURCH OF ST. EDWARD, 

rebuilt at the end of the fourteenth century, but the lower part 
of the tower is Early English. The original architecture has beer, 
much obscured by modern alterations. The interior is worth a visit. 
'Pass through St. Edward’s Passage to King’s Parade, and visit the 

SENATE HOUSE AND UNIVERSITY LIBRARY. 

The Senate House was finished in 1730 (Gibbs, architect). Note the 
fine interior, with contemporary woodwork. The group of buildings 
now called University Library, were originally the schools or lecture 
rooms, in which the mediaeval university instructed its members. 
They were built 1400-1473, the range on the north side being the 
earliest. The old east front was destroyed 1758, when the present 
classical facade was built. In the room on the first floor of the south 
side note the original roof (1457-70), and the book-cases (1649). In the 
■Catalogue Room (first floor, north side), formerly the 'Senate House, 
note the roof (1600), and the book-cases (1719-34). On the opposite 
side of Senate House Passage is 

GONVILLE AND CAIUS COLLEGE, 

founded 1348 by Edmund Gonville, and re-founded 1557 by Dr. Caius 
It is best to enter this college by the small gate in Trinity Street. 
The court here entered, called Tree Court, was rebuilt by Waterhouse 
(1868-70). The gate, as built by Dr. Caius, Avas called Gate of 
Humility. In this spirit a student was supposed to enter, and to pass 
along the avenue of trees to the Gate of Virtue. Note the architecture, 
emblems of ATirtue, etc. Guided by virtue, the student spent his 
university career in the college, and at last, if worthy, passed through 
the Gate of Honour to receive his degree in the schools. Note the 
architecture of this quaint structure, sadly mutilated by time, and also 
that of the Iavo ranges of building erected by Dr. Caius. North of 
these is the small court of the original Gonville Hall (founded 1351), 
completely transformed in 1753. Pass through the Gate of Honour, 
turn to right, and then to left, so as to reach (right) 

CLARE COLLEGE, 

founded 1338. and rebuilt 1638-1715. The rebuilding began with the 
east front. The south range was interrupted by the Civil War. After 
the Restoration, part of the west range was built. The north range 
was begun 1683 and finished 1693; the chapel Avas begun 1763 and 
finished 1769. Examine carefully every part of this college, including 
the bridge built 1640, the river front, and the avenue. The ironwork 
of the gates, and the book-cases in the library should also be noted. 
On leaving this college note Avest front of University Library, built 
by Pearson (1889). The gate of entrance originally belonged to the 
old court of King’s College. The foundation stone of the gate was 

laid bv Henry VI. in person, 2nd April, 1441, but it remained un¬ 
finished till 1889. Note the original doors and the east front of the 
gate in the quadrangle. Passing along the street a visitor soon reaches 
on the left, 

TRINITY HALL, 

founded 1350. The east front was rebuilt after a fire 1852. Pass 
through the larger court, faced Avith stone in a classic style (1745), 
to the smaller court beyond. On the north side of this is the library, 
approached by a staircase opposite to the door of the hall. It is a most 
interesting room, and a visit to it should on no account be omitted. 
It was built in the reign of Elizabeth, but preserves earlier traditions 
in its ground-plan and book-cases. Note that it is a long, narrow 
room, Avith windows of tAvo lights at no great distance apart. The 
book-cases stand at right angles to the walls, between the windows, a 
seat for the reader being placed in front of each window. The books 
Avere chained to their cases, and the original iron bars and locks still 
remain. The chains hoav attached to some books are modern, and 
quite unlike those that Avould have been used originally. The cases 
are of unusual construction, arranged so that a reader could either 
stand or sit, as he pleased. There Avas only one shelf for books; and 
beneath this a desk that could be drawn out for the convenience of a 
seated reader 

Enter the Fellows’ garden, a good specimen of one of the smaller 
college gardens, AA’ith splendid chestnut trees. On leaving trinity 
Hall, turn left and then right up Trinity Lane. On entering Trinity 
Street note the 

CHURCH OF ST. MICHAEL, 

a unique specimen of a church which accommodated both a parish 
and a college. It was rebuilt soon after 1323 for a college called 
Michael House, absorbed in Trinity College by Henry VIII. Note 
the interior, which remains as originally arranged. Turn to the right 
along Trinity Street and enter 

TRINITY COLLEGE, 

by the great gate. This college aaus founded by Henry ^ III. in 1546. 
The gate of entrance Avas built 1535, by King’s Hall, the most im¬ 
portant of the foundations which preceded it. The great court was 
laid out by Dr. Thomas Nevile, Master, 1593-1615. The chapel was 
begun by Queen Mary, and finished by Queen Elizabeth. Next enter the 
bowling green (door out of court next chapel). From this picturesque 
spot good vie-Avs may be had of St. John’s College, the river, and St. 
John’s College bridge. Returning to the court, note the Fountain 
(1602), and go up the steps to the Hall (1604-8). Note the open roof 
and the carved Avork of the screen. From the Hall enter Nevile’s 
Court, completed about 1612 at the sole expense of Dr. Nevile, but 
altered 1755. On the west side of this court is the library, built by 
Wren (1676-95). Note the book-cases designed by him on a plan 
Avhicli Avas quite unusual at that time; the wreaths of fruit, flowers, 
and arabesques carved in limewood by Grinling Gibbons; the marble 
busks, several of which are by Roubiliac; and the statue of Byron by 
Thorwaldsen. Enter the Avalks behind the college ; note the avenue, 
the group of chestnut trees, and the A’ieAA’ of St. John’s College. Avith 
the river in the foreground. Cross the iron bridge OATer the Avater- 
course separating Trinity College from 

st. John’s college 

—founded 1511 by the Lady Margaret, mother of King Henry VII. 
Begin by exploring the AAralks, especially the part called the “Wilder¬ 
ness.” Returning to the river, note the old bridge AA’ith its gate-posts 
(1696-1712), and the modern bridge, commonly called “Bridge of 
Sighs,” between the New Court and the Third Court. Enter the New 
Court (1826-30) and pass over the bridge into the Third Court (1669-7o). 
As you cross the bridge note the AArest oriel of the library, AA’ith the 
date 1624, and the letters I.L.C.S., for “ Johannes Lincolniensis 
Gustos Sigilli,” in commemoration of the benefactor Avho built it 
namely, John Williams, D.D., Bishop of Lincoln. On reaching the 
second court, turn to the left and pass through a door in the corner, 
which leads to the library staircase. On entering the library, the 
most beautiful room of the kind in the university, note the contem¬ 
porary book-cases. From the library, enter the gallery, built for the 
use of the Master. It aaus originally 148ft. long, and is still one 
of the finest specimens of this class of building left in England. 
Descend the staircase at the east end of the gallery, and enter the 
second court, built 1598-1602. It ;s a beautiful specimen of the brick- 
Avork of the time, practically unchanged. Enter the screens, and, 
having noted the original arrangement of three doors to the buttery, 
kitchen, and pantry, enter the Hall. Note the excellent linen-panels, 
the canopy over the dais, and the series of memorial pictures. Pass 
from the Hall into the first court. On the north side is the new chapel, 
built by Scott (1864-69). On reaching the street, note the pictu¬ 
resque facade, almost unaltered, and the gate of entrance, the most 
beautiful of all the Cambridge gateway-towers. Like the others, it 
is in two floors, with four turrets, of which that at the south-west 
angle is the largest, as it Avas built to contain the staircase leading to 
the original library, the room with windows close together on the first 
floor next to the gate. 

The ornamentation of the gate commemorates the Lady Margaret. 
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The string-course between the first and second stages is formed of the 
branch ot a vine, bearing leaves and fruit. Two portcullises and two 
roses are set among the foliage. Below this string-course is a band 
of daisies, or marguerites, in allusion to the name of the foundress. 
These bands project outwards in the centre of the facade and form a 
bracket for the niche containing the statue of St. John. This statue 
was set up in 1662, probably to replace an older one destroyed in the 
Civil War. Below the bracket the hood-mold of the arch terminates 
in a bold finial. The shield beneath the finial bears the arms of France 
and England quarterly, crowned and supported by the antelopes of 
Beaufort. Beneath the shield, in the triangular space formed by the 
arch and the rising branches of the hood-mold, is a rose. To the 
right of the central device is a portcullis, to the left a rose, both 
crowned. The crown of the former has the points composed of bunches 
of daisies, and the whole ground of the spandrel-space is covered with 
daisies and other flowers. In the second stage, the window to the left 
of the niche is surmounted by a rose, and that to the right by a 
portcullis, both crowned. 

On leaving St. John’s College, turn left. On reaching Bridge Street 
turn left again. Before long the Great Bridge is reached, so called 
to distinguish it from the small bridge or bridges in Silver Street. 
Looking up stream from the bridge, a small picturesque quay is seen, 
called “Fisher Lane.” This is the last left of the numerous “hithes,” 
as they were called, which existed along the River Cam, when mer¬ 
chandise used to be conveyed to the town in barges. On crossing the 
bridge we come (right) to 

MAGUALENE COLLEGE, 

founded 1542. In the Hall, note the double staircase leading to the 
Combination Room, said to have been designed by Yanburgh. In 
the second court is a range of chambers, called the Pepvsian Library. 
It was -begun between 1079 and 1090, and completed before 1713. 
When Mr. Samuel Pepys had decided to bestow his library on the 
college, he selected for it a room in this building. The books arrived 
in 1724. Note his arms and motto. If possible, visit the terrace 
in the Master’s garden, believed to be part of the outworks of the 
castle. 

On leaving Magdalene College, before proceeding (right) up the 
street, note the picturesque old house opposite, with two overhanging 
floors, and brackets carved with grotesque figures. It was unti1 
recently an inn, called “The Cross Keys.” The yard should be 
entered for the sake of the view of the rest of the house, which has 
been but little altered, and enables us to realise what a mediaeval 
hostelry was like. It contains some good carving. 

On the left is the church of St. Peter by the castle, and on the 
right that of St. Giles. Neither contain much that is interesting. 

THE CASTLE HILL, 

approached through a gate just before you come to the Shire Hall, 
should on no account be missed. It is a lofty conical mound, com¬ 
manding an extensive view over Cambridge and its neighbourhood. 
Recent investigation has proved it to be artificial. There are a good 
many interesting old houses in this part of Cambridge. 

Descend Bridge Street as far as the 

CHURCH OF THE HOLY SEPULCHRE, 

commonly called the Round Church, one of the few round churches in 
England. It was probably built between 1120 and 1140. In 1841 it 
was practically rebuilt. Note the interior of the circular Norman nave. 
Proceed along Sidney Street as far as Jesus Lane, and follow it to 

JESUS COLLEGE, 

founded 1497, by John Alcoc-k, Bishop of Ely, on the suppression of 
the nunnery of St. Rhadegund. The arrangement of the buildings is, 
therefore, to a great extent, monastic, and differs from that of any 
other college in the university. In the cloister, note the entrance to 
the Chapter-House, a splendid example of early English work. 

Leaving the monastic peculiarities, note the tower-gateway, of 
unique design, built for the college. The range out of which it rises 
unfortunately received a third floor in 1718, by which the effect of the 
tower was much injured. Note Alcock’s crest on the gate, and else¬ 
where, a cock standing on a globe. 

From the entrance court pass into the cloister, through a doorway 
of Alcock’s time, though not where he placed it. In going through 
the passage, notice (left) the lancet-window, forming part of the 
nunnery. 

Before proceeding further, take a view of what Alcock did. He 
proposed to found a college for a Master, six fellows, and a certain 
number of scholars, for whose use the church of the nuns was far 
too large, while other buildings, as the Infirmary, were not required. 
He therefore pulled down the aisles of the choir and the nave, and 
cut off four bays at the west end of the latter. The pier-arches were 
walled up, and the windows replaced by others in" the style then 
in fashion. The east range of the cloister he transformed entirely, 
Availing up the arches of the chapter-house, and changing the dormitory 
of the nuns into ordinary chambers. The Hall is probably that of 
the nuns, but to a certain extent rebuilt by Alcock. The Combination 

Room, eastward of the Hall, is of later date. The kitchen is practi¬ 
cally that of the nuns. The west rang-t- was also altered and raised 
by Alcock, and a library was built by him on the upper Hour. 'The 
cloister was made larger by the addition ot tie sp;.a pied 
by the north aisle of the church, and it' level raised by about two feet. 
The present cloister arcades are modern. 

Enter the chapel, which deserves careful study The restoration, 
begun 1847, is in excellent taste. After the removal of ceiling-, par¬ 
titions, etc., in the course of which the original extent of tin nuns’' 
church was discovered, the north aisle of tin choir and the organ- 
chamber were rebuilt ; the roof of tin choir was iais(<l to its original 
level; the Early English triplet at the east end was restored from 
fragments found built into the wall; and new woodwork was con¬ 
structed in accordance with the style of some fragments still rema ning. 
Note also the pier-arches of the tower, and the roof-storev galleiv 
above them The modern stained glass in the transept and naw was 
designed by Burne Jones, 1873-77. 

From Jesus College it is easy to visit 

THE RIVER 

by turning to the left, and then crossing Midsummer Common. If 
this is not convenient, turn to the right till, at the corner of Jt sus 
Lane and Sidney Street, you reach 

SIDNEY SUSSEX COLLEGE, 

founded 1589. It was reduced to its present appearance by Jeffry 
Wyatt, 1831-32. On the garden front are some picturesque oriel 
windows, and other features of the original college. On leaving, turn 
left, and passing (right) Trinity Church you reach Petty Cury, a 
picturesque street, in which are some interesting remains of a mediaeval 
hostelry, the “Falcon Inn.” Proceeding along Sidney Street, now 
St. Andrew’s Street, we come (left) to 

Christ’s college, 

founded 1505, by the Lady Margaret, mother of King Henry YI1. 
Note the gate of entrance with her emblems, as at St. John’s College, 
and in the court, the oriel of the Master’s lodge. Enter the second 
court, and note the admirable stone building, finished 1642. Behind 
this is the most beautiful of the Cambridge College gardens, in which 
many points suitable for artists may be selected. Here is the ancient 
mulberry tree which tradition associates with Milton; but it is more 
probably the last survivor of a number bought in 1609. On leaving 
Christ’s College, turn left and walk up St. Andrew’s Street till you 
reach 

EMMANUEL COLLEGE, 

founded 1583 by Sir W. Mildmav. Note the arrangement of the 
principal court, Avith the chapel and the gallery supported on a cloister. 
This wras designed by Wren, obviously in imitation of Peterhouse. 
The garden is beautifully planted, Avith a bath, summer house, etc., as 
at Christ’s College. 

THE WEEK’S PROGRAMME AND ARRANGEMENTS 

Monday, July 7th.—For the benefit of those members of Convention 
Avho Avill be in Cambridge previous to, or early on, Monday, members 
of the Local Committee Avill attend at the Meeting Room, Guildhall, 
to act as guides, and parties will, at convenient times, be conducted 
over the colleges, etc. For particulars, see notice boards. 

Conversazione.-—The opening conversazione will take place in the 
Guildhall at 7.30 p.m., when the members will be officially welcomed 
to the city by the Right Worshipful the Mayor of Cambridge, G. Kett, 
Esq., aaJio will be supported by members of the Corporation and an 
influential Reception Committee. The Convention will be declared 
open, and the president. Sir Robert S. Ball, will deliver his address. 
After a short interval, there will be an exhibition of lantern slides. 

Tuesday, July 8th.-—Excursion to Bury St. Edmunds, Lavenham. 
and Long Melford. Leaders : Dr. Image and Mr. J. Palmer Clarke. 
A special train Avill leave Cambridge at 9.30, arriving at Bury at 10.22. 
Luncheon at the Angel Hotel at 12.45. The train Avill leave Bury for 
Lavenham at 2.15, arriving at 2.35. Tea at Lavenham at 5 o’clock. 
The train will leave Lavenham for Long Melford at 5.55, arriving at 
6.5. The train Avill leave Long Melford at 8, arriving at Cambridge 
at 9.2. Tickets, including railway, luncheon, and tea, 7s. 6d. 

Dark Rooms : Bury St. Edmunds.—Mr. J. Palmer Clarke (four 
rooms), Abbey Hill; the Camera Club, Masonic Hall, Chequer Square- 
Long Melford.—Mr. R. G. Pearman, Hall Street. 

There will be no meeting -at the Guildhall on this evening. 
Wednesday, July 9th. Excursion to Ely. Leaders : The Very Rev. 

the Dean, Mr. G. H. Tyndall, and the Rev. H. R. Campion, M.A. 
Trains leave Cambridge at 8.50 and 10.4, arriving at Ely at 9.14 and 
10.24. Luncheon in the Public Rooms at 1 o’clock. The Dean (the 
Very Rev. C. W. Stubbs, D.D.) has granted full permission for 
members to photograph in the cathedral, and has kindly promised 
for this occasion to allow the chairs, etc., to be removed from the 
lantern. Trains leave Ely at 4.33 and 6.33, arriving at Cambridge at 
4.58 and 6.55. Tickets, including railway and luncheon, 5s. 6d. 

Dark Rooms: Ely, Ely Public Rooms (two), Market Place; Mr. 
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Harold Archer, Market Place; Mr. Laxton, Bell Hotel; Mr. J. Titter- 
ton, Lynn Road. 

At the Guildhall, at 8.30.—A demonstration of Practical Enlarging, 
by Mr. Thomas Illingworth. 

Thursday, July 10th.—The annual general meeting and election of 
the new Council will take place at the Guildhall at 10 o’clock. The 
new Council will meet at eleven o’clock. The president, Sir Robert S. 
Ball, and Lady Ball, have invited the members to a garden party in 
the grounds of the Observatory at 3 o’clock. The official group will 
be taken by Mr. T. B. Hunt 'at 3.15. The Observatory will be thrown 
open for the inspection of the members. 

The annual dinner and smoking concert will be held at the University 
Arms at 7 p.m. Lady members are cordially invited to be present at 
the dinner and concert. The musical arrangements are in the hands of 
the Local Committee, and a very attractive programme is being pre¬ 
pared for the occasion. Tickets, not including wine, 5s. 6d. 

Friday, July 11th —Excursion to St. Ives, Hemingford, and Hough¬ 
ton. Leaders : Messrs. H. I. Hankin, Dendv Sadler, and F. H. 
Sanderson. The train will leave Cambridge at 10.16, arriving at St. 
Ives at 10.46. On arrival, there will be a reception by the Mayor. 
Boats will leave St. Ives Bridge for Hemingford at 11.45. Luncheon 
will be served at Hemingford at 1 o’clock. Boats will leave Heming¬ 
ford for Houghton 'at 3 o’clock, returning at 4 o’clock to- Battcock 
Island, where tea will be served at 4.15, by kind permission of Mr. J. 
Male. Boats will leave Battcock Island for St. Ives at 5 o’clock. The 
train leaves St. Ives at 6.6, arriving at Cambridge at 6.45. Tickets, 
including rail, boats, luncheon ,and tea, 6s. 6d. 

At the Guildhall, at 8.30.—A demonstration of Posing and Lighting, 
oy Mr. Harold Baker. 

Saturday, July 12th.—Parties will be conducted round the colleges 
and short excursions arranged as may be desired. 

HUNTINGDON. 

The Right Honourable the Earl of Sandwich has given permission 
for any member of Convention who may be able to visit Huntingdon on 
the 12th or 14th of July, to take photographs of Hmchingbrooke 
House. Members desiring to avail themselves of the opportunity of 
seeing this interesting mansion, which for several generations was the 
chief seat of the “ Cromwell ” family, should communicate with Mr. 
H. Trench Smith, 15, East Street, New Town, Huntingdon, who has 
kindly promised to make the necessary arrangements and provide dark 
room accommodation. 

Dark Rooms : Cambridge.—At the Guildhall, Market Hill; *Mr. 
C. S. Addison, 6, Market Hill; Mr. W. Butcher, 13, Bridge Street; 
*Mr. E. Field, 30, Hills Road; Mr. T. B. Hunt, 8, St. Edward’s 
Passage; *Mr. J. H. Leech, 36, Trinity Street; ^Messrs. G. Peck and 
Son, 30, Trumpington Street; *Mr. 1). J. Scott, 47, St. Andrew’s 
Street; Y.M.C.A., Alexandra Street. 

*Marked thus are dealers. 

HOTELS AT CAMBRIDGE. 

Bath Hotel, Benet Street.—Bedrooms, 2s. 6d. ; double, 3s. 6d. ; 
mreakfast, Is. 6d. to 2s. ; luncheon, 2s. Dinner, 2s. 6d. to 3s. 6d. 
jlnclusive terms, 8s. per day, each person. 

Bull Hotel, Trumpington Street.—Bedroom, 3s. to 5s. ; double, 
4s. to 7s. 6d. ; service, Is. 6d. ; breakfast, Is. 6d. to 2s. 6d. ; luncheon, 
2s. to 3s. ; dinner, 3s. to 5s. 6d. ; table d’hote, 5s; tea, Is. 6d. to 
2s. 6d. 

Great Northern Hotel, Station Road.—Bedroom, 2s. 6d. ; breakfast, 
Is. to 2s. 6d. ; dinner, 2s. 6d. to 3s. 6d. ; tea, Is. to 2s. 6d. 

Hoop Hotel, Bridge Street.—Bedroom, 4s. 6d. ; double, 7s. 6d. ; 
breakfast, Is. 6d. to 3s. ; luncheon, Is. to 2s. 6d. ; table d’hote, 3s. 6d. 
No charge for attendance. 

Lion Hotel, Petty Cury.—Single bedroom and attendance, 2s. 9d. ; 
breakfast, 2s. ; dinner (mid-day), 2s. 6d. ; meat tea, 2s. ; table d’hote, 
3s. 6d. 

Sirdar Hotel, Market Street.—No fixed tariffs, but members will be 
taken on reasonable terms. 

University Arms Hotel, Regent Street. — Single bedrooms, from 
3s. 6d. ; attendance, Is. 6d. ; breakfast, 2s. 6d. ; table d’hote each 
day. 

Temperance Hotels. — The Birdbolt, St. Andrew’s Street; The 
Livingstone, Petty Cury; The Central, Market Place. 

Restaurants and Dining Rooms. — I. G. Buol, 17, King’s Parade ; 
R. A. Hard, 14 and 15, Market Street; A. J. G. Hartman, 3, Market 
Street; the Oriental Cafe, 14, Trinity Street. 

Tea Rooms.—The Albany Cafe, St. Mary’s Passage; the Oriental 
Cafe, 14, Trinity Street; J. G. Buol, 17, King’s Parade. 

Private Apartments.—A list of private apartments, with terms, will 
be forwarded on application to the hon. local secretary, Mr. H. A. 
Chapman, 5, Trumpington Street, Cambridge, to whom all communica¬ 
tions on this subject should be addressed. 

“BIBBY’S QUARTERLY” AND THE PHOTOGRAPHIC 

PROFESSION. 

The following correspondence has been handed to us for publica¬ 

tion : — 

Copy of circular received by H. W. Barnett from Mr. J. Bibby: — 
To the Photographic Artist into whose hands this may come. 
Dear Sir,—I liave long had an idea that there are now in the 

hands of photographers throughout the United Kingdom copies of 
photographs which I might be able to reproduce in ‘‘ Bibby’s Quar¬ 
terly ” to the advantage of all concerned, if I could put my hands 
on the prints as required. In order to try and bring myself into 
some sort of communication with Photographic Artists, I am sending 
out with this letter a sample of my “ Quarterly ” to a selected list 
of names in order to put forward the following suggestion:—Should 
any photographer to whom this letter may come have any special1 y 
interesting print of his own work which he thinks would be of interest 
to the general public, I suggest that he will send a copy to me 
for inspection. I undertake to look over all prints submitted, 
and any which I consider likely to come in for my purpose, 1 will 
pay 2s. for each print which I retain, and a further 10s. 6d. wheiL 
reproduced, but on these conditions the names of my photographic 
contributors will not appear in the “Quarterly”; the rest of the 
photographs submitted 1 would return by the next post, so that in 
any case nobody would stand to lose on the transaction. If you are 
agreeable to this proposal, I should be glad to hear from you. 

I do not know if you would like to- receive the next four numbers 
of the “ Quarterly ” as published, but I enclose you a subscription- 
form in case you may wish to use it, now or later on. My next 
number will not appear until August.-—I remain yours sincerely, for 
the Editor. R. S. 

Letter to Mr. Joseph Bibby from H. W. Barnett. 
Sir,—I am in receipt of the elaborate advertisement of your doubt¬ 

less excellent goods, which you entitle “Bibby’s Quarterly.” Un¬ 
fortunately I am neither in need of soap nor of sheep-cake, nor 
should I take the trouble to acknowledge your production did it 
not contain a type-written effusion addressed to “ Photographic 
Artists,” which for calm impertinence it would probably be hard 
to match. 

You ask jrne in plain English to further the sales of your soap 
and your sheep-cake by providing you with the products of my 
trained intelligence and artistic knowledge, for which products you 
propose to pay the sum of 12s. 6d. a piece if approved, and then 
by suppressing my name to keep the credit of my work for the 
benefit of yourself and your soap. Now I ant not taking the trouble 
to answer this impudent suggestion for my own sake, i have many 
other better things to do; but I am writing this because such pro¬ 
posals as yours are calculated to mislead struggling beginners in 
the photographic world, and thereby to degrade the profession to 
which 1 have the honour to belong, and also to assure you that- 
even though, to quote your own words, “ the agricultural com¬ 
munity will be the losers should "Bibby’s Quarterly” untimely ciie, 
1 shall do everything legitimately in my pov> er to prevent photo¬ 
graphic artists from postponing the date of its demise. May 1 hope 
that this will induce you to find other means of making your advertis¬ 
ing fulfil your ambition of costing your firm “absolutely nil”?— 
Faithfully'yours, “ H. Walter Barnett. 

Copy of letter from Mr. J. Bibby to H. W. Barnett. 
May 10tli, 1902. 

Dear Sir,—Your letter has just reached me here, where I am 
spending a few days a-holidaying. and I feel I ought to reply to you at 
once. There is certainly nothing lacking in your frankness m the 
matter of criticism, and it is quite a revelation to me to imagine 
how such an innocent letter as the one I recently despatched to a few 
photographers should prev oke so much displeasure. 

I had no intention, 1 assure you, other than to bring myself into 
pleasant business relations with a number of the best firms in this 
line of business, and I cannot for the life of me see how I could 
achieve this end without making some overtures such as are made in 
the letter complained of. 

If the terms I proposed, which I believe are slightly better 
than are paid by “Country Life” and such papers, were not satisfac¬ 
tory, there was nothing to prevent you quoting other terms and 
conditions. In fact, I fancy my letter suggested this. 

Regarded as a business proposition, I do not- think in any way it 
calls for a discourteous reply, and as a business man of some con¬ 
siderable experience of life, I should question very seriously the 
wisdom of anyone who has a wish to get on with his fellows writing 
in such a spirit. 

If I had asked you to go out and photograph specially for me the 
case w mid have been different. I pay my own man on a much 
higher scale, but what I asked of you was leave to reproduce work 
you bad already done (and which I submit is clear gain to you) on 
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such terms as I ibelieve is commonly paid, or, as I said above, rather 
better terms. 

You need not trouble yourself in the least about other photo¬ 
graphers. The letter was sent to all the best houses only so far 
as we could get them, and such photographs as I want (those which 
appear in the literary supplement) have nothing whatever to do with 
the sale of my soap and cake; and to speak of you and your crafts¬ 
men giving their brains to accomplish this end is like the 
fly on the flywheel of the engine attributing the motion to its insective 
prowess. I can only say in conclusion that if yo i can tell mo how 
I should ha.ve acted in order to achieve the end set forth above I 
shall be extremely obliged to you; but at present I do not see that I 
could have done in any way better than I have, your criticism to 
the contrary i otwithstanding.—Sincerely, J. Bibby. 

Copy of a letter from Mr. Barrett to Mr. Bibbv. 
Mr. .Joseph Bibby, Exchange Chambers, Liverpool. 
Dear Sir,—I beg to acknowledge your courteous answer to what, 1 

fear, must have seemed a very rough letter. I am still of the same 
opinion as when I first wrote, that your suggestion is an insulting 
one to the photographic profession, and I would point out to you 
that your letter leaves entirely untouched and unanswered the whole 
point of mine, viz., that the proposal to suppress the name is one 
to which no self-respecting photographer ought to consent That 
was -the whole point of my letter, as you will see if you will do me 
the favour of re-reading it. I did not in any way quarrel with the 
terms offered, which, as you say, compare favourably with those 
of most periodicals. What roused my indignation was your pro¬ 
position that work which I had produced at the cost of long years of 
experience should appear in your quarterly advertisement without 
any recognition of its source. You ask me to suggest an improvement 
in your appeal to photographers. Surely the one I have mentioned 
is a fairly obvious one, viz., that you should offer to the photographers 
whose pictures you use the publication rather than the suppression 
of their names.—Faithfully yours. 

Copy of a letter from Mr. Bibby to Mr. Barnett. 
17th May, 1902. 

Mr. H. Walter Barnett. 
Dear Sir,—I am glad to have a letter from you cou died in more 

courteous language. The point bet wen us is a debatable one, and one 
I think, that might fairly be discussed without the use of opprobrious 
epithets. It seems to me to be a pure matter of business. I have 
reasons of my own for not wishing to give out the name and address 
of the quarry from which I obtain the stones out of which I construct the 
edifice I choose to build. If any particular quarryman declines to sell 
me his stones without I imprint his name and address on them, he 
has a perfect right to put that in his conditions ; and, so far as I can 
see, I have an equal right to decline to use his stones if I do not 
like the conditions. Some stones that I particularly want to use and 
cannot obtain otherwise I shall purchase on these terms ; others I shall 
buy on my own terms. I do not see that you are called upon to in¬ 
terfere in the matter or call me names so long as the business is 
done to the satisfaction of both buyer and seller. 

I may be all wrong as to this, but I have not seen at present that 
I have made any proposal which one gentleman may not fairly make 
to another. I think, therefore, that your former comments were un¬ 
der the circumstances uncalled for.—I am yours faithfully. 

J. Bibby. 

You no doubt think it ungracious of an editor wishing to suppress 
the names and addresses of his contributors, but if you had as many 
imitators as we have had you might hesitate to give them facilities. 
Personally, I would prefer to give the names and addresses of all 
contributors, but, at the same time, I think it would be extremely 
bad business for me to do so. 

Copy of letter from Mr. H. W. Barnett to Mr. Joseph Bibby. 
May 22nd, 1902. 

Mr. Joseph Bibby. 
Dear Sir,—I am afraid from your communication received this morn¬ 

ing that the comparative mildness of my last letter has been mis¬ 
interpreted by you into an abandonment by me of the position taken 
up in my first. This is very far from being the case, as a re-reading ef 
my second letter will probably convince you. I still maintain that 
your proposal was an impertinence to all self-respecting photographers 

As for your simile of the quarry, I can only reply that a man who 
seeks in a gold mine the materials with which to erect a possibly 
jerry-built house, expecting to get them for the same price and on 
the same terms as inferior red sandstone, would not generally be con¬ 
sidered either a very wise or fair-minded person. If photographers 
refuse to supply you with the gold of their experience to raise the 
edifice of “ Bibby’s Quarterly ” they will be acting like men of sense 
and dignity. 

In conclusion I should like, with vour permission, to send this cor¬ 
respondence as it stands to the “ British Journal of Photography,'’ 

whose readers it w ill undoubtedly interest. Awaiting your reply, I 
am, sir, faithfully yours, H. Walter Barnktt. 

Copy of letter from Mr. J. Bibby to Mr. II. W. Barnett. 
May 2bth. 1902. 

Dear Sir,—My letters have not been written for publn i 
I hardly think it a fair procedure to publish letters so written; 
but if you are very anxious to have my so-called “insulting’’ letter 
pilloried before the photographic world, I have no particular objec¬ 
tion, provided you give the whole of the correspondence from first 
to last. With regard to your simile of geld and red .andstone, 1 
am only using the very best materials for my building, no red sandstone 
being accepted; and if you consider my terms inadequate for such 
materials, all I can say is that my terms are better than any other 
paper of the same class, as 1 give an extra 2s. on acceptance and the 
usual reproduction fee of 10s.61. on publication. 

I may also mention that I am giving my photographic contributors 
the choice of taking 10s. 6d. on reproduction with name, say as fol¬ 
lows :— “Copyright—Barnett (or with the extra 2s. if the name is 
omitted); ” and so far as I can discover these terms appear to meet with 
general approval.—I am yours faithfu'iy J. Bibuy. 

P.S.—If you publish, be kind enough to let me have copy of the 
“Journal" in which the correspondence appears—J.B 

-♦- 

Deu) Books. 
“First Steps in Photomicrography.” By F. Martin Duncan, F.RHS. 

104 pp.; seventeen illustrations. Price Is. London: Published by 
Hazell, Watson, and Viney, 52, Long Acre, W.C. 

The part of a book to which we always turn first is its preface; more¬ 
over, we always read it. For here you find .the author’s excuse for his 
book; the seif-raised standard by which lie asks to be judged. Here 
are Mr. Duncan’s prefatory words:—“In writing- this little book I have 
endeavoured to supply a handbook essentially for the beginner—namely, 
a simple and, as far as possible, a non-technical account of the methods 
and apparatus employed in the production of photomicrographs. For 
this reason, I have refrained from going into any details likely to 
bewilder or alarm the tyro, and have devoted the space at my command 
to a description of the manner in which he may most successfully sur¬ 
mount those difficulties which are sure to beset his first attempts. For, 
given a certain modicum of success from the very first effort, the interest 
is bound to increase, so that what was perhaps begun as a casual form 
of amusement eventually becomes an absorbing and lifelong hobby. 
Photomicrography has made such great progress towards perfection dur¬ 
ing the last few years that it is now rapidly becoming a very popular 
hobby. To the bacteriologist, medical student, botanist, and to all who 
are interested in natural science, it is of the greatest importance, 
enabling them to keep a faithful and accurate record of their observations 
and experiments. If the instructions given in these pages are carefully 
followed, the novice should have no difficulty in gaining an insight into 
the mysteries of this most fascinating branch of photography. When 
he has successfully mastered these first steps and gained some amount of 
experience and facility, he may then, with advantage, consult the more 
exhaustive and technical works.” 

It may be said at once that Mr. Duncan’s book not only comes up to, 
but exceeds, the expectations raised in his preface. Written throughout 
in simple language, and mainly popular in its illustrations, the volume 
exactly fills one of the few vacant places in photographic literature, for, 
writing from memory, an elementary book on photomicrography has 
not been produced for some years. Our own pages have from time to 
time afforded evidence of Mr. Duncan’s ability as an expositor of his 
subject, and these “First Steps” further testify to his perspicacity of 
style. Divided into two parts, tha book successively deals with low 
power; medium and high power photomicrography; developing; printing; 
the preparation of objects; and stereo-photomicrography. In passing, 
we suggest that when a future edition is called for, a chapter on micro- 
photograpiiy should be added. Information on this subject is often sought. 
We have not read the whole of Mr. Duncan’s book—the section dealing 
with development and printing we confess to have entirely skipped, as 
the subject is somewhat familiar to us—but we have gone through the 
other parts, and we can recommend the “ First Steps ” as an excellent 
primer of a fascinating branch of work. 

“ Photography for Novices.” By Percy Lund. 191 pp.; sixty illustra¬ 
tions. Price Is. London: W. Butcher and Sons, Camera House, 
St. Bride Street, E.C. 

After Mr. Duncan’s preface, Mr. Lund’s:—“The intention in this little 
book is to describe practically the elementary processes of photography, 
in as simple terms as possible, avoiding theory excepting where absolutely 
necessary, and taking- to the utmost extent what is known as the com¬ 
mon-sense view of the subject. Some of the methods advocated will 
probably be regarded by the critics as not strictly academical: the 
chemist, for example, may look upon certain chapters as superfluous, 
and the optician take exception to the brevity of our account of lenses. 
But our own early days in photography are not yet far removed, and 
we remember how many of the difficulties which we met with might 
have been removed by a plain statement of practice, and by avoiding 
the discussion of theoretical matters that merely act as stumbling-blocks 
in the first steps of the novice.” 
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Mr. Lund, in the days of his novitiate, would probably have worried 
himself into a bad headache had anybody placed “a little book” (!) of 
190 pages into his hand for preparatory study in taking up photography. 
The book, in fact, is far too large and diffuse for its purpose. While 
aiming at simplicity of style, Mr. Lund seems curiously unable at times 
to avoid the opposite evil of a superabundance of words. Again, he is 
not always happy in his definitions. Thus, on page 189 we read:— 

“ Rectilinear.—A particular form of lens, consisting essentially of two 
single lenses combined in order to counteract the errors of distortion 
produced by single lenses when photographing buildings. A rectilinear 
lens is often called rapid, but it is not necessarily more rapid than other 
forms, and the title is a misnomer. The rapidity of a lens depends 
almost entirely upon the size of its working aperture.” 

We humbly venture to suggest that Mr. Lund might with advantage 
have been a litle clearer and more explicit here. Again, referring to 
hand cameras:—• 

“ It is easy to understand why manufacturers prefer short-focus lenses: 
they require shorter-bodied cameras, and they are quicker than those of 
long focus.” 

Of course, Mr. Lund or his novices are not limited in the focal length 
of their hand cameras by the manufacturers. At any rate, it is a curious 
way of expressing the fact that increased focal length of lens means 
increased bulk of camera,. But parts of Mr. Lund’s book, like the curate’s 
egg, are excellent, and the novice cannot fail to learn something from 
it. The volume is well printed, and quantitatively good value for the 
money. 

--♦-- 

Patent l)eu)$. 
-♦- 

The following particulars of patents are specially drawn for the British 

Journal of Photography by Messrs. Hughes and Young, patent agents, 
55 and 56, Chancery Lane, London, W.C., who will give advice and 
assistance free to our readers on all patent matters:— 

Patent Applications.—No. 11,488.—Ferdinand William Schaap and Wil¬ 
lem Hylkes Brandsma, Chancery Lane. " Improvements in or 
connected with photographic objectives.” 

No. 11,559.—-William Marshall Hutchinson, Chancery Lane. “New or 
improved machine or means1 for developing, fixing, and washing 
photographic plates or flat films.” 

No. 11,596.—Anton Poliak, Gyula. Egger, and Friedrich Silberstein, 
Liverpool. “ Improvements in photographic developing apparatus.” 

Patents Illustrated.—No. 1,139.—Photography. Patentee: J. Car- 
pentier, 20, Rue Delambre, Paris. 

Cameras; enlarging.—Relates to an enlarging camera adapted to cor¬ 
rect distortion in negatives owing to their being out of the true plane 
when the photograph was taken. The frame holding the negative is 
mounted so as to turn on the pivot, and the frame holding the sensitive 
surface turns on the pivot. These frames are turned simultaneously by 
a transverse sliding rod which engages with two arms fixed at right- 
angles to the two frames. The distance of the. rod must be equal to the 
distance of the optical centre of the lens. On another form the frames 
are turned on their centres by a rod with right and left-handed screws. 
No. 2,375.—Photography. Patentee: H. L. H. Schroeder, Whetstone 

House, Heslop Road, Balham. 

Lenses.—Relates to a photographic lens consisting of a double objec¬ 
tive comprising two unsymmetrical halves, each of these halves consisting 
of four single lenses cemented into a solid block by Canada balsam, 
Each half contains two positive and two negative lenses, and in the 
ai’ranging of the same a positive lens may be placed at the front, or a 
negative lens may be placed at the front. Each half comprises three 
crown-glass lenses, which are achromatised by one negative flint-glass 
lens. For the purpose of obtaining an astigmatic flat field, one of the 
negative lenses has a higher and the other a lower refractive index than 
the lens cemented to it. y 

--♦- 

The Professional Photographers’ Association.—There will be a meeting 
of the general committee, at 51, Baker Street, London, W., on Friday 
evening, June 6th, at six o’clock. Business:—Election of members; 
consideration of annual report and balance-sheet; preparation of ballot 
papers, etc. 

Sunday Prohibition of Cameras.—Mr. Sherarld Cowper-Coles, 45, Mor¬ 
peth Mansions, Westminster, writes complaining to the "Morning Post” 
that he was refused admission to Kew Gardens on a recent Sunday 
because he was carrying a camera, though on other days of the week 
visitors are permitted to take them into the grounds. He says that many 
others were also excluded because they had pocket cameras, and he 
is curious to know what justification there is for the regulation. 

The council of the National Photographic Record Association wish to 
draw the attention of photographers to the forthcoming ceremonies in 
connection with the Coronation, and ask their co-operation in securing a 
good series of photographs for the British Museum collection. No doubt 
many interesting local celebrations will take place in all parts of the 
country, which will be of interest in the future, pictures of which they are 
desirous of obtaining, and it is only by the efforts of local photographers 
that such a collection can be got together, and to these workers they 
now appeal. Any such photographs, unmounted and printed, or platinum 
or other permanent process, will be much esteemed, and mav be sent 
to George Scamell, hon. secretary, 21, Avenue Road, Highgate, London. 

R)eeting$ of Societies. 
MEETINGS OF SOCIETIES FOR NEXT WEEK 

•June Name of Society. Subject. 

6., 

7.. 

9. 

11. 
11. 

12. 

Croydon Natural History. Photographic. 
Camera Club.h amble—Fremington Old Road. 2 45. 

Southampton Camera Club. { Pl'i,Dt Competition-Lanascapes or 1 I Seascapes. 
Southampton Camera Club. Ramble- Salisbury. 
North Middlesex Photographic Subject by W. lliomas, F.R.P.S. 
London and Provincial.: | Sub ^committee’s Report and Open 

ROYAL PHOTOGRAPHIC SOCIETY. 

May 27th, 1902.—Technical meeting. Mr. Douglas English, B.A., in the 
chair. 

A very interesting lecture was then given by Captain D. Wilson- 
Barker, F.R.S.E., of H.M.S. Worcester. He dealt, as announced, with 
the subject of 

“ Clouds,” 

and, as a sailor, the importance of a close study thereof has not been 
lost upon him. All clouds, he said, may be placed in one of two well- 
defined groups—the Cumulus and the Atratus. A cloud is vapour that 
has risen or fallen in the atmosphere from a point having a greater 
density than that of the position taken up, which is then unable to 
retain it in its visible form. The lecturer holds that all shapes and forms 
of clouds are merely varieties of one of the two types named. Cirrus, 
cirro-stratus, cirro-cumulus, stratus, and nimbus clouds, recognised by 
Luke Howard, come under the head of “ Stratus,” but the so-called 
cumulo-stratus has no real existence. Captain Barker disagrees with the 
view that cirrus, should be regarded as a third form of cloud, on the 
ground that its formation is the same as the ordinary low-level stratus, 
its slighter density being caused by particular conditions of the atmo¬ 
sphere. The cumulus type of cloud presents a more or less rounded and 
solid appearance, while the stratiform type is of great extent laterally, 
but very thin vertically. Cumulus clouds may be divided into five well- 
defined varieties:—(1) The fine weather variety; (2) roll cumulus, seen 
generally towards the close of stormy weather; (3) squall cumulus, accom¬ 
panied either by rain, snow, rain and waterspouts, etc.; (4) pillar cumulus, 
which indicates a locally unsettled state of atmosphere; (5) shower 
cumulus, a loose, ill-defined cloud, giving off fine rain, but accompanied 
by little wind. All cumulus types of cloud belong to th^ lower atmo¬ 
sphere ; their formation begins at a low level, though they sometimes 
tower to great altitudes. The stratiform type of-cloud belongs to the 
middle and upper atmosphere, although in ground-fog it appears in the 
lower regions. The varieties of stratus are:—(1) Fog;.(2) true stratus, 
observable in anticyclonic areas when, in dry weather, a black pall of 
cloud may possibly cover the sky for days; (3) high stratus, to which 
variety belong the “ mackerel ” sides (precursors of unsettled weather); 
(4) cirrus, the highest form of stratus, composed of ice-dust or crystals. 
Captain Wilson-Barker made his lecture the more interesting by means 
of lantern slide illustrations of all types of clouds. He also showed half- 
a-dozen panoramic photographs over the Swiss mountains, which, em¬ 
bracing so extensive an area, clearly showed the grouping and shapes 
of the cloud formations. Speaking of the actual photographic operations, 
he said that he preferred to use a single lens, well stopped down, and 
slow plates. Apart from their scientific value, with which the lecturer 
was, perhaps, more concerned, the slides presented in several instances 
exceedingly picturesque effects. 

Dr. E. W. Prevost passed round a sample of the dust emitted by Mont 
Pelee and deposited in Barbados. It was of no photographic interest, of 
course, but Dr. Prevost hoped to have it analysed. He thought some 
present might like to see the dust, which was certainly examined with 
deep interest. 

CAMERA CLUB. 

The decision of the Club Committee to keep on the Thursday evening 
lectures far into the summer months seems to have been more than 
justified, if we can judge by the large attendance last week, when Dr. 
Ed. Grim read a paper on his “Fluid Lens,” Lord Rosse occupying the 
chair. The subject, no doubt, was a very attractive one, for amateur 
photographers are always on the look out for anything new, especially 
if the new thing promises greater rapidity of working, or if it will 
enable them to perform extraordinary feats. The Grfin lens had been 
before the public for some time, through the medium of newspaper 
articles, and it had been heralded at the Camera Club by certain photo¬ 
graphs which have been exhibited there for some days. Hence Dr. 
Grim found himself faced by an eager and kindly expectant audience. 

The lecturer said that he had constructed his first fluid lens about 
two years ago; that it had gone through certain changes, and the one 
he had now in use he had employed for various purposes during the 
past eighteen months. He must apologise for some of the lantern slides 
which would illustrate his lecture. They were by no means of first-rate 
quality, for the negatives had been taken under very difficult circum¬ 
stances, from crowded theatres and in other places where photography 
was not easy. In such light as he had worked, photography had 
hitherto been utterly impossible, and his chief object was to produce a. 
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lens which would do what had never been accomplished by existing 
apparatus. He did not put forward his work as perfect examples, but 
his results were improving day by day, and he hoped, as soon as he 
could get opticians to thoroughly meet his ideas, to produce, lenses far 
nearer perfection. In the meantime he wished others to profit by his 
work, and he therefore placed his fluid lens on the market. Such lenses 
must necessarily be accompanied by a certain want of marginal definition, 
but this, he thought, w7as quite of secondary importance, from a pictorial 
standpoint. This want of definition is due to spherical aberration, and, 
as they all knew, it. could be cured by the use of a curved support for 
the sensitive film, a remedy which was beyond their reach. The term 
“ spherical aberration ” was differently translated by various opticians; 
he himself regarded it as being synonymous with “ curvature of field.” 

The improvement generally in artificial illumination, owing to the intro¬ 
duction of the electric light, allowed 11s to take photographs of indoor 
scenes almost instantaneously, and this opened up a new field of work for 
the photographer, and a productive one withal, for the dark hours were 
associated with far more interesting episodes than were the hours of 
daylight. He referred to scenic displays, acting, etc., at the theatres and 
other places of public amusement. It might be said, “ Oh! that can 
all be done by flashlight,” and so it can; but we must remember that the 
relative value of lights, upon wdiich scenic effects so much depend, is 
altogether lost in the glare of the magnesium compound. The manage¬ 
ment of stage illumination is quite as much an art as the painting of the 
scenery. 

Then there is another phase of photography which has many charms— 
the taking of landscapes by night, by the light of the moon; or of 
illuminated streets. The last are often quite artistic, a thoroughfare 
which would be hopelessly commonplace in daylight becoming beautiful 
under the beams of the lamps. En passant he might observe.that night 
photographs of military positions might prove to be of immense value. 
Such pictures, impossible by day, might be taken by a courageous man 
under cover of darkness. 

In order to compare the performance of his liquid lens with ordinary 
glass lenses, he might say that those working at f/8, f/6, or even f/4 were 
no good whatever for the subjects at which he aimed. He had procured 
lenses from two opticians of great repute. Each of these worked at 
f/2, but he found that they must be used at full aperture, and they 
both suffered badly from want of depth of field and from marginal dis¬ 
tortion. 

He himself was not limited to f/2, but commonly used a lens working 
at f/1.5. Of course, the pictures were very small, but they were well 
adapted for use with the cinematograph, in which instrument rapid move¬ 
ment did away with waut of sharpness. He had, for example, examined 
the cinematograph film of a torpedo being fired, and although the indi¬ 
vidual pictures were the reverse of sharp, as they blended on the screen 
they had all the appearance of being sharp. He believed that the majority 
of these pictures were taken at a speed of l-32nd of a second, which was 
not quick enough for rapid movements. He did not make a necessity 
of microscopic definition. In some cases it was a question of getting 
a picture at all under circumstances which seemed almost insurmountable. 

(After alluding to the history of fluid lenses, and the work in this 
connection of Dr. Blair, Dollond, and others, he pointed out that their 
reign came to an end with the introduction of improved flint glass for 
optical purposes, by chance, of Birmingham.) 

Dr. Griin then explained the construction of his own lens by means 
of diagrams on the blackboard. Before making it, he said that he had 
bought specimens of all the rapid lenses procurable, and had noted that 
they all suffered from want of depth. There were many difficulties to 
encounter in constructing a fluid lens, and he had made experiments on 
the refranjability of many fluids before he hit upon the right one. For 
these experiments he procured from Germany a refractometer, an instru¬ 
ment not sold in this country, where opticians seemed to work by rule 
of thumb and to accept the statements of the makers as to the refrac¬ 
tive index of the glass they employed without question. Among other 
uses, the refractometer would be most useful to the medical profession 
for examining the fluids of the body, which varied in their refractive 

■ index from day to day in the same individual. 
The fluid which he had now adopted for his lens he had used for six 

months. It showed no change, and seemed to well answer its purpose. 
The use of a fluid1 in a lens brings the surfaces into optical contact, 
and caustic curves are not produced. With regard to the cinematographic 
work which he had attempted in artificial light, the first difficulty which 

■confronted him was the want of rapidity in films as compared with 
glass plates. But he had found it possible to obtain such pictures. He 
might observe that in the case of most of the lantern slides he was 
about to show them, and also in the case of the films, he had simply 
gone into the theatre as one of the audience, paid his fee, and taken 
his place, generally in the pit, and worked his camera without those 
on the stage knowing that they were having their portraits taken. Many 
of the pictures were practically instantaneous, the exposures ranging 
from a second or two to l-50th of a second. 

The lights were then lowered, and a large number of lantern slides 
were exhibited, Dr. Grfin furnishing particulars of place, time of ex¬ 
posure, etc., as the pictures were shown. The first were of “Poses 
Plastiques ” at the Alhambra Theatre, which admitted of comparatively 
long exposures. Next wore scenes from “ La Poupee,” “ The Belle of 
New York,” and “ The Toreador.” The leading lady in this last scene 
had her mouth wide open, evidently in the delivery of that top note 
we all know so well. After'the lantern slides came a series of cinemato¬ 
graph films, the first of such pictures, Dr. Grfin said, taken in a 
theatre, during performance, by artificial light. It may be said that 
it is a matter for wonderment that such pictures could be taken at all; 
but, with due deference to Dr. Grfin, and fully admitting the difficulties 

and the pluck with which he has endeavoured to surmount tin m, w 
must say that these moving pictures are valueless except as photogiaphr 
curiosities. A dancer is represented as a white something moving m 
uneasy jerks across the field of view, but whether that, something is u 
man, a woman, or an animal it is impossible to say. The Thre 
little maids from school” (from “The Mikado”) was, perhaps, the best 
subject shown, but this was terribly blurred. 

Lord Rosse congratulated the lecturer in having taken a distinct 
step in advance in the production of this fluid lens. He considered tliai 
some of the pictures shown were marvellous, considering that th 
incandescent electric light by which they were taken was no whiter than 
gaslight. Of course, the subject of fluid lenses was not a new 011c 
His own father experimented in that direction many years ago, 
not in connection with photography, but with the telescope. Tin mam 
difficulty seemed to be the connection currents caused in the fluid, owm- 
to variations of temperature. This would cause the upper part of a 
fluid lens to act differently to the lower part, and would spoil definition. 
Dr. Grfin would have found that in the case of theatrical scenery much 
of the difficulty connected with depth of focus was removed, for tin 
background, although by an illusion it seemed far off, was in reality 
close to the actors. 

Mr. Cadett asked a few questions with regard to the lens, not, he 
said, antagonistically, but merely from a wish to obtain information 
He had found it impossible to get good definition with a liquid colour- 
filter, owing to connection currents. He asked the lecturer whether a 
solid glass could not take the place of the liquid, and whether Dr. Griiu 
had contemplated an improvement in ordinary lenses in this direction 

Mr. Inwards, after referring to a large liquid lens made by Mr. Van 
der Weyde—which broke over his head and deluged him—said that in 
tracing the history of such lenses we must not forget the Creator of 
the eye ; we had all our lives been using—some without knowing it—a 
liquid lens for the ordinary purposes of vision. 

Dr. Grfin, in his reply, pointed out that the apparent difference of 
opinion between him and one of his questioners resolved itself into a 
question of terminology. A solid glass lens, as suggested by Mr. Cadett, 
might prove effective, but it would be far more costly than a fluid lens 
such as he advocated. The fluid which lie employed was of a viscous 
character, and therefore the difficulty with regard to connection cur¬ 
rents, mentioned by Lord Rosse, did not arise. Some fluids were quite 
inadmissible for lens construction—the ethereal fluids, for example. The 
one he employed had worked as well below freezing-point as it did in 
the heat of a crowded theatre. He used a focal plane shutter, Imperial 
plates, and developed with pyro and soda. 

Separate votes of thanks to the lecturer, and to Lord Rosse for pre¬ 
siding, terminated the proceedings. 

CROYDON CAMERA CLUB. 

Mil. W. H. Smith, on Wednesday, the 28th ult., had some further words 
to say on Orthochromatic Photography, which had occupied the attention 
of members at the preceding meeting. With the aid of the oxy-mag- 
nesium lamp he had photographed coloured tapestries on orthochromatic 
plates, with and without light filters, and on Wratten’s “Speed” plates. 
The negatives, prints therefrom, and the tapestries themselves, were 
shown, so that ready comparisons could be drawn. So far as true render¬ 
ing in monochrome was concerned, little difference could be detected 
between the results, none being quite correct. This can be explained 
by the fact that Mr. Smith used only faintly-tinted filters, and that 
the magnesium light is particularly rich in the more refrangible or violet 
rays, which require a considerable amount of cutting out to allow time 
for the reds to act. 

The President (Mr. Hector Maclean, F.R.P.S.), commented on the 

results shown. 

Mr. Kenneth Mees drew attention to a peculiarity of Wratten’s 
“ Speed ” plates. He had found them to be sensitive to a narrow band 
in the red end of the spectrum, though comparatively insensitive to the 
yellow and orange. Tb.e hon. sec., reminded members that Ives, if he 
recollected rightly, whilst lecturing at the Croydon Camera Club, had 
stated that the Imperial Flashlight plates possessed a somewhat similar 
peculiarity. Personally, he considered this out of place in an “ ordinary ” 
or “ 11011-orthochromatic ” plate, which should act up to its name. 

During the evening Mr. Maclean showed plates which had received a 
backing of “Solaraxe.” He had found it easy to apply, and it formed 
a dense and even 11011-actinic layer. It seemed, however, likely to rub 
off unless carefully handled. A discussion ensued as to the constitution 
of the preparation, the general opinion being that it was a mixture of 
a red powder in a collodionised fluid. 

The Club having offered a silver medal for the best print taken at 
the Good Friday excursion, fifty pounds were sent in. The prize was 
awarded by the judge to Mr. Councillor J. Noakes. The prints, which 
are now on view at the Club meeting-room, form quite an imposing 

“ one day ” display. 

NORTH MIDDLESEX PHOTOGRAPHIC SOCIETY. 

May 17th,—Mr. J. A. Sinclair gave a lantern lecture, entitled “ Tabloid 

Travel.” . , 
It was a photographic record of a short tour through Spain, with a 

hand camera. The slides, which were excellent, gave a, good idea of the 
country and the description of them was very interesting. 
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SOUTHAMPTON CAMERA CLUB. 

On the 26th ult. the members of the above Club held their fortnightly 
meeting at the Philharmonic Hall, under the presidency of the Sheriff of 
Southampton, Dr. Weston, who, after the usual preliminary business, 
requested Mr. A. T. Horne, the representative of Kodak, Ltd., to give 
his promised demonstration of the Company’s apparatus and material. 
The process of manipulating the new Dekko printing paper and post¬ 
cards was shown, the printing being accomplished by the burning of 
about an inch of magnesium ribbon. The printing can also be clone 
by ordinary gaslight, no dark-room being necessary for the development. 
Rolls of the Kodak films were then developed and fixed, and the process 
thoroughly explained. Several of the firm’s latest improved cameras 
were exhibited, the working of them being fully explained by Mr. Home. 

The appreciation of a very able and instructive demonstration was 
shown by the passing with acclamation of a hearty vote of thanks, 
which was very suitably proposed by the chairman, on behalf ot the 
members of the Club, and similarly acknowledged by Mr. Home. 

Commercial $ £egal intelligence. 
A fire occurred late on Thursday evening, last week, at 107, High 

Street, Sydenham, occupied by Messrs. J. A. Marshall and Co. photo¬ 
graphers. The studio, a building of two floors, 80ft. long and 20ft. wide, 
on the top floor, was burning fiercely when the Crystal Palace firemen 
arrived. In the result the entire place was severely damaged. lhe 
building is owned by Mr. J. Blundell, of Rowland Grove, Wells Road, 

^Theft of a Camera.—Before the Croydon Bench on Thursday, last 
week, William Fanning, who refused his address, was charged on remand 
with’stealing a hand camera. Prosecutor placed the camera on a seat 
at East Croydon Station, and walked up the platform. When returning, 
he saw prisoner walking off with the camera, which he claimed as his 
property. Prisoner refused any information about himself when brought 
before the Bench, and, upon the applicationof the police, was remanded 
for inquiry. Nothing was found out about him, and prisoner, who 
pleaded guilty, was bound over under the First Offenders’ Act. 

Planiscope Supplementary Lens Competition.—The competition orga¬ 
nised "by Messrs. John J. Griffin and Sons, of Sardinia Street, which 
whs open to all amateur photographers, has just concluded, and the 
awards are as followsClass A, for the best picture made with the 
Telephoto Planiscope: Mr. Jas. Frankland, of 8, Greengate, Barrow-m- 
Furness, takes the first prize of two guineas, and Mr. G. F._Coushion, 
of 21, Kempe Road, Kensal Rise, the second prize of one guinea. In 
ClassB, for the best picture made with the Wide-Angle Planiscope, the 
first prize of two guineas is won by Mr. H. F. Beauchamp, Guildford 
Lodge, Nunnery Fields, Canterbury, and the second of one guinea by 
Mr. Alex. Simpson, 30, Westgate, Burnley. In Class C, for the best 
figure study made with the Portrait Planiscope, Mr. C. E. Lyon, The 
Priory Cottage, Burnham, Bucks., takes the first prize of two guineas, 
and Mr A. Brough, Pretoria Terrace, Oakengates, Salop, the second 
orize of one guinea. In Class D, for the best flower study made with 
the Copying Planiscope, Mr. J. Hesford, of Cemetery, St. Helens, Lancs., 
takes the first prize of two guineas, and Mr. Alex. Storrar, of 3, St. 
Catherine Street, Cupar, Fife, the second prize of one guinea. 

Transit of Chloride of Calcium.—Henry Harris, of Neate Street, Cam- 
berwell, was summoned at the Lambeth Police Court, one day last week, 
by the Great Western Railway Company, on two summonses, for hav¬ 
ing on April 8th and May 1st unlawfully sent by a railway goods of a 
dangerous nature, to wit, carbide of calcium, without distinctly marking 
their nature on the outside of the package containing the same, or giving 
notice in writing to a servant of the Company at the time of sending. 
Mr. F. W. Mills, from the Solicitors’ Department of the Company, 
appeared in support of the summonses, and Mr. H. I. Sydney repre¬ 
sented the defendant. Mr. Mills said the summonses were issued under 
section 105 of the Railway Clauses Act, 1845, and the complaint was that 
the defendant sent off certain boxes containing this dangerous stuff 
without labelling them as to their contents. The Railway Company did 
not know what they were carrying, and an accident might have happened 
with disastrous results. The Act required that the contents should be 

! declared. For the defence, Mr. Austin Harris, son of the defendant, was 
; called, and said it was the general practice to label the goods, and the 
I omission on the two occasions in question was purely accidental. Mr. 
I Horace Smith ordered the defendant to pay a fine of £5 and 2s. costs upon 

: each of the two summonses against him. 
Kodak, Ltd., v. The Columbia Optical and Camera Company.- Messrs. 

Kodak, Ltd., write:—“We enclose you herewith copy of a judgment 
which was given on the 9th ult., by Mr. Justice Buckley, for Kodak, Ltd., 
as against the Columbia Optical and Camera Company, for passing off 
as Kodak goods articles not of our manufacture, and for infringing our 
trade mark. We shall be obliged if you will publish this judgment in 
your esteemed journal:—‘1902 K 359.—In the High Court of Justice. 
Chancery Division.—Mr. Justice Buckley.—(Mr. Reed, Registrar, fo. 101.) 
—Between Kodak, Ltd. and reduced, plaintiffs, and Columbia Optical 

! and Camera Company, defendants.—Upon motion for injunction this 
day made unto this Court by counsel for the plaintiffs and upon hearing 

' counsel for the defendants and upon reading the Writ of Summons issued 
on April 29th 1902 and the plaintiffs and defendants by their counsel con¬ 
senting that the hearing of the said Motion should be treated as a 
motion for judgment And the defendants by their counsel undertaking 
to disclose to the plaintiffs the names and addresses of the manufac¬ 

turers of the goods in question and apologising for having infringed the 
plaintiffs’ trade mark “ Kodak ” and for having passed off films which 
were not manufactured by the plaintiffs as the plaintiffs’ films and the 
plaintiffs and the defendants by their counsel consenting to this 
judgment This Court doth Order that the defendants their servants and 
agents be perpetually restrained from infringing the plaintiffs’ registered 
trade marks No. 75818 in class 8, No. 152483 in class 8, No. 154848 in 
class 1, No. 154849 in class 15, and No. 155,009 in class 8, or passing 
off photographic films not being of the manufacture of the plaintiffs as or 
for the goods of the plaintiffs And It is Ordered that the defendants 
do pay to the plaintiffs their costs of this action to be taxed by the Taxing 
Master.—Friday, May 9th, 1902.’ ” 

The Goerz Competition, for Photographs taken with Goerz Double 
Anastigmats.-—We append full particulars and conditions of this com¬ 
petition, for which £300 in prizes are offered:-—Class 1: For Anschutz 
Work.—First prize, £20; second prize, £15; third prize, £10; two prizes 
of £5 each; four prizes of £2 each ; twelve prizes of £1 each.—The prizes 
will be given for the best series of four photographs taken with the 
Goerz Anschutz folding cameras or with cameras fitted with the Goerz 
Anschutz focal plane shutters. The photographs must be of objects in 
rapid motion. Class 2: Architectural Work.—First prize, £20; second 
prize, £15; third prize, £10; two prizes of £5 each; three prizes of £2 
each; twelve prizes of £1 each.—For the best sets of four photographs 
of architectural subjects (of which not less than two must be interiors) 
taken with the Goerz Double Anastigmats (any series) or the Goerz 
Hypergon Double Anastigmat. Flashlight may be employed for lighting 
up dark corners without disqualifying competitors for this class. Class 3: 
Pictorial Work.—First prize, £15; second prize, £10; third prize, £5; 
three prizes, £2 each; eight prizes, £1.—For pictorial work of any kind in 
sets of four, e.g., landscapes, seascapes, portraiture, groups, animal 
studies, ruins, still life, etc. Class 4: Flashlight Work.—First prize,. 
£10; second prize, £5; third prize, £2; three prizes, £1 each.—Best sets 
of four photographs of in or outdoor flashlight work. With archi¬ 
tectural work taken by flashlight, it should be said whether the photo¬ 
graphs are to be judged in Class 2 or 4, and, with general pictures, 
whether they are to be judged in Class 3 or 4. Class 5 : Hand Camera 
Work.—First prize, £15; second prize, £10; third prize, £5; five prizes 
of £2 each; ten prizes of £1 each.—Work done with any hand camera 
fitted with the Goerz Double Anastigmat will be admitted in this class. 
Photographs to be submitted in sets of four. Class 6: Photos of General 
Interest.—First prize, £8 ; second prize, £5 ; third prize, £3; five prizes ot 
£2 each, twelve prizes of £1 each.—In this class prizes will be given for 
single photographs, but a competitor is at liberty to send in a set of 
not more than six prints for this class. The prints must be of .special 
interest in one or all of the following points:—Subject, conditions under 
which they were taken, and the manner in which the Goerz Double 
Anastigmat was used. The well-known photograph of “ A Rainy Day 
in Berlin ” is one which would fall under this class. The following are 
the conditions:—(1) All photographs must be taken with the Goerz 
Double Anastigmat, of which the series, and number must be stated, but 
any camera or shutter may be used unless debarred by the special rules 
applying to the particular classes. (2) All photographs submitted for 
competition must be sent on or before December 31st, 1902. Those 
received after that date will not be eligible. Competitors from Great 
Britain, Ireland, and the Colonies should send their work, postage paid, 
to the London office, C. P. Goerz, 1 to 6, Holborn Circus, E.C., or to 
his West End agents, the London Stereoscopic and Photographic Com¬ 
pany, Ltd., 106 and 108, Regent Street, W., marking the packets “Com¬ 
petition.” Continental competitors should send their photographs either 
to C. P. Goerz, Optische Anstalt, Berlin-Friedenau, Germany, marking 
the envelopes “ Preisausschreiben,” or to C. P. Goerz, 22, Rue de l’En- 
trepot, Paris, marking the envelopes “ Concours photograpliique.” 
American competitors should address their photographs to C. P. Goerz, 
52, East Union Square, New York, marking the wrapper “ Prize Com¬ 
petition.” (3) Every competitor must select a pseudonym, and the back 
of the photographs must be marked with this only. A sealed envelope¬ 
bearing the pseudonym, having enclosed the competitor’s name and 
address, must accompany the photographs. (4) Any printing process may 
be used. Photographs must be mounted, but not framed. The prints 
submitted must be actual contact prints from the negatives. (5) Com¬ 
petitors gaining a prize give to Mr. C. P. Goerz the right of reproduction 
in any form of the winning prints, and the use of the negatives at any 
time, if desired. The giving of this right will not prevent the com¬ 
petitor from also publishing the prints, provided it is mentioned under 
each print that the same was taken with the Goerz Double Anastigmat 
or Goerz Anschutz camera or shutter. The photographer’s name will 
be, if desired, inserted under all the prints published by C. P. Goerz. 
I reserve the right to use the negative of any competitive print, although 
it may not have received a prize, at the following fees:—Up to 7 by 5. 
10s. 6d.; up to 8^ by 6-]- and 18 by 24 cm, 15s.; up to 10 by 8, 20s.; up 
to 15 by 12, 25s. After use the negative would be returned to its owner. 
(6) Sets of pictures can be entered in one class only, which must be 
mentioned. (7) Employees of the different factories and branches of 
C. P. Goerz are disqualified. (8) Should the judges consider the work 
submitted in any class not of sufficient merit to qualify for the prizes 
offered, it shall be at their discretion to proportion the award according 
to the quality of the work submitted. The right is also reserved of 
increasing or dividing the prizes should the prints submitted justify this. 
(9) Competitors should, as far as possible, give particulars of exposure, 
stop, camera, and shutter used. In Class 2 these particulars must be 
supplied, and information given also as to the raising of the front, if 
such a device is resorted to. (10) The judge’s decision in all points will 
be final. 
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Deu)$ ana Dotes. 
The Photographic Camp.—Full printed details are now to be obtained 

of this event from Mr. Walter D. Welford, Warwick Lodge, 166, Rom¬ 
ford Road, London, E. The cost for the ten days is £4 for a gentleman 
and £3 for a lady, and the date is July 17th to 26th. 

London and Provincial Photographic Association.—On Thursday, June 
5th, Mr. Wilfred Emery will give a practical demonstration of enlarging, 
and on June 12th the meeting will be open to any members who have 
matters of interest to bring forward. Visitors are always welcome 

The Photographic Club, Anderton’s Hotel, Fleet Street, London, E.C.— 
Mr. E. A. Newell has been compelled, by pressure of business, to resign 
the secretaryship of the Club. The new hon. secretary and treasurer is 
Mr. T. W. Herrington, 85, Trinity Road, Wimbledon, S.W., to whom all 

■communications should be addressed. 
The Photographic Survey and Record of Surrey.—The following circular 

has been issued to photographic societies:—“ This Society is now formed, 
as a result of the meeting held at Croydon on May 9tli. At that meeting 
it was resolved that :—‘ The council of this Society be composed of the 
Provisional. Committee, plus two delegates from each of the societies 
willing to co-operate where such societies are not already represented on 
the Provisional Committee, and with power to add to their number.’ 
Will you kindly bring the matter before your Society, and notify me 
of the delegates appointed to represent your Society on the Executive 
Council, as soon as possible, unless you have already done this ? I also 
beg to inform you that the next council will be held at the Lecture Room, 
Central , Library, Town Hall, Croydon (by kind permission of the 
Libraries’ Committee), on Friday, June 13th, at 8 p.m. The business, 
Avhich is very important, will include the election of permanent officers.— 
I am, faithfully yours, Harry D. Gower, hon. sec., pro tern ” 

Risks Photographers Often Run.—This was well exemplified in a case 
that came before the Law Courts, one day last week, on a case for 
damages for personal injuries. It appears that the plaintiff, an amateur 
photographer, wished to take a snapshot in a street in Camden Town, 

. and in his desire to get what he required he took a step or two backward 
and fell through a grating that had just been opened, and sustained 
serious injuries. We know that photographers, when they are desirous 
of securing the best views of their subject, often run risks that, until 
they have realised them after the picture is taken, they would not care 
to repeat. We must confess to having placed ourselves in such positions 
in our anxiety to secure pictures from perilous positions. Often a photo¬ 
grapher, in his enthusiasm to get a certain result, will, thoughtless while 
intent on his object, run risks that, with a little consideration, he would 
wisely have avoided. These risks are always, more or less, great in 
mountainous districts, but one is not always prepared for them in the 
streets of London. But, as will be seen from the case just cited, it 
is well to be on the alert even there. 

“ Pyro ” as a Developer.—At a meeting of one of the London societies, 
a few weeks back, the question was raised as to whether pyrogallic acid 
was as much used now as formerly. “ Pyro ” was the first developer 
used for glass negatives—collodion and gelatine—and during the past 
few years very many newer ones have been introduced, each claiming to 
be superior to the older one, and, for that matter, superior to any other. 
But who are their chief users? We might well speculate that they are, 
in this country, at least, amateurs. We venture to say that if the pro¬ 
fessional photographers of the United Kingdom were canvassed to¬ 
morrow, the larger majority of them would be found still using what 
they term the “ good old pyro ” for their general work, notwithstanding 
that they have given the newer agents a fair trial. It is also noteworthy 
that, in the formulae issued with their plates, the makers always place 
that for a “ pyro ” developer first. Pyrogallic acid has its advantages as 
well, it must be admitted, as its disadvantages. The same may be said 
of all the newer developers, but, as a matter of fact, “ pyro ” still holds 
its own amongst professional photographers, also with many of the best 
men amongst amateurs. 

More Pictures for the City Art Gallery.—The Corporation of London’s 
Art Gallery at the Guildhall; is to be further enriched. The late Mr. 
Chas. Gassiott, a City merchant, has bequeathed his collection of pictures, 
from which he had frequently lent to the City’s loan exhibitions, to the 
Corporation, with the exception of four which will go to the National 
Gallery. It is said, according to the Exchange Company, that the value 
of these pictures is £170,000. It used to be thought that the only idea 
in the City was commerce and money-making, but recent years, as wit¬ 
ness the fine collection of pictures the Corporation has- acquired during 
the last few years, and the excellent frescoes already painted, and to be 
painted, by the best living artists, in the Royal Exchange, quite dispel 
that notion. In time we hope to see the Corporation in possession of 
an art gallery that will be worthy of the greatest city in the world, to 
say nothing of the annual loan exhibitions held at the Guildhall. We 
may remind our readers that the loan exhibition now open contains pic¬ 
tures by the best English and French artists of the eighteenth century, 
all of which are lent from private collections, and can only be seen by 
the public while this exhibition is open. 

The “Nottingham Evening News” states that at Mr. Hmdley’s shop 
in Milton Street, Nottingham, are some fifty or sixty photographs of 
views and incidents connected with the South African war, which have 
a pathetic interest, inasmuch as they were taken by the late Private 
J. H. Lewis, of the R.H.R. Active Service contingent. Lewis had a 
fatal attack of dysentery—that dreaded scourge, which has killed thou¬ 
sands of poor fellows more than the enemy’s bullets were ever likely to 
do—and he lies buried in a solidier's grave at Krugersdorp. A widow 

and five children in Nottingham mourn his loss, but no application has 
yet been made on their behalf to the Reservists’ Fund officials; the widow 
has preferred to make the courageous attempt to work for her childi • n 
and herself. Surely, however, it will not be deemed an intrusion on 
the privacy of sorrow if I draw readers'attention to tin fact that Private 
Lewis’s photographs are worth purchasing, and the money would be more 
than useful. A correspondent states that. Private .! H. Lewi 
some years previous to his death managing photographer to Boot’s Pure 
Drug Company, Ltd., (Photo Publishing Department). He was a Re¬ 
servist and a member of the Robin Hood Rifles. He was called up for 
service with other Reserves, but went out actually with tie second 
contingent of the Robin Hood Volunteer Corps. Anyone who has seen 
the fine set of view-books published by “Boot’s” will know the class 
and style of work of which Private Lewis was capable. Enough to say 
that he was a good photographer and a painstaking worker, and liked 
by everyone with whom he was associated. The photos referred to in 
the above cutting are as briefly described. Lewis had, as a matter of 
fact, barely time to get used to the changed conditions of light and sur¬ 
roundings, but these photographs are extremely interesting, and, con 
sidering also the small sum (one shilling) asked for well-mounted copies, 
no doubt many of our readers will feel desirous of assisting in their 
disposal. 

Every Registered Chemist should make a point of carefully reading the 
article on photographers, pharmacists, and poisons, which is reprinted in 
this week’s “ P.J.” (see p. 458) from the British Journal of Photo¬ 

graphy. That important organ has not always been distinguished by the 
accuracy and fairness of its comments on matters appertaining to the 
business of chemists and druggists, but the article referred to is beyond 
criticism in those respects, the writer evidently being both well-informed 
and capable of forming a just estimate of the position of affairs in regard 
to the sale of poisons. As he clearly shows, for a great many years 
pharmacists have had an intelligent appreciation of the poison danger, 
and have taken every possible precaution to protect the public against 
that danger. But it is impossible for the most conscientious pharmacist 
to exercise watch and ward over poisons after they have passed from 
his possession, and, if further legal restrictions be required, it seems as 
though they should be made to apply to purchasers rather than sellers 
or poisons. The pharmacist may, and does, supply poisons in suitable 
receptacles, properly labelled, but cannot ensure that purchasers will 
retain them in those receptacles, and thus do what is requisite to protect 
others. So careful has the pharmacist been to anticipate any demand 
for further restriction of the sale of poisons that the use of the poison 
label has been overdone, and familiarity therewith has bred the usual 
contempt. The late William Martindale was a strong advocate of greater 
discrimination being exercised in the use of poison labels, holding that 
it was not always wise policy to let the public know how potent are many 
substances which are freely available for misuse. With that view many 
pharmacists are in full accord, believing with the writer of the article 
under consideration that, in many instances, a note of warning that the 
substance requires careful handling would answer all requirements. For 
the rest, pharmacists who have ever felt the need of arguments in support 
of their peculiar position as retailers of scheduled poisons will do well 
to read, mark, learn, and inwardly digest the article in question, in order 
that they may avoid being at a loss for satisfactory reasons in defence 
of their conduct on occasions when they consider it desirable to refrain 
from selling poisons, or find it necessary to refuse to supply them except 
under conditions which experience has proved to be necessary in the 
public interest.—The “Pharmaceutical Journal,” May 31st. 

-- 

Correspondence. 
*** Correspondents should never write on both sides of the paper. No 

notice is taken of communications unless the names and addresses of 
the writers are yiven. 

*** We do not undertake responsibility for the opinions expressed by our 
correspondents. 

CHANGING BOXES. 
To the Editors. 

Gentlemen,—I would be greatly obliged if you will kindly publish 
the following. 

Last year I purchased a “ Sinclair ” changing box from Messrs 
Rae Brothers, of Glasgow I used it twice, but as it took rather 
longer to change the plates than I cared to .spend on the operation, I I 
laid the changing box aside. I found also that in changing the plates 
they got scratched; but at the time I attributed this to my want 
of skill, though I believe I handled the apparatus as the average i 
user would do. I recently tried to sell the changing box, but the 
dealer, having the prudence to first try it, which I had not the 
opportunity of doing, found that the plates did get scratched. This 
was confirmed by a customer of the dealer referred to, who would 
otherwise have purchased the changing box. It seems to me that a 
changing box that scratches the plates is of very little use to any¬ 
body, and I wrote to Messrs. Rae Brothers about it, asking them 
whether they had received any complaints, and what was the best 
to do under the circumstances; but though I have written twice, 
both letters have been ignored. I might say that before purchasing 
the apparatus I wrote to Messrs. Rae Brothers asking them whethei 
it was reliable, but I remember I received no reply to that letter. 
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But on the strength of a circular issued by them, in which the 
changing box was described as having stood the test of years, and 
also because of an advertisement in one of the photographic papers, 
in which it is said that the box is the “ simplest, the lightest, the 
best,” I purchased one of the changing boxes, half-plate size, with 
the above result. The firm in question is still advertising that the 
apparatus is the “simplest, the lightest, the best.” I do not think 
that the above experience confirms that description. Perhaps some 
of your readers have had experience of this form of changing box. 
If so, perhaps you will be good enough to publish their experiences, 
if they care to send them. I cannot understand the refusal of Messrs. 
Rae Brothers to consider communications when the efficacy of goods 
-old by them is called into question.—Yours faithfully, 

J. A. Reid. 

Kincraig, Cutcliffe Grove, Bedford, 
May 29, 1902. 

THE ILLINGWORTH COMPETITIONS. 
To the Editors. 

Gentlemen,—We shall be very much obliged if you will kindly 
note in your valuable journal that the date for entries for our carbon 
printing competition iias been extended to August 1st, 1902. We 
have been asked by several of our Colonial friends and customers to 
extend it, so as to" give them a chnace, as the time previously men¬ 
tioned was too short for them to get in their entries. Thanking you 
in anticipation, etc, we are yours faithfully, 

Thomas Illingworth and Co., Ltd. 

The Phcto Works, Willesden Junction, 
London, N.W., May 17tli, 1902. 

THE BECK STEINHEIL LENSES. 
To the Editors. 

Gentlemen,—It has come to our ears that many people believe that 
die Beck Steiribeil Orthostigmat lenses are not manufactured in this 
country, but are merely imported by us for re-sale. We should es- 
:eem it a great favour if you would find room for this letter in your 
valuable paper, and show your readers that from Deginning to end 
die aforenamed lenses are manufactured at our factory at Kentish 
L'own, from the raw glass right up to the finished lens. 

Since their introduction! two years ago they have carried the 
reputation which they now possess through the great care that is 
aken in their manufacture —Yours faithfully, 

R. and J, Beck, Ltd. 

68, Cornhill, London, E.C., May 29th, 1902. 

MATT BROMIDE PAPER. 
To the Editors. 

Gentlemen.—We have pleasure in sending you herewith a copy of 
i statement of a very interesting patent case, which has been prepared 
by a patent expert, and which, we think, would be of considerable 
interest to your readers and also to all photographic manufacturers, 
inventors, and bromide paper users.—Yours faithfully, 

Kodak, Limited. 

Head Offices, 43, Clerkenwell Road, 
London, E.C., 28th May, 1902. 

The issue of the Junk versus- Kodak case, which has been going on 
in various courts of Germany for several years, is one which lias had 
considerable interest for a number of photographic manufacturers, 
both in this country and in Germany, who have used, or desire to use, 
starch in their photographic emulsions. The case also is of some 
interest as bearing on the storm of controversy which lias been 
excited by the Bill which is now before Parliament for the purpose 
of instituting a Board of Official Examiners in the English Patent 
Office, who shall have the power of rejecting applications for patents 
on the ground of want of novelty. Hitherto there has been no investi¬ 
gation whatsoever as to anticipation, and any application framed in 
correct form is accepted and sealed forthwith regardless as to its 
novelty. It is, for instance, perfectly possible for anyone to obtain 
to-day a patent for the principle cf the incandescent electric light, or, 
for the matter of that, for the application of steam to locomotives, 
and the British Patent Office will roll up its enormous profits bv 
taking the fees of any alleged inventor for the full term of fourteen 
years. Those who are m favour of keeping up the old rule argue 
rhat the Patent Office is merely a bureau of registration, and exists 
for the sole purpose of obtaining authenticated dates for a given 
specification, leaving entire responsibility a;s to the novelty and 
validity of the invention to the inventor himself. When it is argued 
against this view that the most complete examination possible is made 
by the Patent Offices of the United States and of Germany into the 
actual novelty of all applications submitted to them, they retort 
that this examination is not, and in fact cannot be, that conclusive 
proof of validity for which it is usually takan 

A striking proof of this is provided by a recent case concerning 

a German patent which ’’-as tested in all the courts of the Empire. 
A certain Berlin photographer, named Junk, invented some ten jears 
ago a photographic emuLsion which had for its purpose the preparation 
of canvases and papers suitable for being painted upon, after printing, 
with oil or water colours. This end the inventor effected by mixing 
his gelatine emulsion with a large proportion of starch paste. The 
German patent granted to him, after having passed the scrutiny of 
the Board of Official Examiners, was so wide in its claims as to be 
held by the courts to cover all photographic bromide papers coated 
with an emulsion containing starch in any form, and this notwith¬ 
standing the fact that photographic pap rs containing raw starch had 
been described, manufactured and sold for well-nigh twenty years 
prior to the date of the German application in question. Chief among 
the -photographic papers of this class is the Matte Solio of Kodak, 
Ltd., and against this firm an action was brought by the inventor 
In view of the far-reaching character of the attack, Kodak. Ltd., wa; 
supported in its defence by another English company, Ilford, Ltd. 
The suits heard in this connection were divided into three distinct 
issues, one for an injunction; another for damages or royalty; and a 
third, brought by the defendants, for a restriction or annulation of the 
patent. Since it is the custom of the German courts to view a 
German patent which has received the sanction of the Official Exam¬ 
iner in the light of, one might almost say, a governmental decree, 
the plaintiff was successful throughout in the suit of injunction, 
which went to five hearings, first of all in the Lower Courts, then in 
the Court of Appeal, then in the Supreme Court, or Reichsgericht, at 
Leipsig, where it was on the first hearing sent down again to the 
Court of Appeal, on account of ail error of form in the phraseology 
of the judgment, then in the Court of Appeal again, and finally to its 
ultimate decision in the Supreme Court. In like manner the suit for 
damages went to hearings in the Lower Court and the Court cf 
Appeal. 

But in the meantime the defendant company had made the greatest 
efforts to prove the entire want of novelty of the patent, involving 
the collection of materials in all parts of Europe, and more particularly 
in Spain, where the earliest photographic emulsions, consisting of a 
combination of gelatine and starch, had been traced. Armed with ir¬ 
refragable proofs of this kind, and supported by the evidence of the 
greatest photographic experts of Europe, including such authorities as 
Professor Dr. Eder of Vienna, Professor Dr. Miethe of Berlin, and Pro¬ 
fessor Dr. Schmidt of Carlshruhe, the German Patent Office was 
invited to revise its grant by a revocation of the patent, or at least by 
a restriction of its claims. And here comes in—would say the oppon¬ 
ents of the new institution of Examining Boards—the greatest weak¬ 
ness of this sysetm. For the very men who had decided that the 
patent was novel and should he granted were now called upon, ii 
the first instance, to reverse their own decision and to admit them¬ 
selves to have been in the wrong. This is perhaps more than could be 
expected of any bureaucracy. At all events, the German Patent 
Office refused to annul the patent, in spite of the altogether con¬ 
clusive evidence, thus calling down upon themselves a very general 
condemnation on the part of the technical journals throughout that 
country. One last resort remained to the defendants, namely, an 
appeal to the Supreme Court against the decision of the Patent- 
Office. This step was taken, and here, at last, they were entirely 
successful, all the previous judgments of the courts being overruled 
and set aside by the total annullation of the patent. 

The Kodak Company has shown the greatest persistency and 
thoroughness in carrying out this defence, which lias occupied the 
German Courts for over four years, and they have rendered a service 
not only to other manufacturers, but also to inventors and patentee-- 
by furnishing a striking proof of the fact, too readily overlooked, that 
the decision of a Board of Examiners, however, well instituted, can¬ 
not possibly provide any trustworthy proof of novelty or validity. 

THE THORNTON-PICKARD FOCAL PLANE SHUTTER. 
To the Editors. 

Gentlemen,—In view of the fact that a Continental manufacturer 
is extensively advertising his failure and inability to make a satis¬ 
factory and efficient focal plane shutter, with a blind aperture adjust¬ 
able from the outside of the shutter, we have pleasure in informing you 
that we have recently perfected and patented a shutter of this de¬ 
scription, which works splendidly. In this shutter the modification of 
the blind aperture is effected simply and easily by turning a- knob on 
the right-hand side of the shutter box The ease.and comfort with 
which this shutter can be worked is remarkable, and contrasts most 
favourably with any other focal plane shutter hitherto placed upon 
the market, and, further, it does not easily get out of order. We 
take this opportunity of drawing your attention to the fact that the 
remarkable photographs which we have during the last ten years re¬ 
produced for advertising and other purposes are genuine pictures taken 
from single negatives which have not been “manipulated.” We d > 
not superimpose one photograph upon another, and the exposure given 
m ith our pictures are always the real exposures—not fictitious ones. 
M it-li our focal plane shutters, which work from l-20tli to 1-1,000th 
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of a second, it is not necessary to take every picture at 1-1,000th of a 
second. Whilst it may be an interesting thing from an experimental 
point of view to take photographs at such a speed it is advisable to 
give as long an exposure as the subject and conditions will allow, so 
that :f an object can be taken at l-500th or l-600th of a second, it 
is better to take it at that speed rather than at a shorter one. Many 
of our pictures, which have been published for years, and which, for 
technical excellence as photographs and correct form and position of 
subject, have never been surpassed, have been taken at exposures 
varying from l-400th to l-600th of a second. A shutter which will 
take such pictures at these speeds is a better instrument than one 
that requires to be set at 1-1,000th before a similar result can be ob¬ 
tained.-—We are, dear sirs, yours faithfully, 

The Tiiornton-Pickard Manufacturing Co., Ltd. 

Altrincham, May 28th, 1902. 

FRENCH CHARITY FETES. 
To the Editors. 

Gentlemen,—I venture to ask your kind co-operation by affording 
the Fetes Committee the benefit of your columns in order to bring 
more prominently before the public the particulars concerning the 
series of fetes in aid of French charities in London to be held at the 
French Embassy on June 10th and lltih, followed at Earl’s Court on 
June 12tli, 13th, and 14th, under the patronage of their Majesties 
the King and Queen, the members of the Royal Family, and in response 
to the appeal of his Excellency the French Ambassador. These 
fetes will consist of a grand bazaar at the French Embassy, followed 
at Earl’s Court by a series of battles of flowers, dramatic fetes, il¬ 
luminated pageants, and carnivals, of which the following are some 
particulars : — 

Thursday, June the 12th. 
4 p.m.—Grand Battle of Flowers in Carriages. 

10 p.m.—Dramatic Fete and Historical Pageant. 
Friday, June the 13th. 

4 p.m.—Grand Automobile Battle of Flowers 
6 p.m.—Aquatic Floral Fete and Pageant. 

9.45 p.m.—Illuminated Pageant and Lantern Fete. 
Saturday, June the 14th 

4 p.m.—Cycle Battle of Flowers. 
9 p.m.—Fancy Dress Carnival. 

Grand stands and other enclosures, holding over 10.000 spectators, 
will be erected along the route of the procession, the proceeds of 
which, together with entrance fees of participants, as well as of 
the sales of flowers, etc., will be entirely devoted to the benefit of 
the charities, the directors of the “Paris in London.” Exhibition 
having generously placed the use of the entire grounds for these three 
days at the disposal of the committee. Special bands and a chorus 
of 600 will add to the brilliancy of the fetes. Over 150 magnificent 
banners will be awarded, among them being gifts of his Excellency 
the French Ambassador, the Lord Mayor of London, and many of 
the French and English Mayors. Some quantities of cut flowers have 
been piomised for these fetes, but an enormous quantity of bouquets 
and cut flowers will be required, and we cannot appeal too strongly 
for large quantities being sent to us. Gifts of these will be grate¬ 
fully received, and should arrive on the 11th, 12th, and 13th June, 
addressed to the French Fetes Committee, “Paris in London” Ex¬ 
hibition, Earl’s Court, S.W. (Lillie Road entrance). It is anticipated 
that the proceeds from the sale of these flowers will in themselves 
produce a large revenue. We desire to impress upon owners of car¬ 
riages and automobiles that their participation in the battles of 
flowers will materially help the charities by means of the entrance 
fees they will have to pay, and applications cannot therefore be re¬ 
ceived too early to enable the committee to make the necessary ar¬ 
rangements. This, of course, applies equally to owners of boats and 
cycles of all descriptions. Serial tickets for the whole of these fetes 
can be obtained from the various stewards, or from the Honorary 
Treasurer, Mr. Edward Roehrich, 3, Copthall Chambers, E.C.—Yours 
faithfully, Imre Kiraeey, 

Chairman of Fetes Committee. 
Tower House, Cromwell Road, b.W., 

London, 29th May, 1902. 

TOURS IN IRELAND. 
To the Editors. 

Gentlemen,—I have pleasure in sending you herewith a copy of 
our tourist and excursion programme for current season, which may 
be of some service to you. This season we have included a page show¬ 
ing where dark rooms for photographers are provided in hotels in 
the districts served by our railway. 

This is, I believe, the first notice of its kind that has appeared in a 
railway companv’s guide, and it is to be hoped that the information 
will be useful to photographers, who may visit some of the places 
during the season.—Yours truly, ^ R. J. Moore. 

Office of Superintendent of the Line, G.N.Ry. (Ireland). 
Amiens Street Terminus, Dublin, June 2nd, 1902. 

THE PUBLIC RECOGNITION OF ART PHOTOGRAPHY. 
To the Editors. 

Gentlemen,—I have read with interest, in the Journal of April 25th 
the well-written article, entitled "The Public Recognition of Art 
Photography,” and trust you will not consider comment by me out 
of place. 1 must confess to unfamiliarity with the status of photo¬ 
graphy in your country, but from reproductions m English photo¬ 
graphic periodicals, I would conclude that you have many advanced 
amateurs whose work gives such convincing'evidence <d individuality 
in artistic expression and execution, that 1 do not sec how their pro¬ 
ductions could be excluded from an exhibition in the Fine Arts build 
ing of the World’s Fair, judged on the basis, or by the standard, which 
has been designated to the directors. I will admit there is a plentiful 
lack of knowledge of the anatomy of the human form among the 
general run of pliotographers, those who make the retoucher’s work 
one of the most important elements in photographic portraiture, but 
those whose work would appeal most to the art critic of to-day do 
not place a very high value on the retoucher’s skill, or more frequently 
lack of skill. Admitting that an intimate knowledge of anatomy is 

very essential to the portrait painter, it must be conceded that it is; 
not nearly so essential to the expert with the camera, who does 
not make the exact and instant reproduction of line and form, by the 
free use of the pencil. Is it not possible that among the millions 
who handle the camera there are a few hundred whose artistic genius 
overcomes the barriers due to lack of educational opportunities? 
I do not wish to appear trivial when dealing with a subject in which 
we are so deeply, seriously interested, but I cannot refrain from 
inquiring, what bearing has this knowledge of the construction of 
the human form divine, upon the making, with lens and plates, of 
some of the most beautiful, truly, and purely artistic landscape 
pictures? It must be borne in mind that, while the brunt of this 
battle for the recognition of photography as an art has fallen upon a 
committee of professional photographers, the fight is being made 
for the amateurs. My esteemed colleague and friend, Mr. Stein, of 
Milwaukee, in our conference with Colonel Ockerson, Chief of the 
Liberal Arts Department, placed particular stress upon the statement 
that, out of every hundred prints accepted for display, eighty would 
be by amateurs. We are quite willing to concede that the most 
telling movements into the realms of art, on the part of photography, 
have been led by them. The professional labours under many disad¬ 
vantages, as compared with the amateur. The latter works only 
when inspired, with selected subjects, in harmony with him, where 
the surroundings are congenial and the conditions most favourable. 
Limitations of time and considerations of money values do not hamper 
him. With the average professional most of these elements are 
usually in opposition. So we are not in the least envious of the 
glory gained by our amateur brethren. Let me quote from a letter, 
written by John Aspinwall, Esq., secretary of the Camera Club, of 
New York City, relative to my contention, “art buildings for art 
photography.” Under date April 1st, 1902, he writes: — 

“ Their position is a perfectly proper one, and is borne out by 
facts. The pictorial photographers of the Camera Club of New York 
will not be willing to make an exhibition in the Liberal Arts build¬ 
ing, but we should be largely represented if an exhibit can be made 
in the regular art building of the Fair. It is a well-known fact 
among the progressive photographic fraternity, especially the ama¬ 
teurs, that the best form of pictorial photography is a pure art, and 
not a mere mechanical process, and involves the individuality of the 
members. So distinct is this factor that we can incidentally say that ; 
such and such a photograph was made by Mr. Clarence White, such : 
and such a photograph by Mr. Steichen, and another one by Mr. 
Steiglitz, and so on. There is no more mixing their identity than 
there is in the works of the great painters. 

“ I send you notice of the Print Competition, which is to be judged 
by the Camera Club of New York, May 1st to 15th. You will see 
that Mr. Coffin, Mr. Loab, and Mr. Church, all men of acknowledged i 
ability as critics of the art world, have consented to be the critics 
to aid in awarding the prizes of this exhibition. You can readily 
conceive, and so should the authorities of the St. Louis Exhibition, 
that these gentlemen, of national reputation as art critics, would not 
consent, nor would they consider themselves competent, to award 
prizes if what they are to judge is nothing but a mechanical process 
having no relation to art. Should St. Louis conclude to open <a 
department in the art building for pictorial photographs, there wilL 
be collected the greatest exhibition of pure art in photography that 
has ever been seen.” 

I enclose copy of a letter written by Mr. D. Dundas Todd, of 
Chicago, to Professor Halsey C. Ives, Director of Fine Arts, on this 
same subject, and I believe he presents some strong arguments on our 
side of the controversy, between photographers and the World’s Fair 
management. Subsequent to my sending you the copies of correspond¬ 
ence with Colonel Ockerson, I called his attention to the acceptance 
of the great Paris Salon of American photographs. You are doubtless 
aware of this event, which opens a new era for camrsa workers, who 
are not tied hand and foot to the conventional. I trust the foregoing 
will do something towards convincing you that, though art in photo- 
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raphy in England may be but “ an infant wailing for recognition,” 
we we feel ourselves justified in making a most vigorous demand for 
ignified representation. We feel that our work is close kindred 
) the other fine arts, and we are entitled to a cordial, hospitable 
el come to the best accommodations in their most pleasant home, 
/e do not intend to be quartered in one of the outhouses devoted to 
poor relations.” The aim of your influential Journal is to elevate 
le status of photography. You will admit that such recognition as 
e demand would be a long, forward stepi, a most beneficent one. 

do not decry painting as a fine art, because many painters have 
} idea of proper colour values, and similarly, do not let us depreciate 
hotography as a fine art, because many of its votaries do not know 
le difference between the supra-obitary and the vermiform-appendix, 
know it is begging the question, but do not mediocre paintings often 
tid space in exhibitions, alongside prized masterpieces? And quite 
■equently do not even the latter give evidences of faulty drawing ? 
/hy discourage a possible opportunity for photography, through fear 
f bringing “ on itself the contempt of the more serious thinkers,” 
ecause, perchance, a number of photographic portraits are marred by 
[correct anatomical lines. If we wait until painters and sculptors 
ivite us to join in an exhibit, on an equal footing with them—well, 
fen art is not long enough for that.-—-Very cordially yours, 

J. C. Strauss. 

St. Louis. 
May 16th, 1902. 

OPY OF LETTER TO PROFESSOR HALSEY C. IVES, 

DIRECTOR OF FINE ARTS, ST. LOUIS. 

Dear Sir,—In the matter of the photographic department of the 
ouisiana Purchase Exposition, permit me to draw your attention 
) the following point, which may have escaped the notice of the 
jmmissioners. 
The workers who are interested in the pictorial side of photography, 

s distinguished from the industrial phase, should they exhibit at the 
xposition, will not be influenced by commercial motives, as, what- 
rer work they produce, is done for pleasure and not with ulterior 
nnmercial views, therefore an exhibition of their work would not 
irther them financially, but would rather cause them to incur expense 
l preparing the prints for display. Such! being the case, they are 
i a position to make terms with the Exposition, and if their desires 
'e not met, they will positively decline to exhibit. If the managers 
esire such work, and I have no doubt it is their' wish to have the 
est of everything, they must be prepared to provide such accom- 
Lodation for pictorial photography, as distinguished from industrial 
hotography, as the leading workers demand, and I cannot assure you 
>o strongly that for a number of years they have been unanimous in 
isisting that they will not exhibit where photography is classified 
3 being a department of liberal arts. 
For many years the Art Institute of Chicago declined to consider 

hotography as part of their sphere of work, but a few years ago 
ley recognised the present status of pictorial photography, and the 
ociety of Amateur Photographers is now housed in the Chicago Art 
lstitute. Mr. Hutchison, the president of the Institute, has been 
on over to the point where he realises the pictorial possibilities of 
hotography, although for many years lie could not be convinced that 

possessed such. 
Since writing the above, I am in receipt of a letter from Mr. Alfred 

tieglitz, who is, at the present moment, managing the most ambi- 
ous photographic exhibition that has ever been held in this country, 
take the liberty of making extracts from this letter, as they will 

bow you the status that pictorial photography has attained of recent 
ears, and proves to my mind that the best workers are perfectly 
istified in demanding that such work be separated from the liberal 
rts and placed where it properly belongs.-—Yours respectfully. 

F. Duxdas Todd. 

Chicago. 
March 19th, 1902. 

1XTRACT FROM LETTER FROM ALFRED STIE GLITZ, 

WEST 29th STREET, NEW YORK, TO F. DUNDAS. TODD. 

_ March 17th, 1902. 
“ Our bitterest opponents amongst the artists, the greatest non- 

elievers amongst the critics, in fact, all who have seen the show, are 
stounded at the ensemble. Steichen’s work is a revelation, and 
tichard Watson Gilden, that most conservative of conservatives, the 
ditor of the ‘ Century ’ has been won over. The exhibition is a greater 
access than I dared expect. It is the fairest photographic exhibi- 
ion which can be shown to the most critical without an excuse. It 
tanas on its own feet and stands the test of time. The art critics, 
he best of them, are studying the pictures carefully, and some excel- 
nt articles have been written, and will be written, on the subject. 

Iven the ‘ Century ’ is to open its pages to' ‘ Photography as a Fine 

[Some remarks on Mr. Strauss’ interesting letter will appear in our 
ext.—Eds. B. J. P.] 

THE DETENTION OF SPECIMENS. 

To the Editors. 

Gentlemen,—It was with extreme pleasure I noticed in your journal 
the week before last a letter from an operator complaining of the 
annoyance and delay caused by photographers advertising for opera¬ 
tors through a bcx number. 

I also, as an operator, have a great grievance in the same direc¬ 
tion. At various times I have sent my specimens to some of these 
photographers, who have put a somewhat fascinating advertisement 
m the Journal to this effect:—“First-class operator rvanted, one 
who thoroughly understands his business; excellent opportunity to a 
good man—-Address Box, etc.” It has been my lot to answer such 
advertisements, and the replies in many instances are after the fol¬ 
lowing : — 

“ Thanks for .specimens. The situation I have vacant is for an 
operator for my branch studio, and I should want you to take full 
charge of same and do your own retouching, at a salary of 30s. per 
week Wire reply if you care to accept the same, etc.” 

Now, you can imagine the feeling of disgust when, on opening 
my returned specimen, I find a letter enclosed similar to the above, 
when for my retouching alone I command a salary of £2 10s. per iveek. 
Yet these men advertise for first-class operators, and want nearly 
every branch of the work thrown in for 30s. The above annoyance 
is not so bad when compared with some of the same class, who are 
pleased to call themselves first-class photographers, and advertise 
as such, who have the base ingratitude as to keep an operator’s 
specimens nearly a fortnight, thus depriving him altogether of applying 
for a situation the following week, and when they do come they 
generally contain some such offer as stated; and others again some¬ 
times keep them ovgr a fortnight, and are returned un¬ 
accompanied by a letter of any kind, not even a thank you, thus de¬ 
priving an applicant of any knowledge of this ungrateful individual. 

Just imagine an assistant out of a situation, with only sufficient 
money by him to keep- him for a fortnight or so, and he happens to 
send his only specimens to some of these photographers that I have 
mentioned, and the following Friday is round again, and still he 
has not had his specimens returned to him, and as he gazes down 
the advertisement column he observes a situation that would just 
suit his requirements, but finds himself unable to apply owing to 
this selfish, slave-driving, price-cutting individual detaining his 
only means of success. Thus the poor fellow is thrown into a most 
miserable state of mind, knowing, as he does, that the little money he 
has saved is about at an end. 

It is one of the greatest pities these black *heep cannot be made 
to give compensation to assistants for detaining their specimens, or 
rather make them pay the full salary assistants ask when applying 
for the same if kept over a week, and every part of a week that 
passes after the first week, while the specimens are in their hands. 

Trusting I have not encroached too much on your valuable space, 
I am yours faithfully, Operator. 

June 2, 1902. 

-♦- 

Answers to Correspondents* 
%* All matters intended for the text portion of this JOURNAL, includ. 

ing queries, must he addressed to “ The Editors, The British 

Journal of Photography, 24, Wellington-street, Strand, London, 
W. C. ” Inattention to this ensures delay. 

%* Correspondents are informed that we cannot undertake to answer 
communications through the post. Questions are not ansivered unless 
the names and addresses of the writers are given. 

%* Communications relating to Advertisements and general business 
affairs should be addressed to MESSRS. Henry GREENWOOD & Co., 
24, Wellington-street, Strand, London, W.C. 

Photographs Registered 

C. H. Young, The Studio, Towyn, North Wales. Photograph of Mr. Roberts. 
T. Lewis, 200, Stratford Road, Birmingham. Photograph oj English XI Cricket team. 
C. Frank, 15. Cornwall Street, Plymouth. Photograph of Bedjoid Street. Plymouth. 
L. G. Brewis, 8, New Bridge Street. Newcastle-on-Tyne. Photograph of E. Diggle. 

Photograph of C. Dawson. Two photographs of Sir IV. H. Stephenson. 
W. G. Honey, 102, Patrick Street, Cork. Photograph of the Industrial Hall. 

Photograph of H. E. Earl of Cadogan. Photograph of H. E. Earl of Cadogan. 
Countess Cadogan, Lord Plunket, and others. 

G. W. S.—See reply to “Hope” in last week’s Journal. 

Address Required.—A correspondent informs us that the address of 
M. Lacour, the French optician, is : E. Lacour, neveu et successeur 
to C. Berthiot, 168, Rue Saint Antoine, Paris, 4e. 

Copyright.—H. E. S. writes : “ I have a photograph that I wish to pub- 
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lish sent to me by a friend in South Africa, and taken by an 
amateur out there. I should be glad if you could tell me in your 
paper if it would be legal for me to copyright and publish it?”— 
In reply : If the author of the photograph has registered it, and 
you publish it, .you would be liable to an action. 

Address Wanted.—Will English writes : “ Can you kindly supply me 
with the name and address of the firm who sell those cameras that 
you see men with in the street gaining a livelihood ? I have noticed 
a small plate on some of them which says “ Nievsky’s Patent.”— 
In reply: The apparatus, we believe, is supplied by Jonathan 
Fallowfield, Charing Cross Road, W.C. 

The Choice of a Camera.—“ Landscape ” writes: “ Will you please tell 
me which is the best hand camera to use for the purpose of photo¬ 
graphing pictures—I mean landscapes, etc., to use as guides to 
painting? Kindly mention the cheapest one that can be depended 
upon.”—In reply : All hand cameras are suitable for the purpose. 
It is quite against our rules to recommend any particular maker’s 
goods. But you may rely upon it that, now, whatever price you 
pay, you will have full value for your money—such is competition. 

Screw for Camera Stand.—H. T. J. writes : “ Could you inform me where 
to get an archimedean screw and fittings for the camera stand, 
print of which I enclose ? We have written to Marions, and they say 
they are unable to supply it, unless I give them the maker's 
name. This I cannot do, as there is no name on the stand. The 
stand is in excellent condition, except that the screen is worn down. 
Should feel much obliged if you could give me the name and address 
of a firm where I can get the fittings?”—In reply: If Messrs. 
Marion cannot give you the information we cannot. We expect 
you will have to get an entirely new rack, and screw to match it, 
made. That, any machinist will supply. 

Finishing in Black and White.—“Subscriber” writes: “Could you 
kindly inform me as to which is the best way of finishing a black- 
and-white enlargement ? (1) Do you use crayons ; if so, what sort ? 
(2) Or do you use powdered black with paper stumps? (3) Or is 
it best to use a medium, such as oil colours ? If so, would you 
kindly name the best, and how would you stop same from shining ?” 
—In reply: Photographs may be finished in all the methods men¬ 
tioned. (1) The ordinary crayons as sold by the artists’ colourmen 
for crayon work. (2) Yes, that may be used. (3) Oil colours can 
also be used. By using a large proportion of turpentine in thin¬ 
ning the colour, the gloss will be considerably subdued. 

Copyright.—A. L. asks : “ Will you kindly inform me if I can claim any 
fee from an illustrated paper who has made use of one of my 
photographs supplied by the customer direct ? He is an amateur 
sportsman, and on the evening of carrying off the championship 
of Wales, I supplied the same paper also with one portrait of 
him, but the paper did not even acknowledge my name. Will 
you also be good enough to give me the address of the Copyright 
Union?”—In reply: If the customer paid for the portrait, of 
course, you have no copyright in it, and therefore no claim on the 
paper. If the picture was not paid for, and you did not register 
the copyright in it, you have no claim. The address of the Photo¬ 
graphers’ Copyright Union is London Chamber of Commerce, 
Botolph House, Eastcheap, E.C. 

A Lens Invention.—J. O. Lloyd writes : “ I have a method for convert¬ 
ing an ordinary lens into a wide-angle one. By its use a picture 
double the size of that produced by an ordinary lens is thrown on 
the focussing screen. With this very simple invention a wide-angle 
lens is not necessary. It can be made to fix on or take off in a 
moment of time, and could be produced for a few shillings, and would 
occupy no space. May I ask if you think such an invention would 
be of sufficient service to professional and amateur photographers 
to justify Its registering as a patent?”—In reply: If there is any¬ 
thing new or novel in your idea it might possibly be worth your 
patenting it. But as we do not know what it is we cannot advise. 
There are several well-known methods of arriving at the same 
end, but at some sacrifice. 

Transferring Films, etc.—T. W. Jones writes: “I have taken a view 
of the town of Tregaron from high ground behind the town, and 
have a deal of foreground (it is on a whole plate). I want a 
photo of the County School shown in an oval in one side of fore- 

. ground, and a view of the Square Monument inserted in the other 
side. I cannot transfer the film from one to the other myself. I 
should be glad if you could inform me who will do it for me ? I 
want all done on the original negative. Afterwards I shall want 
the negative registered, and should be glad if you will get that 
done for me.”—In reply: We are unable to say who would do 
the work for you. Most photographers do that kind of work for 
themselves, and we surmise you will have to do the same. If you 
refer to page 819 of our last volume you will find an article on com¬ 
bining negatives. From that you will see how to do what you 
desire. If you send a couple of prints from the combined negative 
we shall be pleased to effect the registration for you. 

Burnishing—Hardwich’s “ Photographic Chemistry.”—Salopian writes : 
“ My burnisher (bar) scratches prints when burnishing. Could you 
tell me where I could get it made right, and have you any- idea 
as to the cost of doing same (it is about 7 inches)? I have an 
opportunity of obtaining a copy of Hardwich’s “ Photographic 
Chemistry,” 2nd edition. Of course, I am aware that it will not 
be up to date, and that some of the chemical formulae are not 
quite accurate as compared with modern chemistry. Do you think 
such a work is worth buying? Is the wet-plate information accu¬ 
rate?”—In reply: The best way will be to send the bar to the 
maker of the burnisher. Next to that, send it to an engineer to 

do the needful, if you cannot do it for yourself. The 2nd edip 
of Hardwich’s “Photographic Chemistry” is good for the time 1 
which it was issued; but as that is over 40 years ago, and in t| 
very early days of the collodion process, it is not of much go< 
now, except for a museum or library of historical works. 

Opinions Wanted.—S. J. writes: “I enclose three bust pictures,whii 
I may say are my own work throughout. I am not an amateu 
as you will see by the above address, but have two studios of n 
own, but have not taken to retouching until after I took to the 
businesses, and I feel I would like to know from someone wl 
understands photography in all its branches candidly what kind 
work I do, etc. (1) What sort of work is mine, taking it on tl 
whole ? (2) What wages am I worth to a photographer as operat 
and retoucher? (3) What am I worth per week as retouch' 
alone? The prints I enclose have the time they took me to ( 
them on the back. (4) What kind of a retoucher am I? Goo 
bad, or indifferent—that is, very good, medium, or no good at al 
I have been retouching now for about 18 months. Therefore If 
have I got on with it well or slowly, and am I slow or otherwise! 
—In reply: We have at times strange questions to answer, and tl 
above is one in point. One would have thought that a phot 
grapher who is carrying on two businesses would have been ab 
to assess the value of his services as an operator and as a retouche 
However, he asks us to do so from three small specimens < 
indifferent work, indifferent both as regards the photography ai 
the retouching. As he asks our candid opinion, we can say vet 
little until he can improve his work in both directions. 

Exposure Meters.—W. Lagowtsky asks: “ Is there a correct formula 
convert Warnerke’s, Wynne’s, and Watkins’s plate speed numbe 
into Hurter and Driffield’s later standard pyro-soda carb. plat 
speed numbers? I am an amateur, and use a Hurter and Dri 
field’s actinometer; but on the Continent plates are marked by tl 
Warnerke’s method, and I have not time or knowledge enough t 
make tests, inasmuch that I am travelling about for the presen 
If there is no correct formula for such conversion, you would pe 
haps tell me an approximate way of calculating the exposure c 
Hurter and Driffield’s aetinograph, knowing only Warnerke’s <1 
Wynne’s or Watkins’s plate speed numbers? ”—In reply: We lcno 
of no correct formula or method of converting Warnerke degret 
into H and D, and the difficulty is increased by the fact th; 
Warnerke sensitometers were made in practically two scales, on 
more transparent than the other. We give a table of corresponds 
degrees in Warnerke and H and D, which has just been publishe 
by Dr. Eder, of Vienna: — 

H and D. Warnerke (ordinary). Warnerke (more 1 
3.2 8 11 
4 9 12 
5 10 13 
6.5 11 14 
8 12 15 

10 13 16 
13 14 17 
16 15 18 
20 16 19 
26 17 20 
32 18 21 
40 19 22 
52 20 23 
60 21 24 
80 22 25-26 

100 23 26-27 
130 24 27-28 
160 25 28-29 
200 26 29-30 
260 27 30-31 
320 28 31-32 
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EX CATHEDRA. 

A Singular One of the papers read at the Paris 
Paper Academy of Sciences was of a kind rather 
S?n out of the common; M. R. A. Reiss was 

eve opmen « the author. He has been experimenting 

with urine as a factor in development, and he finds it has 
a slight reducing action, and that it may replace pure 
water in developing solutions. 

■x- * * 

Malleable We read so many accounts of wonderful 
Glass. inventions in America, the writers of 
which are not characterised by painful efforts to be exact, 
that a natural doubt starts up whenever a scientific 
novelty is announced. Quite lately we have another ac¬ 
cumulator (it is only a few months since his last—in the 
papers) by Edison, which is to revolutionise motor work, 
and now, this time from Richmond, Indiana, we read that 
Mr. Louis Kauffeld has re-discovered the lost (!) art of 
making malleable glass. As such an invention would, if 
realised, cause as great a revolution in photography as 
has been brought about by celluloid rollable films, we 
may make a note of it, carefully abstaining from giving 
an opinion on the matter. Mr. Kauffeld is a lamp 
chimney maker, and has for years been trying to make a 
chimney that would not break when strongly heated. It 

is asserted that his success has been so great that he can 
make cooking vessels out of glass. If glass is malleable, 
it should not break if dropped on to the floor—we should 
then have unbreakable negatives and lenses ! 

* * * 

Poisoning by Cyanide This chemical is one of the most deadly 
of Potassium. poisons known, on account of the rapidity 

of its action leaving little time for the obtaining and 
administration of antidotes. One of the most remarkable 
cases in this connection that ever occurred happened years 
ago at Woolwich. A non-commissioned officer swallowed 
a lump of cyanide with the object of committing suicide. 
The cyanide lodged in his gullet, and in a brief time he 
was likely to die of suffocation, as his breathing quickly 
became almost reduced to nothing. At the moment a 
medical man happened to be passing by. He took in all 
at a glance—performed tracheotomy, removed the piece 
of cyanide, applied suitable antidotes, and the man re¬ 
covered ! If he had taken the same quantity in a state of 
solution, no power could have saved him; the action 
would have been so quick. Fortunately, the use of this 
most deadly and once photographically common chemical 
is now mainly confined to the enlarger and the process- 
worker ; still, as its use has by no means died out amongst 
photographers (among gold-miners it is largely increasing), 
it will be well to make a note of the method of treatment 
in cases of poisoning by cyanide, which for the last three 
years has been successfully used in the English mining 
districts in South Africa. It consists in the use of peroxide 
of hydrogen solution. A 30 per cent, solution is ad¬ 
ministered internally, and a 3 per cent, solution hypoder¬ 
mically. The reaction that takes place is the converting 
the deadly hydrocyanic acid (“ prussic acid ”) into a harm¬ 

less oxamide; thus:— 

2CNH + Hi05 = ^|=: 

* * * 

Faded In the noble Egyptian Gallery of the 
Prints. British Museum may be seen several 
framed photographic prints representing some of the 
architectural marvels of the Land of the Pharaohs. These 
include finely-executed views of the stately “ hall of 
columns ” at Karnak ; the deeply-cut wall sculptures adorn¬ 
ing the palace built more than two thousand years back by 
Ptolemy; the picturesque island of Philte, doomed, we fear, 
to partial destruction when the great Nile dam is com¬ 
pleted; the temple of Abu-simbel, in Nubia; and many 
other spots well known to Egyptologists, and to Cook s 
tourists. We are sorry to see that these excellent photo¬ 
graphs are yellowing, and perishing after the manner of 
their kind—the kind being albumen prints, and it seems 
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incredible that pictures, presumably intended for per¬ 
manent exhibition, should not have been produced by a 
more permanent process. The name attached to the pic¬ 
tures is that of a foreign photographer, but it is not likely 
that the negatives have been destroyed; therefore, it would 
be possible to secure from them fresh prints in platinum 
or carbon. It is often for the want of someone not directing 
attention to such a matter as this, which is everybody’s, 
and therefore nobody’s, business, that such things of public 
interest are allowed to slide; and this is our excuse for 
calling attention to a detail of administration in a most 
admirably managed institution. Upon entering the beauti¬ 
fully-arranged mummy rooms upstairs, we noted another, 
but much worse, example of yellow fever contracted by 
photographic prints. These were pictures of the royal 
mummies which were discovered about fifteen years ago, 
and we presume that the prints in question date from that 
period. These most interesting portraits of Uameses, Seti, 
and the others have almost faded away, and their replace¬ 
ment by more permanent pictures should not be impossible. 
It is not difficult to imagine these mummied faces, which 
have survived the flight of so many centuries, grinning at 
modern ideas of permanence. They at least teach a 
different lesson, and could point to the Avail paintings near 
at hand, which date from the Exodus, to prove that the 
media employed by the ancient artists for their picture- 
making were more to be relied upon than the chemical 
formulae of yesterday. 

* * * 

Incandescent We would direct those of our readers 

Li^htine who are interested in this topic—and 
S S\ what photographer is not interested?— 

to a most interesting “ History of the Invention of Incan¬ 
descent Gas Lighting,” by Auer Von Welsbach, as given in 
translation in the “ Chemical News ” for May 30th. It is 
difficult to give an abstract of what is already a highly- 
condensed narrative, but A\re may make an extract bearing 
on that most remarkable and still unexplained point, 
the different values possessed by different bodies, alone or 
in combination, in respect to their light-giving power, when 
raised to similar temperatures:—“ As for this singular 
property which is possessed by this mixture of 99 per cent, 
of oxide of thorium and 1 per cent, of oxide of cerium, it 
can be seen, it can be observed, but it cannot be explained. 
This powerful emissive property cannot be foreseen from 
any property of thorium; this hardly possesses it. We 
can give no exact scientific reason for this excitation of 
emissive power by cerium, and I expect we shall have to 
wait a long time before it is explained. I myself can 
give no explanation, but I can point out certain analogous 
facts. These are only ideas, and are not absolutely based 
on experiments; but still, I should like to refer to them 
briefly. A body having this emissive power. ... is 
composed of infusible oxides in molecular mixture. The 
principal constituent of this mixture should remain intact 
in the flame, while the other may be easily reduced and 
oxidised. . . . The gas of the flame successively and 
very rapidly oxidises and reduces the emissive substance 
at points where it is situated in the mantle. If the con¬ 
stituents of the mixture could form a compound when one 
of them is in a state of higher or lower oxidation, the com¬ 
pound would be quickly destroyed at the moment when the 
body concerned passes from the usual to the other degree 
of oxidation. The earths are in a state of extremely 
fine division, and are surrounded by a mantle of flame both 
oxidising and reducing. If reduction takes place, there 
is also decomposition, and if oxidation there is re-combina¬ 
tion of these elements. These reactions may go on several 

million times a second, and molecular shocks are pro¬ 

duced which give rise to luminous oscillations of the ether, 
and the body becomes incandescent,” etc. The subject 

is evidently one governed in practice by no rule except 

rule of thumb ; but as this is the usual stepping-stone to 

perfect scientific elucidation in practical manufactures, 

there is no reason to despair of the principle of incan¬ 

descence being ultimately expressible in scientific language. 
* * * 

Tri- It Avas only to be expected that directly 
colour the tri-colour method of printing in 

printers’ ink became possible, it should 
be applied to journalism, and our illustrated papers and 
some of the magazines, in a kind of spasmodic manner, 
offer their readers now and again pictures produced in this 
Avay. A feAV years ago, too, a venturesome speculator 
started a journal with coloured illustrations of the three- 
colour kind. It Avas soon dropped for Avant of patrons, 
Avhich meant that it Avas not good enough to attract sub¬ 
scribers, but not before much money had been dropped 
on its behalf. A less ambitious periodical with coloured pic¬ 
tures has quite recently made its appearance, and although 
Ave Avisli it Avell, and consider that a publication with ad¬ 
vanced notions with regard to illustrations is to 
be encouraged, Ave are bound to say that judging 
by its early numbers, there is room for improve¬ 
ment. It is quite certain that the general public 
will not be attracted by coloured pictures unless 
such pictures are of good quality, and it must be 
confessed that the majority of specimens which have 
hitherto come under our notice cannot with truth be thus 
described. Half-tone block work has noAV been carried to 
such perfection that a black and white picture, well etched 
and Avell printed, is always to be preferred to an indifferent 
print in colours. It is A'ery difficult to say, in comparing a 
satisfactory three-colour print with one which is otherwise, 
exactly Avhat is wrong. The one is bright and pleasing, 
and the other has a Avooliness and a soiled appear¬ 
ance for which it is difficult to account. Comparing tAVO 
pictures to Avhich this description Avould reasonably apply, 
we recently submitted them to the test of the microscope, 
in order to find out whether magnification would reveal 
anything to account for the great difference between them. 
One picture was from the recently-published periodical iu 
colours to which Ave have already adverted—and AAre picked 
out what we considered to be the best of the bunch—and 
the other Avas a specimen three-colour print taken from an 
exhibition catalogue, and no doubt printed with the greatest 
care and under the best conditions. Some will possibly say 
that the comparison was not a fair one; but we Avere not 
dealing Avith them competitively; we merely wished to find 
out where the discrepancy arose. In the specimen print 
we found that the dots in the high lights and the close 
network in the shadoAvs were regular, both in outline 
and arrangement; that the inks used were pure in colour, 
the blue being especially so, and that where they overlapped 
they blended well. To our surprise, we found that a fourth 
colour— a sepia—had been employed, although the picture 
is distinctly labelled : “ Specimen of three-colour process.” 
Examining the coloured print from the other source, Ave 
found that the dots and network were most irregular in 
outline and disposition, that the yellow was the only tint 
exhibiting purity, that the blue and red were dull and life¬ 
less, and that they blended into a very dirty neutral tint. 
There was no fourth colour in this case, and the registra¬ 
tion left much to be desired. We may sum up the whole 
matter by saying that in one case the best material and 
the best labour had been employed, an additional advantage 
having been surreptitiously obtained by the employment of 
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an extra tint; and that, in the other case, we have an 
example of the same class of work done on the cheap. 
The business of producing first-class negatives and blocks 
for the efficient carrying out of good colour results repre¬ 
sents labour of such a high-class character, to say nothing 
of the cost of printing and paper, that we are inclined to 
think that a periodical comprising a number of illustrations 
in colour cannot be produced, except at a prohibitive cost. 
The presentation of a special coloured picture by an estab¬ 
lished journal is another thing altogether—and it will be 
understood that our remarks apply only to the tri-colour 

method of printing. 
* * * 

Divisibility In old text books of physics gold 
was generally taken as an example of 
the marvellous divisibility of matter, and 

the wondering reader was told into what a big area—it 
generally ran into acres—a given quantity of gold could be 
beaten out. A much better example of this power of 
separation into minute particles is afforded by one of the 
commonest operations in photography, namely, the toning 
of prints. Old-fashioned photographers allowed one grain 
of gold chloride to each sheet of albumenised paper toned. 
This would mean not more, and often considerably less, 
than half a grain of the metal, and we may feel confident 
that a large proportion of that hypothetical half grain found 
its way to the sink, or to the residues account. In the 
mineralogical department of the Victoria and Albert 
Museum is an exhibit bearing upon this interesting ques¬ 
tion of the divisibility of gold. It consists of two glass jars 
of about two feet in length, and two inches in diameter, 
each filled with a dilute solution of gold. One is a red 
purple in colour, and the other, while of the same tint, is 
of much lighter tone. They are labelled : “ Jars containing 
gold in a finely divided state, held in suspension in water. 
The darker liquid contains gold to the value of one half¬ 
penny; the paler liquid contains gold to the value of half a 
farthing.” Now we can arrive at the approximate weight 
of the metal held in suspension in these two spacious jars 
by remembering that a sovereign contains 113 grains of 
pure gold, plus alloy—the gold thus standing at about 
twopence per grain. So that the darker-coloured liquid 
would contain ^ of a grain of gold, and the lighter- 
coloured one l-16th of a grain. The wide diffusion of 
gold, and its power of sub-division into minute parts are 
however, best illustrated by sea water, which is known to 
contain an appreciable amount of the precious metal, 
probably in the form of chloride, although no one has 
yet learnt the secret of its profitable extraction. At present 
the recovery of gold from sea water seems to be as im¬ 
practicable as the extraction of sunbeams from cucumbers, 
but in the course of time modern alchemists may possibly 
succeed in making the sea give up its treasure. The subject 
was alluded to in a discussion which followed the reading of 
a paper before a recent meeting of the Institute of Mining 
Engineers, when it transpired that a bold individual, who 
had not, like most of us, forgotten all the arithmetic 
which he learnt at school, had worked out the amount of 
gold in the ocean, and recorded it in tons. He had also 
taken the trouble to work it out in sovereigns, and he 
found that the amount for each man, woman, and child on 
the earth would be six millions sterling. We have felt 
much soothed since we read these remarkable figures, for 
we never knew before that we were in posse millionaires. 
But we are not proud, and hereby express our willingness 
to part with this our inheritance for a very moderate amount 
of metallic gold in esse. We fancy that most of our readers 
would consent to relinquish their reversionary interest in 

the ocean on much the same terms. 

RETOUCHING AND RETOUCHERS. 

In an article, a fortnight ago, we raised a question as to 
the influence that, retouching has had on technical photo¬ 
graphy, as regards portraiture. It is, we think, generally 
conceded that thousands of negatives are now taken that, 
without the aid of retouching, would bet exceedingly un¬ 
satisfactory. We are not here referring to the whims and 
fancies of sitters, and their desire to have the lines and 
wrinkles wrought by time reduced or taken entirely away, 
but to the quality of the. pictures themselves, whether from 
faulty lighting or, maybe, from ill-judged exposure, for, 
notwithstanding the rapidity of gelatine plates, a very 
large proportion of the portrait negatives now taken would 
be better if they had a fuller exposure. In the previous 
article we mentioned that it was not till the late sixties 
that the retouching of negatives became general—or was 
acknowledged. But we are quite aware that some few 
portraitists, for years previously, did some work on 
their negatives, but they kept the fact to themselves, and 
it was only done to a limited extent, and with wTater 
colours. 
Seeing that nowadays so much depends upon retouching 
for the excellence, or otherwise, of the finished picture, it 
may be well, we think, to direct attention to the quality 
of much of the work that is turned out by those who style 
themselves retouchers. As will probably have been 
noticed in the answers to correspondents’ column, we have, 
during the past few weeks, had to reply to quite a number 
who have sent, us specimens of their work as retouchers, 
and as operators, for our opinion thereon, and it is the 
examination of these that suggested this article. The por¬ 
traits, almost without exception, show that the senders 
have really no idea of what is required in high-class re¬ 
touching. Evidently they have no knowledge whatever of 
drawing or facial anatomy. Their chief idea seems to have 
been to put on a lot of work where it was not required, and 
omit it where it was, the1 result being to make the face flat 
and somewhat smooth-looking. In doing this they have 
destroyed the rotundity of the face as well as the likeness 
of the sitter, and, as a result, what might have been made a 
fairly-good portrait was utterly ruined as a portrait of a 
living individual. The object seemed to be with some to 
produce not a picture of the human face divine, but some¬ 
thing like the wax figures one sees in the hair-dressers' 
windows. It is true that some who have sent specimens of 
their work have received no tuition, but they do not appear 
to have realised what are the essentials of good 
retouching. 

If one takes the trouble to stop and examine the portraits 
exhibited in the shop windows and show-cases of second 
and third-rate portraitists we shall see much of the same 
lack of knowledge of retouching prevailing in the spec! 
mens shown; most of the modelling and rotundity of the 
faces are worked out, and the life and character of the 
individual destroyed and rendered inanimate looking. 
These portraits clearly show that those who did the retouch¬ 
ing had no conception of either drawing or anatomy, anci 
that is really the case with a very large proportion of those 
who pass as retouchers. The work is done by them almost 
mechanically, the prevailing idea seeming to be with them 
to make everything as smooth and flat as possible. It is 
said by some that the public demand that kind of thing, 
but we very much question if they do, because we do not 
see it in the work issued from the highest-class studios. 
There is no gainsaying the fact that a great portion of the 
public do like the lines and wrinkles wrought by age to be 
somewhat subdued, and the vainest amongst us, perhaps, 
eradicated altogether, but this the skilful retoucher can do 
without really losing the likeness or destroying the model- 
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Iin£. In fact, in some cases, the likeness can reallv be 
improved by the retoucher. That, however, cannot be done 
except by those who have a good knowledge of the anatomy 
of the face and also of drawing, and retouchers of this class 
can command good salaries in high-class establishments. 

In the previous article we alluded to the fact that the 
more skilfully the sitter was lighted by the operator the 
less work there would be for the retoucher to do on the 
negative. That should be patent to all, though it would 
seem that this point is far too often overlooked. Operators 
now appear to rely more upon the retouching than upon 
their own personal skill as photographers. So much im¬ 
portance do some photographers attach to retouching that 
they must have the face elaborately worked all over, 
whether it really requires it or not. A retoucher who 
works for the trade some time ago told us that he could 
often produce better results with comparatively little work 
skilfully done than when he has elaborately worked the 
face all over, but he said that his customers, as a rule, wero 
not satisfied unless the faces were entirely covered with 
pencil, for unless that were done they did not think they 
got good value for their money. We have just remarked 
that a likeness, as a likeness, may sometimes be improved 
In the retouching, but that is scarcely likely to be done by 
one who has never seen the original, and that is the case 
with many who have to do the work. 

In the previous article we alluded to what a friend told 
us of what he saw when on a visit to one of the leading 
photographers in Germany—namely, that the negatives 
had but little or no retouching upon them, owing to the 
care and skill bestowed upon them in the lighting, etc. 
Our friend tells us that the operators in that establishment 
always preferred to do what little retouching their nega¬ 
tives required themselves, rather than entrust the work to 
the hands of others, as they best knew what it was, and 
what it was not, desirable to do with the portrait. 

We have written this and the former article with a view 
to stimulating photographers and retouchers of what—if we 
may use the term without offence—may be classed as second 
or third rate ability to improve their work alike on the 
technical and the artistic side. It must be confessed that 
a, vast proportion of the present-day work in portraiture is 
by no means a credit to twentieth century photography, 
considering the excellence of everything now available, and 
purchasable ready for use. 

THE PUBLIC RECOGNITION OE ART PHOTO¬ 
GRAPHY. 

Mr. Strauss’s reply to our leaders on art photography 
and the St. Louis Exposition is such as we expected, but 
we fear that, with many others, he has made the mistake of 
taking our remarks as signifying our condemnation of 
placing photography among the fine arts. A more careful 
perusal should convince them that the opposite was what 
we meant to convey. Photography will, we are sure, ere 
long be ranked among those processes which are capable of 
producing works of fine arts, but at the present moment, 
except in tho hands of a very few workers, we prefer to 
classify it on a less ambitious basis. There is too great a 
tendency now for the photographer, who has produced a 
jrleasing picture to claim for himself the title of artist and 
the right to have his production classified as a work of fine 

art. 
More especially is this to be noticed in the case of those 

whose working shows what is called a daring originality. 
We have suffered, and still suffer, from such efforts in this 
country, and no doubt America can claim a similar advan¬ 
tage. We say advantage, for to the student and observer 

it is an advantage, as being magnificently illustrative of ;i 
small amount of newly-acquired knowledge by the would- 
be artist. In his struggles to escape from a continual same¬ 
ness of treatment he will ignore the inborn state of indo¬ 
lence of the mind, and spoil his effort by throwing on the 
mind a burden of novelty which is more than it will per¬ 
manently tolerate. The consequence is that either the 
mind is robbed of its peace, and so one of the great aims 
of art is killed, or else the worker, recognising the destruc¬ 
tive element he has introduced into his production, will 
not continue to attempt such violent contrasts. An affec¬ 
tion to old habits and customs is natural to a'l of us, ;ind 
when novelty crushes this affection so heavily that the 
indolence of our disposition is too strongly opposed, the 
pleasing effect of novelty is destroyed. It is so with the 
general mass of photographic workers; they have onlv 
recently awakened to the great possibilities of photography 
as a method of artistic expression, and in their eagerness 
to grasp its advantages they overstep the margin of control 
and bring on themselves “ the contempt, of the more serious 
THINKERS.” 

It is because we believe that there are possibilities in 
photography for the production of masterpieces that we 
speak thus, not because we wish in any way to discourage 
the production of works of art by its means. 

It has been, and always will be, our pleasure to encourage 
such work, and had tve been appealed to by Col. Ockcrson 
for an opinion as to the desirability or not for a separate 
building for photographic productions, we should have 
recommended that a separate building be employed, but 
probably for a different reason to that which Mr. Strauss 
and his co-partners would have put forward. Our remarks 
on the desirability of a knowledge of artistic anatomy and 
of the philosophy of expression have, we fear, been taken 
somewhat too literally—it was on account of the sense of 
power that such knowledge gives that we pleaded its 
acquisition, and not so much because of its direct applica¬ 
tion. Mr. Strauss’s remarks as to the utility of such know¬ 
ledge for landscape work is irrelevant—it is obvious that 
we were talking of portraiture only at the time. “Artistic 
genius” can never, we think, “overcome the barriers due 
to lack of educational opportunities”; but the pre-existence 
of this genius will make the task of conquest much easier. 
Again, such a fortunately gifted person would quickly be¬ 
come conscious of his own ignorance, and would immedi¬ 
ately set himself the task of perfecting those, in his case, 
inborn qualities of which Mr. Strauss speaks. It is pos¬ 
sibly because many may fancy they have this genius and 
so do not trouble to start from the bottom and work up to 
the top slowly and steadily, that they are unconsciously 
f.ii]Cev £{)'ya(o/J.£voi, aXXci 7repiFpyaL,6p£vot. 

But we must, we fear, terminate this correspondence, and 
in bidding Mr. Strauss and his colleagues good-bye, we 
assure them that we shall be delighted to assist them on 
some future occasion, and sincerely trust that all their 
wishes and hopes will be happily realised. 

Presentation to the Secretary of the West Surrey Photographic 
Society (Clapham Junction).—Last week Mr. W. H. Wilshere, the ener¬ 
getic and painstaking secretary of this presperous Society, was presented 
by the president, on behalf of himself and the united members, with a 
smoker’s silver suite, consisting of cigar-case, cigarette-case, matchbox, 
and mouthpiece, enclosed in a suitable cabinet. On the cigar-case was 
engraved “ Presented to W. H. Wilshere by the members of the W.S.P.S. 
1902,” the other articles bearing his monogram only. There was a 
splendid meeting, and several speeches made. Mr. Wilshere thanked the 
members for such a beautiful token of the good feeling which existed, 
and, he trusted, always would exist between them. His health was 
drunk in a suitable and appropriate fashion, and a memorable evening 
closed with singing ard cheers. 
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PHOTOGRAPHIC WORK AT GREENWICH 

OBSERVATORY. 

According to the recently issued report of the Astronomer 

Royal, which was presented at the Annual Visitation, tlie 

astronomical photographs form a leading feature of interest, 

more especially the eclipse pictures obtained last year by Air. 

Dyson in Sumatra and Air. Alaunder in Mauritius. These 

photographs show a considerable amount of detail in the corona, 

and a noteworthy and highly-suggestive point is that a region 

which showed marked signs of disturbance' in both the corona 

and prominences was afterwards found to lie almost im¬ 

mediately above the largest sunspot of the year J 901, so ihat 

a connexion between the two phenomena is very reasonably 

suspected. A number of enlargements of the plates taken for 

the Astrograpliic Catalogue were on view at the visitation. 

These plates are hist enlarged on glass to double the original 

linear scale, and paper prints are then made by contact from 

the enlargements. It is found that these prints contain practi¬ 

cally all ihe stars on the original negative, and, since the same 

region of the sky is photographed in duplicate on two over¬ 

lapping plates, it is not difficult to distinguish true stars from 

accidental specks. All the plates required for both the cata¬ 

logue and chart for the region allotted to Greenwich (from 

Declination 64 to the North Pole) have now been taken ; 77 

per cent, of Ihe plates for the catalogue have already been 

completely measured, containing about 132,000 stars, or seven- 
and-a-half times as many as the Bonn Durehn:listening, which 

was the most comprehensive catalogue of ihe region hitherto 
existing. The stars cn the chart plates, which receive an ex¬ 
posure of forty minutes, are only counted, not measured. The 
plates counted up to the present extend from Declination 65 deg. 

to 70 deg., and contain some 200,000 stars, or twenty-six times 

as many as the Bonn Durchmusterung. If we assume that the 
same star density extends over the entire heavens, then the 
combined chart will contain about thirteen millions of stars, 

and the combined catalogue upwards of three millions. 

About 160 photographs of Nova Persei were taken during the 
year; sixteen of these were long-exposure photographs, taken 
with the large reflector attached to the Thompson equatorial. 
The exposure of these ranged up to six hours, and they clearly 
show the wonderful expanding nebula, discovered last Sep¬ 

tember, by Professor Ritchey, whose' appearance changed per¬ 
ceptibly from week to week. Twenty of the photographs of 
the Nova taken with the Astrograpliic equatorial were used for 
a. determination of its parallax and proper motion, by com¬ 

paring its position in different months with those of suitable 
stars in its vicinity. The result, though negative, is highly 
significant, for it shows that the parallactic shift is practically 
insensible, probably not more than 1-20 of a second, which im¬ 
plies a distance corresponding to at least sixty years of light 
passage, and possibfy much more, so that there is nothing 
impossible in Professor Kapteyn’s hypothesis that the apparent 
expansion of the nebula was simply due to the outward passage 
of the light from the Nova, illuminating in succession more 
and more distant regions of nebulosity, and so rendering them 
visible to us. The distance required by this hypothesis is 290 
light-years, so that the outburst we witnessed last year may 
have taken place in the reign of James I. Photographs of 
the sun were obtained at Greenwich on 149 days in 1901. These, 
in conjunction with the series taken in India and Mauritius, 
leave only six days in the year without a record. The year 
has been one of extraordinary quietness, 80 per cent, of tlie 
photographs showing the sun entirely free from spots. This 
quietness has extended into the first half of 1902, though the 
appearance of two considerable groups, and the fact that the 

spots have appeared in high solar latitudes, are regarded as 
indications that the actual minimum is past, and a marked 
increase in activity may be expected in the near future. An 

important series of sixty-eight photographs of Neptune and 
his satellite was obtained with the Thompson equatorial. The 
satellite is exposed for twenty minutes, while the planet is given 
twenty short exposures of one second each, and concealed by 
an occulting shutter for the rest of the time. Thfe images of 
planet and satellite are therefore comparable in size, and admit 
of accurate measurement; it is expected that these photographs 
will add materially to our knowledge of the satellite’s orbit. 

-4- 

ART IN PHOTOGRAPHY. 

[Reprinted from the “Journal of the Photographic Society of Philadelphia.”] 

A few minutes ago I was tearing along the narrow metal tracks 
from Washington on that magnificently equipped train, “ The 
Royal Blue,” and I thought of the ingenuity expended by man 
in the perfection of such true mechanism, and I wondered why 
“Art,” which has for its rarest qualities sources infinitely 
more varied and wonderful, does not attract greater attention, 
more prolonged thought and study, and become something 
tuned to a more universal respect. Is it because a picture 
might be painted, a statue might be carved, a photograph 
might be made, and all of the three might be patiently faithful 
to Nature, and yet destitute of the qualities of art, and be 
wholly unworthy to occupy a place in any well-chosen collection ? 

It is now universally conceded that mind takes precedence, and 
has power over matter, and I will now show how the spirit 
must be the keynote, the ruling factor in Art, especially in 
Photographic Art. The beauty of outside nature, influences 
of harmonies of colour and grandeur of lines, vast horizons, 
sjilendid skies, and edges of a fairy sea—if these have not 
touched thee—either made thee tremble or warmed thy soul 
to an ecstacy, then thou knowest not Art nor the Spirit of Art. 
The Graphic Arts are equally capable of expressing two opposite 
states of the human mind, the positive and the artistic. Work 
done in the positive state of mind has for its single purpose 
the recording of fact and truth; work done in the artistic 
temper may record a great deal of truth incidentally, but that 
is not its main purpose, and I shall endeavour to partially 
show you that our work should be primarily conceived to con¬ 
vey aesthetic pleasure. It is from this view of the individual 
effort, within the circumstance of time and place, that I should 
like to follow out a few thoughts (glimmering ones, perhaps, 
for I have little time for well-developed cogitation), which will 
permit us to see more distinctly the value of personal develop¬ 
ment and freedom of the will, as opposed to a mechanical and 
therefore fatal result. I am positive that great days are to 
be for our profession. We can reveal so much-—do so much— 
the painter, the etcher, and the draughtsman cannot do. With 
my lens I can portray absolute truth in a central point and 
blurr off into idealism that which I wish subdued. Our repre¬ 
sentation may be abridged and transposed, but we are urged 
to it by a desire to enter into the intimacy of Nature, and in 
establishing that relation we have to bring into use the faculties 
of perception, attention, and memory. Our organism records 
impressions after the original excitement of them has passed. 
(And please remember that persistence in this ability to record 
becomes part of our culture as the faculty becomes stronger and 
stronger.) I now propose to ask you as to the way in which 
things that interest us through the sight are seen. The un¬ 
taught, in looking at a common New York City street scene, 
sees perhaps tlie most striking object passing, a gaudily gowned 
woman, a steaming automobile. I see something else ; I see 
life; I see movement; I see the intenseness of the vivid 
activity; the spirit of tremendous commerce. If I can portray 
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these I sliall do well. Ah, yes! it is logic of free life that is 
the logic of Ait and the spirit of it, and it must be like that 
logic of using our eyes in which we make most wonderful com¬ 
binations of momentary adaptation, by co-ordinating innumer¬ 
able memories and by rejecting those that are useless and 
antagonistic. Remember and remember again that chemicals, 

plate, and paper are not light, life, and colour, nor air, nor 
shade, nor tlistance, nor atmosphere. These we make; we 
create ; they must flow instinctively from our spirit and not 
primarily from the developing bottle. Be careful to eschew 

a constant vagueness. It is better to be caught right out in going 
wrong when you have had a definite purpose, than to shuffle 
and slur so that people cannot blame you because they do not 
know what you are at. Hold fast to distinct form in Art. And 
you all know, and several of our friends of the “ New School ” 
elsewhere, how necessary this is, when glycerine, etc., etc., 
seems to tempt one to those stupid blurrs. 

Do not think too much of style, new style, or any other 
style, but set yourself to get out of you what you think beauti¬ 
ful, and express it, as cautiously as you please, but, I repeat, 
quite distinctly and without vagueness. Always think your 
plan out in your head before you begin to get it on the paper. 
Do not begin by slobbering and messing about in the hope 
that something may come out of it. You must see it rather 
than concoct it, whether the design be of your own invention 
or Nature’s. Art that is right does all that it desires to do, 
and all that it does, does well. You will find, as you advance 
in the knowledge of Art, that its laws of self-restraint are very 
marvellous ; that its peace of heart, and contentment in doing 
a simple thing, with only one or two qualities, restrictedly 
desired, and sufficient^ attained, are a most wholesome element 
of education for you, as opposed to the wild writhing, and 
wrestling, and longing for the moon, and tilting at windmills, 
and agony of eyes, and torturing of fingers, and general spinning 
out of one’s soul into fiddle-strings, which constitute the ideal 
life of the modern artist. I am quite aware such names as 
White, Kasebier, and Stieglitz and Day deserve rightly their 
recognition ; but remember their work is not the only work, 
that if it is tinted with Art, it is also tainted with blurr and 
fog. I shall not deny that much of it is excellent, but rather 
affirm ; but be sure if the people are sick, its leaders also have 
need of healing. Art will not grow and flourish—nay, it will 
not long exist—unless it be shared by all people ; and for my part 
I do not wish that it should. I am aware you are at variance 
on these matters, and, let me tell you, constant friction will 
destroy you, and I beg of you to desist and choose your own 
paths in the world of Art rather than follow the hysterical and 
often rather bombastic advice of the. “ cult,” and, above all, 
and this I know you are doing, do not let your “ Art ” be 
“ cornered ” as a commercial commodity sometimes is. Kindly 
note that when I said just the ability to record, I did not 
mean the mechanical recording of a typewriter or a phonograph, 

but that other rare and indefinable Art instinct Mr. Day once 
described so well, as elusive as quicksilver and intangible as 
perfume, a gift of the gods. Examples might help you, and 
might mitigate the harshness of such general statements as 
the pressure of time obliges me to make. 

One example.—Have }rou not been surprised by the new 
beauty of the landscape when Nature has made her photograph 
of it, reversed in the mirror of the lake? The mountains, the 
sky, the clouds above in their new aspect, appear reinforced ; 
the gradation of colour, the sense of modelling, the receding 
flanks of the mountains, the more evident poise of the cloud 
in mid-air, all have theiradded charm, and the Spirit of Art 
impregnates the scene. This remember always, form before 
colour, and outline, silhouette before modelling; not because 
these latter are of less importance, but because they cannot be 

right if the first are wrong. Now, upon all these points you 
may be as severe with yourselves as you will, and vou are 
not likely to be too severe. 

What a great artist he is who extends the area of expression 
in daily life, who redeems something else into the great har¬ 
mony ; who teaches us how to put a new colour on things, 
or to give them a new form or attitude, in the drawing-room, 
or the street, or on the platform, to give what has been 
banished its sane and simple utterance, or, what we secretly 
admire, its frank performance; who finds us a word, a 
gesture, a manner of life, which supplies the expression we 
have so long needed, and delivers to light and air one more 
little petal of our souls. How well worthy of our ambition 
are triumphs in this great field—which appeals so closely to 
every human being. Very faith in this for each one impels me 
to speak according to my knowledge, feeble as it may be, and 
rash as the words may sound ; for every man who has the cause 

at heart (and J know all you of the “ Ancient and Honourable " 
Photographic Society of Philadelphia have) is bound to act 
as if it depended on him alone, however well he may know his 
own unworthiness; and thus is action brought to birth from 
mere opinion. Nevertheless, so different is the position of Art 
in our daily lives from what it used to be, it seems to me (and 
I am not alone in my thought) that the world is hesitating 
as to whether it shall take Art home to it or cast it out. 1 
do not mean to say that all the work we do is done without 
any pleasure, but I mean to say that the pleasure is rather 
that of conquering a good spell of work (a courageous and 

good feeling certainly), or of bearing up well under the burden, 
and seldom, very seldom, it comes to the pitch of compelling 
the workman, out of the fulness of his heart, to impress on 
the work itself the tokens of his manly pleasure. Then again, 
I believe most people receive very little impression indeed from 
any pictures but those which represent the scenes with which 
they are thoroughly familiar. The aspect of this as regards 
people in general is to my mind much more important than 
that which has to do with the unlucky artist; but he also has 
some claim upon our consideration, and I am sure that this 
lack of the general sympathy of simple people weighs very 
heavily upon him, and is apt to make his work feverish and 
dreamy, or crabbed and perverse, and his pocket empty. Ap¬ 
preciation of Art! Why is there not more? There is plenty 
for food and money, but poor “ Art ” is always rather a 
Cinderella. And then again we are immersed in beauty and 
have no clear vision- Just think, the ancient Creeks regarded 
mountains as places fit for penance and prayer; but our 
modern society in general goes to the mountains not to fast, 
but to feast, and leaves their glaciers covered with chicken- 
bones and egg-she I Is. Connected with this want of any sense 
of solemnity in mountain scenery, is a general profanity of 
temper in regarding all the rest of Nature, that is to say, a 
total absence of faith in the presence of any spirit therein. 

'Whereas the mediaeval never painted a cloud but with the 
purpose of placing an angel in it, and a Greek never entered 

a wood without expecting to meet a god in it, we should think 
the appearance of an angel in the cloud wholly unnatural, 
and should be seriously surprised by meeting a god anywhere. 
Therefore it is that I stand before you to say that the world1 
has in these days to choose whether she will have Art or 
leave it, and that we also, each one of us, have to make 
up our minds which camp we will or can join—those that 

honestly accept Art ol’ those that honestly reject it. Once 
more let me try to put into words what these two alternatives 
mean. If you accept it, it must be part of your daily lives, 
and the daily life of every man. It will be with us wherever 

we go—in the ancient city, full of traditions of past time; 
in the newly-cleared farm, where no man has dwelt for tradi- 
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ions to gather round him ; in the quiet country-side as in the 

>usy town—no place shall be without it. You will have it 

nth you in your sorrow as in your joy, in your work-a-day 

lours as in your leisure. It shall be no respecter of persons, 

iut be shared by gentle and simple, learned and unlearned, 

nd be as a language that all can understand. It will not 

Linder any work that is necessary to the life of man at 

he best, but it will destroy all degrading toil, all enervating 

uxury, all foppish frivolity. It will be the deadly foe of 

gnorance, dishonesty, and tyranny, and will foster good will, 

air dealing, and confidence between man and man. It will 

each you to respect the highest intellect with a manly rever- 

noe. but not to despise any man who dees not pretend to 

>e what he is not; an 1 that which will be the instrument that 

t shall work with, and the food that shall nourish it, shall 

>e man’s pleasure in his daily labour, the kindest and best 

rift that tile world has ever had. And I will close in the words 

,f your great writer : “ What we call these millions of men 

ire not yet men. Half engaged in the soil, pawing to get 

ree, man needs all the music that can be brought to dis¬ 

engage him. If Love, red Love, with tears and joy; if War 

nth "his cannonade ; if Trade with its money ; if Art with its 

iortfolio's ; if Science with herr telegraphs through the deeps 

>f space and time—can set his dull nerves throbbing, and, by 

oud taps on the tough chrysalis,..can break its walls, and let 

he new creature emerge erect and free—make way, and, sing 

)8ean! The age of the quadruped is to go out—the age of 

he brain and of the heart is to come in,” and if I have 

lone one iota to bring this about to-night, I rest satisfied. 
Arthur Hewitt. 

PHOTOGRAPHIC'PERMANENCE AND THE AMATEUR 

PHOTOGRAPHIC EXCHANGE CLUB—1860-64. * 

l Paper- read before the Franklin Institute, and reprinted from its Journal 

for May.] ~ f 

(Being the Addrdss of the Retiring President.) 

II. 

V word hi regard to the origin and character of the club will 

serve to show the basis of reliability for data furnished by it. 

'ts history, carefully written by Coleman Sellers, now Doctor, 

vas published several years ago,+ and it will not be necessary 

therefore, to go into details as fully as might be otherwise 

lesirable. It originated fin 9, desire on the part of some 

Lmateurs to obtain copies of a peculiarly good stereograph of 

1 “ cattle picture,” taken by Robert Shriver, of Cumberland, 

Vld., without actually begging the pictures. They proposed, 

herefore, to exchange pictures of their own for them. At 

die suggestion of H. T. Anthony', not then a member of the 

arm, but an enthusiastic amateur, a club was formed, limited 

bo twenty, without formal constitution or regularly elected 

ffficers, or form of election of members, ail matters being regu¬ 

lated by correspondence and common consent, with most per¬ 

fect harmony. Among the rules were the following: 

“ (1) None but amateurs in the art shall be recognised as 

members, and the number shall not exceed twenty. 

“ (2) No member shall forward for exchange any work not 

his own. 

“ (3) Every member: shall' forward each other member on or 

before the 15th of January, March, May, July, feeptembei, 

and November, at least one stereoscopic print, a copy of which 

has not been sent before, or fits equivalent mounted and 

finished. 

“ (4) Should any members desire to exchange with any others 

oftener than bi-monthly, they can do so by agreement. 

* Concluded from p. 431. t Anthony’s “ Photographic Bulletin,” 1SSS. 

“ (5) Anyone failing to send one print bi-monthly shall be 

• struck off of the book of the party he so fails to send to, unless 

satisfactory reason is given for his default. 

“ (6) All photographs must be properly labelled with a de¬ 

scriptive name, the name of the artist, and the date of the 

printing, and they must be guaranteed not to fade for two 

years ; and if toned by experimental process, must be marked 

‘ Experiment.’ 

“ (7) Two unmounted prints shall be equivalent to one 

mounted and finished of the same size. Two-card or quarter- 

plate shall be equivalent to one stereoscope, and two stereo¬ 

scopic to one whole plate.” 

Among the members were H. T. Anthony, Lewis M. Ruther- 

furd, the astronomical photographer ; F. F, Thompson, of 

Wall Street; Augustus Wetmore, C. Wager Hull, John M. 

Masterton; Prof. O. N. Rood, the eminent physicist; Prof. 

Emerson, of Troy; in Philadelphia, Constant Guillou, Cole¬ 

man Sellers, F. T. Fassitt, S. Fisher Corlies, Prof. Fairman 

Rogers, E. Borda, Dickerson Sargent; in Washington, Tition 

R. Peale, and Rev. Dr. Charles Hall; in Pittsburg, Capt. 

T. J. B rereton; in Cumberland, Md., Robert Shriver; in 

Boston, Dr. John Dean, and in Baltimore, George B. Coale, 

and others perhaps in the later years, as the rule in regald to 

numbers readily relaxed to admit a desirable additional mem¬ 

ber. The exchange prints in possession of each of the members 

of that club constitute unique collections in the character and 

variety of the subjects and workers, and are perhaps the best 

authenticated prints of that date, with reliable data, .011 many 

desired points. The specimens presented for your inspection 

were taken, almost at random, from my own collection. They 

will be found generally in most excellent condition, shoeing 

no' more-*'the effect of time than a collection of engravings might 

do. They have been kept, not with very special care; in paste¬ 

board boxes, and have been handled in us^as stereo^rapns, 

perhaps more freely than ordinary photographs. 

Prof. 0. N. Rood, for many years of the Columbia University, 

New York, writes : “ A short time ago I exaipined all m3 old 

photographic prints and found them in perfect order ; I also 

examined the prints received from members of our club ; they 

were as good as new. But I have photographic portraits of 

Dr. John Torry, the chemist, and of Dr. B. A. Gould and 

others, that have nearly faded out, though not nearly so. old 

as ours.” . 
Robert Shriver, President of the First National raiuc, Cum¬ 

berland, Md., reports his, so far as yet in his possession, in 

good condition, exceptions due to bad washings and hypo. Dr. 

Coleman Sellers states “ a great many of these are m an ex¬ 

cellent state of preservation, running uniformly through the 

work of the various members of the club, and they ha-\ e not 

been given any special care other than that they have been 

kept in separate cases and labelled, the cases being open at one 

end.” „ , 
F. T. Fassitt reports that prints on albumen paper afford 

greatest claim for permanency. Prints made of the Sanitary 

Fair, 1864, hung exposed to changes of light and w eatlier in 

his library since then, have retained all their brilliance, eeith- 

out the least sign of deterioration. 
But there was a great deal done by members of the club, 

outside of the rules and simple exchange of prints, in way of 

exchange of ideas and experience, with permanent results 111 

some cases upon photographic practice. Thus alkaline develop¬ 

ment of dry plates was first suggested by Borda m place of 

the universally practised acid development. The great problem 

of that day was the production of a dry-plate process that 

would equal in rapidity and results the collodion wet-plate 

process, and require the minimum of trouble in practice. The 

virtues of beer, solid milk, albumen, tannin, and mane other 
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substances were tested and reported upon. The tannin process 

seemed to be the survival of the fittest. In this connection 

Borda also suggested warm development. Many of the prints 

exhibited are from tannin negatives, and the negatives and 

stereographs on glass by that process show its possibilities. 

It is exceedingly simple and certain, and, according to a method 

contributed by myself, plates can be prepared up to the last 

stage, of flowing with a solution of tannin—fifteen grains to 

ounce of water—in broad daylight. But a far more interesting 

fact, just put in my possession, bearing on photographic per¬ 

manency, are the prints, here exhibited, from tannin negatives, 

on plates prepared in 1863, and exposed in 1898. The plates 

made by him—Mr. Shriver writes—“ had been hid away in an 

outer room, where they were subjected to extremes of heat and 

cold, but were kept perfectly dry. They come up in develop¬ 

ment as good as I could have expected if the exposure had been 

made in 1863, instead of thirty-five years later.” The prints 

exhibited will be found to> compare favourably with those from 

the best gelatine dry-plates of to-day. He adds very per¬ 

tinently : “ Here, then, was an answer to the query, ‘ How long 

will dry-plates keep ? ’ Good for thirty-five years, and perhaps 

indefinitely, if made by the ‘tannin’ process.” Apropos at 

this point is an interesting experience of Dr. Coleman Sellers, 

in regard to the permanence of the impression in the camera 

before development. A dozen tannin plates furnished by him 

to a friend were returned in three weeks, as exposed. After 

several had given no results upon development, he re-exposed 

one of the plates and obtained an excellent negative. From a 

series of experiments, subsequently made, he concluded that 

between the time of exposure and development, every day 

that intervened diminished the chance of success. He regards 

the effect of exposure “ as a strain put upon the parts of the 

film according to the intensity of the light that fell upon each 

particular moment of surface, but this strain would gradually 

be relaxed if not fixed by an immediate development, and 

there was no chemical action on the plate, but mere physical 

action that was temporary in its character.” To return to the 

club prints—and among these are included some by Joseph M. 

Wilson, of the same period—they will be found to be exclusively 

on albumen paper, and, except when marked experimental, as 

a rule toned in alkaline gold bath, and fixed in separate bath. 

The paper in many, perhaps most, cases was albumenized by 

the members themselves, as commercial albumen paper in 

early days was not as uniform in quality as at present, and 

poor prints were apt to be attributed to the paper, and often 

with right. Many of the members of the club had the advan¬ 

tage, several years before its publication, of one of the greatest 

improvements in albumen printing imparted to them by H. T. 

Anthony, namely, the fuming of the well-dried sensitized papei 

with ammonia. It eliminated many sources of failure. Con¬ 

siderable variety of tone and of surface is observable in the 

prints : some are somewhat discoloured, but few more so than 

a collection of engravings under the same circumstances would 

exhibit, whilst very few show symptoms of fading, and in 

slight degree. The print of the full-moon, by Rutlierfurd, it 

will be noticed, shows no discolouration or change of any kind, 

whilst the white mount has very perceptibly discoloured. 

It has hung, framed, in a well-lighted room for years. In 

some prints little specks of mold appear upon the face, which 

can be rubbed off without apparent injury to the print. This 

seems to originate in the paste, as the labels on the back 

in some cases show the same effect, even when the prints are 

free from it. The mold does not necessarily involve the albumen 

of the print. The portrait shown, which hung upon a damp 

wall, was half of it loosened from the mount by a mass of 

mold, and yet, at present, scarcely shows the outline of it, 

after being, soaked off from the mount and thoroughly washed. 

In the selection, readily made, from a collection of commercial i 

prints of the same date as those of the club, many will be 

seen to have almost faded out of sight, among them some by 

makers justly of highest reputation, as Langenheim, of Phila¬ 

delphia. These might be explained as toned with the old corn 

bined bath, before its bad character had been established. Of 

the foreign vi.ews, the French have deteriorated most; and 

the Italian, of which least was expected at the time, show less 

change ; and the English and German are as a rule well pre¬ 

served. The collection show's that albumenized paper can be 

made to yield results not only unsurpassed in beauty of tone 

and rendering of the best qualities of the best negatives, but. 

with proper care in the production, unchanged after forty years, 

and promise of remaining so for forty years to come. A first- 

class albumen print may then, indeed, at present be regarded 

as the standard of permanence, not on a priori ground, but 

as an experimental fact. The departures from permanence ex¬ 

hibited may be explained in many cases by the defects and un¬ 

certainties of the process at that early period, now eliminated, 

and in other cases by the want of care at all stages, especially 

in toning and washing. The uniformly high permanence of the 

club prints may be attributed to the character of the workers, 

their extreme care in manipulation and in the processes em¬ 

ployed, and the limited number of prints made at a time, which 

made greater care possible. There is no argument in this for 

a return to albumen paper, but surely a suggestion that for 

recoxal purposes albumen prints might well be included with 

those of platinum and carbon, which are so generally exclusively 

l’ecommended or demanded. The practical lesson of the prints 

is that permanence is perhaps not so much a matter of process 

as of conscientious care in carrying out the conditions necessary 

for permanence with any process. Even the blue-print process, 

in the specimens here exhibited, that have been exposed to 

light and nxany conditions unfavourable to permanence,^ com¬ 

pares favourably with the best processes in this respect, whilst 

the platinum prints, with pure whites, when made about twenty 

years ago, show discolouration, due most likely to the paper. 

This simply shows that it is unsafe to argue too far on a priori 

grounds from the- permanence of platinum as a metal to the 

permanence of prints based upon it, where so many complex 

conditions are involved, conditions still matter of discussion 

by Chapman, Jones, Haddon, Jacoby, and others, in explana¬ 

tion of admitted deterioration of platinum prints in some cases. 

The duplication of prints for record purposes by several of the 

most approved processes, made by persons of established charac¬ 

ter for conscientious cai’e in printing, with a record of the 

essential details of the process employed in each case, might 

conti’ibute something to the character of the record. 

The albumen process, as the prints show, lias no superior 

for photographic expression, rendering all the good qualities 

of a negative. It is & pei’fected process: simple, easy, not 

more troublesome than any printing-out paper, and with little 

practice, certain in its results. Its fine surface is not easily 

abraded, and it permits warm solutions and warm water at all- 

stages without the least risk of injury. The paper ready for 

sensitizing is a commercial article of uniformly excellent 

quality. It is without offensive gloss. Matt and glassy albu¬ 

men paper, ready sensitized and of good keeping qualities, have 

been recently advertised by a, German firm, and have been 

commented on favourably for certainty and excellence of results, 

said not to be distinguishable from those of platinum. The 

demand for albumen paper in this country, according to a, 

reliable estimate, is only about five per cent, of that of ten 

years ago. Its use is confined to those who still demand it, 

and to cheap commercial work on a large scale, in this,, 

especially stereographs. 

The loss of popularity is due in part to the requirement of 
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negatives of the highest class, and in a measure adapted to it. 
Negatives that might yield very valuable prints with some 
of the moie recent papers would be absolutely worthless with 

albumen paper. The developing papers, too, permit practice 
of photography by many who would otherwise not find time to 
indulge in it, and economise time for the professional. It is 
in connection with record work, however, that albumen paper 

has some claim to be considered. 
Charles F. Himes, Pfa.D., LL.D. 

PHOTOGRAPHIC CONVENTION OF THE UNITED 

KINGDOM. 

17th Annual Meeting at Cambridge, July 7th 12th, 1902. 

II. 

BURY ST. EDMUNDS. 

By Montague Rhodes James, Litt D. 

The centre of attraction at Bury St. Edmunds must always lie in 
the remains of its abbey. The patron saint of it, Edmund King of 
East Anglia, was shot with arrows by the Danes, and afterwards 
beheaded in 870, probably at Hoxne in the same county. After various 
translations, from the site of the martyrdom to Bury, to London under 
stress of another Danish inroad and back again to Bury, his body 
rested there until the abbey was dissolved by Henry VIII. It was 
tended and honoured at first by priests or clerics, who were not monks. 
Monks of the Benedictine Order were first brought m by Canute, and 
it was in his time that the abbey began to show some indications of 
the splendour it attained in later centuries. 

The remains now visible consist of (1) two great gate-houses, one of 
the Norman period (called the Norman lower, which selves now 
as a bell tower for St. James’ Church), the other of about the y eai 
1337, known as the Abbey Gate. Both are unrivalled specimens of 
their respective styles, Norman and Decorated. These gates aie set 
in (2) the precinct wall, much of which remains on the north side of 
the abbey. ... 

The way in which the spanning of the River Lark by the wall is 
managed is very noteworthy. The contrivance is known as the Abbots 
Bridge. (3) Inside the precinct the principal remains are those of the 
church, a vast Norman building, rivalling Ely Cathedral in size. 
Parts of its west front, of the piers of the central towel, and of the 
transcept remain, but only the slightest traces of the stones aie left. 
(4) The cloister and other conventional buildings are just traceable, 
but in their present condition afford few subjects lor the photo- 
°r cipher 

The two old parish churches of the town, St. James and St. Maiy s 
are on the edge of the abbey precincts. Both are well pieserved I er- 
pendicular buildings. We are tempted to regret that they were so 
line as they are, for had they been smaller and humbler it is piobable 
that some part at least of the abbey church would have been spaied foi 
the use of the townspeople. 

St. Mary’s has a noble roof, some fine tombs, and a very pretty 
north porch. St. James’possesses in the S.W. corner of the nave 
a window of fine old glass, made up of portions of seveial dineient 
compositions. There are several scenes from the story of Susanna 
and the Elders, and part of a Jesse-tree, or pictorial pedigree of our 
Lord. The glass belongs to the first quarter of the sixteenth century, 
a period little represented in English glass save at King s Goliege, 

One of the few Norman houses in England is to be seen at Bury. 
It is known as Moyses’ Hall, and is believed to have been a Jew s 
house: it now contains the archaeological and natural lnstoiy collec¬ 
tions of the Bury and West Sufiolk Society. There aie othei frag¬ 
mentary remains of ancient architecture, notably a line ar y 
English door at the Guildhall, and a beautiful corner-post on a house 
just opposite to the Abbot’s Bridge. The town is also rich m 
eighteenth century houses of an excellent type. 

Long Melford has as beautiful a village green as can easily be 
found The hospital at the upper end of it, founded by Sir William 
Cordell, is worth a visit; but the glory of the place is its splendid 
Perpendicular church. In this there are considerable remains of 
painting (especially in the Clopton Chapel), and also of painted glass 
The latter is of an unusual type, representing, as it does, a number of 
the friends and members of the Clopton family. The most perfect 
of the. figures have, unfortunately, been collected and put together in 
the east window. ,, , .. ,, . , 

• At Lavenham, the beautiful old Guildhall should not be missed. 
The tovvei of the church is probably the finest in all Sufiolk, and m 

the interior the late screen work of the Spring and De Vere pews is of 
a kind not very commonly to be met with. 

Ely Cathedral. 

By kind permission of the Very Rev. C. W. Stubbs, D.D., Dean 
of i • f pi 

Twelve centuries and more is the tale of years in the history of Lly 
Minster. In the “Liber Eliensis” (a Chronicle begun by Monk 1 nomas 
in the twelfth century, a copy of which in twelfth or early thirteenth 
century handwriting is still preserved in the Chapter Muniment Loom) 
it is said that a church was founded in 607 by St. Augustine, in the 
Isle of Elv, at Cratendune, a mile south of the present site, -but 
beyond that bare statement we have no evidence of the existence or 
any such church. In 673, however, the first Ely minster was founded 
by St. Etheldreda. An account of her life is given in Pmde s Ecclesi¬ 
astical History, Book iv. (chapters xix., xx). The 1 lincefeJ 
YEtheidryht (Etheldreda—Aldreda—Aldreth—Audrey) was one of the- 
four daughters of Anna, King of the East Anglians, married (1) m 
652 to Tonbert, Earldorman or Prince of the South Girvii, or benmen, 
receiving the Isle of Ely as her dowry, and (2) in 658 to Egfrid, son 
of Oswy, King of Northumbria, receiving as dowry large Northum¬ 
brian estates, which, however, under the advice of W lltred, Bp. ot 
York, she gave up to religious uses. About twelve years aftei liei 
betrothal to Egfrid, when she had become Queen of Northumbria, she 
resolved to retire from the Northern Kingdom to her estate in the Isle 
of Ely, there to devote herself to a life of seclusion and prayer in a 
monastery founded by herself. This she did in 6/3. The 
Monastery was a double house of monks and nuns. Queen Etheldieda 
was the first abbess. She died in 678, and was succeeded by hei 
sister, Sexburga, widow of Earconbert, King of Kent. In, 
placed in a white marble sarcophagus, was_ translated to the oaxo 
church on the present site, and there, or within a few yards of < 
place, it remained for nearly 900 years a centre of pilgiima0e and 
reverence. In 870 the Isle was ravaged by the Danes and the church 
and monastery were destroyed. William of Malmesbury states ( e 
Gest Pont, ff.293) that King Alfred in 878 founded a college of priests 
on the vacant site. Certainly, in 970, King Edgar, by the advice of 
Bp. HLthelwold, of Winchester, re-organised the Ely Monastery, u e 
the Benedictine rule, and gave back to it all the bands with wl ch 
it had originally been endowed. Bnhtnoth was appointed hist abbot. 
In 1071, the abbey, which had espoused the cause of t e 
yEtheling Edgar, after a long defence under Hereward, sur¬ 
rendered^ William the Conqueror In 1103 the hunding of the 
present cathedral was commenced by Abbot Simeon,brother o. \ Ike 
fin, Bishop of Winchester and a kinsman of the Conqueror, and was- 
continued during the twelfth century. 

In 1106 the second translation of St. Etheldreda s. body took place 
to the Norman choir, which had just been completed. in 1109 the 
Diocese of Ely was created, the revenues of the abbot being used foi 
the endowment of the. See, so that henceforth the Prior was the head 
of the monastery. The great West Tower with its transepts the- 
southern one alone now remaining) belong to the end of tl,e 
century. Much of this work is due to the fifteen years of Geofiiey 
Ridel’s Episcopate (1174-1189). The Western, or Galilee Porch, seems 
to belong to the Episcopate of Eustace (llDS-i^o). It is a perfw 
example of the fully developed Lancet style, Inb^hSI 
of the presbytery was begun by Bishop Hugh of ^orthMold T 
six easternmost bays are of the very purest, and most beautiful English 
Gothic of the thirteenth century. “Nowhere, says Professor biee- 
man, “ can we better study the boldly clustered marble piei l 
its detached shafts, the richly floriated capitals, with their lound abacir 
the yet richer corbels which bear up the marble vaulting shafts the 
bold and deeply cut mouldings of every arch great and small. Lov elm 
detail was surely never wrought by the hand of man. TlU)t'i 
noble presbytery, on the 15th October, 12o2, in the presence of King 
HenrvPHI. and his son, and many of the leading nobles and prelates 
of the kingdom, the shrines of the foundress and of the three othei 
abbesses, and the reputed shrine of St. Alban, were removed a few 
feet eastward from their position m the Norman choir, and the m ho 
church in ground plan, completed as "we have it to-daj , My. , 
to St. Mary, St. Peter, and St. Etheldreda. But although the cathe¬ 
dral was thus finished in the thirteenth century, as fai as i s o 
breadth were concerned, as it now stands, m the next centui> a nec -- 
sary reconstruction of the central crossing of the 1]ulldir-^iafft 
entirely, not only the external outline, but the §eJ,®ial elJ® , 
of the church within. For, on the 22nd February, 1 ‘ 
Norman tower fell, a catastrophe which, through t le - p 
structive genius of Alan de\Y alsingham, became a bessii 0 
and led to the building of the octagon tower ^.lantern, a featuie 
which gives to the interior of Ely Minster its unique beauty and race, 
queenly beyond words, and to the exterior that characteristic outli , 
which has iio fellow in any of the churches of Engtanu, or, indeed 
Christendom. The stonework, begun in 1322, took S1^ ta n i ] 
and was finished in 1328; the woodworK, begun a on . . , j 
tion of the stonework, took twice the time, and % as i 
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1342. The sculptured corbels, midway up each of the eight vaulting 
shafts of the octagon, contained representations of incidents in the 
life of St. Etheldreda. The three beautiful decorated arches east of 
the octagon, now used as the place of the ritual choir, which took 
the place of the Norman arches shattered by the fall of the tower ; 
the elaborately canopied oak stalls (the 50 carved panels of scenes from 
Old and New Testament scenes are by Abeloos, of Louvain, a modern 
wood-carver); the suberb Lady Chapel, with its priceless sculptured 
work, one of the finest specimens of decorated architecture in the 
kingdom; the sub-structure of St. Etheldreda’s shrine, and among the 
monastery buildings Prior Crauden’s Chapel, a perfect gem of beauty 
and originality, are all Alan de Walsingham’s work. The wooden 
pyramidal spire, which in all probability crowned Bishop Geoffrey’s 
western tower, gave way in the fifteenth century to the present stone 
octagonal tower flanked with corner turrets of a late decorated type, 
crowned again with a wooden spire, which has since happily vanished. 
Bishop Alcock’s Chapel, at the east end of the North Choir Aisle, was 

■constructed 1486-1500, and Bishop West’s Chapel at the corresponding 
place in the south 1515-1534. In 1770 the ritual choir with Walsing¬ 
ham’s stalls was moved from under the octagon to the extreme east 
end, to be again moved to its present position in 1847. Between 1757 

'nnd 1770, the massive Norman stone screen, which for eight centuries 
has. stood across the Nave, was ruthlessly destroyed, and a few years 
later the roof of the upper hall of the Galilee Porch Avas removed, and 
the western opening of the tower arch filled with a modern window, 
thus effectually blocking the view of the three great Lancets forty 
feet further west, through which up to that time the setting sun must 
day by day through so many centuries have flooded the long Nave with 
its evening light. 

The park on the south side of lire cathedral is a well-wooded en- 
-closure, and one of the most beautiful of all cathedral precincts. A 
fine view of the cathedral can be bbtained from here. On the south 
side of the park is an artificial mound called Cherry Hill, a good 
view of tire adjacent country may be had from the summit, particularly 
towards the east, sotith, and west. 

. DIMENSIONS OF THE CATHEDRAL. 

EXTERIOR. 

Feet. 
The-Avhole length, from West to East . 537 
The length of the'Tpansept, from North to South ... 190 
Height of the stone turrets of the .Western Tower ... 215 

' INTERIOR. 

The whole height from’ the floor to the centre of the 

Height of the faulted roof of the Choir . 70 
Length of the Lady Chapel (now Trinity Church) ... 100 
Breadth of the same ... ... ... ... ... ... 46 
Height to its Vaulted roof ... . 60 

St. Ives, Hunts. 

By H. I. Hankin, ex-Mayor. 

St Ives, situated on the River Ouse, is a picturesque market town 
of great antiquity, dating from early Saxon times. Slepe, under which 
name it appears in Domesday Book, acquired the name of St. Ives 
from St. Ivo, a Persian Bishop, who preached throughout England, 
finally settled at Slepe, and died there about the year 600. His 
remains were afterwards found and taken by the monks to Ramsey. 
'On the spot where St. Ivo’s remains were discovered a church was 

■built by Abbot CEdnoth, and in the year 1017 a priory was founded 
by Earl Adelmar and inhabited by Benedictine monks from Ramsey. 
In 1207 the church and buildings were burnt, but were rebuilt, the 
monastery continuing to exist till after the Dissolution, when, in the 
reign of Henry VIII., the site was granted to Sir Thos. Audley. Until 
recently portions of the old priory walls were existing, but the site 
is now occupied by a modern residence belonging to Mr. Warren, 
immediately opposite the magistrates’ courts. 

Visitors entering St. Ives from the station are first impressed with 
the extent of the Cattle Market, which is of modern construction. 
The original Charter for the market was granted by King Edward I., 
in the year 1290, and since that time it has always ranked as one of the 
largest markets in the kingdom. From earliest date it was held in 
the streets, until 1886, when the new market was opened near to' the 
station, upon ground which was part of Oliver Cromwell’s estate. 
Relics of Cromwell are few, the house in which he resided having been 
pulled down and a row of private residences erected upon the site 
of the northern side of the Cattle Market, known as Cromwell Terrace. 
At his “ Green End ” Farm there is still one of the original barns to 
be seen, the walls being of immense thickness, with long, narrow loop¬ 
holes and heavily buttressed. Until a very short time ago there was 
no public memorial of Cromwell in the county; but in 1899 the writer, 
during the first year of his mayoralty, started a public subscription for 
that purpose, with the result that £1,200 was raised and a statue erected 
upon the Market Hill, and unveiled October 24th, 1901. The statue 
is finely executed in bronze, depicting Cromwell in the dress of a 

farming squire of that period, and does great credit to the skill and 
ability of the sculptor, Mr. F. W. Pomeroy. 

St. Ives was incorporated as a borough in 1874, the Corporation 
consisting of a Mayor, four Aldermen, and twelve Councillors, who 
also act as Urban Authority. The Council Chamber is above tin- 
entrance to tin- Corn Exchange, where a large com and seed market 
held every Monday. O11 the south side of the Market Hill is the Free 

Church, the tower and spire of which is 156 feet high, built in 1864. 
Many of the hotels and 11111s are ancient, and some still retain tin 
old and picturesque balconies around the yards. 

At the west end of the town is the Parish Chui'ch, dedicated to All 
Saints, a fine edifice of stone in the Norman and Perpendicular styles, 
consisting of nave, with clerestory, aisles, chancel, porches, and tower 
at the west end, surmounted by a spire (182 feet high), and pinuae'es, 
eight bells, and clock, with Handel chimes. The west doorway, with 
its rich spandrels and niches, although dilapidated, is a good specimen 
of the period. Above the doorway is some good ornamental panelling, 
and above that a four-light window with fine tracery. I he spire, 
which has twice been blown down, was taken down and rebuilt in 
1879, at a, cost of £800, under the supervision of Sir A .W. Blomtiekl. 
In the south aisle is a double piscina of Early English character. The 
interior has recently been much altered by the erection of a fine screen 
and organ, and by the niches being filled up with statuettes of the 
saints. The Register of 1634. containing the signature of Oliver 
Cromwell as Parish Warden, is still to be seen in the vestry. The 
various memorial windows, tablets, and charities would take too much 

space to describe, although one charity should be mentioned, owing 
to its curious method of distribution. In 1678 Dr. Wilde bequeathed 
to the town a sum of money, to be spent in the purchase of Bibles 
for twelve persons (six male and six female) annually, the overplus 
of the charity to be spent in blankets and necessaries for the poor. 
The Bibles were to be cast for with dice in the chancel. The terms 
of the will have been strictly complied with yearly until 1899, when 
the ceremony was conducted in the vestry instead of the chancel. 

Approaching the Bridge, we pass on the west side the Manor House, 
with its seven gables. In years past this house was very ornamental, 
with carved figures between each gable and faced with carved oak 
beams. The interior Avails were all panelled with carved oak, and 
one of the rooms still remains in its original state, with an exception¬ 
ally fine carved chimney-piece, on Avhich the initials I.W., and date 
1616, are visible, evidently referring to the family of Williams, who 
were closely connected with Cromwell, and large property owners in 
the toAvn at that period. The present owner, Mr. H. Wadsworth, is 
always willing for visitors Avho are fond of antiquity to inspect this 
room. 

The Bridge, built by the Abbots of Ramsey, is a stone structure, 
spanning the Ouse with six arches, three pointed and three semi¬ 
circular. Two of the arches Avere rebuilt in 1716 by the Duke of Man¬ 
chester, Avho also Avidened the Avharf (now known as the Quay), in 
1724. Near the centre and oA'er one of the piers is an ancient building, 
the lower portion of Avhich was used as a chapel; the upper portion Avas 
destroyed by fire in 1689, and was said to have been used as a light¬ 
house for persons navigating the river. Adjoining the bridge, on the 
south side, is a long causeAvay (known as the New Bridges), on 31 
arches; it Avas erected in 1822 by the Duke of Manchester, to afford 
communication Avith villages on the south side in time of flood. 

Leaving St. Ives by the “ Meadow,” and proceeding by the banks 
of the river toAvards Hemingford Grey, a picturesque village one and 
a half miles to the south-west, St. Ives can noAv be seen in its full beauty 
and many photographic snapshots obtained, notably the west vieAv 
of the Bridge, the Holt, the Church, the Brick Kilns, the Thicket, and 
nearer to Hemingford, the fine Old Watermill, which stands upon the 
site of one erected in the reign of Richard I., by Reginald de Grey. 
Hemingford Grey Avas granted to the Church of Ramsey, with several 
other manors, by King Hardi Canute. The Abbot and Convent after¬ 
wards granted it to WlfAvin, son of Ahwin, to hold for his life, and 
afterwards revert to the Church; but all the estates of Wlfwin being 
seized after the Norman Conquest by King William, Avere granted to 
Alberic de Yere, who, possessing the whole by force, left it as an 
inheritance to his heirs; thus, in the reign of Henry III., Reginald de 
Grey became owner of the manor. Passing the “ Three Gate Pit ” on 
the right, Ave come to St. James’ Church, an ancient structure in 
Norman and Early English styles, with a fine embattled tower and 
pinnacles. There Avas formerly a spire surmounting the tower, but 
this was bloAvn doAvn into the river during a storm in 1755. The east 
window contains remains of ancient glass. 

Continuing on, Ave pass “River VieAv,” the residence of Mr. W. 
Dendy Sadler, Avhose old Avorld garden is a delight to all lovers of 
floral beauty. Next Ave come to the old moated “ Manor House,” at 
one time a place of importance ; the inner Avails are of great thickness, 
and are pierced with Norman doorways and windows. This was the 
birthplace and residence of the famous Misses Gunning, celebrated for 
their beauty. Maria, the eldest, married the Earl of Coventry in 1752, 
and Elizabeth married, first, the sixth Duke of Hamilton in 1752, and 
secondly, the fifth Duke of Argyll in 1759; she was created Baroness- 
Hamilton in 1776. 
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Proceeding on, we pass on our right the “Six Gate Pit” (where 
several Royal sturgeon of great size have been caught) and approach 
" Batteoek’s Island” and Backwater. This backwater is one of the 
most beautiful spots upon the river, with trees overhanging and 
meeting to form a canopy of delightful shade. 

Hemingford Abbots is so called irom the ancient lords of the fee, 
the Abbots of Ramsey, to whom it was given by Bishop Ethelric in 
the reign of King Canute, and in whose possession it remained until 
the Dissolution The church is dedicated to St. Margaret, the nave 
roof being curiously painted. In the chancel are memorials of the 
Dickens family, of whom Charles Dickens, LL.D., was for forty-seven 
years- rector of the parish. The altar piece, which is a painting of 
the Loaves and Fishes, was given by Mr. Dickens. 

Houghton Water Mill is the next picturesque spot on the site' of the 
original building erected in early times by the Abbots. Houghton 
Church, dedicated to St. Mary, has a lofty spire, rising from an 
octagonal lantern on a tower of considerable elevation, containing five 
bells. Tire chancel is Early English, and contains an elegant piscina, 
also three stone seats of same period. In the centre of the village 
is a monument of polished granite to the memory of the late Potto 
Brown, a local philanthropist, who did an immense amount of good 
to the poor, and was deservedly held in high esteem. 

Rules of the Convention. 

1. —The Association shall be called “The Photographic Convention 
if the United Kingdom.” 

2. —The object of the Convention shall be the advancement of Photo¬ 
graphy, and of the interests of Photographers. The annual subscrip¬ 
tion shall be 5s., and become payable on the 1st of January in each 
year. 

5.—The election of new Members shall rest with the Council on the 
lomination of an existing Member, and the Council shall have power 
o remove from the roll of Membership any existing Member for such 
:ause as may seem to the Council sufficient. 

4. —The Members of the Convention shall assemble annually in a 
own to be fixed upon at the previous General Meeting. 

5. —The Council shall be elected annually at the General Meeting 
reld during the Convention, and shall consist of forty General Mem- 
oers, not more than twenty of whom shall be London Members, and 
ive Members from the locality where the meeting will be held the 
following year. The Council shall have the sole management of the 
rffairs of the Association, and—except during the meeting of the Con¬ 
tention—shall meet in London ; five to form a quorum. A meeting 
if the Council shall be held each year in January to receive a report 
from the Local Committee, and to confirm the arrangements for the 
•nsuing meeting. 

6. —The election of Council shall be by ballot, and the outgoing 
Jouncil shall prepare a list containing the names of Members nominated 
by the retiring Council to serve on the new Council, and also the 
names of any Members nominated by any of the Members of Conven¬ 
tion who have paid their subscriptions for the current year. The list 
shall be circulated a fortnight before the meeting to Members who 
have already paid their subscription, and shall be distributed to 
others at the time of payment of their subscription. The list issued 
by the Council in tire manner aforesaid shall be the balloting list, and 
if any Member desire to vote for any other Member whose name is not 
in the list, he or she may do so by striking out some name that is 
bn the list, and substituting the name of the Member for whom he or 
she wishes to vote. Each Member voting must give his or her name—on 
handing in the voting paper—to the President at the Annual General 
Meeting. 

7. —The Local Members of the Council, elected under Rule 6. shall 
appoint a Local Committee to make all arrangements for the meeting 
of the ensuing year, subject to the approval of the Council. 

8. —The officers shall be elected annually, and shall consist of a 
President, General Secretary, and Local Secretary. The officers, with 
the exception of the Local Secretary, shall be elected by the Council. 
No President shall hold office in two consecutive years, but the 
Treasurer and General Secretary shall be eligible for re-election. 

9. —The election of Honorary Secretary shall take place at the first 
meeting of the Council held in London after a Convention Meeting. 
The Local Secretary shall be appointed by the Local Committee. The 
General and Local Secretaries shall each have power to appoint an 
assistant. 

10. —The President shall preside at every meeting of the Convention 
or its Council at which he is present , and shall be an ex-officio Member 
of all Committees and sub-Committees. In his absence from any 
meeting of the Convention or Council, a chairman for that meeting 
shall be elected by the Members present. The President elect shall be 
an ex-officio Member of the Council. Past Presidents, who remain 
Members of the Convention, shall be Vice-presidents, and shall be ex- 
officio Members of the Council. 

11. —The Council shall have power to appoint Members to fill up 
any vacancies that may occur in the Council. Should any Member 
elected on the Council not have paid his Annual Subscription before 
October 1st, his seat on the Council shall be vacant. 

12. —The Local Secretary shall be an ex-officio Member of Council 
for three years. 

13. —All papers intended to be read during the Convention must 
be sent to the Secretary at least two days before the date proposed for 
their reading, in order tnat the Council may be fully acquainted with 
their contents, and, further, that the said Council have the power to 
aecline any papers they consider unsuitable. 

14. —The Avriters of papers must limit the length of their paper to 
a period not exceeding half an hour, and that preference be given to 
those authors of papers avIio are present to read them. 

15. —Two auditors shall be elected yearly at the General Meeting— 
who shall not be Members of the Council—to audit the accounts of the 
Convention. 

16. —Alteration of any of the Rules can only be made at tlie General 
Meeting; notice and nature of such alteration must be gwen m 
writing at least one clear day previous to the General Meeting. 

-♦- 

THE YORKSHIRE PHOTOGRAPHIC UNION. 

Officers, 1902-1905. 

President :—Mr. Percy Lund. 

Vice-presidents Mr. Godfrey Bingley, Leeds; Dr. HollingAvorth, 
hull; Mr. J. H. Rowntree, Scarboro’; Dr. Paterson, Sheffield. 

Hon. Treasurer:—Mr. Alex. Keighley, F.R.P.S. 

Societies Comprising the Union :—Batley Photographic, Bradford 
Photographic, Bnghou.'.e Photographic, Cleveland Camera Club, Dews¬ 
bury xHiotographic, Halifax Camera Club, Harrogate Photographic, 
Heckmondwike Photographic, Holmfirth Photographic, Huddersfield 
Photographic, Hull Photographic, likley Photographic, Keighley 
Photographic, Leeds Camera Club, Leeds Photographic, Pudsey Photo¬ 
graphic, Rodley Photographic, Scarboro’ Photographic, Sheffield 
Photographic, Skipton Photographic, Wakefield Photographic, Y'eadon 
Photographic, York Photographic. 
Hon. Business Secretary: —Mr. Ezra Clough, 10, Farnciiffe Road, 

Manningham, Bradford. 

Lantern Slide Section.—Hon. Sec. Mr. W. H. Houghton, King’s 
Mill Lane, Huddersfield, 

Print Portfolio Section.—Hon. Sec. Mr. W. H. Atkinson, Cemetery 
Lodge, Batley. 

Jury of Selection.—Mr. Godfrey Bingley, Mr. Percy Lund, Mr. Alex. 
Keighley, F.R.P.S., Mr. Percy Sheard. 

Lectures, 1902. 

Secretaries are requested to kindly note the following regulations : 

Invitations to lecture should be sent to the lecturers. Stamped 
envelopes should, in all cases, be enclosed for reply. 

The expenses of each lecturer must be paid to him on the evening 
of the lecture, and it is expected that the society will provide hospi¬ 
tality, when the I’eturn journey is impossible, or inconvenient, on the 
same night. 

Each lecture to be acknoAiTedged in club syllabus as “ Yorkshire 
Photographic Union Lecture.” 

There is no restriction on the number of lectures rvhich a society may 
endeavour to secure from this list. 

It is understood that the society making the engagement provides 
the lantern, if required, and that no charge to the public is made for 
any Union lecture. A reading lamp must always be provided for 
the use of the lecturer when a lantern is necessary. 

Revisions and additions to this syllabus may be necessary from time 
to time—particulars may be obtained from the lion, secretary. 

In addition to lectures, there aaJII be t aa*o sets of lantern slides and 
two portfolios of prints issued by the U nion for circulation, dates 
for which may be arranged with the lion, secretaries of the respective 
sections. 

List of Lecturers, 1902. 

The figures in parentheses indicate the number of times the lecturer 
is prepared to repeat his lecture in a session. 

Addyman, J. W., 15, East Parade, Leeds. “A Fishing and Camp¬ 
ing Tour in Norway. (2) Lantern required. 

Atkinson, W. H., Cemetery Lodge, Batley. “Flower Photo¬ 
graphy.”— (6) Use of backed plates. Isochromatic and ordinary plates. 
Natural arrangement of floAvers. Sundry', hinjts on flower Avork. 
Lantern required. 40 or 50 slides. 

Bagshaav, Walter, Esq., J.P., Moorfields, Birkenshaw, near Brad- 
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ford. “ Photo-Micrography.’"—(3) Appor itus—Illumination—Trans¬ 
mitted, reflected, oblique, and critical light—Dark ground effects— 
Polariscope—Focussing—Exposure —Lew power Photography without 
Microscope—Low, medium, and high powers—Use of eye-pieces, bull’s 
eye, iris, diaphragm, substage condenser, oil immersion lenses, etc. 
Lantern required. 40 slides. 

Beanland, Rev. Joseph, M.A., 7, Claremont, Ripon. Choice of 
the following two subjects (6 or 8) :—I.—“ Platinotype Demonstra" 
tion.” Development and Modifications (special attention)—Toning and 
After-treatment. Small gas stove and two whole-plate developing 
dishes required. II.-—“Ruined Abbeys of Yorkshire.” Kirkstall, 
Fo mtains, Byland, Whitby, Bolton, Guisborough, Marrick, Rievaulx, 
Jervaulx,Easby,Mount Grace, Eccleston, Kirkham, St.Mary’s (York), 
Ellerton. Lantern required. About 100 own slides. 

Beevers, W. A, Welcombe, Cleveland Road, Huddersfield- 
“ Platinotype.”—Demonstration.— (3) Gas stove, enamelled pan, and 
1 by 1 dishes required. 

Bourke, R., 7, Marlborough Terrace, Belle Vue Road, Leeds. 
“ Carbon ” (single transfer).—(2) A demonstration of the single trans¬ 
fer, with some historical notes. Gas stove, hot and cold water re¬ 
quired. 

Bingley,Godfrey,Thorniehurst, Headingley, Leeds. Choice of the 
following seven subjects (6) :—I.—“ Lantern Slide Making.” Making 
lantern slides by contact and reduction. Developing, printing in 
clouds, binding and finishing slides, with a few examples shown on 
the lantern. Lantern and a few dishes required. 20 or 30 slides. 
II.—“Warwickshire, Gloucestershire, and the Wye Valley.” War¬ 
wick, Kenilworth, Stratford-on-Avon, Stoneleigh Abbey and Park, 
Alcester, &c. Gloucester, Tewkesbury, Frampton, Berkeley Castle, 
etc. Chepstow, Tintern, Raglan Castle, Symond’s Yat, Ross, Here¬ 
ford, etc. Lantern required. About 200 slides. III. — “The Dales 
and Coast of Yorkshire.” Showing places of interest in Airedale, 
Wharfedale, Wensley, and Yoredale, Swaledale, etc., York, Beverley, 
and Ripon Minsters, nunteious abbeys, and the coast from the Tees 
to Bridlington. Lantern required. About 200 slides. IV.—“ London 
to North Cornwall.” Districts shown :—London, Hampton Court, 
Henley, Salisbury, Winchester, Christchurch, Bournemouth, Swan- 
age, Dorset Coast, Villages in AVest Somerset, Ilfracombe, Clove!ly, 
Bude, Boscastle, Tintagel, Exeter, &c. Lantern required. About 
200 slides. V.—“ East Anglia and Adjacent Counties.” Lincoln, 
Norwich, Yarmouth, Cromer, Beccles, Caister Castle, Stalham Broad, 
Salhouse Broad, Wroxham, etc., and several interesting districts in 
the counties of Herts, and Bucks. Lantern required. About 200 
slides. VI.—“Near the Border, and over.” Durham, Newcastle, 
Hexham, Alnwick, The Cheviots, Edinburgh, St. Andrews, Arbroath, 
Stonehaven, “Thrums,” Perthshire, Ayr, Dumfiies, ect. Lantern 
required. 200 slides. VII.—“ Oxford and Cambridge.” Oxford, 
Ififiey, the Thames, Abingdon, Dorchester, Henley, Cambridge, Ely, 
etc. Lantern required. 200 slides. 

Burrell, B. A., E.I.C., 5, Mount Preston, Leeds. Choice of the 
following two subjects :—I.—“ Chemicals used in Photography.” II. 
—“ Weights and Measures.” Will give either two lectures of I., two 
lectures of II., or one of each. Lantern required for II. About 12 
slides. 

Camp, SpARHAM, 22, Upper Albert Road, Heeley, Sheffield. Demon¬ 
stration — “Negatives and Prints, their modification and improve¬ 
ment.”—(2) 

Chapman, E. Heslop, 24, Sholebroke Terrace, Leeds. “Kalli- 
type ”—Demonstration. — (4) Brief sketch of the chemical action of 
t e process, followed by the coating and preparation of the paper— 
printing—development, etc. Two 12 by 10 dishes, and a small gas 
stove required. 

Crossley, II., Calverley View, ltodley, near Leeds. “Bromide 
Enlarging,”—(3 or 4) Bromide enlarging for beginners —Negative— 
Exposure— Paper—Developer and Development—Fixing—Toning, by 
various processes, including coppei —ami Mounting. Lantern and 
dishes required. 

Elliff, Philip, 21, Wade Lane, Leeds. Choice of the following 
two subjects (4):—I. — “Ceramic Photography.” Ceiamic photo¬ 
graphy, with examples of photo, enamels, china, etc., and furnace 
for firing same. Coal gas supply and few small dishe-* required. 11.— 
“ Burnt-in Lantern Slides, by the Pepper Process,”—Demonstration. 
With examples and furnace for firing same. Slides made by this pro¬ 
cess are absolutely permanent. No cover glass being required, one 
hundred can be packed in less room than fifty ordinary slides—for 
Record and Survey work, two very impoitant considerations. Gas 
supply and few small dishes required. 

Heaps, Thomas, 2f>, Ilolker Street, Keighley. Choice of the follow¬ 
ing five subjects (fi) : — 1. — “The Dry Plate: its Development.” A 
lecture designed to help beginners to understand the chemical re¬ 
actions and the tools they use in the production of a negative 
Lantern required. 40 slides. II.—“Whitby—Photographically.” 
Lantern required. 100 slides. III. — “ Lantern Slide Making, by Con¬ 

tact or Reduction.” Lantern required. 50 slides. I V.— Demonstra¬ 
tion—“ Gum-Bichromate.” V.—Demonstration—“ Ozotype.” 

Heywood, Edgar Alan, 16, New Briggate, Leeds. “Light and 
Lenses.”—(4) Practical Experiments. Wave and Emission Theory, 
Spectrum Analysis, Colour Values. Refraction—Reflection. Astig¬ 
matism—Lenses (simple and compound). Achromatic and Spherical 
aberration. Manufacture and grinding of Lenses. Application of tin- 
various forms to photography. Lantern required. 50 slides. 

Hibrert, T. G., 142, Steade Road, Sharrow, Sheffield. Demonstra¬ 
tion—“A Simple Method of Toning P.C.P.”—(2). 

Hollingworth, J., M.R.C.S., 168, Holderness Road, Hull. 
“ Photo-micrography.?’—(2) Lantern required. About 40 slides. 

Holmes, William, 24, Arundel Street, Wakefield. “ Wanderings 
in the West Riding of Yorkshire.”—(3) Places of interest in Ilentdale, 
Chapel-le-dale. Ingleton, Clapham Caves, Ribblesdale, Wharfedale, 
Airedale, Nidderdale, the Valleys of the Ure, < Rise, and Calder. Lan¬ 
tern required. 150 to 160 slides. 

Homburg, Albert, 51, New Briggate, Leeds. Choice of the follow 
ing five subjects (3) (October, November, and March only): 
—I.—“Flash-light.” (45 slides). II.—“Travels in Germany.” 
(130 slides) III.—“How to Make Lantern Slides.” IV.— 
“ Paper and Other Films.” V.—“ Taking and Making Cloud 
Pictures.” Lantern required for lectures Nos. I., II., IV., and V. 

Howdill, Charles B., A.R.I.B.A., 7, Oxford Row, Leeds. I — 
“ Colour and Colour Photography.”—(3) Theory of Light and Colour 
— Description of the Joly, Sanger, Shepherd and Lumicre processes of 
Natural Colour Photography, illustrated by numerous slides. Lantern 
required. 50 slides. II.—“ Kirkstall Abbey.”—(3) A lecture practi¬ 
cally illustrating Photographic Hecord Work, dealt with both histori¬ 
cally and archamlogically. The majority of the lantern slides being 
from negatives taken by members ot the Record Section of the Leeds 
Camera Club. Lantern required. 80 slides. 

Keighley, Alex., F.R.P.S., The High Hall, Steeton.near Keigh¬ 
ley. Choice of the following three subjects (6) : — I.—“ A Tour Round 
an Old Garden.”—A pictorial subject. Showing the pictorial possi¬ 
bilities sometimes to be found within a very limited area. Lantern 
required. About 150 slides. II.—“Principles of Art Applied to 
Photography.” The principles of composition, chiaroscuro (light and 
shade), and general fitness of details anil accessories, explained by the 
aid of numerous illustrations. Lantern required. About 100 slides. 
III. — “Artistic Mounting and Framing.” Dealing altogether with 
the principles which should guide one in the selection of suitable 
mounts and frames, illustrated by numerous specimens. Lantern 
required. About 20 slides. 

LAYCOCK, J. W., Westfield, Ke:ghlcy. Choice of the following 
four subjects (3) (in October and November only):—I.—“ The Rhone 
Valley, Roman and Re'olutionary France.” 11.—“ Western France 
and the Pyrenees.” III. — “The Riviera.” IV.—“ Tours in Germany, 
Austria, The Civennes, Italy, Normandy, North Central France.’’ 
Lantern required. From 40 to 50 slides in each set. 

Learoyd, J. Ingham, Rydal Mount, Halifax. Choice of the 
following seven subjects (6): I.—“A Run to Norway,” (2 hours).. 
II.—“A Scamper on the Continent,” (2 hours). III. - “Belgium, 
Rhine, and Switzerland,” part of above (lg hours). IV.—Rhine,. 
Switzerland, and Italy,” part of above (lj hours). V.—“Various 
Continental Views,” part of above (lg hours). VI. — “Home and 
Foreign Views,” (H hours). VII. — “ Denmark,” slides made from 
photos., prints, etc. (1^ hours). Lantern required. 150 to 200 slides. 

Lund, Percy, The Country Press, Bradford. ‘ Choice of the follow¬ 
ing four su bjects (6):—I —“ The Woodlands : Trees as a Study for the 
Sun-Artist.” Illustrated with about sixty examples of the lecturers 
own work. Apparatus—Best Time of Day—Curious Trees —Beauties 
of Trees in L'etail—A Course of Study for the Novice—The Woodlands- 
at Different Seasons—and under varying atmospheric conditions. 
II. — “Nature Poets and Nature Pictures.” Illustrated by about fifty 
original lantern photographs, accompanied by selections from poems 
descriptive and appreciative of Nature. A Comparison between Photo¬ 
graphy and Poetry—Study of Poetic Thought a Valuable Aid to Pic¬ 
torial Expression—Thomson—Gray—Wordsworth—Bryant—Tenny¬ 
son—Extracts from Nature Poets, illustrated by Photographs. Ill — 
“ The Field Days of a Sun Artist.” With about seventy lantern pic¬ 
tures. How to Enjoy Sketching with the Camera—Where to Go— 
Hints on Apparatus—Mistakes of the Amateur Photographer—Wasted 
Opportunities—Reminiscences of Field Days—Among the Mountains 
— In Flat Countries—Among the Trees—Rustic Models—Etc. IV 
“ The Story of a Streamlet.” With about sixty lantern pictures. A 
Pictorial and Descriptive Record of the life of a Mountain Streamlet, 
from its source through varying scenes, to its outlet in the ocean, with 
photographic and poetic notes. The Spring—The Mountain Tarn— 
Moss-hags—Over the Granite— “ The Place of its Steep Descent' 
Cataract—“ Here Smoking and Frothing”-—Pastoral Scenes—Alluvial 
Flat—“ Dead Man’s Pool —Orchards—Stepping Stones—The "V illage 
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Church—Chain of Lakes—Homes of Notable People—The Great Lake 
—“To Join the Brimming River”—The Mill—Tidal Limits-—The Sea. 

Lygo, J. Hudson, 16, Parker’s Road, Broomhill, Sheffield. Demon¬ 
stration—Elementary Carbon, for beginners.”-—(2) Small gas stove 
and dishes required. 

Mackay, Robert, 69, Albion Street, Leeds. “ Bells, and Bell 
Lore.”—(3) With lantern slides illustrating quaint and curious bells 
and bell inscriptions. 

Margerison, Samuel, Calverley, near Leeds. “ What we see in an 
old Church.”—(4) Description, with lantern illustrations, from a wide 
area, of the ecclesiological and architectural features of our village 
churches. The slides include photographs of many of the rarer objects 
of interest met with in ancient .churches. Lantern required. About 
90 slides. 

Newstead, P. E., EccleshiTI, Bradford. Choice of the following 
two subjects (4) :—I.—“The Light Side.” Illustrated readings from a 
selection of my humorous writings. Lantern required. II.—-“Flash- 
light Work.” Good and Bad Flash-light Work—Examples in the 
Lantern—Demonstration—What Developer to use, etc. Lantern re¬ 
quired. 

Saunders, J. V., M.A., Hymers College, Hull. “Knightly Effigies 
and.How to Photograph Them.”—(2) Historical Sketch of a, knight’s 
equipment, with illustrations. Points to be noted and photographed. 
Photographic notes on subjects shown. ‘Lantern required. About 30 
slides. 

Shaw, H. Dixon, F. C.S., B.Sc.Bond Street, Dewsbury. Choice 
of the following four subjects (4) :■—I.A-“ Some Experiences in Africa 
with the Yeomanry.” Lantern required. 150 slides. II.—“Bromide 
Enlarging.”—Practical demonstration. III.—“ Intensification and Re¬ 
duction.”—Practical demonstration, on both plates and papers. IV.— 
“Gold Toning, with the Alkali Salts.” Dishes, etc., required for 
II., III., and IV. 

Sheard, Percy, White Lea, Birstall, near Leeds. Choice of the 
following three subjects (4) :—I.—“ Cairo to the First Cataract.” 
Lantern required. 90 slides. JI.—“ Decorative Photogaphy.” Photo¬ 
graphic application to the embellishment of every-day furniture. Sug¬ 
gestions only, of a non-techmcal character. Lantern required. 20 
slides. III.—“The Alteration or Improvement of Negatives.” Brief 
indications of simple methods, resulting from personal experience. 
Illustrated by examples in various stages. 

Skilbeck, J., 29, Delph Mount, Leeds. “ Platinotype,” Hot, Cold, 
and Brush Development—with Glycerine.—(4) Small gas stove and 
three whole plate (or larger) dishes required. 

Skirrow, J., 9, Cecil Avenue1, Bradford. “A Visit to the Fiords 
of Norway.”-—(2) Lantern required. 80 slides. 

Stockdale, R., M.A., 17, Mount Preston, Leeds. “Carbon Process 
Demonstration.”—(3) An elementary demonstration of the working 
of the Carbon Process. Sensitising, developing, single and double 
transfer. Few dishes and hot water required. 

Thistlethwaite, Geo., Linton House, Fairweather Green, Brad¬ 
ford. Choice of the following three subjects (4):—I.—“Lakeland, 
with Cycle and Camera.” II.—“ Wen.sleydale—an Inexnensive Tour 
with Cycle and Camera.” III.—“ 1,000 Miles in Wharfdale, with 
Cycle, Motor Car, and Camera.” Humorous account of how we dis¬ 
covered these parts. Lantern required. About 100 slides each. 

Thomas, C., 4, Brighton Grove, Pellon Lane, Halifax (not eligible 
on Friday evenings). “The Carbon Process.”—(2) Short History- 
Development of Prints—Sensitising, etc. 

Whiteley, Mrs. G. W., Park View, Trinity Street, Huddersfield. 
“A Tour in the Mediterranean, by two Ladies.”—(2) Slides by Mrs. 
H. G. Brierley. Lantern required. 60 slides 

London and Provincial Photographic Association.—On June 12th the 
meeting will be open to any member who has anything of interest to 
bring forward, and on June 19th Mr. A. L. Henderson will show a series 
of lantern views, illustrating his recent visit to Portugal. Visitors are 
always welcome at the meetings. 

Mr. John H. Avery writes us as follows from Fez, Morocco:—“ Just a 
few lines to let you know where I am. Once more I am back in the 
land of the great African Sultan, and I am having a real good time. 
The large dark-rooms are being built in the Palace, and, when finished, 
the Sultan will be able to photograph. He was very pleased 
to see me again, and goodness knows when I shall return; 
but it may be soon: one never knows exactly what a Sultan is going 
to do, or when he is going to do it. The natives do not take kindly 
to the camera; in fact, it is almost impossible to use it in Old Fez 
without causing trouble. The Palace is very fine, not a bit like the one 
at Marrakesh. In the ground we all play cricket, that being the sport 
at present in favour, and I am fast becoming a great player. Being 
on the Sultan’s side, I am saved the trouble of batting; he very kindly 
bats for the whole side, and he rests whilst the other side take their 
innings. It is jolly hot here now. To-day it is 94deg. in the shade, 

. and I understand it will soon go up to llOdeg. in the shade. Then I 
become very tired.” 

LANTERN SLIDES OF VOLCANOES. 

With reference to the recent remarks in our pages on the subject 
of volcano photography, Messrs. Newton and Co., of 3, Fleet Street, 
London, E.C., draw our attention to the following set of volcano 
lantern slides which appears in their catalogue. The set of slides is 
made from direct negatives taken by Professor H. J. Johnston-Lavis, 
Professor of Vulcanology in the University of Naples —1. Lava 
Streams of V esuvius, 1886, in the Val d’ Inferno, from the top of the 
great cone. 2. Hollow Dyke (the first described, and the formation, 
of which was followed), Eruption of May 2nd, 1885. Vesuvius. 3. 
New Lava crusted over, but flowing beneath with numerous spiracles 
over its surface. June 15th, 1891. Vesuvius. 4. Details of Spiracles 
of No. 3. 5. Somma and Vesuvius, as seen from the East from Ter- 
zigno. 1887. 6. Some distance above main bifurcation of Val. Von 
Buch. 7. Upper termination of the Vallone between 450 m. ana 750 m. 
contour line. 8. End of Vallone di Pollena at the ridge of Somma, 
looking across the Atrio del Cavallo to Vesuvius. 9. A Crusted-in 
Lava Tunnel, containing flowing lava. Openings in top of arch give 
exit to vapour. Feb. 6th, 1836. 10. Cone-forming stage with ejections 
of lava cakes. Shows influence of wind in making cone asymmetrical. 
Cone of Eruption of Vesuvius. Jan., 1889. " 11. Cone-forming stage 
with ejection of lava cakes. Cone of Eruption of Vesuvius, 1889. 12. 
Cone of Eruption of Vesuvius in cone-forming stage, with ejection of 
lava cakes. Autumn of 1883. Vesuvius. 13. Cone of Eruption of. 
Vesuvius in cone-forming stage, ejection of lava cakes. Spring of 1888. 
14. Cone of Eruption at its maximum development at the end of April, 
1889, as seen from the edge of 1872 crater, and looking towards the 
N.E. 15. Eruptive Cone of Vesuvius, as seen from the edge of the 
1872 crater, looking towards the E. 16. Cone of Eruption of Vesu¬ 
vius, from the edge of the 1872 crater, and looking towards the E. 
16 New Bifurcate Crater, looking across both in their axis towards 
E.S.E. The more distant one only is active at intervals of several 
minutes with ejection of dust, sand, lapilli, and blocks of old lava 
rock. Vesuvius, Aug. 7th, 1886; between explosions. 18. Vesuvius 
with snow cap. Seen from Castel del Uovo. Naples. 19. Cone of 
Eruption in full perfection at the end of April, 1889, as seen from 
the edge of the 1892 crater, and looking towards the N.E. 20. Cone 
of Eruption of Vesuvius, as seen from the edge of the 1872 crater, 
looking towards due E. 21. Earthquake Phenomena, Earthquake of 
Ischia, 1883. Gateway on N. side of the island, showing rotation of 
both cap stones in same direction. 22. Rotation after .fracture of one 
Column, and fall of the fellow one. Earthquake of Ischia, 1881. At 
Casamicciola. 23. Monte Epomeo Ischia, with two landslips, caused 
by earthquake of 1883, as seen from Mezzavia. 24. Ruins of a Volcanic 
Region. Pumice, tuff, and rhyolite dykes. Island of Ponza, looking 
towards N., from just below Campo Inglese, Zannone in the distance. 
25. Columnar Trachyte. Finest example known. Looking towards 
E. from north end of the I. of Palmarola, Ponza group. 26. Monte 
Nuovo) formed in two days in 1538) with half of the Lake Avernus and 
Temple of Apollo, from the northern cliff of Avernus. 27. Lake 
Lucrinus, Monte Nuovo, Monte Barbaro-Cervara, as seen looking to 
the N.E., from above the Stufe di Nerone. 28. Monte Barbaro, the 
Starza foreshore of Armstrong’s Works, built thereon at Pozznoli, au 
seen from the top of the great shear legs. 29. Part of the Starza with 
the great Trachyte Streams of Monte Olibano, as seen from near 
the Hotel, G. Bertagne. Pozzuoli. 30. Weathering of volcanic tuff 
by saline solutions (sea water). II Fungo, Lacco Ameno, Ischia, 31. 
Globular Basalt. Aci Gastello, Sicily. 32. Columnar Dolerite. Grotto 
della Palombo, Etna (near Acireale). 33. Mr. Narlian’s Villa, in 1887, 
that was bombarded with volcanic projectiles from the crater of 
Vulcano (the cone of which is seen beside the house less than a kilo¬ 
metre distant). August 3rd-4th, 1888. 34. Summit of the Island of 
Stromboli, with the smoking crater at one side, at the upper end of 
Lo Sciarra, 1887. June. 35. Summit of the Island of Stromboli, with 
the crater at one side at the moment of an explosion of lava cakes. 
Sept., 1889; two years after. 36. Interior of crater of Vulcano, seen 
from N.W. edge on September 21st, 1889; commencement of an ex¬ 
plosion. 37. Another explosion In a less early stage. 58. Same ex¬ 
plosion as Last—about 30 seconds later. 39. Explosion from Vulcano 
as seen from steamer on rts way to Messina, at sunset of September 23, 
1889. 40. Panorama of the island of Vulcano, as seen from the Mte. 
della Guardia Lipari, in 1887. 41. Mud spring. Krisuvik. Iceland. 
42. Boiling water spring, Krisuvik, Iceland. 43. The 
Almanagja rift, or line of collapse, of the crust of the lava 
lake of Thingvalla. 44. Looking south over the collapsed and drifted 
crust of the Thingvalla lava lake, with the water lake and volcanic 
islands beyond. View from the Logberg in the sight of the old Parlia¬ 
ment of Iceland. 45. The Myrdals Glacier, Avitli terminal moraine and 
snow-field of the Myrdals Jokull, Iceland. c6. Old submarine basalt 
cone cut into natural archway at Dyrholaey (Portland), S. Iceland. 
47. A bird mound on the Skalm lava, S. Iceland. 48. Broken cone 
and lava field of the W. Skaptar Stream, Iceland. 49. A breached 
scoria cone that gave issue to a flood of lava. Skaptur, W. Stream, 
Iceland. 50. Arrangements of scoria cones on great W. dyke of the 
Skaptur eruption. Lava field on either side. 51. Row of minute 
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cones joining two large ones along the W. dyke of the Skaptur erup¬ 
tion. 52. Panorama of lava fields of the Skaptar. 53. Skaptar lava 
fields with conical hills (pointed and truncated in the distance). 54. 
Fire and water. The Skaptadalr filled with lava, the Skaptar river 
meandering over surface. 55. View towards the three great Southern 
Jokulls from the Solfatara, near Ofceruhofdi on the Fjallabaksvegr- 
sydri. Typical Icelandic scenery. 56. Corded lava—foot of Hecla. 
57. Columnar (radiating) basalt in Hruni. 58. Perched rocks on the 
Almanagja rift. 59. Rift. The Stapagja with snow at bottom. 60. 
Same taken from the interior. 61. Globular basalt. Cape Reykjanes. 
62. Dolerite lava, with structure etched out by natural sand blast. 
Road from Reykjanes to Stadr. 63. Blob cone-spiracle on lava close 
to main road near Olafskard. 64. Rocher du St. Michael La Puy, 
Central France. An old tuff-choked volcanic neck denuded. 65. Puy 

■de la Vache (Auvergne). Breached cone (typical)'. 66. Ditto-, with 
another neighbouring cone. 67. Typical trachyte dome of the world, 
Le Puy Sarconi, Auvergne. 68. Sue de Monac, near St. Julienj dfr 
Chapleuil. Typical denuded columnar trachyte cone. 69. Very long* 
Basalt Columns, Les Orgues d’Espaly Le Puy. 

-+- 

CORONATION PHOTOGRAPHY. 

In a letter to The “Times,” Mr. J. Bentall Endean makes the follow¬ 
ing suggestions :—Of the many millions of His Majesty’s loyal sub¬ 
jects, few will be privileged to be witnesses to the Coronation in West¬ 
minster Abbey, and but comparatively few to be spectators of the 
State pageants. If it be possible for large photographs to be taken 
officially by State servants of the actual ceremonies in the Abbey 
during their performance, will His Majesty graciously give his consent 
and command for this to be done? Vast numbers would thus be 
enabled to realise something of the dignity and grandeur of the crown¬ 
ing of our Kings, and with satisfaction to gaze on the facts thus visibly 
recorded, with mechanical veracity that none can impeach. Is it 
possible for an electric, automatic,revolving, recording, photographic 
apparatus—or more than one—to be so placed in Westminster Abbey 
that it shall automatically record the Coronation ceremony duiing its* 
progress and in its entirety? Further, w'ere the photographing of the 
processions and the crowds to be taken in hand systematically, by an 
organised band of photographers, with cameras of equal field, the 
operators being so placed along the routes that the fields shall align 
and the photographs be truly consecutive and in equal perspective, 
these would form Imperial historic pictures. Each side of the routes 
might be so photographed, and the pictures thus obtained would furnish 
future Britons with precise pictorial details of Court and popular life, 
manners, and costumes at the time of the Coronation of His Majesty 
King Edward VII. I see no difficulty in the scientific carrying out of 
these suggestions. I believe the time will come when the electric pencil 
of the artist in London will cause simultaneously another pencil to 
trace the identical sketch in New York, or in any other place wherewith 
-electric communication exists. 

•-,-4- 

Dew Books, 
“ Ausfuhrliches Handbucli der Pholographie.” Die Grundlage der Photo¬ 

graphic mit Gelatine-Emulsionen. Wilhelm Knapp, Halle a/S. 

This volume of Dr. Eder’s valuable handbook will appeal to a con¬ 
siderable number of English readers, as it deals with the basis of pho¬ 
tography with gelatine emulsions. Twenty to thirty years ago the study 
of gelatine emulsions was pursued in this country with great assiduity 
by a number of expert photographers, and some of these now stand at 
the head of our most important dry-plate factories. The influence of 
their work in the production of the highly sensitive plates of the present 
day may be traced throughout this volume. In the historical introduc¬ 
tion the use of gelatine as a medium is traced back to Poitevin in 1850, 
who added iodide of potassium tc a solution of gelatine and sensitised the 
film in a silver bath. Hadow described a similar process in the Journal 
of the Photographic Society in 1851, but the first mention of an emulsion 
with silver salts in gelatine was by Gaudin, on August 20th, 1853. In 
1861 he gave a more detailed description of his process, which was with 
silver iodide, with excess of silver nitrate, and in September, 1871, R. 
L. Maddox published in the British Journal oi? Photography his note 
on the preparation of a gelatino-bromide emulsion. The work of the men 
who improved the process is described, and it will be seen what an im¬ 
portant part many English photographers contributed to it. The volume 
deals very comprehensively with the properties of the various compounds 
of silver with the haloids and ammonia, the characteristics of gelatine 
and the selection of suitable varieties, the nature of the latent image, the, 
preparation of emulsions and the influence of various substances upon 
them, the preparation of orthochromatic emulsions and their sensitisation 
for various parts of the spectrum. Dr. Eder’s treatise on the sensitometry 
of photographic plates is also included in the volume. 

“ Clouds and W^athecSigire/’ By Commander D. Wilson-Barker, R N.R. 
Illustrated by Gtfpid* Photographs. 32 pp. Price, Is. London 
Office of “ Knov^ed^e,'J.;326, High Holborn. W.C. 

Commander Wilson-BaShrr in the preface to his book, says:—“The 
object of this short noti* of'*Ciouds is to attract attention to a much 
neglected study. The unquestumanle beauty and variety of cloud forms 
make them .worthy of .iwtl^est ,and‘ observation for their own sakes; 
but their study is also ejt. g^eat utilitarian value. The clouds exi l 
enormous influence in the j^kfice of weather forecasting, to which, indeed, 
they may be pa&d to fumnifc the key, and they may have more to do 
with the health and comf^tW6f individuals than we suppose. Of late 
years, cloud observers haVQ'made increasing use of photography; by its 
means all fornxsVand types <4f cloud are repioduced. It may be well to 
warn amateurs' ofi the special difficulties encountered in cloud photo¬ 
graphy ; m early Avor&bf*this’kind many failures are almost sure to result. 
I would suggest thh use of the slowest ptaTds procurable, " mechanical"’ 
or “process” by preference; developing should be slow at first, finishing 
off with a more powerful* developeb. Polarising apparatus and screens 
are a great help in cloua photography, but they are not universally 
available, and the amateur will do well to try his luck with the simplest 
apparatus to hand.” 

The book may be best described as a study of cloud-forms, illustrated 
by some very beautiful photographs; beyond*the few hints given in th< 
quoted preface the author says nothing about the photographic aspects 
of his subject, and for this we tender him our thanks. Writers of text¬ 
books on special subjects’ to which photography may be allied are far 
too prone to dilute their chapters with glaring puffery and the reiterated 
twaddle of the shilling handbook. Commander Wilson-Barker is guilty 
of none of these shocking things. He quietly takes us into a little world 
of observation and study that has been penetrated, by but few, and 
points out to us, in clear language, the significances -fff tho constantly- 
changing masses of vapour hanging in the .“airy blue.” The book must 
interest all; and those whose daily lot is governed to any extent by 
meteorological influences should have it at hand for reference. 

Messrs. Marion and Co., Ltd., 22 and 23,’ Soho Square, London, W., 
are issuing the “ Russett ” series of p'ostcards sensitised with a “ self- 
toning ” compound. After being printed out by contact in the ordinary 
way, the picture is fixed in a weak solution of hypo, and an image con¬ 
sisting of a brown deposit is the result- For use with the postcards 
Messrs. Marion also issue specially cut masks and discs in S variety of 
shapes. Postcard photography is becoming increasingly popular, and 
we welcome these introductions of Messrs. Marion and Co. as tending to 
simplify the hobby and increase the volume of innocent pleasure which 
photography is so capable of producing. 

-—4-^- 

Dew Apparatus, $c. 
Solaraxe. Sold by Fuerst Bros., 17, Philpot Lane, E.C. 

From Messrs. Fuerst Bros, we have received a sample of their patented 
anti-halation backing, which they have named “ Solaraxe.” It is a red 
solution that may be applied either with a brush or by flowing it over 
the back of the plate in the same way as collodion or varnish is applied. 
The latter is the quicker way. The solution, in which, evidently, ether 
is the solvent, drys in a minute or so, and gives a matt surface, which, 
when examined from the glass side—when it is applied to plain glass— 
seems to have as nearly as possible the same refractive index as the glass 
itself, so that it should be a perfect protection against halation. We 
found that when the.coating was wetted under a gentle stream from the 
tap, without wetting the gelatine film, the coating could be easily removed. 
This new backing should prove a great convenience to photographers. 

The New Goerz Lenses.—Manufactured and sold by C. P. Goerz, Hol- 
born Circus, London, E.C. 

Mr. C. P. Goerz, of Berlin, has submitted to us through 
hist London Agency specimens^ of three new lenses of recent 
introduction. Perhaps the most remarkable of these is the Hypergon 
Double Anastigmat, Series X, f/22. Its chief characteristic is the ex¬ 
tremely wide angle of its’,covering' power, which, approximates to 135deg. 
The surface the lens will cover is not readily appreciated when expressed 
in this form, but by comparison of the focus with the diagonal of the 
plate upon which it may be used, the performance of the lens is remark¬ 
able. The speciffieu before hiS is of 3in. focus, and it is listed to cover 
at f/31 a plate 8iin. by lOgin. The diagonal of the picture is 13gin., or 

times the length of the' focus of the lens. This result is obtained by 
very simple means. The lens is'not achromatised, being composed of 
two hemispherical Ymiscus elements. Spherical aberration is corrected 
by means of a small stop, and the operator, after focussing, must either 
make the adjustment for the actinic focus by racking in the lens 1;50 
part of its focal length, or by using a smaller stop for the exposure. 
With a lens of such extremely wide angle the illumination is necesarily . 
reduced considerably at the margin of the plate, but the difficulty is met 
by a very ingenious adaptation of the old star stop. A wheel in the 
form of a star is attached to a hinge, so that it may be placed in front of 
the lens as occasion may require. The wheel is driven by pressure of an 
mdiarubber ball, which projects a stream of air through a fine tube 
against the vanes of the wheel or star-stop. This obstructs the light 
which otherwise would fall upon the centre of the plate. It follows 
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lhat the exposure must he considerably in excess of that required for the 
normal aperture of the lens. In an article by Herr Emil von Hoegh, 
which appeared in the “ Archiv fur Wissenschaftliche Photographie,” in 
April, 1900, this lens appears to be foreshadowed, for he draws attention 
to the possibility of eliminating astigmatism in a doublet composed of 
two single meniscus lenses for a field of 60deg. It was a revival of an 
old idea, and the present lens is a practical expression of it. We have 
tried the lens, and obtained very good results. For architectural subjects 
at very close quarters it should be of great value, but it must be borne 
m mind that the perspective of such a lens, when used for the full extent 
of its covering power, must inevitably appear abnormal. The lens of 
greatest angle which we have hitherto used covers a circle 24 times as 
wide as the focus of the lens. With the Hypergon this diameter is 
approximately doubled, which is a remarkable achievement. 

Of still more recent introduction are the Goerz Double Anastigmats, 
type B, Series lb, and Series lc. The two series resemble each other in 

£ e6S^eC^S excePting aperture, the Series lb being of twice the rapidity 
of Series lc, but from this it must not be inferred that Series lc is a 
slow lens, for the aperture is f/6.3. The lenses of this type are of 
symmetrical construction, being formed of two components, each con¬ 
sisting of a double convex and a double concave lens, with an inter¬ 
mediate air-space. The outward appearance of the lenses immediately 
attract the eye by compactness and excellence of finish. The specimens 
submitted to us are each of 150mm. or 5|in. focus, but although the 
mount of the more rapid lens (which works at f/4.8) has a diameter of 
25m-5 its length is but lgin. The advantage in equal illumination of 
the plate by bringing the components so close to each other is consider¬ 
able. Upon trial of both the lenses we find the claim that they will 
sharply cover at full aperture 4in. by 5|in., and with small stops 4fin. 
by 64;in., fully substantiated; in fact, with small stops we find these sizes 
exceeded. The quality of the image is excellent, both in respect of 
[definition and plasticity. The more rapid series should be of especial 
value to professional photographers for portraiture, and its flatness of 
field will be found a great recommendation for its use in the optical 
lantern, and for enlarging and copying. It is claimed that the quality 
A its apochromatic yorection specially adapts the lens for three-colour 
work in portraiture and landscape photography, as the great rapidity 
. phe lens brings the exposure, with the red screen, within reasonable 
units for such purposes. The Series lc, with aperture f/6.3, has been 
specially constructed to meet the demand for a modern lens at a moderate 
nice, but although these lenses are slightly more rapid than the well- 
mown f/o.8 series the latter will still remain a favourite for purposes 
vhere great covering power is requisite. 

to use glass plates whenever desired. The Ensign, Model C, is another 
orm of folding camera, taking pictures on films 5 by 4 size, or on plates 

by e'.... h® camera is fitted with rising front, R.R. lens, rack and 
pinion, brilliant finder, and shutter working between the lenses. 

Messrs Houghton also send us a sample of the “Ensign” Roll-Film 
Daylight-Loading Cartridge. The “ Ensign ” films are made for them by 
Mr. Austin Edwards and are coated with his “ Double Instantaneous ” 

mulsion. The spools are made in both six and twelve exposures, and 
in sizes suitable for all roll-film cameras. We have made a practical trial of 
the Ensign film m the camera, and have pleasure in testifying to its 
good qualities. It is clean and quick, yields vigorous images in develop- 
ment, and is altogether an admiraole pellicular negative medium. 

The Crystalate dish is also among Messrs. Houghton’s recent intro- 
ductions. This is a light but strongly-made vessel, having the appearance 
of .ebony. It is handy and pleasant to use, and appears to be impervious 
to the developing solutions. 

Phe Scout and Ensign Cameras Sold by George Houghton and Sons 
oo and 89, High Holborn, London, W.C. 

From Messrs. Houghton we have received brief descriptive particulars 
f their three latest introductions m daylight-loading, roll-film, hand 

nneras. The general characteristics of the instruments will be apparent 
■ om the illustrationsThe No. 2 Scout is on the lines of the Scout 
io. 1, but takes a picture 34 by 24, and is fitted with two view.-finders 
nd three stops. Either six or twelve exposure films can be used in this 
imera. The Ensign, Model B, is similar in apearance to the Model A 
insign, but has the advantage of a rising and folding front for both 
orizontal and vertical pictures. Messrs. Houghton are supplying it. 

ted with Goerz, Cooke, Dallmeyer Stigmatic, Beck-Steinheil, and 
her lenses. A plate-adapter can be supplied, thus enabling the owner 

The Birmingham Photographic Company, Criterion Works, Stechford, 
near Birmingham, send us samples of their dark-room pin. Formerly this 
was made of brass; now a non-rusting wire, which is stronger and gives 
a better point, is employed for it. A box of eighteen of these pins may 
be had for sixpence. They are of convenient shape, and answer the pur¬ 
pose admirably. 

The “Bos” Sensitised Albumen Paper. Sold by H. E. Bullen, wholesale 
photographic dealer, 17, Thornecombe Road, East Dulwich, London. 
S.E. 

Albumen paper, like threatened men and other institutions, lives Ion? : 
and here is Mr. Bullen, apparently firm in the faith that this beautiful 
printing surface will always find a warm place in the affections of pro¬ 
fessional photographers. And no wonder, for the ease of manipulation, 
the physical nature of the surface, and the depth, richness, and beautv 
of the toned image in albumen printing strongly appeal to the economical 
instincts of the practical worker, and invariably please his patrons. Mr. 
Bullen sends us three vqry beautiful specimen prints on the new paper. 
In a surface print we could not possibly have better examples of richness, 
evenness, and delicacy of tone. The prints are made from negatives bv 
Mr. George Hana—a master of dainty effects in chic feminine portraiture 

and to judge by the quality of the specimens, the “ Bos ” albumen 
paper has a future before it. Nowadays formulae for the toning of 
albumen prints so seldom appear in these pages that we make no apology 
for appending the instructions for the “Bos” papers:—Wash prints 
thoroughly before toning, to release all free silver. This is very im¬ 
portant, especially when the borax or acetate baths are used. The fol¬ 
lowing baths have been found most suitable:—Acetate Bath (for sepia or 
purple tones).—Chloride of gold, 1 grain: acetate of soda. 30 grains: 
water, 8oz. Add loz. kaolin, which should remain undissolved at the 
bottom of the bottle. This bath should not be used until twenty-four 
hours after making up. Will keep for a considerable time. Replenish 
with the following:—Chloride of gold, 15 grains; acetate of soda, loz.: 
water, 15oz. Borax Bath (for purple blue tones).—Chloride of gold. 
2 grains; borax, 90 grains; water, 15oz. Dissolve borax separately in 
loz. of hot water, then add remainder of cold water, and finally the gold 
chloride. This bath will not keep for longer than an hour. 'The hypo 
bath should be as follows:—Hyposulphite of soda- (best), lOoz. : water, 
lOOoz. (5 pints). It is essential that these quantities should be accurate, 
as too strong a bath produces blisters, while too weak a batli causes 
partial fixation. It is also important that the temperature of this bath 
and all other solutions should be kept at about 70deg. Fahv. After 
fixing, and prior to the final washing, transfer prints to the following 
salt bath:—Common salt, 8oz.: water, 160oz. (1 gallon) 

In a, note to photographers, Mr. Bullen says:—“Mr. Joslin, the expert 
manufacturer of "Bos sensitised paper, after ten years’ experience and 
experiment, has succeeded in solving all difficulties in producing a perfect 
sensitised paper; and I feel sure that many will be re-converted to the us 
of what must be admitted to be the superior medium, now that they 
can rely on obtaining it in perfect condition and with the minimum of 
trouble. 
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meetings or Societies* 
•-♦- 

MEETINGS OF SOCIETIES FOR NEXT WEEK 

June Name of Society. Subject. 

14 .. 

West London Photographic 

Birmingham Photographic. 

Leatherhead. 
1A Half-day Excursion to Westwood 
J Park and Ombersley, by Mr. Harry 
( Goode. 

Excursion to Bromboro’. 
Burnham Beeches. 

/ Ramble to Bakewell (for Haddon Hall). 
\ Leader, Mr. Thomas E. Kershaw. 
( Some Details of Carbon Work. Chas. 
I Beadle. 
Monthly Outings Competition. 
Nomination of Officers, &c. 
Last Evening of the Session. 

14. 
Brentford Photographic. 

Ashton-under-Lyne Photo....... 

North Middlesex Photographic 

14. 

14 . 

18. 

15 . 
19. 
19. 

CAMERA CLUB. 

rw rri11]rsr-iav the 5th inst., Mr. H. C. Richards, K.C., M.P., addressed 
^ ri^ n/thp subiect of “Old London,” the chair being taken by his 
Grace1 the Duke of Newcastle, who opened the proceedings with a few 
well-chosen words with regard to Britain’s wonderful metropolis. He saic 
that there was nowhere in the world a city so interesting, unless it was 
Paris and just at this time, when we were making preparations for a 
areat’ national event, the City of London had become the cynosure of 
the Empire and its Colonies. Old London was rapidly disappearing, and 
howeve? we might reject this from an antiquarian point of view, the 
change was inevitable and was brought about by ^mus^ causes, th 

forward to the lecture with great pleasure. 
Mr. Richards then began his lecture by saying that London had ever 

had a fascinating interest for him. He was a true Cockney, m that 
was born within the sound of Bow bells and, as a young man, spen 
manv a pleasant Sunday in exploring the byeways of, thfVi ‘ 
it was not Englishmen who troubled themselves much about Old London, 
but the Americans were never tired of looking up its antiquities. H 
friend, the Yicar of St. Helens, Bishopsgate had told him how as many 
as 300 persons would be shown over that old church m one day. They 
were aU Americans; speaking the American language. The very street- 
names of were full of interest, as might be seen by a reference 
to a lecture by Dean Stanley as long ago as 1851). 

The lights were then lowered, and the first picture, a woodcut of 
London Stone, was thrown on the screen. This, probably the oldest relic 
of London as it was in Roman times, was a miliarum, or milestone, from 
which the three great Roman roads radiated. It represented about 1,800 
rears of London’s history. Anyone standing at the private entrance to 
the Mansion House would be on the site of the old R°maai Citadel, by 
which ran the stream known as the Wallbrook, i.e., the brook by the 
will There was no place in the world where the traffic was so grea 
aspast the MjinsiorT House, London, and this spot could fairly bo called 

the hub of the universe.” 
The lecturer next dealt with Saxon London, and pointed out that the 

Saxons did not care for walled cities, and spread themselves out amng 
the river-side. We could trace them wherever the word hithe 
occurred- thus Greenhithe and Rotherhithe were both places of Saxon 
origin St. Botolph was special patron of the city gates, and there were 
four city churches dedicated to him. Next were shown woodcuts of 
Roman remains, such as locks and keys, and some A’ .,' ‘ a 
the lecturer an opportunity for one of his frequent sallies Is this 

■dagger that 1 see before me, ’ as Bacon remarks. 
London in the thirteenth century had no fewer than 400 churches, and 

Uf's-mt thinks that they were founded, not because of the exceptional 
piety of the citizens, but more probably as propitiatory offerings, dictated 
by a fear of the plague. In the fourteenth century one-third of the 
population of London was swept away by pestilence, a far worse visitation 
thin that of 1665, which had been so much written Next were 
shown two of the earliest known maps of the City of London, ihere 
was an earlier one, which for a long time was kept at Seville but some¬ 
one stole it, and it has never been seen since. The lecturer hoped that 
it would be somo day returned to its lawful owners, a"d™°uld 
for the benefit of the various public libraries— Honesty is the best 
noliev ” a friend of his had remarked, adding I have tried them both. 

Cheanside embraced the history of London for 1,000 years. (Various 
pictures from old prints were shown here, exhibiting the overhanging 
houses so common at one time in London.) The origin of lauies bem^ 
<dven the inside of the pavement might be traced to the custom in Old 
London of throwing refuse from the top windows into the roadway 
Ci. to the year 1734 each house bore a sign, such as The Bible, ihe 
[>jrr and Whistle,” etc.; then numbering began, and ultimately became 
universal. Pictures of the old Royal Exchange and Westminster House 
brought in references to the State trials and the present Houses of Par 
I lament when', at Coronation time, the lecturer said, he should have the 
privilege of getting a shilling lunch fer five shillings. Wrens plan for 

rebuilding London after the fire of 1666 was shown, and it was curious 
to reflect that two of the changes which he recommended were only 
adopted in our own day, namoly, Holborn Viaduct and th- dy.a 
Embankment. 

London Bridge and the Church of St. Saviour next came under review, 
and a mention of the waterwheels erected by a worthy Dutchman fol 
supplying the City with water gave opportunity for a few jocular remarks 

tn the Dutch in South Africa. Pictures followed of Old St. lauls, 
Bow Church, Cornhill, Temple Church, St. Thomas’s Hospital, etc. All 
these afforded opportunity for jokes about the London County Council 
and various modern institutions. The misplacing of the slides, some 
being shown wrong side before, and others upside down, as well as th it 
very poor quality, also gave rise to much hilarity 

The discussion was opened, in an unexpected and informal manner, by 
Mr Lyon, who spoke from the lantern-platform, where he “*0. the 
somewhat unthankful task of showing the pictures He said that although 
the lecturer had described many very interesting spots there were 
certain important spots to which he had given no heed whatever He 
alluded to the “ spots,” or rather want ot * spots, on the lantern slides, 
which had led to so many eccentricities of presentment that evening. 
For these errors he disclaimed responsibility. The slides were so num¬ 
bered that he had to begin at No. 50 and end at No. 1, and the few that 
were spotted were marked in the wrong place If Mr. Richards would 
leave his pictures at the Club, he would get them properly spotted for 
him, so that next time they were shown they would not elicit from the 
frivolous those remarks which they had heard that evening. 

Sir Benjamin Stone said that there was no such thing as Vanishing 
London or Old London. London had, in the nature of things always 
been changing, and it was changing under our eyes to-day. The rough 
illustrations by which the lecture had been illustrated reminded us of 
what a power we had in photography of preservmg the im^es of those 
buildings which were passing away. He recommended the Camera Club 
members to take every opportunity of photographing Bmidoii lor the 
benefit of posterity. Such pictures, fifty years hence, would be highly 

valued. 
Mr. Humphery called attention to the wonderful old staircases and 

other relics of Old London, which might be found by searching Soho and 
other neighbourhoods. 

The discussion was unfortunately cut short by the necessity of the 
lecturer leaving the Club at an earlier hour than lie anticipated, but 
before he left he received a most hearty vote of thanks, which was 
carried with great applause. A few words from the chairman terminated 
the proceedings. 

patent Pews. 
The following abridged description is specially drawn for the British 

Journal of Photography by Messrs. Hughes and Young, patent agents, 
55 and 56, Chancery Lane, London, W.C., who will give advice and 
assistance free to our readers on all patent matters: 

Patent Applications.-No. U,954.-William Brown St, Thomas’s Square, 
Salisbury. “Improvements in carriage and storage ot pno„o- 
graphic negatives on gelatine films. (< 

No 11 983.—August Huck and Ludwig Fischer, Chancery Lane. Pro¬ 
cess for rendering aluminium and its alloys fit for the direct pro 
duction thereon of photographic or other printed P^res. • 

No. 12,046.—Andrew Wollensak, Chancery Lane. Improvements 

photographic shutters." 
No 12 414 —Edmund Legros and William Reginald Winder, Fleet S ree . 

“ An improved method of effecting photographic exposures and 
apparatus therefor.” 

No. 12,419.—Charles Arthur Barrett and Robert 
Lane. “Improvements in apparatus for taking and pioducing 

photographs.” , • 
No. 12,420.—Karl Martin, Strand. “Improvements in photographic 

Gauss objectives.” 

Patents Illustrated.-No. 2,637,-Photography; separating flexible 
cards, etc. Patentees: W. G. Perks, Clanafon, Hayle, and H. b. 
M. Fletcher, Connorton Downs, near Hayle. 

Relates to means for separating photographic films, cards etc^ 
to cameras. The pile of films is pressed forward by a spiral sprmg, tb * P 
of the pile being kept back by a disc mounted on anaxisandt ebot 
bv a spring lever. A notch is cut m the periphery of the disc, ana pa 
of it if there bent back, forming a helical tongue, which enters tw 
the first and second films when the disc is rotated, thus setting 
the film, which springs forward into position. 
No. 2,683.—Photography. Patentee: S. McLaughan, 450, East en 

Street, Los Angeles, California, U.S.A. ^ 
Printing.—Relates to a photo-engraver’s or photo-etcher’s printing- 

frame. The plate to be etched is placed on an elastic bed supp t ^ 
trunnions in the frame. Over this the negative 18 Placed) mhe pressure 
pressed down by the transparent plate of the upper framu- T P d 
is applied to this frame at two trunnions by hooks, which are p 
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dawn by turning ths ec 3 an trie by ni3X-H ofUlia liallle/ ^ 
adjusted to raise or lower the trunnions of the elastic Ik.i1, and the e 
by adjust the pressure of the negative on the plate to be etched. 

No 2 699.—Photo-mechanical printing. Patentees: G. F. Webherniao, 
Burnham Cottage, and G. Holzhausea, 3, Cecil Villas, Cecil 

Road, both in Enlield. 

Relates to an improvement on the Collotype process to render the 
printing surface more permanent, and is applicable to polychrom. 
,riS. A print is taken from a negative on a plate, or the like 

coated first with a mixture of silicate of potash, tannin, and beer, and 
then with a sensitive layer containing gelatine, calcium chloride, 

and bichromates of potash and ammonia. 

cimpanv, gave evidence. He said that among the sixty-one negatives 
sent to London by the plaintiff there were several views which he (witness) 
had never ordered. It was absolutely necessary for him to have the 
views by a certain time, in order that he might show them to hi3 cus¬ 
tomers, but when he paid a visit to Carnarvon and saw plaintiff he found 
that the prints were unfinished ; consequently he had to find prints where 
he could to show his customers. The usual price charged for prints was 
from 53. to ios. Cross-examined : In a letter written to the plaintiff, the 
latter was blamed in part for the delay. Mr. Griffith: Who else do you 
blame? Do you blame Providence ? The Judge : The Clerk of the 
Weather. J. Kinsley, photographer, Carnarvon, said that some of the 
photographs—and he had seen fifty-one—were good and some were bad. 
Cross-examined : He admitted that 75 per cent, were good. The judge, in 
summing up, said that the transaction was not a businesslike one; there was 
a looseness in the way the matter had been carried out, and this might have 
accounted for the difference between the parties. The jury awarded the 

plaintiff £50 damages. 

-^-_ 3 

Commercial $ Cegal Intelligence 
■-♦- 

At the Carnarvon Assizes, on Saturday last, James Leach, photographer, of 

Colwyn Bay, and formerly of Carnarvon, brought an action against the 

Pictorial Stationery Company, London, to recover the sum of ^73 2?. Mr. 

E. J. Griffith, M.P. (instructed by Messrs. Nee and Gordon Roberts, Carnarvon), 

appeared for the plaintiff, and Mr. Ralph Bankes (instructed by Messrs. 

Purchase, London), for the defendants. Mr. Griffith, in opening the case, 

said that the claim was for sixty-two negatives at a guinea apiece. The plaintiff 

also asked for ^10 ios. travelling expenses incurred in taking the photographs. 

This made a total of £75 123. The defendant, however, had paid £2 103., thus 
leaving £73 2s., the amount now claimed. The defendants admitted that there 
was an agreement to supply photographs, but they maintained that the 
plaintiff had not adhered to the agreement. They said that the work of the 
olaintiff was not of the quality they required, that it was not completed in 
-easonable time, that they were entitled to reject what they did not want, 
ind that 103. per photograph, which was the price they paid for 
he five photographs they accepted was sufficient. Counsel read a 
arge number of letters which had passed between the plaintiff and 
lefendants. In these the plaintiff was instructed to take views of 
r’enmaenmawr, summit of Snowdon, Capel Curig, and other places in 
Carnarvonshire, with Colwyn Bay, showing plenty of life. The first 
etter was written by the defendants to the plaintiff on June 20th, igoi. 
I'hey required views of Snowdon and the district. They stipulated tnat 
he work was to be quite equal to specimens enclosed. In the month 
ollowing the plaintiff worked as hard as he could upon the photographs, 
hirty-one of which, up to a certain date in September, had been specially 
rdered by the defendants, though the plaintiff was at liberty to provide 
there. A great deal of expense had been incurred by the plaintiff in 
iking the photographs. In all, he had made thirty-four professional 
isits to different places, and for all this he was only charging £10 ios. 
n December Mr. Keep, the managing director of the defendant company, 
aid a visit to Carnarvon and saw |_the plaintiff at his studio. He took 
way a number of photographs, and not a word of complaint was made ; 
ut in January the plaintiff received a letter stating that the company 
ad accepted five of his photographs, and offered him £2 ios. for all 
le trouble he had taken. James Leach, the plaintiff, gave evidence in 
rpport of counsel’s statement. Witness was severely cross-examined by 
lr. Banki s with reference to certain letters he had written to the defen- 
ants. In one of these he said, “ I have almost given up business in this 
>tten hole (Carnarvon). It is my intention to go to Colwyn Bay, which 

the coming place in Wales, it has been a false step on my part to 
une here, as the people here are certainly the most low, drunken, filthy 
retches in the world, and treacherous beyond any. Why, the Boers are 
)t in it with them.” In another letter he stated that he would do 
first-class work and straightforward dealing, but not the Carnarvon 
aristian style of treatment.” Isaac Slater, photographer, Llandudno, 
id that he had examined the photographs prepared by the plaintiff for 
e defendants, and considered that they were up to the average. If 
: got an order to take a view of the summit of Snowdon he could not 
larantee in what time he could execute the work. A photographer 
ight have to go up many times before he would be successful in taking 
photograph. It was very difficult to take a photograph of some of 
e places mentioned in the letters written to the plaintiff. He (witness) 
d been five times to Capel Curig with the object of taking a photo- 
apb, but each visit was fruitless. John Wickens, photographer, 
ingor, tendered evidence to show that go per cent, of the plaintiff s 
otographs were equal to the specimens which the defendant company 
d sent to the plaintiff. He thought that a guinea per negative was a very 
isonable charge to make. Mr. Ralph Bankes, addressing the jury, for 

'; defence, commented upon the letters which the plaintiff had written 
the defendants denouncing the people of Carnarvon, and said that a 

‘ m who described his neighbours as low, dishonest, and traitors, could 
t be altogether re'ied upon. The plaintiff had never sent the defen- 
ats any proofs of bis photographs, and though it was agreed that the 
otographs should be finished by a definite time, at the end of November 
t one had been delivered. The defendant wished to have the photo- 

j phs by a certain date, but when they were received it was too late, 
- I under the circumstances the defendants were entitled to reject what 
t y did not want. Mr. W. Keep, managing director of the defendant 

l)euB and Poles* 
The Hove Camera Club’s Annual Exhibition will be held 01 November 

27th, 28th, and 2gth. 

NOTICE of Removal,—The Lumiere N. A. C impany. Ltd., give notice 
that on June 16th next they will remove their offices to No. 4, Bloomsbury 
Street, New Oxford Street, Lo ldon, W.C. (near the British Museum), 
where they have secured larger and more commodious premises. To this 
address all letters and communications should be directed on and after 

the above date. 

Patent Office Fees—In the House of Commons, on Monday, in reply 
to Sir J. Leng, Mr. Gerald Balfour said : “ It is not at present in con¬ 
templation to reduce these fees. If the Patent Bill now before the 
House becomes law, a considerable increase in the staff of the office must 
follow, and the work done—which should be of material benefit to the 
inventor—will cause so large an expenditure of money as very greatly to 
reduce the present surplus.” 

The Professional Photographers’ Association.—The following were 
elected members of the Association at the committee meeting on June 
6th:—Chas. E. Speight, The Studio, London Road, Kettering; Lizzie 
Cisivall Smith, Gainsborough Studio, 305, Oxford Street, W. ; George 
Alfred Wyatt, 13, Preston New Road, Blackburn ; F. A. Stafford Johns, 
2413, Grange Road, Birkenhead; Edward James Moorhouse, Central 
Studio, 103, King Street Egremonr, Cheshire ; William Henry Warburton, 
Harris Promenade, Douglas, Isle of Man. 

A correspondent writes :—“ Photographers are warned against a man. 
a German, who speaks French, but little English. He will probably 
seek employment as an operator and retoucher. He has in his posses¬ 
sion a quantity of lenses and a camera (stolen goods), which he is trying 
to dispose of. He has also a number of negatives of stage artists, which 
he would probably use as specimens to obtain employment. He is about 
thirty years of age, slight build, active in movements, black hair, pale 
complexion, very full eyes, bad teeth, sometimes' moustache shaved off. 
Information asked for.” 

An American visitor to London is so impressed with the building of 
the Coronation seats that he is determined to snap-shot them to astonish 
the natives on his return. He says: “The way London builders erect 
a scaffold makes me marvel. I look upon the scaffolds as the most pic¬ 
turesquely fantastical structures London has to show. They are things 
of real beauty to a builder. And, as regards solidity and safety, I have 
seen whole towns built without one structure anything like as thoroughly 
put together as the least secure of London scaffolds. 1 am making a 
collection of snap-shots of the best I see, and I think they will be the 
most interesting photographs I take home.”—“ Invention.” 

The Photographic Club, Anderton’s Hotel, Fleet Street, London, E C — 
The following notice has been issued to members Since the formation of 
the Photographic Club in i87g, scarcely a process, or modification of a process, 
has been allowed to pass witnout being discussed in that sociable and pleasant 
manner which has always characterised its proceedings : conducted, as they 
are, in a way to be interesting both to the elementary and advanced students 
of photography. The Club possesses one of the finest photographic libraries in 
extence ; has a large quantity of useful apparatus ; a choice collection of 
interesting objects, illustrative of the photographic methods of the oast; and 
is in a good position financially. Its meetings are held every Wednesday 
evening, at eight o’clock. Annual subscription, 103. 6d—T. W. Derrington, 
hon. sec. and treasurer, 85, Trinity Road, Wimbledon, S.W.” 

The secretary of the Decimal Association has received the following 
letter from the Association of Trade Protection Societies of the United 
Kingdom:—“4, Bridlesmith Gate, Nottingham, Juie gtb, igoc.—To the 
Secretary, Decimal Association.—Metric System.—Sir,—At the fifty- 
fourth annual meeting of this Association, held at the Hotel Cecil, 
London, on Wednesday, May 14th—the said Association numbering 
eighty-six societies, having in the aggregate about 40,000 members, who 
are merchants, manufacturers, and traders, carrying on business in 
various parts of Great Britain—the following resolution was unanimously 
adopted :—‘ That this meeting is of opinion that the time has now 
arrived when the decimal system of coinage and the metric system of 
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weights and measures should be compulsorily adopted throughout the 
British Empire.' In forwarding this resolution on behalf of the above 
Association, we beg respectfully to urge the great importance of this 
question, especially important in view of our commercial relationship 
with foreign countries who use the decimal system.—We are, Sir, yours 
obediently, George M. Chamberlain, president; Robt. Mellors, secre¬ 
tary.” 

Correspondence. 
%* Correspondents should never write on both sides of the paper. No 

notice is taken of communications unless the names and addresses ot 

the writers are given. 

%* We do not undertake responsibility for the opinions expressed by our 

correspondents. 
-♦- 

KODAK, LIMITED, v. COLUMBIA OPTICAL AND 

CAMERA COMPANY. 

To the Editors. 

Gentlemen,—Our attention is called to the report of this case in 
which the judgment is recorded against us. We have no wish to dis¬ 
pute the ruling of the Court, but think that the photographic public, 
who know us well, and even Kodak themselves, now that the case is 
over, will acquit us of any intention of wilfully attempting to pass off 
our “Columbia Film,” a paper-backed stripping film, for the Kodak 
celluloid film. We cannot dispute the judgment, and are only asking 
you to enable us to correct the inference to be drawn from it. The 
negligence of the manufacturers of our film in having used a few (only) 
old Kodak spools for winding the films has led us into this trouble and 
expense. The film is marked “Columbia Film,” the cases are marked 
“Columbia Film,” and they are catalogued, ordered, and invoiced as 
“ Columbia Films.” Having said thus much, we are quite content to 
leave the matter to the judgment of the trade and the public as to our 
real culpability in this matter.—Yours truly, 

F. E. Buckland. 

The Columbia Optical and Camera Company, 42, Goswell Road 
(near Aldersgate Street Station, Metropolitan Railwav), London 
E.C. 

June 7th, 1902. 

“BIBBY’S QUARTERLY” AND THE PHOTOGRAPHIC 

PROFESSION. 

To the Editors. 

Gentlemen,—-I hail with delight the correspondence appearing be¬ 
tween Mr. Walter Barnett and the Editor of “ Bibby’s Quarterly,” as 
it shows up once more the innumerable attacks which the 
professional photographer has to withstand and thus bring 
once more into prominence the desirability of every professional 
photographer becoming a member of the P.P.A., thereby strengthen¬ 
ing a body that is helping professionals to resist such attacks, both 
individually, as in the present case, and collectively, by means of 
the P.P.A. organisations. 

Waverers should remember that every professional photographer 
who has the welfare and honour of his profession at heart, will 
strengthen his own position by joining us, and this in its turn wil1 
help to strengthen our profession as a whole.—Yours, etc., 

H. Edmonds Hull, M.P.P.A. 
June 6th, 1902. 

THE SINCLAIR CHANGING BOX. 

To the Editors. 

Gentlemen,—Since sending you the letter, published in your issue 
of last week, respecting the Sinclair Changing Box, a local dealer, 
through whom the apparatus was obtained, has received a post-card 
from Messrs. Rae Brothers, in reply to a letter sent at my request. 
They say that, “ if your customer works our box, per the instructions, 
he will have no difficulty. We sell them in dozens every week.” Why 
Messrs. Rae Brothers could not take the trouble to reply to me in the 
first instance I cannot understand. I think most people would have 
expected some reply under the circumstances. 

I would be very pleased to hear from users that the changing box 
in question is really an excellent and most serviceable piece of appara¬ 
tus, and I have no desire to do 'injustice to Messrs. Rae Brothers. 
T cannot see that, under the circumstances, I can be blamed for asking 
you to publish the letter relating my own, and others’ experiences 

with the changing box. and sold by them. I considered that th. 
matter was of some general interest, and my letter was not written 
merely to vent a personal grievance. 1 might add that 1 have jun 
learnt that the changing box referred to in my previous letter ba 
been sold (I have dropped rather more than hall its co t o:i th trans¬ 
action, but that is a detail), and I trust that the purchaser, having 
first studied the directions well, although I do not know that t!u\ 
necessitate much study, will find the apparatus most serviceable anil 

in every way satisfactory; in fact, the “simplest, the lightest, tie 

best.”—Yours faithfully, J. A. I! 

Cutcliffe Grove, Bedford. 
June 6th, 1902. 

To the Editors. 

Gentlemen,—In reply to letter of your correspondent in last week's | 
issue, we beg to state that on both occasions on which he wrote w. 

posted him full printed instructions. As to his other remarks, the t x 
tracts we send herewith, from your own and other photo papers, at- I 
quite sufficient to disprove his remarks. Extracts : — 

British Journal, Yol. XLII., No. 1823. 
“Amateur Photographer,” Yol. XXI., No. 549. 
“Photogram,” Yol. II., No. 16. 
“Photo. Notes,” “Glasgow Evening Times,” No. 5,876. 
“Photographic News,” Yol. XL., No. 35. 

No alteration of any kind has been made on these boxes since intro 
duced, as we have found them quite efficient.—Yours, etc., 

Rae Bros. 

[We have only space for the extract from our own columns.—Eds. 
B.J.P.] 

EXTRACT FROM THE “BRITISH JOURNAL OF 

PHOTOGRAPHY.” 

A Novel Changing Box. 

“ This has quite recently been introduced by Messrs. Riddell and 
Rae, of St. Yincent Street, Glasgow. It forms at once a reservoir and j 
a dark slide. There is a flexible bag at one end, from which the j 
back plate can readily be drawn up and transferred to the front, ready 
for exposure. There are no sheaths employed, and the plates may be 
inserted just as they come from the makers, care, of course, being i 
taken that all the faces are to the front. A query will arise as to 
how the second plate is prevented from getting damaged by the light 
which falls upon the front one during exposure. But here comes in 
the ingenuity of the system, for when the front plate has been ex¬ 
posed an opaque shutter is withdrawn, and the plate falls back, for j 
which ample room is afforded by the releasing of the pressure behind, 
and which permits of the back plate of the series being transferred 
to the front, and separated from the others by the opaque shutter now 
returned to its place, when the tension of the spring at the back is 
restored. The whole thing occupies little more thickness than a dozen J 
plates of glass, for there are no sheaths. The cuts show both the J 
plain side, with its bag. and also the method by which the pressure j- 
of the spring is released, and simultaneously the number of the ex- 
posure recorded. Very little practice suffices to educate one into the 
transference of plates with ease and celerity.” 

CINEMATOGRAPHIC DEFINITION WITH THE GRUN 

LENS. 

To the Editors. 

Gentlemen,— In your notes referring to my paper, read at the i 
Camera Club, a slight misconception has arisen in regard to what 1 
said in the necessity for sharpness in cinematographic films. My actua; 
words were “ That the movement is a great help to the cinemato¬ 
grapher, as subjects in rapid movement of which the individual 
pictures would not be sharp, appear sharp when projected.” This is 
a fact of which all cinematographic operators are quite aware, and 
it does not follow that a film need not be sharp, as all dealers are, 
desirous of having their films as sharp as possible; but a picture, such 
as the Derby, could not possibly give sharp individual pictures of 
galloping horses when taken at the speed generally used, if a much 
higher speed were used, as an enormous quantity of film would be 
needed, increasing very largely the cost of production of the film. 
In reference to the remarks on the films which I exhibited, I particu- 
larly stated that my films were exhibited as scientific demonstrations, 
not as specimens of perfect films. If it were desired to take a perfect 
film, many precautions would be taken which were impossible when 
the film was taken from the pit of a crowded theatre. The mere fact 
of being able to get a picture at all was sufficient for my purpose, and 
many parts of the film, being purely-experimental exposures for ascer¬ 
taining the maximum and minimum rates of speed, were naturallv 
wanting in proper relationship and movement. The correct speed, 
lighting, and other details, being now ascertained, future exposures 
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would probably give much more satisfactory results.- 
yours faithfully, 

The Hail, Southwick, Brighton. 
June 6th, 1902. 

-I am, dear Sirs, 
E. F. Grun. 

THE GRUN LENS. 

To the' Editors. 

Gentlemen,—At the Camera Club meeting, Earl Rosse and several 
members questioned me on the point as to whether my fluid lens 
would be affected by change of temperature, Mr. Von Hoegh having 
stated that an alteration of two degrees would render the lens useless. 
To settle this point, I have made a series of experiments, using “The 
Abbe Refractometer,” as supplied by Messrs. Zeiss. 

The following are results; they were taken twice and found to 
correspond exactly : — 

16 C = 6o-4F. Refractive index 1*478 

i8°C 1*485 

23°C 1*483 

30°C 1 -48205 

35°C 1*48105 

39°C 1*48103 

40°C 1-48101 

48°C 1-47801 

5°°C 1 "47720 

55°C 1 ’4750 
75°C—i67°F 1-4670 

Between i6°C = 6o-4F and 75°C 
of '021— 

167° F. There is therefore a difference 
I am. 

Yours faithfully, 
E. F. Grun. 

The Hall, Southwick, Brighton. 
June 4th, 1902. 

you could suggest some names to whom I might make personal ap¬ 
plication. It is not intended to hold any competition nr this sec¬ 
tion, as the committee are anxious to cany out the chief objects of 
Eisteddfodan, which are educational.—Yours faithfullv, 

Studio Royal, 43, High Street, 
Bangor, May 30th, 1902 

John Wickkns. 

[Perhaps Mr. Wickens’ best plan would be to write to the Secretary, 
Royal Photographic Society, 66, Russell Square, London, who might 
arrange for the loan of part of the Societv s permanent collection.— 
Eds. B. J. P.] 

PHOTOGRAPHY IN THE ROYAL PARKS. 

To the Editors. 

Gentlemen,—In the interests of accuracy, perhaps you will allow 
me to point out that the- writer of the paragraph in your last issurj 
oil “The Parks and the Camera,” is quite in error in stating that the 
photographer is limited to the use of a hand camera in the Royal 
parks. That limitation applies only to Sundays ; on every otuer day 
of the week the holder of an official permit can use a stand or hand 
camera at will. I have before me one of the permits, called a “ License 
to Take Photographic Views,” and it may not be uninteresting to give 
the exact wording, which is as follows “ The Commissioners ■ t IIis 
Majesty’s Works and Public Buildings hereby permit the Bearer 
. of . to enter the Royal Parks and Gar lens 
with his Camera, etc., for the purpose of taking Photographic Views 
during twelve months from this date. The Photographing of Persons 
or Groups is not permitted. This Card, which must be produced cn 
each occasion, is available on Sundays for Hand Cameras oily ”— 
Yours sincerely, H. C. Shelf.icy. 

CALCIUM CARBIDE. 

To the Editors. 

Gentlemen,—In reading your photographic Journal, I happened to 
drop across the article on Acetylene gas lighting, by G. W. Beach, 
Esq., of the British Acetylene Gas Syndicate. He stated the formula, 
for the preparation of gas, as—- 

C CaJ + 2 H2 0 = C2 H2 + 2 Ca O. 

This formula does not express the reaction which takes place, and also 
the two sides of the equation do not balance, the formula for the 
preparation being : — 

Ca Co + Ho C = Co H.2+Ca O. 

Or more clearly as—- 

Ca ! Co 
O | Ho 

Calcium carbide being CaC2, not Ca2C, as there is no substance with 
the formula Ca2C.. Taking Mr. Beach’s formula, we get— 

C Cao+2 Ho 0 = CH4+ 2 Ca O. 
C I Ca., 
H4 I Oo' 

CIL being methene, or commonly marsh gas.—Yrours, etc., 
E. SlNKINSON. 

Ambergate, near Derby. 
June 4th, 1902. 

FOCAL PLANE SHUTTERS. 
To the Editors. 

Gentlemen,—With reference to the letter from Messrs. Thornton- 
Pickard, Ltd., appearing on pages 457 and 458 of your current issue 
and to the remark made therein upon super-imposed negatives, which, 
in conjunction with the context, can apply only to myself, and is an 
insinuation that the pictures used in the advertisements of the Anschutz 
camera have been manipulated for the purpose, I beg to inform you 
that this statement is entirely false, and I must ask you to publish 
prominently a disclaimer in your next issue. 

Failing your doing this I shall be compelled to take such steps as I 
may be advised.—Yours faithfully, C. P. Goerz. 

4 and 5, Holborn Circus, London, E.C. 
June 6th, 1902. 

PHOTOGRAPHY AT THE EISTEDDFOD. 
To the Editors. 

Gentlemen,—It has been decided to hold in connection with the 
National Eisteddfod of Wales an exhibition of Photographs, and the 
committee have asked me to try to make arrangements for a small 
collection of pictures suitable for the purpose. I ehall be very glad 
if you will do me the favour of making the matter known in your 
journal, and also would you mind writing me with some of your 
valuable advice as to the best way of securing the loan of such 
pictures as shall be representative of our art up to 1902. Perhaps 

PICTORIAL POST CARDS AND THE POST OFFICE. 

To the Editors. 

Gentlemen,—I have just published a series of views on post cards 
(P.O.P. prints pasted on), and, to my surprise and disgust, I find the 
post office officials require a penny stamp affixed instead of the usual 
halfpenny. Their explanation is, that a post card shall not have 
anything adhered to it, except the postage stamp. I wrote the 
Postmaster-General and explained to him how seriously it affects the 
sales of such cards, and his reply is, that he does not feel justified in 
altering the rule. 

Now, if any photo, or number of photos, under two ounces in weight 
can go in a wrapper or an open envelope for a halfpenny, I fail to 
see why such red-tapeism should exist in regard to these now very 
popular cards, and a line which the trade lias found to.be lucrative. 

Why should the printer and collotype worker, whose publications 
can go for the halfpenny postage, have the bulk of this trade, when 
we find the public much prefer the real thing, but refrain from buy¬ 
ing owing to the increased postage? I should think this is a matter 
the P.P.A. might take up with advantage to its members and the 
trade generally. I should like to hear other readers’ opinions and how 
it affects their trade’—I am, yours, etc. , Pictorial. 

Answers to Correspondents. 
%* All matters intended for the text portion of this JOURNAL, includ. 

ing queries, must be addressed to “ The Editors, The British 
Journal of Photography, 24, Wellington-street, Strand, London, 
W. C. ” Inattention to this ensures delay. 

%* Correspondents are informed that me cannot undertake to ansmer 
communications through the post. Questions are not answered unless 
the names and addresses of the writers are given. 

*** Communications relating to Advertisements and general busitiess 
affairs should be addressed to MESSRS. Henry GREENWOOD & Co.. 
24, Wellington-street, Strand, London, W.C. 

Photographs Registered :— 

C. Wehrley, 8, Windsor Road, Penarth, S. Wales. Photograph of one Ship falling on 
another in Dock. 

J. A. Horsburgh, 4, W. Maitland Street, Edinburgh. Photograph of Rend. Dr. J. C. 
R ussell. 

W. Bushnell, The Studio, Bank Street, Malvern. Photograph of Peace Celebration. 

A. Seaman, 61, Wostenholme Road, Sharrow, Sheffield. Fou> photographs of Smed- 
leys Hydropathic Establishment. 

Situation in the Colonies.—“Abroad” writes: “Will you please tell 

me the best way to get a situation as printer, etc., in one of our 
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Colonies ? ”—In reply: Try the effect of an advertisement in this 
Journal. 

The City and Guilds Examinations.—“ Trella” writes: “ Can you please 
tell me where I can get particulars of the examinations held in 
photography, the subjects and textbooks required to study from, 
etc. ? ”—In reply: In our Almanac for 1902, or of Messrs. Whittaker 
and Cq., White Hart Street, Paternoster Square, E.C. 

White Ink.—B. H. asks for directions for making a “ white ink,” suitable 
for writing on the dark portions of photographs and dark mounts, 
etc., which would not rub off, as he finds Chinese white diluted with 
water is not permanent.—In reply: In place of thinning the Chinese 
white with water, use a thin solution of gum. You will find that 
the ink will not then rub off. 

Wages in London.—W. E. R. asks: “ Are wages any higher in London 
than elsewhere ? If so, about how much, proportionately ? ”—In 
reply: We do not thing there is much difference between the 
wages paid in London from those paid elsewhere. Perhaps the 
highest-class operators and retouchers may command higher salaries 
than they do in provincial towns. 

Master and Servant.—“ Alpha.”—(1) As the printer is paid weekly he 
is a weekly servant, and therefore is only entitled to a week’s 
notice, unless, indeed, there was an agreement to the contrary 
when he was engaged. (2) He cannot be discharged without notice 
unless he wilfully misbehaves himself or refuses to obey your lawful 
commands. 

Recovering Platinum Residues.—“F. B. W. would be glad if you can tell 
him how to recover platinum from old developing baths.”—In 
reply: Make the bath hot, and then add a solution of sulphate of 
iron; that will precipitate the metal. Let it subside, and wash 
with several changes of water. Then add a little hydrochloric acid 
and wash again. You will then have pure platinum, which may 
then be dried, or dissolved in aqua regia. 

Stained Engravings.—“Mildew” writes: “Will you kindly inform me 
how to ,remove mildew stains from engravings ? ”—In reply: If 
the prints are stained by the mildew they will have to be bleached. 
That is done by treating them with chlorine. We, if the prints are 
valuable, should advise you to put the work in the hands of a 
professional print-restorer, as a novice attempting to do it may 
utterly ruin the engravings. 

Books Wanted.—H. T. writes: “Can you recommend a standard work 
on posing and lighting, or any books that, treat on these subjects 
thoroughly? Also, do you know who isi the best authority on 
“ working up ” platinotypes and enlargement, and what books there 
are on the subjects?”—In reply: Robinson’s “The Studio, and 
What to Do in It,” 2s. 6d.; “ Artistic Lighting,” Inglis, 4s. 6d.; “ The 
Art of Retouching, Finishing, and Colouring Photographs,” John¬ 
son, 2s. Any of these works may be obtained through any of the 
dealers. On pages 632-3 of the Almanac you will find a list of the 
principal text books on photography. 

Film Photography.—R. G. Shaw writes: “Would you kindly tell me 
what is the matter with this film (enclosed); it took nearly all day 
to print? A chemist told me that I over-exposed it. I did not 
see how I could, because it was taken instantaneously with a 
Brownie Kodak as the man was going about thirty miles an hour 
and he has not moved. Will you please send the filmback again, 
as it is rather a curiosity? It was taken on Whit Monday after¬ 
noon, about 4.30, faint sunshine, exposure about l-50th of second.” 
—In reply: The film has been badly fogged by light. In all 
probability the light in your dark-room is not a safe one. 

Lens Query.—“Trooper" writes: “Will you please say the lens you 
would advise me to get to take a full-length figure (cabinet size) at 
a distance of 14ft. from camera, with open aperture, if desired ? I am 
at present using for this purpose a lens marked ‘ Darlot, Paris, 
INo. 30,074,” with 3in. flange; but to get sharp focus, I have to 
use smallest stop. Can you give me the value of this lens? Kindly 
give full particulars and probable cost.”—In reply: To take a full- 
length portrait, cabinet size, in the space of 14ft. you will require a 
lens of not more than 91in. or lOin. focus. The price, if by one of 
the best makers, is about £12. We can give no idea of the value of 
the lens you have; the size of the flange is no criterion of its value. 

Keeping Films Flat, Etc.—G. W. asks: “(1) What is the best way of 
keeping (Kodak) films flat ? I think they are put into a solution of 
glycerine after washing, but not certain. (2) Also, what is the 
best way of rubbing down the print (P.O.P.) on to the mount, as 
I find with blotting paper that I get such a lot of the fluff stuck 
into the print, and, when dry, am unable to move it? ”—In reply: 
(1) A little glycerine is often used to prevent the films from curling 
as they dry. After they are taken from the last washing water, 
place them for a few minutes in water to which glycerine has been 
added in the proportion of about loz. to the quart. (2) A fluffless 
blotting paper is supplied by all the large dealers, which you might 
try, or, failing that, try ordinary writing paper. 

Right to Show Specimens.—G. G. says: “A month or so ago I took 
a group of three ladies (very pretty girls), and have made an 
enlargement of it for a specimen for the shop window. Now the 
people object to its being shown, and are threatening law unless 
I take it out at once. Can they compel me to do so? It has, I 
know, been decided that the negative is the photographer’s pro¬ 
perty, and surely he can make what use he likes of it ? ”—In reply: 

You are acting illegally. It has been decided that the negative 
is the property of the photographer, and it has also been decided 
that it is illegal for him to make use of it, except to the order 
of the customer. That has been settled in the Court of Chancery, 
and injunctions granted, with costs, against photographers who 
have made use of the negatives against their washes. 

Small Cameras.—C. Andrews writes: “There is a camera patented and 
made in Berlin which takes a portrait, ‘ midget ’ size 
(small head and bust), by artificial light, in a few 
seconds, direct on specially prepared post or other cards, 
and delivers same finished in about ten minutes. I have seen this 
process at the Paris Exposition, and subsequently on the Boule¬ 
vards. The cameras are also in use in the United States, where 
there is an agent for their sale. But I cannot find one in London, 
nor ascertain the name of the Berlin manufacturer. I have been 
told you might be able to enlighten me.”—In reply: We have not 
seen particulars of the camera to which you refer, but you might 
be able to obtain them of Mr. Romain Talbot, Kaiser Wilhelm- 
strasse 46, Berlin. 

French Apparatus.—“ Dealer ” writes: “ I understand most cheap hand 
cameras are made in France; I mean the styles that sell from 
about £1 to £2 10s. Can you tell me: (1) Is this so? (2) Can you 
give me names and addresses, or where I can find same? (3) Would 
they supply so small a quantity as three dozen mixed-priced 
ones ? (4) If ‘ No ’ to (2) or (3), where could I get them in England? 
I wan them called by my own fancy name, and with my namo 
and address affixed. (5) Would such firms as (a) Fallowfield, Hough¬ 
ton, or Marion’s be the best, or firms like (b) Tylar’s, Butcher’s, 
etc., suit my needs better? ”—In reply: (1) The cameras are made, 
some in France, some in Germany, and many in America. (2) We 
do not know the addresses of the makers. (3) We should say you 
would be able to obtain that quantity. (4) We are not sure on this 
point, but imagine there would be no difficulty in the matter. 
(5) Any of the firms, no doubt, would meet your requirements, so 
probably would Messrs. A. E. Staley and Co., 35, Aldermanbury, E.C. 

Collodio-Chloride Paper.—“ Photo Worker ” writes: “ In a recent issue 
of the Journal I notice one of your correspondents is complaining 
of cracks in a certain brand of collodio-chloride paper, and has 
asked your opinion as to their cause. I may say I have been using 
a deal of the same make of paper, both in glossy and matt sur¬ 
faces, and have at times been much troubled in a similar direction; 
but on careful examination of the paper immediately on its arrival 
from the agents it will be found the cracks are already there, which 
conclusively proves it is no fault of the printer, i may say my 
employer has returned several quires to Thom and Wiggin, who 
acknowledge the fault, but say it must have been caused in transit. 
My idea is that it has been carelessly packed, as the cracks usually 
appear on every other sheet. Hoping this will clear ‘ Othello’s ’ 
manipulator from undeserved blame, I now wish to ask 
if any of your numerous readers could inform me where 
I can procure white glossy collodio-chloride paper, as I 
have tried many firms, and have been unable to -obtain same.” 
—In reply: We should think the paper may be obtained from the 
Paget Dry Plate Company, or from Chas. Zimmerman, 10, St. 
Mary-at-Hill, E.C. 

*** Notice to the Trade, "Wholesale Agents and Book¬ 
sellers.—A Contents Sill is issued with each number of the JOURNAL,. 

and copies may be had on application to the Publishers. 

*** Notice to Advertisers.—A Revised Tariff for advertisements 
in the Journal is now in force. Blochs and copy are received subject to 
the approval of the Publishers, and advertisements are inserted abso¬ 
lutely without condition, expressed or implied as to what appears in 
the text portion of the paper. 
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EX CATHEDRA. 
• 

Dr. Grun’s T’li© letter from Dr. Griin, which we pub- 
Lens. lished last week, concerning the effect of 
temperature upon the fluid lens which he has invented, gives 
some very interesting information, but we fail to see that 
it answers Herr von Hoegh’s statement. In the paper 
upon the apochromatic planar, which we published on the 
9th May, Dr. Rudolph gives a series of measurements 
showing the difference of focus for four different colours of 
the spectrum, and he likewise exhibits it by diagram. If 
Dr. Griin would publish similar tables and diagrams, 
showing the variation in focus, due to difference in tem¬ 
perature, in comparison with the ideal focal plane, we 
should have definite information exhibiting at a glance the 
extent of the error introduced. The specimens placed on 
view at the Camera Club show what may be done with the 
lens. They are far in advance of those produced by Dr. 
Griin some time ago, and we know that they have been of 
great interest to several photographers, who see possi¬ 
bilities of new work with lenses of such exceptionally 
large aperture. It cannot, however, be ignored that some 
of the photographs leave much to be desired in precision of 
definition, and it remains to be proved how much of this 
is due to the lens and to- various external causes, such as 
variation of temperature, motion, etc. 

The Parks Last week we published a letter from an 
and the esteemed friend and confrere, Mr. H. C. 

r ' Shelley, with reference to a paragraph in 
the previous issue of this paper upon the use of stand 
cameras in the parks. Mr. Shelley has evidently failed to 
appreciate the scope of the paragraph in question, as we 
were not referring to the “ Licence to take Photographic 
Views” obtained from the Commissioners of His Majesty’s 
Works and Public Buildings, but to the privilege to use a 
camera in the parks, which attaches to the photographic 
“ Red Book,” issued by the Affiliation of Photographic 
Societies. We think it is undesirable to extend this privi¬ 
lege to stand cameras for obvious reasons. Every member 
of an affiliated society can claim a “ red book,” and the 
control which the Commissioner's may exercise is thus 
weakened. Only the man with a serious desire to photo¬ 
graph in the parks would probably make application for a 
licence, and we quite agree that it should be granted in 
such cases, for it is reasonable that the wishes of the few 
should be considered, when the sentiments, or convenience, 
of the many are not seriously affected. But we think 
there would be an obliteration of the feeling, that' the privi¬ 
lege of a licence must depend upon respect for the enjoy¬ 
ment of other visitors, if every member of an affiliated 
society could claim to use a stand camera by possession of 
a “ Red Book.” We pointed out that respect for regula¬ 
tions might be disregarded, and it is more than probable, 
under such circumstances, that the privilege to use a hand 
camera, which the Affiliation of Photographic Societies has 
secured for its members, would then be withdrawn. If it 
can be shown that the Affiliation of Photographic Societies 
could exercise control as efficiently as the Commissioners, 
our objections would be removed. 

* * * 

Exhibition The' remarks of “ Cosmos ” concerning 
Juries. the selection of photographers for judg¬ 
ing at our photographic exhibitions receive a somewhat 
striking confirmation in a recent article in the “ Photo- 
graphische Chronik.” Last autumn a commercial and in¬ 
dustrial exhibition was held in one of the principal cities 
in Germany, and a special section was devoted to photo¬ 
graphy. The awards made by the official jury gave rise to 
considerable discontent, and two of the exhibitors tele¬ 
phoned to Herr Grundner, inquiring if he would undertake 
to examine the pictures and give an opinion upon the 
awards. Like a prudent man, he declined unless a commit¬ 
tee of three could be formed to undertake the work. Herr 
Schultz-Hencke and Professor Bruno Meyer consented to 
act in conjunction with Herr Grundner, and the result of 
their visit to the exhibition is published. Taking the pic¬ 
tures which received the awards of the official jury and the 
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order of merit in which they were placed by the three 

censors, whose names as photographers command respect 

in Germany, we have the following interesting com¬ 

parison : — 

Awards of the official jury ... 12345678 

Censors’ order of merit ... 3 7 1 6 5 2 8 4 

It will be seen that both juries agreed only as to one ex¬ 

hibit—the fifth. Further inquiry disclosed the fact that 

the official jury was composed of a music conductor, a 

Court musician, and a well-known photographer, of recog¬ 

nised ability, who had retired from business for some years 

and turned his attention to other pursuits. It appears 

that the awards were not made purely upon the' ground of 

merit, but that other considerations had weight with the 

jurors. Certain exhibitors were favoured because they 

belonged to the State Association, and in some cases, where 

this condition was fulfilled, priority of social position had 

decided the matter. We hear something of private in¬ 

fluence in the makin of awards at our own exhibitions, but 

we have not arrived at this stage of favouritism. We re¬ 

commend English photographers to keep a sharp eye on 

exhibition juries, and to insist that they be composed of 

none but photographers of high standing, whose names 

command respect. 

* * * 

Three-colour In our “ Ex Cathedra” notes of the 11th 

Work iti April we drew attention to a very beauti- 

or raiturer ful specimen of three-colour photography 

by Dr. Miethe, which was issued as a supplement to “ Das 

Atelier der Photographen.” It was the portrait of a girl 

sitting in the open, with a distant background of green 

foliage, shading herself with a red sunshade. Dr. Miethe 

has had numerous letters addressed to him on the subject 

of this photograph. Some inquired, even, if the picture 

had been coloured. In reply to' those who wish to asc re¬ 

tain if the process is one within the reach of the profes¬ 

sorial photographer, Dr. Miethe, in a supplementary 

article, expresses his opinion in the affirmative. It is 

evident that the beauty of this photograph depends upon 

the careful selection of the subject, presenting, as it does, 

a striking contrast between the red tints of the sunshade 

and the green tints of the foliage. But Dr. Miethe is also 

to be congratulated upon the very careful selection of the 

light filters and the excellent panchromatic emulsion he 

has prepared. The inks used by the printer must also 

have received special attention. Returning, however, to 

the question of the practicability of producing three-colour 

portraits, Dr. Miethe thinks the time is at hand when it 

should be worth the attention of the professional photo¬ 

grapher. The sensitivness of the plates fits them for 

studio work, with rapid lenses under favourable conditions, 

and the collotype process should give excellent prints, if 

the number required is not large. For book illustration the 

process print is, of course, the most useful. We have 

heard, for many years past, complaints of the degradation 

of professional photography through the facility with 

which presentable work may be done with gelatine dry 

plates. In the collodion days, when scrupulous care in 

manipulation was necessary, the number of successful 

workers was fewer, and the prices more remunerative. The 

three-colour process gives plenty of scope for individual 

skill, and if there is any real desire for more difficult work, 

which will command higher remuneration, and at the same 

time attract the public to the studio, we think professional 

photographers who wish to distinguish themselves might 

with advantage turn to three-colour portraiture. 

[June 20, 1902. 

Photographic That portion of the paper read b< 

Permanence. the Franklin Institute by the retiring 

president, which appeared on page 467 of our last issue, 

should be read by all amateurs and professionals of the 

present day with interest. Much of the address was de¬ 

votee! to the work of the Amateur Photographic Club, 

1860-64, and special reference was made to the permanence 

of the prints circulated by its members. Dr. Himes 8 

that Professor O. N. Rood writes him, “ I also examined 
the prints received from members of our club ; they were 
as good as new.” Coleman Sellers states, “ A great many 
of these are in an excellent state of preservation, running 

through the work of the various members of the club.” F. 

F. Fassitt “ reports that prints on albumen paper afford 

greatest claim for permanency. Prints made of the Sanitary 
Fair, 1864, being exposed to changes of light and weather 

in his library since then, have retained their brilliancy, 

without the least sign of deterioration.” Reference is also 

made to other prints on albumen paper made about the 

same time. One is specially referred to, a print of the 

full moon by Rutherford, which shows no change, although 

the mount was very perceptibly discoloured. These prints 

were all the productions of amateurs, but mention is made 

of others produced by some of the first-rate professionals 

that have almost faded out of sight. The author of the 

paper says that the high permanence of the club print is to 

be attributed to the character of the workers and their ex¬ 

treme care in the manipulations, and the limited number 

of prints dealt with at a time, which made greatei taie 

possible. In summing up this portion of his subject, Dr. 
Himes says, “ The 'practical lesson of the prints is that permanence 

is perhaps not so much a matter of process as of conscientious car< in 

carrying out the conditions of permanence with any process.” The 

italics are ours. It will be noted that these piints have 

been done some forty years. It would be interesting to 

learn what proportion of the prints produced by amateurs, 

and for that matter many professionals, at the present time 

will be as good forty years hence as they are to-day? We 

put this query not because the present-day papers may not 

be capable of yielding them, if the same care and attention 

is bestowed upon their manipulation ; but is it given ? In- 

face of the thousands of unchanged silver prints, forty, and 

upward, years old, it may be1 asked, with all the theoretic®* 

and practical knowledge acquired since they were produced, 

is twentieth century photography, as regards permanency, 

what might be expected either amongst amateurs or pro¬ 

fessionals? Here is another interesting point,# alluded to 

by Dr. Himes in his paper, with regard to the keeping 

quality of dry plates. He1 mentions that Mr. Shriver 

found some tannin plates that had been stowed an ay, 

forgotten, in an outer room, where they were exposed to 

variations of temperature, but were kept perfectly dry 

Yet they developed just as good as if they had been exposes 

in 1863, instead of thirty-five years later. Evidentlv the 

retiring president of the Franklin Institute* is a photo¬ 

grapher of the old school, but he has no reason to be 

ashamed of the* results produced by it. 

* * * 

Duty-Free Photographers are not so largely inter- 

Pure ested in the1 price' of alcohol as they were 

Alcohol. wet collodion days, because, for the 

majority of purposes for which it is employed in photo¬ 

graphy, the methylated answers as well as the pure spirit. 

There is, however, a prospect of the pure spirit being 

obtainable for manufacturing purposes free from the 

present heavy duty. When the Finance Bill was under 

discussion in the House of Commons on Wednesday last 

week, Mr. Haldane moved a new clause with the object of 
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providing for the use1 of pur© alcohol in certain manufac¬ 

tures without the imposition of the spirit duty, and the 

Chancellor of the Exchequer agreed with the clause, so 

there is every prospect of a duty-free, pure', spirit being 

had in the near future. At the' present time several manu¬ 

factures in which methylated spirit cannot be employed are 

heavily handicapped on account of the' prohibitive price of 

the pure alcohol on account of the heavy duty upon it. 

Hence- the trades, to a great extent, have gone to Germany, 

where duty-free alcohol is allowed for manufacturing pur¬ 

poses, of course, under certain restrictions. Were it 

not for the duty pure alcohol might be sold here for the 

same, or less, than the methylated article, because the 

wood naphtha, of which ten per cent, has to be added, is 

really dearer than the- alcohol itself. In the manufacture 

of collodion for the wet plate process the methylated spirit 

would not do much harm if ai rectified or refined naphtha 

were permitted in the methylating. But this the Inland 

Revenue will not allow. Samples of all the naphtha used 

in methylating have to be submitted to the authorities, and 

unless they are of a very crude kind they are rejected. 

For some time after methylated spirit was first- allowed to 

be sold duty-free it could be obtained of a strength of .805, 

equal to commercial absolute alcohol, but after a time this 

was not allowed to be- sold, and now the- strongest methy¬ 

lated spirit obtainable is from 60 deg. to 65 o.p., about 

.830 to .825. This by itself is not strong enough for a good 

collodion for the wet collodion process, even if the wood 

spirit in it were good. Hence .805 is generally used for 

the- plain collodion, and .830 for the iodising solution. 

Were it not for the- duty on the alcohol iodised collodion 

could be sold for less than half its present price, and still 

carry as much profit to the makers. In Germany, we 

believe, methylated spirit is- sold duty free, and without 

restrictions, and this contains but five per cent, of wood 

spirit, and of a good kind, whe-reas ours contains ten per 

cent, of a very crude sort, with the addition of a certain 

Droportion of mineral spirit, which is specially harmful for 

nany photographic purposes. It is true that methylated 

spirit may be- had without this latter addition, but then 

he purchaser must first obtain a, license from the Excise, 

lit costs nothing, but the holder is bound to give a bond, 

md to- purchase the' spirit from an authorised methylator 

ind in quantities of not less than five, or ten, ©allons at a 

ime. He is also, at all times, open to a visit from the 

pxcise- officer. W© doubt not tlrit when the duty-free 

pirit is allowed, if it is allowed, the restrictions upon it? 

turchase will be very stringent indeed, so that small users 

aust not expect too much. 

Competition for the “ Galileo Farraris Award. —The committee for the 
Galileo Ferraris Award,” which was instituted in 1898, being composed 
: the representatives of the Executive Committee for the General 
alian Exhibition held in Turin in 1898, of the Chamber of Arts and 
ommerce, of the R. Academy of Science, and the R. Industrial 
useum in Turin, have determined to open an international competition 

>r the award of said prize on the occasion of the unveiling of the monu- 
ent to that illustrious scientist in Turin in the latter half of the month 
September next. The award is of 15,000 Italian lire (£600), together 

ith the compound interest thereof accumulated since the year 1899 up 
the day of the award, and it shall be granted to the inventor of some 

•actical application of electricity, from which some noteworthy pro- 
'ess may arise. Competitors may produce either pamphlets, schemes, 
id drawings, or machines, apparatus, and contrivances concerning 
eir invention. The jury, composed of the aforesaid committee, shall 
Lve full power to cause practical experiments to be made upon the 
ventions entered for competition, and upon the relative apparatus, con- 
ivances, and machines. Competitors are to file their application and 
liver their works, machines, apparatus, and whatever appertains to 
eir invention, not later than six o’clock p.nr. on September 15th, 1902, 
the office of the Secretary of the Committee, care of the Administrative 

pmmittee of the First International Exhibition of Modern Decorative 
-t, in the buildings of the Chamber of Commerce and Art, 28, Via 
jipedale, Turin, Italy. 

ABOUT BACKGROUNDS. 

The present being the season when portrait photographers 

usually overhaul their properties ” for repair or renewal, 

it will not be inopportune to discuss a subject which may 

be truly said to be of growing importance. Time was 

when a photograph was by many considered perfect only 

when the background was of a uniform flat, dead tint, 

devoid of giadation, and free from pictorial suggestion, the 

only available help in the latter direction being some 

atrocious third-rate theatrical scene-painting, setting at 

naught all canons of taste and fitness. A few pioneers 

showed the great improvement that was possible by the 

artistic use of light and shade' in the plain background, 

though, in this connection, it must be admitted that some 

of the greatest painters of the present day do not disdain 

to use a flat and uniform background to their “ head ’’-size 

portraits-, and this has been advanced as an apology for 

flatness in photographic backgrounds, quite disregardful of 

the fact that the two cases were not comparable, the effect 

of contrasting colours in an oil-painting tending to destroy 

the effect of monotony of tint. There is, however, nowa¬ 

days, a pleasing contrast to this state of affairs in the really 

excellent and artistic variety, and extensive- variety, in the 

character of the backgrounds purchasable at most of the 

large photographic emporiums—backgrounds plain, plain 

shaded, clouded, and pictorial, the latter often being made 

in imitation of those adopted by the great British painters 
of a century or more- ago. 

As the question of the- type- of pictorial background to 

adopt is so much a matter of taste, it would scarcely become 

us to press our own views upon our readers. We can 

scarcely avoid making one remark with regard to a type 

including an extensive outdoor view, such as a landscape 

or seascape, with distant horizon. These- as still painted 

usually have a grave defect in that the line of the horizon 

is almost always placed ridiculously low. Now, it is a well- 

known axiom in drawing that the horizon is placed at the 

height of the eye. It therefore- follows that, assuming a 

sitter of average height, the horizon line- should be just 

about running across the head. This might vary according 

to a sitter’s height, but only to a slight extent. Hence, if a 

portrait be- taken with the horizon line placed about the 

height of the- hips, it is false to all canons- of correct draw¬ 

ing, and could only be- correct if the artist were seated 

when viewing his subject. Again, too, the placing of the 

horizon would be less incorrect if the subject were a little 

child. This incorrect placing of the horizon obtains in 

almost all the scenic paintings both from America and the 

Continent. We- may here interpose the remark that it is 

to America we owe the introduction of high-class paintings 

for this purpose. They were-, and are, rather costly, but 

in our view are- well worth the price charged. Neverche- 

less, they have- initiated a school of painting, and imitators 

or disciples now abound, and their products are obtainable 

at a very much lower price, and of a quality by no means 

contemptible, so much so that- no one can now offer as an 

excuse for bad work the high price of good backgrounds. 

As one further remark, only from an artistic standpoint, 

we may say that among leaders in portrait photography 

there is of late a tendency to employ pictorial backgrounds 

decidedly dark in tone, and when plain grounds are used 

to keep them dark, and finish in an oval or circle rather 

than “ vignette,” a style of finishing very much less adopted 

now than a. few years ago. 
We have paid particular attention lately, when visiting 

studios, to- note the method of storing and hanging these 

necessary adjuncts, and we find that there are two more 

plans adopted—first, the stretching upon a frame, which 
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is moved either by hand or mounted on feet with castors, 
or, secondly, rolled up upon wood or two rollers, which are 
brought into use either by being placed in one or other of 
the frames now made for the purpose, or merely suspended 
and unrolled when wanted. .Referring to the rolling 
method first, we may describe one adaptation which greatly 
pleased us. The lath upon which the linen fabric was 
nailed was supplied with hooks, which could be attached a-t 
will to a line and pulleys, and drawn up or down to an 
exact height as required. It will be readily seen that by 
this plan the difficulty of the wrongly-placed horizon that 
we referred to can be-, and at little cost, rectified almost to 
any extent, as also can any particular portion of the 
picture be so brought into position with regard to the 
sitter as to make the most harmonious composition in line, ] 
or chiaroscuro. This, though a very simple matter, is one of 
cardinal importance. 

As to stretching upon a framework (there being a ground 
on each side), it was explained to us that the objection to 
those built up with feet and castors was the room they 
occupied, so that, unless the studio were1 capacious, they 
were always in the way, as, even if an attempt to nest them 
were made, they could not be brought nearer to one 
another than the length of the foot, which projected from 
15in. to 18in. on each side, this being the minimum dis¬ 
tance apart. A particular advantage' attaching to this mode 
of mounting is the facility with which the whole could be 
moved to any required angle, and so render it possible to 
have a dark or medium tint from one and the same back¬ 
ground, according to whether it was turned to face to or 
from the dominant light of the studio. One objection 
urged against the mounting on frames was that they were 
so easily damaged or dinted if accidentally knocked against 
or pushed by a hard object'—a piece of furniture or a 
sitter’s elbow, for example, such dint remaining for days or 
weeks, and spoiling any picture it was used for. This 
objection had good grounds for being sustained, buta method 
that has more than once been described in these’ pages satis¬ 
factorily remedies matters. It is simply to prepare the 
framework beforehand for receiving the ground by first 
covering it with calico, and pasting thereon (on each side, 
of course) three successive layers of white lining paper. 
When the three coats are- thoroughly dry, there remains a 
strong, tough, semi-elastic groundwork, more like strong 
cardboard, to act as a backing for each pound. It must be 
a very strong blow which would cause a dint in this 
material. A caution may be given here. When pasting 
the paper upon the' calico one layer must be applied on 
each side before putting on a second. If all three coats 
were put on one side before treating the other the stress 
after drying would be so great as to permanently warp and 
twist the framework. One operator informed us that it 
was his intention to use, instead of the paper on calico, very 
thin pieces of wood very little beyond a veneer in thickness. 
He expected by this method equal stability with a possible 
diminution of weight, though with regard to the latter we 
doubt the correctness of his conclusion. We have as 
briefly as possible put before our readers a description of 
the practice of our leading photographers in the direction 
of backgrounds, and we trust that will be found of real 
value to all whom it may concern. 

A Chance for Photographers.—At no period within the time of photo¬ 
graphy has London contained so many foreign notabilities as it does 
•just now—crown princes, princes, grand dukes, dukes, etc.—all repre¬ 
senting the different foreign Governments at the Coronation. Of course, 
they are duly importuned for sittings by the leading enterprising photo¬ 
graphers, and many will be accorded, and a good harvest some of the 
more fortunate amongst them will reap. A complete album of nortraits 
of the representatives of the different nations, at this notable event, 
would be a great commercial success, if the prints were from the original 
negatives and were made by a permanent process. 

“ DEALERS’ AMATEURISM.” 

“ Logic,” in our issue of May 30th, puts forth a query 
which, properly, should be altered as referring to photo¬ 
graphic dealers. All chemists may be dealers, but all 

dealers in photographic requisites may not be chemists. 
This question of the dealer (chemist or otherwise) turning 
his attention to departments of business directly affecting 
the professional photographer, e.y., the development oi 
negatives, printing, and enlarging, and so on, as our corre¬ 
spondent puts it—“ himself photographing objects of in¬ 
terest, getting the same in the papers and selling same, 
posing as an amateur,” etc., etc.—is one which crops up 
from time to time. The annoying and crowning offence is, 
we suspect, that the said dealer or chemist obtains better 
terms (heavy discounts is an exaggeration) from the makers, 
and that this extra discount counts as so much extra profit, 
on the work done. “ Logic ” goes on to ask if such a man, 
“ calling himself an amateur,” is honest? Well, now, in 
this matter of honesty, is it wise to start throwing stones? 
We happen to know one amateur who habitually stamps 
his mounts, “ Augustus Smiles Snodgrass, Amateur Photo¬ 
grapher, Coppice Crescent, Bayswater,” or words to that 
effect, and is very keen on doing anything that turns up, 
and getting pay for it. This causes some amusement 
amongst his friends, but we have never heard of a profes¬ 
sional being any the worse off on his account. There may 
be a slight moral obliquity on the part of this amateur, but 
not particularly heinous. What of the amateur who ex¬ 
hibits enlargements made from his negatives by eminent 
professional enlargers in his own name, with nothing to 
indicate that the work throughout is other than his own? 
We have heard of such individuals, but they are not a 
type. We know another amateur, a bank manager by pro¬ 
fession, who prints and sells numbers of very fine prints 
from negatives of English landscape taken by himself, but 
you will look in vain through the portfolios of Valentine 
and of Wilson for similar subjects, and consequently we 
may say that no professional suffers by the work of our 
friend. This amateur has struck out for himself in a par¬ 
ticular line, pleases himself entirely as to what he takes and 
when, and charges a fair price for work which, as a matter 
of fact, no other person could do quite in the same way. 
This may not be the purest amateurism, but there is no 
trace of dishonesty about it. There are many amateurs 
who habitually photograph off the beaten track of the 
professional; they over-run their county, and, it is safe 
to say, enrich many an album. Are photograph collectors 
to be confined to the portfolios of professionals? Surely 
not. The fact is the professional is often at fault, if the 
term is applicable, himself for the majority of the charges 
preferred by “ Logic.” The man who, dealer or profes¬ 
sional, “ photographs objects of interest, gets them oc¬ 
casionally in the papers, and sells copies, etc.,” is fairly 
smart and up-to-date, and deserves what kudos and financial 
benefit may accrue; he succeeds because he is first in the 
field. The dealer rarely does much in the region of profes¬ 
sional photography in places where the local professionals 
themselves are fully alive to what is going on around them. 
This applies not alone to the photographing of “ objects of 
interest, etc..” but even to such work as may be done for 
the amateur in the way of developing, printing, retouching, 
and the rest. The difficulty or bone of contention come? 
about in a, very simple way, as a rule. The dealer (often a l 
chemist) finds his sales unsatisfactory; sees his cameras 
“ eating their heads off,” so to speak—deteriorating, in 

fact; notes that there are little openings which the local 
professionals have not touched, or do not show anv inclina¬ 
tion to trouble about. He therefore makes a little t>lunp,r' 
himself, and, if a smart business man, with an eye for sub- 
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jects, does very well, and gets himself talked about—an 
easy enough thing to do. The' professional photographer 
takes little or no notice of this until a dull time comes, and 
he has rather more leisure than he cares for; then he, 
figuratively, wakes up to the fact that the dealer is doing a 
bit on his own account, encroaching, perhaps, on his 
preserves. It cannot be denied that a large number of 
professional workers show scant respect for their amateur 
brethren, and do not take a deal of trouble to conceal 
their contempt, but they must be perfectly aware1 that the 
amateur often has money to spend on his hobby, and, 
properly handled, may prove a profitable customer; if 
he is, by this course of action, thrown upon the hands of 
the dealer, the latter naturally does the best he can for 
himself, and is encouraged and induced thereby to go in 
for departments of photographic practice' which otherwise 

he would have left alone. 

THE CITY AND GUILDS OF LONDON EXAMINATIONS 

IN PHOTOGRAPHY. 
The following particulars of the Examinations to be held in 1903 are taken from 

the official handbook of the Department of Technology, published by Messrs. 
Whittaker & Co., Paternoster Square, London, E.C.] 

Tiie Examination in Photography will consist of two parts:—- 
Section A., Pure Photography, and Section B., Photo- 

Mechanical Processes. Candidates may be examined in either 

■of these two sections. 
Ordinary Grade. 

The examination in the ordinary grade of either section will 
o< nsist of a practical and a written examination. 

Nc candidate will be admitted to the written examination 
who has not previously passed the practical examination. 

To enable candidates to qualify for the written examination 
in the ordinary grade, local practical examinations will be held 
,! convenient times in the session preceding the written exami¬ 

nation. A practical examination may be held in any town where 
there is a class registered by the Institute, or in such other 

places, distant ten miles from the class, where at least five 
candidates notify, through the local secretary, their wish to 
be examined. The local examinations will be held under the 
personal supervision of examiners nominated by the local autho¬ 

rity, subject to the approval of the Institute. The date at 
vhicli a local examination is to be held may be fixed at any 

ime between January 1st and March 7th that may be arranged 
jetween the secretary of the local committee and the local 
examiner, provided that at least fourteen days’ notice is given 

o the Institute of the date fixed for such local examination ; 
ind the local secretary will be required to forward to the Insti- 
ute, within eight days after the holding of such examination, 
mder the signature of the local examiner, the names of any 

andidates who may have satisfied the examiner of their prac- 
ical knowledge of photography. The subjects of the test are 
iven in the syllabu.3 of each section. 
The candidate for the practical examination in either section 

say elect to make his negative in collodion or gelatine, 
nd his print may be produced by any of the methods in 
rdinary use. He will also be allowed to supply, if he so desire, 
is own apparatus, chemicals, etc., or he may use those provided 
y the local examiner. The fee for the practical examination 
nly will be two shillings and sixpence. The fee for the written 

xamination is one shilling. 
SECTION A.—Pure Photography. 

I. Syllabus.—(1.) The local practical examination will in- 
ude the following tests:—To focus, expose, and develop a 
egative of a person or landscape ; to print, tone, fix, and 
ount an ordinary print. 
(2.) The written examination will include questions on such 

ibjects as the following: — 
1. ThA elements of photographic optics. The photographic 

camera and its adjunefs, lenses, diaphragms, shutters, shades, 
etc. 

2. A general knowledge of the practice and theory of the 
wet-plate process. 

3. The practice and theory of the gelatine dry-plate process, 
exclusive of emulsion making ; the composition of and defects 
in gelatine dry plates ; the defects of gelatine negatives, their 
causes and remedies. 

4. Various methods of developing, fixing, intensifying, and 
reducing negatives, with a general knowledge of the chemicals 
employed. 

5. Silver printing by print-out processes, including vignetting 
and printing in clouds, toning and fixing ; contact printing on 
gelatino-bromide paper. 

6. Retouching and spotting ; mounting prints. 
7. The lighting of the dark room. 
8. The studio and lighting of the sitter. 

SECTION B.—Photo-Mechanical Process. 

(1.) The local practical examination will include the follow¬ 
ing tests : — 

To focus, expose, and develop a negative of a drawing in 
line or wash ; to prepare or etch a zinc or copper plate (a) for 

a process block, (b) for a photogravure plate ; to make a collo¬ 
type plate or a photo-litho transfer. 

(2.) The written examination will include questions founded 
on the following subjects : — 

1. Cameras and lenses for copying and process work, ruled 
screens, prisms, reversing mirrors, the appliances in ordinary 
use for electric and artificial lighting for photographic purposes, 

and the apparatus employed in photo-meclianical processes. 

2. A practical knowledge of collodion (wet and dry), and 
gelatine dry plate photography. 

3. A general knowledge of various methods of developing, 
fixing, intensifying, and reducing negatives. 

4. A general knowledge of the properties of gelatine, albu¬ 
men, fish glue, bitumen, resin, inks, etching solutions, and 

other chemicals and materials used in photo-mechanical work. 
The principles and practice of at least two of the following 

processes :—- 

5. Photogravure. 

6. Block making—line, half-tone, and three colour. 
7. Photo-lithography. 

8. Collotype. 

filie wiitten examinations in the ordinary and honours grades 
will be held on Wednesday, April 29th, from 7 !o 10. 

Honours Grade. 

Candidates for honours in either section must have previously 
passed in the ordinary grade of that section. 

The honours examination is both written and practical. 
Idle fee for the honours examination (written and practical) 

in either section is three shillings and sixpence. 

For the year 1902, practical examinations will be held in 
London only, unless ten candidates at least apply to be 
examined in the same section (A or B) at some other centre. 

SECTION A.—Pure Photography. 

(1.) Written Examination.—Candidates will be expected to 
answer more difficult questions in the subjects for the ordinary 
giade, and, in addition, a knowledge will be required of—- 

1. The theory of the photographic image, of development, 
fixing, intensification, and reduction. 

2. The theory of light as applied to photography, including a 
general knowledge of spectrum and ortliochromatic photo¬ 
graphy. 

3. The principles of photographic optics. 
4. The theory and practical use of sensitometers for testing 

the speed and gradation of plates; and also their uses in 
printing processes. 

5. I he principles and practice of the preparation of gelatino 

bromide and gelatino-chloride emulsions. 
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6. Collodio-bromide emulsions, their preparation and use. 

7. Platinotype and carbon printing other methods of printing 

with bichromates and with iron salts ; enamels. 

8. Enlargements and lantern slides. 

9. Applications of photography to scientific and technical 

purposes. 
(2.) Practical Examination.—Candidates will be required to 

show proficiency in conducting, in presence of the examiner, 

any of the following practical operations : — 
1. To develop gelatino-bromide plates previously exposed 

(correctly or otherwise) by the examiner. 
2. To reduce or intensify gelatino-bromide negatives. 
3. To print, tone or develop, fix, and mount a silver, platino- 

type, or carbon print. 
4. To test a sample of glass or fabric to be used in lighting 

the dark-room. 
5. To test the sensitiveness and gradation of a plate. 
6. To find the focus of a lens either corrected or uncorrected, 

or to examine a lens as to its suitability for diffeient photo¬ 

graphic purposes. 
7. To copy a drawing or engraving. 
8. To make an enlargement from g plate. 
9. To make a lantern slide by contact or in a camera. 
The practical examination will be held on Saturdav. May 2nd, 

between 2.30 and 6.30, and at other times, if found necessary. 
(3.) Specimen Work.—Candidates will also be required to 

send in not later than April 22nd, not fewer than three or 
more than six negatives, not less than quarter-plate size nor 
more than whole-plate, together with mounted prints made from 
each of them by any ordinary photographic printing process or 

processes that the candidate may select. The negatives and 
prints must be accompanied by a statutory declaration made 

by the candidate to the effect that the selection of the subject 
and the whole of the work (except the manufacture of the 
plates, sensitive paper, and mounts) involved in the production 
of the negatives and prints has been done by the candidate 
without assistance from any other person and within the twelve 
months preceding the date of the examination. Forms for the 
declaration may be obtained from the Institute. 

SECTION B.—Photo-Mechanical Processes. 

(1.) Written Examination.—Candidates will be expected to 
answer more difficult questions in some of the subjects of the 
ordinary grade, and, in addition, to show a practical knowledge 
of the principles and operations in one or more of the following 

processes : — 
1. Photogravure. 
2. Line negatives and line blocks. 
3. Half-tone negatives and half-tone blocks. 
4. Chromotypography (negatives and blocks for three-colour 

process). 
5. Photo-lithography. 
6. Collotype. 

(2.) Practical Examination.—Candidates may be required to 
show proficiency in practical operations in one or more of the 
above processes, numbered 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, including the pre¬ 
paration of negatives suitable for each class of work, from (a) 
pictui*es in colour, (b) drawings in monochrome, (c) originals 
in black and in tints, (d) natural objects. 

Candidates in section B may select the particular branch of 
practical work in which they desire to be examined. 

In order that candidates may know what apparatus and 
material they will be required to provide for the practical 

part of the examination in ‘section B, full information as to 

the practical tests may be obtained from the Local Secretary 
on Friday, May 1st, for the examination to be held on the 
following day. 

The practical examination will bo held on Saturday, May 2nd, 
between 2.30 and 7.30, and at other times if found necessai 

II. Full Technological Certificate. Certificates are awarded 

on the results of each of the above examinations. For the full 

technological certificate the candidate must, qualify as stated 

in Rules 41-42. 

III. Works of Reference.—For the Ordinary Grade : “ In¬ 

struction in Photography,” Abney (Sampson, Low, and Co.); 

“ Ilford Manual of Photography,” Bothamley ; “ Science and 
Practice of Photography,” Chapman Jones (Iliffe); “Wet Col¬ 
lodion Photography,” C. W. Gamble (Hazell, AVatson, and 
Viney); “Art and Practice of Silver Printing,” Abney and 
Robinson (Sampson, Low, and Co.); “Materia Photographica,” 
Leaper (Iliffe). For Honours, in addition to the foregoing: 
Section A.—“ Optics of Photography,” Traill Taylor; 

“ Chemistry of Photography,” Meldola (Macmillan); “ Treatise- 
on Photography,” Abney (Longmans); “ The Chemical Effect 
of the Spectrum,” Eder ; “La Photographie,” by A. Davanne 
(Paris); “ Platinotype,” by Abney and Clark (Sampson, Low 
and Co., London). For reference: “ Traite Encyclopedique de 
Photographie,” Fabre (Gauthier-Villars); “ Ausfiihrliches 
Handbuch der Photographie,” Eder (Knapp); “ Handbuch dei 
Photographie,” H. AY. A’ogel (Oppenheim); the “ Dictionary 

of Photography,” Wall and Bolas (Hazell, Watson, and Abney); 

the “Annals of Photography,” in “Photography Annual.” 

“ Photographic Optics,” O. Lummer, translated by S. P. 
Thompson; “Elementary Telephotography,” E. AY. Marriage; 
“Telephotography',” T. R. Dallmeyer; Section B.—“Modern 
Heliographic Processes,” Ernst Lietze (Nostrand Co., New 

York); “Collotype and Photo-Lithography,” Schnauss (Iliffe); 
“ Photogravure,” AYilkinson (Iliffe); “ Photo-engraving, Half¬ 

tone Enamel Process,” Whittel (Scovell Co., New York); “The 
Half-tone Process,” Verfasser (Percy Lund) ; “ Half-tone on the 
American Basis,” Cronenberg and Gamble (Percy Lund); 
“Photo-engraving,” Farquhar (Dawbarn and Ward); “Photo¬ 
lithography,” Fritz and AA'all (Dawbarn and Ward). 

THE PRINTING OF MODERN ILLUSTRATED OR 
DECORATED BOOKS. 

(Abstract of a Paper read before the Society of Arts, and reprinted 'from its I 
“Journal.”] 

Two things which considerably affect printed matter are 
“leading” and “spacing.” Lines are spaced out in depths 

by the use of leads, and the intervals placed between the 
words laterally are expressed simply by the term “spacing. 
As an apprentice, I was taught that spacing should be regu 
lated according to the width of line, whether the matter wa 
leaded or solid. Very close or wide spacing are both objec 
tionable. The first is confusing to the eyesight, and the word ! 
seem to run into one another; whilst the second is apt t 
induce a sort of jerkiness in reading, that is, jumping from 
one word to another, and lias the effect of what we printer! 
call “pigeon holes” of white. AVide spacing tends to clis 
integrate the solidity of the whole page. Sometimes a yawnin' 
gap is observed down the middle or side of a page, or wha 

has sometimes been termed by authorities a “ river of white 
flowing down the page. This can be obviated, although it i 
very troublesome in narrow widths of type. As a genera 
rule, narrow widths in type-setting do not require the line: 
to be spaced out by the use of leads, but the same type tha 
would look well set solid, i.e., without leads, in narrov 

measures would require to be spaced out with leads if printei 
in long or wide measures. This assists the eye in taking uj 
the continuity of the lines. If the page is a large one, sola 
matter is best in columns—not running across the whole widt 
of the page. As an instance, I would refer anyone to tb 
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‘•'Fall Mall Magazine” of the present time. Formerly, it 

was printed in the full width of the page, which made it 

somewhat difficult to read ; but lately it has been printed in 

two columns, which renders it much more comfortable to 

read. This comparison applies also to book printing. Mar¬ 

gins should be arranged so that the greater proportion will 

fall on the fore-edge and on the tail or foot, especially on 

the latter. We find this so in the illuminated manuscripts 

and in the early printed books. In the books printed for 

William Pickering in the middle of the last century a feature 

was made of these points, as likewise in those books that were 

printed for Henry Stevens. 

The notion that the two facing pages of the open book 

should be taken as the unit is perhaps one explanation of 

the reason ; but there are many others that may be advanced 

in support of the practice. One would be that in the old 

MSS. the greater margins would be adapted for decoration, 

such as borders or other designs of an ornamental character, 

which often overflowed into the margin. Another is that 

the extra width at the side served for annotations or marginal 

notes. Besides, the deeper margin at foot permitted the book 

to be handled without obscuring the reading matter, and in 

the event of a book being re-bound, which does happen some¬ 

times, those two edges which have been subjected to the most 

wear and tear have enough to spare, should it be necessary to 

trim them, to make them tidy. These margins are, in some few 

cases, perhaps, too exaggerated. To arrive at some sense of 

proportion is not a rule of thumb, but one must be guided b^ 

the size of type employed and the size of the page. Books 

of a large size, such as a quarto, demand more margin than 

an octavo. This considered, the next thing is to adopt a type 

area which will bear some relation to that of the paper, and 

the united margins of tail and head should be more than 

those of the back and fore-edge combined, so as to allow the 

greater depth at foot. The smallest margin should be in the 

back of the book, so that when the volume lies open there 

would be some sense of connection between the two facing 

pages. In fine books, the double margin between these two* 

pages should be, roughly, equal to the fore-edge, so that the 

three parallel margins are practically the same. The head 

margin is best with a trifle more than the back, and that on 

the tail should be the largest of all. Taking, for instance, 

the total area of a crown octavo page (which measures in 

height 7-1,-in., by 5in. wide), a fair proportion, as regards width, 

would be about one-third margin to about two-thirds print; 

but in height the proportion of margin should be slightly 

more. If one were to take a book in which the margins have 

been so arranged that the print falls in the dead centre of 

the paper, it would be apparent that something was wrong, 

and even though the margin was equal all round, the general 

effect would be that the top had more than the foot, and 

the back more than the fore-edge. This alone should persuade 

the most inexperienced that it is necessary to increase the 

outer and bottom margins in order to counteract this effect. I 

ask you to compare any two books printed with the different 

kinds of margins now specified. The effect of margin is just 

now being admirably demonstrated to the “ man in the street ” 

on the London County Council hoardings in the Strand, hard 

by the new streets now being formed. The innovation is cer¬ 

tainly a good one, and should be an objectJesson, for it shows 

that a surrounding margin will improve even a huge broadside. 

It is worth while to remark at this point that the printing 

of posters has- improved in a general way during the last 

few years, and some really good broadsides are occasionally 

to be seen—one of a decorative character was that of the London 

School Board during the past two sessions, announcing the 

Continuation Schools. Possibly the fashion for the collection 

of such things gave an impetus to broadside printing, just 

as it did to bookplates when that cult came into vogue. 

The question of paper is also very important, and one which 

this Society has already set itself the task of investigating. For 

durability that made by hand is the best, but this kind is 

not used for the average illustrated book, especially that in 

which the half-tone process is adopted. Paper which is made 

exclusively of linen and treated with animal size should stand 

the test of time, but one cannot answer for the cheaper kinds of 

hand-made papers. For an edition-de-luxe the question of paper 

need not be considered very much, because in a limited number 

of copies the total cost is no large amount, and such editions 

usually command their price. Certain illustrated works may 

be printed on these hand-made papers, but the illustrations 

must be of a purely outline character in order to print clearly 

and sharply. Designs of decorative character are suitable, 

and one need only refer once more to some of the Kelmscott 

Press volumes to see with what degree of success such designs 

have been printed. Many of the machine-made papers of the 

present day are mere shoddy, and it is seldom possible to obtain 

from stock a decent all-rag printing paper. Such a paper 

can be made by a few special mills, but I feel very dubious 

about some of these so-called rag papers being made exclusively 

of that material. In the machine variety many kinds exist, and 

a good many of these are to be shunned at once if the durability 

of the book is to be studied. Half-tone block work demands an 

absolutely smooth surface, which is an unnatural one, and 

is only obtained by unduly rolling or calendering, or even 

coating the surface with some foreign substance, usually of 

a mineral nature. Either kind is objectionable, but especially 

the latter. The best half-tone process blocks, from a pictorial 

point of view, are those produced by the use of the finest 

possible screen. ‘ This screen or almost imperceptible network, 

is employed in photography to break up the surface, as it 

were, in order to impart the necessary medium for varying 

tones or shades of the picture. To obtain the best results 

in printing from these blocks it is necessary to print on an 

absolutely smooth paper ; in fact, the higher the surface, the 

better the printing is brought out. So far, no way out of 

the difficulty has been discovered. Type on this class of paper 

looks pui-j and weak, and it is best, if possible, to give half¬ 

tone blocks a different treatment from that of the text: that 

is, to make separate plates of these illustrations; and 

if they happen to be of a small kind, group them together to 

form distinct pages. These can be printed on the necessary 

but objectionable paper, and the text on a more natural one. 

Perhaps the solution of this difficulty will be found in some 

after-treatment of the sheets when printed, and some experi¬ 

ments which I have made in this direction have been fairly 

successful; but I am trying at present to develop a more 

simple way, which will rid us of the obnoxious features of 

this paper. These loaded or mineral-coated papers have some 

other bad features, and one particularly is that of weight. If 

we take any two books of the same bulk and size, one being 

printed on this so-called art paper and another on ordinary 

paper, especially that of an antique laid character, an extra¬ 

ordinary difference is observed in the weight. Unfortunately, 

this is not all, for the glare and shininess is bad for the eye¬ 

sight, and even the mere handling is objectionable. Besides 

this, there is the perpetual anxiety for the ultimate condition 

of this kind of paper, because we well know that the artificial 

facing is of a perishable nature, and must sooner or later 

decay and possibly become discoloured. With regard to press- 

work, this is a general term for printing off, whether by hand 

or by power. The hand press has done wonders in its time, 

but the power press has spoiled the hand pressman, for he 
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would sooner be a “machine-minder.” I am no conservative in 
this respect, for it is no secret that the old painstaking press¬ 
man is practically extinct, and if a lad is apprenticed to 

a firm where both methods are employed, he counts the days 
and months that must elapse before he can “ mind a machine.” 
All good work was done by hand at one period, for the 

reason that there was no alternative; but there is no need 
for the general printing office to cling to old methods, for 

printing machinery has so vastly improved nowadays that 
equal results can be obtained, provided the workman is in¬ 
telligent. In fact, it is possible to do all that modern con¬ 
ditions require on a power machine, and, on the other hand, 

it would not be possible to obtain everything from the hand 
press, even if the men could be found to undertake it. 

This applies particularly to the printing of books illustrated 
with half-tone blocks. For small offices or private presses 
the hand-press serves admirably, and will do all that is re¬ 
quired. 

I well recollect the late Gleeson White, in a paper which 
he read on “ Drawing for Process Reproduction ” before this 
Society some few years ago, remarking that modern printing 
had come to stay, and that its conditions forbade a return 
to the more archaic methods. This opinion I cordially en¬ 

dorse, but what I consider is necessary is for us to adhere to 
some of those principles which our predecessors laid down, and 
to avail ourselves of modern methods in their application, 
the conditions of oui* time demand this, and what we have 

to do is to create fresh standards, without being slavishly 
influenced by any definite or dogmatic canons. A reference, 
however, to the old masters of printing will certainly help 

us to formulate and set up new ideals. But to do this it is 
.impelative thac the co-operation of author, publisher, printer, 
and bookbinder be obtained. This was insisted on by Henry 
Stevens in his little pamphlet, “Who spoils cur New English 

Books ? The treatment accorded to the making-ready or 
preparation for the printing of wood-cut blocks, and of those 

made by process is quite different, especially for those! by 

the half-tone method. Formerly the degrees of light and 
shade were obtained from the wood-cut by lowering the block 
in certain places where light effects were desired, and the 
solids were left standing in the original height. We have 

the authority of Papillon, the French authority of the eighteenth 
century, foi this. With the introduction of engraved wood 
blocks, another method had to be employed in order to secure 

the different degrees of tone, and these gradations were brought 
out by overlaying with various layers of very thin paper cut 
to the required size and shape. This was first assisted, where 
necessary, by underlaying the block itself. This having been 

done, the overlays are made from, say, three pulls taken 
on a fairly hard paper ; the light or high tints being cut out 
in the first case, and in the second and third pulls the medium 

tones and solids would be also cut out, and such pieces then 
affixed respectively to the first one. By these means the full 
results of light and shade are obtained when this overlay is 
put into the exact position. It is, of course, necessary that 

the workman should have some artistic appreciation before 

a good result is obtained. With half-tone illustrations quite 
another method must be employed. It is absolutely necessary 
that the block be very truly underlayed, in order to bring it 
up to the exact type level—some prefer a trifle higher—and 

also that it be equally level at the four corners, wfithout any 
rocking on its base of wood or metal. This having been done 
satisfactorily, little or no overlay is required for the proper 

printing of these illustrations. Given the proper ink and 
paper, with a hard and sharp impression, this is all that is 
necessary. Any drag or slur on the impact of the printing 

surface with the impression cylinder of the machine is most 
detrimental to the finished print. I have referred to the 
beauty and depth of “ colour ” of the black ink us^d by some 
of the old masters. The printer formerly mado his own ink, 
and he was a wise man in his own generation. Nowadays 
the modern printer buys all his ink, and as a rule the secret 
of what is called “the art and mystery” of printing lies very 
largely in the ink. In these days of chemicals one hardly 
knows how inks are made, because they have to be adapted 
to the modern requirements of shining paper and process olocks, 

and what are considered full or good effects are only arrived 

at by the use of some stimulant, usually a chemical or mineral, 
and then one never knows the ultimate result. I have seen, 
by the use of improper inks, some very alarming results. For 
good paper, whether hand-made or otherwise, it is essential 
that a fine carbon ink be used. Any sc-called bloom or sheen 
is usually obtained by the use of a metallic or other sub¬ 
stance, which is sure sooner or later to develop some chemical 
action. For plain type printing a perfectly pure pigment 
must be used, but, unfortunately, for the satisfactory working 
of half-tone blocks the ink has to be very considerably doctored 
for fast running machines. A comparison of the bulk of im¬ 
pressions with the engraver's proof is not always a fair one, 
because an ink giving good results for single proofs would be 
quite unworkable, cn a machine that may only be running at 
an average rate. A good deal lias been written and said about 
the “ sixties ” m the annals of illustration. In some respects 
I think the glamour connected with this period is not always 

deserved. True, there were many capable artists, and many 
came to the front. Much of the work v/as well designed, but 
it was not always well engraved—at least, that is my opinion 
—and some of it would have been better if if could have 
been processed, which of course was not possible at that date. 
Having ventured this opinion, I will go further, and say that 
very many of the books of that period were anything but 
the “ fine art books ” they profess to be. I say this to the 
detriment of my own craft, for I cannot help thinking that 
with proper consideration the general get-up of many of these 
volumes could have been better designed, and, what is more, 
better printed. In surveying the English illustrated book of 
the first half of the nineteenth century—that is, from the time 
of Bewick up to the sixties—I find that a great many books 
of representative character emanated from the Chiswick Press. 
These books are Loth of pictorial and decorative character, 
and many were done in conjunction with William Pickering, 

the publisher, who died in 1854. The .shape and form of these 
books was only arrived at after a great deal of deliberation and 
experiments. This the late Henry Stevens tells us in his little ' 
brochure already mentioned, which I would advise all to read, 
for it will bo to their advantage. In this little work he re¬ 
spectively applied the lash to the author, publisher, printer, 
and binder, and much of his trenchant criticism was deserved. 
To render full justice to the new school of engraving, it was 
necessary to employ special methods in printing, and it is a 
tradition of the Chiswick Press that overlays, the use of which 
has already been explained, were first used in that establish¬ 
ment, though I have read of a French claim to that innovation. 
At any rate, Mr. Whittingham was one of the first to practise 
overlaying, and to bring it to perfection, so much so, that it 
is said that Bewick was fairly delighted with his treatment of 
wood engravings in printing. Mr. Whittingham’s tombstone 
in Chiswick Church records that he “ attained considerable ! 
eminence in his art, particularly in the printing of wood en- j 
graving.” ' 

We must all regret the decline of wood engraving, for, m 
connection with type printing, it was the true method of illus¬ 
tration. It was capable of giving much decorative expression 
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that can scarcely be hoped for in any mechanical process. 

It is, however, some consolation to know that methods of re¬ 

production have improved so much that it is possible, with 

a due regard to the altered circumstances, to obtain good sub¬ 

stitutes for hand-engraved work. In some cases, facsimile 

line work may be even better rendered by process. If we 

wish to see how far process has succeeded, we have only to 

refer to the reproductions of the work of two such very different 

artists as Mr. Hugh Thomson and the late Aubrey Beardsley. 

Here are the two extremes of method in drawing. In dealing 

with process work, I propose only to consider such blocks as 

can be printed with type, and not the other methods which 

require quite a distinct and separate treatment in printing—• 

such processes falling under the heads of photogravure, litho¬ 

graphy, or those using gelatinous films. The closing years of 

the nineteenth century saw the rise of process work, which 

created the almost universal demand for illustrated literature 

that could be both expeditiously and cheaply produced by the 

various methods in vogue. Photography does not lie, though 

it may distort; therefore I consider that there is no degrada¬ 

tion in the reproduction by mechanical means of drawings in 

line. When we consider this advantage, and the fact that any 

block for printing purposes can be produced quickly, and at 

a nominal expense, it is easy to account for the great demand 

for blocks mechanically produced. In former times the artist 

was somewhat at the mercy of the engraver, for, whether the 

original picture was drawn on the wood direct, or photographed 

thereon, as was thei custom in the latter part of the century 

just closed, everything depended on the engraver—for it was 

he who gave the expression or interpretation to the artist’s 

work. It is true that artists were sometimes engravers too, 

but such cases were rare. Naturally, some of the very best 

examples of wood engraving extant are those which were both 

drawn and engraved by the same individual. With regard to 

the blocks executed by the half-tone method, which reproduce 

surfaces rather than thin lines, either direct from nature— 

that is, from a photograph taken direct from an object, or 

from drawings made in wash—there is room for difference of 

opinion. TV ithout doubt, there is not the artistic merit in 

these productions that may be found in the other process, 

but I think we shall all agree that this method lias greatly 

improved during the past few years, and that the high-water 

mark of excellence has been very nearly reached. The results, 

so far, are mechanically very ingenious and most marvellous, 

even if we do not flunk the general effect artistic. Such 

blocks are very much improved if afterwards engraved on by 

hand, as in the case of many of the illustrations appearing 

in some of the American magazines, but this requires much 

practice and considerable feeling if it is attempted ; otherwise 

the labour is in vain. Vignetting of half-tone work is a thing 

that our cousins seem to have brought to greater perfection 

that we have. 

Charles T. Jacobi. 

-♦- 

Oxford Photographers and the Cambridge Convention.—The Photo¬ 
graphic Convention of the United Kingdom, which made such a stir 
among Oxford photographers last year, when it visited this city, will 
this summer honour Cambridge with its presence, and according to all 
accounts there is every prospect of a good meeting in the town of the 
sister University. It is generally hoped that a number of local photo¬ 
graphers who took part in last year’s convention will keep up their 
connection with the meeting by paying a visit to Cambridge from July 
7th to 12th, for it is wonderful how many local residents have never had 
an opportunity of comparing the two University towns, although they 
lie so comparatively close together. What with the fine weather and 
the energy thrown into the affair by Mr. Norton, last year’s meeting at 
Oxford was considered one of the most successful that the convention 
has ever held. This appears to have so aroused the friendly rivalry always 
existing between Oxford and Cambridge, in city as well as University 
affairs, that the latter are moving heaven and earth to outdo our efforts 
last year.—“ The Oxford Times.” 

DIFFICULTIES OF PICTURE-MAKING BY 

PHOTOGRAPHY. 

[A Paper read before the Edinburgh Photographic Society, rand reprinted 

from its “ Transactions.”] 

Everyone who attempts seriously to face the work of picture¬ 

making by photographic means finds himself continually pulled 

up short by the limitations of his materials. At the very out¬ 

set of his career he meets the limitations of light, and a plenti¬ 

ful crop of under-exposed negatives soon convinces him that 

the photographic plate cannot, like a cat, see in the dark. 1 

need not say any more of this limitation here. The only rules 

that can be laid down are such as are issued by many plate- 

makers, while the only application of these rules is that which, 

comes of many experiments and many failures. Nor is it my 

intention to say anything of the limitations of colour, beyond 

warning the would-be photographer not to be carried away by 

its fascinations, but before exposing to try and translate the- 

colour-tones of his subject into monochrome, and thus judge of 

its suitability in that respect. Rather do I wish to call your 

attention to-night to the limitations in the choice of a subject, 

and in the power which a photograph has of expressing the 

individuality of the artist—two limitations which, I think, press 

with peculiar weight upon the photographer. The art of photo¬ 

graphy is a very much less plastic art than that of the painter. 

The painter may move mountains and divert the course of 

streams ; lie may transplant trees or build castles in the air to 

suit his fancy; he may prune away all foliage, or, like the- 

Indian conjurer, he may by the magic of his brush call graceful 

branches into life to adorn his handiwork ; but for the photo¬ 

grapher the branch that grows before the plate is the branch 

that he traces upon the plate, and the river that flows through 

the meadow remains true to the course that Nature intended 

for it. This impossibility of in any degree materially altering 

his subject imposes upon the photographer a very much stronger 

necessity of choosing his subject carefully. His choice is much 

more limited than that of the painter, for he can only take- 

those bits that compose themselves. But the question still 

remains, what subjects are to be chosen? Nature abounds in 

beauties, but not all are suitable for the camera. How then am 

I to choose ? And it is when I come to try and answer this- 

question that the full difficulty of my subject presses upon 

me ; for it is all a matter of taste, and about taste it is pro¬ 

verbial there is no arguing. We talk of a canon of taste, but 

none of us can define it. Those who feel it for themselves 

know what it is without any definition, and for those that 

know it not there are no words that will suffice to explain it; 

and in addition to those who know there are those who merely 

think they know. Some men are kings in the realm of beauty, 

others are merely pretenders, but in the words of the old Jaco¬ 

bite rhyme : — 

“ Which is Pretender and which King, 

God bless my soul, that’s quite another thing.” 

But though it is impossible to lay down any absolute rules in 

matters which must always have a final appeal to arbitrament 

of taste, we may, I think, get some assistance by considering 

the points in which the beauty of a picture differs from the 

beauty of Nature. Nature is so- lavish in her beauty, so broad 

and magnificent in her effects, that any attempt to reproduce 

her features must necessarily fail. A small canvas, limited 

as it is by its size and its flatness, can never really reproduce 

the breadth and the depth of Nature. The best that the artist 

can do is to suggest these elements. A compromise must be 

introduced, and so' we find ourselves often compelled to suppress 

detail in order to emphasise effect. Then again a picture is 

confined by its edges; Nature has no* bounds, and the result 

of this is that while Nature may paint a thousand pictures on 

her canvas, and allow one picture to overlap another until 
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there is what an artist would call a hopeless incongruity and 1 

confusion, the limited size of a picture calls out above all things 

for unity. It is the failure to realise that Nature makes no 

such demand for unity, but may run her pictures into one 

another in hopeless confusion, that is at the root of so many 

unpictorial photographs. People forget that everything which 

is beautiful in Nature is not necessarily suitable for pictorial 

reproduction ; nay, more, that that very blending of a thousand 

beauties which is in Nature so' infinitely soothing may, 

if literally embodied in a picture, become distracting to the 

very verge of madness. Just as in Nature every bird sings his 

own song, and each bee hums his own note among the flowers, 

and all that confusion of sounds which have no musical relation 

to one another is beautiful which in art would be indescribably 

horrible. So then if comes to this : the beauty of Nature may 

be, and usually is, found in profusion, the beauty of a picture 

must, whatever else fails, be found in unity. And this word 

unity may be applied in many ways. One main high-light, one 

chief shadow, suppression of detail to prevent the eye from 

roving, unity of conception, unity of line, that is all the lines 

of a picture so harmonising that they lead the eye naturally 

to one principal point. Again we talk of massing our lights 

and shades, but that is also part of the same idea 

of unity; we mass our lights and siiades, in order 

that they may take their proper position in the 

whole pattern of the picture. In short, while Nature has 

other ends and aims to fulfil beyond the mere expression 

of beauty, it is the one reason which a picture has for its 

existence ; rob it of its beauty, and it becomes a mere daub ; 

and so .-it calls for a finish and completeness which is in no wise 

necessary, and which, as a matter of fact, is but rarely found 

in Nature. And by that word finish I do not mean so much 

a delicacy in the manipulation of minutiae as a certain com¬ 

pleteness and satisfying power in the conception of the picture, 

not so much a putting in of everything as a leaving out of 

all that distracts. A good picture should not leave the im¬ 

pression that ail has been said that can be said, but rather 

that nothing has been said that does not help to elucidate its 

main idea. In fact, it should always be felt that there is 

something left to the imagination of the critic, something 

-suggested by the artist, but not fully expressed. Having then 

grasped the idea that the beauty of a picture must consist 

of two things, grace of form and unity of conception, let us 

try and apply these theories to the practical work of choosing 
•a subject. 

Imagine that you are walking through a wood with your 

camera on the look-out for some good subject. You pass many 

beautiful bits, but you do not stop. The woods are always 

pleasing, but there is nothing here to tempt you to take one 

bit more than another. But as you walk you suddenly come 

upon one tree which stands out distinct from its neighbours 

by reason, it may be, of its size, or because it is somewhat 

isolated, or it may be a silver birch among dark-trunked 

trees. In any case, whatever the reason may be, there is 

something about it which suggests to you that it will make 

a principal feature that will stand out more prominently than 

its surroundings in your picture. It may be that you are 

wrong, and on closer examination you find that it fails to 

satisfy youi taste. I rominent though it is, it may want in 

grace, or there may be no standpoint from which to get a 

good view. Or beautiful though it may be in itself, perhaps 

its surroundings are distracting and unpleasing, and so you 

pass on. But it is some such distinctive quality as I have 

described that will in all probability first attract you to your 

best subjects—something that will form one chief mass of either 

light or shadow in your picture. Or again, you may be 

attracted, not by the distinctive qualities of size or position 

or colour in your subject, but by some peculiar grace, the 

beautiful droop of a branch, or the pleasing line of a trunk. 

In this case, as your subject contains no prominence in itself 

except its own peculiar grace and beauty, it falls to you, 

as giving expression to that beauty, to obt lin for it some 

artificial importance in your picture. You can do this by 

so choosing your lighting that your principal feature stands 

out in peculiar prominence, or by so choosing your standpoint 

that the surrounding lines of the picture naturally lead the 

eye to the principal point, or by so turning your lens that 

your main subject occupies what is termed the strong point 

in your canvas. The ideal picture will be carried out on 

the lines of all these three methods to perfection, but, as 

a matter of fact, when you come to choose your point of view, 

you will find that in almost every case this is impossible. 

The point of view from which your subject is best lit will in 

all probability be a point in which the surrounding lines 

distract rather than support, or the point at which the lines 

harmonise will be a point from which it will be impossible 

to place your subject strongly on the plate without including 

on one side or the other some distracting or unpleasing object. 

And so the necessity for some sort of compromise is intro¬ 

duced. But how this compromise is to be effected is a matter 

which cannot be carried out by rule. I can only give you 

two hints. In the first place, of the three lines which I have 

indicated, and between which you have to find the happy 

mean, the last is the most important. If your subject is 

weakly placed on the plate, no other virtue will altogether 

atcne for the fault. And my second hint is this: Do not 

despair because the lines of your compromise are not revealed 

to you at once. Let your motto be, lime enough yet, not in 

a spirit of procrastination, but in a spirit of study. If possible, 

visit your subject day after day. Free your mind from the 

trammels and limitations of the photographic art, and con¬ 

sider liow you would treat the subject if your were a painter 

and had at your command the full freedom of the crush, 

and having thus formed m your mind’s eye your ideal picture, 

try and find the point of view which most nearly approaches 

thereto. Most of us have to wait until we get home before 

we can see the result of our holiday work, but if you have a 

dark-room at your disposal, you will find a trial exposure of 

great help. A rough untoned and unfixed P.O.P. print 

placed on the mantelpiece of an evening, and studied while 

you are enjoying your smoke and your whisky, you will find 

greatly aid you in reducing your abstract ideas to some con¬ 

crete form. Very often some slight effect of lighting in a 

rough print will give you the longed-for inspiration. Then 

when the inspiration comes, seize it at once. You have got 

your subject, do the best you can with it. 

But how am I to do the best I can with it ? How am I 

to obtain for my work that individuality which wall distinguish 

it from the work of any other photographer who may make 

an exposure from the same point of view? If you were to 

choose a subject and settle upon the point of view, and then 

ask six artists to paint it from that point, yon would have 

six very different sketches, each bearing something of the 

individuality of the artist who painted it. Unless we photo¬ 

graphers can obtain some means of putting a like individuality 

into cur work, I am afraid that we must abandon all claim to call 

our work more than a pleasant hobby, a means of producing 

pretty things, a useful adjunct to the man of science, a good 

process of reproduction—any compliment, in fact, that you 

choose, except that of including it among the arts. So that 

the next question I am going to discuss seems to deal with 

the \ery life and existence of the artistic photographer. Are 

there then any means by which wo can hope to produce such 
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a result? In a small degree, in a very small degree, I fear, 
and yet in a degree sufficiently large to justify the photographic 
art in raising its head above the mere mechanical process, 
we can, I think, find such means in the much discussed, 
much abused, and often badly done process of faking. 

As to how far faking is allowable, I have not time to-night 
to discuss to any length. I shall content myself with stating 
shortly my own views, which are, that you may fake to any 
extent you like, provided that you do it in such a way that 
it cannot be found out. The laying on of colour on a photo¬ 
graph is abhorrent to me, not because you are departing from 
what purists call “ pure photography,” but because it is im¬ 
possible to do so without being found out. The texture of 
colour laid on with the brush is so entirely different from 
the texture of the photographic deposit that you get a hybrid, 
a thing neither photograph nor painting, an obviously faked 
thing. But if the retouching has been properly done on the 
negative, there is none of this incongruity of texture. The 

colour is all laid on with the same style of touch, viz., the 
peculiar style of the photographic deposit. This then is my 

one test of successful faking. Whatever alterations may have 

been made, and whatever means may have been employed to 

effect these alterations, the final print must show a unity of 
style, and for this reason I strongly recommend that all re¬ 

touching, except the mere spotting out of blemishes, be done 
•on the negative. 

There are several methods of retouching the negative. Some 
people use matt varnish on the glass side of the negative, others 
tissue uar>er; others put retouching medium on the film side ; 

while others use paper negatives which can be pencilled on. 

My own usual method is matt varnish. Covering the whole 

back of the negative with the varnish, I remove it from those 
well-defined parts which I wish to print more deeply. It is 

impossible to remove the varnish so as to leave anything but 

a sharply-defined line. Where it is desired that the deeper 

shadow shall gradually blend with the lighter parts, it is neces¬ 
sary either to darken everything on the negative with pencil ex¬ 

cept the part that is desired to print deeply, or else to make a 
transparency and work on it. Pencilling on the varnish is very 

simple, calling for no technical skill. I merely pencil lightly 
over the parts the printing of which I desire to restrain, 

rubbing the pencil marks with a stump or the end of the little 
finger from time to time. By this means a tery great amount 
•of extra, density can be produced wherever desired on the 
negative, with no heavy demand on the skill of the operator. 
The difficulty does not lie in the mechanical work, but in 
deciding what is to be retouched. And in attempting to 

answer this question, I again find myself face to face with 

the same difficulty which I met in the matter of choosing a 
subject. I can lay down no rules, for it is a matter of in¬ 

dividual taste, and the real deciding factors are matters ot 
which I know absolutely nothing, namely the individual de¬ 

mands of your particular subject and your own individual 
temperament. I can merely suggest certain lines of work 
which I myself have found useful lines, which are of necessity 
vague and capable of infinite variation. 

In the first place then I would say, aim at some definite 
effect rather than a general reproduction of the beauty oi 

Nature. In other words, aim at unity of conception. And I 
would amplify this by saying that you will find two things or 

the greatest assistance to you in realising that unity of con¬ 
ception. The first is your recollection of the impression con¬ 
veyed to you by the subject at the time you made the ex¬ 
posure, or by any subsequent study you may have given. Do 
not make the mistake made, I think, by tec. many photo¬ 
graphers, of thinking that because the lens has gone to Nature 
for you, your mind is relieved of all responsibility in that 

• • • 

respect. The production of an artistic *phot‘og'ra;fh requires 
as careful a study of Nature as the production of a successful 
painting. The other thing which, I thirdly you Jwill find of 
assistance in realising your conception’is arty' to.ggeVi'bh which 
you can obtain from the study of untouched print of your sub¬ 
ject. Almost every print of a well-chosen subject will contain 
some suggestion of a definite effect, and, personally, I find that 
I can get the best out of any print by following the lines of 
and emphasising any such suggestion. Placing the untouched 
print before me, I examine it, considering how with the 
mechanical means in my power I will be best able to alter the 
existing lines of the picture. I go through all the necessary 
processes, considering how I will cover the whole with matt 
varnish, and then remove it from this part, and penfil over 
it in that part, until I have made up my mind exactly what I 
want to do, and then I set to work to carry out my ideas. 
Often these ideas are wrong, and the result of all my cogitations 
are thrown aside as useless, and the negative put past, to come 

out again, it may be, some years later, when the inspiration 
which was denied before may then be given me. 

There is one other line which I may suggest, and which may 
help you in the conception of the effect which you desire. 

It is always well to so manipulate your lights and shades 
as to work in the direction of concentration. A friend of 
mine, whose criticisms of my photographs I always value, 
says chat every picture should have a hole in it, that is, some 

central mass of light round which the darker shadows of the 
picture group themselves, suggesting a hole through which, 
the high light reaches the eye. And this has always seemed 

to me a singularly happy expression. For if there were really 
a hole in the picture, it would be a means by which you could 
see through it to that which lies behind it. And this meta¬ 

phorically is just what you want to do. You wish to see 

through the mere nature forms which are represented to the 

beauty which lies behind them, to see something, in short, of 

the spirit of the beauty which you are depicting. There is 
always a certain sense of mystery given by such a concentration 
of the high lights.. And this idea of concentration is only 
another way of expressing the old idea of unity of which I 

have spoken. If I have harped upon this word unity until 
you are weary of it, I crave your pardon. I have done so 

because I feel that it cannot be too strongly emphasised. I 

have said that the beauty of a picture should consist of two 
things, grace of form and unity of conception. The grace of 
form sliouJd be obtained for you in the choice of your subject, 
and it is accordingly with unity of conception that you are 
most concerned when the time comes fer retouching, and 
so, upon second thoughts, I shall not apologise for thus harping 
upon the word unity. It is the very heart and soul of a 
picture. 

And now one word in closing. The careful following of the 

most elaborate rules of composition will never in itself make 
a picture. There must be something more. You must set to 

work, not so much m the spirit of one who desires merely to 
get a good photograph, as in the broader spirit of one who 

worships at the shrine of Nature. Let your love and not your 
camera draw you to your subject. Remember that jmu will 
succeed best in that class of subject which moves you most in 
Nature, and so. you will be furthering your study of the true 
art of photography if you spend an hour in gazing at a scene 
which appeals to you, even though it be utterly beyond the 
scope oi ycur camera, for you will be learning to enter into 
the inner circle. Others who merely study the rales of com 
position, and talk the art jargon of massing their lights and 

shades, and obtaining their delicate half-tones, may, if they 
choose, claim an acquaintanceship, it may evgn be an intimate 
acquaintanceship, with Nature, hut you will be far off the road 
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/ 'U» ,^end8bip?,"an\i “tfrijessl yoy can attain to these terms, you 
will .always fail to give full expression to the true spirit of 
Nature,.0fen to, h&nfe'buf a friend will she reveal her secrets. 

* c r< “ * 'c, ; cd H. Stewart Wallace, W.S. 

-♦-- 

SURFACE COLOUR. 
[Reprinted from “ The Physical Review,” May-June.] 

So many misleading statements appear in the text-books on 
optics regarding the phenomenon of surface colour, exhibited 
by certain strongly absorbing media, that it may be well to 
point out certain facts which are not always brought out as 
clearly as they should be. We frequently find the statement 
that these substances reflect most strongly those colours which 
are absent in the transmitted light, or which, as we more 
frequently say, are most strongly absorbed. One of the more 
recent of the advanced text-books refers the phenomenon to 
total reflection, the explanation being that for waves of cer¬ 
tain wave-lengths the refractive index is less than one, and 
that therefore at a certain angle there will be total reflection 
for these waves, and consequent surface colour. As a matter 
of fact, the dispersion curve runs below unity only in the 
case of a very few substances, consequently total reflection 
is wholly inadequate as an explanation. Moreover, the selec¬ 
tive reflection occurs at normal incidence. 

In the first place, the statement that the most strongly re¬ 
flected light corresponds to the light absorbed is erroneous. 
Take cyanine as an example. The centre of the absorption 
band is "very near the D line, but the surface colour is not a 
yellow, but a deep plum colour, not so very different in hue 
from that of the transmitted light. If we examine the spec¬ 
trum of the reflected light, we find a very dark band in the 
green, the centre being not far from wave-length .0005. The dis¬ 

tribution of intensity in the rest of the spectrum is not very 
different from what it would be in the case of reflection from 
glass, which shows that the peculiar colour of the dye is not 
so much due to a very powerful reflection of certain waves, 
as it is to. its almost complete refusal to reflect a certain region 
of the spectrum. If we remember that the reflecting power 

depends on the refractive index as well as on the co-efficient of 
absorption, we can easily explain this behaviour. 

The intensity of the light reflected at normal incidence by a 
transparent medium is given by the formula: — 

As n, the refractive index, varies with the wave-length, the 
reflecting power will be different in different parts of the 
spectrum. The formula calls for a stronger reflecting power 

in the violet than in the red, the variation being greatest for 
substances with high dispersion and low mean refractive in¬ 
dex. An experiment has recently been described by B. Walter 
to illustrate this type of selective reflection. Using the method 
of repeated reflections originated by Rubens and Nichols for 
the isolation of long heat waves, a remnant of blue violet light 
is obtained. The medium used by Walter was oil of cassia, 
above the surface of which a silver mirror was mounted. The 
sun’s image, after five reflections from the surface of the oil 
(the light being thrown back and forth between the surfaces 
as shown in Fig. 1), was found to be coloured a deep blue. 

Fig. 1. 

Though the formula calls for just such an effect, I have failed 

absolutely to obtain a trace of it, though I employed six in ¬ 
flections, or one more than Walter. The image was very faint 
and of a neutral grey colour, with no suggestion of blue. 

In the case of absorbing media, the refractive index varii s 
over a much wider range than it does in case of transparent 
substances, consequently greater variation in reflecting power 
with changing wave-length is to be expected. Moreover, the 
absorption influences the reflecting power directly, the formula 
for media of this nature being: — 

+ n?x‘ + I — 
71' -j- Tl~X~ fi I fi 2It 

In the case of a substance such as Hoffman’s violet, the re¬ 
fractive index of which is unity for a certain wave-length, the 
amount of light of this particular colour reflected at normal 
incidence will be: — 

X2 

4 + X" 

It is clear that this will increase as % increases, and will equal 
zero if x is equal to zero, as it is' in the case of transparent 
media. 

Taking the values of n and x for cyanine obtained by Pfliiger 
in the different parts of the spectrum, we can calculate the 

percentages reflected in the cases of the different colours. The 
curve shown in Fig. 2 was obtained in this wTay ; it shows very 

clearly the cause of the peculiar surface colour of the dye- 
Starting at the red end of the spectrum, we find that the 
intensity of the reflected light increases with decreasing wave¬ 
length, due to the joint increase in n and x The increase 
continues for some distance after n begins to decrease, owing, 
to the continued increase of x After reaching a maximum at 
\ = .00059, it turns and descends, rapidly attaining its mini¬ 
mum at A = .0005, where we have veiy small values of both rt> 

and x and consequently very small reflecting power. Beyond 

this point the rise is due almost entirely to the further in¬ 
crease in ii, since x is practically equal to zero in this portiors 
of the spectrum. 

Scarcely two per cent, of the incident light is reflected at 
X — .0005, causing the dark band seen in the spectrum of the 
reflected light, alluded to at the beginning of the paper. 

An excellent way of showing the variable reflecting power of 
a film of cyanine is to compare it with glass, in different parts 
of the spectrum. A little of the melted dye is pressed between 
two plates of hot glass, which are separated when cold. A 
spot is selected where the film has a good optical surface, 
and this spot is left on the glass, the rest being cleaned off. 
By holding the plate in the spectrum formed by a prism 
or grating, the reflecting power of the two surfaces can be 
studied. In some parts of the spectrum the cyanine reflects 
more strongly than glass, in other regions the reverse is true, 
while at wave-length .0005 the cyanine refuses to reflect to such 

a degree that the film appears as a black spot cn the blue 
field reflected by the glass. 

It is interesting to note the difference in the surface colour 
of the dye when the reflection takes place at the surface in 
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contact with thQ glass. A very convenient way of showing 
the yellowish-green colour in this case is to press out a film 
of the molten dye on one surface of a prism of 8 or 10 degrees 
angle.* In this v.ay the light reflected from the dye can 
be obtained uncontaminated with the light reflected from the 
first glass surface. The method is analogous to that employed 
by Lippmann in mounting his colour photographs. The calcula¬ 
tion of the curve of reflected intensities under these conditions 

makes a good exercise for the student. 
Professor II. W. Wood. 

-♦- 

Dew Books. 

D)eeting$ of Societies. 

MEETINGS OF SOCIETIES FOR NEXT WEEK. 

June Name of Society. 

21. Birmingham Photographic. 

21 Camera Club. 

21 Woolwich Photographic . 

21. Southampton Camera Club. 

23. Southampton Camera Club... 

26-28. Brentford Photographic . 

Subject. 

(A Half-day Excursion to Packington 
\ and Packington Park. 

Ramble—Appledore and Northam. 
/ cobham (Ladies’ Day). Leader, C. 
( Churchill, E.R.P.S. 

Ramble—North Stoneham Park. 
/ Debate upon the relative merits of the 
( various Printing Processes. 
Bosham. 

“ Der Platindruck.” By Baron Arthur von Hiibl. Halle a/S.: Wilhelm 
Krapp. 

The excellent series of monographs known as the “ Encylopadie der 
Photogra,phie,” has recently been improved by a new edition of Baron 
von Hiibl’s treatise on Platinotype. The author remarks in the intro¬ 
duction that the investigations of recent years have not led to any modi¬ 
fication of opinion as to the formation and nature of the platinum 
image in platinum black; but since the publication of the first edition 
of the work fresh experiments have led to unexpected conclusions as 
to the nature of the image formed by platinum in the presence of mercury. 
These experiments have given the clue to the process by which sepia 
prints can be made by cold development. The author has therefore 
revised the portion of the work dealing with this branch of the subject, 
and brought it up to date. We look upon Baron von Hiibl’s treatise 
as the best handbook to platinum printing. 

Messrs. B. J. Edwards and Co., Castle Bar Works, Ealing Dean, W., 
have issued a new price list. It is very tastefully printed, and the 
numerous half-tone illustrations are from interesting negatives and are 
well produced. The booklet—for such, indeed, it is—contains articles on 
the Edwards’ plates and films—iso, non-iso, cathodal, photo-mechanical, 
anti-halo, etc. There are also notes on the dark-room, development, 
colour screen and apparatus sundries, film carriers, etc. It is altogether 
a very useful list, and Messrs. Edwards are to be congratulated on the 
excellence of its get up and the practical nature of the contents. 

“ Picturesque Views of Shrewsbury,” published by Messrs. Adnitt and 
Naunton, of that town, consists of sixteen views of the charming capital 
of Salopia. They are printed in Collotype, and the album forms a 
pleasant souvenir of a delightful but not too well-known beauty-spot of 
Britain. The photographs are by that admirable master of the came'a, 
Mr. W. W, Naunton, and the album is published at Is. 

-♦- 

Mr. W, End, photographer and picture-framer, of the Sunningdale 
Studio, Sunningdale, writes: “ Re Stained Engravings.—If ‘ Mildew,’ 
who put a query in last week’s British Journal of Photography, June 
13th, will communicate with me, I can undertake to remove any damp 
spots or stains from engravings without injury to same.” 

“ Dagonet ” in “ The Referee ” addresses the following letter to the 
Commissioner of Police:—■“ Sir,—Will you kindly let me have a policeman 
all to myself outside Opposite-the-Ducks. I want one with a trained 
eye for camera-carriers, Kodakers, and snap-shotters generally. Listen 
to what has befallen me, Sir. You will understand why I ask for 
this special protection. One morning last week a nice, smiling gentleman 
walked into my house and said he should like to take a few photographs. 
I thought, of course, he wanted them for his private collection, so I 
said, “ Oh, very well; but don’t ask me to pose for you. Take me as I 
am.’ He replied, ‘ With pleasure. Go on with your breakfast.’ I was 
rather pre-occupied, so I didn’t pay much heed to what he was doing, 
though I noticed he was following me about. But when he packed up 
his apparatus and said: ‘ Thank you; I have you and your canary, your 
family, your friend from Ireland, your dog, your tub garden, your pony, 
Faust Up-to-Date, and Giddy, your goat. I have taken you eating an 
apple, watering your garden, editing “ Living London,” and having your 
fortune told; and the pictures will all appear in the “ Sporting and 
Dramatic News ” on Saturday, June 21st ’—well, then, Sir, I flew in a 
rage and assumed a threatening attitude. Instantly he set light to some 
powder; there was a blinding blaze, and theii a volume of smoke. I 
believe it is called the ‘ flashlight process.’ When the smoke had cleared 
away, the photographer had disappeared. Like Mephistopheles, he had 
vanished in smoke and flame. I am quite sure, my dear Sir Edward 
Bradford, that with your rooted objection to being photographed (how 
hard I tried to induce you to be taken for ‘ Living London ’!), you will 
sympathise with my protest against this assault and battery ‘ by the 
instantaneous process.’ An Englishman’s home is no longer his castle. 
It is the instantaneous photographer’s battlefield. Sir, by our common 
objection to publicity and the camera, I ask you to grant me special 
police protection.” 

* A suitable prism can be made in half-an-hour by grinding down a piece of 
thick plate window glass. A strip of thick glass cemented along one edge will 
be all that is necessary to make the glass take the required form, Grind on a 
piece of glass with very coarse emery at first, then use finer grades, polishing with 
rouge at the end. Small scratches do no harm, and a high polish is not necessary. 

LONDON AND PROVINCIAL PHOTOGRAPHIC ASSOCIATION. 

June 5th.—Mr. T. K. Grant in the chair. 
Mr. A. L. Henderson showed a piece of apparatus that he had recently 

acquired. It was described by Mr. T. E. Freshwater as the lens and. 
prism belonging to a camera obscura. It was usually mounted on a 
tripod, the top of which had a hole cut in it to receive the flange which 
carried the lens. At the focus of the lens was fitted a drawing-board, 
to receive the image, and a black cloth over the whole darkened the 
interior sufficiently to enable the artist, who often used it, to sketch in 
the principal details of his picture. 

Mr. A. L. Henderson made some observations upon his formate 
toning-bath, and took exception to the fact that certain unsuccessful 
experiments had been made with a modified formula, for which he 
accepted no responsibility, the non-success of the experiment being 
attributed to his bath. Ho thought that the publicity given to this 
failure, without full details of the modification in the bath employed, had 
brought about an undue criticism of the proper formula, and he spoke 
very strongly against the class of experimenting of which this was a 
specimen. 

Mr. A. Haddon pointed out that the formate bath produced good 
results undoubtedly, but not with every brand of paper. Some of the 
English papers gave very unsatisfactory tones, while others gave excel¬ 
lent tones with the formate! formula. The difference was not due to 
the formula, but to the "organic salt associated with the chloride of silver 
in the paper. 

Mr. A. Mackie confirmed this statement. He found that up to the- 
fixing stage Ilford paper gave beautiful tones with formate, but the 
hypo changed them to very miserable tones. 

Mr. Henderson, replying to a question whether he washed his prints 
before toning with the^combined bath, said that he recommended treat¬ 
ment1 with salt and water first, but, as a rule, he put the prints directly 
into the combined bath. 

Mr. Haddon, referring to lead in the toning-bath, quoted Mr. Bothamley 
as saying that when once lead entered paper it was very difficult to 
remove, and that the lead in time caused a change in the colour of 
prints toned with baths containing it. 

Mr. Drage spoke of some prints toned with formate and hypo, without 
gold, that after two years were still as good as ever. 

June 12th.—Mr. A. Haddon in the chair. 
Mr. T. E. Freshwater showed some photomicrographs of the dust ancF 

ashes thrown up by various volcanoes. The photographs, made by 
polarised light, showed that the dust in several cases consisted of 
powdered quartz. Some of the samples that he had examined were found 
to consist of particles of glass, and opaque matter, which probably 
were oxides of iron. The dust from Mont Pelee, deposited on Barbados, 
some 200 miles distant, had been analysed and found to contain a large 
amount of magnetic iron, while crystals which the polariscope revealed 
were particles of felspar, etc. It was curious that although picked up 
in Barbados, the wind at the time was moving in an opposite direction, 
but an explanation seemed to lie in the fact that the matter was throwm 
so high that another current, proceeding in a contrary direction, carried, 
it to Barbados. 

Dr. Ed. F. Griin gave a description of his 

Fluid Lens, 

first taking a photograph of the meeting in ten seconds, by the light of 
seven ordinary gas-burners. He said that he had considered whether 
by an alteration of a lens it would be possible to increase its aperture- 
or decrease its focal length so as to increase its rapidity to such an extent 
that an exposure might be reduced to a fortieth or a fiftieth of what 
would otherwise be required. 

Cedar oil was introduced into the air-space between the combinations, 
of a rectilinear lens with a consequent reduction of its focus to about 
an eighth. Dr. Griin had some success with this modification, used in 
a theatre, but the chromatic corrections were impaired and its recti- 
linearity was! upset. Further experiments were made, with a view to 
improving the initial results, and particularly in the direction of obtain¬ 
ing a fluid sufficiently colourless, and of high refractive index, with low 
dispersive power, to answer the requirements. The fluid now used has 
scarcely any appreciable effect upon the chromatic correction of the 
lens, at the same time increasing the refraction of transmission of light. 

Several lenses have been converted in the course of the experiments. 
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For cinematograph purposes the lens used is one of l|in. diameter, with 
a back focus of l^in. It is a doublet, cemented lens, of ordinary type 
in front, and a back combination made specially for Dr. Griin, and hav¬ 
ing a lui-convex crown in front and a concavo-convex flint, at back, with 
the fluid between Ihis lens works at an aperture of f/1.2. For other 
pictures a lens of 3in. diameter and 4in. focus, with an aperture of f/1.4 
is used. Dr. Griin showed on the screen a large number of slides taken 
without special facilities, and without knowledge, in various theatres. 
There were also views of Brighton Pier and other places taken late at 
night Avith exposures far short of those which would, under the usual 
circumstances, be required. In some cases the photographs could not 
be taken at all. Dr. Griin also stated that colour photographs had been 
made with the lens with an exposure of two seconds. Lenses made after 
Dr. Grim's specification are now commercially obtainable. 

A vote of thanks was passed to Dr. Griin. 

CAMERA CLUB. 

Thu Coronation and its incidents tinctured the proceedings of the Camera 
Club last week. First there was an announcement from the Iron. sec. 
that both on Coronation Day and the day of ihe Royal procession the 
Club would be open to ladies, and that those members who found a 
difficulty in getting refreshments for their lady friends at the crowded 
restaurants would find every accommodation at ihe Club. And, secondly, 
there was the principal business of the evening, in the form of a lecture 
by Mr. Cyril Davenport, who took for his subject the British Regalia. 

Mr. Davenport is no stranger at the Club, for he has frequently been 
kind, enough to lecture here. His remarks are always valuable for the 
amount of erudition which they display, and he illustrates them by slides 
so carefully prepared and coloured that it is quite a pleasure to look 
upon them, apart from their connection with the subject in hand. Upon 
this occasion, before the slides were shown, he gave a short introduction 
to his lecture, in which he pointed out that the King was as much king 
before his coronation as he was after, the ceremony being a formal acknow¬ 
ledgment of his position as head of the State. The ceremony peculiar 
to this country is the oldest coronation ceremony in the world, and its 
principal episode is the anointing of the monarch; with the holy chrism. 
With regard to the ritual observed, and all the details of the very 
elaborate ceremony, they are fully set forth in the “ Liber Regalis,” a 
book dating from the fourteenth century, which is preserved in West¬ 
minster Abbey. The vestments worn by the King are practically the 
same as those prescribed for a bishop celebrating mass, but they are 
adorned with certain emblems which identify them with kingly use. As 
well as a priestly dignity, he also holds a soldierly one, hence the 
presence of the sword and spurs. The orb is the exclusive emblem of 
the sovereign 

In past times the regalia avus kept in Westminster Abbey, but in the 
fourteenth century the monks who had charge of it abused their trust, 
broke into the treasure chamber, and did a great deal of damage, for which 
burglarious proceeding they were marched off to the Tower of London. 
Next the regalia Avas housed in the Chapel of the Pyx, until the time 
of the Commonwealth, when, by order of Parliament, the chests Avere 
broken open and the emblems of Royalty utterly destroyed. On the 
Restoration of Charles II. an entirely new regalia was made, the old 
models being as far as possible reproduced. From that time the con¬ 
nection of the Regalia with Westminster came to an end, but as a 
kind of acknowledgment of the Abbey’s control over it, the various 
articles are deposited in the Abbey just before a coronation, and this 
course Awill be followed on the forthcoming occasion. 

Mr. Davenport’s slides commenced with photographs of some of the 
great seals, showing various sovereigns in their state robes, for by this 
means the shape of the crown, orb, sceptre, etc., are much better under¬ 
stood than by reference to the coinage, which, from that point of view, 
is not so reliable. After these seals Mr. Davenport showed beautifully- 
coloured draAvings, in the form of lantern slides, of the various vestments. 
Next came the Ampulla, or Eagle of Gold, which holds the holy oil, or 
chrism, together with the golden spoon. The head of this bird is attached 
to the body by a screw joint, so that the interior can be charged with 
the oil, Avhich is made to flow out of the beak into the spoon. There 
are several recipes for making this oil, which apparently comprises some 
expensive constituents, for the chemist who last made up the prescription 
was paid £200 for his work. According to tradition, this golden bird 
was given to St. Thomas a Beckett by the Virgin Mary. The photo¬ 
graph of this bird, together with other photographs, Avere taken specially 
by the lecturer, who had the unusual privilege of taking the articles 
sepaiately from the receptacles in which they are usually deposited. The 
pictures included the various crowns, rings, bracelets, and spurs, which 
are seen en bloc in a huge cage in the Jewel House at the Tower of 
London. 

Mr. Davenport, of course, referred to the audacious attempt to steal 
the regalia by Colonel Blood and his bold companions in the reign of 
Charles II., upon which occasion the keeper of the jewels was knocked 
on the head, and the crown doubled up for more convenient carriage. 
The conspirators were happily caught before they had left the precincts 
of the Tower; but for some undefined reason Colonel Blood was not 
punished, but was granted a pension of £500 per annum by the King. 

In the discussion which followed the reading of this very interesting 
paper Mr. Lyon called attention to the circumstance that the lecturer 
had expressed a doubt whether the gloves would appear during the com¬ 
ing Coronation ceremony. He * entured to put the lecturer right upon 
this point, and he was able to say that the gloves would be worn. More 
than this, a member of the Camera Club would have charge of these 
gloves, in the person of the Duke of Newcastle. 

Sir Dominic Colnaghi raised a laugh by describing how his grand¬ 

father obtained a seat in tin gallery of the Abbey on the occasion of 
the last Coronation, all hough he had no business there He weut 
to the floor, and, on being challenged, said he had a silver key This 
Avould not do; but a golden key, in the shape of a guinea, prevailed, and 
he passed in and saw Ihe whole ceremony very well. 

After Mr. Davenport had answered several questions with regard to 
minor points touching upon the. regalia and the Coronation ceremony, 
the proceedings closed with a hearty vote of thanks to the lecturer. 

SOUTHAMPTON CAMERA CLUB. 

The members of the above Club held their fortnightly meeting at the 
Philharmonic Hall on the 9th inst., Avhen Mr. G. Vivian presided. The 
object of the meeting was a print competition, with " Landscape and 
Seascape” as the subject. Mr. De Silva was declared the winner, and 
awarded the certificate of merit for a fine pair of pictures from the New 
Forest, entitled “ Forest Stream ” and “ By the River.” He was closely 
followed by Mr. Evans, in a generally very keen and satisfactory com¬ 
petition. Arrangements were then made for an outing, which took place 
o:i Wednesday, the 11th inst., the rendezvous being Salisbury, per¬ 
mission having kindly been given by the Dean for the members to photo¬ 
graph within the Cathedral and its precincts. Full advantage was taken 
by those present, and in the time at their disposal no less than 100 plates, 
of various brands and sizes, were exposed to receive coveted images 
from the grand architectural pile. 

THE PHOTOGRAPHIC SURVEY AND RECORD OF SURREY. 

At a meeting held on Friday, June 13th, in the Lecture Hall, Central 
Library, at the Town Hall, Croydon (by kind permission of the Libraries 
Committee), the election of the following gentlemen as permanent officers 
of the above Association took place:-—Mr. W. W. Whitaker, B.A., F.R.S., 
F.G.S., chairman. Local vice-chairmen: Messrs. Hector Maclean, 
F.R.P.S. (president Croydon Camera Club); J. Bulbeck (vice-president 
West Surrey Photographic Society). Hon. treasurer, Mr. W. W. Top- 
ley, 3, Marlborough Road, Croydon. Hon. curator, Mr. J. Stanley Jast, 
Central Library, Town Hall, Croydon. Hon. secretaries: General, Dr. 
Hobson, B.Sc., 1, Morland Road, Croydon; survey, H. D. Gower, 55, 
Benson Road, Croydon. A committee consisting of the abo.ve-named 
gentlemen, with the addition of Mr. W. P. D. Stubbing, F.G.S. (Geolo¬ 
gists’ Association), and Mr. G. R. Beckett (hon. sec. South Norwood 
Photographic Society) were appointed to meet on July 1st next for the 
purpose of drafting rules of the Association, and to be duly submitted to 
the Council. 

CROYDON CAMERA CLUB. 

A specially interesting photograph was handed round at the conver¬ 
sational meeting on Wednesday, 11th inst., consisting of a view of the 
lately discovered underground prehistoric cave at Waddon. The nega¬ 
tive was taken by means of the magnesium light, by Councillor Noaks. 
The president (Mr. Hector Maclean) on the same occasion showed and 
explained a new form of hand-camera, which carries forty flat films. In 
make and design it seemed to leave nothing to be desired. The camera 
in question is known as the Ilford hand-camera, and should it in practice 
be found to be reliable in the changing of the films, it will, without doubt, 
become exceedingly popular, as it combines simplicity with efficiency, and 
is made to stand hard wear. 

The annual river excursion, in charge of Mr. Ben. E. Edwards, was fixed 
for Saturday, July 26th, when Teddington, Hampton Court, and Chertsey 
will be visited. -*- 

At the conclusion of King Lewauika's visit to Yeovil his Majesty was 
photographed by John Chaffin and Sons, of YeoAril and Taunton, at the 
residence of the Mayor, Sidney Watts. 

The Professional Photographers’ Association and the Cambridge Asso¬ 
ciation.—The following invitation has been addressed to members of 
the P.P.A. by the hon. sec. of the convention:—“As a fellow member of 
the Professional Photographers’ Association, I have much pleasure in 
forwarding you partjculars of the forthcoming convention at Cambridge. 
It has frequently been said that the want of cohesion amongst photo¬ 
graphers is mainly due to the few opportunities they have of meeting. 
A number of professional photographers are members of the convention, 
and I am sure you would find a few days spent in their congenial 
society, and the many opportunities afforded for the interchange of ideas, 
mutually advantageous. I shall be glad to forward any further informa¬ 
tion, and hoping for the pleasure of hearing from you, I remain, dear 
tSir, yours truly, F. A. Bridge, hon. sec. and treasurer, P.C.U.K.” 

The Value of Portraits.—We have frequently of late referred to the 
high prices that pictures sometimes realise at auction sales as illustrating 
the increasing art tastes. But over £11,000 pounds for a single portrait 
is certainly a high price to! pay. On Saturday last a picture by Geo. 
Romney, of the wife of General Sir Eyre Coote, was knocked down for 
10,500 guineas. This, we think, is a record price for a portrait, or cer¬ 
tainly by this artist, talented though he was. It was a large painting, 
if is true; but it was of no one of any great notoriety. At the same 
sale-rooms, a few days before, some miniatures Avere disposed of. and 
several unsigned portraits were sold at- £50 and £60 each. A frame 
of portraits of nine ladies and gentlemen of the time of George III., and 
a series of six miniatures by Plimer of different members of his family, 
brought the respectable sum of 317 guineas. To fully realise the art 
Aralue of these pictures it should be borne in mind that the persons por¬ 
trayed were all of no particular note. 
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Dew Apparatus, 
-♦- 

The Isolar Non-Halation Plate. Agent: Chas. Zimmermann and Co., 
9 and 10, St. Mary-at-Hill, E.C. 

The phenomenon we know as halation—that is, the spreading of the 
image of a bright object over the adjacent parts of a negative, which 
occurs under some circumstances—was noticed at a very early period 
of photography, and reference to our back volumes will show that its 
cause and prevention have been subjects constantly inherent. It is now 
generally recognised that there are at least two causes, the more frequent 
being the reflection from the back inner surface of the plate of actinic 
light which has passed through the film, the other being reflection from 
particles of the film itself. The usual remedy for the firsLmentioned 
kind is backing the plate in such a way that the light passing through 
the film is absorbed instead of being reflected; but though, when properly 
carried out, backing is efficacious enough, some trouble is involved in 
applying the backing, and perhaps still more in dealing with it after it 
has performed its part. A plate that possesses the advantages of a 
backed plate, without its inconveniences, is therefore a desideratum, and 
for the Isolar plate it is claimed that halation of every kind is effectually 
prevented. In the manufacture of the plate, between the glass and 
the sensitive film, a layer is introduced which is transparent, but of a 
colour which prevents the passage of actinic light. By this means the 
necessity for a backing is obviated, as no actinic light reaches the back 
of the plate, while at the same time the progress of the negative can be 
judged in the course of development in the usual way. Further, the sensi¬ 
tive film itself is stained yellow, by which halation arising from reflections 
from within the film itself is avoided. It will be obvious that to render 
such a plate of practical use some means must be provided of removing 
the stain from the film and its substratum, but this is automatically 
done in the ordinary course of treatment if a developer containing an 
ordinary amount of alkali be employed and the plate be fixed in an acid 
fixing-bath. If a developer containing no alkali, such as ferrous oxalate, 
or very little, such as amidol, be employed, some traces of the stain 
may remain after fixing, but it is easily removed by immersing the plate 
in an alkaline solution and again in the fixing-bath. Our own experi¬ 
ments with the plate have not been exhaustive, but have been sufficient 
to convince us not only that the claim made for it, that it is not subject 
to halation, is just, but that the manipulation is free from any com¬ 
plication whatever. We chose for comparison an ordinary plate of 
acknowledged soundness, and, having made a preliminary test to ascer¬ 
tain the relative exposures required, chose a critical subject and made 
three exposures: the ordinary plate unbacked, the ordinary plate backed, 
and the Isolar plate. The negative on the unbacked plate was practically 
useless from halation, but the other two negatives were very similar, and 
both were entirely free from halation, and of good quality in every 
respect. The Isolar plate is manufactured by the Actiengesellschaft 
fiir Anilin-Fabrikation of Berlin. The plates may be obtained coated with 
either orthochromatic or ordinary emulsion. The speed is given as 
21 Warnerke. 

The Aptus Panoramic Magazine Hand Camera. Manufactured and sold 
by Sharp and Hitchmough, 101, Dale Street, Liverpool. 

For 30s. Messrs. Sharp and Hitchmough supply the photographer with 
a camera which takes panoramic-shaped photographs on glass supports. 
The instrument holds sheaths to the size of the half of a half-plate, that 
is 6Ain by 2-|in. It is fitted with a lens of 7in. focus (approx.), and thus, 
with a judicious choice of subject, and taking care that near objects 

are removed a considerable distance from the camera, photographs in 
panoramic perspective and without distortion may be obtained. Either 12- 
plate sheaths or 24-film sheaths may be used in the camera, which is 
fitted with an indicator of exposures; rotating diaphragms to the lens; 
finder; time and instantaneous shutter. The camera weighs 21b. 8oz., and 
measures lOin. by 9in. by 3in It is excellent value for the money, and 

the changing system is simple and reliable. 

Messrs. Elliott and Sons, Ltd., Barnet, Herts., recently gave us the 
opportunity of practically testing the latest make of their Extra Rapid 
plates. These are listed in the following approximate speeds:—200 H. 
and D., 255 Watkins, 1/128 Wynne. At f/11, and with the shutter work¬ 
ing at l-20th of a second (approx.), we produced fully-exposed views on 
the river at 6.30 in the evening at the latter part of May. The plates 
yield a well-graded image, fine in the grain, are easy to develop, and are 
obviously rapid enough for all studio and landscape purposes. 

A sample of the Barnet P.O.P. has also been sent us for use. This 
gave us admirable prints, which readily took a rich and even tone. 
Users of gelatine chloride could not desire a better printing surface^ 
The Barnet plates and papers are of high class throughout. 

-♦- 

Commercial $ £egal Intelligence 
The Austin-Edwards Monthly Film Negative Competition.—The prize 

camera for the current month has been awarded to Rev. T. Gough,, 
Grammar School, Retford, Notts., for his negative, “Italian Street 
Scenes.” 

Another Suicide by Cyanide of Potassium.—After writing “ Good-bye 
for ever, Tim,” Thomas Smith, a footman in service at Ennismore Gar¬ 
dens, Kensington, drank enough cyanide of potassium to kill a dozen 
men. Suicide during temporary insanity was the verdict returned at a 
coroner’s inquest. 

Wykall, Ltd.—The above-named Company has been registered withi 
a capital of £2,000 in £1 shares (1,000 6 per cent, preference). The 
objects of the Company are to take over the business of a photographic 
artist, etc., carried on by E. C. Wyrall, at 10, Grosvenor Road, Aldershot. 
Minimum cash subscription, 500 shares. The first directors are T. F. 
Wells and E. C. Wyrall. Qualification, £25. Registered office: 10, 
Grosvenor Road, Aldershot. 

Messrs. J. J. Griffin and Sons, 20-26, Sardinia Street, Lincoln’s Inn 
Fields, W.C., write:—“It is a pleasure to us to send to you copies of 
recent issues of the ' Plate-Makers’ Criterion,’ and to point out that 
we are the sole agents for the British Empire for the photo-engravers 
machinery manufactured by the the Ostrander-Seymour Company, of 
Chicago, and that we shall be very pleased to send fully descriptive and 
priced catalogues, or any other information regarding these machines 
that may be required by photo-engravers or those experimenting in the 
work.” 

Re A. D. Thomas, 60, Chandos Street, Strand, cinematograph 
exhibitor.—The statutory meeting of the creditors concerned under this 
failure took place at the London Bankruptcy Court, before Mr. Walter 
Boyle, Assistant Receiver, on Monday. The statement of affairs filed 
by the debtor disclosed liabilities amounting to from £5,000 to £6,000, 
and assets estimated to produce £35. The debtor states that he com¬ 
menced business about seven years ago, and he ascribes his insolvency 
to insufficient capital and to the temporary falling off of interest in 
animated photographs relating to the Boer war. In the absence of a 
quorum of creditors the meeting was adjourned. 

The China Permanent Photographic Company, Ltd.—The above-named 
Company has been registered with a capital of £2,000, in £1 shares. The 
objects of the Company are to purchase from Fred Shippey a secret 
process of photographing on china, porcelain, or other substance under 
glaze, known as electric photography under glaze, to develop the same, 
and as photographers generally; and as manufacturers of artificial stone, 
opal, opal glass, enamel and enamel ware, slates, slabs, plaques; as oil 
and colour men, dealers in artists’ materials, medallions, meerschaum, 
vulcanite, etc. No initial public issue. Managing director, A. Smeed, 
Registered office: 1, Gresham Buildings, Old Broad Street, E.C. 

Useful to Photographic Tourists.—The Board of Agriculture give 
notice that the Ordnance Survey have recently published new folding 
pocket-maps of Llandudno and Scarborough and the country round, on 
the scale of one inch to the mile. The maps are printed on thin, tough 
paper, in covers, price Is. each. They are useful for general topographical 
purposes, and should also prove serviceable to cyclists and pedestrians, 
since they show the principal roads in colour, indicating their character, 
and whether metalled or not, footpaths, contours, rivers, towns, villages, 
railway stations, and local boundaries. Copies of these maps may be 
obtained from the local agents, or through any bookseller, from the 
Ordnance Survey Office, Southampton. Copies may also be ordered 
through head post-offices in towns where there are no agents. 

Explosion in the Strand: A Well-known Optician Injured.—On Satur¬ 
day afternoon last an explosion occurred at 433, Strand, rhe premises occu¬ 
pied by Mr. Alfred Apps, a gentleman who has for many years occupied 
a position as optical instrument maker to several of the Government 
departments, as well as maker of induction coils for Rontgen-ray work. 
While in his workshop a portion of the floor blew up, and Mr. Apps 
was so severely injured that his removal to the adjacent Charing Cross 
Hospital was necessitated. There was, however, no alarm of fire, and in 
a statement given by Mr. Apps himself it would appear that the explo¬ 
sion was due to coal gas having become ignited underneath the boards, 
and had nothing whatever to do with the processes of electrical manu¬ 
facture. Fortunately, beyond sustaining injuries to his left foot, Mr. 
Apps is unhurt. 

Warwick Competitions.—The following is the list of awards of the 
Warwick Competition for the current month .—£1 prize each : W. J. Bella- 
more, Paget Place, Penarth (“ Deer Park, Kentchurch ”); A. Black, 
Bowers Avenue, Nottingham (“ Gateway at Furness Abbey ”) ; E. W. 
Burch, 9, Elizabeth Street, Eaton Square, London, S.W. (“ In the 
Orchard ”); E. Collison, Grantham Vicarage, Lines. (“ Grantham Parish 
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Church ”); W. M. Graham, Netherby, Stevenage, Herts. (“ White Stich- 
wort ”); H. Holden, 5, Sandford Road, Moseley, Birmingham (“ Horse 
■jumping”); J. Ludlam, 15, Grasmere Street-, Leicester (“A Wet After- 
noou ”); F. E. McGibney, 14, Harcourt Street, Belfast (“Chapel In¬ 
terior ”); Miss H. Reston, photographer, Edge Lane, Stretford (“ A Por¬ 
trait Study ”); L. Ussher, Town Office, East London, S.A. (“ Take puppy 
too, Daddy ”). 

Kodak, Ltd.—We are informed that a payment of Is. per share (free 
of Income Tax) will be made on July 1st, in respect of ordinary shares 
and of l-i- per cent, (also free of Income Tax) in respect of preference- 
shares to shareholders registered at the closing of this Company’s transfer 
books, the 17th May last. The payment on the ordinary shares is the 
equivalent of the ordinary interim dividend of 2^ per cent, (of which 
28-91sts is being paid by Kodak, Ltd., and 63-91sts by the Eastman 
Kodak Company, of New Jersey), together with a bonus of 2^ per cent., 
the whole of which is being found by the Eastman Kodak Company, 
of New Jersey. The payment on the preference shares is the equivalent 
of the usual interim quarterly dividend at the rate of 6 per cent, per 
annum, and is being paid by Kodak, Ltd., and the Eastman Kodak Com¬ 
pany, of New Jersey, in the proportions above stated. The proportion 
of the dividend paid by Kodak, Ltd., is declared as of the date when 
the resolution for the reduction of the Company’s capital was sanctioned. 
The net interim dividend on October 1st will be paid upon the capital 
of the new Company. 

The Thornton-Pickard Catalogue.—With a copy of their new catalogue, 
the Thornton-Pickard Manufacturing Company, Altrincham, send us the 
following particulars of it:—“We have pleasure in sending you copy of 
our new complete illustrated catalogue, which, you will notice, is mucn 
larger than any we have hitherto published, containing more illustrations 
and fuller information respecting the various cameras and shutters which 
we manufacture. You will notice that we are introducing for this season 
a number of entirely new cameras, namely:—The “Imperial” Outfit 
(described on page 21), which has been brought out to meet the demand 
for a really first-class camera at a cheap price, and the whole outfit in 
the half-plate size retails at the low price of four guineas. The “ Ruby 
Triple Extension” Camera (described on page 30), which is a new adapta¬ 
tion of our well-known standard pattern “ Ruby.” It is built on the 
same general lines as the “ Ruby ” Camera, with the advantage of a 
triple extension. The half-plate size has an extension of 22in. You will 
also notice the “ Automan ” Cameras, of which the principal feature in 
each is an entirely new movement in photographic cameras. By mere 
pressure on the spring catch, to open the camera, the baseboard not 
only falls into position, but the front, with lens and shutter attached, 
automatically erects itself at the “infinity” focus-point. There are three 
patterns of the “ Automan ” Cameras, namely:—The “ Oxford,” which 
takes glass plates and cut films in plate-holders. The “ Roll Film,” which 
takes roll films in daylight-loading cartridges, and which is also pro¬ 
vided with a plate-adaptor for the usei of glass plates. The “ Focal 
Plane,” which takes glass plates and cut films in plate-holders, and 
which is also fitted, as its name implies, with one of our new pattern 
focal plane shutters. This camera is capable of use for every class of 
work conceivable, and exposures can be given from 1-1,000th of a second 
up to any length of time desired. You will further find, on page 60 and 
also on inside of back cover, particular's respecting our new prize com¬ 
petition. We would also call your attention to the great reduction in the 
prices of our shutters. Notwithstanding this great reduction in price, 
Ihe same high standard of excellence is still maintained.” The catalogue 

-contains a dozen illustrations in half-tone. 
The Sale of Poisons.—Before the Kingston-on-Thames 'County Magis¬ 

trates last week, Joseph Hutchinson, seed and artificial manure merchant, 
appeared to answer three summonses for selling a poisonous vegetable 
alkaloid known as nicotine, without having his name and address on the 
bottle; for selling the poison to an unknown person; and for failing 
to make an entry of the sale in a book kept for the purpose, contrary 
to Ihe provisions of the Pharmacy Act, 1868. Mr. Vaughan Williams, 
barrister, appeared to prosecute on behalf of the Pharmaceutical Society; 
and Mr. T. G. Dobbs, solicitor to the Traders in Poisons Protection 
Society, appeared to defend. Mr. Vaughan Williams, in opening the 
ease, said the poison the defendant was charged with selling was contained 
in a compound known as “The XL Al^ Vapouriser Fumigator,” used, 
for the destruction of insects in greenhouses. In a 2oz. bottle there was 
sufficient nicotine to poison hundreds of persons. George Henry Steer, 
of the Pharmaceutical Society, deposed to visiting the defendant’s 
premises at Cobham, on May 5th, and purchasing a bottle of the fumi¬ 
gator. Ft was supplied to him by the defendant’s brother, who did not 
know him, and the defendant’s name and address were not on the 
bottle. Harry Moon, clerk to the Registrar of the Pharmaceutical 
Society, deposed to receiving the bottle from the last witness and sending 
its contents to be analysed. There was a label on the bottle containing 
the following notice:—“Tobacco is generally considered to have some¬ 
what poisonous properties, and the juice of tobacco which collects in 
ihe stem of a pipe, is well known to be poisonous. This compound con-- 
fains the concentrated nicotine of tobacco, and should be kept in a safe 
place and out of the reach of children.” By Mr. Dobbs: A special 
commission had been appointed by the Privy Council to inquire into 
the sale of poisons for purposes connected with agriculture. Mr. Thomas 
Tick II, analyst, spoke to examining the compound, and said it contained 
over 20 per cent, of nicotine, sufficient, in his opinion, to kill between 500 
and 600 persons. In 2oz. there were 186 grains, and one grain of nicotine 
would be fatal to two or three persons. Mr. Dobbs, in defence, urged 
that an article of this kind, which was sold for trade and technical pur¬ 
poses, had been held to be exempt from the provisions of the Pharmacy 
Act. If it were not so, the businesses of many tradesmen would be 
ruined, and it would be vesting a monopoly in poisons iii the hands of 

chemists, a thing that the Legislature never contemplated The magis¬ 
trates considered the case proved, and fined the defendant £2 on each 
of the three summonses, including costs. They consented to state a ease 
-—.“ The Morning Post.” 

Vicar’s Company Promotions.—The Rev. Alfred Allen Barratt, M.A., 
vicar of Holy Trinity, Claygate, applied for his discharge at tin- Kingston- 
on-Thames Bankruptcy Court yesterday. It was reported that tin 
liabilities were £3,336, and the estimated assets about £469. Lord Foley 
proved for £3,148. It was explained that the debtor had been con 
nected with the promotion of a number of limited liability companies, 
none of which had paid any dividends, and some of which had ci as< d 
to exist. One of these companies was called Photo, Ltd., of which the 
debtor was managing director. The Official Receiver reported that tin- 
debtor had contracted liabilities when he had no reasonable means of 
discharging them, and that his bankruptcy was brought on by rash and 
hazardous speculation. Mr. Cooper Willis, who appeared for Lord Foley, 
the petitioning creditor, opposed the application for discharge on the 
ground that the debtor's examination had disclosed the fact that 
he had bee.n guilty of fraud. In May, 1898, he approached 
Lord Foley, who was one of his churchwardens, and induced him to invest 
money in Phcto, Ltd. Lord Foley gave a guarantee for £3,400, which 
was placed to the credit of the debtor at the Surbiton branch of the 
London and County Bank. All of this money, with the exception of £400, 
appeared to have been devoted to the purposes of the Company, and 
about £121 was claimed by the bank as interest, but about £278 appeared 
to have been misappropriated by the debtor to the payment of his own 
private account. The answers which he had given showed that he had 
paid personal debts with moneys that should have gone to Photo, Ltd. 
Mr. Mellor, who appeared for the debtor, said that Lord Foley was aware 
of this at the time, and there was also the fact that the money was 
afterwards returned. Mr. Cooper Willis: But it was fraud all the same. 
Judge Walsh said he was afraid that he could not entertain the charge 
of fraud if Lord Foley knew what was being done. Mr. Cooper Willis 
said he would withdraw the charge of fraud, and would ask his Honour 
to refuse the discharge on the ground that the debtor’s general conduct, 
as disclosed by his examination, was not straightforward and honourable 
as befitted a clergyman of the Church of England. Mr. Mellor said the 
charge of fraud was preposterous, and for the rest he urged that it was 
not a bad case of rash and hazardous speculation. Judge Walsh said 
he thought the charge of fraud ought never to have been made, though 
the debtor’s explanations were a bit lame. Still, he thought the debtor 
had laid himself open to very severe censure for meddling in company 
promoting, and that censure was not lessened by the fact that he was a 
clergyman. Apart from this, it was shocking to have it conclusively 
proved that a gentleman receiving emoluments for religious ministrations 
should continue to incur liabilities when he knew that he was insolvent 
and could not meet them. He had decided, therefore, to suspend the 
discharge for three years.—“ The Morning Post.” 

Pcu)$ ana Dotes, 
Royal Photographic Society.—Technical meeting, Tuesday, June 24th, 

at 8 p.m. Mr. E. Sanger Shepherd will read a paper on “ Graduated 
Light Filters.”—The exhibition of photographs by Mr. W. Smedley Aston 
will also be on view until the end of July. 

London and Provincial Photographic Association.—On Thursday, June 
19th, Mr. A. L. Henderson will show a series of lantern slides illustrating 
his recent visit to Portugal. Visitors (especially foreign and colonial) 
are always welcome at the meetings at the White Swan Hotel, Tudor 
Street, Fleet Street, E.C. 

By special permission of the Prince and Princess of Wales, the frontis¬ 
piece of the Souvenir Coronation Bazaar in aid of the Hospital for Sick 
Children will consist of a photograph of Prince Edward, by Mr. Richard 
N. Speaight. The souvenir will be unique of its kind, as it will consist 
entirely of photographs of the children of the patrons and stall-holders. 
The committee hope to add upwards of £500 to the bazaar funds by its 
sale, as Messrs. F. and R. Speaight, of 178, Regent Street, who are 
compiling the work, are giving their services, and have offered to hand 
over the entire profits.—“ The Times.” 

Amongst the Coronation novelties issued by that alert student of the 
times, Mr. W. Tylar, 41, High Street, Aston, Birmingham, is a negative 
of his Majesty the King in State robes. Thus loyal photographers may 
strike off prints of Edward VII. to their hearts’ content, and without 
fear of copyright restrictions. Mr. Tylar’s ether novelty is a Coronation 
bible photographically reduced. This tiny volume, measuring, roughly, 
about l£in. square, contains the whole of the sacred writings, and is 
so legible that parts of it may be read with the naked eye, and the whole 
under a small magnifier. 

Sefton Park Photographic Society, Liverpool.—The fourth annual exhi¬ 
bition will be held in the High Schools, Arundel Avenue, Sefton Park, 
Liverpool, on Tuesday, Wednesday, Thursday, Friday, and Saturday, 
October 28th to November 1st, 1902. Entry forms and fees only to be 
sent to Mr. Geo. Birtwhistle, hon. sec., 7, Gainsborough Road, Sefton, 
Park, Liverpool. The following are the open classes:—Landscape and 
Seascape. PoN’-aiture and Figure Studies and Still Life. Architecture. 
Hand Camera Work (direct prints). (Camera must have been held in the 
hand during exposure.) Lantern Slides. Champion Class.—One print, 
any size, which must have previously gained an award. The winner to 
present to the Society an unframed copy of the winning picture. 
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Tee Knole Pictures.—The collection of pictures at Knole is known to 
Ibe one of the finest and most interesting in the Kingdom. Lord Sack- 
ville has from time to time generously lent examples for public exhibi¬ 
tion in London, and he has now given permission to Mr. C. E. Corke, of 
•Sevenoaks, to reproduce some of the more important. The famous 
Gainsborough of Miss Linley and her brother has already been done 
in this manner. The Hoppner picture of the three Sackville children— 
George, afterwards fourth Duke of Dorset, and his two sisters and 
another Hoppner—the whole-length portrait of Arabella, the third 
Duchess of Dorset, and mother of the three children—are being repro¬ 
duced ; and others, by Reynolds, Yan Dyck, and Monnier, are to follow. 

—“ The Times.” 

The employees of the firm of Messrs. Alfred Ellis and Walery went 
dor their annual excursion on Saturday, June 14th, and, despite the 
Inclemency of the weather at starting, a very enjoyable day was spent. 
The party, numbering twenty-six, met at Paddington for the 9.5 saloon 
train to Henley, where the steam launch “ Marian awaited to take 
itkem up the river to Pangbourne. A photographic snapshot competition 
taking place, cameras were very much to the fore en route,. A splendid 
lunch was provided on board by Mr. Shepherd, of Henley, which was 
thoroughly appreciated by those participating in the choice dishes pre¬ 
pared. Pangbourne was reached by about 2.20, the party alighting to 
spend a couple of hours ashore. The Home Farm, Sulham, was visited, 
and a delightful time spent in the woods, the weather being very kind 

■during the whole of the time spent on shore, the sun so far favouring 
the party with about lg hours of its welcome presence. The launch was 
.reached by 4.30 for the homeward journey. Tea on board; a short stay 
.at Henley, with light refreshment at the Broad Gates Hotel; and taking 
.the saloon train home again at 9.15, arriving at Paddington by 10.15. 
But before separating at the station “ Auld Lang Syne ” was sung, and 
.three hearty cheers were given for Mr. Alfred Ellis, for the very enjoy¬ 

able time spent. 

Coronation Festivities and Peace Commemoration at the Crystal 
Palace.—The arangements made at the Crystal Palace for the Coronation 
are on a large scale. The programme, which will extend over several 
days, includes a grand Coronation ball, a British and an American con¬ 
cert in celebration of the proclamation of peace and the coronation of 
the King, and Venetian fetes and firework carnivals, when the facilities 
.afforded by the gardens and grounds for illumination and decoration 
will be fully taken advantage of. These Venetian fetes will be held on 
Thursday, Friday, and Saturday, June 26th, 27th, and 28th, and they 
will be brought to a conclusion each night by a display of fireworks, when 
the set pieces which Messrs. C. T. Brock ;nd Co. have prepared for the 
Coronation will be fired. The Coronation ball will be held on Wednesday, 
July 2nd, with the approval of his Majesty the King, and under the presi¬ 
dency of Mrs. Arthur Paget, in aid of King Edward’s Hospital Fund. 
Twelve thousand square feet of parquet floor will be laid in the Central 
Transept. Four large drawing-rooms will be built in the South Tran¬ 
sept, two being furnished by Gillow’s in Louis XVI. and English style 
as a special gift to the Hospital Fund. From these a huge bank of 
flowers and plants will rise to the Royal box. On either side of the 
•drawing-rooms the beauties of an English and an Italian garden will be 
•disnlaved. Private boxes will be daintily draped, several in the colours 
of the regiments of the officers who have taken them. Mr. Forbes-Robert- 
son has designed a charming programme, and a handsome souvenir of 
unique description is in preparation. Special trains will be run from 
Victoria to the Palace. The Peace Celebration of Saturday, July 5th, 
will be similar in character to that of the great Patriotic Fete held at 
the Palace on the termination of the Crimean War. In the afternoon, 
at the British and American Festival Concert, on Handel Festival scale, 
the two nations will be represented by the greatest and most eminent 
vocalists of the day. The British Quartette will include Madame Albani, 
Madame Clara Butt, Mr. Ben Davies, and Mr. Santley; and the American, 
Madame Ella Russel, Madame Belle Cole, Mr. Ellison van Hoose, and 
Mr. David Bispham. As at the Handel Festival itself, the great feature 
of the concert will be the marvellous effect produced by the gigantic 
choir. The orchestra will number nearly 500 picked instrumentalists. 
The services of the London contingent of the famous Handel Festival choir 
and orchestra, and the full band of H.M. Coldstream Guards have been 
requisitioned, and the performers will number over 3,000. In the regret¬ 
table absence of Mr. August Manns through indisposition, Dr. Frederic 
Cowen will conduct, and Mr. Walter W. Hedgcock will be the organist. 
The programme will include a performance by the colossal choir of the 
National Anthem, “ Rule, Britannia,” the American National Hymn; also 
the same Coronation Anthem by Handel, “ Zadok, the Priest,” that 
is to be sung at the Coronation service at Westminster Abbey, the trio 
and chorus, “ See, the conquering hero comes! ” ; also a selection from 
‘Sullivan’s “ Te Deum,” and the same composer’s ‘".Song of Peace.” The 
orchestral band of 500 performers, combined with the full band of Cold¬ 
stream Guards, will perform Cowen’s “ Coronation March ” and Tschai- 
kowsky’s “ 1812 Overture.” On this day also the Naval and Military 

■athletic meeting is to be held. The directors of the Crystal Palace Com¬ 
pany have presented a gold cup, to be called the “ Coronation Cup,” as 
a trophy for an annual sports competition among his Majesty’s forces. 
The competition will resolve itself into a trial of strength between the 
Navy, Army, Militia, and Volunteers. There will also be in the evening 
a physical display by the National Physical Recreation Society—chair¬ 
man, Lord Charles Beresford. The Colonial .and Indian Troops in Lon¬ 
don for the Coronation have accepted invitations to be present, and, as 
on the other nights, a giand display of fireworks will be given. The 
Internationl Polo Tournament, held under the auspices of the London 
Polo Club, for the Coronation Cup, is fixed for Tuesday, Thursday, and 
Saturday, July 8th, 10th, and 12th. 

Correspondence. 
%* Correspondents should never write on both sides of thepaper. No 

notice is taken of communications unless the names and addresses of 

the writers are given. 

We do not undertake responsibility for the opinions expressed by our 

correspondents. 

THE CONVENTION. 

To the Editors. 

Gentlemen,—We have pleasure in advising you that Mr. J. M. 
Dickinson, one of our representatives, will have a large showroom 
at the Lion Hotel, Cambridge, during Convention Week, where 
several photographic novelties will be on view, and he will be pleased 
to see any conventioners who will do him the honour of paying him 
a visit. If you could find space for a notice to this effect in your next 

• issue, we shall be obliged.—Yours truly, 
Marion and Co., Ltd., 

22 and 23, Soho Square, London, W. 
June 16th, 1902. 

PHOTOGRAPHING CORONATION DECORATIONS AND 

ILLUMINATIONS. 

To the Editors. 
Gentlemen,—Although there will be a striking sameness about the 

character of the Coronation celebrations of most towns, at the same 
time there will be plenty to interest the individual townsman in the 
proceedings in his own particular town. Personal interest and con¬ 
nection mean much. The fact will apply equally well to photographs 
of Coronation proceedings. Excepting those of London, invested with 
the central interest of the presence of the King to be crowned, they 
will not generate very keen interest. But every townsman will take 
an interest in the celebrations of his own town. He may know the 
mayor, is certain to know some of the councillors, possibly is one 
himself, or has had a hand in arranging some item in the proceedings. 
In any case lie is reasonably certain to be about, taking a general 
interest in things on Coronation Day. It is the photograph from 
this man’s point of view that will be interesting to himself and his 
fellow townsmen. It will require some care in selection, and should 
be stamped with the individuality of the town in some way or other. 
A photograph of a crowd, however big and dense, in the main square 
will not do. There’will not only be bigger crowds in larger towns 
near, but the infinity of detail in the picture, in which nothmg dis¬ 
tinctive can be picked out, makes it no better than a photograph of 
a big pin-cushioi stuck full of pins. But if the town possess a special 
anything, from a popular member of Parliament or a respected mayor, 
to an efficient fire brigade, let it be photographed in the procession 
when passing the most characteristic building in the town. A man 
with a little go and good sense about him can make good capital out 
of his results. Naturally and humanly, no one in power objects to 
being shown taking a prominent official part in what must be regarded 
as the leading event of a lifetime. We may have got a bit tired of 
Coronation detail, but all trouble and tiredness are redeemed when 
we realise that, after all, we are celebrating the Coronation of the 
most popular King of the most powerful empire that the world has 
ever seen, an empire so vast that the celebrations circle the earth. 
An enlargement in black and white, if markedly characteristic of the 
local scene and sentiment, would probably find an honoured place 
on the walls of the council chamber, or museum, and prove in course 
of time a record of historical value. 

There is no doubt that many an interested photographer, after 
having taken his pictures in the course of the day, will regret upon 
seeing the illuminations—which will appeal more strongly to us pro¬ 
bably than the daylight decorations—that they are beyond his power. 
But are they? We venture to suggest that they are not, although 
the range is very much narrowed, and the trouble of taking the 
picture greater. The practical lines we advocate are the following: 
[Selection should be made a few days beforehand of the best spot, 
that is, of the spot where the preparations for illumination promise 
to be the best. It may be the front of the town hall, the gas com¬ 
pany’s offices, the electric-power house, or the docks. The best 
position for the camera should also be selected, in a favourably 
situated window by preference, for the street at such a point is cer¬ 
tain to be too crowded for our purpose, as the element of time comes 
in as an important factor. Having selected the scene, and the point 
from which it is to be taken, the camera should be erected during 
daylight, and the building or scene taken, at the full aperture of 
the lens, with an exposure a little under the correct time, in order 
to gain a veiy thin, slightly under-exposed, negative. The slide of 
the dark-slide should then be pushed back again, and the whole 
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allowed to remain in exactly the same position until the illuminations 
are fully on. Then, after stopping the lens down to f/12 or f/16, the. 
slide should be again withdrawn for the exposure for the lights. 
The result should give the nearest photographic representation to 
the whole night effect of the illuminations, and will probably prove 
satisfactory. The object is to gain a negative that will give a print 
dark enough to suggest night. The open aperture of the first ex¬ 
posure, in its slight lack of crispness, will add to the effect, by giving 
the less clear-cut outlines of things as seen at night. If the lens lie 
so good a one as to give a crisp effect at open aperture, it should be 
thrown just a trifle out of focus to effect the same purpose. The 
print would be a dismal failure, of course, in itself, as far as the first 
exposure is concerned, but the added tracery of the lights in the 
second will make a picture of it. As the eye will naturally concen¬ 
trate its attention upon the lights, they should be sharp and clearly 
defined, hence the stopping down before the second exposure. If one 
has adopted the alternative case of slightly obscuring the focus, care 
must be taken at the start to mark the point of sharpness for the 
second exposure, so as to leave the slide undisturbed in the camera 
for it. What the length of the second exposure should be there are no 
available and reliable data to go on. But it would be a very simple matter 
to experiment the night before upon a street lamp or electric light. In¬ 
deed, to be as certain as possible of a successful result, it would be 
better to rehearse the whole proposed proceeding beforehand. Ali 
that is wanted is a frontage at the same approximate distance, with 
a street lamp in front of it. 

Other possibilities by a modification of this combination will suggest 
themselves to many workers, such a one, for instance, as showing 
up the detail of a bonfire, with the people around it. In this case 
it would be a longer exposure on the bonfire alight, in which the 
people around would not show much, if at all, supplemented by a 
second magnesium flash a little too low in intensity, in order 
to give the surroundings as they would appear by night. Pre¬ 
liminary trials in this—as far as the bonfire is concerned, anyway— 
are out of the question, unless the photographer be devoted enough 
to his purpose to make a small bonfire of his own to experiment upon 
the previous night. The foregoing is merely a suggestion of practicable 
method; experienced workers will doubtless be able to modify the 
plan to advantage in a variety of ways.—I am, yours, etc., 

Photo Loyalist. 
June 13, 1902. 

THE TREATMENT OF RESIDUES. 

To the Editors. 

Gentlemen,—It must surely be of some interest to every working 
photographer, be he amateur or professional, who uses any quantity 
of photographic matter, to have an idea of the rough means of saving 
whatever can be recovered from his waste litter of papers and solu¬ 
tions, and a few notes on the subject may possib’y be a slight guide 
to those who have not hitherto thought of the matter. 

No doubt, to most of the readers of this journal any elementary 
notes on this point will seem superfluous, arid to many, indeed, such 
notes' will not appeal, since, in view of the small amount of chemical 
waste passing through their hands, they have never given a thought 
to the idea of recovering any residues. Yet the rank of the great 
army of photographic workers .is every day being recruited with such 
varying candidates that there are always some new hands and beginners 
wishful to gather whatsoever crumbs may fall from the older hands 
who have worked in dark room and laboratory and learned from books 
or experience. Firstly, then, in the case of old fixing baths, and old 
solutions of hypo, the first proceeding is to add a small quantity 
of strong solution of sulphide of potassium to the store of old hypo; 
this store should be kept in a deep jar. In adding the sulphide we 
shall get the silver precipitated as a dense brown flocculent mass, 
and this, after being well stirred up, should be allowed to settle. This 
sulphide of silver must be collected on a filter and allowed to dry. If 
wo wish to go farther we may mix the filtrate with equal weight of two 
parts of carbonate of soda and one part of nitrate of potash, and 
fuse the mass in a crucible. , 

For old toning and fixing baths, as those containing sulphocyanide, 
we must m;x with a little hydrochloric acid and sulphate of iron, and 
metallic gold will be precipitated mixed with hvdrous perchloride of 
iron. This, on being collected and dried, can also be fused in a 
crucible. 

For acid fixing baths (as platmotvpe, etc.bwe add ferrous developing 
solution, and get platinum formed, but this is mixed with more or 
less iron, and the iron will have to be eliminated by the use of 
sulphuric acid and by thorough washing. 

Solid residues, such as print trimmings, etc., must be burnt, and 
the ashes mixed with carbonate of soda and nitrate of potash, as 
above, and fused. 

Tn the case of the silver of plates, films, etc., they should be dis¬ 
solved in hydrochloric acid, to which, after a time, an equal quantity 
of sulphuric acid is added, and heat applied. Whatever silver forms 1 

at the bottom of the vessel should settle and be collected. By mixing 
this with charcoal and sawdust, and heating to r< luess, w< i 
reduce a globule of pure silver in the crucible. 

There are, of course, other methods of reducing and colli 
residues and their elementary constituents, but for the n 
amateur 1 think these means an about the simplest and best—1 am 
vours, etc., Frederick Graves. 

THE PHOTOGRAPHIC CAMP. 

To the Editors. 

Gentlemen,—I think the following letter shows such a kindly spirit 
of fraternity that I ask you to publish it: — 

“ Corinium House Studio, Evesham. 
“ Dear Sir,—I have read in B. J. of your proposed camp between 

here and Stratford, and I am writing to say that if I can h<> of anv 
service to gentlemen of our profession I shall*be happy to ivnd< r sam-\ 
or if my dark room or printing room is of any use, they, too, shall u.* 
at your disposal. 

“Wishing you a very jolly time, yours fraternally, 
“Fred Gegg.” 

I have ascertained that the offer applies to all, whether amateur or 
professional.—Faithfully yours, Walter D. Weleouu. 

Warwick Lodge, 166, Romford Road, London, E. 

“THE TYMA.” 

To the Editors. 

Gentlemen,-—It may interest your readers to know, especially those 
living in the South of London and use the S. E. and C. Railway and 
L B. and S. C. Railway, that demonstrations of the “ Tyma ” are given 
every Thursday afternoon from 1.30, and amateurs are invited to bring 
their exposed spools (6 exposure) and see them developed free of charge 
without a dark room.—Yours faithfully, 

F. Stanley and Co., Limited. 
Railway Approach, London Bridge, S.E., 

June 12fh, 1902. 

EXPOSURE METERS. 

To the Editors. 

Gentlemen,—Re query Exposure Meters in your issue, June 6th., 
B. J., Wynne gives the following table on latest list of plate speeds 
for April: — 

Speed No. on boxes. 20 30 40 60 80 120 160 240 320 406 
F. F. F. F. F. F. F. F. F. F. 

Imperial . . 28 32 39 45 56 64 78 90 Ill 128 
Marion . . 32 39 45 56 64 78 90 111 128 156 
Cadet . . 39 45 56 64 78 90 111 128 156 181 

As Marion and Cadett profess to give the H. and D. Standard speed 
Nos., they ought to be the same. As this may be of use to your cor 
respondent, please publish it.—Yours, etc., 

W. R. Kenyan. 
Arcachon, France. 

THE NEW PATENT LAW. 

To the Editors. 

Gentlemen,—We trust that you will find space in your columns to 
give publicity to the fact that a new law for the protection of in¬ 
dustrial property, including patents and trade marks, in Spain has re¬ 
cently been passed, and came into operation on the 7th inst. Under 
the new law, so far as relates to patents, very important alterations 
have been made, and it is advisable that inventors having interests 
in Spain should at once make themselves familiar with the existing 
provisions. The working conditions of patents have been very 
greatly modified, and a period for compulsory working ha.s been, ex¬ 
tended. to three years. In addition, the time for payment of taxes has 
been extended under a fine, while at the same time it is provided that 
inventors paying up their taxes in advance obtain discount on the 
same ranging from 5 per cent, to 20 per cent. It is also provided that 
applicants who have made prior applications in other foreign 
countries for patents must make application in Spain within twelve 
months, failing which any patent granted will be limited to five years. 
There are other important alterations in the existing law which are 
too lengthy to be dealt with in a letter of this nature. The regulations 
relating to trade marks also include many important provisions. The 
definition of a trade mark is extended, and under the new law is very- 
much the same as that prevailing in Great Britain. The maximum' 
term for registration, is limited to 20 years instead of being unlimited, as 
was the case under the old law. It is also provided that taxes shall 
he paid every five years, failing which the registration will lapse 
The rights of trade mark owners are clearly and definitely defined, 
and penalties imposed. There is a provision that trade marks re¬ 
gistered under the old law shall be regarded as having been registered 
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under tlie new law, and all such marks must be renewed within a 
certain period, failing which the rights of the owners will lapse. It is, 
therefore, necessary that manufacturers who have registered their 
trade marks under the old law in Spain should be informed that unless 
they take steps to have them renewed according to the provisions 
of the new law their rights will cease. There are other regulations 
providing for the registration of commercial names and titles, par¬ 
ticulars of which can be obtained by persons interested on a perusal 
of the law, a copy of which will be found in the Patent Office Library, 
or on application we shall be glad to supply any of your readers with 
further details as to the alterations which have been made.—We are, 
Sirs, your obedient servants, J. E. Evans-Jackson and Co. 

Bristol House, 19 and 20, Holbom Viaduct, 
London, E.C., June 11th, 1902. 

THE SUN AND MOON NEAR THE HORIZON. 

To the Editors. 

Gentlemen,—In a recent issue I notice a reference to that curious 
phenomenon, which, as you correctly state, has given rise to more 
discussions and false conclusions than any other—viz., the appearance 
of the sun and moon when near the horizon. That they do appear 
larger in this position than when high up in the heavens there can 
be no doubt; yet, as the photographic camera shows no difference in 
their respective sizes in these different positions, it is evident that 
atmospheric refraction cannot account for the phenomena. We must, 
therefore, look for a subjective explanation of it, and that is the 
reason why we are told by some text-books that the sun and moon 
seem larger on the horizon, because we judge their size and distance 
from that of other well known objects in the line of sight, or because, 
showing less detail in that position than higher up (owing to the 
atmospheric absorption), they seem to be much further away, and 
therefore larger, as their angular size still remains the same. 

Ihe former explanation, which is most generally given, is yet quite 
unsound, for if we look at the moon when it is standing high in the 
heavens, through trees or across the roofs of houses, it still does 
not appear any larger, and the latter explanation, which is given in 
Muller-Poullet’s “Optics,” is likewise faulty, for everybody knows 
that we see far more detail on the moon when it is rising than when 
higher up. 

There is, however, another physiological explanation, much simpler 
than either of those mentioned. I came across this about two years 
ago in a German paper, but have unfortunately forgotten the name 
of its discoverer. It is simply this, that our eye-balls alter their 
shape sligntly when we move our head in different positions. Sup¬ 
posing in this diagram F to be the focal distance from the back of 
the eye-lens, L to the sensitive retina, R when the eye is held in a 
horziontal position. This distance, F is, in the average human eye, 
about 17 mm. Now, if the whole eye-ball were hard and fast, this 
distance would remain unaltered, in whatever position the eye is 
turned. But the sclerotic, S, which forms the eye-ball, is only about 
1 mm. thick, and not very rigid, and consequently, when the eye is 
turned upward, the weight of the front part of the eye and the so- 
called vitreous liquid between the lens and the retina will compress 
the eye-ball a little in the direction L R, and therefore shorten its 
focal distance F. But if this distance, and consequently the equivalent 
focus of the eye lens, become shorter, then also the image formed on 
the retina will be smaller and not cover the same amount of retina 
surface, as in the horizontal position; an object seen in these two 
different positions will therefore appear of different size. A shortening 
of the focal distance F by only 1 mm., through looking upwards, would 
make the moon appear l-16th to l-17th smaller, an amount which 
would be quite appreciable. 

That the eye-ball does really alter its shape by its own weight one 
can easily prove to one s self by trying to read a book when lying 
on one’s back. In this position the focal distance F, would be 
shortest, whilst at the same time the nearness of the book would re¬ 
quire rather a longer distance. Consequently, the eye lens has to 

accommodate itself to an exceptionally short focus, with the result that 
' ery soon one begins to feel pains in the eye, headache, etc. This is 
probably the reason why reading in bed very often causes disturbed 
sleep. Yours faithfully, jj\ Kollmorgen. 

June 12th, 1902. 

PHOTOGRAPHIC CONVENTION OF THE UNITED KINGDOM. 

CAMBRIDGE MEETING, JULY 7—12, 1902. 

To the Editors. 

Gentlemen, Since the issue of the official programme the following 
additional arrangements have been made : — 

Monday, July 7, at 4 o’clock, at the Museum of Archaeology, Mr. J. 
Willis Clark, M.A. (Registrar of the University), will give a short 
address on “ Tlie Town of Cambridge, its University and Colleges.” 

Monday, July 7, at 2.30, and Saturday, July 12 at 10 a.m., Dr. 
A. H. Mann (organist of the University) will give special recitals on the 
grand organ in King’s College Chapel.—Yours truly, 

F. A. Bridge, 

Hon. Sec. and Treas. 
Eastlodge, Dalston Lane, London, 

June 16, 1S02. 

--♦- 

Answers to Correspondents. 
*** All matters intended for the text portion of this JOURNAL, 

ing queries, must he addressed to “ The Editors, The British 

Journal of Photography, 24, Wellington-street, Strand, London, 
W. C. ” Inattention to this ensures delay. 

%* Correspondents are informed that me cannot undertake to answer 
communications through the post. Questions are not answered unless 
the names and addresses of the writers are given. 

Communications relating to Advertisements and general business 
affairs should he addressed to Messrs. Henry Greenwood & Co., 
24, Wellington-street, Strand, London, W.C. 

Photographs Registered 

W. H. Duncan, City Studio, Midland Street, Hull. Photograph of Sergeant Tray- 
ncr, V.C. 

E. E. Lippiatt, 2, Church Street, Leamington. Photograph of Band of the B. M. A. 
Photograph of Leamington Coronation Festivities Committee. 

W. J. B.—There is no such book. 
E. Edwards.—Hardly a matter for comment, but thanks all the same. 
Retouching.—“ Sunderland ” writes: “ Will you kindly express your 

opinion of the retouching of the enclosed prints, and what salary 
should I expect?”—In reply: The work is very good of its kind. 
Probably it would secure you a salary of from 30s. to £2 a week. 

Opening in South Africa.—R. W. B. writes: “ I should esteem it a very 
great favour if you could tell me if there would be any good open¬ 
ings in South Africa for a good all through photographer with 
about £400 capital.”—In reply: Yes, we think so. 

Old Key.—There is nothing new or novel in your idea. The addition of 
supplementary lenses to lengthen or shorten the focus of a com¬ 
bination is “ as old as the hills.” Lenses for the purpose are 
regular articles of commerce—the planiscope, to wit. The lens 
you are using for the purpose is not the best that can be employed. 

Enamelling.—“Enamel” writes: “Will you kindly inform me of a quick 
and effective method of enamelling and mounting quantities of 
prints (cabinets) ? ”—In reply: Quantities of prints are done in 
the same way as single ones. If they are small, several may be 
dealt with on the same plate, which effects some saving in time. 
Three or four cabinets may be put upon one plate, fon example. 

Charge for a Negative.—C. H. C. writes: “I am an amateur photo¬ 
grapher, and I could not get another amateur or person to give 
the right * exposer ’ on me, so I went to a professional, and he 
took me, and I asked him to sell me the negative. Now, what 
do you consider he ought to have charged me?”—In reply: We 
cannot say: Different photographers have different charges, and 
they are based upon the sizes. As a rule, professional photo¬ 
graphers do not part with their negatives at any price. 

Bichromate Filters.—W. D. writes: “ I have bought a bichromate dark¬ 
room lamp, but the maker gives no formula for the solution for 
the tank. Would you kindly give me formula for solution which 
would be safe to develop, sajq Imperial Special Rapid plates ? ”— 
In reply: A 6 per cent, solution was originally suggested by Howard 
Farmer, but for extremely rapid plates the strength may be 
increased to 10 per cent, with greater safety, but, of course, with 
corresponding loss of light. 

Mrs. Brockholes asks whether we can inform her where she can pro¬ 
cure sulphocarbamide, as recommended as a new toning-bath in 
the British Journal of May 23rd, given as Monsieur A. Helain, 
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of the Societe Francaise de Photographie. Mrs. Brockholes can¬ 
not procure it; she is told such a thing is not known.—In reply: 
Any good London dealer should be able to supply this, or Messrs. 
Mawson and Swan, of Newcastle, or Baird and Tatlock, or Hopkins 
and Williams, of Cross Street, Hatton Garden, E.C. 

Toning.—C. E. D. writes: “I am enclosing herewith three prints, and 
shall be greatly obliged if you can tell me of a toning-bath (separate 
toning and fixing) which will give a similar tone. So far, I have 
failed to obtain it, except with a combined bath containing gold, 
amnion, sulphocyanide, and hypo.”—In reply: Similar tones may 
be obtained with the usual sulphocyanide bath—say, 12 grains of 
the sulphocyanide to each grain of gold, in 8oz. of water. Of 
course, the toning must be stopped at the proper stage to get this 
colour. 

Photography in London.—J. Chivers writes: “Will you kindly tell me 
if there is any public building or place of interest in the thorough¬ 
fares of London which it is illegal for persons to photograph, as 
I intend taking my hand camera with me when I go to the 
Coronation, and do not wish to become amenable to the law? ”—In 
reply: “You may photograph the exteriors of public buildings in 
London without let or hindrance, providing you comply with the 
police regulations of not obstructing or interfering with the traffic. 
By all means use your hand camera in the manner suggested. 

Ammonium Picrate.—A. C. writes: “ Geo. T. Harris, in British Journal, 

page 289, January 10th, 1902, referring to ‘ light filters,’ mentions 
‘ ammonium picrate.’ This I cannot trace in any list or in the 
British Journal Almanac list of chemicals. I have picric acid 
in stock, and it may be that this will do equally well. Penrose 
and Co. only mention picric acid. Can you assist?”—In reply: 
Ammonium picrate is extremely easy to make in solution, it being 
only necessary to add dry picric acid to liq. ammonia fort. .880 
till it will no longer dissolve. Picric acid gives a much yellower 
filter than the ammonium salt which tends to orange. The dry 
salt can readily be obtained from any good dealer in chemicals. 

Art Photography.—A. B. C. writes: “It is with much pleasure I read 
your able article on ‘ The Public Recognition of Art Photography,’ 
and your valuable arguments of the necessity of educational advan¬ 
tages, together with natural ability or innate artistic genius. This 
is evidently the only true road to success. Many of your readers 
profit by it. I should be greatly obliged if you could name any 
publication purchasable that embodies the principles of artistic 
anatomy and philosophy of expression in a practical manner. I 
have Harding’s 4 Principles and Practice of Art,’ and Ruskin's 
‘ Modern Painters.’ ”—In reply: See the answer to “ Hope ” in 
the Journal of May 30th. 

Exhibition Prints on P.O.P.—A. U. writes: “I intend exhibiting in the 
forthcoming exhibition, and should be glad of your opinion on 
following:—In the ‘pictorial’ section I have noticed for several 
years past that exhibits are finished in all kinds of processes except 
the every-day process of P.O.P. Do you consider an exhibitor will 
have as much opportunity of securing recognition in P.O.P. ? I 
ask this as, although I am capable of finishing in all processes, it 
often struck me that in years to come, unless more is seen of 
P.O.P. in exhibitions, the public will begin to wonder if P.O.P. 
■was ever used commercially.”—In reply: Prints on glossy P.O.P. 
stand very little chance of catching the “judge’s eye” at the 
principal exhibitions nowadays. Let our correspondent try the 
effect of the matt variety. 

Managing a Studio.—M. A. Surrey writes: “ I was engaged (by letter) 
to manage a studio, at the above address, at a certain sum, for 
six months. No agreement was signed, but I had the letter officially 
stamped (6d.), and as soon as I made this known I was dismissed, 
even without receiving a week’s salary, this person beginning to 
find fault with everything I did, just for an excuse, I suppose. Do 
you think I could claim for the full six months ? (2) And, again, I 
had arranged to have some of my own negatives finished here, and 
prints taken off at trade prices. The negatives, as well as the 
unfinished prints, are refused me, and by thus detaining same I 
have lost the orders entirely.”—In reply: (1) Very much will depend 
upon what is contained in the letter you have had stamped. 
(2) There seems to be no justification for the detention of the 
negatives, and you may possibly be able to obtain damages for the 
loss you have sustained. The best advice we can give is for you 
to consult a solicitor on the matter. 

Lens Queries.—A. G. H. writes: “ Some time ago I bought a rapid 
doublet lens, to cover 18 by 16 plates, of Mr. C. Burr, optician, 
London. When I take a group in a straight line, on a 15 by 12 
plate! (with 11 stop), the two ends of the group are not sharp 
and crisp like the centre of the group. (1) How can I alter this 
to make them sharp at the ends? Will unscrewing the back lens 
a little do it, or will it be best to form the group more in a circle ? 
(2) I intend taking some views of the Coronation procession, with 
the same lens, using the largest stop; size of plates, 12 by 10; 
Imperial special rapid speed No. over 200. Supposing it is a nice, 
clear day, will one-eighth of a second, timed by Thornton-Pickard 
shutter, be quick enough—that is, not to show any movement? 
(3) Will one-eighth of a second fully expose the plate ? ”—In reply: 
(1) This form of lens has not a flat field like an anastigmat, con¬ 
sequently the group must be arranged to suit the curvature of the 
field of the lens, bringing the ends of the group a little more for¬ 
ward than the centre. Unscrewing the back lens will be of no 
avail. (2) It will depend upon the rate at which the procession is 
moving, and whether it is passing at right angles to the lens or 
not; if it is, with the eighth of a second’s exposure, we should 
expect a movement to show. (3) Yes, we should say so. 

Organic Developers.—Charles McGregor writes: “ (1) I should be- 
greatly obliged to you if you could refer me to some book or 
original papers in English, French, or German, containing descrip¬ 
tions of the modes of preparation of organic developers. 1 mean 
books or papers dealing with this subject in some detail. What 
books I have come across either do not mention some of them 
or mention them in too general a way. The following is an 
example of the difficulty I have. I wished to prepare paramido- 
phenolhydrochloride and started with 45 grams paranitrophenol, 
which 1 reduced with tin and hydrochloric acid, excess of the 
latter being used. After filtering, the precipitation of the tin as 
stannous sulphide with H£S took about six hours. This, filtrated, 
was then evaporated down to very small bulk, till, in fact, the 
crystals began to come out of the hot solution. During the pro¬ 
cess of evaporation the colour, from clear, became yellow, then red, 
to purple, to black. On cooling, crystals separated out, and these 
were dissolved in alcohol (saturated solution) and precipitated by 
addition of ether. The crystals now obtained were whitish-green, 
and the yield was only 11 grams. Evaporation down of the alco¬ 
holic filtrate gave about a gram more, but not so pure; and 
evaporation to dryness of the water filtrate gave a black residue 
mixed with some crystals, but not more than another gram. What 
I should like to learn is the precautions to be taken to obtain a 
much larger yield and purer crystals. (2) Could you direct me to 
some source of information on the method of making photographic 
reproductions of diffraction gratings? When I tried this first I 
thought I had nothing to do but put a lantern plate behind a 
diffraction grating, and, proceeding in the ordinary way, get the 
copy. This failed completely. A friend who was working with 
me suggested using potm. diabrom., so as to get the ridged effect. 
This failed. We tried dissolving salts from the plate and then soaking 
in K2Cr20v, and then exposing. This failed. We tried glossy P.O.P. 
treated in same way and exposed in printing-frame behind the 
grating, and got a spectrum, which disappeared on putting into 
water. We then saw what should have been obvious from the 
first—that this reproduction was produced by pressure. We tried 
a few more, dissolving out the silver salts with hypo and then 
soaking in alum to harden, allowing to dry somewhat and then 
pressing on to the grating. When these came off dry, as they 
were white and glossy, they gave a really brilliant diffraction spec¬ 
trum by reflected light. We wished to get one on glass, but as 
by this method a thick film of gelatine was required to allow of 
proper contact on pressure, and we could not get a thick enough 
coating sufficiently clear (always somewhat muddy) we ceased ex¬ 
perimenting for the time. Do you think there is any use prosecu¬ 
ting this pressure method? (The P.O.P. replicas made good, cheap 
‘testers’ of the actinic safety of the red lamp.)”—In reply: (1) So- 
far as we are aware, directions for the preparation of paramido- 
phenol have not been published in any work on photography, 
either in French, German, or English. It might, however, be pos¬ 
sible to find the same in one of the newer German chemical works. 
(2) There should not be the slightest difficulty in getting a clear, 
thick coating of gelatine on glass if a gelatine such as Heinrich’s, 
Drescher’s, or Stoess’ emulsion gelatine be used. With a l-in-8 
solution, using distilled water and a little preservative, such as 
carbolic acid or xylol, it is easy to obtain a film of more than 
l-16th of an inch thick when wet, and, with a stronger solution, 
even greater thickness, with a frame round the glass. We may add 
that we believe the best replicas and gratings are made by the 
use of celluloid, and we should advise a trial with this, as it can 
be softened by heat or even flowed over the grating in the form 
of a very thick jelly. 
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EX CATHEDRA. 

Arrested Most people of finer susceptibilities ex- 
Motion. perience a sub-conscious feeling of dis¬ 
satisfaction in looking ait a representation of arrested 
motion, particularly so1 of arrested violent motion. That 
is, of course, looking at such as a picture. If it be a photo¬ 
graph to illustrate the speed of a shutter or a plate, the 
manner in which a horse gallops, the start or finish of a 
race, and so on, it is another matter. The point of view 
being different, the feelings called into action are also' dif¬ 
ferent. So far from producing any feeling of dissatisfac¬ 
tion, such representations give strong pleasure. But no 
one will take them to be pictures in the broad and artistic 
sense. If the aim be at these, motion arrested photo¬ 
graphically is a potent weakening factor. The proof is 
simple. Everyone will probably be ready to admit that 
the truest proof of excellence in a picture lies in the per¬ 
manence of the pleasure that it gives. Not only can it be 
looked at again and again with pleasure, but with increas¬ 
ing pleasure. This is not the case if arrested motion form 
an element—or, as is generally the case, the main element 
—in its composition. The skill of the producer may be 
highly appreciated. But the appreciation of skill is not 
the essential basis of love in pictures more than in the 
other directions in which the emotion is felt. The high 
quality of many a well-known battle scene, full of violently- 
arrested motion, would seem, on the face of it, to be against 

our contention. But if the matter be more closely looked 
into, it is not so. The salient emotions begotten when 
looking at such scenes graphically presented are noble and 
high, but they are not the softer artistic ones. They are 
ones of horror, pity, the humiliation of defeat, the pride of 
victory. They stir up the soul too deeply to be accounted 
pleasures, and do not find a place upon walls looked often 
and sentiently at. 

* •£ * 

The Eye’s The simple and natural reason for the 
Deficiency. instinctive mental friction set up by the 

representation of arrested motion is that it is not of a piece 
with our experience. No human eye has seen the detail 
in an express train rushing along at sixty miles an hour, 
has not even noted it in the body and legs of a horse 
galloping at a much slower rate1. When it sees these made 
distinctly visible by mechanical aids there is a feel of un¬ 
reality about them. It is this that the1 artistic soul resents, 
as forming elements in a picture avowedly designed to 
soothe and gratify. A similar objection holds in the case 
of motion shown, which may have been slow enough to 
have been easily followed by the eye. It is the permanent 
break in the natural and immediate continuity of the 
motion that offends here. The uplifted foot of the walker 
is for ever raised, the cricketer’s bat ever remains in the 
position in which it caught the ball, and so does the ball in 
the air. There are some motions that the mind, recognis¬ 
ing unconsciously as continuous, resents less in a photo¬ 
graph than o fliers—breaking waves, waterfalls, and sailing 
ships, for instance. The waves go on breaking eternally 
on the shore1, the river will ever fall over the break in its 
course, and the ship sails so1 long and so uninterruptedly 
that motion and widespread sails are recognised as 
naturally pertaining to her. Generally the mere represen¬ 
tation tends to become the desired picture in the exact 
ratio that the pictured scene approximates most closely to 
the actual one, and the effort should always be to bring 
this about. It will be impossible to do so fully, but that 
is no reason for not attempting to do it to the limit of 
opportunity. The closer perfection is aimed at, the 
better the result, and having a knowledge of what 
goes to the making of perfection is a great gain in 
the effort. It is working in a clearer light. In 
practice, as there is no possibility of controlling the 
reality and adapting it to1 its photographic picturing, 
it is photography that must bend its back and do the adapt¬ 
ing. And do it in the true way, too. To go back to the 
example of the train, a photograph taken of it in the time 
it is scientifically known the eye takes in its picture would 
not do. And that from the fact that the brain corrects 
the blurriness which should from a point of mechanical 
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optics characterise it, but which the sensitive plate behind 
the lens cannot do. In short, an. express train in motion 
is, pictorially, an impossibility to the photographer. It is 
possible to the artist with pencil or brush, because he draws 
or paints, not the train itself, but the picture of it formed 
in his own brain. And the more or less closely the brain 
picture of the one looking at the delineation runs to that 
in the brain of the artist, the more or less highly does he 
regard and like the result. This picturing of a picture, 
and not the reality, is what makes it possible for the artist 
to represent more pleasingly, not only all forms of motion, 
but also things at rest. His galloping horses, running 
brooks, men and women, are not scientifically, photo¬ 
graphically, correct, we well know, but we also well know 
which is the better liked and valued—the false or the true. 

The If the photographer must needs deal 
Psychological with the subject of the train, he must do 

s*iec ' it in a way that lends itself to this 
psychological demand. There are plenty of such. The 
one chosen must depend upon the individuality of the 
worker. In the first place, why take the train in motion? 
What difference is there pictorially between it and when at 
rest, except that the less difficulty in doing work under the 
latter condition will yield a better result? May not one be 
struck by other pictorially possible qualities about an 
express?—the great power and potential energy bound up 
in a modern engine, for instance. If so, one might take 
the engine about to start, showing at close quarters its 
strong and massive build, the beautiful accuracy of its 
mechanical parts, and the steam escaping at high pressure 
from the safety valve. Credit will not be gained for such 
high technical skill from such a picture entitled “ An 
Express About to Start,” as from one, “ An Express Train, 
Taken when Travelling at the Hate of 60 Miles an Hour,” 
but, pictorially, the former result will be much the better. 
There is one further consideration that should weigh in its 
favour. If there be no other question than proving skill, 
action is not upon the highest plane. Artists and tech¬ 
nicians of the first water subserve all evidence of technical 
or manipulative skill to a higher consideration, the soul or 
spirit of the picture. There is no necessity—even if there 
were space—for dealing in detail with other instances of 
mistaken pictures of arrested action and motion. By alter¬ 
ing the point of view, and remembering the leading idea 
of adapting photographic means to natural impressions, in 
place of violating them, even though by the latter the 
mechanical qualities of photography be brought out to their 
gilded full, the broad worker will both add to his pleasure 
and improve his results from an artistic, pictorial point of 

view. 

Tree and 
Flower 
Sprays. 

Many a sympathetic lover of nature 
must keenly regret when wandering 
meditatively along the hedge-side path 

in the month of June, that the* glories of its sprays, flowered 
and green, are so shortlived. Nature seems so extrava¬ 
gantly wasteful in crowding such a wealth of beautv into so 
short a time. It would stand spreading out a little more 
so easily, and we would be grateful for a share later on in 
the year. But if we must accept things as they are, and 
be content later with the remembrance, there is no reason 
why remembrance should not be strengthened and 
heightened by a hint. Photography offers one means of 
conveying it. The hint will fall far short of the reality, 
and fail sadly in suggesting the chief, but so ethereally 
elusive, elements that gave such zest to the pleasure of the 
original. The colour and scent of the hawthorn, the 

golden glory of the laburnum, even the delicate flush of the 
maturing green, are all beyond the reach of the camera. 
The forms are all we ran hope to mv-rn Ihn tin 

well worth catching. Fortunately the suggestive power 
of a hint is directly proportioned to its delicacy, and this 
quality is certainly very characteristic of the forms of 
sprays of all kinds at this time of the year. The difficulty is 
to catch it. A picture of the whole hawthorn or laburnum 
would be too heavy, and offer so much detail, that the 
imagination would have no scope for action. The photo¬ 
graph of a single spray taken as forming part of the tree 
or hedge would also be unsatisfactory. It is too high to 
be caught in simple, natural form, sufficiently large and 
sufficiently detailed. Or, if lower, there is no suitable back¬ 
ground. The sky may be a plain one, but it is too far off 
for the lens, and too difficult generally to be treated photo¬ 
graphically as a background for a delicate spray. In both 
cases there is always a wealth of extraneous detail that, 
however effectively ignored by the eye in its process of 
selection of the best bit, proves too much for the merely 
mechanical power of the lens. Finally, no one who has 
not observed closely has any idea of the everlasting move¬ 
ment in tree sprays. There* are very few days in the year 
in which they are still, and the time of day, to boot, in 
which they are stillest, is, as a rule, in the evening, when 
the light is not penetrative enough for the detail that we 
want. The spray must, reluctantly, be cut, and arranged 
to suit the limits and special demands of photography. 

* * * 

Lighting and The arrangement of the incidence of 
Backgrounds, light and the colour of the background 

are questions for ordinary photographic skill and artistic 
perception. Two conditions are essential. The lighting 
must give a crisp light and shadow effect, and the back¬ 
ground serve the purpose of an effective foil. More diffi¬ 
cult in our experience to express than delicacy of form, 
and harder to gain than effectiveness of background, is 
the natural droop of the spray. What is so graceful on 
the tree looks stilted and formal in the print. Each par¬ 
ticular kind of spray has its own particular w^ay of holding 
itself. Its individuality is largely expressed by it. If 
this cannot be caught the result looks as unnatural as the 
portrait of a man we know, and know well, taken in a false 
pose. To correct this, we would recommend that before 
the selected bough is cut, a line indicating its curve and 
direction, from the parent stem to its far end, be drawn 
upon a blank sheet of paper for further guidance. Every¬ 
one, surely, can go as far as this without any lesson in 
drawing. The* next thing is to reproduce the natural 
curve, with the aid of the line, in the arrangement of the 
cut bough. And that as quickly as possible*, if the seal of 
advancing death is not to qualify the grace* of life in our 
picture. As this is a matter of minutes only, in practice it 
is impossible to work unless the stump of the* spray be 
placed in vivifying water—warm water for preference, and 
with a little finely-powdered charcoal mixed up in it. The 
difficulty to be got over at this point is to keep the end of 
the spray stem, if at all long, under water in an ordinary 
vase* or bowl, and at the same time give it its desired 
growing form. It either carries the vessel over, or, resting 
against its side*, thereby acquires a false bias of direction, 

and so loses its characteristic shape. 

The* best arrangement we have found for 
correcting this is* the irregularly folded 
strip of sheet lead that has been recently 

placed upon the* market as a flower-holder. Many readers 
have doubtless seen and used it. For the benefit of those 

Uses of 
Flower 
Holders. 
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who have not, it is merely a strip, two- feet long and an 
inch or two wide, of the heavy sheet lead that plumbers use 
in making water-tight joint® in roof and window angles. If 
this be roughly doubled and- re-doubled by being folded 
back upon itself several times1, and then squeezed together 
•a little, it will form a solid base, in the slightly-opened 
folds of which a large number of flower stems can be held. 
Placed in a shallow china bowl, as a flower-holder it is ex¬ 
tremely effective', for the full flower stems can be shown, 
■and the natural droop of the flower head retained. Any¬ 
one ought to be able to obtain one from a plumber for six¬ 
pence, the plumber being probably very glad to dispose of 
his waste strips of lead so- profitably. By the use of a 
heavier strip and a little shaping of the soft and yielding 
metal, a large spray can be given any desired inclination 
and droop, at the same time that the whole is kept fresh 
rand crisp by its stem being kept under water. 

An album of sprays, flowers, and ferns taken in this way 
■offers tempting artistic possibilities to those in love with 
their graceful forms, but who are repelled bv the unpleas¬ 
ing stiffness of their orthodox photographic reproduction 
in pictures. There is another way in which the idea may 
be made use of, viz., in making glass positives to be fixed 
against the smaller top panes of artastically-designed 
window-frames. Many of these are plain blanks that could 
do very well with a little suggestive decoration. In many 
other well-designed and comfortable houses there is an 
almost criminal touch in the harsh and crude colours of 
the upper light of some of their windows. If short of this 
violence, it is rarely that the architect and tenant think 
alike in the matter of colour and decoration. The offend¬ 
ing pane should be taken out, and one of plain glass sub¬ 
stituted. Fixed against this, a glass positive, or two, cut 
to the true size, upon which are printed delicate sprays, 
ferns, or flowers, would give a, wonderfullv improved air 
of. delicate and mentally invigorating decoration. If pre¬ 
ferred, the pictures could be stained a light canary, amber, 
or other cheerful colour. These would not do, of course, 
in a window facing full sunlight or sun heat, but there 
would be no difficulty in finding windows in every house 
where these factors need not be considered. As a rule, 
too, they are the windows of duller back rooms, in which, 
on that account, a little delicate, artistic decoration is most 
needed. There is the rough idea, anyway, for the utilisa¬ 
tion of the flood of artistic spray glory running riot and to 
wast in these June days. The reader can select and modify 
in any way that suits his taste and individuality. 

* * * 

»now Visitors to the last exhibition of the 
Afaves. R.P.S. at the New Gallery will remember 
that, in the scientific section, Dr. Vaughan Cornish showed 
a remarkable series of pictures illustrative of wave motion. 
These comprised waves in wet sand set up by tidal cur¬ 
rents, waves in dry sand produced by the action of the 
wind, moving snow waves, and ripples in granular snow. 
Last month Dr. Cornish dealt with the same subject in a 
paper read before the Royal Geographical Society, which 
he entitled “ Snow Waves and Snow Drifts in Canada.’" 
Although it seems a new subject to most persons, it is not 
new to Dr. Cornish, for this is the sixth annual paper ii* 
which he has explained the results of his original investi¬ 
gations in Snowland. It seems that during the winter ol 
1900-1901 Dr. Cornish and his wife made careful study of 
the peculiarities exhibited by snowfall and snowdrift in 
the provinces of Quebec, Manitoba, and British Columbia, 
and at this time the fine photographs to which we have 
sailed attention were taken. Lantern slides from the ori¬ 

ginal negatives were employed to illustrate the paper. Dr. 
Cornish pointed out that snow is of two kinds, the moisu 
sort with which we are acquainted in England, which clings 
together, and can be made into snowballs and snow men, to 
the delight of careless boyhood ; and the dry, powdery 
snow, which forms when the mercury column gets down to 
or below zero. The moist snow refuses to be coaxed into 
waves by the action of the wind, but the dry. non-adhesive 
snow usually drifts into that form, and closely resembles 
the waves in desert sand and the sandbanks of tidal 
estuaries. There is great variety presented in the appear¬ 
ance of the Canadian snowdrifts, and Dr. Cornish attri¬ 
butes this to the circumstance that they are seen in all 
stages of incompleteness, due to the supply of material not 
being sufficient to fill in the whole of the “ eddy space.” 
He drew a variety of theoretical conclusions from the forms 
assumed by these drifting powders. In addition to the 
fine lantern slides thrown upon the screen, a number of 
bromide enlargements were exhibited after the reading of 
the paper. We congratulate Dr. Cornish upon these excel¬ 
lent pictures ; it would be difficult in these days to meet 
with any which illustrated so well a new line of research. 

* * * 

Notable Something of the divinity which doth 
Houses. hedge a king ” clusters around the 
memory of any good man who has earned the admiration 
of his fellows as poet, painter, musician, or author; and a 
laudable custom, originated, we believe, by the Society of 
Arts, places a tablet upon the house once occupied by one 
of these benefactors of humanity. It is good that the care¬ 
less pedestrian should, by the help of these tablets, recall, 
if only for a moment, the memory of the great dead. Thus 
at Hampstead wre can look upon the modest cottage once 
occupied bj^ the gentle poet Keats, in many London 
thoroughfares we can see where Dickens pitched his tent, 
and the neighbourhood of Leicester Square gives other 
opportunities of viewing and photographing the dwelling- 
places of famous men. Until last summer there was a 
certain house in Gerrard Street which bore one of these 
familiar circular tablets with the legend —“ John Dryden, 
poet, lived here. Bom 1631, died 1700.” This house, 
obviously more than two centuries old, was a handsome 
one, and looked as if it could well bear the stress of another 
hundred years, but it was pulled down and a modern build¬ 
ing, with no particular charm about it, reigns in its stead. 
It seems incredible that the Dryden tablet should have 
been affixed to the new house, but this is actually what has 
been done, so that in the near future, when London smoke 
has given the brickwork a little toning down, what is now 
a palpable lie will pass for truth. There are other London 
houses where the same kind of imposture has been prac¬ 
tised, and among them may be named the residence attri¬ 
buted to Hogarth in Leicester Square, to Turner in Queen 
Anne Street, Marylebone, and to Byron in Holies Street. 
As London is always being renewed piecemeal, this hand¬ 
ing down of tablets from ancient to modern erections, just 
as if they were heirlooms, will naturally continue, unless 
someone in authority will arise and protest against it. The 
case might he met by establishing a rule that, in case of 
reconstructing a house to which a tablet is affixed, such 
tablet should be returned to the Society of Arts, so that its 
wording could be altered to meet the new conditions under 
which it was exhibited. This suggestion may possibly com¬ 
mend itself to Sir H. Trueman Wood, the present secre¬ 
tary of the society, who is well known to our readers as a 
past president of the R.P.S., and as one who in many 
other ways has shown, a constant interest in photography. 
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iyia.nufa.ctured A strange story of a remarkable hoax is 
Visions. told by the Milan correspondent of the 
“ Daily Telegraph.” Much religious excitement had been 
aroused by the report that the Blessed Virgin had appeared 
to a young shepherdess on the mountain of Strega, near 
Ancona, and had bidden her to do her best to collect money 
from the faithful, so that a church could be erected on the 
spot. The news spread, and thousands of persons, num¬ 
bering among them many of the halt, the diseased, and the 
blind, made their way to the mountain in the hope of 
miraculous relief from their sufferings. All brought gifts 
in their hands to place at the feet of the apparition, and 
the authorities were at their wits’ ends how to deal with 
such an unwonted influx of people, many of whom were in 
a most helpless condition. Strange lights were seen on 
the mountain top at night, and so many persons testified 
to having seen the figure of Our Lady that even scoffers 
were silenced when disposed to attribute the appearances 
to hallucination, A few level-headed fellows, who are de¬ 
scribed as “ prosaic policemen,” at length suspected some 
kind of fraud, and their investigations led to the discovery 
of a magic lantern, whose operators had carefully appro¬ 
priated the funds intended for church building. We sin¬ 
cerely trust that these impious and mischievous rascals 
will meet with their deserts, and that in the course of their 
trial the exact method of carrying out their imposture may 
be published. Among an ignorant peasantry it would be 
by no means difficult to raise a superstitious scare, as has 
been instanced again and again in our own village com¬ 
munities. Even in London itself many such attempts to 
delude the ignorant have been made, and crowds have col¬ 
lected night after night in order to see an alleged ghost 
that was wont to appear at the window of a certain house. 
Given a magic lantern at a window at one side of the street 
and a white house on the other side, a picture of a ghostly 
visitant can be flashed on once or twice, and the story of 
the remarkable appearance will quickly spread over the 
parish. The celebrated Cock Lane ghost made its appear¬ 
ance nearly a century and a half ago, but it created so 
much excitement in London that its memory still lives. In 
this case the perpetrators were assisted by a female ventri¬ 
loquist, and we are glad to know that they ultimately found 
their way to the pillory, and well merited imprisonment. 
We may add, as a matter of interest, that the common way 
•of raising a ghost by means of a lantern is to project the 
figure on to smoke. 

* * * 

The Of all businesses, that of the photo- 
Weather. grapher, perhaps, suffers most from a 
long continuance of dull and cold weather such as we have 
recently experienced. He is prepared for this kind of 
thing in the winter, and hibernates to a certain extent, but 
when dark skies, accompanied by cold and torrents of rain, 
present themselves in May and June he is in a bad way 
indeed. How can he expect his studio and reception- 
rooms to be gay with spring toilettes when there is no 
•spring? and who cares to be photographed in a waterproof 
and a blue nose? Many camera workers must have sadly 
wished, during the past weary weeks, that the mythical 
being known as “ the clerk of the weather ” had a real cor¬ 
poreal existence, so that he might be kicked. For he has 
defrauded us in the most shameful and shameless manner 
of the most attractive of the four seasons. “ Come, gentle 
spring! Ethereal mildness ! come,” sings the poet Thom¬ 
son. And it did come in his day, and rustic swains danced 
around the Maypole on the village green, without any risk 
of lumbago or sciatica. Another poet informs us that 
“ Spring unlocks the flowers to paint the laughing soil.” 
But now the key appears to have been lost, and as to laugh¬ 
ing. how can the soil be expected even to smile when it is 

wet through? We have had no spring this year, and '.he 
drapers who prepared a stock of spring materials have them 
still on hand, and the doctors have had no call for spring 
medicines. What is the reason for these outrageous 
vagaries of the weather clerk? Some blame the volcanic 
disturbances in the West Indies. Others wisely shake 
their heads and talk of a preponderance of icebergs in the 
Atlantic, as if icebergs 2,000 miles away could have any 
more effect upon Britain than the lumps of ice of the Bona 
Street fishmongers have upon the temperature of Regent 
Street ! Others learnedly blame the sun for the abnormal 
weather, and talk of a sun spot minimum. All we can say 
is that if King Sol requires lotion for his eruptive coun¬ 
tenance he need not spill so much of it over our poor little 
earth. The fact is that weather prophets are all wrong in 
their surmises, and the best thing to be done is to make 
the weather a subject for discussion at all the photographic 
societies throughout the kingdom, in order to see whether 
any remedy can be found. It is certainly no good reading 
papers about lenses, exposures, and developers when there 
is no possibility of picture-making. The only appropriate 
subject this (so-called) spring has been the wet process, 
and of that we have had far too many demonstrations. At 
the time of writing the barometer shows symptoms of better 
things, and possibly when these words appear in print the 
sun, too, will be visible. Let us all loyally hope that he 
will shine on Coronation Day. 

* * * 

London Anyone who is familiar with Paris and 
Trees. other Continental capitals, will know full 
well that one of their chief attractions is the presence of 
trees in all the thoroughfares in which trees can possibly 
be planted. The Londoner is first to remark on this, 
for London trees are few and far between. There is no 
room for them in the narrow alleys of the City, and 
although sentiment has preserved the solitary one in 
Cheapside, immortalised b}T Wordsworth, it has been so 
encroached upon by bricks and mortar, that only its 
top, peeping timidly above the chimney pots, is visible. 
But London is far more arborescent than it was a few years 
back, when there were no trees at all, except in the squares. 
Now we have them at Charing Cross, Shaftesbury Avenue, 
along the Embankment, and in various other roads; ana 
by and bye, when they have gathered a little more bulk, 
they will make a brave show. All of us who have the 
least artistic feeling are naturally interested in this ques¬ 
tion of urban tree-planting, and several are asking to-day 
why the Marylebone Vestry have refused the generous offer 
made by the Society over which Lord Meath presides 
to turn Portland Place into a leafy boulevard. Others are 
lamenting that, in erecting the timber stands for the 
coming Coronation seats, many trees, especially those in 
the immediate vicinity of the Abbey, have been ruthlessly 
cut down, or mutilated. One writer, in deploring this piece 
of vandalism, intimates that the public do not know what a 
slow and difficult work it is to replace well-established 
trees in London. But the truth seems to be that the trees 
ought to have been bodily removed, and replaced after the 
streets assume their normal condition. Trees can be thus 
transplanted without much risk of injury, although our 
authorities do not seem to be aware of the fact. At the 
last Paris Exhibition hundreds of trees were thus removed 
to make room for the temporary buildings then erected. 
Many of these were from 30 to 50 years old, and they are 
now back in their former places, and no one would guess, 
looking at their present luxuriant appearance, that they 
had ever been disturbed. Again, quite recently, in the 
course of street improvements in the same city, a double 
row of large trees has been shifted to new positions, and 
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are now in all the beauty of their summer toilette. “ What 
is possible in Paris in this matter,” writes a “ Times ” cor¬ 
respondent, “ is possible in London.” And he pertinently 
adds that the people whose duty it is to see to these things 
in our metropolis are far too apathetic about such public 
duties, while they are enthusiastic about particular fads, 
such as anti-vaccination, anti-vivisection, temperance, and 
even ping-pong. We fancy that there is some truth in his 

indictments. 
* * * 

Animals More than twenty years ago, before the 
on _ general adoption of gelatine plates, with 
Motion. their advantages of convenience and 

rapidity, Mr. Muybridge, then of California, produced his 
wonderful photographs of trotting horses and other animals 
in motion, by which the various phases of a walk, trot, or 
gallop can be studied by scientist or artist. Some of the 
attitudes thus represented were so novel, and so strange, 
that they were apt to raise a laugh, and thoughtless per¬ 
sons, without any idea of the reasons why such phases 
were invisible to the eye, foolishly argued that if such atti¬ 
tudes occurred in nature, artists could not go far wrong 
by introducing them into their paintings of animals. It 
now transpires, and the curious circumstance has been 
pointed out by Mr. Muybridge himself, that some of the 
most peculiar of these phases of an animal’s movement 
were known to Egyptian artists as long ago as the year 
4700 b.c. And, in proof of his assertion, he refers to the 
new volumes of the “ Encyclopaedia Britannica,” in which, 
in the article “ Egyptology,” is reproduced a tablet of 
Mena. Upon this tablet, which is regarded as the oldest 
written matter known, are two figures of a bull and a deer. 
Commenting upon this, Mr. Muybridge writes : “ A bull 
striving to attain its highest speed is represented in a 
phase of movement which, after a lapse of sixty-six cen¬ 
turies, is reproduced in a photo-engraving illustrating some 
consecutive phases in the stride of a horse published in 
the “ Century Dictionary,” under the heading “ Gallop,” 
and in the “ Standard Dictionary,” in its definition of 
“ Movement.” With regard to the deer, it is represented 
as jumping over an obstacle, with its legs flexed in pairs 
under its body. Of this figure Mr. Muybridge writes : “ A 
precisely similar phase may be found in a series, in the 
library of the British Museum, demonstrating a jump 
which sometimes takes place in the rotatory gallop of the 
deer, which system of motion is always used by the deer, 
and also by the dog, when, from caprice or necessity, they 
endeavour to make rapid progress. This distinctive 
method of galloping was unknown, and, indeed, un¬ 
suspected, by us moderns until revealed by photographic 
investigation of animal locomotion; but it was, apparently, 
iwell known to the early artists of Egypt.” Verily, “ there 
is nothing new under the sun,” not even the wonderful 
phases of movement delineated by the camera of Mr. 
Muybridge. We may remind our readers that to Mr. Muy¬ 
bridge must be given the credit of being the first to pro¬ 
duce and exhibit what is now commonly known as an 
“ animated photograph.” This he did as far back as the 
year 1879 with an instrument which he called the zoopraxi- 
scope, although at that time such a substance as trans¬ 
parent celluloid was unknown, and his pictures had to be 

supported on glass. 
* * * 

Sky Reverting to what we wrote a week or 
Sketches. two back concerning the “ gorgeous sun¬ 
sets,” which were attributed to the volcanic dust in the 
air after the terrible outburst at Krakatoa, our attention 
has been called to the circumstance that a number of sky 

sketches were made at the time by Mr. William Ascrofi, 
Some of these were selected by the Royal Society for 
reproduction as a frontispiece to the report of the com¬ 
mittee on the eruption in question, and of the others more 
than 500 were sent to the South Kensington Museum, 
where they are still on view in the mineralogical and geo¬ 
logical section of that institution. These will repay careful 
examination, and the visitor should have in his hand at the 
time the little catalogue of the pictures, which he can buy 
at the doors for one penny. From the preface to this cata¬ 
logue, we learn that these sketches, which the author 
happily and modestly describes as a kind of chromatic 
shorthand,” were chiefly taken from the banks of the- 
Thames at, or near, Chelsea, and that the first strong 
afterglow was observed November 8th, 1883, when a lurid 
light was seen about half an hour after sunset. “ It was so 
extraordinary that some fire engines turned out.” It also 
seems, from references to which the author calls attention, 
that just one hundred years earlier similar sky effects 
were noted, following earthquakes in Sicily and Calabria. 
But it is difficult to say why earthquakes, in which, 
generally, the raising of clouds of dust is of a far more- 

local character, should have affected the sunsets, except in 
the immediate vicinity of the disturbance. Dr. Ascroft has 
not only done service to science in thus making records- 
of effects produced under abnormal conditions of the atmo¬ 
sphere, but landscape artists should be beholden to him 
for making these notes in colour. He has done the work in 
the only way it could be done, making these impressionist- 
studies on toned paper in pastels. No other medium would 
have ensured that quickness of handling which these very 
evanescent sky changes demanded. He but followed in the 
footsteps of Martin and Turner, who both, by the way, 
lived at Chelsea, by the Thames-side, for it is recorded of 
both these artists, if we remember rightly, that, from a 
boat, they would make such rapid studies of sunsets in 
chalks, for after use on their canvasses. In mentioning 
this we have no thought of putting Martin on the same 
high level as the great Turner, but he was an artist who 
is, at any rate, worthy of mention as being a master of 
broad effect and rich colouring. The photographer can 
gain much by carefully studying these sketches, for thev 
have all the elements of a picture in them, and he can, at 
any rate, see how certain arrangements of cloud can be 
wedded to suitable landscapes. It is a matter for regret 
that these sky pictures are placed in a very bad light on a 
revolving screen, an admirable device when there is good 
illumination from above, but a bad one when dependence is- 
placed on a near window. 

Nature Study.—Prof. Bailey, of Cornell University, gives a weighty 
answer to the question: “What is nature study?” It is, he says, a 
point of view, the acquirement of sympathy with, and interest in, the 
natural world around us. We live in this world, and the better we fir 
it the better for us. It is for this reason that nature study deserves a 
place in the school studies of children. Primarily, the object of nature 
study is not the acquisition of mere information. Nature study is not 
“ method ” in the sense that the word is used in pedagogy. In another 
sense scientific method is of the very essence of nature study, it would 
seem. A child asks: “How old is the world? How long have men lived 
on it ? Why has a tiger stripes ? Why do certain flowers have exactly 
such shapes and no others ? ” To answer these questions the child 
must be made to comprehend the methods at the base of geology, zoology, 
botany. And in this sense it would seem that method is of the verv 
essence of nature study. The object of such studies is not to make the 
child a specialist or a scientist. It is to make him a citizen of the 
world he lives in—to interest him in plants and birds and insects and 
running brooks. The crop of scientists will take care of itself. Much 
is often unwisely sacrificed to a so-called “ thoroughness ”—which in 
many cases takes the form of a perfunctory drill in mere acts. Accuracy 
is, of course, a prime requisite of all good teaching; but it is necessary, 
first of all, to awaken genuine interest. The first essential is direct, 
discriminating, accurate observation. The next is to understand why, 
and the third is the desire to known more. The final result should be 
the development of a keen personal interest in every natural object and 
phenomenon.—“The Scientific American.’’ 
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THE CINEMATOGRAPHIC ADVERTISER. 

In looking over a pamphlet relating to the building and 

inauguration of the Crystal Palace, Sydenham, which we 

lighted upon recently at the British Museum, we found a 

paragraph which was both interesting and amusing. It 

told how Dr. Gauntlett, a well-known musical authority 

in the early fifties, had proposed to the directorate of the 

yet unopened palace that several organs should be dis¬ 

tributed throughout the building, and played, by electrical 

means, from a single keyboard situated in the central 

transept. His suggestion was negatived at once, with the 

observation that the proposer had evidently no conception 

of the high aims of the institution. “ Nothing so trivial 

as music would be countenanced within its precincts.” 

It would be impossible, as well as unprofitable, to find 
out who the particular wiseacre was who gave this absurd 
reply to Dr. Gauntlett’s very reasonable proposal. But 
we should imagine, from the fact that a grand musical 
fete was held at the Palace on behalf of the Patriotic 
Fund, shortly after the building was opened by her late 
Majesty, that the person in question was not regarded 
as a reliable prophet, even in his own native Sydenham. 
Since that far-off time the glass walls and roof of the big 
building have resounded to the strains of many Handel 
Festivals, to brass bands without number, to the dulcet 
notes of innumerable choirs, guilds, and societies, and we 
must ever remember with gratitude that its splendid 
orchestral band—now, alas ! dispersed—did much for Eng¬ 
lish music during its many years sway under the accom¬ 
plished baton of Mr. Manns. It thus came to pass that 
the building which was not to be spoilt by anything so 
trivial as music became for many years the temple of all 
that was best in the art. 

We had these things in mind as, the other day, we saun¬ 
tered along the nave of the big palace at Sydenham. We 
thought of those high aims with which the building was 
inaugurated, and how little they accorded with its present 
aspect. For a long time there was a switchback railway 
in the grounds, and we believe that we are right in stating 
that roundabouts and swings are not altogether unknown 
there. Swings have now invaded the building itself, and 
within a minute’s stroll of the forsaken concert room 
the visitor can now, for the moderate sum of twopence 
obtain quite as good a swing as he can at Hampstead Heath 
on Bank Holidays. There are also side-shows along the 
length of the nave, each furnished with its leather-lungecl 
advocate, shouting out in raucous tones its particular 
advantages: “ This way! This way, gents, for all the 
fun of the fair! ” It may be necessary, for financial 
reasons, for the directors of the Palace to thus forsake 
the ideals of those who came before; but there are many 
persons who must deplore their action. 

There is, however, one side-show at the Palace which 
turned out to be distinctly worth seeing. Strange to say, 
it is without a vocal sentinel to sing its praises, and, still 
more strange, it bears a motto, “ Admission free.” Thus 
encouraged, we entered, and found ourselves witnessing 
an exhibition of animated photography which comprised 
some interesting and novel features. It soon became ap¬ 
parent why there was no charge for admission—the pic¬ 
tures shown, animated as they are, were, with a few 
exceptions, advertisements pure and simple. The excep¬ 
tions proved to be some very good examples of cinemato¬ 
graphic work, which were sandwiched in between the 
others, in order, we may presume, to prevent the specta¬ 
tors quite realising the true lines upon which the exhibi¬ 

tion was conducted. The thing was, on the whole, cleverly 
conceived; but, of course, as might be expected, main 
of the subscribers—and we suppose it is fair to so describ* 
them—defeated their own object by making the advertise 
ment too blatant. As this form of advertisement is likeh 
to be extended, and as many of our readers are interested 
in cinematography and its doings, it will perhaps be use 
ful to give a brief description of the lines upon which the 
exhibition is run. 

We may say, by way of preface, that no word is spoken 
during the show, but there is a piano, which plays more or 

less appropriate music. After one or two introducton 
pictures of an ordinary kind, we have thrown upon the 
screen the fancy title of the next film, “ by kind permission! 
of Messrs. So-and-So.” This turns out to be an advertise 
ment of Messrs. So-and-So’s “ Food for infants,” and we see 
a big jar of the food, out of which a fain 
coaxes several big babies. Buller’s reception at 
Aldershot comes next, and is closely followed 
by the famous soap advertisement of “ The dirtv 
boy,” both scrubber and scrubbed being very animated 
Again an ordinary film serves as sandwich, and another 
title is displayed, “A dainty drink,” by permission of j 

Messrs. Blank. This is a decidedly good picture, a large! 
poster being seen, through which is thrust a pair of hands, i 
which tear a big hole in the centre of the 
paper, revealing a young lady, who drinks the 
health of the spectators in a glass of Messrs. Blank’s j 

speciality. “ Her morning bath ” is explained by a young 
lady pouring into her tub some liquid from a bottle sup¬ 
plied by a certain company, after which, as she begins to 
disrobe, the films come to what some might consider 
to be a premature conclusion. “ The relief of Ladysmith,’ 
displayed as a title, leads one to hope that the scene to be 
shown is an incident in the recent war. But, alas! Lady¬ 
smith is personified by a suffering being, who is relieved 

by a present of Mr. Somebody’s curative compound.. 
Truth to tell, there is a good deal of sameness in some of 
these pictures, especially in the advertisements relating to I 
patent medicines, and to drinks of a more attractive kind. 
Sometimes it is champagne, and sometimes Dr. Somebody's j 
invigorating essence—but usually the dose is delivered to 
the recipient by a young lady in more or less classical garb. 
We were glad when the drinks were done with, and mus¬ 
tard took their place, with the rather enigmatical title, 
“ On the road to Klondyke.” A half-frozen traveller is seen 
in the snow, trying to light a pile of faggots. They refuse 
to burn, until he produces a tin of mustard, which in¬ 
duces so much heat that the sticks burst into flame. The i 
conceit is somewhat weak, but it serves. It is impossible | 
to do much with a bicycle in an animated photograph, but 
we have here a lady and gentleman, each fooling around 
with a machine, and gesticulating to one another with 
regard to their respective merits. They also direct each 
other’s attention to a big poster on a wall behind them, 
upon which the maker’s name is very prominent. 

The virtues of a certain carpet-sweeper are extolled by 
means of a little drama in two acts. In the first one 
we see a servant raising clouds of dust in a sitting-room 
by means of an ordinary broom, much to the dismal of an 
old gentleman taking his ease therein. In the second act, a 
room occupied by a young couple at dinner is swept with 
the patent appliancelwithout raising a particle of dust. After 
a “ speed trial ” of a new torpedo-boat destroyer, which 
serves as an admirable testimonial to its builders, the 
performance is brought to a close by an exhibition of 

portraits of our military heroes, of their Most Gracious 
Majesties the King and Queen and the rest of the Royal 
Family. Such is the latest application <~>f cinematography 
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ON THINGS IN GENERAL. 

Those readers of this Journal who do me the honour to read 

my lucubrations may remember the surprise I have expressed 

at the mere possibility of the existence of a state of mind that 

permits a photographer to make an enlargement or an ex¬ 

hibition picture of a private sitter, and endeavour to exhibit 

it against the express wish of the sitter. Such conduct is a 

scandal and a disgrace to the profession, but it is fortunately 

punishable by law, though at an expensive rate to both the 

ihotographer and his victim. That such imperfectly mentally 

equipped studio proprietors do exist is a lamentable fact, and 

incredible though it may seem, there has been since I last 

vrote two more instances. In the “ Answers to Correspondents 

>n June 13th, we find “ G. G.” writing as an aggrieved person 

hat he is threatened with legal proceedings, unless he ceases to 

exhibit a certain specimen, his only excuse being that the sitters 

ire very pretty girls. Again, just a month earlier, on May 16th, 

‘ Troubled ” is aggrieved because he has been ordered to re- 

nove a specimen he made and exhibited, though no definite 

ibjection was given, and he wants to know what to do with 

lie picture, as it is too valuable to be destroyed. The Editors 

/ery properly reply, destroy it. What could the man think 

vas possible? Had he some idea some other photographer 

muld offer to buy it cheap ? If he will take my advice, he will do 

vhat the Editors tell him. If he should sell it, and the 

iale be discovered, the expenses of an injunction would not 

>e covered by a hundred pound bank-note. After all, when we 

:almly consider the matter, and reflect that a shining light in 

he Copyright Union holds the opinion that so long as a 

jortrait is taken without charge, the photographer ought to 

)e able to sell it, though the sitter object, we really should 

iot be surprised at “ G. G.’s ” and “ Troubled’s ” frame of mind. 

The pity of it! 

In common, no doubt, with many others, I have been greatly 

nterested in the recent discussions about Dr. Griin’s new lens ; 

mt the more Dr. Grim writes and speaks, the more am I 

nclined to think that the principle of its construction is entirely 

mpirical, and not founded on any of those calculations that 

Lave made modern photographic objectives what they are. 

)r. Griin’s theories, as expounded by himself, are opposed to 

ill accepted principles. For example, he implicitly, if not 

xplicitly, claims for his lenses, working at an aperture of f. 1.2, 

hat they possess an inherent depth of focus, though if one canon 

ibout lenses more than another may be taken as true, it is 

hat the so-called “ depth of focus ” is a function of aperture, 

md not of any particular optical construction. Then, again, 

Le states that spherical aberration can be cured by taking the 

•icture on a curved surface. Now this is a very common error 

aade by those who are ignorant of optics. Spherical aberration 

annot be so cured, a curved field being a phenomenon of an 

ntirely different nature. Further, he tells us he used cedar 

'il as the liquid taking the place of the air space. We may 

)e quite sure that the intricate calculations resulting in the 

onstruction of the rectilinear type of lens requiring an air 

ens between two compound glass lenses could not permit the air 

ens to be replaced by a cedar oil lens without loss of definition. 

Nothing has been advanced to show that the lens is anything 

ieyond a mere empirical trial, to see what the result would be. 

Speaking of lenses leads me to remark on a query by 

Inquirer,” who asks what lens he should obtain that would 

lie suitable for 15 by 12 or Midget pictures. The Editors truly 

nform him that he will need a studio of extraordinary length 

p make Midgets with the lens of 20in. or 24in. focus that would 

>e needed for a 15 by 12. Of course, we all know about the 

supplementary lenses that can be used to alter the focus o£ 

a comparatively short focus lens in the direction of shortening: 

it, but when the case of a long focus, of necessary large dia¬ 

meter, lens for portrait work is considered, there are no lenses 

obtainable to do the same work. Taking the case under dis¬ 

cussion, we should need to reduce the 24in. to, say, at least 

8in. ; that would need so short a focus lens and of so large a 

diameter that the corrections would probably be interfered 

with. The point I would make is this—many photographers 

would like one lens to do the whole work of the studio if 

possible. Has not the time come for opticians to tackle the 

question of constructing an arrangement the exact reverse ot 

the telephoto lens—a lens addition that would shorten instead 

of lengthening the focus ? Possibly it would not pay, as it would 

lessen the demand for what are always high-priced instruments. 

Still, the demand will always exist, and if it can be met that 

man will make the biggest seoop who is first in the field. It 

must be remembered that these short focus lenses would only 

be required to cover a small plate. 

There is another lens invention promised by another corre¬ 

spondent, who has a method of converting, at the expense of 

a few shillings, an “ ordinary ” lens into a wide-angle. Much 

depends upon what is meant by an ordinary lens. He would bo 

a very clever man who would make a portrait lens into a 

wide-angle lens for a few shillings, and if a rapid rectilinear 

type is meant, I confess myself unable to see how the separation 

of the two lenses to the existing extent can be got rid of so as 

to include a much larger possible circle of view. We shall 

see. 

There has been a considerable amount of discussion about the - 

use of sulphocyanide toning baths. Now, although a certain 

amount of toning can be brought about on P.O.P. by one or 

other of the ordinary alkaline gold toning baths, the results 

are rarely equal, and often very inferior, to those from sulpho¬ 

cyanide, so that I fear we must consider that the bath has come 

to stay. Mr. Haddon’s complaint of irregularity of action of 

baths made under identical conditions, I take it, must mean 

identical as chemists understand the term, not as the average 

photographer would, and anyone accustomed to making these 

baths largely knows that a very slight difference of conditions 

will give products quite dissimilar to the eye, temperature con¬ 

ditions especially. Free Lance. 

A PHOTO-MICROGRAPHIC DEVICE. 

A. Paper read before the Section of Photography and Microscopy of the 

Franklin Institute, at the Stated Meeting, held Thursday, March 6, 1902.] 

Photography, as a means of recording scientific phenomena, 

is more used and appreciated every day, and would no doubt 

be more used than it is if all investigators were fully acquainted 

with its capabilities, and equipped to obtain satisfactory re¬ 

sults without unnecessary expenditure of time and labour. 

Take, for example, the production of photo-micrographs. Pro¬ 

bably most people who use a microscope would like occasionally 

to fix the image which they see ; yet comparatively few do 

so, because it is generally believed that successful photo-micro¬ 

graphy involves the exercise of exceptional skill and experience, 

special and expensive camera devices, re-arrangement cf micro¬ 

scope and illumination, in positions comparatively difficult to 

accommodate one’s self to, and much time lost. Undoubtedly 

there is much truth in this, as photo-micrographs are generally 

made. It is true that a very small and light camera can be 

attached to the tube of the microscope, over the eye-piece; but 

under these conditions the amplification in the photographs is 

much less than it appears in the microscope, and the cpticaL 
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conditions are not of the best. After making a series of photo¬ 

micrographs in the usual way, with the microscope on a special 

stand and the tube disposed horizontally, I recently set myself 

the problem of providing for the reproduction of the image 

observed in the ordinary use of the microscope, without any 

re-adjustment whatever, without touching the microscope or 

even re-focussing. I made the conditions that nothing should 

interfere in the slightest degree with the comfortable use of 

the microscope in the usual way ; that it might be used at 

any desired inclination or tube-length, and with any convenient 

source of light; that the adaptation and removal of the camera 

should occupy very little time, and that the amplification in 

the photograph should always correspond to that in the micro¬ 

scope. After some study I set to work and managed, with a 

box-lid, two small shelf-brackets, the bed and rack of an old 

4 by 5 camera, a box originally made to carry some 2g by 3 

plate-holders, a lOin. focus lens, and some minor odds and 

ends, to produce the device which I now bring to your notice, 

and which fulfils all of the conditions I have named. 

To commence with, we have the box-lid, a clamped piece of 

gin. mahogany, about lOin. wide, tnd 12in. long. The micro¬ 

scope is used on this as a base, on which it is held in place by 

stops against which it is pushed. This base is necessary to 

provide a fixed support for the camera attachment without 

touching the microscope itself. Next we have One of the small 

shelf-brackets, securely attached to the baseboard on each side 

of the microscope, in such manner that one of the screw-holes 

in the end comes exactly opposite the centre of the joint of 

the microscope. They are separated just sufficiently to clear 

all the working parts of the microscope. . The screw-holes in 

the brackets are the points of attachment for the camera device, 

and must occupy such a position in order that the camera 

may swing from the same centre as the microscope body, and 

thus be adjustable by a single movement for any desired in¬ 

clination, from horizontal to vertical. On a double pillar 

microscope, and even on tlie Swift portable which I am using, 

tbt> camera attachment could be adapted to swing from the 

centres on the microscope itself, and the special has. ;ind 

brackets thus dispensed with ; but with the usual hors, shoe 

base “ continental ” stand the bracket supports are necessary. 

The total height of the bracket supports for a Bausch and 

Lomb “ I1B ” stand is not over Sgin., and they are not in tin- 

least in the way of anything one over wants to do with a ! 

microscope. A detachable double upright can, however, be 

used, if preferred, and fastened to the microscope base at i 

moment’s notice. 

The camera is a simple box, with a lens at one end and 

fitting for a plate-holder at the other—the lens of lOin. focus, 

and the distance from the lens to the sensitive plate, lOin 

This length of camera insures an image having the same anipli 

fication -hat would be calculated for that in the microscope, 

provided that its lens occupies the normal position of the eye 

above the eye-piece. The lOin. camera and lens are used 

on the assumption that the position of the objective and eye¬ 

piece cannot be altered without altering the character of the 

image; that the rays forming each pencil of light emerging 

from the eye-piece are parallel to each other when the micro¬ 

scope is focussed, and that the camera must, therefore, focus 

parallel rays m order to make a sharp image of the microscope 

projection at the focal plane without re-focussing the micro¬ 

scope. This assumption is correct under certain conditions, 

which I shall specify later. I did not have a 10m. focus lens, 

but had 12in. and 60in. plano-convex lenses. A pair of these 

cemenhed, together made a crossed lens of about lOin. focus, 

and 1 mounted it in an old view-lens tube, so that the flattest ] 

side comes towards the eye-piece, but lin. back from the eye- | 

point, when the mounts almost touch each other. I should 

not have used this lens mount, because, although it does not 

affect the focus upon the ground-glass to move the lens back 

from the eye-point, it does alter the size of the image by bend¬ 

ing the outer pencils of the cone of light in towards the middle. 

One should either use a double-convex lens at the eye-point, 

or a lens of longer focus above the eye-point, in combination! 

with a correspondingly longer camera, in order to keep the 

amplification strictly correct. On general principles, I would not | 

select a non-achromati? lens for this purpose, and do not re¬ 

commend it; but ir happens that with some achromatic ob¬ 

jectives and liuygenian eye-pieces a noil-achromatic lens gives 

the best projection. It does not make much difference whether 

it be achromatic or not if monochromatic light is used for 

photographing, which is what I recommend with this method 

of working. The fact that objective and eye-piece combinations 

do vary somewhat in this respect makes it a safe rule to photo 

graph with approximately monochromatic light of the brightest | 

part of the spectrum, thereby insuring definition equal to that 

seen in the microscope. 

The camera lias a rack and pinion movement on a base¬ 

board having two rigidly attached arms extending forward, and 

carrying pins to engage in the screw-holes of the brackets, 

I have cut slots into the screw - holes, so that the pins 

drop into place, and provided an automatic lock which pre¬ 

vents the pins from being lifted out except when the camera 

is swung below the horizontal plane. An adjustable telescopic 

strut and detachable extension to the baseboard supports the 

camera, and fixes it at any desired inclination. It is in align¬ 

ment with microscope tube when the camera lens-mount and 

the eye-piece are concenti ic with each ether when brought 

together by the rackwork. For pptical reasons, strict alignment 

is far less important than it would be with a camera containing 

no lens. It takes me from twenty to thirty seconds to attach 

the camera and adjust ready for an exposure. A colour screen 

is then [usually] placed between the source of light and the 

microscope mirror, admitting approximately monochromatic, 
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light of such colour as the objectives are best corrected for. 

Plate-holder is then inserteel, and exposure made, using an 

isochromatie plate. Photo-micrographs made in this way, rang¬ 

ing from comparatively low amplifications up to 1,500 dia¬ 

meters, cannot be distinguished in character or quality from 

similar ones which were made after most careful preparation 

with far more elaborate, expensive, and troublesome photo¬ 

micrographic apparatus. Heretofore, I have done this worlc on 

a specially heavy table, legs resting upon rubber buffers, heavy 

marble top also resting on rubber buffers, an inch board resting 

on coils of rubber tubing. Without these precautions, I had 

trouble with vibration when the microscope was used in a 

horizontal position. I have been using the new device on an 

ordinary table, and have been surprised to find no difficulty 

whatever with vibration, so far. The microscope^ appears to be 

far less sensitive when inclined at approximately 45 deg. angle 

than when either horizontal or vertical. I exposed two houis 

on an amphipleura with oblique light from a Welsbach burner, 

and the lines came out sharp. Most subjects, with central 

light, require only one to five minutes’ exposure, using rapid 

isochromatie pi ates. 

I have stated that one of my objects was to avoid the necessity 

of re-focussing the image, which is objectionable, both because 

of the time it takes and because it alters, however slightly, 

the character of the image. The conditions under which no re¬ 

focussing is necessary are, that the camera lens shall focus 

parallel rays at the focal plane of the camera, and that the 

microscope shall have been focussed with an eye that focusses 

perfectly parallel rays upon its retina. Under these conditions, 

the rays forming each pencil of light emerging from the eye¬ 

piece are parallel to each other, and will therefore come to a 

perfect focus at the focal plane of the camera. If the mici;.- 

scope were focussed by a short-sighted or an abnoimally far 

sighted eye, the rays forming the emerging pencils would not 

be parallel to each other, and therefore would not come to a 

perfect focus at the focal plane of the camera. Huygenian 

eye-pieces, and some others, are calculated for an eye that 

focusses parallel rays, and cannot give the best results to either 

a short-sighted or an abnormally far-sighted eye. A short¬ 

sighted person sees an image which is formed above the correct 

plane in the eye-piece, and an abnormally far-sighted person 

sees an image which is formed below the correct plane. A 
person having theoretically normal sight will focus the micro¬ 

scope correctly, not only for the best image obtainable, but 

for the focal plane of my photo-micrographic camera. Any¬ 

one whose eye is not theoretically normal will have to re-focus 

on the ground-glass of the camera when using low powers; 

but when he has done so, the image will be exactly what it 

should be. My own eyes are short-sighted, and in pursuit of 

my object I have as nearly as possible overcome this difficulty 

by providing myself with a compensating lens in a mount which 

fits loosely over the eye-pieces of the microscope, and makes my 

vision, for the time being, theoretically normal. As this lens 

belongs to my eye, and not to the eye-piece, I remove it after 

focussing. This procedure is equivalent to wearing spectacles 

adjusted for clearest vision at very great distances, which 

anyone may do ; but the eyes of i ery young people, with great 

powers of accommodation, may not even then be trusted im¬ 

plicitly when working with very low powers. With higli-power 

objectives end eye-pieces, hypermetropes, emmetropes, and 

moderate myopes focus practically all alike. This new outfit 

is not calculated to supersede some of the very elaborate and 

expensive photo-micrographic apparatus and devices which have 

been produced by Zeiss and others for some special purposes. 

It will not produce photographs of large size, such as can be 

made with projection eye-pieces and very long cameras, nor 

include wide angles of view in low powers, such as may be ob¬ 

tained with Zeiss planar lenses without eye-pieces ; but it should 

be far more generally useful, because it can be relied upon to 

reproduce clearly whatever detail the eye sees in the microscope, 

and with the least possible cost, either in time, labour, or 

expenditure for equipment. 

It will be evident that the same camera and procedure as to 

focussing is adapted to making records with telescopes, spectro¬ 

scopes, and some other optical instruments. 
F. E. Ives. 

--♦- 

THE AFFILIATION OF PHOTOGRAPHIC SOCIETIES. 

[Reprinted from the Photographic Red Book, 1902.] 

Officers :—Chairman : The Right Hon. the Earl of Crawford, K.T., 
F R S ; Executive Committee: Robert Beckett, F.R.P.S. (Hackney); 
C Churchill, F.R.P.S. (Woolwich); John F. East (Kingston-on- 
Thames) ; Walter Ivilbey (N.W. London); A. Mackie (London and 
Provincial); E. Marriage, F.R.P.S. (Woodford) ; J. C. S. Mummery 
(North Middlesex); C. H. Oakden, F.R.P.S (South London); H. 
C Rapson (London and Provincial); W. R. Stretton (Photographic 
Club); Hon. Treasurer: George Scamell, F.R.P.S. ; Auditors: F. 
W. Bannister (Borough Polvtechnic); W. H. Wilsliere (West Surrey); 
Secretary: A. W. W. Bartlett, 66, Russell Square, London, W.C. 

Benefits and Privileges. 

Affiliated Societies are entitled to the following benefits and 

privileges : — , , , 
The loan of illustrated lectures on photographic and kindred topics, 

sets of lantern slides, lantern lectures, pictures for exhibition, e c 
Permission to photograph in the places specified on page b, upon 

production of this issue of the Photographic Red Book, vrithout special 
application to the various authorities. . , . , 

Two copies of each Issue of the Photographic Journal, in which 
are published the proceedings of the Affiliation Committee and the 
transactions of the Royal Photographic Society of Great Britain 

Reduced rates for wall space and admission at the annual exhibition 
of tie Royal Photographic Society of Great Britain. , • 

Members of affiliated Societies joining the Royal Photographic 
Societv of Great Britain receive exemption from the payment ot 
entrance fee, provided they have been for at. least two years ^mbers 
of an affiliated Society. The secretaries and delegates of affiliated 
Societies are empowered to propose. and second the nominations of 

such candidates. 
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The services of a board of judges in respect of small Society com¬ 
petitions. Details are given on. page 24. 

Temporary use of the accommodation provided by the various 
Societies to members away from their own districts Details are 
given, commencing page 28. 

Management. 

. Every affiliated Society has a voice in the management of the affilia¬ 
tion through the two delegates which each is entitled to appoint. The 
general body of delegates meets, as a rule, but once a year, the busi¬ 
ness in the meantime being conducted by an executive committee 
appointed under the provisions of Rule 6. The two delegates 
appointed by each Society need not necessarily be members of he 
Society they represent. The Royal Photographic Society of Great 
Britain reserves one-third of the amount of the subscriptions for 
secretarial, clerical, and incidental working expenses. The Affiliation 
Committee have the remaining two-thirds entirely at their disposal. 

Boxes. 

(1) Affiliation shall be by the council of the Royal Photographic 
Society of Great Britain. 

(2) All Societies interested in photography, whether London, pro¬ 
vincial, colonial, or foreign, shall be eligible for affiliation 

(3) The object of the affiliation shall be to consider and suggest lines 
of action to the affiliated Societies, and to take any steps it may 
think fit to encourage, or otherwise benefit them. Each affiliated 
Society shall be entitled to appoint two delegates, who, in conjunc¬ 
tion with three members to be appointed by the Royal Photographic 
Society of Great Britain, shall form the Affiliation Committee, with 
the right to vote in all matters in which the committee may deal. 

(4) The committee shall have the power to make the necessary rules 
for the conduct of the different branches of its work, and, subject 
to fourteen days’ notice in writing to each delegate, such rules may 
be altered, added to, or revoked at the annual general meeting or at a 
special general meeting All such rules arid alterations shall be sub¬ 
mitted to the council of the Royal Photographic Society of Great 
Britain and be approved by it before they come into force. 

(5) The committee shall meet at such time and place as the chair¬ 
man shall decide. On the requisition of ten delegates the secretary 
shall call a meeting, not less than fourteen nor more than twenty-one 
days after receipt thereof At committee meetings nine shall form 
a quorum. 

(6) The committee shall have power to nominate certain of their 
number to form an executive. The executive shall have power to 
make such regulations, not inconsistent with the rules, as may from 
time to time be deemed necessary. 

(7) Upon the request of two-fifths of those present at any meeting 
of the executive, the votes of the committee shall be.taken in writing 
upon any subject, otherwise proxy voting shall be inadmissible. 

(8) The subscription shall be one guinea, payable on admission, and 
subsequently in advance on January 1st in each year. Any Society 
whose subscription may be three months overdue shall be suspended 
from affiliation, and if at the end of twelve months the subscription 
remain unpaid the defaulting Society shall cease to be affiliated, but 
may be reinstated by the council after satisfactory explanation. 

(9) A balance-sheet of the accounts of the affiliation shall be pre¬ 
pared by the treasurer up to December 3rd in each year, and shall 
be audited by two auditors The annual general meeting of the com¬ 
mittee shall be held during January in each year. At this meeting 
the balance-sheet, duly audited, and the chairman’s report of the year’s 
proceedings shall he submitted, and officers, consisting of a chairman, 
treasurer, and two auditors, shall be elected for the current year. 

Interchange of Lectures. 

The committee are enabled to publish below the names of a number 
of members of affiliated Societies who have signified their readiness 
t■» lecture before other affiliated Societies in exchange for a similar 
courtesy to their own from a member of the Society obliged by them. 
This system of exchange has been the means of lending much addi¬ 
tional interest to many programmes, and the committee trust that 
full use will be mad^ of the lectures here offered. The number of 
lectures available is still small, but it is hoped that every Society 
will endeavour to make an offer of the services of at least one of 
its members, and so assist the committee in organising a body of 
lecturers to whom the Societies may look for help in the not easy 
task of filling up their programmes. The committee feel that it 
is perhaps superfluous to intimate that everything should be done to 
lender the visits of these lecturers as pleasant as possible, by receiving 
and looking after them during the time that they are devoting to 
the Society whose wants they are attending to. Expanses should, 
of course, be tendered in all cases. Special allusion is made to the 
reception of lecturers, because instances of neglect have been brought 
to Ihe notice of the committer*, who feel sure that they have only 
to briefly refer to the few isolated cases of negligence to ensure the 
•olivet treatment of lecturers in future. Applications for the lectures 

specified below should be addressed to the Society under whose auspice* 
the offers are made, and the applicant should' state what is ottered 

in exchange. It is understood, of course, that the committee accept 
no responsibility whatever in regard to these offers, and that they muv 
be modified or revoked at the pleasure of the Societies making them. 

Offers have been received from the following :—- 
Blairgowrie and District Photographic Association.—Mr. John B. 

Maclachlan. 
Brentford Photographic Society.—Mr. A. R. Read, jun., on (1) The 

First Principles of Pictorial Composition; (2) The Practical Side ol 
Pictorial Composition. 

Cornish Camera Club.—The hon. sec. on “Enlarging”; and others. 
Dover Sciences Society.—Lectures ou Natural History and kindred 

subjects. 
Ealing Photographic Society.—The hon. sec. is prepared to receive 

any suggestions from other Societies involving reciprocity. 
Eastbourne Photographic Society.—Mr. J. J. Hollway, Mr. H. S 

Bullock, Mr. Ellis Kelsey, Mr. H. Habgood, and Mr. E. J. Bedford 
are prepared to lecture. 

East Kent Natural History and Photographic Society.—Mr. A 
Lander on “ Colour Photography,” “ Telephotography,” etc. 

Edinburgh Photographic Society. —-Suggestions will be considered. 
Fakenham Literary, Field, and Camera Club.—The hon. sec., on at 

variety of subjects. 
North-West London Photographic Society.—Mr. Walter Kilbey is 

prepared to deliver his affiliation lecture on Focal-Plane Shutter Work, 
and to bring apparatus and additional slides. He also offers the fol¬ 
lowing lectures:—“A Week-end on the Continent,” “Through 
Northern France with a Hand Camera,” and “ Some Green Bits in 
the Emerald Isle.” Mr. A. J. Reid on “Sunny Memories of Nor 
mandy.” 

Plymouth Photographic Society.—Mr. W. C. Johns on “ A System 
of Lantern-Slide Making by Contact and Reduction.” 

Rotherham Photographic Society.—Mr. Janies Leadbeater on 
“Lightning, and How to Photograph It.” 

Scuth London Photographic Societv.—Mr. Frank Goddard. 
Sunderland Photographic Association —Mr. T. Fitzgibbon Forde 

on “Trimming, Mounting, and Framing.” 
West Surrey Photographic Society.—Mr. W. H. Wilshere on 

“ Photography at the Zoo,” with slides. Others might be arranged. 
Woodford Photographic Society.—Mr. Ernest Marriage, F.R.P.S., 

on “Architectural Photography.” Mr. H. T. Malby, F.R.P.S., on 
“Flower Photography” (affiliation lecture, with additional notes and 
shdes), and “Rambles through Epping Forest,” with slides. Mr. J. 
P. W. Goodwin on “The Making of Enlarged Negatives.” Mr. J. 
T. Ashby on “ Pictorial Composition,” with slides. 

Woolwich Photographic Society.—Mr. W. H. Dawson on Chemical 
or Architectural subjects. 

Places to Photograph. 

The following information has been kindly furnished by the secre¬ 
taries of the affiliated Societies, and it is hoped that its publication 
may prove of use to a large number of the members : — 

Airdrie.—Monkland Glen, Calder Glen, Cleddans. 
Arbroath.—Abbey (free), cliffs, coast scenery. 
Beaeonsfield (Bucks;.).—Burnham Beeches, three miles. Stoke 

Pogis Church, five miles. Burial Place of William Penn, three miles. 
Milton’s Cottage, Chalfont, four miles. 

Birmingham.—The Warwickshire Avon flows through or by the 
towns and villages of Stoneleigh, Warwick, Stratford, Bidford, 
Evesham, Pershore, and Tewkesbury, and affords innumerable oppor¬ 
tunities for pictorial work. The district teems also with photographic 
subjects of all descriptions, and not least from an historical stand¬ 
point. 

Blairgowrie.—The district is full of “pictures.” Cluny Loch, Muir- 
ton of Ardblair, Meekleour Village, Craighall House and Grounds are 
a few of the more important places. Craighall Grounds are open to 
the public on Tuesdays and Fridays. On other days (Sundays ex¬ 
cepted) a permit can be obtained at the Railway Station for a small 
sum, which is handed by the proprietor to Perth Infirmary. 

Brentford (Middlesex).—The River Brent, the Canal, the Thames 
from Strand-on-the-Green to Isleworth, Greenford, and Perivale. 
Fine evening effects may be obtained at Isleworth, especially at low 
tide. 

Brierley Hill.—Dudley Castle (free), Halesowen Abbey and Chimb. 
Bury St. Edmunds.—A good photographic district, no prohibitions. 
Canterbury.—The Cathedral and town. 
Cardiff.—The Castle and Grounds. Permission at the Bute Estate 

Office (admission Is.). 
Carlisle.—Wetheral, Wreay, Lanercost, the Castle, and Cathedral. 
Cheltenham.—Gloucester Cathedral, Tewkesbury Abbey. 
Chester.—Eaton Hall (the residence of the Duke of Westminster^, 

Hawarden, the Cathedral, the River, Walls and City, St. Johns 
Church. 

Croydon.—Croham Hurst, West Wickham Woods, Addington Hills. 
Derby.—Chatsworth, Haddon, the Peak District, Dovedale, Lich¬ 

field Cathedral, Darley Dale, and Matlock. 
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Dudley.—The Castle and Grounds (free). 
Dundee.—Arbroath, Abbey and Cliffs, Fife Coast, St. Andrews. 
Eastbourne—AI ichfelhaan Priory, Hurtsmonoeaux Castle, Parish 

Church (Norman work), Alfriston and Valley of the Cuckmere, Beachy 
Head, Cliffs, and Birling Gap. 

Exeter.—Cathedral, Bishop’s Palace and Deanery, Rougemont 
Castle, Powdorham Castle, old churches, old buildings, and halls. 
River Scenery on Exe, Teign, Daw, and Dart. Country residences, 
Dartmoor, Teignmouth, Dawlish, Exmouth, Torquay. 

Fakenham.—Walsingham Abbey Ruins, five miles (G.E.R. Station 
at Walsingham). Apply to H. Lee-Warner, Esq., J.P., The Abbey, 
on Wednesdays only. East Barsham.—Fine specimen of a Tudor Manor 
House, three-and-a-half miles; apply to W. R. IT. Garland, Esq., 
The Manor House, East Barsham. Thorpland Hall, two miles.—Tudor, 
witn very fine chimneys. Apply to Rev. J. Lee-Warner, at the Hall. 
Houghton St. Giles, four miles, one mile from Walsingham Station.— 
The Church contains a fine old illuminated rood screen. A beautiful 
little wayside Chapel, now belonging to the Benedictine order, later 
decorated style of 14th century; formerly a resting-place for pilgrims 
on their way to the shrine of Our Lady of Walsingham. Apply, for 
Church, to Rev. H. A. Wansborough, Rector of Walsingham. Great 
Snoring, four miles.—-Fine ornamental brickwork of Rectory; built 
by Sir Ralph Shelton. Apply to Rev. R. P. Roseveare, Rectory, Snor¬ 
ing. Various old manor houses and picturesque river scenery. Par¬ 
ticulars from secretary at any time. 

Glenalmond (Perthshire).—The Perthshire Highland, the Sma’ Glen, 
many ancient monuments, Crieff, Dunkeld, Falls of Menzie, etc. No 
permits required. 

Hove.—Alfriston, Bramber, Barcombe Mills, Shoreham Harbou”, 
up the Arun from Arundel, the country round Bosham, some good 
Churches in neighbourhood, especially Old and New Shoreham (Nor¬ 
man). Apply to the Vicar. 

Ipswich.—Particulars of excursions gladly supplied by the secretary 
of the Ipswich Soceity. 

Isle of Man.—Numerous Glens, the best being Glen Maye, Glen 
Auldyn, Sulby, Ballaglass, Dhoon, Glen Helen, and upper parts of 
Grondle. Fine coast scenery between Port St. Mar- and Peel (includ¬ 
ing the Calf of Man), at Garwick Beach, and from a rowing boat 
between Laxey and Dhoon. 

Isle of Wight.—Throughout the island. 
Kingston-on-Thames.—The river, Hampton Court and Park, Rich¬ 

mond Park, Oxshott Common. 
Leicester.—Bradgate Park and Ruins. 
Newcastle-on-Tyne.—Jesmond Dene, Tynemouth, River Tyne and 

shipping, the Upper Tyne, and surrounding country. 
Oxford.—The various colleges and halls, churches and museums. 

Panoramic views of Oxford from the cupola of the Sheldonian Theatre 
and the roof of Bcdleian Camera. 

Ramsgate.—Seascapes, and, at a short distance, Canterbury, Min¬ 
ster, Sandwich. Cattle studies in the Marshes. Permission readily 
obtainable. 

Rotherham.—Roche Abbey, seven miles, open to public on Monday 
and Thursday. Conisbro’ Castle, eight miles, open daily; no fee 
except to inside of Norman Keep, which contains two notable fire¬ 
places and chapel. 

St. Albans.—The Abbey (apply the Dean), Hatfield House (very 
special permit only), town and neighbourhood rich in architectural and 
natural beauties. 

Severn and Wye.—The Wye Valley from Ross to Chepstow. 
Slough.—Burnham Beeches, Windsor Castle (Inspector Stephens, 

at the Castle), Eton College (the Bursar), Stoke Poges, Dropmore. 
Southport.—The streets, parks, and gardens, and Ormskirk, Sefton 

(old church), Parbold, Appley Bridge. 
Southsea.—By road: Porchester Castle (ruins) and Norman church 

(permit of vicar). Hayling Island.—Good landscape work and Early 
English church. Bosham.—Quaint old fishing village (Early English 
church). Titchfield.—Place House, Leigh Park. By rail: Southamp¬ 
ton.—Docks, shipping, yachts, and the Solent. Beaulieu.—Abbey 
ruins; the New Forest. Netley.—Abbey ruins and beautiful sur¬ 
rounding country. Bursledon.—Good shipping studies at low tide 
Winchester.—Cathedral, Castle, Cross and old streets. Chichester.—- 
Cathedral (Red Bock). Market Cross and old gates. The Canal and 
Goodwood. Arundel. —The Castle and Deer Park (permit of Duke of 
Norfolk). Views on River Arun. Bognor and Littlehampton. Cow¬ 
drey Castle (ruins), and beautiful country round. Midhurst, Peters- 
field, Rogate, Harting, and the South Downs. By water: Shank lip, 
Ventnor, Newport, Ryde, and Cowes. Bournemouth and Southamp¬ 
ton. Fine shipping and yachting views. Portsmouth and Southsea 
teem with places and objects of historic interest, new and old battle¬ 
ships m i arbour, the Town Quay (fishing boats and colliers). No 
camera- is allowed in Portsmouth Dockyard without an order from 
the-Acini))al’s Supenntendent. 

Stonehouse (Devon).—St. George’s Church (apply Vicar), Royal 
Naval Hospital (apply Inspector-General), Royal Marine Barracks 
(apply Officer in Command). 

Stratford (London, E.).—Epping Forest, Wanstead Flats and Park, 

Whipps Cross, Waltham Abbey (permit from Vicar), Waltham Cross, 
and Temple Bar. 

Sunderland.—The Docks and shipping. 
Swansea,—Old castle of Ovstermouth, Pennard, Penrice, etc., the 

Gower Peninsula and coast. 
Tunbridge Wells.—Penshurst Place, Hever Castle, Chiddingstone 

Ruins, Bayham Abbey, and the Commons. 
Weymouth—Portland, Radipole, Moreton, Lulworth, etc. 
York.—The Minster, St. Mary’s Abbey, the City Halls and Bars, 

Kirkham Abbey, etc. 

The following information is compiled from various sources. The 
secretary will be glad to be notified of any inaccuracies: — 

London and District: 

Bethnal Green Museum.—Secretary, Science and Art Department, 
South Kensington, S.W. 

Botanical Gardens, Regent’s Park.—The secretary. 
British Museum. The Chief Librarian. Applications must specify 

the objects to be photographed, and the name and address of the 
photographer. 

Bushey Park.—Production of Red Book. 
City Companies’ Halls.—The respective Clerks. 
Green Park.—Production of Red Book. 
Greenwich Park.—Production of Red Book. 
Guildhall.—City Lands Committee, Guildhall, E.C. 
Guildhall Art Gallery.—Library Committee, Guildhall, E.C. 
Hampton Court Park, Gardens, and Green.—Production of Red 

Book. 
Hyde Park.—Production of Red Book. 
Highgate Woods.—Production of Red Book. 
Houses of Parliament.—Lord Chamberlain’s Office, House of Lords, 

S.W. 
Imperial Institute—The secretary. 
Kensington Gardens.—Production of Red Book. 
Kew Green.—Production of Red Book. 
Kew Gardens.—The Director. Photographing is not allowed on 

Sundays, Christmas Day, Good Friday, and Bank Holidays. 
Kilburn, Queen’s Park.—Production of Red Book. 
National Gallery.—The Director. Professionals only are allowed to 

photograph. 
Natural History Museum Gardens.—Production of Red Book. 
Parliament Square Gardens.—Production of Red Book. 
Primrose Hill.—Production of Red Book. 
Parks and Open Spaces under the control of the London County 

Council.—No permission is required for the use of hand cameras. The 
London County Council, Spring Gardens, S.W., grants permits for 
twelve months for the use of stand cameras. 

Public Record Office.—Secretary, Public Record Office, Chancery 
Lane, W.C. 

Regent’s Park.—Production of Red Book. 
Richmond Park and Green.—Production of Red Book. 
St. Bartholomew’s Church, Smithfield.—Fee, 2s. 6d. 
St. James’s Park.—Production of Red Book. 
St. Paul’s Churchyard.—Production of Red Book up to 12 noon. 
South Kensington Museum.—Secretary, Science and Art Depart¬ 

ment, South Kensington, S.W. 
Tate Gallery.—The Keeper, National Gallery of British Art, MT1- 

bank, S.W. 
Tower of London.—The Constable of the Tower. 
Victoria Tower Gardens.—Production of Red Book. 
Zoological Gardens, Regent’s Park.—Upon production of the Red 

Book for current year. 

Provinces : 

Aston Hall, Birmingham.—Mr. Whitworth Wallis, Art Gallery, 
Birmingham. 

Beverley Minster.—The Rector. 
Burnham Beeches.—Production of Red Book 
Cambridge College.—The Masters or Fellows, except for Trinity Col¬ 

lege, where the book at the Porter’s Lodge is signed. 
Chatsworth House.—The Duke of Devonshire. 
Chepstow Castle.—Admission 4d. 
Christchurch Priory.—The Rector. 
Coulsdon Common.—Production of Red Book. 
Farthingdown.—Production of Red Book. 
Fountain’s Abbey.—Fee Is. 
Haddon Hall.—Fee 6d., in addition to admission fee. 
Hardwick Hall, Derbyshire.—The Duke of Devonshire. 
Hastings Castle.—Fee 3d. 
Jervaulx Abbey. Yorks.—Admission 6d., no restrictions. 
Kenlev Common.—Production of Red Book. 
Little Moreton Hall, Cheshire.—Fee Is. 
Ludlow Castle, Shropshire.—Entrance fee of 4d. covers photography. 
Manchester, Cheatham’s Hospital and Library.—The Master. 
Oxford Colleges.—The Master or Dean. 
Raglan Castle.—Fee for photographing 2s. 6d., and admission fee 6d, 
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Ramsey Abbey.— Hit' Rector. 
Riddlesdown.—Production of Red Book. 
Rievaulx Abbey, Yorks.—Admission Is., no restrictions. 
St. Mary’s. Warwick.—The verger, fee 2s. 6d. 
Selby Abbey—Fee 6d., and a copy of all photographs taken. 
Stokesay Castle, Shropshire.—Fee 6d. 
Tewkesbury Abbey.—Canon Robinson. Fee for photographing, in 

addition to admission fee. 
Tintern Abbey.—The Warden, fee 6d. 
Virginia Water.—Captain Campbell, Holly Grove, Windsor Park. 
Warwick Castle.—The Estate Office. Fee for photographing, in 

addition to admission fee and permit, applies to courtyard and grounds 
alone. Special permission from the Earl of Warwick is required for 
interior work. 

West Wickham" Common.—Production of Red Book. 
Windsor Green Park.—Captain Campbell, Holly Grove, Windsor 

Park. 

The Cathedrals. 

The following authentic information respecting the cathedrals has 
been furnished by the authorities at the request of the committee : — 

Bristol.—The dean gives permission to holders of the Red Book, 
on production of same, excepting from 10—11 a.m., and after 4 p.m. 
J.N o fee. 

Canterbury.-—Application to the head verger at the cathedral. Fee 
2s. 6d. 

Carlisle.'—Application, personally or by letter, to the Dean. 
Chichester.-—The Dean gives permission to those holding the Red 

Book. • 
Durham.—The Dean will permit holders of the Red Book to photo¬ 

graph on showing the book, but the usual fees for particular parts of 
the building must be paid. 

Exeter.—The Dean, or Canon in Residence, will give written per¬ 
mission. 

Hereford.—The Dean will permit holders of the Red Book to photo¬ 
graph on showing same to the verger. 

Lichfield.—The Dean gives permission to those showing the Red 
Book to the head verger. 

Lincoln.—The Dean or Canon in Residence grant permits for four 
weeks. Sixpence (covering the four weeks) must be paid to the Visi¬ 
tors’ Fund if the holder of the permit desires to photograph elsewhere 
than in the nave. 

Llandaff.—Permission of the Dean for the interior. No permit is 
required for the exterior. 

London, St. Paul’s Cathedral.—Written permission from the Dean. 
London, Westminster Abbey.—The Dean grants permission only in 

verv rare cases and under exceptional circumstances. 
Manchester.-—Special permission of the Dean. 
Norwich.-—Permission at a fixed fee; full particulars of the Sub- 

Sacrist. 
Oxford, Christ Church.—The Dean. 
Ripen —There are no fees for the nave, but a charge of sixpence tor 

the choir is made, and the presence of a verger is necessary. 
St. Albans.-—The Dean giants permits subject to the payment of 

admission fee of sixpence, east of the nave, otherwise there is no 
charge. 

St. David’s, South Wales.—Permission on condition that copies of 
photographs taken be presented to the library. 

Salisbury.—The Dean or Canon Residentiary. No stipulated fee, 
but customary to contribute to the Fabric Fund. 

Southwell, Notts.—Applications must be made to the Dean. 
Truro.—Application must be made to the Canon or verger. Fees 

2s. 6d. 

W akefickl.—The Archdeacon writes that no fees are charged and no 
permits are given. For some years a good deal of building will be 
going on, and the risk of photographing amid the scaffolding must 
be the photographer’s. 

Winchester.—The Dean writes that lie will permit holders of the 
Red Book to photograph on showing same to the verger. The con¬ 
dition that sixpence be deposited in a. box kept for the purpose, and 
that the photographer enters his name and address in the Visitors’ 
Book must be observed. 

Windsor, St. George’s Chapel.—Written permission, to be obtained 
of the Dean, is necessary. 

Worcester.—’The Dean or Canon in Residence. No fee. 
The committee have no authoritative information in respect of the 

course to be followed in seeking permits to photograph at the follow¬ 
ing cathedrals, and applications should therefore be addressed to the 
Deans:—Bangor, Bath and Wells, Chester, Ely, Gloucester, Liver¬ 
pool. Newcastle, Peterborough, Rochester, Saint Asaph, and York. 

Judges of Competitions. 

The committee have promises of the services of the following board 
of six judges. This board is prepared to meet three or four times 
per annum to adjudicate upon competitions arranged by affiliated 
societies. The exhibits must be sent to the secretary, with full details 

of the competition, and it is to be understood that the judges ml! 
follow the rules adopted by the conference of judges. 

The following is the Board now acting :—John A. Hodges, F.K P S , 
Alexander Mackie, E. Marriage, F.R.P.S., ,1. C S Muiniru n c |] 
Oakden, F.R.P.S., ami W. Thomas, F.R.P.8. 

Sequence of Exhibitions 

Included amongst the particulars, given elsewhere in the liook, will 
be found some information respecting the dates of the exhibit ions organ¬ 
ised by the affiliated societies. The particulars are by no means 
complete, but, so far as they go, it is expected that they will to 
useiul to other societies when they are deciding upon the dau - of 
their exhibitions where the same‘include “open” classes. Several 
instances of inconvenience to exhibitors and secretaries, caused by 
a. want of knowledge of the dates already selected by the societies, have 

again manifested themselves to the committee ,and it is in order to 
avoid this inconvenience that an attempt has been made to publish the 
approximate dates adopted by societies for their exhibitions. There 
are numbers of well-known exhibitors whose work might he obtain¬ 
able at many more exhibitions than at present were it not. for the 
frequent clashing caused by the indiscriminate choice of dates, above 
alluded to. 

It is believed that a. reminder of the advantages that would result 
from a little mutual give and take may produce a good effect. To 
facilitate the matter yet further, secretaries of Societies are requested 
to send to the affiliation secretary, as soon as possible after the choice 
has been made, the dates upon which they propose to hold their 
exhibitions. He will publish these in the Photographic Journal 

for the information of other Societies. 

New Lectures and Slides. 

The affiliation is in want of new slides for circulation amongst the 
Societies, and an appeal is made to every holder of this book to do 
what he can, either individually or through his Society, to increase 
the number of sets at disposal. The committee will be glad to receive 
sets on loan for a period, or small contributions of slides that may 
be brought together to form a miscellaneous collection. The secretary 
will be glad to enter into communication with anybody willing to fall 
in with the above suggestion. 

Programmes. 

The secretary will be pleased to receive a. copy of every programme 
and exhibition prospectus issued by affiliated Societies. Some Societies 
also make a practice of .sending copies to the other affiliated Societies 
The idea is one that commends itself, and there is no doubt that its 
general adoption may he a means of affording help to those whose 
duty it. is to arrange a programme of lectures, and a means of attract¬ 
ing exhibits from people who might otherwise never hear of a par¬ 
ticular competition. 

Lectures Available eor Circulation. 

Telephotography. By Mr. Ernest Marriage, F.R.P.S. 

Home Portraiture. By Mr. P. R. Salmon, F.R.P.S. 

The Focal Plane Shutter and its use. By Mr. Walter Kilbey. 

English Gothic Architecture. By Mr. Mann and Mr. T. A. Coysh 

Hints on Hand-Camera Work and Development for Beginners. By 
Mr. C. G. Emery. 

Lantern-Slide Making. By Mr. John A. Hodges, E.B.P.S. 

The Life and Work of George Tinworth. A set of 74 slides, repro¬ 
duced from his panels, accompanied by descriptive notes by the late 
Mr. F. W. Edwards, F.R.P.S. 

Practical Landscape Photography. By Mr. G .T. Harris. F.R.P.S 

Orthochromatic Photographv. Bv Mr. E. Sanger Shepherd, 
F.R.P.S. 

• Negative Making. By.Mr. Chapman Jones, F.I.C.F.C.S., F.R.P.S. 

Architectural Photography, Technically, and Pictorially Consider' d 
By Mr. H. W. Bennett, F.R.P.S. 

Portraiture. By Mr. Harold Baker. 

Elementarv Photographic Optics. Bv Mr. R. Child Baylej 
F.R.P.S. 

Intensification and Reduction. My Mr. J. McIntosh. 

Hand-Camera Work. By Mr. W. Thomas, F.R.P.S. 
The Carbon Process in Practice. By the Autotype Company 

(Specially written for the Affiliation.) 
The Photographing of Flowers. By Mr. H. T. Malby. F.R.P-S. 
Defects and their Remedies. By Mr. E. Dockree. 
Methods of Control in Photographic Printing. By Air. G. J- T. 

Walford. 
Elementary Chemistry for Photographers. Br Air. C. F.,Townsend. 

Linen and' its Production. By the Brechin Photographic Associa¬ 
tion. 
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Lectures on the following subjects will, it is hoped, soon be ready 
for circulation : — i 

The Management of Photographic Chemicals. By Mr. Thomas 
Solas. 

The Ozotype Process. By Mr. Thomas Manly. 

Photo-Micrography. By Mi). T. E. Freshwater, F.R.P.S. 
Negotiations for lectures on tbe following topics are in hand:—- 

The’ Selection of a Printing Process. 
The Processes of Colour Photography. 
Zoological Photography. 
Composition, Light, and Shade. 
Platinotype Printing. 
Stereoscopic Photography. 
Gum-Bichromate Printing. 

The copyright in the above lectures is the property of the Affiliation 
of Photographic Societies. It is impossible to secure the regular and 
satisfactory lending of the lecture unless the regulations indicated 
below are strictly complied with. Secretaries of affiliated Societies 
are, therefore, in their own interest, asked to give them their 
very careful attention. 

Lectures and slides are lent to affiliated Societies on the following> 
conditions: — 

1. That they shall not be copied, printed or published, but shall 
be read or shown before the Society on the date fixed for the purpose, 
and shall be forwarded to the address and in the manner indicated by 
the secretary of the Affiliation. 

2. That the accompanying slides or examples are repacked securely 
in the order in which they are intended to be shown, and that any 
injury which they may have received previous to reception, not already 
indicated, be at once notified to the secretary, and the attention of the 
carriers called to the injury, if such appear to have occurred in transit. 

3. That no letters or communications intended for the secretary be 
inclosed with the lecture. 

4. That when it be necessary that one slide remain long on the 
screen the light be lowered to lessen the risk of damage. 

The Affiliated Societies, 

Royal Photographic Society of Great Britain. Aldershot and Dis- 
tnct Camera Club. Abroath Amateur Photographic Association. 
Architectural Association Camera and Cycling Club. Ashton-Under- 
Lyne Photographic Society. Beaconsfield Camera Club. Birkenhead 
Photographic Association. Birmingham Photographic Society. Blair¬ 
gowrie and District Photographic Association. Bolton Mutual Photo¬ 
graphic Society. Borough Polytechnic Photographic Society. Brent¬ 
ford Photographic Society. Brierley Hill Camera and Field Club. 
Brixton and Claphain Camera Club. Bromsgrove School Photographic 
Society. Burnley Camera Club. Bury St. Edmunds Camera Club. 
Cardiff Photographic Society. Carlisle and County Amateur Photo¬ 
graphic Society. Cheltenham Amateur Photographic Society. Ches¬ 
ter Society of Natural Science (Photographic Section). Chiswick 
Camera Club, City and Guilds of London Technical College, Fins¬ 
bury Photographic Society. Cornish Camera Club, Cripplegace 
Photographic Society. Croydon Natural History and Scientific So¬ 
ciety (Photographic Section). Derby Photographic Society. Derbv 
School Photographic Society. Devonport Camera Club. Dover 
Sciences Society. Dudley Camera Club. Dundee and East of Scot¬ 
land Photographic Association. Ealing Photographic Society. East¬ 
bourne Photographic Society. East Kent Natural History and Photo¬ 
graphic Society. Edinburgh Photographic Society. Exeter Camera 
Club. Fakenham Literary, Field and Camera Club. Farnliam Royal 
Photographic Society. Glasgow Photographic Association. Glen- 
almond Photographic Club. G. E. Ry. Mechanics’ Institution (Photo¬ 
graphic Section). Hackney Photographic Society. Ham- 
stead Scientific Society (Photographic Section). Hastings 
and St. Leonards Photographic Society. Hove Camera 
Club. Isle of Man Camera Club. Ipswich Scientific Society 
(Photographic Section). Isle of Thanet Photographic Society. Isle 
of Wight Photographic Society. Kingston-on-Thames and District 
Photographic Society. Leicester and Leicestershire Photographic 
Society. Liverpool Amateur Photographic Association. London and 
Provincial Photographic Association. Mid-Cheshire Society of Art. 
Monklands Photographic Society. Newcastle-on-Tyne and Northern 
Counities Photographic Association. North Lindsey Camera Club. 
North Middlesex Photographic Society. Northampton Natural History 
and Field Club (Photographic Section). North-west London Photo¬ 
graphic Society. Oxford Camera Club. Photographic Club. Photo¬ 
graphic Society of Ireland. Plymouth Photographic Society. Poly¬ 
technic Photographic Society. Preston Scientific Societv (Photo¬ 
graphic Section). Redliill and District Camera Club. Richmond 
Camera Club. Rotherham Photographic Society. St. Albans Photo¬ 
graphic Society. Severn and Wye Amateur Photographic Associa¬ 
tion. Sheffield Photographic Society. Southampton Camera Club 

South London Photographic Society. Southport Photographic Society. 
Southport Y.M.C.A. Camera Club. Southsea Amaiteur Photographic 
Society. Stonehouse Camera Club. Sunderland Photographic As¬ 
sociation. Swansea Photographic Society. Thornton Heath Photo¬ 
graphic Society. Tunbridge Wells Amateur Photographic Associa 
tion. West Surrey Photographic Society. Weymouth Photographic 
Society. Widnes Photographic Society. Wolverton Literary and 
Scientific Society (Photographic Section). Woodford Photographic 
Society. Woolwich Photographic Society. Yorkshire Philosophical 
Society (Photographic Section). 

Colonial Photographic Societies. 

Amateur Photographic Association of Victoria. Dunedin Photo¬ 
graphic Society. Hawke’s Bay Camera Club. Maritzburg Camera 
Club. Northern Tasmanian Camera Club. Photographic Society of 
India. Photographic Society of New South Wales. Queensland 
Amateur Photographic Society. South Australian Photographic So¬ 
ciety. Wellington Camera Club. 

PROFESSIONAL PHOTOGRAPHERS’ ASSOCIATION.—SECOND 

ANNUAL MEETING. 

Notice is hereby given that the second annual meeting of members 
will be held at the Royal Photographic Society’s Rooms, 66 Russell 
Square, London, W.C., on Friday, July 4th, 1302, at 8 p.m. The 
committee will meet at 7 o’clock. 

The following will be the business to be transacted :—- 

(1) To receive the Report of the Committee. 

(2) To receive the Statement of Accounts. 

(3) To receive recommendations of Committee re Fire Insurance. 

(4) To amend Rules 5. 6, 7, and 10. as under: — 

PRESENT FORM. 

5. Subscription.—The annual subscription shall be 5s., payable on 
admission. Subsequent subscriptions shall be payable in advance 
on July 1st in each year. No member shall be entitled to any of the 
privileges of membership if his subscription shall be three months 
in arrear, and the Committee shall have power to terminate the mem¬ 
bership of anyone whose subscription is more than six months in 
arrear. 

6. Ordinary Meetings.—The Ordinary Meetings of the Association 
shall be devoted to the discussion of matters concerning the welfare 
of Professional Photographers and the profession only. They shall 
be held on the first Fridays in February, April, June, October, and 
December. The Committee may call Extraordinary Meetings when 
they may think it advisable. 

7. Annual General Meeting.—The Annual General Meeting shall be 
held in the first week in July for the purpose of receiving the 
Report of the Committee and the Balance Sheet for the past year, 
the election of Officers, and such other business as may require the 
decision of a General Meeting. Notice of the meeting, together with 
a ballot paper, shall be sent to every member not less than fourteen 
days before the date of the Meeting. A Special General Meeting shall 
be called by the Committee at any time. A Special General Meeting 
shall ge called within fourteen days of the receipt by the Hon. Secre¬ 
tary of a requisition signed by ten members, stating the purpose of 
the Meeting. Every member shall receive seven days’ notice of a 
Special General Meeting, and no subject shall be discussed thereat 
but that for which the Meeting was called. 

10. Officers.-—The Honorary Officers of the Association constituting 
the Committee, shall be a President, Vice-President, Treasurer, Secre¬ 
tary, and twenty ordinary members of Committee, not more than 
ten of whom shall be London members. They shall have power feo 
appoint an Assistant Secretary, who may be paid. At meetings of 
the Committee five shall form a quorum. 

SUGGESTED FORM. 
(Alterations in italics.) 

5. Subscription.—The annual subscription shall be 5s., payable on 
admission. Subsequent subscriptions shall be payable m advance 
on July 1st in each year. The subscription of members joining after 
the 31st of March shall not be again due until the 1st of July of the 
year following. No member shall be entitled to any of the privileges 
of membership if his subscription shall be three months in arrear, 
and the Committee shall have power to terminate the membership 
of anyone whose subscription is more than six months in arrear. 

6. Ordinary Meetings.—The Ordinary Meetings of the Association 
shall be devoted to the discussion of matters concerning the welfare 
of Professional Photographers and the profession only. They shall 
be held on the second Fridays in February, May, and December. 
The Annual Dinner shall be held on the second Friday in March. 
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The Committee may call Extraordinary Meetings when they may 
think it advisable 

7. Annual General Meeting.—The Annual General Meeting shall be 
held in the first week in October for the purpose of receiving the 
Report, of the Committee and the Balance Sheet for the past year, 
the election of Officers, the appointment of two Auditors of Accounts, 
and such business! as may require the decision of a General 
Meeting. Notice of the Meeting, together with a ballot 
paper, shall be sent to every member not less than fourteen 
days before the date of the Meeting. A Special General 
Meeting may be called by the Committee at any time. A Special 
General Meeting shall be called within fourteen days of the receipt 
W ti, e Hon. Score’ary of a. requisition signed by ten members stating 
the purpose of the Meeting. Every member shall receive seven days’ 
notice of a. Special General Meeting, and no subject .shall be discussed 
thereat, but that for which the Meeting was called. 

10. Officers.—The Honorary Officers of the Association constituting 
the Committee, shall be a President, the Past President, three Vice- 
Presidents, Treasurer, Secretary, and twenty ordinary members of 
Committee, not more than ten of whom shall be London members. 
They shall have power to appoint an Assistant Secretary, who may 
be paid. Ac meetings of the Committee five shall form a quorum. 

(5) To elect a, President, Vice-Presidents, and Committee for the 
ensuing year 

6. To elect two Honorary Auditors. 

There will be a, meeting of the new committee immediately after 
the general meeting 

Voting paper for election of president and vice-presidents and 
members of committee for the ensuing year. 

The following members have been nominated and are willing to 
serve if elected:—-President, William Grove; Vice-presidents (three 
to bd elected):—Walter Barnett, WTilliam Crooke, Ernest Elliott, and 
Martin Jacolette. 

Committee (strike out all names except the ten London and ten 
country members you desire to vote for).—London : Walter Barnett, 
F. A. Bridge, H. J Dalby, E. Elliott, Alfred Ellis. H. E. Hull, M. 
Jacolette, A. Mackie, Edgar Scamell, G. V. Simmons, L. Sims, C. H. 
Skillman, and. T C. Turner. Country : W. Barry, Hull; T. Births, 
Warrington; IT A. Chapman, Swansea; W. Crooke. Edinburgh; 
W. Gill,.Colchester; Frank Moffat, Edinburgh; G. W. Morgan, Aber¬ 
deen; H. C. Spink, Brighton; W. D. Valentine, Dundee; G. W. 
Webster, Chester; W Werner, Dublin; H. J. Whitlock, Birming¬ 
ham. 

Members unable to attend the general meeting must return this 
paper, when, filled up, to reach the secretary, not later than July 
2ad. 

....—»- 

PHOTOGRAPHERS’ ASSOCIATION OF NEW ENGLAND. 

We are asked to- give prominence to tne following notice to British 
professional photographers: — 

The Sixth Annual Convention will be held at Copley Hall, Boston, 
Mass., U.S A , August 20th, 21st, and 22nd, 1902. 

Greeting to British professional photographers,—Situated as you 
are, many thousands of miles from us, our common love for our art 
makes us all indeed brothers. Your success is very dear to us. We 
want to see what progress you are making, and to show you our own 
as well. Let us therefore m future be more attentive to each other. 
J extend you the glad hand of friendship. Will you accept it?— 
Cordially yours, Charles W Hearn. 

Executive Committee: C. WT. Hearn, President, 394, Boylston 
Street, Boston, Mass ; Morris Burke Parkinson, First Vice-President, 
423, Boylston Street, Boston, Mass. ; Geo. M. Bolton, Secretary, 22, 
Union Street, Rockville, Conn. ; S. M. Holman, Treasurer, Attleboro, 
Mass. 

Statu Vice-Presidents : Maine, W. C. King, Portland; New Hamp¬ 
shire, W. R Call, Manchester; Vermont, H. E. Cutler, Barre; Con¬ 
necticut, G E Tingley, Mystic; Rhode Island, L. L. Anderstrom, 
Bristol. 

The Photographic Association of New England extends to you a 
most cordial invitation to exhibit at our Sixth Annual Convention, 
to be held at Copley Hall. Boston, Mass., August 20th, 21st, and 
22nd, 1902 

There is a great desire among our members to see your work, and 
our Executive Committee believe that if you will assist us in obtain¬ 
ing pictures, thus making our next exhibition international in its 
scope, (hat the plan of so doing will more widely extend in the 
future through Europe and America than it has in the past, until all 
large societies or associations wall exhibit work from all over the 
world, instead of merely from their own sections, with possibly 
a few from one or two adjacent countries. WTe would deeply ap¬ 
preciate the courtesy if photographic publishers abroad' would kindly 

call the attention of their readers to the above, and would In i - th.iuk 
them in anticipation of this favour on. their part. 

We believe this desire to see the work of various countries is 
universal, and as illustrating this, we would state that our New 
England Association received last summer an invitation from the 
Society of Artistic Photography of Moscow, Russia, through &■ 
honoured President, Mons. Bachrouschin, to send some work to them 
convention on February 20th, of the present year, which we are 
pleased to state was accepted and pictures sent as requested 

The president of this association would be much pleased if th*-< 
presidents of such societies abroad would lend their assistance by per 
sonal application to their members toward obtaining for our exhibi¬ 
tion a collection of their best work, which would well represent the 
standard of photography in their respective countries, in the line of 
portraits, genre, studies, and landscapes. Two or one picture from 
eight or ten members of these various classes of work, when possible 
to obtain, or even a smaller number, would give us the greatest 
pleasure, and would inspire us with a feeling of great liberality on 
their part. Our president would gladly use this official position 
to reciprocate for a like purpose, and even would, after January 1st, 
1903 (when his term of office expires), contribute in his individual 
capacity, besides rendering any other assistance possible. In the 
absence of any concerted action on the part of any society or body 
of artists to send them as a whole, we hope to receive many indi¬ 
vidual exhibits, and cordially invite correspondence with those who 
may prefer sending their work singly. 

In answer to your anticipated inquiry, we would say that all 
pictures sent for exhibition are (unless .otherwise directed) judged 
by our jury for artistic merits and technique, and pictures 
possessing these qualities in a high degree are honoured by being 
exhibited in a special salon of honour. A descriptive list of these 
honoured pictures, with name of artist, will be published in our own 
photographic journals, and our efforts will be bent towards securing 
their publication in those of all European countries. Printed lists of 
all honoured work will he sent to all foreign contributors who have 
kindly assisted us in making our convention an artistic success. 

We issue to every artist whose work is thus honoured a certificate 
or some suitable- emblem, certifying that such honour was bestowed, 
-so the artist, his friends and patrons will be aware of our apprecia¬ 
tion of the excellent work sent us. 

In addition to the above, the Museum of Fine Arts, Boston, com 
menced last year to exhibit for a period of one month all of the 
honoured work of our convention, which is one of the greatest honours 
possible for any artist to receive, and serve well to illustrate the high 
standing which photography has attained in the United States. 

The establishment of the “ Salon of Honour ” bv our association 
has, we think, done much towards the encouragement of artistic photo¬ 
graphy, as by doing away with medals, where a few receive the 
greatest honours, and some none at all (wnich another set of equally 
as good jurors might select in preference), all parties now who make 
work of as high merit are equally well treated. The selection of the 
jury will be carefully made by the president of this association, and 
will be known only to himself until at least after the award lias been 
made. He also excludes his own work from judgment. 

General Instructions for Sending Work for Exhibition. 

These instructions are based upon rulings from the Customs Depart¬ 
ment of the Treasury of the United States, to whom application was 
made, and, if followed carefully, will avoid all difficulties. 

1st. Pictures- may 'be sent framed or unframed, with or without 
glass. For obvious reasons we advise without glass, with simple, 
inexpensive frames, as presenting possibly a better appearance for 
exhibition. We can conceive, however, their being made -attractive 
without frames. 

2nd. Have carefully written or printed name or address of the 
artist somewhere upon each picture or frame. Any further informa¬ 
tion, print or write- plainly in French, German, Italian, or English,, 
such as title-, etc. 

3rd. If pictures are part of a- collection sent, the address of the 
party having charge of the exhibit, and in whose care the full 
exhibit is to be returned, should be also-marked on each picture or 
frame. 

4th. Send by mail to the president of this association a correct 
invoice covering exactly the number of pictures framed and unframed 
in the box o-r package-, and who from. Also mark on invoice, “ for 
exhibition at Boston, and to be subsequently returned to- 
(country of origin).” 

5th. Mark the box in French, German, Italian, or English, besides 
the address, and who from, “for exhibition at Boston, and to be 
subsequently returned to ---” country of origin. 

6th. Fill out invoice sent by letter. 

7th. The expense of transportation to Boston will be paid by our 
association upon arrival, leaving only the return of the pictures to be 
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paid by the sender. To make the expense of their return a mere 
trifle to each exhibitor, we advise a collection of pictures from several 
exhibitors being sent in one lot. 

Correspondence cordially solicited from contemplating exhibitors in 
French, German, Italian, or English.—Fraternally yours, 

Charles W. Hearn, 

President Photographers’ Association of New England, 

394, Boylston Street, Boston, 

Mass., U.S.A. 

Patent Petes, 
--♦-- 

The following abridged description is specially drawn for the British 
Journal of Photography by Messrs. Hughes and Young, patent agents, 
55 and 56, Chancery Lane, London, W.C., who will give advice and 
assistance free to our readers on all patent matters:— 

Patent Applications.—No. 12,645.—W. Brampton, 77, Culmore Row, 
Birmingham. “ An improved photographic clip.” 

No. 12,660.—Walter Charles Grubb, 38, Eagle Street, Holbor.i. '■ Im¬ 
provements in photographic cameras.” 

No. 12,705.—M. Kunht, 45, Southampton Buildings, W.C. “ Improve¬ 
ments relating to photographic roller-films.” 

No. 12,768.—A. J. Boult, 111, Hatton Garden, E.C. “ Improvements in 
or relating to phonographic and optical apparatus.” 

No. 12,792.—August Weiss, 45, Southampton Buildings, W.C. “ Im¬ 
provements relating to photographic films ” 

No. 12,818.—S. T. G. Fry, 33, Sandstone Road, Liverpool. “A non¬ 
explosive and non-inflammable photographic film.” 

No. 12,973.—C. A. Mercier, Norfolk House, Norfolk Street, Strand, W.C. 
“ Improvements in photographic developing apparatus.” 

Patents Illustrated.—No. 2,837.—Photography. Patentee : O. Imray, 
Birkbeck Bank Chambers, Southampton Buildings, London. 

Cameras, roller-slides.—Relates to improvements int a panoramic 
camera described in Specification No. 8,674, a.d. 1900. In this specifica¬ 
tion a diaphragm or mask is placed between the lens and the focal 
plane to shade off the edges of the section of the image thrown at any 
instant on the film. The aperture in the diaphragm is a slit with 
parallel or with inclined sides , the sides may also be toothed or wavy. 

No. 2,843.—Photography. Patentees: Thornton-Pickard Manufacturing 
Company, G. A. Pickard, and G. G. Woodhead, all of Atlantic 
Road, Altrincham, Cheshire. 

Shutters.-—Relates to a stop for holding open shutters such as described 
in Specification No. 24,319, a.d. 1899, for the purpose of focussing. 
The shutter-leaves are traversed by the levers, one of which is actuated 
by the lever and the spring. On the lever is a projection which is 
arrested, with the shutter open, by the stop when it is in position. 

No. 2,997.—Photography.—Patentee: G. Gerlach, 20, Junkerstrasse Ber¬ 
lin, S.W. Prussia, Germany. 

Printing. Copying documents, drawings, and the like.-—Relates to 
an apparatus for printing from a number of negatives on a continuous 
sheet of sensitised paper. The paper is drawn from the spool, passes 
between a pneumatic cushion and the negatives, and is wound on to a 
spool turned by a handle. To press the paper against the negatives, the 
{meumatic cushion is inflated. The negatives are illuminated by electric 
amps enclosed in a suitable receptacle. 

--♦—=-■- 

Pcu) Book. 
“ Encyklopiidie der Photographie, Vol. 17." Die Kunst des Vergrdsserns 

auf Papieren und Flatten. By Dr. F. Stolze. Halle a/S: Wilhelm 
Knapp. 

The second edition of Dr. Stolze’s work upon the art of enlargement 
upon paper and plates forms a very complete and trustworthy guide 
to this branch of photography. It treats of the optical conditions, the 
various sources of light, the most suitable kinds of apparatus fo rdifferent 
processes, the arrangement of the apparatus, the negative and its defects, 
the development and treatment of the enlarged pictures. The numerous 
illustrations will be found of great service in elucidation of the text. 

-:-♦--;- 

Grun Lens Syndicate, Ltd.—The above-named company has been 
registered by Jordan and Sons, Ltd., 120, Chancery Lane, W.C., with 
a capital of £2,100 in £1 shares. The objects of the company are suffi¬ 
ciently indicated by the title. No initial public issue. Table A mainly 
applies. - - 

iDeeiings of Societies. 

MEETINGS OF SOCIETIES FOR NEXT WEEK. 

.lune- Name of Society. Subject 

tivprnnnl Amnlenr / Excursion to Shrewsbury. Leader, 
Liverpool Amatem. ( Dr. J. W. Ellis, F.E.S. 28. 

■luly. 

Rotherham Photographi< 

Borough Polytechnic. 

I Paper by Mr. W. Firth. (Subject to be 
I announced.) 
j A Photographic Talk. Mr. F. W. 
( Bannister. 

| j Sixth Lantern Slide Competition. 
North Middlesex Photographic i Special Competition, Still Life Study 

j \ ‘'Flowers.” 
London and Provincial.j Annual General Meeting. 
Rontgen Society.1 Annual General Meeting. 

ROYAL PHOTOGRAPHIC SOCIETY. 

June 10th. —Ordinary meeting. Mr. J. J. Yezey, F.R.M.S., in the chair. 
Professor Jagadis Chunder Bose, M.A., D.Sc., gave an interesting 

lecture on 

The Strain Theory of Vision and of Photographic Action. 

The lecturer held that the enormous extent of the photographic empire 
had not yet been fuly realised. The latent image was by no means 
formed by the exclusive agency of light, but also by the 
stimulus of cathode discharge, of Rontgen rays, of emanations 
from such bodies as radium and uranium, and by electrical and 
machanical stress. The electric wave which carried the wireless 
message through space was invisible light, and the detector by which the 
message was received (the coherer) was nothing more than a photographic 
plate. The impact of light produced a molecular strain in the exposed 
substance, and the same malecular mechanism which produced the latent 
image on a plate actuated also the wireless telegraphic receiver and trans¬ 
mitted the visual impulse. A developable image was produced upon a 
photographic plate by electrifying a stencil placed up it, the latent image 
caused by molecular strain being subsequently developed. Similar treat¬ 
ment of a plain sheet of glass also produced a change in the glass, which, 
though invisible in the ordinary way or under the microscope, was 
rendered visible by breathing upon the glass. A mechanical model was 
used to show that a galvanometer needle moved in perfect response to 
the varying strain produced in the sensitive substance by the action of 
stimulus. Such a method of investigation of the changes induced by 
stimulus was superior to development, inasmuch as with the latter only 
the final effect is seen. The galvanometer, on the other hand, revealed 
through the agency of its needle all the invisible molecular disturbances 
which take place on the impact of light or other stimulus. Expressed 
by curves, there is thus the rise due to the action of the stimulus and the 
fall produced by the after-recovery from the strain which followed the 
impact of' the stimulus. The curve of response to the stimulus employed, 
depending on molecular distortion and recovery from the strained con¬ 
dition, is influenced by the important factor of molecular friction. Thus, 
assuming a sphere depending from a wire to represent a molecule, it 
was demonstrated that a blow produced a distortion or strain, which 
was indicated by a pointer. There being no friction, a persistent after- 
oscilation was set up, but friction upon the sphere being produced by 
means of some sand, the oscillation was damped. The response to the 
stimulus of the blow was seen a9 before, but the recovery from the 
strained state was protracted, and the more so with the increase of 
friction, until there was response, but no recovery, the suspended ball 
being held in its strained position. Now, if conductivity variation pro¬ 
duced by radiation is an expression of molecular distortion, these phases 
should be repeated. Nearly all substances are molecularly affected by 
radiation; yet there is great difference in the permanence of the after¬ 
effect. Recovery is very quick in some cases, and protracted in others. 
Thus, it is obvious that attempts to develop the after-effect a long time 
after the exposure will not be successful in cases where there is a quick 
recovery. The relapse of the invisible photographic imaee is explained 
by this theory. Recovery is only a.question of time. With some sub¬ 
stances it is immediate, while with others, like, Daguerreotype, the latent 
image disappears in the course of several hours. Instances had been 
brought to his notice where the latent image on a film had disappeared 
after a year or so, the film afterwards becoming as good and serviceable 
as though it had never been exposed. The after-effect- can be made 
more permanent by retarding self-recovery. The application of the 
theory to many substances, such as muscle, nerve, vegetable life, metals, 
etc., was then thoroughly worked out and explained by Dr. Bose, whose 
galvanometer-curves illustrating the course and variation of the stimulus, 
and its effect, proved most instructive and interesting. The electrical 
theory of vision was the subject of particular reference, and many 
natural effects in the eye were fully explained. The lecture was of such 
length that only a bare idea of its scope can be given, but it will appear 
in the Society’s Journal, no doubt, in due course. 

LONDON AND PROVINCIAL PHOTOGRAPHIC ASSOCIATION. 

June 19th.—Mr. J. S. Teape in the chair. 

The following nominations for officers and committee were, notified and 
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placed on the board until the annual meeting, when the vote will be 
taken:— 

Trustees Mr A Haddon, Mr. T. E. Freshwater. Committee: Messrs. 
J. S. Teape, H C. Rapson, T. K. Grant, A. Mackie, R. P. Drage, R. J. Kin- 
dow, Marshall, R. Beckett, S. J. Beckett, J. W. Hodges, and S. Heskins. 
Curator: Mr. J. W. Hodges, Mr. S. Heskins. Recorder: Mr. E. Feather- 
stone. Hon. Sec. and Treasurer: Mr. W. D. Welford. Librarian: Mr. 
E. T. Wright. Affiliation Delegates: Mr. A. Mackie, Mr. H. C. Rapson. 

Mr. A. L Henderson gave an interesting lecture on 

Portugal 

and other excursions in the neighbourhood of the great peninsula. The 
views were principally of the cities of Cintra, Lisbon, Seville, and Tan- 
giers. A large number consisted of interior views of the handsome 
churches and castles, some of which, taken by flashlight, again bore evi¬ 
dence. of the letcurer’s skill in this branch of work. An interesting 
anecdote was that which told how, finding it impossible to gain admission 
to the interior of Cintra Castle, he wired to the King of Portugal, who 
kindly telegraphed the desired permission. The prevailing architecture 
was, of course, Moorish, and wonderful buildings some of them were. 
There is an abundance of work for the photographer—work that, as yet, 
has been never, if at all, touched. Mr. Henderson took one or two 
telephoto views, but the very wet climate of Portugal aid the continuous 
rain that he experienced caused the distance to be somewhat indistinct. 
A visit to the Bull Ring gave Mr. Henderson several very clever in¬ 
stantaneous views of the animals worried by the darts in their shoulders 
and the dragging out of the dead beasts. The trip across the straits in 
Tangiers was full of oriental interest. Mr. Henderson penetrated with 
his usual enterprise into all sorts of nooks and crannies, and came 
away with photographs of the people and the buildings, which also were 
much admired. 

The lecture was one of a series, the remainder of which will be given 
during the ensuing months. A hearty vote of thanks was passed to Mr 
Henderson 

CAMERA CLUB. 

June 19th.—Thursday, the 19th inst., might be fitly described as an 
African night at the Camera Club, for the lecture was on British East 
Africa, by Mr. IS. L. Hinde, who holds the office of Sub-Commissioner 
there, and the chairman was recently the Chief Justice of Lagos, on 
the Western Coast of the Dark Continent. The title of Mr. Hinde’s 
lecture was “ Ornaments and Mutilations of East African Natives,” and 
it was illustrated by a number of most interesting lantern slides taken 
from his own negatives. His position has given him unusual facilities 
for moving about among the different tribes, and learning all about 
their manners and customs We might sum up these by quoting the 
ancient aphorism, “ Manners they have none, and their customs are 
beastly,” But we must remember that these savage nations have no 
written history, and it is only by records of their ways and habits that their 
movements can be traced and the influence of contact with other peoples 
indicated. Thus, the use of brass wire for purposes of ornament means 
contact with Europeans, for the native metals are limited to copper and 
iron. Besides the lantern pictures, Mr. Hinde had on the table before 
him a number of savage weapons, articles of adornment, and other 
things which he had brought from East Africa. 

The lecturer first showed a map of Africa, and pointed out the district 
with which he was concerned, remarking that the railway which had 
been recently completed from the coast into the interior of the country 
had had, as might be expected, a civilising influence upon the people. 
It was now necessary to go about 200 miles from the railway to see the 
natives in their primitive state. The Portuguese were the first to settle 
in this part of the world, and after three centuries of constant warfare 
were driven out by the Arabs. The Arabs in their turn have gone, and 
the King’s subjects in British East Africa consist of four different tribes 
now living in harmony with one another. Clothing is becoming more 
and more the fashion, owing to European and Indian influence. And the 
chiefs are very happy if they can array themselves in anything in the 
shape of a British uniform. It is therefore possible sometimes to see 
one of these notables arrayed in the coat of a guard on the underground 
railway. Many of these natives mutilate themselves by cutting out the 
uvula, and circumcision is the rule among them. They also mutilate 
the ears by cutting through the lobe and attaching ornaments, so that 
it is not uncommon to see a man or woman with about 21b. of beads, or 
•oilier things hanging from each ear. The natives do not systematically 
tatoo themselves, but sometimes will mark the abdomen with gashes, 
and give their skins the appearance of being tatooed by rubbing them¬ 
selves with pipe-clay and wiping out a kind of ornamental pattern with 
the wet linger 

The manner of dressing the hair will indicate the tribe to which a man 
belongs, some of them shaving the head in one way and some in another. 
The women are made to do most of the hard work. For example, the 
men of a tribe will arrange to act as porters for an expedition which is, 
perhaps, going 200 miles into the interior of the country. Each man 
will take up his load of 6016. or„701b., but at the end of the first 50 yards 
or so, the loads are transferred to the backs of the poor women. The 
natives chip their teeth to a pointed form by means of a kind of chisel, 
and finish this method 'of adornment by rubbing down the teeth with 
a stone. It used to be thought that pointed teeth indicated canabalism, 
but this is quite a mistake. The people here do not believe in natural death, 
but consider that life would go on indefinitely unless it were for the evil 

influence exercised by somebody. A witch doctor is consulted as to tha 
person who has exerted this influence, and the doctor names in secret 
the man or woman supposed to be at fault. This unfortunate bmng is 
subsequently speared, and afterwards stoned to death. Mr. liinde dis¬ 
covered this horrible practice quite by accident, but he followed the 
matter up, and is now doing his best to stop it. Among some tribes a 
goat is sacrificed in lieu of a human victim. 

At this point in his lecture Mr. Hinde showed and explained the uses 
of the various articles of savage adornment and warfare which he had 
brought with him, so that their appearance in the photographs afterwards 
exhibited could be better understood. 

In some of these pictures it was shown how terribly pinched are the 
arms of the natives by bands of wire, and how the holes bored in the ears 
are frequently torn through by the outrageous size of the articles thrust 
therein. Sometimes these take the form of a billet of wood, or a large 
stone, and the lecturer said that if a man were presented with a gallipot 
he would immediately find a place for it in his ear Although at the 
outset of his lecture Mr. Hinde apologised for the quality of his pictures, 
he had no need to do so. Many of them were excellent photographs, and 
all were replete with interest. 

In opening the discussion the chairman said how interested he was in 
noting that many of the customs described by the lecturer had their 
counterpart in West Africa. This was especially the case with regard to 
the non-belief in a natural death. It was the same with sickness, some 
malignant spirit or human being was the cause of the malady. It could 
not otherwise occur. 

Mr. Huniphery said that the lecturer had taken a load off his mind, 
for he had a son out in the district administered by Mr. Hinde, and he 
felt some anxiety as to that young gentleman introducing a black wife 
into the family circle. But uow that he had seen portraits of the ladies, 
and had looked upon their charms, he felt sure that his son was safe. 
Mr. Hinde had modestly said nothing about his own work among these 
savage tribes, but he had in reality accomplished wonders, and he (Mr. 
Humphery) hoped that when his son returned, about Christmas time, he 
would be able to tell the club some of his experiences. 

Various questions were addressed to the lecturer, which he briefly 
answered, after which the meeting closed with a hearty vote of thanks 
to him. 

NORTH MIDDLESEX PHOTOGRAPHIC SOCIETY. 

June 18th.—Mr. C. Beadle, the president, gave an instruction lecture oo 
“ Some Details of Carbon Work.” 

He recommended three strengths of solution of potass, bichromate for 
sensitising the tissue—i.e., a 5 per cent., a per cent., andal£ per cent. 
A strong bath should be used for a vigorous negative, and a weak batb 
for thin negatives. Dusting the tissue with a brush on both sides before 
immersing in sensitising solution prevented to a great extent air bells 
forming. Take out of the solution when the tissue has straightened 
out. Squeegee upon a vulcanite or ferrotype plate, and set in a warm 
place to dry. If a piece of tissue is wanted quickly, immerse in methy¬ 
lated spirit for a few minutes, blot off, and hang up, when it will be 
dry in a quarter of an hour. The tissue can be kept sensitised for months 
if stored in a flat calcium box. 

To judge printing without an actinometer, select another negative of 
similar density and print in P.O.P., side by side with the carbon till it 
just looks right, when the tissue will be properly exposed. 

If the surplus bichromate in the exposed tissue is washed Out in plain 
water and dried it will keep, and can be developed at any time. 

To prepare crayon or cartridge paper as a support for single transfer 
take Nelson’s No. i gelatine, |oz., soak in 9oz. water till soft, melt with 
heat. Dissolve 9grs. chrome alum in 3oz. water and add it to the gela¬ 
tine, drop by drop, stirring all the while. Coat the paper with a stiff 
brush, and when dry coat a second time. 

Coronation Holidays.—Messrs. Elliott and Sons, Ltd., notify 
that their offices, warehouse, and factory will be closed on Thursday, 

Friday, and Saturday, June 26th, 27th, and 28th. 

Parliament and Scientific Research.—It is frequently complained that 
scientific research, with Government financial help, is not encouraged 
to the same extent in this country as it is in some others—Germany to 
wit. In the votes on the Civil Service Estimates was one for £37,396 
for grants in aid of scientific investigation and other purposes. This 
seems a large sum, and it would be interesting to know how much of 
the amount will go towards scientific investigation, and how much to 
“ other purposes.” The meagre grant that our new Physical Laboratory 
receives is several times less than that accorded to similar institutions 
in Germany. But we fear that if a larger sum were proposed it would 
be resisted by the greater portion of the economists now in the House 
of Commons who do not realise the value that greater scientific know¬ 
ledge would be to the country. For want of it several industries have 
become lost to this country. Take, for example, the manufacture of 
optical glass. At one time nearly if not all the optical glass used 
through!ut the world was made in England. Now it is nearly all made 
on the Continent, largely in Germany, where the improvements that 
allow us to have improved lenses were worked out through Government 
financial aid at the Jena factory. 
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Dews and Dotes. 
Rontgen Society.—Annual general meeting will be held on Thursday, 

July 3rd, 1902, at 20, Hanover Square. The chair will be taken at 
8.30 p.m. Agenda:—Minutes of last meeting. Nominations. Pro¬ 
posed new members for ballot: J> Charters Birch, L.D.S., R.C.S.I., 2, 
Brunswick Place, North Street, Leeds; Harold E. Gamlen, M.B., B.S., 
D.P.H., Chadwick House, York Road, West Hartlepool; Duncan Otto 
Macgregor, M.B., G.M., Victoria Infirmary, Glasgow. Annual report 
.and balance-sheet. Election of officers for the ensuing year. 

The South London Society’s trip to Ireland will start from London via 
Greenore. The Boyne Valley as far as Slane will be visited by conveyance 
from Drogheda. Returning to Greenore, the following will then be 
visited:—Carlingford, Greencastle, Kilkeel, The Silent Valley, New¬ 
castle, Dundrum, Castlewellan, Donard Lodge, etc., Downpatrick, Saul 
Abbey, Shirell Wells, Ardglass, Killough, Tollymore Park, Rostrevor, 
and Warrenport. Anyone wishing to join the party can obtain fuller 
particulars from Mr. C. Churchill, 5, Annandale Road, East Green¬ 
wich, S.E. 

Those who will be unable to be present at the Coronation Processions 
in London or the Great Naval Review at Spithead will have the oppor¬ 
tunity of witnessing all these historical sights at the Polytechnic, Regent 
Street, W., almost immediately afterwards, as a complete series of 
animated pictures are to be taken by Mr. A. J. West, F.R.G.S., of “ Our 
Navy,” who has had special facilities granted him by the Admiralty, and 
has made arrangements for photographing all the principal events in 
London on the days of the great processions. One of the pictures which 
will be shown will be taken outside Westminster Abbey, within about 
30ft. of the carriage from which his Majesty will alight uncrowned, and 
into which he will enter for the first time wearing the Crown of England. 
Another picture will record the various arrivals at the Abbey. It may 
also be interesting to note that only Mr, West’s launch, with his staff 
of operators on board will be allowed to remain within the lines during 
the Royal Procession at the Naval Review. Mr. West himself, with 
another staff of operators, will be on board his Majesty’s flagship “ Lon¬ 
don ”; so we may expect to see many items of important interest in these 
pictures, which thousands of people will be unable to see otherwise. 
Immediately the pictures are taken and developed, they will be shown 
at the Polytechnic, Regent Street, daily at three, on and after June 28tb. 

Messrs. Newton and Co., 3, Fleet Street, London, have prepared the 
following lantern slides of the King’s Coronation:—1—His Majesty King 
Edward VII. in full Coronation Robes, from the painting by S. Begg. 
2—Edward VII. and Alexandra Coronation. 3—The Military election of 
Alfred the Great, first King of all England. 4.—The prostration of 
Harold, son of Godwfin. 5—The result of the recognition of William I., 
'Christmas Day, 1066. 6—The Investiture of William II. with the Ring, 
.Sunday, September 26th, 1087.—7—Her Majesty Queen Alexandra in 
full Coronation Robes, from the painting by S. Begg. 8—Coronation 
ceremonies of Henry I., Stephen, Henry II., and his heir apparent, 
Henry. 9—The Elevation of Edward the Elder at his Coronation at 
Kingston-on-Thames, Whitsunday, 901, drawn by R. Caton Woodville. 
10—The Anointing of Edward the Martyr at his Coronation by St. Dunstan 
•at Kingston-on-Thames, 975, drawn by R. Caton Woodville. 11—The 
Champion at the Coronation Banquet of Henry V., Passion Sunday, 
April 19th, 1413, drawn by Allan Stewart. 12—Richard I. delivering the 
Crown to the Archbishop before the Act of Crowning, Sunday, Sep- 
tember 3rd, 1189, drawn by R. Caton Woodville. 13—The History of 
the Regalia, drawn by G. Amato. 14—The Taking of the Oath by 
Edward the Confessor. 15—The Crowning of Edward I. 16—The Second 
Oblation by Edward II. 17—The Oration of Hubert Walter, Arch¬ 
bishop of Canterbury, at the Coronation of John, Ascension Day, May 
27th, 1199. The Litany at the Coronation of Henry III., at Gloucester 
Cathedral, St. Simon and St. Jude, October 28th, 1216, drawn by R. 
Caton Woodville. 18—The first recorded Court of Claims: John of Gaunt 
hearing the Petitions before the Coronation of Richard II., 1377, 

■drawn by T. Walter Wilson, R.I. 19—Court of Claims, 1902. Arms 
of the Chief Claimants. 20—-The Recess after the Coronation of 
Richard II. Vigil of St. Kenelm, July 16th, 1377. Drawn by A. 
Forestier. 21—The Banquet in Westminster Hall at the Coronation 
of Henry IV., drawm by T. Walter Wilson, R.I. 22—Various Services at 
the Coronation Banquet. 23—The Investiture of Edward III. with 
the Palium. 24—The Exhortation addressed to Edward IV. The Pre¬ 
senting of the Spurs and Sword at the Coronation of Henry VI. on St. 
Leonard’s Day, November 6th, 1429, drawn by S. Begg. 26—The only 
Uncrowned King of England, Edward V., accompanied by his Uncle, 
Richard Crookback, received outside London by the Lord Mavor, May 
4th, 1483, drawn by Rr. Caton Woodville. 27—The Coronation Ceremony 
of 1902: The Position of King Edward VII. at the Taking of the Oath. 
Prom the painting by S. Begg. 28—The Procession from the Abbey 
to the Hall at the Coronation of Richard III. and Anne of Warwick, 
drawn bv Allan Stewart. 29—The Recognition at the Coronation of 
Henry VII., Sunday, October 30th, 1485, drawn by Allan Stewart. 
30—The Distribution of the Regalia at the Coronation of Henry VIII. 
and Catharine of Arragon, drawn by T. Walter Wilson, R.I. 31—The 
Coronation of Edward VI., Shrove Sunday, February 20th, 1547. 
32—The Sermon preached by the Bishop of Chichester at the Coronation 

■of Mary I., Sunday, October 1st, 1553, drawn by A. Forestier. 33—The 
Presentation of the Gloves by the Lord of the Manor of Worksop at 
The Coronation of Elizabeth, drawn by A. Forestier. 34—The Homage,' 
the Largesse, and the General Pardon at the Coronation of James I. 
and Anne of Denmark, drawn by R. Caton Woodville. 35—His 
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Majesty King Edward VII. as Colonel-in-Chief of the 10th Hussars. From 
the painting by H. W. Koekkoek. 35—The Anointing of Charles I. 
by George Abbot, Archbishop of Canterbury, at Westminster Abbey, 
on Candlemas Day, 1626, drawn by A. Forestier. 37—The Presentation 
of the Bible at the Inauguration of Oliver Cromwell as Lord Protector, 
June 26th, 1657, drawn by R. Caton Woodville. 38—The Informal 
Coronation of Henry VII. by Lord Stanley on the Battlefield of Bos- 
worth, August 22nd, 1485. 39—The only Uncrowned Queen Regnant of 
England: Lady Jane Grey Signing her Accession Proclamation, July 10th, 
1553. 40—The Last Procession from the Tower: Charles II. and his 
Retinue on Tower Hill, April 22nd, 1661. 41—The Scene of the Corona¬ 
tion, Westminster Abbey. 42—The Inthronisation of the Queen Consort 
at the Coronation of James II. and Mary of Modena, on St. George’s 
Day, April 23rd, 1685. 43—The Crowning of the Queen Consort at 
the Coronation of James II. and Mary of Modena. 44—The Oblation 
of the Sword by William III. and Mary II., April 11th, 1689, drawn 
by T. Walter Wilson, R.I. 45—The First Oblation at the Coronation 
of Anne, St George’s Day, April 23rd, 1702, drawn by A. Forestier. 
46—Genealogical Table of the Kings and Queens of England. 47—The 
Inthronisation at the Coronation of George I., October 20th, 1714, 
drawn by S. Begg. 48—His Royal Highness the Prince of Wales. From 
the painting by S. Begg. 49—The Investiture with the Imperial Mantle 
at the Coronation of George II., October 11th, 1727, drawn by Allan 
Stewart. 50—The Creation of Knights of the Bath before the Corona¬ 
tion Ceremony, drawn by A. Forestier. 51—The Coronation Oath. 
The First Parliament of King Edward VII. The Lords who received 
52— The Coronation Oath. The First Parliament of King 
Edward VII. The Commons who received His Majesty’s 
Preliminary Declaration. Drawn by T. Walter Wilson, R.J. 
53— The Procession from Westminster Hall at the Coronation of 
George III. and Queen Charlotte, September 22nd, 1761, drawn by 
T. Walter Wdson, R.I. 54—Her Royal Highness the Princess of Wales. 
From the painting by S. Begg. 55—The Fealty made by the Loras 
Spiritual at the Coronation of George IV., July 19th, 1821, drawn by 
G. Amato. 56—The Offering of the Bread and Wine at the Coronation 
of William IV. and Queen Adelaide, drawn by S. Begg. “ The Church 
of the Coronation: Westminster Abbey”:—57^—The Jerusalem Chamber, 
From the painting of A. Hugh Fisher. 58—The Coronation Chairs. 
From the painting of A. Hugh Fisher. 59—The Entrance to the Choir 
through which the Sovereign passes to his Coronation. From the paint¬ 
ing of A. Hugh Fisher. 60—Historical Incidents at Coronations of 
English Sovereigns, drawn by A. Forestier. 61—H.R.H. Prince Edward 
of Wales Saluting the Colours. From the painting by Allan Stewart. 
62—The Holy Sacrament Administered to Victoria at her Coronation, 
the Eve of St. Peter, June 28th, 1838. 63—The Benediction Pronounced 
by Archbishop Howley at the Coronation of Victoria. From the paint- 
ihg by Sir George Hayter. 64—The British Dominions Beyond the Seas 
at the date of the Coronation. 65—The first proclamation of the Indian 
Imperial Title of the British Crown at Delhi, New Year’s Day, 1877. 
Drawn by G. Amato. “ King Edward’s Acts Relative and Preliminary 
to the Coronation”:—66—The First Preliminary to the Coronation Oath: 
His Majesty signing the Declaration for the Security of the Church of 
Scotland, January 23rd, 1901. 67—The Proclamation of the Date of 
the Coronation by the Common Crier of London, at the Royal Exchange, 
December 12th, 1901. 68—A Sitting of the Court of Claims at West¬ 
minster. 69—The Second Preliminary to the Coronation Oath: King 
Edward Signing the Declaration under the Test Act at his First Meeting 
with his Parliament, February 14th, 1901. 70—The Imperial Body¬ 
guard : Types of the Soldiers of the Empire. From the painting by G. 
Amato. 71—The Coronation Ceremony of 1902: The position of King 
Edward VII. during the Act of Crowning', drawn by S. Bpgg. 72—The 
Coronation Ceremony of 1902: The Position of Alexandra, Queen Con¬ 
sort, at her Inthronisation, drawn by S. Begg. Four Famous Corona¬ 
tion Legends,” drawn by G. Amato:—73—The Legend of the Ring of 
Edward the Confessor. 74—The Legend of the Coronation Oil and 
the Ampulla. 75—The Legend of the Coronation Stone. 76—The 
Legend of Westminster Abbey. 

Correspondence. 
%* Correspondents should never write on both sides of the paper. No 

notice is taken of communications unless the names and addresses of 
the writers are given. 

*** Me do not undertake responsibility for the opinions expressed by our 
correspondents. 

ON STAND DEVELOPERS. 

To the Editors. 

Gentlemen,—It probably falls to the lot of every photographer at 
some time or other to have to dilute the remains of some developing 
solution in order to make it “spin out.” The dilution of the solu¬ 
tion, besides protracting the process of development, has very little 
effect upon the action of the developer, and stand development has 
in consequence little to be said against it, and a great deal in its 
favour. For example, suppose we require to develop six quarter- 
plates. If the developer be diluted to six times its normal bulk the 
cost remains the same. If six vertical cells be employed—cheap glass 
cells such as are employed for Smee or square Bunsen batteries, or for 
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accumulators—the plates may be placed one in each cell and covered 
with solution. The development may then be watched with com¬ 
parative ease, no removal from the dish being necessary for an exami¬ 
nation of the plates. In film work it is generally desirable to substi¬ 
tute circular cells, such as gas jars, for tne square ones. 

Glycin is the compound most frequeuntly recommended for stand 
development, though many of the other agents answer equally well. 

Liesegang’s* formula is as follows: — 

Boiled water . 1.500 c.cm 
Glycin . 3 gms 
Sod. sulphite. 3 ,, 
Sod. carbonate . 45 ,, 

For amidol the following is given by Dillaye: — 

Amidol. . 3 gms 
Sod. sulphite . 30 ,, 
Boiled water . 3,000 c.cm 

Fourtier, in recommending a hydroquinone formula, gives: — 

Water . 
Sod. sulphite . 
Hydr< quinone.... 
Borax . 
Sod. carbonate .. 
Pot. carbonate.... 
Pot. ferricyanide 

1 litre 
75 gms. 
15 „ 
5 „ 

75 „ 
25 ,, 
10 „ 

A good formula for a glycin developer is due to Ha-ufft, who em¬ 
ploys the following : — 

Hot distilled water. 400 c.cm. 
Sod. sulphite . 5 gms. 
Crystallised washing soda. 45 ,, 
Glycin . 5 ,, 

For use 'Ins ennceu'/a ed solution is mixed with 2,100 c.cm of water. 
Sshnauss advises the use of a pyrogallol and acetone solution,X 

stating that the acetone has no detrimental effect upon the gelatin, 
and gives as a satisfactory formula : — 

Sod. sulphite. 10 gms 
Acetone . 10 c.cm. 
Pyrogallol . 1 gm 
Water. 800-1,000 c.cm. 

The author states that with the above formula he gets no frilling 
of th3 fi'ff* even in the height of summer. 

Pj' eatecfin and potassium hydroxide has also been advanced. § 
It is interesting to compare the efficacy of various agents in stand 

development, and the following table serves to illustrate their 
relation: — 

Amidol . 
Glycin . 
Hydroquinone . 
Pyrocatechin . 
Pyrogallol . 

. 1 
2 

15 
7 

15 
Sod. carbonate . 
Sod. hydroxide . 

7 100 
7 

1.5 

Sod. sulphite . 
Pot. bromide . 

. 10 2 75 30 4.25 
.3 

The above are all formulae offered by well-known men, and at any 
rate show a great discrepancy in the working powers of developing 
agents when subjected to slow action. Each is to be made up to 
one litre with water, the numbers representing grams.—I am, 
yours, etc., 

T. Thorne Baker, F.C.S. 

IRREGULAR TONES. 

To the Editors. 

Gentlemen,—A professional photographer in a small way was com¬ 
plaining to me the other day that he could not get satisfactory prints; 
the faults of toning had spoilt several batches of prints, and although 
he had been working gelatino chloride paper for years the results 
were most disappointing. I ree'-mmended him to give up his separate 
baths, and try for a time a plan of combined toning and fixing for 
Ills large batches, as time was an object, and as the irregularity of 
the tones was his great trouble. There has at times been great outcry 
over the combined bath for many reasons, and theoretically we know 
it is sinful; certainly one finds it hard to say where gold ends and 
sulphur toning begins; certainly fhe question of permanency also enters 
the calculation, but even that need not be a great bugbear if hypo is 
plentiful enough, and washing likewise. In using separate baths we 

*“ Phot Almanadh,” 190G. tVogel’s “ Photographic,” 1900. 

JEder’s “ Jahrbuch,” 1903. Phot Oentralblatt,” 1900, p. 35. 

know that veiy often prints refuse to tone at all unless gold is p’enti- 
ful, but the process is valueless if the toning is uneven aud irregular. 

Now, in the combined process I wish to speak of, one con be abso¬ 
lutely certain of avoiding this trouble. 

One of my friend’s t roubles was' the distinct and separate colours 
so noticeable m vignettes, but this may lie especial1 y so with an im¬ 
properly used sulphocyanide bath. 

When the old acetate of soda and gold bath was much practised 
some years ago professionals made much outcry about the. w retched 
results often got, the mealy prints, blisters, etc., but when this i>ath 
was understood and mastered these troubles disappeared fast enough. 
If a sulphocyanide toning bath is to be used one cannot be too care¬ 
ful, or the troubles of my professional friend are sure to crop up. 
Boiling water should be poured on the sulphocyanide and the chloride 
of gold, and the solution be allowed to stand till next day ; it is better 
still to dissolve the sulphocyanide in the boiling water and then add 
the gold solution. Made in this way the bath will always work well, 
and may be used over and over again, adding only the strong solution 
of gold and one-fourth the amount of sulphocyanide. 

The prints toned in this way require really well washing, changing 
frequently, for the nitrate requires more soaking to get it out of the 
gelatine than out of the old albumen, and unless got rid of may cause 
further toning, giving reds and purples. 

It cannot be a good thing to harden the film with alum before ton¬ 
ing, and this should never lx* done if it can be helped, for many reasons. 
After toning, however, it is often not only advisable, but positively 
essential. If this is done it need hardly be said that further thorough 
washing must be given before fixing in the hyposulphite bath. This 
is more necessary than might be thought in these days of hypo-alum, 
etc., if the reason of this paper be borne in mind. I am speaking 
specifically of the avoidance of irregular toning, and thrs washing out 
of alum previous to fixing, if insufficient, may cause troubles just 
as we think we have escaped them. The hypo in these cases may with 
advantage contain a little carbonate of soda—pure carbonate. 

In this way we shall succeed in getting prints without disagreeable 
double tones and irregular patches of colour. 

Silve.- prints need to be very perfect to be artistic, and nothing looks 
worse than the wretched washed-out, irregular, patchy-looking things.— 
I am yours, etc., Frederick Graves. 

PICTORIAL POSTCARDS AND THE POST OFFICE. 

To the Editors. 

Gentlemen,—In reply to “Pictorial,” I might say that I have dis¬ 
covered this drawback in pictorial postcards, and I am sure many 
other photographers have also. I feel sure that there is a great deal 
of business in this, as I am often asked for them, but have never 
executed any order, as I was told by my dealer that 1 must not stick 
anything in the shape of a photograph on a postcard. 

Now I think this is a pity for the public to be tied down to the 
collotype cards in this way. A person in search of these can go from 
one end of a town to the other and find about a dozen reproduced from 
one man’s negatives in every stationer’s shop. Surely something can 
be done to enable the lover of good pictures to purchase and send 
to his or her friends without this extra postage?—I am, yours, etc.. 

Paste On. 

PHOTOGRAPHY AT THE CORONATION. 

To the Editors. 

Gentlemen,—There is no question that photography will be more 
in evidence on the two Coronation days than on any two days in 
the previous history of photography, and it is sincerely to be hoped 
that the weather, and the light, will be propitious for the occasion. 
There is one difficulty that it may just be well to call to1 the attention 
of those who intend to secure photographs of the pageant, and that 
is the flags. Those at a distance are not likely to cause much trouble, 
but it is different with those that are close at hand. They block the 
field of view, and they are continually moving. In nearly every 
photograph we have seen of grand pageants, those of the two Jubilees 
for example, the picture has been greatly marred by waving flags in 
close proximity to the camera. It will, therefore, be well for the 
worker to select a spot where he will not be troubled with large, 
near flags, if such a spot can be found? In the case of photographing 
from windows the flags at the adjacent houses, though they may be 
small, will usually prove an annoyance unless they can be dodged or 
kept under control when the exposure is made. This a polite request 
from the neighbouring sightseers will often secure for a few seconds. 
I throw out these hints as they may be of service to some who have 
had no experience of photographing scenes, such as those of the Corona¬ 
tion days, and may not realise how their pictures may prove almost 
spoilt by causes not anticipated. In the case of cinematographs, 
fluttering flags, unless they are very near, will cause no trouble. On 
the contrary, they will add life to the scene. Mementoes of many of 
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the illuminations will be possible with a hand camera furnished with 
a rapid lens and quick plates, as the incandescent lamps are mostly so 
thickly studded round the building that the light emitted from them 
will be sufficient to illuminate the general contour of the building 
itself. Where this work is attempted the plates should be carefully 
backed, so as to avoid halation.—I am, yours, etc., 

Ax Old Hand. 
June 20, 1902. 

PROPOSED IMPORTANT AMENDMENT IN PATENT LAW. 

To the Editors. 

Gentlemen,—English patentees have always been at a disadvantage 
as regards patents they may take for their inventions abroad, but there 
now seems to be a probability of that being somewhat remedied. It 
is stated in the Parliamentary Notes of the “ Standard ” one day last 
week, that the President of the Board of Trade has drafted a new 
clause in the Patent Law Amendment Bill, with a view to meeting the 
objections made by a deputation that waited on him recently from 
Manchester and other parts. One of the contentions of the deputation 
was that foreigners taking out patents in this country should be com¬ 
pelled to work them here, as the non-existence of any provision to this 
effect places the British inventor at a serious disadvantage as com¬ 
pared with competitors abroad. Now, as the existing law stands, a 
foreigner can take out a patent in England, and so secure a monopoly 
for the invention, although he has no intention of working it here, 
or granting licences for its being worked. But if an Englishman 
takes a paterft abroad—say in France or Germany—he is bound to 
work the invention there within a certain period, or the patent lapses. 
It will here be seen that at the present time the British inventor is 
heavily handicapped as compared with the foreigner. The English 
coal tar colour industry has been almost lost to this country in this 
way. Germany, for instance, makes a discovery and patents it nere, 
and then blocks the way—manufactures the colour in Germany, and 
sends it to England. If this country makes' the discovery and patents 
it in Germany he must manufacture the colour there, as well as here, 
or he loses his monopoly in that country. It is the same, of course’ 
with photographic apparatus—lenses and the like. If the proposed 
new clause becomes law this state of things will be remedied, and 
English inventors, and foreign ones, put on a similar footing.—Yours 
obediently, Patent Rights. 

June 18, 1902. 

TELEPHOTO STEREOSCOPY. 

To the Editors. 

Gentlemen,—It may interest those wlm study this branch to know 
what I did a year or two back. It is nothing wonderful, and I claim 
no credit, but there are probably very few such views in existence. 

Standing on a vantage-point at about 9,000 feet elevation in the 
Himalayan chain, a magnificent horizon of eternal snows extended 
round nearly half the circle. I determined to have a 7] x 5 stereo¬ 
graph. Day by day for weeks did I climb to the selected positions, 
but the atmospheric conditions at that time of year were always un¬ 
favourable. _ Nevertheless, I got a result, not good enough for exhibi¬ 
tion, but fairly startling a® stereoscopy. Using a focus about equal 
to 56 inches, a great mountain of about 20,000 feet, which I had well 
scrutinised as single with the latest and most powerful binoculars on 
the market, was revealed to consist of two mountains. A careful 
triangulation showed that the nearer one was nearly fifty miles off, and 
the further one nearly sixty. Their heights were (from memory) 
about 20 and 21,000 feet. How I bewailed the flatness of the negatives. 
Had they been brilliant, I should have constructed a special mirror 
or prism stereoscope, sent it tot an exhibition, and demanded a medal. 

F. Gleadoiv, F.R.M.S., 
Indian Foreign Service. 

Karachi, Sind 

CORONATION PHOTOGRAPHS. 

To the Editors. 

Gentlemen,—Mr. J. Bentall Endean, in a letter to the “ Times,” 
asks “ if it be possible for large photographs to be taken by State 
servants of the actual ceremonies in the Abbey.” 

Will you permit me, as the only photographer admitted to the 
Abbey at the late Queen’s Jubilee, 1887, to state that owing to the 
“ dim religious ” light being so non-actinic, the period of exposure is 
one of many minutes, thus rendering life photography impossible, 
and I fear a flash light would not be permitted. Archer Clarke. 

Old Vicarage, New Kent Road, S.E. 

HOW TO BUY A BUSINESS AND HOW TO START ONE. 
To the Editors. 

Gentlemen,—You often have in your journal questions on building 
studios, and generally from young fellows who wish to start on the 

road of making fortunes before they really understand what they are 

landirg themselves in. I he general assistant who knows a good busi¬ 

ness is being done by his employer, and the amateur who has his 

camera and takes a few friends in the back yard, are both tempted 

to build a studio and branch out as first-class photographers, and, 

often as nofy, call themselves artists, but it never Istrikesi them 

that the successful photographer has many a sleepless night before he 

has been able to build up the business which has turned out perhaps 

all right, and enabled him to retire. Please do not laugh at the 

“ retire,” because it is done by those who stuck to it and much money 

made, but “ General Assistant,” who has thought his employer could 

not do without him, branches out, as I said before, with slight know¬ 

ledge of the way to manage a business, although he knows how to 

do good work. He is tempted to charge high prices, and finds after 

a time customers come very slow, but why ? He knows his work is 

pleasing everyone—in fact, they say so, and Mr. and Mrs., also 

Miss, So-and-so all recommend him, and naturally all will be photo¬ 
graphed, but he finds those promises are so far from being realised 
that he begins to think he is charging too much for his work, so he 
cuts down his prices. Result, he loses the customers he had got, and 
has to make a new start, and everyone calls him a third-rate man, and 
twelve months is usually enough for him as a photographer, and he 
is advertising for a place and quite able to manage a branch, etc. 1 
have had as many as 30 replies to an advertisement in your journal, 
and at least half of those men have actually boasted that they have 
been in business for themselves, and expect someone else to employ 
them as managers. He might have done very well had he started 
with enough cash to wait for business. One starting a business oxr 
his own wants at least enough after starting to carry him over 
two years. He then can be independent, and get his price, and be 
thought more of in the end. Now, for the purchase of a business. 
Most young fellows think they are going to get a good sound business 
in working order, and a good income, without paying much for it. 
There is in the market to-day a number of businesses, but how 
many are genuine concerns, and taking the amount of cash they say 
they are, and if they are, what are they selling for? I recollect some 
two years back I was looking for a good business for a customer, and 
I called on a number. Two of those who were giving up photography 
have applied to me for places since, and both willing to work for 
25s. per week, and yet, according to their own statement, their in¬ 
come was from their own business about £4 per week ; but who did they 
take in? Perhaps a man who had saved up the £260 in one case 
and £200 in the other—perhaps had nothing further to fall back on 
when they found too late they had no redress, the man having 
nothing, and besides gone. Never buy an old-established business 
which is declining, and the proprietor just wants to save himself from 
the dogs. I mean the one that has been run out. Never buy a 
business that has changed hands within twelve months, 
unless the business has been under management and the proprietor 
has another business, and unable to give it all his attention, and then 
the question arises, what has he paid his assistants in the business, and 
how many has he kept, if he has kept, good assistants, and paid a good 
wage, and thev have been some time in his employ, and do not mind 
whether they stop under the new proprietor or not, well and good; 
but if they want to stop and have been paid but little, you can rest 
assured there is but little business. But never buy a business when 
the operator or the receptionist has been for a number of years in 
the same business,, when they are known as Mr. or Miss So-and-so, 
everyone will want to see those people. Better by half have a business 
where even the proprietor is not known to the customers too well. 
Tnen there is the business, the so-called high class. When they have 
issued to all the principal tradesmen, etc., in the town, a free sitting 
given, so many cabinets, etc., and you think they have really a good 
connection, do you know those negatives all count, and so do the 
orders, which are supposed to have been given, and as you go to look 
round, that is Mr. So-and-so, and go all through the lot, you, of 
course, think what a splendid connection they have; but little do you 
think those people have been taken free. Then there is the very nice 
photographs of children, and ladies in evening dress, taken for speci¬ 
mens, but booked up as orders. Without a doubt the most genuine 
business to buy is the one which shows the usual every day sitter. He 
caters for the public who spend the money, and as evidence gets them 
The man who is always showing specimens of fancy work is the man 
who runs after business, and the one who shows every day work is 
the one who does the business. Don’t think because a man is in a 
side street he has no business to sell. I have known some of the 
most prosperous businesses carried on where there is not a shop in sight, 
and have worked in businesses where they have been situated in the 
very busiest street, and they have done simply nothing. If you want 
a good business, don’t go in a street where all the traffic and bustle is, 
or you will be disappointed. You will get plenty of lookers, but not 
many customers.—-Yours, etc. , 

Oxe Who Has Been Through the Mill. 
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Answers to Correspondents. 
%* All matters intended for the text portion of this JoURN AL, includ. 

ing queries, must he addressed to “ The Editors, The British 

Journal of Photography, 24, Wellington-street, Strand, London, 

IT. C.” Inattention to this ensures delay. 

%* Correspondents are informed that me cannot undertake to answer 

communications through the post. Questions are not answered unless 

the names and addresses of the writers are given. 

%* Communications relating to Advertisements and general business 

affairs should he addressed to Messrs. Henry Greenwood & Co., 

24, Wellington-street, Strand, London, W.C. 

Photographs Registered 

F. Ward, M.D., 22, Museum Street, Ipswich. Photograph of adult trout. 

W. Aimer, 80, High Street, Perth. Four photographs of Rev. R. S. Barclay. 

Formula Wanted.—E. C. Bicherton writes: “ Could you kindly inform 
me what is the correct formula for carbon paper to produce green 
tints ? ”—In reply: Green tints may be obtained in carbon tissue 
by employing, as pigment, raw sienna and indigo or other blue, 
blending them to the tint desired. 

Book Wanted.—H. J. B. writes: “Can you advise me in the next or 
following issue’s Answers to Correspondents the name of publisher 
and title of a book on the method of finishing enlargements in 
pastels ? ”—In reply: There is no book devoted to finishing photo¬ 
graphs in pastels. Johnson’s work on the “Art of Retouching, 
Finishing, and Colouring,” published at 2s., will help you. 

Aurine.—S. Morris writes: “ In your ‘ British Journal Photographic 
Almanac ’ for 1899, page 939, there is an article, ‘ The Removal 
of Rust.’ One of the ingredients is called ‘ aurine.’ Is there such 
a substance as this P If not, can you please tell me where I could 
obtain the stuff ready-mixed?”—In reply: Yes, there is aurine. It 
is one of the coal-tar colours, and may be had at such houses 
as Hopkin and Williams, Cross Street, Hatton Garden; Townson 
and Mercer, Bishopsgate Street, and the like. 

Stained Prints.—C. Conway.—(1) The “ curious stains with the red 
edges ” are caused by the prints being allowed to lie in contact 
with each other while in the fixing solution, so that it has not 
had free action. The remedy, in the future, is obvious. There is 
no way of removing the stains now. (2) The best mountant for 
carbon enlargements on thick paper is starch paste, thickly made 
and applied with a soft sponge, the paste being well rubbed into 
the paper. 

Formula Wanted.—G. M. H. A. writes: “ I shall be obliged if you will 
be so kind as to give me formula for making photographic medal¬ 
lions, either in bromide or other paper, same as those of the King 
and Queen of England now on the market and for sale.”—In reply: 
The prints, by any process, are soaked in alcohol and then rolled 
in contact with a sheet of thin celluloid under a heated cylinder of 
considerable weight. They are then trimmed and stamped up with 
the backing plates in a “ button press.” All the requisite appliances 
are supplied by the Photo-Jewellery Company, of New York. 

Gold Residues.—C. and Co. write: “ We use only albumen paper, and 
tone either with the acetate or the lime bath. We have been in 
the habit of precipitating the gold from the exhausted baths with 
a solution of protosulphate of iron; but we are not satisfied with 
the quantity we recover. Can you tell us a better way?”—In 
reply: We cannot, for the iron will throw down all the gold the 
solutions contain, whether little or much. If the baths are 
exhausted there wdl be little or no gold in them, and therefore but 
little to recover. 

Lease of a Studio.—J. T. R. writes: “A month or two since, I took 
another studio from a man, on a lease for twelve months, on a 
weekly rental, the rent to be paid every four weeks, in advance. 
The lease was signed by us both, but it was not stamped. (1) Will 
you please tell me if the lease is binding, or is it no good without 
being stamped ? (2) If it is binding, will the lease expire at the 
end of the twelve months, or will a notice be required ? ”—In reply: 
(1) If the agreement is unstamped it is of no value. It can, how¬ 
ever, be stamped at any time, on the payment of, we think, £10, 
in addition to the stamp. (2) As the agreement is for a year, 
it expires at the end of that time, so no notice is necessary. 

Gum as a Mountant.—T. Carr writes: “Is there any objection to the 
use of gum arabic as a mountant for photographs if it is freshly 
made, or with an antiseptic in it, and which would be the best 
one to use as such ? ”—In reply: Gum as a mountant has often 
been condemned as causing fading, and, we think, without suffi¬ 
cient reason, supposing the gum is good and it is used before any 
decomposition sets in. We have some prints that were mounted 
with gum nearly forty years old, and they show no deterioration. 

Carbolic acid or oil of cloves may be used as an antiseptic. The 
latter would be the preferable, on account of the smell in the 
pictures after they are finished. 

Removing Oil Spots from Enlargement.—W. C. says “ An assistant has 
unfortunately got two or three spots of olive oil on an expensively- 
finished enlargement. Can you please say if there is any way of 
getting them out so that they will not show ? ”—In reply: Take 
some refined benzol, and put a drop or so on the grease spots, 
and, after resting for a minute or so, blot off with clean blotting 
paper. Then apply fresh benzol and again blot off, repeating the 
operation, and each time with fresh blotting paper, till all the 
grease is extracted. If the work is carefully done, no trace will 
be left, or only such as can be easily touched out. If the oil has 
gone through the mount, it should be treated on the back with the 
benzol as well as on the front. 

Photography by Incandescent Gaslight, Etc.—E. W. B. writes: I am 
trying to adopt some means for photographing at night. Can you 
tell me if the incandescent gas would be strong enough, and how 
many burners it would require to get a good negative in from five 
to ten seconds’ exposure, or do you think the flashlight apparatus 
most reliable? I should much prefer a constant light to a flash, 
if such can be got by the incandescent gas light.”—In reply: In¬ 
candescent gas light may be employed. The number of burners 
depends upon the distance they are from the sitter and the area 
it is desired to illuminate. Try with a dozen to begin with. Good 
portraits may also be obtained by flashlight, but the smoke should 
be conducted out of the building. With the Platinotype Company’s 
lamp there is no smoke. 

Studio Building.—“ Situ ” writes: “ I should be extremely obliged if 
you would advise me as to what you consider the best form of 
studio to construct under the following circumstances:—It is to 
be built over other rooms, and the space available is 26ft. length, 
E. to W., and 14ft. width, N. to S. On the N. side the light 
is good and uninterrupted, except for 5ft. from the floor, along 

the entire length, where a brick wall must remain. The S. is 
quite open and uninterrupted. The following has been suggested. 
. . . Would an outside screen be necessary on S. side, and 

how can the plan be improved under conditions given? ”—In reply: 
Under the circumstances, the desigh shown in the sketch cannot 
well be improved upon. As the 5ft. wall cannot be altered, we 
should advise you, if it is possible, to have the floor of the studio 
raised, say, 1ft., and the roof also 1ft. higher; that will be prac¬ 
tically reducing the wall to 4ft. The same end, to an extent, will 
be attained by having a raised platform for the sitters. An outside 
screen on the S. side, as shown in the sketch, will be a convenience. 

-♦- 

The following advertisement appeared in a recent issue of the “York¬ 
shire Evening Post ” :—“ To Amateur Photographers.—For three months 
from date, a highly-finished platinotype photograph and negative may be 
obtained for a small fee from Hoskins, photographer, 12, Park Lane, 
Leeds.” 

*** Notice to the Trade, Wholesale Agents and Book¬ 

sellers.—A Contents Bill is issued with each number of the JOURNAL, 

and copies may he had on application to the Publishers. 

*** Notice to Advertisers.—A Revised Tariff for advertisements 

in the Journal is now in force. Blochs and copy are received subject to 

the approval of the Publishers, and advertisements are inserted abso¬ 

lutely without condition, expressed or implied as to what appea/rs in 

the text portion of the paper. 

($k Irtish Jouptl flf Jhotmjtptpfrg. 
The Oldest Photographic Journal in the World. 

Established 1854. PUBLISHED EVERY FRIDAY. PRICE TWOPENCE. 

TERMS OF SUBSCRIPTION, Post Free 
(United Kingdom and the Channel Isles). 

s. d. 
One Year . lO lO 
Half Y ear    5 5 
Quarter Year . 2 9 

France, Belgium,United States,Canada 
Australia, Africa, New Zealand, New¬ 
foundland, Germany, Russia, Portugal, 
Spain, Italy, Egypt, India, China, 

Japan, &c. One Year ... 13s. 
It may also be obtained from all Booksellers, Photographic Dealers, 

and Railway Bookstalls. 
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EX CATHEDRA. 

The Reactions A paper on this subject by Messrs. 

*”.e Lumiere and Seyewetz appears in the 
Making of Bulletin of the French Chemical Society. 

ombined The bath recommended consists of the 
Toning and well-known mixture of hypo, alum, lead 
Fixing Bath. acetate, and chloride of gold. These 

investigators found the! result to- be- a rather intricate1 mix¬ 
ture, containing, inter alia, sulphate of aluminium, acid sul¬ 
phite of soda, pentathionate' of soda, and sulphuretted 
hydrogen. They consider the action of the lead to be the 
acceleration of the1 replacement of the silver by gold. The 
chief value of the alum, besides its tanning action, being 
the production of pentathionate of soda, which is shown 
to give a more active toning bath. It is a question whether 
we have not here a case of, at any rate, partial toning by 
sulphur, for they found that a mixture of pentathionate of 
lead with hypo, and without any gold, produced as fine 
tones as when gold was present. It has long been known 
that the addition of a few drops of strong acid to a small 
quantity of hypo solution conferred upon it the properties 
of a combined toning and fixing bath. Here again no doubt, 
the toning property is conferred by the pentathionate pro¬ 
duced, but, as in the former bath described, it is sulphur 
toning, and as such to be deprecated. 

A Dangerous We gather from the “ Photographisches 

Dr.^Miethe. Wochenblatt,” that Dr. Miethe had a 
very exciting1 and dangerous voyage in a 

balloon recently. The ascent was made at Teg el about 
three o’clock in the afternoon, and the balloon landed at 
half-past six between Nieder-Finow and Liepe. Those who 
witnessed the ascent saw the balloon first pass through a. 
mist and then suddenly into a thunder-cloud. Dr. Miethe 
was in the company of Lieutenant. Hildebrandt. After at¬ 
taining an altitude of 500 metres, the balloon was suddenly 
driven to a height of 2,000 metres, and then, as suddenly, 
fell half that distance. This was repeated six or eight 
times. Meanwhile the storm was proceeding1, but although 
the travellers did not see the lightning they were deafened 
with the thunder and pelted with rain, ‘hail, and sleet. 
In their rapid leaps and plunges the car was frequently on 
a level with the balloon and the' tow-rope above their heads. 
The violent rocking of the' car also' added to the clanger. 
Watches were not thought of, but according to the baro¬ 
graph this frightful experience must have lasted half an 
hour, when, through loss of gas by pressure, the balloon 
fell from a height of 2,200 metres upon a dense wood of 
beeches, but for which the travellers would probably have 
lost their lives. One of them descended by the icpe and 
obtained help from the villagers at Liepe. 

* * * 

Burners for As is well known, one very irritating 

Gastyle”e peculiarity of the use of acetylene gas 
is the quickness with which the burners 

clog up. Many cures have been suggested, much having 
been expected at one time from the admixture of carbonic 
a-cid gas with the' acetylene, though we now* hear little of 
it. Quite recently M. Fernand Gancl contributed a paper 
on the question to the Paris Academy of Sciences. This 
clogging of the burners is caused by an incrustation of 
carbon due to the decomposition of polymerides of the gas. 
M. Gaud points out that as this polymerisation only takes 
place when the acetylene is raised to a temperature above 
the boiling point of water it follows that it is the heating 
of the acetylene by the metallic burner before it leaves the 
orifice that can be the only cause of the polymerisation, and 
that if this could be avoided the decomposition and conse¬ 
quent deposition of carbon would be avoided. states 
that an ordinary Manchester acetylene' burner, if it be 
supplied with pure acetylene at sufficient pressure to give 
a full flame, will only exhibit a slight carbonaceous coating 
after from twelve to thirteen hours’ use, and that even a 
hundred hours’ use does not destroy the efficiency of the 
burner. But let the gas be turned down, with the conse¬ 
quent heating of the gas in the burner owing to the slow 
rate of issue, permitting longer contact witli the metal of 
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the burner, and the polymerisation takes place, and a rapid 
deposit of carbon, rendering the burner useless, ensues. 

* * * 

The At the first dinner of the Professional 
Instiruction of" Photographers’ Association the' question 

Apprentices!0 of tlie Gaining of competent photographic 
assistants was discussed and the opinion 

expressed that at some future date the Association might 
be able to' found its own school. An excellent example of 
practical work in this direction is afforded by the action of 
the Copyright Protection Association of German Photo¬ 
graphers in connection with the Munich Photographic As¬ 
sociation. The Munich Technical School for Photo¬ 
graphers was approached and asked to arrange for evening 
classes for apprentices. A scheme of instruction was 
drawn up, and on the 12th November last the school was 
opened. The period of instruction runs concurrently with 
that of apprenticeship, which is fixed at three years. At 
the starting of the school the classes have of necessity been 
amalgamated, but with the growth of the number of pupils 
the organisation will be completed. As it is compulsory in 
Germany that apprentices should attend evening classes 
for the completion of their education, the course of instruc¬ 
tion must be viewed by that light, otherwise it will be mis¬ 
apprehended by English readers. Four1 masters undertake 
the curriculum, and the school hours are from two to 
five o’clock on Mondays, one to four o’clock on Wednes¬ 
days, and one to five o’clock (for drawing) on Fridays. At 
present there are 30 pupils ranging from 13 to 16 years 
of a,ge. Of these 18 are resident in Munich, 10 are from 

<D 

other parts of Bavaria, one from another German State, 
and one from abroad. Their parents comprise 13 of the 
industrial, four of the commercial, and seven of the official 
classes, whilst the parents of two are independent. With 
quaint exactitude it is recorded that four were born out of 
wedlock. 

Photographic The instruction given at the evening 
Training. school we have just described is appor¬ 

tioned in the following manner for each week: —11 e- 
ligious instruction, arithmetic, and book-keeping, business 
procedure, the duties of citizenship and daily life, 
each one hour. The physics and chemistry of photo¬ 
graphy, two hours. Drawing, four hours. Some idea of 
the scope of these subjects may be gathered from the follow¬ 
ing particulars. Arithmetic and book-keeping is taught 
not only for business purposes, but for the regulation of 
the household and the cultivation of economic habits. It 
ranges from the purchase of material, the calculation of 
charges, duties, discounts, foreign exchanges, interest), 
wages, insurance, to the various details of book-keeping and 
domestic accounts. Business procedure embraces training 
in correct speaking and writing, from the family letter to 
the various kinds of business of official correspondence. It 
also includes instruction in the relationship of debtor and 
creditor and the various documents which usually pass for 
such purposes. The lessons in citizenship and the arts of 
daily life refer to the preservation of health, the laws oi 
master and servant, the organisation of the community and 
the State, the history of the graphic arts and photography. 
Phys ics and chemistry of photography deal with the 
materials used, the principles of the various processes, ele¬ 
mentary optics, and the use of various kinds of lenses. 
Drawing is directed chiefly to the delineation of figure m 
line and by shading, to lighting the model, retouching, etc. 

Although we do not offer this as an outline to be copied 
in a school for English photographers, yet it may be of use 
in drawing attention to the necessity for a system of 

thorough instruction suited to the needs of the professional 
in this country. It must not be forgotten that training ia 
business habits is as necessary as the art side of his calling. 

* * * 

A|bS<hUte Tlle ernPloyment °f alcohol entirely free 
CO °*- from water is indicated in many photo¬ 

graphic processes, collodion for example being the more 
advantageous the less the amount of water the solvents 
hold. Such alcohol has always been made, mixing the 
spirit with a dehydrating material—carbonate of potash be¬ 
ing a favourite material—and distilling the alcohol from 
it. The question as to the best substance to employ for 
the purpose has been investigated by many experimenters, 
and especially by Mencleleef and Squibb. The former 
chemist found that the only substance to be used satisfac¬ 
torily is freshly-burnt lime, and that even with it special 
precautions have to be taken. The subject has been taken 
up by Dr. Sydney Young, who recently read a paper on 
the subject before the Chemical Society, and indicated an 
exceedingly novel method. He founds his process on the 
fact that when two liquids of different chemical type are dis¬ 
tilled together a definite mixture of minimum boiling point 
in many cases distils over first, the last portion of the distil¬ 
late consisting of that component which was originally 
present in excess. This happens with mixtures of alcohol 
and benzine and alcohol with water, while benzol and water 
are practically non-miscible, and distil over at a tem¬ 
perature lower than the boiling point of either liquid 
separately. He therefore expected a mixture of the above 
would boil constantly at a still lower temperature, and 
that the water would come over first, and pure alcohol 
last. His anticipations were realised. He found it well 
to collect the distillate in four fractions, the first coming 
over at a temperature of from about 64 deg. to 67 deg., 
and being a mixture of the three constituents. The next, 
67 deg. to 73 deg., consisting chiefly of alcohol and benzol. 
The third, at 73 deg. to 78 deg., small in amount, and con¬ 
taining more alcohol. There is then left the fourth frac¬ 
tion, which may be simply run off from the still without 
being distilled, and consisting of alcohol with only a trace 
of benzol. This was mixed with n-Rexane, and re-distilled, 
the result being an alcohol quite free from water, and 
having a specific gravity of 0.80627. 

* * * 

Goethe and A very interesting passage in Goethe’s 
Colour Farbenlehre is quoted in “ Photo- 
Photography. graphische Kunst,” and by a very far¬ 

fetched chain of inferences the writer seeks to establish 
some connection between Goethe’s writings and the develop¬ 
ment of colour photography. We think the attempt an un¬ 
successful one, but as the passage from Goethe is one of 
interest to photographers, wet draw the attention of our 
readers to it. Goethe wrote:—“The action of coloured 
light upon acidification and neutralisation may easily be 
seen by coating a strip of paper with moist, pure white 
horn silver, and exposing iti to1 light until it turns somewhat 

grey. Cut the strip into three pieces. Preserve one piece 
in a book for comparison, and expose the second under 
yellowish-red glass), and the third under bluish-red glass. 
The latter will darken and exhibit a loss of acidity, whilst 
the former, exposed under the yellowish-red glass, will be¬ 
come paler, and therefore approximate to its primary con¬ 
dition of more perfect acidity. This can be verified, by 
comparison with the piece kept as sample. An ingenious 
arrangement has been made for experiments with the 
spectrum in this direction. The results correspond with 
what we have stated, and we will at some future time give 
particulars from the work of an accurate observer, who 
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has carefully experimented with the process.” According 
to “ Photographische Kunst,” the “ accurate observer was 
Seebeck, who gave much attention to the chemical action 
of light of various colours. Seebeck’s experiments did not 
lead to any results other than those described by Goethe. 
Nevertheless, Seebeck is a figure of importance in the 
history of the development of photography in natural 
colours, through the theoretical researches of O. Wiener 
and Zenker, who’ followed him. These led to the discovery 
of colour photography by the process of interference, 
known as the Lippmann process, and the bleaching process, 

recently published by Neuhauss. 

* * * 

German The formation of associations has a. great 
Collotype fascination for Germans, and it would 
Printers. not be a great exaggeration to affirm that 

if two Germans met in the street and found they had certain 
objects in common, they would immediately found a 

society, appoint a president and officers and formulate a 
programme1. The' first Congress of German Collotvpe 
Printers was recently held in Berlin. It was composed of 
fifteen delegates, from nine districts!, representing 37 towns, 
to which the committee had sent invitations. Collotype 
in Germany was said to be in a flourishing condition,# giv¬ 
ing employment to 700 hands. Wages range from 25 to 
45 shillings per week, and the hours from eight to nine and 
affialf per day. Wages are paid for holidays, and over¬ 
time is remunerated with 25 per cent, advance upon the 
usual rates. The regulation of the number of apprentices 
and the influence of “ technical institutes ” received con¬ 
siderable attention. The system adopted by certain firms 
of engaging more apprentices than workmen to reduce the 
cost of labour was severely criticised. The “ technical in¬ 
stitutes,” which take pupils and promise to teach them the 
whole art of collotype for £5, or more, in a month, without, 
however, giving any insight into practical work, were de¬ 
nounced as doing serious injury to the trade. Resolutions 
were adopted : — 

1. To collect statistics as to apprentices, and to publish 
them. 

2. To limit the number of apprentices to one for every 
five workmen in large establishments, and to one in small 
establishments employing less than five hands. 

3. Every apprentice to be taught two branches of work. 

4. Workmen from other trades to- be paid the minimum 
wage of the locality. 

5. The “ technical institutes ” and their offshoots to be 
opposed by all means, and their pupils only to be paid the 
minimum rate of wages in the locality. 

Other resolutions concerning the rates of wages, the 
hours of labour, holidays, terms of notice, apprenticeship. 
etc., were also adopted. 

* * * 

Street Although, to everybody’s sorrow, there 

was no Coronation last week, we may 
s o mg. feel cer£ajn that thousands of plates were 

exposed upon the decorations and the many scenes of varied 
interest in the London streets. Everyone who owned a 
camera, from the modest “ Brownie ” upwards, had taken 
good care to charge his magazine, or dark slides, and to 
have plenty of ammunition in reserve. And when a camera 
is thus charged it has to be used, for however well the 
plates will keep in their original packages, they arouse 
distrust when they have for some time been removed 
from that safe enclosure. The weather during the week 
was all that could be desired for quick photography, 

for the sun was hardly once obscured by a cloud. Many 
cameras were in evidence, and they were of all sorts and 
sizes. We saw one huge cinematograph which was being 
worked from a covered cart, and several ordinary cameras 
of very large size. It was amusing to see one of these 
reared up in front of the Canadian arch in Whitehall, the 
police having been good enough to stop the traffic for a few 
moments while the lens was uncovered. In less than no 
time the arch was filled with a crowd of pedestrians, who 
were anxious to be included in the picture. But what was 
more interesting to us was the crowd of camera-bearers who 
sprang from nowhere, and took advantage of the temporary 
lull in the traffic to photograph the arch. And, truth to 
tell, this Canadian trophy was one of the few things worth 
photographing as a memento of the decoration of the 
London streets. It would perhaps be worth while to pre¬ 
serve some pictures of other forms of metropolitan decora¬ 
tion, as examples of what to avoid on future occasions 
of popular rejoicing. The way in which the beautiful 
old Abbey itself was disfigured and hemmed in by tiers of 
seats was simply deplorable, and was in itself a proof that 
our municipal authorities have much to learn with regard 
to the first principles of decorative art. We most regret¬ 
fully endorse what Mr. Austin, of the “ Illustrated London 
News,” writes in “ Our Note-Book” upon this subject: 
“ The great solemnity of the Coronation is forgotten in its 
trivial and superficial aspects, in the hammering and 
knocking, and in the fearsome notions of decoration that 
possess the heads of many highly respectable ratepayers.” 

* * * 

The _ _ It would be impossible to give a fair esti- 
Coronation Dis-mate 0f the m0ney loss to the com- 
appointmen . mUnity by the stoppage of the Corona¬ 

tion ceremony and its attendant processions and festivities. 
It is stated that the railway companies alone will suffer 
to the extent of nearly a million sterling, but they can 
afford to lose better than can humbler folk. Photographers 
suffer with the rest, for we may feel sure that a number 
of the guests invited to the Abbey would have wished to be 
pictured in their finery, so that the photographs might be 
handed down as memorials of the great historic event 
in which they had figured as spectators. Possibly the 
photographers who have been hit the hardest by the 
suspension of the pageant are the cinematograph people, 
some of whom had made the most elaborate preparati ms 
to produce “living pictures ” of every detail of the pro¬ 
cessions. One firm, we understand, had secured fifteen 
different positions on the route. Another had made special 
arrangements for quick production by importing a staff 
of skilled operators from Paris. Another had stolen a 
march upon his competitors by building up an imitation 
Westminster Abbey in France, and peopling it with 
actors and actresses from the gay capital to represent the 
King and Queen and the flower of the English aristocracy. 
All these players were carefully drilled to go through 
the Coronation ceremony, with a “ property ” regalia, 
and the result was said to be so successful that it was 
intended to show the picture at many of the metropolitan 
music-halls on the evening of the great day. Doubtless 
many good folk would have believed that the film repre¬ 
sented the actual ceremony which had taken place a few 
hours earlier in the grand old Abbey at Westminster, for 
the man in the street does not trouble himself about photo¬ 
graphic impossibilities. But the majority of Britishers 
would be apt to look askance at such a travesty, and, 
we fancy, would feel inclined to rebel against it. 
Another thing promised us by a still bolder advertiser. 
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who had evidently forgotten an old maxim with regard to 
the premature enumeration of unhatched chickens, was a 
film of the Coronation processions in natural colours. 
The same thing was promised, we remember on the occa¬ 
sion of the Jubilee procession, five years back, but the 
achievement never came off. Students of photography 
know well enough that whatever the future may bring 
forth, the production of a picture in colours, taken in the 
small fraction of a second necessary in cinematographic 
work is, at present, an impossibility. But the modern 
advertiser relies upon romance rather than upon reality. 
He knows that if he can only produce from his fertile 
brain the anticipation of some outrageous unfeasibility, 
the very boldness of the conception will attract the news¬ 
paper paragraphists, always on the look out for something 
startling, and he will get wide advertisement in the metro¬ 
politan and provincial Press without paying one farthing 
for it. For those who work their business on a more legiti¬ 
mate basis we feel a far greater sympathy in their terrible 
disappointment of last week. In common with the rest 
of us, they must comfort themselves with the hope that 
the Coronation is only postponed for a few weeks or 

months. 
* * * 

Another A few weeks ago we commented in these 
Ret* columns upon Dr. Finsen’s red-room 
^ure* cure for small-pox, and adverted to the 
very encouraging results which he had obtained by adopt¬ 
ing that treatment. We are now told, on the authority 
of one of the evening papers, that what we may call “ the 
red cure ” is also successful in combating another malady, 
which, if not so serious in its nature as small-pox, is cer¬ 
tainly quite as distressing to the unfortunate patient while 
it lasts. We refer to that bete noire, known as mal de mer by 
polite people, and as sea-sickness by the vulgar. The 
cure is said to be of German origin, and is brought about 
by wearing bright red spectacles and imbibing at the same 
time doses of calomel. In the absence of spectacles, 
a red room, or a dark room lighted by a red lamp, or one of 
those portable tents with a red window, used by some 
photographers for changing their plates, will, of course, do 
as well. “ Have you such a thing as a dungeon on board?” 
asks the brave admiral of the Captain of H.M.S. Pinafore. 
The more likely question now to be asked is, Have you a 
red room on the ship, for the accommodation of those 
who would “ seek the seclusion which the cabin grants ? ” 
Even that question will not be needed if the steamer 
authorities take time by the forelock, and provide all the 
portholes with panes of ruby glass. But before they go to 
this expense it will be well to inquire if this alleged cure 
has any foundation in fact, or whether it is a mere news¬ 
paper canard. It is quite possible that the calomel 
prescribed may have the effect of warding off sickness, 
without the intervention of any red glass at all, but wise 
persons would perhaps prefer a little temporary derange¬ 
ment of their digestive apparatus to dosing themselves 
with mercury. However that may be, we have a decided 
suspicion that this red cure for sea-sickness is hardly to 
be relied upon, and our chief reason for this attitude is 
the explanation given of the way in which the light acts. 
“ It is deduced,” says the paragraph we refer to, “ from 
Epstein’s investigations on the influence of colour on the 
blood vessels of the brain. Sea-sickness is due to lack of 
blood in the brain, while red sends blood to the brain 
with a rush.” The italics are ours, for we wish to 
emphasize a statement which everyone with a practical 
acquaintance with photography will at once see cannot be 
correct. Many of our readers spend several hours each 

day in ruby light, and if such light had the effect of 
sending their blood to the brain with a rush, we fear that 
before now they must have succumbed to apoplexy. The 
hundreds of workers in dry-plate factories whose time 
under red light is still more extended, would long ago have 
found their occupation impossible were this blood-rush 
theory tenable. 

ANOTHER NOTE ON THE INSTABILITY OF 

SILVER PRINTS 

Tiie poet Keats’ lines : — 

“A thing of beauty is a joy for ever; 
Its loveliness increases ; it will never 
Pass into nothingness; but will keep ”— 

certainly do not apply, at least in their entirety, to the 
majority of silver prints as now produced. Things of 
beauty they may be, but as to whether they will prove 
to be joys for ever is more than doubtful, as witness the 
large numbers of faded, and fading, pictures produced 
only during the last decade—indeed, we might well say 
within the last four or five years. We have on many 
previous occasions—and only quite recently—dealt with 
the subject, and we shall here deal with it from a some¬ 
what different point of view. There are, without ques¬ 
tion, many photographers, both professional and amateur, 
who pay but little, or no, attention to the stability of their 
work, notwithstanding that increased chemical knowledge 
on the subject should certainly conduce to greater stability 
in photographs, i.e., silver prints. It would not be a rash 
speculation to say that 95 per cent, of the silver prints 
now being made by amateurs will be in a sorry plight 
four or five years hence. In the term amateurs, it must 
not be understood that we include those who possess a 
knowledge of the theory of the subject, and fulfil the 
conditions conducive to stability, but to those who are 
entirely ignorant of them, and work only to the “ directions 
for use ” issued with the different brands of paper they 
employ; and it may be added that in many instances these 
are not followed in their entirety. 

It is mainly because we have noticed that there is an 
increasing tendency of late vears in the instructions sent 
out with some of the papers now on the market to not 
sufficiently emphasise, to novices, the necessary conditions 
that are essential to securing the greatest permanence 
their papers are capable of yielding, that we once more 
recur to the subject. It is now many years since we 
first called attention to the fact that the perfect and com¬ 
plete fixation of silver prints was really of greater import¬ 
ance than the washing of them afterwards, although that 
is still a matter not to be neglected. It was then, and 
has several times since been, pointed out that unless 
the whole of the hypo salts of silver were converted into 
the soluble condition no reasonable amount of washing, 
however carefully done, would eliminate them. Also, that 
ir. is the presence of a trace of their sparingly soluble 
salts in the prints that works the mischief; for it was long 
since demonstrated that a mere trace of hyposulphite of 
soda, pure and simple, does no practical harm, even after 
the lapse of many years. 

During the past few years there has been, in the instruc¬ 
tions for use of many of the papers on the market, a 
growing tendency to reduce the strength of the fixing 
bath, and, at the same time, to curtail the time of the 
immersion in it. In the days when albumen paper was 
the only one employed for general work the strength of 
the fixing bath used to be from four to five ounces of 
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hypo to the pint of water, and the time of immersion from 

fifteen to twenty minutes. Under these conditions, when 

they were fulfilled, there was no question that the com¬ 

plex hypo-silver compounds were brought into the most 

soluble possible form. Now, in some of the makers’ in¬ 

structions, the proportion of hypo-sulphite of soda is 

given as two ounces to the pint of water, and the time of 

immersion as ten minutes—some even less. We are, 

of course, quite aware that the present gelatino-chloride 

papers do not contain quite so much chloride of silver as 

did the older albumen papers, but there is a wide difference 

between four ounces of hypo to the pint of water and two 

ounces to the pint of water. Also, there is a great difference 

in practice between fifteen minutes or more in the stronger 

and ten minutes in the weaker solution, and it is a ques¬ 

tion as to whether the somewhat complex salts are brought 

into the same soluble condition in the latter case as they 

are in the former; they certainly are not unless a good 

quantity of the solution is used and the prints are kept 

separated and continually in motion while they are in it. 

Not only is the strength of the fixing bath so much 

reduced, and the time allowed in it shortened, but the 

time of washing is also greatly curtailed. In some of the 

instructions now before us, we are told to wash in running 

water for half an hour; in most, however, an hour is the 

time stated. Now, there is no doubt about it that the 
shorter the time of washing that a picture receives, 
provided that all the salts are got rid of, the better it is 
for its quality, and, indeed, for its stability. The 
Messrs. Lumiere have conclusively proved that the hypo 
may be more completely eliminated with a very small 
quantity of water, rightly applied, and in a very short 
time, than it can be with many hours’ soaking in running 
water, even with the best appliances. But what the 
Messrs. Lumiere have pointed out is only applicable when 
the method they described is followed in its entirety. 

Washing in running water means, with many, merely 
putting the prints into a flat dish and letting the tap run, or 
dribble, on them for the prescribed time, when they are 
considered to be properly washed, as per instructions, 
while, as a matter of fact, the bottom ones may be but little, 
if any, better for the treatment. Here is an instance. 
Calling on an amateur friend the other day, we noticed a 
couple of dozen, or more, prints washing in the way just 
alluded to. The greater portion of them were lying flat 
on the bottom of the vessel, in contact, and a few floating 
about. On our making a remark, our friend told us that 
he was following the makers of the paper’s instructions of 
washing in running water for an hour, but he had done 
more than that, as he had given them a couple of changes 
of water before he had set the tap running. Our friend 
will possibly some day wonder why his prints, in a few 
years, have undergone a marked change. 

Many amateurs and—we regret to say it—professionals, 
depend upon their printers—too often inexperienced 
girls and lads—who rely almost entirely on the meagre 
instructions issued with the different papers they use 
without possession of the knowledge that the makers who 
issue them assume they possess. We say meagre, for it is 
not to be supposed that the makers can be expected 
to issue with each packet of papers a treatise on photo¬ 
graphy and its theory. Even if they did, it is somewhat 
doubtful if it would prove of much value to those whose 
main object appears to be merely to produce a thing of 
beauty for the time being. 

JOTTINGS. 

The shower of Coronation honours passed clean over the photo¬ 

graphic world. The olders readers of the Journal may, how¬ 

ever, be interested in knowing that some of Sir Conan Doyle’s 

earlier writings appeared in these pages. I have a vivid 

recollection of a well-turned article of his, emitted, “Easter 

Monday with a Camera,” which appeared in 1884. It was 

apropos of a visit to Portsmouth, and was not the only contri¬ 

bution from the doctor’s pen that appeared in the “B.J.” 

about the time when that line historical novel, “ The White 

Company,” was laying the foundation of his subsequent success. 

It would be out of place here to- criticise some of these Coro¬ 

nation honours, of course, but in all seriousness I cannot help 

thinking that the specific bestowal of a knighthood upon some 

person prominently associated with photography would appear 

just as rational as its assignment in other directions. Photo¬ 

graphy makes His Majesty the King known to millions of his 

subjects all the world over, who have never had an opportunity 

of seeing him in person, and its contributions to human pro¬ 

gress and enlightenment are vast and lasting. The official head 

of photography in this country, for the time being, is the 

President of the Royal Photographic Society, and if it should 

ever come to pass that the holder of that position received a 

knighthood, the compliment to photography would assuredly 

have a salutary effect upon the public mind, which refuses to 

concede even the shadow of dignity to an important branch 

of the national industry. Perhaps next year, when the R.P.S. 

celebrates its jubilee, a knighthood may reach the occupant of 

the Presidential chair. Cli i sa? I knew a photographer who 

more than once confided to me something stronger than a hope 

that he would be knighted. Indeed, on the publication of an 

honours list a few years ago he made no attempt to conceal 

his disappointment that his name was not included. I have 

my eye on another “ knight of the camera ” who is plainly 

marked out to be the possessor of the coveted prefix, sooner or 

later. 

To Mr. Howard Farmer is due the happy reminder that 

Cambridge was the scene of the labours of Professor James 

Clerk Maxwell, with whom the theory of three colour photo¬ 

graphy virtually originated ; and it is in accordance with the 

fitness of things that this fact should be recognised in the 

paper on the subject which Mr. Farmer proposes to read to the 

members of the Convention next week. Three colour printing 

is making great strides towards perfection—there lies before me 

as I write a reproduction of one of Mr. Frank Brangwin’s water¬ 

colour drawings, which is remarkably fine, whilst some of the 

specimens that I possess exhibit such fidelity to the originals 

that at a distance they are indistinguishable from genuine 

water-colours—so that special eclat will attach itself to the Con¬ 

vention in that this year it holds its meeting at what may be 

considered the birthplace of trichromatics. A little more than 

an hour’s run from London, the Coronation Convention should 

attract many Metropolitan photographers. The full pro¬ 

gramme has already been published in these pages. Surely 

nothing could be more delightful than a photographic gathering 

in a venerable university town, bathed in the glamour of ages 

of learning, with visits to Ely, Bury, and other places rich in 

archaeological, architectural, and historical interest. One thing 

that always distinguishes a Convention meeting is the spirit of 

good fellowish and camaraderie that unfailingly prevails there. 

Setting aside the pleasures of the gathering, photographers have 

the opportunity of learning from one another by the informal 

exchange of information ; friendships are made and cemented ; 

and for at least one week in the fifty-two that community of 

interest exists without which general intellectual and material 
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advance is impossible. As one- who owes a great deal to the 

Convention, I cordially wish the seventeenth meeting every 

success, and strongly advise all readers of these lines who can 

spare the time for a pleasant and profitable outing with the 

camera to join their brethren at Cambridge next week. 

For some months I have kept by me two specimen prints, 

the work of the well-known photographer, Mr. J. W. Beaufort, 

of the Grand Studio, Colmore Row, Birmingham. They are 

mounted side by side for comparison. One is a matt bromide 

(or platinum) print from a studio portrait negative, the subject 

being the head and shoulders of a lady. The other is a warm, 

sepia-like print from the same negative, but instead of the 

background being plain as in the first instance, it has a canvas¬ 

like effect, indicating considerable hand-work. The face and 

neck have been retouched in the ordinary way, and the light 

drapery on the shoulders has been softened off. The total effect 

is that of a studio negative having a cloudy background applied 

to it by means of a brush. Mr. Beaufort calls this combination 

work “ autogravette. ” It is effective and skilfully done, and 

such work may be popular amongst sitters ; but in a perfectly 

friendly way, I put it to Mr. Beaufort that palpable mixtures 

of photography with something else that is not photography at 

all stand little chance of securing the permanent approval of 

educated people. The dignified portraiture of Craig Annan, 

William Gill, H. Walter Barnett, William Crooke, and other 

leaders, relies for success upon direct and simple photographic 

treatment, unallied with hand-work ; and it is in that direction 

I would venture to suggest to Mr. Beaufort that he should turn. 

It is doubtful, indeed, if the amazingly clever combination 

“ Lytrit ” portraits of Mr. Strauss would command success in 

first-rate British studios;, seeing how rapidly the better class 

of illustrated papers are to-day educating men and women, par¬ 

ticularly the latter, into accepting work that bears the minimum 

amount of retouching on the negative. 

For one day only I was recently invested with the ironic titles 

of “ official photographer ” and “ photographer royal.” The occa¬ 

sion was a launch party from Windsor to Clieveden, and to me 

was assigned the delightful task of taking post-luncheon groups 

with a 15 by 12 camera I had never seen before ; fitted with a 

lens of which I knew nothing, and with dark slides carrying 

plates whose rapidity and brand were totally unknown to any¬ 

body in the large company. Nevertheless, some printable nega¬ 

tives resulted. As a student of “ low life deeps,” to quote from 

James Greenwood, that diligent recorder of the humblest phases 

of the struggle for existence, I was interested at the efforts of 

a peripatetic photographer to make a few shillings out of the 

numerous launch parties that patronise old Father Thames on 

a fine Saturday. This gentleman, provided with a whole plate 

camera, had stationed himself at one of the locks, and as the 

launches were closed in he rushed frantically up and down 

the banks, volubly offering to take photographs of the various 

parties, and submit the results on approval! All lie wanted 

were names and addresses; he did not even ask for money 

down. I should imagine he was new to the business, as he 

booked absolutely no orders, and was heartlessly jeered at for 

his gauclierie. Perhaps one of the most lucrative branches of 

itinerantism is the house to house system. In a country village 

a week or two back I quietly watched two young fellows at 

work for about half-an-hour. The "tout” was jaunty, de- 

bonnair, and well dressed ; the photographer presentable and 

a master of his trade. A dozen photographs of shop fronts with 

tradesmen or their wives standing in the doorways were taken 

in the time I have named ; and later in the day I came across the 

men still at work. The pair went about the business with r< mark¬ 

able coolness and celerity, and must have pocketed pounds 

that day. This sort of thing goes on all over the country, and 

there must be hundreds, if not thousands, of such men earning 

comfortable livings in this manner, uf whom the “ photographic 

wrorld,” as it is termed, never hears. 

Apropos of the sixth annual Convention of the Photographers’ 

Association of New England, the full prospectus of which was 

printed in last week’s Journal, Mr. Hearn, the President, 

sends me the following note :—“ I have sent you under separate 

cover a number of copies of my English circular of the European 

edition. In doing this, I have felt that you possibly would 

find it convenient to have them for the purpose of ready 

assistance in soliciting pictures for our Convention, in anticipa¬ 

tion of which kindness on your part I have forestalled your 

willingness to assist us. I have written to Messrs. Craig Annan 

and Harold Baker personal letters, and these are all at the 

present time that I have written to in England, for work. If 

you will kindly mail the circulars I send, you would do so 

with better judgment than I possibly could display. The time 

is progressing, and I am very anxious to have some personal 

work, even if but a trifle, done by someone whose standing 

would be such as to make it probable that the results would be 

successful. I do not want to impress you with the fact that I 

want a big lot of pictures, for such would take too much time; 

for me to ask anyone to do for strangers, or even a brother 

association. A few pictures from several wood workmen would 

be all that I would ask for. Trusting that you will excuse my 

persistent ajiplication to you, and with expressions of my per¬ 

sonal high esteem, believe me, etc.” The circulars to which Mr. 

Hearn refers have been distributed to the best of my judgment, 

and I trust that those gentlemen to whom I sent them may 

find it convenient to loan him some of their work. What he 

wants in particular are good examples of British professional 

portraiture. The exhibition does not open till August 20th, so 

that there is plenty of time for the preparation and transit of 

the photographs. 

Will Mr. C. H. Crosby, of New York, please accept my 

thanks for a set of three photographs illustrative of a clam¬ 

bake ? I am already indebted to him for the formula, and I am 

not without hopes that I may one day taste the mixture itself 

on its native heath. I hope I shall be more successful with 

American clam-bake than I have been with Scotch haggis, 

between which and myself repeated effort has failed to establish 

a lasting attachment. One’s tastes are sometimes refractory 

pupils. At a dinner party the other night I met a charming 

lady, whose only aversions were tomatoes and tripe ; why the 

latter she did not know, as she had never tasted it. To 

Mr. Crosby—who, I perceive by the last number of 

“ Camera Notes,” has been elected to the Presidency of the 

New York Camera Club—I also tender my congratulations. 

Contrary to what was thought, the beautiful publication 

named is to be continued, under an editorial successor to Mr. 

Stieglitz. It is to be hoped that the fine illustrations of Ameri¬ 

can photography will not be stopped ; but nobody will be one 

penny the worse if some of the high falutin’ letterpress is 

rigorously blue-pencilled. The childish screams for “ recog¬ 

nition,” in which some American amateurs never tire of 

indulging, keeps back the very thing they desire by exciting ridi¬ 

cule and alienating the respect and appreciation which 

their silent work would assuredly bring in the long run. 

Mr. Stieglitz, Mr. Keiley, and their sympathisers appear to 

have seceded from their less excitable confreres of pictorial 
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photography in New York. The cause of quarrel is not plain, 

hut the thing bears the aspect of a petty squabble of a personal 

nature. I hope I am wrong. To an outsider the rows of 

photographers must appear ludicrous : the questions at issue 

are, as a rule, so trivial that it must pass the comprehension 

of a plain person why bad blood should be made over them. 

YYt in all the world’s history it appears to have been true 

that “ great events from little cause's spring.’’ 

The hand camera finds one of its most fascinating, and not 

the least difficult, of its uses on a golf course, as a recorder of 

the peculiar or characteristic attitudes of the different players. 

But it requires very great rapidity indeed of film, lens, and 

shutter, to sharply snap the club in its swing, for that imple¬ 

ment travels through the air with no inconsiderable speed. My 

thanks are due to- the three friends who have been so good as 

to send me photographic mementoes of a famous foursome in 

which I lately bore a humble part. One> of them has the in¬ 

scription “ The shot that won the medal,” and is interesting, as 

showing the position of the player at the end of a capital drive. 

I have the melancholy pleasure of comtemplating myself in 

difficulties, due to the undesirable presence of unnecessary sand ; 

other incidents were a reception by a crowd of caddies which 

Messrs. Herd, Yardon, Braid, and Taylor might have envied ; 

and a particularly graceful presentation ceremony. The whole 

series forms a charming and instructive collection, illustrating 

the characteristic incidents of a fascinating game. Most golf 

photographs that I have seen show tame persons at the tees or on 

the putting greens ; those of which I am writing trace the actual 

progress of a game right through, and are valuable as records, 

aside of their sentimental interest. Photographs of cricket, 

football, and other outdoor sports are seldom satisfactory, as 

they invariably include a wide field of uninteresting view, and 

the actual contestants are shown exceedingly small, owing to the 

great distance between subject and camera. In golf, however, 

t you may be within a few feet of your man at the moment of 

striking, and catch his every attitude and gesture most realisti¬ 

cally, inasmuch as his body is not moving at a particularly 

rapid rate, and thus offers an easy subject for instantaneous work. 

The camera forms an excellent adjunct to a golfer’s outfit. To be 

complete, it should also include a phonograph, which occasionally 

would secure some most emphatic and illuminating records of 

sound waves. Cosmos. 

At the recent soiree of the Royal Society the beautiful model of the 
Antarctic exploring ship, the Discovery, exhibited jointly by the Royal 
Society and the Royal Geographical Society, naturally attracted con¬ 
siderable attention. The specimens of volcanic dust from the West 
Indies, exhibited by Mr. Henry Crookes, and especially the micro-photo- 
graphs and the microscopic slides of the same, excited some interest. 
The exhibits by Dr. F. W. Gamble and Mr. Frederick Keeble, illustrating 
the colour changes of Crustacea, especially in response to light, and under 
the influence of background, were of much interest. Another specially 
noteworthy exhibit was Dr. Travers’s elaborate apparatus for liquefying 
hydrogen. Mr. E. J. Bles’s living tadpoles of the Cape Clawed Frog well 
repaid study, as their remarkable transparency showed much of their 
internal economy. Mr. W. Gowland’s Japanese pictures of Buddhist 
■divinities and saints by old masters were curious examples of the art of 
Japan, and Mr. Edward Whymper’s beautiful photographs from the 
Rocky Mountains of Canada, where he spent the greater part of last year, 
were remarkably striking. He had also some rather pretty specimens 
of jewellery, made from Rocky Mountains sodalite, which is allied to 
the lapis-lazuli. Professor Garwood’s examples of telephotography in the 
Alps and Himalayas showed some excellent results of this very useful 
process. Nothing could be more striking and ingenious than Professor 
Ramsay’s attempt to reproduce the Aurora Borealis by taking advantage 
■of the krypton element in the atmosphere. For most of those present 
naturally the great attraction of the evening was the electric-lantern ex¬ 
hibition in the meeting-room. Professor Flinders Petrie showed some 
striking slides illustrative of the early civilisation of Egypt. Mr. J. Y. 
Buchanan exhibited a series of slides illustrating the performance of M. 
Santos Dumont’s dirigible balloon and the accident to it in February 
last. Professor E. B. Poulton illustrated by means of very successful 
three-colour slides some of his recent work upon protective resemblance 
and mimicry in insects—“The Times.” 

THE HOW AND THE WHY OF THE PORRO PRISM 

FIELD-GLASS. 

[Presented at the New York meeting (December, 1901) of the American Society 
of Mechanical Engineers, and forming part of Vol. XXIII. of the Transactions.] 

Six years ago tlie writer brought home from Germany a strange 

new kind of field-glass, called the Zeiss prism binocular, one of 

the first made, and among the earliest imported into this 

country. It looked like an eccentric and somewhat unlovely 

opera-glass, and persons casually handling it gasped to hear 

that it cost forty dollars. In the meantime, however, the 

public has grown used to seeing prism binoculars, and har 

dened, in a way, to their price, realising that they are instru¬ 

ments of precision, to which all other kinds of field-glasses 

bear about the same relation as that of a cheap watch to 

Fig 1—Porro Prisms. 

a fine chronometer. Each has its place in the world; the 

costlier is to be accounted a luxury. But what the public 

has not yet come to wholly understand is the reason why the 

prism binocular gives its marvellous results. Since these 

insure it$ permanency and development beyond all perad- 

venture, a simple analysis of the principles involved becomes 

an essential part of the average man’s education, and is 

surely not to be overlooked by the engineers forming this 

Society, some of whom, doubtless, own and use the instrument 

without fully understanding the how and the why of it. 

The combination of prisms called by his nam.e was invented 

about fifty years ago by the French engineer and optician, 

Porro, to whom a patent was granted by Napoleon III. The 

principle of Porro’s invention is illustrated by Fig. 2, where 

two prisms, each having one 90 degree angle and two 45 degree 

angles, are shown in their relative positions. A pencil of 

light or the image of an object passing through them is in¬ 

verted. 

Fig. 2—Path of Light through Porro Prisms. 

To follow the development of terrestrial telescopes and 

clearly make comparisons, we must illustrate by diagrams 

the principles governing the three common types of refracting 

telescopes together with the Porro prism telescope. 

Fig. 3 shows a sectional view of the instrument known as the 

Galilean telescope, which is the same thing as our common 

field or opera glass. 

In this telescope the rays of light collected by the object- 

glass are allowed to pass through a system of double concave 

lenses before reaching the focus, with the result that the 

converging pencils of light gathered from the various parts 
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of the field are made divergent as they emerge from the 

concave eye-lens ready to enter the eye. As this d' 

Fig. 3—Galilean Telescope (Opera-Glass). 

cone of pencils of light is necessarily many times larger 

than the pupil of the eye, hut a small part of the field 

gathered by the objective can be utilised ; hence the very 

small field of view in all telescopes of this type. This limita¬ 

tion necessitates very low magnifying powers, the highest we 

find being but six diameters, while the usual power for 

Galilean field-glasses is but four or five diameters, and for 

opera-glasses but two or three diameters, which latter is 

generally considered sufficient for ordinary theatre use. 

Fig. 4 illustrates the arrangement of lenses and the path 

of light-rays in the type of terrestrial telescope commonly 

known as the "spy-glass.” 

The rays of light gathered by the object-glass reach theii 

focus at the “ focal plane,” and back of this is the system 

of lenses forming the erecting eye-piece, from the eye-lens 

of which the pencil of light passes to the eye. In this type 

a so, the field of view is necessarily so reduced as to make the 

use of the instrument very unsatisfactory. It must be quite 

tong, too, and therefore very hard to hold steadily. 

Our next illustration is the astronomical telescope 'shown in 
F ig. 5. 

This is the most simple and most perfect of all. As in the 

other types, the object-glass gathers the light and sends it 

down towards the focus at the "focal plane,” where it is 

a en by the simple astronomical eye-piece. Thence it emerges 

in a pencil of light smaller than the pupil of the eye, which 

by using the same magnifying power as in the other types men¬ 

tioned, is enabled to observe a field of view three times the 

diameter (nine times the area) shown in either of the instru¬ 

ments illustrated in Figs. 3 and 4. But in this instance the 

object is seen inverted. AH astronomical telescopes show the 

object thus ; which is all right for the stars, but will never do 

for terrestrial observation. 

Fig. 5—Astronomical Telescope. 

Now, if we could erect the image of the object shown in the 

astronomical telescope, we should have the finest terrestrial 

telescope possible. This is just what is done by introducing the 

Porro prisms. The object is now shown with all the clearness, 

definition, and large field of the astronomical telescope, and in 

an erect position ; and so the pretty problem is solved. 

But there are several questions to be aske 1 bv the thouglutful 

man who handles one of these field-glasses. AVe may as well 

anticipate them and answer them in turn. 

First: Just how do the prisms do their part? 

The prisms serve a two-fold purpose, the first and most 

important being, as has been said, the erection <1 tie object 
observed, and the second, the shortening of the telescope by 

twice turning the ray of light upon itself, so that the total 

length adjusted for use, whether for 6, 8. or 10 power, is but 

four inches, and the total weight, in binocular form, but thir¬ 

teen ounces ; so small and light, indeed, that it can easily be 

carried in the pocket. 

Each triple barrel of the prism field-glass contains two 

double reflecting prisms, as shown in the diagram, Fig. 6. 

T 
CO 
o8 

Fig. 6—Warner & Swasey Universal Prism Field- 

Glass (Sectional View). 

The rays of light passing through the objecriglass enter the 

first prism in such a way as to be twice totally reflected, each 

time at an angle of 90 degrees, thus emerging parallel to the 

entering ray, but in the opposite direction. It is then caught 

by the second prism, and is similarly reflected and sent on its 

course toward the eye-piece, in its original direction without 

change, except in one very important particular, viz., the image 

of the object observed, which without the intervention of the 

prisms would be upside down, is now erect, and is ready to be 

magnified by the simple astronomical eye-piece, just as the stars 

and planets are magnified in the largest telescopes. 

Second: How can the field be so surprisingly large here, or 

why is the field shown by the old-time glasses so small ? Let 

us try and get a correct comparison of the two types of 

telescope. 

When observing with the Galilean telescope (opera-glass type), 

the axes of the pencils of light flowing from the several parts 

of the field gathered by the objective are divergent as they 
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emerge from the concave eye-lens ; and as they cover an area 

many times the size of the pupil of the eye, most of the light 

is lost; the field utilised is very small, and can be moved over 

an extended area by moving the eye about the eye-lens of the 

instrument, as when looking through a paper cone from the 

larger end. 

The Porro prism field-glass is constructed on exactly the 

opposite principle. The axes of the pencils of light coming 

from the several parts of the field are concentrated by the 

convex lenses of the eye-piece, and emerge from the eye-lens in 

a pencil of light small enough to all enter the pupil of the eye, 

in the same natural manner as we observe with the unaided eye 

in looking through a paper cone from the smaller end, without 

strain or weariness to the eye, thus giving a large and uninter¬ 

rupted field of view, three times the diameter (nine times the 

area) possible in the old style instrument of the same power. 

In the development of the prism binocular it has been found 

that the magnifying powers which may be most advantageously 

used range from 6 to 10 diameters. It is true that no one 

power is best for all purposes. A gooduverage, however, is reached 

in the 6 and the 8 powers, which are those in most popular 

use. The uninitiated often make the mistake of thinking that 

the highest powers are most desirable, which is far from the 

fact. Any increase in power must be met by a decrease in field 

of view, by a diminution of light, and also by an increase in 

the effect of unsteadiness of the instrument while observing. 

The Porro prism glasses are so short that they can be better 

held than any other kind of terrestrial telescope, and therefore 

there is no practical difficulty in holding an 8-power with 

sufficient steadiness to make terrestrial observation successful. 

Any higher power than this is apt to cause annoyance from 

the reasons mentioned, while the 6-power (which is as high as 

any of the old-style Galilean field-glasses) is eminently satis¬ 

factory for natural history and general landscape observations, 

and'the fact that its field is three times as large as is possible in 

the Galilean telescope of the same power is enormously in its 

favour. 

A few minutes’ practice will enable one to quickly determine 

the power of any opera or field glass. 

Place the left eye-piece to the right eye, closing the left eye 

meanwhile, and carefully focus on a near object, preferably a 

window across the street. With this object clearly in view, 

open the left eye, when two images of the window will be 

evident—one magnified by the instrument and the other as seen 

by the unaided left eye. An instant’s comparison will show 

how many times longer and wider is the image shown by the 

telescope than the one viewed by the unaided eye. This ratio 

represents the power of the field-glass in diameters. 

The magnifying power of the two field-glasses can readily be 

compared by observing an object with both at the same time, 

using one eye for each of the glasses tested. 

The many special advantages possessed by the Porro prism 

field-glass early attracted the attention of Government officials 

throughout the world, and after searching investigation and 

severe tests these instruments have been very generally adopted 

for Government use. During the last year Germany ordered 

over six thousand of them, while England has sent as many or 

more to South Africa ; and in the various departments of our 

own Government they have become very popular and are 

rapidly taking the place of all other field-glasses. The fact 

that they give greater power and field, with better definition, 

and at the same time are but a fraction of the size of the old 

Galilean type, is a sufficient explanation of their popularity for 

Army and Navy use. 

In view of the great advantages possessed by these instruments 

over all other terrestrial telescopes, why, you will ask, did the 

invention wait a half-century before practical use was made of 

it ? There are at least two adequate reasons : 

First: The best optical glass manufactured at that time ab¬ 

sorbed so much light as to render impracticable the successful 

use of Porro prisms made of it. 

Second : Opticians have only within recent years known how 

to make absolutely flat surfaces, without which the object seen 

through the Porro prism telescope is distorted. 

Both difficulties have been brilliantly conquere L The boro- 

silicate glass made by Mantois of Paris and Schott of Jena, 

and which is exclusively used for these prisms, is so nearly 

perfect that but 4 per cent, of light passing through it is lost 

by absorption. Moreover, optically flat surfaces are now made 

correct within a limit of less than one-tenth of a wave-length 

of light (meaning in linear measure, less than 1-500,000 of an 

inch), and it is a proper source of pride to us all that our 

honoured fellow-member of this Society, Mr. John A. Brashear, 

is the founder and head of the works which lead the world in 

this class of production. The spectroscope prisms made in his 

laboratory are in use in the leading observatories of the world, 

and have never been equalled, while the Porro prisms, which 

he manufactures by the thousand, are the most perfect ever 

made. 

The credit for first applying the principle practically in bring¬ 

ing out a successful Porro prism field-glass belongs to Dr. Abbe, 

of Jena, the able leader and manager of the famous Zeiss works, 

which have done so much in perfecting optical instruments. 

This was in 1895. 
Worcester Peed Warner. 

-«- 

AN OLD STORY WITH A REINFORCED MORAL. 

It is well over a quarter-of-a-century since I first wrote about 

residues in these pages. I am about to thresh the subject out 

once more, being induced thereto by several conversations with 

practical men I have had of late. The burden of their re¬ 

marks has been : “ I do not think I shall bother after residues 

any more; now I have given up albumenised paper, there 

is nothing to be got for the trouble of getting out of 

print washings,” and so on. And there is at the bottom 

of the matter a certain amount of truth; but it is one of 

those half-truths which we are apophthegmatically told is 

“worse than a lie.” It is not for me to become an apologist 

lor albumenised prints, though I am far from having entirely 

given up its use ; but there is truth in the statement that 

the wasning waters from modern sensitised papers—gelatine 

and collodion—contain a far smaller proportion of silver than 

would be obtained from an equal quantity of albumenised 

paper washings. But, carefully carried out, there is quite 

enough recoverable to make it worth while taking steps to 

collect it ; besides, it does seem such unscientific work to throw 

silver even in small amount down the sink. So far as to 

print washings ; but when we come to discuss hypo the matter 

assumes quite another aspect; other, that is, than that pre¬ 

sented by print washings, for the saving of hypo residues 

is to be regarded now in the same light as it was twenty 

years ago. Indeed, seeing the comparative failure of the 

print washings source, extra attention ought to be given to 

the hypo question. I have at various times made many 

inquiries among professional friends as to whether they saved 

their used hypo or not, yet the reply has very many times more 

frequently been “no” than “yes,” So much has been said 

both by myseif and others on this point that it might seem 

useless to say more, but I cannot help sermonising on the text 

while there are so many fixing baths to be saved. And mere 

than once have I received extraordinary rebuffs. Once, when 
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I was doing my best to induce a photographer to adopt the 

plan, I was met with the astonishing reply : “ Oh, yes ; I see 

your little game. You want to put some business in the way 

of a friend who sells the chemical to throw the hypo down." 

I assure ray readers that I did not invent this story ; the above 

reply was literally, and in real earnest, made to me. Still, 

I have gone on trying to “ do good by stealth.” I have never 

yet been made to “ blush to find it fame ” by finding so many 

studios with hypo collectors attached. This is how the matter 

works out now. Recently I took the trouble to have all the 

residues from the print washings and the peeipitate from the 

hypo separately collected and sent to the refiners, with in¬ 

structions to assay and reduce each lot separately. It was only 

a small collection; but it answered as well as a large one for 

the purpos-e in view. Formerly there used io be no great 

difference between the values of the two lots—chlorides and sul¬ 

phides—when separately valued, so that to save trouble we 

eventually got in the way of sending the whole collection as 

one package ; but when this recent batch was sent, there was 

about five pounds worth hypo product to one of print washing. 

See what that means. Anyone getting a five pound note for 

the chloride obtained from his print-washing waters would 

have obtained twenty-five pounds from his hypo! Surely such 

facts should appeal to the most indifferent; yet I was credibly 

informed not very long ago by one of the largest publishing 

photographers in London that in none of his branches was the 

hypo saved ; it was thrown down the sink when done with—- 

probably some hundreds of pounds worth per annum! This 

to me would have seemed incredible at one time; but it was 

simply an exalted demonstration of a fact which had become 

well known to me. 

Yet I should like once more to be allowed to describe the 

very simple method that I and others adopt. We simply 

throw the silver down from the hypo in a similar manner 

to that adopted with print washings, the one difference being 

that for salt we substitute “liver of sulphur,” a polysulphide 

of potassium. It has, of course, the one objection of giving 

off a highly offensive odour when its solution is poured from 

vessel to vessel. There is, however, this saving point about 

the offensiveness of the operation. The solution of sulphide 

wery quickly decomposes when exposed to the air, giving rise 

in a very short time to a skin or scum that prevents further 

annoyance, so long as it is not disturbed. Further the sul¬ 

phuretted hydrogen given off into the air does not contaminate 

it for an indefinite time. It gradually decomposes and becomes 

undiscoverable by the sense of smell. The recovery of silver 

is not confined to the print-fixing hypo ; that which has been 

used for negative fixing should be thrown into the same vat. 

Lately I collected the hypo from a branch studio from time 

to time into a gallon wide-rnoutlied glass bottle, throwing 

the silver down each time the bottle was full. After a few 

gross of negatives had passed through, I sent the result to 

the refiner, who extracted seven and sixpence worth of silver 

fi'om the sulphides thrown down. This would represent such 

an imaginary amount of trouble to the average operator that 

he would not care to undertake it; yet, as a matter of fact, 

the trouble involved or time wasted was virtually nil. 

One other consideration to again bring forward. The print- 

fixing bath, besides silver, always contains a certain amount of 

gold derived from the waste gold toning solutions, that should 

always be thrown in, and from the toned prints themselves. 

J his gold accompanies the silver when the latter is precipitated, 

and my own experience has been that often the silver obtained 

from hypo contains so much gold that the refiners allow from 

fifty per cent, more for such silver than for that from chlorides. 

A practical note may here be made. It is thought by some 

that the residues should be collected, reduced to metal, and 

re-dissolved to form nitrate of silver by the photographer him¬ 

self. This is quite a mistake. The cost of materials, crucibles! 
firing, and risk of loss through accident will, as a rule, aver¬ 

age more than the amount saved by doing the reducing at, 

home. I have for over forty years dealt with one firm for 

residue work, and I recently asked them to let me know the 

principle on which they based their charges for reducing. They 

replied : “ Our charge for reducing residues is always baod. 

upon the burnt weight, and is one shilling per pound.” From 

this it is obvious that true economy will, as often pointed out 

in this journal, consist in keeping all residues, paper clippings, 

filter papers, etc., as clean and free from foreign matter as 

possible; otherwise a charge of a shilling a pound of burnt 

rubbish will have to be taken off the gross cash result of 

residue saving. 

I do not think I need write more. I would reinforce my 

old story by adding the moral: If you are determined to throw 

some silver down the sink, throw the print washings down, and 

save the hypo residues! 

G. Watmougii Webster, F.C.S., F.R lIS. 

-♦- 

ON THINGS IN GENERAL. 

I was greatly interested in Mr. P. Everitt’s account of a 

mildew experience. I presume that the fungoid growth lie 

spoke of (at the L.P.P.A.) was a case of mildew, as his de¬ 

scription tallied with its appearance. This most annoying 

defect is strangely erratic in its attacks. I have seen one out 

of a number of pictures hanging on the same wall, and ap¬ 

parently under identical conditions, violently attacked, while 

all its fellows were intact. I have had many hundreds of 

cases brought under my notice—both photographs, water-colour 

paintings, engravings, and, strange to say, miniatures on ivory. 

Whether it has been a coincidence or not, it is impossible to 

say ; but the cases brought to me seem to have come in cycles; 

one year there would be quite a large number, the next year 

perhaps a single one or two. This is probably the effect of 

special atmospheric conditions, as mildew is largely dependent 

for its attacks on the presence of moisture and absence of venti¬ 

lation. The best cure for further growths is exposure to air 

and sun. Its growth is by spores, which are shed like seeds, 

and if a suitable nidus, such as damp paper, is ready, new 

plants will arrive, shed their fruit, and so on. If unchecked, 

the fungus will quickly send its roots, as they might be popu¬ 

larly termed, right through a thick piece of paper. A photo¬ 

graph, for instance, framed without pasting the glass in and 

the back unprotected by proper slips, is almost certain to be 

damaged if hung in a room in which a fire is not usually 

burning in cold weather. The action is somewhat thus. A 

cold day is followed by what is known as a warm damp one. 

The air is surcharged with moisture, and permeates into the 

frame between glass and picture ; this being still cold causes 

a precipitation of moisture, which it enters much more readily 

than it leaves, and thus the exact conditions of moisture and 

lack of ventilation obtain, and the fungus develops and ruins 

the picture if not checked in time. 

I should be glad if the Editors would tell me what Mr. Luke- 

Fildes, for instance, ought to charge me for permission to copy 

one of his oil paintings, as I do a little painting myself. (It 

may be stated that there could not be much more than a 

quarter-of-a-pound of paint used upon one.) It would all be- 

clear profit, for he would already have been paid for the picture. 

I am asking this question after reading, first, the inquiry of 

“ C. H. C.,” who asks what a photographer “ought to charge’ 
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for a negative for him to practise with ; and secondly, Mr. 

Walter Barnett’s clever handling of Mr. Bibby’s cool offer of 

half-a-guinea for permission to reproduce photographs selected 

by him—it would, he submits, be “clear gain.” It is high 

time a very strong crusade was started against one side only 

of this question, the half-guinea fee. That is the minimum sum 

receivable under Copyright Union conditions ; but by the large 

majority of photographers who have little experience of copy¬ 

rights the half-guinea appears to be looked upon as the standard 

sum to be asked. Playing upon this ignorance, there is a 

great tendency on the part of publishers generally, not to speak 

of some illustrated journals, to assume that half-a-guinea is 

the sole recognised fee, whatever the subject. It may do for 

a subject of slight and passing interest; but where the photo¬ 

graph is one of considerable interest, and such as must almost 

of necessity appear, if possible a fee of many half-guineas should 

be asked, and would be paid. I do hope photographers asked 

for or possessing photographs of such interest will bear these 

remarks in mind, and not permit themselves to be bluffed by 

a publisher’s circular or letter, several of which I have seen, 

which state that 5s. or 10s. is the “ usual fee they have paid.” 
Verbum sap. 

Free Lance. 
-+- 

THE PLATINOTYPE PROCESS. 

I.—The Chemicals and Papers. 

In 1894 \ on Hiibl published the most complete work on the 

platinotype process, and a second edition has just been issued,* 

which contains a notable addition in the shape of the author’s 

researches on sepia printing, and a digest of the same may be 
of interest. 

In the introduction the author divides the process into three 

kinds: (1) That in which paper coated with ferric oxalate is 

exposed to light and then developed with a solution of a 

platinum salt and potassium oxalate ; (2) here the platinum 

salt is added to the ferric oxalate and the paper sensitised with 

the mixture and the print developed, after exposure with solu¬ 

tion of potassium oxalate; (3) the developer is mixed with the 

sensitiser, and it is only necessary to immerse the print in 

water after exposure in order to have a perfect result. 

With regard to the first process, Hubl states that it is but 

rarely used, but that it deserves the fullest consideration, as 

it exceeds the two other processes in beauty of the results, 

and in the safety and ease of manipulation. The second pro¬ 

cess includes both the hot and cold bath processes, the former 

requiring a shorter exposure, and giving softer results than 

the latter, whilst the third is the print-out process. 

Ferric oxalate is the principal light-sensitive salt, and this 

is used in the form of a 20 per cent, solution with 1 or 2 per 

cent, of oxalic, and this is called the “normal iron solution.” 

The usual method of preparing ferric oxalate is by pre¬ 

cipitating ferric hydrate from ferric chloride by means of 

caustic or carbonate of soda, and digestion of the ferric hydrate 

with oxalic acid. This method necessitates, however, a 

quantitative analysis of the resultant solution, in order to 

ascertain the percentage of ferric oxalate. In order to avoid 

this, Weissenberger (Photo. Corresp. 1889, pp. 420, 609) sug¬ 

gested the use of ammonia iron alum dissolved in hot water, 

and precipitation with carbonate of soda and Hiibl still further 

impioved this method of using ammonia and doing away with 
filtration. 

Ammonia iron alum, FeJU (SO«>, 24H.O, is a commercial 

salt, and is a constant composition, and contains 11.62 per 

cent, of metallic iron. It must be kept in closed bottles or * 

it effloresces and the percentage of iron increases. 

Her Platindruck.” Arthur Freiherrn von Hiibl. Halle a/S: William Knapp. 

Ferric oxalate contains 29.78 per cent, of metallic iron, and 

there is therefore in lOOcc. of a 20 per cent, solution 5.96 or, 

in round figures, 6g. of metallic iron, and the equivalent 

quantity of ammonia iron alum is 51.63g., and to allow for a 

small loss 52g. should be used. 

To prepare this salt, Hubl recommends a tall cylindrical 

measure of about 7cm. diameter and 25c.m. in height. This 

should be marked, by a strip of paper outside, at the level of 

85ccm. In this measure 52 grammes of powdered ammonia iron 

alum should be placed, and 20ccm. of liq. ammonise fort. 880 

and 20ccm. of water poured on to it, and the mixture well stirred 

for several minutes. If there is no smell of ammonia, a few 

drops more of ammonia should now be added, and the mixture 

again well stirred. The measure should be now filled up with 

water, the precipitate well stirred or shaken up, and then left 

to settle. When it has settled down the water should be- 

decanted or siphoned off, and the operation repeated till there 

is no longer any smell of ammonia and it does not turn litmus-, 

paper blue. 

It is important that the total bulk of the mixture should', 

not exceed the level of the 85ccm. mark. When it has reached 

this level 21.5 grammes of pure oxalic’acid should be added- , 

and the mixture well stirred, and, if necessary, left to itself-. 

for a little time. A perfectly clear solution will be obtained, 

which will measure 95ccm. This must be made up to lOOccm. 

It is essential that the addition of the oxalic acid should be 

made by yellow light, and the resultant solution, which is a 

20 per cent, solution of ferric oxalate, must not be exposed 

to daylight. The solution should be greenish-yellow when 

examined by daylight, and, on the addition of ferridcyanide of 

potash, should turn dark green, but give no blue precipitate. 

Another salt which is useful is oxalate of lead, which may¬ 

be obtained commercially, but can also be prepared by dis¬ 

solving 20g. of acetate of lead in lOOccm. of water, heating 

gently and adding 4g.of oxalic acid, collecting, washing, and 

drying the precipitate. One g*anme of the lead oxalate should 

be added to every lOOccm. of the iron solution, and the resultant 

mixture well shaken, filtered, and labelled “ Lead-Iron 

Solution.” 

Sodium ferric-oxalate, Fe^C-O-jsNas -f- llH^O, it is advis¬ 

able to buy. It should be in clear, green crystals, though if 

any adherent yellow powder is present it is not of much, 

moment. Fifty grammes of this salt should be dissolved in 

lOOccm. of water and the solution filtered and be kept m the 

dark, and labelled “ Soda-Iron Solution.” 

Two platinum salts are required, both of which can be 

obtained commercially and which are not worth the trouble of 

preparing. 

Potassium chloroplatinite, ILPtCL, occurs in red crystals, 

which are readily soluble in water, and a stock solution of 

1 to 6 of distilled water should be prepared, and kept in the 

dark. 

Sodium platinic chloride, Na^PtCL + 6HD, occurs in yel¬ 

low prisms, and when heated to lOOdeg. C. loses its water of 

crystallisation and becomes a yellow powder, one part of which 

dissolved in ten parts of distilled water forms the stock solu¬ 

tion. In order to avoid the trouble of heating, practically one- 

fourth more of the hydrated salt may be used instead, that 

is to say, 12.5 parts instead of 10 parts. 

Hubl points out that the chemical reactions in platinotype 

printing have been represented by Berkeley as follows : — 

During exposure : 

(Fr-2( C204)d=2Fc 0204+2 C 02 
and during development: 

(6F* C204+3K2PtCl4=2F«>,(3 A) ^+Fe2Cl0+6K Cl + 3Pt. 

But, from arguments which we need hardly recapitulate, he 

comes to the conclusion that formic acid is formed, and that 
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this plays a considerable part in the reduction of the platinum 

salts, especially during development. 

Considerable importance is laid by Hub! on the raw paper 

used, and he points out that its surface has considerable 

influence on the results, as the image is not embedded in any 

colloidal vehicle. The colour of the paper is seldom pure 

white, being generally blue or yellow. The former gives bright, 

clear, high lights, whilst the latter gives softer effects. For 

small prints with smooth surface the blue-tinted papers are 

better, whilst for large prints the yellow tint is to be preferred. 

So that the prints should not turn yellow aferwards, pure linen 

papers should be used. The sizing of the paper is of importance, 

too, and those papers sized with resin are the best. All papers 

are improved by a sizing preliminary to sensitising. Gelatine, 

arrowroot, carragheen, tragacanth, Agar-Agar, etc., may be 

used. Gum arabic and dextrine cannot be used, because they 

.are soluble in water and would dissolve in the developer. 

Gelatine has the disadvantage of causing numerous bubbles 

whilst sensitising, and also it tenaciously retains traces of pla¬ 

tinum salts, so that the prints on paper thus sized have a 

tendency to yellow in-time. It further gives a slightly-glazed 

surface. 

Arrowroot, carragheen, and tragacanth are very satisfactory, 

and always give matt surfaces. Agar-Agar combines the good 

qualities of arrowroot and gelatine. To prepare the pre¬ 

liminary coating with these substances, ten parts of each should 

be used to every 500 or 1,000 parts of water. They should be 

allowed to swell for an hour, and be then dissolved. To the 

gelatine solution five parts of powdered alum should be added, 

and the mixture must be used warm. Arrowroot must be 

mixed with cold water and added to boiling water and stirred 

till a clear solution is obtained. For Agar-Agar five parts 

should be soaked for an hour in 500 parts of cold water, boiled 

for five minutes, and then filtered through fine muslin, and 

then allowed to cool, and the jelly thus obtained pressed two 

or three times through coarse linen, and the resultant finely- 

divided mass distributed over the paper with a brush. 

The following are the papers specially recommended: — 

Smooth Hives and Steinbach paper, No. 27 of the Neusiedler 

Actiengesellschaft fur Papierfabrikation in Vienna, the roll 

papers of Schleicher and Schull of Duren. 

The English drawing-papers by Whatman and Harding 

have a very good grain, but are, unfortunately, animal 

(gelatine) sized, and this must be removed. To effect this the 

paper should be placed in a dish of hot water to which some 

sulphuric acid has been added, and after about an hour the 

water must be poured away and the paper washed with repeated 

changes of water, to which, finally, some ammonia should be 

added. It must then be pressed between blotting paper to 

dry and subsequently sized with a 1 per cent, solution of Agar- 

Agar, applied hot and liberally with a brush, and then dried, 

again treated with the solution, dried, and then with a 2 per 

cent, solution of arrowroot. E. J. Wall. 

-♦- 

Plymouth Photographic Society opened its summer session under most 
auspicious circumstances on Saturday, June 21st, when a large party, at 
the invitation of the vice-presidents, Mr. Frederick Johnson and Mr. W. 
H. Mayne, visited Ivybridge, a very charming country town about a 
dozen miles from Plymouth. The weather was the first touch of summer 
that had come upon the country after the long, dreary, wintry season 
that had prevailed. The party walked through Stowford Woods and 
aver the grounds of Lukeslands, ablaze with rhododendrons in bloom, 
gathering at the London Hotel for tea, the guests of the gentlemen 
named. A very pleasant season was spent, followed subsequently with 
some instrumental and vocal music. Thanks were tendered to the vice- 
presidents, and some interesting remarks were made by several speakers. 
The charm of the scene, the length of the walk, and the splendid weather 
did not encourage much photography, the social and sociable element 
prevailing. The party returned to Plymouth by the last train, much 
pleased with the outing. 

exhibition. 
-♦- 

THE DERBY EXHIBITION. 

Even at this recent date it seems difficult to determine which Cor¬ 
poration has the honour of being the first to welcome photography 
by officially recognising it as one of the graphic processes entitled to 
an exhibition in its local Art Gallery. As far as we are able to 
ascertain, Derby takes the first place with an exhibition held in 1886, 
and triennially since. 

Derby and Photography are inseparably connected with the name* 
of the late Richard Keene and his pupil, now Sir William Abney. 
It is fitting that the exhibition opened on the 18th inst. should find 
Sir William Abney the patron, and Mr. C. Burrow Keene, the late 
Mr. Richard Keene’s son, the president of t.he Society. The Cor¬ 
poration has placed its admirably lighted and easily accessible picture 
gallery at the disposal of photogrraphers, and the exhibits have been 
well hung by Mr. Crowtber, the curator of the Art Gallery. Mr. 
C. Barrow Keene, the aforesaid president of the Society, Mr. W. 
Bendle Moore, vice president, and Mr. F. G. Smith, the honorary 
secretary. 

The larger portion of the exhibition is devoted to an invitation 
section, and from the fine work here shown, some of it well known 
at the “ great ” exhibitions, useful lessons as to subject and treat¬ 
ment may be learnt. 

Mr. Wm. Crooke has strength and directness of purpose in No. 162, 
“ Baillie Cameron,” and the grouping and posing of the three figures 
in “The Children’s Hour,” No. 229, are worthy of the more delibe¬ 
rate art of the painter, notwithstanding a little insistence of dress. 
There is massive strength in Charles Reid’s No. 157, “Grim and 
[Solitary,” and a very plearing composition in Alfred Werner’s, 
No. 309, “Evicted,” in which the sky is too light for a quite har¬ 
monious result. The three portraits by Fred Hollyer are worthy 
of him, the most popular, indeed, it was sold at once, being No. 316, 
“Holman Hunt and Ruskin at Coniston.” A “Portrait Study,” 
No. 308, by W. W. Winter, who, by the way, has recently had the 
honour of photographing the King, is entirely satisfactory, save the 
intrusion into the background of a little slice of a studio landscape. 
Dr. C. F. Grindrod’s romantic “Woodcutters,” No. 319, is attractive, 
yet pitched in too loud a key. We turn with pleasure to N. S. Kay’s, 
No. 276, “ The Spinet,” a dainty thing, in which one might only ask 
for a little more separation of the figures. But one work is shown 
by C. Barrow- Keene, “An Old Stairway,” which has already received 
distinction here and abroad. Exc.pt for heavy shadows, John West- 
worth’s, No. 201, “Awaking Day,” is a delightful sweep of land¬ 
scape, and there is heaviness too, but of the right kind, in J. M. C. 
Grove’s, No. 206, “Evening at Wapping.” Mrs. Archie Commeline’s 
gum portrait, No. 209, “Portrait of Mrs. G.,” would have been good 
had not most of the half-tones slipped off in the process. It wrould 
seem impossible that No. 220, “ Daydreams,” and No. 218, “ Shadows 
of Departing Day,” should both be by Miss Bessie Stanford, but the 
catalogue assures us of the fact. The former is a very pleasant 
dream and the latter a rude awakening. “The River Bank,” by W. 
Rawlings, loses none of its attractiveness by acquaintance, and we 
anticipate a similar verdict of the future for C. F. L. Barnwell’s 
graceful No. 185, “A Longton Lass.” John Moffat’s “Scene from a 
Greek Play,” is successfully ambitious and rich. A new-' work which 
will doubtless be heard of again is No. 299, “ Expectant,” by J. 
Page Croft. Alexander Keighley contributes seven frames, notably 
No. 207, “Evening Light,” redolent of an artist’s introspection, but 
in out-of-door flower scenes he appears to be in danger, in making 
the flowers tell by tone and grouping, of losing naturalness. Strong 
portraits come from the studio of the late J. Caswell Smith and Miss 
Lizzie Caswell Smith, and a very charming one by Mrs. Gertrude 
Wallis, No. 256, must not be overlooked Messrs. Bemrcse and 
Sons show six large frames of reproductions produced by from one 
to six printings; No. 337, Collotype, one printing; No 335, a two- 
tint process; and No. 333, granotype process, four to five printings, 
are a.s good as anything of their kind. Space will not permit of a 
detailed reference to the excellent work, most of it very well known, 
by David Blount, W. J. Byrne, A. Horsley Hinton, R. B. Lodge, 
E. T. Holding, F. A. Bolton, F. H. Evans, J. Kearney, junr., Miss 
Janet Reid, J. H. Coath, R. W. Robinson, J. M. Whitehead, and 
many others. A striking likeness, on a very large scale, of the 
Marquis of Salisbury, by Lambert Weston and Son, has the post 
of honour in the gallery. 

In the local class silver and bronze medals were offered by the Cor¬ 
poration for competition, and the judging was kindly undertaken by 
Mr. William Crooke. of Edinburgh. Harold Rurkinshaw takes the 
premier award with No. 56, “A Silenced Highway,” in which the 
delicate gradations of sunlit snow are rendered with ability and 
reticence. 
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Similar high praise may deservedly be given to the other seven 
works contributed by this member, and we specially draw attention 
to his Nos. 53, 60, 62, and 148. A silver medal was offered by Sir 
William Abney for the best set of Derbyshire views, and this has 
been awarded to J. C. Lee for four prints of pictorial quality. No. 73, 
“ By the Highway,” is almost quite meritorious, and is closely followed 
by No. 80, “Evening,” the remaining two being No. 77, “ In a Derby¬ 
shire Village,” and No. 83, a moorland scene. There is some heavi¬ 
ness in each of the prints, but there is artistic aim as well. Bronze 
medals were awarded to S. Finney, S. F. Wood, F. G. Smith, and 
H. G. W. Dawson, but the names are not given here in any order 
of merit. No. 15, “ In the Park,” by S. Finney, shows the intention 
of the author to make a picture which should appeal on grounds other 
than those of subject; No. 21, by S. F. Wood, “Corner of Entrance 
Hall, Haddon,” is as good a rendering of a familiar subject as anyone 
can hope to get; No. 81, “ Sunset,”’by F. G. Smith, is of the Salon 
school and of very high promise indeed, a promise made certain by 
like ability shown in his Nos. 74, 76, and 79; H. G. W. Dawson’s 
medalled print, No. 129, “In Kedleston Church,” shows a tomb 
illuminated by two rays of light and therein is its poetry. 

Coming to the general body of exhibits, C. E. Etches has an im¬ 
pressive work in No. 34, “In a Derbyshire Dale,” and judging by 
the six prints shown of his, and the six by Douglas Deeley, there is 
no doubt that these workers are destined to come to the front. Mr. 
Deeley’s No. 37, “Handegg Falls,” has immense, yet pleasing, con¬ 
trasts, and breadth of treatment is shown in No. 31, “ Summer in the 
Woods.” The six large prints of Egyptian subjects by J. A. Clayton 
go to prove that one may go further and fare p'ctorially worse. A. 
Victor Haslam’s, No. 54, “ The Housewife,” is true, a statement one 
can hardly make in reference to F. C. Smithard’s “Triforium, 
Gloucester,” No. 27, for, surely, architecture is never so uncertain 
in outline. No tricks are shown by Charles Bourdin, and his “In 
the Alps,” No. 44, must be accounted in tone, rendering, and atmos¬ 
phere, and also in composition, an eminent success. On quite different 
lines, but meriting the same verdict, is No. 85, “ On the Seine, 
Paris,” by W. Forsyth. Howard Barrett shows twelve hunting 
scenes, and there are grace and movement in No. 89 and grouping 
as good as could be hoped for. J. B. Copeland, in No. 100, “ Dove- 
dale,” has a view which goes far to redeem that dale of its unphoto- 
graphic reputation. Special mention must be made of Mrs. F. H. 
Gandy’s No. 110, “Tulips,” which is graceful and reticent, and of 
C. H. Eaton’s open-air feeling in No. 134, “ Haddon Hall from the 
River.” Mrs. Highton’s “Granny” will appeal to many, and so will 
George Walker’s usual faultless work. Dr. Collier Green has two 
fine views, but both his and Mrs. Gandy’s exhibit were not for com¬ 
petition. Miss Evelyn Boden’s four portraits in the invitation section 
show her customary effective, and frequently quiet, treatment, and 
we particularly like No. 239, “Mine Eyes Beheld the Blessed Pity 
Spring,” and No. 305, “ R. H. Tenant, Esq.” 

There is much good work which considerations of space compel 
us to leave unnoticed, and we recommend such of our readers who 
can to visit the exhibition, which will be open until the 18th July. 

KODAK (LIMITED) v. CLARK (SURVEYOR OF TAXES). 

[Reprinted from “The Times.”] 

This was a case stated by the Income-tax Commissioners for the 

division of Finsbury for the opinion of the Court. The facts, which 
were very fully set out in the case, were shortly as follows: — 

In 1880 the business of George Eastman, of Rochester, U.S.A., was 
established to manufacture photographic materials. That business 
was taken over by the Eastman Dry Plate and Film Companv, of 
Rochester, which company in 1889 entered into an agreement to sell 
its business in the United Kingdom and in all other parts of the 
world, except North and South America, to the Eastman Photographic 
Materials Company, Limited, of London, a company registered under 
the Companies Acts 1862-1886, with a nominal capital of £150,000. 
That business was carried on wholly independently of the business 
of the American Company, the Eastman Dry Plate and Film Com¬ 
pany. In 1890 the Eastman Dry Plate and Film Company of Roches¬ 
ter transferred its business to a company called the Eastman Company, 
formed according to the laws of the State of New York. In 1891 
a company called the New Process Film Company was formed accord¬ 
ing to the laws of the State of New York. Those two companies 
amalgamated in 1892. and became the Eastman Kodak Company of 
Rochester. The Eastman Company and Eastman Kodak Company 
were distinct from the Eastman Photographic Materials Company, 
but the last-mentioned company purchased a considerable part of the 
goods which it dealt in from the Eastman Company. On Septem¬ 
ber 30th, 1898, an agreement was entered into between the Eastman 
Photographic Materials Company of London and George Eastman of 
New York for the sale to him of the property and undertaking of 

the company for the sum of £344,000. On November 15th, 1898, 
Kodak (Limited) was registered. Its prospectus, which formed part 
of the case, stated that the company was formed for the purpose 
of acquiring the business and property of the Eastman Photographic 
Materials Company (Limited) of London, including the shares of the 
German Eastman Kodak and the French Eastman Kodak, and not 
less than 95 per cent, of the shares of the American Eastman Kodak 
Company, thereby bringing under a single control all the Eastman 
Kodak companies covering the whole world. It then enumerated the 
places where the business was carried on—namely, London, Paris, 
Berlin, and Rochester, U. S.A. It further stated that the French, 
German, and American companies were to be worked as subsidiary 
companies. The directors included, among others, George Eastman, 
who was also to be managing director, and George Dickman, managing 
director of Eastman Photographic Materials Company (Limited), who 
was also to be joint managing director of Kodak (Limited). The 
memorandum of association stated that the objects of the company 
(inter alia) were to acquire and carry on the business of the Eastman 
Photographic Materials Company, and to acquire and hold not ’ess 
than 85 per cent, of the paid-up issued share capital of the Eastman 
Kodak Company of New York; to carry on the business of dealers 
in photographic materials in England, the United States of America, 
and other countries; and to superintend and manage the business of 
any company of which the company held shares, debentures, or 
other interests. The dividends were to be paid in London, but the 
directors had power to direct that dividends or interest payable to 
any shareholders whose names were entered in the local register of 
any foreign country or colony, or were known to be resident in any 
foreign country or colony, as far as possible should be paid out of 
the income from the possessions or property of the company in such 
country or colony direct by the local agents of the company. Ninety- 
eight per cent, of the shares of Eastman Kodak Company were trans¬ 
ferred to and acquired by Kodak (Limited). There were 30 additional 
shareholders holding 818 shares of $100 each of the Eastman Kodak 
(Limited), who were independent of Kodak (Limited), and whose 
shares were not acquired by Kodak (Limited). Some of those shares 
were held by the seven directors of the American Company as qualify, 
mg shares. By the law of the State of New York Kodak (Limited) 
could not exercise any further control over Eastman Kodak Company 
than by a vote as its shareholder at general meetings of the East¬ 
man Kodak Company. The case further stated that Kodak (Limited) 
in fact did not interfere in or control the management of Eastman 
Kodak Company ; and that it had dealt with Eastman Kodak Company 
as an ordinary customer for goods purchased by it, and that the goods 
were invoiced as was usual in the case of distinct traders, and the 
moneys due from Kodak (Limited) to Eastman Kodak Company were 
paid by bank drafts. The bankers of Kodak (Limited) in America 
received from Eastman Kodak Company any dividends due to Kodak 
(Limited) and retained such dividends in America, which were applied 
in payment of the dividends to the American shareholders in Kodak 
(Limited). The report of the directors of Kodak (Limited), of March, 
1900, issued to the shareholders showed the amount standing to the 
credit of the profit and loss account of the combined companies to be 
£345,778 9s. 6d. Kodak (Limited) were assessed in respect of the 
whole of the profits made by the combined companies under Schedule 
D of 16 and 17 Viet., c. 34, sec. 100, Schedule D, case 1 of 5 and 
6 Viet., c. 35. Kodak (Limited) appealed against that assessment, 
contending that the business carried on by the Eastman Kodak Com¬ 
pany was carried on in America and not in the LTnited Kingdom, 
and that, therefore, no assessment could be made under the Income 
Tax Acts in respect of its profits upon Kodak (Limited), as they were 
not profits of Kodak (Limited); that the only interest Kodak (Limited) 
had in Eastman Kodak Company was as a shareholder; that the divi¬ 
dends to which Kodak (Limited) were entitled in ref pact of the said 
shares in the Eastman Kodak Company were taxable only under case 
4 or 5 of section 100, Schedule D of the Income Tax Act, !L842, and not 
otherwise; that the dividends upon the shares of Kodak (Limited) in 
Eastman Kodak Company were taxable only to the extent to which 
they were actually received in the United Kingdom, and that no. 
part of such dividend had been received in the LTnited Kingdom ; that 
the Eastman Kodak (Limited) and Kodak (Limited) were distinct and 
separate entities. Kodak (Limited) admitted their liability to be 
assessed for the year 1899-1900 in respect of the profits of the business 
carried on by Kodak (Limited) as the successors to Eastman Photo¬ 
graphic Materials Company (Limited), including therein the profits 
made by means of the French and German companies. The appellants 
relied upon the following cases:—“ Colquhoun v. Brooks” (14 App. 
Cas., 493), “San Paulo (Brazilian) Railway Company v. Carter” 
(1896, A.C., 31; 3 T.C., 407), “The Bartholomay Brewing Company 
v. Wyatt” (1893. 2 Q.B., 499), “Norwich Union v. Magee” (44 W.R., 
384; 3 T.C., ^57), “ Ryhope Coal Company v. Foyer” (7 Q.B.D., 
485; 1 T.C.. 343), “ Apthorpe v. the Peter Schoenhofen Brewing- 
Company” (80 L.T., 395; 4 T.C., 41). It was contended for the 
Crown that the company, having its registered office in England, 
where the directors’ meetings were held, accounts published, and 
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dividends declared, and where a considerable portion of the business 
was carried on, Kodak (Limited) was liable to assessment upon its 
total profits, including those of the American company; that Kodak 
(Limited) had the actual control of the business in America, which 
it was carrying on. Reliance was placed upon the terms of the 
prospectus, the memorandum and articles of association, and also 
upon the following cases:—“Frank Jones Brewing Company v. 
Apthorpe” (15 “The Times” Law Reports, 113; 4 T.C., 6), “United 
States Brewing Company v. Apthorpe” (4 T.C., 17), “St. Louis 
Breweries (Limited) v. Apthorpe” (47 W.R.,334; 4 T.C.,111): The 
Commissioners held that:—(1) The American company was carried 
on by, and was the business of, the appellants, and that the profits 
and business were technically the profits and business of 
Kodak (Limited); (2) that, if the business at Rochester and 
the profits made thereat are technically the business and profits 
of the American company, the American company for all purposes 
were the agents of the appellant company; (3) that the appellants 
were successors to both the prior English and American companies ; 
(4) that Kodak (Limited) was liable for its profits made in America 
under Schedule D, case 1. 

Mr. Danckwerts, K.C., and Mr. Iverly appeared for the appellants; 
the Attorney-General, the Solicitor-General, and Mr. Rowlatt for 
the Crown. 

Mr. Justice Phillimore, in giving judgment, said it was an impor¬ 
tant case and the facts were numerous and conflicting, but he had 
had such assistance given him by learned counsel that he was able to 
give judgment at once. As to the findings, the Commissioners had 
found that the English company controlled the American company; 
if so, it seemed to him that the proper thing to do was to apply 
the principle of the San Paulo Railway case and say that the American 
•company was carrying on business in England and was to be taxed 
in England, and say it was substantially the business of ar. English 
•company. His Lordship read from the judgment of Lord Herschell 
in “ Colquhoun v. Brooks” (supra), and, continuing, said that follow¬ 
ing upon that case came the San Paulo Railway case, in which it was 
pointed out how “ Colquhoun v. Brooks ” differed as to the facts. 
The San Paulo Railway was held to be carrying on business partially 
in England, and was liable to be taxed. That case was followed by 
the “ Bartholomay Brewing Company v. Wyatt” (supra). He did not 
think that the decision in that case was sufficiently understood. The 
second point, which his brother Wright had taken, was well worthy 
of attention. “ I think that, in point of law, whatever control is 
exercised by the English company is exercised by it as the holder 
of practically all the shares in the American company; and if that 
is so the English company cannot be properly said to carry on the 
business of the American company at all. The business of the com¬ 
pany is not carried on by its shareholders, but by the company through 
its directors.” That passage showed that one should not make a 
jump from control to carrying on business. The company might 
control another, but it did not necessarily follow that the business 
carried on by that company was carried on by the controlling company. 
Then came a group of cases which required a little consideration. 
When looked at not one of them covered this case. In “ Frank Jones 
Brewing Company v. Apthorpe” there was one company in England. 
The Court had to ask itself whether it came within the decision of 
the San Paulo Railway case, and the Court came to the conclusion 
that it did. In the “ United States Brewing Company v. Apthorpe,” 
the facts were the same as in the Frank Jones case, except that the 
United States Brewing Company carried on business in several States, 
in some of which an alien could not hold land. The decision turned 
upon the particular facts of that case which did not touch this case. 
In the “Louis Breweries Companies v. Apthorpe” case there were 
two reasons why that did not cover this case—(1) The facts stated 
by the Commissioners put the parties out of Court. They found facts 
and did not ask themselves whether there was good evidence to 
support them. (2) There were, as in this, two companies, and a 
great number of shares belonged to the members of the controlling 
•company. The directors of the St. Louis Brewing association held 
•one share each in their own right. The Court held that the mere 
existence of a board of directors of the American company did not 
prevent it from being considered an English company, and therefore 
it was liable to taxation. His Lordship read from the judgment cf 
Lord Justice Itomer in the case of “ Peter Schoenhofen Brewing Com¬ 
pany v. Apthorpe,” that the Court in that case, upon the facts, had 
very little difficulty in deciding that the company must be taxed. 
The English company bought the assets, goodwill, and everything 
of the American company. In the present case Kodak (Limited) held 
98 per cent, of the shares of the Eastman Kodak Company. The East¬ 
man Kodak Company did not carry on business for the English com¬ 
pany. The American company were manufacturers, and the English 
•company were buyers. If the companies were identical it would not 
matter at what price the goods were invoiced, but it mattered very 
much to the holders of the 2 per cent, of the shares of the American ' 

company. He held that there was no evidence upon which the Com¬ 
missioners could hold that the American company was carried on 
or controlled by the English company. The one question was whose 
business was it, and the other was, who controlled that businieanj 
If it was the business of .some one else it did not matter that the 
English company controlled it. He gave judgment for the appellants, 
and directed that there was no evidence upon which the .commissioners 
could have come to the conclusions as stated in the case. Then- 
remained a serious question—whether 98 per cent, of the profits of 
the Eastman Kodak Company ought not to be ret urned—that question 
had not been argued before him—or whether the Crown could not 
compel Kodak (Limited) to make the Eastman Kodak Company 
return their profits. Those were matters upon which he was not 
asked to give a decision. 

Patent Peu)$. 
The following abridged description is specially drawn for the British 

Journal of Photography by Messrs. Hughes and Young, patent agents, 
55 and 56, Chancery Lane, London, W.C., who will give advice and 
assistance free to our readers on all patent matters:— 

Patent Applications.—No. 13,061.—Paul Rudolph, Jena, Germany. 
“ Improvements in objectives for photographic and like purposes.” 

No. 13,069.—Alfred Quarterman, 170, Kennington Road, London. “ En¬ 
larging, diminishing, and distorting mirror photograph glasses.” 

No. 13,189.—Joseph Lambert, Lord Street, Liverpool. “ Improvements 
in and connected with portable dark chambers for photographic 
purposes.” 

No. 13,216.—Arthur Englefield, Lincoln’s Inn Fields. “ Improvements in 
the treatment or preparation of photographic pictures, prints, and 
the like to facilitate the painting or colouring thereof.” 

No. 13,261.—Thomas Walton, 297, High Street West, Sunderland. 
“ Tripod head for pocket cameras.” 

No. 13,335.—-Edward James Castle, 8, King’s Bench Walk, Temple. “Im¬ 
provements in cameras for photographic purposes.” 

No. 13,351.—Otto Fulton and William Mountsteven Gillard, Chancery 
Lane. “ Improvements relating to photography.” 

No. 13,465.—Joseph Boylan, 57, Park Road, Bradford. “ Improvements 
in camera dark slides.” 

No. 13,468.—William Norman Lascelles Davidson, Chancery Lane. “An 
improved reflecting lens attachment for photographing and exhibit¬ 
ing still or animated objects in natural colours.” 

No. 13,554.—George Mitchell, 530, Fulham Road. “ Improvements in and 
relating to Tollable photographic films.” 

Patents Illustrated.—No. 3,873.—Photography.—Patentee: J. J. 
Acworth, Imperial Dry Plate Co., Cricklewood. Exposures, deter¬ 
mining. 

Relates to a slide-rule for calculating photographic exposures. The 
numbers representing the speed numbers and the stops are on slides on 
the rule, the scales for the actinometer time and the time of exposure 
being on the fixed part of the rule; or this arangement may be reversed. 
To calculate an exposure, the speed of plate scale is set opposite the acti¬ 
nometer time scale, and the time of exposure is read off on the scale oppo¬ 
site the number representing the value of the stop on the scale. 

No. 4,000.—Photography.—Patentee: J. Hubert, 138, High Road, Chis¬ 
wick. Lamps, actinic; lighting arrangements. 

Relates to arrangements for igniting a number of flash lights simul¬ 
taneously and preventing the escape of smoke. The flash powders are 
placed on pans supported by glass discs closing the mouths of inverted 
bell glasses. These bell glases are suspended at different places in the 
room, and furnished with reflectors so as to give a good light on the sub¬ 
ject being photographed. The powders are simultaneously lighted by 
electricity from the generator, which is connected to a push. The ignit¬ 
ing devices in the powders are connected by branch wires to the main 
conductor, which is connected to the push. Wires lead from the push 
to the camera, to release the shutter. 

No. 4,032.—Photo-mechanical printing.—Patentee: P. Henking, Nauf- 
beuren, Bavaria. 

Relates to the production of a durable photo-mechanical printing sur¬ 
face. A dull ground-glass plate is coated with bichromatised gelatine 
containing finely-powdered stone. After this has been printed upon from 
a photographic plate and developed by washing, the surface is moistened 
with a mixture of glycerine and the strongest liquid ammonia. 

London and Provincial Photographic Association.—On Thursday, July 
3rd, the annual meeting will be held, and election of officers for the 
ensuing year. On the succeeding Thursdays through July and August 
the meetings will be open to any member or visitor who has any matter of 
photographic interest to bring forward. Visitors (especially from the Colo¬ 
nies and abroad) are always welcomd at the White Swan Hotel, Tudor 
Street, Fleet Street. 
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Deu) Apparatus, $c. Meetings of Societies* 
Schering’s Pyrogallic Acid Crystals. 

We have received from Messrs. A. and M. Zimmermann, 9 and 10, St. 
Mary-at-Hill, E.C., the London agents of Chemische Fabrik auf Actien 
(vorm S. Schering), Berlin, a sample 1-oz. bottle of their Pyrogallic Acid. 
The feature of this article is that it is manufactured in the form of fine 
crystals, the result being that the full loz. is contained in a small bottle 

of a capacity of 1A fluid ozs. 

The crystals; though not dissolving so instantaneously as the old form 
of pyro, nevertheless readily form a complete solution with the help 
of the stirring-rod. We have tried this preparation, and, in our hands, 
it was quite up to the high standard of the older pattern. The name of 
the manufacturers is sufficient guarantee for the purity of the article, 
and we should imagine it will soon become appreciated by those photo¬ 
graphers who still consider that pyro has no rival as a developer for 

plates or films. 

The Disc Actinometer. Sold by the Autotype Company, 74, New Oxford 

Street, London, W. 

Retailing at the small price of one shilling, this little instrument reduces 
the actino'mery of carbon printing to its simplest possible form. The 

STANDARD TINT 

Directions. 

Expose until the Sensitive 
Paper under the aperture 
discolours to the tone of the 

. Standard Tint. . A slight 
y. turn of the lid will , 

expose a fresh A 
portion of the v,- 

O'CO/fr. Pai>er .tC /A 

directions engraved on the block indicate the manner of its use. The 
casing is of light material, and one circular piece of paper will obviously 
answer for many exposures, as the lid revolves. As claimed for it, the 
disc actinometer is both hardy and efficient. 

The Pocket Ray Camera. 

The Pocket Ray Camera, which is sold by the Rochester Optical and 
Camera Company, of 112-113, Fore Street, London, E.C., is, as its name 
implies, characterised by portability. The ^-plate, when closed up, 
measures only 5in. by 4in. by 2in. and weighs a couple of pounds or so— 
hence it may be carried without inconvenience in the jacket pocket. When 
fully opened out, it extends to about 7Ain., and the bellows is of the 
conical form. It has a finder moving on a hinge, thus admitting of 
being used both ways of the plate; a doublet lens; a Unicum shutter, and 
a focussing-scale. The body is of mahogany, leather covered, and there 
is a focussing screen. The principal feature of the instrument is that it 
takes metal slides, carrying either a single plate or a cut film; and as the 
slide is considerably under £in. thick, we arrive at the very acme of 
compactness in this regard. Half-a-dozen slides would hardly take up 
as much room as a well-filled cigar-case. The Pocket Ray, which has two 
bushes for stand-work, allows of time, instantaneous, and bulb exposures 
being given, and is as well-finished and pretty a little machine as we 
have recently had through our hands. 

-♦- 

Messrs. Rae Bros., photographic dealers and opticians, 134, St. Vin¬ 
cent Street, Glasgow, write: “16th June, 1902. Important! Having 
purchased the entire stock of Messrs. Geo. Mason and Co., late of 
Buchanan Street, at exceptionally low prices, comprising:—For the 
amateur: Hand cameras, field cameras, stereo cameras, backgrounds, 
lenses, stands, mounts, alliums, printing frames, and photographic sun¬ 
dries. For the professional photographer: Studio cameras, lenses, studio 
stands, backgrounds, head rests, and a large assortment of mounts—all 
sizes. For the lanternist: Bi-unial lanterns, full-size kinematographs, 
lecturers’ lantc-rns in japanned tin, Russian iron, and mahogany, fitted 
with oil, gas, and electric arc lamps—we intend offering the whole stock 
at 50 to 75 per cent, below the usual prices for cash to clear. The goods 
will be on show at 21, Dundas Lane, off Buchanan Street, until July 9t.h.” 

MEETINGS OF SOCIETIES FOR NEXT WEEK. 

July. Name of Society. Subject. 

5 Ashton under Lyne . Ramble Chester and Eaton Hall. 
5 Ramble—Filliegh anil West Buckland. 

Southampton Camera Club. Print Competition—Animals. 
9. Southampton Camera Club Ramble —New Forest. 
9. N or ill M lddlcsex Photographic Rome Portraiture. Mr. A. H. Lisett. 

ROYAL PHOTOGRAPHIC SOCIETY. 

June 24th.—Technical meeting, Mr. Furley Lewis in the chair. 

Graduated Light Filters. 

Mr. E. Sanger Shepherd prefaced a description of a graduated light 
filter that he has devised by a few words relating to the necessity which 
led to its production. In taking a landscape photograph it is well 
known that the proportion of light reaching the sensitive plate from the 
sky exceeds by very many times that which proceeds from the shadows 
of the subject. On the other hand, the scale of the photographic plate 
is by comparison extremely limited, and utterly incapable of reproducing 
the enormous contrasts of Nature. It often happened that a cloudy 
sky was quite visible in a negative, but yet be proof against printing Un 
to paper. The earliest attempt to meet the difficulty was to coat the 
negative with a stained varnish and remove the portions where the 
density was already sufficient or in excess of requirements. This method 
was, however, unsatisfactory, and not invariably successful. Then came 
forms of lens shutters with flaps and openings arranged to give longer 
exposure to the foreground than to the sky of a picture. The results 
were uncertain, however. The light filter which Mr. Shepherd now 
brought forward as a substitute for these various devices was graduated 
from end to end They are graduated upon a “ curve ” worked out to 
suit the average landscape. The sector plays ail important part in 
deciding upon the “curve ” which governs the degree of graduation in 
the filter. Mr. Shepherd showed diagramatically how the thing was 
worked out, and said that a very marked improvement followed the use 
of the filter. The graduated filter could also be made to fill the place 
of the ordinary orthochromatic filter. The Gilvus and Absolutus filters 
were not superseded, as the screen was only a compromise, and especially 
suitable for landscape work. 

Mr. T. E. Freshwater showed some photo-micrographs of 

Volcanic Dust 

emitted by Mont Pelee, La Souffriere, and other mountains in eruption. 
The photographs were taken to ascertain the composition of the dust. 
Some of the specimens contained a lot of magnetic iron, quartz crystals, 
“ brown glass,” hornblend, mica, etc. The dust was of varying degrees 
of coarseness, according to its origin. Slides were shown on the screeu, 
and the characteristics of the elements composing the dust were pointed 
out. 

Votes of thanks to Mr. Shepherd and Mr. Freshwater were passed with 
acclamation. 

PHOTOGRAPHIC CLUB. 

June 18th.—Mr. G. E. Brown, F.I.C., in the chair. 

Mr. T. Wallis, of Wallis Bros., Kettering, gave an interesting descrip¬ 
tion of the firm’s specialities, roller-blind shutters and focal-plane cameras. 
Two types of shutter were shown, the standard pattern giving time and 
instantaneous exposures ranging from any length to 1-130 sec. in the 
smaller sizes, and the compound shutter, with two apertures, a wide one, 
giving time and instantaneous exposures to 1-90 sec., and a narrow one, 
1-100 to 1-300 sec. By an exceeding ingenious arrangement the narrow 
aperture is wound inside one of the rollers when not required. The focal- 
plane camera, with a shutter on the same principle, giving exposures of 
time and ^ to 1-75 sec., with wide slit, and 1-100 to 1-800, with narrow 
slit, in three sizes, £, 5in. x 4in., and i-plate, and two patterns, No. 1, 
with Beck R.R., and No. 2, with Beck-Steinheil orthostigmat and rising 
front and very light American pattern plateholders, was also shown and 
explained. Incidentally, the advantages of the firm’s X ways maps over 
the ordinary one in wet and windy weather were emphasised. A hearty 
vote of thanks to Mr. Wallis was passed at the conclusion. 

PROFESSIONAL PHOTOGRAPHERS’ ASSOCIATION. 

A meeting of the Hull and District Branch of the P.P.A. was held on the 
9th ult 

The Honorary Secretary reported that up to that date he had received 
replies from sixteen of the local members signifying their adherence to 
the minimum scale of charges suggested by the association at the meet¬ 
ing of April 9th. He said this clearly proved that the branch was earnest 
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in its desire to loyally co-operate in the effort now being made to improve 
the business position of those members who, from various causes, had 
found themselves forced into an unprofitable and difficult war of charges. 

T1 e correspondence, as published by The British Journal of Photo¬ 

graphy, between Mr. Walter Barnett and the proprietors of “ Bibby's 
Quarterly ” was laid before the members, and it was resolved that the 
branch do record its high appreciation of Mr. Barnett’s spirited defence 
of professional interests, and do tender him its thanks. Many sugges¬ 
tions were put forward as to the probable motive underlying the “ Quar¬ 
terly’s ” desire for anonymity on the part of its photographic contribu¬ 
tors, and especially as, according to criticisms published within its own 
pages, the illustrations were the best part of the production. 

It was agreed that it would be difficult to adequately watch the inser¬ 
tion of photographer’s work without the aid of the Press-cutting associa¬ 
tions, and that, therefore—apart from the unfairness of the proposed 
excision—it was a matter of business necessity that photographers should 
not relinquish their right to the acknowledgment of name under the re¬ 
productions. 

SOUTHAMPTON CAMERA CLUB. 

The members of the above Club had a ramble on the 21st ult., in North 
Stoneham Park, where, by kind permission of Willis Fleming, Esq., they 
were not slow to reap a good harvest of Nature’s pictures, for which not 
a few opportunities presented themselves. On the 23rd ult. the Club 
held a meeting at the Philharmonic Hall, under the presidency of Mr. 
G. Vivian, when a debate was indulged in as to the relative merit and 
usefulness of the various photographic printing papers. The chairman 
defended P.O.P., Mr. Cosser made out an excellent case for platinum, 
whilst Mr. Trigg championed bromides. Each defended his choice with 
considerable ability and credit, and a lengthy, interesting, and instructive 
discussion followed, in which several members joined. Ultimately P.O.P. 
was declared by a majority of those present to be the most useful and 
practical paper for general purposes, without disparaging either of the 
others, which were considered to have their distinctive virtues, especially 
platinum, which met with well-deserved approval. 

--<- 

Dew Books. 

A Fine Stage Photograph.—Messrs. Window and Grove, 63a, Baker 
Street, London, W., have kindly sent us a most interesting memento of 
the play, “ Paola and Francesca,” now being performed at the St. 
James’s Theatre, London, S.W. There are twelve figures in the group, 
which recalls the happy effect of fresco-photography exhibited some years 
ago at the Photographic Salon by Mr. Henry van der Weyde. Stage 
photographs not infrequently suffer from manifest artificiality of posing 
and lighting—qualities (or defects) inseparable from the conditions under 
which the work must be done—but Mr. Grove, the producer of the beau¬ 
tiful piece of photography before us, has, in surmounting these obstacles, 
achieved a very striking success in naturalness of effect. The grouping is 
easy and unconstrained, and the two central figures in the play acquire 
essential, but not over-accentuated, prominence by the careful manner 
in which the other ten persons in the picture are subordinated to them. 
But each figure is in itself a study in the expression of attitude, and 
would alone make a most telling photograph. The lighting of the group is 
soft and tender, and there is an absolute absence of harshness of effect. 
The photograph is well printed in sepia platinum. As a study in group¬ 
ing and lighting, as a memento of a notable play, and above all as an 
effective and refined piece of decorative photographic work, Mr. Grove’s 
" Paola and Francesca ” deserves the highest praise. It is seldom nowa¬ 
days, with the spread of pictorial knowledge and ability, that to eyes 
like our own individual photographs appeal for more than passing recog¬ 
nition. Mr. Grove’s “ Paola and Francesca ” is an exception. It bears 
scrutiny again and again, and can be “ lived with.” 

“ Photographisches Compendium.” By Dr. Eugen Englisch. Published 
by Ferdinand Enke, Stuttgart. 

This handbook to photography, written by Dr. Englisch, who was editor 
•of the Archiv fur Wissenschaftliche Photographie, is intended for the use 
of the amateur who wishes to take up photography for scientific purposes. 
The style of the work is concise and explicit, and the aim has been to 
give a scientific explanation of the apparatus and the various processes. 
Starting with the properties of light and their effect upon sensitive sub¬ 
stances, the author proceeds to give an outline of geometrical optics 
as applied to photography. Lenses, cameras, plates, developers, etc., 
are explained and described. The principal processes of negative making 
and the various printing processes arc described. Chapters are also 

■devoted to telephotography, stereoscopy, enlargement, projection, micro¬ 
photography, copying, and colour photography. The purpose of the 
author has been to give the reader a comprehensive view of the whole 
field of photographic work, and it is surprising how much has been com¬ 
pressed into this small volume of less than 300 pages. 

“ The Year Book of Photography, and Amateurs’ Guide, 1902.” Edited by 
P. R. Salmon, F.R.P.S. 600 pp.; price, Is. London Published 
at 9, Cecil Court, Charing Cross Road, W.C. 

‘‘Stereoscopic Photography” is the subject of the principal article in 
this annual, and the editor is to be congratulated upon a serviceable com¬ 
pilation that should induce modern amateur photographers to interest 
themselves in stereography. There are many illustrations, ami th, 
practical information is conveyed in such simple terms that even a begin¬ 
ner should be able to grasp the author’s teaching. Mr. Salmon covers 
nearly the whole available ground. In his fourth chapter, however, he 
allows himself to fall into the erroneous assumption that his methods 
of working were criticised by “ a humorous and an anonymous writer ” m 
these pages. This is not the case. The other contents of the annual 
are varied and useful. Mr. J. T Ashby writes poetically of Bettws, and 
supplies many commonplace views. “Dry Colloaion and Its Uses” is ihe 
subject of Mr. J. F. Hornsey’s article. Forty pages are occupied by the 
Gazetteer, and there are sections devoted to “Winter Work,” “Tables 
and Formulae’' (compiled by Mr. Wall); “Novelties of the Year," • m 
The “Year Book” is in its forty-third year, and the present issue, if 
somewhat weak on the pictorial side, is a really useful “ guide ” to the 
very large class to which it appeals. 

Mr. W. Cobb, of the Empire Photographic Dry Plate Company, 
Rochester House, Granville Street, Wood Green, N., informs us that 
he has had the honour of submitting to the Queen a short Coronation 
poem in anticipation of the now postponed great event, which her Majesty 
graciously accepted. The poem was printed in ordinary type, and sur¬ 
rounded with a border of natural flowers, lilies, roses, and lilies of the 
valley, and then photographed as a natural colour photograph 8 by 6 
transparency. Mr. Cobb adds;—“Unfortunately, I have met with an 
accident with one of the negatives, and have therefore to make a dupli¬ 
cate picture, which I will ask you to honour me by accepting a copy. I 
enclose herewith a rough print from one of the negatives; this will give 
a little idea what the picture is like.” The sentiment of Mr. Cobb’s lines 
is that of devotion to the Throne; and we are glad to perceive that the 
author’s old-time gift of verse still flourishes. Surrounded by flowers, the 
ode makes a pretty offering, and we note that the Queen thanked Mr. 
Cobb for his “ unique specimen of photography.” 

The Royal Regalia. 

King Edward’s Crown, Orb, Sceptre, Ring, and Anointing Spoon are 
shown in an admirable 12 by 10 photograph kindly sent us for acceptance 
by Mr. R. Lang Sims, of 437, Brixton Road, London, S.W. The nega¬ 
tive was specially taken by Mr. Lang Sims, on the 20th ult. It is old 
history now that these Royal symbols were not called into use on the day 
appointed and so long looked for; but the photograph of them does not, 
perhaps, lose in interest on that account. The Coronation of the King 
is only postponed, and many of our readers will, no doubt, wish to pos¬ 
sess a print, from an original negative, of these historic symbols of 
British Sovereignty. 

-«- 

Commercial $ Cegal intelligence 

Automatic Views, Ltd.—In the Chancery Division of the High Court, 
before Mr. Justice Farwell, a petition was heard from W. and J. George, 
Ltd., and others, for whom Mr. Ashton Cross appeared, asking for a 
compulsory winding-up order. The Company was registered in May, 1901, 
but the petitioners had not been able to find out how much share capital 
had been issued. There was a balance of £150 in the managing director’s 
hands, and the Company possessed a valuable contract with the London 
and South-Western Railway for putting machines on their stations. Mr. 
Martelli appeared for the Company, and his Lordship made a compul¬ 
sory winding-up order. 

At Devonshire AJsizes, at Exeter, on Monday, before Mr. Justice Big- 
ham, the action was tried of E. J. Murray v. F. Kitto, the question in 
dispute being as to alleged fraudulent misrepresentation in the sale of 
a business. Mr. J. A. Foote, K.C., and Mr. Ward Coldridge were foi 
the plaintiff gave £600 for stock, goodwill, and fixtures. It was alleged 
defendant. The plaintiff was formerly a grocer and an amateur photo¬ 
grapher, of Bath. The defendant has for eighteen years carried on the 
business of a photographer at Torquay. He offered his business for 
sale through a London paper. The parties corresponded, and eventually 
the plaintiff gave £600 for stock, goodwill, and fixtures. It was alleged 
that the defendant misrepresented that his takings were £700 a year, 
that he had taken as much as £1,000 a year, and that his profits were 
£400 per annum. The plaintiff did not take in his first twelve months 
£100, and he suggested that the defendant had “cooked” his books. Bis 
lordship summed up strongly in favour of the defendant, and said he 
did not believe he intended to cheat. He gave the plaintiff a 
estimate of his business, but it had fallen off since, owing to the plaimu 
not being so expert in his methods as the defendant. Without Ieavin0 
the box, the jury found for the defendant Kitto, with costs. 
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The case of Kodak, Ltd., v. the London Stereoscopic Company, came 
before Mr. Farwell, it being a motion by the plaintiffs, who are bringing 
a dozen different actions against various persons, for an interim injunc¬ 
tion to restrain the sale of films identified as the plaintiffs’ goods, The 
defence was that the names under which the films are sold merely indicate 
the sizes, and do not necessarily imply that they are the plaintiffs’ goods. 
Messrs. Houghton are one set of defendants and the LonclonStereoscopic 
Company another set. The suggestion having been made that this action 
should be transferred for hearing by the same judge as was hearing the 
other actions fMr. Justice Buckley), his Lordship, when the matter was 
mentioned to him last week, directed it to stand over and he would see 
what could be done. Mr. Fletcher Moulton, K.C. (with whom was Mr. 
D. M. Kerly) for the plaintiffs, now said that the parties were agreed 
that there was a question to be tried, and he had agreed with his friend, 
Mr. Upjohn, K.C., that he would deliver statement of claim that day, 
statement of defence to be given by the end of the following week. He 
asked now that his Lordship might give them a date for trial before the 
Long Vacation. His Lordship expressed the difficulty he had m doing 
that, seeing that Mr. Upjohn had asked him already to try 159 actions 
arising out of the formation of the Panuco Copper Company. He would, 
however, bear the application in mind, and he directed counsel to men- 
tion the matter to him again as soon as they were readj. 

A Sad Case of Suicide.—Mr. Walter Schroder, Deputy-Coroner for Cen¬ 
tral London, held an inquest at the Islington Coroner s Court concern¬ 
ing the death of Herbert Thomas Archer Pridham, aged o4 years, a 
photographer, lately residing at 214, Seven Sisters Road, Finsbury Park, 
who committed suicide by poisoning himself. Mrs. Alice Pridham, the 
widow, stated that deceased, who was in business as a photographer, had 
enjoyed fairly good health. On Saturday last she went into the country 
on a visit to some friends, leaving deceased at home, tie was then de¬ 
pressed, having been worried about his business, which was not Paym8- 
On Friday she received a telegram, and on returning home found that he 
was dead. He had never threatened his life. They had notice to quit 
the premises on Tuesday next, and this troubled him, because he could 
not pay the rent. Besides, he had borrowed money for the purpose of 
starting the business. He was a most sensitive man, and easily upset. 
John Gourley Stacy, of 214, Seven Sisters Road, a commission agent, 
stated that he knew that deceased had been worried about his not being 
able to pay the rent of the studio owing to business being bad. On 
Monday he saw him, when he was very down-hearted, and lie complained 
that the weather was so much against him, and also that the landlord 
had told him he must leave the premises. On Wednesday he heard 
deceased walking about his room and talking to himself, and witness, 
becoming nervous, left the house. On going back at two o clock on 
Friday morning he saw a piece of paper upon which was writtenYou 
will find my body upstairs.” He called a neighbour and the police, and 
on going into deceased’s room found him lying on the bed dead. In¬ 
spector William Smith of the 0 Division stated that he was called to 
the house, and found the deceased dead on the bed. He was fully 
dressed. There was a tumbler on the dressing table. Police-Sergeant 
Alfred Glover, 304 O, gave confirmatory evidence, adding that he found 
on the clothing six pawn tickets. Dr. Michael Joseph Bulger, divisional 
police surgeon of the Y Division, stated that he found the deceased had 
been dead for 24 hours. He was lying in a peaceful manner in the bed, 
his arms being folded across his chest. Witness had since made a post¬ 
mortem examination of the body of the deceased, and found in the 
stomach some brown fluid smelling strongly of cyanide of potassium. 
Death was clearly due to poisoning by cyanide of potassium. The widow 
(recalled) stated that deceased had of late years been giving way to drink 
owing to his worry. The jury returned a verdict—“ That the deceased 
committed suicide whilst of unsound mind.” 

“ Imit.ovdnG ” an A.R.A’s Picture—Polak v. Bailey (Smith third party). 
—Recentlv, before Mr. Justice Darling, an action was brought by Mr. E. 
Tclak against Mr. William Bailey to recover the amount of a bill which 
had been given by the defendant for a picture by Mr. Wyllie, A.R.A. The 
defendant alleged that he was entitled to recover the amount from Mr. 
Sidney Smith, picture dealer, Waterloo Road, to whom the picture had 
been entrusted for sale. Mr. C. L. Attenborough appeared for the plain¬ 
tiff, while Mr Hugh Fraser represented the defendant. The third party 
appeared in person. Mr. Sidney Smith, the third party, stated that he 
drew the bill in question, which was accepted by Mr. Bailey as the result 
of an agreement. The agreement stated that the bill was given in re¬ 
spect of the sale by the plaintiff of a painting by W. L. Wyllie, A.R.A., 
and that the painting wa.s to be worked on by Mr. C. Snath If the 
painting was sold for more than the amount of the bill the difference wa,s 
to be divided between him and Mr. Bailey. In the event of the paint¬ 
ing net being sold, witness agreed to meet the bill at maturity. Mr. C. 
Smith, who was to work on the picture, was a relative of his, and an 
artist.’ The painting, which was purchased at Christie’s in December 
Iasi by Mr. Polak, was handed to him on sale or return. Mr. Justice 
Dai ling: What was this painting? Witness: It was a sketch—When was 
it painted? I should say about twenty years ago, at least.—What was 
your relative to do to it? The agreement was that I was to get him to 
touch up the picture. When purchased there was a flash of lightning in 
the sky, which interfered with the sale of the picture. I took it to Mr. 
Wyllie to finish it, and he said it would take him as long to finish it as it 
wduld to paint another picture. I therefore got an artist to paint over 
the lightning.—Was it your relative who did that? Yes.—What else was 
to be done? It was to be further worked on, but my relative refused to 
40 it,_Were you going to put something in instead of the lightning—a 
rainbow, for instance? (Lausrhter.) No. There was a dark star a.nd a 
flash of lightning which have been covered by a few strokes of the brush. 

(Laughter.)—What was your relative to do—put in some ships ? A few 
touches by an artist would do what is necessary.—Was your relative to 
put his name on it? No; it still bears Mr. Wyllie’s name.—Then he was 
not to sign it as Wyllie, Smith, and Co. ? (Laughter.) No.—If your re¬ 
lative had worked on it, it would still have been a picture by Mr. Wyllie, 
A.R.A. ? If he had put further boats or figures in it would have been the 
work of two men. But my relative would not do it.—Why? Because he 
does not consider himself justified in doing it.—It may seem very idle 
curiosity, but is there much of this thing done? Very little, I believe.— 
Mr. Attenborough: It is not every picture that has lightning in it. 
(Laughter.)—Mr. Justice Darling: But people who can paint out lightning 
and put in ships can do other things.—Witness: Whatever was done to 
this picture I intended to send it round to Mr. Wyllie and show him.—Mr. 
Justice Darling: Did Mr. Polak know of this agreement between you and 
Mr-. Bailey? Witness: No; there has been no attempt to sell the picture 
as a finished work by Mr. Wyllie. That artist would charge me 150gs. for 
a finished work of that size. With a little “ turps ” I can in five minutes 
take the paint off the lightning. (Laughter.)—Then if anyone cares to 
have this sketch by Mr. Wyllie he can have it with or without lightning? 
(Laughter.) There must be judgment for the plaintiff for the amount 
of the bill (£25), with costs on the High Court scale, against the defen¬ 
dant, and judgment for the defendantagainst Mr. Smith, the third party. 
There will be no costs as between Mr. Bailey and Mr. Smith, as the trans¬ 
action between them was not one to commend itself to me. I do not like 
people who enter into partnership to paint out lightning in other people’s 
pictures.—Mr. Smith said the matter could be easily cleared up with Mr. 
Wyllie.—Mr. Justice Darling: Yes, you can easily put the lightning back. 
—The “ Morning Post.” 

-♦- 

Deu>$ ana nous. 

Photographic Convention of the United Kingdom: Cambridge Meet¬ 
ing.—Mr. Howard Farmer lias promised to contribute a paper entitled 
“ Clerk Maxwell’s Gift to Photography,” and is hoping to be able to 
illustrate it with a reproduction of the well-known portrait of Professor 
Clerk Maxwell, which hangs in Trinity Hall, Cambridge. 

Selection of Subject.—The walls of two photographic exhibitions are 
covered annually with examples of well-produced photographs, but among 
these it, is rare to find anything that shows substantial artistic training. 
This is to be deplored, since fleeting forms of beauty can be seized by the 
camera in a way denied to the painter—bewildered by rapidly changing 
expression. And more, tor Nature not infrequently casts a picture, 
totally harmonious, faultlessly composed, and which is sometimes as 
pleasing in monochrome reproduction as in the doubtful hues imposed 
by some artists.—“Knowledge.” 

The Kodak Company is now holding an exhibition at its branch depot, 
Strand, W.C., which, "although it does not appeal so directly to users 
of Kodak cameras and photographers generally as other exhibitions held 
in the same place, is, nevertheless, interesting and appropriate to the 
present time, when Royal personages are so much centres of attraction. 
The exhibition consists of enlarged photographs of the reigning European 
sovereigns, and other members of the Royal houses, but there is also 
a capital series of enlarged Kodak pictures of the recent Coronation 
ceremonies of the young King of Spain, and an equally interesting col¬ 
lection of photographs taken during the Prince of Wales s Colonial tour 

Loan Exhibition of Engraving and Etching.—The following are the 
regulations for the Exhibition of Engraving and Etching, which the Board 
of Education have decided, at the suggestion of the council of the Society 
of Arts, to hold, during the early part of next year, in the Victoria and 
Albert Museum, South Kensington:—(1) The exhibition will consist of 
examples, both old and modern, of copper and steel engraving—line, 
mezzotint, and stipple (plain and coloured); aquatint; and etching 
(2) The exhibition will be confined to works specialty invited (3) All 
exhibits contributed unframed will be framed by the authorities. (4) The 
exhibition will be opened at the early part of the year 1903, and will 
remain open about three months. All works should be sent in not later 
than November 15th, 1902. (5) Every care will be taken of all works 
sent for exhibition, but the authorities of the museum will not be 
responsible for any loss or_ damage. (6) All works to be sent to the 
Storekeeper, Board of Education, South Kensington, S.W., and all 
communications to be addressed to the Secretary, Exhibition of Engraving 
and Etching, Board of Education, South Kensington, SVV.—‘‘Journal of 
the Society of Arts.” 

Messrs. Doubleday, Page, and Co., publishers, 34, Union Square. 
New York, write:—“‘The Moon.’—We have in contemplation the 
issuance of a work of unusual interest to all astronomical workers and 
students—‘ The Moon,’ by Professor William H. Pickering, of Harvard 
College Observatory. It will give a clear account of the planet's origin, 
and will sum up all the existing knowledge regarding it. The book will 
treat briefly of lunar superstitions, myths, and fancies, and give a short 
history of lunar research up to the present time. Perhaps its most 
notable feature will be a complete lunar photographic atlas, showing 
the whole moon at five different ages—in short, five complete atlases oi 
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the moon in one. The atlas will consist of about 100 plates, and is the 
only complete photographic atlas of the moon in existence. The changes 
in the appearance of the surface with the age of the moon are very 

striking—so much so that m some cases the region is hardly recognisable. 

With the atlas will be published a photographic map and key-map to 
the moon, the latter giving the names of all the formations, and the 
former their exact shapes, latitudes, and longitudes. These last have 
been determined now for the first time by photographic processes for 
the whole moon, and the results are accordingly far more accurate than 
anything heretofore published.” 

The Dangers of Telephotography.—The following amusing reference to 
the peculiar powers of telephotography appears in a recent issue of the 
“ Australian Photographic Review ”:—“ Most of our readers may know 
that there is such a thing as telephoto-photograph}’-, and they may be 

aware of the fact that by simply attaching what seems to be another 
lens to the camera, the photographer is now enabled to bring distant 
objects within range of the glass. Just as we can see through the tele¬ 
scope distant objects brought apparently within our reach, so the camera, 
with this additional lens, can see and reproduce objects that were hardly 

visible to the unaided sight. However, the general public evidently 
know nothing of this new method of making pictures. A very amusing 
incident, showing the dangers of telescopic photography, came under 
our notice last week. A picnic party on the Blue Mountains, out for 
a day's pleasure, after a time missed two of their number, who had 
wandered ‘ a wee ’ on their own account, to have a little time of their 
own. The cameraist was led to believe he saw the lovers comfortably seated 
on a jutting rock, at some distance. After adjusting his telephoto lens, 
to his delight he focussed the wanderers, and secured a tell-tale picture, 
which would at any time prove a most damaging line of evidence in a sub¬ 
sequent breach of promise case. Picnic parties should beware of tele¬ 
photo lenses.” 

Astronomy Without a Telescope.—Mr. E. Walter Maunder writes in 
‘‘ Knowledge ” of the interest awakened by the discovery of new stars: 
“ The appearance of a ‘ new star ’ has, in all ages, been felt to be an 
impressive occurrence. The constellation groupings are so permanent in 
their character that to see of a sudden some old familiar pattern amongst 
the stars changed in its features by the sudden appearance of a new 
member—a star like the other stars and not a planet, for its place under¬ 
goes no change—is so at variance with our ordinary experience that 
it is no wonder that our forefathers regarded such an event as partaking 
of the supernatural. In the times before the telescope—indeed, we might 
go further, and say in the times before the spectroscope—such an event 
brought no information with it. It was impressive, it excited curiosity, 
but it conveyed scarcely any lesson. The spectroscopic examination of 
‘ new stars,’ on the other hand, has been extraordinarily fruitful, though 
we are very far as yet from being able to fathom the exact meaning of 
the facts which we have observed. One thing is clear, namely, that 
bodies appearing so suddenly as ‘ new stars ’ have always done, and fading 
away again so quickly, must differ entirely from the great host of per¬ 
manent stars. And yet we cannot but feel that the changes through 
which a ‘ new star ’ may pass in a few weeks, and the order in which 
those changes succeed each other, may throw much light upon the changes 
which have marked in the past, or will mark in the future, the life- 
history of the more stable members of the heavenly host. It is this 
thought which makes the watch for ‘ new stars ’ of such importance. 
They offer to us a key, which, however imperfect, is the only one which 
we can hope to find to unlock the secrets of stellar evolution. And that 
the ‘ new star ’ may give us the fullest information within its power it 
is essential that it be subjected to the scrutiny of the spectroscope whilst 
its light is still on the increase. The importance, therefore, of a strin¬ 
gent watch on the heavens does not lie at all in the eclat which will 
justly attach to the observer who is fortunate enough to be the first 
to detect a stellar outburst, but in the supreme importance that not one 
of the few short hours during which the star s light is on the upgrade 
may be unnecessarily wasted. The most famous of all ‘ new stars ’ is, of 
course, the one which appeared in the constellation Cassiopeia in Novem¬ 
ber, 1572, and which is always associated with the name of Tycho Brahe, 
since, though he was not actually the first to discover it, he has left 
us the fullest and most systematic observations of it. It was lost to 
sight in March, 1574, after having been visible for seventeen months. 
Thirty years later another ‘ new star ’ appeared, only less famous than 
the Nova of Cassiopeia. This one was also observed for seventeen, 
months, and is always associated with the name of Kepler, though its 
actual discoverer was not Kepler himself, but one of his pupils, John 
Bronowski. Its position was in the right foot of Ophiuchus.” 

The Imperial Coronation Bazaar.—“ What will you do if it rain? ” Such 
is the remark people generally make on hearing that the Imperial Coro¬ 
nation Bazaar, to be opened by the Queen, on July 10th, is to be held 
m the Royal Botanical Gardens. The answer is that the first aim of 
the design has been to avoid all risk of weather, either from rain or 
extreme heat. This has been obtained by erecting along the whole 
length of the broad walk a series of white Venetian masts, and fixing to 
them on either side of the walk, at a height of 25ft., a lean-to awning 
covering in 25ft. of the grass. The stalls are erected under this at its 
lowest point, which is naturally the side farthest away from the broad 

walk; it will thus be seen that in front of the whoh of the stalls thera 
is a covered walk, whilst the broad walk being kept uncovered ensure* 
the bazaar being free from the excessive closeness of a marquee. The 
truly awful erection of broomsticks covered with so-called “ art muslin ” 
that one frequently sees erected for bazaar-stalls has induced me to 
design the stalls in a simple manner with square green latticework, each 
stallholder covering her trelliswork with a different flowering creeper 
the result being that the bazaar will more resemble an old English 
trellis-garden than a bazaar. The stereotyped gilt spear-ln ads and 
bannerets that are commonly associated with the tops of Venetian masts 
have been abolished, and a novel form of capping and banneret sub¬ 
stituted. Attached to each mast will be a large, flat, iron hoop, orna¬ 
mented with a copper heart; and evergreen wreathing, illuminated by 
many thousands of electric lights, will be festooned from mast to masi 
and from mast to stall. The amount of wreathing to be used would 
extend to four times the length of Canterbury Cathedral. The extra¬ 
ordinary interest shown in the bazaar and the promise of Queen Alex¬ 
andra gracing it by her presence make the responsibility of providing suffi¬ 
cient space very great, in order to avoid the unseemly crush that is invari¬ 
ably associated with our big bazaars. It will, however, be seen that th:- 
danger has been avoided when it is stated that the bazaar buildings cover 
an area of nearly 150,000 square feet—a space, it is believed, more than 
twice the size occupied by any bazaar held in this or any other country 
and nearly three times the area of S. Peter’s, Rome. The great ton- 
court, which is situated in the centre of the bazaar, and in which will 
be found the bandstand, the American Court, and the Court of the Five 
Arches, is in itself larger than the arena of Olympia, and nearly half as 
large again as the Albert Hall, taking the area on the box-level. An 
idea of the quantity of canvas which will be used may be gathered by 
the fact that no less than 107,480 square feet of it will be in use. 
which is enough to cover the area of S. Paul’s Cathedral eleven-and-a-halt 
times. The amount of lathing required for the trelliswork is also very 
large, and it would, if placed on end, reach a height of thirty-seven times, 
that of S. Paul’s Cathedral. On either side of the entrance to the 
bazaar will be found the administrative buildings, built after the style 
of old cottages, and consisting of police, fire, ambulance, parcel and 
post offices, bank, press bureau, cloak-rooms, and the private offices. 
Friends of the Hospital for Sick Children and supporters of the bazaar 
will doubtless be glad to hear that, notwithstanding the vastness of 
the work, its cost will be much less than the amount frequently spent 
on the stalls and decorations of bazaars of considerably smaller dimen¬ 
sions. 

Conway Castle in Danger.—Mr. C. H. Bothamley addressed the fol¬ 
lowing letter to “The Times” of June 28th:—“I beg to be allowed to> 
call attention to a danger which at present threatens one of the most 
interesting parts of the ancient castle at Conway, hitherto one of the- 
most valuable of medieval relics, partly by reason of its intrinsic interest, 
and partly because it has in the past escaped the devastation of the 
restorer and rebuilder. Unfortunately, unless active steps are taken in 
its interests, it will no longer enjoy this good fortune. The Town 
Council of Conway, with, it is stated, the approval of a public meeting., 
has decided to celebrate the Coronation of his Majesty the King by 
‘ restoring ’ what is called the Queen’s, or Eleanor’s, tower in the castle. 
This is the north-east tower, which contains on one floor the well-known 
oratory with its attached side-chambers, and, on the floor above, the 
great fireplace and window recess of an apartment of unusual magnificence 
for its date and position. In general character and arrangements this 
tower is in fact unique amongst the many remains of medieval military 
architecture in this country. A public appeal has been made for sub¬ 
scriptions with a view to raise the sum of £500, which it is estimated 
the proposed restoration will cost; and it is obvious that with such a 
sum a great amount of mischief may be done. In support of this appeal 
it is urged that the tower is of national interest, and that it has fallen 
into a very ruinous condition. The first statement is certainly true, but 
provides the strongest argument in favour of keeping the tower as nearly 
as possible in its original condition; the second statement is also true, if 
it means that the ornamental detail of the oratory has practically all 
perished, but is open to great doubt if it is intended to refer to the 
fabric of the tower. Probably some pointing and, perhaps, some grout¬ 
ing would be advantageous; but both internally and externally the tower 
itself seems to be quite sound, some repairs that were necessary in the 
interior having recently been well carried out by Mr. De la Motte, the- 
borough engineer and surveyor. I submit that anything beyond the- 
work necessary to ensure stability would be sheer vandalism, and would 
destroy for ever the great interest which now attaches to this tower. 
I was unable to ascertain in Conway exactly what it is proposed to do, 
and I gathered that no definite scheme had been framed a few weeks 
ago; but it will illustrate the kind of thing that may happen if I say 
that one of the proposals that have been discussed was to put into the 
tower a floor and a roof, so as to provide a shelter room for trippers: 
Fortunately, this proposal met with much opposition. It is still true 
that ‘ the castle and town of Conway form together the most complete 
and best-preserved example of medieval and military architecture in 
Britain ’: but it will not be denied that the castle owes very much of 
its attraction and interest to the fact that, so far, it has not been dis¬ 
figured by unnecessary rebuilding, nor by the erection of accommodation' 
for trippers, which make such eyesores at other places of the same kind. 
It is with a desire to prevent any such misfortune that I venture to call 
attention to what it is proposed to do, and to express a hope that not 
only may the appeal for subscriptions for this purpose meet with no 
response, but that sufficient influence may be brought to bear on those 
concerned to lead to the abandonment of the proposal and the adoption 
or some other method of celebrating the chief event of the year. To do 
irreparable injury to the grandest monument of Edward I. would surely 
be a most unfortunate way of attempting to do honour to Edward VII.” 
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Correspondence. 
*** Correspondents should never rvrite on both sides of thepaper. No 

notice is taken of communications unless the names and addresses ol 

the writers are given. 

%* We do not undertake responsibility for the opinions expressed by our 

correspondents. 

ORGANIC DEVELOPERS. 

To the Editors. 

Gentlemen,—If you care to put your correspondent, Charles 
Macgregor, in communication with me, I think I can help him in 
his work. I scarcely wonder that the para-amidophenol was impure 
if he evaporated a solution in waiter to small bulk. A simpler course 
would have been to extract the free base with ether. Organic 
developers, however, are by no means easy things to prepare, even 
after a good deal of practice in organic preparations, owing to the 
extreme ease with which they are oxidised.—I am, yours, etc., 

C. E. Kenneth Mees. 

Rylands, Caterham, Surrey, June 21, 1902. 

THE SUN AND MOON NEAR THE HORIZON. 

To the Editors. 

Gentlemen,—If Mr. Kollmorgen’s theory were sound, it is evident 
that two round discs of the same size would exhibit an apparent 
difference when placed one high up on the wall and one at the eye 
level, which latter position is equivalent to the position of sun or 
moon at the horizon. If your correspondent will try this experiment, 
he will at once see that no such difference of size is apparent. 

Unquestionably the illusion is due to the error of judgment in com¬ 
paring the sun or moon with terrestrial objects at a distance. The 
reason why the phenomenon is not so apparent if we look at sun or 
moon when high in the heavens, through trees or across roofs, is obvi¬ 
ously because the trees and roofs are not, under such circumstances, at 
any great distance. It is only when terrestrial objects, reduced in size 
by their distance, are seen in apparent proximity to sun or moon, that 
its disc of unvarying size appears large, habit leading us instinctive'y 
to expect that, like the distant trees, etc., it too should appear smaller 
on the horizon 

Charles E. Benham. 

Colchester, June 23, 1902. 

“CAMERA NOTES.” 

To the Editors. 

Gentlemen,—By order of the Board of Trustees, I am directed to 
notify the subscribers and advertisers that “ Camera Notes ” will 
be published quarterly, as heretofore, and at the same price, $3.00, per 
annum, or $1.00 per number. The magazine will be edited and 
managed by Mr. J. C. Abel, who succeeds Mr. Stieglitz. The form 
of “ Camera Notes ” and its previous high standard will be fully 
maintained. 

H. B. Hart, 

Secretary. 
Camera Club, Three West Twenty-ninth Street, 

New York, June 5, 1902. 

REMOVING RUST FROM STEEL. 

To the, Editors. 

Gentlemen,—With reference to the query of S. Morris, in your issue 
last received, I would point out that nothing is easier than to remove 
rust from steel, if the article is of simple construction, or can be taken 
to pieces. 

It is only necessary to have a saucepan of boiling water and to throw 
the pieces of the article in : the rust will detach itself, as also will 
thick oil, and can be easily removed, if slightly attached when the 
pieces are cool. They should be removed from the water while boiling, 
and will dry themselves (if slightly wiped) without further trouble. 

The principle involved is that the rust and steel expand at very 
different rates, and the sudden rise of temperature facilitates separa¬ 
tion. Of course, polish can only be restoi'ed by a process such as 
originally produced it, but I have found this plan succeed perfectly 
with gunlocks, etc., though it is many years since I had occasion to 
employ it.—I am, yours faithfully, J. F. T. 

June 27th, 1902. 

PORTRAITURE BY INCANDESCENT LIGHT. 

To the Editors. 

Gentlemen,—I see “E. W. B.” inquires in the “Answers to Corres¬ 
pondents column, for a method of taking portraits at night by incan¬ 
descent light. If that gentleman cares to communicate with me JL 
should be pleased to forward him a description of a simple arrange¬ 
ment designed by myself and worked very successfuly during the past 
winter months. The accompanying rough specimen of an ordinary 
cabinet vignette head was taken with it, and received the same 
exposure as all—viz., 10 seconds.—I am, dear Sirs, yours faithfully, 

Fred Stanley. 

Helios Studio, Cotton Road, Nuneaton. 
• June 27th, 1902. 

Answers to Correspondents, 
*** All matters intended for the text portion of this JOURNAL, include 

ing queries, must be addressed to “ The Editors, The British* 

Journal of Photography, 24, Wellington-street, Strand, London, 

W. C. ” Inattention to this ensures delay. 

* ** Correspondents are informed that we cannot undertake to answer 

communications through the post. Questions are not answered unless- 

the names and addresses of the writers are given. 

%* Communications relating to Advertisements and general business* 

affairs should be addressed to Messrs. Henry Greenwood &Co.3 

24, Wellington-street, Strand, London, W.C. 

Photograph Registered :— 

h. c. v isick, 77, Whiteladies’ Road, Clifton. Photograph of II. R. 11. Duke op 

Connaught with Others and Motor-Car. 

Tricolour Photography (E. J. Golding).—The criticism referred to a> 
specimen print published in a catalogue, and labelled as we de¬ 
scribed. We obviously cannot give the producer’s name. He 
might object, and would possibly try and spell “ label ” with, 
an “ i.” 

Books Wanted.—G. O’Connor writes: “ Please recommend me some 
books on negative retouching, and give publisher’s name. I do not 
see any books on this subject advertised.”—In reply: “The Art 
of Retouching,” by Robt. Johnson, published by Marion and Co., 
Soho Square. 

Pyro Stains.—“ Finger ” writes: “ Please tell me the simplest and best 
way to remove pyro stains from the hands.”—In reply: Pyro stains, 
if they are deep, are not easy of removal. Rub them well with 
chloride of lime moistened with water; rinse the hands, and apply 
a little very dilute hydrochloric acid. 

Backing.—G. R. writes: “Will you favour me with a good recipe for 
backing plates, either fluid or paste?”—In reply: The following 
is an excellent backing:—Gum solution (office gum will do), 1 part;, 
caramel, 1 part; burnt sienna (ground in water), 2 parts; mix, and 
add methylated spirit, 2 parts. “ Solaraxe ” is also an excellent 
backing. It is sold by Messrs. Fuerst Bros., Philpot Lane, E.C. 

Photographing Machinery.—“ Iso ” writes: “ As I have some machinery 
to photograph which is painted emerald green, and wish it to print 
much lighter-—over-corrected, if possible—if you would give me a 
hint or two I should feel obliged.”—In reply: You should have 
no difficulty in the work if you employ isochromatic plates. If you 
wash the machinery to be very much lighter, we should recommend 
you to have it flaked in a light grey colour, and then clean off the 
flatting with turpentine after you have secured the negative. 

Photography in South Africa.—R. W. Leonard, of Foxton, Gloucester 
Road, Cheltenham, writes: “Would it be against your principle to 
furnish me with the address of ‘ R. W. B.,’ who in the Journal asks 
for information regarding an opening in South Africa for photo¬ 
graphers? My only object in asking this favour is that I am very 
anxious to go out there as'operator or general assistant, aud. 
thought, perhaps, there would be an opening with him.”—In reply: 
Perhaps “ R. W. B.” will communicate direct with Mr. Leonard. 

Insolubilising Gelatino Chloride.—J. B. writes: “Please do me the 
favour of telling me, through the medium of your paper, the fol¬ 
lowing :—How to make gelatine paper quite insoluble after being 
toned in a combined bath containing sufficient alum and washed 
with ice-cold wTater, and yet as soon as the fingers touch the surface 
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the gelatine dissolves. Any suggestion would oblige.”—In reply: 
The paper you are using must be prepared with an exceptionally 
soluble kind of gelatine, if it remains so soft after being toned 
in a bath containing alum. We would suggest that you immerse 
the prints in a solution of alum, and then thoroughly wash them 
before toning. 

"Various Queries.—S. F. writes: “ Having several times received valuable 
information from your paper, 1 should be pleased if you would 
give me a little assistance on the following questions:—(1) Where 
can I find out the exact colours of the King’s and Queen's crowns, 
also jewels and orders of same ? (2) Is ‘ Sola ’ an American print¬ 
ing paper ? How is it made, and can it be procured in England ? ” 
■—In reply: (I) We are sorry we cannot tell. We have an idea, how¬ 
ever, that we have recently seen in something a full description of 
the crowns. Perhaps some reader may assist our correspondent. 
(2) We do not know the paper, or, at least, under that name; hence 
we can give no idea as to how it is made. 

getting Friday and one hour extra, and some of us were satisfied 
fairly well; but some objected to working until 8 o’clock every 
night, so the manager has cancelled what he first said, and is 
not giving us a holiday at all. Now, in the fust place (1) Did the 
King proclaim a two days’ holiday ? (2) Can it be enforced, or 
does it rest with the employer whether he feels disposed to give a 
holiday or not? (3; Can he alter or enforce extra hours above the 
usual time ? or (4) can the employee lawfully refuse to work the 
extra hours unless he likes? (5) Can the firm stop our pay if we 
stop away during those two or one of those two days ? ”—In reply: 
(1) The King proclaimed two days’ holidays for banks. (2) With 
the employer as to whether he pays or not. (3) In factories the 
hours are limited from 8 till 8 o’clock every day but Saturday. 
(4) He can leave if the hours do not suit him, of course. (5) The 
employer can, as a matter of course, stop wages if the employee 
stops away. You do not seem to realise that employers can fix 
their hours of work as they like, so that they do not infringe the 
Factory Acts. 

Studio Building.—“ Solar ” writes: “ (1) I have seen what I consider 
an excellent site for the erection of studio, but shall be compelled 
to adopt a south light. Should I find this very difficult to handle ? 
(2) If not, would the fluted or ribbed glass be a satisfactory medium 
for stopping the glare of the sun? Or the suggestion of a better 
substitute would be valued.”—In reply: (1) You will find a south 
light a little difficult to work at first, or till you get used to it. 
With a south light you will be able to obtain effects that it would 
be difficult to obtain in any other. The late Mr. Valentine 
Blanchard and the late Mr. Adam Salaman gave preference to a 
south light. (2) We should prefer to have the studio glazed with 
ground glass. 

Cinematography.—“ Animation ” writes: “ I am enclosing you a print 
from a cinematograph film taken with a Wray lens working at 
f/5-6. As this is fully exposed, but does not seem quite sharp, would 
it be permissible to use the other stop which the lens is provided 
with—f/II ? Do you think, this time of the year, that the film 
would be fully exposed if this stop was used? This is my first 
experience in taking these animated photos, and I am taking a 
procession here on Coronation Day, and want the same to be a 
success.”—In reply: So far as tve can judge from the prints, the 
lens is net properly focussed. They would, doubtless, have been 
much sharper had they been in focus. As regards the f/11 stop 
and sufficient exposure, that will, of course, depend upon the 
rapidity of the films used and the rate at which the apparatus is 
worked. Why not make an experimental trial ? 

'Printing Dirficulties.—“ Nemo ” writes: “ Could you kindly advise me 
about the following difficulties? (1) We are using C.C. paper, and 
at times experience great trouble in getting them to tone evenly. 
They not only take a very long time to tone, but the prints look 
poor and lifeless, and this with the bath that is always used, and 
which at other times gives such beautiful prints. Could you 
suggest a method which would guarantee uniform results ? (2) Could 
you suggest the cause of rusty stains which appear on some of our 
P.O.P. prints? (3) What is the cause of platinotype paper being 
grainy, and marks resembling white splashes? Could this be avoided, 
notwithstanding the weather?”—In reply: (1) We can only sug¬ 
gest that the same conditions be fulfilled at all times, as when the 
satisfactory tones are obtained then uniform results will be secured. 
It is impossible for us to indicate,without seeing the manipulation car¬ 
ried out, where the fault lies. (2) Not beyond saying that they 
are due to faulty manipulation. (3) This query is really answered 
by the reply to No. 2. Probably the trouble is due to scum or 
the developing bath. 

SIlue Printing.-—F. E. C. writes: “(1) I am engaged in an engineer’s 
works as blue printer, etc., and have frequently to do large prints 
of black lines on white ground, and have great trouble in getting 
same, owing to not being able to examine them during the printing, 
my frame being simply two sheets of plate glass, one on the other; 
and I frequently find, when using extra thick paper, the lines are 
broken and not sharp. (2) I have also a Hall’s patent electric lamp, 
but find it, too, useless, as it is impossible to open it for inspection 
during exposure; and, having to move the light up and down, I 
get very unsatisfactory prints, the light not covering uniformly. 
Can you kindly explain how I can remedy this, my trouble and 
annoyance, and oblige?”—In reply: (1) We should say that the 
paper is not pressed evenly in contact while printing. Place a 
piece of thick, soft felt at the back of the paper. If you cannot 
sufficiently judge the exposure from the margins of the paper, we 
should advise you to use an actinometer, such as is employed in 
carbon printing, though this is not found necessary by experienced 
workers. (2) If the lamp is rightly used, the illumination will be 
even. See that it traverses the full length of the cylinder. 

Hours of Labour.—" Coronation Difficulty” writes: “A certain photo¬ 
graphic publishing firm in the W. district of London, whose hours 
of business are from 8 till 7—except Wednesday, when we leave 
at 6 o’clock, and Saturday 1 o’clock—in the first instance decided 
to let. us have Friday and Thursday afternoon, but said that we 
were to work until 8 o’clock every night till Thursday, namely, one 
hour Monday, Tuesday one hour, and Wednesday two hours extra, 
making four hours extra, so that in reality we should be only 

Studio Building.—“ Semper Fidelis ” writes: "I am about to build a 
new studio, and I should be much obliged if you will give me advice 
under the following circumstances:—The space at my command 
is as follows:—25ft. long east to west, and 10ft. 9in. north to 
south. The west eud is the end of a house. I intend running up 
a 4 If in. brick wall the full length, viz., 25ft.. on the south side, 
and I want to know what height I must build up. The form 
of studio will be of the lean-to design. I also want to know what 
height I must build my front or north framework to take the roof, 
which I want at the proper angle, viz., 62deg. 30m. On the north 
side the light is uninterrupted but for a wall which stands 9ft. high. 
I enclose sketch of ground-plan with position of the 9ft. wall and 
house. What will be the width of the top lights required, and 
height and width of the north front light, and would painting the 
9ft. wall (at present standing on the north side) a good white act 
as a reflector? I shall be glad of any criticism on the above, as 
I have been a reader of your valuable paper for a long time.”— 
In reply: If the 9ft.-high wall on the north side is as near to the 
proposed studio as is indicated in the sketch, you will have prac¬ 
tically no side light at all. Painting the wall white will scarcely 
help matters. You will practically have only a top light. We 
are, of course, assuming that the wall is as shown in the sketch. 
If we are right in our surmise, we should prefer to have a south 
light, if that is unobstructed. We should suggest that you recon¬ 
sider the matter, and get Bolas’ book on studio building, published 
by Marion and Co. 

*** Notice to the Trade, Wholesale Agents and Book¬ 

sellers.—A Contents Bill is issued with, each number of the JOURNAL, 

and copies may be had on application to the Publishers. 

%* Notice to Advertisers.—A Bevised Tariff for advertisements 

in the JOURNAL is now in force. Blochs and copy are received subject to 

the approval of the Publishers, and advertisements are inserted abso¬ 
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the text portion of the paper. 
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EX CATHEDRA. 

The Law of The French Courts have recently had to 
Copyright. adjudicate in a case of photographic 

copyright, which may not be without interest to some 
English photographers. Mile. Marie Linnartz, who is 
known professionally as Mile. Sidney, has sued a photo¬ 
graphic firm for unauthorised publication of post-cards 
bearing her portrait in the style of “ poses plastiques,” 
much to her annoyance, as well as her detriment as an 
artist. The defence set up was that Mile. Linnartz had 
toured through France and various foreign countries as a 
trapeze performer and quick-change artist. She had been 
photographed in Berlin, and as post-cards are not recog¬ 
nised as works of art, and therefore not protected by 
German law, it was contended that they might be sold in 
France without permission of the sitter. We are glad to 
see that the French Courts have decided in favour of Mile. 
Linnartz. The negatives and photographic stones are to 
be given up, and the defendants are also condemned in 
costs and f.100 damages. But for the fact that the defen¬ 
dants had exerted themselves to withdraw the post-cards 
from circulation as soon as objection was made, the) 
damages would have been assessed at a much higher 
amount. 

* * * 

On 
Flicker. 

As we need scarcely observe, one of the 
great drawbacks to many cinemato¬ 

graphic displays is the irritating flicker of the image, or 
succession of images, on the screen. In a general way, the 

cause of this is known; but Mr. T. C. Porter, M.A., in 
a paper communicated to the Royal Society by Lord Ray¬ 
leigh, and entitled “ Contribution to the Study of Flicker,’’ 
has treated the subject of flicker-—not necessarily cine¬ 
matographic flicker-—from a scientific standpoint, and has 
evolved a formula indicating the amount of flicker accord¬ 
ing to the intervals of the illumination and the rapidity of 
succession of certain experimental dark and light objects. 
The method adopted was to cause the rotation of a black 
disc with a white sector, and to count the number of rota¬ 
tions per second requisite in order that the sensation of 
flicker may just vanish. It was also shown that the number 
of rotations was unaffected by the wave frequency of the 
colour employed when the disc was placed in the different 
colours of the same spectrum, the intensity of the light 
being the sole acting factor. The concluding portion of 
Mr. Porter’s contribution showed the relative intensity of 
the various portions of the same spectrum, as shown by 
the results we have mentioned, and—within the limits of 
experimental error—it showed that the curve of intensity 
coincident with the curve of expressing the same fact 
given by Vierordt, and obtained by him, Sir W. Abney, 
and others, is an entirely different method. 

* * * 

The German Some very interesting statistics are given 
Patent Office, in the- “ Central Zeitung fur Optik und 

Mechanik ” concerning the work of the German Patent 
Office last year. The' scrutiny to which patent specifica¬ 
tions are subject in Germany is probably the most searching 
of any, but notwithstanding this fact, which must add con¬ 
siderably to the expenses of the office', a nett profit of 
about £150,000 was made. The total receipts amounted to 
£278,000, and the expenses to £128,000. Of the patentees 
4,212 were German, of which 1,198 were resident in Berlin, 
739 in Saxony, 578 in Bavaria, 192 in Hamburg, 185 in 
Wurtemberg, 177 in Baden, 131 in Hessen, 98 in Bruns¬ 
wick, and 85 in Alsace and Lorraine. It is remarkable 
that the percentage of successful applicants was larger 
among those of foreign nationality, and this is attributed to 
previous examination of the specifications by other patent 
offices. Thus the United States is credited with 63 per 
cent., England 55 per cent., Switzerland 54 per cent., 
Sweden and Norway 53 per cent., France 51 per cent., and 
Austria-Hungary 46 per cent. Opposition was offered 
against 1,711 applications, but was only successful against 
27 per cent., and only in less than half of these cases was 
the patent refused. At the end of the year there were still 
22,880 specifications under consideration, so that the 

German Patent Office is nearly a. year behind its work. A 
German patent gives 15 years’ protection, but there were 
only 1,090 patents in their last year of life, and not one of 
these related to hydraulics or rope-making. We may add 
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that very considerable hardship is sometimes the result of 
the slowness of the German Patent Office in granting 

patents. 
* * * 

Copal, This resin forms the great “ stand-by ” of 
the coach-builder, varnish made from it being the basis of 
that beautiful glass-like and apparently everlasting coating 
that makes a well-finished carriage so attractive. It is 
often suggested that such a varnish ought to be suitable 
for photographic purposes, but it should be known that 
the gloss is produced not by the mere act of laying on a 
coat of varnish, but by putting coating upon coating and 
rubbing down and smoothing each coat before its successor 
is laid on. Then, again, these varnishes contain oil as well 
as copal, and the solvent is turpentine, and not alcohol. 
If a pure alcoholic solution of copal, as has been suggested, 
were tried for varnishing negatives, we opine that, though 
it might be an excellent damp resistant, it would be too 
soft in hot weather. The best copal will actually melt at 
a temperature little above that of boiling water. Then, 
again, this resin is not a simple one ; it is a mixture of 
several, each of which has its own melting point, some lower 
than boiling water. If, however, it be desired to experi¬ 
ment with copal, it may be mentioned that if powdered and 
exposed to air it appears to absorb oxygen and become more 
soluble in alcohol. This resin varies to a great extent in 
quality. Of two samples recently analysed by MM. Jschirch 
and Koch, as narrated in the Archives of Pharmacy, Paris, 
one was comparatively soft, easily soluble in alcohol, and 
melted at 115 deg. C.; the other was only partially soluble 
in alcohol, was comparatively hard, and melted at 120 deg. 
In many other respects the samples varied greatly, so that 
definite statements as to the qualities of copal are not pos¬ 
sible. So far as our own experiments go, we have not 
found any resin to equal shellac as a basis for photographic 

varnishes. 
* * * 

Reflection The old question, whether a rainbow can 
of" a be reflected in a sheet of water or not, 
Rainbow. has been raised in a scientific contem¬ 

porary, and at first sight would seem to be one that could 
be easily settled by a photographic test, but that the true 
inwardness of the argument would not be reached by such a 
test might be argued. After Tyndall’s wonderful lectures 
on light were first given in America they were published 
in book form in this country, and an incautiously-worded 
paragraph of his gave rise to no little discussion at the 
time—about thirty years ago. Omitting the argument upon 
which he founded his conclusions, we find him writing: 
“ Hence, though the cloud on which the bow is painted 
may be reflected from the water, we can have no reflection 
of the bow itself.” Nothing would seem to be plainer than 
this, yet eventually Tyndall had to qualify so strong a 
statement. It was conclusively proved that when a rain¬ 
bow spanned a sheet of water there could also be perceived 
in the water another bow, and the ordinary usage of the 
language would permit that appearance to be termed a 
reflection. Tyndall’s explanation was tha£ a different 
bow is seen from every varying point of view, and that, 
therefore, though a bow is seen in the water, it is the 
reflection of rays of light quite different from those enter¬ 
ing the observer’s eye. Still, it must be remembered that 
the bow seen in the water is caused by reflection, and to 
that extent the popular idea is correct, and Tyndall wrong. 
In the discussion now going on, a writer explains that he 
has seen reflections in the water of what sailors call “ wind- 
dogs ”—pieces of rainbow, as it were—though the partial 
bow in the sky was invisible. A camera could show a 
photograph of a rainbow in sky and water at the same time, 

and thus give proof of the actual fact wanted to be known, 
apart from any word-fencing, or failing a rainbow and a 
sheet of water, a mirror could be laid on the ground when 
a rainbow was seen, and a photograph taken of bow and 
bow in mirrors at the same time. 

* * * 

Solar Eclipse The Astronomer Royal has supplemented 
Photographs. the official visitation of the Observatory 

at Greenwich with a series of social “ at homes,” and the 
first of these* took place on Tuesday last week, when, in 
spite of the untoward state of the weather, numbers of 
visitors found their way to the historic building in Green¬ 
wich Park. The photographs exhibited aroused much 
interest, and especially was this the case with regard to a 
series representing the last three solar eclipses of the sun 
—namely, those of 1898, 1900, and 1901. It was clearly 
demonstrated that these photographs, as might have been 
expected, are far in advance of the most careful work of 
the most conscientious draughtsman, and it would seem 
that their comparison may afford new data for future 
research as to the physical condition of the solar envelope 
at maximum and minimum sun-spot periods. In the photo¬ 
graph of the 1898 eclipse, when sun-spots were prevalent, 
there are observed conspicuous rays in the corona, many 
of them being at considerable angles to the sun’s equator. 
But three years later, when we arrive at a minimum sun- 
spot period, these outer rays give place to two great equa¬ 
torial extensions which give little evidence of disturbance, 
while the polar regions of the sun are crowned with plumes 
so like the magnetic curves one can obtain by scattering 
steel filings upon a card-covered magnet, that some as¬ 
tronomers assign to these appearances a magnetic origin. 
In addition to the solar photographs, there were shown 
some splendid pictures of the great nebula in Orion, and a 
picture of the Pleiades, in which the nebulous matter at¬ 
tached to each of the principal stars are shown in wondrous 
detail. It is interesting to note that the operators at the 
Greenwich Observatory do not confine* their attention to 
photographing objects separated from this earth by millions 
of miles of space. They formed among themselves, two 
years ago, a camera club, and the results of their labours, 
in the form of photographs of mundane things, formed an 
attractive feature of the exhibits shown to their guests last 
week. 

* * * 

For many purposes the use of paper in 
the manufacture of which wood-fibre is 
employed is quite permissible, while for 

other purposes its employment is contra-indicated in a 
most pronounced manner, and photography, we need 
scarcely point out, is a conspicuous example* of the latter 
class. Those who have given little attention to this matter 
may think that an unnecessary amount of prominence has 
in time past been given to the subject, while those who 
have observed what wood-fibre paper is capable of cannot 
speak too strongly against it. We have before us as we 
write a piece of paper on which has been painted, in artistic 
lettering, a photographer’s announcement, the same having 
been placed in a large plate-glass window. When this bill 
was being made the draughtsman, wishing for as large a 
piece of paper as possible, obtained a few plain sheets 
from a local newspaper with a reputation for the excellence 
of the paper its news was printed on. It was a beautiful, pure 
white when the lettering was first put on. After a few 
weeks’ exposure to the sun it had turned a dark buff colour 
—the effect of light only, not atmospheric dirt. Anyone 
can imagine what the result would have* been if such a 
paper had been made as a basis for a photograph, and it 

Test for 
Wood Fibre 
in Paper. 
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says much for the care exercised by the manufacturers of 
various kinds of photographic paper that we so rarely see 
anything in the nature of darkening of the whites through 
the action of light. Still these effects have happened, 
especially in the case of carbon work. A process, there¬ 
fore, by which either photographer or manufacturer could 
readily test any particular sample of paper as to the pres¬ 
ence or absence of wood-pulp in its texture would naturally 
be useful. Such a process has been published by Herr 
Albert Kaiser in a German technical paper. Equal volumes 
are taken of amyl alcohol (free from furfuraldehyde) anc 
sulphuric acid, and the mixture is heated to 90 deg. 
(194 deg. Fahr.) until a little gas is given off. The product 
which is reddish-green in colour, is allowed to cool, and 
then forms the testing material. If pure filter paper be 
moistened with the liquid it will become red or violet in 
colour. If, however, the paper under examination should 
turn green, and afterwards blue, the presence of wood- 
pulp may be predicated. The result becomes sooner visible 
if the paper is gently warmed in a current of air. 

* * * 

A Lens It is not often we find opticians enter the 
Competition. f]e]ci against each other, yet this has re¬ 

cently been the case in France, where a competition has 
been held for lenses of long focus suitable for military 
balloon service. The report of Major Houdaille upon the 
subject, published in the “ Bulletin de1 la Societe Fran- 
gaise,” does not give the points which were considered of 
greatest importance, nor the method of testing, but it 
would seem that defining power at long distances for a 
small area was the principal consideration. Eight lenses 
were sent in, and five exposures were made with each at 
speeds varying between l-200th and l-10th of a second. 
The forty negatives were separately examined by each of 
the five members forming the jury, and the1 award was made 
upon the result of the 200 observations. A gold medal was 
awarded to M'. HermagiS' for a rectilinear lens of 1 metre 
focus with an aperture of f.9. M. Krauss received a silver 
medal for a Zeiss planar of 60c.m. focus with an aperture of 
f.8. Messrs. Voigtlander and Son were awarded a bronze 
medal for a lens of 60c.m. focus with an aperture of f.9. 
Some very interesting peculiarities were: noted as tlie result 

of the competition: — 
1. The defining power of the lens, or the distance at 

which an instrument will render the unity of measurement, 
varies considerably from one instrument to another. 

2. In lenses of short focus the average power _is propor¬ 
tioned to the focus of the lens, but when this exceeds 
60c.m., the power increases much more slowly. 

3. Lenses of the same focus and same aperture differ con¬ 
siderably in their power of defining very small objects in a 

feeble light. 
When we consider the difference between various types 

of objectives:, as exemplified by the number of lenses, and 
the reflecting surfaces they contain, it is not surprising 
that there should be some difference in their performance. 
But probably another important factor1 is the homogeneity 
of the glass, which diminishes with the size of the lens. If 
central definition be only considered, then it is not sur¬ 
prising that the old rectilinear, with its thinner lenses, 
should show to1 advantage. But if extent of field be an 
essential then the result would doubtless be different. 

* * * 

Radiations A few weeks ago Mr. J. Dormer sug- 
or _ gested in these columns that the term 
Emanations. « radiography ” should be “ restricted to 

the action of immaterial emanations such as those from 
uranium.” The difficulty of knowing what is a material 
emanation and what is an innate property such as gravity 

is well shown in a most interesting investigation upon the 
radio-activity of thorium compounds by Professor Ruther¬ 
ford of McGill University, and Mr. Frederick Soddy, B.A. 
(Oxon), demonstrator in chemistry at the same. Part of 
their investigation referred to the chemical nature of the 
emanations from the thorium compounds. They had shown 
that when exposed to changes of temperature between 
llOdeg. below zero and an incipient red heat, no permanent 
change in the value of the emanation took place; but 
if that heat be exceeded “ de-emanation ” sets in, though 
before that turning point of temperature is reached the 
emanating power gradually increases about three or four¬ 
fold. The emanating property is conveyed to air which 
has passed over t-horic, and the endeavour was made to 
discover any chemical nature it possessed. Such air was 
passed through a tube of platinum black, exposed to the 
highest temperature obtainable by electricity. In every 
case the emanation was unaltered. The conclusion was 
arrived at that “ the theory that the emanation may con¬ 
sist of the surrounding medium rendered radio-active is 
thus excluded, and the interpretation of the experiments 
must be that the emanation is in chemically-inert gas 
analogous in nature to the members of the argon class. 

It may be that one of the inert constituents of 
the atmosphere is rendered radio-active in the presence 
of thoria, and so constitutes the emanation. 
The other alternative is to look upon the emanation 
as consisting of a gas emitted by the thorium compound. 

In the present state of our knowledge, it would 
be premature to attempt to distinguish between these two 
alternatives.” The conclusion of the paper states that 
radio-activity and emanating power appear to be manifested 
indiscriminately in all the products, without reference to 
their chemical nature. So far, the actual constituent of 
thorium has only been obtained in relatively minute quan¬ 
tity, and therefore does not answer to any definite analyti¬ 
cal reactions. 

* * * 

A New ' There are many ways of giving a high 
Discovery. finish to a photographic enlargement 

which, without such hand work, would look flat and heavy. 
Some work upon the picture with pastels, some with water 
colour, others excel in producing most beautiful effects of 
modulated light and shade by means of the air-brush, while 
many prefer the more solid medium afforded by oil colours. 
To these last an invention, recently described by the Paris 
correspondent of the “ Times ” newspaper, will be of great 
interest, for it deals with a new method of applying oil 
colours to canvas. And although we are of opinion that 
painters will not readily relinquish the older methods in its 
favour, it is quite on the cards that it may prove suitable 
and convenient for photographic enlargement work. The 
correspondent in question tells how he visited the studio of 
Mons. J. J. Raffaelli, whom he describes as “ one of the 
most celebrated of the genre painters among living French 
artists,” in company with a large number of native and 
foreign painters who had been invited to witness a demon¬ 
stration of this new method of applying oil pigments to 
canvas. After expatiating on the troubles of an artist, who 
under present conditions is bothered with various little- 
inconveniences and complications which arise in the prac¬ 
tice of oil-painting, especially when he is at work away 
from his own studio, M. Raffaelli referred to pastel work. 
Although pastels were free from the faults incidental to oil 
colours, the colour falls off and loses its tone. For many 
years he had been trying to combine the advantages of the 
pastel, its fine soft velvety colouring, with those of oil 
painting, to which time adds a new beauty, and at last he 
thought he had succeeded in doing so. He had so manipu- 
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lated the oil colours that instead of being presented in com¬ 
pressible tubes they took the form of small solid sticks 
like crayons, which could be rubbed direct upon canvas, 
wood, ivory, or paper. He then showed how the colour 
could be applied by reproducing the principal parts of a 
complex picture, and he declared that when the work was 
dry, which would be very soon, the reproduction would be 
unalterable, and free from “ those impedimenta which em¬ 
barrass the painter.” As we have already indicated, we 
consider it very doubtful whether many painters will 
readily consent to relinquish their brushes for these sticks 
of colour. For the artist relies so1 much upon the handling 
-of his brush to secure his effects that it is difficult to see 
how his work can be properly done if the chief tools are 
thrown aside in favour of such clumsy substitutes. With 
the photographic enlarger it is different. His business is 
to fill in an outline already traced for him by the action 
of light, and little more than the suggestion of colour 
is often sufficient. For this reason we shall be glad to 
hear more of these oil pastels. 

* * * 

Bromide Paper Bromide paper, besides being so largely 
Records. used for general photographic purposes, 

is employed in astronomical and other observatories for 
making records. The paper for this purpose is cut into 
strips and wound on reels actuated by clockwork, a spot 
of light reaching the paper—which is, of course, contained 
in an otherwise light-proof box—through a small aperture. 
The seismograph, or earthquake recorder, designed by 
Professor Milne1, furnishes its wonderful records by means 
-of a roll of bromide paper, and as this instrument has been 
much in evidence lately, a short description of the way 
in which it acts may prove interesting to our readers. 
From a rigid upright, set upon a. foundation of solid 
masonry, there swings a horizontal boom made of steel. 
This boom is 37 inches in length, and is about as thick as 
a penholder at its butt end, tapering to the thickness of an 
umbrella rib at the other. At this thin end of the boom is 
fixed a small plate of brass with a narrow slit parallel with 
the length of the beam. This moves above' a fixed brass 
plate with a similar slit, but at right angles to the former 
one, this fixed slit being at the top of a box containing the 
clockwork-driven roll of bromide paper. A lamp and 
mirror combine to throw a beam of light through the tiny 
opening afforded by the crossing of the two slits. Now it is 
evident that, so long as the boom is stationary, the light 
spot on the travelling reel will describe an unbroken, 
straight line, but if from any cause the delicately-balanced 
boom, which is really a horizontal pendulum, be caused to 
vibrate, the line will be intersected by lateral excrescences. 
And this is what occurs when the vibration caused by a 
shock of earthquake shakes the apparatus. The seat of 
disturbance may be hundreds of miles away, but the motion 
travels in waves, just like the disturbance caused in a still 
pond by a stone thrown in its centre. Professor Milne’s 
seismograph at the Isle of Wight has in this way registered 
earth disturbances which have taken place at the Antipodes. 
One of these instruments was lately mounted at Baltimore, 
and, strange to say, it gave evidence of its utility the very 
first day of its installation. The straight line was broken 
by lateral tangles, and as the strip of bromide paper upon 
which the record was made was marked with the hours 
and minutes, it was ascertained that these' tangles indicated 
the terrible earthquake at Guatemala in which so much 
destruction was wrought, and so many lives lost. It is 
noteworthy that this instrument at Baltimore is situated 
within a short distance of a railway tunnel through which 
there are passing frequent trains, and that although the 
vibration caused by their passage is quite evident to any¬ 

one in the neighbourhood, such vibration is too quicx for 
the instrument to register. The slower earthquake morion 
finding its origin hundreds of miles away, although quite 
imperceptible to the senses, is infallibly recorded on the 
travelling strip of bromide paper. 

* * * 

Pharmacists Thousands of chemists and druggists 

PhotoeraDhv throughout Britain have a photographic 
SPY- department, and as a feeder thereto many 

of them have installed a dark-room, where the ubiquitous 
amateur can change or develop© his plates. The same 
system prevails in the United States, at least, so we judge 
from an article in one of the American technical journals 
which circulates among the drug stores there. It is to 
this article we call particular attention, for we deem it to 
be mischievous in the advice which it imparts; and, as it 
may possibly have been reprinted in some of our homo 
journals, its baneful influence may be felt far beyond the 
usual limits of its circulation. The article suggests that its 
clientele should not only deal in photographic products, but 
should actually manufacture them. The pharmacist, “ in 
his leisure moments,” is recommended to make emulsion 
and coat gelatine plates, and to encourage him in doing so 
formulae are given, together with general directions for 
carrying out the work. The making of a gelatine emulsion 
and the coating of plates is easy enough on paper; it is 
only when one begins to tackle the business in earnest that 
difficulties arise at every step. In a well-ordered factory, 
where everything goes like clockwork, special precautions 
are taken to obviate such difficulties, and failures are 
therefore few and far between. But they will occur some¬ 
times through unforeseen circumstances. The amateur 
maker of plates, with his rough and ready appliances, and 
working, as he must do, in a room destitute of any means of 
regulating its temperature, or keeping out dust, is beset 
with pitfalls at every turn, and lucky is he if many a 
batch of emulsion does not go wrong and prove quite 
valueless except for the silver it contains. But let us sup¬ 
pose that the enterprising druggist has surmounted all 
difficulties, and has succeeded in manufacturing a few gross 
of plates. They may be of very good quality, but who will 
buy them? Certainly not the ordinary type of amateur 
photographer, who is usually wedded to one brand of plate, 
and will use no other if he can help it. We can imagine 
such an one calling at the plate-making chemist’s for goods, 
and on being pressed to buy a packet or two of the pro¬ 
prietor’s plates, taking up this attitude : “ Ilford I know, 
Cadett I know, Imperial I know, but "who are you ? ” The 
poor chemist would therefore find, after all his labour and 
trouble, that he could not get rid of his plates, and would 
curse the day when he learnt how to make them. It would 
not be an impossible task to show that if he actually com¬ 
manded a ready sale for home-made plates1 the industry 
would not pay. The actual outlay in materials would not 
be much, but the labour and trouble involved in turning 
out small batches of plates in the absence of proper ap¬ 
pliances is enormous. A familiar Latin proverb runs: 
“ Ne sutor ultra crepidam,” which may be roughly translated 
for our present purpose, “ Let not the chemist and druggist 

reach beyond his bottles.” 

—-♦-- 

Messrs. Edmeads and Co., of 30, Burchell Road, Peckham, London, 
S.E., write:—“We should be much obliged if you could find space in 
your valuable Journal to inform your readers of the fact that we have been 
appointed the sole agents for the supply of a new brand of orthochromatic 
plates, manufactured by Messrs. Westendorp and Wehner, Cologne 
o/Rhine. We shall be most happy to answer any inquiries your readers 
may send us respecting above plates, which have recftived very good 
comments from one or two photographic papers in England and abroad. 
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THE LIMITATIONS OF PHOTOGRAPHY. 

Very little consideration is needed to lead to apprecia¬ 
tion of the fact that a better understanding of photographic 
limitations would prevent much failure and disappoint¬ 
ment. We see so many struggling laboriously in pursuit 
of an ideal impossible and unattainable, so much effort 
mis-spent and wasted because wrongly directed, so large an 
amount of chagrin and weariness, and early abandonment of 
efforts that, bent more wisely, would have added to the 
sum total of successful achievement and human gratificar 
tion, that the pity grows upon us that it should be so. 

The examination of different phases of failure from this 
cause, and some attempt at a rational understanding of 
the bounds and limits of photographic work generally, 
cannot fail to possess a broad interest. Perhaps the first 
and most palpable aspect in which this question strikes the 
general observer is in those- branches of camera work which 
infringe on the borders of the world of art. With so many 
instances of beautiful and feeling execution by men who 
have made their mark in the ranks of so-called pictorial 
workers, it would, of course, be mere idle heresy to deny that, 
in capable hands', the products of the camera may be as truly 
pictures, in the best sense of the word, as anything that the 
painter, sculptor, or engraver may produce. The question, 
however, arises, and ha-s been discussed and settled in 
contrary senses, by different individuals, over and over 
again, how much is the success of such pictorial photo¬ 
graphs directly due to the camera and its technical tools, 
and how much to the individuality of the worker, or a- happy 
concurrence of chances ? .View it as we may, the conclusion 
can hardly be resisted that the photographer is to an 
enormous extent bound to defer to certain inevitable laws 
and fixed conditions of work, by adherence to which only 
can he rely on obtaining the results he desires. The scope 
for individual expression and creation is therefore obvi¬ 
ously very small. The artist of the camera, unlike his 
brother of the brush, cannot choose his subjects without- 
let or hindrance, cannot treat them except in certain 
aspects. This is, of course, the crux of the whole- matter. 
All the claims of photography as a means of artistic ex¬ 
pression revolve- round that single pivot-. The- successful 
pictorial workers in phot-ogra-phy are necessarily well aware- 
of this fact, and it is by a wise avoidance of all those t-hings 
which experience teaches them are- beyond their legitimate 
pa-le, by a clever and expert choice of just those- subjects, in 
the special guise- which is acceptable to that combination of 
possibilities and mechanical exactions which may be said 
to constitute the invisible- genius of photography, that they 
contrive happily to produce works of artistic merit and 
beauty. But against the one who- succeeds must be balanced 
the many who waste an incalculable amount- of priceless 
time in a vain endeavour to force- the- camera to produce 
wha-t it never will, nor possibly can. As has been so often 
pointed out, although the photographer’s lens and the 
human eye may be fa-irly compared a-s practically perform¬ 
ing the same work, and casting upon their respective ret-inse 
virtually identical images, yet it cannot be- ignored by any 
process of reasoning that behind the- eye- alone- lies that 
subtle and complex system of nerves and sympathetic cells 
which constitutes the sensitive, ever-changing brain. The 
retina of the e-ye sees the- same image- that is thrown upon 
the focussing screen, it is true, but every portion of it 
subject t-o involuntary messages from the centres of memory 
—suggestion and imagination. It is not only what the 
eye sees, but wha-t the brain sees, thinks it sees, or re¬ 
members t-o have- seen. 

And so it comes to- pass that until hardly-won experie-nce- 
has trained the photographer to move only in the legitimate 

paths that a-re open to him, and at the pace and in the 
manner fore-ordained by the inexorable optical, chemical, 
and mechanical laws that in reality command and mould 
his work, his time is spent in hopelessly endeavouring to 
reconcile these conflicting forces into conformity with his 
own intentions -and aspirations. He sees some scene- of 
sylva-n beauty, full of the- poetry of colour and atmosphere, 
and, to his mind, redolent with suggestion. Alas, in trying 
to transfer it to his plate-, he somehow misses just those very 
points of merit that touched his fancy; the negative is com¬ 
monplace, lifeless, even irritating. He has not yet learnt 
.the lesson that t-o produce the pictoria-lly-admira-ble land¬ 
scape, by photographic means, quite- different aspects and 
qualities must be sought for in t-he view that it is desired 
to exercise his craft upon. He has one idea of what is 
beautiful, and the- camera has what is practically a diame¬ 
trically opposite one. Or perhaps we find the taker of por¬ 
traits, imagining vain things of what is in his mind’s eye a 
telling pose, displayed to a-dvant-a-ge in a light that might 
have moved Rembrandt himself t-o envy. Oh ! t-he clumsiness 
of the- result, as compared with his anticipations, and the 
utte-r weirdness -a-nd woodenne-ss of the lighting ! He has 
t-o be schooled by the best of a-11 schoolmasters, failure, 
before he becomes submissive to the- inevitable require¬ 
ments of successful operating, which forbid him to light or 
pose his sitter a-s he himself would wish, and oblige him to 
humour the likes a-nd dislikes of his lens and plates. As 
a wise general once remarked, when asked why he did not 
a-t once give- battle to t-he enemy, “ I do not wish to fight, 
but to win.” Success is not to be- achieved by blindly 
rushing against immovable obstacles, but by deliberate 
choice of opportunity, -a-nd movement along the line of 
least resistance-. And perhaps this is peculiarly the case in 
photography, where the- worker is probably much less con¬ 
cerned with wha-t t-o do than wha-t to a-void. It is, more¬ 
over, a craft which demands a large- a-mount of compromise, 
the best results being seldom obtainable in wha-t at first 
sight appears the most natural and direct way. In seeking 
to give due emphasis to one- feature- of his subject, the 
photographer is apt to find that he- exaggerates at the- same 
time something that he would fain have relegated to a 
minor position. He- discovers the necessity of hitting the 
happy medium, the indispensableness of a give-and-take 
policy. It is an inability to comprehend the- vital necessity 
of cultivating the- art of compromise that is responsible for 
so much t-ha-t is eccentric and bizarre in photographic work, 
to say nothing of the many unrecorded failures that have 
not even eccentricity to recommend them. 

On the other ha-nd, this very need of compromise consti¬ 
tutes in itself one of the gravest obstacles in the way of 
artistic and original work. It conduces so fatally to tame¬ 
ness a-nd lack of virility tha-t it might well be esteemed the 
deadliest foe that the- photographer ha-s to contend with. 
He must be ever on the- watch that he does not sacrifice too 
much to the mechanical requirements of his art-, t-ha-t in 
grasping the shadow of technical excellence he does not 
really lose- the substance thereof. It so often happens that 
a slight technical fault may be really an artistic gain. The 
merely mechanica-l photographer, who spends his time 
and thought balancing one factor against the other, shun¬ 
ning carefully any a-ppea-rance of excess or undue favour 
to any one- part of his- work, is apt to end in the production 
of most insipid and lifeless results. Many of the present- 
limitations of photography are not necessarily permanent. 
It is quite- conceivable- that the- science of years to come 
may remove an appreciable proportion of them, although 
others, necessarily inherent in the very nature of the art, 
must always remain. Speaking in advance, it is, of course, 
quite impossible to hazard any forecast as to what direction 
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such improvements may take') nothing but time can show. 
Meanwhile, the best photographer, it goes without saying, 
is he who least allows himself to be hampered and embar¬ 
rassed by what he nevertheless clearly realises are very 
real and tangible hindrances, that must and will be 
reckoned with, and who is ever on the look-out for means 
and methods for the reduction and overcoming of such 
obstacles, and the consequent enlargement of his outlook 
and possibilities, to say nothing of the advantage to his 
fellow-workers), a final point which the true1 lover of his 

craft would be the last to overlook. 

---o--- 

THE CONVENTION. 

Favoured by fine weather, the seventeenth meeting of the 

Photographic Convention of the United Kingdom opened at 
Cambridge on Monday last. In the earlier part of the day 

the photographic opportunities offered by the colleges and pub¬ 
lic buildings were freely availed of by the members ; and visits 
were also paid to various other places of interest in the town, 

the authorities courteously granting every facility for the use 

of the camera. 
In the evening the Mayor of Cambridge (Mr. G. Kett), ac¬ 

companied by members of the Corporation and officials carrying 

the civic insignia, welcomed the members of the Convention at 

the Guildhall. Amongst those present were Sir R. S. Ball (Pre¬ 
sident of the Convention), Sir William Herschel L (retiring 
President), the Vice-Chancellor of the University, Mr. William 

Crooke, Mr. C. H. Botliamley, Mr. John Stuart (Glasgow), 
Dr Mann, Mr. E. J. Humphery, Mr. A. L. Henderson, Mr. 
Thomas Bedding, Mr. H. Snowden Ward, Mr. F. H. Sanderson, 

Mr. P. R. Salmon, Mr. W. J. Croall, Mr. F. W. Hindley, Mr. 
S. H. Fry, Mr. T. K. Grant, Mr. R. R. Beard, Mr. H. C. Rapson, 
Mr. Harold Baker, Mr. Warwick Brookes, Mr. Thomas Birtles, 
Mr. F. A. Bridge, Mr. A. Seaman, Mr. S. B. Webber, Mr. 
C. P. Lucas, and many others, including a large number of 
ladies. The public meeting-room of the Guildhall was com¬ 
fortably filled by the attendance, and an exhibition of photo¬ 

graphs and apparatus was on view. 
After the reception of the members by the Mayor and Corpora¬ 

tion, a recital on the organ preceded the formal welcome of 
the Convention, which was voiced, in a few well-chosen words, 

by Mr. Kett. 
Sir William Herschel (retiring President), before introducing 

his successor, Sir R. S. Ball, briefly traced the principal items 
of photographic progress during the past year, paying special 
attention to the work of Mr. E. Sanger Shepherd and Mr. 
Edgar Senior, the latter gentleman’s Lippmann film work 
coming in for special recognition. Having been invested with 

the badge of office, Sir Robert Ball took the chair as President 
of the Photographic Convention of the United Kingdom for 
1902-1903, amidst great applause. 

The President’s address assumed the form of a lecture, illus¬ 
trated by lantern slides, of recent photo-astronomical work, 
particular reference being made to tlxe labours of Professor 
Barnard and other American astronomers. The substance of 
.Sir Robert’s address will be published next week. Delivered in 
his well-known enthusiastic manner, it was listened to 
throughout with deep attention. At its conclusion, a vote of 
thanks, proposed by Mr. Bedding and seconded by Sir William 
Herschel, was tendered to Sir Robert Ball, who, in turn, 
invited the meeting to thank the Mayor and Corporation for 
the welcome accorded to the Convention. A brief acknowledg¬ 
ment by Mr. Kett led up to the final item of the programme, 
a display of lantern slide-. 

The week’s proceedings have to a large extent been discountd 
by the publication, in the Journal, of the principal portions 
of the Handbook issued to members, and it therefore only re¬ 
mains to us to chronicle the successful opening of what, at 
the time of writing (Tuesday) promises to be a pleasant meeting 
of the Convention in the charming University town of <’am- 
bridge, and to informally record the thanks of the members to 
the local and University authorities for their kindly welcome 
and the many privileges extended to the visitors. 

DISAPPOINTED PURCHASERS OF BUSINESSES. 

A case was briefly reported in the “ Commercial and Legal In¬ 
telligence ” last week which should bo read by all who, with 
but little practical knowledge, think of entering the ranks of 
professional photographers. There are many amateurs who 
know the cost of all the materials employed in the art, and 
the prices charged by high-class photographers for their work, 
and therefore assume that it is a very lucrative business. Hence 
they, with their limited knowledge, are anxious to enter it, 
thinking that, as they know how to develop a negative and 
print from it, they are duly qualified to work a studio. Our 
readers will remember the correspondence that appeared in 
our pages, a couple of months or so back, inaugurated by Mr. 
H. Walter Barnett, calling attention to an advertisement of 

the “ Illinois College of Photography,” where pupils were to 
be taught in from three to six months “ to open a studio of your 

own, etc.” This advertisement veiy naturally brought a smile 
to the faces of those who knew that the qualifications necessary 
to carry on a high-class studio are not to be acquired in a 
school or college with any amount of tuition ; it is only to be 

obtained by actual experience and practice with ordinary 

everyday sitters in the studio. One of the principal things to 

be learnt, and that is only learnt by experience, is how to deal 
with the different clientele that visits the studio for sittings, 

and to judge of their chief characteristics with a few minutes’ 
conversation, and then portray them in their portraits. In the 

case cited above it appears that the defendant had for eighteen 
years carried on a tolerably lucrative business in Torquay, and 
then disposed of it to the plaintiff, who was formerly a grocer 
and amateur photographer. The takings, it was said, were some 
£700 per annum, but on the part of the plaintiff it was alleged 
that in the first twelve months he did not take £100, and it was 
suggested that the defendant had “ cooked ” his books, and 
therefore fraudulent misrepresentation was alleged. The learned 

judge, in summing up the evidence, took a practical view of the 
case, for he said that the business had fallen off since the sale, 
owing to the plaintiff not being so expert in his methods as the 
defendant. Without leaving the box, the jury found for the 
defendant, with costs. Now here is a case of a business which 
had been carried on successfully by its late owner for eighteen 
years being taken over by one of an entirely different trade 
and an amateur photographer, with, presumably, no ex¬ 
tended practical experience in professional work in the studio. 
We have on several occasions, in articles and in answers to 
correspondents who have complained of alleged misrepresenta¬ 
tion in the sale of businesses, pointed out that when a business 
has changed hands any falling-off in the alleged takings 
may be more due to the incomer not giving the same satisfaction 
to the customers as did his predecessor than to any fraudulent 
misrepresentation. The same thing often happens in the trans¬ 
fer of medical practices. Individuality has much to do in 
the case of medical practitioners as well as photographers, even 
when both may be equally as skilful as those who preceded 
them. 
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THE PUBLIC RECOGNITION OF ART PHOTOGRAPHY. 

In our issue of the 13th ult., in bidding good-bye for the present 
to Mr. J. C. Strauss and his colleagues, we expressed the hope 
that their efforts to obtain a separate building for the display 
of “ art photographs ” at the forthcoming St. Louis International 

Exposition, might be crowned with the success they desire. 
Mr. Strauss has since then kindly sent us the following cir¬ 

cular cutting, which we print in full :—• 
Universal Exposition, St. Louis, U.S.A. 

St. Louis, June 9th, 1902. 

Mr. J. C. Strauss, City. 
Dear Sir,—I have received the June number of “ The Inter¬ 

national Studio,” which you so kindly sent me, and have read 
with considerable interest the article on Photography at the 
St. Louis Exposition. 

I now hand you an advance copy of Circular No. 5, relating 
to photography. 

It seems to me that the whole question is now satisfactorily 
adjusted, and I trust you will be as diligent in your efforts on 
behalf of this department as you have heretofore in photography 
as a fine art. 

Hoping that I may have the pleasure of seeing you in the 
near future, I beg to remain, yours very sincerely, 

(Signed) J. A. Ockebson, 

Chief Department Liberal Arts. 

Universal Exposition, St. Louis, U.S.A. 

St. Louis, U.S.A., June 9th, 1902. 
Mr. Charles Holme, Editor “ The International Studio,” 

New York City. 
Dear Sir,—I note, with much satisfaction, that you have given 

space to the question of photography at the Universal Exposi¬ 
tion to be held in St. Louis in 1904. I beg your indulgence in 
•offering the following explanation of the situation confronting 

me when I entered upon my duties as chief of this department. 
The proposition made by the photographers, through Mr. 

Strauss, for a separate building had been rejected, and photo¬ 
graphy in general had been assigned to the Department of 
Liberal Arts by the officials of the Exposition. In my opinion, 
this was right and proper. The photographers, however, were 

not satisfied, and put forth claims for the work of the artist 
in photography, and demanded space in the Fine Arts Palace 
for what they termed artistic photography. They insisted on 

segregating a certain kind of photographic work, and holding it 
aloof from the class of work done in everyday photography. 

A number of interviews were had with Mr. Strauss and others- 
with the hope that some satisfactory solution of the problem 
could be reached. On my part, the disposition to meet the 
wishes of photographers, as far as practicable, must have been 
apparent to all who participated in these conferences. That 
there is certain high-grade artistic work in photography was 
not for a moment questioned, but just how to provide for it, 
under the approved cla-sification, was not so readily determined. 

After much careful consideration by Prof. Halsey C. Ives, 

chief of the Art Department, and myself, an agreement was 
reached whereby such pictures as satisfactorily passed the 
scrutiny of the “ National Jury of Selection ” should be hung in 
the Art Palace. 

The classification is shown in detail in Circular No. 5 of this 
department, enclosed herewith, and I hope that you may find 
space for it in your columns. 

Mr. Strauss deserves much credit for his effort on behalf 
of photography, and in the future I trust that his influence 
will be directed toward the development of a grand display of 
photographic work from all parts of the world. 

France has already signified her intention of sending a gener¬ 
ous display of her choicest work. 

Trusting that the above disposition of the matter may be 
satisfactory to the photographic fraternity, and that this de¬ 
partment may be accorded their hearty support, in return for 
which I again pledge them all the assistance in my power, I 

beg to remain, yours very truly, 
(Signed) J. A. Ockebson, 

Chief Department of Liberal Arts. 

Universal Exposition, St. Louis, U.S.A. 
Department Liberal Arts. 

Circular No. 5.-—Photography. 
Photography in general will find an attractive home in the 

Liberal Arts Palace* amid congenial surroundings filled with 

the displays of the Graphic Arts, Music, the Drama, Civil En¬ 
gineering, Architecture, etc. 

Special provisions will be made for the display of selected 
high-grade examples of artistic photography. Admission to 
this class may be confined strictly to such art work in photo¬ 
graph v as may satisfactorily pass the critical inspection of the 

National Jury of Selection of the Department of Art. 
Pictures from the United States exhibitors which are thus 

admitted shall be hung in the United States section of the Art 
Palace, to such extent as the room available will permit. 

Pictures from foreign exhibitors will be admitted under simi¬ 
lar rules, but must also, in all cases, conform to the rules of 
the respective foreign sections to which they belong, as to 
whether they can be hung in the foreign sections of art or not. 

A suitable, attractive space will be specially prepared in 
the Liberal Arts Palace, where pictures selected in accordance 
with above rules may be properly displayed, in case they do 
not find suitable space in the Art Palace. 

We publish the above, for though we had closed our com¬ 
ments on this matter, yet in justice to Mr. Strauss we feel that 
the success that has attended his great efforts should be made 

known to our readers, so that any photographers in this country 
who intend to exhibit at the Exposition may be made aware of 
the altered conditions attending the treatment of this section. 
Mr. Strauss points out that it would appear to be a good thing 
to start some movement on this side of the water, to the end 
that the same regulations that apply to American work be 
equally applicable to English exhibits. This, we think- is a 
matter for the Royal Photographic Society to take in hand 
and deal with. We would point out that the Exposition has 

been postponed to 1904, and that the complete circular, of which 

we give a portion above, can be had upon application to Col. 

John A. Ockerson, St. Louis, U.S.A., Department Liberal Arts, 
Exposition. 

CELESTIAL PHOTOGRAPHY. 
[Abstracted from an article in “Blackwood’s Magazine’’ for July.] 

When with great pains the star photograph has been secured, 

to what end will it lead ? Not, as a rule, to the publi¬ 
cation of a beautiful picture, crowded with stars gathered in 

streams and clusters, upon a background flecked with pale 

nebulosity. That is the kind of photograph which is used to 
illustrate the text-books, and a very beautiful thing it is. But 
its beauty is a snare. It looks so amazingly rich for the very 

simple reason that a great many square degrees of sky have 
been crowded into a very small picture. It is as though every 

town, village, and hamlet were dotted in on a map of Great 
Britain a few inches high. That would produce an exaggerated 
effect of over-population. And, be it noted, such a small-scale 

map would be of very little use if one wished to measure ac¬ 
curately the distance from village to village. The smallest 
distance to which one could measure on the map would corre¬ 
spond to a good many miles on the country roads. And so 
it is with those crowded star photographs which give so vivid 
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a picture of the richness of the sky ; they show that the heavens 
are densely crowded with stars. But they altogether exaggerate the 

case; and it is almost a pity that they are so constantly repro¬ 

duced, for no one could be surprised if it were believed that they 
are the typical star photographs, to obtain which the great photo¬ 

graphic telescopes are erected. 

Such is not the case. Almost the whole work of a great 
observatory consists in making accurate measurements of one 

sort or another, and they have been induced to set up large 
photographic telescopes because it is found that measurements 

of the places of the stars can be made with higher precision 
upon a suitable photograph than upon the stars themselves. 

But the photograph must be suitable ; and that means that 
the images of the stars must be small and sharp, and the scale 

of the picture must be large. Now the scale of the picture 
depends directly upon the length of the telescope with which 

it is taken : to get a large-scale picture one must have a long 
telescope. A small angular distance in the sky will then corre¬ 

spond to a comparatively large distance upon the plate. That 
will not produce a gorgeous picture, for the stars will be widely 
scattered, and all effect of richness will be lost, unless indeed 

one is photographing one of the great star clusters. But a 
fifty-thousandth of an inch upon the photograph, which is about 

the limit of our powers of measurement, will correspond to 
perhaps a couple of hundredths of a second of arc, an angle as 

large as the angle between two lines drawn to opposite points 
on the edge of a penny set up nearly two hundred miles away. 

It is clear that when we have a telescope which will produce 

photographs upon so large a scale, the distances upon the plate 
of star from star must be measurable with a high order of 

accuracy. But it was one of the scientific surprises of about 

fifteen years ago to find that the measurements which are made 

upon such a photograph are actually a great deal more accurate 

than those which could be made by direct measurement at a 

similar telescope, and that, in spite of the fact that a higher 
degree of magnification can be employed at the telescope than 
the photograph will profitably bear. The reason is very simple 

when it is pointed out. It is just this, that the image of a 
star in the telescope is very rarely absolutely steady. The light 

from the star, before it reaches the telescope, has to pass 
through a great depth of our atmosphere, which is, except in 

rarely favoured regions of the world, continually disturbed 

by currents of air hotter or colder than the rest. Rifle-shots 
are very familiar with the kind of effect which this produces. 

On a blazing hot day, when currents of air are rising from the 
heated ground, they see their target dancing before their eyes, 

growing taller and shorter, and breaking in pieces, with the 
bull’s-eye now in one corner and now altogether gone. Some¬ 
thing of the same thing happens to the star-image when the 
telescope is set up in any but a few tranquil places, and 

especially when it is in a country much broken up by mountain 

chains or arms of the sea. On all but two or three nights in 
the year the star-image will be seen dancing and quivering in 
the telescope, more or less as the air is much disturbed or uni¬ 

form. And when the observer tries to set the spider-line of 
his measuring apparatus upon the image, he has to make some 

kind of estimate of its mean position and set upon that. It is 

really surprising how accurately this can be done after long 

experience ; but the unsteadiness of the object is bound to set 
a limit to the accuracy which even the most practised observer 
can obtain. Now it might be thought that this constant vibi'a- 
tion of the object would be more fatal to the photograph than 
to visual observation ; but it is not so. For the motion is very 
quick : several times a second does the star make a small jump 

from its mean position and return to it, and on an average 
it jumps every way with equal frequency. The consequence 

is that the photographic plate, which keeps a record of every 

jump, produces in the end an image which is certainly large! 

than it ought to be, but which is, as a rule, enlarged equally 
in every direction, so that its centre remains still where thi* 
centre of the image should be. And when the plate is put 
under the microscope of the measuring machine, and the threads 
which are moved by the measuring screw set upon the photo¬ 
graphed image, the enlargement of the image is small loss 
compared with the gain which results from the fact that tin* 
image is steady. That is whence the real gain in accuracy of 
observation is derived. 

And the gain in convenience is enormous. Suppose that the 
work in hand is the survey of a rich and complex group of 

stars. The aim is to lay down the present positions of the stars, 
in that group with all possible accuracy, in order that we may be¬ 

queath to future generations of astronomers a complete record of 
the configuration as it appears to-day. For the present configura¬ 
tion will not remain unchanged for ever. The stars are doubt 

less in motion with respect to one another, and our whole 

solar system is in motion through space, so that one day the 
group will be seen from a sensibly different point of view. 
Small changes will come to pass in the apparent arrangement of 
the group, and in the course of years they will develop, so that 
ultimately something may be discovered of the real structure 

of that distant region of the universe, and of the laws by which 
its motions are controlled. The duty of astronomers of to-day 

is to leave an indubitable record of what we see now : that will, 
be the foundation on which our successors may be able to rear 

their theories, when the slow cosmical changes have had time 

to develop. Now, to make by direct visual observation such a 

survey of even a small group of stars is a most tedious and 

troublesome business. It involves many nights of work at the 
telescope, interrupted often by spells of bad weather, with the 

transparency and steadiness of the air continually varying, and, 

worst of all, with a ceaseless change in the conditions which 
control the many corrections that must be applied to the ob¬ 

servations, to free them from determined sources of error—for 
no measure made at the telescope is fit to stand as it is made, 

as an expression of real truth. Night by night the parts of the 

telescope expand when it is warmer, and shrink when it is cold, 

introducing into the measures all manner of discrepancies; and 

there are defects of workmanship still remaining when the 
maker has done his best, whose effects must be determined 

and allowed for. The effect of the refraction of the air upon the 

measures is always altering ; the effects of the aberration of 
light vary with the position of the earth in its orbit round 
the sun; and the complications which arise from the slow 

steady swing, and the little swings superposed upon it, of the 
axis of the earth itself, can scarcely be expressed in words. It 
requires no elaboration of the argument to make it clear that 
when a set of measures extends over many hours, or many 
nights, the calculation of all these things afresh for every single 

measure consumes a terxdble amount of time, and is unspeakably 
dreary. And the trouble is all due to the fact that the measures 
made by eye observation at the telescope must be made one after 
the other. If they could all be made at once, there would be 

only one set of conditions, instead of many, for which the 
corrections must be calculated and applied. Photography has 
made this possible. The sensitive plate will record as easily 

ten thousand stars as ten; and when it is developed, there is 
the record of all the stars under exactly the same conditions. It 

may be put away until a season of cloudy weather stops work at 
the telescope ; it may be measured gradually day by day, as the 
convenience of the observer, not of the clerk of the weather,, 

may dictate. And when these troublesome corrections of which 
we have spoken come to be applied, there is only one set ta> 
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calculate instead of hundreds. One uniform scheme of correc¬ 
tions will apply to the whole of the measures which may be 
made, entirely because the observations, if we may apply such 
a term to the processes which go on among the sensitive silver 
particles embedded in the gelatine film, were made all at once, 

instead of in small successive groups. 
One must not, however, allow enthusiasm for photography as 

a means to celestial measurement to thrust aside the claims it 
makes for recognition in many other idles. As a mere observer 
the photographic plate possesses certain powers which the eye 
cannot hope to rival; but, on the other hand, it is in one 

quality at least conspicuously deficient, and it will be con¬ 
venient to pause for a moment to draw a sharp line of demarca¬ 
tion between two main classes of descriptive observation, each 

of which is fruitful of discovery : the detection of minute detail 

in a bright object, and the detection of objects of the last de¬ 
gree of faintness. The power to excel in both these matters is 
not always found in the same eye. The man who is keen to 

pick up the first shred of misty light which betokens the ap¬ 
proach of a new comet may be altogether wanting in that curious 

insight which seems to feel rather than see that a small point 
of light is not single but double, and that increased magnifying 
power and a steady night will show one more new double star. 
And the photographic plate is of all observers the most one¬ 
sided in this respect. While it can patiently store up the light 
from a very faint source until at last an image can be developed, 
its power of portraying every minute detail is almost con¬ 

temptible, at present. We say “ at present ” advisedly, because 

the chief cause which makes the photograph to fail in this 
respect may any day be overcome by some chemist’s discovery. 

The cause is this, that the sensitive film is very coarse-grained. 

The particles of silver salt in it are of sensible size, and the 
image will bear only a small magnification—some twenty dia¬ 

meters—before it begins to split up into individual grains, and 
then nothing is to be gained by going further. The half-tone 
process blocks which are used so much for illustration nowadays 

provide a similar case. Whoever has brought a glass to bear 

upon one of these, in the hope of seeing fine detail, more pre¬ 

cisely, will be at no loss to appreciate the meaning of this 
difficulty. At any time this difficulty of the coarse-grainedness 
of our plates may be surmounted ; but there will always remain 
the blurring effect of the unsteadiness of the air, which, we 
have already seen, will enlarge the image of each point into a 

disc of some size. Even in the steadiest climates this must 
always stand in the way of photographing extremely fine 

detail. The plate is too faithful; it records everything that 

falls upon it, whether it is wanted or not. The trained eye 
can wait for steady moments, during which it will perceive 
clearly for an instant what is lost the next in a wave of un¬ 
steadiness ; and so, by choosing its moments and waiting 
patiently, it can distinguish what will never be made distinct 
by the plate, which mixes good and bad together. There re¬ 

mains, then, one field in which the eye is still supreme, the 
examination of fine detail in the sky, whether in the systems of 
stars or the surface markings of planets and moons. And when 
we have mentioned this we have mentioned almost the only 
field of observation which will be left for those who are con¬ 
servative enough to work still with the human rather than 
the photographic retina. 

Tn its power of observing very faint sources of light the 
photographic plate is supreme. What the eye cannot see in a 

few seconds of intense gazing, it will never see at all. The light 
is not strong enough to stimulate the nerves of the retina and 
convey an appreciable impression to the brain ; and no pro¬ 
longed gazing will help, for whatever impression is produced 

dies away in a small part of a second, and can be succeeded only 

by others of the same intensity. With the photographic plate 
it is quite different. Every small pulse of light which falls on 
a grain of sensitive silver salt does a little towards breaking up 
the molecules of which it is made. Wave after wave adds its 
effect, until at last some of them are decomposed, and an image 
can be developed. To photograph a very faint source of light 
is thus, within certain limits, merely a question of continuing' 
the exposure for a sufficient length of time, a matter of skill 

and patience only. How great is the superiority of the photo¬ 
graphic over the eye and pencil method of delineating the forms 
of the nebulae may be judged from the fact that, until photo- 

.graphy was applied, we knew scarcely anything definite about 
the shape of most of them. Between the drawings of different 

observers there was a fine dissimilarity : the eye was baffled, 
in the endeavour to follow the complex windings of wisps of 

light of the last degree of faintness, and no pencil could repro¬ 
duce the infinitely delicate gradations with which they fade¬ 
away into empty space. The great nebula in Andromeda is an 

object which offers to the eye at a telescope an appearance 
almost uninteresting. It is an oval patch of light which fades 

away imnerceptibly to the edge of the field of view, and shows- 
no structure whatever. By very attentive care the astronomer 
Bond detected some faint and apparently straight rifts in the 

outlying portions ; but no definite structure could be satisfac¬ 
torily made out until in 1885 Dr. Isaac Roberts obtained a 

photograph of the nebula, which was a revelation. Out of the 

shapeless mass of faint light and ill-seen channels was evolved 

a great bright nucleus set in a wonderful structure of rings,, 
like a vast nebulous Saturn, irresistibly suggesting the formation; 

on a tremendous scale of a system of bodies moving round a 
central sun, after the manner in which Laplace has in his 

nebular hypothesis pictured the growth of our own system of 

sun and planets. 
This resolution of the Andromeda, nebula into a structure so* 

clearly generated by a whirling motion under the action of 
some such force as gravitation, and offering so tempting a case 

for the study of celestial dynamics upon a stupendous scale, 
lent a great impetus to the work of photographing the nebulae. 

About 6,000 of them had been discovered before the days of 
photography, and very many years ago the famous telescope of 

the Earl of Rosse had shown that a few of them had a spiral 
structure. It was very hard to see—scarcely any telescope that 
was made for years afterwards would show it at all. It was 
still more difficult to explain, or even to conjecture, what force 
could twist a great mass of star-stuff—we have no better name 
for it—into the form of a spiral; and there was even some 
satisfaction in feeling that, after all, these cases were the ex¬ 
ception, and not the rule, and that their explanation was not 
involved in whatever theories we might have to form about the 
nebulae in general. Photography has completely upset so san¬ 

guine a view of the case. As nebula after nebula has yielded 
up the secret of its structure to the sensitive plate, more and 
more cases of the spiral form have been found, with the aggra¬ 
vated complication that the spiral is not single, but as a rule 
double, and is studded all along its length with bright knots 
that look suspiciously like ill-formed stars. And the cul¬ 
minating point has been reached quite lately in a remarkable 
statement modestly hidden away in the description of a new' 
branch of work which has recently been taken up at the Lick 
Observatory—taken up four years ago by James Keeler, then 
newly appointed director, and interrupted in the saddest way 
soon afterwards by his untimely death. At Lick they have 
now the three-foot reflecting telescope, which was mounted by 
Dr. Common at Ealing more than twenty years ago, and which 
produced the remarkable early photographs of the Orion nebula 
which will always be associated with his name. When he set 
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about to build a larger instrument it passed into other hands, 
and was finally presented to the Lick Observatory, where under 
the brilliant Californian sky it has first been enabled to show 
its true worth. It was put to a re-observation by photography 
of all the nebulae in Herschel’s great catalogue, and when the 
plates were examined they were found covered with nebuhe 
previously unknown, and more than half of these were spirals. 

It is estimated that there are at the very least 120,000 new 
nebulae within reach of this instrument, with so large a pro¬ 
portion of them of the class which were of old considered rare 

that we shall have to invert our notions of these bodies alto¬ 
gether, and for the future look upon a nebula which does not 
show a spiral structure as the exception rather than the rule. 

Compare this vast number with the 6,000 which were known 
after a century of diligent star-gazing, and we shall have some 

.•small idea of what photography can do for descriptive observa¬ 
tion and discovery. 

-♦- 

A PHOTOGRAPHIC AQUARIUM. 

Comparatively little has been done at present towards obtain¬ 
ing a photographic record of the ways and manners of the 
countless creatures which live beneath the surface of the sea, 

the river, and the lake. Yet what a rich and practically in¬ 
exhaustible field of work lias the aqueous world to yield up 

to the really enthusiastic naturalist-photographer! Pictures 
of animal life on the seashore, with the exception of bird studies, 
are very rarely seen, though there are plenty of interesting 

■subjects nearly always at hand along the seashore, and amongst 

the rocks, if the photographer will only use his eyes intelli¬ 
gently. 

It is to the photographing of creatures which lead a purely 
aquatic existence, however, that I now wish to draw attention. 

It will be found to be a branch of photography at once most 
novel, exciting, interesting, and instructive. The photographer 

must, however, make up his mind that all failures are to be 

considered as object-lessons of what not to do next time. He 
must learn to manipulate his camera with swiftness and pre¬ 

cision, and be able to decide at once the right moment for ex¬ 

posure ; for truly in this work to hesitate is to lose for ever an 
opportunity that may never occur again. Patience and an 

unconquerable determination to obtain the desired picture are 
the two most important adjuncts to successful work. 

The apparatus required is neither particularly elaborate nor 

costly, and let me here assure the uninitiated that a complete 
diver’s outfit is not at all necessary for the work. It is of great 
importance to have a really good rapid lens, giving perfect 

definition to the very edge of the plate without too much 
•stopping down. This will probably be the most expensive part 

of the outfit, but, provided he knows how to use it properly, 
the owner of the lens should never have cause to regret the 
price he has paid for it. 

Unfortunately there are still a very large number of photo¬ 
graphers who will not take the trouble to master even the 
barest rudimentary knowledge of optics, and consequently are 

hardly likely to get the best results from their lenses, except 
by an occasional fluke. 

Next in importance to the lens comes the aquarium, or rather 
aquariums, for two or three will be wanted for storing the 
creatures, as well as the one specially designed for photo¬ 
graphing them in. The ordinary large bell or propagating- 

glass will be found to answer admirably for storing moderate¬ 

sized fish, etc., for a few days. The glasses should be fastened 
securely to well-weighted wooden bases, so that there may be 
no fear of their being easily knocked over, and their contents 

spilled on to the floor. As the rounded sides of the propagating- 

glasses distort the objects, they are not much good as per¬ 
manent aquaria for careful observation ; and therefore the 
permanent aquarium should be square or oblong, properly 
slate bottomed, and with not more than three sides glazed. It 
is often an advantage to have only one side glazed, and the 
other three sides of well-tarred wood or slate. A very cheap 
and useful tank can be made by using stout half-inch wood 
for the back and sides, and one-inch wood for the bottom. The 
back and sides should dovetail togethei*, and the bottom should 
be screwed on ; the plate glass front can be let in by what 

carpenters call “rabbet and bead.” Cover the whole of the 
interior, back, bottom, and sides with one-eighth of an inch 
thickness of pitch. Warm the glass to be used for the front, 
run the hot.pitch into the “rabbet,” and then insert the warm 
glass and carefully press it home. When the pitch has har¬ 
dened, go over all the joints, sides, and corners, with a liberal 

coating of the following cement:—Litharge, one part; fine 
white sand, one part; resin, one-third part. Mix with sufficient 
boiled linseed oil to form a thick paste. 

The tank in which the creatures are to be photographed 
requires to be well and cai’efully made, and I should advise 
that its construction is placed in the hands of a really competent 
carpenter or plumber, unless the would-be photographer of 
aquatic life has a good knowledge of carpentry. The size of 

this aquarium will be determined by the size of the particular 
creatures to which the photographer intends to devote most of 
his attention, and three of its sides must be made of glass, so 
as to admit as much light as possible. The two sides may be 

made of ordinary plate glas:, but the front must be a piece of 
perfect “ patent ” glass, or very thin glass, absolutely free from 

scratches, air bells, or distortion. It is most important to 
have the best sheet of glass obtainable, as through it the lens 

and plate will receive the image of the object to be photo¬ 
graphed ; therefore no blemishes must be present. 

It is advisable to have the tank fairly deep and oblong, 
though its width need not be very great, and can in the follow¬ 

ing manner be further diminished during the photographic 

operations. A stout false back exactly the same depth and 

length as the interior of the tank must be carefully made. As 
one side of this false back will form the background to the 
subject to be photographed, it is advisable to have three or 
four made, so that a suitable one can be selected. Some of these 
false backs should be painted light grey, white, and slate 
colour ; each back to be a different colour, or, for economy’s 

sake, each back can be painted a different colour on the opposite 
sides. On to one or two false backs, that have been painted 
a stone colour, pieces of rock should be fastened in as natural 
a manner as possible, to give the idea of a rock pool, little 
holes and niches being left into which water-weeds, seaweeds, 
etc., may be fastened when preparing to photograph an in¬ 

habitant of the river or the sea. These false backs are employed 
in the same manner as the piece of glass which forms the false 
back of the zoophyte trough in which microscopists place living 
colonies of hvdrozoa and bryozoa for examination under the 
microscope ; the object being to bring the specimen well for¬ 
ward, and as nearly as circumstances will permit into one plane 

of focus. 
When the photographic aquarium is going to be used, it 

should be placed on a table, in such a position that its contents 

may be as brightly illumined as possible ; a north aspect out- 
of-doors, or in a greenhouse or conservatory will be found best, 
as a strong flood of light will then pass down from the surface 
of the water. A suitable background is then selected and fixed 
in position by means of a couple of springs and wedges, so 
that, although the creature to be photographed has free space to 
rise to the surface, or seek the bottom of the water, and move up 
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and down the length of the tank, it will not be able to retire 
to the back of the tank, where it would be out of focus, directly 
the plate is in position and the shutter set. Care must be 
taken, however, that the false back is not brought too far for¬ 
ward, or in the case of a fish, for instance, there will be wild 

and frantic plungings, on account of the fish finding that it 
has not room to use the fins on the sides of its bo:ly. When 
the fal:e back has been placed in position and the camera set 

up in front of the aquarium, the specimen to be photographed 
should be transferred from the stock tank ; and while it is 

settling down somewhat in its new quarters, an area must be 
selected and focussed. Shutter set and plate in position, the 
photographer must stand or sit by the camera, pneumatic ball 
in hand, ready the instant the specimen comes within the 
known focus, to make the exposure. In cases where a par¬ 
ticular pose is desired, the patience of the photographer will 
be often tried severely, the specimen passing again and again 
over the focussed area, but declining to show off that particular 
•characteristic movement so much desired. In this work a 
twin lens or good reflex camera, like the “ Miral,” for instance, 
that enables one to focus sharply practically up to the moment 

of exposure, will be found a great boon ; though it is wonderful 

what can be done with the ordinary stand camera and a good 
supply of patience. The aquarium photographer must “ learn 
to labour and to wait.” 

Very striking and interesting photographs of the inhabitants 
of the aqueous world may be obtained at night, with the aid 
of a couple of good magnesium flash lamps. The specimen 

should be placed in the photographic tank during the daytime, 

so that it may grow accustomed to its surroundings, and settle 
itself comfortably for the night. The two magnesium lamps, 
preferably worked with magnesium powder blown through the 

spirit flame by pneumatic tubing, should be placed one on each 
side of, and close to, the aquarium. It is advantageous to 

■enclose them in three-sided screens, the inner sides of which 
have been painted white, as by this means the light will not 
get distributed over the room, but will be concentrated and re¬ 
flected directly into the tank from each side, so that fairly 

even illumination will be obtained. It will be found con¬ 
venient if the two tubes of the magnesium lamps can be con¬ 

nected to one ball, or bellows, which can be pressed either by 

the foot or hand, so that the two discharges of powder are 

simultaneous. All the preparations should be made as quietly 
as possible, so that the specimen is in no way aroused or 
alarmed, otherwise the photograph will not be so successful. 
If possible, it is best to place the magnesium lamps and their 
screens in position during the daytime, so that there need be no 

fear of frightening the subject when it is at rest. With a little 
ordinary care, the spirit can be poured on the gauze of the 
lamps and ignited without in any way disturbing the inhabitant 

of the aquarium. The operation of discharging the magnesium 
powder and making the exposure should be carefully rehearsed, 
so that when the actual attempt is made, it may be carried out 
successfully. With patience, a series of photographs at once 
beautiful and interesting may be obtained. 

F. Martin Duncan. 

Professional Photographers’ Association.—Mr. Edwin Leeker (manager 
Dcbenham and Gould), Glen View Studio, Bournemouth, was elected a 
member of the P.P.A. at the last meeting of the committee. 

London and Provincial Photographic Assoc'ation.—During July and 
August the Thursday evening meetings will be oyen to any member or 
visitor who has any matter of photographic interest to bring forward. 
Anangements are also being made for a short series of lantern lectures 
probably by Mr. R. J. Beckett and Mr. A. L. Henderson, during the above 
period, further illustrating their recent travels in the Iberian Peninsula 
Visitors are always welcome. 

PROFESSIONAL PHOTOGRAPHERS’ ASSOCIATION. 

The second annual general meeting of the members of the above 
association met at the rooms of the Royal Photographic Society, 66, 
Russell Square, London, W.C., on Friday evening, July 4th, Mr. 
Thomais Bedding, F.R.P.S., president, in the chair. 

After the reading of the minutes by the hon. secretary, Mr. Alfred 
Ellis, scrutineers were appointed to examine the ballot papers which 
were sent in, the choice tailing upon Mr. J. Done and Mr. England. 

The president then said that it would be necessary to make a slight 
departure from the order of the agenda paper as printed, and he 
would ask the members present to consider the proposed alterations in 
the rules. The first one dealt with the question of non-payment of 
subscriptions, and it was felt that some grace should be given to 

.members, who through accident or inadvertence, had not paid their 
subscriptions in time. The alteration proposed was that a member 
joining after March 31 should not be called upon for a second payment 
until July 1st of the following year. The next proposed alteration 
referred to the date of the ordinary meetings, and it was now sug¬ 
gested that, instead of five first Fridays in certain months, they should 
have meetings in the second Fridays in February, May, and December. 
The next, alteration affected Rule VII. It provided for the appoint¬ 
ment of two auditors, and it postponed the annual general meeting 
from July to October in each year. Professional photographers are 
generally much busier in the former month, and it is to meet the 
general convenience of members that the alteration has been proposed. 
The revised Rule X proposes a plurality of vice-presidents instead of 
one as at present. Your committee suggests that a convenient number 
would be three. It is also suggested that the retiring president shou’d 
become a vice-president, thu> following the practice of the Photo¬ 
graphic Convention of the United Kingdom. The idea is that a man. 
having passed the chair, would have acquired experience, which could 
not fail to be of service to- the association. Such were the alterations 
in the rules suggested by the committee, who had devoted much time 
and thought to the work. He would suggest that if these alterations 
met with the approval of those gentlemen present, some one would be 
good enough to propose their adoption en bloc. 

Mr. Frank Turner made the' required proposition, which was seconded 
by Mr/ Dalby, and carried unanimously. 

The next business- on the agenda was to receive the report of the 
committee, the statement of accounts, and to consider recommendation 
of the committee with regard to fire insurance. The president re¬ 
quested the secretary to read the report, which was as follows : — 

Report of committee for the year ending June 30th, 1902 :•— 
1. Your committee have to report that since the first general 

meeting of the association on Friday, July 3rd, 1901, the number of 
members has increased from 370 to 525. 

2. Four general meetings of the members were held in the months 
of October, December, February, and April, and the committee and 
sub-committees have met on thirty-one occasions. 

3. Your committee regret to have to record the death of one of their 
number, Mr. J. Caswall Smith. 

4. The first annual dinner of the association was held at the Criterion 
Restaurant on Thursday, March 6th, and was a great success, the 
attendance exceeding a hundred, and being composed of photographers 
from all parts of the country. 

5. Local branches of the association have been formed at Hull, 
Edinburgh, Aberdeen, Liverpool, and Folkestone (East Kent). 

6. A handbook, containing the rules and list of member's of the 
association, was issued in August last ; subsequently in April this year 
Handbook No. 2 was circulated, containing information relating to 
dealers’ discounts to members, bye laws, and various recommenda¬ 
tions. 

7. The correspondence during the first year of the association’s 
existence has been very great, the lion. sec. having received and 
acknowledged about 1,100 communications on a variety of subjects of 
interest to members. The guidance of the committee has been sought 
in, amongst other matters (1), Professional charges; (2), The public 
exhibition of sitters’ copyright photographs; (3), copyrights; (4), The 
disputed qualities of photographic mounts; (5), Studio building; (6), 
Photographing on the public highway, etc., etc. 

8. Tour committee are pleased to report that in several instances 
pressure was successfully exerted on the proprietors of newspapers, and 
trading firms to remove misleading statements as to the value of cheap 
enlargements offered to the public. 

9. Considerable attention was paid to the question of manufacturers’ 
terms to members of the association, and your committee is happy 
to announce that in several instances important concessions were ob¬ 
tained, the details of which are given in Handbook No. 2. The influ¬ 
ence of the association has undoubtedly brought about a more equitable 
treatment of the professional photographer in the matter of discounts as 
against the outside retailer of photographic supplies, and your com¬ 
mittee take pride in the knowledge that to the Professional Photo¬ 
graphers’ Association belong! the credit of achieving this important 
result. The committee confidently believe that as the association in- 
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creases in numbers the sphere of its influence will be correspondingly 
enlarged. In accordance with the instructions of the general meeting 
of members held on February 7th, your committee approached various 
insurance companies with the view of ascertaining the minimum rates 
charged to members of the Professional Photographers’ Association. 
The general terms of the replies received was to the effect that while 
some of the offices were prepared to make abatements in certain classes, 
it was impossible to lay down a fixed tariff generally applicable to 
photographic establishments. The only tangible reduction offered was 
contained in a letter received from the Fine Art and General Insurance 
Company, Ltd., offering to accept the transfer of policies at the pre¬ 
miums now paid to the companies insuring members’ studios, and for 
other property, allowing a discount of 20 per cent, therefrom, and to 
pay a commission of 5 per cent, to the association, who will act as 
agents. Extensive inquiries have been instituted with regard to> the 
position of this office, and your committee, having regard to the 
terms offered, feel justified in recommending it to members as being a 
reliable and trustworthy company, to which fire insurance business may 
be given. Your honorary secretary is so far satisfied with the status 
of the office that he lias transferred a policy of £12,000 to it. Members 
are particularly reminded that, in order to obtain the Fine Art Com¬ 
pany’s special terms, the insurances must be effected through the Pro¬ 
fessional Photographers’ Association. 

10. Your committee strongly advise members of the association, 
wherever practicable, to become dealers in photographic materials, m 
order to obviate the unfair competition to which they are subjected to 
at the hand of shopkeepers, Avho are not photographers, undertaking 
the production of portraits, enlargements, and which legitimately fall 
within the sphere of professional photographic work. 

11. The members of the Hull branch of the association have agreed 
upon a minimum scale of charges for portrait and view work, and your 
committee commend their excellent example for general imitation 
wherever possible. 

12. The lion treasurer’s balance sheet is appended : — 

The Professional Photographers’ Association. 

Balance sheet, July 1st, 1901, to June 30th, 1902. 

July 1st, 1901. 
Dr. £ s. d. 

To balance of cash in hand ... 71 18 9 
To donation ... 2 2 0 
To 168 subscriptions, 5s_ . . . 42 0 0 
To sale of 94 dinner tickets .28 4 0 

144 4 9 

July 1st, 1902. 
'To balance ... 43 13 5 

The Professional Photographers’ Association. 

Balance sheet, July 1st, 1901, to June 30th . 1902. 
June, 1902. 

Cr. £ s. d. 
By printing and stationery ... . 30 16 0 
By postages 11 16 10 
By salary of assistant secretary (49 weeks) ... 24 10 0 
By reporting meetings 3 4 0 
By Royal Photographic Society for meeting ... 0 10 6 

By ditto 0 12 6 

By Spiers and Ponds’ dinner ... 29 1 6 

100 11 4 
By balance at bank 43 13 5 

144 4 9 

13. The committee, being frequently approached for advice and 
assistance in members’ copyright difficulties, have under consideration 
the position of the association in the matter. In view of probable alter¬ 
ations of the existing Copyright Act, the committee strongly urge all 
photographers to join tho association, in order to strengthen its bonds 
when the necessity for action arises. An agitation is already afoot 
aiming for the passing of a Fine Aits Copyright Bill, uniformly appli¬ 
cable to Great Britain and the Colonies, and it is urgently desirable 
that the interests of photographers should be considered in the pro¬ 
posed measure, a id that the Professional Photographers’ Association 
should be officially represented in all movements of this nature. It 
has been suggested that the association should establish a benevolent 
fund for the benefit of its members, and the matter has already been 
discussed, and your committee propose taking it into further considera¬ 
tion at the earliest possible date. The establishment of the associa¬ 
tion marks a new era in professional photography, and your committee 
earnestly appeals to all members to give it their whole and undivided 
support, and to induce their brethren in all parts of the United King¬ 
dom to become members to the end that, in seeking to promote the 
objects of the association, the support of the entire profession may be 

available. With unanimity of support, not only should the status of 
professional photography be advanced, but the material prosp< i 
the craft itself be promoted. 

The president then called upon two gentlemen, not being members of 
the committee, to move the adoption of the report, and to second it 
respectively. Its adoption was moved by Mr. Barker, seconded by 

Mr. H. J. Godbold, and carried nem. con. 
The president then invited the members present to make any remarks 

or suggestions, assuring them that the committee would be quite 
pleased to be either censured or castigated to any extent for any \\ rong- 
doing of which they might have been guilty. This drew a remark from 
Mr. Dalby, to the effect that the report was of such a gratifying 
character, that it was in itself a refutation of some unfair criticisms of 
the association. 

The president lemarked that, as all seemed in favour of the report, 
the state of affairs was eminently satisfactory. It had now been 
unanimously adopted and parsed. He might observe that those 
gentlemen who have not yet sent in their ballot papers could do so 
up to nine o’clock that evening, and that while the scrutineers were 
proceeding with their duties, the secretary would read some letters 
which had been received on the business of the association. 

The secretary then read a number of letters from different gentlemen, 
mostly country members of the association, regretting their inability to 
attend the meeting, and expressing their hearty sympathy with its work 
and aims. The longest letter was from Mr. T. 0. Turner, who, in 
adverting to the work of the association, expressed the opinion that 
the various discussions which it had initiated, had been of the greatest 
value to the profession generally. He alluded more particularly to the 
questions of cutting prices, copyright, and a minimum scale of charges. 
He also dwelt upon the question of the “ free enlargement ” advertise¬ 
ments, and remarking that the public were always apt to' think that 
they could get something for nothing—suggested that the associa¬ 
tion were doing a good work in undeceiving them. He condemned 
competition among photographers, and urged them to get better 
acquainted with one another through the means offered by the associa¬ 
tion. They would all do better by making an effort to attend the 
London meetings than by forming branches in country districts, where 
the membership would be too few to do much good. The letter con¬ 
cluded with a promise of personal help in organising meetings, etc. 

The auditors, Messrs. Fiy and Barraud, were re-elected for the- 
ensuing year — proposed by Mr. Skillman, and seconded by Mr. 
Douglas. 

Mr. W. G. Parker then proposed a vote of thanks, which was 
seconded by Mr. Dalby, to the officers of the society, for the excel¬ 
lent and thorough manner in which they had carried out their arduous 
duties. This was carried nem. con. The president, having called 
upon the lion, secretary to respond to this vote, 

Mr. Alfred Ellis said : I was not prepared for this part of the 
performance, for there is no mention of it on the agenda paper. I have 
to thank you all for your kind expressions with regard to my own and 
my colleague’s services, on behalf of the association. Well, gentlemen, 
we have worked hard, and I think I may say, without vanity, that 
we deserve well of the photographic profession in general. I must 
express a certain sense of disappointment at not finding a larger at¬ 
tendance here to-night. I asked several members to come, and they 
were very kind and sympathetic, saying, “All right, we know every¬ 
thing is safe in your hands; I will come, if I can,” and so on. All 
made this kind of genial excuse. This is not quite the right kind of 
thing. There is a certain satisfaction in being blown up and bullied, 
and when you have made up your mind to face the music, you are 
disappointed when it does not come. For this reason I should have 
liked to have seen a better attendance. With regard to the report, 
I am sorry we could not secure a better discount from the plate and 
paper maker’s association. Unfortunately, we number at present 
only about 500 members, and we, therefore, cannot truly plead that 
we represent the whole of the photographic profession. As our 
numbers increase we shall no doubt get better terms. With regard 
to the fire insurance matter, we opened up communications with a 
number of different insurance companies, but we could not get them 
to promise anything definite. Each case, we were told, must stand 
on its own merits. The Fine Art Insurance Company were the only 
ones who made a businesslike proposition, which was the offer to make 
a reduction of 20 per cent, on the premiums now being paid, beyond 
which they expressed their willingness to meet the members fairly 
with regard to any renewed proposals. Our annual dinner was a great 
success, and I hope that our next one will attract such a crowd of 
members, that we shall have to bespeak the large Victoria Hall at the 
Criterion Restaurant to accommodate the diners. I venture to -av 
that the correspondence which has passed through my hands—eleven 
hundred odd letters—isi indicative of the use of the association. It 
is of great advantage to members seeking information to use the 
facilities offered by such an association as this. They can get advice 
at little cost of either trouble or money. That is all I have 
to say, gent'emen, except to thank you most heartily for your kind 
expressions of approval of my conduct. (Applause.) 

Mr. Hull then proposed, and Mr. Sims seconded, a vote of thanks 
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to the Royal Photographic Society for the loan of the room in which 
the meeting took place, and the president promised that this resolu¬ 
tion should be conveyed to the parent society. 

Nine o’clock having now arrived, the president called for voting 
papers to be handed in, and while this was being done, Mr. Bridge 
moved a hearty vote of thanks to- the retiring president for the genial 
and skilful manner in which lie had conducted the meetings of the 
association during his year of office. Upon calling for someone to 
second this vote, there was a most hearty cry of “We all second 
it.” 

The president said: It is a little out of order, gentlemen, for all of 
you to*" undertake a duty which is generally performed by one alone, 
but I am quite sensible of the kindly feeling which prompted a sugges¬ 
tion, which is so gratifying to me, your retiring president. Those 
among you who are endowed with good memories may call to mind 
that, just twelve months ago, I expressed the opinion that a profes¬ 
sional photographer was the right man to occupy this chair. But it 
was ultimately decided that, in laying the foundations of such an 
association, an adhesive material was required. And so it came about 
that I was the mortar destined to hold the bricks together for a while. 
The foundation was well and truly laid, but the edifice was not com¬ 
plete, nor will it be complete for many years. I am proud, gentlemen, 
:m vacating my position, to become one of your vice-presidents, and 
I assure you that, in that capacity, my interest in the affairs of the 
association wiil increase rather than diminish. We all look ahead, 
and we must all have ideals to look to, or we cannot succeed. My 
small efforts on your behalf would have been fruitless without the 
unselfish work and co-operation of my friend, Mr. Alfred Ellis. I 
cannot give you an adequate idea of the time, trouble, and expense lie 
has devoted to the work of the association, and it is no exaggeration 
of terms to say that the whole profession owe him a deep debt of 
gratitude for what he has done. I thank you, gentlemen, on my own 
behalf, for the kind manner in which you have spoken of my humble 
services. Although I am retiring from the chair, my interests in the 
association will not diminish one jot. (Applause.) 

After a short interval, during which the result of the ballot was 
ascertained by the scrutineers, the president intimated that over one 
hundred papers had been filled in—i.e., rather more than one-fifth of 
the members had taken sufficient interest in the association to fill up 
their papers. This did1 not seem much, but he assured them, from his 
knowledge of the inner working of other societies, that the pro¬ 
portion was quite a large one. He then read out the results of the 
ballot:—Mr. William Grove (president). Vice-presidents, H. Walter 
Barnett, W. Crooke, and Ernest C. Elliott. 

London members of the committee: Messrs. Ellis, Bridge, Turner, 
Mackie, Jacolette, Hull, Dalby, Simmons, Sims, and Scamell. 

Country members : Messrs. Werner, Webster, Morgan, Barry, Whit¬ 
lock, Valentine, Gill, Moffat, Spink, and Chapman. 

A vote of thanks to the scrutineers, proposed by the new president, 
and seconded by Mr. A. Ellis, which was carried unanimously, brought 
the proceedings to a close. 

-+-- 

THE PHOTOGRAPHIC SALON. 

Thf. entry form and prospectus of the Photographic Salon (tenth year) 
at the Dudley Gallery, Egyptian Hall, Piccadilly, from September 19th 
to November 1st, 1902, is in circulation. The receiving day is Monday, 
September 8th, from 10 a.m. to 6 p.m., on which day all pictures for 
exhibition must be delivered at the Gallery, either personally or 
through an agent. 

The aim of the committee is to exhibit only that class of work in 
pictorial photography in which there is distinct evidence of personal 
artistic feeling and execution. Careful consideration will be given to 
all pictures entered for exhibition, and a selection of works of pic¬ 
torial merit made by the committee. Pictures which have already been 
publicly exhibited in London will not be accepted. Pictures sent for 
exhibition to any other exhibition open in London at the same period 
are liable also to be disqualified. No awards are offered, and no charge 
is made to exhibitors. Exhibitors will be entitled to a season ticket. 
Arrangements will be made for the sale of pictures, if desired, and a 
commission of 15 per cent, will be charged on sales effected. 

In celebration of this, the tenth exhibition, each exhibitor will be 
presented with a commemorative metal placquette, designed by Charles 
Emanuel. 

The following are the conditions of entry, etc. : — 

1. Each picture must be separately framed, and each frame must 
bear on the back, name of exhibitor, number and title of picture, and 
price, if offered for sale, corresponding to the particulars on the entry 
form. 

2. Pictures will be received at the Dudley Gallery only, on Monday, 
September 8th, from 10 a.m. to 6 p.m. 

3. They must be delivered, carriage paid, accompanied by their entry 
form, and without packing or wrappers of any kind, either personally 
or through an agent. 

4. Messrs. James Bourlet and Sons, 17 and 18, Nassau Street, 
Middlesex Hospital, London, W., will undertake to receive, deliver, 
and return exhibits on the following terms, viz. :—They will collect 
within a radius of four miles from their warehouse (or receive and 
unpack) and deliver at the Gallery; also, if rejected, and at the close 
of the exhibition, will remove from the Gallery and re-deliver in the 
aforesaid district (or repack) for the sum of Is. 6d. each frame (irre¬ 
spective of size). All frames remaining in their warehouse after the 
close of the exhibition, without instruction from the owners, will be 
charged at the rate of 3d. per week. Packages from the country and 
abroad must be delivered at Messrs. Bourlet and Sons, carriage and 
agents’ fees paid, not later than Thursday, the 4th September, ac¬ 
companied by their entry form, and should be labelled outside, “ For 
the Photographic Salon.” 

5. Due notification will be sent of pictures which are not accepted. 
Messrs. Bourlet and Sons will remove to their Avarehouse those which 
have been brought to the Gallery by hand, and will, if requested, 
return the same to the oAvners, free of charge, within a radius of four 
miles from their Avarehouse. 

6. At the close of the exhibition, all exhibits must be removed on 
Saturday, November 1st, between the hours of 8 p.m. and 10 p.m. If 
not so removed, they will be Avarehoused at Messrs. Bourlet and Sons, 
at the expense of the cAvners. 

The committee particularly wish to assure intending exhibitors that 
every care will bo taken of frames sent for exhibition, but they cannot 
accept responsibility for damage. 

-♦- 

ROYAL CORNWALL POLYTECHNIC SOCIETY’S 

EXHIBITION. 

Thf sixty-eighth exhibition of this society Avill open at Falmouth- 
on Tuesday, August 26th, 1902. In view of 1902 being the Coronation 
year of His Majesty the King, their patron, and having as president 
an eminent exponent of electrical science, Sir Wm. Preece, K.C.B., 
F.R.S., the Royal Cornwall Polytechnic Society have decided to make 
electricity a special feature of their exhibition of 1902. 

Medals and prizes in the following departments : —Mechanics (Board 
of Trade protection granted to- all neAv and unpatented inventions).— 
Machinery and models; mechanical and other scientific inventions and 
improvements; naval architecture; scientific papers, etc. Fine Arts.— 
Works by professional artists and by amateurs. Ornamental Art.— 
Wood carving; pottery; printing; bookbinding; leather work; lace 
making; and art needlework. Photography.—Photographs by pro¬ 
fessionals and by amateurs ; photographic apparatus. Natural History. 
—Essays; local observations; collections of specimens; monographs, 
etc. “Lander” Prizes.—Maps and essays on the West Indies. Short¬ 
hand and typewriting. Cornwall County Council.—Prizes to students 
in the classes raider the Technical Instruction Committee of the Corn- 
Avall County Council:-—Applied design; modelling; painting; draw¬ 
ing ; wood carving; repousse, etc; net making and repairing; sail 
repairing; rope splicing; ginging of hooks; improA'ements to fishing 
gear. 

This exhibition has been established nearly seventy years, and 
affords the best opportunity of making knoAvn the merits of inventions, 
etc., throughout the West of England. It will be held in a spacious 
hall and adjoining rooms, and Avill continue open for one week. No 
charge Avill be made for space. Advertisments are invited for the 
exhibition catalogue; for terms, see Prize List. List of prizes, and all' 
further information may be obtained from the secretary, Edivard Kitto, 
The Observatory, Falmouth. 

Regulations. 

1. All exhibits must be forwarded so as to reach the Polytechnic 
Hall, Falmouth, not later than Tuesday, August 19th, after which no¬ 
article will be eligible- for competition, and no space can be guaran¬ 
teed. 

2. All pictures and photographs must be framed; and if left at one 
of the following places of the society’s authorised agents on or before 
Tuesday, August 12th, will be conveyed from these depots to ana 
from the exhibition, free of charge:—Messrs. Worth and Co., Cathe¬ 
dral Yard, Exeter; Messrs. Harris and Sons, 70, George Street, Ply¬ 
mouth; Mr. James Lanham, High Street, St. Ives, Cornwall. The- 
abo\Te agents will not receive any article unless delivered to them free 
of conveyance and other charges. 

3. The carriage on all other articles must be paid by the exhi¬ 
bitor. 

4. All cases and packages1 sent to the exhibition must be addressed : 
“ The Royal Cornwall Polytechnic Society, Falmouth.” and must bear 
the name and address of the OAvner; the covers to be fastened with 
screAA's. The exhibitor must Avrite at the back of each picture his 
name and address, its title, whether it is an original or a copy, the 
name of the artist, and whether he is a professional or an amateur. 

- The works of professional artists may be sold from the gallery, through 
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Mr. E. Kitto, the secretary of the society, and a commission of 5 per¬ 
cent. will be charged thereon 

5. Exhibitors must enter all articles intended for exhibition on forms 
provided for that purpose by the .society, or of any of the above-named 
agents. 

6. This entry form must in all cases be returned to the secretary, on 
or before August 9th. 

7. The society will not be answerable for loss of, or damage to, any 
article sent to the exhibition, but every care will be used to prevent 
injury while in the society’s possession. 

8. After admission, no article may be removed until the close of the 
exhibition. 

9. Discieticnary power is vested in the officers of the society as to 
exhibiting any article sent. 

10. Board of Trade protection is granted to all new and unpatented 
inventions. 

The judging in all departments of the exhibition (except shorthand 
and typewriting) will take place on Monday, August 25th. 

Exhibitors of inventions are invited to attend on August 25th (judg 
ing day) to personally explain the merits claimed for their exhibits. 

The Art Union of Cornwall (under the sanction of the Board of Trade) 
selects its prizes from the works exhibited by professional artists. 
The drawing for prizes will take place at the Polytechnic Hall during 
the exhibition—viz., on Friday, August 29th, 1902. Information 
respecting the Art Union may be obtained from the honorary secre¬ 
tary, W. W. J. Sharpe, Falmouth. Information respecting the photo¬ 
graphic department may be obtained from Mr. W Brooks, Laurel Villa, 
Wray Park, Reigate (member of the General Committee). 

Dew Apparatus, $c. 
The Focussing Cooke Lens.—Manufactured and sold by Taylor, Taylor, 

and Hobson, Stoughton Street Works, Leicester. 
Messrs. Taylor, Taylor, and Hobson have recently introduced a new type 

of mount for their well-known Cooke lenses, and have submitted a speci¬ 
men to us for inspection. In outward appearance these lenses do not 
differ materially from the usual characteristics of Cooke lenses, excepting 
that a new alloy of aluminium has been substituted for brass and that 
the hood of the lens is provided with a scale indicating the anterior focus 
when the various divisions are brought opposite the indicator by rotation. 
The workmanship of the new mount is excellent. The novelty of this 
mode of focussing, if such it may be called, consists in the variability 
of the separation of the front lenses. By slightly increasing the air¬ 
space between them, an appreciable shortening of t.he.focus of the system 
is effected, and as this is done by screw adjustment it is easy to fix the 
focus for distances between very near objects and infinity. We have, in 
fact, a scale provided for objects at 5, 4, 6, and 10 yards and infinite dis¬ 
tance from the camera. It is well known that modern anastigmats are 
extremely sensitive and that their performance is materially affected by 
their adjustment. The question may therefore be asked, does the per¬ 
formance of the Cooke lens suffer when the present system of focussing 
is used P A trial of the lens has satisfied us that Messrs. Taylor, Taylor, 
and Hobson are right in using the new system for hand-camera lenses. 
We notice a very slight difference in the quality of the image at the cor¬ 
ners of the plate when the lens is used for very close objects; but, on 
the other hand, the greater accuracy in focussing by means of the 
enlarged scale on the lens-hood, as compared with that which would be 
provided upon a hand camera, is an advantage of far greater importance. 
The lens system, moreover, still remains at its best when the scale is 
returned to its normal position. We notice with feelings of reverent 
regard for the memory of an old friend, the former editor of this paper, 
that Messrs. Taylor, Taylor, and Hobson have quoted as a prophecy the 
following extract from the late J. Traill Taylor’s book on the Optics of 
Photography.:—■“ Perhaps the most useful lens of all, should it ever reach 
the stage of being manufactured, will be one in which, by the rotation of 
a collar, the focus of the lens, complete in itself, is susceptible of being 
altered to a considerable extent.” 

This is another testimony to the late J. Traill Taylor’s foresight in 
practical optics. Although the new focussing device of Messrs. Taylor, 
Taylor, and Hobson does not provide that considerable latitude in the 
equivalent focus of the lens which our late editor desired, yet it must 
be looked upon as a step in that direction, and we believe users of the 
hand camera will find it a distinct advantage. Messrs. Taylor, Taylor, and 
Hobson have also sent us photographs of a test chart for astigmatism, 
taken with one of these lenses. Results are shown for each of the dis¬ 
tances engraved on the lens, and the photographs are remarkably good 
over an angle of 50deg. 

—-♦- 

“ The Optical Magic Lantern Journal.”—The proprietors of this jour¬ 
nal (“The Magic Lantern Journal” Company, Ltd.), have appointed W. 
Alfred H. Saunders, of Birmingham, editor and secretary. The publish¬ 
ing and editorial offices have been removed to Princes Chambers, 6, Cor¬ 
poration Street, Birmingham, whence the usual special autumn number 
will be published on October 1st next. 

R)eeiing$ of Societies* 

MEETINGS OF SOCIETIES FOR NEXT WEEK. 

July. Name of Society. Subject. 

12. Brentford Photographic . 
West London Photographic ... 

North Middlesex Photographic 

Borough Polytechnic. 

Zoological Gardens. 
Oxshott. 12. 

16. ( The Platinotype Proeest. J. W. Mar- 
\ chant, K.R.P.S. 

Monthly Outings Competition. 16 

LONDON AND PROVINCIAL PHOTOGRAPHIC ASSOCIATION. 

July 3rd.—Annual meeting, Mr. T. E. Freshwater in the chair. 
The annual report and balance-sheet, showing that a very satisfactory 

year’s work had been accomplished, and that the financial position of the 
Association was good, was read by the hon. sec. and adopted. 

The election of officers and committee resulted as follows:—Trustees: 
Messrs. A. Haddon and T. E. Freshwater. Committee: Messrs. R. 
Beckett, R. P. Drage, T. K. Grant, J. W. Hodges, R. J. Kindon, W. J. 
Marshall, H. C. Rapson, and J. S. Teape. Curator: Mr. S. Heskins. 
Recorder: Mr. E. Featherstone. Librarian: Mr. E. T. Wright. Hon. 
Sec. and Treasurer: Mr. W. D. Welford. Delegates to the Affiliation: 
Mr. A. Mackie and H. C. Rapson. 

Mr. A. L. Henderson passed round a print from the negative made 
by Dr. Griin at a recent meeting. The exposure was ten seconds in the 
usual lighting (about seven gas-burners) of the room. A short discussion 
ensued, and it was considered certain that before very long improve¬ 
ments in the construction of the lens would render it of still more 
value. With all its faults, it yet allowed its owner to do work that would 
be impossible with other instruments. As regards the print, all of those 
present were recognisable except where some strong halation occurred, 
but it was thought that much of this might be removed and the figures 
rendered plainly visible. 

Some discussion followed on the question of removing a film from a 
glass plate without hydrofluoric acid. Hydrochloric acid and alcohol 
were named as efficacious, and other more or less well-known methods 
were repeated. 

During the months of July and August the meetings, as is always the 
case, will be informal. 

-♦- 

Commercial $ Cegal Intelligence 
The Secretary of Messrs. Langfier, Ltd., writes:—“I have pleasure in 

informing you that my Company has just declared a balance dividend at 
the rate of 174 per cent, per annum for the year ended June 2nd last.” 

One of the "features of the Cambridge Convention is Messrs. Marions 
show-room at the Lion Hotel. It is in charge of Mr. J. M. Dickinson, 
the able and courteous representative of the Company. The stock shown 
is very large and varied, and both amateur and professional photographers 
are catered for. 

Mr. J. Lizars writes:—“ I shall be pleased if you will intimate that 
I have now removed my Aberdeen warehouse from 28, Bridge Street, to 
171, Union Street. I have been compelled to do this owing to the growing 
demand for the goods of my manufacture, which has necessitated larger 
premises.” 

The work of the war correspondents being happily over, “ Commercial 
Intelligence ” has despatched to South Africa a special correspondent to 
report upon the commercial conditions there from the British traders’ 
point of view. The representative sent is an expert who is familiar with 
the trade and industry of the old and new worlds. He is not sent to 
“write up” South Africa, but to tell the plain truth about it. His 
mission will last several months, and his reports, which will appear 
exclusively in “ Commercial Intelligence,” will deal with every branch of 
export trade, and be of interest alike to those who already have trade 
relations with the Cape and to those who are thinking of entering the 
South African market for the first time. 

The Official Receiver for the Brentford District has issued particulars 
of the failure of Andrew George Adamson, residing in apartments at 22, 
Willcott Road, Acton, and lately residing at 69, Amhurst Park, N., and 
lately carrying on business at 22, Christopher Street, Finsbury Square, 
E.C. From these particulars it appears that the debtor has filed a 
statement of affairs showing gross liabilities amounting to £4,906 2s. 2d., 
of which £3,086 2s. 2d. is expected to lank against the estate for dividend. 
The assets are estimated to produce £5 only, that being the estimated 
value of his furniture. The deficiency consequently amounts to £3,081 
2s. 2d. The report and observations of the Official Receiver are as fol¬ 
lows:—“The bankrupt states that in June, 1895, with a cash capital of 
about £300, he commenced to trade at 18, Eldon Street, E.C.., as an 
electrical engineer; that he carried on a similar business at 22, Christopher 
Street, Finsbury Square, E.C.; that in 1899, at Dashwood House, New 
Broad Street, E.C., he was carrying on business in partnership with 
another, under the style of Adamson Brothers, as electrical engineers; 
that in November, 1901, the partnership was dissolved, and that for some 
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months past he has been in the employ of a firm of metal spinners in 
London, from whom he receives a salary of 30s. per week and com¬ 
mission.” The Official Receiver understands that the debts owing by the 
above firm were taken over by the bankrupt, and that some of tnem are 
still outstanding. Several creditors, at the date of the receiving order, 
had taken proceedings to recover their debts. The bulk of the bank¬ 
rupt’s furniture was disposed of in May of last year for £44 7s. 6d. The 
bankrupt attributes his position “ to inability to obtain the purchase price 
of my business of an electrical engineer, formerly carried on at 18, Eldon 
Street, E.C., and sold in 1896,” and to pressure by creditors. As regards 
the unsecured debts, a sum of £1,051 is shown to be owing to cash-credi¬ 
tors, £500 to a firm of patent agents for “ professional remuneration and 
disbursements,” and £400 to the firm by whom the bankrupt is employed, 
for “ work done and advances.” The security held by the creditor stated 
to be “ partly secured ” consists of a charge upon three British patents for 
improvements in electric and gas lamps for photographic purposes. The 
“contingent liabilities” refer to the bankrupt’s liability as (1) surety for 
the repayment of an overdraft, and (2) as acceptor of an accommodation 
bill. No satisfactory account has been furnished to explain the “ de¬ 
ficiency ” of £3,081. The bankrupt has been requested to file a cash 
account for a period extending over the last two years.—“ Express ’ 
(Acton). . 

The Patent Law Amendment Bill.—Last week, in the House of Com¬ 
mons, Mr. Gerald Balfour, in moving the second reading of this Bill, 
announced that he had done his best to meet some of the objections urged 
to the Bill by a deputation representing chambers of commerce, and said 
he intended to introduce amendments into the Bill in the Committee 
stage, which he thought would prove satisfactory to the community 
generally, and might be accepted as a reasonable solution of what was 
undoubtedly a somewhat difiicult problem. He would explain shortly 
the main respects in which the amended Clause 2, which he would have 
to move in Committee, differed from the provisions of the Bill in the 
form in which it was introduced. The first dealt with the phrase “ reason¬ 
able requirements of the public.” The patentee might be required, as 
the Bill originally stood, to grant licences when the reasonable require¬ 
ments of the public with reference to his invention had not been satisfied 
by reason of the neglect or refusal of the patentee to work the patent 
or grant licences on reasonable terms. It had been represented to him 
that the phrase “ reasonable requirements ” was not sufficiently explicit, 
and in particular that it did not specifically include the reasonable require¬ 
ments of the producing portion of the public as opposed to that of the 
consumers. As he proposed to amend the clause, if any existing industry 
or the establishment of any new industry was prejudiced by the failure 
of the patentee to work his patent, or to grant licences, the reasonable 
requirements of the public should not be held by the Court to have been 
satisfied. The next point dealt with extreme cases. He proposed to 
retain the principle of granting compulsory licences as the basis of the 
amended clause, but to give the Court in certain extreme instances the 
power to revoke the patent. The Court would be empowered to revoke 
the patent if they were of opinion that the reasonable requirements of 
the public were not satisfied by the grant of licences. But this was 
subject to a proviso that no order should be made before the expiration 
of three years or if the patentee gave satisfactory reasons for his default. 
This was a reasonable compromise between extreme views; it would not 
work harshly upon the poor patentee, while it would render difficult or 
impossible a patent’s being taken out to prevent production in this 
country. In accordance with the recommendation of the committee, the 
High Court was substituted for the Board of Trade as the tribunal to 
decide whether a compulsory licence should be granted. It was, no doubt, 
a serious matter to entrust to an executive department of the Govern¬ 
ment the decision of a case in which enormous pecuniary interests might 
be involved; but an objection to the substitution of the High Court was 
the length to which proceedings might be carried by appeals. He pro¬ 
posed, therefore, that the tribunal should be the Judicial Committee of 
the Privy Council with no appeal. This committee had a right, which, 
however, had never been exercised, to determine the duration of a patent 
in the public interest, and this constituted a precedent for making the 
Committee of the Privy Council the tribunal for dealing with this mat¬ 
ter. The last point on which he proposed to amend the clause was in 
reference to cases where there was prima facie evidence that a patent 
was being used only to prevent manufacture in this country. In such 
a case he proposed that the onus of proving that public interests had 
been reasonably met should be with the patentee. These were the 
principal amendments he proposed to introduce in the Committee stage, 
and he hoped that the House would give the Bill a second reading in 
order that it might be referred to the Standing Committee on Trade, 
feeling sure that it would emerge in a form that would give general satis¬ 
faction to the commercial community. 

Congress and the Universal Exposition at St. Louis.—The United States 
Congress has amended the law which provided for the opening of the 
Universal Exposition at St. Louis, May 1st, 1903, by deferring it for one 
year. This has been done for many reasons, the principal being that, 
since its inception, the scope of the Exposition has enlarged. To show 
the extent of the buildings, it may be pointed out that four of those 
already in course of construction take in a sweep of more than one mile. 
The fifteen palaces, designed for the industries and the arts collectively, 
will hold the new century’s first exhibit of the world’s resources and out¬ 
put, and will at the same time present a birdseye view of the growth and 
progress of all peoples and all countries. Up to the middle of June the 
money available for the St. Louis Universal Exposition, including State 
and National appropriations, amounted to $20,000,000, or something over 
£4,000,000. As already stated, the date fixed for the opening of the 
Exposition was May, 1903. For several reasons this has now been 
deferred to May, 1904. Generally, all the world over, exhibitors ask for 
time, upon the plea that they are not able, on such short notice, to design 
and prepare the special exhibits necessary. If the thing is to be well 

done, they need a year to plan and to put their ideas into form and 
another to carry them out; that is to say, if they are to carry out the 
purposes of the management, and to include among their exhibits the latest 
models, processes, and discoveries. The intention to do this is shown by 
the schedules to be very strong. The postponement until 1904 has also 
been made, the resident representative of the Exposition in London 
informs us, in order that, while the buildings were planned to be com¬ 
plete at the time originally fixed, and the progress already made assured 
success, they may now receive, not only the much-desired attention in 
the matter of construction, but that their decoration and beautifying may 
be carried out somewhat more leisurely and satisfactorily. The same 
conditions also apply to the ornamentation of the grounds; they will be 
planted, and the year’s additional growth will give them a finish as well 
as a completeness otherwise impossible. While the postponement was 
under discussion, assurances were received from nearly all the leading 
foreign countries and from many of the States of the American Union 
that the postponement would be welcomed by them in an official 
capacity, by the business men and manufacturers who generally exhibit, 
and also by those elements among the people who will furnish visitors. 
More time was also needed for making and perfecting arrangements 
for the congresses and meetings, now such important features of all 
universal exhibitions. 

Electrical and Other Patents.—If we assume that the number of 
patents taken out in connection with an industry is a measure of its 
activity, some useful information on this question will be found in the 
recently issued report of the Comptroller-General of Patents. The number 
of patents sealed in each of the 146 classes into which inventions are 
divided by the Patent Office is given in tabular form for each year from 
1885 to 1900. Comparing the number of patents in 1900 with those in 
1899, says the “ Electrical Review,” of London, we find that in the class. 
of dynamo-electric generators and motors there was an increase of 7 per 
cent.; in electricity, conducting, etc., an increase of 17 per cent.; m 
electricity, measuring, an increase of 10 per cent.; in electricity, 
regulating, an increase of 5 per cent.; in electric lamps, etc.,, 
an. increase of 5 per cent.; in electric telegraphs, etc., an increase of 1 
per cent.; in electrolysis, an increase of 11 per cent.; in galvanic batteries 
there is a decrease of 8 per cent. It is evident from these figures that ail 
the principal branches of the electrical industries, except galvanic bat¬ 
teries, are in a progressive condition. Electric traction does not form a. 
separate class, so that an exact statement of the progress of invention in 
this department cannot be arrived at from the table, but the Comptroller 
states in his report that the attention of inventors has been specially 
directed to this subject both in 1900 and 1901, the protection of the public 
from accidents due to broken wires being a favourite subject. The rise 
of the motor-car industry has led to a great increase of patents in con¬ 
nection with this industry,while the enthusiasts who, three or four years 
ago, overwhelmed the Patent Office with cycle inventions have evidently 
subsided—the patents in, this class in 1900 are only 36 per cent, of the 
number sealed in 1897. The figures given in the report with regard to 
oppositions to the granting of patents are of special interest in connection 
with the proposal which is now before Parliament for an official examina¬ 
tion as to novelty. Between 1894 and 1901 about 1 in every 200 applica¬ 
tions was opposed before sealing. This opposition can only be made by 
a party interested in an earlier patent for the same invention, or by 
a party from whom the invention has been obtained by fraud. The 
public, who have most interest in the suppression of bogus patents, have 
no locus standi in the Comptroller’s Court. Sir Edward Fry’s Committee 
found that more than 40 per cent, of the patents granted were wanting 
in novelty, and at present the sole available process of preventing the- 
sealing of a bogus patent results only in the suppression of less than 
5 per cent. Evidently, it should be open to any member of the public 
to oppose the sealing of a patent, or else the Patent Office itself should 
protect the public from being blackmailed by the bogus patentee. The 
surplus of receipts above payments in 1901 was over £107,000, a sum 
which should either be spent for the benefit of inventors, or remitted from 
the fees. There is no justification for a special tax on invention. 

The Bausch and Lomb Optical Company, Rochester, N.Y., announce 
a photographic competition open to amateur and professional photo¬ 
graphers, residents of foreign countries, as well as the United States, 
the object being to bring together as large and representative a collection 
of photographs as possible, in order that the present development of the 
photographic art and the progress in lens and shutter construction which 
has been made during the past quarter century may be made evident. 
In order to enhance the interest of photographic work, the awards have 
been divided into a number of classes, such as landscape, portrait, genre, 
instantaneous, architectural, interior, etc. Several special awards for 
telephoto and other work have been provided, also a special award for 
users of the Bausch and Lomb rectilinear lenses on various makes of 
hand cameras, kodaks, etc. 

Practical Application of Scientific Education in Germany.—It is the 
common belief that the commercial rise of Germany has been largely due 
to the results of the Franco-Prussian war, which put money into its 
coffers and stimulated the energies of the people. Doubtless much of 
Germany’s phenomenal success of the last quarter of the past century was 
due to this event; but in order to gauge accurately the nation’s capacities 
and aims, it is necessary to look farther back than 1870-71. It is perhaps 
unnecessary to say that the whole standard of education in Germany is 
higher than in either the United Stages or England, and technical educa¬ 
tion had its beginning in Germany long before the Franco-Prussian war. 
Sixty years ago (writes “ The Scientific American ”) Liebig had fifty 
students working in his factory, and all of the German Universities have 
had their own chemical laboratories since 1827. To-day, there are in 
German factories 4,500 thoroughly trained chemists, besides more than 
5.000 assistants, whose brains are constantly at work upon the nroblems 
of improving processes, and lessening the cost of production. The sugar 
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industry illustrates the practical application which the Germans make of 
their educational system. In 1840 154,000 tons of beetroot were crushed, 
from which 8,000 tons of raw sugar were produced, showing about 5g 
per cent, of raw sugar extracted from the root. Twenty years later 
1,500,000 tons were treated which produced 128,000 tons of sugar, or 
about 8 per cent. Last year about 12,000,000 tons were crushed, which 
produced 1,500,000 tons of raw sugar, raising the percentage to 13. This 
advance is due entirely to scientific treatment. The production of dry 
colours, chemicals and dyes in Germany shows a corresponding increase 
in product and in dividend-paying capacity. Comparing the statistics of 
the dyeing industry of the year 1874 with those of 1898, it is found that 
notwithstanding prices in 1898 were considerably lower than in 1874, the 
net income in 1874 was 24,000,000 marks (about 6,000,000dols.) and in 
1898 was 120,000,000 marks (about 30,000,000dols.). The great increase of 
earning capacity is due largely to the constant labour of trained men, 
who by application of their technical knowledge have so cheapened pro¬ 
duction that they have, succeeded in getting this trade away from the 
English, who formerly controlled it. Another illustration is found in the 
manufacture of artificial indigo, a chemical process for marking which was 
discovered in Germany about thirty-five years ago. It was started with 
less than forty workmen, all told. It now employs over six thousand 
men, and has a staff of one hundred and forty-eight scientific chemists. 
By placing this substitute upon the market at a very low price the 
Germans have nearly ruined the natural-indigo industry of India. The 
Germans have also discovered a method for obtaining ground slag from 
steel processes, which is used as a fertiliser; and England, although she 
produces as much steel as Germany, has become a good customer for this 
article. A century ago the English and French makers of scientific 
instruments were far in advance of the Germans. During the last twenty 
years all this has changed. The value of the exports from Germany of 
scientific instruments for the year 1893 was about l,250,000dols.—three 
times what it was in 1888—and the work gave empfoyment to 14,000 
people. The conclusions to be arrived at from the foregoing are not so 
much academic as economic and practical. In Germany, a young man is 

•called upon to decide, early in his career, whether he will take a classical 
or a scientific course. If he decides to take the latter he goes into the 
“ Real Schule,” or lower scientific school, to be elevated thence to the 
“ Real Gymnasium,” or scientific high school, and thence to the “ Poly- 
technicum,” or institute of technology, which is separate from the 
Universities. In this course he learns no Greek and only a moderate 
amount of Latin; but he has the sciences, engineering, mathematics, 
modern languages, history and a mixture of practical and theoretical 
training in various technical branches, with frequent excursions for the 
purpose of inspection of work in factories and public enterprises. The 
faculties of these institutions keep in touch with the manufactories, and 
when capable young men graduate they easily find situations. This is 
also true of the technical high schools, of which there are twenty-four, 
which likewise have courses in engineering, architecture, drainage, irriga¬ 
tion, modelling, drawing, chemistry, modern languages, history, etc. 

Does ana Dotes. 
Royal Institution.—A general monthly meeting of the members of the 

Royal Institution was held on Monday afternoon (the 7th instant), the 
Duke of Northumberland, President, in the chair. Mrs. Bailey, Miss 
b. M. Burnett, Right Hon. Sir Ernest Cassel, K.C.M.G., Lady Kelvin, 
Miss F. A. Musgrave, Mrs. E. Otter, and Mr. E. Schweich were elected 
members. 

Stuart Robson, fifty, a photographer, was brought up at the Middlesex 
Sessions, on Saturday, to receive sentence for obtaining from various 
i radesmen in the northern suburbs a total sum of £71 3s. 9d. He obtained 
the money by falsely representing that certain inventions of his were 
proving great successes and “ going ahead like fire ” One invention was a 
• ombination of a camera and a cycle, by means of which, it was said, a 
man ridir.g along could take a continuous photograph. The prisoner was 
remanded for a long statement he had prepared to be inquired into. 

The photographic fiend, it appears, has made a new departure. In his 
own language, it may be said that he has undergone a fresh “ develop¬ 
ment.” He has invented what he calls a water lens, “which works at 
phenomenally large apertures, and consequently is available for extremely 
rapid exposures, bringing within the pale of practical work subjects which 
might not previously be undertaken with any hope of success.” I am 
)old that with the assistance of the new discovery it has already been 
feund possible to take several large groups of pantomime performers at 
their work on the stage, and that before long it will enable every play¬ 
goer to become his or her own photographer. The opera-glass is to dis¬ 
appear, and the Kodak is to take its place. Fancy that! Think how the 
interests of the stage will be advanced when those who sit in front are 
busily employed taking each other or taking the performers behind the 
footlights.—“Carados” in “The Referee.” 

Tiie amateur photographer lias been in great force during the past fort¬ 
night.. The song of the streets has been “The March of the Camera 
Men.” The lady amateur has also been much in evidence, and has 
specially favoured our Indian and foreign visitors. I myself yielded in 
a weak moment to the fascination of the thing, and became the proud 
possessor of a Kodak,-which has monopolised much of my spare time. 
In the course of a week I snapshotted a Maharajah, a Burmese envoy in 
a pink petticoat, the sentry on duty at Dorchester House, the 
occupants of tho new ape-house at the Zoo, the balloon ascent at 
the Crystal Talace, Sir Thomas Dewar, M.P., in his motor-car, a Fiji 

policeman asking a London policeman the time, the entrance to West¬ 
minster Abbey, Lord Hawke carrying his bat out, the Canadian arch, and 
Billy Greet listening to a new ' Caruso” record on the gramophone and 
wagging his tail at the top notes. Mr. Alfred Ellis kindly offered to 
develop the photos for me, and has done so and sent them home That 
was some three days ago. At the moment of writing, 1 am still examin¬ 
ing them with a large magnifying-glass in order to make out which photo¬ 
graph is which. The only one l am really certain about is the Fiji 
policeman, whom I took in Piccadilly. His head is apparently about 
ten feet above the Albemarle Hotel, and 1 know him by his hair. As a 
photographer I have evidently something to learn.—■“ Dagonet ” in The 
Referee.” 

Newgate.—In years past many prisoners in Newgate Gaol, under 
sentence of death, have been respited. Some, year or two back the prison 
itself was condemned, and is to be pulled down. We now learn that it 
has just received a respite for a few months. Why we call attention to 
the matter is that some photographers who hav3 not already done so 
may still, for a few months more, have the chance of securing a photo- 
praphic memento of the building as it has existed for several generations. 
It is true that it is not by any means a picturesque structure; indeed, it 
is just the reverse. Its interest centres in its being the building that has 
confined, and from which was executed, and lie buried within some its 
precincts, some of the greatest criminals that have ever lived—and that 
alone. Such of our readers_who desire to secure photographs of this— 
we may say gruesome—structure will do well to embrace the opportunity 
while the light is good, and before the demolition of the building is 
commenced. Too often is the opportunity, through procrastination, 
put off until it is too late to secure views of disappearing London. Some 
we know now regret that they did not secure views of that ancient street 
so well known to “ bookworms ”—Holywell Street—before it was 
demolished to make way for the Strand improvement. It is for this 
reason that we call attention to the fact that the old Newgate prison is 
soon to disappear. 

Royal Observatory, Greenwich.—The first of the social “ At Homes ” 
which the Astronomer Royal has instituted to supplement the official visi¬ 
tation took place last week. Notwithstanding the showery weather, a 
large number of guests availed themselves of his hospitality and inspected 
the instruments and photographs. The series of solar eclipse photographs 
excited special interest. The last three total eclipses of the sun (those 
of 1898, 1900, 1901) have all been successfully observed by members of 
the staff; and the results of the three eclipses, taken with similar instru¬ 
ments and under similar conditions, afford clear evidence of the gradual 
change in the type of the corona at different phases of the sun-spot 
cycle. The corona of 1898 showed great activity in many directions, there 
being several conspicuous rays at considerable angles to the solar equator, 
but by 1901 the aspect had changed to the characteristic type of sun-spot 
minimum, namely, two great equatorial extensions, of a regular simple 
structure, with little evidence of disturbing forces, while the poles of the 
sun are unoccupied, except by the Polar plumes,” a series of narrow rays 
curving away from the sun’s axis on either side, which so strongly recall 
the magnetic curves made by iron filings on paper when a magnet is held 
beneath, that a magnetic origin is ascribed to them by some astronomers. 
Some beautiful photographic results have been obtained with the 26in. 
equatorial presented by Sir Henry Thompson and the 30in. reflector pre¬ 
sented by Dr. A. Common. In particular, the great nebula in Orion 
is portrayed with a marvellous amount of detail, great streams and whirls 
of nebulous matter radiating in all directions and connecting the two 
well-known nebulae, which to the eye appear absolutely separate. A pho¬ 
tograph of the Pleiades also showed great wealth of detail, each of the 
principal stars having its own nebula appendage, many of them of the most 
complicated and fantastic forms. These photographs were exhibited at 
the Paris Exhibition last year, and a diploma of merit was awarded to 
them. The photographers of the staff have not confined their efforts to 
celestial subjects. A camera club was inaugurated two years ago, and a 
large number of studies and enlargements were on view in the library.— 
“ The Times.” 

Instructions in the Use of Papers.—Anent our article last week, 

“ Another Note on the Instability of Silver Prints,” a correspondent 
writes commending the article, and at the same time takes us somewhat 
to task for not more emphatically condemning the instructions issued 
with some of the papers now on the market, and upon which so many 
amateurs rely—namely, weak fixing baths and short washing, and com¬ 
bined baths and the like. Our correspondent says, in effect, that some 
makers seem to vie with some others in making, according to their 
instructions, their papers simpler for the inexperienced amateur to work 
than others. A, for example, recommends a combined bath that con¬ 
tains lead, alum, etc., in which the print is toned and fixed at the same 
time, simply because it involves less trouble in the manipulation. B, he 
says, while recommending separate toning and fixing, says wash in run¬ 
ning water for an hour. C again says wash for half an hour, and so on. 
All this, the writer says, is done to make the paper appear, to the novice, 
more simple to work than those of others, quite regardless of the pro¬ 
bability of the stability of the pictures. Our correspondent charges the 
makers of the papers with bringing photography into disrepute by the 
instructions they issue. We cannot hold with him entirely on that point. 
As the makers, as we said in the article, assume that the users have some 
knowledge of photography, though, unfortunately, many have not, but 
that is not the fault of the manufacturers. The writer condemns the 
combined, bath very emphatically—we have never commended it; but there 
seems no reason why it should not yield fair stability if the prints are 
refVly toned by gold, which, by the way, is not always the case. As 
regards the washing, that can be as effectually done in half an hour, i 
the fixing has been properly done, as it can be with several hours in 
running water, provided it be done in the right way. This, of course, 
involves a little extra trouble on the worker. But surely the amateur, 
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however novice he may be, will not mind this if he values the permanence 
of his work, provided he knows how to obtain it, but that is manifestly 
not the province of the manufacturers to teach in the brief' instructions 
-for its use that are issued with the papers. 

A New Discovery in Oil Painting.—The Paris correspondent of Xhe 
Times” writes:—“I went this afternoon to the spacious studio in the 
Rue de Courcelles, where M. J. J. Raffaelli, one of the most celebrated of 
the (jetire painters among living French artists, had invited a numerous 
•company, consisting principally of the most competent French and foreign 
painters who are at present in Paris. The object of this gathering was 
to hear from M. Raffaelli the description of a curious discovery which 
he has made concerning oil painting, and which appeared to excite the 
'enthusiasm of the whole company.— M. Raffaelli, combining practical 
demonstration with theory, began by expounding the general principles 
of his discovery:—11 have always been struck, and almost irritated, he 
•said, ‘at the inconveniences and complications which arise in the practice 
of oil painting. As long as an artist paints in his studio these incon¬ 
veniences are not so numerous. The painter has his brushes, his on 
colours, his palettes, his eraser, and all the utensils necessary for his 
work. When the prepared colours begin to run on account of the oil 
with which they are mixed, the palette can be wiped, the brushes and 
accessories cleaned, and according as the painter is accustomed to do this 
himself or to employ a pupil or servant there is more or less waste of 
time, but this is all. When, however, you plant a landscape or make a 
portrait at the sitter’s house or in the open air all these troublesome 
details break the unity of your thought, so that you have to reconstitute 
your original conception, and the interruption generally becomes^ per¬ 
ceptible in the finished work. The pastel has not this inconvenience, 
but it has a much greater one—the colour falls off and loses its tone. 
Even if you put a glass over it, it rarely, after a time, retains its orginal 
beauty and lustre. For many years I have been trying to combine the 
advantages of the pastel, its fine soft velvet colouring, with those of oil 
painting, to which time adds a new beauty. I fancy I have succeeded, 
ard I have, therefore, invited you to see a demonstration. I have con¬ 
trived to put oil colours in small solid sticks like crayons, which I rub 
against the canvas, wood, ivory, or paper. I have procured, as you see, 
one of the most complex pictures in colour and design- I shall repro¬ 
duce the principal parts of it before you, and you will be able to judge 
<of the perfection with which this is done. As soon as it is quite dry, 
which will be very soon, my picture will be unalterable without any of 
those impedimenta which embarrass the painter.’ M. Raffaelli accordingly 
reproduced under our eyes a portion of the model, which it was impos¬ 
sible to distinguish from the original. The enthusiasm was very great, 
and M. Bernard, a great colourist, on looking round the pictures in the 
studio, exclaimed:—‘ It is wonderful; it is a revolution in oil painting.’ ” 

During the debate on the Commonwealth tariff, one of the speakers 
justified his vote for a high duty on the camera and its requisites by 
remarking that they were “ luxuries, pure and simple . Even at the 
risk of being considered rude, we have allowed ourselves to take a mental 
snapshot of the worthy orator who voiced the profound argument; and 
notwithstanding the 500 miles of atmosphere between our lens and its 

■objective, the negative discloses a clear outline of such an eminently 
bucolic brain as alone could give room to this ridiculous opinion. It 
would be a wast of time for us to attempt to point out anything different 
4o this gentleman, as no doubt he would fail to appreciate any achieve¬ 
ment of the camera which did not include his own aldermanic propor¬ 
tions, and the machine which depicted these might well be called a luxury 
—and taxed out of existence. However, when we see that it is possible 
for such wilful ignorance to be displayed in high places, it is well for us 
to note the daily increase of our obligations to photography. At every 
step forward which man takes, the camera lends him aid. Intellect is 
enabled to meet intellect, though they be thousands of miles apart. The 
natural means of communication of ideas, particularly those of the painter, 
the sculptor, the engraver, the artist, would be almost parochial in their 
reach did not this little vision-recorder “ camera ” make their present¬ 
ments available the wide world over; and the conventional means of com¬ 
munication, such as printing, writing, dramatising, are also becoming 
more deeply indebted to it every day. To the scientist with his “ facts ” 
the camera has become the most indispensable of all his adjuncts; and 
who shall say how high its value when considered in its relations to the 
defining of shapes and bodies terrestial or celestial? Truly there is no 
field of change in which it is not employed, and its agency, be it remem¬ 
bered, is always for the betterment of the human race. And yet our 
Senator would prefer the camera as a luxury, and tax it to extremes. 
The gentleman in question would, as we gather, separate the amateur 
from his share in the triumphant march which photography is making, 
but we would inform him that the larger proportion of new successes 
is due to the happy-go-lucky amateur, who experiments out of pleasure 
and passes it on to science. The student can now go to the public 
library and photograph the page he wishes to learn.' A certain star in 
the constellation Pleiades, which has always been considered a “ plain ” 
star, has been proved by photography to be nebulous. Lengthy business 
letters are now photographed in America and transmitted abroad in that 
form. The camera has proved a lightning flash to be not only a single- 
forked streak, but a dozen or more, branching in all directions. The 
engineer may now detect flaws which the eye of man cannot perceive. By 
means of a flashlight apparatus, change in the foundations of a break¬ 
water 50ft. below the surface may be depicted. Modern map-makers 
reproduce their plans by photography, some of the plates at the Ordnance 
headquarters, Southampton, weigh over 301b. By the aid of tiny photo¬ 
graphic apparatus the doctor can find out what is going on in the globe 
of the eye. Merchants supply photographs of articles inquired about by 
their distant customers. This and much more being common knowledge 
of the masses has regretfully escaped a learned representative of the 
people, who are called upon to suffer through his ignorance.-—" The 
Australian Photographic Journal.” 

Phrenology and Photography.—Few businesses, or professions, as one 
may term it, have made such rapid advances during recent years as that 
of photography. As an art-science in matters of investigation and record 
its services in the path of progress have become indispensable. Not alone 
in portrait-taking, but regarding it as one of the most useful of investi¬ 
gating apparatuses, the camera is now employed in recording and con¬ 
ducting researches in a vast variety of ways by astronomers, 
meteorologists, surgeons, physicians, geologists, artists, chemists, 
botanists, physicists, and anthropologists; in the bureau of 
the statesman, the counting - house of the merchant, the offices 
of the lawyer, draughtsman, clerk, the workshop of the engineer, etc. 
Photographic facsimiles of authentic documents are held in courts of law 
to be as good, almost, as the documents themselves; thus, for the pur¬ 
poses of lawyers, statesmen, diplomatists, etc., the art is invaluable. 
There are advantages and disadvantages connected with this profession 
as with nearly all others. In the first place, it is admitted to be 
crowded; chiefly, perhaps, because of the many amateurs who dabble 
in the art. It will be seen, however, from what has already been stated, 
that there is plenty of opportunity for developing and extending its uses; 
yet only those who are adapted to enhance its value and perfection in the 
best productions of photographic art may expect to succeed in and adorn 
the profession. Photography is recognised as an artistic-scientific pro¬ 
fession, and to succeed in it the individual must possess artistic-scientific 
as well as business abilities. Lie must have considerable knowledge of 
chemistry, and be fairly versed in the technicalities of art. There are 
firms in London and provincial towns which take pupils and apprentices 
at a premium varying from £25 to £100 according to the firm’s recog¬ 
nised standing. The engagement is generally for four years, and a small 
weekly wage is usually given. When competent to take a position as 
chief assistant or operator, a salary of two or three guineas or more per 
week may be earned, though 35s. to two guineas per week is more 
nearly the ordinary wages paid. But the aim of the aspiring people is 
generally to go into business on his own account. It is an advantage, 
then, to join the Professional Photographers’ Association, of which Mr. 
Alfred Ellis, 51, Baker Street, London, W., is the hon. secretary. Though 
founded only as recently as last year, this Association has a membership 
which includes the names of some of the best photographers in Great 
Britain, and it is doing much to enhance the interests and raise the status 
of professional photographers. Some years ago the Royal Photographic 
Society was established, but previous to this the photographer had prac¬ 
tically no status, excepting the position which each made for himself by 
good work done. From £50 to £100, at least, is required to commence 
business, even in a small way. The young pupil would do well to aug¬ 
ment his knowledge of art and science by attending the art and science 
schools or classes which are established in most large towns. Many young 
ladies are employed as mounters, retouchers of negatives, reception-room 
attendants, and book-keepers, and in other light work well-suited to per¬ 
sons having artistic tastes, at a salary ranging from a few shillings to two 
guineas per week, according to their skill and proficiency. The various 
chemicals used, and the necessary operations conducted in the dark-room 
—though not so injurious since the partial, if not general, abandonment 
of the wet collodion process, when photographers, closely confined, 
unavoidably inhaled much of the fumes of ether and alcohol—are stm 
a source of detriment to the health, because of the scarcity of light and 
air, unless the dark-room is constructed on the latest improved plans. 
If much occupied in the dark-room, a brisk walk should always be taken 
after business hours. Phrenologically, the photographer should possess 
large perceptives, form, size, individuality, colour, and order, also com¬ 
parison, constructiveness, imitation, and ideality, so that he may have a 
natural taste for art; large human nature and causality, to give him an 
interest in studying physiognomical differences, and the characters and 
appearances of others, so as to assist him in “ posing ” to the best advan¬ 
tage. These combinations will also give him an analytical and scientific 
bent. He should have well-developed executive organs, firmness, and 
fair acquisitiveness, conjoined to well-developed perceptives to give him 
energy, perseverance, and business tact, and sufficient agreeableness and 
concentrativeness to make him suave, patient, and persuasive. He should 
possess a healthy and somewhat wiry constitution, together with a fair 
development of the mental temperament, so as to enhance the activity 
of the whole of these specific mental qualities.—J. Millott Severn, 

F.B.P.S., in “ The Popular Phrenologist.” 
Photography in France.—The writer has recently been looking through 

some, notes of a holiday spent last summer in France, in the hope that 
some of his experiences may be of use to those readers of “ Scraps ”—and 
they must be numerous—who contemplate visiting the classic land of 
Gaul during the coming summer season. He was accompanied by a 
friend, also a knight of the camera, and they divided their time between 
Paris and Normandy. Both were whole-plate workers, but to economise 
weight they shared one camera between them, each, of course, bringing 
his own. dark-slides. Each endeavoured to make his own collection of 
photographs completely representative, and independent of the other, but 
care was taken never to make absolute duplicates of a particular view. 
The plan was found to be very satisfactory as regards results. There 
was none of that feeling of half-ownership which comes when two workers 
have everything absolutely in common. Each could honestly say of any 
photograph in his own collection, “ I took that: that was my idea ”; and 
each could rely on borrowing any negative from the other to add to and 
complete the souvenirs of his holiday. Besides the whole-plate, a quarter- 
plate magazine hand-camera was carried for light work, both in the 
hand and on the stand, and it was found mast useful for street scenes 
and architectural details. Films—Ilford films—were used throughout the 
tour, and it was their lightness which made a walking tour with the 
whole-plate camera possible. Six dozen whole-plate films were found an 
imperceptible addition to the baggage, whereas everybody knows that six 
dozen whole-plates would require a porter to trundle them behind one 
iu a barrow. There is a certain word which strikes terror into the heart 
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of every photographer who thinks of working on the Continent, and that 
word is “ Customs.“ It has made many a timid worker wistfully put 
away his apparatus again, feeling that it is not for him to brave the 
fiery ordeal of the frontier, and that he dare not risk his precious instru¬ 
ments in the reckless hands of the Customs officials. But here let it be 
stated, for the encouragement of the nervous, that whatever may have 
been the case a decade or so ago, when photography was far less popular 
than at present, photographers nowadays rarely have any difficulty with 
the Customs, and the horrible yarns one hears of quantities of precious 
films being ruthlessly ripped open and fogged are mostly apocryphal, and 
such an outrage is never likely to take place at Dieppe, Boulogne, Calais, 
or any port where photographic tourists are frequently met with. U 
one is going to Paris it is by far the best plan to postpone buying one’s 
plates or films till one gets there, and (hen to call on the Paris agent of 
the Jlford Company—M. Carette, in the Rue Laftitte, about ten minutes’ 
walk from the Gare St. Lazare. It would not, of course, be wise to 
rely on getting the larger sizes of films or plates without previously com¬ 
municating either with him or with the Ilford Company. Besides being 
up to date in his stock, M. Carette is courtesy itself, and always willing 
to impart some of his extensive knowledge of photography in the Frencn 
capital to his English customers. He has also a very well-appointed 
dark-room on the premises, and the writer was particularly impressed by 
the cordiality with which he invited his companion and himself—perfect 
strangers—to come and use it “ as often as they liked ” while they were 
in Paris. There seem to be few restrictions on photography in public 
places—as regards exteriors, at auy rate. The writer used his camera 
pretty frequently in the gardens and parks without ever being interfered 
with ; indeed, whenever a gendarme appeared on the scene, and the pho¬ 
tographer’s heart sank into his boots at the dread sight, instead of an 
arrest and deportation to some modern equivalent of the Bastille, all 
that resulted was a polite inquiry as to the success of the picture, with, 
perhaps, some good advice as to the best point of view. It was not uncom¬ 
mon to meet a gendarme who was himself a photographer, and with one 
guardian of the peace the writer and his friend had quite a long “ confab ” 
about leuses. As an example of the freedom with which photography 
may be indulged in out of doors in Paris, it may be stated that no per¬ 
mission is needed to photograph in the grounds of the Palace of Versailles, 
with all its architectural and horticultural treasures. Plates in great 
number may be expended at this delightful place. It would, of course, 
be absolutely impossible to give even the faintest idea of what to photo¬ 
graph in Paris. There are so many subjects, each appealing with varied 
force to different tastes, and the “ opportunities ” in light and shade are 
so numerous, compared with a dingy, smoke-beclouded city like London, 
that whole books might be filled with suggestions for photographic 
triumphs. The tourist naturally feels bound to attempt some of the 
stock architectural sights. It would not be human nature if he did not, but 
it seems rather a pity for a photographer with a limited number of plates 
at his disposal to waste any on subjects of which photographs may be 
purchased anywhere for a few pence. The plan adopted by the writer, 
and one which is widely practised among amateur photographers abroad, 
was to lay in a large stock of the admirable pictorial postcards, bearing 
tastefully selected local views, which may be obtained in every French 
town or village of any note. They are splendidly got up, the blocks 
being in many cases nearly perfect, and they far surpass anything of the 
kind which has ever been put on the market hr England. The price is 
the modest sum of one penny. Having by this means acquired a large 
collection of photographic views, one feels freer to follow one’s own personal 
inclinations as regards photographing, and the specialist can allow himself 
free play without being reproached on his return home for not brnging 
back any “ real views ” of the country. It must be borne in mind that 
when on tour the English photographer’s stock of plates is limited to 
those he carries with him, it being next to impossible to get plates in 
English sizes when away from the large towns. The light in the North of 
France is little, if any, more actinic than that in England, and the 
exposures required will be found to be as a rule about the same. In Paris 
the light is deceptive, being decidedly less brilliant than it appears to be. 
This is no doubt due to a slight yellowing of the light caused by the 
smoke in the air; and that there is some amount of smoke in the air of 
Paris no one who has surveyed the city from the heights of Montmartre 
will venture to deny. Hand-camerists at work in the Paris streets and 
on the Boulevards are specially liable to set their shutters at too high a 
speed, only to find later on, after development, that a series of splendid 
pictures is seriously marred by detailless shadows. On the Boulevards, 
too, considerable allowance has to be made in summer for the dark green 
of the foliage and the heavy shadows which it casts. Carriage of Ap¬ 
paratus.—The whole-plate camera and slides, and also the films, which 
take next to no space, were carried in a stiff cloth case, which was strapped 
on the shoulders knapsack fashion. This was how it was carried when 

on the tramp,” but when prowling round a town or village in search 
of the “ photographable ” a single strap was passed round it and the 
case slung over one shoulder like a satchel. One of the two carried this, 
while the other bore the tripod, the hand-camera,, and one or two neces¬ 
saries, though the latter were rigidly restricted, as the photographers 
were never away from headquarters either at Rouen or Paris for more 
than a week at a time. Storage of Exposures.—As films were invariably 
used, this was a comparatively simple matter, the plan being to pack the 
exposed films in dozens and to restore them to their original wrappings, 
care having been taken to preserve the various pieces of brown and oiled 
paper. Each film was, of course, numbered before putting it in the dark 
slide—just a small figure on one corner in pencil—and against a cor¬ 
responding number in the notebook was written the subject and full 
particulars of the exposure for guidance when developing. Changing.— 
In most towns a dai'k-room can be found—in France known as a “ cabinet 
noir ”—it is in the country that difficulty arises. The best plan is to 

change one’s exposures at the hotel, just before going to bed, h„ 
blocked up the window with a counterpane or a blanket or two. A port¬ 
able ruby-lamp may be carried, but with a little practice it will be found 
quite simple to do everything by feeling.—" Ipswichian," in " Photograph c 
Scrans.” 

Patcni news- 
The following abridged description is specially drawn for the Buit sh 
Journal of Photography by Messrs. Hughes and Young, patent agents 
55 and 56, Chancery Lane, London, W.C., who will give advice and 
assistance free to our readers on all patent matters: — 

Patent Applications.—No. 13,605.—Christian Gustav Warnecke and Wil¬ 
liam Henry Heath, 101, Northampton Buildings, Clerkenwell. 
" Improvements in and relating to photographic cameras and roll- 
holders.” 

No. 13,653.—James Henry Smith, 322, High Holborn. “ Improvements 
in camera stands.” 

No. 13,708.—James Edward Smith, 5, Euston Road, King's Cross. “Im¬ 
provements in photographic apparatus.” 

No. 13,818.—Charles Edwin Pollard, 9, Regent Street. “A new or im¬ 
proved panoramic camera.” 

Patent Illustrated.—No. 1,388.—Photography. Patentee: J. Courtier 
9, Avenue de l’Observatoire, Paris. 

Lamps, actinic.—Relates to a method of producing flash lights for 
ordinary photography, or a succession of flashlights for kinematographic 
photography, by volatilising metal wires by the electric current. A num¬ 
ber of different arrangements are described. In one arrangement the w re 
is fed forward by two rollers till it comes in contact with two plates 
forming the terminals of an electric circuit. At the instant of double 
contact the wire is volatilised, and gives the flashlight. 

No. 1,107.—Photography. Patentee: W. O. Stanley, Hawthorn Bank 
Altrincham. 

Cameras; stands.—Relates chiefly to a lazy-tongs mechanism applied 
to an adjustable camera-stand, and also to a copying-camera. In the copy¬ 
ing camera the easel is connected to the back of the supporting frame 
by a lazy-tongs. The lazy-tongs is extended or contracted by a screwed 
rod connecting opposite corners of an end cell. 

No. 1,787.—Photography. Patentee: H. J. Haddan, 18, Buckingham 
Street, Strand. 

Cameras; dark slides; roller slides.—Relates to a camera which may 
be used either with films or plates. An aperture is cut in the back of the 
casing of the roller slide, and into this the plate-holder is inserted. The 
front of the camera is connected to the back by jointed links so designed 
that, when the camera is fully drawn out the film is in focus. To bring 
the plate into focus, the hinged link is turned up from the position, so 
as to arrest the links before they are fully extended. 

-:-4--- 

Correspondence- 
%* Correspondents should never write on loth sides of thepaper. No 

notice is taken of communications unless the names and addresses of 
the writers are given. 

*** We do not undertake responsibility tor the opinions expressed by our 
correspondents. 

-♦- 

THE ALDIS LENS. 

To the Editors. 

Gentlemen,—With reference to our advertisement in your Coronation 

issue, offering to supply one of our No. 2 S. II Aldis lenses in Unicum 

shutter, complete for 27s. 6d., we think that possibly some of your 

readers might prefer to have the shorter focus lens—i.e., No. 1, S” II. 
5in. f.l. in place of the No. 2 5|in. f.l. We should be very pleased to 

make this exchange if they will write us on the subject, and it will also 

materially hasten the rate at which we shall be able to send the lenses 

out. We should also be obliged if they will quote the number which 

they will find on the receipt for their remittance.—Thanking you in 

anticipation, yours faithfully, Aldis Bros. 

13, Old Grange Road, Sparkhill, Birmingham. 
July 2, 1902. 

DECORATIVE PORTRAITS. 
To the Editors. 

Gentlemen,—If you think this letter too much of an advertisement 
of my own goods, please do not insert it. If, however, you agree 
with me that it might do a good turn to some of our smaller pro¬ 
fessionals, I trust you will find room for it. 

There is a feeling abroad that any decoration, such as a frame or t 
floral design, round a portrait, is somewhat infra, dig. for a profes- 
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sionul, and should bo loft to amateurs. I do not agree with this at all, 
•except, perhaps, with those who do a very high-class business. On 
the contrary, I believe these trifles might be the means of increasing 
business, and then infra, dig. can go to Bath. 

I am not afraid to test the matter, and therefore I offer to lend to 
two photographers, in different parts of the country, about twenty or 
thirty suitable designs for use with their own negatives, by simple 
double printing. The only condition is that a proper display of the 
prints must be made in a shop window accessible to the passer-by. 
Later on no doubt the photographers will, for the benefit of their 
bretin • n, relate their experiences in your columns, and without con¬ 
necting me with it at all. The result may somewhat be governed by 
local circumstances, but we must chance that, and see what results.— 
Faithfully yours, Walter D. Welford, F.R.P. S. 

Warwick Lodge, 166, Romford Road, London, E. 

“THE TYMA.” 

To the Editors. 

Gentlemen,—In consequence of the success of the demonstrations of 
the “Tyma” trough for the development in daylight of reliable 
film's at the above address, we have made arrangements for similar de¬ 
monstrations at the times and places stated below. We shall be obliged 
«f you will call your readers’ attention to this.—Yours truly, 

G. Houghton and Son 

88 and 89, High Holbom, and Dean Street, London, W.C. 
July 4th, 1902. 

Messrs. Spiers and Pond, Queen Victoria Street, every Monday at 
4.30; Messrs. Hobbies, 166, Aldersgate Street, every Tuesday, at 
1.50; Messrs. Stanley, London Bridge Approach, every Thursday, at 
1.30 to 3 30. 

THE ILLINOIS COLLEGE OF PHOTOGRAPHY. 

To the Editors. 

Gentlemen,—We are in receipt of the May 9th issue of the British 

Journal of Photography, with a two-column comment on the 
Illinois College of Photography. 

In response to same, will say we were solicited by the “ Munsey 
Magazine ” people to increase our space from one inch to quarter page, 
and their “ expert ” ad. writer would write up the copy and have the 
•electro made and inserted. It never has suited us, and should not 
have been published. If you care to notice the July issue you will see 
we are running a quarter page electro like enclosed copy. 

We say in, our catalogue that photography is a life study, which it 
is. We mail you a copy of our catalogue, which we hope you will 
receive in good order. We aie doing all we can to raise the standard of 
photography, as hundreds of our students all over the world can testify, 
and next year shall start a two years’ course in the college. 

A student will learn more in our institution in one month than he 
w ill m an ordinary "Studio in six months. 

Trusting this will give you a better idea of our intention, we are, 
yours fraternally, L. H. Bissell, President. 

Illinois College of Photography, Effingham, Ill. 
June 26th, 1902. 

rThe following is a copv of the modified advertisement referred to. 
—Eds. B.J.B.] 

THE SUN NEVER SETS 
On I.C.P. Students. They attend from all over the Globe. 

LEARN PHOTOGRAPHY. 
A dignified, interesting, paying profession at the 

LC.P. 
The original and only exclusive College of Photography in the World. 
We want you to write to-day for our catalogue showing engravings of 
our equipment, and containing full information, terms, and cost. It 

will interest you. 
ILLINOIS COLLEGE OF PHOTOGRAPHY, 

Wabash Avenue, Effingham, Ill. 
Good Positions Secured for Graduates. 

“THE KING’S HIGHWAY.” 
To the Editors. 

Gentlemen,—I beg leave to ask your opinion on the following 
matter: — 

Last Saturday afternoon a friend and I, with our cameras (5-plate 
stand), were rambling in the country along the high road, when we 
saw in front of us a new electric light and power station, together 
with dwellinghouse and grounds laid out, belonging to the local 
authority. 

Thinking it worth a plate, we levelled our cameras at it from the 
centre of the road, when out rushed the official inhabiting the house, 
yelling, “ Off you go !” “ Go out of this !” “ Be off with you ” as 
if we were tramps or burglars. We ventured to remind him that we 
were not trespassers, and had a right to take any view from a pubbc 
road thait we thought fit, particularly a public building. He retorted 
that he knew the law better than we, and if he did not be off it would 
be so much the worse for us. I may be mistaken in my views of 

right and wrong, so before calling again to take the house where 
this cultured imitator of old Bumble resides, may I solicit your 
view as to the legality of my aspirations?—Yours truly, 

July 7th, 1902. M. A. P. S. 
[You are perfectly within your right in photographing from any 

part of the King’s highway, providing you do not transgress against the 
police regulations.—Eds B J.P.] 

NATURAL COLOUR CINEMATOGRAPHS. 

To the Editors. 

Gentlemen,—I wish to be allowed to contradict a serious mis¬ 
statement that appeared in your issue of last week under the heading 
“ Ex Cathedra ” concerning cinernat ographio pictures in natural 
colours. It is seldom safe to characterise a thing as impossible in 
these go-ahead days, neither is it safe to stigmatise an advertisement 
an “outrageous infeasibility ” without first ascertaining the facts. 
Tri-colour records (and the only reference to this in the daily Press 
distinctly says that the pictures are taken through three-colour screens) 
can be taken in the short exposure necessary for a cinematograph 
film, and had the Coronation taken place, a true colour record of it 
would have been obtained. I do not doubt but that the British 

Journal of Photography is as ready to withdraw unjust criticism 
as it is to protect the public against unscrupulous advertisers.—I am 
yours faithfully, 

8, Queen’s Road, Hounslow, Edward R. Turner. 

July 7th, 1902. 
[Mr. Turner has been good enough to show us a specimen of natural 

colour cinematography obtained by the trichromatic process.—Eds. 

B.J.P.] 

COPYING. 

To the Editors. 

Gentlemen,—It seems hardly necessary to give details in a practical 
and scientific journal like this on the subject of copying print, pictures, 
line drawings, etc. ; yet there may be some young photographers who 
may be called upon suddenly to produce a copy of an illustration that 
has appeared in the Press, either for judicial purposes or even for 
the simple one of lantern slide making; indeed everyone may at some 
time wish to try his hand at copying. 

We may wish to photograph some picture that has made its ap¬ 
pearance in a daily paper, and a hint or two upon the best and 
simplest mode of procedure may come in useful. The object to be 
copied should be fixed securely and flatly upon a vertical stand, or 
against the wall, in a good, even light, that gives equal and even 
illumination. In the case of seme subjects the reflection of light 
given off from shiny or bright surfaces, even from the printing ink, 
forms a troublesome complication, but by remembering the rules of 
light reflection, ana that the angle of reflection equals the angle of 
incidence, we may avoid the trouble. 

Sometimes we find that an illustration is printed on such extremely 
thin and almost transparent paper that the printing on the other 
side shows through; this may be overcome by using as a backing a 
dead, smooth, black substance, such as black velvet ; the lines and 
marks will then cease to trouble ns. In. developing negatives of line 
drawings hydroquinone should always bo used. The contrast ob¬ 
tained and the hard, biting, clean black and white image it is 
possible to get with certain hydroquinone developers favours us in 
this class of work, and most hard and unsuitable as such a developer 
would be for pictorial work, it suits our purpose admirably in copy¬ 
ing black and white. It is a point of importance not to give too 
much exposure. Rather under than over exposure should be aimed 
at. 

It is well to. use a large stop, provided extreme definition be not 
required, and a slow plate; in fact, a photo-mechanical plate should 
be employed. What we require in our resulting negative is clean black 
and white, that is to say, clear glass lines on a black background. If 
further density be required after development it is best to trust to 
intensification rather than overdo the developing. In the case of 
copying etchings and engravings a difficulty is often experienced on 
account of the stains end spots that appear on the prints so fre¬ 
quently. 

These may he overcome in various ways. Firstly, the engraving may 
be treated with a solution of chloride of lime, or chloride of lime 
and weak hydrochloric acid. This will generally remove the stains. 
On the other hand, and especially if we do not wish to interfere with 
the print, the engraving may be photographed through pale yellow 
glass, either by covering it with a sheet of the glass, or by means of 
a yellow screen inside the lens, and a yellow sensitive plate used. Of 
course the exposure will have to be much prolonged in such a case. 
Another plan is to photograph the print by yellowish light, as by 
letting the light which passes to it come through a yellow medium. 
For printing probably few processes offer so many advantages as 
bromide, both in point of saving of time and character of results.—I 
am yours truly, Frederick Graves. 

July 7th, 1902. 
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Answers to Correspondents* 
*** All matters intended, for the text portion of this JoURN XL,includ. 

ing queries, must he addressed to “ The Editors, The British 

Journal of Photography, 24, Wellington-street, Strand, London, 

IT. C.” Inattention to this ensures delay. 

%* Correspondents are informed that we cannot undertake to answer 

communications through the post. Questions are not answered unless 

the names and addresses of the writers are given. 

%* Communications relating to Advertisements and general business 

affairs should he addressed to Messrs. Henry Greenwood & Co., 

24, Wellington-street, Strand, London, W.C. 

Photograph Registered 

E. Walton, 30, North Street, Horsham. Photograph of A. Shrubb. 

Noirgambo.—Better communicate with the local superintendent of police. 
Douglas Carnegie.—We have no such photographs available. Your best 

plan, perhaps, will be to visit the library of the Royal Photographic 
Society, 66, Russell Square, W.C., and consult some of the illus¬ 
trated volumes. No doubt the right of reproduction could be 
easily arranged for. 

Photo Medallions.—In reply to a correspondent writing from Japan, 
we gave, a fortnight ago, the address of the Photo-Jewellery Com¬ 
pany of New York, as supplying the presses and appliances for 
the production of these pictures. The Crayon Art Company, of 
Brecknock Road, N.W., write reminding us that they also supply 
what is necessary. 

Address Wanted.—J. Mallia asks: “Can you please give us addresses 
of frame-makers to the trade in Portsmouth and Plymouth or 
thereabout? ”—In reply: We regret we are not acquainted with any 
frame-makers to the trade in either of the towns named. Messrs. 
Epstein and Co., Broad Street, Bristol, are the nearest makers 
we know to Plymouth. 

Retouching.—R. L. P. says : “ Could you kindly inform me of your opinion 
of my retouching ? ”—In reply: The retouching shows a certain 
amount of promise, but it is far from perfect. The strong freckles 
you have made print lighter than the surrounding parts, and the 
eye on the shadow side should have been made brighter, and the 
same with the shadow on the mouth. 

An Unsatisfactory Transaction.—“ Bromide ” writes: “ Having sent a 
negative and cash for an enlargement to a firm advertising same, 
three months ago, and not being able to obtain same, or even any 
answer to my correspondence, what are the best steps to take ? ”— 
In reply: Sue the parties in the County Court for the money paid, 
and for damages for the retention of the negative. We wish you 
had given us the name of the people. 

Stained Plates and Prints.-—G. Austin asks: “ Could you please let me 
know the cause of plates going yellow, and also a remedy for 
greenness in bromides ? ”—In reply: There are so many causes that 
will conduce to these troubles. Without seeing examples, we can¬ 
not indicate which. All we can say is that they proceed from faulty 
manipulation, possibly from imperfect fixation in the case of plates, 
and the use of too large a proportion of bromide in the case of the 
paper. 

Bottles Wanted.—“ Cymro ” says: “ Please can you let me have the 
address of firms that sell bottles. I have written to several firms, 
but I have not had a satisfactory answer. I want the bottles to 
make up developers, and toning baths, and retouching medium, 
etc. I shall want a quantity of them.”—In reply: Any bottle 
merchant will supply what you require if you send him samples of 
the patterns you want. The manufacturers will also make them to 
your pattern, but you will, of course, have to order several gross 
of each kind at a time. 

Copying Old Manuscript.—“Amset” says: “I want to photograph some 
pieces of a manuscript written on papyrus. The writing is quite 
black, but the papyrus has turned a yellow-brown. Should I get 
a better result if I put a pale blue glass in front of the lens? And 
further, if I do use such a glass screen, would there be any further 
advantage gained by using an isochromatic plate?”—In reply: We 
should advise the use of an isochromatic plate sensitive to the yellow 
rays. Without seeing the manuscripts, we could not say whether 
any advantage would accrue from the use of a colour screen. Why 
not try a plate with and without one? 

A Capitalist Wanted.—T. L. C. says: “A gentleman who is in the photo¬ 
graphic line advised me to write to you for advice, and I should 
be very much obliged if you will give me some. I am a riding 
master of over twenty years’ experience, and published a book some 
twelve years since. What I wish to do is to give a lecture on riding, 
training, and on horse phrenology, with animated pictures with 
light, also some on cinematograph; but I have the knowledge with¬ 
out the means. I feel sure a great deal of money could be made 
if anyone would join me with capital.”—In reply: Our correspon¬ 
dent had better advertise for a capitalist. 

Carbon Prints from Opal.—“ Carbon ” says: “ Can you give me any 
information regarding the albumen formula for coating opal for 

double transfer carbon work? I have seen some prints with a 
beautiful matt surface, and was told the coaling was albumen 
and have since experimented with it, but without success. I cam 
not get prints to leave opal, though same has been well rubbed 
with French chalk, previous to coating with albumen. If you could 
give me any information I shall be glad.”—In reply: In all pro¬ 
bability the glass has been coated with collodion, not albumen Trv 
with ordinary enamel collodion, thinned by the addition of about 
one third of its bulk of a mixture of ether and alcohol. 

Charges for Views.—D. Dodds says: “I have just recently started here 
and have got an order in hand for a printer. 1 had to go out of 
town to take twelve views and supply a finished print off each 
(unmounted) to make process blocks from. As this is my first busi¬ 
ness dealing with the printing trade, I will take it as a favour if 
you will give me a little practical guidance as to (about) the amount 
generally charged for this class of work. I don’t want to either 
over or under charge.”—In reply: Every photographer has his 
own tariff for this class of work. Some charge more than others 
for what they do. The fees largely depend upon the size of pic¬ 
tures taken, and this you do not give; so we can give no idea what 
your charges should be. 

Cost of Studio.—W. B. writes: “ Would you kindly answer the following 
question re cost of building studio ? You have often suggested the 
perusal of ‘ The Photographic Studio ’ by Thomas Bolas, but it 
nowhere indicates the cost of the studio therein described. What 
would be the cost (within, say, £30) of studio described by Mr 
Bolas ? You may be pleased to know that I have carried out your 
suggestion of cutting out and sticking in a book some of the queries 
appearing in the ‘ B.J.’ I have looked through some scores of 
back numbers?”—In reply: We can give no idea whatever, as so 
much depends upon local conditions. Labour and material are 
dearer in some towns than in others. Your best plan will be to 
get estimates from two or three of the local builders in your town. 
We hope you will find the cuttings useful in the future. 

Lens Queries.—R. McConchie writes: “Will you be good enough to 
answer following:—(1) What focal length of lens is generally em¬ 
ployed for the production of 2in. heads ? (2) Is there any relation¬ 
ship between focal length of lens and size of image, or focal length 
and distance from object, which governs results; that is to say, 
within which distance-distortion would become evident? (3) I have 
a portrait lens of focal length 13in., but my heads are not pleas¬ 
ing. Should not this be of sufficient focal length ? (4) For copy¬ 
ing (I don’t mean for reproduction, but ordinary work), is a photo¬ 
mechanical plate superior to an ordinary ? ”—In reply: (1) A lens 
of about 12in. or 14in. focus. (2) Certainly there is. There will 
be no palpable distortion in a 2in. head taken with a lens of the 
above focus. (3) We should say so. (4) Not much, though it is not 
advisable to use extra rapid plates in copying. 

*** Special Notice,—The Cambridge Convention : Portrait of the 

President and Group of the Members.— With the British Journal of 

Photography of Jtily 18th there will be presented a Special Portrait of 

Sir Robert S. Ball, President of the Photographic Convention of the 

United Kingdom, Cambridge, 1902, and a half-tone reproduction of the 

Group of Members. The publishers ask us to state that this number of the 

Journal will offer a favourable opportunity for the insertion of specia 

advertisements. The usual scale rates will be charged, and order and copy 

should reach them not later than Monday morning (July 14th J. 

<ik §ipMi Jomimit uf jphcfugippfig. 
The Oldest Photographic Journal in the World. 

Established 1854. PUBLISHED EVERY FRIDAY. PRICE TWOPENCE. 

TERMS OF SUBSCRIPTION, Post Free 

(United Kingdom and the Channel Isles). 

s. d. 

One Year . lO lO 

Half Year   5 5 

Quarter Year . 2 9 

France, Belgium,United States,Canada, 
Australia, Africa, New Zealand, New¬ 
foundland, Germany, Russia, Portugal, 
Spain, Italy, Egypt, India, China, 

Japan, &c. One Year ... 13s. 

It may also be obtained irem all Booksellers, Photographic Dealers, 

and Railway Bookstalls. 
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EX CATHEDRA. 

Red sensitive A correspondent, who has been experi- 
plates. menting with Burbank’s formula, writes 
to draw our attention to the high sensitiveness for red, 
which is thus obtained. With the same normal exposure, 
as for blue', plates thus prepared are sensitive right up to 
and a little beyond the A line. The following is the 
formula for preparing the plates:—Heat 1 gramme of 
cyanine with 30 gramme of chloral hydrate and 120 c.c. of 
distilled water for 30 to 40 minutes in a water bath. The 
solution should be well shaken. Add 30 c.c. of strongest 
ammonia, when chloroform will be given off, and the 
cyanine precipitated is soluble form on the sides of the 
beaker. Let settle and decant the surplus liquid. Dis¬ 
solve the cyanine in about 100 cm. of methyl alcohol, and 
add to it a solution of 8 grammes of quinine sulphate dis¬ 
solved by heat in 60 c.c. of methyl alcohol. Make up the 
quantity to 250 c.c. with methyl alcohol. 

For the sensitising hath take— 

Distilled water . 160 c.c. 
Cyanine solution . 1 c.c. 
Ammonia (strongest). 1 c.c. 
Solution of silver nitrate!(1 in 40) 5 drops 

To be well shaken before use. 
Soak the plates in the bath for four or five minutes, rinse 
under the tap, and dry in a box containing a dish of con¬ 
centrated sulphuric acid. The stock solution of cyanine 
must be made and kept in the dark room, and should be pro¬ 
tected as much as possible from the dark-room light. 

Petzval’s It seems almost unaccountable how the 
Birthday. facts of everyday life should be obscured 

by conflicting statements, forgetfulness, or other causes. 
The date of the late Professor Petzval’s birth appears to be 
a case in point, judging by a paragraph from the pen of Dr. 
Eder, published in the “ Photographische Correspondenz.” 
In reply to an article by E. Suess in the “ Almanac h Wien, 
Kais, Akad. d. Wiss, 1892,” referring to the conflicting 
opinions which existed as to the date', Dr. Eder stated that 
Petzval had dictated it to him as the 6th January 1807, and 
that it was written down in Petzval’s presence. This date is 
also given in Dr. Eder’s “ Handbuch der Photographic,” 
but it has been questioned by many persons, because Petz- 
val’s two brothers were also born on the 6th January in 
different years. It seemed therefore highly improbable 
that the three sons should have been born on the same day 
of the same month, and that this day should also be known 
in Germany as the day of the three Magi. However, such 
was actually the case, for Dr. Ermenyi, who has recently 
published a biography of Petzval in the “ Photographisches 
Centralblatt,” has searched the register, which confirms it. 
It is also found to be a fact that the three brothers were 
frequently called the three Magi by friends who knew them 
intimately. We might also instance the birthday of the late 
J. Traill Taylor. Not until late in life did he ascertain his 
age, and then only by a reference to it in an old letter. 

* * * 

German trade In our issue of the 24th January we 
and Tariff_ drew attention to some particulars fur- 
manipulation. nished by Fritz Hansen of the value of 

German exports in photographic materials. A new publica¬ 
tion, the “ Photo-Boise,” reproduces these statistics in an 
article by the same writer, and but for the side light it 
throws on German ideas of the manner in which foreign 
trade may be promoted we should pass it by. The writer 
reviews the situation of the various German photographic 
industries, and seems to consider that the future of some 
of them largely depends upon the action of the Govern¬ 
ment. The Customs duties upon imports should be regu¬ 
lated to support the manufacturer, and in making com¬ 
mercial treaties with foreign countries favourable' terms 
should be secured for the entry of German goods at lower 
duties. Germany, however, is tending in a Protectionist 
direction itself, and other countries with Protective tariffs 
are not so altruistic that they will turn the left cheek after 
being smitten on the right, especially if the hand be covered 
with an iron gauntlet. It is the aim of the German photo¬ 
graphic industry to dominate the markets of the world, in 
which effort, we are told, it should receive the support of 
the Government to accomplish this happy state of things. 
But when we examine the figures more closely, we find our 
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friends have little upon which to congratulate- themselves. 
Manufacturers complain that Germany is being flooded 
with cheap American cameras. The dry-plate industry is 
largely dependent upon England for its supply of glass, 
and the increase of the duty of this important item in the 
manufacture threatens the export trade with extinction. 
The photographic paper industry is at the mercy of the 
General Paper Company. Surely the millenium is still 
located somewhere in the Greek Calends ! 

* * * 

The discovery of Professor Lippmann a 
few years ago, by which process several 
workers have produced some beautiful 
photographs in natural colours, has at¬ 

tracted the attention of a number of persons to kindred 
fields of photographic investigation. The results hitherto 
obtained have not been very satisfactory from a practical 
or commercial point of view, yet each step, whether in the 
direction of failure or success, brings information worthy 
of being recorded for the' guidance of other investigators. 
This month, in the “ Photographische Corres-pondenz,” we 
have a short account by Karl Wore! of a process upon 
which he has been working for over three years. In some 
respects it closely resembles that of Dr. Neuhauss, to which 
we drew attention a few months ago, but there- are- marked 
points of difference. As in Dr. Neuhauss? s process, that of 
Herr Worel depends upon the bleaching of certain dyes by 
the action of light, and the investigations were- undertaken 
for the purpose' of solving the1 following three- problems : — 

1. Is it possible to isolate the colours red, yellow, green, 
and blue by the bleaching action of light, when paper is 
prepared with a- mixture of the- three primary colours? 

2. Can the tendency of individual dyes to bleach, by the 
action of light, be so enhanced, that the- isolation of the 
colours may take place in a few hours, and can this ten¬ 
dency be controlled, without detriment to the prints to the 
extent that the dyes may be restored to their original 
low state of sensitiveness ? 

3. Is it possible by suitable means to diminish, or com¬ 
pletely destroy the sensitiveness of the dyes in their 
original state? 

* * * 

Karl Word’s The process is based upon the e-xperi- 
Process. ments which were made in elucidation of 
the three propositions given in the preceding paragraph. 
It was found : — 

1st. That certain red, yellow, and blue dyes, when spread 
upon paper, reproduced the colour of the- incident light, 
if the mixture was suitably proportioned to the- sensitive¬ 
ness of the different dyes, and the exposure- sufficiently pro¬ 
longed. 

2nd. That the group of ethereal oils- comprises certain 
kinds, which enhance the sensitiveness of organic dye 
stufls to the action of light. The- evaporation of these 
oils when exposed to heat and their solubility in certain 
fluids, which do not dissolve the- dye stuffs, afford the- means 
by which the dyes may be reduced from the supersensitive 
to the normal state. About one’ hundred different kinds 
of ethereal oils, obtainable in commerce-, were tried, and it 
was found that oil of anise was the most powerful se-nsi- 
tiser. It was proved by analysis that of the various sub¬ 
stances found in ordinary commercial oil of anise, the 
powerful sensitising property may be attributed to anethol. 

3rd. That solutions of salts of copper fix these dyes, if 
not completely, yet to an extent sufficient for practical pur¬ 

poses. (Herr Worel did not succeed in completelv fixing 
the prints upon paper.) 

In general terms the process may be described as fol¬ 
lows —Writing paper, free from wood pulp, is drawn 
through a bath composed of alcoholic solutions of primrose, 
Victoria blue, a few drops of cyanine, curcumin, anramine, 
and a, certain amount of anethol. The composition of the 
bath is tested with a negative formed of red, yellow, green, 
and blue strips of glass, by exposure to sunlight. If cor- 
co erectly adjusted, the four colours should be well rendered. 
The temperature of the bath should be 20 deg. C., and 
the paper should be dried at the same temperature. Print 
through a stained glass picture or a coloured positive. The 
bath rapidly deteriorates, and it is necessary to make the 
prints immediately the paper is ready. As a rule great 
transparency of the original, weak colour baths, excess of 
anethol and strong light give quick prints, whilst strong 
originals, strong colour baths', small amount of anethol. 
and weak light give slow prints. Weak colour baths and 
excess of anethol also give weak prints, whilst strong colour 
baths and less anethol give strong prints and greater per¬ 
manence'. After printing, transfer the- picture to a bath of 
pure benzine, in which leave it protected from light for an 
hour, and dry at 30 deg. C. The anethol must be com¬ 
pletely removed in this bath, otherwise the- pictures will 
fade. Repeat the- bath if the- print retains1 any scent of 
anethol. Fix in a saturated solution of sulphate of copper 
for two or three hours, then wash and dry the- print. 

•k * * 

Foreign made It may, we think, be truly said that 
Cameras* nothing has been so much photographed, 

in a given time, as the Canadian arch now standing in 
Whitehall. We were passing it a day or two- after it was 
finished, and were much interested in the number of ex¬ 
posures that were being made- upon it, alike by hand and 
stand cameras. At one time we counted over a dozen in 
sight, from the- modest little four-and-sixpennv Nipper to 
those of the more costly kind. During the ten minutes or 
so we were watching quite a hundred, or probably more, 
plates or films were exposed ; for some- of the people were 
exposing plate after plate-, regardless of their cost. But 
what impressed us most was that, with one- or two excep¬ 
tions, we recognised that all these cameras were- of foreign 
make-—French, American, or German—and it struck us at 
the time- there- must be a great lack of British enterprise 
for that to be- the- case. Surely British inventive genius 
is equal to- that of every other country, and the- workman¬ 
ship at least as good, if not superior. It is said that wages- 
are higher here- than in other countries, but this certainly 
does not apply to America—there they are- higher than 
here. The real reason is that in the manufacture of these 
cameras the- greater portion of the- work is done- almost 
automatically by machinery. It is true- that the necessary 
plant is- somewhat costly to instal, but if it pays other 
countries to instal it, one would have thought that it 
would pay Britishers equally as well to- go to the- cost-. 
Evidently, however, they do not see-m. to think so, or 
possibly have- not the- business enterprise- to do it. But the 
fact remains that- thousands of foreign-made cameras are 
imported into this country weekly which, quite- as well, 
might have been made at home-. Most of the- English-made 
cameras are made by hand, which, of course, makes them 
more costly, but are they any more suitable- for immediate 
requirements for all that, and will the general public 
nowadays pay a much higher price- for what is claimed to 
be a. more- desirable- thing ? “ Hand-made ” is a general 
cry from our cigarettes upwards, but what matters it to the 

Worel’s 
Experiments 
in colour 
Photography. 
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purchaser whether the things' he purchases are hand or 
machine made, so long as they answer his requirements ? 

* * * 

Forcible Photographers generally, and especially 
Language. those who have experienced the refining 
influence of a WesFEnd studio and reception-room, have 
suave manners, and seldom resort to what are known to 
our American cousins as “ swear ” words. We knew one*, 
indeed, who acknowledged that he could never mention the 
substance called “dammar” without some hesitation, and 
the suspicion of a blush. We are glad to think that the 
profession generally adopts the high tone of the crew of 
H.M.S. “ Pinafore,” who never used a big, big “ D.” But we 
must own that episodes sometimes occur in the vocation of 
a photographer, as in other businesses, when an expression 
of more than usual energy may be called for. And al¬ 
though purists may consider that under no sort of circum¬ 
stances is such an expletive justifiable', others will admit 
that its use is a help in time of trouble. To those, how¬ 
ever, who would prefer not to use naughty words even 
under the gravest provocation, there is a resource open 
which we can strongly recommend. A book has lately been 
produced by Herr Schuch, which contains a huge compilar 
tion of insulting expressions, and the name of the volume 
will at once recommend it; it is known as the Schimnf- 
woerter lexicon. The bad words are sorted under five' dif¬ 
ferent categories', so as to be suitable' to the different kinds 
of persons to be insulted. But the main point is that any¬ 
one possessing himself of this erudite volume need not foul 
his tongue with any explectives at all. Should he have a 
dispute with a neighbour which calls for extra adjectives, 
he would merely say, “ You’re a 1,478 S.L.” His antagonist 
will then refer to the expression thus numbered in 
“ Schimpfwoerter,” and would take to himself, with the best 
grace he could, the compliment conveved. In this way the 
man who respects himself will be able to relieve his* feel¬ 
ings, and at the same time avoid any risk of prosecution for 
slander. Herr Schuch has performed a. distinct service' to 
mankind in producing this addition to the common voca¬ 
bulary, and we trust that someone1 will perform a like ser¬ 
vice for this country. If such a work were officially recog¬ 
nised, and its employment among the wayfarers of our 
streets rigorously enforced, the atmosphere would be far 
purer and clearer than it is at nresent. 

* * * 

Duplicates. It has long been the' laudable custom 
among the custodians of national museums to send copies 
of their more important exhibits to similar institutions in 
other countries, and, in many cases, the copies, for purposes 
of study, are quite as good as the originals. Celebrated 
statues are reproduced in plaster1, ivories in a composition 
very like the real article', while all kinds of treasures in 
metal are most beautifully copied by means of the electro¬ 
type process. Possibly when the tricolour method of 
photography has reached a more forward staee we shall 
have similar realistic reproductions of the various illu¬ 
minated manuscripts which are worth far more than their 
weight in gold. We are glad to learn that the authorities 
of the Bodlean library at Oxford are now causing some of 
their priceless treasures to be reproduced by photography, 
and are prepared to issue these' copies to other1 libraries 
and to private buyers. We gather that the collotype pro¬ 
cess is the one which has been employed for this work, but, 
doubtless the powers that be will have taken expert advice 
as to the best method to adopt for different reproductions. 
They have expressed the hope that these copies will be 
widely applied for among bibliographers, for they do not 
entertain the hope that the general public demand will 
repay the cost of production. Certain memorials of 
Shelley, reproduced in this way, are now obtainable, and 
will doubtless be valued by his many admirers, especially 

as the cost is so very moderate. Among these we note a 
miniature of the poet, when a boy, from a copy by Reginald 
Easton ; a portrait of him, reduced from a crayon drawing; 
and another portrait, each of which can be obtained for 
eighteenpence. Another interesting relic is Shelley’s 
“ Sophocles,” which he had in his possession when he was 
drowned, the edges of which are supposed to show the mark 
of his thumb incrusted with brine. Price, Is. For the 
same price can be had a picture of the poet’s watch and 
seals, and a picture of the guitar given to him K- Mrs. 
Jane Williams. Such pictures are not only of interest 

• themselves, but they would form a most valuable clue in 
case the originals were lost or stolen. Such happenings 
are not impossible. We may instance the theft of the 
Nelson relics from Greenwich hospital and the more 
recent violation of one of the well-guarded cases of 
valuables at the! Victoria and Albert Museum, South. 
Kensington. 

* * * 

The Discoverer It is difficult to realise that less than a 
ot Coal Gas. century ago London was lighted by the 

dimmest of oil lamps, whose radiance was so feeble that 
the footmen who attended upon carriage folk carried in 
their hands flaming torches so that Jehu could see which 
way to drive. Attached to the iron work of certain door¬ 
ways in Bloomsbury and Mayfair may still be seen the ex¬ 
tinguishers used for putting out these links—in a double 
sense, links of the past. Then came the discovery of gas, 
and for nearly a hundred years gas has been our sheet 
anchor so far as artificial lighting is concerned. And now, 
when gas is being supplanted to an enormous extent by 
electricity, the question comes up, who was the discoverer 
of coal gas? South country men will promptly answer 
this query by telling you that the useful gas was discovered 
by one Murdoch, a Cornishman, and will perhaps inform 
you that at his native town of Redruth there may be seen 
on the house where he lived a tablet to the effect that he 
discovered coal gas in 1792. Frenchmen attribute the dis¬ 
covery of gas to one of their own countrymen. But it 
would seem that the honour really rests upon a Hollander, 
of the name of Minckelers, who was born at Limburg, and 
at the early age of 23 was appointed professor of Natural 
Philosophy at Louvain, Belgium. It appears that in the 
year 1783 this young professor was busily experimenting 
with a view to find a gas of the' approximate lightness of 
hydrogen which should be suitable for inflating balloons at 
a more economical rate. That very year the first gas bal¬ 
loon ever made had ascended from Paris under the guid¬ 
ance of MM. Robert and Charles, and everyone was full 
of the marvels likely to be achieved by this new method of 
exploring the atmosphere. Heating coal dust in a retort 
extemporised from a. gun barrel, Minckelers had the satis¬ 
faction of seeing the smoky gas pour forth, and was 
able to inflame it. After that experiment he established an 
installation, which we may regard as the first gas works 
ever constructed, for the' purpose of lighting his lecture- 
room at Louvain, and it was so illuminated for some years. 
A movement is now on foot to erect at Limburg a monu¬ 
ment, by public subscription, in honour of Professor 
Minckelers, of whom his countrymen are rightly very proud. 
If it be the fact that Minckelers published at Louvain in 
1784 a pamphlet describing the production of carburetted 
hydrogen from the decomposition of coal, his claim to be 
its discoverer would seem to be established. But it is 
obvious that it is one of those discoveries which were bound 
to come sooner or later, and more than probable that 
Murdoch made it independently, and without any know¬ 
ledge of Minckeler’s existence. On this account it would 
be well to allow the tablet on the modest house' at Redruth 
to remain as it is, for, as far as Britain is concerned, he is 
the discoverer of coal gas. 
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THE SELECTION OF LENSES FOR STUDIO WORK. 

Whether from an increase in the number of recruits to the 
■already crowded ranks of professional photographers, or 
from an aggregate of causes unknown, we have had, for 
some time past, as our correspondence columns show, an 
unusual number of queries relating to the focus of lenses 
to be used for certain classes of work in studios of specified 
dimensions. The general trend of these inquiries has been 
in the direction of the employment of one lens to do a 
variety of work—a lens, for example, to take cartes, 
•cabinets, and large heads, or, possibly, to cover also- a large 
plate. Now, as the focus of a lens is not- like an accordion, 
capable of being expanded or contracted at will, it follows 
that its adaptability is rigidly fixed, and subject to exact 
mathematical limitations. How this works out in practice 
we will briefly indicate, premising at the same time that a 
one-lens man would be ruthlessly handicapped in the race 
for business success. 

It ought not to be necessary, though facts show that it 
often is so, to point out that in regard to- the sizes of figures 
or heads taken under fixed conditions the- focus of a lens 
only is the governing factor, the question whether it is a 
portrait lens, an anastigmat, a rectilinear, a wide angle or 
a narrow angle, not governing in any sense the size of the- 
picture taken from a given standpoint, this, by the way, 
whether portraiture or landscape be the work in hand. 

The selection of a type of lens has, however, to- be made, 
and the universal consensus of opinion points to- a “ por¬ 
trait,” i.e., a Petzval type of lens for studio work, though it 
is the dearest kind of instrument. The reason for this is 
obvious. Although a modern anastigmat or a rectilinear 
is suitable for most purposes, occasions arise when the 
'utmost rapidity of action is a paramount consideration. 
This is only attainable with a portrait lens. Further, a por¬ 
trait lens is capable within its own limited field of view of an 
amount of critical sharpness of definition that is unequalled. 
Where more modern lenses approach them in rapidity the 
price approaches at the same rate, and may, indeed, pass 
•that of a portrait lens. We are- assuming all through that 
one lens only or at most a limited number is desired. If 
no such governing factor interferes, then it may be 
pointed out that, with a given focus, excessive rapidity not 
being absolutely necessayy, an astigmat- of one- form or 
another will be more advantageous for taking groups, 
especially when the length of studio is restricted. A por¬ 
trait lens has a very small area of sharp definition, working 
at full aperture, say f3 or f3.5, sharpness must not be 

■expected much outside- a circle of a diameter equal to a 
third of the focus. Stopping down will increase t-he 
dimensions of this circle bounding the- a-rea of sharp defini¬ 
tion, but with any diaphragm likely to be used in a studio 
a portrait lens will have very poor covering no-wer com¬ 
pared with the other slower lenses. We should put from 
one-half to two-thirds of the- focus as- the utmost maximum 
of the diameter of the circle in which good definition can 
bo looked for when employing any lens founded on Petzval 
curves, for the fact remains that, t-o this day, the quickest 
lenses in common use, the so-called “ portrait lenses,” are 
but slight modifications of those whose construction was 
devised by Petzval more than half a Centura ago-, and the 
introduction of which rendered photographic portraiture a 
practical possibility. Within their own limited area, when 
well constructed, their fredom from spherical aberration is 
SO great as to give a critical definition with a large aperture 
that no other lens can reach. But, as we say, this area is 
extremely limited, and the moment it is- overpassed 
spherical aberration increases so ra-pidly that- it can only 
be got rid of by the use of small diaphragms, thus reducing 

the use of the lens in practice to the level of those of a 
cheaper type. It may be objected that we are laying 
unnecessary stress upon definition, seeing that the tendency 
of modern work of an artistic type is in the- very opposite 
direction. There would be some ground for advancing 
such an objection, but then it must be borne in mind that 
we are writing more especially for the photographer whose 
expenditure in lenses has to be reduced to the lowest limits, 
and who wants to have as many possibilities as possible 
under his control. He knows that the general public still 
hankers after sharpness, and will have it. And, again, the 
work he will have to do will probably be most varied in 
character, and he knows that if he desires to tone down an 
obtrusive degree of sharpness it is very easily done, apart 
even from that valuable means of introducing a graduated 
amount of spherical aberration over the whole arc of the 
picture obtainable by the construction introduced by Dall- 
meye-r the elder many years ago. He knows, too, he may 
have to do enlarged work—perhaps a life-size head from a 
full-length “ carte ”—and if he have not critically sharp 
definition in his original negative his enlargement will be 
useless. Our remarks are less applicable to the- still small 
number of professionals whose work is specialised, for in 
photography, as in physic, the specialist is a growing 
factor. We were conversing with a well-known professional 
portrait photographer the other day, and he informed us 
that he had abandoned all out-door work; he would not 
take a group ; he confined himself entirely to single figures 
and few of those full-length, and he was able- to command 
prices that were almost fabulous. Such a one need look 
neither at the price of a lens nor the number required for 
the variety in even his limited scope. We write- for -he 
benefit of the larger majority, and in a succeeding article 
we purpose giving such working details as will enable any¬ 
one t-o gauge his possibilities and accommodate- them to his 
pecuniary restrictions to the best advantage-. 

THE NEBULAR THEORY. 

[Abstract of Presidential Address to the Photographic Convention of the United 
Kingdom.] 

In these days there is no necessity to vindicate the immense 
importance of photography. Of its- innumerable applications 
I have in the great majority of cases no authority to speak; I 
shall confine what I have to say to the uses of photography to 
astronomy, and I shall endeavour to illustrate my subject 
with the help of the wonderful photographs that have recently 
been obtained, especially at the Lick and Yerks Observatories. 
I stand here to-night with a grave task before me. I am 
called upon to expound, so far as my powers will permit, an ex¬ 
ceptionally great subject. How puny do all other things appear 
in comparison with the great nebular theory. Our personal 
affairs, the affairs of past, present, and future shrink to in¬ 
significance in comparison with what is revealed in that mighty 
chapter from the book of Nature which we hope to open. The 

grand transformations through which the solar system has 
passed, and is even now at this very moment passing, cannot 
be seen by us poor creatures of a day ; they might perhaps be 
surveyed by beings whose pulses counted centuries instead of 
seconds, by beings whose minutes were longer than the duration 
of dynasties, by beings to whom an hour was far longer than all 
human history. The sun appears constant in size and constant 
in lustre during the brief interval in which man is permitted 
to strut his little hour, but the -sun has not always been the 
same ; it did not always shine as it does now, nor will it con¬ 
tinue for ever to shine as it does at present. Our great 
luminary is smaller at the end of each year than it was at 
the beginning; the same is true through indefinitely great 
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periods of time. In a retrospect we see: the sun ever larger 
and larger ; there was a time, uncounted millions of years ago, 

when the sun had ten times the diameter that it now posses:es ; 
there was a time when the materials which now form the sun 
were expanded into a volume of diameter greater than the 
diameter of our earth’s orbit at the present moment. But even 
when the sun was millions of times as big as it is now it was 
not heavier; there could not have been appreciably more 
material in it, but that material was enormously rarefied. 
Thus our reasoning makes us think of an epoch when the sun 

was very different indeed from the globe which we know so 
well. It had then no earth to cherish with warmth and gladden 
with light. Our globe was in those days truly “ without form 
and void.” At the time when the sun was swollen out into 
this great ball of glowing gas, the materials of the earth were 

in a condition utterly different from their present state. The 
earth was then part of the great nebula itself, from which the 
sun and all the solar system has been formed. Laplace bade 
us imagine a great primaeval nebula or fire-mist. He reminded 
us how this must be incessantly radiating its heat and 
gradually contracting. Laplace demonstrated that it was in¬ 
finitely probable such a nebula would have some movement 
of rotation ; he pointed out the remarkable dynamical law by 
which the contracting object would gradually accelerate its 
rotation, and he showed how the inner parts would thus re¬ 
volve more quickly than the outer parts. Laplace bade us see 
how the denser parts of the nebula- at the centre gradually 
drew themselves together, so as to form a sun. He showed 
in like manner how the outer parts of the nebula gradually 
cohered together to form the planets. By strictly dynamical 
reasoning, Laplace thus pointed out how from an extensive 
diffused nebula a solar system, with sun and planets all com¬ 
plete, could be duly evolved in the lapse of ages. Laplace 

bade us see how the subsidiary systems of satellites appropriate 
to each planet came into being ; he made it plain that these 
satellites would revolve around their primaries, just as the 
piimaries revolve around the sun ; he bade us follow in imagi¬ 
nation the progress of the whole system, from the widely- 

diffused nebulosity—a mere stain of milky light in the sky on 
the one hand, to an organised system of revolving worlds on 

the other. If Laplace lived now there are many objects in the 
heavens to which he could point in triumphant vindication of 
his theory.. The age of photography has dawned, and the 
photographic plates have not only illustrated in the most 
marvellous manner the spiral nebulee discovered by Lord Rosse, 

but they have succeeded in disclosing many other spiral nebulae. 
The photographs have even revealed on the plate beautiful 
spiral nebulae invisible to any human eye, no matter what may 
be the telescope to which it is applied. How strikingly the 
spiral nebulae elucidate Laplace’s theory. We see in the Great 
Spiral how the central part is condensed, doubtless in con¬ 
sequence of the fact that the nebulous matter is drawing itself 
together. We see how the futurh sun may gradually become 
evolved, we see how planets also originally “ without form and 
void . gradually come into shape, drawing as they do so their 
material from the same primaeval fire-mist. We have in the 
photograph of the Great Spiral a marvellous illustration of 
those principles of celestial evolution which Laplace laid down 
for the formation of the solar system. I can imagine the 
astonishment and delight with which Kant or Laplace would 
look on a photograph of the Great Spiral. If we tried to 

imagine the best picture of the great primseval fire-mist which 
has evolved into the solar system, I feel confident we could 
not obtain anything so effective as the- photograph of the 
Great Spiral. There is also another most remarkable dis¬ 
covery of modern times which has added much weight to the 
arguments in favour of the nebular theory. If the sun and 

the earth to confine our attention solely to those two bodies—■ 
had originated from the primeeval nebula, they would bear 

with them as a mark of their common origin a striking identity 
in material and composition. We do not, of course, mean that 
the nebula was homogeneous all through. Nature does not like 
homogeneity. The nebula was evidently irregular, vague in 
foim, dense in some places, greatly rarified in others. We by 
no means asert that if we compared a sample of the nebula 
in one place with a sample of the same nebula taken a hundred 
01 a thousand million miles away from it, that the two samples 
would show identity of chemical composition. We- need not 
be surprised at this, remembering that two samples of rock 

from the same quarry would not be identical. But we may 

feel confident that the elements present in the nebula will be 
more or less widely dispersed through it, so that if two globes 
are formed by .concentration in different parts of the nebula, 
we might reasonably expect that though these two globes would 
not be actually identical, yet that the elementary bodies which 

entered into their composition would be in substantial agree¬ 

ment. If one' element, say iron, was abundant in one body, 
we should reasonably expect that the same element would not 
be absent from the other. Laplace had no means of testing 

this surmise, but our modern methods enable us to investigate 
the chemistry of the sun, and have shown that the elements 
of which the sun is composed are practically the same elements 
as those of which our earth is built. Is not this a weighty 
piece of testimony in iavour of Laplace’s theory? Laplace 

knew not of these photographic and spectroscopic revelations ; 
he mainly based his belief in the nebular theory on a remark¬ 

able deduction from the theory of probabilities. If the evidence 
thus derived seemed satisfactory to Laplace one hundred vears 

ago, this same line of evidence, strengthened as it has been 
by recent discoveries, is enormously more weighty now. La¬ 
place was able to count up about thirty instances in which 

movements of revolution and movements of rotation in the 
solar system had a common direction. The mathematical 
mind of Laplace drew a remarkable inference from this 
unanimity. Here, he said, are thirty different movements, each 

of them might have been either from right to left or from left 
to light, but as a matter of fact they are all unanimous. La¬ 

place showed that there were a thosand millions to one in 
favoui of this unanimity being the result of some common 
cause, and the nebular theory offered such a cause. For as 
the great nebular was rotating it carried round with it, of 
course, the masses of nebulae which were ultimately to form 
the planets. As each of the planets- broke away from the 
central mass it was found to be revolving, just as the moon 
revolves round the earth once in each revolution, then as the 

mass contracted further, its motion accelerated, and the planet 
came to turn more quickly on its axis, though still at all times 
constantly revolving in the same direction. In this way the 

unanimity of the movements was a natural consequence of the 
nebular theory, and no other method has ever been suggested 
by which so remarkable a concord could have arisen. Laplace 

deemed that the thirty common movements were sufficient to 
establish his argument. But the modern discoveries have 
enormously strengthened the original argument; there are now 
500 objects which revolve around the sun, and they all turn 
in the same direction. The numerical expression for the pro¬ 
bability of the truth of the nebular theory has to be correspond¬ 
ingly amended. The argument has been strengthened count¬ 
less billions of times. In a notable lecture which Huxley gave 
in the year 1880 on the coming of age of Darwin’s famous 
book, “ The Origin of Species,” he mentioned some great dis¬ 
coveries in geology and biology which had taken place since 
the publication of the immortal work. He then announced 
that these fresh discoveries brought such wonderful corrobora- 
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tion and illustration of the truth of Darwin’s theory that if 

the famous doctrine of natural selection had not been formed 
to account for the facts of Nature as they were known to 

Darwin when he wrote his book, the theory of Natural Selec¬ 
tion would have had to be formed to explain the facts which had 
been brought to light in the twenty-one years which succeeded. 
May I venture to make a similar claim on behalf of the 
great nebular theory? If that theory had not been invented 
to account for the phenomena which were known to Laplace, 
it would have had to be invented for the purpose of explaining 
the additional discoveries which have been made in the century 
which has since run its course. 

Sir R. S. Ball. 

CLERK MAXWELL S GIFTS TO PHOTOGRAPHY: 

OR, THE RED, GREEN, AND BLUE. 
TA~ Communication to the Cambridge Meeting of the Photographic Convention 

of the United Kingdom.] 

Within- a year of the discovery of photography, in 1839, men’s 
thoughts turned to the possibility of fixing the colours of the 

■camera image. Robert Hunt had already obtained some* 
experimental results with a certain sensitised paper, showing 
that, on exposure to diffused daylight, under red, yellow, an l 

green glasses, it became red under the red glass, yellow shade 
under the yellow glass, and green under the green glass. He 
also wrote as follows:—“Colour alone is wanting, and there 
are sufficient reasons for believing that in the progress of re¬ 
search we shall, before long, arrive at processes by which the 

delightful pictures of the camera obscura shall be rendered 
permanent in all the beauty of those glowing tints which give 
to the fields of creation their exquisite charm and enchanting 
character.” These remarks and experiments of Mr. Hunt are 
valuable as affording an example of the attitude of many early 
i-nthusiasts, both as regards the possibility of reproducing 
colours, and of the manner in which it would be accomplished. 
That is to say, it was fondly hoped, during those sanguine 
days which immediately followed the first achievements in 
monotone, that a substance or preparation would be found, 
which, on exposure in the camera, would permanently assume, 
or could by subsequent treatment be made to assume, the 
natural colours of the object. 

Years, however, passed without any real progress being made, 
in 1850 or thereabouts, Clerk Maxwell, an undergraduate at 
Trinity College, Cambridge, was studying the subject of Colour. 
By 1855, and when but twenty-four years of age, he had con¬ 
ceived a complete system of recording colours by means of 
photography, as well as a method of reproducing them. This 
was published in a paper communicated to the Royal Society 
•of Edinburgh, 1855 (vol. XXI.), entitled “Experiments on 
Colour ” : “ Let it be required to ascertain the colours of a 
landscape by means of impressions taken on a preparation 
equally sensitive to rays of every colour. Let a plate of red 
glass be placed before the camera, and an impression taken, 

i he positive of this will be transparent wherever the red light 
has been abundant in the landscape, and opaque where it has 
been wanting. Let it now be put in a magic lantern along with 
the red glass, and a red picture will be thrown on the screen. 
Let this operation bo repeated with a green and a violet glas:, 
and by means of three magic lanterns let the three images 
be superimposed on the screen. The colour on any point on 
the screen will then depend on that of the corresponding point 

<>f the landscape, and by properly adjusting the intensities of 
the lights, etc., a complete copy of the landscape, as far as 
visible colour is concerned, will be thrown on the screen. The 
only apparent difference will be that the copy will be more 

* “Researches on Light.” (Longmans.) 

subdued, or less pure in tint, than the original.” Here we 
have the first conception—clear, definite, and incisive—of tin- 
method of recording colours to which we now look with con¬ 
fident hope to solve the problem of colour photography ; and 
in mentally looking back to this time, we can realise tin- 
immense step forward which it chronicles. 

Sixteen years had passed and had been spent by those who 
investigated the subject, in the quest for a substance which 
would arrange itself, by the action of light, into permanent 
compounds reflecting the multitudinous hues of Nature, or in 
trying anything and everything which appeared in the least 
hopeful; like mariners setting sail to discover a port without 
charts or compass, and without even knowing its whereabouts, 
they were without a clue or a guide to help them. Clerk 
Maxwell, at one stroke, located the port and gave the true 
course. 

Sixteen years had passed and the sensitive plate was uni¬ 
versally regarded solely as a chemical means of recording 

gradations of light and shade. Forty-seven years have since 
passed, and, speaking broadly, negatives are still regarded 

much in the same way. Clerk Maxwell in one short sentence 
gave us the more truthful statement, that our negatives are 
records of colour. It is true that people knew their sensitive 
plates were only sensitive to the violet rays—but this is a very 
different thing to the full recognition that negatives form a 
true record of that colour, and can be used to reproduce it 
in its proper gradations as existing in the original. Clerk 

Maxwell further told us that by three such records—the others 
being red and green—all the colours of Nature can be registered 
for future production at will. 

It will serve to emphasise Clerk Maxwell’s teaching to note 
here the opinion which his associates had of him at this time ; 
and, on this point, no better testimony could be offered than 

by quoting* from the Rev. Dr. Butler, the present Master of 
Trinity College:—“When I came up to Trinity t twenty-eight 
years ago, James Clerk Maxwell was just beginning His second 
year. His position among us—I speak in the presence of many 

who remember that time—was unique. He was the one acknow¬ 

ledged man of genius among the undergraduates. We under¬ 

stood, even then, that, though barely of age, he was, in his 
own line of inquiry, not a beginner, but a master.” 

Clerk Maxwell, among other studies, continued his researches 
on colour, and the Transactions of the Royal Society for 1860 
contain his paper on “ The Theory of Compound Colours.” 
+In awarding to him the Rumford Medal, Major-General 
Sabine, the then Vice-President of the Royal Society, said:—- 
“ The researches for which the Rumford Medal is awarded 
lead to the remarkable result that to a very near degree of 
approximation all the colours of the spectrum, and, therefore, 
all colours in Nature, which are only mixtures of these, can 
be perfectly imitated by mixtures of three actually attain¬ 
able colours, which are the red, green, and blue, belong¬ 
ing respectively to three parts of the spectrum.” This paper 
contains Maxwell’s celebrated curves and diagram, which show 
(1st) the particular red, green, and blue referred to by Major- 
General Sabine, and (2nd) the proportion in which, when mixed, 
they imitate all the colours of the spectrum, and, in Maxwell’s 
own words, “ since all natural colours are compounded of the 
colours of the spectrum, they may be compounded of these 
three primary colours.” 

No reference to photography is made in this paper, but the 
following year, in a lecture at the Royal Institution, lie made 
his second reference to the art, and again repeats (with a 

* Life and Letters of James Clerk Maxwell, by Professor Lewis Camrbill ai d 
Dr. Garnett. 

t This was written in 1879. 
t Clerk Maxwell and Modern Physics, by Professor Glazebrook. 
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demonstration this time) his system of 1855, but substituting 

for his coloured glasses three solutions of ferric sulphocyanide, 

cupric chloride, and ammoniated copper respectively, and 
here recognising what is now so well established, that 
coloured glasses are indefinite and unsatisfactory. He also 

does not this time say that the reproductions are less pure 
than the original, but, on the contrary, in referring to his 
demonstration, says : —“ Given a suitable sensitiveness to the 
red and green, the reproduction would have been a truly 
coloured representation of the ribbons.” This lecture is now 
well known, and, therefore, need not be reproduced here. On 
page 568 is given a photograph of the spectrum through the 

three solutions. 

As in 1855, so in 1861, notwithstanding the reputation of 
its author, and that he now held without dispute the premier 
position as an authority on colour, no special notice seems to 
have been taken of his system of recording and reproducing 

colours by means of photography. While the whole intellectual 
world could appreciate and applaud his purely scientific re¬ 
searches, the technique of the art of photography was not 
sufficiently advanced for its workers to practically utilise his 
teaching or to appreciate it at its true value ; it should not be 
forgotten also that the scientific faculty of the times, having 
exhausted itself in the search for a chromophorous substance 
which would solve the problem, no longer retained the sanguine 
hopes so eloquently expressed by Mr. Hunt at an earlier 
period, and had, indeed, given way to scepticism. 

Louis Decos du Hauron subsequently re-discovered Maxwell’s 
system of recording colours, and pointed out, amongst many 
other applications, that by the use of transparent pigments 
whose colour is * complementary to that which the negatives 
record, the system can be applied to the production of colour 

prints. At this time the Franco-German War began, and 
Louis Ducos du Hauron, though a born investigator, nobly left 

his experiments and went to fight in his country’s battles. By 
1879, however, he and some of his pupils, notably Artigue, of 

Bordeaux, and Albert, of Munich, had produced excellent speci¬ 

mens. 

Years continued to pass, and while Maxwell’s teaching con¬ 

cerning photography was forgotten, his researches on colour 
and his colour curves were published in other countries and 
copied into text-books, until one fine day a strange thing hap¬ 
pened. It occurred to someone that as Maxwell had shown 
that he could reproduce the spectrum and all colours by mixing 
three spectrum colours in the proportions represented by his 
curves, the curves, therefore, formed the real missing link in 
colour photography, and that the proper thing to do was to 
adjust sensitive plates so that they would be affected by the 
various rays, in accordance with the curves. This plausible 
theory, backed up by specimens erroneously exhibited as evi¬ 
dence of its magic efficacy, spread like an epidemic, and again 
the more valuable truths contained in Maxwell’s own teaching 
have remained unseen and unrecognised. 

Up to the present time no one has ever shown that the colour 
curves can be employed without the introduction of tfunda- 
mental defects. It will be found that its exponents invariably 
state their case by starting with the spectrum as a test sub¬ 

ject, and any system which will not reproduce it correctly is 
immediately condemned. They conclude that because a system 
which accurately reproduces the spectrum will also reproduce 
all colours—that the reverse of this is true; that is to say, 
that if the spectrum cannot be reproduced, neither can other 
colours. But such is not the case. Let it be supposed that 

* “ Complementary” is used here to mean the remainder of the rays which make 
up white light. 

t Described in a short appendix to this paper. 

the spectrum which has been recorded on plates adjusted to 
the Maxwell curves be reproduced with the three narrow bands 
of rays which constitute his spectrum primaries; this new 
spectrum, correct in all its hues and intensities, can now be 
photographed without reference to the Maxwell curves, for it 
can be recorded by plates on which the same three narrow 
bands of coloured plates are exclusively allowed to act; and 
we have here an example in which the analysis and synthesis 
colours are identical. 

This may be given in the form of a definite principle, as 
follows:—Any colours which are formed by the admixture of 
distinct groups of rays can be reproduced by plates on which 
the same groups of rays only are allowed to act; or briefly, 
in such cases colours will correctly reproduce their own kind. 

Day by day, and year by year, it is more thoroughly brought 

home to us that the colours we have to reproduce in the subjects 
we mostly wish to photograph are the most opposite to those 
of the spectrum ; that, instead of being homogeneous, they 

ajDproach white in complexity, and are, indeed, largely diluted 
with white ; and that the vast majority of these natural colours 
may be considered as compounded of three groups of rays, red, 
green, and blue, which together comprise the whole of the 
rays contained in white light, as represented by Maxwell’s 
three solutions (see photograph on last page), and in accordance 
with the foregoing principle are correctly recorded when the 
same groups of rays are used for the analysis. 

On being put to the practical test, the result is a complete 
confirmation of Maxwell’s teaching ; it is found that his own 
system reproduces natural colours (not the spectrum) with 
wonderful accuracy, and the colour curve record is found by 
comparison hopelessly defective. 

Suppose the camera obscura being unknown, a great man 
tells us he has discovered that by the use of a tiny aperture 
in one side of a dark chamber a complete image of all visible 
objects in front of it, whether within a few inches or very 
far away, is obtained. This is analogous to Maxwell’s colour 
curves and spectrum primaries. 

Let the same great man, realising that the images obtained 
in this manner are too faint to be of practical service, also 
tell us that, by the use of a lens devised by him, we can 
use a large aperture and still obtain at the one focus sharp 
images of all the subjects we usually want, although we cannot 
with it obtain the image of an object within a few inches. 

This is analogous to Maxwell’s division of white light into 
three parts, combined with the rule—the same rays for analysis 

as for additive synthesis, a teaching and a rule, which, by their 

exquisite translation of what appears to be infinite complexity, 

into a perfect simplicity, constitute, perhaps, the greatest gift 
among the many great gifts which he gave to photography. 

Appendix.—Defects of the Colour Curve as Applied to 

Colour Photography. 

When using the Maxwell spectrum primaries R'GB' (see 
diagram), every authority, without exception, I believe, accepts 
as correct his curves for the reproduction of both spectrum 
and natural colours ; but there are many things which, while 
readily obtainable in the laboratory for scientific experiment, 

are useless for the ordinary purposes of life. That Maxwell’s 
spectrum primaries are examples of this, and are quite im¬ 
practicable for use as reproduction colours in tri-colour photo¬ 
graphy, and that Maxwell himself never hinted at such applica¬ 
tion, are also, I believe, universally accepted. It therefore be¬ 
comes essential to study the subject with the view of getting 
something practical, and a very natural first step would be to 
employ as reproduction colours dyes or transparent glasses 
which transmit narrow bands of colour approximating those 
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of Maxwell’s spectrum primaries in purity and are the same 
in hue. Directly this is done, there is introduced into the 
new primaries a quantity of one or of both the other original 

primaries, dependent on the width of the bands of spectrum 
rays employed. 

Let us suppose a set of dyes is used whose absorptions are 
identical with those marked R/"G///B/// in the diagram. Taking 
the green as an example, it is obvious that the green at G;/) 

Diagram. 

cannot possibly reproduce those above it—that is, those purer 
than itself—neither can it by keeping to the Maxwell curves 
reproduce correctly, either itself or those below it, for if the 
curves are correct for reproductions by means of the pure 
primary G', they cannot also be correct for the impure primary 
G ". Therefore, whether purer, or the same, or less pure, 

they will all inevitably be incorrect from the introduction of 
an excess of the other colours. 

Again, in the case of the red and blue primaries, the saint- 

truth indicates that every colour into which red and blue enter 
is falsified by the addition of an excess of green. These errors 
can, as has been suggested by Dr. R. S. Clay,* by a modifica¬ 
tion of the Maxwell curves, be adjusted so that the hue of tin 
original is not changed by the use of the impure primary, 
but is simply diluted with white—the curves being modified 
that the added excess of one primary is balanced by an equal 
excess of the other. 

Visible Spectrum. 

Spectrum record on Lumiere Panchromatic Plate with solutions of 
Ferric Sulphocvanide, Cupric Chloride and Ammoniated Copper 
respectively (Maxwell’s filters), showing the subdivision of the Spec¬ 
trum into three parts. The strength and sections of the solutions 
employed are given in the Photographic Journal, June, 1901. 

In practice it is found that even the most ardent advocates 
of the colour curve system employ as reproduction primaries 
colours represented by R////G/;/;B////—in other words, without 
acknowledging the fact, they have adopted Maxwell’s own 
synthetical primaries, but fail to perceive that they are advo¬ 
cating for use with them a defective colour record. 

At first sight it does not appear very serious that colours 
should be diluted with white, but a little closer examination 

shows that the colours of nearly all the subjects we wish to 
photograph—i.e., landscapes, architecture, portraits, etc.—are 
already excessively diluted with white, and this creates in fact 
the greatest practical difficulty we have in reproducing these 

subjects in colours. 

On applying the same reasoning to the far more important 
colour prints, in place of the dilution with white there will be 

degradationt with black ; and a very few days in a workshop 

* Proceedings of tlie Royal Society, June, 1901. 

t This is quite independent of the degradation due to the well-known defects in 
commercial pigments. 
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will show that the use of the Maxwell or similar curves as a 
basis for the production of tri-colour prints gives a fatal de¬ 

gradation to' the colours. 
E. Howard Farmer. 

-»- 

A METHOD OF MEASURING OBJECTS IN THE 

MICROSCOPE. 
[ A Paper read before the Section of Photography and Microscopy of the 

Franklin Institute Mayl, 1901, and reprinted from the institute Journal. 

In Carpenter-Dallinger on the Microscope (seventh edition, 
p. 226), the following is given as the “ simplest ” method of 
measuring objects in the microscope : “ Project the magnified 
image of the object by any of the methods desciibed under 
4 camera lucida and drawing. ’ If we carefully trace an outline 

of the image, and then,, without disturbing any of the arrange¬ 
ments, remove the object from the stage and replace it with 
a 4 stage micrometer,’ which is simply a thin slip of glass 
ruled to any desired scale, such as tenths, hundredths, 
thousandths of an inch and upwards. Trace now the projected 
image of this upon the same paper, and the means are at 
once before us of making a comparison between the object and 
a known scale, both being magnified to the same extent. 
. . . In favour of the above method ... it will be 
noted (1) that no extra apparatus is required, (2) that it is 

by means of the sub-stage condenser. An efficient apparatus 
can be made for a few cents, and after it has once been ad¬ 
justed by the aid of a stage micrometer, it can be brought into 

service at a moment’s notice whenever wanted. 
This apparatus is best made with a fixed adjustment for a 

particular microscope stand, and for illumination from a par¬ 
ticular direction. I shall therefore describe the device which 
I am using with a Bauscli and Lomb 44 BB ” stand and a Wels- 
bach light. Other forms of stand and other sources of illumina¬ 
tion can readily be provided for. 

In the diagram, Fig. 1, A is the base of the microscope, B 
a block of wood seven inches long (notched to fit against the 
microscope base and project in a particular direction, as 
shown), C is a rider with set-screw and a post and spring- 
clamp D, to hold a jeweller’s saw having sixty-four teeth to the 
inch. E is the Welsbach light, diffused by a ground-glass 

chimney and shielded from the eyes by a hood open only on the 
side towards the microscope. The source of light being on a 
level with the microscope, the jeweller’s saw is supported in 
a vertical plane, directly between the light and the microscope 
mirror, and in this position its image can be focussed in the 
field of the microscope by racking back the condenser just a 
trifle. The image of the saw-teeth constitutes the measuring 
scale, which can be given any desired value, within limits, 
by adjusting its distance from the microscope mirror and com¬ 

paring the focussed image with the scale on a stage micrometer. 

Fig. 1. 
Fig. 2. 

extremely simple, and (3) that- it is accurate.” A quite ex¬ 
pensive accessory, the screw micrometer eyepiece, is then re¬ 
ferred to as the most efficient piece of apparatus for this pur¬ 
pose, and the use of a simple form of eyepiece micrometer, 
which is the most usual practice, is described as being some¬ 
what less accurate than either of the above methods. Even 
the use of an eyepiece micrometer involves a separate deter¬ 
mination of its values for every objective, and for some par¬ 

ticular tube-length for each objective, and with that particular 
eyepiece which contains the scale. Anyone who employs a 

considerable variety of objectives will require a rather for¬ 

midable reference table, must work with the tube-length in¬ 
dicated in the table, and must use a particular eyepiece, in 
order to get a measurement. 

It goes without saying, that a method which would give a 
direct reading, which would not be affected by change of 
objective, eyepiece, or tube-length, would be more convenient 
and generally more desirable than the methods above de¬ 
scribed. 

Such a method which I have realised consists in projecting 
the image of an illuminated scale in the plane of the object 

My adjustment makes each tooth equal to one-fiftieth of a milli¬ 
meter on the stage micrometer. 

Of course, an engraved scale, on glass or celluloid, can be 
substituted for the jeweller’s saw, and the apparatus may be 
otherwise elaborated, as by making the scale revolvable and 
otherwise adjustable as to position and angle, but these are 

refinements which I do not at present require. 
When the scale is not wanted the block is pushed aside, and 

can be brought back into position in an instant. It is evident 
that in order to ensure strict accuracy the scale itself must be 
accurately divided, and must occupy a position at right angles 
to a line drawn from the centre of the source of light to the 
centre of the mirror ; the distance must be constant, the sur¬ 
faces of the mirror must be plane, and the condenser must be 
capable of projecting a sufficiently sharp and undistorted image. 
For such measurements as would be required with low and 
medium-power objectives, I have found an ordinary Abbe con¬ 
denser efficient by closing up its iris to sharpen the image. 
An achromatic Abbe condenser used in the same way will 

define well enough to provide a readable l-100th millimeter 
scale. With a better corrected achromatic condenser I have 
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obtained a satisfactory l-200th millimeter scale, and it seems 
probable that one of the newer types of aplanatic, achromatic, 

Fig. 3. 

or apochromatic condensers, now7 regarded by some authorities 
as almost indispensable for really critical work with the micro¬ 
scope, would define a scale to measure with sufficient accuracy 
to l-lOOOtli! millimeter. The expensive and comparatively 

troublesome Filar micrometer will make still smaller and 
more accurate measurements, which, however, are very seldom 
required, and are not provided for in the equipment of the 

great majority of microseopists. 
Fig. 2 is a photograph of an image of both object and scale 

as seen in the field of the microscope, but with a coarser 
scale than I have described. Fig. 3 is a photograph of a 
l-100th millimeter projected scale in the field with a 1-lOOth 

millimeter stage micrometer. 
Frederic E. Ives. 

-«-- 

PLATINOTYPE PROCESS. 
(Continued from yage 532.) 

II.—The Cold Bath Process. 

The necessary solutions for this- process have already been 
described w7ith one exception, and that is the oxalic-gelatine 
solution ; this is prepared by soaking 2 grammes of gelatine in 

20ccm. of water, adding ^ gramme of oxalic acid and heating. 
After this treatment the gelatine solution remains fluid, but 
the solution will not keep more than a few days. Hubl recom¬ 

mends three stock solutions: — 

I. 

Chloroplatinite solution . 3 ccm. 
Lead-iron solution . 4.5 ccm. 

II. 
Chloroplatinite solution .. 3 ccm. 
Lead-iron solution . 4.5 ccm. 
Oxalic gelatine solution . 1 ccm. 

III. 
Chloroplatinite solution . 3 ccm. 
Lead-iron solution . 3 ccm. 
Soda-iron solution . 2 ccm. 

For smooth papers from 2 to 3 ccm. of water should be added, 
and for rough from 3 to 8 ccm. These quantities are enough 
for a sheep 50 by 75 cm. 

All these formulae give rather soft prints; if, therefore, 
prints with greater contrasts are required, from 5 to 10 drops 
of the 10 per cent, solution of sodium platinic chloride should 
be added. Solution No. T. will keep for a month in the dark, 
and gives with arrowroot sized and Rives paper brownish black 

tones, on drawing and water-colour papers pure black tones, 
and on Rives paper with gelatine sizing blue-black prints. By 
coating Rives paper with arrowroot and using solution No. II. 

blue-black prints are obtained. For very hard negatives solu¬ 
tion No. III. should be used. 

The particular method of sensitising and drying will be 

described later on. 

The Hot Bath Process. 

For brownish black tones on arrowroot paper and pure black 
prints on drawing paper, which has been freed from animal 
size and re-sized with Agar-Agar, as already described, the 
following solution should be used: — 

Chloroplatinite solution . 4 ccm. 
Iron solution . 5 ccm. 

For smooth papers add from 2 to 3 ccm. of water; for rough 
papers from 3 to 4 ccm. of wrater. 

For blue-black tones on gelatine-sized papers, use the follow¬ 

ing 

Chloroplatinite solution . 4 ccm. 
Iron solution . 6 ccm. 

Oxalic-gelatine . 1 ccm. 

Dilute as suggested above. 

In order to increa e the keeping power of the paper, add to 
the sensitising solutions 1 or 2 drops of sodium platinic chloride 

solution. These sensitisers give soft prints ; for more contrast 
add from 5 to 10 drops of a 10 per cent, solution of potassium 

bichromate. 

The Sepia Cold Bath Process. 

For this process it is advisable to use only those papers sized 
with Agar-Agar, as already described, as it is easier to obtain 

brown tones than with arrowroot. 
Yet another chemical is required, namely, citrate of mercury, 

and this is prepared by heating together 1 gramme of yellow 
oxide of mercury, 5 grammes of citric acid, and 20 ccm. of 
water till the solution is quite clear, wdien it should be filtered. 
The sensitising solution is: — 

Iron solution . 8 ccm. 
Chloroplatinite solution . 4 ccm. 
Mercuric ci'rate solut on. 1-4 ccm. 

Sodium platinic chloride solution . 2 drops. 

For rough surface jmpers add from 2 to 4 ccm. of water. If 
greater brilliancy is required, the quantity of sodium platinic 

chloride may be increased to 5 drops. 

The Sepia Hot Bath Process. 

For this process either Agar-Agar or arrcwrroot papers can be 

used, and the following solutions : — 

Chloroplatinite solution . 4 ccm. 
Iron solution . 6 ccm. 
Mercuric chloride solution (1 :!0 . 0 2-1 com. 

Sodium platinic chloride solution . 2 drops. 

For rough papers add from 2 to 4 ccm. of water, and for 
greater brilliancy increase the sodium platinic chloride to 

from 5 to 10 drops. 

Iron Paper with Platinum Developer. 

Although historical notes have been entirely omitted in this 

digest, it is but fair to point out that to Mr. W. Willis is due 

the introduction of the platinotype process, and this one in 
particular was described by him in 1888,* and he then advanced 
as the advantages of the process the greater keeping power of 

the paper, the greater brilliancy of the whites, and depth of 
the shadows, and further that the prints could be kept some 
days before development. 

Hubl’s formulae for sensitising are as follows: — 

I. 
Lead iron solution.... 5 ccm. 
Mercuric chloride solution (1:20) . 0.2 ccm. 

* “ Ihoto Journal,” March, 1888. 
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II. 

Lead iron solution . 
Chloroplatinite solution . 

III. 

5 com. 
0.5 com. 

Lead iion solution . 

Chloroplatinite solution . 
Sodium platinic chloride solution 

5 ccm. 
0.3 ccm. 
0.4 ccm. 

IV. 

Lead iron solution . 5 ccm. 
Chloroplatinite solution . 0-8 ccm. 

All the above will keep well, but the chloroplatinite must be 
added just before use, and they should be diluted with from 
3 to 6 ccm. of water. No. IV. is especially suitable for small 

soft negatives and portraits. 
For line drawings, for which purpose it has been used for 

many years in the K.u.K. Militar-Geographischen Institut in 

Vienna, the following may be used : — 

Lead iron solution .   200 ccm. 

Chloroplatinite solution . 10 ccm. 
Potassium chromate solution .  10 ccm. 
Walter .  200 ccm. 

This is ^efficient for Iw n y-seven sheets 66 by 90 cm., but 

as the solution keeps well, it can be prepared in any quantity. 
Hub! points out that this process is cheaper than any silver 

process for line work, the consumption of platinum being only 

0.2 gramme per sheet, and that a cheaper paper can be used 

than for silver paper, as it need not be absolutely free from 

iron. 
Print-out Platinum Paeee. 

This process was discovered by Pizzighelli in 1887, and the 
sensitised paper actually contains the developer. If the paper 

is prepared with arrowroot, Agar-Agar, or Carragheen, the 

following may be used: — 

Chloroplatinite solution . 4 ccm. 

Soda iron solution ... 6 ccm. 

PHOTOGRAPHIC CONVENTION OF THE UNITED 

KINGDOM. 

Although smaller than some of the previous gatherings, owing, no 
doubt, to the after effects of the war, the Coronation postponement, 
and other causes, the Cambridge meeting of the Photographic Con¬ 
vention of the United Kingdom must be pronounced in all other re¬ 
spects at least as successful as any of its predecessors. Representatives 
of most branches of photograpny were present, and a noticeable feature 
was the attendance of a large number of professional men. We missed 
the names of Alex. Tate, Georg© Mason, G. Watmough Webster, E. J. 
Wall, and other staunch supporters from the attendance book, but 
these old timers did not lose the opportunity of being represented by 
letter, and in spirit, in the course of the Convention week. The Con¬ 
vention is happy in respect of retaining the goodwill and washes of those 
who have once become associated with it. 

Cambridge seemed to have exerted itself to the utmost to do 
honour to its photographic visitors. Sir Robert Ball proved himself 
to be a working president in the best sense of the term, and on the after¬ 
noon of the garden party took the very greatest pains to explain the- 
principal features of the observatory to the visitors. The thanks of the 
Convention are due, in a most emphatic manner, to Sir Robert, for the 
thoroughness and earnestness in wdiich he carried out liis presidential 
duties. 

Amongst the local executive, the names of Messrs. F. H. Sanderson 
and H. A. Chapman stand out for special recognition, and these gentle¬ 
men may be assured that their efforts on behalf of the Convention 
visitors were thoroughly appreciated. But the record of thanks which the 
occasion demands would, we fear, make monotonous reading. It must 
meet the case, therefore, if we congratulate all concerned on the suc¬ 
cess of the Cambridge meeting. The weather at times on Wednesday 
and Thursday was dull and wet, but brilliant sunshine prevailed during 
the remainder of the week. The college authorities gave the photo¬ 
graphers the “ run ” of those delightful buildings, and a large batch 
of good negatives should result. The three excursions attracted 
numerous atendances. For ourselves, Cambridge itself, with its lions 
constituted a magnetic attraction, from which we had no desire to be 
lured away by rival inducements. 

The hospitality and courtesy with which the authorities and go oh 
people of Cambridge received the Convention will alwrays be remem¬ 
bered with grateful appreciation. The substance of Sir Robert Ball’s 
presidential address is given in another part of the Journal, as is also 
the communication made by Mr. E. Howard Farmer to the Convention. 
We append here a report of the business proceedings of the Conven¬ 
tion : —- 

Practical Enlarging 

This may be diluted for rough surface papers with from 

2 to 3 ccm. of water. 
In order to do away with the preliminary sizing, gum arable 

in the sensitiser, thus : — 

Chloroplatinite solution .. 4 ccm. 
Soda iron solution . 6 ccm. 
Gum arable solution (1:2) . 4 ccm. 

For thin negatives from 3 to 10 drops of sodium platinic 
chloride or 1 per cent, bichromate of potash solution may be 
added. E, J. Wall. 

-♦-— 

The Medal of the Society of Chemical Industry has this year been pre¬ 
sented to Dr. Joseph Wilson Swan, F.R.S., a chemist and druggist, whose 
career, as Mr. Muspratt remarked in presenting the medal, partakes of 
the nature of a romance of hard work and indomitable perseverance. At 
the beginning of his speech, Mr. Muspratt said: “ When any member 
switches on the curent as he lights up this evening, let him recall for a 
moment the fact that our city is now being honoured by the presence in 
it of one to whom we owe the incandescent electric lamp in its present 
form, and let him reflect how much poorer the world might have been 
but for the inventive genius of Joseph Wilson Swan.” He then proceeded 
to give a vivid sketch of Dr. Swan’s life-work, and concluded by saying 
that, in making the presentation, he had the honour to be the mouthpiece 
of the Society of Chemical Industry, and he considered the Society did 
honour to itself in asking the acceptance of the medal by Mr. Swan, who 
was a Chevalier of the Legion of Honour, Past-President of the Society 
of Electrical Engineers, and last, but not least, Immediate Past-President 
of the Society of Chemical Industry. In reply, Dr. Swan expressed him¬ 
self as deeply sensible of the great honour done him, and said it was a 
great gratification to him that his work was so highly esteemed. Davy 
warned Faraday not to indulge in extravagant expectations of the rewards 
of Science, and said Science was a harsh mistress ; but though her awards 
are not, as a rule, redundant, and are apt to be capriciously bestowed, 
Science' gives more precious rewards than those the hand can grasp, and 
among those, said Dr. Swan, there are but few of greater value than that 
of which the Society’s medal is a token.—“The Pharmaceutical Journal.” 

On Wednesday evening, July 9th, Mr. Thomas Illingworth took as the 
subject of a demonstration, “ Practical Enlarging.” They all knew, he 
said, to a certain extent, what photographic enlargement was. They had 
an idea, h© supposed, that from a sort of magic lantern an image was 
thrown upon a screen, in front of which a piece of sensitised paper was 
placed, and afterwards exposed and developed. He would like to point 
out that there was as much difference between this idea of enlarging and 
skilled enlarging as there was between the man who went out with a 
5s. camera, pressed the button, and allowed someone else to do the rest, 
and the man who could produce artistic pictures of inartistic sitters. 
When they saw some of the productions of their leaders, such as those 
of their esteemed past-president, Mr. W. Crooke, and others, who had. 
educated the public to recognise the fact that photography could pro¬ 
duce artistic pictures, worthy of a place in any home of taste, he 
thought they would agree with him that cheap productions had been- 
useful in helping the public to distinguish the difference between rub¬ 
bish and good work. Mention of the taste which could be exercised in 
the production of enlargements reminded him of the way in which 
vignetting enlargements had been abused. Some years ago it was the 
mode to have every enlargement vignetted. Whatever the subject 
might be, it had to be vignetted. It- did not matter whether black 
boots were made white, or legs footless; so long as the inevitable 
vignette was there, satisfaction was obtained. He had seen heads 
vignetted on a 24in. by 2G'in. piece of paper, with a hug© white plate 
sunk mount about 4ft. by 2£ft., and he had never seen one of these 
productions without thinking of the question, “What is an island?” 
An island was a piece of land surrounded by water. In the same way 
it might be asked, “What is a vignette?” the answer being, “A 

vignette is a piece of black entirely surrounded by a sea of white.” 
If enlargements were still to be a power in the photographer’s hands, 
this kind of thing would have to be done away with, and it could be. 
Enlargements made an artistic paper, many of which they now saw 
resembling the finest etchings, or photogravures, could not be any¬ 
thing except a source of delight to their owners. He thought they 
would find that enlarging was something that both professional and 
amateur photographers could not very well do without. To the 
former, if done properly, it was a source of increased business and 
profit. To the amateur, it should be a great assistance and pleasure. 
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The perfection to which enlarging had been brought made it un¬ 
necessary for the amateur to carry about a, heavy kit of apparatus. 
After all, the proportion of successful exposures which were worthy 
of being permanently retained was very small. If a small camera was 
used in the held, the small proportion of selected negatives, and the 
small parts of those selected negatives, could be enlarged, because, in 
enlarging they could pick out just that part of the negative which 
composed the picture. Further, they could make the enlargement 
quite equal or superior to a print from the original negative. Pro¬ 
ceeding to refer to processes, the speaker said that the simplest method 
was known as bromide enlarging, which consisted of projecting the 
image of the negative1 through a lens, either by daylight or artificial 
light, on to bromide paper, and exposing and developing it. This 
was the only process by which the negative was mad© into a direct 
positive right away, unless they considered solar enlarging on to the 
less sensitive papers. In England this was hardly worth considering. 
In the other processes it was usual to make a transparency from the 
original negative, and enlarge this on to a sensitive plate, thus making 
-an enlarged negative from which prints could be taken at any time. 
This process was, perhaps, a little more troublesome than bromide 
enlarging, but once having obtained the enlarged negative, it could be 
used for making a print by means of any printing process, either 
carbon, platinotype, or gelatino chloride. As he was not speaking to 
laymen, he thought it would be better not to demonstrate the simpler 
process of bromide enlarging. What he proposed to do was, to make 
an enlarged negative for carbon printing, and to develop a carbon 
print fi»om the enlarged negative. He would endeavour to show them 
in a simple manner how it was done. 

Sir Robert Ball briefly addressed the gathering. He said the demon¬ 
stration had been to him, personally, most interesting, and remarked 
that for astronomical purposes wet plates were not suitable. Really 
photography from an astronomical point of view made no progress until 
dry plates came in. Many astronomical photographs, however, were 
taken under much difficulty with the old wet plate, but the photographs 
taken under these conditions were only those of brilliant objects, like 
the moon, which required only short exposures. The president pro¬ 
ceeded to speak of the application of photography to the discovery of 
planets, and said that when a photograph of the heavens was taken 
the telescope was moved so as to follow the stars correctly. Should 
there happen to be a planet in the field, its independent motion was 
such that it was not registered as a point, like a star; it made its ap¬ 
pearance as a streak. In this way photography called direct attention 
to the planets, and many had been thus discovered. He had seen one 
plate in which there were no fewer than eleven little streaks, each 
one of which signified a planet. Three of these streaks belonged to 
planets which astronomers had not noticed before, and which, but for 
photography, would probably have eluded notice altogether. The 
planet was an unquiet sitter, but this unquiet sitter was precisely what 
they wanted, because by that fact it disclosed that it was a planet, 
and not one of the fixed stars. 

The Annual General Meeting. 

The annual general meeting of the members of the Convention took 
place on Thursday morning at the Guildhall. Mr. Thomas Bedding 
‘vice-president) occupied the chaii\ The meeting first considered the 
quJC'on of which place should be visited by the Convention in 1903. 
The secretary read two letters of invitation which had been received, 
one from Perth and the other from Derby. Mr. W. Crook© said they 
had heard the invitation which had been received from Perth, and he 
thought he could have no opposition when he said that Scotland de¬ 
serve 1 a turn. He was certain that the visit to Perth would be of 
gn at interest to the majority of the English members. One argument 
against the visit was that it was such a distance for them to go. He 
said to those who advanced that argument, “Have I not come a dis¬ 
tance for several years, and have my friends not come a dis¬ 
tance? They had sometimes to inconvenience themselves, and he was 
sure anyone who took similar trouble to go North would be amply 
repaid. He had great pleasure in proposing that the next Convention 
me< t ing should be held at Perth. Dr. Mann (Oxford) seconded the 
motion. 

Mr. J. Ij. Lyell moved that they accept the invitation from Derby. 
He did so with some hesitation, because, being a Scotsman, it would 
]>.• very convenient for him to go to Perth. However, lie thought it 
would Is- unfair to ask a large number of their members to go so far 
Vuil' at great expense and inconvenience. Although they had been 
to Derby oree before, ho thought it was only fair to accept the invi¬ 
tation to visit that place. 

I ho secretary said they had a direct invitation from Derby. It was 
equally direct with the invitation from Perth. Mr. Baldwin seconded 
the amendment that the Derby invitation should be accepted. Mr. 
Harold Baker supported the am 'iidment, and said the distance to Perth 
was a great objection to the acceptance of the invitation from that 
place. 

Mr Bothamlcv said the whole of their experience led them to expect 
hit they would be well received at either place, hut he thought the ques¬ 

tion of distance to Perth was a very important one, especially just now. i 

The postponement of the Coronation had kept several of their members 
away. It had, to a certain extent, broken the continuity of the Con¬ 
vention, and, if they went to Perth, they would go still further in the 
direction of breaking off a number of members, whom they did not 
wish to lose. He thought they ought to recognise that those* members 
who came to the Convention for two days put themselves to much 
more inconvenience than many of those who came for the whole week. 

The lion, secretary said he would like to go to Perth personally, hut 
not as secretary to the Convention. His own affairs next year w ould 
not allow it. The members, when they came to the Convention meet¬ 
ing, came to a feast prepared for them, but they had no idea of what a 
lot of cooking there was to do before they arrived. He considered 
they should go to a place a little more central than Perth. It would 
be more convenient to a great number of their members to go to Derbv. 

Mr. C. B. Keene (Derby) said he had come to give the members*a 
most hearty welcome to Derby. He thought they could promise the 
members quite as good a time as they were likely to have elsewhere. 

Mr. VV. E. Dunmore spoke against restricting the meetings of the 
Convention to as near London as possible. It was not fair to the 
rest of the United Kingdom. They had had a meeting at Oxford, and 
now they were having one at Cambridge, and he thought they had 
worked the southern part of the kingdom very well. If they had 
a meeting further North it would be only fair to the members. 

Mr. F. H. Gandy (Derby) supported all that had been said by Mr. 
Iveene in regard to the invitation from Derby. He could promise that 
they would have a most hearty welcome, and everything would be done 
to make the Convention a thorough success. The members would 
never regret accepting the invitation, which was most heartily offered 
them. 

Mr. Crooke said it had been hinted that not so many members would 
go North if the Convention was held at Perth. His answer was that 
they would have the support of the greatest societies in the country* if 
taiey went to Scotland. They would have the support of the Blair- 
Gowrie, the East of Scotland, the Edinburgh, and the Glasgow Socie¬ 
ties. They would receive a large draft of members from all these 
societies, so that there was no need to dread the membership of the 
Convention. It would be large. Referring to the question of distance, 
the speaker said that if they travelled from London they would travel 
on the finest line of the finest system in the country, and get to Edin¬ 
burgh in 85 hours. Perth, through the Forth Bridge, was one hour 
from Edinburgh. 

Voting then took place upon the amendment that Derby should be 
visited. It was lost by 22 votes to 23. 

Mr. S. B. Webber proposed a vote of thanks to the local committee, 
coupling >vith it the names of Mr. F. H. Sanderson, the chairman, and 
Mr. H. A. Chapman, the local lion, secretary*. They had carried out 
their duties in an excellent manner. Mr. F. A. Bridge seconded, and 
said he had worked very comfortably with Mr. Sanderson and Mr. 
Chapman. The local committee had done very well indeed, and they, 
Mr. Sanderson, and Mr. Chapman, deserved hearty thanks. The chair¬ 
man supported the vote, which was heartily accorded. Mr. G. Bingley 
proposed that thanks should be conveyed for the invitation to Derby. 
Mr. W. Teas dale seconded the proposition, which was carried. 

Messrs. Schumann and Sanger Shepherd were re-appointed auditors. 
A letter was read from Mr. Percy Lund, who suggested that at the 

next Convention meeting there should be an exhibition of prints made 
by the members. 

It was agreed, on the proposition of Mr. Bothamley, seconded by 
Mr. Snowden Ward, that it was desirable to hold such an exhibition, 
to consist of woi’k done at the present Convention. 

New Council. 

The chairman announced that the effect of the voting for the new 
Council was to leave the list on the voting paper as it stood. He 
therefore declared those members duly elected. 

The following is the Council: —Dr. Bansall, Cambridge; Messrs. 
H. Walter Barnett, London; Harold Baker, Birmingham; G. B. Bain- 
bridge, Newcastle-on-Tyne; Godfrey Bingley, Leeds; W. J. Croall, 
Edinburgh; and T. R. Dallmeyer, London; Dr. Dufton, Cambridge; 
Messrs. R. W. Dugdale, Gloucester; W. E. Dunmore, London; Alfred 
Ellis, London; S. H. Fry. London; F. Gandy, Derby; J. Pattison 
Gibson, Hexham; H. M. Hastings, London; E. J. Humpliery, Lon¬ 
don ; T. Illingworth, London; Sydney Keith, Hounslow; C. Phipps 
Lucas, London; and Percy Lund, Bradford; Colonel Lysaght, Pre¬ 
toria, S.A. ; Messrs. J. W. Marchant, London; and A. F. Mowll, 
Liverpool; the Rev. T. Perkins, Blandford; Messrs. Claude Rippon, 
Oxford; Ralph Robinson, Redhill; P. R. Salmon, London; F. H. 
Sanderson, Cambridge; A. Seaman, Chesterfield; Alexander Tate, 
Belfast; W. Taylor, Leicester; G. H. Tyndall, Ely; J. H. Walker, 
Leeds; E. J. Wall, London; and H. Snowden Ward, London; Lieut.- 
General J. Waterhouse, I.S.C., London; Messrs. S. B. Webber, 
London; G. Watmough Webster, Chester; J. B. B. Wellington, 
Elstree; and A. Werner, Dublin. 

The Annual Dinner. 

The annual dinner took place at the University Arms, Cambridge, 

on Thursday evening, July 10th. Nearly 100 members, including 
several ladies, assembled. Sir Robert Ball, the president, occupied 
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the chair, and among those also present were:—Messrs. C. H. 
Bothamley, Thomas Bedding, J. Stuart, and W. Crooke (vice-presi¬ 
dents), Mr. F. A. Bridge (hon. secretary), Dr. Bansall, Dr. Dufton, 
Messrs. Harold Baker, Martin Jacolette, H. Snowden Ward, F. H. 
Sanderson (chairman local committee), H. A. Chapman (hon. 
secretary local committee), E. Field, C. S. Addison, C. E. 
Goodrich, C. F. Charlton, G. Hardwick, O. Wehrle, W. Brockett, 
T. B. Hunt, J. Leach, and F. Stoakley. 

After the loyal toast, Mr. Harold Baker gave “ The Photographic 
Convention of the United Kingdom,” coupling with it the name of the 
Hon. Secretary, Mr. F. A. Bridge. The proposer said he thought the 
prosperity of the Convention was assured if they could always have 
such successful meetings as the present one. They had had a magni¬ 
ficent series of excursions. He believed he had heard a little grumbling 
that they had been somewhat too architectural, but, at any rate, they 
would have a change next year, and he was glad to say they would go 
to Perth prepared to enjoy some of the most beautiful scenery in this 
island. With regard to Mr. Bridge, he was sure they felt enormously 
indebted to him for the great amount of work he had done for them 
during the last five years. They knew that whenever they wanted 
anything, Mr. Bridge would always go out of his way to help them in 
a most genial and delightful manner. They could form some idea of 
the great amount of work which the secretary had to perform when he 
told them that in connection with this meeting Mr. Bridge had written 
600 letters, in addition to sending out circulars. 

Mr. Bridge said that for the fifth time it was his duty and great 
pleasure to respond to the toast. He did not know that the Photo¬ 
graphic Convention was in a very bad way. Judging by the appear¬ 
ance of that room, they certainly would not think so ; judging by the 
excursions they had had, and the general amount of good feeling which 
had been manifested towards them while they had been in Cambridge, 
he thought they might say they were in a thoroughly healthy condition. 
He could not help feeling that the circumstances induced by the 
postponement of the Coronation accounted for the fact that there were 
not so many old members at the Convention meeting as there had been 
on some occasions. But although there were many members absent, 
he received letters and telegrams from them which showed that they 
were absent because they were unable to attend, and not because they 
did not want to attend. Of course, against this there was the fact that 
they had received several new members. Some were amateurs, some 
professionals. No distinction was made between them. There was 
one thing about which he wsk very glad; it was that, notwithstanding 
a remark which appeared a sSort time ago stating that the professional 
photographer was being warned off the Convention, they had more 
professional photographers now than they had ever had. He had 
always contended that the more photographers knew of each other, the 
better it would be for them. They would think less of themselves, and 
more of each other. He appreciated the good feeling which existed 
between all the members of the Convention and himself. The office of 
secretary was one which had some compensations. One consisted 
of responding to that toast, coupled with the privilege of proposing 
the next. There was no photographic society at Cambridge to assist 
in arranging for the visit of the Convention, but they were fortunate 
enough to get one man to take the matter in hand in the first place— 
Mr. Sanderson. He made up his mind that they should come to 
Cambridge, he got some good fellows to help him, and there they were. 
Mr. Sanderson had attended no end of committee meetings. The first 
question that had to be decided was, who were they to get for a good 
local secretary ? Mr. Sanderson put his finger on Mr. Chapman. Mr. 
Chapman, with the modesty which always characterised really clever 
men, said he was quite sure he could not undertake the duties, but the 
result had certainly been all they could possibly have wished. He had 
much pleasure in proposing the toast of “ The Local Committee,” 
coupled with the names of Mr. Sanderson, the chairman, and Mr. 
Chapman, the local hon. secretary. 

Mr. F. H. Sanderson said he was sure it would be utterly impossible 
for him to find words to express his feeling of delight at the fact that 
the Photographic Convention had been brought to Cambridge. They 
had endeavoured, so far, to do something to enable the members to 
enjoy themselves. There had only been one little failure up to the 
present; it was rather an important one. Sir Robert Ball undertook 
to do something for them, and it was rather doubtful whether it was 
going to be performed. Sir Robert said he would take charge of the 
weather. He would like to be able to convey to the members some 
idea of the pleasure the visit of the Convention had caused the local 
committee. The committee, as Mr. Bridge had said, were exceedingly 
good fellows; every man had done his utmost to make the meeting 
successful, and if they failed, it would not be for want of goodwill on 
their part. He trusted that when the members of the Convention left 
Cambridge they would take with them pleasant memories of their 
re union here. 

Mr. Chapman said he would like to thank Mr. Bridge for the help 
he had rendered to the loca.1 committee. If he had not given his time 
and labour to them unsparingly, they could not have succeeded. Mr. 
Bridge could not have done more than he had done, and he (the 

speaker) thanked him heartily. They trusted that all the members 
would go away feeling that the local committee had done their very 
best to provide them with a happy time. 

“ THE PRESIDENT.” 

Mr. Thomas Bedding, in proposing the toast of “ The President,” said 
no person of education in these days was ignorant, first of all, of the 
scientific standing of their president, and secondly, of his very charm¬ 
ing personality. They had had delightful experiences of both. As 
president, Sir Robert Ball had imparted dignity to their proceedings. 
On Monday they listened to a very delightful address delivered in 
inimitable style. That address, he ventured to say, lifted them all 
from the common plane of everyday life, and took them into another,, 
if a distant, world. Very few more words of his were needed to com¬ 
mend the toast to them. If he attempted to express all that he knew 
the members felt it might seem that he was indulging in excessive 
flattery, but, humbly voicing their ideas, he ventured to say that they 
appreciated the great honour which had been conferred upon the 
Convention by Sir Robert Ball. They valued the time, the labour, and 
the effort he had expended on their behalf. The work he had done 
for them, the care he had taken to interest them in the science with 
which his name was inseparably associated, would remain a pleasant 
page in the history of the Convention. He gave them, with great 
heartiness, the toast of “ The President.” 

The president said he was very much obliged for the kind manner 
in which the toast had been received. It was a very great pleasure to 
them to see and receive the Photographic Convention on the banks of 
the Cam. Many of the members, he had no doubt, were visiting 
Cambridge for the first time. He did not know whether they expected 
to see the Cam so large as the Mississippi or not. Were they aware 
that they could be in “Paradise” to-morrow if they liked? All they 
had got to do was to go to Robinson Crusoe Island and get a boat, and 
he promised them that their peep into “ Paradise ” would be one of 
the most delightful experiences of their visit to Cambridge. It was a 
spot full of material for snapshots, if the photographers there would 
condescend to take such things. Mr. Bridge, the president proceeded, 
spoke to him just now as if he was an Irishman. Now in Cambridge- 
they were nothing if they were not accurate. When Mr. Bridge 
described him as an Irishman, that was not a proposition of absolute 
mathematical precision. To be vexy sti'ict about it, his great-great- 
great grandfather came from Devonshire, while' his mother was a full- 
blooded Englishwoman. If they worked that out—and it was a nice 
little question to work out—they would find that seventeen-thirty- 
seconds of his person was English, and only fifteen-tliii-tyseconds was 
Irish. But as he had spent some years of lxis life in Ireland, he sup¬ 
posed he might claim to be Irish. His sojourn in this University had' 
only been for a short period. The bulk of his life had been passed in 
Ireland, and his feelings were those of an Irishman. Malignant 
slander had even ventured to whisper that even should he try to pass 
as an Englishman, his speech would betray him. It had been said 
that he undertook to promise that the weather was going to be fine 
for the occasion of the Convention. The tale referred to something 
which he must have said at one of those meetings, one of the numerous 
meetings to which he was summoned, but which he studiously abstained 
from attending. On no occasion whatever, either in connection with 
the Photographic Convention, or any other, had he ever ventured to 
make any prophecy with regard to the weather. It was true that 
occasionally, when he had had to lectui'e to an audience, he had 
ventured to prophesy. He had never been found to be wrong yet, but 
that was because he had never prophesied anything that was to happen 
at an earlier date than 60,000 years hence. How little likely he was 
to give himself away by making any rash promises he might illustrate 
by what had occurred to him a short time ago. One of those energetic 
newspapers1—he did not think it was the “ Sporting Times ”—wrote to 
him before the warm weather began, asking, “ Can you give us a 
scientific explanation of the wonderfully cold weather we are having 
at this time of the year? ” At first he was going to put the communica¬ 
tion in the waste paper-basket. But he took a postcai'd and wrote 
“You have mistaken your man. My business begins 240,000 miles up, 
and as far on beyond that as ever you like. Clouds are not in my 
department.” Concluding, the president said that if ever the Photo¬ 
graphic Convention came to Cambridge again, he hoped that if he was 
alive and kicking they would have him as their president. 

Mr. H. Snowden Ward responded for the toast of “ The Photographic 
Press.” 

Mr. Martin Jacolette proposed “The Ladies,” and the toast was 
responded to by Mrs. Snowden Ward. 

During the evening the Cambxidge Glee Singers (Messrs. E. Bow¬ 
man, F. P. Dew, B. Baldwin Bales, and J. H. Tebbs) contributed 
the following items:—Part song. “Sweet and Low” (Baimby); glee. 
“By Celia’s Arbour” (Horsley); humoi’ous glee, “The Goslings” 
(Bridge); Swabian Volksleid. “Come, Dorothy, Come”; plantation 
air, “ De Ole Banjo” (Scott Gatty), arranged by B. B. Bales, F.R.C.O. 
Mr. Joseph Reed, principal tenor of Trinity College Choir, and a 
member of Miss -Clara Butt’s Company, sang “ An Evening Song ” 
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(Blumenthal) "and “Mona” (Stephen Adams). Ho also responded to 
an encore. Mr. E. Bowman contributed a laughing song; Mr. F, P. 
Dew sang “ Thy Sentinel am I,” and Mr. Arthur Baldwin gave a 
recitation. Miss Dorothy Chapman was the accompanist. 

Lighting and Posing. 

On Friday evening last Mr. Harold Baker gave a demonstration on 
Lighting and Posing. The lecture was illustrated by slides taken 
by electric and day light under varying conditions. The lecturer 
first dwelt upon the enormous difference produced by different back¬ 
grounds. One or two things photographers should bear in mind was 
that they were bound down to monochrome, and, therefore, they 
ought to pay more attention to light and shade. They were also re¬ 
stricted in the range of tone. There was, he supposed, no negative 
process which rendered tone and light and shade as they saw them in 
the subject. They might possibly secure, sometimes, a fair rendering 
of the actual subject in the negative, but they were largely restricted 
again in the printing process. He did not think there was any print¬ 
ing process which would reproduce the full range of tone, even the 
limited range of tone they got in the negative. That was another 
reason for care in light and shade. The lecturer gave a few demonstra¬ 
tions in posing in electric light, and then explained the use of the 
reflector so as to get rid of the shadow on the side of the face farthest 
from the light. 
Illustrations of light and shade, and examples of good and bad posing 
were shown by means of slides. 

•-♦-- 

Patent Dews. 
The following abridged descriptions are specially drawn for the British 

Journal of Photography by Messrs. Hughes and Young, patent agents, 
55 and 56, Chancery Lane, London, W.C., who will give advice and 
•assistance free to our readers on all patent matters 

Patent Applications.—No. 14,528.—Harold Dennis Taylor, Stancliffe 
Mount Villas, York. “ Improvements in photographic lenses.” 

No. 14,602—Joseph Mason and the British Mutoscope and Biograph 
Company, Ltd., Chancery Lane. “ Improvements in and relating 
to mutoscopes or apparatus for displaying a series of photographs 
or pictures for producing animated effects. 

No. 14,714—Richard Fiedler, 18, Buckingham Street, Strand. “An im¬ 
proved method for developing, fixing, and washing photographic 
films and other flexible picture carriers.” 

No. 14,730.—Henry James Spratt, Alfred Sidney Spratt, and George 
Albert Spratt, Tudor Works, Tudor Road. “Improvements in 
photographic tripod stands, and in magazines hand cameras.” 

No. 14,749.—Theodor Heinrich Trankner and Fritz Perl, 1, Broad Street 
Buildings, Liverpool Street. “ A new and improved pocket stand 

for photographic cameras.” 

No 14,754.—Anton Sagl, 7, Elv Place. “Improvements in apparatus for 
taking, viewing, projecting, and reproducing photographs of mov¬ 

able objects.” 

No. 14,803.—Rudolf Krugener, 18, Buckingham Street, Strand. “Im¬ 
provements in and relating to photographic cameras.” 

No 14,833 —Austin Edwards, Chancery Lane. “An improved photo¬ 
graphic film cartridge.” 

Fa; :nts Illustrated.—No. 5,356.—Photography. Patentees: E. S. Shep¬ 
herd, 5, Gray’s Inn Passage, Red Lion Street, High Holborn, and 
C. Jones, 11, Eaton Rise, Ealing. 

Exposures Determining.—Relates to a device for testing photographic 
plates and film for sensitiveness and speed, and testing and adjusting 
developers, etc. The device is made of two sheets of glass, between 
which are arranged the graded scale of colour-patches. The sections 
are marked with numerals to represent the series of tints of graduated 
densities or opacities. The vertical row of sections are coloured patches, 
and the rectangular portion is a strip of grey, forming what is known as 
the Abney Colour-sensitometer. 

No. 5,438.—Photography. Patentees: H. E .Hickox, 13, Row, 136, 
South Qtiav, Great Yarmouth, and F. A. Phillips, Vicarage, 
Gorleston, both in Norfolk. 

Cameras: Developing, fixing.—Relates to a camera specially suitable for 
I' rrotvpc plates and combined with a change-box and appliances for 
developing and fixing the photographs. In the back view of the cameras 
is the exposure compartment, with the lens mounted in front. Alongside 
■ J this compartment is the compartment in which the ferrotype or like 
plates are stored. 

No. 5,502.—Photography. Patentee: C. D. Abel, Chancery Lane. 
D evi-loping.—Relates to developing substances of the kind described in 

Spa ifieations No. 5,207. a.d. 1889, and No. 25,002, a.p. 1893. The object 
is to prepare such developers in a stable form, ready at any time for use. 
Tins is done by mixing the organic compounds in the form of the free 
sulphonie or carboxylic acid with the inorganic salts in the anhydrons and 
perfectly-dry state. 

Deu) Apparatus, $c. 
Messrs. Elliott ajxd Sons, Ltd., have sent us samples of the carbon 

tissues and transfer papers they are now issuing. Amongst the latter 
are various tints and surfaces of several well-known drawing papers 
such as Hollingsworth’s, Whatman’s. Joynson’s, Pirie’s, etc.; also (In I 
and thin, single and double transfer papers of the ordinary kind on 
fine, smooth paper. The tissues forwarded were ready-sensitised and of 
various colours, such as “ Marine Blue,” “ Sepia,” “ Red Chalk,” and 
“ Engraving Black.” On making some prints we found the tissues to 
yield excellent results. The pigment is evidently in a very fine state of 
division, and the colours good and what they purport to be.' For example 
the sepia is really the colour of sepia, and very unlike some of the browns 
one often sees in photographs and called sepia. The red chalk, again, 
is like the colour we see in red chalk drawings, and not the fiery red 
sometimes seen, and we note that the transfer paper is in no way tinted 
by the pigment as is the case with some red tissues. The engraving- 
black is a colour we very much admire. It is a black, and is free from 
the blueish tint that some blacks have that rather reminded one of a 
bromide than a veritable carbon picture. We are highly pleased with the 
tissues and the transfer papers. 

Mr. Walter D. Welford has sent us samples of new masks and discs 
he is now putting on the market. They are intended for use with por¬ 
traits by double printing. The portrait is first printed with a clear mar¬ 
gin, and then the border negative is put on and the second printing done, 
the first printing being covered by the blank in the centre. The border 
negatives, Mr. Welford tells us, are made by photographing the designs, 
thrown in strong relief in the lighting and then printed in carbon on 
celluloid. The examples sent us are decidedly novel. 

A New Collodion Paper—“ Leto.” 

Messrs. A. and M. Zimmermann, of 9 and 10, St. Mary-aGHill, have 
sent us samples of Schering’s new collodio-chloride paper—“ Leto;” It is 
of three grades—glossy, matt, and rough. The directions, issued with 
the paper, say for gold tones any reliable bath, such as is used for 
albumen or gelatino-chloride papers, may be used, and recommend one 
containing acetate of soda and sulpho-cyanide of ammonia. We, how¬ 
ever, used the ordinary sulpho-cyanide bath. With that we obtained 
excellent tones from a warm brown to a deep purple black, which, on 
the matt and rough paper, were very like those of platinotypes. For 
red brown, warm black, and sepia, gold toning, followed by platinum, is 
recommended. The formulas given are as follows:— 

For tones from red brown to warm black.—Gold-platinum process.—For 
this process two toning baths are necessary, as follows:—First (gold 
bath): Water, 17 ounces; acetate of soda, 1 ounce; gold chloride, 1 grain. 
Second (platinum bath): Water, 9 ounces; phosphoric acid 1,120, 
2 drachms; chloroplatinite of potassium, 71 grains. Note.—The gold 
bath will not keep, and must be made up shortly before use only. The 
platinum bath may be used over and over again, but when exhausted a 
fresh one must be made; not, however, the old bath freshened by the 
addition of chloroplatinite of potassium. 

Proceed as follows:—Printing must be carried on far into the bronzing 
stage, as the prints, lose considerably in the toning process. Washing.— 
This must be done thoroughly, a slight trace of silver is apt to cause 
red or yellow patches on the prints in the toning baths. Wash in several 
changes until the last washing water is perfectly clear. Toning—Gold 
Bath.—After washing place the prints one by one in the gold bath, 
keeping same in constant motion to avoid uneven toning. Toning must 
not be carried on too far, but only until the prints have changed colour. 
A short immersion in the gold bath produces a brown-black and a long 
immersion a blue-black tone in the subsequent platinum bath. 

Red-brown tones are obtained by a short immersion in the platinum 
bath, after the gold bath. After toning wash in two to three changes of 
water. 

Platinum Bath.—After toning in the gold bath the prints must be well 
washed and placed one by one in the second or platinum bath. Keep the 
prints in constant motion to avoid uneven toning. Tone until the desired 
effect is obtained, and wash well in two to three changes of water. Fix¬ 
ing.—Fix for about ten minutes in: Hypo, 1 ounce; water, 20 ounces. 
Final Washing.-—After fixing, wash for one hour in running water or eight 
to ten changes. Drying.—Damp off the moisture between clean blotting- 
paper and allow the prints to dry spontaneously, or they may be dried 
before the fire. Note.—Use only pure chemicals. Clean dishes are essen¬ 
tial. Keep the prints in constant motion in all solutions. Wash well 
before and after each operation. A slight trace of hypo in the toning 
baths, or gold in the platinum bath, and vice versa, is fatal to the prints. 

Sepia Tones.—Printing.—Print deeply. Washing.—Wash thoroughly, 
as previously noted. Toning.—After washing place the prints one by 
one in the following toning bath: Water, 40 ounces; acid phosphoric, 
1,120, 6 drachms: chloroplatinite of potassium, 15 grains. Fixing.— 
After toningr, wash and fix in: Hypo, 1 ounce; water, 20 ounces. Final 
Washing.—Wash for one hour in running water or eight to ten changes. 

Messrs. Zimmermann inform us that they are now supplying the three 
grades of paper in sixpenny, post paid, packets, so as to enable anyone 

to test the paper at a small cost. 
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meetings or Societies. 

MEETINGS OF SOCIETIES FOR NEXT WEEK. 

July. Name of Society. Subject. 

19. Ashton-under-Lyne Photo. Ramble—Bredbury. 

19. Birmingham Photographic . Annual Picnic. 
f Oxted and Barrow Green Conductor, 

19. Croydon Natural History. ( Mr. W. Whitaker, F.G.S. 

19 Ramble—Saunton and Cro.vde. 

19. Woolwich Photographic . Epping Forrest. Leader, H.G.M eekes 
| Demonstration of the Platinotype Pro- 
\ cess, S. G. Kimber. 
f A Social Evening. Cha rman, Mr. T. 

->l. Southampton Camera Club. 

9.9. Birmingham Photographic. ] Taylor. 
/'Slides of Canadian Scenery. By Mem- 

-[ bers of the Toronto and Montreal 
^ Camera Clubs. 

■23. North Middlesex Photographic 

: 

ROYAL PHOTOGRAPHIC SOCIETY. 

The Proceedings of Council. 

The Society’s Jubilee.—In view of the approach of the fiftieth anni¬ 
versary of the Society’s foundation, the first ordinary meeting having 
been held on February 3rd, 1853, the council have appointed a committee 
to consider the steps to be taken to celebrate the event in a manner 
worthy of the Society and the occasion. The committee, which is con¬ 
stituted as follows, will report in due course:—Mr. Douglas English, Dr. 
Ernest C. Fincham, Mr. J. C. S. Mummery, Mr. Andrew Pringle, and 

Sir H. Trueman Wood. 

The Society’s Dinner.—The committee appointed by the council to 
report upon a suggestion that the Society should institute an annual 
dinner, having presented a favourable report, the council have decided 
to organise a dinner amongst the members of the Society and their 
friends, during the coming autumn, provided that a minimum attendance 
of 100 is assured. The date selected is Monday, September 29th, when 
it is expected that many of the provincial members will be in London 
for the opening of the exhibition, and the price of the ticket, exclusive 
of wine, will be half-a-guinea. The Dinner Committee has been re¬ 
appointed and charged with the arrangements. The secretary will be 
pleased to receive the names of members who intend to be present, and 
an intimation whether they will be accompanied by friends, as soon as 
possible, in order that the committee’s work may be facilitated. A 
further announcement, indicating the place at which the dinner will be 
held, will be issued in due course. 

The Journal.—Upon the recommendation of the Journal Committee it 
has been decided to abandon the use of the paper at present 
•employed in the Journal as from the first number of the new volume, 
and to make use of a non-glossy paper as before, printing half-tone 
illustrations, if necessary, on separate sheets. The secrteary has been 
authorised to engage a reporter to record the business transacted and the 
discussions that take place at the meetings. The preparation of the 
reports of the council’s proceedings for the Journal has been placed in 
the hands of the President and the secretary. 

The provisions of a proposed agreement with Messrs. Hastings Bros., 
Ltd., whereby they become the Society’s sole advertising agents in respect 
of the Journal, have been considered. The draft has been approved, 
and the secretary has been directed to seal the agreement, which comes 
into force on September 1st, 1902, when the existing- arrangement with 
Messrs. Heywood and Co., Ltd., comes to an end. 

The Members’ Ticket.—The form and the draft of the members’ ticket 
have been approved, and the ticket is issued to those who are entitled to 
receive it, with this number of the Journal. Members are requested to 
note that all of the meetings of the Society, which are specified on the 
ticket, will be held at 66, Russell Square, and not, during the exhibition, 
at the gallery as before. 

The Fellowship.—Applications from a number of members, together 
with a report upon the statements of qualifications submitted, were 
considered by the council, and, in accordance with the standing orders, 
passed for ballot at the next meeting of the council. A report upon the 
fellowship by the committee was also considered, and referred to a joint 
meeting of the Fellowship and the Articles Revision Committees for 
further consideration. 

Subscriptions.—It was resolved that a number of members whose sub¬ 
scriptions continue in arrear, notwithstanding repeated applications 
•therefor, be removed from the register, in accordance with Article No. 18, 
which provides that:—“ Any member whose subscription is twelve months 
in arrear shall not be entitled to attend or take part in the meetings 
ef the Society, nor to receive the Society’s printed papers, nor to vote. 
He shall be deemed to have forfeited his claim to membership, and his 
name shall be suspended on the notice-board unless the council give 
instructions to the contrary. His name may be removed from the 
register by order of the council, but he shall, nevertheless, continue liable 
to pay the arrears of subscription due at the time of his name being so 
removed.” 

It was further resolved that the list of defaulting members posted on 
the notice-board in accordance with the above article be removed in 
pursuance of the power to so order thereby vested in the council. 

LONDON AND PROVINCIAL PHOTOGRAPHIC ASSOCIATION. 

July 10th.—Mr. Ernest Human in the chair. 

Mr. R. P. Brage reported that Mr. Medland had informed him that a 
dark-room had been installed at the gardens of the Zoological Society 
for the purposes of plate-changing. The convenience was free to all 
employing a camera in the gardens. 

A discussion took place regarding the photographing of the illumina¬ 
tions arranged in connection with the Coronation festivities. 

Mr. Furley Lewis referred to a photograph of a similar kind he had 
made in Piccadilly Circus. The actual exposure of the plate totalled five 
minutes, but there were intervals when the lens was covered to avoid 
passing vehicles. Another speaker spoke of the necessity of observing 
whether electric or gas lights predominated in calculating exposure. 
There was also some care required if halation were to be avoided. 

Mr. W. T. Wilkinson, referring to the backing of plates, said he had 
been making some screen negatives on dry plates, and one after another 
was marred by minute little streaks of different shapes. After some time 
he discovered that the marks were due to flaws in the backing He found 
that the best backing for this class of work was black paper wetted and 
squeegeed into close contact with the plate. In reply to a question as 
to the efficiency of a backing such as this, in which only a water contact 
was ensured, and not the optical contact of the backing medium, he said 
that for the special work referred to, namely, the making of screen nega¬ 
tives, it was certainly efficient. 

Mr. Sims referring again to the photographing of illuminations, said 
that if the camera were gently tapped during exposure, a little move¬ 
ment was brought about, which, though hardly perceptible in the print, 
in slides projected on the screen gave a very pleasing effect, as of 
glimmer. 

Mr. R. P. Brage said that it had been written that the backing of a 
plate allowed one to expose it without risk of over-exposure for many 
times’ normal exposure. He had tried the experiment, giving on a slow 
process plate what he calculated would be fifteen times the necessary 
exposure. The results were very good indeed. 

Mr. A. W. Bartlett mentioned a curious case of reversal during develop¬ 
ment. Two plates received identically the same exposure, the subject 
being the same. One was developed in a stale solution of hydroquinone, 
the image coming up in negative form but thinly. The addition of 
fresh stock solution caused almost immediately a general darkening of 
the plate, with the concurrent reversal of the image to the positive state. 
One or two of the high lights remained in the negative state. 

Mr. Teape endeavoured to explain that the plate had been fogged by 
the dark-room lamp during development, and that on the addition of the 
new developer the fresh exposure was developed. The suggestion that 
the dark-room lamp was unsafe was not accepted, however. Mr. Bartlett 
promised to bring the negative to the next meeting. 

Mr. J. S. Teape then described the method of boiling sugar for the 
making of caramel for backing. 

A short discussion ensued on the fact noticed by several that com¬ 
mercial backing sometimes reproduced the pattern of its coating on 
development. 

-♦-- 

We have received a catalogue of photographic apparatus and materials 
from Messrs. Holmes Bros., Princes Buildings (near St. Peter’s Square), 
22, Oxford Street, Manchester. It is a neatly-produced volume of over 
100 pages, and the goods listed and illustrated specially appeal to amateur 
photographers. 

The Royal Cornwall Polytechnic Society's Exhibition.—The following 
is the schedule of the photographic section:—In all cases state whether 
the work is professional or amateur, and name process of production. 
All work sent for competition must have been executed within eighteen 
months of the date of this exhibition. Carte-de-visite portraits are 
excluded from exhibition, except when illustrating some special process 
or novelty. All enlargements for competition must be the work of the 
exhibitor. Information respecting the photographic department may be 
obtained from Mr.W. Brooks, Laurel Yillfi, Wray Park, Reigate (member of 
the general committee). Professional medals will be awarded for the 
following subjects:—Outdoor Photography: (1) Landscape, not less than 
20in. by 16in. (2) Landscape, 12in. by 10in., and under. (3) Genre. 
(4) Architectural (exterior). (5) Instantaneous—including Marine. 
(6) Animals. (7) Enlargements. Indoor Photography: (1)'Portraits, not 
less than 20in. by 16in. (2) Portraits, 15in. by 12in., and under. 
(3) Home Portraiture. (4) Still, Life, Flowers, etc. (5) Interiors--Archi¬ 
tectural or otherwise. (6) Enlargements. Amateur: (1) Landscapes. 
(2) Architectural (exterior or interior). (3) Alpine Scenery—including 
Caucasian, (4) Hand Camera Work, twelve examples, not less than quar¬ 
ter-plate. (5) Instantaneous—including Marine. (6) Still Life. (7) En¬ 
largements. X-Ray Work. Apparatus. Photographic apparatus gener¬ 
ally, including the lantern and its appliances. 
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Commercial $ Ccgal intelligence 
Messrs. J. H. Dallmeyer, Ltd., have declared and paid an interim 

dividend at the rate of 12 per cent, per annum for tix months ending 

June 30th last. 

In consequence of the Coronation being postponed, the date for the 
sending in prints for the Gem Dry Plate Coronation Competition has 
been altered to one month after the actual ceremony. 

The Austin-Edwards Monthly Film Negative Competition.—The prize 
camera for current month has been awarded to Mr. S. Stewart, Norman 
Hyrst, Normanton Road, South Croydon, for his negative, “ Seascape.” 

Messrs. Standeing, Son, and Co., of 124, Market Street, Manchester, 
have recently made extensive alterations, to enlarge their photographic 
department, to meet the demands and requirements of their customers, 
and will hold a large and varied stock of apparatus, plates, chemicals, etc. 
There are two dark-rooms at the disposal of customers and tourists—one 
for changing, etc., the other for developing, etc.—fitted with every con¬ 

venience. 

About Advertising.—Make the advertising dignified. The worst adver¬ 
tising offence of recent years has been the degeneration of what is known 
as the Wanamaker style, as interpreted by more or less competent per¬ 
sonages, who think they can write advertising, and who labour under 
the mistaken notion that flippancy is brilliancy, and that long strings of 
words that jingle are convincing arguments. It is poor policy to do such 
advertising. Nothing but dignified language, with as attractive display 
as it is possible to secure, and offering genuine goods at a reasonable 
price, is good advertising. 

The Warwick Competitions.—The following is the list of awards of 
the Warwick Competition for current month:—£1 prize each: P. Craig, 
Avenue Theatre, Sunderland (“Anticipation”); H. Davidson, Railway De¬ 
partment, Government Buildings, Wellington, N.Z. (“Flower Study”); 
N. G. W. Davidson, 30, Snow Hill, Wolverhampton (“Inside View of a 
Conservatory”); E. J. Denney, The White House, North Walsham, Nor¬ 
folk (“ Norfolk Wherry ”); F. W. Gregg, 37, Angell Road, Brixton, Lon¬ 
don, S.W. (“The Crypt, Canterbury”); H. P. Hopkins, Branksome, 
Weaponess Valley, Scarborough (“ Reflections ”); H. G. McBurney, pho¬ 
tographer, 405, Stretford Road, Manchester (“ A Portrait ”); H. W. Price, 
Pretoria House, Portslade-by-Sea (“ Borrowed Plumes, etc.”); J. Welsh, 
Salisbury Place, Bishop Auckland (“ Durham Cathedral ”); G. Wilfrid, 
photographer, 46, Harrow Road, Leicester (“ A Child Study ”). 

Mr. E. Merck, of 16, Jewry Street, E.C., writes:—“The increasing 
demand for chemicals in a convenient form for making up small quan¬ 
tities of developers, toning solutions, etc., has prompted me to start put¬ 
ting up Merck’s Photo Chemicals, in tablets and cartridges. I have 
pleasure in handing you herewith one box Rhodangoldbad (sulpho- 
cyanide-gold tuning-bath) tablets, also one cartridge pyrogallic acid 
developer. I trust you will have an opportunity of having these samples 
tested, and I feel certain that you will find the resulting solutions fully 
satisfactory. Numerous amateurs object to compounding their own mix¬ 
tures, and for these the cartridges and tablets are very handy, as they 
do away with all weighing. Tablets and cartridges are also found very 
convenient when travelling. I enclose a copy of my booklet on “ Merck’s 
Photographic Chemicals.” The demand for this booklet has been very 
brisk, and there are only a few hundred copies left of the first issue. 
If any of your readers should wish to receive a copy, I think they would 
be well advised not to delay writing. The booklet is sent free of charge 
to any photographer (amateur or professional).” 

A Camera Sneak.—Rupert Howard Sell was charged, on remand, at 
the Hastings Borough Bench, with stealing on June 23rd a camera, value 
30s., the property of Henry Charles Edwards. It was alleged at the 
previous hearing that the prisoner hired the camera and afterwards 
pawned it. Prisoner had nothing to say, and was further charged with 
stealing a hand-camera, valued at 30s., the property of Arthur Eustace 
Marriott, of Robertson Street, Hastings, on June 20th. Thomas H. Buss 
said the prisoner hired the camera for a week, and gave a name and address. 
Thomas Rix, manager to Mr. Stratford, pawnbroker, George Street, 
Hastings, said that the camera was pledged on June 20th for 7s. Prisoner 
was also charged with stealing on June 21st a hand-camera valued at £1 
Is., the property of Alfred Miles. Prosecutor said that on June 21st 
prisoner hired a camera for four days. John Alexander Middlemas, 
pawnbroker, of 20, King’s Road, St. Leonards, said that on June 21st the 
prisoner brought the camera (produced) for sale for 10s. He said that he 
got it from Marriott’s, and it cost 35s. Witness eventually gave him . 
7s. 6d. for it. Prisoner pleaded guilty to aii the charges, and said he 
meant to return the cameras when he had money from home. Prisoner 
was sentenced to a month’s imprisonment on each charge, the sentences 
to run consecutively. 

The Capetown Exhibition.—The scheme for holding a British and 
Colonial exhibition at Capetown for a period of four months, from 
November, 1903, to February, 1904, is making definite progress. The 
patronage of his Excellency Lord Milner, G.C.B., G.C.M.B., the Pligh 
Commissioner for South Africa, has been secured, while other dis¬ 
tinguished men and public bodies whose support has been en¬ 
listed are the Right Hon. Sir J. Gordon Sprigg, Prime Minister 
of Cape Colony; the Mayor and Corporation of Capetown; 
the Chamber of Commerce of Capetown ; Sir Frederick Young, K.C.M.G.,, 

Vice-President of the Royal Colonial Institute, and others. The recep¬ 
tion accorded to the project by the mercantile community in South Africa 
is evidenced by, in the first place, the support of tit • Capetown Chambt r, 
while similar support, or promises of support, have been received from 
other Chambers and merchants in the main cities of the several South 
African Colonies. Although adherenc ■ to the objects of the exhibition 
have poured in in vast numbers and from every corner of the Empire, tin- 
necessary labours for so large an undertaking as this, on a completely suc¬ 
cessful scale, have not been found possible of being advanced so far as 
to at present print the prospectus and the plans, but it is expected tin > 
will be issued shortly after the Coronation festivities. It has, however, 
been arranged that at a later date the Chamber of Commerce arid the 
Town Council of Capetown, representing the leading merchants and busi¬ 
ness men at the Cape, shall appoint an Advisory Board, in order to 
forward the arrangements and interests of manufacturers participa.ing in 
the exhibition. The site upon which the exhibition is to be held lias 
already been chosen. It adjoins the Botanical Gardens, and is within 
five minutes’ walk of the Town Hall. The contract for the construction 
of the necessary buildings has also already been signed. The promoter 
and general manager of the exhibition, Mr. A. P. Bale or, F.R.C.I., who 
is now in England, having just completed a six months’ tour on behalf 
of the exhibition throughout the South African Colonies, returns to South 
Africa in November, when the preliminary works will have made con¬ 
siderable progress. The number of applications for space from British 
and Colonial exhibitors is already large.—(Communicated.) 

-♦- 

Dew Books. 
Messrs. W. A. Mansell and Co., of 40.5, Oxford Street, London, W., 

are issuing an illustrated catalogue, which for the first time brings 
together in one list, and classifies on one system, the various series of 
photographs of pictures in Great Britain issued by different publishers, 
and includes besides some small collections and many odd subjects not 
hitherto catalogued. The publishers grant that no such list can be final 
or absolutely perfect, but, they add, so very many of the important works 
have now been photographed, that a catalogue of this kind had become 
most desirable, and subsequent additions to the matter can be incor¬ 
porated in a. new edition or dealt with in a supplement.. The catalogue 
comprises 83 pages, specifying many thousands of photographs, and 197 
illustrations. A charge of Is. 6d. is made for the book, and for an illus¬ 
trated guide to original pictures in the public and private collections of 
Great Britain the small outlay is well justified on the part of all art lovers. 

“The Dictionary of Photography.” By E. J. Wall, F.R.P.S. Eighth 
edition. 656 pp.; 135 illustrations. Price 7s. 6d. net. London: 
Hazell, Watson, and Viney, 52, Lcng Acre, London, W.C. 

In his preface to the eighth edition of this standard book Mr. Thomas 
Bolas, the editor, thus summarises the additions that have been made 
to the volume since it last passed through the press:—“ Nearly a hundred 
pages of new subject-matter, and about the same number of fresh head¬ 
ings have been added to the present edition, together with many new 
diagrams; but this bringing up to date has not increased the bulk of the 
volume so far as to render it unwieldly, thanks to a process of con¬ 
centration and elimination applied to some of the less current articles. 
At the same time, it may be mentioned that this process of concentra¬ 
tion has been more than balanced by the addition of references to original 
sources and the extension of the list of works comprised in the Biblio¬ 
graphy. Since the issue of the last edition of the “ Dictionary ” the 
metric system has been placed on a satisfactory footing; this by more 
matured legislation than the unsatisfactory Weights and Measures Act 
of 1878. The cubic centimetre is no longer statutory in Great Britain 
as a fluid measure or measure of capacity, the cubic centimetre being no v 
replaced by the approximately equal millilitre, or 1-1,000th of a litre. 
Other matters have been so re-ordered as to make the use of the metric 
system easy, certain, and exact.” A glance through the book impresses 
us with its wide scope of reference. Wall’s original publication has 
grown into an indispensable source of consultation, the completeness and 
thoroughness of which leave nothing to be desired. 

---4-■ 

Messrs. James Spicer and Sons, of Redcross Works, Redcross Street, 
Southwark Street, S.E., write:—“As a further addition to the already 
extensive list of photographers’ requisites, we are introducing to the trade 
a new flexible plate-sunk mount in various tints, which we have called the 
“ Phokus,” specimens of which we now have the pleasure to place before 
you. These mounts have been produced in the following sizes:—Quarter- 
plate, 5 by 4, and half-plate. Each packet contains twelve mounts in 
assorted shades. Anticipating that it is of some moment to you to have 
an opportunity of seeing anything and everything new that may be pro¬ 
duced, we thought that you would be pleased to see the samples which we 
now enclose for your perusal and acceptance.” The “ Phokus ” mounts 
have a tasteful and refined appearance, and we have pleasure in recom¬ 
mending them to the notice of our professional and amateur readers. 
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l)eu>$ and Dotes. 

London and Provincial Photographic Association.—Throughout July 
and August the Thursday evening meetings of the Association will be 
open to any member or visitor who has any matter of photographic 
interest to bring forward. The special lantern evenings during the above 
period will be duly announced. Foreign and Colonial visitors are always wel¬ 

come at the meetings. 

Mr. Jas. E. Hunt, 141, Clarendon Road, North Kensington, London, 
W., writes:—“It may be of interest to many of your readers to know 
that the photographs taken by me of the King’s Guests at Notting Dale, 

■one of the poorest parts of London, have been sent to his Majesty the King, 
who has graciously condescended to view them, and has sent a letter 

■expressing interest in same." 

Messrs. Goupil and Co. have in course of preparation a series of photo¬ 
gravure reproductions of the famous Wallace Collection of Paintings, now 
permanently located at Hertford House, London, which was formed by 
three generations of collectors of taste and discernment, provided with 
ample fortune, and assisted by experts of unquestioned ability. _ The 
text iS being prepared by Mr. A. G. Temple, Director of the Guildhall 
Gallery. The illustrations will consist of 100 full-page plates in photo¬ 
gravure, ten of them in colour, all on Japanese paper, and a set of -00 
prints on India paper in different tints. The edition is limited to 240 

■copies, at £40 a copy. 

The local press in that realm of enthusiastic, though few, photo¬ 
graphers, Blairgowrie, has already noted the proposed 1903 visit of the 

■Convention to their delightful neighbourhood, and expressed pleasure 
■thereat. The executive of the local photographic association has already 
decided to place their club-room and dark-room at the service of the Con¬ 
vention. There has been some grumbling in recent years of the ascen¬ 
dency of architectural subjects in the various destinations of the excur¬ 
sions, but in the Blairgowrie district the landscape quite overshadows 
the “ work of man’s hands.” Several celebrated photographers who have 
visited the district declare that it is made of “ pictures.” 

Lord Cheylesmore, who died last week, bequeathed the whole of his 
•collection of English mezzotint portraits to the nation, and they will 
shortly be transferred to the British Museum. This is the largest private 
•collection of its kind, and numbers nearly 14,000. The works are scat¬ 
tered about England and the Continent, many of the finest specimens 
being in Paris, where they were displayed at the last Exhibition. Lord 
•Cheylesmore began to collect mezzotints when he was quite a young man, 
.and was an acknowledged authority. Several of the most valuable prints 
were bought at very low prices, and are now worth many times more than 

■the amount paid for them. Among the collection is a work by Prince 
Rupert, who introduced the process of mezzotint into England in 1660. 

The “ American Stationer ” makes the excellent suggestion that “ a 
-few flowers scattered here and there about the store will add to the 
•attractiveness. Flowers are plentiful at this season, and cheap. Wild 
flowers are quite as good as the most carefully cultivated exotics grown. 
Woodlands, hillsides, and meadows yield an endless profusion, each 
possessed of some individuality of its own. Flowers are always attrac¬ 
tive, and are never out of place. They give an air to a room which can 
be imparted in no other way, and they are so common anybody can have 

■them. It is not necessary to undertake any elaborate arrangement. The 
more carelessly they ar placed around the more attractive they are, 
because they appear more natural that way. Use them freely all sum¬ 
mer. During the hot weather they impart a sense of coolness which is 
refreshing, and amply repay any effort exerted to secure and arrange 
'them.” 

Another New Element.—The cry is “ Still they come! ” for another 
•new element has been discovered, this time by Professor Marckwald, of 
the Berlin University.— The new element, says the professor, is radio¬ 
active and of extraordinary energy, and he has separated it from the 
radio-bismuth. Herr Marckwald says he has found that the so-called polo¬ 
nium, found in uranium ore, consists substantially of ordinary bismuth 
and of a new metal in the proportion of 1,000 to 1. The new metal, he 
states, can be separated by electrolysis. The rays it emits are something 
like those of radium, but differ in being almost completely absorbed by 
paper as well as by glass. The chemical analysis of this new metal, its 
discoverer says, is rendered very difficult by the fact that one ton of 
ore contains hardly a gram of it, and a gram is but a little more than 
15 grains. Whatever may be the practical value of the new element, it 
lis clear that it will not be very cheap, unless, indeed, a new source from 
which it may be obtained is discovered. 

Photographers as Dealers—Mr. Esme Codings, of Lyric Mansion, 175, 
New Bond Street, W., writes —“In response to many requests ’from 
clients’ Mr. Esme Codings has determined to open an establishment at 
o2, Bond Street, for the sale of ad photographic materials, and has also 
foimed there the Amateur Photographers’ Intelligence Society, by join- 
rng which members, for a small subscription per annum, will obtain very 
great advantages and aid in their work, as they will be able to receive 
all the instruction they require from the able staff of Mr. Esme Codings, 
which will be placed at their disposal. Many an amateur has probably 

got “ so far and no further,” and then given up photography in disgust, just 
oecause he lacked a certain amount of knowledge which he didn’t know 
where to go to for, and which an association of this sort will be the means 
of helping him out of his difficulties; and, when known, it ought to be 
a considerable help and boon to those who wish to do something more 
than press the button. To encourage good work, valuable prizes will 
be offered, and exhibitions held from time to time, and ad information can 
be obtained from the Manager of the Amateur Photographic Intelligence 
Society, 52, Bond Street, W.” 

The Photographic Convention, which is being held at Cambridge at the 
time of writing these notes, commenced in most auspicious style, the 
weather on the first two days being glorious. As far as I have been able 
to discover, very few Oxford people attended, Sir William Herschel and 
Mr. Norton being the only members of the Oxford Camera Club that 
have made the journey to Cambridge, as far as I am aware. The opening 
ceremony on Monday went off very wed, and by the number of badges 
taken up during the day the meeting promised to be a large one. The 
local committee had obviously been hard at work, and everything that 
was possible appeared to have been done for the comfort and convenience 
of visitors. It was a pity that in a year when such a rowing centre as 
Cambridge was the venue, the organisers should have selected the Henley 
Regatta week for the Convention, as that, no doubt, kept many, both in 
Oxford and Cambridge, from attending. I personally know of two or 
three who were thereby absent.—“ The Oxford Times.” 

“ A Theory of the Cosmos ” is the title of an address by E. B. Knerr, 
before the Kansas Academy of Sciences. A brief summary is found in 
the final paragraph:—“ Briefly stated, the conception of the cosmos 
which I wish to suggest is: The material universe is made up of matter 
in eternal motion. All is matter and motion of matter. The masses, as 
we know them about us, large and small, are made up of molecules 
in motion. These molecules may meet and rebound or swing about each 
other in their movements, but they are never in permanent contact. So 
small are they that their existence cannot be detected .as individuals by 
any of our senses, yet their existence is established by the principles 
of physics. The molecules in turn are conceived to be made up of atoms, 
to satisfy the demands of chemistry. And now, I hold that the atoms 
must be subdivided into protatoms, to conform to the demands of 
etherics; that in the motion of these various aggregates of matter inheres 
the energy of the universe—as energy of mass motion in the movements 
of sensible masses; as heat in the motion of molecules; as chemism in 
the motion of atoms; and as light, radiant heat, electricity, magnetism, 
gravity, in the motion of the protatoms of the ether; that the ether 
itself is made up of protatoms, as yet unassembled into atoms, more, or 
less evenly distributed, with absolutely void spaces between them; that 
across these spaces the protatoms move unhindered until they collide 
with other moving protatoms, when they rebound with undiminished 
energy because of their perfect elasticity; that the energy of this ulti¬ 
mate individual protatomic vibration is gravity; that this protatomic 
vibration becomes transformed in the atomic, molecular, and mass aggre¬ 
gates into the resultant energy of organised waves; that the waves which 
are emitted on the sides of bodies facing each other are more or less 
neutralised, thus allowing of a greater pressure on the outer sides, and 
thereby causing the bodies to be driven together. Finally, the theory 
presented discovers a complete cycle in the transformation of energy. 
Hitherto the energy dissipated into space has found no explanation for 
its conservation and return. The theory presented herein recovers that 
energy in gravity, ready to be again transformed in endless recurrent 
changes.”—“ Popular Astronomy.” 

The Croydon Camera Club’s third annual river excursion, to which 
ladies and members of other photographic clubs are specially invited, will 
take place on Saturday, July 26th next. The programme will be on the 
same lines as last year, but more extensive. To meet the wishes of some 
of. the members, it will be a whole-day excursion, but those who are 
unable to attend in the morning can join at Teddington at 2 o’clock, or 
Hampton Court at 3.30. Train from Waterloo aj, 9.20, calling at Clap- 
ham Junction 9.31 to Hampton Court; steam launch down to Teddington, 
arriving about 12 o’clock, leaving again at 2 o’clock, and calling at 
Hampton Court at 3.30, before proceeding to Chertsey for tea; returning 
to Hampton Court in time to catch the 8.40 to Clapham Junction and 
London. Tickets 5s. each, which includes L. and S.W. Rail, steam launch, 
and tea- Refreshments may be obtained on board, and a piano will be 
provided, and anyone willing to assist with a song or two will oblige by 
bringing their music. Early application should be made for tickets, and 
as all arrangements have to be made in advance, remittance must be sent 
with application to ensure being included. Those wishing to join the 
excursion at Teddington must give notice when applying for tickets, 
otherwise they will have to pay the usual fare. All communications should 
be addressed to the leader, Mr. Ben. E. Edwards, 44, Beulah Road, 
Thornton Heath. 

Coronation Honours and Science.—The list of honours and promotions 
published in connection with the Coronation, so unhappily and inoppor¬ 
tunely postponed, forms very instructive reading, writes a. Fellow of the 
Royal Astronomical Society in the “ English Mechanic*’’alike for its in¬ 
clusions and omissions.. The first thing that must strike every impartial 
observer is the long roll of names of comparative nobodies, whom mere 
money or official or political influence has enabled to foist themselves 
upon those responsible for their promotion as worthy of honour and 
dignity. The next, among scientific men, is the scant regard paid to 
merely intellectual qualifications, and the curiously select roll of those 
whose discoveries and achievements have contributed so marvellously to 
human advancement in recent years. Let us see a little how this latter 
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selection has been made. Imprimis, we have Lord Kelvin and Lord 
Lister, most righteously called to the Privy Council, and at the same time 
made members, with Lord Rayleigh, of the newly-instituted Order of 
Merit. And in this connection it cannot fail to be gratifying to every 
astronomer and physicist in the Kingdom to find that the King has 
enrolled in this exceedingly select order the venerable President of the 
Royal Society, Sir William Huggins, who, facile princeps among British 
spectroscopists and astronomical physicists, has been marked out for 
distinction by inclusion among twelve of the most eminent men who have 
ever served England in their various capacities. Passing now to new 
titles, I find two of the King’s personal doctors are to be made baronets 
in conjunction with a highly successful solicitor, and an equally suc¬ 
cessful tea-dealer; Sir Andrew Noble probably gets in here as a really 
scientific gunner. The Knights are emphatically “ a mixed lot.” Coming 
now to the Order of the Bath, if we except Prof. Ramsay and Mr. Leslie 
Stephen, the whole of the K.C.B.’s have quite obviously received their 
promotion for political or social reasons, a remark equally applicable to 
the C.B.’s pure and simple; but why, I would ask, is the Astronomer 
Royal left out in the cold in the distribution of titles? He is, as every¬ 
one knows, “ C.B.” already (a distinction he now shares with Cole, the 
lace-making man). Why not, then, K.C.B. ? Whoever is responsible for 
this is surely crassly ignorant of the state of the Royal Observatory when 
Sir George Airy died, and of its condition at this moment! I fear that 
Mr. Christie has not toadied the powers that be, nor puffed an adver¬ 
tised himself sufficiently. And once more, why, oh why is he passed 
over, to whose honour, profound acquirements, and unselfish efforts in 
the cause of science the scientific side of South Kensington is indebted 
for practically all the respectability it possesses? I mean, of course, Sir 
William Abney, a scholar, a gentleman of ancient lineage, and a single- 
hearted scientific man, who would have conferred at least as much honour 
on a baronetage as it could have bestowed on him. By the bye, in sum¬ 
ming up these rewards, given for merely intellectual achievements, I find 
medicine figuring highly, literature certainly less so, and art at the bot¬ 
tom of the scale. The same sort of thing occurs in the South African 
list. A field-officer, a friend of mine, who was shut up in Ladysmith, and 
went through the entire campaign, has never once been mentioned in 
despatches, and is conspicuously absent from the list before me—but then 
his uncle is not a bishop, or his father a lord. 

Correspondence. 
%* Correspondents should never write on both sides of thepaper. Nt 

notice is taken of communications unless the names and addresses o 

the writers are given. 

%* We do not undertake responsibility for the opinions expressed, try out 

correspondents. 

MARKS ON PLATINOTYPE PAPER. 

To the Editors. 

Gentlemen,—I notice in the Journal, of July 4th, “Nemo” asks the 
cause of marks resembling white splashes on. platinotype paper. 

This is often caused by the paper being rubbed or scratched in 
taking out or putting into the tin before and after exposure, and even 
sometimes in shifting it about on the negative, when sighting for 
printing. 

In working platinotype paper great care must always be taken to 
avoid all friction, or white splashes are sure to appear.—I am, yours 
truly, John Hourston. 

55, Dalrymple Street, Govan. 
July i2th, 1902. 

HILLSBRO’ AND DISTRICT PHOTOGRAPHIC SOCIETY, 

SHEFFIELD. 

To the Editors. 

Gentlemen,—I beg to advise you of the formation of the above 
society, and T have been appointed secretary for the ensuing year. 
—3 ours faithfully, W. T. Furniss 

256, Lang sett Road. 
July 12th, 1902. 

THE DETENTION OF SPECIMENS. 

To the Editors. 

Gentlemen,—I should like to draw attention to the action of certain 
masters, and the return of photographs, specimens, and references, etc. 
Personally, T have found them most negligent. I applied for a situa¬ 
tion enclosing photograph and copies of references., together with a 
stamped addressed envelope. Receiving no reply, I am only led to 

conclude the stamp from the envelope has been utilised for other 
business purposes, or that their business principles are bad. In oon 
versation with other assistants, I find this same treatment has been 
received by them.—I am, yours, etc., VlRO. 

July 11th, 1902. 

THE ILLINOIS COLLEGE OF PHOTOGRAPHY. 

To the Editors. 

Gentlemen,—Enclosed you will find the Calender of Sessions of the 
Illinois College of Photography for 1902 and 1903. As you know, this 
is a new departure on our part, and, we feel sure, one that will meet 
with the approval and endorsement of the professional photographers 
throughout the country. In fact, we are so sure of this, and knowing 
your desire to publish anything of interest to the fraternity, that we- 
would like to request you to publish it in the next issue of the 
British Journal of Photography. We also call your attention to. 
the fact that we have added a two years’ scientific course, for which 
there has been an ever increasing demand. Trusting that we are not 
asking too much, and that your professional courtesies may be ex¬ 
tended to us, we beg to remain, yours fraternally, 

L. H. Bissell. 
Effingham, Ill. 

June 27th, 1902. 

CALENDER OF SESSIONS. 

of the 

Illinois College of Photography, Effingham, Ill., 

For 1902 and 1903. 

The Fall Terms of the Illinois College of Photography commence the- 
first Tuesday in September, and the Winter Terms the first Tuesday in 
January. 

At these dates we urge as many to enrol as possible. However, new 
classes are formed on the first and fifteenth of each month, so that 
students may enrol at any time. 

OUR TERMS. 

Dols 
One month course . 50 
Three months’ course . 100 
Six months’ course . 125 
Nine months’ course . 150 
One year . 150 
Two years .  200 

One month course, which is similar to a post-graduate course, is for 
professional photographers, or these who have had considerable ex- 
periehce. whose time is limited; 10 dollars will be charged for each 
additional week. 

Three months’ course is for students who have had experience, and 
wish a rapid course of study. 

Six months’ course is a popular course. 
Nine months’ course is for students wishing to take a thorough 

training in all branches of studio work, and after taking the regular 
six months’ term, to have three months for special work, review, and 
practice Students taking this course are urged to enrol with the fall 
September terms. 

One year course, college year of nine months. Term commences id 
September and ends in June. 

The two years’ course, scientific course, in preparation for coming 
year, includes with the regular one year course, photo-lithography, 
half-tone, newspaper illustration, zinc etching, A Ray, astronomical, 
astro-physical and photo-micrography. 

The two years’ course entitles the student to a life scholarship in the 
college. 

These prices go into effect September 1st, 1902. 

BUYING A BUSINESS. 

To the Editors. 

Gentlemen,—In your issue of 27th ult., there appeared some advice, 
“How to Buy a Business, etc.,” and “To Start One.” The advice of 
the latter I thought very sound and practical, but on the former it 
struck me that if you never buy a business with any of the disqualifica¬ 
tions mentioned—d.e., if you want to buy one you might wait a long 
time, the advice on this head is somewhat conflicting—e.g., “Never 
buy a business that has changed hands within twelve months, unless 
the business has been under management, and the proprietor has 
another business and unable to give it all his attention, and then the 
question arises what has he paid his assistants, and how many has he 
kept. .... and they have been some time in his employ, and do not 
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mind if they stop or not, well and good,” and then he says “Never 
buy a business when the operator or receptionist has been a number 
of years in the same business, when they are known as Mr. or Miss 
So-and-so. Better by half have a business when even the proprietor 
is not known to the customers too well.” Now, it does not seem to 
me that these conditions make a bit of difference if you can ensure that 
neither of these is going to open an opposition studio to you in the 
same district. There, is a good deal of the personal element in a photo 
business, and you cannot get rid of it. The question that seems to me 
to be first settled is, is the business sound, whether large or small? 
Is its reputation for good work satisfactory ? With this, naturally, one 
may conclude the studio is well situated for light, etc. With these 
two satisfactory, the success of the purchaser will largely depend on 
his own ability for work and tact in management; for, however, good 
the business may have been, it will only be retained by these elmenls. For 
that reason I would rather pay some men to keep out of my studio than 
work in it. With good ability and tact, combined with a fair amount 
of capital, I believe you could make any place thalphas a decent repu¬ 
tation pay, and perhaps even better than your predecessor, more so 
at the present day than thirty years ago, as there is a certain element 
abroad that goes after novelty, which is in favour of the new man at 
the start; but woe betide him if he expects to live on this and does not 
maintain or improve upon the former work. More than ever do I think 
and am glad that good work is in demand, and those who think they are 
going to make a business pay because they have capital will find, sooner 
or later, it is not the primary element, necessary as it is, in conjunction 
with ability, though of the two I would choose the latter.—Yours, 
otc-’ Excelsior. 

[Our correspondent’s interesting communication reached us too late 
for insertion in last week’s Journal.—Eds. B.J.P.] 

THE NATIONAL PHOTOGRAPHIC RECORD ASSOCIATION. 

To the Editors. 

Gentlemen,—In reference to your note in the July 11th issue, will you 
allow me to say that the National Photographic Record Association 
have already deposited in the British Museum photographs of Newgate 
Gaol, the Central Criminal Courts, Old Bailey, and of Holywell Street; 
the old houses in Wych Street, and also of the houses in the Strand, and 
many of the old courts, etc., round Drury Lane.—I remain, yours truly 

T , Geo. Scamell. Hon. Sec. 
July '15th, 1902. 

21, Avenue Road, Highgate, London, N. 

CORONATION CINEMATOGRAPHY—THE SIZE OF THE 

MOON. 

To the Editors. 

Gentlemen,—It is curious, but true, murder will out. There was no 
concealing to the English about the photographs said to be taken at 
the seat of war in South Africa, They were all, or most of them, taken 
m Paris, France, at the Park “ des Buttes Chaumonts,” where some 
Apaches (as they are called in that quarter), were successfully trained 
to play the enemy in the bushes and mountains. Now, vou say that 
Coronation photographs were taken in France, with trained actors of 
the gay capital. A Westminster Abbey must perforce have been 
imitated. I hear now that the place chosen for the operation was 
situated m a well-known hall, on the Boulevard de Clichy, and as it is 
very well lighted in day time, as well as at night, very successful 
cinematographs could be secured. This was done in the great hall to 
the light, and another trial of another kind was to be made in another 
part of the building to the left, but this has so far been postponed, and 
I am not allowed to mention it as yet. All good things come from 
i aree (bianco), bad things from other countries 

In regard to the moon and its size, when near the horizon or high 
up, I am not prepared to say for sure, but it seems to me that at sea 
the sizes are just as different as on earth, and then the comparison 
v ith surrounding subjects does no more exist. How about that? Now 
l , as a correspondent said two or three weeks ago, it rests with the 
eye and its construction bringing the moon level with a looking-glass 
dmuld magnify it just the same. May be, it will redden it also as seen 
at tliat point. I would rather believe it to rest with the air ; but this is 
not science nor an explanation, but only an opinion.—Yours, very 
sincerely, Atrert T.ew 

Asnieres (Seine). albert -Levl. 

July 5th, 1902. 

power of a pair of plates at atmospheric pressure can be increased 
many times when worked in highly compressed air. 

I have now completed a machine, with ten ebonite plates, 8in. 
diameter, enclosed in a strong metal case of cylindrical shape, lOin.. 
diameter, 4^in. long, with slightly rounded ends. The results obtained 
with this are as follows, using Leyden jars 2in. diameter, coated 2in, 
high: — 

lb. 
0 

15 
30 
45 

Spark Length. 
in. 
2± y2 
5 

... 7 

... 8 

this last being in length equal to the diameter of the plates used. 
At 451b. the machine will give three 6m. sparks per turn of the crank 
handle. The air in the case being chemically dried, the machine will 
act independent of atmospheric conditions, so much so that it will 
actually work when completely immersed in water. 

Its starting qualities are perfect; in any state of the weather sparks 
appear between the terminal balls the instant the handle is moved. 
The polarity never reverses. It is very strongly constructed and is 
not easily damaged. 

The increased efficiency of this machine depends on the high insulat¬ 
ing properties of the compressed air in which the plates work, which 
has the effect of preventing leakage in all directions, to such an extent 
as to raise their tension or voltage to that of plates quite twice their 
diameter. The effect of gases other than atmospheric air have not as 
yet been tried. A machine on this principle having ten plates Min. 
diameter, enclosed in a cylindrical case of aluminium 18in. diameter, 
6m. long, with slightly rounded ends, will give about the same power 
and length of spark as an ordinary Wimshurst with eight 30in plates, 
'yiH Le easily portable, occupy little room. and. power for power, will! 
be considerably cheaper than an ordinary machine. Such a machine 
we intend shortly placing on the market, an ideal portable machine 
f°r X-ray and therapeutic uses. My invention of working a machine 
in compiessed air is protected by patent (No. 22731).—I am, yours, etc., 

Frederick Tudsbury. 

Edvinstowe, Newark, Notts. 
July 14th, 1902. 

MURRAY versus KITTO. 

To the Editors. 

i Gentlemen,—In your account of the trial “Murray v. Kitto,” at 
the Devon Assizes, there is a mistake on the part of someone. 

Vou say “plaintiff did not take in his first twelve months £100”— 
such a statement was never made, nor is it correct.—Yours faithfully, 

, Plaintiff. 
July 7th, 1902. 

*** Owing to pressure of Convention matter, several letters, notices 
of apparatus, answers to correspondents and other items are unavoid¬ 
ably held over. 

Answers to Correspondents. 
%* All matters intended for the text portion of this JOURNAL, includ. 

ing queries, must he addressed to “ The Editors, The British 

Journal of Photography, 24, Wellington-street. Strand, London, 

H . C. ” Inattention to this ensures delay. 

*** Correspondents are informed that we cannot undertake to answer 

communications through the post. Questions are not answered unless 

the names and addresses of the writers are given. 

** Communications relating to Advertisements and general business 

affairs should he addressed to Messrs. Henry GREENWOOD & Co.. 

24, Wellington-street. Strand, London, IF. C. 

A NEW PORTABLE ELECTRIC. MACHINE FOR X-RA" 

WORK, Etc. 

To the Editors. 

Gentlemen, I have for some time been experimenting with indue 
tion electric machines worked in compressed air, and find that th 

Photographs Registered :— 

Leech, 4, .South Row, Kell’s, Whitehaven. Photograph, of Arrowthwciit.e bonfire. 

S. Lees, Queen's Promenade S.udio,Douglas, Isle of Man. Photograph of an expo' 
sure shutter. ora i 

,,)?II^an• t >ty Studio, Midland Street, Hull. Four photographs of Sergeant. 
W . B. Tray nor, V.C. 
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N. Powell, 62, Marefair, Northampton. 

W. C. Lambert, 10, Upper Tollington Park, Stroud Green, N.. 
Hammond. 

L. Pedrotti, Main Avenue Buildings, Bulawayo, Rhodesia. Eight phgtogrwphs gfMr. 
Rhodes’ Funeral. .’]*.■ /I; '< i 11 ' 

B. Fryett.—Better consult our advertisement columns. 

H. N. Morris.—The apparatus is not in the market. 

Nemo.—We are obliged by your letter, and will make a note of its 

contents. 

Book Wanted.—C. A. Neane writes: “Would you kindly inform me the 

best book I could obtain on negative retouching P ”—In reply: “ The 
Art of Retouching,” by Johnson; published by Marion and Co. 

Yellowed Platinotypes.—T. Boswell.—The platinotypes have not faded 
as you surmise. The yellowness is due to the iron not being 
thoroughly removed by the acid baths. All you have to do is to 
again treat them with the dilute acid and you will find the yellow 
ness removed. 

Gold Solution.—Nemo.—The cause of the solution, when the chloride of 

gold was dissolved, becoming discoloured, and a precipitate was 
thrown down, is that the water in which the chloride was dissolved 
was not pure; or possibly the bottle was not clean. With pure 
water and a clean bottle no such thing would occur. 

Copyright.—J. L writes: “(1) If I copyright a photograph, can I sell 
the copies at any price I choose? (2) When I send a copy to be 
registered, how have I to know when it is registered? (3) Does Is. 
7d. cover all expenses to register a photograph? ”—In reply: (1) Cer- 
taiuly you can. (2) If the photograph is sent to us to register, the 
registration will be published in the Journal. (3) Yes. 

Membership of Societies.—“ Light ” writes: “ I shall be obliged if you 
will tell me how to become a member of the Professional Photo- 
•graphers’ Association, and also the R.P.S. ? I am a pho¬ 
tographer of twenty years’ standing.”—In reply: Apply to the 
following:—Mr. Alfred Ellis, hon. sec., Professional Photographers’ 
Association, 51, Baker Street, London, W.; the Secretary, Royal 
Photographic Society, 66, Russell Square, London, W.C. 

Sun in Studio—J W. -writes: “Can you tell me a simple way of stop¬ 
ping the sun out of the studio ? It is only this time of year that it 
gets on to the roof.”—In reply: A very simple way is to stipple the 
glass over with starch paste to which a little whiting has been 
added. This can be cleaned off when the sun is no longer trouble¬ 
some. Or tissue paper or tracing linen on light wooden frames, 
may be temporarily fitted to the roof. 

Hot Weather Trouble with P.O.P.—G. Cross writes: “I am using 

-’s P.O.P., toning it in the sulphocyanide bath, as recommended 
by the makers. But this hot weather the surface is so tender that 
the prints can scarcely be touched. I know that I can get over 
the difficulty by using alum, but I don’t like to use that, on theoreti¬ 
cal grounds. Can you tell me of anything else that will answer 
the purpose? ”—In reply: Try a dilute solution of formaline; that 
will answer the purpose, and is free from some of the objections 
raised against alum. 

Boqks Wanted.—“ Camera ” asks: “ Would you please tell me which are 
the best books (professional, not amateur), to study, on the follow- 

' ing subjects:—Gpera-ting, developing, platinotype printing, carbon 
: printing, and toning? I am a retoucher, and would like to add a 

“ri thorough knowledge, theoretical as well as practical, of these 
At: ! branches to that of retouching.”—In reply: You will find the follow- 

- ing useful:—“'Instruction in Photography,” by Abney; “ Platino- 
u type: Its Preparation and Manipulation,” by the same author; 

“Manual of CarbomPrinting,” by the Autotype Company. A list 
l;, of the principal works on photography will be found on pages 

682-3 of the Almanac. 

Defective Slides.—“ Anxious ” writes: “ I should be very much obliged 
if you could advise me what to do in the following case. I have 
two 15 by 12 slides which have unfortunately been left out in the 
sun, and which have warped considerably. Is there any method by 
which I could bring them back to the original condition?”—In 
reply: We fear you will not be able to get the slides back to their 
original condition. The only suggestion we can make is that you 
send them to the maker. Possibly h« may be able to do something 
with them for you. If the slides were made of well-seasoned wood 
they should not have warped with any reasonable exposure to the 
sun. 

Toning Troubles.—G. L. writes: “ I have been much troubled of late 
with irregular toning. I use the - paper, and the warm-tone 
formula—gold, sulphocyanide, and sulphite. In the first place the 
prints are well washed, but not alumed before toning. The toning- 
bath is mixed about twenty-four hours before use, the gold— 
exactly the amount prescribed—being poured in slowly and the 
bath vigorously stirred. The sulphite is made fresh each day, and 
added shortly before use. When toning, I measure out enough bath 
for a sheet, put the prints in, and separate quickly. They soon turn a 
little weak, and then become warmer; at least, this happens to 
many of them, but one or two seem to miss their share of gold 
entirely and are not half toned when the rest are finished. On 
some the corners are restrained, and again some are patchy. For 
a time I suspected too much sulphite, but on reducing it the un¬ 
evenness was still the same. If you can give me any assistance 
I shall be extremely grateful.”—In reply: If you proceed as you 
say, there should be no uneven toning. The unevenness must be 
due to the manipulation. Possibly the silver is not thoroughly 
washed out of the prints before they are put into the toning-bath; 
or, may be, too many to be properly attended to are put into the 
solution at a time, and they are not kept constantly in motion. 

*** Notice to the Trade, Wholesale Agents and Book¬ 

sellers.—A Contents Bill is issued with each number of the JOURNAL, 

and copies may be had on application to the Publishers. 

*** Notice to Advertisers.—A Revised Tariff for advertisements 

in the JOURNAL is now in force. Blochs and copy are received subject to 

the approval of the Publishers, and advertisements are inserted abso¬ 

lutely without condition, expressed or implied as to what appears in 

the text portion of the paper. 
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Photograph of' d'eco fated T<own Hall. 

Photograph °f Miss 

Address Wanted.—T. W. Steven writes: “A fortnight ago I wrote you, 
asking the present address of Thos. Furnell, C.E., late Matlock 
Villas, Bishop Lane, East Dulwich, London, S.E. I have looked 
through Journals for the last two weeks, but have not found any 
reference thereto. I am over twenty-five years a subscriber, and 
a member of the P.P.A., and think I am justified in asking this 
small favour.”—In reply: Our correspondent’s letter probably mis¬ 
carried ; we have not received it. We do not know Mr. Furnell’s 
present address; it may be known to some reader of this column. 

Carbon Printing—C. Betts writes: “The other day I sensitised some 
carbon tissue in a bath of bichromate of potash (foz. to the pint of 

water), and much of the colour came away from the paper, and 
some of if drained off when hung up to dry. Can you tell me how 
I have gone wrong?”—In reply: This is a hot-weather trouble. 
The solution was too warm. Cool it with ice, or place.the solution 
in a cold place for some hours before it is used. The temperature 
of the solution at this time of year should not exceed 50deg. or 
55deg. Fahr., as the tissue is more soluble in a solution of bichro¬ 
mate of potash than it is in plain water of the same temperature. 

Removing Silver Stains.—H. E. Howorth writes: “I shall be glad if you 
could inform me how to remove silver stains from a negative. The 
stains are caused through damp whilst printing, and the negative 
is not varnished.”—-In reply: Some silver stains, if they are deeply 
in the film, cannot well be removed. Try this. Make a solution 
of iodine in alcohol to about the colour of pale sherry. Apply this 

the stains with a pledget of cottonwool, and then put the nega¬ 
tive in a solution of hypo. Repeat the operation, if necessary. If 
the stains are confined to the surface, this will usually remove them. 
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EX CATHEDRA. 

Mounting Every photographer must be familiar 
Prints. with the unpleasant effect produced by 

the expansion of the paper upon which a print is made. 
The face of a sitter may be distorted in length or breadth 
according to the direction in which the paper is cut. 
To meet this difficulty, a French firm, Messieurs Derepas 
freres, recently demonstrated at the Societe Frangaise de 
Photographie a new system of mounting prints in the dry 
state. Instead of pasting the prints directly upon the 
mount, a pellicular interleaf of adhesive material is intro¬ 
duced between the print and the mount, and the photo¬ 
graph is then made to adhere by pressure under heat. It 
is claimed that the prints retain their exact original size, 
that the print is completely isolated from the mount, and 
that the print remains perfectly flat, whether the mount 
be thin or thick. These are very decided advantages if 
the nature of the adhesive material is such that it remains 
unaffected by time. We remember the indiarubber 
mount-ant, which was very attractive, but useless, because 
it so soon perished. It is not reported how the pressure 
and heat are applied, nor of what the pellicular interleaf is 
made, but as the article is to he placed upon the market, 
we expect it will soon be on sale. If the price is moderate 
and the apparatus cheap and efficient, there should be 
a good demand on the part of amateurs, to whom the 
present system of wet mounting is a constant source of 
vexation. 

Orthochro- The large number of colour sensitizers 
matic Plates. which are now at the disposal of the dry 

plate maker have received but little attention, but their 
exploitation should bring a rich reward. To obtain a 
correct rendering with the colour-sensitive plates hitherto 
offered by the manufacturer to the photographer, it is 
necessary to use a suitable colour screen, which usually 
means a considerable prolongation of the exposure. Not 
only is the use of the screen an obstruction to work, but the 
prolongation of the exposure cuts off a large number of 
subjects from the field of photography with orthochromatic 
plates. From the “ Allgemeine Photographen Zeitung,” we 
gather that Demtz, of Munich, has made a step in the 
right direction by placing upon the market a plate which 
is ten to thirty times more sensitive to the visual than 
to the blue rays, even when used without a screen. For 
landscape photography the use of the screen with these 
plates is said to be quite superfluous, as it makes scarcely 
any difference in the length of the exposure. The Pervanto 
plate (for such is its name) should be of great use to 
many landscape photographers, especially if it is sufficiently 
rapid to permit of very quick exposures. Yet with such a 
plate, even if it does all that is claimed for it, we shall 
not have reached the ideal of orthochromatic. photography. 
What we want is a plate of extreme sensitiveness, giving 
true rendering of colour, but which may be so far desen¬ 
sitized that it can be developed by yellow light. It is 
quite true that a plate may he developed to a given 
density, simply by correct adjustment of the developer 
and carefully timing the exposure ; but there is usually 
a margin of error, and the photographer prefers to watch 
the progress of development, so that he may decide at 
the moment when he has reached the true effect. Has the 
cheap dry-plate driven the .experimentalists from the field? 

* *. ' * 

Colour Dr. Miethe, in the July number of the 
Photography. «Atelier des Photographen,” publishes 

another specimen of photography in natural colours taken 
by the application of the three-colour process, which he has 
worked out. Although this specimen is not so striking in 
effect as the one to which we drew attention a short time 
ago, it nevertheless is a charming piece of landscape, and 
might almost pass for a watercolour drawing. The scene 
is a beech wood, traversed by a footpath, upon which the 
fallen leaves of the previous autumn still lie scattered. 
The sunlight plays upon the foliage and the grassy slope, 
and the branches of the trees form a fretwork against the 
blue sky. The colour of the picture presents a range of 
tones in green and brown, with here and there pale blue 
tints and a suggestion of yellow. When we contrast the 
rich effect of colour in a print of this description with 
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the tame suggestion of such a scene, as given in a mono¬ 
chrome photograph, we feel impelled again to impress 
upon photographers how backward they are and what 
opportunities they miss in neglecting the three-colour 
process. We notice that the “ Moniteur do la Photo- 
graphie ” has reproduced the paragraph we published a 
short time ago on the application of the three-colour 
process to portraiture. Monsieur Leon Vidal remarks that 
at the time of the Salon of the Photo Club in Paris he 
had a conversation with Dr. Miethe upon the same subject, 
and he adds that it is quite evident that portrait photo¬ 
graphers, if they took up the process, would soon find a 
large number of sitters anxious to be photographed. At 
first it would only attract the rich, but as the colour process 
became easier to work sitters would be more numerous, 
and we have no doubt that a very lucrative business might 

be done. 
* * -H- 

Recertt It would scarcely be expected that a 
Ejectric tramways exhibition would furnish much 
Lights. matter of photographic interest; yet, in 

one respect, the recent show at the Agricultural Hall 
furnished opportunities of inspecting exhibits that have a 
distinct bearing on matters photographic. We refer to the 
Bremer and the Union Electric Company’s lamps. We 
have on sundry occasions brought before our readers 
accounts of the latest inventions in connection with electric 
lamps, as this form of illumination plays an increasingly 
important part in photographic technics. The Bremer 
lamp exhibited by the Westinghouse Company had been 
previously exhibited—at the Conversazione of the Electrical 
Engineers-—but it flickered so much as to fail to indicate 
any special excellence ; yet, at the Agricultural Hall, the 
difficulties had been surmounted, or nearly so. The 
difference between this lamp and other older types lies in 
an alteration in the make and position of the carbons; 
they are impregnated with a metallic salt, and are placed, 
instead of “ end on,” almost side by side. The light so 
obtained is excellent; its colour, also, is much pleasanter 
than that of the old arc, the effect being like a golden ball of 
light. Finally, there is said to be obtained from this 
lamp three times the light value possible with the old 
form. The other lamp alluded to is termed the “ Flame ” 
arc lamp, and in it the construction of the carbons again 
is varied, but not, as in the last, being impregnated with 
a foreign substance, but by introducing it—a mixture of 
certain fluorides—in the form of a wick or cone. The 
effect of this arc is stated to resemble that of the Bremer 
lamp, but the colour is slightly different. Again we have 
a three-fold efficiency promised to the users of the Flame 
lamp. 

* * * 

Beniarhtad. or The annual report of the London Stereo- 

yVhioh ?°^' scopic and Photographic Co., Ltd., 
which we published on May 2, has been 

reprinted in the July number of the new German photo¬ 
graphic paper, “ Photographisclie Kunst,” which is pub¬ 
lished in Munich and Leipsic. The Continental photo¬ 
graphic Press has not refrained from entertaining its 
readers with garbled and false news concerning the South 
African campaign, and we suppose the inclusion of the 
report to which we have referred is intended as an illus¬ 
tration of the badness of trade in this country, in con¬ 
sequence of the war. The chairman, at the meeting of 
the company, expressed the hope, which was speedily ful¬ 
filled, that the war in South Africa would soon be at an 
end, but this was so optimistic to the Teutonic mind that 

the Editor of “ Photographisclie Kunst ” felt it his duty 
to append the warning: “We have no belief in this 
announcement.” In these days of rapid communication 
it seems almost incredible a photographic paper should bo 
so badly informed that in the month of July it should 
still be ignorant of the fact that peace had been pro¬ 
claimed. We know that the German Press, with few 
honourable exceptions, has studiously endeavoured to mis¬ 
lead the public concerning the Boer War, and amongst the 
worst offenders was the “ Muenchener Neuste Nach- 
richten.” We did not, however, imagine that the public 
mind had been so successfully hypnotized in Munich that 
the editor of an up-to-date photographic periodical should 
still be sceptical as to the early termination of hostilities 
when the Boers had actually surrendered and given cheers 
for their King with a heartiness which speaks well for 
their loyalty to Great Britain. But perhaps we must 
attribute the editor’s state of mind to another cause. 

* * * 

Perpendicular In that clever and amusing publication, 
Perplexities. “ Pictorial Comedy,” there is a hit at the 

ubiquitous “ snap-shottist ” which will be relished bv 
the superior persons who use a stand camera furnished 
with a swing back, a level, and, let us add, a level-headed 
user. There is, as is usual in these pictures, a he and a 
she, and the lady is showing her album of photographs to 
the gentleman, when this conversation arises : — 

She: “ That’s one of the pictures I took with my Kodak 
while in Italy.” 

He: “ What is it?” 
She: “Well, that building that stands up perfectly 

straight is the Leaning Tower of Pisa, and those leaning 
buildings are the ordinary houses that stand near it.” 

This diverting example of modern topsy-turvy humour 
comes at a time when, owing to the recent collapse of the 
famous tower, or Campanile of St. Mark’s, at Venice, atten¬ 
tion is being called to the few buildings of the same 
character which can be found in Europe. There are 
many stories current to account for the slope of the 
famous tower at Pisa, which at one time, if we remember 
rightly, was accounted among the wonders of the world. 
But since then science and art have, between them, 
wrought such marvels that the seven so-called wonders 
have taken a back seat. One well-known Italian writer 
of the sixteenth century attributes the leaning of the 
Pisa tower to the circumstance that its foundations settled 
after the first three storeys had been erected, and that the 
architects were at fault in not taking steps to guard 
against such an occurrence. But it is now believed that 
the peculiarity of the leaning tower was an intentional 
freak, suggested, possibly, as a nrotest against mathe¬ 
matical exactitude. If the architects had found that their 
building was sinking down on one side while it was yet 
at a comparatively early stage of erection, they would 
surely have made fresh foundations, and commenced 
anew. And we also suppose that if the leaning was due 
to faulty foundations the Tower of Pisa would have had 
a much shorter life than the Campanile at Venice, the 
foundations of which were quite above suspicion. The 
collapse of the Venetian tower seems to be due to an old 
injury by lightning, and, according to eye-witnesses of the 
catastrophe, the building subsided slowlv and gently. A 
cinematographic picture of the fall would have been both 
curious and interesting, but as it is we must be content 
with the many photographs which have been taken, and 
the many pictures painted in which this wonderful piece 
of architecture forms the principal feature. 
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>rt It may not be generally known that at 
'ubli cations. the Victoria and Albert Museum at 

louth Kensington there is a library devoted to works 
ipon art, which is by far the most completely equipped 
nstitution of the kind in the kingdom. Thousands of 
mlumes are here, dealing with every conceivable branch 
>f the fine arts, and it is open to the public, a weekly 
icket, which also admits to the science library and the 
nuseum on students’ days, costing only the small sum 
if sixpence. One of the most useful features of the library 
s the collection of art periodicals from all parts of the 
rorld, which are laid on certain tables and renewed week 
>y week, for the edification of the students and visitors. 
Ln examination of these periodicals very quickly makes 
»ne aware that in this special department of literature 
Britain is far behind either France or Germany. Where 
ve have three or four high-class journals devoted to art, 
hese countries have at least a dozen each. Thus, in 
France, we find a review of art, ancient and modern; 
m illustrated review; a review of decorative art; a journal 
levoted to theatrical art; a review of Christian art; a 
ournal of art and decoration ; a gazette of the fine arts ; 

i, monthly review of art and industry; and other journals 
)f minor importance. These publications find their counter- 
)art in Germany, and in the case of both countries they 
re, with few exceptions, well printed on fine paper and 
mperbly illustrated. It goes without saying that the 
mlk of the illustrations have a photographic basis, and 
hose executed in colour, or partly in colour, are the 
>est of their kind. The half-tone work leaves little to 
>e desired, and the pictures generally compare favourably 
vith those which are produced in our own country. It 
peaks well for the public taste abroad that technical 
ournals of this kind should find patrons enough to keep 
hem, not only alive, but in so flourishing a condition. 
Ve fear that an equal number of such publications here 
vould not find readers enough to support them. Cer- 
ainly, if there were the demand, we have talent enough 
>ver here to supply matter equally good ; but the general 
Dublic is content with subjects superficially treated in 
‘heap magazines, which pride themselves upon the number 
)f illustrations they can crowd between their garish covers, 
"ather than upon the quality of the work. It pays the 
Dublishers better to meet the popular demand for inferior 
rork than to aim at higher things, and it is just the 
same with regard to the literature provided for the masses. 
Possibly the pendulum will swing round the other way, and 
?ive us better fare in time to come ; but there is little 
ugn of it at present. 

* * * 

rhe Black- The lecturer on photographic subjects 
)oard. is generany better off in the matter of 

illustrating his remarks than lecturers dealing with other 
subjects, for the obvious reason that a lantern usually 
forms part of his equipment, and the business of making a 
few slides for purposes of demonstration is to him a 
matter of mere routine. Still, even the photographic 
lecturer is occasionally compelled to call for the black¬ 
board to help him in explaining better some little knotty 
point, and when the blackboard comes upon the scene there 
generally comes, too, a resigned expression upon the 
countenances of an expectant audience. There is, it is 
true, nothing very terrible in the appearance of a black¬ 
board supported on its easel; it is the man in front of it 
who is dreaded, for that man, in most cases, has not the 
slightest knowledge of drawing, and his pictorial efforts 
to make himself understood would be ludicrous, if they 
were not so pitiable. For this reason we are glad to 

note that in the just issued supplementary regulations 
for secondary day schools and for evening schools, among 
the art syllabuses, there is provision made for instruction 
in “ drawing on the blackboard,” and we trust that, for 
the sake of their fellow-creatures, many students will take 
advantage of this tuition, or else for ever forswear white 
chalk.. In the directions given in the publication referred 
to, it is laid down that “ practice in this exercise should 
be directed to the acquirement, by students, of freedom 
and skill in using chalk or brush with tempera on the 
blackboard for the purpose of making drawings or diagrams 
in outline and in the mass on a large scale, and of illustrat¬ 
ing various lessons to a class.” The only objection which 
we should be inclined to offer to these instructions is with 
regard to the use of tempera, i.e., distemper colour, as 
used by scenic artists, for this would be decidedly messy. 
The late Kev. J. G. Wood, the naturalist, was one of the 
most gifted of blackboard artists, and he used to carry 
with him on his lecture tours a flexible (canvas) black¬ 
board arrangement, which could be laced tightly over a 
rigid frame when in use, or rolled up for travelling. He 
would use, in making one1 drawing, three or four differently 
coloured crayons, and it was quite a treat to see the 
masterly work growing beneath his clever fingers. He 
certainly never used liquid pigment, but contented himself 
with these coloured chalks, by which he was able to dif¬ 
ferentiate the various organs of an insect with great clear¬ 
ness and precision. We believe that his son uses this same 
method of illustration. The principal objection that can be 
urged against it is that it consumes much time, besides 
giving the lecturer an infinity of trouble. After all, there 
is nothing better than a good lantern slide, but if the 
lecturer must resort to the blackboard, let him first of all 
learn how to make an intelligent drawing. 

* * * 

Photography has performed a wonderful 
cnomena. and most useful work in making us 

acquainted with the beauties and natural features of the 
various countries of the globe. It is a true saying that 
“ one half of the world knows not how the other half 
live ; but, thanks to photography, this ignorance is not 
nearly so great as it was a few decades back. We have only 
to refer to old books of travel to understand what cari¬ 
catures of Nature were allowed to pass as correct illus¬ 
trations of the world in which we live, and it is ludicrous 
to compare, say, the pictures of animals with the photo- 
giaphs now obtainable or with the living specimens to 
be seen in the Zoological Gardens. It was the same with 
pictures of natural phenomena, and stay-at-home people 
had to wait for the discovery of photography before they 
could glean any idea of the true appearance of things 
on the earth, beneath its surface, or in the realms of cloud- 
la,nd. It is permissible to believe that crude illustrations 
did as much as verbal description in discrediting what 
were known as “ travellers’ tales.” The traveller of to¬ 
day may be congratulated on the circumstance that he can 
carry with him a trustworthy witness in the shape of a 
photographic camera, whose evidence no one would think 
of questioning. There are very few kinds of natural 
phenomena that have not been photographed, and the 
exceptions are found in those occurrences which are few 
and far between. We do not remember, for example, ever 
having seen the photograph of a waterspout, and this is 
somewhat remarkable, when we remember that it is an 
appearance which is occasionally seen on our own coasts. 
As all photographers are aware, such rare events invariably 
happen when the camera has been left at home. We have 
been as unfortunate in the case of a mirage, although we 
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have certainly heard of this peculiar atmospheric 
phenomenon being photographed. It has been doubted 
by some whether such an appearance is capable 
of yielding an image to the photographic plate, 
but such objectors must be ignorant of an experi¬ 
ment which was detailed some time back by an 
American technical journal. A flat sheet of iron was 
supported on trestles horizontally and heated from below 
by Argand lamps, while its surface was strewed with sand, 
thus imitating in a small way the state of the desert, where 
mirages are not uncommon. Reared up vertically at the 
end of this iron table was a scenic representation of palm 
trees, temples, etc., and in due time these became reflected 
as in a lake, the appearance being due to the refraction 
brought about from the unequal density of the different 
layers of air, as they became expanded by the heat from 
the sand. A kind of inverted mirage is sometimes seen 
at sea, when the temperature of the air is above that of 
the water. In this case distant shores and vessels are seen 
upside down, high in the atmosphere, although the 
originals are far away and hidden from the observers by 
the curvature of the earth. It is obvious that an ingenious 
photographer could, if he were so minded, as easily fake 
a picture of this kind as he can call spirits from the 

vasty deep. 
* * * 

The We have at intervals devoted space to 
Great a description of the inception and pro- 
®*ar“^aP—' gress of the great chart of the heavens, 

en an ow'which began in 1887, and is still a long 

way from being completed. Our contemporary, “ Nature,” 
has a lengthy article by Mr. H. H. Turner, giving a 
review of progress up to date. It was, when the conception 
was first mooted, stated in the letter summoning the con¬ 
ference, “ Ce grand travail .... pourrait etre 
facilement execute on quelques annees si dix ou douze 
-observatoires bien reparties sur le globe pouvaient se 
partager convenablement la tache.” As Mr. Turner 
remarks, “ quelques annees ” is somewhat indefinite; but 
it may be assumed that those who assembled in 1887 would 
have been shocked to learn that after a lapse of a dozen 
years scarcely a fifth of the work projected had been 
accomplished. “ Yet a glance at the last comprehensive 
report .... shows it to be only too true.” In 
June, 1900, of the 22,000 catalogue plates, 15,000 had been 
taken ; but of the chart plates, less than 4,000 of the 22,000 
had been taken. Of the former, only 4,000 had been 
measured, and of the latter a very small proportion. “ Does 
this mean, then, that it will take sixty years to finish the 
whole 1 ” The quality of the actual results so far obtained 
is excellent, those at Paris being reproduced by photo¬ 
gravure ; but the aggregate cost averages over £8 a plate ! 
Mr. Turner says : “ If the 22,000 maps are completed in 
the style adopted by the French, the sheets, when piled 
on one another, would form a column thirty feet high, and 
weighing nearly two tons.” The question naturally arises 
regarding the possessor of such an atlas, “ What will be 
do with it? ” The lenses to be adopted by all the 
observers were to be similar—telescopic lenses of 11^ feet 
focus—a “ single ” lens, in fact. This lens actually in¬ 
cludes a field of view of two degrees only, and tbe 
nractical photograoher will naturally ask why a lens built 
like a photographic “ double ” lens should not have been 
employed. Our readers will be surprised to learn that at 
the conference on April 18, 1887, where no less than 
twenty-six distinguished astronomers were present, such a 
lens was never even mentioned ! As Mr. Turner remarks, 
■“ this circumstance is almost bewildering.” Professor 

Pickering was not able to attend this conference, but he 
afterwards wrote a letter suggesting a photographii 
doublet, and gave explicit details of his views of how to 
proceed; yet these embryonic photographers took no notice 
of his communication. Its real value may be gauged by 
the fact that Professor Pickering has in the interiin 
himself photographed the whole heavens by this contemned 
doublet several times over. Mr. Turner speaks of a 
doublet being capable of covering an area ten times as 
large as that of the lens actually chosen ; that would be 
between four and five degrees. We opine that even in 1887 
the then available doublets might have been relied upon 
for a far larger angular aperture than five degrees, while 
of present day lenses, five times five would not exhaust the 
capabilities of a good anastigmatic lens, and this would 
reduce the number of charts required to less than l-200th of 
that now being aimed at. Finally, we may quote Mr. 
Turner’s concluding remarks. He says : “ It is not, even 
now, too late to follow the excellent advice which was 
offered in 1887, only to be ignored. By adopting the 
doublet, the chart plates might be completed in a reason¬ 
able time and at a reasonable cost, though on a smaller 
scale.” 

DAGUERREOTYPES AND THEIR “ RESTORATION.’’ 

It is not altogether surprising that the majority of the 
present generation of photographers know little—indeed, 
nothing whatever—of the Daguerreotype process, seeing 
that it ceased to be practised before many of them were born 

indeed, some of them have never seen a picture by it. As 
, a proof of that, we have more than once had Daguerreo¬ 
types sent to us by correspondents, asking by what pro¬ 
cess they were produced, and several have written to the 
same effect, after describing the pictures. Only a short 
time since we received one of these pictures from a 
professional photographer, who described it as “ a portrait 
on tin,” and asking how some portions on the face that 
had been injured by his handling could be remedied. 
Evidently he, like some other of our correspondents, had 
never seen a Daguerreotype before, and not knowing the 
delicate nature of the picture, it had suffered at his hands. 
Now there are, at the present time, many others who are 
exactly in the same position as those who have written 
or consulted us on the subject, and have, at times, these 
pictures brought to them to deal with. Therefore these 
notes, though not the first we have written on the topic, 
may be useful as avoiding damage to a valuable picture. We 
say valuable, because those who possess Daguerreotypes 
of their friends—mostly long since departed this life- 
must remember that few, if any, commercial results by 
this process have been produced during the last forty 
years. They are, therefore, looked upon by their owners 
very much in the same light as “ family portraits ” are. A 
further proof that they are valued by their owner is that 
they often go to considerable expense in having them 
copied and enlargements made from them; and if, while 
this is being done, the original becomes injured, or in 
some instances irretrievable ruined, the loss to them is 
great, and at the same time the photographer’s reputation 
sometimes suffers. All this might well be avoided if the 
photographer understood the nature of the picture he had 
to deal with. 

A Daguerreotype may be reckoned as the most permanent 
of all silver pictures, but, at the same time, it has to be 
admitted that the image is the most delicate of them all, as 
it may be entirely rubbed off with the finger. It is true 
that we sometimes hear that Daguerreotypes fade; but 
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they do not. The surface of the silver plate upon which 
they are made may become tarnished by exposure to the 
air, and the image thereby somewhat obliterated. But 
if the tarnish be removed, the picture is at once as good 
as ever it was. Where one has become so tarnished it is 
due to the picture not being made air-tight in its 
case, not necessarily because it was not made so by its 
producer, for the old Daguerreotypists, knowing the nature 
of the pictures, took the greatest care to make them secure 
against atmospheric influence. In nine cases out of ten 
that have come under our notice, the injury may be traced 
to the picture having been taken out, at some time or 
other, to be copied and then simply put back again with¬ 
out the trouble being taken to bind it and the cover- 
glass together, air-tight, as it was at first, the photo¬ 
grapher possibly not realising that this was absolutely 
necessary for its future preservation; and, as a conse¬ 
quence, the atmosphere and the impurities it contains has 
had access to the picture; hence the cause of the 

deterioration. 
“ Restoring,” or, rather, cleaning off the tarnish of a 

Daguerreotype is a very simple and safe affair in the 
hands of one who is practically familiar with the process. 
In giving instructions, as we here do, to those who are 
not, we should strongly advise them, in their first essay, 
not to make it on the customer’s picture, but to practise 
on one or two that are of no value, if they can be 

obtained. 
Here is the method. First take the picture out of its 

case, or frame, and carefully remove the paper, or, 
maybe, goldbeater’s skin, with which it was secured to the 
glass and mat, both from the edges and back of the 
plate, and not allowing any particles to get on to the 
surface of the picture. Then blow off the dust, and 
flow over the plate a little alcohol, and rock it to and 
fro until it takes evenly; then wash under a gentle stream 
from the tap until all “ greasiness ” disappears. Have 
ready beforehand a tolerably strong solution of cyanide 
of potassium—say, about a drahm to the ounce of water; 
now take a glass measure with a little water in it, and add 
a small quantity of the cyanide solution, so as to make 
it of a strength of about eight or ten grains to the ounce 
and flow over the plate, and watch the effect carefully. 
It is well at first to pour the solution on and off, locally, 
the most strongly tarnished portions—always the margins, 
which take the longest time to clear. If in the course of a 
minute or so the tarnish begins to disappear, well and 
good; if not, add a little more of the strong solution. 
When the tarnish has all been removed—and it is best 
removed with as weak solution as possible—the plate must 
be well washed with a gentle stream from the tap, to get 
rid of all traces of the cyanide. 

Now comes a very important part of the work, simple 
though it be, though it is not always carried out, except by 
those who are familiar with the Daguerreotype process. 
We now want a spirit lamp, a pair of pliers, and some 
pure, distilled water. After the plate has been well 
washed under the tap, it is held by one corner—say, the 
bottom left-hand one—by the pliers. It is then flowed 
over several times, • back and front, with the distilled 
water, and finally drained from the right-hand bottom 
corner. From this stage the sloping position of the plate 
must not be changed. The opposite corner (diagonally) 
to that from which the water was drained is then brought 
over the flame of the spirit lamp, and as it begins to 
dry the plate is gradually raised, so that the drying pro¬ 
ceeds slowly, but evenly. Any check in the drying would 
cause drying marks, which could not easily be got rid of. 

The reason why the final washing must be with distilled 
water is that if the picture were dried direct with the +ap 
water upon it, there would be a film of lime, or other 
impurity the water might contain, left upon it, and thus 
mar its beauty. All that remains now to be done is to 
securely cement the picture, mat, and glass together, air¬ 
tight, with paper or goldbeater’s skin; flour-paste is the 
best for the purpose, and place it back in its case, where 
it will endure for generations, for it is only the air, and 
the impurities it contains, that will injure a Daguerreotype. 

In conclusion, we would once more enjoin those who 
are not familiar with this beautiful, though somewhat deli¬ 
cate, process to exercise the greatest care in the manipula¬ 
tion, or, better still, entrust the work to those who are. 
A Daguerreotype picture is one of the easiest pictures to 
copy, and a good one will yield a better copy than any 
paper print will do, if it is rightly lighted. We had 
intended to say something about that, but space will not 
permit in this article. 

-«- 

SOME POINTS IN CONNECTION WITH GOODWILL. 

The expression goodwill is one which is now so frequently used 
that there is perhaps some apology needed for introducing the 

subject to the notice of the readers of this paper. There are, 
however, so many of us to whom a knowledge of the subject 
connected with the goodwill of a business may one day or 
other be useful, that I have ventured to write on the subject. 

A definition of goodwill is by no means an easy thing'to 
give—thus we have as the favourite one, “ the benefit arising 
from connection and reputation, the probability of the old 
customers going to the new firm which lias acquired the busi¬ 
ness,” while Lord Eldon, in Crutwell v. Lye, said that “the 
goodwill of a trade is nothing more than the probability that 

old customers will resort to the old place.” There are besides 
these numerous other ones, but the above are perhaps sufficient 
for our purpose. 

Goodwill is a term not only applicable to a trade but also to 

a profession, and indeed m this latter case it is often the most 
valuable asset of the concern. 

On purchasing, or negotiating with a view to purchasing, a 
business it will nearly always be found that an amount will 
have to be paid for the .goodwill of the concern, and as this 
is not a tangible asset, it is at once asked in what way the 

figure is arrived at. The circumstances of each individual 
case can alone be taken as our guide, but it is generally con¬ 
ceded, as pointed out by Mr. L. R. Dicksee, F.C.A., in his 
excellent treatise on the subject, that the following circum¬ 

stances must exist, and that the person to whom the goodwill 
passes must in all cases have : — 

1. The right to carry on business at the same place as that 
at which it was formerly carried on 

2. The right to use the old name, and to represent himself 
as the legitimate successor of the former proprietors. 

3. Exclusive right to so represent himself. 

As might be imagined, No. 3 has been fruitful of 

much litigation, but it was finally settled by the 
House of Lcrd in Trego v. Hunt [1896] App. Ca. 7), 
that “ Where the goodwill of a business is sold (without 
further provision), the vendor may set up a rival business, 
but he is not entitled to canvass the customers of the old firm, 
and may b,e restrained by injunction from soliciting any person 
Who was a customer of the old firm prior to the sale to continue 
to deal with the vendor, or not to deal with the purchaser.” 
It is obvious, therefore, that the purchaser should be careful 
to protect himself from the competition of the vendor by enter’ 
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ing into express stipulation with the vendor, binding him not 

to compete within certain limits. 
The attitude of the retiring partner or partners is of very 

real value in estimating the value of the goodwill; e.g., can 
they assist, and will they do so, to make the new undertaking 
successful? will they oppose it? or are they incapable of doing 
either? Your actual position is one of great importance in 
determining the amount you should pay for the goodwill; thus, 
if you are becoming a partner in place of one who is retiring 

altogether from business, it is much more valuable than if you 
were merely taking the place of a partner who was expelled, 

for in the first case you would suffer no disadvantage by reason 
of the outgoing partner, but, on the contrary, would probably 
reap certain benefits he could give you, while in the second 

case you would be almost certain to have the disadvantage of 
the expelled partner setting up in competition with you. We 
may next consider the basis of our valuation of goodwill. This 

is generally taken upon a certain period’s purchase of the aver¬ 
age net profits of a business, e.g., the goodwill of a wholesale 
or retail trading business is worth from one and a half to four 
years’ purchase, of a manufacturing concern from one to three 
years’ purchase, and of a professional concern from one to 
two and a half years’ purchase. Certain classes of enterprises 

will be worth a great deal more ; for instance, the goodwill 
of this paper. Newspapers frequently fetch ten years’ purchase 

of profits, and the reason is not difficult to comprehend. 

Here we have the goodwill consisting chiefly of the name, 
for if, instead of being called The British Journal or Photo¬ 

graphy, it was called “ The Mothers’ Friend,” I for one should 

have been the loser, for I should not have ever purchased a 
copy! Again, it matters very little to its subscribers whether 
the offices are in London or Manchester, and thus expenses 
can be kept down. 

As regards a photographer’s business, it is a most difficult 
matter to make any opinion on. So many things have to be 

taken into account. The business may have been built up 

entirely through the skill of the individual ; in this case, the 

personality might not be able to be replaced, and so the trade 
would vanish. The increase or decrease of the profits must 
be carefully noticed, and the prospects of the future fully 

realised. Nothing in the nature of an extraordinary charac¬ 

ter would be taken into the account, as for instance, the 
prospects of extra business due to the Coronation. A business 
may show a decrease of profits for the last year or two, and 
yet the goodwill of it may be worth a considerable sum, for the 
loss may be capable of ready explanation, e.g., war or other 
national calamity, but it need hardly be stated that a decrease 
of profits is so very significant of non-success, in all ordinary 
cases, that it will require very striking evidence to justify it. 

A photographer’s business, in a very large number of cases, 

may almost be estimated on a trade basis, rather than on a 
professional one. I do not say this on hearsay grounds. I know 

it is a fact, and the reason of this is that the business could 
be equally, let us say, successfully worked by any photographer 

of normal, merit and business capacity. It is quite another 
thing though with other cases. Thus if I was asked the basis 
on which I would estimate the goodwill.of certain celebrated 
photographers’ businesses in the West End, I should be in¬ 

clined to say that it was so wrapt up in the genius and individu¬ 
ality of the owner, that in nine cases out of ten, it would 
be valueless as a commercial asset. Of course, if one felt sure 
of being able to turn out exactly similar work, the goodwill 
would be of greater value, and would be a perfect example of 

goodwill as a tangible asset—but the chances are against it. 

An important item in professional photographic finance is 
what is known as repeat orders. There may be a large stock of 

negatives on hand, whose life is still existing; constant < ihrs 

may be booked for prints from them, either for personal or 
private use, or for publication purposes. Here it is obvious 
that the existence of such an item would fall directly under the 
definition I have given of goodwill, and though the intending 

purchaser might feel quite justified in treating these negatives 
as stock, the seller would be equally entitled to have it dealt 
with as part of the goodwill of the concern. The merits of 
the claims would have to be most, carefully gone into, and an 
equitable apportionment arrived at. 

While, as I have previously pointed out, the goodwill is 
usually estimated as so many months’ or years’ purchase of 
profits, it is quite possible to conceive that in many cases it 
is easier and more equitable to take the bulk of the business 

done as the basis of our computation. 

This is frequently resorted to in cases where the turnover 
varies according to the person who is managing at the time. 
As pointed out by Mr. Lawrence Dicksee, F.C.A., there is an 
opinion rapidly gaining ground that the amount of the capital 

employed and the amount of time and skill which the pro¬ 
prietors have to expend in managing the undertaking to pro¬ 
duce the result, should be taken into the account. If this plan 
is adopted, the goodwill is provided for, not on the profits 
actually earned, but on the profits less interest- on capital and 
less an amount estimated to cover those management expense’s 
which have not already been charged up. This is a plan which 

is so obviously just and equitable to both parties that it is to 
be hoped that it will commend itself to the reader. 

An illustration of the governing principle of this capital 
question will perhaps be of interest. Suppose* the capital in¬ 
vested in an undertaking be £1,000, and that with this an 

income of £500 per annum is obtained, and again suppose that 

in another case the capital invested is £5,000, and yet only a 
similar £500 annual profit is realised, it stands to reason that 
the first business is worth a great deal more than the second 

one. But we have not yet made any allowance for interest 
on this capital. Let us make a calculation of this at five per 
cent, per annum. After making this deduction from the first, 

we have the net profit £450,—i.e., £500 less five per cent, on 
£1,000 ; and in the second case the net profit is £250—i.e., 

£500 less five per cent, on £5,000. These two illustrations will 
show the importance of charging interest on the capital em¬ 
ployed. 

The other point which I raised, namely that of the ex¬ 
penditure of time by the proprietor for the purposes of manag¬ 
ing the business is also one of great importance. Mr. Dicksee 

has put it very tersely in his valuable treatise on goodwill, 
and I cannot do better than quote him. He says:—“It is 
important to remember that when a man pays for goodwill, he 
pays for something which places him in the’ position of being 
able to earn more money than he would be able to do by his 
own unaided exertions. To take1 an extreme case, for instance, 
no man who places any value upon his time would pay anything 
for an undertaking which, after providing five per cent, interest 
on its capital, did not show a further profit in excess of the 
amount which the purchaser might be sure of earning anywhere 

else, without any outlay whatever.” The circumstances of each 
individual case have to be taken into account when making 
the calculation for the sum to charge for this expenditure of time. 
In all ordinary cases a large amount is not correctly chargeable, 
and where only a supervision is exercised the amount may be 
very small. In photographers’ businesses it is usual for the 
proprietor to devote the whole of his time to the working of 
his undertaking, and so the whole of the net profits pass into 
his pockets. Here an estimate of the value of his labours 
should be made by the intending purchaser, in order that he 
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may be able to judge as to the value of the concern to himself. 
It may be that the business is capable of making larger profits 

if it only gets into good hands. In connection with this point, 
it is very important to have produced to you complete accounts 
showing the income and expenditure in detail for, if possible, 

a period of three years. You will note the style and the 
quantity of the work done, and the number of people employed 

to do this work. From this you will be able to judge as to 
the economic management of the adventure. As I have said, 

be most careful to ascertain the exact position of the proprietor, 
his business capabilities, and the amount of time he expenas 
on his duties. A very large amount of business is lost through 
an incapable or unenergetic manager, which could easily be 

obtained were the circumstances otherwise. 

Do not, however, err on the other side, and over-estimate 
jour own capabilities, as this is an error you may easily fall 
into, more especially if you have a plausible gentleman to deal 

with as the seller. I might point out here, in connection with 
the accounts, that sometimes money, which during the course of 
a year, amounts to quite a large sum, is frequently 'ost by not 
paying in cash, and so losing the discount. Discounts, of 
course, are of two kinds, viz., trade and cash. The frade dis- 
count is an allowance which is made to you by reason of you 

being in the wholesale business, and this amount should not 
appear in your accounts. Cash discount is, however, money 
earned by reason of your settling your liability within a certain 

time limit, and this should always be shown separately in your 

accounts, crediting your discount account, and debiting the 

personal account. Thus discounts appearing in the accounts 
as a source of profit are quite justifiable, provided they can 
all be accounted for. There are certain to be sources of income 
or expenditure which the purchaser imagines should figure in 

the accounts over and above the usual items. These should 

be looked into, and if not present, but yet which the purchaser 

feels should be included, an allowance must be made for them. 

Such matters as the terms of the lease are outside the province 
of this paper, but they nevertheless require looking into, and 
are, indeed, the chief point almost where the continuance of 
the prosperity of the business depends upon it being carried 
or in the same place. A charge should be made for structural 

repairs and a depreciation be written off the furniture, etc. 

These items are charged to the income and expenditure account, 

or the profit and loss account, as the case may be, so as to 
show the net figure, at which the several assets are valued, on 

the balance sheet. It is important to see that this is done, 
as otherwise you would not be showing your real net profit in 
your accounts. 

After these points have all been carefully attended to, we 
shall be in a very much better position to determine the actual 
value of the goodwill than we were before. Those businesses 
which only need a small, amount of capital and involve the 
least amount of skilled attention, are the most valuable, and 
if there is anything in the connection which establishes a 
quasi-monopoly, as in the case of a newspaper, this will still 
further enhance its value. 

In a photographer’s business, in a large majority ‘of cases, 
the ability to be able to continue the profession in the same 
place is of the utmost importance, for the vitality of the con¬ 
cern depends to a large extent on chance trade. One would 
therefore be careful to see that if the lease is a short term one, 
or nearly run out, that it would be possible to renew it. 
Ordinarily the renewal of a lease is accompanied by certain 

onerous burdens, such as increased rent, or the expenditure 
of a sum of money on improvements. These are points which 
require careful consideration, and to which too much attention 

cannot be directed. It is a very difficult matter to draw a 

distinction between chance trade and trade arising from a con¬ 
nection. Photographers, of course, do a very large proportion 

of their business on chance trade, for casual passers-by may 
be attracted by some exhibition in the window, and niay go in 
and have work done for them on account of this alone. This 

is undoubtedly chance trade, and the situation of the place of 

business and the class of people who go to make up the popula¬ 
tion of the locality, i.e., whether they are permanent residents 

or visitors, will determine its extent. On the other hand, a 
good connection may have been worked up for the business, 
and a reputation established outside the immediate locality. 

This is a most desirable state of affairs, and a business so 
happily situated will be able to obtain for its goodwill a large 
sum of money. If the photographer’s business is one of por¬ 

traiture only, it is so largely of a personal character, and is so 
intimately wrapt up in its proprietor, that the complete transfer 

of the concern to a new purchaser might be attended by any¬ 
thing but happy results. In this class of case it is exceedingly 
advisable to endeavour to arrange for the continuance of the 

services of the predominant partner, at least until the new 
partner has comfortably established himself. 

But if besides ordinary portraiture such work as trade print¬ 

ing is carried on, the exclusive personal character of the 
proprietor in all ordinary cases is not so easy to demonstrate. 

It would naturally be assumed that the old customers wouid 
continue their patronage, notwithstanding the change of pro¬ 

prietorship. It can, I think, be clearly taken for granted that 

where there is profit there is also a goodwill, and inasmuch as 

profits fluctuate so will the value of the goodwill vary from 

time to time. This variation will not, however, be so violent 

as that of the profits, for, as I have said, it is customary to 

estimate the goodwill on an average of the profits over a period, 

and not on the actual profits of any one particular period. 

Goodwill is such a very fluctuating asset that it is an 

exceedingly difficult matter to at any time state its value. It 
is clear, though, that there is a value attaching to the goodwill 

of a prosperous business, and so it is nearly always introduced 

into the accounts. 
Where it is possible to do so, Mr. Dicksee thinks that the 

value of the goodwill should not be stated or appear in the 

accounts, and this is the view generally taken by accountants. 

The basis on which this opinion is stated is that goodwill is 

a “fixed asset,” and as such, according to Mr. Justice Homer, 

it is incorrect to take into account its fluctuations when arriving 
at the profits. “ Floating assets,” on the other hand, should 

always be taken into account at the true value on the date of 
the balancing. Fluctuations of goodwill are not taken into 

account for several reasons, but it is sufficient here to say 

that were these fluctuations taken into account the effect of 
a good year would be to exagge.ate the business done, while 

if a loss was made the unfortunate position would be most 

ridiculously accentuated. 
As a matter of bookkeeping, goodwill generally appears in 

the accounts, and where a sum of money is paid for it by the 

purchaser of a business he will almost always be sure to wish 

to see it in the accounts. 
The capitalisation of any expenditure is a matter which 

should only be done after careful thought, but there are 
certain cases where a large expenditure may be incurred for 
the purpose of creating a goodwill which can properly be 

treated as a capital charge. Where the purchase of a 'goodwill 
has been affected by a sole trader or a firm, it is a matter of 

considerable importance as to how the purchase price should 
be treated in the books. Without doubt, it should be entered 

up to the debit of the goodwill account; but it is also equally 

advisable to get rid of it as quickly as possible. 
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When you come to sell the business you will not care to show 
what you paid for the goodwill, and yet you wish to show it 
in the accounts. The profits cannot with any justice be written 
off against the goodwill, for the goodwill has no connection 

with the profits in the sense that it is of a wasting nature. The 
proper way to treat it is to debit your capital account and 
credit your goodwill account with the whole amount as soon 
as you possibly can. 

I should, with great pleasure to myself, like to pass from this 
stage of our inquiry on to the purely legal side of the 
question, but I do not see how I can possibly do so and yet 
keep this article within proper limits, while maintaining its 
interest to ordinary readers. The amount of litigation which 
has taken place over the subject in its many aspects would 
compel me to go very much too far into details to do any 
credit to the matter, and would involve an amount of space 
being devoted to it which would be out of place in a magazine 
of this class. I have endeavoured to place before the reader 
a simple and yet thoroughly practical resume of the principles 
of goodwill, and for further knowledge of the subject I can only 

advise him to consult Mr. Lawrence Dicksee’s most admirable 
treatise on the subject, published by Messrs. Gee and Co., 34, 
Moorgate Street, E.C., which I can unhesitatingly recommend 
as the best work I know of dealing with the subject generally. 

It has, moreover, as an introduction, a valuable chapter on 
the law relating to goodwill from the pen of the late Dr. 

Stevens. I have found this book so valuable to myself that I 
have adopted its arrangement for the basis of this article, and 
I have drawn freely upon it for the purposes of illustrating 

my remarks. I will conclude by giving an example which 
actually came before me in practice the other day. A proprie¬ 

tor of a small newspaper wished to dispose of his interests in 
the concern, and I was asked by the intending purchaser to 

look into the matter on his behalf. The seller wanted six years’ 
purchase of the net annual profits, based on the average of the 
last three years. The accounts, such as they were, showed a 
certain profit to have been earned, but on more complete 

examination I ascertained that no interest had been charged 
on the capital employed, nor had any allowance been made for 

the time expended by the proprietor in the interests 
of his business. After making allowances for these 

essential charges and adjusting other matters, I found that 
instead of a profit a loss was being made, when the affair was 
brought down te> a cold business basis and all sentiment 
eliminated. Notwithstanding this, I was, however, convinced 
that there was a certain value attaching to the goodwill of this 
quasi-monopoly, and suggested the offer of a small nominal sum 
for the full proprietary rights in the magazine. This course 
met with the approval of the intending purchaser. The case 
is interesting as indicating a very peculiar set of circumstances, 

but I need hardly say that it is very rarely that such a course 
of action could be advised. The nature of the business and 
its future prospects were the points on which the decision 
chiefly turned. 

Each case of goodwill must depend so much on its own 
individual merits or defects that the possibility of any hard 
and fast rules being laid down is not practicable ; but a know¬ 
ledge of general principles will do much to smooth the road to 
a correct valuation being made. An Accountant. 

Booth and Opensiiaw, Ltd.—The above-named company has been 
registered with a capital of £5,000 in £1 shares. The objects of the 
company are to adopt an agreement with G. G. Mackay and J. W. Open- 
shaw, and to carry on the business of chemists, druggists, dealers in pro¬ 
prietary articles, manufacturers of photographic and scientific apparatus 
and materials, etc. No initial public issue. The first directors (to num¬ 
ber not less than two nor more than four) are G. G. Mackay (chairman) 
and J. W. Openshaw. Registered office: 7, Darwen Street, Blackburn. 

IN AVET TLATE DAYS. 

He was a grey-headed old chap, and the very type of a man 
who has “ seen better days.” He had a “ pitch ” on the borders 
of a certain common near London, which shall be nameless. 
I had often noticed the pathetic-looking figure of this ancient 
photographer, and had noted how his broken-down camera 
and well-worn lens seemed to be part of him. One day, 1 
thought I would try and get a peep into his past, and after 
a little preliminary skirmishing I induced him to become quite 
talkative. But it must not be supposed that the following 
narrative was run off from his lips just as I have written it. 
There were many pauses, and many little words of encourage¬ 
ment from me, which I have purposely omitted, which helped 
to grease the wheels of his elocutionary apparatus. However, 
here is the gist of his story, in his own words :—• 

“Business bad? AYhy, it’s awful bad. The boys and girls 
seem to have left off being vain, leastways, they don’t come to 
have their portraits took as they used to do. Even the lovers 
fight shy of me. Instead of coming to me to have their lini¬ 
ments pourtrayed, they stops away, and saves their money. 
I only remember one time when business was worser, and on 
that occasion I am sorry to say I fell in with a dishonest 
pardner, and was led away, quite innercently, so to speak, from 
the path of rectitood, which I have always regretted to my 
dying day—altho’, while it lasted, mind yer, there was apence 
in it. Well, 1 don’t mind if I do, thankee, sir. Say a pint of 
four ’alf, and here’s my respecs. 

“ It may be twenty-five years ago, p’r’aps more than that. 
I never kep a diary—but if you’re curious-like about the exact 
year, you can easily spot it by making inquiry at the Govern¬ 
ment Office where they takes count of the weather. They re¬ 
member that year, for that summer was about the wettest ever 
known until this year 1902, as ever was, which this present for 
May and the best part of June has been werry hard to beat. 

“ The rain came down that Au*ar in a way which would have 
staggered Shem, Ham, and Jacob, with all their experience 
of Jupiter previous. Not a shower or two, now and then—don’t 
misunderstand me—but one broad sheet of water. Of course,, 
it knocked all my business on the head, except for washing 
plates, and with no business, I had no plates to wash. I had 
a pitch on Yarmouth Sands, but, lor’ bless yer, how could you 
expect anyone to have their pictures took when they locked like 
drownded rats in mackintoshes ? 

“ There I stood, week in and week out, wet through most of 
the time, with very little to eat or drink to keep the cold out, 
and wondering all the time whether cyanide was nice or nasty. 
About one hundred yards from my pitch there was another 
bloke, by name Jem Barnes, who was much in the same plight. 
He was a photographer by profession, like myself—but now 
we was both dismal images of the unemployed. We had, up 
to this time, mind yer, looked upon each other as rivals, and 
had not spoke to one another for weeks, unless it was to ex¬ 
change a swear word or two, iust out of compliment like ; but 
now, as we were brothers in distress, we were drawed towards 
one another in joint sympathy, like a blooming magnet and a 
tenpenny nail. 

“ One morning he comes up to me, does Jem Barnes, and he 
says, confidential like, ‘ How goes it, mate ? ’ 

“‘It- don’t go at all,’ was my answer. ‘It’s stopned, stag¬ 
nated, and busted up.’ 

“ ‘How would it go as a limited liability concern?’ says he. 
“ ‘Find the capital,’ I says, ‘make me managing director, at 

twenty quid a week, and I’ll make you a present of my 
perambulator-tent, bottles, silver bath, and the whole bag oi 
tricks, including the tent and the puddles on the top.’ 

“ ‘ It ain’t good enough,’ he replied ; ‘ but,’ he added, ‘ X 
think we might do a little biz together without any kid. And 
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if you’ll com© and see me to-night at the bar of the Blue 
Anchor, where I lodges, we’ll talk over the matter, and fix 

it up, if we agree on the main points.’ 

“ That same evening we met, and formed a syndicate of two, 
with a joint capital of three pound ten, which was reduced to 

thirty bob after we had visited a second-hand slop shop, in 

order to -~et ourselves a fashionable rig out. 

“ ‘ It’s no use to enter upon any new speculation,’ says my 
pardner Jem, ‘ unless you are well dressed.’ By which it will 
be seen that my new pardner was a bit of a philosopher, as 
he truly was, besides being a downy card, as you will presently 
see. ‘ When your object is to get anything out of the noble 
British public,’ says Jem, ‘ you must pretend to be quite in¬ 

dependent of ’em. Why,’ he added, ‘ the Archbishop of London 
hisself couldn’t carry on his business for a single da.y, if he 
allowed his trousers to get frayed at the ankles.’ ‘What do 

you say? The Archbishop don’t wear trousers? Well, it’s 

time he did—that’s all I can say.” 
“ ‘ Jem Barnes did not unfold all his scheme to me, but 

in outline it was something like this. We was to pick out the 
best of the apparatus we owned, and sell the rest. Then we 
was to take one town at a time, going round to the shops and the 
private houses, offering to take pictures of the premises, money 
down. There was to be no credit, and no bad debts, and each 
day, after deducting expenses, we was to divide the plunder. 
The scheme was a single one, but it required two persons to 
work it properly, one to do the touting and the other to take 

the pictures. 
“ As Jem declared that I had the gift of the gab, and that he 

couldn’t open his mouth without putting his foot into it, I 

became touter to the concern, and Jem had the care of the 
camera and portable dark-room, which was half tent and half 
box on wheels. You’ll understand that there was no such thing 
as dry plates then, so that we had to cart about a lot of 
bottles, a supply of water, glass plates, and the dickens knows 
what. The wet collodion positive process was then worked by 
all photographers on the road, and Jem Barnes’s idea was to 
take a picture which could be shown as a positive, and to 

point out to our customers that paper prints could be took 
from it and delivered a few days later. 

‘‘ Our arrangements were soon complete, and we were soon 
jogging along a country road towards a certain town—no, I 

won’t tell you it’s name, for, to tell you the truth, I’m not 
altogether proud o’ my connection with it. We were so dis¬ 

gusted with Yarmouth and all its works, that we did not care 
to try our luck there; besides, there were too many on the job 
there already. The weather had cleared, and it was now as 
hot and dusty as before it had been cold and wet. We knocked 
at one or two doors without success, and getting, figurative-like, 
more kicks than ’apence. At last we got- our first customer. 
It was a villa residence, with a paterfamiliar in white waistcoat 
and a big watch chain on the doorstep, his missus with the 
baby in her arms at the winder, the other children at another 
winder, and the servants to fill in the chinks, to say nothing of 
a cat and a dorg—a smelling around at the back of the picture. 

After one or two trials a good photograph was obtained and 
approved—and half a quid paid down on account, and noted 
by me in a book kept for the purpose. Old white waistcoat 
was far too fly to pay down all the money before he had the 
pictures, and I don’t blame him, neither. We were quite as 
successful in other quarters, and at the end of our day’s work, 
found ourselves with four pounds to the good, paid for pictures 
which were to be printed and forwarded to their respective 
owners in a week’s time. 

Hadn’t we better lay in a fresh stock of glass? ’ I says to 
Jem, one evening, when we was dividing the money. 

“ ‘No,” says Jem. ‘I’ve plenty to go on with—besides,’ says 

he, ‘ that’s my department. You stick to yer book, and keep 

your collar clean, that’s your department.’ 

“ That’s how he shut me un, guv’nor, and I tell it to you 
so that you’ll understand that, in what follered, I was drawn 

into it unbeknownst. 

“ Good fortune continued to shine upon us, as the poet says, 
and the entries in my book, and the money in our pockets in¬ 
creased and multiplied. But those entries bothered me a bit, 
for I knew that they meant so much work not yet begun—I 
mean, the printing of the promised pictures. So, at the risk 
of'treading on his toes, I tackled Jem about the arrears. 

“‘Oh,’ says he, in a easy kind of way,-‘plenty of time for 
that; we can begin printing when the weather gives out, and 

we can’t do any outdoor work.’ 

“ And so things went on for two or three days more, when 
people who had been expecting their pictures stopped us in 
the street, and began to say nasty things, one going so far as. 

to threaten to put the police on to us. Jem put ’em off with 
one excuse or another, until at last I got tired of the thing, 
and determined to have it out with him. So that night I went 
to the pub where I knew I should find him. There he was,, 
sure enough, and half boozed. I could do nothing with him. 
At last, after trying all I knew to make him look seriously on. 
the matter, I says, ‘ Well, give me the negatives, and I will 
print them myself. You can help with the washing and toning. 

—and then we can begin again with a clean slate. 
“ Jem leered at me in a most aggravating manner, and he 

says, ‘Negatives? What negatives ? ’ 
“ Now, I put it to you, sir—don’t you think you’d have lost 

your temper if you had been treated the same? Here I’d been 
talking about those blessed negatives for half an hour or more,, 
and this drunken fool turns round and says, ‘ Negatives ? What 

negatives?’ as if he’d never heard of such things. 
“ ‘ Why,’ says I, trying to keep cool, ‘ the negatives as we’ve 

took of the different houses we’ve taken.’ 
“ ‘ There ain’t no negatives,’ says he. 

“ ‘ No negatives ? ’ I roared. 
“ ‘ Not a blessed one,” says he. “ I wiped off every one as 

soon as it was approved. They was all took on one bit of 
glass, and I broke that yesterday. Cheer up, old cock, and 

have a drink.’ 
“ Well, sir, you might have knocked me down with a feather. 

But I soon found out it was true. Jem had used the same 
sheet of glass for every picture, wiping off the image each time 

to make room for the next. 
“ I soon saw that that town was no place for me, so early 

the next morning I took my share of the traps and bolted. 
“Did I ever see Jem again? No, but I saw his name in a 

local paper soon afterwards, and it wasn’t among the births, 

marriages, or deaths, neither—it was six months’ hard, and he 

deserved it, too.” 
■-♦- 

The Scotch Observatories.—It is announced that the observatories at 
the top of Ben Nevis, and that in Fort William, are to be closed at the 
beginning of October next, in consequence of the want of funds to keep^ 
them going. Since the commencement of the work in 1883 the cost,, 
including the making of a bridle-path up Ben Nevis and the erection of 
the buildings, has been about £24,000. Of this sum some £17,000 has 
been received from private subscriptions. The London Meteorological 
Council has contributed £100 a year for the Ben Nevis Observatory and 
£250 since 1890 for the Fort William one. Now the directors have 
received definite information that whether the observatories are continued, 
or not, the sum for the latter will be discontinued at the end of the 
current year. In connection with this subject we see that Sir John Stir¬ 
ling Maxwell has given notice that he will, in the House of Commons, as 
yesterday, ask the Lord Advocate “ whether he is aware that the observa¬ 
tory on the summit of Ben Nevis is about to be abandoned on account of 
want of funds; whether any application has been made through the Scottish 
Office for assistance for the observatory from the public purse ; and whether* 
if such application has been refused, he will state the grounds of the 
refusal ? ” As the question was only to be put as yesterday, we cannot say 
what was the reply given. But it will be interesting to learn what it was 
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Introduction. 

Nature has been arbitrarily divided into the artificial classifi¬ 

cation of the sciences. But one science imperceptibly merges 
into another, and in the borderland there is no sharp line of 
demarcation. We shall, this evening, have to enter a region 

where three kingdoms meet—physics, chemistry, and physio- 

we wisu to see things rightly we mush place ourselves 
so as to survey the range of phenomena as a whole. 

As an example of the difficulty of including any particular 

group of phenomena within an artificial classification, let us 

take the subject of the formation of latent images, which for 

convenience is known as photography. These images are by 

no means formed by the exclusive agency of the stimulus of 

light, but they are also formed by the stimulus of cathode 
discharge, by the Rontgen rays, by the chemical stimulation 

of emanations from various active bodies such as radium or 

uranium, also by electric and mechanical stress. Note in 

connection with this that the visual effect may be produced 

not by light alone, but by the mechanical stimulus of a blow, 

or the stimulus of an electric shock. Even when we confine 

our attention to the action of light—that is to say of ether 

waves—we find that the images are formed not only on plates 

made of sensitive silver compounds, but on plates of pure silver 

and gold. Some impression of a molecular change—which may 
hardly be called chemical—has in these latter cases been im¬ 

pressed by ethereal disturbance. The impress of molecular 
c langes are produced not only by visible light, but also by 

invisible light in the ultra-violet region. We have light again 
at the other end of the scale, in the region of electric radiation. 

Do these long ether waves produce no change in matter ? You 
have heard a great deal lately of messages sent through space 

without connecting wires. It would perhaps cause surprise 
to you that in virtue of your charter you may claim that 

achievement as your own. The vastness of the photographic 
empire has not yet been fully realised. The electric wave 
which carries tho message is known to be invisible light. I 

hope to demonstrate the fact that the detector by which the 
message is received—the coherer so called—is nothing more 
than a linear photographic plate. 

Object of the Present Inquiry. 

With reference to photographic action, various facts arc 
known which cannot be well explained from purelyr chemical 
considerations. It will be shown that when a substance is 

molecularly strained, its chemical activity is modified in con¬ 

sequence of the physical strain. The acted and unacted 
portions will therefore be unequally attacked by a developer. 
In the case of a compound the strain produced may cause a 

modification which renders it susceptible to decomposition by 
the action of a reducing agent. The observed evolution of 
chlorine when moist AgCl is exposed to the long continued 
action of intense light is often adduced in support of th< 

chemical nature of photographic action. This extreme case of 
dissociation cannot, however, be regarded as representative of 
the action of light in the formation of latent images. In 
ordinary photographic action we have merely the effect of a 
moderate stress producing the corresponding strain (with con¬ 

comitant variation of chemical activity), and not the disruptive 
effect of a breaking stress. 

We have seen that the latent image is formed not only on 

sensitive plates but even on inactive sheets of metal; that these 
impressions are formed not only by the stimulus of ether waves 
but also by mechanical stimulus. If we wish then to obtain an 
understanding of the phenomenon at all adequate, we have to 
detect and trace the molecular changes produced in matter by 
the action of different forms of stimuli. 

In the case of action of radiation, we have to find means 
for measuring the minute changes produced on the extremely 
thin surface layer. It is preferable to begin with the study 
of radiation effect on some elementary substances, thus avoiding 
secondary complications. It is also necessary to be able to 
follow all the stages of the change. I shall briefly describe 
how these ideal requirements may be realised by the use of 

conductivity and electro-motive variation methods, which not 
only enable us to detect extremely minute molecular changes, 

but also to follow these moment after moment in a continuous 
manner. 

I have to describe the molecular effects produced on matter 

by the action of invisible electric radiation, and will then show 

how these effects may be graphically recorded by means of 
“ response curves ” obtained by the method of conductivity 

variation. I will next explain how by the use of electro-motive 
variation methods the molecular effects produced by mechanical 
stimulus or by visible light may also be exhibited in the form 

of response curves. 
It will be shown that pursuing diverse modes of inquiry, 

concerning the action of various “molecular receivers,’’ we are 
led to a great generalisation on molecular stress and strain. 
We shall find that the effects of stimulus in the retina, in the 
photographic plate and in the coherers so-called, are but 
particular expressions of molecular response. The conclusions 
arrived at are not merely theoretical ; they necessarily follow 
from the experimental results which I have obtained, some of 
which will be presently described, and will offer a simple 
explanation of various obscure phenomena of photographic 

action, such as the relapse of the invisible image, recurrent 
reversals, dependence of photographic effect on the time rate 

and others. 

Molecular Changes produced in Matter by Electric 

Radiation. 

The effect of electric waves on a mass of metallic particles 
is often to produce a diminution of electric resistance. 

It used to be thought that electric disturbance produced 
minute induction sparks which caused the welding of particles, 

hence the diminution of resistance. From this theory of co¬ 
herence it follows that the diminution of resistance should take 
place in all conducting particles, and that the diminution 

should be permanent; in other words, the effect should 
be non-discriminative and there should be no self-recovery. 
In carrying out a systematic investigation on the effect of 
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electric radiation on all elementary substances and a large 

number of compounds, I found, however, that instead of the 
action being non-discriminative, two opposite effects are pro¬ 
duced ; in the positive class of substance the effect of radiation 
is a diminution of resistance, whereas in the negative class the 
effect is an increase. Further, the conductivity variation is in 
several cases not permanent; such substances quickly recover 
and attain their original conductivity on the cessation of 

radiation, as if a force of restitution were called forth to restore 
them to their original condition. Again, if the substance is 
subjected to the continued action of radiation, the conductivity 
variation reaches a maximum value, which depends on the 
intensity of radiation. On the cessation of radiation there is 

an immediate recovery. The state of balance between the 
conductivity distortion produced by radiation and the force 
of restitution on one hand, and the different equilibrium 

positions with different radiation intensities on the other, 
point to the effect being due to some strain produced by 
radiation. The conductivity variation takes place even in 

platinum immersed in naphtha. It is evident that the effect 
as due, primarily, to some physical change. 

Physico-Chemical Changes produced in a Strained 

Substance. 

If a substance be molecularly distorted by the action of an 

external agent, we may naturally expect that there would be 

produced changes in the physico-chemical properties of the 
substance. As a familiar example take the case of phosphorus 

molecularly changed from the yellow to the red variety by 

the action of visible radiation. We find that in the allo- 

tropically modified condition the red phosphorus has become 

less active chemically, insoluble in CS2 and of higher specific 

gravity. Similarly, in other properties, such as its elasticity, 

’its position in the voltaic series, its electric conductivity, are 

likely to undergo a corresponding modification. The same 

molecular change seen from different asnects will appear to be 

diverse. Looking from an electric point of view, we do find that 

the conductivity of red phosphorus is different from that of the 
yellow variety. We thus see the possibility of measuring the 
molecular change by measuring the correlated variation of 

any of the properties described above. The choice of a par¬ 

ticular method will be governed by special convenience under 
given conditions. We may thus use the following method for 
detection of strain effects : — 

(1.) Method depending on the variation of adhesive power ; 

e. g., in the Daguerreotype plate the mercury vapour 

adheres in preference to the light impressed portions 
only. Images may similarly be developed by water 
vapour. 

<2.) Method depending on the variation of chemical activity 

undergone by a strained substance or the method of 

photographic development. The acted and unacted 
portions are differently attacked by the developer. 

The action is not altogether independent of the effect 
described below. 

(3.) Method depending on the variation of electric potential 
by which an E.M.F. is produced between the acted 

and unacted portions of a substance originally iso¬ 
electric. On making suitable electrolytic connections, 
a-galvanometer indicates a current originated by the 
differential action of the stimulus, the intensity of the 
current giving a measure of the molecular effect 
produced. 

(4.) Method depending on the conductivity variation pro¬ 
duced by the strain. 

The first two methods are well known to you. Here I have 

an experiment which is highly suggestive. A strain image 
was produced by laying a stencil on a photographic plate and 
electrifying the stencil. It has been subsequently developed. 
I placed the same stencil on a clean sheet of glass—note that 

here we have no sensitive salt, nothing but the chemically 
inactive sheet of glass. There is no visible change on the 
glass ; you can detect nothing even under a microscope. But 
breathe over the plate, and the latent image comes out 
absolutely the same in ail details as the image obtained on 
the photographic plate. 

'For the purpose of investigation of the changes induced by 
stimulus, the method of development is not satisfactory, 
inasmuch as the final effect alone is here detected. We miss 
the most important preliminary stages by which the ultimate 
result is brought about. It is necessary to have some means 

of studying all the stages of change in a continuous manner, 
so that the important preliminary phase of “ molecular nego¬ 

tiation ” may not be missed. The above ideal requirement 

may be realised as said before by taking advantage of the 

conductivity or eiectro-motive variation methods. 

Method of Conductivity Variation. <■ 

It is often forgotten that the conductivity of a substance 

does not depend solely on the chemical nature of the sub¬ 
stance ; the state of molecular aggregation also plays an 
important part in determining the conductivity. As an illus¬ 

tration, take the case of carbon, which exhibits wide differences 

of conductivity in the two allotropic states of graphite and 

diamond. Suppose a piece of carbon in an intermediate state 

between diamond and graphite, and suppose an external force 

distorts it to a small extent towards the more conducting 

graphite state (that this supposition is not purely hypo¬ 

thetical will be seen from Crooke’s experiment of 

conversion of diamond into graphite by the stimulus 

cathode discharge). This distortion would be attended 

with an increase of conductivity, from which latter the 

extent of distortion may be inferred. Now during the 

distortion from equilibrium position, a force of restitution 

will tend to restore the substance to its original neutral con¬ 
dition. If the distortion does not proceed beyond the elastic 
limit, then on the cessation of the distorting force the substance 

will recover its original state, and this will be evidenced by 

the restoration of its original conductivity. But if the distor¬ 

tion is of a sub-permanent type, then mechanical vibration or 

heat may hasten the recovery of the substance. 

Mechanical Model. 

Here is a model (Fig. 1) of the sensitive substance with its 
three main conducting aspects—the diamond or non-conducting 

Fig. 1.—Model to explain the conductivity variation produced by 
molecular distortion. The three main conducting aspects are 
represented by different shadings. 
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aspect, the intermediate or semi-condncting aspect, and lastly 

graphite or conducting aspect. Let it be interposed in an electric 
circuit, with an interposed galvanometer. If the stimulus of 
radiation distorts it to a more conducting state, the increased 

galvanometer deflection will show it, but if the distortion is 
in the opposite direction, there will be a diminution of current. 

We have thus a representation of effect exhibited by two classes 
of substance—positive and negative. In the former radiation 
produces a diminution, and in the latter an increase of re¬ 

sistance. If the substance is self-recovering, then the con¬ 
ductivity variation will be transient—on the cessation of dis¬ 

turbance, the recovery will be shown by the galvanometer spot 
creeping back to its original position. The galvanometer needle 
thus moves in perfect response to the varying strain produced 

in the sensitive substance by the action of stimulus. The in¬ 
visible molecular distortions are revealed by the visible deflec¬ 

tions of the galvanometer needle. Curves of molecular effect 
due to the action of radiation may thus be obtained with the 

galvanometer deflection as ordinate and the time of exposure (or 
recovery) as abscissa.. The rising part of the curve represents 

the effect of stimulus, and the falling part, the recovery. It is 
thus seen that these curves faithfully represent the invisible 
molecular strain effect due to the stimulus, and the after¬ 
recovery from the strain. 

The curve of response, depending as it does on the molecular 
distortion and recovery from the strained condition, will be 

modified by an important factor—that of molecular friction. 

The second mechanical model will give us an insight into 
some of the most obscure response phenomena, not only in the 

realm of the inorganic, but also in the world of the living. 

Model Exhibiting the effect of Molecular Friction. 

Torsional pendulum.—This torsional pendulum—a wire with 

a dependent sphere—will represent to us the molecule. By the 

stimulus of a blow, there is a torsional distortion produced. 
You see the response and recovery (Fig. 2). There is no fric- 

Fig. 2.—Model showing the effect of molecular friction in modifying the 
response curve: (a), (f>), (c), (d), and (e) show the effects of 
gradually increased friction, (a) Persistent after-oscillation ; 
(b) and (c) damped vibration; (d) recovery prolonged ; (e) re¬ 
covery arrested. 

tion, and there is a persistent after-oscillation, (a) I introduce 
friction by raising a vessel full of sand which touches the 
pendulum. You observe that there is now a damping of oscilla¬ 
tion. (b and c) Under greater friction there is a response, but 
the recovery is gradual, (d) Increasing the friction still more, 
we have a response, but no recovery, (c) The pendulum js 

arrested in its strained position. When the friction is too 

great, there is no response. 

Fig. 3.—Different stages in the transformation of a coherer from a non>- 
recovering to a self-recovering condition, (a) Response with¬ 
out recovery; (b) tendency towards self-recovery, owing to> 
increased molecular mobility conferred by warming; (c) a. 
more perfect stage of self-recovery. 

If the conductivity variation produced by radiation is an 

expression of molecular distortion, we may expect all these' 

phases repeated. First, in the case of non-recovering coherers; 

the molecular friction is considerable. You observe a response 
without recovery. If w’e tap the pendulum arrested in its 
strained position, the friction is removed, and there is recovery. 

We do the same to the coherer—mechanical taps bring on im¬ 
mediate recovery. But we may get recovery without tapping. We 

must increase the molecular mobility. This may be done by warmr¬ 
ing. And you see how the receiver became self-recovering (Fig. 

3). There are other substances in which the electric elasticity 
is very great and molecular friction small ; in these cases we- 

obtain an automatic and quick recovery (Fig. 4). 

Transient and Permanent After-effects. 

I find that all substances are sensitive to electric radiatioR. 
How is it, then, that we can obtain light images in only a few 

cases? Are all substances sensitive to light? Though almost 
all substances are molecularly affected by radiation, yet there 

is a great difference in the permanence of after-effect. The re¬ 

covery is very quick in some cases, whereas in others it may 

be protracted. It is obvious that any method which attempts, 
to develop the after-effect a long time after the exposure will 
not be successful in cases where there is a quick self-recovery. 

It will only be successful when the strain effect is more or 

(e) I 

Fig. 4.—Responses of the artificial retina, (a) To flashes of electric radia¬ 
tion ; (b) to flashes of light. (Thick lines represent the effect 
of radiation; dotted lines, the recovery.) 

less permanent. It is thus seen that it is quite possible for 
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a substance to be sensitive to radiation and yet show no effect 
capable of photographic development, owing to self-recovery. 

Relapse of Invisible Image. 

The above considerations offer a simple explanation of the 
obscure phenomenon of the relapse of invisible image. Recovery 

is only a question of time, with certain substances it is im¬ 
mediate, with others it takes a little longer time as in daguerreo¬ 

type, where the latent image disappears in the course of several 
hours. In the ordinary photographic plate the recovery may 
not take place for years. An instance has, however, been 

brought to my notice where the latent image on a film had 
disappeared after a year, the film afterwards becoming as good 

as if it had never been exposed.* We have seen how the strain 
effect of electric radiation was transient in some cases, whereas 

it was persistent in others. It is evident that in order to make 
the after-effect more or less permanent and thus render it 
developable, self-recovery should ,be retarded. There are two 

ways in which this may be done : —(1) Even a highly elastic 
substance may be rendered more or less permanently distorted 
by straining it beyond the limit of elastic recovery ; (2) or the 

presence of an “ arrestor ” may prevent the self-recovery of 
the sensitive material by increasing the molecular viscosity ; 

of this latter I shall speak presently 

Permanence of the after-effect by overstrain.—In many cases 
where images cannot be obtained with ordinary exposure they 
can be obtained with excessive strain caused by prolonged ex¬ 

posure. Thus Moser and Waterhouse obtained invisible images 
on plates of silver or gold. These images could be developed not 

only by mercury or water vapour, but also by ferrous sulphate 

or pyrogallic developers. All these results derive an additional 
interest from the fact that most of the phenomena that occur 
by exposure of ordinary photographic plates containing haloid 
compounds of silver can also be observed upon a silver plate 
exposed to light. 

Jagadis Chtjnder Bose, M.A., D.Sc., Professor, Presidency 

College, Calcutta. 
-♦- 

Deu> Books. 
The Homeland Handbooks. 

From the Homeland Association for the Encouragement of Touring in 
Great Britian, St. Bride’s House, 24, Bride Lane, Fleet Street, London, 
E C., we have received No. 25 of the series of Homeland Handbooks, 
entitled “Evesham and Neighbourhood.” It includes the beautiful vil¬ 
lage of Broadway under the Cotswold Hills, illustrated with original 
drawings by E. H. New and B. C. Boulter. 

The book is written by Mr. William Smith, and is published locally by 
Messrs. W. and H. Smith, Ltd., Journal Press, Evesham. It contains 
information for use of visitors to the ancient town and the river Avon, 
and is the only handbook dealing adequately with the churches and 
villages surrounding Evesham. 

The book is published at Is. paper cover, Is. 6d. cloth, with an Ord¬ 
nance Survey map. 

We have also received No. 21 of the series, entitled “ The City of St. 
Alban . Its Abbey and Its Surroundings,” by C. H. Ashdown, F.R.G.S., 
F.C.S., illustrated with original drawings by Duncan Moul. 

The book contains information for the use of visitors to the Abbey and 
city, and is the only handbook dealing adequately with the churches and 
villages surrounding St. Albans. 

The book is published at Is. paper, with an Ordnance Survey map. 

“ Encyklopsedie der Photographie,” Yol. 39. Die Entwicklung der Photo- 
graphischen Bromsilbertrockenplate und die Entwickler. By Dr. R. 
A. Reiss. Halle a/S: Wilhelm Knapp. 

The object of this volume is of a purely practical kind, as it is intended 
that the work should be a guide to the professional and the amateur 
for the development of the dry-plate with any of the numerous developers 
now in general use. The author does not enter into a discussion of the 
various theories of development, nor of the nature of the latent image 
but describes the procedure of development and gives instructions for 
the use of the various reducing agents. Illustrations are also given of 
a good negative, and of defective negatives of various kinds. The 

* I am indebted to Mr. R. P. Drage, Grove Park, Chiswick, for the above 
curious instance of disappearance of image. 

volume will be of great use to those who require a handbook to this 
branch of photography, written in a clear and concise manner. 

The Ross Bird Stalker: A Book for Field Naturalists. By Charles 
Dixon. Illustrated. Price 6d. London: Published by Ross, 
Limited, 111, New Bond Street, W., and 31, Cockspur Street, S.W. 

“ Bird Stalker ” is the happy title conferred by the author of this 
little book (who is a well-known writer on natural history subjects) upon 
the prism binocular of Messrs. Ross. Mr. Dixon is justified in emphasis¬ 
ing the value of the prism binocular in the hands of naturalists and 
others. “ It would be difficult,” he remarks, “ to over-estimate the in¬ 
creased amount of interest which the prism binocular has brought into 
out-of-door study. The ways of wild creatures (especially birds) are 
always fascinating, and their observation is one of the most attractive 
and harmless pursuits in which any person can indulge, by way of a 
soothing and ennobling recreation. Anything, therefore, that can in¬ 
crease the pleasure of this nature-watching or render its accomplishment 
easier and pleasanter, is sure of a welcome, and deserves a wide measure 
of popularity. It would be vain on my part to attempt to commit this 
added interest to paper; all that can be done after the experience derived 
from a most exhaustive trial and severe test is strongly to recommend 
the use of the prism binocular to every person fond of open-air natural 
history. The absorbing pleasure gained from watching the ways of birds, 
their sprightly actions, modes of feeding, courtship, nest-building, atten¬ 
dance upon their young, and a hundred other matters will be immeasur¬ 
ably increased by the use of such an auxiliary to human eyesight as the 
prism binocular. Until he has used it that naturalist must remain prac¬ 
tically in ignorance of a world of observation lying beyond his reach.” 
Here is a note upon some of the field applications of the prism binocular 
which are well within ordinary reach:—“I have often found birds and 
beasts alert and nervous, as if fully aware that they were being watched, 
within the range-limits of the old-fashioned field-glass; with the prism 
binocular this difficulty is practically overcome by the much greater dis¬ 
tance at which observation can be made, and with enormously-increased 
and finer powers of definition. This is an item of exceptional importance,, 
especially in the case of the larger and invariably shyer birds and animals. 
One or two instances may here be given to illustrate the truth of these 
remarks. A number of rabbits amongst short grass and dead bracken,, 
and absolutely indistinguishable to the naked eye, were shown as round 
objects of some kind by the ordinary field-glass, at a distance of four 
hundred yards; with the prism binocular they came out in clearest detail, 
the exact attitudes each was sitting or lying in being shown. At forty 
measured yards the pupil of a rabbit’s eye was brought out with beautiful 
clearness, the ordinary glass giving a general view of the eye only. At 
three hundred yards I was able clearly to identify a Missel-thrush on the 
bare turf, the round spots on the breast and the large size of the bird 
being conveyed in a most attractive manner; my ordinary glass brought 
out a mere light-coloured lump—a bird of some kind certainly, but its 
identity a mere matter of guesswork. With the old glass at two hundred 
yards, Jackdaws perched on the top of an old oak tree looked like 
starlings; with the prism they were easily identified, the blue-grey nape 
patch showing out very clearly, and the difference in size between the 
two species was readily suggested.” Mr. Dixon writes interestingly 
throughout of his observations of birds, etc., by means of the beautiful 
instrument which he describes, and he appends some valuable hints on the- 
care and use of it. The book has many illustrations from negatives by 

.Charles Reid and other natural-history photographers, and altogether 
is a delightful introduction to the special capabilities of one of the 
most attractive instruments of observation with which optical science 
has provided us. 

--♦- 

We have received from the Messrs. Marion and Co., Ltd., of 22 and 
23, Soho Square, London, W., a packet of “Russet” printing-out paper,, 
which produces results of a pleasing brown colour. The image simply 
requires washing in water and then fixing in a weak solution of hypo. 

Mr. A. J. Newton has been appointed principal of the London County 
Council School of Photo-Engraving and Lithography. Mr. Newton was 
formerly the manager of photo-process works in Norway, and has until 
recently acted as chief assistant at the London County Council school at 
Bolt Court. 

London and Provincial Photographic Association.—The Thursday even¬ 
ing meetings throughout July and August are open to any member or 
visitor who has any matter of photographic interest to bring forward. 
Visitors, especially Colonial and foreign, are always welcome to the 
meetings, at the White Swan Hotel, Tudor Street, Fleet Street, E.C. 

We are sorry to have to announce that on Friday last the only son of 
Mr. E. J. Wall met with a bicycle accident, from the effects of which he 
died on the following day. He was a bright lad, of great promise, and 
we are sure that the heartfelt sympathy of our readers will be extended 
to his bereaved parents in their trial. Mr. Wall himself is only just 
recovering from the severe accident he met with in December last at the 
European Blair Company’s Works. 

A new publication, “ The Writer’s Year Book,” is announced this week. 
It is described as a commercial directory for professional writers, photo¬ 
graphers, and artists, giving the address, rates, and time of payment, 
and conditions of contributorship of 500 magazines, papers, syndicates, 
and agencies purchasing MSS., photos, or drawings. It is published 
at Is. 6d. by “The Writer’s Year Book” Company, Granville House, 

i Arundel Street, Strand. 
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Dew Apparatus, $c. 
——♦- 

The “ Pocket Poco Camera.” Sold by John J. Griffin and Sons, Ltd., 
20-26, Lincoln’s Inn Fields, W.C. 

Messrs. Griffin write:—“The intention in introducing this camera is 
to place within the reach of all at a reasonable price an intrument which 
will turn out the very finest photographic pictures at the least expenditure 
of inconvenience to the worker. The Pocket Poco can be slipped into 
the pocket or carried in the hand with the greatest facility, and it can 
further be attached to a star.d for time exposures or portrait work. 
The lens is of the rapid-rectilinear form, thus making it useful foi every 
class of photography. Tho selling price for camera complete with one 
slide is 37s. 6d.; extra slides Is. 6d. each. Tnese latter perhaps merit 
attention in that they meet the often-expressed wish of certain experi¬ 
enced photographers who believe in the principle of one slide one plate— 
a simplification which prevents double exposures and involves in the case 
of Pocket Poco slides no additional bulk or weight over the book-form 
of slide.” 

The instrument when closed measures 5^ x 4^ x 1J inches, with a draw 
of 6 inches. The body is of mahogany, covered with seal-grain leather, 
and has a leather handle; the fittings are nickeled brass, and the shutter 
is lacquered. The bellows is of lined Russia leather. Other features are 
a ground-glass focussing screen, a sliding front, reversible finder, a bulb 
and tube controlled shutter, doublet lens, and two tripods. The Pocket 
Pcco is a model of compactness and portability, and is beautifully finished. 
That it takes these single metal slides is in our eyes not the least of its 
many recommendations. 

The “ Roll Film Folding Little Nipper.” Sold by W. Butcher and Sons, 
Camera House, Saint Bride Street, E.C. 

Messrs. Butcher, -who have paid special attention to the production of 
small cameras, have added a Folding Nipper to the series. The type of 
instrument will be well understood from the illustration, and it has all 
the principal features commonly looked for in cameras of this construc¬ 
tion. It folds into a very small space, and may be carried in the pocket 
without the slightest inconvenience. A touch opens the camera, and 
the movement of a catch imparts rigidity to the body. Taking spooled 
film, a tiny circular red pvindow allows the number of the film to be exposed 

to be seen; there is a central finder, and pressure of the lever at the 
side releases the shutter. Nothing could be simpler or more compact. 
Daylight cartridges at 7d. per spool (six exposures) are sold for use in 
the camera, as a guide to the manipulation of which Messrs. Butcher 
issue a clearly-written book of instructions. Nowadays roll films are so 
common that one would imagine books of instruction for them would be 
unnecessary. The Roll Film Nipper will no doubt be very popular with 
a numerous class. 

The “ Optimus Doppa Magazine Hand Camera.” Manufactured and sold 
by Perken, Son, and Co., Ltd., 99 Hatton Garden, London, E.C. 

By releasing the screw shown at the side of the illustration, tin front 
portion of the Doppa camera may be either raised or depressed. Thus 
the rising and falling of the lens is so arranged that its centre is always 
opposite the centre of the plate, no matter in what position the swing 
front may be. It is therefore the equivalent of a swing back. The 
camera carries 12 \ plates, and is furnished with two finders, two levels, 

and Optimus 5 by 4 rapid Rectilinear lens. The price complete, covered 
in leather, is £6 15s., and the outside dimensions are 9in. by 5in. by 6in. 
The Doppa is well and strongly constructed, and should appeal to the 
many photographers who appreciate the special convenience it gives for 
raising or depressing the lens as the exigencies of the subject to be in¬ 
cluded on the plate may necessitate. 

“ The Ilford Camera.” Sold by Ilford, Ltd., Ilford, London, E; 

The hand camera which the renowned company at Ilford has just 
introduced to the photographic world has certain features which mark 
it out as essentially an instrument for practical—or, as they are some¬ 
times fantastically termed, “serious”—workers, to distinguish them from 
the growing horde of aimless snap-shotters and film-spoilers that constitute 
the rank and file of the great photographic army. The camera is simple 
in conception, strongly built, and easy to use. Our first impression on 
seeing the instrument was : “ Here is a camera not for one season, but 
for many.” It seems to have been constructed with special regard to 
strength and durability—unlike many other modern hand cameras which 
err on the side of fragility. Measuring 9 x 5 x 6^ inches, the Ilford camera 

D 

Fig 1. 

is well proportioned and uncumbersome, and unloaded weighs under four 
pounds. The body is of mahogany, covered leatherette, and it carries 
a charge of 40 cut films in two packets of 20. The lens works at f/8, and 
is controlled by a Unicum shutter, giving time and shutter exposures down 
to l-100th of a second; whilst an exposure indicator, two large brilliant 
finders, and two tripod sockets complete the details of the instrument. 
Adjustment of the focus is obtained by actuating a small arm, shown 
on the right side of the camera in the appended cuts. The essentially 
novel feature of the Ilford camera is the system of changing adopted 
with the cut films that are used in conjunction with separate backings. 
The principle of that system will be best grasped by a reference to the 
following illustrated description : — 

To Load the Camera.—To load the camera (which must be done in 
the dark room) open the door at back (D. fig. 1) and remove the diaphragm 
with spring (B. fig. 1.). Take a packet of films from the box, hold by 
the edges, gently withdraw the cardboard shield from in front of the 
first film, and place the packet within the magazine as shown in fig. 1. 
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Unwind the string from the hook, hold the packet of films and backings 
in position with the left hand, and with the right hand carefully loosen 
and withdraw the string by the hook. Repeat with a second packet of 
films, and replace the diaphragm. Close door. The camera is now fully 

To Change the Film—Move the handle H. from above downwards, as 
shown in figs. 2 and 3. Hold the camera with front tilted downwards, as 

Fig. 2. 

shown in figs. 1 and 3 and draw handle C. (fig. 2) smartly to the right out 
from the camera (fig. 3). Draw the handle C. (fig. 3) home, that is to say, to 

(he limit of motion. This releases the exposed film. Push the handle 
C. back into position (C. fig. 2). This releases the backing. Move the 

Fig. 4. 

handle H. back to position, and on no account omit this between each 
change of film and backing. The flap must be closed after each change, 

Fig. 5. 

and you must never attempt to move the handle C. (fig. 2) before depress¬ 
ing the handle H. as shown in fig. 2. During the entire operation of 

changing the camera must be tilted downwards as indicated, or the film 
and backing will not drop into the well. The camera must never be 
pointed straight downwards in changing, but tilted as shown. When the 
eamera is used horizontally it must be restored to the vertical position 
before changing. Changing must not be attempted with the camera 
held horizontally. 

To Remove the Films.—The exposed films must be removed in the 
dark room only. The door below the camera (O. fig. 4) is opened, and the 
films and backings removed as shown (fig. 5). Separate the films from the 
backings, and develop in the usual way. Or, pack the exposed films face 
to face, without anything between, in clean brown paper, and place 
in an original box, until ready to develop. 

Although specially adapted for cut films, it has occurred to us that 
the changing system does not debar the use of plates—a point that may 
be worth the consideration of Messrs. Ilford. 

We welcome the Ilford camera as a sound, practicable, workmanlike 
machine, and are glad to perceive signs that it is but the forerunner of 
other instruments. It sells for £5 5s., and is full value. An extra 
quality camera is listed at £8 8s., which carries a Ross symmetric ana- 
stigmat lens, and a Lopra shutter. 

Commercial $ Cegai Intelligence 
——♦- 

The Spoiled Snap-shot.—A West-end photographer applied to Mr. 
Marsham, at Bow Street Police Court, last week, for advice in what he 
said were peculiar circumstances. He explained that on Tuesday week 
he was employed by the proprietors of a Sunday newspaper to take a 
photograph of the King as his Majesty was leaving Buckingham Palace. 
He took a hand camera with him, and was fortunate enough to select 
the gate through which his Majesty passed. He was just photographing 
the carriage (which was a closed one) when a detective seized him bv 
the arm, and shook it in such a way as to prevent him taking a good, 
picture. He regarded the case as of some importance, and wished to know, 
for the guidance of himself and others in the same way of business, if 
the detective was justified in acting as described. Mr. Marsham: I am 
not inclined to express an opinion offhand. Have you been summoned ? 
The Applicant: No, sir. It is a case of considerable importance to those 
connected with the press. Mr. Marsham: Perhaps you had better write 
to the Commissioner of Police. Were you causing an obstruction? The 
detective may have had instructions. The Applicant: I was causing no 
obstruction. There were not more than half-a-dozen people near the 
gate. The detective said I was taking an abominable and contemptible 
advantage of the King. He also informed me that I was a mean and 
contemptible cur. Mr. Marsham : Who was he ? The Applicant: A Scot¬ 
land Yard detective. He said he would make it warm for me in future. 
Mr. Marsham: You were interfering with the King-s privacy. I think 
it was arranged that his Majesty should go away as quietly and as pri¬ 
vately as possible. The Applicant: It was a closed carriage. Mr. Mar¬ 
sham : It may have been against his Majesty’s wish to take a photograph 
of it. You may have been considered by the detective to be interfering 
with his Majesty’s comfort. The Applicant: I had no intention of doing 
so. Police-Sergeant Ford (warrant officer): This occurred outside our 
district, your Worship. Mr. Marsham: I think it was specially desired 
that the King should go away privately? The Applicant: I should like 
your advice for my future guidance. It is a case of some importance. 
Mr. Marsham: I cannot say much about it. If the case comes before 
me, I shall know how to deal with it. The detective may have been 
instructed to act as he did. You had better go to Scotland Yard.—“ The 
Morning Post.” 

The Teb Competition.—The following is the list of prizes in this com¬ 
petition:—Half-plate: First, £5 5s.; second, £3 3s.; third, £2 2s.; and 
twenty of 21s., £21. Cabinet : First, £5 5s. ; second, £3 3s.; third, £2 2s.; 
and twenty of 21s., £21. Five by Four: First, £3 3s. ; second, £2 2s.; and 
fifteen of 21s., £15 15s. Bullet, or 34 by 3£: First, £3 3s.; second, £2 2s. ; 
third, £1 10s.; and fifteen of 21s., £15 15s. Quarter-plate": First, £5 5s. i 
second, £3 3s.; third, £2 2s.; and thirty of 21s., £31 10s. C.-de-V., Nip¬ 
per 2, or 3p: by 2£: First, £3 3s.; second, £2 2s.; and fifteen of 21s. , 
£15 15s. Scout 2, F.P.K., Memo Frena, 3^ by 2£, or Brownie 2: First. 
£3 3s.; second, £2 2s.; and fifteen of 21s., £15 15s. Scout 1, Brownie,, 
or 2i by 2\: first, £2 2s.; second, £1 Is.; and twenty of 10s. 6d., £10 10s. 
Nipper 1, Bantum, or Pocket Kodak: First, £2 2s. ; second, £1 Is.; and 
twenty of 10s. 6d., £10 10s. Midget: First, £2 2s.; second, £1 Is.; and 
twenty of 10s. 6d., £10 10s. Making a total of £231 9s. The rules are: 
(1) The Teb Photo Xmas Card Competition is free to all photographers, 
amateur or professional. Prints by any process may be submitted, and 
the subjects can be of any description, as each class of subject will be 
judged on its merits. (2) All prints must be mounted on or in one of 
the Teb Photo Xmas Cards taken from box purchased. (3) Prints which 
have been entered for competitions before and have won prizes will not 
be eligible for this competition. (4) A coupon will be included in each 
box of cards, which must be filled in and forwarded with the print. It 
must be quite understood that only one print can be submitted with 
each coupon. If the mount is of a paste-on type, the coupon must be 
pasted on the back of the mount. If a slip-in mount is used, the coupon 
must be pasted on the back of the print, and inserted together in the 
mount. (5) For prints which are required to be returned, there will be 
found a space on the coupon in which to mention same, and a stamped 
addressed envelope with the number of the coupon and size of print 
distinctly marked on the outside, must be enclosed with the print to 
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ensure the return of the correct print without delay. (6) In all cases 
the decision of the judges shall be. regarded as final and without appeal. 
(7) Any number of prints can be submitted by each competitor, but each 
print must bear a coupon. Competitors cannot obtain more than one 
prize for any one size print, but may compete for prizes in each size. 
(6) All winning prints become the property of Messrs. Chas. Tyler and 
England Bros., Ltd., together with the right to reproduce them; but none 
will be returned unless stamped address envelopes are sent (see rule 5). 
(9) Prints must be received by Messrs. Chas. Tyler and England Bros., 
Ltd., 79, Copenhagen Street, King’s Cross, London, N., not later than 
December 24th, 1902, and the small label attached to coupon must be 
pasted on the outside of wrapper. (10) The result of the competition 
will be published during the first fourteen days in January, 1903, in the 
“Amateur Photographer,” ; “ British Journal of Photography,” “Photo¬ 
graphy,” and the “ Photographic Dealer.” The judges are Messrs. R. 
Child Bayley (editor of “ Photography ”), Thomas Bedding (editor of the 
“ British Journal of Photography ”), Arthur C. Brookes (editor of the 
“ Photographic Dealer ”), and A. Horsley Hinton (editor of the “ Amateur 
Photographer ”). 

Phos, Ltd.—A winding-up order having been matle on June 17th against 
this company, the usual meetings of creditors and shareholders were 
held last week at the Board of Trade offices, Carey Street, W.C., Mr. G. S. 
Barnes, Senior Official Receiver, presiding. Addressing the creditors, the 
chairman said that he had that morning received from the directors a 
statement of the company’s affairs, in which the unsecured liabilities were 
estimated at £3,407, but that sum did not include large claims made 
against the company by certain omnibus proprietors. Claims of that 

• character had already been made by Thomas Tilling, Ltd., for £1,964, and 
by the London General Omnibus Company, Ltd., for £6,000. The lia¬ 
bilities on debenture bonds amounted to about £5,000, while the assets 
were estimated to produce £6,614. A question would arise as to whether 
or not the debentures were duly registered in accordance with the pro¬ 
visions of the recent Act, but assuming that they were valid it seemed 
that there would be practically nothing left for the unsecured creditors. 
The business of the meeting was to appoint a liquidator. Mr. Beyfus, on 
behalf of the trustee for the debenture-holders, who was in possession 
of the company’s assets, stated that there would not be sufficient to 
satisfy the claims of debenture-holders. The creditors resolved that 
Mr. F. D. Leslie, accountant, should be nominated to the post of 
liquidator of the company. At the shareholders’ meeting the chairman 
reported that the company was registered on April 29th, 1901, with a 
nominal capital of £30,000, which was increased in May, 1902, to £60,U<jU. 
It was formed to acquire the business of the Phos Acetylene Gas Syndi¬ 
cate, Ltd., which was registered in August, 1900. By an agreement 
dated April 29th, 1901, the company agreed to purchase the whole of 
the syndicate’s undertaking, to discharge its debts (£755), and to allot 
to thi. syndicate or its nominees £15,000 fully-paid shares in the com¬ 
pany. No valuation of the syndicate’s property was obtained, the terms 
of the purchase having been fixed by the directors and shareholders of 
the syndicate. The whole of the original capital of the company was 
issued (including the £15,000 issued as fully paid to the syndicate), and 
shares were taken up by shareholders in the syndicate and by persons 
introduced by the chairman. On July 29th, 1901, an agreement was 
entered into under which the company acquired the exclusive licence to 
manufacture (under patent rights granted to Mr. T. G. Allen) generators 
of acetylene lighting and heating for a term of four years. The principal 
part of the business of the company was the lighting of omnibuses, for 
which a considerable number of lamps and generators were made, a 
•stock of about 5,000 being now in hand. Contracts for lighting were 
entered into with the following omnibus companies :—The London General 
Omnibus Company, Ltd., Thomas Tilling, Ltd., the Westminster Omni¬ 
bus Association, the Victoria Omnibus Association, the Atlas and 
Waterloo Omnibus Company, Jhe Star Company, and the Camden Town 

■Company, the average contract price being 2s. a lamp per week. Owing, 
as the secretary stated, to the neglect of the omnibus employees to give 
proper attention to the lamps, the supply of carbide was exhausted, and 
the light failed sooner than should have been the case, the result being 
that journeys were lost by the omnibus proprietors, who consequently 
made heavy claims for damages against the company. In March, 1902, 
the company gave notice of their intention to terminate the contracts 
and discontinue the lighting. The failure of the company was attributed 
by the secretary to the unsuccessful termination of the lighting con¬ 
tracts. The shareholders were unanimously in favour of the Official 
Receiver’s continuing to act as liquidator of the company, and the chair¬ 
man intimated that this difference of opinion as to a liquidator between 
the creditors and shareholders would be reported to the Court for settle¬ 
ment. 

The Application of Science to Industry.—Interesting, if in some 
respects depressing, reading is provided in the report presented by a sub¬ 
committee of the Technical Education Board to the LoTidon County 
Council at its meeting on Tuesday, July 15th. The sub-committee had 
been appointed several months ago to inquire and report “ as to the 
need and present provision for special training of an advanced kind in 
connection with the application of science (especially chemistry and elec¬ 
tricity) to industry.” The importance of the report may be estimated 
from the names of the witnesses examined, as well as from the actual 
signatories. Verbal or written' evidence was given by twenty-six scien¬ 
tists or manufacturers of the highest position, including Sir W. Ramsay, 
Sir Bernhard Samuelson, Sir Henry Roscoe, Professors Dewar, Perkin, 
Meldola, Ayrton, Armstrong, Dr. Clowes, Dr. Thorpe, Mr. J. W. Swan, 
Mr. Thos Tyrer, Mr. B. S. Rowntree, Sir Arthur Rucker, and other 
equally distinguished chemists, physicists, and manufacturers. The sub¬ 
committee included Sir Philip Magnus, Dr. Leaf, the Rev. R. S. de C. 
Laffan, and other educational experts, with Mr. H. J. Powell as chair¬ 

man and Dr. W. Garnett as secretary. The sub-committee gave par¬ 
ticular attention to (1) the loss of business m the United Kingdom, so 
far as it is owing to inferiority of scientific training; 2i the nature 
of the training required, the present provision of such training in Eng¬ 
land, and especially in London, together with the means of bringing the 
training within reach of those who require it. The loss of business in 
the department of manufacturing chemistry is particularly dealt with, 
of this the most conspicuous instance is in the manufacture of the aniline 
dyes and coal-tar products generally. “ The original investigations and dis¬ 
coveries on which this industry is based were made almost entirely in 
England, and the manufacture was largely carried on near London, which 
owing to its gasworks, is the largest producer of the raw material. Frorn 
1858 to 1872 the United Kingdom made more coal-tar colours than any 
other country. The business has now practically passed out of our hands, 
not a thousand workpeople being employed in it in the United Kingdom’ 
The raw material is exported, to return to us again in more costly form. 
. . . Of the colouring matters used by the Bradford manufacturers, 
about 80 per cent, is now of German manufacture.” “ Madder and 
cochineal,” says Mr. A. G. Green, “ have been replaced by alizarine and 
azo-scarlets, the employment of many dye-woods has greatly decreased, 
whilst logwood and indigo are seriously threatened.” The complete 
capture of the indigo market by the synthetic product, which would 
mean a loss to our Indian dependencies of £3,000,000 a year, is regarded 
by the Badische Company as absolutely certain. Several witnesses 
express the conviction that if Hofmann, who so greatly enlarged the field 
of knowledge opened up by the discoveries of Dr. Pekin, could have 
been induced by pecuniary considerations to remain in England, the 
bulk of this immense industry would have remained in our hands. Most 
of the witnesses are agreed in condemning the ignorance and apathy of 
the manufacturers, who “ preferred a knowledge of the benzol market 
to a knowledge of the benzol theory,” while the restrictions of the 
patent laws are also held to be in a measure, but not by any means 
wholly, responsible. It is pointed out, too, that among other far-reach¬ 
ing effects, “ the coal-tar industry in Germany has given birth to the 
manufacture of sulphuric anhydride, of synthetic medicinal agents, per¬ 
fumes, sweetening materials, nutritives, photographic developers, and 
antitoxins.” Other branches of manufacturing chemistry have been 
equally seriously affected. The adaptation of condensing plant to the 
Westphalian coke ovens has rendered Germany independent of English 
tar and ammonia; by the development of the ammonia-soda process she 
no longer requires English alkali. This process was discovered in Eng¬ 
land by Dyer and Hemming, who were unsuccessful in their attempts 
to put it on a practical basis. The process, as now worked by Brunner, 
Mond, and Co., was invented by a Belgian chemist, in consequence of his 
superior knowledge of chemical engineering. The report rejers to 
another typically English industry which has been similarly lost, i.e., the 
manufacture of fine glass for scientific and optical purposes. 
“ A generation ago the bulk of this manufacture was in English 
hands. After long-contiuued experiments in the laboratory, Ger¬ 
man chemists have succeeded in introducing such modifications 
in the manufacture of optical glass that the opticians have 
been enabled to place on the market lenses approaching more closely 
to mathematical perfection than any previously manufactured in this 
country.” Several subsidiary industries have been created in Germany, 
such as the manufacture of thermometers for accurate measurements, 
of X-ray tubes, the manufacture of lamp-chimneys warranted not to 
burst, and of boiling-flasks warranted not to crack. As a result of the 
liberal and repeated subsidies made by the Prussian Bureau of Educa¬ 
tion and the Legislature for experimental purposes, “ the manufacture 
of high-class lenses for photographic cameras, microscopes, telescopes, 
and field-glasses, as well as of thermometer-glass tube for accurate 
measurements, has practically been lost to this country, and the bulk 
of these articles is now imported from abroad.” with regard to the 
second main point which occupied the attention of the committee, the 
state of scientific education in this country, valuable statements and 
recommendations are made in the report. The main causes of failure 
are said to be (a) the lack of scientific training of the manufacturers 
themselves; (b) the defective state of secondary education; (c) the insuf¬ 
ficient supply of young men thoroughly trained, not only in scientific 
principles, but in their application to particular industrial processes; 
(d) the lack of any sufficiently equipped and endowed institution for 
advanced technological training. As remedies, the report recommends 
improved teaching in the secondary schools; less attention to the ham¬ 
pering restrictions of the exigencies of particular examinations; the 
reduction of the fees in the existing colleges in London to £20 a year; 
and improvement in their equipment and accommodation by a system of 
co-ordination. There is a general opinion among the experts consulted 
that there is a great need for dm institution devoted to post-graduate 
study in advanced technology, applied science, and original research. 
The chemist, it is stated, should have a general knowledge of engineering, 
and the engineer of chemistry. A course in chemistry of at least five 
years (some professors recommend six years even) is considered essen¬ 
tial for those who are to be leaders of chemical manufacture. Such a 
course requires endowment: scholarships for such post-graduate study 
are regarded as a sine qua non, and while the sub-committee press no 
specific recommendation as to whence the money should proceed, they 
express a strongly-worded hope that in a mater of such national concern 
something may be done, out of public or private funds. Satisfaction 
is expressed by more than one witness at the creation of a new chair of 
organic chemistry in the University of London—the only previously 
existing chair devoted to that branch of chemistry being at 
Owen’s College, Manchester. Those who have worked at the labora¬ 
tories in Bloomsbury Square under Professor Collie will be glad to hear 
that the post he is to fill is one of the greatest responsibility and im¬ 
portance.—“ The Pharmaceutical Journal.” 
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meetings of Societies* 

MEETINGS OF SOCIETIES FOR NEXT WEEK. 

July. Name of Society. Subject. 

♦ t Half-day Excursion to Westwood Pa-k 
and District. Conducted by Mr. 

^ Harry Goode. 
•26. Birmingham Photographic. 

Croydon Camera Club . 
/Third Annual River Excursion. 

'26. \ Organiser, Mr. Ben. E. Edwards. 

.30. North Middlesex Photographic Technical Meeting. 

LONDON AND PROVINCIAL PHOTOGRAPHIC ASSOCIATION. 
July 17th.—Mr. H. C. Rapson in the chair. 

Mr. Furley Lewis showed the negative and a bromide enlargement of a 
night view in Piccadilly Circus, showing the buildings illuminated by 
.the electric light. As stated last week, the plate was exposed about five 
minutes, in bits during some seven or eight minutes, in order to avoid 
the traffic. The plate was backed with Indian ink, a medium which 
has answered very well in this speaker’s hands. 

Mr. P. Everitt said that he had photographed the Canadian Arch, with 
its illuminations, giving an exposure at f/7 of four seconds, but he thought 
fifteen would have been better. There was, however, a fair amount of 
detail, and the print showed what a short exposure with such subjects 
would produce. 

Mr. Henderson advised Mr. Lewis to apply ferricyanide to the negative 
he showed; he was sure the result would be much improved. He thought 
.a great deal of the backing mentioned by the first speaker, but said that 
with the plate mentioned as being used (Paget XXXXX), no backing was 
required. 

Mr. J. S. Teape showed negatives of a geometrical design on backed 
and unbacked plates in illustration of the value of backing as a preventive 
of halation. The unbacked plate received an exposure of lin. of mag¬ 
nesium at 12in., and was quite spoiled by the halation. The backed plate 
<having but a thin wipe of backing) received at the same distance the 
light of 12in. of magnesium, but there was no trace of halation. Both 
plates were developed with hydroquinone. 

Mr. Henderson said that an efficient backing could be made of lamp¬ 
black, with a little caustic soda to remove the grease, and a little meta¬ 
gelatine as the vehicle. It was not common knowledge, he thought, 
that a weak solution of gelatine coated upon the back of the plate pre¬ 
vented halation to a large extent. This backing, of course, had no 
coloured matter in it. He did not for a moment suggest that it should 
be adopted in preference to orthodox backings, but mentioned it for its 
scientific or practical interest. 

Mr. J. S. Teape said that some time ago the last speaker had referred 
to the addition of sulphides to the developer for brown tones. Mr. 
Teape had first tried two minims of ammonium sulphide per ounce of 
pyro developer, but only succeeded in fogging the emulsion without any 
noticeable change of colour taking place. The sulphide reduced to 
quarter-minim per ounce still fogged the plate, as was seen in an 
example passed round. The conditions under which Mr. Henderson con¬ 
ducted his experiment being yet unpublished, it is, of course, of no 
avail to judge his method by the present experience. 

NORTH MIDDLESEX PHOTOGRAPHIC SOCIETY. 

July 16th.—Mr. J. W. Marchant gave a lecture on “ Platinotype ” for 
beginners. 

He set forth the simplicity of the process, and told what precautions 
were necessary for success. He developed a number of prints supplied 
by the Platinotype Company, and also some of his own, and gave some 
•to those who had not used the process before, to develop at their own 
homes. 

•-—♦-— 

SOUTHAMPTON CAMERA CLUB. 

The members of the above-named Club held their fortnightly meeting 
at the Philharmonic Hall, on the 21st inst., under the presidency of 
Mr. G. Vivian, when Mr. S. G. Kimber gave a demonstration on the 
Platinum Printing Process. The demonstrator very ably enlarged on 
the expeditiousness, simplicity of working, artistic effectiveness, per¬ 
manency, and comparative cheapness of the process, and gave very useful 
practical demonstrations by developing and clearing a number of prints 
and explaining the formula. A large number of very excellent speci¬ 
mens, illustrative of the process, were passed round for inspection in 
conjunction with a number of bromide specimens for comparison. Mr. 
Kimber then gave a demonstration of a new toning process for the 
production of platinum prints of various brown to golden tints with a 
warm bath, the formula, which is not yet generally known, being given. 
The prints produced by this process were very beautiful, and were 
highly commended, the results being pronounced to be all that could 
be desired. The new printing-out platinum paper was also demon¬ 
strated with. It was, however, observed that this process is really a re- 
introduction, having been brought out several years ago. The demon¬ 
stration was highly appreciated, and a thoroughly-earned vote of thanks 
was accorded to Mr. Kimber, who briefly acknowledged the same. 

Dews ana Dotes* 
The Albion Albumenising Company, 128, Sauchiehall Street, Glasgow, 

send us their illustrated catalogue of photographic apparatus, appliances, 
and chemicals. It occupies over 150 pages. 

The new catalogue of the Telia Camera Company, 110, Shaftesbury 
Avenue, W.C., contains, amongst other new features, a useful photo¬ 
graphic guide to London. The catalogue sells at 4d. 

The Photographic Club, Anderton’s Hotel, Fleet Street, E.C.—There 
will be an exhibition of pictorial photographs by members of the club, on 
July 30th, at 8 p.m. 

Messrs. O. Sichel and Co., of 52, Bunhill Row, London, E.C., send us 
their latest illustrated trade price list of photographic apparatus, 
materials, frames, etc. The list extends to over eighty pages. 

The “ Handy Guide to Photographic Requisites ” is the title of the 
price-list of photographic apparatus, materials, and pure chemicals issued 
by Messrs. Reynolds and Branson, Ltd., 14, Commercial Street, Leeds. 
It occupies nearly 100 pages. 

From a report which has reached us, the South Londoners visiting Ire¬ 
land are being favoured with ideal weather. Coupled with a plethora 
of subjects upon which to expose, many good results should be shown 
during the coming season. 

From Messrs. Gold, Smith, and Co., “ dealers in everything photo¬ 
graphic,” we have received a catalogue of photographic mounts, albums, 
cameras, and sundries. It occupies 174 pages, is well-produced, and lists 
a large variety of photographic material. 

Messrs. Ross, Ltd., Ill, New Bond Street, W., have issued an abridged 
catalogue (1902) of lenses and photographic apparatus. A feature of the 
book is found in the particularly fine illustrations from negatives by Mr. 
J. A. Sinclair, Mr. Fellows Wilson, Mr. Walter Burke, and others. 

We have received an advance press copy of the Great Eastern Railway 
Company’s freshly-illustrated “ Tourist Guide to the Continent,” pub¬ 
lished at the price of sixpence. Among its new features are particulars 
of the new tours in the Tyrol, express services to Norway, Denmark and 
Sweden, via the Royal Mail Harwich-Hook of Holland Route, of new 
tours in the Luther Country, and Thuringian and Hartz Mountains, a 
series of Continental maps, and a chapter—“ Dull Useful Information ”— 
giving particulars as to the cost of continental travel. 

The Photographic Camp, which is pitched upon Glover’s Island, near 
Hampton Ferry, Evesham, was duly opened on Thursday last, with Cap¬ 
tain Walter D. Welford in charge. Amongst the campers are lady and 
gentlemen amateurs from Oxford, Morecambe, London, etc. The first 
few days proved exceedingly fine as regards the weather, but even the 
wet Saturday evening offered no bar to the enjoyment. Hand cameras 
have been very much in evidence, other amusements being cricket, swim¬ 
ming, boating, fishing, washing up the dishes, etc. The first camp, 
although not large, is a very distinct success. 

A first list of photographic reproductions to be purchased at or from 
the Bodleian Library, Oxford, is now ready. None of these reproduc¬ 
tions can be given away or exchanged for similar reproductions issued 
by other libraries, and orders by post must be accompanied by a remit¬ 
tance which shall include the cost of transmission. The issue of such 
reproductions by the Bodleian has only lately begun. To what extent 
it can be continued depends (1) on the amount of support given to it, 
particularly by other libraries, and (2) on the amount of time which 
the librarian can find for selection and annotation. As regards the 
Palseographical Collotypes, he makes a special appeal for the support of 
other libraries, since there is no chance of their being bought by the general 
public in numbers sufficient to cover the cost of a negative and even 
twenty copies.—“ The Publishers’ Circular.” 

An exhibition of portraits and ideal heads by Carl J. Blenner, of New 
York, is now on view at the Graves Galleries, 6, Pall Mall, S.W. We 
have so repeatedly advised photographers, whenever a good opportunity 
presents itself, to go and see the works of their brother artists, that we 
feel more than justified in bringing this exhibition to their notice. There 
are eighteen works exhibited, and a careful study of each of the pictures 
cannot fail to be of very great interest to the photographer who claims 
to give artistic treatment to his subjects. The work exhibited shows 
most careful execution and good taste in arrangement and posing. The 
expression is invariably one of sympathy, which is most agreeable to 
the person looking at the picture. The technique exhibited by Mr. 
Blenner is of a high order, and the individuality of each sitter has 
been carefully studied, with the result that a pleasing harmony pervades 
each picture. The colouring is rich, though never too high, and the 
flesh tints are particularly good. The hands are well managed, and in 
the head-and-shoulder studies one is usually introduced either holding 
some flowers or resting on the drapery. The introduction is pleasing,' 
as it takes away from the bareness of the picture and gives the effect 
of a softer balance. A favourite method of Mr. Blenner is to allow the 
hair to hang down over the far shoulder, thus using it as a background 
to emphasise the outline, and leaving the near shoulder bare to give full 
strength to the model. The lighting is excellently handled in each case, 
and the backgrounds, being very simple, set off the work to the best 
effeqfc. No. 13, “ Sylvia,” pleased us the most, the slight forward bend 
of the body and the backward poise of the beautiful head, together with 
a most sympathetic treatment and softness of colouring, will make us 
long remember this charming specimen of Mr. Blenner’s art. No. 14 
follows very closely on the above, but all the others are charming, and 
we leave it to the visitor to decide which he fancies the most. We will 
close by stating that many of the specimens exhibited could be pro¬ 
duced by pure photography in the hands of the right man, barring the 
colouring. On this account alone we strongly advise those of our 
readers who can do so to visit Messrs. Graves’ galleries. 
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The Use of a Simple Camera for the Purposes of Surveying.—It is 
rather surprising that photography has not made greater advances in 
its application to surveying purposes. The chief advantages of photo¬ 
graphic surveying are that the data in the form of photographic plates 
can be obtained very quickly, and this in a region subject to much rain¬ 
fall is a very important one. The disadvantages of the photographic 
method have been chiefly in the great amount of office work necessary 
to prepare the maps. The instruments that have hitherto been con¬ 
structed have been generally very complicated, and in addition to being 
expensive are liable to get out of order. The main point kept in view in 
designing this camera has been simplicity of construction and of such 
a portable nature that it will not be a burden to carry it in mountainous 
districts. The camera consists of a fixed focus-box, provided with a 
good lens, which is as free as possible from optical distortion. The prin¬ 
cipal point to be observed in the construction of a camera for surveying 
purposes is that the focus length should be the same in taking all the 
pictures, otherwise there will be no unit of distance upon which to base 
the distances to be measured in the photographs taken. At the back 
of the camera and immediately in front of the photographic plate is a 
metal frame, which contains marks which indicate the line of the horizon 
and a line at right angles to it, which furnishes the system of axes, to 
which all the measurements on the plate are referred. By the substitu¬ 
tion of these measured distances on the plate in a simple line or formula, 
the distances of objects several miles away can be accurately determined. 
The camera has been tested by going outside of the city about four miles 
and photographing prominent objects in the city, and the distances so 
obtained have come close to the distances determined by the much more 
laborious and expensive methods of triangulation. The chief use of a 
simple and portable instrument of this kind is in a region which is very 
mountainous, and it is desired to rapidly obtain a reconnaissance map 
of some accuracy. The instrument will be put to this test in an explora¬ 
tion trip in the Rockies of BritishColumbia during the coming summer.— 
Howard W. DuBois, in the Journal of the Photographic Society of Phila¬ 
delphia. 

Science in America.—From time to time the status of pure science 
in America is made the subject of more or less acrimonious discussion. 
One of the most trenchant opinions which has been delivered in some 
time on the subject comes from the pen of Prof. Carl Barus, of Brown 
University, who writes in a recent number of “ Science ” with a candour 
that is refreshing. Among other things, our self-distrust, is sharply 
criticised. We are not quite certain that we have among us a great 
savant until we are told so by foreign scientists. Contrasting the recep¬ 
tion accorded to a German scientist in Germany and a French scientist 
in France, it must be confessed that we treat our own men rather 
shabbily. Whenever he reads a scientific paper before some learned 
society, the German chemist or biologist, figuratively speaking, takes off 
his hat to the work of his countrymen. The Englishman waxes enthu¬ 
siastic over results achieved by British men of science, and a Frenchman 
will pay many a graceful compliment to some scientific 
compatriot who has worked in the same field. That 
science should know little or nothing of patriotism may be true 
enough. The pessimistic Schopenhauer even went so far as to declare 
in his clever, bitter way that patriotism in science was bpt another form 
of bigotry. But if Ancient scientists should not flaunt the stars and 
stripes in the face of the foreigner, yet they should at least take a 
certain pride in what their countrymen have accomplished. For Ameri¬ 
cans the aristocracy of science resides in England, although it cannot 
be denied that the Continent too has its attractions. Professor Barus 
tells us that our scientific men are apt to outgrow, first the American 
Association, then the National Academy, and finally even their own 
country. All this may seen to point to a well-devised scheme of grada¬ 
tion. But the question arises: Can we ever hope to reach intellectual 
maturity in the eyes of the world if we belittle the dignity of our own 
institutions? Self-confessed incompetency, says Professor Barus, may 
be a virtue, but one should at least first be sure that the incompetency 
really exists. Although we cannot agree with the Professor in believing 
that if Europe were to close her gates to American scientific research, 
no greater blessing could befall us, we do believe that American achieve 
ments in scientific research should receive as full q meed of recognition 
in this country as they do in Europe.—“The Scientific American.” 

Some Little-Known Effects of Light.—About 1889, Shelford Bidwell 
succeeded in producing magnetic polarity in a piece of soft iron by 
causing a beam of light to fall upon one end of it. The iron was pre¬ 
pared by magnetising it and then reversing the current until the mag¬ 
netism disappeared. When this state was reached it was very suscep¬ 
tible to the influence of mechanical vibration as well as to light. Two 
years ago an American investigated this and confirmed Bidwell’s results. 
The second effect of light discussed was its pressure. In 1631, Kepler 
explained the repulsion of the tails of comets from the sun as due to 
tho pressure of sunlight. At that time the emission theory of light was 
in vogue. In the next century Euler likewise held to the belief that 
light exerts a pressure, though he was an advocate of an undulatory 
theory. About the middle of the eighteenth century, experiments were 
made to establish the pressure of light, but they failed. In 1873, Clerk 
Maxwell, in his epoch-making treatise on electricity and magnetism, 
asserts that light exerts a pressure, and that the pressure due to sun¬ 
light upon a surface of 1 sq. ft. is equal to the weight of .00000008821b. 
In general, he calculates that the pressure upon a square unit of area 
is numerically equal to the energy contained in one cubic unit of the 
incident beam of light. Three years later, Bartoli, reasoning from 
thermodynamics, reached just the same conclusion as Maxwell. In 
November, 1901, there were published two articles giving accounts of 
the actual measurement of the pressure of light. In both vanes were 
suspended by a vitreous thread in a vacuum, and when the light fell 
upon the vane it turned, being thrust away by the beam. Both obser¬ 

vations—those of Lebedew in Russia, as well as those of Nichols ant] 
Hull in the United States—showed that there was a reasonabh agree, 
ment between the amount of the pressure as calculated from the inU I 
of the incident radiation and that calculated from the* elasticity of the 
suspending thread. We have, therefore, good experimental < 
not only that light does exert a pressure, but that its amount is that 
given by Maxwell’s rule. The pressure ,,t m,,,1^1,1 .. -. 

or about 3.41b. per sq. mi. when the light is absorbed. It is twice as 
much when reflection takes place. If a cube of water 1cm. on a 6ide is 
exposed to sunlight so that the latter strikes one of its sides perpendicu¬ 
larly the attractive force of the sun in 10,000 times as great as the thrust 
away from the sun due to the sunlight. Diminllh tie cube until each 
side is half as long as before. Now the attraction of the sun sinks to 
g of what it was before, while the pressure of light is £ of its forn 
value. It is thus seen that as the dimension grow less the sun’s attrac 
tion falls off more rapidly than does the pressure of light. If, therefore, 
the lessening of size be carried far enough, a cube will be found for which 
the pressure of light just balances the attraction of the sun. This occurs 
when the cube is .0001cm. on a side. For a sphere, the equality of the 
two forces is reached when the diameter is .00015c. If vapour be formed 
from a comet, and afterwards condense in spherules smaller than tins 
they would be driven from the sun by the pressure of its light. < 
ditions might arise such that more than one size of drops be formed. 
Then the comet would have more than one tail, and as the relation of 
attraction to pressure changes with the size of the drop, the curvature of 
the tails would be different. Should the drops be larger than the critical 
size given above, attraction would preponderate and the tail would curve 
toward the sun. There seem to be some difficulties in the way of 
accepting this explanation of comets’ tails.—George Flowers Stradling, 
in the Journal of the Photographic Society of Philadelphia. 

-♦- 

Correspondence. 
*** Correspondents should never write on both sides of the paper. No 

notice is taken of communications unless the names and addresses rf 
the writers are given. 

*** do not undertake responsibility for the opinions expressed by our 
correspondents. 

THE DETENTION OF SPECIMENS. 
To the Editors. 

Gentlemen,—I noticed in last week’s Journal a complaint from 
“ Viro.” I, too, have had the same experience. Some little time ago 
I made application to a photographer in the North, I received no 
reply for nearly a fortnight, and then it was to say he was satisfied. 
Another application I made through your office was returned without 
a word inside, after keeping the specimens for a week. I made another 
application last week. The photos have just been returned to-day to 
say “I have settled.” This is really too bad for an assistant, who is 
out of work and only has one set of specimens. I hope all who see 
these letters in your Journal will return specimens within a day or 
two, as it is very inconvenient to we assistants.—Yours truly, 

’ B. L. C. 

THE DISCOVERER OF COAL GAS. 
To the Editors. 

Gentlemen,—Both Murdock and Minckelers doubtless deserve the 
honour of being tableted. and monumented (as you remark, on page 
563), for applying coal gas to practical purposes. 

But it seems to me that to call either of them the original producer 
of gas indicates a distinctly flatulent disposition on the part of their 
Belgian and Cornubian admirers. As a suitable corrective, one ventures 
to prescribe Dr. Clayton’s letter to Boyle in the Transactions of the 
Royal Society for 1739, for it appears that, as early as 1688, or there¬ 
abouts, this Dean succeeded in evolving gas—coal-gas, that is to say, 
for I know nothing about his pulpit oratory.—Yours truly, 

J. Dormer. 

July 18th, 1902. 

CINEMATOGRAPHY IN NATURAL COLOURS. 
To the Editors. 

Gentlemen,—My attention has been directed to an article “The 
Coronation Disappointment,” appearing on page 523 of the July 4th 
issue of your Journal, which I have perused. It appears that this 
article is directed against the Warwick Trading Company. While no 
name is mentioned, the trade nevertheless perfectly understand to 
whom portions of the article refer. For your information I beg to 
advise that wre have produced a representation of the Coronation for 
the benffit of provincial and Colonial people, in order to give them 
some idea of the ceremony. We have gone to considerable trouble, 
and have spent a large sum of money in producing this picture as 
accurately as possible, and have received the sanction and assistance of 
the officials, without which assistance' we could hardly have anticipated 
so correctly the.order of the ceremony, nor have been able to reproduce 
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th-3 robes, regalia, and Abbey arrangements. It was far from our 
purpose to place this film on the market other than as a representation 
of a rehearsal of the Coronation, and we consider the intended slur in 
the article unjust to us. 

Furthermore, with reference to the taking of the Coronation pro¬ 
cession in natural colour, we regret that, whoever is responsible for 
this article, he allowed his ignorance of the progress made by us in colour 
photography applied to cinematography to commit such ignorance to 
print. If you had taken the trouble to investigate, it would have 
afforded us much pleasure to enlighten you on these matters. We 
enclose herewith a clipping of a positive print made from the first 
negative taken through the three-colour screens., with an exposure of 
1-32 of a second, through the red screen. If this is not convincing to 
you, we shall be pleased to project the results on the colour machine. 
We did not intend to make this public until we had got the invention 
into marketable shape; but rather than allow you to wallow in 
ignorance in these matters we think it only charitable to enlighten you, 
if possible, in order to avoid a similar error in future on behalf of the 
writer of the article. However, we demand that you publicly retract 
the inference conveyed in your article as to the impossibility of the 
production of animated pictures in natural colour, and a letter of 
apology to us. With reference to looking to cheap advertisement by 
conceiving of “ an outrageous unfeasibility,” for the purpose of at¬ 
tracting free newspaper paragraphs, we beg to advise you that we are 
particularly sensitive to a “stab” of this nature, as we are beyond 
such small practices. We were under the impression that the 
British Journal of Photography was an organ devoted to the 
advancement of photography, and not one to hold up to ridicule a 
stride forward, simply because it was unable itself to conceive of the 
great progress we have made in colour photography. A little investi¬ 
gation and probing into the truth of matters before committing a like 
error in future is a bit of advice we give you gratuitously, and may save 
you a lot of trouble.—Yours very truly, 

C. Urban, Managing Director. 
The Warwick Trading Company, Ltd., 4 and 5, Warwick Court, 

High Kolbom, London, W.C. 
July 10th, 1902. 

[Mr. Urban is offended with us, apparently, because we used, in 
relation to these made-up Coronation films—which, by the way, are 
not peculiar to his firm—the word “travesty,” and he has kindly sent 
us an enlargement of one of these pictures of Westminster Abbey, in 
which the entire breadth of the nave is filled in by six young ladies, 
packed as closely together as they would be in an omnibus! We now 
learn from his letter that the film was put forward as a representation 
of a rehearsal of the Coronation ceremony, but his circular states that 
it is “ supplied to the trade on and after Tuesday, June 24th, on con¬ 
dition that same is not exhibited before Thursday, June 26th.” If 
only a rehearsal, why this restriction as to date? Our note concerning 
colour photography was prompted by a paragraph in one of the dally 
papers—which Mr. Urban endorses by reproduction in the circular re¬ 
ferred to—to the effect that it was intended to take pictures of the 
Coronation procession “ at the rate of one-seventieth of a second, alter¬ 
nately through red, blue, and green screens.” If Mr. Urban has suc¬ 
ceeded in reducing exposure through the red to this small fraction of a 
second, he has certainly beaten all previous records.—Eds. B.J.P.] 

gain an advantage of, roughly, six times the luminosity of the animated 
picture. Without counting the considerable difference in transparency 
between celluloid and glass, it is obvious that Ives had fifty-four times 
as much light to work with, other things being equal. .Yet with a 
powerful arc lamp his pictures did not exceed a few feet in diameter. 
Can it be fairly denied that your editorial paragraph was correct m say¬ 
ing that, up to the present, animated photography in colours is im¬ 
practicable? You naturally—and, I think, rightly—looked at it from 
the point cf view of the spectator. It cannot be granted that a natural 
colour animated photograph has been produced until it has been thrown 
upon a screen of reasonable size. The light difficulty is not the only 
one by any means, but it will suffice.—I am, yours, etc., 

July 21st, 1902. Cecil M. Hepworth. 

A DISCLAIMER. 
To the Editors. 

Gentlemen,—Owing to a great deal of misconception in the photo¬ 
graphic world, I would be much indebted to you if, for the general 
information of your numerous readers, you would kindly allow me a 
little of your valuable space, to plainly state, once for all, that even 
before the erection of my present studios, I had ceased all interest and 
connection with my former address—The Nook, 1, Titchfield Road, 
Regent’s Park. That the “ trade name ” of “ Madame Garet-Charles ” 
was ever since entirely discontinued, and that, if any person makes 
use of my name in any way, it is done without authority and sanction 
from me.—Thanking you in anticipation, I am, dear Sirs, yours faith¬ 
fully, “ Geo. Garet-Charles. 

The Nest, 49, Acacia Road, Regent’s Park, N.W. 
July 14th, 1902. 

WARNING TO PHOTOGRAPHERS. 
To the Editors. 

Gentlemen,—I shall be obliged if you will give publicity to- the 
following case of theft and fraud. On Wednesday last an individual 
called and asked to see me. He was asked to- sit down, I being engaged 
at the time. On going to inquire the nature of his business, he politely 
lifted his hat, and, with an effusive smile, asked if I wished to engage 
a canvasser. I said, “ No,” and after a few moments talk he departed. 

Now for the sequel. On Saturday afternoon a gentleman called to 
have a group taken, having made, he told me, an engagement with my 
canvasser. If appears this individual, taking advantage of my moment¬ 
ary absence from the reception-room, stole some of my account forms, 
and, passing himself off as a canvasser in my employ, succeeded 
in swindling this gentleman out of 8s. 6d. The receipt he gave on 
my account forms is signed, C. Gordon, artist. He informed me that 
he had just left a firm of Glasgow photographers. Description : 
Height, about 6 feet, wearing black morning coat and vest, light tweed 
trousers, light dented tweed hat, clean shaven, English accent, and 
drops his h’s. Any information regarding this man will be gladly 
received by me, or chief constable, Burgh Police, Dumfries.—Yours 
truly, Robert Davidson. 

Studio, English Street, Dumfries. 
July 21st, 1902. 

To the Editors. 
Gentlemen,—My attention has been called to a letter in your issue 

of July 11th, signed by Mr. Turner, and contradicting a “serious 
misstatement ” of yours concerning cinematography in natural colours. 
It is my business as a specialist in animated photography to keep abreast 
of the times and to be familiar with every new advance in the science 
which is made or mooted. Possibly my evidence may throw some light 
on the difference of opinion. 

Your correspondent appears to be mistaking the means for the end, 
and to suppose that the production of a tricolour record constitutes an 
animated photograph in natural colours. The difficulties in producing 
even the tricolour record are so great—owing to the very limited ex¬ 
posure which must be given—that it is, practically speaking, impos¬ 
sible to obtain a pure red-sensation image. Every three-colour worker 
realises the primary importance of colour filters, which are dyed deeply 
enough to extinguish all but their own respective colour-rays, and that 
necessitates a longer exposure man is at present possible in cinemato¬ 
graph work. We are, therefore, limited to pale tints for our colour 
filters, and with the abandonment of our pure screens we forfeit our 
claims to all but a vague suggestion of the rich colours of nature. 
But the difficulties of talcing the colour record fade to nothingness 
compared with the difficulties of 'projecting it upon a screen. Take the 
malogous case of projection chromoscope, originated by Ives, of Phila- 
lelphia. He had everything in his favour. Plates to work with instead 
>f films, and plates are far more rapid, unlimited exposure and simul¬ 
taneous projection. His colour records were each nine times the size 
jf the corresponding record in cinematography. Each stood on the 
screen continuously, whereas, in our case, the different colour impres¬ 
sions have to take their place in turn, and even then they are separated 
cy a period of darkness covering the change of pictures. Here he would 

V* The key to the Convention Group is unavoidably held over till 
next week. 

%* Notice to the Trade, Wholesale Agents and Book- 

sellers.—A Contents Bill is issued with each number of the JOURNAL, 

and copies may be had on application to the Publishers. 
*** Notice TO Advertisers.—A Revised Tariff for advertisements 

in the JOURNAL is now in force. Blochs and copy are received subject to 
the approval of the Publishers, and advertisements are inserted abso¬ 
lutely without condition, expressed or implied as to what appears in 
the text portion of the paper. 
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Established 1854. PUBLISHED EVERY FRIDAY. PRICE TWOPENCE. 

TERMS OF SUBSCRIPTION, Post Free 
(United Kingdom and the Channel Isles). 
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Quarter Year . 2 9 

France, Belgium,United States,Canada, 
Australia, Africa, New Zealand, New¬ 
foundland, Germany, Russia, Portugal, 
Spain, Italy, Egypt, India, China, 

Japan, &c. One Year ... 13s. 
It may also be obtained Ircm all Booksellers, Photographic Dealers, 
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Answers to Correspondents. 
All matters intended for the text portion of this JOURNAL, includ. 

ing queries, must he addressed to “ The Editors, The British 

Journal of Photography, 24, Wellington-street, Strand, London, 
W. C.” Inattention to this ensures delay. 

Correspondents are informed that me cannot undertake to answer 
communications through the post. Questions are not answered unless 
the names and addresses of the writers are given. 

%* Communications relating to Advertisements and general business 
affairs should he addressed to Messrs. Henry Greenwood &Co., 
24, Wellington-street, Strand, London, W.C. 

Photographs Registered 
J. Ramsden, 63, Granby Street, Leicester. Three photographs of kittens with hoots 

and brushes. 
S. Davis, Corn Market, Halifax. Two photographs of Parish Church, Halifax. 
. H. Lee.—Very good. 

Geo. Franklin (Lucerne).—The “Moniteur de Photographie,” published 
at 55, Quai des Grands Augustins, Paris. 

Varnish for Ferrotypes.—-“Photo” writes: “Can you give me the formulae 
for making varnish for ferrotype dry plates? —In reply: Dammar 
varnish is what is usually employed for glass positives and ferro¬ 
types. A good formula is an ounce-and-a-half of dammar dissolved 
in a pint of rectified benzol. If it is a little too thick, add a little 
more benzol. 

Ferrotype Photography.—J. Benghiat and Son write: “ Do us the 
favour to inform us where can we get a book dealing in dry col¬ 
lodion photography, as we want to study this branch for the 
purpose of making ferrotype dry plates.”—In reply: You cannot 
do better than get Abney’s book, “ Photography with Emulsions.” 
It may be had through any of the dealers or booksellers 

Copyright.—“ Alpha ” writes: “ Can you tell me whether English copy¬ 
right of photos extends to books published in America; if not, 
what course must be adopted ? ”—In reply: English copyright does 
not extend to America. There anything published here can be 
copied without let or hindrance. We are not familiar with the 
copyright law of America; but we think that works made copy¬ 
right there have to be printed in the States. 

Photographing Cut Flowers.—C. J. E. writes: “Will you tell me what 
you consider the best book on photographing (cut) flowers ? If 
there is no book on the subject, could you refer me to any 
articles?”-—In reply: There is no book published on the subject. 
The matter is simple enough. Arrange the flowers artistically, 
and use orthochromatic plates, and a colour screen, if the colour 
of the flowers require it. 

Bromide Printing.—R. W. Wicks writes: “Can you inform me if there 
is a machine on the market for printing on bromide papers in con¬ 
tinuous lengths? I am acquainted with some of English make, but 
they do not appear to be satisfactory, and I write to ask if you 
know of anything in this line of German or American manufac¬ 
ture.”—In reply: We know of no machines for the purpose on the 
market, of either German or American make. 

Address Wanted.—“Paper-Weight” writes: “Will you be good enough 
to give me the address of a firm who manufacture glass paper¬ 
weights, suitable for photographic purposes? I require some of 
convenient shape, to take photographs 2|in. square. I may add 
that I have tried to obtain them from Messrs. Marion, Fallowfield, 
and Houghton without success.”—In reply: We think you will be 
able to obtain them from Messrs. Faudell Phillips and Co., New¬ 
gate Street, E.C. If you cannot obtain them from that firm, we 
cannot say where they are to be got. 

Camera Wanted.—H. Carrigg writes: “I should esteem it a favour if 
you could answer, through the columns of your paper, the fol¬ 
lowing :—I want a hand camera, 5 by 4, RR lens, to hold 12 plates, 
means to take out as many as are exposed without interfering with 
those unexposed, and not to cost more than, say, £4. I should 
like to know a reliable make, and where to get same.”—In reply: 
It is, as we have often said, against our rule to recommend any 
particular maker’s goods. Your best way will be to get price-lists 
from different makers, such as Houghton’s, Adam’s, Fallowfield’s, 
and the like. We may mention that the price you name is a very 
modest one, seeing that a high-class RR lens alone comes to about 
the sum you propose to expend. 

Bleached Lac.—D. Lawton writes: “In your issue of March 29th, 1901, 
page 197, the following reference is made to a certain German 
bleached lac. The article is entitled ‘ Lac Varnishes for Gelatine 
Negatives’:—‘We have, however, had a sample of bleached lac 
that was entirely soluble in spirit, and gave a perfectly clear and 
transparent solution. It was obtained in Germany, and evidently 
by treatment in the bleaching the insoluble portion had been 
removed.’ I shall esteem it a favour if you will kindly give me 
the name of the German manufacturer of this article, so that I 
can get a supply.”—In reply : We do not know the manufacturers 
of the bleached lac in question. It might possibly be obtained 
through Liesegang of Diisseldorf, or Romain Talbot, of Berlin. 

Copyright.—A. M. writes: “Some time ago the Mayor of this borough 
was invited to have his photograph taken by a professional photo¬ 
grapher. He presented a copy to the Mayor. In compiling the 
“ official programme ” for the local Coronation celebrations the 

Mayor desired his photo to bo inserted therein, and he sent this 
same photo to the printers for a block to be made from it. Tin block 
was made and the photo inserted into the programme. The photo¬ 
grapher now demands one guinea for the right of rei r< during the 
photo. I have ascertained if it has been registered, and 1 find 
it has not. Can he legally claim the guinea? The Mayor did not 
pay for the photograph.”—In reply : We do not think a legal claim 
can be sustained if the photograph has not been registered. 

Enlarging Camera.—“Enlarger” writes: “Enclosed is a sketch of an | 
enlarging camera I want to make, and I should be glad if you 
could tell me the length of the box from A to B to enlarge up to 
1/1 plate. I want to make it fixed. The size of the plate to bo 
enlarged is i-plate, and under. The length of my 1/1 plate camera 
from E to F is 18in. Would it be best level, or raised as C D?”_ 
In reply: The length of the box must depend upon the focus of 
the lens used in making the enlargement. If you refer to the table 
for enlargements given on page 1,127a of the Almanac, you will 
see the length of box required to suit the focus of your lens. The 
centre of the plate and the negative should be in the axis of the. 
lens. 

Focal Plane Shutters.—“ PnoTOPHiL ” writes: “(1) Would you consider 
the use of a focal plane shutter advisable in view of rapidity of 
exposure and sharpness of image, where the latter is for very great 
enlargement, as for projection on screens? Instantaneous views, 
not in direct sunlight, and often late in the afternoon. (2) With 
these same objects in view, would any great advantages be obtained 
by employing the new Zeiss lenses (planars, I think), considering 
that the moving objects are in widely distant planes?”—In reply: 
(1) A focal plane shutter would fulfil the requirements very well, 
particularly with very rapidly-moving objects. (2) The planar is 
a very rapid lens; but for obtaining objects in different planes in 
sharp focus the lens will have to be stopped down: that is so with 
all lenses with large apertures. 

Throwing Down Silver.—“ Thomas ” writes: “ I use Eikonogen developer 
for plates, and, on account of awkward dark-room, have to place 
plates into hypo after developing, without washing, or with very 
slight rinse; the hypo therefore becomes very full of developer, anil 
very discoloured, before it is replaced, and I find I cannot pre¬ 
cipitate the silver from it. I have used spirits of salts and sulphurated 
potash and salt, but all without effect, as I can prove by steeping 
a coin a few inches below the surface for a few minutes, when it be¬ 
comes quite silvered. Will you kindly tell me how I can precipitate it 
so that it can be sent to the refiners ? ”—In reply: Sulphide of 
potassium, if it is good, used by itself, will throw down all the 
silver the solution contains. You need not, with it, use either 
salt or acid. Possibly the sulphide you are using is not good. 

Spots in P.O.P.—“Metallic Spot” writes: “I have a small photo¬ 
graphic business, which is in charge of an assistant, and with 
the P.O.P. paper I am using black spots occur fairly frequently. 
I shall be glad to know the cause of this, and whether there is 
any way of avoiding or remedying them when they have actually 
occurred, and what is the practice with professional photographers 
respecting them if they cannot be taken out. Are the affected 
prints thrown to waste in a small business where prices are some¬ 
what low, or are the customers expected to take them, as I want 
to turn out my work without any defect whatever, but the cost of 
material would be considerably increased if the paper is to be 
thrown away?”—In reply: The P.O.P.’s now on the market are 
so perfect that we have little hesitation in saying, without seeing 
them, that the spots are due to something in the manipulation of 
the paper, maybe from particles of iron in the washing water, or 
other causes. Of course, customers are not expected to take defec¬ 
tive prints, and when they occur they should be thrown away. 
The spots may be avoided with greater care in the work; of that 
we have no doubt. 

Studio Building.—“ Semper Fidelis ” writes: “ I thank you for your 
reply to my inquiries on the above subject of studio building, and 
I have reconsidered the matter of the north light, and am about 
to start building a studio facing due south. What I wish to ask 
you now is, seeing that I have an unobstructed south light, what 
height must I put up my wall on the north side (A) and south side 
to take front light (B) in plan. The north wall is a present 9ft. 
high. I still intend to build it on the lean-to design, and I thought 
of building up a low south wall, and the remainder in wood frame¬ 
work, covered outside with galvanised iron, and the inside with 
matchboard. The total length of the studio will be 25ft. east and 
west, and width 10ft. 9in. Do’ you think this is large enough for 
the general run of work ? Of course, I know it will not do for 
very great group work. Also, will you tell me what amount of 
glass I shall require on the front and top ? And do you think that 
covering with galvanised iron would be too hot for summer 
work ? I have followed out your instructions, and have one of 
Bolas’ books on studio building, and also H. P. Robinson’s ‘ The 

^.Studio, and What to Do in It,’ but none give any information on 
the amount of glass in a south-light studio, and only deal with 
the north lean-to and ridge-roof houses. Also, what angle will 
the pitch of roof take for same? ”—In reply: We should say, make 
the south wall about 14ft. high. Ten feet nine is rather narrow; 
a foot or two wider would be better, and a little more length 
would be more convenient, if it can be obtained. Five feet six 
at either end may be opaque and the rest glass; you will then have 
the opportunity of working from either end of the studio, as occa¬ 
sion may require. We should advise you to have some thick 
roofing-felt under the galvanised iron, which will subdue some of 

the heat. 
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EX CATHEDRA. 

A Question of Dr. Rudolph has written to the “ Central 
^ens _ Zeitung fiir Optik and Mechanik ” to 
construction. correct a mistaken assertion which Herr 

K. Martin has made concerning the Anastigmat recently 
introduced by the Rathenower Optische Industrie Anstalt. 
Herr Martin claims that every previous Anastigmat was 
dependent upon the use of heavy Barium Crown glass. It 
will be remembered by those who have followed the de¬ 
velopment of modern lenses than Mr. Dennis Taylor 
claimed that the Cooke lens could be made from the older 
kinds of glass. Dr. Rudolph not only points out this fact, 
but also draws attention to Alvan G. Clark’s lens patented 
in the United States in 1889. This lens was manufactured 
for some time by Messrs. Bausch and Lomb, and is said to 
have been well corrected for flatness of field. Dr. Rudolph 
adds that the difference between this lens and that of Herr 
Martin can be but slight, and is restricted to small varia¬ 
tions of the radii and thickness of the lenses. The kinds of 
glass used are the same in both cases. Dr. Rudolph also 
draws attention to the Planar and the Unar, neither of 
which contains heavy Barium Crown. 

* * * 

Photography During the past twelve months, or from 
in South the time that peace was thought to be in 
Africa. sight, we have received letters from cor¬ 

respondents asking the probable prospects of photographers 
emigrating to South Africa. Our advice has in each case 
been to wait until peace is well established before starting 

for the new Colonies on account of the general stagnation 
of trade there, particularly in articles of luxury, or such as 
were not absolute necessities. Peace is now happily 
restored, but we expect that some time must elapse before 
business is fully re-established. Be that as it may, how¬ 
ever, we have noticed during the last few weeks several 
advertisements in the “ situations vacant ” columns of our 
journal for retouchers, operators, etc., wanted for South 
referred. The salaries offered may appear high to many, 
pounds a month, with second-class fare out paid. These 
salaries appear to be on a liberal scale, but it must be 
understood that the highest-class work is demanded in 
return for them. We may say, from what we have learnt 
of the state of photography in the large towns of South 
Africa, there is very little prospect for those who can 
produce only mediocre work, and they had better stay at 
home. But that there are now openings for high-class 
workers is proved by the advertisements to' which we have 
referred. The salaries offered may seem high when they 
are compared with some paid here. But there is one thing 
that should be considered, and ascertained, before starting 
for our new Colonies, namely, the cost of living in the 
towns where the business may be situated, as compared 
with what it is in England. In some cases it is con¬ 
siderably higher, which is ai set-off, and this matter1 should 
be taken into consideration by would-be emigrants. If five 
pounds will only purchase there as much as three pounds 
ten or four pounds will here the salaries are very much 
discounted. Anyhow, there is no- question that there are 
good openings just now for really skilful photographers in 
the large towns in South Africa-, though it is doubtful if 

there are for mediocre workers. 

45- -55- * 

Photographs In some of the law courts, more particu- 
as Evidence larly the Divorce Court, judges have re- 
of Identity. fused to receive photographs as evidence 
of identity, and rightly too we think in many case®, seeing 
the extent to' which retouching is at present carried by 
some photographers. A case bearing on this matter came 
before the Divisional Court on Saturday last. It appears 
that an Italian was charged before one of the London 
magistrates, under the Extradition Act, with a fraud com¬ 
mitted in Belgium. The prisoner was identified by wit¬ 
nesses from photographs as the man who committed the 
frauds. Upon this evidence the magistrate committed the 
man to Holloway Gaol for fifteen days, with the view to his 
extradition. Since the committal the prisoner has been 
able to bring forward evidence- that at the time the frauds 
were committed in Belgium, and for ten days afterwards', 
he was serving in the Italian Army. It might be thought 
by a layman that under these circumstances the magistrate 
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might be able to re-open his inquiry before sending the man 
out of the country to take his trial abroad. Such, how¬ 
ever, does not seem to- be the case. If the evidence brought 
before him is such that he would commit a prisoner for 
trial here he can commit him for extradition, and cannot 
re-open the inquiry afterwards. Neither, it appears, have 
the superior courts the power to interfere, even if the 
alibi set up by the prisoner is beyond dispute. Although 
the courts themselves are powerless to do; anything, a way 
out of the difficulty has been found. It seems that the 
Home Secretary is empowered, though not compelled, to 
sign the order giving up the prisoner at the end of the 
fifteen days. It was understood that as witnesses were 
coming from Belgium for putting the question of identifica¬ 
tion beyond doubt, the signing of the order would be sus¬ 
pended. The Attorney General, though resisting the grant¬ 
ing of the writ, said that he would see that the prisoner 
did not suffer in consequence of what seems a decided 
imperfection in the practice of extradition. On the face of 
it, this case shows that photographic portraits are not to be 
relied upon as evidence of identification, for it is clear that 
if the man was serving in the Italian Army at the time the 
frauds were committed in Belgium, and was not discharged 
until ten days afterwards, he could not have committed 
them. Still, it is hard on the man, and all through the 
photographs and to the witnesses swearing to his identity 
from them. 

* * * 

English Manu- In our issue of the 18th April under this 

German^ and lieadin8' we’ drew attention to the com- 
Critics. mentis which had been made in the 

“ Central Zeitung fur Optik and 
Meclianik ” upon some very crude ideas which had been 
expressed by Mr. Angus in a discussion at the Optical 
Society. The remarks which Mr. Angus made on that 
occasion have been republished in the “ Leipziger Neuste 
Nachrichten,” and they are again brought out under a new 
guise for the delectation of the readers' of the “ Central 
Zeitung.” Whilst we agree with Mr. Angus in the high 
opinion he has expressed concerning the excellent work 
done in optics by certain German firms, and cannot say too 
much in their praise, we differ from Mr. Angus in attribut¬ 
ing the slow' progress here in this department to indifferent 
technical education. We have pointed out some of the 
causes, and we would now indicate another. The “ Central 
Zeitung ” boasts that at Jena 120,000 to 200,000 marks is 
spent annually for the salaries and the cost of experiments 
of the staff of 18 mathematicians1, physicists, and chemists, 
v'ho are all men with university degrees. A simple calcu¬ 
lation will show that this is but £330 to £550 for the 

salary of each man and the cost of the- experiments upon 
which he may be engaged. Where are the men of the 
same standing in London who would be content to do the 
same work on such terms? But whilst Mr. Angus and the 
German Press of the Anglophobe type attack us in their 
particular ways, it is not without some amusement that we 
read in the same number of the “ Central Zeitung ” an 
article on the new equatorial at Oxford. This paper 
informs its readers that the instrument, although not the 
largest in the world, is fitted with so many improvements 
that it must be classed with the most modern. It was con¬ 
structed by the celebrated optician, Sir Howard Grubb, of 
Dublin, and the glass was cast by Mantois of Paris, by 
whom all the large telescope discs are made. The secret of 
annealing the glass is also known by Chance Bros., of 
Birmingham, which firm is without a competitor in the 
manufacture of lenses and prisms for lighthouses. The 
firm of Mantois also cast the 1,000 m.m. disc for the Yerkes 
telescope. A description is given of the mechanism with 

which the Oxford equatorial is fitted, and the writer states 
that the clock is of the same construction as those which. Sir 
Howard Grubb has supplied to the Greenwich, Cape Town., 
Melbourne, Mexican, Perth (West Australia), Madrid, Cork 
etc., Observatories. Verily our opticians are ignorant men! 
Perhaps their work will be vindicated at the day of 
judgment. 

* * * 

Hint Tor Snap- The amateur photographer of jocose ten- 
shottists. dencies, whose general aim it is to take 

hand-camera pictures of ludicrous things, is often put to 
it to find subjects for his pleasantries. An episode which 
strikes him as being so funny in the streets does not raise 
a smile when transformed into a photograph, even when he 
goes into an elaborate explanation of what it really means. 
Probably he has long ago settled down into the belief that 
the English are not a funny people, and cannot see a joke 
without that surgical operation which has so unfairly been I 
considered necessary to those who live north of the Tweed. 
But has he tried a church bazaar? We confess that it does 
not sound exhilarating, for what is generally understood 
by a church bazaar is a place where perfectly useless 
articles are sold at exorbitant prices. Church bazaars 
have, however, improved of late years, and one of the chief 
attractions is a competition devised for the purpose of 
making the clergy of the parish appear in as ridiculous a 
light as possible. Sometimes they are set to darn stock¬ 
ings, to hem handkerchiefs, or trim ladies’ hats, and unkind 
persons have been known to remark that this work is some¬ 
times better performed than the more legitimate duties per¬ 
taining to the parish. But it has been reserved for Slough 
to start an entirely new kind of competition for those who 
are entitled to use the prefix Beverend, and, according to 
the account published in the “ Daily Telegraph,” the pro¬ 
ceedings were productive of great fun. It was a washing 
competition which so amused the visitors to the bazaar, 
and we learn that three clergymen competed for the prize, 
whatever it was. “ Each of the rev. gentlemen was pro¬ 
vided with a bowl of water, a piece of soap, and a dirty 
duster, which had to be washed in three minutes. A com¬ 
mittee of three married ladies found the dusters of the Rev. 
- and the Bev. - so clean that they were unable to 
determine which was the better, and got out of their diffi¬ 
culty by giving two prizes.” Now is not this a dainty dish 
to set before our merry friend with the hand camera? We 
occasionally hear of persons of position “ washing their 
dirty linen in public,” and deplore the circumstance, but 
never before have we known it done in this very literal 
manner. The practice opens up all kinds of possibilities 
for church bazaars. It used to be the custom at country 
fairs for yokels to grin through a horse collar, the one 
who grinned the best winning a prize. Slough might adopt 
at its next bazaar a competition of this kind. In a few 
years it may be too late, for motor-cars will then have 
rendered horse collars obsolete. 

* * * 

The Control of The following experiments, which are 
Development, given in an article by Karl Schaum and 
Wilhelm Braun in the “ Photographische Mitteilungen,” 
show that the addition of potassium chloride and potassium 
iodide have considerable effect, in opposite directions, upon 
the development of silver bromide and silver iodide. A 
number of bromide plates were cut into strips and exposed 
in the Schemer sensitometer. This instrument is a copy of 
the rotary disc, with graduated apertures, used by 
Hurter and Driffield in their experiments concerning the 
speed of plates. The exposure given was 15 seconds at 
25 c.m. from the standard light, and all the strips of one 
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series were developed simultaneously in the same vessel for 
the same length of time with 10 cc. of a one in three solu¬ 
tion of sulphate of iron and 30 c.c. of a one in three solu¬ 
tion of potassium oxalate, acidified. The temperature of 
the developer was 16 deg. C., and the period of development 
four minutes. The following table' gives the results in 

degrees of the Schemer sensitometer : — 

Number of drops added to 
the developer . 0 10 20 30 40 50 60 70 80 

Water, without addition of 
haloid... 13 13 13 13 13 12 12 12 12 

Chloride of potassium. 13 15 15 15 15 14 14 14 14 
Bromide of potassium. 13 10 10 8 6 5 4 1 0 
Iodide of potassium . 13 10 10 8 5 0 0 0 0 

From this it will be seen that chloride' of potassium acts as 
an accelerator, whilst iodide- of potassium is a more potent 
restrainer even than bromide of potassium. But the 
addition of iodide of potassium prolongs very considerably 
the time requisite to fix the plate. Instead of five minutes, 
two to three hours were found necessary. This is due to 
the conversion at the surface of the plate of the bromide to 

iodide of silver. 
A similar series of experiments was made with chloride 

plates, with the exception that the developer was reduced 
to half strength and the exposure increased to 2^ minutes 
at 10 c.m. distance from the standard light. The following 
are the results : — 

Number of drops added to 
the developer . 0 10 20 30 40 50 60 70 80 100 

Water, without addition of 
haloid. 10 — — 10 — — 9 — — 9 

Chloride of potassium 10 10 10 10 10 11 11 11 11 —- 
Bromide of potassium 10 54400000 — 
Iodide of potassium... 10 50000000 — 

In this case chloride of potassium also appears to have a 
slight accelerating action when used in quantity, but it is 
attended by a yellowish veil. The clearest plates were 
those developed with iodide of potassium, but the fixing 
.again proceeded very slowly. 

* * * 

'Combined Dr. Luppo-Cramer contributes a. paper to 
Developers. th© “ Photographische Correspondenz ” 

upon the question of mixing various reducing agents in the 
constitution of the developer. There is a prevalent opinion 
that a combination of metol and hydroquinone offers con¬ 
siderable advantages, and Dr. Luppo-Cramer’s experiments 
appear1 to confirm this. To a 50-gramme solution of 
anhydrous sulphite of soda in one litre of water 15 grammes 
of metol, or hydroquinone were added. The alkali was 
the usual 10 per cent, solution of potash. It was found 
that 25 c.c. of the metol solution, plus 25 c.c. of the hydro¬ 
quinone, had greater developing power than 50 c.c. of 
metol alone, using the same amount of alkali, 50 c.c., in 
each case. Scarcely any difference in the result was found, 
even when the proportions were changed to 20 c.c. of metol 
to 30 c.c. of hydroquinone, but with 10 c.c. of metol to 
40 c.c. of hydroquinone a small falling off of energy was 
perceptible. As the power of metol as a developer is twice 
that of hydroquinone, it is evident that a combination of 
both possesses distinct advantages. The influence of 
bromide in the developer, for cases of over-exposure, was 
also tested. 10 c.c. of metol with 40 c.c. of hydroquinone 
were compared with 50 c.c. of hydroquinone alone, but in 
the latter case only 5 c.c. of a 10 per cent, solution of 
bromide of potassium were used, whilst 10c.c. were added 
to the metol-hydroquinone, Notwithstanding the double 
quantity of bromide, the metol-hydroquinone had over¬ 

developed the plate by the time the image began to appear 
with hydroquinone alone. The plates were given about 
four times the normal exposure. Another series of experi¬ 
ments showed that the presence' of bromide did not counter¬ 
act the advantage of combining metol with hydroquinone. 
Normally exposed plates were developed with the follow¬ 
ing solutions : — 

a. —50 c.c. metol+ 40 c.c. water+ 50 c.c. potash+ 10 c.c. 
bromide of potassium. 

b. —10 c.c. metol + 40 c.c. hydroquinone+ 50 c.c. potash + 
IQ c.c. bromide of potassium. 

c—-50 c.c. hydroquinone+ 50 c.c. potash + 5 c.c. bromide of 
potassium. 

With a and b the image began to appear almost simultane¬ 
ously after 20 seconds', but with c a minute and a-half 
elapsed before there was visible effect. b gained in 
strength more rapidly than a, and there was considerable 
difference between them before traces of the image were 
seen with c. This shows that hydroquinone reacts in com¬ 
bination with metol, notwithstanding double the quantity 
of bromide, although it may not have sufficient energy to 
do so in the absence of metol. Other experiments were 
made with glycin, eikonogen, and pyrogallol. 

* * * 

Landscape All careful photographers who are en- 
Photography. gaged in outdoor work are careful to 

take note of all the circumstances under which each ex¬ 
posure is made, and, as we all know, there are capital books 
to be had in which such particulars can be chronicled in 
their respective columns. But if we would make such 
records of our work as valuable as possible we ought to 
include full particulars with regard to time of day, state 
of light, and weather conditions generally. Experience 
can be more quickly gained in this way than by reading 
many books, and a most valuable lesson is engraved upon 
the receptive faculties by looking through such records 
and comparing them with the results actually attained. 
By such an examination we are able to weigh the- effect of 
actual sunshine at different times of the day and year, and 
it is not too much to say that when a photographer has 
obtained a clear estimate of this important factor, he has 
made a great stride forward. The tyro will start on a 
brilliant sunshiny morning full of enthusiasm, and 
with hopes of what lie is about to accomplish in the way 
of picture making. He will get to work early, and possibly 
make half-a-dozen exposures before noon. The experienced 
hand will, on the contrary, avoid the early glare1, and will 
wait until the sun is low enough to cast long shadows 
across the sward, and provide that breadth of light and 
shade upon which a good picture so much depends. Look¬ 
ing through the records of past work, the course which we 
just now recommended, the landscape photographer will 
generally find that his successes were taken either on dull 
days or on bright afternoons at a time when file sun has 
lost a considerable portion of its activity. This is more 
especially the case with woodland and lake scenery. In 
photographing a glade in a wood in actual sunshine it is 
almost impossible not to get a “ chalk and soot ” result, by 
reason of the strong contrast between the lights' and 
shadows. Such a photograph should be reserved for quite , 
a dull day. And it is the same with lake scenery. When 
the hills around are bathed in brilliant sunlight they are 
flat, faint in outline, and exhibit no detail on their slopes. 
But on a cloudy day all this is changed, and most lovely 
contrasts of light and shade become apparent. An ex¬ 
perienced man who recently returned from a tour of the 
English lakes was able to point with pride to an admirable 
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series of views which he had taken. But the best of all 
was a view of By dal Water taken, as he explained to us, 
just at the commencement of a thunderstorm. If photo¬ 
graphers would take a comparative set of morning and 
evening pictures at the same spots they would learn more 
about landscape work in a week than they could otherwise 
acquire in a twelvemonth. 

* * * 

Students’ A profitable hour or more may be spent 
Work. in looking through the exhibition of 
students’ work which was opened last week at South Ken¬ 
sington, in the gallery above the Indian department. This 
consists of selected works of schools of science and art, 
and art classes throughout the country, and may be re¬ 
garded as the cream of the work done by students during 
the past year. We naturally turn to that part of the ex¬ 
hibition which is of interest to photographers, and endeavour 
to review the progress made in book illustration, designs 
for colour work, and the like. In the opinion of the 
examiners, who, strange to say, do not number a photo¬ 
grapher among them, the work, as a whole, hardly reaches 
the level of former years. But a note is added, at sight of 
which we rejoiced greatly: “The examiners are, however, 
pleased to observe that this year there is less extravagance 
and affectation.” In other words, the imitators of all that 
was bad and ridiculous in the work of that wonderful 
draughtsman, Beardsley, have ceased from troubling. 
There is good work to be seen here, and a silver medal has 
been well bestowed upon Geraldine Morris, of the Birming¬ 
ham School of Art, for a capital set of pictures in line. The 
examiners point out that “more attention appears to have 
been paid this year to the adaptation of the drawings to 
the various processes of reproduction,” and they here refer 
to works in colour, some of which are really excellent. 
There are only a few designs for posters, and this they 
regard as a healthy sign that students have spent their 
time upon less ephemeral kinds of design. Although we 
are principally interested in this particular department, 
the rest of the exhibition was most interesting to us, afford¬ 
ing as it does a fair review of the progress of art studies in 
Britain. And every phase and application of artistic 
principles is sampled here, from painting and modelling 
from the antique and the living figure, to designs for laces, 
embroidery, wall-papers, and metal work. The successful 
students have shared among them prizes in the shape of 
five gold medals, eighty silver medals, two hundred and 
twelve bronze medals, and four hundred and forty-two 
books. But let it not be thought from these figures that 
it rains prizes at South Kensington. There were more 
than forty-one thousand works sent in for this annual com¬ 
petition among students, and only one-eighth were for¬ 
tunate enough to claim admission. The examiners include 
many well-known painters and other experts, and their 
work has been done with a thoroughness and discrimina¬ 
tion which all will applaud, except, perhaps, some of the 
disappointed ones. The exhibition is one which all inter¬ 
ested in art matters should see. It is open to the public 
every day, and there is no charge for admission. 

* * * 

Country It seems a pity that the era of the old- 
Fairs. fashioned country fair departed before that 
of the hand camera commenced, for there were many quaint 
features of these curious gatherings of merry-makers which 
were well worth photographing. Word pictures we have of 
country fair life, as we have of the old coaching days, in 
the pages of Charles Dickens, and drawings of some of 
these fairs, notably that of St. Bartholomew at Smithfield, 
have been left to us by Rowdandson and other caricaturists. 

We are aware that there have been within recent rears 
certain so-called revivals of country fairs, anil that photo¬ 
graphs have been taken of incidents connected with them, 
but as a rule they have been poor imitations of the real 
thing. A little picture which we lately caine across in the 
portfolio of Maclise’s drawings, belonging to the Forster 
collection at the South Kensington Museum, brought these 
fairs once more to memory, and also served to show the 
prototype of that modern instrument of torture known as 
the steam roundabout. It is a pencil sketch labelled 
“ Donnybrook Fair, August, 1826,” and its principal feature 
is the “ Roundabout ” of the period, although possibly it 
had then quite a different name. Its construction was very 
simple, the whole arrangement depending upon a stout pole 
driven into the earth. Upon the top of this was fixed a 
movable ring—much like that attached to the ordinary 
“ giants’ stride ”—and to the ring is fastened the rods sup¬ 
porting an annular platform upon which are fixed alter¬ 
nately wooden horses and small carriages, or cars for the 
less venturesome. The construction is actuated by a 
number of men running inside the platform, and keeping it 
turning round and round, and we have little doubt that it 
gave as much pleasure to its riders as does the gorgeous 
steam-driven and electrically-lighted monstrosity of to-day 
to its votaries. To those who do not care to participate in 
the cloying pleasures of the roundabout, the Donnybrook 
fair pattern is much to be preferred, for attached to the 
modern appliance, and worked by an auxiliary engine, 
which never stops, is a mechanical pipe organ with alarm¬ 
ing sonorous properties. As it generally plays one air 
over and over again, for its proprietor is too bus^ attend¬ 
ing to his customers to change the ditty for a fresh one, and 
as it is always in direful need of tuning, the modern round- 
about is a nuisance to all who live within hearing distance 
of it, and many are the actions at law which have been 
brought on this account. It is a< matter for regret that the 
less objectional features of the country fair have altogether 
disappeared, and that this relic of the past, improved be¬ 
yond recognition, and rendered so hideously noisy, should 
have survived. The old roundabout could be constructed 
for about twenty pounds, while the modern one, with its 
dynamo and other fittings, costs a thousand or more. 

# * * 

Touching So long as men and women remain as 
Retouching they are at present constituted, so long 
will photographers need to resort to retouching. We know 
that there is a praiseworthy, but very small, minority who 
care not how they look, and who disregard the ravages of 
time. These are they who look upon wrinkles and crows’- 
feet on the human face much in the same loving way in 
which an artist contemplates the cracks and lichen marks 
in an ancient wall. Such persons would appear to venerate 
the marks left by the footsteps of Father Time, instead of 
trying to hide them, as most of us prefer to do. There is 
no doubt whatever that most people hat© wrinkles, abhor 
that increase of adipose tissue which age brings about, take 
care that no grey hairs are brought with sorrow to the 
grave, if a bottle of dye is within reach, and are therefore 
inclined to bless the retoucher who, with a few deft move¬ 
ments of his lea.d pencil, is able to obliterate these signs of 
increasing years. But why let matters- get to this stage 
when a little repairing work will make good the original 
structure? The Campanile of St. Mark’s would not have 
come to grief if timely measures had been adopted for its 
preservation, and we may well take a lesson from the 
recent catastrophe in Venice. Certain advertisements, 
which are more frequent in ladies’ magazines and religious 
publications than elsewhere, point to remedies for all our 
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Ls, and we can repair our frames by the judicious ex- 
inditure of a few sovereigns. Are you too short? 8o-ana ¬ 
’s patent heels will at once add a cubit to your stature. 
your nasal organ tip-tilted ? Somebody else’s “ nose 

achine ” will stop its upward course. Are you wanting 
rotundity in those portions of the figure which, accord- 

g to the Greek sculptors, should be fleshy and prominent? 
nith’s embrocation rubbed on the place will cure the 
il. The latest of these advertisements appeals to those 
whom nature has been too liberal in the matter of chins. 
is known as the-chin strap, and is said to be “ invalu- 

de for restoring or retaining lost contours of the face and 
ick. It can be worn during the long hours of sleep, when 
e muscles relax.” By such simple appliance can the 
>uble chin be divorced and once more revel in single 
essedness. In addition to these contrivances for bring- 
g ordinary looking persons more into line' with the 
recian ideal, we have advertisers who beautify the com- 
exion, and who improve the hands and nails ; others who 
ake moustache and whiskers blossom as the rose in the 
ie sex, or stop a tendency in the same direction in the 
her. Indeed, there is no part of the human frame which, 
cording to; these ingenious advertisers, cannot be moulded 
the most perfect form. Now, it is quite evident that if 

ese renovations become common as blackberries in Sep- 
mber, or as bicycles all the year round, the occupation of 
e retoucher will be gone. Everyone will become so 
rfect in form and beautiful in detail that there will be 
blemishes to cover, and no lines to fill up. Important 
this matter is from a photographic point of view, it has 

so a serious commercial aspect, for if these things come to 
ss there will surely be a slump in the lead pencil 

d us try. 

A COOL STUDIO. 

jTHOUGH th£ light may be everything that can be wished 
r at present, the summer heat makes the studio anything 
Lt a pleasant room to work in. The heat is different to 
at of the sun in the open, having a stagnant dry quality 
out it that is trying to the system. It is equally trying, if 

i't more so, to the sitter, less accustomed to the peculiari- 
: ;s of a glass room. As, apart from a question of physical 
mfort, the ill effects upon both the photographer and his 

: stomer are certain to be reflected in a greater or less 
gree in the picture, it would be good sense, as well as 

i od business, to attend to every method of cooling down, 
ie frequent and complete renewal of the air in a room is 

le best and freshest means of doing so, and the. chief 
ibans to this end is thorough ventilation. Unfortunately, 
i it weather last®, by comparison, for such a short time 

the year in our climate, that rooms are built more 
nth a view to the retention of heat than its rapid dissipa- 
bn. They will not admit of thorough ventilation without 
naughts, and it is not safer to sit in a draught in summer 
i an in winter. The strong suggestion of stuffy, 
Property” smell in most studios proves that they are no 
i ceptions to the general rule, as far as ventilation is 
i ncerned. In the old wet-plate days the dominant 
• hereal smell of the collodion was not disagreeable to us 
prsonally, nor, we are disposed to believe, to the majority 
« those who had the benefit of it in the photographic 
rndios of the day. It is not unlikely that it had a slight 
pysiological soothing effect upon the nerves. But that 
hs gone, and the whiff to be distinguished nowadays is a 
iint smell of ammonia, which is not disagreeable, if pyro- 
mmonia be the developer, or a faint smell of methvlated 
f irit, which, on the other hand, well fulfils its designed 
prpose of being very disagreeable. 

If reasonably plentiful, opening skylights and windows 
at the sides will do a great deal towards ventilation and 
coolness. Still with these only there is not as a rule suf¬ 
ficient stir in the body of air in the studio, especially to¬ 
wards mid-day, and in the afternoon, after the morning 
breeze has died down, and before the evening breeze has 
set in. In many large and well-appointed studios electric 
fans placed in the right spots will serve the purposes of 
ventilating and cooling very effectively and elegantly. 
Electric fans, however, must be regarded by the great 
majority of photographers as unattainable luxuries. But 
the great bottom, essential principle of good ventilation, 
viz., a continuous circuit of air, is a very simple one, and 
can be applied in any studio1 by the exercise of a little 
common sense and ordinary arrangement, without the use 
of a fan. Some mechanical guidance must be given the 
air to circulate. A short piece of candle burning at the 
bottom of a tumbler will soon go out, but if the tumbler be 
divided lengthwise into two divisions by a piece of card¬ 
board coming as near the flame as possible, the cand'e will 
go on burning until it is all consumed. The circulation of 
air necessary to the combustion of the wick and wax has 
been set up by the presence of the cardboard, the air 
travelling down one side and up the other. The same 
principle must be applied in the studio. How it should oe 
done in a particular one depends, of course, upon its par¬ 
ticular construction, the position of doors and windows, 
and the amount of “ nous ” and mechanical ingenuity pos¬ 
sessed by the man in it. Backgrounds properly placed will 
often serve on a large scale the function of the cardboard 
referred to, help out ventilation and promote coolness. 
They can easily be put on one side when a customer 
comes in if in the way. If the whole of the air be kept 
gently moving, instead of being allowed to remain stagnant, 
the result will be a sweet-smelling and cool studio. Most 
studios need the former quality at other times than excep¬ 
tional, hot summer seasons. The' same means will give it 
at all times of the year. A thoroughly ventilated studio in 
winter is infinitely more agreeable, as well as far healthier, 
than one made hot and stuffy by the usual stove. The 
dread is of the danger of catching colds. There is far less 
danger of catching colds in a cool, well-ventilated room 
than in a hot, unventilated one. True ventilation does not 
mean cold draughts, but it does mean better health, higher 
vitality, and greater capacity for work all round, both in 
summer and winter. 

Cool suggestions would also help out the photographer 
very materially, and be gratefully accepted by the photo- 
graphee. The electric fan, for instance, would be much 
heightened in effect if a dozen coloured ribbons were so 
arranged in front of it as to wave in the currents of air 
produced. A glass bowl half filled with melting ice would 
have a good sub-conscious effect upon the feelings of a 
sitter upon a piping hot day, and its subtle favourable im¬ 
pression be faithfully preserved upon the sensitive plate to 
the improvement of the image upon it. If ice be unattain¬ 
able, the drip of water in a glass filter might take its place, 
backed by a row of half-a-dozen delicate ferns kept well 
watered. A proffered drink out of the clear and cool¬ 
looking tumbler would be gladly accepted by the majority 
of sitters, and if not accepted the courtesy that offered it 
would tell. In the case of children it would be still more 
valuable. The fractious irritation of a child in a studio is- 
not unfrequently due to thirst. We cannot give children 
and dogs too much to drink in hot weather. A large bowl 
of water with gold fish lazily sTrimming around, again, is 
not only a pretty ornament, but looks refreshing on a hot 
day. So do breezy enlargements of waves, large cool 
spaces under the shade of trees, and a host of other simple# 
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tilings that might be suggested, well within the means of 
all photographers. They are good paying properties. The 
golden rule of the doctor is, “ First study your patient, and 
then his disease.” It will prove an equally golden rule to 
the photographer, and the best study he can make of his 
client on a hot summer’s day in a glass studio is how to 

make him feel cool. 
The personal appearance of a photographer can contri¬ 

bute to the same end, and re-act to his business advantage. 
A white drill coat, for instance, or even a complete suit of 
white, looks, and is, cool and agreeable. Every man is 
more amiable1, and so more capable of delicate work, in 
loose white in summer than in black. There is a belief in 
the orthodoxy of black in business. It is a survival of dark 
ages, and ridiculous. It simply wants a man with a little 
backbone to over-ride such nonsense. The great majority 
of customers have more' commonsense and good feeling than 
shopkeepers credit them with, and would be better pleased 
at being attended to by men and women looking, feeling, 
and acting at their best in the cool ease of light clothing in 
summer, than in the regulation black. There are doubtless 
exceptions, but they ought to be educated to a common 

sense view of things. 
These are minor matters in themselves, perhaps, but they 

contribute essentially to the promotion of coolness in this 
hot weather, and that is no minor matter. It is the men 
who recognise their value actual and psychological and act 
upon the knowledge, that get on. attract customers, an 
enlarge their bank balances. And what photographer will 

regard the last result as a minor matter ? 

-♦—-—-- 

WITH A HAND CAMERA. 

Ix the many articles which have been written, and the lectures 
delivered on work with the hand camera, we have observed that 
while much attention has been given to the instrument itself, 
to the best kind of lens to employ, to the finder, to the vexed 
question of magazine versus dark slides, and to many other 
mechanical details, little lias been written, or said, about the 

art involved in actually taking the pictures. 
Some will affirm that in manipulating a hand camera art 

lias no place, a bold assertion, which is probably based upon 
a tacit acceptance of the familiar " You-press-the-button for¬ 

mula. But we venture to say that, in most cases, a considerable 
amount of painstaking—which we have all been told is nearly 
akin to genius—is necessary in the handling of a “ snapshot,” 
or hand apparatus, unless, indeed, we are content to produce 

very feeble and valueless pictures. 
Let it be at once admitted that there are certain subjects, 

suitable for hand camera work, in which control over the com¬ 
position of the picture is quite useless to attempt. For example, 
in photographs of athletic sports the competitors must be taken 

as they jump over an obstacle, as they run past the winning 
post, or in some other pre-determined attitude or position. 
The operator has little choice in the matter. Again, in the 
case of a sunset sky, there is little to be done beyond pressing 
the button, except to seize the most effective moment. Sky 
changes, although they appear to be gradual, are in reality very 
rapid, and the difference of a minute or so may make or mar 
a picture. But in the pourtrayal of such natural beauties -,e 
careful worker would, no doubt, see the advantage of expending 
two or three plates upon the different phases of the effect. 
Again, in pictures of the sea rolling in and breaking on the 
shore, the precise moment must be taken when the for-most 
wave is curling over, and when, if the wind is strong enough, 
its crest is being carried away like smoke. Or, should the shore 
be a rocky one, the time chosen will be either when the wave 

has just expended itself in a fountain of froth or when, bavin 
receded, the water is running off the rocks in streams of shy. 

In such cases, it is quite evident, that the best effect can li 
obtained by waiting for the proper moment before the plate 

exposed. 
When, however, we come to consider street scenes, wind 

perhaps, on the whole, are most frequently the subject <f il l 
hand camera man’s attention—they certainly have been > 
lately in London—it is a different matter altogether. A cro.vh 
thoroughfare is like the variegated design of a quickly rotate 
kaleido cope, in that the details, both of form and colour, ar 
ever changing. Except that in a modern crowd, in a media 
city, the various tones-of colour are confined within very narroq 

limits, artists who have attempted to represent the stree.s .. 
London must often have wished that the old sumptuary law 
with regard to costume wei’e still in force, not because he woul 
wish in any way to curtail individual extravagance with reg&r 
to raiment—which was the ostensible purpo e of those laws- 

but because they had the effect of prescribing certain forms o 
costume to different classes, thus affording a pleasant variety 
which is altogether absent from the national dress to-day. This 

feeling was emphasised a short time ago when we became 
acquainted, at the seaside, with a fine-looking, bronz-d mariner, 
who all the week presented a splendid picture in the becoming 
garb of a coastguard, but extinguished his personality most com¬ 

pletely on Sundays under a terrible b'ack coat and a silk hat. 
It is these horrible black coats that go far to spoil (he 
picturesque appearance of our streets, and in avoiding them 

comes in the question of art as applied to hand camera work 

in our thoroughfares. From a photographic standpoint, the 
cut of a coat, or the style of headgear, adopted by the man 

in the street is, of course, unimportant. It is of the general 
sombre effect when such individuals are massed together that 
the artist complains. Happily, the weaker sex, although they 

are governed by the dictates of fashion to a greater extent than 
are their fathers and brothers, have the good sense to wear 
white, or light-tinted dresses, in the summer time, and they 

will often redeem a view by their bright appearance, which 
would otherwise be full of gloom. The hand camera man, in 

producing a successful street picture, must, perforce, often 
wait for the ladies. 

To explain more fully what we mean, let us suppose that 
with our best hand camera we have taken up a position at some 

commanding point in the London streets, say at Piccadilly 
Circus, looking East. It is a decidedly pleasant prospect that 
we have before us ; the handsome fa5ade of the Pavilion Music 
Hall occupying the. middle distance, and the bronze fountain 
with the groups of idlers and flower girls in the foreground. 
At least, not in the immediate foreground, for we must stand 

back at a sufficient distance to include the figure of Mercury 
at the top of the fountain, and we have, therefore, a belt of 
roadway in front that- must be filled in in some way. There are 
plenty of omnibuses and other vehicles passing and re-passing, 
but we must look upon them as necessary intruders, and wait 
until chance, or the policeman, stops the stream of traffic to 

let pedestrians cross the road. Now is our time, and it is 

here that the opportunity for a little art, or astuteness, steps in. 
A group of men in their sombre garments crossing that road 

gives no relief to the composition, and their black coats stick 

uncomfortably against the equally dark fountain basin. Our 
finger is on the button, but we must keep it still. Presently 
there comes along a group of daintily-dressed women ; perhaps 

a nurse in white, wheeling a perambulator with a linen sun¬ 
shade. We wait until these figures occupy the right position, 
or what we conceive to be the best place for our purpose, press 

the button, and feel sure that we have secured, barring acci- 
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!ents, a more satisfactory picture than if we had paid attention 

o none of these details. 

As all good photographers know, one of their most difficult 
asks is to arrange a group artistically, and the larger the 
umber of figures comprised in that group, the harder the task, 

leads must not form horizontal lines across the plate, nor 
lust arms and legs combine to score it with vertical ones, 
rerefore there is always much shifting of figures and altering 
f individual positions. So that it comes about, on such occa$, 
ions as Convention meetings, when a group of the members is 
ivariably photographed, that a long time is occupied"'in ar-^ 

mgement and adjustment. 

Now, if all this preliminary business is called for in the 

ise of people who are aware of what is being done, and who 
re ready to do all in their power to promote the success of the 
icture,. how must the photographer be handicapped who is 

iking a busy street scene, the performers in which are quite 
obvious of, or indifferent to, his intention? We apprecate a 
ell-posed group, for we know the trouble which it has entailed 
i its producer. Should we not appreciate still more a snap- 
lot street scene in which the grouping is good, and at the 

ime time natural ? Surely such work must be regarded as 
irtaking of art. 

It is not alone contrast that has to be secured in hand camera 
ork, although, as we have seen, contrast is all important, 
pecially in the foreground of our picture, where figures can 

; coaxed to afford the necessary relief. In street scenes we 

e confronted by numbers of parallel lines. Where these form 

e horizontal lines of buildings they can be disregarded, for 

ctorially they are not parallel, they converge to a point. But 

3 may often be troubled with such lines close to the camera, 
lien it may be impossible to move the instrument for fear of 
.crificing the more important parts of the picture we are 
)out to photograph. It may be a line of low wall, or the curb 

the pavement; whatever it be, the man of artistic instincts 
ill foresee, without much reflection, that the line will mar 
is picture, unless it be broken. If he be lucky, a figure or two 
ay come along at the right moment, and in the right place 
cure the evil. We have known a case in which a man with a 

irrow was induced to stand for a moment to break such a line, 
id the picture was a great success. 

Instances might be multiplied to show that the man with 
hand camera must not regard himself as an automaton, who 
is merely to press the button, and leave the lens to do the 
st. That the large majority of hand camera workers do look 
Don their work, or rather their pastime, in such a light, we 
'el certain, both from observing their hap-hazard method of 

mdling the instrument, and the few presentable photographs 
hich snapshotters produce. 

■->- 

A supplemental catalogue of photographic apparatus, chemicals and 
iterial, has been issued by Messrs. McGhie and Co., 75, St. Vincent 
reet, Glasgow. 

“ The Literary Year-Book, 1903.”—The seventh issue of “ The Literary 
3ar-Book ” will contain a considerable amount of new matter; the whole 
the information collected in previous years being thoroughly revised 

id amplified. The first part of the volume will contain an exhaustive 
iview of the Year 1902, by Herbert Morrah, based upon the plan general 
the most valuable works of reference, and conveying, in the form of 
interesting narrative, a complete impression of the literary activities 

d tendencies of the period under notice. The second part of “The 
terary Year-Book ” will contain all the usual directories in amplified 
rm. A vast amount of fresh information has been collected, which, it 
believed, will be found thoroughly trustworthy and'up-to-date. The 
reign information has been made a special feature, and will be found 
t only interesting but reliable, and of the greatest value to editors, 
d to all concerned in the wider relations and appeals of literature’, 
re will be taken to make the list of photographers as complete as 
ssible; so that its utility to journalists, illustrators, and contributors 
periodicals may be of the greatest. 

A COPYING AND ENLARGING APPARATUS. 

For anything above quarter-plate negatives, the amateur is 
not likely to indulge in artificial light when he wishes to pro¬ 

duce an enlargement. The professional, of course, uses day¬ 
light for such work. Possibly those who make enlarging a 

special business have artificial illumination to fall back upon,, 
but now, as ever, the use of an elaborate copying and en¬ 
larging camera is unusual. The dark room is invariably 

the camera ; when only an occasional job is to be done, the 
window is blocked up so far as all white light is concerned, 
with -the exception of a small jDortion, and the sensitive paper is 
affixed to a board carried by an easel. Copying and enlarging 
cannot be sent away, even by those who would prefer to leave 

'Such work alone, and photographers in small towns are glad 

to pick up such work and save that part of their business, 

from falling into the hands of the tout who may be encouraged 

to make an inroad on other forms of photographic work. In 
advising and assisting a photographer in a small way of 

business the device I am about to describe was hit upon. It 
practically converts a dark room, or a small room with only 

one window, into an enlarging camera at a minute’s notice, 

with but little trouble, and forms for other operations a copying 
apparatus for the studio that can be turned to any light, be 

readily fixed or unfixed, and be put up, too, with focus to a 
given scale, centring and squaring facilitated, and even as¬ 
sured by marks that having once been determined, may be 

relied on for future use. Of course, there is no special novelty' 
in any part of it. I venture to send this description of it to 

the Journal, however, under the assured feeling that amateur 
and struggling professional may alike welcome it. No special 
skill is required to put it together, no apparatus beyond the 

ordinary camera and lens is required (and these can be removed, 
used for any calling sitter, and replaced in a moment), yet it 

is simple and efficient. It may be beaten for simplicity, effi¬ 
ciency, and cheapness, and, if so, may give rise to the publica¬ 
tion of something better; but those who read this article, 

though they may be disappointed at finding nothing new in 

it, will probably consider its publication justified. 
The first portion (A in the rough sketch) blocks the window. 

In this instance, the window was four feet high by two feet 
broad, and opened into the room like a door; it is just as 
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well suited for an ordinary sash, perhaps better, for if the 

window consists of small nanes of glass, the lower sash has 

only to be pushed up previous to affixing the blocking frame. 

Four strips of wood are taken, say one inch thick and three 

inches wide ; these are joined preferably by a mortice, but can, 

of course, be mitred, or if the photographer is not a good 

carpenter, they can be half cut away at the corners, and the 

join made by overlapping the pieces into one another and 

screwing. This frame may be covered with thin board or card, 

leaving an aperture at the top to be covered with ruby glass 

and cherry fabric. It is better, however, to have the medium, 

whether paper or glass, in a frame hinged for opening or re¬ 

movable at will. An aperture at the lower part is also left 

to which a series of plate-holders (carriers), from say 12 by 10 

tlowirwards, can be slipped in or out of twro grooved slips 

attached to the framework. The height of this lower aperture, 

the aperture for the negative, will depend on the height ol 

the camera in the portion about to be described. The upper 

aperture or ruby window may be at any height convenient to 

the worker. Should this part of the apparatus be used only 

for converting a room, a bathroom for example, into a dark¬ 

room, the lower aperture can also be closed with a light-filtering 

medium. Four wooden buttons or four bolts will keep this 

window cover in its place, enabling it to be affixed or removed 

as readily as a shutter, and strips of felt or list glued on to 

it will give a light-tight joint with the frame of the window. 

The narrow strip of wood in the sketch near the foot of this 

frame or shutter is merely to establish a guide or connection 

with the platform that is to carry camera and screen. 

The platform of the portion (B in the illustration) that carries 

camera and screen is, like the other, a frame formed from four 

planks, but as they need not be flush with one another, the 

readiest way to join them is to screw on the end pieces under¬ 

neath. The screen is a little more than twenty-four inches 

square, and can be moved backwards and forwards on tightly- 

fitting runners, as shown in the sketch. Big screw eyes working 

from below can be used if so desired to clamp it firmly in 

position on to the frame. A platform is erected at the other 

■end to carry the studio camera, the height of this being con¬ 

structed to suit the centre of the lens, which should be centred 

with the screen. Two slips of wood are nailed on to this plat¬ 

form, so that the camera shall have no lateral adjustment ; 

the camera may be moved backwards and forwards, but always 

remains square to movable screen and window. A light box will 

serve for this platform, or it may be built up from plank ; 

the most convenient material for constructing the whole appara¬ 

tus is, in this country, imported flooring-board, which is cheap, 

cut to six-inch widths, planed, tongued, and grooved, necessi¬ 

tating very little work and no tools beyond saw, hammer, screw¬ 

driver, and bradawl. 

This portion of the apparatus forms a capital copying camera 

in itself. If a copy of a photograph is required, it is only 

necessary to put it on a table in any part of the studio most 

suitably lighted, adjust the photograph to be copied on the 

centre of the screen, adjust screen and camera, and expose. 

Marks made by pencil or chisel on the frame and platform and 

marks on the camera for the focus may be made once and for 

all for various degrees of magnification or reduction, and need 

not be gone over again every time the apparatus is required, 

and at any time the camera may be removed and placed on 

the studio stand, to be used for its legitimate purpose. The 

length suitable for the framework will, of course, depend on 

the length of focus of the lens; assuming the lens to be of 

nine inches focus, a length of six feet will allow of enlargement 

and reduction up to nearly six diameters. 

To use this ajrparatus as an enlarging camera, the portion B 

is attached to A, which has already been place 1 in position on 

the window.- The narrow strip on A and a support on B, a-> 

shown in sketch, will enable it to be wedged in position over j 

the sink, or it may be stood on a table or tressels of the re 

quired height. The ground glass of the camera is turned on 

its hinge over the top of the camera, and any leakage ol light 

between camera and negative is blocked out by using a dark 

cloth. Should a greater amount of enlargement than six dia¬ 

meters be required, it is only necessary to bring the portion B 

further away from A and block up intervening space between 

camera and lens with cardboard and cloth. Of course, an 

extending piece may be made to the platform if desired. Modi¬ 

fications will naturally occur to anyone constructing a copying 

and enlarging camera after this model, in order to suit his own 

special requirements. 

It only remains to reflect light into the apparatus. The 

figure C represents two slips of oak or teak to be attached to 

the window' frame ; this being done to both the right and left 

sides of the window will form a support for a reflector. This 

reflector need be nothing more than a sheet of white paper on 

board or light frame, and will give plenty of light for enlarging. 

A mirror w'ould reflect a patchy light it the sky were uneven 

and besides, it might be blown down, or fall and break, which 

W'ould be unlucky—for anyone standing below. 

C. Ray Woods. 

Cape Tow'n, June 23rd, 1902. 

MOLECULAR STRAIN THEORY OF VISION AND OF 

PHOTOGRAPHIC ACTION. 

[Reprinted from the Journal of the Royal Photographic Society.] 

II. 

Phenomena of Reversal. 

Reversed effect due to sub-normal intensity of stimulus.—A 

very curious effect I have often noticed is the following. If the 

effect of normal intensity of electric radiation is to produce a 

diminution of resistance, or say positive effect, a feeble in¬ 

tensity of radiation gives rise to negative effect. It thus hap¬ 

pens that when a receiver is subjected to continued radiation, 

the first mciety absorbed falls below the critical intensity; 

there is thus a preliminary negative twitch followed by the 

normal positive response. 

Reversal due to continued radiation.—If the receiver is sub¬ 

jected to the long continued action of radiation there is pro¬ 

duced a reversal. In some cases I have even noticed recurrent 

reversals. 

Artificial Retina. 

The receiver hitherto described responds to invisible electric 

radiation. But I have been able to construct others which 

respond to all lights—visible and invisible. Last year I ex¬ 

hibited at the Royal Institution an artificial eye, which in 

many respects was an improvement on the human organ. It 

also exhibited an automatic recovery iust like our own eye: 

This artificial retina has, with regard to spectral vision, an 

enormous range extending far beyond the visual limits. It 

perceives light waves several miles in length ; it can also see 

waves less than one-fifty-thousandth part of an inch. But we 

can reduce its powrer to a merely human level by substituting 

a water lens instead of the glass substitute for the crystalline 

lens, when the invisible radiations are absorbed by water 

and prevented from reaching the sensitive layer. 

The following records, Fig. 4, show how the receiver exhibits 

responses when alternately acted on by light and electric radia¬ 

tion, and how' similar in every respect are the two sets of re¬ 

sponses. 
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The responses obtained with this retina are in every way 

^respondent to the visual responses. 

Electric Theory of Vision. 

According to this theory, the visual impulse is an electric 

apulse (am electric impulse in the optic nerve is known to 

•oduce visual sensation). The nerve is a conductor of electiic 

irrent, and the brain an extremely delicate detector of current, 

lie most difficult part of the subject is to explain the production 

id regulation of visual current in response to the fluctuating 

imuli of the incident light on the sensitive substance in the 

tina. 
Retinal Current. 

If there are electro-motive elements in the retina, then the 

sual current may be supposed to be regulated by the conduc- 

vity change of the sensitive layer under the action of radiation, 

ut it is not even necessary to postulate the existence of any 

ectro-m otive element. I will show that the stimulus of light 

self will give rise to an electro-motive variation. Let us 

rst take a frog’s retixa, and see what takes place under the 

■tion of light. We shall find out whether exactly similar 

lenomena is not repeated in an artificial substitute. We 

ke first ia frog’s retina, and see what takes place under the 

eans of non-polarising electrodes, one with the cornea and the 

her with the optic nerve (the slight existing current may be 

danced by a potentiometer). On now exposing the retina to 

ght, a responsive galvanometer twitch will be produced. On 

opping the light, the galvanometer deflection will show re- 

ivery. We next take a rod of silver and beat out one end 

the form of a hollow cup, sensitising the inside by exposing 

for a short time to the vapour of bromine. The cup is filled 

ith water. We have thus an arrangement somewhat re- 

mbling the eye, the sensitive layer corresponding to the 

tina, and the less sensitive rod corresponding to the nerve- 

ump. Connections are made with the galvanometer by means 

non-polarisable electrode-, one contact being made with the 

nsitive layer inside the cup, and the other with the rod. 

Retinal current in response to light has been observed by 

olmgren, Dewar, McKemdrick, and others, I have also ob- 

ined similar responsive currents with the inorganic substitute 

r the retina. The response curves of the real and' artificial 

tinse are under all possible variations absolutely alike. I 

ill now try to interpret the meaning of a few curves obtained 

ith the artificial retina, and tell you how by their means I 

rs able to discover some unexpected peculiarities of our own 
sion. 

Effect of Light of Short Duration. 

If we subject the sensitive cell to a flash of light, the effect 

not instantaneous, but grows with time. It attains a maxi- 

G. 5.—Response curves for flashes of (a) feeble and (b) strong lights. 

um some little time after the incidence of light, and the 

feet then gradually passes away. If now a flash of light of 

stronger intensity falls on the cell, it will be found that the 

after-effect persists for a longer time (Fig. 5). The following 

visual analogue is interesting. If a bold design be traced with 

megnesium powder on a blackened board, and placed in a 

dark room, the observer not being acquainted with the design, 

and the powder is fired, the instantaneous flash of light, besides 

being too quick for detailed observation, is obscured by the 

accompanying smoke. But if the eyes be closed immediately 

after the flash, the feebler obscuring sensation of smoke will 

first disappear and leave clear the more persistent after-sensa¬ 

tion of the design, which can now be read distinctly. In this 

manner I have often been able to see distinctly, on closing the 

eyes, extremely brief phenomena of light which could not other¬ 

wise have been observed. 

After short exposure the after-effect is positive, there being 

no reversal or interval of darkness between the direct image and 

the after-image, one being merely the continuation of the other. 

In the next type to be presently described, there is an inter¬ 

mediate reversal. 

After-oscillation. 

When the silver cell has been subjected to strong light, the 

current of response attains a maximum ; on the stoppage of light 

there is an immediate rebound towards recovery. In this re¬ 

bound there may be over-shooting of the equilibrium position, 

and an after-oscillation is thus produced (Fig. 6). Translated 

Fig. 6.—After-oscillation on the cessation of light. Thick lines repre¬ 
sent the action of light, dotted lines the recovery and after- 
oscillation. 

into the visual circuit, this would mean an alternating series 

jf after-images. On the cessation of light of strong intensity 

and long duration, the immediate effect would be a negative 

rebound ; the next rebound is positive, giving rise to a sensation 

of light. This will go on in a recurring series. If after staring 

at a bright object, preferably with one eye, one looks on a 

dimly lighted wall, both the dark and the bright phases will 

be noticed alternately. The negative effect is usually ex¬ 

plained as due to fatigue. That portion of the retina affected 

by light is supposed to be “ tired,” the negative image being 

due to fatigue or exhaustion. If this were the case, we should 

expect that this fatigue, with its consequent negative image, 

would gradually and finally disappear on the restoration of 

the retina to its normal condition. We find, however, that 

this is not the case, for the negative image recurs with alterna¬ 

tive positive image. The accepted theory of fatigue is incapable 

of explaining the phenomenon. The observed effects point to 

a process of after-oscillation, exactly similar to that found in 

the sensitive cell. 

Binocular Alteration of Vision. 

It was while experimenting on the phenomenon of recurrent 

vision that I discovered the curious fact that, in normal eyes. 
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the two do not see equally well at a given instant, but that the 
visual effect in each eye undergoes fluctuation from moment to 
moment in such a way that the sensation in one eye is comple¬ 
mentary to that in the other, the sum of the two sensations 
remaining approximately constant. Thus they take up the 
work of seeing and then relatively resting, alternately This 
division of labour, in binocular vision, is of obvious advantage. 
As regards maximum sensation in the two retinae, there is then 

a relative retardation of half a period. This effect can be 
exhibited by means of a stereoscope carrying incised plates 

through which we look at light. The design consists of two 
slanting cuts; one cut slants to the right, and the other to 

the left. The right eye sees the one, and the left the other. 
On looking through the stereoscope, the two images will be 

superposed, and we see an inclined cross. After staring at the 
design for some time, if the eyes be closed, the after-effects 
will be perceived. Owing to the retardation of half a period, 

it will be found that the after-image is not a complete cross. 

Only one luminous arm of the cross shoots aslant the dark field 
and then slowly disappears; after this the second arm (per¬ 
ceived by the other eye) shoots out suddenly in a direction 

athwart the first. This alternation proceeds for a long time. 
That this is due to physical causes is seen from the fact that 
early in the morning, after long rest, the period is shortest; 

later in the evening, the period is lengthened (from about four 
to seven seconds). Again, if one eye be cooled and the othei 

warmed, the oscillation in one eye is quicker than in the other ; 
we thus obtain visual beats. 

These after-effects sometimes persist for a very long time. 

It sometimes happens that owing to weariness the recurrent 

images disappear, but afterwards at most unexpected moments 
they will spontaneously reappear. In connection with this, 
the revival of images (on closing the eyes at night) that have 
been seen during the day is extremely interesting. 

Another striking way of exhibiting the alternation is to look 
at two different sets of writings with the two eyes. The re¬ 
sultant effect is a blurr, due to superposition, and the inscrip¬ 

tion cannot be read with the eyes open. But on closing then: 

the composite image is analysed into its component parts. We 
are thus enabled to read better with eyes shut than open! 

Visual Impression of Lightning. 

In photographs of lightning it is sometimes found that the 
image comes out (1) as bright core with dark border, and (2) 

with dark core and bright edges. If we look at a single dis¬ 
charge from an electric machine and immediately close the 

eye, we shall find exactly the same phenomenon reproduced. 

That is to say, we see a bright line of discharge bordered by 

intense dark edges—the edges being much darker than the rest 

of the dark field. After a while, owing to reversal, we find 
the inner core becoming dark and the edges becoming bright. 

One explanation of this curious phenomenon is the following : — 

We have seen that the molecular effect of electric radiation 
below a certain critical intensity is opposite to the normal 

effect. Now the image cast on the retina is sharp in the centre, 

gradually vanishing at the edges. It may thus be that at a 

certain limit the radiation intensity is below the critical value, 
hence the opposite effects at the centre and the edges. 

The same cause—molecular strain—which gives rise to the 
photographic image also produces the visual impression. The 
difference lies in this. The retinal images are transitory; 
there may be sight echoes which grow fainter and fainter, at 

last merging into memory. In the photographic plate some¬ 
thing is wanted which will arrest the fleeting image. We shall 
presently see how this may be accomplished. 

rl he responses in the artificial retina, normal or abnormal, 

are exactly the same as that obtained with the real retina. 

The observed visual phenomena follow as a matter of course! 
from the correct interpretation of the response curves. From 
observing the peculiarities of an artificial organ we are even 

able to discover unsuspected peculiarities in our own. 

Vital Response. 

But the vitalists may object and say that vision is a pheno¬ 
menon peculiar to the living. The visual responses are regu-1 
lated by “vital force,” which is much more subtle than mere 
physico-chemical forces which govern the world of brute matter. 
Let us now examine what is meant by this vital response, and 
what are its characteriestics. 

The effect of stimulus on living substances is usually de- j 
tected by two different methods. Mechanical response is ob¬ 
tained in the case of contractile tissues such as muscles. But 
in others—nerve for example—stimulus causes no visible change, 
the excitation of tissue may, however, be detected by the electro- 

motive changes caused by the stimulus. The advantage of the 
electric mode of detecting response is its universal applicability. 
In cases where mechanical response is available, as in muscle, 

it is found that simultaneous mechanical and electrical re¬ 
cords are practically identical. The intensity of electrical I 
response is found to depend on the “ livingness ” of the tissue. 

When this activity is diminished by amesthetics the intensity I 
of electric response is also correspondingly diminished. When i 

the tissue is killed, the response disappears altogether. Hence 1 

physiologists declare that “ the most general and most delicate J| 
sign of life is the electrical response.” 

A living tissue is irritable, that is to say, stimulus evokes 
a molecular disturbance with its concomitant electric disturbance. 
On the cessaton of stimulus the electric disturbance gradually 
disappears; a living tissue is, however, ever responsive; it 

responds to a second stimulus, and exhibits subsequent re¬ 
covery. A living thing is capable of dying; we may hasten 

death by the action of poison and at the approach of death 
the electric response disappears. The effect of poison in abolish¬ 

ing response is thus regarded as the physioligical test of a vital 
phenomenon. 

Response in Ordinary Plants. 

The gap between animal and metal is very great. I there- 

Before. j After. 

Fig. 7. Anaesthetic effect of chloroform on the response of plant. Uni¬ 

form stimuli were applied at intervals of one minute. The 
rising part of each portion shows the effect of stimulus and 
the falling part shows recovery. The first three are the nor¬ 
mal responses, after which, on the application of chloroform, 
the “ electric pulse ” underwent a rapid decline. 

fore undertook an investigation on the responses in the transi- 
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tional world of plants, to find out whether they resembled 
the animal responses. Some sensitive plants are known to 
exhibit response, but it was thought that it ended there, that 
ordinary plants exhibited none. 

Here is a leaf stalk of cabbage. I stimulate it by pinching, 
•and you observe the immediate electric response ; you see that 
the stimulus of a pinch or vibration evokes an electric twitch, 
followed by recovery. To show that the response is physiologi¬ 
cal, I poison the plant or kill it by hot water ; the response, 

yQP see, has now disappeared. I chloroformed a plant, and 
you see in the record the gradual abolition of the electric 
“ pulse" under the anseithetic action (Fig. 7). 

Vitalism. 

From the observed fact—that a tissue when killed passes 
out of the state of responsiveness into that of irresponsdveness— 

Before. After. 

Before. | After. 

Before. | After. 

IFtG. 8. Effect of the same poison in abolishing the response in (a) nerve 
(Waller), (6) plant, and (c) metal. 

and from the confusion of “ dead ” things with inanimate 
matter, it has been tacitly assumed that inorganic substances 

must necessarily be irresponsive. From this false assumption, 
that the inorganic is irresponsive, it was argued that the re¬ 
sponsive phenomenon must be quite distinct from the physico¬ 
chemical phenomenon, and must be due to a mysterious “ vital 
force.” 

This unexplained phenomena of response “ became the start¬ 
ing point,” to quote Verworn, “of vitalism, which in its com¬ 
plete form asserted a dualism of living and lifeless nature. 
The vitalists soon laid aside, more or less completely, mechani¬ 
cal and chemical explanations of vital phenomena, and 

introduced as an explanatory principle an all-controlling, un¬ 
known, and inscrutable ‘ force hyper-mechanique.’ While 

chemical and physical forces are responsible for all phenomena 

in lifeless bodies, in living organisms this special force induces 

and rules all vital actions. In place of a real explanation, a 

simple phrase such as ‘ vital force ’ was satisfactory. Thus it 

was easy to ‘explain’ the most complex vital phenomena.” 
From this position, with its assumption of the super-physical 

character of response, it is clear that on the discovery of similar 

effects amongst inorganic substances, the necessity of theo¬ 

retically maintaining such dualism in Nature must immediately 

fall to the ground. 

Inorganic Response. 

Taking a piece of metallic wire, I substitute it for 

the plant, all the rest of the apparatus and connec¬ 

tions being precisely the same as before.*. I now 

stimulate the metal by mechanical stimulus—a tap or 

vibration—and you observe that the galvanometer spot on the 

scale, hitherto quiescent, moves, thus exhibiting the current 
of response. I stop the disturbance, and you see the s^ot 

creeping back to its original position, exhibiting a complete 

recovery. A difference of electric potential, sometimes very 

considerable (4 volt) is thus produced between the excited and 

less excited parts of the same wire which was orignially iso¬ 

electric. The more excited portion of the wore becomes, 

generally speaking, zinc-like, and the less excited copper-like. 

We may express the same fact by stating that the chemical 

activity of the stimulated portion of the wire lias become 

relatively greater than the unstimulated portion. 
As long as the wire is excited, so long will the electric re¬ 

sponse persist. Greater intensity of stimulus will produce 
stronger response. Finally, just as the response of animal 

tissue undergoes modification by various chemical re-agents, 

being excited by stimulants, lowered by depressors, and 

abolished by poisons, so also we find the response of metals 
undoing similar exaltation, depression, or abolition by the 

action of various chemical re-agents. These three records show 

how the same poison kills the response in nerve, plant, and 

metal (Fig. 8). Still more curious is the phenomenon, known 

not only to students of physiological response, but also in 
medical practice, that of the opposite effects produced by the 
same drug when given in large or in small doses. We find the 

same phenomenon reproduced in an extraordinary manner in 
inorganic response—the same re-agent which is a poison in large 

quantities acting as a stimulant when applied in small doses. 
We see that the “ vital ” response so called is in reality a 

physico-chemical phenomenon. We have thus in the artificial 
retina a, mechanism wdiose action explains that of the real 
retina. 

I have shown how all matter—living and non-living—is re¬ 
sponsive to all kinds of stimulus; how the molecular disturb- 

* For detailed description of experimental arrangements, see “Response in the 
Living and Non-Living. ’ (Messrs. Longmans.) 
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ance thereby caused expresses itself in various ways ; how the 

question of molecular friction determines whether the after¬ 

effect should be transitory or permanent. We have seen how 

the curves of response obtained by such widely different methods 

as those of conductivity or electro-motive variation are yet 

exactly similar. 

Instead of applying mechanical stimulus we might apply the 

stimulus of light, and we would get exactly similar results. 

The study of the response curves given by a wire under mechani¬ 

cal stimulus will give us a general insight into the molecular 

effects produced by various stimuli under diverse conditions. 

JaG'Dis Chttnder Bose, M.A., D.Sc. 

PLATINOTYPE PROCESS. 

III. 

Print-oht Sepia Paper. 

Sepia tones may be obtained by this process either by the use 

of palladium or mercury salts, but the former require absolute 

dryness and the use of a photometer whilst printing, and there 

is a great tendency for the shadows to be brown and the half¬ 

tones grey. 

The sensitiser with palladium is : — 

Chloroplatinite solution . 4 ccm. 

Soda iron solution .. 6 ccm. 

Chloropalladinite of potash solution (1 :10)... 2 ccm. 

The paper should be sized with arrowroot. 

For the mercury process (3) solutions are required :—■ 

I. 
Chloroplatinite solution .. 

II. 
Sodium ferric oxalate .. 40g. 

Gum arabic (powdered) . 40g. 

Sodium oxalate solution (3 per cent.) . 100 ccm. 

Glycerine . 3 ccm. 

A few drops of sodium platinic chloride, or 1 per cent, bichro¬ 

mate solution, should be added to every 10 ccm. The sodium 

oxalate solution should be heated to 40 deg. or 50 deg. C., then 

the ferric oxalate and glycerine added, and the warm solution 

added to the powdered gum in a mortar with continual rubbing, 

and then the mixture filtered through a clean cloth into a wide- 

rnouth bottle. It is advisable to add a few drops of a 1 per 

cent, solution of potassium chromate, or 10 per cent, solution 

of sodium platinic chloride solution to every 100 ccm. of this 

mixture. 

Sensitising the Paper. 

A great deal of the success in the home preparation of platino- 

type paper is dependent on the operations of sensitising and 

drying the paper : one of the most important points is freedom 

from dust during drying and also freedom from anything like 

the products of burning gas. 

For measuring the small quantities of liquids required, 

pipettes are better than the ordinary measures. In most of the 

formula} will be found the term “drops.” These should be 

calculated as 20 drops being equal to 1 cubic centimetre; and 

they can be conveniently measured by obtaining a piece of 

feeding-bottle glass tube drawing to a fairly fine point, and 

closing the other end with a blind teat. A trial with various 

sized holes in the gla s will soon give one that will deliver 

the correct sized drop, or of course they can be measured in 

a finely-divided 1 ccm. pipette. 

Another and most important point is the light in the room 

whilst sensitising, and in fact when mixing the solutions, for 

it must not be overlooked that they are in themselves sensitive 

to light. A bright gas light or even diffused daylight is quite 

sufficient to cause enough fog to give degraded high lights, 

so that it is advisable to use a yellow medium to filter the light, 

and even through this bright sunlight will cause fog. 

In all cases the sensitising solutions must be distributed with 

brushes, but these must not be bound with metal, which would 

reduce the sensitising solutions, and give rise to enlless trouble 

in the shape of black markings; nor must the brushe; be too 

soft, otherwise they will absorb too much of the sensitiser ; 

nor too hard, in that they will then cause streaks. For small 

sheets a round hog’s hair glue brush, bound with string, can 

be used, whilst for large sheets a brush somewhat similar to 

a nailbrush with a handle on top is more convenient. It is 

also advisable to have a soft long-haired flat bru-h, which 

serves to even out any possible brush-marks. 

The paper should be fastened by drawing-pins to a flat 

board, but care must be taken not to touch these whilst sensi¬ 

tising. The necessary quantity of sensitiser should be poured 

on to the middle of the paper, and rapidly distributed with the 

round brush, and if rapidly and lightly done first along the 

length and then across the breadth there will be no need for 

u-ing the flat distributing brush, this latter being specially 

useful for large sheets ; on the slightest sign of any dry places, 

the brush must be laid aside, for if the brush be used over such 

places, it causer streaky marks. Sensitisers containing sodium 

ferric oxalate must be lightly rubbed, preferably with circular 

strokes, with the flat distributing brush till all sign of glaze 

from the liquid is seen, otherwise crystals form on the surface. 

The distributing brush must also be used with all sensitisers 

containing gum or gelatine, as with these solutions innumerable 

small bubbles are formed, which, if allowed to dry, cause 

white or light spots, therefore the distributing brush must be 

used till the surface is' dry. 

It ma}r be noted here that Hiibl has proved that the sensi¬ 

tising solutions will keep for months in the dark. 

Drying the Papers. 

It may be taken as a general rule that artificial heat is 

absolutely necessary to dry platinotype papers, except in ex¬ 

ceedingly dry and warm climates, and it is also advisable not 

to use a room too cool for sensitising. For drying a normal 

heat is 50 deg. to 60 deg. C. ; at the same time it must be 

noted that from one-half to one hour is sufficient to ensure 

perfect dryness. 

In sensitising for the cold bath process, the paper should be 

left for ten minutes before being subjected to artificial heat, 

and in the print-out process artificial heat is unnecessary, ex¬ 

cept in very cold and wet weather. 

Printing, Developing, etc. 

Little need be said as regards the printing of platinotypes, 

as this is fairly well known, except to lay stress upon one or 

two points. It is well known, of course, that damp has con¬ 

siderable influence on the result, and indeed it causes loss of 

sensitiveness, fogginess, and want of depth in the shadows ; it 

is, therefore, necessary to keep the paper as dry as possible 

whilst printing, especially in the winter or autumn, or when 
there is a good deal of moisture in the air, and therefore the. 

negative should be well dried and preferably varnished, and 

the pads of the printing-frame be' indiarubber. 

It is advisable to use a photometer, and one made of fairly 

transparent paper is preferable, with gelatino or collodio- 

chloride paper, and it must not be forgotten that platinotype 

paper is from twice to four times as sensitive as the silver 

papers. Hub! strongly advises a trial printing with a small 

strip of the paper under a typical part of the negative, because 

the spectral sensitiveness of the silver papers is not quite the 

same as that of the platinotype, the former being more sensitive 

to the violet, the latter to the blue. For this reason, tco, he 
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strongly recommends a particular make of photometer con¬ 

sisting of ten scales, half being covered with yellow glass, 

which cuts off the violet and transmits only the blue. It is 

obvious from this that yellow negatives will give more brilliant 

platinotype prints if covered with a blueish glass, and that 

blue-black negatives should be covered with a yellow glass, so as 

to limit the active light to the blue and blue-green rays. Bright 

sunlight gives also flatter prints than diffused light. A state¬ 

ment has been made that green glass over the negative gives 

more brilliant prints; but this is only correct for a given 

colour of negative and particular colour of glass. 

The cold bath paper requires printing out to nearly full 

depth, and with this, and with all the papers in fact, too bright 

a light should not be used whilst developing. The developer 

may be a 1:3 or 1:5 solution of potassium oxalate, and the 

solution must be neutral ; or a better developer still is "W illis 

phospho-oxalate solution: — 

Neutral potassium oxalate . 100 parts. 

Potassium phosphate . 50 parts. 

Distilled water . 1,000 parts. 

The print should be immersed face downwards, drawn through 

the developer, and turned over and left, or placed on a sheet 

of glass, face upwards, till full depth is obtained, and then 

transferred to the acid bath. For large prints it is preferable 

to place them face upwards on a sheet of glass, and develop 

them with a brush and a developer containing one-sixth of its 

volume of pure glycerine, the use of which prevents any lines 

showing. 

If the prints are over-exposed or greater brilliancy is re¬ 

quired, the developer may be diluted with from four to six 

times the quantity of water, or, what is better still, add from 

two to five per cent, of a one per cent, solution of potassium 

bichromate. Willis suggested the use of .1 to .3 of potassium 

nitrite, and Yon Janko the addition of .5 to 1 per cent, of 

ammonium persulphate. 

For the hot bath paper the same developers, made acid, may 

be used, but heated to from 50 deg. to 75 deg. C. The lower 

the temperature of the developer, the slower the print develops, 

and the hotter the developer the quicker it develops, so that 

the former may be used for over-exposure, and the latter for 

under-exposure. This paper does not want printing so much 

as the cold bath ; in fact, the delicate half tone should not 

be visible. 

The iron paper with platinum in the developer can be best 

treated in small sizes by floating on a small quantity of 

developer in a dish ; for large prints this becomes somewhat 

expensive, and therefore brush development can be used, but 

there is considerable danger of brush-marks, unless glycerine 

be used in the developer, and this causes somewhat harder 

prints, and in fact requires that the paper should be exposed 

longer, as it prevents the appearance of the finer details. 

The normal developer is : — 

Chloroplatinite solution . lccm. 

Phospho-oxalate developer . 8-12ccm. 

That with glycerine is : — 

Chloroplatinite solution . lccm. 

Phospho-oxalate developer .8ccm. 

Glycerine . 2-4ccm. 

About 20ccm. are required for a sheet 50 by 60cm. 

For line work with this process the best developer is: — 

Potassium oxalate (sat. sol.) . 450ccm. 

Chloroplatinite solution . 12cem. 

Glycerine . 50ccm. 

and 30ccm. are sufficient for a sheet 66 by 90cm. 

For the print-out process it is necessary that the paper be 

damp if the image is to print right out in the printing frame, 

but if it is too damp it may actually spoil before the details 

are impressed. The best way is to pin the sheet face down¬ 

wards to the lid of a box, and place over a di h filled with 

water at 40 deg. C. for from one and a half to two and a half 

minutes, the older the paper the longer the time. 

The developer for the cold bath, sepia paper, should be acidi¬ 

fied with ten per cent, of oxalic acid, and the phosphate de¬ 

veloper is preferable. 

For the hot bath, sepia paper, the following is the best 

developer, and it should be heated to 70 deg. C. : 

Potassium oxalate . 100 parts 

,, phosphate . 50 ,, 

Citric acid .  20 ,, 

Potassium chloride . 10 ,, 

Water . 1,000 „ 

For sepia paper, Mr. Chas. F. Inston recently suggested 

following developer : 

Potassium oxalate 

Mercuric chloride 

Potassium citrate 

Citric acid . 

W ater . 

62 g. 

6 

10 

16 

450 
y> 

ccm. 

the 

For use this is mixed with an equal quantity of water. As 

an improvement on this, which throws down a heavy precipitate, 

he now suggests two solutions : 

I.—Potassium oxalate . 142 g. 

Water . 1,000 ccm. 

II.—Potassium citrate . 22.2 g. 

Citric acid .  35.7 ,, 

Mercuric chloride . 13.4 ,, 

Water . 1,000 ccm. 

For use mix in equal parts. The print must be printed 

deeper than usual. 

Notwithstanding the fact that a sepia platinotype paper can 

be obtained commercially, a peculiar perversity, exemplified 

with other processes also, has induce some experimenters to 

obtain sepia tones with the ordinary black platinotype papers, 

Mr. Peebles Smith (Amer. Am. Phot. 1897) suggested develop¬ 

ing the cold bath paper with the following developer, for which 

four stock solutions are required : 

I.—Potassium oxajlate . 250 g. 

Distilled water . 1,000 ccm. 

II.—Cupric chloride . 31 g. 

Distilled water . 1,000 ccm. 

III.—Mercuric chloride . 62.5 g. 

Distilled water . 1,000 ccm. 

IV.—Lead acetate .. 16 g. 

Distilled water . 1,000 ccm. 

For use mix 3 parts of No. 1, and 1 part of No. 2, then 

add, with vigorous shaking or stirring, 1 part of No. 3 and 

finally ^th part of No. 4. Filter if necessary and heat to from 

80—85deg. C. The prints are developed and fixed in the 

usual way. Increase of the proportion of mercury will give 

warmer tones, and other variations may be obtained by sub¬ 

stituting sodium acetate or phosphate for the oxalate. 

For fixing, as is well known, three acid baths are used, and 

the first should be a two per cent, solution of hydrochloric acid, 

in which the print should be left for five minutes, and then it 

should be transferred to a somewhat weaker bath for fifteen 

minutes, and thence into the third bath, and then well washed. 

It is advisable to neutralise the last traces with about a .2 per 

cent, of washing soda, but this should not be used till after 

the prints have been washed a little time. It is not advisable 

to wash platinotypes too long, an;l three or four changes in 

from one-half to one hour is quite enough 

F, J W\ L 
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THE THEORY AND PRACTICE OF INTENSIFICATION. 

Part I. 

The subject of the intensification of the photographic image, with 
which I am about to deal in these pages, is one which lias, from the 
earliest days of the history of photography, received its share of atten¬ 
tion, and one that, from time to time, has engaged and served to dis¬ 
play the abilities of all classes of photographic workers. 

There has, doubtless, now and again been a certain tendency to 
subordinate theory to practice in the working out of the problems 
dealing with intensification and intensifying processes, but not per¬ 
haps a greater tendency in this direction than what we meet with in 
other fields of photographic inquiry. 

In dealing with the subject on the present occasion, I do not propose 
to bring any startling novelties, in the shape of new intensifiers, before 
the readers of the Journal. My main object rather will be to show 
that the evolution of our existing processes of intensification offers a 
most interesting and instructive theme for study, and that cue nature 
of that phenomenon itself, and in particular the chemical reactions 
upon which it is based, are worthy of the most careful attention. 

At the outset we seem to require a working definition of what is 
meant by the words, “ the intensification of the image,” in the sense 
in which the phrase is employed by photographers. There are—some¬ 
what unfortunately—two possible definitions of the word “ intensifica¬ 
tion” as applied in this special connection. The first is simply “a 
strengthening”; the second, “an increase in density.” These, it 
is important to note and bear in mind, are not necessarily synonyms 
in a practical sense any more than they can with propriety be regarded 
as interchangeable expressions. The first (in the majority of cases, at 
least) implies and includes the second, but the latter does not in all 
cases imply and include the first. Let me prove this by a practical 
illustration. In the process of intensification by the application to 
the image of a solution of mercuric chloride, and the subsequent treat¬ 
ment of the resulting compounds with a suitable reagent, we have an 
example of “ increase of density,” brought about by the formation of 
a deposit possessing a molecular weight greater than the atomic weight 
of silver. If, however, the action of the mercury solution has been 
such as to convert a large percentage of the original silver into chloride, 
and this chloride is afterwards treated with a reagent which trans¬ 
forms it into a compound more non-actinic and therefore less opaque 
than the image in its primary state, it will be readily understood that 
we will then have merely “ increase of density ” without any compen¬ 
sating “ strengthening ” of the image. In such a suppositious case 
it will, of course, be necessary to speak of the image as “toned,” not 
as “ intensified,” there being, properly speaking, no intensification in 
the strictly photographic meaning of that word. , 

Intensification, it therefore will be seen, must be defined as “a 
strengthening of the image,” and not, as it frequently is, as “an 
increase in density.” As to the latter expression, a few words of 
explanation are also necessary, seeing that the term is involved in the 
definition which has just been given. 

Density, as the word is understood in physics, is the ratio which 
exists between the mass and the volume of a body, and is accordingly 
defined in terms of these two factors. 

If, as is, for the sake of convenience, the established rule in practice, 
the volume of the body is regarded as constant, we may then say 
either, that density is the mass of unit volume, or, what amounts to 
the same thing, that the density varies directly as the mass. If, how¬ 
ever, on the other hand, we regard, as we are quite at liberty to do, 
the mass as the constant quantity and the volume as the variable, we 
may then say, conversely, that density is volume per unit mass, or, 
again, paraphrasing our second definition, that the density varies in¬ 
versely as the mass. Finally, if we choose to> combine our second and 
fourth definitions in a comprehensive general expression, we may then 
say that density varies directly as the mass and inversely as the 
volume. 

We cannot, however, avail ourselves of this strictly scientific defini¬ 
tion of density in speaking of the bodies, be they simple or compound, 
by which the photographic image is strengthened in the process which 
we call intensification. The reason is that the physical definitions 
of density above stated assume that one of the factors—either the 
mass or the volume, but by preference the latter—is a constant 
quantity. Now, in the chemical reactions just alluded to, mass and 
volume alike arc variable quantities, and only in rare and exceptional 
cases do we find that either remains unchanged throughout the course 
of those operations by which the desired alteration in the appearance 
of the imago is effected. Clearly, then, it is evident that we cannot 
estimate photographic, as we do physical, density, by a process based 
upon the ratio of constant volume to changing mass, or yet by its 
converse, the ratio of constant mass to variable volume. We must, 
therefore, endeavour to find a definition more suitable to the circum¬ 
stances. 

Intensification being essentially a, chemical process, and as such one 
in which any change in constitution must needs be effected in accord¬ 
ance with the law of fixed proportions, and, fuither, weight and mass 
being proportional, we can, if we choose, in place of the unit of the 
latter, employ the respective atomic, or molecular, weights of the 
reacting bodies as one of the factors for the estimation of density. 

As regards the other factor, there is more difficulty. We cannot, a.: 
before, employ the volume, because, in the case of solid and liquid' 
bodies, this varies in a manner much too complex to permit of tlx 
fiuctuations being expressed in a. simple statement, like the Lara "t 
constant proportions. We may, however, obtain a fairly satisfactory 
substitute, if, in place of a conception involving the consideration of 
space of three dimensions, we introduce one dealing with space of two 
dimensions only—i.e., surface. We can then—having first chosen a. 
suitable standard of measurement of this new quantity—define density 
as molecular (or, in certain cases, atomic) weight per unit of surface. 
It is really immaterial what unit we employ in actual measurement. 
It may be the square millimetre, the square centimetre, or the squar« 
inch. We may, indeed, if we think fit, call the snperfices of the film 
itself the unit of surface, and this, as a rule, will be found the most 
convenient plan. 

Of course, it will be understood that anything like actual gravi 
metric determination of the infinitesimally small quantities that are- 
engaged in intensifying, and similar photographic reactions, is out of 
the question. We can state these quantities merely in a comparative- 
form, one exhibiting their relative, but not their real, magnitudes. 

Leaving inteasification proper, something must he said in regard to 
intensifiers These, according to the scheme of classification adopted, 
by some writers on photography, may be divided into two classes— 
viz., intensifiers acting (1) by substitution, and (2) by addition or aug¬ 
mentation. Auric and platinic chlorides furnish iastances of those of 
the first class, whilst intensifiers of the ferricyanide type may be takers 
as representatives of the second. As a matter of fact, however, the 
vast majority of intensifiers act by augmentation, and, therefore, come 
under the second category. 

Another scheme of classification might be suggested, founded upon 
the circumstance that some intensifiers act directly upon the silver 
image, whilst others, again, produce no intensifying effect until the 
metal has been converted into a salt or mixture of salts by a pre¬ 
liminary treatment with certain reagents. In carrying out the divisioiu 
on these lines we might speak of intensifiers of the first class as direct, 
and those of the second as indirect or intermediary. The uranium ferri 
cyanide intensifier may be cited as an example of the former, and by 
substituting lead ferricyanide for the uranium compound a bath is 
obtained which possesses no intensifying properties, but acts neverthe¬ 
less on the image in such a wav as to bring it into a state capable- 
of being strengthened by the subsequent application of an intensifier 
of the second or indirect type, such as a soluble sulphide or other- 
suitable reagent. 

In regard to the intensifiers of the last-mentioned class, those who 
are responsible for our photographic terminology appear for the most 
part to have overlooked the very real difference which I have here 
pointed out as existing between the intensifier proper and the auxiliary 
bath, and, in point of fact, the latter, as often as not, is styled by therm 
the intensifier. In speaking, at a later stage, of the different forms 
of intensifying bath which come under this particular head, I shall, 
purely for the sake of convenience, adopt a middle course in preference- 
to adhering to the strictly scientific classification, and speak of the dual 
combination formed by the auxiliary bath and true intensifier as itself 
the “indirect intensifier.” 

Intensifiers, again, might be classified according to the chemical 
character of the intensifying deposit formed upon, or compound formed 
with, the metallic image, but to do this properly the division into 
classes would probably have to be carried out to an extent which would’ 
defeat the object in view. 

A similar objection would equally apply to any attempt that might 
be made towards a classification, based upon the chemical composition 
of the intensifiers themselves. On the whole, therefore, the alterna¬ 
tive schemes of division above described are better suited to meet the 
requirements of practice, particularly the second, whic-h, as I have- 
already said, I shall adopt in these pages. 

I shall now pass in review and briefly consider the leading physical' 
and chemical properties of the products of the action of intensifiers 
upon the image. As to the first, the only physical properties witbj 
which we as photographers are concerned are those upon what may be 
termed the relative opacity of the image depends. These are three 
in number—na-melw density, volume, and colour. A definition of the 
first has already been given. Owing to the fact, previously alluded to, 
that most of the intensifiers in everyday use react with the metallic 
silver of the film to form additive compounds, it follows that intensi¬ 
fication is, generally speaking, accompanied by increase in density. 

Such is not, however, the case with the intensifiers, which act by 
substitution—viz., the chlorides of platinum and gold! The formerr 
for each molecule of metallic platinum which it deposits from solution, 
removes from the image four molecules of silver, whilst auric-chloride, 
notwithstanding the fact that gold is a monovalent element, acts as 
though the metal were Divalent, removing three molecules of silver for 
each molecule of gold, which it deposits in exchange. This anomalous 
behaviour of platinum and gold solutions supplies us with a reason—- 
one of several that may be advanced—that serves to account for their 
unsatisfactory character as intensifiers. 

A noteworthy fact in regard to' the reagents which have been found' 
to possess a special value as intensifiers is that they almost invariably 
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uVsess high molecular weights, and consequently act upon the image 
to form compounds of a density much exceeding that of silver m its 
uncombined state. The atomic weights of the respective metallic con¬ 
stituents of those reagents, too, are correspondingly high, being, in 
round numbers, 200 for mercury, 207 for lead, and 239 for uranium. 

Volume, the second of the properties I have mentioned above, is a 
factor of some importance in our study of the physical conditions upon 
which successful intensification depends. It is a most interesting cir¬ 
cumstance, and one, I believe, for which no adequate explanation has 
hitherto been suggested, that the various additive compounds formed 
with silver—bodies differing widely in their properties and chemical 
composition—-by the action of the different classes of intensifying baths 
in use at the present day, possess, nearly all, abnormally high mmecu ai 
volumes, higher, that is to say, than we should expect them to be after 
taking into consideration the several molecular weights of the com¬ 

pounds in question. T . ,, , 
To elucidate my subject, it is perhaps proper that I should here give 

a definition of what is meant by the expression molecular—or, as it is 
sometimes styled, specific—volume. In chemistry, the term is applied 
to the quotient which is obtained by dividing the molecular weight ol 
a compound by its specific gravity. It may with equal propriety be 
defined a;s the product of the molecular weight and the reciprocal of 
the specific gravity. For practical reasons it is generally more con¬ 
venient to employ the latter definition. 

In the case of an element, the term atomic volume is employed, the 
atomic weight being substituted for the molecular weight hi making the 
necessary calculations. 

As a practical illustration, let it be assumed that we desire to ascer¬ 
tain the molecular volume of chloride of silver. The molecular weight 
of this compound is 143.0, and its specific gravity is 5.50. Dividing 
the former1 by the latter, we have for quotient, 26.0, the molecular- 
volume required. The same result is obtained, and with a greater 
degree of expedition, if we multiply 143.0, the molecular weight, by 
the reciprocal of 5.50, i.e., .1,819. 

It seems exceedingly probable that the high molecular volume that 
characterises the compounds formed during the operations of intensifi¬ 
cation is a phenomenon that has a very intimate relation to the colour and 
degree of translucency or opacity exhibited by these bodies. We find in 
certain modern photographic processes, e. g., in what is known as the 
“ ripening ” of emulsion during the operations of gelatino-bromide dry- 
plate manufacture, that a progressive increase in the volume of the mole¬ 
cules or molecular groups of the silver haloid is accompanied by a corre¬ 
spondingly characteristic change in the colour of the sensitive compound. 
In the present stage of our knowledge it is impossible to formula-te the 
conditions or state the principles upon which the inter-relation of 
molecular volume and specific colour depends. It is, nevertheless, 
possible, by the simple method of a study of the volumes of the com¬ 
pounds obtained in the processes of intensification, to gain information 
which may help at some future date to solve this important problem in 
chemical physics. 

Colour, however, as I have already indicated, occupies an inde¬ 
pendent position among the properties which require to be taken into 
account in our examination of the optical characteristics of the pro¬ 
ducts of intensification. Chemical composition, as may naturally be 
supposed, exercises an important influence in determining the colour 
of compounds, but, in addition to this, such factors as the tempera¬ 
ture, the relative state of aggregation of the reacting bodies, the 
strength of the solutions employed, etc., contribute each its special 
share towards the result. 

As a general rule, our existing intensifiers act upon the image by 
diminishing its actinic qualities, the colour of the compounds formed 
by them—ranging usually from yellow through orange and red to a 
medium shade of brown—being more lion-actinic than that of the silver 

| deposit obtained in the process of development. Such a result, looked 
at from a practical point of view, may seem at first sight an undesir¬ 
able one; but in reality considerable advantage is gained by employing 
a, bath of this particular type. 

For one reason, the warm colour, by imparting a certain degree of 
hardness to the negative image, contributes in no small measure to¬ 
wards that increase of strength which is1 the object sought by the 
intensifying treatment. Besides this, in the case of a deposit of com¬ 
paratively non-actinic quality, an extremely thin film of the new 
compound is sufficient to give that measure of intensity in which the 
image was lacking, and there is thus less risk of the original gradation 
of the subject being impaired. Lastly, owing to the light shades of 
colour produced by these baths, the growth of the intensification is 
more easily watched, and the operations are, in consequence, more 
readily under control. 

As the chemical properties of the intensifiers require to be dealt 
with in considerable detail, I shall reserve my treatment of these for 
the next article, in which I shall speak of the different kinds of inten¬ 
sifiers employed in photography, with the object of exhibiting their 
comparative merits and defects. 

Matthew Wilson. 

meetings of Societies. 

MEETINGS OF SOCIETIES FOR NEXT WEEK. 

Angus*. Name of Society Subject. 

1. Croydon Natural History. Pilot 'graphic Section Meeting. 
1 A Three-day Trip. Directed by Messrs. 

2. Croydon Camera Club . t W. H. Rogeis and F. W. Hicks. 
Rambie—(Bank Holiday.) Clovelly. 

5. Rothe'ham Photographic . Carbon Ir<.cess. A member. 

5:. Southampton Camera Club. Pi int Competition—'•napxhots. 

6. North Middlesex Photographic Seventh Lantern Slide Competition. 

Commercial $ Cegal Intelligence 
At the Liverpool Assizes, on Friday last, John Hunter (57), described 

as a photographer, was found guilty of having by false pretences obtained 
2s. 6d. from one Lilly Lunn, at Morecambe, on May 15th. The money 
was obtained in part payment for photographs which were not delivered. 
Prisoner had been previously convicted of a like offence, and was now 
sentenced to twelve months with hard labour. 

William Gerecke, Limited—The above-named company has been 
registered with a capital of £2,000 in £1 shares. The objects of the com¬ 
pany are to acquire the business of manufacturers of and dealers in 
musical, photographic, and scientific instruments, apparatus and acces¬ 
sories, mechanical and other novelties, etc., and to take over the business 
carried on by W. Gerecke, at 8-9, Goring Street, London. No initial 
public issue. Registered without articles of association. 

Henry Matthews and Company, Limited.—The above-named company 
has been registered with a capital of £15,000 in £10 shares (600 pre¬ 
ference). The objects of the company are to acquire the business 
carried on at Lewins Mead, Bristol, and elsewhere, as Henry Matthews 
and Co., and to carry on the business cf manufacturers of photographic 
and scientific apparatus and materials, etc. No initial public issue. TIP 
first directors (to number not less than two, nor more than four) ai a 
G. F. Matthews (chairman) and J. G. Dennehy. Qualification £100. 

Re William Henry Parkinson, of 115, Newton Street, Bradford, artist 
and photographer.—The first meeting of the creditors interested under 
this failure took place on Friday last, at the offices of the Official 
Receiver (Mr. J. A. Binns), Manor Row, Bradford. The summary of 
accounts showed liabilities amounting to £1,831, of which £614 would 
rank against the estate for dividend. The assets are estimated at £502. 
The bankrupt attributes his insolvency to competition, which has within 
the last tw© years reduced his business as an artist and photographer 
to one-half, and to the necessity of paying interest on money borrowed 
to enable him to purchase his business premises. Mr. John "Butterfield, 
chartered accountant, was appointed as trustee with a committee of 
inspection. 

Suicide With “ Intensifier.”—At the Liverpool City Coroner's Court, 
Mr. T. E. Sampson held an inquest on the body of William Wylie Innes, 
aged thirty-nine years, who lived at 134, Jubilee Drive, Kensington, 
Liverpool. The deceased was a healthy man and a teetotaller, but was 
unaccountably jealous of his wife. In consequence of the bickering 
which ensued, the wife left him on the 15th inst., and had not since 
been seen by any member of her family. On the evening of the same 
date the deceased walked out of his kitchen, where he had been for some 
time by himself, and said to his brother, “ I have done it. I’ve taken 
about a gill of it,” at the same time handing over a bottle labelled 
“ Mercuric Intensifier.—Poison,” which he had been in the habit of using 
for photographic work. The brother administered an emetic, and a 
doctor was sent for. He was taken to the Mill Road infirmary, where 
he died on Wednesday night as a result of the poison. Before "he died, 
Innes ejaculated, “ It’s all through a woman.” The jury returned a 
verdict of “ Suicide whilst temporarily insane.” 

The Coal Tar Industry in Germany.—The report of Consul-General 
Francis Oppenheimer on the trade of the Consular district of Frankfort- 
on-Main for the year 1901, contains some interesting particulars concern¬ 
ing chemical industries in Germany. Frankfort, he states, is surrounded 
by some of the most important chemical factories in Germany, and in 
no branch of industry has German education borne better fruit than in 
the chemical industries; the benefit being eften acquired at the expense 
of British competitors. Though the United Kingdom was the cradle of 
the manufacture of aniline dyes, she was soon outstripped by Germany. 
During the first period of Germany’s success the United Kingdom at 
least furnished the raw materials, but since the use of the coke furnaces 
in Germany has become general, in which the secondary produce is 
collected, she finds at home sufficient coal tar to supply practically all 
she requires. A recent exhibition in London of artificial dye-stuffs "pro¬ 
duced in Germany, together with specimens of a great number of fabrics 
and materials—from silk to wax—to' which they can he applied, showed, 
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Mr. Oppenheimer thinks, the excellence of the German manufacture.— 
“The Pharmaceutical Journal.” 

An Unfortunate Position.—At the Marylebone Police Court, a middle- 
aged woman sought advice of the magistrate as to whether or no she 
could obtain any redress against a coachman under the following cir¬ 
cumstances. On Saturday her daughter was married, and when the 
ceremony was all over the whole of the wedding party assembled in the 
yard in front of the house and arranged themselves in position to be 
photographed. All went well until the photographer was on the point 
of removing the cap, when, to their surprise and disgust, a coachman, 
who had been washing his carriage hard by, turned his hose upon them, 
drenching one of them to the skin, and spoiling several of their dresses.— 
Mr. Curtis Bennet: He had as much right to wash his carriage as you 
had to have your wedding group taken.—Applicant: Yes, but we asked 
him kindly to wait, and he refused.—Mr. Curtis Bennett: He was not 
bound to. Perhaps he was obeying his master’s orders.—Applicant: Can 
we get no recompense for the damage to our dresses? We were all in 
position when it happened.-—Mr. Curtis Bennett: It was a very unfortu¬ 
nate position. (Laughter.) Anyhow, you cannot get recompense here'. 
You may try what you can do in the county court. 

A Candid Witness.—A case which created some amusement came before 
his Honour Judge Whitehorne at the Birmingham County Court on 
Wednesday last. Eva Harrison, photographer, of Bright’s Buildings, 
John Bright Street, sued J. Pearce, of Kensington Gardens, Balsall 
Heath Road, for 15s., the cost of half a dozen photographs. The case 
for the plaintiff, as presented by Mr. Adcock, was that the defendant 
was foreman supervising the rebuilding of the studio in John Bright 
Street. The plaintiff’s operator took his photograph, and remarked : “ It 
is splendid.”—His Honour (who had been handed the half dozen photo: 
graphs): I rather agree.—The defendant: It looks well, does not it? 
(Laughter).—His Honour: It does.—The defendant stated that the 
operator asked him to have his photograph taken. He inquired of him 
one day, “Are you busy?” and he replied, “No, I never profess to be 
busy.” (Laughter.) He was photographed at the invitation of the 
operator, and when shown a proof he inquired the price, and was told 
that it was 5s. for one, and he said in jest, “ Oh, I will have half a dozen.” 
—His Honour : You said that, did you ?—Defendant: Yes.—His Honour : 
You are not the first man who has had to suffer through jesting. I 
think you must pay for them.—The photographs were then handed to 
the defendant, and his Honour remarked that he was one of the most 
candid witnesses he had ever heard. 

Re Arthur Duncan Thomas, Cinematograph Exhibitor, 60, Chandos 
Street, Strand, W.C.—The public examination of this debtor was ap¬ 
pointed to be held at the London Bankruptcy Court on Tuesday last 
before Mr. Registrar Linklater. It appeared that debtor went on tour 
with an animated photographic apparatus. At present he was out of 
engagement, but assisted the Warwick Trading Company, who were 
photographic manufacturers of Warwick Court, E.C. He had no agree¬ 
ment with them for salary, but they paid him from £2 to £3 per week. 
He had had no permanent address for the last five or six years, as he 
was travelling about the country for the greater part of the year. He 
had no fixed place of business. He did fairly well until October last, 
when business fell off, owing to the falling off of the interest of the 
public in the war, and also to the counter attraction of the pantomimes. 
The address mentioned in the receiving order at 60, Chandos Street, 
Strand, W.C., was where Mr. Gibbons, a cinematograph manufacturer, 
carried on business. In December last he purchased the business of 
debtor for £700,- of which £350 was cash down, and of the balance £100 
was still owing. Debtor left that address in March last. The Warwick 
Trading Company had some machinery and negatives of his, which would 
be handed over to the trustee. He had no notice of the bankruptcy 
proceedings until the Official Receiver’s inspector called upon him. He 
alleged his failure to have been caused through insufficient capital and 
temporary falling off of interest in animated photographs relating to 
the Boer War. The statement of affairs filed by the debtor disclosed 
unsecured liabilities amounting to £7,498 8s. 8d., and assets estimated 
to produce £416 7s. 2d. Eventually the examination was ordered to 
be adjourned. 

British Mutoscope Company, Ltd.: A Hopeful Outlook.—The fourth 
ordinary general meeting of the British Mutoscope and Biograph Com¬ 
pany, Ltd., was held on July 24th, at St. James’s Restaurant, Regent 
Street, W., Mr. W. T. Smedley (the chairman) presiding. The secretary 
(Mr. A. G. George) having read the notice convening the meeting, the 
chairman, in moving the adoption of the reports and accounts, said he 
would, in the first place, refer to the balance sheet, and give the share¬ 
holders some explanation as to the figures which were contained therein. 
On the assets side it would be seen that the mutoscopes and reels out on 
license, patent rights, and goodwill stood at £202,024, as against £214,004 
last year. That amount had been reduced by the receipt of a sum of 
money from the liquidator of the London Company, on account of shares 
which the Mutoscope Company held in that company, which was now 
in liquidation. The plant and machinery, biographs, cameras, and 
negative and positive films, as at February 28th, 1901, amounted to 
£18,563, and from that they had written off depreciation at the rate of 
10 per cent., or £1,856, leaving the item at £16,707. The additions to 
plant during the year amounted to £3,276, the figure now standing at 
£19,983. That increase was largely accounted for by the increase during 
the year in the biograph. The item of expenditure on experiments and 
work in progress, which amounted to £764, was entirely a new item, and 
he considered it one of the most valuable assets, relatively, in the 
balance-sheet. It represented the Kinora and a number of new devices 
which the management had been engaged in during the year. The 

stock-in-trade amounted to £7,457, which was a reduction of about £5(K> 
as compared with the previous year. The investments at cost, less pro¬ 
vision for depreciation, stood at £28,769, and showed an increase of 
upwards of £10,000. That increase was in connection with the amount 
they had invested in the British United Automatic Machine Company, 
Ltd., which was now operating most of the mutoscopes throughout the 
country. With regard to the profit and loss account, that showed a 
balance brought from the previous year of £15,325, while the profit foi 
the year under review amounted to £8,895, making a total of £23,730 
to the credit of that fund, or sufficient to have paid a dividend of 9 per 
cent, per annum. The profits for the year amounted to £17,425, as 
against £19,865 last year, or a reduction of £2,400. The profits of thi 
year might have been made considerably larger, but owing to the position 
of the cash account there was no possibility of a dividend being paid, 
and they had therefore taken the opportunity of writing dowrn every¬ 
thing they could in the balance-sheet. There was £23,720 to the credit 
of the revenue account, and that, if the company had been in possession 
of funds, would have enabled the board to pay a substantial dividend. 
They would find that the total liabilities appearing in the balance-sheet 
this year were £29,502, while last year they amounted to £43,782. During 
the year they had reduced the liabilities of the company to the extent 
of £14,200, and that was where £14,000 of the profits had gone to. Th« 
liabilities of the previous year were £46,000, so that between 1900 and 
1901 they had been reduced by between £3,000 and £4,000, and during 
the past year they had been reduced to the extent of over £14,000.. 
The British Automatic Machine Company had been formed with a 
capital of £10,000, the whole of which was held by their company, and 
that company had been provided with the means of acquiring the assets 
of all local companies, including those of the South Coast Company. 
In all, there were eight local companies whose businesses had been taken 
over. At the present moment about 2,500 of the machines were out and 
at work with the British United Automatic Machine Company, and 
more were going out week by week, and by the end of the present year 
they would have 5,000 machines in operation. The question they had: 
to face was whether they would be successful or would they be as 
unsuccessful as the local companies were. He was of opinion that by- 
concentrating the whole of the management under one company, bv 
which they saved eight secretaries, eight boards of directors, and eight 
offices, the3r would succeed, because they would effect a total saving as 
compared with the expenditure of the local companies of something 
like £12,500. (Applause.) Then there would be no rent to be paid to 
this company, while the other companies had to pay a rent of £1 per 
machine, and that would bring the saving effected up to £17,500 a year. 
If they estimated that they would make a profit of 2s. 6d. per week on- 
the 5,000 machines which were out, it would give them a revenue of 
£32,500 a year, while if £20,000 or £25,000 were put down for expenses, 
which was a very liberal estimate, it would leave a profit of from £7,500* 
to £12,500 a year. They had contracts with railway companies for 
nearly 2,000 machines, and the profits from those machines were in most 
cases very satisfactory. He found the profits on the North Eastern 
Railway averaged in one district 5s. 5d. per week; in another, 4s. 7d. ;• 
and in a third, 3s. per week; so that his calculation of 2s. 6d. per 
week was a very fair average. The profits on the biograph had been 
more than in the preceding year, and for the present year they would 
be larger still. At the present moment the biograph was in operation 
at the Palace Theatre, and at the Wolverhampton Exhibition, and 
making very fair profits. With reference to the studio, that was a 
thing that was flourishing at the present moment. They had passed 
through many vicissitudes, but they had got that into commercial lines, 
and the turnover was increasing month by month. The postponement 
of the Coronation was a serious loss to them, because they had made 
arrangements with the American press and the illustrated press in Lon¬ 
don which would have produced a profit of at least £500 or £600. In 
the ever-ready department the profits were not quite so large, but in 
the advertising, mutoscope, and other departments the returns had been 
satisfactory. Mr. James Gatecliff, in seconding the motion, said the 
company was in a much stronger financial position than they were a 
year ago. He had every confidence in the company, and believed that 
in a year hence they would be able to pay substantial dividends. Sub¬ 
sequently an extraordinary general meeting was held, at which resolu¬ 
tions were passed authorising the directors to issue the 25,000 shares of 
the unissued capital as cumulative preference shares of 7 per cent., 
giving them the right to priority in the distribution of assets in case of 
liquidation. A vote of thanks was given to the chairman and directors, 
and the proceedings terminated. 

Mr. J. B. Crawford writes:—“‘C. J. E.,’ in your last issue, asks for 
a book on photographing flowers. Will you allow me to recommend to 
him No. 13 of the Photo-Miniature series, ‘ Photographing Flowers and 
Trees,’ Dawbarn and Ward, Ltd., price 6d. ? ” 

The Photographic Camp which was pitched at Glover’s Island, near 
Evesham, closed on Saturday, after ten days’ enjoyable outing. The 
places visited last week included Stratford-on-Avon, Cleeve Mill, Har¬ 
rington with its picturesque cottages, Fladbury Mill. Chadbury Mill and 
Weir, etc. Before separating, Councillor Till, of Lancaster, expressed 
the thanks of the campers to the captain, Mr. Walter D. Welford, for 
all the labour and time he had expended over it. Mr. Welford said in 
reply that the evident enjoyment of those who had participated made 
his work quite a pleasure, and he hoped the campers would show further 
appreciation by coming again next year, when the camp would be much 
larger and be pitched for a longer time. 
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Pews and Dotes. 
London and Provincial Photographic Association.—Throughout August 

he Thursday evening meetings will he open to any members or visitors 
vho have objects of photographic interest to bring forward. Colonial 
md foreign visitors are always welcome at the meetings, White Swan 

Totel, Tudor Street, Fleet Street, E.C. 

Plate Lifters.—“Invention” writes:—To avoid during photographic 
ievelopment the necessity of touching j lates,' which is particularly in'mical 
o success in hot weather, some sort of plate lifter should be employed, 
dany types can be obtained, but a piece of string laid in the dish will 
erve very well. Its ends will extend over the sides cf the dish, and by 
lolding them the plate can be lifted until it is in a position to allow its 
:dges to be held between finger and thumb without fear of damaging the 
ensitive surface. Cannot some of our readers design a cheap and simple 

date lifter which shall meet the requirement? 

The Photographic Convention of the United Kingdom —As already 
mnounced, the Convention of 1903 will be held in Perth. July next 
seems a “far cry”; but the good folk of Perth appear to be already 
' eager for the fray.” Ihe president of the photographic section of the 
Perthshire Society‘of Natural Science, Mr. Henry Coats, when in Lon- 
lon a few days since, had a long interview with the hon. sec of the Con¬ 
tention, Mr. F. A. Bridge. The whole of the arrangements were care- 
ully gone into by these gentlemen, and practically the entire programme 
vill very shortly be ready to be placed before the council for its con- 

lideration. 

Southern Societies’ Exhibition “ Combine.”—The three societies men- 
,ioned below have decided to arange their exhibitions under conditions 
which should appeal strongly to exhibitors. The dates have been 
irranged in order that exhibitors may enter their pictures for all three 
■xhibitions, and those who do so will, without any extra charge, have 
heir pictures packed and carriage paid between the exhibitions, and in 
i.ddition to the club awards a special award, given by the combined 
ocieties, for the best work exhibited in all three exhibitions. The names 
if the societies and dates of exhibitions are as follows, and entry forms, 
vith full particulars, can be obtained from the respective secretaries 
•outhampton Camera Club (S. G. Kimber, Oakdene, Highfield, Southamp- 
on), November 13th to 19th; Hove Camera Club (A. R. Sargeant, 55, The 
Drive, Hove), November 27th to 29th; Southsea Photographic Society (F. 
T. Mortimer, Ordnance Row, Portsea), December 15th to 20th. 

It will be remembered that Mr. J. Gibson, F.C.S., of this town, gave 
i course of twelve lectures on “ Elementary Photography ” under the 
mspices of the Local Technical Education Committee in the Board Room, 
Town Hall Buildings, last winter. Hopes are now being freely expressed 
hat the County Council will grant the practical assistance necessary 
io that the lectures may be continued during the coming winter. But 
is this would be an entirely new addition to the Council’s education 
igenda, there is some doubt as to whether they will grant monetary aid. 
However, facts are the strongest proof that they ought to do so. Last 
year’s lectures were eminently successful. They were begun by the 
local committee as an experiment, and results showed that the number 
attending them were greater than any of the other evening classes could 
boast of. For the present I will not say more than express the hope that 
the county educational officials will give the matter serious consideration. 
—“Hexham Weekly News.” 

Sixpennyworth of Photographic Appliances.—It is difficult to conceive 
when the minimum in price of photographic apparatus will be reached. 
We recently saw in a stationer’s window cameras “with outfit” marked 
up for the small sum of sixpence. As the shop was one at which we 
occasionally deal, we went in and made a small purchase—not of a 
camera—to interview the proprietor. He told us the camera had a 
lens, and when we examined it we found it had, or at least a piece of 
glass. It was furnished with an instantaneous shutter, and a strap 
handle to carry it by. The “outfit” consisted of a dry plate and the 
necessary chemicals for its development, and all complete for the modest 
sum of sixpence. He told us he had sold a lot of them, and that looks 
well for photography, for if a boy or girl purchases one of these “ out¬ 
fits ” and manages to get in the first essay an image of some sort or 
other, a thirst will be created for something that will yield a better result. 
Many of our best amateurs were in the first instance induced to try 
their hands at photography because they could do so at the cost of a 
few shillings, and there is no telling how many of the purchasers of these 
sixpenny outfits may eventually become skilled photographers. What 
struck us most when examining this apparatus was, What was the price 
at which it was produced? The shopkeeper would require probably not 
less than 20 per cent, profit, and the thing possibly had passed through 
the hands of one or more middlemen before it reached him. At what 
price was it supplied by its manufacturer ? 

The National Art Competition.—The exhibition of the things sent in for 
competition this year by art and branch schools, science classes, and 
art classes to South Kensington, according to the examiners, shows no 
great advancement. Fewer things were sent in than last year, yet the 
examiners had to go through no less than 41,649 works. Of these, some¬ 
thing less than 6,000 were adjudged worthy of competing, and 739 were 
awarded prizes. But it is noteworthy that less than half the gold medals 
that were awarded last year were bestowed this, and only 80 silver ones, 
as against 127 last summer. Proportionate reductions also appear in the 
number of bronze medals and of book prizes. It seems that Birmingham 
produces more students that find favour in the judges' eyes than° any 

other town, while Liverpool comes as a good second. It is very satis¬ 
factory to see, in this competition, that lccal industries are duly con¬ 
sidered by Ihe students. Tnat is as it should be, as it shows that the 
object oi these schools is being fulfilled. Thus, for example, Ireland 
sends largely designs for crochet and Limerick lace, Taunton patterns 
for Honiton lace. From Birmingham come designs for buttons, jewellery, 
silver plate, etc. Belfast sends suggestions for damask drapery, Bradford 
again studies woven materials, while Manchester chiely concerns itself 
with designs for printed muslins, cretonnes, and the like. These art 
schools should de much towards keeping art industries in this country, 
and we should have seen from the examiners’ report that this year’s 
competition had shown an advancement on last year’s, instead of, on 
the whole, a falling off in the merit of the works submitted. 

Substitutes for Pulp and Paper Material.—“ It will probably be many 
years yet before we exhaust all our resources of spruce for the making of 
wood pulp,” says a writer in the New York “ Sun.” “ Still, an area as 
large as Khode Island is stripped of its spruce every year to supply the 
mills that make newspaper alone; and many of the manufacturers think 
it is none too early to begin experimenting with other material for paper- 
making to supplement the spruce supplies, and even to take their pdace 
if we cannot grow crops of spruce fast enough to meet the demand. 
Some good use is found every year for plants that were supposed to be 
useless. In the museum at the botanical garden are specimens of rugs 
and other articles made of a variety of sedge that is found widely m 
our Northern States. This grass was supposed to be worthless a few 
years ago, but somebody discovered that it supplies a good strong fibre, 
and to-day it is being turned into binder’s twine, rugs, and other things 
that are worth having. Two materials new to paper-making are now 
attracting attention. One is bagasse, the refuse of the sugar mills, 
which hitherto has been pure waste, except a small part of it used as 
fuel. A paper mill in Texas is now using bagasse to make paper, and 
the product is said to be excellent. It is predicted that the day is soon 
coming when all the bagasse from our Southern sugar cine fields will 
be used to make paper; thus bagasse will be another of the waste 
materials diverted from the waste heap and turned into a source of 
wealth. Another kind of paper material is rice straw, very little of 
which is now used except to provide bedding for cattle. It has been 
known for a long time that good paper c:u!d be made of this material; 
but, for some reason, it has not been utilised to any extent. Tnere are 
great possibilities before Louisiana and Texas in the manufacture of paper 
from these two new materials. All the same, it would be folly to permit 
our spruce forests to become exhausted. The timber that is sent to the 
mills for pulp wood should be replaced by another planting, as with any 
other crop. It is getting rather late for any woodsman to remove a 
crop of timber without the slightest idea that a later generation will 
take another crop from the same ground. Canada is the great preserve 
of the whole world for future supplies of pulp wood. Her spruce re¬ 
sources have scarcely been touched, though her southern forests have 
been badly depleted. The country has a magnificent belt of spruce, 
extending from the south-east in Quebec far north-west to the Mackenzie 
River. Not. a bit of this spruce has yet been utilised, and will not be 
till railroads are extended to it; but the railroad projects now 
under way will before very long tap this greatest of all resources of 
pulp supply.” 

“ The Coronation was a Wonderful Sight!”—It may or may not be 
true that Mr. T. J. Barratt, the peerless advertiser of Pears’ Soap, has- 
offered to rebuild the absquatulated Campanile of St. Mark's—for r. con¬ 
sideration; but even he must have admired the splend.d audacity of the 
“ Peer’s Daughter ” who criticised the Coronation in the July number 
of the “ Lady’s Realm.” Never did magazine have such an advertise¬ 
ment. Everybody was asking every other' body if they had seen the 
“Lady’s Realm,” which as a consequence of “rushing into print” imme¬ 
diately rushed out of it, and is now at a premium. “ The Coronation was 
a wonderful sight—for those inside the Abbey, at all events. The magni¬ 
ficent display of jewels and orders, the richness of colour of the mass 
of beautiful crimson robes of the peers and peeresses, the glitter of the 
hundreds of coronets, and the kaleidoscope of brilliant tints worn by 
the many other spectators, formed a never-to-be-forgotten picture. (A 
kaleidoscope ‘ worn ’ is indeed a novelty.) Then the procession next day, 
not a little increased in impressiveness by the millions and millions in 
the streets, on the stands, and filling every window! The gala-night 
at the opera was a disappointment to many, no doubt, but certainly not 
to all. Seldom have we had a worse chorus.” Unfortunately, in order 
to heighten the vraisemblance of her criticism of this uncrowned Corona¬ 
tion, and this opera without words or music, “ A Peer’s Daughter ” said 
some rather unkind and, under the circumstances, unjustifiable things 
about the manner in which the singers—or “ stars of song,” as she calls 
them—acquitted themselves on the night of that Coronation—which has 
not yet taken place. Of course Messrs. Hutchinson and Co., the pub¬ 
lishers of the very popular “ Lady’s Realm,” were quite unaware that 
this peer’s daughter had been “ saying things she didn’t ought’ver,” but 
they were responsible, and they at once expressed their regret and their 
willingness to do what they could to make reparation, which ultimately 
took the form of a cheque for £100 to Mr. Neil Forsyth, of the Royal 
Opera, and an apology to the stars in the columns of “ The Times ” and 
“ Telegraph.” Mr. Forsyth has given the money as a contribution to the 
King’s Hospital Fund, so all’s well that ends well, and the August 
number of the “Lady’s Realm” is, if possible, to contain a portrait cf 

“A Peer’s Daughter” in the family jewels and “the beautiful crimson 
robe ” which she wore in Westminster Abbey at the Coronation. Antici¬ 
patory accounts of the Coronation were numerous: many tons of them 
were doomed to blush unseen, but the most unblushing of all was un¬ 
questionably that of the presumptive and withal too previous peeress in 
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whose interests Messrs. Hutchinson have “ already made an alteration 
in their literary staff.” When she looks at her invitation card, which 
she “ wonders if those present in the Abbey thought of preserving,” and 
which “ looks very well framed in a narrow dark oak frame,” she should 
remember that although a cat may look at a King she cannot see him 
if, like the Spanish Fleet, he is not yet in sight.—“ The Publishers’ 
Circular.” 

The Third Chicago Photographic Salon.—The Art Institute of Chicago 
has the honour to announce that, under joint management with the 
Chicago Society of Amateur Photographers, the Third Chicago Photo¬ 
graphic Salon will be held in the Galleries of the Art Institute, from 
December 16th, 1902, to January 4th, 1903, or later. All persons interested 
in pictorial phonography as a means and medium of artistic expression 
or interpretation of truth, beauty, emotion, sentiment or ideality are 
cordially invited to submit works for the judgment of the Jury of Selec¬ 
tion under conditions hereinafter set forth. The joint management of 
the Third Photographic Salon is unanimously agreed to maintain the 
standard of this annual exhibition on the highest plain of artistic excel¬ 
lence. Only such works as give evidence of individual artistic feeling, 
expressed in accordance with the canons of the fine arts, will be accepted 
by the Jury of Selection. Dexterity of technique in the mechanical and 
chemical processes of photography will be considered in judging works, 
but it will be completely subordinated to that composite of imaginative, 
creative and technical quality which is the essential of the fine arts. 
The Chicago Photographic Salon owes its very existence, as a permanent 
institution under the patronage of the Art Institute, to the fact that 
it stands for the modern aspiration toward truly artistic photographic 
expression, as contra-distinguished from mere technical merit. Artistic 
merit is the primary consideration of the Salon management; technical 
merit is secondary. The photograph which nobly expresses a noble 
conception of truth, beauty or ideality is a work of the fine arts precisely 
as if it had been executed by the painter or the etcher or the sculptor 
in pigments or lines or in plastics. The personnel of the Jury of Selec¬ 
tion insures judgment of the works submitted to it on the broadest and 
most catholic principles of the fine arts. No awards are offered, and no 
charge will be made to exhibitors. Each exhibitor will be furnished with 
the official catalogue of the Salon issued by the Art Institute of Chicago, 
which will be official notification of acceptance or rejection of the works 
submitted to the Jury of Selection. Exhibitors may submit any number 
of pictures, but not more than ten pictures by one exhibitor will be 
hung. The pictures will be hung in the gallery on a background of dark 
green burlap. They will be judged by the north light of a single large 
window. All pictures submitted must be separately framed (with or 
without glass) or matted under glass. The title of each picture and the 
exhibitor’s name and address must be clearly written on the labels pro 
vided, which must be attached by the exhibitor to the back of each 
picture. Nothing may appear on the front of the picture except the 
title and exhibitor’s name. No accepted pictures may be removed before 
the close of the exhibition. Arrangements will be made for the sale of 
pictures if desired, subject to a commission of 15 per cent. All pictures 
must be forwarded at owner’s risk, carriage prepaid, and delivered at 
the Art Institute not later than 5 p.m., Monday, December 1st, 1902. 
Return charges must be collected by carrier. All communications and all 
pictures submitted must be addressed to the Chicago Photographic Salon, 
Art Institute, Chicago, Illinois, U.S.A. It is understood, unless expressly 
forbidden by the exhibitor, that the Art Institute of Chicago and the 
Chicago Photographic Salon shall have the right to reproduce any accepted 
picture in the official catalogue, or in a souvenir to be prepared during 
or after the Salon or in such art and photographic journals as may 
comply with the regulations made by the Salon Committee. The manage¬ 
ment will use all reasonable care to prevent any loss or damage to 
pictures in its charge, but will not be responsible for any damage. 

It is in the nature of things that an exhibition bearing on a subject 
popular but not precisely defined should be something of an experiment. 
What the promoters of the movement which resulted in the opening of 
the Nature-Study Exhibition by the Duchess of Devonshire in the 
Botanical Gardens yesterday desired to ask was what means are being 
taken to teach young England, which dwells greatly in cities, the facts 
and interests of natural history, and how far these are successful. The 
reply was spontaneous, and came from a very wide public. On the whole 
there can be no doubt that there is abundance, far more indeed than 
could possibly be expected, of the kind of sentiment and appreciation 
of natural history in very many branches which is of real value both 
as an intellectual pleasure and a source of mental refreshment. No one 
can complain of the list of exhibitors. It was what is very seldom seen 
in this country, comprehensive of most classes of society, rich and poor, 
of the highly educated, and the National School boy or girl. Eton and 
St. Paul’s, agricultural colleges, ladies’ colleges, schools of gardening, 
and boys and girls from the county councils’ schools, and, not the least 
important to the nation, the children, almost to the youngest, in the 
thousands of Board schools in the great towns and in the rural districts 
had sent the work, while the bodies and instructors concerned in their 
training had added their schemes of work and teaching. The best 
results are obtained at the bottom and at the top, the former, t<s take a 
typical instance, in the case of some of the great urban Board schools, 
and the latter in a few of the great public schools. In the opinion of 
those best qualified to judge before the exhibition opened, much of the 
work sent in by the boys of St. Paul's School was good enough for a 
place either in one of the large museums or to illustrate scientific trea¬ 
tises. But there is something equally attractive, if not so finished, in 
the excellence of the work done by the quite young children in the Board 
schools of London, Liverpool, and Manchester, or among the collier 
towns of Wales. The older boys in the Liverpool schools can combine 

for organised expeditions in their holidays. They prepare for this b» 
making model maps in plaster and solours of the districts to be visited 
take photographs, explore the geology and flora, and record all this in 
their diaries. Manchester teaches all its children, from the babies up¬ 
wards, to see, draw, model, and write about natural objects. The nature 
calendars in black and white done by the children are excellent, and 
quite tiny boys and girls get chances for drawing “ real things,” such as 
only very attentive and careful parents would put in their children’s way 
among the classes which pay heavily for education. Some of the Welsh 
schools, such as those of Clue, near Barry, and Newport, showed admir¬ 
ably conceived schemes and their results. The agricultural colleger 
showed specimens illustrating the subjects taken for their diplonm 
Original drawings by Miss Ormerod were shown by Bunbury School 
near Tarporley, in Cheshire. In a new subject such as natural history 
everyone had a chance. Capital raised maps of Plymouth Sound and 
neighbourhood came from a Plymouth Board School at Laira Road, and 
others from Yentnor National School. A few very good field diaries 
and admirably illustrated sets of notes on the development of plants 
were shown by young ladies at the Clergy Orphan School for Girls. They 
had also stuffed some birds and mounted some nests and eggs, but it 
is evident that “ all is conscience and tendre heart ” for it was carefully 
noted that the birds were found dead and the nests deserted. The Froebel 
School is great at aquariums, which the girls tidy, and which would 
have avoided all chance of censure from the author of “ The Water 
Babies.” Eton Museum sent sets of annelids, mollusca, and other in¬ 
vertebrates, some very rare specimens being shown of the former. The 
work of St. Paul’s School was entirely from the hands of the boys, and 
attracted a crowd round the cases from the first. Complete cases show¬ 
ing every part of the life of a moth, from the egg to the perfect insect, 
all the plants, and stages of the larvae, modelled in wax and correctly 
coloured, cases of various tree-trunks with the insects which find protec¬ 
tive mimicry on them attached, and coloured plates and collections of 
butterflies, set and arranged as if by a museum expert made up the 
greater part of this exhibition, some of the authors of which are probably 
destined to distinguish themseives in what the late Sir William Flower 
always desired to see recognised as a profession, the curatorship of 
museums. Lady Warwick’s School at Bigod in Essex, Swanley College, 
and the Surrey and Hampshire County Councils sent work illustrating 
their sphere of usefulness in the practical side of nature study; and 
Allen’s Girls’ School at Dulwich and Tiffen’s Boys’ School at Kingston 
send particularly good examples, the former of the growth of plants 
in chemical solutions and the latter of photographs of the geology shown 
in quarries, pits, and hill-sides of the Thames Valley.—“ The Times.” 

Correspondence. 
%* Correspondents should never write on both sides of the paper, N0 

notice is taken of communications unless the names and addresses of 

the writers are given. 

*#* We do not undertake responsibility for the opinions expressed by our 

correspondents. 
-♦- 

A CURIOUS PHENOMENON. 

To the Editors. 

Gentlemen,—A few afternoons since I was taking a few snapshots 

on the shore at Leigh-on-Sea. It was a cloudy day, no direct sunlight. 

On developing one of the negatives there appeared a perfectly sharp 

and distinct image of a small disc, about one-sixteenth of an inch 

diameter, with rays proceeding from it of different lengths. The 

longest was half across the plate, and as fine and as clear as though 

ruled by a pen. As the position of the sun was rather to the back 

of me, it was quite out of range of the lens. I noticed nothing of the 

kind when the exposure was made, and felt very puzzled to account 

for the effects. I showed it to some friends at the time, but they 

were equally unable to account for it. I placed it in the rack to dry, 

with the intention of forwarding it to you to examine, but when it was 

quite dry this abnormal appearance faded completely away, and in 

twenty-four hours after there was not a trace left of the impression, 

which only remained whilst the film was damp. I should like to know 

if any one else has had a similar effect, and how can the fading out 

of a sharply developed image from the rest of the view be accounted 

for? It is something quite new to me, at any rate. A powerful 

magnifier showed the disc and lines, homogeneous and opaque. The 

plate used was a Cadett professional, metol and quinol developer, and 

according to the scale one-twenty-fifth of a. second exposure.—Faith¬ 

fully yours, Edward Dunmore. 

Westcliff-on-Sea, Essex. 

July 25th, 1902. 

CHROMATYPE. 

To the Editors. 

Gentlemen,—Will you allow me to communicate to your numerous 

readers who practice chromotype and similar printing methods, a new 

sensitising bath for the same. The object is to render the prints easier 
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of treatment, under slight errors of exposure or sensitising. The 
general treatment is otherwise the same asi described in my instruc¬ 
tions.—Yours faithfully, „ J- R- ^0TZ- 

Graphic Art Society, London Office, 215, Shaftesbury Avenue, 

. London, W.C. 
July 21st, 1902. 

[The following is the new sensitising bath referred to by Mr. Gotz. 
Some hints for the general working of the process are also appended. 
Eds. B.J.P.] 

Chromatype: New formula for sensitising.—Distilled water, say, 
80 oz. ; bichromate of potassium, 3 oz. After the solution is cooled 
add 1^ oz. potassium clilo-rate (K.Cl.O3) (pur. pulv.) The sensitising 
bath should not be above 50 degrees. Fahr. The drying room should 
be cool, temperature about 55 deg. to 60 deg. Fahr. The developing 
or etching bath is composed as follows, say : In one gallon of water 
dissolve 80 grains of carbonate of potash (pur. pulv.). Add from two 
to three ounces fine sawdust, used as specified in general directions. 
In cases of over exposure or too slowing drying of the sensitised pig¬ 
ment, the developing or etching out of the image will thus be easier 
than with the old baths. soaking (tepid water bath) previous to 
development should in no case be omitted. Development by the saw¬ 
dust treatment should be complete in five minutes for a moderate size 
print, and ten to fifteen minutes for a large size. 

HINTS ON CHROMATYPE. 

Sensitising.—The sensitising bath should be a golden yellow, and the 
time not over one minute, the pigmented paper being drawn several 
times through the bath. Over sensitising does not lead to good results, 
but often to slow development and flat prints. 

Drying.—The sensitised paper should dry within three hours, when 
a quicker mode of drying is desired a dose of absolute alcohol may be 
added to the -sensitising bath in the proportion of about 5 per cent, of 
the volume of the bath. The drying room must not be damp. Gas 
must not be burned in or about the drying room. Fresh pure air is 
necessary for drying. 

Development.—After washing out the bichromate, we recommend the 
making of prints in lukewarm water (75 deg. to 80 deg. Fahr.) for, say, 
i quarter of an hour preparatory to development, this may be either in 

a. separate dish or the one preparing for the etching bath, but it must 
not be left too long or allowed to get too- hot, as development would 
then be uncontrollable. Correct- treatment provided, the developing 
should be complete in five to- ten minutes. The prints when fully 
developed may be washed in tepid water and the high lights and heavy 
shadows cleared by gentle treatment with the soft painting brush, the 
print must be held completely under water during this- operation. If 
necessary the image may then be developed a stage further until the 
desired result is obtained. 

Retouching.—Spotting and retouching are best done with the brush 
and unsensitised pigment, which is used as a palette. Shadows may 
lie strengthened by the same means. The print should be slightly damp 
during these operations, which will obviate the retouching being visible 
on the finished print. 

BORACIC ACID. 

To the Editors. 

Gentlemen,—Conversation turning one day on the use and abuse of 
boracic acid, I thought I would try what its action was in photo¬ 
graphic chemistry. Mv day for active photography being over, i 
imuse myself principally with experiment. The results obtained from 
the above may interest your readers. First, as an element in the 
developer, it produces a deep red-coloured fluid, that may be of ser¬ 
vice in some measure as doing away with the use of the very deep red 
glass during development of highly sensitive isochromatic plates. It 
keeps for some few weeks as a stock solution, retaining its power while 
gradually deepening in colour, but will not keep when diluted for use. 

After many experiments with different proportions, I find the follow- 
ng the best, although possibly open to improvement: — 

Bicarbonate of potass (KHC03) . 60 grains. 
Boracic acid . 100 grains. 
Water . 5oz. 

foil these together, and when thoroughly dissolved filter through 
:otton wool pressed tightlv into the neck of a glass funnel 

Then 

Pot-assic hydrate . 60 grains. 
” a^er . 5oz. 

dissolve and mix with the above. Filter again and add 
Hydrokinone . 90 grains 

For use, one part to 10 water. 

t- is slow in making the image appear, but then the development 

quickens. It should leave the part of the plate resting on the rebate 
of the slide, white to the end. 

Perhaps I may just add the formula I have hitherto used with per¬ 
fect success:— 

Potass-hydrate .   500 grains. 
Boro-tartrate of potass . 100 grains. 
Meta-bi-sulphite of potass . 300 grains. 
Water .. lOoz. 

Dissolve and filter through cotton wool as above, and add 
Hydrokinone . 100 grains. 

Use, one part to 10 water. Keeps well. 

Secondly, the effect of boracic acid on the toner. 
You have printed my formula in the Almanac. I have tried to make 

it up to keep, hitherto without success. Somehow, the bi-carbonate 
would not keep in solution. Now here the boracic acid is a decided 
success. 

Stock solution. 
Bi-carbonate of potass. loz. 
Boracic acid . 1 dram. 
Water . 20oz. 

Gold solution as usual, 15 grains in 15 drams of water, 2 or 3 grains of 
powdered chalk, stirred up and filtered. Relative proportions for use : 

Stock solution .   loz. 
Gold solution ...,. 2 drams. 
Water .   20oz. 

This gives a neutral tone, which has been much approved.—I am, sirs,, 
yours, W. T. F. M. Ingall. 

PLATINUM PRINTING. 
To the Editors. 

Gentlemen,—In last week’s Journal there is an account of a de¬ 
monstration at the Southampton Camera Club by Mr. S. G. Kimber of 
the platinum printing process. Mr. Kimber seems to be able to get 
brown, and even golden, tones on platinum paper. Could you per¬ 
suade him to publish the formula for these tones, as I am sure the 
subject would interest many of your readers?—Yours, etc., 

Platinum. 

CINEMATOGRAPHS IN NATURAL COLOURS. 
To the Editors. 

Gentlemen,—Mr. Hepworth, in replying to my letter which ap¬ 
peared in your issue of July 11th, favours us with what he is pleased 
to call “ his evidence,” and proceeds to give details, created by his own 
imagination of things which he has never seen. Mr. Hepworth begins 
by saying that I have mistaken a tri-colour record for an animated 
picture in colour. Such a supposition merely shows that he does not 
approach the subject with an unbiassed mniu, hence his first mistake. 
Mr. Hepwmrth goes on to suggest that the colour screens used by me 
are not pure, and, therefore, I can only claim a vague suggestion of 
the rich colours of nature. How Mr. Hepworth can tell what screens 
I use without seeing either them or the results obtained by them is an 
achievement that might have done him credit had he not said that 
they would not reproduce the rich tints of nature, for in this he has 
made another mistake. It is, however, with reference to the light 
obtained through Ives’ lantern kromscope as compared with the colour 
cinematograph that he blunders most conspicuously. The specimen 
of mathematical reasoning by which he states that “ he makes it 
obvious ” that the light obtained in the colour cinematographs is only 
a 54th part of that obtained in the lantern kromscope would certainly 
be the redeeming feature of this “ evidence ” if it were anywhere near 
the truth. In conclusion, allow me to state a few facts for the benefit 
of Mr. Hepworth and any others who may be similarly interested. On 
a film which has been specially sensitised tri-colour negatives can be 
obtained, if necessary, at the rate of 35 per second (1-70 of a second 
exposure), and prints from the film when projected by means of a suit¬ 
able mechanism are seen in all the rich colours of nature and without 
any want of illumination whatever. It is not possible even in a 
matter of weeks to put an undertaking of this description in commer¬ 
cial form ; many things have to be arranged for, not the least of which 
is the designing and building special machinery for sensitising the films 
in total darkness; but if Mr. Hepworth or any other self-styled expert 
will just refrain from rushing into print with fancied facts and theories, 
their reputation, such as it may be, will not be put in jeopardy by 
writing about that on which they have no information.—I am, yours 
faithfully, Edward R. Turner. 

8, Queen’s Road, Hounslow, July 28th, 1902. 

THE PHOTOGRAPHIC DRAPER, 

To the Editors. 

Gentlemen,-—Kindly allow me a little- space in your valuable paper to 
call the attention of your readers to the above subject. Is it not a 
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scandalous shame that in a little country district (wherein there are 
two or three bona-fide photographers, who find it as much as they can 
do to eke out a living), that a draper, who has a flourishing business 
and who is also an amateur photographer, should attempt to take the 
bread out of other’s mouths by canvassing and doing work as a pro¬ 
fessional man? Cannot the Professional Photograpners’ Association 
take this matter up and protect professional photographers from the 
ravages of “ would-be ” amateur professionals ? Why, in the name of 
mischief, can’t a man stick to his trade as a draper and let others live? 
You fancy, Mr. Editor, a window full of hosiery and 12 by 10 bro¬ 
mides. My motto is, every right-thinking man to his own trade. Don’t 
be always on the grab. Be content to prosper as a draper, and not 
be for everlastingly dabbling in trades you don’t understand. There is 
no trade that suff ers more by pirates than photographers.—Yours faith- 

Juiy 28th, 19C2. 

Answers to Correspondents. 
%* All matters intended for the text portion of this JOURNAL, inelud. 

ing queries, must he addressed to “ The Editors, The British 

Journal of Photography, 24, Wellington-street, Strand, London, 
W. C. ” Inattention to this ensures delay. 

%* Correspondents are informed that we cannot undertake to answer 
communications through the post. Questions are not answered unless 
the names and addresses of the writers are given. 

%* Communications relating to Advertisements and general business 
affairs should he addressed to Messrs. Henry Greenwood & Co., 
24, Wellington-street, Strand, London, W.C. 

Photographs Registered :— 

J. Hourston, 3, Lily Bank, Girvan. Ph otograph of view of Barr. Photograph of 
ruins of Kirkdcuidie. 

Errata.—Studio Building.—“ Semper Fidelis.”—In answer last week, 
for “ make the south wall 14ft. high,” read, make north wall, etc. 

A. E. Blackham.—The work is susceptible of considerable improvement. 
The prints have been returned. 

Address Wanted.—G. B. McClelland writes: “ Can you give me the 
address of the St. Louis Photo Jewelery Company in London, for 
button, broaches, etc., for small photos?”—In reply: We do not I 
think the firm named has a London address. 

Collotype Machines.—B. and Co. ask: “ Can you please tell us who are 
the best makers of collotype machines for steam power? We are 
told they are only made in Germany, but we cannot learn where. 
If there are any makers of them in England, we should prefer 
English ones.”—In reply: Messrs. Furnival and Co., St. Bride 
Street, E.C., are makers of collotype machines. 

Copyright.—“A. L.” says: “Kindly enlighten me on the following:— 
(1) If a photograph is made copyright, and published, and it does | 
not bear the word ‘ Copyright,’ is anyone allowed to copy it ? 
(2) If it need not bear the word ‘ Copyright,’ how is anyone to 
know whether it is copyright or not?”—In reply: (1) The picture 
need not bear the word “ Copyright.” (2) Only by searching the 
register at Stationers’ Hall. 

Faded Ferrotype.—“ S. S.” writes: “I have a ferrotype brought to me 
to make an enlargement of, as the party is dead. It was, I am 
told, taken at a fair, and is now very much faded. Can you tell 
me of any means by which it can be restored, so that I can make 
a better enlargement of it? ”—In reply: We cannot. Had it been 
a glass positive, instead of a ferrotype, it is possible, notwith¬ 
standing its deterioration, that a fairly good enlargement might 
have been got by employing it as a negative. 

Copyright Query.—“ In Doubt ” writes: “ Many photographs are pub¬ 
lished of paintings in the National Gallery of Pictures in which 
there is no existing copyright. Now, cannot I, or anyone else, 
copy any of these reproductions without infringing th,e law, see¬ 
ing that there is • no copyright in the originals ? ”—In reply: 
Although! there is no copyright in the originals, there may be, 
and probably is, m the photographs. Few photographers who 
copy the pictures in our national collections fail to make their 
reproductions of them copyright. 

Lighting and Posing.—“Erimus” writes: “Re your report of Harold 
Baker’s paper at the Convention, in the Journal. Is there any 
likelihood of your printing his paper in full: or, failing that, do 
you think I could by any means get a copy ? I should like very 
much to have a copy, as it would be a great help to me, as I have 
to work Adamson’s light.”—In reply : Mr. Baker gave a similar 
address to the members of the Royal Photographic Society some 
years ago. Write the Secretary, 66, Russell Square, London, and 
he may be able to supply you with a copy. 

Charges for Mounts.—“Doubtful” writes: “I ordered 1,000 cabinet 
mounts and 1,000 c.d.v. mounts from samples, with prices marked on 
them. They bave charged me 4s. per 1,000 more for c.d.v. than price 
marked on samples, also 10s. for cabinets. I have refused to pay 

more than price marked on samples. Tin y an threat., ning to take! 
proceedings against me. What should I do? Fight it out 
pay up?”—In reply: You appear to have good ground i 
ing payment of the extra charge; we advise you, however, to be 
guided by the advice of a respectable solicitor. 

Address Wanted.—F. A. S. Johns writes: “Would you be so kind as to 
give me the address where to obtain the self-developing Ferrotype 
Camera (Victoria size)? I know Mr. J. Fallowfield has one m 
his list, but there is another maker, whose camera is somewhat 
smaller. It has a sliding arrangement to change the plates, the 
latter being drawn into position by a tube and ball.”—In reply: 
We only know of the apparatus as supplied by Mr. Fallowfield. 
If there is another form, we have no doubt that he would obtain 
it for you. Better communicate with him. 

Methylated Spirit.—D. Conroy says: “I want some methylated spirit, 
stronger than the ordinary, and free from the mineral spirit 11 
oilshop stuff will not do. It must be .805, the same strength as 
absolute alcohol. Can you tell me of any firm of chemists where 
it is to be obtained?”—In reply: If you want methylated spirit 
free from the mineral oil, you will have to obtain a licence from 
the Excise authorities to purchase it; but then you will not be 
able to get it the strength you require, as it is not allowed to 
be produced. If you must have .805 strength, you will have to 
have unmethylated alcohol. 

Silver-Blocked Mounts.—“Regular Reader” writes: “I bought a 
quantity of mounts only a fortnight ago. They were supposed to 
be blocked in silver. They looked very nice when I received them, 
but on going through a few of them to-day I was surprised to 
find the silver changing colour. Will you kindly tell me the cause 
of this, and whether I am entitled to fresh ones (in place of these) 
from the firm where I ordered them?”—In reply: If the mounts 
are not to your order, or not according to sample, you are cer¬ 
tainly entitled to fresn ones that are. Better communicate with 
the firm who supplied them. 

The Royal Arms.—“ Pendennis ” writes : “ I have for some years done 
photographic work for a County Council school, at the order of 
the Principal of the school, and lately I have taken certain photo¬ 
graphs by direct orders from the Organising Secretary of the County 
Council. I suppose this is doing work for Government, and I have 
wondered if I should be entitled to make use of the Royal Amrs. 
Do you think I am so entitled, and, if so, where should I apply 
for permission?”—In reply: The fact that you have done work 
for a County Council school does not entitle you to use the Royal 
Arms. This is a privilege obtainable by Royal Warrant. If you 
make use of the Arms without such authority you run the risk 
of being proceeded against. 

Exhibiting Photographs.—“ W. M.” writes: “ Will you kindly inform me 
if a professional photographer has any right to display in a showcase 
or shop-window photographs which have been taken by them and 
paid for by the sitter ? For instance, my wife has a photograph 
taken by a well-known West-end firm, which is approved of and 
paid for. Later I find the photo displayed in a window-case, and 
on asking for its removal am told that I should be pleased to 
think that the photo was thought good enough for exhibition.”— 
In reply: If the photograph was taken and paid for in the usual 
course of business, the photographer has no right whatever to 
exhibit it. He can be restrained from doing so by injunction from 
the Court of Chancery. Two, if not more, cases have been decided 
on the point. 

*** Many letters, answers to correspondents, etc., are unavoidably held 
over. 

*** Notice to the Trade, Wholesale Agents and Book¬ 

sellers.—A Contents Bill is issued with each number of the JOURNAL, 

and copies may he had on application to the Publishers. 
*** Notice to Advertisers.—A devised Tariff for advertisements 

in the JOURNAL is now in force. Blocks and copy are received subject to 
the approval of the Publishers, and advertisements are inserted abso¬ 
lutely without condition, expressed or implied as to what appears in 
the text portion of the paper. 

Stitt §i{ifelt Jouiimit off |3hotogt[a|hg. 
The Oldest Photographic Journal in the World. 

Established 1854. PUBLISHED EVERY FRIDAY. PRICE TWOPENCE. 

TERMS OF SUBSCRIPTION, Post Free 
(United Kingdom and the Channel Isles). 

s. d. 
One Year . lO lO 
Half Year . 5 5 
Quarter Year . ... 2 9 

France, Belgium,United States,Canada, 
Australia, Africa, New Zealand, New¬ 
foundland, Germany, Russia, Portugal, 
Spain, Italy, Egypt, India, China, 

Japan, &c. One Year ... 13s. 
It may also be obtained from all Booksellers, Photographic Dealers, 

nd Railway Bookstalls. 
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EX CATHEDRA. 

X-Rays M. Albert Nodon has been making some 
■from striking investigations in this direction. 
Light. When light rays or ultra-violet radia¬ 

tions are thrown upon a thin conducting plate they give rise 
on the dark side of the plate to certain radiations. An 
examination of these rays shows them to possess properties 
intermediate between Bontgen rays and those emitted by 
radium. They are not kathode rays, for they easily pass 
through metal and black paper. 

* * * 

Rainbow In a scientifi° contemporary there have 
Reflection. recently appeared a large number of 

letters on this question. Of course, a 
particular importance was years ago given to this topic by 
an obiter dictum of Tyndall, who said that a rainburst 
could not be reflected in a sheet of water, a statement which 
afterwards he qualified by saying that the rainbow seen in 
the sky and that in the water were not the same, the rays 
that were reflected to the eye from the water not being 
the same rays as those which, entering the eye, gave a 
rainbow image there. Some of these correspondents 
produced an artificial rainbow by a garden hose and jet, 
and saw it reflected in a tub of water; another held a 
mirror on his nose, and saw a reflection, but could not 
get one from a mirror on the ground, and believed it 
impossible with a 3.30 p.m. sun. Still another observer 
saw a rainbow reflected in the water of a lake while he 

was in a train, and, strange to say, the rainbow reflection, 
followed the train for some distance. Who will be the first 
to settle the matter by taking a snapshot of the next rainbow 
he sees reflected, either in a ditch, a bucket, or a lake? 

■vf 

Reduction We see in the “ Photographische Corres- 
and Intensifi- pondenz ” that Professor Lainer has 
cation. recommended iodide of potassium and 

hyposulphite of soda as a reducer, where very slow action 
is required. To 100 parts of a 25 per cent, solution of 
hyposulphite of soda add one part of iodide of potassium. 
The reduction proceeds very slowly indeed, without loss of 
detail. A perceptible difference may be seen in about an 
hour, and if immersion in the bath be prolonged for eight or 
ten hours extremely foggy negatives may be cleared. The 
gelatine is not attacked, but slightly hardened by this 
bath. Those who wish to obtain a very dense negative 
with mercuric chloride, may do so by immersing the plate,, 
after it has been bleached, in the following solution : — 

Water... ... ... ... ... 100 grammes. 
Sulphocyanide of ammonium ... 3 grammes. 
Chloride of gold (1 per cent, solution) 10 c. c.m. 

The film intensifies evenly through shades of brown to 
violet black. The bath must be allowed to stand for half- 
an-hour before use, and it may be kept for several days. 
This process is taken from the “ Allgemeine Photographen: 

* * * 

The “ Photographische Correspondenz ,r 
draws attention to the fact that a number 

of Vienna porcelain manufacturers have been threatened 
with legal proceedings for the recovery of damages for 
infringement of copyright. The porcelain painters have 
been industriously copying photographs of works of art be¬ 
longing to German publishers, and they feel so injured by 
the proprietors, who object to the theft of their copyright, 
that they have petitioned the Ministries oi Commerce and 
Justice to obtain the insertion of a clause in the law of 
copyright to protect them in earning their living by such 
depredations. This petition for the protection of artistic 
theft is one of the most plausible pieces of casuistry we 
have read for some time. The porcelain painters plead 
that it is well known to the authorities that their art de¬ 
pends for its highest development upon the support of the 
cultivated arts. They draw their ideas from published 
specimens of works of art, wood engravings, lithographs, 
colour prints, and photographs. They follow the tradi¬ 
tions of the old imperial porcelain works, and produce 
artistic, decorative work which provides them with bread 
bought with foreign money, for most of their works are 

Zeitung.” 

A Copyright 
Question. 
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sent abroad. In former times mythological and classical 
subjects were their chief source of inspiration, but they 
have to adapt themselves to the times, and are compelled 
to turn to photographs of modern pictures. As soon as a 
work of art is photographed and thousands of copies have 
been distributed, it becomes an industrial product, and 
should no longer be protected from imitation. The work 
of the porcelain painter is not mechanical or chemical. 
The pictures are drawn by hand, and the scheme of colour 
is the invention of the same individual. Something ouite 
new has thus been created, and the law should protect the 
artist instead of taking the bread out of his mouth. 

* * * 

What 
Protection 
of Copyright 
is there 
in Germany ? 

The editor of the “ Photographische 
Correspondenz ” very justly replies to 
this petition of the porcelain painters 
that it discloses surprising ignorance of 
the state of the law, and that their future 

depends not upon industrious interpretations of works of 
art, but upon independent creation of similar genre and 
figure studies. The French can illustrate novels by photo¬ 
graphs from living models!, and why should not the porce¬ 
lain painters copy photographic studies made by them¬ 
selves? The following statement quoted from Dr. Eugen 
Kraus elucidates the legal aspect of the case, and may be 
of interest to English photographers, not a few of whoso 
pictures appear in the German Press: — 

1. A photograph is only protected against reproduction 
by photographic processes. 

It is therefore permissible to copy a photograph by 
hand, and make a picture from it. The latter may be 
photographed. 

2. There is no doubt that a photograph mav not be used 
as the support for a painting (i.e., painted over! in Germany 
and Hungary, as it is forbidden in both countries to photo¬ 
graph a picture, or reproduce it by any mechanical means. 
It is doubtful, however, whether the Austrian law is 
equally stringent, as it only forbids photographic repro¬ 
duction. 

3. It is incorrect to state that a work of art becomes an 
industrial product as soon as it has been photographed and 
thousands of copies have been sold. 

Attention is also drawn to the fact that the law pro¬ 
vides : — 

1. Copies of works of art can only be used upon in¬ 
dustrial products with permission of the author. 

2. If a copy of a work of art is placed upon an industrial 
product with permission of the author the protection 
against further unauthorised reproduction remains, ex¬ 
cepting in the case of other industrial products. 

3. In the latter case, however1, further reproduction 
may be prevented by the protection given under the law of 
trade-marks. 

It must be remembered that this statement of the law 
applies chiefly to the copyright in works of art. Photo¬ 
graphic copyright in Germany, in some respeets, is in a 
very unsatisfactory condition, and we think English photo¬ 
graphers would do well to obtain reliable information con¬ 
cerning their position before giving permission to German 
publishers to reproduce their pictures. 

* * * 

Flashlight According to “ La Photographic Fran- 
photography. gaise ” Monsieur Martel has made good 
use of the magnesium flashlight in photographing some of 
the large cafes and subterranean passages which are to be 
found at Padirac, Pargitoz, Aven-Armand, and Saint. 
Murcel. The problem of photographing these places has 
been approached in various ways. It has been attempted 

by screening the lamps, placed at various distances behind 
rocks, but the effect has not been all that could be desired. 
To give an adequate idea of the extent ana sombreness of 
these uncanny caves, the effect of aerial perspective must 
be preserved. The light used must be sufficient to pone- ! 
trate a considerable distance, and piovide sufficient detail 
in the background. If the- lights are placed at various I 
distances and screened, the effect is lost, and a flat picture, 1 
misrepresenting the extent of the cavern, results. M. 

Martel has therefore adopted another method by using 
only one source of light, which he prefers to place in the 
rear, above the camera. The quantity of magnesium con¬ 
sumed is, of course, considerable, and the difficulty of ob¬ 
taining sufficient exposure, before the amount of smoke 
generated is sufficient to veil the surroundings, has to be 
overcome by using a very small camera and a lens of 
large aperture. In difficult cases the size of the plate was 
reduced to 8 by 9 cm. Two specimens of these photo¬ 
graphs are reproduced in “La Photographic Fian^aise.” 
One of them shows the stalagmites at Aven-Armand 
(Lozere), where they reach a height of about one hundred 
feet. The effect of these gigantic columns, shrouded in 
obscurity, is very mysterious. 

In connection with this subject we are reminded of a 
new method of using magnesium and aluminium recom¬ 
mended by C. Martin in the “ Bulletin du Photo-Club- 
Beige.” Take 2 to 5 grammes of magnesium powder, and 
mix it in a saucer, or upon a tile, with a small quantity of 
water, to a moist paste. Cover it with dry magnesium 
powder and ignite it with a piece of lint dipped in alcohol. 
As soon as the moistened magnesium begins to burn an 
extremely bright and intensely actinic light will be emitted. 
If aluminium powder be prepared with a little water in 
the same way and covered with magnesium powder, upon 
ignition the aluminium will burn with still greater intensity 
than magnesium. This method is specially recommended 
for interiors, caves, etc., as very little smoke is formed. 

* * * 

Fiduciary The suitability of photography for pro- 
Astronomica, viding data for measurements in various 

o ograp s. astronomical researches is well known, 

but the exact valrfe to be attached is 
governed by a variety of factors. Seeing that in photo¬ 
graphing stars the object, whatever its brightness, is 
nothing but a point—and a point still, however powerful 
the telescope used—it will be easily understood how great 
an amount of care and judgment is required, in measuring 
the star images on the plate, to fix upon a standard of 
measurement to indicate the visual brightness which is 
labelled as of the first, the second, and so on, magnitude. 
We have recently drawn attention to the present state 
of forwardness of the great star atlas and to the remarkable 
neglect to use any but what is virtually a superior and 
long-focus landscape lens, and we cannot but think that as 
the completion of the atlas is shown to be possible at a 
very distant date under existing plans, a reconsideration 
of the question of the best lens to be employed will be 
forced to the front. At a recent meeting of the Royal 
Astronomical Society, a paper bearing upon this subject 
was read by Mr. Filey. The subject actually was the 
measurements of Swift’s comet from photographs taken 
with a portrait lens of 30in. focus and 5in. aperture. But 
it was stated that in addition to the value of the comet 
plates obtained by these means, it would be interesting 
to determine the degree of accuracy obtainable from 
measurements of stars taken with an ordinary portrait 
lens and to find if such photographs were worth taking 
trouble over to measure and reduce. Now, any practical 
photographer is aware that a portrait lens of five inches 
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t iineter must be an instrument of a very high class if its 
(finition is to be of a critical nature. Certain well- 
1 own names will at once occur to the reader as being 
13 very makers of such lenses, where a reasonable expecta- 
tui of accurate defining power might be held. And, as 

an “ ordinary portrait lens,” the indefinite description 
11 almost raise a smile. If such investigations are to 
of any value at all, the lens chosen for testing should 
one of proved excellence, as otherwise the whole case 

uuld be ruthlessly prejudiced against the class. Mr. 
I ley came to the conclusion that 0.83 seconds of an arc 
as the limit accuracy. Petzval, in his original calcula- 
:>ns, laid down the extent of deviation from an actual 
int that should be producible by his lens, and, indeed, 
is on record that when a lens giving still closer definition 
is made he rejected it on account of its departure from 
3 calculated results. 

# * * 

duciary At the same meeting-, the value of 
> lotographs. photography for astronomical measure¬ 

ments was exemplified in Mr. Hunks’ 
pper on the reduction of photographs of Eros for the 
termination of solar1 parallax. The conclusion he 
rived at was that the direct comparison of simultaneous 
otographs by linear reductions is the most convenieni 

isthod. The proposition he made was that seven or eight 
servatories, spread over as long an arc of longitude as 
ssible, should agree upon a common list of comparison 
rrs, and measure all their plates taken within a period 

I nine days. It might then be possible within the course 
two or three years to ascertain whether that planet 

II give as good results for parallax as other less favour- 
ly situated minor planets. Still bearing upon the same 
bject, a paper was read a few days after those we have 
en treating of by M. Prosper Henry, the exact title 
ing, “ the influence of the photographic magnitude of 
ars upon the scale of reduction of a negative.” Sir D. Gill 
oposed the comparison of results by the eye and on the 
otographic negative, but M. Henry suggested a purely 

aotographic method, a portion of the sky being taken 
i a given plate with a short exposure, and, after- 
ards, with prolonged exposure', the pointer micrometer 
ing slightly displaced between the two exposures. This 
an had been adopted with the large telescope at Meudon, 
d full details of the results were read at the meeting. 

* * * 

e Silver This is a query that may well bb 

orthSaving ? answered.allke both in the' positive and 
the negative, according to circumstances, 

f the case of a professional photographer, they certainly 
•e ; but in the case of amateurs it is more than doubtful, 
iough we are aware that some who are of an economical 
irn of mind think they are worth saving, and do save 
tern ; but we are inclined to doubt if they save much bv 
ie trouble, and the same may be said with professionals 
i a small way of business if the time involved, little as it 
, is taken into consideration, seeing that gelatine plates 
id papeis contain so little silver that can be recovered; 
id, when it is recovered, the price it realises is so small, 
t the present time standard silver is but a trifle over 
s. per ounce a little while ago it was something below 
lat figure. Some years ago it was proved by two well- 
now n experimentalists that some dry plates contain less 
lan a grain of silver per quarter plate, and a little over 
i others. But it was sufficient for the purpose ; indeed, 
>me of the best brands contain the least quantity of 
lver. Now, taking the grain to the quarter plates as the 
Landard, we find that a dozen plates .-^contain but twelve 

grains of the metal, or a hundred and forty-four grains to 
the gross—well, say, a hundred and fifty grains. Suppos¬ 
ing a third of this is required to form the image, and 
probably it is more1, we have only, without waste, one hun¬ 
dred grains recoverable—that is, roughly, one ounce of 
silver from five gross of plates, value 2s. O^d., out of which 
the refiner’s charges have to be paid. Bromide papers 
stand in about the same category as dry plates, and pro¬ 
bably contain less recoverable silver. P.O.P.’s contain a 
larger proportion of recoverable silver than either plates 
or bromide papers, but it is very much a question as to 
whether it pays an amateur, or a professional in a small 
way of business, if his time in other directions is of value, 
to trouble about saving his silver residues. The case was 
widely different in the old collodion and albumen paper 
days. Then, with little trouble, not less than 70 to 80 
per cent, of the silver used was recoverable, and, when 
recovered, its value was double', and more, than what it is 
at the present time. 

* * * 

Photographic Too often when, photographs show signs 
Mounts and of fading, or develop yellowness in the 
their alleged lights, or become spotty, the mounts are 
injurious suspected of being the cause when they 
Action. are perfectly innocent of it. It is very 
exceptional, when the deterioration becomes manifest, for 
the photographer to attribute it to, or even have a suspi¬ 
cion of, his own faulty manipulation ; the mounts are at 
once suspected as being the cause, however pure they may 
be. But supposing that they really do contain a trace of 
pernicious matter, is that likely to have an injurious action 
on a modern photograph such as a gelatine chloride 
(P.O.P.) print, or at least within a very brief period, such 
as they are frequently charged with having? Let us just 
look at the conditions as they exist. The image is formed 
in the film of gelatine on the surface of the paper, or, 
rather, the baryta coating upon it, which is insoluble. 
The paper which supports that is considerably thicker than 
that used for albumen pictures, even if it were' the “ ten 
kilos ’’kind. Hence it will be seen that there is a greater 
thickness of insulating medium in the P.O.P. print, be¬ 
tween the image and the mount, than in the case of an 
albumen print, as in that we have only the thin paper 
itself, and nothing more beyond the mount-ant. Now let 
us look at the conditions of the modern gelatine print. 
Here we have the mount, then the mountant; next a 
tolerably thick paper, then the baryta coating, which may 
well be considered an impervious layer, and then the 
gelatine picture. Under these conditions it is a little 
difficult to conceive how, even if the mounts did contain 
some little impurity, that they would have any pernicious 
effect on the image, if the photograph were kept under the 
ordinary conditions that such pictures are usually kept, 
or at least within a few months or even years. It must 
not for a moment be assumed that in the above remarks 
we are in any way defending impure mounts. When a 
photographer purchases his mounts he ought to be sup¬ 
plied with such as will not injure any kind of photograph 
that may be mounted upon them. Our object is merely 
to point out that when gelatine prints show deterioration 
within a short time of their production the mounts, 
even if they are faulty, are scarcely likely to be the cause, 
as so many of the correspondents, who, from time to time, 
have written to us on the subject, have suspected. 

* * * 

Mutability If the question were put as to what is 
of Things. really permanent, it would be a difficult 

one to answer. It certainly would not be a modern photo- 
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graph by whatever process it were made—whether silver, 
carbon, or platinotype. The last-named is, theoretically, 
if care be taken that all the last traces of iron are removed 
from the print. So is the carbon process, provided that 
permanent pigments be employed. But there is another 
factor in the case, namely, the paper, and that applies to 
all processes, as well as to engravings and printed matter 
generally. No one for a moment doubts the stability of a 
steel or copper plate engraving, yet the paper changes with 
age, particularly if long exposed to light, when the print 
is said to “ mellow,” and it certainly enhances its beauty, 
as the extreme whiteness of the paper becomes subdued. 
In a photograph any such change, unfortunately, is by no 
means an improvement. The old papers, which were 
entirely made from rag, were not prone to this rapid 
change by exposure to light; but in modern paper, even 
of the best kind, rag is but little used—in some not at all. 
Wood fibre, and that from Esparto grass, and the like, has 
taken its place. If a freshly-planed deal board be taken, 
and a portion covered, say, with black paper, and exposed 
to sunlight for a day or two, it will be found that the 
exposed portion has been considerably darkened; indeed, 
if a negative had been used, a positive print would have 
been obtained; and, curiously enough, paper made with 
some sorts of wood fibre seem to be more sensitive to light 
than the wood itself. Some wood pulp boards we have 
found to change considerably with only a few hours’ ex¬ 
posure to bright sunlight. A striking illustration of the 
mutability of things was the Canadian Coronation Arch in 
Whitehall. It will be remembered that the ground work 
of it was gilded, or rather, bronzed, canvas, and very 
gorgeous it was. We passed it a. few days after it was 
dismantled the first time, and then the change the ground¬ 
work had undergone was very manifest. Where the large 
black letters, “ Canada, Britain’s Granary,” were,, there 
was a strong impression, sufficiently strong to be read 
from Trafalgar Square. The exposed portion of the gilded 
groundwork had darkened, while the protected part (by 
the letters) retained their pristine condition. This change 
was not due entirely to the action of light, for it was 
largely supplemented by the action of the impurities con¬ 
tained in the atmosphere of London. But all photographs, 
more or less, are subjected to the same influences. 

* * * 

Frivolity A few weeks ago the members of the 
at the Photographic Club found a subject for 
Photographic discussion in the absurdities of modern 

“picture” making, as demonstrated by 
some of the specimens of bad technical photography and 
eccentric mounting to be seen occasionally in what has 
come to be regarded as the Art sections of our exhibitions. 
Eventually it was decided that the members present should 
prepare some unusual examples, and invite their fellow 
members and their friends to see the results of their 
labours. On Wednesday week the function took place, 
and a large number availed themselves of the invitation. 
The collection is not a large one, but is certainly contains 
some original and unique specimens by various processes 
and on all kinds of mounts, from corrugated packing to 
wall-paper. The contributions of the majority of the 
members have taken a burlesque form ; some few, however, 
have taken the matter seriously, and sent some very good 
work, but even these have misleading titles. Eor instance, 
there is a picture of a diver at work at the bottom of the 
sea, and this is labelled “ Far from the Madding Crowd.” 
A silhouette portrait of a lady against a diaphanous window 
is called “ The Curfew Hour,” and so on. One picture 
about the size of a carte de visite in a rough-stained frame 

about nine inches wide has been christened “ Much At; 

About Nothing,” and next to tlii- .- reaiion ’ be 
this remarkable title :—“As when some quiet City lane 
midnight hour, by conflagration’s lurio: rlare, is lighted a 
with sunset glow. And heavy-bootea guardians of th 
peace fright homeless feline wanderers.—Bake3peare. 

We do not propose to criticise the exhibition, but it is cei 
tainlv worth seeing, and will be open again on Wednesda 

evening next from 8 to 10 p.m., when the members will b 
glad to welcome any visitors to their club-room at Andei 
ton’s Hotel, Fleet Street, E.C. 

-♦- 

CLOTHES : PHOTOGRAPHICALLY. 

It is rather a trying conclusion to a thoughtful mind tha 
worth—or seeming worth, which, as the available a3set in, 
life, comes to much the same thing—should be so largely 
dependent upon clothes. The general aspect of the ques¬ 
tion has been handled once and for ever by Carlyle in his 
“ Sartor Resartus.” The special photographic side re¬ 
mains, 'however, open to comment 'without an undue sacri¬ 
fice of modesty. Clothes deserve high consideration if the 
most pleasing effect is to be gained in a picture generally, 
but especially so in the case of a photographic picture, into 
which the broader, or eliminative, treatment of the artist 
cannot enter. The artist has also the advantage over the 
photographer in that he is in a position to select the most ’ 
suitable form of dress. No one makes an advance visit to 
a studio to inquire as to what would be best to wear in a 
proposed photograph. If he did. probably the photo¬ 
grapher would be nonplussed for an answer. He would 
not have given it a thought himself. Still, there is no 
reason why he should not do so, and a change for the 
better be attempted upon broad lines in this direction. A 
few pictures in his window embodying- improvements, 
especially if arranged so as to contrast with those they are 
improvements upon, would soon bring about a change by 
instructing the public as to the best lines of dressing for a 
photograph. 

We must keep within twentieth century bounds in any 
advocated change, or we will enter upon the practically 
ridiculous, however artistically, desirous. The graceful 
folds of a toga-like dress are thus without the range of that 
which can be adopted. A Roman senator, doubtless, 
looked as dignified in his robe and sandals as he would 
have looked foolish in a frock coat and button boots. The 
Chairman of the Municipal Waterworks Committee, on the 
other hand, however strong and worthy a man, could not 
afford to-day to exchange his frock coat for the toga. 
Things must be looked at with a fitting sense of propor¬ 
tion. Industry and commerce are the salient features; of 
the age, and not dignity or art. The folds of the toga 
would not answer for the inspection of a colliery, and its 
loose ends would be dangerous lamongst the rolls and 
wheels of a mill. But whilst accepting such limitations 
broadly, the severe cut and detail of modern dress should 
be reduced as far as possible for a photographic picture. 
A man photographs far better in flannels than in a frock 
coat. If it must be a frock coat for the local directory or 
commercial “ guide,” let there be some arrangement or 
accessory that will take away from, or hide something of, 
its inartistic form. In any case do not add the distraction 
of an elaborate orchid as a “ button-hole.” Clothes, again, 
with pronounced or formal patterns are bad. The asser¬ 
tion, or re-iteration, of pattern unconsciously chains the 
eye, and claims the attention that should be given to the 
face and figure. 

In the case of women the same considerations hold. 
The matron with the ample bust, confined apparently by a 
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cast-iron corset, rivetted on, would look far better if a 
light, fleecy shawl were thrown over her shoulders to some¬ 
what soften over-harsh lines. Ladies with slim waists like 
to show them, and it is very natural that they should, as 
long as the slim waist has got to be accepted as an item 
of beauty. Still, the idea that should strike the observer 
should be, “ Here is a sweet face—and a fine waist too,” 
and not, “ Here is a fine waist belonging to this face.” The 
distinction can be brought about by means of judiciously- 
arranged dress. They are fine points, and the differences 
are small, but it is amidst the small and not the great that 
genius finds profitable action. Another very common fault 
with ladies’ dress—photographically we hasten to add, for 
we would not presume to criticise it otherwise—is over¬ 
elaboration of ornament. If it be the lace, the frilling, 
the chatelaine, rings, bracelets, hair-combs, and so on that 
are wanted, well and good, the lens will picture them 
admirably to the uttermost hair’s breadth, but if character 
or beauty in a face, elegance of form, or ease of pose are 
desired, the detail, however good in itself, must be kept as 
low as possible. How much they detract from breadth of 
artistic effect we realise occasionallv when looking at “ The 
Picture of a Lady ” by some well-known artist. The eye 
cannot in the case of the highly-detailed photographic 
picture do two such dissimilar things at the same time as 
to take in the detail, and form an opinion of the picture as 
a whole. 

It is breadth of treatment that tells, and should be 
aimed for. To this end the plainer, in reason, the dress, 
and the softer its lines and folds, the better. If a good- 
looking woman could only realise how much better she 
would look in a plain than in an elaborated dress—in a 
picture, at any rate—she would shed much of her tinsel 
and gimcracks before entering the studio. Fashion must 
be considered to a degree, of course, in any working plan. 
Commercially, fashion is in favour of the photographer. 
The changes in dress and headgear are so frequent that to 
be quite “ up to date ” a woman should be photographed at 
least once a year. But artistically it is against him, owing 
to the blind rush for what is “ fashionable,” without a 
thought as to how it may match the individual face and 
form. The photographer must do his best under the cir¬ 
cumstances to keep out by vignetting, etc., the most pro¬ 
nounced artistic crimes in modern dress. That is, if he be 
allowed to, for if the fashionable dress be desired in all its 
detail, why, it must be given, and there is an end of it. 
Bread and cheese before art any day. The pity is that it 
cannot be bread and cheese and art. 

_ Briefly summarised, the points it has been desired to 
bring out in the foregoing are that the artistic best should 
be made of clothes in a photographic picture. In men 
they should be loose, and sit with evident ease and comfort, 
or if a touch of something more formal be needed it should 
stop short of severity. In women harsh, stiff outlines 
should be draped, soft falls' given to folds, in the plainest 
diess that fashion will admit of, and as little ornament as 
possible worn either upon the dress or the person. 

If followed, the results will certainly prove acceptable, 
and, a good test of excellence, permanently acceptable. 
The clothes will have been given their true and subservient 
function of setting off the body, instead either of being 
ignored, or the body made to> act as a dummy core for 
setting off the clothes. 

East End Appreciation of Art.—We are informed that 24,000 people 
have visited the Japanese Exhibition at the Whitechapel Art Gallery 
during the first five days it has been open. Almost all these people were 
obviously from the neighbouring districts in the East End. 

JOTTINGS. 

Monsieur P. Nadar, the distinguished Parisian photographer, 

has recently visited London for the express purpose of studying 

the working of the Professional Photographers’ Association. I 

understand that the information he obtained is likely to be 

of assistance to him in organising work amongst French pro¬ 

fessional photographers, and it is probable that the P.P.A. will 

be made a corresponding society of a kindred institution in 

Paris. Only the other day an American Professional Associa¬ 

tion sought its advice and help in exhibition matters. It is 

gratifying to perceive that its influence grows with its age. 

This is a suitable opportunity for mentioning the fact that 

the “P.P.A. Handbook No. 3” will shortly be issued to 

members. It is marked “ private and confidential,” but I take 

it that I shall not be adjudged guilty of high treason if I go 

so far as to indicate its principal contents. These include a 

list of the newly-elected officers, the rules, byelaws, a con¬ 

densed report for the year 1901-1902, list of discounts to mem¬ 

bers, particulars of fire insurance, useful advice on copyright, 

list of members, membership application form, and other 

matter. The actual number of members is between 530 and 

540, and every single one of them had paid his subscription 

on June 30th last. Will the disgraceful creature who, over 

the signature of “ A Photographic Dealer,” prints, every now 

and then, malodorous mixtures of spite, falsehood, and mean- 

spirited innuendoes against the Association, put that in his 

pipe and smoke it? Always assuming that such a blot on his 

trade and his sex is capable of practising this manly habit, 

which I very much doubt. Faugh! The world has no use for 

such as he. My experience of photographic societies is second 

to that of no man in this country, and I assert without fear of 

contradiction that a more virile, better administered, useful, 

and “live ” society that the P.P.A. is not listed in the Almanac 

Directory. 

For many years I have been familiar with the name of a 

photographic preparation known as “ Bates’s Black,” but it was 

only the other day, at the conclusion of a morning’s ramble 

amongst the beautiful Surrey lanes, that I stumbled across 

Messrs. Bates’s studio in a quiet corner of the delightful old 

riverside town of Chertsey. There is a saying, attributed, I 

believe, to the late Sir Henry Taylor, that “ the world knows 

nothing of its greatest men.” This, in a measure, is applicable 

to photographers. In the course of my numerous wanderings 

I am constantly coming across skilful workers who for some 

reason or other seem to shun, or at any rate not to court, 

publicity. Messrs. Bates, if they will let me say so, have been 

too long afflicted with this rare form of modesty ; and it was 

both a surprise and a pleasure to me to note, in the short time 

I passed in their studio, that behind that modesty stands an 

amount of solid, genuine photographic ability which deserves 

to be better known. Their portrait work is refined, pleasing, 

and technically sound. Their clientele is a large and aristo¬ 

cratic one, including county notabilities ; a great many of their 

sitters journey specially from London to Chertsey. There are 

few photographic studios situated twenty miles or so from town 

which possess this feature. Messrs. Bates also have an amount 

of technical thoroughness largely in excess of that of most of 

their brethren. They design and make their own frames, and 

Mr. Bates, senior, speically paints all the backgrounds that w>e 

used in the studio. I was shown two very attractive and digni¬ 

fied specimens of portraiture, representing the Earl and Coun¬ 

tess of Lucan in their Coronation robes. The sepia platinotype 

mounted on that favourite support, Japanese vellum, is also 

one of the firm’s specialities. I must compliment Messrs. 

Bates on being well abreast of the times in photographic por- 
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traiture. It is, alas! too often the case that professional men 

progress steadily in the opposite direction. Quite recently I 

have heard that the firm is opening a branch in the neigh¬ 

bouring town of Egham. I wish them success in their efforts 

to popularise good photography amongst the educated classes. 

From Chertsey to Calcutta is a very far cry indeed. Ob¬ 

viously, the two places have nothing in common, except that 

they both commence with a “ C ” ; but at Calcutta there has 

long been located the great Indian firm of photographers, 

Messrs. Johnston and Hoffmann, another name not by any 

means familiar in the mouth of the photographic man in the 

street. Yet, I suppose, goregous Indian princes and the cream cf 

Anglo-Indian society, male and female, are as common in their 

Calcutta studio as graceful English women and their cavaliers, 

are in the ateliers of Bond Street, Regent Street, and Baker 

Street, London. Under the supervision of one of the partners, 

Mr. E. Buckland, himself an old Ang’o-Indlan, Messrs. Johnston 

and Hoffmann have recently opened a branch in London. This 

is a large private house, No. 31, Devonshire Street, Portland 

Place, W. The only external evidence that a photographic 

studio exisits inside is an uncommonly small brass plate on 

the door, which timidly records the fact. This is not the first 

instance that has recently been brought to my notice of the 

great landlords of London being-chary of letting their houses to 

photographers, who might, not unreasonably, put up prominent 

signs to attract attention. The entire house has been expressly 

furnished and adapted for photographic portraiture; and the 

reception, dressing, and business rooms, are well proportioned 

and tastefully fitted. One here gets that soothing sensation 

of ease and roominess combined with freedom of movement 

always noticeable in West End mansions ; and in this respect 

Messrs. Johnston and Hoffmann start their London branch 

with an immense advantage. The studio is spacious and well 

illuminated, and under skilful control capable of yielding a 

great variety of effects in lighting. The most recent addition to 

London’s photographic studios is complete, handsome, and 

dignified, and is conveniently situated for the class of sitter 

Messrs. Johnston and Hoffmann will undoubtedly attract. The 

firm’s Indian reputation is a very great one, and no doubt will 

follow them to London, and stand them in good stead here. 1 

was much interested in a fine series of Indian architectural 

studies, printed in carbon, which was shown to me by Mr. 

Buckland. They would look well in the technical or profes¬ 

sional section of the forthcoming R.P.S. exhibition. 

The letter of Mr. Charles Urban, the Managing Director of 

the Warwick Trading Company, which appeared in the Jottknal 

of July 25th, seems to suggest that when its author left America 

for this country he omitted to include amongst his luggage a 

handbook to polite letter-writing. I have met Mr. Urban 

personally, and have the greatest admiration for his business 

methods, but I do not think that his attitude in response to 

the criticisms of his Coronation cinematographic enterprise 

is one that will meet with his own approval six months hence. 

It is notorious that public entertainers—for such I may, without 

offence, so class Mr. Urban in this particular instance—are 

excessively sensitive to criticism, forgetful of the fact that even 

if it be hostile, criticism is in itself a compliment. Mr. 

Urb an’s projected representation of the Coronation ceremony 

was in the nature of a stage performance, and was surely open 

to public comment. But this is Id'' minor point; what is of 

major importance is the claim made by himself and others for 

the production of cinematographs in “ natural colours.” At 

the risk of being politely told that I “wallow in ignorance” in 

these matters, and though Mr. Urban and others may succeed 
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in the application of trichromatics to cinematography, 1 v. u 

ture to doubt if the results can be properly and arcuraU ly de ¬ 

scribed as “natural” colours. They may be “colour photo, 

graphs,” and perhaps “ photographs in colours,” but 1 think I 1 

am right in suggesting that amongst those who have given the 

subject careful consideration—I, for one, commenced in< 

wallowing process a good many years ago—the term “ l moral 

colours ” is solely applicable to the Lippmann process. Iii re 

your picture is the result of the direct action of light plus 

development. It is, indeed, a case of practice confirming 

theory. Ever since the very dawn of photography, the aim o! 

the experimentalist has been to produce a direct photographic 

record of colour, and though it must be admitted that the Lipp- 
mann process is by no means a complete solution of the 

problem, yet, as it is the only method which imparts to a sensi 

tive surface a true impression of the bases of all colour, namely, 

light waves of different lengths, it has perhaps the greatest 

right of any process to be termed “natural,” in that the results 

are produced by direct natural agency alone. Let Mr. Urban 

experiment with the Lippmann process, and get good results in 

the seventy-fifth of a second, and he may claim to have made 

very great progress indeed. 

Hitherto the name of Carl Zeiss has been principally asso¬ 

ciated in the minds of photographers with the production of 

third camera is the “ Minimum Palmos,” also of square form and 

entered the field of camera construction. A batch of circulars 

before me deals with these instruments, some of which may be 

specified. The first is the “ Palmos” roll film camera, which is 

of the now familiar folding type; a second the “ Universal 

Palmos,” a hand or stand camera of landscape form, one of 

the features of which is a double slit focal plane shutter- The 

third camera is the “Minimum Palmos,” also of square {.'>n and 

fitted with a focal plane shutter. The Palmos changing oox and 

roll holder are adjuncts of these cameras. Briefly, the Zeiss 

“ Palmos ” series of hand cameras covers the whole of the rvali¬ 

able field, that is, they are designed to take roll film, cut film, 

and plates. The roll holder and changing box may be alapied 

for other cameras. This departure of Messrs. Zeiss was, 1 

believe, contemplated last year, but it is only compai atively 

recently that the cameras have reached this market. As far 

as one can judge from the illustrations, the cameras f.ve very 

strongly built ; they certainly emanate from scientifically 

trained men who realise the importance of well and accurately 

constructed instruments for producing photographs. At the 

present time nearly every chemist’s shop is stocked with photo¬ 

graphic apparatus, a large proportion of which cannot nossibly 

he in practical use a year hence. It is a distinct advantage Ur 

the future of photography, when houses of me eminence of 

Messrs. Zeiss set themselves the task of boldly entering into 

competition with cheap cameras, etc., in the only effective way 

—that s, by means of best quality or highest grade apparatus. 

I must confess, however, there seems little hope of making the 

great mass of the public realise that the photographic camera 

is, after all, an instrument of precision and not a nursery toy ; 

thank;, of course, to wholesale enterprise and the commercial 

instincts of the British shopkeeper, who is commonly credited 

with the most cheerful readiness to sell anything or everything 

for a profit, even his wife or his mother-in-law. 

The changes that are constantly, nay, almost daily taking 

place in the photographic world, remind one of nothing so 

much as that joyful spectacle of illusion-loving youth, the 

transformation scene m a pr.Homime. From Zeiss cameras we 

pass to Wellington Carbon Tissue. Messrs. Wellington and 

Ward have for a long time been working out pigment printing 

at EMree, and although very little pub deity has been given 
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:o this departure it is tolerably well known that a Wellington 

tissue will shortly be placed on the market. At Cambridge 

some excellent prints in this medium were shown me by Mr. 

H. H. Ward. Another introduction of the firm, which is ready 

for the market, is the Wellington transparent celluloid film. 

This film, says the firm, is “ the result of many years of careful 

experimenting, our object being to make a film as perfect as is 

possible before putting1 it in competition with others. The film 

is transparent, without joins in the raw material, and is coated 

with an emulsion of extraordinary ipeed, combined with perfect 

quality.” This will make the third, if not the fourth, rollable 

film which is the outcome of native enterprise, and the point 

is worth noting in view of the fact that only a year ago one 

British firm alone was actively engaged in its manufacture. 

Photographic England is apparently taking the memorable ad¬ 

vice of the present Prince of Wales, and is “waking up.” It 

;is to be hoped that a similar spirit of alert adaptation to the 

needs of the time is manifesting itself in other branches of in- 

iustry. “ Nature,” “ The Times,” and other high-class journals, 

a Parliamentary Commission, and several learned societies 

have recently addressed themselves to a study of the causes of 

England’s setback in industrial progress during the last thirty 

years. It is not pleasant reading for any thoughtful man who 

lias the welfare of his country at heart. But as a straw shows 

the direction of the wind, it may be that the undoubted in¬ 

crease in native photographic activity is a sign that the dormant 

energy of the British producer has at last been roused. A few 

years ago, British paper-coaters were said to be restricted to 

.foreign sources for their supply of paper, but I am assured that 

this state of things has been altered, and that paper of home 

manufacture is now available. In the quality of its gelatine 

dry plates, England's supremacy lias never been seriously 

threatened, although, perhaps, there is room for advance here 

in sensitising surfaces for work in colour photography. 

It was the late Mr. Gladstone who once unbosomed himself 

of the confession, after one of his retirements from office, that 

he had a preference for a position affording him “ greater free¬ 

dom and less responsibility.” For a lopg time now a large and 

kindly public has borne with me in the foible of making this 

page of the Journal the vehicle of purely personal expressions 

and preferences ; so perhaps a more than usually pointed speci¬ 

men of “the first person singular ” will not be resented. Well, 

I am on the side of Mr. Gladstone. July 4th last was a great 

day for me. It was American Independence Day ; the anni¬ 

versary of my own appearance upon this perturbed planet; and 

the date when I handed over the seals of my last photographic 

office to my friend, Mr. William Grove. After eleven years 

passed on the active executives of nearly a score of photographic 

societies, I think I may fairly claim to be allowed to stand down 

for a while, and concentrate myself on the work of my old love, 

the “ B. J.” The “ sweets of office ” in photography are fought 

for with a resolution and tenacity that is incomprehensible to 

one who has never aspired to them, but whom Fate has elected 

to take by the scruff of the neck and fling right into them. If 

the metaphor is obscure, the meaning, I hope, is clear. I need 

hardly say that absence from the committee-room in no way 

diminishes the interest I feel in the various societies of which 

I have the honour of being a member. Will secretaries please 

note ? The same band of persevering pilgrims along the path 

of photographic progress would also earn my undying gratitude 

if they would try to realise that the winter months have for me 

some other occupation than the reading of papers before their 

esteemed and admirable societies. One of the terrors of my 

calendar is the autumn avalanche of requests to figure in sylla¬ 

buses “now in course of preparation.” Messieurs, the spirit 

is willing, but the flesh is weak. I have other objections be¬ 

sides purely personal ones. There is the matter of principle. 

My opinion is that the photographic society which is not self- 

supporting, and does not, or cannot, draw its photographic 

pabulum mainly from internal sources, has not established its 

right to live. Take away trade demonstrators and good-natured 

philanthropists, of which I am fantastically supposed to be a 

type, and you could read the burial service over these societies 

in batches of a dozen a time. 

Cosmos. 

-♦- 

MOLECULAR STRAIN THEORY OF VISION AND OF 

PHOTOGRAPHIC ACTION. 

[Reprinted from the Journal of the Royal Photographic Society ] 

III. 

Effect of Annealing. 

It is obvious to you that if we remove in any way the mole¬ 

cular friction, the response will be enhanced, in other words, 

the wire will be more sensitive to the same stimulus. Here you 

Before. | After. 

Fig. 9.—Stimulating action of Na2C03. 

see the response of the same wire before and after annealing. 

In the latter case the response is nearly three times as strong. 

Sometimes the wire falls into a sluggish condition, and there is 

no response. But annealing makes the wire sensitive. You 

will at once notice the meaning of annealing in enhancing the 

sensitiveness of the photographic plate. 

Effect of Stimulants and Depressors. 

The action of Na-CCb as accelerator and of KBr as retarder is 

known to you. Curiously enough, the former agent is found to 

act as a great stimulant (enhancing the response) (Eig. 9), and 

the latter as a depressor of response (Fig. 10). 

Relation between Stimulus and Molecular Effect. 

If the intensity of stimulus is increased, the molecular effect 

as exhibited by response is also found to increase. But the 

curve showing the relation between stimulus and Response is 

not a straight line. In the first part it is slightly concave 

to the abscissa (representing the molecular effect); it is then 

straight, and in the last part concave. A limit is approached 

as the intensity of .stimulus reaches a high value. You will 

notice an exact parallel in photographic actiqn,, ,. 
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Effect of Superposition. 

If tlie stimulus is very feeble it hardly produces any effect, 

but single ineffective stimulus becomes effective by super¬ 

position. I give a typical curve which shows the effect of con¬ 

tinued stimulation; it shows several distinct stages (Fig. 11). 

Before. f After. 

Fig. 10.—Depressing action of KBr. 

(1.) A short latent period, when there is apparently little 

or no action, or even a transitory negative action. 

(2.) After this stage the curve rises almost in a straight 

line. This is the stage of increasing action. 

(3.) The curve then reaches a maximum and becomes hori¬ 

zontal, after which it begins to fall, and may reach 

the original neutral line. 

(4.) After very prolonged stimulation, I have sometimes 

found the curve proceeding in the negative direction, 

thus exhibiting molecular reversal. 

Fig. 11. Turve exhibiting the molecular effects under continuous stimu¬ 

lation. 

All these peculiarities I find not only under the continued 

stimulus of mechanical vibration (electro-motive variation 

method), but also under light (electro-motive variation), and 

also under electric radiation (conductivity variation method). 

The first part of the curve, or the latent period, is very sug¬ 

gestive as regards the obscure phenomenon of photographic in¬ 

duction. “ hen a mixture of chlorine and hydrogen which 

have been kept in the dark is exposed to the light, there is eith, r 
no hydrochloric acid or only a very small quantity formed in 

the first moment, but the rate of formation increases so that 
the quantity formed in a given time, e.g., ■ ne minute, con¬ 

tinues to increase until it attains a maximum. Bunsen terms tin- 

gradual increase in the action induction. If the gaseous mixtun 
has been once exposed to the light, it will retain in the dark for 

about half-an-hour, its capacity of forming HC1 in tli<- light 
If the gas has remained in the dark for a short period, and 

again brought into the light, it requires a very short period of 

induction, but the period of induction will be lengthened by 

keeping the mixture in the dark for a long time.”* 

I he latent period of the curve, due to molecular inertia, 

would thus appear to offer an explanation of induction. In 

connection with this it is interesting to note the well-known 

fact that a very slight preliminary exposure of the photographic 
plate enhances the general sensitiveness. This is no doubt due 

to the fact that the preliminary exposure had merely overcome 

the molecular inertia. 

It would appear from the inspection of the curve that the 

general law of photo-chemical action, which regards the total 

photographic action as proportional to the product of the light 

intensity multiplied by the time of exposure, is subject to 

several modifying conditions. During the latent period this 

cannot hold good in the first part, nor can it be true after 

the maximum is reached. It can only hold good in the second 

stage, where the actions proceeds uniformly. 

Effect of Intermittence in Modifying tiie Law of Photo¬ 

chemical Action. 

But even at the second stage of uniform action there may still 

be deviation from the above law. If in one case the light be 

intermittent and in the other continuous, the effects may be 

quite different, though the total duration be equal. For in 

the former case, during the continuation of light, we may have 

the distortion or molecular swing proceeding in one direction, 

but on the stoppage of light, the swing stops too, and owing 

to self-recovery may even become reversed. After an interval, 

when the light is again allowed to act, it has not only to over¬ 

come the molecular inertia, but may have to reverse the nega¬ 

tive swing. In the case of continuous illumination the molecu- 

lai action proceeds without interruption. This is well seen m 

two curves I obtained, which show the difference in the extent 

of molecular effects produced in an AgBr cell by interrupted 

and continuous illuminations of the same total duration. In 

the case of interrupted illumination the molecular effect as 

measured by the galvanometer deflection was 7 divisions ; with 

continuous illumination it was 11.5 divisions, or one and a half 

times as great. It is thus seen that owing to self-recovery the 

effect of light with interrupted illuminations is less. It is also 

evident that the greater the period allowed for self-recovery 

(during the interval of darkness) the less will be the resultant 

effect. In connection with this, Abney’s experiments are in¬ 

teresting. In comparing the relative effects of continuous and 

interrupted illuminations, he finds that in the latter case the 

effect produced was always less, and that the longer the interval 

between the successive exposures, the smaller was the effect. 

Photographic Effect Modified by the Time Rate. 

It will thus be seen that the photographic effect is not solely 

governed by the total amount of radiation, but by the time rate 

also. This gives a simple explanation of the apparently 

anomalous result obtained by Mr. Wood (“ Nature,” November 

30th, 1899). The photographic image of a single electric spark 

came out as a reversed positive, when the lens was wide open ; 
. ;■— "•■■'■I o n i ■)>_:i' : .i.; 0 .. i■ i o o ; : 'M 

* This is evidently due to self-recovery.—J. C. B„ 
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but there was no reversal with four successive sparks with the 

lens aperture reduced, to one-fourth. The quantity of light 

was the same in the two cases, but the time rate of illumina¬ 

tion was different. In the first case the rate was quicker, and 

gave rise to a molecular reversal (see below). 

Phenomenon- or Reversal. 

After continuous stimulation—either mechanical or luminous 

—the curve of response is found to undergo reversal. Similar 

molecular reversal is found also under the action of continued 

electric radiation. The relation of this to photographic reversal 

is obvious. 

Arrestors. 

We have seen that the difference between the retinal image 

and the photographic image is that in the former it is fugitive 

and in the latter persistent. We have also seen that there 

are theoretically two ways of making the image permanent— 

(1) by overstrain ; (2) by the influence of certain agents which 

would arrest the self-recovery, the molecular strain thus becom¬ 

ing more or less permanent. This photographic permanence of 

after-effect is merely a question of degree—from numerous 

evanescent effects which cannot be photographically detected to 

a little more permanent effect in daguerreotype, and still 

greater permanence in photographic plates. One of the chief 

functions of the so-called sensitisers appears to be, not so 

much to impart sensitiveness—for everything is more or less 

sensitive—but to make the light effect developable by arrestim 
the self-recovery. 

Before. | After. 

Fig. 12. Effect of arrestors, (a) Shows retarded recovery; (b) complete 

arrest. 

I have been recently carrying out a series of experiments,, 

to verify the supposition that with the help of the “arrestors” 

it is possible to render the strain effect permanent. The follow¬ 

ing records will speak more eloquently that I can about the 

manner in which the molecular arrest is brought about. First 

you see the normal response to stimulation and the immediate 

recoveiy. I add a small quantity of the arresting re-agent. 

There is the response, but the recovery is very much' prolonged 

—from the normal one minute to five minutes. You have now 

i ‘ ■ o.‘ jrrb qta9bf''-< : ' 

a case comparable to the daguerreotype image. I add a little 

more of the arrestor. Here is the response, but the recovery is 

completely arrested. The impress of the stimulus has now 

become fixed. (Fig. 12. Compare also in the Fig. 2 d e.) 

Conclt SION. 

It is thus seen : — 

(1.) That molecular strain is produced by the action of 

light. 

(2.) That both in the artificial and real retinae, the molecu¬ 

lar strain produced by light gives rise to similar 

electric impulses. 

(3.) That as the physico-chemical properties of a substance 

are changed by strain, it is possible to develop the 

latent image through the difference in the following pro¬ 

perties between the exposed and unexposed portions, pro¬ 

duced by light: (a) Difference in adhesive power, e.g., 

development of Daguerreotype by mercury vapour • 

development by water vapour ; (b) Difference in chemi¬ 

cal stability, e.g., development by reducing agents. 

(4.) That molecular strain may not only be produced by 

visible or invisible radiation, but also by (a) electric, 

and (6) mechanical stress. Latent images produced 

by such means may be developed, e.g., inductoscripts, 

development of pressure marks. 

(5.) That nearly all substances are sensitive to radiation, 

but the effect cannot in all cases be rendered visible, 

(a) owing to the want of suitable chemical developers ; 

(b) owing to quick self-recovery. The effect may be 

rendered more or less permanent by overstrain or by 

“arrestors.” 

(6.) That the molecular effect due to radiation can be 

demonstrated by the conductivity or E.M. variation 

methods. 

(7.) That the latent period of overcoming inertia corres¬ 

ponds to the photographic induction period. 

(8.) That the relapse of image is due to self-recovery. 

(9.) That owing to the tendency towards self-recovery, the 

radiation effect does not solely depend on the total 

quantity of light, but depends also on the time rate 

of illumination. Hence the photographic effects of 

intermittent and continuous illumination are not the 

same. 

(10.) That the continuous action of radiation produces re¬ 

current reversals. 

I have brought before you this evening various response 

phenomena in the living and non-living which at first sight 

appear to be distinct and unrelated to each other. But you will, 

I hope, have noticed an underlying unity in the experiments 

demonstrated before you. You will have understood how the 

same molecular mechanism which prints the latent image, 

works also the wireless telegraphic receiver and transmits the 

visual impulse. You may have realised—if I have been success¬ 

ful in the presentation of a large subject in a short time— 

that the responsive phenomena in the living have been fore¬ 

shadowed in the non-living, and that in nature there is no 

abrupt break of continuity, but an uniform and continuous 

march of law. 

Jagadis Chunder Bose, M.A., D.Sc. 

London and Provincial Photographic Association.—Throughout August 
the Thursday evening meetings will be open to any member or visitor 
who has any matter of photographic interest to bring forward. Colonial 
and foreign visitors are always welcome at the meetings, at the White 
Swan Hotel, Tudor Street, Fleet Street, E.C. 
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THE PLATINOTYPE PROCESS. 

IV. 

After Treatment of the Prints. 

Although the after treatment of platinum prints is fairly well 

known, I have thought it worth while to abstract what Hub] 
has to say on the .subject, and add a note on those processes 

which he does not mention. 
In the first place, it is not possible to reduce a platinotype 

print, platinum, even in a finely divided state, being extremely 
resistant against the ordinary reducing agents. They can on 
the other hand, be intensified and “ toned ” to various colours ; 

in all cases the so called toning is more or less of an intensi¬ 
fication process and this must not be forgotten, so that prints 
for these processes must not be developed quite so far as usual. 
The prints must be, of course, thoroughly freed from all iron 

salts and it is immaterial whether the prints are freshly made, 
though some old prints seem to be less inclined to take kindly 

to one or other of the processes. 
Lyonel Clark suggested the use- of an acid pyro-silver inten¬ 

sifier, but Hubl states that he has never been able to obtain 

satisfactory results, and that the deposit is generally coarse¬ 
grained. The formula is : 

Glacial acetic acid . 50-60 drops. 
Pyrogallol . 0.65 g. 

Distilled water . 360 com. 
Silver nitrate solution, 12 p.c. 20 drops. 

The silver solution must be added gradually and it is advis¬ 

able to flood the print first with the acid pyro and then add 

the silver in successive portions to the solution as the intensi¬ 

fication is more under control. Hydroquinone may be used 

instead of pyro in the above formula and the action is slower. 

Of course, the silver on the image can be toned with gold or 
platinum. 

The most satisfactory method is certainly the intensification 

with platinum and there are three ways of doing this, the first 

two, however, are extremely liable to give coarse-grained prints, 
.and there is the further disadvantage that the intensifier be¬ 

comes thick and black, and this occurs so suddenly that fre¬ 

quently the platinum is precipitated in the paper. 
Dr. E. Vogel’s intensifier is : 

Chloroplatinite solution . 3—5 drops. 
Ferrous oxalate developer . 5 ccrti. 

Distilled water . 50 ccm. 

This is applied to the prints after the acid baths. 

Dr. A. Miethe’s process is to apply the intensifier to the print 
before fixation, so that the platinum salt of the paper is used : 

Potassium oxalate solution (3.10) . 125 ccm. 
Feri-ous sulphate solution (3.10) . 25 ,, 
Potassium bromide solution (1.10) ... 25 drops. 

The print is placed face upwards in a dish and a little 

•of the above solution poured over it and when sufficiently in¬ 
tensified, it should be treated with the acid baths. 

The third, and the only satisfactory method, is that with 

•sodium formate suggested by Hubl, and it is, of course, purely 
a physical intensification, the platinum being deposited in 
statu nascendi upon the image; the intensification is slow, 

taking about 15 minutes in all, and is, therefore, well under 
control. Two stock solutions are required, which keep well. 

I.—Sodium formate . 10 g. 
Distilled water . 100 ccm. 

II.—Platinum bichloride . 2 g. 

Distilled water . 100 ccm. 
For use mix from 100 to 200 ccm. of water with 5 ccm. of 

No. 1 and then 5 ccm. of No. 2. It will be noted that here the 

chloroplatinite is not used. I he solution for use must he 
mixed as stated, and if the two stock solutions are mixe 1 to¬ 
gether first and then the water added, there is a great tendency 
for them to turn black before sufficient intensification is 
tained. I he prints should be well washed after the acid bath 
before intensification. 

Another method and one which is useful to give a better 
colour to somewhat rusty-looking prints, and at the same time 

as intensification, is Mr. A. W. Dollond’s process with chloride 
of gold ; there is, however, great tendenc}r for the whites to 
turn pink. The well-washed print should be placed facv- 

upwards on a sheet of glass and blotted off with blotting paper, 

and covered, by the aid of a brush, with pure glycerine, then 

a few drops of a 3 per cent, solution of chloride of gold should 

be dropped on the print and rapidly brushed over it; when the 
desired intensification is obtained, the print should be well 

washed and then sponged back and front with a metol potash 

developer, and again washed and dried. 

In the so-called toning process, there is, as has already been 

mentioned, intensification anl the platinum image undergoes 

no change in itself, but merely acts as convenient points for 
the deposition of the toning compound. _ 

For uranium toning three stock solutions are required : 

I.—Uranium nitrate . 10 g. 

Glacial acetic acid . 10 ccm. 
Distilled water . 100 ,, 

II.—Red prussiate of potash . . 10 g. 
Distilled water .. 100 ccm. 

III.—Ammonium sulphocyanide . 50 g. 

Distilled water ... 100 ccm. 

For u:e add to the litre of water 10 ccm. of No. 1, and then 
10 ccm. of No. 2, and finally 10 ccm. of No. 3. A 10 per cent. 

solution of sulphite of soda may be used instead of the sulpho¬ 
cyanide, and in this case 5 ccin. of each solution may be added 

in the same way. When the desired tone is reached the prints 
should be washed in acidulated water and then dried. It is 
important that the toning solution should keep clear, otherwise 

the whites of the prints will suffer. 

For bluish tones the following can be used : 

I.—Ammonia iron alum . 10 g. 
Hydrochloric acid . 10 ccm. 
Distilled water . 100 ,, 

II.—Red prussiate solution, as above. 

III.—Sulphocyanide solution, as above. 

For use 5 ccm. of No. 1, 2ccm. of No. 2, and 5 ccm. of No. 3 
should be added in turn to the like of water. 

It is hardly necessary to say that for anyone desirous of 
practical work in the manufacture of platinotype paper a careful 
study of Hubl’s work is absolutely essential, for there are nu¬ 
merous important points which I have necessarily had to omit 
in this bare digest. E. J. Wall. 

Photographic Camp.—A very successful photographic camp, organised 
by the well-known photographer and writer, Mr. Walter D. Welford, 
has been located on Glover's Island during the present week. It was 
opened at the end of last week and terminates to-day. Ten ladies and 
gentlemen form the camping party, the ladies being provided with sleep¬ 
ing accommodation at Clerk’s Hill House, and the gentlemen spending the 
night in tents. A luxuiiously fitted marquee was erected for the use of 
the party who have spent a very enjoyable time. There have been 
excursions to Stratford, Tewkesbury, the higher reaches of the river 
and so on, and cricket, boating, music and so oh have helped to pass 
the time. One of the party had an encounter wLh a tramp, as reported 
m our police news.—“The Evesham Journal and Four Shires Advertiser,” 
Saturday, July 26th, 1902. 
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CELEBRITIES BEFORE THE CAMERA. 

[Reprin.ed from “Camera Craft.’’] 

r is doubtful if there ever was such an outcropping of cameras 

l this city as on the May day, a little over a year ago, when 

le late President William McKinley formally entered San 

rancisco. The edges of the sidewalks on Market and Kearny 

treets and Van Ness Avenue were literally fringed with curious 

hotographers, anxious to secure a likeness of the President, 

ho had won the sympathy of all through the sudden severe 

lness of his invalid wife. I shall never forget the keen dis- 

ppointment suffered by one of my friends on this occasion, 

’erched on a stepladder at the corner of Kearny and Sutter 

treets, he sat in a cramped, uncomfortable position for an 

our, awaiting the approach of the President. Finally, there 

as a general commotion along the line, and the photographer, 

y this time almost in a state of nervous prostration, rested 

is camera firmly on his knees, focussed so as to take in the 

entre of the street, and awaited the crucial moment. 

As the carriage of honour neared his vantage point, President 

IcKinley stood up, bowed graciously to the right and left, his 

ilk hat grasped firmly in his right hand. From the upper 

findow of one 'of the corner buildings a rose was thrown by 

,n enthusiastic girl, and, strange to say, it fell into the Presi- 

ent’s hat. He immediately picked it out, raised it to his 

ips, and, with beaming countenance, nodded in recognition to 

he upper windows, from whence had come this token of good¬ 

will and affection. It was a dramatic bit of by-play, observed 

>y only a few of that mighty throng, but it made a picture 

which many an artist would have travelled miles to secure. 

Vly friend was congratulating himself on this stroke of good 

uck, when, just as he squeezed the bulb and the shutter of 

lis camera clicked, several enthusiastic men, carried away by 

he sight of the President, cheered lustily, and waved their hats 

n such a manner that they covered the lens of the patient 

ihotographer’s camera. In his desperation, he shouted to them 

:o lower their hats, but before he could readjust his machine 

or another snap, the carriage had passed, and the golden oppor¬ 

tunity was lost. 

In his recently published posthumous volume, “ Men and 

Memories,” John Russell Young tells of the amusing attempt 

}f an enterprising artist to photograph Abraham Lincoln when 

he delivered his famous Gettysburg speech. By dint of much 

persuasion with the crowd, the protographer managed to place 

his camera in front of the President. And as Lincoln began 

to- speak he commenced his work, peeping through the lens, 

dodging his head to catch a favourable position, fooling with 

the focussing cloth and staring wistfully at the President, and 

waiting for the right moment to make the exposure. But the 

President was not a good subject. Whether conscious or not of 

the honour thus impending, he drove on with his speech, ever 

holding the paper before his face, the dismayed photographer 

vainly hoping for one glimpse- of the face. And as the Presi¬ 

dent summarily turned to sit down, he desperately uncovered 

the camera, but too fated The flash of light brought him 

nothing. There was a general ripple of laughter at his dismay, 

•as he folded his camera and stole away. 

As is well known to all who follow the papers closely, Presi¬ 

dent Theodore Roosevelt has a burning dislike for the amateur 

photographer. A rather unpleasant incident occurred just 

as he was leaving Grace Reform Church, the first Sunday he 

spent in Wa hington, D.C., after he had succeeded to the Presi¬ 

dency. A fifteen-year-old boy, anxious to obtain a photograph 

of the Chief Executive, had stationed himself on the sidewalk 

about sixty feet from the entrance to the church. As soon as 

President Roosevelt reached the sidewalk, he saw the boy with 

his big box immediately, and, raising his hand in a signal to 

a bicycle policeman standing near, said, “ Stop that, stop that! 

The officer jumped in front of the camera and the President 

strode forward almost on a run. Coming up to the boy, he 

shook his finger menacingly at him, and declared : “ You ought 

to be ashamed of yourself trying to take a man’s picture as he 

leaves a house of worship. It is a disgrace. You ought to 

have more respect for the proprieties and the sanctity of the 

day than to pursue people to church for the sole purpose of 

snapshotting them.” The policeman, manifestly agitated, was 

standing with his broad back close to the camera while the 

President spoke to the photographer, who, evidently accustomed 

to rebuffs of this kind, smiled blandly at the President as he 

walked away. 

It is said that the Roosevelt children have learned their lesson 

well, and whenever they espy a camera, the little fellows duck 

their heads and move about in such a way that it is impossible 

to catch them. Not long ago, Archibald, who attends one of 

the public schools of Washington, D.C., found himself in an 

embarrassing position. He had mounted his bicycle and was 

about starting home, when a photographer appeared straight 

in front of him. There seemed no escape for the lad, but just 

then a great hay waggon came down the street. In a flash 

the child turned his wheel and rode directly under it, continu¬ 

ing between the wheels until a corner was turned and the 

danger passed. 

Recently an Eastern weekly published a series of striking 

pictures showing the1 President taking fences on his famous 

charger, Bleistein. This is the story which is told of their 

origin : A certain New York newspaper wired to its Washington 

bureau to get a picture of President Roosevelt on horseback. It 

was an impossibility. The paper then wired instructions to 

“ fake ” such a picture. An order was given to a good photo¬ 

grapher, who took the President’s head and transferred it to 

the body of an equestrian. The job was so neatly done, that 

when the picture was sent to New York, the artists there as¬ 

serted that no fake photograph could have certain character¬ 

istics shown in the picture. A message came back that the 

picture was not a fake, and orders were given to get the “ story ” 

and all about it. The fraud was so neatly done that someone 

showed it to the President; and his first words were : “ Where 

did you take that?” A second glance, however, showed him 

that the horse, although very like, was not Bleistein, and the 

President laughingly detected the deceit. He was so pleased 

with the workmanship, however, that he promised, if the 

“ fake ” was not published, to give the photographer a chance to 

make some real pictures. This little act of kindness is charac¬ 

teristic of the President. He likes good work in any line. 

The result of his promise was a beautiful set of equestrian 

pictures, showing the President and his horse in ail the posi¬ 

tions of an active horseman. 

At the launching of Emperor William’s yacht, the Meteor, 

as the President and his wife and daughter were leaving the 

platform which had been specially erected for the distinguished 

guests, a, little fat man worked a clever ruse on Roosevelt. He 

took off his hat and shouted : “ Three cheers for the President 

and Prince Henry! ” The President instantly turned around 

to make acknowledgment. As he did so, the little fat man 

flashed a camera, which caused the President to smile, but 

he posed for the “ fiend,” and the latter was happy. 

Cameras proved the bane of Prince Henry’s visit to America. 

Every move he made, from the time he landed until he de¬ 

parted, was faithfully recorded by the dreaded machines. 

When he visited Lincoln Park, in Chicago, for the purpose of 

laying a wreath on the Lincoln monument, he was photographed 

by a horde of camera workers. When lie1 deposited a wreath 

at the tomb of Washington, at Mount Vernon, he '“strongly 
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protested against being photographed in the act. “ It does 

seem to me,” he said, in more of a plaintive than an angry 

tone, “ that when a man is doing an act of reverence he might 

for that moment at least be spared by the photographers.” But 

he was not spared. The click of the shutters was all about him 

like the fire of a skirmish line, and it kept up until he was 

again in his carriage and out of range. 

All notable visitors to this country make the same compaint. 

In New York recently, the Countess de Rochambeau, who was 

en route to Paris, after having been present at the unveiling 

of the Hochambeau statue at Washington, D.C., said: “Next 

time I come I hope that the photographers will be busy follow¬ 

ing the Emperor of Germany, or some other high personage, 

so that I may go about in peace. That is a very offensive 

habit they have of following people and photographing them 

without any provocation whatever. I submitted gracefully at 

first, but now, whenever I see them coming, I feel as if I had 

committed a crime, and were about to face my executioners.” 

Nevertheless, in spite of these uncomplimentary remarks of 

the Countess, we read in the Paris papers that snapshot photo¬ 

graphy has become such an absorbing pastime in Paris society 

that an amateur exhibition has just been held in the Galerie 

des Champs Elysees, which attracted scions of almost every 

aristocratic family. 

In England, too, the amateur photographer is met at every 

turn. Julian Ralph bears out this statement in his description 

of the funeral cortege which carried the remains of Queen Vic¬ 

toria from her castle on the Isle of Wight to the royal yacht 

en route to London. “ The solemn procession,” he says, “wound 

its way along a country lane. Following the body on the gun 

carriage were eleven royal women—queens and princesses—in 

black nunlike garb, trudging on foot in the muddy road. Wait¬ 

ing for them in the tree branches, on the walls, on the roofs, 

on the chimneys, on the gate posts, in the upper windows, 

were scores of men with cameras. One photographer had 

brought with him a ladder of extraordinary height and amazing 

slenderness, up which he clambered to the top with a large 

camera, so that he looked like a blackbird and his camera like 

the box nest in which he lived. The wind blew strongly and 

the airy ladder rocked and swayed too and fro. The princesses, 

walking meekly in the mud with downcast eyes, did not see 

the contraption or realise the danger of it falling upon them. 

But King Edward did. He looked up and saw the swaying, 

rocking figure over his head, and when he had passed it, I do 

not doubt, he heaved a sigh of relief. Perhaps he wondered if 

it would fall on any of the Court functionaries behind him, and 

whether they or the photographer would get the worst of it.” 

Judging from the countless imperial groups which appear in 

the English and European high-class weeklies, royalty and 

nobility take a great delight in posing for pictures. They have 

only one horror, and that is being snapshotted. They want to 

have a chance to pose and look pleasant. In Germany, in spite 

of the Kaiser’s love of being photographed, it is said to be a 

legal offence to point a camera at him or at any member of his 

family without having received permission. 

I he late Empress Elizabeth of Austria was decidedly averse 

to being snapped by camera fiends or even posing for profes¬ 

sional photographers. This prejudice was one she had dis¬ 

played for a good many years before her death, and the result 

was that, after her assassination in Switzerland, the only 

picture obtainable in many cases was one at least twenty-five 

years old. She always carried with her a large black fan or a 

parasol, which she used as a screen to protect herself from the 

omnipresent camera man. It is believed that the only time 

she was caught off her guard was a few months before her death. 

A photographer hid behind some bushes, and got a fairly good 

picture of the Empress walking with the Emperor at Bad Xau- I 

heim. 

During his recent stay in Constantinople, William E. Curtis 

found it impossible to buy a photograph of Abdul Hamid at any 

picture store. The dealers all told him that since the Sultan’s 

accession, none have been taken. “ The portraits that fre¬ 

quently appear in the illustrated papers,” Mr. Curtis says, 

“ have been sketched from memory by artists who have seen 

the Sultan. The portraits of his sons, however, can be pur¬ 

chased wherever such things are sold in the Turkish capital.” 

Faked photographs of celebrities are not at all uncommon. 

M. Dollfus, in his book, “ Modeles d’Artistes,” says that Viet 

Hugo never sat for any of the popular portraits and photographs 

which were in great demand during the latter part of his life. 

Dollfus claims that they were not portraits of Hugo, but of a 

crayon-seller of the Latin Quarter, who bore a striking re¬ 

semblance to the great author. The substitute earned a good 

income by posing for these portraits, and the resemblance in¬ 

cidentally brought him other benefits. He was largely re¬ 

sponsible for the common rumour that it was the author’s 

custom to ride in cheap and public conveyances, even in the 

coldest weather, and to permit his admirers to pay his three- 

cent fare. In the evening the crayon-seller frequented the cafes 

and accepted the “ treats ” from credulous persons, who boasted 

next day of their familiarity with the great writer. In this way 

the impostor satisfied his thirst for wine and fame at small ex¬ 

pense. But, alas, Victor Hugo died, and with him his double’s, 

reflected glory. No more did photographers care to have the 

impostor pose. 

When half-tone photographs were first introduced in the 

newspapers, they were welcomed as a great improvement on the 

miserable cuts which formerly supplemented the news of the- 

day. Upon beholding some life-like snapshots of himself for 

the first time in an Eastern publication during the campaign, 

of 1892, Senator John Sherman is said to have remarked to a. 

friend: “Well, well, our time for criticising the newspapermen 

is over. They ha us to rights now. Here I am just as I am, 

and I’m a caricature of what I always thought I was.” 

So familiar have the public become with the faces of dis¬ 

tinguished Americans, that no matter where they may go, they 

are sure to be recognised. It is related that some years ago,, 

when Bishop Potter, of New York, was travelling in Minnesota,, 

a man approached him on the railway platform and scanned his 

features closely. “ Excuse me,” he said, finally, “ but haven’t. 

I seen your picture in the papers ? ” Potter was compelled to- 

confess that he had. “ I thought so,” remarked the inquisitive 

one ; “ may I ask what you were cured of ? ” 

It is amusing to read of the restrictions which are placed on 

the photographer abroad, for in the United States he is. 

supreme. Nothing can stop him ; everything is in his favour. 

Yet once in a while, he does get a setback. For instance, a 

few summers ago, a newspaper photographer attempted to take 

photographs of the wives of William K. Vanderbilt, jun. 

(formerly Miss Birdie Fair) and Hermann Oelrichs in front of 

the Casino- at Newport. The ladies protested against being; 

snapped, but the photographer did not heed their wishes. An 

hour later, Mr. Oelrichs and Mr. Vanderbilt appeared upon the 

scene, and much to their surprise, found the man still at the- 

Casino entrance, shooting his camera most audaciously at 

Society women. The two men accosted the camera fiend and 

expressed their indignation. One lively wnrd led to another,, 

until Mr. Oelrichs raised his foot and sent the camera out of 

the man’s hand and sailing skyward. When it came down on 

the hard brick walk, it broke into a dozen pieces, and the film,, 

with the pictures of Mrs. Vanderbilt, Mrs. Oelrichs and others, 

were exposed to the light and destroyed. The man wept at the 
T .. r. 1-, i . 
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loss of his camera, and left, saying that he would sue Mr. 

Oelrichs ; but no' complaint was ever made to the police. The 

Newport cottagers applauded Mr. Oelrichs action, for they were 

indignant at having to run the gauntlet of a dozen Kodaks every 

time they stepped off their porches or climbed into a carriage. 

Horatio F. Stoll. 

THE APPLICATION OF SCIENCE TO INDUSTRY. 

(Reprinted from the “Times.”) 

The report of the special sub-committee of the London Technical 
Education Board on the application of science to industry, which was 
under discussion at the meeting of the London County Council last 
week, contains much matter of interest in the reference to the loss 
of business in various branches of British industry and the most feasible 
means of combating any further diminution. The sub-committee con¬ 
sisted of Mr. H. J. Powell (chairman), Mr. A. A. Allen, Mr. W. 
Bousfield, Mrs. Bryant, the Rev. R. S. de Courcey Laffan, Mr. W. 
Leaf, Sir Philip Magnus, Mr. T. A. Organ, Sir Owen Roberts, Mr. 
Mr. W. Verney, Mr. Graham Wallas, Mr. H. Ward, Mr. Sidney Webb, 
Mr. C. A. Kohn, and Dr. Garnett. The witnesses were Mr. J. W. 
Swan, F.R.S., Sir Bernard Samuelson, F.R.S., Sir Henry Roscoe, 
F.R.S., Dr. Frank Clowes, Professor James Dewar, F.R.S., Dr. J. T. 
Merz, Dr. W. H. Perkin, F.R.S., Professor Sir W. Ramsay, F.R.S., 
Mr. Thos. Tyrer, Professor Meldola, F.R.S., Mr. George Beilby, Dr. 
T. E. Thorpe, C.B., F.R.S., Professor W. E. Ayrton, F.R.S., Pro¬ 
fessor H. E. Armstrong, F.R.S., Mr. J. Levinstein, Mr. Alex. Siemens, 
Mr. Herbert Jackson, Mr. Hugh Bell, Principal Sir Arthur Rucker, 
F.R.S., Mr. A. G. Green, and Dr. Gordon Parker. Written reports 
have also been received from Professor M. J. M. Hill, F.R.S., Professor 
Cormack, Professor Fleming, F.R.S., Professor Lunge, and Mr. B. S. 
Rowntree. 

Dealing first with the question of loss of business, the committee 
state that they were unable to resist the conclusion that various 
branches of industry had during the past twenty or thirty years been 
lost to this country owing to the competition of foreign countries, and 
that in many others our manufacturers had fallen seriously behind our 
foreign rivals; that London in particular had distinctly suffered; 
and that these losses were to be attributed in no small degree to the 
superior scientific education provided in foreign countries. They 
referred to the transfer from England to Germany of numerous depart¬ 
ments of manufacturing chemistry. The best known instance of loss 
was that of the manufacture of aniline dyes and many other valuable 
products from coa.1 tar. The total exports from Germany of coal tar 
products now exceeded £4,000,000 annually, of which about one- 
fourth came to the Lnited Kingdom. The United Kingdom now paid 
annually over £3,000,000 for imported chemical dye stuffs of one kind 
or another. As an instance of an industry in danger at the present 
time, the committee point to what has always been in part a London 
manufacture, that of pottery, especially of the finer kinds.' 

Dealing next with the causes of this loss of trade, the committee 
observe that all witnesses agreed in considering the relative beckward- 
ness of this country in scientific industries as due in the main to' the 
deficiencies of our educational system. The glass industry had suffered 
from the inability of manufacturers to appreciate the value of science, 
from want of touch with scientific institutions, and especially from 
the want of an institution similar to the Physical Institute at Charlot- 
tenburg. The recently established National Physical Laboratory 
would, it was hoped, now fulfil this want. That industries were 
affected by education was perhaps best proved by the vitality of scien¬ 
tific industries in those countries in which the system of secondary 
education was supplemented by scientific education of university rank, 
for the perfecting of which no expense was spared. Summing up all 
the evidence, the committee are convinced that the main causes of our 
relative failure in the chemical, optical, and electrical industries are— 
\a) I he lack of scientific training of the manufacturers, and their con- 

^bility to recognise the importance of scientific assistance. 
(b) the defective condition of our secondary education, and the con¬ 
sequent lack of sufficiently prepared recruits for advanced technological 
training, (c) The lack of a sufficient supply of young men who have 
been trained in scientific principles and methods, and in the apulication 
of science to particular industrial processes, (d) The lack of any insti- 

• tution providing advanced technological training, which is sufficiently 
endowed to enable it to give adequate attention to post-graduate or 
advanced work. 

With regard to science training hi the secondary school, the com¬ 
mittee state that scientific industries have suffered in England not 
only through defects in higher scientific training, but to an even greater . 
extent through defects in general and secondary education. They add 

In the majority of secondary schools, the curriculum has been so 
hampered by the exigencies of examining authorities and of examina¬ 
tions that the teacher has been compelled to devote undue attention to 
storing the minds of'the students with facts for reproduction at the 
expense of the time which should be devoted to stimulating their 

reflective powers and making them think. In after life those who 
enter upon industrial pursuits too often regard science with distrust, 
and to some extent this distrust is merited, owing to the insufficient 
preparation and training of those who offer themselves for responsible 
posts in scientific industries.” 

Proceeding to deal with the question of science instruction at the 
University, the committee state that they have been impressed with 
the need for providing increased opportunities for the young chemist, 
electrician, and engineer. Part of this provision was being made in 
the evening work of the Polytechnics, from which a number of students 
annually took the degree of B.Sc. at the University of London; but 
there was a consensus of opinion that the highest grade of technical 
education must be carried on in an institution of University rank open 
during the day. The existing institutions of University rank in London 
were hampered by deficient endowment, deficient accommodation, defi¬ 
cient teaching power, deficient equipment, and by the deficient pre¬ 
paratory training of the students. The improvement of equipment and 
the strengthening of the teaching staffs could be effected partly by co¬ 
ordination and partly by securing to the institutions a moderate in¬ 
crease in their income from a reliable source. 

Dealing with the development of advanced technology in London, 
the committee express the opinion that the greatest need of London at 
the present time is the co-ordination of the provision for the highest 
grades of education and the development of new departments, so that 
professors of the highest distinction and practical training should have 
under their supervision, post-graduate' or other advanced students carry¬ 
ing out research work. The committee urge that the education of a 
leader of a scientific industry should include (1) a. good general educa¬ 
tion on the classical or modern side of a secondary school up to the 
age of 17 or 18 ; (2) three years’ training for the B.Sc. degree, followed 
by (3) two years’ “ post-graduate ” work in order to obtain the 
D.Sc. 

Concluding their report with a review of the work and prospects of 
the Technical Education Board, the committee state that the expen¬ 
diture required to put London in a position to equip itself as well as, 
say, Berlin, is altogether beyond the range of the sums with which 
the County Council has entrusted the Technical Education Board, and 
even beyond the amount which it could legally epend on technical edu¬ 
cation. They were specially impressed by the need of higher salaries 
being provided for science teachers, alike in the secondary schools 
and University colleges, by the desirability of lowering the fees at the 
University colleges, and by the importance of extending the scholarship 
ladder in respect of exceptional students to a later age than was at 
present customary. They did not, however, feel able in the present 
financial position of the board to press any specific recommendations. 
The cause of the want of vitality in our scientific industries was not 
far to seek; it was due to defects in secondary education and the lack 
of adequate provision for training and research. If secondary education 
could be more widely extended ; if general and scientific education, both 
in secondary schools and. schools of University standing, could be made' 
more thorough; and if further opportunities could be provided to 
enable post-graduate and advanced students to obtain adequate training- 
in technological research, there was no reason to fear for the future 
prosperity of our scientific industries. 

-+- 

Printing should always be carried out in the shade, unless the negative 
is exceptionally dense, thin negatives being covered with tissue paper 
tightly stretched across the printing-frame. Printing is continued until 
the paper is slightly darker than the finished print is desired, the prints 
being stored in a light-tight envelope until the batch is ready for toning. 
Toning is an operation which many amateurs do not like to undertake, 
but if done with reasonable care it offers no real difficulties. The first 
washing should be properly carried out, or the toning-bath will not act 
evenly. The prints should be washed, if possible, in rain or “ soft ” water 
—very hard water tends to precipitate the free silver salts which we 
are trying to remove. The prints should be changed as quickly as pos¬ 
sible, and washing continued until all opalescence has disappeared, which 
will take from ten to twenty minutes. After being hardened in the salt 
and alum bath, and again well washed, the prints are ready for toning. 
The formula I use is as follows:—Ammonium sulphocyanide, 20 grains, 
dissolved in water, 20 ounces, to which are added 2 grains of gold 
chloride. Some amateurs tone their prints singly, or only two or three 
at a time. I used to do the same thing myself until I knew better. To 
get uniform results, a batch of prints, proportioned in number and size 
to the quantity of gold in the bath, should be toned simultaneously. 
The prints must be kept continually on the move: if allowed to rest one 
on another for even a few seconds, uneven tones will appear. In warm 
weather the prints often seem to tone in from two to three minutes. If 
fixed at this stage, the “ tone ” will disappear leaving merely the crude 
yellow of the print. This tone is in reality only on the surface, and no 
notice should be taken of it. The tone should be judged by looking 
through the print. If the toning-bath has been properly made up, no 
signs of double toning should present themselves. Prints that are red 
in the shadows and blue in the high lights are always unsatisfactory, and 
constitute bad examples of colour photography. Sufficient gold should 
be used, but the quantity of sulphocyanide given in the makers’ formula 
should never be exceeded.—P. T. S., in “ Photographic Scraps.” 
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l)eu? Apparatus, $c. 
-♦- 

A, Magazine Hand or Stand Plate Camera, to carry 12 dry plates 4^in. by 
3^m. Sold by Arthur Rayment, 125, Earlham Grove, Forest Gate, 
London, B. 

To amateur or professional photographers who prefer glass plates to 
spools of film the camera shown in the accompanying diagram will 
appeal. It is a complete and efficient little instrument. We will 
enumerate its most important features, namely: It carries twelve plates, 
which are successively and automatically exposed without dark slides. 
The number of plates exposed is mechanically recorded and is visibly 
indicated outside the camera. The plate-changing mechanism is simple 
and reliable. The camera possesses an achromatic rapid rectilinear lens, 

with iris diaphragms. Supplementary lenses are arranged, which 
work between the combinations of the rapid rectilinear and enable 
quite near objects to be photographed. The shutter allows prolonged 
or time exposures as well as varying speeds of install taniety. It is 
released by finger-pressure or by pneumatic ball, as may be preferred. 
Two brilliant finders are included: these give clear and distinct images, 
not upside down, but erect. The exterior of the camera is unob¬ 
trusive, and is covered with hard-grained leather. Altogether, the instru¬ 
ment may be regarded as good value at the price (50s.) for efficiency and 
sound workmanship. 

-♦- 

Deu) Books. 
“La Photographie du Nu.” Published by C. Klary, Paris. 

Much as we desire to encourage every serious effort to promote the 
study of the beautiful in photography, we regret we cannot extend a 
welcome to this volume. Public opinion rightly objects to ihe lifting of 
the veil from nature in relation to the human figure, and the only justi¬ 
fication which can be offered for the act is service to science or art. 
These studies are offered as a contribution to art, and although some 
may be of sufficient value to merit the attention of the art student, others 
are not. The absence of approach to ideality of form and errors of 
judgment in posing make some of the studies repulsive. We think a 
mistake has been made in publishing them in a popular form. 

“ Encyclopadie der Photographie,” vol. 40. Wissenschaftliche Arbeiten 
auf dem Gebiete der Photographie, Dr. Luppo-Cramer. Wilhelm 
Knapp, Halle a/S. 

Students of photography in its scientific aspects will find this volume 
a valuable addition to their library. A few months ago we published in 
these columns a translation of Dr. Luppo-Cramer’s investigations con¬ 
cerning the latent image. They have disposed of several untenable 
theories, arid we are glad to see in this volume a further contribution 
to the subject. Chapters are also devoted to optical sensitize's, the 
Lippmann process, and other subjects having an important bearing upon 
photography. 

“The Principles of Simple Photography.” By F. W. Sparrow, R.N. 
130 p.p. Price Is. London: Hazdl, Watson, and Viney, 52, Long 
Acre, W.C. 

One has to turn to the final chapter of Mr. Sparrow’s book—the latest 
addition to a very long list of shilling manuals for beg'nners—before 
coming across anything that has not been written about photography 
times out of number. This chapter is headed “ Shipboard Photography.” 
Here the author btrikes new ground, and the advice he gives seems 
practical, and is obviously founded cn experience. Dealing with ship¬ 
board exposures, Mr. Sparrow says:—“ The problem of maximum 
exposure becomes more complicated on board ship, as it must be remem¬ 
bered that blurring is produced by I he relative motion of the subject 
and the camera. The motion of subject has been treated in a previous 
chapter, but now we are confronted with a more intricate problem— 
the motion of the camera itself during exposure. Unless the ship be 
absolutely stationary either in dry dock or in a still basin, there will 

always be sufficient roll to blurr a “time” picture taken over the side; 
for instance, even in the stillest weather it is not advisable to set up a 
stand-camera on deck for the purpose of phot' graj hing either anotner 
ship or the shore with an exposure of (say) two seconds, as the inotmn 
of your ship, and consequently of the camera, during that time will In¬ 
sufficient to spoil the plate. Anything within the ship herself (provided 
it be not suspended) may be given a time exposure, as the camera and 
subject, moving together, have no relative motion. When taking 
another ship this relative motion must be considered; for instance, it you 
are steaming at 10 knots, and meeting the ship moving at the same 
speed, an exposure, corresponding to at least 20 knots must be given 
to ensure a sharp picture; whereas if she were steaming in the same 
direction, a considerably longer time might be allowed. If ] hotograpli- 
ing from a heavily-rolling vessel, wait until she is at her maximum angle 
of heel, and expose at this instant, when she will be practically at rest; 
never expose during a roll when your ship is on an even keel, as her 
motion is then greatest. Care must be exercised when taking pictures 
over the side that near ropes or staunchions are not included, as these, 
cjthough perhaps unnoticed in a view-finder, will become large blurred 
lines across an otherwise satisfactory photograph. Open deck scenes 
correspond to road views as regards exposure.” The book is very well 
written, but as we have hinted, it is unfortunate that Mr. Sparrow’s 
main path has been so well trodden before' and. But this, it must be 
said, does not detract from its many excellencies, for the author has 
inastered his subject and quite knows how to handle it. 

A New Series of Photochroms. Published by the Photochrom Com 
pany, 121, Cheapside, E.C. 

For some time past the Photochrom Company, to whom great credit 
is due for popularising the very pleasing photomechanical reproductions 
that are such familiar objects in railway carriages and shop windows, 
have been directing their attention to experimental work with the idea 
of producing results of a different and indeed a higher calibre. They 
have sought, we understand, to adapt the process to the reproduction 
in facsimile of some of the pictorial masterpieces in the national and great 
private collections. Some early specimens are before us. These are 
“A River Scene,” byrF.R, Lee and Thcmas Sidney Cooper; “The Corn¬ 
field,” by Constable, and Rembrandt’s portrait of himself. The specimens 
are strikingly beautiful and effective, and convey the idea of very close 
fidelity to the originals, as I he colouring throughout is natural and 
harmonious; indeed, we should imagine that for this particular class of 
work the process chosen by the Photochrom Company is superior to 
the ordinary system of trichromatics, which unfortunately lends itself 
too readily to falsification of colour and defective registration. Of 
course, we are now speaking of what are known as long runs: some of 
the trichromatic specimens that have come under our observation are 
flawless. To revert to the charming results before us. As we wrote on 
the first introduction of photochroms, some eight or ten years ago, “ they 
should speedily achieve a great popular vogue.” It is only the fortunate 
few who can possess great paintings; but for a modest two or three 
shillings all but the very poorest may provide themselves with excellent 
colour-reproductions of them. Retailing at 2s. 6d. each, they are cer¬ 
tainly worth framing, and undoubtedly impart great beauty to the walls 
of the home. 

Exposure Notes. Published by the Watkins Meter Company, Hereford. 

The fifth edition of this useful little book contains about twenty pages 
of formulae and other data calculated to be helpful to that much written 
about but seldom encountered modern phenomenon, the “ earnest ” or 
"serious” worker. There are spaces also for memoranda, and two 
pages headed “ Photographs Promised.” Our own conscience pricks us 
at friend Watkins’s reminder that even photographers may be guilty of 
sins of omission in the practice of their pleasant hobby. The greater part 
of the note-book is ruled off for recording data application to any method 
of exposure. It is well worth the shilling charged for it. 

The amateur photographer knows well how difficult it is to get animals 
to pose gracefully before the eye of his camera, or even to get the best 
effects which his own eye observes in still life. If this is difficult with 
birds and quadrupeds (as also, not infrequently with bipeds higher up 
the scale of animated nature), still hard r: must it be to obtain good 
photographs of insects. Dr. R. W. Shufeldt has been telling Mrs. 
Alice Corkran how he succeeds; and in the new number of “ The Girls’ 
Realm ” that lady gives a most interesting description of “ Insects Sitting 
for their Portraits,” with illustrations of some of his best photographs. 
One of these is that of a Turnus butterfly posed on a lily, with his wings 
expanded. It took Dr. Shufeldt, we read, “ a good three quarters of an 
hour of .patient handling to get this superb fellow to alight just where 
he wanted him, on! one of the lower petals of the flower.” It takes a 
long time to pose some human sitters for their photographs, but three- 
quarters of an hour beats the record. “Infinite,” we are told, “are 
Dr. Shufeldt’s devices and infinite the power of patient observation which 
they disclose.” This is hew he got the picture of a “ Bumble Bee and 
the Thistle ” (not the Honeysuckle and the Bee) : “ I simply selected 

. fine thistle top of flowers on one bright afternoon, that grew some 
several feet away from''a bank cf dense foliage, and, with the sun at 
my back, I focussed on the thistle as sharply as possible, and when a 
hungry bee came along for its evening sip of honey, I made an instan¬ 
taneous snap of the whole, and obtained the result here shown.” Dr. 
Shufeldt seems ambitious to get his camera into the hive in order to 
disclose by photography some of the hidden mysteries of the bee com¬ 
munity.^:' English, Me,chanic.” I II mi i M • 
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Meetings of Societies. 

MEETINGS OF SOCIETIES FOR NEXT WEEK. 

August. 

IS. 
15, 

13 

Name of Society. 

North Middlesex.Photograph 
Southampton Camera Club... 
Ashton-under-Lyne Photo. 

Subject. 

c Technical Meeting. 
Hamble—A Sea Trip (to be arranged). 
Sale of Magazines and Papers. 

LONDON AND PROVINCIAL PHOTOGRAPHIC ASSOCIATION. 

July 31st.—Mr. Kindon in the chair. 

A discussion took place on the merits .of albumenised paper and why 
it should have so gone out of use, especially amongst amateurs, and 
Mr. Henderson suggested that more should be done to endeavour to put 
on the market a good albumenised paper, ready-sensitised, that would 
keep, one of its great merits being the rapidity with which it dries. 
Some prints were passed round, toned in a formate .bath, the tones being 
all that could be desired, there being no lowering of the high lights, the 
whites being so absolutely pure. Mr. Mackie remarked that the prints 
made in the old days, on albumen paper, were certainly far superior to 
those made at the present time on gelatine chloride. 

Mr. Everitt pointed out how difficult it was to obtain, commercially, 
good, ready-sensitised albumen paper., as the dealers do not like stocking 
it, owing to its deteriorating properties, whereas P.O.P. would keep a 
good length of time. 

Mr. Rapson thought that one reason why it had gone out of use was 
due to the weak class of negatives which seem to prevail now, as to get 
a good tone one must have a fairly plucky negative. 

Mr. Drage passed round some negatives in which portions of the images 
were l’eversed, the cause of which he had found by experiments to be 
due to starting development with a weak developer and finishing up with 

a strong solution. . _ , .. ., 
In regard to potassium bromide as a restrainer, Mr. Henderson said it 

had been used from the old' collodion days, and he thought there were 
other agents much better, and suggested the use of cyanide of potassium, 
as, by using this, plates which have been so over-exposed as to render 
bromide of no use, can be made into quite good negatives by soaking for 
a few mintes in a weak solution of cyanide and then thoroughly rinsing 
under the tap, after which development can be quite safely pioceeded 

with. 

NORTH MIDDLESEX PHOTOGRAPHIC SOCIETY. 

July 30th.—Technical evening. 
Mr. Beadle asked what was the' cause of a, falling off of illumination 

towards the edges of the plate which he had experienced when using a 
Gilvus screen. The opinion was expressed that the screen was too small 
for the lens used, and that seemed the only solution of the question. 

Mr. Taylor showed a celluloid film which had been developed in an 
upright dish with a metol-quinone developer, which possessed cJrious 
markings. He attributed the markings to hypo having been introduced 
into the dish, but the opinion was they had not the appearance of being 
caused by hypo. 

Mr. Lawson asked as to the keeping qualities of sodium sulphite in solu¬ 
tion, as he had seen it stated that the quantity of sulphite was reduced 
by 50 per cent, in something like six days, and that the stronger the 
solution the more rapid the deterioration. 

A member said that a solution of sodium sulphite would keep in¬ 
definitely if kept in a closely-stoppered bottle filled to the neck. A bottle 
half-filled deteriorates every time the bottle is opened, as the oxygen 
in the air contained therein is absorbed by the solution, and is replaced 
from the air on opening. 

Commercial $ Ccgal Intelligence 
Penal Servitude for a Photographer.—At the Middlesex Sessions on 

Friday last Stuart Robson, 59, a photographer, was brought up to 
receive sentence for obtaining £70 by false pretences from tradesmen 
in North London, including £64 5s. from Mr. Cornish, estate agent, of 
Harringay. The prisoner, who was found guilty of the charges again-t him 
at the May sessions, obtained the money by representing that his inven¬ 
tions, the “ periphone,” the “ camskye,” and an advertising captive 
balloon to float over the Alexandra Palace, were being taken up most satis¬ 
factorily, and were going to produce him a net income running well into 
five figures. The “ periphone ” was an arrangement of telephones and 
sandwichmen designed for use at theatres to tell the passers-by exactly 
what thrilling or other episode was at the moment taking place on the 
stage; and the u camskye ” was, like its name, a combination of the 
camera and the cycle. No one, in fact, took .up either cf these “ inven¬ 
tions ” to the extent represented by. the .prisoner, and they were as much 
“in the air’’ as the captive balloon was tp, Layp' been. Per the balloon 

Robson represented that he had obtained a concession from the Palace 
trustees, but this was untrue. Sir Ralph Littler said he had looked 
through the statement of the prisoner, and he must go to penal servitude 
for six years. 

Re Automatic Views (Limited).—A winding-up order having been 
obtained against this company, meetings of the creditors and share¬ 
holders were held at the Board of Trade Offices, Lincoln’s Inn, on Friday 
last, before Mr. A. S. Cully, Assistant Receiver. It appeared that the 
company was incorporated on May 1st, 1901, with a nominal capital of 
£1,500, and was formed for the purpose of exhibiting photographic views 
in automatic machines. It was stated to have been promoted by Mr. B. J. 
Atterbury with the object of acquiring from him and working his inven¬ 
tion for improved slot automatic machines, and his contract for exhibiting 
the same on the stations of the London and South-Western Railway. 
The company agreed to purchase Mr. Atterbury’s interest in his invention 
for £1,000, payable as to £50 in cash and £959 in shares. No mention 
was made in the contract with the railway company. The agreement was 
modified in August, 1901, the consideration of £1,000 being reduced to 
£500 payable in cash. The £500 was handed to Mr. Atterbury, and he 
returned £450 to the company in payment of 450 shares. No assign¬ 
ment of the patent was made, and the chairman now said the directors 
would have to explain how it was that the assets of the company had been 
parted with without a proper equivalent. For the privilege of exhibiting 
the machines the company agreed to pay the railway company a yearly 
rental of 10 per cent, upon the gross taking of each machine. In order 
to carry out the contract with the railway, the company procured a 
number of machines on hire, and about 185 mutoscopes had been placed 
on the London and South-Western Railway stations. The chairman 
further reported that dissensions arose between the company and Mr. 
Atterbury, and he did not attend any board meeting after November 
21st last. An account had been furnished, and disclosed a loss on 
trading of £275. The deficiency was now returned at £1,149. Some 
discussion followed, and it was resolved that the Official Receiver should 
continue to act as liquidator, a committee of inspection being also 
appointed. 

Patent Law Amendment Bill.—The Standing Committee of the House 
of Commons on Trade sat last week to consider a Bill promoted by the 
Board of Trade to amend the law with reference to applications for patents 
and compulsory licences. Lord E. Fitzmaurice presided. Clause 1 pro¬ 
vides for an examination of previous specifications in the United Kingdom 
on applications for patents. One subsection, providing that the section 
should come into operation at such date as the Board of Trade might 
direct, was objected to by Sir W. Tomlinson, who proposed that the 
order should be laid on the table of both Houses of Parliament. Mr. 
Gerald Balfour, the President of the Board of Trade, accepted the 
amendment, which, with some other amendments of a technical character, 
was agreed to. On the question that the clause as amended should be 
added to the Bill, Mr. Briggs and Sir R. Reid took exception to sub¬ 
section 4, which says that “ the provisions cf subsection 5 of section 9 
of the principal Act, as amended by any subsequent enactment, shall 
apply to reports under this section.” Sir R. Reid said that this method 
of legislating by reference was becoming a perfect nuisance. Even for a 
skilled lawyer it was very difficult to know what the law was, and for 
those not so skilled it was perfectly hopeless. Mr. Gerald Balfour, while 
holding that the form adopted was the easiest way of dealing with the 
matter, undertook to consider whether it would net be better to insert 
in a schedule the terms of the principal Act as amended by the sub¬ 
sequent Act; and the clause as amended was then agreed to. Considerable 
discussion took place on a clause brought up by Mr. Gerald Balfour in 
substitution for Clause 2, amending the law relating to compulsory 
licences. The clause provides inter alia that any person interested may 
present a petition to the Board of Trade alleging that the reasonable 
requirements of the public with respect to a patented invention have 
not been satisfied, and praying for the grant of a c:mpulsory licence, 
or, in the alternative, for the revocation of the patent; and, further, 
that the Board of Trade shall consider the petition, and may either dis¬ 
miss it or refer it to the Judicial Committee of the Privy Council. The 
new clause having been adopted after a general discussion, Sir W. 
Mather moved to amend it by inserting words to the effect that dismissal 
of the petition or reference of it to the Judicial Committee should be 
“if the parties do not come to an arrangeme.it between the j selves.” 
Mr. Gerald Balfour entirely sympathised with the object, and thought 
the .amendment would be a distinct improvement. At the same time, 
he said it was never contemplated that the Board of Trade would not 
endeavour to use its influence so as to bring the parties together. Sir 
R. Reid, in supporting the amendment, urged that the Beard of Trade 
should consider a petition in a business way on its merits, and either 
dismiss it or grant it, but always subject to this—that whatever decision 
they came to should be passed on to the Judicial Committee, together 
with the report cf the Board of Trade. Mr. Bousfield thought the Board 
of Trade should only consider whether a prima facie case had been made 
out, and if not that they should dismiss the case. After some further 
discussion, Mr. Gerald Balfour said the proposal could not be carried 
out without doing what he was not prepared to dc—namely, to have two 
hearings, with all their attendant delay and expense. Even if the Board 
of Trade granted a compulsory licence they had ao power to enforce ir. 
The amendment of Sir W. Mather was agreed to. Sir R. Reid moved 
further to amend the subsection by giving the Board of Trade power to 
grant as well as to dismiss a petition subject to review in either case by 
the Judicial Committee. He strongly objected to giving a Government 
department power to dismiss a i etition at their own ipse dixit and prevent 
a petitioner from going to the Privy Council. He pointed out that pro¬ 
perty of enormous value might be at stake—the case, for example, of 
a French or German patent not being worked in this country—and 
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industry might be hindered in a serious degree. Was there a case, he 
asked, except in certain well-defined powers of the Attorney-General, in 
which any public department had been permitted to _ stop the road of 
a litigant to a court of law? Mr. Gerald Balfour opposed the amend¬ 
ment, and intimated that, if it was carried, he should have seriously 
to consider whether he would not have to drop the Bill. Of course it 
was never intended that the Board of Trade should exercise their power 
to dismiss except in extreme cases. Sir R. Reid pressed the right hon. 
gentleman further to consider the matter before the next sitting. Mr. 
Gerald Balfour, while ready to do so, said he was very firm in his con¬ 
viction on the point. 

Lord Kelvin and the Kodak Company.—Details of the plan for the 
consolidation of all the Eastman Kodak enterprises of whatsoei er name 
and nature in the world have appeared in the public prints of late. The 
aggregate cash value of all these enterprises is estimated at $20,000,000, 
and the capital stock of the consolidated corporation is $35,000,000. The 
corporate name of the new company is The Eastman Kodak Company. 
It was incorporated a few months ago under the laws of New Jersey, 
but none of the details of the reorganisation and consolidation have 
been given out until recently. The new company has been formed for 
the purpose, according to the prospectus sent to stockholders, of “ ac¬ 
quiring the business and shares of the Kodak Company, Limited, of 
London, England, including the shares of the German Eastman Kodak 
Company, and the French Eastman Kodak Company, and also the out¬ 
standing shares of the New York Eastman Kodak Company owning 
the shares of the Canadian Kodak Company, Limited, and a controlling 
interest in the shares of the General Aristo Company, which latter 
owns the Photo Materials Company, the Nepera Chemical Company, and 
the New Jersey Aristotype Company, and the shares of the American 
Aristotype Company, and the stock or business of such other photo¬ 
graphic concerns as the directors may from time to time consider desirable. 
'The business of the various companies to be taken over consists prin¬ 
cipally of the manufacture and sale of photographic cameras, dry plates, 
films, papers and other materials, with factories at Rochester and James¬ 
town, N.Y.; Harrow, England, and Toronto, Canada. The new company 
will own and control a large number of patents and trade marks. Of 
the new capital stock of $35,000,000, there will be 1,000,000 shares of 
preferred stock, paying 6 per cent, cumulative dividend, and 250,000 
shares of common stock; 46,694 shares of preferred and 149,928 shares 
of the common stock were issued July 1st. All of this issue is offered 
in the first instance to the shareholders of the Kodak, Limited, Eastman 
Kodak Company, of New York, and the General Aristo Company. The 
executive office of the new company will be in Rochester. The British 
holders of Eastman stock have consented to the consolidation outlined 
above, and now practically effected. Lord Kelvin, the eminent scientist, 
recently visited this country as the representative of the British stock¬ 
holders. During his visit to the works of the American Aristotype Com¬ 
pany, at Jamestown, N.Y., Lord Kelvin expressed his opinion of things 
as follows:—“Mr. Abbott has said that there are no scientists in James¬ 
town, but I have had a most charming and delightful scientific welcome 
to Jamestown this afternoon. I have seen applications of science of the 
most interesting kind, not merely the rough-and-ready applications of 
science which we see every day, which do not reach the depths and 
subtleties of science. But in the factory which I visited to-day there are 
applications to real scientific problems which I have considered with great 
interest. I received a really scientific welcome there. I knew a little 
about those works before. I know more about them now, and I hope 
to know still more hereafter. I feel that my association with Mr. East¬ 
man in the great company which he has created has been a continued 
pleasure to me, and has given me more enjoyment in the application of 
science to the uses of mankind than almost anything I have ever been 
associated with. In Mr. Eastman’s work science is applied with marvel¬ 
lous results, and wherever you go through the civilised world the results 
of Mr. Eastman’s labours add to the enjoyment of life. I have had a 
day in Jamestown which I shall look back upon as a landmark in life, 
of which the memory will be with me as long as I live. The success of 
the photographic work here depended on knowledge, invention, and 
science, and because the founders of this industry were not satisfied 
with imperfect results it has become one of the most interesting and 
valuable applications of science that is known. The great success of the 
work speaks for itself. Photography as developed by these allied com¬ 
panies is not only an amateur pleasure, but in art it has become an 
institution of great value. Mechanics, engineering, scientific research 
of all kinds, are aided by the photographic process. The properties of 
the stars and their characteristics are discovered to us by photography. 
I mention this to show the grandeur and dignity of the work of photo¬ 
graphy as exemplified in these factories at Jamestown and Rochester. 
My close association with Mr. Eastman is a great gratification to me, and 
my connection with the Eastman Kodak Company as a director is a 
pleasure. I am proud to be a representative of my English colleagues 
here.”—“ Wilson’s Photographic Magazine.” 

Deujs ana Dotes. 
-♦- 

The Structure of Comets.—Mr. E. W. Maunder continues in “ Know¬ 
ledge ” for August his studies on “ Astronomy without a Telescope.” He 
writes:—“In a previous chapter I pointed out that the systematic obser¬ 
vation of heliacal risings and settings offered a chance—a rare one, it 
is true, but still one not to be despised—of making the first discovery 
of a comet. Unfortunately comets, bright enough to be visible to the 
naked eye, have been but very scarce visitants, nor can we reasonably 
expect that fhey will be more numerous in the future. Still, when one 
does come, it justly attracts universal attention; and the ‘astronomer 

without a telescope ’ will naturally be anxious to know if there is any 
work within his power to effect upon it. There is. For the shape, 
extent, and precise form and position of the. comet's tail are better 
observed by the naxed eye than with the telescope; since the eye cau 
embrace a far wider field, and is the fitter instrument for dealing with 
great extensions of faint light. To map out, night by night, the precise 
position of the tail or tails with reference to the neighbouring stars, 
to trace its limit and to determine its exact form, are by no means unim 
portant tasks. It was very early noticed that the tails of comets an 
in general directed away from the sun, and the instance of certain comets 
which passed at perihelion very close to the solar surface, was sufficient 
to prove that we must not regard a comet’s tail as forming a body 
coherent with the head. Thus the great comet of 1843 swept round some 
180 deg. of longitude at perihelion in something like eighteen hours of 
time. The tail which had been seen before perihelion, pointing away 
from the sun in one direction, could not possibly have been composed 
of the same material as made up the tail, lying in the opposite direction 
after perihelion. But if it were supposed that the sun were capable of 
exercising a repulsive force upon some portion of the substance of the 
comet, driving it off in a continuous stream, then the general behaviour 
of cometary tails would be accounted for. The tail, seen at any particular 
time, would be the summation of particles which had left the comfct ai 
different successive instants, just as the trail of smoke from the funnel 
of a locomotive, as seen at any particular moment, is composed of par¬ 
ticles that came off from it at successive instants, and is not a bodv 
coherent with the engine. . . . Prof. Bredikhine found that several 
of the great comets of the past century were distinguished by the posses¬ 
sion of long straight tails which must have been composed ot particles 
moving under an influence some twelve or fourteen times that of gravity." 

Sun Pictures at the St. Louis World’s Fair.—Professor Halsey C. Ives, 
chief of the Department of Fine Art, and Colonel John A. Ockerson, 
chief of the Department of Liberal Arts of the Universal Exposition, 
St. Louis, 1904, have been in conference with the leading photographic 
circles on the subject of the position of photography in relation to the 
painters’ arts, and have decided that not only shall a full allowance of 
space be set aside in the Palace of the Liberal Arts for photography, but 
they have also agreed to give a certain amount of room to the science iu 
the Palace of Fine Arts. The Palace of the Liberal Arts is one of the 
big temporary buildings in the exhibition. In style, the structure is 
French Renaissance, with an inner cloistered court after the Italian 
fashion. The building is to cost $500,000, or about £104,000, and it will 
cover an area of 400,000 square feet, the facade being 150 feet long. 
One of the groups on view there will relate to photography in all its 
bearings, including equipments, all manners of processes, and separate, 
collective, and comparative results. These include the materials and 
instruments, as well as the apparatus of photography, equipment of 
studios; negative and positive photography on glass, paper, wood, cloth 
and enamel; photogravure in intaglio and in relief;. photocolography, 
photolithography; stereoscopic prints; enlarged and micrographic photo¬ 
graphs ; colour photography; direct, indirect, and photo-colour printing, 
with scientific and other applications of the art. The interest shown in 
the exhibit, our readers may desire to be informed, is a growing one. This 
applies not only to photographers in the district, but to the makers of 
sun pictures all the world over. The intention is to include, in the scheme, 
on the architectural side, photographs of public buildings, hospitals, 
dwellings, with the ornamentation of grounds, parks, etc. Thus, this 
section will afford the photographer the opportunity of exhibiting sun 
pictures of some of the stately homes in the United Kingdom, also o 
their beautiful surroundings. And in the mechanical side of the art, 
machinery used in photo-mechanical printing, and the results attained, 
as specimens of engravings and drawings obtained by, reproduced, 
enlarged, or reduced by mechanical photographic processes, will be shown. 
Further, in the Palace of the Fine Arts—a permanent gallery that will 
vie in size and grandeur with the Grand Palais in Paris, the magnificent 
building in the Champs Elysees, in which the old and the new salons 
hold their annual shows, or with the stately buildings of the Imperial 
Art Museums, Vienna—the space set aside for the purpose in question 
will be, among other subjects, for work that may be defined as “dis¬ 
tinctive art photography,” which may either deal with landscape or t e 
figure, and also for works produced by photo-engraving processes. A 
works will be subject to selection by a jury now in course of formation- 
A grand prize, and gold, silver, and bronze medals will be awarded, ana 
diplomas issued. Intending competitors may like to know that the offices 
of Mr. George F. Parker, the resident representative in the Uniteci 
Kingdom of the Universal Exposition, St. Louis, 1904, are at Sanctuary 
House, Toth ill Street, Westminster, S.W.—“ Communicated.” 

Jupiter’s Great Red Spot.—“During the last quarter of a century no 
other planetary marking has incited so much interested attention an 
study from telescopic observers,” says Mr. W. F. Denning m “Know¬ 
ledge ” for August, “ as that familiarly known as ‘ the great red spot 
on Jupiter.’ The size of the object, the striking aspect it exhibited in 
the years from 1878 to 1882, its beautifully elliptic form, and the ex 
tended duration of its visibility have all contributed to render it a feature 
of exceptional character. It may, indeed, be almost regarded as unique, 
and it has certainly served an excellent purpose in stimulating enthu¬ 
siasm and directing observers to the study of the physical changes affect¬ 
ing the leviathan planet of our system. . . . Was the spot discovered 
by Hooke in 1664, and studied by Cassini in later years, identical witu 
the feature which has enlisted such widespread interest in our own day r 
There is evidence strongly countenancing the supposition of identity. 
The latitude of Hooke-Cassini’s spot was the same as that of the great 
red spot, and the motions of tbe two dbjects appear to have been approxi¬ 
mately the same. But the ancient marking was a roundish object, 
described as one-tenth of the apparent diameter* of Jupiter, while the 
great red spot is about one-fourth. Ill fact, while the old spot was about 
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8,000 miles in diameter, the present one, when most conspicuous, was 
26.000 miles long and about 9,000 miles wide. These differences occasion 
doubts, without, perhaps, absolutely negativing the theory of identity. 
Possibly, with the lapse cf time, the spot has distended its material m 
a longitudinal direction as a result of the swift axial rotation of the 
planet. . . . The red spot is a boat-shaped object (as seen from a 
vertical position!, and it floats in a wide current situated from about 
20deg. to 35deg. of south latitude. This current has always given a very 
equable rate of velocity, and the rotation period has been found to be 
9h. 55m. 19s. Dark and white spots, and various irregularities on the. 
belts marking this region, ail participate in this velocity ; but the red 
spot shows a singular departure from the rule, for it travels slower than 
the involving stream, and loses 53 seconds per day (nearly half a degree), 
which is equivalent to about 370 miles. The spot is, in, fact, like a 
great barge slowly drifting eastwards in a wide current. It is probable 
that the rate of neither the current nor the spot concides with the exact 
rotati l. period of the globe of Jupiter. We have learned the period of 
the small planet Mars to the tenth cf a second, for some of the mark¬ 
ings displayed on the ruddy Martian surface represent permanent linea¬ 
ments, which are invariably visible, though the atmosphere of that 
planet is apt to affect their appearance in some degree. But the con¬ 
ditions are very dissimilar m regard to Jupiter, forming, as he does, 
an immense orb, probably in a very heated state, and with his real 
features masked by dense gaseous vapours undergoing frequent changes. 
Though the red spot is now very feebly visible, it may still be intact and 
m no danger of disappearance. The past history of the object is sug¬ 
gestive that we may expect a repetition of its formerly conspicuous 
aspect. The hollow in the belt is as strongly pronounced as ever. If 
it filled up and the south half of the double S. equatorial belt became 
continuous (without bend or break) in one and the same latitude through¬ 
out its circumference, then we should conclude that the material of the 
spot had ready dispersed. But nothing of the kind seems imminent. 
The past behaviour of the features in this region indicates that when the 
red spot regains its former prominence the hollow and the southern half 
of the equatorial belt will decay and probably fade away to invisibility. 
Possibly the material evolved from Jupiter’s heated surface is respon¬ 
sible for the production of the belts and spots on the planet, and the 
intensification of the belt north of the red spot means that the sus¬ 
taining material of the latter is bein^ diverted to the belt, whereupou the 
spot necessarily becomes very feeble.” 

Lightning Research Committee.—This committee, which has been 
organised by the Royal Institute of British Architects and the Surveyors’ 
Institution, and cf which Mr. John Slater, B.A., P.R.I.B.A., is the chair¬ 
man, and Mr. Killingwcrth Hedges hon. secretary, has ’just issued a 
fui i.her report. The committee intimate that they are now in possession 
of a large number of firsthand reports on cases of damage to buildings 
from lightning-stroke. As regards the general character of the injuries 
to which non-protected buildings are subject from this cause the com¬ 
mittee consider that the information already collected Ly observers 
furnishes ample material for deliberation, and that it is unnecessary 
further to multiply observations as to the action of lightning-strike on 
non-protected buildings. Data to hand, however, respecting “protected” 
buildings which have been struck are few, and generally meagre and 
unsatisfactory, and as the object of the committee is to improve existing' 
methods of protection they propose for the future to confine their invests 
gations to buildings which have been struck in spite of being provided 
with lightning conductors. In order to determine the efficiency or other¬ 
wise of the conductor, the committee are of opinion that it is necessary 
to scrutinise minutely the actual conditions of the building affected. 
Jhey therefore suggest that observers should first ascertain whether the 
building struck is provided with a conductor, and if this be the case tin, 
structure should be carefully examined at once (The c:mmittee are pre¬ 
pared to defray actual out-of-pocket expenses, and also a moderate 
charge for the photographer’s services, provided that complete details 
of the disaster be furnished within a few days after the occurrence, and 

| that an account of the expenses incurred be sent in with the observer’s 
leport), and a photograph taken of it before any repairs, temporary or 
otherwise, are effected Details additional to those indicated in the 
original form of questions are requisite to the more limited inquirv now 
contemplated. A general description should be given of the surroundings, 
especially of elevated buildings in the vicinity, and photographs should 
be taken in cases of importance; and if these elevated buildings are pro¬ 
vided with lightning conductors, their positions and heights should be 
given. The following further points, drawn up for the committee by 
Sir Oliver Lodge, should, as far as possible, be attended to by observers 
in making a record of any case of damage :—(1) Any signs or indications 
of where the flash appears to have first struck, and an account of the 
damage done. (2) A specification and drawing of the metalwork of the 
building, paying special attention to metal of every kind which comes 
anywhere in the neighbourhood of the conductor, whether roof guttering, 
lead covering, rain-water spouts, sewer ventilators, telephone wires, bell 
wires, gaspipes, ornamental railings, etc., etc., carefully ascertainin'? 
whether any of these were either purposely or accidentally connected with 
the lightning conductor, and, if not, what their nearest distance was 
from it. In the drawing, all metals may be indicated in red, no matter 
of what kind they may be; the hypothetical path of the lightning, as 
appears to the observer most probable, may be sketched-in in blue" 
remembering that bifurcation of path is not unlikely. Places of damage 
may be indicated by a blue swelling or patch, the size of the patch giving 
a rough idea of the relative damage, and an arrow being employed 
when necessary to call attention to any small patches liable to be over¬ 
looked. The patches may be numbered, and the nature of the damage 
at each place stated in the description. Any place where fire broke out 
is to be specially attended to. (3) The nature and condition of the con¬ 

ductor, especially with reference to its continuity, its earth, and its 
elevation; also how fixed, and, if carried horiz:ntally, its length as com¬ 
pared with the vertical height of its terminal above the ground; also 
note whether it made any sharp curves or loops round projections of the 
building, or took an indirect course. Cases of damage where there have 
been more than one or several conductors are specially important. In 
the case of church steeples, the wind-vane should receive special atten¬ 
tion, and the mode in which its rod terminates in the steeple should be 
ascertained. In the case of chimneys, any internal metal flue should be 
carefully specified. Likewise any indication that the flash took the 
column of hot air in preference to the conductor should be recorded; also 
whether the conductor was bent or curved over the mouth of the chimney 
or not. In any case of importance the earth of the conductor should be 
carefully examined, being, if possible, dug down to for this purpose; 
and a complete specification of the nature of the earth, the nature of 
the soil, and of any metal ramifications as Well as of moisture in its 
neighbourhood, should be made. Any signs that the discharge has 
entered the earth should be recorded; and if the conductor is av any point 
damaged or otherwise affected, this should be specified, and, when interest¬ 
ing, a sample of the damaged portion should be sent. If the conductor 
has recently been examined and tested, or otherwise reported on, the fact 
should be stated.—“ The English Mechanic.” 

--—♦-- 

Correspondence. 
%* Correspondents should never write on loth sides of thepaper. No 

notice is taken of communications unless the names and addresses <y 

the writers are given. 

*** do not undertake responsibility for the opinions expressed by our 

correspondents. 

IRRITANT POISONING BY PHOTOGRAPHY. 
To the Editors. 

Gentlemen,—I have practised photography for about two years. A' 
couple cf months ago a most troublesome eczema broke out on my 
fingers. My doctor attributes it to irritant poisoning by photographic 
chemicals, and 1 should be interested to know if similar experiences 
have come within your knowledge. The eczema begins with violent 
sub-cutaneous itching, in the course of a day or two red spots appear, 
these develop into blisters, which finally dry and peel off, leaving the 
skin beneath extremely tender. What seems to be a peculiarity in 
any case is that a few days after peeling the itching begins again, and 
fre.-h spots and blisters come in due course. I have had the recurrence 
of these now four times, and it is proving a great trouble and annoy¬ 
ance, as I have to keep my fingers bound up with ointment. In my 
photographic work I use the familiar pyro-soda developer, Howard 
Farmer reducer, mercurial intensiner, sulpho-cyanide toning bath, and 
the usual platinum and bromide paper developers. Although I cannot 
say I never get any of these on my fingers, I am careful and cleanly 
in working.—I am, yours faithfully, C. 

July 25tli, 1902. 

[Our acquaintance with skin troubles cau ed by solutions used in 
photography is, fortunately, not a first hand one. We have used the 
solutions detailed by our correspondent very frequently during the 
past twenty years, and have experienced no ill effects from them. It 
is, of course, well known that potassium bichromate occasionally at¬ 
tacks the skin, and a few years ago, when metol was added to the list 
of our devloping agents, oases of eczema, if we may so designate 
them, were common amongst photographers. We have, besides, seen 
at least one bad case of “platinum fingers.” The medical side of the 
matter is, of course, outside our sphere ; but in the cases that have come 
under our notice it has not seemed to'us that satisfactory explanations 
have been forthcoming. However, we shall be pleased to have tire 
experiences of others upon the subject.—Ees. B.J.P.] 

THE THREE-COLOUR PROCESS FOR PORTRAITURE. 
To the Editors. 

Gentlemen,—I should be very much obliged if you will advise me as 
to the three-colour process in its application to portraiture. Your 
leaderette in last week’s issue has attracted my attention, showing me 
that for business: purposes, it has apparently passed the experimental 
stages. I must confess I have read very little on the subject, but shall 
be glad to read more, under your guidance, if a business application of 
the knowledge can be made.—Awaiting the favour of an early reply, 
and thanking you in anticipation of the same, and especially for the 
incentive referred to above, I beg to remain, yours faithfully, 

Enquirer. 
July 25th, 1902. 

To the Editors. 
Gentlemen,-—Some time a.go there appeared in your Journal a report 

of Mr. Ives’ lecture at the Traill-Taylor Memorial Lectures, on “ The 
Theoretical Basis of Three-Colour Printing.” also Mr. Howard Farmer’s 
views (Polytechnic School of Photography). Would it be troubling you 
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too much to ask you to kindly let mo know the dates on which the 
above appeared? As manager to the above, I am very much interested 
in three-colour printing, and should like to possess the copies of your 
Journal, and how we can obtain the necessary materials and appara¬ 
tus.—Yours respectfully, J. S. Kellaway. 

The Chandos Press, 170, St. John Street, Clerkenwell, E.C. 

To the Editors. 
Gentlemen,—Will you please inform us, through the columns of the 

Journal, how we can obetain the necessary materials and apparatus 
for producing Dr. Meithe’s three-colour process?—Yours faithfully, 

“Three Colour.” 

[By way of introduction to half-tone trichromatics, our correspondent 
could not do better than study pages 847 to 885 of our last Almanac. 
Here the subject is dealt with theoretically by Mr. F. E. Ives, and 
practically by Messrs. Howard Farmer and Guy Symmons. The latter 
gentlemen go very fully into the working details of the process.—- 
Eds. B.J.P.] 

THE SUN AT THE HORIZON. 

To the Editors. 

Gentlemen,—I beg leave to assist your readers in the solution of the 
" big sun ” problem. 

The adjustment of the iris to strong and weak light is only one phase 
of a very interesting and complex sympathetic adjustment, whose ac¬ 
tion extends throughout the whole organ. So far as I am able to 
investigate, the physiologists have not as yet told us anything of this 
adjustment, although I believe it is the principal one in the eye, and 
that that of the iris is only one of its numerous divisions. The same 
.-trong light which causes the iris to close also causes a tentional action 
of the retina, which masses the rods and cones together, and the 
more delicate cones are thus protected and kept from being unbear¬ 
ably affected by the amplitude of the impinging ray cones. This 
tentional adjustment of the retina seems to be assisted by the full 

••construction of the ball, and is so vigorous that in the presence of 
.-trong light the whole ball is drawn up to a smaller size. As the iris 

■ closes, there is also caused an increased curvature of the lens suffi¬ 
cient to adjust the focus to the altered distance to the retina. If 
in weak light, then the focal distance of the eye is lengthened, an image 
of an object becomes larger, just as is true of two lenses of different focal 
length. To prove, subject one eye to the action of a strong light, 
having the other shielded with the hand, and then look quickly and 
alternately at some regularly formed object in weaker light, and it 
will be seen that the eye that was protected will give the larger 
image. Now expose the darkened eye to the light, and shield the 
other, and they will respond in the same way. Now, as to the sun, it 
is simply a question of the focal length of the eyes as determined by 
their intensity adjustment. In the day we obtain our impressions 
of the size of the sun by means of very furtive glances, which, how¬ 
ever, are long enough to cause physical pain, and the eye responds 
with its machinery of protection, and the iris, retina, and the whole 
ball spring into an abnormal state of contraction, in which condition 
the focal distance of the eye is abnormally short. But in the evening, 
when all about us the light is of low value, the eyes are relaxed to a 
very great degree, and as the face of the sun when low at the horizon 
ean be looked at with ease, we see it with eyes of correspondingly 
longer focus, and hence the larger image.—Yours, etc., 

Frank M. Steadman. 

Puebla, Mexico. 

KODAK, LIMITED, AND THE TRADE. 

To the Editors. 
« 

Gentlemen,—We thought you would, perhaps, like to see the en¬ 
closed letters we have had from the Kodak Company for reference in 
vour Journal, of which we are constant readers. Having in stock a few 
roll film cameras of any other make than Kodak, and being in receipt of 
i n • of their rebate forms, to which they need our signatures as not 
having stocked other cameras, as you will see by the enclosed copy, we 
f -It we could not conscientiously sign the same, so we claimed a rebate 
on the amount of films sold (nut having stocked or sold any but theirs). 
They in return sent letter, dated July 17, to which we replied, refusing 
to give the guarantee required, but still claiming rebate on films, to 
which came letter of 18th, our reply to which you will gather from the 
last letter to hand—viz., July 22nd. 

Surely it is time for the trade as a body to protest against and alter, 
if possible, this state of things.—We are, yours truly, 

Dawkes and Partridge. 

Cathedral Studio, 29, High Street, Wells, Somerset. 
July 23rd, 1902. 

[Copies.] 

Messrs. Dawkes and Partridge, 
29, High Street, 

Wells, Somerset. 
< lentlcmen,—In reply to your favour of the 16tli inst., we regret that 

you are unable to sign the rebate memo, on account of rival film 
cameras in stock. We shall be pleased, however, to allow you tin* 
rebate on your supplying us with the numbers and mak< o 1 < un 
you have, and also on the undertaking that m future you intend to keep 
only to Kodak rollable film specialities.—Trusting this w ill meet with 
your approval, we are, yours faithfully, 

Kodak, Limited, 

, By F. A. Woodman. 
43, Clerkenwell Road, London, E.C. 

July 17th, 1902. 

Messrs. Dawkes and Partridge, 
29, High* Street, 

Wells, Somerset. 
Gentlemen,—We beg to acknowledge the receipt of your letter of the 

18th inst., and in reply beg to say that we consider our request was a 
fair and businesslike one. If you care to sign the next rebate certificate, 
marking the number and makes of the Tollable film cameras you have 
in stock not of our make, we would consider the allowing of our best 
terms. 

We think it is only reasonable that we should know the number of 
the cameras you have, as it would, of course, be open to you at any 
other time to increase your stock whilst claiming the additional credit*. 
—Yours faithfully, 

Kodak, Limited, 

Bv F. A. W. 
43, Clerkenwell Road, London, E.C. 

July 18th, 1902. 

Messrs. Dawkes and Partridge, 
29, High Street, 

Wells, Somerset. 
Gentlemen,—In reply to your letter of the 21: t inst. ,we beg to say that 

our rebate is granted to those dealers who stock no other Tollable film or 
Tollable film cameras than those of our make. As you do not see your way 
clear to comply with our conditions we regret that we are unable to allow 
you the additional rebate. You are mistaken in saying that we are at¬ 
tempting to choke honest competition. We do not find honest competi¬ 
tion. All other Tollable film goods on the market are flagrant imitations 
got up to trade on our reputation and advertisements. We are positive 
that further developments of the photographic trade will prove to you 
that your best interests lie with us and not with the imitators of our 
wares.—We are, yours faithfully, 

Kodak, Limited, 

By F. A. W. 
43, Clerkenwell Road, London, E.C. 

July 22nd, 1902. 
To Kodak, Limited. 

I (we) hereby declare that since .*, I (we) have 
not received, bought, sold, carried in stock, or disposed of, either 
directly or indirectly, or accepted any commission or consideration on 
or because of the sale of any Rollable Film Cameras, Rollable Film 
Holders or Rollable Fims, other than those supplied to me (us) by you; 
and that I (we) have sold all of your Goods in strict accordance with 
the Conditions of Sale set forth in your current Discount Sheet. It 
is understood that this is purely a claim for credits due to me. It is in 
no way a bond for any period beyond this date. 

Signature. 
Dated. 190... 

^Insert correct date. 
Serial Number D9212. 

CINEMATOGRAPHS IN NATURAL ‘COLOURS. 
To the Editors. 

Gentlemen,—My attention has been drawn to some letters, published 
in the British Journal of Photography, of the 25th July, relating 
to cinematography in natural colours, especially to Mr. Hepworth’s 
able communication on the subject. I have made cinematography in 
natural colours a special study, and have succeeded far beyond my 
expectations in taking and projecting “ living ” pictures in colours, 
and, perhaps, 'a rough outline of my procedure might be interesting 
to readers of your valuable paper. My first idea (which I have now 
placed aside for something better), was to attach a supplementary 
shutter, holding colour screens—red, blue, and green (or yellow)— 
in different widths to equalise the exposures for the different colours, 
and to revolve eccentrically, to the kinematograph shutter proper 
By this means negatives were taken alternately, through different 
colour screens, every fourth exposure being through the red screen, 
and so on with the succeeding colours, blue and green. 

This answered fairly well, but, when the resulting colour records 
were projected on the screen, in conjunction with the revolving 
shutter containing suitable colour screens, the colours appeared to 
be “washed out” and lacking in vigour, owing, doubtless, to being 
projected on the screen in succession with intervals of darkness 
between each colour. To superimpose colour records (taken originally 
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i succession) by means of mirrors, etc , is impossible, as the moving 
nages are dissimilar, and occupy different portions of the film, unless 
ery rapid exposures are given on a very slow moving object; but 
,is s a very imperfect manner of getting over the difficulties, even if 

rapid exposures could be given (which is impossible at present), 
ud should be dismissed as impracticable, from a commercial point 

f view. , , 
Now, the most perfect way ty photograph and exhibit animated 

ictures in natural colours is to expos© three negatives simultaneously 
b a time, in succession, through their respective colour screens, from 
le same point of view, and to project the resulting colour records 
irougli suitable colour screens simultaneously on the screen, —as 
iving perfect stationary colours on a moving object. J have succeeded 
i doing this by means of an attachment, which will tit any lens, and 
ives brilliant results in colours on the screen, and, 1 have no doubt, 
bth further slight improvements, I shall be-able to show a 12ft. ani- 
lated picture on the screen in colours with a powerful light. 
Regarding colour screens, I notice Mr. Hep worth says, in his 
xtter."We are, therefore, limited to pale tints for our colour 
Iters, and with the abandonment of our pure screens we forfeit our 
hums to all hut a vague suggestion of the rich colours of Nature,” 

be.. 
With all due respect to Mr. Hepworth, I humbly beg to differ on 

Ins point, as I have found by actual and most tedious experiments 
hat the colour screens cannot be used lighter, they must be “pure,” 
nd the right tint, best suited to the colour sensitive plate or film 
l use at the time. If the screens are too pale or too deep the results 
ill be false in colour.—Apologising for trespassing at such length, 

nd trusting the subject will be of sufficient interest to your readers, 
am, yours truly, 

W. N. Lascelles Davidson (Captain), 
(late) 4th Batt. The King’s (Liverpool Regiment). 

Brighton. 
July 2oth, 1902. 

RESTORING DAGUERREOTYPES. 
To the Editors. 

Gentlemen,—Will you kindly allow me to supplement your excellent 
rticle in a recent Journal upon the restoration of daguerreotypes 
'ith the remark that tlie process of restoration removes all the colour 
-om them? It will be advisable for anyone who receives' a commission 
a restore, to he cognisant of this fact, as a large majority were very 
kilfully and beautifully coloured, which, if removed, cannot he re- 
bored.—Yours truly, 

An Old Daguerreotypist 

THE REPAYMENT OF PREMIUMS. 
To the Editors. 

Gentlemen,—Some eighteen months ago I inserted an advertisement 
a one of the London dailies to the effect that I was anxious for em- 
loyment, and would give a month or so free services to anyone who 

vould find me suitable occupation. I received a reply from a West-End 
ddress, something to this effect:—“If photography, with 30s. per 
reek for an investment of £20, will suit, kindly write or call.” I did 
all, and eventually agreed to start upon the above terms. Before 
oing so, he drew up an agreement, which was duly signed, stamped, 
nd witnessed, to the effect that for £20 deposit , he agreed to teach me 
lie trade and turn me out a good average hand. I had not been there 
week before I received evident signs that things were not going to 

,'ork any too smoothly, and by the time a month had elapsed things 
ame to a crisis. I inadvertently left some half-dozen cabinet frames 
ut printing, when it came on to rain. But at the same time I must 
tate I was working gas-light paper at the time, so did not see the 
late of affairs outside. The result was, tlie corners of these plates got 
amaged. After this lie refused to let me touch anything, and as 
ratters did not improve, I suggested he should return me part of my 
Ternium, and I leave. To this he would give no definite answer, hut 
s Christmas was approaching lie suggested 1 should take a week’s 
oliday, and he would consider the matter meantime. I did so, hut 
pon my return lie still declined to let me resume work, and eventually 
uggested paying me hack my premium less what I had received in 
rages. This ! declined at first, but afterwards agreed to accept, when 
e coolly informed me lie was not prepared to pay cash down, but would 
ive me 10s. or so to go on with, and this after keeping me in enforced 
ileness for two or three weeks, when I had my board and lodging to 
rovide for all the same, as I came up Korn the Midlands to take on 
lie job. 
And here the matter stands to this day. Out of my premium I 

eceived four weeks’ wages, at 30s. per week, the rest he has never 
^funded. I have written him several times, but he does not condescend 
a answer. Don’t you think, Sir, I ought to be able to recover through 
,ie County Court? It is money I can ill afford to lose, and if one is to 
e served thus, it seems to me that agreements are not worth much, 
ince then I have been with a firm down here, who, if necessary, will 
ive me references as to character and ability. 

I trust you will forgive me for troubling you at such length, but I am 
sure you will agree with me these sort of things should not be let 
pass unnoticed.—Faithfully yours, Justice. 

THE “TYMA” DEVELOPING TROUGH FOR PLATES. 

To the Editors. 

Gentlemen, — On account of the most successful working of the 
“ Tyma ” trough for films and the very flattering reports from the Press 
and public alike, I hove much pleasure in introducing a developing 
device for plates, particulars of which I herewith enclose. 

This shows the same advancement in negative making, as the fPm 
trough can be used as an accessory to a dark room or for time develop¬ 
ment without one. Its chief feature, besides being a labour-saving 
appliance, is that it develops in total darkness, a feature in photography 
of the highest importance. While the camera has been improved 
developing appliances have practically stood still, and it is gratifying 
to note that at last there seems to he a move in this direction, for not 
only is the dark “room procedure becoming unsuitable for working up- 
to-date make of plates, but deters many from taking up this very 
pleasant pastime. These are to be obtained wholesale of Messrs. G. 
Houghton and Son, 88 and 89, High Holborn, where I shall be pleased 
to demonstrate this and the film trough every Monday, Wednesday, and 
Friday, 1.30 to 3.30.—I am, gentlemen, yours faithfully, 

Max Reichert. 

11, Burgoyne Read, South Norwood, London, S.E. 
July 30th, 1902. 

[The illustrations show some uses of the “Tyma” plate developing 
trough.—Eds. B.J.P.] 

Answers to Correspondents. 
%* All matters intended for the text portion of this JOURNAL, includ. 

ing queries, must he addressed to “ The Editors, The British 
Journal of Photography, 24, Wellington-street, Strand, Loudon, 
IT. C. ” Inattention to this ensures delay. 

"** Correspondents are informed that me cannot undertake to answer 
communications through the post. Questions are not answered unless 
the names and addresses of the writers are given. 

Communications relating to Advertisements and general business 
affairs should be addressed to Messrs. Henry GREENWOOD & CoM 
24, Wellington-street, Strand, London, W. C. 

Photographs Registered :— 
W. Fisher and Sons, Rutland Street. Filey. Photograph of Mrs. IF. 11. Cramwick. 
\V. Bushnell, Bank Street, Great Malvern. Pn.otogra.ph of Pari and Countess Beau¬ 

champ passing through Malvern Link. 
A. F. Dawkins, 7, West Cliff Arcade, Ramsgate. Photograph of group of Pierrots. 
W. E. Hill, 15, Havelock Street, Blackpool. Photograph or Blackpool Tower inside 

Great Wheel. 
Marked Negatives —R. C. W.—The mottled markings on the negatives 

sent are due to the plate not being rocked during the time it was 
developing. The remedy, in the future, is obvious. The marking 
cannot be got rid of now. 

B. Feyett.—Your inquiry is not so intelligible as it might be; we take it, 
however, that an amateur is quite within his rights in having trade 
cards printed, headed “ Photography.” This is still—in some 
things, but not all—a free country. 

Development Query.—J. T. Davis asks: “Will ‘Glycin’ used as a stand 
developer produce a perfect negative with a properly-exposed plate, 
or is normal developer (say Pyro) preferable under the circum¬ 
stances?” In reply: We should prefer to employ a normal 
developer, and thus save time. 

Choice of Camera.—T. Brigs.—All we can recommend is that you get 
the price lists of the principal dealers and select from them the 
camera that best suits your requirements and your pocket. From 
all the principal dealers you may rely upon getting full value for 
your money. It is against our rule to recommend any particular 
maker’s goods. 
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Daguerreotype Plates.—T. Wardell asks: “Can you tell me where 
I can get some daguerreotype plates that I want for experimental 
purposes? ”—In reply: We regret we cannot. We have been asked 
this question many times during the last few years, but have always 
had to give the same reply. The plates were made specially for 
the process, and that ceased to be practiced more than thirty years 

ago. . . . 
Carbon Printing.—T. Oswald says: “In sensitising carbon tissue, is it 

necessary to use a fresh solution, or may the same be used in¬ 
definitely. I have been told that it can. Is that so?”—In reply: 
It is not necessary to use a new solution each time, for it may be 
used many times. But it is not advisable to employ it after it 
has assumed a decided brown tint. Some workers prefer a bath 
that has been used a few times to one that is quite new. 

Cinematograph Trouble.—“ Cinema ” writes: “ I have bought a second¬ 
hand cinematograph, but I cannot get the pictures sharp, as yon 
will see by the enclosed piece of film. You will notice that the 
edges and cornersof the film are tolerably sharp, but the centre 
is all out. Why is it so ?”—In reply: The lens is not properly in 
focus for the centre of the picture, though it is fairly so for the 
margins. The remedy is obvious: adjust the focus for the centre, 
and no doubt the margin will also be sharp. 

Spots on Prints.—W. C. writes: “ Can you tell me the cause of spots 
on the prints which appear in the toning bath (latter is always 
carefully prepared)? I enclose a specimen with spots. Water I 
use is pump water?’—In reply: The spots look very much as if 
they were caused by impurities in the water. Try filtering it 
through a couple of thicknesses of flannel. If the water is not the 
cause, the spots are due to particles of pernicious matter settling 
on the prints while they are wet. 

Photography for the Press.—“ Press Photography ” writes : “ Your 
advice on the following matter will greatly oblige. Some twelve 
months ago, we sent a number of valuable photographs to a 
leading magazine (“ Country Life ”), out of which some were chosen 
for future publication. We have made repeated application for 
payment of the usual fees, but the only reply we can get is that 
the views have not been published yet, and that the prints are 
lost. What would you advise us to do?’—In reply : Make a charge 
for the pictures, if they are not returned on demand. 

Doctoring Negatives.—“ Garfield ” writes : “ Could you kindly give me 
a recipe for a kind of putty which would enable me to produce 
broad effects on the backs of negatives by dabbing them with the 
preparation ? I have been using glaziers’ putty worked up with 
colouring matter, but have not succeeded in getting the effects 
I desire, as I cannot get the colour off enough to make much im¬ 
pression on the final result.”—In reply: We know of no putty, 
except such as is used by glaziers. We should have thought that 
colour added to it would be unnecessary for doctoring negatives; 
it is opaque enough by itself. 

Mounting P.O.P.—“ G.” writes: “I have recently mounted some P.O.P. 
prints with paste made from fine wheat flour, to which was added 
a little oil of cloves. Will the paste damage the photographs, and, 
if so, in what way, and how soon ?”—In reply : If the paste was 
used freshly made, we see no reason why it should affect the 
picture, unless it is kept in a damp place. We prefer starch to 
flour paste ourselves. The only way the paste would act injuri¬ 
ously would be to cause yellowness or fading, and the time it 
would require to do that would depend upon the care bestowed 
on the picture in its production, and the conditions under which 
it is kept. 

Gelatine Mountant.—C. Osborne writes: “On compounding the gela¬ 
tine solution for mounting prints without cockling, as given on 
page 1,092 of the Almanac, I found, on addition of the alcohol, 
that all the gelatine went down in a clot, and could not be got 
into solution again, though the vessel was put into boiling water. 
The formula was kept strictly to, except that as I could not get 
Nelson’s gelatine I used Coignet’s Gold Medal. Why my failure ? ” 
—In reply: Simply because the gelatine mentioned was not used: 
that employed was of too strong a character, and would not carry 
the amount of alcohol without participation. A weaker kind is 
necessary. Use the gelatine named, and add the spirit, a little 
at a time, with constant stirring, and all will go well. 

Avoiding Reflections.—“ Tryer ” writes : “ Please be good enough to 
give me your advice in the following matter. I am offered a large 
amount of work if I manage to do it properly. In photographing 
boots and shoes I have great difficulty in avoiding very bad reflec¬ 
tions. I have tried to do it by covering both sides and top with 
cambric to diffuse the light, but even then the shadows are bad. I 
enclose rough print of my own first attempt, and also one from a. 
trade journal, to show the difference.”—In reply: The only advice 
we can give is that you light the boots in the same manner a.s 
the specimen sent. Your photograph has no strong lights at all, 
it is one even tint. It is all a question of illumination. Use a 
stronger side top light. 

Yarious Queries.—“Ortho” writes: “(1) What is the most effective 
course to adopt to photograph black velvet ? I find that by using all 
available light, and obviously over-exposing as far as face is con¬ 
cerned, very little impression seems to be produced on the black 
velvet. (2) Is there any recognised syllabus nublished as a guide 
to teachers of photography at schools? (3) Where could I obtain 
all information relative to the production of colour photography?” 
In reply: (1) Light <he fieure so as to get the velvet illumined 
as strongly as possible. There should not be too much detail in 

black velvet, or it will not look like what it is. (2.) Not that \ve 
are aware of. (3) Write to Messrs. Sanger Shepherd and Co. for 
their pamphlet on the subject: that will give you much useful 
information. Their address is Gray’s Inn Passage, W.C. 

Collotype.—R. S. writes : “ Some six or seven years ago, you published 
in your valuable journal, or almanac, or both, an article on how 
to treat a mixture of gelatine and glycerine, sensitizing same with 
bichromate of potash, etc., to enable you to take a large number 
of prints on any class of paper by means of a copying press. I 
am now photographer in a large works, and am asked to produce 
a quantity of prints by some such process. Will you kindly inform 
me what I want, and refer me to some book on'rthe subject, or I •( 
me know how I can best ascertain what I require?”—In reply. 
We have no recollection of the article referred to, and “ s:x or 
seven years ago” is too indefinite, without its title, for U6 to main 
search for it. Better get Wilkinson’s book on the photo-mechanical 
processes. 

The Swelled Gelatine Process.—W. T. B. writes: “Will you b< 
kind enough to advise me, for I am on the point of despair? For 
some months I have been trying to make some plates for the 
swelled gelatine process. I am sorry to say my knowledge of the 
process is not at all great. I have been advised to use a mixture 
of agar-agar and gelatine, but when I get the emulsion dried on the 
plate it is all rough and full of pinholes. il)C'an I get an up-to-date 
book on the subject? If so, where? (2) Are there any plates on 
the market suitable for the process? If not, will you kindly give 
me the formulae for making some ?”—In reply : (1) It would seem, 
that you have been using an unsuitable gelatine, that is, if you do 
not get a sufficiently high_ relief. Wilkinson’s work on the photo¬ 
mechanical processes will give you information on the subject. 
(2) There are no such plates on the market. 

Right to Show and Sell.—A. F. D. writes: “I should be much obliged 
if you could assist me in the following:—At a certain seaside resort 
there are performing a troupe of pierrots, nine in number. The 
question was put to their leader whether they would be agreeable 
to sit for a photograph to be taken, provided I presented each 
member with a finished copy. This they did agree to, and I exposed 
a half-plate on them and gave nine copies to their leader, telling, 
him it was a copy for each one. Now, what I want to know is this. 
Having done what I promised, can I be acting wrongly or illegally 
in selling copies in a reduced size, say midget? Of course, I was 
not ordered to do the work. I took it on so as to get a little cat 
of it in the shape of penny-in-the-slot business, and I take it that 
I am right in using the negative in any way I please.”—In reply: 
Yes; the copyright is yours, and you may dispose of prints from 
the negative. 

Exhibiting Photographs.—J. F. Noble writes : “ Can you give me advice 
on the following matter ? Some two years ago, my employer, a 
photographer in this borough, gave some photos to a stationer (a 
friend of his) to show his frames off to the best advantage. One 
of the number so given was a cabinet of myself. I had no objec¬ 
tion to it being used in a proper manner. Since that time they 
have had a business difference, which caused a keen rivalry to 
spring up between them. He has singled out my photograph as 
a means of annoying me. The picture in question is placed in 
a frame valued at about a penny, and placed in the doorway,, 
marked in bold letters “ Clearing out 2d.” I went in and requested 
him to remove it, but they have taken no notice. It is causing me 
to be made a laughing stock of, as I am well known in this town. 
I am going to have it removed, whatever it cost me. Query, Where 
is the remedy ?”—In reply : The best remedy we can suggest if 
that you, or one of your friends, purchase the picture, as it will 
only cost you the small sum of twopence. You could not get any 
legal remedy for anything like that amount. 

%* Notice to the Trade, Wholesale Agents and Book¬ 

sellers.—A Contents Bill is issued with each number of the JOURNAL, 

and copies may be bad on application to the Publishers. 
%* Notice to Advertisers.—A Bevised Tariff for advertisements 

in the JOURNAL is now in force. Blochs and copy are re-ceived subject to 
the approval of the Publishers, and advertisements are inserted abso¬ 
lutely without condition, expressed or implied as to what appears in 
the text portion of the paper. 
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EX CATHEDRA. 

Another death must be added to the list 
of accidents, if such they may be called, 
brought about by the dangerous mixture 

of compounds used for flashlight photography. This 
fatality occurred at the factory of Dr. Krebs, at Offenbach, 
whose goods bear the trade-mark, “ Helios.” The explosion 
occurred in a two-roomed wooden building used exclusively 
for the manufacture of flash-light powders and time- 
exposure cartridges. The workman who lost his life was in 
the act of mixing a large quantity of powder containing 
chlorate of potash. An unaccountable explosion occurred, 
blowing off part of the man’s skull. After the many acci¬ 
dents of the kind which have occurred with chlorate of 
potash, we think the expression “ unaccountable ” is far 
from appropriate. The writer who sends the account to 
the “ Photographisches Wochenblatt” draws attention to 
the fact that in August, 1901 another explosion happened 
at the same factory. The laboratory was then destroyed, 
but fortunately no one was in the building at the time, and 
there was no loss of life. These explosions are sufficient 
to shake confidence in the non-explosive character of the 
Helios flash-light powders, and they indicate that the 
greatest care should be exercised in their use. 

* * * 

The wonderful account of the way in 
which malaria infection has been traced 
to a certain species of mosquito, and the 

plucky manner in which this theory was put to practical 

Light 
and 
Malaria. 

Explosive 
Flashlight 
Compounds. 

proof by a few earnest students, is one of those pleasant 
fairy tales of science which bring the better part of human 
nature into prominence. It is not too much to hope that 
when efficient means have been found of killing the 
mosquitoes in a malarial district—and it has already been 
done in several places —countries hitherto considered 
almost in the light of plague spots will become healthy as 
those of more temperate climes. Dr. A. E. A. King, of 
New York, has lately put forth the theory that there are 
still some hitherto unexplained facts with regard to malaria 
which seem to point to the action of the sun in influencing 
to some extent the spread of malaria. He does not ascribe 
the action to the sun’: heat, but rather to its light, and 
believes that the relative immunity of the negro, as com¬ 
pared with the white man, is due to the greater opacity of 
the former’s pigmented skin. It has been shown by 
certain Italian observers that malarial fever in 
that country is not most prevalent in the hottest 
weather, but in the months of greatest sun¬ 
shine. The case of a camp in Jamaica is also 
quoted, which fared best when a fog hung round it, and 
where the beneficent effects of many rainy days had often 
been noted. He advises the keeping of malarial patients in 
a dark room, and, where this is impracticable, the clothing 
of them in garments impervious to light. 

* * * 

The commotion which the projected new 
Customs Tariff is creating in Germany 
brings to light a number of interesting 
statistics. The German Mechanical and 
Optical Association has sent two peti¬ 

tions to the Reichstag, and they draw attention to the 
fact that the value of the exports of astronomical, optical, 
mathematical, chemical, and physical instruments amounts 
to only £600,000, according to the Statistical Year Book. 
The association complains that the official statistics are 
grossly under-estimated. According to the Government, 
the exports to England of astronomical and other instru¬ 
ments in the year 1900 amounted to £39,100, but it is 
said that the firm of Carl Zeiss alone exported to this 
country £31,650 worth. It is also said that, apart from 
some thirty smaller firms, C. P. Goerz, E. Leitz, and 
Voigtlander & Son likewise exported to this country about 
£50,000 worth, and that the total exports to England 
must amount to £150,000 or £200,000, This is about five 
times as much as the official estimate. The petitioners 
declare that the figures for the exports to other countries 
are also much below the mark, and that the total pro¬ 
duction of Germany in these industries amounts to about 
£2,100,000, two-thirds to three-fourths of which is for 
exports. The “ Central Zeitung fiir Optik und Mechanik ” 
thinks an explanation of the discrepancy on the part of the 

German 
Exports 
of 
Optical 
Instruments. 
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Government would be very desirable. We think the 
Government statistics are more probably correct, as our 
Teutonic friends of recent years have suffered very much 
from inflation. Perhaps part of the difference may be due 
to the gross prices being taken by the trade and the nett 
prices by the Government. 

* * * 

Trichromatic In our last issue we published letters 
Portraiture. from two correspondents inquiring for 

further particulars concerning Dr. Miethe’s process for 
trichromatic portraiture. We first drew attention to the 
subject on April 11, this year, and gave all the particulars 
we could gather concerning Dr. Miethe’s process. It 
depends primarily on the plates, the colour screens, and the 
printing inks which are used. The plates are prepared 
according to a special formula worked out by Dr. Miethe, 
and they are manufactured and sold by Perutz, of Munich. 
We believe they are called the Perorto plate. The light 
filters, or screens, which are used with the lens in making 
the three negatives for the three primary colours, are 
specially prepared by Dr. Miethe. Those who wish to 
prepare them for themselves may do so from the particulars 
of the regions of the spectrum selected by Dr. Miethe, 
which are given in our issue of April 11; but we do not 
know what dyes or stains Dr. Miethe has used in the pre¬ 
paration of his light filters. Concerning the camera, there 
should be little difficulty, the only necessary adjuncts 
being a rapid lens of modern type and a suitable dark slide 
for making the three exposures in rapid succession. Pro¬ 
cess plates should be prepared from the three negatives 
and from these the prints should be made with suitable 
inks which correspond as nearly as possible to the three 
primary colours selected for the negatives. Or, as Dr. 
Miethe has said, collotype might be used for making the 
prints, unless a considerable number are required. Judg¬ 
ing by the beauty of Dr. Miethe’s results and the short 
exposures which were given, we believe that three-colour 
portraiture is within the reach of the man who has the 
ability to work the three-colour process. But it must 
be remembered that the portrait by Dr. Miethe, to which 
we have specially referred, was taken in the open on a 
bright day. It is, consequently, necessary that the very 
best conditions of light should be secured in the studio. 

* * * 

Fixing; Dr. Liippo-Cramer, in his work, “ Wis- 
Lippmann senschaftliche Arbeiten auf dem Gebiete 

o ograp s. c|er ph0tographie,” raises the question 

of fixing Lippmann colour photographs, and comes to the 
conclusion that the process is superfluous. If an unfixed 
Lippmann colour photograph be partly covered with black 
paper and exposed for some time to sunlight, a certain 
amount of discoloration is perceptible when the plate is 
laid upon a sheet of white paper, but the maximum of 
discoloration is soon reached, and it does not interfere 
to the slightest extent with the brightness of the reflected 
image. In making these experiments, Dr. Liippo-Cramer 
photographed a very broad spectrum band, and cut the 
plate through the band, lengthwise. It was thus possible to 
retain a check plate of identically the same character as 
the one exposed to daylight. But, although it makes little 
difference whether the plate be fixed or not, Dr. Liippo- 
Cramer pertinently asks why cyanide of potassium, a 
most dangerous substance, should be used as the fixing 
agent. He was unable to discover any real superiority in 
it, when compared with the ordinary hypo fixing bath. 
Cyanide of potassium will remove fog, but it also attacks 
the image very quickly, and it is certainly preferable to 
dry the film and remove what fog there may be, with 

Farmer’s solution, reduced eonsiderabl) in strength. 
Absolutely no difference in the brilliance or clearness of 
the image can be seen, whether the plates be fixed with 
cj^anide of potassium or hyposulphite of soda. Neuhauss 
has stated that Lippmann colour photographs are easily 
dissolved with hvposulphite of soda, and points out that 
by such means the grainless variety of silver bromide may 
be distinguished from the ordinary. Although this may 
be correct, it is not a special characteristic of the Lipp¬ 
mann photograph, as ordinary P.O.P. prints and chloride 
transparency plates are soon affected by a solution of 
hyposulphite of soda. 

* * * 

Lightning; The lightning research committee which 
Problems. was organised by the Royal Institute of 

British Architects and the Surveyors’ 
Institute have just issued a further report as to their 
labours, and, as it will presently be seen, photographers 
have a direct interest in the matter. The committee con¬ 
sider that they have now collected ample material for 
deliberation upon lightning damage to non-protected build¬ 
ings, by which is meant buildings which are not furnished 
with a lightning-rod, or rods. But as yet they have 
obtained very little information with regard to “ pro¬ 
tected ” buildings which have been struck. This is as it 
should be, for, of course, theoretically, buildings with 
lightning rods attached to them should be quite free from 
attack, by what newspaper men are so fond of calling “ the 
electrical fluid.” But such buildings are struck, and as the 
committee have as their prime object the improvement of 
means of protection they are wishful to obtain all the 
detailed information they can with regard to such occur¬ 
rences. Many persons throughout the country are working 
in harmony with them, just as the meteorological authori¬ 
ties have been able to enlist a number of willing volunteers 
who record the rainfall in different localities. And the 
committee are anxious to impress upon such workers the 
need, not only of examining a building as soon as possible 
after it has been struck, but they suggest that photographs 
should be taken of it before any repairs, temporary or 
otherwise, are effected. And the observer, let it be noted, 
is not expected to do this at his own expense, for the 
committee are prepared to refund all out-of-pocket 
expenses, and a moderate charge for the services of a 
photographer, provided that details of the occurrence be 
sent to them a few days after its happening, and that an 
account of monies expended be sent in with the report of 
the observer. Photographers would do well, therefore, to 
be on the look-out for lightning-struck houses, in order that 
they may obtain the work of picturing them. And it will be 
useful for them to be aware of the points upon which the 
research committee lay especial stress. Attention should 
be particularly directed to all metal work about the build¬ 
ing, and note should be taken whether any of these parts 
were purposely or accidentally connected with the lightning 
rod. If drawings are sent in bv the observer, all metals 
should be indicated in red, while the hypothetical path of 
the lightning should be shown in blue. We presume that 
the same markings made on a photograph would answer 
the purpose as well, and possibly better. The nature 
of the conductor, how fixed, and how connected with earth, 
is also an important matter, and in the case of a church, 
the wind-vane should have special attention. It is not 
stated how the observer, and the photographer, are to get 
up to the weather-cock; but this is, of course, a matter 
of detail which can be left to their ingenuity. The photo¬ 
grapher would probably solve the difficulty by using a 
telephoto lens. 
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Photog^phy Fortune-telling by the lines of the palm, 
. which used to be the monopoly of the 

Pa mis ry. red _ cioa]^ecj gipsy, has of late years 

taken a higher position, possibly because the palmists of 
to-day call themselves professors, and have addresses at 
some of the most fashionable streets of West End London. 
Where the gipsy woman was content to have the palm 
crossed with a small piece of silver, her modern repre¬ 
sentative asks for gold, and generally gold and silver 
mixed, for her fee is often one guinea. It is to be pre¬ 
sumed that the craze for palmistry is not quite so rife as 
it was a year or two back, for a few of its professors have 
been prosecuted, and the more cautious among them have 
probably realised that the game, profitable as it is, is 
hardly worth the candle. Many persons, if they do not 
credit all that these modern soothsayers tell them, believe 
that “ there is something in it,” and as a proof of their 
belief, adduce the fact that two or more professors of the 
art whom they have consulted agree in their diagnosis of 
character, ability, and so forth. And, let it be added, as 
a material point, that the story is generally one which 
highly flatters the recipient. These credulous persons do 
not seem to see that, in this so-called science of palmistry, 
certain lines in the hand are understood to have definite 
meanings. Thus, if a “ line of life ” stretch across the 
palm to wrist, its owner will live beyond the allotted span. 
It is, therefore, not remarkable that glib exponents of the 

j system, who have learnt the commonly accepted meanings 
of these lines as part of their professional stock-in-trade, 
should agree in their estimate of any particular hand. It 
is certain that these professors are many of them skilful 
readers of character, and rely to a great extent upon in¬ 
formation unwittingly given by their clients. A photo¬ 
graphic friend recently showed us a series of pictures he 
had taken of a pair of hands, which he had placed, by 
way of experiment, before various palmists, while he had 
taken notes of what each said with regard to the pictures. 
Some thought they were male hands, whilst others took 
them for being those of a woman; but on this, as on other 
points, our friend w~ould vouchsafe no information. The 
palmists were in agreement, as might have been expected, 
with regard to what we may call the “ trunk lines,” but 
when they got to the branches they were hopelessly at sea. 
To give an instance. One palmist declared that the owner 
of those hands possessed such uncommon musical talent, 
that “ he ” would have become, if trained, a notable com¬ 
poser. Another volunteered the information that “ she ” 
was so destitute of musical feeling, that “ she ” could not 
distinguish one tune from another. That a man’s charac¬ 
ter is indicated to some extent by the shape of his hands, 
just as his abilities may be guaged by the height and 
breadth of his brow, is beyond question; but as to the 
lines—which, by the way, are far more strongly marked 
in the anthropoid apes than they are in the human subject 
—we must regard them only as part of the necessary ap¬ 
paratus involved in opening and closing the fist. 

•X- 

Sculptured The presentment of any human being in 
Likenesses. marble, stone, or bronze, differs from a 
photograph in the circumstance that the latter preserves 
his likeness whilst he is still living, and the former per¬ 
petuates his memory after he has returned to dust. Per¬ 
haps it is well for the sculptors of certain of our London 
statues, that they waited until their victims were safely 
underground before they libelled them. There are, how¬ 
ever, some exceptions to the general rule. For example, 
the Marquis of Lansdowne has a statue at Calcutta, as a 
memorial of his rule in India. And there are some very | 

curious architectural reminiscences of certain of our states¬ 
men, at St. Giles’s Church, Camberwell, which were erected 
during the lifetime of the originals. These, by the way, 
are well worth the attention of the itinerant photographer 
as curiosities of sculpture. They take the form of gar¬ 
goyles—those strange inventions of the mediaeval sculptors 
—half demon, and half human, relics of the time when 
people believed in dragons, satyrs, the phoenix, and many 
other uncanny monsters. It has long been the custom to 
adorn our public buildings with stone medallions of those 
who have been foremost in the arts, but not often have they 
served as these guardians of the rainwater pipes which are 
called gargoyles. The original gargoyles, as Sir Gilbert 
Scott designed the church of St. Giles’, were of the usual 
ecclesiastical type, but when it became necessary to restore 
the church, it occurred to the mason employed to give the 
new gargoyles a political touch. Here can be seen Mr. 
Gladstone—and this is, perhaps, the only portrait of that 
eminent statesman which, for obvious reasons, has not a 
monstrous shirt collar. Mr. Chamberlain is here, +oor 
minus his eyeglass; but the omission is compensated for 
by the addition of a pair of horns. The Marquis (f Salis¬ 
bury appears on St. Giles’ Church with remarkably fine 
ears, and Lord Randolph Churchill has a pair of wings 
which would delight the Aeronautical Society. John 
Bright and some other worthies are here looking down 
helplessly from the gutter of St. Giles’s Church. There 
may also be seen on the gateway of Magdalen College, Ox¬ 
ford, the likeness of the G.O.M., and at Chester Cathedral 
Lord Beaconsfield figures as a gargoyle. In like manner 
Lord Grimthorpe, who devoted so much loving care to the 
restoration of St. Albans Abbey, appears on that ancient 
fane as a winged and whiskered angel. Of course, our 
cathedrals are covered with the sculptured images of the 
kings and queens of England, but these do not profess to 
be portrait studies. They are mostly of one uniform pat¬ 
tern, and differ little from the ordinary sculptured saint, 
save that they have a conventional crown, and generally 
a sceptre. The gargoyle is after all the most convenient 
form in which to present a stone likeness, for if the original 
is orthodox you can give him wings, and if he is someone 
else’s ’doxy, you can furnish him with horns, hoofs, and a 
tail. 

--♦--- 

“ DOING THE REST.” 

When in a recent article on the doings of the dealer 
amateur we remarked upon this gentleman’s excursions 
into the regions of photographic art, we said that “ The 
dealer rarely does much in the region of professional 
photography in places where the local professionals them¬ 
selves are fully alive to what is going on around them ; 
this applies not alone to the photographing of objects of 
interest, etc., but to such work as may be done for the 
amateur in the way of developing, printing, re-touching, 
and the rest.” Two episodes of recent occurrence throw 
some light upon the idea evidently prevalent in the minds 
of some dealers as to the meaning of the term “ doing the 
rest.” The first case is that of a busy medical practitioner. 
This gentleman, after several years’ waiting, finds him¬ 
self able to take a long-deserved holiday in Switzerland, he 
took two cameras, and exposed a number of plates, being 
at the time, it must be mentioned, no novice in the art of 
exposing a photographic plate. Arrived home, he finds, as 
usually happens, arrears of work taking every spare hour 
for some few weeks. Anxious, however, to see the results 
of his work abroad, he entrusted three dozen or so of his 
exposures to a dealer to be developed and prints supplied 
in the ordinary course. Our medical friend was greatly 
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disappointed at the small proportion of results shown him 
and the quality of the work done. Happily, there were 
several dozens of exposures still to be taken in hand, and 
our amateur determined at any cost to do these himself. 
We have been permitted to see the results in both cases, 
and there can be no possible doubt that the dealer’s work 
was most carelessly done, no attempt apparently having 
been made to make the best of a single negative. It is 
impossible that an amateur of this class could deliberately 
choose and pick out a faulty batch of exposures for the 
dealer to tackle, and it is not pretended that all those done 
by the amateur himself were of equal quality and class, but 
the proportion of printable negatives was considerably 
higher in those finished off in the usual way at home. The 
next case was that of a lady visiting some of the lovely 
■■country round Warwick and Kenilworth. The lady, it 
may be said, is a Coronation visitor. Our fair visitor has 
been extremely busy with her camera amid all the historical 
sand picturesque country in and adjacent to the places 
referred to. Her exposures were from time to time placed 
in the hands of a local dealer, who, it must be presumed, in 
the intervals of his other work, did possibly the best he 
could under such circumstances ; but they were hardly such 
as to give satisfaction to our fair correspondent. We 
were able to make a recommendation which has resulted 
in the lady having now a very pretty and well-selected 
assortment of views to show her friends in Canada on her 
return. It must be perfectly clear that many dealers 
essay the work of doing the rest for amateurs, who have 
not the facilities, or the time—perhaps not the ability. 
A chemist dealer, for instance, clearly has not the time 
which ought to be given to such work. Some results indi¬ 
cate development by wholesale, with no attempt to dif¬ 
ferentiate between a possible over or under-exposure. Add 
to this light and chemical fog and dirt, and it will be seen 
how deplorable, in the absence of system and routine, the 
results of doing the rest may become. 

Well, now, pondering over this very matter one morning 
■on the way to business, we suddenly came face to face 
with a photographer’s show-case, in which were some very 
fair specimens ; indeed, as a matter of fact, technically very 
good. There was pinned up amidst them, in a prominent 
position, a notice to the effect that for a certain number 
of specified weeks “ One cabinet photograph will be 
taken and supplied for the sum of one shilling.” Meeting 
.shortly afterwards an old photographer, a man gifted with 
a good deal of dry humour, we put it to him, as a man 
of experience, how could this be done. Said our friend, 
“ Well, if he runs an account for plates and paper, which 
he afterwards fails to settle, allows himself to be sued for 
wages and rent, as he has been, it is possible he may do 
it. for a time.” We are afraid this often explains the 
position. Now, why should not a professional, before lower¬ 
ing himself to the one-shilling level, endeavour to use his 
abilities and experience, which are often considerable, 
in a more legitimate direction, such as that which gives 
a title to the present article? Our old photographer is 
ready with an answer ; he savs such a man doesn’t want 
the work; he would rather be “ backing his fancy ” on 
the nearest race-course. This, we suppose, really does fit 
the case at times, but, surel- our less flourishing brethren 
are made of tougher moral fibre than this. 

It is possible that this disinclination to do the work 
and take the pay of the amateur, which is often charac¬ 
teristic of a professional, arises from a feeling that it would 
be beneath one’s dignity to do so. Dignity is all very fine, 
but when it interferes with the honourable acquisition of 
one’s dinner is apt to become tiresome. In our pre- 
journalist::' days we once got into dire disgrace over a 

similar matter. It was the case of a very companionable 
photographer, who posed as an artist. He was an artist 
first and a photographer afterwards. He regularly con¬ 
tributed to the Academy, and as regularly failed to get 
” hung,” and as a matter of fact was as nearly a failure 
as such a man could be. We had often to dissemble in 
those days, for we liked the man vastly better than his 
pictures, and we suggested to him one day that he should 
do something in the way of colouring photographs. He 

had, by the way, a very good notion of colour, and we 
thought (innocently) that he might do very well in the 
style a la Payne Jennings; and there was at the time 
a very good sale for such work. We must draw a veil 
over the sequel; enough to say there was very nearly 
another shipwrecked friendship. It appears to be little 
short of an atrocity to suggest to an artist—and the lower 
in the scale the greater the offence—that he or she should 
colour photographs. One could make out a primd-facie 
case, and the idea seems a reasonable one ; but there it is. 
Upon similar impossible grounds, it may be that many of 
our professional men object to the notion of doing the 
work of developing and printing for the amateur. It seems 
to be a mistaken idea, and we know of more than one 
high-class studio where such work is done for amateurs, who 
are by no means the least important of their clients—im¬ 
portant in the sense that they are willing to pay the best 
prices for other work in the direction of portraiture and 
enlargements. Neither does it always interfere with the 
sale of one’s own work. Our amateurs are mostly alike 
in one respect: visiting a new district, they like to inspect 
the shop windows and see the favourite views before start¬ 
ing out with their cameras. Our cousins from the 
Colonies and America do the same, but buy largely, not¬ 
withstanding ; and any loss of trade by reason of the public 
taking some of their own photographs can surely be made 
up by persuading them to entrust one with the finishing off 
of then exposures. The work is done—and done very 
badly, too, sometimes, by the small dealer, who makes of 
the sale of apparatus merely an insignificant department in 
the performance of his multifarious duties. He, the small 
dealer, certainly cannot undertake to “do the rest” with 
leasonable piospect of satisfaction to the parties con¬ 
cerned; it would be very much better done by those who 
make a profession of photography, and who have the room, 
the time, and the skill necessary for the purpose. 

HANDLING AND COPYING DAGUERREOTYPES. 

At the conclusion of the article on the restoration of 

Daguerreotypes (see page 584 ante) wo remarked that 

these pictuies are very easy to copy, and that good ones 

would \ ield better copies than can be obtained from 

paper prints. In copying Daguerreotypes, or glass posi¬ 

tives, there is no grain, as there is with paper pictures, 

to contend with, for, however skilfully the latter may be 
lighted, in the copy a certain amount of granularity will 
be manifest, which at once stamps it as being a reproduc¬ 
tion, and not from the original negative. Not so with a 
good Daguerreotype, for if the work be skilfully done the 
copy will have all the appearance, except in the eyes oi 
experts,_ of being an original, and not a copy at all. Of 
course, it is to be understood that all Daguerreotypes will 
not y ield results that cannot be distinguished from ori¬ 
ginals, because there are many inferior examples of the 
process in existence, and from those it is not possible to 
get first-class results. But, however bad the original 
ma} be, it often has to be reproduced, and sometimes as 
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i expensive picture, and the question with many is how 
t-e the best results possible to be obtained. 
Some look upon the copying of a Daguerreotype as being 

a exceedingly difficult thing, and we are frequently con- 
iltecl on the subject, but it is nothing of the kind, it 
ne knows how to go to work. This is how to proceed, 
.s wTe mentioned in the previous article, the Daguerreo- 

>rpe image is of a most delicate nature mechanically— 
nd that the slightest rub with the finger, or anything 
Ise, will remove the image, and when once that is done 
j cannot be restored, as many have found to their cost, 
fence the greatest care is essential in handling these 
ictures when the protecting glass is removed. If the 
icture is in its pristine state and is well secured to the 
lass, we should recommend the novice to copy it as 

b is, for if care is taken in the lighting very good results 
ray be obtained without its removal; not so good, it is 
rue, as may be got when it is taken off, but all risk of 
njury in inexperienced hands will be avoided. 

We shall, however, assume that the picture has been 
aken out of its case and the glass separated. From 
his point the picture must only be held by its edges— 
he surface must not be touched, or marks will be left. 
Vll the paper with which it was cemented to the glass must 
)e carefully removed both from the edges and the back 
)f the plate. The next thing is to remove any particles 
)f dust that may be on the surface of the plate. If the 
jicture was well secured in its case in the first instance, 
tnd has not been taken out since, there will be no dust 
;o remove. If, however, there is, it is best removed by 
blowing off with a bellows ; if blown off with the mouth 
:here is a risk of particles of saliva and moisture from 
the breath. It is sometimes recommended to remove any 
dust with a camel hair brush, but this is somewhat risky, 
unless the brush be very soft and is perfectly dry, as 
also is the plate itself. If the brush be used it is well to 
slightly warm the plate beforehand in order to get rid 
of any trace of moisture that may have condensed upon 
it, or the plate may be marked by the brush. If the pic¬ 
ture has been coloured the brush should on no account 
be used, as the colouring, like the image itself, is of a 
very delicate nature. It is simply dry colour applied as a 
fine powder, and is in no \yay cemented, therefore it is 
liable to be disturbed even with the most careful brush¬ 
ing. 

All the dust being removed, the picture is ready for 
copying, and the result is entirely dependent upon the 
illumination of the picture. It should be secured to the 

■copying board by drawing pins. But before this is done, 
if it be closely examined, it will be found that it looks 
better in one position than it does in others. In some it 
will often show minute !ir~ left in the final “ buffing,” 
or polishing of the plate. When this is the case the pic¬ 
ture should be so affixed that the light used falls in the 
same direction as the lines, for if it falls at right angles 
to them they will be manifest in the reproduction, as well 
as interfering with the purity and depth of the blacks. 

Now for the illumination, upon which all depends. This 
should be with a strong direct side light, and never with 
a front one. All the front light should be carefully 
stopped off, and for this reason. The angle of reflection 
always equals the angle of incidence, and it therefore fol¬ 
lows that if the picture be lighted with a direct, or par¬ 
tially direct, front light the reflections from the polished 
surface of the plate will be in the direction of the lens, 
and if, under these conditions, the image be examined on 
the focussing screen it will be found that it is weak, 
flat, and with no depth in the shadows. But if it be 
lighted at an angle, say, of 45 deg., the reflections will 

be from a similar angle, and quite away from the lens, 
and then the blacks of the image will appear deep and 
pure. The best conditions are, perhaps, obtained when the 
picture is copied in an ordinary room, placing it at the 
side of the window, and close to it, with the blinds pullea 
about half-way down. The picture will then be strongly 
illuminated by a direct side light, while the camera is in 
a shaded position. If the picture be copied in the studio 
similar conditions of lighting should be followed. We have 
produced very brilliant copies of Daguerreotypes by copy¬ 
ing them in strong direct sunlight, and arranging them 
so that the rays fall at a very great angle on the picture. 
Success or failure in copying Daguerreotypes depends en¬ 
tirely upon the lighting of them, and that is a very simple 
matter, if we bear in mind that, in all cases, the angle of 
reflection equals the angle of incidence, whatever that may 
be. 

As to the plates to be used, they should not be of the 
ultra sensitive kind ; slow plates are the best for the pur¬ 
pose, and over-exposure should be avoided, or flat results 
will follow. It is always better to err on the side of 
under rather than over-exposure. A satisfactory negative 
having been secured, the next thing is to, at once, care¬ 
fully restore the picture to its case, taking special care to 
secure it, the matt and the glass together with paper, as 
described in the previous article. This is a point that 
is too often neglected by some photographers who have 
valuable Daguerreotypes brought them to copy, with the 
result that they afterwards quickly deteriorate, though 
they may have, previously, remained unchanged, perhaps, 
for fifty years. This neglect is highly discreditable to 
those who have highly-prized pictures entrusted to them 
by their customers. 

THE SELECTION OF LENSES FOR STUDIO WORK. 

In our issue for the 18th ult. we treated this subject from 

a general standpoint, giving indications of the characteris¬ 

tics of different types of lens that would probably be 

chosen to select from. From most points of view the 

probabilities were in favour of a portrait or Petzval type 

of lens, and we would take the present opportunity of 

giving further particulars regarding its properties. We 

refer to the fact that, unlike the most modern type of lens, 

the field of sharp definition with a portrait lens is curved. 

It is impossible to get freedom from astigmatism if the 

field is greatly flattened. For this reason it is that when, 

say, a full-length cabinet picture of a standing figure is 

taken with full aperture, if the head and the feet are in 

sharp focus, the hands, if in front, will not be equally 

sharp, and “ stopping down ” will be needed. The more 

modern portrait lenses give this effect, but not so strongly 

as those of earlier construction. 

As we pointed out, it should ever be remembered that 

the size of the picture of a given object at a given distance 

from the lens is governed entirely by the equivalent focus 

of the lens, so that in deciding upon the lens to choose no 

regard whatever must be paid to any talk about wide 

angle, narrow angle, etc., the equivalent focus only must 

be considered. And-let it be remembered, too, that 

equivalent focus is not the same thing as back focus, 

a caution quite necessary, as, in persuance of an old 

system, when cameras were not as they are, it is still 

the custom with some makers to give the back focus 
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when listing portrait lenses, though it is not done with other 
kinds. This is very singular, as it is so apt to mislead, 
but the fact remains as we state. 

With these remarks by way of preamble, we may set 
ourselves to consider the further factors to enable the 
purchaser to make a final decision. It may be taken for 
granted that the chief consideration will be to choose a 
lens that will be suitable for cabinet pictures. Here the 
makers save trouble by putting in their lists the distance 
that any particular lens must be from the sitter to take 
a full-length cabinet picture. But here a little thought 
is necessary. Say that 18ft. is the given distance, that 
does not mean that a studio 18ft. long will be suitable. 
First, there must be added to that distance at the very 
least half a yard behind the sitter to allow for the placing 
of the background, and the use or introduction of any 
accessory employed. Next there must be added the dis¬ 
tance between lens and dark slide, and space for the 
operator behind it-—another 2ft. at least. Hence, with 
such a lens as we have taken as an example, the studio 
would need to be 18ft. and 4^ft., say, 23ft. in length. It 
may be said at once that if a studio be shorter than that a 
shorter focus lens may be employed (here again the 
makers’ lists give data), and still full lengths be taken ; 
but the shorter the distance between lens and sitter the 
more exaggerated does the perspective of the floor become. 
The floor seems to be on a slant, as if the sitter would slide 

off it. 
Then comes the question, “ Will the same lens do for 

cartes and midgets? ” It will answer admirably for taking 
this class of photograph at full aperture, but the lens will 
have to be taken a greater distance away. “ How far 
away?” Well, just in inverse proportion to the amount 
of diminution in size. If a midget full length have to be 
taken, say, half the length of a cabinet, the lens will have 
to be retired double the distance—that would mean, with 
the lens we have discussed, 36ft. between sitter and lens. 
The majority of studios are not of this length, so that with 
a short studio either a shorter focus cabinet lens must be 
employed, or a second lens must be purchased; there is 
no other practical way out of the difficulty. 

This consideration will show the answer to such a query 
as that of a correspondent who asked some time ago 
whether he could have one lens to do for panel pictures, 
cabinets, and cartes. Taking a panel as being llin. and a 
carte as 2|in., the lens would need to be retired four times 
the distance suitable for a panel. If we took 14ft. as the 
very shortest permissible distance for a full length, and 
that the panel lens would act properly at that distance, a 
carte would need 5ft. ! The question answers itself. 

It may be said that advice is needful when the govern¬ 
ing factors cannot be altered, e.g., the length of the studio. 
Consider first the case of a cabinet where a sitter, say, 
5ft. 8in. high, is to be taken 4^in., that is to say, one-six- 
teen th the size. Then taking from the length of the 
studio, the 4^ft. found as before explained, the remainder 
must be divided by sixteen (or whatever other proportion 
had been found), increased by one (always by one), i.e., 
seventeen. For example, a studio is 18ft. long, then 18ft. 
less 4^in. is 13^ft., or 162in., which, divided by 17, gives 
9 9-17in. (very nearly 9^in.), as the longest focus permis¬ 
sible under the conditions. This rule is applicable to all 
lengths, of course. We trust we have now given sufficient 
data with simple calculations to enable anyone to ascertain 
for himself the focus of the lens his studio will allow for 
class of subject or any size, the only data needful being 
the length of studio and the scale of reduction, or, in other 
words, the size the sitter is to be represented on the 
negative. 

CAMERAS AT THE CORONATION. 

Like most people who live within touch of tlie Metropolis, w 

went Coronating on Saturday, and although we cannot boas 

of the prescience of that “peer’s daughter” who wrote a ful 

account of the ceremony which did not come off, and cannu I 

describe, as she did, the appearance of the interior of tin 

Abbey—we had not the privilege of a seat in the sacred edifhe- 

we can tell of what we did experience, and we promise that ii 

shall be free from the charge of mendacity. 

To begin with, we saw any number of cameras. At the sub 

urban railway station from which we started at the unearthly 

hour of six a.m., there were many hand cameras, but what 

their owners expected to do with them, wedged up, as tin 

majority must have found themselves, in a swaying crowd, 

goodness only knows. Camera bearers became more in evidence! 

when we reached the AVest End, and some of them were of 

portentous size. By the courtesy of a friend at Court, literally 

at Court, we had been assigned a seat hard by Whitehall, and 

had been told that to make sure of getting there we must 

start at the uncomfortable hour already mentioned. Seven 

o’clock found us ensconced on the particular square of crimson 

cloth which had been assigned to us, and the task which con¬ 

fronted us was that of finding occupation for the four hours 

that must elapse before the first procession came into view. 

There were cameras to left of us, cameras to right of us, and— 

for further information, vide “ Charge cf Balaclava.” Some 

were “ animated cameras,” others were of the tame variety. 

One monstrous machine crowned an angle of the Horse Guards’ 

building. Opposite that historic pile were half-a-dozen more, 

peeping beneath the woodwork, which formed the basis of the 

seats erected there. A cinematograph was a conspicuous object 

in front of that banqueting hall where a king dropped his 

crown, and his head at the same time, a few years back. Even 

the Canadian Arch was infested with cameras, the lenses point¬ 

ing out through loopholes like the guns aboard a battleship. 

We wondered, among these multitudes of picture-making 

machines, how many were fitted with screens for taking photo¬ 

graphs “in natural colours.” Of course, our correspondents 

who have recently told us of their successful experiments in 

this direction were there, and we shall hope to see at the music 

halls the results of their achievements, if the pictures are not 

shown before these words appear in print. We trust that one 

of our correspondents, at least, will not suffer us long to 

“ wallow in ignorance ” as to the result of his handiwork. 

By eight o’clock the crowd gathered on the pavement in 

front of us is twelve deep, and they are so closely packed 

together that they sway to and fro, as if they were one homo¬ 

geneous mass. And what a good-natured, respectable crowd it is. 

All intent on seeing everything that there is to be seen, and con¬ 

tent to wait patiently, pressed together like sardines in a box, 

until the procession goes by. There are military bands which play 

at intervals, and between times six Highlanders march up and 

down between the Horse Guards and the Canadian Arch, play¬ 

ing on their national instruments. It was extremely funny 

when the crowd took it into their heads to join the bagpipes 

in a kind of chorus at the end of each verse, or stanza (we don’t 

talk Gaelic, and don’t exactly know what the right term is). 

But what we mean is, that the crowd quickly discovered a re¬ 

iterated musical phrase, and each time they were ready for it, 

and howled out this chorus with a zest which was most 

diverting. 

A motor car seems somewdiat out of place here, but one 

passes and repasses without let or hindrance ; it has the Duke 

of Connaught and General Trotter on board, and these gentle¬ 

men have done wisely in adopting such a quick and ready 

means of getting about, and seeing that the route is all clear. 
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Ten-come the sand distributors, which are machines new to 

ti London streets; They soon cover the road with a red 

crpet, which is both pleasant to look upon and good for the 

Irses’ hoofs. 
A contingent of bluejackets, marching with that splendid 

< ing peculiar to them, brings the first hearty cheer from thou- 

< rids of throats. And then several notabilities, some of them 

i splendid equipages, make their way towards the Abbey. A 

(eer goes up as the King’s nurses pass in one of the Royal 

i rriages, and this becomes a big shout when the two little 

silor lads, sons of the Prince of Wales, presently go by. 

Red Cross ambulances and stretchers now make their ap- 

i arance, and as if by way of encouragement, people begin to 

lint. One or two soldiers lead the way, and every now and 

i en there is a little commotion in the crowd, and a woman is 

• rried off, to be received by nurses in attendance at the Horse 

'iiards. One of these sufferers is not quite so bad as she ap- 

■ars, for at the moment when she is laid upon a stretcher, 

e Prince of Wales’s procession comes into view, and she sits 

) very quickly, in order not to miss the sight. Some unkind 

>ople near expressed the opinion that her faint was spelt with 

i “ e,” and had a motive in the exchange of a back seat for 

front one. 

At first sight, it would seem that those who were privileged 

find seats on the Canadian Arch were in a very advantageous 

isition for seeing and photographing all that took place, 

ixey had a clear view right up Whitehall, and^ their first 

impse of the procession would be as the Lifeguards emerged 

om the gates opposite Whitehall Palace. But it must be 

rnembered that the carriages of the notabilities were closed 

res, a precaution rendered necessary by the coldness of the 

orning, as well as by the fact that the dress ordained for 

dies at Court ceremonials is practically evening dress, and 

le who would avoid chest troubles will be wise not to drive 

l an open carriage. Besides, the State coach and other gor- 

30US equipages which formed such a fine feature of the show, 

re built that way. So that anyone viewing the procession 

:om such a vantage point as the Canadian Arch would get it 

nd on, so to speak. The horsemen and the coachmen, and 

re gorgeous beings standing at the backs of the carriages, 

rould be seen to perfection ; but the occupants of the vehicles 

ould be quite invisible. From our side position, on the other 

and, we were able to see right into the carriages, as well as 

utside them, and we did not, therefore, envy the sightseers on 

he Arch. Nor did we yearn after those positions which some 

f the big cameras had secured, among the adjacent chimney 

ots, for we think that a bird’s-eye view must rob such a func- 

ion as this of much of its beauty. 

The King and Queen’s procession was a marvel of colour and 

litter, and a splendid contrast was afforded by the presence 

f the Indian and Colonial contingents. The Indian celebrities, 

a their picturesque costumes, sat well in their saddles, and 

ave a kind of barbaric splendour to the procession, which 

therwise it would have lacked. In this part of the pageant 

rere Lords Roberts and Kitchener—who were loudly cheered 

nd addressed by the crowd as “Bobs” and “K.” The former 

ouched his cocked hat, and acknowledged the salutations of 

he crowd. But “K,” “the man of iron,” passed through the 

ails of his fellow countrymen without moving a muscle of his 

eatures, or indicating in any way that he was aware that there 

rere a few people about the streets to-day. , 

The State coach, with its famous cream-coloured steeds is 

splendid thing to see, especially with a King and Queen 

dthin it; but it cannot fail to arouse childish memories of 

Cinderella’s coach, and one would not be surprised if the coach- 

ren and footmen had the characteristics of rats and mice. 

After the King and Queen had passed on their way to the 

Abbey, there was a long wait of close upon three hours before 

they returned. But during their absence there was at least 

one episode which it was worth travelling many miles to see 

and hear. When the park guns fired to signify the moment 

when the crown was placed upon the King’s head, a shout of 

joy went up from this mighty crowd, and with one accord, and 

with heads uncovered, they sang 

GOD SAVE THE KING! 

THE ASTROGRAPHIC CHART. 

[Reprinted from “ Nature.”] 

It is probably well known, even to those who are not astrono¬ 

mers, that an astronomical enterprise of considerable magni¬ 

tude was initiated fifteen years ago, and is steadily, although 

somewhat slowly, progressing towards completion. In the year 

1887 a conference of astronomers met at Paris to consider the 

best means of co-operating to make a complete map of the 

heavens on a large scale, and with all possible attention to 

accuracy, by photography. A* the outcome of this conference, 

eighteen observatories of various nationalities undertook the 

work, the whole sky being divided up into eighteen zones ; a 

zone assigned to each observatory with due regard to its geo¬ 

graphical position. A standard pattern of photographic tele¬ 

scope was chosen, and all the eighteen observatories obtained 

instruments of the required type, and set to work. The enter¬ 

prise being in several respects entirely new, it has been 

necessary to guide the procedure in the light of experience 

acquired ; and conferences assembled at Paris in the years 

1889, 1891, 1896, and 1900 to report progress and compare 

notes. At the last of these conferences a second enterprise was 

undertaken. The small planet Eros, discovered in 1898, was 

to make a particularly close approach to the earth in the 

winter of 1900-1, thus affording an opportunity, the like of 

which would not recur for thirty years, of determining the 

solar parallax; it was felt that, although the main object 

of the association of observatories (viz., the formation of the 

astrographic chart) was not yet attained, still the advantages to 

astronomy which would result from utilising this exceptional 

opportunity were too great to be neglected, and it was resolved 

that the co-operating observatories should add to their pro¬ 

gramme the photographic observation of the little planet during 

the months October, 1900, to February or March, 1901. In 

connection with this second enterprise, it has been found neces¬ 

sary to circulate a large amount of statistical material, such 

as approximate positions of the planet on different dates, and 

of all the well-known stars lying near his path in the heavens, 

lists of the observations made at the different observatories, 

so that one might know how to match plates with another, and 

so on. The energy of the director of the Paris Observatory 

(who has from the first acted as director of the whole work) 

in printing and circulating this material has been most note¬ 

worthy. We have recently received the ninth circular relating 

to Eros, which is itself a pamphlet of 200 pages quarto, and 

represents a vast amount of work. In the first place, M. Loewy 

discusses, in two long memoirs (supplementing a former one 

already published), what accuracy is obtainable from measures 

of photographic plates and what precautions are necessary to 

obtain that accuracy. The discussion is concerned with a 

number of minute details, and involves the adjustment of con¬ 

flicting a Wantages, so that there is room for difference of opinion 

in the conclusions ; but there can be but one opinion of the 

value of the material patiently collected and tabulated by M. 

Loewy, which can be examined in the light of any hypothesis 

preferred. Tire second part of the ninth circular gives, among 
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other useful information, ephemerides of the planet Eros and 

of the sun, calculated 1o eight significant figures for every 

six hours—almost a new departure in such work, the only pre¬ 

cedent being afforded by the investigations of Sir David Gill 

on the planets Victoria, Iris, and Sappho, whereby he clearly 

showed that eight figures were necessary to represent the 

accuracy of heliometer measures. To advance one decimal place 

is of course a step of the gravest importance, and to Mr. Hinks, 

of the Cambridge Observatory, belongs the credit of being the 

first to show that an accuracy can be obtained from photo¬ 

graphic measures of the Eros plates of the same order as that 

which led Sir David Gill to ask for an eight-figure ephemeris. 

The appearance of so much important literature in connection 

with this second enterprise, the photographic observation of 

the planet Eros, naturally suggests a glance at the state of 

affairs with regard to the main work, the astrographic chart 

itself. It is, as remarked in the first sentence of this article, 

some fifteen years since the work was initiated, and it should 

by this time be possible to form an estimate of the probable 

outcome and the approximate date of completion. It must be 

confessed that the original estimate of the time required has 

already been seriously exceeded. In the letter which summoned 

the conference of 1887, it is stated that:—“Ce grand travail 

. . . pounait etre facilement execute en quelques annees 

si dix ou douze observatoires bein repartis sur le globe pouvaient 

se partager convenablement la tache.” 

The phrase “quelques annees” is somewhat indefinite, but 

it may be assumed that those who assembled in 1887 would 

have been shocked to learn that after a lapse of a dozen years 

scarcely one-fifth of the work projected had been accomplished 

Indeed, many who are tolerably familiar with the general 

course of events may be startled to hear this statement made ; 

and yet a glance at the last comprehensive report available 

(see li.AS. “Monthly Notices,” vol. lxi., p. 280) shows it 

fVnnn ^ 11 Wa& decided to work on such a scale 
t lat 11,000 plates would be required to cover the sky, and this 

number was to be repeated four times, twice with short ex¬ 

posures (of six minutes, three minutes and twenty seconds), and 

twice with long exposures (40 minutes). The plates of the 

irst series (catalogue plates) were to be measured, and the 

measures printed and published ; those of the second series 

/onn at!S.Pr°fer) t0 be reProduced in facsimile. In June, 
1900 the state of affairs was as follows 15,000 of the 22 000 

catalogue plates had been taken, but only 4,000 had been 

measured ; and the measurement is of course by far the most 

senous part of the work. Of the 22,000 chart plates required 

;;88 “a,| |4l00° llad ,been taken, ^d only a small portion of 
these had boon reproduced and published. So that the fraction 

of the whole programme accomplished in a dozen years can 
< i rtainly not be put higher than one-fifth 

thfwholo" T"' the"’ 1!“* take yea« to finish the whole. It >s earnestly to be hoped that this would not 

a legitimate inference, and fortunately there are e00d itrf.U, 
r ,887 were naturally devoted to experimental work 

“ 1 arK° amollnt has been necessary. This was fore- 

' " at .. witness, for instance, the words of the 

I';1'"" Sln,v" his opening address:—“Eh effet 
I “trononue pratique posside anjourd'hui, dans la photographic 

on ins run,.h, plus haute va.eur et qui, probablemen/ave’ 

mpa, fccihtera < norm&nent nos etudes epineuses. Mais 

ros.ons solus s dans nos provisions. Pour lo moment, nous nl 

V""" regarder la photographie quo comme un instrument 

- prcc.eux, maw dent l’dtude reate encore V completer.” 

■ H will probably be agreed that the amount of work neces¬ 
sary • to complete the study ” has exceeded expectation. 

Beyond the preliminary experiments which might have betj 

foreseen by an individual worker, much time has been spent 
in a well-meant endeavour to secure uniformity in the work 
which has, after all, not been very successful. Thus a larg 

part of one year was lost in attempts to devise an obscuring 
screen which should diminish the light received from the 
stars in a known ratio, and ultimately secure uniformity in the 

limiting brightness (or rather faintness) of the stars charted; 
but this attempt was at last abandoned in favour of the simpler 
method of fixing a definite time of exposure, which might hav< 

been adopted from the first. Or going further back in the 

history, it must be remembered that although a standard pat¬ 

tern of telescope was adopted in 1887, it took a considerable 
time, not only to make the eighteen instruments required, 
but for the makers to find out how to make them. Thus it 

would be fair to estimate that in 1900 the work had been in 

actual progress, not for a dozen years, but for less than half 
that period ; so we need not fear that the completion of the 

work is still half a century off. Nevertheless, he would be 

sanguine who should reduce this prospective limit below twenty 
years, unless some very drastic measure is adopted in the near 

future. Some of the co-operating observatories are well ad¬ 

vanced with their work, but others are far behind. In 1900 

there were actually three which had not started at all, and 

these have been struck off the list and replaced by three new 
ones. Me have good reason for anticipating energetic action 

from these, new comers, but it must be remembered that they 

start a dozen years at least behind their colleagues. 

This great delay in the execution of the work has been pro¬ 

minently mentioned, because it demands most serious attention 

if the original scheme is to be carried out in any real manner. 

Even without the addition of the Eros work, there was sufficient 

cause for anxiety ; with that important and unforeseen addition 

there is reason for alarm. It is to be hoped that the dangers 

may be realised and obviated within the next few years. 

But when we turn to the contemplation of what has been 

accomplished, there is good reason for satisfaction. To take 

first the series of catalogue plates, with short exposures of a 

few minutes only. Each observatory has to take about 1,200 

of these, and the area of the sky covered by each is a square 

of two degrees in the side, so that sixteen full moons arranged 

in solid square formation would just about cover this area. On 

each plate there are some 300 or 400 star-images on the aver- 

age ; but this is an average from which the deviations are large. 

A plate exposed near the Milky Way, even for a few minutes 

only, shows thousands of stars, whereas if the telescope be 

pointed to a region distant from the Milky Way, the number 

may fall below 100. Taking the average as 350, there are on 

the 1,200 plates which form the share of one observatory some 

400,000 star images; and it is the business of that observatory, 

after taking the plates, to measure carefplly the relative posi¬ 

tions of all these images and publish the results. Moreover, 

it has been found advisable to make these measures at least 

twice over, so that we may put the total number at something 

like a million. It will readily be conceded that this is a 

gigantic piece of work for a single observatory to carry out, 

and it is a great thing to be able to say that some of the 

observatories are already in sight of its accomplishment. 

Others, as has been admitted, have not yet commenced the work, 

but they will enter upon it with all the advantages of following 

an example already set, and we may consider that the greatest 

difficulties have been overcome. 

This portion of the work affords another reason for satis¬ 

faction. Mention has been made of some preliminary experi¬ 

mental work which produced no positive result, but other such 

investigations have had more fortunate issues, especially the 
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research on the best method of measuring the plates. In_ 1887 

there were at least three different methods which might be 

adopted, and corresponding to each of these there was a choice 

of patterns for the instrument to cany it out. The proper 

method for measuring stellar photographs has now been practi¬ 

cally settled, and though there is diversity of opinion as to 

the best actual instrument, the relative advantages of the 

different forms are becoming tolerably well known. It will be 

realised how definite an advance has here been made when it 

is remembered that an eminent astronomer, in reviewing the 

possibilities in 1887, dismissed the method which has since been 

universally adopted as obviously inferior to the others, and 

not worthy of consideration. The test of expeiience had, in fact, 

not been applied, and the result of its application may be 

regarded as a valuable scientific asset. 

Let us turn now to the other set of plates, the chait plates 

i as they are called, similar in every way to the catalogue plates, 

except that they are exposed to the sky for a much longer time 

(forty minutes at least, instead of three or six), and hence 

contain thousands of stars instead of hundreds. It is proposed 

that these plates shall be reproduced on paper by some process 

which depends on the automatic action of light only, and is 

thus free from the imperfections incidental to human agency. 

The exact process has not been formally specified, and it is 

open to any observatory to circulate ordinary contact prints, 

for instance, if such can be made without losing too many of 

the fainter star-images. Up to the present time, however, 

the only reproductions of chart plates which have been pub¬ 

lished are in heliogravure. The French observatories (Paris, 

Algiers, Toulouse, Bordeaux) and the Observatory of San Fer¬ 

nando, in Spain, have produced and circulated most beautiful 

enlargements (twice the linear dimensions) of some of their 

chart plates made by heliogravure, and there are many reasons 

why we may hope that their example will be universally 

followed. To begin with, the charts are really beautiful to 

look at—as might be expected from the French, they have pro¬ 

duced something aesthetically satisfactory. Secondly—a matter 

of infinitely more importance astronomically—the charts are 

wonderfully accurate. It lias been shown that the places of 

stars can be measured from them with an accuracy almost equal 

to that obtainable from the original glass negatives. Finally, 

they are presumably permanent—far more so than the glass 

negatives, unless the toning process recently suggested by Sir 

Willian Crookes is adopted and found as successful as is ex¬ 

pected. Against these manifest advantages is, unfortunately, 

to be set the costliness of the process. It is estimated that to 

reproduce its 1,200 plates in this way each observatory must 

have a sum of about £10,000 at command, independently of 

the actual time spent in the work. This sum is large, but not 

prohibitive. Five observatories are apparently already pro¬ 

vided with it; in the interests of uniformity in a magnificent 

piece of work, may it be hoped that m some way or other 

the remaining shares will be taken up ? If the paper reproduc¬ 

tions were (as it was at one time supposed they would be) mere 

playthings of no scientific value, such expenditure might have 

been deprecated. But it has been demonstrated that they are 

accurate beyond expectation, that, in fact, an observatory pro¬ 

vided with copies of this kind for the whole sky could in a few 

minutes obtain the place of any star down to the fourteenth 

magnitude with an accuracy equal to that with which the best 

meridian observations can be made. It seems probable that 

the outlay is as good a one as can be made with out present 

imperfect knowledge of the requirements of the future. 

The consideration of what this means in actual weight of 

paper brings home to us in a striking manner the magnitude 

of the whole enterprise. If the 22,000 maps are completed in 

the style adopted by the French, the sheets when piled one on 

the other would form a column thirty feet high and weighing 

nearly two tons! The most elaborate star atlas which has 

been produced up to the present time can be bound as a single,, 

though rather large, volume, which could be added to any 

library without sensible disturbance. But not so with a copy 

of the astrographic chart; it is a matter for the serious con¬ 

sideration of each fortunate possessor where and how he shall 

store the sheets and ensure their preservation. There is not 

likely, of course, to be any real difficulty in doing this, the 

point is only mentioned here to illustrate the novelty of the 

departure rendered possible by photography. 

As there is an obvious danger of not being able to carry out 

this vast programme (for which, it will be remarked, not only 

scientific labour, but much hard cash is required, and the latter 

may not be easy to extract from reluctant governments), it is 

reassuring to know that there is at least one good alternative. 

We might carry out the work much more economically with a dif¬ 

ferent type of instrument, though at the cost of some obvious ad¬ 

vantages. The type selected in 1887, a refracting telescope, 

llgft. focal length’ allows us to photograph an area of the sky 

at one exposure limited to two degrees square, and 11,000 

plates are required to cover the whole sky. Two other types 

were considered and rejected. The first was the reflecting 

telescope, with a concave mirror in place of a lens. The area 

satisfactorily photographed at one exposure with a reflector is 

even smaller, and the number of plates required for the whole 

sky consequently greater. Though the reflector has distinct 

advantages in cheapness and in light-grasping power which have 

recommended it for other classes of work, there is no doubt 

that it was rightly rejected for the astrographic chart; all our 

experience subsequent to 1887 has tended to confirm this view. 

The third possibility open to the conference of 1887 was the 

use of a doublet lens, such as is familiar in an ordinary camera. 

The lens of a camera is made up of two lenses (each of which 

is itself double) separated by a definite inteival, where a “ stop ’’ 

may be inserted. A photograph could be taken with one of 

these lenses alone, but only a comparatively small portion of 

the picture near the centre would be in good focus ; the com¬ 

bination is made to give a larger “ field. ’ If such a doublet 

lens is used to photograph the sky, we get a much larger field 

at one exposure, and can cover the sky with fewer plates. The 

claim has recently been made that twenty or thirty plates would 

suffice to cover the sky instead of 11,000 ! Of course the results 

would be on a correspondingly smaller scale, and this extreme 

procedure is not to be contemplated as an alternative to the 

large and accurate charts with which a start has already been 

made. But if we could reduce the £10,000 required to (say) 

£1,000, we are in the region of the possible or even the probable, 

and this only means reducing the number of plates required in 

the ratio of one to ten, or increasing the area covered by each 

in the same ratio. We may take it as fairly well established 

that a doublet will satisfactorily cover a field at least ten 

times as large, in area of the sky, at the single lenses at present 

in use for the work of the chart. 

The question naturally arises whether these facts were 

realised in 1887, and if so, how the single lens came to be 

preferred to the doublet. The discussion on the type of instru¬ 

ment to select took place on April 18th, 1887, and the proces- 

verbaux are given on pp. 36-43 of the official account of the 

conference. Twenty-six distinguished astronomers were present, 

and eighteen of them took part in the debate. The photographic 

doublet was not even mentioned. At the present time this 

circumstance is almost bewildering. At the end of the volume 

a letter is printed from Prof. E. C. Pickering (who most un¬ 

fortunately was not able to attend the conference), advocating 
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the use of the doublet, and giving detailed suggestions for 

the whole work which commend themselves, in the light of 

subsequent experience, as admirable. But his views received 
no attention ; the debate was confined almost entirely to the 
relative advantages of reflectors and refractors, and the proper 
size to be adopted for the later, and it must be confessed that 
an opportunity was lost. Since that time Prof. Pickering, 
using doublets, has charted the whole sky himself many times 

■over, while the associated observatories have not yet accom¬ 
plished a third of their programme. It must not be for¬ 
gotten that their programme includes much more than the 
mere charting of the sky, viz., the measurement of some plates 

and the reproduction of others ; but even making this allow¬ 

ance, the discrepancy between what he has done single-hanc*ed 
and what has been done on the plan preferred at Paris in 1887 
is sufficiently serious. 

The fact is that astronomers generally were afraid of the 
■doublet in 1887, and some of them have not yet lost their mis. 
trust. They were afraid that so fair a promise was too 

specious ; that, in fact, the gain in extent of field over the 
refractor must be accompanied by a corresponding loss in 
accuracy. At the time no definite information was forthcoming 
■on this point, and it must be admitted that even now our know^ 

ledge is far from complete. It is not so easy as it might seem 
to test pictures of the stars for the minute accuracy necessary 

to an astronomer, and it may still be proved that the choice 
of the refractor m 1887 was, from the point of view of getting 
the greatest attainable accuracy, a wise one. But, on the other 

hand it has been shown that the mistiust of the doublet was 
argely unjustifiable; its accuracy is of ,a high, if not of the 

very highest, order. It is not even now too late to follow the 
excellent advice which was offered in 1887, only to be ignored 

By adopting the doublet the chart plates might be completed 

in a reasonable tune and at a reasonable cost, though on a 
smaller scaie. Proeessor H. H. Turner., F.R.S. 

—-♦— -. 

•SCREENS AND DIAPHRAGMS FOR HALF-TONE AND 

THREE-COLOUR WORK. 
IA Paper read before the Camera Club and reprinted from its “Journal.”] 

I. 

Ii may be within the recollection of some who are here to-night 
that just over eight years ago, namely, on March 8th, 1894, Mr 

, f- Ives read a PaPer before this Club—I am not sure 
w n-ther actually in this room—on a similar subject to that 

1 I propose to deal with to-night. That paper I look upon 
^ possessing quite historical interest, because it was the very 

Ih 1 thE Pnnciples -nderlymg the modern 
th! T d| thref°“lour processes, which m these eight years 
that have elapsed have made such enormous strides and 
j'-.e ln'd such a high stage of development, besides giving evi- 

st U,"T7grcater »<* 
• t is worthy of note that in This paper Mr. Ives re- 

aTll !r 7 Uf 7 cr“ss-line roroen so early as 1886, whereas 

!i!t r I T g *he paper the screen had hardly been 

mi n' f am r "“** He als° out that ^ 
f ' cross-hnu screen was to produce pin-hole images 

***«• ,A U,'J lW. awmm, that there was a correct 
. T" 1 -"'a from the eensitiye p]*te, wd that the 

* 1 , 'V ma»s could he regulated at will by changes in 

hi' ;',V! fc 'T "f h’ai^hragm aperture. Whilst further 
set forth m (he most explicit manner the necessary condi- 

r W0!lan8 ""■ ■ '■'"■■■• process and the miking of 

aliil ! i"S i"r U I In " must admitted, in spite of 
all that has been done during the past eight years, that there 

Iltl* to adJ to the Principles that he then laid down, and 

my paper to-night must cover pretty much the same ground, 

though, of course, I have much to say of improvements in 
detail, and of novel modifications of his methods. The point ! 

I wish to emphasise is that the fullest credit is iue to Mr. U,. 
for his prescience and the knowledge he so early displayed an 1 

imparted to the world at a time when these processes were 

only imperfectly understood. At the same time there is s 

credit due to your Club for so early discovering Mr. Ives, and 

extracting a most interesting paper from him. With this little 

reminiscence I propose to leave the historical treatment of the 

half-tone piocess, and proceed to describe to you, and I hope 

interest you in, some of the technical and scientific features of 

the application of the half-tone and tri-chromatic principles. 

In the first place, let us look at the half-tone screen. The 

Levy screen is the standard article almost universally used. It 

is manufactured by a neighbour and friend of Mr. Ives, in 
Philadelphia, Max Levy, who has often frankly acknowledged 

the assistance Mr. Ives has rendered him. Max Levy is a man 

of great inventiveness and resourcefulness, besides having in¬ 
finite patience and determination, and these gifts have carried 

him through the enormous mechanical difficulties incidental to 

the delicate operation of ruling these screens. He has designed 

and constructed his own machines, grinds his own diamond 

points, polishes his glass by novel machinery, and now ex¬ 

presses his intention—probably half carried out by this time- 

of making his own glass, owing to the difficulty of getting it in 

the market free from bubbles and other imperfections. The 

glass at present used is a beautifully white crystal patent plate, 

imported from France, about one-eighth inch thick, which is 

thinned down to about three-thirtyseconds inch thickness in the 

necessary grinding and polishing. So far as we know of Levy’s 

method, from the description he has allowed to be published, 

the routine of manufacture is as follows:—The glass is coated 

with an etching ground which is resistive of hydrofluoric acid, 

and is at the same time capable of being cut through in lines 

by a diamond ruling point, ground to a U shape. The glass 

is fixed to the bed of the machine, and the diamond point is 

fixed m an arm which traverses it, very much like the ram 

of a shaping machine. The plate is ruled at an angle of 

45 deg. to its sides, and an ingenious feature of the ruling 

mechanism is that the arm carrying the tool automatically 

adjusts its stroke to the length of line it has to cut, starting 

with a stroke of about two inches, and increasing the length 

of every stroke until it reaches the central diagonal line, after 

which it gradually diminishes to two inches at the opposite 

corner. The time as well as the length of stroke is altered, as 

uniform ruling requires uniform speed. The machine is 

started and runs on automatically day and night until the plate 

is finished. It would be fatal to the evenness of the ruling to 
stop the machine. 

I do not know the time required for ruling a plate, but the 

cycle of operations necessary for the stroke and return of the 

point and the spacing for the next line must necessarily be 

slow on a machine of this character, especially as the diamond 

point must be drawn very slowly over the glass plate. If we 

take the largest plate Mr. Levy can rule, viz., 48 inches square, 

which would give a diagonal of about 68 inches, the interesting 

calculation can be made that a screen of 100 lines per inch 

would require about sixty-six hours for each of the two plates 

lequiied to form the cross-line result. For the four-line screen 

w lich I shall presently describe, the lines are crossed on the one 

p ate, and the adjustments of the machine have such a degree 

of accuracy that the plate can be removed after the first ruling 

to its position for the second with such precision that the corner 

of a 24-mch square plate wil not be more than the 200.000th 

of an inch out of the po:ition it should occupy to make the 
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Lines cross at a right angle. Mr. Levy has said : We can 

the machine with all care, watch it and tend it, perhaps foi a 

week, and at the end of that time the result may be success 

or it may be failure.” When the ruling is finished, the lines 

are etched with acid, the resist is polished away, and the 

furrows formed by the etching are filled with a black made up, 

something like a printing ink, from the finest possible vine- 

carbon. Some time ago Levy experienced great difficulty wit 

his black filling, all the blacks he could get having an 01 y 

constituent which was dissolved out by the balsam use or 

sealing, and rendered the transparent spaces of the screen some¬ 

what yellow. This led him to abandon the carbon filling, and 

use a dark-red substance, but it was strongly objected to by the 

process operators, who had become accustomed to the black 

lines, and imagined that their troubles in the making of the 

negative were due to the new filling. It was stated that the 

latter, increased the exposure, although Levy himself put it 

forth as an advantage that it really decreased the time. How¬ 

ever, he had finally to yield to prejudice and return to the 

black filling, having evidently found ways of overcoming his 

earlier troubles. The difficulty of obtaining good balsam for 

sealing the screens together is another which Levy has ex¬ 

perienced, so much so, that .when he finds a good sample of 

balsam he will buy up the whole of the same kind on the 

market. Mr. Ives has also referred to the same difficulty m 

regard to the balsam required for making colour screens. 

Ganada balsam is the kind used, but it must be in the liquid 

form as it oozes from the tree, and is used after simple 

filtering through muslin. The balsam found on the English 

market has been dried and the lumps re-dissolved in turpentine. 

"The baking of the screen to dry the balsam after sealing is an 

important operation, which is done, I believe, with the screen 

under pressure, the heat being applied by a steam chest under¬ 

neath. 
The largest effective size of screen Levy can produce is, 1 

believe, 42 inches by 32 inches, and one of this size is in use 

at the Ordnance Office, Southampton, where it is stated to be 

kept under lock and key, and the door probably guarded by a 

sentry. I suppose it is quite an interesting ceremony when 

the screen has to be given out for use, and one can imagine 

that it requires no end of permits, if not, indeed, the presence 

of the commanding officer. As the screen is worth something 

like £250, it would be a serious matter if it were broken. It is, 

as you may imagine, no joke to break even a small Levy screen, 

though it is a not infrequent occurrence in some of the process 

studios. I have heard of one unfortunate operator who is 

“ doing time ” for such a mishap—I don’t mean in a gaol, but 

simply that, being a conscientious man, he offered that he w uld 

work so many hours a week overtime until the damage was 

compensated for. His penance has already gone on for two 

years, and I don’t know when it will cease. In another case, 

a well-known firm bought a four-line screen, and it was dropped 

on the floor before it had been in the camera at all, whilst the 

operator was examining its peculiarities. I suppose, in that 

case, something like £25 went “ bang ” with as much expedition 

as the Scotchman’s proverbial “saxpence.” Screens which are 

scratched, chipped, and otherwise partially damaged can be 

sent back to the maker for repairs, and come back equal to 

new. Levy used to have the distinction of being the only man 

in the world who could make half-tone screens ; but that is not 

so now. Wolfe, a competitor who u:ed to make collodion copies 

of rulings, now supplies original engraved screens which closely 

resemble Levy’s. In this country, Johnson, in Leicester, makes 

screens, which seem to give satisfaction to some operators. 

Similar screens are also made in Germany, by Haas, of Frank¬ 

furt. France has no manufacturer of screens, and the Academy 
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of Sciences offered a prize some years ago to any manufacturer 

who could successfully start such an industry m Trance. 

Passing from these generalities about screens, let us examine 

the nature of the screen-ruling more particularly. 

In the first place, I daresay you are all aware that screens 

are made in varying degrees of fineness, which means that they 

are ruled with a greater or less number of lines per inch. 

Screens can be ruled with any number of lines per inch, from 

50 to 400. Until quite recently, 240 lines was regarded as the 

limit of fineness, and seldom more than 200 lines per inch was 

used in the regular commercial practice. But now Levy has 

ruled 400 lines per inch, and I am able to show you a piece of 

such a screen here to-night, which is, in fact, the only piece 

at present .in this country. The lines are invisible to the naked 

eye, and it looks just like a piece of smoked glass. The ruling 

is very perfect, and, under the microscope, I find that the 

black lines, are thicker than the transparent spaces, whether 

intentionally so or not I do not know. This 400-line screen 

is not merelv a curiosity in rulings, but has been actually 

used, and yields blocks which are almost as easy to print from 

as much coarser ones. The tones of the nictures are practi¬ 

cally continuous to the naked eye, and the result closely re¬ 

sembles collotype. These exceptionally fine rulings make ex¬ 

cellent photogravure plates for intaglio printing, and they are 

exceedingly useful for the reproduction of microscopic subjects, 

where the finest detail must be held. Coarse screens give bold 

contrast, with a lack of detail, whilst fine screens give detail, 

but with some flatness. The coame screens make very good 

poster pictures, but, as a rule, screens actually ruled coarse 

are not used for this purpose, for cne reason, because of the 

large size which would be required, and consequent expense. 

The usual plan is to make a small negative with a screen of 

some ordinary ruling, and an enlarged negative from it. Re¬ 

cently a method has been patented called gigantography, by 

which a screen of ordinary degree of fineness is placed in an 

enlarging lantern at a properly determined distance from a 

positive picture, and the latter is projected together with the 

screen effect on to a sensitive plate of any desired size within 

the usual limits. The coarseness is in this case simply governed 

by the conjugate distances of the projection apparatus, so that 

one screen will do for all cases. Not only does the number of 

lines per inch vary, but also the relation of the black line to 

the transparent spacing. In the screens now most commonly 

used the relation of black to white is 1:1, and consequently 

the width of the transparent opening will be a fraction whose 

denominator is double that of the number of the lines per 

inch. For instance, 100-line screen cne-twohundredth inch 

opening. But in some screens the relation will be found to 

be perhaps 5 :4 or 4 :3. Rarely is it in the reverse proportion. 

This relative thickness of line has a great influence on the work¬ 

ing and the character of the results. In the extremely rare 

case where a screen has been ruled accidentally or intentionally 

with the lines on one plate thicker t>~n. the other, an oblong 

opening is formed which produces on the negative elliptically- 

shaped° dots. Apart from such abnormal results, you can 

readily see that' the thickness of the ruling will have an in¬ 

fluence on the exposure and on the gradations of the negative. 

In the case of a *1 :1 ruling, three-quarters of the area of the 

sensitive plate is screened. Consequently the exposure must 

be at least four times what it would be if the screen was not 

there. As a matter of fact, the exposure with the half-tone 

screen is generally put at five times ordinary, the time over 

and above that due to opacity ratio being probably accounted 

for by reflection from the surface of the screen—which in the 

case of lenses is something like ei/V- per cent, and to loss 

by refraction in the glass, as well as by absorption in the 
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balsam. The fact, too, that the plate is so heavily screened, 

and the stops used comparatively small, probably affects the 

inertia constant of the plate. 

It has been suggested that a screen with its opacity arranged 

in chess-board form would be better than a cross-line pattern, 

as the former would only screen half the area instead of three- 

quarters, as in the latter case. Such a chess-board screen can 

be produced in various ways. For instance :—(1) A plate of 

glass can be covered with an opaqxie ground, and ruled through 

so that isolated squares of opacity are left. Another exactly 

similar plate is superposed with its squares displaced the 

space of one square in a vertical direction and the space of one 

square in a horizontal direction. Another way, patented by 

Levy, is to take two cross-line screens, one ruled diagonally 

and the other parallel to the sides, and so fit them together 

that the one cuts off the corners of the openings in the other, 

and gives a chess-board pattern. (2) An easy way of photo¬ 

graphically making a chess-board is to make a half-tone negative 

from a sheet of white paper, taking pains to get sharp square 

dots on the negative, arranged in chess-board form, which, as 

I shall presently show, can be done by means of a suitable stop 

in the lens. It is surprising what perfectly sharp and clear 

chess-board effects are got in the best wet plate negatives by 

careful manipulation. (3) A more ingenious way than any 

for making a chess-board screen was devised by Mr. Deville, 

the Surveyor-General of Canada, who some years ago mad# 

some most extensive and interesting researches into the theory 

of the screen working. His method consisted in placing a 

cross-line screen in front of the sensitive plate at a suitable 

distance and in place of the lens having a diaphragm, per¬ 

forated by a pinhole. An electric arc light is directed by a 

condensing lens to this pinhole, and the result is a series of 

sharp-edged isolated squares on the sensitive plate. Another 

pinhole is then uncovered, its distance frc;u the first being such 

that an additional set of squares is printed so as to exactly fit 

between the set first printed, and form e pattern like a chess¬ 

board. The plate is developed and fixed, and then forms the 

screen. It is an interesting fact that a chess-board screen can 

be made into a cross-line screen by closing up alternate holes 

diagonally. We have then added one quarter more opacitv, 

whilst also covering up squares which would have given double 

the number of dots, and consequently we must have lost in 

value of tone rendering. Deville says the aperture of the 

diaphragm with the cross-line screen should be twice as large 

as with the chess-board screen, but the exposure is the same for 

both, because there is never more than one-half of the aperture 

visible from the plate through the cross-line screen. That is 

to say, the diaphragm aperture is placed with its sides at forty- 

tiw degrees to the lines of the screen, whilst in the case of the 

chess-board screen the aperture is symmetrical to the openings 

of the screen. This rather disposes of the idea that the chess- 

boarl screen will reduce the exposure. Deville further says 

that in order to produce with a cross-line screen as good a result 

as the chess-board screen, the adjustments of the screen, plate, 

and diaphragm would have to be three times more accurate and 

,,lr • 'r■ ' " itself three times more perfect. The same authority 

■Mrmi.dv recommends vignetted screens, which he defines as a 

screen that is “ semi opaque over its whole surface, and divided 

into minute z >nes of varying degrees of opacity.” That is not 

a very lucid definition, and requires a little elucidation. 

rI he screens I have so far brought under your notice have what 

may he termed sharp-edged opacity. They are simply black 

Miirs or squares with transparent spaces. But consider a case 

m which the lines or squares have no sharply defined outline, 

but. graduate from perfect opacity to perfect transparency. 

The chess-board riot would be a pyramid of density, and only 

the very centre of the space between would be clear g ass. Such 

screens were in use in the early days of the half-P ne process. 

Mr. Ives used a line screen of this nature, and Dr. E. Albert, of 

Munich, made the idea the basis of a patent. Yet I know of 

no one who is using such a screen to-day, so that it is reason¬ 

able to assume that they possessed no special advantages over 

the present opaque line screens. It is singular, therefore, that 

Mr. Deville should so strongly advocate them. He says: "In 

theory, the vignett d screen is the most perf.ct one for the photo¬ 

mechanical process, because correct prints may be obtained from 

thin or intense transparencies by using thin or intense screens, 

while in copying from a negative through a chess-board screen, 

the negative must be of the right density to give a correct 

print.” A vignetted screen must be placed in contact with 

the sensitive plate, and therefore only dry plates can be used 

for it. The screen cannot have a glass cover, so that it is easily 

damaged. One advantage is that the shape and size of the 

diaphragm is immaterial, and so is its size provided it is not too, 

large. A transparency may be copied in a printing frame 

without using a camera at all. In this case the frame must 

be exposed to a point of light, such as an electric arc, and the, 

frame must be kept in the same position during the whole 

exposure. This process reminds me that my friend. Mr. J. A. C. 

Branfill, worked some years ago with considerable success a. 

half-tone process in the printing frame, but used the cross-line 

Levy screen, which he placed in the printing frame, the screen, 

being placed in front of the positive transparency with a certain 

separation between dependent on the usual conditions of screen 

distancing. The source of light was an enlarging lantern with, 

a square stop in the objective. Dr. E. Albert, of Munich, has 

also introduced a process of this kind for producing a fourth 

negative for colour work. The only difference between his- 

method and that of Deville’s and Branfill's, which I have just 

described, is that, instead of using one-light point, he uses- 

several—in fact, a number of incandescent lamps. The only 

effect of this that I can conceive would be to reduce the ex¬ 

posure, the principle being the same as using diaphragms with 

multiple apertures, about which I shall have something to say 

presently. The important reason why Albert desires to reduce- 

his exposures is that he is making an actual print on to the 

bichromatic sensitised zinc plate by this method. 

There is another form of ruled screen which deserves a re¬ 

ference, viz., Levy’s four-line screen, although it is now practi¬ 

cally withdrawn from the market on account of the very great 

dffieulties atending its commercial production. I have here a- 

piece of such a screen, and I will project on the lantern sheet 

an enlargement of it, from which you will see its peculiar- 

pattern. Actually it consists of two glasses, on each of which 

a cross-line screen is ruled, one being at forty-five degrees to- 

the sides, and the other parallel to the sides. The lines on each 

screen are not equal in width, nor are the spaces anything like 

the 1:1 relation. I estimate the opacity of this screen to be- 

equivalent to 0.65 of the area, which results in its passing about 

ten per cent, more light than the ordinary 1 :1 cross-line ruling. 

The advantage claimed for this screen is that it admits of 

greater variety of texture in the half-tone black, that it holds- 

more detail, and the full values of light and shade are better 

rendered. An interesting optical peculiarity" about the results; 

from it is that, where a sharp straight line, such as the rigging 

lines of a ship, would be rendered with a saw-tooth edge by the 

ordinary cross-line screen, the four-line screen will render them 

with a straight opaque edge. That seeins to corroborate the- 

statement that the screen does not chop up the detail so much. 

The dot effect produced on the negatives is very'peculiar, as you 

will see by the slide I project herewith, and by comparison with 

the subsequent slide from an ordinary half-tone negative. 
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Screens of circular dots have been tried, but have not been 

found to possess any advantages. The use of bolting c o 

can hardly be treated as a practical alternative to tne screen, 

though it was common in the days before ruled screens were as 

good as they now are, and probably if we had known as much 

about the principles of screen working as we do now, grea ei 

success might have been attained with this materia . 

might be worth trying again in the light of present knowledge 

for the production of novel effects—perhaps it would suit very 

well for reproducing some of the work of the impressionistic 

school of photography. I wonder some of that school do not 

study the half-tone process. They might produce some truly 

remarkable results by utilising the screens and diaphragms we 

make use of in this business, and the interesting feature of t e 

results would be that it is highly improbable anyone would find 

out how they were done. The effect produced by the use of 

“ bolting cloth ” can be very much improved by giving it a slight 

angular displacement during the exposure. This was suggested 

to me by Mr. Branfill, and he showed me some very pleasing 

results in half-tone, produced in this way something like four¬ 

teen years ago. 

I may here say a few words about an interesting method of 

making half-tone blocks which does not involve the use of the 

screen at all, and may eventually supersede it. I refer to the 

Amstutz Aerograph process. Briefly this consists of making 

from an ordinary negative a carbon print which should have a 

fair amount of relief. Such a print I have here. A piece of 

thin celluloid is laid over it, and the two strained over the 

cylinder of a little machine, which at first sight is very much 

like a type-writing machine. The cylinder revolves con¬ 

tinuously, whilst a Y-shaped cutting tool is pressed against the 

celluloid and cuts the equivalent of a screen thread on it, with 

this important difference, that the thread varies in depth, and 

at the same time the cut space varies in width. This is due to 

the tool’s rising and falling as it passes over the carbon relief 

which backs the celluloid. There is a tiny sapphire point con¬ 

tinually pressing down the celluloid in front of the point. The 

result of this action is that the photographic tones represented 

by the varying relief of the carbon are faithfully reproduced in 

the engraved lines. The result is as you see on the slide I 

now project. The celluloid can be printed from right away, or 

it can be electrotyped, stereotyped, or transferred to zinc and 

etched. The process is very rapid, the actual cutting only 

taking about two minutes, whilst the whole of the operations, 

including the making of a negative and a carbon relief can be 

done within an hour. The process seems likely to be very good 

for daily newspaper illustration, especially as the blocks are 

cut deep and print well. The average depth of a 125-line half¬ 

tone in high lights has been found to be .0015 inch, whilst 

an acrotone is .002. 

Let us now consider briefly the matter of irregular-grain 

screens such as are now becoming popular. The very earliest 

experimenters in process, work dotvn to the very latest have 

believed that the ideal breaking:up method would be one of 

irregular grain, yet the productions resulting from carrying 

out this idea have not so demonstrated its superiority, except 

for certain classes of work eminently suited for such screens, 

viz., for broad effects in painting, drawing, and photography. 

When it comes to rendering fine detail and delicate li.p-ht 

and shade with crispness and clearness, the irregular-grain 

screen is quite out of it in competition with the cross-line screen. 

Mr. Sanger Shepherd was one of the earliest on the market 

with irregular-grained screens, and his plates were apparently 

all that could be desired in this way. But the results from 

the screens were not popular. Whether it was that the half¬ 

tone men did not handle the screens rightly or that the printer 

made a mess of the blocks, I don’t know, but the fact remains 

that Mr. Sanger Shepherd finds colour-photography a more 

profitable line to pursue. The late E. Gaillard, of Berlin, a so 

produced some good grain screens, and the Haas irregular- 

grain screen is another well-known make. So far all these 

screens consisted of opaque grain, produced apparently in a. 

very similar manner to laying the asphaltum dust ground on 

a photogravure plate, and the grain was practically the same 

as is got on a photogravure plate. There can be no doubt 

that the photogravure grain is a very perfect one for tone re¬ 

production, but it owes much of its success to the method o 

intaglio printing which is invariably used m conjunction with 

it. Use the same grain in a screen, or for a relief block without 

a screen, and the result is flat and dirty. The same objection, 

applies to the use of the collotype grain. Here is an enlarge¬ 

ment, 100 diameters of the collotype grain, prepared for me by 

Mr. W. T. Wilkinson. No grain could be more charming than 

this in the collotype, printed in the collotype way, but it is 

generally a smudge when used to produce ■ relief blocks. The 

fact is, that you must suit the printing process to the gram. 

That is why the half-tone process only yields its best results 

when printed on the glossiest paper with very opaque ink, an 

the most precisely sharp impression. There is one kind of 

irregular-grained screen now coming into vogue m which 1 

have the greatest faith, viz., the Metzograph screen, invented 

by Mr. James Wheeler, of Bushey. The previously mentioned 

irregular-grained screens have probably from a quarter to halt 

their area opaque, but the Metzograph screen has no apocity 

whatever. It looks like a piece of clear glass, but when 

examined more closely it will be found to have an embossec 

grain on one side. This is produced in a peculiar way. Mr. 

Wheeler is a maker of a pharmaceutical product known as 

pyro-betulin, which is obtained from birch-bark, and when 

sublimed it is found to deposit itself on a glass plate m a 

reticulated grain of any desired fineness. This gram being or 

an acid-resisting nature, the spaces between can be etched by 

means of hydrofluoric acid, so that apermanently embossed 

granulation is imparted to the glass. When a screen prepared 

in this way is placed in front and close to the sensitive plate, 

each of the grain points acts as a tmy lens or prism, deflecting 

or transmitting the light so as to produce alternate light and 

dark places. This action can be readily understood by noting 

the effect of light and shade in the embossed glass used irr 

doors, partitions, and windows. Whatever the precise theory 

of its action may be, the fact is there that it produces a beauti¬ 

fully grained negative, which yet certain classes of subjects 

has a very good effect, as the results I pass round will show. 

This screen obstructs very little light, but as it is necessary to 

use a very small stop to produce the the crispness 

of grain necessary for the relief block making, the 

exposure is quite as long as for the cross-line screen. It 

can be also used in general photography with ordinary stops to. 

subdue detail, and it saves the necessity of a good deal of 

retouching in portrait work. The screen can be made also 

to yield an orthochromatic effect by coating it with coloured 

collodion. It has been suggested that by its use the half¬ 

tone and colour screen could be combined in the one exposure. 

This has also been suggested as an application to cross-line 

screens, and a patent taken out for it. The colour film, it was 

proposed, should be between the glasses. 

I must now turn to the question of diaphragms for the half¬ 

tone process. I think it must be pretty well known to all here, 

that the half-tone workers use square and other shapes of 

diaphragm apertures other than round ones. A round dia¬ 

phragm can be used, but is not so effective for forming the 
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screen dot. To -understand why that is so, we must fully 

grasp the fundamental principle of half-tone work, viz., that 

every aperture of the screens acts as a pinhole lens, and photo¬ 

graphs the brightly illuminated diaphragm aperture. Con¬ 

sequently, whatever the shape of the diaphragm aperture, that 

will be the shape of the dot images on the sensitive plate. 

Thus a round aperture gives a round dot, and a square aperture 

a square one. Now let us see which will give the best result. 

Here is a diagram which shows the range of gradation from high 

light to shadow in a theoretically perfect half-tone negative. 

You have three distinct kinds of dots : — 

(1) Dots which have overlapped each other in the high lights 

and formed transparent openings. 

(2) Dots which are isolated, but varying in size in the middle 

tones. 

(3) Fine isolated dots in the shadows. 

Of course, the print will be the reverse of this, and will 

give : — 

(1) Small isolated dots in the high lights. 

(2) Fairly large white dots in the middle tones. 

(3) Small white dots in the shadows, becoming invisibly small 

or covered in altogether in the deepest shadows. 

The crux of half-tone negative making is to get all these 

kinds of dots on the negative at the same time. The first 

difficulty is to get the joining up of the high light dots, and the 

difficulty is intensified if you use a round stop. At first, 

perhaps, it is not joined up enough, and the next time it is 

joined up too much. You can see it is difficult to get four 

■circular dots to approach each other and let no light between 

where they touch. The point of contact is so very small. If 

you make them overlap, you get a very small area of trans¬ 

parency in the space between any four dots. The result is, 

a very small dot is printed in the high lights, and it is too 

weak to stand the etching. Now look at the four squares joined 

up to each other with their corners overlapping. You get quite 

a large opening, and consequently a good fat dot on the metal 

to resist the etching. A big dot can always be etched down 

smaller, and that is why the half-tone negative maker aims to 

get big openings in the high lights of his negative. To promote 

this joining up in the high lights, various forms of diaphragms 

have been used ; such as those you see here with extended 

corners, lou can quite understand that the function of their 

extensions is to make the overlapping more perfect. 

William Gamble. 

PLANS FOR A GREAT TELESCOPE. 

[Reprinted from “The Scientific American.”] 

Pkof. Todd, of Amherst College Observatory, has devised an 

ingenious plan for constructing a telescope, on the model of 

a gigantic eye, 100 feet in diameter, with a pupil represented 

by an object-glass five feet wide. A tube 200 feet in length, 

occupying the position shown in the illustration, is designed 

to extend 100 feet beyond the exterior of the sphere. The 

focus of the telescope falls on the interior of the sphere, at 

the point where the retina of the eye is located, and here the 

eye pu r, s, spectroscopes, ami photographic cameras are to 

I ‘ under the control of the observer. The entire sphere 

is to be floated in a zonal basin constructed within brick or 

Bi.. masonry, about twenty-five feet in depth and from 100 to 

120 f»vt square. By this means the utmost ea~e of motion may 

be acquired in directing tbe sphere. In order that the. ob¬ 

server may enter the sphere, the tube must be placed in a 
nearly horizontal position, the observer entering through a 

door in the tube, at a point close to the sphere itself. He then 

walks along a pathway leading to the adjustable platform, 

where the eye-pieces and other accessories are stationed. This 

platform is delicately poised by means of weights which are 

so adjusted, that if additional observers are admitted on the 

platform, their equivalent weight must first be removed before 

observations begin. This swinging platform may be compared 

to the glass crystal of a ship’s chronometer, being mounted in 

the same way, always maintaining a horizontal position, no 

matter in what direction the axis of the telescope is pointed. 

From this platform, and extending through an opening in the 

sphere, is an electrical cable controlling an exterior automatic 

apparatus, by means of which the telescope may be pointed in 

the necessary direction for altitude, azimuth, in declination 

or right ascension. These specified motions may be obtained 

by means of a series of rubber-faced wheels, mounted on os¬ 

cillating forks or levers, three wheels being necessary for each 

co-ordinate, and the required speed being controlled by electric 

motors. The cable Connection inside the platform enables the 

observer to use any set of co-ordinates he. may need, it being 

possible, of course, only to use one set at a time. Following 

the design of the antique armillary sphere, a series of auto¬ 

matic-setting devices for the horizon and equinoctial system of 

co-ordinates is advisable, these setting-systems being gimbal- 

mounted and controlled by means of a pendulum. In order 

that the eye-piece of the finder of the telescope may be as close 

to the eye-piece of the great tube as possible, Prof. Todd con¬ 

siders a finder with a duplex Coude tube essential. 

With regard to the clockwork required for controlling the 

moving parts of the telescope, such as the dome and the ob¬ 

serving ; platform, exceptional power is needed. Prof. Todd 

suggests that the mechanism should consist of electric motors 
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controlled by the observer from his chair, thus making a change 
of level in the floor or the observer’s chair unnecessary. In 
the present style of mounting, the dome is separate from the 
rest of the structure, and means must be provided for rotating 
it in the required direction, while Prof. Todd’s suggested form 
of mounting a telescope, either refractor or reflector, is one in 

which the telescope, observing-floor and dome are all combined 

in one. When not in use the exterior tube of the telescope 

is lowered nearly level, with the ground, and the objective is 
sheltered beneath a movable roof, like that of a transit-room. 

In this way, the objective is accessible at any time for the 

purpose of adjustment or repairs. If such a telescope were 
placed on a high mountain, it would be possible to keep the 
interior of the sphere at a comfortable temperature by means 
of electric heaters, and within a compartment of the sphere, 
a barometric pressure might be maintained by artificial means. 

Prof. Todd estimates the price of such a telescope as follows 

Dollars. 

Sphere 175,000 

Five-foot objective . 75,000 

Masonry and cement basin ... 5,000 

Clockwork and motion. . 10,000 

Tubes and eye-piece accessories 10,000 

Total ... 275,000 

Mary Proctor. 

Peu) Apparatus, $c. 
The “ DaJo ” Hand Camera. Sold by George Houghton and Son, 88 and 

89, High Holborn, London, W.C. 

The distinctive feature of this camera, the latest introduction of Messrs. 
Houghton, is the application of the system of what is known as daylight 
loading and changing to cut films. In the back of the camera is fitted 
a movable spool holder, to which the spool of flat films is easily attached. 
Then, by an ingenious movement the black paper is secured to a winding- 
reel, and as the paper is unwound a cut film is successively brought into 
the focal plane, and, after exposure, deposited in a receiving-box in the 
base of the camera. In other words, one gets the peculiar advantages 
of a roll-film camera utilised in a system expressly designed to afford those 
photographers who have a “ penchant ” for the use of cut films the oppor¬ 
tunity of gratifying their tastes. In our practical trials of the system 
we found it easy of application. It is fully explained for the benefit of 

beginners and others in the “ Dalo ” booklet, copies of which may be 
had of Messrs. Houghton. The other features of the camera are 
Two brilliant finders and a rotating diaphragm, and a time and instan¬ 
taneous shutter, both actuated from the front of the camera. The 
release is at the side. The milled head shown at the back of the camera 
controls the winding-key for the black paper. The large key turns the 
spool, which revolves in the body of the instrument. A little catch at 
the top of the camera allows of the front being extended, and when that 
catch is released the front springs back into position and performs the 
peculiar office of pressing against the film in the focal plane, thus holding 
it flat and in register. The “ Dalo ” certainly embodies several novel 
ideas, and may be commended to the attention of those photographers 
who are ever cn the alert for the dernier cri in camera construction. 

Dietings of Societies. 

MEETINGS OF SOCIETIES FOR NEXT WEEK. 

August. Name of Society. Subject. 

Ifi Camera Club. 
/ Ramble—Swimbridge and Landkey. 
t 2.45. 
/ 1. Lambeth Palace. Leaders, W. H. 

13. 1 Dawson and .I. B. Panting, F.R. v S ; 

16. 
IS. 

West London Photographic ... 
Southampton Camera Club. 

I or, 2. Palmers Green. Leader,Alex. 
^ Lees. 

West Drayton. 

( A few Notes on Photographing Natural 
History Subjects in the Field. Mr. 

C T. B. Bayne. 
20. North Middlesex Photographic 

•20.. Birmingham Photographic. 
, Excursion to Dod^erhill Common, 
t Leader, Mr. Lewis Lloyd. 

LONDON AND PROVINCIAL PHOTOGRAPHIC ASSOCIATION. 

August 7th.—Mr. F. C. Kellow in the chair. 

Mr. W. G. Barker passed lound a reversed negative. This had received 
a snapshot exposure in a rather badly lighted place, and after leaving in 
the developer for half-an-hour, no image whatever appeared. A large 
quantity of water was then added, and the plate was shut away for forty- 
eight hours, the result being a decided positive. Edinol was the developer 
used. Mr. H. C. Rapson asked whether dry plates now in the market 
contain a quantity of free silver, as he had always understood that this 
was fatal in a dry plate. Mr. A. L. Henderson remarked that, if this 
is so, one would have to use a large amount of bromide in the developer, 
as pyro and free silver would mean fog. Mr. Rapson said his reason 
for asking this question was because he cannot conceive what the deposit 
is which he finds in his porcelain developing dishes. This deposit can¬ 
not be removed with acid, but after using acid and then flooding the 
dish with ferricyanide and hypo it is removed. 

Mr. A. Mackie said that he had noticed, after ling some of the newer 
developers, a curious stain was left in the dish, but did not think it was 
free silver. 

Mr. A. L. Henderson, referring to the speed of plates, remarked how 
h(> used t-o put in a certain amount of bromide potass and nitrate of potass 
when making up his emulsion, which was boiled up longer than usual, and 
had the effect of increasing the speed more than twice, and gave three 
times the density, the extra amount of nitrate preventing fog. Mr. 
Henderson said that the plates at the present time, in his opinion, are 
not so rapid as they were eighteen or twenty years ago. In proof of 
this, four different makes of plates had been obtained, all of the highest 
speed made. Some of each had been carefully tested with a Warnerke’s 
sensitometer, and some with a drop shutter. These were all developed 
with the developers recommended by each maker, and not one gave 20 on 
the sensitometer; whereas, plates eighteen years ag*o gave 25 strong. 

Mr. Mackie suggested that Mr. Henderson had made his tests with 
the old luminous screen, which has now been altered. 

A general discussion followed on the use of actinometers, Mr. Hender¬ 
son being rather opposed to such instruments; but it was the general 
opinion that to the novice and ordinary amateur they were, no doubt, a 
very useful guide in estimating an exposure. 

Photographing Plate Cultivations.—W. A. Mitchell finds that, in- 
photographing plate cultivations which have been made in scratched 
fishes, the scratches which are sometimes only too faithfully repro¬ 
duced and interfere very much with the photographic detail of the culti¬ 
vation, can be avoided by putting a drop of cedarwood oil thinned with 
xylol on the bottom of the dish, after it has been thoroughly cleansed 
with swabs of wool soaked, first, in hydrochloric acid, and then in water. 
The oil is well rubbed in with the finger-tips. It is important that the 
oil should not be too thick, and that it should be well rubbed in so that 
no scratches are visible. The best result is obtained when the oiling 
is dene twenty minutes or-so before the photograph is taken. Every 
bacteriologist knows how easily cultivation dishes are scratched, and in 
research with mixed cultures it is impossible, as Mr. Mitchell points out, 
to duplicate a plate should it be scratched and a photograph of it be 
desired. The editor of the “Lancet” has received for inspection (1) a 
photograph of a gelatin culture in a dish which was purposely badly- 
scratched, and then thoroughly cleansed in the way indicated; and (2) a 
photograph of the same dish taken with the same lens, with the same 
stop exposures and lighting arrangement, but with one-half of the dish 
oiled. It is stated that the advantage of this simple method is obvious 
from the latter photograph, the scratches being quite eliminated.—“ The 
Pharmaceutical Journal.” 

London and Provincial Photographic Association.—Throughout August 
the Thursday evening meetings will be open to any member or visitor 
who has any matter of photographic interest to bring forward. Colonial 
and Continental visitors are always welcome at the meetings, at the- 
White Swan Hotel, Tudor Street, Fleet Street, E.C. 
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Commercial $ Cegal Intelligence 
Messrs. Marion and Co., Ltd., o>f 22 and 23, Soho Square, London, W., 

announce that a most successful series of nineteen photographs of the 
King’s Coronation Procession will be published immediately (size, 11m. 
by 9in.), trade price, 8s. per dozen or 12s. the set); also a set of twelve 
full-size’postcards (price, Is. 4d. per dozen or 15s. per gross). 

On Saturday last, August 9th, the works staff of Messrs. J. H. Dall- 
meyer, Ltd., held their annual excursion to Southend-on-Sea. The chair 
at the dinner was taken by Mr. Thomas R. Dallmeyer, F.R.A.S., managing 
directs of the company, and he was supported by Mr. St. L. Carson and 
Mr. Thomas Bedding, F.R.P.S., Editor of the British Journal of Photo¬ 
graphy. The toast of “ The Company ” was given in appreciative terms 
by Mr Frampton. Mr. Dallmeyer, in response, dwelt upon the good 
feeling that existed between the company and its staff, and took pude 
in th^knowledge that so many veteran workers still stuck to the old shop. 
Amongst the other speakers were Mr. Carson and Mr. Bedding. The 
dinner was followed by an entertaining musical programme, and the 
day’s outing was very successful and enjoyable. 

A Photo Canvasser’s Frauds.—At Atherstone, on Thursday last, James 
Johnston, described as a photographer, of no fixed abode, was charged 
with obtaining 6s. by false pretences from John Moore, platelayer, 
Amington, on October 30th and November 10th, 1901. Prisoner met 
Moore, represented himself as a canvasser in the employ of Mr. White- 
house, ph otographer, Yauxhall Road, Birmingham, and said he had 
been requested by Moore’s sweetheart to wait upon him with respect to 
their photographs being taken. It was arranged that the young man and 
sweetheart should sit, and Moore paid Is. as a deposit. ^ On Sunday, 
November 10th, prisoner and another man visited Moore’s house, and 
Johnston’s companion took a photograph of the couple. Prisoner then 
received 5s. from Moore, the former making out a receipt on the back 
of a handbill advertising Whitehouse’s photographs, and which was 
handed to Moore before he gave the order to Johnston. A proof of 
the photograph was promised the following Tuesday, but, nothing coming 
to hand, Moore communicated with Mr. Whitehouse. He wrote in reply 
that he knew nothing of the matter, and that Johnston must be getting 
money by false pretences. Charles Whitehouse, the Birmingham pho¬ 
tographer referred to, failed to recognise prisoner, but said he resembled 
a man named McCarr who once called upon him. Witness was not in 
the habit of employing agents. The handbill which prisoner handed 
to Moore was one of a number issued by him (Whitehouse): there was a 
pile of them on the counter in witness’s shop, and anyone could take 
one. Prisoner, on oath, alleged that Mr. Whitehouse appointed him 
to canvass for orders, and that he did extensive business among railway 
employees in Birmingham. He pleaded not guilty. Sergeant Harrison 
said Johnston had recently undergone imprisonment for embezzlement 
at Burton-on-Trent. Witness had received complaints from no less 
than thirty persons residing around Tamworth of prisoner soliciting 
orders and not supplying the goods. The Bench sentenced him to two 
months’ hard labour. 

Re Frederick Walker Smith and Philip William Taylor, trading as 
“ F. W. Smith and Co.,” carrying on business as photograph frame back 
manufacturers, at Stanley Works, Leopold Street, Birmingham. The 
above-named debtors appeared for their public examination at the Bir¬ 
mingham County Court, on Wednesday last, before Mr. Registrar White- 
lock. The statement of affairs filed by the debtors disclosed liabilities 
amounting to £2,815 19s. 2d., and assets estimated to produce £725 
6s. 9d The separate estate of Frederick Smith showed no assets, but 
a deficiency of £66 7s. lid. Philip William Taylor’s estate showed a 
balance on the right side of £44 17s. 2d. Under examination by the 
Deputy Official Receiver (Mr. Woollett), Frederick W. Smith, who lodges 
at 110, Avondale Road, Sparkhill, stated that he commenced business in 
1895 as a paper box maker, with £100 capital given him by his father. 
In 1896 he began to make photo-frame backs. A balance-sheet prepared 
on July, 1900, showed liabilities £844 and assets £934 4s. 4d. There 
was also £1,000 due to his father, but it was arranged that no claim would 
be made for ten years for repayment of the principle if interest was paid 
in the meantime. If this had been included in the balance-sheet it would 
have been evident that he was insolvent. On April 26th, 1901, he was 
joined in partnership by Philip William Taylor, who introduced £500 lent 
him by his wife. A rough balance-sheet was prepared, showing that, 
excluding the liability of £1,000, he was solvent, but that document had 
been mislaid. It has not been destroyed intentionally. Since then the 
business had been carried on at a loss. In twelve months they lost 
£478 6s 10d., and drew £558 7s. 8d., making a total of £1,036 14s. 6d. 
For some time they lost £3 a week. Asked to explain why they went 
OH (fading at a loss, he said he knew they had to cut down the profit to 
vanishing-point in order to get a connection, but he did not know they 
had made such a loss till the books were audited. Mr. Woollett: So 
long as you could draw £5 or £6 a week, and your creditors did not press, 
you were content; in fact, you were living on your creditors?—So it 
appears now.—Mr. Jacques, on behalf of the trustees questioned the 
bankrupt as to why he sent his furniture back to the dealers a week 
before filing his petition although there was only £4 owing on it. He 
explained that he had to give up his house, and he could not raise the 
money to complete the purchase. He denied that he asked the furniture 
dealers to store the furniture for him. It was his wife’s furniture that 

he asked them to fetch. The Registrar: What do you propose to de 
in the future? Bankrupt: I don’t know. The Registrai How are you 
living? Bankrupt: Friends are helping me The Registrar: That is a 
miserable state of things after drawing £5 or £6 a week at the expense 
of your creditors. Philip W. Taylor, of 41, t.'astleford Road, Hparkh II, 
was also examined, and gave similar answers. The examination was 
concluded. 

-»- 

lKm and Dotes. 
Sir Benjamin Stone has greatly enriched his historical collection of 

photographs during the present Session. The visits to the Houses of 
Paiiiament of native soldiers from far-off lands, of Colonial soldiers, 
Indian raja.hs, Asiatic Sultans, powerful princes, and renowned citizens 
who represent the wealth, power and importance of the British Empire, 
have afforded opportunities, of which Sir Benjamin Stone has taken full 
advantage, for obtaining unique pictures on the terrace, besides which 
his camera has been freely utilised for securing pictorial records of recent 
events, such as the changeful aspects of Westminster Abbey, the appearing 
and disappearing street decorations, the throngs of sightseers, the vary¬ 
ing dress of the Canadian Arch, and so on. For reasons which will 
be understood, most of these Coronation pictures cannot be exhibited or 
even seen until after the actual ceremonial has taken place; but it is 
hoped that, with the approval of the King, some arrangement may be 
made for exhibiting them later in the year, possibly during the autumn 
sittings of Parliament.—“ The Times.” 

Better Paper Wanted.—New' alarm has been caused by fresh evi¬ 
dences of the utter unreliability of modern paper and ink, so far as 
lasting is concerned A British Government Commission is now investi- 
gating this important subject. It is found, on examination, that some 
public records not more than thirty or forty years old are so faded as to 
be illegible, and the paper greatly deteriorated. In the United States 
the matter is brought home by the fact that the precious original Declara 
lion of Independence, preserved in the State Department, Washington, 
is all but gone to pieces, and the writing on it almost undeciphraJblas. 
Tin Pope some years ago called a conference of librarians and'enemists 
from all parts of Europe to meet at the great monastery of Einsiedelen, 
in Sv itzerland, to consider the question of better paper and ink, and 
the subject was thoroughly discussed at that time. There are plenty 
of ancient manuscripts in existence which are as legible as the day they 
were written, but most of the paper and ink used for manuscripts in 
these days will not last many years. The most enduring writing material 
is the original papyrus of Egypt. This became extinct as an article of 
commerce during the period of the Arab occupation of that country. 
Then parchment, made of sheepskin, came into general use; but the 
demand for writing material was greater than the supply from this 
source. Henry I. of England was unable to procure enough parchment 
for a single large illuminated edition of the Bible he proposed. It was 
not till about the 14th century that paper made of linen or cotton was 
produced in Europe, though the Orientals had used it several hundred 
years. But in time even this material became inadequate to the demand, 
and paper oade from wood pulp came into use. Virtually all book papers, 
and the. great bulk of writing papers are now made from wood, and it 
is certain that the life of this material is very short. Most of the work 
dene on typewriters will probably not be legible to the next generation, 
owing to the non-permanent nature of the aniline inks used.—“ Inven¬ 
tion.” 

The late J. R. Mann.—It is with great regret that we (“ Sharland’s 
New Zealand Photographer ”) have to announce the sudden death of 
Mr. J. R. Mann, whose photographs of native life and New Zealand 
scenery have just gained the prizes offered by Sharland and Co. Mr. 
Mann was an experienced outdoor photographer, and for several years 
past had devoted himself specially to press-work. He seemed to know 
just what class of subject would take best with the public, and how to 
develope his negatives so as to make the best prints for reproduction. 
He was quite a master of the craft, and his pictures have always been 
readily accepted for publication in newspapers and magazines. We 
reprint a paragraph from the “ New Zealand Herald,” giving full par¬ 
ticulars of the circumstances attending his death:—“ A photographer 
named J. Randell Mann died very suddenly at half-past twelve on the 
afternoon of May 26th, whilst engaged in his profession, at Wirth 
Brothers’ Circus, Freeman’s Bay. Mr. Mann, accompanied by Mr. Alf. 
Jones, went to the circus shortly after noon for the purpose of taking 
a photograph of the tigers belonging to the combination. A feature 
was to be made of the picture by the presence in the cage with the 
wild beasts of a young lady (Miss Purcell by name) who had undertaken 
to stand inside the cage whilst the photograph was being taken. The 
details were carried out, and Mr. Mann took the photograph. Imme¬ 
diately afterwards he remarked, “ That will do, gentlemen,” turned away, 
and dropped down dead. The cause of death was apparently heart disease, 
accelerated, no doubt, by excitement occasioned by what was going for¬ 
ward. Mr. Mann was formerly in business as a photographer in Mel¬ 
bourne, where he acted for several papers, including the “ Leader,” being 
well-known as a press photographer in Australia for many years. He 
came over to New Zealand and photographed incidents connected with 
the Royal visit throughout the colony, for several papers, afterwards 
settling down in Auckland, where he has been living ever since. During 
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of ?h= vafory with a Portrait Lens ” As a specimen of unutterable dreariness 

Mois-wffl' ever fook at 

the oldUramblrepetita, re the co-ordinates of objects to be measured, 
iovm Mr^ FiloXcoSution to those essays by the little mutaul admira- 

association (limited) whose objects seems to show that they, and 
}u°“ alone are tJ, be trusted in determining the position of a star on a 
vihotoaranh I am not concerned to dispute that parts of these papers 
niio-ht^interest the members of the Mathematical Society; but, of course, 
I am ignorant whether they have ever been presented to, and rejected 
by, that Society or not. There are other papers in the nu^er whmh 

■I'r-e of verv much greater astronomical interest, bY U 
Downing! Mr. Cooke, of Perth (Australia), one on Mr Gledhill s Obser¬ 
ve lions of Jupiter in July, August, and September, 1901, and a series of 
observations of the Nova Persei, by Dr. Rambaut Mr. Backhouse and 
Mr. Stanley Williams, together with Mr. Crommehn s invaluable ephe 
meris for Physical Observations of Mars.—F. R. A. S. m ’The English 

Mechanic.” 

The Forthcoming Meeting of the British Association at Belfast—Our 
contemporary, “ Nature,” last week gave a preliminary statement of some 
of the subjects to be brought before the Belfast meeting of the British 
Association. In Section A (Physics) there is to be a department m astro¬ 
nomy and cosmical physics, to be presided over by ProfeMor Schusteil 
To this department papers on the work on Eros, on the Moon, and on 
Nova Persei will be presented, and some discussion on points connected 
with the nebular theory will, it is hoped, take place. Photographs from 
Yerkes Observatory will probably be shown, and several seismologica 
communications will be made. In the section itself, Lord Rayleigh wi 
probably raise the question of the conservation of weight m chemical 
reactions • Professor Trouton will describe his experiments to detect the 
rotation of the ether with the earth, and Dr. Larmor will have something 
to say on the temperature of radiant energy. Belfast will be repre- 
sented in the programme, Professors Everett, Morton, and Dixon having 
several communications to make. The president of the Engineering 
Section is Professor John Perry, F.R.S., whose presidential address is 
looked forward to with interest. In this section it is expected that an 
important report will be presented by the Committee on Road Traction. 
The committee, the secretary of which is Professor H. S. Hele bhaw, was 
appointed two years ago to investigate certain questions connected with 
the propulsion of vehicles on roads. The introduction of motor-cars 
has made these problems of great importance, and one easily realises 
that much has to be done, remembering that scientific engineering was 
born long after the railways had absorbed all important traffic from the 
reads. The Screw Gauge Committee reported last year that it was 
transferring its work to the National Physical Laboratory, and the pro- 
o-ress of this will probably be reported this year. Among the papers 
to be read Are several on Irish water questions, on problems connected 
with steam raising, on electrical and surveying apparatus, and on some 
subjects of mechanical detail. The president of Section L (Educational 
Science), Professor Henry E. Armstrong, F.R.S., will deliver an address 
on the morning of Thursday, September 11th. The subjects to be 
brought forward in papers, addresses, or reports with a view to dis¬ 
cussion are:—“ Recent Reforms in Irish Education, Primary and Secon¬ 
dary, with a view to their Co-ordination, by Dr. W. J. M. Staikie, Re¬ 
port on the Teaching of Mathematics”; Irish Educational Work; (1) “In¬ 
termediate Education in Ireland,” by R. M. Jones; (2) “The Introduc¬ 
tion of Practical Instruction into Irish National Schools, by Mr. \V. 
Mayhowe Heller; “ Technical Instruction in Relation to Industrial De¬ 
velopment in Ireland,” by the Right Hon. Horace Plunket; “Report on 
Teaching of Science in Elementary Schools ” ; “ The Training of Teachers, ’ 
by Professor Withers, Miss Walter, and others; “ Report on the Con¬ 
ditions of Health essential to the carrying on of the Work of Instruction 
in Schools”; “The Subjects to be Taught as ‘Science’ in Schools and 
the Order in which they should be Taken,” by Dr. C. W. Kimmins; 
papers on “Educational Experiments”; “The Teaching of English,” by 

Mr P T Harto^ Canon Lyttelton, and others; joint discussion with 
Sect,on 0 Si (“The Training of Engineers”; and “Interim Report on 

Examinations.” 

At the Nature Study Conference last week Professor Bickmore gave » 

£SS^ItTi;petnS«I^|£g 
hR^trm^rhe^experiRient1 of* de«5rib^gWthe1 counteie *^n>m w^iirfi 
mens for nature-study were taken, and it occurred to him that this could 
be done, to some extent, by photographic repre*entations Hus first 
niidience numbered about twenty-five teachers and three officers of the 
Board of Education. Their work went on until last winter, when is 
a^re^ate attendance was 26,910. His lectures were recorded, and 
copies’ with illustrations were supplied to eighty-five cities and villages 
in Die State of New York, whence they were “ loaned to the surroundin0 
towns The instruction was repeated in twelve other States of the Imon, 
and'it had spread into Canada, where the attendance last year was 8 400, 
and this year over 27,000. The exhibition, he said, was the first of its 
kind that he had had the privilege of visiting m Great Britain, and he 
had some to see our method, and, in some cases, copy them. In o 
to illustrate his system in detail Professor Bickmc>re ^ward8 dis¬ 
played a series of views in actual use in the schools of New York C ty, 
beginning with a number of slides representing a teacher of a kinder¬ 
garten school and her class going from New York City to the adjoining 
country. The slides depicted a garden of flowers, where the life history 
of a lotus flower was displayed in all its natural and brilliant hues. He 
then exhibited some views to illustrate teaching in the grammar schools. 
These views portrayed a journey from the Atlantic to the Pacific coast 
Later in the week Professor Bickmore continued his address on visual 
Instruction ” as carried out in the United States, and dealt chiefly with 
volcanic eruptions. His opening remarks were devoted to a description 
of the islands of St. Thomas, Santa Cruz, and St. Christopher (St. Kitts), 
which, he said, were very fertile. As they came further south m this 
^roup of islands, the Lesser Antilles, the volcanic region was entered. A 
lantern-slide view of St. Pierre was shown, illustrating the high degree 
of cultivation which existed before the eruption, as well as a picture 
showing the manner in which the ships formed part of the town. Slides 
depicting St. Pierre during the eruption were thrown on the screen, giv¬ 
ing an excellent idea of the situation, with streams of mud flowing from 
the mountain and the thick clouds of smoke overhanging the country 
The lecturer remarked that as the flood poured down there was a burst 
of light, accompanied by a sheet of flame. From this they had discovered 
a new fact in regard to volcanic eruptions, that gases from the interior 
of the earth, when united with the oxygen in the air, burst into flame, 
so that the atmosphere was actually ablaze. The slides also showed a 
pillar-like mass of cloud, thrown to a height of some thousands ot feet 
by the explosion, which, on rolling down the side of the volcano, swept 
away 26,000 persons in a few seconds. Other pictures illustrated the 
manner in which the country was scored with deep channels after the 
explosion. These channels, Professor Bickmore observed, had been 
formed by torrents of rain, which were caused by the condensation of 
large clouds of smoke rising to a very high altitude. These torrents, on 
their way down, became rivers of black mud. Professor Bickmore went 
on to give a description of a visit he had paid to the Hawaiian Islands, 
where all the rock was volcanic. Pictures were shown of rivers of fluid 
rock in the islands, and at Mauna Loa two photographers were taken 

solely by the light of the fluid rock. 

Going to Nature.—Among mechanisms a great deal is heard about 
learning things from Nature, and many mechanics are fond of tracing 
analogies between Nature’s structures or ways and the things done by 
men. An original view of this matter is taken by an editorial writer in 
the “Journal,” of New York. Speaking of Professor Langley’s experi¬ 
ments i>. mechanical flight, ho says:—"On two high towers Professor 
Langley places his cameras. As the birds pass they are photographed 
from two positions at once; the direction and force of the wind are 
recoi deJ at the same time. Buzzards and other high-soaring birds are 
studied especially, and Professor Langley thinks the photographs will 
help him to solve the problem of human flight. Any' kind of concen¬ 
trated observation is useful. Probably Professor Langley' will be led 
to useful thinking and experimenting by his watching of birds. But 
he will not learn from birds the secret of human flight. That secret, 
like all other great secrets affecting humanity, will be found in the human 
brain. Nature—so much praised and for ever put before us as an 
example—does things really in a primitive, wasteful way. Her forces 
work regardless of economy, and puny man, mentally developed only one- 
thousandth part, can already teach Nature more than she can teach him. 
Man could not learn the secret of swift locomotion by watching the 
antelope. He could not solve the problem of transcontinental freight- 
cavrvir.p bv photographing the powerful elephant or whale. He had to 
use li's brain. Through his own genius he learned to take a sphere, cut 
a slice out of it, and make a wheel. Two of these wheels he attached 
to an axle. He had his cart—a rough concern first. He has now his 
bail bearing sulky, and his lightning express train. He will have swifter 
and more marvellous conveyances later; but they' will come out of his 
brain—not from Nature. There is no hint in Nature of the railroad, 
n ir of any great and indispensable human machine. Nature carries birds 
through the air by means of exaggerated fins, acting on the atmosphere 
as fins o: fishes act on water. She sends animals speeding thiough the 
forest on four levers, which strike the ground and propel the beasts in 
various awkward way's; but a. little girl on a bicy'cle could run any deer 
to death in a forenoon, and in the future that same girl will be able to 
outfly the condor and make the albatross feel like an aerial stage coach 
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of days gone by. The one powerful thing in this world is an idea. One 
simple idea made the sewing machine—it could not have been inspired 
by the ‘ darning-needle ” flying over the pond, nor by the Baltimore 
oriole weaving its nest. One idea will solve the problem of human flight, 
and all our other problems will be solved similarly, by the one necessary 
idea. Archimedes was thinking in his bathtub—and the one idea that 
c.unc to him solved a great world problem. He would have wasted his 
time had he taken a fish with him into the bathtub and studied that 
fish. The great problem of social organisation will be solved by the 
fcrce c t one idea—that of “ Industrial Attraction,” to which the immortal 
Fourier gave birth. The real force on earth is man, and not Nature. 
Nature received and cared for us at first—in true stepmother fashion. 
She gave us cold stone caves, cheerless, long-haired mammoths, and 
inhospitable cave bears for-food and for neighbours. All the rest we had 
to do ourselves. We had to change iron ore into swords and guns and 
kill off the reptiles and other monsters. We had to drain the owamps 
and cut out the forests that nature lavished in every direction. We have 
sti'l to water Nature’s deserts—spots of eczema on the earth’s surface. 
We have ahead of us the perfecting of our own social life, the ameliora- 
tior^and control of climate and rainfall. All of this work will be done 
inside of our brains. Watching the buzzard will teach nothing about 
flying, nor will watching fish teach anything about the perfect ship. As 
well watch the mole an dask him for hints on building the Mount St. 
Gothard Tunnel. In the curious oily, grev mass inside the human head 
lies the solutions of all earth’s problems. The force at work in the brain 
is able to do whatever it will through hard work. And that is what 
makes life interesting and worth wh de.—From “ The English Mechanic.” 

Correspondence, 
%* Correspondents should never write on both sides of thepaper, No 

notice is taken of communications unless the names and addresses of 

the writers are given. 

*** TFi? do not undertake responsibility for the opinions expressed by our/ 

correspondents. 

KODAK NOVELTIES. 

To the Editors. 

Gentlemen,—We beg to advise you that we have recently intro¬ 
duced the following novelties : — 

Kodak Intensifier Cartridges.—A new and valuable intensifier, put 
up in our well-known and handy cartridge form. This new intensifier 
will, doubtless, be welcomed by the amateur, for it is alike simple in 
use and certain in action, the absolute elimination of hypo not being 
an essential factor of success. The negative to be intensified is, after 
a preliminary soaking, left in the intensifying solution until the re¬ 
quired amount of density is reached, then washed for a short time and 
dried. 

The intensified image is permanent, and will neither fade nor dis¬ 
colour. The Kodak Intensifier Cartridges are sold in boxes contain¬ 
ing half a dozen at Is. 9d. per box. 

Kodak Reducing Solution.—At the same time we have introduced 
our Kodak Reducing Solution, which is put up by us in Is. bottles. 
The negative to be reduced is first well soaked and is then placed in 
the solution until sufficient reduction has taken place. It is then 
washed and dried in the usual manner. The Reducing Solution can 
be used over and over again. 

New Model No.4 Special Bullet Kodak.—We have made a radical 
change in the construction of our No. 4 Special Bullet Kodak, practi¬ 
cally constituting a new camera. The Model C. No. 4 Special Bullet 
is smaller than the former instrument, and it dispenses with the de¬ 
tachable cartridge roll-holder, having its roll-holder arrangement as 
part of the body of the camera. It takes the ordinary No. 4 bull’s-eye 
spool, of either double-two, six, or twelve exposures. , The Mpdel C. 
No. 4 Special Bullet Kodak is a camera of the ever-ready bos pattern 
type, taking cither glass plates (in double plate holders) dr-daylight 
changing Tollable film. It is fitted with a rapid rectilinear lens of best 
quality and a triple action shutter with iris diphragm, working be¬ 
tween the lenses. The shutter can be manipulated by trigger or pneu¬ 
matic release, the bulb and tube being readily attached or detached 
from the camera. The camera is fitted with brilliant finders and 
trij>od screw- socket for both horizontal and vertical pictures. The 
price of the Model C. No. 4 Special Bullet Kodak, including focussing 
screen and double plate-holder, is £5 15s. 

The Flexo Tripod.—Folds into two sections and has adjustable 
."Ifiling legs. The head and tripod screw are non-detachable, and there¬ 
fore cannot be mislaid or lest. The Flexo tripod is marvellous value 
at its price, 4s. 6d. 

Glass Plate Adapter for the No. 3 Folding Pocket Kodak. The 
adapter consists of an extra aluminium back lor the Kodak, which 
takes the place of the ordinary back when it is desired to m.ik, ^1^ 
plate exposures. The cluing from a film cane ra to a glass j |ilt,. 
instrument is thus instantly effected. The back is arranged w 
ground glass focussing screen fitted with a spring focussing hood. 
Single aluminium plat, holders weighing only l^oz tach ai*- u*«-d with 
this adapter. The No. 3 Folding Pocket Kodak Glass Plate Adapter 
and One Plate Holder are supplied at 12s. 6d . extra plate holders at 
2s. 3d. each. 

The No. 3 Folding Pocket Kodak fitted with the “Automatic” 
Shutter.—Wc are now, further, prepared to supply th<- N< T p g 
fitted with the Bausch and Lomb improved “automatic” shutter 
adapted to the existing rapid rectilinear lens, making the camera as 
efficient and convenient as if equipped with the most expensive optical 
arrangement. The shutter is adapted for snap-shot >]»• ds ranging 
up to 100th of a second as well as for time and "bub)” exposure# 
In addition, it has an automatic self-setting action which will In- 
found invaluable for hand camera work. The price of the No. 3 
F.P.K. fitted with Bausch and Lomb automatic self-setting shutter .s 
£4 17s. 6d. 

Eastman Embossing Boards.—With the aid of this new device 
photographers can readily plate-mark their photographs. Bromide 
prints look wonderfully effective when printed with a wide white 
margin and plate-marked in the Eastman embossing boards, and 
prints treated in this manner do not require to be mounted. Tin- 
apparatus is extremely simple in use. All that is necessary is to place 
the board on a table, turn back the top flap, and insert the print 
under the paper guide mask. Having centred the print, shut the 
apparatus and emboss the print by burnishing all round the edges of 
the die, using any smooth, hard substance such as the handle of a 
knife. Prices range from 6d. to 9d-, according to size. 

We shall send you shortly full particulars of our Kodak Daylight 

Developing Machine, a really high-class apparatus, elegant in appear¬ 

ance, permanent in construction, and efficient in use.. 
The No. 0 Folding Pocket Kodak.—A new bijou folding pocket 

Kodak richly and daintily finished. An ideal camera for ladies’ use. 
Kodak Print Trimming Boards.—A really well-made guillotine 

trimming and cutting board which wall retail at 2s. 6d. and 3s.—With 
compliments, w'e are, yours faithfully, 

Kodak, Limited, 

By T. R. 
43, Clerkenwell Road, London, E.C. 

August 8th, 1902. 

A CURIOUS PHENOMENON. 

To the Editors. 

Gentlemen,—Since writing to you last week respecting an unac¬ 
countable effect on a negative, it occurred to me to remoisten the film 
to see if the image that had practically disappeared would be in any 
degree restored- I did so with a certain amount of success. I then 
intensified it, which, although not producing a printable image, made 
a distinctly visible one, both by transmitted and reflected light. I 
forward the negative to you as a puzzle requiring solution. Bear in 
mind that when it was first developed the abnormal image was of good 
printable value, and by far the densest part of the negative. I hope 
you will receive it safely.—Yours faithfully, 

E. Dttnmoke. 

Imperial Pharmacy, Westcliff-on-Sea. 
August 1st, 1902. 

[The negative sent by Mr. Dunmore shows the markings he refers 
to by both transmitted and reflected light. From a pit-like nucleus 
in the sky part of the negative a series of well-defined lines radiates. 

The regularity of the design is very curious, but we are unable to 
offer any explanation as to the cause of it.—Eds. B. J.P.] 

IRRITANT POISONING BY PHOTOGRAPHY. 

To the Editors. 

Gentlemen,—I write to advise your correspondent “ C.” in reference 
to the irritation he has suffered. At the present moment I am going 
about with my hand in a sling from the same cause. The cause is un¬ 
doubtedly metol or metol compounds. My present very bad attack 
of dermatitis is due to iodide of methyl. I accidentally allowed a few 
drops to run down my finger. I immediately plunged my hand in 
cold water and took no further notice of the matter. In twenty-four 
hours my little finger began to swell, and purpuric patches appeared, 
followed by intense irritation and vesication. Except from previous 
experience I should not have attributed the effect to its proper cause. 
A previous attack was caused by accidentally pushing my hand into a 
weak metol solution in developing enlargements. The irritation, etc., 
then lasted for three weeks. The peculiarity is that the inflammation 
of the skin does not come on until some twenty-four hours after con- 
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act with the metol or methyl compound. I have found the best 
reatment lead lotion and the wearing of a rubber glove. As yo 

^respondent remarks, the contact with this After 
in a recurring irritation of the skm which may last for ■ • 
he primary irritation subsides a recurrence is avoided by dipping t 
infers in weak solution of prussic acid and keeping the fingers anointed 
fvfth vaselTrie For some individuals it is fatal to allow the least trace 
,f metol to touch the fingers. Pyro has no prejudicial influence o 
he skin beyond staining. Trusting my experience may be of some 

iielp.—I am, yours faithfully, _ ^ T? n /T nnfl x 
Edward P. (tRUM, M.R. G.S., F.R.G.P. (-Loncl.). 

Camera Club, Charing Cross Road, W.C., August 9th, 1902. 

To the Editors. 

Gentlemen,-Your correspondent “C” should try an ointment made 
by M. Sorbe-Buele, pharmacieii, at Argeles-Gozost, Hautes lyie 
nees; it is called Baume de Bigorre, and is sold in tubes, price, 2s. 
I have found it most efficacious in poisoning by developing wit 
unidol, but if the poison has taken a firm hold a course of arsenic will 
be necessary. I found relief also m bathing my hands m nearly 
scalding water, but this requires resolution. Having suffered intensely 

from amidol, I can feel with others in similar tr^5'^s Kenn^’ 

Arcachon, France. 
August 9th, 1902. 

To the Editors. 

Gentlemen,—I am particularly interested in the letter of your 
correspondent “ C,” hose description of the skin affection from which 
he is suffering is identical with my own. I, perhaps, have suffered 
longer: and in winter, when the affected parts were cracked wlth 
fissures deeply penetrating the flesh. In addition, my fingers swell 
where the eruption exists. . . . + , 

I have not sought medical advice, my modest position as an assistant 
will not admit of coddling, so I perforce have had to “ grin and bear 
it.” Nevertheless, I should be grateful for any practical, advice, as it 
is possible, that I may be obliged to change my occupation, a very 
serious matter indeed to me—<so serious that I dread its contempla¬ 
tion.—Faithfully yours, Printer. 

A PHOTOGRAPHIC SURVEY OF WOOLWICH. 

To the Editors. 

Gentlemen,—The Borough Council having approached the Woolwich 
Photographic Society with the request for a photographic survey of 
the district, our members are responding to* the call with earnestness 
and energy. A special committee has been appointed to conduct the 
work, which is to take the form of an album for presentation to the 

Free Library. , 
The enclosed circular has been generally issued to those interested 

in the scheme, which is warmly supported by the local Press- 
As we are wishful to make this a .success, I should like:, with your 

kind assistance, to invite any workers, who have been associated with 
the neighbourhood, and who may possess negatives, of places of local 
interest which have passed away, to help us in perfecting our 
collection. . 

We propose to make the records in black platinum, and any prints, 
from a quarter to whole plate, will be most gratefully received and 
acknowledged by either our honorary secretary, Mr. W. H. Nichols, 
30, Heavitree Road, Plumstead, or yours sincerely, 

C. Churchill, President. 

August 8th, 1902. 

Woolwich Photographic Society. 

Affiliated to the Royal Photographic Society of Great Britain. 

President: Ohias. Churchill, Esq., F.R.P-S., 

5, Annandale Road, East Greenwich. 

Hon. Secretary and Treasurer: William H. Nichols, 

30, Heavitree Road, Plumstead Common. 

Hon. Assistant Secretary: H. G. Weekes, 
6, Delafield Road, Old Charlton, S.E. 

May 20th, 1902. 

Photographic Records of Woolwich and District. 

Object_The members are doubtless aware of the special effort which 
is being made this year on behalf of the Society, to prepare a collection 
of views of local and antiquarian interest for eventual presentation of 
the same in album form to the Borough’s Free Library. 

Much could be urged in support of the project, but in a circular such 
. as*this it is not possible to enlarge upon the importance of the duty 

which all the members should feel their own. The subject is fudy dealt 

with in an article which appeared in the “Kentish Independent of 

^’l^i^^^^e^fou-Tbe honorary secretaries will be glad^ to 
receive at an early date, the names of all who will undertake a stare 
of the work, as it may be found necessary to call 
of an informal character to discuss plans and methods of work, etc., 

^Technical Points.—It has been decided by thesub-committee, of which 
the President and Messrs. W. H. Dawson and J. Borthwick Panting 
are the members, that all the prints should be finished in platinum, 
and which it is hoped will be generously given on^at kind of prmt^ g 
paper the most suitable .sizes being from quarter to whole plate. 
Mmor defects such as “spotting,” should be left for treatment aftei 
mounting and it may be stated to those who have had no experience 
in platinum prmtingthat no difficulty wdlbefoundmadopting that 
process if the usual precautions and formulae be adhered to. 
1 Old Negatives Wanted—It is known that many negatives are pre¬ 
served of "buildings and places which have been swept away, and it 
will be regarded as a favour if the owners will intimate their willing- 
imss to lend them to the hon. secretaries or to the Survey Committee. 
^Saturday Outings.—The nucleus of the collection will be formed from 

the special outings which are fixed as follows: 

June 7th.—Old Plumstead, including the Church and Lessness A ey. 

July 5th.—Woolwich Common, Barracks, etc. 

August 9th.—North Woolwich and the Docks. 

September 6th.—Shooter’s Hill District. 

September 27th.-Old Charlton. 
(PW Places of Interest.—It is pointed out, however, that an 

immense amouiriof work would be Lt 
effort and volunteers are asked for who will photograpn compare^ 
S'airy of the following places or such others as come w.thm 

Woolwich Market, Arsenal Gates, etc-, views of crowds buyin 
of men croing from or returning to work; incidents at the Royal Albert 
Docks1, views of the river banks, the Free Ferry and approach^ baA 
streets and alleys of the town, Warren L^e district Royal Mil aiy 
Academy, various streets, such as Church Street, High Street, Jtecto . 

of a St of lantern elides of a like character is contemplated as another 

result of the movement. 

THE SUN AT THE HORIZON- 

To the Editors. 

Gentlemen — Reading Mr. F. M. Steadman’s letter in regard to 
«'ite Sun at the Horizon.” I think his explanation however very 
finely drawn, not entirely fireproof. If light wteBmtense.«m mid- 
day, makes the sun seem smailer than when it sets or ii. , 

are occasions when it can be looked a vi 10 P coloured gla'-s 
First it can be looked at through smoked glass or coloured gia . 
Second, in London specially it can be seen often at noon vffh 
trouble during a fog, and m both oases' it does not look as large 
at the horizon The eye may correct if it is haKt or imaginario 
some of the perspective, but it would be entirely wrong, I think , 
least to saythat the further the object the larger it gets to Jdsion 
A balloon would therefore look bigger when * bonzont 
miles away than five miles in the air. This may, however, be the case, 
but I think the fault would be in the air and not in the eye. JS > 
given the thickness of the atmosphere around the gl<obe, it is certai i 
that there is less of it when you look at the sun at noon than w n 
you look at it sideways when the sun sets, and your sight has to cross 
a great deal more atmosphere then, and of the most denre part of 
and this may be the reason why it looks larger. The sun has bee 
photographed, and it could be easily done again, once at noon and 
once at sunset, and then measured carefully, and, as the dry plate 
has no preference for more or less light except as to exposure the 
proof can easily be made, i cannot do it, having no _ 
such fine measurements as would be necessary for such expenmere. 

Yours very truly, 
Asnieras (Seine). 

August 9th, 1902. 

INTENSIFICATION. 

To the Editors. 

Gentlemen,-Anent your note in the last impression about intensifi 
cation. For some years now I have used mercuric chloride m a foi- 
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inula of my own, which gives, all and more intensity than 'any need. 
I lievei have a- stain. It does not require the washing the usual formula 
requires, and, although there is nothing, or little, new in the consti¬ 
tuents, I relieve the advantage is in the way of making them up. 
It can be used over and over again until exhausted, an occasional filter 
being ail that is required to keep it bright. 

Mercuiic chloride, 200 grains; water, 20oz. Dissolve, then preci¬ 
pitate with potass hydrate, 20 grains (about); re-dissolve with hydro¬ 
chloric acid, 20mmims (about). As it begins to clear, add drop by 
drop until quite clear with very slight acid reaction. It coats the 
negative with a very fine deposit; then, when washed (and not so 
much ot that is required ais usual), re-act with ammonia, .880, about 

minims 1 o the ounce of water. Result : No stains and an intensifi¬ 
cation as black as your hat,” if you desire it. 

17 -n■ t ij t> i c. , W. T. F. M. Ingall. 
13, I infold Road, Streatham, Surrey. 

DISHONEST PHOTOGRAPHERS. 

To the Editors. 

Gentlemen, I have recently been reading in the British Journal 

of Photography, of July 25th, that amusing 'article, “In Wet Plate 
, 1 am «>riy to say that, at all events in the South of England, 

the dishonest “ Jem Barnes” still exists, and I have repeatedly come 
m the track of photographers (?) who have taken groups (and the 
money as well) and disappeared- This thing goes on apparently un¬ 
checked, and, of course, when the genuine man comes along, the 
prospects of him doing anything are small indeed. Cannot something 
be done to if op this unwarrantable state of affairs? Cannot- the 
1 .1 .A. do something in this respect, so that the honest country worker 
may make enough to exist on, if not to live? Things are bad enough 

ithout sw Riders making them worse.— Hoping this will find room 
in a our valuable paper. I am, gentlemen, 

August 5th, 1902 An Aggrieved Professional. 

[Is our correspondent a member of the P.P.A. ? If so what is 

Id s'6 B°JPpe]Vent 11111 fr°m brmging this matter before that body?— 

Answers to Correspondents. 
*. All matters intended for the text portion of this JOURNAL, inelud. 

mg queries, must he addressed to “ The Editors, The British 
'i°U*NALr 0F pHOTOGRAPHY, 24, Wellington-street, Strand, London 
' • t. Inattention to this ensures delay. 

V Correspondents are informed that me cannot undertake to answer 

communications through the post. Questions are not answered unless 
the names and addresses of the writers are given 

V CommunienUm, relatnig to Advertisement*'and, general bunnes, 

afalr‘ ‘!wuld he addr‘**ed to Messes. Henry Greenwood & Co 
24, Wellington-street, Strand, London, W.C. 

Photographs Registered 
Robert, James Wood, 272, Brocklev Rna.1 M v , 

Brockley Road Board ,*7W ClolenWr) *h.oto(Jr<fh off kings Guests” 
at Brockley Bond Board S/ / ! Photograph of King s Helpers” 

Mr/'M’M'Tl ISrV'dey 110(1,1 “'’""I SchJ. (InterioP) o/“ *«*’* Dinner 

"cminining Street) GlasS-OW- Photograph of Group 

He7 8nB£$}ZOLDoJo4n W- photographs 
length. (S) Full length. ’ 6 Aldershot, (l) Three-quarter 

W°king> Surrey- ^'tograph 

'■"'"T-Tfh ;;a™«-T..C. J asks where very thin Rives Photographic 
. V 7;'!“' rl!" 'tat Is u,s«! for albumenising, but thinner, 

l*i, . • w k I ( - ■) : t'10 doubt it can be obtained at Marion’s 
* *" « Kilos 18, we think, the thinnest made by the Rives firm 

. 
<•-!.; kSbSS fildoS ““‘8 1>ublish«l by Kolly and 

1.SenSjSSF.A a®*.1? 
°T* "“‘bwbam, «U . Iwtjuer tStean kSappSeo W 

. 

copyright, so that your friend is running very serious risks 0f 
. action for infringement. nw> m a 

Copying Medals.-T. Bale writes: “Some time ago I saw 

fine copies of coins in a numismatic journal that were exoellei 
I have some prize medals to photograph, but I cannot get anv h 

3i°“b?g •hr I^'U<ie t0' Cln y®» —i«t .no to g 
*5- . f *^u pcply *. The copies referred to were probably not mad 
dnect from the coins, but- from plaster casts of them* that is th 
usual way. Reproduce the medals in plaster of Paris“*JLS 
tinted with umber, and then copy them with suitable illumination 

Address Wanted.—J. Menhinick writes: “I hope you will oardon 
liberty I take of addressing you. I a.m desirous of kE*wZ 5 
German maker (or his agent in England, if anv) of a mount » 
tered No. 34, entered at Stationer!' Hall! Copyright NvTaJT 

hoi® endeavoured to procure it through several English houses bu 

If you ®an £lve me the information I shall be’ven 
^rateful. In reply: We are sorry we camiot answer this question 
some reader may be able to oblige our correspondent. We do nn 
answer letters through the post. 6 a° n°i 

Stained Prints.—E. Vowles writes: “Could you tell me what n, 
cause of the stains on the enclosed prints. The paper is_’s C C 
The stams appear the moment the prints begin to tone in tu 
platinum. They are continually occurring. ®At the ™me ( „ ! 
there js a good percentage of perfect prints. I may say I huv, 

used tbe uGnost care hi manipulation.”—In reply: The stains an 
probably caused through the prints not being sufficiently washed 
between the different operations. As you say there js a d 
centage of perfect prints, it is clear papSu not itfrST 
theretore, the stains must be due to faulty manipulation. ’ 

Opinion Wanted. “Journal Reader” writes: “I have enclosed a few 

P™ts as specimens of my retouching. I should be greatlyobliL 
with your opinion of the work, also the salary I might obtain as a 
ie toucher I should be grateful for any suggestion for improve 

"'f P fch® work whlch you might think necessary. The prints 
are taken from waste negatives, which I have for practice 
ueply. The work is fairly good, but is capable of improvement 
Je should suggest that you either take a few lessors from a 
skilfu1 retoucher or obtain a good book on retouching sue™ a? 
Johnson s Art of Retouching Negatives.” We do not thinkvou 
could command much salary at present. 

Pyro-Ammonia Stains.—R. H. K. M writes* :„e 

havinlYadJv^ta0^ StaillS, C4uUSed by Pyr°-a™»onia devdoper, * I* 
f l Lb b d y stained my clothes, am desirous of removing same in 

s^lntbeSt p?ssible way* Have been recommended to use* a strons 
tt°V rm0n,Um Persulphate or benzine. Do you think 

either of them recommendable? ”—In reply: We have w 
experience in removing pyro-ammonia stains from clothes but we 

SteftKss? as rs rr 
^fbr„UftVyGb“S.re00mme"ded* thOUgl1 We d° 

*** Not1ce to the Tkade. Wholesale Agents and Book- 

sellers. A Contents Bill is issued with each number of the JOURNAL 
and copies may he had on application to the Publishers. 

*** fn°JICE T0 Advertisers.-^ Revised Tariff for advertisements 
m the Journal is now m force. Blocks and copy are received subject to 

the approval of the Publishers, and advertisements are inserted abso¬ 

lutely without condition, expressed or implied as to what appears in 
the text portion of the paper. 

illtf Dl’ifMt Ilf 
The Oldest Photographic Journal in the World. 

Established 1854. PUBLISHED EVERY FRIDAY. 
PRICE TWOPENCE. 

TERMS OF SUBSCRIPTION, Post Free 
(United Kingdom and the Channel Isles). 

One Year 
Half * Y ear 
Quarter Year 

s. d. 
lO IO 

5 5 

2 9 

France, Belgium,United States,Canada 
Australia, Africa, New Zealand, New 
foundland, Germany, Russia, Portugal 
Spam, Italy, Egypt, India, Chin- 
Japan, &c. One Year ... 13s. 

It may also be obtained from all Booksellers, Photographic Dealers 

nd Railway Bookstalls. 
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y Contact 
ith 
letallic 
adiations. 

EX CATHEDRA. 

It has been shown, points out M. P. 
Vignon in “ Comptes Rendus,” that 
vapours emitted from zinc are capable of 
acting on a photographic plate. M. 
Vignon obtained images of medals, etc., 

wdered over with zinc dust by mere contact with the 
Lotographic plate. Although such images are not per- 
3tly sharp, presenting the appearance of be mu presse 
rough a gauze screen, yet they are vigorous. Negatives 
we also been obtained by the action of ammoniacal 
.pours on a linen treated with a mixture of powdered aloes 
,d olive oil. A gloved plaster hand moistened with 
nmonium carbonate leaves on this account a photographic 

iprint on such linen. 

Mew 
.ntern 
jminator 

The “ Scientific American ” a little while 
ago described a new method of producing 

- a brilliant lantern light, which it. stated 

[ been introduced by a Philadelphian firm. The principle 
:he light is the burning of a mixture of airs and kerosene 
vapourised under pressure in minute quantities and 

n heating a Welsbach mantle to incandescence, it is 
ted that the apparatus is quite light, easily set up, and 
dily put into operation. The kerosene is stored m a 
all cylinder, and the pressure is brought up to 50 pounds 
the inch, and kept up when necessary by a bicycle pump, 
e vapour is then conveyed to a concentive Bunsen 
mer, and, after being first heated, mixes with the air, 

and is ignited. The vapourising tubes have to be, as we 
state, heated first, and this is done by igniting a small 
quantity of methylated spirit placed beneath the tube m a 

supplemental reservoir. 

Explosive 
Ether. 

A poss’hle explanation of explosions in 
_ connection with ether saturators, which 

it has been assumed arose- through careless or improper 
use, is to be found in a paper by Herr E. Von Neander 
published in a foreign chemical periodical. Herr Neandei 
found occasionally that upon evaporating the ethereal 
solution of a fat an explosion took place during 
the drying. Investigating the matter, he discovered that 
ether kept for some months gradually proved to contain a 
quantity of active oxygen equivalent in amount to 0.24 per 
cent, of hydrogen peroxide. Sometimes the oxygen was 
in the form of ethel peroxide. When the ether alone was 
experimented no explosion took place; the presence of a 
fat was necessary. Now it is a singular thing that some o 
the early explosions with compressed oxygen, which at 
the time were- set down to the unexplained admixture o 
hydrogen, proved to be due- to the presence of oil or fat in 
the valves; hence it is permissible to surmise that some 
ether explosions may be explained also by the presence of 
fat, though how introducd we are not prepared to explain. 

* * * 

Skiagraphs Despite the achieved wonders of photo- 
of" graphs with Rontgen rays and the varia- 
Internal tion 0f effects obtainable by altering 
Organs. their character of penetration, it would 

scarcely have been anticipated that an internal organ of 
the living body' could be skiagraphed while performing a 
definite functional movement. Yet that is what Dr. P. H. 
Eykma-n, of Amsterdam, has achieved. He applied his 
method to- the investigation of the motion of the tongue, 
pharynx and larynx in swallowing. According to Nature, 
he fixes a contact on the “ Adam’s apple, the motion of 
which closes the current which feeds the Rontgen tube at 
a. perfectly definite moment during the motion. The 
motion has to be repeated 120 to 130 times with the contact 
in exactly the same position, in order to obtain a distinct 
photograph. Other photographs of different phases of the 
motion are obtained by altering the position of the contact. 
The photographs are good, considering the difficulties of 
the experiment, and throw a welcome- light, upon e 
position of the epiglottis and on the condition of t e 
upper opening of the larynx during the act of deglutition. 

* * * 

Meteorological There are cvnics who scoff at meteoio- 
Hints. logical predictions. We have heard of 

the old lady who took her aneroid out to show the ram 
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coming down when the “ glass ” said “ set fair, ’ forgetful 
of the fact that if the aneroid was to be a prophet it would 
be foolish to expect it to act as a, present indicator also, and 
equally reasonable are some of the sins placed to the credit 
of meteorology. Yet photographers of all men should treat 
the science with respect, availing itself, as it does, of photo¬ 
graphic intervention at numerous points. Some of the 
most interesting diagrams, if we may so term them, that 
are to be found in meteorological treatises owe their exist¬ 
ence to photography. The sunshine recorders that 
now find favour owe their indications to a modified photo¬ 
graphic process, and there are photographic recorders for 
almost all meteorological data, that are needed to be tabu¬ 
lated. Those who wish to take up meteorological recording 
cannot do better than obtain the little brochure now 
in its fifth edition, issued by the Royal Meteorological 
Society. It only contains sixty pages, of which twenty are 
tables of reduction, containing all that is reallv necessary, 
but nothing unnecessary. A glossary of meteorological 
terms has been added as a first step towards the realisation 
of the suggestion of the Meteorological Congress held in 
Rome so long as thirty years ago. 

* * # 

German We see from a'note in the “ Allgemeine 
Dry-Plates. Photographen Zeitung ” that the rate of 
duty upon photographic dry plates has been fixed at M.24 
per 100 kilos. We raise our hat to Germany for this com¬ 
pliment to English dry-plate manufacturers. Notwithstand¬ 
ing cheap labour, cheap chemicals, technical education, and 
what not, the German Government finds it necessary to 
tax the photographer, through the medium of the dry-plate, 
to protect the interests of the German dry-plate manufac¬ 
turer against the rivalry of British manufacturers. If we 
take the Continental size 9 by 12c., we find that the 
retail price of the Westendorp and Wehner Co. for these 
is one shilling and ten pence per dozen. The same size 
may be bought of almost any British maker for one shilling 
and four pence. It is also remarkable that the profits of 
German plate manufacturers appear to be less than those 
of their English competitors. We find that the shares of 
the German dry-plate factories earn a dividend of 10 per 
cent., whereas Ilford, Limited, pays a 12^ per cent, divi¬ 
dend. The plates we have quoted are not the most expen¬ 
sive. We recently referred to the orthochromatic plates for 
three-colour photography prepared by Perantz, of Munich, 
according to Dr. Miethe’s formula. This plate costs two 
shillings and sixpence per dozen for the same size. The 
new Perxanto plate, however, costs three shillings per 
dozen, for 9 by 12c. size. This is an extra rapid ortho¬ 
chromatic plate, giving correct colour values without the 
use of a yellow screen. 

* * * 

At Those who have permission to carry a 
camera into Kew Gardens—and the 

privilege is by no means grudgingly granted—have just 
now an opportunity of taking a picture of an unusual 
kind, so far as this country is concerned. For the first 
time "ii record the storks which have inhabited the 

lens for the past three or four years have built a nest 
and have reared a small family. In Germany storks breed 
freely in a state of captivity, but, as we have already said, 
it. is a unique occurrence over here. It cannot be said 
that this first effort of the parent storks has been altogether 
successful, for, out of five eggs laid, two were unfertile, 
and of the three birds hatched, only one survives. There 
are other birds in Kew Gardens which are also worthy 
of the attention of photographers—we mean the pelicans. 
As far as we are aware, no photograph has yet been taken 
of one of these birds capturing a fish. The task would 

no doubt require a good deal of patience, but we do n| 
see why it should not be done by a persevering hand, 
could certainly be done under favourable circumstances 
the Kew pond, for the edge of the basin is much above tl 
water, and at once gives the operator a commanding pob 
tion ; besides which, the birds there spend much of the 
spare time in fishing. It is most amusing to watch tl 
way in which one of these creatures captures his pre 
He swims quietly along until he spots a likely victim; L 
then puts his head on one side in a most ludicrou 
manner, darts his long beak under water, and immediatel 
brings it out with a silver fish pinched in its embract 
Then, with a quick motion, the fish is jerked into his bagg 
double chin, and in another moment, with a gulp, it goe 
down the bird’s capacious throat. Then he goes a-fishim 
again, r|id in less than a minute another unfortunati 
finds its way down the red lane. If human piscators couk 
have such sport as this, and so few waits between th< 
acts, what a different kind of pastime fishing would be! 

A Photograph When children took more interest in the; 
drama than they seem to do now, and 

izarro. when that interest took the form of the 
model theatre, with printed characters and scenes pub¬ 
lished by one “ Skelt,” at the price of a penny plain and. 
two pence coloured, the play of “ Pizarro ” was a favourite 
one to mount in this manner. And it is doubtful if any of 
us in our younger days would have heard of the redoubt¬ 
able conqueror of Peru, had it not been for this intro¬ 
duction. Anyhow, Pizarro, with Robinson Crusoe, Alonzo 
the brave, Mazeppa, and a few other worthies, real or 
mythical, used to be the heroes of the nursery. We seemed 
to renew a very old acquaintance when, the other day, 
we came upon a photograph of Pizarro, not a photograph 
when he was in the flesh, for he was killed some years 
before photographic portraiture became possible. To 
be strictly accurate, he died on June 26, 1541. But 
this photograph, which is reproduced in the “ Scientific 
American,” represents him when most of the flesh 
had perished from the bony framework, and just as he 
lies, in a marble coffin with glass panels, in the Cathedral 
at Lima. It is a most interesting picture, not only because 
it shows us the relics of a great personality, but also 
because this method of sepulture is most rare, if not 
unique. The marble coffin lies in a vault of the Cathedral, 
and the photograph was taken—after permission had been 
granted with great difficulty, and only through the good 
offices of friends at Court—by Mr. E. C. Frost. This 
gentleman informs us in the description which accom¬ 
panies the picture that the vault was very dark indeed, and 
that in the first place he viewed the remains by candle¬ 
light, no other means of illumination being available. 
Then he subsequently says : “ Owing to the poor light in 
the vault, I was obliged to give the plate 2^ hours’ ex¬ 
posure ” ; but whether this was by candle-light or no, he 
does not explain. Pizarro appears to have been a man 
of quite exceptional energy and resource, who won a good 
position, in spite of the fact that he was quite uneducated; 
indeed, some assert that he could neither read nor write. 
He was brave to a degree, but his memory is stained by an 
act of treachery which it is impossible to palliate. 

* * * 

Foreign An important point with regard to 
Copyright. English copyright in Canada was recently 
decided in the Supreme Court of Appeal of Ontario, before 
four judges, who held that a British copyright has no 
protection in the Dominion of Canada. It is pretty well 
known that it has in many foreign countries; France, 
Germany, Italy, Japan, and even Hayti, to wit. It seems 
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t j,t, while Great Britain gives protection to Canadian 
rks Canada gives no protection to British ones. Inis 
ems anomalous. Recently an influential society ol 

i fists, fine art publishers, engravers, etc., has been formed, 
i th Sir Edward Poynter, Bart., President of the Royal 
•ademv, as President, and a deputation of it, amongst 
Lorn were Messrs. J. F. E. Grundy (the Secretary), Walter 

.jwdcl^A, J- B. Pratt, J. J. Elliott, recently waited 
Sir Wilfred Laurier, the Canadian Premier, on the 

estion, pointing out the anomaly that existed at present, 
d at the same time presenting a petition signed by most 

, the Roval Academicians and others interested in fine art 
< pyrighC Sir Wilfred gave the deputation a most cordial 
ception, whilst carefully guarding himself from any 
pression of opinion likely to commit his Ministry, and 
omised to give this important question his full and 
ost sympathetic consideration on his return to Canada, 
lirther than that, he promised to at once forward the 
itition to the responsible Minister of the Dominion, 
ence, it is to be hoped that the state of the law on 
iis point will be altered in the Dominion, for it is, as we 
we just said, anomalous that many foreign States give 
:-otection to British copyright, and one of our most 
itriotic Colonies does not. While on this subject, we 
ay mention that, according to a Reuter telegram a 

■w days ago from Copenhagen, M. Christensen, the 
anish Minister for Education, intends at the beginning of 
le coming Session of the Rigsdag, to introduce a Bill 
tabling Denmark to join the Berne Convention regarding 
ithors’ and artists’ rights. If this Bill is passed, Denmark 
ill be another country added to the list of those in which 
ritish copyright will be protected. 

* * *- 

utomatic Can an automatic machine break the 
abba/th Sabbath ? A question of this kind has 
reaking. had to be decided in the German law 

juris, and it- is surprising what an amount of legal 
isuistry has been employed to bring the owner of the 
lachine within the four corners of the Statute book. What- 
ith lese majeste and Sabbatarian legislation, Germany is 
adeavouring to show that she is, politically, about a cen- 
iry behind the power she is frantically striving to out- 
rip as a leader of the nations of the world. It is decades 
nee our old friend Mr. A. L. Henderson used do make 
nforced weekly visits to the police-court and ask for 
hange in payment of the fine imposed upon him for resist- 
lg the fanaticism of the law. The proceedings were an 
ffective advertisement for the astute photographer of King 
Vfilliam Street. Since those days, however, photographic 
ortraiture has been reduced to an automatic art, a fact which 
orely tempts us to throw a stone at the painter-photo- 
raphers cn 'passant. It appears that a photographic 
utomaton was placed in a restaurant, and the owner was 
ned for permitting its use on a- Sunday. It- had to be 
ecided whether this wa-s a sale or a- service. If a- sale, it- 
;as a violation of the law, but if an act of service, or con- 
ract- to work, there was no offence. The Court of Appeal 
t Dresden has decided that the taking of a portrait auto- 
natically by a machine on Sunday is merelv a sale, and 
he conviction was upheld. If the observance of the Sab- 
>ath is to be enforced by law, we fail to see why both 
lart-ies to a contract should not be punished, the buyer as 
veil as the seller. Both do a similar act-—the exchange of 
ne commodity for another. In the case of an automatic 
nachine, it is one step further removed. The owner may 
ill the machine on Saturday, yet because the purchaser 
jerforms his part of the contract on Sundav, the seller is 
mnished for that which he did the day before quite legally. 
Che possibility suggests itself that the owner of the machine 

should have prevented the offence by closing the machine 
on Sundays, but in that case we must be liable for the 
offences of others, if we fail to adopt means for their pre¬ 
vention. The householder, for instance, should be punished 
for theft if he leaves his door unfastened, and the thief 

should not be punished. 
* * * 

The The “ Photographische Chronik gives 
Earliest _ the following account of the establish- 
Photographic ment 0f the first studio in Vienna, which 

Vienna.1” was °Penec^ by Gerothwohl and Tanner. 
- " Gerothwohl says that he was a portrait 

painter at Frankfort-on-Maine in 1840 Mumm, the mayor 
of the town, visited him one day at his studio and showed 
him a photograph on paper. Gerothwohl had dabbled a 
little in Daguerreotype, and was astonished at the picture. 
The mayor informed him that t-he photograph had been 
made by an Englishman, who wished to sell the invention. 
An interview between Gerothwohl and Tanner was arranged 
for the next morning. “ Professor Tanner, of London,” a 
man of pronounced English type with red hair, rather 
awkward, but deliberate and confident, was introduced. 
“ Did you make- this picture?” “Yes, certainly.” “Can 
you make similar pictures of other people, and as good as 
this one?” “Doubtless.” “Are you the inventor, the 
sole inventor of the process?” “Yes.” “Have1 you al¬ 
ready sold your invention to other people? ’ “Yes, to a 
Frenchman, but. the process is only to be used in France.’ 
“ And you also wish to sell the secret to me? ” “ I shall be 
glad to.” “How much do you want?” “Two hundred 
guldens.” “ But that is absurd. You would not sell such 
an invention for that price if it were really your own.” “ If 
you do not believe me, I have nothing more to say. Good 
morning.” “ But, listen ! You offer me an invention for 
two hundred guldens, and it may be worth half a million. 
At least explain that,” “ It is very easy. I have to pay my 
hotel bill a-nd return to England, and I have no money. 
“ I cannot believe it. Your invention is worth more money 
than I have got. Let me make a proposal. I have 
sufficient money to start the business. Let us 
work together. I am sure we shall do a good 
business.” “ Impossible. I am not for men, and 
men are not made for me.” Gerothwohl was per¬ 
sistent, and Tanner at last consented. A studio was first 
built at Frankfort, but afterwards they migrated to Vienna. 
Georg Koberwein, the son of the actress Sophie Koberwein, 
subsequently bought the business in its prime for 28,000 
guldens. Gerothwohl and Tanner travelled about for a 
time, but gave1 up photography and returned to painting. 
Gerothwohl lost all his money in the Bontoux crash, and 
committed suicide in Copenhagen. Tanner lived for a time 
at Interlaken as a landscape painter, but, after great suffer¬ 

ing, died in the hospital at Cannes. 

IPire A very fine example of tri-colour print¬ 
ing forms the frontispiece to a pamphlet 

which has reached us from. Frankfort. This booklet con¬ 
tains a description of Schapler’s pneumatic fire escape 
and tower, and the picture in question represents a con¬ 
flagration at night, with the fire apparatus in position and 
the red glow of the flames thrown on the adjacent build¬ 
ings. The apparatus itself has no particular protographic 
interest beymnd this capital three-colour print, except that 
studios are commonly built, in cities, on the topmost 
floors of houses, and their proprietors, in case of fire, 
might have some difficulty in finding their way into safety 
without the help that such an appliance would afford. We 
have learnt by a recent sad experience that the fire escapes 
at present at the disposal of the London Brigade are 
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far too short to reach the upper windows of high buildings, 
and, for some reason or other, this one from Frankfort has 
not met with approval over here. It is different on 
the Continent and in America, where several of these 
pneumatic contrivances have been in use for the past two 
or three years, and have been instrumental in saving 
many lives. Its backbone, so to speak, is formed 
of steel tubes, which telescope one into the other, and to 
each section a ladder is attached. When required for use, 
the turn of a tap admits compressed air into these 
tubes, and they immediately shoot out vertically to a 
height of 85ft. or more. If the object is merely to extinguish 
a fire, a man and hose are carried up with the extension 
of the ladder, but if to save life, the man goes up without 
the hose, and assists any unfortunate beinv wTho can be 
got at through a window to step on to the ladder. Then, at 
a signal, the air is let out, and the machine once more tele¬ 
scopes and the person is brought to the ground in safety. 
In one case no fewer than eighteen lives were saved at a 
fire in this neat and expeditious manner. We are intenselv 
conservative in this country with regard to the adoption 
of anything new, and although this has its advantage in 
allowing us to profit by the experience of others, we are 
sometimes landed in a quagmire. It was the case with the 
up-to-date guns required in the recent war, which we 
had to purchase, all in a hurry, from a foreign Power. 
Possibly, after a few more holocausts, we shall see the 
advisability of adopting the pneumatic fire escape, which 
has already been added to the armament of many foreign 
fire brigades. 

The New 
Potsdam 
Refractor. 

About two years ago a new refractor was 
erected at the Royal Astrophysical Ob- 
servatory, Potsdam. Some particulars of 

tiio instrument, with a print showing the interior of the 
observatory with the telescope in position, are now pub¬ 
lished in the Zeitschrift fur Instrumentenkunde.” This 
telescope, seems destined to play an important part in 
astronomical research, for, although not the largest, it is 
one of the best of the. giant instruments made of recent 
years. The atmospheric conditions at Potsdam and the 
weight of the spectrographic) attachment, induced the 
authorities to decide in favour of a refractor rather than a 
reflector. The new telescope is a twin instrument, with an 
object glass of 31-L inches aperture for photographic pur¬ 
poses,, and another of 19§ inches aperture for visual ob¬ 
servation. By means, hownver, of a correcting lens, the 
photographic objective may be converted to a visual'tele¬ 
scope., and it has been so nicely calculated that the focus 
coincides, within a small fraction of an inch, with that of 
the smaller object-glass for visual observation. The focus 
et the telescope is about 12 metres, or rather more than 

. ^rV ^ .^dic me(Iianical part of the work was entrusted to 
A Repsold and Sohne, of Hamburg. The discs of glass 
wero supplied by Schott and Genossen, of Jena The 
h > were calculated and made by C. A. Steinheil Sohne, 

r’f and it will be remembered that the head of the 
hrm, Dr. Rudolf Steinheil, was decorated by the German 
bmp,.n,r with the Order of the Red Eagle for the perfec¬ 
tion of .the work. The spectroscope and other optical 
accessories of the instrument were also made by the same 

" “*e kibes were made in Hamburg, whilst the 
'"n ® mftdf in Munich, the contract appears to have 
stipulated that Ihc lenses should be made of a given focus 
vithin a margin of a few centimetres, which was done 

1 he dome, stool, etc., weigh together about 200 tons and 
may be moved either by hand or electric power. 

The following are the details of the cost of the enJ 
equipment: — 

Cost of mounting, carriage, etc. 

Large photographic objective, 31^ inches aperture, 
correcting lens, and other optical accessories 3 3r 

Visual objective, 19§ inches aperture. 

Observer s chair, electrical accessories, etc. gn 

£12,37 

ReDoIt.U,ar °ne imPortant dut>7 which a consul i1 
. . ’ called upon to perform is to sem 

periodical reports to his home government upon the stati 
of particular industries in the country of his adoption 
so that manufacturers and dealers may answer demand b\ 
supply. It is not often that photography forms the priil 
cipal feature of one of these documents, and still more 
seldom is it the case that a photographic publication 
is held up to admiration in one of them. But the unex¬ 
pected has happened. In a recent report from the United 
States Consul at Tamsui (Japan), Mr. J. W. Davidson, 
there is a note with regard to photographic apparatus which 
is extremely gratifying to English manufacturers generally 
and an appreciation of the “British Journal Almanac/' 
which brings cheer to the editorial heart. The consul is 
evidently a photographic enthusiast, for two years ago he 
took part m the organisation of an amateur photographic 
club, which counts among its members no fewer than five 
nationalities. All the members speak well of American 
photographic appliances, but they complain of the prices. 

‘ A good’ reliable English plate,” says the report, “ can be 
bought for half the money asked for the American article/' 
V\e are also told that the Americans are behind the 
English, Germans, and French in catering for the demand 
for photographic appliances which has arisen. The consul 
is then kind enough to speak in complimentary terms of 
our Almanac, and, at the risk of seeming to blow our own 
ti umpet albeit he finds the wind—we cannot refrain from 
reproducing some of his remarks. “ I believe,” he writes, 
“ this publication to be one of the most valuable advertise¬ 
ment mediums in the world. With the Journal Almanac 
m his hand, a foreign dealer is in close touch with the 
English supply trade .... the dealer has before 
inn the abridged catalogue of practically every maker in 
Great Britain.” The consul speaks well of the American 
annuals,, and gives them well-deserved praise for the 
manner in which they are printed and got up generally, but 
ie complains that, “they lack the most valuable feature 

of all representative advertising. I have seen,” he con¬ 
tinues., considerable orders for miscellaneous photo- 
giaphic appliances go to English manufacturers 
merely from the fact that the Almanac placed before 
t ie. dealer a complete review of the latest novelties in the 
entiie photographic line.” Apart from our own particular 
interest in this matter, it is gratifying to note, in these 

c a-vs American combines, and the alleged capture of 
commercial England by America, that in one department 
of tiade at least the old country is holding its own. 

* * * 

Indian Row that the terror and horror caused 
Photographs ^ the volcanic outbursts at Martinique 

and St. Vincent have had time to sub¬ 
side, it is well that it should be ascertained how many 
ives have been lost and how much property swept away by 

t lose appalling catastrophes. It is certain that many of 
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he accounts which have been published have been much 

xaggerated by the enterprising journalist. It was ou 
f his power to improve upon the awful facts so far as t 
ctual cataclysm at St. Pierre is concerned, but he has un 
ortunately allowed his imagination to run riot m su h 
iead lines as “Colonies to be Abandoned, Islands 

Covered with Dust,” “ Ruin of the West Indies, etc. We, 
ndians are, naturally, complaining of this kind of repo t, 
tnd the Administrator of Dominica has been constrained 
o write a long letter to the “Times,” protesting against 

he action of these irresponsible scribes who have by 
heir pens spread needless alarm and made people shun 
he West Indies as if the islands were all doomed to 
mmediate destruction. He says: “With the exceptionl of 
Tie blasted triangle on the western slope of Pelee, the 
.vhole colony of Martinique is still dotted with flourishing 
olantations, handsome homesteads, and prosperous 
Allages ” And as to the other islands, with the exception 

St. Vincent, nothing at all has happened except a tall 
Df dust, which, in Dominica, “was so slight that its 
presence could only be detected on the surface of palm 
Leaves and other large foliage.” The Administrator attri¬ 
butes much of the exaggerated reports to the custom o 
news agencies offering liberal payment for telegrams, and 
as the Island of Dominica is the nearest to Martinique, 
the first news was telegraphed from there, and the place 
became associated with ruined St. Pierre. The best thing 
to be done to contradict all these pernicious reports would 
be to circulate photographs of various parts of the islands, 
so that people here in Europe and elsewhere could see 
for themselves that the land was still in a productive and 
prosperous condition. Photography is not used half as 
much as it might be in the exploitation of newly-developed 
lands, and here is a case in which it would do incalculable 
good in allaying the fears of those who have been 
led to believe that the West Indies are at present a kind 
of inferno. Returning once more to the letter from 
Dominica, the writer says : “ I learn that, as an instance in 
point, a large enterprise intended to develop the latent 
wealth and resources of the island has been nipped, if not 
killed, by the incorrect reports that have been spread. ’ 
The actual loss of life seems to be comprised in the destruc¬ 
tion of the 30,000 inhabitants of St. Pierre and 1,300 at 
St. Vincent, At the same time, thirty square miles of 
country have been laid waste in Martinique, and seven or 
eight plantations destroyed at St. Vincent. It will thus be 
seen that the actual area of volcanic disturbance was con¬ 
fined within two very small areas. 

There seems to be little question that a 

Metric System considerable amount of British trade 
and the is lost abroad through our adhering to 
Colonial our old-fashioned and somewhat confus- 
Conference. ing system of weights and measures, 

while the metric system prevails in most foreign countries. 
This question, it appears, was fully discussed at the recent 
Colonial Conference, when a resolution was adopted in 
favour of the establishment of the metric system of weights 
and measures throughout the Empire. In America the 
metric system is not yet adopted, but it is under con¬ 
sideration. We understand, from a telegram from the 
“ Standard’s ” Washington correspondent, that the officials 
there express pleasure at the Colonial Conference resolu¬ 
tion regarding the metric system, thinking that it will 
promote the American legislation on the subject. It is 
true that this system is now legal here, but it is not 
generally adopted ; nor is it likely to be until it is made 
compulsory by law, for it would not be practicable to carry 

on some general business under the two systems of weig'hts 
and measures at the same time. The mercantile point o 
the question does not much interest photographers ; it is 
rather in formulae that they are concerned. All, or nearly 
all, the photographic formulae that come to us from abroad 
are written in the metric system, and they often suiter 
in the conversion from that into our own system when 
the photographer compounds them. In the tables given m 
the “ Almanac,” the equivalents of the two systems are 
given. Now we will for a moment suppose that a formula 
under the metric system, when translated, stands somew at 
thus: A, one ounce three drams and so many 
grains. The photographer, in compounding it,, usually 
takes an ounce avoirdupois weight, which contains 4372 
grains, and three dram weights, which are apothecaries 
weight, the ounce by which contains 480 grains, conse¬ 
quently the drams contain eighty grains each; hence we 
have more than we ought to have m our mixture. There- 
fore, we do not get the correct formulae as given under the 
metric system. The best way in compounding foreign 
formulae is really to adhere to the metric system intact. 
We ourselves have a set of measures graduated on bot 
sides, one side according to the English, and the other 
to the metric system. We also have a set of weights 
according to the metric system, upon which we have 
stamped, with number punches, their equivalent m Eng¬ 
lish grains, so that both weights and measures can be 
employed under either system. Metric weights and 
measures should cost no more than Englis i ones, as e 
glass graduators charge so much per graduation, whic 
ever system it is. Our set of weights, of Erench make, 
weighing from a centigram to three hundred grammes, m 
a neat wooden case, cost us, we think, about four shillings, 
and they are extremely accurate. We think it would be 
worth the while of photographic dealers to stock cheap 
weights and measures according to the metric system, 
for it would be a convenience to photographers in 
accurately compounding foreign formulae, and it would cer¬ 
tainly conduce to the popularising of the system here, for 
sooner or later, it will be generally adopted for ail 

purposes. * 

A well-known The death is reported, in his eight) - 
Engraver. seventh year, of Mr. George Dalziel, who 

was one of the best-known exponents of wood-engraving 
at a time when process blocks were quite undreamt ol. 
Perhaps it is not generally known that, the first process 
block had nothing whatever to do with photography, 
but was strictly a mechanical production. We cannot .call 
to mind who was its inventor, but we have, a distinct 
remembrance of some pictures produced by its aid, which in 
many cases were presentable, although the lines lacked.the 
vigour of a good wood-cut. The drawing was executed m a 
special ink upon a sort of plaster surface which had the 
thickness of an ordinary wood block. The effect of the 
ink was to harden the material, so that when, as an aiter- 
operation, the block was vigorously aAacked with a hard 
brush, the white parts were reduced to a lower level, 
leaving the lines standing up, ready to be printed from 
direct, or stereotyped. It is more than probable tha 
such a method of getting over the necessity of engraving 
would be bitterly opposed by such a worker as Mr. Dalziel, 
as much on artistic as upon commercial considerations, 
would be impossible to overestimate the good work done 
by this engraver and his brother at a time when pictonal 
illustration was quite in its infancy in this countiy. 
Bewick, who was an artist, as well as an engraver, died in 
1828, and after his death the art of wood-engiaving 
languished, both for want of men to carry it on and also 
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because our wars with France had left us impoverished, 
and the overtaxed people had little inclination to spend 
their money upon luxuries. And a wood-cut in those days 
was a luxury, and an expensive one, too. In Mr. Mason 
Jackson’s entertaining volume, “ The Pictorial Press,” an 
anecdote is told which shows that this was the case. 
“ I have heard,” he writes, “ the late William Harvey 
relate that when Whittingham, the well-known printer, 
wanted a new cut for his ‘ Chiswick Press ’ series, he 
would write to Harvey and John Thompson, the engrave,., 
appointing a meeting at Chiswick, when printer, designer, 
and engraver talked over the matter with as much 
deliberation as if they were about to produce a costly 
national monument, and after they had settled all points 
over a snug supper, the result of their labours was the pro¬ 
duction, months afterwards, of a small wood-cut, measur¬ 
ing perhaps two inches by three.” Then came the Dalziels 
upon the scene, and William Harvey was one of the artists 
who worked hand in hand with them. But Gilbert, after 
wards Sir John Gilbert, was the artist to whom people 
looked for book illustration, and his style of drawing suited 
the engravers better than any other. Later on, the 
Dalziels engraved the work of such famous men as Millais, 
Burne-Jones, Frederick Walker, Leighton, Watts, and 
many others, and the curious can find plenty of examples 
of such pictures in the early numbers of the 
" Cornhill Magazine.” For many reasons, one can¬ 
not look back upon those old times without a sigh of 
regret. The little wood block, the little supper, and the 
close friendship between artist, engraver, and publisher, is 
so very different to the way things are done now. 

HOLIDAY PHOTOGEAPHY: A SUGGESTION. 

The camera has probably been the cause of quite as much 
pain as pleasure during holidays. It can become a physical 
and a mental burden. In the abstract, starting out in the 
morning fully equipped for recording the pleasant features 
of the spot chosen for the holiday is all very well. In 
practice, the gilt soon gets worn off the gingerbread. The 
weight of the lightest camera is something°one would wil- 
Imgly do without after carrying it for a couple of hours. 
Gut worse than the weight is the limitation to swing and 
!)< < dom of pett\ personal movement that its carrying en¬ 
tails. The chief enjoyment of a holiday is due to the 
loosening of the bonds of the conventional that bind so 
tightly in the ordinary working life. Stiff dress and 
polished boots are exchanged for the ease of flannels and 
canvas slippers. Introducing the weight and care of a 
camera goes against this instinctive principle of easement. 
Mental liberty is also trenched upon by the camera. Its 
carrying has to be justified in results, and attention is too 
much on the alert for possible pictures. In short, the 
breadth and freedom that have so much to do in making up 

accessful holiday are directly opposed by the petty 
of photographic practice. On the face of it, 

thing would appear to be to leave the camera at 
’ni" Frankly, it the aim be the usual record of scrappy, 

hui pretty, holiday pictures, we think it would. The price 
I ai<J for them is too high. But is orthodox holiday photo- 
graphy the only type practicable? We think not, and also 
think so highly of the photographic art as to believe that, 
with a modification of existing practice, it could not onlv 
help out holiday pleasure, but intensify the higher worth 

1 function of a. holiday. To do so there must be a 
renewal of the practice obtaining, and an adaptation ot 
photography made to holiday mood, instead of holiday mood 
to the demands of the camera. 

The methods of spending a holiday vary so much that 
to go beyond the ineffective practical reach of generalities, 
and suggest a plan, we must advance something specific. 

As far as we are ourselves concerned, we do not regard I 
sustained or violent physical exertion as a necessary ele¬ 
ment in a holiday. Many think otherwise, and have, of 
course, a perfect right to do so. Acting on the belief, they 

go in for cycling tours, walking tramps and boating cruises. 
Photographic records can be obtained of all these, but the 

results can hardly be regarded as pictures. A photographic 
picture, like that of the artist, supposes a certain amount 
of thought to have been devoted to its making, and the 

making, a suitable frame of mine. This frame of mind will 
not run with the special one that goes to make a holiday 
of rapid motion a success. Fortunately, it will with the 

more general idea of a holiday that embodies leisure, and 
no necessity for much exertion. The majority regard a 
holiday, and rightly so, we think, as a time not exactly for 
doing nothing, but a time in which body and mind are to be 
allowed to do what, and as little as, they please. Even if 
the body does nothing, the mind is certain to be at work, 
and its vague, diffuse action is extremely pleasant and 
valuable as a contrast to the concentrated action necessary 
for carrying on the work of the profession or business. In 
being free from all outside pressure, this holiday thinking 
is certain to bear the strong stamp of a man’s individuality, 
and if it were possible to preserve something of it in a 
picture, it is certain that that picture would prove a very 
acceptable one to him. We think that this is possible, and 
that, so far from spoiling the agreeable loose holiday 
thoughts and feelings, it will crystallise them into a 
heightened and more permanent, pleasure. 

A man chooses his holidaying spot because of some 
feature about it that appeals particularly to him. He may 
not be fully conscious of what the charm is due to. He 
should try to do so, and embody it in a picture—in one 
picture. Assuming that he is at the seaside for instance, 
the sandy space of the shore, or the “ air ” of the sea, may 
be the features that are stimulating his soul to thoughts 
that are strangers to it in the office, consul tin s room, or 
shop. If he is to do justice to his subject in a picture, it 
will take him half his time to think out and arrange the 
best conditions for taking, and the other half to wait for the- 
fitting opportunity. There are so many methods of doing 
a broad, big task, so many points of view, that to do justice 
to even the attempt there need be no worry as to its com¬ 
pelling anyone’s artistic and technical best. And as a just- 
reward of high labour, how different the picture of sand, 
sea, and moor to the usual “ photographic scraps.” Where 
are the “ photographic scraps ” when one feels hipped and 
tired in the course of the fifty weeks out of the fifty-two oi 
the year spent at home ? Are they turned to when the 
revolt against the sordid and selfish small things of life sets 
in? No, if a man has any capacity for the task, let him 
express his individuality in what he is attracted to as the 
most pleasing in his holiday. This upon a broader scale 
is the artist’s method of working. We can rest well as¬ 
sured that the best course has been evolved by him from 
long use and practice. He does not go- out with half-a- 
dozen canvasses to catch a possible chance', but with the 
determination of expressing a salient something grateful to 
his feelings, to which a particular scene lends itself. His 
plan is a very safe one to follow, and the reward would 
also borrow something of the desirable value of that of the 
artist. 

If this plan be adopted, the camera would be taken along 
with the luggage, and not more than half-ardozen plates. 
If a man could trust to one plate only it would be all the 
better. The care in making one exposure that cannot be 
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ve ©ated is far more likely to prove a success than the less 
a] )unt bestowed upon half-a-dozen exposures upon the 
sue subject. Still, it might be good sense to hold a 
orve of plates so as to guard against the odd adverse 

c<.dition. It is also possible that the better of two sets 
o different conditions of taking cannot be decided upon, 
a l an exposure under each be desired. But this is not so 
arterial as long as the aim is one picture. In carrying out 
tls scheme the camera can rest in the lodgings until all 
h> been decided as to what it is to do. It will thus be 
n rely the mechanical instrument of the mind, and 
n j its exacting master. As to the field of action, 
i will be found wide enough to suit the most 
d rerse tastes. We have1 instanced sand and sea 
ad moor ; we might further suggest subjects that 
v uld come under such titles as “ Early Morning in 
ti Village,” “ Twilight in the Village,” “ A Village Inn,” 
< ^ Village Church,” “ The Manor House ” “ The Bridge,” 
<' ?he Corn Wain,” “ The Brook,” “ Full Tide,” “ Ebb Tide,” 

5ea Toilers,” and so on. England is full to the brim of 
? tistic and psychological picture possibilities at all times 
< the year, but particularly so at this season of the year. 

HE PROBLEM OF PORTRAITURE IN COLOURS. 

considerable amount of interest seems to exist at the 

j esent time concerning the possibility of taking portraits in 

< lours by photographic agency, and it would not seem to 

1 altogether unsuitable if we were to consider the existing 
ethods of solving the problem. Colour photography, as 

tpularly understood, is still a dream of the experimentalist, 

it there are certain methods whereby colours can be repro- 

iced photographically. In the Lippmann process we have 

le nearest approach to real photography in colours, but the 

lanifold difficulties which are encountered in working it 

L'actically leaves it in the hands of the expert laboratory 

oerator. There are three great drawbacks to this method, if 

were employed for portraiture : 1st, The great length of the 

xposure; 2nd, the impossibility of reproduction; 3rd, the 

wkwardness of the method of viewing the result. As regards 

le first point, in this country, in the month of June, with 

lens working at f.6, and using bright light, five minutes’ 
xposure would not be too long. In a studio, of course, we 
iiould have to give much more. When Mens. Lippmann 

emonstrated the process at the Society of Arts, he showed a 
pecimen of a young lady reclining on the grass. This was 
laken in bright sunshine, in a perfectly clear atmosphere, 

n France, with an exposure of two minutes, using a lens 
vorking at full aperture. Having got the negative, this has 

o have a glass prism cemented to it, to avoid surface refl.ee- 

ions, and then has to be held at a certain angle to see the 

:olours. This process, beautiful though it is, must be dis- 

uissed by us in our search for a practical method, for everyday 

ise. The other direct processes, such as they are, unfortunately 

•annot be employed, for the simple reason that they are in a 

1/ery embryo stage, nor, indeed, can their prognosis be said to 
'e favourable. 

Seebeck, in 1810, and Poietvin, in 1865, are generally con¬ 

sidered to be the first of experimenters in the silver sub- 

-hloride methods, in which the sensitive substance is supposed 

:o assume the colour of the light waves to which it is ex¬ 

posed, but undoubtedly the late Cafey-Lea’s name is insepar¬ 
ably associated with this process. Full particulars of his 
vork are published in the Almanac for 1902, and should be 

carefully studied by all interested therein. Verres’ work in 

this method was very favourably commended on by Dr. Eder, 
in the “Jarbuch” for 1891, but the results are not permanent 
for any appreciable length of time. Vallot, Messrs. Lumiere, 

Wiener, and more recently Dr. Neuhauss and Karl Worel have 
experimented with organic dyes, the idea being that, when 
using a coloured transparency, the colours transmitted there¬ 

from bleached those dyes by which they were not absorbed, 
and thus produced a print in colours. Even if quite successful, 

this method would only be a printing process, and so we need 

not go any further into the matter. 
Undoubtedly the finest results that have been obtained are 

those produced by the indirect method of three-colour work. 
The theory on which this method is based may briefly be 

stated as follows:—All colours which the eye is capable of 
recognising consist of one of three “ primary ” colours, or 

are a combination of these primaries. I entered very fully 
into the physical and physiological foundations of this method 
in a paper which was published in this Journal on the 24th 
of January, 1902. To that article I wish to refer the reader 
who desires to go into the subject more fully than I can in 

the present paper. 
However, working on the theory given above, we find that 

white light, which is a combination of all the colours we 
know, can be reproduced by a suitable proportion of the three 

primaries, led, green, and blue. Now, the ordinary photo¬ 

graphic plate is almost insensitive to red light, while being 

exceedingly sensitive to the blue rays. Plates are, however, 

to be procured which by certain treatment in their manufac¬ 

ture, are made sensitive to the red rays, but no method is at 

present known whereby a plate can be made equally sensitive 

to all the colours of the spectrum. 
To show an even amount of photographic action in all 

colours, we have to compromise by giving different exposures. 

Here, then, our difficulties begin. We have to make three 

exposures, one for each of the primary colours, and these ex¬ 

posures have to be of different length. On the other hand, 

they must be absolutely proportionately equal, otherwise we 
should upset our colour balance. Three separate exposures 

are made through carefully worked glass screens of the colour 

of the three primaries. Our negatives will, of course, show no 

colours, but should be a record of the colour of our objects. 

These negatives must be very perfect ones—that is, correctly 
exposed and correctly developed. It is a difficult matter at 
any time to make three negatives exactly similar, but the 
task is made all the harder when uneven exposures have to be 
given. There is another great drawback to this method of 

making the negatives from the portraitist point of view, and 

that is the length of the combined three exposures. 

Elaborate cameras have been designed whereby it is possible 

that, with one exposure, the three plates are exposed simul¬ 

taneously. I consider that in the state of perfection to which 

this instrument can be made lies, to a large extent, the future 

of three-colour work. I have been so fortunate as to see prints 

from photographs made by Mr. F. E. Ives with such a camera, 

which he has himself designed, and I was told that very little 
etching was done on the plates. This being so, a great ad¬ 

vancement has undoubtedly been made, and once again Mr. 

Ives places us under an obligation to his knowledge, per¬ 

severance, and enterprise. Mr. Sanger-Shepherd has also, I 

believe, a similar camera for sale, and perhaps it is hardly too 

much to say that between them, Mr. Ives and Mr. Sanger- 

Shepherd share the honour of being the chief practical English- 

speaking heroes of the three-colour jirocesses. Others there 

are, whose names occur to me as I write; but these chiefly 

owe their prominence to the great efforts of these two gentle¬ 

men, as they in their turn do to the early experimentalists. 
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There is one point in connection with three-colour work 

which is often overlooked, and that is the question of impurity 

of the colours. Unless the greatest care is taken in the ad¬ 

justments of the various details of the process, this is bound 
to be noticeably present. The reason is that when two or 

more colours are mixed together, there is formed, besides the 
new colour, a certain quantity of black, or in the case of 

coloured lights the impurity is due to an admixture of white. 
The more impure the colours used for making the mixture 
are, the greater will be the impurity due to the black or white, 

since the intensity of the sensation increases in logarithmic 
progression with the quantity of black or white present. This 
is a very real trouble in all three-colour work, and if it were 

only more fully realised, we should not see so much of the 

faulty work which is at present turned out. Let us now en¬ 

quire whether it is possible to obtain a perfect set of three 

colour negatives, in the studio, of the living subject. In the 
first place, we should have to make a fresh adjustment of 

our apparatus, on account of the peculiarities of the light in 
the studio. It must be remembered that the rays have to 
pass through the glass, and so would suffer on this account, 

and as the ordinary blinds used would cut off far too much 

light, it would be almost advisable to specially construct a 
studio for our purposes. This, I think, would hardly appeal 
to most professional photographers. Many of my readers may 

lnive in mind the optimistic remarks which closed a recent 

paragraph in this Journal dealing with a splendid specimen 

of three-colour life portraiture, by Dr. A. Miethe. I am the 

fortunate possessor of a copy of the specimen referred to, and 

can vouch for its excellence. This specimen, though, was taken 

out-of-doors, in very bright light, with a total exposure of five- 

and-a-half seconds, and evidently, from the fuzziness of the 
background, at the full aperture of the lens. The screens 

were specially made by Dr. Miethe, who is an expert in this 

process, and were most carefully adjusted for the red, green, 

and blue, with relative exposures of 2.5, 2, 1. In a'studio! 

I should say the exposures necessary would have been out of 
tint range of practical work. Moreover, in this specimen, 

bright colours predominate, while in ordinary work the large 

quantity of greys presents still further increase of the diffi¬ 
culties already existing. Undoubtedly, with a camera con¬ 

structed for taking the three negatives at once, and with a 
specially designed studio, it would be possible, under favour¬ 

able weather conditions, to obtain good three-colour negatives, 
using a suitable support for the model. 

Presupposing that we have, however, obtained our negatives, 
the next point to consider is the style of our positive work.’ 
V\e have the choice of three methods ; we can either view 

them with coloured light by means of an instrument such as 
AU. Ives Kromskop, or make a transparency of them by means 

of superposed dyed films, as practised by Mr. Sanger Shepherd, 
or wo can make a print of them on paper. Both the results 
shown by Mr. Ives’ Kromskop and Mr. Sanger Shepherd’s 
superposed methods aro very beautiful, but as the first re¬ 
quires a special viewing apparatus, and the second is in the 
form of a lantern slide on glass, they do not cemmend them- 
mi Iv. s (o tl.i! average clients of a professional. Paper prints 

a,v uli;'1 ;i" wanted, and would have to be supplied. Now, 
the production of such prints is a matter of photo-mechanical 
operation, and, like all such work, it is a very costly affair 
unless a large quantity of prints is required. Three separate 

half-tone blocks have to bo made from the set of tri-chromatic 
negatives, the inherent faults of theso negatives have to be 
carefully removed from the blocks by a delicate process of 
etching, and then put in a press, specially made to register 
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accurately ; prints therefrom are made by giving each bloc! 
coating of a different-coloured ink (spoken of as the complerrio 
to that through which the negative, from which the block w; 
made, was taken), and the three printings done on top of on 
another. It will be at once seen what an elaborate and cost 

process this is. The blocks have to bo most perfectly n 

and the etching can be done only by a most skilled artisan 

I he inks employed have to be most carefully selected for tin i 

purity, as well as for their permanence, two qualities whi<i 
are almost in this case paradoxical, and which can only |> 

approximately realised by a delicate compromise, and final!' 
special quality paper must be used, and each print most 
fully watched during its progress through the press. There i- 

no stage whatsoever in three-coloured work which can bt 
scamped ; each little detail has to have individual attention 

and only those with a complete, knowledge of the whole theory 
and practice of the process can ever hope to turn out really 
good results. Much of the work which is thrown upon 

generous public as three-colour work is not only a disgrace to 
its producer, and an insult to a very beautiful process, but 

is, P'oreover, a genuine n eans of keeping back what should bi 
one of the most used and useful printing methods of the pro- 
sent century. 

Another form of three-colour work is that known as the 

Joly, or McDonough, process. Here, instead of making three 
separate negatives, only one is made. The result is effected 

by means of one screen ruled with fine parallel lines of red. 

green, and blue alternately, in place of the three separate 

colour screens, the result is a mosaic negative, fx*om which 
a positive on glass can be made, and which, when bound up 

with a similarly ruled screen to that through which the nega¬ 

tive was made, gives us our picture m colours. Instead of 
adopting the transparency method, we can make a print, lor 

this purpose, a piece of suitable paper is ruled with the three 

primaiy colours, and the press copy is made to accurately 
register over these lines. There seems to be a dark cloud 

hanging over this beautiful process, for it has never achieved 

the success it deserves. The reason of this is not difficult to 
perceive in a nutshell, it is because it left the hands of the 

scientists, who should have been able to make it perfect, and 

came into the control of the capitalist before its incubation 

stage was complete. The result was a prematurely born child, 

which, thrown upon an unsympathetic and suspicious world, 

succumbed to the ill-treatment to which it was subjected. This 
is no poetic way of telling the melancholy history of this 
ill-starred process; it is, on the contrary, the plain truth. 

Only recently this method was resuscitated in this country 

by an enterprising American. The process had been consider¬ 

ably improved since it left Dr. Joly’s hands, and a little more 
work on it would have made it a completed reality. As it was, 
it fell into wrong hands in this country, and was crushed to 

death. I have myself made hundreds of the most perfect 
colour pictures by this method, and I confidently assert that 

no other process has ever shown such varied and perfect results 
as this method has. Here was a grand process for portrait 

work; and, indeed, some specimens taken by Mr. Stein, of 
Milwaukee, have aroused the unbounded admiration of more 
than one crowned head in Europe. The screens I used were 

ruled 300 lines, to the inch, but this was not fine enough, ex¬ 
cept for work at least 15in. by 12in. in size. This fact not 

being recognised constituted the first failing of the scheme, 
and only brought on the enterprise the contempt of narrow¬ 

minded critics. The paper specimens shown were exceedingly 
poor, and the promise they gave of a brilliant future could only 

be recognised by a farseeing individual. The inks used were 
very impure, and the printing of the lines hurried ; moreover, 
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•e half-tone blocks were far from being high-class. The re- 

lt was, of course, that the print lacked all purity and 
illiancy of colour, and only disappointed those who were led 

expect great things. Undoubtedly they should never have 

:en shown in the state in which they then were. This, 
er, was not the case with the transparencies, many of which 
-re absolutely marvellous in their accurate colour-renderings, 

have taken a lady with two dogs on a garden lawn, m the 
inshine, with one second’s exposure, and obtained a perfect 

suit! When we consider this, and knowing, at the same 
me, that nearly all the faults of the process were mechanical 

les, which were capable of being removed, it is not to be , 

ondered at that the failure of the business aspect of the 
uestion is almost capable of being classed as of the nature ot ; 

n international calamity. 
However, for the present, it is dead ; and we can only hope 

aat if in the future it is revived, it will be guided by the 
dentist as its captain with a sound business man as its 
scond in command. When I think of its great- promise of 

access, and then realise its present extinction, I can, indeed, 
ay with Virgil, “Horresco referens.” In this (necessarily 

ondensed account of the processes of colour photography 

?hich can be commercially practised, I have given a candid 

tatement of the present position of the subject. I cannot 

Lelp warning those who may be induced to take up this in- 

eresting branch of work, to be very careful not to be led away 

>y the somewhat hasty and ill-advised statements which ap- 

•ear from time to time in the literary and advertisement pages 

f the photographic press. Colour photography is a subject 

idiich requires the most careful study, and its pathway is full 

>f pitfalls even to the advanced worker. It is, however, a 

nost delightful field of work, but must be conscientiously | 
ittacked from its physiological, physical, and photographical 

tspects. j 
The three-colour methods as practised by Mr. Ives and Mr. j 

danger Shepherd are matters of commerce, and should be 
worked by the student; while the more elaborate and delicate 

process of Mons. Lippmann will also prove most valuable for 
teaching the intricacies of light problems, and should receive 

careful attention. The literature of the subject is scattered, 

but “A Handbook of Photography in Colours,” by Messrs. 

Thos. Bolas, Alex. Tallent, and Edgar Senior, together with 
Hubl’s “ Die Dreifarben-Photographie,” are the two leading 

volumes. As an introduction to the sublect, I can recommend 

the summary by Mr. Thomas Bedding, F. R.P. S., which 
appeared in the British Journal Photographic Almanac for 
1901, as being most ably, concisely, and pleasantly written. 

Arthur V. Kenah. 

-♦-— 

SCREENS AND DIAPHRAGMS FOR HALF-TONE AND 

THREE-COLOUR WORK. 

A Paper read before the Camera Club and reprinted from its “Journal.” 

II. 

A Continental process authority named Fleck has suggested 

that stops should be cut out with apertures like enlarged spaces 
of the irregular-grained screens in order to get an irregular¬ 

grained screen effect from a cross-lined screen, but I 
do not know what success attends the use of extraordinary 
stops. Possibly they might be useful to work with irregular- 

grain screens. Another class of diaphragms about which very 
little has been published is what I may term translucent stops. 

These consist of coloured films inserted between the front and 
back components of the lens in or near the plane of the dia¬ 

phragm. I think Mr. Ives was the first to adopt this idea for 

half-tone, and the method he pursued was to coat pieces ot 
optically-worked glass with slightly yellow-tinted collodion,, 

and to scrape away a clear centre. The diaphragm slot was 

enlarged to take these stops, and the theory was that they held 
back “the spreading of the dots in the high lights until the- 
shadow dots had time to form, and, in fact, had the same effect 

as is now obtained by two or more stops of varying aperture.. 
Mr. Sanger Shepherd showed a similar stop at the Crystal 

Palace Exhibition of the Royal Photographic Society, the only 
difference being that he used a green film instead of a yellow 
one. • As an instance of the way old ideas are re-invented oi 

re-patented, I may mention that in 1901 there was patented a 
form of light filter for orthochromatic photography, which is- 
known as the Artlett screen, and the description m the specifica¬ 

tion is exactly the description of the method of making Mr_ 
Ives’ translucent stop, which has been in use for ten years oi 

more. The only variation is that the two films are different 
in colour, one being a strong light yellow, and the other a- 
dear strong red. In the centre of the yellow film is a small 

circular vacant space, and in the centre of the red film a 

comparatively large circular vacant, space, and the two are 

cemented together concentric to each other. The mventoi 

states that the screen transmits a small quantity ol the vert 
energetic blue and violet rays (along with other rays con¬ 

stituting white light) through the central space left vacant in. 

both films, a large quantity of the green rays (with tne red 
and yellow) through the yellow annular space which inter¬ 

venes between the central clear space and the red film, and a 

much larger quantity of the comparatively inactive orange and 

red rays through the outer red or red-cum-yellow portion of the- 

compound screen. 
Another curious stop of the translucent class is called the 

chromatic balance shutter—introduced in connection with the 

MacDonough-Joly colour process. The slide I project here¬ 

with explains it. The first figure shows a yellow disc and 

orange sectors over it- The second is a rotating set of orange 

sectors, and is made to rotate over the first one, to produce the 

effect of the third, which shows the shutter as it would be 
used. Its object is stated to be to compensate for variations in. 

I the taking screens and plates. It has occuned to me t lat 

probably a very good form of translucent diaphragm would be 

a zone plate, which is a plate of glass ruled with concentric 
circles whose radii are proportional to square roots of the 

natural numbers. Such a plate can be used instead of a lensr 

and I see no reason why it should not be used as a diaphragm, 

in half-tone, although I have not had time to try the idea- 
Another idea of Mr. Ives, which may be mentioned m this 
connection, was a transparent colour cross-lme screen, tie¬ 

lines being ruled through a collodion film coloured with 

“ brilliant green ” dye. With this screen the closing up of the 

high light dots is accomplished by the light directly trans¬ 
mitted through the coloured lines where not crossed, and by 

| this means the injury to definition of detail, and the outline 

due to diffraction in ordinary opaque cross-lme screen work, 
is practically reduced to about one-fourth. A difficulty which 

prevents the full realisation of theoretical conditions m three- 
colour printing is the want of transparency in the inks gener¬ 

ally used. 
In connection with this matter, I was very pleased to receive 

recently from Messrs. Fleming some new samples of dry colour 
which they had prepared for the purpose of making transparent 

inks. To test their transparency, I rubbed the colours out on 
glass with a little mastic varnish, and the result you will 

see projected in the three slides I show you now. Compara¬ 
tively, J show you the ordinary three-colour inks, and. you will 
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see haw opaque they are under the same conditions. I show 
you also the same inks spread out on white paper and on 
tracing paper. [The lecturer here showed slides illustrative 

of the result of this experiment, and also the examples of the 
same inks spread out on white paper and on tracing paper. 
He also showed samples of a set of inks prepared by Mr. 
Edgar Senior, which, when tested by the Abney colour sensito- 

meter, were said to be theoretically perfect. He would like 

to see these inks tried in colour printing, but so far they had 
only been made in an experimental quantity.] In considering 

the effect of colour screens, it is always necessary to correct 
for ultra-violet, which is generally a bugbear to successful 

three-colour work. In this connection, I have been making 
some experiments with Tallent’s diffraction spectroscope 

■camera, which I have had fitted up with quartz right through. 
Here is a quartz condenser, then a quartz cell to take the 

■coloured fluid, next a collimating lens, also of quartz, then 
a quartz prism with one of Mr. Thorp’s most perfect grating 
films mounted on it, and finally a quartz photographic lens. 

'The only possible obstruction to the ultra-violet rays is, there¬ 
fore, the exceedingly thin film which forms the grating, and it 

is hardly possible to conceive that this can have any appre¬ 
ciable effect on the results. The spectrum of the electric arc 

produced with this camera is of extreme beauty and brilliancy, 

•and it extends far into the ultra-violet. By using an “ en¬ 

closed ” arc, I am able to get a large volume of ultra-violet, 

and thereby it is easy to estimate its effect. 

I have found one of the very best absorbers of ultra-violet 

is a strong alcoholic solution of chlorophyll. This gives a 

-dark green tint by transmitted light, and a red surface coloura¬ 

tion when presented to ultra-violet rays. It is easy to prove 

whether the solution is an absorber of ultra-violet by presenting 

another cell of the solution to the light coming through the 

'first cell. No red surface colouration is visible, and con¬ 

sequently we can assume that no ultra-violet has got through. 
The same thing may be proved by presenting other liquids 

to the transmitted light. Paraffin oil and machine oil, which 
have a beautiful blue fluorescence under ultra-violet rays, are 

inert when the chlorophyll is interposed. Sulphate of quinine, 

■dissolved in dilute hydrochloric acid, is said to be one of the 
fcest absorbers of ultra-violet, but, according to my experi¬ 

ments, this seems to be an absolute fallacy. It certainly gives 
a fluorescent blue surface tint, but it still transmits a good 

proportion of the ultra-violet with all the other rays. The 

visual tests are corroborated by the photographic tests : sul¬ 

phate of quinine allows practically all the spectrum to pass, 

■ewn with brief exposures. Aesculin, which is an extract from 
the bark of the horse chestnut, and is a light white powder 

somewhat resembling pyrogallic acid in appearance, is a good 
absorber of ultra-violet. One part dissolved in 500 parts of 

wat« r is sufficient to make a solution which will act as a screen 

Inr the ultra-violet. By transmitted light it is perfectly trans¬ 
parent, but it gives a beautiful fluorescent blue surface coloura¬ 

tion when exposed to the electric arc. Its absorption effect 
on the spectrum is very marked, both visually and photo¬ 

graph ically. Filters which absorb or subdue the ultra-violet 
without absorbing other portions of the spectrum may be 

ribed as comp* nsation filters, and they are useful in the 
orthochromatic r. production of paintings and in spectrum 

photography. Of th.se Cadetl’s Absolutus and Gilvus filters 
are gocd examples 

1 " ■ " ht filters may be called contrast filters. 
Ii it, is required i<> pronounce or exaggerate a colour, a light 

filter of a complementary colour is used as a contrast filter. 

Examples of this type arc the screens used in photo-micro¬ 

graphy and the photography of clouds. Protection filters an 

known better under the name of safe-lights. Most of you an 

familiar with the Cadett safe-light, and Rhein lander’s safe 
lights, which we are now using in collodion emulsion work for 

lighting the dark-room. The first example shown upon thi 

screen is a red light, and is used for emulsion, which is sensi¬ 
tive to all rays from violet to green, and is accordingly used! 
for preparation and development of the negatives for tin 
yellow and red printing plate. Tho other is a green filter, and 

is used for developing the negative for the blue printing plate. 
It is surprising wliat a large volume of perfectly safe light 
these filters give, and rt is quite a comfort to work in the dark¬ 

room under such illumination. rJ hi lights are perfectly mono¬ 

chromatic, and it is very curious to note the cbonyr blackness 
of every red article in the room under the green light. We 

now come to the question of selection filters, which are those 
used in the three-colour process. They pick out certain por¬ 

tions of the spectrum, or of coloured pictures and natural 
objects, whilst absorbing the other parts, and approximately 

the colours of the screens are red, green, and violet. In the 
case of some sets, orange, green, and violet would be a nearer 

approximation to the colours. There is no method so simple 

and so certain of revealing the photographic value of a colour 

filter as photography of the spectrum, and for this reason l 
put forward Mr. Tallent’s spectroscopic camera as an instru¬ 

ment of the highest practical value. You have here at once 

the means of ascertaining all you want to know about the 

performance of your colour filters and plates, not only in 

regard to absorption of colour screens, and quality of illumina¬ 

tion, but also the colour sensitiveness of your plates and the 

relative exposure required. Apart from this, almost every kind 

of spectroscopic studies may be performed upon this camera, 
and it is suggested that it should be exceedingly useful in any 

kind of testing where colour forms the basis of the test. In 

the filters made by Mr. H. 0. Klein for I)r. Albert’s Collodion 

Emulsion, the bands of absorption are arranged to co operate 
with the insensitiveness of the plate for certain spectrum rays. 

For instance, if the violet filter should pass a little red it is 
unimportant, because the plate is insensitive to red, showing 
the undesirability of adhering too closely to visual tests with 

the spectroscope, without taking into account the colour 

sensitiveness of the plate. By ignoring those parts of 
the spectrum which are not likely to affect the plate, 
even if they pass through the filter, we are able to make our 
filters very transparent and thus reduce the exposures. The 
colour sensitising of 11re plate is a wide subject, which I cannot 
go into to-night, but I would just like to call your attention to 

the two newest .sensitisers, titan-scarlet (for the red) and 
ethyl-violet (for the blue); both are powerful colour sensitisers, 

which greatly reduce the exposure. 
Mr. J. A. C. Branfill was one of the earliest to suggest that 

all three colours might be introduced into the diaphragm at 

one time, by having three apertures, each covered with a film 

of coloured collodion. His idea was that the apertures should 
be in the ratio of the relative exposure values, though it would 

be possible, of course, to have them the same size, and reduce 
the colours to a common luminosity. A ruled screen has to 

be interposed in front of the plate, and the diaphragm photo¬ 
graphed on the pinhole principle of half-tone. To produce the 
printing surfaces the negative was to be masked by another 
screen, which would successively cover up the set of dots or 
lines corresponding to each particular colour, so that the three 

separate plates could be obtained from the one negative first 
taken. This method has been actually realised in what is 
called the Brasseur-Sampolo process, so far as concerns the 

masking of a single negative to produce three plates from it, 
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,ut they do not use the diaphragm idea. The composite negat¬ 

ive is produced by a modification of the Joly screen A much 
•loser approximation to Mr. Branfill’s idea formed the sub- 

ect of a patent taken out by Szczepamk, who lias auo mvente 
, method of applying the half-tone process to tne making 

>f cards for the Jacquard loom, and also has a patent to 
telegraphing pictures. [Two slides are shown which illustrate 

die Szczepanik modification of Branfill s idea. 16 ia°rf . 
shows the usual half-tone projection lens, diaphragm ruled 
screen, and plate. The next slide explains the diaphragm. 

Suppose you put this square diaphragm in the lens, and 
screen is a single-line one, a diaphragm, such as here shown 

would give black bands on the plate. If the screen is moved 
away from the plate, a position is reached where the light 

bands join up and form a continuous image.] Now, ot 
things- remaining the same, the substitution foi the < mp na3 

.of one of equal width, but one-third the height, will give an 
image broken into dark bauds twice the width of the light 
bands. The successive use of the three diaphragms will per¬ 

mit the exposure of the whole of the plate in sections, and it 
these diaphragm openings are covered with colour filters, a 

negative is obtained representing the colour sensations very 
much as is the case with negatives taken through the Joly 

screen. A positive made from this negative is projected m the 

•colours of the original by inserting a dianhragm containing 

•equal stripes of the three primary colour:. To make the 
matter plain, I have coloured the openings with the three 

filter colours—red, green, and violet. But if the inventox 
meant to imply by the letters “ R. J. B>.,’ that the openings 
were to be filled with red, yellow, and blue—expressed by the 

initials of the French words, rouge, jauue, bleu he evidently 

•did not know the principle of what he was trying to invent, 
for no practical three-colour worker would think of taking his 

negatives with the same filters as those used for projecting 
transparencies. Before closing, I would like to acknowledge 

my indebtedness to Mr. H. 0. Klein for his assistance in pre¬ 
paring slides relating to the application of collodion emulsion 

to three-colour work.; to Mr. Edgar Senior, of the Battersea 

Polytechnic, for his slides illustrating the three-colour process 

and the metzograph grain, and for the loan of an ingenious 

•colour sensitometer [which I show therewith]. By its means the 
•colour-sensitiveness of plates and the absorption of screens can 

be very readily and simply tested. Also I have to thank Mr. 
W. T. Wilkinson, of the Goldsmiths’ Institute, for the slides 

illustrating the photogravure and metzograph grain, and some 

•.slides showing excellent enlargements of the half-tone dot. 
William Gamble. 

-—♦-■ 

THE CONSTRUCTION OF ANASTIGMATS WITH 

NORMAL GLASSES. 

On August 1st we published a paragraph, giving the purport of 
£i letter from Dr. Rudolph to the “ Central Zeitung fur Optik 

\md Mechanik,” in reply to an assertion by Herr K. Martin, 

that every anastigmat introduced prior to that of the Rathenow 

Optical Co. was dependent upon the use of heaviest Barium 

Crown glass. 
Having published Dr. Rudolph’s criticism, we feel it our 

duty to give the following translation of Herr Iv. Martin’s 

reply, which has iust appeared in the “ Central Zeitung. 
Dr. P. Rudolph, the well-known head of the photographic 

department of the firm of C. Zeiss, of Jena, for whose know¬ 
ledge arid ability as a photographic optician I have hitherto 
•entertained the greatest respect, has favoured n y aitic.e in 
No. 13 of the “Central Zeitung” with a rep’y, in which, as 1 

will show, he infelicitously attacks my claim to priority in the 

construction of an anastigmat with normal glasses. 

The surprising rapidity with which the writer replied shows 

that he has not read my article with that amount of care whic - 

his contention required should be given to it. 

Dr. Rudolph has converted the question of the construction 

of an anastigmat made of normal glasses to one of an anastig¬ 

mat without heaviest Baryta Crown. In consideration of the 

first Planar patent, I purposely avoided stating that all anastig- 

mats of prior construction contained heaviest Baryta Crown. 
The- statement, which has been called in question, reads as 

follows : — 
“ Although they (the anastigmats) differed so much from each 

other, they had one characteristic in common, that of the new 

Baryta glasses, and especially heaviest Baryta Crown.” 

It must be admitted that I have not expressed myself quite 
correctly. I should have said, instead of “new baryta 

Masses,” “principally new glasses,” or “new baryta, borate, 
phosphate, etc., glasses,” as the combination which has been 

cited, forming the subject of the (German) patent No. 92,313, 
does not contain a baryta glass in its hyperchromatic dispersive 

lens, but a new glass by Schott, to which I will refer sub¬ 
sequently. This combination, so far as I am aware, has never 

been manufactured commercially. 

If Dr. Rudolph really wpites this in support of the due 

historical recognition of previous work of others, as stated at 

the outset of his reply, such grounds existed long ago. Dr. 
Moritz von Rohr, the assistant of Dr. Rudolph, has written 

concerning the planar in his excellent work on “ The Theory 
and History of the Photographic Objective,” Berlin, 1899, 
p 3qo ■_“ .... And in 1896 the known use of tne hyper¬ 

chromatic dispersing lens was followed (in the Planar). \Ve 

thus have another instance in which the correction of Seydel’s 

four aberrations of definition, for finite apertures and angles 

of incidence, is associated with the use of the new kinds of 

Jena glass.” 

In the- year 1900, the same author, on the occasion of an 
address at the Gesellschaft zur Pfiege der Photographie, Leip- 
sic, stated that the construction of chromatically corrected 
anastigmats first became possible through the introduction of 

the new glasses by Schott. (See “Phot. Centr.-Blatt, WI., 

No. 7, p. 146.) 

These statements are in flat contradiction of Dr. Rudolph s 
last remarks, and we are constrained to ask why these expies- 
sions were allowed to appear, or left uncontradicted, if Dx.^ 
Rudolph had so much at heart the due historical recognition of 

previous work of others. From the text-books of Lummer, 
Drude, etc., it may be seen that this incorrect opinion of von 
Rohr has become the common property of the text-books of 
physics, and this should have been a further reason for its 

contradiction by Dr. Rudolph. 

Without knowing the constants of my lens, Dr. Rudolph also 

affirms that it is closely related to A. G Clark's, and differs 
from it only to a small degree in the radii and thicknesses. 

My lens differs from Clark’s as fundamentally as does the 

planar, in the anastigmatic flattening of the field. If Dr. 
Rudolph, in his reply, claims anastigmatic flattening of the 

field for A. G. Clark’s lens, then any reasonable person must 
hold that the planar is a pseudo-improvement of the older 
lens. If the requisite anastigmatic flattening of the field was 
already attained in that objective, why has Dr. Rudolph in¬ 
creased the number of lenses from four to six, by using t re 
hyperchromatic dispersing lens, which was already protected 

by the German patent No. 88,889 1 
I p)r. Rudolph cannot refute this, and must admit that he dees 
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not believe in the good correction of the Clark lens for flatness 
of field. Apart from this, I can prove it does not exist. 

It is, perhaps, generally known that Petzval’s formula, 
through neglecting the thickness of the lenses, leads to systems 
of infinitely small aperture, when it is used for the analytical 
calculation of anastigmats, but it is nevertheless a good criterion 
in testing systems in their finished state for the possible 

presence of anastigmatic flatness of field. In calculating Z 

we do not always obtain o in the case of anastigmats, or a 
vanishing quantity in relation to the reciprocal focus of the 
whole, which the theory requires, but in objectives with anas- 

tigmatically flattened field Z is considerably less than 

in others. 
The radii of Clark’s lens—as Dr. Rudolph should know— 

are given in the American patent specification, No. 399,499, as 
follows, for one component of a combination of 12in. focus, 
starting from the inner surface : — 

Rj = —2 4" 
K0 — -3 3" 
Ra= -6-3" 
lt4= -205" 

This gives the following curves for focus = 1. 

p = -5 00 
Pi = -3-62 
(>2= -190 
pl= -5-85 

Tf we take the index of the crown as 1.51 and the flint as 

1.61, the use of Petzval’s equation gives z = +0 81. Ac¬ 

cording to the derivation of Petzval’s law, this means that the 
radius of the curvature of the field is equal to the focus of the 
system divided by 0.81, and the curvature of the field is con¬ 
sequently very considerable. 

The following are the data for the components of a system 
according to my calculation (not the lens on the market). The 
focus is 190 mm., and the figures are given from the stop out¬ 
wards : — 

K,= -27 25 
D,=7 48 "D = 1-6040 no' = 162496. 

R„= -5182 
D2 = 147 

R3 = -226 54 
1 )3=6 07 "D=l -.5012 1-51170. 

R4= -39 03 
Distance of stop= -6T9. 

From this wo obtain, analagously to the former case, for 
v 0 

the value + 0.10, i.e., the radius of the curvature of 

th*- fit Id, according to Petzval, is about ten times the focus, 
which consequently is very small. Besides this we have the 
f.-wt that m tin anastigmatically corrected Gauss objectives 
(Planar. Arist<>stigmat, Busch-anastigmat), Rt > R., whilst in 

t lark's |. ns the opposite is tho case, consequently the latter 
cannot In- perfectly corrected anastigmatically. 

Dr. Rudolph lias also advanced, as proof that anastigmats 
of normal glass were previously known, a lens by H. I). Taylor. 

'ILe curves of the field of tins lens are given in Plate 1, No. 94, 
of von Rohr's wi rk. The drawing shows that the system, cal¬ 
culated in the state in which it is given, is further removed 
from anastigmatic flatness of field than, for instance, Steinheil’s 
portrait aplanat of 1875 (Pig. 115, of the same plate). Even 
it the astigmatism of Taylor’s system were eliminated by appro¬ 
priate alterations, the curvature of the field for rays of rather 

Co at. r obliquity would still be considerably more than for my 
system, as given above. Von Rohr writes that this lens was 
not placed upon the market (presumably because it was of no 

value), and all the specimens of this type which have since been 
brought out all contain the new glass (heaviest Baryta Crown). 

I now come to the third objective, which has been adduced, 
the Planar. 

As already mentioned, two new glasses are used, in this 
case, in the construction of the hyperchromatic dispersive lens, 
corresponding to the Schott types, 0.608 and 0.144. Both 
glasses are emphasised in Schott and Gen’s catalogue by heavy 
type, as varieties of glass of distinctly new composition, 
first manufactured by Schott und Genossen. 

If Dr. Rudolph had been able to avoid these difficulties by 
using two ordinary kinds of glass, the fact remains that he has 

not. Besides this, a hyperchromatic dispersive lens, the com¬ 
ponents of which possess considerable difference of dispersion, 
involves eo ipso the presence of abnormal glasses. 

With reference to the remark that the Unar also permits of 
the use of any variety of crown glass, I beg to point out that I 
gave expression to this possibility in my paper, prior to Dr. 
Rudolph, in the following words:—“Instead of the Gauss ob¬ 

jective, I could, of course, have taken any other doublet con¬ 
struction which is capable of astigmatic correction by means 
of anomalous pairs of glasses. 

So far as I am aware, however, the firm of Zeiss does not use- 
ordinary glasses, exclusively, for the Unars, which are on the 

market. 
In conclusion, I desire to add that, far from desiring to- 

belittle the great services Dr. Rudolph has rendered in the im¬ 
provement of the photographic objective, I recognise fully and 

completely that he was the first who pointed out tire possibility 
of correcting the Gauss type perfectly for astigmatism. But 
all the possibilities have not received his consideration, and 
especially the more closely allied and simple constructions^ 
have escaped him. I am at a loss to understand it, but were- 
this not the case, the totally inadequate drafting of patent 
specification No. 92,313 would be utterly incomprehensible. 

For these reasons, Dr. Rudolph should no longer dispute the- 
modest service I have rendered, in being the first to discover 
the possibility of a true anastigmat, composed of normal, or 
old varieties of glass, and publishing it. 

BACKGROUNDS. 

Every picture or portrait, whether taken out-of-doors or in the- 

studio, may be said to have a background, but what this brief 
communication refers to is the artificial and not the natural 
background. 

From the interesting demonstration given by Mr. Harold! 
Baker at the recent Photographic Convention, at Cambridge, 

it is quite obvious that backgrounds play a more important part 
in the taking of a subject than is generally recognised. 

In a paper read by myself before the Croydon Natural His¬ 
tory and Scientific Society, which was printed in the British 
Journal of Photography for Feb. 1st, 1895, p. 71, I pointed 
this fact out; and again in the British Journal Almanac for 

1899, p. 716. The subjects there treated of were not, as in Mr. 
Harold Baker’s case, portraits, but coloured charts and flowers, 
the results, however, were equally striking. 

It seems to go almost without saying that when a picture 
is taken, the effect on the plate depends on the light reflected 
from the component part of the picture, and transmitted to the 

plate through the medium of the lens, plus the white light 
surrounding the subject, always in an outdoor picture, unless 
a coloured screen is used ; and frequently in indoor work; 
lienee it ought to follow that a different result is obtained when 
backgrounds of any colour other than white are employed.. 
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It will be remembered that in the Lumiere competition, some 
few years ago, the winning picture was taken in a room, the 
windows of which were covered with orange paper, and the 
subject illuminated by, I think, paraffin lamps, the exposure 
extending to several hours ; this, though all very well for a com¬ 
petition picture, is, of course, quite impracticable for everyday 
use. The effect of this was practically to take the picture by 
monochromatic light, a result which also occurs when a screen 

of whatever colour is used ; in either case no white light is 

allowed to enter the lens. 

Everyone knows the beautifully soft effects which may be 
obtained in the evening, when the sun is low, and the light 
more or less of a yellowish or pale orange colour ; this is only 
another way of stating the case. In my second paper, referred 
to above, in 1899, I there stated that in photographing flowers 
1 had obtained results, late in the evening, without a screen, 
quite as good as those obtained in the daytime with a screen. 
Everything, therefore, seems to show the importance of having 
a background suitable to the subject, the object being to regu¬ 
late, minimise, or quite exclude the entrance of white light into 

the lens. 

I enclose a few prints which will, I think, roughly illustrate 
what I mean. The flowers were chrysanthemums as nearly red, 
yellow, ami white as I could get them. The discs were red, 
blue, orange, green, light blue, and yellow. The squares were 
rod, light blue, green, and yellow. The plates, exposure, 
development, etc., for each pair were exactly the same, the only 
difference being in the background, and I think you will agree 
with me that this has made a very material difference in the 

result. 
J. H. Baldock, F.C.S. 

[The prints kindly sent by Mr. Baldock effectively show the 
influence of the background on the subject. As regards por- 

traituiv, Mr. Baker has also pointed this out in lectures at the 

B.P.S., tie' Camera Club, etc.—Ed. B. J. P.] 

THE DARK-ROOM KICKERS: A DRAMA IN ONE ACT. 

[Reprinted from ‘‘The Photo American.”] 

Dramatis Personae. 

Mrs.- Developer. 

Mr. Plate. 
The Man. 
Scene. A hot, ill-ventilated dark-room. 
Time. -Seven p.m., August 1st, 1902. 
T-mp- ratur' 150 in the shadows, 200 in the highlights. 

Ent r Tin- M in with a plateholder containing two exposed 
plates. 

The Man.—Wh w ! it’s hot. Still, T must develop these two 
p it'-s. ■ .li: what may. Well, what do the instructions say? 
loz. of No. 1, loz. of the alkali solution, and 2oz. of water. 
Ought t<> know it by heart, s-ring that I’ve used the same old 
formula sine.- la t December. (Proceeds to mix.) 

Mrs D-v Say! Go easy on the alkali! A whole ounce 
now ? 

1 he Man. Sure, why not? The formula says loz. of- 

MlV. Dev. Supposing it does. That. ma\ have been all right 

1 - - ago, hut there are other things to hustle 
me along now. 

lie M,m I don't quite understand. What other things? 
Mrs. Dev.—Honestly, you don’t know? 

H Mai N I wouldn't ask you if I did. The formula 
sa—- 

Mrs. Dev.—Slave to the formula, eh! Well, here’s anoth. r 

precept to be remembered as well as loz. of No. 1 and all that 
—heat accelerates chemical action, cold retards it. So d< n’t 
you see that this confounded heat does some of the work that 
usually falls to the lot of the alkali? Make it |oz. of alkali. 

The Man.—Just to please you, I will ; so don’t say any more, 

but get ready for work. 

(The Man commences dusting the plate off with a brush.) 

Mr. Plate.—That’s good ! Lay it on thick ! 

The Man.—Lay it on thick? 

Mr. Plate.—Why, the dust, of course. Can’t you see that 
I’m damp and tacky, and in fine shape to gather all the d.ist 
there is in your dirty brush? Suppose you’ll wonder later »m 
where the pinholes come from ! Fact of the matter is, I don't 

really need brushing off at all, but if force of habit compels 

you to do it, use a small piece of soft velvet, and if it’s clean, 

and you don’t polish me like you would your shoes, you won't 
find me full of pinholes—not from this cause, any way. 

(The Man hunts up the proposed substitute for a brush, goes 
over the surface of the plate gently and slowly, and then drops 
it—the plate, not the velvet—into the developer.) 

Mr. Plate.—Heavens alive! This bath’s fearfully hot. I’ll 

fog and frill and do all kinds of stunts if you don’t cool it off. 

The Man.—What! kicking again? This must be a regular 
strike. Keep quiet a minute, and I’ll put some ice beside you. 

Mrs. Dev.—Ice don’t agree with me. Sure, it’ll make it more 
comfortable for Mr. Plate, but all the time I get thinner and 
thinner, until my strength is completely exhausted, and then 
you wonder why I don’t work. I’ll tell you something that 
beats ice. Make a mixture of ammonium nitrate, five parts ; 

potassium nitrate, five parts ; water, sixteen parts. Stand my 
tray in a pan containing this concoction, and Mr. Plate will 
develop well and comfortably. By the bye, it isn’t much use 
doing this unless you ventilate the room somehow. Even with 
the freezing mixture, I can’t keep cool long in this stuffy 
atmo phere. Should think you’d realise that it’s just as bad 
for you, as it is for me. The first thing I’d do would be to put 
that hot, odorous old lamp outside the room, and content myself 
with the use of its beams through an aperture cut in the doo". 
If the wife won’t let you do this, drink a few less sodas (?) and 
buy one of these electric lamps. They’re fine. 

(Just before the plate is fully developed, The Man leaves 
the dark-room to make up an acid hypo fixing bath. On re¬ 
turning, he proceeds to dump Mr. Plate therein, grasping him 
with thumb square on the film side. 

Mr. Plate (to himself).—I can see his finish, but I won’t 
say a word. This fixing bath is giving me chills all over, but 
The Man is so touchy because I have been trying to set him 
right on a few things, that I’ll just stand the cold, and teach 
him a lesson. 

The Man (ten minutes later, on removing Mr. Plate from the 
fixing bath).—Frilled and blistered after all! Your advice 
was great. I thought you said that-- 

Mr. Plate (interrupting).—You needn’t say another word. 
Just let me tell you what made me frill and blister ; I should 
have warned you before, only you seemed to take my advice 
with such poor grace. I frilled and blistered because you took 
me out of a warm bath and put me in a cold one. The sudden 
change in the temperature was too much for me. If you had 

let the hypo stand in the dark-room for a few minutes till it 
warmed up a little (though not too much), I would now be 
free from spot and blemish. Another thing, instead of grasping 
me by the edges, as you ought to have done, you have put your 

thumb right on my wet film. This will make me blister every 
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ime. Never, never take hold of me except by the edges, no 

natter whether I be wet or dry. 
The Man.-—You’re a born kicker. Well, I’ll wash you, any- 

10W. 

Mr. Plate.—The fixing bath episode ought to have left a 
sufficiently strong impress on your mind so that you will see 
hat the wash water is neither too hot nor too cold. However, 

I’m tired of talking to you. Here’s the whole thing in a nut¬ 

shell—with developer, fixing bath, and wash water at about 
Ihe same temperature (and one not too hight at that), I’ll come 
out without spot or blemish ; a too great variation in tempera¬ 
ture will cause me to frill and blister. Sixty-five degrees 

Fahr suits me 0. K. 
(The Man takes advantage of the hint, and an hour later 

stands Mr. Plate on the rack to dry.) 
Mr. Plate.—Now, hustle up on this too, old man. Put me 

in a current of dry air, free from dust and dirt. If you try 
and dry me in a stuffy old room, I’ll be half wet for twenty- 

four hours, and turn out coarse and ugly. 
The Man.—You’re a- 
(A car passes just at this moment, and the representative of 

“ The Photo-American ” failed to catch the rest of what The 
Man said, but he took it for granted that the lost sentence was 
just about as coarse and ugly as Mr. Plate promised to be, 
because everything pointed that way. 

F. VoiTIER. 

Peu) Apparatus, $c. 
-- 

The Adams “ Natti ” Camera. Manufactured and sold by Adams and 
Co., 26, Charing Cross Road, London, W.C. 

The latest model of this camera, which ha« long been favourably 
appreciated for its compactness, portability, a d delfcacv, as well as 
variety of movement, has been given some further improvements which 
render the instrun ent an almost perfect example of mechanical precision 
in the way of photographic cabinet making. 

When the camera is opened for use, the flap, which holds the body 
rigid, is now held in position by means of two spring bolts, which renders 
the camera as rigid As a box camera. A plate-lifter is also added, by 
means of which the plates are more readily changed, and at the same 
(ime the plate is raised it registers a number automatically. Another 
refinement is that by moving a spring catch the gauge inside the camera 
can be adjusted to permit the use of either plates or films. The door 
at the back of the camera for the purpose of charging the instrument is 
now hinged and fastened in position by means of a neat spring lock. 
Perhaps in no camera of its size and class are there concentrated so many 
beautiful movements. The “ Natti,” in virtue of these qualities, appeals 
to a very large class of workers, with whom fineness of adjustment is a 
desideratum, and to these an inspection of the instrument may be con¬ 
fidently recommended. 

The Wellington Celluloid Film. Manufactured and sold by Wellington 
and Ward, Elstree, Herts. 

It was inevitable that such a progressive firm as Messrs. Wellington and 
Ward, to whom during the past few years photographers have been in¬ 
debted for more than one kind of pellicular negative support—stripping 
and non-stripping—should place a roll celluloid film in the market. Quite 
recently such a film has been brought within the reach of the users of 
cameras which carry roll-film in cartridges. During one of the few in¬ 
tervals of sunshine with which the present very sombre month of August 
has been fortunately blessed, we took occasion to make some exposures 

f on a sample of the Wellington celluloid. At f/II we gave l-32nd of a 
second (approx.) on well-illuminated groups, and upon development we 
found that the results had been fully timed. With a pyro-soda developer, 
a clear, grainless deposit was obtained. The emulsion is evidently one 
of a high sensitiveness, and amply fast enough for snapshot work. The 
behaviour of the sensitive pellicle in its passage through the developing, 
fixing, and washing solutions was all that could be desired, and, judged 
by the sample submitted to us, Messrs. Wellington and Ward are dis¬ 
tinctly to be congratulated on having added to the resources of photo¬ 
graphers a film of very fine quality indeed. The film is sent out in 
rolls to fit all cameras; and we are asked to state that whatever the 
result of certain proceedings which are still sub judice may be, Messrs. 
Wellington and Ward will continue its manufacture. This statement 
should remove any nr sappreb.ension that may have arisen amongst Messrs. 
Welington and Ward’s clientele. We have much pleasure in welcoming 
the Wellington celluloid film into :he photographic world, and wish (t 
a long and prosperous “ run.” Qualitatively, it deserves a great vogue. 

ladings of Societies* 

MEETINGS OF SOCIETIES FOR NEXT WEEK. 

August. Name of Society. Subject. 

23. Southampton P amera Club... Ramble—Shawford. 
23. Brentford Photogranhic . Chertsey and Laleham. 

26. Birmingham Photograpfrc . 1 J he use of the new enlarging table will 
1 be explained • y Mr. Bernar.t Moore. 

27.’.. North Middlesex Photographic f Hotogrnph Bromide Pape -. Printing 
t. and 'L oning, Mr. W. A. Sims. 

LONDON AND PROVINCIAL PHOTOGRAPHIC ASSOCIATION. 

August 14th.—Mr. P. Everitt in the chair. 

Re the discussion on albumenised paper, at a previous meeting, the 
hon. secretary read a letter from Mr. H. E. Bullen, in which was stated 
that his “ Bos ” albumen paper would keep in good condition for five or 
six months, if carefully stored; and he is also prepared to supply ama¬ 
teurs direct. Some excellent examples of work done on this paper 
were passed round and appreciated. 

Mr. Wicks passed round several negatives on Tollable film, all showing 
curious branchlike markings It was remarked that these defects were 
not in one spool of film only, but he had found them in others. 

Mr. A. Haddon said the markings were caused by electric sparks, due 
to stripping the film from its glass support after it had been coated. 
The marks being latent, are naturally unnoticed when the films are 
spooled up, but become very evident when developed. 

Mr. A. L. Henderson passed round the results of some experiments he 
had made in the direction of producing a silver printing-out paper that, 
after printing to the necessary depth, merely requires washing or soak¬ 
ing in plain water to give a finished picture. The emulsion is a gelatine 
silver compound, and the paper coated in the usual way, the chief 
difficulties in the production of this paper being to obtain a paper free 
from any impurities and also to wash in pure water, distilled for pre¬ 
ference. Mr. Henderson remarked that the process was a slight modi¬ 
fication of his ARjentic Stain formula, published some years ago, with 
the omission of some of the chlorides and addition of certain other suit¬ 
able compounds. 

The chairman, in bringing up the question of modern lenses, said that it 
was an interesting fact that by the use of air space between the com¬ 
binations the old crown and flint glasses could be used in the construc¬ 
tion of anastigmat lenses. For a number of years it has been thought 
necessary that to make an anastigmat lens some of the new glass must 
be used, which is quite true when made with cemented combinations; 
but with the use of single glasses of crown and flint, with air space 
between, the necessary corrections have been arrived at. A discussion 
followed on the advantages and disadvantages of the older types of lenses- 
over the new. 

-+- 

Commercial $ Cegal intelligence 
Messrs. Wilkinson and Co., photographers and dealers, 1, Royal Ar¬ 

cade, The Walk, Norwich, write:—“Would you mind making a note 
that we have removed to larger and moie convenient premises in the very 
centre of the city, having had a splendid studio erected, and laying our¬ 
selves out very largely for the amateur department?” 

We are informed by Messrs. Seabrook Bros., and Co., the agents for 
(h'i’Manhattan Optical Company, who make the “Wizard” Cameras, that 
the two companies, the Manhattan Optical Company, of New York, and 
the Gunlaefi Optical Company, of Rochester, have amalgamated and now 
form one company, under the title of the Manhattan Gunlach Optical 
Company. With their several factories combined they are now in a 
position to turn out with the greatest facility and economy their own 
lenses shutters, cameras, and other photographic goods, every single 
part of which will be made in their own factories. Messrs. Seabrook, 
Bros, and Co. have the control of their output for Europe. 

The Warwick Competitions.-—The following is the list of awards of the 
Warwick Competition for the current month:—£1 prize, H. Avery, 319, 
Queen’s Park Road, Brighton, “ Cattle Study ”; £1 prize, W. R. Barrow, 
2, Riby Terrace, Norfolk Street, Boston, “Gwen”; £1 prize, F. W. 
Beken, Blenheim House, Cowes, “ Naval Review, 1902 ”; £1 prize, G. W. 
Cordock, 32, High Street, Scunthorpe, Doncaster, " When shall we three 
meet again ” ; £1 prize, Dr. H. G. Delier, Hotel Belvedere, Davos Platz, 
Switzerland, “ Stormy Sunset, Lake Ge leva ” £1 prize, J. Etherington, 
Eton Lodge, Sale, Cheshire, “ Haddon Hall ” ; £1 prize, H. H. Lee, 69, 
Wandle Road, Croydon, “ Riverside Scene ” ; £1 pr’ze, Miss Hilda Reston,. 
The Studio, Edge Lane, Stretford, “ A Study ”; £1 prize, G. W. Seville, 
Photographer, Granby Street, Leicester, “ Impudence ”; £1 prize, J. W. 
Watts, 8, York Buildings, Clifton, Bristol, “The Trysting Bridge.” 
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Deu>$ and Dotes- 
The Austin-Edwards Monthly Film Negative Competition.—The prize 

camera for the current month has been awarded to Mr. F. C. Mortimer, 
5, Pembroke Road, Portsmouth, for his negative, ‘ Lord Kitchener's Recep¬ 
tion at Southampton.” 

London and Povincial.—On Thursday next, the 28th inst., Mr. Welford 
will show a set of lantern slides illustrating the Photographic Camp. 
Members are invited to bring their lady friends, and visitors are always 
welcome at the “ White Swan,” Tudor Street, E.C. 

With the view of further popularising telephotography, Messrs. A E. 
Staley and Co., of 35, Aldermanbury, E.C., are offering a limited number 
of half-plate sets at a nominal price to the first fifty applicants. Par¬ 
ticulars are given in Messrs. Staley’s announcement in our outer pages. 

Mr. John Hassall (says the “ Athenaeum ”) is publishing through Messrs. 
Dean and Son an “A B C ” book with coloured designs. The work, 
which is in his best style, consists of twenty-six humorous pictures of 
all sorts and conditions of people, whose eccentricities are hit off by 
alliterative adjectives. The “A B C ” will be Mr. Hassall’s sole Christ¬ 
mas book for this season, and will be accompanied by clever verses by 
Mr. G. E. Farrow, author of “ Wallypugs,” etc. 

A New Incandescent Lamp.—According to the “ Scientific American,” a 
Californian inventor has devised a new incandescent lamp, which presents 
many promising points. The bulb has an interior tube, open at one 
end. The tube and bulb are so connected that the vacuum is not 
destroyed, and that a brush can be inserted in the tube to apply silver 
to the walls in order to form a reflector. The filament is coiled round 
the tube, so that a maximum amount of light-producing surface is pro¬ 
vided. 

British Association.—With regard to the forthcoming meeting at 
Belfast, we do not find in the accounts of the projected business at the 
various sections much matter of interest to photographers. In Section A 
(Physics) there is to be a department of astronomy and cosmical physics, 
to be presided over by Professor Schuster. No doubt the important 
evidence of photography will be the main factor in the discussions which 
w7ill take place on the papers to be read on Eros, the Moon, and on 
Nova Persei, and especially in the projected discussion on the Nebular 
theory. Photographs from Yerkes Observatory will, it is stated, probably 
be shown. 

Solubility of Gold in Cyanide.—In the “American Chemical Journal,” 
in a study of the electro-chemical properties of certain metals in con¬ 
nection with cyanide, it is incidentally stated that a solution of cyanide 
of potassium must be diluted to the extent of 0.001 per cent, before it 
ceases to have any action on gold. It has often been asked why cyanide 
of potassium-—which could be so easily washed out of a print, and would 
not involve the possibilities of fading that characterise hypo—is not used 
as a print-fixer. This little fact is a complete answer. No matter how 
diluted the solution was, it would act on the image, and remove the gold 
deposited by the action of the toning solution, for 0.001 per cent, means 
about a grain and a half to the gallon, which would be practically in- 

■ operative in a fixing-bath. 

A New Acetylene Lamp.—Automobilism will be the means of introduc- 
' tion of many useful inventions which will appeal not only to the owners 

of horseless vehicles, but to the general public as well. We note, as 
of probable value to photographers, for example, the advent of a new 
acetylene lamp which is of such brilliancy that it is stated that it will 
light lip a road for 600ft. The lamp is described in “ La France Auto¬ 
mobile.” The generator consists of an outer shell that fits in the rear 
part of the lamp. This shell is filled with water almost to the top, and 
contains a sheet-metal cylinder with openings admitting water from 
below. A special carbide of calcium, termed “ acetylithe,” is used for 
producing the gas, and is placed in the upper part of the inner cylinder. 
The issuing gas is strained by asbestos packing to remove the moisture 
before reaching the bent tube leading to the burner, which consists of 
two tips inclined in such a way that the issuing gas is mixed before com¬ 
plete combustion takes place. It is claimed that the lamp can be 
readily extinguished and relighted frequently, and that it is perfectly safe. 

A Simple Trough for Light Filters.—Herr C. Winther, in a German 
technical journal, describes a new trough for holding liquids so as to 
form a light-filter. It is of simple construction, though of small size— 
6 by 6 by 2 cm. A block of wood of these proportions is pierced by 
a’cylindrical hole 3cm. in diameter also drilled from one edge to the 
centre. These holes are well lined with pitch, and plates of glass are 
then cemented with pitch to the sides of the block. The cylinder is 
filled through the narrow side aperture, which is then closed by a paraf¬ 
fined cork. The troughs may be used for acid solutions, but not for 
alcohol or benzine. It appears to us that the pitch might with advan¬ 
tage be replaced by a thick shellac varnish, for as the former material 
never really sets, the tendency would be for the continual, if gradual, 
slipping of the plates. Further, the pitch might be replaced by bichro- 
rnatod glue when alcoholic or similar solutions were employed. We 
might suggest a still further improvement, namely, the addition of a 
second filling aperture, which would prevent any difficulty arising when 
filling, by providing an air exit. 

Meteorology and Photography.—In a review on a recently published 
German work on Meteorology, “ Nature ” writes of this “remarkable 
book " " The illustrations are all most carefully selected, excellently 
reproduced, and some of them are impressive examples of the possibilities 
of photographic reproduction in what may be termed the department of 
the natural history of the atmosphere.” The book contains really prac- 
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tical hints, as a trivial example of which, and as giving useful prognostics 
for photographic probabilities—in the Metropolis, at any raU wt lln 
again quoteThose who arc interested m such matters’’—and photo¬ 
graphers naturally are—“ may see at a glance that at Kew, in the aum 
mer, the most unfavourable hours for a garden party are from 2 to 4 in 
the afternoon, and, next to those, from 4 to 6, when the frequencj 0f 
rain is about half as much again as it is between 6 and 8 a.in. ; whereas 
in winter, from 4 to 6 is the best time of day from the point of \,' v, 
indicated.” With regard to these data, we might say that there is not 
much probability of garden parties being given in winter between 4 and 6 
in the afternoon. 

Explosion of Potassium Chlorate.—According to the “ Lancet,” the 
tragic death of Mr. P. H. Seeker calls attention to the latent powers of 
danger in the compounding of even well-known drugs. As previously 
reported, Mr. Seeker, a well-known veterinary surgeon of Boroughbridge, 
was engaged in the preparation of some horse powders, containing °as 
their chief constituents sulphur, potassium chlorate, and iron. From the 
evidence given at the_inquest it would seem that those substances were 
being ground together in a mortar when a terrific explosion ensued, which 
wrecked the room and resulted in the death of Mr. Seeker. The cause of 
the explosion does not apparently need much investigation. Sulphur 
is ready enough to combine with oxygen, and potassium chlorate, rich in 
that element, provides the means for the sudden detonation which con¬ 
cussion in the mortar would bring about. To prevent a repetition of such 
an accident, observes the “ Lancet,” it is essential to remember that with 
mixtures of this character the ingredients should be ground separately, 
and afterwards mixed, the mixture being effected with as little friction as 
possible.—“The Pharmaceutical Journal.” 

Mr. R. II. Waite, the proprietor of the American Studios, Liverpool, 
Birkenhead, and Cork, invited all his assistants to a day’s outing on 
Thursday, August 7th. The party, numbering about thirty, left Birken¬ 
head, and proceeded in brakes to Chester, where an excellent dinner was 
served at Messrs. Cottle’s restaurant, Bridge Street, full justice being 
done to good Old English beef and the greater part of a once frisky 
lambkin, with the usual accompaniment of mint sauce, green peas, and 
“ murphies,” all disappearing with marvellous rapidity. Dinner over, a 
move was made to the River Dee, where the company embarked on the 
steamer, which conveyed them to Eccleston Ferry, where several groups 
were taken, , a ramble through the magnificent grounds of Eaton Hall, 
boating on the river, etc., then tea at the Old White House, which, like 
the dinner, was provided in a most Eccleston—or rather excellent—man¬ 
ner. Returning to Chester at 8.30, the brakes were boarded, and the 
homeward journey commenced. Reaching Birkenhead, the host enter¬ 
tained the whole company to supper at his private residence, after which 
an impromptu concert was gone through, the programme including piano¬ 
forte solos, phonograph selections, etc. After according Mr. and Mrs. 
Waite a hearty vote of thanks for their kindness, a most enjoyable time 
was brought to a close in the “ wee sma’ hours ” by the singing of Auld 
Lang Syne.—(Communicated.) 

Mr. John Baddeley writes to “ Nature ”:—Colours Between Clouds 
at Sunset.—About sunset on the evening of Sunday, July 13th, being at 
Ripon, with my son, our attention was arrested by an unusual appear¬ 
ance, which I will briefly describe. Two large clouds, covering a con¬ 
siderable portion of the western sky, and separated by an interval leading 
generally towards the west, were each bordered along this interval by a 
bright and well-marked double spectrum. The two spectra forming this 
were together of the width of about one-and-a-half times the diameter 
of the sun; they followed the foldings of the edge of the clouds, and, 
which suggests a partial explanation, were at right angles to a fringe of 
nebulous strise, which bordered the clouds, so that, except that the spec¬ 
tral colours were parallel instead of consecutive, the phenomenon had in 
some degree the appearance of the reflection from a grating. Our obser¬ 
vation lasted about twenty minutes, and it was especially noticeable that 
when, through the fading light, the more refrangible colours had dis¬ 
appeared, the two red lines on the rim of each cloud remained clearly 
marked to the last. Never having previously seen or even heard of 
such an appearance, any information on the subject would be much appre¬ 
ciated. I might also report that on the evening of July 17th the pink 
streamers mentioned by some of your correspondents could be well ob¬ 
served, and had they been less stable, and had they radiated from the 
north instead of from the position of the setting sun, the appearance 
would have much resembled the Aurora Borealis. 

Annual Dinner of the R.P.S.—The last number of the “Journal” notifi- 
fied the members that the Council had consented, at the request of 
several members of the Society, to organise a dinner during the coming 
autumn amongst the members and their friends. The following gentle¬ 
men have kindly expressed their readiness to act as stewards and to 
receive intimations of the intention of members to be present:—Mr. 
Henry E. Davis, Mr. T. Sebastian Davis, Mr. W. E. Dunmore, Mr. Henry 
E. Hull, Mr. H. Vivian Hyde, Mr Francis Ince, Mr. J. C. S. Mummery, 
Mr. T. C. Turner, Mr. H. Snowden Ward, Mr. T. E. Freshwater, Dr. E. 

C. Fincham, Mr. Martin Jacolette, Mr. Alfred Ellis, Mr. Frank Bishop, 
Dr. A. R. F. Evershed, Mr. James Brown, Mr. George W. Tottem, Mr. 
John H. Gear, Mr. R. Lang Sims, Mr. Leslie Selby, Mr. Ernest Marriage, 
Dr. C. F. Grindrod, Mr. C. F. Inston, Mr. Thomas K. Grant. The din¬ 
ner will take place on Modnay, September 29th, at the Cafe Royal, Regent 
Street, London, W., and the price of the ticket will be half-a-guinea, 
exclusive of wine. The date has been specially chosen to suit the 
convenience of members residing in the provinces as well as that of the 
London members, following as it does the conversazione and the pri¬ 
vate view of the exhibition which always attract a large attendance of 
members from all parts of the country. The Council and the Dinner 
Committee entertain the hope that there will be a large attendance of 
Fellows and members and their friends. It is important that early 
intimation of an intention to be present shall be in the hands of the com- 
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aittee, and members are requested to inform the secretary at the earliest 
mssib-le moment whether or not it will be agreeable to them to take part, 
’roceedings of Council:—The Council have admitted the following mem- 
»ers to the Fellowship of the Society: John Thomas Ashby, Downings, 
Loughton, Essex; Douglas English, Hawley, Dartford, Kent; John 
lharles Stephen Mummery, 81, Pellatt Grove, Wood Green, N. ; John 
iames Henry Sturmey, 9, Middleborough Road, Coventry. Applications 
rom eleven members were considered, but the seven whose names do 
lot appear failed to secure admission.—“ The Photographic Journal.” 

The Royal Academy.—The Royal Academy has already issued to its 
nembers a report on the exhibition which has just closed at Burlington 
House. The report is of a private nature, and the Academicians, very 
properly, decline to disclose any of its financial particulars Bui they 
are less reticent about other details, the publication of which is inoffen¬ 
sive to the Forty and of great interest to the artistic and general public. 
Such details, for example, are those relating to the number of works 
submitted by outsiders. Last spring, on March 27th and 29th and April 
1st and 2nd, the number of works submitted by outsiders to the Council 
of the Royal Academy was fourteen thousand two hundred and nineteen. 
Of these only one hundred and twenty-seven were accepted outright, and 
the “ doubtfuls,” from which the greater number of pictures shown in 
Academy exhibitions are always chosen, this year numbered nc more tha n 
two thousand seven hundred and seventy. The greater number of +he 
works sent in, eleven thousand three hundred and four out of the grand 
total of fourteen thousand two hundred and nineteeri, were rejected at 
once, and eighteen works were condemned for various reasons as “ inad¬ 
missible.” The examination of the fourteen thousand two hundred and 
nineteen works by the Council, and their distribution into the classes 
mentioned, occupied exactly seven days. Including the members’ works 
there remained, therefore, about three thousand works to be dealt with 
by the Hanging Committee, or Committee of Arrangement, as it is called 
at the Academy. The members of the Committee of Arrangement com¬ 
menced their duties on April 9th, the day after the first examination of 
the submitted works was finished by the Council, and by April 22nd the 
exhibition was completed. To the phenomenal badness of the sales at 
the recent Academy attention has been several times drawn in this 
column, but it is evident that the exhibition has, nevertheless, 
lost none of its attractiveness for the general public, as the 
visitors in 1902 were more by several thousands than in 1901. The most 
popular of the shilling days at the Academy is usually the opening Mon¬ 
day, but in the recent season May 19th (Whit Monday) carried off the 
palm for the greatest number of visitors. The Whit Monday figures were 
exceeded on August Bank Holiday, but on that occasion the admission 
fee was reduced to sixpence and the exhibition remained open until 
half-past ten in the evening.—‘ The Morning Post.” 

My Assistants.—“ Bookseller ” writes to “ The Publishers’ Circular ” : 
“ The real bookseller’s assistant is fast disappearing,” said a publisher’s 
representative to me recently. “In almost all the large bookshops I find 
fresh faces on each of my half-yearly visits. Why is this?” This set me 
thinking that perhaps I was wrong in my supposition that I must be 
one of the most unfortunate members of the trade in my choice of assis¬ 
tants. The first one I had was in appearance a most intelligent young 
man, apparently just what I was needing. He had not been with me 
many days when he astonished me by refusing to, what he called, “ sweat ” 
a note all the way to-, after shop hours, in spite of the fact that 
he passed the address on his way home. Shortly afterwards a customer 
was paying a bill, the amount being 10s. 6d., with Is. 9d. discount to 
be deducted. My new assistant wrote Is. 9d. under the 10s. 6d., and 
then said “ How can you take 9 from 6 ?” I explained the process of 
borrowing 12 in the pence, etc., to which he replied that he “ seemed to 
recollect something about it,” adding “It’s a ripping dodge, isn’t it? 
but the worst of the dodges is that they don’t always answer.” I informed 
him that it wasn’t a dodge, but was a rule. Another customer paying a 
bill 7s. 6d., with Is. 3d. discount, he still borrowed 12 in the pence, and 
actually handed my customer the bill with “ 15 ” in the pence column. 
I gave him “ notice ” on the spot, which he thought very unfair, as he 
said “ I myself said borrowing 12 in the pence was a rule, not a dodge.” 
He also added that he should try to get again into a shop “ where there 
was a proper clerk to see to accounts.” Another assistant I had possessed 
a mania for economy. Having bought some books from a lady, I told 
him to send her £4 in P.O.’s. The poor old lady came in the next day, 
almost in tears, with £4 worth of penny stamps, begging me to pay her 
in some more convenient form, as she didn’t think she should “ live long 
enough to use up all those stamps.” My young man thought he deserved 
a word of praise rather than censure, as he “ sent her stamps in order 
to save paying commission on P.O.’s.” Another unfortunate mistake 
made by this man was as follows. A customer handed him a few books, 
saying, “ How much ?” My assistant replied : “ I am sorry we can’t make 
you an offer, sir; these books are all out of date now, and are absolute 
waste paper.” The customer then said : “Oh! I didn’t want to sell them. 
I have just taken them from your shelves, I want to buy them.” “ Oh! 
I beg your pardon, sir! 18s. is the cash price,” was the young man’s un¬ 
blushing reply. Another assistant having sold to an old lady a set of 
“ Waverley Novels,” in forty-eight volumes, calf, calmly said, “ Will you 
carry them with you?” This one came to me on Monday, but didn’t 
appear on the following Thursday. On Friday morning he apologised for 
his absence, saying, “ It was a most extraordinary thing sir! but it was 
-races yesterday, and I went, but as I got out of the train I thought, 
‘ What a fool I am, I didn’t ask for the day off,’ but of course as I was 
there, sir, I thought I had best stop.” Yet another assistant, being greatly 
impressed with the fact that many large businesses spring from small 
beginnings, thought he would like to try to pave the way to fortune by 
taking out a few books on a truck. I presented him with a truck and 

stock. At the end of a fortnight he was so disgusted at the lack of 
customers that, instead of pushing home his truck at night, he pushed 
the whole lot, truck included, into the river, and decided to give up 
bookselling. However, the real bookseller’s assistant may turn up yet. 

The Camera Club.—“The Journal of the Camera Club” for August 
contains the following announcements:—Members will regret that Mr. 
J. W. Gordon, who has for several months most successfully acted as 
Editor of the Journal, has been obliged to resign that post, owing to 
the pressure of his professional work, and to his appointment upon a 
legal commission in the West Indies, which will necessitate his absence 
from England for a somewhat prolonged period. We are sure that all 
members will join in tendering him our sincere thanks for the energy 
and ability which he has shown in the interests of the Club, and the work 
he has done on its behalf. We have to announce that Mr. Wallace God¬ 
frey,-who has again taken on the duties of Honorary Secretary, has been 
appointed a member of the Committee. Mr. O. D. Huskisson has been 
appointed Honorary Curator, and under his management members may 
be sure that the distribution of journals, magazines, and newspapers to 
the members will be satisfactory. We- may add that all members who 
have used the dark-rooms and other photographic accommodation of the 
Club will, we are sure, join in expressing our appreciation of the work 
he has done for several years on their behalf in superintending the 
chemical department with such zeal and courtesy. During the long vaca 
tion it is proposed to carry out, as far as possible, the necessary and 
most desirable repairs and improvements in the Club premises. However, 
during this time the Club will not be closed entirely; but these repairs 
will be carried out gradually and seriatim, so as to cause as little incon¬ 
venience to the members as possible. The hon. sec. is very often appealed 
to by members going abroad for advice as to the best cameras, plates, 
etc., to be taken, and on many subjects connected therewith. We have 
on our list a very large number of foreign members, serving in all quarters 
of the globe, who would be able to advise on these and other subjects. 
His idea is to form a sort of book of reference, giving (in epitome) the 
opinions of those who have experience, in order that it may be used 
for the benefit of their fellow members who may be journeying to those 
parts. He therefore appeals to the members who have the necessary 
knowledge and experience to assist him, by writing and giving him the 
desired information, and enabling him to keep such a register, to which 
he can refer and give the desired advice. Further, the Editor would 
most earnestly ask such foreign members and others who go abroad, even 
only temporarily, to write him, from time to time, not necessarily 
articles, but letters from which extracts could be taken. By this means 
he is sure that the members would be brought into closer touch with one 
another, even though thousands of miles apart. This would greatly 
increase the interest in the Journal, as he is sure that it would be very 
gratifying to those “ at home ” to hear of the welfare and doings of those 
“ far away.” It must be recollected that one letter in this case would 
be of the greatest interest to dozens of the absent one’s friends, to each 
of whom individually it would be impossible for him to write. Besides, 
too, the information that could be given would be of great value, not 
only to the photographer, but also to the traveller. The hon. sec. suggests 
that as we are to a great extent travellers—he objects to the term 
“ tourist,” at all events as applied to himself—it would be very desirable 
that we should have maps and guide books. Now, doubtless, many 
members have such, which they would be willing to present to the Club, 
and which, though not of the latest editions, would be extremely useful 
for mapping out and arranging a tour, and he is sure that a small and 
convenient library of these, under the care of the hon. curator, would 
be of great use in the Club and highly appreciated by many members. 
Our congratulations to our colleague, Mr. Freeman Mitford, C.B., upon 
the honour conferred upon him by being created a member of the “ Upper 
House.” In taking the title of Lord Redesdale, a barony has been revived 
which became extinct by the death of his cousin, the second Baron and 
first Earl of Redesdale, who was so well known some years ago for the 
strong and energetic manner in which he acted as Chairman of Commit¬ 
tees. Members will be very pleased also to hear that the Kaiser has 
distinguished Mr. Gamble, the second officer of the Fire Brigade, who is 
so well known and so popular in the Club, by conferring upon him the 
Order of the Red Cross. We all hope he may live long to enjoy so well 
deserved an honour. Mr. Edgar Wallace, who has distinguished himself 
in so many ways as the War Correspondent of the “ Daily Mail,” is just 
now in London, and has visited the Club, of which he is a member, several 
times. He returns to O'ohnannesburg on the 16th of this month to start 
the “Rand Daily Mail,” of which he is to be the responsible editor. Mr. 
Alfred Harmsworth entertain him to dinner at the Savoy Hotel, on 
Coronation night. 

The British Museum.—The annual Blue-book [No. 130] relating to the 
British Museum has been issued. It contains an account of the income 
and expenditure of the British Museum (Special Trust Funds) for the 
year ended March 31st, 1902, and a return of the number of persons 
admitted to visit the Museum and the British Museum (Natural History) 
in each year from 1896 to 1901, both years inclusive, together with a 
statement of the progress made in the arrangement and description of 
the collections, and an account of objects added to them in 1901. In 
his report on the general progress at the Museum in Bloomsbury, Sir E. 
Maunde Thompson, Director and Principal Librarian, says the grand total 
number of visits to the Museum in the year 1901 was 718.614. This is 
an increase of more than 29,000 on the total of the year 1900, which was 
689,249; and that total, again, was an increase of more than 25,000 on 
that of the previous year. This gratifying augmentation of upwards of, 
54,000 visits during the past two years has carried the total of last yea' 
above the average of the years 1880-1883, when the removal of the natura 
history collections to Cromwell Road was accomplished and entailed a, 
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serious diminution of the numbers, the total for 1884 being only 468,873. 
It is also satisfacory that the number of visits on Sunday afternoons 
has steadily increased year by year, the total for 1901 being 48,895, as 
against 43,892 in 1900. The number of visits of students to the reading- 
room has risen to 200,035, as against 198,566 in 1900—a daily average of 
664. In the several departments other than the reading-room there has 
been a further increase in the number of visits of students, the total last 
year being 57,943, as against 56,043 in 1900. The departments of prints 
and drawings and of coins and medals have been more frequented; but 
there has been a decline in the number of students drawing in the sculp¬ 
ture galleries. Improved electric alarm circuits have been installed both 
within and-without the building. The report on the British Museum 
(Natural History), prepared by Professor Ray Lankester, the Director, 
states that the total number of visits paid by the public to the Natural 
History Museum in 1901 was 417,691, as compared with 485,288 m the 
preceding year. It is noteworthy that, although there is a considerable 
drop in the total number of visitors, the record of Sunday attendances 
again shows an increase, 57,797 visits having been recorded, as against 
56,302 in 1900. The average daily attendance for all open days during 
the year was 1,157; for weekdays only, 1,165 and for Sunday afternoons, 
1,111. The report also states that the survey of the fishes of the Nile 
has been continued by the Egyptian Government, in co-operation with the 
Trustees, and has resulted in the addition of several species to the list 
of Nile fishes and in the discovery of ten new species, two of which deserve 
to be made types of new genera. An account is given of a series of 
excavations undertaken by the Trustees in the Lower Pliocene bone beds 
.at Pikermi, Attica, and of recent geological explorations in 
Egypt. The excavations at Pikermi continued from April 17th to 
July 13th, and the total area of the bone-beds uncovered was about 400 
square metres. No complete skeletons were discovered, but good re¬ 
mains of nearly all the genera and species of extinct mammalia known 
from Pikermi were obtained, while a few specimens may represent new 
forms. An extensive collection was left for the Athens University 
Museum, while forty-seven large cases were packed and safely despatched 
to London, where the specimens are now being prepared for exhibitio . 
Dr. C. W. Andrews was enabled, by the courtesy of Captain Lyons, Direc¬ 
tor of the Egyptian Survey, to visit several localities of great interest from 
a palaeontological point of view. The first of these journeys, which was 
taken in company with Mr. T. Barron, of the Egyptian Geological Survey, 
was to Mogara, a small oasis about 150 miles west of Cairo. This was 
reached after seven days’ march across waterless desert. In this locality 
bones of Lower Miocene vertebrates had been previously collected, and 
cn the present occasion several forms, including Mastodon aff. aigusti- 
dens, were obtained for the first time. Later, a visit to the Fayum, in 
company with Mr. H. J. L. Beadnell, also of the Egyptian Geological 
Survey, resulted in the discovery of early forms of Proboscidea, Sirenians, 
Zeuglodonts, a remarkable marine snake, and a python-like serpent of 
gigantic size. These all occurred in rocks of Middle Eocene age. Later 
on, a more prolonged visit led to the discovery of further Proboscidean 
bones of the greatest interest at a rather high horizon. Professor Ray 
Lankester adds that the genus to which the name Palseomastodon has 
been given seems to have been the direct forerunner of Mastodon, and 
it therefore appears certain that the Proboscidea, the centre of distribu¬ 
tion of which has long been a doubtful question, must have originated 
in this region, probably on a large land area to the south. Other im¬ 
portant discoveries in this locality will, no doubt, be made, and will throw 
light on many obscure questions of geographical distribution. The 
Trustees have received a letter from the Emperor Menelek II., giving 
assurance of help and protection to all English people who may go to 
Abyssinia in the interest of science. The Blue-book also contains reports 
from the heads of the various departments.—“The Times.” 

Correspondence. 
*,* Correspondents should never write on both sides of thepaper. No 

notice is taken of communications unless the names and addresses rf 

the writers are given. 

'/ We do not undertake responsibility for the opinions expressed by our 

correspondents. 

BRUSH TONING FOR P.O.P. 

To the Editors. 

Gentlemen,—I should like to occupy a little of your space to record 

my thanks to F. J. Mortimer for his most useful article on “Brush 

I'oning for P.O.P.,” in this year’s Almanac I always have a large 

number of whole plate prints to tone after my summer holiday, and 

this year T have adopted Ins method, and as an amateur photographer 

of over forty years’ experience, can truly say that I have never obtained 

more beautiful, brilliant, and uniformly satisfactory mulls on P 0 1’ 
or any other kind of paper than in this way, and with fur less trouble 
than with dish toning. Any tone may be obtained from a rich brown 
to deep purple, provided the printing has been deep enough, and im 
experience is, that printing should be carried to a very coiLsidcrabl - 
depth, more perhaps than is usually deemed sufficient. 1 have uh< 
Air. Mortimer’s toning formula on Ilford P.O.P., but doubtless am 
other formula on any other paper would answer equally well, thougi 
I have not tried. The prints have, of course, to be dealt with singly, 
but this has always been my practice, and l find that by brush toning 
I get through much more work in a given time than 1 did when J u.y-u 
the usual method. The brush I use is a soft, fiat camel-hair one, on- 
inch in width. I may say that I have constructed a piece of apparatus 
consisting of an inclined sheet of glass, with its lower edge projecting 
over a glass trough, in which is contained the toning bath, and to whicl. 
is returned the bath as applied by the brush, which greatly facilitate, 
the work. I shall never return to the dish so long as I obtain tl: • 
results I now do with the brush.— I am, yours, etc., 

Augustus Wheeler. 
Park Villa, Stockwell Park Road, S.W. 

August 16th, 1902. 

VIEW-FINDERS. 

To the Editors. 

Gentlemen,— I was recently away for a few days at the seaside, and 

took a small folding camera with me. The negatives I obtained wen- 

most satisfactory, but unfortunately in several the horizon, instead 

of being in an horizontal plane, assumed a more or less diagonal pos'- 

tion. Experiments were tried to find out where the fault lay, and I 

discovered that the view-finder was the evil genius which was respon¬ 

sible for my trouble. This view-finder was a separate attachment to 

the camera, and turned on a hinge for horizontal and vertical pictures 
It w as ascertained that when pushed round as far as it would go, the 
plane of the ground glass of the finder was not at right angles with 
that of the sensitive plate, hence the crookedness of the horizon. The 
remedy consisted of a small nail being driven into the body of the 
finder, so that when it was completely turned the two planes were 
at right angles to each other in all points. This will, I fancy, prove a 
serviceable hint to many of our readers.—Yours, etc., 

A Tourist 
August 16 th. 1902. 

“ SCULPTURED LIKENESSES.” 

To the Editors. 

Gentlemen,—With reference to your notes on “Sculptured Like¬ 

nesses,” p. 643, it is interesting to note that the addition of horns 

to a man’s head is not necessarily suggestive of hoofs and tail, but may 

he, as of old was the case, intended as symbolic of wisdom. As your 

Journal is not a political one, it will be> out of place for me to debate 

in it the question whether the mason who so adorned Mr’. Joseph 

Chamberlain’s head on St. Giles’s Church, Camberwell, may be said 
to have employed them as symbols prophetic of wisdom, or, if so, 
whether his message has proved to be false or true.—Yours, etc., 

W. R. Bland. 

August 16th, 1902. 

THE CONVENTION GROUP. 

To the Editors. 

Gentlemen,—It is a long time since I attended the Convention; 

lack of time and business worries have prevented the enjoyment 

of a much-desired outing, but in spite <T that absence, I have still 

a warm side to the annual photographic picnic—if I may so term 

it—and year after year I arrange to be present, only to have my 

fond hopes dashed aside. To such an enforced absentee as myself the 

annual photograph published in the B. J. is an oasis in the realm of 

w erk, and I eagerly look fonvard to its appearance, and anxiously 

scan it on its arrival o see if there still remain in it any face I 

can distinguish. The crowd of new faces puzzle me, but there are 
veterans—veterans in the sense of attending the Convention—who 
I can still recognise, and a thrill of joy takes possession of me in the 
thought that when I am able to attend the Convention—-and every 
year I hope it may be the next.—there will be some conventioners to 
whom I will not be an entire strnager. 
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Seated beside the President—whom I recognise from your admirable 

lJOrtS of Wm-my eyes light with pWo « ^ 
worthy secretary—long may he continue in that offio., shoeg. 
•a very difficult business to get a successor capable of fill ng • - 

% ft frS3^y when first I joined the Convention, he unostentatiously jl>f ^ 
smoothed the rough places and made me, ari utter' strai 0 , t i 
very much at home. May he long continue a convent:o er at 
creator of those exquisite lantern slides associated with hisi jaml • 
Rut what is wrong with the Crooke of Edinburgh. Is he f -g 
that The President will fail at the critical moment of exposure that 
he dm so earnestly towards the central group, or is it merely a 
.teSto £ rortoyed in profile. He>. one of the good one*, and „ 
ilwavs ready—hut, then, what conventioner is not .—to assist 
making the annual gathering a success to everyone. The serious face 
beside^him of Harold Baker gives no indication of the wealth 
fnn concealed behind the pincenez ; but one or two may remember a 

peSTwhioh disturbed the serenity of a certam official 
crroun Away near the other side of the picture supporting a 
•column is the “ hail fellow, well met,” of the Convention, Snowden 
Ward ’ He seems to “know everyone, and everyone seems to kno v 
him.” He suffers from the disadvantage of a talented better ha , 
which to some extent throws his own abilities into the backgroun , 
7nt we oonld not afford to do without Mrs. Ward or who would 
reffiy for “The Ladies”? Near the outside rignt of a picture is a 
•prominent man, a veteran whose personality I remember well but 
whose name at the moment escapes me. I looked in vain for a black- 
Learded face which you, Mr. Editor, may know, but I cant hx it. 

Others I might mention, but, no, no. I wait and trust to meet them, 
in the flesh, shall I say, as I have always hoped, next y«Ham 

y°[*r The face is there, minus the heard; look again, friend 1 Eds. 

B. J. P.] 

case it seems it did not cause any eruption, or it would have appeared 
in the interval of some years between the use of bichro. and metol. 
I Question if bichro. affects much unless pretty constantly used. 
VnJ1TN Old Professional. 

DOING THE REST. 

To the Editors. 

Gentlemen,—I should like to say a word re. your interesting article 
“Doing the Rest,” in last issue. Practically, it is asked, why does 
not the professional “ do the rest ” for amateurs? I reply, often because 
it does not pay. The amateur dealer, so-called, has helped to this 
condition of things. Two cases in point have recently come to my 
notice. 1. A lady amateur called with a bull’s-eye Kodak film and 
asked if it could be developed. I replied, “Certainly, Madame.” 
“ But wliat is your charge? ” she asked. “ The same as the Kodak 
Company, 3s.”' “Oh.” she replied; “that is too much. I only paid 
Is. jn B ——.” “Well. Madame, it will pay you best to post them 
there.” 2. A gentleman brought a packet of twenty Frena films, the 
small size, to be developed, and inquired the charge. “The same as 
the Erena makers,” and produced their list, 4s. 4 Oh, that is too 
much ; I only paid Is. 8d. in such a town.” I replied, “ they cannot be 
done properly at the price.” 

Now this, I believe, is the crux of the whole thing. Amateurs con¬ 
clude', because chemicals cost so much, and so much is needed to 
develop so many, therefore the price should be so much. Allowing 
little or no margin for use of plant or brains, the result is that those 
who value their brains prefer to1 use them better than “ doing the 
rest,” unless the customers are prepared to pay a fair price. The 
amateur dealer of the chemist class often allows a junior assistant, with 
no photographic training, to develop, and most often he puts a dozen 
1-plates in a dish at once, and treats them all alike, and no wonder if 
half are spoilt. Though I have not tried, I believe it would pay 
better to do the cabinet part at Is. than to develop twenty Erena 
films at Is. 8d.—Yours, P- W. 

♦ 

CHEMISTS AND PHOTOGRAPHERS. 

To the Editors. 

Gentlemen,—Please allow me to vigorously protest against the 
-unfair competition we poor wretched photographers have to contend 
with I refer more particularly to photographic chemists. I as a pro¬ 
fessional can only get my 10 per cent., although I do a good bit of 
-dealing My clients come to me and ask me to get cameras, lenses 
•etc fob them. Naturally, I do not refuse; but what is the result? 
After all my time and trouble and paying carriage I get 10 per cent., 
whilst my dealer gets his 33 per cent. Now comes the hard part. Ihis 
same dealer develops and prints amateur’s negatives, enlarges, and 
when there is anything special on takes negatives and sells 
them all below my prices, and why? Of course he can afford to do 
so. Sirs, this is not an isolated case. Finally, Mr Editor who are 
these people who do this work? Why amateur (so-called) photo¬ 
graphers, whom, I assert, are not qualified in many cases to undertake 
the work. I should like to hear what others have to say on the sub¬ 

ject.—Yours faithfully, 

Answers to Correspondents* 
*#* All matters intended for the text portion of this JOURN AL, include 

ing queries, must be addressed to “ The Editors, The British 

Journal of Photography, 24, Wellington-street, Strand, London, 

W. C. ” Inattention to this ensures delay„ 

*** Correspondents are informed that we cannot undertake to answer 

communications through the post. Questions are not answered unless 

the names and addresses of the writers are given. 

%* Communications relating to Advertisements and general business 

affairs should be addressed to Messrs. Henry Greenwood &Co., 

24, Wellington-street, Strand, London, W.C. 

IRRITANT POISONING BY PHOTOGRAPHY. 

To the Editors. 

Gentlemen,—I began to write my experience in reply to your cor¬ 
respondent, “ C.,” hut seeing he omitted in his list both bichromate 
•of potass and metol, I thought I would wait to' see if anyone had a 
similar experience apart from either of these. Some years ago 1 
"worked a good deal with bichromate?, and then probably from it there 
was developed a skin eruption. After discontinuing its use and a 
•course of arsenic treatment, it disappeared, I may say, entirely. About 
nine months since I began to use metol for development of negatives, 
when almost immediately appeared the old eruption, though I think 
in a rather worse form. As I read of its tendency I took the pre¬ 
caution to have a tap of running water near, into which I placed 
my fingers after each immersion in the metol solution, but this did 
not prevent its action. I accordingly gave up its use, good though 
it is in some cases; and now as to cure. I washed affected parts daily 
in Calvert’s carbolic soap and then anointed them with vaseline occa¬ 
sionally after washing, applying sulpholine lotion, to be bought at 
any chemist, with the result, the eruption is practically gone again. 
I think this, with other experiences, recorded in your last, proves 
that metol decidedly, with some, produces the eruption, and the only 
course is to avoid it or similar compounds. “C.” included in his list 
mercurial intensifier. It is probable with some it may have a, like 
result. Though I have used it for years as occasion required, in my 

Photographs Registered :— 

Frederick William King, 29, Osmaston Road, Derby. Photograph of Town Hall, 
Derby, illuminated at night, August 9th, 1902. 

John Pollard Milnes, Hanover Street, Stranraer, Wigtownshire. Photograph of 
Sunset at Dunskey Castle, Port Patrick 

John Bailey, 73, Shirley Road, Southampton. Photograph of Hampshire Cricket 
Team, 1902. Photograph of Surrey Cricket Team, 1902. 

T. W. Jones, Caron House Studio, Tregaron. Photograph of Square and Monu¬ 
ment, Tregaron. Photograph of Tregaron. 

Formula Wanted—H. West asks: “Please give me formula for gum¬ 
ming stamp photos.”—In reply: A solution of gum acacia, to which 
a little glycerine has been added, is as good as anything. Dextrine 
may also be used, but as most of the commercial samples are acid, 
it is not to be recommended, as it may have an injurious action 
on the photographs. 

Thos. Dunkerton.—(1) We expect you will have to have a brick founda¬ 
tion. (2) We do not think putting the structure on wheels will 
exempt you at all. The building bye-laws vary so much in different 
localities that we cannot give an opinion; what would be allowed 
in some would not be in others. We should advise you to consult 
a surveyor in the neighbourhood who is familiar with the bye-laws 
of the town council. 

Book Wanted—M. King asks: “ Would you kindly inform me the best 
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book I could obtain on working up enlargements ?”—In reply: So 
far as we are aware, there is no book wholly devoted to finishing 
enlargements published. Johnson’s book on the “Art of Retouch¬ 
ing, Finishing, and Colouring Photographs ” will give you much 
information on the subject. It may be had through any of the 
dealers. 

Copyright.—“ J. B.” writes: “I have been called to copy an engraving 
from a very valuable oil painting that has lately been exhibited 
in Birmingham. Would you please inform me if I can make an 
enlargement and exhibit the same, not for sale, but just as a 
specimen of work ?”—In reply : Certainly not, if the engraving is 
copyright—and most likely it is. The fact that the copy is not for 
sale makes no difference. 

Lens Query.—“ Burton ” writes : “ I have a lens offered me, which bears 
following inscription, ‘ R. O. J. A. Vorm Emil Busch. Busch’s 
Portrait Aplanat, No. 4. Foe. 14in.’ (1) Is this a reliable maker, 
and can first-class work be done with same ? (2) Is it a quick lens ? 
(3) What distance would be required for full-length cabinet? It is 
quite new.”—In reply : (1) We have had no experience with the 
lenses named, so cannot speak as to their merits, but the house of 
Busch has a good name. (2) As we do not know the aperture, we 
cannot say. (3) About 20ft. between the lens and the sitter. 

Studio Building.—“Proper Angle” writes: “Would either of the 
enclosed plans make a really satisfactory studio for general work? 
Which is the most practical ? I should like to avoid, if possible, 
an outside screen. Would you kindly suggest any improvement? 
The studio is to be built over ground-floor offices. They are corner 
premises, very solid timber and plaster walls, but the addition must 
be iron outside. As this looks rather ugly, I do not want it higher 
than necessary on the south side, which runs up a street.”—In 
reply: Either design is good, and it is quite a matter of opinion as 
to which is the best. Some prefer one form and some the other. 
On the whole, we should rather prefer the design marked “ B ” 
ourselves. 

Deyhloping Alpine Exposures.—J. B. R. S. writes : “ I have noticed in 
old numbers of the Journal letters giving the exact exposures of 
successful Alpine negatives, but an equally important point is the 
treatment of such negatives during development. Could you, or 
any of your correspondents, instruct me as to the best method of 
developing negatives having dark trees and chalets in the fore¬ 
ground and bright snow mountains in the distance ?”—In reply : 
The only instruction we can give is to begin with a very dilute 
developer, so as to get out all detail before the negative acquires 
density. When all detail is out, finish off with a stronger solution. 
That is the way to deal with subjects having strong contrasts. 

Fogged Negative.—Colonel Gubbins writes: “ I enclose a negative, 
which please return in the envelope sent herewith. Will you 
kindly tell me the cause of the fog on it? Also of the row of dots? 
I thought it an ordinary case at first, but the fog extends over the 
part protected by the rebate (this shows very clearly if the negative 
be put on a sheet of white paper), so it could not have been caused 
in the camera. I think that the two defects point to a fault in the 
manufacture.”—In reply: It is difficult to account for the fog, but 
it has all the appearance of having been caused by light. The 
spots rather appear to be due to the film, but they may be caused 
by some mechanical impurity in the developer. We can, however, 
give no definite opinion on the point. 

Identity of Process.—“Salopian” writes: “The plate sent herewith is 
an old photo, taken probably about 1870, and most likely at 
Shrewsbury. Can you tell me what process it is, and whether there 
is any possibility of restoring it? As the portrait of a deceased 
member of my wife’s family, it is of considerable interest to us, 
and as an old specimen it may be of value. I enclose stamps for 
its return.”—In reply : The picture is a Daguerreotype, but it has 
been ruined by careless handling and fingering. The image is 
almost all destroyed, and cannot be restored. You surely could 
not have read the articles on the subject that appeared in our 
issues for July 25th and August 15th, or you would not have sent 
the picture packed as it was. It has been returned, as desired. 

Studio Building.—“ Light ” asks : “ I am having a new studio built 
with east light; could not have north because there is a high church 
that stops the light, and the owner of the property is having a 
high hoarding erected to preserve his ancient light. What I want 
to know is whether the boards (which will be much higher than 
the studio light) will make any difference to the light, and would 
it be better to colour the boards or leave them natural colour? 
All the glazing is ground glass. The hoarding runs north to south, 
and studio is at right angle, and uninterrupted in the front by 
any building, but of course the sun will be on my side of the boards 
all day.”—In reply : If the studio has an east light, and you work 
with that, and that is uninterrupted, we do not see that the hoard¬ 
ing will interfere at all, whatever colour it may be. 

Dry Mounting.—“ Mounting ” writes : “ Three weeks ago there was a 
note in “Ex Cathedra” on mounting prinis flat; that suggested 
to me coating the prints after dry with a plaster similar to that 
used in ordinary medical sticking plaster, and then after that has 
set, mounting the prints by applying heat from a flat-iron, or any 
other means. T inquired of a chemist what the nature of the plaster 
was, and he told me that lead was used in making same. That I 

suppose would be injurious to a photograph; but perhaps a plastoi 
could be made that would have the same sticky nature without 
anything injurious in its composition, and would also be cheap"- 
In reply: We do not think the lead plaster would be found suitable 
for the purpose, even if the lead had no injurious action on the 
pictures. Why not get some of the material mentioned in th. 
article you quote? It is said by the makers to be harmless 

Lens Queries.—“ Ibex ” writes : “ (1) Is it the short focus of a lena, or 
bad quality, which makes the hands appear abnormally large? j 
use a portrait lens of cheap make (City Sale and Exchange), 81in 
focus, working at f/4, and find this defect in results. (2) Would a 
Cooke lens, series 3, of 7£in. focus, working at f/6.5, or an Optimum 
Euroscope, of 8|in. focus, at f/6, be better than my present leni- 
for portraiture? (3) Would either the Cooke or Optimus Euryscope 
be equal to a medium-quality portrait lens? (4) And which would 
be the best for portraiture of the two above-mentioned lenses?”_ 
In reply: (1) If a short-focus lens be brought very close to the 
sitter the more prominent portions will appear abnormally large 
(2) The longer the focus of the lens the less will be apparent dig 
torting, because the sitter will be further away. (3) Both have a 
smaller aperture than the usual portrait lens, and consequents 
are slower in action. (4) The one with the longest focus. 

Ferrotype Work.—“Beginner” writes: “Would you please explain 
cause of failures re ferro plates herewith? I have tried all ways- 
of exposing, and timed developing and fixing in proportion to 
exposure, etc., but do what I will, this objectionable creamy appear¬ 
ance will not disappear unless the plates are developed about four 
or five seconds, then blank plates naturally follow, as under¬ 
developed. Is it essential to gauge exposure and time developing 
and fixing to a fraction of a second ? It is a new departure to me., 
but persevere as I will I cannot get a clean result. My solutions 
are made up as per formulae on box of plates. Might I ask some of 
your readers to write me, and give some information of their experi¬ 
ence, and how better results may be obtained? I would return 
postage to them for any reliable hints on ferrotype work. The book 
I have, although by a great authority, is no blessed good. The- 
exposures mentioned are miles out of the way; in fact, the camera 
I got last Friday is a farce. The affair has already cost me £9, 
and I have not got a decent negative with it yet. I may add, 
although the camera is perfectly new, and arrived here last Friday, 
it was sent to be repaired the day it arrived, and has travelled there 
and back every day since. I wonder people are allowed to sell 
such rubbish. It is a case of send cash first, and then you are 
nicely done. None of the faults for which the camera was sent to 
repair are caused, by the railway company—it is rotten work. If 
I sent the camera back we all know what follows. The camera 
seems to work right now, but I cannot get on with the exposing, 
developing, and fixing.”—In reply : “As a matter of course, in the- 
ferrotype, as in every other process, the proper exposure is essen¬ 
tial. So is proper development. You must not expect that the 
mere purchasing of the apparatus will enable you to produce 
perfect results with a few trials. We judge you are quite ignorant 
of photography, because you say you have not been able to get a 
decent negative. The ferrotype is not a negative process, but one 
for taking positives. We notice that all the examples sent are not 
focussed at all. We should advise you to get someone to give you 
a little practical instruction in the use of the apparatus. 
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sellers.—A Contents Bill is issued with each number of the JOURNAL, 

and copies may be had on application to the Publishers. 

*** Notice to Advertisers.—A Revised Tariff for advertisements 
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EX CATHEDRA, 

impressed As our readers are no doubt aware, the 
Acetylene. strictest supervision is exercised by 

Government, and, indeed, by railway companies also, over 
explosive materials. The former lay down rules as to 
vhat may and may not be permitted to be manufactured 
md dealt with, while the latter have stringent rules as to 
the carrying of explosives and dangerous goods, feuch as 
they ujerfake to carry at all can only be sent at certain 

times, and the rates are very high. Among them ar 
several of the materials used in photography—nitric acid 
pyroxylin©, etc. Many interesting particulars in regard 
to other substances are to he found in the annual reports 
issued by his Majesty’s Inspectors of Explosives, and pub¬ 
lished by Messrs. Eyre and Spottiswoode. In the recently 
issued report for 1901 there will be found m Appendix F 
an order by the Secretary of State regarding acetY^en 
Eor the future it is not, when compressed into certa 
porous substances, to be treated as hitherto as a pro¬ 
hibited explosive. Whether the removal of the prohibi¬ 
tion will tend to further developments in the manner of 
using it cannot be foreseen ; but that the use of it tor 
an ilium in ant is only in its infancy we feel assured. The 
absurd restrictions with which ignorant and timoious 
officialdom surrounded its manufacture, storage, and use 
are one by one being removed. Railway trains travelling 
at the fearful rate of twenty miles _ an hour were once 
considered highly dangerous, and, similarly, we hope to 

One great cause for the high rates 
charged for insuring some photographic 

-- studios is the inflammable nature of so 

many of the erections used for photographic work, wood 
being the chief constituent of the building. There is, how¬ 
ever, a possibility that all this may be changed, and that 
a studio can be built which would be actually mdes- 
tructible by fire by the use of a newly-mvented material 
called uralite. This new material is mainly composed 
asbestos, and it can be cut with a knife or saw. 
latter, we may say, is no novelty; some of our readc 

may remember the interest felt at the Ba ^ 
upon seeing the famous Bath stone cut not with a chisel 

and mallet, but with an ordinary hand-saw. It can be 

painted, framed, polished, and glued like wood and ca 
also be veneered. Further, it wi 1 not split when a 
nail is driven through it. The principal ingredient in 

its manufacture is, as we have said, asbestos Th 
material is cleaned and afterwards mixed with chaik^d 
water as a hardening agent to make a pulp. like pap^ 

pulp. The mass is rolled into sheets, first, and 
ite stability, a small quantity of silicate of soda i^ addeA 
The sheets thus formed are cut into sizes, an p 
to dry leaving fibrous asbestos boards. These are aga 
stoened in silicate and dried, and afterwards placed in 
a hath of bicarbonate of soda and againdried, a cotiti g 
of silicate being then deposited upon the fibres otthe 
asbestos, with finally a driving off of 75 ^ , 
water The final result is a hard slab, mdes tructible y 
fire and possessing the qualities above described. It 
should be a most valuable material for studio-building. 

a •iL.^firestion Apropos of the new ordnance maps on 
the scale of four miles to an inch, a 

Ordnance specimen of which has just been issue< 
Maps. -by the Ordnance Survey, a correspondent 

sends us a suggestion, which we may place on record 
The new map, by the way, is spoken of m the highe 
terms by our scientific contemporary, Nature. Th 
to hnical production,” this journal writer “leaves’lothuig 

to be desired, and we confidently place this 
anv other in the world on the same scale foi beauty or 

finish, accuracy of execution, and -^^and general 

printed ^n^ladk^^ ail way s in a strong black 

Bn^1 county boundaries in a dotted line roads in three 
classes in brown, rivers, etc., m blue, the surface relict 
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being cleverly represented by half-tone reproductions of 
washes in colour. Our correspondent’s suggestion is that, 
instead of the usual map-drawing, the details should 
be purely photographic, and made by two or more suc¬ 
cessive reproductions superposedly printed in one or 
more colours from negatives taken from raised models. 
Each colour might have its own type of subject. The 
result would be, if the model were properly illuminated, a 
striking representation of the actual appearance of the 
mapped area. Something of this sort has already been 
done, but our correspondent’s first suggestion we believe 
to be quite novel. It is that the whole model should be 
photographed in one colour on a small scale, and that 
the print should be in the form of a stereoscopic view and 
examined in a stereoscope. The whole area would then 
be so vividly represented to the eye that it would almost 
immediately and permanently be impressed upon the brain. 

* * * 

The use of alum and chrome alum as 
hardening agents, both in negative and 
positive work is universal, and till the 

introduction of formalin we may safely say that there were 
practically no other hardening substances used. Of the 
two, chrome alum, which, by the bye, has no aluminium 
in it, was considered the better, its action on gelatine being 
to raise the melting and setting point from eight to ten 
degrees. So far as we are aware, there has been no 
systematic investigation of the tanning effect of these two 
alums, and the statement that they did harden having 
been made, it was accepted, and passed on from writer 
to writer, till it has become axiomatic. Professor R. 
Namias, who is well known for his photographic research, 
has been examining the action of the alums, and he has 
found that chrome alum has really very little effect, and 
this, he says, is due to the acid character of the salt, and 
that if it be mixed with excess of solution of ammonia and 
heated till there is only a slight precipitate of chromium 
hydroxide left, its tanning action is so increased that a 
20 per cent, solution will, after one hour’s action, prevent 
even a 2 per cent, solution of hydrochloric acid from 
causing the gelatine to swell, and that after twelve hours 
the gelatine has lost its suppleness. As tne result of his 
experiments, he suggests the use of the following mix¬ 
ture, and states that its action is so great that a negative 
film after treatment by it will not expand when treated 
with hydrofluoric acid for stripping, and, further, gelatine 
thus treated has not the chara teristic green colouration 
given by chrome alum. A 10 per cent, solution of chrome 
alum, neutralised with ammonia so that some of the 
chromium hydroxide is left in suspension is to be mixed 
with a 10 per cent, solution of ordinary alum and then 
boiled for some time. About 1893 Dr. Stolze suggested 
for tanning gelatine-chloride papers a solution of chrome 
alum which had been rendered distinctly alkaline with 
ammonia, his reason being that the gelatine was less likely 
to be stained by this than by the ordinary solution, and 
that it did not make the film acid ; but he did not state 
that it rendered it harder, though he recognised that the 
alkaline solution was equally as effective in this direction 

* * * 

Plates and films, when developed, some¬ 
times show markings that their users are 
quite unable to account for, and can in 
no way attribute them to anything in 
connection with their own manipula¬ 
tion ; neither are those we refer to. 

At a recent meeting of the London and Provincial Photo¬ 
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graphic Association some rollable film negatives were 
shown with curious branch-like markings upon them. 
Others have also, at times, met with similar defects. One 
of the members present was, however, able to give a correct 
explanation of their origin when he said that they were, 
caused by electric sparks, due to stripping the film from 
its glass support after it had been coated. Now, celluloid. ; 
collodion, and its congenitors are verv electrical substances 
when in a dry condition, and a slight friction will generate 
electricity. If we take a glass plate coated with plain col 
lodion, that has become perfectlv dry, and strip off tin 
film, we shall find it in a highly electrical condition when 
first stripped. It will curl up and adhere to anything 
that is close to it at the time. If the surface is large, and 
the film is pulled away suddenly, an audible “crack” will 
be heard, and in the dark a spark will sometimes be seen. 
If the collodion supported a highly sensitive emulsion, of 
course, this sparking would affect the film more or less. 
Such effects, however, cannot be detected when the film 
is examined, any more than can that caused by its being 
fogged by light. It is not all rollable films, however, that 
are made on glass plates. Those made by coating the 
finished celluloid film may be expected to be free from this 
defect. There is another trouble that sometimes arises 
through electricity with plates, as well as films. Some 
dark slides are fitted with ebonite shutters. Ebonite is 
also a highly electrical substance, and slight friction on 
it, when it and the atmosphere is drv. will generate elec¬ 
tricity. When these shutters are used the light is 
trapped with velvet, and if, when this is abnormally 
dry and the atmosphere also in that state, the shutter 
be quickly withdrawn or closed, electricity is generated, 
and a spark may be produced and the light from it affect 
the plate. When using these shutters in warm and drv 
weather it is always well to withdraw or replace them very 
slowly j then no harmful result will follow. 

* * * 

Misplaced The letter from a correspondent, that we 
View-Finders, published last week, details a trouble 
that many have met with when relying on the finders as 
fitted to their cameras. Our correspondent found a remedy 
in his case—though only after negatives had been marred— 
by “ driving a nail in the body of the finder.” In this 
case the remedy, though practical, would not be a desirable 
one to adopt with a costly apparatus. View-finders are 
more often than not placed in the axis of the lens, more 
especially in the cheaper forms of cameras. Consequently, 
the picture as seen on them does not coincide with that 
found on the negative when developed, which too fre¬ 
quently leads to disappointment, the subject found on the 
negative, as regards composition, being quite different 
from that shown by the finder. This is especially likely 
to be the case with those finders that are hinged, through 
the hinges not being properly fixed. They may be right 
when used horizontally, but just the reverse when turn cot 
vertically. If purchasers of cameras were to test their 
finders before using them, by, sav. placing them at a 
window and comparing the image as seen on the ground 
glass with that shown on the finder when that is in an 
alternately vertical and horizontal position, any discrep¬ 
ancy is easily rectified. A small slip of thin cardboard, or 
thick paper, at one end or other of the fitting will usually 
do the needful. There is another point in connection with 
finders, which often applies, not only to the cheaper forms 
of cameras, but to some of the more costly ones, namely, 
that the angle of view shown by the finder does not coin¬ 
cide with that obtained in the negative. It may be more, 
or it may be less, as the case may be. This, however, is 
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f minor importance when it is fully realised as it is 
asier to make mental note of the discrepancy and to allow 
or it when fixing on the point of view from which t 
icture is taken. Adapting a finder, or finders, to a camera 
hat includes exactly the same angle as the lens, and at tne 
ame time is precisely in its axis when the camera is used 
ither horizontally or verticall requires greater time 

ind care than can be bestowed on cameras that aie so 
or one or two pounds.. Purchasers of new cameras, w a - 
iver price may be paid for them, would do well if they 
pent an hour or so, and a few plates or films, with them 
n a “ full dress rehearsal ” before taking them on a tour 
way from home. If this were always done, much dis- 

ppointment would often be avoided. 

Vood 
■ ngraving 
rersus 
,rocess 
Slocks. 

This is a nuestion that has often been 
discussed, both pro and con. The sub¬ 
ject was again dealt with in a leader m 
the “ Standard ” of Saturday last, anent 
a letter from a correspondent, who 

mestions if the pictures in the illustrated papers of to-day 
tre equal to those of times past. The correspondent quotes 
llustrations of great events, such as the opening of the 
yreat Exhibition of 1857, as compared with those of the 
’ate Coronation at Westminster Abbey, and questions it 
n this class of illustration we have advanced at all. He 
isks, “ Will it be possible fifty years hence for anyone to 
,ake up any of these pictures, and say, from the features 
-here presented, that was the Primate or that was the 
Bishop of London, and so on?” In conclusion, the writer 
says, “ Comparing the old with the new, it seems, in 
my humble judgment, that the old was better.” We must 
confess there is some ground for this criticism, for we 
happen to have by us an old cheap work entitled 

The Crystal Palace and its Contents,” published m 1852. 
The blocks, we are told, were old ones, that had been used 
in one of the illustrated papers the year before. The work 
was printed by Bradbury and Evans, and we must say the 
illustrations are superior to the pictures in many of the 
best papers of the late ceremony at Westminster Abbey. 
Of course, they are printed from hand-engraved wood 
blocks by good artists, and the paper that the pictures are 
on is of what may be termed of very common quality, 
and would be quite useless for modern process blocks. In 
its leader, the “ Standard ” very forcibly points out that 
the old style would not fulfil modern requirements . of 
illustrated'journalism, either as regards cost of production 
and in the time required for producing wood blocks, men¬ 
tioning that now, for a sovereign, it is possible to obtain 
a half-tone block that half a generation back would have 
cost eight or ten, or even more, on wood, and adds that 
there might still be a chance for wood-engraving, which, 
as an art, is almost extinct in England, if the public were 
content with less for their money. That is so; it is 
simply a question of demand and supply. The public 
demand for their sixpence a large number of pages, con¬ 
taining, perhaps, nearly a hundred pictures, and these can 
only be supplied by process blocks, from photographs 
made from wash-drawings, or from nature. It is true that 
from good process blocks, and careful printing by good 
machines, and on suitable paper, excellent results are 
produced, but it is questionable if they are, artistically, 
as good as used to be produced from engraved wood blocks. 
Be that as it may, the present style of illustration gives 
ample work for photography and its allied processes. 

BOTANICAL PHOTOGRAPHY. 

Judging from our annual photographic exhibitions, both 
in London and the provinces, but little attention has been 
given in England to recording photographically the various 
phenomena of plant life; and this opinion is certainly 
strengthened by an examination of most of the photo¬ 
graphic illustrations reproduced in the weekly and 
monthly journals devoted to horticultural matters. Cer¬ 
tainly, 'many of the photographs reproduced by those 
journals are beautiful examples of landscape work, show¬ 
ing us charming leafy vistas and quiet old-world gardens* 
in which we would gladly wander for the rest of our days, 
forgetful of the hideous rush and struggle for existence 
in this prosaic twentieth century. For these landscape and 
garden photographs we have nothing but praise, for they 
tell how truly and steadily increasing is the progress 
of artistic photography. But when we turn to the majority 
of the photographs of individual trees, plants, fruits, and 
flowers—alack, what a falling off is there ! The peaches 
and grapes have lost their exquisite bloom m the develop¬ 
ing dish; the flowers have grown stiff and rigid, as if 
aware that their delicate tints are not going to be too 
faithfully rendered; while the trees look mournful and 
depressed ; all have lost, to a greater or lesser degree, their 

natural grace and individuality. 
The reason for this contrast between the photograph of a 

garden and a photograph of one of its inhabitants is not, 
far to seek ; the photographer, in nine cases out of ten, has 
not thoroughly realised that plant life and human life- 
are really very near akin to one another. Each ree, plant* 
and flower has its own peculiar characteristic shape, colour, 
mode of growth, and mode of life every bit as much as a 
human being, and unless that fact is fully realized and 
careful attention paid to the correct delineation of those 
characteristic traits, the photographer will produce but a 

poor, if not utterly false, idea of the original. 
The successful portrait photographer gains, his reputa¬ 

tion from studying, at least, the elements of facial anatomy,, 
by mixing with his fellow-men and closely observing 
those little traits of expression, gesture, pose, and effects 
of light and shade which give individuality and distinc¬ 
tion to each sitter. The same method and principles must 
be applied, if really life-like and characteristic photo¬ 
graphs of plant life , are to be obtained:. The would-be 
exponent of plant portraiture must be prepared to go forth 
into the fields, lanes, and forests, to tramp over moorland, 
and marsh, and climb the mountain side, at all houis of. 
the day, watching the daily life of the plants, and the 
effects that varying atmospheric conditions have upon 
them. He must bring to his aid a genuine love for the 
wonders of plant life, so that the delicate spiial of a 
vine tendril and the exquisite bloom.on a fruit may have 
the same joy and significance for him as the gracefully 
curling lock of hair and delicate flesh tints have for the 

portrayer of human beauty. 
Few trees are more difficult to really satisfactorily 

portray photographically than pine and yew trees ; and \ et 
they have beauties peculiarily their own, which can be 
found in no other trees. On the other hand, few trees aie 
more susceptible to atmospheric conditions, and the call¬ 
ing play of light and shade, than the different species of 
pines. Out on the hill-side, as we rest beneath their shelter 
through the warm, star-lit, summer night, the branches 
form a delicate tracery against the deep indigo skv, and 
gently stirred by the soft west wind, ever and anon whispei 
some peaceful lullaby. An hour before the davn ve.thiov 
off our plaids or rug's, and climb to a spur from which we 
may watch the sun rise and send its first rays across 
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the sky to kiss the summit of the mountain. In the grey 
dawn, the clump of Scotch pines under whose shelter we 
spent the night stand out like dusty sentinels, keeping 
watch above the glen. Grey gives place to a pinkish hue 
in the East, and the highest point of the mountain ±s 
touched with the rosy glow of approaching dawn. With all 
possible speed, we set up our camera and focus the pines, still 
sombre amongst the dark shadows. All is ready, and almost 
breathlessly we wait and watch that eastern light, which is 
momentarily growing stronger. Broad beams of rosy light, 
swift heralds of the approaching sun, stream out across the 
sky, bathing the mountain tops in exquisite hues. Sud¬ 
denly, as if some magic wand had touched them, the pine 
trees stand out against the eastern sky, each branch and 
trunk transformed to burnished silver. As rapidly as 
possible, we make our exposures, and if we keep cool and 
steady may be able to make three or four ere this wonderful 
-effect, the greeting of the pine trees to the rising sun, has 
passed. It lasts but a few minutes, just as the sun begins 
to rise above the horizon, and is gone until the morrow. 
Ten minutes later, at the most, the silvery glow has 
vanished from the trunks of the pines. 

As quickly as possible, we descend to the valley, where 
many of the flowers and trees are still asleep, with the 
•sparkling dew-drops upon their foliage. Look at that half- 
opened rose, with a splendid tear of dew scintillating with 
the colours of a priceless pearl upon its expanding petals ; 
it will make a far more beautiful and characteristic photo¬ 
graph now than at high noon, when its petals will have 
lost their fresh bloom and crisp curl, and the tear-drop 
vanished for ever. Good old “ John-go-to-bed-at-noon ” is 
very wide awake at this early hour, and even though but 
a humble species of dandelion has a beauty all his own, 
with his big yellow head and cool green leaves all silvery 
with the dew. In a couple of hours his head will begin 
to droop, the big golden disc will gradually contract, and 

John ” will sleep. So while he is fresh and wide awake 
we will photograph him. 

After breakfast we stroll out into the garden, to smoke 
a pipe and watch the bees at work amongst the flowers. 
The warmth of the sun is making some of the unopened 
flower-buds of the poppies rapidly expand, and here is a 
'chance of obtaining a photographic record of an interesting 
phenomenon. We set up our faithful camera and focus a 
group of poppy buds that are beginning to expand. Our 
first exposure will give us a record of the sepals just 
breaking away from the base of the petals. A few minutes 
later the sepals have parted sufficiently to give us just a 
peep of the tightly-folded petals within, and we promptly 
•expose another plate. And thus, with a little care and 
watchfulness, we obtain a record of the first separating 
of the sepals, ufitil they fall to the ground, and the petals 
unfold and expand in the warm morning sunshine. The 
whole operation will have barely taken an hour, and we 
are the richer by a most interesting series of photographs. 

An hour before noon the wild roses are generally at 
their best, some of the daintv blossoms having expanded to 
their fullest, while others still covlv arch their half-opened 
petals, as if reluctant to r»art from the golden wealth of 
pollen to the lusty bees. The will not bear transference 
from the hedge to the studio, these delicate pink and white 
children of the lanes, and, therefore, to gain a photograph 
of them at their best we must wander forth and seek them 
in their native environment. 

All day long the pretty pink flowers of the red campion 
are wide awake, with their petals fully expanded ; but if we 
want to photograph its cousin, the delicate-scented 
white campion, we must wait until the sun has nearly 
set. Then, too, we shall be able to get a good photograph 

of the evening primrose, whicli also sleeps all dav, and 
only expands its yellow petals as the shades of evening 
approach. The grand old oaks, elms, beeches, look then 
best in the soft yellow light of the sunset hour; at mid 
day their foliage is more sombre and heavy, except, of 
course, in the spring, when they are just unfolding their 
dainty young leaves. 

Fruits require the greatest care and attention to suc¬ 
cessfully photograph; they must be carefully selected, 
handled as lightly and as little as possible, and photo¬ 
graphed as soon after being gathered as circumstances will 
permit. Grapes, peaches, plums, and all fruit, depending 
on their delicate bloom for their most perfect condi¬ 
tion, are probably amongst the most difficult subjects to 
render in a faithful and characteristic manner. The 
greatest attention must be given to the lighting, so that 
the delicate transitions of colour and form are seen at 
their best. Fruits with glossy skins, like some apples and 
pears, will be found rather troublesome, and require a 
more subdued mode of lighting, as their skins are apt to 
reflect back any strong beams of light, and hard patches of 
light will appear in the photograph. 

Where it is desirable, for scientific reasons, to isolate a 
single plant growing in a field, or in any situation where 
it is closely surrounded by other plants, a piece of greyish, 
washable canvas background will be found most useful. It 
should be mounted on two light iron rods, pointed at one 
end, so that they can be easily pushed into the ground ; 
and in this way the background can always be placed in 
the most suitable position, and a good photograph obtained 
without in any way disarranging the natural position of 
the plant. Two or three such backgrounds of varying tints, 
all made to slip on the one pair of iron rods, can be 
easily rolled up together and carried, and will be found 
most useful when at work in the fields and lanes. They 
can be slipped behind sprays of flowers, foliage, or fruit 
growing on the hedge-rows; and if we have with us a 
faithful and interested companion, one of these back¬ 
grounds can be held up as a screen, to cut down the too 
strong light that may be falling on one side or on the Aop 
of our subject. 

Of course, in this branch of photography the use of the 
isochromatic plate is imperative, if the colour values of 
the flowers, fruits, and foliage are to be anything like 
correctly rendered. Where a very full exposure is possible, 
in the rich golden light of the sunset, wonderfully ortho- 
chromatic effects can be obtained bv the use of a slow 
plate and careful development. 

It is important not to force development under any cir¬ 
cumstances, no matter what plate has been used, and 
the developer with which the worker finds he can obtain 
the greatest amount of gradation and freedom from 
chemical fog is the one which must be used. 

To be able to mount with each herbarium specimen a 
photograph showing the plant in its natural environment, 
and giving as nearly as possible the correct colour values, 
will make our collection of botanical specimens of the 
greatest possible interest and value. Once really earnestly 
taken up, the photographic study of plant life will be 
found of the most intense and absorbing interest, and we 
venture to say will never be dropped until the worker has 
grown too feeble with age to rock a developing dish or 
focus a lens. 

Patents in Germany.—Tn 1900 there were 1,565 patents taken out for 
electrical inventions in Germany. For telegraphs and telephones the 
patents numbered 283; for nrimary batteries and accumulators, 208; 
thermopile, cables. and distributing system, 368: motors and distribu¬ 
tion accessories, 199: mete1"®, etc., 149; lighting, 250; auxiliary apparatus, 
58; heating and cooking, 50. 
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PHOTOGRAPHERS AND THE DIVINATORY ARTS. 

wonder what stern readers of the British Journal of 

Photography have thought when preparing to devour 

heir weekly fare, and finding in their menu what at 

irst sight must have appeared an unpalatable dish, 

mder the rubric of “ Photography and Palmistry,” and how 

nany have stared and then wondered if, by a printer’s error, 

iome of the matter belonging to the Proceedings of the Psychi¬ 

cal Research Society had not got transposed into this matter-of- 

:act organ of a rational art science ? No doubt, a large number 

if the gentle, suave section of the devotees of the camera must 

rave shuddered at so unexpected a reference, made, without any 

warning, by hardened Editors, whose concern of sensitiveness 

must be limited to one of films, and have meekly asked to them¬ 

selves what photography and photographers may have in com¬ 

mon with palmistry? The answer may be two-fold, and must 

be guided entirely by the writer’s intention : Nothing, if by 

Palmistry the writer merely intended to refer to the rather 

diverting, and to-day fashionable, inoffensive pastime obtain¬ 

able in 'most of the best-behaved reunions ; but a very great 

deal if his reference were taken in the sense of a munomer, and 

intended to refer to the combined arts of chiromancy and 

chirognomony, forming to-day a synthetical, exact science, 

capable of surprising revelations of the inner man, Anthropo¬ 

metry being purely and simply a branch of the above, and, there¬ 

fore, capable of rendering immense^ services to everyone in 

general, and to Portrait Photographers in particular. 

It is evident that the photographic friend introduced by the 

Editor must have held this view, and that, moved with a 

justifiable desire to ascertain all the peculiarities of his sitter’s 

personality, but being totally or insufficiently versed in the 

secret of the art of Divination, he sought the aid of the man 

“ who does the rest,” while you wait. Every science, trade, or 

profession can produce a goodly number of these helpers (?), 

arrayed with more or less self-granted honours, diplomas, 

medals, and the rest, but this particular branch of the occult 

may reasonably be considered a very good second in the pro¬ 

fessional race of humbug champions, with a variety of favour¬ 

ites, not only hailing from the proverbial “ Sheffield,” but also 

genuine wizards direct from Egypt-by-Bow, real Hindoos, 

prophets, born in the vicinity of Kennington, or self-styled 

French Professors, natives and direct from the Ville Lumiere, 

with lots of •knowledge, and an Irish accent ; one and all in 

great demand ; possessing secret and wonderful formulae, dosed 

with double occult occultism’s essence ; very dark in appearance, 

but warranted to give results free from fog, and crisp details, 

from deepest shadows to purest high-lights. 

L’embarras du choix makes a choice difficult, and our friend 

may be, perhaps, free from blame, if the adepts of his choice 

proved rather ignorant in the application of their “ profession,” 

yet if incapables in bringing out details with clear perfection, 

they have at least given undeniable proof of talent in the fixing 

and reducing process of their clients’ precious metal, and all 

with a good degree of permanence in the client’s memory. I 

would not affirm that if good fortune had led this friend to a 

diviner with less honour and more science that the desired 

result would have been obtained, but there would have been, at 

least, an immediate saving of time and fees, and an addition to 

commonsense knowledge, for on principle, whatever the nature 

of a research, it is necessary that an experiment be carried on 

in a rational way, else failure must be the only possible result. 

What land of rebuff would the tyro in our art science be likely 

to receive from any serious advanced worker, if, when seeking 

his help in the initiation of how to reveal the unseen, he made 

some ridiculous condition, such as, for example, the refusal 

of a developing agent of any sort, and insist to go in straight 

for the hypo tub, and when coming out with a blank, declared 

the whole game to be a perfect fraud ? 

Extraordinary as this metaphor may seem, the researcher 

referred to in “ Photography and Palmistry ” did as bad, if not 

worse. First, he starts on his errand equipped with certain 

photographs, presumably on best glossy P.O.P., extra 

enamelled, portraying the hand of a third party, ignoring, or 

failing to ascertain, that his material was unfit for the edifice. 

For, if the human hand may permit or give any reliable dis¬ 

closure, it is only on condition that the lines, marks, and signs 

shown thereon, and not only therin, are read and considered sub- 

junctively with the texture, temperament, colour, and complex¬ 

ion, which in their synthetical sense are the key to the individu¬ 

ality, and a centre from which all other indications radiate. Can 

all this be shown in any graphic reproduction, including the 

most sharp P.O.P. print? Then again, a single sign or mark 

is fully admitted to be nothing more than a meagre indication, 

a presumption, but by no means ever a certainty, until fully 

corroborated elsewhere. Again, “ la main, comme l’ecriture, 

n’a pas de sexe,” even anatomically ; thus the hand of many a 

man of the psychic type (conical shape) would appear, specially 

in a photograph, much more like that of a woman, than the 

latter’s, if of the type known as elementary (square, thick, rela¬ 

tively heavy hand), and it must stand to common sense, that 

a great many indications, really favourable in a woman’s, should 

be considered as so many unfavourable signs in that of a man’s. 

I could offer along string of considerents, but the above would 

probably be considered quite enough to demonstrate the 

necessity for our friend to endeavour to do better the next time, 

and also to bear in mind that if divination is at all possible, 

it is so only within limits, and that it is no more rationable 

to expect any useful or dependent revelations and indications 

from a photograph than from the time-honoured tooth or lock 

of hair taken by the oroyant to the fortune-teller, and that, in 

his reported endeavour, lie received the only result likely to be 

ever derived, viz., a relief of an over-burden of ready cash. 

That the human hand is capable of revealing not only a fair 

amount of fairly accurate facts, and more specially past events, 

but positively certain indications as regards the owner’s per¬ 

sonality, dispositions, aptitudes, character, and tendencies, is 

beyond reasonable denial ; proofs of this are not only many, 

but as plentiful as the proverbial blackberries, only much more 

easily and quickly obtained. A mere glance, rapid as the 

shortest exposure, may sometimes be quite sufficient to tell one 

all one may need to know of another. The finer divination 

belongs to chiromancy, and is obtained by the aid of lines, marks, 

signs, etc., not only within the palm, but over the whole of the 

hand, front, side, and back ; certainly a difference, and perhaps 

can we assign to this the explanation why the name of palmist 

is applied to a large number of would-be occultists, taken as a 

derivation of palm—palmed—palming. “ They palmed the 

trick that lost the game.” (Prior.) 

To presume that the number of these helpers (?) is less than 

formerly, and that the craze for palmistry is not so rife as of 

former years, is an erroneous idea. A perusal of the advertising 

columns of the daily and weekly fashionable press will soon 

dispel this view, for not only has the number very much in¬ 

creased, but is still growing. The assertion that professors of 

palmistry have been prosecuted is not quite correct, for, in 

reality, the reading of the hand could not possibly be treated 

as illegal, being in operation in the office of every European 

Government, but so-called palmists generally cumulate, and 

are not only readers of the hand, but readers in crystal, readers 

in cards, manufacturers of charms ; not only diviners in all 

branches, but clairvoyants and fortune-tellers, and that is where 
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the law wisely steps in. Erroneous also, the time-honoured, 

hut exploded theory that the lines of the hand may only be re¬ 

garded as a consequence involved in the necessary apparatus of 

opening and closing the fist (sic). We all know that constant 

action generally tells tales—it does so on the bellows of our 

camera, also on our trousers, specially at the portion covering 

the knee, but the human frame does not seem indicted in this 

ruling, otherwise the hands of persons following the same craft 

or trade, using the same kind of tools, and doing the same 

manipulations, would, perforce, offer if not exactly identical 

marking, at least a very great similarity of lines, etc. But 

it is not so. Then, again, the hand of the penman, the artist, 

and any other calling demanding the production, more from 

the brain than from the hand, would leave the latter almost 

virgin of rays, or, at least, with much fewer lines than should 

appear in the hand of a mechanic, SO' that the facts, the un¬ 

deniable facts, that it is quite the' contrary, that brain workers 

display a much greater number of lines, in and on the hands, 

than the labourer or average mechanic, should be sufficient 

answer to this fallacy! Lord or peasant, artisan or poet, 

journalist or tinker, there does not exist, the world over, two 

pairs of hands alike, and similarity is only found with geniality, 

never properly with profession, calling, or trade. At part with 

this error is the reference to apes. Will the writer give me a 

single instance in which the hand of an ape is, or can be, more 

marked than that of a human being? Although the ape is the 

nearest approach to man, and an animal fairly supplied with 

brain and thinking qualities, to brain power, quality, and 

action are the lines and the marks of the hands attributed and 

undoubtedly due. 

The suggestion advanced, that the modern West End diviner 

gains more information by the study of character (physiognomy) 

than by that of the hand is paying these “ professors ” an un¬ 

deserved and unnecessary compliment, the former being 

much more difficult in its application and far less 

reliable than the latter ; the facial organs being mobile, 

and therefore easy of control, the1 hand free from possible dis¬ 

simulation, hence the invaluable help it may give to all seriously 

concerned in the study of the individuality of man, amongst 

whom is the Portraitist. Every text book wisely recommends the 

student desiring to progress in the fascinating but oftentimes 

difficult, thankless study of portraiture photography, to, care¬ 

fully observe the personality of the sitter, and give a pose con¬ 

genial to the personality ; but these, probably from a number of 

causes, omit to explain how the student is to gain this precious 

knowledge that must open the door to success! The amateur, 

usually practising with some good friends, using the word good 

in its fullest intent, may have ample opportunity to do so, ditto 

with the painter, crayonist, etc. ; but where is the over-criticised 

studio operator, who seldom has greater opportunity than ex- 

< hanging a few words in about as many seconds with the sitter 

lie is expected to accurately portray? A small, very small, 

knowledge of the hand could provide all the necessary. The 

full study is neither suggested nor necessary to his practical 

m eds,. The knowledge of chiromancy, and past or future events 

in the life of his sitter, concern him not, but individuality does, 

and the elements of chirognomony (the study of the form of 

tins organ) give all that. A mere glance at one’s hand may 

oft< n tell him more than a close scrutiny of one’s face. Modern 

painters are well cognisant of this fact, nor is this orcmn 

scantily treated by them to-day, as of yore-it has a meaning 

a signification. The stern and matter-of-fact Government 

officials m every large country have at last recognised that it 

Isr so> and Practically apply the science, with excellent results. 

Why not the portraitist? A few hours’ serious study would do 
it ; it is so simple, so easy, and yet so ignored! 

Georges d’Armoric. 

A FORECAST OF THE BRITISH ASSOCIATION. 
[Abridged from "The Times.”] 

The last Belfast meeting was, in one respect at least, one 
the most memorable in Hie history of the Association. Tl 
President of the meeting was the late Professor Tyndall ai 
his address reused tin* greatest excitement, and even eonstern 
tion, not only in scientific, but in religious circles. I. dea 
mainly with the supposed conflict, if not between science an 
religion, between science anl the Church. Its concludin 
words were especially memorable, and one phrase in particul; 
may be said to have become a literary commonplace. Speakin 
of the human mind turning to the mystery from which it ha 
emerged, seeking so to fashion it as to give unity of thoimh 
and faith, Professor Tyndall concluded Here, however' 
touch upon a theme too great for me to handle, but which wil 
assuredly be handled by the loftiest minds when you and ! 
like streaks of morning cloud, shall have melted into the m 
finite azure of the past.” It is interesting to note that tin 

Piesident of the second Belfast meeting is Professor Tyndall’] 
successor at the Royal Institution, Professor James Dewai 
F.R.S., whose distinction as a chemist is known to all anu 
whose success in the liquefaction of gases has been almosl 
sensational. Professor Dewar is not in the least likely to emu¬ 
late his famous predecessor, so far as the subject of his address 
is concerned. He will keep to his own special subject of 
chemistry, and will probably trace the progress in physical 
chemistry through the schools of Boyle, Black, Andrews, and 

homson, pointing out what it has led up to in our own day. 

The attendance at the Belfast meeting of 1874 numbered 
1,950, a number rather below the average, and not likely to b« 

much exceeded at- the meeting which begins on Wednesday, 

September 10th. For the following particulars as to the work 

of the several sections, we are indebted to the courtesy of the 
sectional presidents and recorders 

The general programme of Section A (Mathematical and 
physical Science), the president of which is Professor John 

Purser, has not yet been definitely arranged. Professor Purser’s 

address wiH be in the main biographical, giving an account of 

the Irish school of mathematicians and physicists in the last 1 
century (not LCng). He wifi refer to the two Lloyds, Bartholo¬ 

mew and Humphrey, to Dr. Romney Robinson, Lord Rosse, 
Rowan Hamilton, M’Cullagh, Bishop Graves, Dr. Jellett, Sir 
Andrew Hart. Samuel Haughton, Michael and William Roberts, 
Townsend, Casey, George FitzGerald, Preston, Andrews, and 
James Thomson. There is this year to be a department of 
- s ronomy and Cosmical Pnysics, under the presidency of 

rofessor Schuster. To this department communications on 
the work done on Eros and on Nova Persei will be made, and it 

is hoped that some stellar photographs from Yerkes will be ex¬ 
hibited Some points in the nebular theory will probably come 
up for discussion, and the subject of seismology will be brought 

prominently forward. In the section itself Lord Rayleigh will 
pio ably raise the question of the conservation of weight in 
chemical reaction ; Professor Tronton may be able to show his 
experiments on the magnetic field due to the motion of a 
c larged condenser ; Professor Martin will communicate some 
results m electrical oscillation and some experimental work 
done by students under his direction; while Dr. Larmor will 
Iwe sometlnng to say on the temperature of radiant energy. 

'.1' ' tavt-1 ias piomised a paper on radiation experiments, 
wit i a view to the construction of a more trustworthy standard 
of light and will also, in conjunction with Captain Bruce- 
vmgsmiU, consider the question of a high pressure gauge for 

artillery. ° ° 

Section B (Chemistry) will be presided over by Professor 

U wavl D,veis> F B the subject of whose address will be 
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Tho Atomic Theory: What it hos become in the coarse of a 
entury.” Referring as little as possible to the structura com 

itution of the matter, Professor Divers proposes to treat t 
abject in a comprehensive and somewhat novel manner which 

ill not, however, it is expected, be found uncongenial by 
icdern thinkers. The most important papers m Section B a 

The constitution of the Diazo-derivatives, y ^ ‘ 
Iordan, and “On reduced derivatives of benzene, y 

W Pressley. The first of these is a mumc of our kno.v- 

.W of the subject, and a criticism of our views upon i . 

Other papers are “ The alkylation of the sugars, by I rofessor 

’. Purdie and Dr. Irvine ; “ The synthetic action of enzymes 

ind ■■ On gl,.cosides,” by Dr. E. F. Armstrong ; Thdwnmio* 
odine-containing compounds,” by Miss Ida Sme.: ej , a 
iction of distilled water on lead,” by Dr V. Clowes of the 
jondon County Council. Professor D. Yorlander, of Hal , 
nd Professor E. Knoevenagee, of Heidelberg, are to attend as 

quests of the section. 
’ Dr. Cannan will preside over Section F (Economic Science and 
Statistics). The staple of Ins address will probably be the 
hesis that economic theory is useful m regard to practical 
mestions, such as protection, housing, and other mumcipa 
enterprises (especially those connected with locomotion), the 

Post Office, and various means of raising revenue. He will 
naintain that better knowledge of economic theory would ob- 

date the necessity of many costly experiments and much pain- 
ul experience. In order to make this clear, Dr. Cannan will 

irobably have to begin his address with a brief sketch of what 
le takes “ economic theory ” to mean. As in other sections, 

he general work of the branch will largely deal with Irish sub¬ 
lets- Mr. Benjamin Allen is expected to deal with the effect 

Df the adoption of free trade on Ireland, the Rev. Professor 

Finlay with rent in Ireland, Mr. Lloyd Paterson will trace the 

history of the linen industry, while the Right Hon. Horace 

Plunkett will discuss technical instruction and industrial de¬ 
velopment. The effect of factory legislation is the subject of 
the work of a committee which will make a lengthy interim 

report, and Miss Hutchins (Regulation of Home Work) has 
promised a paper on her work, as has Miss Harrison (Adminis¬ 

tration of the Factory and Workshops Act in Workshops) on 
hers. Other papers are on miscellaneous subjects, including 

central and local administration, which will be dealt with by 

Mr. P. Ashley ; Indian prices, by Professor T. Morison ; the 
Survival of Domestic Industries, by Dr. Cuningham ; Municipal 

Trading, by the Hon. R. Porter (director of the U.S.A. eleventh 
census); and the Position of Economics and the Applied 

ISciences in the University training of men intended for a com¬ 
mercial life, which will be discussed by Dr. W. R. Scott. Dr. 
Alexandar will contribute a paper on industrial superannua¬ 
tion ; this, with Professor S. Chapman’s paper on the regulation 

of wages on the basis of prices and profits, together with the 
report and papers on factory legislation,'will give labour ques¬ 
tions a fair share of attention. There will be a paper by Mr. 
Ashley on municipal policy and state control. Specially in¬ 

teresting at the present time should be papers by Dr. Gins- 
burg on Shipping Combines ; Professor Graham, on Trusts; 
and Judge Shaw, on Preferential Tariffs. Papers are also ex¬ 
pected from Professor S. J. Chapman, Professor Conner, and 

Mr. A. B. Clark (of Edinburgh). 

Professor John Perry, F.R. S., who presides over Section G 

(Engineering), will have something very incisive to say in his 

address on the Training of Engineers. He does not think that 
German methods are at all suited for English boys, and he 
affirms, moreover, that such methods are unpractical. Being ox 

opinion that the great technical colleges of England suffer 
because their pupils have had no good general education, he 

will urge that an endeavour should.be made to instil into all 
boys—whatever profession they intend to enter—(1) A knojv- 

led^e of English, as distinct from classical, subjects; GO 
power to compute—to achieve tins the present methods em¬ 
ployed in the teaching of mathematics must be completely re¬ 
vised ; (3) a knowledge of the methods of study m experimental 
science. Professor Perry will contend that the average boy is 

not stupid, and that what is needed is a radical change m our 
educational systems. The great technical colleges themselves 
need reforming; for one thing every teacher at an engineering 

college, whatever his subject, ought to have engineering ex¬ 
perience, and many more and better-paid teachers are required. 
Among other points that will come under discussion are whether 

workshop experience ought to come before, or after, or during 

an engineering college course, and the reforms due to foreign 
competition going on in engineering-shop management and 
methods. In the general work of the section, Professor Hele- 

Shaw is expected to present an important report embodying 
the result of the deliberations of the Road Traction Committee, 

while the report of the Screw Gauge Committee is like y ° 
conclude a prolonged discussion of an important point of detai 
m small mechanisms. Among the papers that have been pro¬ 
mised are the following The combustion of bituminous coal 
bv Mr. W. H. Boots; “Water power m Ireland, by Mr. I. o. 

Dick ; “ The Belfast water supply,” by Mr. L. L. Macassey ; 
“ Exhibition of electrical apparatus,” by Mr. M. B Field; 

“Recent progress in iarge gas engines,” by Mr. H. A. Hum¬ 
phrey ; “ The importance of minor details in engineering work, 
by Mr. L. Holroyd Smith; and “Direct reducing levelling 

staff,” by Mr. G. W. Herdman. Papers on some electrical 

subject have been promised by Mr. P. McMahon and Mr. F. 
Holden, and Mr. J. E. Knigsbury will discuss some aspect ot . 

telephony. 
Professor W. D. Halliburton, F.R.S., the president of Section 

I (Physiology), will take as the subject of his address, “ The 
present position of chemical physiology.” This is the first occa¬ 
sion in the comparatively short history of tins section on which 

the chair has been occupied by one whose research work has 
been identified with the application of chemistry to the solution 

of physiological and pathological problems; and as would, 
perhaps, have been anticipated, Professor Halliburton will 

dwell upon the recent great advances in this branch of science. 
These are due to a growing rapprochement between chemists, and 
physiologists. Physiological chemistry, as it is sometimes 

called, is yearly becoming a more exact science, as is shown 
by our increasing knowledge of the constitution of such sub¬ 
stances as the starches and sugars, uric acid, and the purine 
compounds. The constitution of albuminous substances which 

are the main constituents of living material, and are found 

nowhere else, is not yet revealed, but earnest investigators in 
many countries are paving the way to this final conquest of 
organic chemistry. Another striking instance of the progress 

of chemical physiology is seen in the application of physical 
chemistry to the investigation of physiological questions; the 

modern doctrine of solutions, of ions and electrolytes, has 
produced quite a revolution in the ideas of physiologists in con¬ 
nection with the important processes of osmosis and secretion. 

Among the other subjects that will be considered are the views 
of the modern vitalist ; the usefulness of bold theorizing as 
exemplified by the work of Ehrlich in connection with the sub¬ 

ject of immunity, and of bold experimentation as exemplified 
by the work of Pawlow on digestion; and the extension of 
chemical methods in the elucidation of the nature of nervous 
activity. In the general work of the section, Mr. Barcroft has 
a paper on the estimation of small quantities of uria, Professor 
Halliburton and Dr. F. W. Mott, F.R.S., will discuss nerve 

regeneration, Dr. W. Page May will deal with the morphology 
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of the camel’s brain, Dr. W. A. Osborne (recorder) and Mr. S. 

Zobel will consider the Hydrolysis of Glycogen, Dr. John 

Turner will discuss some new features in the structure of the 

human cerebral cortex, and Professor E. A. Schafer, F.R.S., 

will contribute papers on the paths of conduction for volitional 

impulses, and the functions of pituitary body. 

As Professor H. E. Armstrong, F.R.S., may justly be said 

to be the originator of the new Section L (Educational Science), 

his address may be expected to be one of unusual interest, and 

the reforms which he will probably advocate will be somewhat 

drastic. The addre;s will be devoted largely to a discussion 

of the educational outlook. Professor Armstrong will consider 

the deficiencies of the present curriculum and the directions in 

which it needs reform, and will also deal with the question of 

the training of teachers, which is of such importance to the 

future of education. Following the practice of last year, a 

definite programme has been arranged for the section, so that 

a number of important subjects may be debated. The first 

two days will be mainly devoted to the discussion of Irish educa¬ 

tional problems. Dr. W. J. M. Starkie, Resident Commissioner 

of National Education, will deal with recent reforms of Irish 

education, primary and secondary, with a view to their co-ordi¬ 

nation. A debate on intermediate education in Ireland will 

be opened by Mr. R. M. Jones, M.A., of the Academical Insti¬ 

tution, Belfast, and another on the introduction of practical 

instruction into Irish national schools, by Mr. W. Mayhorne 

Heller, B.Sc., Head Organiser of Science Instruction, Dublin, 

and recorder of the section. In a debate on technical instruc¬ 

tion in relation to industrial development in Ireland, the Right 

Hon. Horace Plunkett, Vice-President of the Board of Agri¬ 

culture and Technical Instruction, has promised to take Dart. 

More general debates later in the meeting will be on the training 

of teachers, about which Professor Withers and Miss Walter 

will have something to say, and the teaching of English, in 

which Mr. P. T. Hartog and Canon Lyttelton will take part. 

Dr. Kimmins will discuss the subjects to be taught as “ science,” 

and the order in which they should be taken, and papers on 

educational experiments have also been promised. Reports 

will be presented on the teaching of mathematics, the teaching 

of science in elementary schools, the conditions of health essen¬ 

tial to the carrying on of the work of instruction in schools, and 

on examinations. For the Tuesday afternoon a joint discussion 

with Section G, on the training of engineers, has been arranged. 

The Friday evening discourse will be by Professor J. J. Thom¬ 

son, F. R, &., on Becqueral rays and radio-activity, and that on 

Monday evening will be by Professor W. F. R. Weldon, F.R.S., 

on the subject of inheritance. The lecture to working men on 

Saturday evening will be by Professor Miall, F.R.S., and will 

deal with gnats and mosquitoes. 

-- 

Technical Education.—A return recently issued shows that the amount 
spent on technical education in England and Wales by local authorities 
during 1900-1, exclusive of the sums allocated to intermediate and tech¬ 
nical education under the Welsh Intermediate Education Act, was 
£1,051,422 Os. 9d. The amount raised by loan on the security of the 
local rate under the Technical Instructions Acts was £152,833 14s. 4d. 
The amount of the residue received under the Local Taxation (Customs 
and Excise) Act by councils of counties and county boroughs in Eng¬ 
land (excepting Monmouth County) for 1900-1 was £924,359 19s. 10d., of 
which £863,846 11s. 5d. was appropriated to educational purposes, and 
£60,513 8s. 5d. to relief of rates, the latter sum including £32,711 
9s. 2d., devoted by the London County Council to the relief of rates. 
The amount of residue paid to the county and borough councils in Wales 
and Monmouth was £44,358 5s. 10d., the whole of which was devoted to 
intermediate and technical education, chiefly under the intermediate 
Education Act. The various councils are making grants out of rates 
under the Technical Instruction Acts, and the total amount expended on 
technical education under these Acts during the year was £44,791 4s. 9d. 

I 
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THE TONING OF BROMIDE AND CHLORO-BROMID 

PAPERS. 

A treatise on bromide paper and its uses a year or two ai 

would probably not have broached the subject of producir 

various colours with it, or, at any rate, would merely ha\ 

treated the subject in a perfunctory manner; a great deal <; 

attention is now, however, being paid to the various method: 

and much valuable information regarding them is to be gathere 

from the recent work of Franz Loescher, “ Vergrossern uni 

Kopieren auf Bromsilberpapier.” Theroetically, there are thre 

ways of producing an ultimate warm tone : (1) by using 

special emulsion for the paper, such as “Alpha” emulsion 

(2) by sulphur toning ; (3) by producing a chemical deposi 

of various metals and their salts upon the reduced silver 

image. The first may be passed over as being out of tht 

range of the practical worker. For the second, a direct or in¬ 

direct means may be employed ; thus a warm bath may be used 

as follows : — 

Sodium thiosulphate . 150 gms. 

Alum . 15 gms. 

Hot water . 1000 c.c.m. 

This bath, according to Loescher, should be kept a day before 

use, and used warm ; toning takes up to half-an-hour, according 

to the colour desired. A similar method, advocated, we believe, 

by Dr. Wilson, is to bleach the prints in a solution of mercuric 

chloride and lead nitrate, wash well, and then treat with a 30 

per cent, solution of ammonium hydrosulphide. 

For red tones the following is recommended : — 

I.—Lead nitrate .,. 1 gram. 

Pot. ferricyanide . 3 grams. 

Water (distilled) . 50 c.c.m. 

II. —A 1 per cent, solution of uranium nitrate. 

III. —A 20 per cent, solution of citric acid. 

IV. —A 1 per cent, solution of ammonium chloride. 

Take 25 c.c.m. of I., 100 c.c.m. of II., 100 c.c.m. of III., and 

20 c.c.m. of IV. By omitting No. IV. brown tones will be ob¬ 

tained. 

Various red and sepia tones will result with the following 

bath : — 

I.—A 2 per cent, solution of copper sulphate. 

Concentrated ammonium carbonate solution is added to this 

till the precipitate formed is redissolved. 

II.—Pot. ferricyanide . . 12 grams. 

Water . 700 c.c.m 

Add solution II. to I., shake, and then add more carbonate solu¬ 

tion till clear. 

The following is a convenient bath for blue tones: — 

Ferrous sulphate . 1 gram. 

Ferric chloride . 1 gram. 

Water . 20 c.c.m. 

This follows after a preliminary immersion in a uranium bath. 

If blue tones are to be got without uranium, another method is 

offered. Make up the following : — 

I. —Lead nitrate . 1 gram. 

Pot. ferricyanide .  3 grams. 

Water (distilled) . 50 c.c.m. 

II. —Ferric chloride . 1 gram. 

Water . 50 c.c.m. 

III. -—Citric acid .:... 10 grams. 

Water .  50 c.c.m. 

For use take two parts each of Nos. I. and II., and three parts 

of No. III. 
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1 gram. 

1 gram. 

2000 c.c.m. 

1 gram. 

100 c.c.m. 

A bath for giving violet tones is 

1 the following manner,: — 

A. —Ferric oxalate.. 

Pot. ferricyanide . 

Water . 

B. —Copper chloride . 

W ater . 

o both solutions ammonium carbonate is added till the pre- 

ipitates formed are redissolved. The print is P a<= ^ 

J till it has acquired a Berlin blue colour; it is n«t,pl«ed 

n B till the desired colour is arrived at, and then we 

oo long immersion tends to produce red tones. 

In all the methods the prints are to be well washed after 

fixing before treatment with the toning solutions. 
T. Thorne Baker. 

the last, and is made up 

THE GLUE AND GELATINE INDUSTRY.* 

[Reprinted from the “ Pharmaceutical Journal.’ ] 

jlue which constitutes a weighty factor in the animal organ- 

sm is found principally in the cartilaginous material, bones 

Ud skin of most animals. Technically, it is divided into three 

lasses—bone glue, leather glue, and skm glue. In its prepara- 

ion the raw material is first submitted to a process of division 

into very small pieces, either in a stamping machine, or in a 

mil, very similar in construction to the ordinary flour m l. 

[n this process very careful attention must oe given o n 

temperature of the material. It must not be allowed to get 

x>o high, or the product will acquire a very foul and disagree¬ 

able odour ; the quality of the finished product being, moreover, 

otherwise injured, in that it loses m tenacity, though the 

chemical changes that occur in the heating of the substance 

have not yet been fully cleared up. The ground-up bones (Knock 

enrnehl) still contain fatty matter which must first be carefully 

removed, for which there are various processes, the selection 

of which depends upon whether the fat is to be utilised oi 

not. The older process consisted of heating the mass m kettles 

provided with a double or false bottom, which prevents the 

bony material from coming in contact with the directly heated 

bottom, and thus getting burned. The fat, on heating, melts 

ard assembles on the surface, from which it is skimmed off 

as it arises. The difficulty with this method of getting rid of 

the fat is that it takes up a, great deal of time, and does not 

do the work completely, as the residual fat injures the quality 

of the glue. A better process is that in which the vacuum 

pan is brought into play. The kettle is made air-tight, and is 

connected with an air-pump, which enables the boiling process 

to proceed under rarified air, and, of course, under a much 

lower temperature. A good deal of time is also gained by it. 

By far the best process, however, is removal of the fat by 

benzol in closed iron cylinders. The benzol being recovered by 

distillation, the cost of the substance cuts but little figure in the 

process. When the process of defatting is over, there are other 

impurities or foreign substances that must be removed, the 

mineral ingredients of the bone substance—calcium, phosphorus, 

etc. The most convenient agent for this purpose is hydrochloric 

acid. This is added to the defatted mass and left in contact 

therewith, from forty-eight to seventy-two hours, according to 

circumstances. At the end of this time the cartilaginous 

material is freely washed with water, and becomes what is 

technically called ‘ crude” or “raw” glue (German, liolileim). 

The washing is a very particular process, and must be most 

* Tiar.s'atcd ficm U:e “Diogieten Zeitv.rg” (Vienna) fox the “ Nations 1 
Druggist.” 

carefully done, as the slightest residue of acid will interfere 

with the clarification of the finished product, A slight remnant 

of calcium ph< sphate gives the glue a milky appearance, which 

is unsightly, but does not injure the quality of the product 

in the least. To tell the truth about it, baryta, or white lead, 

is often added to poor glue produced by other chemical methods, 

by some manufacturers, in order to give their product tin- 

appearance of having been prepared by the benzol process. 

The crude glue now passes to the boiling apparatus in caldrons 

provided with perforated bottoms. On long-continued boiling, 

the water, holding glue in solution, gradually separates from 

the cartilaginous matter (technically called, in German, Leirn- 

wasser, or glue-water), and, from time to time, is drawn off by 

faucets, arranged for this purpose. At first the draw-off is 

very thin, and contains but little glue, but as the boiling pro¬ 

ceeds it gets richer and richer in glue, until finally it arrives 

at a point when it must be transferred to the evaporating pans 

for solidification. Of late years, evaporation has been carried 

on, as in the earlier defatting process, in vacuum pans, on 

account of the advantages thus gained (lower temperature, 

rapidity, etc.). Evaporation is continued until the gelatinous 

content of the material in the pans has reached 45 per cent. 

The pans are now disconnected Mid removed to the poming 

room, where their contents are emptied out into shallow forms 

provided with glass bottoms. These are arranged m s^ts, in. 

such a way that an air-space is left around each to facilitate 

evaporation and solidification. The air is kept in constant 

motion by ventilators driven, usually, nowadays, by electrical 

apparatus. Sometimes the glue, instead of being poured into 

large shallow pans or forms, is poured into deep moulds, and 

is allowed to solidify in blocks of the consistency of cold jelly, 

which are afterwards cut by machinery into slices of the desired 

thickness. The drawback to this process is that it cannot Un¬ 

practised in all kinds of weather—not with the same con¬ 

venience, at least. When the material has reached a ceitain 

degree of solidity it is removed from the glass-bottomed a.orms 

and placed into trays with bottoms cf wire netting. These 

are then put on an endless carrier and passed into a series 

(three or four) of closed compartments, each succeeding one of 

which is heated a few degrees higher than the one just left. 

When the space or compartment is reached, whose temperature 

is deemed most suitable for the material (which depends en¬ 

tirely upon its percentage of residual water), it is taken off the 

carrier and left in the chamber for a length of time, also de¬ 

pendent upon its hardness. The glue is thus gradually dried, 

passing from one room to another until it is thoroughly 

exsiccated. The temperature of the first drying room is 30 deg. 

C. (86 deg. F.), and it increases by spaces of 10 deg. C. (60 deg. 

F.). It usually requires about one month to complete the 

drying process and deliver the glue ready for market. 

Gelatine. 

Gelatine is nothing more than an especially pure glue, ob¬ 

tained from bone-glue by means of sulphurous acid, and its 

manufacture is in no wise to be distinguished from that of 

glue. As raw material the parings and clippings of the shoe 

factories and shops, odds and ends from tanneries, old leather 

(boots, shoes, belts, scraps from book-binderies, etc.), calves’ 

trotters, heads, etc., are also used. America carries on this 

manufacture on a very large scale, there being several very 

large gelatine factories that are supplied with raw material 

by the gigantic abattoirs of that country. The raw product 

is first submitted to a process technically called “ liming,” in 

which the material is acted upon by dilute milk of lime. This 

process is a loiig one, lasting from fifteen to twenty days for 

the thinnest and lightest leather parings, to thirty, or even 

forty, days for beef hides. The milk of lime arrests decay. 
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THE INVISIBILITY OF TRANSPARENT OBJECTS. 

[Reprinted from “ The Physical Review.”] 

-decomposes the products of fermentation, dissolves the fleshy 

matter, saponifies the fats, and, finally, loosens up the carti¬ 

laginous matter. The lime, together with the saponified fats 

and other products, is now removed by thorough washing, 

best with running water. The further handling of the material 

as, in general, the same as that already described in the manu¬ 

facture of glue, with the exception that the process for getting 

rid of the mineral contents of the raw material is dispensed 

with. The first drawing of the glue-water yields the best glue, 

the second an inferior sort, while the third is almost destitute 

-of adhesive property. It can only be used by adding to it a 

portion of the first or best sort. The solutions must all be more 

■or less refined, according to the uses for which the glue is in¬ 

tended. To this end the liquid is first brought to a boil, and 

then cast into blocks, which are cut into slices and dried. 

This is what is called “ cabinet-makers’ glue.” 

By-Products. 

We now come to the by-products. The fat is usually sold to 

the soap makers, by whom it is converted either by the hot or 

-cold process into soap (after having, as a usual thing, some 

palm oil or stearine added to it). The better class of these 

fats are also used for the manufacture of stearic acid, which 

plays a considerable part in the manufacture of candles. When 

so used, they are first saponified with lime, then hot dilute 
sulphuric acid is added. This converts the lime to a sulphate 

(plaster of Paris), which is thrown down by elainic acid, and 

the stearic acid thus left free. The next by-product of the glue 

factory is phosphorus, of which the crude material carries a 

high percentage. The glue residue is first carbonified, and then 

treated with sulphuric acid, which produces calcium phosphate. 

This is mingled with coal, packed in retorts, hermatically 

sealed, and brought to a white heat. Phosphorus is distilled 

-off, and is caught under water. A third by-product of the in¬ 

dustry is bone-black, or animal charcoal. A good article of 

bone-black is of a deep, intense, matt-black, and plays a 

vei} prominent part in the arts and industries, especially in 

the manufacture of colours. It has the characteristic property 

■of absorbing from other substances colouring matter, lime, and 

salts, and hence it is used in the decolonisation of oils. It is 

also used as filtering material in sugar refineries, as it removes 

all traces of colour and leaves the sugar of a snowy whiteness. 

Another use of bone-black is in the preparation of blackings. 

After the fats and gelatine are extracted from bones, the latter 

•are very brittle, but still contain some calcium phosphate, and 

about two per cent, of nitrogen, and possess considerable value 

as a fertiliser. Formerly farmers used to cover their land with 

coarsely-powdered bone. It was, however, made plain that in 

this condition the material had but little fertilising value. Now 

they are ground to meal or very small bits by a machine es¬ 

pecially devised for the purpose, which not only comminutes 

the material, but sorts out the product. Bone meal has great 

fertilising value, the utility of which is further much increased 

when it is made soluble in water. This is done by submitting 

it to the action of sulphuric acid and converting it into super° 

phosphate. In conclusion, we would remark that it is an in¬ 

teresting fact that every particle of the seemingly worthless 

residue of the slaughter-houses has been, by chemical skill, 

•converted into substances of value in the arts and industries. 

Absolutely nothing is lost, but all made valuable. Even with 

the by-products cited by us, we have not yet reached the end, 

■and might follow the residues of the soap and candle factories' 

and show how glycerine is got from them. This, however, be¬ 

longs to another article, and we will leave it for that time.' 

Ernst Paul Reiifeld. 

A transparent body, no matter what its shape, disappears- 

when immersed in a medium of the same refractive index 

and dispersion. Could a transparent solid substance be found 

whose refractive index and dispersion were the same as those 

of air, it would be absolutely invisible. We can find a solid 

the refractive index of which is equal to that of air for light 

of a certain wave-length, but unfortunately it is not a trans¬ 

parent substance. If it were, we should have an example of 

a solid absolutely invisible when illuminated with monochro¬ 

matic light. The dispersion curves of some of the aniline 

dyes cross the line of unit refractive index for certain wave¬ 

lengths, but the point of crossing is in the immediate vicinity 

of the absorption band. Cases of this nature will be discussed 

more fully under another heading. 

The disappearance of a transparent substance when immersed 

in a medium of identical optical properties is usually illus¬ 

trated by dipping a glass rod into Canada balsam, but the 

disappearance is not complete, for the dispersion of the glass 

and the liquid are not the same. A better fluid is a solution * 

of chloral hydrate in glycerine, which is quite colourless. The 

glycerine is to be heated and the crystals added until the re¬ 

fractive index is of the required value. The hot liquid will 

dissolve a most astonishing amount of the chloral, ten or fifteen 

times its bulk, if I remember right, and only a very small 

amount should be placed in the beaker to start with. This 

solution has almost exactly the same dispersion as glass, and 

finely powdered glass stiiTed up in it becomes perfectly trans¬ 

parent without showing a trace of Christiansen’s colours. A 

glass rod disappears completely v/hen dipped into it, and when 

withdrawn presents a curious aspect, for the end appears to 

melt and run freely in drops. 

Lord Rayleigh, in his article on optics in the “ Encyclopaedia 

Brittanica,” points out that perfectly transparent objects are 

only visible in virtue of non-uniform illumination, and that in 

uniform illumination they would become absolutely invisible. 

A condition approaching uniform illumination might, he 

says, be attained on a top of a monument in a dense fog. 1 

have recently devised a method by which uniform illumination 

can be very easily obtained and the disappearance of trans¬ 

parent objects when illuminated by it illustrated. The method 

in brief is to place the object within a hollow globe, the interior 

surface of which is painted with Balmain’s luminous paint, 

and view the interior through a small hole. 

The apparatus can be made in a few minutes in the following 

manner:—A quantity of Canada balsam is boiled down, until 

a drop placed on cold glass solidifies. The Balmain paint, in 

the form of a dry powder, is stirred into the hot balsam until 

the whole has the consistency of thick paint. Two glass 

evaporating dishes of equal size are carefully cleaned and 

warmed and coated on the outside with the hot mixture, which 

can be flowed over the .glass, and by the dexterous manipula¬ 

tion of a small Bunsen flame made to cover the entire outer 

surface. I first tried painting the iniide of a copper sphere 

with the commercial paint, but the surface was unsatisfactory 

and could not be easily cleaned. Probably two perfectly plain 

hemispherical finger-bowls could be used instead of the evapo¬ 

rating dishes. As soon as the coating has become hard, a 

small hole is cut through it, to enable the interior to be viewed. 

If the lips of the dishes are placed together, the interior can 

be seen through the small opening, but in this case the line 

of junction, which is always more or less dark, comes opposite 

the aperture, which is a disadvantageous arrangement. 

If the inner surfaces be exposed to bright daylight, sun, or 

electric light, and the apparatus taken into a dark room, a 
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crystal ball or the cut glass stopper of a decanter pla > 

it will be found to be quite invisible when viewed through the 

small aperture. A uniform blue glow fills the interior o 

ball, and only the most careful scrutiny reveals the Presence of 

a solid object within it. One or two of the side facets 

stopepr may appear if they happen to reflect or show by re- 

tJtL Jy portion of the line of 

spheres. 
-♦---- 

PRISMS AND PLATES FOR SHOWING DICHROMATISM. 

[Reprinted from “ The Physical Review. ] 

•The usual method of showing dichromatism, or the change in 

the tint of the transmitted light, with increasing thickness ot 

the absorbing medium, is to superpose two or' more^ stained 

films or strips of suitably tinted glass. The method lias a 

advantage in that it does not demonstrate very clearly the cause 

of the change of colour. As is well known, the change is d 

to the fact that the coefficient of absorption is greater for one 

.absorbed region than for some other. If the medium be given 

the form of an acute prism, and a source of light be viewed 

through it, the transmitted colours are separated, an \ e 

change in the intensities of each can be followed, as the thick- 

ness increases by moving the eye from the refracting edge 

towards the base. ... * 
I have made prisms of this nature in the following way : A 

quantity of Canada balsam is boiled down until it will harden 

on cooling, and a quantity of brilliant green is dissolved m it. 

The dye must not be added to the balsam until it has cooled 

almost to the point of becoming thick, otherwise it will be decom¬ 

posed and a very muddy green result. The amount of the 

dye should be such that a layer of the liquid 1.5 cm. thick 

appears blood red. Thin layers appear blue, and if a prism 

be made of this mixture it will show- a blue-red dichromatism. 

A green-red dichromatism is much more striking, and the re¬ 

quisite green colour can be produced by the addition of a 

quantity of naphthol yellow. This mades a beautiful dichro¬ 

matic medium. A small hollow prism made of two strips of 

plate glass mounted together with wooden sides, in which 

grooves have been cut, is warmed and filled with the mixtuie. 

As-soon as the balsam is hard, a small quantity of melted 

sealing wax is poured on top of it, which materially increases 

the strength of the prism. A lamp flame viewed through this 

prism is separated into a red .image and a green image, and 

as the eye is moved along towards the base the green image 

fades rapidly away, while the red one scarcely changes at all. 

If a broad flame be used, the overlapping portions of the 

two images will, be seen to be coloured yellow, secondary 

.yellow due to the mixture of red and green light on the retina. 

The thickness of the prism at the point where, this yellow is pur¬ 

est is the critical thickness, or the thickness at which the change 

from red to, green takes place. If we consider the colour 

•change as a subjective phenomenon, there are three distinct 

colours seen with different thicknesses of this medium, green, 

.yellow, and red. This can be shown better by making the 

balsam solution of the dye much stronger, and pressing it out 

between plates of glass. It is easy to prepare in this way 

plates very slightly prismatic, which are red along one side, 

yellow in the middle,. and green along the other side. The 

yellow is always a little puzzling, especially if a flame is 

the source of light looked at. The lack of achromatism in the 

eye causes the yellow image to have red or green borders, the 

effect being difficult to describe. In the case of one of my 

plates, the colour of the transmitted light is almost exactly 

that of the sodium flame, and yet a sodium flame is absolutely 

invisible through it. 

The dependence of the colour on the original composition of 

the light is also well shown by these plates, some of them ap¬ 

pearing red by lamplight and .bright green* by daylight, a 

phenomenon exhibited by the well-known Alexandrite crystals. 

I have a prism which I made several years ago which is 

dichromatic by lamplight, but riot by daylight, which illustrates 

well that dichromatism depends on the relative intensities o 

the different parts of the spectrum of the light used, as well 

as on the different absorption coefficients. If I remember 

rightly, this prism was made of malachite green. 

The prisms should be made about 4 cm. long, and 2 cm. thick 

at the base.- - • ^ ,TT 
Prof. R. W. Wood. 

LECTURE ROOM DEMONSTRATIONS OF ASTIGMA¬ 

TISM AND OF DISTORTION. 

[Reprinted from “ The Physical Review. ] 

The astigmatism of a lens for an oblique pencil of rays may be 

shown subjectively by looking obliquely through a magni- 

fying glass at the rulings on a piece of cross-section paper, ihe 

lens may be adiusted to show one set of rulings distinctly, 

when, upon moving the lens nearer to or farther from the 

paper, the other set of rulings will become distinct. The con¬ 

ditions necessary to bring out the'astigmatism in a stri mg 

manner are that a narrow pencil of rays be employed, passing 

through a small portion of the lens, and that the field angle 

be narrow. This is substantially realised in the above use of 

the magnifying glass, inasmuch as the pencil of rays from any 

given point in the sheet of paper is delimited by the pupil of 

the observer’s eye, and inasmuch as the field angle where the 

eye is fixed upon a given point , of the paper is determined by 

the extent of the region of distinct vision, that is by the size 

of the yellow spot in the retina of the eye. 

The astigmatism of a lens for an oblique pencil of rays may 

be shown objectively by projecting on the screen an image of 

a cross-ruled transparent plate, the projecting lens being turned 

so that its axis makes an angle of twenty or thirty degrees 

with the optical axis of the lantern. Under these conditions 

the vertical or horizontal lines may be sharply focussed at 

will, and if the lines are very fine, it may easily be that the 

one set of lines is rendered invisible by blurring, when the 

other set of lines is sharply in focus. A small portion only 

of the plate should be used, the remainder being cut off by 

a- diaphragm ; and the lantern should be adjusted so that the 

light from the condenser may be focussed as it parses through 

the projecting lens. 
The error of a lens known as distortion, an error which, is 

exhibited to a marked degree by the so-called view, lens of the 

amateur photographer5, may be demonstrated by means of the 

projection lantern, and thri"principle of rectilinear lens may 

be shown. In this connection it should be remembered that 

the distortion produced by a simple lens or by a simple achro¬ 

matic doublet is very small except when a stop or diaphragm 

i-s used at some distance in front of the lens to improve the 

definition. Instead of a diaphragm, it is more convenient to 

adjust the lamp in the lantern so that the condenser lenses 

focus the light in front of.or behind the projecting lens, as 

may be desired, the position of this focus corresponding 

to the position of a diaphragm or stop. To show this error as 

large a field angle as possible must be used. 

A large cross-ruled transparent plate is placed in the lantern, 

and projected by means of a simple biconvex lens. If the lamp 

is adjusted until the focus- of the condensing lenses lies, ap¬ 

proximately, in the plane of the projecting lens, and the pro¬ 

jecting lens is adjusted to give the sharpest possible image on 

the screen, the image shows little or no distortion. If the 

lamp is adiusted as that the condensing lenses focus the light 

mo oj. 
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some distance in front of the projecting lens, and the pro¬ 

jecting lens is adjusted to give the sharpest possible image on 

the screen, the image is distorted, the lines being concave 

on the side towards the centre of the field. If the lamp is ad¬ 

justed so that the condensing lenses focus the light some dis¬ 

tance beyond the projecting lens, and the projecting lens is 

adjusted to give the sharpest possible image on the screen, the 

image is distorted, the lines being convex on the side towards 

the centre of the field. 

In the symmetrical orthoscopic or rectilinear doublet the 

diaphragm or stop is midway between the lenses of the doublet, 

that is, in front of one lens and behind the other, and the 

distortion of one lens is opposite to that of the other. The 

distortion is thus compensated. 

W. S. Franklin. 

nJET -♦- 

THIS WAY TO THE LUNATIC ASYLUM. 

My friend Smith departed in high spirits for the annual club 

outing. 

“ We’re sure to have a jolly time,” he said, as I bade him 

farewell at the station ; “ you have no idea how fraternal people 

are. The chaffing and joking are endless, and everybody’s 

temper is literally angelic.” 

But when lie came back, alas and alack—as the classics have 

it—he had a weary little twinkle in his eye. I met him that 

evening, and he immediately buttonholed me. 

“ Why did-?” he began. 

“What was the field meeting like?” I interrupted. 

“ Ob ripping! But, I say, do you know why did——? ” 

“Have you got many negatives?” 

“ Yes, lots. But have you heard this : Why did-? ” 

“ Don’t ask me why did the owl ’owl.” 

“ No, no ; these are quite new. Why did Photop-ake ? ” 

“ Of course, I give it up.” 

“ Because she saw Glissoline on Ethelbert Henry. Ha, ha! ” 

“ What a rotten one! Where did you pick it up? ” 

“ Composed it myself. But here’s a better one : What would 

you do if you got too fond of Kase-bier? Why, of course, you’d 

have to stick to Adam’s Yale.” 

“ Oh, lor’! They can’t have stuck to it at the field meeting, 

if that’s the kind of giddy jest they bandied about.” 

“ My dear fellow, that’s nothing to some of them.” 

“Well, let’s have a few samples.” 

“ Let me see. Oh, yes. What was Photographic Salon ? ” 

“ How do you expect me to know what the young lady was 

on? Tell me at once.” 

“ Eastman’s Brownie.” 

“ What? Sal was on Eastman’s Brownie ? ” 

“Eastman’s Brown knee, don’t you understand?” 

“ My sainted grandmother! ” 

“ And can you explain : Why did Gambier Bolton ? ” 

“No, I can’t.” 

“ Because they made Waterhouse stop.” 

“ Spare me ! ” 

“No, I will not spare you. Look here. Why is Burroughes 

Wellcome? Because lie can always make develo purr. What 

was it that Lancaster? The secret is only by Hydroki-none. 

What was it that the Cadett ? A slice off a Yelox. How was 

Lamb-ert? By seeing Gly-cin. How much does Solio? More 

than Cooke Lens. Where did they washer? In Eastman 

spools. What gave the studio window pane? To see the roller 

blind. Why is it that the camera bellows? Because it’s just 

been punished fo’cussing. Where did-?” 

“Halt! I can’t endure any more.” And I wrenched myself 

free and fled home. 

That night sleep did not visit my eyelids for many hours. 

I had caught the disease, and lay tossing upon my couch in¬ 

venting fresh conundrums (or should it be conundra?), to outvi. 

those of my friend ; and, en passant, I may mention that he 

is my friend no longer. 

“ Why were W. and D. Downey ? ” I pondered. “ No ; 1 have 
it! Why weren’t W. and I). Downey? Because sometimes- 
Bros. Moult. (Ho, ho! good one, that!) Let me see. How 
do you know he has Yevers? Obviously by his tungstate. Why 
did Hyposulphite? Because he saw the plate box. (Um, um ; 

that’s rather feeble.) How does Wainwright? So badly that 
he really Autotype. Why wasn’t Shard low ? Because the P. A. J. 
was a Wellborne Piper. (That one has a trifling fault; it’s 
Cockney.) To proceed: Why did he refuse the Jewell? Be¬ 
cause you might expose two seconds. (Rather smart, that!) 
Why did the dark-room sink? Under the weight of an extra 
photo-gram. Why did the roll-holder ? To prevent her falling 
on the dark slide.” 

Eh, me! but I was weary before I fell asleep. Next morning 
in my bath I made my last riddle, and swore a solemn oath 
to make no more. It was: What are photographic riddles? 
And the answer simply is : Bausch! 

Ward Muir, 

THE THEORY AND PRACTICE OF INTENSIFICATION. 

Part II 

THE FERRICYANIDE 1NTENSIFIERS. 

When metallic silver is brought into contact with an aqueous solu¬ 
tion of a salt of hydroferricyanic acid, it acts as a reducing agent, 
removing portion or the acid from the salt, and converting it into a 
ferrocyanide. Upon this reaction are based the existing processes of 
photographic intensification by means of ftrricyanide solutions. 

The intensification, as was mentioned in my former article, may be 
either direct or indirect. In the former case, the ferricyanide bath 
is itself the true intensifier, but in the latter the action of the salt on 
the image is not an intensifying one—despite the fact that ferrocyanides 
are still produced—but has merely the effect of converting the silver 
film into a state capable of being readily intensified by after treatment 
in a solution of a chromate, sulphide, or other suitable salt. 

In direct intensification it is customary to make use of a bath con¬ 
taining uranium ferricyanide as the active constituent, whilst in in¬ 
direct lead ferricyanide is the salt employed. The combining, 
proportions of the constituents of uranium lerricyanide have not been, 
exactly determined, but seeing that hydroferricyanic acid is tribasic, 
there is reason to suppose that the composition of the salt is accurately 
represented by the formula U3 (Fe(CN)6)4. 

On the assumption that such is the case, the reduction of the uranium 
compound by silver may take place in accordance with the second of 
the following equations, the final products of the reaction being a. 
mixture (or perhaps a double salt) of the ferrocyanides of silver and 
uranium, constituting the image, and potassium nitrate and acetate, 
which pass into solution : — 

First stage 8Ag2 + L0K3Fe(CN)6 + 3U02(N03)2 + 12HC2H302= 
8Ag2 +(jK4Fe(CN)6 +6KN03 x U3(Fe(CN)6)4+ 302 + 12HC„H302 ; 

Second stage:—8Ag2 + 6K4Fe(CN)6 + 6KN03 + U3(Fe(CN)6)4 + 302 
+ 12HC„H302= 4Ag4Fe(CN)8 + 3K4Fe(CN)6 + 6KN03 ♦ 3UFe(CN)& 
+ UH20 + 12KC3H302. 

Uranium ferricyanide is first formed by the double decomposition of 
uranyl nitrate and potassium ferricyanide, and the remainder of the 
latter salt is converted into ferrocyanide. Part of the ferrocyanide 
is then, in its turn, decomposed, and silver ferrocyanide is formed in its 
place, while the uranium salt is reduced to ferrocyanide at the same 
time. 

In practice it is usual to acidify the uranium bath by the addition 
of acetic acid, as a safeguard against the staining of the film during the 
operations of intensification. The addition of the acid is also to be 
recommended, on account of the circumstance that an acidified solution 
has less solvent action on the products of intensification than one which 
is neutral or markedly alkaline 

Before employing the uranium bath the plate to be intensified should 
always receive a few minutes’ soaking, either in water alone or pre¬ 
ferably in a very weak aqueous solution of acetic acid, say, one part by 
volume of the acid to seventy parts of water. 
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In effecting the double decomposition, it is customary to add the 
solution of potassium ferricyanide by degrees to the bath containing 
the acidified uranyl nitrate solution, after a few minutes treatment ol 
the plato in the latter, and this plan has its advantages, as it is possible 
by its means to obtain the maximum intensifying effect ot the bath by 
taking the simple precaution to add no more ferricyanide solution 
than is necessary to effect the conversion of the image into uranium 
and silver ferricyanides. When an intensifying bath containing an 
excess of ferricyanide is made use of, a certain percentage of si ver 
ferricyanide, a comparatively soluble salt, is always formed along 
with the ferrocyanides, and by the continued action of the bath this 
salt is partly dissolved, the result being, of course, a partial reduction 

of the density of the image. , . _ 
As to the strength of the solutions that should be employed in these 

operations there is considerable diversity of opinion. Generally speak¬ 
ing, a bath containing from two to three grains per fluid ounce of mixed 
solution of each of the salts employed will be found efficacious. If 
a stronger bath is required, the percentage of uranyl nitrate should 
lie increased in preference to that of the ferricyanide. 

It is unfortunately, impossible to estimate otherwise than roughly 
the amount of ferricyanide required to produce the maximum degree o 
intensification, because the weight of the silver constituting the image 
after the operations of develpoment and fixing are completed cannot 
be determined, and without its weight to guide us, we cannot say 
what the weight of the intensification products will be. The quantity 
of acetic acid which ought to be added to the bath is also variously 
stated, some writers recommending the addition of two volumes of 
acid to every ninety-eight volumes of water employed, and others 
again no less than seven times as much. Speaking from my own 
personal experience, I have found a four per cent, solution to give 
very satisfactory results. _ . 

The ferrocyanides obtained by the action of the uranium bath differ 
much in appearance. Silver ferrocyanide is a white compound which is 
said to assume a blue colour on exposure to air, a circumstance which 
serves to explain the rich deep hues exhibited by a negative which has 
received a treatment of some hours’ duration in the intensifying bath. 
Uranium ferrocyanide, on the other hand, is a compound of a fine 
brownish-red colour, inclining to orange in its lighter, and to crimson 
in its darker, tints. It is a very non-aetinic colour, too much so, 
indeed, to be entirely satisfactory as regards the facilities which it 
affords for rapidity of transmission of light in the process of printing. 
The slow printing qualities of the negatives intensified by its means, is, 
however, the only serious objection that can be urged against the 
use of the uranium ferricyanide bath, which in other respects is a 
valuable photographic adjunct, and is perhaps the only intensifier upon 
which entire reliance can be placed. 

The increase of density (i.e., weight per unit volume) produced by 
the action of the uranium bath is very considerable, being no less than 
646.21 parts by weight for every four molecules (861.28 parts) of 
metallic silve-1 present. There is also a large increase in the volume, 
the amount of which I am, however, unable to state, as the value for 
the specific gravity of uranium ferrocyanide necessary to make the 
calculation has not apparently been determined. 

The process of indirect intensification with the ferricyanide bath 
has next to be described. The chemical reactions involved in the pro¬ 
cess are, in all respects similar to those which we have just been 
considering, the only difference being in the composition and appear¬ 
ance of the deposit forming the latent image produced by the decom¬ 
position Its two constituents, ferrocyanide of silver and ferrocyanide 
of lead, being both colourless bodies, are not, truly speaking, inten¬ 
sification products, but rather what may be styled—using the expres¬ 
sion in a purely photographic sense—products of reduction. The 
solution of lead ferricyanide employed in the treatment of the plate is 
usually prepared by double decomposition, the salts selected for this 
purpose being potassium ferricyanide and nitrate of lead. The forma¬ 
tion of the compound is represented by the following equation : — 

2K3Fe(CN)6 +3Pb(NO,)a=Pbs(Fe(CN)6)2 +6KNO,. 

Tt will be seen that, besides the ferricyanide, a large percentage of 
potassium nitrate is formed. It is not necessary that this should be 
withdrawn from the solution before employing the bath, as the salt 
does not appear to exercise any injurious action upon the reduction 

' products. 
The equation representing the conversion of the image into lead and 

silver ferrocyanides may be written thus : — 

4Asro + 4Pb8(Fe(CN)a)J + 24KN03=2Ag+Fe(CN)fl-r6Pb,Fe;CN' + 
24KNOs. 

If the bath is too strong in ferricyanide in proportion to the amount 
of silver present in the image to be intensified, some ferricyanide ol 

’ silver will be formed, in a manner quite analogous to the behaviour 
of the uranium bath acting under like conditions. Assuming what in 
actual operations is never likely to occur—viz., that all the silver is 
converted into ferricyanide, the action may be represented thus : — 

3Agft + 4Pba(Fe;CN'6',+24KN03 = 2Ag3Fe(CN)c+6P>*Fe(CN)6 + 
24KN03 -I,-,'/ 1 

Hence it is inadvisable to employ a highly concentrated solution,, 
particularly when a very weak image, poor in silver, is to receive inten¬ 
sification. 

As a matter of fact, lead ferricyanide is only sparingly soluble m 
water alone; but, as in the process of direct intensification, it is usual 
to add acetic acid to the solution, and this has the effect of increasing 
the solubility of the salt. 

For the production of lead ferricyanide, theory requires the pre¬ 
sence of rather more than sixty-six parts by weight of potassium 
ferricyanide for every hundred parts of lead nitrate employed. In 
practice, notwithstanding, the addition of a considerable excess of the 
former salt, is generally recommended, and this, no doubt, together 
with the acetic acid present, tends to increase the solubility of the- 
lead compound. 

The following standard formula, which will be familiar to most 
photographic readers, may be taken as a fair representative of its- 

class : — 
Uranyl nitrate, 100 grains. 
Potassium ferricyanide, 150 grains. 
Acetic acid, one fluid drachm. 
Water, five fluid ounces. 

As to the time that will be required to effect the necessary reduction 
of the image in the bath, no definite rules can be given. All depends 
upon the degree of intensification which is sougnt to be imparted. 
I11 the case of a very weak image it may be necessary to prolong the 
action until the whole of the silver is converted into ferrocyanide, and 
entire bleaching ensues. Usually, however, notwithstanding the state¬ 
ments to the contrary that are to be met with in certain photographic 
text books, an immersion such as1 will produce a decided but merely 
superficial whitening of the image will be sufficient to give the effect 
desired. 

In order to remove the last traces of soluble ferricyanide, the film 
after treatment must be well washed in running water, for at least 
twenty minutes. Upon the thoroughness of this washing the success 
of the subsequent intensifying operations very largely depends. _ 

For intensifying purposes a solution of amlmonium sulphide is 
usually recommended. As the commercial salt, however, consists of 
a mixture of sulphydrate and sulphides, and is, besides, a very unstable 
compound, better and more certain results are obtained by the use of 
sodium sulphide. The following equation exhibits the decomposition 
of the reduction products, representing the image when treated with a 
solution of this reagent : — 

2Ag4Fe(CN)6+ 6Pb2Fe(CN)c + 16Na,S = 4Ag2S + 12PbS + 8Na4 

Fe(CN)6. 

The sulphide acts upon the mixture of ferrocyanides, converting them 
into insoluble sulphides, and sodium ferrocyanide is simultaneously 
produced, and passes into solution. The intensification products., 
silver and lead sulphides, are both dark-coloured bodies. Owing to 
the predominance of the lead compounds in the mixture forming the 
image, the hue produced is usually a deep gray or grayish-black. 

The increase of density represented by the conversion of four mom 
cules of silver into silver sulphide is obtained by subtracting the 
number 861.28 (i.e., eight times the atomic weight of silver), from. 
989.20 (four times the molecular weight of the sulphide), when we 
have as remainder, 127.72. To this, however, in order to find the 
total increase, must be added twelve times the molecular weight or: 
lead sulphide, and thus we have: 

127-72+ (238 41 x 12)=29S8‘64. 

This, it will be observed, is more than three times 861.28, the density 

of the' original image. 
In regard to the increase of molecular volume, the atomic volume of 

metallic silver is 10.2, which, multiplied by 8, gives us 81.6. -The 
molecular volume of four molecules of silver sulphide is found by 
multiplying S89.20 by the reciprocal of the specific gravity. The. 
specific gravity of the sulphide when formed artificially is stated tc 
be 6.85, therefore: — 

989-20 x 14598 = 144'40. 

The specific gravity of lead sulphide in the condition in which it is 
obtained in t.be reaction is 6.92, the reciprocal of which is .1,445. 
Multiplying the molecular weight of a single molecule, 238.41 by 12 to 
obtain the molecular weight of the twelve molecules of sulphide pro¬ 
duced, and this in its turn by the reciprocal, we have as product, 

413.40, 
The increase of volume is therefore: — 

144-40 + 413 40 - 81'6=476 20. 

It will be seen that this increase is no less than 5 8 times the original 
volume of the silver in the image, a sufficiently striking result. 

It is really immaterial what strength of sodium sulphide solution 
is employed in the intensifying operations, provided always that it is 
not too dilute. A bath containing from twentv-five to thirty grains of 
the salt to each fluid ounce of water will be found to answer well, 
and may be recommended for use. 
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The chromate bath next requires notice. Unlike the sulphide bath, 

this gives an image of a very warm quality of tone, somewhat similar 

to that obtained with uranium ferricyanide. The deposit is composed 

of a mixture of the chromates of silver and lead, these compounds being 

produced by the action of a solution of an alkaline chromate upon 

the mixture of ferro cyan ides obtained by the preliminary treatment 

in the lead ferricyanide bath. In preparing the solution, either the 

normal potassium chromate (K»0r04), or potassium bichromate 

(KoC.'O-) may be employed. The latter is the salt u ually recom¬ 

mended, but the former, tor reasons which will presently be given, is 

to be preferred whenever -- is obtainable. 

the following is the equation representing the change produced by 

the action of a solution of the normal salt :—- 

2Ag4Fe;CN)0 + 6Pb2Fe;CN)6 + 16K2Cr04 = 4Ag2Cr04 + 12P'bCr04 
+ 8K4Fe(CN)6. . 

With a solution of bichromate, the action is rather more complicated, 
and appears to take place in two stages : — 

First Stage :-2Ag4Fe(CN)8 + 6Pb9Fe(CN)a + 16K2Cr2Q7 = 4AgaCr* 

07 + 12PbCr04 + 12003 + 8K4Fe(CN)6 ; 

Second stage •—4Ag2Cr,0, + 12PbCr04 + 12003 * 8K4Fe(CN)„ = 

4Ag2Cr207 + 12PbCr,07 +8K4Fe(CN)0. 

In the first stage, the products of the double decomposition are 

silver bichromate, normal lead chromate, chromium trioxide, and 

potassium ferrocyanide. The two last-mentioned compounds dissolve 

in the water present. In the second stage', the solution of chromium 

trioxide attacks the lead salt, converting it into the red bichromate, 

PbCr20 . As to this secondary action, however, the fact must be 

mentioned that the conversion of the normal chromate into bichromate 

takes place so slowly, that, for all practical purposes, the products 

of intensification may be regarded as consisting merely of silver bichro¬ 
mate and normal lead chromate. 

Normal silver chromate is a dark red salt, which is insoluble in 

water. Silver bichromate resembles the normal chromate in colour, 

but differs from it in solubility, being attacked in the presence of 

excess of water and partially dissolved. Owing to this circumstance, d 

is not possible to estimate with accuracy^ the degree of density that 

wiil be obtained when a bath of potassium bichromate is employed. It 

is better, therefore, always to use the yellow chromate in the prepara¬ 

tion of the solutions that are intended for intensifying purposes. 

the colour of the image after intensification is orange or orange- 

yellow, this being attributable to the large percentage of lead chromate 
produced. 

1 he increase of density due to the conversion of four molecules of 

silver into normal chromate may be found by subtracting 861.28 from 

1,326.44, that is, 331.61 (the molecular weight of the chromate), mul¬ 

tiplied by 4. This gives 465.16 for the silver salt alone. The mole¬ 

cular veight of lead chromate is 322.68, and 12 molecules of the salt 

ore produced in the reaction. Multiplying these figures together, we 

get 3,872.16, and we have then for the total increase of density, 

3872 16 + 465 16 = 4337 32, which is equivalent to rather more than five 
times the original density. 

1 l,e increase in molecular volume produced by the reaction can also 

hr calculated, as the specific gravities of the two chromates have been 

dri. miincd. As before, we have 81.6 for the atomic volume of four 

molecules of silver. Ttie specific gravity of silver chromate is 5.77, 

-'"'I 1,111 ot lead chromate is 5.65. Multiplying the molecular weights 
by l lie reciprocals of the respective specific gravities, and the products 
in their turn by the number of molecules, we have: — 

Volume of 4Ag.,Cr04 -.331 61 x 1733 x 4 = 229*87 ; 

Volume of 12PbOOt=322-68 x -J7699 x 12 = 685*33. 

T1 icn fore, the total increase of volume is - 

229 *87 + 685 *33 - 81 *6 = 83360. 

Ill-' primary and final volumes are thus in ratio of the numbers 
one to eleven. 

A solution containing 25 grains of normal jrotassiuin chromate per 
f1""1 ‘"" r" js recommended tor intensifying purposes. The following 

be used as a substitute, and gives equally good results :_ 
Caustic potash, 67 grains. 
Potassium bichromate, 176 grains. 
Mater bichromate, 10 fluid ounces. 

Matthew Wilson. 

THE UNIVERSAL EXPOSITION AT SAINT LOUIS, 1904; 

DEPARTMENT OF LIBERAL ARTS. 

Circular No. 5.—Photography, Its Processes and Products. 

Event to be Celebrated.—The anniversary of that important historic 

event, the acquisition of the Louisiana territory, will lie celebrated in 

St. Louis by a Universal Exposition, embracing exhibits gathered 

from every field of human endeavour, both at home and abroad, which 

will illustrate, to the fullest practicable extent, the developments of a 
century in art, science, and the industries. 

International in Scope.—The national and international scop- and 

character of the Exposition is fully set forth in the organic act of 

March 3, 1901, in the following terms: — 

Act of Congress.—“ Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Repre¬ 

sentatives} of the United States of America in Congress assembled, 

That an exhibit of arts, industries, manufactures, and products of 

the soil, mine, forest, and sea, shall be inaugurated, etc. The President 

: hall be authorised to make n roc lama t ion of the same. And he shall, 

in behalf of the Government and the people, invite foreign nations to 

take part in the said Exposition and to appoint representatives 

thereto.” 

President’s Proclamation.—It is also voiced in the proclamation 

of the President of the United States, issued August 20, 1901, under 

the above authority of Congress, who, in the name of the Govern¬ 

ment and the people of the United States, invited all of the nations 

of the earth to take part, “ By appointing such representatives and 

sending such exhibits to the Exposition as will serve to fitly illustrate 

their resources, their industries, and tlreir progress in civilisation.” 

Fifteen Million Dollars for Buildings, etc.—That this Exposition 

will be of unusually large proportions is evidenced by the fact that the 

citizens and City of St. Louis have contributed ten million dollars 

(10,000,000.00 dols.) and the LTnited States Government five million 

dollars (5,000,000.00 dols.), a total of fifteen million dollars 

(15,000,000.00 dols.), all of which will be used in the preparation of 

grounds, erection of buildings, and kindred expenses pertaining to 

installation. 

Government and States Allotment.—In addition to this amount, 

there has been appropriated 1,308,000.00 dols. for a Government build¬ 

ing and exhibits; 1,000,000.00 dols. by the State of Missouri, and 

amounts ranging from 20,000.00 dols. to 250,000.00 dols. by the 

several States and territories of the Union, all for the collection and 

installation of their respective exhibits. 

Site.—The Exposition will occupy a beautiful site, covering about 

1,000 acres in area, in and adjacent to Forest Park in the cential- 

western part of the city. 

Dahe of Opening.—The opening date lias! been fixed on April 30, 

1904, and the closing date on December 1 following. 

Buildings Designed by a Commission of Architects.—At the incep¬ 

tion of the work, the designing of the budding and the embellishment 

of the grounds was assigned to a commission composed of some of the 

leading architects and landscape engineers in the United States, and 

the results will undoubtedly be such as to win the enthusiastic admira¬ 

tion of all visitors. 

Inner Courts.—By means of colonnades and inner courts they have 

made special provision for shade and coolness throughout the exhibit 

buildings. 

Area of Liberal Arts Palace.—The Department of Liberal Arts will 
occupy an entire building, covering an area of about 400,000 square 
feet, and all exhibits will be on the main floor. 

Architects. —The Liberal Arts Palace was designed by Barnett, 

Haynes, and Barnett, an architectural firm of established repute in 
iSt. Louis. It is the most easterly of the main exhibit buildings, and 
is near the United States Government building. 

Estimated Cost.-—It will be built of staff, at an estimated cost of 
500,000.00 dols. Although following the prevailing style of architec¬ 
ture of the Exposition—the Renaissance—it adheres very closely to' 
classic lines. 

The architects describe the structure as designed in the following 
terms : — 

Style of Architecture.—“The style, of architecture is a severe treat; 
merit of the French Renaissance fop the exterior facades. In fact, the 
treatment embodies rather a feeling of the classic than of the Renais- 
f ance. It has been the endeavour of the architects to depend largely 
on- sculpture in the decoration of the building, refraining from the 
over-use of stereotyped architectural ornamentation. * 
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Main Facade—“ The main facade will be 750 feet long, and will!) 
made interesting by the use of a centre pavilion and of two end 
pavilions. The Centre pavilion is brought somewhat above the co- 
nected buildings which unite it with the pavilions on either side Each 
of the three pavilions, on the fronts, forms an elegant entrance to the 

l!UOn”the main facade there are three entrances and on the 525-foot 
facades are two entrances, one m each of the end pavilions. 

Main Entrance.—The main entrance will be in the form of a hemi- 

cvde with circular colonnades. The ceiling of this hemi-cycle will 

be frescoed on a background of old gold. The decorations and orna 
menS Si be brought out hi relief. The plan is conspicuous for the 

perfect simplicity of its arrangement and the P^^hty' o^ its e 
hibit spaces. The ten main entrances of the’building.^ersect^the 
exact centres of the exhibit spaces, the axial lines of these entrances 

running through the centres of the exhibit spaces from east to we..t 

and from north to south. , ., 
Exterior Treatment.—“ One of the most beautiful treatments of the 

exterior will be the broad allegorical processional frieze on the i 
terior walls of the exterior loggias. These mural paintings will be 

' XLight^ajid Vent hat ion.—“ Tne building is to be constructed without 
interior colmnns, the exhibit space, being spanned in one trass, the 
internal court can, if necessary, be used as an overfow exhibit spac ^ 
The exhibit space is adapted to any kind of exhibit, and the building 
will be ventilated and lighted by an abundance of windows, both 
the exterior walls and in the clearstory. 

“The court of the Liberal Arts Palace will be carried out m the 
Italian school of architecture, and will be enclosed by colonnades em¬ 
bellished with rare statues and beautiful arabesques. The cloisters 
formed by these colonnades will afford cool promenades for the visitors 

t o the Fair. , , . , , • , 
“ It is the intention of the architects to have this court laid out 

with flower beds and to install hanging gardens at the attic story 
line In these gardens there will be groups of statuary by reproduc¬ 
tions from antiques. In the centre of the court will be a beautiful 
basin of water, in whose limpid depths will be reflected the gaicens 
and the classic lines of the colonnade. This basin is surrounded by 
balustrades and approached by broad flights of steps. In the angles 
of the court there will be Italian, fountains enriched with statuary. 
The gardens will furnish visitors a delightful place for resting and for 

The inner avails of the court entrances will be decorated with mural 
paintings in the style of Alma Tadema. 

“ These courts will be one of the charming features of the Exposition, 
and when illuminated at night with glistening cascades, flowers, and 
fountains, will form an enchanting picture.” 

Attractive Exhibits Desired.—Diligent efforts will be made to fill 
this building with attractive and interesting exhibits of products and 
processes of the highest types of the various arts and industries of 
to-day from all parts of the world, and at the same time illustrate their 
evolution by showing some of the products and processes of the earlier 

Co-operation Requested.—Your earnest co-operation is solicited, and 
you are cordially invited to1 submit plans and specifications for exhibit 
<. pace in this department in one or more of the groups of the following 

classification : — ^ 
Field Covered by Liberal Arts.—Group 15.—1Typography—Various 

Printing Processes ; Equipment, processes and products. 
Group 16.—Photography—Equipment, processes and products. 
Group 17.—Books and Publications—Book Binding; Equipment and 

^Group 18.—Maps and Apparatus for Geography, Cosmography, Topo- 

graphy. 
Group 19.-—Instruments of Precision, Philosophical Apparatus, etc. ; 

Coins and Medals; Equipment, processes and products. 
Group 20.—Medicine and Surgery. 
Group 21.—Musical Instruments—Materials, processes and pro¬ 

ducts. 
Group 22.—Theatrical Appliances and Equipment. 
Group 23.—Chemical and Pharmaceutical Arts—Equipment, pro¬ 

cesses and products. 
Group 24.—Manufacture of Paper—Raw materials, equipment, pro¬ 

cesses and products. 
Group 25.—Civil and Military Engineering. 
Group 26.—Models, Plans, and Designs for Public Works. 
Group 27.—Architectural Engineering. 
Each of the above groups is divided into several classes. 
Photography.—Group 16, relating to Photography, its1 processes and 

products, is further described in the following pages : — 
Group 16.—Equipment, Processes, and Products. 

Class 54.—Materials, instruments, and apparatus of photography, 
equipment of photographic studios. 

Class 55.—Negative and positive photography on glass, paper, wood, 
cloth, films, enamel, etc. Photogravure in intaglio and in relief ; photo- 
collography, photolithography—(Stereoscopic prints. Enlarged and 

f,95> 

micrographic photographs. Colour photography. Direct, indirect, 

and photo-colour printing. Scientific and other applications of photo¬ 

graphy. Artistic photography as applied to portraiture, landscapes, 

etc. 
This group embraces the equipment, processes, and products of 

photography in all its branches. 

Attractive Surroundings.—Photography will here find an attractive 

home, amid congenial surroundings, filled with displays of the graphic 

arts, music, the drama, civil engineering, architecture, etc. 

Artistic Photography in Art Palace.—Special provisions will be made 

for the display of selected high-grade examples of artistic photo¬ 

graphy. 

Admission Through National Jury.—Admission to this class will be 

confined strictly to such art work in photography as may satisfactorily 

pass the critical inspection of the National Jury of Selection of the 

Department of Art. 

The pictures from United States exhibitors, which are thus admitted, 

shall be hung in the United States section of the Art Building, to such 

extent as the room available will permit. 

Foreign Exhibits Subject to Foreign Rules.—The pictures from 

foreign exhibitors will be admitted under similar rules, but must also, 

in all cases, conform to the rules of the respective foreign sections to 

which they belong, as to whether they can be hung in the foreign sec¬ 

tions of art or not. 

Special Place in Liberal Art Palace.—A suitable, attractive space- 

will be specially prepared in the Liberal Arts Palace, where pictures 

selected in accordance with the above rules, and other high-grade work, 

may be properly displayed, in case they do not find suitable space in 

the Art Building. 

Display of Highest Order Expected.—Under this system there should 

be gathered such a fine array of artistic photographs as will merit the 

admiration of art connoisseurs, and win the plaudits of artists of the 

older schools of the brush and pencil. 

Aid of Photographic Fraternity Desired.-—The very large numbe~ 

of professional and amateur photographers in all parts of the world, 

who are daily producing pictures of a high order, will doubtless gladly 

lend their aid in gathering a most interesting and valuable display of 

their work. 

Colour Photography.—The latest developments in colour photo¬ 

graphy in all its phases should be freely treated, as also the scientific 

applications of photography to astronomy, surveying, etc. 

The photo processes also afford a fine field from which to gather 

attractive exhibits. 

Cameras and Other Appliances.—All classes of cameras and their 

appurtenances will find a suitable place in this group. 

Historical Exhibits Desired.—It would also be very gratifying to 

have examples of the work done, and the cameras used by Wedge wood 

and Davy, Niepce and Daguerre, and others of the earlier workers, 

to show the progressive steps of this wonderfully fascinating art. 

The specific mention of certain features of the several classes1 are- 

simply suggestions which can readily be amplified by similar treatment 

of every item in the classification. 

Rules Must be Carefully Considered.—The Rules and Regulations of 

the Exposition accompanying each application blank should be care¬ 

fully considered before tilling out requests for allotments of space. 

These must in all cases, conform strictly to said rules and regu¬ 

lations. 

Make Exhibits Attractive.—In the preparation of exhibits, it 

should be borne in mind that the best interests of the exhibitor, the 

visitor, and the Exposition, require that no effort should be spared to 

make the exhibit attractive in its arrangement and in its movement, 

and special processes should be shown whenever it is practicable. 

Quality Rather than Quantity Desired.—While as liberal allowances 

of space will be made as are found to be practicable, exhibitors should 

restrict themselves to as few well-selected examples of their products 

as permissible with due regard to' the creditable display of the best- 

features of their work, rather than attempt to make an exhibit attrac¬ 

tive through its magnitude. 
Space and Power Free of Charge.—There will be no charge for space 

occupied by exhibits, and a limited amount of power for the operation 

of mechanical devices to illustrate processes of special interest will be 

furnished to exhibitors gratuitously. 
Any further information desired will be promptly furnished on 

application. 

Royal Cornwall Polytechnic Exhibition.—The following are the awards 
in the photographic section:—First Silver Medals: J. H. Coath, J. C. 
Burrow, and H. Speyer. Second Silver Medals: H. T. Jessop, J. R. 
Gotz, and Rev. H. H. Mills. First Bronze Medals: J. B. Hawke, J. 
P. Millies, W. A. Clark, W. Lidgey, W. M. Martin, Annie Blarney, F. 
Martin-Duncan, R. R. Beard, J. C. Douglas, W. Fleet, Autotype Com¬ 
pany, and G. Bird. Second Bronze Medals: C. J. King and Rev. G, 

E. Hermon. 
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THE ILLINGWORTH COMPETITIONS. 

Messrs. Thomas Illingworth and Co., Ltd., of Willesden Junction, 

write:—“We shall be much obliged if you can find space in your 

valuable Journal to mention that our £100 Carbon Printing Com¬ 

petition, which closed on Augu-t 1st, has been a great success. It 

is the first competition held for carbon workers, and over 800 prints 

were submitted by the leading professional and amateur photographers. 

The prints were of very excellent quality, and the judges, Messrs. 

Thomas Bedding and R. Child-Bayley, had the greatest difficulty in 

adjudging the awards. Appended is a list of the winners: — 

List of winners in Illingworth’s competition:—Class A. (for small 

prints by double transfer).—*1, G. W. Morgan (Aberdeen), £14 12s. ; 

2, Corine Cadby (Kent), £3 3s.; 3, A. V. Kenah (Blackheath), £2. 
Class B. (for large prints by double transfer).—*1, J. Moffat (Edin¬ 
burgh), £17 15s. ; *2, N. S. Kay (Bolton), £7 5s. ; 3, W. R. Lathbury 
(Bristol), £2. Class C. (for small prints by single transfer).—*1, 
James Patrick (Edinburgh), £14 12s. ; 2, J. Longton (Southwell), 
£3 3s. ; *3, J. Moffat (Edinburgh), £4. Class D. (for large prints 
by single transfer).—*1, Valentine and Son (Dundee), £17 15s. ; *2; 
Gunn and Stuart (Richmond), £7 5s. ; 3, William Clayden (Plymouth), 
£2. Class E. (for prints on Illingworth’s special “gravure” tissue).-— 
*1, R. Fellows Willson (Bond Street, London), £12 10s. *Are pro¬ 
fessional photographers, and prize includes £2 special award to the 
working printer.” 

YORKSHIRE UNION OF ARTISTS. 

The fifteenth annual Exhibition will be held at the City Art Gallery, 

Leeds, and will include an international invitation exhibition of 

pictorial photographs. The exhibition will be opened on Tuesday, 

October 14th, 1902, and closed on Saturday, January 3rd, 1903. Mr. 

F. G. Issott, of 62, Compton Road, Hareliills, Leeds, writes : “ I beg 

to invite your attention to the enclosed circulars which give particulars 

of the forthcoming international exhibition of pictorial photography 

to be exhibited in conjunction with an exhibition of paintings, water- 

colour drawings, etc., submitted by Yorkshire artists to be held as 

above. I believe this is the first occasion on which any society of 

painters has thus far recognised the artistic possibilities of photo¬ 

graphy as to welcome it to an exhibition side by side with paintings. 
The exhibition will include work submitted by the Yorkshire Union 
of Artists, Leeds and Yorkshire Architectural Society, and a thoroughly 
representative collection of modern pictorial photography by well- 
known workers in Great Britain, France, Germany, and America, and 
will be held in one of the finest and best appointed galleries in the 
United Kingdom. Apart from the members of the Yorkshire and 
Northern Societies interested in photography, science, art and archi¬ 
tecture, the exhibition will be visited by a large and varied section of 
the art-loving public.” 

-♦- 

Peu) Apparatus, §c. 
——♦—— 

The No. 0 Folding Pocket Kodak. Manufactured and sold by Kodak, 
Ltd., 43, Clerkenwell Road, London, E.C. 

The latest addition to the numerous family of Kodak Cameras will 
not, it is safe to say, be less popular than its relations. It takes photo¬ 
graphs 2tiu. by l|in, and as it only measures, when closed, 3£in. by 
lfin. by 5oin., it may easily be carried in the pocket. It weighs about 
lO^oz. The front of the instrument is extended by means of the well- 
known lazy-tongs movement, and the back is non-detackable—it folds 

back after a small nickelled catch is disengaged. This simple little im¬ 
provement is to be very widely appreciated. The Bijou Kodak is 'con- 
si ructed of wood and aluminium, and is covered with fine-grain leather. 
The other features of the camera include the Kodak ever-set rotary 
shutter; three stops; finder; and, of course, the instrument takes spools 
of roll-film. Compact of form, convenient to hold or carry, and ex- 
ceerliugly simple to use, the No. 0 Folding Pocket Kodak is excellent value 
for iUs cost (26s.), and is sure to make its way in popular esteem. 

Meetings or Societies. 

MEETINGS OF SOCIETIES FOR NEXT WEEK. 

August. Name of Society. Subject. 

30. 

S pt. 

Birmingham Photographic. ( Half-day excursion to Welford-un 
l Avon. Leader, Mr. 11. Wiliuot. 

1. Southampton Camera Club .... Print Competition—Architecture. 
2. Rjtherliam Photographic . The Life and Work of Oeon/r Tinuurth 
3. North Middlesex Photographic Eighth Lantern Slide Competition. 

LONDON AND PROVINCIAL PHOTOGRAPHIC ASSOCIATION. 

August 21st.—Mr. H. C. Rapson in the chair. 
Mr. Brown passed round two wet-plate negatives made in 1852, and 

remarked on the splendid condition they were in after all these years. 
These negatives led to a discussion on the superior brilliance of the wet 
plates over the gelatine negatives. 

Mr. T. B. Freshwater said he had seen a number of similar negatives 
made some years ago, over which a curious stain has appeared, and the 
entire negatives seem more dense than they were originally, and the 1 
same good quality print cannot now be obtained as when the negatives 
were first made. 

Mr. A. L. Henderson remarked that there was no reason why an iron 
or pyro developed plate, if properly fixed and washed and then varnished, 
should not keep almost indefinitely. 

Mr. Henderson asked why should a gelatine plate, intensified with bi¬ 
chloride of mercury, become insoluble, even in boiling water, and after 
it has been reblackened with ammonia or any alkali it should become 
soluble again. 

Mr. S. H. Fry said he had noticed the same thing, but he had still 
found it insoluble after the reblackening. 

The hon. secretary, in announcing the Association’s forthcoming com¬ 
petitions and awards, said that the committee had decided that the 
pictorial competition will be held on the first open night in December, 
and the pictures must come in a week before. The exact date would be 
announced later. 

The last, date for receiving papers for the Henderson award is Sep¬ 
tember 18th, and the decision would be made at a general meeting on 
October 11th. 

The hon. secretary wished it to be made clear that the committee 
would not take the responsibility of going over all the papers read out¬ 
side the Society, in the event of any of the papers read before the 
Association not being accepted, if such papers are not placed before the 
committee on or before the date given. 

NORTH MIDDLESEX PHOTOGRAPHIC SOCIETY. 

August 20th.— 

Mr. F. P. Bayne gave a lantern lecture on “ Notes on Photographing 
Natural History Subjects in the Field.” Numerous slides of birds’-nests, 
with eggs or young birds, were shown, photographed in their natural 
positions. Birds, insects, and moths were also shown, and the methods 
by which the results were obtained were explained. 

In the Cobham and Leatherhead outing, on Bank Holiday, Mr. Sea¬ 
borne and Mr. Mummery were respectively placed first and second. 

SOUTHAMPTON CAMERA CLUB. 

The members of the above Club met on the 18th inst., under the presi¬ 
dency of Mr. G. Vivian, when an extremely interesting and instructive 
developing demonstration took place. Six plates had been exposed to 
the same object, with carefully-adjusted time, under precisely similar 
conditions. Development was carried out by various members, and a 
very good set of negatives was produced. The different kinds of 
developer used were pyro-ammonia, hydroquinone, rodinal, pyro-potash, 

and cristallos. 
The negative obtained with pyro-ammonia was considered to have 

the advantage of the others, which, however, were all of a good work 
able character, especially that produced with hydroquinone, which was 
almost equal to the pyro-ammonia one. 

Arrangements were then made for an outing on the 23rd inst. to Shaw- 
ford, that most enchanting hunting-ground for photographers. 

—.-♦-■ 

“ Before I leave the melodrama of Mont Blanc let me mention another 
item. In the shops where they sell picture postcards they are now 
exhibiting several photographs of a particularly gruesome kind. The 
photographs illustrate the process of bringing the dead down the moun¬ 
tain side. Anything more ghastly it would be difficult to imagine. 
Everybody who is going up Mont Blanc must see these pictures fie^°^e 
he starts. The guides have halted half-way down to be photographed. 
Some of them have posed themselves; others are smoking pipes, lhe 
bodies, wrapped up, are lying on the ground, with the ropes atached to 
them by which they are being dragged on their awful journey. After 
this, I am sure you will agree with me that the Chamionards do no - 
look upon Alpine tragedies as likely to injure their business. I e 
guide Blanc, with his frost-bites, his wounds, and his bandages, is alrea y 
on sale iu the shop windows.”—“ Dagonet ” in “The Referee.” 
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Peu) Books* 
The Beginners’ Guide to Photography.” 139 pp. Price, 6d; London. 

Published by Perken, Son, and Co., Ltd., 99, Hatton Garden, U . 
This very old friend is now in its eighth edition and seventieth tho 

„liri_an eloquent tribute to its practical value. The author, A Fel 
Hhe Chemical Society "-(times out of number we have found ourselves 
rendering whose identity is thus concealed)—knows his subject thoroughly! 

nrl lias the rare gift of being able to write down to the intellectual leve 
if dthe beginner. ° He deals with the principal branches of photography 
u a lucid manner, and gives some useful hints on the choice of apparatus. 

P.O.P.” By A. Horsley Hinton. 134 pp. Price, Is London: Pub¬ 
lished by Hazell, Watson, and Yiney, 52, Long Acre, W.C. 

The author has evidently been at great pains to compile a mass of 
nformation relating to the manipulation of printing-out papers but the 
mole, we think, would have gained by condensation I, ^iste of eight 
•Harders the headings of which are as follows:—Introduction, and i'apei 

Paper; Toning the Print, Variationsj Tomng; 

Combined Baths, Fixing, and Washing; Drying the Prints, and Pr®Para 
ion for Mounting; Developing P.O.P. Prints; Collodion Papers Rapid 
Printing etc “RO.P.” should meet the needs of the beginner, who 
aids much fascination and mysticism in formula. The instructions are 
y-iven minutely and with a wealth of words that is characteristic of 
Wr Hinton whose reputation, however, can hardly be advanced by sue 
im obvious piece of “bookmaking” as “P.O.P.” appears to us to be 
gtill, it is faicr to admit that compilations of a florid kind find much 

’avour with certain classes of readers. 

Commercial $ Ccgal Intelligence 
-♦- 

Messrs H and W. Green, Rotherham, write: “A Mr. J. Menhinick, 
,ii your issue of August 15th, asks about a German mount. If he will 

send a sample, we shall be pleased to supplyhim , T , ,T w 
The Imperial Dry Plate Company, Ltd., Cncklewood, London, JN.W., 

write•—“In spite of the large additions to premises and plant which we 
made’in the Spring of 1900, the demand for Imperial plates has again 
"Town beyond our present power of production. To prevent a shortage 
on the larger and more important sizes, we have for the present stopped 
making plates smaller than ^-plate size. We hope to be able to over¬ 
take the demand in a few weeks’ time, and to supply the small plates 
by the middle of September. Meantime we are again extending our 
factory to prevent any delay in execution of orders next year. As we 
cannot supply small plates, it is impossible for amateurs to enter Class 3 
in our Competition; we therefore propose to hold this class over until 
next year, making the closing date for receiving entries July 31st, 1903, 
and increasing the prizes from £26 16s. to £50, to be allotted as follows. 
One prize of £5 5s.; one prize of £3 3s.; five prizes of £2 2s. ; twelve 
prizes of £1 Is. ; thirty-seven prizes of £10s.; total, £50.” 

Re Frederick Thomas James Morris, 137, White Ladies Road, Clifton, 
photographer.—The first meeting of the creditors interested under this 
failure took place at the offices of the Official Receiver for the Bristol 
District, on August 21st, before the Official Receiver. The summary 
of accounts showed liabilities amounting to £232 0s. Id., and assets esti¬ 
mated to produce £235 2s. 2d. ; but preferential claims absorbed £56, 
thus leaving a deficiency of £52 17s. lid. The Official Receiver’s observa¬ 
tions were as follows:—The debtor states that he began business as a 
photographer and stationer eleven years ago, with a capital of £250 or 
£300 in cash and photographic accessories. He admits that from the 

■commencement, he has made practically nothing out of the concern, and 
that his drawings for personal requirements have only been about £40 
per annum. He attributes his insolvency to “ keen competition, and the 
electric trams carrying people past the premises.” It is evident from 
an examination of his stock that it is not likely to realise more than half 
his estimate, and that he ought to have written off a considerable amount 
for depreciation some years ago. He has kept a careful record of his 
receipts and expenditure and ledger accounts with his creditors and 
•debtors, but has never prepared a statement of his liabilities and assets. 
With the exception of a liability of £20 lent the debtor in the year 1893, 
and £17 17s. due for undistrainable rent, the bulk of the indebtedness 
is for goods supplied during the past twelve months. Mr. Darley stated 
that a substantial offer had been made for the lease of the premises and 
fixtures. 

Messrs. F. York and Son, 67, Lancaster Road, Notting Hill, London, 
W., have issued their thirty-third annual supplemental catalogue of 
photographic optical lantern slides, lecture sets, etc., for the season 
1902-1903. Messrs. York remark: “ From the commencement of our 
business, the trade quickly appreciated the value of the productions 
which we introduced. Many leading exhibitors adopted them, and our 
business was gradually extended from England to all parts of the world, 
for the reason, we believe, that we have endeavoured to study the wishes 
of dealers, to conduct our business in accordance with their views, and 
to spare no expense or efforts to make the best possible productions. 
We beg to acknowledge the many favours we have received, and to state 
that we are at all times happy to accept suggestions and carry them out 
as perfectly as possible. We now submit our thirty-third annual sup¬ 
plemental catalogue, which contains many valuable additions.” The 
catalogue lists the following series :—“ Pharaohland. Cairo to Second 
Cataract ” “Pekin: Its Fnvirons. and Forbidden City.” “The British 
Empire in the Twentieth Century.” “ Wonders of the World.” “ Con¬ 

stantinople.” “ Klondyke, and White Pass.” “ Oxford and Its Colleges-^ 
In Chronological Order.” “ H.M. Men-of-War.” ‘‘Gas-Making.„ 
“ Coronation Street Decorations.” “ Dominion Day at Canada Arch. 
“Review of Indian Troops by the Prince of Wales.” “Return ot Lord 
Kitchener: Passing through Hyde Park.” “Coronation Procession.„ 
“ Coronation Decorations.” “ The Royal Tour to the British Colonies. 
“ Wit hRoyalty through Canada.” “Celebrities.” 

Re William Henry Parkinson, 115, Newton Street, Bradford, photo¬ 
grapher.—The above-named debtor appeared for his public examination 
at the Bradford Bankruptcy Court, on August 21st, before the Registrar. 
This debtor was up to 1896 an artist, being in the employment, as prin¬ 
cipal artist, of a Mr. Ledgard. He then entered into business on his 
own account, as an artist and photographer, in George Street, Bradford, 
with £50 capital. In 1892 he removed to Newton Street, his capital by 
that time having doubled. In 1893 he purchased the freehold for £600, 
borrowing the whole of the purchase money. His business was at that 
time prosperous, and he made a comfortable living until two years ago. 
His turnover then amounted to about £16 a week, but had since, owing 
mainly, the debtor said, to competition, fallen off by one-half. The 
principal loss was attributed, however, to depreciation in the value of 
his property. He filed his petition on creditors beginning to press him, 
particularly his second mortgagee, who advanced him £650 in August, 
1901. The gross liabilities amounted to £1,831, of which £614 was ex¬ 
pected to rank for dividend. The assets were estimated at £503, leav¬ 
ing a deficiency of £111. Replying to the Official Receiver (Mr. Binns), 
the debtor said that, after going to Newton Street, he erected a large 
o-allery in connection with his premises there, for the purpose of doing 
exhibition work and ordinary work. The Official Receiver: What do 
you value the property in Newton Street at? Debtor. About £1,200 
or £1,300. Would there be any surplus if sold out by auction now?—No. 
How was it you got so much as £650 lent upon a second mortgage ?—It was 
on the condition that I took Mr. Louis Firth as an assistant, to be paid 
£3 ner week, that his mother lent me the £650. Have you given as 
much attention to your business during the last three years as formerly ? 
—No, I have not. Is it partly owing to that neglect that your present 
position has been brought about?—Yes. Have you had dealings with 
any money-lenders?—Yes. With whom?—With Wolf: I borrowed £100 
from him. How much did you receive ?—I signed a promissory note for 
£150. I paid £100, and then I had to pay £50 in a lump sum, which I 
could not do, and had to re-borrow. I signed again for £150, and got 
£50. So that you have really got £150, and signed for £300?—Yes, I 
have paid £190. On the application of Mr. Firth, the examination was 

closed. 
The extraordinary extent to which photography has become popular 

amongst all classes during the last decade is evidenced by the enormous 
capital which large companies have laid out in the manufacture of 
cameras, plates, papers, and other supplies, so as to render the pursuit 
less difficult for both professionals and amateurs. Before the introduc¬ 
tion of dry plates and ready-sensitised papers, only professionals could, 
as a rule, undertake photography, which then necessitated the use of wet 
plates and required considerable chemical knowledge on the part of 
its exponents. Thanks to the great advance that scientists have brought 
about, photography, certainly in its essential processes, is now reduced 
to simplicity, and can without hesitation be taken up by amateurs, who 
no longer need to fear the intricate methods of other days. The expansion of 
the wholesale drug business carried on by Sharland and Co., Ltd., at 
their warehouse in Willeston Street, has rendered it necessary that they 
should take separate premises in a leading thoroughfare for their photo¬ 
graphic supply business, which of late years has very much increased 
in importance. They have accordingly opened a photographic supply 
depot in a shop in the “New Zealand Times” Company’s building on 
Lamb ton quay. The shop has handsome fittings of polished cedar and 
plate glass, designed by Messrs. Crichton and McKay, architects, and 
constructed by Messrs. Mainland and Barr. A dark-room is fitted up in 
one corner of the shop. At this establishment Sharland and Co., who 
carry a very large stock of photographic supplies, and have always 
catered for the wants of photographers in the very best manner, have 
on sale cameras, dry plate, printing papers, mounts, and sundries. The 
company are sole agents for “Velox” paper, “ Planiscope ” lenses, 
“ Hypax ” hypo destroyer, developing “ Cartols,” “ Mabor ” limes for 
limelight production, the celebrated Goerz anastigmat lenses, and the 
“ Southern Cross R.R.” lens. The following cameras are held in large 
variety:—Rochester Optical Company’s “ Premo,” Watson’s, Houghtons, 
Lancaster’s, Miller’s “ Adelphi ” (hand), Eastman’s Kodak, Talbot and 
Earner’s “ Miral ” (hand), Busch’s (hand film), and “ Alvista ” (panoramic). 
In addition to those already mentioned, the company has for sale lenses 
by such well-known makers as Taylor, Taylor and Hobson, Cooke, Wat¬ 
son, Ross, Beck-Steinheil, and Busch. They stock Ilford P.O.P., Wel¬ 
lington and Ward P.C.P., and bromide, and Eastman’s bromide papers. 
The company also make a speciality of mounts, a large assortment of 
which is carried, representing almost every size and shape used for the 
mounting of portraits, views, groups, etc. Magic lanterns and micro¬ 
scopes, and parts for them, are another feature. Sharland and Co. have 
a. large connection throughout New Zealand, and they do an extensive 
postal business. They will shortty issue a new illustrated price list, 
and any photographer at a distance desiring a copv of it can have one 
posted to him on application.—“ The New Zealand Times.” 

The committee of the Hospital for Sick Children, of which the Duke 
of Fife is president, have made Mr. F. W. Speaight an honorary life 
governor of the hospital in recognition of his “ great and invaluable ser¬ 
vices ” in having designed the Imperial Coronation Bazaar, by which a 
sum of nearly £25,000 was raised. 
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Dews and notes. 
Mr. Mullins, of Ryde, had the honour of sittings from their Majesties 

the King and Queen and Princess Victoria of Wales, on board the Royal 

yacht, on/Tuesday, 19th inst. 

The Board of Agriculture have made arrangements with the Post¬ 

master General, whereby pocket editions of small-scale Ordnance Sur¬ 

vey maps for certain districts will be kept for sale to the public over 

the counter at head post-offices in some towns in those districts in which 

there are no agents for the sale of such maps. It is proposed to intro¬ 
duce this system, in the first instance, as an experiment, at the head 
post offices in the following towns:—Scarborough, Rochdale, Burton- 
on-Trent, Southport, West Hartlepool, South Shields, Luton, Worthing, 
Bury St Edmunds, Huntingdon, Stafford, Macclesfield, Crewe, Stock- 
port, Ilkley Richmond (Yorkshire), Driffield, Sittingbourne, Cromer. 
Llandudno, Weymouth, Littlehampton, Greenock, Blairgowrie, and 
Pilloc-hrj. Ordnance Survey maps can at present be ordered through 
most head post-offices from the depot at Southampton, on prepayment 
of the postage, but under the new arrangement, which will come into 
operation at once, copies of small-scale pocket-maps of the districts round 
th i above selected towns will be supplied to the public at the head post- 
offices in those towns, on application, without any charge beyond the 
price of the maps.—“The Standard.” 

Japanese Prints.—Mr. Arthur Morrison delivered a lecture on Saturday, 

in the upper hall at the Whitechapel Art Gallery, on Japanese prints 

and paintings. He dwelt on the Chinese influence, and drew on a 

blackboard some of the signs which represent, not letters, but ideas 

—as “mountain,” “horse.” They have been conventionalised so that 
they can be written by the simple, and Chinese and Japanese can make 
themselves understood, though they know not a spoken word in common. 
Mr. Morrison said that his task was a difficult one, because the art of 
Japan was extremely conventional. The painter of a picture of a 
woman aimed less at making a likeness than at suggesting something of 
the grace of all the women in the world. On the other hand, the 
Japanese object very strongly to the average European portrait, deeming 
it grotesque and deliberately ugly. Mr. Morrison explained the process 
of colour printing, and showed a design by Hokusai, which had not been 
destroyed in the engraving, because the “ Old Man mad on Painting ” died 
before he could indicate the colour scheme. With regard to some of 
the painters, he made assertions which were a little difficult to accept, 
though they were obviously the result of the minutest study. He held 
that important pictures were often painted in anywhere from five minutes 
to half-an-hour. He mentioned that the oldest painting now in Japan 
was the work of a Korean priest, dating from the Seventh Century. 
Then he told how Moronobu revived the idea of depicting scenes of com¬ 
mon life and obtained at once a host of followers. To begin with, the 
prints were done in black and white. Then they were occasionally 
coloured by hand. After a time the idea of colour-printing occurred to 
certain artists, and results were obtained which have never been equalled 
in the history of art. At first no more than two colours were used, but 
it would puzzle most people to decide how many blocks go to the making 
of a print after Haranobu. Mr. Morrison touched lightly on the work 
of the artists of the popular school, and explained that their work was 
done for the people—a sort of equivalent of the latter-day halfpenny 
evening paper. He told the story of Hokusai and of how he painted 
the monster picture, his pupils attending with buckets of paint, in order 
to flabbergast those who had said that he could only work in miniature. 
Then he dwelt on the lamentable falling off which followed the death 
of Toyokuni and the introduction of aniline dyes. Afterwards Mr. Mor¬ 
rison descended to the room where the loan collection of prints is ex¬ 
hibited, and commented on most of the examples.—“ The Morning Post.” 

The British Academy—Last January we published the petition pre¬ 

sented to the King for the incorporation of the British Academy for the 

Tri motion of Historical, Philosophical, and Philological Studies, and the 

names of the disinguished signatories, fifty-one in number. These were 

contained in the “London Gazette” of January 14th, and it was 

announced that the petition had been referred to a committee of the 
Privy Council. His Majesty has now been pleased, acting upon the 
advice of this committee, to accede to the petition and to grant to the 
British Academy a Royal Charter. This states that the Academy aims 
at the promotion of the study of moral and political sciences, including 
history, philosophy, law, politics and economics, archaeology, and phi¬ 
lology. Of the original fifty-one petitioners, who, according to the draft 
charter, were to be the first Fellows of the Academy and to elect a pre¬ 
sident and council from among their own number, three have died—Lord 
Acton, Mr. S. R. Gardiner, and the Rev. A. B. Davidson. On the other 
hand the name of Lord Rosebery has been added to the list, so the fol¬ 
lowing forty-nine gentlemen now become the first Fellows of the British 
Academy:—The Earl of Rosebery; Viscount Dillon, President of the 
Society of Antiquaries; Lord Reay, President of the Royal Asiatic 
Society; Mr. Arthur Balfour, M.P.; Mr. John Morley, M.P.; Mr. James 
Bryce, M l’. : Mr. Lecky, M.P.; Sir William Anson, M.P., Warden of 
All Souls College, Oxford; Sir Frederick Pollock, Corpus Professor of 
Jurisprudence in the University of Oxford; Sir Edward Maunde Thomp¬ 
son, Director and Principal Librarian, British Museum; Sir Henry 
Churchill Maxwell-Byte, Deputy Keeper of the Public Records; Sir 
Courtenay Ilbert; Sir Richard Jcbb, M.P., Regius Professor of Greek 

in the University of Cambridge; Dr. Monro, Provost of Oriel College ana 
Vice-Chancellor of the University of Oxfoid D, a \Y Wai 
of Peterhouse and Vice-Chancellor of the University of Cambridg< Di 
Edward Caird Master of Balliol College, Oxford; Dr. H. F. Pelham 
President of Trinity College and Camden Professor of Ancient History in 
the University of Oxford; Dr. John Rhys, Principal of Jesus College and 
Professor of Celtic in the University of Oxford ; the Rev. George Salmon 
D. D., Provost of Trinity College, Dublin; Professor J. B. Bury, £{<■.,1U(.’ 
Professor of Greek in the University of Dublin; Professor S. H. Bu 
Professor of Greek in the University of Edinburgh; Professor Ii 
Bywater, Regius Professor of Greek in the University of Oxford; Pro¬ 
fessor E. B. Cowell, Professor of Sanscrit in th ■ Unive sity of Cambridge- 
the Rev. William Cunningham, D.D. ; Professor Rhys Davids, Professor 
of Pali in University College, London; Professor Albert Dicey, K.C 
Vinerian Professor of English Law in the Universi \ of Oxford; the 
Rev.' Canon S. R. Driver, D.D., Regius Professor of Hebrew m flu 
University of Oxford; Professor Robinson Ellis, Corpus Professor of 
Latin in the University of Oxford; Mr. Arthur John Evans, Keeper of 
the Ashmolean Museum, Oxford; the Rev. A. M.. Fuirbairn, D.D., Prin¬ 
cipal of Mansfield College, Oxford; the Rev. Robert Flint, D.D., Pro¬ 
fessor of Divinity in the University of Edinburgh: Mr. J. G. Frazer:. 
Mr. Israel Gollancz, University Lecturer in English in the University 
of Cambridge; Mr. Thomas Hodgkin; Mr. S. H. Hodgson; Professor T. 
E. Holland, K.C., Professor of International Law and Diplomacy in the 
University of Oxford; Professor F. W. Maitland, Downing Professor 
of English Law in the University of Cambridge ; Professor Alfred Mar¬ 
shall, Professor of Political Economy in the University of Cambridge; 
the Rev. J. E. B. Mayor, Professor of Latin in the University of Cam¬ 
bridge; Dr. J. A H. Murray; Professor W. M. Ramsay, Professor of 
Humanity in the University of Aberdeen; the Rev. Canon William 
Sandav, D.D., Lady Margaret Professor of Divinity in the University 
of Oxford; the Rev. W. W. Skeat, Elrington and Bosworth Professor 
of Anglo-Saxon in the University of Cambridge; Mr. Leslie Stephen; 
Mr. Whitley Stokes; the Rev. H. B. Swete, D.D., Regius Professor of 
Divinity in the University of Cambridge; the Rev. H. F. Tozer; Pro¬ 
fessor Robert Yelverton Tyrrell, Professor of Ancient History in the 
University of Dublin; and Professor James Ward, Professor of Mental 
Philosophy in the University of Cambridge.—“The Times.” 

Flashlight Pictures with Kodak Cameras.—The invention of the flash¬ 

light apparatus renders the taking of photographs at night easy with 

such a camera as the No. 1a Folding Pocket Kodak. The requisites 

are:—The Kodak; the flashlight apparatus; loz. of flash powder. The 
flashlight apparatus consists of a specially-constructed spirit-lamp, hav¬ 
ing in front of it a little tray upon which is poured a teaspoonful of 
flashlight powder. A rubber tube, attached to a blowpipe in the flame 
of the lamp, conveys a blast of air from the bulb held in the hand, and 
serves to project the powder into the flame of the lamp when it is desired 
to take a picture. As soon as the powder touches the flame it flashes 
up an intense white light, sufficiently strong to make a picture instan¬ 
taneously. Many interiors can be taken with the flashlight that are 
impracticable by daylight, either by reason of a lack of illumination, or 
because there are windows in the direct line of view which cannot be 
darkened sufficiently to prevent the blurring of the picture. Pictures 
are taken so quickly that groups of people round a dinner-table or card- 
table can be taken as clear and shai-p as if they were in the open sun¬ 
light. This enables the photographer to obtain souvenirs of many 
occasions which could not otherwise be easily secured. Photographing 
a Boom—The camera should be prepared for time exposure, as directed 
on page 20 of this manual, and placed on some level support or where 
it will take in the view of the room desired. Preparation of the Flash¬ 
light.—The light should always be placed 2ft. behind and 2ft. to 3ft. to 
one side of the camera. If placed in front, or on a line with front of 
Kodak, the flash would shine upon the lens and fog the picture 
It should be placed at one side as well as behind, so as to throw a shadow 
and give a little relief in the lighting. The lamp should be at the 
same height or a little higher than the camera. The support upon 
which the lamp is placed should not project far enough in front of it to 
cast a shadow in front of the Kodak. A piece of cardboard a foot square 
placed under the lamp will prevent any powder from the flash doing 
damage. A sheet of white cardboard set up behind the flash-lamp will 
act as a reflector and increase the strength of the picture. Talcing the 
Picture -—Having the camera and lamp both in position, load and light 

i the lamp according to the directions furnished with it, pouring upon 
the tray the required quantity of the powder; then set the shutter open,, 
stand at arm’s length, and press the bulb. There will be a bright flash, 
which will instantly impress the picture on the sensitive film. Then push 
the lever to close the shutter, and turn a fresh section of film into 
place with the key, ready for another picture. The Powder.—The 
amount of powder required to light a room varies with the distance of 
the object farthest from the camera, and the colour of the walls and 
hangings. When more than one tea-spoonful is to be used, all the 
powder should be poured in one pile on the tray. Table.—For 10ft. 
distance and light walls and hangings use 1 even teaspoonful; for 10ft. 
distance and dark walls and hangings use 2 even teaspoonfuls; for 15ft. 
distance and light walls and hangings use 2 even teaspoonfuls; for 15ft. 
distance and dark walls and hangings, use 3 even teaspoonfuls; for 25ft. 
distance and light walls and hangings use 3 even teaspoonfuls; for 25ft. 
distance and dark walls and hangings use 4 even teaspoonfuls. To Make 
a Portrait.—Place the sitter in a chair partly facing the camera (which 
should be at the height of an ordinary table) and turn the face slightly 
towards the camera. The proper distance from the camera to the sub¬ 
ject can be ascertained by looking at the image in the finder. For a. 
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hree-quarter picture this will be 8ft., and for a full figure 10ft. The 
amp should be on the side of the camera, away from the face; that is, 
he sitter should not face the lamp. The lamp should not be placed 
ligher than the head of the sitter. To Make a Group■—Arrange the 
hairs in the form of an arc, facing the camera, so that each chair will 
>e exactly the same distance from the camera. Half the persons com- 
>osing the group should be seated, and the rest should stand behind the 
hairs. If the group is large, any number of chairs may be used, but 
f any of the subjects should be seated on the floor, care should be taken 
hat the limbs are not extended towards the camera, because the per- 
pective would be too violent. Backgrounds-—In making single por- 
raits or groups, care should be taken to have a suitable background 
.gainst which the figures will show in relief; a light background is bet- 
er than a dark one, and often a single figure or two will show up well 
against a lace curtain. For larger groups a medium light wall will 
>e suitable. The finder on the camera will aid the operator to compose 
he group so as to get the best effect. In order to make the image 
'isible in the finder, the room will have to be well lighted with ordinary 
amp-light, which may be left on while the picture is being made, pro¬ 
dded none of the lights are placed so that they show in the finder.—From 
‘ Picture-Taking with the 1a Folding Pocket Kodak.” 

-♦- 

Correspondence. 
*** Correspondents should never write on loth sides of the paper. No 

notice is taken of communications unless the names and addresses of 

the writers are given. 

We do not undertake responsibility for the opinions expressed by our 

correspondents. 

BACKGROUNDS. 

To the Editors. 

Gentlemen, — Referring to Mr. Baldock’s illustrations of, and 

urticle upon the influence of, backgrounds, it hais struck 

ne that it would be interesting to know precisely the effect 

m the density of the image by the substitution of a black 

for a white background. Of course, this would be a matter 

for experts in their measurements, and would require some sort 

af standard for the tint of the subject photographed and for the 

backgrounds used, as well as the area of each respectively. It was 

common knowledge in wet-plate days that more density was gained 

by photographing in front of a dark screen than in front of a white 
one, but the explanation seemed then to lie in the fact that the free 
diver from the whole surface of the plate was, when mixed in the 
developer, reducible on a smaller area, with a black background, and 
therefore became a thicker deposit. This explanation would not be 
applicable with tire alkaline developer, and the reason of increased 
deposit, if proved, would have to be sought for elsewhere.—Yours 

Senex. 

August 22nd, 1902. 

THE GOERZ LECTURES. 

To the Editors. 

Gentlemen,—Would you be good enough to announce in an early 

fessue of your paper that I shall this season have three lectures to place1 

at the disposal of photographic societies. 

They are called respectively “ The Photographic Lens,” “ What can 

be done with a Hand Camera,” and “How a Lens is Made.” They 

are illustrated by a number of lantern slides varying in number from 

50 to 100. The first is a new lecture this season, and deals exclusively 

with the work of the photographic lens.—Thanking you in anticipa¬ 

tion, I am, dears Sirs, yours faithfully, C. P. Goerz. 

4 and 5, Holborn Circus, 

London, E.C., August 26th, 1902. 

THE PROBLEM OF PORTRAITURE IN COLOURS. 

To the Editors. 

Gentlemen,—The pessimistic article under tire above heading in 

your last issue calls for an antidote, as it might act as a deterrent on 

some who would otherwise be inclined to attempt portraiture in 
colours. 

As to the colour screens, carefully worked glass is quite unneces¬ 

sary, for if the screens are placed in contact or close to the sensitive 

plate, then an ordinary dry plate on glass, free from flaws, can be freed 

from the silver salts and stained and successfully used. 

The making of three negatives exactly similar is an easy task, if 

the time development system, suggested by Mr. Alfred Watkins be 

adopted, and why this should be rendered difficult by the use of 

coloured screens, necessitating different exposures, all of which would 

be the so-called “correct exposure,” I cannot see. Your contributor 

seems to imagine that it is difficult for the average professional photo¬ 

grapher to gauge different exposures and to be ignorant of the science 

of developing. 

As regards the studio, I am certainly opposed to the view of Mr. 
Kenah, nor can I for one moment grasp why “ we should have to make 
a fresh adjustment of our apparatus, on account of the peculiarities of 
the light in the studio.” May I ask what are the particular peculiari¬ 
ties to which allusion is made? Assuming that the average profes¬ 
sional photographer keepsi his glass clean, the only effect, if it were 
not coloured, would be a suppression or absorption of the troublesome 
ultra-violet rays and a little loss of general intensity, and actual spec¬ 
trum composition would not be altered. 

What is the particular disadvantage in working with the lens at 
full aperture, and thus obtaining an out-of-focus background? As a 
rule, large apertures are generally considered desirable in a studio. 

In Dr. Miethe’s case, the total exposure was 5^ seconds; assuming 
that work in the studio required an increase of six times, would 
33 seconds be impracticable? 

If one can reproduce colours correctly, there should be no greater 
difficulty in reproducing greys, and it is an open question whether 
greys do predominate in sitters of the present day. 

As regards the positive work, Mr. Kenah seems to totally ignore 
the possibility of obtaining prints on paper by any other means than 
the half-tone process. Possibly, he has not heard of the trichromatic 
carbon tissues of Hoffmann. Personally, I see no difficulty in pre¬ 
paring similar tissues, and it might be possible to use the transparent 
trichromatic ink powders of Messrs. Fleming or else the synthetic 
colour powders of Hazura and Heuza. Further, with the new process, for 
such portraiture in colours would be to the public, there would be 
no difficulty in using opal glass, ivory, or celluloid as support instead 
of paper, and these would fetch a higher price. 

I am convinced that no photo-mechanical process would be accepted 
by the public, except perhaps photogravure. The cheapening of illus¬ 
trated literature and universality of three-colour illustrations, execrable 
though they be, would deter the average sitter from paying even 
half-a-crown for a dozen C.D.V. prints, though perfect in their colour 
rendering. 

As regards the McDonough-Joly process, this is certainly not the 
process for the professional, notwithstanding the advantage of one 
negative and a brief exposure. Far better results are likely to be 
secured by using the stained and superimposed film process on celluloid 
or ivory. 

I think that “ hasty and ill-advised ” statements, such as Mr. Arthur 
Y. Kenah’s, are decidedly to be deplored.—I am, yours, etc., 

E. J. Wall. 

DRIVEL. 

To the Editors. 

Gentlemen,—Drivel is an expressive word, which well expresses a 

mental process, closely akin in derivation to dribble; the concrete 

simile of the inconsequent dribbling of an infant is closely paralleled 

in the abstract by the mental dribbling of many writers in photo¬ 

graphic journals. 

The “ oily polloi,” in the republic of photography are often swayed 

by the blatant oratory of some dogmatic demagogue, and are content 
to allow such an one to form their opinions. There is too great a 

tendency to chatter, too little writing that is educative. The majority 

of the papers to which the photographic babe turns for maternal 

sustenance seem content toi “ suckle fools and chronicle small beer,” 

without attempting to train their progeny. 

It is saddening to read an article crowded with petty details as to 

bicycle lamps, bicycle tyres, the improvisation of a dark room by 
blocking out the actinic light from a bath-room window, etc., etc., 
ad nauseam, and when one finds such an article under a name which is 
deservedly held in high repute, in matters affecting photographic 
chemistry, “ drivel ” is not too forceful a term by which to designate 
such puerilities. One reads criticisms—so-called—of pictorial photo¬ 
graphy which tend to shake one’s faith in the value of honest criti¬ 
cism, so illogical and contradictory are they. 

Shrieking diatribes are penned which simulate the inconsequent- 
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scribblings of an hysterical woman, in their false premises and un¬ 
founded assertions, products of an ill-balanced brain, for which the 
writer is hardly to be held responsible. Yet such vapourings are pub¬ 
lished, an act which flatters the scribe and furnishes cheap copy for the 
editor, but “degrades the high lights” of photographic journalism. 
One reads with increasing disgust that type of paragraph which gives 
minute instructions upon “ the uses of a piece of string ”; why not 
with an equal amount of logic give detailed instructions upon “ the use 
and advantages of soap in the morning tub ? ” 

Valuable as such information may be to the crassly ignorant, who 
among the readers of our photographic papers is so devoid of plain 
mother-wit as to need instruction on such a technical point (?) point. 

In conclusion, let us hope that in the immediate future there will 
be an increase of virile writing in the photographic Press, typical 
of a man in his prime' and an absence of the emasculated type which 
one always associates with physical and mental senility.—I am, yours, 
etc. Anti-Drivel. 

London. 
August 25th, 1902. 
-♦——-- 

/Insilkrs to Correspondents. 
*** All matters intended for the text 'portion of this JOURNAL, inelud. 

ing queries, must he addressed to “ The Editors, The British 

Journal of Photography, 24, Wellington-street, Strand, London, 
W. C. ” Inattention to this ensures delay. 

* Correspondents are informed that we cannot undertake to answer 
communications through the post. Questions are not answered unless 
the names and addresses of the writers are given. 

%* Communications relating to Advertisements and general business 
affairs should he addressed to Messrs. Henry Greenwood &Co., 

24, Wellington-street, Strand, London, W.C. 

-♦- 

Photographs Registered 

E. Kelley, 26, Queen Street, Newton Abbot. Photograph of Right Revd. W. 
Vaughan. 

E. Edwards. Excelsior Studio, New Street, Worthing. Photograph of Revd. J. 
Purdon. Photograph of start for mile chamuionship of Sussex. 

-J. R. Philpotts, Newnham-on-Severn. Photograph of St. Peter’s Church. 
II. R. Mehew, Lynn Road, Wisbech. Photograph of tea and Coronation mugs 

given to 3,500 children. 
G. Turner, 70, Lowden Road, Herne Hill, S.E. Photograph of E Company, kth 

V. B. E. S. R. 
<!. H. J. Burrows, 62, Princes Street, Perth, N.B. Photograph of Revd. Prof. 

R. Morton. 
I). Hedges and Sons, 7, Dicconson Terrace, Lytham. Photograph of homing 

pigeon. 
II. T. Lloyd, 26, Earl Street, Coventry. Photograph of portion of Godiva Pro¬ 

cession. 
A. Miller, Barrhill Road, Old Cumnock, Ayr. Two photographs of Lord Bute. 

“ A. Learner.”— Good results are obtainable with the system mentioned. 
G. R. (Corfu).—It is, we believe, a Berlin company, with branches in 

England and America. 
Camera.—(1) The address, we believe, is Great Windmill Street, London, 

W. (2) We have not kept particulars of the publications; any 
large bookseller would obtain them for you. 

Old Negatives.—“ Negatives ” says: “ Having several gross of old nega¬ 
tives to dispose of, we shall esteem it a favour if you can give us 
the name of anyone in the London district who purchases same.” 
—In reply: We do not know of anyone who purchases such things. 
Old negatives are generally looked upon as being valueless, as they 
are not worth cleaning off for the glass they are on. 

Sunset Pictures.—“ Young Pro” says: “ During this month I shall be tour¬ 
ing along the coast, and am very anxious to secure a good sunset nega¬ 
tive by the seaside. I should therefore be obliged to you if you will 
kindly instruct me how to do so.”—In reply: Space is too limited 
in this column to give such full instructions as are often desired. 
We should, however, suggest that orthochromatic plates, backed, 
be employed, and with a colour - -screen as occasion may require. 
Care must be taken that the sun does not enter the lens. 

Copyright Query.—Davies and Son write: “ May we ask you to be kind 
enough to let us know whether a Mr. -has copyrighted certain 
views of Aberayron and neighbourhood? We beg you to be so 
kind as to supply us with this information as soon as possible.”— 
In reply: The only way by which we could answer this question 
would be by searching the register at Stationers’ Hall. Our time 
is, of course, much too fully occupied for us to do this. The 
register is open to any to make a search. 

Purchase of Business.—“Uncertain” says: “I should feel obliged if 
you would give me some information on the following subjects:— 
I am about to buy a business (photographing). (1) If, after my buying 
a business, with all fittings, can the creditors of the se? ler lay any 
claim on the business or stock ? (2) If a seven years’ agreement, writ¬ 
ten out by the landlord, and stamped at Somerset House by me, be 
binding?”—In reply: (1) No; unless a fraudulent sale can be 
established. (2) Yes. But it will be well for you to thoroughly 
consider the terms of the agreement before signing. 

Burnishing.—“ Burnisher” says: “ I have just bought a photo-burnisher, 
one with steel bar heated by gas. I believe the prints have to be 
lubricated before burnishing. I should be glad of formula for 
lubricant, and also the heat required. Do prints require much 

jjressure? Any information on the subject would be most wi I 
come.”—In reply: Rub the prints over with a solution of Caatib-j 
soap in alcohol (about a grain or two to the ounce). The ha 
should be quite as hot, or a little hotter, than the hand can bear 
A good pressure is required to get a good polish. 

Unsatisfactory View.—“Incline” writes: “Enclosed is a photograph of 
a very steep incline. The weight of the empty tub is drawn ui> 
by the full one going down, with a man at the top to regulate i 
speed. The photo gives the impression of a very gentle slop<- 
instead of being steep. The lens used was a wide angle Zeiss Ana 
stigmat. Kindly say, if you can, what is the cause.”—In 
reply: Evidently the camera was not level at the time the photo 
graph was taken. It would have been better if the camera weie 
further back and a lens of longer focus used. Also it 

ground had been included. 
Camera Wanted.—“ Beginner ” writes: “ I have a fine i-plate Anastig- 

mat lens, and I want a good hand and stand camera. I prefer 
the folding type, but would be guided by you. What should be 
considered essential in the camera, and what type would be best r 
I think I prefer separate slides to magazines, unless the latter 
were best. If you can give me advice, I shall be obliged.”—In 
reply: It is quite a matter of choice as to whether you have a 
camera with slides or a magazine one. Some prefer one form and 
some the other. There are plenty of good ones of both types now 
on the market, and we should advise you to get the catalogues of 
the leading makers and make a selection from them. It is against 
our rule to recommend any particular maker’s goods. 

Making P.O.P.—J. B. says: “I am making my own P.O.P., but can¬ 
not avoid small bubbles; in fact, quite 50 per cent, of the sheets 
are rendered useless from this trouble. It is the usual gelatino 
chloride formula, and the heat I have been working at has been 
120deg. The room I have worked* in has been about 70deg., and 
the room in which I have stored my Baryta paper has been about 
65deg. Can you tell me how to avoid this ? I enclose two pieces 
for your inspection. I have been most careful in floating it, and 
do not think the cause lies in this.”—In reply: The defects are 
clearly due to either air bubbles on the surface of the emulsion 
when the paper is floated, or they get imprisoned between at the 
time it is floated. The remedy is to see that neither happens. 
It is simply a question of care. 

Faulty Lighting.—“Amset” says: “I want to photograph an object, of 
which I send you an unsatisfactory photo. How should I pro¬ 
ceed? The centre plaque, with the objects on it, is covered with a 
very convex glass—made of very inferior glass. I am not allowed 
to remove the cover glass. I have tried direct side light, but as 
I only get one side illuminated, the result is very unsatisfactory. 
The enclosed print shows where the light has been reflected back 
from the cover glass. I tried also photographing in a room very 
dimly lighted, but I got such a faint image of the bronze mount 
that the photo is useless. I shall be obliged for any hint you 
can give me.”—In reply: It is simply a question of judiciously 
lighting the subject, and there are no set rules for doing that. It 
is merely a matter of skill and judgment; to avoid the reflections, 
bearing in mind that the angle of reflection equals the angle of 
incidence. Probably the faint image of the bronze mount, when 
the photograph was taken in the room, was due to under-exposure. 
We should advise you to try with an isochromatic plate, backed, 
and with a yellow screen. 

*** Notice to the Trade, Wholesale Agents and Book¬ 

sellers.—A Contents Bill is issued with each number of the JOURNAL, 

and copies may he had on application to the Publishers. 

%* Notice to Advertisers.—A Revised Tariff for advertisements 

in the JOURNAL is now in force. Blocks and copy are received subject to 

the approval of the Publishers, and advertisements are inserted abso¬ 

lutely without condition, expressed or implied as to what appears in 

the text portion of the paper. 
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The Oldest Photographic Journal in the World. 

Established 1854. PUBLISHED EVERY FRIDAY. PRICE TWOPENCE. 

TERMS OF SUBSCRIPTION, Post Free 
(United Kingdom and the Channel Isles). 
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France, Belgium,United States,Canada, 
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ALMANAC FOR 1903. 

Edited by Thomas Bedding, F.R-P-S. 

iE forty-second annual issue of The Bkitish JonKNAn 

HOTOGEAPHIC Almanac will be published ea y 
ecember next. This year’s Almanac reached a total o 
560 pages, and the entire edition of 20,500 copies was 

,ld out a fortnight before publication. Of n0 °ther Photb°e 
-aphic book ever issued can two such unique 

The Edition for 1903 will be increased to 25,000 copies, 

large number of which are already ordered. 
The striking favonr with which past Almanacs have been 

iceived is the surest proof that the lines upon which the 
ublication is produced meet me requirements ol its 
saders and supporters. Upon such lines we propose com- 
iling the volume for 1903. At the same time, we shall be 
leased to receive and consider suggestions for increasing 
ne value of the Almanac in directions which may occur to 

ur readers as susceptible of improvement 
The Almanac for 1903 will appeal to photographers all 

he world over as a daily reference guide m practical work. 
:he standard matter and formula will be revised and 
dded to where necessary, and the latest departures m 
heory and practice will be chronicled. The year s advances 

will be recorded, and wherever practicable new features ol 

us by promptly for-- 

warding US o°f officers and: £ 
the directory of photographic so ■ @ tQ the list 
glad to receive any additions that may usuai; a 
of telegraphic addresses of the trade e • q£ the 
section of the Almanac will be devoted to n 

“XTrttbT^arr J remind — 

?£ tYtlTtTtlZl insertion and good positions, 

orders^and'copy^should reach them without delay. _ 

EX CATHEDRA. 

incandescent A few weeks ago we called attention to 
Bulb Risks. the danger incurred by placing electric- 

glow lamps in too close proximity to textile 

gcaae of accident has since been 
most conclusive manner^luiw re^ is^the danger^ ^ 

lamps At the familiar pattern, were enveloped in i av, 
cotton, and very shortly after the current was switched o 

would happen, the cotton at ■^id seem that the heat 

f?„ "n: Idesc n filaments, not being able to rad ate 
nte suace as R would have done had the lamps been left 

uncovered, accumulated until it was sufficient to soften e 

ST glass which caved in, and became hot enough, by 
its nearness to the filament, to fire the cottom The caiel 
rnan will urofit by this experience ; hut it is easy to pie 
that others will plead that they know the danger, and are 
not in the Tlit of placing lamps where they will do 
mischief. But now that it is such a common practice jo 
use these lamps in connection with leads whic can 
shortened or lengthened at will, a lamp can^eamlyr by 
accident be brought into dangerous company. When such 
a lamp is covered with coloured varnish, as is often 
the cl, for use in a photographer’s dark room the 
dangers incurred by ignition of surroundings are pio 

portionatelv increased. 

An advance sample of a very useful 
omcivi. little implement has just reached our 

hands, and we have put it to one or two tests, from which 
it has come out in a satisfactory mannei. consis s o 

A Finger 
Shield. 
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corrugated rubber finger stall, which will be presently put 
upon the market at the modest price of one penny. Its 
primary object is to protect the fingers of readers in public 
libraries, and elsewhere, whose duty—or pleasure !—in¬ 
volves the turning over of many soiled leaves of books and 
journals. It is the unfortunate practice of many to wet the 
finger in order to get a better grip of the paper, and it 
is not inconceivable that by such means the infection of 
certain diseases may be carried from one person to another. 
As we happened to have some reference work on hand, we 
put on this new finger stall, and found that it gripped the 
leaves well, and proved to be a very cleanly thing in use. 
We shall certainly continue to use it whenever we have 
such work in hand. We think, too, that it will be especially 
useful to those who have much handling of glass, as in 
plate-making factories, for a finger covered in this way has 
a much better hold of the material, while risk of cutting 
the flesh with a sharp edge is altogether avoided. India- 
rubber finger stalls for dabbing in chemical solutions are, 
of course, as old as the hills, but here we have one with a 
roughened surface, which enables us to get a clinging hold 
upon slippery materials. 

* * * 

Bun*d'^,e There is to be seen, for a few weeks, on 
Buildings. a piece of vacant land at the back of the 

Imperial Institute, South Kensington, a portable wooden 
house, containing four spacious rooms, which should be 
"visited by all photographers, whether amateur or profes¬ 
sional, who may require a portaoie studio or an extension 
of the premises which they already devote to their work. 
This house has been erected as a specimen of Silbiger’s 
ti ansportable and transformable system of building, and 
v hen^ we explain that the erection was put up in a few 
days oy inexperienced hands, and without the use of tools, it 
will be seen that the method has much to recommend it. 
The sole necessity is a piece of levelled ground upon which 
the house can be erected. Every part of the building is 
intei changeable, so that when once the framework is set 
up, doors, windows, or blank panels can be fitted, in any 
position required. The partitions separating the rooms can 
also be varied to suit any needs, so that a room can be 

made smaller or larger with very little trouble, and its 
doors and windows shifted at pleasure. We can imagine no 
better system than this for the professional who wishes to 
extend his workshop area by the provision of extra enlarg¬ 
ing rooms, or apartments devoted to any other purpose, or 

01 ^le amateur photographer wTho desires to keep his pho^ 
tographic operations distinct from his dwelling-house, with¬ 
out going to the serious expense of a brick and mortar 
building. We are informed that buildings of any length 
and up to 30ft. in width can be constructed by this 
method. A large house can be converted by means of a 
Few extra pieces into several smaller houses, or a large 
ball into several rooms, and vice versa. Factories have 
een erected in France, Russia, Germany, and Austria on 

tins principle, as well as in more distant parts of the world 
A Prospectus which has been handed to us gives a number 
of half-tone blocks of these portable houses, applied to a 
number of different purposes, such as bungalows, field 
hospitals, barracks, chapels, and the like. The houses are 
perfectly weatherproof, and can be made fireproof, and 
even guarded against the encroachments of those terrible 
white ants, which, in various parts of the world, are so 
destructive to ordinary woodwork. The builders are 
Messrs. Farquharson, of 85, Graceeliurch Street, E.C. 

* * * 

***®'^>* Imitation, we learn, “ is the sincerest 
form of flattery,” but it is certain that it 

is more often prompted by the love of filthy lucre. Every 

trader knows well enough that, as soon as he hits uno 
thing which succeeds with the public, a number of L 
tions are at once thrown upon the market. It is the 
in the publishing business, and here is an example £ 
time ago a journal was published with the unique’t 

M. A. P., meaning “Mainly About People.” Ano+lll 
one is now launched on the sea of public approval cal 

1 •> f) having the much-strained sub-title of “ p0j 
on People. It at once suggests a community stuck 
over with pins, or lightning conductors, but there 
another suggestion with regard to it which will possil 
occur to photographers. It may be a fortuitous accidei 
but the fact remains that by adopting this title, the propi 
tors get a kind of vicarious advertisement through t 
thousands of packets of “ P. O. P ” which are sent broa 
cast to professional and amateur photographers ai 
through the announcements of the commodity which a 
pear in our own and other pages. If this result has b?e 
foreseen it is an exceedingly smart piece of business, but j 
is not original. Many years ago, when the well-know 
hostelry at the bottom of Tottenham Court Road was h 
course of erection, it occurred to the proprietor thereof t 
give the place a bold and mystic advertisement by postim 
all over London a picture of an enormous horseshoe Ther, 
were no letters or other indication of what it referred to. 
nothing but this big horseshoe staring one in the fact 
from every hoarding. And at that time of day pictoriaj 
posting was in its infancy, so that this picture was actually 
aggressive. Everyone was asking what this mural decora¬ 
tion might mean, and the sharp proprietor of one of the 
minor theatres thought that it would be a 
good notion to take advantage of the com¬ 
mon curiosity So, with the help of a ready 
writer, he started a big melodrama with the 
title The Horseshoe.” We never saw it, nor can we call 
to mind whether or not it was a big success, but the 
vicarious nature of the advertisement was undoubted. Of 
course, the Simon Pure of Tottenham Court Road had no 
redress for the cream thus skimmed off his milk, and in 
the more recent case the makers of P. O. P. cannot com¬ 
plain. After all, they may get a little reflected advertise¬ 
ment from the title of the paper which apparently hopes 
to obtain the same from them 

Light from Magnesium has done yeoman service for 
Aluminium. photography in furnishing operators with 

the means of lighting up dark places 
which could hardly have been photographed without its 
aid. Coal and other mines hundreds of yards below the 
light of day, caves deep down in the bosom of the- earth, in¬ 
scriptions in rock-cut temples, and many other hidden 
things have been made plain by means of the flash light. 
It was pointed out some years ago that Aluminium might 
answer the same purpose as magnesium for this particular 
service, but the latter metal has retained its place in the 
affection of photographers. But that aluminium is capable 
of furnishing a white light of extraordinary brilliance and' 
splendour has long been known to visitors to the Crystal 
Palace firework displays, in which Messrs. Brock have 
been using it with wonderful effect. On the night of the 
Shall of Persia’s reception at Sydenham, some hundred¬ 
weights of the metal must have been employed, judging from 
the marvellous blaze of silvery light in which the grounds 
were enveloped. It would be impossible to exaggerate the 
beauty of the scenei when feathery streamers of Aluminium 
fire rose up in every direction, and when the water temples 
seemed to be flowing with liquid silver. This was quite a 
new item in the programme. Fireworks which, we trust,, 
will be repeated. The metal used for firework purposes is 
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1 such impalpable powder that it flies about as a fine> dust 

■CILLI and fettles upon the clothes, 

irpi very different in condition to thei 
esium powder commonly used by photographers. 
UnTJthe fingers, and covers them with a coating like 
jlver and the very fineness of the particles causes them 

o cliig together in clots. It is therefore evident that t 
rdinary flash-light apparatus employed for “^gnesiu^ 

/ould not answer for aluminium, unless 
nixed with some substance which would "ep^ate the t y 
wangles of the metal, and so enable them to mix freely 
nth air, and burn. Lycopodmm, or powdered resi , !^ 

10 doubt, answer the purpose well, but we doubt whether t e 

metal so. adulterated would give the br lliant, B. h 
■ociated with magnesium. Aluminium should, however oe 
Cy useM in pfaces where a time exposure. is aiowab e, 

and it will be found that by mixing it with ce^ain 

gredients it will burn well and quietly . and find 
case We. have tried a few experiments with it,. and tina 
that a very brilliant light is obtainable by mixing 
part of aluminTl with an equal weight of saltpetre and 
barium nitrate, together with one-third part of dextrine, 
and one-sixth of sulphur. These quantities are appioxi 
mate, and no doubt as good or better results may be ob¬ 
tained by additions to or subtractions from the foimula 
here given. A couple of turns of thin paper round a pencil, 

with the edge fixed down with starch makes a suitable cas© 
for the composition, but of course if a big illumination is 
wanted the size of the case must be proportionately in¬ 
creased. The mixture gives off, when ignited very little 
smoke, and this is an advantage not possessed by many 
of the pyrotechnic compounds which have been employed 

for lighting up dark interiors. 

stand it, the plate must be rolled up with ml oily ink m 
the same way that a collotype is treated.) The picture is 
then worked out of this, with thumb and finger, brushes or 
rags, and bits of wood or twisted paper for taking out Jie 
hieh-lights.” In other words, you wipe off the greasy pig¬ 
ment when you want your high-lights, tickle it with a 
brush for your half-tones, and leave it untouched for the 
shadows. Then, passing this plate through a press, with 
a piece of Japanese paper above it, you secure your 
one, and only, impression, which gives the precious process 
its name—“ monotype.” The illustrations to the article 
from which we have nuoted are not bad, but they would be 
much better if executed by ordinary methods and with 
common tools. What advantages this new and extremely 
dirty method possesses we fail to see, but we are quite 
alive to its drawbacks when compared with more legitimate 
ways of going to work. Why not at once draw on a litho¬ 
graphic stone, and secure those exquisite gradations of tone 
which the grain of the mineral secures, while, at the same 
time, any reasonable number of copies can be had from the 
one drawing: ? Why choose a method by which the original 
drawing is reversed1? In a word, why not use pencil, 
crayon, brush, or any other of the ordinary tools of the 
artist procurable at the shops, and use them m the way 
which experience has long ago prescribed? Echo answers, 

“ Why not? ” 

otvDing. There are many persons who never seem 
satisfied with the ordinary ways of doing 

things, but, with a restlessness peculiar to them, must 
find out new methods. Such a trait, under proper control, 
is extremely useful to humanity at large, for from it springs 
the inventive faculty; but when this desire for change is 
applied to anything and everything it may be voted a 
nuisance. The other day we had to chronicle a new process 
of oil-painting, in which brushes were dispensed with, and 
the soft paint was made up into sticks, to be rubbed against 
the canvas. What can be the object of such a procedure 
unless it be notoriety, and a very ephemeral and worth¬ 
less one, for the contriver thereof? And now there is 
brought forward another new process if it can be dignified 
by such a respectable word, called “ monotyping,” which 
its advocates speak of in hushed tones, as a new means of 
artistic expression. It is described and illustrated in 
the current number of the “ Studio.” Professor Von 
Herkomer seems to have discovered this comparatively 
new thing, for he writes : “ When I visited America in 
1885 I was shown by an American artist a form of work, 
at that time quite new, of painting on a copper plate with 
printing ink, and then ‘ blotting ’ it off on the paper by 
means of a printing press. I found it a fascinating kind of 
work, so suggestive and expressive without labour, that 
I felt a regret that the plate should onlv yield one impres¬ 
sion.” We will now give a rough outline of the method 
adopted in monotyping, the chief advantage of which pro¬ 
cess seems to be that the picture is done at one sitting, 
for the work must be completed while the plate is wet. If 
need be, however, the necessar- softness of pigment can 
be retained by immersing the plate in water. A smooth, 
polished plate of copper is covered with a thin coating of 
oil paint, which must not be too oily. (As we under- 

Submarine A certain coroner was lately alleged to 
Photography, have remarked that he never believed 

the newspapers, that they were full of falsehoods, and that 
if he was presented with a sovereign for every lie which 
had been printed with regard to himself he would be able 
to retire into private life. We read this sad pronounce¬ 
ment, and, after thanking the gods that we are not as other 
journals are, we turned to a fresh page, and came upon a 
paragraph which at once rivetted our attention, while still 
the coroner’s warning words seemed to creep in through 
the rivet-holes. The paragraph was headed, “ Submarine 
Snapshotting,” and it opened with the astounding state¬ 
ment that the said submarine snapshotting was likely to 
become a popular pastime. Visions were immediately con¬ 
jured up, in a perhaps too fertile brain, of visitors to 
Margate, Ramsgate, Sandgate, and all the other gates 
donning bathing costumes, or doing without them, diving 
beneath the surface of the briny ocean with cameras in 
their hands, and snapshotting one another, posed as 
mermen and mermaids amid the rocks below. But we were 
too precipitate. The pastime has not yet arrived at the 
popular stage j it is only going to. At present it is moie 
in the academical condition, for we read on further that 
“ A well-known scientist, who began by investigating the 
animal life of the waters, has become an enthusiastic sea- 
bottom camerist.” We must pause to congratulate this 
gentleman, whose inherent modesty prevents his name 
being revealed, on attaining to the dignity of this remaik- 
able title. Some men are proud of being made a C.B. 
or an F.R.S. or a D.C.L. ; but here is a man who excels 
all in being able to place after his name the majestic title, 
“ Sea-bottom camerist.” We learn, further, that he has 
lately published some of his remarkable photographs of 
submarine scenery, and we can only express our i egret 
that the name of the publisher is withheld from us. . Hs 
uses, we are told, a hand camera, enclosed in a tight 
copper box, having a plate-glass window, and it is mounted 
on a cast-iron tripod. “ When is a hand camera not a hand 
camera?” is the conundrum that we are inclined to ask, 
the obvious answer being, “ When it is fixed to a cast-iron 
tripod.” We presume that the S.B. camerist also carries 
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with him a steam or hydraulic crane to lift this cast-iron 
concern in and out of the water ; but we are not told so. 
We are, however, informed that suitable mechanism is pro¬ 
vided to expose and change the plates. The difficulty with 
regard to water pressure at a depth of from 20ft. to 30ft, 
is surmounted by squeezing air into the apparatus from a 
rubber ball! We are next told that light fades rapidly 
an these depths, daylight exposures being impracticable 
at a depth of 25ft. In order to meet this difficulty, daylight 
is altogether dispensed with, and magnesium powder ’s 
burnt in oxygen “ in a suitable glass globe.” The wonder¬ 
ful account closes with the remark that “ by this powerful 
illumination instantaneous exposures are made, with 
interesting results.” The paragraph is disappointing, 
because it follows the fortunes of the instrument rather 
than those of the sea-bottom camerist. We want to know 
what becomes of him while the picture is being taken. 
Does he go down with the cast-iron work, and share the 
oxygen with the magnesium lamp, or breathe some of the 
air out of the rubber ball; or does he merely focus the 
camera, and set the shutter and so on from a boat 
thirty feet above? In either case, the man is a positive 
genius. 

* * * 

^ difficult to realise the condition 
of things when watches and clocks were unknown, and 
v\ hen people had to depend upon sundials—“ the wayfarer’s 
time-tellers, as they have been called, when they wanted 
to find out the time of day. Such dials may still be seen in 
'd J gai dens and on the southern porches, or the towers, of 
*.)ld churches, and some of these are so quaint and pic¬ 
turesque in appearance that a collection of photographs 
<>1 tiiem would be a very good object for anyone who travels 
much about the country to aim at securing. Many of our 
old dials bear quaint inscriptions, either in Latin‘or Eng¬ 
lish, most of them referring to the quick flight of time, 
and the necessity for looking towards another life. Not a 
few bear an obvious pun, which has no doubt been a 
source of hilarity to many a generation of rustics. This 
hoary and oft-repeated jest consists of the words, “We 

must ” the rest of the sentence being represented by the 
dial; i.e., “We must ‘die all.’” There is a fine sundial 
m the Temple, London, with the motto, “ Shadows we are, 
and like shadows depart,” In the garden form of time¬ 
keeper, the dial lies horizontally, and is often supported 
upon a most picturesque stand or pedestal, and in some 

<' ases they are placed on the bases of ancient churchyard 
mosses. A notable example of a garden sundial stood on 
Lie grass at Clements’ Inn up to the time that the Law 
Courts were built. The pedestal consisted of the life-size 

pure a stooping negro. We wonder what has become 
, lhat statuesque nigger? Sundials are not correct time¬ 
keepers or, rather, we should say that a dial gives the 
actual clock time only upon four days of the year—and 
sometimes it is as much as sixteen minutes out in its 
reckoning. So that the motto which stands on a certain 
Md dial in Yorkshire, “ Who dares to say the sun speaks 
lalse, is open to question. It falls to the lot of some of 
us to pass at intervals by one of these old dials, and in¬ 
stinctively we each time compare it with our watch. Sel¬ 
dom do we find the two timekeepers in agreement, and 
we know well enough that this is because the solar day 
varies in length, while the twenty-four hours ticked out by a 
dock do not vary. In other words, the sundial gives the 

' apparent ” time, while the watch gives “ mean ” time. A 
new form of sundial has lately been invented by Major- 
General Oliver, C.M.G., which is a great improvement upon 
the old model, in that it gives the actual time as denoted 
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by a watch. It has none of the picturesque setting, or th< 
old-world appearance of those ancient dials to 

have called attention, but it is interesting by rea 
novelty, and the way in which an apparently very difficul 
problem has been solved. We know that in the ordinarJ 
sundial the time is indicated by the shadow on a straight 
edge. In the new instrument, which is called the “mean 
time sundial,” the shadow is given by a curved surface, bo 

that as the position of the sun is slightly higher or lower 
than the normal, the discrepancy is made up by the curva 
ture of the object which casts the shadow. We should 
think that very few persons are dependent, in these days of 
cheap clocks and watches, upon the sun as a timekeeper, 
and if any such there be, they have, in this year of endless 
wet and gloom, our sincere sympathy. We‘must also con¬ 
dole with General Oliver for the fates being against him 
in this matter, but we have at the same time a very high 
opinion of his ingenious sundial. It is being made by 
Messrs. Negretti and Zambra. 

ON NATURALNESS. 

In those early and unsophisticated days when photography 
first came into existence, the new art was hailed with 
delight by many who saw in it a promising means whereby 
man might be led closer to Nature by a nearer contempla¬ 
tion of what they anticipated would be exact and literal 
renderings of whatever was placed before the camera, free 
from the flattery and conventional falsehood of Art. Dis¬ 
illusionment followed fast on their dream, however, for jt 
was soon perceived that the absolutely unsympathetic and 
cruelly candid truth of the lens was an even worse exag¬ 
geration, though in a contrary direction. The photo¬ 
grapher, as the person most interested, found himself 
involved from the very beginning in an energetic conflict 
with this undiplomatic and undiscerning directness, and 
forced to devise means and methods by which it might 
be, if not overcome, at least kept within bounds, and turned 
to his own purposes. The studio worker took eager advantage 
of the introduction of retouching to render his negatives 
more acceptable to his patron’s vanity; the landscape man, 
by careful choice of lighting and position, and all the 
useful wrinkles that experience taught him, endeavoured 
with similar intentions, though in a different manner, to 
circumvent his camera’s inconvenient exactness of por¬ 
traying the things presented to it. 

And, certainly, a great measure of success rewarded 
t eir labours. Portraits were produced possessing a beauty 
and delicacy of modelling scarcely dreamed of outside the 
range of miniature-painting, and flattering the sitters to 
their . hearts content. And photography in other 
directions than portraiture seemed equally happy. We are 
too apt to forget in our pride at the latter-day perfection 
of our results what really fine work was turned out by 
many of the pioneers of camera craft. It will often give a 
wholesome snub to our vanity if we pay a little more atten¬ 
tion to such early productions, and will serve in some 
respects to enhance our appreciation of the general truth 
of the wise king’s dictum, that- under the sun is nothing 
new. 

But every movement carries its own recoil; no sooner 
coes the. pendulum swing one way than gravitation in- 

exibly insists on the reverse action. The very anxiety 
of the photographer to escape from the barren truthful¬ 
ness which his camera would of itself prefer led by degrees 
to grave faults of a different kind. Over-elaboration 
ecame the order of the day. The primal simplicity of the 

studio portrait soon disappeared in favour of 
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abundance of superfluous 

sounds and accessories, whole work dis- 

' — ’anfattlntion to trivial 

si iu -pa ~r;>“»“ 
her directions. The same want of naturaness g 
Q ftmu o name was noticeable m the landscape woi 

t^iod, although there was «fThe 
uch to admire and commend. The photographers ol 

%=c-“« s-\=;,zs~ 
ixiety of mind regarding the artistic side of the 

Then, 'in the ^f ulnes" of Time, came the pictorial move- 

ent, the credit unquestionably a 

^:?p“nrsi":ndqinevitable by time and evolu- 
meral progressio , general advance of photo- 

Tphic work in all those qualities which tend to give lash 
Pleasure has been marked and phenomenal. As was 
sg pleasure na howevOTj in the nature of things, 

■shires good in themselves and tending to artistic pro¬ 
ves have been here and there overdone and Pushed to 
le verge of eccentricity, so that it might be said that f these later products of the camera were eve 
ore lacking in naturalness than the over-elaborated wor s 

'^"“ike most abstract difficult of 

“is "itYTsentiaUy something that belongs to 

le whole effect created by any composition rather than to 
„v individual part or parts of it. We may take up a 
i loiyrinh of a laughing child and say, appioving y, 
How charmingly natural! ” without probably analysing 
ery deeply the complex aggregation of perceptions an 
uggestions which have led us to that conclusion. If 
uestioned, we should most likely argue as follows : In 
he first place, the pose and attitude are free and unstilted, 
emfnding us’by Lir easy and careless grace o p other 
ovable home fairies that, maybe, we know of, then,. th 
xnression, in this case most important of all, is lull o 
annv child life and character, and absolute unconsciousness 
,fPsPtudio surroundings; finally we no doubt.fee.m a 

esser degree, for it would not be true art if it struck 
ls at firsgt glance, how all the accessories of the photo- 
Jraph and details of production and finish are quietly and 
■uccessfully in harmony, forming altogether by well- 
ittuned combination the pleasing picture which we take up 

° A^photographer, whose name is a household word in the 

"idlands, tells the f blowing amusing story against h m- 
f He had to take a certain little five-year-old maide 
e afternoon—a morsel of femininity who truly deserved 
be called a “ pickle ” if ever child did. And whether i ■ 
,re that his customary skill had for the time deserted him 
that his tiny sitter had assumed extra perversity foi his 

oecial benefit, certain it was that he could by no means 
ing to her face the expression that he wanted, nor 
Actually chase away what was now an offended pout 
id then a gaze of dismal apprehension. And so it came 
pass that he dispatched the resulting proofs with a phi 
phical expectation of either a re-sitting or a small order. 
Jdge, therefore, of his surprise when, a few days later the 
■He Rirl’s mother came, full of commendation of what oui 
lend had made up his mind was really the worst proof. 
I am perfectly delighted with this, ^ ^he beamingly 

claimed. “ It is so very natural. I am glad you 

think so, madam,” replied its producer Yes indeed, 
said the lady; “ it is just exactly how she looked when 
caught her spilling the ink over the carpet yesterday ^ 

we will not spoil this deliciously naive anecdote 
forcibly joining some far-fetched moral to it. It does seem 
to point out pretty plainly, however, that naturalness takes 
to itself many forms, and does not always appear m the 
guise we expect, nor under those conditions by which we 
feek to attain it. It comes unsought. To strive for it too 
carefully and painfully is one of the surest ways of missing 
it How many a fine landscape have we seen spoilt by the 
obvious effort and labour for an effect which simply and 
unrestrainedly expressed would have been perfection. An , 
again, how often at our exhibitions pictures m every way 
satisfactory are killed, and have their_ chances iuine , 
through unfortunately obstrusive framing—-yet another 

instance of that fussiness and care which, though rightly 
directed, err by excess, and defeat their own object. 

How, then, shall we attain this elusive qualffy of natural¬ 
ness which may not be sought after and resents puisui 
In the beginning, we must avoid and shun all that common- 
sense tells - fs unnatural, and contrary to the evident 
rules of beauty and simplicity. Then, we must be natu 
ourselves “ for who knoweth the things of a man but the 
spirit of man which is in him? ” We cannot appreciate and 
interpret the finer shades and nuances of human expression, 
nor the ever-changing moods of inanimate Nature un ess 

we attune ourselves in sympathy with them. In addition 
we must while aiming at perfect mastery of all those 
mechanical details of our art which constitute good tect 

ninue vet try to keep ourselves oblivious of them m th 
S execution of oSr work. This sounds contradictory 

nerhaps but it is not so m reality. It is simply the 

crystallisation of the principle that excess• of£ 
anv one point will lead to its own undoing. The methods 
Ld means of the photographer-he, at.least whe> wishes to 

produce natural and pleasing work—should always occup 
a very subordinate place in his mind, as compared with the 
intention and motive which shape and fashion oi shoul 
do every picture he is responsible for. And with so man 
difficulties^ to overcome and pitfalls to avmd he is wel 
deserving of the satisfaction he is bound to feel, when he 
can contemplate his creations, and know of a surety tha 

unnaturalness and affectation are absent. 

PHOTOGRAPHIC WORKERS AT WORK. 

Messrs. J. J. Grifto- and Sons (Limited), at Their 

Photographic Works, East Molesey. 

of the present generation of photographers may be 
fnr“J to ^opinion that the house of J. J Griffin and Sons 
(Ltd ), is a comparatively new one m the photographic world. 
That however, is not the case, for, as a matter of fact, it is 
one of the very oldest now existing. We have before us as we 
write a catalogue of Daguerreotype and photographic requisite , 
as supplied by John Joseph Griffin, F.C.S., the founder of tl 
house, 10, Finsbury Square, bearing date 1853. As it■ may 
interesting to some of our readers to know _ what the ea y 
workers had to pay for their materials, we just give two 
toe quotations from the list. PyrognlUc acid is quoted at 
tfis ner ounce or sixty grains for 2s. 6d. ; bromide of potas- 
siumP2s. 6d. an ounce; hyposulphite of soda, 2d. an ounce, 01 

Is 4d per lb. Daguerreotype plates, which the user ™ 
prepare and sensitise at the time of using, are quoted , f oi the 
quarter-plate size, at 11s. per dozen; the ha f-P atef 
and the whole-plate at £2 5s. the dozen High as these:p 
may seem to us now, we are told that at that mie 
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one of the cheapest houses in the trade. It is not, however, 
with the house as it existed half a century ago that we are at 
present interested, hut rather as it is now. 

A few days ago we received an invitation from the Messrs. 
Griffin to visit their photographic works at East Molesey, and 

we availed ourselves of it. Arriving at the Hampton 
Court Station, accompanied by Mr. F. H. Ibbetson, the 

manager of the photographic department, a pleasant drive of a 
mile or so brought us to the works. Photographic works 

generally are not particularly notable for their outward 
architectural beauty, and those of Messrs. Griffin and Sons are 
no exception to> the rule. They are designed for utility and 
not for outside show. 

We were first shown into a room where the specimen prints 
of the different papers, as used on the show cards, are produced. 

Here are kept albums of trials of every batch of paper that is 
made, whether the well-known P. O.P. ’s, carbona, glycia, or 
the Climax ready sensitised albumen papers. Each page con¬ 
tains a finished print, a piece of paper merely exposed to the 
light to just tint it as a test as to the evenness of the coating. 

and a yellow envelope containing pieces of the unexposed paper 
to prove the keeping qualities of every batch. All these trials 

are numbered according to the numbers on the packets as put 
on the market, and can be quickly referred to at any future 
time. From here we went into a building devoted to the 
making of the emulsions. This was fitted with convenient 
tanks, heated by steam, to contain the emulsion jars. In the 

basement of this building is the ice store, a large quantity of 
ice being necessary in hot weather. 

Next we visited the coating rooms, of which there are two, 
the one above the other. These rooms are two hundred feet 
long, and of proportionate width. They are furnished with the 
most recent coating machinery, and this has been further im- 
Pioved upon by the Messrs. Griffin. In the lower room is also 
a machine for putting a baryta coating on raw paper. Both 

rooms are lighted by incandescent electric lamps, so that there 
are no fumes of gas to act injuriously on the paper. The 
paper, as it is coated—and it can be coated up to 45in. wide_is 

automatically festooned as it passes to the top of the room. 

It then travels on chains slowly to tin- end if tin room 

when it arrives there the rods upon which it haims are catTl 

on a turn-table and the paper comes back on the "other side8 
the room to the reeling-up machine, and bv the time it 1 i 
there it is dry and ready to be reeled. During its passaged 

position of the paper on the rods is being continually chancJl' 
automatically, so as to avoid unequal drying. 

The ventilating and drying arrangements are very complet 

and no expense seems to have been spared to make them s 

, alr ‘s dra™ in on one of the room by large fans, ar 
drawn off on the other. As the air is drawn in it passes ov, 
steam pipes, so that it can be heated when necessary, which 

not the case during hot weather. By means of sliding dooi 

t e air, as it enters, can be distributed to different parts of tl 
room at will; the same with the exhaust-it may be drawn o 

from different directions. In addition to this arrangemen 

there are smaller fans, actuated by electric motors in differer 

parts of the room, that keep the air in a continual state c 

agitation, which greatly facilitates the drying. At the time r 
our visit the coating of a mile and a quarter of carbona pape 

lad been fimshed, and we were told that two such batche 
could be dealt with m each room per day. The arrangement 

in the upper room are similar to those in the lower one, and 
off this is the cutting room. Here are four costly machines. 
One is used for trimming the edges off the paper as it is un- 
leeled. . Another is a slitting machine, which first cuts the 
papei in strips of the desired width, and then cuts them 
transversely to the length required, ready for packing. This 
machine is adjustable to cut any sizes that may he required. 
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and works automatically. There is also ^iUotine -chine 

for cutting the paper into large sheets. These ^ large 

all driven by power. In this room we no ressed paper 

that an the entrances to the different are 

fitted with “light locks” so that there is no danger 

being admitted as the workpeople pass in or ou . 
The next place visited was the managers office and the 

7- • ■ This was most conveniently equipped, 
laboratory adJ°1™n«- , j seeing that laboratory fitting 
and that is not at all surpusin , ** s Messrs Griffin. 
IS a speciality in the general busing of the a 

We now pass to the engine and boi h ^ diflerent 

ma!odiffiery°Wein to room is also a dynamo for generating the 

electricity for lighting the^ premises and for 

driving the smaller ventilating fans, etc. T , 
larger than is needed WOrks 

[“X^^^iTalep^ Close to the engine 

P u „ cm a ller one in which is a still, heated by steam, from 

“water is continually distilling for making the= emulsmns 

silver solutions, and other purposes for which distilled water 

’’ TheTartroom we visited was where the well-known “ Climax ” 

albumenised paper is sensitised Here there are ^e -ws- 

six in each-of large deep porcelain trays, the fullsize of t 

sheet of paper. The floating of the paper is done by girls, wl 

are ve4 expert at the work. After sensitising, the paper is 

hunv up to dry under a canopy of muslin, so as to avoid a 

contact with dust should there happen to be any in the room 

This room, like all the others, is heated by steam pipes w 

beat is required, for it is essential, in order to obtai 

uniform selsitised paper, that the sensitising be done under 

uniform conditions. In addition to what we have described 

there are the packing rooms, mechanics workshop, etc., b 

these call for no special notice. 
On leaving Messrs. Griffin’s works we came away with the 

impression that they were amongst the most complete anc 

-convenient that it has been our pleasure to visit. 
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Forewords. 

The Professional Photographers’ Association is the one and 

only representative body of its kind throughout the British 

Empire. Its objects are, to improve the status of those who 

practise photography as a profession ; to defend their uteres , 

to assist them by advice; to afford them opportunities for 

meeting and discussing matters pertaining to the advancement 

of the craft; and to employ all legitimate means of upholding 

the rights and dignities of the profession. 
In the first year of its existence it has received the active 

•support of between five and six hundred members and has 

earned commendation from all parts of the world. Besides its 

legislative sphere, the Association has its social uses, and i 

also aims at constituting itself the authoritative governing body 

of British professional photographers throughout the woild. 

A vast field of work lies before the Association, m the further- 
ante of-fiose obiects it is hoped that tt will secure the active 

membership of the many thousands of photographers who have 

not yet joined. 

Notices to Members. 

All communications for the P.P.A. should be addressed to 

the Honorary Secretary, 51, Baker Street, London, 

Members will greatly oblige by addressing their commumca- 

tions thus : — 

Professional Photographers’ Association. 

ALFRED ELLIS, Hon. Sec., 

51, Baker Street, 

London, W., 

to distinguish them from the business letters of Alfred Ellis and 

WMembers are reminded that their annual subscription became 

due on July 1st, 1902. 
Members are advised, wherever practicabie to become deale 

in photographic materials, in order to obviate the unfair co 

petition they are subjected to by shopkeepers, and 

are not photographers, undertaking the productio P ^ 

enlargements, etc., which legitimately fall within t P 

professional photographic work. 

*** Members desiring legal advice must ma e aPP 

the Hon. Secretary, Mr. Alfred Ellis, 51, Baker Start, J 

who will place the matter before the committee. Application 

for advice may, however, be made direct to the Associate 

Hon Solicitor Mr. P. E. Marshall, 62, Lincoln s Inn Fields, 

W.C., but in such cases the Association accepts no responsi- 

bll*.*y’lt is suggested by the committee that, on their, 

headings, invoices, and business stationery, memberssW 

print the words, “ Member of the Professional Photographers 

Association.” 

Fire Insurance. 

In accordance with instructions from the general 

the members held on February 7th, the committee have >nad 

arrangements with the Fine Art and General Insurance bo.. 

Ltd., of 90, Cannon Street, London, E.C., by wlncr any mem^er 

may transfer liis present policy to this company, and obtain 

reduction of 20 per cent, on the premiums hrtherto pmi To 

secure this concession, it will be necessary for “emb t 

forward his policy to the Hon. Secretary, Mr. Alfred Ellis, 51, 

Baker Street! V A charge note for the premium will then be 
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sent, holding the insured covered for a period of thirty days to 

enable the new policy to be prepared. 

In cases where the member has not been previously insured, 

oi requires a new policy, it will be necessary to have an 

accompanying proposal form completed, when the insurance 

company will allow a discount of 20 per cent, off their usual 

rates. 

Copyright. 

The committee, during the past year, having had many appli¬ 

cations for advice on copyright matters, make the following 

suggestions for the guidance of members : — 

1. Important.—A copyright photograph is one taken at the 

photographer’s own expense, and for which he does not receive 

payment or other stipulated consideration. It is recommended 

that in all cases, distinction should be made in members’ books 

between photographs that are charged for, and those for which 

no charge is made. 

2. Registration.—Every copyright photograph should be 

registered by the proprietor delivering or sending by post pre¬ 

paid to the Registrar, Copyright Office, Stationers’ Hall, Lon¬ 

don, E.C., a signed memorandum of such copyright, with a fee 

of one shilling. Special forms, one penny each, containing full 

instructions of how to register a photograph, can be obtained 

on application at Stationers’ Hall. 

3. Necessity of Registration.—No proprietor of a copyright is 

entitled to the benefit of the Act until registration, and no 

action can be maintained or any penalty recovered in respect 

of any infringement before registration. In registering, the 

name of the actual photographer should be inserted as author. 

4. Transfer of Negatives.—In all cases where a negative of a 

photograph is transferred for the first time by the owner to any 

other person, the copyright will cease to exist, unless at or 

before the time of such transfer an agreement in writing be 

signed by the transferee reserving the copyright to the owner, or 

by the owner transferring the copyright to the transferee as 

may be the intention of the parties. A member purchasing a 

business or another photographer’s negatives should be careful 

to see that the copyrights are properly assigned and registered 

in his own name. 

5. Reproductions.—Members are advised not to give per¬ 

mission for their copyright photographs to be reproduced until 

they have full particulars of the size and style of the proposed 

reproduction, and to formulate their charges accordingly. For 

example: A newspaper should pay a fee of not less than 

10s. 6d. for half-tone black-and-white reproduction not exceed¬ 

ing 6in. x 4in., when printed with letterpress in one issue of 

the paper ; but if it is printed as an inset the fee should be at 

least one guinea. If printed in colours, collotype, or photo¬ 

gravure, it should be a still higher fee. If the photograph is 

to be reproduced for advertising purposes, a higher fee should 

be charged than for newspaper work. In all cases, the permis¬ 

sion should be in writing, and state the amount of fee to be 

paid, the process by which the photograph is to be reproduced 

(whether in black-and-white or colours), the limit size, and the 

purpose for which the reproduction is to be used. 

-♦- 

The Zoological Photographic Club has vacancies for one or two mem¬ 
bers. Subscription to May 31st next, 2s. 6d. The hon. secretary is 
Mr. Chas. Louis Hett, Springfield, Brigg. 

We have received from Messrs. O. Sichel and Co., of 52, Bunhill Row, 
E.C., a price-list of photographic mounts manufactured by the A. M. 
Collins Manufacturing Company, U.S.A. Some of the mounts catalogued 
are well worthy the attention of up-to-date professionals, and we recom¬ 
mend them lo write for an illustrated price-list of these American pro¬ 
ductions. 

PHOTOGRAPHIC SUPPLIES IN FOREIGN COUNTRIES. 

[Reprint of an American Advance Sheet of Consular Reports.) 

It is the general impression that the United States leads tin 

world in advertising. This may be true of many lines, but w. 

are certainly behind in the advertising of photographic sup¬ 

plies. Some two years ago 1 organised an amateur photographic 

club, which counts five nationalities among its members. This 

has brought me in close touch with many interested in the art, 

and I am pleased to find that American photographic appliances 

have an exceptionally good reputation among foreigners. 

American manufacturers have reached a more satisfactory 

solution of the problem of a practical combined hand-and-stancl 

camera than their foreign competitors, and two lines of Ameri¬ 

can sensitised paper are recognised as very superior by advanced 

workers throughout the world. Our plates and films have a 

universal reputation for excellence, but owing to the very high 

prices asked for plates, the latter cannot compete abroad with 

those of foreign manufacture. A good reliable English plate 

can he bought for half the money asked for the American 

article. With this exception, we can hold our own in price. 

In quality we are not excelled, and in several lines not equalled. 

We have the material, but lack the enterprise to push our 

goods abroad. Among the thousands upon thousands of 

amateurs throughout the world ‘he demand is very large, and 

it is astonishing to find our makers behind the English, 

German, and French in catering to this demand. 

Setting aside for the moment the subject of foreign advertis¬ 

ing, Ave are without a single photographic publication in 

America carrying sufficient advertising to make the publication 

of special interest to foreign dealers on the look-out for photo¬ 

graphic supplies. Other lines of American industry have trade 

journals that are widely patronised by the manufacturers, but 

the home photographic trade goes almost unrepresented. 

England possesses, in “ The British Journal of Photography 

Almanac,” an annual publication which dealers and enthusias¬ 

tic amateurs are glad to get. The number for this year (1902) 

is a bulky volume of 1,550 pages. Of these, 1,010 full pages 

are devoted to the advertisements of 245 advertisers. As many 

of the advertisers are general agents representing several manu¬ 

facturers, there are probably four or five hundred different 

makers represented. I believe this publication to be one of 

the most valuable advertising mediums in the Avorld. With 

the “Journal Almanac” in his hand, a foreign dealer is in 

close touch with the English supply trade. He finds there 

every novelty in his line, and as the leading manufacturers 

occupy enough space to cover briefly their whole field (several 

firms utilise upward of thirty pages each, and one well-known 

house fills sixty-five pages), the dealer has before him abridged 

catalogues of practically every maker in Great Britain. 

Now let us see what the United States has to offer in this 

line. We have several very good photographic annuals, so far 

as the quality of the reading matter is concerned. Two of these 

are before me, and I find that in illustrations and general 

make-up they are in advance of the British annual referred to 

above. They have a comparatively large, foreign circulation, 

and are much appreciated for the good tilings they contain, but 

they lack the most valuable feature of all—representative 

advertising. The 1900 issue of “ The American Annual of 

Photography,” which is the largest of our annuals, contains 

489 pages. Of these, 119 pages are devoted to advertisements, 

and the seventy advertisers represented seem, as a rule, content 

with a mere uninteresting address card. The publishers, who 

control a large photographic supply-house, occupy most of the 

space. Foreign dealers obtain something even from this poor 

advertising array, but very little as compared with “ The 
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_ „ Thp fault is not with the publishers. They 
British Almanac. The fault . tl their foreign 

iffer a brighter settmg f« *aren„ higher. It is 
contemporaries, and the a vu ‘ only possible 
mr manufacturers who are at fault, lilt in building 

0 convince them of this an Hi' 11 The British Alma- 
rp an American advertising.medium .ke The 

me,” our foreign trade in photographic suppU.* but X 

creatly. I may appear to be over-confld t ^ &nd 

have given the subject man oonsiderable orders for 

Eeel sure of my position. to English manufac- 
miscellaneous photographic supplies b ? before 

Hirers merely from the fact th.t fte ,s in the entire 

the dealer a completemevmw ^ about American 

& 
IppliS "to!’ and Thlt certain desired goods could only be 

obtained from other mak«s, than to look the field 
Our manufacturers could not do bette M. maw- 

over carefully, select ^Lns Lir hearty 

zines and ^lustrations and descriptive 

support. Eet ^ ,. The* foreign, dealer and 
matter their most popu ar m • t^e fournals con 

amateur will, without, grea^ ublications will soon 

tainmg the most adveitn a, ^ } to make the 
he in possession of a ciroulat.cn sufficiently large t 

trifling sum which the manufacturer 1. *-f' now 

investment. Photographic societies a leadin, photo- 

throughout the world and they su *“* ^ Amateurs 

IZZ "aohiaiEni„=g the best apparatus and latest 

photographic "-f '“ therefore, value 

Sraphm journals for the quality of theRcirculat.cn rather 

x srrS e‘^7, in tore; “Tokyo Shashin Geppo 
take but little interest 1 m the 7 g French 

(Photographic Journal) 4 Gernrnn f' ° gbin » (Photo¬ 
advertisers represented; and ... the bhash n bh. P J 

arauhic News) 9 English, 5 German, 2 irencii ana a 

The charge for space in either of these journals is aoout 

4.00dols. half page, and T.OOdols. a full page 1»r EngUsh text 

An pmial snace with Japanese text is given &iatis. » 

discount is made for two or more insertions, and no charge is 

made for Japanese translations. 
Three or four of our largest manufacturers are heavy pur¬ 

chasers of expensive space in our home magazines but only the 

kodak cameras are well advertised m Europe. 

of the appropriation for American advertising F 

foreign journals, would introduce our goods abroad and lay 

the foundation of a valuable trade. We have many good urn 

in the photographic line. We should let the world know it 
in me P D f James W. Davidson, Consul. 

Tamsui, April 10, 1902. 

Mr. W. E. Dunmorej auctioneer and w'! 

I have felt f of some considerable time that there was an open¬ 

ing fo1' an auctioneer confined to fc^ r^^r°cl a fa b if" ft ?a c 3 of nil o cla- 

ss?«« ;3ft 
r;:f imfnS =» JStrf 

should the intended buyer not be m a position to visit the mait. 

GRADUATED LIGHT FILTERS. 

..Attract of a Paper read before the Eoya. Photographic Society and reprmt, 
L[ Abstract o from the “ Photographic Journal. ] 

One of the earliest attempts to correct the ^^^XTthe 

tion to vhieh afterwards remove the 

^r^tho^tions, such as the sky ^tlm negative, 

which are of greatest density, and in this; w.y 

certain amount of compensation or equalisation, but it 

iliat the method is a satisfactory one. , 
Later attempts were made to attain the desired end 

by forms of lens shutters, so devised as to g^e^greater 

exposure tc the foreground of the picture than i - 1 ° 

skv’portion. A flap shutter opening and closing from, the top 

"of the simplest of these devices; for if slowly opened 

and closed, a much greater proportion oi the light en the 

foreground of the subject falls upon the sensitive plate (In- 

F is. 

With such a shutter, however, it is extremely difficult to^fore¬ 

cast what result will be obtained, with any degree of certainty. 

Fit'-. 2 represents a later form of shuttei a ^ 
■l Ann nnd simple drop shutter. In this shutter the hap 

gradually open J, and on readnng its ^ 

shutter falls over the YiuvdSea^ed exposure towards the 
these shutters give gradually decreasea e y 
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sky portion of the negative, but, in order to give greater con¬ 
trol, Colonel Durnford devised a very pretty contrivance, which 
effected its object, but was, unfortunately, complicated and 
awkward for transport. 

In principle this shutter, which I now pass round, is ex¬ 
cellent. The front portion of the lens supports, as you see, 
a flap shutter with a serrated edge. This flap can be made to 
stand at certain different angles by an adjusting piece. In ad¬ 
dition to the flap shutter there is a drop shutter, as in Fig. 2; 
but working not immediately in front of the lens behind the 
flap, but at the diaphragm slot, 'Instead of the drop shutter 
having an opening equivalent to the aperture of the lens only, 
it has an additional opening in the form of a slit parallel with 
the line of drop (Fig. 3). 

_i 

Fig. 3. 

In operation the flap shutter is raised to its highest point, 
and the drop shutter until the larger opening is opposite the 
lens opening. The image is then examined on the ground 
glass focussing screen, and the flap with the serrated edge 
moved up and down until the line of the serrated edge corre¬ 
sponds to the horizon of the picture, and the flap is set in this 
position by means of the small quadrant. On closing the flap 

shutter the whole arrangement is ready for exposure. On re¬ 
leasing the trigger the serrated flap opens until it reaches the 
predetermined point, and up to this point, the larger opening 

of the drop shutter being opposite the lens—the full effective 
aperture of the lens is in use. From this point, however, to 

the end of the exposure, the slit portion of the drop shutter 
corresponding to a smaller sized stop, is in action ; and, further, 
although the shutter moves with an uniform motion, the por¬ 
tion of light from the sky which reaches the plate is, relatively, 

enormously reduced (Fig. 4). This shutter then certainly work 
well, and it does not seem to be capable of very much improv< 

ment, so far as its principle is concerned, but the mechanica 
construction is ugly and inconvenient, and I propose to show 
you a means by which the same result can bo obtained in a 
much simpler manner. 

You know that some ten or twelve years ago saw the intro¬ 
duction of what was then known as an isochromatic screen or 
more correctly, a light filter, and since that time all photo 
graphers have felt the increasing necessity for the use of light 
filters as constant companions, in order to secure the best re 
sults. The first light filters were made of yellow glass of verv 
imperfect quality ; this yellow glass was made by stirring up 
a pot of molten glass with a wooden rod. A certain amount of 
carbon became mechanically mixed with the glass, and gave 

a yellow colour which was, however, anything but a pure yellow 
and far from the most suitable yellow for a light filter. A piece 
of this glass ground and polished on both sides was placed 
either before or behind the lens, or against the diaphragm—it 
does not matter appreciably where it is placed—either of these 
positions, or immediately in front of the sensitive plate will 
answer equally well. 

A better device was the use of a glass tank filled with colour 
liquid, as quite a number of different absorptions could be 
obtained with this liquid filter, by varying the absorption of 
the liquid used. Liquid filters are, however, subject to many 
ills—leakages, unevenness, and the effects of changes on tem¬ 
perature rendering them very unsatisfactory for practical use. 

Later, filters were made from worked glass, coated with gela¬ 
tine, stained with a suitable permanent dye—the film being 
protected by a cover glass fixed to it with Canada balsam? 

This form of filter has quite superseded all others, as its ad¬ 

vantages are enormous. There are now a very large number of 
analine dyes of proved permanency, which may be used for 
light filter work ; and, by combining two or more coloured 

films, and by variation in the strength of the dye, it is possible 
to make light filters of any predetermined absorption. 

To return to the question of graduated exposure to the fore¬ 
ground and sky, it occurred to me the simplest method of 
effecting graduated exposure would be the use of a graduated 

light filter in front of the lens combination. The first filters 

I made were simply coloured gelatine cast upon a glass plate in 
wedge form. By varying the amount of colour in the gelatine 
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varying steepness of gradation can be secured. Some of these 
filters were made in Indian ink, and in others I used a similar 
combination of yellow dyes to those used in the preparation of 
the Cadett Gilvus filter. The most suitable form of fitting for 
attaching the filter to the lens is represented in Fig. 5. 

It consists of a brass disc turned over at two opposite sides, 
so as to form two grooves attached to a tube of suitable size 
to fit the hood of the lens- The grooves are furnished with 
springs to hold the glass against the brass platen. After using 

such an arrangement for some time, it occurred to me that it 
might be desirable, in many cases, to alter the scale of gradation 
from the straight line given by the wedge-shaped casting. If 
we represent the relative amount of light transmitted by the 
different parts of the filter, by varying the height of a line 
drawn above the base line, as in Fig. 6, I can better explain 

6. 
what I mean. In order to experiment with different curves, 
the filters were made by printing in carbon transparency tissue 
under a rotating sector in which suitable shaped apertures 
had previously been cut. This is a very useful method of trans¬ 
lating the curved line drawing into a photographic scale of 

opacities. Fig. 7 represents the arrangement used. A light 

Fig. 7 

opaque sector A is so mounted as to revolve immediately in 

frcnt of the printing frame R, containing the pieces of sensitive 
carbon tissue. An opening, corresponding to the required 
curve of opacities, is cut in the sector, A and C, and the whole 

is exposed to the light from an electric arc—the sector A being 
rapidly rotated by an electric moter. 

After considerable experiment, I have found that a filter 
corresponding in opacity to' the curve given in Fig. 8 is per- 

Flg 8. 

haps the mcst useful. The filter is best made of an oblcim form 

like Fig. 9, with the maximum change in gradation at about 

Fig 9 

the centre of the filter. It is then possible to get the maximum 
change in gradation to correspond with the maximum change of 
light in landscape, by observing the effect upon the ground 
glass whilst moving the filter up and down in its mount (Fig. 5). 

E. Sanger Shepherd. 

UREA IN THE DEVELOPER. 

In the June number of the “Journal,” there is an abstract 
of a paper by Dr. R. A. Reiss on “ Urine as a Developer 

for Photographic Plates,” published in the May number of the 

“ Revue Suisse de Photographic.” In this paper Dr. Reiss 

claims to have discovered that urea is a developer of the photo¬ 

graphic image, not perhaps alone, but in combination with an 

alkali, as in the case of most other developers. As this state¬ 
ment was contrary to my own experience, I thought it worth 

while investigating. 
In my first paper on thio-carbamide reversals (see “ Journ. 

Pho. Soc. India,” 1890) I showed that whereas thio-carbamide, 

or sulpho-urea, with alkali gives off ammonia and darkens and 
reduces the silver haloids ; and a strong solution of it is cap¬ 
able of darkening a gelatine plate in the dark even without 

alkali ; carbamide, or urea, in ten per cent, solution does not 
visibly darken a gelatine dry plate film, even with alkali, nor 

darken or reduce the silver haloids in the absence of light. 
The experiments on which these statements were based were 
carried out with freshly precipitated, well washed haloids, and 
had there been any tendency to reduction by the alkaline urea, 
it could not have escaped notice, because the reducing effect 
caused by the addition of eikonogen to the alkaline urea solution 

is recorded. The addition of urea to the ordinary eikonogen 
developer for negatives gave only a normal result, and seemed 
to have no practical effect worth noticing or following up. 

Trying again the same sample of urea as was used twelve 
years ago, with ordinary English dry plates, it was found that 

a mixture of it and carbonate of potash in the proportions 
given by Dr. Reiss had absolutely no developing power at all. 
The same result was obtained with a fresh sample of “ pure 

urea ” (synthetic), the plate being left in the solution for two 
days without showing a trace of an image. Urine was also 
tried with negative results wdien used alone, but the simple 

addition of some pyro-sulphite solution without alkali devoloped 
an ima<re. 
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These results led me to suspect that the developed images 
obtained by Dr. Reiss with his alkaline solutions of urea were 
not due to the urea, but to some ingredient of the emulsion on 
the plates he used. On looking up his paper, I found that he 
had used for all his experiments Mercier’s “Intensive” plates, 
a quite special brand of French manufacture, containing 
emctique* (tartar emetic?), eserine (phytostigmine), and mor¬ 

phine, some of them substances of strongly sensitising and ac¬ 
celerating power, while others are retarders, as explained in 
M. Mercier’s paper on the subject (“Bull. Soc. Franc. Phot.,” 

1900, p. 227). It fortunately happened that I had two of these 
plates which were given me last year at the Glasgow Exhibi¬ 
tion. On trying the urea with them the explanation became 

evident that Dr. Reiss’ results, even on these plates, were not 

due to the urea at all, and could be obtained without it by 
means of a simple alkaline solution. The two plates were ex¬ 
posed, and then cut in half, giving four exposed pieces. 

No. 1 was immersed in a two per cent, solution of pure urea. 
There was no trace of an image after twenty hours’ immersion, 
pyro-sulphite added did not bring up the image, but the addi¬ 

tion of a solution of carbonates of potash and sola brought it 
•out at once. 

No. 2. The same two per cent, solution of urea was used, 
but with the addition of the solution of mixed carbonates in 
the usual proportions for pyro development. This immediately 
gave an image, weak, but full of detail. 

No. 3. A solution of mixed carbonates, diluted to the same 
strength as in No. 2, was used alone, without any urea. This 
brought out a thin image almost identical with No. 2. 

No. 4. To the above mixed carbonate solution (No. 3) some 

pyro-sulphite was added, and the remaining piece developed 
readily up to normal density. 

The results Nos. 2 and 3, taken in connection with the fact 
that the alkaline solutions of urea showed no developing power 

on ordinary English plates, tend to prove that the production 

of the image in these cases was mainly, if not entirely, due to 

the action of the alkali and the sensitising alkaloids or other 

substances included in the French ehrulsicn. Dr. Reiss seems 

to have confined his trials to these plates, and not to have 
checked them with ordinary plates or the simple silver haloid 
salts. 

Further trials with pure silver bromide quite confirmed my 

•earlier observations that urea is not a reducing or developing 
agent. Silver bromide exposed to light and then immersed in 

solution containing five per cent, each of carbonate of potash 
and of urea showed no reducing action, and although it was 
darkened in a mixture of pyro-sulphite solution with a ten per 
cent, solution of urea, it was equally darkened in the pyro-sul¬ 
phite alone without the urea. 

Further tests with exposed dry plates showed in the same way 

that no development was produced in a ten per cent, solution 
-of urea, nor with a mixture of ten per cent, solutions of car¬ 
bonate of potash and urea, but with the pyro-sulphite solution 
and ten per cent, urea in equal parts, a good dense image was 
•developed. Other trials with ordinary dry plates showed that 
the action of the urea was that of a weak alkali ; if it were 

present in considerable proportion with the pyro-sulphite, it 
gave a dense image as above, but more dilute solutions developed 
very slowly, and gave poor images, compared to those in which 
a mixture of carbonate of potash and urea and pyro-sulphite 
was used. It may be noted that the solution of pyro-sulphite 

According to Wurtz’s “ Dictionnaire de Chiraie,” several double tartrates of 
antimony and other metals are known under this name. 

and urea did not ditcolour so much as the ordinary develop- 
with mixed carbonates. 

As regards the use suggested by Dr. Reiss of urine in inakirr 
up developing solutions, except for special investigations sucl 
as those Dr. Reiss is engaged on, it is not only unpleasant, but w 
complex and uncertain in its composition that it is not likeh 
to give uniform results, and any advantage it might give coul 
no doubt be obtained with urea, if further trials slum Id show I 
that this substance has any value as an adjunct to the developer 
It may be found useful in bringing up a weak, well-detaileci 
image for subsequent strengthening with a stronger developer. 

At any rate, the results I have obtained seem to show that il 
certainly cannot be considered as a new developing agent, and 
can only be of use as a weak alkali. 

Major-General J. Waterhouse, I.S.C. 

A ROYAL UNDERSTUDY: THE CORONATION THROUGH 

FRENCH EYES:—KING ALPHONSE I. 

[Reprinted from the “ Daily Expres3, August 28, 1902 ] 

I saw the King crowned in the Abbey. It was a very great and 

noble scene ; but perhaps you have read about it in the papers. They 

all had something to say. 

Yesterday I saw the second crowning of the King—at the Alhambra 

Music Hall. Only it wasn’t the real King, but a French gentleman. 

He looked as if he were called Alphonse. And the Abbey was not I 

the real Abbey, but French lath and plaster; and the peeresses were ; 

fair Parisiennes, who were quite pretty, but—well, they didn’t take 

up the sitting room of the dowagers. It was a bioscope representation 

of the Coronation that the Warwick Trading Company arranged near 

Paris, and, believe me, it teemed with quiet fun. 

They had not done this thing better in France; but no doubt they 

did their best. 

I am so afraid of appearing disrespectful to our good King, whose 

most loyal subject I am, that I will call the gentleman who took his 

part King Alphonse I. He had that appearance. 

The bioscoped Coronation opens amid grand gesticulations. The 

Archbishop shrugs his shoulders triumphantly, as who would say, 

“It is magnifique! It is better than the real thing! Abo I myself 

am very beautiful! ” He glances proudly at four empty thrones 

grouped together. Of course, in our Coronation there were only three 

—two placed on high in the centre of the choir, and one, the chair 

winch held the stone of Scone, near the altar. But these details do 

not matter in France. 

The transepts of the Abbey are-, as you know, broad arms. To- the 

right sat the peers; to the left the pee res es. Also, they were seated 

some thirty in a row, while behind them was a gallery for the Commons, 

in the coronation of King Alphonse I. the peeresses are sitting in a 

gallery that holds eight in a row' to the right of the thrones. They 

smile; they are happy. Are they not well dressed? What would 

you? 

ANNOYING wigs. 

Enter Alphonse I. Behind him follow the officers of the household, 

in costumes that would have delighted the White Rabbit and brought 

a smile to the face of even the Walrus and the Carpenter. They wear 

several yards of horsehair wigs, that stray all over their faces. It 

is annoying; but they are brave Frenchmen. They would die rather 

than scratch their noses. A has les Anglais, who are merely aristo¬ 

crats after all. Alphonse I. is introduced to the Warwick 

Trading Company. He is very' pleased to see them, and 

bows to their representative, who is vrorking the bioscope. 

Through him he smiles upon the Alhambra. But suddenly 

twro trumpeters, arrayed after the manner of French jockeys, rush 

in and blow a fanfare under bis nose. He is discomforted, but calm. 

There is a. general disposition to cry, “ Vive”—something or other. 

Alphonse takes off his robe and appears in the uniform of a French 

Colonel. The Archbishop beckons him. He kneels. He kisses a 

book. A Horsehair flourishes a two-foot quill. He signs the book. 

There is no ink, but the intention is enough. Sensation! 
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Enter more Horsehairs carrying canopy. Alphonse sits down ne - 

usly on the edge of his chair. He is not accustomed to this sort ot 

ng. It is a torture to him. Poor Alphonse! A has le Bntis 

nstitution. 
ARCHBISHOP IN A HURRY. 

The Archbishop is very quick on his feet. There is no time for 

lay, for something may go wrong with the machine at any moment. 

partially anoints Alphonse, who rises while a huge sword is tied 

i his side. Again a robe is placed on the King. The Archbishop 

i ikes quick passes in the air. Horsehairs hurry up carrying the 

: /alia on cushions in a manner suggestive of ices. 

The Archbishop seizes the crown, and displays it to the Warwick 

uding Company. Alphonse I. is crowned amid tumult, m which 

|e trumpeters again rush in and the peeresses clap on their coronets 

dch is just what they didn’t in Westminster. But what matter, 

ve la France ! Vive Alphonse I. ! Vive everybody ! 

'The new monarch is led uP to the higher throne to be effusively 

lb raced by the Archbishop, while the Horsehairs bow so low that 

ey look like Shetland ponies. The Queen appears and sits beside 

in. Poor Queen, she is never crowned at all, and seems to feel the 

dignity. Another moment and darkness. The films have run out. 

Have I been too critical? If so, I apologise. The house enjoys the 

ow thoroughly, and it was an enterprising scheme—even for the 

oscope. B. F. R. 

THE ROYAL CORNWALL POLYTECHNIC SOCIETY’S 

EXHIBITION AT FALMOUTH. 

he sixty-eight exhibition was opened on Tuesday, August 26th, by 
e president, Sir William Preece, K.C.B., F.R.S. There was a large 
Ld fashionable attendance, the large hall being packed to excess. I he 
incipal feature of the exhibition was electricity, and scarcely anyone 

m handle that subject better than Sir William. In his speech he 
ferred in very high terms to the photographic section, under the 
anagement of Mr. W. Brooks. He specially mentioned the examples 
the °um bichromate process by Mr. J. R. Gotz, of London, also 

le beautiful work of Mr. J. H. Coath, of Liskeard, and the beautiful 
Ip in© pictures of Mr. H. Speyer, and Mr. Brooks s exhibits, of about 
venty examples, which were'not in competition, he being one of the 
idges. The exhibition was then declared open. 

Photographic Section.—The judges of the photographic section con- 
utulate the society on the unprecedented success of the department. 
) has broken the record, and the available space has been strained 
, the utmost, and although the pictures in many cases have been 
icked so closely, not one picture has been overlooked by the judges. 
Professional Section. — In the catalogue, Miss Gertrude Boynes 

■nds an effective picture, “Wild Heather at Thurle stone.” Mr. 
H. Coath, of Liskeard (an old exhibitor), is again well represented. 

[e has about thirty frames, and great is the variety of his subjects, 
or a large picture (730), “Is He Coming?” he has been awarded a 
rst silver medal. The other pictures in hisi collection are well worth 
ireful study, especially his studies of cats, dogs, etc. Mr. W. Brooks, 
f Reigate, sends a collection, which includes a picture of the imperial 
rown°of England (full size photograph from the original), that was 
sed at the Coronation of King Edward VII. Mr. Brooks (one of 
lie judges) works are entered “Not for .Competition.” A second 
;lver medal has been awarded to Mr. H. Trevor Jessop, for a picture 
[ a child and dog (757), “Quite Weady.” John C. Douglas sends 
ime very artistic productions (765), “Breakers.” A first bronze 
ieda.1 is awarded. He also has a very effective picture of an old 
sherman, “Uncle Ephraim.” Mr. F. H. Tim’s enlargement of Truro 
athedral is a little too weak to be effective. Mr. H. Evans’s “ Gather- 
lg in the Hay ” is meritorious. Mr. E. Argali, of Truro, is repre- 
ented by three portraits, printed in platinum, showing careful work, 
ut are spoiled somewhat by being mounted on white mounts. The 
ame artist sends two enlargements. Mr. J. C. Burrows, of Camborne, 
3 again to the front with some of his mine pictures of large size. Al- 
hough taken at a. great depth below the surface, he lias managed the 
rtificial light so perfectly that one is impressed that the photographs 
eem to have been taken by daylight. There is an entire absence 
f any violent contrasts, as generally seen in this class of work. The 
udges have awarded him the first silver medal for 771, “ Half a Mile 
Deep in Cook’s Kitchen Mine.” He also has two others of the same 
irder. Mr. Walter Fleet has been awarded a first bronze medal for 
i, picture of the genre order, 774, “A Practical Lesson.” Another 
lie tore by the same artist is admirable, “The Umbrella Mender.” 
\11 his exhibits show skill and good composition. Mr. W. Moore 
sends two frames of geological subjects. The Autotype Company, of 

New Oxford Street, London, is well represented by specimens of their 
well-known work, which need no description. For a charming interior 
subject of Winchester Cathedral a first bronze medal has been awardeci. 
Their exhibit also contains some excellent portraits. 

Mr Graystone Bird sends two charming little studies, the best of 
which is No. 778, “Good Morning,” which takes a first oronze medal. 
A large composite group (T. B. Hawke) of naval officers of H.,to . 
shows an immense amount of work in getting together, and is ex¬ 
tremely effective; the group was awarded first bronze medal. Mr. 
P. Garland contributes some pleasing subjects. J. I . Miines,- Has 
been awarded first bronze medal for 798, “ btudy of a Childs Head, 
which is tender in treatment, and very artistic Mr . C. M Wane is 
again a contributor with some good work. Mr. J. R, Gotz of bhaftes- 
burv Avenue London, sends some of the finest examples by the gum 
bichromate process. 809, “Burnham Beeches, Spring has been 
awarded a second silver medal. It plainly shows what the process* is 
capable of in the skilled hands of Mr. Gotz. He also has another 
picture equally fine, “A Cottage, Aldbury Park. Mr. V. L. Paul 
is represented by three specimens of his work. Mrs Bamsmith sends 
about thirty examples of her work, portraits several lack force, ana 
are somewhat flat, and others are hard. Some of the poses are good, 
but the judges hope in future to see an improvement. 

B. Lyons sends two examples, which show careful work. Mr. G. J. 
King contributes three examples of flower subjects. To No. 850 has 
been awarded a second bronze medal, “Narcissi, Double white. 

Amateur Section.—First in the list are the beautiful works of Henry 
Speyer, of Alpine fame. His pictures are perfect gems, and it is- 
difficult to say which is his best; but 854 takes first silver medal; Ins 
other five are equally good. W. Wainwright is represented by one 
picture study of trees in winter; Wm. Howell by four examples of his 
work Mr ‘ A. J. Anderson forwards some half-a-dozen, evidently 
printed by the gum bichromate, which are very poor. C. E. Story 
shows four pictures, Italian subjects. John H. Rowe sends a frame 
of twelve small pictures. C. H. Dymond shows ten pictures. Bernard 
Mitchell’s and Mr. Dan Dunlop’s pictures show careful work W. 
A. Clark receives first bronze medal for No. 908, In the Choir, 
Southwell,” which is a little gem. T. Lee Lloyd shows one small 
picture (910), “Within and Without,” which is fairly good, but un¬ 
interesting. A. W. Gill is represented by some Alpine 'views, the 
Matterhorn, etc., which are of considerable merit. W. Lidgey shows 
about a dozen flower studies, of a very high order, which would be 
difficult to beat. (920) “ Primrose-Coloured Daffodil, a charming 
little study, takes a first bronze medal. It is a pity they are not 
printed in a permanent process, such as carbon or platinum, instead 
of P.O.P. Rev. G. E. Hermon secures a second bronze medal for a 
capital enlargement for 935, “On the River Fowey. C. Coath, a- 
youth, sends two frames, which show great merit. Mr. to Martin 
Duncan sends examples of microscopic work of a very high order; fie 
sends also a very fine production (970), “Octopus: \ ulgaris, the 
rendering being faultless, and the judges have awarded a first bronze 
medal. Mr. W. M. Martin takes first bronze for ^his interesting 
work (938), radiograph “Incubation of Pigeon’s Eggs,” which is very 
interesting. Be also shows a large series of radiographs of fashes, 
etc., subjects which have been done over and over again foi yeais 
past. R.’ B. Moss, J. P. Padwick, and W. Leader show good examples. 
Mrs. Annie Blarney has greatly improved in her work since the last 
exhibition; to her series of hand camera pictures of one dozen goes a 
first bronze medal. Rev. H. Holroyd Mills sends a most interesting 
series of bird pictures, nests, etc. ; also telephoto work of birds in their 
haunts on the rocks. He has evidently spent a lot of time m the 
work he has done to his collection; has been awarded a special second 

silver medab . 
Photographic Appliances.—Mr. A. Gregory sends rather a rough 

contrivance for taking stereographs of X-Ray subjects. Mr. lhomas 
Thorp, of Manchester, again contributes some of his exquisite detrac¬ 
tion gratings, done concave in form and silvered, and a very fine 
prism mounted grating, used in the construction of the new form'* 
of spectroscope, which is fully exemplified by the spectroscopic camera, 
sent by Messrs. Penrose, of London, which, in the opinion of the 
judges, had a great future before it, and to those who go in for colour 
rendering will find it an invaluable instrument. Messrs. Penrose and 
Co. have put the price exceedingly low, so that it may be within the 
reach of all. They have also kindly sent two specimens of Lippman 
colour photography process, being the first seen in Cornwall. They 
have also sent a set of Klein’s colour filters, and some specimens of 
colour half-tone process which are of great interest and very instruc¬ 
tive. Mr. R. R. Beard the judges are very pleased to see contribute 
again. He sends three forms of hand feed arc lamps, the workmanship 
of which is perfect, solid, and substantial. To No. 1.001 has been 
awarded a first bronze medal. He also sends two portable rheostats 
for 240 volt circuit, Messrs. Sanders and Crowliurst, of London,_ send 
a frame of lantern slides of birds, and also a series of West mine bet 
Abbey, etc. Unfortunately, the same firm sent a camera, which 
arrived two days after the exhibition opened, and was thereby ex¬ 
cluded from exhibition; this camera had several new features in it. 

The exhibition in all departments has been a great success. Tin 
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president of Thursday lectured to a crowded audience on wireless 
telegraphy. Mr. W. 'Brooks during the exhibition was kept busy ex¬ 
plaining Tallent’s spectroscopic camera, sent by Messrs. Penrose, 
which we noticed was marked sold. The Autotype Company sent 
some examples of materials used in the carbon process, which also 
kept Mr. Brooks on the go, explaining the simple working of the pro¬ 
cess. In the professional section many of the pictures were sold. 
Some were selected as prizes in the Art Union. 

->- 

THE CAMBRIDGE CONVENTION: FINAL MEETING OF 

THE LOCAL COMMITTEE. 

The Cambridge General Committee, who so successfully organised 

the 1902 Photographic Convention of the United Kingdom at Cam¬ 

bridge, met last week, at the residence of Mr. C. S. Addison, Market 

Hill, to conclude business: The president of the committee (Mr. F. 

H. Sanderson) occupied the chair, and there were also present : Mr. 

H. A. Chapman (lion, sec.), Dr. Bansall, Messrs. Tams, C. S. Addison, 

E. Field, J. Johnson, F. J. Stoakley, E. S. Peck, W. F. Bird. 

; Sowdon, and T. B. Hunt. 

The hon. sec. presented the balance sheet, showing receipts amount¬ 
ing to £156 6s., and expenditure £158 18s. 9d., leaving a deficiency 
of £2 13s. 9d. Mr. Chapman informed the committee that, with the 
exception of the Bury excursion, on which there was a slight loss, 
the excursions had been run at a small profit. The de¬ 
deficiency on the dinner w'as small. He thought, taking 
into consideration the unexpected expenses they had had to meet, 
they had come out veiy well, and that the loss was small under 
the circumstances. Mr. Bridge, the general secretary, had compli¬ 
mented the local committee on the manner in which they had organised 
the gathering. The chairman endorsed Mr. Chapman’s remarks. It 
was a source of great gratification to find the deficiency so small, and 
he would be delighted to make himself responsible for the deficiency. 
It had been a great ambition of his to get the Photographic Conven¬ 
tion to visit Cambridge. They had had adverse circumstances to con¬ 
tend with, but he thought they had every reason to congratulate 
themselves upon the result. There was no doubt the visitors considered 
the gathering a very great success. The committee had received 
nothing but praise from them. The excursions gave the members of 
<che Convention the utmost satisfaction. The hon. secretary remarked 
that before they accepted the chairman’s generous offer to make him- 

■self responsible for the deficiency, he would like- to point out that Mr. 
Sanderson’s name was already in the subscription list for three guineas. 
Air. Addison observed that it was not the fault of the local committee 
that there was a deficiency. It was the fault of the Convention, and 
he thought the loss should be borne by the council. After more dis¬ 
cussion, three members offered subscriptions, and the meeting accepted 
Mr. Sanderson’s offer to make himself responsible for the remainder. 
•It was resolved that a donation of £1 5s. (already provided for in the 
balance sheet) be made to the Ely Cathedral Fund, and on the motion 
of Mr. Peck, seconded by Mr. Sowdon, the balance sheet was adopted. 
Mr. Field proposed, Mr. Hunt seconded, and it was agreed, to leave 
outstanding matters in the hands of the chairman and hon., secretary 

vto wind up. 
Mr. Bird proposed a hearty vote of thanks to the chairman for his 

unwearying efforts on behalf of the Convention. Twelve months ago, 
he said, he had the pleasure of proposing the election of Mr. Sander¬ 
son as president of the committee-, and he wished all the things he 
had done had been equally successful. The chairman had done all 
he could to make the Convention a success, had worked hard, and 
•certainly with effect. To him their best thanks were due. Dr. Bansall 
seconded the proposition, which was carried unanimously. The chair¬ 
man, in returning thanks, assured the meeting it had been a great 
gratification to him to do what he could in the matter. He hoped they 

■ would all have pleasant recollections of the Convention, and of the 
many friendships they had formed. He was certain many Cambridge 
•friends visiting the Photographic Convention, wherever it might in 
future be held, would be heartily welcomed, for he was sure their 
efforts had been very much appreciated. The chairman moved a vote- 
of thanks to the hon. sec. Ho said the meeting thanked him as chair¬ 
man, but he had had nothing like the work to do Mr. Chapman had. 
The success of the Convention was in a very large measure due to 
Mr. Chapman’s tact, ability, and energy. Personally, he should owe 
Air. Chapman a debt of gratitude to the last day of his life. The 
motion, which was seconded by Mr. Johnson, was carried unanimously. 
Mr. Chapman returned thanks, and said that though there had been 
a lot of work, it had afforded him the greatest pleasure. At the 
Convention he met many delightful men, and formed friendships which 
he hoped would never be broken. He was specially indebted to Mr. 
Bird, Mr. Stoakley, Mr. Addison, and Dr. Bansall for their assistance. 
Thanks were also voted to Sir Robert Ball (president of the Conven¬ 
tion), Mr. J. W. Clark, Registrary of the University, Dr. James, the 

Dean of Ely, Mr. II. I. Hankin (ex-May or of St. Ives), Canon Scot 
(Lavenham), the vicar of Long Melford, Dr. Mann, Mr. F. Dewbern 
Mus.B., Messrs. G. E. Foster, Jos. Reed, W. F. Bird. Trench Smith 
C. S. Addison, and Tyndall. After a few words of thanks from tin 
chairman to the committee for their hearty co-operation and su 
the meeting concluded. 

-«- 

CORONATION PHOTOGRAPHY “AT HOME.” 

[From a Correspondent.] 

Photography lias played an important, if unseen, part throughout 
the Coronation period. An especial staff had to be utilised one after¬ 
noon at the Richmond Post Office, to send and receive telegrams in 
connection with photographing the peers and peeresses in their Corona 
tion robes, by Mr. Byrne. Approximately, some three hundred tele¬ 
grams were sent and received. .More than one hundred of the specially 
invited guests of the King and Queen, at the Abbey, in their Cord- 
nation robes, sat to Mr. Byrne. The portraits were all taken “At 
Home,” in the sitters’ own residences, and in many cases reception] 
of friends were held by the sitters while the sittings were proceed- | 
ing. In some cases as many as fitty friends were present. 

The photographs of Lord and Lady Muncaster, by their request, 
were taken in the garden, on the terrace connected with the house, in 1 
Carlton Gardens, the garden itself being separated from the road bv 
only some iron railings. The roads were up, and some two hundred 
workmen and other spectators, admiring, silent, and well-behaved, 
were interested witnesses of some twenty different portraits, separately 
and grouped, being perpetuated. 

On Coronation Day some thirty peers and peeresses were subjects, 
and although several operators, with different carriages were employed, 
it was extremely difficult to proceed through the crowded streets from 
one place to another. The- matter was successfully negotiated by 
leaving the night before Coronation Day sets of apparatus and plates 
at the residences of the principal sitters, Lord Rothschild’s, in Picca¬ 
dilly, Lady Hillingdon’s, at Camelford House, and other places. The 
sittings on Coronation Day commenced at 6.30 a.m., before going to the 
Abbey, and they practically lasted until dark. On the- return from the 
Abbey many of the peeresses were much fatigued, but came up in even 
more gallant style “ to face- the photographic music ” than the men. 

An especial dispensation no doubt had been obtained, for right 
through Sunday graceful women and handsome men took their places, 
in what, after some years have passed may be considered historical 
portraits. 

The robes, as worn, were a greatly improved edition on those at 
first designed. The alterations in the Lord Chamberlain’s department 
not only greatly improved them, but put them in the best of taste, and, 
in fact, rendered them most becoming to the wearers. Mistakes will 
always occur. The peer’s surcoats, a species of old-fashioned long 
under-waistcoat, was to be worn “ de rigeur.” The surcoat was of 
rich velvet, trimmed with ermine, of the same colour as the outer 
robe ; it was extremely heavy wearing—hot, trying, and expensive. 
On reconsideration by the official department, the surcoat was found 
to be a useless appanage, and an order was issued rendering its use 
optional. The surcoats had, however, all been bought by them. 

Many of the pages attending at the Abbey made picturesque and 
excellent photographs in their old-fashioned costumes, with their 
quaint three-cornered hats. Jewels galore ! Such a feast of precious 
stones, family heirlooms, as never seen except on such a rare occasion. 

The diamonds in the Rue de la Paix and Bond Street pale before such 
magnificence, and the j ewels possessed the doubly added charm of having 
human setting off, upon the persons of such fair wearers. Priceless 
pearls were those of Lady Rothschild—a-s large as plums, and Emily 
Lady Ampthill, and Lady Clanwilliam’s were of the utmost magni¬ 
ficence: Lady North’s tiara, ear-rings, and necklet, of the finest water 
diamonds, would presumably vie with any in the world. Pure drops 
of dew they appeared. Lady Duff-erin and Ava had some very beautlfm 
gems, and the Stanhope heirlooms were superb. Many of the peeresses 
are presenting these “At Home” photographs, printed in one of the 
permanent processes, to each tenant on their estates. Countess Howe s 
robes were cut in the style of the- Elizabethan period, very wide, 
short, with stomacher. Lady Sarah Wilson, after being “under fire 
at Mafeking. had again to face cannon of another description, hi the 
shape of the camera and lens. Some- of the robes had been worn at 
many previous coronations. Most carefully preserved had they been, 
and the colour of the old robes was very beautiful, being mellowed 
with age. No vivid colour was here; of course, all the stiffening hac 
perished. Lord Coventry’s robe was traceable back to 1642, veritably 
a good old age. How long before that it had been in existence it would 
be difficult to say. , 

The coronets in connection with these old robes are very beaut if u . 
all the bands of metal work, wrought by hand, either in gold or other 
valuable metals, and beautifully chased. How different from tne 
modern cast ones. Of course, the weight is great. Mr. Byrne, how- 
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ever, considers the old robes, however beautiful in colour, not so 
adapted for draping and making beautiful rich folds. 

An amusing contretemps occurred with the sitting of a certain 
Lord, high in the land. A telegram was received by Mr. Byrne from 
him, “Cannot sit at noon; hard up,” On inquiry at his Lordships 
to know what it meant, it turned out to be that he was “ laid up. 

Coronation Day, for the purpose of photographing, wa«, indeed, a 
difficult one. On several occasions, to get from one place to another, 
when cabs were unprocurable and not allowed in the cordon, Mr. 
Byrne requisitioned the first empty carriage and pair he could find, 
the coachman of which did not seem over busy. A little douceur made 
it thus possible to get, under difficult circumstances, to the next 
engagement in time. 

Coronation portraits are truly regal, the length of robe, when 
brought round in front of the figure', giving the effect of height 
to the .subject. On many occasions the peers were captured by 
force by the peeresses to undergo their Coronation photographic 
christening. The peer’s robes were first brought up into the room, 
the peer then called, and with strong persuasion, and no means of 
escape, usually capitulated gracefully. On one or two occasions, 
however, they took to' flight. The number and success of these “At 
Home” photographs, not one of which was taken in a studio-, but 
all in ordinary rooms, demonstrates how entirely independent photo¬ 
graphy is of such an adjunct. Good work can be done in practically 
any room, and the most pleasing results obtained rapidly, and in all 
the comforts of home, without climbing innumerable stairs, in mount¬ 
ing to the tops of houses, let alone the going to and fro, frequently 
in evening dress. There is no reason for such discomfort and trouble, 
as is evident by all the Royal photographs, including those of the 
King and Queen, photographed by Mr. Byrne, being all taken in 
ordinary rooms. 

-- 
PRACTICAL NOTES AND HINTS CONCERNING “ SULPHITE,” 

“METABISULPHITE,” ETC., ETC. 

I. 

The us© of sulphur dioxide (S02) either in the form of a sulphite, 
metasulphite, or aqueous solution (i.e., “ sulphurous acid ”) is now very 
generally recommended, and widely adopted in the making up of 
many developers. It therefore behoves the intelligent photographer to 
have some general knowledge as to why this is done, how it should be 
done, difficulties likely to arise, etc. The following 
notes have been brought together with the idea of putting 
before the reader such information as he is likely to require from 
time to time, >so that he may advisedly take out this page and put 
it in his cuttings book. To further facilitate ready reference, the 
subject matter has been divided up into numerous subsections, such 
as History, Impurities, Tests, Ases, etc. 

HISTORY. 

Its use in our present connection appears first to have been suggested 
by Berkeley in 1880. He seems to recommend that an 8-grain -soda 
sulphite per ounce (water) be made up and used for the preliminary 
soaking—developer compounding—and washing after developing, and 
before fixing. Watkim and Chapman Jones subsequently pointed 
out that the quantity of sulphite should vary with the quantity of 
solution, and not simply with the quantity of the developing agent, 
e.g., pyrogallic acid, etc. 

CHEMISTRY. 

If we burn sulphur in air (i.e., oxygen and nitrogen) the sulphur and 
oxygen combine, yielding a pungent gas (sulphur dioxide—Thus 
S 20 SO2). This gas is formed when we light an ordinary sulphur 
match. The gas combines with the moisture in the nasal membranes, 
and produces a pungent, stinging sensation and suffocation in the 
throat. When sulphur dioxide or sulphurous anhydride is dissolved 
in water it is supposed to form an acid called sulphurous acid, or 
hydrogen sulphite (SO2 H20 H2SO3). This readily takes up more 
oxygen, and becomes sulphuric acid, or hydrogen sulphate (H2SO4). 

Now, sulphurous acid is dibasic, that is, we can replace one or 
both of the hydrogen atoms. If one only is replaced, the salt is an 
acid salt. If both are replaced, we get a neutral or normal salt. 

Thus Na HSOs is acid sodium sulphite, i.e., soda bisulphite, and 
Na2 SO3 normal or neutral sodium sulphite. If we cause more 
SO2 to combine with the neutral sulphite we get the now familiar 
metabisulphite, i.e., Na2 S03, SCL, or Na2 S2 Os—formerly known 
as pyrosulphite (N.B.—Nothing to do with the photographer’s “ pyro ” 
in this connection). The normal sulphate crystallises with 7 mole¬ 
cules of water, i.e., as a hepthydrate, i.e., Na"* S03 7 H2 0. Thus 
its mol. weight, 252, contains 126 (or just 50 per cent.) water of 
constitution. 

PREPARATION. 

Into a solution of sodium carbonate a stream of SO2 gas is passed 
until saturation is reached. The solution is then allowed to crystallise 
out, and yields the acid sulphate or bi-sulphate of soda, .H Na S03. 

If, however, we divide into two equal parts our carbonate solution, 
then saturate on emoiety with SO2 gas, and then add the unsaturated 
solution to it, and allow to crystallise, we get the neutral or normal 
sulphite, Na3 SO2. If into a hot and strong solution of caustic 
soda (Na HO, sodium hydrate), is passed SO2 gas to saturation, 
then the crystals yielded are the metabisulphite or pyrosulphite 

salt. 
IMPURITIES. 

From the above-given mode of preparation it is easy to see that in 
the normal sulphite an excess of carbonate is likely, and in the 
meta salt an excess of very loosely combined S02 is probable. Ex¬ 
perience shows that these conditions frequently occur. Freshly- 
prepared meta salt often strongly smells of SO2, and the normal sul¬ 
phite is frequently strongly alkaline to litmus. 

Now, it very conveniently falls out that we can employ one defect 
to counteract the other. Used as a preservative, the sulphite should 
be slightly acid in solution, so that the SO2 may be readily available. 
Some writers recommend the addition of dilute sulphuric acid for this 
purpose. Others recommend citric acid. But it is preferable to add 
the acid meta salt until the solution shows a slightly acid reaction. 

But these do not end our troubles. The normal sulphite is itself 
liable to change on keeping. The changes are twofold, (1) in dry, 
warm air the glossy crystals effloresce, i.e., become covered with a 
white powder. This is due to their parting with some of the water 
of crystallisation; (2) in damp air the clear crystals also become 
coated with a white powder, but in this case oxidation has taken 
place, and soda sulphate has been formed. 

The former chance is the less harmful. The crystals should be put 
into small bottles, and the bottles filled up to the top, a sound cork 
inserted, and the cork and bottle neck dipped in melted wax 01 

paraffin. Preserving the crystals in ether has been suggested, but 
the cost is hardly justified for photographic purposes. Commercial 
samples vary considerably. They should not contain more than 2 per 
cent, of carbonate or sulphate. 

In practice it is a good plan to clean away any surface powder by 
placing the crystals on a bit of muslin stretched over the mouth of 
a dish, and then put under the cold water spray for a moment. The 
crystals are then thrown on to dry blotting paper, dried, and weighed. 

N.B.—These impurities have a practical bearing. The presence of 
sulphate is by some authorities regarded as a restrainer. An excess 
of acid in the meta salts implies the addition of enough alkali before 
the developer will begin working properly. An unknown excess cf 
carbonate disturbs our calculation in the addition of alkali. 

PROPERTIES. 

Solubility.—Soda sulphite, 100 pints water at 52 degrees Fahr. 
dissolve 14 pints sulphite. 

100 pints water at 68 degrees Fahr. dissolve 25 pints sulphite-. 
100 pints water at 100 degrees Fahr. dissolve 50 pints sulphite. 
100 pints glycerine at 60 degrees Fahr. dissolve 4 pints sulphite; 
Insoluble in alcohol. 

properties (Sulphites). 

The crystals should not smell of sulphurous acid (SO2). They should 
completely dissolve in stiong, pure, cold hydrochloric acid, and 
Ba NOs S2 should not produce any .ppt. in this solution. Aqueous 
solution should be feebly alkaline, and show but slight effervescence 
when powdered citric acid is added. 

Has a reducing action with Au Cl3, H2 Cr O., Fe2 CL. 
Has oxidising action with nascent H, SH2, Su CL. 

PHOTOGRAPHIC USES. 

As preservative with pvro-metal, etc; as accelerator with amidol- 
synthol, etc. In intensification with mercuric chloride. For fixing 
prints by dissolving silver chloride-bromide, albumenate, etc. 

FUNCTIONS. 

Primarily the object aimed at is preserving in entire condition the 
developing agent, i.e., pyro, metol, etc. This the S02 does by itself 
by taking up the oxygen dissolved in the water or adjoining air, 
and so preserving the pyro, etc. Consequently the pyro being pre¬ 
vented from oxidising, remains a more or less colourless solution. 
Thus secondarily the sulphite is a stain preventer, i.e., by preventing 
the developer becoming a dark-coloured fluid, which thus would stam 
gelatine, paper, or fingers. Hence the advisibility, when clean and 
stainless negatives or slides are required, of using a sulphate solution 
for washing the plate after developing and before fixing, and also of 
the addition of sulphite to the hydro-fixing bath. 

Note, furthermore, that in the case of several of the newer de¬ 
veloping agents, e.g., amidol, synthol, etc., the sulphite is not only* 
a preserver, but seems to afford also the accelerating functions that a, 
few years ago we usually assigned to the alkali (i.e., ammonia, car¬ 
bonates, or caustic alkalis). And seeing that a sulphite solution of 
pure sodium sulphite, which has but a very feeble alkaline reaction, 
has marked accelerating functions, it would seem that alkalinity is 
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not—as often so supposed—equivalent to functional activity in this 
sense. 

RELATIVE PRESERVING VALUES. 

We have then practically three preparations to select from, viz., 
aqueous solution of S02, or sulphurous acid of commerce; the normal 
sodium sulphate, and the metabisulphite. To compare their relative 
preserving powers we must dissect their chemical formulae, and ascer¬ 
tain what percentage of SO* they contain. This we can most con¬ 
veniently see in tabular form : — 

Mol. weight. SO* contained. SO* percentage. 
Sulphurous acid . — — about 12 per cent. 
Variable strength ... -— —- — 
Sodium normal sulphite 

Na* SCh 7H2O, i.e., 
Na 0, SCh, 7H*0. 252 64 25.4 

S. metabisulphite, 
Na* S2 Os, or Na* 0, 
2SO* . 190 128 67.4 ... 

It will be seen that the meta salt has rather more than two and a 
half times as much SO2 as has the sulphite. 

Sulphurus acid presents no advantages. At 65 degrees Fahr. and 
normal pressure, 100 parts water contains about 12 parts SO2. 
Diminution of pressure or increase of temperature reduces this 
quantity; and normally the aqueous solution is slowy deteriorating. 

It must, however, be kept in mind that the meta salt is acid, and 
therefore for alkaline development we require to add extra alkali 
to neutralise this acidity. For various reasons (see impurities, etc.) 
it seems that a strong balance of advantages is with the meta salt 
as a preservative. It is not, however, apparently a desirable sub¬ 
stitute for the sulphite when used alone as an accelerator. 

Rev. F. C. Lambert, M.A. 

-4- 

Deu) Apparatus, $c. 
-♦--■ 

Kalona : A New Self-toning Paper. Manufactured and sold by Ilford, 
Limited, Ilford, London, E. 

Most, if not all, the self-toning papers at present on the market yield 
prints of which the surfaces are non-glossy or matted, in virtue of the 
special system of preparation adopted by the manufacturers; but with 
that shrewd appreciation of the needs of vast numbers of photographers 
which has always characterised the Ilford House, the company have come 
forward with a self-toning printing paper, the surface of which is glazed, 
and as the appended instructions point out will “ give prints of enamelled 
surface by squeegeeing down on plain glass in the usual way.” We sup¬ 
pose that so long as photography itself exists the taste of the individual 
will range itself upon the side of either “ matt ” or “ glossy ” surfaces, 
and while this difference of taste remains a force we have nothing but 
commendation for the technical skill and commercial enterprise which 
allow the photographer to avail himself of the privilege of a choice. 

•Coming to “ Kalona,” the latest claimant for public favour: at least one 
morning this week proved bright and rainless, so we had the oppoitunity 
of preparing a few trial prints. Kalona prints quickly, and from nega¬ 
tives of fair density gives vigorous reddish-brown images. It will be 
noticed that in the “ toning ” formula printed below, ammonium sulpho- 
cyanide is a constituent. By way of experiment, in our trial, sodium 
acetate was substituted for the ammonium compound, with the result 
that the colour of the fixed and washed images very closely matched that 
of some specimen prints which Messrs. Ilford have kindly handed us for 
inspection. These prints have all the appearance of gold-toned images, 
and the colour is what may be roughly described as a purplish brown of 
a distinctly pleasing character. Save in the instance referred tc the 
annexed instructions were scrupulously followed in our trials of Kalona: 
and as illustrative of the expeditiousness of the process, most excellent 
fixed and washed prints were placed on our breakfast-table on the morn¬ 
ing of our trials of the paper. Besides being a quick printer and yielding 
images of great colourific beauty and refinement, Kalona strikes us as 
possessing the most valuable of all features in a printing surface : that of 
giving uniformity of tone. Indeed, we were strongly impressed by the 
remarkable evenness of our own results. Kalona enters the market at 
an opportune moment, and we recommend it to our readers as a good 
thing worth trying and worth using. Here are the makers’ instructions: 

Working Instructions. 

Print as for P.O.P. 
Immerse prints, without washing, in the following bath: — 

Alum (powdered) . lj? ozs. 
Ammonium Sulphocyanide . 20 grains 
Water . 20 ozs. 

This bath can be used for about 50 half-plate prints. 
Keep prints moving for 5 minutes. 
Wash for 10 minutes in several changes. 
Fix in hypo 3 ozs. Water 20 ozs. 
Wash for 2 hours in running water, or many changes. 
Follow these instructions exactly and the batch of prints will be uniform 

in tone. 

For convenience the following stock solutions may be prepared — 
No. 1. Alum (powdered) . 8 ozs 

Water .. .V.’. 100 ozs.’ 
JNo. 2. Ammonium Sulphocyanide . 100 "rains 

Water . 10 ozs. 
Mix 18 ozs. No. 1 with 2 ozs. No 2. 

Mount with starch paste in the usual way. This paper will also eivp 
prints of enamelled surface by squeegeeing down on plain glass in 
usual way. 

Commercial $ Cegal Intelligence 

Six Months for a Canvasser.—-At the Handsworth Police Court, on 
Friday last, Frederick Bickmore, alias Fred Miller, of no fixed abode, was 
again brought up on charges of obtaining money by false pretences from 

various persons. He pleaded guilty. The evidence given at the pre¬ 
vious hearing was repeated, showing that the prisoner called on numerous 
persons in Handsworth, West Bromwich, and Birmingham, and repre¬ 
sented himself as the agent of Mr. Hall, a Handsworth photographer 
He took orders for portraits and received 6d. or 2s. 6d. on account 
When his dupes presented themselves at the photographer’s, they were 
told that the prisoner had no authority to take orders for Mr. Ball. John 
Albert Ball, photographer, of 33, Albert Road, Handsworth, stated that 
the prisoner had applied to him for employment as agent, but he refused. 
Prisoner then asked for some specimen photos to show his friends, and 
witness gave them to him. He had not authorised the prisoner to 
receive payments for him, nor had the defendant paid any over to him. 
Detective-Sergeant Myatt, who arrested the prisoner on the 21st inst., 
produced a receipt-book showing that the prisoner had victimised over 
100 people. Prisoner was sentenced to three months’ hard labour for 
each of the two cases which were proved, making six months in all. 

Re the Sensitised Paper Manufacturing Syndicate, Ltd.—A winding-up 
order having been obtained against this syndicate, meetings of the credi¬ 
tors and shareholders were held at the Board of Trade Offices, Lincoln's 
Inn, 011 Monday last, before Mr. H. M. Winearle, Assistant Official 
Receiver. A statement of affairs was lodged, showing unsecured claims 
£916 19s. 9d., and assets, consisting of unpaid calls (£907), estimated to 
realise £607. The chairman stated that the syndicate was registered in 
June, 1900, for the purpose of acquiring from the Electrical Inkless Print¬ 
ing Syndicate, Ltd., the exclusive license for England and Wales to use 
an invention for the manufacture of a special paper for printing pur¬ 
poses called sensitised paper, on which printing could be done without 
ink, upon the application of an electric current. The nominal capital 
of the company was £100,000, divided into £1 shares, but only seven 
shares to the signatories were actually allotted. The company was to 
acquire the license mentioned in consideration of £8,000 payable in cash 
and £60,000 in fully-paid shares. The company, however, never com¬ 
menced business, and the agreement was never carried out; nor was 
an agreement with Mr. F. L. Sanderson for the lease of certain paper 
mills. No steps were taken to obtain working capital, and beyond the 
purchase of a small quantity of machinery nothing was done towards the 
manufacture of the sensitised paper. A brief discussion followed, and 
the proceedings, in the absence of a quorum at either meeting, were for¬ 
mally adjourned for a week. 

Photography and the Australian Immigration Act.—The “ Immigra¬ 
tion Restriction Act ” became law at the end of 1901, and provided 
that no person shall be allowed to land in Australia who, “ when asked 
to do so by an officer (the word officer being defined as meaning an 
officer specially appointed or any Customs officer), fails to write out 
at dictation, and sign in the presence of the officer, a passage of fiftv 
words in length in ah (sic) European language directed by the officer." 
If this means anything, it means that any Customs officer can confront 
any person on board any ship and ask him to write out fifty words in 
any European language which the officer chooses to direct: if the stranger 
is obviously a Frenchman, he can be asked to write his dictation in 
Turkish. There are additional clauses providing for the rejection of un¬ 
desirables, but the first clause is widely embracing enough for all purposes. 
The only exemptions are Australians who have been away and are return¬ 
ing to their native shore, ambassadors, soldiers and men of the Royal 
Navy, and crews of trading vessels during their stay in port. Any 
other persons found at large in Australia contrary to the provisions of 
the Act can be sentenced to six months’ imprisonment, or fined £50. 
Regulations have been issued under the Act, whereby residents of Aus¬ 
tralia leaving home are advised to be photographed in four different 
positions before leaving, so that they mav be identified when they wish 
to return. It would be awkward if the Australian eleven and the 
Federal Premier returning from England should be shut out of their 
own country if they had altered from their photographs.—“ The Times.” 
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MEETINGS OF SOCIETIES FOR NEXT WEEK. 

s-pt. Name of Society 

3. Ashton-under-Lyne Photo . 

6.. Brentford Photographic. 

3. North Middlesex Photographic 

Subject 

Lantern slide trial night 
Karnhle to Mottram. Leader, Mr. I£. 

Hall 
West Drayton and District. 
7 he Origin and D-otln '■merit, of 

Land-rape Painting. Mr. H. A. 
Mummery. 

LONDON AND PROVINCIAL PHOTOGRAPHIC ASSOCIATION. 

August 23tk.—Mr. T. K. Grant in the chair. 

Mr. Walter D. Welford gave an interesting account of the experiences 
if the party which formed his Photographic Camp on the River Avon a 
ew weeks ago. The chat was illustrated by lantern-slide views of camp- 
ng incidents and the surrounding country. The camping party enjoyed 
iome ten days’ stay on Glover’s Island, near Evesham. The company 
vas primarily a photographic one, and a good deal of camera-work was 
herefore done. Both ladies and gentlemen took part, and although 
ew in number, it seemed that the time was spent none the less pleasantly 
in that account. Those who have tasted of the pleasures and pains 
>f camp life will, of course, need no telling of the necessarily rough-and 
■eady manner of living; but Mr. Welford’s party seem to have been 
veil cared for, if one may judge by the roomy tent accommodation, the 
iound boarded floors, the piano, and so forth. Excursions had been 
irranged to the places of interest in the locality. That these were 
>atronised, the photographs shown allow of no doubt, but Mr. Welford 
:aid that there was no mistaking the kindly feeling for the camp and its 
iving, and the party was not anxious to leave it. Evesham furnished 
i number of opportunities for the photographic members of the camp, 
stratford, near by, also came in for a goodly share of attention, and 
Jr. Welford was able to show pictures of Shakspeare’s house, Ann Hatha- 
vay’s cottage, the Shakspeare Memorial and the Memorial Theatre, the 
Lurch, and many bits along the stream. All the views were hand-camera 
hetures, and amongst them were bits at Fladbury Weir and Mill, Chad- 
mry Weir, Cleeve Mill, and Hardington. 

Following this series, Mr. Welford showed a few portrait studies by 
Mrs. Welford, which drew forth very appreciative applause from the 
sompany present. 

Stars by Daylight.—“ Are the stars visible to ordinary sight in the 
daytime ?” asks Mr. E. Walter Maunder in “Knowledge.” “There is 
a widespread tradition that they arc; that if an observer places himself 
at the bottom of 4 any deep shaft—as of a mine, a well, or a factory 
chimney—which may shut off scattered light and reduce the area of sky 
illumination acting on the retina, he will be able to discern the brighter 

stars without difficulty. The tradition is one of a respectable antiquity, 
for Aristotle refers to persons seeing stars in daylight when looking out 
from .caverns or subterranean reser voirs, and Pliny ascribes to deep wells 
a similar power of rendering visible the stars the light of which would 
otherwise be lost in the overpowering splendour of the solar rays. The 
tradition, well founded or not, has often been adopted for literary effect. 
It seems almost sacrilegious to hint that no star known to astronomers 
could have shone down unceasingly upon poor Stephen Blackpool during 
his seven days and nights of agony at the botton of the Old Hell Shaft; 
that at best he could only have caught a glimpse of it for a few minutes 
in each twenty-four hours as it passed across the zenith. Dickens, in¬ 
deed, does not absolutely say that Stephen watched the star by daylight; 
it is only a natural inference from his description. Eut is the tradition 
true? Of course, everyone knows that Venus from time to time may 
be seen eyen at high noon; but then Venus at her brightest is many 
times over brighter than Sirius. Then, again, the assistance of a telescope 
enables the brighter stars to be discerned at midday ; but the telescope 
not only directs the eye and greatly limits the area from which the sky¬ 
light reaches the observer, but it enormously increases the brightness of 
the star relative to that sky illumination. The naked-eye observation 
of true stars in full sunlight stands in quite a different category. Hum¬ 
boldt, who was much interested in the question, repeatedly tried the 
experiment in mines, both in Siberia and in America, and not only 
failed himself ever to detect a star, but never came across anyone who 
had succeeded. Much more recently an American astronomer set up 
a tube for the express purpose of seeing the Pleiades by daylight, also 
with no effect. it has been supposed that Flamsteed, the first Astrono¬ 
mer Royal, sank a well at Greenwich Observatory for the purpose of 
observing Gamma Draconis, the zenith star of Greenwich, in this manner. 
The existence of the well is undoubted, though Sir George Airy, the late 
Astronomer Royal, was unable to find it; but Flamsteed marks it on 
more than one of his plans of the Observatory, and there is a drawing 
extant of the well itself, showing the spiral staircase that ran down it. 
But its purpose seems to have been, not to have furnished the means 
of observing the star with the naked eye, but to enable the observer to 
measure as accurately as possible the distance cf the star from the true 
zenith at the moment of transit.” 

WEST SURREY PHOTOGRAPHIC SOCIETY. 

The glycerine method of developing Platinotype prints was the subject 
of a demonstration last week by Mr. W. T. Marriott, which was remark¬ 
ably well attended and very happily given. The want of control, the 
lecturer said, had been the drawback hitherto with Platinotype printing, 
but by the use of glycerine and oxalate solutions and their various com¬ 
binations with bichloride of mercury he was able, as he showed the 
meeting, to control the development of his picture and restrain or act 
on portions of it and get such effects as, more or less artistically, he 
wanted to obtain. And so, too, with colours. He showed sepias, black, 
brown, and yellow tones produced at will, and said the work had now 
become quite a pleasure and a fuller means of expression of one’s self 
and ideas in that beautiful and still unrivalled Platinotype process he 
could not wish for. The demonstration was excellently given, with 
cheerful variations, and very well received, and followed by a unanimous 
vote of thanks. 

The Hackney Photographic Society will hold its fourteenth annua 
exhibition at the Morley Hall, Triangle, Hackney, on Wednesday Thurs 
day, and Friday, November 12th, 13th, and 14th, 1902. The exhibitioi 
will be opened at 7 p.m. on Wednesday, and at 2 p.m. on Thursday ant 
Friday. The judges will be Messrs. Reginald W. Craigie, A. Horsle* 1 
Hinton, and Rev. F. C. Lambert, M.A. Mr. Alexander Maclde ha; 
kindly consented to arrange the pictures for hanging. The followim 
classes are open:—(F) Portraiture and figure studies; (G) Landscape* 
seascape, and river subjects; (H) Architecture; (I) Still life, animals 
scientific, and any subject not included in F.G.H. ; (J) Stereoscopic (set; 

j°Vr ’-n^V Lantern slides (sets of four). One silver and one bronzi 
u Y1 be awarded in each class, with the exception of Class B, ii 

which there will be one gold centre, one silver, and one bronze. A golc 
medal is offered for the best picture in members’ classes (A to D), ant 
also a gold medal for the best picture in the open classes (F to I). Certi 
ficates will be awarded at the judges’ discretion. A silver medal i, 
ottered for the best trade exhibit, and a bronze medal for the mos 
useful photographic novelty exhibited, either by the trade or any amateur 
Exhibits will be collected free of charge from the R.P.S. and Saloi 
Luclnbitions. The entry form must be returned to the hon. secretary 

25thW1902r Self6’ ?0, Parag011 Road> Hackne3b N.E., on or before Octobe; 

The Kodak is the rage this year. Whole families go about armed 
with them. You sometimes see father and mother and all the boys and 
all the girls presenting their Kodaks at the same object. At Clarens, on 
Lake Leman, I came suddenly upon a priest who was kodaking the 
scenery, and several other reverend gentlemen were gathered around him 
giving him hints. All the French officers out with the autumn manoeuvres 
carry Kodaks. As they snapshot the village maidens, the photographing 
is evidently not for military purposes. In many of the museums and 
galleries and collections of curiosities they make you leave your Kodak 
at the “ sticks and umbrellas ” counter, but I have seem them carried 
into churches and used while service was being celebrated. The kodaker 
does not seem quite able to draw the line for himself as to when and 
where it is permissible to “snap.” The etiquette of kodaking has yet 
to be written. The Paris authorities take away your Kodak before they 
permit you to enter a public building. I saw twenty-seven Kodaks hang¬ 
ing up by the gates of Pere Lachaise. The kodaking mania obtains to 
such an extent this year that in many places you see people formed up 
in line waiting their turn to photograph a local specialty. Many amateur 
photographers, tired of scenery, peasantry, and ecclesiastical buildings, 
have taken to photographing each other in a variety of attitudes. The 
uses to which the Kodak may be put by a domesticated amateur was 
strikingly illustrated one hot afternoon in the garden at Chamonix. A 
charming French family had taken possession of a little green lawn. 
The family consisted of papa, mamma, and the baby, and a typical French 
nurse, ail buxomness and cap-strings. I sat under a shady tree, and 
watched a little domestic comedy of kodaking with the greatest interest. 
Papa was young and handsome, mamma was young and pretty, and 
oaby was about a year old. First of all papa photographed mamma, 
who posed for him prettily with a red sunshade and a smile. Then 
mamma took the baby, and after an effort which lasted a quarter of 
an hour to make baby turn his head in the proper direction, papa photo¬ 
graphed mother and child. Then papa was put in a chair and spruced 
himself up and mamma proceeded to take a snapshot of him. Then 
mamma sat down and took the baby on her knee, and papa knelt down 
by her side and held the baby’s hand, and the nurse photographed the 
group. And then occurred a little scene of sweet simplicity that carried 
me far back into the history of the human race, and made me fancy for 
a moment that the garden was not in Chamonix, but on the banks of 
the Euphrates, and that is name was Eden.-[Tl'as Eden on the 
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Euphrates ?—Editor.]-For, papa having carefully arranged his Kodak, 
mamma sat down and proceeded to give baby his five o’clock tea, and 
thus, amid the smiles of a gardener who was at work, a waiter who was 
in the hotel doorway, and a couple of ladies at an upper window, papa 
snapshotted his wife and child. The scene was perfect in its innocence, 
?nd its simplicity. It was an idyll of the Kodak. It was just what 
might have happened had there been no serpent in Eden and Adam 
had had a Kodak and snapshotted Mamma Eve with little Abel.—“ Dago- 
net ” in “ The Referee.” 

The annual report of the proceedings in the Cambridge Observatory 
for the year ended May 24th last has been published. The weather was, 
on the whole, rather unfavourable for meridian work, since, of the 100 
nights on which observations were made, only seventy-nine could be called 
clear. Notwithstanding this, fair progress was made with the determi¬ 
nation of the places of the 2798 Zodiacal stars in Sir David Gill’s Cata¬ 
logue, and a very few circum-polar stars, re-observed at the request of 
Dr. Stechert, of Hamburg, on which four nights were spent in July. 
To these ends 3,315 observations were recorded. The observations for 
Nadir Point were 54; for Level and Collimation 24. A fresh determina¬ 

tion of the intervals of the transit wires was made at the beginning of 
1902, from the 138 available observations of Polaris taken during the pre¬ 

vious year. The result closely agrees with previous determinations. 
All the right ascension observations are reduced to centre wire. The 
instrumental corrections are applied, the time of true transit obtained, 
and the clock corrections and rates calculated up to May 3rd; and the 
true apparent right ascensions obtained up to April 18th. The reduc¬ 
tions to mean Equinox at the beginning of the year are almost completed 
up to February 27th. The declination observations are reduced as far as 
apparent Zenith distance up to May 2nd; the true North Polar distance 
is obtained up to April 1st; and the reductions to mean Equinox at the 
beginning of the year are brought up to February 27th. In January 
began the observations for stellar parallax, which will be the principal 
work of the Sheepshanks photographic equatorial. A first working list 
includes some twenty objects of individual interest, and a region of 
the Milky Way (about R.A. 20h. 15m., Deck plus 37deg.), which contains 
eight Wolf-Rayet stars, several variables of long period, and the Nova 
of 1600 (P Cygni). A preliminary search in the southern part of this 
region for stars of large parallax has been made by Professor Kapteyn. 
The weather this year has been peculiarly unfavourable for parallax work. 
The efficiency of the electric control to the driving clock has until lately 
been impaired by the very uncertain action of the relay. A new form 
of relay has been made and presented to the observatory by Captain 
E. T. Dixon, R.H.A, Much time has been spent on the commencement 
of the reduction of the photographs of Eros made in co-operation with 
about fifty observatories of the northern hemisphere during the winter 
1900-1 for a new determination of the Solar Parallax. As an experiment, 
fifty-two exposures made on November 9th and 10th, 1900, were measured 
and reduced, with the aid of a special ephemeris, which was very kindly 
computed for the purpose by Professor E. Millosevich. In response to 
requests made to Professor W. W. Campbell, director of the Lick Obser¬ 
vatory, Mt. Hamilton, U.S.A., and to Professor F. P. Leavenworth, 
director of the observatory of the University of Minnesota’ 
Minneapolis, U.S.A., measures of photographs made at these 
observatories were kindly communicated, and have been reduced in com¬ 
bination with the Cambridge measures. The results of this preliminary 
and experimental reduction were very satisfactory and it is now proposed 
to extend the trial to a larger series of Cambridge plates. The work 
will be greatly facilitated by the readiness with which M. Loewy, presi¬ 
dent of the Eros Commission of the Paris International Conference, 1900, 
consented to publish the new ephemeris of Eros, computed under his 
direction, in the rectangular co-ordinates from which is required, as 
well as in the more useful form of planetary ephemeris. Observations 
of a Persei have been carefully discussed for determination of velocity 
in the lino of light, and a note summarising the results was communi¬ 
cated to the Royal Astronomical Society. Considerable time was devoted 
in the autumn to the study of the material obtained in Sumatra in the 
total eclipse of the sun in May, 1901, and a preliminary report on the 
observations was communicated to the Royal Society and the Roval 
Astronomical Society. 

*** Notice to the Trade, Wholesale Agents and Book¬ 

sellers. A Contents Sill is issued with each number of the JOURNAL, 

and copies may be had on application to the Publishers. 

V Notice to Advertisers.—A Revised Tariff for advertisements 

in the JOURNAL is now in force. Slocks and copy are received subject to 

the approval of the Publishers, and advertisements are inserted abso¬ 

lutely without condition, expressed or implied as to what appears in 

the text portion of the paper. 

Correspondence. 
%* Correspondents should never write on both sides of the paper, N( 

notice is taken of communications unless the names and addresses of 

the writers are given. 

We do not undertake responsibility lor the opinions expressed by our 

correspondents. 

A CONUNDRUM. 

To the Editors. 

Gentlemen,—Here is a conundrum for your readers. What Shake¬ 
spearian character does the “ Photographic Convention of the United 
Kingdom represent?” If you cannot guess it, the solution will be 
given in your next. H. A. L. 

THE LANTERN SLIDE EXCHANGE CLUB. 

To the Editors. 

Gentlemen,—The above club is now making preparations to start 
its work for the fourteenth year. There are some vacancies through 
removals, etc. May I be allowed to state in your columns that if any 
fairly good Avorkers wish to join such a club I shall be happy to send 
them particulars. Subscription is Is. a year.—Yours faithfully, 

J. S. Hawker, Secretary. 
Mutley House, Plymouth. 

THE R.P.S. EXHIBITION. 

To the Editors. 

Gentlemen,—Permit me to remind your readers that unpacked ex¬ 
hibits for the pictorial, scientific, and technical sections must be 
delivered at the New Gallery, 121, Regent Street, not later than 
8 p.m. on Friday, September 12th. Exhibits sent by carrier must 
arrive not later than Thursday, September 11th. Copies of the 
prospectus and entry form may be obtained on application to the 
undersigned.—Yours faithfully, 

A. W. W. Bartlett, Secretary. 
August 30th, 1902. 

HEALTHY PHOTOGRAPHY. 

To the Editors. 

Gentlemen,—I have many films and plates to develop for amateurs. 
I find it best to use a harmless, and, as far as possible, a stainless, 
developer. This I find in adurol. I generally use the maker’s 
formula, and never find any skin trouble, such as your correspondent 
refers to. It developes quickly, and the colour of deposit is good. 

I have had forty-two years of photography and have always avoided 
using chemicals which injure health. One of your correspondents 
asks how to remove the stains of pyro. I think the best thing is a 
strong solution of citric acid. It also removes the stain of perman¬ 
ganate of potash and many others. 

A stained negative can often be cleaned by taking off the varnish 
with methylated spirit, and then soaking it in fresh hypo, four ounces 
to the pint, for an hour or more.—Yours faithfully, 

A. Seeley. 

Studio, Hindhead. 

THE PROBLEM OF PORTRAITURE IN COLOURS. 

To the Editors. 

Gentlemen,—In reply to Mr. Wall’s criticism of my recent article 
which you were SO’ kind as to publish, concerning “ Portraiture in 
Colours,” I wish, before going into technical details, to express my 
regret that Mr. Wall should consider it necessary to describe my 
writing as “pessimistic, hasty, and ill-advised.” The two last quali¬ 
fications are especially objectionable to me, and I cannot help feeling 
that your correspondent has behaved in an ungentlemanly fashion 
towards me. I believe I am entitled to my opinions as much as Mr. 
Wall is to his, and because I express mine in a signed article, that 
is no reason for anyone to wax wrath thereon. My essay was neces¬ 
sarily very incomplete, and was written for the' guidance of the rank 
and file alone of professional photographers, and Mr. Wall’s antidote— 
as lie is pleased to1 call it—in no way makes me regret my effort, 
rather I wish most emphatically to remark that “ Quod scrips!. 
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scripsi-” And non- *1%^ 

r^TJZ, 
sfeM^TJsteis ss 
question here, as I ha\e 1 P, 4-Upnretical hypothesis. You see, 
experience, but only ^"f ^^ough, that 33 secs, is quite an imprac- 
I am perfectly frank. I thinK, tnoug , d tlie predominance of 

tical exposure for ordinary ^f^tyZn three-colour work, but 
greys, this is, m my opinion, the ^eaK^ -g largely a matter of 
like nearly everything else m. this j am quite aware that 
personal judgment when one gets to dcjtu^ ^ j have never 
the carbon process has beeni used P imen by this process, 
yet had the good fortune to see if Messrs. Fleming’s new 
T, however, hope for a gi ,,.i - rnrticular point is though a 
transparent ink powers 'aroused. Th ^ ^ Wall’s on the 

little speculative just at prese • , J -1()1,ar printing by the public 
acceptability of photo-m«hamcal three colour P^ Mr. 
are so-diametrically opposed that the McDonough-Joly pro- 
Wall speaks very emphatically cone ®ersion method adopted by 
cess, and yet does not mention t did j for the simple reason 
Messrs. Sampolo and Brasseu . line (J| space, and had to draw 
that I had already passed my bound Y problem, and is capable 

Sl’r-t.Sikrie^trvc exercises. 

1, however, must now state that SS 
more that I have offended Mr Wall, for 
wlm™aexperieto'Ceaandnwritings I have a, ^re^ respech—f^mlog^mg 

for encroaching so much on your valuable space, ^a ^ 

yours, etc., 
2, Eliot Hill, Blackheutli, S.E. 

THE IMPERIAL DRY PLATE COMPANY, LIMITED. 

To the Editors. 

Gentlemen —We shall be obliged if you will find room for the 
following letters in youtr Correspondence columns next u v. 

,„g you in antic,pation. we Plate Co. , Ltd. 

Cricklewood, London, N.W. 

August 29tli, 1902. 

[Copy.] 

cSeS-We^receiving reports from both amateurs . and 
prSonal sources that the Imperil Plate Co. is to be American- 

18 We do not usually attach any importance to reports ofMm-Sf "7u 
but noting the increased frequency of rumoui we thinly 

should be given the opportunity of setting all d«bt|)^^D [,°UrS 

faithfully, 
August 23rd, 1902. 

[Copy.] 

Messrs. Drew and Co., 
227, Borough High Street, S.E. 

Dear Sirs,—We are in receipt of yours of the 23rd mat., 'and thank 

vou for bringing the rumour to our notice. 
‘ We may tell you definitely that it is untrue. There have not been 
any negotiations, as far as concerns this company, which remains under 

the same control as hitherto. 
We shall be pleased to know whether you will allow us to publish 

this correspondence in the photographic journals, as we feel that a 
statement affecting us so materially should have a wide and public 
contradiction.—Yours faithfully, 

The Imperial Dry Plate Co., Ltd. 

Cricklewood, London, N.W. 
August 28th, 1902. 

“BIBBY’S QUARTERLY” AND THE PHOTOGRAPHIC 

PROFESSION. 

To the Editors. 

Gentlemen,—Some time ago you admitted into your correspondence 

column a series of letters sent in by one of your readers reflecting on 
a letter of mine, copied and addressed to a number of the best photo¬ 
graphers. I am not too old to learn, and I have now decided upon 
publishing the names of my photographic contributors, as you 'will see, 
if vou refer to any council member. I have now addressed the en 
closed letter to the same photographers, to whom my former letter was 
S and perhaps you may think it worth while to publish same for 
the benefitof all and sundry. A copy of mv current quarterly accom¬ 
panies this letter, and I shall be glad should you see any <ither faults 
in it, from the photographer’s point of view, if you will kindly point 
out the same in your columns.—Sincerely, J- Bibby. 

(Copy of Letter sent to a Selection of the Best Photographers.) 

Dear Sir,—Some considerable time ago we sent you the current 

copy of our “ Bibby’si Quarterly,” and enclosed a letter asking if, at 

any time, you had any suitable photos for brightening up our 

literary slpplement—we do not want cattle pictures you would let 

us see prints, we would pay 2s. on acceptance, and 10s. 6d. on repro¬ 

duction, but without photographers name. 
We find, however, that there is some objection amongst photo¬ 

graphers against- the publication of their work without their name 

appearing under the photograph, and as we have no wish to go against 

the wishes of our contributors, we are now altering our terms, and 

will pay 10s. 6d. for each photograph accepted and published, giving 

under each photo the name of artist, as we have done in the literary 

section of the current number. 
Kindly note that we only want photographs for our literary supple¬ 

ment, and that our next number will be the Christmas one. We are, 

your obedient servants, Jno- Bibby‘ 

Exchange Chambers, Liverpool. 

August 29th, 1902. 

“A CASE FOR THE R.P.AT” 

To the Editors. 

Gentlemen,—Last week I had the misfortune to lose my wife, and 

since that time I have received advertising matter of every descrip¬ 

tion with every post. I enclose one of the kind I refer to, which offers 

a 24 by 19 enlargement for 8s. 6d., usual price one guinea. Is this a 

case for the P.P. A. ’—Yours truly, J- L- Brown. 

St. Bernard’s Bank, Knott End, Fleetwood. 

August 27th, 1902. 
rWe append the circulars sent by our correspondent, who doess not 

appear to be a member of the P.P.A. Why does he not join that body 

and bring his case before the committee"? Eds. B.J.F.J 

Dear Sir,—We trust you will not consider we are taking a liberty 

in offering you our sincere condolence on your recent bereavement. 

Knowing, however, the value placed on a life-like portrait o one who 

has departed, we beg to mention that we execute life-size ‘ 
larged from any photo (no matter how old or faded), and skilf y 

painted in oils, water colours, or black and white, at most moderate 

prices We have made this branch a speciality in our business, an 

have received thousands of testimonials, every one of which pioves 

appreciation of our work.-Apologising for troubling you at such a 

time, and assuring our best care and attention to your kind commands, 

we beg to remain, yours obediently, ^ CoMpANY. 

267, High Holborn, W.C. (next door to tlie Inns of Court Hotel). 

August 25tli, 1902. 

Important Notice.-To introduce our work to you we 
a black and white permanent enlargement, from any photo, no matt 

how old or faded, artistically mounted, measuring 24 by 19 metes 

and will send it, together with original, carriage paid, to yomaddw 

for 8s. 6d. complete (usual price one guinea). No money requn 

until picture is received and approved by you. This ofer»«ro- 

able for 14 days only. Send photograph, with your name ^ address, 
to the Elite Portrait Company, 267, High Holborn London, W.C. 
Numerous testimonials. Price list for larger sizes, oil paintings, et.., 

i nost free on application. 
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Answers to correspondents. 
* * All matters intended for the text portion of this JOURNAL, inchid. 

ing queries, must he addressed to “ The Editors, The British 
Journal of Photography, 24, Wellington-street, Strand, London, 
W. C. ” Inattention to this ensures delay. 

* * Correspondents are informed that we cannot undertake to answer 
*communications through the post. Questions are not answered unless 
the names and addresses of the writers are given. 

*** Communications relating to Advertisements and general business 
affairs should he addressed to Messrs. Henry GREENWOOD &Co., 
24, Wellington-street, Strand, London, W.C. 

Photographs Registered :— 

E. Kelley, 26, Queen Street, Newton Abbot. Two photographs of the lit. Revel. 
W. Vaughan. 

W. Harrison, Holly Bank, Onchan, Isle-of-Man. Two photographs of King and 
Queen’s visit to Ramsey. 

J. A. Stelling, 60, Peckham Road, S.E. Tiro photographs of Dr. J. L. Campbell. 
F. W. Harrison, Holly Bank, Onchan, Isle-of-Man. Photographs of King and 

Queen’s visit to Douglas. 
(t. A. May, Buxton Road, Bakewell. Photograph of the Duke of Rutland. 
K. Hamilton-Toovey, 36, Royal Parade, Jersey. Photograph of Sir. W. Laurier 

and two others. Photograph of Sir. W. and Lady Laurier and others. Photo¬ 
graph of Sir. W. Laurier. . 

J. E. Reeves, 48, Hermit Road, Canning Town. Photograph of West Ham United 
Football Team. Photograph of W. Linward. Photograph of J. Bigden. 

B. G. Brock, 237, Wellingborough Road, Northampton. Photograph of the late 
W. Taylor. 

R. Leak, 60, South Parade, Bradford. Photograph of Coronation J- ete. 
T. W. Steven, 3, James Morrison Street, Glasgow. Photograph entitled “Lizzie 

Crew.” 

H. Tress.—The initials probably stand for “ J. F. Shew.” 
Pyeo.—Write to Mr. Reginald Craigie, The Camera Club, Charing Cross 

Road, London, W.C. 
Sectional or Portable.—Your second letter did not arrive till after 

the answer to the first one was in type; hence the reply appeared, as 
it did, with your name attached. 

Addresses Wanted.—“ Collotype ” writes: “ Could you kindly give me 
the names and addresses of the Collotype firms in Paris ? ”—In 
reply: We are sorry we do not know the names and addresses of 
Collotype firms in Paris. There are many Collotype firms in 
England, and we do not think you will get better work from France 
than is produced in this country. 

Half-Tone Work.—“Process” writes: “I wish to make myself 
acquainted with that branch of photography which deals with the 
reproduction of pictures from photographs, in the manner similar to 
the sample I enclose. Can you advise me as to what book or books 
to read up for this purpose, and is there any place in London where 
I could get practical teaching ? ”—In reply: A good work on the 
subject is “Half-Tone Process: On Zinc and Copper,” by Ver- 
fasser. We should advise you to join the L.C.C. Technical School, 
Bolt Court, Fleet Street, E.C., for practical instruction. 

Books Wanted.—H. B. writes: “ Would you kindly inform me which 
are the standard and most reliable books on (1) stereoscopic pho¬ 
tography, (2) portrait photography, (3) general photography?”— 
In reply: (1) The “Stereoscope and Stereoscopical Photography,” 
from the French of F. Drouin; or the article in the Almanac for 
1900, which fully deals with the subject. (2) “The Studio and 
What to Do in It,” H. P. Robinson. (3) “ Instruction in Photo¬ 
graphy,” Abney. On pp. 682-3 of the Almanac you will find a list 
of the principal works published on photography. 

Mounting, Etc.—“ Old Subscriber ” asks for the best method for mount¬ 
ing glass enamelled prints on card mounts; and mountant. “I 
find using warm liquid glue leaves marks when dry. What desire 
to use is an adherent that does not spoil the appearance of the 
enamel surface.”—In reply: Most of the large dealers supply an 
impervious paper, which, when used according to the directions 
given with it, enables the prints to be mounted on ordinary mounts, 
with any mountant, without their losing the gloss. You cannot 
do better than obtain some of that. 

Flashlight Photography.—“ Tipperary Boy” writes: “Will you kindly 
give me some little hint as to taking flashlight photographs? I 
intend to photograph a cave close to here. Would you recom¬ 
mend flashlight candles; if so, what exposure on Imperial flashlight 
plate?”—In reply: The flashlight candles will be very good for 
the purpose; but we can give no idea as to the exposure, as that 
must depend upon the number of lights used, their disposition, the 
size of the cave, the aperture of the lens, etc. Your best way 
will be to make one or two experimental exposures. 

Mounting Prints.—J. P. S. writes: “I have purchased a considerable 
quantity of “ mounts ” from a certain German firm, but cannot get 
the prints to adhere. I have written to the firm, stating this 
fact, and they replied, advising me to use gelatine instead ->f starch, 
which for thirty years I have found effective, satisfactory, and 
efficient. Can you kindly advise me as to the best system? ”—In 
reply: If the prints will not adhere with starch—though we should 
have thought they would, if it were used thick enough—you cannot 
do better than employ gelatine, as the makers of the mounts 
recommend. The one mountant is as good as the other, provided 
the gelatine is free from acid. 

Flashlight Photography.—“Flashlight” writes:—“Could you tell n„ 

what is the best flash lamp made for taking 12 by 10 groups all 
night; for instance, dinner parties, suppers, balls, etc., and the 
best lens to use for such work?”—In reply: ThUre are so main 
flash lamps in the market, all of which are claimed as being the 
best. Better consult the Almanac. You will there, in the cata¬ 
logues of the different makers, be able to judge which will answer 
your purpose best. It is a fixed rule with us not to recommend any 
particular maker’s goods. A rapid rectilinear or a lens of the 
anastigmat type that works with a large aperture is best for 
the purpose. 

Photography as a Profession.—F. B. writes: “I am eighteen years of 
age, and am about to enter the photographic profession. Would 
you kindly inform me the best branches of the business to learn 
that would give me the greater remuneration after my apprentice¬ 
ship, if I am skilled in such departments?”—In reply: This is a 
very difficult question to answer, seeing that the photographic 
labour market is now very much overstocked, and the future out¬ 
look is by no means hopeful. Possibly the manufacture of photo¬ 
graphic materials offers the greatest prospect. We should advise 
you to seriously consider whether it will be worth your while to 
enter the photographic ranks at all. 

Collotype.—W. R. writes: “ Could you give me your advice about set¬ 
ting up plant for doing Collotype work? This would chiefly con¬ 
sist of pictorial postcards and view-books. What machinery 
would be required? How could I learn the process, and at what 
cost would I be able to put down the plant? If it could be done 
reasonably, I have no doubt I could make a good thing out of it. 
Of course, there would probably be the motive power to supply, 
but this could easily be done by electricity, which can conveniently 
be put m in this town.”—In reply: We should advise you to write 
to Messrs. Penrose and Co., Farringdon Road, E.C., for their 
price-list of Collotype appliances; from that you will learn the 
cost of such as will suit your requirements. With regard to your 
learning the process, you cannot do better than join the L.C.C. 
Technical School, Bolt Court, E.C., unless you take private tuition. 

Mounting Prints.—E. B. P. writes: “ I have mounted a number of photo¬ 
graphs in an album. Round some of these I have ruled lines with 

Pelican drawing ink. The prints are of various sizes, and it therefore 
follows that the lines round some of the smaller prints must come 
in contact with the face of the larger prints when the album is 
closed. It did not occur to me at first that the ink is a chemical 
compound and might therefore be harmful to the prints. Can 
you tell me whether there is any risk in using the ink, or whether 
the chemicals employed are harmless; and, in the event of there 
being a doubt as to the safety of this ink, can you tell me what 
would be safe to use? Would the liquid Indian inks sold by 
artists’ dealers be safe, or are risky chemicals employed in their 
manufacture?”—In reply: Not knowing the composition of the 
ink named, we are quite unable to say whether it would act in¬ 
juriously on the print or not. Indian ink, however, may \>e relied 
upon as being harmless. 

Lens Queries.—■“ Lens ” asks: “(1) Whether a Busch rapid aplanat, f/8, 
angle 75deg., is superior in every way to the ordinary good make 
rapid rectilinear lens. I cannot afford the higher-priced anastig- 
mats. (2) Can same be used with a larger stop for general work 
than the rectilinear, and has it a flatter field? (3) Would you 
recommend this lens in preference to purchasing an ordinary good 
rectilinear lens. (4) Would the said Busch lens be more rapid with 
same stop in comparison with the rectilinear? (5) Can I be sure 
of obtaining this year’s “ B. J. P.” Almanac through Smith’s 
Bookstall ? ”—In reply: (1) As we have frequently said before, it 
is quite against our rule to pass an opinion on the comparative 
merits of different makers’ goods. (2) Much will depend upon 
the quality of what you term “ a good make rapid rectilinear.” 
(3) See Answer (1). (4) No; each would have the same rapidity. 
(5) We cannot say. Better make inquiry at the bookstall. 
It was out of print as soon as it was published. Pos¬ 
sibly Smith’s may have a copy left. 

<®k §t[iM Jfomjiml cjf ptotogiptjjhij. 
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The forty-second annual issue of The British Journal 

Photographic Almanac will be published early in 
December next. This year’s Almanac reached a total of 
1,560 pages, and the entire edition of 20,500 copies was 
sold out a fortnight before publication. Of no other photo¬ 
graphic book ever issued can two such unique facts be 
recorded. 

The edition for 1903 will be increased to 25,000 copies, a 
large number of which are already ordered. 

The striking favour with which past Almanacs have been 
received is the surest proof that the lines upon which the 
publication is produced meet the requirements of its 
readers and supporters. Upon such lines we propose com¬ 
piling the volume for 1903. At the same time, we shall be 
pleased to receive and consider suggestions for increasing 
the value of the Almanac in directions which may occur to 
our readers as susceptible of improvement. 

The Almanac for 1903 will appeal to photographers all 
the world over as a daily reference guide in practical work. 
The standard matter and formulse will be revised and added 
to where necessary, and the latest departures in theory 
and practice will be chronicled. The year’s advances will 

be recorded, and wherever practicable new features of an 
informative nature will be added. 

Secretaries of societies will oblige us by promptly for¬ 
warding lists of officers and other details for inclusion in 
the directory of photographic societies. We shall also be 
glad to receive any additions that may be made to the list 
of telegraphic addresses of the trade, etc. As usual, a 
section of the Almanac will be devoted to notices of the 
latest introductions in photographic apparatus, etc. Those 
firms who- wish to take advantage of this feature should, 
communicate with us not later than Ocober 31. 

The publishers ask us to remind advertisers that many 
of the advertisement pages of the Almanac are already 
booked, and that, to ensure insertion and good positions, 
orders and copy should reach them without delay. 

EX CATHEDRA. 

The “ three-colour process,” whether in 
lithography or in the ingenious Joly sys¬ 
tem, has rather taken the wind out of 

the sails of the newspaper paragraphists, who, in intervals 
of about eighteen months, have for the last thirty years 
announced the solution of the problem of photographing in 
natural colours ; but he is irrepressible—we might almost 
say eternal. This is what he has last told us in the 
columns of the “ Daily Chronicle ” in a letter from its 
Geneva correspondent:—“A Swiss amateur photographer, 
M. Adolphe Gartner, residing at Berne” fit is best to be 
particular as to details) “ has discovered the secret of 
colour photography, after a number of years of experi¬ 
ments. The inventor takes his photographs on glass 
porcelain and paper, and in any colour, the best results, 
however, being obtained from blue, red, and yellow. His 
productions on glass are veritable pictures, being true to 
nature in every detail. The secret lies in the ‘ bath,’ and 
in the developing process, for the photographs are taken 
with an ordinary camera.” This is very circumstantial. 
It is well, for example, to know that it is not in the fixing 
solution, nor the varnishing that the secret method comes 
in. 

* * * 

The connection between camphor and 
photography is not, at first sight, 
obvious; yet we are credibly informed 

that the requirements of photographic technics have been 
such as to influence the market price of that interesting 
product. It is true that the native method of obtaining 
it, which involves the cutting down of the camphor tree, 
must lead to its gradual extermination, and consequent 
rise in price, yet if the information conveyed to us be 
correct, the amount of camphor (which is a vegetable pro- 
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duct of comparatively limited production) required in tlie 
manufacture of celluloid is so- extensive that it has raised 
the price above what it averaged in the days when celluloid 
was a commercial product of no great importance. What 
it means nowadays in photography our readers do not 
need to be told. There are, of course, other and minor 
uses to which camphor is applied; for example', in the 
making of varnishes the. addition of camphor aids in the 
solubility of certain resins, and again it possesses the 
remarkable property of greatly increasing the amount of 
bichloride of mercury that can be dissolved in spirit of 
wine. This, however, would not be of practical use in 
intensifying, as the camphor would be thrown down upon 
the addition of water, and fill the liouid with flocks. This 
substance possesses considerable chemical interest, and 
forms one of the list of vegetable bodies which chemists 
are trying to replace' by artificially-formed substitutes. 
According to “ La Nature,” practical success has attended 
the experiments, and M. E. Callemberg, of Lank-on-Rhine, 
is now making on commercial lines pure hydrochlorate of 
terebinth, or artificial camphor. A curious property of 
this new product is its power of dissolving gun-cotton when 
dissolved in nitro-glycerine, though we imagine that there 
is little danger of the time-honoured collodion being dis¬ 
placed by this novel gun-cotton solution. 

* * * 

Other As we have just said, there is little 

Co Nod ion danger of the solution of gun-cotton 
known to photographers as collodion, 

being replaced by a nitro-glycerine-and-artificial-camphor 
solution. All old wet-plate workers are familiar with the 
tough membranous-looking substance produced when a 
collodion-coated plate is soaked in water, but few of them 
are aware that the same product is made in a different 
manner and spun into an artificial silk, and on such a 
scale that there is a large manufactory devoted entirely to 
its production. There is, however, a possibility that 
preparation of gun-cotton in its turn may be displaced, for, 
as explained in an article in the “ Lancet,” an important 
step has been taken in the production of synthetic silk. 
En passant, our readers may be reminded that a collodion 
made from silk has been proposed—a solution in either 
ammoniacal solution of cupric oxide or of nickel oxide; 
it is not precipitated therefrom by alkaline salts-, sugar, nor 
gum. What has been produced by synthesis is not actually 
silk, but the constituent to- which it owes most of its proper¬ 
ties—the sericine, or rather its derivative by hydrolisis 
sericine, that has been made. Sericine constituts about 
70 per cent, of the natural article. Speaking of the- replace¬ 
ment of the natural article by artificially-produced substi¬ 
tutes, the “ Lancet ” humorously remarks, “ It is just pos¬ 
sible that in the near future it will be no uncommon ex¬ 
perience to hear in the shops a customer precise in his 
demand for either the synthetic or natural article in ac¬ 
cordance with his choice.” 

* * * 

imported the import duty becomes a very serious item 

We read in the “ Daily Telegraph ” that an organisation of 
wealthy art lovers is in progress of formation to secure the 
repeal of the customs tax on pictures. Mr. C. T. Yerkes, 
speaking recently on the subject, is reported to have men¬ 
tioned the name of Mr. Pierpoint Morgan, and said that 

both of them have valuable paintings stored in Europe, 
which they will not import into America because of the 
duty exacted by the United States. It is pretty well 
known through the daily Press that wealthy Americans 
have, of late years, been purchasing paintings here at al¬ 
most fabulous priees, and that a proposal has been made 
for prohibiting the best pictures here from leaving the 
country, as is the case in some Continental countries. 
Until that is done, many at home will desire that the 
American customs tax will remain unrepealed. When it is 
considered that the import duty is so- very high, it must 
be a very considerable addition to the price actually paid 
for the pictures, and thus restrain purchases, except by 
veritable millionaires. Until there is some legislation for 
prohibiting the works of old masters from leaving this 
countrv that does not possess many of them, it is to be 
hoped that the United States duty will remain as it is. 

* * * 

The In too many cases we are afraid the dark- 
Dark-room room bench is anvthing but what it 
Bench. ought to bel, and we have found it 

ere now moist with developer stains, which too readily 
adhere to the hands, or the bottoms of measures, and even 
sometimes we have seen a fine crop of hypo crystals show¬ 
ing. If covered with linoleum, they are for a time decent 
in appearance, but the damp and the alkaline solutions 
soon attack the structure of the linoleum, and it will rub 
up to a fine powder, which has a happy knack of adhering 
to everything. Zinc is readily attacked by spilt fixing 
solution, and soon becomes riddled with holes. Lead is 
the only satisfactory metal to use as a covering, but any 
metal is apt to try the strength of dishes and measures. 
Common paint, or even bath enamel, will not stand re¬ 
peated and long soakings with alkaline splashes. M. Clerc 
in “ La Photographic Frangaise,” one of the best of our 
French contemporaries, now states that, having experi¬ 
mented for several years in the chemical laboratories of 
the Faeulte des Sciences de Paris, he has finally adopted 
the following treatment with every satisfaction; the follow¬ 
ing solutions must be prepared: — 

A. 

Sulphate of copper . 125 g. 
Chlorate of potash . 75 g. 
Bichromate of potash .. 50 g. 
Water to .1000 cc. 

B. 

Aniline hydrochloride. 150 g. 
Water to.1000 cc. 

Many of our readers are possibly unar 
ware that there is a heavy customs duty 
on works of art as they enter the United 
States from Europe. For example, if, 
say, a photogravure picture enters 

America it has to pay, whatever its value, an ad valorem 
duty upon it which is pretty high, and, what is worse- 
for Europeans, it may be copied without i>et or hindrance, 
as there is no copyright in America, unless the work is 
actually produced there—that is to say, the- photogravure' 
is printed there. Now, when paintings of great value are 

The solutions should be heated to boiling point, and 
A. is liberally brushed over the bench and allowed to dry, 
and then B. is applied and allowed to dry. A crop of 
crystals will appear as soon as the wood is dry, and these 
must be brushed off, and again successive coats of A. and 
B. applied as before. This treatment gives a deep greenish 
colouration to the wood, and if treated with boiled linseed 
oil or a thick paste of hard paraffin and vaseline, it will 
be quite impervious to- water. The whole operation will 
only take about four hours, and it should be left for this 
time to dry thoroughly before use. 

American 
Import 
Duties on 
Works of 
Art. 
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ollodion At one of the recent meetings of the 
,e^iveS London and Provincial Photographic 

"ability!"" Association some negatives by the wet 
collodion process were shown that were 

lid to have been made in 1852. If this date be conect 
lese negatives were made when the wet collodion process 
>r negatives was, commercially, almost in embryo, for it 
as not until two or three years later that it came into 
enera-1 use for negatives, although it did for glass positives, 
upposing the date to be correct, these negatives were 
rob ably developed with pyrogallic acid, for it was; not 
ill some years after that iron was used for the purpose, 
rough it was the universal developer for positives. The 
lajority of the pyro-developed negatives were very dense, 
nd took a long time to print, not because they were 
tained, as many of the pyro-developed gelatine ones are, 
ecause the shadows were represented by clear glass. The 
m0" printing was necessary by reason of the density of the 
mage itself) great density then, being considered an 
ssential to a good negative. Mention was made by one 
f the members of some collodion negatives he had seen, 
ver which a curious stain has appeared, and the negatives 
eemed denser than they were originally, and the same 
ood quality of print® was got from them as when they 
-ere first made. We have seen many hundreds of nega¬ 
tes that were made in the early da • of the process, but 
ave not seen any that have become stained. It is quite 
anceivablei, however, that if they were fixed, or incom- 
letely fixed, with hypo, and insufficiently washed, they 
light, possibly, become deteriorated, though we have 
ever seen any example. The majority of collodion 
egatives produced by professionals were then, as 
ow, fixed with cyanide. Its action was quicker, and it 
as more quickly washed out of the film than is the case 
ith the hyposulphite of soda. It has, at times, been 
sserted that collodion negatives become denser with age, 
ut we very much question if this is the fact. The image 
f a wet collodion negative, developed with iron, is different 
■om that in a gelatine one. It consist® of metallic silver 
nly in a thin film of quite inert material, and, if that is 
arnished, the air can have no access to the metal to alter 
s colour or its condition. By comparison with .modern 
e-latine negatives, the old collodion ones do seem very 
ense, and many may surmise that they were not made so 
l the first instance, or they would never have yielded good 
rints. They certainly, many of them, will not on gelatine 
aper's, and that may have given rise to the supposition. 
)ut it must be borne in mind that they were not made for 
nese papers, but for albumen—the only paper then in 
ogue—and that was strongly salted and also- strongly 
msitised to suit them—very different conditions from those 
xisting in the present day P.O.P.’s. 

-♦- 

It was announced, last week, that a new comet bas been discovered by 
[r. C. D. Perrine, tbe Assistant Astronomer at the Lick Observatory, 
fount Hamilton, California. The comet is only of the ninth magnitude, 
nd is situated in the Constellation of Perseus, its R.A. and N. Dec.,yt 
fteen minutes after noon, Greenwich time, being: R.A. 3hr. 17min. 
Isec., deck 34 degrees, 38 seconds. It is thus visible practically 
iroughout the whole night in this latitude, being low down ir, the north- 
ist at sunset, and crossing the meridian 17 degrees south of the zenith 
bout half past four in the morning. Since the announcement of its 
iscovery the comet has been photographed at the Royal _ Observatory, 
reenwich. The observations there confirm the reported faintness of the 
bject, and comparison with the figures given with the observation at 
ick shows that it is moving in the direction of decreasing right ascension 
t the rate of rather more than a minute of time, and northward about 
1 minutes of arc per day. Although the comet is so long visible after 
ark, it is so feeble in light—being only of the ninth magnitude—that it 
m only be seen telescopically, and can only be photographed by suitable 
stronomical appliances. Hence there is no chance of the new comet 
eing photographed with ordinary apparatus. 

UPON DRYING NEGATIVES AND DRYING MARKS.. 

That a few remarks on this topic will not be out of place 
could be proved, if it were necessary, by an incident that 
occurred not very long ago at a meeting of the L.P.P.A.y. 
when a discussion took place as to whether a negative, 
was darker or lighter when wet than when dry. There was- 
by no means a unanimity of opinion on the subject. The 
question of negatives wet and negatives dry was evidently 
too simple a one to engage the attention of the bulk of 
those engaged in more important investigations. Yet the 
drying of negatives being a necessity, it were well to be 
acquainted with all its possible vagaries. As a concrete 
example, we may refer to a mistake that no old wehplate 
workers are likely to make, though it is by no means un¬ 
common among amateurs—the setting a wet negative +c> 

dry, or even to rest, for a moment upon a shelf or ledge 
not free from dust. The surface tension of the liquid, 
causes particles of the dust to be carried up and deposited 
all over the surface, to leave-spots, roughness, or smears 
sufficient to considerably mar its perfection. This is one of 
many common causes of spoiled negatives, and we will 
briefly allude to others following the course of its progress, 
from developer to drying rack. 

Before a negative is put up to dry it must, of course, first 
be washed. If it be not sufficiently washed, one of two 
things will follow: either the hypo will dry in visible 
flat crystals, injuring the film where they form, or else the 
hypo left in will cause the film to remain soft, and 
eventually lead to its darkening or staining and to the 
causing of stains upon the paper when put out to print. 
These markings on the negative may not appear at first, 
but are bound to show sooner or later; if later, then the 
negative may probably be ruined beyond recall. Hence 
proper drying involves proper washing. 

Before a plate is put up to dry there are several points 
to be attended to, and where (as ought always to be the 
case) the negative is intended to be afterwards varnished 
they are of prime importance. In the first case, it is to be 
observed that a negative placed upright in a trough to be 
washed may remain without injury for ten times as long; 
a period as would be permissible if it were placed hori¬ 
zontally under a tap from a water-main. Virtually, all 
tap water contains a greater or less proportion of 
suspended particles, and these, as the . tap water 
flows over the plate, are deposited on the film, in the 
case of the horizontally placed, but pass over without adher¬ 
ing to those vertically disposed in a trough. This very 
simple matter is little known, but the deposited particles 
are painfully evident when the plate comes to be varnished. 
A piece of flannel tied over the tap forms an excellent 
filter. Then, again, now that backed plates are so much 
used, it will be observed in the case of a backing com¬ 
posed of a powder pigment such as sienna, lamp-black, etc., 
rather than a soluble substance such as caramel, the powder 
is very apt to deposit a thin adherent film, either in *he 
developer or the fixing, and before the plate is put up to 
dry this must be carefully removed by gentle friction with 
a pad of cotton wool, or otherwise the dried negative will 
have a film stained in places 'where the untouched deposited 
pigment lay, but clear in patches where any handling of 
the film had taken place, and so removed the coloured sur¬ 
face stain. We have here the explanation of many an 
undiscovered cause of stained negatives. There is, further, 
to be considered the kind of water available for the wash¬ 
ing. Some waters contain a large amount of dissolved 
solids, such, for example, as carbonate of calcium, hence 
when the negative is dry the dissolved matter remains 
in or upon the surface of the film, and leads to the forma- 
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tion of mottled or other drying marks. When this state 
•of the water is known the negatives should have a 
final washing with distilled or rain water. Especially 
is such a treatment indicated in the case of certain popular 
films. They have such a repellent surface as though they 
had been subjected to the action of formaline vapour, that 
they should always, before putting in the drying rack, be 
blotted with fluffless porous paper, to remove the surface 
moisture which otherwise would dry in clots or patches, 
and lead to irremediably stained negatives. An exception 
to this principle of action occurs with rollable films, with 
which it is desirable to add to, instead of taking from, the 
final washing water. Such films should be immersed for a 
time in a 1 or 2 per cent, solution of glycerine in distilled 
water. When dried after this treatment they remain limp 
.and comparatively flat, instead of drying up into quills, 
as they do if not so treated, causing infinite trouble to 
pirint from. 

Coming now to the actual drying itself, so long as the 
plates are kept free from dust or from standing on dusty 

■supports, there is little to be said, beyond giving the 
•caution that it must be regularly done. For example, if a 
negative, before taking from the rack, prove to be 
nearly, but not quite, dry, it must be replaced to finish 
drying, and on no account be heated at the fire to expedite 
the operation, as such treatment would inevitably 
result in a dark patch, the last quickly-dried portion 
coming up decidedly darker than the rest. Further, if the 
whole film be surface-dry only, the result of finishing it 
off before the fire will be to produce an insensible partial 
melting, all the margins of the various objects especially 
losing their crispness and becoming surrounded by a 

■decidedly marked outline. This aspect of the subject 
leads to a consideration of the print we first mentioned. 
Is the negative denser or paler when dried than when wet? 
Unless under exceptional circumstances the negative upon 
drying becomes darker, and when varnished the opacity 
is slightly reduced. We may conclude by referring to a 
very interesting aspect of this point. Negatives are 
occasionally marked by splashes of water from the sink, 

■for example, or through raindrops being carelessly allowed 
to fall upon them. When dry these marks are light, with 
dark margins, and if present in quantity appear to irre- 
-trievably ruin the negative. Yet such is'not the case. A 
complete cure is usually brought about by soaking the 
maculate plate in water for some time. The effect is 
remarkable ; every trace of the spots will have vanished, 
and the negative is restored to its pristine excellence. 

-*-- 

DISCURSIVE NOTES ON ALBUMENISED PAPER. 

At some of the recent, meetings of one of the 
London Societies the merits of albumenised paper 
has come under discussion, and the reason why it 
is so little used by amateurs now. There can be no 
question that gelatine papers have, during the past few 
years, very largely supplanted albumen, not only amongst 
amateurs, but amongst professionals as well, though many 

■of the latter who use it freely admit that prints on albumen 
paper are superior to those on gelatine, still they do not 
employ it. On the other hand, some professionals still 
use it for their general work, but many of those purchase 
the paper ready sensitised for the reason that it saves the 
trouble of sensitising, and also that it keeps longer than 
that of home sensitising, noth before and after printing, 
as the latter only remains good, as ordinarily kept, for a 
dav or two in hot weather. 

There are, however, some professional photographers 

with whom trouble is a secondary consideration to tb 
quality of their productions, who still continue to sensitis 
their own paper, and there is no question that for som 
tones, such, for example, as the purples, the paper of hom l 
sensitising is preferable to that purchased ready sensitisec 
Paper of home sensitising also tones more readily thai 
as a rule, do those purchased ready sensitised, though i 
should be mentioned that there are exceptions even t1 
that rule, for some of them do tone as readily—or nearly s 
—as the others. Even with the paper of home sensitisin' 
the deep rich purple blacks that were so much in vogui 
some thirty years ago, and which are much sought after b\ 
some now, are not easily obtainable, even with negative; 
of vigorous character, and the paper is sensitised on ; 
strong silver solution—the essentials foi securing these, 
tones. It may therefore be as well to explain the reason! 
why. 

At the time to which we refer the papers were, com 
paratively, but slightly albumenised. The albumen was 
then, often, diluted with water. Now in the commercial 
papers it is used undiluted, and, more often than not, 
concentrated by evaporation, or dried albumen is added to 
it so as to obtain the highest possible gloss. Furthermore, 
with these papers they are not so highly salted as were 
those of the old typo, which require a stronger silver solu¬ 
tion for their sensitising than is required, or even desirable, 
now. It may be explained that with these thickly albumen¬ 
ised papers the image is mostly confined to’ the albumen, 
whereas with the less highly glazed ones it was, to an ex¬ 
tent, in the paper itself. 

Having pointed out the difference betwen the albumen 
papers of the olden times and those of the present day, we 
will now consider the working of what is, commercially, 
available now, as we must deal with them as we find them 
on the market, for no one nowadays thinks of albumenising 
his own. First the sensitising of them by the user. On this 
point we are often consulted by printers, whose only ex¬ 
perience in their work has been with gelatine papers, when 
they have taken an engagement where albumen paper is 
used, and it is sensitised on the premises. It used to be 
said that the sensitising bath should contain from seven 
to eight times the amount of nitrate of silver that the 
paper contained chloride, supposing that be chloride of 
ammonium or an equivalent in other chlorides. Now, as 
nearly the whole, if not actually the whole, of albumen 
papers obtainable at the present time are prepared on the 
Continent, the user has no means of learning the proportion 
of chloride it contains—or what chloride it is. For this 
reason he had best sensitise the paper according to the 
formula supplied with it by the makers. If, when the 
paper has been sensitised according to that formula, and 
dried, it be kept between sheets of blotting paper that has 
been moistened with a solution of carbonate 
of soda, and dried, as first suggested by 
the late Mr. William Bedford, it will keep for a week 
or more without deterioration. All home sensitised albumen 
papers require to be toned the day, or the day after, they 
are printed, otherwise the whites will suffer. This is one 
of the drawbacks of it as compared with the ready sensitised 
papers. 

We will now consider the ready sensitised papers. It 

was said, at the meetings above referred to, that there was 
a difficulty in amateurs getting the paper, as many of 
the dealers did not stock it, because it did not keep as other 
papers did. Well, it certainly does not keep so well as 
bromide, or even gelatine P. O. P.’s do, but still it keeps for 
a. long time, and some brands keep for a much longer time 
than others. We surmise that the reason it is often not 
stocked by some dealers is because they have but little 
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demand for it as compared with the demand for gelatine 

papers. We have just mentioned that the whole, or nearly 

the whole-, of the paper is albumenised abroad, and we may 

add that much of it is now sensitised there. But there are 

many firms that sensitise it here, and from them it may be 

had either in small, or large, quantities, with the assurance 

of having it freshly prepared. There is one advantage in 

he ready sensitised paper, beyond their keeping qualities, 

hat may be referred to here. It yields prints of greater 

vigour from weak negatives than does' that of home1 sensi¬ 

tising, which makes it better for the- class of negative that 

is now so generally made. 
All these papers are strongly acid, as citric, or other or¬ 

ganic acid, is the preservative', and it is this that confers the 

greater vigour in the prints from these negatives. This a-cid 

retards the toning, and unless it is removed the toning will 

proceed but slowly, and then often not beyond the red, or 

red brown stage without mealiness. It is a good 

plan with these papers', when the silver has been washed out 

prior to toningl, to- pass the prints through a very dilute 

solution of common washing soda, and then give them 

another rince in water. They will then tone more readily, 

and take a deeper tint than they would otherwise do-. It 

the prints were always treated in this way we should hear 

less of the difficulty in toning ready sensitised papers, 

though some, it should be mentioned, do not require that 

treatment. Albumen paper is not yet extinct amongst the 

better class of professionals, or the more artistic amateurs, 

for there is no question that the results upon it are far 

nore artistic than are those on the garish gelatine P.O.P. 

papers, to say nothing of their probable greater stability 

when carefully produced. 

-♦- 

A PHOTOGRAPHIC HERO. 

Mark Surtees is a photographer, and Mr. Charles Marriott 

has made him the hero of “Love with Honour.” The story 

opens in the bedroom occupied by Mark and his fellow-assis¬ 

tant, Hermann Fischer, and it is the dawn of the day which 

releases Mark from his apprenticeship to a provincial photo¬ 

grapher named Rangeworthy. During his apprenticeship Mark 

has been imbibing other ideas than those which appertain to 

photography ; he has come to the conclusion that “ our ideas of 

happiness are all wrong,” that “the art of living consists in 

loing without; ” and his resolve is fixed on demonstrating the 

‘folly of civilisation,” and on preaching the “gospel of bread, 

water, and the blue sky.” 

During the days of Mark’s apprenticeship the interest on the 

•thirteen hundred pounds left him by his father has been paid 

to Rangeworthy as compensation for his tuition in taking nega¬ 

tives, retouching, and finishing enlargements; but now that his 

indentures had expired he proposed to utilise that forty pounds 

a year in another way. It would find him in food and shelter 

while he tramped the country and learnt from Nature at first 

hand. 

As a preliminary to diverting the interest on his capital to 

new uses, Mark sought an interview with Anthony Pembridge, 

lawyer and guardian. It was to this worthy man Mark owed 

his apprenticeship to Rangeworthy ; Pembridge had been guided 

in his choice by “ Mark’s fondness for pictures and his own 

general desire for a gentlemanly occupation.” Pembridge held 

exalted notions of photography as “ a profession nearly allied 

to the Fine Arts,” and when visited by his youthful client he, 

without waiting for an expression of Mark’s intentions, effu¬ 

sively called for a bottle of his best port that he might drink 

success to “Mark Surtees, photographer.” But his respect for 

photography as a profession was either only skin deep or 

merely inspired by admiration for his own wisdom in selecting 

that occupation for his client, for, on Mark protesting that he 

did not think he had any real vocation for photography, Mr. 

Pembridge ejaculated: “Vocation? Fiddlesticks! ” It was all 

very well to talk of vocation in connection with the Church or 

the Law. “But photography? Pooh! Who needs a vocation 

for shoemaking?” 

Despite his lawyer’s sudden depreciation of the profession 

“ nearly allied to the Fine Arts,” Mark stuck to his guns. 

“ The fact is,” he said, “ I have come to consider photography, 

as it is practised, rather a sham. My work, though it isn’t 

work, really, makes me feel artificial, almost dishonest.” So 

Mark wins his way, and henceforth Pembridge will forward to 

him, in whatever part of the country he may be, his forty 

pounds a year in quarterly instalments. 

But Mark Surtees was not to be so easily released from the 

thraldom of the camera. For a time all went well, and pre¬ 

sently his peregrinations brought him to the lovely village of 

Charlcote, in Somersetshire. Various reasons, chief among 

which was the unsuspected magnetism of Laura Dampier, 

prompted a long halt here, and Mark took lodgings with one 

of the villagers. His forty pounds a year are ample for all the 

requirements of rural life1. Suddenly, however, comes a mes¬ 

sage from Pembridge of the failure of the mines in which his 

capital is invested, and Mark is faced with the necessity of 

seeking a source of income elsewhere. 

Photography’s opportunity had dawned again. In his per¬ 

plexity Mark wrote for advice to his old fellow-assistant, Her¬ 

mann Fischer, now settled in London with a studio of his own. 

Hermann’s reply was an offer of work. Would Mark care to 

supply him with landscape negatives ? There seemed to be a 

demand for large work in platinum and carbon. Hermann 

said that his present circumstances did not allow him to offer 

a very good salary, say, twenty-five shillings a week, but that 

there was every reason to suppose the thing would grow. If 

Mark liked the idea he could carry it out without interference 

to his mode of living. Hermann would, of course, supply ap¬ 

paratus and materials, but he suggested the advisability of Mark 

finding a fixed headquarters where he could develop his nega¬ 

tives, etc. Mark’s reply is interesting not only as showing how 

accurate Mr. Marriott’s knowledge of camera work is, but also 

as containing hints useful to other photographers than heroes 

in novels. 

“If you are disposed to give me a free hand,” he wrote, “I’ll 

not only satisfy you, but enjoy myself into the bargain. If, on 

the other hand, you want me to do the stale old tricks over 

again, I may as well say at once that I prefer stone-breaking. I 

am only just beginning to know how rotten the ordinary land¬ 

scape photograph is, and I see that the fault is not with the 

medium, but the method. As a matter of fact, I don’t remem¬ 

ber that there are any landscape photographs in existence 

except local 1 views ’ and the faked ‘ art photographs ’ of exhibi¬ 

tions. Let us come to an understanding upon that question. 

With your permission we’ll have no trick printing, no stock 

skies or clouds put in with cotton wool on the negative. I pro¬ 

pose an honest photographic record of the thing as it happens. 

There’s a lot of material about here, and I don’t think I could 

do better than exhaust this district first, and so save the 

expense of hiring conveyances to take my traps about. That 

brings up the question of tools. I should prefer to work whole- 

plates with a single landscape lens. I think you will agree 

with me that this avoids the more aggressive vices of the 

machine. At any rate, it keeps one from Zolaism and the 

wide-angle ; also the size does away with the temptation to 

enlarge. If you’ll take my advice, you won’t print anything 

bigger than you can get direct from the negative, and stick to 
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platinum and carbon. Let me know what you think ; write 

at once, as I am anxious to get to work ; the more I think of 

the idea the better I like it. Terms you offer will suit me very 

well.” 

Waiving the question as to how far Laura Dampier was the 

unconscious cause of the desire to “ exhaust ” that district first, 

we have now to think of Mark Surtees as hard at work at 

Charlcote in amassing negatives giving a “ photographic record 

of the. thing as it happens.” Here is an outline of his 

methods : — 

“ After a feverish hunt for subjects, ending in failure, he had 

finally escaped from the obsession of the picturesque, and 

settled down to a pursuit of conditions rather than of things. 

He lay in wait for hours to catch the right mood of the weather ; 

a silhouette of pine tops, while all else was drowned in pale 

vapour ; a drift of shadow against the hillside ; the delicate 

veining of light and shade in a distance—little problems over¬ 

looked by a hundred for one who responded.” 

That Mr. Marriott’s knowledge of photographic craft is not 

a matter of mere cramming is evident from the delightful 

manner in which he uses the art as a storehouse of metaphors 

by which to help his story along. Mark was watched at his 

work by Mrs. Winscombe, the widow with whom he had taken 

lodgings, and who was more keenly interested in Laura Dampier 

than Mark knew. 

“ That is beautiful,” said Mrs. Winscombe suddenly, as 

Mark, with brown, dripping fingers, held up a negative in the 

doorway, scowling the while. 

“ Is it? ” he laughed ; “ I call it beastly flat.” 

“ Oh, I don’t mean the picture, but what you said about 

over-exposure. The plate is dull and flat because the camera 

has looked too long on what you were taking, isn’t it? Don’t 

you think that explains why folks don’t get a very clear idea of 

what is always before their eyes? I should like to know 

whether the opposite is true ; when a picture is under-exposed 

are the dark parts very dark and the light parts very light? ” 

“Yes; the contrasts are exaggerated.” 

“ Do I tire you? ” asked Mrs. Winscombe, twisting her apron 

nervously. 

“ By no means ; you interest me.” 

“ Well, isn’t an under-exposed negative exactly like a hasty 

judgment? If one waited a little while, one would be able to 

make excuses for people because one would understand.” 

“ One could fill in the half-tones, so to speak,” said Mark, 

falling into the trap. 

“ I suppose that is what I mean,” she answered ; then, smiling 

in an embarrassed way, she added, “ I cannot abide that you 

should misjudge one that I love.” 

Of course, Mrs. Winscombe was thinking of Laura Dampier. 

Her woman’s instinct had taught her that these two were mated 

for each other. But Mark had not thought of Laura in that 

light. How should he? Although his father had been a clergy¬ 

man of'the Church of England, yet he was a mere photographer, 

and Laura was the daughter of an officer of aristocratic con¬ 

nections. So Mark went on with his photographic work, and 

allowed destiny to mould the events which were in the end to 

bring Laura to his side. 

By and by Mark moved on from Charlcote to another district, 

to the estuary of the Severn, in fact, and the photographic 

reader of his story will find something to arrest him in Mark’s 

method of regarding the subjects he found there for his camera. 

“ There was not only that he set out to do, the purfled 

ribbons of river, the sleek sand, the faint hills ; but full in his 

eyes, above little thickets isled in vapour, the breast-like 

eminence topped by Newbury Church. This eastern view must 

be caught quickly, before the sun shouldered up from his 

ambush behind the tump; and Mark thanked his foresight in 

arranging backed plates overnight. It was all a matter of 

vivid sky line, and here the photograph, like the- sonnet, is ‘ ;t 

moment’s monument.’ 

“The tone problems of the river bed were for leisurely con¬ 

sideration, and Mark selected his points of view with fastidious 

care. After exposing half a dozen plates, lie decided to wait 

until sun and mist allowed an outline of the hermit’s island 

or, rather, peninsula—far away down-stream on the opposite 

shore. While he waited he mentally licked his lips over the 

subject ; broad flat reaches of half-toned mud and flashing pools, 

narrowing up to one exquisite inch of conflict where water-line, 

cloud, and point came together.” 

But how, the utilitarian reader will be asking—how does all 

this pan out from the commercial side? Given a man with 

Mark’s temperament, this was an ideal life for him, no doubt; 

but Hermann, the practical man at the other end—what of him? 

Mark himself thinks he would like to know, and when he 

visits his old chum’s studio in London for the purpose of find¬ 

ing out, this is how Hermann greets him, after placing in his 

hand a delicately got up oblong folio containing exquisite re¬ 

productions of his own photographs: — 

“ I’m not an oversanguine person, as you know, but, unless 

I am mistaken, the thing is going to pay hand over fist'; 'it has 

caught on like beeswax. Without exaggeration, I believe 

Watters and Pike are willing to give us a commission to do the 

whole country in the same series. All they stipulate is that the 

negatives shall not be used for any other purpose. The two 

dozen they have used I selected out of what you sent me ; I 

have already done very good business with single prints, and it 

was this that put the idea into my head. People don’t care to 

frame photographs for their walls, but they are glad to have 

a book for the drawing-room table. I talked it over with 

Watters and Pike, and they agreed to stand the expense of 

canvassing and printing a prospectus with reduced specimen 

plates. They had a thousand subscribed for in a very short 

time, and went ahead. It’s the price, you see ; we get the 

public that won’t have the ordinary book of 1 views ’ because 

everybody has them.” 

It is not necessary to follow the fortunes of Mark Surtees 

beyond this point. What must be obvious is that Mr. Marriott 

has introduced photography into literature. That there are in 

this story of “ Love with Honour ” ideas of educational worth 

to the photographer will be evident from the extracts given 

above, but the chief value of the book lies in the fact that, for 

the first time in the history of fiction, the art of the camera 

has been worthily, and with knowledge, lifted into the realm of 

imagination. H. C. Shelley. 

THE LAW RELATING TO THE SALE OF POISONS. 

[Paper read at the Annual Congress of the Royal Institute of Public Health, 
Exeter, Tuesday, August 26, 1902, and reprinted from the Pharmaceutical 
Jourr a’.”] 

It has been said that the only true functions of Government 

were the maintenance of order at home and security abroad. 

The growth of the power of the State shows that a very liberal 

interpretation is given to the term “order at home.” It is not 

many hundreds of years since the State was powerless to do 

anything at home beyond the most crude attempts at the main¬ 

tenance of the King’s peace. The Government of an undeve¬ 

loped community was not strong enough to interfere in the 

private quarrels let alone the private commercial relationships 

of individuals. As civilisation advanced it became the business 

of the State to protect the lives and property of its subjects, and 

with that advance came the power to effectively enforce rules 

governing the conduct of individuals. 
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During the last century the growth of the power of the State 

\ this direction was exceedingly rapid, and this is seen not 

illy in the amount of domestic legislation but in the increase 

f administrative interference. We have learnt that the State 

lust assist the higher motives which make men careful as to 

ealth, morals, and mental improvement. We now act upon 

re principle that the physical and moral well-being of the 

idividual are matters within the province of the State. The 

iovernment interferes not only to protect those who are unable 

r protect themselves, such as children against employers or 

ven parents, but has also protected those presumably who 

auld take care of themselves. There is scarcely a commercial 

ransaction or even a private act of the individual to which 

ame rule enforced by Government does not apply. The Sale 

f Goods Act, Merchandise Marks Act, Sale of Food and Drugs 

cts, Weights and Measures Acts, are important examples of 

re interference of the State in matters apparently only affect- 

lg the actual parties to a contract. I may so trust my baker 

hat I consider he is wasting my time and his by weighing my 

alf-quartern loaf, but the State does not leave that mattei to 

lie joint discretion of myself and the baker. It orders him to 

reigh it. If I want to build a house for my own residence on 

ly own land you say I must build it so as to satisfy the local 

tate-created authority that it is a safe house for me to inhabit, 

f I go into most of the many towns represented at this Congress 

cannot bargain with the first man I meet for the hire of a 

rb. However much I may be impressed with the appearance 

f the man as a safe driver, or of his vehicle as a suitable con- 

syance, even if I am a coach-builder, I must not trust to my 

naided judgment. The State considers my life of too much 

due to it to allow of my engaging with anybody but a licensed 

river, or for anything but a vehicle which has been examined 

Y a public servant and stamped with the mark of his approval. 

It is not surprising then to find that a State which so1 nurses 

s subjects has had something to say about the sale of poisons, 

he Legislature first dealt with the sale of arsenic by a short 

ct, passed in 1851, which is still in force. It provides that 

very sale of “ arsenic,” which includes arsenious acid and the 

rsenites, arsenic acid and the arseniates, and all other colour- 

>ss preparations of arsenic, shall be registered so as to give the 

ate, name, and address of the purchaser, and his occupation, 

le quantity sold, and the purpose for which it is required. It 

; not to be sold to a person unknown to the seller, except in 

le presence of a witness known to both seller and purchaser, 

ad the buyer must be of full age. It has to be coloured with 

)ot or indigo unless the purchaser represents that such colour- 

lg would render it unfit for the purpose for which it was 

lurchased. Arsenic dispensed in accordance with the prescrip- 

on of a registered medical man is exempt from the provisions 

: the Act. 

It may be well to mention here two Acts dealing with the 

lie and use of poisoned grain and the use of poisoned flesh. 

The Poisoned Grain Prohibition Act, 1863, prohibited the 

lie of grain, seed, or meal dipped in or mixed with poison, 

i also imposed a penalty for wilfully sowing or placing such 

rain on any ground or exposed place. The selling or use of 

ny solution or material for dressing seed for bona-fide use in 

^riculture was expressly allowed. 

The Poisoned Fledi Prohibition Act, passed a year later, 

rohibited the use of poisoned flesh, though it allows the occu- 

ier of a house or owner of a rick to put down poisoned meat 

>r the destruction of rats or other small vermin, provided the 

esh is so placed as to be inaccessible to dogs. 

Before 1868 there were numerous attempts at legislation 

igulating the sale of poisons, instigated largely as the result 

of notorious poisoning cases. The Pharmaceutical Society, 

founded in 1841, and incorporated by Royal Charter in 1843, 

for the purpose of advancing chemistry and pharmacy, of 

promoting a uniform system of education for pharmacists, and 

for the protection of those who carry on the business of a 

chemist and druggist, produced a draft Bill in 1847. It would 

have prohibited anyone exercising the business of a chemist and 

druggist, or dispensing for sale or gain any prescription of a 

medical man, or using any title implying registration under 

the Act unless he. was a registered chemist. It contained 

exemptions in favour of qualified medical men, vendors of 

simple and uncompounded drugs, patent medicines, and horse 

and cattle medicines. A Bill instituted by Mr. Wakley, the 

founder of the “ Lancet,” dealing with the medical profession, 

was at this time referred to a committee. It contained a clause 

prohibiting the sale by retail of certain poisons except by 

licensed chemists and druggists. Nothing came of either of 

these Bills, In 1850 Mr. Jacob Bell, the founder of the Phar¬ 

maceutical. Society, obtained a seat in Parliament, and in 1851 

introduced a Pharmacy Bill. It did not propose to restrict the 

selling and dispensing of medicines to registered chemists, but 

to prevent the use of any title denoting a vendor or dispenser of 

medicines. It was referred to a Select Committee, and was 

passed after such alterations as left the business and title of 

chemist and druggist, and the sale of poisons, open to anyone 

without restrictions. It, however, secured the protection of the 

title pharmaceutical chemist. 

In 1857 the Government introduced a Bill. Its effect would 

have been to have repealed the Arsenic Act, and to apply its 

provisions to a large number of dangerous substances. It also 

proposed that the purchaser should produce a certificate signed 

by the clergyman of the parish, medical practitioner, or a 

justice of the peace, stating that he was known to the person 

signing the certificate, and that he might be trusted with the 

poison. Packets containing poisons were to be wrapped m tin- 

foil as well as paper, and bottles were to have the word 

“ Poison ” moulded upon them. Vendors of poisons had to keep 

them in certain vessels and under lock and key. The fine for 

infringement was to be £20, and for a second offence the defen¬ 

dant was to be prohibited for ever from selling poisons or carry¬ 

ing on the business of a chemist and druggist. It was referred 

to a Select Committee of the House of Lords, who, recognising 

the all-important principle that the training and qualification 

of the keeper and seller of poisons is essential to the safety of 

the public, recommended clauses restricting the sale of poisons 

to medical practitioners or vendors licensed after examination. 

The examiners were to be authorised to enter and search any 

shop where poisons were stored, and see that the regulations 

as to storage were carried out. The Government re-introduced 

the Bill in the following session, but Lord Palmerston was 

defeated and resigned before the Bill was discussed. . Lord 

Derby, the succeeding Premier, produced a Bill on very similar 

lines. It passed the House of Lords, but met with such strong 

opposition from chemists, headed by the Pharmaceutical 

Society, that it was withdrawn when in 1858 it reached the 

Commons. 
At the end of 1858 a druggist in Bradford supplied a confec¬ 

tioner with arsenic in mistake for “ daff,” a sulphate of lime. 

The confectioner used the arsenic in the manufacture of pepper¬ 

mint lozenges, which were sold in the market. Twenty persons 

were killed, and over 200 were made seriously ill. A new Bill 

followed in 1859, introduced into the House of Commons by Mr. 

Spencer Walpole, Home Secretary. It contained nothing about 

a purchaser’s certificate or examination of the vendor, and the 

Schedule of Poisons was much reduced. The Bill contained 

provisions for labelling vessels or packets containing poisons in 
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stock and when sold, and there was to be an entry of sales. 

Purchasers were to be of full age, as also the witness, for each 

sale was to be witnessed. On the order of a magistrate con¬ 

stables could search premises where poisons were sold, and 

penalties were imposed for breach of the regulations. The 

Committee of the Commons passed the Bill, but the Government 

was defeated on the Reform Bill before the third reading of the 

Sale of Poisons Bill was reached. In 1863 Lord Raynham tried 

a short Bill, called “ A Bill for the Prevention of Accidental 

Poisoning.” This simply proposed regulations as to the packet 

or vessel containing the poison. It was' thrown out on the 

second reading. In 1860 the United Society of Chemists and 

Druggists, representing chemists who were not members of the 

Pharmaceutical Society, was founded, and for the next few 

years took a prominent part in the production of Pharmacy 

Bills. There was considerable controversy between the Phar¬ 

maceutical Society and the United Society, and a Bill from each 

Society was submitted to the House of Commons. The essence 

of the Pharmaceutical Society’s Bill was the restriction of the 

business of a chemist and druggist “ in the keeping of open shop 

for the compounding of prescriptions to registered chemists and 

the protection of their titles.” It did not deal with poisons as 

such. The United Society’s Bill would have imposed a penalty 

of £5 upon any person not a registered chemist retailing or 

dispensing drugs or medicines, or employing unregistered assis¬ 

tants in such business, and a penalty of £20 upon anyone 

selling, except under the conditions of entry in a register, and 

witnessing, etc., any of the “active poisons” named in the 

Bill. These were pharmaceutical preparations of aconite, 

arsenic, atropine, ergot of rye, strychnine, and varatrine. A 

penalty cf £20 was to be inflicted upon any unregistered seller 

of drugs or medicines who called himself a chemist and 

druggist. The Schedule contained a list of dangerous drugs, 

apparently the articles the sale of which was to be restricted to 

qualified men. The General Medical Council supported the 

Pharmaceutical Society’s Bill, but the Select Committee Ap¬ 
pointed in 1865 to consider both Bills recommended the prin¬ 

ciple of restricting the sale of scheduled dangerous drugs to 

examined and registered men. The proposal of the Pharma¬ 

ceutical Society to restrict the dispensing of prescriptions to 

qualified chemists was rejected by the Committee. Both Bills 

were for the time being abandoned. In 1867 the two societies 

came to a substantial agreement, and ascertained that Mr. 

Hardy, the Home Secretary, was not unwilling to support a Bill 

which would restrict the title of chemist and druggist to those 

then in business, and those who afterwards passed a satis¬ 

factory examination, and prevent the sale of certain scheduled 

drugs to chemists and druggists so qualified. They abandoned 

their desire to restrict dispensing to registered chemists. The 

Bill was introduced into the House of Lords in 1868 by Lord 

Granville. It was not a Government measure. After con¬ 

siderable discussion in both Houses, and some alterations, the 

Pharmacy Act, 1868, officially described as “ an Act to regulate 

the Sale of Poisons, and alter and amend the Pharmacy Act, 

1852,” became law. I think no one will quarrel with the prin¬ 

ciple laid down in the preamble, which says:—“Whereas it is 

expedient for the safety of the public that persons keeping open 

shop for the retailing, dispensing, or compounding of poisons, 

and persons known as chemists and druggists, should possess a 

competent practical knowledge of their business ...” 

The first fifteen sections provide: — 

1.—That no person should use any title implying registration 

under the Act, or sell or keep open shop for the retail¬ 

ing, dispensing, or compounding of poisons unless 

(a) He is registered under the Act. 

(b) He conforms to the regulations as to keeping, dig- 
pensing, and selling poisons which are prescribed by 

the Pharmaceutical Society with the consent of the 

Privy Council. 

It is sometimes overlooked that a registered chemist, 
if he keeps open shop and neglects to conform to these 

regulations, forfeits, for the time being, his right to the 

title. 

2. —A definition of the term “poison ” within the meaning of 
the Act, namely, those articles named in the Schedule. 

Power is given to the Society to recommend to the Privy 

Council that any article be included in the Schedule, and 

on the approval of the Privy Council and due notice in 

the “ London Gazette,” the article becomes a poison for 

the purposes of the Act. 

3. —That the examiners appointed by the Pharmaceutical 

Society, with the approval of the Privy Council, shall 

examine all condidates for registration as chemists, and 

that at such examination any officer appointed by the 

Privy Council shall be allowed to be present. 

4. —That a register of those qualified for registration shall be 

kept. 

5. —A penalty of £5, recoverable only at the instance of the 

Pharmaceutical Society by civil proceedings in a County 

Court— 

(a) If an unregistered person uses the title or sells a 

poison, or keeps open shop for the retailing, dis¬ 

pensing, or compounding of poisons. 

(b) If any person (registered or not) fails to conform 

with the regulations for the keeping and selling of 

poisons. 

(c) If any person (registered or not) compounds any 

medicine of the British Pharmacopoeia except accord¬ 

ing to the formularies of the Pharmacopoeia. 

The 16th Section says that none of the foregoing provisions 

are to apply to— 

1. —Legally qualified apothecaries (extended by amending 

Act, 1869, to legally qualified medical practitioners). 

2. —Veterinary sui’geons. 

3. —The making or dealing with patent medicines. 

4. —Wholesale dealers in supplying poisons in ordinary course 

of wholesale dealing. 

It also expressly permits the executors of a chemist in busi¬ 

ness at the time of his death to continue such business so long 

as the business shall be conducted by a qualified assistant. 

Section 17, as amended by the 1869 Act, offences under which 

are punishable, after summary conviction, by a fine not exceed¬ 

ing £5, provides— 

1. —That all the scheduled poisons shall be labelled with the 

name of the article, the word “ poison,” and the name 

and address of the seller. 

2. —The following conditions under which poisons in the first 

part of the Schedule must be sold : — 

(a) Only to a person known to the seller or introduced 

by a person known to the seller. 

(b) An entry made in a register, showing the date, 

name, and address of purchaser, name and quantity 

of poison sold, purpose for which it is required, 

signature of purchaser, and that of the person intro¬ 

ducing purchaser. 

None of these restrictions apply to any medicine supplied by 

a legally qualified medical man to his patient, nor apply to 

any article when forming part of the ingredients of any medi¬ 

cine dispensed by a person registered under this Act; provided 

such medicine be labelled with the name and address of the 

seller, and the ingredients be entered, with the name of the 
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-rson to whom it is sold or delivered, in a book to be kept by 

e seller for that purpose. 
I believe there are many medical men who do their own dis- 

3nsing who are unaware that if the medicine they supply con- 

ins poison, they are liable to prosecution by the police, or 

.deed any informer, unless the foregoing conditions are com- 

ied with. 
Wholesale dealers in poisons need not comply with the pro- 

sions solely applicable to poisons in Part 1 of the Schedule, 

id need not put the name and address of the seller on the 

bel. The label, need only contain the name of the article and 

^e word “poison.” It is important to notice that the use of 

lisons in the arts and manufactures is not interfered with 

:cept to the extent of insisting that the article is properly 

belled. I suppose tons of cyanide are used in the Midlands 

>arly without any inconvenient restrictions imposed by the 

harmacy Act. 
The following is the list of substances now scheduled as 

lisons: — 

Part 1. 

Arsenic, and its preparations. 

Aconite, and its preparations. 

Alkaloids.—All poisonous vegetable alkaloids and their 

salts. 

Atropine, preparations of. 

Cantharides. 

Corrosive sublimate. 

Cyanides of potassium and all metallic cyanides and the 

preparations of such articles. 

Emetic tartar. 

Ergot of rye, and its preparations. 

Prussic acid, and its preparations. 

Savin, and its oil. 

Strychnine, and its preparations. 

Part 2. 

Almonds, essential oil of (unless deprived of its prussic 

acid). 

Belladonna, and its preparations. 

Cantharides, tincture and all vesicating liquid preparations 

of. 

Carbolic acid and homologues, liquid preparations of (con¬ 

taining more than three per cent, of those substances, 

except any preparation prepared for use as sheep-wash, or 

for any other purpose in connection with agriculture or 

horticulture, and contained in a closed vessel, distinctly 

labelled with the words “ poisonous,” the name and 

address of the seller, and a notice of the agricultural or 

horticultural purpose for which the preparation has been 

prepared, ought to be deemed poisons within the mean¬ 

ing). 

Chloroform. 

Chloral hydrate, and its preparations. 

Corrosive sublimate, preparations of. 

Morphine, preparations of. 

Nux vomica, and its preparations. 

Opium, and all preparations of opium or of poppies. 

Oxalic acid. 

Precipitate, red (red oxide of mercury. 

Precipitate, white (ammoniated mercury). 

Every compound containing a poison within the meaning 

of the Act when prepared or sold for the destruction of 

vermin. 

In my opinion there is urgent need for adding to the Schedule 

he mineral acids, and sugar of lead, which are frequent 

sources of accident. Medical men present know too the danger 

from the indiscriminate use by the public of potent drugs such 

as acetanilide and antipyrin. Surely these substances should 

be classed as poisons. 
The regulations at present in force for the keeping, dispensing, 

and selling of poisons are as follows : — 

1. —That in the keeping of poisons each bottle, vessel, box, 

or package containing a poison be labelled with the name' 

of the article, and also with some distinctive mark indi¬ 

cating that it contains poison. 

2. —Also that in the keeping of poisons each poison be kept 

’on one or other of the following systems, viz. : — 

(a) In a bottle or vessel tied over, capped, locked, or 

otherwise secured in a manner different from that 

in which bottles or vessels containing ordinary 

articles are secured in the same warehouse, shop, or 

dispensary ; or 

(b In a bottle, or vessel rendered distinguishable by- 

touch from the bottles or vessels in which ordinary 

articles are kept in the same warehouse, shop, or 

dispensary ; or 

(c) In a bottle, vessel, box, or package kept in a room 

or cupboard set apart for dangerous articles. 

3. —That in the dispensing and selling of poisons all lini¬ 

ments, embrocations, lotions, and liquid disinfectants 

containing poison be sent out in bottles rendered distin¬ 

guishable by touch from ordinary medicine bottles, and 

that there also be affixed to each such bottle (in addition 

to the name of the article, and to any particular instruc¬ 

tions for its use) a label giving notice that the contents 

of the bottle are not to be taken internally. 

The Pharmacy Acts applicable to Ireland divide the qualified 

men into two classes—pharmaceutical chemists, who may selL 

and dispense poisons ; and registered druggists, who may sell 

but not dispense poisons. 
A short Pharmacy Act passed in 1898 deals simply with the- 

administration and organisation of the Pharmaceutical Society,, 

and does not touch the subject of this paper. 

Legislation for Great Britain dealing with the sale of poisons- 

is practically contained within the Arsenic Act and the Phar¬ 

macy Act, 1868. The legislation on this subject stands where 

it did thirty-four years ago. The 1868 Act, largely the result 

of compromises, has not been strengthened by subsequent 

statutes. 
There have been many important judicial decisions in refer¬ 

ence to cases arising out of the Act. It was not until 1890 that 

the Courts laid down that when the Act says no unqualified 

person shall “sell” it means the person who does the physical 

act of selling, not as in the 17th Section, the person on whose 

behalf the sale is made. In 1893 it was held that the exemption 

in favour of patent medicines did not apply to medicines liable- 

to medicine stamp duty as such, but was confined to medicines- 

which were the subject of letters patent. 

The leading case, however, is that of the Pharmaceutical 

Society v. London and Provincial Supply Association 1880. In 

this case the House of Lords ruled that whereas Sections 1 and. 

15 of the Act said no person unless registered shall use the 

title of chemist and druggist, etc., or keep open shop for the 

sale of poisons, it did not say that no company should do these 

things. They decided that the word person did not include a 

corporate body. 
There have been many attempts made by the Pharmaceutical 

Society tv secure an amending Act so as to render the 1868 Act 

efficient ; and during the last few years some little agitation for 
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revision lias arisen from outside the Society—an agitation, I 
believe, actuated by a desire to render easier in the interests of 

makers and dealers the distribution of certain useful but dan¬ 
gerous preparations. Considering the dixculties which are 
bound to arise when the Legislature attempts to deal with 

intricate subjects such as the sale and dispensing of poisons, the 
■administration of the Act which, with the exception of a few 
police prosecutions under the labelling (17th) Section, has been 

■carried on for over thirty years by and at the expense of the 
Pharmaceutical Society, has been a marked success. It is an 

Act which, with a little amendment, can be made to completely 
fulfil its object, that is, the protection of the public from injury 
by accidental poisoning, and to make hard the way of the 

intentional poisoner. The present agitation by makers and 

•sellers of such poisonous substances as insecticides containing 
deadly poisonous alkaloids, for an alteration in the law which 
■would allow of anyone selling their toxic preparations put up 

In a very attractive form, has been largely instrumental in the 
formation of a Committee of the Privy Council to consider the 
question. Yet it was only in January of this year that a 
gardener died as the result of drinking by mistake a preparation 
■of nicotine from an old brandy bottle in which it had been 

•suplied to him by the shopkeeper. It was proved that if two 
dablespoonfuls were swallowed death would result. 

It is said by the agitators that the Pharmacy Act is a piece 
of class legislature—that it provides a monopoly for chemists, 
who are extortionate people who will only sell these useful 

preparations at exorbitant profits—that the public have a 
greater difficulty in obtaining these things than would be the 

oase if they could be obtained of any shopkeeper who' chooses 
to stock them. Of coarse it would be easier to obtain postage 
stamps if every shopkeeper sold them, but for the convenience 

of the department, and therefore of the community, stamps can 
-only be obtained at Post Offices or licensed dealers. Protection 

from poisoning is not consistent with a system of automatic 
machines at every street corner for the supply of poisons, and 
all legislation carries with it some occasional inconvenience, 
■even to the honest citizen. There are over 9,000 chemists in 

business in Great Britain, many of whom have branch shops, 

•and there cannot be a widespread difficulty in the way of ob¬ 
taining these articles. Here and there there might be a delay 

«of twenty-four hours, and a slightly increased cost, but is~ that 
sufficient reason for tampering with the existing safeguards 
relating to the sale of poisons ? 

-The monopoly theory will not hold water. I speak from per¬ 

sonal experience when I say that but for the distinction it gives 
the shop of the qualified chemist from the unqualified vendor of 
drugs, chemists would prefer to be without the business of sell- 
•mg poisons (not dispensing). It is a source of great worry and 
little profit. If the ordinary member of the public considers 

how much he spends on poisons during the year, and compares 
'In- amount, say, with what his blacklead pencils cost him, ne 
will see that poison selling cannot be a lucrative business for a 

chemist. I know of no business where competition is keener 
tiian the drug trade, and there need be no fear of extortionate 
profits. Our poison law has worked well, with a minimum of 

inconvenience to the public. It has been the model for legisla¬ 
tion in Ireland and all the Colonies, and the Legislature will do 

well to consider before weakening in any particular the excel¬ 
lent restrictions at present placed on the sale of poisons. 

.So far from weakening it, the Act wants strengthening. At 
present a company consisting of seven or more unqualified men 

may do as a corporate body what the State would trust none 
of them as individuals to do. They can call themselves 

'diemists, they can keep chemists’ shops, where deadly poisons 

are stocked and sold. They do not break the law if they havi 
a hundred such shops where poisons are sold every day, an 
employ not a single qualified man. True, the unqualified 

assistant, often a boy, who sells a poison is liable for a deb 
of £5, recoverable in the County Court, if he happens to hay, 
anything that can be distrained upon. They need not conforn 

with the Poison Regulations as to keeping poisons, which an 
binding on individuals. The Legislature has said that th 
keeper of the open shop, the person responsible for the control 

of businesses where deadly poisons are sold must be qualified, 
and this principle is being violated by companies daily. 

I feel sure that gentlemen attending the Congress will appre¬ 
ciate the importance of maintaining the principle which is tile 

very basis of the Pharmacy Act. However important regula¬ 
tions and mechanical contrivances may be as auxiliary aids to 

the prevention of accidental poisoning, the chief safeguard 

always must be that the man who stands between the public" 
and dangerous poisons should be one who lias the hall-mark of 
competence, that is, duly qualified by examination. Qualified 
chemists may keep branches in charge of unqualified men pro¬ 
vided the manager is prepared to run the risk. The master 

breaks no law. There is no necessity for registration of shops 
where poisons are sold, and to which the regulations apply. 
The law at present allows anyone to dispense poisons; the 

chemist, doctor, or company may employ the errand boy to 

dispense strychnine provided the actual sale of the medicine 
when dispensed is conducted under the supervision of a quali¬ 
fied man. All these defects are met in a draft Bill prepared by 

the Pharmaceutical Society. It will make the masters, whether 

companies or not, responsible for the acts of their servants. 
They will be responsible for registering their shops, and for 

providing a qualified manager in each. The company must be 

controlled by directors who have shown by qualification their 

competence to keep open chemists’ shops. The title of chemist 
and druggist must only be used by those who have earned the 
right to use it. The public, when they see the word chemist 

over a shop, will be able to feel secure that that shop is con¬ 

trolled by a man or men who have satisfied the State of their 

fitness to conduct such shops. 

At present the public need warning that the word chemist 
over a shop run by a limited company does not necessarily mean 

that there is a chemist anywhere about the place. Whereas 

they have the security that if the shop is not owned by a limited 
company the owner who puts up the word chemist must either 
be properly qualified, or be running a risk of £5 penalties. 

They should be warned that the law requires the precautions 
against accidental poisoning from careless storage to be carried 

out by Mr. Smith, chemist and druggist, whilst there is no such 

legal obligation on Smith, Ltd., chemists. I do not intend to 

do more than mention another aspect of the defects in the 
present Poison Laws. I think you will agree that if the State, 
in the public interest, call into being a body of trained and 

examined persons it is the duty to protect their legitimate in¬ 
terests. The continued existence of such a body depends upon 

its being afforded proper protection. Apart from the question 
of public safety, the use by companies of unqualified persons of 
the title of chemist and druggist, a title which individuals can 
only obtain the right to use by proving their fitness by examina¬ 
tion, is a great injustice to a class of men who deserve better at 
the hands of the community. The draft Pharmacy Bill is hung 
up pending the report of the departmental committee, but 1 

hope to see it introduced into Parliament next session. May 1 
ask that it should receive the valuable support which members 

of this Congress can give it? 
W. S. Glyn-Jones. 
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PHOTOGRAPHING DOMESTIC ANIMALS. 
[Reprinted from ‘'Wilson’s Photographic Magazine”] 

Jp the thousands who use the camera few have opportunity for 
long journeys after the rarer wild animals, and not many can 

engage in the work with enough time, patience, and acces¬ 
sories to make acceptable pictures of fish. Everyone, how¬ 

ever, has chances, and constantly recurring changes, to study 
and to photograph the domestic animals. Dogs, cats, chickens, 
horses, cows, sheep, swine—some of these are within reach 
always, for most of us. While the zest 'of the hunt, the spice 
if danger, the long tramps afield, are missing in this work, it 
has its own difficulties, and its rewards are entirely adequate. 
The writer has1 a connection with an advanced and elaborately 
illustrated magazine dealing with country life, and he has been 

made very sensible, in the past year, of the great scarcity of 
good photographs of the familiar animals about us. An en¬ 
deavour to; supply certain pictures has fully brought out the 

lifficulties to be encountered, as well as the attractions of the 
quest. Let us, then, in no wise despise the household pets, the 
street dogs, the cattle of the field, as objects of interest for our 
cameras, and, indeed, of profit for our pockets, if success is 

attained. 
The ‘‘tabby ’ of the home is the easiest of the subjects, 

apparently. Endless are the ways in which cats are pictorial ; 

.aidless are the contrarieties of the felines ! Choose that way 
and place and attitude which most attract you, and try your 
camera on the puss. She is calm, peaceful, but by no means 
immobile you will find. Scan closely the lighting—you must, 

almost, be showing the house cat in the house—and make your 
trials. Make them at home, if you can ; for strange cats, like 

strange babies, are not favourable to strangers at all times. 
The bait of food is often suggested for luring these animals, 

and for securing attention, but I deprecate its use, unless the 
scene is plainly a feeding scene. A hungry look is not the most 

attractive aspect, and it is to be your art to show the sitter in 

a comfortable or an alert or even excited condition. Familiarity 
and petting will often do better than food, especially if the 

photographer has that sympathy with animals which they so 

promptly recognise, and without which he is at a very great 
iisadvantage in the handling of our domestic pets and helpers. 

Delightful work can be done with kittens, given the art of 
handling them. TV here several are photographed at once, a 
very quick light becomes essential. Outdoors on an overcast 

lay, or in places protected from the direct rays of the sun, this 
work can be done to advantage. Again, take care of the light¬ 
ing ; the most pictorial and satisfactory effects are not had 
when the camera light is full on the front of the subject. Before 
me at the moment are three fine pictures of a beautiful white 
Persian cat, “ Zoroaster,” by Alfred Klakring, all lighted at 

jan angle to the camera, and so as to bring into relief by 
shadows the whiteness of the cat’s long hair. In focussing for 
such a picture, look for shadows in the white parts. If you do 
not have them, the result will hardly be pleasing. 

The familiar pets of the home, the useful helpers of the barn¬ 
yard and pasture, are anything but easy to photograph. Their 
very charm of vivacity and alertness is the difficulty. Well do 
1 remember a session had with a splendid and most friendly 
Scotch collie, who would look at me with rapt attention while 
my head was under the focussing cloth, only to bound high in 
the air out of sheer playfulness, when I emerged, all ready to 
snap the shutter ! Many plates were spoiled before we fully 

agreed. But dogs do acknowledge authority, and will some¬ 
times stay put. If the alert and active life is to be shown, 
we must woik outdoors, and with quick shutter. The sleeping 
dog may serve for the slower indoor exposure ; and this points 
the fact that, in all this work, whether it be dog or grizzly bear, 

a series of pictures of the same subject is most desirable if it 
can be had, showing the animals in various attitudes. 

As some dogs are of large size, it is well to caution the 
naturalist photographer as to the focal length of his lens and 
the position of the animal. With an ordinary lens of, say, 
six to eight inches focus, an astonishing distortion shows if 
the big dog is posed with head away from the camera. A full 
or nearly full side-view, or a view with the head towards the 
camera, will be best. If several dogs are grouped, consider 
this matter all the more carefully, to avoid a grotesque result. 

With the most rapid plates and a focal-plane shutter, we may 
succeed in catching the dog’s picture as he runs at full speed—- 
and thereby will we acquire some astonishing knowledge as to 
wliat queer positions four feet can assume. And the point will 
be emphasised that instantaneous pictures of an animal in 

motion do not show motion at all. 
Of the domestic fowls very charming pictures can be made, 

especially when the soft, fluffy little balls of down that include 
very young chickens, ducks, and geese are considered. The 
swimming animals give a particularly fine opportunity^ for the 

reflection of light from the water affords so strong an illumina¬ 
tion as to, help greatly. Chicks feeding are good subjects for 

pictures, practice, and patience, and a little child in the com¬ 
position adds much to its charm, if properly placed. 

Very few good photographic pictures of horses are extant, 

comparatively. It is not because this noble beast, the friend of 
man, has not attracted the ubiquitous camerist, but because he 

has baffled, to a great extent, the efforts to picture him. There 

are>, of course, vast numbers of mere photographs of lialter-led 

animals, but these are not much better, from the pictorial 

standpoint, than photographs of stuffed museum specimens of 
birds and the like. Yet such work, to show the “ points ” of 
the horse, must be done, I suppose, and it will not be amiss to 

quote the suggestions of an experienced and somewhat artful 

professional worker, as recently presented in the New York 

“ Tribune ” : — 
“ The best results are obtained by placing the horse on a 

slight incline, so that the fore feet are a trifle higher than the 

hind feet. This position throws the head up. Then snapping 

the fingers or making any slight noise will cause the animal to 

prick up his ears, and at the moment when he is in this position 

of attention the photographer makes the picture. 
“When horses in harness are to be photographed they must 

be posed on level ground or on a very slight incline. To 

make them look alive a hat or a card is sometimes tossed up in 

front of them, and at the moment when they look up the snap¬ 
shot is made. 

“ When pictures of horses in action are made we usually place 

the camera near the ground, and by that means we get the best 

hoof positions, which cannot be secured when the camera is held 
or placed at the ordinary height. To make pictures of jumping 
horses, the same method is employed, and the height of the 

jump is sometimes exaggerated by placing the camera below the 

track-level. An excavation is made in the ground for that pur¬ 

pose, and pictures made from there increase the apparent 

height of hurdles and make a small jump look something re¬ 
markable.5' 

The horse in real action is another matter, and we must go 
after him just as we would any other interesting animal. If he 
is to be pictured at work, select the point of view past which 

the horse will come, being most careful that the camera is so 
placed as to see the animal either broadside or somewhat 
“head on.” Ignorance or neglect of this dictum produces some 
remarkable results. I am minded of my own attempt, some 

years ago, to make a photograph of a horse’s head from the 
carriage he was pulling, with a “ fixed-focus ” camera. The 
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film on development showed in the distance a diminutive head, 

but the hindquarters of the horse, occupying very fully the fore¬ 

ground of the photograph, were anything but diminutive! 

To secure pictures of a horse in active motion a very quick 

exposure must be made, and as the human eye cannot follow the 

complex movements of a horse’s feet when trotting, the result, 

even when successful technically, may be anything but pleasing. 

Fine pictures may be made—if the worker is able to compose 

them—with real working horses as subjects. What is a better 

exemplification of power than the strain of a good team pulling 

a loaded waggon up a stiff incline ? How the great shoulders 

reach forward, and the strong legs set themselves surely on the 

roadway ! Or a team ploughing—here is a fine pictorial subject, 

for it shows both horses and man in action, and, therefore, life¬ 

like, and the speed is not so great as to make good work impro¬ 

bable. 

I cannot resist the temptation to express a hope that in the 

photographing of horses, pictures may occasionally be made of 

“ bob-tailed ” horses, deprived by silly fashion of their most 

useful and ornamental caudal appendage ; for their photographs 

are always disgustingly grotesque, and serve well as tracts 

against this cruel and foolish practice. 

Let not the aspiring maker of horse photographs feel any sur¬ 

prise if some of the negatives from which he has hoped much 

show an entire absence of one leg, the entire tail, or even the 

head. Be not alarmed ; you are only experiencing a demonstra¬ 

tion of the fact that a horse’s motions in chasing a fly are 

somewhat quicker than the leaves of the average camera-shutter. 

To get pictures of the horse in his most natural and graceful 

attitudes, one must find him at liberty in a field. Here even 

the most sober cart-horse shows his joy at the freedom that has 

long been denied him. Patience and a quick shutter will tend 

toward fine results in photographs of the many free and uncon¬ 

strained positions constantly recurring under these conditions. 

A good hand-camera, or the twin-lens or Reflex boxes, will also 

help to get good things without an undue use o? patience and 

plates. J. Horace M‘Farland. 

SOME MODIFICATIONS OF THE NORMAL PHOTOGRAPH. 

[Reprinted from “ The Scientific American.”! 

The amateur photographer begins with an ordinary camera, 

becomes dissatisfied and procures a better one, and frequently 

proceeds in the same manner until he is satisfied that he has 

secured the best instrument that can be obtained. It cuts the 

photographic image from the centre to the edge of the plate with 

fidelity, and he derives great satisfaction in possessing as good 

a lens as can be made. But before long he learns that a picture 

photographically perfect lacks a great deal in true artistic feel¬ 

ing and quality, and he begins to remedy the defects of the 

perfect lens by throwing the plate out of focus, or by using a 

larger stop, or both, and thus secures to some extent the broad 

effect that he has learned to admire. 

In addition to following out these suggestions he may produce 

artistic effects in other ways which recommend themselves to the 

experimenter in photography. One of the simplest methods of 

obtaining a soft ethereal effect consists in interposing between 

the lens and the plate a piece of ground glass, glass coated with 

ground glass substitute, or ground glass celluloid, placed at 

different distances from the plate, according to the effect de¬ 

sired. A very good scheme is to withdraw the slide from the 

plate-holder and replace it by a slide of translucent ground 

glass celluloid, like that shown in one of the illustrations, 

taking care to exclude the entrance of light by changing the 

slides under the focusing cloth, the exposure being made 

through the ground glass celluloid. The resulting picture, 

whether portrait or landscape, is soft in outline, and is p0B 

sessed of mellow lights and shades. The finer details of the 

photographic image are omitted, and the much-desired breadth 

is secured. If broader effects are desired a square of finely- 
ground glass can be placed in the camera within or inside of tie 
reversible back. Of course, the farther the glass or celluloid 

is removed from the sensitive plate the more details art- 

omitted from the negative. If it is desired to show more of the 

detail than is possible with a translucent slide of the kind 

described a thin sheet of crystal glass of the size of the plate 

may be coated with ground glass substitute and placed in the 

holder along with the plate, with either the film or coated side 

out, according to the effect desired. The ground glass celluloid 

when placed either side out in contact with the sensitive film 

produces a desirable effect. If it is difficult to get ground glass- 

celluloid a piece of fine, thin tracing paper may be secured by 

its corners to a thin piece of glass (an old negative glass, tho¬ 

roughly cleaned, will answer). The effect will be quite broad 

if the glass side is placed next the sensitive film, and the nega¬ 

tive will be very soft if the tissue paper is placed next the 

sensitive film. These interposed films absorb more or less of 

the light, and necessitate an increased exposure, but the increase 

is very slight and can be determined only by experiment in each 

case. A lantern slide produced from a negative of this kind, if 

well coloured, appears on the screen more like a painting than 

a photograph. 

Another peculiar effect is securer by placing over the sensitive 

plate a thickness of fine, thin muslin stretched over a frame of 

common tin, or thin brass plate, the frame being placed in the 

holder along with the plate. The muslin should be wet when- 

mounted and secured to the frame by stratena or some other 

adhesive cement. Broader effects may be produced by removing 

the muslin screen to the reversible back. 

Lantern slides printed from ordinary negatives through fine 

ground glass, or ground glass substitute, lend themselves beauti¬ 

fully to colouring, as they are broader and more like paintings 

than other coloured slides. 

A painter who dislikes to copy an ordinary photograph, on 

account of the difficulty of omitting detail, will find a copy of a 

good photograph taken through ground glass or tracing paper 

much more agreeable to follow than the photo with its many 

details. Half-tones may also be copied in this way. 

This may seem to the ultra-photographer, who takes the 

greatest interest in sharpness, depth, and multitudinous detail, 

as a retrograde movement, tending toward the degradation of 

photography, but the true artist will find use for photographic 

pictures with reduced detail. Geo. M. Hopkixs. 

-♦- 

Travel in Italy.—Mr. Consul S. J. A. Churchill, in a Report on the 
Trade of Sicily for 1901, makes the following observations :—“ Commercial 
travellers and others likely to be in Sicily for some days, and likely to 
travel to Girgenti, Syracuse, Catania, Taormina, and Messina, over the 
lines of the Sicula Orientale, should provide themselves with a photo¬ 
graph on white paper, and take out a first-class ticket for free circulation 
on this railway in any direction for one m<^ith at a cost of 100 lire (£4). 
This ticket also serves as a certificate of identity during its term of 
existence. Travellers who have had the misfortune to have their pockets 
picked or to have lost their baggage, and to have written home for a 
remittance, appear to expect that the remittance from Malta or the 
United Kingdom will be payable by the post-office when the letters whieh 
announce these remittances are received. This is not the case. No money 
order can be cashed until the letter of advice concerning it has been 
received from the central office at Turin. This, in cases of money orders 
from the United Kingdom or Malta, may take ten days or more. There¬ 
fore, any travellers in a hurry should not choose this means of obtaining 
a remittance. When the remittance arrives there will be the question of 
identity. This can easily be got over by any commercial or ordinary 
travellers spending a good deal of time abroad, especially in Italy, by 
proceeding to the nearest post-office with two known witnesses and a 
photograph on white paper, and receiving for a fee of 1 lira a ‘ Libretto 
di Ricognizione ’ (Certificate of Identity), good for the Kingdom of Italy- 
On payment of a fee of 1 lira, a certificate of identity can be obtained 
for the whole world.” 
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PHOTOGRAPHIC SURVEY AND RECORD OF SURREY. 

(Inaugurated May, 1902.) 

bject.—“The work of the Association shall be to preserve, by 

rmanent photographic process, records of antiquities, anthropology, 
hidings of interest, geology, natural history, passing events of local 
■ historical importance, portraits of notable persons, old documents, 
ire books, prints, maps, and scenery, so as to give a comprehensive 
irvey of what is valuable and representative in the county cf Surrey.” 

-Rule 2. 

President : 

The Right Hon. Viscount Midleton, Lord Lieutenant, County of 

urrey. 
V ice-Presidents. 

The Right Hon. C. T. Ritchie, M.P. 
H. C. Leigh-Bennett, M.P. 
Sir Frederick L. Cook, Bart., F.R.G.S., D.L., M.P. 
Charles Ernest Tritton, M.P. 
John Bums, M.P., L.C.C. 
Percy Melville Thornton, M.P. 
R. K. Causton, M.P. 
J. Macdona, M.P. • 
T. J. Macnamara, L.L.D., M.P. 
Wm. Keswick, M.P., J.P., D.L. 
Edward J. Halsey, C.A., J.P., Chairman Surrey County Council. 
Alderman Howarth Barnes, J.P., Mayor of Battersea. 
Col. Samuel B. Bevington, V.D., J.P., Mayor of Bermondsey. 
W. Scott-Scott, J.P., Mayor of Camberwell. 
N. Page, J.P., Mayor of Croydon. 
A. F. Asher, J.P., Mayor of Guildford. 
C. Burgess, J.P., Mayor of Godaiming. 
J. White, LL.D., J.P., Mayor of Lambeth. 
W. E. St. L. Finny, M.D., J.P., Mayor of Kingston-upon-Thames. 
F. Redman, J.P., Mayor of Southwark. 

Rules. 

I. —This Association shall be called “ The Photographic Survey and 
tecord of Surrey.” 

2. —The work of the Association shall be to preserve, by permanent 
ihotographic process, records of antiquities, anthropology, buildings 
if interest, geology, natural history, passing events of local or his- 
orical importance, portraits of notable persons, old documents, rare 
looks, prints, maps, and scenery, so_as to give a comprehensive survey 
>f what is valuable and representative in the county of Surrey. 

3. —The Association shall consist of photographic and other societies 
md individual members, with a president and vice-presidents. 

4. —Societies, or individual candidates, for election as members, 
•hall be proposed by any member or delegate. The election is vested 
n the council, and the subscription shall be two shillings and six¬ 
pence per annum for each delegate sent by a society, and member. 

5. —The business of the Association shall be transacted by a council, 
svhich shall consist of a chairman, local vice-chairman, hon. secretaries 
survey and general), hon. treasurer, hon. curator or curators, not 
more than two delegates from each associated society, and not less 
than six ordinary members. 

6. —The annual general meeting shall be held in March, when a 
report and audited statement of accounts for the year ending 
December 31st preceding shall be submitted, and the president, vice- 
presidents, officers, and auditors, and non-delegate members of the 
council shall be elected for the ensuing year. Voting shall be by 
ballot. Nominations shall be in writing and signed by at least two 
members, and shall be in the hands of the hon. general secretary seven 
clear days before the meeting; but societies shall elect their own 
delegates. 

7. -—At every general meeting, the chair shall be taken by the presi¬ 
dent, or failing him, by a. vice-president, or if no vice-president be 
present, the chairman shall be appointed by the meeting. 

8. —Meetings of the council shall fie held quarterly, and at such 
other times as may be necessary. Five shall form a quorum. The 
council shall have authority to appoint special committees with power 
to add to their number. 

9. —In the event of the death or resignation of any officer or other 
member of the council, the council shall have power to fill the vacancy, 
except in the case of a delegate of a society, when that society shall 
appoint a successor. 

10. —*Photographs (including lantern slides) shall be approved by 
the council before acceptance. Prints must be sent in unmotfnted, or 
on the regulation mounts. 

11-—These rules shall be altered only at an annual meeting, or at 
a special meeting convened for the purpose, and notice of any altera¬ 
tion shall be sent out with the circular convening the meeting fourteen 
clear days before the date thereof. 

12.—The general secretary, by direction of the council, or on the 
written request of not less than ten members, specifying the business, 

shall convene a general meeting, not later than four weeks after receipt 
of such direction or request. 

Notes. 

(a) *Tlie copyright of a photograph remains the property of a con¬ 
tributor, unless specially ceded to the Association. 

(b) A register will be kept by the hon. survey secretary of the names 
and addresses of contributors who are willing to sell or supply copies 
of their prints to those applying for them. 

Council : 

Chairman: W. Whitaker, B.A., F.R.S., F.G.S. 
Local Vice-Chairmen : Hector Maclean, F.G.S., F.R.P.S., President 

Croydon Camera Club; J. Bulbeck, Vice-President WTest Surrey 
Photographic Society. 

Hon. Treasurer: W. W. Topley, 3, Marlborough Road, Croydon. 
Hon. Curator: L. Stanley Jast, Chief Librarian, Croydon Public 

Libraries. 
Elected Members: W. Watts, M.A., Prof, of Geology, University 

of Birmingham; J. J. H. Teall, M.A., F.R.S., P.G.S. ; Prof. J. W. 
Judd, C.B., LL.D., F.R.S., F.G.S. ; H. Keatley Moore, B.A., B.Mus. ; 
Councillor J. Noaks; G. W. Moore; C. L. Faunthorpe; J. H. Baldock, 
F.C.S. ; A. Roods; G. Clinch, F.G.S.; Alderman F Foss, J.P. ; 
E. Mawdesley, B.A., LL.B., Town Clerk, Croydon; J. Epps, Junr., 
F. L.S., President Croydon Nat. Hist, and Scientific Society. 

Delegated Members: B. H. Winslow, E. L. Curtis, Norwood 
Natural Science Society; W. Wood, W. H. Rogers, Thornton Heath 
Photographic Society; E. Gane Inge, E. W. Eele, Haslemere Nat. 
Hist, and Micro. Society; E. Salt, H. M. Bennett, Croydon Camera 
Club; N. F. Robarts, F.G.S., Croydon Nat. Hist, and Scientific 
Society; R. Hovenden, F.S.A., S. W. Kershaw, M.A., F.S.A., Brit. 
Arch. Association; M. S. Giuseppi, F.S.A., W. Bruce Bannerman, 
F.S.A., F.G.S., Surrey Arch. Society; A. C. Haddon, F.R.S. (Pres.),. 
J. Gray, B.Sc., Anthropological Institute; E. A. Martin, F.G.S.,. 
Croydon and Norwood Branch Selborne Society; C. Thwaites, Sutton 
Photographic Club; H. W. Monckton, F.L.S., F.G.S., W. P. D. 
Stubbing, F.G.S., Geologists’ Association; G. R. Beckett, G. Robin¬ 
son, South Norwood Photographic Society; W. H. Wilshere, West 
Surrey Photographic Society; R. Quick, M.IS., Dulwich Scientific 
and Literary Association; H. G. Quarterman, Society of Architects; 
F. W. East, Kingston-upon-Thames and District Photographic Society;. 
J. J . Coleman, F. Sears, Clapham Junction Y.M.C.A. Natural Science 
Circle; W Coomer,. W. J. Wilson, Croydon Y.M.C.A. Camera Club; 
F. R. Taylor, E. W. M. Wonnacott, Architectural Association Camera 
and Cycling Club; J. M. Hobson, M.D., B.Sc., Croydon Antiquities 
Protection Committee. 

Hon. Secretaries : Survey, H. D. Gower, 55, Benson Road, Croydon;. 
General, J. M. Hobson, M.D., B.Sc., 1, Morland Road, Croydon. 

-4- 

PRACTICAL NOTES AND HINTS CONCERNING 

“SULPHITE,” “METABISULPHITE,” ETC., ETC. 

II. 

QUANTITY TO BE USED IN PHOTOGRAPHIC DEVELOPER (Sulphite). 

This is a practical matter of very considerable importance from 
various points of view, and upon which somewhat widely different 
opinions have been expressed. The quantities herein suggested may 
be taken as representing the average opinion of the leading autho¬ 
rities : — 

Pyro-ammonia developer should contain 8 grains per ounce of mixed 
developer. 

Pyro soda requires quite double the quantity, say 20 grains per 
ounce. 

With quinol, i.e., hydrokinone, its presence seems essential, and 
20-40 grains per ounce seems the range of reliable opinion. The 
same proportions apply also in the case of erkonogen. 

With amidol the quantity should not exceed 60, or at most 80, 
grains per ounce. 

The above quantities refer to the total quantity of sulphite per 
ounce of mixed developer in the dish when exposed to the air. 

Obviously, these conditions are not quite the same as when a con¬ 
centrated or stock solution of pyro metol, etc., is required. 

In the case of pyro stock solution, rendered slightly acid with nitric 
or, preferably, citric acid, it will be found that 4oz. sulphite dissolved 
in 8oz. boiled water, then acidified and added to loz. pyro, and then 
made up 10 fluid ounces (i.e., say 5 grains pyro per dram of solution), 
will keep a light colour fully six months. Amidol, ortol, and metol 
require less than one-fourth this quantity of preservative, but one in 
ten is a convenient proportion. It should be borne in mind that an 
excess of sulphite is harmful, as it is a solvent of silver bromide, and 
in excess tends to give fog. 

METABISULPHITE AS A PRESERVATIVE. 

From the above theoretical considerations we should expect to find 
the meta salt about two and a half times as efficacious as the normal 
sulphite, but experience shows that its contained sulphur dioxide is 
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more readily available. Consequently, in practice, we find that one 
part of the meta salt is roughly equivalent to four parts of the sulphite. 

Thus one ounce of pyro needs four ounces of sulphite in 10 of water, 
but one ounce of the meta salt seems to act quite as well, if not 
better. 

Doubtless many of the complaints anent the use of the meta salt are 
iae to thoughtlessly substituting one salt for the other in equal quan¬ 
tities. A moment’s thought will show that if two developers be made 
up with equal quantities of sulphite and meta sulphite (the alkali 
being also the same in both) that the meta solution will be much less 
active, because already so much of the alkali has been neutralised 
by the acid meta salt. 

TESTS, REACTIONS, AND SIMPLE EXPERIMENTS. 

The reader is advised to make himself familiar with the properties 
of sulphites and sulphates by repeating the following very easily per¬ 
formed experiments ; — 

SULPHITES. 

Use sodium sulphite dissolved in pure water. 

(1) Add a few drops of dilute hydrochloric acid. A pungent, nose- 
stinging gas (SO2) is given off, and suggests the smell of burning 
sulphur matches. 

(2) Cover a few small bits of clean zinc with water, add a few drops 
of hydrochloric acid Note that bubbles of (hydrogen) gas are given off. 
This gas (when pure) has no smell. Now add a few drops of sulphite 
solution. An evil-smelling (rotten-egg like) gas is given off. This is 
hydrogen sulphide or sulphuretted hydrogen. Moisten a bit of 
blotting paper with a solution of lead acetate, and lay this on the 
mouth of the test tube. The darkening of the paper (by formation 

■of lead sulphide) indicates the presence of sulphuretted hydrogen gas. 

(3) To some sulphite solution add a few drops of silver nitrate 
solution. A white precipitate (silver sulphite) is formed. Divide the 
milky mixture into two parts. To one part add more sulphite of 
soda solution. The precipitate dissolves. To the other part add 
hypo solution (fixing bath). The white silver sulphite also dissolves. 

(4) To another portion of sulphite solution add silver nitrate, with 
shaking, until a permanent precipitate is formed. Now gently heat 
to boiling, when the precipitate darkens and some metallic silver is 
thrown down on the inside of the test tube, forming a mirror-like 
surface. 

(5) To a solution of potassium bromide add a few drops of silver 
nitrate solution. A light yellow precipitate of silver bromide is 
formed. Fill up the test tube with water and shake well. Allow 
the precipitate to settle, pour off the clean super-natent fluid, and 
half fill with water. Shake and divide into two parts. To one part 
add soda sulphite solution. The silver bromide is dissolved. To the 
other add clean, fixing bath, hypo solution. The precipitate is dis¬ 
solved. Compare experiment. 

(6) To a solution of sodium sulphite add solution of barium chloride, 
or, preferably, barium nitrate. A white precipitate of barium sulphite 
and probably some sulphate is thrown down. Fill up the test tube 
with water and shake well. Allow precipitate to settle, and pour off 
the char liquid. Half fill with clear water, shake, and divide into 
two parts. To one add either.strong hydrochloric acid, or, preferably, 
dilute nitric acid. This dissolves the sulphite and leaves the sulphate 
unaffected. Comparison of the two tubes gives a rough idea of the 
quantities of sulphite and sulphate. 

SEPARATION OF SULPHIDE, SULPHATE, AND SULPHITE. 

(7) Add barium chloride, or, preferably, nitrate. Sulphates and sul¬ 
phites are thrown down. Filter. Filtrate contains any sulphides, 
l est with lilhr it< with hydrochloric acid. Hydrogen sulphide evolved 
if sulphide pivM'ni Sh il«> the precipitate with pure hydrochloric, or, 

" d'ly, i: . .-id. dilute. The sulphates are dissolved. Filter. 
I" the fib r.i.* . Id dy iru.iilnri- acid, if it does not already smeh of 

sulphur diox id' The insoluble precipitate is a sulphate. This ex¬ 
periment is best seen in tabular form. 

Sulphide— Sulphate—Sulphite, 
-r . BaCl2 or Ba(N03)2 

Precipitate Filuate 
If NOa + Hydrochloric acid 

Sulphuretted Hydrogcn 
evolved by sulphide. 

i 
Precipitate I' iltrate 
Sulphate. Odour of SO, 

of sulphite present. 
F. C. Lambert. 

THE R P S. DINNER. 

The following gentlemen constitute the organising committee: Mr. 
Frank Bishop, Dr. Ernest C. Fincham, Mr. Alfred Ellis, Mr. T. E. 
Freshwater, and Mr. Martin Jacolette. 

The following will act as stewards: Mr. James Brown, Mr lb nry 
E. Davis, Mr. T. Sebastian Davis, Mr. W. E. Dunmore, Dr A. R. F. 
Evershed, Mr. John H. Gear, Mr. Thomas K. Grant, Dr. C. F. Grind- 
rod, Mr. Henry E. Hull, Mr. H. Vivian Hyde, Mr. Francis Luce, 
Mr. C. F. Inston, Mr. Ernest Marriage, Mr. J. C. S. Mummery, 
Mr. Leslie Selby, Mr. R. Lang Sims, Mr. G. W. Tottem, Mr. T. C. 

i Turner, Mr. H. Snowden Ward. 
The annexed circular has been issued to members: Fellows and 

members of the Society, and members of affiliated societies, are 
reminded that the Royal Photographic Society’s Dinner will be held 
at the Cafe Royal, on Monday, September 29th. Those who intend 
to take part, and have not yet signified their intention to do so, are 
requested to send an early intimation to the secretary or one of the 
stewards, stating whether they will be accompanied by any friends. 
The tickets are half-a-guinea each, exclusive of wine. Final arrange¬ 
ments have to be made very shortly, and it is important that the 
committee know how many for whom to provide. 

The Secretary, 
Royal Photographic Society, 

66, Russell Square, London, W.C. 
September, 1902. 

Please send me Tickets for the Royal Photographic 

Society's Dinner to be held on September 29th, at the Cafe Royal. 

I enclose remittance for . 

Signed. 

Address. 

-*- 

THE KODAK COMPANY’S NEW PREMISES. 

On Monday last, on the occasion of the official opening of their new 
showrooms, offices, etc., at 41-43, Clerkenwell Road, E.C., Messrs. 
Kodak, Limited, had an “at home.” The additional premises now 
forming part of the Kodak headquarters were until recently in the occu¬ 
pation of Messrs. Salmon and Gluckstein, and contain a floor area of 
some 23,000 square feet. By this acquisition the accommodation placed 
at the disposal of the firm for extra stockroom and office space for 

A Corner of the New Kodak Reception Room. 

present needs, and for future contemplated expansions, has been more 
than doubled. The frontage of the establishment carries a sign com¬ 
posed of the word “ Kodak ” in wood letters no less than 17 feet high, 
the most prominent feature of the interior of the new premises is a 
handsomely decorated showroom on the first floor. The board-room and 
the managerial offices are also situated on this floor. 

The latest Kodak novelties were demonstrated, together with a full 
range of Kodak cameras and accessories. An interesting display was 
also made of bromide enlargements from Kodak photographs. _ A 
novelty shown was the1 Kodak Developing Machine, which is a 
nickelled metal box, into which the exposed spool is placed. A few 
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turns of the handle unwind the black paper covering of the film; the 
developer is now poured in, and the turning of the handle continued 
until the negatives are developed. Fixing and washing are carried 
out in the same manner. Demonstrations of the new apparatus were 
given. 

Deu) Apparatus, $c. 
——- ■—- 

Messrs. Erdmann and Schanz, of 116, Bedford Hill, Balham, S.W., are 
issuing the following stereoscopic slides :—Views of the United Kingdom; 
royal palaces (interiors and exteriors), London street scenes and principal 
buildings, Kew Gardens, the Thames, seaside resorts, cathedrals, castles, 
abbeys, ruins, English, Scotch, and Irish scenery. Views: Foreign; 
France, Germany, Italy, Monaco, Switzerland, Belgium, Greece, Norway, 
Sweden, Palestine, Algeria, United States America, West Indies. Views : 
India and Ceylon. This series includes a large number of type studies, 
native temples and other buildings, general views, and street scenes. 
Hoar Frost Scenes. Statuary; Antique and Modern; a series of the 
principal statues in the Vatican and other noted galleries. Animals 
(Wild); lions, tigers, elephants, giraffes, zebras, emus, etc., etc. Military 
types; types of British Regiments, including Grenadier Guards, Royal 
Horse Guards, Scots Guards, Dragoons, Royal Artillery, Imperial Yeo¬ 
manry, etc., etc., Australian and New Zealand Regiments, Canadian and 
West Indian Regiments, French Regiments, etc., etc. Humorous; comic 
scenes, tableaux vivants and fanciful scenes. Art Studies from Life of 
the Female Figure. South African War; this series comprises many 
interesting scenes illustrating the whole of the War. Royal Coronation ; 
a series of scenes of the Coronation Procession, Naval Review and 
Review of Indian troops. Shipping and Locomotives. Coloured Stereos; 
this series of hand-painted slides includes flowers, views and tableaux 
vivants Messrs. Erdmann and Schanz are also introducing the 
“ Triumph ” aluminium stereoscope, with plush-bound and hand-engraved 
hood, and varnished sycamore shaft. They send this stereoscope on 
approval to applicants, by parcel post. The instrument is well finished, 
strong and serviceable, and is of the “ Holmes ” pattern. The stereoscope 
and the slides are supplied to the trade. 

The Falloroll Camera. Sold by Jonathan Fallowfield, 146, Charing Cross 
Road, W.C., London. 

The “ Falloroll,” it may be assumed, comes at the end of a long line of 
new cameras which have been offered to the public during the spring 
and summer (as we must in courtesy refer to these seasons) of the presen 
year. The principal characteristics of the instrument are thus concisely 
described in the little handbook which accompanies it : — 

“ The Falloroll camera is one of the folding type of camera, taking 
plates or films; the latter can be both put in and taken out in daylight, 

Fig. I. 

any make of film may be used in the camera, and by a simple and in¬ 
genious arrangement a plate-holder holding two quarter plates can be 
used with the same back used for films. Fig. II. will show how the plate- 
holder and the focussing screen may be used. To use the camera press 
the button on the right-hand side, and this allows the aluminium front 
baseboard to fall into place. To draw the lens and bellows into position, 
press the two small handles at the bottom of the lens, at the same time 
draw the camera front, with lens outwards till the pointer on the left 
is at the distance (in feet) of the object which you wish to photograph. 
The clamping is automatic, and directly the pressure on the two handles 
is released they spring back and hold the front firmly in position. The 
camera is fitted with a tripod screw hole, and can be used either for 
portrait or landscape views. It has a reversible finder. The shutter of 
the Falloroll is of the Unicum pattern, made by the well-known opticians 
Messrs. Bausch and Lomb. The lens is a rapid rectilinear working at 
f 8 and having Iris diaphragms. 

“To load the camera (see Fig. III.) place the film in the space at the 
top, and in such a way that the reel is working on the two small pivots 
which work by springs at either side ; see that the black paper winds in 
such a way that the spool is underneath, and bring the end across the 
two nickel rollers and space, and slip into the slot of the wooden reel 

Fig. II. 

at the bottom. Then shut the back and wind till a figure appears under 
the red window (which should be always at the top of the camera). The 
camera is now ready to take the first picture. Full out the front and 
place pointer at the distance marked on metal disc to which the object 
corresponds.” 

Nowadays, the difficulty of imparting novelty in design, form, or detail 
to hand cameras by no means tends to diminish; it may almost be taken 
as axiomatic that in half a dozen instruments chosen at random the 
points of resemblance mostly outnumber those of difference. Neverthe- 

Fig. III. 

less, the makers of the Falloroll have quite succeeded in rendering it 
distinctive in one or two respects. The back, it will be observed, is 
permanently hinged, and in place of the removable panel either the 
focussing screen or the double dark slide may be inserted in the focal 
plane. The method of inserting the spools is shown in Fig. III. From 
the practical point of view, we can certify that the Falloroll is an easy 
instrument to work. The other features of the camera are indicated 
in the above-quoted description. It is beautifully made, with metal 
baseboard, nickelled fittings, movable finder, and focussing scale. The 
shutters of the dark slide are of bright metal. The “Falloroll” appeals 
to a wide circle of modern photographers, with whom it should become 

a favourite. 

Mr. Randolph Smith, of the St. Michael Street Studio, Malton, has 
been honoured by His Majesty the King accepting from him an album 
of photographic views of the local Coronation celebrations. The letter 
received by Mr. Smith is as follows : “ The Private Secretary is com¬ 
manded by the King to thank Mr. Randolph Smith for his letter of the 
11th inst., and in reply to say that if he will forward the album of photo¬ 
graphic views his Majesty will be pleased to accept it.—30th August, 
1902.” 
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meetings of Societies, 
--♦- 

MEETINGS OF SOCIETIES FOR NEXT WEEK. 

Sipt. Name of Society. Subject. 

12. 

13. 
13. 

Croydon Scientific Society . 
I Consideration of Rules for the Poitfolio 
\ Criticisms. 

Barking. Leader, Alex. Lees. 
Richmond Park. West London Photographic ... 

f Demonstration of the “ Rotograph ” 
[ Papers by Mr. W. A. Sims (of the 
[ Rotary Photographic Co ) 

15. Southampton Camera Club. 

17. Southampton Camera Club. Ramble —Beaulieu. 
17. North Middlesex Phut graphic Bromide knlarqinq. F. A. Haylett. 
17. Borough Polytechnic . Monthly Outings Competition. 

SOUTHAMPTON CAMERA CLUB.* 

The members of the above elub met on the 1st inst., under the presi¬ 
dency of Mr. G. Vivien, when a print competition took place, the subject 
being “Architecture.” 

Some very creditable specimens were submitted for criticism, those 
contributed by Mr. Cooke being pronounced the winning pair. They were 
excellent enlargements—one of the Norman portion of Winchester 
Cathedral (north transept), and the other of the ambulatory at St. Cross, 
uear Winchester 

Mr. Cooke was awarded the club’s certificate of merit. 

DEVONPORT CAMERA CLUB. 

Mr. R. J. Lamb presided over the annual meeting of the Devonport 
Camera Club, held at the Technical Schools, Devonport, last week. The 
secretary, Mr. F. B. Langdon, read the committee’s 11th annual report, 
which stated that fourteen general meetings had been held, at which 
instructions and practical demonstrations had been given on enlarging, 
lantern-slide Hiking, Christoid films, gaslight papers (exposing with 
Dawson’s densitometer), Wellington films and slow contact paper, im¬ 
proving negatives and prints, colour photography (on which occasion 
members of Stonehouse Camera Club attended), and the carbon process. 
The lantern evenings, at which members’ friends, including ladies, were 
cordially invited, were successful, much credit being due to Messrs. J. F. 
Coombs, W. G. Parkman, and J. Neal for services rendered in manipulat¬ 
ing the lantern. It was to be hoped that good work had resulted from 
the summer outings arranged to Ivybridge, Dousland, and Yelverton, 
Denham Bridge, and Buckland Abbey. The visit to the ancient abbey, 
by kind permission of Lady Eliott Drake, and to whose hospitality the 
club was greatly indebted, was much enjoyed. At the close of the winter 
session the late president, who was entrusted and had undertaken respon¬ 
sible work in connection with the proposed exhibition, unexpectedly 
resigned, which necessitated a postponement. The committee, however, 
trusted that arrangements would be made shortly for holding an exhibition 
worthy of the town of Devonport, which had reason to be proud of having 
given ” to the photographic world one of its earliest pioneers, Robert 
Hunt, born in Devonport, or “ Dock,” as it was called in 1807. The club 
had been affiliated with the Royal Photographic Society for six years, 
which conferred upon its members the right of attending the meetings 
of other affiliated societies. The affiliation now comprised 100 societies 
in Great Britain, Ireland, India, Australia, New Zealand, and South 
Africa, with an aggregate membership of between 8,000 and 9,000, every 
member of which received a copy of the Red Book, its production being 
a permit to photograph in places where otherwise specific permission had 
to be obtained. 

The committee regretted having to record the death of Mr. Jas. A. 
Iloolds, who filled the office of president two years ago, and was an 
■ nthusiastic and valued member; also of Messrs. J. B. Foster and T. W. 
K.irl. Consequent upon the frequent changes in a town connected with 
Government establishments, some useful and earnest members had 
resigned. The committee, therefore, honed others who take interest in 
l>h'itogriphy v r ild become members.—The treasurer, Mr. A. J. Catford, 
r - ported a balance in hand of £1 Is. 6d., which the Chairman thought 

very satisfactory.—Mr. Langdon remarked that it was so, considering 
that they commenced with an adverse balance.—Mr. R. J. Lamb was 
r« -elect'd president for the forthcoming yearn and the following officers 

also elected:—Vice-presidents, Messrs. C. Croydon, J. F. Coombs, 
\V. f! Lethbridge, and J. Trouern Trend; committee, Messrs. A. Tregise, 
W. II Mayne, R. Maw, and R. O. Joliffc; secretary, Mr. A. J. Catford; 

irer, Mr. F. It Langdon. Mr. R. G. Lamb and Dr. E. S. 
S iders were anpointed delegates to the Royal Photographic Society, 
and Mi >srs W. G. Parkman and S. F. J. Heal (assistant) lanternists. 

A v< ■ iks to i e retiring officers was passed. 

LONDON AND PROVINCIAL PHOTOGRAPHIC ASSOCIATION. 

Si.t’TKMbf.r 4th.—Mr. T. E. Freshwater in the chair. 
Mr. A. L. Henderson showed a photograph, on a cardboard mount, 

renresenting some seaside view, and drew attention to the strong dis- 
»!• uration that it had undergone through exposure to the sea air. He 

I lieved it to be not an instance of imperfect fixing, as some would sup- 
- bn an effect due entirely to the atmosphere of seaside places. In 

his exj ei - ct such prints were common in the coast towns. He proposed 
to open a discussion on the matter early in October 

The hon. secretary passed round some sample sheets of Mr. H. E. 
Bullen’s sensitised albumenised paper. In reference to a difficulty^ 
recently alluded to, in the getting of blue tones on ready-sensitised 
albumenised paper, Mr. Bullen expressed his belief that with his paper 
any such difficulty would be found to disappear. 

Mr. Henderson passed round another photograph made by Dr. Grun 
with his fluid lens in order to test its defining power under severe con¬ 
ditions. The doctor claimed to have made considerable improvements in 
his lens, and the test shown would probably have demonstrated the fact 
had particulars of the stop used and the conditions under which the photo¬ 
graph was made been available. 

Mr. Henderson then gave a display of slides taken during his recent 
travels in Spain. 

Many of his pictures were of Burgos, the capital of Old Castile, situated 
on the Arlanzon, one of the small tributaries of the Douro. Its cathedral 
is one of the finest in Spain, full of richness and beauty,, and containing 
some fourteen chapels. It abounds in a wealth of beautiful carving and 
ornament, which compels the admiration, even in a country like Spain, 
where exquisite taste, luxuriance of detail and superbness of design are 
to be found in the architecture of past centuries almost at every step. 
Contrary to what he anticipated, Mr. Henderson found that the beggars 
were not such important features of Spain as had been represented. 
His photographs in the streets, however, frequently suffered from the 
unsightly crowds of youths and children who thought it well to monopolise 
the foregrounds of his compositions. Notwithstanding this little trouble, 
however, the photographs were all much admired, and especially the 
interiors, where Mr. Henderson seems to have spent hours and hours 
days together reproducing the wonderful beauties of the old palaces, 
cathedrals and churches. Most of the pictures were from stereoscopic 
pairs, and a number were panoramic in their nature. Many of the 
palaces are now used as dwellings by the poorest people, and very pic¬ 
turesque are the “ bits ” to be found in their vicinity. 

Cordoba also attracted Mr. Henderson and his camera. Its former 
magnificence has much decayed. The cathedral is a splendid edifice, and 
the mosque, fountains, courtyards, city walls and gates yet make very 
fine subjects for the photographer. Granada, the capital of the last of 
the Moorish kingdoms, stands in a plain of much beauty at the northern 
foot of the Sierra Nevada. It is a most interesting place, and Mr. Hender¬ 
son was much fascinated by its attractions. The mountains in the dis¬ 
tance lend also a charm to the place that is refreshing in its variety. 
The Alhambra, lastly, calls for almost more praise than any of the 
preceding places. Its handsome pillared courts and mosaics provide 
infinite opportunities for the picture-maker, and the lecturer availed him¬ 
self with his usual success of these fine old Moorish glories. 

A hearty vote of thanks to Mr. Henderson closed the meeting. 

-♦- 

Commercial $ Cegal Intelligence 
We have received a catalogue of photographic, optical, and electrical 

goods from Mr. James Henderson, photographic dealer, 164, Union Street, 
Aberdeen. 

Re The Sensitised Paper Manufacturing Syndicate (Limited).—Under 
the failure of this company adjourned meetings of the creditors and 
shareholders were held at the London Bankruptcy Court on Monday last 
before Mr. H. E. Burgess, Assistant Receiver, and it was intimated that 
the official receiver would continue to act as liquidator under the 
proceedings. 

British Trade and Foreign Competition.—Lord C. Beresford, M.P., in 
reply to a correspondent, who asked “ In what direction should our 
natural energies be increased in order to meet successfully the competi¬ 
tion of foreign countries?” says:—“It is my opinion that if we wish to 
compete with foreign countries we must work on the same methods which 
foreign countries have found so successful. During my mission in China, 
in 1898, on behalf of the Associated Chambers of Commerce, I found 
foreign countries made and sent out what the people wanted. Many 
British firms were only prepared to make and send out what they thought 
the people ought to want. Foreign countries will accept orders so small 
that such orders really amount to samples only. British firms rari'y 
take small orders, the reason advanced being that they do not pay. In 
trade the great effort should be to form new connections, and, with this 
object in view, orders, no matter how small, should be accepted. Foreign 
commercial firms make out prices and weights of commodities in the 
language of the country with which they wish to trade. British com¬ 
mercial firms generally give English currency, and use the English system 
of weights and measures, the most difficult of all for a foreigner to 
understand. Foreign commercial agents are obliged to learn the language 
of the country with which they desire to trade. Many British commercial 
agents appear to take a pride in knowing no language but their own, and 
seem to regard those who cannot sneak English as peonle wanting' in 
intelligence. The British trader had formerly a monopoly in many of 
the trading centres of the world. He is now met by the fiercest and 
most determined competition in every quarter of the globe. Unless the 
British commercial classes realise this fact, and compete in a manner 
suitable to modern requirements, British trade and commerce is bound 
to decline.” Now there is no question that there is a great deal of truth 
in what the writer says. Take, for example, photographic apparatus. 
The English market is at the present time being flooded with hand cameras 
of foreign make—French, German, and American—taking the English 
quarter-plate, a standard size in this country. But in the countries in 
which they are made it is not, and a difficulty is often met with abroad 
in getting plates the size for them. All these cameras are made expressly 
for the English market, and it shows the enterprise of the foreigner. 
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Peios ana Dotes. 
Darwen Photographic Association.—An exhibition of photographic 

work will be held in the Belgrave Schools, Darwen, from Thursday, 
November 13th, to Saturday, November 15th, 1902. The judges will be 
Messrs. Alex. Keighley, F.R.P.S., and Percy Lund. The following classes 
are open to all amateurs and professionals :—Class 1.—Landscape, sea¬ 
scape, or river scenery. Class 2.—Portraiture, figure, fruit, flower, or 
animal studies. Class 3.—Architecture. Class 4.—Best print not above 
half-plate, mounted or framed, any subject, for those who have never 
won a prize. Class 5.—Set of four lantern slides. Entrance fee Is. per 
set. 6.—Champion Class (First prize, silver medal; second prize, bronze 
medal).—For best picture, any size or subject, and produced by any 
process, and sole work of exhibitor. Should the entries exceed 80 an 
■extra gold medal will be awarded. Entry form, with full entrance fee or 
fees, must reach hon. secretary on or before November 6th, 1902. 
Exhibits must arrive at Belgrave School, labelled “ Photographic Exhibit,” 
not later than November 12th. The hon. secretary is Mr. J. G. Thomas, 
Fern Cottage, Sough Road, Darwen. 

Chlorophyll Formation in Absence of Light.—It was shown by Radais 
t(C. R., 130, 793) that Algae can form chlorophyll in the absence cf light. 
Artari, who has recently occupied himself with the same subject, comes 
to the conclusion that under these conditions the formation of chlorophyll 
is controlled by the form in which the nitrogenous compounds are pro¬ 
vided. Experiments were made with the green Alga Stichoccocus bacil- 
laris. A culture solution containing cane sugar and the other necessary 
.constituents, except nitrogen, was prepared, and to this was added a 
nitrogenous compound. It was found that when peptone, asparagin, or 
ammonium acetate was supplied the alga continued to form chlorophyll 
in the dark, although it was noted that the chromatophores did not remain 
.quite normal. If, however, the nitrogen was added in the form of leucin 
or potassium nitrate, then the alga generally lost the green colour 
altogether. But the colour could be restored either by placing the culture 
in the light, or even in the dark if asparagin was substituted as the 
source of nitrogen.—Berichte der Deutschen Bot. Gesellschaft, 20, 201 
(From the “ Pharmaceutical Journal.”) 

In the Right Direction,—We are pleased to see a Bill has been intro¬ 
duced into the State Parliament to provide for and regulate the method 
of advertising in or near public places. We have on several occasions 
expressed regret that our beautiful harbour and foreshores should be the 
dumping grounds of the bill-sticker. So we reasonably rejoice that there 
is a prospect of our pleasure resorts being so protected that they may 
display their natural beauties undisturbed. The Bill, among other 
ithings, enacts that “ no person or body corporate shall erect, or cause to 
be erected, on the foreshores of the harbour of Port Jackson, any hoard¬ 
ing or other structure for the purpose of placing or exhibiting thereon 
any placard, sign, or advertisement of any kind whatsoever.” Advertise¬ 
ments on buildings are also prohibited, as well as on land adjoining fore¬ 
shores or adjacent to the harbour. Penalties not exceeding £2 and £5 
are provided. We would like to see this desirable measure go a step 
further, and check the present unsightly practice of sailing boats dis¬ 
playing their pink, blue and black pill announcements. We sincerely 
trust the Bill may pass.—“ The Australasian Photographic Review.” 

The Goldsmiths’ Institute, New Cross, S.E.—Courses of photographic 
lectures and demonstrations will be given, commencing September 24th 
and 26th, 1902. On Friday evenings, from 8.30 to 9.30, a six-months’ 

■course on practical elementary photography will be given. On Wednesday 
■evenings, from 7.30 to 9.30, a six-months’ course on practical advanced 
photography will be given, including enlarged negative making, retouch¬ 
ing and working-up negatives; carbon and gum-bichromate printing; 
preparation of printing papers; lantern slides by three-colour process; 
photo-lithography, collotype process blocks, photogravure, etc. Each 
lecture will be illustrated either by a practical demonstration of the 
process under consideration, or by specially prepared lantern slides pro¬ 
jected by an electric lantern. Students at the above courses will be 

■eligible to sit for the examinations in photography of the City and Guilds 
of London Institute, held in May, 1903, at their fee of 3s. 6d. The Friday 
course will prepare for the ordinary grade examination, and the Wed¬ 
nesday course for the honours grade examination. The ordinary 
grade must be passed first. Practical courses will be given during 
quarters commencing September 22nd, 1902; January 5th, 1903; and 
March 30th, 1903; and including individual tuition indoors and outdoors. 
For ladies—Monday afternoons from 2.30 to 4.30; Monday evenings from 
6.30 to 9. For gentlemen—Tuesday afternoons from 2.30 to 4.30; Tuesday 
evenings from 7 to 9.45. Fees each course—One. quarter, 10s. 6d.; two 
•quarters, 17s. 6d.; three quarters, 25s. 

Papers Read before the Royal Astronomical Society.—I have upon 
more than one occasion commented here on the insufferable dreariness 
of certain papers which the Council of the Royal Astronomical Society 
"has selected for reading—or permitted to be read at the ordinary meet¬ 
ings of the Society. That this dreariness is not always necessarily inherent 
in the papers themselves I have proof in a series of reprints of some of 
them which have been issued from the Oxford University Observatory, 
which, being presented in a form admitting of study, become of very real 
interest. Notably is this the case with one by Mr. Plummer, “ On the 
Accuracy of Photographic Measures,” discussing a paper by M. Loewy, 
in which I venture to think that our very eminent French confrere by no 
means gets the best of it. Now I have before remarked in these columns 
upon the irksome and depressing effect of some of Mr. Plummer’s oral 
contributions to the Society’s proceedings; but here, where the reader 

can peruse it at his leisure, we find a real addition to our knowledge con¬ 
veyed in a lucid and readable form. The series of reprints of which I 
am speaking contains also essays by Prof. Turner, including his discussion 
with Sir David Gill as to the trustworthiness of the late Prof. Pritchard’s 
photographic determination of stellar parallax; an ingenious suggestion 
for surveying with a camera; on the performance of various object-glasses 
in photographing stars; and the third paper of a series on stationary 
meteoric radiant points. Like everything that Prof. Turner puts his pen 
to, these are all worth reading. Surely the inference from all this is 
obvious.—F. R. A. S. in the “English Mechanic and World of Science.” 

The Late George M. Hopkins.—It is with most profound sorrow that 
we (“ The Scientific American ”) record the decease on the 17th ult., at 
Cheshire, Mass., of Mr. George M. Hopkins, so long identified with the 

Scientific American ” as Associate Editor. It was while enjoying a 
vacation trolley outing with his wife in this beautiful locality among the 
Berkshire Mountains that Mr. Hopkins became suddenly ill on the 15th, 
and despite the best medical treatment, never recovered. His sudden 
demise wili be a great shock to his intimate associates in the “ Scientific 
American. Mr. George M. Hopkins was born in Oakfield, Genesee 
County, New York, November 21st, 1842, and while a lad went with his 
father and family to Albion, Orleans County, New York, where he 
received the usual public school education. He early displayed a liking 
for mechanics, having a natural ability to discover the reason of things 
in a mechanical way as they were studied. His father encouraged him 
to pursue matters to his liking by having him obtain practical informa¬ 
tion in the workshops at Albion. He early made the acquaintance of 
Thomas A. Edison, in whose laboratory he worked, and the friend^nip 
continued throughout the epoch of the telephone and electric light develop¬ 
ment, and to the present time. On May 10th, 1876, he became connected 
with the “ Scientific American,” beginning his work as an attorney in the 
Patent Department; it was soon noticed that he evinced a fondness for 
experimenting in matters connected with physics, especially in a more 
simple and direct way than was customary. He was encouraged in this 
work, and from time to time the results were published in the “ Scientific 
American.” The experiments were so simple and clear that any boy 
could understand them. The value of the published experiments was that 
they were based on actual manufacture of the apparatus and trial before 
publication. It is needless to add that these many different publications 
formed the nucleus of Mr. Hopkins’ popular book, “ Experimental 
Science,” which has been of such assistance to many thousands of students 
of physics. Some months ago Mr. Hopkins undertook a thorough revision 
of the book, with a view to bringing it up to date, that many of the 
remarkable discoveries of the last few years might be included. It is a 
great gratification to feel that this work was entirely completed, and 
that the proofs had been thoroughly revised and read by Mr. Hopkins before 
he started on his vacation several weeks ago. The popularity of the 
work is shown by the fact that the twenty-third edition has just been 
published. Of late years he gave particular attention to literary 
work, editing the special department of “ Notes and queries,” 
and contributing to our columns a series of scientific articles 
which were marked by the clearness and brevity by which his work is 
easily recognised. Mr. Hopkins possessed in a marked degree the literary 
qualifications of a scientific writer. To his simplicity and clearness of 
style, no doubt, was largely due the great popularity of his writings, 
which attracted and held the interest of the widely diversified classes of 
readers who were interested in the subjects he discussed and subscribed 
for his published works. It is certain, moreover, that his directness and 
purity of style were one expression of the character of the man himself; 
for our late associate was possessed of sterling traits that wor him the 
invariable respect and admiration of all those with whom he had business 
relations. His disposition was most kindly, amiable and attractive. He 
was ever ready to render assistance and freely impart such knowledge 
as he possessed. Mr. Hopkins occupied his leisure hours with the prac¬ 
tice of photography as a stepping-stone for the study of art. He enjoyed 
painting small pictures as a pastime, using his photographs as a guide. 

German Legislation Against Advertising Disfigurement.—Mr. R Evans, 
hon. secretary of the Society for Checking the Abuses of Public Adver¬ 
tising, writes to “ The Times ” : “ At this season many thousands of 
travelling Englishmen are roused to an exasperated consciousness of 
wrong. They leave home" for something more than change of scene. They 
look for the enjoyment of a certain unspoilt freshness in landscape, for 
the charm which attaches to the monuments of the past, for the fine 
effects of architecture, and all the picturesque aspects of the 
haunts of men. Experience brings its disillusionment. ‘ Medio 
de fonte leporum, Surgit anari aliquid.’ Year by year the 
number, the vividness and the size of the intrusive objects that dis¬ 
tress the eye increase. The sting of the injury lies in its wantonness. Ten 
hotel proprietors can kill the beauty of a lakeside town by sticking up 
monster boards on the sky-line of their establishments; but the effect is 
to diminish rather than increase the aggregate influx of guests. The 
place, to quote the brief judgment of the passing tourist, ‘ is spoilt ’; 
and those whose shortsighted competition does the harm reap no profit. 
We who have for some years laboured to convince our countrymen that 
a rational ideal of civilization includes a vigilant regard for aspect, and 
that no individual should be allowed an unfettered discretion as to the 
degree in which he practises upon the sight of his fellows, have not hitherto 
secured a hearing in our own Legislature. But we retain our absolute con¬ 
fidence in the common sense of the nation, and do not doubt that before 
long the patent defect of our municipal law will be corrected, and powers 
analogous to those which apply to building, drainage, begging, and so 
forth will be bestowed on local authorities. The principle has already 
been recognised in certain private Acts. I desire, by your permission, 
to offer some account of a stimulating example lately set in Germany— 
the country to which we so often are told to look for illustrations of the 
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eminently practical and businesslike temper. An Act to prevent the 
defacement of scenery was passed in the last session of the Prussian 
Landtag. It runs as follows:—‘With the object of preventing the dis¬ 
figurement of places remarkable for their natural beauty, the police 
authorities are empowered to prohibit outside of towns (ausserhalb der 
geschlossenen Ortschaften) such advertising boards or notices or pictorial 
devices as disfigure the landscape by means of police regulations issued in 
accordance with the Law of July oO, 1885. Such regulations may appxv 
to particular areas or spots.’ Instructions, we are glad to learn, have 
now been issued by the central Government to the local authorities for 
the strict enforcement of the provisions of this salutary measure, and 
it may be expected that many painfully familiar eyesores cn the fre¬ 
quented routes will speedily disappear. There is beauty worth saving in 
the street as well as on the river or amongst the mountains. But it 
appears from the proceedings in the Landtag that regulations already 
exist which are considered adequate for the protection of urban areas. 
As regards the open country the Prussian Legislature has gone upon 
the lines which we are anxious to see adopted in English practice. (1) 
The law is elastic; it places an effective remedy within reach where a 
grievance exists, but avoids any interference with general usage in the 
matter of business notices. (2) It sets up no arbitrary distinction between 
one class of conspicuous signs and another. The sole criterion is dis¬ 
figuring effect. There is one and the same rule for the big letters on the 
wall of a building which announces that it is Messrs. So and So’s manu¬ 
factory and for the multitudinous puffs which the same firm sets up along 
all the highways of travel. (3) The ground of public policy upon which we 
rely was asserted throughout the debate in strenuous terms. In the 
report of the committee which submitted the project occurs this para¬ 
graph :—‘What is needed is the creation of a legal basis. We must do 
for the country what is already recognised as right for the town. The 
equitable interest of all who love beautiful nature is in question—that \ 
to say, of most persons, whatever their nationality may be, who travel 
for pleasure. Nor can we overlook the pecuniary loss that will accrue 
if the progress of disfigurement diminishes the profits from the tourist 
traffic.’ In the final debate in the Upper House, Herr Spiritus, the 
reporter of the committee, developed more fully the doctrine of the 
higher utility:—‘We of the Rhine districts see many hundreds cf thou¬ 
sands coming every summer from far and near to seek on the sunny 
heights, wooded hills, and shady valleys rest and delight. All return 
strengthened and entranced. ... It is the same elsewhere. I trust 
that the conviction will grow that it is the sacred duty of our generation, 
especially of our public men, to preserve for posterity these beautiful 
tracts of the Fatherland.’ Let me add that the assent of tb° Diet was 
by no means perfunctory. All the stock objections, the claims for com¬ 
pensation, for exemption in favour of this or that order of advertising 
sign, were urged and decisively rejected. The Hessian Legislature has 
included provisions of a similar character in a statute enacted recently 
for the protection of public monuments. Such is the way in which the 
wise and eminently practical people of whose progress so much is said 
amongst us order their affairs. I confess that I feel some patriotic humilia¬ 
tion in reading that the residents of Folkestone are still struggling in 
vain to rid themselves of a monster of the same kind as that which 
S.C.A.P.A. some time ago had the homrar of helping to drive from the 
Dover cliffs. All because a House of Commons which votes thousands of 
pounds yearly for creating and maintaining pleasant places has not yet 
empowered local bodies to Save the unbought and unpurchasable beauties 
of nature! Let us hope that the reproach will soon be wiped away. The 
question is not one of refined sensibilities, but of elementary common 
sense.” 

The Late Sir Frederick Abel.—We regret to learn that Sir F. A. Abel 
died on Saturday, September 6th, in his 73rd year. According to “ The 
Times,’’ Frederick Augustus Abel was born in London on July 17th, 1827, 
being the eldest son of J. L. Abel, of Woolwich, and grandson of A. C. A. 
Abel, Court miniature painter to the Grand Duke of Mecklenburg- 
Schwerin. Undeterred by warnings that it offered very slight prospects 
as a career, he determined to adopt chemistry as his profession, and was 
at once met by the difficulties which confronted everyone of limited 
means, who, in the early years of Queen Victoria’s reign, desired good 
scientific instruction at moderate expense. The Royal Polytechnic In¬ 
stitution was practically the only available place where the latter require¬ 
ment was fulfilled, and, accordingly, in 1844, Abel’s name was entered as 
a pupil on its books. But it was not long before he found that no attempt 
was made at methodical instruction; indeed, he soon began to doubt 
whether the “ y>rofessor ” had the ability to teach, even if be had had the 
wish. After spending six months in working through a standard text¬ 
book of chemistry according to his own devices, he decided that he had 
had enough of the Polytechnic Institution, and took his leave, the proud 
possessor of a testimonial setting forth the skill and minuteness with 
which his analyses had been conducted, and confidently recommending 
him to- any post where a knowledge of practical chemistry might be 
required. But, luckily, for him, a scheme for establishing in London a 
school of chemistry on the lines of Liebig’s famous one at Giessen was 
successfully carried through about this time, and thus he was able to 
form one of the 26 students on the roll of the Royal College of Chemistry, 
when its temporary laboratory in George Street, Hanover Square, was 
opened in the autumn of 1845, under the direction of the famous German 
chemist, A. W. von Hofmann. At the college he spent some six years', 
during five of which he was one of Hofmann’s assistants, and he only left 
to succeed Faraday as Professor of Chemistry at the Royal Military 
Academy. A few years later, in 1854, he was appointed Chemist to the 
War Office—a position which he filled for 34 years. His official duties 
naturally led him to devote attention to the study of explosives for mili¬ 
tary purposes, and thus he became intimately concerned in some of the 
most important developments that the latter part of last century witnessed 

in the manufacture and use of ammunition. When mineral ails came into 
use as a means of domestic illumination it was soon found necessary to 
fiame regulations for their storage, because some of the constituents of 
the mixture termed petroleum are so volath- that a; ordinary verniers 
tures it may give off inflammable vapours which in certain condition! 
become explosive. The first Petroleum Act. passed in 1862. defined o 
dangerous, and placed restrictions on the sale of any petrol* um that 
off vapour at a lower temperature than 100 deg. F., but, as it omitted 
to specify any method of testing the oil, it. was practically inoperative 
During the next few years Sir Frederick AI el and other chemist* u 
tigated the matter, and as a result, in 1868. the second Petroleum Act 
was passed, legalizing the Abel “open-test” apparatus. In time it wav 
recognised not only that the indications of this instrument were inherently 
untrustworthy, but that it lent itself to manipulation on the part of an 
operator who had some motive for not discovering the truth. In 1875 
therefore, the whole question was referred to Sir Frederick Abel. II. 
reported that, though the established flashing point of 100 deg. was, 
calculated to afford adequate protection to the public, the method by 
which it was ascertained was not satisfactory and at the same time 
as an improvement, he brought forward the Abel " close-test ” instrin. 
This was legalised in 1879, and has been the British standard ever since 
besides being adopted, with or without modification, by several other 
countries. The flash-point of a given oil as determined by the new 
apparatus not being the same as that shown by the old one, it became 
necessary to fix the relations between the two. To this end a thousand: 
samples of oil were tested by both methods, and it was found that on 
the average the temperature at which the oil vapour flashed was 27 deg. 
lower with the close than with the open test. Hence, the flash-point of 
73 deg. was adopted as the equivalent of the 100 deg. prescribed under the 
old system, and has been adhered to ever since. Agitations (it is to be- 
feared not always inspired by pure regard for the public safety) have 
from time to time been started to effect an alteration, but without suecess 
The first condition for reducing the annual tale of accidents would rather 
appear to be due attention to common-sense principles of lamp construc¬ 
tion and management, such as are embodied in Sir Frederick Abel's 
reports to the Metropolitan Board of Works and the Chief Inspector of 
Explosives. In 1885 Sir Frederick Abel rendered valuable service as a 
member of the Council of the Inventions Exhibition, and on the formation 
of the Imperial Institute, two years later, he was appointed organising 
secretary and general director. The duties of this office he continued to* 
perform, in later years receiving no pecuniary reward for his services, 
until the end of his life, and practically until the end of the existence of 
the Imperial Institute as an independent entity; for it was only in July 
last that the Royal Assent was given to an Act, which will probably 
become operative at the beginning of next year, for the transference of 
the Institute to the control of the Board of Trade. The tenure of this 
arduous and difficult position did not prevent him from undertaking a 
great deal of other scientific and official work. He ceased to be Chemist 
to the War Office in 1888, but immense labour was involved in the inves¬ 
tigations of the Special Committee on Explosives, which lasted till 1891. 
As a prominent member of the Goldsmiths’ Company he took considerable- 
interest in the subjects of technical education and original research, and 
was instrumental in establishing at the Imperial Institute well-equipped 
research laboratories in connection with its scientific and technical 
department. 

-♦- 

Correspondence. 
%* Correspondents should never write on hath sides of the paper. No 

notice is taken of communications unless the names omd addresses cf 

the writers are given. 

%* ID<s do not undertake responsibility for the opinions expressed by our 

correspondents. 

WHO PHOTOGRAPHED THE CANADIAN ARCH? 

To the Editors. 

Gentlemen,—I have been requested by some customers of mine, at 
Wrightington Hall, near Wigan, to try and find out a photographer 
who took the Canadian Arch on July 7th, about 6.15 a.m. There are 
three civilians and a policeman in picture, all of whom the photo¬ 
grapher took trouble to pose. Unfortunately, they did not at the time 
ask for his card or address, and it is now particularly required, if it can 
be procured.—I am, Sirs, yours respectfully, 

A. Rudolph-Douglas. 

23, Upper Dicconson Street, Wigan. 
September 3rd, 1902 

A CASE FOR THE P.P.A. ? 

To the Editors. 

Gentlemen,—We have read the letter of your correspondent in thisr 
week’s issue of the British Journal, and can only agree with your 
remarks that Mr. Brown (if he be a photographer, which, judging from 
his indignation appears a little doubtful), should become a member of 
the P.P.A., of which the head of our firm has been a member since its 
foundation. 

At the same time, we fail to see that anything has been done which 
calls for the criticism, of the committee of the association. Our work 
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nil we claim for it, as is borne out by the numerous testimonials 
we have received. We enclose copies of two . from customers whose 
snfhil standing is, at any rate, a guarantee of their value, and must 
nskvou. in justice to ourselves, to give the same publicity to these 
testimonials, as.you have to the communication of your correspondent, 

Mr. J. L. Brown.—Yours truly, 
17t t’t'tt' Pabtt) att rimvr-p a xrv 

267, High Holbom, London, W.C. 
September 8th, 1902. 

[Copies.] 
The Cloister House, Gloucester. 

May 28, 1902. 
Canon St. John is much pleased with the portrait, and encloses 8s. 6d. 

He thinks that other members of the family will want copies when they 

■see his. 

(From the Hon. Sir Spencer Ponsonby Fane, P.C., G.C.B.). 
Brympton, Yeovil. 

September 3, 1902. 
The.enlarged photograph has arrived, and is very satisfactory. I 

enclose postal order and stamps for your account, 8s. 6d. 
(Signed) S. Ponsonby Fane. 

THE THQRNTON-PICKARD COMPETITIONS. 

To the Editors. 
Gentlemen,—As our competition closes on October 1st, may we ask 

you to be good enough to draw the attention of your readers to that 
fact in an early issue of your valued paper? At the same time we would 
ask you to mention that negatives need not accompany prints in the 
first instance, and will be required afterwards only from prize-winners. 
'Complete prospectus and entry form will be sent post free on applicar 
ition.—Thanking you in anticipation, we are, yours faithfully, 

The Thornton-Pickard Manufacturing Co., Ltd. 
Altrincham. 

September 5th, 1902. 

IRRITANT POISONING BY PHOTOGRAPHY. 
To the Editors. 

Gentlemen,—I should like to express, through the columns of your 
paper, my thanks to Professor Griin for his letter contained in your 
issue of August 15. The lead lotion remedy suggested by him has 
proved very efficacious in my case. Two days before seeing Professor 
Griin’s letter I was developing “ Velox,” with the usual solution, con¬ 
taining 7 grains metol in 10 oz. water. I accidentally got a little on 
the fingers of my left hand. The result has been astonishing. My 
fingers swelled to twice their normal size, probably owing to their 
tenderness after former attacks, and the irritation was acute. The 
lead lotion treatment has certainly cured me, and, what is quite as 
useful to know, the weak prussic acid solution prevents a recurrence 
if the affected parts are dipped in it occasionally.—Yours very faith¬ 
fully, C. 

September 3rd, 1902. 

THE PROBLEM OF PORTRAITURE IN COLOURS. 

To the Editors. 

Gentlemen,—I have most carefully read my letter in your issue of 
the 29th ult. ,and I fail to see what has raised Mr. Kenah’s ire, nor 
why he should call it ungentlemanly. I was not aware that it was 
considered ungentlemanly to call an article pessimistic, any more than 
to call it excellent, or satirical, or humorous; but I am always willing 
to learn. As regards the terms, “ hasty and ill-advised,” this was 
borrowed from your contributor’s article, and, personally, I should 
have thought it more ungentlemanly to stigmatise all writers about 
colour photography and advertisers of goods for the same in all the 
photographic Press, as unworthy of credence, as he does when he 
cautions your readers against the same. 

I was under the impression that any contribution in the pages of 
the British Journal was open to criticism, contradiction, or com¬ 
ment ; if, however, your contributor’s effusions are an exception to this 
rule, it would be as welll that he should append a notice to that effect 
to them. I endeavour below to justify my criticism, and the use of 
the terms complained of, for, personally, I consider them hasty, be¬ 
cause to me they seem to have been written from a limited or ignorant 
point of view, and without consideration, and ill-advised, because 
they might deter “ the rank and file of photographers ” from trying the 
process, and this would be deplorable; the whole article seemed pessi¬ 
mistic, because it left me with the impression that there was nothing 
the professional could attempt, except photomechanical work. 

I can assure Mr. Kenah that it takes: somewhat more than his 
article to* offend me, but I consider his letter a display of wounded 
vanity, deserving of the utmost contempt. Whether he chooses to 
answer my criticism or not, will not disturb my equanimity one jot 

or tittle. I, however, claim the right, with your permission, 
gentlemen, to deal with the subject of portraiture in colours, on the 
basis that an article has been published in our Journal, and has, there¬ 
fore, received the imprimatur of being worthy of consideration, and 
that any reader is entitled to criticise the same, but that the author 
was A. Y. Kenah, or Tom, Dick, or Harry, is to me a matter of the 
utmost indifference. It is to the rank and file of your readers that my 
statements are addressed. 

With regard to the screens, if these are to be used before, behind, or 
between the lenses, then they should be preferably of optically worked 
glass ; but as this is expensive, patent plate can be used. I have for 
the last five years used a 'Special thin a*nd white patent plate, about 
one-sixteenth of an inch thick; it is wonderfully free from flaws, and 
when using two1 pieces cemented together, I have not found that it im¬ 
pairs definition at all. I believe this is made by Pilkington and Co., 
and costs me, retail, one farthing per square inch. It is possible, and 
some authorities recommend the use of the filter in contact with, or 
close in front of, the plate, and then an old negative, freed from the 
silver, may be stained and used with successful results. A set of whole 
plate screens thus made, I have repeatedly used for practical work. 

As to the making of three similar negatives, I have for three years 
used the Watkins time development system for colour work, and, there¬ 
fore, I can recommend this from practical experience. 

The question as to the light in the studio came under my notice four 
years ago, when a test chart was photographed in and outside the 
studio, and no readjustment of the screens was found necessary. I 
speak in this case from practical experience', and not from a personal 
theoretical hypothesis. 

We now come to the point, and an important one, of the exposure. 
Dr. Miethe used screens of his own manufacture, but as he has given 

. the regions of the spectrum which each transmits, even to wave lengths, 
it should not be difficult to make similar screens. The plates he used 
were made for him by Perutz, of Munich. These can be obtained 
commercially, and I fancy Dr. Miethe’s screens can be had from Dr. 
Hesekidl and Co., of Berlin. The exposure given was 5^ sec. in all, 
but according to a statement in the September number of the Photo¬ 
gram, with which is supplied one of Dr. Miethe’s colour supplements, 
an improvement has: been made in the plates, so that the exposure 
would be reduced to 3 secs., under the above conditions. My estimate 
as to the increase in exposure in studio is borne out by an editorial 
comment on the same colour supplement, in the Bulletin de la Societe 
Franchise, for August, for it says:—“Dans 1’atelier, les poses sont 
naturellement plus longues et varient, avec une lumiere moyenne, de 
15 a 30 secondes.” Let us accept, then, an increase of six times, by me 
improved plates, the exposure is reduced to three seconds, with F/12.5, 
the aperture used by Dr. Miethe; if we use F/6, the exposure would be 
only four seconds, which is surely within the range of practical 
work. 

The predominance of greys in sitters is a matter which the rank and 
file of professionals can answer better than I can. 

Hoffman’s trichromatic carbon tissues were obtainable commercially 
nine months ago ; I cannot say whether they are now. I do not expect 
the average professional to experiment, but there are others who might 
wish to do so, and to1 them I suggest Fleming’s transparent ink 
powders. The synthetic colour powders of Hazura. and Hruza are de¬ 
scribed in the Photographische Correspondenz and Eder’s Jahrbuch, for 
1900 and 1901. I think I cannot look the matter up, for, having but 
lately moved all “ those wretched books,” as someone calls them, are 
muddled in heaps upstairs, and I am as yet unable to manage even one 
step. 

At the last Rr.P.S. exhibition there were some excellent specimens 
of superimposed films on opaque supports, and I think three years ago, 
at the same exhibition, a print on paper was shown, but this was by 
the gum bichromate process, and I doubt the practical process of this, 
for professional work. 

The McDonough-Joly process I dismiss, because it is only applicable 
to transparency work, or to paper by a photomechanical process, and 
to expect operators to learn how to make half-tone negatives, and 
blocks, and print from them is an absurdity. Besides, I do not think 
Strephon will appreciate Chloe’s portrait, with her lovely blush rose 
and creamy complexion, streaked with yellow and blue. 

When a friend of mine, to whom I sold a camera, calls next week and 
tells me he cannot pay me because he has been trying a pretty problem 
and indulging in some most interesting speculative exercises, in the 
shape of the Sampolo-Brasseur process, I shall promptly put him in 
the County Court, but I shall try the dodge on my landlord anyhow, the 
next time he calls for the rent. If it comes off your readers shall 
know. 

Allow me to append the following extract, from the price list of the 
Lumiere N.A. Company. I fancy the statement is in Mons. Lumiere’s 
original paper, but am not sure:—“Prints in colour may also be 
produced on paper, in which case it will be necessary to employ much 
fainter monochromes than are used for transparencies. The operations 
generally are of a more delicate nature, and require extremely careful 
manipulation.” 

That portraiture in colours on paper is possible I know, that it is 
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in such a stage as to be taken up by the rank and file now, I doubt; 
but an enormous step has been made by Dr. Miethe, and I feel that 
within a short time it will become comparatively general; but there 
is an old proverb about the early bird. 

I must apologise for taking up so much of your space, but the 
British Journal has always been open to gentlemanly and polite 
letter writers, although they do occasionally become prolix.—Yours, 
etc., E. J. Wall. 

INTERNATIONAL CONVENTION RELATING TO PATENTS, 
DESIGNS, AND TRADE MARKS.—IMPORTANT 

AMENDMENTS. 

To the Editors. 
Gentlemen,—It will be of considerable interest to manufacturers to 

know that on the 14th September (instant) amendments of importance 
will take effect in all the States of the Convention—that is to say, in 
Belgium, Denmark, France, Italy, Japan, Netherlands, Norway. 
Portugal, Sweden, Switzerland, Tunis, and United States. 

The principal amendments taking effect axe as follows:—(a) The 
priority granted to applicants for patents, designs, or trade marks, in 
any of the States of the Convention, shall be twelve months for patents, 
and four months for designs or trade marks, reckoned from the date 
of the application in the State in which the applicant is domiciled. 
(b) The patents applied for in any of the States of the Convention by 
persons entitled to the privileges thereof shall be independent in 
duration of patents obtained for the same invention in other States, 
whether parties to the Convention or not. (c) No patent applied for 
under the Convention shall incur forfeiture for non-working until the 
expiration of a minimum period of three years from the date of the 
application. 

The extended period of priority given to applicants under the Con¬ 
vention has been granted in Great Britain since the 1st January, 1902. 
by the amending Act that came into force on that date.—We are, Sir, 
your obedient servants, Edward Evans and Co. 

27, Chancery Lane, London, W.C. 
September 9th, 1902. 

SOLUTION OF THE CONUNDRUM. 

To the Editors. 
Gentlemen,—Transpose (you see) LhC. and then you have it.— 

“Puck.”—Yours, etc., ‘ H. A. L. 

Answers to Correspondents. 
*♦* All matters intended for the text portion of this JOURNAL, wcZwrf. 

ing queries, must be addressed to “ The EDITORS, The BRITISH 
Journal of Photography, 24, Wellington-street, Strand, London, 
W.C.” Inattention to this ensures delay. 

*** Correspondents are informed that me cannot undertake to answer 
communications through the post. Questions are not answered unless 
the names and addresses of the writers are given. 

*«* Communications relating to Advertisements and general business 
affairs should be addressed to MESSRS. HENRY GREENWOOD & Co., 
24, Wellington-street, Strand, London, W.C. 

Photographs Registered :— 
T. R. Braybrook, Church Square, West Hartlepool. Photograph of •* The liar 

tlepooU Coronation Souvenir.” 
•I. Patrick, 52, C'omiston Road, Edinburgh. Photograph of Edinburgh. Photo¬ 

graph of Ladg Is aim and Son. Photograph of J. Welsh. 

A W alker.—The formula that will probably suit you will be found on 
page 1,069 of the Almanac. 

Opinion Wanted.—“ Retouching ” writes : “ Will you kindly inform me 
as to what you think of my retouching ?”—In reply: The work 
is very creditable, and is better than much that is submitted to 
us. But we can give no opinion as to how the likeness has been 
retained, as untouched prints were not sent. 

Formula Wanted.—C. T, writes: “May I trouble you to let me know 
ot a reliable formula for making toning and fixing solution in large 
quantities for bottling, for retail to amateurs?”—In reply: We 
presume you mean a combined toning and fixing solution. A good 
formula for that is given on page 1,077 of the Almanac. 

Retouching.—L. (J. O. writes: “I should esteem it a great favour if you 
would comment on the enclosed sj)ecimens of my retouching, and 
advise me as to what salary I could command as assistant operator 
and retoucher? I am also competent of taking a good negative.”— 
In reply: The retouching; may be classed as tolerably good. It is 
impossible to say the salary you could command simply by seeing 
two or three specimens. We should say, from what is sent, you 
could not command a very high salary. 

STunro Construction.—“ Puotophil ” writes: “I should be glad of in¬ 
dications respecting a moderate-sized studio or workroom for copy¬ 
ing and photographic reproduction. I can command light all 
round. The lighting is the chief point.”—In reply: There are so 
many forms of studio that will answer for copying; indeed, all will 
answer for the purpose, so long as the object is evenly illumined. 

Perhaps the most convenient to you would be one with a sloping 
front light, facing the north, as the light from that direction is thu 
most constant. We are assuming that the studio is required for 
copying only. 

Night Photography.—“ Incandescent Light ” writes: “ Would you 
kindly say what number of incandescent burners would be required 
to obtain a good negative at about two seconds’ exposure, iiam« 
say, ail Imperial flash-light plate and a good, quick portrait lens 
with open aperture?”—In reply: Very much will depend upon the 
distance the lights are placed from the sitter and how they are 
distributed. If they are placed near the sitter, as they may be 
when only, say, a bust portrait is desired, fewer will suffice than 
when a full-length is necessary, and the lights have to be much 
further away. Again, the mantles deteriorate as they are used. 
Try from eight to a dozen for a medium distance. 

Spots on C.C.—“ Bhos ” writes : “ Can you tell us cause of black spots 
on prints enclosed? They are on - paper. We have used this 
make for about six or eight months, and up till about three or four 
months since we have never been troubled with these spots, although 
there is no change of treatment. Previous to that we used - 
and found that excellent; but, somehow, they gave over sending 
the latter.”—In reply: Beyond saying that the spots appear to 
be caused by contact with something that has reduced the silver 
where they are, we can give no decided opinion. We should advise 
you to send a few examples on to the makers of the paper; they 
may perhaps be able to tell you more decidedly the cause.' 

Cracked Film.—W. S. B. writes: “ I have a 1-1 plate negative, subject 
of value to me. The glass has got cracked, but the film is un¬ 
damaged. Fair good negative, but perhaps a little thin. It has 
been retouched, therefore rubbed over with retouching medium. 
What is the best and safest way to transfer to another glass? If 
necessary to remove the retouching medium, please say how? I 
don’t mind whether it is same size or allowed to expand. Only the 
latter may make it still thinner, in which case it may not print 
very brisk.”—In reply: The method of stripping negatives has 
often been described in the Journal. Briefly, here it is again: 
Place the negative face upward on another glass, and immerse in 
a solution of alum, if the negative has not previously been alumed. 
Rinse and put into water, to which four or five drops per ounce of 
hydrofluoric acid have been added. In a few minutes the film 
will have been loosened, and may be floated off on to another glass 
which has previously been coated with a thin solution of gelatine, 
and allowed to set. It may then be allowed to dry. The retouch¬ 
ing medium had better be removed beforehand. 

Spots on Prints.—“ Perplexed ” writes : “ Please tell me cause of white 
spots on enclosed platino-bromide prints? They were developed 
with amidol. Suspecting some foreign substance had got into 
amidol or sulphate of soda, new stuff was procured from the dealer. 
Still the bad marks continued to appear. Everything used in making 
these prints was perfectly clean. The moment the image began 
to appear these spots became visible, as if they were non-sensitive 
parts of paper. Do you think impurities in the watei may have 
been the cause ? Will you also kindly say cause of spots on 
enclosed negative developed with pyro and soda ?”—In reply: The 
spots on the prints seem to be due entirely to careless work. 
Evidently particles of dust or dirt in the solutions are the cause. 
This is also the cause of the spots on the negative. On that the 
particles can be distinctly seen. We do not think they come 
from the water. However, you might put a couple of thicknesses 
of fine flannel over the water-tap and see if the spots appear then. 

*** Notice to the Trade, Wholesale Agents and Book¬ 

sellers.—A Contents Bill is issued with each number of the JOURNAL, 

and copies may be had on application to the Publishers. 

*** Notice to Advertisers.—A Revised Tariff for advertisements 

in the JOURNAL is now in force. Blocks and copy are received subject to 

the approval of the Publishers, and advertisements are inserted abso¬ 

lutely without condition, expressed or implied as to what appears in 

the text portion of the paper. 

Ufa Jomimtl of Jfatogipphir. 
The Oldest Photographic Journal in the World. 

Established 1854. PUBLISHED EVERY FRIDAY. PRICE TWOPENCE. 

TERMS OF SUBSCRIPTION, Post Free 
(United Kingdom and the Channel Isles). 

s. d. 
One Year . lO lO 
Half Y ear . 5 5 
Quarter Year . 2 9 

France, Belgium,United States,Ca nada, 
Australia, Africa, New Zealand, New¬ 
foundland, Germany, Russia, Portugal, 
Spain, Italy, Egypt, India, Chine, 
Japan, &c. One Year ... 13s. 

It may also be obtained trom all Booksellers, Photographic Dealers, 

and Railway Bookstalls. 
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be recorded, and wherever practicable new features of an 
informative nature will be added. 

Secretaries of societies will oblige us by promptly for¬ 
warding lists of officers and other details for inclusion in 
the directory of photographic societies. We shall also be 
glad to receive any additions that may be made to the list 
of telegraphic addresses of the trade, etc. As usual, a 
section of the Almanac will be devoted to notices of the 
latest introductions in photographic apparatus, etc. Those 
firms who wish to take advantage of this feature should 
communicate with us not later than Ocober 31. 

The publishers ask us to remind advertisers that many 
of the advertisement pages of the Almanac are already 
booked, and that, to ensure insertion and good positions, 
orders and copy should reach them without delay. 

The Editor can only be seen by appointment. 

*** We do not undertake to answer letters by post. 

THE BRITISH JOURNAL PHOTOGRAPHIC 

ALMANAC FOR 1903. 

Edited by Thomas Bedding, F.R.P.S. 

The forty-second annual issue of The British Journal 

Photographic Almanac will be published early in 

December next. This year’s Almanac reached a total of 

1,560 pages, and the entire edition of 20,500 copies was 

sold out a fortnight before publication. Of no other photo¬ 

graphic book ever issued can two such unique facts be 

recorded. 

The edition for 1903 will be increased to 25,000 copies, a 

large number of which are already ordered. 

The striking favour with which past Almanacs have been 

received is the surest proof that the lines upon which the 

publication is produced meet the requirements of its 

readers and supporters. Upon such lines we propose com¬ 

piling the volume for 1903. At the same time, we shall be 

pleased to receive and consider suggestions for increasing 

the value of the Almanac in directions which may occur to 

our readers as susceptible of improvement. 
The Almanac for 1903 will appeal to photographers all 

the world over as a daily reference guide in practical work. 
The standard matter and formulae will be revised and added 
to where necessary, and the latest departures in theory 
and practice will be chronicled. The year’s advances will 

EX CATHEDRA. 

Another The Parisian journal, the “ Figaro,” 
Photographic announces another photographic compe- 

ompe i ion. tition. As it enjoys a large circulation, 

amateur and professional, photographers may think it 
worth while to enter prints. The selection of subject is 
restricted to artistic, ancient, and ecclesiastical architec¬ 
ture and decoration. The prints must not be smaller 
than 9c. by 12c., and must be sent to Monsieur Voisinr 
Secretary of the “ Figaro ” Photographic Competition, 
26, Rue Drouot, Paris, from whom further particulars 
may be obtained. Prints will not be accepted after 
October 5 next. 

•*• * * 

The Monsieur Perrigot has made a further 
Transparency communication to the French Academy 

upon this subject. In his communication 
of April 20 last he showed that ebonite 

was transparent, and that the phenomena of so-called black 
light might be explained by photographic reversal. He 
has continued his experiments with sheets of ebonite 
0.5mm. thick, perfectly polished, using Carbutt films for 
the impressions. Ebonite apparently acts as a colour 
screen, and this may be perceived by examining it with a 
beam of light of great intensity. The rays transmitted 
are orange-red. Experiments with orthochromatic plates, 
very sensitive to red and yellow. (Lumiere, Series B), gave 
similar results with much less exposure. Sheets of ebonite 
2m.m. thick, although opaque to the eye, still transmitted 
sufficient light to affect a plate, especially if the sensitive¬ 
ness extended to the red and yellow. This was ascertained 
by exposure to sunlight and electric light, and normal 
results, or reversal, could be obtained, either by using the 
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plate in its original state, 

exposure. 

or by giving it preliminary 

■X’ 

The 
Decimal 
System 
of 
Weights 
;and 
OVfeasures. 

There is no question, as we have said on 
previous occasions, that the decimal 
system of weights and measures will be 
universally adopted in this country foi 
all purposes. For some time past 
the metric system has been legal 

in trade transactions in this country. Here is a. 
further step towards its general adoption, at least . m 
-one branch of business. One day last week the following 
announcement was made by the Liverpool Cotton Associa¬ 

tion : “ On and after the 1st October next trading in spot 
and ‘futures’ American cotton in Liverpool will be m 
hundredth parts of a penny per pound, instead of sixty- 
fourth parts and on the same date the discount of lg Per 
-cent, hitherto allowed will be abolished. This important 
change in terms will result in a lowering of quotations by 
approximately 4-64ths to 5-64ths or 6-100ths to 7-100ths 
'per pound, being the equivalent of the discount no longei 
given, the net value thus remaining unaltered. On the 
‘same date the weight of the American cotton contract for 
'futures will be altered from 47,2001b. to 48,0001b. ’ This, 
It is true, is but a small step, inasmuch as the penny is not 
■the decimal part of the £ ; still, it is a step in the right 
direction for the decimal system becoming universal. 

l^ew A further interesting development in 
-Lenses. lens construction has recently appeared 
In Germany. The calculator of this new instrument is 
Dr. Harting, one of the leading men at Messrs. Voigt- 
lander and Sons’, of Brunswick. The lens is an anastigmatic 
triplet, with a relative aperture of f. 4.5, this intensity 
being not only attained in the smaller sizes, but through¬ 
out the series. It is thus little short of the rapidity of the 
ordinary portrait lens. The front and back lenses of the 
combination are both formed of two cemented components, 
and the middle lens is, apparently, a single biconcave. The 
combination has been named the “ Heliar. ’ Owing to its 
large aperture, it is specially suitable for very rapid in¬ 
stantaneous work, portraiture, tele-photography, enlarg¬ 
ing, and lantern work. Professor Aarland, to whom a 
specimen of about 14in. focus was submitted, speaks in 
high terms of its performance, and draws special attention 
to the good correction for coma. We also see that a 
patent has been granted to A. H. Rietzechel for a sym¬ 
metrical combination closely resembling Steinheil’s Ortho- 
stigmat. Although both components consist of four ele¬ 
ments, instead of three, the middle one of the Orthostigmat, 
a meniscus, has been split into a plano-convex and plano¬ 
concave of slightly differing refractive indices. Dr. Hugo 
Schroeder has also taken out a patent for two unsym- 
metrical combinations, the components in both cases being 
of four lenses each. The specification does not, however, 
give any particulars of the indices of the glass, the radii, 
and the thicknesses. The relative aperture and the angle 
included are likewise not specified. 

* * * 

The 
Amount 
of 
Silver 
Bromide 
on a 
Plate. 

graphic dry-pl 

The “ Allgemeine Photographen 
Zeitung ” contains • a communication 
from Dr. Bellach, of the Royal Technical 
High School, Berlin, concerning the 
determination of the quantity of silver 
bromide present in the film of a photo- 

ate, and it is recommended for its simplicity 

and approximate correctness. The film is placed in a 
dish, containing a 5 per cent, solution of cyanide of 
potassium, for about fifteen minutes, or sufficiently long 
to convert the whole of the bromide of silver. Place the 
solution in a beaker, rinse the dish with distilled water, 
which add to the solution. After warming the same, add 
nitric acid, which precipitates the silver bromide and 
liberates hydro-cyanic acid. This should be done with 
great care. Pure liydro-cyanic acid is one of the deadliest 
poisons, and even the inhalation of a small quantity of its 
vapour is fatal. After precipitation of the bromide, pour 
off the supernatant fluid and filter through a well-dried, 
double filter-paper, which has previously been weighed. 
Wash the bromide by pouring hot water through the filter 
several times. Dry and weigh. The excess above the weight 
of the filter-paper will indicate the amount of silver 
bromide. The following result shows that the process is 
sufficiently accurate: — 

Given amount of silver bromide by weight, 0.31 grammes. 
Amount after decomposition and precipitation, 0.32 
grammes. 

Two plates, 9c. by 12c., of different make, were tested, 
and found to contain 0.21 and 0.24 grammes respectively. 

The chemical process may be stated as follows: — 

I. Ag Br + 2KCN—K Ag (C N)2 + K Br. 

II. KAg (C N).,+ 2 HNO.J—Ag NOy + KN03 + 2HCN. 

III. Ag NOn + KBi = KN6;t4 Ag Br. 

The silver may also be recovered by electrolysis from 
the solution of silver bromide and potassium cyanide. It 
should then be weighed, and its equivalent of silver bromide 
found by calculation. 

* * * 

Tri-chromatic We have recently had the opportunity of 
Portraiture. communicating with the firm of O. 

Perutz, of Munich, concerning the colour-sensitive plates 
prepared by them, according to Dr. Miethe’s formula for 
colour photography. Since we drew attention to the 
remarkable colour print, which Dr. Miethe published in 
the “ Atelier des Photographen,” very considerable in 
terest in the possibilities of tri-chromatic portraiture has 
been awakened. There can be no’ doubt that excellent 
colour photo-mechanical prints may be produced by the 
photographer who has mastered the three-colour process, 
provided the light is good when the photographs are made. 
We have had numerous inquiries upon the subject, and in 
answer to these we have much pleasure in publishing the 
further particulars which have been supplied to us by 
Messrs. Perutz. In our “Ex Cathedra” notes of August 15 
we mentioned that we believed the plate sold for these 
photographs was the “ Perorto,” but we were misinformed. 
The plate used for the purpose is the “ Perchromo.” It 
is sensitive to blue, green, and red light, and has a speed 
of about 25 Warnerke. As stated in a previous note upon 
this subject, it is very important that the three exposures 
should be correctly timed, according to the sensitiveness 
of the plate, for the three primary colours. Further par¬ 
ticulars upon this point may be gathered from our issue 
of April 11. But not less important is the fact that the 
three negatives must be simultaneously developed, with 
the same solution, for the same length of time, otherwise 
the negatives will probably vary in density, and produce 
bad prints. Those who have studied the Hurter and 
Driffield theory will understand the importance of this pre¬ 
caution. The colour screens prepared by Dr. Miethe may 
be obtained from Herr Perutz, of Munich. Great care 
must be used in the dark room and a suitable screen for 
development may be prepared by thoroughly staining a 
fixed and well-washed dry plate, first with 1 gramme of 
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methyl violet dissolved in 400c.c. of water and then with 
1 gramme of tartiazin dissolved in 100c.c. of water. 
Hitherto the most frequent cause of failure has been a 
disregard of the precaution to develop all three negatives 
simultaneously for the same length of time. We recently 
drew attention to another plate, manufactured by Herr 
Perutz, called the “ Perxanto.” This is very sensitive to 
green and yellow, but not to blue. It is an ortho- 
chromatic plate, giving a true rendering of colour without 
the use of a screen. Its speed is about 23 Warnerke. 

* * * 

Cloud Effects These lines wdll reach the reader at 
anC| about the time of the Autumnal Equinox, 
Stock Cloud and when many amateurs will be think- 
Negatives. ing 0f relinquishing photography—out 

of doors, at least—for some months, and will be devoting 
their attention to producing results from the negatives 
they have secured during the past summer season—or 
such a photographic summer season as we have had in this 
country. With gelatine negatives, it is pretty well known 
that, when taken under ordinary conditions, natural clouds 
—that is, printable clouds—are not secured in the nega¬ 
tive. Therefore the prints appear with white or tinted 
skies, unless the sky be printed in from a second negative. 
But how many amateurs have a stock of cloud negatives 
from which they can select one to suit any particular 
picture? All that many have are half a dozen, or perhaps 
a dozen, purchased commercially, from which they select 
one that the best fits in for the picture, though it may be 
quite unsuqted to the subject. At this time of the 
year there are to be obtained a greater variety of cloud 
effects than at any other time, not excepting the Vernal 
Equinox; yet many amateurs do not embrace the oppor¬ 
tunity, much as these cloud negatives might improve their 
pictures, however small they may be. This is the more 
surprising, inasmuch as they may generally be obtained 
without leaving home, and on plates that may have deterio¬ 
rated by keeping, or at least such as one would not care to 
take away on a day’s outing; old stock may be utilised for 
the purpose, as the margins are of little moment in cloud 
negatives. Hence it will be seen that a large stock of 
cloud negatives may often be secured without any outlay 
for plates, and only for the small trouble of exposing and 
developing. One of the chief faults of stock cloud negatives 
is that they are taken with the camera pointed too much 
to the zenith, so that the light upon them does not accord 
with that upon the landscape. That is too often noticeable 
in some of the so-called “ art pictures ” seen at some of 
the exhibitions. Unless the introduced clouds are in 
unison with the landscapes, they are better omitted. One 
often sees in pictures of the type just alluded to wild, 
turbulent skies introduced into serene land or sea^ 
scapes, and the result is often extremely ludicrous in the 
eyes of artists. Much of thfis might be avoided if the 
photographer had a good stock of negatives to select 
from, and had judgment to make the selection. Now is 
the best time of the year to secure such a varied stock, 
as all kinds of clouds, summer, autumn, and winter, are 
to be seen about this time of the year. Years ago it used to 
be said that introduced clouds in lantern slides spoilt the 
picture, but that idea has now been dispelled, particularly 
when the clouds are printed on the cover glass. 

* * * 

Dangers The season is now fast approaching when 
In photographers will be requisitioning 
Compounding artificial light to supplement daylight 
Flash-lights. for many purposes. Where electric light 

is not available, “ flash-lights ” are frequently employed, 

and often by those who have no idea of the danger that 
lurks in many of them, particularly those that contain 
chlorates. This fact is once more called to mind on 
reading the report, recently made, by Captain Desborougli 
to the Home Office upon the accident which occurred in the 
building used for the manufacture of non-explosive in¬ 
gredients at the factory of Messrs. Pain and Sons, Mitcham, 
on June 15 last, when two persons were killed. In his 
report, Captain Desborough says : “ The fact of an explo¬ 
sion in a non-danger building must, on the face of it, be 
evidence of an illegality having l.ooi eorm’tted.” In 
concluding his report, he says : “ To prevent the possi¬ 
bility of a chlorate coming in contact with other in¬ 
gredients, I have requested Messrs. Pain to take steps to 
keep all chlorates in a separate store, and to arrange that 
all the operations of sifting and weighing such chlorates 
may be carried out in a building into which other chemicals 
are never brought.” The accident that necessitated this 
report occurred at a firework factory, where it might be 
supposed that the character of the materials employed were 
well understood. But that is not always the case with 
photographers who compound flash-light compositions for 
their own use from published formulae. In these formulae 
often no special precautions are given, beyond “ Pulverise 
separately and then mix.” Whenever we have been asked 
for formulae by correspondents we have always impressed 
upon them the dangerous nature of the manipulations 
when chlorates are amongst the ingredients. Chlorate of 
potash, for example, under normal conditions, is a perfectly 
harmless substance, but when mixed with some others, say 
some that enter into flash-light compounds, it becomes 
highly explosive and dangerous, although all the other 
ingredients may be quite harmless by themselves. The 
danger only steps in when they are mixed together. In 
compounding flash-light compounds containing chlorates 
or oxygen-forming substances, all the ingredients should 
be dried and pulverised separately and only mixed together 
at the time of using, and then only in quantities for a 
single flash, as many of them are liable to go off spon¬ 
taneously and when least expected. The mixing should 
always be done on a sheet of paper, with a slip of thin 
carboard as a spatula, and even then used at arm’s length, 
so that if an accident should happen no great injury will 
be done to the operator. This is by no means the first time 
we have called the attention of readers to the great risk 
there is in compounding flash-light powders by those who 
are ignorant of the materials with which they are dealing. 

The Austin-Edwards Monthly Film Negative Competition.—The prize 
camera for the current month has been awarded to the Rev. Canon 
Pearce, The Vicarage, Bedlington, R.S.O., for his negative “ The Bettmer 
Alp.” 

The Professional Photographers’ Association.—There will be a meeting 
of the General Committee at 51, Baker Street, W., to-night, Friday, at 6 
o’clock, at 51, Baker Street, London, W. Business: Fire Insurance 
Policy; Appointment of Assistant Secretary; Birmingham Branch Forma¬ 
tion; Price Cutting, etc. 

Borough of Southport.—A Photographic Exhibition will be held in 
the Atkinson Art Gallery, Southport, from November 24th to Decem¬ 
ber 6th, 1902. The judges will be Messrs. Harold Baker, R. Child Bayley, 
F.R.P.S., and H. Snowden Ward, F.R.P.S. The following is the Select¬ 
ing and Hanging Committee:—Councillor F. W. Brown, Chairman Art 
Gallery Committee; Dr. Baildon, Vice-Chairman Art Gallery Committee; 
Messrs. D. E. Benson, A.M.I.C.E., C. H. Brown, Willis Brunt, Geo. 
Cross, J. Noton, and F. W. Teague. The exhibition will be open on Satur¬ 
day, November 22nd, by a private view, and will continue open daily 
(Sundays excepted) from Monday, November 24th, to Saturday, Decem¬ 
ber 6th, from 10 a.m. to 10 p.m. Each Monday, Wednesday, and Satur¬ 
day evening, an exhibition of lantern slides will be given by the Southport 
Photographic Society. The exhibition will be divided into six sections, 
namely:—(1) Selected Pictorial Photographs; (2) Scientific Photography; 
(3) Lantern, Stereoscopic, and Decorative Transparencies; (4) Photo- 
Mechanical Processes; (5) General Professional Work; (6) Photographic 
Apparatus and Material. Entry forms can be obtained of Mr. F. W. 
Teague, Curator, Atkinson Art Gallery, Southport. 
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ON SOME PHOTOGRAPHIC FETISHES. 

It is doubtful whether in all modern social history the 

survival of so many fetishes can be. paralleled by what we 

see in the every-day practice of photography. The primi¬ 

tive savage, when he hangs a bit of coloured rag round his 

neck, in the full trust in its efficacy to ward off. evil, 

and in many ways to help him in his daily life, simply 

discards it or tears it to pieces and jumps upon it when it 

disappoints him in his expectations; it is not generally 

taken up and fondled by a neighbour or a rival in his 

dusky affections. But in photography the discarded 

beliefs of its early days and the proved uselessness of 

many of the practices of its adolescence are picked up 

again and hugged, and metaphorically prayed to by an 

immense number of its devotees and adherents. Take 

what is perhaps the most familiar example of all, the 

experience of the very earliest daguerrotypists. The sitters 

sat, sweltering in the sun, motionless, and with instructions 

not to blink, for a period of time not counted by seconds, 

or fractions of a second, but by actual minutes, until the 

use of bromihe enabled the exposures to be brought 

within reasonably practical limits. Then wet collodion 

reduced the minutes to seconds, and gelatino-bromide to 

fractions of a second. Yet to the very present the full 

conviction of the need of sunshine and the fatal effect 

of blinking during exposure survives, and is a fetish whose 

absurd inefficacy cannot be fully brought home to the 

public mind. Photographers deride it and explain the 

falsity of the idea, but what our great-great-grandfathers 

were taught to believe in is still cherished by a vast 

proportion of their modern descendants—arguments seem 
powerless to cause its banishment—and every day the 
professional has to listen to the praises of the “ beautiful 
day ” for photographing, all the while he is silently anathe¬ 
matising the sun for spoiling his outdoor group-lighting 
or causing his studio-sitters to screw up their eyes through 
its glare. But, on the other hand, can we truthfully say 
that he has no fetishes of his own in his own practice? 
Scarcely. Let us take his management of his lenses. If 
there is one belief the average photographer 
holds more strongly than another, it is that 
a landscape lens must not be used for archi¬ 
tectural subjects, and ho becomes great on “ pincushion 
and barrel-shaped distortion ” when he discusses 
the question. He would be surprised to learn—indeed, he 
would most probably be incredulous—upon being told 
that some of the best architectural photographs, interior 
and exterior, that have ever been taken are the results of 
the use of landscape lenses. It is absolutely true, and not a 
consequence of the introduction of modern improvements, 
that the so-called landscape lenses—single lenses, simple or 
cemented, achromatic or non-achromatic—may be used 
with perfect safety for taking architectural subjects, the 
only restriction being that a comparatively narrow angle 
only can bo utilised. We say comparatively narrow, but 
a sufficiently large pictorial angle may be used without 
the inal straight lines of the subject losing their 
rectilinearity in the negative. Bringing the question to 
a practical issue, it may be said that if a landscape lens be 
employed with a focus double the length of the longest side 
of the plate, and its axis be directed to the centre of the 
plate (that is to say, the camera sliding front is not 
raised or lowered), curvature of marginal lines would 

not be noted. If, however, such a lens with a focus, for 
example, of eight or ten inches be used to take j 
buildings upon a whole-plate size, we should expect to j 

see bent lines towards the edge of the negative. But even 
here, in a very large number of the subjects that art- 
likely to be photographed, the limits we have set down 
would be unnecessarily large. We have before us as we 
write a 12 by 10 print of a building used as a bank; it 
was taken for the bank authorities, to show the grandeur 
of their property, so that it naturally almost fills the plate. 
Yet, though taken, to our knowledge, with a 165m. focus 
landscape type of lens, and the camera front raised so as 
to include the chimneys, it would take a most acute 
observer, armed with a straight-edge or compasses, to 
detect the slightest deviation from a straight line in 
even the outside angles of the building. In other words, 
the supposed need for a rectilinear type of lens in lieu 
of a landscape is a fetish only. Yet another example of a 
lens fetish—so-called “ depth of focus.” It is not long 
since we saw in a leading lens manufacturer’s advertise¬ 
ment a lens recommended for its “ depth of focus,” which, 
it was stated, had been brought about by adopting certain 
materials in its construction, clearlv implying that the 
“ depth ” was a function in the structure of the lens. 
Leaving aside the undesirability of the use of the term 
“ depth of focus,” which purists in technology deprecate, 
we would point out the utterly misleading nature of such 
a recommendation. If there be an absolutely inexpugnable 
statement in photographic technics, it is that depth is not a 
function of any particular form or material of construc¬ 
tion of a lens, but is solely governed by the relation of 
effective aperture to focus. A common spectacle 
lens working at f. 16, for example, would within its area 
of sharp definition have as much depth as the dearest 
anastigmat ever produced. The rubbishy lens attached to 
the lowest grade of hand camera, with paper imitation 
leather covering, and working with an aperture of about 
f. 12, is equal in depth to its aristocratic anastigmatic 
neighbour, surrounded with all its glory of real morocco 
and silver fittings. Indeed, it might be more truly stated 
that the cheap lens has the most depth, seeing that it 
cannot be worked with a larger aperture than about f. 12, 
while f. 4 or f. 5 represents the rapidity of the other 
type at its quickest when depth is conspicuous by its 
absence. This rule holds good, whatever the type of lens 
employed—-simple or compound, achromatic or non- 
achromatic, wide or narrow angle, with or without air 
lenses—made with Jenn glass or ordinary glass. If we 
could feel that what we have here written would have some 
effect in spreading the truth about depth, we should 
feel we had done real service ;but so long as such advertise¬ 
ments, and others, as grossly misleading, like them, con¬ 
tinue to be published the depth-of-focus fetish will still 
be worshipped. 

-4-— 

An Act of Vandalism: Works of Art at Guildhall Slashed 
about with a Knife.—Indignation was expressed at the Guildhall 
a few weeks ago owing to the treatment to which two pictures 
were subjected by an unknown person. One of them was 
deliberately cut with a knife, and the other was extensively 
damaged by, apparently, a man’s boot. A strict inquiry made at 
the time failed to discover the person who had done the damage. This 
week a third picture has been disgracefully slashed about with a knife. 
The men employed on the premises were closely questioned, and finally 
one of them confessed to having done the damage to the third picture, 
but could give no reason for his act. He has been in the employ of the 
Corporation for some time, and appears to have conducted himself well. 
The man has, of course, been suspended, and the City Lands Committee 
will consider what steps should be taken with regard to the matter, and, 
further, to discover, if possible, whether there is any connection between 

! the present outrage and the two previous ones. 
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COPYING. 

The most useful type of all lenses for copying is the anastigmat, 
which term includes all the newer lenses, which, with a large 
aperture, possess a flat field. Of the older type of lenses, the 

old Ross portable symmetrical is one of the best, as it possesses 

an unusually flat field. As regards the focus of the lens, there 

is not much to be said, though personally I prefer to use one of 
as long a focus as possible, as the illumination at the corners is 
far better than with an extremely short focus lens ; the only 

case in which a long focus is sometimes objectionable is when 
copying full size, when the necessary extension of camera 

bellows becomes sometimes too great. 
It saves a lot of trouble, if one, before starting work, calcu¬ 

lates out the conjugate foci for the lens that is going to be 
used. In every copy of the “ British Journal Almanac ” will be 
found the necessary table giving the conjugate foci for reduc¬ 

tion, but it may not do any harm to give the well-known rule. 

Divide the longer side of the subject by the longer side of the 

desired reduction, and the result will be the times of reduc¬ 

tion ; to this add one and multiply by the focus of the lens ; 

the result is the distance between the lens and subject. To 

find the lesser conjugate focus, or the necessary extension of 

camera, divide the greater conjugate focus by the times of 
reduction. 

It may happen that only one camera is available, but if 

there is a choice one of the old-fashioned square bellows type, 
focussing at the back is to be preferred to the front focussing. 

In all cases the focussing screen should be ruled with paArllel 

lines in both directions, and I have found it a great convenience 

to rule these lines at intervals of one inch, and mark also the 
half and quarter inches by short lines, and further, to com¬ 

mence the numbering of these lines from the centre of the 
focussing screen, so that if it is required to reduce the copy to 
a given size one can easily see the measure on the focussing 

■screen. 

Above all things, for really critical sharpness, it is highly 

desirable to cement two microscopic covering glasses to the 

ground glass, one at the centre, and the other in one corner of 

the screen. It is necessary to first mark the ground glass with 

a cross in lead pencil, and then, if the focussing magnifier is 
set so that this is in focus, one can be quite sure that the 

image is in focus on the plane of the ground glass. At the risk 

of telling an oft-told tale, the following is my method of 
cementing these glasses down:—The focussing screen is re¬ 

moved entirely from the back and warmed over gas or in the 

oven till hot, then a good-sized drop of Canada balsam is placed 
in position, the cover glass dropped on to it, and then gently 
pressed down with a wine cork ; if the balsam does not spread 

to the edge of the cover glass the whole is put into' the oven 
and heated still further and again pressed down. Any balsam 

exuded should be wiped off, when quite set, with a rag wetted 
with spirit. 

The ideal process for the reproduction of black and white or 

line work is wet collodion, but equally good results can be 
obtained on dry plates, when you know how to do*it. The only 

plate that is suitable for this class of work is the slow photo¬ 
mechanical plate. Sometimes it happens that for lecture pur¬ 
poses it is required to reduce a diagram to the regulation 
lantern size, then one can use any of the commercial lantern 

plates for black tones with equally good results as the photo¬ 
mechanical plate. 

There are two distinct methods of working, the one to use as 
large a lens aperture as possible, and develop as long as pos¬ 
sible without any deposit showing in the lines ; the other to use 
a small aperture, a blue screen, and develop till extreme 

density is obtained, regardless of the lines, and then reduce 

with Howard Farmer’s reducer. Personaly, I prefer the former 

method, and rarely fail to obtain full density with bare glass. 

The best developer for this work is undoubtedly one suggested 

by Lumiere, which is without alkali and bromide, and gives 

extreme density with correct exposure: the formula is: — 

Hydroquinone ... ... ... ... ... 8 grains. 

Sodium sulphite ... ... ... ... 80 grains. 

Formaline ... ... ... ... ... 10 grains. 

Distilled water to ... ... ... ... loz. 

Should it happen that after fixing it is found that there is not 
quite enough density—and this only occurs with incorrect ex¬ 
posure—it is extremely easy to intensify, and for preference 

with the potassio-silver cyanide formula. 
Pencil drawings sometimes give trouble by a deposit in the 

lines, though I have found it advantageous to disregard this 

whilst developing and then reduce. A few months back I 
believe that at the Photographic Club Mr. A. Mackie suggested 
placing a piece of fine ground glass over the pencil drawing and 

copying through this, as it made the pencilling photograph 

cleaner. This, however, I have not tried. 

Blue or ferro-prussiate prints sometimes give a lot of trouble, 

and the best method of working I have found is to use a slow 
isochromatic plate and a yellow screen, this being sufficiently 

deep to make the blue print, when examined visually, look a 

deep dirty green. 
Of all troublesome things to copy, miniatures, or other pic¬ 

tures from which one must not remove the convex glasses with 
which they are covered, are the worst. It seems that, light 

them how one will, there is sure to be a reflection. I have got 

over this trouble to a great extent by hanging tissue paper round 

the miniature ; in fact, placing the same at the bottom of a 

tunnel of tissue paper; this softens the reflections a good deal. 

Of course the proper thing to use would be a Nicol prism, but 

these of reasonable size are not to be picked up every day. 

For copying ordinary photographic prints a plate of medium 

rapidity should be used. Frequently faded prints are brought 

to be copied, and then we must have recourse to a blue'screen. 

Very pale blue glass may be obtained, but it is easier to make 

a screen by staining a plate, as will be described hereafter, with 
methylene blue ; only a very pale tint is wanted, and the depth 

of the screen can be easily varied if aniline dyes are used. 
It is almost unnecessary to point out the necessity of insur¬ 

ing the even lighting of any subject to be copied. In a studio 

this is not difficult, but it is far more difficult in a private 

house, and it will frequently be found more advantageous to 

work out of doors. When we come to copy coloured objects, 
the question of the illuminant is far more important, and it may 
be considered as an axiom that the more brilliant the illumina¬ 

tion the better will be the rendering of the colours, and there¬ 

fore sunlight is to be chosen, if possible. For old masters, or 
those old paintings which have become mellowed by time into 

rich deep browns, sunlight is the only illuminant which will 
give a satisfactory rendering of the same, assuming, of course, 

that arc lamps are not to hand, as they usually are not in the 

majority of cases. For small pictures magnesium ribbon may 
be used, but for large and deep toned pictures the quantity re¬ 
quired is considerable. For small pictures, whether in oil or 

water-colour, if of the modern schools, and thus brilliant in 
colouring, successful work may be done with two oil lamps or 

incandescent gas burners, placed one on each side of the 
picture, with a dark shade placed on that side of the lights 

next the camera. For such work I use the largest sheet of 
Bristol board folded in half, one side being left white to 
act as a reflector, the other being covered with black 

needle paper, so as not to reflect light into the lens. If lights 
are used in this way, whether oil, gas, or magnesium, they 
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must be placed one on each side of the picture, and as near as 

possible so as not to be included by the lens ; if placed by the 

side of the lens, far more reflections are caused. 

Of course one of the most important questions with regard to 

the copying of coloured subjects is the question of plates, and 

for the best rendering the so-called panchromatic jflates are the 

best; these require rather careful handling in the dark room, 

as most of the ordinary dark room media will fog them. 

Next to the plates comes the question of the screens for use 

with the same. Considerable diversity of opinion exists as to 

the best place for the screen, but if of optically worked glass it 

is not of much moment, nor is this important if very thin white 

patent plate be used, but focussing must be effected with the 

screen in position. A very convenient wray of using the screen 

is in contact with the plate in the dark slide ; if this is done, 

of course allowance must be made for this in focussing. It can 

also be placed in the camera back, and not in contact with the 

plate. If this plan is adopted the simplest way to prepare the 

screens is to use a useless negative, and remove the silver image 

by means of hypo and ferridcyanide. It is necessary, of 

course, to choose a negative on a piece of good glass. 

If glass is to be coated with gelatine, a 10 per cent, solution 

should be made, and it is advisable to use a good emulsion 

gelatine, such as Heinrich’s, Drescher’s, or Stoess’s ; it is as 

well to add a little carbolic acid, xylol, or thymol to the solu¬ 

tion to prevent it from spotting whilst drying. Fifteen minims 

should be allowed to each square inch, and the solution should 

be about lOOdeg. F. for coating. There is no difficulty in 

coating this quantity, proceeding just as with collodion. It is 

important to level the glasses for setting, and this can be readily 

done by placing on a larger slab, which has been levelled by 

throe wedges. The gelatine coating must be allowed to dry 

completely before staining. 

The stains to use may practically be considered as confined to 

the yellow aniline dyes, and brilliant yellow, uranine, naphthol 

yellow, auramine green, metanil yellow, acridine yellow, and 

possibly aurantia, may be chosen from ; brilliant yellow will 

generally be sufficient for all ordinary work if a little erythro- 

sine be obtained. It is immaterial what strength the solutions 

are, but 1 per cent, is convenient. 

The main purpose of the screens is, as is well known, merely 

to cut the action of the blues, and therefore the deeper the colour 

of the yellow screen the longer we can expose without the 

blues being rendered too light. The solution of the dy V should 

be filtered and used at a temperature of from 65deg. to 70deg. 

F., and the gelatinised glass should be placed in them, and air 

bubbles looked out for. It will be found that the depth of 

colouring will vary to some extent with the duration of soaking, 

but after about ten minutes there is no perceptible increase in 

tint, so that if a deeper yellow is required it will be advisable 

to use either two screens, or, what I prefer, to add to the yellow 

solution a fen drops of erythrpsine solution, which immediately 

A pt us tin- colour, though too much must not be used, or the 

f ' ' he rendered to dark; this is the effect of orange. 
< >no method <>f working is to use a very deep red screen for, say, 
throe fourths of the exposure, and then to remove it and con- 

lm"'' fcho exposure without it; but this is quite unnecessary 
with panchromatic plates, if a deep enough yellow or orange 
screen bo used. & 

If it is required to cement two screens together, one may use 
either the thick Canada balsam or dilute it with benzole. Per¬ 
sonally. 1 use ordinary Canada balsam, which has been baked 
for som. time, so that it is quite thick, and then warm the 

"" u’11 on a hot plate, and then apply the balsam, also 
warm, .'11)4 then sipio-zr into contact. For large screens this 
is somewhal troublosnmr, but as long as they arc well warmed 
;m 1 kepi under pressure they will dry evenly without separating 
at the edges. A. D. Pretzl. 

ON THINGS IN GENERAL. 

I have, at various periods of my life, come into close contact 

with many interesting persons and things, but in emulation of 

Oliver Twist I want more. It is too late to interview the Dodo, 

or the Great Auk, so that I dismiss them from my mind, with 

a lingering regret. I have talked with a King and a Queen, 

but I long to have a little conversation with a Shah or a Czar ; 

I think I should prefer a Begum. My desires are not wholly 

in a regal or imperial direction, for I confess to a weakness 

in the direction of an expert pickpocket or a skilled burglar : 

it is evident such professionals do exist, though they do not 

usually exhibit a nameplate with their business qualifications 

on their door. In a photographic direction my longings are 

mainly confined to a being such as signs a letter “Justice”— 

Heaven rave the mark—in this Journal for Aug. 8th. 

“Justice”—there must be such a being, or the Editors would 

not have put the letter in—was willing to give a month—four 

whole weeks—of his valuable services for anyone who would 

find him a suitable occupation, and he found, or believed he 

had found, someone who, in return for twenty pounds, would 

teach him his business, give him thirty shillings a week, and 

“turn him out a good average hand.” A bricklayer will make 

that much, perhaps, on an average, but I do not think the 

most enthusiastic workman would expect to learn bricklaying 

in a month, or even a year. Indeed, wdien a man has spent 

years in learning a business, he often enough expects to make 

his first essay as a paid workman as an improver. Why, in 

the name of all the commonsense deities (there ought to be, 

if there is not, a commonsense deity), should photography differ 

from any other business in this direction passes my weak in¬ 

tellect to discover. Even a seampstress, who is passing rich 

on fourteen shillings a week, would scarcely go to the length of 

proposing to teach a girl ignorant of the use of needle and 

thread how to become a good average hand in a month’s time. 

Mr. Editor, does such a person as “Justice” really exist? Do 

try to let me have a good view of him some time ; I will promise 

not to snapshot him for Madame Tussaud’s use. 

To turn from these unsatisfied longings to surroundings 

of more ordinary life, it is refreshing to experience the light¬ 

some touch of the writer who, over the signature of “ Georges 

D’Armoric,” plays with the connection between photography and 

palmistry. I am, however, not quite inclined to accept his 

dictum: “For, if the human hand may permit or give any 

reliable disclosure, it is only on condition that the lines, marks, 

and signs shown thereon, and not only therein, are read and 

considered subjunctively with the temperament, colour, and 

complexion, which in their synthetical sense are the key to the 

individuality, and a centre from which all other indications 

radiate.” I would rather say, propounding the whole from the 

concrete rather than the abstract, thus viewing it from an 

objective, and not a subjective, standpoint. The question arises 

whether the indications are not concentric rather than radiatory, 

whereby and whereon the thesis is established, everything to 

the contrary notwithstanding—and if so, why not? 

Bravo, J. W. Davidson, Consul! It is a long while since I 

read an “ appreciation ” to which I so fully gave in my adhesion 

as that Consul Davidson writes in the American Consular re¬ 

ports of that wonderful volume the British Journal of Photo¬ 

graphy Almanac. Interesting as is the reading matter—com¬ 

pact compendium of valuable original matter and condensed 

compilation of makers’ and users’ formulae—the value of the 

Almanac as the practical man’s vade-mecum and business 

directory is plainly and logically set forth. With regard to the 

latter part, the busine;s and telegraphic address pages are 
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particularly useful. One is apt to forget for the moment the 

address or the telegraphic code of a firm one is writing to, and 

the Almanac tells us in a moment. 

Early this month a querist asked about the use of liquid 

Indian ink, the Editors informing him that he might use it 

with safety for making marginal lines round prints in an 

album, without fear that it would in any way set off on other 

prints that might be brought into contact with it in closing 

the leaves. That is all right; but I should like to point out 

that there are liquid Indian inks and liquid Indian inks. A 

little while ago, having occasion to draw a series of diagrams, 

including many circles, I purchased a bottle of this liquid ink, 

with a first-class maker’s name against it. After a while, I 

found my old dexterity with the use of mathematical instru¬ 

ments seemed deserting me. I could not make the compass 

pen to work—adjust the screw how I would, the circles were 

broken and imperfect. Several times this happened, and I could 

not diagnose the cause till it occurred to me to rub up a stick 

of ink—the work usually given to the youngest apprentice in an 

engineer’s or an architect’s office. This done, everything went 

on all right. So I would advise “ E. B. P. ” not to put his 

trust in liquid inks, but to make fresh ink each time he desires 

to use it, monotonous and time-absorbing as it is. 

I notice the publication of the Professional Photographers’ 

Association’s observations upon fire insurance policies. That 

the labours of the Committee have led to the offer of a particular 

•company to take any insurer for twenty per cent, less than he 

now pays is a great step forward, for the rates that some photo¬ 

graphers are charged are simply scandalous. Photography nowa¬ 

days has not the accompanying risks of twenty or thirty years 

■ago, with its collodion and guncotton, and varnish, alcohol, and 

ether. The risks are ever so much less, though the premiums 

in many instances remain unchanged. Photographers should 

know that in many offices nowadays premiums would be much 

lower if it were not for the negatives. In case of fire, so much 

damage could be very soon done by the water, not to speak of 

the bogus claims rendered easy for the unscrupulous, and such 

there are in every business or profession. It has been said that 

■a fixed rate should be made for photographic studios and con¬ 

tents : but this is impossible, for several reasons. Before fixing 

the premium, regard must be had to the personality of the 

Insurer, and this I can assure my readers is a very important 

factor. Then the question of position is important—whether 

the premises are detached, or abutting upon others, and whether 

in a sparsely or thickly built district. The proportion of value 

of negatives to general stock and the average value attached to 

them are governing factors in determining the rates to be 

fixed. Three shillings and sixpence per cent, all round is by 

no means an uncommon average rate. I may here remind my 

readers that they should always be careful in making alterations 

to get the insurance officials to examine them and endorse the 

policy, otherwise there is the possibility, in case of fire, of the 

office pleading the clause which causes the policy instantly to 

lapse if the insurer do anything to increase the fire risks. The 

Introduction of the electric light is one of the things that the 

policy holder should ask to be examined by the insuring com- 

pany’s officer, as soon as the installation is completed, as he 

might decline to pass it if certain of their rules with regard 

to wiring, etc., were not carried out. 

The professional photographers of the kingdom should take 

to heart the Editors’ advice in the “ We-do-the-rast ” article of 

Aug. 15th. Amateur photography at the present time is a very 

big thing, and the amateurs get through an immense quantity 

of material of one sort or another. Why is not this trade 

secured by the “pro.”? I suppose because in time gone by the 

local chemist was the main source of supply, and still usually 

continues to be, though everything has changed in apparatus 

and materials. No doubt many photographers consider it 

beneath their dignity to take up the selling of materials, yet 

why should they, when some of their leading brethren in London 

and the country now publicly advertise that they have opened 

photographic goods depots in connection with their businesses ? 

Following upon this, of course, would come the we-do-the-rest 

part of the business, which is, indeed, profitable enough. The 

sooner the uninitiated start dealing the better : someone may 

begin before him, if he do not, and thus cut the ground from 

under his feet. The professional photographer is now the 

proper man to supply photographic goods, whatever may have 

been the case in the past. It need not compromise his dignity 

in the slightest degree—besides, “ there is money in it,” which 

cannot be truly said of many of the purely photographic busi¬ 

nesses in the country. 

Some years ago the breeding of a popular strain of dogs was 

one of my hobbies, and shortly after I had started it a friend 

said, “ Well, I always looked upon you as an honest man ; but 

now I give you up.” Is there not a grave risk of a similar 

pronouncement being applied to those who take up photography, 

especially from an amateur’s standpoint? With regard to the 

number of good negatives obtained from, say, a hundred plates 

on a given expedition, the man with the big maximum may be 

looked upon as an innocent bragger, akin to the chartered liber¬ 

tine of the storytellers, the fish story man. It is not silly 

boasting of this sort that will bring the amateur photographer 

into disrepute ; it is the lamentably low standard of ethics that 

so many of them act by. For example, how many cases has not 

one heard of where one of this stamp goes to a professional 

photographer, and asks whether he may change his plates in 

his dark-room, simply to get an entry into a place where he 

may pick up wrinkles? This, however, is almost venial in com¬ 

parison with the particular moral obliquity that has of late 

forced itself into notice. I refer to the would-be private pirate 

of other people’s work. There is rarely a month passes, but 

there is to be seen a reply to some such query as that on copy¬ 

right in Aug. 15th, and a somewhat similar one on 1st. In 

the former case the inquirer writes for “ a friend,” who has 

utilised another man’s brains by conveying his picture into a 

pamphlet. He appears to have bodily conveyed the photograph, 

without any reference to the producer, and now only writes to 

the Editors to ask if he is safe; when he is experiencing a fear 

of being sued by the producer of the picture in question. His 

standard of morals is so low that he evidently would not scruple 

to rob the author of the fruits of his brain if he could do it with 

impunity. In the other case, the writer seems actually to be 

aggrieved because he cannot get to know whether a certain 

picture is copyright or not, and so he cannot copy it with a 

mind free from anxiety as to possible legal damages. There is 

still another case more flagrant than all. There are certain well- 

known photographic copies of paintings in the National Gallery, 

which anyone with the most elementary knowledge of photo¬ 

graphy must be aware could only be produced at the expenditure 

of considerable time and labour. Yet an inquirer has the pre¬ 

sumption to write to the Journal, to ask whether, as the paint¬ 

ings themselves are not copyright, he could not copy these 

copies ? This utter meanness is absolutely appalling—rather 

than pay a few coppers for another print to the man (or his 

representative) who has taken such trouble to reproduce some of 
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the nation’s pictorial treasures, this individual would, if he 

could, by what might be termed a legal quirk, save a penny 

or twopence by making a copy himself. I can scarcely believe 

it possible that it is his intention to produce these copies in 

number for sale. That would be such an example of moral 

turpitude that would at hi'st sight appear impossible. 

Free Lance. 

--♦- 

THE OPTO-TECHNICAL SECTION OF THE NORTHAMP¬ 

TON INSTITUTE, CLERKENWELL. 

[Abstracted from the Annual Volume of Educational Announcements. The 
Principal, Dr. R. Mullineux Walmsley, informs us that the evening 
courses and classes in all technological subjects will commence on Monday 
next, September 22nd.—Eds. B.J.P.] 

Optical and Scientific Instruments. 

The lectures in this course are intended for opticians and 

optical instrument makers who have already had a good train¬ 

ing in elementary optical theory. Those who have not had 

such a training should attend the course on Applied Optics, 

either simultaneously or as a preliminary course, and only 

those will be admitted to this more advanced course who can 

satisfy the head of the department that they are qualified to 

profit by the instruction. 

Laboratory and Calculations Classes, which are an essential 

part of the course, have been arranged, and all students will 

be expected to attend them. In addition, instrument makers 

should attend one evening per week in the workshop. 

(a) Measuring Instruments (Four Lectures, from 22nd Sep- 

tember to 13th October, 1902).—Measuring machines, dividing 

engines, and comparators, their construction and use ; standards 

of length; cathetometers; chemical, and physical balances, 

their construction and testing; chronographs for accurate time 

measurements ; compensation for temperature. 

(b) Mathematical and Surveying Instruments (Five Lectures, 

from 20th October to 17th November, 1902).—Simple compasses 

and miners’ dials; prismatic compasses; levels and clino- 

nn tors; theodolites and sextants; adjustment and testing of 

surveying instruments; collimation. 

(r) Optical Projection Apparatus (Four Lectures, from 24th 

November to 15th December, 1902).—Construction and mechani¬ 

cal details of various types of optical lanterns; condensers and 

trout lenses; formation of the image; effects of spherical and 

chromatic aberration and their elimination; projection micro- 

scopes. Sources of light; oil, acetylene, oxy-hydrogen, electric, 

etc. 

(■/) relescopes, Opera and Field Glasses (Four Lectures, from 

22nd December, 1902, to 26th January, 1903).—Optical prin¬ 

ciples of terrestrial and astronomical telescopes; use of concave 

• ct in- pieces; object glasses; testing qualities of 

-lass, design and construction of object glasses; centreing of 

•'nses ; RamMlen's and Huyghen’s eye-pieces; micrometer eye- 

p ' s, alt azimuth and equatorial mountings; determination 

of the magnifying power of a telescope. 

e) Photographic Apparatus (Five Lectures, from 2nd 

February to 2nd March, 1903).—Construction of cameras and 

details of adjustments; single landscape lenses, their design 

and construction, nso and calculation of stops; symmetrical, 

portrait, rectilinear, and anastigmatic lenses; calculation of 

lens curves; centreing of lenses. Testing of photographic 

b uses, focal length and depth of focus, covering power, distor- 

tion, chromatism, astigmatism, flare spot, etc. Types of 

diaphragms, Waterhouse, Iris, etc. Construction and testing 

• f time and instantaneous shutters. Telephotography. 

■ ■ Microscopes an I Objectives (Six Lectures, from 9th March 
o> 20th April, 1903).—Theory of the compound microscope; 

mechanical construction; English and Continental stands * 

rack-work and fine adjustments ; simple and mechanical stages • 

sub-stage illuminators; construction and use of ordinary and 

sub-stage condensers,^ spot lenses, paraboloids, Lieberkuhms 

etc. ; binocular microscopes ; camera lucid a and other accesso¬ 

ries ; micrometers; objectives of low and high power; their 

design and construction; centreing; correction collars; water 

and homogeneous immersion objectives; interference and 

diffraction, and their influence on the resolving power of a 

lens ; Abbe’s diffraction theory ; testing objectives. 

(g) Spectrometers and Polarising Apparatus (Three Lectures, 

from 27th April to 11th May, 1903).—Construction of chemical 

spectroscopes; spectrometers and goniometers; direct vision 

and diffraction spectroscopes ; testing and adjustment of spec¬ 

troscopes ; tourmalines ; Iceland spar, Nical prisms, selenites ; 

construction of microscope and projection nolariscopes, and 

polarimeters ; construction and testing of spar, selenites, and 

other crystals ; cutting and mounting specimens, etc. 

The Design of Oftical Instruments. 

Lecturer: Dr. C. V. Drysdale. 

This course will be open to students who have already satis¬ 

factorily passed through the courses in Applied Optics and 

Optical Instruments, and who have also a thorough working 

knowledge of algebra and trigonometry. An acquaintance with 

the elementary principles of the differential and integral cal¬ 

culus will be required later in the course and may be obtained 

by simultaneous attendance at the class in Advanced Calcula¬ 

tions. Other students xvill be admitted if they can show 

evidence of preparedness to profit by the course. 

Tuesdays, 7.30 to 8.30 p.m. 

Syllabus.—Theory of Image Formation.—General conditions 

for colinear relationship between object and image, coaxial 

systems, conjugate points ; classification of optical systems ;, 

optical nomenclature and definitions. 

Optical Systems.—First Approximation.—Reflection and re¬ 

fraction at a single spherical surface; conjugate positions; 

optical centre, focal and symmetrical planes, magnification; 

absolute and reduced distances and curvatures. 

Refraction by single thick lens; conjugate positions; magni¬ 

fication ; principal focal and symmetrical planes; Lisling’s 

nodal points ; position of Gauss points in special cases. 

General theory of refracting and reflecting systems ; deter¬ 

mination of the position of the Gauss points in any system. 

Chromatic Aberration.—Chromatic aberration of single thin 

lens ; calculation of thin double and triple achromatic combina¬ 

tions ; chromatic differences of focal length and magnification 

in lens systems; effects in optical instruments ; apochromatic 

combinations. 

The Five Aberrations.—Brief discussion of von-Seidel’s 

theory ; spherical aberration, coma, radial astigmatism, distor¬ 

tion and curvature of field ; von-Seidel’s and other expressions 

for the amount of these aberrations and conditions for removal 

the sine law, anastigmatic flattening of chromatically corrected 

images, new achromats. 

Path of Light through Refracting System.—Direct method of 

calculating the course of a ray through a system ; application 

to photographic lenses and microscope objectives. 

Aperture and Diffraction.—Definition of aperture effects om 

brightness of image ; interference, calculation of width of bands, 

diffraction by slit, edge, etc. ; diffraction patterns, cornu spiral, 

Babinet’s principle ; resolving power of grating ; diffraction by 

circular aperture, limit of resolution of an optical system. 
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Telescope.—O.G.’s design of object glasses ; double and triple 

combinations, compensation for chromatic and spherical aberra¬ 

tion, and coma ; mounting object glasses ; effects of temperature, 

moisture, etc. ; photo visual lenses. 

Oculars.—Positive and negative forms, calculation of magni¬ 

fying power; conditions for achromatism, etc. ; erecting eye¬ 

pieces ; erection by prisms ; calculation of aperture of prismatic 

glasses; general design. 

Photographic Lenses.—Design of simple achromatic and 

spherically compensated landscape lenses ; use and position of 

stop ; distortion, double objectives ; principle of spherical cor¬ 

rection of entrance and exit pupils; curvature of field condition 

for flattening, new achromats; anastigmats, Rudolph’s prin¬ 

ciple, illustrations of modern lenses ; convertible anastigmats 

and their design. 

Microscope Objectives.—General principles of construction, 

short historical account of improvements; immersion objectives, 

aplanatic points of sphere, principle of Amico ; resolving power 

dependence on aperture, Abbe’s diffraction theory and recent 

developments; examples of modern objectives adjusting and 

testing. 

Optical Workshop. 

In conjunction with the course of lectures on Optical and 

Scientific Instruments, an optical workshop has been equipped 

for practical instruction in the construction of lenses for 

various purposes, and for giving students an opportunity of 

actually verifying the principles of lens design given in the 

lecture course. In optical matters, proof of the advantage of 

any special design of lens can only be obtained by actually con¬ 

structing and testing it, and it is therefore hoped that all those 

who wish to become proficient in practical optics will attend 

this course. The instruction will be given by a trade glass 

worker, under the supervision of the Lecturer in Optics, and as 

soon as some degree of proficiency in lens working has been 

attained, the students will have opportunities of designing 

special forms of lenses, and of practically constructing and 

testing them. The workshop is already equipped with a number 

of lathes and tools for grinding spherical lenses of various 

curvatures, and arrangements are being made to instal special 

machines for lens grinding and polishing. 

Tuesdays, 7.30 to 9.45 p.m. 

Syllabus.—Roughing, turning, grinding, and polishing simple 

lenses for spectacles, etc. ; centring, edging, and fitting spec¬ 

tacle lenses; grinding and polishing of plane and cylindrical 

lenses and prisms; determination -of axes of cylinders and 

prisms, mounting of lenses. 

Use and properties of the different kinds of crown, flint, and 

Jena glass; workshop tests of glass for uniformity and optical 

properties ; construction of achromatic combinations, centring 

and cementing surfaces ; making and gauging curves of grinding 

and polishing tools. 

Composition and making of cements, polishing waxes, pitch 

tools, balsam, etc. ; washing and grading emery; use of 

machinery in grinding and polishing plane, spherical, cylindri¬ 

cal, and sphero-cylindrical lenses. 

Making the optical parts of various optical instruments, 

object glasses for telescopes, cameras, microscopes, etc. ; posi¬ 

tive and negative eye-pieces, micrometer eye-pieces, etc. 

The workshop is primarily intended for those students who 

are simultaneously attending the lecture course, but if other 

applications are received from students who have had the neces¬ 

sary preliminary training, they will be favourably considered 

if there be room. 

Classes in Technical Omcs.—Applied Optics. 

The following course is intended as an introduction to the- 
previous course on Optical Instruments, and should be taken 
as preparatory to that .course by all students who have had no> 
previous training in scientific optics. In conjunction with the 

course on Visual Optics, it also covers the requirements of the 
full examination of the Spectacle Makers’ Company for the 
Freedom and Diploma of the Company. Candidates for this 
examination should take the elementary portion of this course,, 
an'd also the specific portion of Course No. 5 relating to the 
instrument they select for special study. 

In connection with the lectures there is a course of laboratory 
work on Tuesday evenings, which it is essential that all 
students should take up, as, without doing so, they cannot hope 

to make much progress. Students who have no previous 
mathematical training should also attend the class on Technical 

Calculations on Friday evenings. 

Mondays, 7.30 to 8.30 p.m. 

Syllabus.—Nature of light, its velocity and mode of propaga¬ 
tion ; determination of velocity; formation of shadows; illumi¬ 

nation and its laws ; photometry and photometers; explanation 
of the reflection and refraction of light; reflection of plane 

waves at plane surfaces ; theory of spherical waves and surfaces ; 

measurement of curvature; use of the spherometer, dioptric 

system of measurement; reflection of plane and spherical waves 

at plane and curved surfaces; concave and convex mirrors; 

theory of conjugate foci. 
Refraction and its laws, explanation by wave theory ; refrac¬ 

tion through parallel plates and prisms ; definition and deter¬ 

mination of the refractive index ; determination of the angle- 

and deviation of prisms, degree and dioptric measurement; 

refraction at spherical surfaces; use of lenses; conjugate foci; 

determination of the convergence and focal length of lenses ; 

formation of images by lenses and magnification. Types of 

lenses:—Double, plane, and meniscus; convex and concave, 

spherical, cylindrical, and sphero-cylindrical lenses; deter¬ 

mination of prismatic effects of lenses ; axes of prisms and 

cylinders ; optical centre ; prismatic equivalent of a decentred- 

lens. 

Combinations of lenses in contact and separated ; theory of 

thick lenses and systems of lenses ; principal focal and sym¬ 
metrical planes and nodal points ; dispersion and achromatism, 
decomposition, and recomposition of light; index of dispersion, 

and its determination ; spectrometry ; achromatic prisms and. 
lenses, and their forms ; calculation of achromatic combina¬ 

tions ; elementary theory of optical instruments, camera, 

telescope, microscope, etc. ; spherical aberration and its effects ; 
formation of focal lines; distortion; aplanatic surfaces and 
lenses and their calculation ; focal surface and depth ; inter¬ 

ference of waves and its applications ; production of interference 

bands by various methods ; diffraction and its effects under 

various conditions ; use of gratings. 

Elementary theory of polarisation ; production of polarised 

light by simple reflection and refraction ; propagation of waves 
in crystalline media; ordinary and extraordinary refraction ; 

behaviour of Iceland spar; optic and crystallographic axes; 

positive and negative, uniaxial and biaxial crystals; construc¬ 

tion of Nicol’s, Foucault’s, and other prisms ; interference of' 
polarised light; formation of colours, rings, and brushes, etc. ; 

polarising action of solutions and polarimetry ; electro-magnetic 

theory of light; influence of magnets on polarised light, etc. 

Throughout the course the practical applications of the- 

subjects referred to will be specially kept in view, and the 
course is so arranged as to supply the theoretical knowledge- 

required for the previous courses on optical instruments. 
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Visual Optics. 

Lecturer: Du. E. Claude Taylor, M.D., M.S. 

In addition to the last-named course, those opticians who 

intend to present themselves at the examinations of the Spec¬ 

tacle Makers’ Company should attend a course on Visual 

Optics, which will be given on Tuesday evenings at 7 p.m., and 

will continue throughout the session. The work of this course 

will be in accordance with the following official syllabus of the 

•Spectacle Makers’ Company : — 

Tuesdays, 7 to 8 p.m. 

Syllabus.—General anatomy of the human eye ; the course of 

light passing through the media of the eye alone, and as modi¬ 

fied by spherical and cylindrical lenses and prisms. Hyper- 

metropia, myopia, astigmatism, presbyopia. 

Instruments commonly used for determining the refraction of 

the eye ; trial lenses, test types, astigmatic chart, the optometer. 

The principle of the ophthalmoscope; the principles of, and 

various forms of spectacles. 

The whole of the practical work necessary for the examina¬ 

tions of the Spectacle Makers’ Company will be given in this 

course, and in the Optical Laboratory in connection with course 

Workshop Classes for Opticians. 

Instructor : Mr. R. J. Gage. 

the objects of this class are to give to opticians the necessary 

•experience and manual dexterity to enable them to fit various 

Senses and alter and repair frames, and also to make up oculists’ 

prescriptions and test the correctness of the work. Instruction 

w ill also be given in repairing simple optical instruments. 

Wednesdays, 7.30 to 9.45 p.m. 

Syllabus.—Centring, shanking, and edging simple spherical 

lenses. 

Fitting lenses to frames. 

Shaping bridges of frames to measurements and prescriptions. 

Adjustment of temples. 

Repair of steel and gold frames. Soldering, brazing, and 

•electro-plating. Finishing and burnishing frames. 

Fitting and adjustment of pinces-ncz, including ordinary, 

•cylindrical spring, and spring placquet glasses. 

Fixing of unrimmed glasses. 

Adjustment of cylindrical, prismatic, and bifocal glasses. 

I reatment of pebble lenses. Testing axis of pebbles by 

pebble tester, etc. 

Workshop testing of completed glasses. 

Repair of opera and marine glasses. Balsaming and burnish- 

ting in lenses. 

The complete course for opticians is as follows: — 

Lectures on Applied Optics, Mondays, 7.30 to 8.30 p.m. ; 

Optical Laboratory Work, Tuesdays, 8.30 to 9.45 p.m. ; Visual 

1 'ptics, I uosdays, 7 to 8 p.m. ; Optical Workshop, Wednesdays, 

7.30 to 9.45 p.m. ; Practical Calculations, Fridays, 8.30 to 
•9.45 p.m. 

-♦- 

Tub following aniline colours are supplied by Messrs. Mawson and 
33wan, Mosley Street, Newcastle-on-Tyne, put up in small quantities, in 
■corked phials, for the convenience of photographers:—Acridin, orange; 
ilLzarme, blue; aniline, blue; aniline, sulphate; auramine; aurantia; 
auriue ; azo, blue; black (Diazo); chrysoidin; coerulin, bisulphite; Congo, 
red: coralline, scarlet; coupier, blue; cyanin; cyanosin; diazo, black; 
echte rot (fast red); eosin; eosin, blue; eosin, yellow; erythrosin; 
flunn oin; fuschin; gentian, blue; gentian, violet; glycin, red; hcematoxy- 
3in : Hoffman’s violet; malachite, green; methylene, blue; methyl, green; 
methyl, orange; methyl, violet; nigrosin ; orange I.; orange IV.; orange 
methyl; phenylene, blue; quinoline, red; red (Congo); red (glycin); fast 
red K., Echte Rot”; Rose of Alps; rose, Bengal; roseine; scarlet 
'oiallin ; tartraisin; uranine; violet (gentian); violet (Hoffman); violet, 
methyl; yellow, acridin; yellow, brilliant; yellow, canary; yellow, eosin- 
yellow, Martin's; yellow, primrose. 

THE BRITISH ASSOCIATION: ABSTRACT OF THE 
PRESIDENTIAL ADDRESS. 

j_Delivered at the Belfast Meeting oil Wednesday, .September 10th, 1002.] 

I have thought it might be instructive, and perhaps not uninteresting, 
to trace briefly in broad outline the development of that branch of 
study with which my own labours have been recently more intimately 
connected-—a study which I trust I am not too p:aual in thinking j» 
as full of philosophical interest as of exp, rim. .it ,1 difficulty. The 
nature of heat and cold must have engaged thinking men from tin- 
very earliest dawn of speculation upon tlie external world; but it 
will suffice for the present purpose if, di.-regarding ancient philoso¬ 
phers and even medieval alchemists, we take up the subject where it 
stood after the great revival of learning, and as it was regarded by 
the father of the inductive method. That this was an especially 
attractive subject to Bacon is evident from the frequency with which 
he recurs to it in his different works, always with lamentation over 
the inadequacy of the means at disposal for obtaining a considerable 
degree of cold. Thus in the chapter in the Natural History, “ Sylva 
Sylvarum,” entitled “ Experiments in consort touching the production 
of cold,” he says, “The production of cold is a thing very worthy of 
the inquisition both for the use and the disclosure of causes. For 
heat and cold are nature’s two hands whereby she chiefly worketh, 
and heat we have in readiness in respect of the fire, but for cold we 
must stay till it cometh or seek it in deep caves or high mountains, 
and when all is done we cannot obtain it in any great degree, for 
furnaces of fire are far hotter than a summer sun, but vaults and 
hills are not much colder than a winter’s frost.” The great Robert 
Boyle w as the first experimentalist who followed up Bacon’s sugges¬ 
tions. In 1682 Boyle read a paper to the Royal Society on “New 
Experiments and Observations touching Cold, or an Experimental 
History of Cold,” published two years later in a separate work. This 
is really a most complete history of everything known about cold up 
to that date, but its great merit is the inclusion of numerous experi¬ 
ments made by Boyle himself on frigorific mixtures, and the general 
effects of such upon matter. The whole elaborate investigation cost 
Boyle immense labour, and he confesses that he “ never handled any 
part of natural philosophy that was so* troublesome and full of hard¬ 
ships.” After the masterly essay of Boyle, the attention of investi¬ 
gators was chiefly directed to improving thermonwrrical instruments. 
The old air thermometer of Galileo being inconvenient to1 use, the 
introduction of fluid thermometers greatly aided the inquiry into the 
action of heat and cold. For a time great difficulty wras encountered 
in selecting proper fixed points on the scales of such instruments, and 
this stimulated men like Huygens, Newton, Hooke, and Amontons to 
suggest remedies and to conduct experiments. It must be confessed 
that great confusion and inaccuracy in temperature observations arose 
from the variety and crudeness of the instruments. This lied 
Amontons in 1702-3 to contribute two papers to the French Academy 
which reveal great originality in the handling of the subject, and 
which, strange to say, are not generally known. The fir.-t discourse 
deals with some new properties of the air and the means of accurately 
ascertaining the temperature in any climate. He regarded heat as 
due to a movement of the particles of bodies, though he did not in 
any way specify the nature of the motion involved; and as the general 
cause of all terrestrial motion, so that in its absence the earth would 
be without movement in its smallest parts. In the following year 
Amontons contributed to the academy a, further paper extending the 
scope of the inquiry. He there pointed out more explicitly that as 
the degrees of heat in his thermometer are registered by the height of 
a column of mercury, which the heat is able to sustain by the spring 
of the air, it follows that the extreme cold of the thermometer will 
be that which reduces the air to have no power of spring. This, he 
says, will be a much greater cold than what wo call “ ver- cold,” 

because experiments have shown that if the spring of the air at 
boiling-point is 73in., the degree of heat wdrich remains in the air 
when brought to the freezing-point of water is still very great, for 
it can still maintain the spring of 51^in. The greatest climatic cold 
on the scale of units adopted by Amontons is marked 50, and the 
greatest summer heat 58, the value for boiling water being 73, and 
the zero being 52 units below the freezing point. Thus Amontons 
was the first to recognise that the use of air as a thermometer sub¬ 
stance led to the inference of the existence of a zero of temperature, 
and his scale is nothing else than the absolute one we are now so 
familiar with. It results from Amontons’s experiments that the air 
would have no spring left if it were cooled below the freezing-point 
of winter to about 2J, times the temperature range which separates the 
boiling-point and the freezing-point. In other words, if we adopt the 
usual centennial difference between these two points of temperature 
as 100 degrees, then the zero of Amontons’s air thermometer is minus 
240 degrees. This is a remarkable approximation to our modern 
value for the same point of minus 273 degrees. It is not till Lambert, 
in his work on “ Pyrometrie,” published in 1779, repeated Amontons’s 
experiments and endorsed his results that we find any further refer¬ 
ence to the absolute scale or the zero of temperature. Lambert’s 
observations were made with the greatest care and refinement, and 
resulted in correcting the value of the zero of the a,.r scale to minus 
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!70 degrees as compared with A montons's minus 240 degrees. Lam- 
K-rt points nut that the degree of temperature which is equal to zero 
s what one may call absolute cold, and that at this temperature the 
,'olume of the air would be practically nothing. In other words, the 
^articles of the air would fall together and touch each other and 
jecome dense like water; and from this it may be inferred that the 
noeous condition is caused1 by heat. Lambert says that Amontons’s 
liscoveries had found few adherents because they were too beautiful 
md advanced for the time in which he lived. About this time a, 
emarkable observation was made byi Professor Braun at Moscow, 

who, during the severe winter of 1759, succeeded in freezing mercury 
by the use of a mixture of snow and1 nitric acid. When we remember 
hat mercury was regarded as quite a peculiar substance possessed of 
lie essential quality of fluidity, we can easily understand the universal 

interest created by the experiment of Braun. This was accentuated 
bv the observations he made on the temperature given by the mercury 
thermometer, which appeared to record a temperature as low as minus 
200deg.. C. The experiments were soon repeated by Hutchins at 
Hudson’s Bay, who conducted his work with the aid of suggestions 
given him by Cavendish and Black. The result of the new observa¬ 
tions was to show that the freezing-point of mercury is only minus 
40deg. O., the errors in former experiments having been due to the 
great contraction of the mercury in the thermometer hi passing into 
the solid state. From this it followed that the enormous natural and 
.artificial colds which had generally been believed in had no proved 
existence. Still the possible existence of a zero of temperature very 
different from that deduced from gas thermometry had the support of 
such distinguished names as those of Laplace and Lavoisier. In their 
■great memoir on “ Heat,” after making what they consider reasonable 
hypotheses as to the relation between specific heat and total heat, 
they calculate values for the zero which range from l,500deg. to 
3.000deg. below melting ice. On the whole, they regard the absolute 
zero as being in any case 600deg. below the freezing-point. Lavoisier, 
in his “ Elements of Chemistry,” published in 1792, goes further in 
the direction of indefinitely Towering the zero of temperature when he 
says, “We are still very far from being able to produce the degree of 
•absolute cold, or total deprivation of heat, being unacquainted with 
any degree of coldness which we cannot suppose capable of still 
further augmentation; hence it follows we are incapable of causing 
the ultimate particles of bodies to approach each other as near as 
possible, and thus these particles do not touch each other in any 

■state hitherto known.” Even as late as the beginning of the 19th 
•century we find Dalton, in his new system of “ Chemical Philosophy,” 
giving ten calculations of this value, and adopting finally as the 
natural zero of temperature minus 3,000deg. C. In Black’s lectures 
we find that he takes a very cautious view with regard to the zero of 
temperaure, but, as usual, is admirably clear with regard to its exposi¬ 
tion. It is interesting to observe, however, that Black was evidently 
well acquainted with the work of Amontons, anti strongly supports 
his inference as to the nature of air. The views that Black attributes 
to Amontons have been generally associated with the name of 
Lavoisier, who practically admitted similar possibilities as to the 
•nature of air; but it is not likely that in such matters Black would 
commit any mistake as to the real author of a particular idea, especi¬ 
ally in his own department of knowledge. Black’s own special con¬ 
tribution to low-temperature studies was his explanation of the inter¬ 
action of mixtures of ice with salts and acids by apnlying the doctrine 
nf the latent heat of fluidity of ice to account for the frigorific effect. 
In a similar way Black explained the origin of the cold produced in 
Cullen’s remarkable experiment of the evaporation of ether under 
the receiver of an air-pump by pointing out that the latent heat of 
vaporisation in this case necessitated such a result. Thus, by apply¬ 
ing his own discoveries of latent heat, Black gave an intelligent, ex¬ 
planation of the cause of all the low-temperature phenomena, known 
in his day. After the gaseous laws had been definitely formulated 
by Gay-Lussac and Dalton, the question of the absolute*zero of tem¬ 
perature, as deduced from the properties of gases, was revived by 
Clement and Desormes. These distinguished investigators presented 
a paper on the subject to the French Academy in 1812, which, it 
appears, was rejected by that body. The authors subsequently elected 
to publish it in 1819. Relying on what we know now to have been a 
faulty hypothesis, they deduced1 from observations on the heating oi 
air rushing into a vacuum the temperature of minus 267deg. as that 
of the absolute zero. The whole question took an entirely new form 
when Lord Kelvin, in 1848, after the mechanical equivalent of heat 
had been determined by Joule, drew attention to the great principles 
underlying Carnot’s work on the “Motive Power of Heat,” and 
applied them to1 an absolute method' of temperature measurement, 
which is completely independent of the properties of anv particular 
substance. The principle was that for a difference of ldeg on this 
scale, between the temperatures of the source and refrigerator, a 
perfect engine should give the .same amount of work in every part of 
the scale. Taking the same fixed points as for the centrigrade scale, 
and making 100 of the new degrees cover that range, it was found that 
the degrees, not only within that range, but as far bevond as experi¬ 
mental data supplied the means of comparison, differed by only 

minute quantities from those of Regnault’s air thermometer. The 
zero of the new scale had to be determined by the consideration that 
when the refrigerator was at the zero of temperature the perfect 
engine should give an amount of work equal to the full mechanical 
equivalent of the heat taken up. This led to a zero of 273deg. below 
the temperature of freezing water substantially the same as that 
deduced from a study of the gaseous state. It was a great advance to 
demonstrate by the application of the laws of thermodynamics not 
only that the zero of temperature is a reality, but that it must be 
located at 273deg. below the freezing-point of water. As no one has 
attempted to impugn the solid foundation of theory and experiment 
on w.hich Lord Kelvin based his thermodynamic scale, the existence of 
a definite zero of temperature must be acknowledged as a fundamental 
scientific fact. 

LIQUEFACTION OF GASES AND CONTINUITY OF STATE. 

In these speculations, however, chemists were dealing theoretically 
with temperatures to which they could not make any but the most 
distant experimental approach. Cullen, the teacher of Black, had 
indeed shown how to lower temperature by the evaporation of 
volatile bodies, such as ether, by the aid of the air-pump, and' the 
later experiments of Leslie and Wollaston extended the same prin¬ 
ciple. Davy and Faraday made the most of the means at command in 
liquefying the more condensable gases, while at the same time Davy 
pointed out that they in turn might be utilised to procure greater cold 
by their rapid reconversion into the aeriform state. Still the chemist 
was sorely hampered by the want of some powerful and accessible 
agent for the production of temperatures1 much lower than had ever 
been attained. That want was supplied by Thilorier, who in 1835 
produced liquid carbonic acid in large quantities, and further made 
the fortunate discovery that the liquid could be frozen into a snow 
by its own evaporation. Faraday was prompt to take advantage 
of this new and potent agent. Under exhaustion he lowered his 
boiling-point from minus 78deg. C. to- minus llOdeg. C., and by 
combining this low temperature with pressure all the gases were 
liquefied by the year 1844, with the exception of the three 
elementary * gases—hydrogen, nitrogen, and oxygen, and three 
compound* gases—carbonate oxide, marsh gas, and nitric oxide; 
Andrews some 25 years after the work of Faraday at¬ 
tempted to induce change of state in the uncondensed 
gases by using much higher pressure than Faraday employed. A very 
important series of experiments was made by Joule and Kelvin “ On the 
Thermal Effects of Fluids in Motion,” about 1862, in which the thermo- 
metrical effects of passing gases under compression through porous 
plugs furnished important data for the study of the mutual action of 
the gas molecules. No one, however, had attempted to make a complete 
study of a liquefiable gas throughout wide ranges of temperature. This 
was accomplished by An trews in 1869, and his Bakerian Lecture “ On 
the Continuity of the Gaseous and Liquid States of Matter ” will always 
be regarded as an epoch-making investigation. During the course of 
this research Andrews observed that liquid carbonic acid raised to a 
temperature of 31deg. C. lost the sharp concave surface of demarcation 
between the liquid and the gas, the space being now occupied by a 

homogeneous fluid which exhibited, when the pressure was suddenly 
diminished or the temperature slightly lowered, a peculiar appearance 
of moving or flickering strise, due to great local alterations of density. 
At temperatures above 31 deg. 0. the separation into two distinct 
kinds of matter could not be effected even when the pressure reached 
400 atmospheres. This limiting temperature of the change of state from 
gas to liquid Andrews called the critical temperature. He showed that 
this temperature is constant, and differs with each substance, and 
that it is always associated with a definite pressure peculiar to each 
body. Thus the two constants, critical temperature and pressure, 
which have been of the greatest importance in subsequent investiga¬ 
tions, came to be defined, and a complete experimental proof was given 
that “the gaseous and liquid states are only distinct stages of the same 
condition of matter and are capable of passing into one another by a 
process of continuous change.” In 1873 an essay “On the Continuity 
of the Gaseous and Liquid State,” full of new and suggestive ideas, 
was published by van der Waals, who, recognising the value of Clausius’ 
new conception of the Viria.1 in Dynamics, for a long-continued series 
of motions, either oscillatory or changing exceedingly slowly with 
time, applied it to the consideration of the molecular movements of 
the particles of the gaseous substance, and after much refined investi¬ 
gation, and the fullest experimental calculation available at the time, 
devised his well-known Equation of Continuity. Its paramount merit 
is that it is based entirely on a mechanical foundation, and is in no sense 
empiric; we may therefore look upon it as having a. secure foundation 
in fact, but as being capable of extension and improvement. James 
Thomson, realising that the straight-line breach of continuous curva¬ 
ture in the Andrews isothermals was untenable to the physical mind, 
propounded his emendation of the Andrews curves—namely, that they 
were continuous and of S form. We also owe to James Thomson the 
conception and execution of a three-dimensional model of Andrews re¬ 
sults, which has been of the greatest service in exhibiting the three 
variables by means of a specific surface afterwards greatly extended 
and developed by Professor WiJlard Gibbs. The equation of continuity 
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developed by van der Waals involved the use of three constants in¬ 
stead of one, as in the old law of Boyle and Charles, the latter being only 
utilised to express the relation of temperature, pressure, and volume, 
when the gas is far removed from its point of liquefaction. Of the two 
new constants one represents the molecular pressure arising from the 
attraction between the molecules, the other four times the volume of 
the molecules. Given these constants of a gas, van der Waals showed 
that liis equation not only fitted into the general characters of the iso- 
thermals, but also gave the values of the critical temperature, the 
critical pressure, and the critical volume. In the case of carbonic gas 
the theoretical results were found to be in remarkable agreement with 
the experimental values of Andrews. This gave chemists the means of 
ascertaining the critical constants, provided sufficiently accurate data 
derived from the study of a few properly distributed isothermals of the 
gaseous substance were available. Such important data came into 
the possession of chemists when Amagat published his valuable paper 
on “The Isothermals of Hydrogen, Nitrogen, Oxygen, Ethylene, etc.,” 
in the year 1880. It now became possible to calculate the critical data 
with comparative accuracy for the so-called permanent gases oxygen 
and nitrogen, and this was done by Sarrau in 1882. In the meantime 
a great impulse had been given to a further attack upon the so-called 
permanent gases by the suggestive experiments made by Pictet and 
Caiiletet. The static liquefaction of oxygen was effected by Wrobilewski 
in 1885, and thereby the theoretical conclusions derived from van der 
Waals equation were substantially confirmed. The liquefaction of 
oxygen and air was achieved through the use of liquid ethylene as a 
cooling agent, which enabled a temperature of minus 140 degrees to 
be maintained by its steady evaporation in vacuo. From this time 
liquid oxygen and air came to be regarded as the potential cocking 
agents for future research, commanding, as they did, a temperature 
of 200 degrees below melting ice. The theoretical side of the question 
received at the hands of van der Waals a second contribution, which 
was even more important than his original essay, and that was his 
novel and ingenious development of what he calls “ The Theory of 
Corresponding States.” He defined the corresponding states of two 
substances as those in which the ratios of the temperature-, pressure, 
and volume to the critical temperature, pressure, and volume respec¬ 
tively were the same for the two- substances, and in corresponding 
states he showed that the three pairs of ratios sill coincided. From 
this a series of remarkable propositions were developed, some new, 
some proving previous laws that were hitherto- only empiric, and some 
completing and correcting faulty though approximate laws. The most 
suggestive advance in the improvement of the van der Waals equation 
has been made by a lady, Mme. Christine Meyer. The ide-a at the 
base of this new development may be understood from the following 
general statement:—-Van der Waals brings the van der Waals surfaces 
for all substances into coincidence at the point where volume, pres¬ 
sure, and temperature are nothing, and then stretches or compresses 
all the surfaces parallel to the three axes of volume, pressure, and 
temperature, until their critical points coincide. But on this plan the 
surfaces do not quite coincide, because the points where the three 
variables are respectively nothing are not corresponding points. Mme. 
Meyer’s plan is to bring all the critical points first into coincidence, 
and then to compress or extend toll the representative surfaces parallel 
to the three axes of volume-, pressure, and temperature, until the 
surfaces coincide. In this way, taking 29 different substances, she 
completely verifies from experiment van der Waal’s law of correspond¬ 
ence. The theory cf van der Waals has been one- of the greatest im¬ 
portance in directing experimental investigation, and in attacking the 
difficult problems of the liquefaction of the most permanent gases. It 
is perhaps not too- much to say that as a prolific source of knowledge 
in the department dealing with the continuity of state in matter, it 
would be necessary to go back to Carnot’s cycle to find a proposition of 
greater importance than the theory of van der Waals and his develop¬ 
ment of the law of corresponding states. It will be apparent from 
what has just been said that, thanks; to the labours of Andrews, van 
der Waals, and others, theory had again far outrun experiment. We 
could calculate the constants and predict some of the simple- physical 
characteristics of liquid oxygen, hydrogen, or nitrogen, with a high 
degree of confidence long before any one of the three had been ob¬ 
tained in the static liquid condition permitting of the experimental veri¬ 
fication of the theory. This was the more tantalising, because, with 
whatever confidence the chemist may anticipate the substantial cor¬ 
roboration of his theory, he also anticipates with almost equal con¬ 
viction that, as he approaches more and more nearly to the- zero of 
absolute temperature, he will encounter phenomena compelling modifi¬ 
cation, revision, and refinement of formulas which fairly covered the 
facts previously known. Just as nearly seventy years ago chemists 
were waiting for some means of getting a temperature of lOOdeg. below 
melting ice, so ten years ago they were casting about for the means 
of going lOOdeg. lower still. The problem was not so- much how to 
produce intense cold as how to save it when produced from being im¬ 
mediately levelled up by the relatively superheated surroundings. It 
was while puzzling over this mechanical and manipulative difficulty in 
1892 that it occurred to me that the principle of an arrangement used 
nearly twenty years before in some calorimetric experiments, which 

was based upon the work id' I > along and Petit on radiation, mig],! 
be employed with advantage as well to protect cold substance* from 
heat as hot ones from rapid cooling. I therefore tried the effed - - 
keeping liquefied gase-s in vessels having a double wall, the annular 
space between being very highly exhausted. Experiments showed tire 
liquid air evaporated at only one-fifth of the rate prevailing when it, 
was placed in a similar unexhausted vessel, owing to the convective 
transference! of heat by the gas particles being enormously reduced by 
the high vacuum. But, in addition, these vessels lend themselves to 
an arrangement by which radiant liea-t can also be cut off. It was 
found that when the inner walls were coated with a bright deposit of 
silver the influx of heat was diminished to one-sixth the amount enter¬ 
ing without the metallic coating. The total effect of the high vacuum 
and the silvering is to reduce the ingoing heat to about 3 per cent.. 
The efficiency of such vessels depends upon getting as high a vacuum as 
possible, and cofld is one of the best means of effecting the desired 
exhaustion. All that is necessary is to fill completely the space that 
has to be exhausted with an easily condensible vapour, and then to 
freeze it out in a receptacle attached to the primary vessel that caa 
be scaled off. The advantage of this method is that no air-pump is 
required, and that theoretically there is no limit to the degree of ex¬ 
haustion that can be obtained. The action is rapid, provided liquid air 
is the cooling agent ,and vapours like mercury, water, or benzol are 
employed. It is obvious that when we have to deal with such au 
exceptionally volatile liquid as hydrogen, the vapour filling- may be 
omitted, because air itself is now an easily condensable vapour. Ia 
other words, liquid hydrogen, collected in such vessels with the 
annular space full of air, immediately solidifies the air, and thereby 
surrounds itself with a high vacuum. Many combinations of vacuum, 
vessels can be arranged, and the lower the temperature at which we 
have to operate the more useful they become. Vessels of this kind are 
now in general use, and in them liquid air has crossed the American, 
continent. Of the various forms, that variety is of special importance 
which has a spiral tube joining the bottom part of the walls, so that 
any liquid gas may be drawn off from the interior of such a vessel. Im 
the working of regenerative coils such a device becomes all-important, 
and such special vessels cannot be dispensed with for the liquefaction 
of hydrogen. In the early experiments of Pictet -and Caiiletet, cooling; 
was produced by the sudden expansion of the highly compressed gas 
preferably at a low' temperature. Linde saw that the continuous use 
of a jet of highly compressed gas, combined with regenerative cooling., 
must lead to liquefaction on account of what is called the- Kelvin-Joule 
effect; and he succeeded in making a machine, based on this principle,, 
capable of producing liquid air for industrial purposes. These experi¬ 
menters had proved that, owing to- molecular attraction, compressed, 
gases passing through a porous plug or small aperture were lowered, 
in temperature by an amount depending on the difference of pressure 
and inversely as the square of the absolute temperature. This means 
that for a steady difference of pressure the cooling is greater, the lower 
the temperature. The only gas that did not show cooling under such 
conditions was hydrogen. Instead of being cooled it became actually 
hotter. The reason for this apparent anomaly in the Kelvin-Joule- 
effect is that every gas has a thermometric point of inversion above- 
which it is heated and below which it is cooled. This inversion! 
point, according to van der Waals, is six and three-quarter times the 
critical point. The efficiency of the Linde process depends on work¬ 
ing with highly compressed gas well below the inversion temperature,, 
and in this respect this point may be said to take the place of the- 
critical one, when in the ordinary way direct liquefaction is being, 
effected by the use of specific liquid cooling agents. The success of 
both processes depends upon working wfithin a certain temperature 
range, only the Linde method gives us- a much wider range of tem¬ 
perature within which liquefaction can be effected. This is not the- 
case if, instead of depending on getting cooling by the internal work: 
done by the- attraction of the gas molecules, we force the compressed 
gas to do- external work as in the well-known air machines of Kirk 
and Coleman. Both these inventors have pointed out that there is 
no limit of temperature, short of liquefaction of the gas in use in 
the circuit, that such machines are not capable of giving. While- it 
is theoretically clear that such machines ought to be capable of 
maintaining the lowest temperatures, and that with the least expendi¬ 
ture of power, it is a very different matter to overcome the practical 
difficulties of working such machines under the conditions. Coleman- 
kept a machine delivering air at minus 83deg. for hours, but he did 
not carry -his experiments- any further. Recently, M. Claude, of 
Paris, has, however, succeeded in working a machine of this type so 
efficiently that he has managed to- produce one litre of liquid air 
per horse power expended per hour in the running of the engine. This 
output is twice as -good as that given by the Linde machine, and' 
there is no reason to doubt that the yield will be still further im¬ 
proved. It is -clear, therefore, that in the immediate future the pro¬ 
duction of liquid air and hydrogen will be effected most economically 
by the use of machines producing cold by the expenditure of mechanical1 
work. 

LIQUID HYDROGEN. 

Hydrogen is an element of especial interest, because the study of 
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its properties1 and chemical relations led great chemists like Faraday, 
Dumas, Daniel], Graham, and Andrews to entertain the view that 
if it could ever he brought into the state of liquid or solid it would 
reveal metallic characters. The only chemist who adopted another 
view was my distinguished predecessor, Professor Odling. In his 
“Manual of Chemistry,” published in 1861, he pointed out that 
hydrogen has chlorous as well as basic relations, and that they are 
as decided, important, and frequent as its other relations. From 
such considerations he arrived at the conclusion that hydrogen is es¬ 
sentially a neutral or intermediate body, and therefore we should not 
expect to find liquid or solid hydrogen possess the appearance of a 
metal. This extraordinary prevision, so characteristic of Odling, was 
proved to be correct -some 37 years after it was made. Another 
curious anticipation was made by Dumas in a letter addressed to 
Pictet, in which he says that the metal analogous to- hydrogen 
is magnesium, and that probably both elements have the same 
atomic volume, so that the density of hydrogen, for this reason, 
would be about the value elicited by subsequent experiments. Later 
on, in 1872, when Newlands began to arrange the elements in periodic 
groups, he regarded hydrogen as the lowest member of the chlorine 
family; but Mendeleef in his later classification placed hydrogen in 
the group of the alkaline metals; on the other hand, Dr. Johnstone 
Steney classes hydrogen with the alkaline earth metals and mag¬ 
nesium. From this speculative divergency it is clear no definite con¬ 
clusion could be reached regarding the physical properties of liquid 
or solid hydrogen, and the only way to arrive at the truth was to 
prosecute low temperature research until success attended the efforts 
to produce its liquefaction. This result I definitely obtained in 1898. 
The case of liquid hydrogen is, in fact, an excellent illustration of 
the truth already referred to, that no theoretical forecast, however 
apparently justified by analogy, can be finally accepted as true until 
confirmed by actual experiment. Liquid hydrogen is a colourle-ss 
transparent body of extraordinary intrinsic interest. It has a clearly 
defined surface, is easily seen, drops well, in spite of the fact that 
its surface tension is only the 35th part of that of water, or about one- 
fifth that of liquid air, and can be poured easily from, vessel to 
vessel. The liquid does not conduct electricity, and, if anything, 
is slightly diamagnetic. Compared with an equal volume of liquid 
air, it requires only one-fifth the quantity of heat for vaporization; 
on the other hand, its specific heat is ten times that of liquid air or 
five times that of water. The coefficient of expansion of the fluid is 
remarkable, being about ten times that of gas; it is by far the lightest 
liquid known to exist, its density being only one-fourteenth that of 
water; the lightest liquid previously known was liquid marsh gas, 
which is six times heavier. The only solid whch has so- small density 
as to float upon its surface is a piece of pith wood. It is by far the 
coldest liquid known. At ordinary atmospheric pressure it boils at 
minus 252.5deg., or 20.5deg. absolute. The critical point of the liquid 
is about 29deg. absolute, and the critical pressure not more than 15 
atmos-phere-s. The vapour of the hydrogen arising from the liquid has 
nearly the density of air—that is, it is 14 times that of the- gas at the 
ordinary temperature. Reduction of the pressure by an air-pump 
brings down the temperature to minus 258deg., when the liquid becomes 
a solid resembling frozen foam, and this by further exhaustion is 
cooled to minus 260de-g., or 13deg. absolute, which is the lowest 
steady temperature that has been reached. The solid may also be got 
in the form of a clear transparent ice, melting at about 15deg. 
absolute, under a pressure of 55mm., possessing the unique- density 
of one-eleventh that of water. Such cold involves the solidification 
of every gaseous substance- but one that is at present definitely known 
to the chemist, and so liquid hydrogen introduces the investigator to 
a world of solid bodies. 

THE ABSOLUTE ZERO. 

By the evaporation of solid hydrogen under the air pump we can 
reach within 13deg. or 14deg. of the zero, but there or thereabouts 
our progress is barred. This gap of 13deg. might seem at first 
sight insignificant in comparison with the hundreds that have already 
been conquered. But to win one degree low down the scale is quite 
a different matter from doing so at higher temperatures; in fact, to 
annihilate these few remaining degrees would be a far greater achieve¬ 
ment than any so far accomplished in low-temperature research. For 
the difficulty is two-fold, having to do partly with process and partly 
with material. The application of the methods used in the lique¬ 
faction of gases becomes continually harder and more troublesome as 
the working temperature is reduced; thus, to- pass from liquid air 
to liquid hydrogen—a difference of 60deg.— is, from a thermodynamic 
point of view, as difficult as to bridge the gap of 150deg. that separates 
liquid chlorine and liquid air. By the use of a new liquid gas exceed¬ 
ing hydrogen in volatility to the same extent as hydrogen does nitro¬ 
gen, the investigator might get to within 5deg. of the zero; but 
even a second hypothetical substance, again exceeding the first one 
in volatility to an equal extent, would not suffice to bring him 
quite to the point of his ambition. That the zero will ever be 
reached by man is extremely improbable. A thermometer introduced 
into regions outside the uttermost confines of the earth’s atmosphere 
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might approach the absolute zero, provided that its parts were highly 
transparent to all kinds of radiation, otherwise it would be affected- 
by the radiation of the sun, and would therefore become heated. But 
supposing all difficulties to be overcome, and the experimenter to be 
able to reach within a few degrees of the zero, it is by no means 
certain that he would find the near approach of the death of matter 
sometimes pictured. Any forecast of the- phenomena that would be 
seen must be based on the assumption that there is continuity be¬ 
tween the processes studied at attainable temperatures and those which * 
take place at still lower ones. Is such an assumption justified? It is 
true that many changes in the properties of substances have been * 
found to vary steadily with the degree of cold to which they are 
exposed. But it would be rash to take for granted that the changes 
which have been traced in explored regions continue to the same 
extent and in the same direction in those which are as yet unex¬ 
plored. Of such a breakdown low-temperature research has already 
yielded a direct proof at least in one case. A series of experiments 
with pure metals showed that their electrical resistance gradually de¬ 
creases as they are cooled to lower and lower temperatures, in such 
ratio that it appeared probable that at the zero of absolute tempera¬ 
ture they would have no resistance at all and would become perfect 
conductors of electricity. But with the advent of the more powerful - 
refrigerant liquid hydrogen it became necessary to revise that con¬ 
clusion. A discrepancy was first observed when a platinum resist¬ 
ance thermometer was used to ascertain the temperature of that 
liquid boiling under atmospheric and reduced pressure. All known 
liquids, when forced to evaporate quickly by being placed in the ex¬ 
hausted receiver of an air-pump, undergo a reduction in temperature, 
but when hydrogen was treated in this way it appeared to be an 
exception. The resistance thermometer showed no such reduction - 
as was expected, and it became a question whether it was the hydro¬ 
gen or the thermometer that was behaving abnormally. Ultimately, ~ 
by the adoption of other thermometrical appliances, the temperaii'.re of 
the hydrogen was proved to be lowered by exhaustion as theory in¬ 
dicated. Hence it was the platinum thermometer which had broken 
down; in other words, the electrical resistance of the ne-tai employed 
in its construction was not, at temperatures about minus 250deg. C.r 
decreased by cold in the same proportion as at temperatures about 
minus 200deg. This being the case, there is no longer any reason 
to suppose that at the absolute zero platinum would become a perfect 
conductor of electricity; and in view of the similarity between the 
behaviour of platinum cnd that of other pure metals in respect of tem¬ 
perature and conductivity, the presumption is that the same is true 
of -them also. At any rate, the knowledge that in the case of at 
least one property of matter we have succeeded in attaining a depth 
of cold sufficient to bring about unexpected change in the law ex¬ 
pressing thei variation of that property with temperature, is sufficient 
to show the necessity for extreme caution in extending our inferences 
regarding the properties of matter near the zero of temperature. A 
theoretical investigation on the relaxation of “ ele-ctrions ” and atoms 
has led him to suggest a hypothetical metal having the following 
remarkable properties—below ldeg. absolute it is a perfect insulator 
of electricity, at 2deg. it shows noticeable conductivity, and at 6deg. 
it possesses high conductivity. It may safely be predicted that - 
liquid hydrogen will be the means by which many obscure problems 
of physics and chemistry will ultimately be solved, so that the lique¬ 
faction of the last of the old permanent gases is as pregnant now 
with future consequences of great scientific moment as was the lique¬ 
faction of chlorine in the early years of the last century. The next 
step towards the absolute zero is to find another ga-s more volatile than - 
hydrogen, and that we possess in the gas occurring in clevite, identi¬ 
fied by Ramsay as helium, a gas which is widely distributee!, like 
hydrogen, in the sun, stars, and nebulae. A specimen of this gas 
was subjected by Olszewski to liquid air temperatures, 
combined with compression and subsequent expansion, 
following the Ca-illetet method, and resulted in his being 
unable to discover any appearance of liquefaction, even in the form, 
of mist. His experiments led him to infer that the boiling-point of tne 
substance is probably below 9deg. absolute. After Lord Rayleigh v 
had found a new source of helium in the gases which are derived from 
the Bath springs, and liquid hydrogen became available as a cooling:; 
agent, a specimen of helium cooled in liquid hydrogen showed the 
formation of fluid, but this turned out to be owing to the presence of 
an unknown admixture of other gases. As a matter of fact, a year 
before the date of this experiment I had recorded indications of the 
presence of unknown gases in the spectrum of helium derived from 
this source. When subsequently such condensable constituents were 
removed, the purified helium snowed no signs of liquefaction, even 
when compressed to 80 atmospheres, while the tube containing it was 
surrounded with solid hydrogen. Further, on suddenly expanding, no • 
instantaneous mist appeared. Thus helium was definitely proved to 
be a much more volatile substance than hydrogen in either the liquid 
or solid condition. The inference to be drawn from the adiabatic 
expansion effected under the circumstances is that helium must have 
touched a temperature of from 9deg. to lOdeg. for a short time 
without showing any signs of liquefaction, and consequently that the 
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critical point must be still lower. This would force us to anticipate 
that the boiling-point of the liquid will be about 5deg. absolute, or 
liquid helium will be four times more volatile than liquid hydrogen, 
just as liquid hydrogen is four times more volatile than liquid air. 
Provided the critical point is not below 8deg. absolute, then, from 
the knowledge of the conditions that are successful in producing a 
change of state in hydrogen through the use of liquid air, we may 
safely predict that helium can be liquefied by following similar 
methods. If, however, the critical point is as low as 6deg. absolute, 
then it would be almost hopeless to anticipate success by adopting the 
process that works so well with hydrogen. The present anticipation 
is that the gas will succumb after being subjected to this process, 
only, instead of liquid air under exhaustion being used as the primary 
cooling agent, liquid hydrogen evaporating under similar circum¬ 
stances must be employed. In this case the resulting liquid would 
require to be collected in a vacuum vessel, the outer walls of which are 
immersed in liquid hydrogen. The practical difficulties and the cost 
of the operation will be very great; but, ! on the other hand, the 
descent to a temperature within bdeg. of the zero would open out new 
vistas of scientific inquiry, which would add immensely to our know¬ 
ledge of the properties of matter. To command in our laboratories a 
temperature which would be equivalent to that which a comet might 
reach at an infinite distance from the sun would, indeed, be a great 
triumph for science. If the present Royal Institution attack on 
helium should fail, then we must ultimately succeed by adopting a 
process based on the mechanical production of cold through the per¬ 
formance of external work. When a turbine can be worked by 
compressed helium, the whole of the mechanism and circuits being 
kept surrounded with liquid hydrogen, then we need hardly doubt 
that the liquefaction will be effected. In all probability gases other 
than helium will be discovered of greater volatility than hydrogen. 
It was at the British Association meeting in 1896 that I made the 
first suggestion of the probable existence of an unknown element which 
would be found to fill up the gap between argon and helium, and this 
anticipation was soon taken up by others and ultimately confirmed. 
Later, in the Bakerian lecture for 1901, I was led to infer that another 
member of the helium group might exist, having the atomic weight 
about 2, and this would give us a gas still more volatile, with which 
the absolute zero might be still more nearly approached. It is to be 
hoped that some such element or elements may yet be isolated and 
identified as coronium or nebulium. The chemists of the future will 
find ample scope for investigation within the apparently limited range 
of temperature which separates solid hydrogen from the zero. Indeed, 
great as is the sentimental interest attached to the liquefaction of 
these refractory gases, the importance of the achievement lies rather 
in the fact that it opens out new fields of research and enormously 
widens the horizon of physical science, enabling the natural philosopher 
to study the properties and behaviour of matter under entirely novel 
conditions. 

THE UPPER AIR AND AURORAS. 

The present liquid ocean, neglecting everything for the moment 'but 
the water, was at a previous period of the earth’s history part of the 
atmosphere, and its condensation has been brought about by the 
gradual cooling of the earth’s surface. This resulting ocean is sub¬ 
jected to the pressure of the remaining uncondensed gases, and as 
these are slightly soluble they dissolve to some extent in the fluid. 
The gases in solution can be taken out by distillation or by exhausting 
the water, and if we compare their volume with the volume of the 
water as steam, we should find about 1 volume of air in 60,000 volumes 
of steam. This would then be about the rough proportion of the 
relatively permanent gas to condensable gas which existed in the 
case of the vaporised ocean. Now let us assume the surface of the 
earth gradually cooled to some 200deg. below the freezing-point; 
then, after all the present ocean w'as frozen, and the climate became 
three times more intense tfyan any arctic frost, a new' ocean 
of liquid air would appear, covering the entire surface of 
the frozen globe about 35ft. deep. We may now apply 
the same reasoning to the liquid air ocean that we formerly did 
to the water one, and this would lead us to anticipate that it might 
contain in solution some gases that may be far less condensable than 
tlie chief constituents of the fluid. In order to separate them we must 
imitate the method of taking the gases out of water. Assume a 
sample of liquid air cooled to the low temperature that can be reap* 
by its own evaporation, connected by a. pipe to a condenser cooled in 
liquid hydrogen ; then any volatile gases present in solution will 
distil over witli the first portions of the air, and can be pumped off. 
being uncondensable at the temperature of the condenser. In this 
way, a gas mixture, containing, of the known gases, free hydrogen, 
helium, and neon, has been separated from liquid air. The spec¬ 
troscopic examination of these gases throws new' light upon the ques¬ 
tion of the aurora and the nature of the upper air. According to the 
old law of Dalton, supported by the modern dynamical theory of 
gases, each constituent of the atmosphere while acted upon by the 
fore ■ of gravity forms a separate atmosphere, completely independent, 
except as to temperature, of the others, and the relations between the 
common temperature and me pressure and altitude for each specific 

atmosphere can be definitely expressed. If we assume the altitude and I 
temperature known, then the pressure can b ■ ascertained for the suiin- 
height in the case of each ot the oaseous constituents, and in this 

way the percentage composition of the atmosphere at that place may 
be deduced. Suppose we start with a surface atmosphere having the 

composition of our air, only containing two ten-thousandths of hydro¬ 
gen, then at 37 miles, if a sample could be procured for analysis, we 
believe that it would be found to contain 12 per cut. of hydrogen 
and only 10 per cent, of ox"~en. The carbonic acid practically dis¬ 
appears ; and by the time we reach 47 miles, where the temperature is 
minus 132dtg., assuming a gradient of 3.2deg. per mile, the nitrogen 
and oxygen have so thinned out that the only constituent of the 
upper air which is lelt is hydrogen. If the gradient of temperature 
were doubled, the elimination of the nitrogen and oxygen would take 
place by the time 37 miles was reached, with a temperature of minus 
fi20deg. The permanence of the composition of the air at the highest 
altitudes, as deduced from the basis of the dynamical theory of gases, 
has been discussed by Stoney, Bryan, and others. It would appear 
that there is a consensus of opinion that the rate at which gases like 
hydrogen and helium could escape from the earth’s atmosphere would 
be excessively slow. Considering 'that to compensate, any such loss 
the same gases are being supplied by actions taking place in the crust 
of the earth, we may safely regard them as necessarily permanent 
constituents of the upper air. The temperature at the elevations we 
have been discussing would not be sufficient to cause any liquefaction 
of the nitrogen and oxygen, the pressure being so low. If we assume 
the mean temperature as about the boiling point of oxygen 
at atmospheric pressure, then a considerable amount of the 
carbonic acid must solidify as a mist, if the air from a 
lower level be cooled to tins temperature; and the same 
result might take place with other gases of relatively small 
volatility which occur in air. This would explain the clouds 
that have been seen at an elevation of 50 miles, without 
assuming the possibility of water vapour being carried up so high, 
the whole mass of the air above forty miles is not more than one 
seven-hundredth part of the total mass of the atmosphere, so that any 
rain or snow or liquid or solid air, if it did occur, would necessarily 
be of a very tenuous description. In any case, the dense gases tend 
to accumulate in the lower strata, and the lighter ones to predominate 
at the higher attitudes, always assuming that a steady state of equili¬ 
brium has been reached. It must be observed, however, that a sample 
oi air taken at an elevation of nine miles has shown no difference 
in composition from that at the ground, whereas, according to our 
hypothesis, the oxygen ought to have diminished to 17 per cent., and 
tlie carbonic acid should also have become much less. This can only 
be explained by assuming that a large intermixture of different layers 
of the atmosphere is still taking place at this elevation'. This is con¬ 
firmed by a study of the motions of clouds about six males high, -which 
reveals ail average velocity of the air currents of some seventy miles an 
hour; such violent winds must be the means of causing the inter¬ 
mingling of different atmospheric strata. Some clouds, however, 
during hot and thundery weather, have been seen to reach an elevation 
of seventeen miles, so that we have direct proof that on occasion the 
lower layers of atmosphere are carried to a great elevation. The 
existence of an atmosphere at more than 100 miles above the surface 
of the earth is revealed to us by the appearance of meteors and firebalis, 
and when we can take photographs ot the spectrum of such apparitions 
we shall learn a great deal about the composition of the upper air. In 
the meantime, Bickering’s solitary spectrum of a meteor reveals an 
atmosphere of hydrogen and helium, and so far this is corroborative 
of the doctrine we have been discussing. It has long been recognised 
that the aurora is the result of electric discharges within the limits of 
the earth’s atmosphere, but it was difficult to understand why its 
spectrum should be so entirety different from anything which could 
Vie produced artificially by electric discharges through rarefied air at 
the surface of the earth. If we turn to the question what is the cause 
of the electric discharges which are generally believed to occasion 
auroras, but of which little more has hitherto been known than that 
they are connected with sun spots and solar eruptions, recent studies 
of electric discharges in high vacua, with which the names of Crookes, 
Rontgen, Lenard, and J. J. Thomson will always be associated, have 
opened the way for Arrhenius to sugge.-t a definite and rational answer. 
He points out that the frequent disturbances which we know to occur 
in the sun mud cause electric discharges in the sun’s atmosphere far 
exceeding any that occur in that of the earth. These will be attended 
with an ionisation of the gases, and the negative ions will stream 
away through the outer atmosphere of the sun into the interplanetary 
space, becoming, as Wilson has shown, nuclei of aggregation of con¬ 
densable vapours and cosmic dust. The liquid and solid particles thus 
formed will be of various sizes ; the larger will gravitate back to the 
sun, while those with diameters less than one-and-a-half thousandths 
of a millimetre, but nevertheless greater than a wave length of light, 
will, in accorance with Clerk-Maxwell’s electro-magnetic theory, be 
driven away from the sun by the incidence of the solar rays upon them, 
with velocities which may become enormous, until they meet other 
celestial bodies, or increase their dimensions by picking up more 
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>smic dust or diminish them by evaporation. The earth will catch 
s share of such particle's on the'side which is turned towards the sun, 
nd its upper atmosphere will thereby become negatively electrified 
ntil the potential of the charge reaches such a point that a discharge 
ccurs, which will be repeated as more charged particles reach the 
arth. This theory not only accounts for th© auroral discharges, 
nd the coincidence of their times of greatest frequency with those 
f the maxima of sunspots, but also for the minor maxima and 
linima. The vernal and autumnal maxima occur when the line 
hrough the earth and sun has it greatest inclination to the solar 
quator so that the earth is more directly exposed to the region of 
naXimum of sunspots, while the 26 days’ period corresponds closely 
vith the period of rotation of that part of the solar surface where 
ecuhe are" more abundant. J. J. Thomson has pointed out, as a con- 
equence of the Richardson observations, that negative ions will be con- 
tantly streaming from the sun merely regarded as a hot body, but 
his is not inconsistent with the supposition that there will be an excess 
;f this . emission in eruptions, and from the regions of feculse. 
Arrhenius’s theory accounts also, in a way which seems the most satis- 
'actory hitherto enunciated, for the appearances presented by comets. 
The solid parts of these objects absorb the sun’s rays, and as they 
ipproach the sun become heated on the side turned towards him until 
;he volatile substances frozen in or upon them are evaporated and 
diffused in the gaseous state in surrounding space, where they get 
moled to the temperature of liquefaction and aggregated in drops about 
the negative ions. The larger of these drops gravitate towards the 
sun and form clouds of the coma about the head, while the smaller 
are driven by the incidence of the sun’s light upon them away from 
the sun and form the tail. The curvature of the tail depends, as Bre- 
dichin has shown, on the rate at which the particles are driven, which 
in turn depends on the size and specific gravity of the particles, and 
these will vary with the density of the vapour from which they are 
formed and the frequency of the negative ions which collect them. In 
any case, Arrhenius’s theory is a most suggestive one, not only with 
reference to auroras and comets, and the solar corona and chromo¬ 
sphere, but ailso as to the constitution of the photosphere itself. 

Professor James Dewar, F.R.S. 

exhibition. 
CAMBRIDGE. 

A photographic exhibition was opened at the Corn Exchange, Cam¬ 
bridge, last Wednesday in connection with the Cambridge and District* 

Horticultural Society. 
At the luncheon Mr. F. H. Sanderson, one of the judge-s, said he 

thought he might say that the Society were to be congratulated on 
the show of photographs. Last year the first effort in that direction 
was made, and he was delighted to know that it was sufficiently 
successful to warrant the attempt this year. He was pleased to note 
that two of last year’s prize winner's were medallists again this 
year; he was also1 pleased to see that an open class was inaugurated. 
If they wanted to encourage photography, his advice was, “ Don’t 
confine it to the town.” The amateur in the town, he pointed out, 
was apt to follow the lead of the professionals in the town and be 
influenced by the show-cases. The professional had absolutely the 
last chance in the world of producing the best nhotographv. 1 hey 
wanted men to give their whole soul and ftrength to producing the 
highest possible article, and they, would find in the photographic 
world the professional did not produce the work of the highest 
standard, simply because he had to work at a price and gain a 
livelihood. By having the open class they would get work from all 
over the country, and they would instil into those who' took up 
photography a love for the finest productions. 

Compared with last year, the exhibition showed a great improve¬ 
ment in point of the number and the quality of works sent in. Last 
year the class for architecture wasi the smallest; this year it was the 
reverse, and some of the work was of the highest possible Qua lty. 
The silver medal was awarded to the Rev. H. R. Campion, of Ely ; e 
also took the cup, accompanied by another silver medal for a photo¬ 
graph of the entrance t0‘ Bishop West’s Chape-, Ely, which was. 
adjudged the best picture in classes 1 to 4. The bronze medal went, 
to some very fine pictures of Canterbury Cathedral by Mr. 1. J. 
Snowden. Miss E. M. Pope, of Sandy, was highly commended. In 
the class for portraits and figure studies (always a strong class for 
local workers) Mr. Alphonso Smith took the silver medal for a^set of 
three pictures, entitled, “An Errand of Mercy, Sen-Sen, and 
“The Cobbler.” The last-named was decidedly the best of the three; 
the reason is obvious to one who knows Mr. Smith. Mr. William 
Moore a rising and enthusiastic worker who takes particular interest 
in figure work, took the bronze medal for a picture entitled 
“Wrinkles, Old and New,” which represented an old man (well- 
known in the town) reading a contemporary. The posing and the 
expression were excellent. Mr. Moore is to be congratulated also 

on a set of pictures illustrating poaching, bird-nesting, etc. In this 
class Mr1. J. Johnson was highly commended. 

The landscape and seascape class was rather weak, and not nearlv 
so good as last year. There were a few good pictures, but none of 
sufficient merit to warrant the silver medal award. A landscape ana 
a seascape by Miss E. M. Pope gained the bronze medal. Mr. 
Alphonso Smith was highly commend'ed for two pictures. Mr. A. bs. 
Swannel was also commended. 

In the juniors? class, first prize was awarded to Mr. H. b. Olay ton 
for a picture of the May boat races. The second prize was wiWeid. 

The open class was of great interest. Mr. C. E. Wabnsley won 
the gold medal with three excellent studies. The Rev. F. W. Strong 
won the silver medal for two portraits, of which “Thoughts >i 
Youth” was the finest. A Bristol worker, Mr. W. R. Lathbury, won 
the bronze medal. Highly commended Mr. F. M. Barkway, and Mr. 
W. Inston commended. Other good work was shown by Wniiam 
Shakespeare and W. Page. . 

Messrs. F. J. Stoakley and W. H. Hall were awarded a special 
silver medal for some Sanger Slieppeard colour slides. 

The judging was in the capable hands of Messrs. W. B. Redfem and 
F. H. Sanderson. The duties of lion. sec. were undertaken bv Mr. 
C S Ad'dison, assisted by Messrs. A. J. Mouel and F. Stoakley, 
whose part in making the exhibition a success was very considerable. 

PERSONAL PARS AND NEWS NOTES. 

Many as well as myself must have regretted the disappearance of the 
column of “Personal Paragraphs” that once used to ornament page Z 
of each issue of a, certain photographic weekly. Why, I ask, has 
this popular and truly twentieth-century feature vanished. rta.^ 
“Lux” ceased to perambulate (note-hook in hand) the apartment of 
Anderton’s Hotel, in which certain of the faithful are wont to meet. 
Does he no longer haunt the purlieus of Tudor Street, Whitefnars, on 
Thursday nights; has he stopped lurking—a silent listener-in a 
comer of the smoke-room at 28, Charing Cross Road; can he never 
now be descried in the neighbourhood of Russell Square; m short, r 
he no more hunting for “ copy” in those spots of the-metropolis wh 
camera folks most generally do congregate? If not, why not. 

One reason, and one only, presents itself as being possibly the true 
secret. Lux may have become an editor, and is consequently too 
grand to deign to write mere par's. Such being the case, may I offer 
myself—Solomon Sage—as a humble substitute? 

My idea is not to confine myself to sordid details of a man s ances¬ 
tors; his researches into chemistry, and such-like dry luformation. 
On the contrary, I’d give chatty notes on personal appearance, dres., 
and habits, etc., with stories of incidents and bon 
between, to flavour the literary hash—I mean, dish. Further, y 
paragraphs would not be confined to people only. 

But in order that you may more clearly grasp my meaning, I have 
jotted down a selection of sample pars., as follows: — 

I saw Mr. Snowden Ward get off a ’bus outside the door of the 
“ King Lud ” the other day. It gratified me to observe that, in.tead 
of entering he went to Slater’s next door. He was wearing a brown 

suit with a charming green tie. His hat, as usual, was of 
the soft felt variety. I am in a, position to deny the ridiculous canard 
which credits Mr.Ward with having stater,- that it was possible for 
amateurs to earn money by press photography. 

Mrs. Cadby, I learn, has just placed » permanent erfer with. 
Messrs. Strata- for a large weekly supply of pen-mbs and pap.r It 
is said that her articles on garden photography are all arranged to, 

up to the spring of 1904. 

Mr. Holland Day has returned to America. The price of white 
stock scarves has fallen perceptibly since his departure Mr. Day 
took with him some fine ’86 platmotype with which to replenish his 

cellars. 

Another American visitor who recently quitted our shores was Mr 
Y"am all Abbot. It is whispered that while m London he conducted 
by one of our most prominent photographic lights, visited 
the R.P.S., Romano’s, an A.B.C. shop, the Tivoli, Westimnrter 
Abbey, and' other refined resorts of the metropolis Mr Abbot was 
overheard to pronounce the evening service at A^ey ^ real 
bully ” and although the meaning of this cryptic utterance nn y 
somewhat obscure, everyone who met- the speaker will agree that 

was doubtless said in good part. 

The statement that the Eastman Company have added to their 
enormities by turning pro-Boer is without foundation. 1-K. stands 
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for pocket-kodak 

Transvaal. 
well as the name of the (late) President of the 

A good story is going the rounds at present in which the Rev. 

F. C. Lambert is the central figure. Mr. Lambert, it seems, called 

■one afternoon at Effingham House, Arundel Street, and on the door¬ 

step encountered Mr. Brown. T'hey entered the lift (beg pardon, the 

■elevator) together, and' ascended towards the top floor of the mansion. 

The lift (realising, perhaps, that it had a clergyman on board), 

■travelled very slowly and sedately. “I thought you advertised that 

■this elevator was the fastest in London?” remarked Mr1. Lambert. 

“So it was," said Mr. Brown, who had had to stand the whole way 

up. The reverend gentleman’s reply, if he made one, is unrecorded. 

It is incorrect to suppose that the photographs of lightning ex¬ 

hibited in the Scientific Section at the recent New Gallery show were 

merely negative prints from certain tree and branch studies at the 
Salon. 

A Parisian correspondent informs me that Mr. Edouard Steichen 

has organised a new artistic society in that city. The society is a 

-delightfully informal one, holding its meetings (at which member's’ work 

is exhibited, criticised, and occasionally even admired) wherever it 

happens to find itself at the time. Mr. Steichen is, so far, the onlv 
member. 

I hear a rumour that Dr. Grim is about to set. up a portrait studio 

on each of the stations of the Underground Railway. The eminent 

optical worker’s latest feat was to snapshot ai negro in mourning 

walking through a mist at midnight. The likeness is excellent. 

In view of the fact that several more meetings are soon to be held 

at the Royal Photographic Society’s rooms, 1 am thankful to be able 

to announce that No. 66, Russell Square has at last been connected 
by private wire with the nearest ambulance station. 

A story having been circulated in the Camera Club to the effect 
that the price of afternoon tea* was to be raised to sixpence, several 

prominent members are reported to have stated emphatically that 

they would sooner drink whiskey than submit to such an extortion 
I he momentary storm has, however, subsided. 

There! If those paragraphs won’t do, I don’t know what will. 

Should you decide to publish a series such as the above, kindly wire 

me at once in order that I may buy a suit of armour for street and 

evening wear Also purchase fresh bales of paper to cope with the 

doubled circulation of your journal. Yes; Solomon Sage is your 

Solomon Sage. 

Commercial $ Cegal Intelligence 
-<•- 

Sfr>T1TInT P|s,idues-—Messrs. Blundell and Sons, of 199, Wardour 
Street, Oxford Street, London, ask us to state they treat platinum reh- 

omrusLTdrer y’ g'Ve °'iC,“S bCSt vahie tor S’™* 

r/»rtEGExrPT1S.Photograph Company—At the Westminster Police 
,,t on Monday last Ernest Frewtrell Hopper, aged 27, of High Street 
I lumstead, and Charles Davies, aged 46, of Darwin Street, Walworth 

22.s f T °n a ^ith C0.nsPiring together to obtain money by 
means of talse pretences—Detective Sergeant Baxter stated that the 
pnsuiiiTs were arrested on a warrant granted in January of last year 
1 Ration being that they obtained various sums of money from 
lomestic servants and others, for orders for photographs. When applica- 
mns or th'- orders were made, the parties were told that the money 

had not been paid in. He arrested prisoner Hopper on Saturday even- 
1 Xg, when the accused said: “I suppose you will have Davies.” He after¬ 
wards added : He is the instigator of this.” The concern was called 

Tide,natmnal I holograph Company. The accused subsequently 
I was employed by Davies at a salary of 10s. per week 15 ner 

■'01 . commission on all orders, and 7£ per cent, on collections.’ Davies 
, ,ny downfall. I was straight until I met him. Only a week 

ni two ago, we got some money from different people for orders and 
d 1 \ ^equally. \\(- afterwards spent the money. I am glad it has 

\}1S’ for Davios 1 should not be standing here now. After 

T shallBhav( 7l :"1'1 lhl'n s,:iri afresh. Davies is a scoundrel, and 
T), s . . • s; 'sbiHion of seeing him punished as well as myself.”— 

" *inI further stated that he got the prisoner Davies to attend 

R'".i"!'y Rond I’ollr,‘ Nation by a ruse on Sunday morning When 

■ at it now. —Davies now expressed astonishment at the action of 

'• s:,,d hp 1,:"1 been residing at the same address for upwards 
■1 twelve years.—Eventually the prisoners were remanded. P 

meetings or Societies. 
--- 

MEETINGS OF SOCIETIES FOR NEXT WEEK. 

Sept. Name of Society. Subject. 

Tele-Photographjj. E. Marriage 
1 Ramble to Hartington. Leader, M 
l 11. T. Marsland. 

Wray8bury to Windsor. 

{WAissvr"*- ^ 
Annual General Meeting. 
Technical Meeting. 

(More Gemx from Spain. Mr 4 r 
t Henderson. 

20. Ashton-under-Lyne Photo. 

Brentford Photographic. 

Birmingham Photographic ... 

Borough Polytechnic... . 

20. 

23 . 

24 . 
24. North Middlesex Photographic 

London and Provincial . 2.3 

LONDON AND PROVINCIAL PHOTOGRAPHIC ASSOCIATION. 
September 11th.^-Mr. W. E. Dunmore in the chair. 

Mr. W. D. Welford asked \vhether the experiences of others confirmed 
what he himself had noticed in the process of intensifying a plate with 
mercury, it a plate be bleached with mercury and then blackened at 
once, a certain amount of intensification takes place; but if, after bleach 
inS’ jhe 1Plate :is allowed to dry and to remain in the light for a few days 
wu !s ^hen blackened, nearly double the first intensification is obtained’ 
\\hat was the action of the light on the bleached plate that brought 
about the increased density under the blackening agent 

Mr A. Haddon suggested that to make the case quite clear aud indis¬ 
putable, a l'late should be bleached and divided into three parts. One 
part, should be treated with ammonia at once; another should be nlaced 

in- uhxe llghti and the th?rd should be kept ill darkness. The two last 
lmght then be treated with the ammonia after a few days, to see, first 
ot all, whether there was a difference between them and the first plate 
and secondly whether the increased density was due to exposure to light 
or to effluxion of time, a point which would be settled by the relative 
conditions of the two last sections. 

Mr. Welford said that he had kept half of a bleached plate covered 
up tor three days while the rest was exposed to daylight, and he found 
that, the latter was blackened more than the protected portion by the 
alkali. 

The Chairman said that he had noticed that after intensification the 
gelatine of a film negative became quite hard, not brittle, but hard. 

Mr. Haddon attributed this to the tanning action of the mercurv 011 
the gelatine. J 

The Chairman added that this phenomenon was peculiar to films so 
far as lie was aware. It was also a fact that films intensified with mer¬ 
cury did not keep so long as glass negatives, and he found it advisable 
to take what prints he wanted very soon after intensification. The 
deterioration showed all over the emulsion, which often came Quite away 
from the celluloid. 

Mr Welford said that it was a curious thing that if one did not wash 
the bleached film properly a deterioration, in which the blackened nega- 
ti\ e gradually reassumed its bleached form, set in. It was somewhat 
mysterious, however, that a film treated in exactly the same way as a 
plate lasted only for weeks, as against months in the case of the plate. 

Mr. A. Mackie remarked that the fading of intensified images varied 
very much. He had come across negatives intensified in 1877 which were 
perfect, whereas there were plenty of cases of later intensifications which 
had gone quite wrong. He believed that the first thing to bear in mind 
was perfect fixing in the first place and to finish with a fresh solution of 
hyposulphite of soda, so that no silver salt could remain. 

A discussion also took place on matters of minor importance, which 
call for no comment here. 

FULHAM CAMERA CLUB. 

With the object of inaugurating the session of 1902-3 in connection 
with the Fulham Camera Club, the President (Mr. Arthur C. Baldwin), 
Vice-President and Council held a successful “ At Home ” in the large hall 
of the Conservative Club, Shorrolds Road, on Wednesday evening last 
week. The programme arranged for the occasion included vocal and 
instrumental music, the presidential address, and a lantern exhibition. 

The President said that it afforded him much pleasure on behalf of 
the Vice-President, Council, and himself to welcome them all in the name 
ot the Fulham Camera Club. He had no doubt that they had noticed 
that on their syllabus was their motto, “ Lux et umbra.” Those of them 
acquainted with the classics knew exactly what it meant, hut on this 
occasion he took the liberty of giving a more freer translation, and say 
its “ lucky you brought your umbrellas.” They had had a letter of regret 
from the Mayor of that important borough to say that a previous engage¬ 
ment prevented him from attending. He would now proceed to deliver 
what was set down in the programme as the presidential address, and he 
had called it. “ Photography in many lights.” On a former occasion two 
years ago his subject was shadows,” and he would now deal with 
. lights,” and they could take his remarks as “ the idle thoughts of an 
idle photographer.” The address proceeded:—■ 

The former treatise that I made treated of photography under the 
title of “ Shadows,” and I justified my selection of that title by recourse 
to Nuttall’s dictionary, and once more I appeal to it. I find that photo¬ 
graphy is “ the art of producing pictures of objects on a chemically pre¬ 
pared ground by the action of light,” and is derived from one Greek 
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3rd Phos, which means “ light,” and another “ grapho,” “ to write. ’ 
shadow is sombre, but I do not recollect that my earlier screed was 

together of a sombre character, but as photography is a subject of 
bht, I trust that I may be pardoned if on this occasion I treat it in a 
edit*manner. A photographer is somewhat of a butcher, because though 
e may not have much liver (alas! some of us have one too many and are 
ainfully conscious of it), yet He has plenty of lights. High lights, 
iby, canary, and day lights, electric, gas, and other artificial lights, 
t is’therefore in several lights that I wish you to glance at photography 
iiis evening. I have ascertained that there was a Mr. Maxwell Lyte 
•ho figured somewhat prominently in the early days cf the science we 
allow °more or less artistically, and he must have treated it in a “ Lyte ” 
lanner, and as his method was the instantaneous process I will endea- 
our to’ follow in his footsteps, and think of Noah and be brief. Dr. 
)iamond was a pioneer, and from his brilliant setting shed light and 
ustre on the subject. Photographers use diamonds, but I never heard 
hat the famous doctor ever made cutting remarks, and so I hope I 
hall not fall into that error either. People are never tired of saying 
,hat photography is still in its infancy. I consider that if that is so, it 
s a very fully developed child. It is, however, sufficiently ancient as 
o possess the halation of a legendary period, and therefore we will look 
it it first in a legendary light. The Baplista Porta, who I have no doubt 
thought no small beer of himself, improved the camera obscura, and 
since then the camera has not been So obscure an object as it once was. 
The thin end of the wedge would have been driven in much earlier had 
the dissolving properties of hypo-sulphate of soda been more widely 
known during Wedgwood’s life, but solutions are not always at hand 
when most wanted, which is especially felt on a hot day in a stuffy dark 
room, with the candle curling over towards the ruby glass, your best 
exposed plate under development—temperature at 80 degrees—and you 
suddenly remember that there is not a bit of alum in the place, and it 
is early closing day. Wedgwood was not aware that he could’ retain the 
images on his plates which he had coated with a silver solution by means 
of a fixing agent. There were many people travelling on many lines 
from different starting places, but it was reserved for Mr. Scott Archer 
to bring photography on an arrow gauge by his collodion process, and 
express speed was made in the progress of the art. Photography is like 
some one or two of our generals in the late war. It has its reverses, 
but no defeats. Pirst there were wet plates, now there are dry. At one 
time we have negatives, and then we have positives, and I am positive 
that although (in speaking) two negatives can make one positive, in 
photography millions of positives can be made from one negative, which 
is very transparent, and can be appreciated by the densest among us. 
I would now consider,our subject in a high light, and for that purpose 
must mount to a photographer’s studio—and even here legends abound. 
When you are gibbeted in the chair, with all the photographer’s furniture 
around you, your gaze is directed on a fixed point, and you see staring 
you in the face “ Cash at time of sitting.” The artist invites you to look 
pleasantly, and how can you, when you know for certain that the money 
for the fire insurance must be sacrificed to your vanity, and you recollect 
that your housemaid, in whose care you have left the home, has a mania 
for resuscitating the fire with the best white rose oil. Another moment 
and the operator (how suggestive of a surgery) says “ moisten the lips 
please.” Another favourite motto is “ The eyes may be blinked.” At 
one time it used to be “ The eyes may be winked,” which of course means 
the same, but seems to invite an air of sauciness or incredulity on the 
part of the subject, and so it was abandoned in favour of the former. 
The President went on to refer to people who aped the manners and 
habiliments of portrait painters, and converted humanity into graven images 
all stiff and unnatural, and said, therefore, the loss of them is our gain, 
for it must be confessed that portraiture of to-day in many well-known 
instances are triumphs of photography, and show an advancement in 
the art that brings us nearer to the possession of pictures of our relatives 
and selves than we could have done had we lived in the time of Kneller, 
Reynolds, and Gainsborough. It has always been a difficulty to say 
exactly what high art is, but if it means art in high places then it must 
be found in a photographer’s studio. From high lights to twilights is 
an easy declension, and it is here that photography has its uses. There 
is a gradually waning demand for photographic albums, and I think it 
is due to the many and various sizes of photographs. At one time it used 
to be only C.D.V. Don’t photographers envy the times now gone for 
ever when they demanded and received 10s. per dozen C.D.Y. one posi¬ 
tive only, and now some of them are glad to accept an order for 3s. 6d. 
dozen and a 12 by 10 enlargement thrown in. Then cabinets were intro¬ 
duced, and for many years albums as receptacles for these portraits 
enjoyed a large sale. Now every photographer has a special size of his 
own, and it is difficult to get an album to take all these sizes. It has, 
however, had the effect of adding a charm to room decoration, and 
increased the sale of frames. However, to return to the album and 
twilight. How poetic it must be in the soft waning light of early summer 
evening to sit on a garden seat with your best boy showing him the 
family portraits—something after this style. That’s papa ! that’s mamma ! 
and that’s mamma before she was married. It really was a cabinet, but 
you see it has been made smaller because papa’s rival had been taken 
with her, and when she became engaged she thought she would be like 
papa and cut him out too. The poet sang, “ The shades of night were 
falling fast,” and that reminds me of photography in a night light. A 
lady the other day had a small camera given her, and she went into a 
Southsea dealer’s shop for a flash-light apparatus—cheap, of course— 
and thought she would be able to take the fleet at Spithead. It was a 
magnificent idea, and showed good “ resolution,” but I am afraid a victory 
would not have been gained. 

In his further remarks the President went on to give an interesting 
and humorous sketch of a Photographic Society’s meeting, and dealt in 

an amusing and witty manner with other features of photographic art. 
Speaking of photography in a poetic light, he said that poets and photo¬ 
graphers had one thing in common, and that was that they gained their 
inspiration from, and spent some of their best efforts in the admiration 
of nature. At the conclusion of his address Mr. Baldwin was loudly 
applauded. 

Mr. Lloyd moved a vote of thanks to Mr. Baldwin for his address, and 
this was carried by acclamation. 

In responding, Mr. Baldwin said he might say without any shame¬ 
facedness that that meeting was held for a purpose. That club was 
now entering upon the third year of its existence, and the Council 
thought it would be a very good idea to lure them there to spend a 
pleasant evening, but that was only the pleasant side of the camera club. 
Its real object was to meet together to improve themselves in their owl's 
work, and to render mutual help to other members who were engaged 
in the art which they followed. He went on to speak of the objects 
of the club, and expressed their indebtedness to the committee of the 
Conservative Club for allowing them the use of the room for club 
meetings. 

GOLDSMITHS’ INSTITUTE CAMERA CLUB. 

The annual general meeting was held on Tuesday evening, the 9th 
inst, and was well attended by the membership. The question of amalga¬ 
mation with the Chemical Society, which has been raised by the Institute 
authorities, was of course discussed at considerable length, it being fully 
decided that the hon. secs, should lay the views of the members on the 
subject before the Governors, and on receipt of their reply, call a special 
general meeting to deal with the matter. It was also decided that the 
present executive remain in office at any rate until this business is finally 
disposed of. 

The following report detailing the work of the club for the past year, 
and its present position, was submitted by the hon. secretaries : — 

Annual Report for Year enbing Sept. 30th, 1902. 

It is to-night for the fourth time our pleasing duty to present our 
annual report to the members of this club, and to record to the best of 
our ability the events and progress of the session which has just departed. 

The year 1901-2 has been a stirring one in our national history, the 
lights and shades of triumph and despondency, joy and sadness, alternat¬ 
ing with startling and significant rapidity in the minds and hearts of 
the citizens of our world-wide Empire; and, on a smaller scale and in a 
mere restricted sense the same may be said of the Goldsmiths’ Institute 
Camera Club and its members. However, all’s weil that ends well, and 
though the shadows seemed to predominate in the early part of the 
session, yet we are happy to say that the natural balance has been amply 
restored, and we end the year with a largely increased membership and 
a record of much useful photographic work accomplished. 

The lectures and demonstrations given during the winter months were 
most interesting, but we regret to say they were not well patronised by 
the membership. Indeed, so bad did the attendances become that we 
were obliged to call a special general meeting on the 16th December 
last, at which the whole question was fully discussed, and, among other 
things, a reduction in the number of public fixtures, and a consequent 
increase in quality agreed upon. 

The re-introduction of the weekly meetings, which have been held in 
Room 42, has proved to the popular taste, at any rate sufficiently so to 
warrant their continuance in the future. 

One of the most successful functions we have ever held as a club took 
the form of an “ At Home ” on February the 11th. This being quite a 
new departure it was embarked upon with some amount of fear and 
trembling, but we are pleased to be able to report that it went with a 
“ snap ” from start to finish, and with music, flashlights, refreshments, 
and a lantern exhibition, there was not a dull moment from reception 
to God Save the King. As far as we were able to ascertain the feelings 
of those present we feel that we may safely say that everyone was 
delighted, and that there is no doubt whatever that this ought to become 
an annual fixture. 

On April the 16th the lady members, with some slight assistance from 
the sterner sex, gave an entertainment in the Ladies’ Social Room which 
was much appreciated, and which might be repeated every twelve months., 
or oftener, with advantage. 

The summer programme included a projected excursion to Leather- 
head on June 14th, but on that day the rains came and the waters 
covered the face of the earth, so it was reluctantly decided to abandon 
the fixture. Several members, however, who had foregathered at the 
railway station in a hope of a clearance in the skies, organised on the 
spot an impromptu excursion to “ America in London ” at the Crystal 
Palace, where they had a first-rate time. We speak from personal ex¬ 
perience. Those members who had purchased tickets but did not turn 
up received their money back, less a deduction for the actual out-of- 
pocket expenses of printing, etc. 

With regard to finance, the revenue account shows a credit balance 
both in the prize and general funds, which in view of the increased 
expenditure necessitated by a larger membership and broader outlook, 
may, we think, be regarded as satisfactory. The advance in the amount 
received under the heading subscriptions is also very gratifying, in addi¬ 
tion there was a welcome increase in the Governors’ grant, which we hope 
will be continued. 

Turning now to our membership-roll we have the pleasure to chronicle 
a further accession in strength. At this time last year the number of 
actual members was 39, this year it has reached the excellent total of 
54, a net gain of 15, and 28 more than the year before. 

If every member will bring the club prominently before their friends 
who are members of the Institute, or who can be persuaded to join, especi¬ 
ally ladies, there is no reason at all why this total should not be vastly 
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-improved, indeed considering I he advantages offered by the club we look 
forward wnh hopeful expectation in this direction. As, however, there 
is always bound to be some slight falling off in membership at the close 
ot each session, from various causes, a vigorous recruiting campaign is 
•the only means of ensuring a permanent increase. 

SOUTHAMPTON CAMERA CLUB 

SSy’Tjfc G. VMan°Ve C'Ub 15,h illSt' unto the 

WAfAerQ-0rdmary Preli“inary business, the Chairman introduced Mr. 
_ ‘ ' .m®’ representative of the Rotary Photographic Company, who 
fnJ and demo.ns^ation, etc., on the use of the various7print- 
and the StlV.6 paperS1 lssufd by thc company. Exposures were made, 
„ lartp ,Pw”fs developed and fixed in the presence of the members, and 
for imnpdi y -°f sP®.cmien prints and paper negatives were passed round 

toned S2 iljpo ai’umZt‘hTery SUPCTi01' sPeci'"e"s 

[September 19, 1902. 

l)eu>$ and Doles. 
A Recover and Manager Appointed.—In the Chancery Division of the 

High Court, before Mr. Justice Swinfen Eady, sitting as Vacation Jud<m 
a motion was heard in which Messrs. Barclay and Co., Ltd., sought for 
the appointment of a receiver and manager of the Photographic Associa- 

R°])\rtS011> who aPPeai’ed in support ofPthe motion 
■said the plaintiffs were debenture holders, and they asked for the appoint- 

, of a rcceiver and manager. The motion had been adjourned for 
a fortmght for the purpose of entering into negotiations for paying 0ff 
the plaintiffs. The plaintiffs had not been paid off however and" the 
.motmn now came before the Court.-Mr. Vernon said he appeared on 
behalf of the company, and for second debenture holders. HePwas not m 
f rG^tl0n f° °Ppos? the motlon> but he asked that the order should not be 

, Irawii up for ten days, as negotiations were still pending, and they still 
^Pdii^op^, settling with the petitioners.—On behalf of Mr Parker 

ContheTliebingUr? h°ldf ’ u s,tated that he did not oppose the peti- 
aon. The debentures he held, although they purported to be second 

- • ebentures, ranked as a matter of fact in priority to those of the nlaiti- 
° s.‘ suggested that a receiver and manager be appointed without 
prejudice to the claims to priority.—His Lordship asked whether the 
•easiest way would not be to take judgment at once, and direct an inquiry 
fiS to priorities.—Mr. Vernon said that would be throwing additional 
expense upon his client. Eventually his lordship appointed the gentlemen 
mentioned m the notice of motion as receiver and manager. S 

Considerarle attention has been given bv the Bornnp-b 
Photographic Society for the last threl or foul years to afpromS ^ 

SdTha1tnltmi Vl,niph0t0?i’a|’hy.!‘S aPPl*e|l t°amateurs, and we under? 
stand that some 70 ladies and gentlemen were added to the Societv W 
winter almost solely by these evenings. The appended list of subjects for 
the coming season will be sufficient to show the scope of these elementarv 

lectures, which are held every Friday. Add to this the privilege of a^so 
ttending a similar series of more advanced lectures on Wednesdav 

evenings, as well as the advantage of using at all times a well-fitted dark7 
room with an efficient lighting apparatus, and it will be seen that the 
subscription of 5s. per annum is a very modest one. The winter session 
reopens on Wednesday, October 1st, and the first instruction evenffi" 
wifi be held on Friday October 3rd. A full syllabus and other informa* 

Borough Roa°d asnE - l,9nplheoh0fnv1 secrfa^ Mr- P- 0. Cornford, 103, ijorougn Road, b.E. .—1902.—October 3, apparatus—the choice of a 
camera the functions of a lens, value of stops, use of swing back and 
:Z gnTt’ ac1c7e®sor1^.; October 10th, development-in theory anfprac 
tice, October 17th, printing and toning P.O.POctober 24th lavF+CC 
•slide making; October 31st, bromide printing; November 7th enlarmim 
on bromide paper; November 14th, defects in negaH^p^entic^Md 
^RthCdpnl Nov,ember ,21st’ developers—their use and abuL; November 
28th, enlarged negatives; December 5th, lantern slides-for produSion 
of tones ; December 12th, trimming, mounting, and framing • December 
19th, miscellaneous hints and formulae. 1903.—January 2?d exposure 
and development by factors; January 9th, gaslight bromide pacers • 
January 161 h, intensification and reduction; January 23rd, control in 

FehrViafJ R'?£nua,jy 30fch’ platinum papers—development for tones- 
February^ 6th, enlarging; February 13th, clouds—their production and 
printing in; February 20th, home portraiture; February 27th optical 
lantern—its management and uses; March 6th, composition-ele’mentarv 
rules March 13th, developing architectural negatives; March 20th7 

tT'- pv??" p°ninp a^d ^developing; March 27th, carbon printing ’ 
In Photography as a Fine Art,” a handsomely-illustrated volume mst 

issued by Mr. Grant Richards, Mr. Charles H. Baffin makes as his S 

for the camera, it is not a r“w one bit it t 
" ur£cd with unusual insistence and complacency. That, other things 

'"'ng equal, the difference between a good photograph and a bad one 
d.-ponds m the marn, upon the skill of the operator is obvious-R is a 
mafter of technical dexterity aided by good apparatus. But it is the sun 
md the chemist, reinforced by the optical-instrument maker which in 
the last resort, create the photograph. The essential difference, from 
j“I :"',IS,IC PO‘“t of view between an artist’s picture and a photographer’s 
n g.itne is that the °np has been generated by the brain and the other 
recorded by the lens. Nevertheless, the photographer is all the better 
ror having a touch of the artist in him. The camera does not, as a matter 
'' course, see Nature quite as it is. It used to be said that photo- 

„iaj>hy could not lie; but the extreme sophistication cf much modern 

ssfiss ssE* .*£?>• « 
against actuality. Its resu|ls> thJcfor(. otber 

reasonable point, the artistic taste and manipulative 1- i i* Y Up to 0 
grapher are properly employed in smooth n i I f /u , of the Photo 
» when this process is carried^to exZmes f8 Cfr°°ked If 
what Mr. Caffin calls a “ straight - ’ u u 1 ‘“frequently js tha( 

draws a sharp line of divisionbetween^th^^o^b0^6^^^^®^ H° 
from his own admissions that there are more n wovdd appear 
results which the camera °b^ng 

touches” up a negative by taking out the hS perator who 1 
shadows, is a clumsy practitioner beside his more expertthe 
cures undoubtedly artistic results in tho e ?P , rival, whe pro- 
mg, by the aid of platinumglwkTSd and pr”lP 
ents. We have no quarrel with exPedi- 
directed to replacing crudity by softness and oradatffi.’. w a ’ they are 
call this kind cf thing “fine art ” It is i 1; b,Ut we not 
no denying the beauty and charm of many ol the YirY°rk’ ,and. there is 
photographers with which Mr Coffin's ,7i f pictures by American 

pbotogrfpbt‘SjuamfdfiSSSS & S5f • »-w 
it is ever allowable to alter it by pencil or brush Y ’ • d whetlier 
although, perhaps, one of no great importance in itsflf i'fCe (lue8tion- 
ever, be said that the necessity for the P fab- >» • i may> how- 
is often resorted to for t^sake of producing 18 TUhUabed' p 
may be effective, but^^ hardly carrieSP^Tonvictfon de+for,ce> which 
place in a craft which, not satisfied with being delicsJY a'Y7 °Ut of 
aspires to be considered an art Mr Caffin delicate and beautiful, 
instance of this. A model* in scantv £S£„PVeB a 1*7 good co^rete 
attitude of slumber, lying upoY a Sh S a Photographed in an 
the sofa was converted into wate? the US6 °f brush and needIe 
floating; and, with the title of “ Nir’vana,’theufcrwIis^nY'Th0 ^ 

Correspondence* 
*\^orre.sP°ndents should never write on both sides of the paper No 

the writlakm °f Communications unless the names and addresses cf ttie writers are given. * * 'T 

***cowespon fort^er^ake re*P°n*ibility f°r the opinions expressed hj m.r 

MESSRS. NEWNES’ LECTURES. 

To the Editors. 

Glmllmen,,—O'U have been good enough in previous years to 
grant us space in your columns for the purpose of calling the atten- 

neoYffi JAT PU J 'C t0 an?ual offer of lantern-slide lectures for the 
people May we mention that we are loaning this year many new 
and interesting sets. Some of the old favoiTrites too W been 
thoroughly revised and added to, and we feel sure will’agSI pJwe 

ZZ PUbfliC‘ AneCd°teS ab°Ut fcSS’foS® pretty pictures for all, gems of comic art, the beautiful homes ol 
England, something about sailors, lecture lessons, etc., etc., may be 
enumerated as a few of the many subjects on loan 

Shall he'l1n1n/1m'/eaderv lhu may- interested in this matter we 
shall be happy to forward full particulars by return, on receipt of 
their application.—Yours very faithfully, P 

George Newnes, Limited, 

Counting House and Editorial Offices^1116111 Lectures DePartment. 

8, 9, 10, and 11, Southampton Street, Strand. 

THE LONDON COUNTY COUNCIL SCHOOL OF PHOTO¬ 

ENGRAVING AND LITHOGRAPHY. 
To the Editors. 

Gentlemen,—I have pleasure in enclosing, for your information a 
prospectus of this school, the work of which is particularly indentified 
with the printing craft. I shall be greatly obliged if you will assist 
our w ork by drawing attention in the columns of your‘journal to the 

29th 1902thG> elghth session Wl11 commence on Monday, September 

in Tle SCt°01 7 °pei\,t0 th,ose who are genuinely engaged in business 
in any branch of the photo-mechanical, photographic, designing 
illustrative, lithographic, engraving, and printing crafts, and no pro¬ 
vision whatever is made for amateurs. * 

The courses of practical instruction are arranged to suit the 
following craftsmen: — 

Photo Engravers. Line and screen negative making, etching, 

for* reproduction111, W°rk‘ PIl°G)gravure, and preparation of originals 

Photo Lithographers.—Negative making, photo lithography, collo¬ 
type (plate preparation, press and machine v-ork), combinations of 
lithography and collotype. 
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Photographers.—Line and cnthinuouu tone negative making, print- 

J, enlarging, Sap *><i pWn Rawing, transfer 
Lithographers, h g 1W Pphot„-litttogra.p!iy. 

n^krners —Design, drawing, lithography. 

Draughtsmen.—Drawing,. design i?^8 necessary appliances for 

The School is well Wgl rgAfli. %■ life “«* 

sx. ^ sr^ith'‘^stghraiSoTdark 
three presses)' 

ching rooms, lecture r0°™; etJrade are admitted. The fee which 
Onlv those engaged m J tejrm of three months, inclusive, 

ft 
“£ f S2 ^‘^ Vhot. rro^Wtment is open for 

iy instruction.—I am, dear sir, yours ^ j Newton, 

Principal of the School. 

6 Bolt Court, Fleet Street, E.C., 
September 1st, 1902. 

PL4TINOTYPE DEMONSTRATIONS. 
To the Editors. ... . 

Gentlemen,—We beg t0.‘"1°™ ^ GaheL^Mr"8^. "a^mith will 
e Royal Photo. Society at and „f the. working 

Veth"^um ’portrait lafp « Tuiday, Thursday, and 

iturday evenings, lours faithfu y, rpH1.. Platinotype Co. 

22, Bloomsbury Street, New (Word Street, 
London, W.C., September 16th, 1902. 

ENLARGING by ARTIFICIAL LIGHT. 
To the Editors. . f „ 

Gentlemen,—Enclosed we have inL ven¬ 
ial! pamphlet on “Enlarging y 1 ^ WOrker’with apparatus of 

asked 

the photographic dealer fie interest to many of your 

,u in anticipation, we are, dear sirs, gnrs^i g0N; ^’ND Co., Ltd. 

99, Hatton Garden, London, E.C., 
September 15th, 1902. 

COPYRIGHT. 
To the Editors. 

hotography and especially ^uTdehakt tftake ceS views, 

1 « 3eSe« 

rSSSg^ntion. Ud gr*" a"o7- 

and to take them—so- in all I secured 68 negatives Jo secure some 
evolved me in walking over 15 miles carrying my 1-1 outfit I «P^ed 
leither time, effort, nor expense, but utterly failed to. pttiewo 

lone until November, owing entirely to the called on me 
nhioc^s In that month the representative of the firm called on nr , 
md founi me finishing the work There were some few not mounted, 
so he took what I had ready for one district with him to obuam 
liis orders and then came back for some of another district. 

When he was with me the first time he saw some photograp i 
of one of the particular districts on the table, and oneof which he 
id mi red very much. I told him that was from one of my old 
gatives. H^ asked me to let him have copies of that and six others 
ae selected from prints from other old negatives. I 
lost no time, printed copies, and sent them on at 
once to the firm in London at his request. When 
with me the firm’s representative said: “ I see you have gone to great 
iroubk and expense' and the work is good, except a few, but 1 
found on my journey that some of the subjects- were not selling sub 
jects” (although these subjects were stipulated in the firms list), and 

again: “I see you have had great/^rblst0^7x7^^ 
but there is no remedy ; ve must do ) r-ould which 1 promised 
asked me to meet them m the bes ' ’ pje ,al(j he would 
to do, although admitting no neglect on ^ in the mean- 

get his firm to make me a in mgaSves and shade 
time to reprint some few ro ' be all rignt I endeavoured 
them m certain places, and then 1 eve-ry day, and 
to reprint them, but it being wet and dull nejmi ev y j 

fearing (as I had no particular 11 Jtives^ogether and 
might keep them waiting too long. » ' , Tt explaining my 

J, them to London &£% SSS, ?SU W 
tSt wS 

gram ’saying: Negatives too < > ^ would be wanted 

“hfuld charge them a guinea 

same district which might not co-me m. tives Jliich were 

^n^^7travelling 

expenses, £75, less the amount of their cheque, was tried, and 

obtained a verdict for £50 and costs. 
\fl« the trial I found they had taken large orders and were 

* them on the matter, and requesting them to stop pro 

apS -^jsdiS^Mrstssr mu » ^ 
function restraining the company from produemg “Yw‘f8refMed and 

:-is t ss 
against the company m the assize action. , „nTm,anv 

This seems to me a deliberate attempt on the part c.f a compan 
b/v ineTf their capital to over-ride and exterminate the value of 

bers or the subject through the medium of yom valuable paper. 
Thanking you Mr. Editcr, for inserting tne same m our Journal, 

and^apologisLTg for the length of my letter, permit me to remain, 

dear sir, yours very sincerely. 

* * Notice to the Trade, Wholesale Agents and Book 

SELLERS._A Contents Bill is issued with each number of the JOURNAL, 

and copies may be had on application to the Publishers. 

* * Notice to Advertisers.— A Revised Tariff for advertisements 

in the JOURNAL U now in force. Blocks and copy are received subject to 

the approval of the Publishers, and advertisements are inserted abso¬ 

lutely without condition, expressed or implied as to what appears m 

the text portion of the paper. 

lOMftwlbf pwtttfjiptjifti). §Iftt Initial! 
The Oldest Photographic Journal in the World. 

ESTABLISHED 1854. PUBLISHED EVERY FRIDAY. PRICE TWOPENCE. 

TERMS OF SUBSCRIPTION, Post Free 
(United Kingdom and the Channel Isles). 

s d I France, Belgium,Uni ted States,Canada, 
, d ir4 Australia, Africa, New Zealand, New- 

One Year . lO foundland, Germany, Russia, Portugal, 
Half Year •   5 5 Spain, Italy, Egypt, Ind^> China, 
Quarter Year . 2 9 I Japan, &c. One Lear ... 10S, 

It may also be obtained trom all Booksellers, Photographic Dealers, 

g £ j and Railway Bookstalls. 
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fln$u>er$ ro Correspondents. 
$£%?&*£ 

PJI0T°GJAPHY’ 24» Wellington-street. Strand, London, 
™ ^ Inattention to this ensures delay. 9 

*** ^respondents are informed that we cannot undertake to answer 
communications through the post. Questions are not answered unleZ 
the names and addresses of the writers are given. 

\ffn°^rUhiCf^TS ™}atin9 t0 Advertisements 'and general business 
%twJr°Uld bt addreJsed t0 Messrs. Henry Greenwood & Co., 
24, Wellington-street, Strand, London, W. C, 

--♦— -- 

Photographs Registered :— 

a «* 
A t" AsilS in’ L'Xm00r ?oad> Southampton. Photograph of T Robertson 
Moiil and Mor;L^T,OC&Er<1> Southampton. PKotogrlph V > Jw' 

St,'eet' LlTerP0Ul- TW0 n<’tog„,pk, OfLi,n: 
G. Stringer, 40, Friar Street, Reading. Photograph of G. Smith. 

IRAC\r^; Carlton writes: “A neighbour, who is a printer and pub- 
lisher, persists m reproducing and publishing my photo°raphs 
without consent and against my wishes. Can he be1 legally Re¬ 
strained from so doing ? The pictures are not registered, but are 
my own personal work.”-In reply: Unless you register the copy- 

Postcards—"V_er£edy, a?ainst anyone who copies your pictures. 
ostcards. Iyneman asks : Can you give me address of Continental 

Uade P”—IrRrenl & SE£Ciallty of printing pictorial postcards for the 
that do th? 1ply : d? n°t know the addresses of foreign firms 
that do this class of work. Messrs. Wyndham, of Acton will no 

p?kiterseXe W°rk f°r y°U; S° Wil1 any of the collotype 

Postage Stamp Cameras —Gladstone and Barnard say: “ We shall 
esteem it a favour if you can give us the names of manufacturers 

MRsTrs JamesPLaCncaJhere 7% P°stage stamP cameras. liessrs. James Lancaster and Son is the only firm we know ”_In 

TTP y ht P°St^fe .stamp cameras are supplied by Fallowfields 
Houghton’s, Marion’s, or, indeed, by all the large dealers 

Copying Copyright Pictures.Interested » wants to know whether 
he would be liable in copying a photograph that has no mention of 

whPythghtiL0nieithe,ri m°Unt or Picture> even ^ it is copyright and 
whether the law allows a person making one copy of anything for 

mr^h ^ fply:i Certainly he would The penaltyTs frfopv- 

pifture be markefas such"4' 14 ‘S ‘'0t neCessary that a “W*1* 

Touching up Photographs eor Copying.-" Worth Knowing” says • 
Shall be pleased if you will inform me how to make up and ifow 

apply a wash to pamt out reflections, and make parts lighter in 

fnl0tr&C°VVnS’ aS US6d by ProcesrworktsP’- 
in repIy. Ordinary water-colours are all that is necessary The 
reflections may be subdued with a very light grey The daS? 
portions may be strengthened by going^ve! thfn/with » llgSer 

Cutting Machine.—Chancellor and Son write: “We shall be triad if 

you will kindly let us know if there are any agents in the three 

Kingdoms for guillotine machines made by Marshall, photo dealer 
Boston If so, we shall be much obliged if you will kindlv o-ive 
the address of one.”-In reply: So fa? as wfare awe.The^ aRe 

nf ihe ?deed’Twe have not heard of their machines. Possibly some 
of the large London dealers may know of them Trv sneh 

as Houghton and Son, Fallowfields, Tnd the like * °"SeS 
.anTeRN Plates.—H._H. Port writes: “On page 783 of your Almanac 

for 1896 you give a method of making dry collodion plates for 
- tereoscopic transparencies. I wish to make some slides for lantern 

tv is method. Kindly say what developer you recommend for 
this purpose?”-In reply: A good developer for the XtS is aRr 
ac}d pyro one, say, pyrogallic acid three grains Acetic acid 
thirty minims, water one ounce. To this a few drops of a IS l 

fl™?iS° U10n of nitrate of silver is added. After it has been 
flowed once or twice over the plate e 11 

Spoilt Films. “ Fixed’’ says: “A few days ago I developed a roll of 
dins from which I required prints urgently Unthinkino-iv T a ■ i 

the same off with methylated spiritf with' thereSt ^ 
oiled up it is impossible to print from them. I have tried^oakino- 

Rf!nglyceTuc’ tbis has not given the desired effect Can 
■ advi- me trough your valuable paper what is the best to do 

The neniabfVe CaSG ? ~In »ply : We'expect the films are 

s 
Studko Aspect.—J. J. Ridley says: “I am thinking df renting a fresh 

l|(\'da; b.?t4 cannot possibly have a north or cast light. The onlv 
I ght available is the west. Of course, I am aware that T <3 

IJV|,a Rreat amount of sun in the afternoon. What kind of gla«s 
would you recommend for studiop Can top „ , . 1 j as? 
successfully, and yet give short exposures 

aspect is not at all bad for a studio, though, of course it is S 
Mode so easy to work as one with a north light. The sun can be 
successfully curtained out without necessitating a loRg exposure 

for thprSed Pwe ,wi11 be g00d for thc roof, and ordinS? S 
j'ost. ^K0S' We d° n0t undertake to answer correspondent by 
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Spike Oil of Lavender.—■ Spike Oil” «<« 

used to purchase at a neighbouring oi and colour shop Wc 
mongers some spike or oil of lavmider. R was a ,r°R> 
thickish fluid, and very cheap—about 2s a nim i a,ddrk brown, 

experimental photogravure we used it to fix the dust onTh ^ °‘ 
by suspending the plate over a dishful. I sen? to dav to P^ 
bouring chemist for some He rptU ™ U y to a neigh- 

white, watery liquid with a few oily globules iTand'ot tUJbid’ 
Can you tell me where I can obtain tlm .’ • 1 ckarged 4cl. 

reply : Spike oil of lavender may be had from any of th ^'’IT1* 

aiTtZTHoptm *“> ocrrst^iat 

L“S 71 fZZ f^oTtiirkM^e'mTwtat lf sbhaU 
M -length pictures (cabinet fise) ina™a^tu £ l°n,^7 ^ 
wall to wall. I have a set of three Ross’r a.m -i y ,, ^rom- 

have another of theirs, but do not know whidi togef^I ‘t® u 
like also to know where T ran n„,r ’ „ iv e ,c- W f should 

would be most unsightly. (2) We do not thinlr * Uctures- 

cut circular. Perhaps some o7 the m^kers^^wouffu 8 paper 
if you ordered it in sufficiently large quantities. PP 7 ^ S° CUt 

Marked Negatives and Glazing Prints.—“ Stains ” savs • “m r 
developed six plates, 1-1, the other dav with ® 7 ' (1^ L 

They, if anything, were about a° third unde^expS 0“ 
1 found in some of the shadows streaky mSs just as tom ^m' 
snail had crawled over them. It shows a little tho a 
Can you tell me cause and cure? (21 What i« th printing, 

material used to give mounted prints l Jloss ? I understood th^ 

iTr Z7gm letttt0„dry Ml off. ’J&S-S? 
4? l ^ l Sna.il marks were not uncommon in the earlv 

vears'y"PTf th making1’ but wc have seen nothing of them of late 
1 ears. If they are due to the plates, they can be seen Sere ih 

development*^ gimT SUSpCCt they ar® due to something in?he- 
S°pme 1 1 (2) 1Slmply squeegee the prints, while wet m » 
fenotype plate, and allow them to dry on that. ’ °n a 

Opinion Wanted.—“Old Hand” cavs “tha+ 0 v • . 

£406; outlay and profit equalling £626. The vendor stato* • 

done on eight sitters a week, and that he employs no * hands at 
all but one apprentice. (1) Does this sound true to you ? (2) Is « A » 

noathFnkPS°e1e°al hS* necessary8> FsiT’St” th W ^ouM *>“ 
sitter far too high to be "Sect^3Lli II’J“V?6 “vcrage lxr 

rvhy, as only eig*ht sitters per week are Sen ^haff„°° ™K"’ 
cannot do all the work. With regard to the profits we° callosa, 

othmg as we know nothing of the prices charged fcr the 

up the sum^dToT taake|Uinea ^ a half each- ^ 

Camera^ Coi^rRucTloN.--.C. EvENDEN says: " I have been thinking over 
cameras and tancy there is room for improvement, and I an? wr-t. 

mg mrLy°Ur ?pmion’ lf you tllink one with the following features 

Saline6 to &°,?I SUC°CSS : f°.r l>W«°(„rffip&V 
magazine to hold six or mere plates, collapsible into ccmuressed 

shape, so that one for 5 x 4 plates would go ii orSK coat 

shiCne6fc' Thenlfft be .loaded or unloaded, or night, sun- 
t w i uh P - teS t0 be sbut UP in kght, tight compartments so 
that leakage in camera or light from the shutter cannot reach 
thorn. Simple m construction, the neatest and most portable 

SvraT°“ ™arket, and one of the cheapest S make ’’-In 

market alreadR1 it are not several cameras on the 
“ t7 Tf uadZ bh t fiL fi ponditions stated by our correspon- 

ceitaLlJ sav it anytbmg that wdl fulfil ^m better, we should certainly say there is an opening for it. 

Permanence of Collodio-chloride Prints.—“ Othello ” writes- “ 
have have been working platinum toned (with gold also) C.C. paper 
for about twelve months, and although I constantly read of the 
afleged permanence of C.C. over gelatine papers, I cannot under- 

timpd ¥v ^ I™7 haildS iC'°'- i°6S n0t Seem to stand the tesfc of 
beRutifnlR piatinum-toned prints are a splendid black, and really 
beautiful to see when finished, and my customers will have them 
but it seems that m a month or so (often less) they begin to show 
yellow spots, and the black tone changes to a muddy brown. I at 

l‘f SU15pecl?£ m°vutsk find that various samples act alike. 
I have no difficulty with P.O.P. prints, and recently a copy of my 
work was brought m, to order more, at least ten years old that 

don’^w^ut ?terf,®CR /ttbe m°LeSS is not reasona-bly permanent, 1 
don t want it, but if I could have it proved that it is, and the 
tou t only m manipulation, I would try to accomplish the result. 
I may say I follow the manufacturers’ instructions to the letter, 
and am not m the habit of being careless at anything.”—In reply- 
Theoreticafly, collodio-chloride prints should be the most permanent 
of aH silver pictures We have some that were produced quite 
thnty years ago that show no signs of changing. But they were 
toned with gold only. We have never heard of prints by this 
process behaving in the way you say that yours do. We should 
certainly charge it to something in the manipulation, or to some¬ 
thing in the baryta coating on the paper before the emulsion is 
applied. 
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ALMANAC POR 1903. 

Edited by Thomas Bedding, F.R.P.S. 

The forty-second annual issue of The British Journal 

Photographic Almanac will be published early in 
December next. This year’s Almanac reached a total of 
1,560 pages, and the entire edition of 20,500 copies was 
sold out a fortnight before publication. Of no other photo¬ 
graphic book ever issued can two such unique facts be 
recorded. 

The edition for 1903 will be increased to 25,000 copies, a 
large number of which are already ordered. 

The striking favour with which past Almanacs have been 
received is the surest proof that the lines upon which the 
publication is produced meet the requirements of its 
readers and supporters. Upon such lines we propose com¬ 
piling the volume for 1903. At the same time, we shall be 
pleased to receive and consider suggestions for increasing 
the value of the Almanac in directions which may occur to 
our readers as susceptible of improvement. 

The Almanac for 1903 will appeal to photographers all 
the world over as a daily reference guide in practical work. 
The standard matter and formulse will be revised and added 
to where necessary, and the latest departures in theory 

find practice will be p^roniplgcL The year’s advances will 

be recorded, and wherever practicable new features of an 
informative nature will be added. 

Secretaries of societies will oblige us by promptly for¬ 
warding lists of officers and other details for inclusion in 
the directory of photographic societies. We shall also be 
glad to 'receive any additions that may be made to the list 
of telegraphic addresses of the trade, etc. As usual, a 
section of the Almanac will be devoted to notices of the 
latest introductions in photographic apparatus, etc. Those 
firms who wish to take advantage of this feature should 
communicate with us not later than Ocober 31. 

The publishers ask us to remind advertisers that many 
of the advertisement pages of the Almanac are already 
booked, and that, to ensure insertion and good positions, 
orders and copy should reach them without delay. 

EX CATHEDRA. 

Orthochro- An article by Hans Schmidt in the 
matic Screens. “ Photographische Mitteilungen,” en¬ 

titled “ An Orthochromatic Lens without the Disadvantages 
of a Yellow Screen,” illustrates the fact we so often meet 
with in photography, of the presentation of old ideas as 
new. As the writer is not a novice, but a skilled photo¬ 
grapher, we are surprised that he should offer as a novel 
means of avoiding the inconveniences of a glass screen the 
old device of staining the balsam with which the components 
of a lens are cemented. Does the author believe he has 
made a discovery? If not, it would be preferable to write 
in such a manner that those who may read his communica¬ 
tion should not infer that the idea is a new one. The stain¬ 
ing of the balsam of a lens, so that the functions of a lens 
and a light filter may be combined in the same instrument, 
formed the subject of a patent by A. Buchett in the year 
1893. Although the device avoids the slight loss of light 
by reflection, when the filter takes the form of a separate 
coloured or stained glass plate, there is a disadvantage, 
which is a very material one for the photographer of limited 
means. The rapidity of the lens is very considerably re¬ 
duced, and it will be found necessary in practice to have 
two lenses, one for ordinary plates, for rapid work, and the 
other with the stained ba Is am for orthochromatic plates. 
There is, however, anothei way of converting the lens into 
a light filter, which was ah o recommended many years ago. 
This is by staining a structureless collodion with a suitable 
dye and coating the back surface of the lens with it. The 
collodion may be easily removed, but the optician must 
be called in if the balsam is to be stained. The article 
reads too much like a recommendation for a certain 

optician’s wares, 
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The We recently published the translation of 
Sulphite a note by Dr. Hauberisser, of Munich, 
Intensifier. upon the composition of the image ob¬ 

tained by intensification with mercury and sulphite of soda, 
and the conclusion he came to was that it consisted of 

chloride of silver, with an undetermined compound of silver 
and mercury and sulphur. Now Professor Valenta, of 
Vienna has looked into the subject, and he has proved that 
Hauberisser was wrong. Pie comes to the conclusion 
that a silver image bleached with mercuric chloride con¬ 
sists of silver-mercurous chloride Hg Ag Ch, and that when 
treated with sodium sulphite no compound of silver and 
mercury with sulphite is formed; but that according to 
the strength and duration of action of the sulphite solution 
the image consists of varying quantities of silver chloride, 
metallic silver, and metallic mercury. If the sulphite is 
allowed to act for a long time, and is strong, the whole of 
the silver chloride is dissolved, and metallic silver and 
mercury alone are left to form the image. 

* * * 

Orthochro- Last week we drew attention to a new 
matic Plates. plate manufactured by a German firm, 
in which the sensitiveness for blue is reduced almost to 
zero. We have not yet had an opportunity of trying these 
plates, but assuming the claims of the maker to be well 
founded, the manufacture of such a plate, for use without a 
colour screen, marks a distinct advance in orthochromatic 
photography. When we compare the orthochromatic plates 
of to-day with those of the early days of orthochromatic 
research, we are surprised that so little advance has been 
made. A very large number of sensitisers have been 
investigated, and much has been written upon the subject, 
yet to obtain orthochromatic effect, it is still necessary to 
use a light filter. The colour screen prolongs the exposure 
very much, and this loss of rapidity restricts very materially 
the scope of orthochromatic photography. In tele-photo¬ 
graphy this prolongation of the exposure is very marked. 
It would be a great boon to photographers if our manu¬ 
facturers would turn their attention to the production of 
an orthochromatic plate giving correct values without the 
use of a screen. A rapid plate of this type would popu¬ 
larise orthochromatic photography, and we have no doubt 
it would soon command a very extensive sale. We do not 
think the risk of fog in development would be a serious 
obstacle. 

* * * 

It is nearly seven years since Professor 
Rontgen published an account of the 
astonishing discovery with which his 
name will ever be associated. Mean¬ 

while important improvements have been made in the ap¬ 
plication of the process to practical purposes, and a contrast 
of the results obtained in the early days of skiagraphy with 
those which are now possible invests an address by Dr. 
Ii'iM'nthal at the Augsburg Technical Association with 
great interest. Dr. Rosenthal exhibited apparatus of his 
own design, which is described as being of more simple 
construction and easier to manipulate. In the early days a 
skiagraph of the thorax required about 20 minutes’ ex¬ 
posure ; now it may be obtained in less than a second. Al¬ 
though the Rontgen rays are of value in the treatment of 
eczema, psoriasis, and other skin diseases, their chief ap¬ 
plication has been for diagnosis. In illustration of this a 
series of skiagraphs of diseased conditions of the heart and 
lungs, as well as of calculi in the kidneys and foreign sub¬ 
stances in the lungs, were exhibited. Two other small in¬ 
struments were also shown; one, a punctograph, for ex¬ 
act 1\ determining the position of a foreign substance in 

The 
Progress of 
X-Ray 
Photography. 

the human body, whilst the other, an orthodiagraph, is 
designed for the investigation of the exact form and position 
of the heart. 

* * * 

The Value From time to time the possible injurious 
of Red nature of continued exposure to the red 

from*a light of the dark room has been so much 
Therapeutical insisted upon that it may be well to note 
Standpoint. other and more optimistic valuations of 

the effect. Frequently, during the recent 
small-pox epidemic, attention was drawn to the fact 
that patients treated in a room to which light of red colour 
only is permitted to reach recover more speedily than when 
treated in daylight, and do not pit after the eruption sub¬ 
sides. Indeed, a few months ago, an article in that popular 
magazine, “ Chambers’s Journal,” was devoted entirely to 
this subject. And now the latest addition to the list of the 
good effects of red light is its usefulness in preventing sea¬ 
sickness, it being stated that if sufferers would retire to 
their cabin and cover the lights with some fabric which 
allowed only the red rays to pass thev would not become 
sea-sick. If this were not too good to be true there is no 
doubt that the advent of the new system would be hailed 
with delight by a large number of people with whom mal de 
mer is inseparable from thoughts of sailmg. After such 
pronounced evidence of the value of red light it is scarcely 
probable that we shall hear much more of the evil effects 

of the usual dark-room light. 
* * * 

Sunlight Professor Garbasso, of Turin, has been 
and _ _ making a series of experiments in regard 
Electricity. to action 0f sunlight and the electric 

discharge, which would seem to suggest photographic 
possibilities. He finds, we read, that sunlight facilitates 
“ the passage of the electric spark, the number of sparks 
which can be passed through the gap in darkness being 
doubled or trebled in the light, and the effect does in¬ 
stantly cease upon cutting off the light.” By focussing the 
light on one or other electrode, especially the negative one, 
a continuous current is obtaned. Screens of mica, or glass, 
or alum solution check the action of the light, but nlates 
of quartz or Iceland spar permit it to pass. This action of 
light upon the electrode would seem to point to the pos¬ 
sibility of transferring a picture to a sensitive surface by 
such means. A negative being placed upon the ends of a 
series of insulated wires would cause the sunlight to have 
greater or less intensity of action upon the passage of the 
current, so that a film impregnated with a chemical decom¬ 
posable into a dark substance by the current, and nlaced 
across the opposite ends of the wires, should be impressed 
upon the film. Professor Mannelli is of opinion that the 
heat rather than the ultra-violet rays of the spectrum is the 
cause of the action. This fact ought not to militate against 
the possible effect we refer to, seeing that if the graduated 
action were possible it would be quite immaterial which 
part of the spectrum caused it. All that would be neces¬ 
sary would be to see that the negative was upon a basis that 
would not be opaque to the heat rays. 

* * -55- 

How to Whilst we have tables and exposure 
Cure Over- meters innumerable, it will always 

xposure. happen that occasionally the operator 

may meet with over-exposure, and if excessive the difficulty 
of overcoming its effects during development is by no 
means small. Many text-books strongly advise beginners 
to always err on the side of over-exposure, and trust to 
development to cure the ill. Manv years ago the late W. 
K. Burton presented a paper to the Photographic Conven- 
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MISCELLANEOUS (continued). 

■flCTANTED, Roll Burnisher, 10 or 15 inch, Globe 
VV preferred ; large developing dishes for enlarge¬ 

ments, Enlarging Lantern, 8 or 10 inch Condenser; 
cheap for cash.—35 Heskey Street, Nottingham. 

A 12 x 10 UNIVERSAL Studio Camera, built to 
xX special order, swing and repeating back, com¬ 
plete, with slide carriers, inner frames, etc., cost 
£12 10s., price £7; simply shop soiled.—Smedley’s. 

A MAGNIFICENT 1-1-plate Studio Camera, over 3ft. 
xX extension, double swing and repeating back, 2 
slides, 2 inner frames, etc., complete, with bellows, 
studio shutter, and a most elegant studio stand, the 
lot for £8; no firm could sell you this under double 
the price.—Smedley’s, Blackburn. 

"Y^ATES Patent Printing Frame for Stamps and Vic- 
X torias, cost 42s.; Ross Group Lens, 3,186, Carte 

Lens, 2 tripods (damaged), the lot 40s., or will ex¬ 
change for Backgrounds (new or second-hand).— 
8 Peck Lane, Nottingham. A CHARMING 1-1 pi. complete Outfit, comprising 

xX camera, 3 slides, R.R. lens, stand, case, and 
shutter, £7 10s., cost £16; 12 x 10 Outfit, as above, 
£13; 15 x 12, £17 10s.; wonderful value; just half 
ordinary selling prices.—Smedley's. 

rr-INCH Goerz Anastigmat Lenses, f/6.8, with focus- 
\ sing attachment; price £6.—Address Z. 2, 24 Wel¬ 

lington Street, Strand, London. 

-i p*IN. x 12in. Camera, by Lancaster, double slide 
J_D fronts and carriers, large tripod, wants polish¬ 
ing only, the lot for £3; a bargain.—Fitzgibbon Forde, 
Photographer, Sunderland. 

A 12 x 10 COMPLETE Outdoor Outfit, very finest 
xX quality throughout, worth £30, price £13; 15 x 
12 ditto, worth £40, price £17 10s.; hundreds of 
cheaper outfits if required.—Smedley’s. 

Miscellaneous Trades. 
A VERY choice Inlaid Corner Chair, upholstered 

xX silk, 35s., cost .£3 10s.; Inlaid Rosewood Settee, 
sold at £9, accept £4 10s.; Carved Oak Chair, 15s.; 
high-hack Spinning Chair, 12s. 6d.; Head and Body 
Rest, 25s.; Imitation Stone Seat Accessory, only 35s., 
wonderful value; Sussex Seat Accessory, £4 10s.— 
Smedley’s, Blackburn. 

A RUSTIC Finishing.—Monochrome, semi-tint, water 
colours. Exceptional value. If you want the 

finest results obtainable from your negative send to 
Henry Ward. Belgrave Avenue. Leicester. 

A RE you satisfied with your Enlargements? If not, 
xX it will pay you to send for my list. Sound work, 
reasonable prices.—Address Henry Ward, Trade 
Photographer, Belgrave Avenue, Leicester. 

A CABINET Hot-rolling Press, both rollers nic- 
xX kelled, well finished rollers, 6£in., gas or spirit, 
25s.; lO^in., £3.—Smedley’s, Blackburn. 

A BSOLUTELY the cheapest house in the world for 
xX all kinds of photo goods and material of every 
description; no inferior goods sent out; send for our 
bargain list.—Smedley’s. 

A RTHUR L. RICHARD produces Enlargements of 
xX the finest quality and undertakes every descrip¬ 
tion of photographic work; list free.—40 SpargholD 
Road, Crouch Hill, N. 

A N Optimus 1-1-plate Portrait Lens, £5 ; 3 B. ditto, 
xX £7; Dallmeyer 3 C., £9 10s., cost £27; Ross No. 
4 Portrait Lens, cost £36, price £15; Ross No. 5, 
£20, cost £50; all equal new.—^medley’s. 

A FEW Surplus Specimens in Oils, Water, and 
xX Black and White, framed complete, to be c’eared 
cheap—Apply Elite Portrait Co., 267 High Holborn, 
London, W.C. A i-PLATE Cantilever Enlarger, 8in. condenser, 

xX fitted for gas or oil, carriers down to i plate, 
stage carries 1-1-plate negatives, price £5; ditto, fitted 
with lOin. condenser, price £7.—Smedley’s. 

A -i RETOUCHING at photographers’ own prices 
ill. lessons given; cash and postage with order.— 
H. D. Atkinson, 153 Duke Street, Liverpool. 

A 15 x 12 Portable Camera of superb quality, 3 
xX slides, R.R. lens, case, and stand, complete, well 
worth £40, price £17 10s.; similar outfit in 12 x 10 
size, £13; scores cheaper if requ red.—Smedley’s. 

A 12 x 10 STUDIO Camera, by Dallmeyer, double 
xX swing baok, 1 slide, £4, cost £40 ; 12 10 Meagher 
Studio Camera and strong Studio Stand, built specially 
for same, price £7, cost £45.—Smedley’s. 

A CHOICE 12 x 12 Newmarket Camera and Stand, 
xX slightly shop-soiled through being on exhibition, 
the finest camera in the world at anv price, and indis¬ 
pensable in up-to-date studio, price £19; 15 x 15 ditto, 
£22 10s.—Smedley’s. 

A VERY fine 12 x 10 Portable Camera, complete, 
ii with slide, 3-fold stand, and case, worth £20, 
price £10 10s.; finest quality throughout.—Smedley’s. 

A 1-1 PLATE Studio Camera, with repeating back, 
XX 1 slide, complete, 1-1-pl. Portrait Lens and 
Shutter, price £6 10s. ; 1-1-pl. Studio Camera, by 
Middlemiss, real beauty, double swing and repeating 
back, price £4, equal new.—Smedley’s. 

A WATSON 10 x 10 Universal Studio Camera, doub’e 
-iX swing and repeating back, inner frames, double 
slide, equal new, built special order, price £6; 12 x 12 
ditto, same maker, exactly as above, most magn'ficent 
instrument, never again equalled, cost £14, price £8 
10s., new.—Smedley’s. 

A MAGNIFICENT 12 x 10 Studio Camera, by Ross, 
xX double swing and repeating back, inner frames, 
carriers, and slide, cost £14, equal new, price £9; 10 
x 8 ditto, by Watson and Sons, cost £11, price £7 
10s. ; both equal new.—Smedley’s. 

A CHANCE in a Lifetime.—About 20 first-class 
ii Showcases for Sale, size about 30 x 16, all fitted 
with interchangeable backboards, covered plush, 
most excellently made, cost 30s. each, price 12s. 6d. 
each, or £3 3s. half-dozen; all equal new.—Smedley’s. 

A DALLMEYER’S Series 2, No. 4, Stigmatic Lens, 
xX equal new, £7; Ross-Zeiss Convertible Anastig¬ 
mat Lens, giving 4 foci, 9i;n., llgln.. 14^in., 16iin., 
casket complete, cost about £20, price £10. quite new ; 
Ross 13 x 11 Rapid Symmetrical Iris, as new, £8 10s. ; 
Dallmeyer’s 12 x 10 R.R., £6 10s.—Smedley’s. 

A RUSTIC Retouching by West-End Retoucher, used 
xX to high-class work only; specimen negative re¬ 
touched and returned post free.—Charles Lewis, 10 
Chichele Road, Oricklewood, London. 

A VERY fine 12 x 10 Studio Camera, by Scovill, 
A\. double swing and repeating back, and complete 
with slide and carriers, equal new, price £6; great 
bargain.—Smedley’s 

A LL kinds of Enlargements finished by experienced 
xX Artist at moderate charges; also Retouching done 
(first class); lessons given in both branches.—Terms 
from Oscar Arndt, 36 Priory Roacj, Kilburn, N.W. 

A N opportunity which should not be missed.—'2 
f\. Cantilever Enlarger, fitted with 8in. condenser, 
incandescent gas, price £5, stage carries 1-1 plate ; 
Whole-plate ditto, with lOin. condenser, etc., etc., £7 ; 
will not be offered again at this price when season com¬ 
mences.—Smedley’s. 

A 24 x 18 STUDIO Camera, by Marion, has double 
~~ back, also Studio Stand, cost £60, accept 
£15 lot; 15 x 12 Newmarket Studio Camera, merely 
shop soiled, sold at £25, price £18.—Smedlev’s. 

A RTIST (experienced); colours, photos in oil or 
xX water-colours; views, portraits, etc. ; speciality 
copying views on canvas foil).—F. Ramsay, Balmain, 
Goodrich Road, Dulwich, London. 

T>RUOE’S Non-shifting Retouching Medium; un- 
JD affected by varnishing; splendid tooth; adver¬ 
tised 9 years; used by best firms and schools; Is. post 
free.—4 Villas-on-Heath, Vale, Hampstead, London. 

X> ACKGROUNDS.—W. H. Fletcher’s unrivalled artis- 
J_J tio productions. Designs (returnable) 2 stamps, 
—Address Fletcher’? Background Agency, Bridgwater, 
or to Studio of Painting, Rosebank, Winchester. 

A BELLOWS Studio Shutter, 4in., sold by other 
XX firms at 30s., price 20s.; 5£in., 25s. ; 4Ain Thom- 
tom-Pickard, T. and I., cost £2, 18s.; 3 Thornton- 
Pickard Studio _ Shutters, 15s. each; 3in. Mertal, T. 
and I., 18s.; l£in. T. and I., 10s.; 4in. Newman and 
Guardia Studio Shutter, 17s. 6d. ; all to be cleared.— 
Smedley’s, Blackburn. 

T)ROMIDE Enlargements.—Best results, prompt; 
postage extra: 8 x 6, 8d.; 10 x 8, lOd.; 12 x 10 

Is.; 15 x 12, Is. 6d.; 18 x 15, 2s. 3d.; 20 x 16, 2s. 9d. ; 24 
x 20, 3s. 9d.—Crayon Art Co., 49b Brecknock Rd., N. 

A WHOLE-PLATE Outdoor Outfit, with 3 slides, 
xX R.R. lens, stand, and case, cost £16, price £6 
10s. ; 12 x 10 Outdoor Camera, 3 slides, magnificent 
specimen workmanship, well worth £20, acceDt £8 • 
15 x 12 ditto, £10 10s.—Smedley’s. P ’ 

T>RGMIDE Enlargements.—Clean, sharp : 8A x 6i 8d. 
JD 10 x 8 10d., 12 x 10 Is., 15 x 12 Is. 4a., 18 x 15 
2s. 3d., 20 x 16 2s. 9d.—F. W. King, 23 Osmaston Road 
Derby. 

A DALLMEYEK’S 3 O. Cabinet Portrait Lens, ab- 
JX solutlely as new; 2 O., 2 B., 3 D.,'4 D., 5 D., Ross 
3 A. O.D.V., No. 3 C.D.V., 3 A., No. 4, and No. 5 Por¬ 
trait Lenses, all equal new, to clear, at ridiculously 
low prices ; all perfect.—Smedley’s. 

TVROMIDE Enlargements.—One quality onlv: the 
±J> best.—8i x 6J- lCd.. 10 x 8 ls„ 12 x 10 is 3d.. 
15 x !2 Is. 9d., 18 x 15 2s. td , 23 x 17, 3s. 6 1.— 
Wilson Creighton, 402 St. Ann’s Rd., Harringay, N. 

A VISIT to see our Stock will not be lost, the 
XL experience will well repay you, and you will be 
doubly repaid if you make a purchase; we are now 
offering bargains never before heard of.—Smedley’s. 

T>OARDMAN’S Electric Light Apparatus, used in 
-LI most of the leading studios; invaluable during 
the winter months; pays for itself in one season.— 
Apply 10 Southwark Bridge Road, S E. 

Continued cn page VJII. 
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ENLARGEMENTS 
J. MARTIN & CO., 

General Photographic Works, 
NEW SOUTHGATE, LONDON, N. 

NEW CAMEKA.S POE OLD- 
^ e are prepared to take Old Cameras of any make in 

part payment for New Cameras of any make. The 
difference in price can be paid in cash, or on our 
unique system of extended payments—whichever you 
prefer. A post-card to 

The Service Photographic Society, 

292, High Hotborn, London, W.C., 

stating requirements, will bring you all information. 

T, S. BRUCE (Est. 1886). 

RETOUCHING. 
Finest Miniature Painting and Tinting. 

Sigh-class. Sharp. Return. All Negatives Varnished 
at List Prices. Artistic Modelling, likeness preserved!. 
Term* : Cash and postage with order. Lists and lead*, 
ing firms’ testimonials free. Try Bruce’s Non-Shifting 
Retouching Medium (Advt. 9 years). Solid Mahogany 
(throughout) Retouching Desks (L2 x 10), all carriers to 
\-plate ; best in market.—Address, 

4, Villas-on-Heath, Vale, Hampstead, LONDON. 

WYNDHAM 
ACTON 

LONDON 

W. 

Telephone: 76 
Telegram*: "WYNDHAM. ACTON. LONDON.- 

ENLARGEMENTS 
STUART & ROSS. 

(The oldest Enlargers to the Trade. Established 1866.) 
Note.—All our Monochrome Enlargements are 

thoroughly worked up, not merely “ spotted.’' 
12 x 10, Enlarged and Finished in B.-&-W. 

„„ P. S.M., 2/6, Oils 4/6 
15x12 „ .. .. .. 2/6 «/« 
18x15 
20x16 „ 
24X20 ,, 

Plain, unmounted 

>, 5/6 „ 8/0 
„ 7/6 „ 9/6 
„ 9/6 „ 11/0 

; 12X10, 1/-; 15x12, 1/6; , _, 10x8, 1/ .. 
18x16,2/-; 20x16, 2/6; 24x20, 3/6. Any size done! 
Opals exquisitely finished in Oils or Water Colours. 

SEPIAS guaranteed permanent, either Uranium or 
Copper-toned. 

We do the Finest Work in the Trade. 
Our life-size work is finished with a breadth and 

force only attained by lifelong experience. 
We work for the highest-class Photographers." 

A TRIAL RESPECTFULLY SOLICITED. 
Terms : Cash with Order. 

82, BALFOUR ROAD. DOVER. 

RAINES & Co., 
BALING, W, 

ENLARGEMENTS »» 

CARBON, 

PLATIN0TYPE, 
BROMIDE- 

For Particulars see our Illustrated Price List, 

sent Free on Application* 

RAINES &h Co., 
SAILING, W. 
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S. H. FRY. E 
S. H. FRY. N 
S. H. FRY. L 
S. H. FRY. A 
S. H. FRY. R 
S. H. FRY. G 
S. H. FRY. E 
S. H. FRY. M 

S. H. FRY. E 
S. H. FRY. N 
S. H. FRY. T 
S. H. FRY. S 

Price and Discount List post-free on 

application. 

2, SOUTH VILLAS, CAMDEN SQUARE 
LONDON, N.W. 

M. & L. CASHFORD, ARTISTS 
In Monochrome and Colour. 

ENLARGERS TO THE TRADE. 
MINIATURES on Ivory, &c., a Speciality. 

The highest class of work at moderate charges. 
PRICE LIST ON APPLICATION. 

44, GOWER STREET, W.C. 

Enlargements and Printing 
IN ALL PROCESSES. 

Artists in B.-dk-W., Oil, <k Water Colours. 

Trade List Free. Correspondence in four languages. 

MEGALO PHOTO. CO., 

78, Lordship Lane, Wood Green, LONDON, N. 

FIRMAN & CO. 
ENLARGEMENTS. 

P.S., b.-&-w. Oils. 
12x10 . . ... 2/6 . ... 4/6 
16x12 . . ... 3/6 . ... 6/6 
18x15 . . ... 6/6 . ... 8/6 
20x16 . . ... 7/6 . ... 9/6 
24 x 20 . . ... 9/6 . ... 11/6 
30x26 . • - 14/- . ... 16/- 

•UNMOUNTED, 12x10, 1/ 

Water-colour. 
„ 4/- 
. 6/6 
. 8/- 
. 9/- 
• 11/- 
. 16/6 

16x12, 1/6; 18x16, 2/3; 
20 x 16, 2/6 ; 24 x 20, 3/6 ; 30 x 26, 6/6 ; 40 x 30, 7/-; 

40x60, 15/- 
Packing and Carriage extra. 

All Work Guaranteed First-class Finish & Style. 
COLONIAL WORK A SPECIALITY. 

All kinds of Photographic Work undertaken. 
COPYING, RETOUCHING, STAMP PHOTOS, 

NEGATIVES ENLARGED, &c. 
Special Quotation for Large Quantities. 

LIST FREE. 

131 GLOUCESTER ROAD, PECKHAM, 

LONDON, S E. 

| MISCELLANEOUS TRADES (continued). 

T>LAOK-AND-WHITE Finishing, Retouching, Colour- 
_D ing Photos. Enlarging; good work only ; terms 
moderate.—Address Miss A. Ramsay, “ Balmain,” 
Goodrich Road, East Dulwich, London. 

T300K-P0ST Wrappers, O.D.V., 17s. 6d. per 1,000; 
J3 cabt., 25s. (printed); tissue wallets, C.D.V., 2a. 
1,000 ; cabt., 3s. 6d. 1,000; £pl. P.S. mounts, 10 x 8 
board, 4s. 6d. 100; 1-1 pi. ditto, 12 x 10 board, 6s. 6d. 
100.—Smedley's. 

/CABINET Mounts from 12s. per 1.000, 6 sheet; 
C.D.V.’b from 3s. 6d. per 1,000; about 50 variet- 

ties sent you on receipt of 6 stamps; all orders de¬ 
livered immediately on receipt.—Smedley's. 

/CABINET Negative retouched, dozen prints toned 
V7 and finished from same, on customers’ own 
mounts, 3s. ; cartes, 2s. ; postage extra.—W. F. Smith, 
562 Oldham Road, Middleton, near Manchester. 

T^O you handle Enlargements, small or large quan- 
U titles? It will pay you to write for prices. — 
Modern Art Co., 1 Empire Quadrant, Nottingham. 

TAON’T waste money on blotting-paper for backing 
±J up your printing frames; there is nothing to 
equal our rubber sheeting; never wears out; price, 
ipl. 6d., £pl. Is., 1-1 pi. Is. 9d. per doz.—Smedley’s. 

■pvALLMEYER’S 18 x 16 R.R. Patent, equal new, £11 
XX 10s. ; 18 x 16 ditto, by Watson, iris, £8 10s ; 
Dallmeyer 1 B. Portrait, £2; 2 B. ditto. £5; Ross No. 
4 Universal, a magnificent lens for 15 x 12, work either 
in or out door, £11 10s.—iSmedley’s. 

T71NLARGEMENTS of superior quality only, in car- 
-LJ bon, plat., and bromide; also retouching; 
prompt return; cash and postage with order. — Otto 
Looser, 153 Duke Street, Liverpool. 

TTINLARGEMENTS and all Trade Work.—Bromides, 
_I_J 12 x 10, Is. 3d. ; 15 x 12, Is. 9d. ; sepia bromides, 
12 x 10, 2s. ; opals, oils, carbons, finishing, prompt re¬ 
turn.—Carey, 53 Sandmere Road, Clapham, London. 

T11NLARGER by W. C. Hughes, fitted 4£ x 3£ ree- 
Xlj tangular compound condenser, extending front, 
best varnished leather bellows, sliding light chamber, 
with bellows for light centring, quick acting portrait 
lens, with rack and glass cap, carrier for £-plate nega¬ 
tives, Hughes’ special 4-wick lamp, rising front, all 
in the very best condition, £6 2s. 6d.—City Sale and 
Exchange, 81 Aldersgate Street, E.C. 

TJOGGY clavs follow a wet summer.—Boardman’s 
X1 Eleptric Light Auparatus for portraiture work is 
used in nearly 100 studios.—Write or call, 10 South¬ 
wark Bridge Road, S.E. 

TTAVE your Negatives carefully retouched and re- 
XI turned in 24 hours; cabinet heads from 2d 
each; C.D.V. from Id. each; all good work; cash and 
postage with order.—J. Hinchliffe, Mere Hall Studio, 
Bolton. 

"1%/TOUNTS.—Latest tints ; name and address in gold ; 
1VX cabinets, 3s. 100, post free; orders executed same 
day; lists and samples free; Xmas mounts ready.— 
Crown Photo Manufactory, Rotherham. 

ly/TOUNTS of every description at your own prices; 
1VX send along a list of mounts you require and 
prices you are willing to pay; I will guarantee entire 
satisfaction.—The old firm, Hands, 11 and 13 King 
Henry’s Walk, Mildmay Park, N. Established 1876. 
This appears fortnightly. \ 

Tl/T OUNTS! MOUNTS! MOUNTS!—Photographers 
ILL be wise and do a kindness to yourselves by 
sending us a trial order; we will serve you promptly, 
and at a much less price than any other firm can ? 
offer the same goods for; all orders delivered printed l 
dav after receipt.—Smedley’s £ 

1Y/TOUNTS.—500 different kinds always in stock; a ! 
-ILL single 100 at wholesale price; latest design 
cabinet mounts, 3s. 6d. 100, 33s. 1.C00; £pl. P.S., 1 
cream or grey, 7x5 tint, 10 x 8 board, 4s. 6d. 100, 5, 
40s. 1,000 ; printed free on orders of 1,000.—Smedley’s. ° 

/'"A UR marvellous Rex Burnishers have no equal ; ^ 
v / absolutely the best value for money on earth; ^ 
both rollers plated; heats internally, gas or spirit ; | 
6£in., 21s.; 8£in., 38s.; 10£in., £3; approval anywhere. 
—Smedley’s. c 

/^iRDER your Mounts to-day and we deliver to- ^ 
\J morrow any quantity; name and address printed P 
free; we only, charge about half the price other firms 
do, and quality is the best.—•Smedley’s. J» 

T)LATE-SUNK Mounts, 13 x 11, tint 20 x 16 board, 2 
X cream on white or grey, 12 sheet, 20s. 100; 16 x G 
13, tint 24 x 19 board, 25s. 100; Oxford line, ipl., 3s. a 
6d. 100, 30s. 1,000; 1-1 pi. ditto, 4s., 35s. 1,000. 
Smedley’s, Blackburn. r 

PHOTO Postal Wrappers, Canesi’s Patent (a mar 
vel), guaranteed the best and at popular prices 

C.D.V., 15s. per 1,000; cabinet, 25s., printed; othe^ 
sizes equally cheap. 

HOTO Postal Wrappers, Oanesl's Patent, G.D.V 
15s. per 1,000; cabinet, 26s., printed; of ali 

photographio dealers or of the Manufacturer; stocked 
in all sizes. 

PHOTO Postal Wrappers, Canesi’s Patent; indis¬ 
pensable to photographers; C.D.V., 15s. per 

1,000; cabinet, 25s., printed; samples and prices free. 
—Canesi and Co., 16 Clerkenwell Green, London, E.C 

PHOTOGRAPHY is rather an expensive hobby, but 
you can save money and secure a discount by 

purohasing your apparatus ami materials from R. 
Vale and Co., 36 Nelson Street, New Road, E. PORTABLE Dark-rooms from 30s., Studios from 

£7 10s., built in sections to bolt together, easily 
erected; strongly built; well paintel; free on rail, 
approval; photos and prices.—Warne, Portable House 
Builder, Beaconsfield Road, New Malden. 

PICTURE-FRAMER’S complete Trade Guide, 2s. TJT, 
contains how to take orders, what to charge, etc. 

—Engert, 123 Wilberforce Road, N. Miscellaneous 
frames, cut-out mounts, sundries. 

ETOUCH1NG. — T. S. Bruce (Eat. 1886).—Ernest 
finish; sharp return; prices moderate; postal 

and personal lessons; tinting ; send for price lists.— 
4 Villas-on-Heath, Vale, Hampstead, London. 

RETOUCHING, Colouring, etc.—Your season’s re- 
• touching will be executed with skill and despatch 

at your own prices if submitted to Wilson Creighton, 
402, St. Ann's Road, Harringay, N. 

RETOUCHING.—Cabinet heads, 6d. ; J, 3d.; full 
length, 2d. ; Carte heads, 3d.; cash and postage 

with order; satisfaction and promptness guaranteed. 
—Miss Rawson, Church Street, Dereham, Norfolk. 

RETOUCHING (highest class); Cabinet Vignettes, 
6d. ; |, 3d.; full, 2d. ; Carte Vignettes, 3d.; 

|, 2d.; cash and postage with order.—Charles Sayer, 
250, Albion Road, Stoke Newington, London. 

RETOUCHING.—Negatives carefully retouched at 
photographers’ own prices; prompt return; cash 

and postage with order.—Address Miss Bell, 88 Mild- 
may Road, N. 

RETOUCHING (highest class).—Cab. head from 6d., 
3 3d., or at photographers’ own prices; specimen 

free.—Address S. Wright, Station Road, St. Ives, 
Hunts.  RETOUCHER requires work at home; over eight 

years’ experience; photographers’ own terms ; 

RETIRED Photographer can supply Prints from 
i good up-to-date Portrait Negatives; state wants. 

Pyro, 24 Victoria Street, Brighton._ 
RETOUCHER (20 years with first-class West-End 

LCCU . vaumcu 4 ~ *--7 - 

3 2d., full Id.; cash and postage with order — 

-Cabinet busts from 

1. Logan, 11 Sylvan Place, Edinburgh._^ 
CHER, artistic (trained by Mr. Harold 

I END for a sample Background, 8x7, usual price 
) £2 2s.; highest class possible 21s. ; say whether 

END for sample dozen i-plate rubber pads for back¬ 
ing up printing frames, post free, Is. 2d. ; will 

save you pounds during this damp weather. 
Smedley’s. 

ITUDIOS (shop-soiled).—A few at about half usual 
) prices; genuine opportunity; approval with 

all 

PHOTO Buttons.—Football groups sell well and pay 
well; send us print of group, and we will make 

sample button free.—The Crayon Art Company, 49b 
Brecknock Road, N. 

PHOTO Postal Wrappers, ordinary kind, C.D.V., 
15s. per 1,000; cabinet, 20s., printed; other sizes 

equally cheap.—Canesi and Oo., 16 Clerkenwell Green, 
London, E.C. 

of cameras, lenses, backgrounds, and photo¬ 
graphic implements of every possible description to 
be cleared; only say what you want.—Smedley’s, 
Blaokbnrn. 

QEND us P.O. 3s. 6d. for 100 Oabt. Mantello Mounts, 
io and we will surprise you; no other firm can offer 
them less than double the price; printed free if quan¬ 
tity taken.—Smedley’s. 

Continued on Page XX. 
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tion, at its Plymouth meeting, in which he described his 
attempts to overcome over-exposure by increasing the 
quantity of pyro and bromide. This and the increase of 
the amount of bromide, with, in some cases, the lessening 
of the quantity of accelerator, has been the usual text-book 
axiom. Now Dr. Precht, of the Techriische Hochschule, 
Hanover, has been experimenting, and discovers in ace¬ 
tone sulphite a means of obtaining fairly decent negatives 
with exposures ranging from 4,000 to 20,000 times the 
correct one. His results obtained with an over-exposure of 
4,000 and 7,000 are reproduced in the “ Photographisches 
Centralblatt,” and certainly, whilst still showing over-ex¬ 
posure, they are quite presentable pictures. The developer 
used was the commercial edinol developer, and to this was 
added from 0.8 to 1.0 per cent, of the acetone sulphite. 
The image appears in from two to three minutes, and the 
total duration of development is about normal, but Dr. 
Precht prefers to develop only for ten or twelve minutes, 
when he states that a negative is obtained absolutelv free 
from fog, and which can be readily intensified, but develop¬ 
ment can be carried on till sufficient density is obtained. 
Besides edinol, pyrophan seems to have been the only other 
developing agent tried, and this was successful. Pyrophan, 
by the bye, is stated to be a condensation product of pyro 
with an amido substance, and is made by the Bayer 
Company. 

The Com- MM. Lumiere and Seyewitz have been 
bined Toning studying the various chemical reactions 

Bat*h^*X'n^ which occur in the use of the combined 
toning and fixing bath, and have come to 

some conclusions which are directly opposed to the gener¬ 
ally accepted statements on this subject. Their experi¬ 
ments were carried out with a gelatino-chloride emulsion 
spread on glass, thus eliminating any errors which might 
be introduced by the paper support. The most striking 
result of their researches is the fact that when a combined 
bath is used without lead the result is by no means satis¬ 
factory as regards the colour, and toning takes much 
longer, whereas the introduction of a lead salt causes 
quicker toning, and the colour is more satisfactory. 
Further than this, they prove that there is absolutely no 
lead in the final image, and that the lead salt plays the im¬ 
portant part of causing the gold to be deposited, as the lead 
of the double hyposulphite of soda and lead displaces some 
of the metallic silver of the image, and is in turn displaced 
by the gold. It appears to be immaterial whether the 
nitrate, acetate, or chloride of lead be used, but the quantity 
should not exceed 0.4 or 0.5 parts in 1,000 parts of the 
bath. They also found that after four minutes’ toning 
nearly 20 per cent, of the silver was replaced by gold, and 
that after forty-five minutes 39 per cent, of the image con¬ 
sisted of gold. Toning baths with acid gave rise to the 
formation of pentathionic acid, and if lead be present as 
well to the correspondng lead salt, but they have also 
proved that the tones given by these salts are not stable. 
The reasonable assumption is that the best way to make a 
combined toning and fixing bath is to use a small propor¬ 
tion of lead salt, chloride of gold, and hvpo, and make it 
alkaline by the addition of some alkaline, earthy salt such 
as chalk, or magnesium carbonate. 

New The photographer away from the con- 
llluminants. venience of gas ought soon to be as well 
catered for as his city brethren, for there have appeared of 
late descriptions of a number of new illuminants which 
appear to possess the elements of success. The Bulletin 
No. 185 of the French Physical Society contains statistics 

by M. Denayrouze' referring to the use of methylated spirit 
in the lamp which bears his name. The lamp consists es¬ 
sentially of a wick conducting the liquid by capillarity into* 
a compartment where, by means of a copper bar heated by 
the flame itself, it is converted into vapour, which passes 
through a small channel into a sort of modified Bunsen 
burner which heats a mantle, M. Denayrouze estimates 
that his lamp would consume each hour 1.08 grams of pure 
alcohol or 0.64 grams of carburetted alcohol, and the cost 
would work out at about 0.0048 and 0.003 of a penny per 
candle power per hour. Petroleum for the same light, he 
calculates, would cost nearly five times as much— 
0.014. Then, again, ether is coming to the front 
for the same purpose. Photographers are familiar 
with the value of ether saturators for the optical 
lantern, and in what might be termed a popular 
modification of this air is saturated with ether 
vapour, and then carburetted with benzol vapour. In the 
new carburetter, made in France, the fibre of a palm-like 
tree, which is extremely porous and light, its specific 
gravity being between 0.11 and 0.12, is used as an ab¬ 
sorbent, and will take up nine times its weight of ether. It 
ether air-gas is used alone it requires a mantle, as the flame 
is only pale blue, though ether vapour itself gives a white 
smoky flame. When the flame is required to be luminous 
benzol vapour is added, and the mixture keeps in the 
gaseous condition so long as it does not fall below 21deg. F. 
40 or 50 grams of ether per cubic metre of ether-air gas 
gives a product resembling oil gas in stability. The latter 
only costs about half as much as the new gas, but this again 
has the advantage of simplicity in the plant required, and 
the rapidity with which a small installation can be put up. 
Ether-air gas, according to Langlois, gives a light of about 
9^ candles for every 6.7 grams of ether burnt. 

* * * 

A In a communication to “ La Societe Fran- 

A*|0*0^'a,:>hiC Sa^se de Photographie,” Monsieur 
th^Moon Wallon gives an account of the method 

adopted by Messrs. Loewy and Puiseux, 
of the Paris Observatory, in making their atlas of the moon. 
This is a work upon which they have been engaged for 
some years, and it will be of great value to astronomers. 
The plates are being reproduced on an enlarged scale by 
photogravure from negatives taken with the large equa¬ 
torial, which is the most powerful instrument of the Paris 
Observatory. The photographic objective of the great 
equatorial was made by Messrs. Henry, and is of 60 cm. 
aperture and 18 metres focus. Usually the lens is stopped 
down to 54 cm. aperture. The correction of the lens is 
for the chemical rays, and the adjustment of the focus is 
repeated each month photographically by trial and error. 
The image of the moon in the original negatives varies be¬ 
tween 160 and 180 mm., according to the distance of the 
satellite from the earth. The exposures with Lumiere, or 
Helios, extra rapid plates vary between ^ and 4sec., accord¬ 
ing to the phase, and the clearness of the atmosphere. The 
lens remains stationary, but the plate is moved by a Fou¬ 
cault clock and cylindrical gearing. As the movement of 
the moon is variable, the problem is a complicated one, but 
3,600 different rates of speed may be obtained by the 
mechanism, and it is therefore easy to make suitable ad¬ 
justments. The shutter is a sheet of aluminium placed 
immediately in front of the plate. It slides in grooves, and 
is controlled by hand, by means of a rod and crank, so that 
the brightest parts of the moon’s surface receive least ex¬ 
posure. A tubular sky-shade 1.50 m. in length is placed on 
the front of the lens when photographs are made during 
twilight. The plates are developed with amidol and an¬ 
hydrous sulphite of soda to preserve the greatest trans- 
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parency in. tlie deposit. The enlargements are made by 
electric arc light, and the lens used is a Lerebours and 
Secretan single-achromatic meniscus of 310 mm. focus, with 
convex surface to the light, stopped down to 10 mm. This 
gives perfect definition of the grain of the negative over 
the entire surface of the enlargement 80 c. by 80 c. Various 
other lenses have been tried, but none have given, such 
satisfactory results. Different methods of focussing have 
been tried, but the best criterion of definition has been 
found in the grain of the plate as seen in the image upon a 
white screen. A slight displacement of the lens removes 
the grain and gives a more agreeable visual image, but for 
exactness the grain is retained. To obtain equality of ex¬ 
posure and full detail in the shadows, the light is passed 
through a screen with a slit a few millimetres wide before it 
reaches the condenser. This screen is kept in motion, and 
can be used locally. The scale of enlargement varies be¬ 
tween 10 and 16 times. The plates are backed with dex¬ 
trine and red ochre. About 400 photographs have already 
been made, but a few difficult phases of the moon are still 
wanting to complete the atlas. 

THE ALLEGED INSTABILITY OF COLLODIO- 

CHLORIDE PICTURES. 

In our issue of last week we replied to a correspondent 
on a question that is, just now, of more than passing in¬ 
terest to users of collodio-chloride papers. We here give 
an extract from our correspondent’s letter. He says: — 
“ I constantly read of the alleged permanence of CC. over 
gelatine papers. I cannot understand why, in my hands, 
CC. does not seem to stand the test of time. My platinum- 
toned prints are a splendid black, and really beautiful to 
see when finished, and my customers will have no other; 
but it seems that in a month or so (often less) they begin 
to show spots, and the black tone changes to a muddy 
brown,” etc. The above is by no means the first complaint 
we have heard of collodio-chloride prints becoming spotty, 
or changed, in some way or other, within a comparatively 
brief period, though, we mayr mention, never in so short a 
time as this writer says. It is a noteworthy fact that in all 
the instances of rapid change that have come under notice 
the prints have been toned with platinum subsequently to 
being partially toned with gold. 

The opinion has more than once been expressed by us 
that the collodio-chloride process should be the most per¬ 
manent of all silver processes, and practice has proved that 
prints made in the very earliest da-os of it are still as good 
as at first. Some we remember commenting upon, that 
were shown in the Victorian Exhibition at the Crystal 
Palace, in 1897, that were printed nearly thirty years be¬ 
fore, and they showed not the slightest change; and we 
have some by us quite as old which are still in their pris¬ 
tine state. The prints shown at the Crystal Palace were 
on paper that was made in Germany; those we have are on 
paper of otln r preparation. But all were toned in the 
sulphncyanide bath—the one that has been universally em¬ 
ployed in this process until the, comparatively, recent 
introduction of the gold-patinum method of toning. 

It 1 las just, been mentioned that, theoretically, this pro¬ 
cess should lie the most stable of all silver processes, and 
for this reason Collodion, the medium carrying the silver 
salts, forms no compound with the free silver present in 
this, as in all printing-out papers. It is quite an inert 
vehicle. The case is different with albumen, and with 
gelatine, as with them an organic compound is formed 
which, in the case of albumen, at least, is not entirely re¬ 
moved in the fixing and the after-washing of the prints, and 
it is this so-called “ albumenate of silver ” which 

is usually said is the cause of so many albumen 
prints turning yellow with age. The same has 
been said with regard to gelatine, whether well 
founded or not, but with collodion no such com¬ 
pound is formed, and all the un acted upon, by light 
chloride is easily dissolved or rendered in a soluble con¬ 
dition in the washing waters, even when the fixing solution 
is comparatively weak. 

It may be as well to point out here that there is an 
essential difference between the collodion papers of the 
present day and those that used to be made some thirty, or 
more, years ago, and that difference may have much to' do 
with the present complaints of lack of permanence quite 
apart from the more modern system of the compound gold 
and platinum toning. When the process was first introduced 
(1864) the paper then employed was the same as that used 
for albumenising. It was simply prepared with a very thin 
coating of arrowroot before the emulsion was applied. 
The free nitrate of silver in the emulsion had little or no 
affinity for the preliminary coating, or for the paper below 
it; consequently nothing but the visible image, presumably, 
remained when the picture was finished. The case is different 
now. The commercial collodion papers have, instead of 
arrowroot, a pigmented coating said to be baryta. Now 
this coating, whatever it may be, has to be held to the 
paper by a cement of some kind or other, the nature of 
which we know nothing. It may be gelatine, starch, flour 
paste, or a mixture of them, together with something that 
will render it insoluble in water, for that it must be. 

Now, it is quite conceivable that the free silver in the 
emulsion may, and probably does, form with this vehicle, 
or cement, an organic compound of silver which in the 
fixing of the prints is not dissolved or rendered sufficiently 
soluble to be removed in the subsequent wrashings. This 
is rendered the more probable by the fact that the fixing 
bath recommended by some of the makers of collodion 
papers—and the majority of them are made abroad—is very 
much weaker than those used either for albumen or gela¬ 
tine. In the directions for a collodion paper now before us 
we are told to fix for about ten minutes in hypo one ounce, 
water twenty ounces. It will here be noted that this is less 
than half the strength that is generally employed with 
either albumen or gelatine papers, while the time of im¬ 
mersion is less. It is true that this strength of bath, and 
time of immersion, would be ample, provided we wmre deal¬ 
ing simply wdth the collodion film per se, say, if it were 
on a glass plate. But is that the case if, as may well be 
assumed, there is a silver compound in the pigmented coat¬ 
ing beneath the collodion ? If that is the case, it would 
seem that fixing in this strength of solution, and for this 
length of time, is quite inadequate, seeing that the collodion 
film is, to an extent, an impervious substance, and thus in a 
degree obstructs the free action of the fixing solution and 
the water from the compound beneath it. 

We have on more than one occasion referred to the effect 
that this so-called “ baryta coating ” may have on the 
stability of gelatine prints that sometimes quickly show 
signs of deterioration ; there, however, the conditions are 
somewhat different, inasmuch as, unlike collodion, gelatine 
is not an impervious material, for it is readily permeable 
both by the fixing solution and by the washing waters. 

Having pointed out the difference between the conditions, 
both as regards the preparation of the paper and the method 
of toning, under which the collodio-chloride pictures that 
were made thirty, or more, years ago, which have so well 
withstood the test of time, and some of those produced 
now, which have proved so fugitive, we may fairly look for 
the cause rather in the direction of the preliminary coating 
of the paper than in that of the present method of toning 
first with gold and then wdth platinum. 
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NAPTHALI P. SALONIKER, ESQ., INTERVIEWED EY A 

PLAIN PHOTOGRAPHER. 

He did live in an ordinary house*— at least, as regards its outside 

appearance, it was just like other houses. I rather wondered 
at this. I somehow expected to see him domiciled in an edifice 

without a roof, or with a wall chopped off, or something equally 
erie. Anyhow, the house was the only ordinary thing about 
him. Everything else was—like nis “work”—extraordinary, 

but not extraordinary in a flattering sense. At least, I know 
I should consider myself insulted if I was told I was extra¬ 
ordinary—after the manner in which one would apply the term 

to Saloniker. To begin with, his appearance was distinctly 

sloppy—slovenly, people who were not art critics might call 
it. I will not go into details of his attire—to my mind they 
are painful, and besides it were superfluous to do so, when 
they have been responsible for so many people’s nightmares, 
after seeing his portrait (produced by kindred spirits) pervading 

the walls of the exhibitions. So I will content myself with 
remarking that his affectations of dress (or undress ?) were quite 
in harmony with the impression his works created. Another 

extraordinary thing was the extraordinariness of the muddle 
and mess which appeared to be his inspiration. It was all one 

maze of muddles within messes, that room which he called his 

“studio.” I told him I came as a learner. I could never pre¬ 

tend, I explained, to attain such lofty heights of misty mysteri¬ 

ousness as he had climbed (I hardly thought it wise to add I 
did not want to). But I had to confess that I was one of the 

contemptible remnant who was content to make an ordinary 
use of the camera and photographic materials in general, so, of 
course, had no claim to be called an artist; but, for all that, 
I was not above learning. Would he show me some of his 

pictures?—might I learn something, at least, of the mysterious¬ 

ness of his methods? He was very kind. He brought forth 
for my edification something very weird indeed, and informed 

me he intended it for the exhibitions. “ That’s bound to score, 
you know,” said he, as he held the thing up to my bewildered 

.gaze. As I looked on it, I marvelled at the idea of framing—on 

a sea of mount—a sooty, ragged piece of paper, and honestly 
thought it must be an entry for some new craze, such as a 

“Waste paper basket” competition. Evidently, as I gazed on, 
Saloniker thought words failed me—so they did—therefore he 
explained. “ It’s the study of a nose,” said he. “ Clever, isn’t 

it?” “Distinctly original in conception,” I murmured. “So 
glad you like it,” he replied. “ Yes, I flatter myself it is a bit 
out of the common.” (“ Thank goodness for that! ” I inwardly 

ejaculated.) What I saw was something which might have been 
anything or nothing—mostly nothing—hiding itself (as, after 

all, well it might) in a thick murkiness of ink or some such 
medium, the whole thing indefinite and splodgj^ (and evidently 

worked up with a flue brush), marring the surface of what once 

had been good paper, I thought, too, that it was a pity that, 

even if they had given him a long hunt, Saloniker had not found 
either the scissors or the knife before he mounted the defaced 
paper; the tears round the edges looked horribly untidy. 1 

could have cut four mounts out of the amount of paper he used 
for one. Then, apparently, he had not a straight eye, for the 
“ study ” was pasted all out of the centre. But, perhaps, that 
was to give room for the proper announcement of the title. 
The “ study ” certainly did require explanation, and doubtless 

the surrounding erratic wanderings of his pen did duty for 

embellishments. Or, perhaps, they were only to fill up. There 
did not seem to be any'frame at all at first sight, but after¬ 
wards I discovered it, and could not help wondering how the 

glass kept in it. After all these internal musings, I felt I was 
bound to say something, so I remarked that I supposed he had 

been influenced by reading of the Inquisition or French Revolu¬ 

tion: “Don’t see what that’s got to do with photography,” 

said Saloniker. Neither did I ; but I said that I thought per¬ 
haps he was striving by his pictures to make people realise 

the horrors of the atrocities perpetrated upon the victims of 
these periods of terror. He laughed in a pitying, superior sort 

of way. “ We have to teach the multitude that the governing 
principle in art is to subordinate everything to the central 

object of your picture. To this everything else must be sub¬ 

sidiary. That’s why that nose is so strikingly clever. There’s 
no counter attraction—nothing to cause the eye to wander from 

the beauty of its curves—no competitive ears, mouth, or eyes.” 

I said it was quite right what he said about lack of attractions, 
and hazarded the remark that his views hardly found support 
amongst the works of any of the Old Masters, or, indeed, of any 

painters. They did not seem to care about illustrating amputa¬ 

tions and other surgical operations. “ Oh, no ; you will find 

nothing like that little thing of mine amongst any of those old 
Johnnies,” said Saloniker. “But, then, you can hardly blame 

them. No doubt they painted with all the light they had, but 
then, of course, art had not reached that pitch of perfection it 

lias now attained.” I inwardly mused as he talked about light, 
that he could not surely be taken too literally, as all his studies 

seemed to be made in the dark—if, indeed, not in the coalhole ; 
but I only remarked, in reply to the foregoing, that I supposed 

in the brightest days of the Old Masters there were no Ameri¬ 

cans about. I might have learnt more of true art principles, 

but just at this point, Saloniker pulled out his watch, and said 

he had an appointment to keep with a girl of whose elbow he 
intended to create a picture, and he was sorry he could not 

prolong the interview. I said he need not apologise—I had had 

sufficient time to have my eyes opened. I did not tell him in 
what direction ; but I do not mind telling you that I went away 

entirely convinced of the utter untenability of Saloniker’s 
theories of art. But then people tell me I am “ so English.” I 

know I am, and why should I be ashamed of it? I have no 
objection to people admiring either the art of the Americans or 
the photographic productions of the Parisians, so what grounds 

have they for sneering at my liking for a clean English school 

of photography? As long as the latter is synoymous with 
sanity, so long may it flourish. It is at that rate bound to 
outlive mere eccentricity—a most inconstant quality. And some 
of us will not be sorry to say a long farewell to it. I know I 
will not. 

-» -- - 

“ Enlarging by Artificial Light ” (referred to in our correspondence 
columns last week) is a little pamphlet published by Messrs. Perken, 
Son, and Co., Limited, 99, Hatton Garden, E.C., which deals. succinctly 
with the production of enlarged images on glass (paper) and by projec¬ 
tion. A list of enlarging apparatus and accessories is appended. The 
pamphlet, which is obtainable free, is instructive and useful. 

Leeds Technical School.—A class in the principles and practice of 
photography will be held during the session 1902-3. The class will meet 
on Mondays, from 7 to 8.30 p.m., in Room 11 (entrance from Rossington 
Street), commencing on September 29th, 1902. The teacher is Mr. S. E. 
Bottomley. The course is specially arranged to meet the requirements 
of both amateur and professional photographers, and is intended to give 
them a thorough knowledge of the principles underlying the theory and 
practice of pure photography. A syllabus has been compiled and in¬ 
cludes:—The elements of photographic optics; the photographic camera 
—its adjuncts; the theory of light as applied to photography; the theory 
of the photographic image—development, fixing, printing, etc.; the 
practice and theory of gelatine dry plate process; composition and defects 
of dry plates—defects of gelatine negatives—causes and remedies; 
various methods of developing—a general knowledge of chemicals em¬ 
ployed ; printing processes—carbon, platinotype, gelatino-chloride, etc.; 
enlargements and lantern slides; applications of photography to scientific 
and technical purposes. Each lecture will be illustrated by practical 
demonstration; opportunity will also be given for the student to perform 
practical work. At the close of each lecture time has been arranged for 
the criticism of students’ work, and the clearing up of any difficulties 
that may arise. Every encouragement will be given to students wishing 
to take the examinations in theoretical and practical photography, under 
the City and Guilds of London Institute. 
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LONDON COUNTY COUNCIL SCHOOL OF PHOTO¬ 

ENGRAVING AND LITHOGRAPHY. 
[Abstracted from the Prospectus.] 

The object of the school is to give instruction in the craft 

of producing surfaces for printing. Of the various classes 
held, some are concerned with the more artistic side of the 

work, others with the technical; there is, however, no real 
line of demarcation between the two, either in intention or 

practice, and the division is made solely for convenience of 
teaching. Instruction is given in the most important photo¬ 

mechanical processes, block proving, elementary photography, 
photographic copying, general lithography, map and plan 

drawing, transfer writing, design, lettering, and drawing. 

The school is open to those who are genuinely engaged in 
business in any branch of the photo-mechanical, photographic, 
designing, lithographic, engraving, printing, and book illus¬ 

trating crafts, and no prevision vhatever is made for amateurs. 
In some cases the classes are confined to those who are directly 

engaged in the particular branch taught. The Technical Edu¬ 
cation Board of the London County Council is open to con¬ 

sider applications from parents who intend placing their sons 

as apprentices to any of the above trades, and who may be 
desirous of giving them the advantage of a preparatory school 

training; but it is to be understood that such students must, 

be duly apprenticed wiihin some period to be arranged. 

The practical instruction given is not intended to' replace 

workshop training, but is preparatory or supplementary to 

it, and has also for its object the giving to those engaged in one 
particular department of a craft a knowledge of allied branches 
which, in the ordinary course of trade, they cannot obtain. The 

lecture courses are for the purpose of explaining more fully 
the technical principles and details of the various processes 

than is convenient during the conduct of the practical classes. 

The school is excellently equipped with the necessary ap¬ 

pliances for study and practical work. It contains a large 
photographic studio, with two cameras, and powerful electric 

light installation of the most modern pattern, two dark-rooms, 
sensitising room, glass cleaning and intensifying rooms, tri¬ 

colour dark-room, extensive etching and printing rooms—com¬ 

plete with electric light and all modern appliances—-collotype 

preparation and printing rooms, with three presses and all 

necessary equipment, a photogravure room, and a reading room 
and museum of specimens and examples. There are also two 
large rooms for lithographic drawing, and a press room, as 
well as separate studios for design, antique, and life and 
costume drawing. 

Attention is called to the following new classes:—Photo¬ 

gravure. Proving. Preparation of originals for leproduction. 

Syllabus.—Evening Classes.—Photography. 

The course of instruction deals with the production of nega¬ 
tives and positives required for the various photo-mechanical 
processes, and also for the reproduction of pictures, etc., by the 
usual photographic printing methods, as carbon, platinum, and 
silver. Beginners are required to join the elementary class, 

in which they receive instruction in the technology and practice 
of ordinary negative making and silver printing, and, later, in 

wet collodion photography as far as the making of line negatives 
from simple subjects. When they have mastered the technique 

of this class, which is elementary, they should take more diffi¬ 
cult work in line negative making, as provided for in the ad¬ 
vanced class, where, in addition, is taught the making of 

ordinary negatives (continuous tone) from originals in mono¬ 
tone, such as are required for the various light printing pro¬ 

cesses (carbon, platinum, silver), and for collotype, photo¬ 

gravure, etc. In this class both wet and dry plates are used, 
and instruction is also given in the preparation of ollodion. 

For students who have passed through these courses, and \vh, 
are sufficiently advanced, arrangements will be made for de¬ 

monstrating the method of copying originals in colour by ortho- 

chromatic methods, using gelatine plates and collodion emul¬ 
sion. The class in screen negative making is confined to thos.- 

who have a good knowledge of photographic methods (includin'.- 
wet plate work) ; and as the number of students that can be 

dealt with is comparatively small, preference is always <iiven 
to those who are engaged in branches of process work where a 

knowledge of screen negative making will be directly and prac¬ 
tically useful. The work of the various classes will be pro¬ 
gressive, but, in order to help these who join after the opening 

of the terms whten the classes commence their work, demonstra¬ 
tions will be gfrren of the various processes on the first class 

night in each month, after which students will be able to work 
by themselves under the teachers’ guidance. 

Line and continuous tone negative making.—Beginners.—■ 
Teacher : The Principal (pro tem.).—Camera manipulation. 
Preparation of necessary solutions. Making ordinary negatives 

on dry plates of drawings and objects in relief. Manipulations 
in lighting, exposure, development, and finishing. Printing 

from the negative. Principles of wet collodion photography. 

Preparation of the silver nitrate sensitising bath. Glass clean¬ 
ing. Coating. Sensitising. Exposing and developing. In¬ 

tensifying. Stripping negatives. 

Advanced line and continuous tone negative making.— 

Teacher : The Principal.—This course will deal with the more 

difficult branches of line negative work and the making of 

ordinary negatives, such as are required for the various contact 
light printing processes, as carbon, platinum, and silver, ami 

for enlarging and collotype. The work is principally copying, 

but as far as is practicable, objects in relief will be dealt with. 

Instruction is given also in the making of transparencies for 

negative reproduction and for photogravure, and in printing 

by the albumen, silver, platinum, and bromide processes. The 
processes employed are wet collodion, collodion emulsion, and 

gelatine plates. The students are required to show that they 

have sufficient knowledge to enable them to profit by the in¬ 

struction given. The class is confined to eight students. 

Screen negative making.-—Teacher: The Principal.—This 
course deals with the making of negatives by means of ruled 
cross lines and irregular grain screens. The work is a special 

department of negative making, and the class will be confined 
to those who are engaged in branches of process work where 

a knowledge of these methods will be directly and practically 
useful. In order to give greater facility for practice, the class 

hours have been extended. As it is important that operators 
should possess a knowledge of the printing processes for which 
their negatives will be used, it is strongly urged that all who 
have not this qualification should endeavour to obtain it, and 
for this purpose they are advised to join the special classes. 

Tri-colour Process Work and Colour Photography. 

A" scheme of instruction in the above subject has been ar¬ 

ranged in conjunction with the Northampton Institute, Clerk- 
enwell. The work will be divided into' two portions: the 
first, which deals with the theoretical branches and the pre¬ 
paration of the colour filters, will be undertaken by the North¬ 
ampton Institute; while the practical work of negative and 
block making will be carried on at Bolt Court. Although these 

courses are to a certain extent independent, it is hoped that 
students will endeavour to attend both. Very complete ar¬ 
rangements have been made at the Northampton Institute for 
demonstrating, in a strictly practical manner, the various 
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principles * underlying tri-colour work, and excellent photo¬ 

graphic equipment will be at the disposal of students. 

° Tri-colour block making.-The course will be confined to 

those who are practically engaged in business in process block 

work, either as screen negative makers, printers, or etc ers. 

The practical work will consist of tri-colour screen negative 

making direct from the original, and also by the usual mdirec 

method, transparency production, block making, finishing, an 

proving Students who have no knowledge of etching are 

advised to join the enameline etching class, and those who 

cannot make screen negatives should join a negative making 

class. The class is limited to twelve students, and those who 

wish to join must make application in writing to the Principal. 

The instruction will be given on Tuesday and Friday even¬ 

ings between 7 and 9.30. The following is the course of work, 

which extends over the whole session from September to June : 

Explanatory introduction to the process. The arrangement of 

apparatus Preparation and testing of light filters. Making 

the negatives from a coloured original by the direct and m 

direct processes. Preparation of transparencies and screen 

negatives. Printing on metal. Etching and fine etching. 

Proving. ., . 
For the first part of the course, on Friday evenings, the 

tuition will he given at th* Northampton Institute, where 

special arrangements for the wo:k are made. Later, the Fir ay 

evenings will be devoted to work in the etching mom a o 

€ourt.° On Tuesday evenings throughout the session the work 

will be carried on in the stui’o and dark-rooms at - o 0 

Students joining the course after the commencement wi i be 

required to take up the work at the stage at which they find it. 

Each worker will, it is hoped, be able to complete at least one 

example, carrying out the various stages of the process himse . 

Tri-colour process work,—A course of lecture demonstrations 

with practical work will be given on Friday evenings, at the 

Northampton Institute, commencing October 3rd. in-coiou 

process work is now being rapidly taken up for colour illus¬ 

trations, and its advantages in some aspects are being realised 

In order, however, to produce satisfactory results in a 

economical manner, great care is necessary m the preparation 

of the colour screens and the making of the negatives.. 

only so, but due regard must he paid to the proper selection o 

the printing inks, and to the making of the blocks and printing 

therefrom. The object of the course is to give process workers 

a general account of the methods m use, and to point out 

the best conditions for obtaining correct colour representations 

with the minimum of hand work. 
Colour measurement and photography and the theory of t - 

colour.— Lecturers: Mr. A. J. Bull and Mr. Newton.—Syuabus. 

—Colour measurement.-Introduction. Nature of white and 

coloured light. Selective absorption. Primary pigment colours 

and primary colour sensations. Tri-colour theory of vision. 

Woik of Young, Helmholtz. Maxwell, Ivoemg, and Abney. 

Colour patch apparatus. Methods of plotting colour luminosity 

curves and measuring colours. „ , , 
Principles of colour photography.—Theories o, the two classes 

of tri-colour methods. Explanation of Ives’ and Joly s_ pro¬ 

cesses. Testing of colour filters. Explanation of Lumiere s 

process and tri-colour printing ; difficulties of correct rendering 

of colour by tri-colour half-tone, true printing colours, errors 

of registration, order of printing. 
Practical work.—All students who wish to follow clearly the 

lecture course should attend the laboratory class held on the 

same evening. The laboratory work at the Northampton n- 

stitute will consist of the production and spectroscopic testing 

of the colour filters and pigments, and tbe arrangement of tne 

camera and lighting and production of the continuous tone 

negative. Students should familiarise themselves with the^use 

of the spectroscope, colour top, and tintometer, and wi av^ 
an opportunity of measuring and comparing and specifymg 

colours. At the Bolt Court School screen negatives and blocks 
are prepared, and the necessary finishing, mounting, and prov¬ 

ing of the blocks will be carried on. The instruction, however, 

this school is reserved for those who are engaged m the 

photo process trade. 

POINTING AND ETCHING PROCESSES. 

In this section instruction is given in the most important 

photo-mechanical processes. The various workrooms are web- 

fitted and furnished with all the necessary appliances for prac¬ 

tical work, and the students have full opportunity given to 

them for obtaining a good knowledge of any process included 

in the section to which they desire to devote their attention. 

As far as is practicable, students may practise m the etching 

rooms when they ate not in use for class instruction. Applica¬ 

tion should be made to the Principal for permission. 

Line blocks on zinc, brass, and copper.—Teacher : Mr. F. 

Lamb —This course deals with the making of relief b ocks on 

zinc by the “roller” and “ powder ” processes. Laying tints. 

Rush work. Relief blocks for bookbinders. 

' Tone blocks on zinc, brass, and copper.-Teacher: The 

Principal (pro tem.).-This course is for the purpose of giving 

instruction principally in the enameline (or “ Mr glue ) pro 

cess, and its application to the production of hal£'t0^ b 
in zinc copper, and brass, but albumen, dry enamel and other 

methods will also be shown. Each student is *aug ‘ 
and etching, but those who require special instruction in fa 

etching should join the class held for this purpose. 

Fine etching.—Teacher: Mr. J. M. Johnstone.-^ this class 

instruction is given in fine etching amd finish mg Ira^ 

blocks. Students may take this course by itself, 01 in addltl° 
to the other etching classes. It is strongly recommended to 

thosewho wish to learn fine etching that (if they have not ■ 
already had some artistic training) they should devote som. 

time to drawing. Each student is required U, 

wi* »™she, to 
Wednesday m each month. A section • 
advanced students, and special attention given to vignett . 

Collotype and photo-lithography. Teacher . Mr. J. • u * 
field This class deals with the making of the collotype plate 

Ton the same, and with the production o photo- 

Kthographs by the direct and transfer 1,rocesses. 
rnm4 are fitted with all the necessary appliances tor teacnin0 
Te precis and the students have full oppontrrrrrty for reg.- 

iarlv practising the various operations. The class nours a 
from 7.30 to 9.30 on Tuesday evenings, but those who^are ai e 

i is few Tyrapfire between 7 and 9.o(J on inursudy mav also come tor practice ueiwcci 

Saturday afternoon or some other time during the day by ar 

rangement. In addition to the work m the 
will be given full opportunity of acquiring a° we, 
actual practical experience of the working of a “11°^ powe^ 

machine. Upon such occasions the instruction 
on Saturday afternoons, instead of Tuesday evenings. 

Proving.—Teacher (to he appointed). -Demonstrations wi 

be given; showing the conditions necessary for lme 
half-tone proving. The machinery requited. Hand pies , 
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machine presses; the ink, the paper. Underlaying, overlaying. 

Proving vignettes. Proving in colour. 
Photogravure.—Teacher (to be appointed).—Principles of 

Intaglio etching. Making the negative. Sensitising the tissue. 

Making carbon transparency. Retouching. Graining the cop¬ 

per. Transferring to copper. Drying the film. Stopping out. 
Etching fluid. Etching the plate. Retouching copper after 
etching. Proving. Steelfacing. 

The preparation of originals for reproduction.-—Teacher (to 
be appointed).—Qualities required. The working-up of nega¬ 

tives, transparencies, silver prints. Bromide or black and white 
prints. “ Half-tones ” or engravings. Defective drawings. 

Catalogue illustrations. The use of the air brush. 
Half-tone process work.-—Lecturer: The Principal.—A course 

of six lecture demonstrations with practical work will be given 
on Friday evenings, from February 27th to April 3rd inclusive, 
from 8 to 9.30 p.m. This course will give the simplest possible 
exposition of the scientific principles underlying half-tone work, 
and also an account of the best practical methods and plant 
to be employed, the object being to give students engaged in 

merely one branch a knowledge of the process as a whole. 
Lecture demonstrations.—Syllabus.—Object of breaking up 

continuous tone into line and dot for relief printing. Mechani¬ 
cal methods of converting bas-relief into line and dot. Use of 

V tool. Optical methods of breaking up. Use of cross-line 

screen. Conditions for securing true optical Y. Influence of 
width of screen ruling. Shape of stop. Distance of screen and 

sensitiveness of plate on the result. Practical details concern¬ 
ing process cameras, lenses, and accessories. Lighting. Ex¬ 

posure and development. Preparation of blocks. Printing, 

etching, etc. Fine etching. Finishing blocks. Routing. 

Details of mounting and finishing machinery. Choice of paper 
and printing. 

Time table of evening classes, L.C. C. School of Photo-engrav¬ 
ing and Lithography.—Monday.—Screen negative making, 7 to 

9.45 ; line blocks, 7 to 9.30 ; colour, 7 to 10. Tuesday.—Litho¬ 

graphy, 7.15 to 9.15; tri-colour blocks, 7 to 9.30; collotype, 
7.30 to 9.30; preparation of originals, 7 to 9.30. Wednesday.— 

Advanced line negative, 7 to 9 ; fine etching, 7 to 9.30 ; photo¬ 
gravure, 7 to 9.30. Thursday.—Lithography, 7.15 to 9.15; ele¬ 

mentary line negative, 7 to 9.30 ; half-tone etching, 7 to 9.30 ; 
proving, 7 to 9.30. Friday.-—Tri-colour lectures, 8 to 10 ; half¬ 

tone process lectures, 8 to 9.30. Saturday.—Colour, 2 to 4.30; 
the school is open from 2 to 4.30 for practice. 

Poisoning by Potassium Cyanide.—Messrs. Burroughs, Wellcome, and 
Co., write to the “Pharmaceutical Journal”:—“Referring to the case 
of poisoning by potassium cyanide, reported in the ‘ Pharmaceutical 
Journal’ of September 13, page 289, column 1, we notice you write that 
a man ‘ was found dead on Hampstead Heath with some broken tabloids 
of potassium cyanide in his pocket.’ It will, no doubt, be well known to 
the majority of your readers that we do not issue potassium cyanide 
tabloids, but as others may be misled we should be glad if you would 
give similar prominence to a statement that your report was inaccurate. 
On the authority of the coroner we are able to state that the potassium 
cyanide found on the man was in rough lumps, and that its resemblance 
to tabloids existed only in the imagination of the reporter.” 

In connection with the County Council of Northumberland’s scheme 
of technical education, the local committee of the Hexham centre has 
arranged a course of twelve lectures upon Elementary Photography, 
which will be delivered by Mr. John Gibson, F.C.S., commencing Wednes¬ 
day, October 1st, at 7.30 p.m., in the Guardians’ Board Room, Town 
Hall Buildings, Hexham. The abridged syllabus is as follows:—Photo¬ 
graphy and its practical use in science, art, medicine, surgery, law, 
literature, agriculture, and commerce generally. Silver and other salts 
affected by light. The spectrum. Lenses and their construction, their 
uso and misuse. The camera and its construction, and the principles and 
practices necessary in its use. Plates, films, and developers; negatives, 
good and bad. Causes of failure, and suggestions for improvement of 
imperfect negatives. Lantern slide making, and the use of the lantern 
in photography. Printing and toning of printing-out papers. Bromide, 
platinotype, carbon, and other printing and developing processes. Art 
in photography. Photography as applied to special subjects, with a 
brief outline of the same. 

IMPROVED PICTURE PROJECTING APPARATUS. 
[Reprinted from “ The Scientific American.”] 

Heretofore magic lanterns have been devised either for project 
ing transparent pictures only, or for projecting opaque pictures 
only. Some transparency projectors, however, have been pro¬ 
vided with an attachment whereby the same may be converted 
into a projector for opaque pictures. While this is suitable for 

certain classes of exhibition it nevertheless falls short of the 

requirements when it is desired to exhibit transparent and. 

opaque pictures interchangeably ; for considerable time is con¬ 

sumed, and trouble involved, in making proper adjustments 

necessary to effect the change from one class of picture to the 

other. Moreover, certain specially interesting pictures or 

objects—viz., those partly transparent and partly opaque— 

cannot be projected by such lanterns. With these conditions 

in mind Mr. George W. Smith, of Evanston, Ill., has recently 
produced and patented an apparatus which will project any 

class of picture or object without requiring any s-pecial adjust¬ 

ment. The invention is applicable to any kind of magic lan¬ 

tern, but more particularly to the form commonly known as the 

megascope. 

As shown in our illustration, the invention comprises a lan¬ 

tern box, at the rear of which is hinged a reflection chamber 

having vertical walls arranged obliquely with respect to the 

front wall of the box. A light, A, for example a Welsbach 

light, is located at one side of the lantern box at one focus of 

an ellipsoidal reflector, the picture or object to be projected 

being inserted at the other focus. On the opposite side an open¬ 

ing is formed in the reflector for the admission of the objective 

tube. Rays from light, A, pass through a condensing lens, B, 

to one of the oblique walls of the reflector chamber. Reflectors, 

C and D, are provided on these walls and they act to reflect 

the rays back through a condensing lens, E. A transparent 

lantern slide, F, when placed before the lens, E, intercepts the 

rays and permits the proper gradations of light and shadow to 

be projected by lens, G, on to the screen. Such is the effect 

when a transparent slide is used. When an opaque slide is to 

be projected, the direct rays from lamp, A, and also the indirect 

rays concentrated by the ellipsoidal reflector, illuminate the 

front of the slide, and the proper image is thus reflected through 

lens, G, to the screen. If the slide be partly opaque and partly 

transparent or translucent, the lantern will operate simul¬ 

taneously as a megascope and sciopticon combined, thus, with- 
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out any change, producing unique effects in a very simple, in¬ 

expensive and yet satisfactory manner. 
The lantern should be very useful for scientific purposes, for 

the reason that the same object may be projected by reflected 

light alone or by transmitted light alone, or by both simul¬ 

taneously without removing the slide or changing the adjust¬ 

ment of the projector. 
-- 

TELEPHOTOGRAPHY A ND FLATNESS. 

The telephotographic lens has now so far gained a recognised 

position in every well-appointed photographic kit that no 
apology is needed for bringing to notice what has been con¬ 

sidered one of its weaknesses, and endeavouring to trace its 
cause or causes, and indicating the direction in which a 

cure may be wholly or partially found. A general flatness or 

want of contrast has long troubled the telephotographer, until 

he has in many cases come to consider it due to some inherent 

defect in the optical system itself, and to reluctantly put his 
telephoto lens on the shelf, considering it more as a scientific 

curiosity than as a valuable working tool. A little considera¬ 
tion will show, however, that the telephoto lens, as such, has 

little to do with the trouble, which arises almost entirely from 
disregard of the conditions under which telephotographs have 

necessarily to be taken. Let us, for a moment, examine a good 

photograph of an open view, with a foreground of rocks, trees, 

or houses, with a distant glimpse of cliffs, or, perhaps, the 

turrets and spires of a neighbouring city. Here we find every¬ 
thing in harmony, the shadows in the foreground being fairly 

strong, while those in the middle and far distance become 

softer and le-s pronounced, as they were farther removed from 

the camera; in fact, we find a perfect example of “ aerial 

perspective.” Now let us cut a small opening^ say the size 

of a postage stamp, in a sheet of paper, and place this so 

as to act as a frame to the small building or portion of cliff, 

of which we desire to obtain a record with the telephoto lens, 

and we shall at once recognise that we have a miniature picture 

which is suffering from an excessive lack of contrast, and which, 

if enlarged, would present the appearance of a rather poorly- 

defined telephotograph. Why is this? In the first place, it 

is probably due to over-exposure. The user of a telephoto- 

graphic lens is apt to forget, in his earlier exposures, at all 

events, that he has no near foreground shadows to consider, 
and blissfully multiplies the exposure necessary for an ordinary 

view by the “ square of the magnification,”, with the result 

that he gets a flat, washed-out looking picture, which convinces 

him either that the telephoto lens is a failure, or that the rule 

for calculating exposures is hopelessly wrong. In the latter 
case there is hope for him, for his investigations may lead him 

to the table of exposures formulated by Mr. Howard Farmer, 
which deserves a place inside the camera case of every photo¬ 

grapher who cannot find a place fern it inside his head. It 

runs as follows : — 

With lens aperture f.8, instantaneous plates, sun’s altitude 

not less than 25 deg., and either blue sky or white clouds. 

Distance of nearest important object, if son is not shining ; 

or nearest important shadow, if the sun be shining on portion 

of the subject only:—10ft., 1 second ; 10ft. to 30ft., second; 

30ft. to 100ft., g second ; 100ft. to 100yds., ^ second ; 100yds. 

to 5 mile, 1-16 second ; beyond 4 mile, 1-30 second. Subjects 

entirely in sunlight, or with insignificant shadows only, 1-10 

second, for very near, to 1-40 second for open subjects. 

It must be remembered that the above is a table of com¬ 
parative and not absolutely correct exposures, and that time 

of year, the hour of the day, and the speed cf the plate in use 

will all take part in modifying the figures therein given ; but 

it will, on the whole, be found to provide a good and safe 

starting point. 
Atmospheric haze is a common cause of flatness, and althougn 

it is useless to expect any lens to penetrate a white mist, the 

effect of a blue haze may be in a great measure avoided by 
employing an isochromatic screen. If orthochromatic plates 

be used, any of the many forms of yellow screen or the liquid 

“ ray filters ” will be found to answer well, while with ordinary 
plates the green and amber screen invented by Mr. Burchett 

will be found very useful, without unduly prolonging the ex¬ 
posure. Heat haze or shimmer caused by currents of heated 
air rising from the earth will sometimes give trouble, but for 

this there is, of course, no remedy. As a general rule, tele- 

photographs should be taken with a stronger or harder 
lighting than would be desirable for ordinary work, and many 

of the most successful pictures are to be obtained with early, 

rays of sunrise or the oblique lighting of sunset. 

Especial care should be taken to avoid reflections from the 

inside of the lens tube, which it is advisable to line with 

black velvet; the glasses of both positive and negative lens 

should be carefully cleaned immediately before use, for an 
amount of smokiness which would be negligible for ordinary 

work would seriously reduce the brilliancy of a telephotographies 

negative. 

Telephotographic negatives require more patience and careful 

treatment in development than is usually accorded to them. 
Having avoided over-exposure, the next thing is to eschew 

under-develcpment. A very interesting and profitable experi¬ 

ment is to make two identical exposures, and to withdraw one 

from the developing dish at the point at which you usually 

stop, allowing the other to develop for twenty minutes or even 

half-an-hour longer. This can easily be done by means of a 

vertical bath or mechanical rocker, while proceeding with 

other work. The difference in the printing quality of the nega¬ 

tives will be surprising, and in most cases the value of the 

additional development highly satisfactory. 
Intensification may frequently be necessary, and an intensifier 

which does not tend to stain or block up the shadows is to 

be preferred. “ Monckhoven’s ” cyanide of silver formula does 
well, and the single solution uranium intensifier is also suit¬ 

able. The printing quality of a uranium intensified negative 

is, it should be remembered, much better than it appears. The 

ordinary mercury and ammonia intensifier has a tendency to 

“ thicken ” telephotographic negatives, or any others which in 

themselves lack contrasts, without giving the brilliancy to be 

obtained by the methods mentioned above. 
It is hardly necessary to say that the plate used for tele¬ 

photography should be one which will stand prolonged action 

of the developer without becoming veiled, and for this reason 

the most rapid brands should, as a rule, be avoided. Para¬ 

doxical as it may appear, it is nevertheless true that a slow 

plate may give a better result than a rapid one with the same 

exposure, for the former will stand 1‘ forcing to obtain printing 

density, while the latter will begin to fog long before the 

high lights are sufficiently strong. 
E. Clifton. 

Traill-Taylor Memorial.—There will be a meeting of the committee 
at the White Swan Hotel, Tudor Street, E.C., on Thursday evening, the 
25th September, at 7.30, with reference to this year s lectureship. 

A special list of mounts, albums, frames; special papers and materials 
for mounting photographic and other prints have been sent us by 1. 
Jonathan Fallowfield, of the Central Photographic Stores, 146, Charing 
Cross Road, London, W. The list occupies 74 pages and an enormous 
variety of designs, tints, sizes, and shapes are listed and illustrated. 
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THE ATOMIC THEORY WITHOUT HYPOTHESIS. 

[Abstract of Presidential address in Section B of the British -Association.] 

CHEMISTRY NOT THE SCIENCE OF THE MINUTE. 

thereW ‘SCienf Which refs uP°n the hypothesis, and, 
should to exist in the form into which it has developed, 
should matter prove to be continuous and not discrete, nothing can be 

said agamst the view that it is a science of the minute. But I am sure 

rea ^ t0' maintain that, if the hypothesis of the 

theory wt i lv! °h C'ubsta*ces were an unfounded one, the atomic 
S u .dls^TCjy of no great importance; and 
ivmilri h ’ ]• J f' 0 tiemg the founder of the chemistry of to-dav, 

proportions For ^ discover€r of the law of multiple 
t'velv small amn ^ mdeed’ tbe chemist often works upon compara- 

amounts of substances, and consequently with very 

-of time mite that is, as we all know, only for reasons of economy^ 

possibS Sat w!tkatl ap^r?US;; oth™° he works on the largest 
possible scale, wita the abject of attaining to the highest degree of 

accuracy and perfection. It is therefore only as interpreted by the 

When the^to^dfthif chemistl7 f" !» "aid to deal with the minute, 
and “S1* “ exf“u"ded m tlw usaal »»y. commonly 
minute indi^sddl 1 * i 01lth? afammPtlon that substances consist cf 
iniuat>e indivisible particles having weights or masses bearins- ratios of 

the combining numbers assigned to them, the W of cSfallombi 

7 ■“'eight necessarily follow, and are thereby explained But 

obtys tL weFSiwn Y tn*e^that beCause chemical^combination 
laws substances consist of discrete particles 

i.y r^expla^iofoTthi fhettr“01 * «?•*"•* hypothes^faSoM _ i oai ^explanation of the facts expressed by the laws of chemical 
comb nation, or more comprehensively by the atom c theorf wh« 
SUJZ£Ty * given non-hypothetical terms. It is just “s diffiouh 

assigned to th*T * lould the weights on chemical grounds 

masks YuTif 

•chemistry do.es not deal with the minute or rather if VW Y ’ 

USS all fi4Te{S^ 

mmsmm 
ae ,» iT,7 wha* is *» actuality 

ssss^SF^sassssssa 
.JL ^X “ w « 

one simple substance Theref ?’ *XC' b ■111 5 ie 01,80 °f those of any 
what he belii ved i<> l n ' ' °M ’ mving some numbers showing 

simple subItZj IhTTh T** °f th/ aW seven,? i a a o. lances, taking that of hydrogen as of unit weight, he 

proceeded at once to invent symbols for these -itrm.v to ; r 

only their distinctness in kind but above Ml thiZ, t1 ^ Lot 
bihty and their equality, pro^rtt wh.ltL 

numbers Mould have inadvertently coneioied or even 

denied, and could never have expressed or connoted It waKd?-7 

this immediate invention and use of chemical symbols that nS* V1 
conception found clear expression; and, agiun, St theumS 

adoption of such symbols that chemists have shown their real 

ance of the atomic theory, even while displaying, not infreq^nUv 
their scepticism as to its truth. Now, evidently what t| . r y’ 

uted « symbol shall bo is, theoretically consul Jd.bufapettySt 
the vital point is what the character symbolises and that is ii, J ’ 

It may bo said, indeed, to represent tht atomm tuir si,me it sf^ 
™ Place pf it I hut it is made to do so only in order that ,.fr 

le time forget this number and have in mind the integral character of 

"‘T ft, Va tl,e 4’00d P»«» “f sodium hydroxide aid 8 09? 
parts of hydro-bromic acid that Me are to think of w11 
tormulae NaOH and HBr are before us, as we too often strive to do^ 

“7 tdese’ f™m a chemical point of view, meaningless numbers of 
parts, but quantities which are equal m the sense of chemistry that 
are expressed as such by these symbolic formulae. The real purposed 
chemical formulation is not to abbreviate or replace language *but to 
facilitate, if not ensure, abstraction from a non-contemplation of gravi¬ 
metric numbers. I have just passed from atomic symbols to tho 
ounujae of molecules; but this Mas not without warrant. In the form 

in which I have enunciated the atomic theory, it relates to the chemi¬ 
cal interaction of substances, whether compound or simple and the 
equality of the quantities concerned is the equality of molecules since 
these are the quantities of substances entering into or coming out from 
Jingle chemical interactions. Were it not, therefore, for fear of con¬ 
founding it with the mechanical theory of that mime, the atomic theory 
should be called the molecular theory of chemistry. ^ 

CHEMICAL EQUALITY. 

Molecules are equal in the sense that they are quantities of their 
rebstances which are interdependent and co-ordinate in any and 
e e y single chemical change in which they take part together It 
is a form of equality for which no close parallel can be found. To give 
an example; the molecule of ammonia is equal to that of aldehyde in 

such 11 Fnmt/UeS lt aiK Wlth [t d^aPPeara, °r ceases to exist as 
such, f oi the same reason it is equal to the molecule of hydrocyanic 

acid, and molecules of aldehyde and hydrocyanic acid equal to'each 

ButethebmaiUSe itbe7’ t0°’ combine and disappear as such in doing so. 
molecule of ammonia again equals that of aldehyde in effecting 

friwi01 hydrocyanic acid and its own self into something 
fWo A chemically equal or molecular are the products of 
here combinations; aldehyde ammonia, ammonium cyanide, and alde- 

hyde-cyanliydnne, not only among themselves, but also with the 
quantities of ammonia, aldehyde, and hydrocyanic acid, from which 
they come and into M'hich they return in other chemical changes. 
But with all this quantitative equality in transforming power, the 
nf Producod are. unlike and, each to each, peculiar to one 
oi the three acts of chemical combination; and on this account excem 

m?,nt iay bv\a+fU tf> tve treatment of molecules as equal chemical 
quantities. Yet the equality of molecules here asserted is but an exten- 

mLei ^ 1S Inea!lt ,by th^ equivalence of certain atoms and radicals, 
V' the atom and the radical are, noM'adays, 'conceptions entirely 
dependent upon and derived from that of the molecule (apart, of 
coui.si rom the atomic hypothesis); and this universally allowed 

equivalence admittedly does not extend to the identity of the products 

ot the replacing activity of the atoms and radicals. Quantitative 
equality and equivalency, it is true, have not the same meaning, 

equivalence being used to denote qualified equality, equality in cert an 

specified ways of quantities not equal in all other ways and possibly 

m no other. Quantities of different substances cannot,' strictlv speak¬ 
ing, ever he equal, and can only be styled so in the sense of being 

equivalent; for were they equal in every way the substances would 

obviously be the same. But this fact, if it ever strikes one, is ignored 

by unversa! custom, and quantities of substances, however unlike— 
feathers, air, M^ater, salt, and what not—are taken to be all equal, 

xJpTii fiV ° iemisd8 as b-v tbe world at large, if only they have the same 
veignt notwithstanding the incongruities of the substances. No 
juan i les o c lfferent substances can, as such, be commensurable 

throughout; and when compared and measured through some common 

property such as the possession of mass, the equivalence or pseudo- 

equality found by this means is not the same as that found when some 

other common property is taken as the means of measurement. The con- 

tentmn that chemical equality must be regarded as of as clearly 

defined a nature as gravimetric equality becomes the more weighty 

m i n it is reflected that, our very definite views concerning gravimetric 

equality are due solely to the law of conservation of massi the evi¬ 
dence for and against M'hich, I may remind you, is just now to be 

discussed by Lord Rayleigh before the Physical Section. The mass 

ol one pound of sodium remains unchanged when the metal-is converted 

into salt, M-a,slung soda, or borax; if this were- not the case, gravi- ' 

metric equality Mrould be just as definite as it is hom', but physicists 
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would have to argue for its1 general recognition in much the same way 
as I am doing now for the recognition of chemical equality. In teach¬ 
ing chemistry the point is kept too much in the background, if not 
altogether out of sight, that the chemical equality of quantities of 
different substances is independent of all other relations of equality 
between them, and that, therefore, its validity is not affected by the 
fact of its terms agreeing with some and not with other terms of 
equalities determined in other ways. “ Molecule ” is a term of rela¬ 
tion ; it stands for an equal quantity, not for any particular quantity; 
but at such it is as easy to understand and as indefinable as an equal 
volume or an equal weight of a substance. The theory of chemical 
molecules or equalities and their relations to the equalities between 
the weights and gaseous volumes of different substances were brought 
to light, not by Richter’s law of chemical combining proportions, and 
not by Avogadro’s hypothesis as to there being equal numbers of 
particles in the same volume of different gases, but in the first place by 
Dalton’s atomic theory and Gay-Lussac’s law of simply related gaseous 
volumes in chemical change; and then, much more fully in the nridd’e 
of the last century, through the brilliant work of Gerhardt, William¬ 
son, Laurent, Odlmg, Wurtz, and others, in the purely chemical field. 
Dalton gave us the conception of Ihe molecule, though confused with 
that of the atom, as the unit of measure of chemical activity in place 
of the gravimetric unit; the work of the chemists of the last mid- 
century gave us a fuller conception of the molecule, along with the 
notion of chemical change as being substitution in the molecule effected 
by what became known as double composition. 

CHEMICAL COMPOSITION AND DOUBLE DECOMPOSITION. 

Up to that time chemistry had been treated only as the science of 
compounding and decompounding or reducing. Far from being the 
science of the composition of substances, chemistry might be defined 
as being the science of the non-compcsition of substances, where that 
composition might have been looked for from the antecedents. If salt is 
verily a compound of sodium and chlorine, and can be broken up into 
these, why have the fragments not the marks on them of that whole 
of which they formed a part ? It is true that 5,850 parts of salt become 
5.545 parts of chlorine and 2,305 parts of sodium, nothing being gained 
or lost hi weight; but to account for that there is no need of chemistry, 
•a science which takes cognisance of the phenomena of change, and 
not of those of unchanged properties. The use of the word “ composi¬ 
tion ” in industry cannot be discarded now, and all that is necessary 
to make it unobjectionable is to see that the term is always qualified 
by the prefix “chemical,” when there is a possibility of mistake about- 
its significance, and that that significance is carefully explained, if 
not defined and fully illustrated, before it is given over to the be¬ 
ginner. With exclusive reference to such facts as these, the chemical 
composition of a substance will, I think, be found to be satisfactorily 
-defined as its having the power, capacity, or property of being wholly 
producible from and wholly convertible into, directly or indirectly, 
those substances of which it is said to be composed. A simple sub- 
.stance differs from one that is compound only in not possessing the 
power of being by itself convertible into two others, or of being pro¬ 
duced alone from any two others. Simple substances are not less varied 
■or less complex in their physical properties than compound sub¬ 
stances, while their chemical constitution is often more problematic 
■than that of many which are compound. The term “simple,” there¬ 
fore, is as misleading in the language of chemistry as “ compound,” 
unless defined and qualified in use by the word “chemically.” In 
the great reformation wrought by the chemists to whom I have re¬ 
ferred, but by Gerhardt in particular, the new light set up in chemistry 
v as the notion of what came to be called “double decomposition” in 
-chemical change. Its introduction into chemistry marked the as¬ 
cendancy of the idea of the molecule as the factor in chemical change 
w hose interactions with other moleculesi were to be considered, in- 
stead of those additions which, -as chemical phenomena, never take 
place. It led also to new conceptions of the nature of the atom and 
the compound radical as being the quantitative and qualitative ex¬ 
pressions of the powers possessed by substances to change into others, 
.and to the conception of the valency of atoms and radicals as expressing 
the nature of the connexion of successive chemical changes. The 
fundamental value of double decomposition consists in its displaying 

■threads running through chemical transformations which can be* fol¬ 
lowed up. When two substances change into two others, and only 
then, there can be found, in most cases, relations of resemblance, 
both physical and chemical, between the before and after of a chemical 
•change. Instead of the striking unlikenesses shown by the substances 
formed by quasi-addition to those from which they are formed, there- 
nre here met with the similarities of the outcoming to the interacting 
substances, and the similarities between the products of different 
interactions in which the acting substances are similar. 

RADICALS AND ATOMS. 

the notions of radical and atom are so intimately related as to be 
often used indifferently, the one for the other. The radical, ethylene, 
is always an atom of ethylene, the radical nitrogen always an atom 
of nitrogen. Radical and atom are, in fact, the qualitative and 

quantitative aspects of the same thing. They are thus exactly parallel 
with substance and molecule. We can think of unquantified substance, 
and perhaps of an unquantified radical, but in chemistry we never 
really want such conceptions. In the interaction of double decom¬ 
position each substance by contact and union with the other develops 
and manifests a dual character by becoming distributed as the two new 
substances, with the consequence that each of these has certain pro¬ 
perties the same as those of the one, and certain others the same as 
those of the second interacting substance. What is common in this 
way'to one of the interacting and one of the resulting substances is a 
radical of these substances, of which there are evidently four in every 
double decomposition. These radicals of a single interaction are de¬ 
fined as whatever two parts of the powers of a substance to yield the 
simple substances of its chemical composition are, in certain inter¬ 
actions, continued separately from each other in the two new sub¬ 
stances. But the pair of radicals developed in the various double 
decompositons of a substance being by no means always the same, one 
of the radicals of one pair must include in its composition part or all 
of one of those of another pair. To a limited extent and imperfectly, 
we can attach to a given radical certain of the properties common to 
its compounds; but it needs no greater insight than we have already 
to recognise that a substance cannot be what it is in one way without 
being in that way greatly affected by what it is in another. This is 
now a recognised but not sufficiently considered point, and I therefore 
welcome tno-se publications of Professor Vorla-ender, of Halle, in 
which he has been vigorously calling attention to the extent to which 
the properties of a substance, acid, basic, -stable, and what not, 
depend as much as, if not more, upon the inter-relations of the radicals 
than upon the radicals themselves. One other thing I have to say 
about the radical; I plead for a return to the ending of the word 
radical with “al,” now interdicted in the Journal of the Chemical 
Society. 

IONS. 

I have put off too long, perhaps, all reference to> the properties of 
very dilute aqueous solutions of salts. The osmotic pressure and other 
dependent points which a-r* particular in the behaviour of such solu¬ 
tions are in full accordance w - the assumption that an electrolyte 
by dissolution in much water becomes a pair or a- binary system of two 
int-erdiffused quasi-substances called “ions.” These ions must differ 
from isolated substances in bearing equal and opposite quantities of 
electricity; in being each unknown apart from its fellow; and in 
having a composition not to be found in actual substances, though 
identical possibly with that which a radical would have were it a 
substance. The ions can indeed be separated from each other, but not 
to continue as themselves., since in the act of separating they form 
ordinary substances, either by uniting with other ions, or by two 
molecules of ion becoming one molecule of substance. In the former 
way of separation the ions of two salts interact on mixing their solu¬ 
tions ; in the other way the ions become substances when tfieir solution 
is placed in a galvanic circuit. The phenomena of ionisation, or, in. 
other words, tire particular properties of dilute -solutions of salts, 
belong evidently to a- change unlike all other chemical changes. It 
is a polarised chemical change, in which the equivalent and comple¬ 
ment al products of the interaction appear apart and at remote surfaces 
of the mass of decomposing salt solution. Two points which call for 
notice in connection with my present subject are that an ion is one of 
a pair of quantities commensurate with the quantity of the salt 
itself, that is or would be in interaction; and that it is molecular in 
character, and therefore to be regarded a-s a- relative and wholly 
variable quantity. Dalton’s atoms were both the atoms and the mole¬ 
cules of present day chemistry, but much more the latter than tne 
former. Although the chemical atom can now be no more than a 
dependency of the molecule, it is commonly set up as the starting 
point in chemical theory, and as having an independent existence as a 
quantity of the substance, while the molecule is represented as being 
a conjugation of atoms. But there cannot be two standards in refer¬ 
ence to the same thing, and in molecular chemistry the atom must give 
way. The four radicals of a double decomposition are equal and 
chemically complementary. These chemically equal quantities, of 
such radicals are atoms. The quantities of all other radicals are also 
atoms, but only those of proximate radicals, those of a- single inter¬ 
action, are equal. Similarly, the quantities of the four substances of 
a single interaction are all equal and are molecules, but the quantities 
of substances are not equal in other interactions. These others are treated 
as the simultaneous occurrence of two. or more single interactions, 
which they can always be represented and sometimes demonstrated 
to be. Calcium hydroxide and hydrogen sulphide give calcium hydro¬ 
sulphide and water by two single interactions together, which in this 
case can be easily distinguished, since the- calcium hydroxide will also 
interact with only half as much Hydrogen sulphide to form the insoluble 
crystalline calcium hydroxyhydrosulphide and half as much water as 
before : this calcium salt will then interact with as much more hydrogen 
sulphide as went to form it, and produce the very soluble crystalline 
calcium hydrosulphide. Therefore, and on other grounds, we say and 
know that one molecule of calcium hydroxide and two molecules of 
hydrogen sulphide give one molecule of calcium hvdro^ulphide and 
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two molecules of water. This is, of course, only the law of multiple 
proportions introduced into chemical interactions. The expression 

two or more molecules of a substance” has a meaning only as indT 
u^mg ic number of simultaneous or successive single interactions 
wh ch have ied to the conversion of certain substances into others 

S rldfcah in el,menta5' .**•** of thi"«s merts us in the case 
bavino-fc T1 of tht coeftlcients of molecules, necessitated by 
having to consider many chemical changes as being cases of two or 
nmre single interactions occurring together, there are the valency co- 

interaction thThn!yVakrt railcals’ called out also b7 such a compound 
interaction. Thus, m the above case, whilst the single interaction 

hydTox]1 asyonegTf T* hyd—d* «Lws cllcium- 
t h w. p ; 11 of the, radicals, the succeeding interaction between 
the ca ciurn hydroxyhydrosulphide and more hydrogen sulphide shows 

woradf" “^rKydrosulphuryl, and the ^omLn part of thZe 
to Jve the atomenf'I? ent iradlca1’ cafeium. It will be evident that 
to give the atom of the calcium radical as bivalent is a statement 

SenlShid”! “’"1> eme;t!"7 °f *ivi"S *« molecules of hyTd gen sulphide as interacting with one of calcium hydroxide Chemical 
equality remains still the measure of the atom but that in cnTr lev 

num&o7 ?rT P? ’mmber °f moI“"les fa »ne suhsta.^ marTshha 
the same thin?“fmtf,1'l,ectoris, the valency number of the atom marks 
tne same thing for the radical It is a matter of valency and not 

inltlTK fugl interaction; in other words, it is never equal 

such L ff-Sr^?on £*?■ ’A" a Tpl0 radical ]t dws not take P^t in suen an interaction; but it does do so as a radical of radicals 

t 1 defiintl0u of tbe atom, whether the radical be that of a 
'I?',0"' 0r X radicaI ot radicals, that is a,poWfent 
„ ine at0.m ft therefore, the quantified power of a substance 

radical inchuR11 °/ ^ ra,bcal, to produce other compounds of the 
As S i, thi lg f* ?R‘poaiid with itself, where that is possible 
it nf thc molecule of a substance, so with the atom of the radical' 
it is of no fixed magnitude, and may weigh a kilogram iust as well 

and nJthi“g by1" iSelfr ™uFb kss- pwang a relative quantity 
f ., /& PI itself, of its indivisibility there is nothing to he said 

outside its definition; whilst as to it/being the smalLt relartve 
quantity interchanging in an interaction, it hadonly thus to'be defined 

action ^ m0ertainty as ta a® molecule Jd the Igle S 
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VALENCY AND FORMULAE, 

nnd/fi ,mP0SS]ble for me to discuss the nature of the radical 

““"dwarf* ££? SIS 
wthich ^ 

•;tom of the radical nitrogen, aEd ttoi 

ndiTIii™! "C the "drogen radical is tervalent and the hydrogen 
radical univalent are statements mutually based upon facts IZh ll 
the following. Potassium nitrilosulphate, which contains nrtre/n 

sag 
IL“ , , J 0gen ot the nitrilosulphate started with, three times / 
viv I }< vin ;(s the lmido-sulphate, and nothing else. That is to 
; ; *V / “tnksulphate and the ammonia have no other radical than 

necessarv^)1/mrat^n +^hlle ““gl® interactions have been 

radical is tervalent and its quantity is the atom i ?ltroS?n 
are symbolisations of deductions from exjL/entelly^Stefned faSf 
■md are imh-p ndm. of.h, mrtrprel a, J, commonly given o 'them 5 

f ' V" ’r minute differentiated structure of subSces What 

1 ' , , ctrtainly no-t on any experimental grounds that it mti 
r'«arded “ •••»-  .Tangemenfc of unlike parts 

Profess dr Edward Divers, M.D., F.R S. 

THE BECQUEREL RAYS. 

One of the discourses of the meeting of the British Association *J 

delivered by Professor J. J. Thomson, on “ Becquerel Ravs and 1' i 
Activity. He described how Professor Becquerel of Paris w'° 
quantity of salt of uranium and placed it near a photogr 

ft/eCrfd ir0millght by su'table screens, and kept the uranium1 „! , 
rtaLe of phosphorescence by continued exposure to sunlight On 
developing the plate after the experiment had lasted several hours 
ound a picture upon it, showing that something similar to Ronuf, n 

rays^had been given out by the uranium. In all the earlier exrseri > 
mems the uranium was kept exposed to the sunlight and was tin,, 
phosphorescing during the whole time of exposure/ It happened 
however, on one day that the sky clouded over during the expmn „t 
and there was not light enough to make the uranmm phos diore ’' 
Becquerel put Ins apparatus away and waited for better weather 1 
I he weather, however, did not improve, and Becquerel enveloped Ins 

1 ate, expecting to find a feeble picture. To his surprise, he found tnaV 
the picture excelled all those he had previously taken, proving that 

Tt UId/1U+m emitted thf ra7s even when it was not phosphorescing 
, atloJ1,7as sirndai' in penetrating power to that of the Ronr- 

feen lajs and Becquerel thought that at first that his rays, like ordi¬ 
nary light, were capable of being refracted, and that they could be 
polarised I Ins had been proved to be not the case. Becquerel ravs 
were, in fact, a mixture cf Rontgen and cathode rays. Evidence lnd 
been given to show that the cathode rays consisted of exceedingly 
small particles, called corpuscles, smaller than the atoms of anv knowu 
substance, and moving at the rate of many thousand miles a second 
the speed depending upon the extent to which the air had been removed 
trom their path. Barge as the velocity w>as, it Avas greatly exceeded 
bj the velocity of the cathode rays given out by uranium, while 
another substance, radium, emitted rays moving at a still greater 
speed, velocities of over 120,000 miles a second having been recorded. 
>v Becquerel m this case. Among all the mysteries associated with, 

matter, tew. if any, were more startling than that afforded by these 
substances, in no way remarkable in appearance, which, without pro¬ 
vocation and without intermission, emitted properties that travelled 
at a rate compared with which that of the fastest bullet was absolutely 
insignificant. If artificially prepared salts of uranium were examined, 
it was iound that the activity was strictly proportional to the amount 
of uranium they contained. M. and Mme Curie found, however that 
several native minerals, and especially pitch-blende, although only a., 
fraction of their bulk, consisted of uranium, were much more active- 
tfian pure uranium; one of these minerals, chalcolite, was prepared 
artificially, and the activity of the product was found to- be1 normal, 

that- is, proportional to the amount of uranium contained. It 
earned probable, therefore, that these minerals contained some un¬ 

known substance much more active than uranium itself. M. and 

C ure ?,PPbed tbefiselves to tlie task of separating this suspected 
substance, i hey found that a very radio-active substance, which has 
been called polonium, was connected with the bismuth taken from, 
the pitch-blende, and also another substance named radium. A third 
substance had since been obtained, which seemed closely to resemble 
thorium, and was known as actinium. The amount of these sub¬ 
stances was exceedingly small, smaller than the quantity of gold im 
sea water. I he property of producing electrical conductivity in gases 
aftoided a most delicate test of the presence of a ’-adio-active sub¬ 
stance. By this means it wasi possible to detect quantities of the- 
material mil ions of times less than could be detected by chemical 
analysis, and thousands of times less than could be shown by the 
spectre-scope-; indeed of the three subistanoe/s mentioned, radium 
uas the only one that had been detected by chemical or spectroscopic- 
means. By successive purification of the barium obtained from pitch¬ 
blende, radium had been obtained, which was more than 100 000 times 
more active than uranium, and which, when enclosed in' lead one- 
quarter ot an inch thick, could produce greater effects than uncovered 
uranium. 1 he radium made a sensitive screen phosphoresce ; it showed 
the bones in the hand, and was so- vigorous in action that it had pro¬ 
duced sores on the skin of those who had incautiously handled it; and it 
emitted negatively electrified particles with a velocity approaching; 

la o ight. Ihis' continual emission implied that the radium was 
losing mass and energy, but the loss of mass would amount to only 
about one thousandth of a milligramme in a million years for each: 
square centimetre of surface. But the amount of energy radiated was 
quite appreciable, being sufficient, if converted into- heat, to- melt in a/ 
million years a layer of ice of the same area a-s -the radium, if more 
than a quarter of a mile thick. Loss of energy has been going on, it: 
might be, for millions of years, ever since the radium existed. There- 
must have been, therefore-, a very considerable store of energy at the 
outset, and a very interesting question was the nature of this energy 
an io-vv it was stored. Professors Rutherford and' Sbddy had given 
a satisfactory answer to this question by their experiments on the 
substance thorium, from which they had been able to separate its: 
etc ive constituents, obtaining two products, one minute in quantity, 
)U11 intenwJy active (thorium X), the other, which contained practi- 

' ! 'V // W1 , °/tbe thorium, almost inert. This arrangement, how- 
c'tr, did not last long. Thorium X began to lose- its' activity,, and. tie- 
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nass of thorium to gain it. After a few days thorium X became quite 
inert, while the thorium regained its old activity, and afforded fresh 
supplies of the thorium X. Ordinary thorium was thus steadily being 
transformed into the active thorium X, while this is continually 
passing into some inactive form; what this inactive form was we did 
not know, and its elucidation offered a most interesting problem, rich 
in possibilities. Rutherford found that thorium, besides giving out 
Rontgen and cathode rays, gave out a radio-active gas, which he called 
the thorium emanation. The activity lasted only a few minutes, and 
was given out only from the thorium X, and not from thorium in its 
normal state. This emanation resembled the new gases argon and 
helium in its refusal to combine with any other element. It was re¬ 
markable that the minerals in which helium occurred invariably con¬ 
tained radio-active substances, and the idea naturally suggested itself 
that helium might be very closely connected with the gaseous emana¬ 
tion from thorium X. Radium gave off an emanation more permanent 
than that of thorium. Radio-activity could be induced. If the sub¬ 
stance was negatively electrified while in contact with the emanation, 
the radio-activity induced in it was very much increased. The inten¬ 
sity of this induced radio-activity did not depend to any great extent 
on the nature of the substance. A piece of paper could be made as 
radio-active as a piece of metal, but the property was not permanent, 
lasting for a few hours only. Elster and Geitel had made the remark¬ 
able discovery that substances could be made radio-active without the 
aid of thorium or radium, all that was necessary being to- hang them 
up in the open air, and charge them strongly with negative electricity. 
The earth itself was negatively electrified, and the natural electrifi¬ 
cation on pointed conductors connected with the earth was sufficient 
to make them radio-active. The pointed leaves and spines of trees 
were always radio-active, and Mr. C. T. R. Wilson had lately shown 
that freshly-fallen rain possessed this peculiarity and retained it for 
about half an hour. It had been suggested that this induced activity 
pointed to the presence of another undiscovered constituent in the 
atmosphere, but experiments were described which showed there was 
no necessity for this hypothesis. The production of radio-activity in 
all bodies might be thus explained. The air always contained small 
bodies called ions, some charged with positive, others with negative, 
electricity. When a negatively electrified body was placed in the air 
the positively electrified ions were attracted towards it. Some gave 
up their electric charge, but those that did not would accumulate 
close to the surface of the body, forming a layer of 
positive electricity round the body. This layer would attract the 
negative electricity in the body, and when the attraction 
was very great the negative electricity would be pulled 
so vigorously that it would shoot out from the body with 
great velocity, approaching that of the cathode rays, and hence would 
give out cathode rays and be radio-active. It was in this way that the 
leaves of trees, and the countless objects on the surface of the earth 
acquired radio-activity, and, becoming, in fact, cathodes, discharged 
those raysi, which had only comparatively recently been discovered 
by the help of the most elaborate apparatus, and yet were in all pro¬ 
bability so widely distributed and so frequent, that there was hardly 
a patch of ground on the earth’s surface which did not contain a 
source of these rays. 

-♦- 

Astronomical Photographs from the Lick Observatory.—The value 
to lecturers of the photographs taken with the great telescope and others 
of lesser size at this observatory does not need to be dilated upon by us, 
and the announcement of a recent departure by the authorities of the 
institution will be received with interest. The Bulletin No. 20 published 
by the Observatory contains the announcement by Professor Pickering 
that in consequence of the receipt by the authorities of so many legiti¬ 
mate requests for photographs of the moon, comets, nebulae, etc., taken 
at the Observatory they will be prepared to furnish copies from their 
negatives in print or lantern slide form. Application is to be made to 
the Director, who will, on request by teachers, lecturers, etc., give details 
of prices and other particulars. 

The British Association.—The meeting of the British Association at 
Belfast nas been a fairly successful one. Many valuable papers were 
read, though there was no one, if we except Professor H. E. Armstrong’s 
on technical education, of universal interest. There was a certain want 
too, of what we may call “ illuminating ” papers, those which leave on 
the minds of the half-instructed a just impression that their knowledge 
and their opinions have been made at once wider and more definite. 
There has been a recoil of late years from such papers as too “ popular ” 
ending in a supply of lectures so technical that though they may inform 
those engrossed by their subjects, they are to the world—which the 
Association, it must be remembered, professes to address—simply unin¬ 
telligible. The managers of the Association have, of course, many diffi¬ 
culties to contend with, every man who will contribute a paper worth 
hearing fighting for his independence; but a little more editing of a 
g’GiiGrs.l kind wonldj wg think, increase the utility of the Association 
without interfering too much with any idiosyncrasy. We have given 
up the old word “ mystery,” formerly considered necessary to describe 
any art or science, and the change marks at least a change in the 
general wish.—“The Spectator.” 

€xl)ibition< 
-+- 

THE PHOTOGRAPHIC SALON. 

The tenth annual exhibition of the Photographic Salon, which 
was opened on the 19th inst. at the Dudley Gallery, Piccadilly, W , 
maintains the progress shown in the exhibitions of last year and 
the year before, and the collection of pictures is undoubtedly an in¬ 
teresting one; but, in contemplating it as an exhibition of photo¬ 
graphs, one cannot avoid the impression that the majority of the ex¬ 
hibitors have treated photography less honestly than the compilers 
of the catalogue have treated the quotation which forms the " Fore¬ 
words ” to the catalogue, and which is avowedly “adapted from W. 

E. Henley, without permission.” Without going into the question, 
either from the ethical or the art- standpoint, of the legitimacy of 
combining two- or more methods in the production of a picture, it 
is clearly desirable that, even if it is a legitimate practice, the 
productions should not be classed with results obtained by one method 
only. When a picture sent to an exhibition of paintings has been 
detected as a disguised photograph its author has justly been looked 
upon as having been guilty of a mean attempt at fraud, and, similarlyr 
a picture, in the production of which photography has played a minor 
part, should not be allowed to- masquerade as a photograph. It is 
unfair, both to artists who choose photography as their means of 
expression and to artists who rely upon the pencil or the brush. 

The exhibition gallery appears in quite a new get up; a much less 
ambitious scheme of decoration than usual has been attempted, and 
the result is decidedly the most successful yet achieved. All direct 
light is obscured by a velarium or screen of thin white material, and 
with the light of a bright September day the effect is delightfully 
soft and particularly suitable for the display of photographs. What 
the effect will be when the London smoke has had its normal result on 
the white hangings and in the gloom of an autumn day remains to be 
seen; but, however, those responsible are to be congratulated upon 
the abandonment of the rag-bag style of decoration which was typical 
of the stage of art culture of the early days of the Salon. 

In giving the opportunity of seeing what is being done outside our 
own country the Salon has always performed a useful function, and. 
this year rather more than one-half of the exhibits are from abroad. 
It is, of course, difficult to generalise work proceeding from places 
geographically far distant from one another and subject to local in¬ 
fluences which cannot be similar, but it is impossible not to recognise 
that there is a sentiment in natural British work which is character¬ 
istic, and which is entirely different from that of any other nation. 
It is a clean, healthy sentiment which finds no necessity for mythious 
suggestions, but it is not the fashion, and receives scant encourage¬ 
ment at the Salon. We do not for a moment wish it to be under¬ 
stood that we class all foreign work differently, but there is much of 
it in which there is very little to admire, still less to imitate, either in 
sentiment or in treatment. Photography is essentially the medium for 
realism, and to employ it when obscurity is necessary is to employ 
a medium for the work in hand which is far from the most suitable. 
In giving undue prominence to work which is of a character that does 
not appeal to our natural instincts there is a danger of discouraging 
efforts to perfect methods of work on our own natural lines. In 
some branches of painting we have no reason to be ashamed of native 
achievements, and in photography we have also a good record. To- 
improve our system does not necessarily involve revolutionising it. 

It is clear that the Salon has passed the period when it had to rely 
upon extravagance rather than merit for the notoriety necessary for its 
existence. If we except the comparatively small proportion of pic¬ 
tures which palpably owe their acceptance' to considerations of policy 
or strategy, and those which there is reason to presume come into 
the same category, there is an almost entire absence of the common¬ 
place stuff which used to form the padding of the exhibition. Most 
of those whose work we are accustomed to find here are represented, 
but we are prevented from attempting any comment on the numerous; 
works which deserve notice by considerations of space. We under¬ 
stand the arrangement of the pictures on the walls was entrusted to 
Mr. F. H. Evans, and he has performed his task exceedingly 
well. 

—-♦---- 

SALON “FOREWORDS.” 

(From the Catalogue.) 

“ Facts are not necessarily the end with them—they are only the 
means. They (these photographers) refrain from the vulgarity of full 
realisation, and essay no more than the pictorial expression cf cer¬ 
tain balanced and choice suggestions.” 

Adapted from W. E. HENLEY. 
(Without permission.) 

The Photographic Salon was first held in October, 1893. It was 
called into existence by a brotherhood or informal Society of Photo¬ 
graphers called The Linked Ring, for the purpose of exhibiting only 
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gi7r«?dtn^of0ner0oniri’0trar Pl,“*°?raPll5r "•«<* u> their opinion 

thereto™, regimes of photography had Too l«g beln co “ 

or^ini^dS^ndi^w^s^Iy'^m^inf2^dCbY^T^e^I7- ??£** 
sent Exhibition being, therefore, the TeJth of th^eriS!^’ ^ ^ 

courages’eve^rae1 to ^end a democratlc and cosmopolitan body, en- 

■are submitted to the "adjudicatfoT'of^ °S phpt0gra:phy’ which 
^qual footing with the worlf ^ ti Selection Committee on an 
as far as possible each exbihitinr t ,1'e members themselves, so that 

photography of its year. ° * * la'1 repKBent the best Pictorial 
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PHOTOGRAPHY IN A POETICAL LIGHT. 

PokTs and photographers have one thing in common and that is thev 
ga n their inspiration from, and spend some of their best efforts in 

■■The Z^tttLZTrh"ks\%r%n^td bright? 

3“fimR ofba thK™”i 
«• many an'“ od/to the “ Photographer, 

cith^„gTV„VlSy=^tf 

hie definition W“-a'nb™r7ght ^ off of .» Piagiarietfand 

»r f ifrmg Jfbsl “ 
•ee&usb 

(h)av(e)on this occasion done the same. ^ bmied at Strafcf()rd- aild 

a , ii ,, , A11 the world’s a field, 
An t all the men and women are photographers, 

they have their cameras and their tripods. 

And an amateur in his time has many fits, 

Which are in seven stages. At first the - 

Trembling and shaking in an infant’s hands 

hen the , with its daylight film, 

Carried by schoolboy, dallying on his way 

lo take some snapshots as he goes to school. 
And then the -wielded by a lover, 

ny !ng Portraiture, makes a woful picture 
Uf his mistress without an eytorow. Then the_ 
peeking to rival one of wider fame, 

Excellent in workmanship, can be taken to the field of battb ' 
And successful pictures made even in top , -v 
And then the \ 6Wn ln the cannon’s mouth. 

t,ie ‘ > 111 nice brown case 

7ndh^f Velrt hmd; fuI1 of cufc 
Into the The sixt'h ■**«* shifts 

• hjndle on top and finder on the side; 
Ihe i^ns well mounted and angle wide enough 

l o take the world. And the joyful own.r,° 

unnng again towards the view, snaps, 

And rejoices in his work. Last camera of all, 
that ends this wondrous catalogue, 
Is the -, with plates of___ 

Plus Bausch and Lomb, plus rigid front,’ plus Zeiss, plus 
everything. 

—A. C. B. 

Photographic Optics in South London.—“ Clicker ” in the nhotoW^W; 

ri'-E a[h.v attt; 

Sul If focu, ?‘tt’ " f°"°»s 'l“‘ »'»■ of the two al„“s be 

'hem Ihrough ArSSTo“eiTiihk00"^ 'he »* "*«. P«"» 

Deu) Apparatus, $c. 
The s™«. w-. 

made of superior glass, and consist of two optically-finished cornbmat ^ 
They are corrected for achromatism and are each of tested5?binatl®n»- 
would particularly point out that the Planiscope lenses are not me "i" 
magnifiers nor are they spectacle glasses. They may be used with '7 
fidence with any of the most expensive lenses on the market ^ C0“' 

whic^bcorderabto0 W° have [mProved die mounts by 
used without any da“°er f ’? ?l?en. m tbe size of b«od to be 
are made in four kinds ^ metal b™*smg by the strain. The lenses 
lens - tplp-nlin+/-, f Kinds. wide-angle, for increasing the range of the 

flowers,' ob?ets’d’artmaetolfyingfth®fimfage; C0Pyin"’ for takinS pictures, 
traiture anifn<^ large head« * P"- 
obtamable from Messrf. Griffin. ’ particulars are in a circular 

^ uSe^SSiSadM^faCtUred and S»,d Kadak' 

of?cSLdeJ,&/liV’rnd thc "abo!itiw' °f the dark room” were 
devifiAs nr i u ejects of discussion m these pages, and many are the 

himself toattI33Tf °rJect wuas to c“able the photographer 
whole of°thl snJ?6 latent image from the Pleasant envelopment of the 
the miserable /ayS msffad of- as ^bert Ball might say, in 
exists ’ an annare^tl 0ne'S!xtb or seventh. But the dark room still 
and simple K mX?erT?ent Ph°tographic institution. The ingenious 
amon" the verv lorfm 'i1^ f°re uf shoa,d satisfy two aspirations common 
tuSare now largeckss.of amateur film workers for whom the manufac- 

e now catering; it is a film developing device ver s? and mav 

dark0roomnLr^ridbed LlSed V those^L do JTobtecbloZl 
with Ti is in’tbp fh<3 °fchei hai[d’ lfc enables the latter to be dispensed 
affpr il h the ,former. aspect that the machine appeals to us who, 
Them 3 ydoy nnf eTre 0f dark rooms> do not at all object to 
simole 3 ZJ°L1UC]Ud\a'm0nZSt n°UT Photographic impedimenta a 
the^clavlio-fil nsis^P1^ machine. Confining our references, however, to 
descrihe ft^ the 'nsutrument> few words of ours are needed to 
the button^»,! ,n°nS,i WhlC^ a[e entirely obvious. Once you pressed 

, butt°n and allowed somebody else to do the rest for you- with this 
"i111.6 /,ou ea“ d<> bbe rest-or part of ,t-yourself. You wbid your 

one°cfi^ed ’receptacle. ^ deveIopi,,g soiuliol!. «1‘- “>d «J1 i» the 

The following illustrations and condensed description show how the 
i a™ 1S manipulated up to the point when the developer is poured 
into the machine and the cover is replaced upon it. 

Fig. 1. 

The celluloid Apron F F, Fig. 1, should be rolled back and forth 
st veial tunes between Arbors' A and B (that you may understand its 
workings) bearing in mind when you are turning the cranks that A 
m always to bd turned to the left, and that B is always to be turned to 
a 1 nf\ht- Bef?re development the Apron (F F) is all rolled on to 
Arbor A and will be entirely in compartment D. The spool of exposed 
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ilm is then placed in the carrier at opposite end of machine, and the 
>nd of black paper is fastened under the wire guard on Arbor B, and 
,he crank turned to the right until the word “Stop” appears. We now 
100k the apron to Arbor B and pour developer into compartment E, 
iut on cover of machine, and continue turning slowly to the right until 
levelopment is complete. A moment’s study of the machine and cut 
will show that as the apron is rolled on to Arbor B the black paper 
winds with it, and that the film lies next to the black paper, face up 
see G), while the corrugated rubber bands at each edge of apron allow 
free access of the developer to the face of film and leave a sufficient 
ipace between the film and the next layer of the apron to allow the 
leveloper to flow freely and openly. 

To use: Attach one end of celluloid apron to Arbor A by means of 
the two hooks, slipping them over the lugs on arbor. (Fig. 2.) 

Fig. 2. 

II. Turn to the left on i crank attached to Arbor A and wind entiie 
apron into compartment D, maintaining a slight tension on apron in 
so doing, by resting one hand upon it. (Fig. 3.) 

Fig. 3. 

III. Throw back spool carrier by lifting it up from underneath. 
IY. Adjust the bearing to take the cartridge which you intend to 

develop. There are four notches in the arm which supports the spool 
carrier. The first (giving shortest length) is for Pocket Kodak and 
No. O Folding Pocket Kodak, the second for No. 1 Folding Pocket 

Fig. 4. 

Kodak and No. 1 Panoram Kodak, the third for No. 1 or No. 2 Brownie, 
and the fourth for No. 1A Folding Pocket Kodak. Slide the carrier 
along until the lug engages the proper notch. (Fig. 4.) 

Y. Place spool in carrier so that the black paper will lead from top as 
shown in Fig. 5, and then push carrier back into place in machine so 
that it occupies position shown in Fig. 1. 

VI. Prepare developer and fixing solutions. 

X' 

Fig. 5. 

VII. Break the gummed slip that holds down the end of black paper, 
thread the paper underneath wire guard on Arbor B (Fig. 6), and turn 
slowly to right until word “ Stop ” appears on black paper. 

iv 

Fig. 3. 

As a guidance in practical work the Kodak Company publish the fol¬ 
lowing development table:— 

Snap-shots.—Temperature 60 to 65deg. Fahr., 5min.; 70deg. Fahr., 
4min.; 45deg. Fahr., 8min. 

Time Exposures.—Temperature 60 to 65deg. Fahr., 4min.; 70deg. 
Fahr., 3min.; 45deg. Fahr., 5min. 

(Use developer at 60 to 65deg., if possible.) 
(Never use developer above 70deg.) 
When there are both snapshots and time exposures on the same roll, 

develop for the snapshots, but in such cases be careful in making your 
time exposures not to over-expose them. 

Used with care and thought, this clever device has the capability of 
gendering itself distinctly serviceable to the user of roll films. 

The Crossed Swords Platino Matt P.O.P. Agents: Charles Zimmer- 
mann and Co., 9 and 10, St. Mary at Hill, London, E.C. 

The distinctive features of this new claimant for photographic favour • 
are that it is coated on an extra stout support; tones to a variety of 
colours, and gives a “ platinum black ” deposit by the use of a combined 
platinum toning and fixing bath, supplied by Messrs. Zimmermann for that 
purpose. Three specimen prints of excellent quality, of differently coloured 
deposits, are before us; and we have ourselves made practical trial of the 
paper, and succeeded in obtaining rich black images by the aid of the 
special bath referred to. Physically the behaviour of the surface is all 
that could be desired; the paper appears exceedingly simple to work, 
and the command over the colour (or tone) of the image seems to bo 
wide and certain. We append the official directions for use, and are of 
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opinion that the Crossed Swords Platino Matt P.O.P. is a useful and 
pleasing variation in collodio-chloride printing: — 

Carefully read the instructions for various tones before printing. 
Observe scrupulous cleanliness both in dishes and hands. Do not finger 
the surface of the paper. Always blot off surface water to assist drying. 

To obtain platinum black tones with combined toning and fixing bath.— 
This can only be done with the bath sold specially for the purpose, of 
which 3iozs. added to 3tozs. of water will tone a Is. packet of the paper. 

Printing.—This need not be carried too far, only until the prints are 
fairly dark, not bronzed. 

Toning.—The prints must be placed, one by one, quickly, in our special 
toning and fixing bath, without previous washing. (The bath, as sold, 
being diluted with an equal quantity of water.) The bath must be kept, 
during the toning process, at a tempierature of 65 degrees to 70 degrees 
Fahrenheit, and on no account must it be allowed to go colder or warmer. 
When the bath is cold brown tones will be obtained. When the bath is 
hotter it will spoil and give greenish whites. To keep the bath at an 
even temperature in cool weather it is a good plan to stand the dish, 
containing the solution, in a larger dish containing warm water. Toning 
and fixing will take 15 minutes. After the first eight minutes the prints 
may be removed if they have reached a desired colour. Toning being 
finished, swab the print over with cotton wool, and then wash for OU 
minutes. 

Dry by pressing between blotting paper and then expose to the air. 
Drying should not take more than 30 minutes, or the print may lose 
the deep black tone. 

The following tones may also be obtained by carefully following the 
■ directions:—Carbon red tones.—Toning bath: Water, 13 ozs.; borax, 
40 grains; chloride of gold, 1 grain. Print about as for black tones, not 
-too deeply; wash in three changes of water, immerse in water 20 ozs. 
salt 2 drams, until the print has turned yellow. Rinse and then tone. 
When a very slightly lighter colour than desired is obtained replace in 
the salt solution for five minutes, rinse and fix in hypo 2 ozs., water 40 ozs., 
freshly made. Carbon purple and violet tones.—Toning bath : water, 
9 ozs.; acid hydrochloric, 3 ozs.; gold chloride, 3 grains. Print very 
deeply, wash thoroughly and tone until desired colour is reached. Wash 
again and fix in hypo 2 ozs., water 40 ozs. Less acid gives bluish violet. 
More acid gives red violet—purple. Toning may be stopped at any 
stage. Carbon sepia tones.—Toning bath : Water, 18 ozs.; pot. chlor. 
platinate, 7^ grains; acid phosphoric, sp. g. 1120, 1 dram. Print as for 
black tones, wash in three changes plain water and three washings of 
ammonia 880 1 oz., water 100 ozs., or until the prints become lemon 
yellow, wash again thoroughly and then tone. Wash and fix. Hypo, 
2 ozs.; water, 40 ozs. 

The paper can also be toned in any bath, combined or separate; the 
following single toning platinum bath giving excellent results in black 
tones: Water, 20 ozs.; pot. chloro. plate, 15 grains; acid phosphoric 
1120, 2£ drams. Print not too deeply, and wash well in three or four 
changes. Tone until the picture is blue black, wash very thoroughly 
and fix in hypo 2 ozs., water 40 ozs. 

Commercial $ Cegal Intelligence 
-♦- 

Messrs. Elliott and Sons, Ltd., of Barnet, have sent us a sample 
set of their new season’s show cards and specimens. Prints on the firm’s 
various papers are mounted on tastefully designed supports, in mono¬ 
chrome and colour. Each card is very artistic, attractive, and striking. 
Dealers raav have a supply of the cards gratis on apnlication. 

Mr. W. E. Dunmore, of the New Auction Mart, 33, Gerrard Street, 
Shaftesbury Avenue, W., informs us that he has received instructions to 
offer by auction the stock of a wholesale photographic dealer. The stock 
includes N. and G., Shew, Adams’ de Luxe, Reflex, Nydia, Kodak, Telia, 
and Klito cameras; a large number of all makes of stand cameras; Ross, 
Cooke, Dallmeyer, and other lenses; backgrounds, enlargers, lanterns, 
cinematographs, phonographs, and optical goods. The sale takes place 
at 5 p.m. on October 1st. 

The “ P.P.A.” and Fire Insurance.—Many members of the Profes¬ 
sional Photographers’ Association, while desirous of taking advantage 
of the facilities offered by the Association for securing a reduction in 
iheir fire insurance policies, having expressed a preference for treating 
direct with the Fine Art Insurance Company, the following notice has 
been issued:—“ Professional Photographers’ Association. Re fire insur¬ 
ance. Dear Sir,—I beg to inform you that the committee have arranged 
that members can send their policies direct to the Fine Art Insurance 
Company, if they apply to Mr. Alfred Ellis, Hon. Sec., 51, Baker Street, 
W., for a signed proposal form.—Yours faithfully, Alfred Ellis, Hon. 
Sec.” The committee had not foreseen the possibility of objection to 
effecting insurances through the executive of the Association, and have 
tak£n the earliest opportunity of meeting the wishes of members in the 
ma tter. 

The Warwick Competitions.—The following is the list of awards of the 
Wa rwick Competition for the current month:—£1 prize: E. Collingwood 
Pitt-Johnson, 4, Lambridge, Bath, “A Village Home”; £1 prize: Wm. 
Henderson. 43, Church Street. Chepstow, Mon., “Chepstow Castle”; 
£1 prize: Russell Hiron, 33, New Buildings, Grosvenor Road, London, 
S.W., “Canadian Arch, Illuminated”; £1 prize: A. J. Jepling, 2, Hyver- 
log Street, Cardiff, “In the Mer de Glace”; £1 prize: T. T. Mathias, 
2. Priory Street, Cardigan, “Paddling”; £1 prize: Charles Medhurst, 
29, Park Place, Cardiff, “ Bunch of Grapes ”; £1 prize : Alfred Shaw, 
296, Stamford Street, Ashton-under-Lyne, “The Woodman”; £1 prize: 
Reginald A. Silk, Royal Naval Sick Quarters, Portland, “X-ray Photo¬ 
graph of needle in finger”; £1 prize: Miss A. M. Walters, Forthampton 
Vicarage, Tewke*burv. “Harvest”; £1 prize: J. A. Wilson, Knowlhead, 
Ballymena, “A Dog Jumping.” 
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meetings of socienes7~ 
MEETINGS OF SOCIETIES FOR NEXT WEEK. 

S pt. Name of Society Subject. 

24.. 

23 1 . 

Oct 

Croydon Natural History .... 

Southampton Camera Club. 

liotograph Paper*. Mr. Sims. 
f Ramble Print Competition and ores 

tation of Medals and Certificates 
1 the President. 

O London and Provincial . i Discussion upon the Fading of Albun 

2 Liverpool Amateur. 

( nized Paper. 
1 Enlarged Negative Making. Mr 
( Anyon. 

ROYAL PHOTOGRAPHIC SOCIETY. 
[From the “ R.P.S. Journal.”] 

Notices. 

Saturday, September 27th.—There will be a private view of the Fort. 
Seventh Annual Exhibition at the New Gallery, 121, Regent Street 
from 11 a.m. to 4 p.m., and in the evening commencing at eight o’cloc 
a conversazione at which members, exhibitors, and their friends will b 
received by the President and Council. 

Monday, September 29th.—The exhibition will be opened to the public’ 
Members will require their cards of membership to secure admission 
The doors will be open daily from 10 a.m. to 6 p.m. until Tuesday 
November 4th, and on Monday, Thursday, and Saturday evenings front 
7 to 10 o’clock. 

The Society’s dinner takes place at the Cafe Royal, Regent Street, at 
7 o’clock. Applications for tickets (half a guinea) should be promptly 
addressed to the secretary. 

Tuesday, October 7th.—First informal meeting at 66, Russell Square 
at 8 p.m. 

Tuesday, October 14th.—Ordinary meeting, at 66, Russell Square.— 
At this the first ordinary meeting of the session, the President, Mr 
Thomas R. Dallmeyer, F.R.A.S., will deliver his annual address and 
present the medals awarded by the judges at the forthcoming exhibition. 

Tuesday, October 28th.—Technical meeting, at 66, Russell Square. 
Lockers. 

For the convenience of those members who make frequent use of the 
dark rooms and enlarging room, and consequently desire to have their 
chemicals upon the premises, the Council have installed a number of 
lockers capable of enclosing bottles, materials, and apparatus of large 
size. These lockers will be let to members who make application to the 
secretary at the nominal annual rental of 2s. 6d., payable in 
advance. In this connection it should be stated that the Society will not 
be responsible for material left upon the shelves or about the rooms, a 
practice which the House Committee intend to discourage as much as 
possible. Those who find it convenient to leave their chemicals, etc., 
behind will therefore do well to engage the lockers that have been 
provided. 

CAMERA CLUB. 
The following extracts are taken from “ The Journal of the Camera 
Club ” for September:— 

“ It is with great regret that we have to announce the loss through 
death of two of our members. Mr. James William Groves was Professor 
of Botany at King’s College, and will be recollected by many members 
by the interesting and graphic lecture he gave us upon ‘Japan.’ 
Although not well known to the generality of members, owing to his 
infrequent visits, being a country member, those who had the pleasure 
of his acquaintance highly appreciated him as being a well-informed, 
well-travelled, and most pleasant companion. Our other member, Mr. 
Arthur Kennedy, was drowned while bathing at Bacton. He was a 
Fellow of the Royal Astronomical Society, and a frequent attendant at 
the club, especially when the subject of the lecture was the one in which 
he was deeply interested, and we have frequently been indebted to him 
for the assistance he gave in the discussions by his able and lucid 
remarks.—It will interest our members, and especially his numerous 
friends in the club, to hear that, on July 14th, at St. James’s Palace, 
H.R.H. the Prince of Wales (Grand Prior of the Order of St. John of 
Jerusalem) presented Colonel Richard Holbeche (who is a Knight, and 
the Librarian of the Order) with a special South African medal for 
conspicuous services to the ambulance department in connection with 
the mobilisation of the detachments of the St. John Ambulance Brigade 
who proceeded on active service to South Africa, and with the despatch 
of ambulance material and medical comforts for the sick and wounded 
troops at the seat of war. Colonel Holbeche has been for many years 
a member of the committee of the club, but has felt obliged to resign, 
as he finds that his duties as Librarian of the Order, and his recent elec¬ 
tion upon the committee of the Army and Navy Club, of which he has 
been a member for more than twenty years, will not allow him to devote 
the time that he would wish to the affairs of our club. He assures us, 
however, that he will continue to do all that he can to assist in pro¬ 
moting the bon camaraderie and prosperity of our club in the future 
as he has so cordially done in the past.—We have pleasure in announcing 
that during the forthcoming season a new attraction will be. added to 
the Camera Club for those of its members who care for a serious game 
of whist. A year ago some old whist players who, owing to the invasion 
of ‘ Bridge,’ found difficulty in getting a table at their clubs resolved to 
make an effort to preserve the old game by founding a club, limited in 
numbers, from which ‘ Bridge ’ should be excluded. The success which 
met their efforts shows that their action filled a want, and 1 The Ferry 
Club ’ is now an established institution. It has arranged to play on 
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Wednesdays in our club house from 5 p.m., and it is hoped that many 
• our members who are qualified players will take the opportunity of 
ining. Mr. Henry E. Davis, the treasurer of the Ferry Club, will 

■adilv furnish inquiring members of the Camera Club with further 
irticulars —The influence of the club is far reaching, and there is 
irdly any branch of abstract or applied science, physics, or mechanics 
i which some one of our members does not play a prominent part, in 
ur last number we had the pleasure of recording that our most popular 
lember Mr. Gamble, the second officer of the London Fire Brigade, 
ad received the Order of the Red Cross from the German Emperor, 
[r. Gamble, however, is not our only fireman. The chairman or our 
ammittee, Mr. H. Thomson-Lyon, who was over last week at the 
'rench National Fire Brigade Competition at Caen, has received from 
ae Maire of Moret-sur-Loing a warm letter of thanks for the assistance 
e had rendered to the Company of Sapeurs Pompiers of that town. 
Jthough Moret possesses but 2,000 inhabitants, its fire brigade is one 
f the best organised in France, and at the Caen trials it carried off the 
hree principal prizes. Moret lies about It hours south of Paris, is 
/ithin a couple of miles of Fontainebleau, and those of our members who 
eek a picturesque situation, combined with good and economic living, 
ni^ht do worse than spend a week there.—One of our oldest members is 
dr° S. L. Hinde, who is now Assistant Commissioner in the East African 
Protectorate. Popular as he is, and deservedly so, among all who know 
dm in his various capacities, as a surgeon, a soldier (for he was m the 
;ervice of the Congo Free State and retired as captain after several 
rears of hardship and hard fighting), as the author of ‘The Fall of the 
Jongo Arabs ’ and ‘ The Last of the Masai,’ as a sportsman who has 
'ontributed some of the finest specimens of large game to the Natural 
History Museum, and lastly, but not least, in our estimation, as a most- 

■nthusiastic supporter of our club, it gave his friends a sort of melancholy 
satisfaction to be able to entertain him as their guest on the eve of his 
leparture for a further period of duty abroad. The other guest of the 
evening was Mr. Routledge, who has been for some time a most ener¬ 
getic and useful member of the committee, and who has resisted the 
charms of India, and even the Yale of Cashmere, in order to place 
himself under the auspices of Mr. Hinde, in hope that he will be able 
to prove himself as great a shikari and return with the spolia opima 
of a true sportsman, and also of a skilled photographer.” 

BRECHIN. 
The members of the Brechin Photographic Association held their annual 
meeting on Wednesday evening, Mr. J. Kirk, President, presiding over 
a large attendance. The treasurer’s report showed a considerable balance 
at the credit of the Society. The secretary in his report stated that the 
outstanding feature in the year’s work was the large increase of the 
membership, which clearly proved that during the year a practical 
resuscitation had taken place. Last year there were 25 members, com¬ 
pared with 55 ordinary and 11 honorary members at present, showing a 
gain of 41 for the year. It was also stated that a stimulating and 
instructive feature had been introduced in the form of a circulating 
portfolio. All the present office-bearers were re-elected, and Messrs. 
D. Watt, J. Steele, G. Douglas, and W. Dunn were added to the 
Council. Mr. Ross moved that it was desirable for the purposes 
of mutual help to form a union of the local societies, and that the 
■secretary be instructed to communicate with the Dundee and East of 
Scotland Association as the senior body, asking them to take the first 
steps. This was unanimously agreed to. 

NORTH MIDDLESEX PHOTOGRAPHIC SOCIETY. 
September 17th.— 

Mr. F. A. Haylett gave a practical demonstration on “ Enlarging.” 
He passed round samples of negatives which he considered of the right 

density for the process. Those which were too thin for printing in any 
other process were eminently suitable for enlarging, provided they were 
full of detail. Hard negatives would not give good enlargements. 

He used an optimus lantern, and the illuminant was acetylene gas, the 
generator being home-made. The exposure for the bromide paper was 
■gauged by exposing a strip in sections for 10, 20, 30 seconds; 25 seconds 
was considered correct for the negative used, enlarging from ^-plate to 
15 x 12. Rodinal was the developer used, ^oz. to 12oz. of water. The 
resulting enlargement was successful. 

He also exhibited a sketch showing how an optical lantern was not 
necessary, provided one had a condenser and camera. It showed a 
large box to contain the illuminant ; in one side the condenser was 
fitted, and the camera with negative in place of the ground-glass screen 
was placed on a support outside, against the condenser. The same lens 
used for taking the negative could be used, if it was of a rapid type. 

--♦- 

Deu) Books. 
-♦—- 

■“ Photographic Faults and Failures : Their Cause and Cure.” Price 2d. 
With 24 illustrations. Compiled and arranged by Rev. F. C. 
Lambert, M.A., Ashstead, Surrey. Published by Cadett and 
Neall, Ltd. 

A veritable multum-in-parvo, and worth a good many twopences. The 
nuthor seems to have set himself the task of discovering every possible 
way in which the photographer can blunder in his work up to the stage 
of the finished negative, and provides a remedy for every ill to which the 
plate or film is heir. The illustrations are exceedingly instructive, and 
the booklet is undoubtedly a useful compilation. 

a Photography as a Fine Art.” By Charles H. Caffin. 192 p.p., illus¬ 
trated. Price 10s. 6d. London : Published by Grant Richards, 48, 
Leicester Square. 

The title of this book is not well chosen. Properly it should be : “ An 

OF PHOTOGRAPHY. 

Appreciation of the value of some American photographers and one 
Scotchman.” The latter is Mr. J. Craig Annan; the former, Mr. Steiglitz, 
Mr. Keiley, Mrs. Kasebier, Mr. Clarence White, Mr. Steichen, and one 
or two others. An author who undertakes to examine the claims ot 
photography to be considered as a fine art should give evidence of being 
qualified for his task. First of all he should know the history of his 
subject. Mr. Caffin does not; cr, if he does, he is quilty of some un¬ 
pardonable omissions. Has he never heard of the work of Hill and 
Adamson, Reylander, Robinson, Adam Salomon, Julia Margaret Cameron, 
P. H. Emerson? These were eminent students and professors of pictorial 
photography before the advent of a handful of ebullient Americans. 
Again, the historian should be accurate. Mr. Caffin gives an entirely 
erroneous account of how the Photographic Salon came to be formed; 
and repeats the tiresome fable that the R.P.S. showed itself inimical to 
progressive pictorial work. The evidence is conclusively against Mr. 
Caffin and others of his kind. We fear that our author has only very 
perfunctorily gone over the ground he so daringly set himself to traverse. 
He writes pleasingly of the photographers whose work he illustrates, and 
perhaps ascribes too great an influence to the work of Mr. Craig Annan, 
whose fine photographic qualities, which are partly referable to the 
nature of his environment, we nevertheless freely recognise the book 
as a whole gives us the impression of having been undertaken in a 
moment of unreflective enthusiasm, for the treatment of the subjects 
is quite casual, and unscientific. Boiled down it would make a passage 
magazine article; but in professing to examine a question that has 
exercised men’s minds for at least half a century, it falls enormously 
short of its possibilities. Finally, for Mr. Cafiin’s special edification, we 
may say that there no longer exists the smallest necessity for such a 
book—at any rate in Europe, where, according, it appears to us, every 
intelligent photographer has long since satisfied himself that .it is absurd 
to claim for any kind of photography whatsoever the distinction of being 
a “ fine art.” The book is well produced; the illustrations are good, if 
unrepresentative; but we cannot resist tbe conclusion tbat it is a misfit 

in photographic literature. 

‘ The Leeds Camera Club Syllabus and Exposure Note Book.” 

The preface to this useful little book is as followsIn bringing out 
this Exposure Note Book and Syllabus for the second time in its present, 
form, it is hoped it will be of the same use and interest as the former 
one. ’ Colour photography may appear to receive more than its due 
proportion in the syllabus, but at the present it is in such a form, both 
with regard to ease and cost of working, that more of our members 
might take up the study and practice with interest to themselves and 
fellow-members. The Infallible Meter Company and the Watkins Meter 
Company have agaiu given us permission to use their latest tables, for 
which we heartily thank them; at the same time the officers and com¬ 
mittee desire to thank all those who have in any way given their 
assistance in the compilation of this booklet.” The quotation modestly 
outlines the scope of a production which does its compilers and the 
Leeds Camera Club a very great deal of credit. It is a decidedly useful 
pocket-book, full of sound information likely to help the photographer 
in his camera work. We congratulate the L.C.C. on doing something 
more for its members than opportunities for sitting and talking. 

—_-♦-— 

i>eu>s and Botes. 

It is with very great regret that we have to announce the death of 
Mr. John Birtles, who was formerly associated with the business manage¬ 
ment of this Journal and its “ Almanac.” The deceased gentleman, who 
died at Stapleford Abbots, Essex, on the 18th instant, in his 66th year, 
retired from business about four years ago. His connection with the 
Journal dated back to the year 1861, when the paper was published 
at Liverpool by the late Mr. Henry Greenwood. The funeral of Mr. 
Birtles, who leaves a son and two daughters (to whom we tender our 
sincere sympathies in their bereavement) took place at Havering, Essex, 

on Tuesday last. 

Report of the Paris Observatory for 1901.—As usual, the annual 
report of M. Loew.y contains much to interest the astronomer, both pro¬ 
fessional and amateur. It begins with reference to the determination, of 
the solar parallax by means of observations of the planet Eros, in which 
our neighbours on the other side of the Channel have taken a prominent 
part among the fifty observatories in various parts of the world which 
have been engaged in this most important research. So far, it would 
seem that the details of the observations made in various parts of the 
globe have been published in a tabular form, and the meridian observa¬ 
tions of stars of reference have been reduced, and the results issued in 
the shape of circulars from the French National Observatory. Paris 
seems to have been fortunate in obtaining a large number of photographs 
of the planet and its surroundings. No hint is given as to the final 
results deduced or deducible from the discussion of the great mass of 
observations so far as it has proceeded. The second item of interest in 
the report deals with the redetermination of the difference of longitude 
between Greenwich and Paris, the operations in connection with which 
would seem to have been zealously carried on; but here again we must 
await the publication of the final results. Incidentally there is a descrip¬ 
tion of a very ingenious modification of the ordinary mercurial reflecting 
bath, by the aid of which a meridian instrument may be levelled, the 
nadir point determined, etc., which, originally invented by M. Hamy, 
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would seem to have been brought to perfection by M. Gautier. Then 
we learn that the last volume of the “ Catalogue de l’Observatoire de 
Paris ” is finished, embodying the results of 387,474 observations, and 
that 31 maps have been added to the Stellar Atlas of the observatory. 
After this the report goes on to speak of the photographic atlas of the 
moon of MM. Lcewy and Puiseux, of which several parts have appeared. 
It is only a week before writing these lines that I had my first oppor¬ 
tunity of seeing this monumental work. For beauty and accuracy it 
has never been surpassed, nor, as far as I know, equalled. To the 
selenographer it must be simply invaluable. As I remarked last year, 
one misses the exquisite lunar heliogravure which used to form such a 
charming frontispiece to the Report. Of the mere routine meridian 
work, the photographic chart of the heavens, with its concomitant 
measures of the plates, of the Meteorological Department, the distribu¬ 
tion of time, etc., I will not say more than that they show a perennial 
activity which must tend to preserve the position of the Paris Observatory 
among the chief and most efficient of those institutions. The Report well 
repays perusal.—A Fellow of the Royal Astronomical Society in “ The 
English Mechanic.” 

-*- 

Correspondence. 
%* Correspondents should never write on both sides of the paper. No 

notice is taken of communications unless the names and addresses of 
the writers are given. 

*#* B e do not undertake responsibility for the opinions expressed by our 
correspondents. 

THE AMSTERDAM EXHIBITION. 
To the Editors 

Gentlemen,—We are pleased to inform you that we received infor¬ 
mation to-day that we have obtained the highest award (Diplome 
d’Honneur) at the Photographic Exhibition, which is held in Amster¬ 
dam, and we shall be greatly obliged if you can find space in your 
valuable Journal to announce this.—Thanking you in anticipation, 
We are, yours faithfully, 

Thomas Illingworth and Co., Ltd. 
Willesden Junction, London, N.W., 

September -22nd, 1902. 

THE LEEDS CAMERA CLUB. 
To the Editors, 

Gentlemen,—Herewith I enclose you an advance copy of the “ Sylla¬ 
bus and Exposure Note Book” of the Leeds Camera Club for the 
session 1902-3. 

I may also mention that anyone desirous of joining the L.C. C. can 
do so now at a reduced subscription of 3s. 6d, available for the rest of 
1902, thus enabling them to attend all the lectures from the opening 
of the session. 

I shall be glad to supply nomination forms and any other informa¬ 
tion to applicants.—Thanking you in anticipation, I am, dear sirs, 
yours faithfully, 

F. G. Issott, 
Honorary Secretary. 

62, Compton Road, Harehills, Leeds, 
September 18th, 1902. 

CIRCULAR P.O.P. 
To the Editors. 

Gentlemen,—We notice in this week’s issue of your valuable 
journal an inquiry for circular P.O.P. We beg to say we can supply 
either P.O.P. or bromide paper cut to any size, for professionals or 
amateurs, in circles.—Thanking you in anticipation, we remain, yours 
obediently, 

Edmeads and Co. 
30, Burchell Road, Peckham, S.E., 

September 22nd, 1902. 
[Messrs. H. and W. Green, of The Crown Photographic Manu¬ 

factory, Rotherham, and other correspondents, write to the same 
effect.—Eds. B.J.P.] 

PHOTOGRAPHY AS A FINE ART. 
To the Editors, 

Gentlemen,—Herewith I forward you a cutting from the “ Daily 
Mail.” I think it is a pity that people that know nothing whatever 
of our profession should run it down as they do. I have read Mr. 
Caffin’s book, ' Photography as a Fine Art,” and to my mind he has 
proved beyond a doubt that photography is an art. I was arguing 
with somebody to-day, and they said, “Where does the art come in? 
It is all mechanical work,” but I say, “ No. It is not all mechanical. 

Is posing, is lighting, is retouching mechanical? No, certainlv not 
When he retorts, “You have a prepared surface on which to i.l.e, 
your image, and chemicals to bring it out.” “Yes,” said I, “qut- 
true, but the painter has his canvass, his palate, his paints the 
image, whatever it be, is put there by his brain ; so is the image we 
photograph.” Now, my motive in addressing you is to ask if you 
cannot do something through the medium of your valued B.J.P.' to 
uphold the name photography holds, and, to my mind, is entitled to 
Gentlemen, I hope you will not consider I am presuming in writing 
thus to you, but I love my profession, and. if I can help it, will not 
see it run down.—I am, gentlemen, respectfullv yours, 

f. y. c. 
September 15th, 1902. 

“ The American invasion of our London photographic exhibitions 
has been promptly followed up by a bulky and pretentious attempt 
at justification of their methods in the shape of a volume by Charles 
H. Caffin, entitled ‘Photography as a Fine Art’ (Grant Richards. 

“ WTe have heard much of ‘art photographers,’ but the ‘Fine Art 
Photographer’ is entirely an American invention. It is useless to 
try to convince these manipulators of the camera that a ‘faked’ 
photograph is, at the best, only a very inferior imitation of a work of 
art, and that a photograph can only be artistic when it is frankly 
mechanical—an apparent paradox the truth of which has, however, 
been admitted) by many of our best photographers. The American 
attempts at photographing the ‘soul’ of the sitter, and1 of scratching 
upon photographic prints to make them look like etchings, or crayon 
drawings, or anything rather than what they are, are nothing short 
of ridiculous. 

“ The examples chosen as illustrations for the book include many 
attempts of this kind, though the most extreme cases have been care¬ 
fully omitted. M. Robert de la Sizeranne has tried in vain to prove 
that photography is an art, and Mr. Caffin had an even more hopeless 
task in trying to convince us that it is a ‘fine art.’ 

THE PLATINOTYPE DEMONSTRATIONS. 
To the Editors. 

Gentlemen,—Referring to the notice which you kindly inserted in last 
week’s Journal re demonstrations of our process, and of the working 
of our oxy-magnesium lamp during the exhibition of the Royal Photo¬ 
graphic Society at the New Gallery by Mr. W. H. Smith, we shall 
be glad if you will kindly correct same, substituting “Monday” for 
Tuesday, the evenings on which these demonstrations will be given 
being Monday, Thursday, and Saturday.—Thanking you in anticipa¬ 
tion, we are, dear sirs, yours faithfully, 

The Platinotype Company. 
22, Bloomsbury Street, New Oxford Street, London, W.C. 

September 23rd, 1902. 

A LOST CAMERA. 
To the Editors. 

Gentlemen,—A tourist, a week since, had the misfortune to be 
robbed of all his luggage at Perth, and among other things of a 
5x4 Goerz-Anschutz folding camera fitted with the Goerz double 
anastigmat, series III., No. 1, No. 108,779. May I ask you to kindly 
publish this note in your next issue, in order that any dealer or photo¬ 
grapher having this camera offered to him may communicate either 
with the Perth police or myself.—Yours faithfully, 

C. P. Goerz. 
4 and 5, Holbom Circus, London, E.C., 

September 23rd, 1902. 

THE R.P.S. DINNER. 
To the Editors. 

Gentlemen,—I shall be glad if you will allow me, through your 
columns, to remind our members and friends that the Society’s 
dinner is fixed for Monday, September 29th, at the Caf6 Royal, 
Regent Street, at 7 o’clock, and to ask those who intend to 
take part, but have not yet signified their intention, to let me 
know at the earliest possible moment.—I am, dear Sirs, yours 
faithfully, 

A. W. W. Bartlett, 
Secretary. 

66, Russell Square, London W.C., 
September 20th, 1902. 

DARK-ROOM BENCHES. 
To the Editors. 

Gentlemen,—We can testify to the efficacy of the treatment of 
dark-room benches with the special solutions referred to in your 
notes on this subject in a recent number of British Journal. 

Our chemical laboratory benches have been coated with these same 
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Every day will be 
a successful day 
for those who use 
the 

Austin-Edwards Films. 

containing SILVER, GOLD, & PLATINUM, melted and purchased at their full Market Value by 

J., J. J., & T. G. BLUNDELL, 
199 (formerly 162), WARDOUR STREET, OXFORD STREET, W. 

Four doors from Oxford Street. 

NITRATE OF SILVER of Best Quality at the Full Reduction. CHLORIDE OF GOLD 
at Lowest Prices for Cash. Consignments attended to with dispatch. 

GOERZ 

HYPERGON DOUBLE ANASTIGMAT. 
Series X, F 22, Angle 135° 

SPECIAL LENS 
for wide-angle interiors, architecture, landscapes, panoramic views, etc. The angle 

of this new lens (135°) entirely surpasses that of every other special wide-angle 

lens. The circle of illumination is extremely large, a plate is covered by the 

Hypergon Double Anastigmat of a focus equal to one-fifth of the plate’s 

diagonal, or one-fourth of its base. With all other special wide-angle lenses, under 

the most favourable circumstances, the base of the plate is only equal to twice 
the focus. 

Astigmatism and curvature are, over the whole of the angle, entirely removed; 

the sharpness even to the corners of the plate is consequently excellent. 

OBTAINABLE OF PHOTOGRAPHIC DEALERS. 
Special Descriptive List post free. 

SSJ? £300 GOERZ COMPETITION. 

The Star Diaphragm over the 

Lens js dropped during part of 

the exposure. 

Abridged complete Catalogue free if British Journal of Photography is mentioned on application to 

C. P. GOERZ, Nos. 1 to 6, Holborn Circus, LOiDc?N’ 
« • ' Or THE LONDON STEREOSCOPIC AND PHOTOGRAPHIC CO., Limited, 106 and 108, Regent" 

Street, W., and 54, Cheapside, E.C.; GEO. HOUGHTON & SON, 88, High Holborn, W.C. ; 
olF^LL0WFIELD> 146> Charing Cross Road,W.C.; J. F. SHEW& CO., 88, Newman Street,Oxford 
St., W.; J. T. CHAPMAN, Albert Square, Manchester ; J. LIZARS, 101-107, Buchanan St., Glasgow. 
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% 
SCHERING’S 

Acid Pyrogallic PUREST 

AND BEST. 

OF WORLD-WIDE FAME! 

LIKE FRESH FALLEN SNOW. 

I Giving 
Dr. Vogel, after testing, stated Schering’s Pyro to be the “ Quickest and of Createst Density¬ 

living Power.” 

^ rcHE0NLTs=ALE A. & M. ZIMMERMANN,3&londoanr,y e?c.ll^ 
9 & 10, St. MARY-AT-HILL 

MATTHEWS & CO., Central Mills, Gough Street, Gray’s Inn Road, London. 
Bullion and Assay Dept. .. 33, Great Queen Street, Lincoln’s Inn, LONDON, W.C. 
Branch Depot.49, New Bailey Street, Albert Bridge, MANCHESTER. 

TO DRY PLATE MANUFACTURERS AND PHOTOGRAPHERS.—Full value obtained for all 
Residues containing Gold and Silver. All parcels received prepared and purchased at full market 
value, or sold for customers by competition from our mills. Prompt attention. Special furnace for 
reducing liquid residues. Immediate Cash Settlements. And Manufacturers of Pure Nitrate of Silver. 

London Telephone Nos. :—1665 Holborn. Bullion Offices: 3543 Gerrard Manchester 3747. 

MATTHEWS 8s CO., Centra 

RESIDUES. 
CARL ZEISS, OPTICAL 

WORKS, JENA 
Telegraphic Address—“Zeisswerk, Jena.” 

BRANCHES. 
London—29, Margaret St., Regent St., W. 

Berlin N.W.—Dorotheenstrasse 29, II. 
Telegr. Addresses—“Diactinic, London;” “Zeiss, Berlin, Lieben.’ 

PHOTOGRAPHIC OBJECTIVES. 
PROTARS. PLANARS. 

For all For the most rapid instantaneous 
purposes. exposures. Reproductions, and 

Enlargements. 

UNARS. 1 
For instantaneous 

exposures and 
Landscapes. 

Our PALMOS HAND-CAMERAS changing, are, as a rule, supplied with oui Unars H'5 
Our Objectives and Hand Cameras can be obtained either direct or from dealers in Photographic Materials. 

DESCRIPTIVE CATALOGUES POST-FREE ON APPLICATION. 

THE NEW ALDIS LENS F'6 
(PATENT). 

Photogram, June, 1902.—“ The quarter-place size (5f " focus) covers a ‘/s plate perfectly at 
f 18 ; at f 116 it covers a 7^ x 5 plate, and at // 32 a x/i plate.” 

Amateur Photographer, May 22nd, 1902.—“The definition ... is telescopic even at full 
aperture f j 6.” 

British Journal of Photography, May 9th, 1902.—“ If we take the three essentials for a 
t oo 1 hand camera lens—rapidity, fine definition, and covering power—the lens will commend 
itself as a satisfactory compromise.” 

ALDIS BROS., 13, Old Grange Road, Sparkhill, Birmingham. 
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>lutions for the last seven years, 
-Y'oilrs faithfully, 

September 12 th, 1902 

and have proved most satisfactory. 

Elliott and Sons, Ltd. 

THE “TEB” COMPETITION. 

To the Editors. 

Gentlemen,—By same post we are sending you a box of our 
Teb ” competition photo Christmas cards, together with particulars 
F the competition, and hope that you will be able to notice them 
l the next issue of your valuable journal. 
Thanking you in' anticipation, and for past favours.—Yours 

jthfully, 
Charles Tyler and England Bros., Ltd. 

79, Copenhagen Street, Caledonian Road, King’s Cross, 
London, N., September 18th, 1902. 

Ve append particulars and rules of the competition.—Ed., B.J.P.] 

LIST OE PRIZES. 

Half-plate.—First, £5 5s.; second, £3 3s. ; third, £2 2s. ; and 
penty of 21s., £21. 
Cabinet.—First, £5 5s. ; second, £3 3s. ; third, £2 2s. ; and 

penty of 21s., £21. 
Five by Four.—First, £3 3s. ; second, £2 2s. ; and fifteen of 

is., £15 15s. 
Bullet or 3^ by 3^.—First, £3 3s. ; second, £2 2s. ; third, £1 10s. ; 

id fifteen of 21s., £15 15s. 
Quarter-plate.—First, £5 5s. ; second, £3 3s. ; third, £2 2s. ; and 

firty of 21s., £31 10s. 
C.-de-V., Nipper 2, or 3^ by 2^.—First, £3 3s. ; second, £2 2s. ; 

id fifteen of 21s., £15 15s. 
Scout 2, F.P.K., Memo Frena, 3^ by 2\, or Brownie 2.—First, 

3 3s.; second, £2 2s. ; and fifteen of 21s., £15 15s. 
Scout 1, Brownie, or by 2^.— First, £2 2s. ; second, £1 Is. ; and 

venty of 10s. 6d., £10 10s. 
Nipper 1, Bantam, or Pocket Kodak.—First, £2 2s. ; second, 

1 Is. ; and twenty of 10s. 6d., £10 10s. 
Midget.—First, £2 2s. ; second, £1 Is. ; and twenty of 10s. 6d., 
10 10s. 
Making a total of £231 9s. 

RULES. 

1. —The “Teb” photo Christmas card competition is free to all 
hotographers, amateur or professional. Prints by any process may 
e submitted, and the subjects can be of any description, as each class 
f subject will be judged on its merits. 
2. —All prints must be mounted on or in one of our “ Teb ” 

hoto Christmas cards taken from box purchased. 
3. —Prints which have been entered for competitions before and 

ave won prizes will not be eligible for this competition. 
4. —A coupon will be included in each box of cards, which must 

e filled in and forwarded with the print. It must be quite under- 
:ood that only one print can be submitted with each coupon. If the 
lount is of a paste-on-type, the coupon must be pasted on the back 
F the mount. If a slip-in mount is used, the coupon must be pasted 
q the back of the print and inserted together in the mount. 
5-—For prints which are required to be returned, there will be 

)und a space on the coupon in which to mention same, and a 
amped addressed envelope with the number of the coupon and size 

f print distinctly marked on the outside, must be enclosed with the 
rint to ensure the return of the correct print without delay. 
6. —In all cases the decision of the judges shall be regarded as final 

nd without appeal. 
7. —Any number of prints can be submitted by each competitor, but 

ach print must bear a coupon. Competitors cannot obtain more than 
ne prize for any one size print, but may compete for prizes in 
ach size. 
8. —All winning prints become the property of Messrs. Charles 

yler and England Brothers, Limited, together with the right to re- 
roduce them, but none will be returned unless stamped addressed 
nvelopes are sent.—(See Rule 5.) 

9. —Prints must be received by Messrs. Charles Tyler and England 
brothers, Limited, 79, Copenhagen Street, King’s Cross, London, N., 
ot later than December 24th, 1902, and the small label attached to 
oupon must be pasted on the outside of wrapper. 

10. —The result of the competition will be published during the first 
ourteen days in January, 1903, iiT the “Amateur Photographer,” 
British Journal of Photography, “ Photography,” and “ The 
•‘hotographic Dealer.” 

JUDGES. 

R. Child Bayley, Esq., Editor of “ Photographv ” ; Thomas 
ledding, Esq., Editor of The British Journal of Photography; 
Arthur C. Brookes, Esq., Editor of “The Photographic Dealer”; 
1. Horsley Hinton, Esq., Editor of “The Amateur Photographer.” 

C.C. PAPER. 

To the Editors. 
Gentlemen,—The troubles with C.C. paper which your corre¬ 

spondent, “ Othello,” puts before you in the Journal, September 
19th, are very real and perplexing. I have used a well-known brand 
of paper for some time, and succeed in obtaining some beautiful 
results, both red and black; but at times things go wrong, and 
spots appear upon mounted and finished prints only. 

Only lately I sent home a batch of pictures, quite free from surface 
blemish when they left my studio, but, the family being away for 
holiday, iue parcel remained unopened for about three weeks. 
A few days after the return to town of my customers the pictures 
were returned to me, covered in spots (as per sample of the packet 
enclosed), with the request that I would furnish some explanation. 

One remedy for this complaint is, thoroughly wash between each 
operation, and let the pictures be perfectly dry before packing. 

There may be other remedies, and I, with “ Othello,” should be 
glad to know them; but I have found this a cure in some cases.-- 
Yery truly yours, 

Lang Sims, 

437, Brixton Road, London, S.W., 
September- 22, 1902. 

PHOTOGRAPHIC FETISHES. 

To the Editors. 

Gentlemen,—In an article entitled, “ On Some Photographic 
Fetishes ” in your issue of September 19th, it is stated: “ If there 
be an absolutely inexpugnable statement in photographic technics, it is 
that depth is not a function of any ^articular form or material of 
construction of a lens, but is solely governed by the relation of effec¬ 
tive aperture to focus.” As a matter of fact, this “ inexpugnable 
statement” is itself an obsolete fetish, for, in addition to effective 
aperture and focal length, the position of the stop relative to the 
nodes of the lens is now known to be a factor governing depth. 
As a consequence, lenses of the same focal length and aperture may 
give different depth; thus, a telephoto lens has greater depth 
than a rectilinear of equivalent aperture and power, while a rectilinear 
has greater depth than a similarly equivalent lens of “ single land¬ 
scape” construction. In the latter case the differences are extremely 
small, excepting with very near objects; but, nevertheless, they 

exist. _ _ ..... 
Another factor affecting depth is the quality of the definition, which 

also depends on constructional features. Depth formulae are all 
based on the hypothesis that a lens produces a perfect point image 
from a point object; but no lens does this. At the best, the image 
of a point is a disc, the size of which depends on the degree of 
correction attained, and the larger the disc the less is the available 
depth, assuming that depth is limited by a certain amount of per¬ 
missible confusion of focus. For example, if we take 1-lOOth of an 
inch as the diameter of the largest allowable circle of confusion and 
the lens is so poor as to be incapable of producing a smaller disc, 
it is obvious that there can be no available depth at all. 

The characteristic feature of a modern high-class lens is good 
marginal definition, and, as depth is a matter of importance prin¬ 
cipally in the case of objects near the margin, it stands to reason 
that a good lens will give a more serviceable amount of depth than 
a poor lens. Depth in the centre of the plate is not a matter 
of any great consequence, but with an indifferent lens the centre 
is the only spot in which any appreciable amount of depth is likely 
to exist with a fair-sized aperture. 

With reference to the use of single lenses for architectural work, I 
quite fail to see that a belief in the utility of rectilinear lenses 
is of the nature of a fetish at all, and only wish that absolutely 
rectilinear lenses were more generally available. The curvature 
of a straight line is evidence of distorted proportions, but the effect 
of curvature is not always apparent until the distortion is con¬ 
siderable. The simple fact that little or no curvature is evident in 
a result produced by a single lens does not by any means prove that 
the photograph is satisfactory as an architectural record. Archi¬ 
tects generally have small faith in the accurate drawing of 
trade photographs, and their little faith is not likely to be increased 
if they are encouraged to believe that photographers do not as a 
rule take all reasonable precautions to guard against distortion.— 
Yours, etc., C. Welborne Piper. 

September 20th, 1902. 

*** Notice to the Trade, Wholesale Agents and Book¬ 

sellers.—A Contents Bill is issued with each number of the JOURNAL, 

and copies may be had on application to the Publishers. 

*** Notice to Advertisers.—A Revised Tariff for advertisements 
in the JOURNAL is now in force. Blocks and copy are received subject to 
the approval of the Publishers, and advertisements are inserted abso¬ 
lutely without condition, expressed or implied as to whit appears in 
the text portion of the paper. 
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Answers to Correspondents. 
*** All matters intended for tlxe text portion of this JOURNAL, includ. 

ing qveries, must be addressed to “ The Editors, The British 
°F Photography, 24, Wellington-street, Strand, London 

( H . G. Inattention to this ensures delay. 
%* Correspondents are informed that me cannot undertake to answer 

communications through the post. Questions are not answered unless 
* the names and addresses of the writers are given. 

* tommunications relating to Advertisements and general business 
fJwvM he addressed to Messrs. Henry Greenwood & Co., 

24, w ellmgton-street, Strand, London, W C 

[September 2fi, 1902. 

Photographs Registered :—■ 

H- Will°WS> Tinthorpe, Middlesbrough. Photograph of a baby at 

h~ Boston9’ Wlde Bai'Sate’ Boston> Li«cs. Photograph of St. Botolph’s Church, 

H. R. Mehew, Lynn Road, Wisbech. Photograph of E. Miles. 

Situation Wanted.—J. W. B. writes: “I wish to obtain a situation in 
Germany as retoucher. Will you kindly give me the name of the 
best German paper to advertise in for same ?”—In reply : A list 
of the principal German papers is given in our Almanac. 

Spots on Prints and Negatives.—“ Perplexed.”—We can add nothing 
to what we told you m the previous reply. It is clear that, as 
some negatives out of the same batch of plates turn out spotty 
while others are free from defects, the spots are due to the manipu¬ 
lation and not to the plates. Did you try filtering the water 
through flannel, as we suggested? 

Brown Postcards—A. C. Z says : “ Will you kindly give the formula 
for sensitising vandyke brown” postcards, such as are sold in 
packets (Mallandam s) ?”— In reply: We do not know the formula 
by which Mr. Mallandam prepares his postcards, as he has not 
published it and it is not very likely that he will do so. Possibly 
tor a good fee, he would supply you with it 

Dark Vignettes.—“Vignette ” asks: “Will you kindly inform me if a 
special vignette frame is required to procure photos as enclosed? 
It so, will you please state how they are done?”—In reply: There 
are different ways of producing dark vignettes. They may be 
vignetted in the camera, or done by double printing. If you refer 
to page 163 of our volume for 1901, you will find an article on the 
subject. 

Insuring Negatives.—H. Symonds says : “I want to have some valuable 
negatives enlarged. There is great danger in their being broken 
in transit, or m the enlarger’s hands. Is there any way of insur¬ 
ing them ? —In reply : The railway company will insure the nega- 
nes during transit. Possibly some of the insurance companies 

will grant a “ floating policy ” on them that will cover the risk 
« a ,!e ™ the enlarger’s hands, but we are a little doubtful. 

Amicus. —The only thing we can suggest is that your friend's daughter 
apprentices herself to a good photographer to learn the business or 
such part of it as she desires to follow. If no premium is paid 
services must be rendered in lieu of it. We should say that pro¬ 
bably a couple of years would be expected at, perhaps, a very small 
salary. Better consult the advertisement columns of the Journal. 

We may as well tell you, as you will see from them, the labour 
market is already overstocked with lady assistants 

ARNisHTNG Prints.—H Mandsell says : “A customer of'mine recently 
asked me if I would varnish an album of photos, which were taken 
in India, and were beginning to fade. He had been told in the 
letter accompanying the photos that if he took them to a photo¬ 
grapher and had them varnished it would preserve them. I have 
never heard of such a process. Can you advise ?”—In reply : The 
prints may be varnished with a varnish such as is employed for 
maps and the like. It may be obtained from most artists’ colour- 
men. But we may tell you that it will have but little effect in 
arresting the fading of the pictures. 

fSi’OTTY Prints.—“ Spots ” writes: “I enclose a couple of pieces of P.O.P 
paper, and you will notice some spots, of which I have had a °-00d 
many lately, and can’t discover the cause. I use the sulphc-cyanide 
omng bath, usual formula. If you could give me any idea of the 

likely cause of them, should be awfully obliged. They seem to 
start in the toning bath.”-In reply: The spots are caused by 
particles of matter that have come in contact with the prints while 
they are wet, and so reduced the silver. It rather looks as if 
there were particles of iron rust in the water in which Che prints 
were washed prior to toning. 1 

Eburneum.—“Miniature” asks: “Will you be kind enough to inform me 
by what process is the little miniature (now enclosed) made? 
And do you know ol any firm doing this class of work, and what 
would be about cost? I have an order for a dozen from two 
prints and my clients want something better than the bromide 
enamelled process -In reply: The picture is by the eburneum 
process, introduced many years ago by the late Mr. Burgess, of 
. orwich. It is a collodion positive (taken from a negative), backed 
wi n a mixture of gelatine and zinc white, and when dry stripped 
from the glass. The picture has been returned, as desired 

1 urchase of Business.—“Arthur” says: “I am anxious of opening a 
studio, and think it best, to purchase a going concern. Would vou 

>e good enough to lot me know what amount of capital it woifld 
. *7'Za , to ®‘”k to Purchase a business showing net profits 

it unit €160 to €200 a year,J T should do my own operating and 

retouching, and want to do a good-class hu«ine«. u 
or 15s. a dozen.”-In reply: Ifyoucm.suRonr ! 21s- 
columns you will be able to gather the market price of 
business as you require. On page 585 ante you will find an „J? ? 

Bomts 111 Connection with Goodwill,” that will a a t,cle 
useful information. ndl Slve you 

Spirit Photography.—J. W p saVs- “ID T ... 
‘.‘Two Worlds” about the photographing ofTspirR ?gf fr°m [he 
interested in it, if it is possible. I understand that ^Sir^W'W 
Crookes has successfu l experimented It is wn i , Wrtl- 
things are possible. I doift mean an iSitltfof^S Tl 

favom1^ Wh6? ^ In thlS Wl11 be greatly acknowledged^ I 
n i What is the meaning of lenses named as Hi 2B 1A 

oD, etc.. —In reply: (1) It is the first time we have heard’.hu 
Sir Wm. Crookes has been successful in takiiur spirit *u fc 
and we very much doubt its correctness. We^m seS £PfS’ 
called spirit photographs,” but all we have seen we have ont 
down as frauds, and most of them very clumsy ones too (2 The 
terms are those used by Mr. Dallmeyer to designate the d fien 
kinds of his lenses. They are merely trade terms nt 

Photography at Night.-S. A. C. says: “I should be glad if you could 
give me some idea as to the best illuminant for taking an insta 
taneous photograph of a large concert room with audience and 
performers? I have the opportunity of taking such a group but 
am a little m the dark as to whether it can be done successful 
without expensive apparatus, not having touched this side of phoG 
graphy It would be a good advertisement if successful- but as 

1 ave but recently started m business, would rather keep out of it 
if it was likely to be a failure.”—In reply: If electric arc 1iPhh= 
are not available, you must employ flash lights—rightly distributed 
If you have had no experience in this direction, you must not be 
too sanguine of success m the first attempt. Better make some 
preliminary trials the night before the picture has to be taken 
We do not undertake to answer correspondents by post. 

An Unsatisfactory Transaction.—M. 0‘Gorman writes: “Could you 
inform me what redress I have against-and Co., of_ to 
whom I sent a number of stereoscopic films for development? Halt 
the negatives were returned to me ruined by being cut through 
tone of the stereoscopic pictures being in each case cut in half) 
borne of the negatives which were not cut were spattered with 
mud. The delay in execution has lasted now for many months 
I he negatives were important, and I had to put the matter in 
the hands of a solicitor. When the negatives were sent thev 
were spoilt, as described.”-In reply: As you have already placed 
the matter m the hands of a solicitor, he, knowing all the circum¬ 
stances of the case, can advise you better than we can. On the 
price lists of those who work for the trade there is usually a noti¬ 
fication that they will not hold themselves responsible for any 
accidents that may happen to negatives while the work is beiiw 
executed. b 

Studio Building.—“ Studio Length ” says : “ I am about to open another 
studio m connection with my own here, and have selected excellent 
premises, but am met with the usual difficulty of studio buildirw 
r P^ace possible to convert into a studio is a room on the 
hrst floor, and I feel very uncertain about it, as I cannot- get the 
top light. It is my intention of glazing the greater portion of the 
length by removing two windows and carrying the whole two feet 
forward, as I will try to define by sketch. I would like to know 
it xn your opinion it will be at all satisfactory? I have been 
accustomed to surmount difficulties in lighting in the studio, hav¬ 
ing worked in some difficult ones. But my own here is very con¬ 
venient, having had it built to my own liking, and I have a length 
of 42 feet In the new one I would only be able to get 20. Do 
you think this enough for general work ? I am afraid I will take 
rather badly to it now; but, then, one has to make the best of 
circumstances. In reply : So far as we can judge from the sketch 
(though the height, and aspect, of the proposed studio is not given), 
we should say that good portraits could be taken in it; particularly 
as you say you have already had to surmount difficulties in light 
ing. Twenty feet is certainly short for a studio for professional 
work. If you could possibly increase the length it would be a 
great advantage. 
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THE BRITISH JOURNAL PHOTOGRAPHIC 

ALMANAC FOR 1903. 

Edited by Thomas Bedding, F.R.P.S. 

The forty-second annual issue of The British Journal 

Photographic Almanac will be published early in 
December next. This year’s Almanac reached a total of 
1,560 pages, and the entire edition of 20,500 copies was 
sold out a fortnight before publication. Of no other photo¬ 
graphic book ever issued can two such unique facts be 

recorded. 
The edition for 1903 will be increased to 25,000 copies, a 

large number of which are already ordered. 
The striking favour with which past Almanacs have been 

received is the surest proof that the lines upon which the 
publication is produced meet the requirements of its 
readers and supporters. Upon such lines we propose com¬ 
piling the volume for 1903. At the same time, we shall be 
pleased to receive and consider suggestions for increasing 
the value of the Almanac in directions which may occur to 
our readers as susceptible of improvement. 

The Almanac for 1903 will appeal to photographers all 
the world over as a daily reference guide in practical work. 
The standard matter and formulae will be revised and added 
to where necessary, and the latest departures in theory 
and practice will be chronicled. The year’s advances will 
be recorded, and wherever practicable new features of an 
informative nature will be added. 

Secretaries of societies will oblige us by promptly for¬ 
warding lists of officers and other details for inclusion in 
the directory of photographic societies. We shall also be 
glad to receive any additions that may be made to the list 
of telegraphic addresses of the trade, etc. As usual, a 
section of the Almanac will be devoted to notices of the 
latest introductions in photographic apparatus, etc. Those 
firms who wish to take advantage of this feature should 
communicate with us not later than Ocober 31. 

The publishers ask us to remind advertisers that many 
of the advertisement pages of the Almanac are already 
booked, and that, to ensure insertion and good positions, 

orders and copy should reach them without delay. 

EX CATHEDRA. 

Protective It is curious to note how constantly 
Colouring. man, with all his boastful powers, is 

obliged to hark back to the ways of Dame Nature, and 
humbly plagiarise her works. The adoption of kharki as 
the right colour for military uniforms on the veldt of 
South Africa is simply a copy of what Nature has been 
doing ever since the world began. She has given the 
animals, both beasts and birds, whose lives were passed 
on the desert sands of Egypt, a sand-coloured clothing of 
fur and feather, while in the Arctic regions their uniforms 
are white as snow. This protective colouring in mimicry 
of their surroundings is a well recognised trait of animal 
life. The naval lords have now determined to give all the 
battleships a coat of grey paint, in protective mimicry of 
sky and sea, and this certainly is a move in the right 
direction. But, as all photographers know, much will 
depend upon the natural lighting of those warships 
whether the coat of paint prove really effective for the end 
in view. With a bright sky at their back they will look, 
under certain conditions, quite black; while, should the 
sky be murky and the light full upon them, they will stand 
out almost white in tone. Nature has arranged matters 
very cleverly in the case of various sea birds, who are grey 
above and white underneath when their bodies only receive 
the lesser reflective light from the water, so that they will 
often appear of a colour so like their surroundings that 
they are all but invisible. On grey days our grey war¬ 
ships will be pretty safe, but their new coat of paint will 
not suit other climatic conditions much better than did 

their old colouring. 
* * * 

Fakements. Much misdirected ingenuity has been 
expended upon the business of making the product of a 
photographic negative as unlike a photograph asi possible. 
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Recently we culled another fake from the pages of that ex¬ 
cellent journal, “ The Scientific American.” The article to 
which we refer is entitled, “ Some Modifications of the 
Normal Photograph,” and directions are given by which a 
sharply focussed image may be blurred, and tiresome detail 
eliminated. In the first place, the double back of the 
camera should be of the American pattern in which the 
shutter slides right out of its grooves. This operation 
having taken place, and while the cap is yet on the lens, 
a translucent shutter made of dulled celluloid is slid m 
front of the sensitive plate. A piece of round glass will 
answer the same purpose, which is to produce a negative 
such as one would obtain by shifting the lens out of focus. 
It is also recommended that- this translucent screen may be 
placed at different distances from the plate, according ro 
the effect desired, finer details being eliminated, and 
breadth secured. Another effect is obtained by placing 
over the sensitive plate a thickness of fine, thin muslin, 
stretched over a frame of common tin, or thin brass plate, 
the frame being placed in the holder along with the plate. 
We are further told that a lantern slide produced from 
such a negative, and well coloured, appears on the screen 
more like a painting than a photograph. We feel that we 
must protest against this recommendation to sophisticate 
the photographic negative. If a sharp image is objected 
to, the celluloid, ground glass, or muslin can be interposed 
between negative and paper in the printing frame, leaving 
the beauties of the original image unimpaired. If detail 
in pictures is really so detrimental to artistic effect, the 
beauty of detail with which Dame Nature has adorned 
every tree and shrub must be equally so, and we ought all 
of us to wear spectacles, the glasses of which are covered 
with fine muslin or rendered semi-translucent by some 
other means, in order to correct her faulty handiwork. 

Processes in It is interesting to note, year by year, the 

Exhibition different processes by which the pic- 
and their tures passed by the Committee of Selec- 
Nomenclature. ^ion aild shown at the Royal Photo¬ 

graphic Society’s Exhibitions are pro¬ 
duced, more particularly in the pictorial section. For 
some years past the carbon and the platinotype processes 
have prevailed. This year carbon takes the palm, as there 
arc, out of the 290 pictures shown in this section, 93 
by this process, as against 85 by the platinotype process, 
with but 54 by the bromide. The “ Gum ” process shows 
an increase this year, as there are 25 by that, one of which 
is described as being “ Pouncy’s process.” This leads one 
to ask if these are not all “ gum,” and “ gum-bichromate ” 
prints by Pouncy’s process, though he gets but little 
credit for it by its present workers? This, in. great mea¬ 
sure, is due to the majority of them not knowing who 
was the real inventor of the gum process. Photographers 
in the Colonies who read these statistics must not assume 
that the processes represented at this Exhibition bear any 
relation, to those by which the majority of the commercial 
work in the old country is produced, for it does not-— 
therefore to them it might be misleading. According to 
the catalogue there are but four pictures described as 
being in silver, yet there is no question that there are very 
many times the number of silver prints produced in every¬ 
day work than there are by all the other processes 
put together. How many times this number may be it is 
of course impossible to say, but amongst professionals 
and amateurs it must be hundreds of times as many. The 
term “ silver ” applied to the four pictures that are shown 
under that name is somewhat vague. Are not “ bromides,” 
“ chlorides,” “albumen,” “platinum-toped,” etc., §11 silver 

pictures? Again, are not all “gum,” “gum-bichromate,’ 
etc., pictures in carbon? The first carbon process was 
a gum process—the same as that now worked. Future hi 
torians, taking up the catalogue of the Exhibition of this 
year, for example, might assume from it that silver printing 
was, at this period, almost obsolete, while, indeed, it is 
possibly in its zenith, at least for commercial work. 

One day last week there was an article in 

Artis-ti^,ieS " Standard ” under the above head- 
Copyright. 011 a treatise, recently published 

(Murray) by Mr. E. J. Macgillivray. The 
article gives extracts from the book, and is of such interest 
to photographers that we give it on another page, as it 
shows the anomalies that exist under the present laws with 
regard to copyright, more especially in our colonies, under 
the International Copyright Act. In a letter in our con¬ 
temporary a few days later Mr. John F. E. Grundy, hon. 
sec. of the Society for the Protection of the British Fine 
Art Copyright in the Colonies, the president of which is the 
president of the Royal Academy, further points out these 
anomalies. In his letter Mr. Grundy calls attention to the 
fact, from a case that was taken through various Canadian 
courts, that while Canada is a party to the Berne Conven¬ 
tion, and Canadian owners of copyright have full.protection 
in Great Britain and elsewhere, the British owner, by 
reason of the Canadian local status, has no such protection 
in Canada. Thus, while this colony has every advantage 
under the Berne Convention, she gives nothing in return. 
In his letter Mr. Grundy points out that this decision will 
probably be taken advantage of by other colonies, and may 
very materially affect the value of copyrights, and the 
British export of reproduced art, which is increasing in pro¬ 
portion as the colonies expand in population and wealth. 
As the law now stands, a Canadian photographer, under 
the Berne Convention, has perfect protection of his copy¬ 
rights here and elsewhere, but the British photographer, as 
we pointed out a short time ago, has no protection against 
the piracy of his work in Canada, though it is one of our 
own colonies, yet he has in France, Germany, most Conti¬ 
nental countries, and even in Japan. The object of the 
above Society is to remedy this state of things if possible. 

It must be patent to everyone that 
publishers of copyright music, particu¬ 
larly that of the most popular 
type, must of late have suffered severely 
by the piracy of their work. This is 

evidenced by the sale of copies by street hawkers for less 
pence per copy than the publishers price is shillings; and 
still more galling to them is the fact that these pirated edi¬ 
tions are sold as copyright music. The printers of it, 
and those who vend it to the hawkers, are difficult to dis¬ 
cover, and if they are discovered thev are men of straw, 
from whom no substantial damages can be recovered. A 
short time ago an association was formed by the publishers 
to protect their rights, and this they did to an extent by 
taking the law into their own hands—by employing men to 
seize by force the pirated copies found in the possession of 
the hawkers. Several cases have come before the police 
courts as a result. In the majority of cases the magistrates 
were in sympathy with the publishers, but still the busi¬ 
ness flourishes. Last week a caution to the following effect 
to hawkers and pedlars of pirated copyright music, 
under the Musical (Summary Proceedings) Copyright Act 
of 1902, was issued by the Metropolitan Police. This 
empowers any constable to seize without warrant, on the 

Seizure of 
Pirated 
Copyright 
Works. 
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request in writing of the apparent owner of the copyright, 
or his agent, any pirated copy. On seizure the piracies 
shall be conveyed before a Court of Summary Jurisdiction, 
and on proof that they are infringements of copyright, 
shall be destroyed, or otherwise dealt with as the Court may 
think fit. There is no such law with regard to pirated 
photographs. Some years ago hawkers used to carry large 
stocks of pirated copies of portraits of celebrities, but of late 
this business seems to have died out. At the time to which 
we refer photographic piracies of engravings of large size 
(about 15 by 12), were very common, they being hawked out¬ 
side railway stations and public-houses, but the same diffi¬ 
culty was then experienced by the owners of the copyright 
as that now experienced by the music publishers, name y, 
getting at those who actually produced the piracies, it, 
perchance, they were got at, they were but “ men of straw, 
and nothing could be got beyond the confiscation of the 
negatives, and such prints that might be found. _ lhe 
greatest piracy that photographers now suffer from is from 
the illustrated press, and the publishers of local views m 
cheap albums. But here they always have a substantial re¬ 
dress, that is, if they have taken the precaution to register 
the copyrights in their work. This they too often neglect 

to do, and then complain loudly if it is pirated. 

Thunderbolts It is astonishing that the tradition of the 
and thunderbolt, meaning a solid mass of 
Meteorites. matter which is ejected from the clouds 

during a thunderstorm, should have survived so long as it 
has. Every season brings its quota of stories of these 
remarkable occurrences, and during the past few weeks 
we have heard of one or two more. Only the other day a 
correspondent of the “ Times ” described how he and others 
distinctly saw something strike the ground, raising steam 
at a particular spot. Unfortunately, he adds, we had 
not time to go and verify the spot, where the bolt, if it 
were such, was seen to fall.” A few years ago, at an exhi¬ 
bition held by the Meteorological Society, if we remember 
rightly, a few alleged thunderbolts, with most circumstan¬ 
tial notes by persons who have seen them fall, were on 
view. One was a lump of coal, and another was a delapi- 
dated brick, but they were picked up near the place where 
a flash of lightning was seen to strike, and, of course, they 
passed as thunderbolts. We can easily imagine how the 
idea of a thunderbolt first arose, in the difficulty of the 
ignorant mind understanding how a deadly blow could be 
struck otherwise than by something of a solid description. 
And the mythical bolt has become associated with the 
meteorite, and as several of these can be seen in our 
national museum, one weighing many hundreds of pounds, 
careless visitors are apt to mix up two things which have 
little relation to one another. A photograph of a thunder¬ 
bolt ought to have come to hand before now, considering 
the many alleged instances of their occurrence, but we 
have never yet heard of such a picture. Meteorites are 
far from common, for most of those which we see as “ shoot¬ 
ing stars ” are dissipated into dust in the act of becoming 
visible. It is almost a pity that they are so rarely found, 
for they are very valuable. The chief of the Natural 
History Museum, at Berlin, was reported as having re¬ 
cently paid as much as a sovereign per gramme for one, 
a statement which at once aroused the cupidity of certain 
evil-disposed but ingenious persons, who thereupon set up 
a meteorite manufactory! These counterfeiters must have 
done their work in a very clumsy manner, for the fraud 
was quickly detected and they were arrested. The method 
by which they produced their fictitious meteorites was then 
made known. After possessing themselves of a piece of 

rock, they burnt the stone so as to induce the formation 
on its surface of a black crust, which they made shiny with 
a coating of lampblack and molten sulphur. As a real 
meteorite is mostly composed of metallic iron, its specific 
gravity would be very different to that of any kind of 
stone, but the forgers were doubtless ignorant of this 
method of testing the true from the false. 

* * * 

Platinum. Those chemists who were fortunate 
enough to possess themselves of basins and other recep¬ 
tacles of platinum, say, thirty years ago, before the price 
went up, are now congratulating themselves on the cir¬ 
cumstance that these vessels are in value equal to those 
of pure gold. At that time platinum had little employ¬ 
ment except in the chemists’ laboratory, and that only 
because of its acid resisting qualities. Soon afterwards 
the demand suddenly increased. The metal was wanted 
for photography, but still more urgently for the electric 
glow lamp. Each of those little glass bulbs has a couple 
of fine platinum wires fused into its foot, so that the neces¬ 
sary connections may be made to carry the current to the 
carbon filament within. Other metals have been tried for 
the same purpose, but platinum is better than any. The 
amount of metal in each lamp is very little, for the price 
of the complete article is now less than one shilling, but 
so many millions of these lamps are now in use that the 
aggregate amount of platinum which they consume must 
be very great. The supply of the metal is not equal to 
the demand, and hence the rise in price. Hitherto the 
chief source of supply has been the Ural mountains, and 
the total yearly amount mined there hardly exceeds six 
tons. No wonder is it, then, that, as an American would 
put it, “ there is not enough to go round.” But possibly 
it is reserved to America to find the remedy for this state 
of things. According to the “ New York Sun ” a supply 
of the valuable metal has been discovered in two places in 
Washington, near Princeton, and at the Olympia mine on 
Kennedy Mountain. The ore from one of these districts 
has been assayed, and the verdict is that it contains plati¬ 
num in commercial quantities. It seems that it is impos¬ 
sible as yet, owing to the presence of deep snow, to ascer¬ 
tain the extent of the platinum bearing rock, but the 
ground has been staked, and the matter will be thoroughly 
investigated in the spring. We also learn from the same 
source that the Canadian Government sent an expert to 
Klondike in December last to report on the alleged dis¬ 
coveries of the heavy white metal in that region. It seems 
that a Government metallurgist had stated that certain 
consignments of gold which had reached him from the gold 
workings there contained considerable quantities of plati¬ 
num, and that he believed that the miners were, in their 
ignorance, throwing platinum nuggets away to the tune of 
thousands of dollars’ worth daily. We are not told 
whether the expert returned and made his report upon 
this important matter, but possibly we shall hear more 
later. It would seem, then, that there is a likelihood of 
the world’s platinum supply being enriched by contribu¬ 
tions from both America and Canada, and should these 
anticipations be realised the price of the metal will, of 
course, go down. Photographers will, with many others, 
reap the benefit of this, and the beautiful printing process 
which depends upon platinum as its mainstay will find 
fresh adherents. 

* * * 

Dressmaking; Although this summer has, by reason of 

Ph to h its unseasonable character, been the 
S " Y* worst for the practice of photography 

for many years, more attention has been given by the 
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daily Press to the camera and its works than we have yet 
known. It is good for all engaged in the business of 
photography, whether they be studio workers, or dealers, 
or manufacturers, that this should be the case, for it 
means advertisement of the best kind at a very cheap rate. 
The other day appeared an illustrated article in the 
“ Daily Mail,” for example, which gave an interesting 
account of the manner in which Parisian costumiers are 
utilising photography in the carrying out of their busi¬ 
ness, and possibly by the perusal of such an article photo¬ 
graphers in this country may see a new opening for their 
talents, although for some reason or other the enterprise 
seems to be rather difficult of realisation in the absence of 
French models. We all know what the ordinary fashion 
plate is like, a picture in which an impossible human 
form—impossible because a figure so constructed could 
not exist—is clothed with the latest devices of the fashion¬ 
able milliner. Now it seems that the big dressmakers 
have not been wholly satisfied with these artistic creations, 
although those of London and New York were careful to 
get the best work by sending over each season capable 
draughtsmen to the gay capital. So that something better 
is being attempted, and the notion originated in Paris 
itself, where a Madame de Boutrelles conceived the idea 
•of gathering round her a collection of beautiful damsels, 
whose business it should be to dress as models for being 
photographed. These girls, selected from the smaller 
Paris theatres and music halls for their figures and faces, 
the figure being, perhaps, the more important of the two,* 
are dressed in the latest creations of the best dressmakers, 
who send in dresses six months before the opening of the 
season. And the word “ dresses ” comprises hats, boots, 
and even umbrellas. Then these young women are photo¬ 
graphed in different positions by two of the best photo¬ 
graphers, and the pictures are sent out broadcast, and are 
sold at good prices to expectant dressmakers all the world 
over. A single photograph, we are told, accompanied by 
a working description of the garments shown, will cost 
fiom £8 to £10. The pay of the models ranges from four 
to five shillings for the morning’s work, about three hours, 
and the girls are only too glad to add in this way to their 
scanty salaries. Moreover, they like it. WFat woman is 
there who would not enjoy a constant change of attire, 
even if the plumes be but borrowed? Then occasionally 
the damsels come in for a perquisite in the shape of a 
soiled gown, and they also have a few copies of the photo¬ 
graphs presented to them. But not all young women are 
built in the particular way which is required for this work. 
The conventional idea, as embodied in the fashion plate 
of old, clings to the new system. They must have small 
heads and small hips. The ordinary English woman is too 
clumsy in make. “ Dainty, slender little feet, too, com¬ 
bined with a tall, slim figure, are almost a monopoly of 
Parisian girls.” Of course, we do not believe this, and 
fancy that it would be far more easy to find girls with the 
necessary “ points’ in our own country than in any other 
We think that the system could well be started over here! 
And would flourish well in competent hands. 

* * * 

^he recent reprint in the Journal (page 
T 7, 726) of Mr. Jones’s able resume of “ The 
Law Relating to the Sale of Poisons” is interesting to 
p otogiaphers generally, and, as many of our readers are 
p larmacists, was no doubt appreciated by them also The 
present unsatisfactory position of the chemist or pharma- 
<'ist is, judging by the correspondence columns of the drug 

ress, greatly agitating the rank and file of the qualified 
pharmaceutical body. The main point of discussion is 

apparently in relation to the “title.” Briefly put the 
case stands thus : The Pharmaceutical Society (a chartered 
body) elaborates a scheme of education, appoints 
examiners, and conducts examinations which, judging bv 
the proportion of rejected, are stiff enough to satisfy an 
exacting critic. As a reward for the time and mental 
labour expended, the successful candidate is entitled l0 

call himself a chemist and druggist, or pharmaceutical 
chemist, as the case may be—a title conserved to him, as 
most people imagined, by the Pharmacy Act of 1868 
Meanwhile, there have sprung up various drug companies! 
who, as limited liability combinations, arrogate to them¬ 
selves the title of chemist, while being, as a fact, aggregates 
of men with no qualification whatever. The person, there¬ 
fore, who in all good faith serves his apprenticeship 
studies the usual subjects, takes the courses at one or other 
of the schools, and finally, by good luck, passes his exami¬ 
nations, finds himself at the finish, when prepared to prac¬ 
tise the profession for which he has qualified himself, con¬ 
fronted by a company composed of unqualified persons, 
who, by some mystic virtue of incorporation, are allowed 
to use the same designation without let or hindrance. 
What one person may not do under divers severe pains and 
penalties, seven unqualified men may do with impunity! 
The subject is interesting to every one of us, for at the 
least we may be parents or guardians, with sons or wards 
to introduce to a profession, and it is well to go into such 
matters with eyes wide open to the possibilities and results. 
From the purely photographic point of view the branch of 
the subject most closely concerning ourselves is that of the 
poisons, such of them, that is, that may be required for 
purposes of photography. It is not so long ago that we 
had frequent complaints of the restrictions placed on the 
sale of certain scheduled poisons required for business 
purposes by members of our craft, and the difficulties 
placed in the way of their purchase. There were many, 
no doubt, who viewed the multiplication of certain drug 
stoies with comparative equanimity, under the impression 
that the restraint to trade (more apparent than real, per¬ 
haps), owing to the difficulty referred to above, might be 
thereby greatly modified, but on the contrary we have not, 
v\ e aie bound to say, found mercuric chloride, for example, 
any easier to get at the drug store than the more orthodox 
pharmacy, and the reason is probably that the manager of 
the store, himself, may be, a qualified man, has no per¬ 
sonal interest in the concern. His only interest so far as 
relates to poisons is—knowing the usual risks, regulations, 
i estiictions, and liabilities—in the main to save himself ny 
letting, them severely alone, and, yrhen one thinks of it, 
there is no reason why he, having, as we have said, no 
personal interest in the matter, should take the risk. As a 
matter of fact, the store manager has to reckon with two 
foices instead of the one which overpowers the legitimate 
and single-handed pharmacist. Whereas in case of error or 
other mishap the latter has to fear the vagaries of a 
coroner, the former has, in addition, his company to square 
with, for, although the seller is the mulcted party, it is the 
company or proprietor who is expected to pay the piper. 
The Pharmaceutical Journal ” implies that a future 
amended Pharmacy Bill would most probably deal with 
the matter of titles in a manner different to that antici¬ 
pated, e.g., the profession of analytical chemists un¬ 
doubtedly requires consideration. The minor examination 
certificate of the Pharmaceutical Society is clearly insuffi- 
cient. evidence. of skill in the important branch of pure 
chemistry it. is not intended to be—but it confers +he 
a breviated title of chemist to which the owner thereof 
may.tack on at will the analytical adjective. Clearly the 
nstitute of Chemistry is entitled to consideration. As a 
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matter of common justice all round, the whole position 
deserves settlement on the fairest lines alike to the phar¬ 
macist and the chemist, while the unqualified contingent, 
with designs on conserved titles and professions, should be 
individually and collectively made to understand that tho 
only honest and straightforward course thereto is through 

the examination room. 
—-♦-— 

LANDSCAPE ACCORDING TO SEASON. 

There is an expression which we have occasionally heard 
applied to a certain class of workers, which, although not 
to be found in any dictionary, is like a few other words of 
base coinage rich in forceful meaning. The word is 
“ groovy,” and it is rightly applied to those men who allow 
the same wheel to traverse the same rut, month after month 
and year after year. There are not a few of these men to 
be found among photographers ; workers who are content 
to do things exactly as their fathers did before them, and 
who take little heed to make themselves acquainted with 
the advances which are being continually made, and with 
the trend of photographic affairs generally. 

A photographer must be judged by his work, just as a 
tree is known by its fruit, and we can readily pick out the 
*l groovy ” man by examining his show case, or the album 
of specimens which lies on his reception room table. His 
portraiture is all of the old shoppy kind, with the ancient 
form of background, with its wretched pillar and curtain, 
or the familiar balustrade, and the pictures are filled up 
by old-fashioned accessories which resemble nothing found 
in an ordinary habitable room. But it is to his landscapes 
that we would wish just now to call attention, and more 
particularly to those pictures of the surrounding scenery 
which form such an important part of the work of those 
who are fortunate enough to have pitched their tents in 
districts haunted by tourists. 

There are always some noted spots of which the tourist 
is likely to require a picture, and as a rule the tourist is 
content with what is offered him provided that the view 
is sharply focussed, that it is black and white in tone, and 
that it is well mounted. He knows, as a rule, nothing 
about values, nor does he concern himself about atmo¬ 
sphere or any of the finer pictorial features which would 
appeal to a competent judge at a photographic exhibition. 
He requires only a faithful transcript of the view to which 
he has taken a fancy, and he gets it. The local photo¬ 
grapher has, of course, learnt the best time of day to get 
that view properly lighted, and in taking the negative he 
generally concerns himself about nothing else. He will 
rightly count upon so many dozens of prints from that 
negative selling in a favourable season, and that is suffi¬ 
cient for him. The same wheel runs in the same rut year 
after year, and he sticks to his groove. 

Has it ever occurred to him that he might increase the 
number of his clients by paying a little more attention to 
the aspect of Nature according to the different seasons? 
Let him, for example, take one of the stock views, such as 
the High Tor at Matlock, Friars Crag at Derwentwater, or 
Stybarrow Crag at Ullswater, in its spring, summer, 
autumn, and even wintry aspects, making a careful study 
of each exposure, and turning out faultless and suitably 
toned prints from his negatives. Some of the groovy men 
would doubtless laugh at such a proposal, and would say 
that such work would not possibly pay. Or “ we must 
leave that kind of thing to the amateurs,” forgetful that 
the line of demarcation between the amateur—using the 
word^ in its true sense—and the professional is so narrow 
that it is difficult to define. We remember the time when 

the gelatine plate was said to be “ all very well for ama¬ 
teurs,” and when the bulk of the profession held that view. 
They were too “ groovy,” and it cost some of them a pain¬ 
ful effort to get out of the old (wet) rut. 

Another objection to landscape according to season 
would be urged by those who have not kept themselves 
abreast of modern advances in photography. We should 
be told that there would be little difference in the aspect 
of a landscape taken in either spring, summer, and autumn 
because photographs are dead to colour effects, and the 
result must in all three cases be variations of black and 
grey. This is true in one sense, but let the experiment be 
fairly tried, and the man who is not too rigidly bound to 
the old -roove will quickly see that he has a new power in 
his hands. Let him first carefully examine his stock 
pictures, and ask himself if the funereal aspect of the grass 
and trees is really true to Nature? A fair way of putting 
it is this : Would an accomplished engraver, who, like the 
photographer, has to translate colour into what is techni¬ 
cally known as tint—would he represent the same trees 
and grass with these inky tones? 

That such false rendering can be altogether avoided is 
well known to all up-to-date photographers. But what is 
not so generally known is that in the case of mixed 
foliages, where greens of many different hues appear in 
one picture, there is an enormous advantage in working in 
the early spring, that is, so soon as the branches are well 
clothed. With an ordinarv plate, preferably one of the 
slow kind, and without the help of any colour screen, 
foliage may at this time of the year be most beautifully 
rendered. The light is at its best, the foliage is new, and 
it will be found that the various tones of green are differen¬ 
tiated on the plate in a manner which is ouite impossible 
later on in the year, when the sun has ripened the leaves 
to a more or less non-actinic condition. We are convinced 
that the sable tint of the foliage in many photographs is 
due to the fact that the taking of the negative has been 
delayed until too late in the year. 

Then, with regard to autumn photography. If what we 
have written be true, the foliage must by this time be so 
seasoned with the heat of summer that its power of re¬ 
flecting light into the camera must have almost disap¬ 
peared. And this is certainly the case with most years, 
the present one being quite abnormal in its paucity of 
sunshine. But let us not be in a hurry. In a very short 
time the leaves will give up their green livery and will 
array themselves in red, russet, orange, and gold. Black 
as ink these tints will photograph if we used the plates we 
recommended for spring work, but with an orthochromatic 
plate and a screen, used with that mixture of brains which 
has been recommended as one of the necessary consti¬ 
tuents of a good developer, we can change all that gloom, 
as if with a rub of Aladdin’s lamp, into a scene of life and 
beauty. 

Again we seem to hear the voice of the groovy one plead¬ 
ing that, if the old type of picture sells, his end is gained, 
and that, although there mav be some advantage in using 
colour sensitive plates, it is more or less of a fad, and 
would cause difficulties in the dark room which he does 
not care to face. If the public is satisfied what more can 
be wanted? 

To this we would reply: “ Is there no satisfaction in 
endeavouring to educate the common taste, which is con¬ 
fessedly at a low ebb, in favour of better things?” And 
if this should not appeal to our groovy friend, we might 
hint at the possibility of someone seeing the force of what 
we have been advancing, and become a serious competitor 
in the same field. 

We need not point out the advantage of using colour- 
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sensitive plates in the winter time, for most photographers 

know how they clear up mist and give a wonderful delicacy 

to the tender shadows on snow. We have only to look at 

some of the wondrous alpine scenes produced by good 

workers to see what can be done under wintry conditions. 

We have no mountains, it is true, but we have waterfalls, 

which are splendid objects when gripped by the frost, and 

we have plenty of landscape which assumes a new beauty 

under the influence of hoar frost or snow. Nature is 

almost as fond of changing her dress as is a fashionable 

beauty, and she does so without running up a milliners 
bill. 

TRIBULATIONS OF A PRESS PHOTOGRAPHER. 

“Why not take up press photography?” Jones suggested, 

when I said that I wanted a little easy work to add to my in¬ 

come. The idea sounded, on the face of it, an excellent one. 

I bought a book about the subject and read therein a glowing 

account of the profits of the profession. It seemed a grand 

idea to go and take an old tombstone, or a railway accident, or 

a football match, or something of that sort, and get ten-and-six- 

pence for your trouble.. The work was congenial, and at lease 

five pounds a week ought to be forthcoming. With high hopes 

I sallied forth and purchased a camera and the necessary mate¬ 
rials. 

The camera rejoiced in the title of the Guinea Snappy, and 

(so the shopman assured me) was the best and cheapest on the 

market. His enthusiasm, I fancy, ran away with him. If the 

Snappy is the cheapest piece of photo apparatus, then all I can 

say is, the average button-presser must be a millionaire. But 
I am anticipating. 

I didn’t know much about photography, so decided to try 

my hand on something easy first. I therefore put in a roll of 

m, and (the day bung a sunny one) went to Downing Street. 

The Morning Post had said there was to be a Cabinet meeting 

ami I thought it would be a good plan to obtain snap-shots of 
Air. Chamberlain and Mr. Balfour. 

When I arrived at Downing Street, a large crowd had already 

gathered, and, to my annoyance, I couldn’t get anywhere near 

the front. The opposite pavement was empty, except for a 

rTP ° pilvlleged individuals in rather shabby suits and soft 
hats. They were Press-men, I heard somebody say. En¬ 

couraged by this, I asked a policeman to allow me to pass 

across. “Journalist?" he asked. “Yes,” I answered, boldly. 

Wot piper? he inquired, and methought I detected a suspi- 

cinus g.nt m ms eye. “Tuppenny Pictorial,’” I hazarded 

m, he commented, rudely ; “ I’ve just passed the ‘ Tuppenny 

I tona ' man. E’s over there. Do you want to speak to 

, . . tlly 1 "claimed any such desire, and withdrew. 

dm'v, swiftlv°,rnVi 6 T * Stir in the crowd’ and » hansom 
and 1 1... | „ij * ''C'’ nearer to me lha" I had expected, 
an(1 1 UL1 ,l gkmpse of an orchid and an eyeglass W IdW T 

j the Guinea .Snappy, but it was J fate J™ fac 
escaped scatheless. nacl 

Cf,the,OnlL0oker3 departed, and I was able to force mv 

unconcerned hneath a°fire of vulg^chafffro^' *'yiBg *° 
pcoph. hehind, Who insisted on inviting VtZ 
got ** o-ora on’the'” Z™ 

toJmr',?’/u0t''eT han!°m “PPioached. Inside was Mr. Bal- 

} 1 CaUght ,lini (as 1 supposed) full in the 

This time, at any 

The Press-men still stayed on, so I stopped, too Oth. 
notabilities came now and then, but I knew nor.. them 1 
d.dnt want to waste more films than seemed neoessa^ n 

Pressmen however, recognised each, and made notes as th 

passed In the end a very important-looking personL^d™ 
up and ponderously alighted. The pompous way ho walk ! 

off the film/l saw^some oi the^PressmeiTsrnilinil^Th^v^Ta*1^ 
Of the constable bavin* now relaxed T ” ,g* , Vlgllanc* 

the fat man was who h^t’pafs’ed ^ 

picture of him?” one of the soft hatted folk inquired “YeT 

Im’stl °'v r“Pmd' “That's ®00d’” he ^marked “blcZsi fie s the Foreign Office butler.” 

sh. f!° ; Ina," t Say that 1 was very happy that morninv Snap 
shotting Cabinet ministers was harder work than I had Z 

tlrn't tTVer’ 1 Went h°me ‘° deVelol> my fil|ns, 1,opine for 

“ood but f '™ 7"’ 1 WleVe S°me °f tllem might have been goo.i, but foi unforeseen accidents T had i 1 

r— i..... 

tZt.VS. a«"ViS'sy 
handle'1 TU^ ^ g° awa^’ and kept Tatthng the' 
handle. Tins somewhat flurried me and in mv n , , 

zxzui XT mirtha r°n °f f t Housers show the mark of the chemicals tr 
ns day, in a curious spiral strip. My brother depart^ a! 

T f ’• UVf t le lock of tlle door W0“1<1 not give wav and 
fin,shed off the films. Frankly, (he results were disappoint 

mg. Even the butler seemed blurred « , , disappoint- 

jogged my elbow when I pressed the button. As tehlTBalfoufi 
—well, my aim was slightly incorrect T nbf , Labour 

But I am ILT® If"87 P°tS- They are beautifully clear 

in " ‘I * Ph°t0 °f haH a W* head 

pap^trSeaTrXr, of Mr TT!°'Ving Balfenv j n i 1 1 n0ls ot Air. Chamberlain and Air 

soft-felt hattltes had evidently taken the picture 

q"ite a month trying Press photography. I photo- 

LePs, 'Z7 T 

and wholly fmgl bUit a Six'f00t sq-l,are Union Jack fell d^wn 

cluJmoment On fu 7 ^ ^ at «- 
Of MadaZ Bernb “othf occaslOT I took two splendid photos 

S L! t en‘erm« hCT cama«a «t the door of the 

gara™s ’ b“* T 're7 01,e Strip of film’ and the divine 
Nevertheless T ‘dl'f for nearly a .yard across the picture, 

received a dieq^e L^h^f *° & ma8aZI“’ *"d d'"y 

-raJhf Mx'and'SiXPenCe ^ a]1 1 eV6r made ^ Pl*es« Photo- 

even with I G q CamG t0 £8 lls< ?id‘ Whlch Proves that> even with a Guinea Snappy, the game is an expensive one. 

froif mprfther n?Wn°W11S th® Guinea SnaPPy- He bought it 
mou«e in >01 a S nllmg’ and at Present keeps a tame white 

fm nnr ^ the shilling as a neclens of a fund 
room floor^ ^ °f trousers and re-painting the bath- 
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anomalies of artistic copyright. 

[Reprinted from the “Standard.’] 

his Treatise upon the Law of Copyright, recently pub- 

lied (Murray), Mr. E. J. Macgillivray remarks that tne pre- 

at law is bad, both in substance and form. Those who have 

'thing to do with literary or artistic property are encouraged 

the observation that they should comprehend it, m so tar as 

is comprehensible, and reminded that there are prona y 

3re pitfalls for the unwary in dealing with copyright than with 

lV other branch of the law. The reasons for this are many. 

itself, the subject is naturally complex, but more than any- 

inor the defects are due to the bad drafting of a great number 

very old Statutes. The Literary Copyright Act was passec 

xtv years ago. Engravings are protected by en Act made m 

'34, and last amended in 1836. The Sculptors Act dates from 

513. Dramatic and musical work comes under an Act at 1835 

id the Literary Copyright Act together. The most recentmf 

lem all, the so-called Fine Arts Act, was passed m 1862 ior 

ie protection of paintings, drawings, and photographs. One 

’ the anomalies of the subject must certainly be considered 

ie fact that engravings had been protected one hundred and 

venty-eight years before the pictures from which engravings 

ad been made were protected. A painter had no remedy aftei 

is picture was published against an engraver, but the en- 

raver had a remedy for the reproduction of his engraving. The 

eneral principle of all the Acts is to give protection to any 

riginal work after it is published. Before publication, the 

refection an author or artist has for his work is not under the 

Copyright Acts, but under the Common Law. He might get 

arnages, or an injunction, or both, before he publishes, but 

ot. under the Acts. What amounts to originality or to publi- 

ation is, “ mutatis mutandis,” generally applicable to all vane- 

ies of work. Publication is the act by which the public are 

iven the opportunity of viewing the object, but payment to view 

not necessary. After the work is published, then the right 

make copies for certain definite periods belongs to the author, 

,r some one representing him by licence or assignment, ex- 

msively of the rest of the world. This right is copyright; but 

io action can be brought for infringement unless certain 

ormalities prescribed by the Acts have been observed, 

jne of these formalities is . registration at Stationers’ 

[Pall. It is required for books and for paintings, 

sketches and photographs, but not for engravings and 

sculpture. The! must have placed on them before 

they are published the proprietor’s name and the date of 

publication. Why should there be this difference ? Mr. Mac¬ 

gillivray describes registration as a mere useless and trouble¬ 

some technicality. If there has been an infringement of literary 

copyright, as there may be even before registration, the pro¬ 

prietor cannot sue until he has registered, but he may register 

on the day he issues his writ. In the other case, where regis¬ 

tration is required, he cannot sue for infringements that have 

taken place before registry. In America things are more simple. 

Registry is applicable to all cases of copyright. “ There is no 

common law right after publication, and therefore if a work is 

published without the proper formalities having been observed, 

it becomes publici juris, and anyone may make what use of it he 

pleases.” 

There must be originality for any work to be protected by 

the Copyright Acts, but there need not be artistic merit. 

Literary and artistic copyright, in the meaning of literature or 

art, are irrelevant epithets. There must be individual work¬ 

manship, either in methods or design, but the Courts will not 

inquire into the artistic merits of the result. In photography 

the English Courts will protect almost anything as original 

that is not a professed copy of some existing picture, or scu p- 

ture, or photograph. If it consists in the representation o 

some object, however coarse and commonplace, or howevpr 

mechanical the reproduction may be, a photograph may e 

original. Americans have resented giving protection to photo¬ 

graphs which in execution and design are often infinitesimal in 

their “ originality,” and they require some evidence that by 

the choice of subiect, of arrangement or otherwise, an artistic 

effect has been produced. How little originality implies artistic 

individuality appears from the fact that under the term en- 

graving are included prints taken by lithography or any other 

mechanical process by which prints or impressions of draw¬ 

ings or designs are capable of being multiplied indefinite y. 

Maps, charts, and plans used to be included under artistic 

copyright, but they are now subject to the law relating to 

literary copyright. But it is still uncertain whether they must 

be registered or have the name and date only put on, as in t ie 

case of engravings. There is a curious diversity in the terms 

for which the protection against copying is given, and they 

are evidently quite arbitrary. Literary copyright is for the 

author’s life and seven years afterwards, or for forty-two years ; 

engravings are protected for twenty-eight, sculpture for four¬ 

teen years, and another term of fourteen if the author is then 

alive and retains the copyright; paintings, drawings, and photo¬ 

graphs for the author’s life and seven years. Contrast this wit l 

the simplicity of the American provisions applicable to all 

kinds of work. Copyrights are granted for twenty-eight years, 

and the author, inventor, or designer, if he be still living, or 

his widow and children if he be dead, may have the exclusive 

right continued for a further term of fourteen years on taking 

certain steps. One great advantage of a similar simplification 

would be the easier working of the International Copyright Acts, 

which give the protection of our Statutes to works published m 

certain foreign countries—for example, the countries under the 

Berne Convention, which enjoy our copyright by the Inter¬ 

national Copyright Act of 1886. 

Another equally senseless set of provisions are those which 

relate to the place where the subject-matter of the copyrig it 

is made or published. It is not certain whether engravings 

must be made within the British Dominions ; but they must 

be first published there. Sculpture need not be made bu 

it must be published there. It was intended by the Act of 1862 

that engravings, pictures, and photographs should be independ¬ 

ent of either the place of making or publication ; but, as often 

happens in English law, another Act which was not suspecte 

of having any effect on the Act of 1862, made first publication 

in the British Dominions necessary. There is no restriction as 

to the nationality of the artist in regard to engravings ; it is 

extremely doubtful whether a sculptor must not be a Britisii 

subject or resident within the British Dominions. A painter, or 

sketcher, or photographer must have these qualifications or s 

work will not be protected ; but whether he must possess them 

at the time the work is produced, or when he seeks the aid ot 

the law against infringement, is uncertain. But there is a more 

striking anomaly still. An artistic work of any m_ Pro 

duced in tlie British Dominions is only protected in the United 

Kingdom. If it were a book it would be protected throughout 

the Empire. Mr. Macgillivray explains the matter thus: — 

was evidently intended that artistic works should be placed on 

the same footing, but unfortunately the distinction between te 

literary and artistic Acts was overlooked. None of the artistic 

Copyright Acts extend their protection beyond the United King¬ 

dom. The result is that artistic works are only protected in 

the Colonies and Dependencies under local legislation. Suer 
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Acts are, of course, not inconsistent with the Imperial legisla¬ 

tion ; and moreover, every British possession can make its" own 

law extending or curtailing the Imperial Acts for its own terri¬ 

tory so far as regards works which have their origin in that par¬ 

ticular 1 os session. The monopoly of news in foreign telegrams 

given by some Colonies is an example of this kind of protec- 

Parlilmenf18 ^ ^ ^ ^ any Act paSSed the British 

The question who is the owner of the copyright is often not 

at all easy to answer. The author or artist is not always the 

person who is the proprietor at the date of publication. An 

engxaver who does a work on his own behalf is the first owner 

tion Butin lt-f°r an°thf if * be entire1^ his Produc- 
on. But if he is so employed, and his engraving is taken 

from another work of art, or if he does it with ““design or 

10™, “ by°i] mateni*1 and inStrUCti°nS beIon«in« or supplied 
him by the employer, then the copyright belong to the 

employer, and not to the engraver. ^relation "of master 

and servant exists, probably as in the case of literary cony 

ight, the copyright belongs to the master. Assuming he 

h“ 7°ed°ithiS rUk; Why - the — 0^ sculpture shorid 

owner wittu m ‘ empI°^r °f a s“lptor is the 

hfs tiioueh he afrment °f the COpyri8ht which becomes 

ft sculptor.^ ^^ 

%;t^t a sketehforTptoLgtpr^Such^wlA Tone 

Sr 
ve°ste inOTtfrS “t ^ 

right. The right may be reserved toThe X ”“1 aSSlg" *he 

agreement in writing ThusTe° *° 1 author’ hoWCT^ by 

graph belongs to the customer. Tf"it is “taken'“toT TZ' 
grapher s benefit, that he may print and sell f 7® P “ 
character whom he has ,,,1, .. * copies of a popular 

on behalf of hlsd ani not b Z ’ “ is taken “d 
belong to him But the it S“ and the oopyright will 

be taken for his own use or "t'te'i, .emancI tbat negatives may 

reduced price Wl, ,t “% that, may have C0Pies at a 

sions have bem. riven i “SUU?,Q“ite -consistent deci- 

be the sitter’s and the . 1 t th® was held to 
duction by in 7 PhotoSraPb«- could not prevent repro- 

permission In anotheiT was flTt 7® had granted 

and probably thaTt%'IruTv!^ 

tlie terms into writing The rfiffif in f • afer to put 
from distributin'' nrinfs f C * restrain a photographer 

been taken by surprise or wH^ nt 8”^ °f * who'‘has 
on copyright law The subiect I p<?lmiaslon "foes not depend 

of preventing sud, , V8* 

Infringement by copyin/givesril to hls. Personality. 
The copyright in & , to ver^ curi°us questions. 

iS n°fc - extensive 

whether the copyright in ° photograPhs- » « doubtful 

can be infringed except bv s »ravmg 01 a piece of sculpture 

characteristic qualities of th^Son ^nhT^T 
be a breach of convrbdit nf • . ‘ A Photograph may 
the engraver's work ,1 7 engraving as a reproduction of 

1 as part of the engraving, but must be registered 
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under llL^:ZrCt:Tt\tVr Z '"“"f « *-* 

whether it must not be reproduced byTnroi IK .doubttul 

the scriptor’s art, and whether merely °' 

sketch, engraving, or photograph as a design would be a 

Of copyright. Copyright in paintings, drawing 7 7? 

grapns is larger. Any method whereby copies are made of ^' 

may constitute an infringement, whether the design T 
process of execution is reproduced. Thus the copynght in 

photograph of an Old Master might be infrm.'.) V “ a 

photograph repeating the method of execution But 

•r* * “5- .*=s 
photographic group was held not to be an infringement. ** 

Evidently we are here amongst the niceties of copyright law ■ 

and it is not much assistance to say that the generaf idea oi 

subject matter and treatment may be taken from a work of art 

without infringement of copyright. What is and what is not 

infringement in such cases depends, as Lord Herschell said on 

the ettect produced on the mind by a study of the picture and 

the Httl ' 18 “ 1!Sed1t° be a C°Py °f Jt The b«lo kss or 

for the m016 ’V10 y 311 art‘StiC 1uesti0»> ba‘ one of fact 
fo the jury as lawyers say, though judges have to decide it 

These are obscurities which cannot fairly be sai l to belong to 

Mf„ aVUt “re d“e ‘° the intrinsic naturt' of ‘he subject. 
, f. otb“rs are unnecessary difficulties arising from the 

eiao 1C state of a congeries of old-fashioned Statutes. We have 

on y dealt with a few of the points raised by a limited depart¬ 

ment of copyright law, and, in regard to infringement, have 

only spoken of the infringement by actual making of copies. 

There are other infringements, such as importing copies or 

exposing copies for sale, in which various innocent persons may 

find themselves involved; and in such matters as these the 

aw is confused, because it is badly stated. Why do we always 

seem to have been on the eve, as Mr. Macgillivray says, of a 

general codification and amendment of the Law of Copyright 

mee the Eoyal Commission on Copyright was appointed twenty- 

eight years ago, and yet without anything having been done? 

amen! thus TS ^ that U is owin« dissensions 
among those mterested in copyrght, failure to come to a satis¬ 

factory arrangement with the Colonies, and want of time in 

not^ explain °f ‘',eSe “ m°S‘ P°tent cause ha 

bacteriological photography. 

The ubiquitous bacterium, like the poor and the weather, is 
always with us, commanding our attention in one way or 

nd hn’ s°“et™es “sorting its power a little too vehemently, 
and altogether knocking us out cf time. It is very wond-rful 

when one considers the insignificant size of bacteria, what an 

important part they play in our daily life ; ]10w absolutely 

essemiai are some forms to our well-being, while others swiftly 

and certainly destroy us ! Thirty years ago comparatively little 

was known of their wide reaching, all embracing influence 

in the world ; but to-day the study of bacteria has become an 

important science, and the literature on the subiect is fast 
assuming unwieldly proportions. 

Bacteriological photography may be divided into two sections, 

the first dealing with the photography of the entire growing 

colonies of bacteria in culture tubes and dishes, and the second 

dealing witn the photography of the individual bacterium, 

forming the most difficult and exacting work in ohoto-micro- 
graphy. 
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Cultivations of bacteria are grown in various media, en¬ 

closed in test tubes and petri dishes. To photograph these 

cultivations an ordinary camera and R.R, lens can be em¬ 

ployed, but special care must be given to the lighting and 

position of the tube or plate, as the case may be, so as to 

obtain an undistorted and truthful rendering of the colonies 

of bacteria within. As some species of bacteria only -row m 

liquids, and others again liquefy the media on which they are 

arowing, it becomes necessary to keep these cultivations leve , 

and to invert the camera over them while taking the photo¬ 

graph. I'or this purpose, an intelligent blacksmith or mechanic 

will, for two or three shillings, make a very useful piece of 

apparatus. This consists of a species of giant retort stand, 

the iron upright rod measuring about 3ft. in length, and 

certainly not less than -J>m. in diameter. The base to which 

this upright is attached may be either a large heavy horseshoe, 

or heavy three-cornered piece of iron, to form a stand. A 

clamping eyelet that will travel smoothly up and down the 

iron rod, and has a screw drawn out from one side to screw 

into the bush on the bottom of the camera, must also be sup¬ 

plied. This simple piece of apparatus, if properly made with 

a stout iron rod, and solid base, so as to be perfectly rigid and 

free from top-heaviness or vibration when the camera is attached, 

will form a most useful adjunct, and can be used also as an 

upright photographic camera, which will oe found very con¬ 

venient for many purposes. 

In photographing culture tubes and plates, a dead black 

background siiould be used, as it throws up into strong leLef 

the growing colonies of bacteria. The photographs may be 

taken by either daylight or artificial light; ana a couple of 

incandescent gas burners screwed in such a way as to direct 

the rays of light upon the culture tubes or plates will be 

found very useful for night work. Very handy screens can 

be made at home from old round tobacco tine and the funnel- 

shaped tops of a couple of half-gallon paraffin cans ; a round 

hole, 2in. in diameter, being cut in the side of a bottomless 

tobacco tin, the funnel-shaped tcp is cut off the paraffin tin 

(the neck having been cut away so that there is an opening 

2in. in diameter), and soldered into the opening in the tobacco 

tin. The two screened lights should be placed to right and 

left of the camera, and in such a position that the whole 

culture tube is evenly illuminated without any bright reflec¬ 

tions on the glass surface. The best results will be obtained 

with a maximum exposure, and fairly rapid development, 

good bold contrasts being aimed at as much as possible. A 

thin sheet of tissue paper, or very fine ground glass, placed 

in front of the source of illumination, will be found very 

useful in getting rid of troublesome bright points of reflected 

light on the surface of the culture tube. On the whole, petri 

dish cultivations will be found easier to photograph than tubes, 

particularly if a vertical stand such as I have briefly describe ! 

is employed. 
In the second section of bacteriological photography, success 

can only be obtained by the exercise of the greatest perseverance 

and care, coupled with the employment of the best microscopic 

objectives. The microscope stand itself must be as firm and 

rigid as possible ; it must possess for focussing the usual rack 

and pinion coarse adjustment; and a very accurate fine adjust¬ 

ment ; it must also have a centreing and focussing substage. 

If a great deal of high power work is to be done, a good 

graduated mechanical stage will be found a boon and a 

blessing. Most of our representative manufacturing opticians 

now turn out microscopes specially adapted for high power and 

critical photo-micrographic work, at varying prices. A really 

high-class instrument at a very moderate price is turned out 

now by Messrs. It. and J. Beck., Ltd., of 68, Cornhill; it is 

called the “London.” I have had one of the large models m 

daily use for a year, and it has given me the greatest satisfac¬ 

tion, and produced first-class results. Messrs. W. Watson and 

Sons’ magnificent “Van Heurck ” microscope, and Messrs. U 

Bakers’ “ Nelson Model'” are most splendid instruments, wel 

worth the high price charged ; but the price is unfortunate y 

beyond the purse of most English scientific men, and con¬ 

sequently many an earnest worker must be content with the 

somewhat inferior German microscopes which have found their 

way into too many of our colleges and laboratories. I sin¬ 

cerely hope that Messrs. Beck’s example will be followed by the 

other British microscope makers, and that in time we shall see. 

nothing but good English instruments in use. 

The objectives required are ±th, £th, and *th oil immersion,, 

with three good eye-pieces. And here again, whether we work 

with apochromatic objectives and compensating eye-pieces, or 

with achromatic objectives and Huyghenian eye-pieces, must 

depend upon the length of our purse. If we can only afford achro- 

matics, then buy the best English make. A good substage con¬ 

denser is absolutely essential, and either an apochromatic or 

achromatic should be employed ; the Abbe chromatic illuminator 

cannot be recommended for critical high power work. For 

illumination either oil, gas, mixed jet, or electric arc can be 

employed. Personally, I prefer either the mixed jet or a good 

oil microscope lamp, such as Beck or Watson will sell for 

photographic work, with a condenser attached. 

The great difference m price between apochromatic and 

achromatic objectives is a very serious matter for most people- 

who are taking up this branch of microscopy, and for this 

reason I have during the past year worked solely with a set 

of achromatic objectives supplied to me by Messrs. Beck., 

Ltd., in my scientific research work, and in making the photo¬ 

graphic records thereof. The result has been most satisfactory 

—I may say far in excess of my most sanguine expectations. 

In all my work, I make it a rule to use a screen made of 

a saturated solution of acetate of copper, between the source of 

illumination and the substage condenser, held in a glass cell 

fin. thick, 4in. deep, and 3in. broad. This screen, in conjunc¬ 

tion with a three-quarters cone method of illumination, gives 

the very best results obtainable. 

Slides of bacteria from which photo-micrographs are to- 

be made should be much more deeply stained than is usual 

for ordinary microscopic examination. Some attention must 

also be paid to the stains used, the best results generally being, 

obtained from specimens stained with carbol-fuchsin or gentian- 

violet. 

Before the final focussing and exposure are made, the whole- 

apparatus must be allowed to become thoroughly warmed, so 

that there may be no fear of expansion and alteration of focus 

during exposure. 

Isochromatic plates must, of course, be used, and, personally, 

I pin my faith on Messrs. B. J. Edwards series. Great con 

trast must be aimed at in development, which must be carried 

much farther than in medium power work. 

Lastly, be patient and determined to reach the highest stan¬ 

dard you can set ; let every failure be an object lesson m what 

to avoid, and your efforts will be crowned with the success they 

deserve. . F- Martin Duncan. 
---♦--— 

The Emperor of Germany has, through the German Ambassador, ac¬ 
cepted from Mr. Richard N. Speaight, for his private library, a copy of 
“ Children’s Portraits,” which he lately compiled Croat 
raising £1,000 towards the funds of the Children s Hospital, Great 
Ormond Street. The copy was specially bound in vellum and Russia 
leather similar to the one presented to the Queen. Messrs. F. andR- 
Speaight still have a few copies left, which may be obtained for half-a- 
guinea each on application at their studio, 178, Regent Street. 
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the conversazione of the r p s 

[By a Visitor.] 

The purposes for which the many members of the Royal Photo- 

grap uc Society attend the annual conversazione are doubtless 

^cmewhat varied, but to us the benefits of the private view of 

the exhibition have always been secondary to the more con- 

TmcLZ } °PPOrtUnitieS * affcrds- M«ed, it would be 
difhcuR to choose a more unsuitable occasion to study the ex 

***** “T “6 night of tlle conversazione, and so we wen.S 
our way to the New Gallery, anticipating the pleasure of 

meeting old comrades and shaking the hands of friends who only 
on such occasions come across ou, horizon. y 

Once inside the entrance, and while depositing our coats 

half thf’ tCeirr0™d ***» “"V famiIiar *«**, and not 
' tne wid h of Fountain Court had been crossed before our 

f lend Mr. Sanger Shepherd greeted us, and took us along'to 

his oharmmg exhibition. The photographic world owes a de-> 

frhis Trgetic ™rk “ ^ 

K- brn “I6 "d*h process, as by uS,* 
a specially designed camera the three exposures were made 

Ii?4 bTd y' bT ‘I? mear,S’ and WIth » kns working 

Mr’ si mi 5 T” 13 e" Sl,ccessfully Photographed. 
, / , - ’’ Slowed us this camera, which is a marvel of 

Wsg“w“f«M a"d WOrkmanship’ and also “troduoed us to 
us new light measuring instrument and new hand-fed ere 

lamp, both of which are beautifully made and worthy ^ 

usWL7rf.iUSt,leaVi7 Mr' Shepherd when Miss Acland joined 
f d showed us lier most interesting specimen of three 

wSalT" W°rk °n Paper- Th6' - all the nZ 
. * one CAse 16 18 enlarged work. There £-re we 

dPr\+fWiladl6S Wh° W°Uld Cai'e t0 K0 tiloroughly go into'this 
•delightful process as Miss Acland. 7 g tlus 

thGpmS maCh aga!n t0 Fountain Courfc> we were announced to 
President, and heartily greeted by our old friend • private 

, nversation was alas, not possible, so we hastened t’o giant 

at the Pictorial Section ere more friends claimed our attention 

Somehow or other we felt that the work was ordmarv 7h 

d.d not seen, to be anything standing outTbout tttThet 

but there is much good work exhibited nevertheless. Had we 

l.w'W S”,iCtg“’ We sl,ould favour Nos. 30, 51, 62, 131 149 

H7’n2t Md 282' “Across the Prlsb^ery,” by 

ofVlic T'°7-IS espec,al|jr charming, and is a fine piece 

a t , t i f’ “d We were not prised to hear that 
-a visitor had purchased it. Why this failed for ihe ni„dal 

■ against No. 281 is a conundrum more than one of our friend 

th,s secti°“wm we must away. 

Kd;tabll ‘i ‘w0 ‘'rings we heard most discussed were the 
Kodak patent developing machine and Mattes papi Vh 

latter U a prmting-out paper which seems capable of' givi.i 

cspicts. The company who are selling make an interestin'- 

v y mucVi fhf it’ b7 W CaM°‘ congratulate them 

trattom lence °£ tbe SUb-iects chosen for UIus- 

\FtI^ aTs whicb 
“naitb - - - “ht; at iipoi 
( a,t 01 Dr. hmcham served to call up sorrowful thoughts on 

for he rim * ft, T*' Few "arked so strenuously 
wire 17 ° tHe S°C,ety as this gentleman, and many 
t h ih * sympathetic words we heard spoken of him 
<AUiug tne evening. 
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The professional sections are well iepre enhd and m - 

excellent portrait work is exhibited. Mr h.V , ° 

and Mr. Senior's fine Lippmanu colour photograph^ d 

spectium of an arc lamp were particularly interesting exhibit! 
and we noticed some very creditable three-colour work „ 

and spectrum and microscopic work. Many old friends we 

there, and many were chatted with, and .my others we Cw 
we caught a glimpse of now and then. 

The band played pleasant tunes in Fountain Court, everyone 

seemed happy, and altogether a most enjoyable evening wal 
spent We trust that we may be spared to atten 1 th, forty 

eighth exhibition and heartily tender our congratulations to all 

p t es responsible for the arrangements at the New Gallery. 

THE CITY OF MANCHESTER MUNICIPAL SCHOOL OF 

TECHNOLOGY. 

Prospectus of the Department of Photography and the 

Printing Crafts. 

This department deals so far as is practicable with the most 

Cities reqmrements °f ‘he photographic and printing in- 

The work of the department is divided into the followin' 

sections:-photography, lithography, printing, drawing and 
design, and bookbinding. * 

to^^"rU,f7he head °f photo«raphy if is proposed 
to deal with the subject as a whole, because it is only by a 

knowledge of the fundamental principles underlying the craft 

tha its special applications can be properly understood 

■ , phot°-mechamcal processes which represent an important 

ustnal application of photography will be very fully dealt 

with, and will form the most important section of this branch of 
the work of the department. 

In general photography particular attention will be paid to 

the art and technology of negative making, and more espe- 

eia y o the optical and physical principles which underlie 

the various methods of procedure, an understanding of which 

is necessary on the part of those who desire to become good 

craftsmen, while due consideration will be given to lteht 

printing processes, and chiefly to those which may be regarded 

as types, and which are of importance in the industry 

In lithography the work will be divided into two portions,- 

t ie one dealing with the production of the printing surface and 

the other with the printing from the same surface. It 

is hoped that those who have chosen this branch of 

work as a calling will not neglect to pay attention 

to the photo-mechanical processes, having regard to 

the probable effect, as in the case of wood-engraving, 

which the advance m these processes is likely to have in modi- 
ymg methods of picture production. 

The letterpress branch comprises composing, press, and 

machine work, electrotyping and stereotyping. The various 

branches of compositor’s work will be dealt with as fully as is 

practicable, especial attention being paid to the cultivation of ' 

a simple and good style in display work, and to tabular and 

technical matter, and the arrangement of catalogue text. As 

well as general press and machine work the printer will have 

every facility given to him to study the printing of process 

blocks For the electrotyper the careful reproduction of pro¬ 

cess blocks offers a field of study for which full convenience 

exists, and it is proper to remark that this branch of work 

judging by the results daily seen in practice, has not received 

that amount of intelligent attention which it deserves. 

The binding of editions of books and magazines in one and 

the same style required for the publication of large editions, is 
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vork which COT only be undertaken satisfactorily in the work- 

drop, for it is principally a question of the proper use of special 

machinery. But there is a large and important branch of t 

binder’s business which deals with the book as an individual 

item—the work of the ordinary hand binder. For such woi 

there must always be a good demand, and it is the purpose o 

this section of the department to deal with those who are 

nerved in such craft. Regarding a book primarily as an 

ibj’ect of utility, that which makes such object lasting and 

sonvenient to use should receive the first attention of a goo 

workman. The final ornamentation which a book may receive 

enhances its value if made with good taste and judgment, but 

properly considered, it is only an excellence when accompanied 

by sound construction. The department will concern itself 

with teaching the best and soundest methods of forwarding as 

the first object of importance. 

In drawing and design the classes will be arranged to suit 

the particular needs of those who are engaged in the crafts 

with which the department deals. In many branches of t ie 

industry knowledge and skill in drawing is essential to success. 

Such knowledge and skill can only come by continual observa¬ 

tion and sustained practical study, and it is hoped that 

students will recognise such methods as the only road to success 

in this as in any other branch of work. Every effort will be 

male to make the work interesting, particularly in the training 

of the observation so as to understand the nature and charac¬ 

teristics of the object to be depicted, which is the essential 

condition to good and thoughtful draughtsmanship. The work 

which comes under the head of Design, will be such as is re¬ 

quired for the methods of reproduction employed m the print- 

periods varying from two to three years which will have for 

their object the preliminary training of those who desire to 

enter the various crafts concerned, and such a training may e 

regarded as preparatory to apprenticeship in a business house. 

The department is under the direction of Mr. Charles W. 

Gamble. 

ing crafts. It should, however, be recognised that to become a 

good designer requires the possession of natural qualities, 

which cannot be given by class teaching though they may be 

developed by such. But what is possible is that a student may 

become properly acquainted with the methods employed in the 

craft for which he essays to design. Dealing only with repro¬ 

duction work there are in every process limitations, some in¬ 

herent, others only imposed because of economic reasons, 

without a knowledge of which a man cannot succeed in his 

work. Such knowledge constitutes a part of the designer s 

stock-in-trade. The faculty of being able to put this know¬ 

ledge and the skill acquired to successful use, to be able to 

produce beautiful and appropriate designs, is, however, an 

-endowment of Nature. 

Equipment.—The department contains the following . 

Photographic studio, with three dark rooms, photographic en¬ 

larging room, etching and collotype preparation room, block 

mounting workshop with router, power saw, guillotine, bevel 

planes, etc., lithographic printing room, with machine and 

four presses, composing room, machine and press room, with 

dwo cylinder machines and two platen machines, electrotyping 

and stereotyping rooms, lithographic drawing and design 

istudioy and bindery. The plant and apparatus constituting the 

equipment are thus very complete, and have been selected for 

the purpose of giving sound practical instruction in the prin¬ 

ciples, technique, and practice of the various crafts concerned. 

Particular attention has been paid to the general arrangements 

for work in the various sections. The scheme of instruction 

includes lecture, class demonstrations, laboratory, and work¬ 

shop practice. The classes will be held both during the day 

.and evening. The day classes will extend from September 22nd 

to July 31st, and the evening classes will run from September 

,29th to the month of May. Short courses of lectures will be 

given on certain evenings in the week during the summer. 

Certain courses of day instruction will be arranged over 

Dew Books. 
- Photo-raphische Bibliothek.” Yol. I. “ Das Photographische Pig- 

menifVerfahren.” Vogel-Hanneke. Yerlag von Gustav Schmidt, 

Berlin. 

The work, originally written by the late Dr. H W Vogel, has entered 
upon its fourth edition, and the revision of the text, with supplementary 
Sirs upon Gum Bichromate Artigue, Oso ype processes 
been undertaken by Herr Hannecke, the present editor of the Rhoto 
graphische Mitteilungen.'” The volume gives a sshort history of the 
carbon process, and full directions for working it m the various applica 
tnms to which it has been put. The chapters upon Gum Bichromate 
the Artigue and Manly process, will be welcome to those who wish to 
study more recent developments in bichromate printing. 

‘ The Royal Borough of Kingston-on-Thames U5 pp illustrated. 
Price Is. Published by the Homeland Association, Limited, fet. 

Bride’s House, 24, Bride Lane, Fleet Street, London, E.C. 

The latest addition to the Homeland series has been written by Dn 
W. E. St. L. Finny, Mayor of Kingston-upon-Thames. The book is 
published locally, by Messrs. Phillipson, of Kingston, and Messrs. Bull 
and Son, Surbiton. We are informed that the King has been pleased ^o 
accent a copy of the volume. Chapters are devoted to the Parish Church, 
the Coronation Stone, Richmond Park, Kingston as a Boating and Anglirig 
Resort, Hampton Court and its Surroundings, Ham the Dittons and 
Esher. The book is illustrated by photographs by Mr. W E J. 
Hodgson and drawings by Mr. E. E. Bristow. It also includes a 
Ordnance Survey map on the one-inch scale. Dr. Finny has compiled a 
volume full of fascination and interest which we are glad to possess. 
We ire sorry, however, that so sympathetic an author is not better 
treated by the photographer and the process engraver. 

The Edinburgh Photographic Society’s annual exhibRion of photo¬ 

graphs will be held in the Society s Hall, at 38, Castle street T^i 
bur^h from Saturday, November 22nd to Saturday, December 6th, 1902. 
The^ judges1 will be Messrs. G. Ogilvy Reid R.S. A. Edinburgh; Harold 

Baker, Photographer, Birmingham , Charles ^vfe^qPhot°|^P^’ father 
say. Entries close on Saturday, November 8th 19U2. For J hon 
information, or entry forms, application should be made to hon. 
secretary of the Society, Mr. J. S. M'Culloch, W.S., 3a, North St. David 

Street, Edinburgh. 

Educational Science.—At the meeting of the British Association Prof. 
Henry E Armstrong deplored the British indifference to Science, and the 
resSte^he outstripping of British trade and commerce by Americans 
and Germans “ If,” said he, “ we reflect on the bareness of the life lived 
by the majority—on the debasing conditions under which very many are 
placed—on the7terrible evils consequent on indulgence in drink surely 
we must agree with Tyndall that the essentia point is to raise life to a 
higher level, to elevate the general tone of thought, and that it is o 
duty to consider more seriously than we have done hitherto what use 
caii be made of the forces at our disposal for the purpose. If we wi.l 
but picture to ourselves how most of our difficulties, and especially our 
slowedvance, are consequences of lack of imaginative power, or, perhaps, 

rather of failure to exert the power which, though £ 
is not sufficiently called into being by practice; if we will but consider 
how much of our success has been due to the exercise of imaginativ 
power we may be led to propound a fruitful theory ot education-*, 
theoretical basis on which a sound educational structure may be reared. 
It his been well said by Carlyle ‘ that all that man does and brings to 
pass is the v^sturT of a thought.’ In fact, the illustrations which may 
be given of the value of theoretical conceptions, of imaginative PoweD 
are "innumerable. Taking recent events, if we consider the succe;ss 
achieved by the late Mr. Rhodes, the narrow-sighted will say he was a 
practical man a man who did things, and led others to do. Those with 
broader views’ recognise that at heart Mr. Rhodes was a Dmo^st, 
idealist a man of imagination, and hence his success. And men suen as 
Lord Roberts and Lord Kitchener whose immense services■ t0j th®^?01{ 
have been so universally admitted of late, are not merely practical 
soldiers If experience, but men gifted with powers of insight and 

imagination; men able to apply theory to piac ice. om have 
were unsuccessful in the late campaign are concurrently reported to ha e 
gone out to South Africa openly deriding science, ^M^t wdl be we 
ft-- th lesson tauo’ht by their failure be not disregarded by -heir col 
leagues. The importance of the part played by theory m science cannot 
be exaggerated. We have only to think of the influence exercised by 
the Newtonian theory of gravitation, by the Daltonian theory of atoms, 
by Faraday’s conception of lines of force, by the wave theory in its varied 
applications, by the Darwinian theory of evolution; we have only to 
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ihinfc of the way in which the reflections of one weak man indited at his 
study-table in a secluded Kentish village have chan/ed X L ‘ 
thought of the civilised world. Such theories Irethe very^foundations 

science, whilst facts are the building stones, theories furnish the 
designs, and it is the interpretation of facts in the light of theory and 
the considered application of theorv to nrurtipp pvGe cite 7? p’ ,and 

science. The marvellous develipS VSSc SvitTdSSr'‘t™ 

fheories tUr7+ conf.ecluent on the establishment of fruitful 
teach nt J1 *®a(thers pnerally would pay more attention to theory their 
teaching' would doubtless be more fruitful of results - fanfc X’ 

plenty, but they lack training in the considered use of facts*.” 7 W “ 

exhibition* 

f October 3 l&q2. 

THE ROYAL PHOTOGRAPHIC SOCIETY’S EXHIBITION. 

[First Notice.] 

of 'he ^rdl.yp? be exP£ctedthat the forty-seventh annual exhibition 
ot 'l]oya1i Photographic Society, which was opened to the public 
on Monday last at the New Gallery, Regent Street, W would dis¬ 
close any startling innovations, in spite of the fact that the notice 

under entirely new management ” might have been displayed at the 
entrance. As a matter of fact, the galleries present the old familiar 
appearance, and it is only in unimportant matters of detail that anv 
change has been made. The general arrangements are as before- the 
west room is devoted to selected pictorial exhibits, the north and south 
rooms to displays by professional and trade photographers, the bal 
conies to scientific, technical, and photo-mechanical exhibits, and the 

aUS “f °PticMnS' m^dactumrs, 

Ihe most noticeable change is in the room devoted to pictorial photo- 
We commented last year upon the somewhat gloomy appear- 

t W i he,ndark ,coloaring of the walls produced, and we understood 
that the then acting hanging committee had decided upon lining the walls 
if their services were again called into requisition. This decision this 
year s committee has wisely adopted, and the result is that a verv 
great improvement has been effected. The work, perhaps, has not 
een carried out with quite ideal taste, as far as the decorative effect is 

We regret to find that in pictorial photography the steady nro- 

t lJf tS f°r mail-V years marktd each successive year’s exhibi¬ 
tion has not been maintained. We understand that nearly 1 700 nic- 

suklnitted to the selecting committee. The number hung 

de m d 1 T f th? faCt th? about 60 Less than last yeS werf 
deemed worthy of a place on the walls, the average quality is dG 
tincfiy behind that of last year’s exhibition. Unfortunately ‘no’ com 
pemating improvement is to be found in the section devoted to’technical 
and scientific photography. In the rooms devoted to professional and 

*n ?lhl°+?gdafhjE- where ea,ch exhlbi't:°r decorates and arranges the 
• pace allotted to him, according to his own taste, there is certainly 
an improvement m the get-up of the exhibits, and the geneS effect 

Zlrl h7 ST* by,the absence of the crude colours which in formed 

rdrecohSo„b“n °hOSen ty S“m6 »' the ^biters » ‘»eir 

PROFESSIONAL AND TRADE PHOTOGRAPHY 

of “f 

ia'Y "rnlh/T'' rt!hat occuP‘ed by Mr. Crooke the /ear before 
, . t and he has adopted the same tasteful scheme of decoration The 

PICtT,eXhiW is only 17- “d it should tea valuaWe 
the i™l,™ Tf °t *,‘° glV,p eXhibitS ot * kind to 
.jjng ,‘he^ 

4ft ’SSSMOJS& SfSJT’JSr I” 

i!;,!fon7 °f 4POnCil draWlng’ Wm UI|d°uteedly mett wiTh general apprm 

quality of her work and in the get up of her exhibit She 

are mffforSy framed^T'printerm carlX f’th’ and al1 her p5£» 

Purley Lewis, of Stratford Studios, Kensington strain 
favourable impression of his work Several nfhif’r, ?£“***" a very 
known figures in London photograph'; eirckll { mfX *" ' °J "' U 

istieeptr°son^t°ydofd’^harJS^ 

Miss Catherine Edmonds, of the Abingdon Studio lift w w 
Grove, W., has among her «t,ndip« rn.., i ■ 1 ’ **€stbourne 

Some of the portraitsgof children W dMightf^l g00c1' 
treatment, but her display distinctly loses l! ) daintiness of 
crowded, and bv being carried too Wl, r 7 b,ung S0Jnewhat over- 
frames, a few of the metures couhf CfXConsid^n«g tbe size of the 
not only to the exhfbFt t“a dS J 1 ***" °mitted with advantage,. 

ing the7general ?ttdard of eSience Tte not.«^ 
pleasant in tint, and on the whole the exhibit is ofSeffeV"'1 

taken a °f AlV™ 

In the north room, Samuel J. Beckett of 90 cn * n 

p^HplSTlTorkf bT r.hlsT bk'pb'cipal'pieoe/aJdTa 

to show a print from the’original negative^ Thonab rat ler a mistake' 

bear inspection, taken indiffllv^he tdSiM fo?5S P‘ ” 
have g.ven, does not give the favourable impression that HJSfrV* 

^*^.-85, £5555 
caticTsm “ a,‘ ,mp°Slng ooe- b“* ‘be decorative scheme is aSblA 

of R«;iartdTpirtla“v S' ^ W-C - a number 

gJaphyol C!SS^!S5,*" phi! 

«• Hart"*ton RMd- South Kerning- 
and effective! P°rtrait studles- »bich are highly finished 

Window and Grove, of 63a, Baker Street W i,n™ <. • 

taming, perhaps, some hundreds’ of headsargTtXm°Sltl0nrigr^liP’ ,C°n* 
piece of work of its kind. Ifc 1& 311 clever- 

of 74°‘^New1 Oxford"Streef1 Phot')graphers’ the Autotype Company,, 
tte Xle of rtm enO H •’*!nake “ posing show; they occupy 

avoid’edtvelr^fng tieir spale ZmeSl S ^4 

Junction5 N WgWOrtlh ^ £°'’.Ltd'- the Photo Works, Willesden 
Junction, N.W make an effective display of work in carhnn tiX 

?esultrXaXrXds mhlCh Prodllces most satisfactoiy 
suit eveiwone Tte wt ge °.f ®aI.our?> surelJ there is something ti 

tionleXo exhS!! 8 Pr“*S “ ,he re“‘“ oom^ti- 

N' G°pZ’ .0{.215.’ Shaftesbury Avenue, occupies his snace with 
specimens of printing in “ Chromatype,” which wilf appeal to admirers- 
of gum-bichromate printing. Some of the specimeiS ot mSL S 
two different coloured pigments are interesting. ** g 

fiPidse|°ca7vSl0sgr5hiC Co“Pauy, of 14, New Union Street, Moor- 
glshoU'm’J! “f fn."tS on »otograph bromide and Rotokon, 
g j g a] PaPers> samples of photo-mechanical printing, for advertising- 
and other purposes on Rotograph paper ,und produced bv S 
company aU matl° machmery ’ aIso specimens of the publications of the 

tepSt^r 

quite a'pirturf gdtey Sf admirable- ^dthe collection forms 
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H E Bullen, of 18, Shornecombe Road, East Dulwich, S.E., shows 
a frame of prints from negatives by Hana, made on Bos ready sensitised 

albumenised paper. 

In the south room the Rotophot Company, of Berlin, of 20, Castle 
Street Falcon Square, E.C., fill an entire wall with examples of bro¬ 
mide printing by electric light, with machinery, which automatically 
exposes the paper and develops, fixes, washes and dries the punt. E 
less rolls of paper are used, and the surface may be either mat or 

glazed. 
The Mattos Photo-Chemical Company, of 33, Rydal Gardens, 

Streatham, S.W., show a collection of photographs by various photo¬ 
graphers, printed on the several grades of Mattos printing-out paper. 

There was the usual large gathering of ladies and gentlemen—mem¬ 
bers exhibitors, and friends—on Saturday evening, at the New Gallery, 
when the president and Council attended to receive the society s guests. 
With Mr. Dallmeyer were his predecessor, the Earl of Crawford Pro¬ 
fessor Unwin, Mr. C. H. Bothamley, Mr. A. Hadden, Mr. T. E. 
Freshwater, Dr. Lindsay Johnson, Mr. J. C. S. Mummery Mr. Sanger 
Shepherd, etc., as members of Council, and the large galleries were 
full of well known members of the photographic world, ihe string 
band of the Royal Artillery again rendered an excellent programme of 
music in the Fountain Court, and light refreshments were a prominent 
feature of the West Room. That the society’s annual soiree is fully 
appreciated, the very large attendance amply demonstrates. It is an 
occasion when not only are old acquaintances brought together again, 
but one which makes many new friends, and it is no exaggeration to 
say that it is the event jpar excellence of the photographic calendar. 

THE ROYAL PHOTOGRAPHIC SOCIETY’S DINNER. 

Several years have slipped by since the members of the Royal 
Photographic Society indulged in the pleasant function of an official 
dinner. The very enjoyable feast which took place on Monday last 
may, indeed, be regarded as the first of the R.P.S. dinners, since 
those which have preceded it occurred before the dignity of “ Royal 
had been conferred upon the Photographic Society of Great Britain, 
apart from the fact that the dinners that were occasionally held ten 
and more years ago were in conjunction with another body of which 

no trace is now left. 

Some eighty members and friends of the Society sat down at the 
Cafe Royal on Monday, September 29th, with the President, Mr. 
Thomas R. Dallmeyer, in the chair, to partake of the excellent menu 
which is here given: — 

Hors d’oeuvre. 
Consomme Sarah Bernhardt. 

Potage a la Fernande. 

Supreme de sole a la Dieffoise. 

Blanchailles. 

Terrine de Volaille Portugaise. 

Selle de Pre Sale Parmentier. 

Epinards au Jus. 

Sorbet au Kirsch. 

Grouse Rotie. 

Salade. 

Bombe Glace Royale. 

Friandises. 

Bonne Bouche. 

Dessert. 

Cafe. 

The meal ended, the President, in a few well-chosen words, gave 
the toast of the King, patron of the Society since the death of his 
esteemed father, the late Prince Consort, who also was a patron. The 
President’s feeling allusion to His Majesty’s Coronation, after a happy 
recovery from the serious illness that so disturbed the nation, was 
particularly appropriate, and the toast was honoured with every 
manifestation of loyalty. 

The National Anthem having been sung, the President proposed 
the toast of Her Majesty the Queen and the Royal Family, expressing 
pleasure at the fact that the Queen was also a patron, and that since 
the completion of their tour over the British Dominions the Prince 
and Princess of Wales had been pleased to become vice-patrons of 
the Society. This toast was well received, and then commenced a 
delightful sequence of toasts, songs, recitations, and duets, the musical 
programme, under the direction of Mr. James Kift, coming in for an 
approval that was fully deserved. 

The President, in charge of the toast of the Royal Photographic 

Plan of Table and Guests. 
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Society, referred to the year 1902 as memorable in two respects. It 
was the centenary of the discovery of photography by Wedgwood, 
and it saw the completion of fifty years of lue of what is now the 
R.P.S. The first President, Sir Charles Eastlake, was also President 
of the Royal Academy. In those days photography was an infant— 
a new arrival in which artists took a deep interest. That interest he 
thought had never been lost, and, although the fact was not so much 
acknowledged as it was fifty years ago, there was no doubt whatever 
that photography had been and was still of much real value to the 
artist. Succeeding the first President came Sir Frederick Pollock, 
the Lord Chief Baron, an able man in every way, who saw the Society 
increase its usefulness and strength to a large degree. He was fol¬ 
lowed by Mr. James Glaisher, a distinguished man of science, who, 
the President was glad to say, was still in good health and a respected 
Honorary Fellow of the Society. The next President was Mr. John 
Spiller, who had always shown, and still maintained, a warm 
interest in the Society's affairs, and following him mat pillar of 
strength in photographic work, Sir William Abney, who had done so 
much for the science and theory of the process. To Sir Trueman 
Wood, the next President, the Society owed a deep debt of gratitude 
for his influence in securing for it Royal recognition. The President’s 
immediate predecessor, the Earl of Crawford, followed Sir Henry in 
the chair, and was instrumental in acquiring the present exhibition 
accommodation at the New Gallery, and the spacious premises at 
66, Russell Square, a step which it required some courage to take. 
The President believed that through the efforts and influence of his 
predecessors the Society was now firmly established and engaged in 
good work. It gave what he considered to be the best guinea’s worth 
that any unendowed Society offered, but it was most essential that the 
membership should be largely increased. It was finance alone which 
prevented the proper display of the museum, the improvement of the 
accommodation, and so forth, but he hoped that at no distant date 
any trouble on that score would be dispelled by a large acquisition 
of new members. So far as his policy of efficiency had been carried 
out, he begged to thank those around him for their help, and for the 
good-will which had been so generally extended towards him. He 
coupled with the toast the name of Sir Trueman Wood, and the toast 
being honoured in the usual way, Sir Trueman Wood made replv in 
a speech relieved by several humorous touches. He had always taken 
an interest in the Society, perhaps because it sprang from one with 
which he was still more intimately connected. It was at a meeting 
of the Society of Arts that the suggestion was made that a Photo¬ 
graphic Society should be formed, and it was very gratifying to find 
that the Society was now in so flourishing a condition. He saw no 
reason why the Royal Photographic Society should not rank with 
any other scientific society in the Kingdom (although, perhaps, it had 
not- in the past), especially when one considered the exceptional posi¬ 
tion in which photography stood. Photography, in his own recollec¬ 
tion, had been sneered at at places where now no meeting was 
complete without some photographic contribution. 

The toast of the officers, council, and committees gave Dr. Evershed 
an opportunity of eulogising these gentlemen’s work during the 
present year, and of making allusion to the pathetic circumstances 
which prevented the attendance of Dr. Fincham, to whom the idea 
of the dinner had occurred. 

Professor Unwin acknowledged the kindly way in which the last 
toa.'t had been proposed and received. He felt that he. had been chosen 
to respond because he was one of the most irregular attendants at the 
meetings. He could, however, with the more modesty accept the 
praises offered m the toast. For his apparent neglect of the society 
he must offer the excuse that a society having much older claims upon 
him met on the same day and at the same time as the R.P.S. In 
the words, however, of the Dutch proverb, “ The man on the bank 
sees best,” he could say that he had seen that much time had been 
spent in carrying on tlm society’s work. He hoped that the changes 
through which the society had passed would result fn still greater 
progress being made. He thought that no scientific pursuit had a 
greater power than photography of leading one into pleasant em¬ 
ployment, society, and friendship, and he looked in the near future to 
an effort on the part of the members to persuade still more of their 
friends to join the society. 

Mr. Francis luce, speaking to the toast of “The Visitors,” assured 
them that it gave the society much pleasure to receive visitors on these 
festive occasions and at gatherings at Russell Square. The society 
was formed, however, for research, as well as pleasure, and with a 
do-ire to raise photography in the scale of the sciences and arts. He 
was sure every member would do all he cou'd to advance the society 
and the science and art of photography. Photography was walking 
hand in hand with the X rays, and rendering great services in con¬ 
junction with other studies and pursuits. He only hoped that many 
of the visitors would see the force of his remarks and become valued 
associates and members. 

Mr. Wm. Crcoke, of Edinburgh, responded and thanked the society 
for the welcome extended to him and his co-visitors. Taking the pro¬ 

poser at his word, he expressed his willingness to come within the ranks 
of the society, and called upon those for whom he was replying to 
raise their hands and undertake in the near future to offer themselves 
as recruits. Mr. Crooke’s action was followed by cheers, and the 
raising of seven or eight signals of assent. 

Mr. J. T. Ashby, in an excellent speech, gave the toast of “The 
Press,” extolling their virtues, and generally making them pleased with 
their achievements. 

Mr. Thomas Bedding, who responded, reminded the members that 
through the dark ages the Journal of which he had the honour to be 
the editor had been a strong and consistent supporter of the R.P.S., 
and assured the company that it was his aspiration that the Bkitish 

Journal of Photography should continue to suport the society. In 
the ordinary course of events, the president, Mr. Dallmeyer, would 
vacate his office in February next. He, the speaker, believed it might 
be taken for granted that Mr. Dallmeyer’s successor in the presidential 
chair would be the society’s old and staunch friend, Sir William 
Abney. 

Mr. T. C. Turner, of Hull, proposed the toast of “The President.” 
At no period of the society’s history, he said, was it more necessary 
that the president should be a gentleman of cultui’e and capable of 
showing sympathy with the varying aspirations of photography. The 
president, he knew, sympathised with all, and would help to dispose of 
the view that the society was merely a scientific society. As a profes¬ 
sional photographer, he had been most pleased to see that the society 
intended to give to him and his colleagues some of the attention that 
was their due. The professiona1 photographer, by his work, formed 
the idea of photography as an art, which the public at present enter¬ 
tained. The amateur work of photography was seen by comparatively 
few. Now, around these tables were men of very opposite views, but 
evidently perfectly happy together. Surely this betokened that the 
time had come when all bitterness could be sunk and a happy amalga¬ 
mation of everything in photography brought about. He had much 
pleasure in proposing the toast of “ The President of the Society,” 
whose first duty should be to bring about this most desirable united 
front. 

The President briefly replied, and passed on to the Earl of Crawford 
the credit for the initial move, that had resulted in greater attention 
being given to the professional and wider interests of photography in 
recent years. He thought that whatever was best in photography 
would survive, whether in scientific, artistic, or professional circles. 
He hoped to see the t'me when all differences should cease and when the 
society had become the channel through which everything that was 
effected or attempted in photography should pass. Finally, he asked 
the members to give their hearty thanks to Mr. Ellis, the Dinner Com¬ 
mittee, and the stewards for all that they had done to make a success 
of this dinner. 

-♦- 

Commercial $ Cegal Intelligence 
Gagged and Robbed.—Mrs. Beales, owner of an extensive photo¬ 

graphy business at George Street, Croydon, vas alarmed by seeing in 
her bedroom a man, who quickly stuffed a piece of rag in her mouth 
to prevent her arousing the household. When she recovered at daylight 
yesterday morning, an examination resulted in the discovery that the 
place had been forcibly entered, ransacked, and money and property to 
the exteiflrof about £200 stolen.—“ Evening News.” 

Re Frederick Thomas James Morns, photographer, late 137, White 
Ladies Road, Bristol.—The above-named debtor appeared for his public 
examination at the Bristol Bankruptcy Court, on Friday last, before 
Mr. Registrar Hailey. Replying to questions put by the Official 
Receiver, debtor stated that his statement of affairs showed liabilities 
amounting to £232, due to unsecured creditors, and his deficiency he 
estimated at £2 7s. lid. The examination was ordered to be adjourned 
for a month 

Liverpool Amateur Photographic Association.—The winter session of 
the above Association was opened on Thursday week, when a large atten¬ 
dance of members assembled at the rooms in Eberle Street to hear a 
lecture by Mr. E. R. Dibdin, entitled “ The Pre-Raphaelite Movement and 
Its Relation to Photography.” The lecturer traced the history of the 
movement from its inception by Rossetti, Holman Hunt, and Millais, 
and dwelt upon its influence on British art as evidenced by the work 
of J. S. Burton, Maddox Brown, Burne Jones, Byam Shaw, and others. 
The lecture was illustrated by a large number of slides, including 
examples by Turner, Mulready, Millais, Hunt, Rossetti, Constable, Burne 
Jones, and Byam Shaw. Dealing with the relation of the movement 
to photography, Mr. Dibdin showed, by means of slides, the great amount 
of detail in the pictures of the brotherhood, the result being in many 
instances almost photographic in effect. 
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meetings of Societies* 
■-♦- 

meetings of societies for next week. 

Subject. 

3. Leicester Literary. 

0 . Oxford Camera Club. 

. Leeds Camera Club. 

g. Croydon Camera Club . 

§ . North Middlesex Photography. 

9. London and Provincial . 

/ My Cruise amongst the Fjords of Nor- 
\ way. Col. Barrington Baker. 
Short address by the President. 

/ Lumih-e Process of Colour Photography. 
\ Mr. T. K. Grant. 
} The Practice and Profit of Photographic 

■; Surveying. Mr. George Scamell, 
[ F.ft.P.S. ... 
I Through the English Lahe District with 
l a Camera. Mr. J. A. Hodges, F.R.P.S. 
f The Carbon Process. Mr. Thomas 
I Illingworth. 

NORTH MIDDLESEX PHOTOGRAPHIC SOCIETY. 

September 24th.—Mr. J. R. Gotz gave a demonstration on Chromo 
type.” It is a carbon process, but, unlike the usual process, it ^gives 
direct prints without reversal. It is, in fact, “ gum bichromate, but 
the results are finer and detail better rendered than in the average gum 
bichromate print. In this it more resembles the Artigue carbon paper. 

Paper coated with pigment and a binding material is sensitised m a 
bath of 5 per cent, solution of potass bichromate and 1 per cent, am¬ 
monia, or a 41 per cent, solution of the bichromate, with a certain pro¬ 
portion of potass chlorate added. The first bath requires less exposuie, 
while the second gives more brilliant prints. 

Exposures are gauged by actinometer. 

The development is carried out by soaking the print in warm water 
for half-an-hour, and then it is supported upon a board set on end in a 
large metal bath of water kept at lOOdeg. to llOdeg. by means of a 
gas-jet underneath. The water is dashed all over it as in ordinary carbon 
work. Pine sawdust (pine or box wood) in the water hastens develop¬ 
ment. The paper should have a margin of about an inch all round the 
print tc prevent damage during development. No safe-edge is neces¬ 
sary. High lights can be strengthened by means of a soft brush, taking 
care to work with the print under water. 

It is most suitable for large work, but some small prints shown had 
very fine quality. 

MARPLE AND DISTRICT PHOTOGRAPHIC SOCIETY. 

On Thursday week a lantern lecture was given by Mr. C. J. Atkinson, in 
the Society’s Rooms at the Marple Recreation Club. The slides were 
chiefly views in and about Hexham Abbey Church and Carlisle Cathedral. 
The lecturer made his descriptions very interesting, and concurrently 
communicated many useful devices by means of which he had overcome 
most of the familiar but inherent difficulties of interior photography. 
An instance of this kind, worthy of notice, was the altar-tomb of Queen 
Etheldreda in Hexham Abbey. Upon the flat stone which lies over the 
top there is incised a design of a cross with vine-leaves and fruit. This 
extends along its full length, and ordinarily would be looked upon as 
impossible for a direct photograph. Mr. Atkinson, however, secured a 
rubbing and copied this in the camera. The resulting slide showed the 
design in white upon a black ground, and probably no other means 
would have better translated its exceptional beauty. Another slide 
showed the crypt taken by flashlight. This is the oldest portion of 
the building, said to go back 1,500 years. The view thrown upon the 
screen showed the interesting tool-marks in the masonry apparently as 
distinct as on the day they were made. There was also shown a very 
good reproduction of the East window in Carlisle Cathedral. 

The average merit of the slides was excellent. The subjects were 
selected mainly for their historical associations or for some other educa¬ 
tional signification; but in every instance the point of view and the 
tone and masking* of the slide preserved their best pictorial effects. 
The quality of relief or modelling in some cases was surprisingly realistic. 

Mr. Atkinson epitomised some of the most important conditions of suc¬ 
cess in the photography of architecture, for example:—Always use 
backed plates. Don’t have the light coming from a point directly in 
front or behind the camera. Shield the lens from side light as much 
as possible. Expose for the shadows. Select a dull day for interiors, 
and a bright day for exteriors. 

BLAIRGOWRIE. 

The monthly meeting was held in the club rooms on the 23rd ult. 
The secretary was instructed to arrange for one of the R.P.S. lectures for 
next month. A debate took place on, “ Should classes be abolished in 
exhibitions ? ” The theme was heartily discussed pro and con, but the 
large majority of those present were in favour of classes being retained. 

BOROUGH POLYTECHNIC PHOTOGRAPHIC SOCIETY". 

HON SECRETARY’S SEVENTH ANNUAL REPORT—1901-1902. 

I have again the pleasure of presenting a report of the society’s work 

for another year. 

The following summary will at once show the growth of our member¬ 
ship during the past three years : — 

Ordinary. 
Total. Members. Patrons. 

1899-1900 . ... 37 9 46 

' 1900-1901 . ... 83 9 92 

1901-1902 . ... 108 10 118 

The average registered attendances at the various meetings of 

society for the same periods are as under: — 

WINTER SESSION. 

T otal. 
Ordinary. Instruction. Weekly 
Meetings. Evenings. Attendant 

1899-1900 ... ... 17 . 20 37 

1900-1901 ... ... 28 30 58 

1901-1902 ... ... 45 

SUMMER SES 

38 

SION. 

.. ■ 83 

Ordinary Summer 
Meetings. Outings. 

1899-1900 ... . 14 10 
1900-1901 ... . 23 15 
1901-1902 ... . 38 17 

The monthly lantern slide competitions have now been in vogue for 
three seasons, and the following table will indicate the support they 
have received in that time :—■ 

No. of No. of 
Slides. Competitors. 

1899- 1900 . 116 . 10 
1900- 1901 . 129 . 13 

Junr. Div. Senr. Div. Junr. Div. Senr. Div, 

1901-1902 . 153 . 81 . 20 . 9 

From these figures it may be taken, that the division into junior and 
senior classes has proved highly satisfactory. 

The seventh annual exhibition compares very favourably with its 
predecessors, as will be gleaned from the following statistics of mem¬ 
bers’ work : — 

Framed Lantern No. of 
Prints. Slides. Exhibitors. 

1899-1900 ... . 110 76 19 
1900-1901 ... . 190 104 25 
1901-1902 ... . 171 120 33 

It was hoped that a second collection of members’ slides would have 
been formed during the year, but only about half the required number 
was received. The committee again appeal to the members to assist 
them in completing this second collection at an early date. 

The enlarging apparatus was inaugurated on November 1st, 1901, and 
since that time the register shows that it has been used on 157 occa¬ 
sions by 35 members. 

The half-yearly print competitions, which have been held under Rule 
12, have not met with that support which would warrant their continu¬ 
ance during the coming year, only the minimum entry of three in both 
the junior and senior divisions having been received in each case. 

The monthly print competitions in connection with the summer out¬ 
ings, although not largely supported, have proved their usefulness in 
affording some interesting criticisms by the judges. 

It is pleasing to record that in spite of a small deficit on the late exhi¬ 
bition, the finances of the society are still in a> very satisfactory state, 
and the committee have been enabled during the past year to purchase 
a thoroughly up-to-date optical lantern and jet, in addition to re¬ 
placing some old dark-room gear by more useful apparatus. 

YTour committee desire to record their grateful thanks to the following 
gentlemen for their generous donations towards our funds in the year 
just closed:—Edric Bayley, Esq., L.C.C. ; Sir E. Durning Lawrence, 
Bart, M.P. ; E. Lloyd, Esq., J.P. ; Albert T. Harris, Esq. 

It will be observed that I have merely recorded the progress of the 
society in a few facts and figures, and have made no attempt to enlarge 
on the many more or less important events which have occurred from 
time to time throughout the year. 

I think the society may well be congratulated on the work it has 
accomplished during the ‘past twelve months, as well as on the very 
prosperous condition in which it finds itself at the close of its seventh 
year. 
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Pcios ana Dotes. 
Photographic Classes.—Those desirous of obtaining tuition in pictorial 

and general photography cannot do better than attend one or both of 
the classes at the Cripplegate Institute, in Golden Lane, Cripplegate, 
E.C., which are under the direction of Mr. John H Gear, F.R.P S. 
There will be held, we gather from the syllabus, every Tuesday evening, 
at 6.30, commencing on Tuesday, October 21st next, a practical class for 
bromide and carbon enlarging, enlarged negatives and lantern slides, also 
transparencies, in a process of colour photography, and at 8 o’clock 
every Tuesday evening there will be a lecture and demonstrating course 
upon general photography. These classes are sure to be very popular, 
and as the numbers admitted must necessarily be rather limited, early 
application should be made. They are open to amateurs and pro¬ 
fessionals of both sexes. A well-appointed class and dark room has 
been recently provided, which will contain the most modern apparatus for 
the use of the students. 

Nottingham Mechanics’ Institute Camera Club.—At the annual meet- 
ing, held September 23rd, the Secretary reported that fifteen meetings 
and a very successful exhibition had been held and six excursions 
organised. The membership had increased sixteen on the year, now 
standing at 107. The finances showed a balance in hand of £3 17s. 7d. 
The following were elected officers of the Club for the ensuing year:— 
President: The Duke of Newcastle. Vice-Presidents: Lord Henry Bent- 
inck, M.P., Edward Bond, Esq., M.P., J. H Yoxall, Esq., M.P., Colonel 
Sir Chas. Seeley, and Messrs. W. J. Abel, S. Bourne, A. Brown, F. N. 
Ellis, A. Pyatt, G. H. Wallis, C. B. Wright, and H. Tolley. Hon. 
Secretary and Treasurer: W. Ward, 14, Stratford Terrace, Nottingham. 
Committee: Messrs. A. W. Flowerdew, T. Wright, T. K. Gordon, A. 
Black, J. Anderson, W. R. Anderson, P. W. Crane, and E. H. Atkin. 
Album and Slide Secretary: Mr. A. R. Hartley. Curator of Survey 
Prints: Mr. J. T. Radford. 

^ olcanic Eruptions and Sky Effects.—“ The discovery of an order of 
luminous night clouds at a height above the earth so greatly exceeding 
anything which had ever been observed, even of the lightest cirrus,” says 
Mr. E. W. Maunder, in “Knowledge,” “was remarkable enough. More 
remarkable still were their variations; for they were not by 
any means a permanent phenomenon, and diminished in fre¬ 
quency of appearance from the time of their first discovery. From 
1885 to 1889 they were seen before midnight ; later they could only be 
detected in the morning hours. Their movements were more interesting 
still, and were such as might be caused, if, though travelling with the 
earth, they were but lightly subject to its attraction, and experienced 
some retardation as they travelled with it. From any point of view, the 
existence of these clouds must be regarded as most remarkable. That 
clouds could exist at all at a height greater than the highest stratum 
to which we owe twilight, and that so existing they should be an 
occasional and variable phenomenon are entirely unexpected discoveries 
and still remain unexplained. Can it be that they are one of the 
by-products of the great volcanic eruption of Krakatoa in 1883? If so 
they may be looked for after any great series of volcanic outbursts, such 
as that which commenced with the destruction of St. Pierre in Martinique 
m May, 1902, even though these eruptions cannot compare in violence 
with that of Krakatoa. Three striking sky effects followed that great 
•eruption of 1883. The first was coiAparatively restricted both as to 
area and time, and took the form of a remarkable colouration of both 
shn and moon. At Batavia, in Ceylon, at various places in India the 
sun was seen to be blue or green; blue when at the zenith, changing 
Unougk green, and yellow to total obscuration near the horizon. A much 
more lasting effect was that which received the name of ‘ Bishop’s Ring ’ 
having been first reported from Honolulu by the Rev. S. E. Bishop. This 
ung was a remarkable species of halo to be seen on every fine day sur¬ 
rounding the sun from its rise to its setting, and even occasionally round 
the moon During the day the sun is invariably surrounded by an 
intense silvery brightness slightly tinged with green, and at a distance 
ot about 20deg. from the sun this tint sometimes changes gradually into 
a pink or pale violet, and fades away -at about 45deg an 
orange-tinted haze extending about 45deg. from the moon’ was’ also 
seen on several nights The third result of the eruption of Krakatoa was 
the occurrence of Afterglows ’ at sunset and ‘Foreglows’ at sunrise 
ihc regularity of their colouring was particularly striking. Four colours 
in particular have been noticeable in these afterglows, and in a fixed 
order of time and place—orange, lowest and nearest the sundown- 
above this, and broader, green; above this, broader still, a variable red 
ending in being crimson; above this, a faint lilac The lilac disappears! 
, =I0Rn deepens, spreads, and encroaches on the orange; and the red 

deepens, spreads, and encroaches on the green, till at last one red, varyiim 
downwards from crimson to scarlet, or orange, fills the west and south 
I hose magnificent afterglows reappeared, but on a diminished scale after 
Urn Martinique eruption of May, 1902.” Prof. Herschel described the ’after¬ 
glow of June 26th. The sun set about 8h. 25m., and a quarter of 
an hour later a long low belt of sky in the N.W. had grown orange- 
yellow, whilst the ruddiness of the sky in the east had by the same time 
' »n nearly to the zenith. Between the two there lay a white tract 
about. 30dog in width, which was gradually invaded arid at last quite 
occupied by the advancing ruddy colour from the east. About 8h 55m' 
lol?.l. lc zenith down to 30deg. above the place of sunset, and for 40de°- 

£>r 50deg. on either side of the vertical Hne through it, was a broad 

expanse of rich rose-coloured, lake-red light. This red glow sank raft, 
rapidly in height, and by 9 p.m. it had subsided into a brighter el« I 
near the horizon.”—“ Knowledge.” gler g|(J j 

Malleable Glass.—It has long been the effort of the glass-makers t ' 
produce a glass that would have all the clearness and beauty of ordiW 
glass; and at the same time possess a toughness which would render 
as little liable to fracture as many of the other manufactured article 
ot use and beauty. It is well known that the ancients discovered am 
made use of a process of manufacturing malleable glass; and m the daL 
making world, it has naturally been expected that it would be in £ 
old world that the process would sooner or later b. • reinvented h 
to an American however, says “The Scientific American,” that ft? 
credit ot having discovered the method of making malleable glass is d m 
Mr. Louis Kautfeld, of Matthews, Ind., has succeeded after many years' 
of endeavour in producing a glass which will withstand extremely rouah 
usage without breaking. Although the process is not known to anyone 
except the inventor, he has stated that the lime and lead which are used 
m the manufacture of ordinary glass do not enter into the composition 
ot his malleable ware. The secret lies principally in the chemicals which 
are used and the proportion of ingredients which form the compound 
although the furnaces and crucibles play an important pari in the 
process. The two chief things to be avoided in connection with the 
cruciole are intense and prolonged heat from without and the corrosion 
ot the raw materials within—two dangers of which nearly every Mass 
maker knows the ruinous effect. The effect of corrosion is readilv 
pioved by heating for a long time m a small crucible such substances 
as borax, red lead, or potassic or sodic carbonate. After a crucible has 
been in constant use for several months, and especially if it has contained 
flint or lead glass the back and body will be found to be covered with 
innumerable small dents, which have undoubtedly been formed bv 
corrosion. The complaint so commonly heard of specky glass arises 
from the presence in the glass of white particles of an infusible aluminate 
formed by the combination of the alkaline or metallic ingredients of the 
glass with the alumina of the crucible. If the corrosion becomes con¬ 
centrated at one point and prolonged for a considerable period a breach 
is formed, through which the molten glass escapes into the furnace. 
Knowing the dangers that have to be encountered in this way, Mr. 
Kaufteld is extremely careful in the selection and preparation of the 
clay as well as m the construction of the crucibles. The finely sifted 
raw clay on its arrival at his manufactory, is mixed with a proportion 
ot burnt clay considerably coarser in grain, varying in amount from 
one-ninth to one-fifth of its weight. The coarser particles tend to bind 
the clay and render the finished crucible less liable to crack from varia¬ 
tion of temperature. Only those who have lost in this manner a 
valuable compound can appreciate what an important part the crucible 
plays in the glass-maker’s success. The tests which the inventor will 
make for anyone who cares to visit him in his shop in Matthews are 
ceitainly conclusive. For instance, a chimney was placed in a pail of 
ice water, and after having remained a sufficient length of time to 
become as cold as the water, was taken out and immediately placed on 
a lamp with the blaze turned as high as possible. The blaze on the 
wick was turned so as to flow directly on the chimney, and the smoke 
which collected on the chimney ran down with the water without injuring 
.he chimney. Next a chimney was placed over a small gas stove con¬ 
taining clay bricks used m heating such stoves. The fire was turned on 
full, the chimney remammg on the bricks. The fire finally brought the 
tmperatuie to such a stage that one side of the chimney was drawn in 

a,lld dr°PP^d down’ and no .crack was shown in the glass; but for a 
shght roughness on the outside, the glass was as clear as when placed 
m the fire. Another test which was made was to place cold water in 
the chimney and hold the same over a fire until the water boiled. A 
large bulb was blown from the glass and filled with about one pint of 

Yaf tJie1n Placed ,over the fire and allowed to remain there 
until it had boiled dry without apparent effect on the glass. Four 
c nmneys were taken from the packing room and dropped one by one into 
a pail of boiling water The chimneys were then hastily shifted into a 
pail of cold water that had just been drawn from a well, and the glass 
was not broken A further test was made by nailing up a box containing 
glassware every nail being driven in by hitting it with a chimney 
the most remarkable feat of all was the making of a perfect lamp 
c imney by using a chimney as a mold and blowing hot glass into the 
same. Both the new chimney and the mould came through the test per¬ 
fectly whole uncracked and unscarred. In appearance this malleable 
glass is much like the common product; it is, if anything, a little clearer 

k g aS! no'U,in a?e ,and m lts molten state is much more elastic, 
it can be made ot the thickness of a sheet of paper or as heavy as any 

v!LUffl^bUt m 6mry mstai}ce1.i<i is tough-a dainty table glass could be 
handled as roughly as a skylight and no harm result. The advantages 
conferred by this toughness, in the wide variety of glass utensils for 
domestic use, are very numerous. 

fkilY0U Wfe~Tbe volume is no longer found in the best circles, but 
there was a time when no home was complete without it. Its produe- 

th,e drst njark of confidence paid to a new visitor (sometimes 
wJlP 1W aSt)’ anilt PA0Ved especially useful in filling up the dreary 
waste that came when the wells of conversation gave out It was 
generally stuffed with contents to the point of repletion so that the 
to sav™I1W0Ud, em,bJ’ace each other, and the head of the family used 
to ,> y^np!l ,ig T’i that something would certainly have to be done 
bertfcVinPMPw ofdfkk 7 °f , n£C?,flty of tearin£ UP Poor Uncle Her- 
and b ntirm iw Way ® ' fchose houses away from the family), 
Should be bnrr,tfc wlth ’fmm elements had been broken off 
it to tbe i» i °Ught reaIly’ the head wouId say, “to keep 
( to the family. There s no room for outsiders, unless it’s the dear 
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Id Queen.” “ But,” someone would argue pathetically, ‘ you wouldn t 
urely tear up Mr. Barkinson P It wasn’t his fault that he went and 
iecame engaged to someone else. Besides, he looks gentlemanly in 
iis photograph, at any rate.” The degree of friendliness on which one 
food with a home circle could always be ascertained by one’s position 
n the book. If you came immediately after the sedate members of 
he family (father and mother in one picture, with father resting his 
land lightly on mother’s shoulder, and mother wearing her chain of 
.ffice, which was generally illuminated in gold; Helen, the eldest 
laughter, with thoughtful expression as one confronted with difficulty 
n finding a rhyme; and Jennie, taken on a winter day apparently, for 
he artist had caught her in a snowstorm; the boys in a group and 
houldering themselves into a good position), if, I say, you came imme- 
liately after these, then you were in the first flight, and it was safe to 
Irop into tea almost any afternoon. If, later on, you found yourself 
ransferred to a part of the album where portraits of Captain Matthew 
Vebb and Lady Dudley were sprinkled, it meant that your popularity 
vas waning and that you ran a great risk of being left out of the party 
pven on New Year’s Eve; if eventually you were buried, two deep, 
inder coloured photographs of ferns at the very end of the book, then 
t was fair to assume that friendship had gone with the snows of 
rester-year, and that when you did pay the infrequent visit your portrait 
lad to be dug out with a paper-knife and cleaned up with bread. The 
amily album was an inconvenient book when the family had advanced 
lotably in the world. Relations had become strained and had to be 
cept away, so that sometimes a fraudulent system was arranged of 
ceeping a double set of books, one called the Best Album and the other 
die Second Best; and the Second Best was a skeleton in the cupboard, 
Drought out furtively on evenings when superior children had gone to 
oed, and the parents wanted to think of old times when they were 
lard-up and happy. Men in the Second Best had unfashionable whis¬ 
kers which went round underneath the chin; they wore a black cloth 
mat. with an unaccustomed air; a flat-brimmed silk hat generally stood 
on the floor by their side, much as though it were a valued family relic 
—which, indeed, it was. Ladies were costumed in silk gowns, the train 
standing out stiffly; a cameo brooch at their throats; their hair in a net, 
and an aggressive smile which they appeared to have pinned on their 
faces at the express command of the photographer. Also in the Second 
Best were young couples with arms around each other’s necks in a 
terribly plebeian fashion, and the parents who had achieved success would 
sit and look at one of these—“ You were a good-looking girl, my dear, 
then.” “ You head of hair was quite black James, at that time ”—and 
would wonder whether, after all, money was able to buy everything. 
The ages of man found themselves set out frankly in the family album; 
juvenile portraits of the girls were generally extracted by them and put 
away somewhere, lest the pigtails with scarlet bows, the leghorn hat 
and the elastic side boots should betray their age or raise the injudicious 
snide. But a thoughtful man could see his life set out there from the 
age of one, when a mother’s hand held him to prevent disaster to the 
picture, and his baby waist (not otherwise to be distinguished from the 
rest of the small body) was indicated by a broad pale blue sash; an 
astonished look on the face suggested that something of a startling 
nature of being done with a toy by the specious artist. Later, he was 
a knickerbockered lad with a toy gun'and carefully-smoothed hair, a 
look of haughty patriotism on his face. The next came at eighteen 
years, when his hair' was still smooth, excepting for a single erect spike 
that never would keep down, daring pomatum and brushes to do their 
best and worst; he wore a flower in his coat; a suspicion of a moustache, 
which was only a suspicion, had been deepened into assurance by the 
aid of a black pencil. All these things showed that he was one who 
hoped the other sex could be allured by the tricks of personal adornment 
There was a long gap after this, and in the next he was in a family 

I group, if you please, with little ones around—little ones who had not 
m every case become big ones, for some had gone to sleep quite early in 
iheir lives and had never awakened to tell of their happy dreams. And 
reviewing these milestones in life, many a one must have thought how 
pure and clean he was when the journey began, and what a dusty 
smirched and tired-out traveller he had somehow managed to become ~ 
\\ . Pett Ridge, in “ The Christian World.” 

A Photographic Society for Cambridge.—In consequence of the bril- 
hant success attained by the Photographic Exhibition recently held in 
the Corn Exchange in connection with the annual show of the Cambridge 
and District United Horticultural Society, there has been a general out- 
■cry in the town for a local camera club. In response to the wishes of 
many persons interested, m photography, Mr. C. S. Addison convened an 
informal meeting at the Llandaff Chambers, Regent Street, on Wednes¬ 
day evening last week, in order that the advisability of forming such a 

thoroughly considered and discussed. It 
as attended by about fifty enthusiastic photographers—both ladies and 

gentlemen—the gathering including Dr. W. H. Bansall (Downing Grove) 
Mr. and Mrsc C. S. Addison, Mr. and Mrs. Charlton, Messrs. F. H Sander- 
so“’ A- Chapman, D. J. Scott, F. S. Stoaldey, T. J. Sowdon A Bar 
rett, AJphonso Smith, J. H. Leech, G. H. Tyndall (Ely), A. J Moutl 
E. S. Peck, G E. Hardwick, W. Atkinson, H. J. West-Kni°-hts A g’ 
SwanneH, W. R Bill™. (EUworth) B. P.' Benham, ! wSp ju„ | 

vntp?'tnHfh’ i!d- W' -S' -Sqmres-. Dr. Bansall, who was unanimously 
voted to the chair, said, in opening, that they had had a photocraDhic 
convention there, and the photographic convention had gfven them a 
lead and stirred them up, and they all thought they ought to have a 

TZZ r Ca™b/ldge' Sfemed t0 an absolute disgrace for 
a,Ic ,llke Crbridg8’ a? oId historic University town—only Oxford 

h° d a candle tu them in the whole world—not to have such a club. 

There they were, with boundless subjects in all directions, and yet they 
had no camera club. He thought they ought to do their level best to 
see if they could not form one—not only a mere “ flicker,” but one that 
was going to last. Bury St. Edmund’s, with a population of only 
17,000, had a flourishing camera club, and he hoped the want of one 
would not be long felt in Cambridge. There was a camera club there, 
he believed, some long time ago, and he would ask one of the members 
of that defunct club to speak. Mr. Sanderson said there was not the 
slightest doubt that in a town like Cambridge there ought to be a well- 
established photographic club. They had at one period a club in the 
town, but unfortunately it went the way of many clubs that had been 
started in Cambridge, and it died from what he considered the very worst 
of all diseases-—lack of interest and want of enthusiasm among the 
members. Prior to that—in the early eighties—there was a similar club 
in existence in connection with the University, but that shared the same 
fate. They had subsequently had a club formed by a fair number of 
members in connection with the Y.M.C.A. They recognised the club 
—he had been closely connected with it several years in judging work 
at their little exhibitions—but what they wanted was a club that was 
unsectarian—and he thought it ought to be social to a large extent, but 
not political. In forming a club they must have a good membership; 
they must be very enthusiastic, and every member should feel that the 
success of the club depended upon his own exertions, or it would be a 
failure. If they fell in with that, he fancied there would be a possibility 
of running a club successfully, but it meant that there must be a stick¬ 
ing to it. Mr. Addison thought Cambridge had exceptional advantages 
and facilities for those interested in photography. He was very sorry 
to see that in the last exhibition some of the exhibitors had not made 
that progress since the previous year that one would have expected. 
Some of the gentlemen who attended considered it was due to the want 
of a society. Those who were working in the town were not able to 
see what others were doing, and he considered, if not a camera club, 
a portfolio club should be started. Since then several gentlemen had 
expressed to him a wish that there should be a camera club, and asked 
him to convene a meeting. If they decided to form a society, there 
were several things to bear in mind, namely, whether they would have 
a room of their own, how many members they were likely to get, what 
sort of club they would make it, and the question of officers. He would 
suggest that the club be made as social as possible, and he would like 
to see a large membership, because then they could do so much more. 
He was sorry to say that some were waiting to see what sort of a club 
it would be before they became members. Really, it would be whafc 
they made it. If they could not get many members, they would have 
to be content with a room once a week or once a fortnight for occasional 
meetings and lectures, but if they got a larger number, say 200 or 250 
—they ought to get quite 200—they would have a lot of help from out¬ 
lying districts. He had promises from a gentleman at Ely, and from 
several in villages round Cambridge, so that everything bade fair for 
the formation of a good society, and one with plenty of members. A 
question that wanted a deal of debating was whether they would admit 
undergraduates; there were many pros and cons. He had had promises 
from several resident members of the University who would be pleased 
to support the club if it was formed, but, as to undergraduates, it 
seemed to be the feeling of several people that he had spoken to that 
they should leave them to form a club of their own. Another question 
for consideration was whether it would be desirable to have a dark¬ 
room, studio, or lecture lantern for the club. Upon the members- 
depended what the size of the club would be, what the subscription 
would be, and whether any entrance fee would be charged. It had been 
put forward that if a club was formed, a subscription of 5s. or 7s. 6d. 
would meet the requirements.. Mr. G. H. Tyndall said he would like 
to see a club formed, because in Ely one had to work alone, and did not 
get criticised, and one got conceited until one was taken down. He 
thought he could find nine or ten members. Mr. Chapman thought 
that unless they could get sufficient members to insure practically the 
success of the club, they must adjourn the meeting. Mr. Addison ought 
to feel certain about what number of members was likely to join the club, 
as on the number depended the subscription, and the two combined 
would settle whether they had a meeting once a week or once a fortnight 
oi permanent rooms. Mr. Addison said he had not taken any names 
of members because there was nothing tangible to work upon. Mr 
Sowdon said, as far as he knew, the members of the Y.M.C.A. Camera 
b lub did not look upon that proposal as any opposition, and from whafc 
he cou d make out there would be a certain amount of support received 

lf- there was a club formed- Mr. Stoakley, in order to set 
the thing going, moved that a club be formed, with a subscription of 
os. or Is. od. This was carried nem. con., and at the suggestion of 
Mr Sanderson, the chairman asked all who would pledge themselves 
to become members to show their hands. Almost everyone did so 
and after papers had been handed round for intending members to °Jve 
in,tb®!r names and addresses, Dr. Bansall announced that they had 
got fifty members and expressed the opinion that if they meant any- 
thing the ship ought to float. Some discussion took place as to the 
title of the new club Three suggestions were made, namely, “ Cam- 
^ ridge and District Camera Club,” “Cambridge Camera Club,” and 

Cambridge and District Photographic Society,” and eventually the 
last-mentioned title was chosen by a larsre maiority. Dr. Bansail was 
unanimously chosen president, and Mr. F. H. Sanderson vice-president. 

cotdd be found to take the secretarial duties on, and Mr. C. 
i i*;ddlfon undertook to fill the office pro tern. Mr. J. H Leech was 

Mected hon. treasurer; Mrs. Charlton, Mrs. Addison, and Messrs. Chap¬ 
man, Scott, and Stoakley were appointed to form the committee, with 
power to add to their number, and it was left to them to draw up a, 
scheme for the working of the club and to formulate rules. 
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Correspondence. 
Correspondents should never write on both sides of the paper. No 

notice is taken of communications unless the names and addresses of 

the writers are given. 

*#* We do not undertake responsibility for the opinions expressed by our 

correspondents. 

THE SUBSTRATUM IN GELATINE AND COLLODION 

PRINTS. 

To the Editors. 

Gentlemen,—With reference to your remarks on the probable effects 
of the substratum in gelatino and collodio-chloride prints, may I point 
out that if the gelatine or collodion film is stripped from a finished pnnt 
an image is found on the substratum, and this fact appears to indicate 
very positively that there is combination between the silver and the 
emulsion and the vehicle of the substratum. 

I enclose a specimen of a stripped gelatino-chloride print, showing a 
distinct, though faint, imago on the substratum. The upper portion 
of the divided print has been exposed to sunlight for five hours, to see 
if any change took place, but with no result. 

Evidently the lower image requires to be as perfectly fixed and 
washed as the upper one, if the result is to be permanent. I cannot 
supply a similar specimen from a collodion paper, as the stripping opera¬ 
tion is not easily carried out without rubbing out the lower image. If. 
however, you take a very deeply printed image, and, with a pad of wool 
dipped in spirit, gently rub off the film, in some spot where there is a 
violent contrast of light and shade, the substratum image can be seen 
pretty clearly.—Yours, etc., C. Welborne Piper. 

September 26th, 1902. 

PHOTOGRAPHY AS A FINE ART. 

To the Editors. 

Gentlemen.-—The question introduced into the current number of your 
Journal by “ F. V. C.” is one of interest to me. My sympathies ex¬ 
tend in the same direction as “ F. Y. C.’s”; still, I am not convinced. 
I write unbiassed, and I am open to conviction, but it appears to me 
that all known methods of producing photographic prints are mechanical 
processes'. 

It is true that artists working in photography so far subjugate their 
processes to their artistic ideas as to produce very poetic results. But 
does that make the means they employ an art? Let us imagine, 
firstly, a painter sitting before an empty canvas. He calls into his brain 
the vision of a subject he desires to paint. With dexterous and careful 
touches of his brush, inspired by his genius and by his knowledge, he 
creates upon the canvas the image he has‘in his mind. The colour is 
laid thinly here and loaded “ impasto” there, according to the prompt¬ 
ing of his inventive mind and as to the necessities of his subject. The 
painter is an artist; he has created a work of art. The means whereby 
he created it is an art, because the very existence of the feeling and 
sentiment contained in the picture depends upon the inspired technique. 
This technique (or handling of the colours and brushes), cannot be imi¬ 
tated, perhaps not even reproduced perfectly, by the artist himself. 
It is tolerably common knowledge that a painter does not achieve the 
same success in a'replica as in the original work. 

It is possible that “ F. V. C.” may not realise the full truth of my 
meaning, unless he has studied the painter’s art. I refer to the indivi¬ 
duality of handling which enables one to distinguish between the work 
of one artist, and that of another. It is sufficient for my purpose to 
name Sir J. E. Millais, J. S. Sargent, and G. F. Watts. No one could 
mistake the technique of either of these painters, if he understood 
technique at all. I could, of course, name all the great artists with 
equal truth. An expert can proclaim a picture to be an original work or 
a copy by this individuality in the technique. 

In painting from landscape nature the process by which an artist 
evolves a picture is the same. He conceives his subject, makes it his 
own, and treats it accordingly. The technique of Turner, Constable, 
and Crome differs as much as the sentiment conveyed in the subjects 
they treated. The technique is a part of the inspiration, and that 
wlucli will suit one picture will not do for another. If we could assume 
it possible to exchange the handling of one picture for that of another 
the sentiment of the work would be destroyed. 

Secondly, let us suppose the artist-photographer, who is anxious to 

produce a work of art by photography. He conceives a ‘ubj<ct. At 
the outset he finds there are so many things m the way of securing Ins 
desire that he has to give up one idea after another as impossible. 

At last he hits upon one he thinks will succeed as to lighting, back¬ 

ground, exposure, and so on. We will suppose he has a fairly practi¬ 
cable poetic idea—say, a figure subject. He arranges his background, 
poses his model, or models, and takes infinite pains to get everything, 
as far as he can, just right. He knows, however, that his sensitive 
plate is so unsympathetic that it will make the details he wishes to keen 
subordinate appear of even greater importance than they are in natun* 
That is the consequence of an inartistic process. The artist has to con¬ 
tent himself with the knowledge that by sundry mechanical con¬ 
trivances, dodges of development, and retouching tricks of printing, 
ozotype, etc., he may be able to achieve the result he is aiming at. 
The exposure made, he developes his plate, restraining some parts of 
the subject and accelerating others. Having done all that can be done 
in development, he retouches. Now, the very fact of having to retouch 
a negative proves that the previous processes are in themselves inartis¬ 
tic, or the artist would not have to correct the mechanical errors 
committed by his sensitive plate. But even here the work put upon a 
negative is very mechanical, spotting out holes, scraping down blotches, 
subduing the hardness of outlines and the like, floating on matt- 
varnish, and scraping parts of it off again. When the negative is 
prepared, the printing process (if in pigment) perhaps more nearly 
approaches an art than any other part of photography. I fail to see 
any art in printing in P.O.P., bromide, or platinum. Pigment pro¬ 
cesses lend themselves to some amount of artistic treatment, but is it 
not the subjection of mechanical means to the artistic sensibilities? 

Anyone with poetic instinct will produce in photography, or by any 
other means, a work of more artistic merit than one without that in¬ 
stinct. Also, the person not endowed with the true aesthetic feeling 
cannot create a work of art in oils or water colours. I have a great 
admiration for some of the photographs in the Salon, but the artist- 
photographers, whose work they are, were artists first and photo¬ 
graphers afterwards.—I am, gentlemen, your obedient servant, 

c. w. c. 
September 26th, 1902. 

ON VARIOUS SUBJECTS. 

To the Editors. 

Gentlemen,—Some time ago a correspondent asked about something 
to take out the plates from developing dish, so as to save the fingers 
from contact with it and prevent their staining. I am using for 
development, dishes which are so exact in size that I could not take 
the plates out if I had not arranged a small and useful contrivance as 
follows :—I take a piece of brass ribbon, thin, but strong enough, 
which I bend round the edge of dish and along the side, and bend again 
to go under the plate about half way the length of it. With this I lift 
the plate out of developer to look at it, and save my fingers very 
much, and this exact size of dish allows me a great saving of developer, 
the plate laying almost flat at the bottom; the whole of it is used on 
top of the plate. 

You gave also a way to make a dish, which is not eaten up by waste 
water and chemicals, but I found this a rather complicated afiU.r 
however, said to be very simple. I use simply a suitable box, with a 
hole at one corner, for the wastes to run off. This box is lined with 
lead, and, so as not to use it up too rapidly or scratch it, I stand 
my dishes on two strips of wood. I have used the same box or large 
dish, as it looks like, for nine years, and it is as good as new.—I 
remain, yours very truly, Albert Levy. 

Asnieres (Seine). 

September 27th, 1902. 

THE GRUN LENS. 

To the Editors. 

Gentlemen,—I was very much amused at the humorous paragraph 
in your Journal this week, but that feat would have been an easy 
one, compared to what I did last night. When I tell you that I suc¬ 
ceeded in taking a three-colour negative of Alhambra ballet you may 
open your eyes; but it is true for all that, and I could make a coloured 
lantern slide from my last night’s negative, but I trust, with the 
experience I have gained, to be able to have some better lantern slides 
made from three-colour negatives, taken at the Alhambra, to show at 
the Croydon Camera Club meeting on the 15th of October. It is curious 
to relate, but I have found it so, in photographing the illuminations, 
etc., that the red lights are apparently more actinic than the blue by 
night. Of course, I suppose that there is proportionately much more 
red than blue in artificial light, but apparently there is more difficulty 
in getting good exposure for blues and yellows by night than for the 
reds. Your article on depth of focus for lenses interested me, ana 
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ou always miss on© fa©1>—that is, that, although your statement is 
r-u© in theory, it is not so in practice. You will admit that the infinite 
joint of a very short focus lens is much nearer at hand than that 
f a long focus lens, therefore objects much nearer to hand are within 
he infinity point. This alone gives a greater practical depth of focus, 
0 you must qualify your statement, and say that if the lenses have the 
ime focus they will have equal depth at equal apertures; but, again, 
■ a lens has a very flat field, like the planar, it will not have so1 much 
epth of focus, as i'f it has a slightly curved field, because practically, or 
i practice, you can choose your picture, so that the curvature of the 
eld enables you to bring your objects at the side of the field into 
icus if they are standing further back, at the same time as your 
entral figure standing nearer to you, because the more distant objects, 
ecessarily having a shorter focus, and the curvature of field making 
ho focus at the edges shorter, the two foci coincide, and so you 
et a sort of artificial depth, which in practice is decidedly useful.— 
Relieve me, dear Sirs, sincerely yours, 
The Hall, Southwick, Brighton. 

September 26th, 1902. 
Edw. F. Grun. 

P. S. —I enclose one or two of my last photos of Alhambra ballet. 

THE LOST GOERZ CAMERA. 

To the Editors. 

Gentlemen,—In reference to my letter of the 23rd, I am pleased to 
nforrn you that the gentleman whose luggage was stolen from him has 
ince recovered the same.—I am, dear Sirs, yours faithfully, 

C. P. Goerz. 
4 and 5, Holborn Circus, London, E.C 

September 27th, 1902. 

A STEREOSCOPIC AGENCY. 

To the Editors. 

Gentlemen,—I have pleasure in advising you that I have been ap¬ 
pointed sole British agent to the house of Levy et ses Fils, of Paris, for 
he sale of their well-known series of lantern slides and stereoscopic 
iews on glass. Ail communications, therefore, concerning these goods 
hould be addressed direct to me here in order to avoid delay. All 
©counts will likewise be rendered and received by me. It is safe 
o say that Messieurs Levy’s enormous collection of lantern slides is 
he largest in the world, whilst the quality and technical excellence 

a “Levy” slide are so well known among lantern experts as to 
ender further comment unnecessary. A number of operators are con- 
inually travelling the globe, increasing and renewing this vast col- 
ection, so that the views shall be quite up to date. I shall at all times 

willing to wait upon you with specimens or collections for selection, 
nd am confident that business will result, as we are now enabled to 
dace before the trade slides of a higher quality and at a cheaper rate 
han has hitherto been known.—Yours faithfully, 

Samuel J. Beckett. 

20. Baker Street, London, W. 
September 27th, 1902. 

C.C. PAPER. 

To the Editors. 

Gentlemen,—Apropos of your interesting article on the alleged 
nstability of collodio-chloride papers, I have had some experience 
vhich I may perhaps mention. I used C.C. paper of English make 
or several years, and do not remember having seen a faded print. 
found one a few days ago, which had been made half-a-dozen years, 

nd was perfectly fresh and not yellowed in the whites. I abandoned 
he paper, however, because the print surface was so very easily 
lam aged. In inserting a print in a frame or an album, a customer 
requently scratched it very badly About six years ago a professional 
riend made me a batch of matt C.C. prints, toning them with gold 
nd then platinum. Half-a-dozen of this: batch are before me as I 
mte, and are as fresh as when made. Some other prints of the same 
iatch, however, which were exposed in a show-case, rapidly yellowed, 
nd the image lost its black, and turned a pale, dirty brown, not more 
han a tenth as strong as the original print. 
I have also some prints on Blanchard’s paper, toned with platinum, 

.’hese have been slowly fading for ten years, and now the spotting 
hows as distinctly darker markings. The paper has not yellowed, 
owever. The firm with whom I was, at once abandoned the use of 
his process, when they feared its instability, and it is to be regretted 
hat so many professionals of to-day are to be found issuing from their 
tudios, as platinotypes, or “ platinos,” prints which have not the repu- 
ition for permanence of the true platinotype processes. This, persisted 
i, must eventually bring the public to doubt the permanence of any 
rinting process. 

Platinotype will give as excellent results as any platinum toning 
process, if the right kind of negative is obtained. It is, however, to 
be feared that the use of P.O.P. and other similar papers has gradu¬ 
ally produced indifference as to the quality of portrait negatives, and 
some experience of photographers’ negatives leads me to the conclusion 
that a very general idea obtains that almost any sort of negative maj 
be printed from, by keeping in use, half-a-dozen papers of varying 
characteristics. This “ mixing ” has the obvious disadvantage that it 
prevents the printer acquiring a perfect knowledge of each process, 
unless he be an exceptionally able man. More care in negative making 
and a steady adherence to one or two mastered processes would cause 
many printing troubles to vanish.—I am, yours, affectionately, 

C. H. Hewitt. 
The Rembrandt Studio, Gateshe a d - on-Ty lie. 

September 30tb, 1902. 

INTENSIFICATION. 

To the Editors. 

Gentlemen,—Happening to notice a report of the meeting of the 
London and Provincial Photo Association, in your issue of the 19th 
inst , in which Mr. Welford introduced a problem anent effects pro¬ 
duced relating to mercurial intensification, which no one present 
seemed able to explain, it came as a surprise to me to note how little 
some leading photographers study the chemistry of photography. Mr. 
Welford asked why it was that when a negative had been bleached 
with mercuric chloride and allowed to dry, and then exposed to day¬ 
light for a considerable time, nearly double the intensification was 
produced on its being blackened than would be the case if the negative 
were blackened immediately after bleaching. It is only necessary to 
have an elementary knowledge of analytical chemistry for one to give 
the reason. The explanation is, that before the reactions mentioned 
the negative consists of metallic silver in a fine state of division, em¬ 
bedded in gelatine. On submitting this to the action of mercuric 
chloride the silver robs the mercuric chloride of seme of its chlorine 
and reduces it to mercurious chloride (a white insoluble substance), and 
the silver becomes silver chloride. If the bleached negative is imme¬ 
diately treated with ammonium hydrate, the silver chloride is dis¬ 
solved out, and the mercurious chloride is blackened; but if the. 
bleached negative is allowed to dry and submitted to the action of 
daylight for some days, the silver chloride also blackens through 
chemical change, by the liberation of chlorine, and becomes insoluble 
in ammonium hydrate, which accounts for the increased density. Some 
of your readers may feel interested to know what chemical reactions 
take place when intensifying negatives by the bleaching and blacken¬ 
ing process. 

(Ag + HgCb _ =Ag Cl + Hg Cl 
silver merem ir. chloride silver chloride mercurous chloride 
usually written H?2 013) 

—Yours, etc., W. Guttenberg. 

September 30th. 1902. 

*** Notice to the Trade, Wholesale Agents and Book¬ 

sellers.—A Contents Bill is issued with each number of the JOURNAL, 

and copies may be had on application to the Publishers. 

*** Notice to Advertisers.— Blocks and copy are received subject 
to the approval of the Publishers, and advertisements are inserted abso¬ 
lutely without condition, expressed or implied as to what appears in 
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Answers to Correspondents* 
%* All matters intended for the text portion of this JOURNAL, includ. 

ing queries, must he addressed to “ The Editors, The British 
Journal of Photography, 24, Wellington-street, Strand, London, 
W. C.” Inattention to this ensures delay. 

*** Correspondents are informed that we cannot undertake to answer 
communications through the post. Questions are not answered unless 
the names and addresses of the writers are given. 

%* Communications relating to Advertisements and general business 
affairs should be addressed to Messrs. Henry GREENWOOD & Co.5 
24, Wellington-street, Strand, London, W.C. 

Photographs Registered 
R. Baxter. 22, Curzon Street, Maryport. Photograph of the late A. Iline. 
P. \V. Morehen, 8, Shakespeare Road, New Brompton. Photograph of Aew 

Brompton Football team. 
A. J. Ashbolt, 10, Exmoor Road, Southampton. Photograph of T. Fitchett. 
A. J. Ashbolt, 10, Exmoor Road, Southampton. Photograph of T. Barlow. 
J, Norris, 221, St. Helens Road, Bolton. Photograph of Bolton Town Hall ivith 

Coronation decorations. 
H. Moyse, 34, High Street, Putney. Photograph of High Street, Putney, showing 

Coronation decorations. 
C. H. F. Mawer, 7, Grovenor Crescent, Grimsby. Photograph of 3 children on 

bullock’s back. 
J. H. Platt, 6, Cowhill Lane, Market Street, Ashton-under-Lyne. Photograph of 

Ashton-unaer-Lyne Cricket Club. 
W. O. Taylor and H. Irving.—Not suitable for publication. 
Opinion Wanted.—“ Pyro ” says: “I enclose a few prints to show 

average quality of my operating and retouching. Would you 
kindly give me your opinion on same; also what salary I could 
ask, as I wish to apply for a situation?”—In reply: We are sorry 
we cannot speak very highly either of the photography or the 
retouching. We should advise you to improve yourself both in 
photography and in retouching before you apply for a situation ; 
you will then be less likely to meet with disappointment. 

Book on the Studio.—W. H. B. asks: “Can you inform me if there 
are any books published relating to the studio, as to the manner 
of commencing a photographic business; also giving hints regard¬ 
ing same?”—In reply: “The Studio, and What to Do in It,” by 
H. P. Robinson, and “ The Lighting in Photographic Studios,” by 
P. C. Duchochois, are good works, but they do not give any in¬ 
formation about commencing a business, and there is no book 
published on that subject. The books named may be had through 
any of the dealers. 

Uranium Intensifying.—Burnishing.—A. Stanley asks: “(1) Would you 
kindly tell me how to make up a good uranium intensifier—one 
that you can redevelop after? (2) Also what is the best method 
to adopt with a twin-roller burnisher to obtain high polish on 
print?”—In reply: (1) Uranium nitrate, 12 grains; potassium ferri- 
cyanide, 15 grains; water, 4 ounces. (2) Heat the rollers and 
pass the prints through with good pressure on them; but first 
lubricate the prints with a solution of Castille soap—1 grain of 
soap in 1 ounce of alcohol. 

Stereoscopic Portraiture.—“ Amateur ” says: “ Kindly tell me (1) which 
is the most perfect class of lens to use in stereoscopic camera for 
taking portraits (stereoscopically). (2) Would a pair of single 
lenses be preferable to R.R. ? (3) What focus would be best for 
this purpose, 6 inches? (4) Also what would be the best focus and 
type of lens to use with stereoscopic camera for interiors, such as 
ordinary rooms?”—In reply: (1) A pair of R.R.’s, or a pair of the 
anastigmatic type, or a pair of portrait lenses. (2) No. (3) Yes, 
six inches for portraiture. (4) Four inches, as they will include 
a fairly wide angle. They should be either R.R.’s or anastigmats. 

Spots on Collodio-Ciiloride Prints.—“Matt Paper” says: “I was 
very interested in ‘ Othello’s ’ letter in your last issue respecting 
the permanency of Collodion Matte Paper. I have taken the 
liberty of sending you a few prints which have the appearance of 
the same trouble, namely, fading marks. These spots are only 
noticed in the matte paper. The manipulation of paper is 
exactly as laid down in the formulae. I have never found this 
trouble with the Glossy C.C. Can you give me any idea what 
the cause may be ? ”—In reply: In last week’s issue there is a 
leading article on the subject. We presume the prints sent were 
toned first with gold and afterwards with platinum. It is impor¬ 
tant with this method that the prints be tolerably well washed 
between the two tonings: was this done ? 

Veiled Lantern Slides.—“ Oxalate ” writes: “ I have been using the 
Ferrous-Oxalate Developer for Lantern Slides, but find that, not¬ 
withstanding the use of an acetic acid clearing-bath immediately 
after development, there is a slight bluish milky deposit on 
the finished slide. This is very slight, and would be of no 
consequence in a negative. I believe that there is a special clearing- 
bath (for use after fixing) to remove this, but have mislaid for¬ 
mula. I should bo much obliged if you could let me have this 
at your early convenience.”—In reply: The deposit is, no doubt, 
oxalate of lime, owing to the water used containing lime. It may 
be removed by immersing the slides, after the final washing, in 
water slightly acidified with hydrochloric acid, say five or six 
drops to each ounce of water. 

Tkichromatics.—C. S. A. writes: “ I should feel much obliged if you 
could give me any information on the following points:—(a) Where 
can Hoffman’s trichromatic carbon tissues be obtained? (b) Where 
can T find any details of Dr. Miefhe’s investigations and results in 

trichromatic photography ? (c) Can you give me the name of am 
sound work dealing with the theory of three-colour work, that y- \ 
to say, going into details from the spectroscopical point of view - 
—In reply: The firm that sold the tissues has gone into liquidation 
but you might try Herr Hoffman, Cardinal Film GeBelUch 
Coin a Nippes, Germany; or Romain Talbot, Berlin, (b) No details 
Lave been published beyond those given in our paragraphs. 
(c) “ Photography in Natural Colours,” published by Marion, is 
the only English work; but, in German, Hiibl’s “ Der Dreifarben- 
photographie,” published by Knapp, of Halle, is the best. 

Price of Negatives.—“Lochiel” says: “In a certain country district in 
which I have been residing for some time past I spent much of I 
my spare time taking half-plate views of villages and local features | 
of interest. These having turned out rather well, a local dealer, : 
with the intention of publishing an album of local views, has 
offered to buy my negatives. As there is no other of the same 
place on the market, i think there is a good field for such a pro¬ 
duction. As I have several dozen negatives at my disposal, I 
fancy the views he would publish would be altogether reproductions 
from them. Would you be kind enough to say what you would 
consider a fair price for me to ask per negative?”—In reply: So 
much must depend upon the quality of the negatives, and the 
interest attached to them, that we can scai'cely appraise their i 
value; but we should say that from half-a-guinea to fifteen shil¬ 
lings each would be a fair price. All such things are a matter i 
of mutual arrangement. This, we imagine, would be about the I 
price the publisher could get the views retaken for. 

Sepiatype Paper.—H. Shimwell says: “In last year’s Almanac’ there 
is an article on making sepiatype paper, the instructions of which 
I have followed out exactly as far as I know. It states that a 
small quantity of gum arabic solution is to be added to the am- i 
monia ferric oxalate to keep the image on surface of paper, and 
also to prevent precipitation of the silver when the silver citrate 
solution is added. All seemed to go well till this citrate solu¬ 
tion was added to the ferric oxalate, when apparently the whole 
of the silver was precipitated, leaving a muddy-looking liquid, 
with most of the silver, I should say, at the bottom. Could you 
say what has gone wrong, and whether I can rectify matters, or, | 
at any rate, get back the silver from the solution?”—In reply: 
We are sorry to say we cannot tell what has gone wrong, unless 
sufficient gum was not added. If the silver is precipitated, the 
supernatant liquor may be decanted and the precipitate added to 
the stock of residues, which, we presume, you save, as most pro¬ 
fessionals do. 

Copyright.—A. W. Johnstone says: “On Royal Oak Day in 1900 or the 
previous year a man took a photograph of two ladies. In August, 
1900, one of the two died, and this being the only known photo¬ 
graph of the lady, the man was approached on the matter, and he, 
being a working-man ‘ amateur ’—one of the sort who sell cabinets 
at about sixpence each—offered to do some from the one he had. 
He copied—or had copied for him, I should suppose more likely 
—a cabinet bust from the small photo whereon the two ladies 
were together. The work is disgraceful, and I have been asked 
by the family if I can do B. and W. enlargements for them, but 
he has printed ‘ Copyright ’ on the photos he has done. He has 
put no number of copyright on the prints, and refuses any informa¬ 
tion, neither will he give permission for anyone to make a negative. 
Can you tell me how I stand in the matter, and whether, say, by 
making alterations in the dress in an enlargement, I should be 
justified in undertaking the work? And, again, can a photo¬ 
graph which is a copy of part only of another one (a group in this 
case) be copyrighted?”—In reply: If the picture has been made 
copyright, it would certainly be illegal for you to reproduce it or 
any portion of it. The mere altering of the dress would not 
protect you at all. Perhaps, after all, the picture is not copy¬ 
right, but that you can only ascertain by searching the register at 
Stationers’ Hall. 

Studio Building.—R. W. writes: “In your Answers to Correspondents 
last week I see a letter from ‘ Studio Length,’ which, I think, f 
could reply to better than most photographers, and possibly give 
you a hint for the future. My studio is on the ‘ single slant 
principle; it is on the first floor, has no top lights of any kind, and 
is 24ft. odd inches long. By taking out part of the floor above I 
got a window 14ft. high, and the width I made about lift. I" 
addition to that I have on either side a window which was part of 
the original building. In practice, I find, firstly, I seldom or never 
work with the large window open lower than about 7ft. from tne 
ground, and I don’t think I ever uncover the side windows at all. 
I have blinds on the large window, running both up and down. In 
less than half a minute I can put the entire studio in total dark¬ 
ness or flood it with light. I’ve now Jjad three-and-a-half years 
experience of this kind of studio, and find no difficulty either m 
lighting or exposure, nor would I go back to skylights oni any con¬ 
sideration. Apart from the lighting, a side light has many other 
obvious advantages. You can have a studio on any floor you like, 
which widens the range of suitable premises. If your studio is 
not on the roof, it is cool in summer, and can be easily warmed 

in winter. You are also safe from leaks, and have less dust or 
soot. ‘ Studio Length ’ can rest assured a very few weeks will con¬ 
vince him a high side light is the best, but I can’t say I would care 
for a studio only 20ft. long-—if I could, I would have mine 
about 30ft.” 

*** Owing to pressure, several articles, letters, answers to correspon¬ 
dents, and other items are unavoidably held over. 
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ALMANAC FOR 1903. 

Edited by Thomas Bedding, F.R.P.S. 

Che forty-second annual issue of The British Journal 

Photographic Almanac will be published early in 
December next. This year’s Almanac reached a total of 
L,560 pages, and the entire edition of 20,500 copies was 
sold out a fortnight before publication. Of no other photo¬ 
graphic book ever issued can two such unique facts be 
recorded. 

The edition for 1903 will be increased to 25,000 copies, a 
large number of which are already ordered. 

The striking favour with which past Almanacs have been 
received is the surest proof that the lines upon which the 
publication is produced meet the requirements of its 
readers and supporters. Upon such lines we propose com¬ 
piling the volume for 1903. At the same time, we shall be 
pleased to receive and consider suggestions for increasing 
the value of the Almanac in directions which may occur to 
our readers as susceptible of improvement. 

The Almanac for 1903 will appeal to photographers all 
the world over as a daily reference guide in practical work. 
The standard matter and formulie will be revised and added 
to where necessary, and the latest departures in theory 
and practice will be chronicled. The year’s advances will 
be recorded, and wherever practicable new features of an 
informative nature will be added. 

Secretaries of societies will oblige us by promptly for¬ 

warding lists of officers and other details for inclusion in 
the directory of photographic societies. We shall also be 
glad to receive any additions that may be made to the list 
of telegraphic addresses of the trade, etc. As usual, a 
section of the Almanac will be devoted to notices of the 
latest introductions in photographic apparatus, etc. Those 
firms who wish to take advantage of this feature should 
communicate with us not later than Ocober 31. 

The publishers ask us to remind advertisers that many 
of the advertisement pages of the Almanac are already 
booked, and that, to ensure insertion and good positions, 
orders and copy should reach them without delay. 

EX CATHEDRA. 

The Focal We see that a patent has been granted in 
Plane Shutter. Germany to the firm of R. Huttig and 

Fohn for a new variety of focal plane shutter. Usually the 
width of the slit is regulated by reducing the length of the 
chain, or cord, connecting the margins of the aperture in 
the blind. The new method, forming the subject of the 
present patent, provides a number ©f slits of different 
widths in the blind. The slits are separated from each 
other by a sufficient amount of material to completely cover 
the plate. This permits of the apertures, which are not in 
use, being wound upon the rollers. The advantage, of 
course, lies in the facility with which the aperture in the 
blind may be changed by simply revolving one of the 
rollers. On the other hand, the length of the roller blind 
is considerably increased. 

* * * 

Extra Rapid A letter from M. E. Krauss, of Paris, 
Lenses. to the “Bulletin” of the Association 

Beige de Pliotographie, places in a very clear and concise 
manner before the reader, the disadvantages which are in¬ 
separable from the large aperture of a lens. M. Krauss 
is the licensee of the Carl Zeiss Optical Works, and in 
writing of such rapid lenses as the Planar and Unar truly 
says that their large aperture should be regarded as one 
which may, rather than must, be used. The distance 
beyond which all objects appear to be sharp depends upon 
the focus of the lens, the relative aperture, and the per¬ 
missible circle of confusion. It may be deduced from the 

x 
formula:—P = F2 — d, in which P represents the distance 

of apparently sharp objects ; F, the principal focus of the 
lens ; d, the relative aperture ; n, the co-efficient of defini¬ 
tion; n is variable, being often taken as one-tenth milli¬ 
metre and sometimes as one-hundredth of an inch. From 
this equation it will be seen that to increase the depth of 
focus, either the principal focus, or the aperture, must be 
diminished. We have frequently expressed surprise that 
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amateurs should insist upon having lenses of the most 
rapid type for hand camera work, when plates of the 
highest sensitiveness are to be had at popular prices The 
lenses are usually stopped down, for there are very few 
opportunities when the requisite depth of focus can be 
obtained with a large aperture. 

Stereoscopic 
Photography. The stereoscope appears to be receiving 

, . ^ar more attention in France than in 
this country at the present moment. Dainty cameras for 
the purpose are being manufactured by various firms, and 
they arc remarkable for their lightness and compactness. 

. i, S ^.°luntr{ the most popular size for stereoscopic work 
is ? x 4jin.,. but the French are using smaller sizes. M 
Filleux, for instance, recently placed upon the market a 
stereoscopic camera called the “ Six-treize,” 2# x 5Ain. It 
is made of metal, and the plates are carried in dark slides 
Another camera called the Altostereo Quart, made by 

i 7' StQemheil his, of Pans, has some novel features. The 

of 8icm9fXo12C'f(35Xi 4?m')‘ Three lenS6S are Providedi two of 82cm. focus for stereoscopic purposes, and one of 13cm 

nlated ly’ for takmg sing!e pictures on the whole- 
plate. One shutter serves for the three lenses, and the 
stereoscopic pair may be used by capping the ordinary lens 

l°ensT VerSa' interchanging Ze componentsthe 
lenses, or using the separate halves, a great variety of foci 
may be obtained A special stereoscope is also supplied 

graphlrTeni68 The °f f°°US corresPonding to the photo’ grapnic fens. The stereoscopic views are thus seen m 
precisely the same manner as the photographer saw them 
10m the spot where the camera stood. With a trans 

parency the effect is quite realistic. A square 5 x 4 camera 
could easily be altered for similar use. camera 

nine to over one hundred chemists each employed. Th 
is not altogether pleasant reading, seeing that the coal-t 
colour industry had its origin in England, and within 
few miles of the metropolis. Now this business is almo< 
if not quite, extinct in this country. What makes tl 
matter still more unpleasant reading is the fact that tl 
supply of much of the material used in the manufacture < 
the colours is drawn from Great Britain. When we la 
passed the extensive works at Greenford, now a few yeai 
ago, where the coal-tar colours were first made, we notice 
they were in ruins, and the ground was “to let.” On 
may very naturally ask why this very profitable industr 
has slipped out of our hands ? Is it due to superior chem 
cal knowledge or to a certain lack of British enterprise 
We are rather inclined to the opinion that the latter i 
the main reason. Where is the British factory tha 
employs over a hundred skilled chemists, or anything lik 
half that number, devoted to making improvements in an' 
manufactures? It is noteworthy that all the new develop 
ing agents used in photography have their origin abroad 
At one time all of our old friend “ pyro ” was made ir 
England, and now we question if any at all is made in thif 
country. 

The Gum- 
Platinum 
Process. 

Some members of the school of mucid 
photography have at last seized upon the 

selves out of their dTfficult^1™"^,151'00688 ‘° telp then>- 
range of gradat on mu- obtaining a satisfactory 

? , , gradation. This new departure forms the 

SoHef °h a/'tlCl! m the “ Photo-Gazette ” by M Ch 
Sollet who states that M. Herbert Silberer was the'first 

oftte S 

fore,, not surprised that they should turn to ^ 

obtain delicate half-tone or deep shadows. The combTned 
process is recommended for either nurnose and . d 

w“f yr * Plati,num print *"«* facilities in both directions8 
we fail to understand why bichomated gum should be eo 

b.ned with it, unless the photograph*™. compeUeSTj 

help out an unsatisfactory negativl Developmmrf may 1? 
course, be controlled with the brush! As th” pigmented 

pendent° udo 15thnt>t, ^ photo8™Phic but £|S“ de 
p n nt upon the brush, why should these people Ahvp 

burden of their sins? be a scaPeSoat *« bear the 

Nature of 
Metallic 
Radiations. 

The Advance¬ 
ment of 
Chemical 
Industry in 
Germany. 

Wo are also told 

We read, from a source we have no 
reason to doubt, that the number of 
rained chemists employed in German 

factones was, in 1885, something like 
, u, and now is no less than 4,500 

that nine big dye stuff works have from 

The series of articles by Professor 
Iiutherford and Mr. Soddy, on the radio¬ 
activity of thorium compounds, which 

has lately been appearing in the “ Chemical News,” and 
which we have before referred to, is now concluded, and 
the last portion contains a most interesting resume of the 
various aspects of the work done, and their indications as 
to the theory of the radiations. It is pointed out that all 
the most prominent workers in the subject agree in con¬ 
sidering radio-activity to be an atomic phenomenon, 
that is that the radiation is not so much what the popular 
conception of the word implies as the effect of almost in¬ 
finitely small particles. “ In each case the radio-activity 
appeared as the manifestaton of a special kind of matter, in 
minute amount. The emanation behaved in all respects 
like a gas, and the excited radio-activity it produces as an 
invisible deposit of a highly active material.1 . . . The 
position is thus arrived at that radio-activity is at once an 
atomic phenomenon, and the accompaniment of a chemical 
change in which new kinds of matter are produced. . . . 
The idea of the chemical atom in certain cases spon¬ 
taneously breaking up is not of itself contrary to anything 
that is known of the nature of atoms.” The fact that 
these material particles are so minute1 that, although they 
are constantly being evolved and detached from the mass 
that emits them, the latter appears to become no lighter in 
the balance is referred to as follows:—“The changes 
brought to knowledge by radio-activity, although unde¬ 
niably material and chemical in nature, are of a different 
order of magnitude from any that have before been dealt 
with in chemistry. The course of the production of new 
matter, which can be recognised by the electrometer by 
means of the property of radio-activity after the course of 
a few .hours, or even minutes, might possibly require 
geological epoch to attain the '-uantities recognised by the 
balance.” 5 J 

Vulgarisation 
of X-Ray 
Work. 

As the very opposite of the scale of 
grandeur of conception comes the latest 
news regarding the progress of X-ray 

work, and this is neither more nor less than a penny-in- 
tne-slot machine invented by an American. The appear¬ 
ance of the machine is similar to that of the now familiar 
inematogiaph machines to be seen at the railway stations. 
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mny is put in the slot, you move a lever, put your hand, 
whatever you wish to examine, into a box without 
sides, and look down at it through a fluorescent 

en, which forms the top of the box. The coin on being 
rted closes the primary circuit of an induction coil 
ked by a few dry cells, and the vacuum tube is in posi- 

immediately below the object to be observed. A 
ular scientific contemporary says : —“ All that is now 
aired is the penny-in-the-slot dentist.” It appears to 
rather, that all that is now needed is a penny-in-the-slot 
tographic machine attached so that the observer can 

; his skiagraph away with him. 

eet The snapshotting fraternitv. who are 
ncers. always on the look-out for humorous in- 
nts in our busy streets, would do well to keep an eye 
n for what may possibly happen on the route of the 

ii/ electric tramways at such time that the current is 
aed on for the first time. More especially should they 
t their expectant attention on that line which is now 

q (reaching completion, and which finds its terminus at 
fling, for the system there adopted is the underground 
duit system, which has vagaries of its own. They have 
h a tram system in Paris, and the inhabitants of one of 
streets through which the rails pass had recently quite 
ew experience of its ways. The pedestrians on the 
ement were astonished to see the people in the roadway 

i denly beginning to caper and dance as though pos¬ 
ted. The dancers did not seem to be enjoying the pas- 

e in any way, for their faces showed anxiety rather than 
Lilaration, and when they saw that their fellows on the 
'ement were not participating in their antics, they 

sipped on to the higher ground, and immediately their 
>ers ceased. What could be the reason for this saltatory 
rcise? The performers hurriedly explained that they 

h 1 been dancing against their will. That as they walked 
ng a sudden tingling sensation had attacked them in the 

and that they had had no alternative but to lift their 
t high from the roadway. One victim said that the 

susation was the same as that which he had experienced 
an electric bath. This statement gave the key to the 
story. Something had gone wrong with the under- 

gmnd electric cable, and the current had been short cir- 
ted through the damp wood pavement. The thorough- 
e was at once cleared, and the current was cut off. We 

ny hope that someone turned a camera towards the 
s ange scene when this unique al fresco dancing academy 
v s in full swing. As we have already indicated, there 
my possibly be opportunities in London for witnessing 
ad photographing a similar performance. 

A\ tumn and 
tumn 
it u res. 

“ Chill October ”—with an extra chill at 
the time of writing—is now with us, and 

. the summer, or such summer as we have 
d, is over. Still there is plenty of work for the camera, 
' at no time of the year, not excepting “ glorious spring,” 
e such a variety of tints on the foliage to be seen, when 

sun is shining, as in the early autumn. Unfortunately, 
otography, in monochrome, cannot do full justice to 

and photography in “ natural colours ” is not suffi- 
ntly advanced to be of much practical value in this 

rection. Still much may be done. It may not be 
nerally known to many of our younger readers that the 
eater number of the late Mr. Vernon Heath’s best works 
ire taken in the autumn, and that was his favourite time 
r working by reason of the long shadows cast on the 

th 

I 
tem 
c 
c 

breadth of effect he could then obtain. Burnham Beeches 
was his happy bunting ground at this time of year, and 
we all know the artistic pictures he produced in this 
neighbourhood. Indeed, it is said that his pictures of the 
beeches was largely instrumental in inducing the City Cor¬ 
poration to secure them for the use of the public. All the 
early pictures of Mr. Heath were taken by the wet collo¬ 
dion process, and the later ones by the gelatine process,, 
but all these were taken before orthochromatic photo¬ 
graphy'was in vogue. Had he had that power at command 
there is no question but that his results, excellent as they 
were, would have been still better; yet they are still unsur¬ 
passed either for technical or artistic qualities. Many 
enlarged pictures about 30 x 24 are to be seen at the 
entrance to the Guildhall library, and they well illustrate 
what was accomplished in the wet collodion days, alike 
artistically and technically. At the present time photo¬ 
graphers have a greater power at command in the shape of 
isochromatic plates. With those specially sensitised for 
the purpose, even if used without a colour screen, much 
may be done in the truly rendering the various and 
gorgeous colour tints than was possible till recently. We 
would therefore advise our readers who desire to secure 
autumn pictures with all their glory to embrace the oppor¬ 
tunity while it lasts. 

* * * 

Pictures in We are all more or less students of the 
Newspapers. daily Press, and it must have occurred 
to the more thoughtful of newspaper readers that the 
custom of inserting occasional pictures is on the increase. 
The question naturally arises : Are all journals destined 
in time to become illustrated journals? There is no doubt 
at all that the first illustrated newspaper, “ The Illustrated 
London News,” was founded because many journals were 
in the habit of giving their readers occasionally pictures 
of some particularly interesting occurrence, and the 
readers seemed to appreciate the attention. Even the 
stately “ Times ” did not disdain to do this. But of late 
years it has become a common thing to see illustrations in 
newspapers which have hitherto refrained from anything 
of the kind. In Coronation week the “ Times ” published 
a full-page drawing of the interior of Westminster Abbey 
as arranged for the great ceremonial. Since then it has 
devoted a half-page to a plan of the naval review at Ports¬ 
mouth, and on a more recent date it has given its readers 
a plan of the proposed dais and amphitheatre at Delhi for 
the Coronation durbar. The “ Daily Chronicle ” a year or 
two back gave its readers some line drawings of very fine 
quality, and the other dailies have more than once flirted 
with art. As to the halfpenny dailies, they give illustra¬ 
tions of some kind or other in every issue, some of which, 
considering the difficulties of quick printing, are highly 
creditable to their producers. The evening papers are also^ 
to the front with pictures, some of them publishing poli¬ 
tical cartoons which are generally of a milk-and-watery 
nature. The weekly journals, which have more time for 
preparation, are also indulging in illustrations of a very 
sketchy kind. As to the cheap comic sheets, they are all 
pictures, and if their humour is somewhat strange, and a 
little bit vulgar, there is no harm done, and they find many 
admirers. Of course, this surfeit of illustrations is due to 
the introduction of the photographic process method of 
block production. They are necessarily of a rough descrip¬ 
tion, for the speed at which a daily newspaper is printed 
is incompatible with fine work and careful execution. We 
should hardly think that ephemeral work of this kind can 
be much valued by newspaper readers generally, a large 
proportion of whom glance at the journal and leave it 
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behind them in the railway carriage which brings them to 
town. But the production of these pictures must bring 
employment to many thousands of workers, and in this way 
the art of photography, without which they would have 
been impossible, has brought a fresh boon to mankind. 

* * * 

Malleable This dream of the inventor would seem 
Glass. according to published accounts to be 

actually realised, for, as we noted last week, the “ Scienti¬ 
fic American ” gives chapter and verse to prove it. Mr. 
Louis Kauffeld, of Matthews, Ind., U.S.A., is the inventor, 
and on the authority of that journal we here recapitulate 
the tests he will make, or has made. “ A chimney was placed 
in a pail of ice-water, and after having remained a sufficient 
length of time to become as cold as the water w'as taken 
out and immediately placed on a lamp with the blaze 
turned as high as possible. The blaze on the wick was 
turned so as to flow directly on the chimney, and the smoke 
which collected on the chimney ran down with the water 
without injuring the chimney. Next a chimney was placed 
over a small gas stove containing clay bricks used in 
beating such stoves. The fire was turned on full, the 
chimney remaining on the bricks. The fire finally brought 
the temperature to such a stage that the side of the 
chimney was drawn in and dropped down, and no crack 
w’as shown in the glass; but for a slight roughness on the 
outside the glass was as clear as when placed in the fire. 
Another test which was made was to place cold water in 
the chimney and hold the same over a fire until the water 
boiled. A large bulb was blown from the glass and filled 
with about a pint of water. It was then placed over the 
fire and allowed to remain there until it had boiled dry 
without apparent effect on the glass. Four chimneys were 
taken from the packing room and dropped one by one into 
o, pail of boiling water. The chimneys were then hastily 
■shifted into a pail of cold water that had just been drawn 
ifrom a well, and the glass was not broken. A further test 
was made by nailing up a box containing glassware, every 
mail being driven in by hitting it in with a chimney. The 
most remarkable feat of all was the making of a perfect 
lamp chimney by using a chimney as a mould and blowing 
hot glass into the same. Both the new chimney and the 
mould came through the test perfectlv whole, uncracked, 

■and unscarred.” All this reads like a fairy tale, and we 
teel that judgment should be reserved till a sample of this 
wonderful glass is to be seen in this country; it is so easy 
to invest a simple phenomenon with an air of the marvel¬ 
lous. As an example, let us suppose that if the “ Scientific 
American ” had stated, water was boiled in an ordi¬ 
nary glass tumbler over a naked glass flame, it would 
have appeared extraordinary, yet this was done in the early 
days of Fletcher’s gas stoves, only in his case it was to 
show the excellence of the gas and not the glass. Then, 
again, we are inclined to say about that packing case that 
it must have been a very tiny one, or the glass chimney a 
sort of weapon we are not familiar with here under the 
-designation. What such glass might mean to photo¬ 
graphers if unbreakable lenses could be made with it, need 
not be here dilated upon. We await developments. 

* * * 

Oil Lamp'*. With the advent of long evenings lan- 
and Lanterns, terns that have lain dormant from last 
season are now being unearthed, not perhaps so much for 
immediate use for displays as for preliminary trials of 
slides made from negatives taken during the summer 
season. In very many instances the lamps, when first 
used, prove nothing less than a positive nuisance to the 

household as well as to the owner of the apparatus. e 
were forcibly reminded of this when calling on an amat r 
friend the other evening. We found him trying s< ^ 
slides he had made the night before in a lantern that " 
being used for the first time for many months, and he 
complaining loudly of the smoke and “stink” the la 
was giving off. We need not have had our attention cal | 
to that, as we were perfectly cognisant of it directly > 
entered the house. His case was similar to many oth 
—the lamp had been left at rest with the wicks in it, ; 
with some oil left in the reservoir. The wicks r 
had merely been trimmed and fresh oil added, with 
result just mentioned. The lamp, we were told, had not b< 
emptied and the wicks removed for the reason that the 1 
tern might be wanted again before the season quite clos 
so it was left and forgotten. Now it is more than proba 
that this is by no means an isolated case, even by hi 
dreds, therefore a few hints may be of use to some who i 

situated as our friend was. In the first place, the stale 
should be emptied out, the wicks removed and thro’ 
away. The reservoir should be rinsed out with fre 
paraffin, or, better, with benzoline, and the outside a] 
cleaned with benzoline. The burners should next be tak 
in hand, and all incrustation carefully scraped off, and t 
racks carefully brushed out with benzoline. The whc 
should then be put out in the sun to sweeten. We ha 
now, practically, our old lamp converted into a new or 
that is supposing the burners and racks are in good cone 
tion. If they are not they must be repaired. New wicl 
must be obtained, and care should be taken that th( 
exactly fit the burners. Before the wicks are put in it 
a good plan to bake them in the kitchen oven or lav the 
in front of the fire for half an hour or so, so as to drive o 
all traces of moisture. When this is done the lamp wi 
be found to yield a better light, and the wicks will la1 
much longer. One set of wicks should last an entii 
season if care is taken at the starting. It may as well b 
pointed out to those who may purchase lanterns and ns 
them without previous experience, that when they ar 
found to give off unpleasant fumes the cause must b 
sought for not in the construction of the lamp, but rathe 
in its cleanliness, i.e., the fumes arise from the vapourisa 
tion of the stale oil on the outside of the reservoir, or iron 
that on the outside of the burners. The outside of tb 
lamp and the burners should always be carefully wipe- 
with a dry duster before the lamp is lighted. If this wer 
always attended to there would be few complaints of wel 
constructed lamps smelling. 

. * * * 

The Old and If anyone were +o take the pains tc 
the New. search through our columns for thefev 
past years, he would find much evidence of that cons+ant 
battle which is going on between advocates of the old and 
picturesque and upholders of the new and utilitarian. 
Our readers have been again and again advised to photo¬ 
graph such and such an old building because it is doomed 
to destruction, and something ugly and more useful will 
presently take its place. This reconstruction, which is 
too often but another name for vandalism, is not pecu¬ 
liar to London, but is rife all over the country, and in 
other countries as well, and lovers of the picturesque must 
be constantly on their guard against it, and do what little 
they can to stem the advance of the destroyer. The latest 
example of this aggressive attempt to destroy that which 
is old and venerable is seen in the decision of the Oxford¬ 
shire County Council to take down the wooden bridges at 
Sonning, on the Thames, and replace them by structures of 
iron piles and steel girders. The wooden bridges are per- 
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1 js not especially beautiful in themselves, but they har- 
n nise with their lovely surroundings in a manner which 
s el girders will certainly not do. A bridge is an erection 
x ich may be made extremely elegant, and a great orna- 
r nt to the landscape, or very ugly, according to the abi- 
} j of its designer. We have plenty of examples of both 
h ids on the Thames already, and for comparison’s sake we 
l y cite Waterloo Bridge as a specimen of beautiful struc- 
t -e, and that strange construction of ironwork known as 
I mbeth Bridge, as a fearful example of unmitigated ugli- 
r 3S. The tendency to replace stone, brick, and wood by 
i n and steel is, unfortunately, rampant jusfTnow, one of 
13 chief reasons being that many of the old bridges will 
.r t bear the weight and stress of the modern traction 
€ Sfine with its train of springless trucks. These monstro- 
,s ies belong to those who very often have the power to 
i iuence the local authorities in whose hands the fate of a 
1 idge may rest. In this way the beautiful is sacrificed to 
13 useful, and the bridge which has been a delight to many 
|nerations is pulled down and made into road material, 
uile the awfully straight steel girder takes its place. 
1 hat is going on in Sonning to-dav will, we may feel sure, 
1 repeated in many another place to-morrow, unless some 
1 dy like the Antiquarian, or the Society for the Protection 
< Old Buildings, bestir themselves. And a bridge is pecu- 
Itrly public property, for it gives a distinctive character 
1 a place which without its presence would be colourless 
i the extreme. We are not so unreasonable as to suppose 
at a bridge can stand for ever without need of recon- 

$ ruction, but what we do maintain is that a beautiful 
< ject, be it a bridge or any other building and an object 
■lich has long been a delight to those who dwell near it, 

< to visitors to its neighbourhood, should not be ruthlessly 
■stroyed, or so altered in appearance that its best friends 
•nnot recognise it. Photographers can, perhaps, do more 
an most persons in bringing influence to bear on this 
lestion of vandalism, for they have it in their power to 
iow the picturesque side of things. It would be serviee- 
>le just now to exhibit some good pictures of old Sonning 
■idges, in juxtaposition with photographs of some of the 
eel girder erections which, unfortunately, can be found 
ithout any difficulty. 

SOME PHOTOGRAPHIC FETISHES. 

1 is unfortunate that Mr. Welborne Piper should have 
nt the communication which we recently printed, as it 
ill have a tendency to perpetuate some of the erroneous 
leas which it was our purpose to endeavour to remove. 
lr. Piper must, for example, in the course of his expe- 
ence, have met numerous instances of the man with the 
ms of such “ splendid depth of focus,” and, again, others 
ithout number who, wanting a very quick lens, reject all 
ffered to them because “ they have no depth.” It would 
e idle to explain to them the relation of the lens pupils 
) depth, or the faint differences entirely negligible in 
ractical work that would be brought about by varying the 
istances of their diaphragms from one or other Gauss 
oint. The depth they can appreciate is simply that 
rought about by varying the effective aperture, and we 
isist in the strongest manner that their, and the usual, 
ppreciation of, depth is a fetish which ought to be 
estroyed. For logical accuracy we might have excepted 
le telephoto lenses, though they are virtually a combina- 
ion of two instruments that would not be sought in such 
survey as we made. Mr. Piper’s remarks about marginal 
epth are entirely gratuitous. When making the com- 
arison between a first-class rectilinear lens and a cheap 

simple lens we expressly limited it to the area of sharp 
definition of the latter, and in view of further misappre¬ 
hension we might sav that we should not deem such a lens 
as a railway lamp bull’s-eye to come within the scope of 
our remarks. The lens manufacturers’ advertisement to 
which we objected did not refer to what is generally known 
as the anastigmatic type, and a comparison of marginal 
definition between the latter and the old rectilinear type 
cannot be made, as there is no definition with the latter at 
an angle of aperture which with the former would result in 
sharp definition. 

Mr. Piper says U t “ depth in the centre of the plate 
is not a matter (f ny great consequence.” This is quite 
erroneous, for, apart from the fact that with a very quick 
portrait lens the central region is the only part where 
there is good definition, and that when a photographer 
does compare lenses for depth he looks at where the image 
is sharpest to make the comparison, if we take, for 
example, the portrait photographer’s work, the centre of 
his field is of the highest importance, and he would be 
willing to give a very high price for a quick lens that 
would give him depth in that part when taking such sub¬ 
jects as two heads or two figures on a plate, or even a 
figure group. The belief that such a lens is obtainable by 
the use of some unknown construction and some special 
glass is a fetish to be destroyed. With regard to single 
lenses for architectural subjects we never questioned, as 
readers of Mr. Piper’s letter would think, the utility of 
“ rectilinear lenses,” nor did we advise their general dis¬ 
use ; we pointed out that a landscape type of lens was 
capable under certain restrictions of taking negatives of 
buildings or architectural structures in which no deviation 
from rectilinearity would be noted, or that would require 
a rule or compass to detect any. We repeat that the belief 
in the necessity for a rectilinear type of lens for all archi¬ 
tectural work is a fetish to be abolished, and one whose 
existence has a tendency to prevent many a photographer 
from undertaking architectural work well within the limits 
of his instrument. 

As to architects having small faith in the accurate draw¬ 
ing of trade photographs, we have to say that our expe¬ 
rience of trade photographs of architectural objects is 
that the majority of them are wonderfully good, especially 
so when the surrounding conditions are taken into con¬ 
sideration. Those who undertake that class of work are 
usually provided with liigh-class lenses to meet every con¬ 
tingency, but that does not interfere with the fact that, 
within the restricted limits as described by us, a landscape 
type of lens would be available, and if of anastigmatic con¬ 
struction its range would be less restricted. 

--♦- 

Why is the sky blue? Tyndall answered a generation ago, “Because 
there is a predominance of the smaller waves of light, which are blue, 
reflected from the minute corpuscles in the atmosphere.” The air is not 
blue; otherwise pure white light would not come as it does through a 
blue medium. In his graphic style Tyndall observed, “ A broad cliff 
reflects the Atlantic roller as easily as the ripple produced by the sea-bird’s 
wing.” So a cloud reflects all rays, and looks white; its corpuscles of 
vapour are large enough to throw back light-waves of all sizes. But in 
the upper regions of the air there predominate infinite numbers of 
particles so small that they do not throw back the larger red, yellow, and 
green waves, but only the smaller that are blue, and thus blue is the 
predominant though not the exclusive colour of the sky. At the annual 
congress of the Swiss Society of Natural Sciences, M. Spring has called 

accepted theory in question. He reports that “he has experimented 
with luminous ravs under almost all conceivable conditions, injecting 
them into agitated solutions”; but although he could obtain red, yellow, 
violet, and the rest, “ under no conditions could he obtain blue until, 
by the aid of electricity, he secured a pure atmosphere, in which blue 
was clearly discernible.” Here M. Spring comes to the conclusion, 
whatever it may mean, that “the blue of the sky is purely chemical^ in 
origin, and is an essential quality of the air ”—'The English Mechanic.” 
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FILMS AND OTHER FOIBLES. 

By an Amateur Optician. 

I baae had my holiday, in a blaze of sunshine interspersed with 

a couple of days’ drenching rain. I took with me a hand 

camera and six dozen celluloid films, and a stand camera of 
larger growth. Theoretically, films are a heaven-sent boon to 

the weary tourist; practically, give me plates, and I will put 
up with the weight; theoretically, films are extremely easy to 

work, and sensitive—six dozen will go into a quarter-plate box ; 
practically, I would rather take a dozen good plates and be 
certain of my results. I have sung the praises of films to my 

customers times innumerable, but it must be noted that films 

require careful usage and humouring; films are like babies 
who can’t walk and want everything done for them ; plates are 
stronger, and will stand alone, and in a sense are more reliable. 
I like to back my films up (in the carriers) with something 
thick and fairly heavy, and in the development of them it is 
almost imperative to make use of all the little sundries which 

have been devised by practical workers for the purpose of facili¬ 
tating their after treatment; film holders for use during de- 

\ elopment are almost a sine qua non. The washing operation 
may, however, be carried out in the ordinary trough, if the 

film be on a fairly tough support, as is usually the case. In 

the drying of the film the amateur frequently finds himself 
handicapped ; after many years of intermittent film work 1 

prefer my own method of drying, the particulars of which are 
as follows : —Procure a stout pulp board from a mount dealer, 
cut out of it three or four pieces 15 x 12 or 18 x 16, or other 

convenient size; by means of broad tape and thin glue (or brass 

hinges may be used) form these boards into a three or four fold 
screen, cover one side of this screen with blotting paper, then, 

having the films properly and sufficiently washed, take one at 

a. time, carefully press between folds of soft clean linen and 

pm to the screen by two corners; when the screen is full it is 
reared up on end and the films allowed to dry. 

Films on celluloid—here I refer to the “ altogether ’’—have 
one grave fault indigenous to the film tribe, Tollable and rigid • 
this is that the film—here I mean the gelatine and chemical 

film—is extremely thin, unnecessarily thin, I consider. It is 

incredible that this can be the same film that is spread upon 

glass. I am addicted to an occasional enlargement by the 
process of film transference and stretching, also I require one 

now and then to reverse for process work, and it requires a 
perfection of skill aided by a large amount of luck to do this 

with certainty with the film on celluloid ; needless to say I 

have failures. Why should not the celluloid have a tougher 
and thicker layer is a question which I feel sure many film 
workers must feel inclined to ask of the makers ; certain it is 

that the film removed from any good plate is’ consTe/ably 
thicker and tougher. J 

Last year I mentioned a cheap “casket” set with which I 
had achieved arnie very good results; I would not like to 
wit idraw a single word of last year’s report, which was mainly 

if not altogether, commendatory. It is an error to term these 
lenses rapid, remembering that the term has been for so many 

years applied to a class of lens which really deserves the 
appellation. This is no drawback in nine times out of ten in 

outside work with the casket set referred to; it is when we are 
doing some architectural work indoors that one begins J wish 
the combination were more rapid. You have to sit in a drowsy 
old church while the light, such as it is, is working ; J 1Z 
sweet will on the sensitive plate, and time passes ver^ sLlZ 

i ”°‘TPer,t0 Sm°ke’ har<lly safe to sIeeP> and the liteJa’ 

sort wMcVTlorZ^ TT T*0"8* °f the ** and breezy 
t e, like best at holiday times; while to 

import such seasonable literature as “Photo Bits” o “ L 

Sloper” seems incongruous to a sensitive and naturally rev J 
mind. No, the lenses are not quick, but they serve and 
best results this year are on plates, and with, for’the 

part the lenses mentioned. Whiling away the time in one 
country church, I was mildly interested in the official B 
(a ponderous volume) of Common Prayer; it dated from ' 

Georges, and the alterations, neatly written, from Georty. 
to IV., then to William IV. and Victoria, and more recer 
to Edwardus Septimus, filled up all the margins and a , 
over, they want a new prayer book there badly and I i 

strongly tempted, while there, to present a new *t> but a 

for the ephemeral nature of good intentions i An excel! 
object lesson demonstrating the value of a portable set of len 

was made use of. From the dining room of the rectory 6 
host is a pillar of the church) there is a very excellent Tj 

of the pmturesque old church and garden; it was just t 
subject for experiment with a set of lenses, and I got t 
very thing desired by the use of the fourteen inch lens on 

whole-plate without leaving the room. Now, presuming one 
on the outside of the fence and a fractious bull is in t 

pasture, how much more comfortably we can get the picture d 

want by the insertion of a long focus single combination J 
mainmg m a safe place meanwhile. Try photography with J 
bull intervening, and you are glad you bought the casket set 

One of my best views was taken under the circumstances fc 

owing. t had been raining all day—once or twice we hi I 
covered ourselves with wraps and sped off into the garden 

veritable bit of virgin forest, with its luxuriant undergrowl 
and wealth of tree and shrub. Rain was descending relen 

essly, about seven o’clock in the evening I got out tl 
camera, and under the shade of a sheltering umbrella focusse 
a previously selected spot; the main idea, I’m afraid, wJ 

something to pass the time, but I wanted to see how the subjec' 

!°uc. U™ out- Tt was a cas© of dripping wet: water wa 
c roppmg from every leaf ; there was a soft gentle light, ar 

tie ground—where visible—was covered with little pools c 
water; a long exposure was given, and the negative is quite 

success—as a printer; but the presentment is entirely a failur 

so far as a representation of a weeping woodland scene is im 
p ied ; _ it looks m fact, like a very good view of the subjec I 

a en m sunlight, and is very good, because—in sunlight-tb 
picture would have been difficult to take; certainly the exp 
sure would have been puzzling. 

In the operation of development it is not well to be slavish: 
oun o one formula; an occasional digression is advisabh 

and may be useful. It is an easy matter to get wrong in tb 

direction of exposures with one’s drop-shutter work; changed 

. ll®ht may Pass ^noticed, and persons have been known tc! 
insert a smaller stop for a particular subject, and then forget 

to change it again, the succeeding exposures getting rather less 
influx of light than they require. However that may be, it 
possible to find one’s exposures turning out rather badly wil 

the developer to which we have accustomed ourselves. I c 
no now of any better developer than the pyro-metol combin 
tion of the Imperial D.P. Co. Here it is : — 

Imperial Standard ” Developer 

t-, . No. 1. 
Pyrogallic acid . 
Metol 
Metabisulphite of potash ... 
Bromide of Potassium to ... 
Water (boiled or distilled) to 

No. 2. 
Soda carbonate (washing soda) ... 4oz 
Water (boiled or distilled) to ... 20oz.’ 

For use take equal quantities of No. 1 and No. 2. 

55 grains. 
45 grains. 

120 grains. 
20 grains. 
20oz. 
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VIetol, however, has always played such pranks with my 
c icle (other reducers when combined with caustic alkalies will 
c netimes cause, the same disturbance), that I use it only 
. a dernier ressort. Metol is so valuable that one is almost 
<-iged to make use of it on occasions. Anyone afflicted with 

t ider and sensitive finger ends should totally abstain from con- 
t t with the solutions1. Personally, I indulge in half-a-dozen 
i her tight-fitting rubber finger stalls' which are worn on the 
t imb and two first fingers of each hand. With the aid of the 
s Dve-mentioned developer and the finger coverings referred 

t a good proportion of my films turned out trumps, and last, 

ft by no means least, I have had no symptoms to date of 

t‘ objectionable irritation and soreness at the finger ends. 
[ have felt constrained to call the attention of my customers 

t What I consider a great fault in the construction of some 
(herwise very well made) printing frames. The old-fashioned 
i me, apart from the “well” shaped article, with its plate¬ 

ns® bed, is made with the two ends brought down flush with 
4? negative. Now this serves a very useful purpose, because 

a en using a soft brush to clear away any dust that may have 

<i on the surface of the negative, there is a clear space through 
-uich, at either end, to brush away any small particles that 

i ty have got thereon. Compare a frame of this sort with a 
■f called improved pattern, neatly made in white wood, but 
vth the grave fault that the negative is in the position of 
I ing at the bottom of a box; then try to brush the oust 

< t, and you will see a vast pull in favour of the old pattern. 

] is much the same with cameras ; the improvements, to an 

< 1-fashioned man, are somewhat difficult to find. I use an 
i -to-date camera, but my thoughts often turn to that which 

Iwas wont to carry in the seventies and eighties. There is 

i other advantage in having a printing frame with the ends 
<en—by the way, the bulk of the stiffening might be on the 

lint of the frame—and this is, it allows the negative to be 
fitted, one end marked out, or one portion vignetted. Of 

<urse, as a rule, a good piece of thin plate glass should then 

I used as a support for the negative. 

y. correspondent sends us another of “ Clicker’s ” profundities, from 
t “ Camera Causerie ” in the “ South London Observer,” Sept 27th. 
S jaking of the use of the “ stop,” he says : “ Its function is to concentrate 
■t! light.” 

Vanishing Westminster.—Mr. Archer Clarke writes : “ A considerable 
l mber of houses and streets will be non est before next summer in the 
< er parts of this city. Great College Street, behind the Abbey gardens, 
tb residences of many noted men: Great Tothill Street, now a slum, 
tpe equally noted persons lived here. One or two window frames are 
•clous, and so are many door facise in this street; all the old wharves 
tfm Lambeth Bridge to Palace Gardens are also doomed.” 

\t the South-Western Polytechnic, Manresa Road, Chelsea, S.W., a 
■cirse of about twenty-five lectures on Photography, suitable for the 
(;y and Guilds Examination, will be given by Mr. E. Senior on Monday 
i ;mngs at 7.30, commencing October 6th, with practical instruction in 
igative making, enlarging, platinum, carbon and silver printing and 
Itieral studio work. The photographic department contains a large 
5 idio fitted with a powerful arc lamp and every appliance for work 
i night, with a spacious dark room and electric light enlarging plant. 
.1 chemicals and necessary apparatus will be provided; but students 
nst find their own sensitive plates, papers, etc. Syllabus: Light and 
i application to photography. Various kinds of illumination used in 
] otography. Lenses for photographic purposes. Testing lenses. Pre- 
nation and use of colour screens for isochromatic photography. Various 
1-ms of cameras, stands, etc. Testing cameras. Apparatus for rapid 
iposures. Preparation of gelatine emulsions. Negative making, 
ngth of exposure. Under and over exposure. Theory and practical 

ie of colour sensitive plates. Theory and practice of developing, fixing, 
oaring’, intensifying and reducing gelatine plates by all the principal 
:ithods in use. Landscapes, etc. Lighting and general arrangement 

surroundings. Rules for selection of point of view. Use of view 
:;ters. Best conditions for obtaining portraits in studios, ordinary rooms, 
: d out-of-doors. Theory and rractice of minting on the various silver 
inting papers, including vignetting, printing in clouds, tinted borders, 
3. Printing with salts of iron and chromium. Theory and pratice of 
uing and fixing. Mounting and finishing, enlarging and reducing, 
termination of conjugate fcci. During the session demonstrations in 
ie method of obtaining photographs in natural colours will be given. 

PHOTOGRAPHY AS APPLIED TO ILLUSTRATION AND 

PRINTING. 
[Oantor Lecture delivered at the Society of Arts ] 

I. 
Titf. abject of this and the following lectures will be to ex¬ 
plain generally, and, as far as possible demonstrate, the means 

and methods at present employed in the production of illus¬ 

trations by photographic processes for the printing press. 

It is not expected, and I do not propcse to give you, close 

technical details or exact formulse of the working. Those 

dry bones of my subject may be ascertained by these who wish 
it from the numerous text-books, dialing with every branch of 
photo-mechanical illustration, of special information may be 
obtained m a practical form by attending the admirable 
lectures given by the technological classes organised 

by the polytechnic institutions and London County 

Council. I shall, therefore, to the best of my ability, endeavour 

to describe in simple language the general principles of the 

various processes, and by means of the lantern and of examples, 

demonstrate how the results are obtained. 
If there happen to be any gentlemen present who are special¬ 

ists, hoping and expecting to be instructed and enlightened m 

the particular working of one or other of the processes, I 

can only say that as far as these gentlemen are concerned, I 

humbly apologise for appearing before them, for I am about to 

talk to my uninitiated friends, and try to tell them what is 

going on in the world of process illustration. 
" The present methods generally employed m the production 

of. printing press illustrations by photography may be epitomised 

as follows : — 

Photo lithograph}-. 
Tyoe block.—Reproductions from line drawings. 
Type block.—Reproductions from wash drawings and photo¬ 

graphs. 
Photogravure. Rembrandt photogravure. 

Collotype. 
Woodbury type: 
Type block.—Reproductions by the three-colour process. 

There are many other photo-mechanical processes m existence, 

but to describe them all would occupy much more time than 

the limits of these lectures permit; it will, therefore, be 
necessary to deal only with the typical processes I have name . 

They are in one way or other allied to all known photo-mechani- 

cal methods of producing illustrations by means of the printing 

press ; and whilst they cover the scope of my subject, such 
details as I can give you about them will no doubt also more 

than absorb the time at our disposal. 

Photo-lithography is named first, because it is, I believe, 

one of the earliest, if not the earliest, practical application of 

photography to1 modern illustration by the printing press v. 
am excepting Fox Talbot's photo-intaglio process for the 

moment). .. 
I hope I am right in assuming that you all know generally 

about photographic negatives and positives, and that you are 
aware there are several kinds of negatives and positives em¬ 
ployed in the making of blocks and printing surfaces m photo- 
mechanical processes ; those that are necessary will be describe 
in their place. I may say now that the old (1857) collodion 
process of negative making still holds its own foi piocess wor 

against the more modern dry plates, though there are several 
successful process workers now using only gelatino-bromide 

dry plates for their productions. The first thing necessary for 
a photo-lithograph is a good clean sharp negative of the subject 

which is to be reproduced. This negative may be made o 
collodion or gelatine, but it is necessary that the negative 
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should be what is termed dense in the parts representing the 
whites, and that the lines should be clear glass. Generally 

speaking, photo-lithography is only employed for reproductions 
of line subjects, such as maps, plans, and architectural draw¬ 

ings, though there are modifications of the process for tone 
work, winch I will mention later. 

Now l must describe to you a principle which is the founda¬ 
tion of nearly every photo-mechanical process, viz., the action 
of salts of chromum in combination with organic substances. 
t a solution of gelatine in water charged with a small per¬ 

centage of bichromate of potash is spread on paper and dried 
m the dark, and then exposed to light, it will be found that 

the gelatine surface has lost its solubility, and has acquired 
a new property, that is to say, it will no longer absorb water 

and dissolve, but will remain permanently hard, horny, and 

insoluble This curious light action was discovered as loner 

ago as 1839, by Mungo Ponton, and it is to-day the basis of 
a whole range of beautiful processes of illustration comprising 

carbon printing, photo-lithography, photogravure, photo-etch¬ 
ing, and engraving, Woodburytype, collotype, and others. 

Orgamc substances of the nature of gelatine, gum, starch, 
fish glue, isinglass, dextrine, etc., are all affected in the same 

way when treated with any of the bichromates, and the varied 

use of these substances often constitute the difference between 
one process and another. 

t0 the SUbjeCt °f Photo-litho^aphy, here is a sheet 
of gelatmed paper not treated with bichromate, and it can be 

fP°Scl \ lg indefimtely without altering its nature. This 
sheet has been soaked for a few minutes in a three per cent. 

r k/011 ° lc lroinate potassium in water, and dried. The 
light seems to act in two definite ways on bichromated gela¬ 

tine: first, by rendering it insoluble; second, by causing it 

h rf ltS. ProPerty Of absorbing water, or swelling. This 
sheet of gelatine has been exposed to light under this negative 

a faint brownish tinted image of the lines of the negative 

adTanTaTXTT this “idised ***** is taken 
conversX if V, refl,ses *° take “P water, 
conversely, if it refuses water, it will admit of being 

p-eased or inked, and if a roller, charged with printing ink 

-8 Pas®e over surface of the gelatinised paper whilst it is 
a a dry state, the ink will - take” all over the Zer h, ! 

immediately the sheet is dipped in water the ink is loosed or" 

repelled from the soluble portions, and adheres only to the 

soluble The 1 T hal8Cted '’nd rend3Kd At ble. The sliest new shown indicates the effect of the treat¬ 

ment aeacnoed, the lines represented by the clear portions of 

V® tgatT; .thfUgl1 Which 1he H«ht has penetrated, retain 
the ink, whilst the dark or shaded portions of the negative are 

oluble, and refuse to retain any of the ink, at once givinv a 
positive reproduction in ink of the lines of the drawing. 

The inked-iip photographic print of the lines of the drawing 

now shewn to you is technically known by the name of f 

photo-lithographic transfer, because it is used for the puipose 

o a slS:TtZSthe rk °n,,tS SUrfaC8 a lithographic stcTe 
or a sheet of zinc, from which base it is nrinted from in the 
ordinary l.thopaphic printing press, and any number of copies 

reproduced. I think I need not describe lithographic prX 
urther than to state that the principal substance used for 

m SnCbT °fa, Prl"tmg SU‘faCe is a P°rous limestone known 
and Ten I f ' !U’face of this stcI:e is Polished smooth 

both gTas X ,P°TS pr°perty °l Sreedily Sorbing 
. ? y k fnd water i lf a drawing is made upon it with 

n ink composed of grease and lampblack dissolved in soap 

the grease sinks into the stone, and each line of a design so 
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drawn forms a permanent printing surface which, if the J 
18 Wl11 take from a roll, r charged with printiL 
and give it up again to a sheet of paper pressed in g! 
with the face of the stone. To prevent the ink “takiae” 
over the stone when using the roller, the stone is dam 

with water between each impression. The stone absorbsw- 
everywhere except where the inked lines occur, which L 
greased, naturally lepel water, the simple principle beL 

a lithographic stone accepts ink and ink only where there 
a ready ink, and water only where there is no ink Zm 

aluminium plates are used instead of lithographic stone 
punting from and they are treated and used in precisely 
same way as the stones; these metal sheets have the advant- 
0 eing lighter, cheaper, and easier to store and handle 

You wm observe that we have only spoken up to the presr 
of the reproduction of designs drawn in line, but within 

last ten or twelve years considerable numbers of excellent illi 
trations have been produced by this process of drawings whi 

are in monochrome, and of photographs. The difficulty whi 
occurs m dealing with reproductions of subjects which are rem 

sented by continuous graduated shades from black to white 
that there is no known printing surface or ink (excepting P£ 

haps, Woodburytype) which will distinguish any intermedia 
tone between black and white, in fact, the printing press 
only capable of rendering two shades, viz., black and whit 
I his difficulty has, however, been practically overcome, and 

is now quite possible to produce the graduated shades of 

p lotograph, for instance, though the graduations are nr 

homogeneous, but are subdivided into granulations or errain 

arranged close together for the deeper shades, and separate 

or becoming finer for the lighter tones, giving to the eye tli 

effect of unbroken shades, though they are really not so. 

shall have to speak of this in dealing with half-tone negative 
or block printing a little later; at present photo-lithograph 

is before us, and the problem of reproducing half-tone by tha 

process. Many methods have been devised for breaking up th 

gradations into lines, stipple, or dots, and much ingenuit 

was exercised by the earlier experimentalists to produce th 
effect of half-tone in photo-lithography. The names of Dallas 

1 retsch, Bolas, Waterhouse, Ives, and Husband are landmark 

m its history. The idea throughout was the production of ; 
grain or texture which would be to some extent discriminating 

that is to say, form automatically groups of large, close grain 
m the deepest shadow, graduating into finer and finer grain 
until the lightest tints were reached. It was found that th 

addition of a hygroscopic salt, like calcium chloride, to th 
ordinary gelatine and bichromate coating for the lithograph 
transfer, had the effect of breaking up the texture of the geia : 
tine image, and permitted of a transfer being made of mono 

chromes or photographs. The process has been further de¬ 
veloped by Messrs. Sprague and Co., who employ a method 

analogous to collotype for obtaining their transfers. The re¬ 
sults of the process in their hands are very successful, and 
aie largely used for commercial and artistic illustration. Photo¬ 
lithography generally is an important process, and it is em¬ 
ployed for the rapid production of plans, maps, machine draw- 

ings, facsimile reproductions of manuscripts, and notably in the 
Ordnance Survey Department at Southampton. 

Block Reproductions of Line Drawings. 

The next important process in order of seniority and useful¬ 
ness is the line block process on zinc, and it is curious in regard 
to it that the present methods of working are almost identic-1 

with those adopted by the original inventors. Another singuh 
point is that the medium for sensitising the metal plate whic 

to-day gives the finest results, namely, bitumen is the su 
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st£ 3e which M. Nicephor© Niepce discovered in 1827 as being 
se: itive to light, and he submitted photographed images on 
a ate coated with a film of bitumen, to the Royal Society 
of iis country in the year named. The process has now been 

n Lse for the past thirty years or more, and the principle 
of aoto-lithography just described to you largely enter into the 

wc dng of the line block process. 

le first requisite for the production of a good result is a 
ible original : the drawing should be made with perfectly 

bl k lines throughout, it is of no consequence how thin the 

J ii 5 are, but they must be black; it is important, too, that 

scale of reduction should not be too great; the best pro¬ 

ion is for the drawings to be made about one-third larger 
the -required block. The paper used for the drawing 

shild be white and smooth in texture. 

th 

he negative for a line block is made preferably by the wet 
■e or collodion process, because of the facility with which 

;e plates can be intensified, and the clearness of the lines ; 

negatives for this process must be reversed, so that the 
reilting picture may be non-reversed, which result can be ob- 

taied in two ways, first, by photographing through a prism or 
ror attached to the lens, or second, by stripping the film, 
*ying the image off the glass, and turning it over. 

he reversed negative is next printed on the metal which is 

tcorm the block in the following manner :—-A piece of polished 
perfectly flat zinc is cut to the proper size, and freshly 

p< ished in water until it is free from all trace of grease; it 

is hen sensitised by either flowing over it a solution of asphalt 

imenzol, or, as is more generally used because of its rapidity, 
ilution composed of egg albumen, water, and bichromate of 

Tionia ; an even film of this solution is floated over the metal, 

ail is dried by gentle heat ; as soon as it is dry, it is sensitive 

light, and is at once placed in a printing frame over the 
ative; a few minutes’ exposure to daylight, magnesium, or 

trie light, is sufficient to oxidise the albumen where the 

lilt has obtained access to it through the lines of the negative ; 
plate is then covered all over with a thin coating of ink 

m a printer’s roller charged with ink, to which a little 

pentine is added, and is then dropped into a flat dish con- 

ming cold water; the inky surface of the plate is then gently 
-’bed with a pledget of cotton wool, and the ink coating 

ether with the unused albumen, leave the plate together, 

:ept in the places wdiere the light has acted through the 
nbative and rendered it insoluble, the result being an image 

o the subject photographed cn the metal, covered with a 
g:asy, acid-resisting ink; in this state the plate is ready for 
to first stage of the etching process, that is to etch or bite 

ay with acid all the metal surrounding the lines, and render 
t3 pictures in high relief, so that it may be printed in a print- 

i ? press in the same way as type. The etching of such a 
pte is the simplest thing possible in the abstract, but a con- 

slerable amount of skill and experience is required to carry 
13 etching to a successful issue. 

The theory is that a metal like zinc is quickly dissolved or 
E>hed by nitric or hydrochloric acid, so' long as there is no 
tease or varnish on the metal to interfere with the dissolving 

;tion of the acid ; that is so, but in the case- of the plate we 
I ve to deal with a very thin protective coating, and w ith lines 

oich are so narrow that they might be represented as hnife 
Iges. There is also an element to be reckoned with in 
e fact that the acid not only etching downwards, but side- 
lys. It is, therefore, necessary to proceed with some caution, 
id the first etching is performed for a few seconds only in a 

ry weak acid, just strong enough to taste acid ; after this the 
les are slightly re-inked with a roller, and whilst the ink is 

wet, it is dusted with powdered asphalt or resin, and aker- 
wrards heated to melt the powder into the ink. The etching, 
proper is then proceeded with, and occupies two to five hours, 
but it is by no means a straightforward operation. For a time,, 
every few minutes the plate is taken out of the acid bath, 
and further strengthened with ink and resin, and as the etching 

proceeds, the piled-up ink on the lines is heated and melted,, 
so that it runs down the sides of the lines, to protect them 

from being undermined by the acid—when a sufficient depth is- 
attained’ to make the lines high enough to ink sharp and clean; 

in the printing press, the whole of the etching ink is removed,, 
and the tops only of the lines carefully re-inked. A finishing 
etching is then given to remove the shoulder and steps on the 

sides of the lines caused by the various inkings and meltings^ 
When finished, a properly etched plate should have each iine 

firmly and cleanly cut, and be supported by a pyramidal* 
shaped base. The plate is now ready to be trimmed and. 

mounted on wood type high for the printing press. 

Reproductions of Wash Drawings and Photographs. 

Save as regards line blocks, until early in the ’80’s, it can be- 

said that there was no process in existence by which paintings^ 

wash drawings, or photographs could be “ processed,” to use 

a bad term, into the form of a surface-printing block for die 
press, and the introduction then of the half-tone block marked 

an epoch in the history of photographic illustration wiiich has- 

done more to revolutionise the making of pictures than almost 
all the other processes put together. The origin of the process- 

cannot be definitely claimed by any particular investigator. 

Its development was the result of a kind of evolution ui Bui- 

lock’s process of 1866. Meisenbach, of Munich, patented a half¬ 

tone process in 1882. Mr. Ives, of Philadelphia, Mr. W. B. 

Woodbury, and others were experimenting and publishing re¬ 

sults in rapid succession, until within a period of a very 

few years the process as it now exists was practically established. 

I recollect very clearly the “ dark ages ” of the half-tone process,, 

when all kinds of expedients were adopted to brqak up th© 

gradations of a photograph into- lines or dots by the inter¬ 

position of a texture of silk or fine linen ; also the days of 

wire gauze, ruled lines on paper, and other similar processes. 
The Americans were first in the field with an improved device- 
for breaking up the image into dots, which was so much superior 

to anything invented in Europe that almost every other method 
was dropped in its favour. I refer to the diamond ruled 

screens made by Mr. Max Levy, of Philadelphia. These screens 
or gratings are so essential to a description of the half-tone- 
process that I will occupy a few minutes of your time in telling 

you how they are made. A sheet of the finest plate glass i& 
selected and is coated with a varnish composed of asphalt and 

wax. The coated glass is placed on the bed of an automatic 
ruling machine of extremely accurate construction, and cap¬ 

able of ruling lines of any degree of fineness up to 500 to the 
inch, the cutter of the machine is diamond pointed and 

gauged to cut lines of any desired width. The lines are ruled 
diagonally at 45 deg. across the glass, and the number to the- 

inch varies according to the kind of work for which the screen 
is required, for newspaper printing the lines may be fifty or 
sixty to the inch, for commercial and catalogue printing 100' 

to 130, and for finer magazine or book illustration 150 to 200 

to the inch. When the ruling of the glass is completed, the 
ruled surface is subjected to the action of the hydrofluoric acid, 
which eats into or etches the lines laid bare by the diamond, 

and forms a channel which is filled up with an opaque pig¬ 
ment. This enamel is baked in the lines in an oven, and then 
the surface is carefully polished until the lines are perfectly 
level, and the spaces represented by clear glass are bright and 
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transparent. Two of these ruled glasses are required for each 
■screen, laid together with the lines crossing at right angles, 

and cemented with Canada balsam. As may be imagined, the 
jcieen gratings are somewhat expensive, a piece measuring 12in. 
by 10in., of 175 lines, costs about £25; whilst large screens 
•of 24m. by 18m. are charged at £100 or more. I am glad to 

•state that we have now an English firm (Messrs. J. E. Johnson 
and Co.) who rule these screens excellently, indeed, there is 
Tttle to choose between this work and the best American, which 
is a comforting thing to say in these days, when it is habit of 

the ever present pessimist to decry everything that is English 
and all that the Britisher does. 

To produce a half-tone block from a picture, wash drawing, 
•or photograph, this ruled grating is placed in front of the 

sensitive plate, but not in contact with it. The screen distance 

iom the sensitive plate is a point of importance in making the 
negative, and the skilful operator has to determine this distance 

according to his experience, and to the character of the subject 
"which is to be photographed. If it is placed too close, the 
resulting negative will present what is known as a gridiron 

appearance, if it is too far away, the dotting will be too close 
m the lights, and too small in the shadows. Yon will under- 
•stand how necessary it is to keep a nice balance in this matter 

jn the case of a picture which is built up entirely of an infinity 
■of dots, shadows being represented by grouping of dots, 

■close together, with smallest of spaces between middle and 

lght tones, by dots of different graduations in size, and the 
highest lights of pin point dots only. Everything is represented 

by dots, yet they are so accurately graded in relation to the 

light and shade of the original, that the eye does not detect 

them, unless examined closely, and the half-tone picture ap¬ 

pears as a practical facsimile of the original from which 
at was photographed. 

The method of printing ha f-tone negatives on metal is 

•similar in most respects to that described for line blocks on 

zinc, with this difference, that most half-tone blocks are now 

•etched on copper, and the sensitising solution generally em¬ 

ployed for this metal is a compound of fish glue, albumen, 

ehromie acid, water, and bichromate of ammonia. The copper 
is carefully cleaned with Tripoli powder, and washed, the 

sensitising solution is then flowed over it twice or three times, 

and placed on a revolving table, where it is rapidly whirled’ 
an order to spread the coating thinly and evenly over the 

whole surface ; the coating is then dried by gentle heat in a 

.yellow-lighted room, and the plate is now ready for exposure 

under the half-tone negative ; three to ten minutes’ exposure 
to an electric arc light completes the printing, when the plate 

is removed to a bath containing cold water," and soaked and 

washed under a spray of water until the unacted-upon com¬ 

pound is dissolved out, an operation occupying five or six 

minutes. The image on the metal at this stage is almost in¬ 
visible. In order to enable an examination of the film to be 
made, the plate is dipped into a solution of methyl Violet, 

w lich dye immediately stains the film, and brings the picture 
into view. If ail has gone well, the surface is dried either 

oy owing it with methylated alcohol or gentle heat. The 
0Perati6n has an important effect, namely, a hardening 

ol the delicate glue picture into a substance resembling enamel” 

■and this gives the method its name—the enameline process’ 

The plate is simply heated to a high temperature over the 

flame of a large Bunsen burner; during the progress of this 
“burning in,” or enamelling, the image changes curiously 

the blue picture gets pale, then grey, and eventually vanishes 
■entirely; after a few seconds, as the plate gets hotter, the 

amage appears as a faint brown, and gradually increases in 

strength until it fully attains a ricli chestnut brown tint v, 

the heat must be withdrawn, and the plate is cooled of T 

plate has now a picture fixed upon it, which is formed f 

strong, hard, impermeable coating of enamel, and which* 

bear any reasonable amount of etching without further n, 
tection. The etching bath is made up of neutral perchtofi 
of iron dissolved in water, and of a strength which ,.. 
35 deg. with a Beaume’s hydrometer. The plate is fi, 

jected to a general etching all over the plate, sufficient to ai 

the block a printing depth ; that is, to etch away the soar 
round the dots forming the picture, so that the plate may 1 
inked over with a printer’s roller charged with ink, and a fir 

proof of the photo-etched picture pulled in the press. In mo 

plates made by this process a further and local etching mu. 

be performed. The dulling of the general effect caused °by th 
interposition of the necessary screen grating has to be r« 
moved as far as possible, and this is done by artists who ai 
specially trained for the work. The parts of the picture whir 

are in shadow and are usually correctly rendered by ; 
Properly-exposed negative, are covered over with varnish 
and the next tones are etched again, then these tone 
are covered up, and the high lights are treated unti 
the resulting picture, when proofed, correctly represents th 

original. The plates are then trimmed by engravers, bevellec 
to admit of being rivetted to the wood mounts, and are mounts 
type-high for use in the printing press. 

Many efforts have been made during all the years thest 

mechanically grained blocks have been in use to find a mean; 

of Producing a printing surface which would give a pleasin. 
result with an irregular grain like that given by collotype oi 

photogravure, but the results so far have been disappointing; 

perhaps some of this disappointment may be due to the fad 

that the eye has been trained by years of use to look for and 

expect the smooth, clean results given by the mechanical ruled 
scieen, and that any other result, though it may in a measure 

be moie aitistic, is not acceptable. I would like to mention, 
however, in closing this lecture, that Mr. Wheeler, of Bushey, 

has introduced a new screen for half-tone work. This promises 
much in the direction of the making of pictures which are free 

from mechanical effect, and are yet sufficiently delicate in tex¬ 
ture to retain the finer details. His screens have no pigment in 
the graining; they are formed by a delicate etching of the 

surface, which leaves the plate very transparent, and the break 

ing up of the image to form the printing surface appears to 
be formed by causing the surface of the screen to act as if i 

were made up of an infinity of lenses. Some examples of thh 

process will be shown to you, and will be found extremely in¬ 
teresting. J. jy Geddes. 

The Report for the year 1901 on the museums, colleges, and institutions 

under the administration of the Board of Education has been issued. 

Among other interesting items, it may be mentioned that the year was 

marked by a large falling off in the number of visitors to the western 

galleries of the Victoria and Albert Museum who received special assistance 

or facilities for the examination of the collections for scientific instruction 
and research. There was also a diminution in the total number of visitors 
to the Museum,the total in 1901 being 836,848 as compared with 1,017,314 
in 1897, since which year there has been a steady decrease. The most 
important events in the history of the Royal College of Science during 
the year reported upon were the retirement cf Sir Norman Lockyer 
after forty-four years’ total service, and of Sir Arthur Rucker after 
fifteen years’ service. Similarly the report of the Geological Survey is 
exceptional, since it records the retirement of Sir Archibald Geikie after 
a service of more than forty-five years. The Solar Physics Observatory 
was very busy during the fifteen months with which its report deals, viz., 
from October, 1900, to December, 1901. Bad weather entirely prevented 
observations of sun spots on 127 days throughout this period, and 171 
nights during the same time were wholly bad for observing purposes, 
leaving 201 nights available, on which occasions the observers attended. 
—“ Nature.” 
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THE PICTORIAL EXHIBITS. 

The presence of a few striking pictures in an exhibition doesi more 

Howards creating a favourable impression than a profusion of good but 
work, and, as there are few pictures m the present «**• 

bition which stand out from their companions on account ot feiz?l 
boldness of treatment, or exceptional interest of smbject it is^proba e 

that the general opinion of the exhibition of 19u2 will not be that 

it is one of extraordinary n erit. We must confess that, in our opinio , 

-which is uninfluenced by the considerations we have referred to, t us 

section of the exhibition falls considerably below the standard of that 

.of last year or even the year before. A glance at the list of exlnb - 

.tors shows that many of the best known pictorial workers whose 

pictures have been among those which gave a tone to the whole collec- 
Ln are not exhibiting, while among the work of aspirants who 

have yet to> win their spurs there is very little that shows decided 

sigas of promise. Probably the decadence arises, not from one cause, 

but many. There is no reason to suppose that any irreparable mjmy 

has been wrought or to doubt that those who have stood aloof will 

.again accord their support when the organisation of the exhibition 

dias been placed on a sounder basis. . , , 
The judges have been liberal in their awards, no less than six medals 

having been given. With Percy Lewis the receipt of a medal seems 

to have become an annual event. The particular picture which has 

pleased the judges most is entitled “A Venetian Market, but the 

merit of his three exhibits seems so evenly balanced that the choice is 

but a matter of personal feting. Although his individuality of treat¬ 

ment is evident in all, he has somewhat altered his methods, and has 

.adopted a less sketchy style. This was almost inevitable m choosing 

• carbon for his prints. W. T. Greatbatch is represented by tv o 

woodland scenes, similar in character and treatment as their titles 

suggest, “Woodland Mists” and “Autumn Haze.” The former has 

received a medal. They seem to be unsophisticated samples of photo¬ 

graphy and, if not very ambitious according to modern ideas of pic¬ 

torial work, they are interesting, apart from being very pleasing 

pictures, from the evidence they show that legitimate methods of 

control are sufficient for pictorial effect. The frames are unhappily 

•chosen. Equally straightforward examples of photography are the 

contributions of J. M. Whitehead, one of which 1 Where Once the 

•Garden Smiled,” has received an award. Though small in size, there 

is no want of breadth. “The Rose is Sweetness the Gaideners 

Pride,” by Wm. A. Stewart, is a pleasing picture at the first glance, 

but it hardly bears: examination. We cannot help wondering why a 

•gardener should be garbed in some strange robe of silk—it is the only 

texture in the picture that is recognisable, and why he should wear 

■a sash. The print is mottled all over, which possibly may be 

a help to effect in this particular picture, but which, one cannot 

help suspecting, is due to carelessness, especially after viewing^ Mi. 

‘Stewart’s other exhibit, which is already fading badly. Seven 

Pines,” by Frank R. Fraprie, another of the medalled pictures, is 

.-an inoffensive little work, but most people will wonder why it re¬ 
ceived an award. The remaining medalled picture is by John H. 

♦Gash, and is entitled “Marketing.” The scene is apparently in Nor¬ 

mandy. The quaint costumes of the peasant women and curious archi¬ 

tecture make it interesting, and. the grouping is happy, but it is far 

Irom beyond criticism as regards its tone values; in fact, there are 

no tones in the lower part of the scale, and the fault is not disguised 

by the unnecessary diffusion of focus adopted. 
’ One of the most imposing pictures and occupying one of the most 

prominent places in the gallery is “ The Deserted Mill, by M. Arbuth- 

not. It is a gum print, and, as in many gum prints, a gain in breadth 

has been secured at the expense of truth of tone. The theme is a some¬ 

what hackneyed one, and one would probably guess, from subject and 

treatment, it was of Continental origin ; this, however, is not the case. 

It is, on the whole, a creditable piece of work, and its author deserves 
.an encouraging word. Equal prominence has been given to a large 

photograph, by J. C. Warburg, eititled “Summer Heat.” The print, 

which is described as being by Pouncy’s process, is of a pleasant 

cool green tint, and any other year than this we should have said 

that summer heat was the last atmospheric condition it suggests. As 

a specimen of photographic skill it is noteworthy on account of its 

■size, but it possesses little pictorial interest. Of Mr. Warburgs 

other four examples, “ A Surrey Roadside ” is, perhaps, the most 

passable. “The Park Palings,” which really represents the iron posts 

and rails, is evidenti’.v a.n enlarged snap-shot, and it possesses just the 
'Combination of good “and bad qualities that the average snap-shot dis¬ 

plays as produced by the average snap-shotter. Mr. Warburg’s col¬ 

leagues on the hanging committee surely have treated him unkindly in 

not suppressing such immature attempts as those which bear his name. 

Dr Grindrod has no less than six pictures. His work is always in¬ 

teresting, on account of its boldness and freedom, and 
of effect, but there is no- one that we know who stands on an equ 
footing with him whose work suffers so much from carelessness and 

inattention to details. “Carting Trowse,” for instance xs full of 

anomalies in its tones, which would strike the least educated eye. 

J. (5. S. Mummery has shown far better work than that to be seen here, 

in “Low Ebb,” he has a good effect of atmosphere and a sufficiently 

pleasing composition, but the technique of the picture has an un¬ 

pleasant characteristic, which we can only describe as scratchy. 

The “ Village Street ” is not so happy as a composition; its cramped 

foreground quite spoils it, but in treatment, m tones, and in other 

respects it is admirable. John H. Gear’s “ Scharzwald Peasants is 

a, careful piece of work, and, m spite of many good qualities, is not 

quite satisfying; probably the interest in the figures and the landscape 

v too evenly balanced. His “ Tivclh ” is much more successful, although 

the subject is a- less ambitious one. J. Page Croft is another member 
of the selecting committee whose colleagues have tempered justice 

with mercy. He is certainly not fulfilling the premise of his youth, as 

far as photography goes. Always prone to extravagance, experience 

should Phave taught him restraint, but it lias not, and he attempts 

things far beyond the warrant of either Ins art knowledge or hi 

technical skill' Surely his own sense of beauty should have led hun 
^ suppress “A Photo Sketch,” which apparently represents the nude 

figure of a woman suffering from some loathsome disease, which has 

distorted her, body and limb. .... picture is as vulgar as its title. 

“A Portrait,” a girl with a veil, is his simplest and best work 
The brothers A. and F. Read show two landscapes of decided pro¬ 

mise." When they learn to strain less after effect and to satisfy them¬ 

selves with simpler subjects, they wifi do well. The half-dozen pictures 

by R Eickmeyer are all full of that daintiness and feeling we are 

Mcustomed to in h,s work. “A Portrait” (157) 1S a charing hoad 

unconventionally treated. An attempt in gum, entitled Over the 

Hills to the Poorhouse, I’m Wending my Weary Way, shows the 

usual defects of that process in unaccustomed hands ,. 
Among the portraiture, a noticeable work is “ A Glasgow Jourmust, 

by W Ralston, in which reflected light is used to produce a striking 

effect “A Portrait,” by Dudley Hoyt, is good, but the treatment, 

though possibly legitimate in photography, is not of a kind that would 

he adopted with any other medium Jas. Auld sends a far moreattrAC 

tive head than that which received a medal last year. W. M. War 
Ireuko L. a very pleasing portrait, of a lady F H^lyer’a portrait 

of Professor W. C. Unwin is entirely successful. A Haddon, ^sq. 

bv Furley Lewis, is also a commendable work. “ Lady Anglesey, y 

H. Walter Barnett, can hardly be called a fair specimen of his wor . 

R N. Speiaight has two admirable portrait studies, amd R Feil • 
Willson’s one contribution is quite up to his_usual standard I • 

capital little portraits or figure studies, by C. F. Inston, are happy in 

subieet and delightful in treatment. , . . 
W . A. J. Hensler has in “ Epping Forest, a very well worn subject, 

but it is well treated. . . 
PLerre Dubreuil’s five works in gum are equally example* otttie 

control and the absence of control in that process. A portrait ot 

a painter shows the latter and the portrait of Mr. D. the formere 

fT Stuart, whose work in carbon was always noticeably good, tffif 

year send’s a very modest-sized gum, which is not a great succes,. 

W Rawlings has in “A Field of Thistles” a good subject, but it 

is hardly successful. “The Seaweed Cart” is better, but neither is 

equal to7Mr. Rawlings’ usual work J. Fielder Hadens s Harvest 
seems to us a very commonplace photograph, although it is cho en 

for illustration in the catalogue. ‘ In the Gloaming ^ far bet 

both m subject and in treatment. Doug as English made aa 

interesting picture of mice, and several of his picture* of the smaLe 

animals in the technical section would be distinct ac^ia^01^ 
the pictorial section. W. J. Croall also shows upstairs a lions 
head which has very considerable pictorial value; indeed t is a 

far better picture than his pictorial exhibit. XTmo me inrpune. 

Lacessit” by Robert Mackay, has an equal right to be exhfwted 

ffi effher section. It is a greup of thistles; as a decorative work 

it quite deserves its place among the pictures'. g 
The exhibition contains some notable studies of bre.Ting wa 

by Joseph Appleby, and which are refreshing examples of straight¬ 

forward photography. Architecture seems to be quite unfashionah 

now buf among the few examples there are some distinctly com¬ 

mendable. “ Promenoir Staircase, Mont St, Michel, Normandy, 

by Alfred Bedding, is characterised by its harmonious tones. 

“ Across the Nave Beverley,” bv J. W. Hodges, is another well- 

managed interior; and “In the South-West Tower, ^hesUr gives 
Wm. A. Clark an excellent opportunrty which he has availed him 

self of; and “ An Ancient Chamber.” by John Schofield, is a. car 

executed piece of work, and there is some gooo work by H. K. 

CaS° Acland contributes the one photograph in colours which the 

pictorial section can boast of. We cannot justly describe it as m 

the colours of nature, but. it is very tiny, quite inoffensive, and 

interesting in its way. 
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“On a Moorland Road,’’ a study of sheep, by J. B. Johnstone, 
strikes us as being one of the best things in the exhibition. It is 
certainly not faultless, for it has precisely thei faults which are so 
difficult to avoid in a photograph when a low scale of tone is 
adopted—there are dozens of examples of the same defect in the 
room—but the grouping, the arrangement, and the general effect 
are extremely good. It is most unfortunately hung a.t the lowest 
level. Of the three pictures by W. C. Wickison, “A Hampshire 
Farm ” is the most interesting, but the subject seems somewhat 
reminiscent of the “ warranted hand painted ” oil paintings of the 
cheap furniture shops. It is, however, a distinctly clever work, in 
spite of its artificial appearance. “Winter,” by Thomas Wright, 
is a very effective piece of snow scenery. From a pictorial point 
it is rather too crowded with incident, but is just the picture to 
appeal to the general public. Another picture which will be popular 
is “Friend or Foe,” by John Smith, which represents a child making 
advances to a cat. 

Of course, there are many other pictures that deserve notice with 
those we have commented upon, but however fully wre were to record 
our own impressions a. greater amount of instruction could be 
gathered from a single visit. 

TRADE EXHIBITORS. 

The first experiment, the year before last, in providing space for 
the display of their wares by manufacturers and photographic 
dealers, though otherwise successful, resulted in an assemblage of 
stalls decorated so that the noble fountain court presented some¬ 
thing the appearance of a fancy fair. The same fault cannot be 
found now'; and, although the intention is quite as well achieved, 
the appearance is very much more in consonance with the dignity ol 
the Royal Photographic Society. 

Messrs.; Wellington and Ward1 have arranged their space in the 
usual tasteful manner, and display enlargements on their various 
grades of bromide paper, also enlargements in carbon and specimen 
negatives on their celluloid film. 

Messrs. J. H. Da-llmeyer, Ltd.—The chief attraction is the long- 
expected “Adon” telephotographic lens. This differs from ordinary 
forms in being attached to the front instead of to the back of the 
ordinary lens. It can be adjusted to work at the same infinity 
focus as the ordinary lens, and thus the focus can be adjusted before 
the attachment is applied.. The “Aden” is in itself an image¬ 
forming lens, and it can be used by itself as an ordinary lens. An 
important advantage in this over the usual from of telephoto attach¬ 
ment is that the light intensity of the ordinary lens is but slightly 
diminished, and its use in a hand camera is therefore quite possible. 
Another novelty is a new camera back for studio cameras, which 
allows the sensitive plate to be brought into position for exposure 
in a fraction of a second after focussing has been performed1. It. is 
extremely ingenious and undoubtedly useful. 

. Messrs Sanger Shepherd and Co. have many new and important 
pieces of apparatus which will be of great interest to those who 
are engaged in the production of photographs in natural colours, 
there is also a new' light measuring instrument, and a new hand-fed 
arc lamp for projection purposes. 

Messrs.- Ross, Ltd., have an attractive display of their lenses, of 
various types, also camera-s of their own and other makes to which 
their lenses are fitted. They also show lanterns for enlarging and 
projection with their special forms of arc lamps and high power 
lime-light jets, their new pattern prism binoculars, and other special¬ 
ties of the firm. r 

. Mr: C'- P Goer/ shows examples of his ana.stigmaitic lenses, includ¬ 
ing the last new series and the ingenious “Hypergon” lens for in- 
c ui mg an extremely wide angle; the Go-er'z-Anschutz camera-, Sector 
shutters, various photographic accessories, and the Trieder binocular 
borne good specimen photographs are- also shown. 

Messrs. W. Wat-on and1 Sons have an admirable selection *of 
cameras of various kinds, including their latest patterns, their focal 
plane shutter, adaptable for time and instantaneous exposures and 
convertible Holostigmat lenses, with specimens of their performance, 
A new patent shutter release is also showp, which seems to be with¬ 
out the disadvantages of the ordinary pneumatic ball and tube 

Messrs. Burroughs. Wellcome and Co. make a good show' of speci¬ 
mens of their “Tabloid” photographic chemicals. There is also 
to be seen here Wellcome’s Photographic Exposure Record and Diary 

I he Kodak Company make a good display of their wares The 
new developing machine for developing roll ‘films in daylight is on 
view. The method* of using it and other simple demonstrations 
are freo^°ntly given./ 

The Platinotype Company show numerous specimens of platino- 
type printing. They have also a full equipment for the platinotype 
patent lamp for portraiture, and demonstrations are given at intervals 
in the evenings. 

THE TECHNICAL SECTION. 

Scientific, technical, and photo-mechanical exhibits reach a total 
of some one hundred and fifty examples-, somewhat less, if memory 
serves aright, than was the case last year. The exhibits illustrate the 

applications of photography to astronomy, spectroscopy, radiography 
natural colour rendering, copying, investigations into the structure of 
metals, the miscroscope, ballooning, and natural history work. 

ASTRONOMY. 

The Astronomer Royal contributes the lion’s share of the astronomical, 
examples. They consist of transparencies showing the solar corona as 
photographed at Sahdol (1898), Ovar (1900), Sumatra (1901), and 
Mauritius (1901). The credit for the work is shared by Mr. Cln 
(Astronomer Royal), Mr. F. W. Dyson, and Mr. Maunder, and the 
instrument employed has been the Thompson Coronograph, 0.(1. 
9 inch diameter, with plates varying from lantern, process, and ordinary 
to specially rapid backed plates. The visitor will also find photograplo 
of the Pleiades, taken w ith the Thompson Reflector, with an aperture 
of 30 inches and a focal length of 11 feet 4 inches. The same instrument, 
was used for the photograph of the Great Nebulae in Orion (1899), and 
in Andromeda (1898). There is also a photograph of the moon (age 
231 hours) taken with an arrangement forming a telescope of 50 feet 
focal length, which is of excellent quality. Sir Norman Lockyershows 
the corona of May 28, 1900, and twro framed of star spectra, which 
speak for themselves to tlio-se who appreciate or follow this method 
of studying the heavenly bodies. Of equal interest is the exhibit 
o-f Captain E. H. Hills, who deals with the eclipse of January 22, 1898, 
as seen from Pulgaon, in India-. The two frames he sends in contain 
spectrum photographs of the sun’s limb at the points of second and 
third contact, taken a few seconds before and after contact, and at 
actual contact. The work of another well known astronomer, Mrs. 
Maunder, also calls for reference. She exhibits carefully prepared 
drawings from her photograph's of the solar corona in the eclipse of 
May, 1901, both of which have been very highly spoken of by experts 
in this field of work. 

THE X RAYS. 

Dr. R. Norris Wolfenden, Mr. C. Thurston Holland, and Mr. 
Frederick H. Glewr are responsible for the interesting exhibits coming 
under the above heading. The first-named gentleman devotes much 
of his time to deep sea dredging in the Orkney and Shetland waters, 
and the creatures he brings up are subsequently thoroughly examined 
by means of the Rbntgen rays. We do not propose to describe in* 
detail the Doctor’s exhibits, which show marvellous skill, but will pass- 
on to the others. Mr. Holland’s pictures are of a more surgical interest. 
They show the location of foreign substances in the human body and! 
limbs, and the site of fractures or other disorders of the bones. Mr. 
Glow’s single exhibit is a radiograph of an injected baby, showing the 
system of blood vessels with startling clearness. Altogether, this 
class is of a very instructive character. 

PHOTOGRAPHS IN COLOURS. 

Small though the number of these exhibits, they cover nearly alii 
of the processes in use. Mr. W. E. Brewerton some years ago, when 
the exhibition was heild at Pall Mall East, took a medal for a method 
which he still practises, with some success. He shows two prints—“A 
Poppy Field” and “A Group of Fruit.” In each case the blue sensa¬ 
tion is rendered by means of a ferro-prussiate print, while the reds and. 
yellows of the originals are- in the form of carbon prints, superim¬ 
posed upon the ferro-prussiate base. There are faults in both examples, 
but- not more so than in the other processes of colour reproduction. Close 
by are the exhibits of the Lumiere N.A. Company, Limited, produced 
by the superposition of three stained films representing the three 
primary colours. The prints on paper, which are here shown by the 
enterprising firm, are from still-life subjects. They produce the 
colours of the original, with more truth perhaps than the casual ob¬ 
server is prepared to admit-. We are so accustomed to view objects in 
their natural colours that the strength of the colouring does not force 
itself upon us, but one has only to consider the images seen upon 
our focussing screens to admit that by some mental process we largely 
ignore the true intensity of the colours of objects seen in the ordinary 
way. Processes of colour photography appear to the writer to render 
what actually is, rather than the human perception of colour in things,, 
and one is naturally led to question whether this: is the correct way 
to approach the subject of colour rendering, or whether the results 
should conform more closely to the milder sensation of colour in which 
nature presents itself to our imagination. Adopting the first standpoint 
there can be no question that the exhibits in question are strikingly 
good, seen without the originals before us. The paper prints are more 
to our liking tha-n the same firm’s vivid glass transparencies, in which 
the bounds of colouring are somewhat overstepped. Miss Acland, of 
Oxford, is well known for her untiring pursuit of the problem of colour 
rendering. She chooses the Sanger Shepherd superimposed films method 
in the case of transparencies, of which she has made a good many, but 
the- paper prints she now exhibits are by a modification of the same 
process worked out by herself. This notice deals essentially with 
the technical exhibits, but for the purposes- of describing Miss A eland’s 
exhibits we must include a print displayed in the pictorial -section, 
also made after her method of working. There came before us, there¬ 
fore, five prints—two reproductions from coloured miniatures, a reef 
lily, a. portrait of the- Hon. Lady Acland, and a view of the X fleet 
in Torbay. The foundation blue print consists of an ordinary bromide 
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“Xd™S pinkreadnd'yrilowUprintSPa?e made upon biohromated 

nf^crlass edced with rubber solution, and coated with colodio < 

r„ ■ass 
ra^d!&^™£"d “nd washed. When dry the 

printe arelaTntly stained pink and yellow Mpect.vely co^ed wrth 
rubber solution to hinder the dye from running, and finally covered 
with collodion.’ The blue bromide print is then mounted on car 
^id coated with thin varnish. A particular gelatine solution w then 
flowed over the print, and the pink print placed m register above 
it When dry, the two prints are stripped away from the glass and 
made ready for the yellow print as before. Variations on this procedure 
were made for some of the prints, to the extent of omitting the silver 
bromide, and consequently the fixing, as well as m other directions . 

Another example of colour work is the transparency of Mr. E A. 

Jahn. This again is by the Sanger Shepherd process, and the subject, 
“Daffodils and Anemones,” is pretty well rendered. Mr. Edgar 
Senior is represented by a Lippmann photograph of the arc spectrum, 
which is very good indeed, and a frame of two photomicrographs of sec¬ 
tions through the “ blue ” and “ red ” of one of these photographs, multi¬ 
plied respectively 4,520 and 2,700 diameters. The laminae, to which 
the whole of the colour is; due, are very well rendered, but it suggests 
itself to our mind that it would have been better to have enlaiged 
the two sections to the same magnification, so that the thicknesses 
and distances of the laminae, to which the different colours are due, 
might be kept hi their relative proportions. As it is, the laminae in the 
two photographs are shown at about the same size, and one has to 
remember that the magnification in each case is different. 

PHOTOGRAPHY WITH THE MICROSCUPE. 

The series of micro-photographs by Mr. Ernest A. Lewis, F.C.S., 
chemist to Muntz’s Metal Company, call for special mention, they 
show at different degrees of magnification the structure ol metallic 
alloys, such as copper and manganese of various percentages, copper 
and aluminium, zinc and iron, zinc and silver, zinc and copper, zinc 
and antimony, zinc and cadmium, etc. Similarly mstructive, when 
time is given to sufficiently consider the work, is the exhibit, of Dr. 
Clowes, consisting of photomicrographs taken in connection with the 
long series of experiments in the bacterial treatment and destruction 
of crude sewage. The actual photographic work with the microscope 
is that of Dr. Albert Norman, whose reputation for this class of 
research is one of long standing. We wish that some of his more 
recent work at the problem of photomicrograph}, in natural colours 
could have been on view. The cultures photographed were, it 

should be added, by Dr. Houston. . ^ , . 
Dr. Edmund J. Spitta has also a reputation amongst photo- 

micrographers which is second to none. His three exhibits at the 
New Gallery amply maintain this reputation. He shows the ampin- 
pleura pellucida x 4,200 diameters. It was photographed with the 
exhibitor’s new arrangement for obtaining pure monochromatic light 
with the mixed jet. This arrangement enables the “ beads,” which 
are about 1-100,000 inch in diameter, to be seen and to be photo¬ 
graphed'. Dr. Spitta has been over four years m accomplishing this 
feat with the limelight. White light fails to render these dots. 
Yellow green, or, better, blue-violet, light is wanted. Many experts 
have tried with the aid of prisms to get this blue-violet light, but 
there is not enough of it and that is not direct. Dr. Spitta believes 
that he is the first to photograph these dots by limelight. Van 
Heurck did so with solar light, in an imperfect manner and wnn 
apparatus costing a good deal, whereas Dr. Spitta has succeeded 
with an ordinary microscope, the usual condenser, anct a Zeiss 1.40 
apoehromat. Those who are able to judge speak of this achievement 
of Dr. Spitta’s with unlimited' praise. The second and third photo¬ 
graphs are the amphipleura pellucida x 10,000, a single diatom photo¬ 
graphed by limelight at 2,000 diameters and re-enlarged; and an 
excellent photograph of the entire proboscis of a blow-fly made with 
the Conrady one-inch semi-apochromatic series and a double green 
screen., Mr. Frederic E. Ives contributes twelve photomicrographs 
made with a small fixed focus box camera and adjustable fixture. 

PHOTOGRAPHY FOR THE NATURALIST. 

There is quite a fair collection of animal pictures, the palm being 
carried off, we think, by Mr. Douglas English with his several frames 
showing the old English black ra,t (almost, if not, extinct) in three 
characteristic attitudes. The four little prints of a dormouse en¬ 
gaged in his antics and the three pictures of the squirrel are very 
clever. There are also four pictures of a repulsive-looking creature 
the polecat, intent on the body of a rabbit. On» of the pictures is 
enlarged, and shows the animal about three-quarters natural aze^ 
Mr H Nouaille Rudge is the exhibitor of four enlarged photographs 

of a spider monkey, an ostrich with mouth open, and two juffures, 
all ofPwtich are good, but perhaps a little hard cue no doubt m 
part to the nature of the gallery lighting Miss ^ Turner h 
some dainty little photographs of the coal and b ue tits th^ ^ 

M “wlV/l and 

are°XudL iaitu^l enough records, _ but they 

call-for especial notice° Mr. R. A. Malby’s “ Night jar,” showing 

the close resemblance which the plumage of * ie but there 
bark upon which it rests may also be “Grey 
nothing particular about it, or about Mr. B. H. Bentleys u y 

Parr0t' BALLOON PHOTOGRAPHY. 

as 

tion as to tne armiuue num w, *,.+ ti.p elevation m question 
are inclined to put the question, Whether at tfie £ regajd 

the balloonist can claim to be app ' 1 , , pel.| .t, ,. Bacon’s 
to sunrise or behind in the matter erf sunset. Berhaps frQm 

thte-ql^rfofPlPmle SSwBoto. ” TUs ri 

^"etnfrnS to P»P“l™lL^ph“ph7^ic£f he™ 
and country and the lecture, on &&& ml. should 
announced to give at tne rui J like to ask a question 
bring together a 
about No. 311, Ulouascape dl> be geen below. Where 

PrtVe fails to^eal them to our eyes. 

reproduction processes. 

There is a very marked falling off in the number of exhibits com- 

ing under thmhMdcompar ^.'two fran;es> containing respec- 
rose and Sons, Limited, have o •, prints and six repro- 
tively eight reproductions o car ' ■ ^ basx b<?en executed with 
ductions of coloured mezzotint ., -tb this firm’s productions, 

all the care and ifs loW^ t compel wiL them on 
but it seems a pity that there . - from a negative of 
this occasion. Close by is a p atmum pnnt horn^a Rg w R 

Solomon J Solomons Bhn 8® £ considerably; and next 
Child, who devotes himself to tins work very c „ Dr. 

to it is a copy of an oil pauffmg of J ^ comment. with 
Lindsay Johnson, winch woes not PP‘ f Gid print, we come 
* ^ef glance at Mr. Gus ahTws a Lies of copies 
to the exhibits of Mr. J. Dorr iwy , has utilised for some 
from engravings made by a metho^ fames have been 

years. The negatives ^rom • SUnlight through a solution of picric 
printed were obtained by pass g g gd f downward m 

Ld on to paper is thus inter- 
close contact with engraving . engraving to be copied. 

"secLd ,& R.P.B. -la, 

a, year or two ago. dibits. 

There is a number of exhibits^ do 

iTpeMrTLen by tajt crystals on wnudow 

Jamie Leadbeater, who shows previous evasions 
in recording these phenomena, a] p< J, t paul Stellbrmg 
we have s£m similar exampies °f his wk ^ r ^ f a 

shows an interesting p'ho ograp g j jjowden Wilkie 

multiple lightning ' L Observatory also lend an example 
is good of its kind. The Royal Mr H T }Ialby has 
of lightning photography. In - os. , telephoto lens on near objects, 
two excellent examples of the,use rf-that is with 
compared with pictures, made v cases t‘pe telephoto picture 
the negative element remoAect^ *jt 0f the smaller photograph, 
is decidedly in advance, m p .. . _“Sunshine and storm clouds Mr. Bagot Molesworth has one exnibit-— Bunsnum ^a^ ^ distant,> 

in the high Alps “a g k^f 0,f sunshine breaking through 
taken at the moment when ci g Close bv is a good 
the clouds illuminates the mountaan ^umm . U^ LTlC; knt. 

flashlight picture by Mr. Thomas a low roof. 

Mu'jilm C. mlLSSK all, a littte frame', containing a print 
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entitled “Sand ripples,” which is almost effective enough to find 
a place amongst his other work in Section I. 

There is a wonderful series of photographs by Dr. Vaughan Cornish, 
whoso studies in sand ripples, cloud waves, and the like at laist year’s 
show attracted so much attention. He contributes this year, in 
aduition to some ordinary snow scene's in the Selkirk Mountains of 
British Columbia, a number of photographs of snow “mushrooms.” 
These peculiar formations of snow reach as much as 12ft. in diameter, 
ano are shown, as a rule, upon broken tree stumps of 2ft. to 4ft. 
diameter. The snow itself is rendered in a. splendid manner, but 
apart from excellencies of this character, the objects themselves deserve 
attention. One of the most weird is that of a snow cap of very 
large size supported on the top of a telegraph pole. The straining 
of the wires is very clearly rendered. \ lews of ice hummocks on 
the frozen St. Lawrence also possess interest of their own. 

Sir Norman Lockyer exhibits frames of arc spectra of plant ashes 
(such as spinach ash and straw ash), volatilised on silver poles, show¬ 
ing the varying intensities of the lines due to the principal con¬ 
stituents. Of a similarly analytical nature are the spectrum photo¬ 
graphs of meteorites, volatilised on poles of silver, and the volcanic 
dust from Martinique. Both show the lines of the metallic elements 
present. 

From the Cape, come several frames of exhibits by Mr. A. J. Fuller 
and Dr. Marloth. They are all noticeable for their excellent tech¬ 
nique. Mr. Fuller has photographed specimens of a very destructive 
moth which, coming from Mauritius and Bourbon at the end of 1899, 
wrought great havoc amongst the fruit crops. The same exhibitor 
shows a picture of the Karroo plant, which stores water within its 
leaves for its nourishment during the long drought. Dr. Marloth 
shows photographs of a number of succulent plants, ferns, orchids, 
and various flowers, at different altitudes of Table Mountain. There 
technically excellent prints are well deserving of examination. 

THE APPARATUS. 

There is more apparatus, and its interest is also greater than in 
recent years. Mr. James Wheeler contributes a direct ray printing 
q?X). Resigned to the securing of a right-angled incidence and avoidance 

of side reflections. Messrs. Penrose and Co. show the latest forms 
of iallents diffraction spectroscopic camera. A new slit, more sensi- 
ti'.e in adjustment, is provided, and one or two commendable changes 
aie made. Messrs. R. R. Beard exhibits an enlarging apparatus fitted 
w ltli his el-ect i ic die 1 ctinp 7 9in. condenser, rot citing" negative carrier, 
and a means of swinging or ti'ting the negative to correct inclined 
lines. Messrs. laylor, iaylor, and Hobson show their new Cooke 
focussing lens, which contains within itself a means of focussing 
objects at various distances from the camera.. It is particularly suited 
to hand cameras, which, fitted with the lens, require no bellows or 
ordinary focussing mec/hanism. The mere rotation of the mount 
alters the focus of the lens by the separation of its elements. 

Mr. Edgar Senior has on view a sensitometer designed to facilitate 
the selection of the screens for use m three-colour photography. The ap¬ 
paratus Ls based on Sir William Abney’s method, and is dealt with in 
Penroses Annual, 1901. In connection with this exhibit must also 
be mentioned the specime is of trichromatic inks and an example of the 
test showing the met nod of using the sensitometer. Last, but“ not 
least, for it has gained the Society’s medal, comes Mr. F. E. Ives’s 
parallax stereogram. We have already published a note upon this 
very clever device, which is made to produce the illusion of a solid 
object standing m space between the glass positive- and the observer’s 

-eyes. 

THE SLIDES. 

the lantern slides are most disappointing in number, and those 
selected for exhibition may be quickly disposed of. Those that will 
arrest ones attention more than the others are by Mr. Ellis Kelsey 
w 10 exhibits five night effects, the most striking being the man in 
bed reading by candle light, “Firelight,” and the cyclist. A score 
of stereoscopic prints include a number by Mr. F. E. Ives, having 
-definite objects in view. These are photo-micrographs of diatoms 
mao.* with an oil immersion objective, and Mr. Ives took them in 
older to study the relation of the diffraction image to the dioptric 
image, and to see whether his procedure might not be helpful in the 
stm _\ of minute structures, and perhaps-settle some vexed questions. 

flic method of procedure is believed to be new, in that the difference 
•between the two images is brought about solely by decentering the 
diaphragm at the back of the substage condenser, so that there can 
be no suppression of diffraction pencils at the back of the objective, 
oo far as the exhibitor is aware, it has always Hitherto been the 
practice to covtr lialf of the back of the objective. The amplific&tionis 
vary from x 300 to above x 2,000 In the examination and study of 
some of the results it is necessary to take into consideration the 
round ness of the field of the objective, which makes the plane of 
shaqi definition vary where there is no alteration of object distance. 
(An achromatic hand stereoscope is provided for the examination of 
this exhibit, j 

THE “L. N. A.” THREE-COLOUR PROCESS. 

Recently the directors of the Lumiena North American C'otnpanv 
gave the Press, both lay and photographic, the opportunity of ascer¬ 
taining the steps that, were being taken to popularise trichromatic* on 
glass amongst the general public. A wefl-attendcd demonstration, at 
the Holborn Restaurant, was followed by a luncheon and an optical 
lantern display. Briefly, what the comqxuiy has done is to place 
within the reach of the photographer, for a comparatively small 
sum," the materials for producing three-colour transparencies by the 
stained film process. Three screens, three dye solutions, the bichro¬ 
mate sem it her for the positives, the printing surface, and clearly 
written instructions not above the mental comprehension of th'« 
youngest photographer comprise the “ L. N. A.” three-colour outfit. 
Great interest was manifested in the demonstration at the Press view, 
and subsequently at the luncheon (presided over by the chairman of the 
company, Mr. E. Llewellin White). Mr. T. K. Grant lucidly explained 
the principles of the process. The projected transparencies were of 
excellent quality, and the company may, at any rate, be congratu¬ 
lated on having imparted to the majority of its journalistic guests 
a clearer idea of practical trichromat ics than, in many cases, had 
hitherto been possessed. 

It may be added that the materials for the “L. N. A.” process are 
obtainable at the company’s address, 4, Bloomsbury Street, New 

Oxford Street, London. We subjoin a description of the working 
details, taken from the “ Book of Colour Photography ” : — 

The production of a lantern slide or transparency in natural colour* 
resolves itself into three divisions: — 

(1) Production of the three negatives necessary. 
(2) Printing the three positives. 
(3) Dyeing and mounting positives. 

THREE NEGATIVES NECESSARY. 

The three negatives necessary must he taken on three special plates 
with the use of light filters supplied. The ordinary dark slides are 
employed and the three exposures made as rapidly in succession as 
possible, care being taken that the camera be not moved between the 
exposures. The filters must be so placed that they come between 
the object photographed and the sensitive plate, and also in such a 
position that they may be easily changed when needed. The position 
tilling these requirements most readily is immediately in front of the 
lens. They may be so attached by the use of a small adapter or 
carrier which clips to the lens hood, and allows of the easy insertion 
or withdrawal of a screen. 

THE PLATES TO BE USED. 

For use with the blue violet filter we employ the Lumiere Extra 
Rapid Blue Label plate ; with the green filter, the Lumiere Orthochro- 
matic Series A ; and with a red filter the Lumiere Orthochromatic 
Series B. These plates being specially prepared, showing high 
sensitiveness to the colour rays passed by these filters, should he 
always employed. The use of any other plate will materially affect 
the quality of the results, and is to be avoided. 

THE RIGHT EXPOSURES. 

The exposure through light filters is naturally more extended than 
would, under ordinary circumstances, be the case, and with the 
filters supplied it wall be found necessary tc give an exposure—using 
the blue screen—of four times that necessary without its use. As, 
for instance, if the normal exposure on a subject, without screen, 
were \ of a second, we should have to give an exposure of one second 
through the screen. 

With the green screen, an exposure of six times this duration must 
be given; and with the red sixteen times; so that the three exposures 
will read as follows : — 

Blue screen ..  1 
Green .    6 
Red .  16 

THE DEVELOPER. 

Having made the exposures, we next proceed to develop our nega 
lives, and as the negative most suited to the process is one containing 
the maximum of detail and softness, all harsh contrasts must be 
avoided. To obtain such a negative, we advise the use of dianol, 
which should be prepared as follows: — 

Water . 250 c c. or 9 ozs. 
Anhydrous soda sulphite . 8 gr. or 120 grains. 
Dianol . 1 gr. or 15 grains. 

CAUTION. 

Before taking the plates from the slide, the developing dish and 
solution should be placed in readiness, and the dark room light turned 
to its lowest point. The dish should be sufficiently large to take the 
three plates, and it is best to use a large quantity of developer, as 
by this means the complete covering of the plate is assured. On taking 
the plates from the slides they should be numbered, or marked, to 
render them easily distinguishable, the use of a lead pencil on the film 
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side being perhaps the simplest method. The extra rapid plate should 
be marked 1; the Ortho A plate, 2; and the Ortho B plate, 3. 

Place the three plates in the dish in such a manner that the position 
of the E. R. blue label plate is known, as this is the plate we examine 
during development. After pouring on the developer, cover the dish 
and rock freely. 

At the expiration of a minute, the E. R. plate may be withdrawn 
from, the developer, and momentarily examined by turning up the 
light. Care should be taken to keep the dish well covered during the 
examination, as the plates therein are sensitive to red rays, and 
fogging would result. The high lights of the subject will be found 
well marked if exposure has been correct, and the plate must be 
returned to the developing dish and rocked for a further three minutes. 
At the expiration of this period the plates should be rinsed, and 
placed in an ordinary fixing bath for ten minutes. Care should be used 
that the light be not turned up before the plates are thoroughly fixed 
unless the dish cover is in position. When fixed, wash as usual, and 
place to dry. 

PRINTING THE THREE POSITIVES.—SENSITISING. 

Take three pieces of the special film supplied, and immerse for two 
minutes (by artificial light, or very subdued daylight) in the sensitizing 
solution, the temperature of which must not exceed 65 degrees. 

DRYING. 

These should then be suspended in a dark airy place to dry, which 
operation should not be too prolonged. Film sensistised at night 
should be ready for use next morning. 

PRINTING. 

When dry, prints may be made on this sensitive film, after carefully 
cleaning the back of the support the negative being placed in an ordi¬ 
nary printing frame, and the emulsion or gelatine side of the film 
turned away from the negative, so a*s to print through the support. 
A “ safe edge ” is preferably provided, and can be made by the use 
of an ordinary lantern mask, or by gumming slips of black paper round 
the sides of the negative—so as to frame the picture as it were. When 
the image is visible in faint detail, printing will have proceeded suffi¬ 
ciently far for development, which is accomplished as follows: — 

MARKING. 

The three pieces of film are removed from the frames and marked 
carefully for identification. This is most readily performed by clipping 
the corners of the tissues with a pair of scissors. From negative one, 
one corner should be clipped off the print; from negative two, two 
corners; from negative three, three corners removed. This marking 
is necessary, as it is our guide when dyeing, and must be carefully 
carried out in all cases if error is to be avoided. 

DEVELOPING. 

Now immerse one piece of the printed film in a dish containing 
warm water, a temperature of 90 degrees to 100 degrees being the 
most suitable for use. Rock the dish, and portions of the gelatine 
will be seen to dissolve away, gradually leaving a positive image 
printed on the support, and of a creamy white colour. When all the 
soluble parts have been dissolved, this should, viewed by transmitted 
light, present a well graded appearance, and reproduce all the detail 
of the negative. 

CLEARING. 

This positive must now be cleared or rendered transparent, which 
is accomplished by immersion in a bath composed as follows: — 

Hypo . 2 ozs. 
Schering’s Photo Formalin . 2 drams. 
Potassium ferricyanide . 24 grains. 
Water . 20 ozs. 

The same process is used with the remaining two prints, and a 
short wash and drying in a position free from dust will complete the 
second step of the process. 

DYEING AND MOUNTING POSITIVES. 

It now remains to dye and mount the three transparent prints that 
we have produced. Three bottles of dye are contained in the cabinet, 
the contents of which are ready for use, and may be employed over 
and over again until exhausted. It is at this point where we find 
the necessity for the careful marking of negative and print that has 
been previously advised. The print with one comer clipped (taken 
from the extra rapid plate) is immersed in the yellow dye (No. 2). 
The print with two comers clipped (taken from the Ortho A plate) 
is placed in the red dye (No. 3), and the print with three comers 
clipped (taken from the Ortho B plate), is dyed blue in the blue dye 
(No. 1). 

Dyeing takes from one to two hours, according to the temperature 
of the solutions, but as it is possible to a large extent to adjust the 
final results, no particular care is necessary. When dyeing is judged 
sufficient, that is to say, when the picture presents a full range of 
tone and detail, the prints should be removed from the baths, rinsed, 
and placed to dry in a position free from dust. 

ADJUSTING FINAL RESULTS. 

When dry, we can readily judge if they are correct by placing in 
temporary superposition. For this a supply of clips (procurable at 
any stationer’s) will be found useful. Place the yellow and blue prints 
in register, and clip together at the side, afterwards adding the red 
monochrome, and again clipping the three together. 

REGULATING THE COLOURS. 

Should there be shown an excess of any colour, this may be regu¬ 
lated by the use of a solution of ordinary glue—about I5 drachms of 
glue to a pint of water. To mix, allow the glue to swell in cold 
water, then dissolve. In this solution any of the monochromes may 
be r'educed by immersion. Should, however, any need strengthening, 
this may be effected by a further immersion in the proper dye bath. 

MOUNTING. 

When the monochromes needing alteration have been adjusted, and 
all three are judged correct, the blue positive should be placed in 
position on a cover glass, and fastened securely by gummed paper 
slips. On this, in correct register, should be mounted the yellow and 
red monochromes, which are retained in position in the same manner. 
A suitable mask and cover glass will complete the transparency. Many 
advantages will be shown in lantern slides prepared by this method, 
by which the maximum of transparency is attained, as they will stand 
heat well, and will not be found to expand or lose register in the 
lantern, as is so frequently the case. 

If preferred, the monochromes may be cemented together with, 
Canada Balsam. 

-«-—« 

Deu) Apparatus, $c. 
——-- 

A Focal Plane Camera. Sold by W. Watson and Sons, 313, High Holborn, 
London, W.C. 

It is some years since hand cameras of the type which forms the subject 
of the present notice found their way on to this market; but, such is the 
curious conservatism of the English photographer, it is only recently 
that we have perceived signs of appreciation of a class of instrument 
the practicability and efficiency of which, in competent hands, is easily 
demonstrable. Some photographers of our acquaintance—men of long 
experience—go so far as to pronounce the focal plane camera as the 
ideal machine for rapid work. Observe how beautifully simple and at 
the same time scientific is the manner of its use. Holding the camera 
to the eyes, you sight your object through the cross-wired finder over 
your lens plane, and the most delicate touch of a little pin by the index 
finger of the right hand releases the slitted blind, and your exposure is 
made. You take, in fact, a veritable shot at your prey. In the very 
early days of the hand camera we published in these pages an article 
predicting the advent of such an instrument as that before us; and we are 
glad to see our ideas taking concrete shape. There is evidently a growing 

demand for focal plane hand cameras, and Messrs. Watson, we think, 
are wise in entering the market with the beautiful little instrument 
before us. Here are its main features concisely summarised : The camera 
is of fixed extension; focussing is effected by a lever movement controlling 
the lens, which moves posteriorly or anteriorly in a tube; the focal plane 
shutter allows of both time and instantaneous exposure being given. A 
half plate when folded up measures 8in. by 7in. by 3in.; the camera front 
moves horizontally and vertically; black leather is used to cover the 
instrument, the body of which is made of ebonized mahogany. 

Messrs. Watson supply the following instructions for working camera : 
To open the camera, draw the front out by means of the two projecting 

grips provided, as far as it will go, the slotted metal arms will then spring 
into position and hold it securely. 

To focus the picture, set the lever so that the bevelled edge of it coincides 
with the figure indicating the distance of the objects. The figures marked 
indicate distances in yards. 

To close the camera, press out the supporting arms on one side, letting 
the front of the camera on that side go back slightly, then press out the 
arms on the opposite side, when the front, being released, can be closed 
into the body. 
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To set the shutter, wind the blind by means of disc having two projecting 
knobs on one side of the shutter as far as it will go; discharge by pressing 
the knob on the front edge of body. 

To alter the width of slit (in half-plate shutters), pull straight out, 
but do not turn, the small bright milled head on the numbered disc, 
and wind the knob on the opposite side of shutter until the width required 
—as shown by the figures on disc (which represent the width of slit in 
m/m)—comes opposite the little vernier projecting over disc. Then release 
the milled head on disc, which will lock the blind in position; now wind 
up the blind. This applies to half-plate shutters only. For ^-plate 

and 5 by 4 the top one of the two milled heads is turned to the left to open 
the slit and to the right to close it. When the figure 5 shows at the 
aperture, the slit is fully closed. The width of the slit should not be 
altered after the shutter is wound up. 

Time exposures.—Full t_ie small lever up to the letter T, and pull out 
small milled head on disc. Wind the blind right up and press and release 
the discharger; the shutter will remain open till this is oressed again to 
close it. 

Shutter speeds.—The speed of the shutter can be altered by turning the 
bottom milled knob, and the exact exposure will be shown from the 
figures 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, and 6. The most useful speeds result from the 
following combinations : 

Indicator. Width of Slit. Exposure. 
1 . ...Full opening. . 1-5th sec. 
2 . ..Full opening... l-12th sec. 
1 . 60 . 
3 . . 60 . 
6 . 60 . 

•6 . 40 . 
6. . 25 . 
fi . 15 . 
6 . 10 
3 . 5 . 
5 . 5 . 
6 . 5 . 

A careful examination of this camera disposes us to regard it with 
high favour. Either a Goerz or a Holostigmat lens may be fitted to it; 
and it is adapted to take a special form of changing box. We were 
particularly struck with the dark slide sent for our inspection. This 
had flexible roller shutters, and thus, to uncover the plate, all that is 
necessary is to wind the shutter of the slide out of 'the focal plane—a 
very neat and convenient device. 

The ‘'Wellington” S. C. Papers: Art White and Art Tinted. Manu¬ 
factured and sold by Wellington and Ward, Elstree, Herts. 

We have received for trial sample packets of these varieties of printing 
papers, which have just been added to Messrs. Wellington and Ward's 
series of Slow Contact Papers. Since these Papers were placed upon 
the market about twelve months ago, the Wellington and Ward brand 
has become a favourite printing medium with many photographers. At 
the time of the introduction of Yelox, the first of the slow gas-light 
papers, we pointed out that the supercession of the dark-room and the 
certainty with which exposures could be timed, and identical prints 
obtained, offered facilities to photographers which they would readily 
appreciate. In adding two new kinds to their series of slow contact 
papers, Messrs. Wellington and Ward place a further power in the 
hands of the printer. These varieties are of the moderately rough 
type, and impart to the print a pleasing grain, which adds much to 
the charm of many photographs, especially in the larger sizes. The 
tinted paper is of a rich cream colour, and rather coarser in texture than 
the white. We obtained very fine prints from a negative of average 
density and long scale of gradation. The developer we used was 
Rodinal, diluted with 30 parts of water, to which a slight addition of 
bromide of potassium was made. The characteristics of the emulsion 
are excellent, the prints showing pure black in the deepest shadows, 
a wide range of delicate half-tone, and faultless high lights. We think 
these new papers will be much aonreciated both by professional and 
amateur photographers. Messrs. Wellington and Ward also issue a 
booklet entitled “Notes on the Use of the Wellington Papers,” which 
occupies 62 pages, and is full of information relating to manipulative 
details. From this booklet, which is now in its third edition and is 
obtainable on application to the firm, we take the following lists of the 
Elstree firm’s specialities, in addition to those above noticed: “ Welling¬ 

ton ” Bromide Papers.—Ordinary, in rough and smooth. Knammo 
glazed surface paper. Useful where ordinary printing on chloride pacer 
is inconvenient. This paper is also made in a thick grade for post card 
menus, and other such like work. Special Thick, smooth surface like’ 
thin card. When printed with a margin it requires no further mounting 
and is suitable for Christmas cards, menus, etc., and post 
cards. P.O.P. (ordinary), a gelatine chloride (print-out) paper 
For the phosphate and formate toning baths, or the com 
bined bath. P.O.P. (special), a gelatine chloride (print-cut) paper 
Specially manufactured for the sulpho-cyanide bath. It is also suitable 
for the formate and combined toning baths. P.O.P. (thick), a gelatine 
chloride (print-out) paper. Specially suited to the printing-off from 
small negatives. Films (celluloid), daylight cartridges, etc., for all daylight 
loading cameras. Films (gelatine), suitable for snapshot work, negatives 
for carbon and collotype work, and for use in the ordinary slides. Carbon 
Tissues, specially suited to exhibition work. In various colours. Post 
Cards (sensitive). These are manufactured in S.C.P., special thick 
bromide, special thick enammo, and thick P.O.P. 

meetings or Societies. 
MEETINGS OF SOCIETIES FOR NEXT WEEK. 

Oct. Name of Society. Subject. 

10. 
10. 
11. 
13. 

11 

n. 

15, 
15. 

15. 

15. 

L5. 

10. 

16. 

Croydon Natural History. j 

Borough Polytechnic.| 

Royal Photographic Society of! 
Great Britain. 

Oxford Camera Club.J 

Leeds Camera Club.| 

Lt-eds Photographic Society ... 

Birmingham Photographic.I 
Photographic Club .j 
Leeds Camera Club .| 

North Middlesex Photographic 

Croydon Camera Club .i 

Horougli Polytechnic., 

London and Provincial . 

Liverpool Amateur.{ 

i Focal Plane £ hatter and its lines Mr 
\ W. Kilbey. 
I Bromide Printing. Mr. P. W. Ban- 
\ nister. 
I Photography from Aloft. Rev. J. M 
j Bacon. 

Short Demonstrations by Mr. Underhill. 
/ Conversazione and Opening of the 
( Exhibition in the City Art Gallery. 
) The Alhambra Be-Visited. Mr. R. 
I Child Bayley, F.K.P.S. 
the Annual General Meeting. 
Demonstration by Kodak, Limited. 
Suggestions. Mr. W. Thomas. 

/ Practical Picture Frame Making. F. A. 
I Haylett. 
I The Liquid Lens and its Application to 
I Theatrical Photography and to bnip- 
j shots in Dim Light. Dr. Edward F. 
(_ Grune. 
i Lantern Night. (Final of Monthly 
| Outings Competition ) 

The Henderson Award meeting 
i Platinotype Demonstration organised 
t by Dr. Llewellyn Morgan. 

LONDON AND PROVINCIAL PHOTOGRAPHIC ASSOCIATION. 
October 2nd.—Mr. A. Haddon in the chair. 

A very important a(nd interesting discussion on the “ Fading of 
Albuminised Paper ” was opened by Mr. A. L. Henderson, who remarked 
that, although the experiments of twenty or thirty years ago may have 
been conclusive, such experiments would differ now. A very faded 
specimen was passed round, which Mr. Henderson had come across at 
the seaside, and being the work of an excellent photographer, the 
manipulation could not be the cause. In the first place, it was pointed 
out that an imperfect base may be the fault, as we do not know what 
the paper of to-day is either bleached or sized with. Another reason, 
the albumen may be in a stale state, as it used to be kept a long time 
to obtain a higher surface. Also, albumenate of silver may remain in 
the print, and cannot be removed by any known solvent without 
dissolving the image also. The atmosphere, again, plays an important 
part, especially sea air; as Mr. Henderson remarked, he has come across 
many more faded prints at the seaside than anywhere else, there being 
something in the sea air which will not only attack the image, but also 
the paper base, and is an action which we do not yet understand. The 
fault may also be in the fixing; the fixing bath should be slightly alkaline; 
also if the fixing bath is used too strong, which has the effect of 
dissolving the metallic silver, whereas a weaker bath will not. 

The cards the prints are mounted on are still another cause; some cards 
contain impurities which are bound to come through the print. 

In regard to the toning with lead and gold, Mr. Henderson said that 
Messrs. Lumiere had experimented to try and find traces of lead after 
toning in such a bath, and had come to the conclusion that the lead does 
not remain in a properly toned picture. Mr. Henderson also remarked 
that he could produce prints toned with lead and hypo only, and no 
gold. Such prints were made years ago, and are good to this day. 
In regard to the keeping qualities of albumen paper, Mr. Henderson 
gave a formula which was the result of 40 years’ experience. The silver 
bath contains 40 grains to the ounce, a chief cause of blistering being 
in the use of a stronger bath; the preparation of the paper being three 
grains of citric acid and one grain of gelatine per ounce, which should 
be filtered through cotton wool or a sponge, and the paper floated for 
about four to five minutes, afterwards fuming with ammonia. The 
gelatine prevents the free silver being acted on so much by the air. 

Mr. A.. Haddon gave it as his opinion, that the fading of an albuminised 
print is not due to the paper itself, but rather to the albumen; especially 
is this the reason now that the albumen is fermented; also prints made 
on albumen paper now do not stand so well as those made years ago. 

Mr. J. E. Hodd remarked that water no doubt plays an important 
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., c r f „ nvhit ns some waters contain injurious salts, 
part in the fading of a p , removed from washing 

;SarnTZ“upt &r^Var,^d%Sto soa, off aS raucff 

moisture as possible before drying. 

CORNISH CAMERA CLUB. 
The annual meeting was held last week. Mr. R. Pearce C°uc , 

“Mr TTolt £ trisure”, ^ad'the statement of accounts 

Ift ^ptUVecSdtmoun^ f making * total If 
5s' The Spraditare amounted to £26 19s. Id., leaving a balance 

in hand of £2 5s lid. The expenditure was heavy owing to the extensive 
alterations and improvements effected, for which Mr T. James;«s paid 
£10 6s. 3d. The accounts were unanimously a^pted. Mr. R. Eearce 
'Couch was elected president in the place of Mr. WE Bady, Mr. 
Stewart was elected vice-president in the place of Mr. R. Pearce Couc 
Mr A Pool was re-elected treasurer, and Mr. H. Tonkin was re eiecteu 
Secretary Messrs. W. Colenso, H. Wood, and H. Bradbury were re- 
Sected on the committee, and Mr. Edward Uren elected^ piace 
of Mr. Henry Stewart. Mr. W. E. Bailey was elected a patron of_the 
vlnh and Mr W. Bailey was re-elected auditor. A hearty vote of thanks 
was accorded the secretary, treasurer, and oflBcers for ^eir duties and 
all present expressed pleasure at the position now attained by the CormsH 

Camera Club. ^_ 

SOUTHAMPTON CAMERA CLUB. 

The members of the above club held the last meeting of their summer 
programme on the 29th ult., when the President, Mr. W. Burrough-Hill 
-occupied the chair. After the election of several new members the 
deferred lantern slide competition between Messrs. Trigg, Compton, Jurd, 
and De Silva (who had tied during the winter programme competitions), 
took place, and after a very keen contest, resulted in Mr. A. De Silva 
winning the silver medal (given by the Rev E C. Bennett) with a 
splendid pair of slides, the winner being closely followed bY Mr- W- H- 
Trim?. The 1902 Ramble Print competition was then conducted, the 
■conditions being the production of three prints, by any process, from 
negatives obtained during two or more of the outings of the season. 
After a very severe contest, Mr. Geo. R. Johnson deservedly won the 
silver medal given by the hon. sec., Mr. S. G. Kimber The contribution 
of the winner was a very fine series of toned platmotypes, representing 
scenes from “North Stoneham Park,” “The New Forest, and Salisbury 
Cathedral.” The second place was taken by Mr. E. J. Evans who pressed 
the winner very closely with an admirable set of prints m black platmo- 
tvpe one being of “ St. Cross,” and two of ‘ Salisbury Cathedral. The 
president then presented the silver medals referred to above, and also 
one given by Mr. W. Jarvis, to the holder of the greatest number ot 
club certificates of merit, for the print competitions of the season. This 
medal was won by Mr. R. E. Jurd, who won certificates for Poitraiture, 
“ Animal Studies,” and “ Snapshots,” The following club certificates of 
merit were also presented for lantern slide competitions : Mr. RE. Jurd, 
“Still Life”- Mr W H. Trigg, “Architecture”; Mr. J. T. Compton, 
“Landscapes’” and Mr. A. De Silva, “Animal Studies.’ For print 
competitions, Mr. A. De Silva, “ Landscapes and Mr. G. G. Gook, 
“Architecture.” It was announced that the “Winter Programme will 
commence on the 13th instant. 

DECIMAL ASSOCIATION. 
The report of the executive committee, which was issued on June 4th 
last referred to the efforts they were making to bring before the Conference 
of the Colonial Premiers the question of adopting the metric weights 
and measures throughout the British Empire It is most satisfactory to 
record that one of the final acts of this Conference was the passing of a 
resolution in favour of the proposed reform. This is regarded as a 
most important step in advance, and should greatly facilitate legislation 
in the House of Commons. The Committee are also pleased to report 
that as further evidence of the rapid growth of popular opinion since June 
'4th twenty-six more Members of Parliament have signified their approval 
■of the Association’s programme. There are now 292 Members pledged to 
support a Bill in the House of Commons. Tt -a j ox £ , • , 

Information has recently been received from the United States which 
shows that there is every prospect of a Bill being passed at the next 
Session of Congress, by which the Metric Weights and Measures will be 
rendered compulsory in all the State Departments at Washington (other 
than those which deal with the survey of land), to be followed later by 
the general adoption of the system throughout the country. The Executive 
Committee have, as a matter of national pride, been most anxious that this 
country should lead rather than have to follow the United States, and 
all who are in favour of the aims of this Association are urged to do 
their utmost to stimulate the movement. On the initiative of the Lord 
Mayor of Sheffield, the Town Council of that city. recently passed a 
resolution in favour of the adoption of the Metric Weights and Measures 
throughout the British Empire. Copies of this resolution were forwarded 
from Sheffield to over 400 Town and County Councils. Many of them 
have acted on the suggestion, and after passing the resolution have 
notified the Board of Trade and the Members of Parliament representing 
their division. The following is a copy of the resolution referred to: — 
“ In the opinion of this meeting it is most desirable in the interests of 
education and commerce that the Metric System of Weights and Measures 
should be made compulsory throughout the British Empire, after the 
lapse of such time as may be necessary for preparing for the change from 
the present 6ystem. That a copy of this resolution be forwarded to the 
President of the Board of Trade and to local Members of Parliament.” 

It will be seen that a considerable amount of Prfsufm^+1fa7ou^ibn1| 
brought to bear upon the Government, and the present is 
time for strong action. 

—-♦- 

CROYDON CAMERA CLUB. 
The opening of the winter session took place on Wednesday, the 1st mst., 
and drew f crowded attendance of members, who were addressed by 
the President (Mr. Hector Maclean, F.R.P.S.) on photography m general 
and the club affairs. In the course of his observations, he drew attention 
to many instances which had come to his notice of members of photo¬ 
graphic societies ultimately acquiring positions of distinction and 
emolument, their initial photographic knowledge having been acquired 
by attending the meetings. Besides many other interesting topics ably 
dealt with, special attention was drawn to a collection of 57 prints 
arranged on the walls, all of which had been taken m the course of five 
days during the holding of the Convention at Cambridge by Coun. J. 
Noaks These he regarded as unusually good examples of sustained 
topographical work. Later on the President explained the working of 
the Kodak developing machine, and successfully developed a spool by its 

During the evening the hon. sec. (Mr. E. A. Salt) showed two novelties 
of the Autotype Co., one being a matt double transfer paper bavit]g a 
medium rough surface, which he thought a welcome departure, the other 
being a pyramidal grain single transfer paper especially suitable for 
small work. Mr. S. H. Wratten exhibited an ingenious little invention 
of his own in connection with a glue pot, the formation of thickened scum 
on the surface of the liquid glue being prevented. Mr L. G Rough 
showed a new kind of silver paper which might shortly find its way on 
the market. Capital tones were obtainable with a solution of borax 

WBhy°theSkhidness of Sir David Salomons (a vice-president of the club), 
the members paid a visit to Broomhill on Saturday last, the Eastbourne, 
Hove and Tunbridge Wells societies being also included in the invitation. 
Over 80 guests were present, and a really enjoyable time spent. 

Sir David gave some interesting displays of trick cinematographs, 
and a short concert on his electrical orchestrion A fine dispiay of 
motor cars was also on view, including one which cost £1,800. Apart 
from these special features, Broomhill itself may aptly be described as 
a “ Mans-on of Marvels.” A hearty vote of thanks to Sir David Salomons, 
proposed by Mr. Joseph Chamberlain (hon. sec. of the Tunbridge Wells 
society), seconded by Mr. Maclean, and supported by the representatives 
of the other societies, was carried with enthusiasm. 

Commercial § Cegal intelligence 
-♦- 

Velox Postcards.—Messrs. J. J. Griffin and Sons, Limited, of 20-26, 
Sardinia-street, Lincoln’s Inn-fields, W.C., draw our attention to their 

’Velox postcards. These are put up in packets of twelve, and sold at 
Is. In each packet Messrs. Griffin include one border negative and 
mask. Different negatives are put in the packets Yelox postcards are 
manipulated in precisely the same way as Special Yelox, and they take 
ink readily without any tendency to smudging. For the convenience of 
their customers Messrs. Griffin put up the border negatives and masks 
separately in boxes of twelve assorted at Is. 

Compensation for a Photograph.—In the London Sheriffs Court on 
Monday last, before Mr. Under-SherifE Burchell and a special jury, the 
claim was heard of Mr. H. J. Dalby, photographer, of Woolwich, against 
the Woolwich Borough Council, for compensation for disturbance. It 
appears that the Woolwich Borough Council has secured powers to take 
the premises 82 and 83, Wellington Street, Woolwich, along with others, 
as the site of new municipal buildings which they proposed to erect. 
Mr H F. Dickens, K.C., and Mr. Corrie Grant were for Mr. Dalby, and 
Mr. E. Boyle, K.C., with Mr. J. Courthope Munro, appeared for the 
Woolwich Borough Council. In the course of the hearing, the sum of 
£300 was settled as far as compensation for loss upon fixtures, stationery, 
etc., was concerned, Mr. Dalby to be entitled to remove everything, and 
the nett profits of the business were agreed at £675 per annum; and for 
Mr Dalby it was contended that the rental value of the premises he was 
to give up was £250, although as recently as 1900 the nett assessment 
was only £93. Further, for Mr. Dalby, it was argued that he would 
have almost insuperable difficulty in securing premises from which he 
could carry on liis business as advantageously as before. Por the. Council, 
evidence was given to the effect that £165 or £170 was the outside value 
of the rental of the premises, and that 500 guineas, would be ample 
compensation for disturbance. The jury awarded Mr. Dalby £2,UUU, 
including £300 for loss on fixtures, etc. ... , , 

The Science of the Workshop.—In a paper on this subject, read by 

Mr. William Taylor, of Leicester, before the British Association at 
Belfast, it is complained that technical schools do but teach more or less 
backward shop practice, so that the workman out of the shop cannot 
really improve his knowledge or practice by attending a school. Yet 
there is a science of the workshop. Its material is scattered in books 
and papers, and much is known to men of experience, but the author 
knows of no attempt to gather such knowledge into more attainable form. 
The teaching of the shop has been all wrong. The schools cannot teach 
methods, but have tried to do so and have failed. What they should teach 
is principles, as embodied in the physical properties of materials and 
their effect on cutting and shaping, stresses generally, photomicrography, 
alloys, the flow of solids; these are all examples of the science which 
underlies shop work. How little, for example, is known of tool steel 
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by most shopmen! How blind we have all been to the action of 
superheated steam on cast iron. Look at the failures to make a satis¬ 
factory boiler stay-tap, the money lost in striving to secure an even 
contraction of the hardened tap. Take the question of flow of metals. It 
is said that a milling cutter of 3in. to 4in. diameter with deep teeth on 
face and edges has actually been formed cold from a blank by hydraulic 
pressure. Time to allow of flow appears to be an element in all processes 
of rolling, extension pressing, etc., of metals, but there is no written 
matter to teach others. So many of the best shop men do not or cannot 
write; we use the word in its narrower sense. It is a pity it is so, for 
much valuable knowledge is lost for lack cf the setting of it down, and 
too often when handed down by tradition the essentials become blurred 
and debased. Practice soon forgets scientific reasons, and loses its best 
part. The decadence of the workshop tends to keep out the better men, 
and shop work becomes set apart as a thing to be avoided. The science of 
tools and materials can alone add something to the sordid life of the shop. 
There are so many half-known facts to be explained. Why will a saw that 
cuts steel break to pieces if set to cut copper? What limits or fixes the 
speed of various cutting or abrading agencies? Cannot our technical schools 
teach the principles that enable men to think out these matters ? This is 
what they should attempt. 

The Metric Weights and Measures in U.8.—The Secretary of the 
National Bureau of Standards at Washington has recently sent the 
British Consul General in New York the following resume of what has 
been done in the United States:—“In 1893, in accordance with the order 
of the Secretary of the Treasury, April 5th, 1893, the metric prototype 
standards, the metre and kilogram, were adopted as the fundamental 
standards of the United States, from which the standard yard and pound 
were to be derived. As you know, the international postal rates are 
based exclusively on the metric system, and all the larger offices in the 
United States are provided with metric scales. Metric weights are used 
in the coinage of all the subsidiary silver currency. Our five-cent piece 
also is exactly two centimetres, and weighs five grams. All the states 
and territories of the United States have been provided, by order of 
Congress, with carefully-prepared copies of the metric standards. Con¬ 
gress authorised the signing of the Convention of 1875, establishing the 
International Bureau of Weights and Measures, for. the construction, 
care, and comparison of the metric standards. As you are aware, the 
metric system has been for many years, and is to-day, the legal standard 
in Porto Rico and the Philippines. In 1894 Congress adopted the inter¬ 
national units of electrical measurement, which are based entirely upon the 
metric system.” From the above it will be seen that the United States 
have taken a long step towards the adoption of the metric system, and 
as far as their fundamental standards are concerned, they are to-day upon 
a metric basis. The Secretaries of the Treasury frorn 1847 down have 
repeate'dly urged upon Congress the importance of adopting the metric 
system. The delegates representing the United States in the Pan-Ameri¬ 
can Congress of 1889 were instructed by the Secretary of State to favour 
the adoption of the metric system as the basis of the unification of the 
weights and measures of all the countries represented. Among the 
Associations favouring the system are the National Board of Trade of 
the United States, the American Steel Association, the American Export 
Association, the American Institute of Electrical Engineers, the New 
England Cotton Manufacturers’ Association, the National Association 
of Builders, the American Chemical Society, the American Medical 
Association, the National Academy of Sciences, and the American 
Metrological Society. The Committee of Coinage, Weights and Measures, 
to which a recent Bill on the subject was referred for consideration, 
adopted a favourable report by a vote of 15 to 2. The matter will 
probably come up early in the next Session of Congress. 

The Right of Privacy in the United States.—A trade-mark case of un¬ 
usual interest was recently decided in the Court of Appeals of New 
York State. The case in question, Roberson v. Rochester Folding Box 
Company and the Franklin Mills Company, appellant, involved the right 
of the defendant to use the plaintiff’s portrait as a poster in advertising 
the Franklin Mills flour. In this State no precedent for such an action 
is to be found in the decisions of the Court of Appeals. For that reason 
ruf- ^e^1S10?1 now handed down is one of considerable legal importance. 
Chief Justice Parker, who wrote the prevailing opinion, held that the 
right, of privacy founded upon the claim that a man has the right to 
pass through this world without having his picture published, his business 
enterprises discussed, his successful experiments written up for the bene¬ 
fit of others, or his eccentricities commented upon—would, when recog- 
msed to the fullest degree, result not only in a vast amount of litigation 
but litigation bordering upon absurdity. For, the right of privacy once 
legally asserted, it would necessarily be held to include the same thing 
it spoken instead of printed; for one, as well as the other, invades the 
right of privacy. On grounds, therefore, of public policy, and on 
examination of the authorities which have indirectly dealt with similar 
cases, the Court was led to the conclusion that the so-called right of 
Fu'T3'?? iS as f°un(l an abiding place in our jurisprudence, and 
that the doctrine cannot now be incorporated among our legal principles 
without doing violence to settled principles of law. It therefore seems 
that there is no possible means of preventing one’s picture from being 
used as an advertisement. But the plaintiff always has his action in 
tprt, if he can show that he has suffered actual injury. Furthermore, 
the New York Penal Code provides ample punishment for the malicious 
publication of pictures. In his dissenting opinion, Mr. Justice Gray holds 
more liberally- that an individual has a right to privacy, which he can 
enforce, and the invasion of which equity will prevent. The right of 
privacy, in Judge Gray’s opinion, or the right of the individual to be 
let alone is a personal right, which is not without judicial recognition 
and is the complement of the right to immunity of one’s person The 
common law regarded individual personal property as inviolate. When 

as here, there is an alleged invasion of some personal right or priviW< 
the fact that early commentators on the common law have not 'iiscuwu l 
the subject is of no material importance in awarding equitabka JrA 
Judge Gray takes the broad view that, because the preventive mw '« 
a court, of equity has not hitherto been exercised in analogous case, 
vakd objection can be made to the assumption of jurisdiction in the i»r 
ticular circumstances of the present case. The performance of an art 
by a defendant which is wrongful because constituting an invasion in 
some novel form of a right to something which is conceded to be th 
plaintiffs, and as to which the law provides no adequate remedy shnnii 
oe enjoined The case came up before the Court on demurrer from thr 
Appellate Division, the opinion of which was reversed, the Court stanT 
mg, four for reversal and three for affirmance.—'The Scientifh \meri ,M 

Correspondence. 
** Correspondents should never write on both sides of the paper No 
notice is taken of communications unless the names and addresses of 
the writers are given. . 

„* We do not undertake responsibility for the opinions expressed by our 
correspondents. ' > 

THE R.r.S. EXHIBITION. 

To t he Editors. 

Gentlemen,—Those who have the welfare of the Royal Photographic 
Society at heart must have noticed, with feelings of approaching con¬ 
sternation, a curious fact in connection witli the pictorial section of 
the present exhibition. Three members of the Selecting Committee 
ami also some members of a certain postal club, have an overwhelming 
number of pictures accepted. 

The figures for three members of the Selecting Committee are : — 

Mr. J. Page Croft . 6 
Dr. Llewelyn Morgan . 5 
Mr. J. C. Warburg . 5 

, The total number of frames in t he pictorial section is 290, contributed 
by 177 exhibitors. If the contributions of these three are subtracted 
the numbers are 274 frames and 174 exhibitors, or an average of 1.5 
per exhibitor, while these three members of the Selecting Committee 
contribute 16 between them, or nearly four times the average, and the 
general average would be lower if the works of the members of the 
postal club alluded to were excluded from the calculation. 

A Selecting Committee should be above suspicion, but when 
members accept their own work four times as liberally as that of others 
can they claim to appear so? This fact is the strongest possible evi¬ 
dence of the utter unfitness of these men for the task that they have 
undertaken, and of the principles that have apparently influenced their 
decisions. The quality of their work does not affect the question. If 
it- were the best in the room instead of being as crude as it is, the 
argument would still remain the same. The acceptance of their’own 
works in much greater numbers than those of others is the fact that 
condemns them hopelessly. There1 can be no confidence in their iudg- 
me-nt. J 6 

There were some men on the Selecting Committee whose ability and 
impartiality are beyond question. It would be interesting to hear what 
explanation they can give. Did they protest? Were they out-voted? 
It would ailso be interesting to hear what Messrs . J. C. Warburg and 

Page Croft can say in defence of their position. It appears, in the 
absence of explanation, to be absolutely indefensible.—I am Sirs 
yours truly, Henry W. Bennett. 

Granville House, Arundel Street, London, W.C. 

To the Editors. 

Gentlemen—Each year I consider the exhibits in the pictorial 
section more disappointing. Being photographer to practically the 
largest firm in London, and having close on twenty years’ experience, 
I know for a certainty that if I turned out work similar to 75 per 
cent, of the pictures (?) hung, my place would not be worth twenty-four 
hours notice 

Where is the pictorial effect, say, in Nos. 8, 107, and 148? The 
last number, I notice, is “ Not for Competition,” and no doubt the 
exhibitor knew it would otherwise have failed to be accepted. 

Again, No. 152, Really,” this is beyond comprehension, how it 
ever was allowed to be hung. I wonder if any of the judges knew 
what the “ Smear ” is supposed to be. Of course, this is also “ Not for 
Competition.” No. 245 (medal).—I would ask any artist to try and find 
the Ros€'S. Uniless it was labelled, no one would ever have dreamed 
roses were supposed to be there, and the gardener, undoubtedly, looks 
like a “ doctor of science.” 

How on earth No. 279 could have been chosen for a medal, words 
-ail me. There are four or five dead black trees, stuck up in the sky, 
without absolutely any foreground. My poor pictorial mind would, 
without doubt, have chosen No. 277 in piace of the “ black sticks.” 
_*■ understand that 1,700 pictures) were submitted, and only 290 hung. 

V\ on Id it be possible another year to engage an extra room for the 
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Reiected ” and charge admission? I feeil sure a good round sum 
ould result. It would give the profession an idea of the great 
ixiety and trouble the judges had in selecting. 
I would be glad if some competent artist would answer follow- 

1. ’Why are “Fuzzy Wuzzy ” (or out of focus) photographs con- 

dered artistic? , , ...... . 
2. Are there any professional photographers exhibiting in the pic- 

irial section or only amateurs? 
3. Would any photograph absolutely in focus be accepted and hung: 
The professional exhibits are welll worth studying for hours, but 

ie pictorial section, taken it all through, should never have seen day- 

masked a well-known artist his opinion of the pictorial section 
hilst viewing same. He was candid, and expressed rather stronger 
lews than my own, and finished with the remark, “ The judges should 
e given an opportunity to state their reasons why absolutely 1 unpic- 
>rial, unartistic ’ pictures were ever allowed to be hung as represent- 
lg the art. Perhaps they had no option.” 

In conclusion, Mr. Editor, allow me to say I am not one of the 
xhibitors and never exhibited, nor do I know personally any exhi- 
itor.—Yours faithfully, M. R. P. S. 
P.S.—I enclose card. 

C.C. PAPER. 
To the Editors. 

Gentlemen,—For the past week or two there has been quite a host 
f correspondence on the C.C. Printing-out Paper. For the past ten 
r twelve years I have used nothing else. In looking over my old 
irints I cannot find one faded or showing spots. There are many ad¬ 
vantages to be gained in printing on C.C. The first is the rapidity 
if printing (about half that of albumenised paper; (2) no spotting of 
legative while printing in damp, winter weather; (3) greater ease 
u toning in comparison with albumenised paper; and (4), the time 
me may keep the paper or the prints after printing without showing 
,ny bad effects. (A print was left by accident in the printing frame 
or over six months, when toned and fixed, and no1 difference could 
>e observed from one freshly printed and toned.) I do not write as 
, novice in this style of printing. I have printed as much as a ream 
in a week, and in sizes 25in. by 16in. I have seen a batch of fifteen 
if half size hung up to dry and not a defective print in the lot. There 
s very little chance of this occurring if the prints are treated with 
lue care. I always put my prints through a 5 per cent, solution of 
common salt, and thoroughly wash them before toning, to make 
jertain that all the salts of silver are converted into chloride of silver. 
¥"ou may call it a fad, if you will, but this mode of treating them I have 
aractised for more than thirty years, and during my whole experience 
[ have never been troubled with white spots. The printing is not 
conducted by highly paid male operators, as I have found girls do the 
work equally as well. 

One correspondent says he has given up C.C. paper, as it is easily 
cratched ; for the same reason he might as well give up carbon print¬ 

ing, as it is quite as easily damaged by scratching. 
I have not the same experience of the C.C. Mat. Paper, and it is quite 

possible that the short time that it is allowed to be in the gcV.d bath may 
rend to a want of permanency.—Yours, etc., John Stuart. 

Studio, Helensburgh, 
October 6th, 1902. 

To the Editors. 
Gentlemen,—Since writing you on the subject of C.C. matt, I have 

looked up three photographs of American origin by this process 
(toned gold-platinum), and find they are in absolutely perfect con¬ 
dition. Two of them are four years and the other six years old, 
but they have been framed all the time. This is reassuring. 

I had last year a very similar experience to Mr. Lang Sims. Having 
placed some pictures face to face when not quite dry to make 
room, I found them next morning quite spoilt with spots. 

My impression is that matt C.C. plat toned is all right if kept 
perfectly dry, but dampness seems more fatal to it than toi any 
other process; but I would cheerfully welcome any facts on the 
subject. I deprecate Mr. Hewitt’s idea that C.C. is used by photo¬ 
graphers to defraud their clients.i Of course, some may so do, but 
to my mind platinum-toned C.C. is far superior in appearance to 
genuine platinum, and manv of mv sitters think the same. The egg¬ 
shell gloss improves upon the crudity of platinum paper. 

Then again, it is not the inability to produce suitable negatives 
for platinum printing that causes photographers to1 use C.C. 

Mr. Hewitt doubtless knows that to produce a really good platinum 
Hned C.C. print as good a negative is required as for a genuine 
platinotype. A thin, wastv negative is useless. 

Personafiv, I sell C’.C. prints for what they ar<*. and do platino- 
typer, if demanded, from the tame negatives.—Yours, 

Othello. 

October 4th, 1902. 

LECTURES ON THE FOCAL PLANE SHUTTER. 
•To the Editors. 

Gentle nen,—Our Mr. Eustace F. Wallis is arranging for a number 
of lectures during the coming winter to various photographic societies 
upon “The Focal Plane Shutter,” and, as there may be some societies 
whom we have not written to, we shall be glad if you can find space 
in your valuable paper to make the announcement that we shall be 
pleased to receive communications from the secretaries as to date, 

The lecture will be illustrated with lantern slides and apparatus, 
and will be a useful explanation of the action of shutters, lenses, 
etc., given by a lecturer well acquainted with his subject, and accus¬ 
tomed to giving popular addresses.—Yours faithfully, 

Wallis Bros. 
Kettering, October 2nd, 1902.1 

ORTHOCHROMATIC PLATED. 
To the Editors. 

Gentlemen,—We notice your remarks in this week’s Journal re 
orthochromatic plates, and in reply toi them, beg to bring to your 
notice the fact that such a plate as you mention has been upon the 
market now for about three months. We refer to the orthochromatic 
plates made by Westendorp and Wehner, and for which we are 
sole agents. These plates are specially sensitised for the yellow and 
green rays, and consequently do away with the use of a yellow 
screen. They are extremely rapid, yet can be developed in a proper 
ruby light with safety.—We remain, yours obediently, 

Edmeads and Co. 
30, Bur'chell Road’, Peckham, September 29th, 1902. 

EXHIBITION AT ST. PETERSBURG. 
To the Editors. 

Gentlemen,—The St. Petersburg Photographic Society,^ under the 
most august patronage of His Imperial Highness the Grand Duke 
Michael, Heir Apparent, and by permission of thei Imperial Ministry 
of Finance, proposes to1 hold an international exhibition at St. Peters¬ 

burg in the spring of 1903. 
In transmitting herewith the programme and rules of tim exhibi¬ 

tion, together with blanks for information and inventory, the com¬ 
mittee of the Society invite all persons connected with the Govern¬ 
ment, or with societies, and all private persons in England who may 
have photographic collections or who use the photographic process 
in any form whatsoever in their business, to take part in the exhibi¬ 
tion. All English amateur's or professional photographers, ana ail 
manufacturers of photographic appurtenances are also cordially in¬ 
vited to exhibit.—Yours, etc., 

W. Gracheff, President; Boris Aglaimoff, Secretary. 
St.' Petersburg, Fontanka, 64, September, 1902. 

PHOTOGRAPHY AS A FINE ART. 
To the Editors. 

Gentlemen,—I have read ihe articles on above subject with very great 
interest, especially “ F. V. C.’s” indignant letter, and C. W. L.s 
straightforward question. The article referred to by “ F. V. G. in the 
Daily Mail was written by a person who was ignorant of his subject, or 
else thoroughly in error. That photography is mechanicail, in the 
hands of most photographers, is beyond dispute. The following is an 
instance. The photographer will take out his camera, take seveial 
views in the course of a few hours, and call the results (probably 
finished on highly glazed P.O.P. or bromide) pictures. The painter, 
on the other hand, will previously think out his subject, find out what 
time and sort of day most effective, and go time after time tui he 
obtains the desired result. 

The comparison is obvious. The photographer secures some ordi¬ 
nary photographs, devoid of any sentiment or pictorial interest, and 
the painter is repaid for his thought and perseverance aa itb a picture 
expressing his feelings. If the photographic artist would adopt the 
painter’s plan, he AArould then knoAv if a broad or minute, delicate, or 
bold effect most in keeping with his ideas, and Avork earnestly and 
perseveringly, most probably have to come several times before he 
obtains a result in harmony AArith his thoughts. By finishing his 
picture iu carbon, he will haATe nearly every known colour to choose 
from, and the picture so greatly under his control, that if he chose 
he could so alter as to be beyond recognition. It is at this stage Adhere 
he has to emphasise or modify, as his feelings prompt. 

By intention, I have omitted the intermediate stage betAveen the 
taking and finishing of picture. If the picture has been thoroughly 
thought out, wliat alterations the photographic artist has to make, can 
be done on the carbon picture with much more truth and reality. 
If he has expressed himself with truth and conviction, the result will 
be a work of fine art, in the truest sense of the Avord. 

I said the very great majority of photographers are mechanical. 
Why? Because they cannot see or express themselves in the same Avay 
as the artist. This difficulty may perhaps in some small AA'av be OATer- 
come by studying art, but personally I think an artist is gifted from his 
birth, and that it cannct be mastered by any ether. To be in any way 
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a fine art, photography must have an artist at the head, who has 
mastered the mechanicals (it can be mastered, and has to be), it will 
then be a fine art, in which he can show the poetical sentiments he 

desires. 
In conclusion, I would ask our leading artist photographers, if they 

do not think it time to state their opinions in the daily papers? I 
certainly think the criticism now written on photography as a fine art 
will make our artists widen their thoughts and subjects, but we must 
also remember that the public are being convinced one way or other. 
Let our leaders, therefore, write at once to all the 'leading papers 
(laying aside all false modesty and nom-de-plumes), distinctly and 
convincingly, to prove that photography is a finre art in the hands of an 
artist.—Yours, sincerely, Herbert Ball 

Answers to Correspondents. 
* All matters intended for the text portion of this JOURNAL, includ. 

ing queries, must he addressed to “ The Editors, The British 
Journal of Photography, 24, Wellington-street, Strand, London, 
W. C. ” Inattention to this ensures delay. 

* ** Correspondents are informed that we cannot undertahe to answer 
communications through the post. Questions are not answered unless 
the names and addresses of the writers are given. 

*** Communications relating to Advertisements and general business 
affairs should he addressed to Messrs. Henry Greenwood &Co., 
24, Wellington-street, Strand, London, W.C. 

Photographs Registered :— 
A. Salmon, 169, Hampstead Road, N.W. Photograph of Canadian Arch, White 

halt. , , , T Tr. , . ,T 
J. Graham, 17, Ordnance Terrace, Chatham. Photograph of old Viaduct JSew 

Road, Chatham, demolished. „ 
H. W. Harrison, 18, The Crescent, Bude. Photograph of “ Rough bea at Rude. 
J. Rushton, Dockray Street, Colne. Three photographs of Colne Cricket Club. 

Address Wanted.—L. and W. E. Baker write: “ Can you oblige us with 
the address of the English representatives of the papers of the 
American Aristotype Company ? ”—In reply: So far as we know, 
the company have no representatives in this country. 

Book Wanted.—Process writes: “Would you kindly let me know which 
you consider the best text book containing instructions for making 
half-tone blocks; that is, with the screen ? ”—In reply: The book 
that will probably suit you best is “ Half-tone Process on Zinc and 
Copper,” by Julius Verfasser. 

Stale Plates.—Hugh Ross writes: “ Please say what is wrong with this 
plate. The whole box of them are marked more or less the same 
way. You will notice marks of paper that keeps the plates separate 
in box.”—In reply: It is a case of stale plates. The plate sent 
has deteriorated by long keeping. 

Address Wanted.—J. Benghiat writes: “Please let me know the address 
of any dealer in collodion materials, ferrotype plates, etc.”—-In 
reply: Messrs. Mawson and Swat and the Autctype Company sup¬ 
ply collodion. Messrs. Fallowfield, Charing Cross Road, supply 
all the necessary materials for working the ferrotype process, and 
make a speciality of them. 

Book Wanted.—W. F. writes: “Could you give me the name of a good 
book upon bromide printing and enlarging ? I want something 
beyond the ordinary text book; something suitable for an advanced 
operator.”—In reply: The best book we know of is “Bromide 
Paper: Instructions for Contact Printing and Enlarging,” by Dr. 
E. A. Just. Any of the dealers will procure it for you; the price 
is Is. 6d. 

Transferring P.O.P.—Inquirer writes: “Would you kindly inform me 
of a simple method of transferring a small P.O.P. print on to a 
silver locket?”—In reply: Mount the print, after being alumed, 
face downward on the locket with starch. When dry, abraid the 
back of the paper, and, after moistening it, carefully rub it away 
with the finger. It will require some little patience to do the 
work successfully. 

Plate for Copying.—Tenwicke writes: “May I trouble you to tell me 
what would be the best plate, etc., to use in copying some old oil 
paintings? Would a yellow screen be necessary, as I have not 
one? Never having copied paintings, shall greatly value any hints 
you may kindly give.”—In reply: Use one or other of the iso- 
chromatic plates as now supplied by most of the makers. The 
results will be much better if you employ a colour screen than if the 
pictures are copied without one. 

Printing Process.—Very Latest writes: “ I should esteem it a favour 
could you inform me where I can get a paper so fashionable in 
U.S.A. It has a soft, velvety appearance, quite like a down on 
the surface. It is in black and white, but rather a browny tone 
in shadows.”—In reply: There are several papers made in America 
that are not on the English market. We do not know of any 

, that answers your description. Had you sent us one or two 
specimens to see, we might possibly have been able to help you. 

Developer Stains.—A. H. S. writes: “ I got the recipe, as below, from 
your valuable Journal, and have found it to be an excellent one. 
There is but one drawback, namely, it stains the fingers very 
badly. Could you give any remedy for this defect? Metol, 
HOgrs.; hydroquinone, 8grs ; soda sulphite, 200grs.; soda carb. sicc., 
360grs.; potass bromide, lOgrs.; water up to 20ozs.”—In reply: If 

care is taken in handling the plates, the fingers will not be stained 
Hold the plates only by the edges, and rinse the lingers under th 
tap after contact. 

Portable Studio.—C. J. Farmer writes: “ I am about to have a portabl 
studio made on wheels to go to villages with. Could you m 
me a few hints on the size and the light for same? I thought o 
having it 18ft. long.”—In reply : Eighteen feet would be short i 
the studio; four or five feet longer would be preferable, and th 
width might be, say, nine or ten feet. We should suggest tha 
all one side be opaque, and, say, four feet six inches at eithe 1 
end of the other side also opaque; the rest glass, to about eightee 
inches to two feet from the floor 

Book Wanted.—E. G. B. writes: “ (1) Can you tell me if there is sue! 
a work as ‘ The Chemistry of Photography ’ ? If so, what is th 
price, and who publishes it? (2) In toning Alumenised Paper, i 
a grain to a sheet (the usual size) about the right pniportion fo 
the gold?”—In reply: (1) Yes: Meldola’s book. The price, wi 
think, is 2s. Or “ Chemistry for Photographers,” by Townsend ! 
price, Is. These books may be had through any of the dealers. 
(2) From one to two grains will be required for each sheet, accord 
ing to the depth of toning. For light red-brown tones,’ a grail 
will suffice; but for purples more will be necessary. 

Exposure.—G. Dunkerley writes: “Could you kindly inform me the 
exposure required, under favourable conditions, to photograph 
the forthcoming comet; say, with Imperial special rapid plates and 
stop f/10? Also whether any precautions will have to be taken t<v 
counteract the effect of its motion.”—In reply: We are unable to 
give any idea whatever, as the light from the comet is so feeble. 
You can only arrive at the exposure required by a few tentative' 
experiments. We do not expect you will be very successful with 
an ordinary camera, unless it is mounted in the same way as an 
astronomical telescope is, to follow the motion of the comet. 

Pyro-Stain Wanted.—Stain writes: “Can you suggest any liquid that 
would be suitable for imparting to negatives a similar yellow- 
brown stain to that on negatives developed with pyro-soda? I find 
old pyro-soda developer is unsuitable for several reasons, and the 
colour left by ammonium picrate is a lemon-yellow, which seems 
to lack the printing quality of the pyro-stain.”—In reply: Any of I 
the soluble-in-water coal tar colours will stain the film, but we1 
do not expect that any of them will yield the same results as the 
stain of a pyro-developed plate. Old pyro solution will probably 
give the best result. 

Uranium Intensifier, Etc.—E. Stanley writes: “ Please say if, with 
uranium intensifier, you simply bleach white and then redevelop in 
daylight. If there is a better method, kindly let me know. I do 
not care to use mercury, on account of its poisonous nature. What 
is the best preservative to keep paste mountant for six months ? In 
reply: Simply use the formula as given. There are many different 
ways of intensifying negatives (see pp. 1,077-8-9 of the Almanac). 
Although the bichloride of mercury is poisonous, with ordinary care 
you would not be likely to suffer any ill-effects from its use. The 
best preservative would be a small quantity of carbolic acid, but 
we should much prefer to always use paste freshly made. 

P.O.P.—Dusseldorf writes: “Can you tell me of any book of instruc- 
tioris for working P.O.P. with the combined bath? I have been 
used to the separate bath till I came to my present place at Derby, 
where I had to get into using this combined bath. I manage it 
fairly well, but do not get the tones the same one day as the next. 
I make the bath very carefully, and try all I can, but I’m afraid 
if I don’t improve I shall lose my berth, and that I should be 
very sorry to do. Could I get a book from the makers of the 
paper that would explain defects and troubles of combined baths?” 
In reply: You should have no difficulty in working the combined 
bath, if you follow the instructions issued with the paper you 
employ. We do not think any of the makers of papers issue a 
book specially on working with the combined bath. Usually the 
combined bath is considered easier to work than the separate toning 
and fixing method. 

%* Notice to the Trade, Wholesale Agents and Book¬ 

sellers.—A Contents Bill is issued with each number of the JOURNAL, 

and copies may he had on application to the Publishers. 
*** Notice to Advertisers.—Blochs and copy are received subject 

to the approval of the Publishers, and advertisements are inserted abso¬ 
lutely without condition, expressed or implied as to what appears in 
the text portion of the paper. 
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ALMANAC EOR 1903. 

Edited by Thomas Bedding, E.R.P.S. 

Che forty-second annual issuer of The British Journal 
^holographic Almanac will be published early in 
lee ember next. This year’s Almanac reached a total of 
,560 pages, and the entire edition oi 20,500 copies was 

;old out a fortnight before publication. Of no other photo¬ 
graphic book ever issued can two such unique facts be 

recorded. 
The edition for 1903 will be increased to 25,000 copies, a 

large number of which are already ordered. 
The striking favour with which past Almanacs have been 

received is the surest proof that the lines upon which the 
publication is produced meet the requirements of its 
readers and supporters. Upon such lines we propose com¬ 
piling the volume for 1903. At the same time, we shall be 
pleased to receive and consider suggestions for increasing 
the value of the Almanac in directions which may occur to 

our readers as susceptible of improvement. 
The Almanac for 1903 will appeal to photographers all 

the world over as a daily reference guide in practical work 
The standard matter and formulse will be revised and added 
to where necessary,, and the latest departures in theory 
and practice will be chronicled. The year’s advances will 
be recorded, and wherever practicable new features of an 

informative nature will be added. 
Secretaries of societies will oblige us by promptly for¬ 

warding lists of officers and other details for inclusion in 
the directory of photographic societies. We shall also be 
glad to receive any additions that may be made to the list 
of telegraphic addresses of the trade, etc. As usual, a 
section of the1 Almanac will be devoted to notices of the 
latest introductions in photographic apparatus, etc. Those 
firms who wish to take advantage of this feature should 
communicate with us not later than Ocober 31. 

The publishers ask us to remind advertisers that many 
of the advertisement pages of the Almanac are already 
booked, and that, to ensure insertion and good positions, 
orders and copy should reach them without delay. 

EX CATHEDRA. 

American “ The Greatest Show on Earth! ’ The 
Optics, invention of this phrase will keep 

green the name of Barnum for many generations. It 
appealed most effectively to the patriotic bias of the 
American people, and thus became a splendid advertise¬ 
ment. Mr. Worcester R. Warner, of the American Associa¬ 
tion of Opticians, may claim a high position in the esteem 
of his fellow-countrymen as an exponent of the art of 
Spread Eagleism, if the following extract from the Optical 
Journal correctly represents him:—“The modern system 
of making objectives by the scientific method, instead of 
the old cut-and-dry plan, has given us the best telescopes 
ever made. This system first calls for small prisms made 
from the same glass as the objective. These piisms are 
carefully tested and their indices of refraction determined, 
from which data the curves of the objective are computed. 
Carefully made appliances enable the optician to work 
closely to these computed curves, thus producing the most 
nearly perfect objectives ever attained. We may be justly 
proud of the fact that this system is wholly American, and 
its success is so marked as to ensure its early adoption by 
all makers of telescope objectives, who. can master the 
optical and mathematical principles involved. Mr 
Warner must be a bold man to expect that we should shut 
our eyes and swallow optical pahulum of this kind It 
may appeal to an American audience, but we respectfully 
decline to believe him, unless he can offer us some evidence 
for his assertions. We are old-fashioned enough to be¬ 
lieve that we are indebted to Fraunhofer for the method 
of determining the refractive index of glass by means oi a 
prism. His determination of the lines m the solar spec¬ 
trum opened the way to the exact computation of the 
curves of an object glass. Dr. von Seydel supplemented 
the work by giving us the formula? for computing the path 
of the extra axial rays. Is this the cuband-dry plan 
which has been superseded by American opticians I fer- 
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haps the Optical Journal can supply us with further 
particulars. 

* * * 

The Artigue From the Revue Suisse cle Photographic 
Process. we ga^}ler some interesting particulars 

•concerning the origin of this photographic process, by 
which very beautiful results may be obtained. Monsieur 
Eugene Rouge writes that Monsieur F. Artigue made the 
discovery in 1878. It had been his habit to copy architec¬ 
tural drawings by coating paper with a colloidal substance 
containing pigment, and after exposure developing it with 
cold water and a sponge. On one of these drawings a 
water-colour sketch had been made, and after development 
it was found that the sketch had been very perfectly re¬ 
produced in half-tone. Unfortunately, Monsieur Frederic 
Artigue died before he could complete his experiments, 
but his son, Monsieur Victor Artigue, recognised the value 
of the process, studied it and perfected it. The first 
prints were exhibited at the International Exposition of 
1889. The paper may now be had as a commercial 
article. It requires some dexterity in manipula¬ 
tion and does not keep well after it has been sensitised, 
but some very fine results may be obtained by its means. 

* * * 

Modulation in In an article on “ Questions of the Day,” 
Portraiture. published in the Atelier des Photo- 

graphen, the merits of the old portrait lens for studio use 
are discussed in comparison with modern anastigmats 
The complaint of the professional photographer is put in 
a rough and ready form by the statement that X.Y.’s 
anastigmats are advertised for a lOin. x 8in. plate, but 
will not give a good carte de visite half-length portrait. 
The image is flat, without pluck, the high lights are want¬ 
ing, and there is no modulation. “ The old Dallmeyer 
portrait lens of thirty years ago suits me much better, and 
it gives a portrait of far better quality.” The writer of the 
article admits that the photographer is right, if he com¬ 
pares the image obtained with a portrait lens of large 
aperture with an anastigmat of only moderate intensity, 
but maintains that the difference is entirely due to the 
larger relative aperture of the portrait lens. In illustra¬ 
tion of this, he recommends the photographer to take a 
lens of large aperture and insert a stop with two small 
apertures as wide apart as possible. If a bust or some simi¬ 
lar solid object be focussed, only one plane will be in sharp 
focus and the image will be double in the other planes. 
From this it will be seen that the various parts of the 
surface of the lens are different points of view, each form¬ 
ing a more or less different image. The result is a diffu¬ 
sion of the image in all parts of the picture, excepting the 
plane which is accurately focussed. This diffusion, con¬ 
trasted with the sharp portions of the image, gives atmos¬ 
phere and relief. Whilst this is true, we do not think this 
accounts for the whole of the difference between portrait 
lenses and anastigmats of the same rapidity. The por¬ 
trait lens has a round field and a small area of fine defini¬ 
tion. The anastigmat has a flat field and a large area of 
fine definition. Consequently the photographs must differ 
far more in sharpness than the writer accounts for by his 
experiment. In dealing with the bust, the professional 
photographer can urge very good reasons for his pre¬ 
ference for the old Petzval lens. 

Deceptive 
Tr*de 
Statistics. 

The well-known saying, that you may 
prove anything from statistics, is well 
illustrated by a paragraph in the Photo- 

graphische Chronik. We should not draw attention to it 

but for the fact that it deals with figures which must 1 
of great interest to those who deal in photographic good ' 
The writer prefaces his remarks by the statement tha 
whilst foreign photographic apparatus is preferred i 
Germany, although the home-made articles are bette 
foreigners are so convinced of the superiority of Germa 
goods, that the efforts of other countries, especially Franc, 
have had but small success in securing foreign trad. 
Definite statistics are given by Belgium, whose imports < 
scientific apparatus were the following: — 

From Germany. From Francj fa. fg 
537,000 426,000 

578,000 ‘ 500,000 

590,000 489,000 

597,000 452,000 ' 

712,000 502'000 

At first sight these figures appear to be strikingly in favou 
of Germany, but a closer analysis will show that France ha 
made very substantial progress, and that Germans may b. 
deceiving themselves by a very plausible statement of th. 
facts. If we take the entire trade for the period of ter 
years the percentage of German goods is 57.5. The fol 
lowing are the percentages for each year, and it will be 
seen that Germany only rose slightly above the average 
in 1900:— 6 

1891. 1892. 1893. 1894. 1895. 1896. 1897. 1898. 1899. 1900. 
p c. p.c. p.c. p.c. p c. p.c. p c. p.c. p.c. p.c. 
63 59 57 60 58 56 54 55 57 59 

If we compare the progress of the trade of both countries, 
taking the year 1891 as a basis, the figures are consider-' 
ably in favour of France, viz. : — 

From Germany. From France. 
fs. fs 

1891 ... 529,000 305,000 1896 
1892 ... 430,000 296,000 1897 
1893 ... 371,000 275,000 1898 
1894 ... 419,000 277,000 1899 
1895 ... 414,000 302,000 1900 

Germany 
France ... 

1892. 
p c. 

- 17 3 
- 3-0 

1893. 
p.c. 

- 28 6 
- 9-9 

1894. 
p.c. 

- 19-4 
- 9-2 

1895. 
p.c. 

- 20-4 
- 1-0 

Germany 
France ... 

1897. 
p.c. 

+ 111 
+ 03-9 

1898. 
p.c. 

+ 13’5 
+ 60 3 

1899. 
p.c. 

+ 14 8 
+ 47-5 

1896. 
p.c. 

+ 3-3 
+ 39-7 

1900. 
p.c. 

+ 36-9 
+ 64’6 

Even the volume of the increase is in favour of France 
when we compare the year 1891 with 1900. It will be 
seen that Germany’s trade increased by 192,000fr., 
whilst France’s advanced 197,000fr. In other words, 
although France exported to Belgium in 1891 about two- 
fifths less than Germany, she has secured more than half 
of the increase of trade when we compare 1900 with 1891. 

Invisible Guns. There seems to be quite a craze just now 
for making things invisible. Only the other day we 
pointed to the efforts which were being made in this direc¬ 
tion in the case of our warships, which, for the future, are 
to receive a coat of grey paint. The position of artillery 
has already been screened from view by the use of smoke¬ 
less powder, and now, on the initiative of an officer at 
Aldershot, the still further precaution is being tried of 
painting the guns, their carriages, and their limbers, of such 
a colour that they will be inconspicuous against all kinds of 
backgrounds, so far as that is possible. But the manner 
in which the guns tested, a battery of six, have been painted 
is certainly curious. Instead of giving them a neutral 
tone they are painted rainbow fashion, with streaks of red, 
blue, and yellow, and we are told that at a short distance 
these colours blend into a confused mass that renders each 
gun difficult to locate, whatever its surroundings may be. 
“ At 800 yards,” says the report from which we quote, 
“ the outline of the gun is lost, whilst at a thousand it 
harmonises with trees, open grass land, sandy plains, or 
broken country.” This is no doubt perfectly true, but 
exactly the same effect would have been produced by paint¬ 
ing the guns with a good neutral tint, say, that pigment 
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aown to artists as “ Payne’s Grey.” We all know that 
^cording to an old theory, a mixture of blue, red, and 
ellow should produce white. But in practice a dirty 
eutral colour results from their admixture. Even with 
le far purer tints employed by Mr. Ives to represent the 
iree-colour sensations in his lantern kromskop, their 
lingling is very far from representing a pure white, To 
each this ideal we must reconstitute the actual coloured 
ays forming the solar spectrum, as Sir Isaac Newton did 
mg ago. But to return to the guns. It seems ridiculous 
iiat they should be disfigured in the way described, and 
re cannot imagine anything more incongruous than these 
arlequin-painted guns appearing on the parade ground in 
ompany with well drilled and well groomed soldiers. It 
3 a fad based on ignorance, and the sooner that the gaily 
oloured weapons are painted over in a sober tint and 

nade to look respectable the better. 

* * * 

t Notable It is a curious coincidence that, just at 
Meteorite. the time we were writing the other day 

ibout the rarity of meteorites one should have been seen 
,o fall and captured in these islands. Another curious 
^incidence is that the fall took place close to Belfast, at 
he time that the meeting of the British Association was in 
progress there, for the event is one of such extreme rarity 
;hat it would naturally arouse the keenest interest among 
savants. A photograph of the meteorite has been pub- 
ished in the pages of our contemporary Nature, but we 
srust that a better reproduction will be available soon, for 
Dne cannot expect an ordinary newspaper print to show 
the delicate markings on the surface of such a stone. The 
story of this strange visitor is an interesting one. At a 
certain farm at Crumlin (Co. Antrim), about ten miles 
west of Belfast, on September 20th, at half past ten in the 
morning, a labourer was gathering apples. He suddenly 
heard a terrific and awe inspiring sound, and something- 
dropped with a thud within twenty yards of the spot where 
he stood. Then he saw a cloud of dust rising from among 
the wheat close by, and on closer inspection found a hole in 
the ground. He ran to the farmhouse for a spade and dug 
that something up, from a depth of thirteen inches. It 
proved to be stone, very hot to the touch, which measured 

by 6^ by 3^ inches, and its weight subsequently proved 
to be 91b. 5^oz This is the largest stone which has been 
\seen to fall from the sky to the British Isles for 89 years, 
and is larger than any which has fallen in England itself 
since the year 1795. Of course, this visitant from space 
made a great impression on the populace, as well as upon 
the soil, and hundreds flocked to the farm to see the 
“ thunderbolt.” The news came to Mr. Eletcher, the 
principal of the mineralogical department of the British 
Museum, and he immediately telegraphed to Crumlin for 
further particulars. He had had to deal so often with 
reports of bogus finds of this character that he was cau¬ 
tious in his inquiries ; but as this seemed to be a genuine 
case, he journeyed down to Crumlin and investigated the 
matter on the spot. His experienced eye at once saw that 
the meteorite was a true visitor from space, and he was able 
to gather from the eyewitness of its fall, all particulars 
concerning it. The farmer proved willing to part with 
his prize, and the Crumlin meteorite now reposes with 
other historic stones of the same kind at the Natural 
History Museum at South Kensington. The question 
naturally arises, “ How many meteorites fall in the course 
of a year in unfrequented spots and get buried in the 
soil?” It is just a chance that this one had a witness to 
its flight, and we should think, seeing the thousands of 

square miles of land that remain unoccupied even in these 
well-peopled islands, that many such falls must occur with¬ 
out anyone being aware of them. And as the sea covers 
nearly three-fourths of the globe, it is evident that the 
chances of a meteorite being drowned rather than buried 
are about three to one. There is an interest attaching to 
these metallic bodies which is quite peculiar to them, for 
they are the only substances which reach this earth from 
the immensity of space : reminders that there are other 
worlds than that upon which our lives are passed. 

* * * 

Irish In spite of the circumstance that great 
Photographs, efforts have been made of late years to 

call attention to the beauties of the Emerald Isle, and to 
attract tourists there, it is obvious to those who visit our 
photographic exhibitions, that camera pictures of Ireland 
are not nearly so numerous as those which find their origin 
in other parts of the United Kingdom. The meeting of 
the Photographic Convention a few years back, at Dublin, 
had the natural effect of setting cameras to work at the 
Irish Capital and in its vicinity, and we may hope that in 
a minor degree the recent British Association meeting, at 
Belfast, may have operated in like manner. But the fact 
remains that Ireland is not the happy hunting ground of 
the photographic tourist that it might be. Some account 
for their abstention by political considerations, and some 
blame the hotel accommodation, but no one can truly say 
that the country does not offer much in the way of beauti¬ 
ful scenery. The lakes of Killarney are far famed for 
their wondrous beauty and their poetical associations, and 
it would be difficult to find a neighbourhood of greater 
grandeur than that presented by certain parts of Co. 
Antrim. There is one spot here which has only quite 
recently been made accessible by the engineer of the 
Northern Counties Railway Company, and photographers 
would do well to turn their attention to it. It is known 
as the Gobbins Cliffs, which may be described as a series 
of basaltic precipices, edging the sea for some miles. 
Along the face of these pillared cliffs the railway company 
have cut a path, and where there is need of such an aid 
to progress, they have thrown light girder foot-bridges 
from point to point. This is the case at one well-known 
spot, known as the Man-o’-War Sea Stack, a rugged pin¬ 
nacle of basalt, which stands out from the cliffs, and has 
now been connected with the mainland bv means of these 
steel connecting links. A good photograph of this grand 
place appears in the current number of the Irish Naturalist, 
which also calls attention to the number of sea birds, of 
seals and porpoises, which may be seen playing about the 
spot. There are also some curious caves to be explored 
here, among them one which has been closed by a fall of 
rock for the past forty years. The debris, estimated to 
represent a weight of 500 tons, has now been removed, 
and the cave is once more open to inspection. Most spots 
in this country of ours are overrun with camera bearers, 
but this one has hitherto been an exception, for the reason 
already given. It has been one of those few seaside places 
where access to the sea is forbidden bv natural barriers. 
Such another place is Boscastle, on the northern coast of 
Cornwall, where one can walk for miles along the top of 
the rugged cliffs, and get occasional peeps of the waves far 
below, without a chance, unless at the risk of broken bones, 
of getting down to the sea-shore. Possibly some day an 
enterprising municipality will do for Boscastle what a 
go-ahead railway company has just done for Gobbins 
Cliffs in Co. Antrim. 
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THE IDEAL DARK-ROOMi 

If there is one thing above others connected with photo¬ 
graphic practice which shows little improvement as com¬ 
pared with earlier conditions, it is undoubtedly the dark¬ 
room. Even the best equipped and most up-to-date ol 
these indispensable chambers for development would 
hardly tend to make any worker of bygone days feel much 
ashamed of himself, or disposed to admit that nowadays 
we manage things better. It is certainly rather surpris¬ 
ing, considering the striking progress that has been made 
in other directions, in cameras, lenses, plates and papers, 
and, indeed, photographic appurtenances in general, that 
so necessary and vital a matter as the convenience and 
comfort of the place in which the most important of our 
operations are carried out, should have attracted so little 
attention. Possibly the photographer has got so used to a 
philosophic belief that a certain amount of unpleasantness 
is inseparable from that stage of his work that he has not 
troubled his head about the matter, preferring rather to 
advance, when he does advance, on a line of lesser resis¬ 

tance. 
We are not all alike, however, and instances, very rare 

unfortunately, may be found here and there of dark-rooms 
which are a joy and delight to work in, and a source of 
health and pleasure to their wise and fortunate possessors. 
The best example we ever saw of how things might be 
done, when thought and contrivance were cleverly directed 
on the subject was the dark-room of a most energetic and 
enthusiastic young photographer, who has just sailed for 
South Africa, with the intention of establishing a high-class 
studio in the Transvaal. It was a perfect model of the 
ingenious adaptation of every means and detail to the one 
end of producing good work with comfort and facility. 
Our friend had selected a fairly large room for the purpose, 
having as he averred a strong dislike to the “ condemned 
cell ” system of development. A large window of ruby 
glass provided the necessary illumination, which was arti¬ 
ficial and proceeded from outside. Incandescent gas 
burners were used, and sufficed to give a bright and cheer¬ 
ful, but perfectly safe light all over the room. The plan 
of having them outside had, of course, the advantage of 
not taking away any of the interior air, and thus materially 
adding to the freshness and coolness of the room. The 
amount of light, it should be said, was regulated from in¬ 
side. Our friend preferred as much as possible, which he 
quite correctly maintained was free from any risk if the 
plate were not held too near nor left uncovered too long. 

The developing bench, which ran along one side of the 
room, was novel in construction. The upper part or shelf 
consisted of a number of round parallel wooden bars 
placed at about a quarter of an inch apart, so that all 
drippings and splashings would run down the spaces 
between, and yet sufficiently close to form practically a 
solid bench. These bars or rods were treated with a 
waterproof varnish or preservative of some kind, as indeed 
was all the woodwork in the room at all liable to contact 
with water or chemicals. Another new departure was in 
the sink, which instead of being, as usual, on a level with 
the bench, was placed on the ground, being formed in 
reality of a flooring of white enamelled tiles, the width of 
the bench, and sloping slightly inward towards the drain¬ 
age openings. The outer edge of this novel sink consisted 
of a margin of glazed bricks, about six inches high, running 
the length of the room. The whole, in fact, reminded one 
in principle of the modern art tile and stone substitutes 
for fenders, that help to beautify many of our up-to-date 
drawing-rooms. The water supply was liberal and the taps 
numerous, each one provided with a rose to minimise 

splashing. The pipes supplying the taps were encasec 
in felt to secure a more equable temperature in winter 
another aid to which was to be noted in the fact that tin 
hot air pipes which warmed the dark-room at that seasor 
were carried at a short distance below the water pipes 
Truly a model arrangement! We were informed that verj 
little trouble was found in developing satisfactorily ever, 
on the coldest days. A point about the developing bench 
which we must not omit to notice was its unusually low 
height. Inquiry elicited the fact that this original worker 
preferred doing most of his work sitting down, a position 
of comfort which his ingenuity and resource certainly 
seemed to entitle him to. At one end of the room was 
noticeable a rocking shelf, capable of holding perhaps a 
dozen whole-plate dishes, and kept in motion by a simple 
clock-work contrivance. 

It goes -without saying that so well regulated a dark¬ 
room was amply provided in the matter of shelves and 
cupboards. The chemicals, measures and solutions 
required for immediate use were kept on a handy and! 
accessible shelf just above the bench, stock solutions and 
larger bottles and jars being relegated to a higher level. 
Instead of labels, each bottle had a square portion of its 
surface ground, and the contents written thereon in water¬ 
proof ink. Everything was most systematically grouped, 
also according to its chemical composition or the purpose 
for which it was intended. 

On the opposite side of the room -were situated the 
drying cupboards for plates, films, and prints ; an arrange¬ 
ment in wdiich our friend pardonably took some pride. 
The shelves of these cupboards were arranged at different 
distances, and grooved top and bottom to take different 
sized plates. A thoroughly efficient current of air for 
rapid drying was secured by ventilators communicating 
outside, and prevented from carrying dust by muslin 
screens in front. The doors, it should be said, were prac¬ 
tically air tight, and the whole treated with several coats 
of enamel paint. The cleanliness and practicability of 
this system scarcely needs pointing out. Drying boards 
were also reserved for films and prints. The ventilators 
were not only dust tight, but likewise prevented from 
admitting light, and the cupboard was occasionally useful, 
therefore, for dry-plate manufacturing purposes—a thing, 
however, which its owner rarely cared to meddle with. 

The operations connected with the making of enlarge¬ 
ments were well provided for, a good enlarging camera 
being one of the features of the place. Our friend dis¬ 
tinctly preferred to use artificial light for this purpose, 
and we noted that again the lantern and source of illumi¬ 
nation were placed outside the dark-room, the camera and 
easel being placed within. Heat and stuffiness were, 
evidently, to be rigorously banished. Near the ceiling, 
and stretching tightly from wall to wall, were numerous 
waxed cords, for the suspension of enlargements during the 
period of drying, which, owing to the admirable system 
of ventilation, took place rapidly. A few remarks on the 
more purely architectural details of this ideal dark-room 
may help to complete the general impression. The floor¬ 
ing was of some hard wood, naturally polished ; the walls 
and ceiling were whitewashed. There was nothing special 
about the actual framework of the room, for it was not one 
that had been originally designed for photographic pur¬ 
poses. Its owner, indeed, expressed some satisfaction 
that, in his coming tropical field of action, he would he 
able to start entirely de novo in a building of his own 
design and construction, when he would be able to pm 
into practice sundry ideas as to the best way of erecting 
walls, with a view to securing equable temperature all the 

| year round. 
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We have here a sufficiently literal and prosaic present¬ 
ment of what may be, and actually has been accomplished 
in the direction of the perfect dark-room, and the contrast 
between such a one as that just described and the average 
apartment that satisfies most of us may well form fruit for 
meditation. True as it undoubtedly is, that satisfactory 
and excellent work may be readily produced with a mini 
mum of those labour-saving and comfort-giving conditions 
that we have shown are at all events within our reach,^ it 
requires but little reflection to see that the possibilities 
and potentialities of photographic achievement must be 
added to materially where what was once a task is_ made 
almost a luxurjr. There is still far too much that is old- 
fashioned and behind the times in our working methods 

! and surroundings, and anything that can shake us foi a 
moment out of a rooted habit of easy-going complacency, 
and lead us to the conviction that there may be other and 
better ways than our own, admirable though they may be, 
is to be welcomed as aiding the universal movement of 
progress that in the end benefits everyone. 

THE ELECTRIC CURRENT IN THE STUDIO. 

Whether regarded as a luxury for general use, or as a 
necessity for studio work, in some localities, through 
exigencies of atmospheric conditions, or a late hour of 
working, the use of electricity as a light producer, and for 
other purposes, is a boon whose value it would be difficult 
to over estimate; yet the question arises, Whether the 
general body of photographers are sufficiently alive to its 
importance; or, having adopted it, they sufficiently 
realise its possibilities or are acquainted with its commer¬ 
cial limitations'? Particularly with regard to one aspect 
of the latter were we surprised recently at the ignorance 
of the owner of a studio who, some time ago, had a com¬ 
plete electric installation to replace his gas fittings. We 
should have deemed it entirely superfluous to have men¬ 
tioned such a matter had we no viva voce proof of the need 
to do so, in this one instance, at least. We refer to the 
fact that when electric wiring and lighting have been in¬ 
stalled it is needful, before bringing it into use, to acquaint 
the fire insurance office with whom the property is insured 
with the fact of the application of the electric current, 
whereupon they will either send an inspector or otherwise 
assure themselves of the work having been properly carried 
out, so as to insure freedom from undue fire risks. Hav¬ 
ing done this, they will endorse the policy with a certificate 
to that effect, indemnifying the insurer against loss 
through fire caused by the current. If such indemnity 
be not obtained, the policy, by its terms, would become 
void, and the insurer would have no remedy against fire 
losses through the electric current or any other cause. 

Already electricity is used to a considerable extent as a 
power agent, for driving apparatus, small or large; for 
ventilation purposes; for actuating a motor; for drying 
negatives ; and a variety of minor uses, the need for which 
seem to spring up as soon as the current is laid on. 

Up to the present time the electric current is prohibi¬ 
tively costly for heating a room of large dimensions, but 
for apartments of smaller proportions its application is 
increasingly convenient. Many elegant and useful pieces 
of apparatus in the form of electric stoves are to be pur¬ 
chased. We are informed that the cost of the current for 
this purpose is less than might be imagined, from the readi¬ 
ness with which the current can be switched on or off 
as required. Indeed, this is one of the great advantages 
of the electric current as against gas or solid fuel. The 
various switches are almost always so placed as to involve 
a minimum of trouble in turning off the current, so that 
upon entering or leaving a room the switching on or off 

becomes a mechanical routine act ; while, as everyone 
knows, a gas fire or gas burner is usually left “ on ” if the 
room be left for a moment, a moment that sometimes is 
expanded into hours. For this reason, though the initial 
cost of electricity for a given lighting or heating effect 
may considerably exceed that of gas, the quarter s electric 
energy account not infrequently falls below the average gas 
bill for a previous corresponding period. 'In estimating 
the relative cost of gas and electricity this is a most im¬ 
portant factor, but one too often lost sight of. In this 
direction the gain experienced through saving decoration 
expenses, owing to the great cleanliness of electric light¬ 
ings, is now an old story, requiring nothing beyond a pass¬ 
ing mention. Although, for heating large apartments - 
studios, for example—electricity may be costly, the local 
application of the current is so very convenient that its 
use may be recommended. For example, small studios 
with a special electric heating attachment complete, are 
now purchasable, and would be found extremely useful for 
many photographic purposes. We may now expect to have 
upon us the season of cold weather and low temperature m 
the water supply. The extent to which low temperature 
reduces the power of the pyro developer, for example, 
needs actually measuring before the full effects of its 
power in this direction is known. Indeed, we should not 
be wrong were we to state that at temperatures slightl) 
above that of freezing point nearly twice, the amount, of 
pyro is used to produce a given density in a given time 
when compared with the same solution at, say 60deg. F. 

The enthusiasm which surrounded the exponents of 
Rontgen-ray0 work has now entirely subsided, and, as far 
as we can learn, there are very few photographers who 
undertake the work. We think this falling off of interest 
is largely owing to difficulties in connection with the elec¬ 
tric current. A large induction coil is a very costly 
instrument, and an excess of current would quickly lead 
to its destruction. We find that on the whole the pie- 
ference is given to an “ accumulator ” for the current pro¬ 
duction. It has, of course, many objections; the accumu¬ 
lator once charged requires, for example, to be periodically 
charged, as, otherwise, it would, if left intact for some 
considerable time, become quite useless. There is thus a 
primary inducement to use the current from the main, 
and if an efficient resistance be supplied, we think that 
for all the usual Rontgen work a photographer need fear 

no opposition. . 
It has been our purpose to include the use of electric 

light in the studios, but already we have exceeded the 
bounds of our space in dealing with one aspect of the 
subject, and we shall therefore leave over for another oc¬ 
casion the important question of the use of the electric 

light for studio purposes. 

---♦- 

The Perth Convention.—On Monday, September 22nd, a meeting was 
held at the rooms of the Society of Natural Science, m connection with 
the arrangements for the eighteenth annual convention whic , y 
invitation of the photographic section of the above society, will be held 
next July in Perth. The Convention has been to Scotland on three pre¬ 
vious occasions, viz., to Glasgow twice and Edinburgh once. ^ f0T>,ora 
in’g has never been held so far north before, and doubtless n , 
will embrace the opportunity of making the acquaintance of the many at¬ 
tractions and beautiful scenery in the immediate vicinity ot our city. Mr. 

Henry Coates is taking great interest in the forthcoming gathering, and 
Sir Robert Pullar will be president. An influential reception committee is 
being formed, and the meeting should unquestionably prove a great suc¬ 
cess Usually between 300 and 400 members attend the annual conven¬ 
tion. The programme will be opened with a conversazione, lectures an 
papers will be read at the evening meetings, excursions will be organised, 
and there will be an exhibition of pictures and photographic apparatus 
open free every day, so that the inhabitants of Perth and district will 
have ample opportunity of making themselves acquainted with the many 
up-to-date contrivances in connection with the art science ot photograpy. 
The local hon. secretaries are Mr. A. Rodger and Mr. Mackenzie. lhe 

Perthshire Constitutional.” 
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THE STABILITI AND THE FADING OF ALBUMEN 

PICTUBES. 

Albumen paper, though far less used by amateurs and by 

some professionals than formerly, is by no means yet 

ex me among the better class of photographers who still 

employ silver printing. The same may be said with 

xegaid to those on the Continent and, possibly, in America. 

el at me papers, we think it would be safe to say, are pro¬ 

portionately more largely used in England than in any 

other country, but for what reason we shall not here in- 

quire; u 1S only albumen paper we are now considering 

We have many albumen prints in our possession that 

have been m existence for forty years and more, that are 

still unchanged. In the course of a discussion on the 

subject the other evening, one of the speakers, it may be 

mentioned, showed a number of prints that he had himself 

Jr® rnty, yearS ag0’ and °nl^ one of tllem had faded 
ALth these facts before us, it is clear that albumen pic- 

tuies are not necessarily fugitive, and they show conclu 

I.7 lthat lf those whmh have faded had been treated 
precise y the same as those which have proved stable thev 
also would not have faded. 

It will be interesting to consider some of the causes 

assigned^ for the fugitiveness of so many modern prints 

h thlTih'l far th6y rea11^ tenable-‘ ^e suggestion 
L In V7 be at fault’ as wc do not know what 

the paper of to-day is bleached or sized with. Did we 
now that at any time? We think we are correct in say 

mg, and we say it without hesitation, that the paper used 

for albumemsmg now is precisely the same as it was thirty 

in oiJTof fearf T'- Thl? paper is’ and alwaJ® was, made 
Kleiber<BPK’ a Steinbach’ Malmedy, and the 

H,RTS’ firmS‘ Most of that now em- 
p y is that by the latter firm, and these two firms are 
the only ones that were ever able to supply a pap™ that 

C0U e successfully used for albumenising * 1 These 
papers, we may safely say, are essentially the same now 

thV“7oXnY” ^ - P-e, foTsind 
considered °f Y £ COncerns’ their Price has been 

ip . .c - mcreased. Hence we mav dismiss this cause 
and fairly assume that the paper itself is as of old 

One of the most tangible causes of fading alluded to was 
the presence m the finished picture of a silver compound 

albumenate of silver.” This was pointed out some S 

nto tbl S° by Mnr' J°hn Spil]er’ wb0 went very fully 

altho^h Stb^ ! time‘ He then ^owed that! 
soda ft took aCOmP°Td WaS S°luble in hyposulphite .of 
soda, it took a very long time for its solution—much 

showed tha” the fiXati°n °f the print‘ He also 
could be ouito0 albu“enate of sdver ” was soluble, and 
could be quite removed m a solution of carbonate of 
ammonia without injury to the albumen. But this was 
never much used in practice. Now, of course, the prints 

oil all contained this albumenate-, but probably less- in 

nfw Of ierUSe the Tting °f a]bumen was thinner than 
now. Of late years the demand has been for highly 
g azed paper, and the albumenise-rs have met it by using 
stale and decomposed albumen, which gives a higher glosf 
than fresh white of egg does; also bv thickening it by 
evaporation or by the addition of dried albumen. ‘ But 
the use of decomposed albumen is by no means new it 
was employed fully thirty years ago. It might well’ be 
surmised that, theoretically, the use of decomposed albu- 
men might affect the stability of the prints made upon if; 
but is that idea borne out in actual practice? We happen 
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to have some by us made on paper of the most > 
description, which, when being sensitised 'could h ’tl,d 
throughout the house, yet tjy are stfu’ 

One very prolific cause of fading of albumen nrfnts . j 
d applies also to gelatine and, indeed, to all silvef h 
whatever process they are made, is an impure atmosphere^ 
conjunction with moisture. If prints -irp Unt n i f 
dry, even in the presence of an 

they are mounted on impure mounts—also a prolific’ can J 
!TyZT10n~they WiU UDderg° ^ chan^ for 

lsf oae ve7ry important point in connection with the 

f ty °f tbe old Prmts’ as compared with modern ones 
toat does not seem to have been touched upon in the di ’ 
cussion-nameiy, difference in the conditions under whi h 
hey were made, as compared with present conditions, and 

that difference is of much importance. The paper of old 
bore a thinner coating of albumen than at present, and it 
was sensitised on what would now be considered a very 
strong bath—from sixty to ninety grains of nitrate of 
silver to the ounce of water, and it was used neutral, or 

ml if fty 1 “rthennore, the negatives then used were of 
quite a different character from those now in vogue Thev 

uarento^QuBp11’7ery a1tron^.in ^he UShts> and quite trans 
parent quite clear glass—m the shadows. Consequently 
the image when printed, was well into the body of the 
paper, and was not confined almost, if not quite, to the 
a^ umen coating, as now. Often with a strong negative 
Tie print could be very distinctly seen on tbe back of the 
paper. As a consequence, the image was composed of a 
far larger amount of reduced silver than is the case now 
and, of course, this, by its quantity, would resist pernicious 
influences much better than would the more attenuated 
image of the present day. 

. There \s a veiT cogent reason why so many of the old 
pictures have so well withstood the test of'time, which 
has been suggested to us by some of tbe old workers. It 
is this : Photographers some thirty or forty years ago took 
more interest in the stability of their pictures than is the 
case now. They gave more personal supervision to the 
work, or employed men who thoroughlv understood it, 
ana applied their knowledge in everyday practice. To-day 
we know that the work is too often entrusted to girls who 
know nothing whatever about it beyond what they have 
been instructed to do mechanically to secure nice-looking 
prints. Now there is nothing to he said against females 

omg e work; indeed, as a rule, they are more careful 
than lads when they have been properly taught their busi- 
ness, lit t is the majority have not been—they know no- 
thing whatever of the theory of the subiect and the neces¬ 
sary conditions that ought to be fulfilled which would con- 

uce to the stability of their work. This remark applies 
equally as well to gelatine as to albumen prints. 

The rapid fading of either albumen or gelatine prints 
may m all cases be attributed rather to their producers 
than to the processes themselves. This fact is one that is 

* oik611 overlooked when comparing the relative stability 
ot different processes, whichever they may be. 

savr^P^resTwo?W> *7* 7 three English photographic periodicals, 
three colour rnrtrn t ’f seem to be making a great deal of fuss about a 
three-colour portrait from life made by Dr. Mietbe. Whilst the result is 
eood there is nothing very wonderful about it. Three-colour portraiture 

S^npTe^s Dr11 Mt]Thd°ne f^the last few 
xample as Dr. Miethe s is to he found m the “Process Year Book” for 

on’L d W?ageS,56 and 57, the work of MessS'jIhn Swat and 
Shepherd hZl n J ° P°mt °ut that Messrs‘ Lu™ere and Mr. Sanger 
roit i rn r numerous portraits by their colour transparency 

Miethe’s St S0” the above facts with no desire to depreciate Dr. 
credit In the krt V°n y re.mmd cur contemporaries to give more 
ignored ^ productlons of their own country, which they so frequently 
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hotography as applied to illustration and 
PRINTING. 

rCantor Lecture, delivered at the Society of Arcs.] 

n. 
Photogravure. 

istorically, photogravure, or heliogravure, is quite the 
irliest process of photomechanical printing reniered practaca 
r the uses of illustration by the printing press and ^ history 
full of interest for the student and experimentalist. We are, 

owever, not concerned specially in matters historical this even- 
rg, and I am expected to explain to you only its-P™ P - 
“e methods, and just how the process stands to-day m 

Ration to modern illustration. . . . , ,pe 
Photo-intaglio engraving, as its name imp es, ] 

pposite in effect to the photo-relief blocks which were de- 
ndbed in the first lecture. The principles of working are, how- 
ier practically the same as for type blocks, the results being 
btained by the employment of a photographic image in. com ina- 
lon with bichromated gelatine. The lines or gradation of toe 
.icture are sunk below the general surface of the metal, a 
he inking of the picture, instead of being done by means of a 
•oiler, is effected by forcing the ink into the sunk lures with a 
labber, the surface of the metal representing the subject 
hen wiped clean, and the impression is made by pressing a 
oft sized paper iu contact with the plate by heavy pressure, 
"sure forces the paper into the inked lines or dep— 
firming the picture, and brings away the mk-th> tones o 
he picture being represented by dark masses of ink m the 
leepest depressions, and by lighter gradations in the shallower 

portions, until the surface of the metal is reached, giving pure 

firVl 1 4" 

Whilst photogravure justly stands at the head of all pio^sos 
for artistic illustration, it is one which calls for more mdivr ua 
skill on the part of the engraver than almost any odier. 1 he 
is much uncertainty in the general results, and often more t an 
one plate must be etched before a satisfactory effect is obtained, 
even then sometimes a good deal of help must be given to the 
plate by means of the burnisher, scraper, and graver, operations 
which remove the process from the mechanical, and ca or 
higher artistic qualities than are generally essential for other 

P1The importance of the process renders it desirable that some 
demonstration of its working should be given, so that the urn 
initiated may better understand its principles, and I am lad 
to state I shall he enabled to show you some of the practical 
details this evening, through the kindness of Mi. °wa 
mer, who has sent Mr. Symmons equiuoed m order to rend.i 
us this service. The various operations will be slower than my 
description, but if you will permit it, I propose to nia » a 
break in my paper at one or two intervals, to tell you the 
essential points as the experiment progresses. 
' There are several methods of preparing photogravure plates, 
notably Fox Talbot’s process, invented just about fifty Jears 
ago, and which is to-day, in practice, the principle of t e 
most modern process; Kilo’s process, a modification of ox 
Talbot’s; Woodbury’s process, which is, I believe, a op e 
the French house of Boussod, Valadon, and Co. ; Waterhouse s 
process, in which an electrotype plate is prepared from a sand- 
brained gelatine relief ; Dr. Albert’s process, and many others* 
only differing in slight details from the first-named. 

The operations of preparing a photogravure plate by t e 
process founded by Fox Talbot, are as follows:--The first 
requisite is a transparency or positive picture on glass of t 
subject which it is desired to engrave ; the transparency may e 
made by the carbon process, or by any of the dry plate processes, 
but if the latter is used the transparency must be reversed. 

This positive on glass should be as perfect as possible, ire. 
from spots or defects, and full of detail. A piece of nn ly- 
polished copper is next selected, and carefully cleaned wuh 
Tripoli powder and water until thejsurface is free no 
slightest trace of grease ; after drying, the plate is ready to 
receive a graining of powdered asphalt or resin, so that th 
photographic image, when etched into the plate will have the 
necessary roughness or grain to hold the ink requiredL for 
printing. The powdered asphalt is placed m a ox wi 
arrangement for creating a cloud of asphalt dust within the 
box depending on the kind of grain required, wnether coarse, 
or medium, or fine. An interval of some minutes is allowed 
to elapse before opening a door in the side of the grainmg-box 
and placing the plate face upwards for the dust to fall upon i . 
Three minutes is generally sufficient to ensure that the copper 
surface is evenly coated with the grains of asphalt. The plate 
is then taken out and placed on a plate of sheet-iron under whic i 
is a Bunsen burner, or is held over a flame of gas to melt the 
powder so that it adheres firmly to the copper. As soon as it 
is cold the copper is ready for the next operation namely, to 
have the gelatine resist carrying the picture transferred to it. 
The gelatine resist is prepared by printing an image rom le 
transparency already referred to on a piece of sensitised carbon 
tissue^ which is a surface of gelatine (backed with paper) mixed 
with some pigment like oxide of iron or carbon, and sensitised 
with bichromate of ammonia. The printing is came ou 
the same way a* for an ordinary carbon print, save that t ie 
resulting image is negative instead of positive. T ie pi m e 
carbon paper is immersed in water for a few minutes, and 
then squeegeed to the grained copper surface and developed 
witli warm water until all the unacted-upon gelatine isid ssol Lto, 
leaving only the negative picture on the metal. This pri t 
forms the “resist” for the subsequent etchmg-m of the pic are, 
and carries the whole of the gradations of tone of the picture. 
As soon as the print is dry (it can be dried either spontaneous y, 
or, if the grain is asphalt, by the application of methylated 
spirit) the etching of the plate may he proceeded with, but it is 
an operation requiring some care and skill m order o secu 
perfect results. The etching solution is. perchlonde of o , 
which should be pure and neutral; the strength of the solu on 
is important. Generally speaking, three strengths of elution 
are required, the first, tested by Beamne's hydrometer should 
register 38 to 40 degrees, and only attack the deepest shadows 
of “the plate. Four or live minutes' etching with this solution -s 
usually sufficient; then a solution of 35 degrees repiaceste 
first, and the etching will be extended to the middle or h<Of- 
tones for another period of four or five -niu es ,1m h rd 

strength of solution is next taken, and the etclims 
the “lighter tones up to the high lights. As soon as this is ap¬ 
parent, the etching is complete, and the plate rn plung^ 
water and carefully washed, the resist and protection vanusn 
removed, and the plate is ready for proofing in the Pies»- 

The graining of asphalt mentioned is commonly used for 
giving the etched surface a sufficient “ bite ” to hold the printing 
ink. but there are several other grains employed nctobly he 
me-hancally ruled screen grain seen ill half-tone blocks. I 
grain cannot be applied to the copper in the same way as res, 
or asphalt powder, but it can easily be added to the tin, p “ F 
used for printing the resist, or it can be printed »n toe carbon 
resist carrying the picture by giving it a short secondary ex 
posure after the picture image ha, been panted. T he a a ant 
of the mechanical screen is that it gives a stronger gram to the 
plate, and admits of larger and more rapid Pjmt-mgf 
oravur- plates of this kind deeply etched may he printed from 
at the rate of 500 or more per hour m a copper-plate punting 
machine. The Rembrandt intaglio process, wluch, by the way. 
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is a secret one, employs a grain of this nature, and from mv 
observation it gives softer and smoother results than ordinary 
photogravure though it lacks the brilliancy and strength of 
t e latter. I cannot tell, you how the process of Rembrandt 
intaglio printing is carried out. but from experiments I have 
made m this direction I an inclined to the opinion that the plates 
are bent on to a cylinder of a machine similar to that used for 

starchtid Papers' and *hat a" composed of dextrine or 
starch with a pigment replaces the usual greasy ink, also that 
a siraper or knife is used for ‘ wiping” the plate, in the same 
w.,y as m the old process of Docteur printing. I have some 

toaS * Pmte<i m 11118 WaT Which closeiy approach the Rem- 

COLLOTVPE. 

. 1 hJve on the sylIabus of subjects to be considered this even 
mg tn.e processes of collotype and Woodburytype printing • 
ither of them would supply abundance of interesting material 

adm^ oi mv bUt Hniited tirae at our disposal will 
. . y &lvlng y°u little more than an outline of their 

principles and working. The collotype process is worked unh 

: Pko ^nt,”a ■ Heliofypt”11 ‘‘Autotype,* Photoplrin.- 
Photomezzo-type,” “ Graphotcne,” etc. ^ 1 ' ’ 

r Jh° Process JS based on the well-known action of liaht on 
bicbromatised gelatine, and is allied to photo-lithography with 

‘ dlfrer! *hat “ colIotypa ike exposed nnageTn gelatine 
s employed for the actual printing surface, and not ofly can 

line subjects be printed from it, but copis of ph„to"ranhs 
paintings, and drawings. It renders half-tones so accurately 

jLWhenIrmlS b-v c<>ll»type process are made on highly-glazed 
paper, noth a suitable ink, there is scarcely any perceptible 

Imoks, facsimile copies of engravings, copies of painte 

illustrations Yh 7 P®trait _ work, and for commercial 
Cl - . . 1 have explained m a previous paper that when ~ 

a IT ° + l° TatC mixecl with gelatine is exposed to lkmt under 
a negative, then washed and dried, it, will, when treated iTkof 

mol re; ifSOrb Water where the gelatine film was 
plot cted from light by the dense portions of the negative and 

liebt, j, 6 )nb and form a printing surface in the places where 
light has obtained access to the film through the negative 
; cellotype plate will not only take ink where absolutely cieai 
? rs m the negative, but it will take ink in th» half 
t0nein oxact gradations corresponding to the amount of It 

anTma! fZf ^ ^ ^ ami as a im.tter of fact, constitutes the process 

1 he preparation of collotype plates is not difficult and the 
operations can be described in a few minutes. The printin' 
P ate is formed of a piece of platteglass of about iin. i!! thick’ 

gSiM°UTu 08 1 6 rn‘ing Side t0 give a bettel ,10ld to the 
pressure of tl,<°n er .* Iab tbe film Tua-'' withstand the heavy 

plates first with aVlf tPrtSS’ ‘S f°Und necessary *0 coat the 
and watef 1 »ub»tance contaming albumen, water-glass, 

, . ;. IS solution is spread over the cleaned class m 
a tb!n COat,ng and d™d‘ The sensitising solution for collotype 
water 25 “ C°^P^e? °f Colg“«t’s gelatine 3oz., albumen lof 

‘ f ’. and omhromate potash ioz. The exact proportions 
•lie not arbitrary and different operators modify their solution 
a experience guides. The sensitising solution is carefully 

"zt rr1, and’whiist wa™’,s p*™* ^ . face of the substratumed ” glass plate in a fairly thick film • 
the coated plate is then placed on accurately levelled supports 
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m a drying-chamber or box, and heat is applied m v a 
of the box, which is made of sheet iron. ConsLraWe 1 
required to dry the plates, and the grain or texW 7\18 
plate is affected by the speed of the drying ablut °J ** 

is the usual time occupied. When the pllte is dry and M 
it is ready for exposure under the negative- qfP ‘d , ’ 
necessary in a collotype negative are that it most'be “'f 
and be of full printing strength. A negative that would mmj ’ 
a full rich print by any silver printing process is th* ^ 
standard for collotype. The margins of the negative are ZT'l 

w:Jr thin opaque paper or tinfoil, so as (o permit of tv „ , 
being printed with a clean edge on paper with proper Z^Z 

The time required for the exposure under ordinary coX£’ 
^ regards light, is from twenty minutes to half-an-hour but 
this is a mailer which can only be fixed by experience ’ Tl 
image on the plate cannot be examined during expose £ 

an actmometer scale is used for gauging the amount of 'Lffi 
After exposure, the plate is taken into a room lighted a dull , i 
yellow light, and washed in running water for al>< it half r ; 

in order that a.l the soluble 

removed from the film, after which the plate is allowed to 
spontaneously, when it is ready for printing. 

The printing may bo performed in an ordinary Albion press 
used for letterpress printing, or in a lithographic press F 
rapid printing, or for long runs, special steam driven presses 
are constructed, with cylinder pressure, on which it is possible 
to print two to three hundred copies per hour. 

When the plate is fixed in position in the press, it is first 

r^mcm irrr sp°t and water> °r w,th a »f common salt, glycerine, and water, which, after being allowed 
to act on the gelatine for ten or fifteen minutes, is sponged off and 
he plate is rolled up with ink. If the printing i, being done on a 

hand press, a coating of ink is applied first with a leather roller 
w uch inks up the shadows and stronger parts of the picture’ 
This mkmg is then followed by another with a gelatineP roller, 
which inks up the half-tones and details of the subjeot. A 
sheet of ordinary printing paper is now placed over the inked 
surface, and pressure is applied. The result is a permanent 
ink print on paper of the negative used. If the printing is done 
on a steam press, the operations are, of course, more mechani¬ 
cal but the finished result is practically the same. Lar»e 
p ates can be successfully dealt with at machine, and pictures 
on paper up to 40in. by 30in. can be printed. 

The collotype process has had a long and successful career, 
and the beauty and delicacy of its results, when properly 
printed, are fully equal to that of any other photo-mechanical 
process, but of late years the advances made in half-tone blocks 
and more especially m the machinery constructed for printing 
them has to some extent covered the ground hitherto occupied 
by collotype illustrations alone, and though the half-tone block 
can never oust or replace collotype for many kinds of illustra¬ 
tion, yet it is sufficiently a rival to restrict its expansion and 
scope from a commercial point of view. 

WOODBTJKYTYFE PRINTING. 

Amongst all the processes for obtaining printing press pictures 
by means of photography, I think that of the late Mr. W. B. 
Woodbury is the most audacious from a purely photographic 
aspect. He aimed at tbe highest ideal, and attained it. His 
process is the only photo-mechanical one which, in the printing 
jiress, realises the gradations of tone without grain or texture of 
any kind ; and Mr. Woodbury’s working out of the process was 
so complete, that the operation of working it stands to-day pre¬ 
cisely as he left it. The only variations since introduced do 
not altei the main principle of his invention, and refer more 
to mounting and transferring of the printed results than to the 
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.rocess itself. The idea of the process emanated from the carbon 

,rint in which the picture is formed m all it gradations y 
■anous thicknesses c£ pigmented gelatine, the shadows rep ¬ 

enting the greatest thickness, being in relatively higl rehet, 

ind the high lights the lowest. Reasoning backwards, Mr 

Woodbury conceived the idea of making an electrotype mould 

„f a carbon picture, and using the mould so obtained as a 

minting surface by covering it over with warm pigmented ge a- 

ine, and by flat pressure attaching a sheet of paper to the pig- 

nent, so that when the gelatine jelly was set he could detach 

t from its mould, and thus by repeating the operation obtain 

inlimited copies. This was practically the Woodburytype; 

rat of course there were difficulties and imperfections, which 

he inventor quickly set to work to overcome. Ho found that 

i thick film of gelatine and bichromate, when exposed under a 

legative and washed, gave a very high, sharp relief ; and he also 

ound that when this relief was perfectly dry it possessed the 

moperty of being absolutely incompressible; in other words, it 

vas as hard as steel, and could be used as a die. The relie 

ilm of gelatine was placed cn a block of smooth, hardened stee , 

svith raised edges; upon this was laid a sheet of type metal 

ir lead about £in. thick, and the arrangement was then placed 

under a hydraulic press capable of exerting a pressure of about 

40cwt. to the square inch. The pressure forced the lead into 

the gelatine image with such accuracy that every shade and 

detail of the relief was impressed. The raised edges round the 

steel block prevented the metal from squeezing out, and on being 

detached, a mould in lead was obtained which could be used as 

a printing surface for thousands of copies. The seemingly 

delicate relief in gelatine was quite uninjured by this treatment, 

and would serve for any number of further pressed moulds. 

The printing press for these pictures is special, but quite 

simple. It is formed of a cast iron base, on which is fitted a 

movable table to hold the mould, which is bedded down on to 

it with guttai percha ; over the table is a hinged lid, faced with 

plate-glass, with a lever attachment for giving the pressure. 

The printing ink is a solution of gelatine in a hot state to 

which ai pigment is added to give any desired tint or tone to 

the resulting print. 

In printing the lead mould is first oiled to prevent the gelatine 

sticking, and a pool of the warm ink is poured on to the middle 

of the mould ; over this pool is laid a sheet of paper waterproofed 

with shellac, and the lid of the press is brought down over the 

whole, and pressure applied. The pressure squeezes out over 

the edges of the mould all. superfluous ink, and all that is left 

is that retained in the graduated hollows and depressions of 

the lead mould ; the warm ink sets in a few minutes, and on 

pening the press the paper support is removed, with its gelatine 

3py of the moulded picture firmly attached to it. This is the 

Woodburytype print, and it only requires drying and dipping in 

bath of alum to render it absolutely permanent. The beauty 

nd finish of these prints is beyond question, and the only 

rawback to them for some purposes is that they must in all 

ases be mounted before they can serve as book or other illus- 

rations. There is no means of printing them directly on paper 

idth a margin, though this difficulty has been surmounted in a 

ound-about way by transferring the thin gelatine pictures to 

irepared plate paper. 

The Stannotype process is a modification of the Woodbury- 

ype, and was also invented by Mr. Woodbury. It has almost 

y0ne out of use now, and it will be sufficient if I explain that 

he printing is done direct from the gelatine relief by covering 

It over with a thin foil of tin. The foil prevents the wet gelatine 

ink from actual contact and destroying it. The printing is 

carried out in the same way as for the Woodburytype. 

J. D. Geddes. 

THOUGHTS ON THE R.P.S. EXHIBITION. 
[From a Correspondent.] , 

A VISIT to such a many-sided exhibition as that of the Koya 

Phctooiaphic Society is of, what many would call, a paradoxica 

character. It is instructive and amusing The quantity of t^e 

latter compared with the former is small, no doubt, but the 

superior wisdom of the visitor will be sure to find somethin to 

at in the varied work that is displayed for his benefit, 

and the more this emotion is aroused in him the more will he 

need stimulation by that instructive force which is always pre¬ 

sent in generous quantity, in order to combat successfully with 

that spirit of ignorant ridicule which is the birthright of the 

narrow-minded, self-contented, individual. 

It is the man of large sympathies who will enjoy his visit the 

mos+ for though there will doubtless be work exhibited whic 

Tes not meet with his approval, nevertheless the variety o£ the 

fare will act as a stimulant to his mental faculties, arousing 

within him a series of emotions which will inevitably be sub- 

;acted to a critical analysis. We can excuse anyone for bem 

down on technical faults where these are obviously capable of 

eradication, but the more closer manifestation of the brain, the 

evidence of the spirit which prompts the work, can only be ac¬ 

cepted as it is presented ; for a man’s ideals are not so sensitive 

to violent changes as they are to the more gradual alterations 

which time produces in us all. . 
“Tempera mutantur, et nos in iliis muiuxnui --n is a way 

so, some of us burry along, others are content to go more leisu¬ 

rely we all think ours is the best way ; and so the symmetrica 

balance between the plus and the minus quantities remains more 

or less constant, unless some sudden rush takes more over to a 

new sensation than it leaves behind, when, for a time, the 

novelty claims an unproportional prominence, whicn, however, 

is short-lived, for the majority will return to their mherite 

ideas and things vail again run on in their good old way. 

And this very real undercurrent is manifested in the photo- 

cranhic pictorial work of the present a av. 
~ Men are returning gradually from the pursuit of the ndi- 

culous, end the wild flights of a feverish imagination goadedo. 

bv the soirit of novelty ; are becoming less noticeable , and the 

evidence*of more sober thought is manifested intheir work. 

And it is probably on account of this that we did not find any 

single piece of pictorial work which seemed to stand out above 

the others, but there was, to us, a more healt y one a 

exhibition viewed as a whole, which gave us more pleasure than 

the obviously neurotic manifestations which were prominent a 

few years ago. And yet, perhaps, we are wrong m using the 

word1'ridiculous ; ” though we may not agree with the effoits 

which in a hasty moment we characterised with 

sion, are we so sure that we are jus. m using 1 • 
of the most advanced piece of impressionalistie work doubt¬ 

less took sendless trouble to produce the specimen which we, in 

our hastiness, might laugh at. . • 
But in the more sobered atmosphere of mental examination 

we would perhaps be truer to our own feelings were we to call 

it mistaken, pathetic, and miserable, but not ridicule .. - 

so, gentle v Jder, whoever you are, do not go to the Exhibition 

with the intention of condemning everything that does not agree 

with you, but rather take these very pictures or your mo e 

careful consideration, and do not leave them unti you aie d “ 

certain what it is you do not like in them, and how, were you 

to have had the original handling of the subject yon would 

have treated it; then you will have reaped much be.uefil .y 

your examination, as well as have the satisfaction of be „ 

fairer to your opponent and truer to yourself. e wc J 
ber being much imnressed by the condensed philosophy con¬ 

tained in the sage remark of P. H Emerson, in the second 

edition of his well-known work, 11 Naturalist!. Phctograp iy. 
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He is speaking of art in general, and thus defines it: —“ Art is 

the application of knowledge for certain ends.” It will be ob¬ 

served that the broadness of this statement is its chief charac¬ 

teristic. We are told that art (not any one particular mani¬ 

festation, but the sum total of it), is of a subjective character. 

Mr. Emerson proceeds: —“But'art is raised to Fine Art when 

man so applies this knowledge ihat he affects the emotions 

through the senses, and so produces aesthetic pleasure in us, 

and the man‘so-raising an Art is an Artist. Thus photography 

may be, and is, in the hands 61 an artist, a method of expression 

producing works of fine art, because no such works can be pro¬ 

duced by one who is not an artist, and moreover the real test 

as to whether the result of any method of expression is a fine 

art or not, depends upon how much of the intellectual element 

is required in its production.” So we see that, while art is 

subjective, the result of art—that is, a work of art, is the 

'objective. .We cannot help feeling that many of the exhibitors 

in this year’s R.P. S. show have fully realised the truth of this 

statement—they are, in fact, Artists, and their work is quite 

capable of arousing within us feelings of aesthetic pleasure. Nor 

do we find this evidence of individuality confined to any parti¬ 

cular class of work. In the landscape pictures there is ample 

evidence of artistic feeling made manifest by sound technical 

manipulation, the portraits as a whole give us the expression 

of the character of the individual, with a praiseworthy sub¬ 

ordination of distractory accessories, and the architectural 

work is invariably well chosen and handled with a poetic rever¬ 

ence. 

We have throughout the Exhibition ample manifestations of 

the intellect employing a wonderful process for the illustration 

of its emotions, and the quiet realisation of its possibilities, in 

the hands of competent artists, augurs well for the future pros¬ 

perity of photography as a Fine Art. It is not our present 

intention to go piece for piece through the work exhibited, 

for this has already been done, but rather to draw attention to 

•certain of the exhibits, which appeared to us to be specially 

interesting and instructive. Professional photographers cannot 

•afford to neglect the work of our leading amateurs, and in 

many cases it is the amateur who gives the initiative in some 

particular method of treatment. We will take some of the 

portraits in the Pictorial Section, and examine them. No. 32, 

■“ Portrait of a Gentleman,” by Charles Sweet, is worthy of 

careful attention as an example of quiet, dignified treatment. 

The subject is well lighted, and the expression quite natural, 

■while the pose is easy and picturesque. No. 36, “ Monteith 

Kandell, Esq.,” by E. Montague Treble, is another good piece 

of work. The subtle way in which the light is managed em¬ 

phasises the dignity of the white hair, while losing none of its 

detail. The pose again is most natural, and ei tire-1 y suitable. 

In No. 98, “‘A Scottish Professor,” by John Moffat, we have 

as good an interpretation of the individuality of a striking man 

as anyone could desire. The pose is perfectly natural, and 

the treatment of the cloak is eminently graceful. The expres¬ 

sion is in no way forced, while the anatomy of the face is fully 

rendered. No. -131,-“ Poitrait,” by Dudley Hoyt, is n striking 

piece of work, Hough we do not like the vignetted effect at the 

bottom. The subject herself lias apparently a striking indivi¬ 

duality, and the artist has succeeded in. conveying an impression 

of firmness of character by his treatment. The way in which the 

face is lit is well suited to the subject, and the drapery and 

irregular line of the hat, with the light flowers therein, give an 

unaffected grace to the picture. The drapery is particularly 

well handled, being neither too great nor too little in quantity, 

■and the result of placing it below the shoulder is to set off the 

•strong and large face by a well-balanced proportion of the body. 

No. 156, “ Iiev. Alex. Whyte, D.D.,” by R. S. Webster, is de¬ 

serving of the same criticism as we bestowed on No. 32, ami 

the quiet and simple treatment of a dignified subject is worthy 

of special praise. 

We have singled out the above portraits because they seem 

to us to be examples well worthy of being followed by those who 

make portraiture their speciality. 

In no case is the treatment in any way theatrical, but the in¬ 

dividuality of the sitters has been grasped and illustrated in a 

most commendable and pleasing fashion. The centre of interest 

was alwayrs the face, and the subordination of the dress, etc , I 

was never overdone. The backgrounds were quite plain and 

dark, and so did not distract the eye from the sitter. 

It is such work as these examples which raise photography 

to a high level; not those crude efforts in which the subject is 

rendered in an unreal and inhuman manner, with an exagge¬ 

rated expression, harsh lighting, end with all the anatomy 

obliterated. Another very fine piece of work is the picture by Mr. 

Fellows-Willson, No. 283, entitled “A Pretty Maiden.” It was 

this print which won forMr. Willson the special “ GravUra” prize 

in Messrs. Illingworth’s recent carbon competition, nor can we 

in any way find fault with the wisdom of the judges in award¬ 

ing him the prize. Apart from the picturesqueness of the sub¬ 

ject and the perfect technique displayed, we draw special 

attention to the lighting of the face. The way in which the 

fine, though large, chin is done justice to by the effective hand¬ 

ling of the light and shade is a particularly interesting and 

instructive illustration. Before leaving the pictorial section 

we would wish to draw attention to No. 157, “ Portrait,” by 

Rudolf Eickemeyer, iunr. Here we have a particularly fine 

subject treated in a way which, in our opinion, does her no 

justice whatsoever. The hair is thrown into a wild state of 

disorder, and is then cut off at the top of the head by the trim¬ 

ming of the picture. The mastoid muscle on the right side 

is carefully extinguished, and no evidence is given of the sca¬ 

pula. Those would undoubtedly have been visible to a certain 

extent in the original on account of the poise of the head, and 

their removal does not contribute to the dignity or naturalness 

of the production. Such efforts as these do' not, we fear, appeal 

to us as being even picturesque. Novel they have even ceased 

to be ; and we are glad to see a steady return to sounder and 

more unaffected work on the part of many regular exhibitors. 

Photographic portraiture is a subject which has to be attacked 

from many sides if the result is to approach a state of perfection. 

Broadly speaking, we may divide it into scientific and artistic 

sections. The artistic side must predominate, and the science 

of the process must be utilised for the illustration of the artistic 

conception. Neither portion can in any v/ay be neglected—all 

must be under the direct control of the worker, and ail steps 

must be taken with the goal—that is, the filial result—a pre¬ 

determined conception. 

Unless this is done, the worker will be like a man on a tread¬ 

mill, never able to see further than the step in front of him, 

but, if the broader method is adopted, and full advantage taken 

of previously acquired knowledge of all matters having any 

relation to the task in hand, the result will cease to be analytical 

and will become synthetical in its character. And this is a 

very great fundamental distinction, which must be carefully 

learnt and laid to heart by all those who desire to produce work 

of a lasting value on account of its sound character, rather than 

to achieve to a short-lived notoriety as the producer of some 

odd freak, which is a pitiful testimony to the violation of truth. 

In all art the final result must be the objective, and the methods 

of realising that end subjective thereto. The infinite ideal 

may not be capable of realisation, but we must do all in our 

power to make the finite conception as perfect as possible. And 

so it is probably on account of this that we do not bestow praise 
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such works as Nos. 174, 185, 273, and 278, to mention some 

and We do not doubt that their authors have meant them 

je such as they are, and therefore they would, from what we 

e said, be specimens of synthetical work ; but the reality m 

conception is too indefinite to please us, and no sensations 

aesthetic emotions are aroused within us by our contempla- 

I 0f these efforts. It is just the other way, though, with the 

k of W. Crooke and Furley Lewis, to mention the two profes- 

nal exhibits which most attracted us. The picture of Mr. 

vvney by the former is feally a very fine example of photo- 

phic work. Here we have a most life-like portrait of this 

nil-known gentleman, the result of very careful and expen¬ 

ded operating. 

[his example is a striking illustration of synthetical treat- 

nt. We can imagine Mr. Crooke conceiving the ideal of Mr. 

wney in his mind, and setting himself the task of illustrating 

impression. It is the artistic qualities which first attract 

the subjective handling of the photographic processes is 

t further evidence of the power of the artist. 

There are many ways in which this subject might have been 

ndled, but the method chosen by Mr. Crooke would be cliffi- 

lt to improve on. • . . 

The treatment is eminently simple, the background dark 

Ld calculated to set off the figure. The lighting reveals the 

II character of the face, and no anatomy is lost; the pose is 

feetly natural, and the photographic technique of a high 

der. ' iif 
We must bestow a similar criticism on^some of the works ot 

Furley Lewis* Notably No. 4, “Girl at Piano,” calls for 

Imiration. The subordination of objects not directly connected 

ith the afrtist’v ideal is admirably managed, while the pose and 

expresses, are so perfectly natural that the whole work 

ems redulaSWith l.ifev The technique is especially good, 

nd the complete work a charming picture. His portraits of 

Ir. Haddon, Mr. Everitt, and Dr.. Finch am are also excellent 

samples of sympathetic treatment and artistic skill. Perhaps 

re lighting on Mi'. Haddon’s nose is a trifle too strong, but this 

an easily be toned down in the print if desired. The mounting 

nd general finish of his work proclaim Mr. Lewis a skilled and 

isteful worker, and we shall look forward with pleasure to an 

ispection of future specimens of his work. His treatment of 

Ir. Snowden Ward we do not think is so happy, the excessive 

ridth of the picture, caused by both arms being stretched out 

nd holding a big book, is ^rather distractive, but the lighting 

f the face is very good, and the expression thereof most pleas- 

ng. 
The specimen exhibited by Mr. Walter Barnett, No. 269, 

Pictorial Section, we must own does not please us so much as 

iome other examples we have seen. The pose is somewhat 

stiff, though the arrangement of the skirt is graceful, but the 

lands are too obviously posed to look natural; the lighting of 

she face, too, is not beyond criticism. 

The technical section of the Exhibition does not call for any 

particular notice in this article. There is evidence of much skill 

and patience in the fine specimens of microscopic work shown 

iy Mr. Spitta, and the examples of three-colour superposed 

prints by Mr. Brewerton and Miss Acland are exceedingly inter¬ 

esting, though a little crude m their colour. The process, 

however, seems one of great promise, and will'undoubtedly be 

heard more of in the near future. Mr. Senior’s beautiful speci¬ 

men of Lippmann’s interferential colour photography 

only serves to remind us how very few there are who have sue 

ceeded with this method. And yet to hold-a specimen in one s 

hand is to hold the power of almost calling colours into being— 

surely here is a grand field for the experimentalist. 

Mr. Ives’ parallax stereogram well deserved the medal which 

was awarded to it, but the method of its production has already 

been dealt with in thesS' columns, so we will be content with 

this passing notice. 
We have no space now in which to take up the question cn the 

merits or demerits of the landscape work, but our readers must 

forgive us and reap what benefit they can from our observations 

on portrait work. And so we came away from the New Gaiiery 

feelino- that inside it there are many examples of artistic and 

scientific interest and that a visit thereto by a thoughtful person 

could not fail to be interesting as well as instructive. borne 

specimens there were which bore evidence of synthetic treat¬ 

ment, others did not do so ; but, viewed as a whole, the work 

is undoubtedly good, though the absence of any one striking 

piece of work is to be regretted. _ 

Peu) Books. 
“How to Buy a Camera.” By H. C. Shelley M4 p.p. «- ihusLations. 

M Price Is. 6d. nett. London : Published by George Isewnes, Limited, 

“ WhvUbuyUa'^am^ra ?” asks Mr. Shelley, in the very first sentence 
of the opening page of his last contribution to the popular literature of 
lotogmphy The" following fourteen pages take up the answer to the 
pnotograpny. x sel(fom read an abler or more convincing p.ea 

?„r„n:nofThe hobbies of the 
lift wwp the selliiw of photographic apparatus, we would persuaue 

BSSiSSnii 
Shelley is fairly so closely 

to his“tSt »po turn his tookUnto™ 0ufftt!°thi daTtrhm 

“StfisTS and printing papers, In nearly? every 

r= edition'll the 

gSrVSflJS fT Mr Shell!, will have ample opportunity of adding to 

the list of instruments which he describes. _ 

beating 

upon you*remorselessly withal. .r?“_Whv*should not the pictorial post- 
Pictorial Postcards and Charity. y * ip nclrs a correspon- 

eaS e he turned to.artist!c and P^ct'oal account 

dent of the Morning Post. T P? ,, mace of the antiquated 
that these cards might be made entirely to take the look4ed at> 

and meretricious Christmas greeti g1 w ld ’save a world of time in 
become useless. To begin with, the p stamped secondly, it might 

in the land to the lowest. The Krngnf Portugol^to tr0. 

merely0 by th. epigram^ aphorism^ or auto- 

SSai! S^sSTS anLhrthmn m London at the present time 

thousand men. Though some eighty-ftve thousand may et^ ^ » ,icleti 

their old positions, some seventy-five thousai : p]aee of Lp0 reser. 

for, not to speak of those who during ,, , Work Auy exhibition 
vists at home, and who naturally are now "f.°“t reservists, 
and sale in aid of the societies ciiK-h i rd i m J ™. 
discharged soldiers and others would or should meetwfih 

port, for none can find it m his heart to let these » 
medals, and bars immmerri.le-spend tlheir fi. t Chii « “ ft. “fight 

or hall for the purpose, and some fair ladies preside at the sta s. 
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Christmas and Ngw Year5s IVTonnf^ 0.-.7/J r. r* TT 
Sons, 88 and 89, High Holborn W.C. by Ge0rge Hougbton and 

As usual, at this season of the year Messrs Hono-hf™ i 
of drawing the attention of amafpnr X,essrs- Houghton make a point. 
varied stock of moS, for p“fnt, wfiTf T *°, a TCry '"ge a"d 
friends to exchange at the great It , P'Msmg custom of 
serrhed and illustrated in a 24-page list which t^ore^, 

[(October 17, 1002. 

abou?2oir ton&the p^nt^fo11/ in miTifi^thT Common Sa,t » water 
as above. * mmuUa, th( n rinse in water, and fii 

£?«d rhi,e * di 
Jten “k- ""SS} t£r 

STJte £*£ 

T wr\Spriug Glip Card Stands. 

taming twelv^spring^gnp a Bma11 box co“ 
,.ade. and the phot^l^r ^ V*# 

is their variety° f sT numer ous TT/i r b<jggar description, so great 
We must rely upon "hT annexed LSi?’ tints, and shfpes 
idea of a few of the samples "consulta!im! nfS+u° glve- the reader some 
him that Messrs. Houghton are dterintr fof \ 8p,ecial list wil1 assure 
production of such a simple thing as a small S ,tastes> ?nd that in the 
deal of artistic skill and ingenuity b?2,£^ShlC mount a vasb 

^^ft Prize Plante Company*,aWatfoi'cL11UfaCtUred ^ Sold by the 

of the photographic TorifTST locution’ are ‘ m the air ” 
^d^u^hat the Paget Company Tre meeting wilt surprised to hear on all 
mg this simple and effective method of p/hitb T SUCCess in poPularis- 
one for the busy worker notaMv ?h P/mtlng- Tbe Process is essentially 
journalism, the Press nhofno-rard/ b u lmPor ant supporter of modern 

wanted with th,1S,oPSt°rap7dLlir^roSn^ — *• *» -.135 
facility for rapid proofing vvhic'i gives the “°VY^0868,', It IS this 
peculiar value. But the colour and aullftv nf iv, ^ tomng Process a 
eclecticism of photographic taste are^^s^wv, image 111 these days of 
if not all eyes. The deposit reminds Phasing to most 
printing method of our photo^raphicUSvouthha* m^ned by ,a favourite 
because it was non-albumenised But in tw^ iPkm paper’” 80 called 
had not many adherents. During the laiTw/ays mat{ surface effects 
make of Paget matt self toningVaDer have h?JS Sl™pl? of the latest 
we have pleasure in directing the aUention of nn SUbm,rted to and 
of the process. At first sight the prints mado f to the morits 
carbon images, so accustomed have whorn *f°r t'S rem,mlcd ns of 
only with the familiar “ warm brown ”1 to associate pigment printing 
appended simple instructions produced excel Ion*/1 Adherence to the 
and, judging by the finished °{ Pointing; 
pany have mastered tho art of prenantur . before us, the Paget Corn- 
characteristic of yielding imifomfrSs g wPlP®r haVing th,e valuable 
of such prints produced by amateur as wi ll a • ave seen great numbers 

S££r “ <,OUbt the W «™d veSgfS0X5u0ri?f™P tha’t 

(.tt’ffTn^fcrVoP) dXohS af,"iSh"<1 r'n‘l is »«<*«« 
P™‘ in running water, or seviral chMg?x tor B*™’ br0,wn tone' *•* 
m fixing bath (Hypo. 2ozs Water 1 nbu/f five minutes, then place 

thoroughly and dry. If a co'idor tone <b'husi be" dTreXsTSd 

photographs or cards ilfa'window or on ^nij Tf"6 showing mounted 
the Photograph in any way. They are soM SSnS foTl^ 

in the artTof^ bSde^?nlaTgbig Photf8raP1“b Society 

the evening three enlargemeSte were made „dhS» ‘.h<! C0Urse °‘ 
French s own manufacture usino- mauo with a. lantern of Mr 

fully developed with rodinal " After ihe ^asdi^ht. and success^ 

Phednwith questions. A vote ^TlXTerX^X PT 

pounds containing chl°orateSofpota/h "/ntp/tre in.t^ fl/lsh]"IaniPs Com- 
they are not safe. Compounds ifmX u 1’ s^ou^ not be used: 

but. not so with pure magnesium g Itf vJiS w ^ 1S app,ied to them, 
divided and blown through a flame except ^hen finely 
piece of apparatus to use " We haw frieS Todd^orret thus a safe 
with pure magnesium powder and also witwt ]nterestinff experiments 
We made a small heap of pure mLnesin™^, magnjesium mixtures, 
it, but it would not burn do whatVum powder, and tried to ignite 

out when we laid it on the heap ^ w?fE l; Jn %ct> ilj put the light- 
oxidising agents, but without effect^An/tFer^nfdf^u^dS and other 
ot pure powder was taken and fired off m'°t ^'.tlfii^same sample 
result produced was such as we expected £ * ^d^Orret lamp. The 
and intensely actinic flash. WeffiT7’ a Iatg0» most brilliant, 
with chlorate of potash, saltpetre finelv^ ft/d S,°m6 ma^esium Powder 
combustion. With a .match we moS i d SUgaf> and °ther aids to 

mixtiu-es, which we had placed in heaps1 Y Om^of &nd aH °f the 
fired when a drop of acid was allowedTo fall on ft W va im“ediafcely 
ot the mixtures in a lamp: we tnolr +v,i^Ja l ,We dld not- try any 

°ur readers can draw their own conduslon^h^ff6 °f othcrs/or granted, 
say that pure magnesium will not mnito in ’ihUt’ m a w°rd> we should 

is perfectly safe. Magnesium compounds T. and m a lamP it ' 
dangerous when used in lamps and when fn of flashlight mixtures are 

October. 

^Timcs ’’‘^"communication Herbert recently 
photographs of the stones of which it speak® U^er tb.18 heading with, 
to be examples of very early carving TfiX\ jlders these stone6 

resemblance to human faces. Mr. Herbert savs ^^y,bear a certain 
Ring wood gravel pits "a very lareo * he a,S° bnds iu the 
clearly meant to represent different' f St°ne? nhich are 9uite 
generally very little worked The workers have ?e‘ They are 
many naturally curious forms which aS contLnJt ? advantage of the 
the flints, and with a few little enf® srr +• nt y he found among 
artistically applied-hadTiven fife anJ3°“etimes very dexterously and 

leaving England for some t!mrbnThone nf ° me+nt to the stone- I am 
of these animal forms, and as lon°- a® ffP y return to take photographs 

send copies to those interested. But' pShansi^thf®^ Tf1' b® flad to' 
so convincing as the human profiles 1 sX? ? th matter nothing is> 
minded friends still give help aJd comfnrf + rather sceptically- 

of fractures by frost and flaws in the flint • bnt /th T‘fbelief b,^ the theory 
me that the frost-flaking or flint-flawino-’think you will agree with 

for the little work of art of which I send von ^\ T beld to accouilt 

you will be as much startled as I was by the tvnpPof Tgrapb' 1 6XpeCt 
does no represent one’s mental picture of the m i of/ace~a type that 
1 a™.strongiy impressed with the feeling that TTh s"one'workers; but 
anything like justice to the civilisation ff tv , have never Vet done 

time I ought to confess that their attempts at Tiff raC/i At the same 
betray a much lower kind of art There VroT fuiJ'face drawing m flint 

they are much like the scrawls of i child f ^ g°°d many of hhem, and 
where or other down be£w-and th.l ^bwo+eyes’ and a mouth some- 
nearly as much as the man> Thev di/ff °U-r ^r^end *be monkey 
the dignified appearance of our worthv tTCtl+ mspire. ]ess confidence in 

if some suitable arrangemeut°couId0bebmmIpC>^wi.‘ l S?uId bd gla4 
could be examined and criticised Mea/ft rY ff^ob thjs particular stone 

waiting for anyone who^ wiH carefulH S? T/rVS a fille blt of work 
leaving all old prepossessions behind him/’ y the beds cf thls distric^ 
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At the International Exhibition for Photography and allied industries, 
Amsterdam, August and September, 1902, the well-known photographic 
“ Agfa ” articles of the Actien-Gesellschaft fur Anilin-Fabrikation, Berlin, 
S.O. 36, viz., Agfa dry plates, Agfa flat films, Agfa rollable films, Agfa 
developers, Agfa specialities, etc., have received the diploma of honour, 
being the highest distinction. 

At the Guildhall Police Court on Thursday last Welford Mitchell, 
errand boy, of Kenning Road, Greenwich, was charged with stealing a 
large quantity of photographic dry plates, cards, etc., value about £30, 
the property of his employer, Frank Butcher. Goods had been missed 
for some time, and suspicion fell on the prisoner, who was stopped as 
he was going home the previous day. Part of the goods were found upon 
him, and when Detective Greenough went to his residence he found 
about £27 worth of stolen property. A remand was granted. 

Photo Frauds.—At the Westminster Police Court, on Friday 
last, Ernest F. Hopper, 24, of High Street, Plumstead, and 
Charles Davies, 46, of Darwin street, Walworth, were brought 
up on remand on a warrant charged with conspiring 
to obtain money by false pretences. Mr. Muskett prosecuted 
on behalf of the Police Commissioner. A number of young women, 
domestic servants, barmaids, etc., were called, and deposed to paying 
deposits to the prisoners for photographs. When they went for a sitting 
they found that they had been swindled. The prisoner Hopper, when 
arrested by Detective-Sergeant Baxter made a long statement, blaming 
his fellow prisoner, Davies, for his fall from honest paths. He now 
repeated that he was acting solely under the instructions of Davies. The 
prisoners both asked to be dealt with summarily. Detective-Sergeant 
Baxter said that he had had Davies under observation for two years, 
during the whole of which time he had defrauded the public. Hopper 
absconded, or both men would have been arrested before. Mr. Sheil 
sentenced Hopper to three months’ hard labour, and Davies, whom his 
worship described as a regular scoundrel, to six months’ hard labour. 

Wholesale Thefts at Messrs. Butcher’s.—At the Guildhall 
Police Court on Friday last, Annie Price, a stock-keeper 
to Frank Butcher, photographic apparatus manufacturer, of Shoe 
Lane, was charged with stealing a hand camera, dry plates, printing 
frames, etc., the property of her employer. Detective-Sergeant Hallam 
said he saw the prisoner at her employer’s premises on Thursday. He 
told her the boy named Mitchell, under remand, had stated that she had 
been stealing goods, and asked her if it were true. She replied that she 
had borrowed a hand camera, and in answer to further questions, said 
she had taken other goods. She was subsequently charged, and upon her 
residence being visited goods to the value of £2 16s. belonging to the 
prosecutor were found. The prosecutor said the girl had been in his 
service for about three years, and he did not wish to further press the 
charge against her. She was most respectably connected. She was 
remanded on bail of £25.—The Prosecutor: Will you take my bail, sir ? 

The Alderman: Yes; it is very kind of you.—Oessee Barrow, 18, the 
same service, was also charged with stealing a camera, two dozen plates, 
and a quantity of mounts, value 16s. Detective-Sergeant Hallam deposed 
to the arrest and the subsequent search at prisoner’s address, where 
he found a camera, two lenses, three dark slides, and other articles, value 
about £30. He was remanded.—Percy Rowler, 17, also pleaded guilty to 
stealing photographic goods, and was remanded on bail, the prosecutor 
becoming surety. 

Re Ed. John Murray, residing at 5, Thurlow Park, and trading at 
8, Union Street, Torquay, photographer. The first meeting of the credi¬ 
tors interested under this failure took place at the offices of the Official 
Receiver, Exeter, last week. The summary of accounts showed gross 
liabilities amounting to £606 12s. 2d., all expected to rank for dividend. 
The assets amounted to £415 14s. 3d., made up of cash deposit with 
solicitor for costs and petition, £10 stock-in-trade; fixtures, fittings, etc., 
£400; book debts, £5 14s. 3d. These, after deducting £21 5s. for dis- 
trainable rent, preferential rates, taxes, wages, etc., leave a deficiency 
of £190 17s. lid. The cause fo failure alleged by debtor was losses 
in the photographic business, and through an action for alleged misrepre¬ 
sentation in connection with the purchase of the business. The Official 
Receiver’s observations were to the effect that debtor commenced his 
present business in March, 1901, with a capital of about £600, having 
previously been in business at Bath and York. In the present year he 
became involved in an action with the person from whom he purchased 
the Torquay business, claiming that the turnover was less than repre¬ 
sented. This action he lost at the Devon summer assizes. Early in June, 
1902, he got control of about £500, his wife’s money, and on August 12th 
he paid her £266 11s. 5d. on account thereof, being the whole of his 
bank balance at that time; the bulk of the difference went to his solici¬ 
tors. There were no trade creditors. The unsecured creditors included 
one for £148 8s. 7d., and one for £95 18s. 7d. for law costs, and one for 
£100 balance of purchase money of the business. There was £234 still 
due to the wife. Mr. A. L. Honey, of Exeter, was appointed trustee. 
Messrs. Helson, Torquay, appeared on behalf of debtor. 

Scientific Literature in England and Germany.—Germany leads the 
world in scientific research, and it is therefore perhaps natural that 
handbooks on various branches of theoretical and technical science should 
multiply more rapidly in that country than in our own. When one 
compares the scientific publications of recent years in the two countries, 
one is struck, however, by the wide gap that separates the English and 
German te^t-books, says the “Electrical Review.” The majority of the 
former deal with elementary science, and are designed for the preparation 
of students for some particular examination. A large proportion of them 
are written by ambitious teachers, whose qualifications to be considered 

an authority on the particular science, are based on a London Science 
Degree or upon a South Kensington “ Honours ” Pass. In this type of 
text-book our supremacy is undoubted and unassailable. The German 
publications, on the other hand, in most cases pre-suppose an acquaintance 
with the elementary facts of the science with which they deal, and are 
intended for experts, or for those who wish to become experts, in the 
various" branches of study. The latest example of this difference in the 
scientific publications of the two countries, is the announcement of a 
series of monographs—on applied electro-chemistry—by the well-known 
German firm of Wilhelm Knapp, of Halle. The first and second of 
these volumes, dealing with the electrolytic production of oxygen and 
hydrogen and the extraction of aluminium, have already appeared. In 
this country we have barely arrived at the point of recognising electro¬ 
chemistry as a special branch of scientific study, and only one University 
has yet appointed a special lecturer on the subject. The elementary text¬ 
book on Electro-chemistry, designed for cramming students for a South 
Kensington “ pass,” has yet to appear; but possibly some diligent science 
schc|;l teacher is even now preparing it for publication. In Germany 
most of the Universities have been equipped for some years with 
laboratories for electro-chemical work, and special Professors or Lecturers 
for this branch of physical science have been appointed. A large number 
of students have taken up electro-chemistry as a special study, and useful 
research work has been carried out by these men when working for their 
Ph.D. degree. An educated public has therefore to some extent been 
created in Germany, to whom the present series of handbooks will appeal, 
and as some of these monographs will no doubt be translated and re¬ 
produced in Paris, London, and New York, the venture may prove a 
financial success for the firm which has been bold enough to undertake 
it. Whether successful or the reverse, the publication of a series of 
German handbooks on applied electro-chemistry, is a proof not only that 
our Teutonic cousins have more faith in the future of this branch of 
applied science than we ourselves, but also that their system of education 
is better fitted than our own for following up and developing new 

branches of scientific study. 
The Weak Places in “Trusts.”—We see some hope that the rather 

absurd panic which American capitalists have recently produced in the 
British public, and indeed in the public of all Europe, is at last passing 
away. It really seemed for a few weeks as if Englishmen believed that 
Americans had discovered some new secret for trading with success, and 
would in a year or two strip them, and with them all other Europeans, 
entirely of their commerce. Partly owing to the success of great co¬ 
partnerships like the Standard Oil Company and the Steely Trust, a 
success dependent upon artificial conditions due to the American craze 
about Protection, and partly to the wails of sensational journals, a kind 
of horror seized the European mind. Americans were credited with 
limitless resources and boundless recklessness in throwing them away, 
and the gravest men began to believe that the Austrian Chancellor was 
right, and that the “American peril” would prove a terrible reality. 
Europe might go> hungry while American billionaires put up onyx stair¬ 
cases. An event of no great importance in itself has this week in part 
dissipated the delusion. A great American “ Combine ” endeavoured to 
obtain a monopoly of the wholesale trade in tobacco, and after a brier 
struggle with the British importers, who combined against it, was corn- 
pelled by its losses to accept terms of peace which leave the British 
still masters in their own field. It was perceived at once that Americans, 
however wealthy and however bold, did not always win in a trading 
campaign, and confidence was restored almost as quickly as^it had ^is- 
appeared. Then it was announced that the great Shipping “ Combine, 
which was to purchase all British shipping and destroy at a 
blow all British maritime prosperity, attracted the attention of 
the British Government, had been faced, and had been foiled. ihe 
all-powerful Mr. Pierpont Morgan, who could “ buy anything, trom a 
State or a Royal palace to a rare volume, shrank from a contest with a. 
capitalist far greater than himself—namely, the British Treasury—and 
accepted terms which leave the British liners in British hands, and, i 
we read the agreement aright, make it his interest to work with rather 
than against the British people. Indeed, we doubt if he ever desired o 
work against them. The cloud of despondency was lifted, and te may, 
we think, trust that, whatever the future may have m store, British 
capitalists and industrials will meet emergencies with some confidence in 
their own resources and their own enterprise and brain-power. 
will have both to think and to exert themselves; but they are not opposed 
by industrial Genii with magical means, but by men like themselves, with 
nothing special in their favour, except that, being accustomed to dea 
with the transactions of a very large continent, they get the habit ot plan¬ 
ning enterprises upon a very large scale. Even that scale may e 
exaggerated in the popular mind, for, though American millionaires, hav¬ 
ing no permanent interests or ambitions except money-making, grow 
richer than our own, we also have the habit and power of combination. 
If we called the Midland or the Great Western a “ Trust, we should 
perceive that we also can create and manage successfully gigantic 
businesses. The truth is that, there are two or three weak places in the 
vast American speculations of to-day. One but little noticed, whic 
was pointed out to us some years ago by one of the earlier millionaires, 
is that they rather overtax the brain-power available for their manage¬ 
ment. It is very hard, even for a State, to obtain a succession of great 
statesmen, and these vast businesses demand as much mental capacity 
and more sedulous and harassing attention. Their owners have there¬ 
fore to pay enormous sums for competent management, sums otten ten 
times those paid to statesmen, and are liable even then to pick the wrong 
men while they themselves become constantly victims to nerious and 
cardiac disorders. They do not last like the statesmen, and, owing to 
difficulties of health, they do not gain, as the statesmen do, the lull 
benefit of their experience. “ Money worries ” are very harassing, but 
no fortune will keep a man in full mental strength if a doctor has to see 
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will t f i, day' Af the 2’ei,‘-'a.tion of founders dies out this difficulty 
wdhbe felt more and more, for remember, though you can hire business 
ability as well as other forms of intellect or knowledge, you cannot hire 
the courage which will risk min to employers in order to make a coup 

Another weak place is that a Trust” must be held in shares- that the 

o^tllf emuts^nslf f mol'°Po|y s.L?«?r f°rce of capital is’to incur, 
the e" i i t T* al " nV as * » said we do not vouch fo^ 
In ,at the American Tobacco Combine has done and that 

thev6cffi neot’H °WfVer blg’ p°°" gV°" Weary of losses the end of which they do not clearly see. Even rich individuals weary of baffled hopes 

.i S] fe Ti?V',,ICb “d Bkieholde® are S 
itner specially far-sightea or sustained by,..the pride of dictatorshin 

LTl'SLtbSerTr%fyTfo1 i,,sla,lc=- »• no mean’authority 
Tariff anr/m1 der the A™er’can system dividends are secured by the 
tte States butTh“g?S, Amencan “Trusts ” have a free hand oirtside 
nature WW ,th® argument surely displays some ignorance of human 
nature What kind of shareholder is that who, when 20 per cent nmffit 
be divided, is content to see 15 of it thrown away in speculation ? He 
would rather take the odd 15 and;.speculate for himself. He limits 
vaste, and to establish a monopoly %. sheer bribing-power or by resolve 
to undersell, requires that waste at first shall be without limits. And 
he third weak place is the bitter hostility that monopolies have created 

field to fmldhtdldmS the'i pioTbet lsaiah denounced those who “ lay 
a o h if - '6 fbe n° place f0r the P°or- The Profit of monopoly 

+ 00 m either from raising prices or stopping the fall which com- 
P wou d produce, and the former result, at least is resented with 
fhb:+rteineSS comPourjded of suffering, broken hopes of free careers in 
ThptAld! monoPollsed, and of the widely-spread hatred to the very rich 

, ,, mencans have no instinctive Socialism; they admire millionaires 

fallacies; yet it is doubtW 
r , W , rraaL* w,n not undermine the Tariff. No Govern- 
of ritr,-?! i PmCaU l011g r!sist severe pressure from below, and the means 

restricting the action of., and therefore of impeding the profits souo-hr 

Spectator/ COmbm*‘iOTS wiU ultimat^ bl tocjiered “• tte 

D)ccrina$ of Societies, 
MEETINGS OF SOCIETIES FOR NEXT WEEK. 

Oct. Name of Society. Subject. 

wm be a meetiiS01’ofntfhe fhe , U"ited Kingdom-There 

Street, J„d» 6 El 1 tttw. 5°?V 

Agenda: To receive baian.-eheSa of the Cambridge meetik T„ 
revise the stcuidinp' orders fliconco j-t. _ i- • ° o* -*-0 

for the Perth meetino- ri ' [rS Us the preliminary arrangements 
tAU in meeting, lo elect an honorary secretary. General business 

eicester Literary and Philosophical Society.—Section G tPhotn 

Tow^ M^umepHnce°sf Streeeab°Ve fTn7 T* held the Council Room^ ; museum Princes Street, on 3rd October, when a lecture bv (inlnoei 
Barrington Baker entitled - My Cruise amongst the F o?ds of Norway ” 
was given, and illustrated by lantern slides There was a 1 y’ 

attendance of members and the lecture tr'horou'gffiy^njoyer7 ^ 

attention of your readers to the fact. Our obiect in setMn^ rn 

c*" 

SSmffiT"' ’* 'etUrn6d t0 the competitors, provided 

At the Cripplegate Institute, Golden Lane, Crippleo-ate a ohotop-ranhie 

C'aw °Coe t0 n°th la?leS and geiltlemen, is, as usual, conducted by Mr 
G. W. Coe During the winter term, 1902, a course of eleven pracfieai 
lessons in development, printing, and toning, etc., specially arranged fw 

ducatoiUvrS’ No 9e_grn t0d°wiug is hhe -syllaC %o 1-Stro- 
T, , y' 1 Apparatus. Mo. 3.—Plates and Exposures No 4_ 
Development (Lessons in). No. 5.—Development. No. 6— Printing 

CarwffS p Ao- 7 —Prinf"'S, Toning, and Finishing, P.0 P No 8 — 
Carbons, Bromides, and Platinotypes. No. 9.—Enlarging No 10 — 
Mounting and Finishing. No. 11.—Defects and their Remedies ' ^he 
classes commence on Friday, October 24th, 1902, at 7.15 p m 

a fruitful1'X'for °tlmthe steivoscoJ?e. to Ianfern projections has proved 
-V d to t 16 Uigeuun-.y of inventors. M. J Mace de Leoinav 

of r HSSrk distance 
8 doer a„fl fi Pn ’ *7 ^’es ot the Prisms used are 12 deg., 10 de°- 
» deg., and 6 deg., for distances of 4.5, 5.4, 6.8, and 9 metres the 

Pf.wer of the eye enabling intermediate distances to be 

when rnomdvd in the for.. .p.„fecltl<^“L^ti %&,££? 

Liverpool Amateur Photouuapkic Association—The usual meetino- of 

president TlVL^8 E ° R week the rooms, Eberle Street,"the 
presiuent (Mi. L. R. Dibdini m lhe chair. Mr. Fred. Anvon o-aVe a 
praoLcal demonstration of enlarged negative making. Dealing with his 
subject m his usua lucid and interesting manner, Mr. Anyon pointed out 

° b,C gain"! by mak>l a« enlarged negative^ over the 
u. u. l method ot enlarging direct on to bromide paper. The crux of the 
whole process lies m the production of a suitable positive from the 

hutenfo f,ma negutlVe’ an,d Ml - Anyon gave details of his process, which 
Mr '\n f 0 1 res,u ts Passed round the audience, left nothing to be desired’ 

Sat tdtT deV?l0ped f C.OUVh; °f enlarffed negatives, fie°result provfng 
t at with care m producing the positive there was absolutely no loss of 
tme detad a„d a total abaooce of granularity the enlarged negatiye 

ROYAL PHOTOGRAPHIC SOCIETY. 

mCrn!EV4TH firdinary. Meeting), Mr. Thomas R. Dallmeyer, president, 
i the chair —The meeting gave its hearty support to the Council who 

ihe president announced, had resolved to congratulate His Majesty the 
King, as the Society s patron, on his coronation and on his happy return 
to health. Nominations of forty candidates for membership weL read 
and seven candidates were duly elected members. Presents of old 
apparatus and examples from Mr. A. L. Henderson, and the parallax 
stereogram and stereo-photomicrographs by Mr. Frederic E Ives were 
acknowledged. The affiliation of the Cape Town, Johannesburg, Christ- 

p!lach ("■?■>. W Ham Teachers, Vvelcome institute, ana Catford 
ihotographic Societies was announced. It was resolved to confirm the 

Association th°ir actl0n 111 suPPortil>g the objects of the Decimal 

Medals. The president read a list of the awards at the current exhibi- 

a^rd PwSemed,.theDi to ,the representatives of the successful exhibi¬ 
tors. Mr. W. T. Greatbatch was represented by Mr. P. Bale Rider 

WfS aiT\T°UTCtd uaV,hK<? meda1' picture had been purchased by 
the Society. Mr John H. Gash received his medal through the secretary 
Mr. Bartlett, who has also desired to transmit their awards to Mr 

bveRpCS^ rT A- Stewart (exhlbit Purchased 
i3P S )’ tM '• J' M‘ Wllltehead (exhibit purchased by R.P.S.), and to 

Mr. Percy Lewis. ' 
The chair was then taken by Mr. A. Haddon, and the president read 

ms annual address. Mr. Dallmeyer’s address reviewed the educational 
■ acilities offered to students in photography from the time of Sir William 
Abney s course at Chatham in 1868 to the present time, touching upon 
the several papers read before the Society in which photographic technical 
education was the theme. The government support extended to con¬ 
tinental centres of teaching was contrasted with, the lack of this 
sv[i?P01k m Great Britain; ana then folio a ed an account of the good work 
which, despite this fact, was being accomplished here. The president 
then outlined the efforts made by this society as far back as 1890 to 

secure the support necessary for the starting and maintenance of a 
ihotographic iechnological Institute. The then Lord Mayor received a 
deputation on the subject, and the question of funds was discussed. This 
effort, although commencing itself to Sir Henry Isaacs, failed to attain 
success, however, and the Society had up to the present only itself to 
thank tor its flourishing condition. The advocacy of such an institute 
originated, it is believed, with Dr. Emerson in his Naturalistic Photo¬ 
graphy (1889), when he wrote : “ We fondly hope that a college of 
photography may one day be instituted, where good art and science 
training may be obtained, where regular classes will be held by professors 
and regular terms kept, and where some sort of distinguishing diploma, 
such as Member of the Royal Photographic College, will be given to all 
who pass certain examinations.” The necessity tor such an institute 
has also been dwelt upon by many other eminent men since it was first 
mooted, and the president went on to enquire whether the iron was not 
now sufficiently hot for them to strike again, and so endeavour to obtain 
adequate recognition of our science and efficient means to pursue it. 
Finally, he hoped that next year, the Society’s jubilee year, would be 
thought not an unsuitable time for the incoming president to lend his 
influence to promote such an end. 

A vote of thanks was passed to the president. 

LONDON AND PROVINCIAL PHOTOGRAPHIC ASSOCIATION. 

October 9th.—Mr. A. Mackie in the chair. Mr. A. L. Henderson passed 
round some excellent prints made nbou-t 1845, from negatives by Sir 
Charles Fellowes, to show the sort of work done in those days. * The 
prints were oil albumen paper and in good condition. Mr. Smith showed 
a splendid telephotograph of the dome of St. Paul’s, taken from a distance 
of 2,000 feet with a magnification of 25 diameters. Mr. Thomas Illing¬ 
worth gave an extremely interesting and practical demonstration on the 
caroon process, and after explaining the elementary stages, as to what 
the process is and what the tissues are, proceeded to show how simple 
the developing and transferring, both in single and double really is. 

Borough Polytechnic. t Printing and Toning Mr 
> F W Bannister. 

. 5 . ..... /Demonstration on the Sandeiwril 
jjrion iSatnial History. ’ Camera and other hew Appaiutug 

. .Miss Houghton. 
Leeds Camera Club / Plativotype: How to Obtain a Variety 

1 rr°-f T°ue*- hev. J. Beanlund, J1 A. 
Borough Polytechnic. ) Combm d Toiling and t ixi/ni. \jr 

Ernest Human. 
North Middlesex Photographic 1 home CuriO’itien oj \'i«ion. Rev. F c 

\ LHubert, M A. 
Rirmi.i.rh .m pi. , , • I A Demonstration of The Making 0f 
bn mingham Photographic. ’ Lantern Hales by Contact. By M 

„ Harold Baker. 
Ashton Under-Lyne . I Demonstration on G'ycia P.0 P. By 
T j i , 1 Mr. .Samuel Woolley 
London and Provincial . Open night. * 
JLtveipool Amateur. . t xposure. Mr. Alfred Watkins. 

. London Photographic ... Peeps in Paris Mr. Walter Booth. 
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To those who only use the tissue in small quantities Mr. Illingworth 
recommended that the tissue should be purchased insensitive and 
sensitised as required, by immersing for two or three minutes in a 
solution of potass bichromate 7oz., water Igal. Drying the tissue is 
most important, as on this the after quality of the picture largely 
depends. It must not dry too quickly, or take too long, four hours being 
about the average time, and the tissue must not be dried in a room where 
there are any acid fumes or gaseous odours. Mr. A. Haddon remarked on 
the formula given for sensitising, containing no ammonia, as the tissue 
is likely to become more insoluble with plain bichromate than if the 
solution is slightly alkaline. Mr. Illingworth agreed with this, and said 
they always add three drams liquid ammonia to each gallon of solution. 
Mr. J. E. Hodd remarked that in making some carbon transparencies he 
had noticed small black particles in the tissue, which interfere very much 
when making enlarged negatives. Mr. W. J. Ramsey suggested that no 
doubt these particles were due in the manufacture of the pigment, to 
the colour being insufficiently ground; as, especially in transparency 
tissue, the grinding must be very thorough. In regard to some difference 
on the- opinion of the best actinometer, Mr. W. D. Welford said he 
considered the best form to be one which prints up to a certain number 
or letter, and can be left out without any attendance whatever until that 
number or letter is reached. Re the continuing action of light on a piece of 
exposed tissue, Mr. -Henderson wished to know if this action could be 
imparted to a piece of unexposed tissue, by being placed in contact, 
under pressure, and put away in the dark for a time, and if so, how long 
it would take ? 

Mr. A. Haddon said it was quite possible for such action to take place, 
as the same way that this continuing action goes downwards in a carbon 
pigment, so it would go upwards if another tissue were placed in perfect 
contact. 

Mr. Illingworth remarked that he did not think a picture could be 
produced in this w'ay; but, at the same time, such action does go on, 
in a piece of partially exposed tissue, and becomes more quickly insoluble 
if allowed to get at all damp. 

Mr. R. J. Beckett asked if drying the tissue after sensitising on 
ferrotype sheets, or like substance, was advisable, to which Mr. Illingworth 
replied that this method of drying the tissue he had found most satis¬ 
factory, and has numerous advantages, one being the fine surface that 
is obtained; and another, the less chance of fog' from impurities in the 
atmosphere or unsafe light. Mr. W. J. Ramsey remarked that in his 
practice he had always dried the tissue on a, collodion plate which, 
for making enlarged negatives, gave a very fine texture, and enabled 
a close contact to be obtained, thus ensuring absolute sharpness of detail. 

A most hearty vote of thanks was proposed to Mr. Illingworth by Mr. 
S. H. Fry, seconded by Mr. J. E. Hodd, and carried unanimously. 

CAMERA CLUB. 

The following are extracts from the Club Journal for October:—Mem¬ 
bers, on their return to town after the vacation, will find that consider¬ 
able alterations and repairs have been effected in the Club. In the 
case of the dining room, by the removal of the large bookcases, a con¬ 
siderable amount of much-needed space has become available for diners. 
The whole room has been re-painted and decorated, and other improve¬ 
ments which have been made there and in the service room will, it is 
believed, add considerably to the comfort of the members. The com¬ 
mittee room has also been thoroughly done up, and when rearranged 
will probably be available for the use of members when not required 
for meetings. The studio has also been cleaned, and the cameras, etc., 
put in thorough working order, while the photographic department in 
the basement has received the attention it so much required. The 
library of the Camera Club contains a large number of very valuable 
books dealing with scientific, artistic, and photographic subjects. These 
it is proposed to remove to the late enlarging room, which, fitted as a 
library, will afford greater facilities for arranging and keeping the books 
in order than has hitherto been possible. This will also provide a snug 
and comfortable study for those who wish to consult the works upon 
the bookshelves. As regards the ordinary books of reference, space will 
be provided in the club room for those which are in constant use. It 
is hoped that these alterations and improvements will meet with the 
approbation of the members, and render the Club more attractive to 
them and their friends in the future. 

PROFESSIONAL PHOTOGRAPHERS’ ASSOCIATION. 

At the meeting of the General Committee held on 10th October, it was 
reported that, in view of the opinion that had been expressed at the 
previous meeting', that some members might not like to disclose the 
particulars of their insurance to the officials of the Association, an 
arrangement had been made with the Fine Art and General Insurance 
Company to receive applications direct from members, and to allow 
the agreed discount, provided the application be made on a form issued 
and signed by the hon. secretary of the Association. 

Applications for membership were read and accepted from Messrs. 
Frank Bishop (Marion and Co.), London; J. Byron, New York, U.S.A.; 
and I. Saunders, Birmingham. 

Correspondence was read referring to the proposed meeting in Birming¬ 
ham for the purpose of forming a local branch of the Association. It 
was announced that Mr. Alfred Ellis (hon. secretary), and Mr. T. C. 
Turner (hon. secretary of Local Branches Committee) would attend the 
meeting to explain the objects of the Association, etc. 

Several letters were read asking advice on questions of copyright, and 
the hon. secretary was instructed as to the reply. A letter from a 
member stating that the Plate and Paper Makers’ Association had 

declined to acknowledge him as a dealer wa§ ordered to stand over for 
fuller information. Letters were read referring to:—The right of photo¬ 
graphers to the supply of electric current for photographic printing pur¬ 
pose in the daytime on the terms it is supplied for motive powtr: A 
suggested method of reserving copyright by notice on cards of terms, 
bill heads, and receipt forms:—The suppression of itinerants who obtain 
money for photographs which are never delivered. The subjects were 
ordered to be placed on the agenda for consideration at the next ordinary 
meeting in December, and also to be referred to local branch meetings. 
Notice of the committee was directed to an advertisement in a Birkenhead 
newspaper offering free cabinet portraits. The matter was referred to 
the Liverpool Branch. 

SOUTHSEA PHOTOGRAPHIC SOCIETY. 

The members of this Society foregathered in large numbers at the head¬ 
quarters, Pembroke Road, on Wednesday last week, when the winter 
session was inaugurated with all the pleasure attendant on a musical 
evening. Mr. W. G. Lewis (the president) occupied the chair, and, in 
the course of a few introductory remarks, said that an excellent programme 
was complete in the printers’ hands for the season, and would shortly 
be issued to the members. The work during the summer had been more 
or less of an individual character," and one gentleman had secured as 
many as 400 negatives. He had heard on all sides of the immense amount 
of work done by members during the holidays, and the exhibition which 
they were looking forward to in December would no doubt be a most 
successful one. The one last year wTas the most popular ever held in that 
part of the world, and he ventured to say that the forthcoming one 
would be quite equal to it, if not superior. Mr. F. J. Mortimer, the 
Society’s courteous hon. secretary, had arranged a delightful programme. 
Mr. G. Washington Allen’s humorous recitations and the comic ditties 
of Mr. Sam Bolt constituted the lighter element of the proceedings, 
while the banjo selections by Messrs. J. Holloway, P. R. Denham, and 
F. J. Mortimer were vociferously applauded. Mr. C. E. Pilcher’s fine 
renderings of “ Take a pair of sparkling eyes ” and “ A Soldier’s song ” 
gained undeniable encores, and in response to a similar compliment, Mr. 
F. J. Lawton substituted “ Father O’Flynn ” for “ Long Ago in Aleala.” 
Mr. C. Wyatt sang “ Down the Yale ” in tasteful style, and was heartily 
recalled, while other vocal items of much merit were contributed by Messrs. 
H. M. Schofield (“The Toreador” and “On the road to Mandalay”) 
A. Debenham, Gilbert Wood, and J. Holloway. Mr. W. C. Coasby 
played “The Broken Melody” as a-’cello solo, and a pianoforte selection 
was given by Mr. M. Holloway, 'who admirably discharged the duties of 

accompanist. 

SOUTHAMPTON CAMERA CLUB. 

The members of the above club held the first meeting of their winter 
programme on the 13th inst., under the presidency of Mr. G. T ivian, 
when Mr. J. D. Haysom delivered an illustrated lecture on “A Visit 
to Germany.” The lecturer cleverly conducted his audience on their 
imaginary trip on the Rhine, describing many of the charming old castle 
ruins with which it abounds, and giving several quaint and. romantic 
legends connected with them. He also gave graphic descriptions of 
various beautiful monuments on the route, including that of the Emperor 
William at Coblenz, and the memorial to the Emperor Maximilian at 
Nuremburg. The tour included visits to Cologne, Mainz, V ornrs, Weis- 
baden, Munich,Lake of Constance, and Strasourg. and the lecture was 
suitably enlivened throughout by numerous lantern slides On the 
proposition of the chairman, Mr. Haysom was accorded a hearty vote 
of thanks for his interesting and instructive discourse. 

BIRMINGHAM PHOTOGBAPHIC SOCIETY. 

The following are extracts from the Report for the year 1901-2 Tour 
Council have pleasure in presenting the Eighteenth Annual Report, which 
covers a year of unprecedented change and advancement. The attractions 
of the new meeting room and dark room have proved more than sufficient 
to counterbalance the increased subscription, and have amply justified 
the new policy recommended by your Council. The number of members 
elected during the year is 45. Further improvements in furnishing and 
heating the meeting room will shortly be ea rried out, but the dark room 
is practically completely furnished, and is fitted with such a variety of 
apparatus that every member of our Society is placed on a level in the 
matter of the necessary tools wherewith to complete and carry out those 
processes which with insufficient apparatus fcrm so great a bar to the 
average photographer. It is recommended by your Council that the 
policy of adding to the apparatus provided, for members’ use should be 
carried out as far as the financial position of the Club will allow. It 
is further their opinion that the Society should provide all apparatus 
necessary for use in the scientific side of photography, and not as has 
hitherto been the case, make provision for pictorial workers only. As 
a suitable path for further advancement your Council would emphasise 
the fact that at present no provision whatever is made for photomicro¬ 
graphy, and that its study is practically neglected by the membeis. 

The financial position of the Club still remains eminently satisfactory. 
On reference to the balance-sheet it will be seen that a sum of £122 
Is. 8d. has been spent in furnishing, and that of this sum £72 5s. Id. 
has been taken from the current account. To spend so large a sum fiom 
the current account in furnishing, without an adverse balance, augurs 
well for the future financial condition of Ihe Society. Considerable legal 
expenses have been necessitated, but as by its employment the Society 
is relieved from a burden of about £15 pei annum, the money has been 
well spent. The programme has been of the usual interesting description, 
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and commenced with the opening of the new rooms by Alderman Edwards 
the Lord Mayor ot Birmingham. Mr. W. T. Greatbatch, F.R.P.S is 
to be congratulated on having for the third time won the medal of the 
Royal Photographic Society. This medal has been won by some member 

°7 ?vr, '°cisty every year f°r the past six years, and we believe this 
establishes a club record. Under the able directorship of Mr. P. B. 
Rider, the club s portfolio has been re-organised, and with the most 
successful result; a large number of members contributing, and awaiting 
its monthly appearance with interest. Your Council are desirous of 
expressing the indebtedness of the Club to Mr. Whitworth Wallis, who 
has now fulfilled his year of office as president. 

Your Council have pleasure in reporting the success of the annual exhibi¬ 
tion, the number of pictures submitted and the number accepted being 
greatly in access of the previous year. Our thanks are again due to the Royal 
society ot Artists for their kind permission to hold our annual exhibition 
m their galleries. The financial result was also excellent, and largely 
contributed to by the energy displayed by members in disposing of tickets, 
tne number sold being greatly in excess of any previous year. The 

yearndanCe °f ^ public was also about 1?000 more than in the previous 

The inability, through illness, of our president, Mr. Whitworth Wallis 
to open the exhibition was most unfortunate, and Mr. Wallis had the 
sympathy of the Society in being prevented from making any public 
appearance from so unpleasant a cause. Your Council at practically 
the last hour called on its chairman, Mr. A. J. Leeson, to perform the 
opening ceremony, and with the courtesy and kindness which Mr. Leeson 
has always displayed, he at once accepted the onerous duty. The best 
thanks of the Society are due to Sir J. B. Stone for the pictures to the. 
number of 424 produced by him and loaned to the Society by the Board 
ot Education, South Kensington, where they have been on exhibition 
In the open section 460 pictures were received from 146 competitors, 
of these 237 pictures from 100 senders were hung, and included 59 
pictures from 14 members, the rest being contributed by non-members, 
the lantern slides included 63 sets of 4, of which 60 sets were accepted, 
n the members section A, 95, and in section B, 30 pictures were hung— 

70 pmtures in all being rejected. In the Warwickshire Survey section, 
<:yi prints were contributed by 18 members and friends. 

The optical lantern is still maintained in thorough repair. For the 
future the enlarging lantern will remain permanently fixed in the dark 
room, and will always be available for use by any member who may 
desire to either enlarge or make lantern slides. This lantern is of 
excellent construction, and will enlarge or reduce either whole plate or 
the smallest film. The extreme simplicity of fixture should make its 
use very general among members, the only operation necessary being 
to turn up the light, insert the negative to be enlarged or reduced, and 
focus. The Society are indebted to Mr. A. H. Saunders for a set of 
slides of various subjects, contributed early in the year. Your Council 
desire to impress on members the necessity of increasing our present 
collection of lantern slides. These slides are loaned to members and 
are much appreciated, but new sets are sadly needed. The lantern 
curator will be pleased to receive gifts of slides at any time. 

Warwickshire Survey (Curator’s Report).—The survey work of the 
past season compares most favourably with that of previous years both 
as to the number of workers and the quantity and variety of the photo- 

re1c®1lc*s obtained. The president of the Society, Sir J. B. Stone 
oQi ’’ - , 15members and friends, contributed to the grand total of 

prints a l of which were shewn at the Birmingham Photographic 
Society s exhibition in February—March last. The subjects treated were 
varied, and besides those from the out-of-the-world corners of the 
County, scenes in Birmingham and the immediate neighbourhood were 
we 1 represented. The old Theatre Royal, the City markets and fairs 
and the interesting workings of the weights and measures department 
were exhaustively treated. r 

CROYDON CAMERA CLUB. 

m?\GE°RuE S.CAME.LL> tbe wel-luiown hon. secretary of the National 
Photographic Association, on Wednesday the 8th inst., before a lame 

to^ nrr!CO-?f wmbers- .£ave an anecdotal lantern lecture, illustrating 
the utility of photographic surveying and recording, and the pleasure to 
... denved from Its intelligent pursuit. The slides shown were from"e^ 

ti -s and prints from which had been accepted by the British Museum” 
Technically excellent, a most interesting series they made, 
ft is only possible to briefly epitomise the many historical literarv 

sGe nf TCa ’ • Td antiquarian points illustrated and referred to The 
,of fb'/ I)nn,s Mr. Scatnell considered of little importance thoue-h 

whole plate was preferable. The prints themselves should of courfe 

s-uldT1'} d 111 a p,'ri"aT"1 biecess, either platinium or carbon A 
m l1,-' rX,m-SS,7.' VT obs,M'v,'d lo pass o’er the features of a prominent 

o' ss , i<"n'°;b;sf™ritc“bi^a 
* ^ Dan it be that the lecturer thought that if this 

ulhi l °f ^Production were employed tremendous changes in a locality 
n Jit be indicated, when, as a fact, none had taken place^ y 

f'.d IVim"' ,‘vlmn."1 v, :",v‘>caled (he use of a scale in the picture or 
railing that, the introduction of a figure The noints, nf fhi ™ ’ 01 

should also be indiealed, and a correct description sent in with each view 

^1rTn,r,l,i^ ,l;v;l>lv s.I mounts to avoid damage to the prints 
of 5u 1 fnctl.(?n- 1,1 Warwickshire they had adopted a standard mount 
l:;::.(,OSCr,ptlon’ a“d of 30,000 prints had bcen^untod 

ancNndi^tft1 WaS S,'-I,>rl' a maP of a county, or section of a county 
and indicate the points ot interest by dots, he subsequently, so to speak’ 

did the dots. In this way ho had noarlv pxhamsrtpri i • 

was a good plan to allot specified areas to various indivldSu1?^ 11 
clashing as far as possible. In seeking fresh fields /' ! d ,to avoid 
the “ Way About ” series most uso fu 1, and11 e assis(a,i!°H 

should be obtained when possible. In conclusion, Mr Scainell unu.toT' 

SSTetunT thr0Ug“ ^ ”«*“«■ " P'obablTTome of (alt 

Among the visitors present was Dr. Hobson, one of the nhotovranL ! 
secretaries of the Photographic Record and Survey, who i£ th?2£2 
of the discussion which followed the lecture dwelt ,mm, ti 

•fS •» repre^nted and aid WfiJ 

M“"™' ****■>■ a 

their “a,,K's tor 

LEEDS CAMERA CLUB. 

A special general meeting of the members of the above club was ViaIH 
on Friday last, the 10th inst., for the purpose of considering the advisa 
blldY °f removing the headquarters of the club 5 d 
wt;+fac been generally observed for some time that the rooms at the 

mmU H°k6 W6ff irjsufficiently large to accommodate the large 
lumbei of members attending the lectures, and a sub-committee was 

quarters'be^sSred. e'lqUirieS with a vi°W more ““■"■odious 

t.Tbe fom,dCT;‘';i,eeb!:aving ropor‘?d favom'ab|y On the accommodation 
Mr Ypwrbll Vi Athenaeum, on the motion of Mr. Howe, seconded by 

me“™g°S beaas°ES, vil.TpT' 10 ““ *”*« f°rthwlth' «“ <* 

club preSjin 'life “ “ lmderst00d' securing exclusive 

„A Tote of tbailks to the proprietor of the White Swan Hotel for his 
unfailing courtesy concluded the business. 

LONGTON AND DISTRICT PHOTOGRAPHIC SOCIETY. 

oifETlmrtl«leen f K°f ohe, SeSuion WaS heId at the Sutherland Institute 
a„ tT 1 ? 7’i 0cfcober 2nd> when a practical demonstration of enlarging, 
suitable for beginners, was given by the honorary secretary, before a 

forv Liatfteintda in6 °f ,members‘ Mr- Mottershead, whose lecture was 
eimp hJlpfUlt0 th°ie who ei^aSed m Photography, spoke of the conveni- 
of tbo Irlvtfnfng Cnlargemc,Vts mstead of taking large direct prints, and 

of a small apparatus over big outfits. He demonstrated 
the methods of obtaining enlargements by daylight and by artificial 
and^nlntbi dfescnbed [he Process of making enlarged negatives for carbon 

itl'notype work. He next pointed out the necessity of negat.ves 
,e i? ^ree from stain and free from excessive contrast; and dealing with 

froniTr? '"tt P°iSOn °f rto1 compounds, he quoted recipes 
trom Di. Grun. Using an apparatus employed for the first time, and 
demonstrating with negatives borrowed from members, Mr. Mottershead 
“ rln!i5aVG>>a P[act;cal d^stration of producing pictures, giving hints on 

dodging and faking, vignetting, light, pencilling and shading. 

Deios and Dotes. 
Messrs. J. and J. Brown, the Studio, Annan, writ: “Re your cor- 

Mess^'^MirhenqUi7rf°r7?c Aristotype Co. in last week’s Journal; 

tor This Country and C°'’ ^ ^ Ymcent Street’ Glas&ow> are the agents 

of^^rtoTc.^0^?151110 Exhibition.-The fourth annual exhibition 
F-hrunS toff# photographic Society will be held from 24th to 27th 

form« wu’i K903’ ^ thu CUpplegate Instituto, Golden Lane, E.C. Entrv 
send Lq L be ready fh°PIy’, and those exhibitors desiring a copy should 

gale Ss«uLmGoMen £‘,e Kc”*17’ “r' Altred T' Ward’ Cripp,e' 

28toEaSroeoiCLam^ Ch!b’S exhibition will be held on November 27th, 
p]ass’p« f™ f ' ^Py l°rms are now ready. There are seven open 
Messrs’ r for prints and three for lantern slides. The judges are 

DhotocrranLo ° Mummery, and F. Davey. Free conveyance of 
exhibif; P. ti* he ^lven. between Southampton, Hove, and Southsea 

ISgni rii Jpiaquet ““ 68 “ ° °ffer a *PeCiaI aWard (“ 

w^'116 number °f People who write, or, in some cases, attempt to 
Wrifpr’t; vfy consuierab^le is clearly evidenced by the success of the 
for nmf ^ i °°^i This publication, which is a commercial directory 

01 professional writers, photographers,, and artists, only came out in 

WLpJ? rtbe demand for has proved so great that a second edition 
thp v ni T°mid ,ne°essar.y aaid 1S now ready, and to be obtained from 
the publishers, at Granville House, Arundel Street, Strand. 

pf^RpTMG+HfAM ,Cam^a Club (Mechanics’ Institute).—The hon. secretary 
■q- ottingham Camera Club writes: “I have much pleasure in for- 

wardine you a copy of the winter programme of the Nottingham Camera 
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rinb You will see that our exhibition is fixed for February 12th, 13th, 
miff 14th next, when gold, silver, and bronze medals will be offered for 
competition in the open classes. The prospectus, which will be ready 
next month and full particulars may be obtained from the exhibition 
secretary Mr. Arthur Black, 9, Bower’s Avenue, Nottingham. 

Ths Royal Photographic Society of Great Britain. The following is the 
urooramme of lantern lectures to be given at the New Gallery, 121. Regent 
Street on Monday, Thursday, and Saturday evenings at 8 o clock:— 
Saturday, October 18th, “ Colour Photography,” by E. Sanger Shepherd, 
Esa FRPS Monday, October 20th, “Swiss Glaciers, etc.,- by 
Eustace Young, Esq. Thursday, October 23rd, “ In Spanish and Portu¬ 
guese Waters,” by R. Child Bayley, Esq., F.R.P.S Saturday, October 
25th. “Mountaineering from a Woman’s Point of A lew, by Mrs Aubrey 

Le Blond. 

Devonport Camera Club auspiciously opened its session in the large 
hall of the Technical School on Wednesday evening last week, when 
Mr. F. O. Bynoe (R. and J. Beck, London) delivered a popular illus¬ 
trated lecture, entitled ‘ Photographic Facts,” to an audience numbering 
nearly four hundred. The lecturer outlined the principles of pinhole 
photography and simple lenses, and explained in detail the difference 
between a cheap lens of the ordinary type and the highly-corrected instru¬ 
ments of modern production. A large number of lantern slides were 
exhibited, the subjects ranging from lightning flashes to Mr. and Mrs. 
Cronje at St. Helena and Mafeking Day scenes in London. Mr. Bynoe 
emphasised the importance of photographers joining a society, where they 
might meet others of kindred tastes and obtain criticism and advice.— 

“Western Morning News.” 

One of the advertisers in our “Almanac” writes: “Does not the 
enclosed strike you as being very funny P Our ‘ Almanack ’ advertisement 
has brought us many enquiries from abroad, but we do not remember 
anything “approaching this. If you think it good enough for the British 

Journal you are welcome to use it ”:—“ I take the liberty of addressing 
you with the view to enquiring if you would care to have photographs of 
the Coronation Durbur, to be held on the 1st of January next at Delhi. 
I may mention that I am an amateur photographer, and will be on special 
duty with the Foreign Secretary at Delhi during the Duibar, and will 
have special facilities for taking photographs of the Durbar functions. 
The chief among these will be the Viceroy’s State entry into Delhi, accom¬ 
panied by the Duke and Duchess of Connaught and the Indian nobles, 
all mounted on elephants; the Proclamation in the Durbar Amphitheatre 
of the Coronation of His Majesty as Emperor of India.; the grand review 
of 40,000 troops; the fireworks; investiture of the Orders of the Star of 
India and Indian Empire; Indian Art Exhibition; International hockey, 
polo, football, and cricket matches, etc., etc. In the event of your caring 
to have phtoographs of all these functions, I shall be prepared to supply 
you with as many copies of each, on the following terms, viz.:—That you 
supply me, free of cost, landed in India, with a high-class half-plate Film 
Kodak, fitted with a good lens and shutter, and with spools sufficient'for 100 
exposures, I supplying all the other necessary materials, such as 
developers, paper, etc. After the Durbar all the negatives will become 
your property. References permitted to-. If you are agreeable, 
please send camera out as soon as possible, by Parcel Post, insured, and 
specify how many copies of each photograph you would like to have, and 
if of any particular subjects. If you are agreable to the proposition, 
please be careful to see that the camera and fittings, are of a superior 
class, as the better the camera the better the pictures.” 

The Scientific and Technical Exhibits at the Royal Photographic 
Society’s Exhibition.—This section of the Royal Photographic Society's 
exhibition appears to be rather smaller than on the two previous occasions, 
that is, since the larger accommodation of the New Gallery made it 
possible to represent adequately this side of photographic work. We hope 
that this is not an indication that the section is receiving less attention 
and is likely to suffer extinction, the fate that we regret to observe has 
overtaken the apparatus section, except, indeed, so far as concerns the 
trade stalls and a few exhibits that appear to be out of place in any of 
the existing departments. The most striking novelty in the Gallery is 
a “parallax stereogram” shown by Mr. F. E.. Ives. No details are 
furnished, but we believe that the photograph is taken by means of a 
lens of large diameter obscured except for two apertures, one on each 
side, so that it acts in a similar way to the two lenses of the ordinary 
stereoscope camera, but that the two images are superimposed. In front 
of the sensitive plate there is placed a screen with vertical lines on it, 
alternately opaque and transparent, at such a distance that each image 
will impinge upon the plate in narrow, vertical strips, and in the shadows 
of the opaque lines cast by the light transmitted by the other opening in 
the lens. The two images are thus received on the plate in narrow, 
alternating strips. For viewing, the eyes take the place of the openings 
in the lens, the lined screen remaining in position to keep the two 
images separate. The correct position for the eyes is indicated by two 
holes in a board, no other apparatus being necessary. The effect is 
perfect. The only example of colour photography by the Lippmann 
process is a photograph of the spectrum of the arc light by Mr. Edgar 
Senior. This is an improvement on Mr. Senior’s previous noteworthy 
results, being taken with a narrower slit, but still the colours shown are 
not quite the same as those which one sees in the direct spectrum. It 
seems not unlikely that the differences are inherent in the. process. Of 
other prints in colour, Mr. Brewerton contributes some in which the 
blue print is in Prussian blue, and. the red and yellow superposed carbon 
prints, and Miss Acland some copies of miniatures by a modification of 
the Sanger. Shepherd three-film process These results are admirable, 
but they are not convincing It would be better if an object were used 
less valuable than a prbcionk' miniature and more convenient than a 
landscape' so that the object and the copy could be exhibited side by side. 

It is well known that very good results can be obtained; we want now to 
see how near they are to perfection. Mr. Hort Player exhibits some 
splendid examples of his method of copying engravings by superposition. 
The ordinary relative positions of the engraving and the sensitive paper 
are reversed, the light passing through the sensitive paper before it 
illuminates the engraving. A yellow screen is used, and potassium iodide 
is added to the developer. The whiteness of the ground, the blackness 
of the lines, and the sharpness of the detail are excellent. Photomicro¬ 
graphy is well represented. The most notable examples are a series of 
photomicrographs taken in connection with the bacterial treatment of 
sewage, exhibited by Dr. Clowes. The enlargements vary from about 
natural size up to three thousand diameters. These fifty or more photo¬ 
graphs may well be accepted as a model of what this kind of technical 
work should be. Mr. Ives has twelve ijhotomicrographs made with a 
small and simple apparatus that is not described. The results would do 
credit to any apparatus, and show what may be done by care and skill 
without elaborate conveniences. Among the other work of this class 
that deserves commendation is a series of microphotographs of etched 
alloys by Mr. Ernest A. Lewis. Astronomical and spectroscopic photo¬ 
graphy is well represented by very fine work from Sir Norman Lockyer, 
Captain Hills, the Greenwich Observatory, and others. Some of the 
spectra have no wave-length scale attached, or any other indication of 
the part of the spectrum represented, and others bear no indication of 
the facts sought in their preparation or of the facts that the spectra 
demonstrate. If a little information of this kind were invited by the 
Society’s officers and incorporated in the catalogue, the exhibits would 
gain vastly in interest. This want of information is also manifest in the 
“ multiple lightning flash,” fourfold, by Mr. J. Howden Wilkie, presumably 
taken with a swinging camera, and in other cases. There are many 
other exhibits that deserve more than a passing mention. Snow forma¬ 
tions, huge “ caps ” and “ mushrooms ” are illustrated by Mr. Vaughan 
Cornish. Balloon photographs, Rontgen-ray work, the photography 
of animals and meteorological photography axe represented by collections 
of good and in some cases unique examples.—“ Nature.” 

A Spying Machine.—I see that one of the big cinematograph firms is 
putting on the market a new kind of photographic clock. The idea is 
so simple that I wonder it has never been thought of before. You put 
the clock on the mantelpiece in the usual way, and every time it strikes 
the hour and half-hour it also takes a living picture, so to speak. A 
shutter opens, a film is exposed, a sharp clpck is heard, and then if you 
have been careful to go out of the room just before, you can see for 
yourself whether after all it is the cat that nips the whisky down an inch 
at a time, or whether it’s the new cook. The clock not only takes the 
photograph, but it developes and “ fixes ” it all at one go. So that after 
cook has solemnly protested by the ashes of her fathers and the temples 
of her gods that she is a strict teetotalarian, you have simply to produce 
the ace from your sleeve, as it were, and scoop the pool. One does not 
like to think much about a mechanism of this sort, which after all is 
hardly fair cricket. Still, in modern times what with the scramble for 
the chips and the rush for unmerited social distinctions, I should hesitate 
to say that there will be no demand for it. Merchants who keep a staff 
of people to do work while they themselves are taking up a systematic 
course of drinking will doubtless rush for a mechanism that will secretly 
record what was taking place in the office at the stroke of every half-hour. 
If at 10.30 the photograph shows that Smith, was not in his place, and at 
each succeeding half-hour the same phenomenon is to be observed up to 
one o’clock, the pain of a stormy personal interview will be spared to both 
sides. Mr. Smith will simply receive a little note suggesting Saturday 
as a convenient day for parting, and his employer will have no need to 
reproach himself with injustice. Of course, the long and vexed question 
as to whether your haughty neighbour, Mrs. de Tomkings, really does 
take breakfast in her curl-papers or not can now be settled. In the 
fierce rush of social rivalries there is no room for mercy. All that there 
will be room for is one of these new patent clocks. You make Mrs. de 
Tomkings a present of it, and say you’ll come in again at the end of 
the week and show her how to wind it up. At the end of the week you 
call again and scoop out the pile of finished photographs from the internal 
clockwork. And if you have had the rare luck to get a picture not only 
of Mrs. de Tomkings in neglige breakfast attire, but also of Mr. de 
Tomkings in his shirtsleeves disdainfully throwing the ham and eggs 
across the table, your hour of triumph will have come, and the supremacy 
of these upstarts will be gone for ever. Young ladies who have waited 
for years for a likely beau, and have got one at last, will be able to make 
sure of him under the new system. It will be all very well for the young 
man to write a cold, harsh'letter a month or two later, and deny that 
he ever entertained any such ridiculous thoughts, and to protest that he 
cannot allow these ungenerous insinuations to be made against him. 
As I say, that will be all very well, but it won’t fill the bill so completely 
as it did in the old times. If the young lady has played the game 
skilfully, she will have been careful to see that the young man was in 
an imploring attitude on his knees just on the chime of 10.30, when 
the i.ew patent clock had got its little eye cocked on the scene. And 
if the young man on be'ng confronted with the photograph should say 
in an off-hand way that it merely represents him in the attitude of 
politely attempting to borrow half-a-crown till Saturday, the matter 
may be left to the jury with confidence. The damages could hardly be 
less than a clear thousand, anyway. The vexed question as to whether 
or no the housemaid entertains a strange policeman in the kitchen 
and regales him on the balance of yesterday’s mutton and a considerable 
nstalment of to-morrow’s beer, can be easily settled with one of the 

new patent clocks. If, when Mary is taxed with the surprisingly consump- 
tive appearance of the mutton bone, she alleges that the shrinkage is due to 
the weather or the cat, her confusion will be assured by the production 
of the usual automatic photograph. If there is a faithful picture ot 
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the kitchen with a policeman seated expectantly at the table while 

SSJ7 -!lnenn t0 b® s?°°Pm§ aR able-bodied helping out of the family 

her fWn ffir haudS,’ 11don’t see that she will have any ca,s< 
And if the next photograph should show Mary seated on her admirer’s 
knee, it will be a clear rail for a month’s notice in lieu of wages, without 
the option of a fine This new invention will work a lot of mischief 
unless it is taken in hand in time. I can quite see that. Ladies will 

to aave 011“ fchem fitted up at their husband’s clubs; and if 
on that evening when he was kept so late at the office and came home 

talking SO thickly, the photograph record shows him at the 
ft fd-table ra,king in the pool with a joyous smile, he will probably 
come to bear of it There is, of course, the prospect of a still greater 
tragedy in the contingency of a man arranging to go down and snerd 
the evening at his club while his wife sits up for him at home sS 
all wiH be well. But if it should subsequently turn out that all the 
periodical photographs taken of the club-rooms that evening did not 
include the absent one on any occasion, the interesting if troublesome 
question of whereabouts will arise once again with a dismal emphasis 
1 think we shall have to form a syndicate and buy this invention up 
before the inventor gets a better offer from the ladies.—Arnold Golds¬ 
worthy, m ' Black and White Budget.” 

Correspondence. 
%* Correspondents should never write on both sides of the paper No 

notice is taken of communications unless the names and addresses of 
the writers are given. ' 

*** We do not undertake responsibility for the opinions expressed bv our 
correspondents. * 

THE R.P.S. EXHIBITION. 

To the Editors. 

Gentlemen—There is never any lack of criticisms of exhibitions 
but they are usually so obviously tinctured with a sense of personal 

aggrievement, with an undercurrent of “ Why was my splendid work 

rejected, that their value as criticisms is seriously impaired. The 

criticism of “ M. R. P. S.” is of quite a different character. It seems 

suffused with a redolence of collodion and iron developer and is 

pleasantly reminiscent of dark tints and head rests, of pinholes’ 
comets, and ones -in the direction of the dip ; in fact, of the good 

old days when a negative without spot or blemish, was something 
to be proud cf. And yet there is internal evidence in “M R P S’s” 

letter that he can have known but little of these delights of the pa.st 

totlm "new J6arS ag° t5ie old °'rder of things had already given place 

A criticism to be of any value, must be the opinion of one possessed 

mJr qualifications, knowledge and impartiality of judg¬ 

ed A, , A,L , V ,S- writes1 under a pseudonym (which he is 
perfectly entitled to do, and I intend to follow his example), before 

his opinion can be taken seriously, it is necessary to form an estimate 
from whatever evidence there i/available of hi/c(mp££ 

As to his impartiality, Ins statement that “he is not an exhibitor and 

has never exhibited, is not conclusive, though there is not the slightest 

reason to doubt its tiuthfuilnesis. As to his knowledge, he tells^is he 

has had twenty years . experience, that he is photographer to prac- 

simil fr iafL,0nd°n’ Und adds that lf he turned out work 
J,41/1 75 P/r ce.nt- the pictures (?) hung his place would not be 

twf^y-f°ur hours notice. I do not know which is practically 
the largest Arm in London, or which firm turns out the largest amount 

of work, but 1 am acquainted with the work of several firms who 

V among the largest, and if his firm should happen to be one of these 
I can quite endorse his statement; but it is also the fact, and probably 

t has never dawned upon him that if he could turn ou work Smilar 
to 75 per cent of that hung he would be in a position to command 

can'afford ^7° ^ ^ ^ the lar^sst London 

But the clearest indications of “M. R. P Sis” canaritv i.ra. 

'r“Vru,li r h T‘',i0i' T i‘ff"rdetl by the three potatil questions he 
■ •'"'l I shall] probably beet perform the analysis by answering the 

r , not answer to the description, “lo™ 
,,1, , .1 ' , V :isks f1) w *y are fuzzy wuzzy (or out of focus) 
| • ng>-'l> is considered artistic ? They are. not; neither are well defined 

I q 'TV1' 7 f, ”Mld€red m£^fcistic- The finest definition and extreme 
ffumoo ol focus are equally compatible with artistic merit (2) Are 

| ica ly he largest firm m London. (3) Would any photograph 
absolutely m focus be accepted and bung? Certainly it would There 
are dozens of p.clures absolutely in focus on the walls 

oeuously, such a criticism as that of “ M T? P q >> • i , 

unwnrihv ,,, notice. Imt it is insSivl. afalmwhg L 

groove jr,*"' ii; ’l "?™P'"C openi/'or 10 ‘TPreciate anything outside the 
Shi , : tn "tT,T1< rr- i,ictorW <*«<<» the hi is, unfortunately, not a representative one. It 

is admitted on all hands that it is the worst the society has t 
years, and there are ugly rumours afloat a,s to the imparHalitvi^ 
management, but at its worst there is ample of ,ts 
for those who are intent upon learning. The ordinary portra^r^ 
grapher has to work to please his clients and as a' ml I l^oto- 
are commonplace people, and prefer comn a' , V ’ hlK dh‘nts 
work. Perhaps it is not his business to educate tLiTtJ^WS*1 
is no reason why he should not educate his own ThS amonl S^ 
cultured class there are many who appreciate and arc u ll' g the 
adequately for, work of a higher standard than tlm so r , |g i pav 
photograph is evilenced bv the fW +», + so-much-a-dozen 

frequently respected names in the rinks of profes^omHstre tl m°1 

to despise the amateur and to scr.rn his methods biff ff ff- i 

“&■£ 
tf.ey pyTilTwXthSnT’lf^M R ‘p s“" 

jants proof of the far-reaching influence of amateur work he can find 

OcS'SCS. **0™*™“ I’hotographers' Association-. 

n ,, T To the Editors. 
Gentlemen,—I am dealing fully with Mr Bennett’s letter in fbi 

seSSISS?V 2= 
day nunibered elevon members. me ^ ** 

XX ‘to oPr“ilL0f Some'S Sy“£P3 

Xod'f df■ fnt h^‘ng “5^ Mr. IXXvXSSShro'XS? 
tSiLreSwitl,'hirn'1'”.';ollt,lbll^ytb-y Lff eommittee; he will find few 
P1(, g ££! ni j ^ aeeuses by insinuation some members of the 

thefr iSr The P G C* Tw the C0ITitt(*> of P^iality towards 
of the whole RP S"wbSS? bes^annuaOy one-sixth and one-seventh 

two years ago., allowing for change of membership8 

21, Pembridge Gardens, W. J' C' Warburg- 

n . , , To the Editors 

evX & M.” sz 

ranging committee are debarred from exhibiting in Section I ^either 

Sr S th? -MbSi„7me^Wb^T/gtlfoZ SVhX 
excellent work a reasonable chance of being Lceptel-YoZ tSly 

Drop Shutter. 

n , To the Editors, 
entiemen, I read with some interest the remarks re hanoancr nf 

theJ“ hing ”andr “'unffima ”6St 7*7 l°' ^ ¥ the resP^tive merit! of 
exhibition nf i' f g .ip1JC^Ures wou^ l>e to organise an overflow 
venture to fJft f“ T* thatUw^ refu^d bT the hanging men. I 

iirS3SS rf'f®%a r 
youS faithfully 7 gkd'7 Shal* m sucU “ exhibition.—I am, Sirs, 

October 13th,’ 1902 F’ R' P’ S‘ 
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THE SOUTHERN EXHIBITION. 

To the Editors. 

Gentlemen.—Our forthcoming exhibition, I am in hopes, will be the 
inest and biggest ever held in the South. Last year’s record will be 
lard to beat, I know, but, as no doubt you are aware, Southampton 
md Hove are both co-operating this year, and the “ triple award ” 
should prove a great draw. Intending exhibitors should make haste 
uid write to Southampton Camera Club (lion, sec., S. G. Kimber, 
Dakdene, Highfields, Southampton), Hove Camera Club (hon. sec., 
A.. R. Sargent, 55, The Drive, Hove), and Southsea Photographic 
Society (hon. sec., F. J. Mortimer, 10, Ordnance Row, Portsea), 
for entry forms and particulars. There is a generous array of awards, 
and a special .silver plaque I am designing will be awarded by the 
three societies to the exhibitor of the best work through the three 
shows. The three societies are also paying all carriages between the 
exhibitions, which will be a great saving to the exhibitors. The dates 
are: Southampton, November 13-19; Hove, 27-29; and South- 
sea. December 15-20, inclusive. We have now opened our winter 
season in earnest, and started last week with a highly successful 
smoker. Altogether, I hope we shall have a very progressive time in 
the South this season.—I remain, yours truly, 

F. J. Mortimer. 

Southsea Photographic Society, Pembroke Road, Portsmouth. 

KEEPING PLATINUM PAPER. 

To the Editors. 

Gentlemen,—In your issue of January 31st last you inserted a note 
from me on the above subject, but it elicited no comment, so I write 
again, enclosing two prints, illustrating my point, which was, that 
platinum paper would keep almost indefinitely if good quicklime were 
used instead of the ordinary calcic chloride. All that is necessary 
is to place in the reservoir at the bottom of the calcium tube three or 
four lumps of good hard stone 'lime, and leave it there till it falls 
to powder, then replace with fresh lumps; this will only be necessary 
after some three or four months. Do not fill the receptacle too full, as 
the lime expands as it absorbs moisture. One great point is, that with 
lime there is never any liquid produced, as may be the case with calcic 
chloride, which deliquesces, and may get on to the paper and ruin it. 

One of the prints sent (from a rather thin snap-shot negative) was 
produced from paper stored with lime before my last note, and there¬ 
fore at least eight or nine months old, and you will see that the whites 
under the mark are really white, while the other, stored with calcic 
chloride since July 1st, i.e., only three and a-half months, yields only 
degraded whites. Both prints were made to-day, and developed to¬ 
gether. To those who only use platinum paper occasionally this ought 
to be a serviceable hint, as I know of several who have given up 
the use of this paper because of the difficulty of keeping it long 
enough. 

If properly kept and properly used, I consider that nothing beats 
platinum paper for a certain class of negative, and that with ordinary 
care fewer failures should result from its use than with any other form 
of printing-out paper, to say nothing of its beauty and permanency.— 
I am, yours faithfully, J. H. Baldock 

Croydon. 
October 13th, 1902. 

MESSRS. BECK’S LANTERN LECTURES. 

To the Editors. 

Gentlemen,—We propose to send round to the photographic socie¬ 
ties in the United Kingdom the enclosed letter, and as there may be 
a number of societies the addresses1 of which we may not be able to 
obtain, we think a notice of this letter in the columns of your valuable 
Journal would be of great interest to many of your readers.—Yours 
faithfully, R. and J. Beck, Ltd. 

68, ComhiAl, London, E.C. 
October 9th, 1902. 

[Copy.] 

BECK-STEINHEIL AND TELEPHOTOGRAPHIC LENSES. 

Dear Sir,—In view of your winter gatherings, we think you might 
like to have a set of our lantern slides for exhibition to your members. 
They are in many ways unique; they are not the common run of land¬ 
scape photos or speed examples—beautiful, perhaps, but which depend 
more on the light and the plate used than on actual optical excel¬ 
lence. 

They are examples of definition, both in ordinary and telephoto¬ 
graphic work, which are outside the pale of the snap-shot photo¬ 
grapher. 

Incidentally, they show that English manufactured lenses are not 
one whit behind the imported foreign article, but are, to the critical 
observer, ahead. 

If these slides would interest your members, we shall be pleased 
to receive a note as to what date would suit you best.—Yours faith¬ 
fully, R. and J. Beck, Ltd. 

THE WASHING TON ANCESTRAL HOME IN NORTHAMP¬ 

TONSHIRE. 

To the Editors. 

Gentlemen,—Absence from town has delayed attention to the reports, 
which, I find, have been so industriously circulated during the past few 
weeks, to- the effect that the management of the Universal Exposition, 
St. Louis, 1904, have made overtures, to owners or agents, for the 
purchase and removal of the house known as Sulgrave Manor, the 
ancestral home, in Northamptonshire, of one bi'anch of the Washington 
family. I therefore bespeak space in your columns to say that no 
such thing has been iso much as thought of or suggested, much less 
seriously considered. Perhaps I may be permitted to assure the public 
that the Exposition authorities do not contemplate the transfer, from 
England or any other country, of buildings or monuments which have 
become interesting, either by lapse of time or by association with men 
and events. 

Even if the management were inclined- thus to proceed with the 
Sulgrave Manor House, they would, I fear, scarcely have time, before 
the close of the Exposition, to enter upon the prolonged discussions 
and contentions, or to decide the disputes and doubts, apparently in¬ 
evitable when the Washington genealogy is involved. If they should 
muster courage to enter upon such a course, they might face the neces¬ 
sity, from time to time, for adding another building to their list. As 
Pope’s interrogatory line suggests that there is a tendency among 
doctors to disagree, so the student, with an interest, however slight 
in heraldry, is forced to conclude that the same conditions are not 
wholly wanting in the genealogists, who, drawn from all quarters of 
the globe, deal with the origin and history of the English Washingtons. 
I am, Sirs, yours very truly, 

George F. Parker, 

Commissioner in the United Kingdom of the Universal Exposition. 
Sanctuary House, Tothill Street, S.W. 

October 11th, 1902. 

THE KODAK DEVELOPING MACHINE AND TIME 

DEVELOPMENT. 

To the Editors. 

Gentlemen,—We beg to advise you that we are now prepared to 
arrange dates with photographic societies for our representative to 
attend and give an address and demonstration in connection with the 
above subject. 

The developing machine has created a very strong impression amongst 
all classes of photographers. It makes the Kodak daylight system com¬ 
plete, and, from the point of view of popularising photography, is so 
efficient that we think it marks a step comparable only in importance 
to the introduction of the daylight loading Kodaks. 

The uniform quality of the results obtained with the machine, even 
when very considerable variations in exposure exist, cause general 
surprise, and we are desirous of making arrangements, so that all 
should have an opportunity of seeing the appliance at work. The 
machines can be seen in operation at our branches, and we shall be 
pleased to provide an interesting demonstration at any meeting where 
a fair number of people are gathered together. With this end in view, 
therefore, we shall be obliged if you will kindly give the matter 
publicity in the columns of your esteemed Journal.—Thanking you in 
anticipation, yours faithfully, Kodak, Limited. 

43, Clerkenwell Road, London, E.C. 
October 13th, 1902. 

%* Notice to the Trade, Wholesale Agents and Book¬ 

sellers.—A Contents Bill is issued with each number of the JOURNAL, 

and copies may be had on application to the Publishers. 
*** Notice to Advertisers.— Blocks and copy are received subject 

to the approval of the Publishers, and advertisements are inserted abso¬ 
lutely without condition, expressed or implied as to what appears in 
the text portion of the paper. 

©to Journal of phofoijraphH. 
The Oldest Photographic Journaljn the World. 

Established 1854. PUBLISHED EVERY FRIDAY. PRICE TWOPENCE. 

TERMS OF SUBSCRIPTION, Post Free 
(United Kingdom and the Channel Isles). 

s. d. 
One Year . lO lO 
Half Year . 5 5 
Quarter Year . 2 9 

France, Belgium,United States,Canada 
Australia, Africa, New Zealand, New- 
four dland, Germany, Russia, Portugal, 
Spain, Italy, Egypt, India, China, 
Jr pan, &c One Year ... 13s. 

It may also be obtained trom all Boot sellers, Photographrc Dealers, 
and Railway Bookstalls. 
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Answers to Correspondents. 
%* All matters intended, for the text portion of this JOURNAL, includ¬ 

ing queries, must he addressed to “The Editors, The British 
Journal of Photography, 24, Wellington-street, Strand, London, 
W. C. ” Inattention to this ensures delay. 

Correspondents are informed that we cannot undertake to answer 
communications through the post. Questions are not answered unless 
the names and addresses of the writers are given. 

%* Communications relating to Advertisements and general business 
affairs should he addressed to Messrs. Henry Greenwood & Co., 
24, Wellmgton-street, Strand, London, W.C. 

Photographs Registered :— 

J. R. Jones, 161, High Street, New Brompton. Two photographs of the Aeiv 
Brompton Football Club, 1S02-3. 

G. H. Stanford, 190, Christchurch Road, Boscombe. Two photographs: arrival 
and departure of H.R.U. Princess Henry of Battenberg at and from St. John’s 
Church, Boscombe. 

J. Hourston, |“ The Studio,” Govan, N.B. Photograph of United Free Church, 
Barr, Ayrshire. Photograph of Kirkdandie, ntar Barr. Photograph of Village 
of Barr. 

H. J. Unwin, 42, Commercial Road, Hereford. Photograph of group of Free¬ 
masons. 

A. J. Ashbolt, 29, High Street, Southampton. Photograph of Mark Bell. 

Undecided.—As you seem to have no practical knowledge of professional 
photography we.should advise you to stick to teaching—particularly 
as your prospects seem so promising in that direction. 

Lippmann Process.—“Rom” asks: “Could you inform me if any other 
metal than mercury could be employed in the process of colour 
photography by Lippmann, or is it that mercury alone will produce 
the half-wave length?”—In reply: No other metal will answer the 
purpose. 

Flash Light Photography.—“ Pyro ” asks: “Where can I obtain full 
particulars and instruction in flash light photography ?”—In reply : 
So far as we are aware there is no book published on the subject. 
Some who are working with flash lights will, probably, give you 
instruction in their use, for a fee. 

Views of the Coronation.—H. K. (British Columbia) asks: “Can you 
oblige me with the address of some photographer from whom I can 
get some 8 by 10 views of the Coronation, and at about what price 
for unmounted prints?”—In reply: Messrs. Spooner and Co., 
Print Publishers, Strand, W.C., will supply views of the Coronation 
procession, but we cannot say the actual prices, but they are very 
moderate. Better communicate with them. 

Hydrochlorate of Terebinth.—“ A Westbury Reader ” says : “ I saw in 
‘The British Journal of Photography’ some weeks ago that 
hydrochlorate of Terebinth or artificial camphor is commercial in 
France. Can you give me any information as to where I can 
obtain the same, as I have tried many chemists in England without 
being able to get the right thing?”—In reply: It is possible that it 
may be had from Hopkin and Williams, Cross Street, Hatton Gar¬ 
den, E.C. If they do not supply it we do not know where it is to be 
had. 

Copyright.—H. Mason says: “May I ask your opinion on the following 
case? A certain paper reproduced one of my photographs in their 
illustrated paper, for which they paid the usual fee of 10s. 6d. for 
one reproduction, but after using it themselves they sold it again 
to some tobacco people, who reproduced it in their cigarette 
cases. Am I not entitled to an action for so doing ?”—In reply: If 
the picture is copyright and you sold the right, stipulating that the 
picture should be used for only one reproduction we should say 
that you have cause of action. 

Flash Light.—F. E. G. says: “Can you oblige me with the constituents 
of a practically instantaneous flash powder, and proportion of each, 
also where obtainable? I think I saw an advertisement in Journal 

two or more years ago. Of what is Maloni’s powder made?”—In 
reply: Numerous formulae have been published for flash light com¬ 
positions, but they are all more or less dangerous to compound, and 
use. We should advise you to use either magnesium or aluminium 
powder alone with one or other flash lamp or else the Flash-axe 
candles sold by Messrs. Fuerst Bros., Philpot Lane, E.C. Mr. 
Maloni, we believe, keeps his formula as a trade secret. 

Stained Film—Perplexed says: “The enclosed negative films, together 
with several others, were developed with pyro-soda, and prior to 
fixing were good negatives. However, when placed in a hypo bath 
of full strength which had previously been used for fixing bromide 
prints developed with amidol, they were all more or less stained 
re:l. Can you explain why, aid suggest a remedy?”—In reply: 
The stained portion seems to have been exposed to light before 
it was fixed, and that has set up a reversed action. Part of 
the film is a negative and the other part a positive. The remedy 
is, not to expose the l egatives to light until they are fixed. 

Studio.—“ Perplexed ” says: “ I am about to have a wooden studio built, 
and have been in negotiation with the builders of the removable 
studios advertised in your columns. I find, however, that in sub¬ 
mitting plans to the local authorities, they would not pass 
them unless covered with galvanised iron; could you, therefore, give 
me the address of any firm who make a speciality of studio build¬ 
ing ?”—In reply: If the local authorities will not permit a wooden 
studio to be erected, we should advise you to have one covered with 
galvanised iron. This any local builder will construct for you if 
you furnish him with the desitm that will suit vour requirements. 

Violet Black Tones.—Tone says:“Would you kindly give me a toning 
bath formula for violet black tone on Paget P.O.P., as enclosed 
portion? I toned this myself about two years ago on Paget paper, 

but forget the formula. I think it is a borax and gold bath, but 
do not know the proportions. I can get the same tone ’with 
ordinary sulphocyanide bath, but it uses too much gold.”—In reply 
Here is a formula for a borax toning bath: Water, fight oui 
borax, eight grains, chloride of gold, one grain. But whether that 
will yield the tones you desire on that paper we cannot say. ' 
Whatever bath you use will require a good quantity of gold to 
produce black tones. , 

Views in South Africa.—The Photocoi. Company write as follows 
Having had an enquiry for a series of views of places of ini. . 

in South Africa, we should be glad to know whether you could 
put us in communication with a firm or person who holds good 
negatives capable of enlargement of, say, 24 by 18, of places ef 
geographical, historical, or natural interest in Cape Colony, Orange 
Free State, Transvaal, and Natal, and if so, whether vo'u can let 
us have in the first place a list of such subjects, together with 
some idea of approximately the cost of loan of same for re-produc¬ 
tion purposes, which may be obtainable.”—In reply : We regret 
that we cannot give the desired information. We suggest that you 
communicate with some photographer in South Africa, say Messrs 
Duffus and Co., Cape Town. 

Copyright.—A. Webster writes: “ (1) Could you kindly give me the fol¬ 
lowing information re registering photograph. Explaining 
my position you will see it means a saving to the town man, and a 
great loss to me. Nearly all my work is out in the country, so, of 
course I always take the views when the light, trees, etc., are best. ’ 1 
find a mean fellow in town has copied several of my best pictures, 
and I intend stopping him. Can I register a photograph of a hall 
without permission even if several copies are sold ? (2) Also, is it best 
to register photographs before any copies go out of the shop? In 
future I intend to register all my best negatives. (3) Do I send 
two unmounted prints and Is. 7d. for each view ? If you will answer 
this I shall esteem it a great favour.”—In reply: (1) you can 
register at any time, but that will not protect prints sold prior to 
the registration. (2) Yes, certainly. (3) If you send us two 
unmounted copies, and Is. 7d., we will effect registration for you. 

Residues-Copyright.—“ Copyright ” asks : “ (1) What is the best chemical 
to precipitate the gold in old sulphocyanide toning bath ? (2) My 
best plan to recover in the following instance. Recently I photo¬ 
graphed a local celebrity. I was not paid for doing so, and I 
copyrighted the negatives, to be the more sure of the right to the 
negatives. The sitter has since died, and a newspaper Arm in the 
town where he lived have brought out a little Id. book or book’et, 
with his portrait from my negative on cover. The sale of these 
has not been great, perhaps four or five thousand at most, but I 
consider I have lost over the sale of his cabinet portraits, as many 
would be content with the reproduction and would not order from 
me.”—In reply: (1) The gold may be precipitated with liver of 
sulphur—or by a solution of sulphate of iron, after the addition of 
a little sulphuric acid to the toning bath. (2) The best plan will be 
to sue the newspaper for damages or for penalties—or both—and 
if the case be as you state you will certainly recover. Better place 
the matter in the hands of a solicitor well versed in copyright law. 

Damaged Plates.—“ Dedijmus ” writes: “I should be obliged if you will 
kindly answer the enclosed query. I ordered a dozen dry plates of 
a local dealer. When they came in I noticed that the box seemed 
injured at the corners, and pointed this out to the dealer. On 
opening the box in the dark room I found the box so defective 
that I only placed one trial plate in the slide, and transferred the 
others to a light-tight box to return to the dealer, if, as I found to 
be the case, the trial plate was fogged (half-way across the plate). 
The dealer sent the box and plates back to the maker, who admitted 
the plates being fogged, but said it was through the box being 
cut with a knife at the wrong place. This was not the case, the 
box being opened in the usual way; and, even had it been so, being 
done in the dark room, would not have affected the trial plate. I 
may mention that the plates were merely laid in the box without 
any wrapping of paper of any kind, so that when the box received 
any injury in transit, or otherwise light reached the plates and 
partly fogged them. Does not this imperfect packing render the 
maker liable, though, I suppose my remedy would be against the 
dealer of whom I bought them?”—In reply: Your remedy is, of 
course, against the dealer who supplied the plates, and not against 
the makers. We, ourselves, should certainly have refused to pur¬ 
chase plates in a damaged box. 

Albumen Paper Queries.—P. J. Hudson asks : “ Will you kindly answer 
me the following questions? A few years ago I used to do a little 
photography, and it was nearly all albumenised paper used for 
printing. I was compelled through circumstances to leave photo¬ 
graphy alone, and now, on resuming it, I find it is all P.O.P., 
which I find certainly very troublesome in toning, etc. First of 
all, I get so many scratches on the film, then uneven toning. 
I enclose two prints with small spots on them; I may say the 
spots were partly visible before entering the toning bath. I used 
(according to Mr. Watkins’ suggestion) a weak salt and alum in 
the first washing. Can you tell me the cause of failure? 2.—Is 
there any advantage in P.O.P. over albumenised, excepting the 
glossy surface ? I mean, can albumenised paper be toned to give 
as good regular results and colour as P.O.P. ? 3.—Are there any 
professionals still sticking to albumen and turning out good work? 
4.—Is there any advantage in the use of isochromatic plates in 
portraiture? ”—In reply : 1.—The cause of the yellow stains is that 
the prints were allowf d to stick together while in the fixing solution, 
and the cause of the spots is particles of foreign matter in the 
water in which the prints were washed prior to toning. 2.—None. 
Albumen paper will yield as good, or better, tones than P.O.P. 
3.—Yes, certainly. 4.—In seme case^ yes, as when the sitter 
is dressed,, in bright colours, and a coloured screen is used. 
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ALMANAC FOR 1903. 

Edited by Thomas Bedding, F.R.P.S. 

The forty-second annual issue of The British Journal 

Photographic Almanac will be published early in 
December next. This year’s Almanac reached a total of 
1,560 pages, and the entire edition of 20,500 copies was 
sold out a fortnight before publication. Of no other photo¬ 
graphic book ever issued can two such unique facts be 

recorded. 
The edition for 1903 will be increased to 25,000 copies, a 

large number of which are already ordered. 
The striking favour with which past Almanacs have been 

received is the surest proof that the lines upon which the 
publication is produced meet the requirements of its 
readers and supporters. Upon such lines we propose com¬ 
piling the volume for 1903. At the same time, we shall be 
pleased to receive and consider suggestions for increasing 
the value of the Almanac in directions which may occur to 
our readers as susceptible of improvement. 

The Almanac for 1903 will appeal to photographers all 
the world over as a daily reference guide m practical work. 
The standard matter and formulae will be revised and added 
to where necessary, and the latest departures m theory 
and practice will be chronicled. The year s advances will 
be recorded, and wherever practicable new features of an 
informative nature will be added. nr 

Secretaries of societies will oblige us by promptly for¬ 

warding lists of officers and other details for inclusion in 
the directory of photographic societies. We shall also be 
glad to receive any additions that may be made to the list 
of telegraphic addresses of the trade, etc. As usual, a 
section of the Almanac will be devoted to notices of the 
latest introductions in photographic apparatus, etc. Those 
firms who wish to take advantage of this feature should 
communicate with us not later than Ocober 31. 

The publishers ask us to remind advertisers that the 

advertisement pages of the Almanac are nearly all filled 

up; a few remaining positions will be available until the 

27th instant. To secure insertion orders and copy should 

be sent without delay. ___ 

EX CATHEDRA. 

Movement of Sir David Gill, some little time since, 

Stars shown suggested that the brighter stars, as a 

by Photo- whole, had a movement in regard to 

graphy. ^he fainter stars, as a whole, and Mr. 

Carpenter has recently been examining, the last seven or 

eight years Oxford stellar photographs, to ascertain if they 

lend any confirmation of this movement. Mr. Carpenter's 

results were looked upon as so important that the. who e 

of the Oxford staff were deputed to examine a certain belt 

of stars, and they found that there was a movement to the 

extent of 0.002s. per year per magnitude, but m an oppo¬ 

site direction to that found by Sir David Gill. Ibis 

result offers such important cosmic considerations that 

we may be sure it will lead to further photographic research. 

* * * 

A new Light- A writer in a recent number of Nature 
Sensitive (P. G. Nutting) gives an account of. his 

Material. experiments upon the action of light 

cyanin, which show it to possess a very pronounced sensi¬ 

tiveness. A freshly fused sample of this chemical was 

exposed to light, and it was changed from a deep metal ic 

bronze to a plum colour, and, thirdly, to a stee v 

blue-black. Less than a minute of direct sun¬ 

light sufficed. It was found, too, that 

the effect was purely brought about by 
light and not by heat; the lantern, indeed, had the 

opposite effect: it reversed the colouration brought about 

by light. An interesting part of Mr. Nutting s letter is his 

statement that bv an exposure of thirty hours he hac 

obtained easily recognisable photos of small, well-ilium - 

ated objects. A remarkable point about the light action w as 

the fact that its maximum lay in the yellow region. A spec¬ 

trum taken from a Nernst lamp was thrown on to a 

piece of ground glass washed over with fused cyanin. 1 ie 

effect was “very strong in the yellow, just perceptible ui 
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the adjacent red and green, and imperceptible in the 

blue and violet. 
* * * 

The Bremer An important consideration in choosing 
Arc Lamp. an electric lamp is the comparative cost 

of the light per unit of time, and this form of lamp com¬ 
pares most favourably with any other. The French 
periodical Electric Lighting for the 4th inst., gives an 
account of some photometric experiments recently made 
by M. Laporte in Paris and Professor Wedding in Char- 
lottenburg, thoroughly discusses the results obtained, 
which, it may be said, do not very closely coincide. With 
regard, however, to the particular point we are treating, 
the relative cost, both observers agree as to the superiority 
of the Bremer pattern over any other form of arc lamp. 
The peculiarities of the construction and working are first, 
in the carbons, which are saturated with certain chemicals, 
which volatilise and become incandescent in the arc; and, 
next, in their position : instead of being placed end on, as 
it were, they lie almost parallel, and are provided with a 
reflecting board. The makers claimed an efficiency three 
times greater than that of any other form, and the experi¬ 
menters named agree as to the great amount of superiority— 
0.6 Watt per spherical candle, and 0.4 per hemispherical 
candle (with a 400 Watt lamp), as against 1.1 and 0.65 
respectively for ordinary lamps. The distribution of the 
light is also very favourable—for an angle of 50deg. on 
each side of the vertical it was nearly uniform. 

* * * 

Cost of Various A valuable contribution to the cost of 
Lights. other forms of lights will be found in 

the following table by Professor Lommer, exractedfrom the 
German Exjport Review : — 

Source of Light. 

Price of 
Material in 

Marks. 

Per Hefner-candle and Hour. 

Consumption Pfennig. Penny. 

Incandescent gaslight. 1,0001 =0-13 2 Z 0-026 0-0031 
Incandescent petroleum light l,000g =0-23 1-3 q 0-03 0-0036 
Bremer light. l,000ic h =0-50 0'4w.h.,06w.h. 0 02, 0 03 0-0024, 0-0036 
Arc lamp without glass hell.. 1,000>r.h. =0'50 1 iv.h. 0-05 0-0060 
Incandescent acetylene light 1,0001 =1-50 0-4 Z 0-06 0-0072 
Petroleum . 1,000.7 =0-2’ 3.7 0-07 0-0084 
Incandescent spirit light ... l.OOOg =0-35 2-5 7 0-09 0-0108 
Arc light, glass bell. 1,000m\A. = 0"50 1 ’4 ir.h. 0-07 0-0084 
Nernst light . 1fiWw.h. = 0\50 2'0 w.h. o-io 0-0120 

Common incandescent light.. l,000w./t.=0-50 2"8-4 w.h. 0-14-0-20 0-0168-0-0240 
Acetylene light.. 1,000Z =1-50 1 Z 0-15 0-0180 
Gaslight (round burner). 1,000/ =0‘13 1 Z 013 0-0156 

Ditto (split burner) . 1,000/ =0 13 1-7 Z 0-21 0-0252 

Z = litre ; g = gramme; w = watt; h = hour. 

* * * 

Solubility I n considerin'- the occasional unex- 
of Glass. pected and somewhat erratic behaviour 

of sensitive films, a factor which cannot be ignored, is the 
possible solubility of the glass supporting medium, and 
a paper read before the British Association meeting by 
Professor Frank Clowes, D.Sc., throws some light upon the 
subject. He was treating the question of the action of 
distilled water on lead, and had found that if ordinary 
aerated distilled water was freed from its dissolved gases 
by being boiled in glass vessels, and then allowed to re¬ 
aerate itself by exposure to air, it did not regain its original 
power of acting on lead. Professor Clowes found this to be 
due to the inhibitive power of silicates dissolved from the 
glass, and the inhibitory power varied with the degree 
of solubility of the glass, when vessels composed of dif¬ 
ferent kinds of glass were emnloyed. It is, however, to 
be observed that the contact of cold distilled water with 

cold glass did not produce a similar effect. Still, the 
fact of the solubility of glass is a fact always to be borne 
in mind, especially in view of the popular idea of the 
complete immunity of glass against the action of chemicals. 

* * * 

Enlarged The majority of amateurs nowaday 
Negatives. rarely take anything but small cameras 
into the field, relying on making enlargements from the 
negatives at some future time, which is sometimes done, 
but more often not. In most instances, if an enlargement 
is made by the amateur himself, it is on bromide paper, 
as rarely can he obtain, even from the same negative, 
half-a-dozen or less results of equal merit. At a recent 
meeting of the Longton and District Photographic Society, 
the method of making enlarged negatives for carbon or 
platinum printing was described. It has always been a 
matter of surprise to us that amateurs, and some pro¬ 
fessionals for that matter, so much neglect this method of 
working. When once an enlarged negative is made, it 
maybe used for printing by any process, and one can get 
prints in any colour and on any surface paper. Further¬ 
more, the negative, when obtained, can be re-touched or 
“ faked ” to any extent, which the amateur can do for 
himself. The neglect of this method of making enlarge¬ 
ments is the more surprising seeing that no more trouble 
is involved in making the enlarged negative than there is 
in making an enlargement on bromide paper, beyond 
making a transparency. If the enlarged negative is made 
on paper, and there are now some negative papers on the 
market that are practically free from grain, the cost 
is little more than that of bromide paper. When these 
papers are employed the negative may be used for carbon 
printing by the single transfer method, the simplest of all 
processes for amateurs to employ, and one that particularly 
lends itself to any amount of modification or “faking,” in 
the development. Such negatives can, of course, be used 
equally as well for the platinotype process, or for printing 
on P.O.P., or any other paper. Therefore, it does seem 
strange that this method of producing enlargements is so 
much neglected. 

* * * 

The Royal Notwithstanding all that has appeared 
Arms. in these columns with regard to the use 
of the Boyal Arms, and those only who are entitled to use 
them on their circulars, bill heads, price lists, etc., there 
is, evidently, much misconception on the subject, as evi¬ 
denced by the queries we are often called upon to reply to 
in the “ Answers to Correspondents ” column. Here is one 
just to hand. In effect the writer says : “ A few years ago 
I took to the order of a nobleman here a group, a shooting 
party, including the King, then Prince of Wales. To make 
sure that the Prince had a copy I sent him one, and have 
an acknowledgment of its receipt with thanks. Am I 
entitled to put the Royal Arms on my shop front and 
price lists, seeing that the King was only Prince of Wales 
at the time ?” Now our correspondent’s letter is very similar 
to others we received during the late Queen’s reign. One 
would have surmised, after all that has appeared in our 
pages on the subject, that under these circumstances no 
one can be so entitled to use the Royal Arms, or to style 
himself photographer to the King. Even supposing that 
photographers are called upon by His Majesty, or any of 
the Royal Family, to execute work for them, that does not 
entitle them to use the Royal Arms. If they do so they 
render themselves liable to a penalty of £20, also for using 
any arms so. resembling the Royal Arms such as are 
calculated to lead other persons to believe they are carrying 
on business or trade under such authority. To use the 
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Royal Arms in any form the Royal Warrant to do so must 
first be obtained. One often sees on shop fronts and on 
letter headings and the like “ By official appointment to the 
Queen,” with the Royal Arms attached, and it is a question 
as to whether tradesmen are now entitled to use these words. 
The announcement implies by appointment to the present 
Queen, an honour they may not possess. Of course, they 
are entitled to use the arms and to say by appointment 
to the late Queen, etc. Even were “ late ” not added, we 
surmise that in a case of prosecution, if one were instituted, 
the penalty would only be quite a nominal one. Still, it 
would seem, from a legal point of view, that although 
one may have held a warrant from the late Queen, that 
does not entitle one to still say by appointment to the 
Queen, unless a new warrant has been formally granted 

enabling one to do so. 
* * * 

The Spy Scare It may be well to once more call the 
Abroad. attention of those who may be contem¬ 

plating wintering on the Continent, that in many places 
a camera in any form is looked upon by the authorities 
with suspicion. We read from a Cherbourg telegram, 
one day last week, that the Special Police Commissioner 
attached to that port visited the room of a German officer, 
who was about to embark for America, and seized a 
number of photographic plates, which were alleged to con¬ 
cern the French national defence. It appears that the 
officer was not further interfered with, and was allowed 
to embark, but all his plates were confiscated. The spy 
scare is not confined entirely to France, but exists in 
other Continental countries as well. For example, Hii 
Majesty’s Consol-General at Genoa has just forwarded to 
the Foreign Office a translated copy of a decree of the 
Prefect of the Province of Genoa, regulating the police 
service in the neighbourhood of fortresses, fortified places, 
or places of defence in that province. It will be seen from 
this decree, a copy of which will be found in another 
paragraph, that it is more stringent than in most places 
on the Continent. For instance, it is forbidden to stop 
for any reason whatever in the vicinity of fortifications ; 
or to proceed along the branches of roads which give 
access to fortifications, or make photographs or sketches 
from any place whatever within a very wide area. 
Travellers with photographic cameras, it seems, who wish 
to go to places within the prescribed area will have to 
leave their cameras with some representative of the military 
authority, such as policemen, gendarmes, excise guards, 
etc., who will tell them where they will be returned to 

them. It is to be hoped that those Italian officials with 
whom the apparatus is deposited are of a less inquisitive 
turn of mind than is the case with some in whose hands 
photographic apparatus have been temporarily placed, as 
some have found to their after annoyance. We would advise 
all those who propose visiting the prescribed districts to 
leave their cameras safe under lock and key at their hotels 
rather than have to entrust them to the keeping of police¬ 
men, gendarmes, and the like. 

* * * 

Travellers His Majesty’s Consul General at Genoa 
Italy. has forwarded to the Foreign Office a copy 
of a decree of the Prefect of the Province of Genoa, of which 
the following is a translation, regulating the police service 
in the neighbourhood of fortresses, fortified places, or 
places of defence in that province : — 

“ Decree: 
“ Article I. It is forbidden (a) to stop for any reason 

whatever in the vicinity of fortifications; (b) to proceed 
along the branches of military roads which give access to 

fortifications; (c) to take bearings or photographs of, or 
to make sketches or views of, or in any way to study, the- 
naval station of Spezia either from merchant ships anchored 
in, the port, or on the island of Palmaria, or from any 
place whatever included within the perimeter of the follow¬ 
ing line:—Levanto, Monte Gualterola, Monte dei Vagi, 
Borghetto di Vara, Brugnato, Rocchetta di Vara, Calice di 
Cornoviglia, Monte Alpicella, Monte Castellaro, II Poggio 
(above Bolano), Monte Grosso (above Caprigliola), Monte 
Carbolo, Monte Pizzacuto, La Pizza, Monte Sagro group, 
the heights of Carrara, Avenza. 

“ Travellers with photographic cameras who wish to go 
to any places within the said line must deposit their cameras 
with some representative of the military authority, such as 
military posts, Royal Carabineers (gendarmes), policemen, 
excise guards, and forest guards. The officials entrusted 
with this surveillance and who receive the cameras will, 
on each occasion, inform the owners of the cameras 
where they will be returned to them. The photographic 
cameras to be deposited by travellers do not include those 
packed in trunks or those that are not in working order. 

“ Article 2. Persons infringing this regulation will be 
reported to the judicial authorities in accordance with 
Articles 140 of the Law on Public Safety and 434 of the 
Penal Code. Police officers, gendarmes, excise guards, nd 
forest guards are entrusted with the execution of the present 
Decree. 

“ Given at Genoa on the 19th day of September, 1902. 
(Signed) “ Garroni, Prefect.” 

-4- 

SOMBRE PICTURES. 

Most of the best photographic pictures have a touch of 
sombreness about them. This is partly due to the fact 
that the conditions which lend themselves best to pictorial 
photography are ones struck in a minor key. Plain 
expanses relieved by a simple, salient object, the whole in 
a low light, are the usual and conventional elements. They 
are Gray’s “ Elegy ” kind of pictures, with a pronounced 
“tolling curfew,” “weary ploughman,” and “parting day” 
air about them. The result is pleasing, but rather 
monotonously so after a while. It is like too regular 
porridge for breakfast, nourishing and digestible food 
enough, but in time one gets to long for the smell of 
broiling ham, or the tasty flavour of sardine. 

The absence of colour is another condition making for 
dulness. We, or our children, will probably gain this, 
possibly after all with a tincturing of sorrow at having 
gained too much, for unregulateable excess of colour will 
be worse than the present excess of detail. It is pretty 
certain that when the full and true colours of nature are 
expressed in a photographic picture, without their having 
been first mixed in an artist’s brain, we will not be over¬ 
pleased with the result. But colour must, for the present, 
be left wholly out of the question. 

Is the sombre tone of the photographic picture inevit¬ 
able? We think not, but that it is due in a great measure 
to convention, governed by the consideration of higher 
worth instinctively felt as associated with the subdued 
and the grave. We are in an age which takes serious 
views of things. Whether it be due to advanced mental 
culture, to touchy nerves, enlarged livers, over-sensitive 
stomachs, knowledge of microbes, current literature, the 
income tax, or a mixture of them, one cannot very well 
say, but it is certainly the case that a sober picture of a 
serious subject is thought to require more in the making 
than a breezy and joyous one. This is not confined by 
any means to photographic pictures, but will apply all 
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round. We say nothing against the value of the serious 
and the grave, but would like to point out also the worth 
of the cheerful and the gay. Life should not be regarded 
as painted throughout of a chocolate brown unrelieved by 
a lighter colour. Life in itself is quite good enough to 
enjoy, and even if a man is disposed to postpone his 
larger enjoyment till he gets to a future world, how is he 
to sufficiently value the brightness and colour he always 
pictures as its chief features without having gained some¬ 
thing of a power to do so in the apprenticeship of the 
present life and world? Pictures in particular can help 
in this and have a cheery effect, and cheery pictures are 
photographically possible. They are harder to make than 
dull ones. It is easier to photograph storm than sunshine, 
the sedges and the still marsh pool than the hurrying, 
twinkling ripple of the mountain brook. 

It is, of course, essential that the would-be producer 
of a bright picture should be himself of a bright disposition, 
be of a psychological piece, as it were, with his subject. 
There are more dull and heavy men than bright, still there 
are plenty of the latter who produce sombre-toned pictures 
because they have hesitated to climb over the palings that 
bound in the region of orthodoxy. Let them venture to 
do so, and strike out confidently into the wide and sunny 
stretches outside. Many a man has had a flash of inspiration 
as to a picture, that with care and thought in execution 
might have turned out a great success. But it has been 
so much at variance with the run of good pictures that he 
has seen, appeared to lend itself so grudgingly to the usual 
photographic procedure, that the idea has been allowed to 
die. Now these sudden flashes are not likely to occur when 
•one is not in good spirits, and are generally of a cheerful 
complexion. They are not suggestions of funerals, tomb¬ 
stones, fadings, and ebb tides. These indicate liver 
trouble, which in its mental effects in other directions than 
the photographic, do not “ make for righteousness.” 

Let a sunny glimpse of a quaint corner of the sea ham¬ 
let be tried, the childish defender on the ramparts of the 
sand castle on the beach, the harvester taking his welcome 
long draught of cider, the carrier yarning from his cart 
with the cottager in the lane, a breezy breadth of heathery 
moor, with a jolly-looking keeper with his gun and dogs 
in the foreground, and so on, anything as long as it is 

cheerful. 

To come down a little in practical working it is largely 
a question of hand camera, a large stop, quick exposure, 
cautious development, and intensification. 

But even in portraiture, and with a stand camera, 
surely the men in the photographer’s window and show 
case are not all of the same depressing, grave order, the 
women all so stately and dignified, the maidens so sedate. 
Their faces must relax often into kindly smiles, or at least 
snto expressions a little less suggestive of the seriousness 
«>f life. They merely need a little encouragment to be 
natural, and to display their happiness. 

\Vhy not try it on these lines? He who could double 
the blades of grass in the world has ever been regarded as 
an acknowledged, though impossible, benefactor. There 
is an equal reward awaiting him who can double the smiles 
in the world, and he is a possible, possibly photographic 
Ixmefactor. or? 

w nTr'Ti*°i I3"'1 J?is‘ric,t Photographic Club.—The first annual exhibition 
J b* heli'» Carson s Hall, Port Street, Stirling, on Wednesday and 
rhufsday. 28(h and 29th January, 1903. The judges will be Miss Harvey 
and Messrs Robert Kidstone and William Rodgers. The following arl 

2?™ cas8e8; F-Landscape and river scenery; marine studies 
,T~u?r7rnnurc ano\ f,Pur^ 8tudies. Exhibits should be sent to Mr. J. 

• gill, /. George Street, Stirling, not later than January 21st, 1903. 

THE EDUCATION OF PHOTOGRAPHERS. 

[Presidential Address to the Royal Photographic Society.] 

The past fifty years of the society’s work is obviously the theme 

of your next President’s address, for the year 1903 will com¬ 

memorate the Society’s Jubilee, and we can but hope inaugurate 

a successful future of greater national importance in its work 
and undertakings. 

The past year has not been remarkable for any striking ad¬ 
vance in either the science or practice of photography. The 
most notable achievement is due to the skill and patience of 
Mr. Edgar Senior, whose success in preparing and taking 
Photo-micrographs of sections of Lippmann colour photo¬ 

graphs of the spectrum, has demonstrated exporimentall} 

the truth of the theory that the various colours are due to 

“ stationary waves ” of different pei'iods of vibration, and is in 

itself a further confirmation of what is known as the wave 
theory of light. 

Our membership is steadily growing, and thanks to the or¬ 
ganisers of the Affiliation Scheme, we are in touch with nearly 
every Photographic Society in Great Britain and many in the 

Colonies, and last, but not least, the society itself offers greater 
facilities for the performance of work in this building than it 
has hitherto afforded. It seems to be an axiom, in this country 

at any rate, that for an institution to obtain the support of public 

bodies in furthering any branch of technology, that institution 

must first be an independent success; we ourselves can at 
present only increase our sphere of usefulness and become re¬ 

cognized as a “ success ” by a greatly increased membership, 
for it is only the lack of funds which has prevented this society 

in the past from taking its proper place in carrying out efficiently 

the work of one of the most important branches of technology. 
The educational facilities which are offered to students in 

photography in this country have considerably increased of 

late, but are in the main chiefly elementary and seldom afford 

opportunities for research. 
So far as I have been able to trace the first systematic in 

struction in this country was given by Sir W. de W. Abney ir 
a course at the Chatham School of Military Engineering in 

1868. The syllabus used was embodied in Abney’s first edition of 

“Instruction in Photography” (published in 1871) and consisted of 
notes printed at the school for the use of the class and officers 
of the coi^s. The theory was taught in the laboratory and the 
practical work in the Photographic School; the lectures were 

accompanied by experiments to illustrate them, and the class 
worked at the practical part experimentally as they went along. 

The publication of Abney’s volume was a great stride in 
raising the young science from the qualitative to the quantitative 
stage. The keynote of research was, as in all sciences, accurate 

record of experiment followed by scientific and practical de¬ 
ductions. The rapid progress of our knowledge of photography 
lias done much to upset the popular fallacy that laboratory 

work and practical achievement seldom march together. So 
much are they bound up together that every institution for the 

teaching of photography should provide means for original re¬ 
search. 

In following up the facilities for public instruction in photo¬ 
graphy we find that in November, 1891, the late M. Leon 
Warnerke contributed a paper to this society on “Photographic 

Technical Instruction on the Continent of Europe,” and de¬ 
scribed very fully the advantages which were offered in photo- 

technical education at Berlin under Professor Vogel at the 

Royal Technical High School founded in 1881, at the Royal 
Educational and Testing Establishment for Photographic and 
1 rinting Processes under Dr. Eder at Vienna, and also the 
technical instruction in photography given at Brussels, Ghent, 
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and St. Petersburg. In each case the funds for teaching were 

contributed by the respective governments. One felt very 

keenly how greatly such an institution, offering splendid oppor¬ 

tunities for scientific and technological research, would benefit 

this country, if a similar step had been taken by our Govern¬ 

ment. 
In June, 1892, Mr Howard Farmer contributed a very in¬ 

teresting paper to the society, in which he pointed out M. 
Warnerke’s omission of the mention of the Regent Street Poly¬ 

technic and of the great and valuable work it had carried out 

despite the fact that the school was founded by the private 
enterprise of Mr. Quintin Hogg, and supported by fees paid by 

the students. This institution was founded in 1883, and has 
continued to have an uniformly successful career in teaching 

students in both theoretical and practical work, and in pre¬ 
paring them for the examinations held at the City and Guilds 

Institute. Special courses of training are now given to those 
taking up (a) Portraiture as a profession; (6) Photc-engraving 
and tri-colour work as a profession ; (c) Retouching, finishing 

in black and white, and colouring as a profession. 
In addition to this Polytechnic School of Photography at 

Regent Street, there are in London a number of other schools 
which include photographic education in their prospectuses. 

The London County Council School of Photo-engraving end 

Lithography at Bolt Court is devoted to the training of those 
who are engaged in business in any branch of photo-mechauo al, 
photographic, designing, lithographic engraving, printing and 

hook illustrating crafts, but no provision whatever is male foi 
amateurs. The school is under the direction of Mr. A. «L 

Newton (successor to' Mr. Gamble), who is glad to welcome 

students who wish to carry out research work in photography 
or in any branch of artistic reproduction, and to give personal 
supervision. The principal himself has facilities for original 

work which might be expedited by the aid of assistants. 
The Battersea Polytechnic, the Birkbeck Institution, the 

Borough Polytechnic, the Chelsea Polytechnic, and the Wool¬ 

wich Polytechnic, all include courses of lectures on the practical 

and theoretical aspects of photography under the diiection of 

Mr. Edgar Senior, and are arranged to suit the requirements 

■of both amateur and professional students, the course covering 

thi' ground included in the examination of the City anl guilds 

Institute. 
The Goldsmiths’ Institute is under the direction of Mr. W. T. 

Wilkinson, and includes a course of practical instruction open 

to amateurs and professionals. 
The Adys Road Continuation School, East Dulwich, is under 

the direction of Mr. G. G. Lewis, and includes two courses, a 
combined course of chemistry and light bearing on photo¬ 

graphy,” and “a practical course in chemistry and light as 

applied to photography.” 
At the Cripplegate Institution an elementary class is held by 

Mr. C. W. Coe, and a more comprehensive general photographic 

class is conducted by Mr. John H. Gear, who is also a lecturer 
in pure photography to the Thornton Heath Branch Polytechnic 

under the Corporation of Croydon. 
The Acton and Chiswick Polytechnic conducts a photographic 

department presided over by Mr. G. C. Laws, and is conducted 

on similar lines to the Regent Street Polytechnic. 
The London Chamber of Commerce has recently undertaken 

examinations in both the theoretical and practical aspects of 
photography in connection with the Commercial Education De¬ 
partment, but at present offers no special inducement for re¬ 

search work. 
'Jlhe Northampton Institute, Clerkenwell, under the direction 

of Dr. Walmsley, offers the greatest facilities for the study 
of optical appliances used in photography. This institution, 

which is largely supported by the Technical Education Board, 

has hitherto worked in close co-operation with the school at 
Bolt Court, and the instruction and practice of experimental 
physics required by the students of tri-colour work have been 

provided in the laboratories and by the staff of the Northampton 
Institute. It is now proposed by the governing body to establish 

a new department for advanced opto-technics, and a report on 
the subject has been submitted to the Technical Education 
Board of the London County Council (under the direction of 

Dr. Garnett), with a request that the Board will assist in the 
provision of the funds necessary for the equipment and main¬ 
tenance of the department. If this department meets with the 
Board’s approval, facilities for research work in connection with 
all matters relating to design in optical instruments, including 
photographic lenses, will be provided in this institution. 

I have endeavoured to give a complete list of the institutions 

in London where photographic classes are held. In the pro¬ 
vinces, I am only aware of the Leeds Technical School, the 
Northumberland County Council Technical Education Com¬ 

mittee at Hexham, the School Board of Aberdeen and the 

Municipal School of Technology at Manchester. I may mention 
incidently, that I understand the Prime Minister will open 

a new branch of this latter institute to-morrow which, will 

include opportunities for the study of photographic technology 

such as have not yet been approached for completeness in this 

country. It will be directed by Mr. Gamble, formerly of the 

London County Council School at Bolt Court. 

So far as I am aware, the examinations held at the City 

and Guilds Institute take the highest standard as a test for 

photographic efficiency, and I believe that nearly all the students 
who receive general instruction in photography at the institu¬ 

tions I have enumerated can be specially prepared to take these 

examinations. 

I need not remind you that success in these examinations 

is the chief recommendation to the Fellowship of this Society. 
The necessity of establishing a single and satisfactory portal 

for admission to the Fellowship has long been in the minds of 

your present and past Councils, and it is hoped that at no 
very distant date a scheme may be submitted which will be 
satisfactory to both the Fellows and Members of the Society. 

In setting forth the opportunities which are available for in¬ 
struction in photography I have throughout had in mind 
the position which this society ought to take. It should be 

pre-eminently the leading institution in photographic tech¬ 
nology. A very earnest attempt to form such an institution 

was made by this society in October, 1890, when Mr. Kenrick 
B. Murray, Secretary to the London Chamber of Commerce, 

accompanied by Mr. Glaisher, Captain Sir W. Abney, Dr. 
Lindsay Johnson, Colonel Gale, Sir Henry Trueman Wood, 
and Messrs. England, Robinson, and Bird accepted an invitation 

from the Lord Mayor to discuss the question of a proposed 

Photographic Institute. It was then stated that this society 
was desirous of initiating and supporting such a scheme if there 

was any likelihood of the necessai'y funds being available. 
The project commended itself to the then Lord Mayor, Sir 

Henry Isaacs, and it was thought that a well-considered scheme 
would not only have had his support, but that a sum of ten 

thousand pounds might be forthcoming. The following were 

the main divisions of the work proposed : — 

1. Science. 
2. Education. 

3. Art. 
4. Industry. 

As you are aware, gentlemen, this effort unfortunately proved 

unsuccessful, and the society has up to the present time only 
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itself to thank for its more flourishing condition, which is due 
to the guarantee and financial aid of its own membership. 

The idea of forming such an institution was first promulgated, 
I believe, by Dr. Emerson in the first edition of his “Naturalistic 

Photography ” (1889), where he writes : — 

“We fondly hope that a college of photography may one 
day be instituted, where good art and science training may be 

obtained, where regular classes will be held by professors and 
regular terms kept, and where some sort of distinguishing 
diploma, such as Member of the Royal Photographic College, 

will be given to all who pass certain examinations. . . .” 

In February, 1892, Professor Meldola contributed a paper to 
the society “On Photography as a Branch of Technology.” 

There is no doubt that the prophecy which he quoted from the 
“Edinburgh Journal” of 1843, “that photography would take 

the highest rank among the inventions of the present age,” has 
been realised. There is not a science, art, perhaps scarcely an 
industry in which photography has not played a most important 
part, often indeed being the pioneer process of investigation. 
Perhaps the least important of its applications are the most 
popular ones, namely, the taking of portraits and landscapes, 

although the pleasure derived from the practice of the art and 
its commercial value must not be overlooked. Being a branch 

of technology of the first order of importance, and appealing as 
it does to both the arts and sciences for recognition it should 
also appeal to the nation at large. I have not attempted to 

present to you a picture more vivid than that portrayed by 
Professor Meldola in 1892, indicating the necessity for such 

an institution, but merely ask you members of the society, the 

thousands of members who are affiliated to our Society, the 

London Camera Club, the Photographic Convention of the 
United Kingdom, the National Photographic Record Association, 

the Professional Photographers’ Association, and the nation at 
large, which owes so much to photographic technology, whether 
the iron is not now sufficiently hot for us to strike again, so as 

to obtain adequate recognition of our science and efficient 

means to pursue it. 

The occasion of the Jubilee of the Society will be a most fitting 
one, and I venture to hope that my successor, whom we have 

every reason to believe will be one who has rendered pre¬ 
eminent services to photography and to this society, will lend 
his great influence to promote a fresh effort in this direction. 

Thomas R. Dallmeyer, F.R.A.S. 

Yorkshire Union of Artists.—A lecture will be delivered on Saturday, 
November 1st, 1902, at the City Art Gallery, Leeds, by Mr. E. Rimbault 
Dibdin, entitled, “ The Magic Carpet,” with photographic lantern pictures 
taken chiefly by the lecturer. The following is the synopsis : The lecturer’s 
text is taken from the pleasant tale of “ Prince Ahmed and the Fairy 
Pari Banou ’’—The True Magic Carpet and the weaving of it—Water and 
life inseparable—A river the visible embodiment of the wonderful system 
by which life is made possible—Our love of rivers, and their unfailing 
charm—The course of a river to be preferred by the seeker for beauty, 
to the most approved tourist route—The source—The river’s infancy 
and childhood—The first dwelling—A digression upon dogs—The haunt 
of the water nymphs—The lost poet—The boundary of Pan’s dominion— 
The first chapel—The first bridge—The property-owner and his devices— 
The first town—Up-river towns and their characteristics—Canals, with 
a digression upon canal boats—Country churches and graveyards—The 
market cross—A river’s tributaries—The Lost Poet’s curious allegory— 
The varying characters of rivers; their stupendous powers—Intimacy of 
streams with rural life, and all that is most beautiful in it—Rural homes, 
past and present—Onward and downwards towards the estuary, through 
ever-changing scenes of beauty—Ponds, lakes, and tarns—Winter meta¬ 
morphoses of water, and their part in Nature’s business—Winter in colder 
regions—Our protection from extremes by one of the great rivers of the 
ocean—The glacier, the solid river of snowlands—Niagara and its wonders 
—Subterranean rivers—Intimate relation of rivers and clouds—The glori¬ 
ous return of Spring—Wreckage on the shores of Time—The Lost Poet 
once more-“ A vision of the Gods ”—Conclusion. The chair will be 
taken at 7.30 p.m., by Mr. W. Edwin Tindall, R.B.A, 

PHOTOGRAPHY AS APPLIED TO ILLUSTRATION AND 

PRINTING. 

[Cantor Lecture, delivered at the Society of Art*.] 

III. 

Trichromatic photography and three-colour printing is the 

latest and by far the most important development of photo¬ 

graphy m the whole range of processes of illustration invented 

or evolved during the past half century, and it is a subject that 

I approach with some diffidence. It has been dealt with in 

this historic hall on several occasions by giants in the world 

of modern research, men who have devoted years of investigation 

to every theory and every detail. I hope that it will not be 

considered presumption in me to attempt to raise my voice on 

such a matter and in such a place. I am invited to place before 

you my version of these processes, and I will to the best of my 

ability endeavour to explain the principles and working of the 

three-colour process from the practical point of view of a worker, 
but I will not try to put before you or to make you understand 

the formidable theories surrounding and enveloping the whole 

question of colour analysis, of Fraunhofer lines, molecular 

swings, the undulating theory of light, or the like; not that 

I, for a moment, wish you to understand in this art or science 

of the photographing of colours that theory goes for little, or that 

practice is everything; without theory the process as it now 

stands would be a vain tiling, and we workers have no other 

feeling than gratitude towards those patient investigators who 

have found out and established rules and measurements for 

every operation, the exact spectrum colours to be used, the 

proper methods of sensitising plates, the relationship between 

spectrum colours and pigments, the tabulating of exposures for 

each colour and light condition. In almost every problem which 

may be presented to the experimentalist or workman, all these 

things are recorded, and are to him who reads, power. 

Having stated this much, I must explain that the general 
principles upon which trichromatic or three-colour photography 

is based are as follows:—It is an accepted theory in the case 

of every object in nature or art exhibiting colour in any form 

or combination, that colour or colours result from the three 
primary colours which form white light, alone or in combination. 
These primaries I may name roughly, red, blue, and yellow. 

[Mr. Symonds will now, by means of the photo-spectroscope, 
make a photograph before you of the spectrum of a beam of 

light given by the electric arc ; the little experiment will be 
instructive in two ways: it will enable you to see the spectrum 
on the focussing screen of the camera, and the result of the 
photograph will show the effect of the different colours and their 
colour values on the photographic plate.] I may as well say at 
once that the three colours named now as the primaries are not 
scientifically red, blue, and yellow; they are, to be more exact, 

red, green, and purple violet; but these latter spectrum colours 
cannot be employed successfully in the form of pigments in 
the printing press, and as that is the principal object in view 
in this paper, it will simplify matters if I speak of these 
primaries all through as red, blue, and yellow. It is kfcown 

to all of us that the white light of daylight or the sun is com¬ 
posed of, and is the result of a combination of, coloured light,* 

analysis by the spectroscope shows it to be composed of all the 
colours of the rainbow, yet all these colours may be reduced 
to three, the ones I have roughly named, red, blue, and yellow. 

If three glasses are coated with films of the three primary 
colours, and by means of a triple lantern are projected on a 
white screen, the three discs, on being superimposed, will pro¬ 
duce white light—that is to say, the three separate colours pro¬ 

jected one over the other will give us pure white. It is 
interesting to note, and necessary to remember, that the sam© 
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colours in the form of a pigment or ink, superimposed or printed 

over each other on paper, form not white, but black. 

The principles of these interesting phenomena of light were 
laid down in 1861 by Clerk-Maxwell, and they have been 
elaborated since by many investigators. A French scientist 
named Duces du Hauron early applied the principle to photo¬ 
graphy, and since his day we have had Ives, of Philadelphia, 
y0gel, of Berlin, Lippmann, of Paris, Wood, in America, and in 

this° country, Abney, Joly, Sanger Shepherd, and many others 
Having established the principle that all combinations of 

pigmental colour in, say, for instance, a painting, are formed 

out of the three primary colours, the next step for the photo¬ 
grapher is to obtain negatives from the painting, which, so to 

speak, automatically dissect out from the original each separate 
colour mentioned, and so make three distinct photographic re¬ 

cords of the reds, blues, and yellows entering into the com¬ 

position of the subject. This result has been attained by the 
employment of plates which are so sensitised as to be affected 

specially by two only out of the three primary colours. The 

action is controlled in photography by the use of what are 

known as light filters, which are transparent screens of coloured 

pigment, placed before or behind the lens, which admit at will 
any two of the three primary colours to the sensitive plate, and 

absorb the other one. The rationale of the process may be 
described thus The negative used for printing the red colour 

sensation is made to see yellow and blue combinations, and is 

colour blind or insensitive to red and its combinations. The blue 

plate sees reds and yellows only and their combinations, and is 

colour blind to the violets, and the yellow negative sees red 

and blue only, and is colour blind to yellow. Having obtained 

these negative records of the colour analysis of the subject, and, 

supposing the exposures are correct, and the colour value m 

each properly balanced, it only remains to convert the three 

photographs so obtained into printing surfaces by any process 

rendering half-tones, say collotype or half-tone blocks, and from 

this printing surface to reproduce the separate colours impresse 

in printing ink in their own colours on paper. The block re¬ 

presenting the yellow is printed first in yellow ink ; over this 
picture is accurately registered the block representing the red, 

and printed in red ink; and finally the block representing the 

blue is printed over the yellow and red impression with blue 

ink; the result will be found closely to approximate to the 

original in all its colours and combinations of colour, from t e 

palest tints to solid black. 

This, shortly stated, is the whole process of trichromatic re¬ 

production. I will now try to explain in a little more detail 

how these results are arrived at. The process is yet young, 
and though the theory is perfect, the practice is not altogether 
so. Many difaculties have to be contended with, amongst which, 

I may mention that we have yet to discover plates and sensitisers 

which will respond accurately to the spectrum curves laid down 

for each colour sensation. We have also still to find light Liters 

which will effectually stop the action of light rays which are no 
wanted. Then the interposition of the grained screen require- 
for the production of a surface-printing block degrades and 
flattens the gradations for the picture, rendering skilled artistic 

aid necessary in the etching of the plate. The selection o 
standard printing ink colours is a further element of trouble 
because inks of great purity and brilliance are necessary and 

it would seem as if pigments of the requisite quality are difficult 
to obtain, unless more or less fugitive colours are employed. 

There is hope in this direction, however, and our best ink ma e s 
are making laudable efforts not only to supply a reliable 
standard,, but are gradually nearing the ideal as regards purity 

and permanence of colour. 

I have stated that the plates used for trichromatic photo¬ 
graphy must be specially treated, so that they may be more 

or less sensitive to light from different sections of the spectrum. 
Ordinary plates sensitised with bromide of silver are affected 
principally by the blue violet rays, and a great deal of patient 
research has been devoted to the finding of substances which 
will control and vary this action so that other rays may exert 

an equal reducing influence on the salts of silver. It has been 
found that certain dyes added to the collodion or emulsion 
have a controlling influence in the required direction, and this 

idea has been followed up until there are now a number of 
colour sensitisers and colour sensitive plates on the market, pre¬ 
pared on scientific principles, and answering most requirements. 
As just mentioned, ordinary untreated photographic plates are 

most sensitive to the blues and violets of the spectrum. A solu¬ 

tion of erythrosine dye renders the plate sensitive to green and 
yellow, and a solution of cyanine dye alters the range of sensi¬ 
tiveness through the orange up to the red. The spectrum plates 
made by Messrs. Cadett and Neall and the orthochromatic plates 

prepared by M. Lumi&re, also the collodion emulsions supplied 

by Messrs. Penrose and Dr. Albert, are all excellent for the 
purpose of trichromatic photography, and it is not now so 
necessary for the experimentalist to sensitise his own plates, as 

was the case some few years ago. 
! The light filters for making the separate colour negative may 

be in two forms, liquid or dry. The liquid or wet filters are 
made of dyes in solution held in tanks or cells of optically flat 

cdass. Dry filters are made of similar dye in a solution of 
gelatine or collodion, with which optically worked glasses are 

coated, dried, and sealed with a cover glass to prevent injury. 

The latter are found most conventient for working, though it 

is held by' some experts that superior results are given by the 
wet filters. The dyes and pigments used for making light 
filters are numerous, and no particular standard has yet been 
settled ; each plate manufacturer and operator recommends or 

adopts some modification which suits his particular working, 

and in their hands the end seems to justify the means. In my 
experience, I have found that dyed collodion filters, if carefully 

made, answer every purpose. 
A collodion is made containing five or six grains of pyroxylme 

to the ounce of mixed alcohol and ether, and the dyes are dis¬ 
solved in alcohol, and are added to the collodion until the solu¬ 
tion is deemed of sufficient strength for coating the plates. 
Dyes that will not dissolve in alcohol are dissolved m water, 
and the glass plates, coated with plain collodion and washed, 

are dipped in a bath of the aqueous dye until the film of 
collodion is saturated with the requisite strength of colour^ 

It is generally necessary to coat two separate glasses for eac 
colour filter, and to cement the two together face to face with 
Canada balsam. Sometimes coloured glass is used in combina¬ 

tion with dyes, but there is no particular advantage m doing 
so, because the dyed films are less liable to interfere with the 
action of the lens than glasses which are coloured right throng 

In practice, for three-colour block printing the filters are yaned 
in the colours and strengths, so as to adapt them to the particular 

standard of printing ink used for printing the blocks. 
The following dyes or their equivalents form a basis for m 

filters for three-colour work: — 
For the red printing negative . 2 \Bn hunt yeL o • 

1 | Brilliant green. 

Fov the blue printing negative ... I jCochineal red^ 

For the yellow printing negative... 2 |Napthol peen. 

Glasses are coated with each of these colours, and cemented 

together in pairs rn the order given. One colour usually pre- 
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dominates over the other; for example, the green used in the 
red record is the dominant colour, and the red used in the blue 
record dominates the yellow. 

The sensitive plates used with these light filters may be 
either collodion emulsion or gelatine dry plates, modified, as I 
have already stated, in their scale of colour sensitiveness so as 

to be specially active to only two of the primary colours in each 
case. 

The plate for use with the “ green-yellow ” screen must be 
sensitive particularly to the green and yellow rays, and not at 
all to the reds, which are not required in this record. The 
plate for the “ red-yellow ” screen must only be active to those 

rays and not to the blues, whilst the plate for the “ violet ” 
screen must see blue and red, and be colour blind to the yellows. 

I have mentioned that there are several excellent grades of 

commercial plates available, which fulfil with fair accuracy 
the theoretical conditions just named, as regards colour and 

sensitiveness. They are all carefully made, and provided they 
are not stale, the operator is safe with almost any of the makes 

Cadett’s, Lumiere’s, Ilford Chromatic, or Edwards’, or collo¬ 

dion emulsion may be substituted if the dark-room conditions 
are complied with. 

I do not propose to go through the operations of photograph¬ 
ing, more than to say that in addition to the precautions 

ordinarily taken with rapid dry plate work, there are others 

to be observed in consequence of dealing with plates which 
will instantly fog if exposed to the rays of the customary ruby 

dark-room lamp. Only the faintest red light must be used for 
the red and yellow printing plates, whilst, for the develop¬ 

ment of the blue plate, a green light must be used, and very 

httle of that. The best means of all is to develop in the dark, 
first carefully working out the exposures and developing time 

by Hurter and Driffield’s tables of factors. I would also com¬ 

mend Sir W. Abney’s colour sensitometer to those who are 

testing or working plates and screens of unknown quantity. It 

is a sine qua non that the development of three-colour plates 

should be exactly right; intensifying and reduction afterwards 

may be resorted to to correct under or over development, but 
this course is never quite satisfactory, the proper balance of 

co our value is disturbed, and troublesome corrections may be 
necessary before the printing plates are deemed satisfactory. 

Jt is, of course, one thing to prepare plates and colour filters 
winch will work accurately with spectrum colours, but it is another 

matter to deal with the reproduction of objects or pictures con¬ 
taining compound colours (sometimes two or three painted over 

one another). _ In the case of water-colour drawings it is fre¬ 
quent y puzzlingly difficult to account for the apparently false 

m 11.'0,Co!oUr "Stives, though photographed 
conditions which seem perfect; but a little consideration 

shows how possible ,t is for errors in colour values to be re- 

corded. White light is always present in photographing any 
Object, and It IS reflected in a greater or less degree from everj 

colour there is also the paper or canvas on which the drawing 

“ *mn« ?“* 'W* in proportion to the strength 
" eak”e®8 "f the or colour upon it; this agency Jill 
always cense a disturbance of colour values, and has to be 

r<ohoned with in the most perfect process of colour reproduc- 

Xit Z n ’ Save„ m “C<:pti0nal you will understand 

Tm. ■ , ! , r SK,ry, ° a"' COlmi platcs by caref"l retouch- 
, , J*ch“* 1 h“ nrlo-tic assistance applies more particu- 
larly to the preparation of blocks for the printing press. 

i he camera for three-colour photography should be con¬ 
structed with a view to the greatest rigidity and fixed to a solid 
stand, which when m position, can bo securely fastened down 

to the floor of (lie studio. The lens must be of the most rapid 

type, and for direct working on plates through a half-tone screen 
will require a prism attachment to reverse the image The 
colour filter may be behind or in front of the lens combination ; 
in front is most convenient, and a simple slide arrangement 
attached to the hood of the lens or prism is all that is needful. 

Having succeeded in making a set of trichromatic negatives, 
the next important step is to obtain prints from them on paper 
or glass in the proper colours, and to superimpose one over the 

other, in order that the reproduction of the subject photographed 
may be complete. Happily it is not necessary for the amateur 

or experimentalist to have a photo-engraving installation to 
attain this desirable result, and we have to thank Mr. E. Sanger 

Shepherd and M. Lumi&re for having devised methods of print- 
ing fiom three-colour negatives on their films of sensitised gela¬ 

tine, which are afterwards dyed with the primary colours. 
When these films are dried and cemented together (the whole 
process, I may say, is at once simple and ingenious), the finished 
results are in every way interesting and charming. The pro¬ 

cesses are within the reach of anyone possessed of true photo¬ 
graphic patience, ana 1 cordially recommend them to your con¬ 
sideration. 

The process of translating three-colour negatives into blocks 
for the printing press, and the subsequent production of copies 
of the subject in colours on paper, is already a scientific in¬ 
dustry both in this country and abroad, and it marks a new 

epoch in artistic illustration. There are two methods in vogue 
for the making of colour blocks from the negative records. The 

first is called the “ indirect ” process, and differs from the 

diiect process, in that the colour negatives are made without 
the interposition of the mechanical screen grating, consequently 

tiansparencies on glass must first be made of the three separate 

negatives. From these transparencies negatives with the in¬ 
dispensable grain are made, and are printed on copper or zinc 
for etching in the ordinary way. 

In the direct process, the original colour negative has the 

half-tone screen placed in position before it during the ex¬ 

posure, and the result is a grained negative which can be printed 

direct on metal, without going through the operation of pre¬ 

paring transparencies and grained negatives from them. The 
advantage of the “ direct ” method is a saving of two operations, 

and the disadvantage is the increased exposure caused by the 
interposition of the screen grating. 

It is necessary to explain that the mechanical ruled screen 
cannot be used at the same angle for all the plates. The usual 

angle is 45 degrees for an ordinary block by the half-tone 

process, but if all three negatives were printed with the grating 
at the same angle, two disagreeable things would occur. First, 
the colours of the three separate printings would be, so to speak, 

entangled, one dot of colour would be printed over the top of the 
other, and would be lost (to get the colour-value in the tones 
of a picture in dots it is essential that the spots of colour should 
be side by side, and not superimposed) ; second, there would be 
a cuiious moire antique pattern introduced by interference whiclt 

would utterly spoil the picture. These troubles are avoided by ar- 
langing the angles of the screen grating each about 30 degrees to 

the other, one at 15 degrees, another at 45 degress, and the third 
at 75 degrees. 

The negatives are printed on copper in enameline, and etched 
in relief by the half-tone block process already explained. The 

etching of the plates is carried out by artists who not only know 
how to deal with the mechanical portions of the work, but have 
a knowledge of colour and colour values, and on their skill and 

knowledge much depends as to the ultimate success of the repro¬ 
duction. 

The printing of the blocks is carried out in the ordinary 
printing press, and the plates are treated in all respects as 
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the usual type block, but it is requisite that the printing press 

used for this purpose should be of the very best construction, 

and capable of being made to register one printing over the other 

with the utmost accuracy. The block for the yellow printing 

is first arranged in the press, and impressions are taken in 

yellow ink on paper having a fine texture and surface. The red 

printing block is next fixed in the same position in the press 

as was occupied by the yellow, and is inked with red ink. The 

impression is made over the previously printed yellow, and is 

registered, so that it fits exactly over every part of the yellow 

picture, the result being an impression containing all the 

yellows and reds of the original. The blue printing plate is 

next placed in position in the press, and the same precautions 

observed as to the registering. After inking the plate with blue 

ink, the impression is pulled over the two printings in yellow 

and red already made, and the result is the complete picture 

containing every shade of colour of the original, no matter 

whether the original is from nature, a painting, water-colour, 

object of art or commerce. 
J. D. Geddes. 

----- 

SOME ASPECTS OF PROFESSIONAL PHOTOGRAPHY. 

[A Lecture delivered at the Opening of the Polytechnic School.] 

Long experience as a teacher and conversation with many young 

professionals has convinced me that they frequently fail to 

grasp some of the elementary conditions which lead to success. 

The keynote of this lecture is the hope that a hint or two may 

be useful. And first, what is a professional photographer? 

When we speak of a professional photographer, we usually 

refer to someone whose calling or employment is photography , 

but the term has two other distinct meanings, and it is these 

to which I intend referring. The word professional means per¬ 

taining to a profession ; and a profession is defined as a calling, 

or employment, not mechanical, and requiring some degree 

of learning; it is also defined as the collective body of per¬ 

sons engaged. For example, when we refer to a doctor as a 

professional man, we mean not only that he earns his living 

by his prescriptions, but also that he is learned in the same ; 

and further, we speak of the profession cf medicine, because 

there is a collective body of persons contained in it. Leaving 

the first meaning of the word (that it implies learning) for 

the present, let us turn to the second one. If we look up the 

directories and see what proportion of professional photo¬ 

graphers are engaged on different classes of work, omitting 

from consideration photo-engravers, who form a distinct calling 

of their own, we find that they are almost exclusively portrait 

photographers, or that the work they do is for portrait firms. 

In the London and suburban directories there are about 600 

photographers, and we find the vast majority are portrait 

artists, only about a dozen being general workers. In country 

districts the proportion of portrait artists would be found still 

greater. Again, in the case of the Professional Photographers 

Association, of which our Chairman to-night, Mr. William 

Grove, is the President, I do not know whether there is any 

special reservation made, but probably it would be found on 

inquiry that at least ninety-five per cent, of the members are 

portrait photographers. Yet again, we find in the advertise¬ 

ments for assistants in the trade papers dozens of retouchers, 

operators, printers, and others, who work for the portrait photo¬ 

grapher, to one who is wanted for general work. Again, at 

the professional section of the Exhibition of the Royal Photo¬ 

graphic Society, the exhibit is almost entirely portraiture. 

This truth is on the surface very remarkable, as an enormous 

number of photographs of other objects than human faces must 

be taken daily, and yet we find they are represented by very 

few firms engaged exclusively in general work. Obviously, 

portrait photographers themselves do a large amount of this 

general work, but only as a fraction of their business. Let me 

illustrate this in another way: It is extremely difficult to open 

and run a business as a general worker unless in conjunction 

with trade printing or enlarging, or with some special mode 

of.photomechanical printing, or something of the sort; there 

are, it is true, exceptions, such as photographing paintings, 

architecture, and others where men with unusual abilities and 

aptitudes have by the mere force of their superiority become 

very successful specialists. But what I wish to be understood 

is this—that in these sections of work there is no collective 

body of persons engaged ; that, while they are included in the 

craR, photography as a profession is in the main limited to 

portraiture. It will be useful to indicate what I belie\e are 

some of the reasons of this. One is that in a great many cases 

the public do not criticise general work, and are satisfied with 

or accept photographs which require comparatively little skill 

in their production. In the case of a seaside resort, a sharp 

view of the beach from the pier, looking east, and showing 

the Grand Hotel; another looking west, and showing the 

bathers ; and a third of the pier from the promenade, with a 

steamboat approaching, are usually all that is expected. Another 

reason is that this work can be done without special premises or 

appliances ; a carriage has to be photographed ; it is simph 

taken outside the coachbuilder’s shop, and any objectionable 

parts of the background are blocked out in the negative. A 

third reason is undoubtedly the universal practice of amateur 

photography. A fourth that no idealising, by which I mean 

retouching or finishing, is necessary. It is, indeed, surprising 

how many subjects in general work are idealised out of all 

recognition, simply by plain, unaided photography. 

Now the opposite of these conditions holds in the case of por¬ 

traiture. In the first place, the sitter, so to speak, is nervously 

conscious and critical, and it is of the first importance that 

he should both respect and have complete confidence in the 

taste and skill of the photographer; even then both he and his 

friends are hypercritical and difficult to satisfy. In the second 

place, a specially designed studio, with appliances, is essential. 

In the third place, you all know the flattering (?) remarks 

the ladies make concerning the photographs of themselves taken 

by their amateur friends (there are, of course, exceptions). 

Fourthly, in portraiture you have to idealise somewhat with 

very skilful retouching and finishing; it is, indeed, a perfectly 

fair statement to say that retouchers have made the names of 

many portrait photographers, especially in their first be¬ 

ginnings. Here, then, we have the two sides—the portrait 

photographer, with his exacting clients, his special premises, 

and his skill in idealising ; and, on the other hand, the general 

worker, who suffers from untrained competition, and very fre¬ 

quently also from want of appreciation of really skilful work 

on the part of the public. 

Now I would ask you young professionals who want to get on 

and to become independent, to recognise these differences, and 

the conclusion they lead to. I want you to understand tha 

while as young men you may be perfectly happy as craftsmen m 

any section of work you undertake, that when you get older you 

will probably have further responsibilities, and require more 

comfort and freedom from anxiety. That, speaking broadly, 

when you reach forty or more, a position as a general worker 

or assistant in photography is not usually an over-remunerated 

or enviable one, that the real profession of photography by 

which you can in any part of the world, where openings occur, 

start in business and become independent, is portraiture. 
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Further, I would ask you, having recognised this fact, to act 

upon it while you have the privilege of living in a great city 

like London and the energies of youth to help you—advantages, 

I am afraid, you will never fully realise until you lose them— 

und acquire in your own person all the knowledge and skill 

required for che practice of portraiture, not forgetting the little 

needful put by to provide necessary appliances. Also to those 

■assistants who have no present idea of going into business on 

their own account, I would say, without in any way injuring 

yourselves in your special work, you will probably find that 

a knowledge of all the sections into which portraiture is divided 

sufficient to undertake them if required, wall be of great and 

permanent service to you some time or other. Please do not 

think I am endeavouring to advertise this school. We can, in 

■any case, only give you a small part of your requirements, 

•and this small part I would just as soon that you gained it from 

your chum in the next department where you work, or that 

you went to some other school—sooner, if they teach you, or 

treat you better. But if you are without any obvious opening 

in a special line, do not rest until you have acquired the 

essentials which will enable you to take full advantage, when 

the opportunity comes—which it nearly always does—-to gain 

independence and the satisfaction arising from being the con¬ 
troller of your own life. 

Opening or Buying a Business. 

I am sorry I cannot give you any statistics as to how many 

portrait studios are opened in this country yearly_but the 

number must be very considerable, I should say not less than 

one hundred, probably a great many more, and you as workers 

in London have far greater opportunities of taking advantage 

of these openings (except possibly in the matter of capital) than 

uny others Ion have the prestige of working in the great city 

jou have the best chance of getting employment ant therefore 

tiaimng m many of the leading firms, you have endless possi- 

i Lies at exhibitions, society meetings, galleries, art schools, 

■shop fronts, etc., of examining and criticising and comparing 

other work with your own and of raising your own work to 

t e highest standard. You have the facilities for study and 

■association with other workers afforded by tins and a dozen 

•other photographic schools. You are trained in the most 

up-to-date and energetic business methods which exist in 

n0 am . ou have unrivalled conveniences in the way of 

■cheap travel and excursions for finding out where openings 

exist, besides advantages m many other ways. Could you but 

u y appprehend the enviable position you occupy, both in 

fact and in the eyes of many isolated workers and thousands 

o. others in poorer countries, you would go home from here 

to-night new men in thought, feeling and purpose. 

If you asked me to give you something more definite, if you 

want ill fact, a formula as you would for developing plates 1 

would state, make up your mind while yet young—say 25- 

how you intend earning your living when you are 40 years 

o age or thereabouts, and whether you think of striking out 

for yourself. Don’t think it is so far off that you can neglect 

it, loi not only do the years pass with ever increasing rapiditv 

bi.t tile power of acquiring skill and knowledge also diminishes 

'•'ll, equal rapidity. Begin, therefore, at once by saving a little 

uewr mind how little, but put it by regularly. You will be 

sorely tempted at times, but whatever you do, do not spend ito- 

the value of this saving is not so much to accumulate money 

as to teach you discipline and that you are master of yourself. 

At the same time work things along, by which I mean get 

' ie necessary knowledge and experience as opportunities occur. 

M "r>t aI"1 for Some wllile, perhaps a few years, everything 

may seem against you, then if you have kept to your purpose 

and to your duties to your employers, things will begin to come 

easier, and by the time six years have elapsed you will find 

yourself master of the situation, and will certainly want no 

advice from me. There are many circumstances which give 

rise to new openings for starting in business. A better posi¬ 

tion in town or street to attract custom. Better work. A 

special line or new style. A new suburb or place where there 

is no opposition or it is inappreciable. Greater personal at¬ 

tractiveness. Better business methods. In several places in 

Australia many people have their portraits taken at least once 

every year, giving a percentage of business in proportion to the 

population vastly greater than holds in England. The use of 

capital in fitting up more pretentious premises and developing 

a proportionate business. There is also a very considerable 

amount of buying and selling studios going on, more especially 

in the suburbs and Provinces. The chief points to mention in 

connection with buying a business beyond those wliich are 

obvious to everyone is that of being extra careful in respeci 

to a very new business or a very old one, a most notable 

tendency existing for new businesses to go remarkably well 

the first season or so, and then, if they have not been founded 

on real excellence of work, or a real want, to die away. In the 

case of a very old business it is possibly in a state of decay 

beyond restoration. It is perhaps hardly necessary to mention 

these various points, any worker who has, through several years 

at least, been steadily preparing himself, not being likely to 

strike out either rashly or without proper inquiry and foresight. 

It is the man who suddenly thinks he will start in business 

and who has made no proper study or preparation who usually 
comes to grief. 

Studios : Their Design and Position. 

We next have to consider studios, and in order to do so in a 

sensible manner, must not only bear in mind the purpose for 

wliich they are to be used, but also the fact that they are part 

of a scheme for attracting business. If you wished to work 

amon0st the well-to-do in any town, you would not build your 

studio in a dirty street, although the rent, the light and the 

structural condition of the place might be better than the best 

you can get in a more suitable locality. The first consideration 

therefore which you have to bear in mind is that the position of 

your studio is not only a good one, but the best possble; if it 

is not the best possible or approximately so, you at once invite 

competition. Therefore, in looking for premises or a position 

to build, do not be discouraged by the apparent impossibility of 

getting where you wish into starting at an inferior place. Sooner 

oi later if you stick to it you will get where you want and what 

you want, or, if after long trial you really cannot get where 

you wish, start somewhere handy and let your fitments in your 

own private intentions be temporary for the purpose of moving 

when the opportunity occurs. 

Next to locality you have to decide on the position and 

character of your studio, in relation to its affording facilities 

for conducting your business, and increasing your reputation. 

In country places, where land is cheap and the surroundings 

open, studios are generally built on the ground or first floor, 

and no fault can be found with these positions; but in large 

cities it has become customary to build studios on the roof, 

or close to the roof. We will, with your permission, trace the 

cause of this custom, as I consider it has been largely a case 

of follow my leader, and what may have been very correct, 

because necessary, twenty years ago, has become quite un¬ 

necessary and even fatal to success at the present time. When 

portraiture was first started, some sixty years ago, the Daguer¬ 

reotype process and the lenses then in vogue necessitated the 

pei son whose portrait was required having his or her head 
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jammed into an instrument of torture, and keeping it there 

quite still for half-an-hour or so, and this, too, in bright light 

out-of-doors, the long exposure determining this procedure. 

After a while the Daguerreotype plate became, with the aid of 

bromine, more sensitive ; also the Calotype, and later the collo¬ 

dion process, came along, the latter bringing with it a great 

increase in sensitiveness ; but still the exposure in dull weather 

was very considerable, and this in my view determined the con¬ 

servatory as the form of studio, and its position on the roof 

in towns as being a desire to obtain the maximum quantity 

of light; but as a place to conduct a lady in evening dre:s, 

or for the general convenience of business, one can hardly 

imagine anything less suitable. Consider only the difficulties 

with smoking chimneys all round in keeping the place clean 

and presentable, in keeping it at an equable temperature, and 

watertight. Consider the difficulties of a low roof, in order 

that the studio may withstand wind pressure, and the abomina¬ 

tion put up with in the form of a multiplicity of blinds, in 

order to control a mass of glazing, handy, perhaps, for growing 

tomatoes under, but hardly the ideal place for practising 

modern portraiture, or raising the public estimation of the 

photographer as an educated man. Probably most men will 

agree with these sentiments, but is it really essential that 

photographers should spend their lives with the smoke, up 

among the chimney stacks, instead of on the ground, among 

their fellows in business? Take a plate and under expose it 

•on a sitter in the studio. In nine cases out of ten it will give 

what is called, a hard or chalky negative. This means that the 

high lights are still sufficiently exposed, but the shadows under 

•exposed. Repeat the experiment with one-half or one-fourth 

the usual exposure, and the same result will probably happen. 

Try another experiment : take a piece of clean white blotting 

paper, pin it on the studio reflector or the wall opposite the 

window, and photograph it, with part of the reflector or wall 

included. You mil find that the reflector or wall, although 

white or very light in tone, will photograph as black against the 

white blotting paper. What do these experiments mean ? They 

mean, in the first place, that the reflector and studio wall, 

although white or light in colour, are slightly yellowed by the 

light and the smoke and dust to which they have been exposed, 

and that, therefore, they reflect a very small fraction of the 

actinic rays—that is, photographically speaking, they are as 

black as ink. They also mean that in such a studio nearly 

the whole effect of lighting is obtained by direct light coming 

through the windows or blinds ; or, to put it backwards, it is 

owing to the lack of reflected light that the large extent of 

window area is essential. Try another experiment. On the 

shade sids of a sitter place a big reflector covered with clean 

blotting paper, and take a photograph. You will now get a 

horribly flat picture, although the correct exposure is reduced 

maybe to one-fourth of what it is without the new reflector. 

Now close in your direct window light, take another photograph, 

.and brilliancy is again recovered, combined also with very 

quick exposures. We may discover in this way that there are 

two distinct methods of lighting, one in which all except the 

•darkest tones are obtained from the skylight, and the other in 

which all except the lightest tones are obtained trom reflected 

light. In the first you have an interior which is nearly all 

glass ; in the second comparatively little glass. I am afraid 

you are already beginning to perceive that I am forgetting 

myself, and rapiuiy falling back into an ordinary Tuesday’s 

: class lecture, for these things are A B C to the many talented 

photographers who are helping us with their presence to-night, 

and to them I offer my sincere apologies. But I am anxious to 

give the ill-shaped roof studio and the conservatory studio a bad 

name to-night, and to give the young members of the profession 

who later will be building studios of their own good reasons 

for departing from precedent, and making their studios decent 

brick structures, conveniently placed for business, a pride and 

a pleasure to work in, and comfortable and attractive to their 

clients. It was the late Mr. H. P. Robinson, our most talented 

artist photographer, who said the side-light studio will become 

the studio of the future. Should not Mr. Robinson’s future 

now be the present, and is it not evident that with modern 

advances in plate manufacture, in lens construction, the neces¬ 

sity for so much skylight, and therefore the roof studio, is now 

a thing of the past ? I have pointed out that a small glazed 

area (10ft. or 12ft. long by 8ft. wide) is ample, providing that 

proper and frequent attention is given to the surface of the 

reflectors and the walls of the studio ; there is also no need 

for them to be a glaring white : they may be almost any tint 

of pink, purple, or blue, and yet retain their full power of 

reflecting the actinic rays. If, then, it is admitted that a side¬ 

light studio with a moderate window area is efficient, the whole 

argument which justifies the existence of the roof studio falls 

to the ground, for, with the aid, if necessary, of Chappui’s re¬ 

flectors for the low light, a studio light of the dimensions I 

have suggested can be obtained on the ground or first floor 

almost anywhere. Further, for the same reason, the glass or 

conservatory form construction can be dispensed with. Do not 

think I am speaking of these side-light studios from the 

theoretical point of view—there are now plenty of such in use, 

including quite a number of my own design, all of which, I 

believe, are giving complete satisfaction to their owners. We 

now come to our last heading—“ Making a Reputation. Do 

we not all realise to-day that the practice of photography is 

becoming less and less a matter of lenses, cameras, and chemi¬ 

cals, and more and more a case of refinement in taste and treat¬ 

ment ? I am not referring here to art. You may or may not 

be artists, but if you are honoured by a sitting from a king, 

your photographic reproduction should show someone who is 

every inch a king ; your reproduction of a lady should be every 

inch a lady ; and your reproduction of a soldier every inch a 

soldier. On the degree of power you possess in getting this 

quality in your work, combined with good taste and technical 

excellence, so will your reputation in the main depend. Every¬ 

thing, therefore, which will aid you in this respect should be 

thought out, worked out, and utilised—the significance of pose, 

the poetry of curve, and the magic of the light play should be 

a never-ending study. The invaluable help which can be given 

by a lady with good taste in the studio—a help never yet 

properly recognised—should be taken full advantage of. The 

art of the hairdresser and the dressmaker also should be re¬ 

quisitioned, for they are frequently the making of a difficult 

model. I do not mean that you should keep these specialists 

on the premises, but give the needful hint to clients. Besides 

this fundamental quality in your work, there are indiiect ways 

of helping to make a name. During the past ten years or so, 

and contemporaneous with the growth of amateur photography, 

there has sprung up annual exhibitions of photographs in every 

part of the country ; all these have classes open to professionals, 

which offer excellent opportunities for self encouragement and 

heightening a reputation. Again, publishing in a small way is 

very helpful. If there are one or two special views in your 

district, get good negatives, and have them reproduced and pub¬ 

lished in photogravure, which gives a quality quite unattain¬ 

able by any purely photographic process. I referred in my 

opening remarks to a profession being a calling requiring 

some degree of learning. In almost every home nowadays one 

of its members practises photography, and wants help and 

advice. You ought to be the person whom he looks upon as 

' the real authority, and to whom he comes for advice to take 
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liim out of his difficulties. Not only should everything be done 

to encourage the public estimation of you as an authority in 

the subject of your profession, but everything should also be 

done which prevents or discourages such estimation. This is 

the great defect of the roof and conservatory studio—it is almost 

physically impossible to keep such a place really nice, the ap¬ 

proach, the setting, and the surroundings being all formidable 

enemies : at its best a box of optical tools and a workshop, and 

I cannot close my remarks better than by expressing the belief 

that no one thing would do more to raise the reputation of the 

profession, both individually and collectively, than the general 

adoption of the side-light studio, a construction which enables 

the photographer to take as great a pride in the sesthetic 

decoration of his studio as he does in his work, and with equal 

benefit to himself—a decoration which, I need hardly say, 

should not be an ideal of stuffiness and mustiness, but one of 

actinic lightness, of neatness and of purity, of silver-grey dis¬ 

temper, white marble, and roses. 

E. Howard Farmer. 
---- 

exhibitions* 
-♦- 

PICTORIAL PHOTOGRAPHY IN YORKSHIRE.— 

EXHIBITION AT LEEDS. 

Thoroughness is the chief attribute Liat Yorkshiremen lay claim 
to. Whether in the arts of peace or war, in matters social, political, 
or otherwise the native of the county of the broad acres possesses 
somewhat of the conceit of the Yankee, Avho has been known to boast 
that he can beat creation. As in the case of the Yankee, it is desir¬ 
able, if one wishes to live at peace with those embraced in his 
immediate environment, to concede a large percentage of the Tyke's 
claims. Should one dare to go beyond that, he must confine himsell 
to addressing the outside world in whispered humility. These ideas 
were borne in upon the writer when he paid a visit to the Leeds Tine 
Art Gallery at the opening of the Fifteenth Annual Exhibition in 
connection with the Yorkshire Union of Artists. On making one's 
way to the North Room, which has this year been devoted to exhibits 
of pictorial photography—so they are described, and it would be 
injudicious on the part of any self-respecting person to take exception 
to the description—the visitor is struck by the excellence of the work 
of the kindred spirits, the oil and water-colour brushmen, on the walls 
This, however, by the way. To come to the “ Exhibition of Pictorial 
Photography,” it may at the outset be stated that it claims to be 
international in its character, inasmuch as it embraces the work of 
British, French, German, and American artists. This is not the time 
or place to discuss the raison d'etre, of pictorial photography, which, 
as many people know, has its supporters as well as its opponents. 
Leaving out the arguments pro. and con. as to the general principle, 
it is sale to say that the Leeds Exhibition this year, so far as the art 
of photography is concerned, is decidedly interesting. In extent it 
has, we believe, perhaps been beaten by a neighbouring town; but it 
is only fair to Leeds to point out that the Bradford collection was not 
confined to the pictorial, while that in the West Riding metropolis 
is. Another excuse for Leeds—if excuse were needed—could be found 
in the fact that tue present is the first exhibition of the kind ever 
attempted in the city, while some other towns in the north nave 
previously, with more or less .success, ventured upon similar lines. 
I o summarise the results in a sentence, it would not be very incorrect 
to say that the British exhibits are characteristic; that the French 
are, both in subject and treatment, Frenchy—tres chic; that the 
Americans have no very distinctive characteristic about them; and 
that, as to the German, there was an almost unanimous feeling that 
it were better had they been left to waste their alleged sweetness in 
the Fatherland. 1 o deal with the.-e last first, the Teutonic idea ol 
pictorial photography, as represented by the specimens shown, is 
hardly likely to appeal to the/ taste of the ordinary sane Briton. 
Raphael, Dante Gabriel Rossetti, and Burne-Jones have their 
admirers, and rightly so too, because their work was largely idealistic ; 
but sickly sentimentalism in semi-colour photography, especially when 
one fails to see what the artist is aiming at, is reducing the art danger¬ 
ously near to the level of the grotesque. Our German neighbours are 
represented by a series of so-called lanscapes, which, to a Britisher, 
accustomed to ordinary photography, look, to say the least of it, 
f^ fpieer. ()ne instance will suffice to indicate the exhibits 

of Kaiser Wilhelm’s subjects. There is a suspicion of a semi-cofoured 
portrait of four trees, upon which the sun has had the remarkable 

effect of casting four elongated footpaths, with the weirdest of possible 
surroundings. Luckily for German art, these works have been grouped 
together, and one is inclined to suspect the Hanging Committee of 
having perpetrated a practical joke, inasmuch as they have been 
relegated to a corner which has to be carefully sought o*ut lest they 
might be passed by. Some visitors may possibly have much to be 
thankful for. 

Noblesse oblige—we next come to the works of our Gallic neighbours, 
who are represented to a large extent by figure studies, delicately and 
tastefully treated. Some of the most noteworthy examples of -trench 
production are those of Pierre Uubreuil, R. Demachy, U. Puvo U 
Bergon, and G. Grimpel. 

There is no marked characteristic in the exhibition which would 
enable anyone to distinguish between the English and the American 
productions, and in order to economise space they may be embraced 
under the same category. Mr. J. Craig Annan has a clever character 
photo, in “The Etching Printer” (500); Mr. Clarence H. White 
produces two excellent ideas of “Spring” (502 and 513); Mr. rerty 
G. R. Wright has secured a thoroughly Dutch scene in “A Zaandam 
Windmill” (515); and Mr. F. Rust's “ Murmuring Brook ” (517) arrests 
one’s attention. 

Mr. Alex. Keighley’s “ Grace before Meat ” (514) shows the master- 
hand in the selection of his subject; and Mr. Archibald Cochrane 
has several striking examples of his camera’s work, including “ ike 
Sculptor” (525) and “The Quarry Team” (551). Exceedingly note¬ 
worthy are the examples of the work of Mr. J. H. Gash, a fine carbon 
worker; Mr. S. L. Coulthurst, Mr. J. Croisdale Coultas, Mr. Harold 
Baker, Mr. A. Horsiley Hinton, Mr. . Rawlings, Mr. R. Bourke 
Mr. W. T. Great bach. Mr. C. Moss, Mr. F. Hodlyer, Mr. W. R. Bland’ 
and Mr. J. M. Whitehead. Mr. W. Thomas, a Yorkshireman, who 
spends mort of his business time in London, lias turned to excellent 
advantage the moments he can snatch between those devoted to his 
legal duties, a fact which is fully evidenced by several examples of 
his clever enlargements hanging on the walls. 

Leeds photographic artists have sad reason to regret the death of 
Mr. W. J. Warren, who was devoted to the art, and was a leading 
spirit amongst the amateurs. His memory is revived by several 
striking specimens of his work, the last print executed before ins 
death being “ On the Quay ” (662). Mention certainly ought to be made 
of a clever bromide enlargement of the entrance to the “ Temple ot 
the Tooth ” at Ceylon, by Dr. Arthur J. Clayton, and of some 
character photos, by Mr. Percy Sheard, Mrs. Gertrude Kasebier, and 
Mr. J. Page Croft. Although numbering less than 400 photographic 
specimens, this section of the exhibition is well deserving of a close 
inspection, as it contains several features of interest alike to profes¬ 
sionals and amateurs. 

The frames are tastefully hung on a background of blue canvas,, 
and the arrangement speaks well for the skill and selection of the 
Hanging Committee, Messrs. R. Bourke, J. C. Coultas, F. Rust, auci 
Charles B. Howdill. 

The Exhibition was formally opened on the evening of Tuesday,, 
the 14th inst., at a social gathering by the Lord Mayor and Lady 
Mayoress (Alderman and Mi's. A. Edmund Butler) in the South Room 
of the building. The function was attended by a considerable number 
of artists and other professional gentlemen, many of whom were accom¬ 
panied by ‘ladies. The scene was of a brilliant character. j.n the 
Central Court an orchestral band, under the leadership of Mr. lrwm> 
Sawdon, went through a very pleasing programme of music, which 
included excerpts from Wagner, Brahms, Edward German, Batiste, 
Chassaigne, Dvorak, Gounod, Rubinstein, and other composers. 
Light Refreshments were supplied in the orth Room, which was hung 
with many of the chief oil-paintings on exhibition. Here the Lord 
Mayor was introduced by Mr. Edwin Tindall (Honorary Secretary of 
the Yorkshire Union). In declaring the Exhibition open, the Lord 
Mayor said: I have been asked on this occasion to address a few 
words of welcome to this Union of Artists, and I have great pleasure 
indeed, in my capacity as Lord Mayor of .Leeds, in so doing. 1 am 
informed that this is the Fifteenth Annual Exhibition held in different 
parts of Yorkshire, and the third of imem held in Leeds. You have 
only to go round these rooms and look at the works exhibited on the 
walls to understand that Yorkshire artists have no fear of being left 
behind in the race for honours. I bid you artists welcome here, and 
trust you may find the result of your artistic labours may meet with 
remunerative rewards as they deserve. I have again great pleasure 
in congratulating the artists in the Exhibition, and trust the results 
will be satisfactory to the Society; and I now declare this exhibition 
of pictures open. On the motion of Mr. E. Tindall, seconded by Mr. 
W. H. Thorp, a hearty vote of thanks was accorded to the Lord Mayor 
and Lady Mayoress for their presence that evening, which brought 
the proceedings to a close. 

-4-- 
ROTHERHAM PHOTOGRAPHIC SOCIETY. 

On Wednesday, Thursday, Friday, and Saturday (October 15, 1&> 
17, and 18)- the Rotherham Photographic Society held its thirteenth 
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annual exhibition in the Rotherham Drill Hall, the largest public 
room in the town, and received a gratifying amount of patronage. 
There were’ eight competitive classes—-viz., three open, four members, 
and one for local juniors ; and the judging was undertaken by Messrs. U. 
Barrow Keene, F.R.P.S., and T. A. Scotton, of Derby. Their awards 
were as under : — 

OPEN CLASSES. 

A. —Photograph, any subject (previously medalled). Silver Medal. 
“ Thoughts of Youth,” Edward W. Strong, Windfall Vicarage, 
Shipley, Yorkshire. Silver Medal: ‘‘Leafless,” A. W. Uooper, 
Preston. 

B. —Photograph, any subject (not previously medalled). Silver 
Medal: “ Norman Crypt,” Thomas E. Carey, Gloucester. Silver 
Medal: “ Ebb Tide,” G. T. Harris, F.R.P.S., London. Silver Medal: 

i “ Cotton Grass,” A. W. Cooper, Preston. 
C. —Lantern slides (sets of four). Silver Medal : A. Bailey, Leicester. 

Bronze Medal: T. R. Bell, Acomb, Yorks (colour slides). Bronze 
Medal: S. Hughes, Sheffield. 

members’ classes. 

D. —Photograph, any subject (Dr. Baldwin’s prizes). Bronze Medal: 
“ Genre,” W. Firth. Bronze Medal: “ Architecture,” C. E. Davies. 

E. —Lantern Slides (set of four). Silver Me'dal: J. C. Cox. 
F. —Holiday Work (Miss Mary L. Egerton’s prize). Silver Medal: 

“Architecture,” H. C. Hemingway. 
G. —Photographs from negatives less than ^-pla-te (six prints). Silver 

Medal: J. C. Cox. Certificate: J. R. Woodcock. 

LOCAL CLASS. 

Non-Members, age under 18 years. 
H. —Four Prints Opiate or under. 1, G. H. Hatfield; 2, E. W. 

Shaw. 

The opening ceremony was performed by Mrs. G. W. Chambers, of 
Clough House, and there was a representative company. Mr. E. Hale 
Hubbard, M. S.A. (the new president) occupied the ciiair. Each 
evening there were musical programmes and cinematograph and lantern- 
slide shows. The screens containing the photographs were 
lit by electric incandescent lamps, a special installation having been 
put into the hall for the purpose. So far as the entries went, there 
were seventeen in the “ previously medalled class,” ninety-nine in the 

not previously medalled,” and twenty-three sets of lantern slides. 
The members’ section might have been stronger, and it was noticed 
that there was more versatility in regard to printing process and 
mounting. 

-*- 

EDINBURGH. 

For the sixth year in succession the Edinburgh Industrial Exhibi¬ 
tion has been held in the Waverley Market, Edinburgh. The exhibi¬ 
tion comprises all classes of home work, and includes a photographic 
section, consisting of no less than 36 classes; it is questionable if 
any other photographic exhibition, far less photographic section of 
an exhibtion, has as many classes—which is a matter for sincere 
congratulation, at least from a reporter’s point of view. The 
exhibition is run on popular lines, with the Royal Engineers’ Band 
playing daily—the hall is spacious, and makes a delightful promenade 
—with the result that thousands visits it. The photographic section, 
that part of the exhibition with which we are particularly interested, 
is evidently not managed by experts, and it would be interesting to 
know the names of the members of the Hanging Committee, as their 
work is a powerful object lesson in “how not to do it.” The list 
of entries contains very few names of well-known exhibitors—none 
of the local exhibition celebrities having entered'. Amongst those 
from a distance might be mentioned W. J. Byrne, Richmond, who 
has some fine portraiture on show, including a series of Coronation 
portraits; Graystone Bird, Bath, who exhibits some of his dainty 
work; W. D. Brown. Lanark, who shows some good technique; 
C. E. Ross and J. Drummond Sheil, Edinburgh, also show good 
work; Thos. Kent, Kirkwall, shows some “small” work of a high 
order of merit; James Walker, Birkenhead, takes several “firsts” 
with work of rather unequal value.i Miss Eames, Isa Llangollen; 
Miss McLauchlan, Edinburgh; Dan Dunlop. Motherwell, also show, 
but hardly improve their reputations. R. Rea die, Edinburgh, gives 
promise of better work to follow some of the good work he has 
on exhibition; his “ first ” in Class 46 being a “ true ” rendering of 
a landscape. Although about 400 photographs are shown, the result 
can hardly be called inspiring. The prize awards were not all shown 
on the second evening of the exhibition, and1 what tickets were up 
were so large that they entirely obliterated many of the winning 
pictures. 

-4-- 

The Photographic Club.—On Wednesday evening, October 29th, 1902, 
at eight o’clock, Mr. H. Snowden Ward, F.R.P.S., editor of the “Photo¬ 
gram,” will give a lecture on the “Marvels of Photography.” 

Commercial $ Cegal Intelligence 
The Austin-Edwards Monthly Film Negative Competition.—The prize 

camera for the current month has been awarded to Mr. Stanley Kemp 
Welch, jun., 57, St. George’s Square, London, S.W., for his negative, “A 
Happy Little Mother.” 

In the recent compensation case of “ Dalby v. The Woolwich Borough 
Council,” Mr. Arthur Mortlock was retained as expert for Mr. Dalby, to 
give evidence as to disturbance, etc. He also settled the amount of 
fixtures, damage to stock, etc., with Mr. Bowen, of Messrs. Norman and 
Bowen, Covent Garden, and Mr. Scrivener, Surveyor (Messrs. Fuller and 
Fuller, 70, Queen Street, Cheapside, E.C.). 

At the Stockton County Police Court, on Wednesday last, a man named 
Wilmot H. Turner was charged with embezzling several sums of money, 

ie property of T. P. Cummings, photographer, North Road, Stockton. 
Several witnesses said they had paid the prisoner money for photo¬ 
graphs, which they had never received. The man was seen at Eaglescliffe 
Junction by P.C. Dodds, who challenged him. The prisoner bolted and 
Dodds gave chase. A road sweeper upset the man with a brush, and 
the officer arrested him. He was committed to the Sessions. Prisoner 
was afso committed to the Sessions for the larceny of 2s. 6d. from Mrs. 
Harrison, Eaglescliffe. He represented that he was the manager for 
Messrs. A. and G. Taylor, who were doing a cheap line. Messrs. Taylor 
said they knew nothing about him. 

The following is the list of awards of the Warwick Competition for 
current month: —£1 prize, H. Avery, 319, Queen’s Park Road, Brighton, 
“ Country Life ”; £1 prize, Miss A. Baird, Bellerive, Lausanne, Switzer¬ 
land, “Chateau de Chillon ”; £1 prize, R. A. R. Bennett, Walton Manor 
Lodge, Oxford, “Bargaining”; £1 prize, G. W. Clark, 1, Montholme 
Road, London, S.W., “Peasant going to Market”; £1 prize, H. B. 
Cookson, Kingswinford, Dudley. “Play!”; £1 prize, H. H. Lee, 69, 
Wandle Road, Croydon, “ A Study ”; £1 prize, F. Pinder, 245, Manchester 
Road, Burnley, “A Bit of Old York”; £1 prize, H. A. Roberts, Mostyn, 
Glossop Road, Sanderstead, “Fishing Boats, Lowestoft’ ; £1 prize, A. F. 
Scott, The Nurseries, Knighton, Leicester, “Reapers”; £1 prize, T. 
Upton, 16, Aberdeen Road, Lewes Road, Brighton, “ Studies at the Fish 
Market.” 

The Fine Art and General Insurance Company.—Statement of Accounts 
for the Year 1901.-—The net premium income amounts to £69,966 17s. 2d., 
as compared with £66,374 8s. Id. in 1900. The satisfactory increase in ttie 
year’s profits shows the business has been well and carefully conducted. 
The revenue account of the year shows a net balance at credit of 
£11,634 5s. 6d., to which has to be added the sum of £745 
5s. Id. brought forward from 1900, making a total of £12,388 10s. 7d. 
now to be dealt with. Out of this sum the board recommend that a 
transfer be made to the reserve fund of £8,000, increasing that account to 
£35,000; that a dividend of six per cent., free of income tax, be paid on 
the share capital; and that the balance of £2,182 6s. 7d. be carried 
forward in account. The investments, which have been increased during 
the year by £10,000, are detailed in the balance-sheet, and have been 
taken, as usual, at cost price. The board have taken advantage of 
current rates to increase considerably the company’s holding of British 
Government securities. The management of the Fine Art and General 
are to be congratulated on the profitable outcome of last year s working, 
the more so that, running their business on a lower rate level than the 
Tariff offices, they have managed to come out so well on the right side. 
They have, of course, had ample opportunity of criticising the results 
of the various Tariff offices, and are certainly entitled to a justifiable 
pride in the accounts they are able to present, and if we were to put words 
to unspoken thoughts born of friendly rivalry, we fancy that “they 
didn’t know everythin’ down in Judee,” might be found simmering on the 
competitive side of the brains that so ably guide the fortunes of this 
free lance of the insurance world. It is evident, in considering the 
collective wisdom of insurance experts, that the business acumeun of 
the Fine Arts executive is a factor to be reckoned with, and the more 
general recognition on the part of the Tariff offices has done not a little 
to soften the asperities sometimes engendered by the keen competition 
of the younger office, and if the Fine Arts will, in its turn, contribute 
to the amenities, each side will discover that- there is room for both, 
and that the action of one on the other is a tonic, bracing on the one 
hand and restraining on the other. The report for 1901, the first year in 
the second decade, shows an addition in net premium income of £3,600, 
and by a concidenee the losses show a similar decrease, the total of the 
former reaching £69,966 and the latter £40,186, or 57.4 per cent. The 
expenses and commission, at £20,498, absorb 29.2 per cent., leaving as 
credit balance on the year’s trading £11,643, which, with £745 from 1900, 
places at the disposal of the directors £12,388—£8,000 of this is bodily 
carried to reserve fund, thereby increased to £35,000. whilst the dividend 
of six per cent., an increase of one per cent., absorbs £2,2U0, and £,&,lo& 
is carried to the new year. No insurance man but knows that this is 
o-ood business to come out of a year that has been notoriously bad, and 
although the accounts do not show how much is contributed by the 
burglary, contingency, and accident departments, we shall piobably be 
correct in ascribing the growth in revenue and m profit principally to 
the fire department. The office has now arrived at a position when the 
separate workings of its various sources of income might be stated with 
advantage, and if the mention in the report that since the beginning of 
the current year the business has continued to show satisfactory progress 
is still upheld, the control will detract nothing from its high credit by 
severally stating The results of the business in which the company is 
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engaged. The Fine Arts are fortunate in having no serious competition 
in the non-tariff world, and as they are wise they will adhere to the policy 
of profit making, at which they are adepts, rather than fight for the 
residue of business they have hitherto let pass them. The following are 
the figures for the past five years : — 

Premiums. Loss Ratio. 
December 31, 1897 . 47,730   58.6 
December 31, 1898 .  56,105   64.8 
December 31, 1899 .. 64,132   63.9 
December 31, 1890 . 66,374   66.0 
December 31, 1901 . 69,767   57.4 

—“ The Citizen.” 

Royal Photographic Society lantern lectures will be given at the New 
Gallery, 121, Regent Street, W., as follows:—The lectures commence 
at 8 p.m. Monday, Oct. 27th, “Round about Chamonix,” by Mr. John 
Gunston; Thursday, Oct. 30th, “A Tour through Switzerland,” by Mr. 
Samuel J. Beckett, F.R.P.S.; Saturday, Nov. 1st, “A Trip through 
Spain,” by Mr. James A. Sinclair, F.R.P.S.; Monday, Nov. 3rd, “Camera 
Notes by an Amateur Field Naturalist,” by Mr. Douglas English, B.A., 
F.R.P.S. 

Photography as a Fine Art.—In its literary supplement on Friday last 
“ The Times ” published the following review of “ Photography as a 
fine art ” by Mr. Charles H. Caffin:—Can photography be reckoned 
among the fine arts? This is the question propounded by Mr. Caffin 
on the first page of his book. Almost everybody is an amateur photo¬ 
grapher nowadays, and the idea is flattering to the general. Yet most 
of us will be inclined to return an instinctive negative to the demand. 
This handsome volume, however, is designed to prove by argument 
and example that photography is so to be reckoned, and if we are not 
convinced it is the fault neither of Mr. Caffin’s letterpress, which is 
enthusiastic and eloquent, in the style of Corinth (U.S.A.), nor of his 
illustrations, which are for the most part excellently chosen and repro¬ 
duced. Paul Delaroche, on seeing a daguerreotype for the first time, 
is said to have exclaimed “ Painting is dead.” This was too anticipatory. 
The camera has not yet quite superseded the palette, though it is 
impossible to deny the immense influence which photography has had 
for good and also for ill on the practice of artists, especially of draughts¬ 
men. It has made for ever impossible a certain sort of loose drawing 
(Rowlandson; Phiz’s illustrations to Dickens; Thackeray’s to his own 
uovels). It has raised in a sense the standard of precision. On the 
other hand, it has been responsible for a particularly stupid kind of 
drawing—null, void, unstructural, unselective, inexpressive, inhuman. 
Specimens are to be found everywhere. They have only a_mechanical 
semblance of truth, without any of the interest or play of life; they are 
based on photography, and imitate where they do not actually copy it. 
Reputations (of a sort) have been founded on this misuse of the camera. 
No doubt the photograph can be, and has been, of much service to real 
artists, in whom it generally inspires a sentiment curiously compounded 
of admiration and aversion. Its capacities and its unintelligence alike 
fill them with despair. Nor are they likely, we think, to ’be converted 
by the persuasions of Mr. Caffin or the efforts of the “ artistic ” photo¬ 
graphers which he reproduces. Many of these are charming in their 
way, and some are exceedingly clever. But no mechanioal process, how¬ 
ever much variety of manipulation it may admit, can be really a substi¬ 
tute for the work of the artist’s hand and brain. A photograph, whether 
in or out of focus, however “ large in conception and beautiful in feeling,” 
however skilfully arranged as regards subject, scale, and lighting, how¬ 
ever cunningly schemed to simulate the effects and mannerisms of 
particular painters, remains a photograph still. Cut and contrive it as 
you will, and give it whatever sounding label you like, it cannot take 
the place of a picture. It will always betray itself in over or under 
definition, in falsification of values, in the stolid emphasis it puts on 
the wrong things, in its blank omission of the very points on which 
the accents should be put. In his anxiety to avoid the natural fault of 
the photograph, which is to give far too much, the modern “ artistic ” 
photographer runs to the opposite extreme and swamps everything in 
a general monotone of fog. Even the best of Mr. Caffin’s examples err 
in one way or the other, sometimes in both. Take a piece like Mr. 
Steichen’s “ Pool, Evening,” one of the best of the landscape studies 
here; try to forget that it is a photograph and conceive it as a picture. 
Taken so, it is at once too empty and too detailed; parts of it are 
smudged away into nothingness, yet there are irreducible superfluities. 
Or take some of the portraits, Mrs. Kasebier’s, for instance, extra¬ 
ordinarily dexterous and ingeniously put together to look like old or 
modern paintings, yet for all their pains deplorably irresponsible and 
unselective, overdoing this and missing that. Now “ all painting,” as 
Goya said, “ is sacrifice and parti pris.” To sacrifice for the photo¬ 
grapher means to smudge and to efface. The children’s heads in Mrs. 
Kasebier’s “ Sisters,” on page 78, emerge hard and unchildishly grim 
from an abyss of blackness, “ irrecoverably dark, total eclipse.” In the 
most charming of her photographs, the portrait of “Miss D.” the head 
is too black, the cheek and ear and hair disappear into a monotone, 
while the sleeve and scarf are far too much defined. Of the “ manipu¬ 
lated ” photographs, such as Mr. Eugene’s “Nirvana” (described by Mr 
Caffin as “an interesting experiment; by the use of the brush and needle 
the sofa on which the model reclined has been converted into water”), 
and the “ Portrait of a Child,” in which “ the dress has been etched, 
apparently to make an effective contrast with the face,” we can only 
say that we dislike them heartily. Artistically speaking, the combination 
appears about as acceptable as a mediocre violin accompaniment to an 
excellent piano-organ. On the whole, it seems safest that the painter 
and the photographer should remain deta ’hed, each learning what he 
can from the other, but refraining from direct appropriation of his 
methods. 

Meetings of Societies, 
■-♦- 

MEETINGS OF SOCIETIES FOR NEXT WEEK. 

Oct. Name of Society. 

24. Borough Polytechnic. 

24*. Croydon Natural History .. 

27. Southampton Camera Club_ 

28. Birmingham Photographic 

28. Leeds Photographic Society .. 

29. Leeds Camera Club. 

29 . Croydon Camera Club . 

Subject. 

I Lantern Slide Mak<ng by Contact. Mi 
I F. VV. Giegg. 

Exhibition of Home-made and New 
Apparatus. 

J The Possibilities of a Modern Camera 
( Mr Frank C. Warded. 
I A Demonstration of Bromide Bnlaro- 
t ing. By Mr. F. L. Ball. 
I Light and Lenses. Mr. Edgar A 
( Hey wood. 
f The Motor Car as an Aid to Photo. 
I graphy on Various Tours in Yorkshire. 
(. Mr. Geo. Thistlethwaite. 
j The Capabilities of a Universal Camera. 
1 Mr. Frank (J. Wardall. 

29. Borough Polytechnic. 

29. Edinburgh Photo. Society 

29. Southport Photo. Society .... 

29. Nottingham Camera Club .... 

29. Photographic Club . 

30. N.-VV. London Photo. Society 

30. Camera Clun. 

30. London and Provincial . 

31. Borough Polytechnic. 

31. Croydon Natural History. 

I Sunny Memories of Normandy. Mr. A. 
\ J. iteid. 
1 lhe Camera; Exposure and Develop 

inent. J. F. Duthie. 
The Eocal Plane Shutter. Illustrated 

with Slides and Apparatus. Mr. 
ttustace F. Wallis. 

f What Can be Done with a Hand 
l Camera. Mr. C. P. Goerz. 
| Marvels of Photography. Mr. H. Snow- 
( den Ward. 
I Bi-Annual Competition. Mr. Styles. 
. Medal is offered for the best Cornpo- 
V. sition of a Landscape 
fSculptured / ympana of the English 

■: Norman Doorway. Mr. Charles E. 
[ Keyser. 

Suggestions. Mr. W. Thomas. 
/ Development—in Theory and Practice. 
( Mr. Ernest Human. 
/ Demonstration by Messrs. Lumiere on 
1 their New Colour Photography. 

LONDON AND PROVINCIAL PHOTOGRAPHIC ASSOCIATION. 
October 16th.—Mr. T. E. Freshwater in the chair. 

In regard to a theory brought forward at the previous meeting as to 
the continuing action of light on a piece of exposed carbon tissue, and 
such action affecting a piece of unexposed tissue if left in contact long 
enough, the result of an experiment on these lines was passed round by 
Mr. Featherstone, which proved that such action could affect a piece of 
unexposed tissue, although the image was very faint and too flat to be 
of any practical use. 

Mr. A. L. Henderson, referring to toning baths, remarked that he 
was of the opinion that a better chance of permanence in a silver print 
would be obtained by the employment of silicate instead of sulphocyanide 
or other agents, in conjunction with the gold or platinum, as silicate 
of potassium would throw down the metal as a silicate of that metal, 
which in theory and practice would be a more perfect deposit than any 
other. 

The subject of- the “ Henderson Award ” was brought before the meeting 
by the chairman, and the hon. secretary made a proposition from the 
committee as to the best means of making' the award. Numeroui 
propositions and amendments were advanced and discussed, the meeting 
terminating with no decision being arrived at. 

PROFESSIONAL PHOTOGRAPHERS’ ASSOCIATION. 

EDINBURGH BRANCH. 

A meeting of the Edinburgh branch was held at 38, Castle Street, on 
Friday evening, 17th October, at 8 o’clock, Mr. Alex. Inglis in the chair. 
Present: Messrs. Inglis, Burns, Auld, Swan, Watson, Patrick Bibbs, 
Balmain, and Moffat. 

The treasurer made his first annual report, showing a small credit 
balance. The chairman read a letter from the hon. secretary of the 
Association, in which the following subjects were suggested for dis¬ 
cussion : —(1) Should the electric light committee of the town be 
approached with the view of their supplying electric power at motive rate 
to photographers for printing purposes. (2) The prevention of fraudulent 
practices by dishonest photographers. (3) Should photographers adopt 
the Kodak Company’s principle of preventing their copyright photographs 
from being undersjld by those to whom they supply them at wholesale 
prices. 

The following questions were also discussed: —(1) Is it more profitable 
in a photographer’s business to employ male or female workers? (2) 
Does the awarding of medals at exhibitions do good or otherwise to the 
professional photographer? The above subjects were fully discussed, 
and a vote of thanks to the chairman terminated the proceedings. 

The date of the next meeting was fixed for Friday, December 12th. 
Subjects to be discussed: Plates; returned proofs. 

LIVERPOOL BRANCH. 

A meeting was held on Friday, October 10th, 1902, at the Alexandra 
Hotel, Dale Street, Liverpool, Mr. G. Watmough Webster in the chair. 
The discussion was resumed on fire insurance, and it was decided that 
each member using the information gained should act on his own initiative 
to get his premiums at least one-third reduced, or bring the matter up 
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train. The question of Post Office methods, etc., was discussed, and 
oany useful ideas were ventilated. The chairman explained a capital 
ystem of stamp checking which had been used in his establishment a 
ong time. It was proposed by the chairman, seconded by Mr. Dondew, 
;nd carried, that the hon. secretary be empowered, on his own initiative, 
o write to any photographer he might think likely to become a member, 
o invite him to join the Liverpool Branch of the Professional Photo¬ 
graphers’ Association. Mr. Vanderbilt proposed and Mr. Morris seconded, 
’hat a dinner be held at headquarters on Friday, November 28th, tickets 
o be 5s. each, morning dress. Mr. Warrington, Mr. R. Brown, and the 
ion secretary were appointed the dinner and entertainment committee, 
[t was decided to hold the next meeting Friday, November 14th, at 
] o’clock, when all business left over will be completed. 

LEEDS CAMERA CLUB. 

The opening of the new rooms of the above club at “ The Athenaeum,” 
) Park Lane, on Wednesday last week, was inaugurated by an address on 
fche above subject from Mr. W. Thomas, whose lectures are always well 
received, and whose presence brought a crowded audience together. Mr. 
Bourke/in introducing Mr. Thomas, referred in sympathetic language to 
the sad’ loss the art of photography had sustained in the death of Mr. 
J W Addyman, an ardent worker, and the secretary was instructed to 
forward the following resolution to the family : “ That the members of the 
Leeds Camera Club now assembled respectfully tender their sincere 
sympathy to the family in their sad bereavement,” which resolution was 

passed in silence. 
Mr Thomas, in opening his remarks, referred to the Leeds Exhibition, 

stating that he thought the collection of pictorial work shown there was 
one photographers need not blush for, and a visit to the Gallery would do 
them all good. They would be able to see what others in different parts 
of the country were doing, and enable them to understand the object with 
which they set about their work. He would suggest that the members 
of the Society and all others interested in photography would receive 
distinct advantage if they could be taken round the Exhibition m parties 
by arrangement, under the guidance of some leader who had made a life 
study of ^picture making, and he was pleased to be able to announce the 
names of four clever and highly-respected artists who were exceedingly 
well qualified for such a task, and who had kindly consented to give their 
time and services to such an object, viz., Messrs. J. W. Brooke, W. G. 
Foster, Lester Sutcliffe, and W. E. Tindall, and he ventured to think 
they would have a pleasant and profitable time of it. To hark back to 
the subject of his lecture, his first suggestion would be that they should 
arrange for a local painter to execute a black and white sketch of an 
accepted subject as a standard for members to work to, this sketch to 
be loaned out during the year to members, and at the close of the year 
an examination of the results produced by photography be made by the 
painter It was immaterial for the purpose in view whether the sketch 
were true or false; what they had to do was to try by means of their 
photographic implements to get as near as possible an approach to the 

result the painter had given them. 
His next suggestion would be that a quarter-plate negative of exceeding 

crood quality should be obtained, and from that a good high-class bromide 
enlargement secured and exhibited in the Society s rooms, or loaned to 
such members as desired it, and he thought they would learn more about 
photography in a short time by adopting this course than m a years 

reA<minf lnT would pay great attention to the younger members of the 
Society,’who were far more important to the continued hfe and prosperity 
of the Society than the “ old fossils.” It was by the new blood, by those 
that he might term “ coming on,” that photography would have to be 
carried on in the future, and it was an important element m a Society s 
life and work to keep them together and create the greatest interest m the 
work of the Society. He would further point out the advantages to the 
Society of taking some standard work written by those who had called 
out investigations by pure photography, and devoting an evening to the 
reading of a chapter and afterwards discussing same; many pleasant and 

instructive times might thus be passed. Proceeding, m regar o ®7 P 
he thought that if a series of plates of the same subject be u v 
same exposure under standard conditions, developed to the same vo.nt -v 
different developers under like conditions, and then passed into the hancis 

of a small committee, they would find the results J 
and of great value in their daily work as photographers. The lecturer 
afterwards read several extracts from Ruskm on the .duty and necessdy 

of observing nature’s truths in art and following a senesf^it ons 
was shownf illustrating the effects produced by out-of-focus conditions 

and a most instructive and enjoyable evening was bro"pb* c ° £ 
a hearty vote of thanks to Mr. Thomas for his presence there that evening 

being accorded with acclamation. 
-«-- 

CROYDON CAMERA CLUB. 

An unusually crowded attendance of members assembled o11 ^the 
the 15th inst., to hear a lantern lecture by Dr. E F. Grun upon the 
recent advances he had made in his now well known bens. ^ 

l ssrag 

rae and that on the lines he had laid down it would be impossible to get 

an aplanatic, anastigmatic, or even achromatic lens. For photographic 
work, the Doctor thought an absolutely aplanatic lens was not required, 
an opinion, we think, which will hardly be shared by the majority of 
photographers, who (except for special purposes) have a partiality for 
a lens capable of the finest definition at full aperture. The lecturer then 
passed on to a clear exposition of the action of crown and flint glass 
lenses, the effect of their curvatures, their limitations, and defects. The 
relationship between refraction and dispersion was next considered, and 
it was pointed out that the more diffraction and less dispersion 
one could obtain from any specimen of glass, the more valuable 
from an optical point of view that particular glass would be. The 
introduction by Messrs. Abbe and Schott of the Jena glasses,, 
possessing high refractive indexes combined with low dispersive power,, 
had enabled opticians to obtain lenses of great rapidity, with a flat field,, 
and freedom from astigmatism. In his lens he had availed himself ot 
oily and non-volatile fluids, free from turbidness, and had obtained a 
high initial intensity, with good correction, as the members might judge- 
for themselves later. Objection had been raised as to the employment of 
liquids on the ground that an alteration of temperature would cause a 
great alteration in the system. This was not so in practice, no discover¬ 
able alteration took place between 40deg. and 150deg. Fah. Dr. Grun 
here had two grievance^ to ventilate, one against the modern lens makers 
for surrounding their lenses with a certain amount of mystery, the other 

in calculating the U — I, not from the total dispersion, but from the 
i\ L» - 

medium dispersion between the C and F lines. This might be all very 
well for telescopes, but for photographic lenses, between F and G was 
the most important part of the spectrum. The members looked quite 
sympathetic when the Doctor went on to say that this had 1 thrown him 
off the scent” for some time, as an amateur lens maker. He did not 
propose going into the question of spherical aberration that evening, but 
his audience had no doubt been somewhat interested in a question that 
had been recently raised concerning depth of field. In The British 

Journal of Photography for the current week, there was a paragraph 
querying the necessity for rapid lenses, and giving the old and fallacious 
statement that with a large aperture it was not possible to get depth. 
He strongly disagreed with such view, and subsequently, in answer to 
a question, said that depth of field, apart from aperture and foc|l 
length, was greatly influenced by the quality or nature of the glasses and 
construction of the lens. The more rapid the lens the better, but it must 

possess depth of field. 
The address, which was interspersed wits humorous touches, extended 

over an hour, and was listened to with marked attention. This probably 
did not signify a complete assent to all that the lecturer had advanced. 
A large number of lantern slides, Taken chiefly from the pits of various 
theatres, were then shown on the screen, and judging from the more 
recent slides, Dr. Grun is to be congratulated on the improvements he 
has made in his lens. The definition may fairly be described as good, 
and considering the conditions under which the photographs were taken, 
the results astonishing. The illumination being the usual stage lighting, 
a truer effect was obtained than if flash-light had been employ ed. The 
lens, a quarter-plate one, had an equivalent focal length of 6 inches, 
and an effective aperture of f/2.5. Exposures varied according to the 
light and circumstances; quarter second was frequently given, a 
momentary pause in the play being watched for. Some of the photo¬ 
graphs had only received l-50th second, but here, as might be expected^ 
under exposure 'was apparent. Moonlight scenes were next shown, receiv¬ 
ing about 15 seconds. In some cases this had proved more than sufficient, 
a daylight effect being produced. A striking slide illustrated the capa¬ 
bilities °of the lens in combination with a telephoto attachment. An 
instantaneous exposure was given with a magnification of 6 diameters, 
at a distance of over a mile. Some experimental three-colour photographs 
of stage effects with ordinary lighting were next passed through the 
lantern. As attempts, if not very successful ones—they deserve notice. 
In answer to a question by Mr. G. W. Watson as to whether the fluid con¬ 
tained in the lens system, could be tinted so as to dispense with the 
necessity of a separate light-filter, Dr. Grun replied that it could be so 
tinted, and he had applied for a patent for the application of the idea. 
The Grun lens hand camera was then inspected, and created a favourable- 
impression. The hon. secretary (Mr. E. A. Salt) in openu g the short 
discussion which followed, deprecated the idea that any mystery attached 
itself to the modern anastiemat. These were patented and their tormula 
open to all who understand them. As regards depth of field, for a g?ven 
circle of confusion, and assuming all aberrations corrected, and the 
.field flat, depth, he thought, purely depended upon the effective aperture, 
focal length, and position of the stop in reference to the nodal points. 
The last factor (apart from telephoto work) he understood, only became 
appreciable when working at close quarters, and might, m the ordinary 
way, be disregarded. He considered the slides shown capital, and was 
<riad to hear that a non-volatile fluid was employed by Dr. Grun. it 
would be quite a new experience for an operator to have the back com¬ 
bination of his lens driven into his skull, together with fragments of the 

focussing screen, owing to a sudden rise of temperature. 
Mr C E Kenneth Mees said he was exceedingly pleased to have been 

present and to have heard so remarkable a paper He dissented from a 
aifferentiation which the President had made earlier m the evening be¬ 
tween “ Scientists ” and “ Inventors.” He knew of no important mv ention 
in which the discoverer was not a scientist, or had not shorilv become 
one. As to Dr. Grun’s remarks about dispersion, he suggested that the 
disnersion from F to H might be proportional in all glasses, to the dis¬ 
persion from C to F, and that the effect of a curve on the meal length 
might also be proportional to the difference in refractive index of the media 
it separated. He considered rapid lenses most desirable, and as the result 
of some recent experiments on the limit-s of exposure, wanted the fastest 

i i°e„s he could obtahi. The peculiar field of the telephoto lens was a good 
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example of the effect of the construction of the lens on the depth of field. 
Dr. Grun having briefly replied, the President, in felicitous terms, 

moved a vote of thanks, which was heartily seconded by the Rev. Henry 
J. White, and carried with loud applause. 

Mr. A. E. Isaac ably handled the lantern as usual. 

CROYDON MICROSCOPICAL SOCIETAL 
On Friday evening last, Mr. Wardall, representing Messrs. Houghton, 
gave an interesting exposition of the Sanderson camera in its various 
forms, fully describing its uses, peculiarities as distinguished from all 
other cameras, and its capabilities, clearing up in the most satisfactory 
manner points upon which certain of the members were doubtful. He 
also demonstrated the Beck-Steinheil Tele-photo lens as applied to low, 
medium, and high power, lucidly explaining how to obtain the best 
results. The Beck-Harris, colour screen was also shown and explained, 
and a most intellectual evening was brought to a successful close by the 
exhibition of a number of very beautiful lantern slides, illustrating what 
can be done with the above cameras, lenses, and screen. On the motion 
of Mr. Baldock, the chairman, a hearty vote of thanks was given to Mr. 
Wardall for his very successful demonstration. 

LIVERPOOL AMATEUR PHOTOGRAPHIC ASSOCIATION. 
October 15th.—Mr. E. R. Dibdin (president) in the chair. 

The lecturer for the evening was Dr. Llewellyn Morgan, who gave a 
practical demonstration of the platinotype process, dealing with the 
various means by which the print may be developed. The lecturer gave 
a number of very useful hints as to the keeping of the paper, temperature 
of the baths, etc. He also demonstrated the method of obtaining warm 
brown tones on platinum paper, which was recently published by Mr. 
C. F. Inston, another member of the Society, and developed several prints, 
which on being passed round the audience were much admired. 

HILLSBORO’ AND DISTRICT PHOTOGRAPHIC SOCIETY 
SHEFFIELD. 

The monthly ^meeting of the above Society was held on Wednesday, 
October 8th, fn Makin’s Schoolroom, Hillsboro’ when a lecture by Mr! 
G. P. Goerz on “ What can be done with a Hand Camera,” illustrated with 
lantern slides, was read. The lecture was listened to with very great 
pleasure, and was both interesting and instructive. 

After the lecture, several slides belonging to the members of the Society 
were shown through the lantern. 

There was a good attendance of members, several new ones being 
proposed, bringing up the total membership to about 50. 

Wolverhampton Photographic Society.—On Monday, the 13th inst 
Mr. James Gale gave a lecture entitled, “ An Introduction to Architectural 
Photography,” his remarks being illustrated by some fifty excellent 
slides made by himself. 

The Rontgen Society’s ordinary general meeting will be held on Thurs¬ 
day, November 6th, 1902, at 20, Hanover Square. The chair will be taken 
at 8.30 p.m. Agenda: Minutes of last meeting; nominations; the 
President will open the session with an address. 

We regret to learn of the death of Mr. H. J. Dalby, photographer 
of Wellington Street, Woolwich. The deceased gentleman, who suc¬ 
cumbed to an attack of pneumonia, was a member of the committee of the 
Professional Photographers’ Association. 

The Royal Photographic Society of Great Britain.—On Tuesday, October 
28th, at 8 p.m., at 66, Russell Square, Mr. William Gamble wi’ll give a 
demonstration of the Sinop Collotype Process. The Society will be 
pleased to welcome anybody interested in this process. 

The Lumiere North American Co., Ltd., of 4, Bloomsbury Street W C 
inform us that they are willing to demonstrate the L.N.A. process of 
colour photography to approved photographic societies. Applications 
for dates should be made at earliest, and average attendance quoted in 
all cases. 

The Thornton-Pickard 1902 Prize Competition.—We| are asked to 
announce that, owing to the large increase in the number of entries it 
has not been possible to publish the list of prize winners as early as* in 
former years. The judges have, however, nearly completed their work 
and hope to announce the names of the winners next week. 

Look at Pictures” is the title of a book which Messrs Bell 
will publish immediately. The author, Mr. R. C. Witt, intends it for 
those who are interested in pictures and painting, but have no special 
knowledge of the subject; and from want of some such guide fail to 
obtain the full enjoyment from their visits to picture galleries and 
exhibitions. It will be fully illustrated. 

At the annual meeting of the Grangemouth Amateur Photographic 
Association, Provost Mackay and Rev. Mr. Hamilton were re-elected 
hon. president and president respectively. Dr. McGowan was elected 
vice-president: Mr. Marshall, hon. treasurer; Mr. Walter Bain hon 
secretary; and Mr. Maryon, asst, secretary. It was decided to hold a 
three-days exhibition in April, 1903, on dates to be announced shortlv 
In the open section there will be classes for (a) Landscapes and Sea¬ 
scapes, (b) Portraiture and Genre work. Silver and bronze medals will 
be awarded in each class, and there will be a gold medal for the best 
picture in the exhibition. The names of the judges, with whom arrange¬ 
ments have not yet been quite completed, will be a guarantee of the 
awards being according to merit. Full particulars will be obtainable 
shortly from the secretary for the exhibition, Mr. F. W. Maryon, Marshall 
Street, Grangemouth, N.B. 

Correspondence. 
(orregpond entx should never write on both tide* oj the paper 

notice is taken of cwnmunicatumg index* the navies and addresses 
the writers are given. 

\* lVe do not undertake responsibility tar the opinions expressed by o 
correspondentx. 

KODAK, LIMITED, v. THE PHOTOGRAPHIC TRADE - 
A CLEAR STATEMENT OF THE CASE. 

To the Editors. 

Gentlemen,—The restrictive poliev of Kodak, Limited, towards tl 
photographic trade has now been before the public for nearly tw 
years,, and among the many itatements and counter-statem nts whic 
have been made it is to be feared that the real points at issue are i 
danger of being obscured. We, therefore, think that the time ha 
now come for a plain statement of the case. 

Nearly two years ago Kodak, Limited, is. ued a circular to tii 
trade threatening to refuse to supply any photographic dealer wit 
Kodaks and films who sold any roll-film camera or films not made b 
themselves. It is absurd for anyone to contend that this was not a! 
attempt to secure monopoly. Thanks, however, to the opposition o 
the public and the trade combined, this attempt to restrict trad> 
failed, and, after about twelve months, the objectionable condition.1 
were withdrawn. 

This withdrawal was, however, only in order to create a monopoly 
by different means. Photographic dealers were then informed that 
they would not be refused supplies, but that their profit would be 
reduced to about one-half if they sold rival productions. To insure! 
their usual profit they were required each month to sign a declaration 
that no roll-films or roll-film cameras had been sold or kept in stock 
except those made by Kodak, Limited. 

Retail dealers, although resenting almost to a man this attempt 
to restrain them from free and open trading, have, many of them 
especially the smaller ones, been obliged to accept the conditions.’ 
Even those who, upon principle, have resisted the objectionable con¬ 
ditions imposed, and have decided, rather than subm.t to them, to 
lose half their normal profit upon all Kodak roll-films and apparatus, 
are not left alone. Pressure is brought upon them in every conceivable 
way to induce them to refuse to supply all other roll-film apparatus 
than that sold by Kodak, Limited. This continual pressure upon the 
retailer is very difficult for him to resist, and it is m order to put a 
stop to such a state of affairs that the Photographic Trade Association 
have decided to appeal to the public to assist in defeating the evident 
aim of Kodak, Limited, to secure a monopoly for an American com¬ 
pany for American-made goods to the exclusion of everything British, 
if the public insisted cm haying the particular make of roll films and 
roll-film apparatus they desired, the attempt at monopoly would be 
frustrated. 

The next point to be considered is : What is the tendency of ttic 
policy of monopoly and restriction? The accumulated experience of 
all countries goes to show that although a patent to secure a monopoly 
for a few years is an advantage in order to encourage invention, mono¬ 
poly of any permanent nature is most injurious to all concerned. All 
;timulus to invention goes; quality is not improved, and prices 
are not reduced without wholesome competition, and not only the 
trade but the public suffers from the effects of monopoly. Kodak, 
Limited, have done much in the past for the photographic public; 
but they have fully reaped the reward by making every possible use 
of the patent laws. Any further monopoly would bring about a state 
of stagnation that would ruin the industry. 

In addition to this it may be confidently asserted that the attempt 
to restrict trading will not be confined to roll-film cameras and roll- 
films. A monopoly, being an artificial system of trade, it needs con¬ 
stantly bolstering up and adding to if it is to succeed. This has been 
seen in every monopoly and trust that has been put in operation, 
and will be the case with all attempts to monopolise any branch of 
the photographic trade. It mav be pointed out in support of this 
statement that in America the Kodak Trust control the bulk of the 
photographic trade, with the exception of plates and chemicals, and 
that quite recently they have acquired an interest in the manufacture 
of plates, the object of which it is not difficult to guess. The logical 
outcome of the position is, that if the public allow themselves to be 
dictated to by Kodak, Limited, in tfie matter of roll-film cameras and 
roll-films, before long the only free articles left may be chemicals. 

The Photographic Trade Association, which includes several hun- 
dreds of photographic dealers, wholesalers, and manufacturers in 
Great Britain is concerned in: The prevention of any monopoly; the 
giving a fair field and no favour; free trade for ail. 

To show that the Association is a thoroughly representative and 
influential body, a list of the Council is given below:—W. M. Ashman 
(Bath) ; A. H. Baird (Edinburgh); M. Ballantine (J. Lizars); George 
Barclay (George Barclay and Sons, Limited); C. Beck (R. and J. Beck, 
Limited) yF. Bishop (Marion and Co., Limited); G. M. Bishop (Marion 
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and Co., Limited); Arthur C. Brookes (Editor of 1 he Photographic 
Dealer”) - W. F. Butcher (Butcher and Sons); J. Christie (bhelheid , 
M W Dunscombe (Bristol); J. J. Elliott (Elliott and Sons Limited)i; 
G.' Frost (Alton); R. Green (City Sale and Exchange); J. Henderson 
/Aberdeen); George Houghton (George Houghton and Son), E. Vy. 
Houghton (Houghton and Son); F. K. Hurman (Newcastle-on-i yne); 
L. M. Isaacs (J Levi and Co.); 1 Joseph (Charles lyLer and n§ ' 
Brothers, Limited); F. Y. A. Lloyd (Liverpool); D. A. ow 11 , 
'London); J. Lillie Mitchell (London Stereoscopic Co. Limited); H. JL 
Purser (Busch Camera Co.); A. S. Spratt (Spratt Brothers); G. lyler 
(Tvler and England Brothers, Limited); C. H. Watson (Watson an 
Sons); J. B. B. Wellington (Wellington and Ward); Jesse Williams 

'Cardiff); J. Brooke Wilkinson, Secretary. 
The history of photography shows that its steady advance has 

ibeen due to the survival of the fittest of all the inventions and pro¬ 
cesses that have from time to time been introduced. W ithout a. free 
•md open market new methods cannot be put on their trial. Jt was 
not always those that promised best that have proved most success¬ 
ful Actual trial is the only means of testing a new process; and it 
may safely be asserted that had any large monopoly existed in times 
past many of the valuable1 inventions and processes now m use could 

never have been tried. 
The ultimate decision rests with the photographic public British 

manufacturers have no desire to exclude goods of any make, whether 
British or foreign, from competition. They ask for1 nothing but a free 
and open market, and they have a right to expect the support of their 
countrymen in their British opposition to an American monopoly.— 

We are, yours faithfully. 
The Photographic Trade Association. 

89, Farringdon Street, London, E.C., October, 1902. 

THE KODAK COMPANY’S REPLY. 

To the Editors. 

Gentlemen,—An opportunity has been afforded1 us of replying at 
once to a circular now being issued by the Photographic trade 
Association. The circular charges us with attempting to secure a 
monopoly in Tollable film goods, and contains further a statement 
of the objects of the Photographic Trade Association, and gives a 
list of the gentlemen forming its council.) 

Monopoly.—However absurd it may seem to the Photographic 
Trade Association, we simply repeat that we do not seek monopoly. 
In the first place, it should be clearly understood that, apart from 
our Tollable film business, the whole of our goods are sold on precisely 
the same principles as those of any other manufacturer. With 
regard to our Tollable film business, our conditions are framed to 
protect our customers from the many flagrant imitators of our pro- 
ducts that are put upon tho market by manufacturers who aie 
endeavouring to make a trade by the aid of our prestige and our 
trade names. This cry of “Monopoly is a device resorted to by 
such manufacturers and wholesalers, under the shield of which they 
hope to get facilities for diverting to themselves some of the vast 
trade we have created in Tollable film goods. We intend to hold 
our own by good1 quality and good service, and the only monopoly 
we seek or care for is that which the public choose to give us. We 
have made the Tollable film trade, and have in the past had from 
eight to nine tenths of it in our hands. Practically the same state 
of affairs exists now. Most dealers find it best worth their while 
to sell only Tollable film goods of our manufacture on account of 
the world-wide reputation and uniform quality possessed by our 
products and the universal demand there is for them, and further to 
avoid complication of stock. What we want to point out is that 
they use their own discretion solely as to whether they shall sell 
only our good’s or whether they shall sell imitations as well as our 

g°If any dealer states that he is not allowed to sell other reliable him 
goods than those of our manufacture he is saying what is not true. 
As far as this company or its conditions are concerned, it 18 P 
to him to sell just whatever he elects to sell. He can sell even tho e 
articles that everyone admits to be piracies, and at the same time 
can stock and supply our products also, and net a discount from us 
varying from 14± to 23i per cent.-discount superior to what a» 
secured on many staple articles in other trades. Extia discou t o 
some items, amounting in all to more than 35 per cent., can e 
if he elect to sell our Tollable film goods only. In such event thehe 
is no undertaking called for on his part. Any extra discounts he is 
entitled to he claims as a legal right. He is not bound by any engage¬ 
ment ; he can change his mind and his practice at any time he p (-a- 

Anyone who takes the trouble to understand our conditions of sale 
will see that they are framed in the interests of the trade, and to 
protect to some extent the thousands of Kodak users—beginners and 
uninitiated—against the danger of their being deceived by other articles 
made up like ours being handled together with our goods. 

As regards these imitations, all your readers are probably not 

aware that in every single instance the get-up of our appfiances u 
closely imitated, and our gauges, special and peculiar to ourselves, 
are exactly and minutely copied. Not only is this so, but sue i 
imitations are actually offered to the public under the description 
of our registered trade names. Purchasers desiring our goods have 
over and over again, to our knowledge, been supplied with other 
products sold under our trade-mark descriptions. JNo doubt the 
great success of the apparatus we have introduced, and the enormous 
trade we have created, tempts the imitator. We wish it distinctly 
understood that we make no complaint of such a state of things. 
We look upon it as a penalty of our success. A few parasites may, 
after all, be good or us. We can leave .his part of the subject to 
the public. As far as we can see, people are coming more and more 
to recognise the fact that imitations sold and pushed forward as being 
“just as gool,” are not to be relied on for quality or uniformity, and 
it is very questionable whether many people, upon reflection and full 
information, would desire to encourage such an imitative trade, or 
the practice of substitution, which is bound up with it. It is not, 
however, as we have said above, our desire to take exception to 
imitations provided they infringe no patents or trade-marks. It is 
only as far as they lead to substitution practice that we take cog¬ 
nisance of them; and, as competitors with the imitators, and to protect 
our Kodak users, we have simply framed our conditions to hold 
our own against them. The policy we have followed, and still intend 
to follow, is to do our best by the persuasion of good terms, good 
quality, and fair prices to get the trade and the public to favour our 
products. 

A good! deal has been made of the Kodak Company having ceased 
to use the channel of the wholesalers for distributing their goods. 
The reason of this will very easily be understood by business men. 
The wholesalers are middlemen, and the modern tendency is to do 
without the middleman and the factor. Both the retail dealer and 
the public benefit thereby in getting goods that are fresher, and 
securing the benefit in the cost of goods to them of such extra dis¬ 
counts as are in the habit of being taken by the middlemen. 

The active element of the Photographic Trade Association is com¬ 
posed principally of these wholesale dealers, and their object in 
making the present stir is to secure sympathy for their substitution 
goods, which they have incited the imitative manufacturers in 
Germany and in this country to produce.; 

The association was brought into being with the express object 
of working up animus against the Kodak Company, and for no 
other purpose. The largest and most famous of the plate and pa-per 
making firms in the country are not in any way concerned in it. 

The trade in the States.—As regards the conditions of Kodak- 
trade in America the facts are these: The prouts to the dealers 
on Kodak goods in America are larger to-day than at any previous 
time. The conditions in force there were voted for by 95 per cent, 
of the trade before they were instituted; Similarly, retail prices to 
the public have been considerably diminished and better value given 
with every step in the progress and improvement of production. 

The association seeks also to mislead the public by playing upon 
a pseudo-patriotism. It is alleged that the Kodak conditions are 
made to secure monopoly for an American company, lhe impres¬ 
sion sought to be given is that all our Kodak goods are made in 
America, This is by no means true. Some of our products are, it 
is correct, made ii^the States, but Kodak, Limited, is an Eng si 
company, and is the largest British manufacturer of photographic 
goods, ‘employing at its British branches and factories over 700 
employees and hands, all British subjects. But eyen the American 
Kodak Company is not altogether the foreign concern our competi¬ 
tors would have the readers of this circular believe, for nearly three- 
quarters of the shareholders in that corporation are British. 

In view of these facts, we think the prejudice of the Photographic 
Trade Association in this matter will be readily understood.-lours 

faithfully, Kodak, Lim.ted. 

43, Clerkenwell Road, London, E.CL 
October 21st, 1902. 

[The appearance of both the foregoing letters in the same number of 
the Journal is due to a suggestion of our own that readers should have 
both sides of the controversy simultaneously presented to them. Uui 
correspondence pages are open to the reception of letters on the sub¬ 
ject; but our own comments on the situation are reserved until such 
time as we may think it desirable to terminate the discussion^ It is, 
however, right to say that, during the last few weeks, efforts have 
been made by the editors of the photographic Press, acting m perfect 
agreement throughout, to reconcile the differences existing between the 
Photographic Trade Association and Messrs. Kodak. Ltd but- without 
success. The ventilation of the matter in these and other columns 
mav, it is hoped, enable the photographic public to acquire a correct 
understanding of the present position as to the sale of roll films and 
cameras, and we are therefore open to receive expressions of the 
views of those interested.—Eds. B.J.P.] 
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THE BIRMINGHAM PHOTOGRAPHIC SOCIETY. 
To the Editors. 

Gentlemen,—We desire to call attention to the following points 
of importance, which may he of interest to other Photographic Socie¬ 
ties, who, dissatisfied with present conditions, may desire to raise 
their subscription in order to provide increased facilities for members, 
but who hesitate to adopt such a course. 

Twelve months ago the Birmingham Photographic Society were in 
occupation of rooms in a quarter of the city, which, to speak 
moderately, was not the most salubrious or the most fitting for a 
society of its standing and reputation. The sole conveniences were the 
use of a meeting-room, a second small room being used for the storing 
of exhibition plant. The apparatus available was an enlarging lantern, 
which required carting home before use, and an optical lantern, 
utilised once monthly, for members to test lantern slides. 

The natural result of so slight advantages accruing to membership 
resulted in decreased numbers and slight excess of expenditure over 
income. At this critical period in its history, the society fortu¬ 
nately possessed a strong council, under the chairmanship of one of 
its oldest and most enthusiastic members, Mr. A. J. Leeson, under 
whose able guidance a 1 old and determined measure was agreed upon 
by the council, being no less than a recommendation to the society 
to increase its subscription from 10s. fid. to 21s., the object being 
the provision of first-class accommodation in both meeting-room and 
dark-room, and the bettering of the programme of fixtures; entire 
dependence on such increased facilities being relied on to, if possible, 
retain the present membership, and also for the attraction of new 
members. 

The society accepted this recommendation, and our annual report 
for this year shows most conclusively the wisdom of the course 
adopted, as during the year no less than 45 new members were en¬ 
rolled, while the total resignations have been 25, of which 13 were 
due to members leaving the district, and 4 to illness. 

_ The new rooms are facing the main central square of the city oppo¬ 
site the Town Hall, and are on the second floor, being reached by a 
lift, and consist of one meeting-room, 33 feet long, 24 feet wide,' 15 
feet high, and dark-room, 23 feet long, 10 feet wide, 15 feet high, also 
a general storing room. 

I he meeting-room is most conveniently and comfortably furnished 
and fitted with the electric light, while the dark-room, in which four 
members can work at the same time, is illuminated by eight electric 
ruby glow lamps, fitted with variable intensities of light, to suit 
different speeds and classes of plates and paper. There is also an 
enlarging table, 14 feet in length, and fitted with every desirable 
movement necessary for accurate and rapid work, and designed to 
enlarge from 1-plate or whole plate to 24 by 20 in either plates or 
paper. This table is unique, being the first made of this size, to 
suit special club requirements, and is of teak throughout. By its 
aid the manipulation of large size plates is so easy that lady members 
are quite enthusiastic in its praise. 

In addition, lockers, washing sinks, drying racks, hot water supply, 
and fixing table, together with two lead-coated troughs, 4 inches deep 
and each 7 feet long, are provided. 

The society view with satisfaction the fact of every member having 
equal, facilities for all classes of work, and the advantages above- 
mentioned were plainly evident in our last exhibition, when 51 
members exhibited, in comparison with 34 the previous year. 

The total cost of these alterations has been £122, and of this sum 
£72 has been provided from the current account without creating an 
adverse balance, while the remaining £50 was provided from the 
club reserve account, still leaving in hand a rent reserve of £50_ 
I am, yours very truly, 

October 16th, 1902. 

H. VOOGHT-CORNISH, 

Hon. Sec. 

THE BAUSCH AND LOMB COMPETITIONS. 
To the Editors. 

Gentlemen,—We enclose you a booklet relating to the 3,000 dollars 
offered by Messrs. Bausch and Lomb as prizes for photographs obtained 
with any cameras in which their lenses have been used. 

Wo should esteem it a. favour if you would kindly call the attention 
of the photographic public to this fact, stating that we should be 
pleased to supply any quantity of these booklets for distribution, if 
our customers would kindly favour us with their names and the 
number of booklets they would like.—We are, gentlemen, yours faith- 
fuyy. A. E. Staley and Co. 

35, Aldermanbury, London, October 16th, 1902. 

PHOTOGRAPHY AS A FINE ART. 
To the Editors. 

Gentlemen,—-In your issue of October 10th, Mr. Herbert Ball refers 
to my notice in the 1 Daily Mail ” as having been written by " a 
person who was ignorant of his subject, or else thoroughly in error." 
Although the opinion he holds of my knowledge is a matter of 

supremo indifference to me, I am glad to seize this opportunity fori 
explaining at greater length a few points which the naturally limited 
space of the “Daily Mail” forced me to suppress. The range ol 
the so-called Fine Art Photographer’s ambition is such that it ;s ; 
next to impossible to speak of his absurd attempts in general. L t 
me, therefore, just choose a few striking instances. 

Not even an indignant enthusiast, like Mr. Ball, will maintain, that 
the camera can idealise. But the mort rabid realist, if he has any 
claim to the name of a painter, will idealise, wlw never he attempts to 
paint the nude. His picture has the additional attractiveness ot 
dexterous technique. With a few bold brushmarks he can suggest 
the lovely tones of the epidermis, of the blood coursing through th 
veins. In this idealising, and in this technique, lies the essential 
difference between the nude and the naked. A well-painted nude 
will never look—let us say it straight out—indecent. Now, the 
camera is incapable of producing a “nude.” The phot giapher can 
do nothing but give a crude rendering of the naked form with all 
its accidental defects. I he painter can render a more or less imper¬ 
sonal type; the photographer merely gives the portrait of a person 
so lacking in modesty, that she exposes her body to everybody’s gaze. 

Some modem “ art photographe-rs ” have had the bad taste of giving 
photographic versions of sacred subjects. Here, again, the painter 
may use the model, but he only uses her as a basis upon which he 
builds his ideal of, say, the “Virgin and Child.’* The photographer 
who exlnoits a “ \ irgin and Child,” seen through the camera, is guilty 
of an offence which borders closely on blasphemy. 

If a painter occupies himself with still-life, he will make his canvas 
attractive by his technical skill. If a photographer takes a snapshot 
of a heap of carrots and onions, and enlarges it to more than life 
size, until all outlines and forms get so blurred that one can hardly 
distinguish them, he shows neither taste nor dexterity, but is merely 
absurd. Who would care to own such a print, except a person who 
has been so mystified by the operator’s pretentious “bluff” that he 
is shaken in his own sound conviction as to what is, and what is not 
beautiful. 

If a painter uses a rough canvas he can adjust his technique accord¬ 
ingly. He can use thick paint where he wants a smooth, flat surface. 
The photographer who prints his negative on canvas can do nothing 
of the sort. Light and shade, foreground and distance, objects ot 
smooth or rough surface, appear cut through by the annoying little 
squares which look as mechanical as the dots and lines of a coarse 
half-tone block. 

A photograph can only be artistic when the photographer is con¬ 
scious of the limitations imposed by his process. And the same rule 
applies to all arts. A photographic print which has been “faked" 
until it looks like a very inferior charcoal drawing or etching is no 
more artistic than a marble statue of Venus painted in flesh-colour. 

There certainly is such a thing as artistic photography; but nothing 
could be further removed from it than the presumptions Trans¬ 
atlantic fakes which have been foisted upon us lately.—I am, 
yours, etc., 

The Art Critic of the “Daily Mail.” 

THE IMPERIAL COMPETITIONS. 
To the Editors. 

Gentlemen,—We shall esteem it a favour if you will put a short 
paragraph in your next issue to the effect that the last day for receiving 
entries in our Competition, for which we offer £500 in cash prizes, is 
the 31st inst.—Yours truly, 

The Imperial Dry Plate Co., Limited. 
October 16th, 1902. 

A CORRECTION. 
To the Editors. 

Gentlemen,—A curious error has crept into your report of the pro¬ 
ceedings of the L.P.P.A. of October 9th. You say: “ I passed round 
prints from negatives taken in 1845 by Sir Charles Fellows.” It should 
have been by Sir Dominic Colnaghi. The former gentleman’s name is 
quite familiar to me, but I do not know him personally.—Please correct 
the mistake, and oblige, yours truly, A. L. Henderson. 

Westmoor Hall, Brimsdown, Ponders End, Middlesex, Oct. 17. 

THE R.P.S. EXHIBITION. 
To the Editors. 

Gentlemen,—The sentence with which Mr. Warburg ends his 
letter in the British Journal of Photography of October 17th 
indicates that he considers that he has effectually answered my 
criticisms. A careful consideration of this letter and his longer 

communication to your contemporary Photography will show that he 

has evaded rather than answered the crucial points at issue, and that 

he has, in fact, strengthened the position taken by my first letter. 

I propose to answer his two replies together, and' quote from both 
indiscriminately. 

Mr. Warburg says: “The selection committee on the first day 
numbered eleven members, all but three, vnhnown to me.” The italics 
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are mine. What are the facts? About six months ago Mr. Warburg 
was corresponding with many of these men whom he now states 
were unknown to him, asking them to co-operate with him in an 
effort to control the selection of the pictorial section at the coming 
exhibition of the Royal Photographic Society. This was followed 
iby the issue of a circular letter, signed “ J. C. Warburg,” to a large 
number of the members of that society, asking them to vote for him 
and a few of his friends, so as to give them the controlling influence 
in determining the character of the next exhibition. It was hardly 
dignified for Mr. Warburg to write begging the members to elect 
him but it succeeded in giving to him and the clique working with 
him a sufficient number of seats to have a controlling vote in most 
divisions of opinion. Can Mr. Warburg explain how these men were 
sufficiently well known to him six months ago to join with him in 
issuing this circular and at the commencement of the work of the 
selecting committee they met as strangers? , 

Mr Warburg says further: “ It says little for Mr. Bennett s 
rommonsense that he should suggest the possibility of collusion on 
the part of eleven men mostly strangers to one another. I have 
not suggested “ collusion on ‘the part of eleven men,” but I have 
iust shown that some of these men were working together for a 
definite object for months before the exhibition, and that ‘ strangers 
to one another” is a mere quibble. This “pictorial wing,’ as they 
rilled themselves, was able to control most of the decisions, ana 
Mr Warburg is well aware that the committee was far from unani¬ 
mous some of the acceptances and rejections were determined by 
a majority of one vote only. The members of the “ pictorial wing ’ 
could almost always carry their point. 

Mr. Warburg stated that I “ accuse by insinuation members of 
the Postal Camera Club of partiality towards their club.” I may 
inform your readers that Messrs. Bland, J. Page Croft, and Warburg, 
members of the selecting committee, are all members of the L.C.C., 
and I would) merely add that these men have been working for 
months to secure a preponderance of the work for which their club 

In0 each reply Mr. Warburg, almost as liis first point, says that, 
in selecting, the names of the authors were withheld. I wish to call 
your attention to the fact that it was Mr. Warburg, and not I, who 
raised this question, and I do not propose to discuss it beyond point¬ 
ing out that it cannot be necessary for the names to be written 
on their works in order that members of circulating clubs should 
be able to recognise each other’s pictures. Mr.i Warburg alludes to 
me as a rejected contributor. Will he kindly explain liow he is 
aware whether I sent any work or not, if the authors names were 

withheld? ., , (i ,, 
Mr. Warburg professes to quote from my letter that, even it the 

work of individual members of the committee were the best in the 
room it ought not to be hung,” and then proceeaG to refute what 
be calls a pernicious doctrine. Of course, it is easy to confute a 
statement that has been distorted specially for contesting, but Mr. 
Warburg is well aware that I said something quite different. My 
argument was that, even if it were the best, if members of the com¬ 
mittee accepted their own works four times as liberally as those of 
others they were not above suspicion, they could not claim to be 
impartial; a totally different statement from Mr. Warburghs mis¬ 
quotation and an incontestable axiom. Mr. Warburg might, at least, 
have the common fairness to- quote mv arguments correc y. 

Next there is a most refreshing exhibition of modesty on the part 
of Mr. Warburg. He defends the fact that the work of some 
members of the committee was accepted so hberally by saying that 
they “hung the best work.” This is simply delightful! They hung 
their own work four times as liberally as that of others, because 
they knew that it was the best! Is further argument necessary to 
show the absolute unfitness of the “pictorial wing for the delicate 
and important task of judging the competing works • , 

Mr Warburg argues that because I and others have had a large 
number of frames hung in other years I cannot consistently criticne 
him and his friends for the number that they show this year. I he 
two cases are not parallel. What I have criticised is men hanging 
their own work and that of their friends so much more liberally than 
that of others, a totally different matter.' There are none so blind as 

tb<we who will not see. . , •, 
The facts that stand out in bold relief, the importance of which 

Mr Warburg’s reply has done nothing to lessen, are : — 
1. The correspondence between certain men early in the year with 

the object of co-operating to influence the present exhibition. 
2. The issue of a circular letter by Mr. Warburg asking to be 

elected with others, so as to form a controlling body on the selecting 

conumttee.acceptance 0,f their own work 'by three members of the 

committee nearly four times as liberally as that o o 'em. r, 
4. The acceptance of works from the members of the Postal Camera 

Club, of which three members were ^ the selecting committee twim 
as liberally as from other accepted exhibitors while many welUnown 
mm had their work rejected, this making the proportion still moie 

unfair. 

5. The acceptance of work from the Postal Pictorial Photographic 
Club, which was also represented on the selecting committee, nearly 
twice as liberally as from other accepted exhibitors. 

Pictorial excellence is not the distinctive quality of the members 
of these two clubs alone. There are now many men who are pro¬ 
ducing pictures by photography, but there can be no question that 
the work of one particular “school” only has received recognition 
from the pictorial wing. A selecting committee should be catholic 
in its tastes, and absolutely impartial and above suspicion in its 
judgments. Has the committee dominated by the pictorial wing 
conformed to this standard? 

It’ would be interesting to' hear how far other members of the 
committee, Messrs. Gunston, Ashby, Crooke and Gear, for example, 
support Mr. Warburg’s views of its work.—I am, gentlemen, yours 

truly, 
Henry W. Bennett. 

October 20th, 1902. 
[We append the “Pictorial Wing” Manifesto which Mr. Marburg 

sent to his fellow members of the Royal Photographic Society earlier 
in the year.—Eds., B.J.P.] 

We, the undersigned fellows and members of tire Royal Photo¬ 
graphic Society, realising the importance to the Society’s pictorial 
exhibition of capable, broad-minded judges and selection committee, 
who shall have the confidence of all schools of pictorial photography, 
have pledged ourselves to support the following gentlemen at the 
forthcoming election. In view of the fact that a large number of 
esteemed judges have refused to serve at the forthcoming exhibition, 
we have decided to collectively support only a small list. We ask 
your votes for the following candidates as being ay orthy of y our 

suffrages:— r, 0 
As Pictorial Judges :•—W. R. Bland, Esq., F.R.I.S. ; J. C. o. 

Mummery, Esq. . T, 
For the Pictorial Selection and Hanging Committee:—W. K. 

Bland Esq., F.R.P.S. ; J. Page Croft, Esq:; Llewellyn Morgan, 
Esq. ; M.D. ; J. C. S. Mummery, Esq:; J. C. Warburg, Esq. 

We would urge on every member of the Royal Photographic 
Society, Yvhether supporting our list or not, the importance to the 
society of voting for candidates who are capable and broad-minded. 

J. T. Ashby, Loughton; J. S. Bergheam, London; W R. Bland, 
F.R.P.S., late Vice.Pres. Derby Photo. Societv; Evelyn Boden, 
F.R.P.S.’ Derby; Francis A. Bolton, F.R.P.S., Staffs; Robert; 
Bourke, Past President Leeds Camera Club; S. R. Brewerton, 
F R P S , Tunbridge Wells; S. L. Coulthurst, Vice-Pres. Manches¬ 
ter Amateur Photo. Society; J. Page Croft, Birmingham Photo. 
Society; Alice M. Dumas, Bromley ; J. H. Gash, Leeds Camera Club ; 
John Gunston, Wimbledon; Maud'e A. Craigie' Halkett. Edinburg 
Photo. Society ; Elena Hellmann, F.R.P.S., London ; Harold Holcroft, 
Wolverhampton; W. G. Jamieson, Aberdeenshire: Percv Lund, 
Editor “Pract. and Jun. Photo.”; Hector Maclean..F.G b.,F;R i -b., 
Pres. Croydon Camera Club; J. W. Marchant, F.R.P.S. I ice-Pres 
North Middlesex Photo. Society; Llewellan Morgan M-D Bast 
Pres. Liverpool Amateur Photo. Association; Harry Quilter r. C. 
Shard low’. Editors “Photo. Art Journal ”; Leslie Selby, Past Pres. 
W. London Photo. Society; Percy Sheard, Pres. Batlev and District- 
Photo. Societv (Judge of the Yorks. Photo. Unnwl: M. Thompstone, 
Manchester: Harm’ Wade, Manchester; Louisa Wakennan-Newport, 
Tenburv; J. C. Warburg. London; H. Snowden Ward 
Editor'“The Photo-gram”; W. D. Welford F.R.P.S., London and 
Prov. Photo. Association; Jeanme A. Melford, London, i. r>- 
Corney Wilson, Liverpool Amateur Photm A^s^tmn; Eustace 
Young, London; J. C. Warburg, Hon. Sec. R.P.S. Pictorial Ming 

Movement. 

To the Editors. 
Gentlemen,—In reply to the letter of Mr. H. W. Bennett, in which 

he accuses of bias a small and perverted section of the Rejectioni Com¬ 
mittee, and inferential^ charges the majority with being led by the 
nose ” by such minority, I do not feel the pages of a paper offer the 
best medium for dealing with such assertions, offering, as they do, no 
means of arriving at a definite issue. . , „ 

If Mr Bennett really believes a tithe of Yvhat he states, it api - 
to me to be hie bounded duty to the R.P.S.. of winch he m a member 
to bring his charges formally before the Council, who wou d no 
afford him every opportunity of producing bis tYidence, yv . p 
ablv bYr an oversight—i.s omitted from his letter. 

This' is purely a personal suggestion; but I am not aware of any 
reason why the Selection Committee, having nothing to com*, 
individually^r collectively, would in any way object to meet he 

traducer face to face. 
I therefore challenge him to adopt this crime.—^0FX 

P.S.—I may perhaps be permitted to mention that my exhibits to 
the Exhibition numbered nine in 1899. ten in 900 ^fouriuWOI, 
when, owing to pressure of business, I did practically no photography 
My representation this year is thus 20 per cent, below the aveiage 

of the past three years. 
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CRISTOID DEMONSTRATIONS. 
To the Editors. 

Gentlemen, I am now giving demonstrations on the development 
of cristoid films on Mondays, Wednesdays, and Fridays, commencing 
at 7.30 p.m. I ask you if you will kindly insert this in the columns 
of your journal, so that any of your readers residing in the North of 
London who may like to1 know how the cristoid films are developed 
1 shall be delighted to show them, at 159, -Stroud Green Road, Stroud 
Green, London, N. Thanking you in anticipation—I am, Gentlemen, 
yours faithfully, J. B. Camp. 

y3 and 94, Chancery Lane, London, W.C., 21st Oct., 1902. 

A LOST COOKE LENS. 
To the Editors. 

Gentlemen,—May we call the attention of photographic dealers 
generally, particularly of those who do business in second-hand lenses, 
to the fact that a 5^in. Series 111 Focussing Cooke Lens, mounted 
in a 5 x 4 unicum shutter, has been stolen from the R.P.S. Exhibition 
some time during the afternoon of Thursday, the 16th inst. The number 
of the lens is 9.564, and its equivalent focus is 5.55 inches. 

Should this instrument be offered for sale or exchange to any dealer 
we trust he will kindly communicate with us at once.—Thanking you 
in anticipation, we are, gentlemen, yours faithfully, 

e Taylor, Taylor and Hobson, Limited. 
Stoughton Street Works, Leicester, October 17th, 1902. 

.Answers to Correspondents. 
*. AIL matters intended, for the text portion of this JOURNAL, includ. 

ing queries, must he addressed to “ The Editors, The British 

r£U/^ALr °L PhotOGRAPHY, 24, Wellington-street, Strand, London, 
" • O. Inattention to this ensures delay. 

** C°rrespondents are informed that me cannot undertake to answer 

communications through the post. Questions are not answered unless 
the names and addresses of the writers are given. 

** Communications relating to Advertisements and general business 

fhould he addressed to Messrs. Henry Greenwood & Co 
24, Wellington-street, Strand, London, W.G. 

Photographs Registered 

D Hedges Edinbargb- Photograph of 1903 calendar. 
W H n Square Lytham. Photograph of Homing pigeon. 
T P ' 5w^i9\Eg?Jt?? Crescent, W.thington. Photograph of J. Section, M.A. 
J. Lr. (Pregoney).—Better send us a print to see. From your description 

we can offer no opinion whatever. 
Sealt Portraits.—A.E.N.S. wishes to know the address of a firm that 

make a speciality of doing seal portraits for the trade.—In reply : 
We are unable to answer this query, as we know of no one who 
does seal portraits for the trade. 

Spots on Collodio Paper —Matte Surface says : “ I would be very much 
obliged if you would kindly inform me the cause of the spots on the 
enclosed Pieces of C.C. matt surface paper.”—In reply: The spots 
are caused by the paper having been splashed with some chemical 
—possibly an acid. 

Orthochromatic Photography.—Orthochromatic asks: “Would you 
indly tell me what advantages orthochromatic plates have over 

Plates in every day use?”—Tn reply: The advantage is 
that they translate colours into monochrome better than ordinary 
plates do, particularly when they are employed with suitable colour 
screens. 

The P.P. A.—J. A. Longford writes: “ I have recently returned from the 
United States, and have purchased the above business. Can you 
inform me if there is any association in this country to which it 
might be desirable for a dealer to belong?”—In reply: The Pro- 
fessmnal Photographers’ Association. Hon. secretary, Mr. Alfred 
Ellis, 51, Baker Street, London. W. ^ 6 

Acetylene in the Studio.—J. A. writes: “Will you'inform me what 
ES2 is being obtained by the use of acetylene gas for lighting 
• iudios for night work, and if consistent, please state a reliable 
make of apparatus, complete?”—In reply: Acetylene can be suc- 
andfUHodXP Tdf f°r ^ing portraits at night. Messrs. Thorne 

!e’ Victoria Street, S.W., make a speciality of an 
apparatus for studio work. J 

Black Backing Paper.—Black Backing says: “I herewith enclose vou 

of °fheSCSVl ^hat ? wanfc to know is what is put on the backs 
of the enclosed bromides to make black—it will not rub off not 

nlT/' ^°» WT6t Xt'i d°ne after 1 know it has been developed 
Wnrdt?' rfP y: The httle pieces sent are not bromide paper 
but ordinary black paper with an adhesive on it—probably gelatine 
But we may say your query is by no means clear. g 

Colour Photography.—W. W. Granfield says: “I read in the ‘West 
minster Gazette,’a few weeks ago, an article on a new process of 
coloured photography called, I believe, the L.N.A. process and 

whSeTi A0? ,ft/ou b? «> good M toilet me know 
where T could obtain further information of this new process ”— 
W CeP Yoi,^niie t0 Jke.Lu,?ierf. N A- Co-, 4, Bloomsbury Street, 
W.C. Lou will see their advertisement in last week’s Journal 

Foreign Encyclopedia.—‘ Having a brother in Java who wishes me‘to 
obtain for him a copy of volume (as advertisement enclosed) I 
wil feel greatly obliged if you will send me one that I may send 
him. If you will kindly let me know cost of same, I will remit 

per return. —In reply: We do not supply books. You will hau 
to get it direct from the publisher, or through one or other of tl 
foreign booksellers. We regret that we do not, for the momen 
remember the price of the work. 

Stereoscopic Photography.—Silurian says: “I am thinking of takii 
up stereoscopic photography, (a) Would you advise me to buy 
stereo camera? or (b) Would Brown’s Stereo Transmitter, with m 
ordinary camera, act satisfactorily ? (c) What are the disadvantaci 
of the transmitter ?—In reply : (a) We should certainly advise you ( 
get a stereoscopic camera, (b) We have seen good results that hav 
been taken with it, but we prefer a bi-lens camera ourselves. 

Lantern SLpES.—J. Seatter says: “ I wish to learn how to make photo 
graphic lantern slides from illustrations in magazines, engraving 
in books, etc. Would you kindly tell me what kind of a earner 
1 sh0°,?ld &et for that PurP08e, also what instruction books I shout 
get? —In reply: Any ordinary camera will do for making th. 
negatives. For the slides a lantern slide camera will be the mos 
convenient to use. Any of the dealers will supply one. Or b' 
using dry plates no camera is necessary, as the slides may b', 
printed by contact. As you appear to be ignorant of photography 
“Abney’s Instruction in Photography” will be a good work for 
you to get. 

Stamp Portraits.—Bigrigg says: “ I enclose a quarter-plate sheet ol 
bromide prints. Will vou please say what you think of them undei 
the circumstances? They are flash-light portraits taken in our 
kitchen at night. I have designed the printing frame they are 
printed with, and I can print same as enclosed, or four larger, or 
sixteen smaller, on quarter-plate sheets, from a negative the fourth 
of a quarter plate in size. Could I have it protected ? In rsply: 
The portraits are fairly good—about the average of flash-light work 
With regard to the printing frame, if thera is anything in it 
superior to others that are in the market it might be worth your 
while to secure a patent for it. That is the only form of protection 
you can obtain. 

^negative Reducers.—W. B. Gowland writes: “In reducing negatives 
please say what I am to avoid in the prevention of marks, which 
completely spoil for printing. The Almanac recommends Far¬ 
mer’s formula. Burton says if negative is dry soak in hypo—usual 
negative strength—take out and add a few drops red P. of I\ 
(saturated solution). Another formula is, 30 grains ferric chloride I 
in 3ozs. water. Allow solution to act, then wash and place in 
hypo. I used an old mixture of hypo not used before; negative 
was soaked in water first, then placed in hypo and red P. of P 
bath. Result: Spoliation. The red P. of P. was not saturated, 
but rather weak.”—In reply: All the fomulae named are good if 
used with judgment. In future we should recommend you to 
employ the Howard Farmer formula, as you cannot well go wronc 
with that, and it is a good reducer. 

Lens.—Studio writes: 1. “Will you kindly tell me the angle of Goerz 
12 x 10, Series 1 B. lens, double Anastigmat, the angle of Dallmeyer 
12 x 10 rapid rectilinear, both lens without stops? 2. I have an 
unfinished studio requiring a sun shade on the top of ridge plate. 
What height should the shade be erected on the ridge, to cast 
a shadow over the glass on the midsummer day, when the sun is 
at its greatest zenith?”—In reply: 1. It is as we have often said 
before, strictly against our rule to make any comparison of different 
makers’ apparatus. Better write to the manufacturers of the 
lenses. 2. The shade would have to be so high, to cast a shadow 
over so large an area as you desire when at its highest, that it 
would be very unsafe in windy weather, unless the studio was 
much more strongly built than the majority of studios are. Better 
deal with the sun by blinds. 

*** Owing to pressure on our space, several letters, answers to cores¬ 
pondents, etc., are crowded out. 

V Notice to the Trade, Wholesale Agents and Book¬ 
sellers.—A Contents Bill is issued with each number of the JOURNAL, 

and copies may be had on application to the Publishers. 
*** Notice to Advertisers.—Blocks and copy are received subject 

to the approval of the Publishers, and advertisements are inserted abso¬ 
lutely without condition, expressed or implied as to what appears in 
the text portion of the paper. 
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number of extra copies will supply the wants of thousands 
of photographers, dealers and publishers who were unable 

to obtain the Almanac for the last three years. 
The Almanac for 1903 will appeal to photographers all 

the world over as a daily reference guide m practical work. 
The standard matter and formulse will be revised and added 
to where necessary, and the latest departures m theory 
and practice will be chronicled. The year s advances wi 
be recorded, and wherever practicable new features of an 

informative nature will be added.  

THE BRITISH JOURNAL PHOTOGRAPHIC 
ALMANAC FOR 190o. 

Edited by Thomas Bedding, F.R.P.S. 

The forty-second annual issue of The British Journal 

Photographic Almanac will be pub is e m ®c®“ 
next This year’s Almanac reached a total of 1,560 pag s, 
and the entiJe edition of 20,500 copies was solout a fort¬ 
night before publication. Of no other photographic book 

ever issued can two such unique facts be recorded. 
The growth in popularity of the Almanac is evidenced 

by the remarkable rapidity of its sales. three 
The 1900 Edition (20,500 copies) was sold within three 

m°%t loo! lt“o,500 copies) was sold a fortnight 

after pubhcation.^0^ (20 500 copies) was sold a fortnight 

ThP“r°enad interest in the AnMVXAC grows steadily 

yearby year/and in order to supply the ' 
foreign, and colonial demand, we have decided to enlaige 

the 1903 issue to 
25,000 COPIES. 

The p-reat addition to the circulation of this most popu- 
n ^ i / v 90 tier cent) undoubtedly enhances its lar annual (over 20 per cenu.; aim j 
value as an advertising medium, and the issue of the g 

Isochromatic 
Plates in 
Astronomical 
Photography. 

EX CATHEDRA. 

It would seem to the casual obsei'ver 
that there could be little scope for 
the use of isochromatic plates and a 

— - - colour screen for such objects as the 

starry vault presents. Yet, at the meeting of the asti > 
nomical section of subsection A of the British Association 
there were exhibited photographs of star clusters so taken, 
which, according to Nature, were the feature of the evening 
of September 16th. These pictures were taken at the Yerkes 
Observatory with the 40in. visual refractor, the colour 
screen being in contact with the plates. There were a 
shown photos of the same objects taken on ordinavy pla tes 
without screen by the two-foot reflector. IVith the former 

the densest part of the clusters are beautifully rescued 
and measurable. The photographs of nebula! made wit 
the two-foot are unsurpassed, and it 'S '-eniarkab , • 
that authority, “ how, though nearly all the detail they 
show can be 'found on the photos taken at Crowborou^n 
and Daramona, and Greenwich, the general effect is quite 
different. It has been felt that astronomy was not suffi¬ 
ciently represented at the Association meetings, hence th . 
particular subsection was formed at the Bradford meeting 
in 1900 The papers presented, however, weie scare 
enough to justify its existence, so that cosmical physics 
were this year included.” To a certain extent this was 
successful, but still it was felt that amendment was desir¬ 

able. Xature suggests, with what seems like lig y ^ 

sarcasm, that ail papers in section s ;„tellieible 
int0 “two classes-papers that 

and papers that are not. . • • * , ,,y 
this might have beneficial results in more ways than one . 

* * * 

Comet Perrine Dr. Isaac Roberts has taken a successful 

the stars. The comet was virtually kept 

stationary in the field of the telescope; yet, though the 
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exposure was under an hour the stars included in the field 
have moved relatively to the comet so much that each is 
represented by a long trail. The reproduction does not 
appear to he an excellent one, for the original, it is stated, 
has a multiple tail, two of comparatively large dimensions, 
and several smaller streamers. It would be difficult to 
detect them in the process-block print. 

* * * 

Solubility of It is usually stated that metallic plati- 
Platinum. num is only soluble in aqua regia; but 
M. Camille Matignon has been making some experiments 

recorded in Comptes Rendns—that go to disprove this 
belief. When the metal in the spongy form is placed in a 
concentrated solution of hydrochloric acid in contact with 
air at the ordinary temperature the metal goes into solu¬ 
tion in the form of chloroplatinic acid. If the platinum 
is used in the form of foil no action takes place at the 
temperature of the atmosphere, but if the materials are 
placed in a sealed tube containing oxygen and heated for 
five hours at a temperature of 170deg the platinum is taken 
up. It would appear that platinum is, under the given 
circumstances, more soluble than gold, as we read that it 
needs a temperature of lOdeg. higher to uring about solu¬ 
tion of amorphous gold, which might be compared for 
physical condition to spongy platinum. 

* * * 

“Hypo” and Herr H. Y. Attingen has been investigat¬ 
ing the action of acids upon hyposulphite 

of soda, and the time taken before the precipitation of 
sulphur becomes visible. He finds that the time taken 
depends on the concentration of the hydrogen ions, and 
is the same for all isohydric solutions. An interesting 
portion of his communication will be found in his observa¬ 
tion that when sulphite of soda is present along with hypo 
the time of precipitation suffers retardation. In applying 
a knowledge of these facts to the hypo-fixing bath it may 
be well to bear in mind the presence of the gelatine of the 
plate, for it is well known that the presence of this and 
other organic matters entirely inhibit many reactions 
■which in the absence of these disturbing elements are very 
pronounced. An example of this is seen when a plate 
which shows urgent signs of pitting is placed direct into 
the alum bath, when it is evident that hypo must be re¬ 
tained in the body of the gelatine, and must there come 
into contact with the alum, yet no precipitate is produced, 
as would be the case after a while under ordinary con¬ 
ditions. An action in this direction whose explanation is 
not very clear has been brought under our notice by a 
well-known photographer. He tells us that when a newly- 
m'xod acid hypo bath—made by adding acid to an excess 
of sulphite of soda solution, and putting a limited amount 
to the hypo solution, the whole being, and continuing, per¬ 
fectly clear and free from turbidity—is first used for fixing 
plates, the latter when dry are so rough on the surface as 
to render fine retouching‘impossible. After being used a 
lew tunes, however, this effect dies away. Meanwhile the 
bath has continued clear and translucent. 

* * * * 

M°St Photographers are familiar with the 
of Potash. Pern icious effects that some of the 

chemicals they employ have on 
skins of some workers—metol, as used 
development, and the bichromate of potash, 
omployed in carbon printing, to wit. These, 
like many other things, including our old friend “ pyro,'’ 
used in the art, are deadly poisons when taken internally. 
On Saturday last Mr. Coroner Drew held an inquest, at 
Hammersmith, on a woman who had committed suicide by 

the 
for 
as 
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drinking a solution of bichromate of potash. This is the 
fiist suicide we have read ot by this substance, though we 
know of a case in which death resulted from accidentally 
drinking a solution of it in mistake for beer. It is a little 
surprising that there are so few accidents from the poisons 
used in photography, seeing the way that the solutions of 
them are sometimes left about; and the vessels, often 
tumblers and the like, they are frequently contained in, 
are not always kept in the dark room. A solution of bi¬ 
chloride of mercury in a tumbler, for example, is very like 
a glass of water, and one of bichromate of potash in a simi¬ 
lar vessel, as in the case just referred to, might easily be 
mistaken for beer—and the mistake not discovered until 
too late. When poisonous things, such, for instance, as 
bichromate of potash, are so largely employed for indus¬ 
trial purposes, familiarity with them seems to breed, if not 
contempt, a certain degree of carelessness in their hand¬ 
ling and keeping. If by chance some bichromate is 
swallowed, medical aid should be at once summoned, and, in 
the meantime, an emetic should be administered. Then 
the best antidote would probably be magnesia or chalk. 

* * * 

Monsieur Albert Londe, in a paper read 
FJashlight. before the Societe Fran$aise de Photo¬ 
graphic, gives the results of some experiments he has 
made, which are deserving of note by those who have occa¬ 
sion to use flashlight mixtures. As might be expected, 
the amount of powder used affects the length of the time 
of combustion. This is shown by the following results:_ 

Weight. 
1 Gramme. 
3 Gramme. 
5 Gramme. 

Time. 
120 thousandths of a sec. 
140 thousandths of a sec. 
160 thousandths of a sec. 

The mode of ignition also affects the time of combustion, 
and it is best done by electrical fusion of a very thin 

wire. The condition of the powder likewise affects ignition 
and it is best to use the mixture as fresh as possible. A 
sample which ignited with a loud report and burnt rapidly 
when fresh, after keeping some time, burnt four times 
slower and without noise. The duration of the flash was 
determined by a camera with 12 lenses, the shutter giving 
successive exposures of l-100sec. The flash was photo¬ 
graphed against a black background. If less than 
12-100sec., ignition and extinction were comprised within 
the exposures. As the speed of the shutter could be regu¬ 
lated, adjustments for longer or shorter exposures could 
be made. Illustrations of the stages of a flash are given. 
A very interesting illustration is given, showing the time 
it takes for a sitter to close his eyes after the commence¬ 
ment of the flash. During the first l-100sec. the eyes are 
open and natural in appearance, but at the seventh ex¬ 
posure representing 7-100sec., the eyes are completely 
closed. The maximum actinism of a flash appears to be 
attained in l-50sec. and lasts about 5-100 to 6-100sec. 

* * * 

Sepia. Recalling his previous experiments, 
Piati no types. Hiibl points out in “ EderS Jahrbuch ” 

that the sepia image obtained by using a palladium salt in 
the sensitiser for platinotype paper is but a brown modifi¬ 
cation of pure platinum, and that he had assumed that 
when mercury was used the same thing occurred. Further 
experiments have proved, however, that such is not the 
case. In all probability the sepia image given with mer¬ 
cury is a compound of mercury and platinum, as concen¬ 
trated nitric acid or cupric-chloride solution immediately 
destroy the mercury image, whilst leaving the palladium 
image untouched. If a platinotype paper is sensitised with 
a mercuric oxide salt, such as the citrate, it is probably 
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reduced to the ous state, and is then reduced by the 
developer with the platinum in the black-brown compoun _ 
With mercuric oxide salts this can be readily effected with 
a cold developer, but with mercuric chloride in the sensitis¬ 
ing solution a hot developer must be used to obtain t e 
brown compound. If the mercury salt is added to the 
developer and not to the sensitiser, the xerrous oxalate 
formed by the action of the light on the ferric oxalate 
reduces it to the metallic state and not to a mercurous 
salt If Hiibl is correct in his statements as to the nature 
of the sepia images obtained by the use of mercury salts 
it is an open question whether the process is worth genera 
adoption, as it would seem more than probable that such 
an image would not be so stable as one of pure platinum. 

* * * 

Separate The question as to the superiority of 
versus separate versus combined toning baths 
Combined as reo-ards permanency is likely to be 
Baths. always a vexed question. Adherents of 

the separate baths always point to the danger of sulphur 
toning and the consequent evanescent character of t ie 
prints. Advocates of the combined baths point out that 
one is quite sure that the tone obtained is not altered by 
any subsequent fixation, and further that at least one, it 
not two, operations are saved—namely, fixing and prelimi¬ 
nary washing. Of all the arguments adduced for and 
against no one, so far as we are aware, has commented 
upon the quantity of gold deposited by each system nor, 
for the matter of that, has it been established that an 
image containing a greater proportion of^ gold is the moie 
stable In this year’s edition of Elder s Jahrbuch, ho\ - 
ever, Herr Novak details his experiments m this direction, 
using albumen paper with a borax bath, and two collodm- 
chloricle papers with the sulpho-cyanide and a combined 
bath. In each case a print was toned faintly, that is, to a 
brownish purple, and one also strongly toned to a blueish 
violet, and the ratio of gold to silver determined. For 
albumen this was 1:4.96 and 1:4.3 For the collodion 
paper A the ratio was 1 :0.84 and 1 :0.25. In the com 
bined bath this paper gave 1.318 and 1:114; collodion 
paper B gave 1:3.2 and 1:0.85, and 1:4.7 and 1 • 2 for 
the separate and combined baths respectively From these 
figures it is obvious that there is far more gold in the final 
image when the separate baths are used although accord¬ 
ing to Herr Novak the appearance of the prints was the 
same. Of course, the total quantity of gold will vary witn 
the composition of the silver emulsion though from the 
experiments we have mentioned coHodm-chlonde pape 
require more gold than albumen, for the well-toned albu¬ 
men prints contained 28 milligrammes of gold and 122 
milligrammes of silver per square metre whilst the collo¬ 
dion contained 122 milligrammes of gold and 31.2 milh 

grammes of silver per square metie. 
* * * 

Detective When quick plates first made the hand- 
Photographs. camera possible, it was the fashion o 

call such instruments detective cameras for it was imagined 

produced We know of one case m which a defau 
portrait was taken on a solicitor’s door-step from a cab 

which had been hired for the purpose, and doubtless this 
is not an isolated case of detective photography. _ The 
matter cade up in a strange way the other day m the 

course of a law suit against the Great Northern and City 
Railway Company. The plaintiff, a waste-paper dealer, 
stated that owing to the construction of the defendants 
railway tunnels damage had been done to one of his houses 
which had cost him £62 to repair, and cracks had appeared 
since the driving of the tunnels in another house of his 
Having made this statement, the witness was confronted 
with a photograph which had been taken twelve months 
before the tunnels were made, and the picture showed a 
crack in front of one of the houses. His claim was finally 
demolished by Mr. Douglas Young, F.S.I., who stated that 
he acted for the company when the tunnels were about to 
be constructed, and, anticipating claims of this nature— 
oh! artful Mr. Young—he caused photographs to be taken 
of all houses on the line of route which showed cracks. 
The cracks shown in the picture were practically m the 
same condition now, and the work necessary to be done <:o 
the houses came entirely within the repairing clauses of 
the leases, and was not caused by the tunnels Upon this 
evidence the jury returned a verdict for the defendant 
company, on the ground that the tunnels were quite inno¬ 
cent of causing any damage. Poor waste-paper dealer the 
only satisfaction he will have will be that the various legal 
documents pertaining to the case will add somewhat to lus 
stock in trade. How ho must anathematise photography and 
all its works. Little did he dream of this child taking 
notes, and that the “ prents ” would take such a very in¬ 
convenient form. People who are about to make doubt ul 
claims for damages will do well to ascertain first whethei 
Mr. Douglas Young is retained by the other side. 

Bichloride of An interesting abstract of a paper i} 
Mercury used p>r. R. A. Reiss upon the use of bi- 
before Fixing, chloride of mercury appears in La Photo¬ 

graphic Franqaise. The writer states 

that it differs in effect when used as an intensifier before 
and after fixing the image. If the plate is washed for me 
minutes after development, then bleached with bichloride 

of mercury, well washed, re-developed, it will be founc 
that the intensified image is finer in gram than if the in¬ 
tensification had been done aftei fixing tie image, 
fact is interesting, and may be of use in special cases, rnt 
as the operations have to be carried out m the dark-room 

the process is not likely to be geneia \ use . - s 
modification, however, gives a different result It t e 
plate after exposure be treated with a slow developei sm 
the action stopped by washing as soon as all fine deta 
have appeared, a positive may be obtained by immeising 
the plate in a solution of bichloride of mercury for ten to 
fifteen minutes until the image has almost disappeaied, 
and then, after rinsing, again immersing it m the dm eh^pei 
The plate, still charged with mercuric salts veil8 uniforml> 
and the image cannot be seen by transmitted lig • 
immersed in the fixing bath a reversed image may^e ob¬ 
tained, those parts which were not reduced by the hist 
development appearing yellowish brown which mtensifie 
in drying. The non-actinic quality of this image gi\ es i 
the properties of a positive. Colson has pointed out that 
chloride of mercury in the dry state, when brought into 
contact with a bromide emulsion, destroys the latent image 
and renders the plate insensitive to subsequent exposure^ 
Dr Reiss, on the other hand, has found that a solution of 
chloride of mercury does not destroy the latent image, but 
merely slows the emulsion considerably To make use 
plates which have already been exposed or fagged, theystould 
be placed in a 5 per cent, solution of bichloride of mercury 
for ten to fifteen minutes. Wash m running water foi ten 
minutes, dip in a solution of amidol developer, and wash 
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the plates again. If the plate is used wet, immediately 
after the final rinsing, it will be found about 150 to. ZUU 
times slower than it was originally. The image is faint y 
visible and development proceeds slowly. In the 1 noto- 
graphisches Wochenblatt we find a further note upon the 
subject, stating the Dr. Reiss has made practical use ot 
his researches for another purpose, the restoration of ex¬ 
posed or fogged bromide paper. This he immerses in a 
2 per cent, solution of bichloride of mercury for fifteen 
minutes, and after well washing and drying it, obtains a 
very slow contact paper of exceptionally fine quality. The 
requisite exposure is thirty minutes in diffused daylight 
under a negative of average quality. Plates may be 
treated in the same way for obtaining transparencies. 

Journalistic The man who distinguishes himself in 
Portraiture. any way is sure to find his portrait pub¬ 

lished in the newspapers, and from the persistence with 
which these pictures present themselves a few hours after 
the original has awakened to find himself famous one would 
think that editors kept the blocks ready made, and selected 
the most suitable to the case in hand. It cannot be said 
that the majority of these sketchy pictures are satisfactory, 
and it often happens that blocks supposed to represent the 
same individual, and appearing in different newspapers, 
have not the slightest resemblance to one another. Only 
a few days ago the portrait of the unfortunate Mr. Kensit 
appeared in a morning and in an evening journal on the 
same date, and while one represented a bald-headed man 
of about fifty, the other introduced us to a much younger 
man who still kept his hair intact. Now. if portraits are 
not likenesses, what is the good of publishing them, unless 
there be an advantage in purveying that which is untrue! 
The competition in modern journalism is so stupendous 
that editors, we fear, are not always as particular as they 
might be with regard to accuracy, so long as the matter 
they print ministers to the desires, prejudices, and curiosity 
of their readers. Much the same thing happened in the 
long ago, when the making of a wood block was a serious 
business, and when photography was as yet unborn. It 
was common in those days for the same portrait to do duty 
over and over again for different persons. So it was, too, 
with the pictured “ broadsides,” the forerunners of the 
modern newspaper. Looking through a collection of these 
lately we found the same blocks appearing many times, on 
each occasion being labelled differently. They were mostly 
pictures of prize fighters, murderers, and hangings, and 
it was amusing to see how the same designs did duty for 
so many different individuals. Editors, nowadays, thanks 
to the cheap photo-process block, are not obliged to be so 
cheeseparing in the matter of pictures, ana when they want 
a portrait they get a photograph, if possible, and have it 
turned into a line drawing. Failing the photograph, the 
artist draws as much upon his imagination as he does upon 
the cardboard upon which he works. The result is not 
always inspiring. A well-known professional man was, he 
told us, once on his way north to fulfil a lecturing engage¬ 
ment. When he arrived within a hundred miles of his 
destination he noticed, with some surprise, that his fellow 
travellers in the railway carriage stared at him as if there 
were something uncanny about him. It was the same 
when newcomers entered the carriage; their eyes left their 
newspapers, and were focussed on him. At last he found 
out what was the matter. One of the travellers left his 
paper on the seat of the carriage, and there, on the up¬ 
turned page, was the portrait of our professional friend. 
And an awful production it was. " I know I am not a 
beauty,” said he to us. “ nor am I very particular as to 

my personal appearance, but if I was the hang-dog, cut¬ 
throat, hydrocephalous monster that that paper represented 
me to be, I should take a dose of prussic acid.” He then 
asked us whether he would not be justified in prosecuting 
that northern editor for libel—to which query we gave 
the safe and sage reply that he had better consult a 
solicitor. 

* * * 

X-ray _ A most lamentable occurrence is re- 
E x a mi n at ion. ported from Cleveland, Ohio, which 

should act as a warning to those who are unaccustomed 
to interpret the readings of the X-rays. A certain Mr. 
Buettner, a wealthy contractor, awoke one morning with 
a sore throat, not by any means an uncommon experience 
with most of us. But at the same time he missed his false 
teeth, and at once jumped to the conclusion that he had 
swallowed them in his sleep, and that the pain in the 
throat was the result. A surgeon was sent for post haste, 
the X-rays were called into requisition, and by their aid 
he discovered, to his own satisfaction, the plate of teeth 
resting in the stomach. An immediate operation was 
recommended, and while it was in progress a relative of 
the patient found the missing teeth under his bed. She 
rushed to the hospital, but was too late. The patient died 
from the effects of the unnecessary operation. Now, it 
seems to us that in a case of this kind, the opinion of the 
surgeon should have been fortified by a radiograph before 
such a serious operation was ventured upon. With the 
X-ray apparatus at hand, the production of a negative 
would have been but a matter of a quarter of an hour or 
thereabouts, and such a picture would show clearly the 
plate and teeth if they had been there. If, on the other 
hand, as we presume was the method of procedure in the 
case adverted to, the examination is merely by fluorescent 
screen, there is ample opportunity for error. Such exami¬ 
nation is often the only kind that can be made on the 
battlefield, but army surgeons are now so expert in the 
use of the rays, and a bullet is such an unmistakable 
“ foreign body,” that mistakes cannot easily occur. Any¬ 
one who has had the opportunity of making an examina¬ 
tion by screen will at once appreciate the difficulties 
surrounding it. A hand, a foot, or a leg, or an arm, are 
easy enough to examine, and there is no difficulty at all 
in noting all the bones and any abnormal appearance which 
they may present. But when we come to place the screen 
in front of the torso there are many organs covered wiih 
layers of thick muscle that it is extremely difficult 
even to an anatomist to recognise the masses of shadow 
for what they really are. And this is the case even if 
tube, coil, and battery are all working at their best and in 
harmony under a skilled operator. There are several 
X-ray pictures in the present exhibition at the New Gallery, 
one of which shows how plainly a hat pin, which has lodged 
itself by some unaccountable mishap in the stomach, can 
be revealed by radiograph. Another shows a collection of 
needles in a man’s knee-cap. It is evident that in either 
of these cases the surgeon would be justified by the evi¬ 
dence afforded by the pictures in cutting down towards the 
intruding bodies. The radiographs leave no room for 
fancy, there are the articles which have found such a 
strange tenement, and the sooner they are evicted the 
better. If such a picture had been available in the case 
reported from Cleveland, the sacrifice of a life might have 
been obviated. 

A Competition of special interest to photographers is at present run¬ 
ning through the pages of “ The Sunday Magazine.” Every month a 
micro-photograph of some familiar object is pub’shed, and readers are 
invited to state what the picture represent?, £? being awarded to the 
successful competitor 
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THE CONTINUING ACTION OF LIGHT IN THE 

CARBON PROCESS. 

At a Society meeting a few weeks ago, when the subject of 

carbon printing was under discussion, some doubt seems 

to have been expressed as to whether the action of light 

set up in an exposed carbon print could be continued in 

another piece of tissue kept pressed in contact with it. At 

another meeting, reported in our last issue, one of the 

members showed the result of an experiment which proved 

that such action did take place, although the image was 

very faint, and was said to be too flat to be of any practical 

use. The fact that the action of light set up in one bi- 

chromated gelatine film could be continued in another that 

had not been exposed by its being kept pressed in contact 
with it for a time was shown nearly thirty years ago, and 
also that good pictures could be produced in that way. 
This was practically demonstrated before the London 
Photographic Society, now the R.P.S., by the late M. A. 
Marion, nearly thirty years ago, a full report of which will 
be found on page 242 of our volume for 1873. In our 
issue for November 9th, 1900, Mr. E. W. Foxlee published 
the results of some experiments that he had recently been 
making with M. Marion’s process—“ Mariotype ”—and 
how the time of keeping the two tissues in contact could 
be considerably shortened, from that necessary in the pro¬ 
cess a' published by M. Marion, from eight or ten, to two or 
three hours. Since then Mr. Foxlee has shown in our contem¬ 
porary the Photographic News that the action of light set 
up in a bichromated gelatine film could be communicated 
to and continued in other colloid bodies, such as gum, for 
example. Also that the presence of free bichromate in 
either film was unnecessary, as that could be all washed 
away and the print dried and kept for weeks before the 
second colloid body is applied. Furthermore, he has 
proved that the initial print need not be made in bichro¬ 
mated gelatine at all, as other colloids will answer the same 
end. Paper, for example, may be coated with a starch— 
arrowroot, for instance—sensitised, printed, washed, dried, 
and at any subsequent time coated with pigmented gum 
containing an acid, and again dried. In this state the 
print can be kept for weeks, to be developed at any con¬ 
venient time. In this method of working excellent pic¬ 
tures may be obtained; but, of course, it entails more 
trouble and time than that involved in working the ordi¬ 
nary carbon process, notwithstanding that the picture is 
obtained the “ right way about ” without transfer, and the 
fact that we have a visible image to begin with. Still, the 
system is interesting from a scientific point of view, as 
illustrating the persistent action of light in bichromated 
colloid substances. 

-♦- 

The Photograph of a Thought.—An elderly man in Cleveland ran in 
great suffering to a hospital, where he said that he had swallowed his 
false teeth. The X ray disclosed in his gullet a dark blotch that looked 
like the missing object, but when an incision was made no teeth were 
there. They had in fact fallen under the bed, where a servant later 
found them. The man had only dreamed of swallowing them. But 
what was the object which the X ray had photographed ? That the 
doctors could not tell, unless “ some psychological-physiological effect 
was nroduced by the man’s delusion which was actually visible through 
the fluoroscope. The belief that he had swallowed the teeth and that 
they had “ stuck half way down ” gave the patient such pain as the 
actual object would have done. Was that imagined object as real to 
another’s sight as it was to the sufferer’s own sense of feeling ? If it 
was, here is an argument for those who hold that all pain, sight, hearing, 
and feeling are in the mind; though to the “man in the street” it is 
easier to suppose that the doctors were mistaken and saw neither teeth 
nor thought. At any rate, if X-raying a thought is possible, a photo¬ 
graph of the reflections of the patient’s relatives on the whole affair 
would be interesting. For the subject of this absorbing inquiry died 
as the result of his needless operation.—“ New York World.” 

TWO THOUSAND PHOTOGRAPHS. 

Having taken part in the recent selection of pictures for the 

R.P.S. Exhibition, and having thereby received a lesson of 

considerable value, I feel that the knowledge of the experience 
there gained should prove equally valuable to exhibition workers 
generally. 

The earliest feature to strike me was the extreme divergence 
• of opinion of the Committee, which probably ranged pretty 

generally from one end to the other, and the feeling naturally 
followed that every so-called school was represented, thus en¬ 
suring recognition of every class of work. 

At times when a picture of a controversial nature appeared, 
this difference of opinion was most markedly defined, but 

everyone, after vigorously and occasionally fiercely fighting for 
the principle which he felt was involved, accepted his victory 

or defeat with appropriate moderation, or good temper. 
The usual plan was, of course, adopted of the frames being 

held on the table, and generally adjudicated upon in this way ; 
but the smaller work was more closely inspected and passed 
along from hand to hand. 

As hour after hour passed, and hundreds of the most 
ordinary, and even elementary, work passed along, anyone 

casting a momentary glance on the Committee at their task 

might be almost pardoned in concluding that the body was 
carrying out its work in a very lackadaisical and almost in¬ 

different manner. 

But the effect of the cry of “ Rats! ” to a drowsy terrier was 
not more electrical than the appearance of something out of the 

ordinary in the way of picture-making. 

In a moment every member was on the war path, the picture 

was keenly discussed, argued and harangued, the appeal for 

the vote was promptly acted upon, the fate impartially settled, 

and the Committee again resumed its dreary task of picking 
the bits of coal from the a?hes. 

I say dreary advisedly, for, in the first place, it is not 

generally pleasing to sit in judgment on one’s fellow man, and 
be compelled to condemn when it would be more gratifying to 
praise. One does not expect, and certainly would not desire, 

to see the undertaker conduct his operations with face wreathed 
in smiles, and can fully realise that the gentleman has pro¬ 
bably not chosen his vocation for, vulgarly speaking, “ the fun 

of the thing.” 
Consequently, it is not enlivening to return to obscurity 

that which has evidently given cause for much work and well- 
meant thought. As a proof, however, of the keeness which 

the Committee maintained right up to the finish, and the 
number to be adjudicated upon was very close upon two thou¬ 

sand, it may be mentioned that the keenest fight took place 
well after eight o’clock in the evening, when one might reason¬ 

ably suppose there was not a kick left in the room. 
For nearly a quarter-of-an-hour did the fight rage hot, mem¬ 

bers rising to address their fellows, or arguing the matter in 
twos or threes, with the greatest animation, before the par¬ 
ticular point was finally decided. 

However, I hold no brief for the Selection Committee, who 
neither desire nor require my advocacy; but the feature I 
want to press home is the lesson to be learned by the viewing 

of such a mass of work, and the remarks aforementioned are 
made rather to the probably some hundreds of disappointed 
exhibitors, to show the impartiality and thoroughness at¬ 
tempted. But all of us have been disappointed exhibitors at 
some time or other, and it is at such times that we are least 

amenable to reason. 
’Tis not, therefore, so much the view of endeavouring to 

alleviate such disappointment, as by trying to give a few general 
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hints as to what appeared to appeal to the Committee, and 

what did not, and thus endeavour to avoid the recurrence of 

further disappointment. Selection Committees are but human, 

even if when they reject our pictures we think they are not 

humane, and are keenly anxious to pick out the best material 

at their command, to make as attractive a show as possible. 

Besides, their own reputations are at stake, as they will be 

subsequently judged by what they hang. One of their fore¬ 

most desires is probably to relieve the exhibition from the 

ordinary; consequently anything removed from the beaten 

track, or suggesting novelty in idea or treatment, re, 

ceives their closest study, and elicits their warmest interest. 

On the other hand, that which especially failed to appeal were 

the flat grey bromide prints of a generally commonplace sub¬ 

ject—and there appeared to be acres upon acres of these, which 

repeated themselves with a persistency and monotony which 

was simply deadly. Of very little more interest was the good 

ordinary, clean, technical print, whose virtues lay entirely on 

the negative side, for which from their very number no one 

could raise sufficient enthusiasm to fight, and the best went 

into the “ doubtfuls,” from which probably they never emerged, 

thus receiving recognition at about their approximate value. 

Another point which prevented many really good things fropi 

being hung was the atrocity in framing and mounting, many 

showing such a violation of taste, the hanging of which would 

be a studious insult to all work in the vicinity. The prints of 

many would-be-exhibitors seemed to suggest that as soon as 

the authors knew how to decently develop a plate and make a 

tidy print, they were entitled to recognition by having such 

hung. Some sent as many as from twelve to twenty frames, 

and one could not fail to anticipate with regret the disappoint¬ 

ment which the compulsory rejection must entail, while at the 

same time considering how different the result might be were 

so much labour and thought concentrated on to, say, one or two 

of the subjects. 

Taking the whole couple of thousand prints collectively, one 

could not help but be more than ever impressed with the fact 

that what is needed and should be striven for by those anxious 

to exhibit, is some individuality, to- lift them from the rut of 

the mass, and some feeling and motive in treatment to remove 

them from the commonplace. This would probably more easily 

be accomplished by the serious attempt to learn from all, while 

slavishly copying none, and by a close study of the art side 

of picture-making, and by a concentration of thought on to a 

little endeavour to do that little really well, rather than per¬ 

petuate that which has been done as well before and will be 

again, and which brings no lasting satisfaction or interest, 

even after its accomplishment 

J.Page Crofe. 

The Earth’s Rotation.—The great pendulum which had been hung from 
the top of the dome of the Pantheon by the Astronomical Society of 
France to demonstrate by its oscillations the rotation of the globe, was 
last week set in movement at an inaugural ceremony, presided over by M. 
Chaumie, Minister of Public Instruction. The President of the Republic 
was represented by Commandant Roulet, and delegates from the Poly¬ 
technic and Normal School were also present. The official personages 
were received by M. Poincare, member of the Institute and of the Bureau 
of Longitudes, and M. Camille Flammarion, President of the Astrono¬ 
mical Society. They were supported by numerous other savants, mathe¬ 
maticians, astronomers, etc. M. Camille Flammarion, after reminding 
his hearers that it was in 1661 that the demonstration was first made in 
Florence by Galileo, referred at considerable length to the memorable 
experiment made in France by Foucault half a century ago, and of 
which the present was a repetition. M. Chaumie commented on the 
technical explanations given by the astronomer, and then, by burning 
with a match the string which held it, freed the pendulum, which com¬ 
menced its majestic oscillations, the stylet marking clearly its passage 
over the sand.—Paris correspondent of “ The Standard.” 

ON THE MOLECULAR STRAIN THEORY OF VISION 

AND OF PHOTOGRAPHIC ACTION. 

[Presidential Address to the Photographic Society of Ireland, Delivered on 

Friday, 10th Oct., 1902.] 

I have felt a difficulty in selecting a subject on which to address 

you, because my knowledge of the processes of photography ;s 

limited to the ordinary routine of the amateur’s work, but I 
have at various times studied scientific questions connected with 

photography, and I have thought it better that I should con¬ 

fine my remarks to a short account of a recent advance in 

photographic science which has come from an Indian scientist. 

I refer to Mr. Jagadis Chunder Bose, whose work has opened up 

a field of advance in photographic science, a field so promising 

that I think the members who are not already acquainted with 
it would be interested in an account of Mr. Bose’s work. 

You are, of course, aware that ever since the beginning of 

photographic science, as scon as chemists and physicists began 

to speculate upon what was going on in the photographic plate, 

it was recognised that the effects were partly chemical and 

partly physical. 

Mr. Bo e began his work a few years ago, in 1899, and, as 

in many other cases in science, he began working in an entirely 

different direction. You are, of course, aware of the leading 

principles of wireless telegraphy, and you no doubt know that, 

in order to carry out wireless telegraphy, one of the most im¬ 

portant parts of the apparatus is, or till quite recently has 

been, the coherer. The coherer is, briefly, a little glass tube 

filled with iron filings. It is found that when such a tube is 

exposed to electric waves there is a variation in conductivity, 

and that in the case of iron filings the conductivity is increased, 

and it is by this increase of conductivity that it is possible to 

detect the waves. 

In order to connect this matter with photography, I will re¬ 

mind you that these electric waves are identical with light 

waves, only that they are of greater length. Prof. Lodge sug¬ 

gested an hypothesis to explain the action of the coherer, and it 

was on the basis of his explanation that the term “ coherer ” 

became popular. He suggested that effects arising from the 

electric waves might cause the iron filings to become fused to¬ 

gether at their minute points of contact, the idea being that 

the iron filings cohered, and in this way the resistance of the 

tube became diminished 

Mr. Bose, in experimenting with different metals, in 1899, 

discovered that there were some metals that did not increase 

in conductivity when the electric waves impinged upon them, 

but that they increased in resistance or diminished in con¬ 

ductivity. Now, if the coherer hypothesis was correct, every 

substance should show an increase of conductivity ; but here 

Mr. Bose had found that tome substances, instead of increasing, 

diminished in conductivity, therefore the coherer theory must, 

according to Mr. Bose, be abandoned. Mr. Bose named as “nega¬ 

tive ” these substances which diminished in conductivity under 

the action of electric radiation, and “ positive ” those which in¬ 

creased in conductivity, the substance being in a state of powder 

when its conductivity is being examined. Among the first 

class are the metals potassium and sodium ; among the second, 

iron, magnesium, zinc, and cadmium. Silver, the substance 

that the photographer is continually dealing with, may be 

sometimes positive and sometimes negative under the influence 

of the electric waves. 

Mr. Bose, in a subsequent paper, designates the peculiar 

phenomena he is studying “ electric touch,” and expressed his 

belief that what he was observing was an allotropic modification 

of the substance under the influence of the electric radiation. 
<1 
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He suggests that such modifications are very general attendants 

on the activity of electric or luminous radiation ; but only m 

special cases can their effects be observed during their con¬ 

tinuance. Further observation revealed the fact that the same 

substance may sometimes react positively, sometimes negatively, 

towards electric radiation. It seemed partly to depend on the 

intensity of the electric radiation to which it was exposed. 

For instance, the substance arsenic is negative close to the 

radiator, but if removed a sufficient distance it becomes positive. 

Substances exhibited also a phenomenon which he called 

“fatigue.” This was, in short, a loss of sensitiveness to radia¬ 

tion. But before that state was reached a still more remark¬ 

able phenomenon became evident under continuous radiation : 

thfe substances may spontaneously reverse in sign. The radia¬ 

tion product may change from negative to positive, the action 

of radiation reversing the sign of the electric touch. This ap¬ 

peared to be distinct from the change of sign dependent on in¬ 

tensity of radiation, as the experiment in arsenic would indi¬ 

cate. The curve for the conductivity of such a substance as 

arsenic under continued radiation is a line alternately rising 

above and sinking below the level of mean or normal conduc¬ 

tivity, and finally revealing the fatigue of the substance by 

the approximation of the curve to this level, the substance 

finally becoming almost inert and insensitive to electric radia¬ 

tion. 

To account for these phenomena, Mr. Bose put forward a 

strain theory of such allotropic changes as he supposes to ob¬ 

tain in the substance under the influence of electric radiation. 

If the two forms of the substance be for clearness designated 

A and B, electric radiation in the first instance converts some 

of A to B. Now, if A is the + form, B is the -—- form of the 

substance. Further radiation to the substance must therefore 

be attended with lessened response, for A and B are acting 

antagonistically. There is, however, an “ electric elasticity ” 

attending the change, which may result in B rapidly reverting 

to A. This is “ self-recovery.” In this case a second trial may 

show the substance to possess its original sensitiveness < 'a 

the other hand, all may become B, and “ reversal ” result ; or 

again, A + B may exist in such proportions as to lead to 

resultant insensitiveness or “fatigue.” The conductivity curves 

of potassium, magnesium, and arsenic well illustrated these 

cases. 

The audience would by this time perceive the connection 

between Mr. Bose’s researches and photography. All are 

familiar with the phenomenon of solarisation. It was only 

necessary to photograph an arc light, giving an exposure of a 

few minutes, to get the reversals. In Mr. Bose’s view these re¬ 

versals were phenomena continuous with, or of the same physi¬ 

cal nature as, those he dealt with in his experiments. The 

silver bromide molecule is “ strained,” and the strain-silver 

bromide responds to chemical actions differently to the un¬ 

strained molecule. The sensitiser’s function is to retard the 

self-recovery' from strain. Chemical action is in short a secon¬ 

dary phenomenon, and not a primary one attending exposure. 

The successive phases of “ solarisation ’ are represented in 

Mr. Bose’s curves. When the cuive of conductivity under the 

influence of radiation departs from the normal, the first nega¬ 

tive is secured ; but this conductivity cannot be continuously 

maintained. In the photographic plate the sensitiser forbids 

its annulment upon the mere stoppage of radiation. In the 

“ coherer ” tube, till fatigue or actual reversion occuis, there 

will be in general recovery (more or less complete) upon stop¬ 

page of radiation. But at length a point is reached when fresh 

exposure to radiation is attended with fatigue or reversal. The 

passage from the one state to the other may be said to depict 

the photographic phenomenon of the first positive ; for at some 

point in this transition the photographic effect causing the 

negative has been annulled. In Mr. Bose’s experiment this 

passage may be attended with an interval of inertness towards 

radiation. (Reference was made to the case of Mr. Bose’s 

specially prepared negative silver). After this the sign is re¬ 

versed. Light, or radio-activity, involves a fresh strain ; and 

the second negative is obtained, and so on. It would appear 

that a final state of fatigue or inertness attends on continual 

radiation to the “coherer.” On the photographic plate the 

intervals lengthen, far more light being required to produce 

the second negative than the first. But this may not be the 

corresponding phenomenon to “ fatigue.” Is such fatigue finally 

reached in the photographic plate short of the appearance of a 

visible image? 

Although it is difficult to correlate the two phenomena with 

exactness, there is much in the character of the observed changes 

of conductivity which may be paralleled with photographic 

actions, and when along with this it is taken into account that 

the agent inducing the surface changes in the particles in the 

tube is the same agent which affects the molecules or aggregates 

of silver bromide, one cannot help regarding the strain theory 

as most suggestive. That ultimate chemical decomposition may 

attend continuous light action may not be denied. Many in¬ 

stances can, of course, be cited, and, as I read Mr. Bose, he 

probably would not deny that light ultimately' effects chemical 

decomposition of the silver haloid in the sensitive plate. But 

within the range of reversal phenomena the strain theory ap¬ 

pears to lend itself in explanation of many effects only awk¬ 

wardly explained by chemical actions. Chemists apparently do 

not like to admit merely loosened bonds ; strains, on the other 

hand, may be reasonably supposed to exist in any degree short 

of disruption of molecular grouping, and, in the other direc¬ 

tion, to the minutest beginnings. 

Directly in harmony with a strain theory is the well-known 

fact that mechanically made impressions on the plate are de¬ 

velopable. But perhaps the most striking fact supporting the 

strain theory is the continued sensitiveness of the plate at 

temperatures so reduced as to inhibit orthodox chemical actions. 

Readers of Professor Dewar’s address to the British Association 

this year will recollect his reference to this phenomenon. At 

so low a temperature as that of liquid hydrogen, about 10 per 

cent, of the original sen itiveness remains. It is now many 

years ago since I photographed the spectrum on ordinary' and 

isochroniatic plates, backed by' solid carbonic acid and ether. 

While the waves of low' refrangibility in general had at this 

temperature lost much of their effect (the loss being most marked 

on the isochroniatic plate), the rays of high refrangibility w'ere 

little reduced in activity. The action of the dye appeared 

affected after the manner of chemical reaction, leaving the 

normal photographic sensitiveness of the plate, to the blue, 

violet, and ultra violet rays, almost unaffected. But this re¬ 

minds me that I have more to say about Mr. Bose s work, anil 

must not more digress from my original intention of placing a 

simple account of his experiment before you. 

A photo-electric experiment of Mr. Bose’s, analagous to those 

of Professor Minchen and others, revealing features in common 

with conductivity experiments, must claim our attention for a 

little. Two strips of silver which have been exposed to brcmoni 

vapour are immersed in a water-cell and examined as to their 

variations of electric potential under exposure to flashes of 

light and to continuous illumination. The phenomena of a 

maximum effect attending continuous illumination, of self- 
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recovery, of reversal, and. even indications of fatigue are ob¬ 

tained. Other similarities in the forms of the curves are 

observable. 

The connection here is evident. Potential differences will 

arise under molecular alterations ; conversely, potential dif¬ 

ferences may be taken to indicate molecular strains or altera¬ 

tions. The experiments indicate, therefore, molecular effects 

similar in many features, arising under light action and arising 

under electric radiation. The resemblance of the course of 

events in each case is certainly striking. 

The last experiments I have to tell you about were designed 

to connect the radiation effects with undoubted strain effects, 

and so support the hypothesis of the former being indeed purely 

of the nature of strain. In the “ strain cell,” a very interesting 

and simple piece of apparatus is presented to us. Two wires 

cut from the same length are stretched vertically between ebon¬ 

ite supports, and above are attached to binding screws ; one of 

these is capable of being rotated. The “ electrolyte ” is water, 

and a sensitive galvanometer of D’Arsonval type is connected 

to the binding screws. Whatever P.D. there may be in the 

first instance between the wires at once becomes modified on 

applying a torque to one of the wires. It may be annulled or 

increased. A potential difference is, in fact, generated while 

twisting, and thus straining, one of the wires. 

It was found that most of the metals become negative while 

under increasing strain—i.e., the current in the cell is from the 

strained to the unstrained wire. With successive turns the 

effect during each turn grows less. When the twisting is 

stopped there is recovery showing a time rate re¬ 

sembling the recovery from electric radiation and light 

radiation. It is remarkable that silver often exhibits an oppo¬ 

site electromotive effect to that generally shown by metals 

under twist. 

Mr. Bose, finding that the electromotive effect is not de¬ 

pendent on the direction of twist, v hether clockwise or counter¬ 

clockwise, arranged to produce continuous molecular dis¬ 

turbances by conferring a vibratory character to the twist—i.e., 

arranging so that the wire is twisted alternately through certain 

definite angles first in one direction and then in the other. 

This generated a P.D., the magnitude of which depended on 

the amplitude of twist. We now find in his curves—rapid re¬ 

covery under a short stimulus, a maximum effect under con¬ 

tinued vibration, followed by recovery ; and reversal in some 

cases under intense stimulus or under long continued stimulus. 

These are the most important points. 

The course of experiments is summarised in Mr. Bose’s final 

paper on “ The Strain Theory of Photographic Action.” 

I have not left myself time to touch on the chemists’ side of 

the question, which, from my inability to speak with authority 

in that direction, I do not entirely regret. What is chemical 

and what is physical may well be asked. One answer would 

be that short of disunion and re-arrangement of atomic or mole¬ 

cular bonds between dissimilar substances, we agree to call 

atomic or molecular disturbances “physical.” If this be as¬ 

sumed, there is much known about photographic actions which 

suggest that the light effect is at least primarily physical. The 

increased sensitiveness obtained by increasing the size of the 

silver bromide aggregates (ripening) can hardly be a mere reson- 

ance phenomenon. Tt more directly suggests the building of 

a system sensitive to molecular strain. So far as chemical 

action goes, the smallest and the largest aggregate are alike 

in chemical composition. The image in the silver iodide of the 

Daguerreotype film may be developed with water vapour. 

Moser, and more recently Major-General Waterhouse, pro¬ 

duced images directly visible or developable by mercury vapour 

on clean silver surfaces, exposed in contact with air; and the 

latter obtained an image developable by water vapour on a 

clean glass plate. Mere molecular strain effects are certainly 

suggested by such experiments ; but it must not be lost sight 

of that oxygen and other gases of the atmosphere are present 

in these experiments. Nor can we entirely side with a strain 

theory of recurrent reversals till we get some explanation as 

to why the jiresence of atmospheric oxygen would appear to be 

a factor in the phenomenon of solarisation. Professor Meldola 

suggested that it acts upon the sensitiser, diminishing its halo¬ 

gen absorbing capacity. Those who favour a strain theory may 

argue that such a chemical alteration of the sensitiser may affect 

its influence on “ self-recovery.” 

In this sort of obscurity we at present move. But Mr. Bose 

has conferred a service on photographic science by suggesting 

alternative views to those long held by many workers in this 

field. He has opened wide vistas of study, and this is always 

good, whether the pioneer’s deductions are sustained or not. 

The most dangerous state is that of contentment—a frame of 

mind never meant for man, however much moralists may advo¬ 

cate its cultivation. 

Professor John Joly, I).Sc., F.R.S. 

Colour Photography.—On November 3rd, the Lumiere process will be 
illustrated by Mr. T. K. Grant at the meeting of the South London 
Photographic Society, held at Hanover Hall, Hanover Park, Peckham. 
Photographers interested are invited to the meeting, 8 p.m. 

Wolverhampton Photographic Society.—A demonstration of platino- 
type printing was given by Mr. T. Henry Cox before the members 
on the 22nd inst. Prints were developed by Several methods, including 
the employment of glycerine as a restrainer. Mr. Cox also dealt very 
fully with the chemical side of the process in a most entertaining manner. 

Devonport Camera Club met on Tuesday under the presidency of 

Mr. R. J. Lamb. Five new members were elected. A large number of 

excellent slides, lent by Messrs. A. J. Catford, J. F. Coombes, J. Trouern 
Trend, W. H. Lamb, and R. Maw, were shown. They dealt with marine 
subjects, Continental views, Dartmoor, Lynmouth, and Ilfracombe. On 
November 4th Mr. J. Trouern Trend will give an “ enlarging ” demon¬ 
stration. 

Mrs. Carrie Nation Hoaxed.—The New York correspondent of “ The 
Yorkshire Post” is responsible for the following:—Mrs. Carrie Nation, 
who has just concluded a visit to the Yale University for the purpose of 
inducing the students to give up drinking and cigarette smoking, was 
tumultuously received. At her lecture the Glee Club sang “ Down with 
Alcohol, Drink it Down,” and “ Good morning, Carrie.” The famous 
saloon-smasher yielded to importunities to sit for her picture, holding a 
glass of water in her hand as an emblem of teetotalism. In the resulting 
photograph Mrs. Nation is represented holding a glass which, owing 
to the mysteries of the dark room, is capped with a crown of foam. 
Around her are the students, one drinking from a whisky bottle, another 
lighting a pipe, others smoking cigarettes, and two apparently in the 
last stages of intoxication. Mrs. Nation intends to sue the University for 
libel. 

“ Afternoon Tea at a Photographer’s.”—Tuesday and Wednesday, Oct. 
2ist and 22n:l, were the two days set apart as show days at the new 
photographic studio recently opened by Mr. J. W. Beaufort in Birming¬ 
ham. The invitations were sent out in a neatly printed and artistic book¬ 
let, and many ladies and gentlemen called to view the suite of rooms 
and studios, where they were received by Mr. and Mrs. Beaufort, whilst 
the assistants, some dozen or more, conducted the visitors over the 
premises. Afternoon tea was served in the orthodox manner in the 
reception room, and on leaving, each visitor was presented with a sou¬ 
venir, consisting of the first number of “ Achievements,” containing a 
portrait study by Mr. Beaufort, entitled “ Contemplation,” a charming- 
effect, the subject being a well posed female figure, soft, well graded and 
modelled, and admirably translated in sepia carbon. Mr. Beaufort says 
in his elegant publication : “ Picture making by photography, particularly 
when in relation to figure studies, is the most fascinating hobby for the 
patient photographer, providing, of course, the worker possesses the 
necessary skill and accomplishments. The work has a peculiar charm of 
its own. The sudden inspiration, the eagerness to secure the effects, the 
disappointments on developing to find some unnoticed object has taken 
upon itself certain prominence which destroys the value of the rest 
of the tones, all tend to lure the enthusiast on to achieve the ideal. 
For several years, in my old studio in Colmore Row, I tried in vain to 
secure certain effects which were almost impossible owing to the unsuita¬ 
bility of the studio. Now with a studio built to my own design, as 
my present one is, such effects in lighting and the true rendering of 
tone values are under absolute control.” We congratulate Mr. Beaufort 

i on a marked advancement in his aims, ideals, and work. 
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GLEANINGS FROM OLD LONDON DIRECTORIES. 

Among the pleasures of life may be counted the perusal of old 

books. If the subjects or the places to which they refer appeal 

to the reader, the most prosaic of volumes acquire a fascinating 

interest. A duller volume than a London Directory can scarcely 

be imagined, yet time invests even such with a peculiar attrac¬ 

tiveness. Three old Directories of the Metropolis recently 

passed through our hands. They were for the years 1798, 1839, 

and 1848, and a most interesting study they proved to be 

Their relative size at once appealed to the imagination as sug¬ 

gestive of the expansion of this vast city. The oldest volume 

contained some 300 octavo pages, but in the year 1839 their 

number had increased to about 1,400, whilst the most recent 

volume of the three contained about 2,000 pages, of usual size, 

for the Commercial and Court sections. The oldest volume 

contained about 9,000 addresses, and we wandered through 

them instinctively, in search of opticians and others who may 

have been connected with that branch of industry. In 1798 we 

found Peter and John Dollond were located at 59, St. Paul’s 

Churchyard. At 20, Cornhill, resided Edward Nairne, optician 

to the King. Dring and Fage were hydrometer makers at 6, 

Tooley Street, Southwark. Jesse Ramsden, a noted optician, 

whose name is still associated with eye-pieces, was established 

at 199, Piccadilly. From • another source we gather that his 

connection with optics dated back to 1764, and that he married 

the daughter of John Dollond. William Cary, mathematical 

instrument maker, was at 182, Strand. John and Edward 

Troughton, also mathematical instrument makers, were in busi¬ 

ness at 136, Fleet Street. At 42, Lothbury, was John Lister, 

wine and brandy merchant, probably the father of Joseph Lister, 

who interested himself very much in the improvement of the 

microscope, whence the name of Lister Works, given to their 

factory by Messrs. R. and J. Beck, of Cornhill. The cele¬ 

brated surgeon, Lord Lister, was son of Joseph Lister. Spen¬ 

cer, Browning, and Rust were mathematical instrument makers 

at 66, Mapping. In 1839 they were wholesale dealers in bunt¬ 

ing for ships’ colours also. Was the Browning here referred 

to the predecessor of the celebrated spectroscope maker of the 

Strand? Another interesting name, in a different sphere of 

life, was Benjamin D’Israeli, merchant, 26, Broad Street Build¬ 

ings. We looked in vain for Newton and Co. in the oldest 

volume, but in 1839 there was a firm, Newton and Berry, globe 

makers and land surveyors, 66, Chancery Lane. In 1839 

Andrew Ross was established as mathematical instrument maker 

at 15, St. John’s Square, Clerkenwell; but in 1848 he was an 

optician at 2, Featherstone Buildings, High Holborn. Car¬ 

penter and Westley were located at the Microcosm, 24, Regent 

Street. Smith and Beck, in 1848, were opticians and micro¬ 

scope makers at 6, Coleman Street. In the same year Richard 

Beard was in business at the Photographic Portrait Rooms, 

Royal Polytechnic Institution, 3092 Regent Street; 34, Parlia¬ 

ment Street; 85, King William Street, City; and he also had a 

factory at 18g, Wharf Road, City Road. Whose names wiii 

appear a hundred years hence as links with the opticians and 

photographers of to-day? 

-♦- 

Leicester Literary and Philosophical Society.—Messrs. Taylor, Taylor 
and Hobson most kindly invited the Members of the photographic section 
to iuspect their works in Stoughton Street on Thursday, October 23rd. 
A party of twenty-five ladies and gentlemen availed themselves of the 
offer, and were shown round by Mr. Smithies Taylor, and other members 
of the firm. The whole process of manufacture of a lens was explained, 
and the intricate machinery employed examined. The visit lasted two 
hours, and at its conclusion tea was kindly provided. Mr. Councillor Squire 
expressed the thanks of the visitors for the kind hospitality extended to 
them, and a most enjoyable afternoon was thus brought to a close. 

THE BARD’S TRIBUTE TO HIS PHOTOGRAPHIC SOCIETY. 

[We perceive by Hie October number of the Edinburgh Photo¬ 
graphic Society’s Transactions that one of its members, like Mr. 
Silas Wegg, has dropped into poetry. We append the lines, and 
congratulate the Society on having inspired such grateful emotions. 
Eds. B.J.P.] 

With mingled feelings I recall those days when forth I hied, 
A novice, with my half-plate in a satchel by my side; 
Resolved on “taking” somebody, or something, you may guess. 
But, lackaday ! I knew not then the good old E.P.S. 

To drive the crowd of urchins back, who gathered quite in force, 
Upset one, and the dark slide I forgot to draw, of course ; 
And ofttimes two exposures on one plate (which is excess) 
Produced effects more wonderful than charming, I confess. 

Sometimes the cap I would forget still firm upon the hood, 
While, I, with air of one who knows (but inward trembling), stood j 
And, watch in hand, the rubber ball most deftly would I press, 
Then came a glad, expectant dream—words cannot here express. 

'Twas in the dark-room vivid thoughts of latent gems would rise. 
And phantom landscapes oft beguiled one’s weary, watchful eyes; 
Till roused by some home critic—“ What a horrid, splashy mess! 
Why don’t you learn from others. Go and joint the E.P.S. 

On progress bent, with firm resolve, and by a friend proposed, 
I proudly was admitted nem. con. (that is, unopposed); 
Now, while 1 live, I surely that auspicious day shall bless, 
When I became a member of the good old E.P.S. 

Here genial, kindred spirits one can meet with by the way, 
And all his wrongs have righted, and made clear as an X-ray;. 
Those little peccadillos need no longer now distress, 
For everything goes smiling when you’ve joined the E.P.S. 

So now I sally forth, rare gems to gather as I go. 
And e’en have ventured to exhibit at the Photo Show; 
Success has crowned my efforts. If you’ll call at my address, 
You there can see my trophy—Bronze Medallion, E.P.S. 

Karr Bonne. 

The Blairgowrie and District at their monthly meeting added three 
members to the roll. The “Hand Camera Work ’ competition (A class) 
was won by D. G. Monair; and B class by L. Falconer, ]unr. The R.P.S. 
lecture on “ practical Landscape Photography ’ was read. 

A meeting of professional photographers will be held at the rooms of 
the Birmingham Photographic Society, Norwich Union Chambeis, Con¬ 
greve Street, on Thursday, November 6th, at 7.30 p.m., to consider the 
advisability of forming a local branch of the Professional Photographers 
Association. Mr. Alfred Ellis, lion, secretary of the Association, and 
Mr T C Turner, hon. secretary to Local Branches Committee, will be 
present. All professional photographers of the district are cordially in¬ 
vited to the meeting. 

An Historic Photograph Accepted by the King.—His Majesty the King 
has just accepted of Mr. Horace W. Nicholls, of Windsor, late of 
Johannesburg, South Africa, a panoramic carbon photograph of the great 
Peace Thanksgiving Service at Pretoria in June last. The King, in 
accepting the "picture, commented on its interest. Viscount Kitchener 
has also* sent Mr. Nicholls a letter in reference to the same subject, m 
which he states that it is quite the best photograph he has seen or the 
historic ceremony, showing so well the great mass of .troops present. 
He requested Mr. Nicholls. to send him some copies of it. The picture 
is rather remarkable from the fact that it shows over 7,000 troops, and 
is 36 inches long. 

The Glasgow Art Galleries.—The building in Kelvin Grove. G asgow, 
vhich housed the fine art and the archaeological and historical collection 
luring the recent international exhibition, was last week dedicated to its 
lermanent purpose as the home of the collections of fine art and of 
latural scientific and industrial objects belonging to the corporation. 
Che building is the outcome of the Glasgow Exhibition ot lobe, the 
540 000 surplus derived from that undertaking serving as a nucleus for 
ts erection. To this amount a considerable sum was added b> public 
inscription, but there is still a large balance of the £170,000 which the 
milding has cost to be provided, no doubt out ot the rates. As the 
a'ficries have been finally arranged sculpture occupies the great centra 
[all. The eastern pavilions on the ground floor are devoted to natural 
listory, science, zoology, and mineralogy, whilst industrial exhibits and 
listorical memorials and remains are located in the M estern Pavilions 
Tie upper floor of the building is entirely devoted to pictures and object* 
if art, the latter being displayed in the balconies. 
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STATISTICS CONCERNING THE TRAINING OF CHEMISTS 

EMPLO\ ED IN ENGLISH CHEMICAL INDUSTRIES.* 

(Reprinted from “ The Chemical News ’ ) 

The Committee decided that the best method of obtaining the 

desired statistics concerning the training of the chemists employed in 

nghsh chemical industries was to send a circular letter, with a form 

1 fep y enclosed, to all those members of the Society of Chemical 

Industry who, so far as could be judged from the designations given 

wnrl!'6 m.°f ,uemubt\rs’ occuPy a position as manager or chemist in a 
• 11s method was adopted because the great majority of the 

ciemists engaged in technological work in this country are members 

t Society, and because no other means of obtaining the informa- 

than^alf of J3.ractica^Je' TJie result of the inquiry was that more 
an half of those addressed sent replies to the circular. It is pro- 

able that a considerable proportion of those who did not reply are 

stat^tms^nviv'l cher,)j<:al '^rks, and therefore the accompanying 
Infonl i y co,lsl.,Ie, ei to Mive a fair idea of the present position 

concerning their course of training was received from 

OfWthesea!o7 ^lche",Iste employed in English chemical industries, 
^degree •ll’l or l?6r cenfcVare graduates, and 395 have not taken 

tute of Chemistry ^ ar® FeI1°WS °r Associates of the Insti- 

The following figures give more detailed information 

Number of graduates of a British university 59 

Number of graduates of both a British and a foreign 
university . 0 ... 

Number of graduates of a foreign university .. 32 (a) 

Number of non graduates trained in a British univer- 
sity or university college . 107,1, 

Number of non-graduates trained in a British 

165 

non-graduates 
technical college 

Number of non-graduates "trained" in a foreign uni- 
versity or technical college. ° 

Number of non graduates trained in evening cl asses! 
analysts laboratories, works’ laboratories, or 
otherwise .... 

8 

85 

395 

technical’college^ stu,llei1 also in a British university or 

tihnicaTeoLge. Wh°"‘ St“died a'S0 in a forei«“ diversity or 

shown in^eac^^^S?:^0"8 “,e is 

1 HE MANCHESTER SCHOOL OF TECHNOLOGY. 
[Abridged from the “ Times.”] 

I he school has been seven years in building, and represents in endr,™ 
mcnt of nearly £300.000. largely, hut not entirely, o? mmiciS ofe 

10m one point of view, the school is the latest developmLit odh, 
Manche-tei Mechanics Institute, founded in 1824 and in isrz t 

formed into the Manchester Technical School. By 1883 Mr Forster’’" 
Education Act of 1870 had wrought a diffusion of eWntax7know£e 
which virtually superseded the voluntary effort of Bukbeck and 

lougham, of their coadjutors and their disciples. The cormnon 
school system was giving the people the leaven If primary £322' 
the want of which on their part had to a great degree rendered t h,- 0ff£ 
of technical instruction at mechanics’ institutes futile. Meantime ab0 
investigators, such as the late Mr. Slagg, Sir Henry RUSI j ! 
William Mather, had traced to its root in foreign methods of technical 
teaching the growth of foreign industrial competition. It was in these 
circumstances that the Manchester Mechanics’ Institute availed itself 
°,f tbe, a'sslsta.nce of the City and Guilds of London for 
189? e^‘lbllshment of specialised courses of instruction. In 
1892, however the local movement received an impulse 

TZ011Wbea i? TVeu the T0st muniHcent private benefaction 
Ihe Whitworth Institute of «Art and Industry had been a 
projected supplement to the splendid gifts of the Whitworth legatees 
to Manchester ; but 111 1892 the promoters of that scheme joined forces 
with the municipality 111 the application of the ways and means for 
technical schooling which the Acts of 1889 and 1890 had put in muni¬ 
cipal hands. Four thousand six hundred square yards of ground 
formerly the site of the Whitworth Engineering Works, a*e included 

?nm6«nCOntribUti0\0f tie Wln,t'vorth Trust, and to this area above 
2,000 square yarn's have been added by the Corporation of thecitv A 

'’.000 representing the prok of tS Jubil« EshlSn at 
Manchester 111 1887, swells the composite subscription of Imperial 
local, and philanthropic funds. The product is a School of Technology 

passed"^16 °’f equ’pment wluch qualified judges have said is unsur- 

Both day and evening classes are provided for in the syllabus of the 
school. Ihe following are the day courses of study, together with the 
u t le b,eads of the departments :—Preparatory course, Mr. J. E. 
Holden ; pure and applied mathematics, Professor J. P Wranson- 
mechanical engineering, Professor J. T. Nicolson; eliectrical engineer¬ 
ing and technical physics, 1 rofessor A. Schwartz ; sanitary engineering, 
1 rofessor J Radchffe; pure and applied chemistry, Professor W J 
Pope; textile industries, Professor T. W. Fox; photographic ‘and 
printing crafts Mr. C. W Gamble. The municipal school of art is in 
a separate building, and has a department for architecture, to which 
a lecturer, Mr. A. E. Corbett, has been appointed. There are also 
classes for German dressmaking, and millinery, and other subjects 

the electrical, and physics department is an important division of the 
school. Ihe various rooms and laboratories spread over four floors 
Dynamos and electric motors of many descriptions have been laid down 
and there is a great abundance of testing and recording instruments! 
In the hands of Professor Schwartz and his staff we may hope that 

Graduates- Non-graduates, trained in— 

Industry. 

Acids alkalis, inorganic salts 
Metallurgical (various) 
Explosives 
Dyeing and printing... 
Oils, fats, soaps, candles 
Colours, pigments, oils, varnishes 
Brewing and distilling 

pharmaceuticals, confections 
ougai, starch, glucose 
Cement, tiles, pottery 
Aniline colours 
Tar distilling 
Paper, paper pulp 
due, gelatin, size 
I araffin and paraffin-oil 

Dyewood and tanning extracts 
Cyanides and ferrocyanides 
Glass ... ' 
Coal-gas. . . 
Miscellaneous 

Total ... 

Of British 
universiy. 

9 
1 
6 
3 
2 
8 
3 
7 
3 

3 
2 

10 

59 

Of British University Foreign 
and Of foreign or Technical university 

foreign university. university college. or 
university. college. technical 

college. 
3 5 20 19 2 

— 4 19 13 
— 1 4 28 1 
— — 13 16 _ 

1 3 11 9 1 
l 2 6 5 

— 4 8 12 _ 
— — 9 6 

2 1 2 8 
1 1 5 10 _ 
3 7 2 2 1 

— — 5 8 _ 
— 2 3 3 

1 — 4 2 _ 
— — 3 4 _ 
— — 5 2 _ 

1 — — 2 

1 
— 2 1 — 

1 
2 2 16 

3 
12 3 

16 32 137 165 8 

Evening 
classes, 

&c. 

20 
14 
6 
5 
5 
6 
1 
4 
3 
1 

1 
2 

14 

85 

78 
51 
46 
37 
32 
28 
28 
26 
19 
18 
17 
16 
8 
7 
7 
n 
i 

6 
6 
6 

59 

502 

Professor' h^ Annstron2®' Mr"?1’t8 11' ^kin (Chairman), 
(Secretary). m3tIJng' Mr‘ W- r- and Professor G. ©.Henderson 

tins complete equipment will lead to the elucidation of many unsolved 
pin i ums 111 thp application of science to electrical industry. A special 
feature is an experimental tramcar truck, the wheels of which, being 
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driven by electric motors, can be run on rollers. The load can be varied, 
and other adjustments can be made for experimental purposes. There 
is also an arrangement for producing an artificial gradient. It will 
give an idea of the completeness of the arrangements in the electrical 
laboratory to state that current measurements can be made up to 4,000 
amperes, and pressures up to 100,000 volts. 

The chemistry department might be aptly described as a school in 
itsdlf. There are lecture-rooms, laboratories, and offices of various 
kinds, all most completely fitted. The largest laboratory is one of the 
finest rooms in the building, and will accommodate 180 students. One 
detail of apparatus, amongst many, may be mentioned as showing 
the influence exerted on practice by researches which at first appear 
to have no bearing on a subject. The importance of distillation under 
very low barometric pressures is a prominent feature in modern chemical 
research, but the presence of aqueous vapour has been a difficulty 
which has given much trouble. In order to get over this, Professor 
Pope hit upon the ingenious expedient of causing his air pump to 
draw through a glass vessel cooled by immersion in boiling liquid 
air, thus freezing out the vapour. 

It is the purpose of this article to describe only the school and its 
equipment, but in writing on the subject one cannot avoid speculating 
on the use to which all this elaborate and costly plant will be put. 
Reference has been made to research, but research is not exactly the 
same thing as teaching, although it 'Should form an important element 
of higher technological education. It is a question for Manchester to 
decide whether the plant of the schools, and the time of the teaching 
staff, should be devoted chiefly to the instruction of the average student 
who does not soar to very great heights in the rarefied atmosphere of 
science, or whether it should be more especially utilised for the select 
few who are to become the leaders in applied science', the originators 
and inventors who will raise the industry of the country to a higher 
level—such men, in short, as the country cannot do without if it is 
to hold its own with other nations. To some extent, it may be possible 
to provide for both classes, but the combination is beset with difficul¬ 
ties. If research work, which involves the training of students who 
can play a useful and intelligent part in such work, is to be the main 
feature, it will result in the production of comparatively few—though 
perhaps sufficient—highly trained men, and will also be a most potent 
means of raising the industries of the district to a higher scientific level, 
directly through the medium of the work done in solving problems 
submitted by the manufacturers. If quantity rather than quality of 
output is to be the aim of the school, it may supply to the country a 
larger contingent of mediocre men who will be useful in their proper 
spheres, but who-se function it will be to follow rather than to lead. 

This problem appears to be the chief that technical educationists 
have now to solve; but, in any case, the chance should be given to 
every man or boy who has the ability to climb to reach the top. We 
cannot afford to waste a single grain of the talent which the country 
produces. 

-♦- 

The members of “ The Linked Fins' ” were at home to their friends 
at the photographic salon, Dudley Gallery, Egyptian Hall, Piccadilly, on 
Tuesday evening last. The programme included “ smoking, and its usual 
accessories; accompanied by a little music.” 

The Goldsmiths’ Institute Camera Club.—The Hon. Secretary writes: 
I beg leave to inform you that “ The Goldsmiths’ Institute Camera Club,” 
which was established in 1893, has recently been reconstituted in one or 
two minor matters, and will in future be called “ The Goldsmiths’ Institute 
Photographic Society.” 

It is with great regret we (“ Invention ”) chronicle the demise of 
Mr. Albert Alston, of Burnley, on the 6th inst. Deceased was the in¬ 
ventor (sic) of the popular and beautiful system of “ crystoleum ” 
painting, by means of which such artistic results are obtained in photo¬ 
graphs. 

We regret to have to announce the death of Dr. E. C. Fincham, which 
took place on the 22nd inst. The deceased gentleman, who was 39 years 
old;, was an accomplished amateur photographer. He took a leading 
part in the “ reform movement ” of the Royal Photographic Society last 
winter, and was elected a member of the Council in February of this 
year. 

National Photographic Record Association.—A meeting of the National 
Photographic Record Association will be held at the Midland Grand Hotel, 
St. Pancras, on Tuesday, November 4th. Afternoon tea will be served 
at 4 o’clock. A report of the work will be presented, and a discussion 
will be invited as to the best means of carrying on the work. A series 
of Sir J. Benjamin Stone’s photographs of the Coronation ceremonies, 
and some other recent contributions, will be on exhibition. 

Messes. Mawson and Swan offer the following prizes for competition 
by amateurs only for transparencies made on the Mawson Lantern 
plates which have been purchased since September 30th, 1902: One £5 5s., 
two £3 3s., one £2 2s., ten £1 Is. The transparencies to be sent in not 
later than February 1st, 1903. The awards will be issued about one 
week later. For further particulars apply to Messrs. Mawson and Swan, 
Mosley Street, Newcastle-cn-Tyne, and 33, Soho Square, London. 

Pew Books. 

“ Photographische Bibliothek.” Vol. 14. “Die Architektur—Photo- 
graphie.” Hans Schmidt. Yerlag von Gustav Schmidt, Berlin. 

This volume on “ Architectural Photography ” is written by a well- 
known German amateur photographer of considerable skill, who has 
devoted much time to the study of optics. The instructions given as 
to selection of apparatus will be found reliable and sufficiently ••o.np-e- 
hensive to meet ail requirements. The chapters on perspective, ihe use 
of the camera, and the necessary photographic manipulations will also 
be found very useful by those who are new to photographic work. A 
series of well executed illustrations exemplify the text and mostly 
represent well selected views of Germany’s city of classic art—Munich. 
A very fine specimen of tele-photographic work is given on page 112, 
which shows the immense control of focal length the photographer has 
with a tele-photo lens. 

“ Artificial Light for Portrait Photography.” Illustrated. Price 6d. 
Publ.shed hy Human Limited, Newcastle-on-Tyne. 

The half-tone reproductions in this little book supply a high testi¬ 
monial to the practical efficiency of the Morgan system of electric lighting 
which the anonymous author briefly describes. The group and the 
portraits are faultless specimens of studio work. At this season of the 
year, when so many questions reach us on the subject of artificial lighting 
in the studio, we have pleasure in directing the attention of our readers 
to the book, the second part of which consists of a chapter entitled “ A 
Study of how to make the most of Dry Plates for Portrait Photography.” 
We append a brief description of the Morgan system, which the pro¬ 
fessional photographer would do well to study in its entirety. “ The 
first and most important feature is the large area of illumination which 
is made available to the artist, ranging from 80 to 120 square feet—or 
even more—of equally illuminated surface. The next important feature 
in the system is the actinic quality of the light, which is rich in violet 
rays, making well exposed negatives possible with an exposure of less 
than half a second (lens at f. 3.), and groups perfectly cohered in six 
seconds (lens at f. 7). The general appearance of the Morgan lamp is 
that of an ordinary daylight window, divided by the usual astragals, and 
glazed. There is no appearance of mechanism, and any person entering 
the studio while the light was in operation would be led to believe that 
he had entered a room lighted by soft diffused daylight. The size and 
angle of the apparent window is, moreover, such as one is accustomed 
to see in all daylight studios; and in the treatment of sitters for different 
effects of lighting, the usual blinds and screens used in daylight work are 
employed. Another important feature is the simplicity of manipulation. 
A switch is moved, and the room is instantly flooded with soft white 
light. Should more be required a lever is pushed forward, if less it 
is° pulled backward. There is no noise, and the actinic value is regis¬ 
tered by a graduated scale showing the quantity of electric current 
passing through the carbons in amperes. The economy of current an 
important factor—has been carefully and fully considered, and waste 
has been reduced to the lowest point. The light is obtained from power¬ 
ful arcs fed automatically, and where the current used is continuous, 
noiselessly. All the light, both direct and reflected, is utilised, but the 
direct light is so broken up by reflectors and diffusers that all the 
light, both direct and reflected, is thrown into the studio, and on to 
the subject, in a broad diffused mass the full size of the window aperture.” 

“-The Science Teachers’ Pocket Book and Diary, 1902-3. 100 pp. 
Price Is. Published by James Woolley, Sons and Co., Victoria 
Bridge, Manchester. 

Enumeration of the principal contents of this pocket book will show 
that it contains a mass of information likely to be of use tor reference 
not merely to the student of chemistry and physics, but. also to that 
comparatively rare personage, the scientific photographer. Here are 
the subjects:—Weights and Measures; Atomic Weights; Specific and 
Atomic Heats: Atomicity of the elements: Periodic Law; Specific Gravity 
Tables; Freezing Mixtures; Boiling Points; Fusing Points; Solubility 
of Salts; Precipitating Powers of Reagents: 3 anous Useful Data 
(Chemistry); Various Useful Data (Electricity); Standard \\ ire Gauge, 
Lanternists’ Reference Table; Common Names of some Chemical Sub¬ 
stances; Directions for Making Test Solutions; Science Examinations, 
Evening; Science Examinations, Day; Scientific Societies there is a 
list of scientific societies which might with advantage be lengthened m 
future editions of the pocket-book: and there are also spaces for diary 
records. We have found the book of assistance in refreshing our memory 
on many points of chemical nomenclature; and here and there it is 
interestino- as indicating how greatly chemical theory in some of it* 
aspects has been changed or altered. Thus, in our school days, heptads 
found no recognition in the valency of the elements. 

Mr. Downey, M.V.O., of 10, Nevern Square, South Kensington, has 
had the honour of receiving the Coronation Medal from His Majesty the 
King. 
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Dew Apparatus, $c. 

A New Double Transfer Paper. Manufactured by the Autotype Com- 
pjany, -74, New Oxford Street, and Ealing Dean. 

Hitherto in carbon printing, if the picture is desired on a rough or 
matt paper, it- has had to be made by the single transfer method, for 
which a reversed negative is required, unless one is content with a 
reversed (as regards right or left) image. The reason for this is the 
difficulty of getting perfect contact with the rough surface of the paper 
and the image, while on its temporary support in the final transfer. 
The Autotype Company, however, have just put upon the market a 
double tiansfer with a matt surface, with which this difficulty is avoided, 
and they have been good enough to send us a couple of samples—white 
and cream toned—which, upon trial, we find work admirably. The method 
of using it is similar to that of the ordinary smooth double transfer 
paper. Here are the directions issued with the paper:— 

“ Cut Pieces, which should be a little larger than the prints, are soaked 
in clean cold water about an hour before they are required for use. 

The prints developed on temporary support, having been alumed 
ana dried m the usual manner, are placed in a bath of warm water 
/U degrees to 90 degrees Fahrenheit Now remove a piece of the final 
suppoit from the cold water and place it in the warm water until the 
coated surface becomes slimy to the touch. When this has occurred 

coated surface in contact with the picture on temporary support, 
lift both out together and lay them, support upwards, on a level rigid 
surface, such as plate-glass or zinc-plate. 

A very light application of the squeegee suffices to remove excess of 
water and to secure absolute contact. Now hang them up, and when 
thoroughly dry they may be pulled apart.” 

With the matt double transfer paper, the company send us a single 
transfer print on a ” pyramid grained ” paper, as well as an excellent 
p otogiaph of their exhibit at the R.P.S. The pyramid paper seems to 
give great softness to the picture, with little or no loss of detail, and 
for this reason it will no doubt commend itself to many workers of the 
carbon process. 

Commercial $ Cegal Intelligence 

Re Frederick Thomas Harris, Photographer, 137, Whiteladies Road 
.Bristol, lhe public examination of this debtor was held at the Bristol 
Bankruptcy Court on Friday last, before Mr. Registrar Harley. Full 
particulars have already been published in the British Journal, of 
Photography. The examination was upon the application of Mr Sloan 
who appeared on behalf of the debtor, ordered to be closed. 

An adjourned inquest was held at Woolwich on Wednesday last week 
on the body of Thomas Lewis, a Woolwich Dockyard foreman, who died 
from the effects of injuries received in an explosion in Woolwich Dock¬ 
yard on September 23rd. Captain Lapham, Army Service Corps, said 
that in consequence of waste in the shipment of gasoline to South Africa 
used in making search lights, Lieut. Chase, with the approval of the 
dockyard authorities, decided to make some experiments with regard 
to the expansion of gasoline when shipped to hot climates. It was 
thought that the basement of the dockyard wine cellar was the most 
suitable place for testing the gasoline. A drum of the fluid was placed 
in hot water, and exploded. Lewis was so much injured that he died, 
and Lieut. Chase, who was conducting the experiment, and a labourer 
named Soloam were so severely burned as to be still in hospital, and 
unable to attend to give evidence. The authorities had no idea of the 
extreme inflammability and danger of gasoline, or they would not have 
sanctioned (he experiment. The inquiry was adjourned for another 
month, in the hope that Lieut. Chase and Soloam will then be able 
to attend. We regret to learn that Lieut. Chase has since died. It 
seems strange indeed that the authorities at Woolwich were not aware 
of the great inflammability, and danger in the handling, of gasoline. 

Season in Advertising.—Is it not questionable whether the unaided 
general advertiser always conducts his operations, or lays out his plan, 
with reference to season? A perhaps not unreasonable paraphrase of 
Lincoln’s celebrated opinion would read thus: “You may sell your goods 
to some of the people all the time, and to all the people some of the 
time, but you won’t sell all your goods to all the people all the time.” 
This points to the conclusion that the people are creatures of mood, 
and the facts prove that such mood is greatly the creature of season. 
Courageous modern continental philosophers incline to the belief that a 
man may so train himself by investigation of the trend of events in the 
past, as to be able to define, with tolerable accuracy, how the future 
will order itself. But the training would appear to be a large matter, 
necessitating the abandonment of most of the purposes of life. The 

shrewd man of business, however, should have little difficulty in anti 
cipating, well in advance, a substantial proportion of the. wants of 
season. And yet in the pages of tin newspapers, the magazines and 
other advertising publications, are to be seen, year in year out, announce¬ 
ments modelled upon one unvarying method, conveying some colourless 
unconvincing intelligence, as wearisome as the fact that the earth is some¬ 
what round in shape, or that water continues to persevere with dogged ; 
obstinacy in finding its level. Certain classes of goods may possess few 1 
but undoubted merits, and those well within the public knowledge. 
Ferhaps, in such a case, the mere mention of the names of the goods 
may in an advertisement be all-sufficient to acquaint the people, year in 
year out, with the claims of such goods to patronage. But surely, it 
were wisdom to refresh the public occasionally by a reminder that, lust 
at the moment, those goods have a peculiar and forcible' demand upon 
the public recognition. If a food, a medicine, a beverage or a toilet pre¬ 
paration is suitable for use all the year round and in any climate, tin 
mere repetition of the facts may soon weary the wrorld into indifference, i 
If any one of the mentioned commodities is useful m summer, winter i 
autumn and spring, then let the why and wherefore of its usefulness I 
be told m reference to season. If a meat extract exhilarates, comforts 
and nourishes at a time when the vagaries of autumn unhinge the 
human mechanism, we shall he more impressed with the virtues of the I 
speciality if we are told of them in connection with the season. It is. 
perhaps, not a fine stroke of prudence to wait for the rain before i 
you advertise an umbrella. The clothier who put out the announcement 

' Sooner or later it will rain and you'll want an overall,” told us a 
truism, but there was a certain touch of sly humour about his advice, I 
suggesting the unwisdom of ignoring that should appeal to everyone! i 
The old draper looked in June through the almanac for September! and 
when he was reminded that the partridge became uncomfortable about ] 
the first of that month, he set his wife and daughter down to knitting 1 
heather stockings. Let the advertiser constantly think over his present 
and prospective stock. Not confining his reflections to the time and the 
hour; but looking well ahead, for what will be wanted by and by, and 1 
let his announcements, wherever possible, be made with reference to 
the season and its demands.—“ Practical Advertising.” 

The Patent Law Amendment Bill.—Last week, in the House of Com- 
mens, on consideration of this Bill as amended by the standing com- ] 
mittee, Mr. Caldwell (Lanark, Mid) moved the following new clause:— 
“ An invention covered by any patent granted on an application to which 
section one of this Act applies shall not be deemed to have been anti¬ 
cipated by reason only of its publication in a specification deposited in. ! 
the Patent Office pursuant to an application made not less than 50 years j 
before the date of the application for a patent therefor, or of its publica¬ 
tion in a provisional specification of any date not followed by a complete ' 
specification.”—Mr. Gerald Balfour (Leeds, Central) accepted the clause,., j 
w7hich was agreed to.—On Clause 2, Mr. Cawley (Lancashire, Prestwich) 
moved an amendment, the effect of which, he said, wTouId be to enable 
the Board of Trade not only to dismiss petitions for patents or to refer 
them to the Judicial Committee of the Privy Council, but to grant them 
outright, a course which under the present law they were not empowered. I 
to take. His amendment was designed in the interests especially of 
the small manufacturers in the colour trade. That trade had been 
largely transferred to Germany mainly, he contended, owing to the 
operations of the Patent Laws of this country.—Mr. Brigg supported 
the amendment on the ground that anything that could be done to help 
the small inventor, so that the industry of the country might be pro¬ 
moted, deserved the consideration of the Board of Trade.—Mr. Gerald 
Balfour said the particular modification desired by the hon. member for 
Prestwich was very fully discussed in the committee upstairs and rejected, 
as he thought, for excellent reasons. What the Bill proposed was that 
applications should, in the first instance, be made to the Board of Trade, 
who could then act the part of conciliator between the patentee and 
those who were seeking for a licence. If the parties were unable to come 
to an agreement with the assistance of the Board of Trade, the Board 
of Trade might, if in its opinion there was a prima facie case, refer the 
petition to the Privy Council, and the Privy Council decide at once and. 
for all. Until the petition was referred to the Privy Council no expense 
Qf any kind was involved upon either of the parties, but he imagined 
that, in the case of the small manufacturers of whom the hon. member 
spoke, it would be possible for the Board of Trade to bring the parties 
together in the majority of instances at all events. The effect of the 
hon. member’s scheme, if it were carried, would be this. The Board of 
Trade would not accept the task of deciding upon matters in which very 
great pecuniary interests were constantly involved without referring them 
to a tribunal constituted ad hoc. There would be an arbitration, whose 
expenses would have to be paid, and there would be the expenses of 
counsel, and the result would be that, where a case was carried from 
the decision of the Board of Trade to the Privy Council, so far from 
the expenses being diminished, they would be doubled. The object of the 
amendments which the Government introduced into the Bill in committee 
was to diminish the expenses as far as possible, and with that view 
they had arranged that there should be only one trial of these matters, 
before a Court, and that from that Court there should be no appeal. 
He believed they could not get a better Court for the purpose than the 
Privy Council, and it was for that reason the Government substituted the 
Privy Council for the High Court. His own belief was that under the 
procedure which the Bill now contemplated they would get at once the 
cheapest and most satisfactory procedure available.—Mr. Caldwell thought 
the Board of Trade should take upon itself the responsibility of giving 
a decision when there would be, if the necessity arose, an appeal to 
the Privy Council. The probability, however, was that the parties would 
come to an ■agreement before the Board of Trade.—The amendment was 
negatived without a division.—The Bill was then read a third time. 
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Meetings ot Societies* 

MEETINGS OF SOCIETIES FOR NEXT WEEK. 

ov_ Name of Society. 

Royal Photographic . 

: . Southampton Camera Club. 
’. Photographic Club . 

i Croydon Camera Club . 

Leeds Camera Club . 

. Borough Polytechnic. 

North Middlesex Photographic 

Edinburgh Photo. Society . 

. London and Provincial . 

N.-W. London Photo. Society 

Subject. 

/ A Trip Through Spain. James Sin- 
\ clair, Esq., F.R.P S. 

Lantern Slide Competition. Landscape. 
Annual General Meeting. 
Lantern, 8.30. 

/ The Mag:c Carpet. Mr. E. Rimbault 
( Dibdin. 
j Gum Bichromate Printing and Develop- 
t ina. Mr. J. R. Gotz, F.R.P S. 

Tenth Lantern Slide Competition. 
/Mounts and Mounting. Illustrated. 
\ J. W. Eadie, Airdrie. 
j Ramble Round the Tower of London. 
\ Mr. A. Bedding. 
J Social Evening. Voyage to Algiers. 
i Mr. J. S. Fairfoul!. 

ONDON AND PROVINCIAL PHOTOGRAPHIC ASSOCIATION. 

'OBER 23rd.—Mr. W. G. Barker in the chair. 

'he meeting of the previous week was continued in reference to the 
ainistration of the “ Henderson ” award, and a resolution of the com- 
,tee was read, to the effect that a list of eligible papers had been 
,wn up, but in the opinion of the committee some of these were 
med of sufficient merit. It was therefore proposed that a die should 
struck which would cost about £5, so that if in the future any winner 
the award should prefer a medal instead of cash, a suitable gold 
ial could be made to the value of the award, and, as £10 was already 
hand, the balance could be held as a fund to defray any expenses 
connection with the award, so as not to interfere with the funds of 

Association. A lengthy discussion followed with numerous amend- 
nts and propositions. Eventually the original amendment of the corn- 
fee was put to the vote and won by 11 for and 5 against, the amend- 
nt reading:— 
Ihat the £10 be treated as a special fund to be devoted to:— 
st. To providing a special die from which medals may be struck in 
d, silver, or bronze. 
!nd. To the future administration of the award for special postage 
I other expenses. 
VTr. R. P. Drage proposed a very hearty vote of thanks be given to 
; chairman for the efficient manner in which the difficult meeting had 
jn carried through. This was seconded by Mr. A. Mackie, and carried 
animously. 

PHOTOGRAPHIC CLUB. 

idak, Ltd., demonstrated their new developing machine for roll film 
the 22nd inst. “ Five minutes with the Company’s standard developer, 
espective of temperature, was the time he gave the film for develop- 
mt, and he invariably obtained good all-ronnd negatives,” said 
a demonstrator. The No. O F.P.K. was also shown. 

CAMERA CLUB. 

ce winter session, by which is meant the lecture season, has now com- 
3nced at the Camera Club, and the members met on Thursday last 
;ek to find the premises swept and garnished, several small attractions 
ving been made in the appointment of the rooms to add to their 
mfort and convenience. 

The lecture was by Mr. Hepworth, and was entitled “ The Evolution 
an Illustrated Newspaper,” special attention being directed to the 

eat revolution in block production, which has been brought about 
the help of photography. The particular newspaper treated of was 

e “ Daily Graphic,” which can boast that it is the first illustrated daily 
■wspaper established in this country, although we believe that 
tempts in the same direction had been made in America before its 
ivent. The “ Daily Graphic ” office appears to be a most comprehensive 
ace, for the whole of the work of production is carried on there, 
large staff of artists is engaged in the studio, whose duty it is_ to 

duce all the pictures sent in to line form. These drawings then 
iss on to the photographic studio, when they are turned into reversed 
natives, under the beneficent beams of the electric light, for it would 
wer do to depend upon the fickle aid of Fleet Street daylight for work 
hich must be produced with any regularity. The same light is employed 
- transfer the lines of the negative to the bichromatised zinc plate, after 
hich the plate is etched in rocking baths, and finally mounted type high 
l metal blocks. The whole of this process was illustrated by lantern 
ctures from negatives taken by the lecturer at the office of the “ Daily 
raphic.” 

Another section of the lecture was devoted to the making of the paper 

upon which the newspaper is printed, and here again explanation was 
much helped by a series of photographs taken at two-different paper 
mills in the heart of Kent. One of these mills was of the old picturesque 
type, where a water wheel affords the motive power, and where paper/is 
still made by hand. At the other mill, known as the Horton Kirby 
Paper Works, everything is done by machine, and the contrast between 
the old and the new methods is most interesting. In the lime that it 
takes to make a single small sheet by the first process, several yards 
are reeled off by the second. And whereas rags form the staple material 
for the hand made paper, esparto grass and wood pulp are most largely 
used by-the big mills. The process of making paper from rags is stilji 
employed for the finer descriptions of material, such as that used by 
artists, and for the finest book work, but had the paper maker no other 
source of supply than rags, his occupation would be almost gone, and 
we should have no cheap literature. 

After removal from the machine upon which it is made and reeled, 
the paper is calendered so as to give it a smooth surface, after which it 
is cut into sheets, or wound by the mile upon reels according to the 
purpose for which it is destined. For finer descriptions of work, the 
sheet form is employed, and for newspapers the reel form is imperative. 
For such reels are attached to the printing machines, and are run through 
them automatically, the printed sheets being cut off and folded ready 
for delivery to the newsagents, as they pass through. 

Not the least interesting portion of the lecture was that which illus¬ 
trated the gradual evolution of the illustrated newspaper from those very 
roughly adorned sheets of news hawked about the streets at one time 
under the name of broadsides. Collections of these may be seen at the 
British Museum and elsewhere, and a strange feature about them is 
that they mostly deal with episodes of a morbid character. Any parti¬ 
cularly atrocious murder was illustrated in this manner, and generally 
a rough portrait of the murderer added further zest to the lurid descrip¬ 
tion of the crime. Another broadside would, at a later stage, minister 
to the popular love of the horrible by depicting the murderer hanging 
from the fatal beam, with the clergyman by his side, administering 
spiritual consolation to the unhappy man. Wood cuts were so difficult 
to procure in those days that the same pictures did duty over and 
over again for different criminals, and in order that they should have as 
wide an application as possible, the figure hanging on the scaffold was 
so clothed that it was quite impossible to say whether it represented a 
man or a woman. It thus served for a criminal of either sex. 

The “ Observer ” was the journal which gave its readers the most 
frequent illustrations, and two of these were of interest in showing that 
the motor-car craze is not quite so new as some people would think. 
In 1827 Mr. Gurney’s steam carriage was shown running in St. James s 
Park. The new vehicle excited such apprehensions that another 
picture was published showing the carriage in the act of blowing up 
and scattering its unfortunate passengers in fragments. A later wood 
cut in the same newspaper showed the house in Cato Street where the 
famous conspiracy was hatched, which aimed at general anarchy in 
London. 

Mr. Hepworth’s lecture closed with a brief reference to the work done 
by artists in time of war, and he showed how the necessarily rough 
sketches executed at the front were turned into presentable pictures 
by artists at home. 

In the discussion which followed the lecf,,re, various questions were 
raised as to the influence of the German school of wood engraving, as 
represented by Albert Durer, upon similar work in England, and with 
regard to technical matters in connection with block production. The 
usual vote of thanks closed the proceedings. 

-♦- 

LEICESTER AND LEICESTERSHIRE PHOTOGRAPHIC SOCIETY. 

The eighteenth winter session of the above society was opened on Wed¬ 
nesday, Oct. 22nd, by Mrs. Catherine Weed Ward with a lantern lecture 
entitled “ Shakespeare at Home.” Mrs. Ward is an American, and this 
accounts for the thorough manner in which she has photographed Strat¬ 
ford-on-Avon and district. No people enthuse so much over the Im¬ 
mortal One” as do the Americans, and nothing of Shakespearian interest 
amenable to the camera has been too insignificant for Mrs Wai and 
he who would go to Stratford with the intention of doing one better 
has a tough task indeed. Much of the lecture might b< r less 
conjecture, but the pictures were very teal and good, and that is the 
most interesting part to the members of a photographic society. 

Songs were sung at intervals by Miss Edith Minn and M James 
Trotter, and thus the winter’s work of the L. and L.P.S. was fairly 
launched. 

CROYDON CAMERA CLUB. 

On Wednesday, the 22nd inst,, the members of this club, for the nonce 
abandoning matters photographic, gave a Cinderella dance an : soiree, 
which went off with every indication of success. 

Nearly two hundred members and friends assembled a' tin Small 
Public hall, where dancing was indulged in from eight p m to twelve, 
to the strains of Maekinnon’s Orchestra. In. addition to th< dancing, 
various other attractions had been provided. Tin presi 
Maclean, F.R.P.S.), in a commendably shori speech, gi loomed 
all, and indicated the general arrangements for the evening. 

Mr. Chick recited in humorous fashion, Messrs. Aris. in the Ivst burnt 
cork, and delightful “make-ups,” sang, and looked so well, that it seemed 
almost a pity that the exigencies of everyday life should compel them to 
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alter their complexions and costumes. The hon. secretary conjured, 
and did all sorts of impossible things, which are expected from him on 
these occasions, and Mr. W. Best played the violin with such feeling and 
expression as to score a genuine success. 

At one end of the hall an elaborate and most interesting installation 
or Messrs. Muirhead s beautifully finished instruments for working long 
submarine cables was shown in actual operation by Mr R W Ed°-ar 
assisted by Mr. Sutton. In the annexe, Mr. H. E. Whittaker controlled 
a ping-pong tournament, and the indefatigable Mr. W. H. Smith gave 
startling electrical and chemical experiments, including X rays. Mr. 
Granville was busy throughout the evening taking portraits, chiefly of 
ladies in festive attire, by the aid of the Platinotype Company’s oxy- 
magnesium lamp, which proved admirably adapted for the purpose. 
„ A hearty vote of congratulation must be tendered to the genial 

general manager (Mr. S. H. Wratten) for so skilfully arranging and 
piloting the entertainment through. 

ISLE OF THANET PHOTOGRAPHIC SOCIETY. 

The following are extracts from the fourteenth annual report:—Com¬ 
mencing the year with a roil of 68 (one member who had sent in his 
resignation withdrawing it), 19 new members were elected, making a 
total of 87. Of this number 4 are in arrear and 3 have left the town, 
so that the year ends with an effective strength of 80, which is so far the 
record. Notices of resignation and removals will reduce this numbed 
by 10, so that the new session will open with a roll of 70. The number 

members outside the town of Ramsgate is still very unsatisfactory. 
This may be partly accounted for by the wretched service on the local 
railways. 

It is a matter of regret that it has been found impossible to hold the 
proposed exhibition of prints, or to organise any practical work durum 
the summer season ; but the committee hope to be able to arrange an 
excursion to the Photographic Exhibitions in London, as for the first time 
m the history of the Society a member’s work has found a place therein. 
Ihe committee' (feel sure that every member congratulates Mr. L. 
Longfield on his success in getting his work accepted at the R.P.S. 

The annual lantern slide competition was very successful, no less than 
42 sets being sent in, and the judge in his report says “They contain 
certainly a higher average of work than in those I have previously seen 
from the Society The competition for the medal offered by Mr. Blower 
was not taken up with much heartiness, but the evening devoted to it 
was one of the most pleasant meetings of the whole session. 

As will be seen by the balance-sheet, the year ends with a small 
balance in hand, but a glance at the figures and the items will at once 
show that it is a very serious question whether the Society is justified 
in continuing with such a nominal subscription. After eight years of 
ungrudging work for the Society, Mr. Forwalk finds himself unable to 

■ continue to occupy the post of hon. lanternist. His resignation at once 
raises the important question of apparatus and gas for efficiently carryirm 
out the programme. Hitherto lantern, screen, and gas have been all 
provided by him without any expense to the Society, and it is therefore 
apparent that had it not been for his action the balance must have on 
the wrong side, and this is still more strongly shown by the fact that the 
annual lantern slide exhibition added no less than £4 6s. lOd. to the funds. 
This question ought tor eceive both immediate and careful consideration, 
and the committee trust that members will attend the annual meeting' 
when a proposal will be made to them on this point. 

The library has been more used during the past session, but the com¬ 
mittee regret that it is so little considered and that no additions have 
been made during the year. The red book has been issued for the third 
time and the affiliation committee have spared neither expense nor trouble 
in bringing out a book wh'ch it is hoped justifies its issue. 

BOURNE VILLE CAMERA CLUB 

Ox Wednesday, October 15th, the above club commenced its winter 
season with a visit by Mr. W. A. Sims, of the Rotary Photographic 

' Co , Limited, London. 

Mr. Sims gave a demon: tration on the use of bromide papers. 

t During the evening he handed round specimens of the Kotograph 
Negative Paper, together with prints made from same. These were 
much admired by the members, several of whom expressed their inten¬ 
tion of giving the negative paper a trial. 

1 he demonstration given by Mr. »Sims was much appreciatedHoy 
the members, and at the conclusion he invited them to try their skiL!, 
two of whom availed themselves of the opportunity, and were mucli 
delighted with the ease with which good results were obtained m 
each instance. 

ensuing year President, W. E. Cowan; Vice-Presidents C E R- 
J. S. B. Bell, C.E. T. M. Clague, W. S. Corder, J.P.; Council, Jas 
Thomas Bulman, W. Dotchin, A. B. Gardiner, J. P. Gibson JM: 
Gibson, G. Hastings, Walter Scutt, Wm. Thompson, John Watson 
Treasurer, Alex. Marshall; Hon. Secretary, J. H. Harbotlle 5 Ben 
Crescent, Newcastle-upon-Tyne; Hon Assistant Secretary F ’ Mill 
Hon. Laiiternists, J .J. Kirkwood, E. G. Lee; Hon. Auditor, T. M. Cl 
The programme for the ensuing session promises to be very inter* 
and instructive. The next meeting will be held on November 11th 
will be of a social and ^ tusical character, with a lantern exhibition. 

WOOLWICH PHOTOGRAPHIC SOCIETY. 

The tenth annual meeting of the Woolwich Photographic Society l6 
held on October 16th, when continued satisfactory progress was repo 1 
The Society made a strong forward movement during the past ir 
which added largely to its members. The winter meetings have 
menced, and there is every promise of continued prosperity. Mr ' 
Churchill, F.R.P.S., was re-elected president for the third time, suppofi 
by the following officers:—Vice-Presidents, W. H. Dawson, J. Desfoti 
h. W. Machen, and J. Borthwick Panting, F.R.P.S.; Council, J. Cre !’ 
A. E. Harris, S. Hughtsdon, S. A. Saffron, W. F. Slater, F.R.P.8. 1 
H. G. Weekes; Librarian, Alex. Lees; Lanternist, G. W. Tapp; I 
Secretary and Treasurer, W. H. Nichols,30, Heavitree Road, Plumsi I 
Common; Affiliation Delegates, Messrs. Churchill and Nichols. 

Dews ana Dotes- 

NEWCASTLE-ON-TYNE AND NORTHERN COUNTIES’ PHOTO¬ 

GRAPHIC ASSOCIATION. 

Tm. twenty-first annual meeting of the Newcastle-on-Tyne and Northern 
v it r'°A 1 *Y,t(T'I'aphic Association was held on the 27th inst., at the 
Y.M.C.A., Blackett Street. The following officers were elected for the 

Bath Mutual Aid Photographic •dub.—It has been arranged to st 
a photographic club in Bath on the principle of mutual aid. Tk 
a ho are interested in the practice of photography as an art, and ; 
making it a hobby, are cordially invited to apply to the honorary sec: 
tary pro. tern. (Mr. H. Roland Bateman, 9, Nelson Villas), who vj 
jo pleased to furnish them with all particulars as to the club and 
invitation to the next meeting. It is the intention to arrange for instr 
ion to be given (free) in the various modes of printing, developing, et 
so to include enlarging and lantern slide making. For a nomil 
ibscription a member will have the full use of all club property, and 

endeavour will be made to equip the club rooms with every requis 
a the way of home photography. It is also intended to make the stu 

of this fascinating art as pleasant as possible. Ladies are special 
nvited to join. 

Individuality.—Individuality counts for a great deal in business. Ju! 
is there are lots of people who can talk fluently who cannot sit dovl 
o write anything without immediately becoming someone else and expres. 
ng thoughts, aims, and ideas that are entirely foreign to their true natur 

so there are in the commercial world many who do not do themselvi 
.,ustice for the same reason. Every business that rises above the ordinal 
portrays in many of its features the individuality of the governing spirl 
>ack of it. Somebody connected with the business has not cared wk 
other manufacturers or merchants in the same line thought abo 
running such a business, but has followed his own best judgment wit 
implicit confidence that if the result was not successful it would at lea 
be such as to suit his ideas of how it should be conducted. The gre 
trouble with the average man who copies the methods of others is tk 
he very often gets poorer ideas in this way than he has himself, if i 
only sets his own mind in motion along the proper lines. After all, wl i 
should anyone copy after some other fellow when he can create methoc 
for himself which are more appropriate, more natural; that are more 
part of himself? Of course, it is well enough to look about you an 
try to learn by observation, but learning and copying are entirely 
aifferent. Probably no manufacturer who copied the styles of another! 
ever made such a good copy as the original was, and the great troubk 
is that, after all, it is only a copy, and as such advertises the goods o( 
the originator of the style more than itself. There is room for originality; 
in every department of business. What if somebody else or a wholej 
army of people have been in the habit of doing things a certain way,i 
that does not make it the right or only way, by any means. A business 
man should strive after correct originality as he would to find a priceless; 
treasure, because it attracts the attention of the buying public as nothing 
else will. Originality in every sphere of life is at a premium, and though 
people may criticise it, they still pay homage to it. The men who have 
made great successes in business have been the originators. They have 
broken away from the shackles of conventionalism and have set them¬ 
selves apart from the great mass of humanity who are followers and not 
leaders. 

The Prime Minister on Technical Education.—At the opening of the | 
Manchester School of Technology, Mr. Balfour referred to the change, 
from the pre-scientific to the scientific stage of industry. When England 
or Great Britain first obtained its great manufacturing monopoly, it 
was not too much to say that the relation between science and industry i 
was of the feeblest character. There was always, of course, the closest 
connection between mechanical ingenuity and invention and the great 
growth of our industries, but the intimate correlation between the 
Discoveries of the laboratory and the processes of the workshop was not 
m existence, and it was because we had been a little slow to discover 
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his country how intimately speculative research is connected with 

nfacturing progress that we were, in some branches of our work at 

wents behind our neighbours, who in this respect, although not in 

v others, had proved themselves more ready and more apt to learn 

Wesson than we had ourselves. And if anybody wanted a proof of 

truth of the proposition he was laying down they had only to recall 

kind of meaning which the average man attached only a ^w years 

to the phrase “technical instruction.” In the phrase technical 

ruction ” there was, in the minds of the people of whom he spoke 

scientific tinge or flavour whatever, but some land of knowledge of 

iual dexterity, some opportunity for learning the uses of machinery, 

so forth. But the fact on which he was venturing to insist, and 

wh;ch the very existence and justification of an institution like that 

Manchester depended, was that henceforth and evermore there would 

i closer and closer connection between the most remote and abstract 

iitific study of the chemist, of the physicist, of the electrician m his 

rratory, and the great industries of the community of which he was 

lember.' He wished he could be quite sure that even now, and even 

he more cultivated parts of the community, there was a more perfect 

ireciation of two capital facts which he would like to impress upon 

who heard him. One was that education was, and must be, an organic 

Me and that it was perfectly vain to spend vast sums upon buildings 

1 equipments unless the student who went to those places wen 

■quately prepared to learn the lesson they could teach. He had not 

slightest intention of over-exalting or over-praising foreign nations 

the expense of our own, but it must be admitted that they had grasped 

ch more fully and much more firmly the great truth on which he was 

isting—namely, that a man really to profit by the scientific training 

ich he could get in these institutions and to be able himself to turn 

. learning he acquired to the purpose of original discovery, it may be 

o-inal research of his own, had to go there, not a raw product, but at 

°events a half-prepared human product. He should go there, not 

;y anxious to learn, but ready to learn. Another great truth was that, 

er all, the persons who were responsible for the manufactures of the 

ur.fry were the manufacturers. It was perfectly vain and useless to 

-n out highly-trained and capable servants if there were not to be 

iployers for them when they were turned out. He did not m the least 

ow. whether in Germany, for instance, they might not have overdone 

3 matter; he had not sufficient evidence on the point, but lie was 

ite sure something must be very wrong when he saw the extraordinary 

Terence in the practice of the great German and in some, at all events, 

the English firms. He was speaking on a subject which he only 

ew at second hand to people who knew the whole thing at first hand; 

it, unless his information erred, they would find, if they went to Goi 

any, at all events a few years ago, and studied the equipment of one 

the great German industrial concerns, electrical, chemical, optical, or 

rat not, a proportion of scientifically trained students in the Gernia,.. 

anufactory enormously in excess of anything commonly thought neces- 

ry in this country. There was not the least use in the Manchester 

irporation turning out competent students if those students were no* 

find employment when they were turned out. With the naturally con- 

rvative instincts of our nation, the tradition of the great manufacturing 

tablishments would rather tend to make people say that the best, 

ie only place in which to learn was not in the lecture-room, but in 

ie shop, not at the feet of skilled professors, but actually among the 

tisans who were carrying on the industry, and he did not deny there 

as a great deal of truth in that, and that probably we gained a great 

3al by our extreme anxiety to make industrial training a practical 

aining. But he felt confident that they drove that truth too far, and 

ow, however sound the instinct might be which lay at the bottom of it, 

iey were working it too hard at the present time, and that, if tiny 

rally did mean to turn the brains, and the muscles, and the enterprise, 

ad the energy, and the inventive skill of their countrymen to its best 

urpose, it was absolutely necessary to place among the directors of 

idustry those who had not merely that admirable and necessary practical 

nowledge which consisted in seeing things done from day to day by 

ie people who had to sell the article when it was finished, but in 

ddition, they must give that complete scientific training which had 

ecome more the basis of our whole industrial fabric. 

Lantern Slides on Process Plates.—Lantern slides from diagrams, 

laps, drawings, etc., are often required, and present many d-fficulti 

o those who are unaccustomed to prepare them. It sometimes seems 

luite impossible to get the lines dark enough without degrad ng 

irilliancy of the whites. Of course, to the old collodion wor vei i 

iuite easy by means of redevelopment and intensification to produce a 

•opy of a plan with sharp black lines (really black, not a dirty brown), 

with perfectly clear glass spaces between them. But as the collodion 
worker scarcely exists outside conservative process block, or professional 
lantern slide makers, we need not consider him. The everyday photo¬ 
grapher is often at a loss when he is asked to make such slides, and 
probably they give him so much trouble that he becomes discouraged. 
To such a man Ilford Process plates should be a “ boon and a blessing, 
for they will help him to do the work with ease. In the first place, his 
negatives should be made on Process plates, the black lines should be 
clear glass and the white spaces nearly opaque. If the drawing to be 
copied is too weak to give an ideal negative, much can be done by 
intensification. The exposure for Process plates must be full, if good 
density is to be obtained; it is useless to give a short exposure and expect 
to get a vigorous result. In a good light, with f/32 the exposure will be 
from thirty seconds to a minute, the developer should be sparingly 
diluted with water, and should contain a fair proportion of bromide; 
but any developer which gives density will give good results. lhe 
image should begin to appear quickly, say within thirty seconds or less; 
development should be prolonged until the white parts of the drawing 
appear on the back of the plate, and if the dark lines are slightly veiled 
it does not matter. If on examination the dark lines appear much 
veiled in the negative, reduction with very weak ferricyanide reducer 
will clear them without, apparently, affecting the denser parts. 11 t © 
plate has been over-exposed, or over-developed, the very tine lines will 
sometimes be blocked, and may even almost disappear; here agam very 
weak ferricyanide will effect a cure. When the drawing is soiled or 
creased it is almost hopeless to obtain a negative which will give a good 
slide on a lantern plate; but by using a Process plate for making the s 1 e 
excellent results can be secured from decidedly poor negatives. A 

hydroquinone developer should be used, and the slide may be slig t y 
over-developed and cleared with very dilute ferricyanide and hypo. 
Most of the creases and dirt on the original drawing will be absent from 
a slide treated in this manner. In making the negative a full exposure 
must be given, under-exposure produces flat weak negatives. I‘tie slides 
are often useful for a lantern evening, and it is more restful to the eyes 
if they are made with the letters showing light on a black ground, telides 
with black or coloured letters on a clear glass ground are very trying 
to an audience if they come after a series of ordinary lantern slides. 
The former are easily prepared. The words should be written or prm e 
in the deepest, dead black on a smooth white card; this card is then 
photographed on a Prccess plate 3^in. by 3£in., but the exposure must 
be under rather than over, as there must be no deposit of silver on the 
spaces representing the black letters. The slide should be developed 
carefully so as to obtain the fullest density in the spaces round the 
letters, but the letters themselves must be represented by ' bare glass. 
It Ts almost impossible to get sufficient density in the background by 
development alone, and development must be stopped as soon as the 
letters show any sign of veiling, as it is more essential to have clear 
letters than to have a dense background. The exposure is of the greatest 
importance, as it must be sufficient to give fair density m the background, 
yet not enough to veil the letters. A perfect slide is scarcely ever 
obtained by development, so recourse must be had to intensification. 
After thorough washing, the slide must be bleached right through with 
mercury, and after another thorough washing, blackened with dilute 
ammonia. The slide should not be dried in spirit, as this tende to 
damage the clearness of the letters. When dry the letters may be tinted 
various colours. One method of doing this is to superimpose slips of 
coloured gelatine, but a better result is obtained by staining the film 
with the liquid colours sold for tinting photographs Three colours will 
be sufficient, red, yellow, and blue. A special brush should be lrept tor 
each colour, and the red brush should never be put into the blue bottle 
and so on. The colours may be washed right over the letteis, as the 
background should be so dense as to be disregarded. Two or more coats 
may be necessary, and if it is desired to produce more thanMhree colours 
several other shades can be obtained by washing a word orei with blue 
first, allowing the colour to be absorbed by the film, and become halt dry, 

when a wash of yellow over it will produce green; red on 
violet, while red and yellow will give scarlet or orange. Different ^roe - 
and violets can be produced by using the two colours in different propor¬ 
tions. The colours should never be mixed toe-ether before putting than 
on the slide, but each colour should be washed on separa .el;>. It..for 
instance green is desired, we may begin with a taint wash ot allow, 
followed after a few minutes with a wash of blue; this may be rathei too 
blue, and a second wash of yellow can be laid on or vies versa. Mumg 
the colours before applying them produces muddy, duty results. The 
letters on the slide will be reversed, but this can, ot course be ] ut light 
when it is placed in the lantern. It is not necessary that the dark parte 
of the slide should be absolutely opaque. These slides which showbMt 
on the screen, even when electric light is used for projection aur those in 
which the letters are quite clear, and the dark l aits not dense enough 
to prevent showing where the colour has been washed over the letters 
when held in the hand : such a slide will show the otters quite bright on a 
mne black ground. A pretty title can be made by putting black letters 
over a landscape This is done by writing or printing the title on smooth, 
pure white card, or Bristol board, using Stephens Ebony stain tor ink. 
4 negative the proper size is made from this on a process } late in the 

j n siirlp il<m on a Process plate is made trom it. A lantern 

slide of a^suitable subject is then made, but it should be delicate in chanu^ 
ei so tha ft mav not obscure the black letters of the title this slide 
s usml as a cover-glass to tbe black letters. Another method which 

scarcely comes within the scope of this article, is to make abromide 
enlargement of a suitable subject and fasten upon it rustic letters mad* 
of iimss mown twigs. These may be attached to the enlargements with 
needle points such as are used by cabinet makers.-Harold Baker, ,n 

“ Photographic Scraps.” 
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Correspondence. 
%* Correspondents should never write on both sides of thepaper. No 

notice is taken of communications unless the names and addresses of 

the writers are given. 

We do not undeu take responsibil t / for the opinioni expressed by our 

correspondents. 

KODAK, LIMITED, AND THE TRADE. 

To the Editors. 

Gentlemen,—For a long time I have followed, with wonder not un¬ 

mixed with amusement, the bickerings between the Photographic Trade 

Association and Kodak, Limited, but havei not till now been able to 

focus my attention on the arguments used by the two parties. 

The latest development that meets our notice is a manifesto by a 
trade association, the ruling body of which is a number of men known 
in photographic circles1 as wholesalers, dealers, or rivals of Kodak, 
Limited. As I ®ee from Kodak’s letter that that firm has “ ceased to use 
that channel for distribution of goods,” the position of the whole¬ 
salers is plain enough. No less is the anger of the rival manufac¬ 
turers eaisilv understood. Why the ordinary dealer complains I do not 
understand, if what Kodak says about ^e terms to dealers is true, 
and that him dare not make a statement of figures that, if false, could 
at once be disproved. Kodak says that dealers are at perfect liberty 
to sell whatever goods they please; that whatever goods the dealers sell 
Kodak still gives them what is certainly a handsome discount on such 
Kodak products as they may sell; and if they sell no other goods in 
certain lines, specially the province of Kodak, it gives still further 
discount. 

Now. I am at a loss to conceive anything fairer than this. Surely 
any trading concern has a right to offer inducements, of an open and 
honest nature, to dealers, to give special, or even sole, attention to a 
line of goods which the trading concern has made its own speciality, 
at enormous cost of money and labour. I have not the fortune to be a 
trader or a deader, but this seems to me sound sense. I notice that the 
association in its manifesto uses the word “ profit,” or “ profits,” 
throughout; they fight ishv of the word “discount,” no doubt, because 
discount is a voluntary allowance made by a vendor to a purchaser 
who is going to distribute to> the public ; its essence is its voluntariness. 
Discount is given to induce the distributor to take more goods, and if 
the manufacturer goes one better and offers extra discount for taking 
his goods only, and if it pays the dealer to accept this, I absolutely 
fail to see any reason against it, from the dealer’s or the public’s point 
of view, though less enterprising or less able manufacturers may not 
like it. J 

amount of photographic products are made there, probably an em 
amount. 

And as to monopoly ! Kodak says it does not aim at monopoly i 
it did, what chance has it of getting it ? When for cent ur; I,,A, 
succeeded in establishing a monopoly? Why does the Trade A> 'j 
tion stop short of chemicals? Why not extend tin- coming 'B 
monopoly over lenses, shutters, light screens, microscope, J 

nay, clothes and boots to go photographing in? Kodak can Vl 
effect a monopoly of photographic goods, and for my own part 1 * .! 
a grain of evidence that they wish to. 

A weaker production than this manifesto of the Trade Assoc ion 
I never saw, and one thing which puzzles me. a.s it must puz/.h 

thinking member of the public, is that certain trade papers, jt‘ 

viciously attacking Kodak. Limited, for its mythical crimes yet he 
committed, should accept and display (for mere lucre) the i*rn u. 

advertisements of this malevolent monopoly. This is “running tl 
the hare and hunting with the hounds” with a vengeance. 

This letter voices much of the sentiment that is quite commonlL. 
pressed by members of the public, amateur photographers, and tin e 
who probably do not think it worth while to protest against the (h 
noise of those who, instead of facing the battle, hold up the whittle 
and raise all sorts of imaginary bugbears to frighten those who afe 
timid as themselves.—Yours, Hum 

October 27th, 1902. 

To the Editors. 

Gentlemen,—Referring to the reply of Kodak, Limited, to our hit 
kindly inserted by you in your last issue, the company state that i y 
seek no monopoly. If this Is so, why should they not withdraw t r 
conditions by which they seek to induce the retail deailers to I 1 
themselves to sell no competing article? Kodak, Ltd., also as.t 
that they intend to hold their own by good quality and good sen 
and that the only monopoly they seek is that which the public ch< e 
to give them, and further, that they rely upon the policy of g 1 
quality and fair prices to get the trade and the public to favour tb 
products. Why, then, is it necessary for the company to bolster i 
their cause by adopting a principle which, if successful, must ill 
to a monopoly, whether intended or not? We are told that it is • 
the benefit of the public, but the British public can generally be trus 
to look after its own interests without the assistance of the best-ink 
tioned philanthropic business house. 

If, as Kodak, Ltd., state, the retailer is not bound by any enga 
ment. why seek to get signatures to an agreement which practica 
binds the retailer for nine months unless he elects to lose part of i 
profit on his sales for the whole of that term? It is true that by sacj 
ficing about half his profit on Kodak cameras and roll films, the* pho 
graphic dealer may hold an independent position and sell anyth! 
which the public requires; but in doing so he renders himself liai 
to receive letters from Kodak, Ltd., of which the following extract is 
specimen : — 

The next thing I do not understand is the cry of “ monopoly.” Apart 
from the fact that Kodak disclaims all intention of monopolising any- 
thing, I have as yet seen no signs of their wishing to do so, and it is 
no use for the Trade Association or anybody else crying out about 
what they say is going to happen. To point out with such innuendo 
that the Kodak Company in America has “ acquired an interest in the 
manufacture of plates ” is the most awful rubbish, for ever so many 
English platemakers have “acquired an interest” in the manufacture 
of films, printing papers, and who knows what else, without any outcry 
about monopoly. 

If these tearful ones of the trade association would dry their eyes 
arid start something of their own that would meet the public wants, as 
Kodak things do, it would be a vast deal more “British” than wring¬ 
ing their hands, or, still worse, flooding the market with apparatus 
deliberately and glaringly imitations of Kodak cameras and 
films. At the beginning of these complaints a great deal: of non¬ 
sense was written about “un-English” methods, but what was un- 
English was the fact that every paper was full of figures of cameras 
hardly to be distinguished from Kodaks; and we have makers of film 
actually using spools made to fit Kodaks, and often called by names 
forestalled in their use by Kodak. If it is true, as asserted by Kodak, 
that other products are palmed off on customers as Kodak goods, when 
they are not Kodak, then the matter is ten times worse. No; this is 
not tin- best nor the highest way for the Trade Association to retrieve 
their position ; the only true plan is to strike fresh wells, to do some¬ 
thing original to catch the public, and to benefit themselves. British 
work and British workmen a,re quite as good as any that have 
ever gome out of America. By the way, it is not fair to suggest that 
all Kodak goods are made in America, for I have seen a very large 
factory7 at Harrow, visible from the railway, and no doubt a great 

“We have always been glad to have your business, and think! 
you will fully consider the matter you will admit that the con ! 
tions we lay down, although arbitrary—as all rules must necessai 
be are favourable to you. The agency for leading makes of pla j 

and papers which are handled by you may in time pass into 11 
hands. We feel sure that if you consider the question you will; 
that it is far more favourable for you to work with us.” 

We may safely leave the public toi judge whether this is an attem]i 
at monopoly or not. 

Some of the “large and famous plate and paper makers” referre 
to by Kodak, Ltd., are represented on the council of this association 
and others are members. It is possible that it mav ishortly be prove 
to Kodak, Ltd., in an unmistakable manner, that the opposition to th 
present methods of trading has the entire support and sympathy of th 
whole of the plate and paper manufacturers. 

The patent laws are specially framed to' protect the rights o 
patentees, and, apart from such protection, there is nothing to preven 
competition. That some of the so-called “ flagrant imitators ” anc 
“ parasites ” have introduced improvements cannot be denied, and ai 
open market provides the best means for still further advancement. 

The question of using the registered names of Kodak, Ltd., forms 
we believe, the subject of impending litigation. As the matter is. 
therefore, sub-judice, neither the company nor the association are in 
the position to pre-judge the question. 

Whether or not the wholesaler is necessary is not a matter which will 
interest the public, but the fact that he exists in almost every branch 
of industry i® sufficient proof that he is an important factor in trading. 

It is scarcely likely that an association that represents the most 
important firms in the photographic trade should have been created 
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i no other purpose than to work up animus against Kodak, Ltd., 
^er would the members have taken up this question unless they had 
l reasons to believe that Kodak, Ltd., were endeavouring to create 

^ onopoly. At least, one half of the council of the association are 
r ilers, and practicably the whole trade is in full sympathy with the 
;| on of the council. The association was formed to watch over the 
■ ^ts of the trade, and abuse will not deter it from carrying out its 

o ct. 

he assertion by Kodak, Ltd., that nearly three-quarters of the 
s 'eholders in their Corporation are British does not contradict the 
s ement that Kodak, Ltd., is an American company, and that by far 
t largest portion of the capital is held by the minority of shareholders, 
v > reside in America. Neither does it alter the fact that the com- 
v y’s roll film cameras and roll films, about which this controversy 
I arisen, are made in America.. Did not the directors themselves say 
a Hannon Street Hotel that by transferring the English concern to 
a American concern the major portion of the dividends would not be 
clject to income tax? 

he photographic societies of Great Britain came forward about a 
j r a go and assisted materially in getting the first restrictive terms of 
j lak, Limited, withdrawn, and they will doubtless lend their aid 
o he present occasion. The individual support of every photographer 
i olicited in the endeavour to secure a free and open field for British 
j luctions.—We are, yours faithfully, 

The Photographic Trade Association. 

3, Farringdon Street, London, E.C. 

October, 1902. 

To the Editors. 

lentlemen,—In the note appended to the polemics of the Photo- 
g phic Trade Association and Kodak, Limited, you invite expression 
o opinion by those, who may be interested in the controversy, as 
u rs of photographic material. I should be heartily in sympathy with 
t Trade Association but for the fact that the principle upon which 
t y base their case is flagrantly violated by a number, if not all, of the 
n nbers of the council of the association. If this be true, as I shall 
p oeed to show, the arguments of the association are characterised by 
n ’e rhetoric than consistency. At the same time I must say that the 
r y by Kodak, Limited, notwithstanding its clever treat- 
n it, is equally unconvincing. The plea of the Trade As- 
s ation is briefly put in the seventh paragraph of their 
1- er: “ The prevention of any monopoly; the giving a fair 
fi l and no favour; free trade for all. This is a sound English 
t iness principle, but is it practised by the photographic trade ? Are 
r the retailers of photographic material compelled to sign under- 
t ings to charge certain fixed prices, and refused goods if they will 
r ? Is this the prevention of monopoly? Is it a. fair field and no 
f our? Is it free trade for all? It is true that Kodak, Ltd., also 
f< ers the trade in the same way, but it is futile for the Photographic 
I de Association tO' appeal for the support of the public when they 
f|ow the practice of restriction of trade, of which the present action 
oKodak, Ltd., is but another development, the battle, consequently, 
i me between tweedle-dum and tweedle-dee. 

Codak, Ltd., affirms that the cause of the present struggle is their 
c ag without the wholesale dealer. This may be so, but the public 
1 efits nothing by the change, for there has been no reduction in the 
I ie of Tollable film, nor of Kodaks. 

'or the past few years the retail photographic trade has had a fat 
a a merry time. In proportion to the amount of capital requisite 
t :arry on the business, the large establishments, such as the Army 
a, Navy Stores, must have made enormous profits. The small man 
a ) has had a golden harvest, but those happy days are coming to an 
€j. It requires little capital to start a small retail business, and we 
•‘j shops for photographic material being opened in all directions. The 
t|le is being scattered by the rush for the monopoly profits fostered 
lj this policy. With such a band of weak-kneed persons, can the 
Iptographic Trade Association hope to fight a wrtl organised business, 
y ch commands more capital than it needs ? Their chance of success 
' only in a compact band of strong, enterprising, retail traders, 
a this can only be created by the removal of restrictions, which pre- 
v t the concentration of business in the hands of keen energetic men. 

ome of the Kodak imitations must be good, else the firm would not 
v te that “ the get up of their appliances is closely imitated, and their 
g ges, special and peculiar to themselves, are exactly and minutely 
c ied.” If men were permitted to enter the trade and push these 
R ds at competition prices, instead of big profits, the weakness of the 
F icy of Kodak, Ltd., would soon manifest itself. At present Kodak, 
v';n opening shops, seeks the most commanding positions, but these 

would have to be multiplied, if the retailer offered similar 
01 cles at competitive prices, and it is a well I known fact that business 

can only be extended at diminished juofit. Increased, expenses, or a 
reduction in prices, would absorb the exceptional profits of Kodak, 
Ltd., and a healthier state of the trade would Ire brought about. 

Genuine free trade should be the policy of the Photographic Trade 
Association, and unless it is adopted Kodak, Ltd., will succeed. The 
public do not care a straw for a dispute between men who have com¬ 
bined to exploit them.—Truly yours, X. Y. Z. 

To the Editors. 

Gentlemen,—As you open your pages to correspondence on the Kodak 
monopoly question, may I venture to offer one or two remarks on the 
letter from the Kodak Company, which appeared in your last issue. 

If, as the company allege, others imitate the get-up and appearance 
of their goods in such a manner as to deceive a purchaser into the 
belief that he is buying Kodak goods, whereas he is buying other goods, 
the Kodak Company has a remedy at law ; iso, too, if their trade marks, 
or patents, or trade name, are used. But every person, no patent barring 
his way, has a right to sell the same class of goods provided he does not 
act as above described. It is this right which the Kodak Company 
seek to limit, in other words, the right of the trade to sell and the 
purchaser to buy goods, the manufacture of which infringes no private 
right. This I and others resent, and intend to resist. Accordingly, 
since this attempt was first made I have purchased no goods whatever 
emanating from the works of the Kodak Company, and until it is 
abandoned I shall observe this rule. My negatives and my prints have, 
I am glad to say, suffered no deterioration in consequence, and others 
who adopt my rule, will, I am sure, be as satisfied in this respect as 
your obedient servant, An Amateur. 

“PHOTOGRAPHY AS A FINE ART.” 

To the Editors. 

Gentlemen,—I read the article in last week’s Journal by the Daily 
Mail art critic with interest. A much more appropriate title for his 
subject would have been “The: Limitations of Photography.” 

I certainly do not agree with him when he states that the nude is 
beyond the artist photographer. If delicately treated by a photographic 
artist, who takes the picture for the picture’s sake and not for sale, 
I do not see any reason why the result should not be beautiful and 
free from any objectionable taint. Of course, I am taking for granted 
that he has a good model (he can get one for the paying), and under¬ 
stands artistic anatomy. 

I may say that since last writing I have been further convinced in 
my opinion by hearing a painter, who employs photography to aid 
him in his painting, say, some of the photographic pictures he has 
seen, could only have been produced by artists, and that the mechanical 
must have been over-ruled to get results so beautiful and technically 
perfect. He further said that by his experience he should feel safe in 
calling photography an art. I was very pleased to hear the above 
opinion so frankly expressed by a painter. 

There are certainly two remarks in which I agree with the Daily 
Mail art critic. That sacred subjects are, as yet, beyond the scope 
of the photographic artist, and that the excessive faking and indis¬ 
tinct results, so much in favour at present, cannot help or strengthen 
the “Art of Photography,” but must have an opposite effect.—Yours 
faithfully, Herbert Ball. 

THE R.P.S. EXHIBITION. 

To the Editors. 

Gentlemen,—The charge of favouring themselves and their friends 
that has been rna^e against some of the members of the Selecting 
Committee is one of so serious a nature that it should not have been 
brought without incontestable evidence to support it. A much more 
charitable and reasonable way of accounting for the presence of so large 
a proportion of pictures, in which sentimentality is the only noticeable 
feature, is that these gentlemen are not sufficiently educated in art 
matters to recognise and appreciate those qualities which are necessary 
for pictorial effect. We may safely take the pictures exhibited by 
Messrs. Page Croft and J. C. Warburg as examples of what they 
admire. I mention these two rames, as they are the two most directly 
pointed at in the course of this correspondence. If these eleven works 
are studied first and then attention is turned to the remainder of the 
exhibits, it will be found that the same characteristics are constantly 
present. The work is just of that type one finds in the members’ 
classes of a small society which has just reached the stage of recog¬ 
nising that something is possible in photography beyond chance snap¬ 
shotting. One could hardly find a more perfectly typical representative 
of the ordinary society members’ exhibit than “ The Park Palings,” by 
Mr. Warburg. In our suburban show ^"-ing the next few months one 
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will be able to find dozens of photographs of a similar character—quite 
appropriate where they are, but not so on the walls of our represen¬ 
tative exhibition. Then take Mr. Croft’s gum attempts. If they were 
passed round at a society meeting to illustrate the difficulties of a pro¬ 
cess one could understand their seeing light, but where they are the.y 
proclaim the fact that, in Mr. Croft’s opinion at least, they fairly 
represent his standard of pictorial photography. To suggest that these 
two gentlemen hung their own work, knowing it to be a,s bad as it 
is absurd. The only reasonable interpretation to put upon the matter 
is that they do not know any better. I prefer to think that they were 
perfectly honest, but mistaken. The society has to suffer for their 
mistakes, inasmuch as there is a general disappointment at the kind 
of work that has been selected as representative of that of the year, 
but no doubt greater care willl be taken in the future to secure 
properly qualified men to fill the responsible posts.—I am, etc., 

To the Editors. 

Gentlemen,—Having confuted most of Mr. Bennett’s allegations 
already, I need not fallow him when he brings the same or othei 
charges, even less court eously than before. There is, however, one little 
point I would like to advert to. I wrote : “ The bona-fides of the com¬ 
mittee should be obvious to even a rejected contributor,” and Mr. 
Bennett promptly puts the cap on his own head, which, sooth to say, it 
would seem to fit admirably. I must however, disclaim any knowledge 
as to whether he sent up work or not; and if, as a member of the 
committee, I did know, I should certainly not divulge the fact in a 
newspaper.—Yours, etc., John C. Warburg. 

21, Pembroke Gardens. 

October 27th. 1902. 

FOR THE P.P.A. 

To the Editors. 

Gentlemen.— I have received an order to copy a photograph taken 
by a London firm, which photograph is marked “Copyright.” 

On inquiry I find that the customer, whose portrait it is, visited 
the studio privately, and not by invitation ; also, that he paid full 
price for, and obtained, one dozen copies. 

As the word “ copyright ” was on the photograph I had refused the 
order. 

But now I think the London firm had no right to mark “ copyright ” 
upon the photograph. Is this not so? Also, I would like to know 
your opinon of firms who thus send out photographs marked “ copy¬ 
right” when they are not so. Another item for the P.P.A.— I remain, 
jours, etc., J. C. Ruddock. 

“Castle Studio,” Bendgate, Alnwick. 

October 24th, 1902. 

THE RIGHT TO USE THE ROYAL ARMS. 

To the Editors. 

Gentlemen,—I notice the many inquiries to you respecting the use 
of the Royal Arms. Very few really seem to know that the right to 
use the same by any person can only be by those who have received, and 
still hold, the Royal warrant of appointment. In your article in last 
week’s issue you state, which is quite correct, that anyone, even if 
called upon to photograph the King, Queen, or any member of the 
Royal Family, can not style himself photographer to the King or use 
1 lie Royal Arms. I have on various occasions photographed the1 King, 
Que« n, and the late Queen Victoria; but, without holding the warrant, 
could not, as you say, do iso. But you fall into an error—a. very 
natural one—when you say that those who held the warrant to the 
late Queen, “of course, they are entitled to use the Royal Arms, and 
to say by appointment to the late Queen, etc.” This they cannot 
do unless their warrant has been endorsed for use during the present 
reign. 1 received a notice from the Lord Chamberlain stating that my 
warrant would be void three months after the death of the Queen. 
This 1 regretted, as it was given me by special command of the Queen. 
Shortly afterwards I received a. notice to return the warrant, that, by 
command of the King, it would be endorsed for use during the present 
reign. Usually at the demise of the Crown warrants become void, but 
owing to the exceptional length of the last reign many firms had been 
permitted to retain their warrants to her late Majesty, and to continue 
to use the Royal Arms, but not to fly the Royal standard during the 
present reign; but unless such warrants bear endorsement to- that 
< fleet they are void, and the right; to the use of the Royal Arms has 
elapsed, and the person using the same is liable to the penalty. My 

endorsement .says, “The persons named herein are permitted to m 
Royal Anns, and to style themselves ‘By Appointment to the 
Queen.’” Many of the warrants have not been endorsed. I take 
list of the first twenty names; thirteen of these held warrants to ! 
late Queen in various trades, nine of these only have been endor ' 
It may interest you to know that the total numb, r of photogran 
holding warrants to the King, Queen, or late Queen is twenty.fiC 
twenty-one of these in England, Ireland, Scotland, and Wales, a*nd ! 
on the Continent.—I remain, truly yours, 

Horatio Nelson Kixd 
October 28th, 1902. 

NEW YEAR’S ENTERTAINMENT TO LONDON CHILDRj 

To the Editors. 

Gentlemen,—Will you once again permit me to bring to the no! 
of your readers the fund which it is my privilege annually to raise 
a two-fold object, that of providing a New Year’s entertainment 
about 1,200 poor children of the Ragged School Union in 
Guildhall of the City of London, and the accompanying distribut 
of Christmas hampers to 4,000 or 5,000 little cripples? 

His Majesty the King has for several years contributed to the list: 
subscriptions, and this year 1 am again honoured by His Majestl 
support. 

General Sir Dighton Probyn, Keeper of His Majesty’s Privy Pui 
writes me : “ I am commanded by the King to send you the encloi 
cheque for £10 10s., as a donation from His Majesty to the Pi 
Children and Cripples’ Christmas and New Year’s Entertainment Fui 
which you so kindly organise on their behalf.” 

1 he Court of Common Council have, as in previous years, accorc 
the use of the Guildhall, and many members of the Court warmly a 
actively assist me but as the poor and suffering children of the met 
pofis, as a whole, are participants, I confidently extend my appeal 
London at large. 

No one who has witnessed the reception by a home-tied crip; 
of a hamper at Christmas can over-estimate the good done by the timt 
gift , and the Guildhall banquet is a source of never-failing pleasure. 

Mr. W. H. Pannell, C.C., chartered accountant and honorary audit 
has signed the balance sheet, which shows that last year £1,6*44 8s. 61 
was collected, and the list of donors indicates that the moveme 
has lost none of its popularity. 

Contributions, large or small, to the “ Children’s Fund ” should 
addressed to me at 69, Ludgate Hill, E.C.—I am, Sirs, yours truly, 

W. P. Treloar, Alderman. 
69, Ludgate Hill, E.C. 

October 22nd, 1902. 

KEEPING QUALITIES OF ALBUMENISED PAPER. 

To the Editors. 

Gentlemen,—Some week or two since my brother sent me t| 
enclosed print, of which a description may have some interest 1 
your readers. As you will see by his notes at back, the negative w 
taken upon a Liverpool plate in 1869, with an exposure of five minut 
to a Ross wide-angle lens. A print was taken from this on Augu 

18th, 1902, using some paper he had since 1869 or 1870 called “ Carrier | 

sensitised albumenised paper,” and had been kept since he bought 1 
in red blotting-paper. He bought form Solomon, then of Red bio: 
Square. “ The toning bath is chloride gold, chloride ammonium, an' 
water. Fixed as usua1. Further, my brother adds, with regard tl 
the paper, mat, in toning, the picture nearly, or in some cases quite 
disappears, and then gradually re-appears. When the tone you desir 
appears, stop the toning and fix.”—I am, gentlemen, yours truly, 

W. T. F. M. Ingall, M.K-h 

THE FUNNY PART. 

To the Editors. 

Gentlemen,—On page 827, of the British Journal of Photograph! 
you publish a letter after the heading of, “ One of the advertisers in 
our Almanac writes, etc.,” and you or he calls the letter very funny 
Would you call me very inquisitive if I should atsk you why this letter 
is very funny? Is it because of the writing to an advertiser in youi 
Almanac, or is it that the proposal is in itself funny? If it is the 
answer itself I have nothing to say, as I do not know the advertisement 

to which the writer refers, but if it is the proposal itself I fail to see 
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ie fullny part of it Of coups©, I admit in all this that the party 
competent, and, knowing what he talks about, can take good 

ictures as he gives references, therefore, I cannot see the difference 
. a narty asking an outfit of a certain value in exchange of his work and 
irreiidering of valuable negatives ; or the asking of a: certain amount 
f m0nev To the contrary, it seems at first sight quite reasonable, 
he ouSt. etc., would probably cost, if first class, £16 or £20, which 
ir 100 half-plate negatives, would make 3s. to 4s. each, which 
would consider cheap enough; of course, one can make good use 

f them and which would make the proposal quite acceptable (always 
f the operator is good). The only funny part of the transaction would 
►e that the party ordering the work to be done was obliged to pay 
a advance, and therefore obliged also to take the negatives at the price 
>aid for and not quarrel ultimately about price agreed upon on account 
,f Quality of work, etc., as is too often tire case when no deposit is left 
is security of good faith in ordering the negatives. This case happens 
iften enough, as your police courts and others can testify in your 
‘News and Notes'” I had this happen to me not long ago, with an 
English firm ordering views from Paris, and I have even now another 
me pending. Please tell me the funny part of it, and oblige, yours very 
ruly ° Albert Levy. 

Asnieres (Seine). 

October 20th, 1902. 

[Perhaps our original correspondent will tell Mons. Levy where the 

fun comes in.—Eds. B. J.P.] 

any measure introduced. The society, in combination with artists and 
photographers throughout the colony, are now making a very deter¬ 
mined effort to induce the Government to bring in a Bill this session; 
the joint committee appointed have had a Bill drafted, which is now 
being considered by the Government, and there is some prospect of a 
move being made, and should the Bill not get through for want of 
time this session, there is every prospect of its going through next 
session. 

Considerable expense has already been incurred, and it will, of course, 
be necessary to expend a much larger sum before the measure becomes 

law. 

The committee feel that as you would no doubt be interested from a 
business point of view, in the passing of this Act, you might possibly 
like to forward a donation to the fund required in securing its passage 
through the Houses. 

The committee have also had under consideration the advisability 
of forming a Copyright Union for protecting the interests of artists, 
photographers, and publishers, and I should be glad of an expression of 
your views on this matter, as it will depend to some extent upon 
the replies to this as to whether it is felt that it would be of sufficient 
value and help to British publishers to include that branch in the forma¬ 
tion of such a union.—Yours very faithfully, 

A. Jas. Fuller. 

Hon. Sec. 

P. O. Box 470. 

THE COLUMBIA OPTICAL COMPANY. 

To the Editors. 

Gentlemen,—The photographic and optical business carried on by 
the Columbia Optical and Camera Company, at 42, Goswell Road, has 
now been entirely discontinued. We have to thank you for the many 
kindnesses in the way of notices and so forth during the continuance 
of this business, and inform you now of this change, so that you 
may strike our name off the list of papers for distribution. The photo¬ 
graphic business is entirely given up. the stock having been sold off in 
several large deals, one to Messrs. Levi and Co., who bought all the 
Columbia sets; one to the City Sale and Exchange, who bought all 
the American folding cameras ; “ Pectos ” and “ Centuries,” to Mr. W. 
E. Dunmore, of the Telia Camera Company, who bought a very large 
stock of sundries for his auction business, and other details too small 

to particularise. 

The optical business, principally in American gold-filled and other 
goods will be carried on under the direction and name of Mr. S. Pulzer, 
at 33,’ Holborn Viaduct, .just opposite Hatton Garden, where he will 
continue his own agencies1 of the Philadelphia Watch Case Company, 
the United States Watch Company, the Standard Watch Company, 
and others, together with the optical agencies formerly held by the 

Columbia Company. 

Once more for the very kind notices you have; given our goods, our 
competitions, etc., we thank you.—Yours truly, 

F. E. Buckland, 

Columbia Optical Company. 

42, Goswell Road, London, E.C. 

October 24th, 1902. 

COPYRIGHT IN SOUTH AFRICA. 

To the Editors. 

Gentlemen,—I am forwarding herewith for your information a copy 
of a circular letter which we are sending to-day to a number of British 
publishers.—Yours very faithfully, A. Jas. Fuller. 

Hon. Sec. 

Cape Town Photographic Society, P. O. Box 470. 

Cape Town, 8th October, 1902. 

Sir,—As you are most probably aware, there is at present no copy¬ 
right protection in this colony for paintings, drawings, photographs, 
and works of fine art. 

The only Copyright Act in existence here at present being one 
relating to books, and this is a very imperfect and unsatisfactory one. 

This want has been felt to a very large degree, and has resulted in 
heavy pecuniary loss to artists and photographers generally. Quite 
a number of firms exist in the colony, which obtain their livelihood 
almost entirely by piracy, and quite a small army of hawkers are em¬ 
ployed in carrying on the business. 

The Cape Town Photographic Society took this matter up some thiee 
years ago, but owing to- the outbreak of the war were not able to get 

SOUTHAMPTON, HOVE, AND SOUTHSEA EXHIBITIONS. 

To the Editors. 

Gentlemen,—As a slight misconception exists regarding the matter, 
may I say that, although exhibitors may enter for either of these 
exhibitions in the usual way, those exhibitors desiring to compete for 
the special award and to have their exhibits conveyed between the 
exhibition free of charge, must enter for all three exhibitions. 

Entries close November 5th, and entry forms will be forwarded 
upon application to, yours faithfully, S. G. Kimber, 

Hon. Sec. Southampton Camera Club. 

Highfield, Southampton. 

Answers to Correspondents. 
V* All matters intended, for the text portion of this JOURNAL, mclud- 

inq queries, must be addressed to “ The Editors, The British 
Journal OF Photography, 24, Wellington-street, Strand, London, 
W.C.” Inattention to this ensures delay. 

* Correspondents are informed that we cannot undertake to 
* communications through the post. Questions are not answered uni 
the names and addresses of the writers are given. 
* Communications relating to Advertisements and 9eneralbusiwe»i 
affairs should be addressed to Messrs. Henry Greenwood & Co., 
24, Wellington-street, Strand, London, 11 • C. 

Photographs Registered 

TInreturned Specimens.—H. Mason: We know nothing of the man. We 
TouU abTse you, without delay, to write to the superintendent of 

police, Aberdeen, stating the case fully to mm. 

Address Wanted—W. A. S. writes: “Please give me the name and 
address of makers of Royal Sovereign Camera balf Plates, them 
address is I believe in Jersey or Guernsey. —In reply. We do not 
know the address inquired for. Indeed we may say we have never 
heard of the plates. Possibly some readers may help our corres- 

Tfotures on Lenses—H. R. Bateman writes. “Could you inform mefi 

any names and addresses of firms who send outSq 
graphic societies, such as lectures on lenses, their ejj- J° 
that I could write them ? ”—In reply: Messrs. Beck 6^““- 
and Messrs. Goerz, Holborn Circus, send out such lectures, 

believe 
Lens Query —J. B. Smith asks: “Would you kindly answer this ques¬ 

ts on Ill order to take a quarter-plate size or carte de visite ^ 

half-plate ‘camera! are you’obliged to have a '” 

the corners of the 
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years old. Would I be safe in printing and selling copies of same ? 
My friend has no objection to my doing so. Also could I get 
negatives registered ? ”—In reply: As the prints are so old there is 
probably no copyright in them, in which case you will be quite 
safe in selling copies of them. You can also make your reproduc¬ 
tions of them copyright. 

Instruction in Return for Services.—Ambitious writes: “ I am in a 
high class photographer’s shop as retoucher and finisher, but have 
no opportunity to learn operating; and as I wish to become an 
operator, do you think any good firm would have me in house and 
teach me operating in return for my services as retoucher and 
finisher in B. and W., for about six months? ”—In reply: We should 
say that some houses would make such an arrangement. The best 
way would be for you to advertise stating what you desire. 

Prints for Process Blocks Registration.—Terrant says: 1. “I am 
making some photos for a gentleman who tells me that he will 
be sending one away to have a process block made, and I would 
like to know what kind of printing paper would give the best 
result (matt or glossy, etc.). 2. I have two photos that I wish 
to have made copyright. Would you please let me know the cost, 
if sent to you?’—In reply: 1. Glossy prints will be the best for 
you to supply. 2. One shilling and sevenpence each. You must 
send us two prints of each subject. 

Formula Wanted.—Formula asks: “Could you give me the formula for 
making the mixture that the enclosed tintype plates are coated 
with? If you cannot tell by the plates, perhaps you can from the 
printed directions for working the same, which I herewith send 
you. Kindly return ‘printed directions,’ for which I enclose 
stamped addressed envelope.—In reply: We cannot say, by merely 
seeing the plates and reading the directions for their use, how 
they were prepared. They are evidently coated with a collodion 
emulsion, and we can tell you nothing beyond that. The directions 
have been returned as requested. 

Tinting Emulsion.—A. D. says: “ I want to tint my chloride emulsion 
mauve and rose. Wliat it is done with, and how to add it? Must 
it be added before the silver or after, and what quantity will it 
take ? ’’—In reply: Any of the coal tar colours, soluble in spirit 
(we presume you refer to collodion emulsion) may be employed. 
The proportion of colour is dependent upon the depth of tint 
desired, which you will easily arrive at by experiment. We may 
tell you it is not usual to tint the emulsion. Better get some 
paper in which the baryta coating is tinted. That is what is used 
for all the emulsion papers. 

Broken Negative.—J. R. G. writes: “ I have cracked the glass of a 5 plate 
negative, but the film is not broken. I cemented another glass 
on the back, but it has not dried even, so that to print it now 
would print markings. Can you tell me if you know of any on 
who could successfully remove the film and transfer it on another 
piece of glass without spoiling the film or damaging it ? ”—In reply: 
We should imagine that one or other of the professional photo¬ 
graphers in your town would transfer the film to another plate for 
you. If not, we suggest that you communicate with the Autotype 
Company; they may perhaps undertake the work. 

Portrait with Autograph.—Inverted writes: “I herewith enclose a 
print with sitter’s own signature printed in white with own por¬ 
trait. Will you kindly let me have full particulars how to work 
this process, as I am desirous of adding same to my business? Of 
course the difficulty is to get the name on the right way.”—In reply: 
There are different ways of doing the pictures. This appears to 
have been done by double printing. The negative is masked so 
that only the head is printed, the other portion of the paper 
remaining white. The autograph, written probably on thin paper, 
is then taken and used as a second negative, a mask being fixed 
on to it to protect the part already printed. The portrait has 
been returned. 

Mounting Carbon Prints.—W. H. Stapley asks: “Can you tell me a 
method of mounting carbon, or other prints, on vellum mounts, 
so that they do not cockle up and crease when taken into a warm 
atmosphere ? I have been in the habit of mounting carbon prints 
dry with starch paste; but in a few days they curl up, and pressure 
will not bring them back to their original flatness. I enclose 
sample of vellum.”—In reply: It is very difficult to mount prints 
on such thin paper as the sample sent without their cockling. The 
best way is to cement the prints only by their edges to the paper. 
On page 1,092 of the Almanac you will find a formula for a 
mounting solution, that docs not cause the prints to cockle. You 
should try that. 

Factory Act.—Inquirer says: “ One of His Majesty’s inspectors has called 
upon me with a view of inspecting my workshops, contending that 
a mounting room and frame-making business (also retouching) brings 
me Within the meaning of the Act. I should like an expression of 
opinion from you before admitting as much, as I told him I should 
so obtain it. He contended that in other towns photographers had 
been obliged to submit. Our hours of work: 9 to 6, mounting 
room and frame-making 8 to 7, Fridays only, 8 to 8.”—In replyl 
We should say that your workshops decidedly come under the 
Factory Act, and that you will have to comply with it. You can 
get an abstract of the Act by writing to the office of the Factory 
Inspectors, London, S.W. That will give you all information. 

Carbon Printing.—Artist asks: “Will you kindly answer following ques¬ 
tions 1. In what proportions shall I mix gelatine and chromate of 

potash for carbon printing, to give the most hard, clear and 
sharp results? 2. Are there any other substances used in sensitizing 
carbon paper than potash; if so, what are they? I wish to get if 
possible, a ‘hard’ result, i.e., with great contrast, and outlines 
clearly and sharply defined, and shall be very much obliged if 
you will put me right.”—In reply: 1. It is the bichromate and 
not the chromate of potash, that is used for sensitising carbon t’issue 
The weaker the solution is the stronger will be the contrasts If 
very strong contrasts are desired, use a bath of one or one and a 
half per cent. 2. The bichromate of ammonia may be used but 
it offers no advantages over the potash salt. 

Copyright Queries.—Photo asks: “ Will you kindly answer me the 
following questions: (1) If I send you a P.O. (please say how much), 
can you find out if two photos of two different gents are made 
copyright? (2) If a person has been asked by a photographer to sit 
to him, and the photographer has given that person some photos 
for his trouble, if the said photo has not been made copyright, can 
I copy the said photo and make an enlargement, and sell it to the 
sitter’s friends? Do I run any risk if the said photo is made copy¬ 
right after such time as I have copied it?—111 reply: (1) We do not 
undertake to search the register to find out whether certain pictures 
are copyright or not; that would be quite without our province. 
(2) If the picture is not copyright you can copy it, but whether you 
would be acting honourably in doing so is another matter. If 
you copied it against the sitter’s wish, he could, we surmise, restrain 
you from making any use of the picture for your benefit. 

Preparing Postcards.—Postcard writes: “I shall esteem it a favour if 
you will help me out of a dilemma by answering the following 
queries: I have an order for a quantity of pictorial postcards 
from local views. In the B.J.P. Almanac for 1899, I read a formula 
for preparing postcards as follows: Use equal parts of a 9 per cent, 
solution of metabisulphite of potassium, and a 25 per cent, solu¬ 
tion of ammonio citrate of iron. Queries: 1. Is this a sensitising 
solution? 2. Should it be kept in the dark? 3. Is it green 
ammonio citrate of iron that is meant? 4. Will the solutions keep 
well if mixed together, or must they be kept separate, and only 
mixed at the time of using?”—In reply: 1. Yes. 2 and 4. We 
should advise the solutions to be kept separate and mixed as 
required. 3. The ordinary will answer. As postcards, ready for 
printing, are now supplied at such a low price, we should recom¬ 
mend you to use them. They will yield better results than you 
will probably get on cards of your own preparation. 

Studio Building.—E. L. F. says: “I shall be glad of information on the 
following: 1. Am about to erect a portable studio 28ft. by 14ft. 
by 12ft. or so, £ span, as per enclosed diagram, to face N.E., for 
private study. Could I better this pattern or dimensions? 
Smaller size would suit pocket better. 2. Am about to erect in 
allotment in Borough. Will it be necessary to get consent from 
local authorities—and especially for wooden studios—seeing it? 
will be what is called the portable class. And as I am not having 
water or gas at present, should I be liable to a rate for the struc¬ 
ture ? Rates very high here. 3. Could the landowner of whom 
I rent the garden have any claim whatever should I require to 
remove studio, if it was portable, and not fixed in the ground? 
4. What book would you recommend on the studio pose? 5. Have 
got an offer of a studio, 30ft. by 10ft., 9ft. high, 8ft. back. Would 
this be good size?”—In reply: 1. The design and dimensions are 
good, but we should suggest that the glass be carried down to 
one foot nearer the floor. Four or five feet at either end may be 
as well made opaque. 2. We cannot say, as the bye-laws in different 
districts vary so. A local surveyor or builder will give you in¬ 
formation on this point. 3. If the building is in no way fixed to 
the ground the landlord has no claim upon it. 5. Yes, but it will 
be rather narrow. 

%* Notice to the Trade, Wholesale Agents and Book¬ 
sellers.—A Ctmtents Bill is issued with each number of the JOURNAL, 
and copies may be had on application to the Publishers. 

*** Notice to Advertisers.—Blochs and copy are received subject 
to the approval of the Publishers, and advertisements are inserted abso¬ 
lutely without condition, expressed or implied as to what appears in 
the text portion of the paper. 
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ALMANAC FOR 1903. 

Edited by Thomas Bedding, F.R.P.S. 

The forty-second annual issue of The British Journal 

Photographic Almanac will be published in December 
next. This year’s Almanac reached a total of 1,560 pages, 
and the entire edition of 20,500 copies was sold out a fort¬ 
night before publication. Of no other photographic book 
ever issued can two such unique facts be recorded. 

The growth in popularity of the Almanac is evidenced 

by the remarkable rapidity of its sales. 
The 1900 Edition (20,500 copies) was sold within three 

months after publication. 
The 1901 Edition (20,500 copies) was sold a fortnight 

after publication. 
The 1902 Edition (20,500 copies) was sold a fortnight 

before publication. 
The widespread interest in the Almanac grows steadily 

year by year, and in order to supply the increasing home, 
foreign, and colonial demand, we have decided to enlarge 

the 1903 issue to 
25,000 COPIES. 

The great addition to the circulation of this most popu¬ 
lar annual (over 20 per cent.) undoubtedly enhances its 
value as an advertising medium, and the issue of the large 
number of extra copies will supply the wants of thousands 
of photographers, dealers and publishers who were unable 
to obtain the Almanac for the last three yeais. 

The Almanac for 1903 will appeal to photographers all 
the world over as a daily reference guide m practical work. 
The standard matter and formulae will be revised and added 
to where necessary, and the latest departures in theory 
and practice will be chronicled. The year's advances will 
bo recorded, and wherever practicable new features of an 
informative nature will be added. 

EX CATHEDRA. 

Uralite. The art of the photographer has now 
so many branches, that things seemingly quite outside 
his province are often of interest to him. And it was 
this train of thought which urged us to procure samples 
of a recently-introduced material known as “ Uralite.’’ 
This substance is now being manufactured at Higham, 
Kent, at the works of the British Uralite Company, and 
its principal use is as a fireproof material; to take the 
place of wood in the construction of walls, ceilings, and 
roofs. It is a mixture of asbestos and other materials 
which, after being pulped, are formed into sheets in a 
machine like that used for the manufacture of paper. 
These sheets are afterwards treated with silicate oi soda, 
and pressed together into thicker sheets. L ralite :s 
made in two varieties, the one hard and looking very like 
china, and the other soft and flexible. Its price is about 
threepence per square foot, and it can be procured in 
sheets which measure 6x3 feet. From our examination 
of uralite we are inclined to think that the softer variety 
would be an admirable lining for the optical and other 
kinds of lantern; while the harder kind would prove 
valuable for tlie manufacture of large dishes tor use in 
photography. Such dishes could, we imagine, he made 
for half the price of those made of celluloid or papier 
mache. There are a number of other uses to which 
uralite can be put, for it will take a nail, or a sci ev, 
just like wood, but will not split. It goes without saving 
that it would be invaluable in studio construction, for it 
is not only incombustible, but is a bad conductor of beat. 

* * * 

Drawing for It is always interesting to hear 
Process. from a good craftsman how 

he sets about the work which brings so much 
delight to his fellow mortals, and when . that 
work happens to be pen and ink drawing, it is of 
special interest to photographers, for the usual fate of 
such a work is to be translated into a process block. Mr. 
Harry Furniss, in the current number of the Magazine 
of Art, takes us behind the scenes and tells us all about 
it. He gives us examples of tlie way in which a line 
should be drawn and in which it should not be draw n ,of the 
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direful results of crossing lines while the ink on xhe 
under ones is still wet, and what much cleaner work 
results by waiting until that lower layer is dry. He even 
tells us how he maps out his drawing in outline, thus: — 
“ First, with a few hieroglyphics I mark the size of the 
figure, its position, whether sitting or standing; long 
or short coat; style of tie, collar, etc.; and then I draw 
in the head completely and carefully in pen and ink.” 
Then it is that the model comes upon the scene, and 
in a triplet of masterly sketches he shows the model— 
a very ordinary person—and how that individual is by 
an expanding process turned into Lord Salisbury, and 
by a shrinking method converted into the present Prime 
Minister. Mr. Furniss feelingly says that it is an 
easy matter to reproduce drawings, but quite another 
thing to print them. Of course he is safe enough when 
such a well-printed periodical as that in which he writes 
is concerned, but the rotary press, with its output of 
thousands per hour, plays havoc with a drawing, unless 
it is executed in the boldest possible manner. Mr. 
Furniss seldom uses a lead pencil in his work, and then 
only for the most sketchy outlines, for the rubbing out 
of such lines inures the fine surface of the Bristol board 
upon which the drawing is made, and the ink lines, too, 
are liable to be degraded in such rubbing. He uses 
water-proof Indian ink, and for fine lines, on the face, 
a crow-quill pen known as Gillott’s No. 659, but for xhe 
rest of the drawing he employs the same pen as that 
with which he writes, namely, Perry and Co.’s No. 39 
fine, which will under persuasive pressure make either 
very fine or very broad markings. We give these details 
in the hope that they may be useful to those of our readers 
who are wishful to vary their photographic pursuits with 
a little practice in pen and ink drawing. One curious 
comment Mr. Furniss makes in deprecating the method, 
common with many black and white artists, of making a 
correction by pasting over the faulty part a piece of 
plain paper, and redrawing. He writes:—“The sticking 
of paper is unwise, as the paper is on a different plane, 
although slight, to the rest of the drawing, and the 
camera, in photographing the drawing for reproduction, 
will not have the same focus equally all over.” We 
presume, from this, that Mr. Furniss is more familiar 
with microscopic objectives than he is with photographic 
lenses. 

* * * 

Village There is something about “ the village ’ 
a ograph/. that appeals to the imaginations and 

sympathies of most men. The attraction is probably in 
part instinctive, and due to blood and race. Affection for 
the village is characteristic of the English stock. The 
earliest accounts that we have of our distant ancestors, 
the German tribes of Tacitus, show them to have been 
fiercely jealous of the independence of the small village 
communities in which they lived. History proves Jhe 
same feature to have been characteristic of the villages 
of Saxon and iModimval England. The manorial village 
was a self-contained and self-ruling unit, and wo arc 
now instinctively returning to the same form of govern¬ 
ment, as far as we reasonablv and safely can, with our 
rural and parish councils. But outside of this considera¬ 
tion, the calm and quiet of a village is so complete a con¬ 
trast to the noise and bustle of the town, that we 
naturally turn to it and its suggestions as a restful foil 
to over-sensitive nerves and harassed minds. The 
attraction takes us to villages for our holidays, the 
pleasant remembrances of which still further tend to 
strengthen our regard. Everybody has a favourite, or 

favourite type of, village. One is in love with the highly 
rural village with its low, grey church tower and bridge- 
spanned brook, its blacksmith’s forge, wheelwright’s shop, 
and cottages set in gay, sweet-scented gardens, built at 
varying angles to the road, the whole compactly and 
artistically packed together m a gentle turn of the smil’ng 
valley. Another prefers the high-lying village, more 
scattered and exposed, framed in ample spaces of gorse 
and heather, whilst a third will have the domination of 
the sea in his village, and the insignia of lordship in 
boat, net, and creel scattered here and there throughout 
it. He likes to lean against the capstan at the end of 
the breakwater, and chat with the brown-armed mariners 
in the evening. 

* * * 

The Value of In most cases where the liking is keen, 
Suggestion. there must be a desire to have a picture 
to suggest the pleasant spot at city, home-keeping times, 
and to act as a tonic to the spirits in dull seasons. The 
village as a whole is impossible in a photographic picture. 
It cannot be got into the compass of the plate. Even 
if it could, it would be a mistake to record it. It can 
only be suggested, but the suggestion can be made stronger 
than the full measure of the reality. The artist, although 
he may be able to paint the whole is far too wise to do 
so. He knows the value of suggestion and pictures a 
characteristic bit. So should the photographer. It 
resolves itself in a great measure into artistic feel At 
the same time technical knowledge is necessary in picking 
what is photographable. The view must always be 
regarded with half the thought upon the camera and its 
limitations. The best view is useless unless it pass this 
qualification. If the fact were borne in mind there would 
bo less disappointment as result, oftentimes, amongst 
artistic amateurs. Still there is plenty of room left for 
the highest photographic work. In the first essential 
place, a characteristic feature should be selected, and not 
a peculiar one. The more expressive the particular is of 
the general, of a type, the higher it ranks, and the more 
permanent and sustained will be the interest in it. The 
gentler, too, the emotions aroused in looking at a picture, 
the better. To take an instance to illustrate the two 
points, if it be the fishing village, a brown-sailed smack 
gently drifting down the harbour as a central object, will 
prove far more satisfactory in the long run than the 
launch of a lifeboat on a storm-beaten beach. We say 
nothing, of course, against pictures of the lifeboat and 
of storms, but they must be placed in other, and special, 
classes. The going out of the lifeboat is an occasional 
event, and the emotions aroused at seeing it, or a faithful 
and telling picture for the first time, cannot be called up 
each time the picture is looked at. The result is, that 
there is a sub-conscious sense of lack of proportion in 
some way or other, and the picture lose® its force and 
attraction. The slow drift of the fishing boat, on the 
other hand, is a common-place event that can be seen 
every day, and the associations connected with it being 
softer, and making no strong drain upon the emotions, 
the response to its appeal and suggestion is fuller and 
more pleasurable. The instance chosen may, perhaps, be 
a little strong, for the lifeboat goes out but rarely, and 
when it does it is, as a rule, in a winter’s storm, and at 
night, when the chances of successful photography are 
very poor. But the strength of the illustration may serve 
to impress its value, and it will apply in less or greater 
degree everywhere. A rippling sea is better than a 
smooth, or a stormy one, for it is the usual sea; a crowd in 
a village street lowers its pictorial sugges tive value, because 
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it is so rarely that a village street is crowded. Even 
if there be an unusual building in a village it should 
not be included in the picture. Somebody’s “ Folly,” 
whether ancient or modern, reduces the desired breadth 
of suggestion, and throws the picture further from the 
aim at being typical. 

* * * 

Treatment of It is impossible to indicate in any detail 
the Subject. what to take in a rural, upland, or 

fishing village, but whatever it be it should be charac¬ 
teristic and common-place. It should also be treated 
as broadly as possible. It is of the utmost importance 
that there be as much space of sky, moor, or sea as 
possible shown. To this end the foreground should not 
be too pronounced. The artist can arrange his fore¬ 
ground as falsely, but as pleasingly, as he likes. Unfor¬ 
tunately the photographer cannot, apart from the picture 
as a whole. He must trust to vise selection and careful 
composition, judging his picture as a suggestive whole 
upon the screen. The best lens to use will be the one with 
the longest possible focus. When a telephoto lens with a 
wider angle of view, and permitting of a rapid exposure is 
evolved, it will be just the thing. If the conditions will 
admit of the use of the present telephoto lens with its 
limitations, it certainly should be used, for it gives far 
better proportion, and higher possibilities of an artistic 
setting, than the ordinary lens. The best time for work¬ 
ing is undoubtedly either early in the morning, or as 
late as possible in the evening, for the sake of gaining 
the expressive long and soft shadows. Personally we 
prefer the evening, towards sunset, according to the 
season of the year. Our best results have been obtained 
with a plate of medium rapidity, and an exposure of 
a half to one second, at E/16. Finally, work should be 
done with plenty of time to spare, and an hour or two 
after a meal. Haste and an empty stomach have spoilt 
many a good picture. Rather prosaic, perhaps, the last 
condition, but things generally have a marvellous knack 
of turning out to be prosaic when analysed. However 
beautiful and elegant the edifice, the bricks that have 
gone to build it up are, after all, but small squares of 
baked clay. 

* * * 

Uniformity Whatever may have been the origin of 
and . the various conventional sizes of plates 

and papers used for photographic 
~ purposes, there appears to be 

no fixed rule which governs their propor¬ 
tions, as the ratio of length to breadth varies 
considerably in different sizes, without at the same time 
offering in return much scope for choice of alternative 
shapes of about the same area. This becomes very 
apparent in the case of enlargements, where the sizes of 
printing paper are often found to have very different 
proportions to the negatives from which the enlargements 
are required, thus involving more or less waste. It is not 
perhaps very likely that these commercial standards will 
now be superseded by any more rational system, and it 
is, therefore, rather as an academic inquiry, that we here' 
present these suggestions for a more uniform plan of 
proportioning the various areasi of paper plates and 
films. What appears to be a suitable form to adopt, as 
a standard is one in which division by successive hal\ing 
would result in smaller sizes retaining the same pro¬ 
portion of length to breadth. A simple, mathematical 
investigation will show that the object may be accomplished 

by adopting a shape in which the ratio of length to 

breadth is as 1.414 (equal </2) to 1, the required length 
being divided, or the breadth multiplied, by the former 
figures, to obtain the respective breadth or length. Adopt¬ 
ing, for instance, as a starting-point, a length of 24 
inches—dividing this by 1.414, gives a corresponding 
breadth of IV inches (neglecting small fractions). 
Division (across the breadth) of this area into two equal 
parts results in two pieces of 17 x 12, which will be 
found to possess the same relative proportions of length 
and breadth as the original area. Further, such divisions 
will lead to a series of diminishing sizes also bearing 
the same proportions, and we obtain the following list: 
24 x 17, 17 x 12, 12 x 8£, 8^ x 6, 6 x 4£, 4^ x 3, 3 x 
2^; capable of extension to larger or smaller sizes. 
These figures give a good average shape for most purposes, 
and will be seen to correspond nearly with many of the 
old dimensions, but to have the advantage that each size 
may be cut without waste to a smaller one, and the latter 
be found to be of the same proportion as the other, so that 
an enlarged image will fit a sheet of larger size than 
the original without superfluous margins of length or 
breadth. If intermediate sizes are desired, they may 
be obtained in a similar way by beginning with a length 
of say 20 inches, the breadth corresponding to this will 
be found to be 14 inches, giving an additional list as 
follows:—20 x 14, 14 x 10, 10 x 7, 7 x 5, 5 x 3^, 3^ x 
2^, 2^ x lj|, etc., again varying Lttle from sizes at present 

in use. 
* * * 

Simplification Another department of photography in 
Formulae. which a delivery from the burden of 

unnecessary complications is desirable is that of formulae 
for solutions, which are frequently given in such a way 
as to render an intricate calculation necessary to discover 
the actual proportions of the ingredients in any quantity 
of the solution except that mentioned. Many apparently 
differing formulae, also, contain practically unimportant 
variations in their ingredients. It would not be difficult 
to reduce to a small compass the innumerable formulae 
for developers, which occupy so much space in our photo¬ 
graphic literature, and to adopt a uniform system of 
expression which would give a much clearer conception 
of the relative quantities and efficiency of the chemicals 
used. A friend of our acquaintance has, for instance, 
drawn up for his own use the following general formulae 
for some ordinary developers, principally obtained from 
analysis of those given in various books and journals. 
It is probably open to correction in some of the amounts 
mentioned, but will serve to show a method suitable for 
a clear view of the nature of the solutions, and for con¬ 
venience in preparing and using different developers. A 
standard developer for ordinary purposes may be made 
as follows:—Water loz., sodium sulphite l-20 = 24grs., 
sodium carbonate l-20 = 24grs., or potassium carbonate 
l-40 = 12grs., potassium bromide ^gr. To this add any of 
the usual developing substances, for instance: —Pyro, 
metol, hydrokinone, or ortol, 3grs.; eikonogen. 8grs. ; 
amidol, 2^grs. per oz. (omitting for the last, the car¬ 
bonate) ; or mixtures of two or more may be. used. The 
developer may be made more concentrated if desired, or 
may be diluted, and the carbonate might be increased for 
very short exposures. It may be convenient to make up 
the carbonate in a separate solution, in which case each 
solution may be made double strength, and combined 
either in equal parts for ordinary purposes, or the relative 
proportions varied as desired. It would, perhaps, how¬ 
ever, be best to use, in both solutions, sulphite in the 
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proportion of 1-20 as given above, and to double the 
other ingredients in the respective solutions ; in this way 
the amount of sulphite per ounce in the mixed developer 
would remain constant for different amounts of carbonate, 
the proportion of pyro, etc., varying inversely as the car¬ 
bonate ; this would tend to correct results. A general 
formula of this description with a few special ones 
arranged in a similar form for some chemicals (as, for 
example, when a caustic alkali is desirable), and some 
notes as to the peculiarities and special uses of the various 
substances, would enable the photographer to1 use them 
intelligently, and with much more convenience than by 
the trial of a multitude of the ordinary formulae. 

-♦- 

MOUNTING PHOTOGRAPHS ON THIN PAPER 

WITHOUT COCKLING. 

If there is one subject in connection with photography 
that has been more written about than another it is, 
probably, the mounting of finished pictures. Still, 
correspondents are continually asking for further informa¬ 
tion upon it, at the same time detailing the difficulties 
that sometimes beset them under certain conditions. The 
most frequent queries have been with reference to mount¬ 
ing prints in albums or scrap books without their cockling 
the leaves. Since so many photographers have adopted 
Japanese, and vellum, papers as mounts for their work, 
the queries in this direction have increased proportion¬ 
ately. Last week a correspondent detailed his difficulty 
in mounting carbon pictures on the latter, by reason of 
the mounts cockling when they became dry, which after 
rolling did not overcome. 

Only a short time ago we dealt with this question 
from a theoretical point of view, and pointed out that 
the cockling was due to the expansion of the paper 
by the aqueous nature of the mountants, a difficulty that 
could only be avoided by the employment of a cement 
that is entirely free from water. There is, unfortunately, 
no cement that fulfils this condition that can be success¬ 
fully employed for mounting photographs. Many vears 
ago a thin solution of indiarubber was introduced for 
mounting photographs with, and admirably it answered its 
purpose, as prints mounted with it, even if on thin paper, 
were perfectly free from cockling. Unfortunately, how¬ 
ever, after a time, often a very short one, the rubber 
perished—became resinised-—and the prints left the 
mounts. Alcoholic solutions of resins—shellac and the 
like—which, of course, are free from water, have from 
time to time been tried, but with little or no success. 

The most successful mountant, as avoiding cockling of 
the mount, is the solution of a suitable gelatine in which 
alcohol is made, to a great extent, to take the place 
of water. A formula for this has appeared regularly in 
the Almanac for several years past. Although this is 
the best cement yet introduced for the purpose, it does 
not entirely get over the difficulty, even when thick mounts 
are used. It only ameliorates it, and reduces the cockling 
to a minimum. There is, it is true, the drv system 
of mounting, which was introduced by Mr. A. Cowan 
some years ago. In this method the adhesive—starch or 
the like—is applied to the back of the print and allowed 
to dry. The mount is then slightly moistened with 
water, and tbe two passed through the rolling press, 
when perfect adhesion is secured. Rut it is manifest that 
this method cannot be applied to mounting prints in 
albums, unless the books are taken to pieces, and, after 

■the prints are mounted, rebound. If this system were 

adopted in mounting on some of the papers now used 
as mounts—Japanese or vellum, for example—the damp¬ 
ing of the paper would quite destroy the peculiar sheen 
on the surface, and this is one of its principal features, 
and no amount of after rolling or pressing would restore 
it to its pristine condition. 

Here is a method we saw, a few years ago, in use 
in a large Continental house for mounting carbon pictures. 
The mounting of the print, and the India-paper on the 
plate-paper, as well as the titling of the picture, was 
done in a single operation, and without the slightest after 
cockling of the paper. The system is somewhat similar 
to that of Cowan. The back of the print is first coated 
with an adhesive—such as starch—and allowed to dry. 
It is then trimmed. The India-paper is very slightly 
damped between blotting paper. A steel, or copper, plate 
with the title engraved upon it is heated and inked up 
after the manner of copper-plate printing. The India 
paper is then brushed on the back, as is done in printing 
on India-paper. The print is then laid on the heated 
plate, on that the India-paper, and on that the plate-paper 
mount. The whole is then passed through the copper 
plate press, with several thicknesses of blanketing between 
the plate and the roller. The work is then complete—the 
cemented print adheres to the damp India paper, and that, 
by reason of the brushing, adheres to the plate-paper 
the same as it does in ordinary copper plate printing. 
This method, however, is better suited to large establish¬ 
ments than to the requirements of the ordinary photo¬ 
grapher. 

Here is a method that will commend itself better to 
them when the prints are to be mounted on the thin 
papers now much in vogue. It is this. Only the edges 
of the print are attached to the mounts, and it is the plan 
that it is now generally followed by those who make x 
speciality of pictures on Japanese and similar papers. 
The trimmed print should first be rolled to get it perfectly 
flat. Then an adhesive, preferably that given on page 
1092 of the Almanac, is applied for a quarter-of-an-infli 
round the edges, and the print placed down on the mount, 
and well pressed in contact. It may then be rolled or 
not as desired. When this method is employed the print 
can at any time be removed and another a trifle larger be 
substituted. This is a great advantage in the case of 
albums, also in the case of costly mounts, which can 
be used again if the first picture is not satisfactory. 
In the early days of photography, it may be mentioned, 
most large prints were only attached to the mounts at 
their edges. 

There is one precaution that has to be taken, even 
in this method of mounting, if cockling is to be entirely 
avoided, namely, that the print and the mount should be 
as nearly as possible in the same hygroscopic condition. 
A little consideration will show that if the former is 
in a damp and expanded state when it is mounted it 
will contract as it dries, and that will drag the mount 
into a cockled condition. If the mounting be neatly done 
it will be difficult to detect that the picture is not entirely 
cemented to the mount, unless it be bent or doubled. 

Camera Club for Watford.—A very successful meeting was held at 
the Watford Public Library on Saturday, the 18th ult., to discuss the 
advisability of forming a camera club for Watford, and after Mr. F. 
Roberts had explained what had been done in the matter and what were 
the proposed lines on which the club was to be constituted, it was 
unanimously resolved that the club be formed. Upwards of forty names 
of those desirous of becoming members were handed in, and it was 
decided to hold the next meeting at the Watford Public Library on 
Saturday, November 1st, at 8 p.m., to receive the names of new members 
and to elect officers, etc. Any further information can be obtained from 
Mr. Frank Roberts. “ Winslade,” Cassio Road, Watford. 
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BROMIDE PAPERS. 

In most photographic establishments I believe it is the usual 

rule to look upon bromide printing as a very valuable ally in 
an emergency; a method, as it were, of competing against time 

where circumstances demand the quick delivery of orders:. No 
doubt it does, in this respect, put into the photographer’s hands 

a means of accepting contracts that would be absolutely im¬ 
possible without it. In this it stands alone, and has no com¬ 
petitor—probably never will have. This point scarcely wants 

elaborating. I suppose there is no professional reader of this 

who has not taken advantage of it at one time or another, per¬ 
haps many times. When an urgent order comes in, his thoughts 
immediately and naturally fly to bromide paper. But, with the 

majority, at all other times the process seems to have no attrac¬ 
tions. Unless there is a tearing rush for some prints in the 

quickest possible time, bromide paper is never thought of. 
Now, is this fair treatment for a really beautiful method of 

reproducing photographs? For, no matter how simple a process 
may be, there are always points in the working that need con¬ 

sideration to obtain best results. 

Perhaps the neglect explains the neglect. This may read 

somewhat strangely, but it expresses my meaning tersely. 

Setting it cut in fuller detail, I will instance the man who 

neglects bromide paper as a regular method of printing when it 

might hold a very important—perhaps even the very first—place 

among the processes he offers to the public. The urgent order 

comes in, and he utilises bromide, not because he finds it a 
very simpie process to work; not because the results are 
beautiful, not because of its adaptability to all classes of sub¬ 

jects in the matter of surface, etc., not because of the per¬ 

manence of the results; but purely and simply because of the 

great speed of production capable by its agency. This man 

completes his urgent order, and by reason of his very occasional 

and intermittent acquaintance with the process he, generally 
speaking, does not make the best possible results, and he 

therefore fails altogether to appreciate the advantages set out 
above, and in consequence he does not trouble further with it 

until another urgent case arises. The neglect in the first place 
causes second-rate work in the emergency, which in its turn 

causes further neglect. 

Let us look at some of the advantages bromide paper printing 
possesses, and try to find out why the occasional worker just 

manages to miss them. The result may be to convert him into 

a habitual worker. Simple it certainly is. On the face of it, 

anyone who can expose and develop a plate coated with gela- 

tino-bromide of silver, and thus make a good negative, can 

surely expose and develop a piece of paper coated with a similar 
emulsion, and thus make a good print. But—and it is a fairly 

big “ but ”—the conditions are not precisely the same. The 

two emulsions, although similar, are not identical. The plate 

is probably coated with a fairly rapid emulsion, and the paper 

with one much slower. The results desired in the two cases 

differ, hence the method of working must differ. The plate is 
developed with the idea of producing a negative image, the 

colour of which is an unimportant matter, to be used by trans¬ 

mitted light; whilst the paper positive, the colour of which is 

all-important, is to be judged entirely by reflected light. 
It is well known that a slow emulsion allows of much greater 

error (sometimes wrongly called “latitude”) in exposure than 

a rapid emulsion, and here is a possible stumbling block. 

A bromide print may be greatly in error as to the exposure 
given, and yet be a passable print. But there is only one cor¬ 
rect exposure for a given negative, and that is the exposure that 

gives the test possible result—anything short of this best is not 
worthy of a serious worker. The colour of the print is also 

governed to some extent by the exposure, but is much more 
dependent on the developer used and the length of time develop¬ 

ment is continued. It is an easy matter to make constant the 

latter two conditions by selecting a suitable formula (the one 

given by the makers is probably the best for the particular brand 

of paper in use), and by deciding the time in which the surface 
image reaches full strength. This time will, of course, vary 

with the temperature of the solutions and surrounding atmos¬ 
phere, but I take it that any photographer nowadays who is 

seriously endeavouring to do good work has already learned 
that lesson in other depaidments than bromide printing, and 

that as a natural course every precaution is taken to minimise 
the effects of our peculiar climate. 

The limit of time that a bromide print should remain in the 
developer seems to be one that will include the point where 

there is no further development of surface detail or density, and 
at the same time will not include any chance of fog from pro¬ 
tracted development. Herein lies the great difference between 

negative making and bromide printing. To get the best re¬ 
sults as a negative development will of necessity be stopped at 
an earlier stage than the plate is capable of developing, and 
the least exposed portions (the shadows) should show appre¬ 

ciable light action under the developer. To get the best result 

out of bromide paper development must be pushed to the ex¬ 

treme in every case, whilst the least exposed portions (the 

high lights) must be absolutely clean and free from any ap¬ 

parent action of light. The makers of one popular bromide 
paper would seem to have this idea in mind when recommending 

the metol formula. They say : “ Development will be completed 

in about two minutes.” Personally, I find three minutes a 

better time either with metol or amidol. It is probable that 

other developers may each have a time best suited to each one. 
In any case, no absolute rule can be given, because the amount 
of bromide present and the strength of the solution will both 

make a considerable difference. Each worker must find by ex¬ 

periment what time is best suited to his developer, and having 

decided this, it should be a fixed standard that every print shall 

have that amount of development. He will then have two un¬ 
varying factors in printing—the power of the light (artificial 

light, of course) and the duration of development. 

These two items being standardised, only one remains to be 

considered in determining the correct exposure, viz., the char¬ 
acter of the negative. And here all the judgment and experience 

of a photographer will only enable him to arrive at am ap¬ 
proximate estimate. The printer whose everyday work is con¬ 

fined to P.O.P. and similar processes with a visible image 
would certainly be able to classify his negatives roughly as 
quick, medium, and slow printers. But ask him the exact pro¬ 

portion of difference between the amount of light action neces¬ 
sary for two negatives of different classes, or even two of the 
same class (particularly dense ones), and he will be entirely at 

sea. This is perfectly natural, because his work has never 
called for such discrimination. But even those with consider¬ 
able experience with development papers will find it hard to 
form an exact judgment without verifying it by a trial ex¬ 
posure. I believe there are on the market contrivances for judg¬ 
ing the exact printing strength of a negative, but even these 

cannot take into account the variations of colour in negatives, 
which materially influence the exposure required. To me, 
personally, looking through a negative is not a good method of 
estimating exposure. I find the best way is to lay the negative, 

film down, flat upon a piece of white paper, and from its ap¬ 
pearance thus, by comparison with one of which the exposure 
is already known, I form something like an idea of how long to 
expose. A trial print is now made with three different times on 
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three portions of it—one the estimated exposure, one about 25 

per cent, more, and one about 25 per cent. less. Development 
of this will usually settle the matter ; if not, a further trial ex¬ 
posure is made. These trials are always made at one fixed dis¬ 

tance from the illuminant, viz., 12in., and the negative is then 

marked with the number of seconds required at that distance. 

It is usual to lay down a law in bromide printing that all 

exposures shall be made at one fixed distance. I find, in prac¬ 

tice, that it is much more convenient to have a fixed time for the 

exposure—say 10 seconds—and to vary the distance from the 
illuminant. When printing from thin negatives, anything less 
than 10 seconds is somewhat difficult to manage with exactitude, 
and with dense negatives any longer exposure seems to be waste 

of time. Again, a tlun negative will give a brighter print if 
removed further from the light, and the equivalent exposure 
given, whilst a dense negative will yield a softer result by the 

more brilliant illumination of a shorter distance and propor¬ 

tionately less exposure. Of course, you know the law of pro¬ 
portion in such cases—the exposure increases, or decreases, in 

the ratio of the squares of the distances. But such sums are not 
easily worked by mental arithmetic, and the dim, religious light 
of the dark-room always seems to add greater mystery to the 
problem. Hence I decided to mark out an exposing board 

measured in inches and half-inches, but marked with the equi¬ 
valent exposures, as follows : — 

4in. distance is marked 
ni 
m ” •>■> y> 

5 )} ,, 
t; 1 
°2 >> ,, 

^ >> >> ,, 

bg ;> ,, ,, 
7 
' ” ’> >; 
8 .. 
9 

10 
11 
12 

13 
14 

15 

16 
18 

90 

72 

58 

48 

40 

34 
29 

22 

18 
14 L 

12 

10 

Sg 

U 

bg 
5f 

These numbers approximately represent the equivalent ex¬ 
posures at the respective distances, giving in each case the 
standard exposure of 10 seconds. 

1 he figures are not mathematically correct, decimals being 
ignored, but I find them practically correct, unless the flame 

of the illuminant is a very large one. It is only fair to state 
?)lso that a reflector will upset the figures very much; in fact, 

with a true parabolic reflector and the light at its focus, Dr' 
Just has calculated that doubling the distance will increase 
11m necessary exposure very little—in the proportion of 40 to 

37 are his figures! The effect of doubling the distance without 
any reflector would necessitate an increased exposure in the 
proportion of 4 to 1. 

The exposure made correctly, development should proceed 
mechanically, as previously suggested. The print is immersed 
in the devoloper for the standard time; if too dark or too l;aht 
when fixed, the exposure is at fault, and nothing else should 

A good bromide print is second to no other print (no matter 
what the process) in colour or gradation. The manufacturers 
have placed within our reach a marvellous choice of surface 

finish ; for speed it is unrivalled ; as to cost, it is very little 

dearer than P.O.P. as far as materials are concerned ; there is 

a considerable gain in time, and as “ time is money,” therefore it 
is probably the cheapest printing known, excluding ferro-prus- 
siate; for permanence it is miles in front of P.O.P., and care 

fully made prints should rank with platinums and carbons 

In fact, there seems so many advantages, that it is a puzzle to 
me why it is not more practised. It has been suggested before, 
and I would like to repeat the suggestion, that a professional 
might do much worse than make it his staple product, showin- 
proofs to all sitters next day, and orders within three days. 

I have made no mention here of gaslight papers. The result* 

are much the same, the underlying principles of exposure and 
development are identical, although the formulae differ. Gas¬ 
light papers are more convenient when large numbers are 

wanted, by avoiding any need for confinement in a dark-room, 

and although necessitating longer exposures, development of 
one print and exposure of another can proceed simultaneously, 

thus levelling up matters. Gaslight papers, however, give some¬ 
what harsher prints than are desirable for portraiture, unless 

from suitable negatives. Probably the thoughtful worker will 

utilise both processes, thus reaping the advantages that either 
may offer under certain circumstances. 

W. E. A. Drink water. 

-4- 

PERSPECTIVE. 
[Reprinted from “Tlie Journal of The Camera Club.”] 

All difficulty is to know how to go into the subject of “ Per¬ 

spective ” in the short time allowed me. I shall’suppose that 
you know nothing about it, and begin with the word itself, 

though it seems somewhat superfluous to talk about perspective 
to gentlemen who practise photography, seeing that their “ per¬ 

spective ” is always so excellent—so perfect. “Perspective” 
means a seeing through, but perspective is not seen through a 

magnifying glass, but through a plane glass, and one of its 

conditions is that all straight lines remain straight in their 
perspective appearance, horizontal lines remain horizontal, and 
vertical lines remain vertical. 

[Here Mr. Storey, by way of ocular demonstration, exhibited 
a rectangular frame, shown in Fig. 1, fitted with a pane of 

glass, and crossed, as shown, by two tightly-stretched strings, 

from, the intersection of which depended two loose strings. 

This intersection represents the point of sight, or the point 
exactly opposite the eye of the spectator.] 

Continuing, he said the piece of glass represents the picture ; 
it is called the picture plane, and the front cross string is the 
horizontal line. 

[Here Mr. Storey placed behind the glass .a cube, and in¬ 

structed gentlemen to take one of the loose strings, and hold 
it at right angles to the glass, and look along it. Then, with 

the other loose string in the other hand, by applying it to the 

glass, so as to coincide with the retreating lines of the cube, 
they would see that these same lines, being at right angles to 

the glass or picture plane, all converged to the point of sight.] 

This was further explained by reference to a diagram, Repro¬ 
duced m Fig. 2, as to which he said, alluding to the two lines 

marked A S and B S ; You see these two lines are going to a 
point. In perspective these two lines are parallel. You say 

parallels do not meet at a point, but they appear to do so. 
There is always at the other end of that perspective an infini¬ 
tesimal representation of this line (the line A B m the diagram), 
and A B S is a very long parallelogram, the other end of which 
gets gradually smaller and smaller as it goes away into the 
distance. 

The lecturer next measured off upon the horizontal line a 
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distance, S D, equal to the distance of the observer’s eye in 

front of the perspective plane, and described the point D as 

the point of distance. Next, drawing the line A D, he drew from 

the point d, where it intersected the line B S, the horizontal 

line c d, and referring to the lines A c, c d, d B, and B A, 

said  These lines are the four sides of a square, and are 

Now, I want to show you how it is that the diagonal of the 

square decides the point of distance. For this purpose take 

the following figure (Fig. 3), and assume that it shows a plan 

view of the top of the table on which the perspective frame 

stands, so that the line S D D represents the top edge of the 

frame seen from above. Then, if I place the square at any dis- 

all equal. The four angles are right angles, and the line A d 

is the diagonal of the square. We learn from this that all lines 

of 45 degrees are drawn to the point of distance, and all mes 

which are at right angles to the base are drawn to the point of 

sight, and in these two very simple rules, we really have the 

great principle of perspective. 

;e, as shown, in front of the plane, and with one edge po.nt- 

to the point of sight, and another edge parallel to the plane, 

if, with the sciuare in that position, I draw its diagonal, 

prolong it until it meets the plane, the point D, in which 

neets the plane, will always be distant from the point of 

rt by a distance equal to that of the forward edge of the 
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square from the plane. Hence, by measuring off a length upon 

the horizon line equal to the distance of the observer’s eye 

from the perspective plane, we can at once determine, as in 

2, the point of distance to which all lines must be drawn 

that make an angle of 45 degrees with the plane of the picture. 

The plane on which all these lines are drawn, and which ex¬ 

tends from the lower edge of the picture to the horizon line, is 
called the perspective plane. 

This perspective plane is perfectly even—as flat as any billiard 

table. But if it be desired to depict any erect objects upon it, 

that can easily be done. Fig. 4 shows how this may be done. 

Suppose, for example, that it is desired to delineate, somewhere 

m the midst of the perspective plane, a wall 4ft. high. From 

the point A upon the bottom edge of the picture we draw a 

perpendicular line, and set off the height, A B, say, 4ft., to 

scale. From A and B we draw straight lines to the point of 

sight, or any ether point on the horizon, and thus obtain a 

measure of our 4ft. height in every part of the picture. The 

wall can now be introduced at any depth by simply drawing 

horizontal lines to meet the A S and B S at the desired position? 

. lmilarly, if we desire to introduce a lamp-post I5ft. high, 

it can be drawn by proportioning it according to the scale&so 

tound In like manner, if I desire to measure a width instead 

o a height, I proceed in the same way : lay out the width to 

scale upon the bottom edge of the picture, and draw the per¬ 

spective parallels to the point of sight. Thus I can measure 

parallels ^ ^ bl’eadth °f ^ 0,bjeCt Seen by these simPle 

In conclusion, Mr. Storey pointed out the bad effect upon 

perspective of the use of an excessively wide-angled lens, and 

illustrated Ins observations by Figs. 5 and 6. Fig. 5 represents 

he true perspective of an object seen through a plain sheet of 

? dSS’ J;lg- 6 s5lows the same object depicted by a wide-angled 
lens. The effect of the lens is to shorten the interval between 

the point of sight and the point of distance, thus bringing the 

spectator much nearer, as it were, to the plane of the picture 

and proportionately exaggerating the change of scale due to 

perspective. It is for this reason that the moon and other dis¬ 

tant objects come out so small in photography. In Fm 5 tbo 

S rr i :ep~’ n°‘ the <^ancf; buf 
fr m thfbllT ?\ hePOmVf distanw’ *» UneS drawn 

the half of the base of square converge. The expedient 

vduoh ^ i a TaJ P°int °f dlStance as point from 
Ti diagonals may be drawn is convenient, inasmuch as it 

s .orten.s the length of horizon, which is included in the con¬ 
struction of the picture. 

G. A. Storey, A.R.A. 

Discussion. 

The Chairman : This is a very interesting lecture, one whic 

cm sure will be very useful to many in this very intelligen 

points"06 haV° m'dny members who would like to discus 

Mr. Asbury Green: What does Mr. Storey consider the correc 
focal length of a lens? 

Mr. Storey: I can tell you the an-] e-not, the focal length- 

vhat .. called the angle of vision. We see in a good man 

hooks on perspective the authors make that angle 90 degrees 

l e y make it more than three times too wide to see anythin 

With comfort ; 28 degrees is a very good angle-i.e., 14 degree 

m each side. An angle of 90 degrees is very much like Ain 

0 |INt a (lunrt "f wine into a pint bottle. The longer you mafc 

your point of distance, the flatter becomes your drawing; th. 

oors look level, and the buildings look upright, and so forth 

n the other hand, when the point of distance is too near, yoi 

get distortion — you will acknowledge that this photograph 
[showing] does show distortion. 

Captain Nash • I should like to express my extreme gratitude 
to the lecturer for his most concise and most interesting lecture 

There must be many here who, like myself, take an interest not 

only in photography, but in sketching landscapes. I should like 

to ask Mr. Storey whether, if you have the measured details of 

your subject, that under these mathematical rules you can make 

a mistake in drawing the perspective? When you want to draw 
a tower, and do not know the height, how are you fo use these 
rules for reproducing perspective in your picture? 

Mr. Storey : If you want to draw an object at a certain dis¬ 

tance, 1 will show you. There are means of finding out how 
far that object is away. 

Captain Nash : But you must have the distance given or the 
height. 

Mr. Storey : Yes, it is very difficult to find it out if you do not 
have it given. By means of a square on the foreground, you 

can find the point of distance and the horizontal line, so that 
you gradually construct the whole thing backwards. 

Mr. T. C. Hepworth : One question—we may suppose that 
Turner understood these rules, and why, understanding them, 

did he draw the cliffs of Dover and of Hastings three or four 
times the height they ought to have been? 

Mr. Storey : Because he thought they would look very much 

better. There is such a thing as idealising. Turner idealised 

everything. Turner’s pictures are not supposed to be exact re¬ 

presentations of everything he saw, hut they are very beautiful 
ideals. That is the reason they do not appeal to our everyday 

sense of correctness and exact measurement. They appeal to 

the mind—to the far-extending imagination. They result in 

something that is beautiful. I went to Honfleur, having seen 
one of Turner’s pictures. I thought what a dream of a place 
it must be—what a lovely place to be in—those trees towering 
up half a mile over the river, and the lighthouse shedding its 

lustre a hundred miles! I saw but a few squat trees and a 

squat lighthouse. The dream was gone, but I preferred Turner. 
Mr. R. Inwards : One question—Mr. Storey was kind enough 

to tell us he thought 28 degrees or 30 degrees was a very good 

inclusive angle for a picture. To attempt to represent 90 

degrees or 100 degrees in one picture is an enormous stretch. 

It is a very good thing for photographers to avoid these large 
angles. Mr. Storey told us the point of distance at which a 
picture would naturally be viewed. If you are dealing with 
30 degrees, it would require a great length of camera. If there 

is a way of dispensing with this distant point, and using a nearer 
distance point, it would be a most useful rule. 

Mr. Storey : This is very easy in perspective drawing, but I 
doubt if it can be done with the camera, unless you have a 

telescopic lens. Where a whole wall has to be decorated, the 
artist takes two, or even three, points of sight, and arranges 

his perspective so that it looks right, and as long as it looks 

right it is sufficient for all purposes. If you cannot see the 

whole of the picture as you move along, it is more reasonable to 
suppose that the point of sight might be shifted also. If you 

produce a cylindrical picture, such as a panorama, your station 
point is at the centre. The effect of that perspective is mar¬ 
vellous. 

Mr. Smith Williams : If you take a wide-angle picture, and 
cut out a bit, giving a narrow angle, and enlarge that bit up 
to the size of your drawing, would that give you the same? 

Mr. Storey : It would, to a certain extent. 

Mr. Middleton : Air. Storey asked me to bring an instrument 
here known as the centrolinead [showing]. If one of these forks 

is placed above the horizontal line, and the other an equal 
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distance below, it gives lines converging to a point very often 
far off your board. You can set this to any angle, and so obtain 

lines converging at any distance that you like. 
Mr. H. E. Davis : If you had a battery of lenses costing 

several hundred pounds, perhaps the perspective would be quite 

as right as it is in the drawing. 
The Chairman, in proposing a vote of thanks to the lecturer, 

said Mr. Storey started with the maxim that the essence of all 

good work was to act on the square in more ways than one. I 
presume the reason why our photographs do not look as truth¬ 

ful as they might is that we take our pictures with the photo¬ 

graphic eye—i.e., the lens. If you take a wide-angle picture 

(and the wide-angle lens is a very good friend, after all), and 
look at it, putting your eye as far from the picture as your 

ground glass was from your lens, you will find that it does not 

look untruthful, a point which engravers recognised many 

years ago. Then there is our old friend the moon, in regard to 
the size of which artists very often take unwarrantable liberties, 

and make the moon twenty or thirty times the size it is. "W ith re¬ 
gard to the converging of vertical lines. As to the reason why some 

of the old Greek workers made their pillars to bulge a little in 
the centre—it has been offered as a suggestion that two high 

vertical lines are not really seen as two quite parallel lines, 

but as they get higher or lower they would appear to be more 

or less curved. 
Mr. Storey: I would like to add this—there is a certain 

amount of error in the estimation of sizes when you are dealing 

with brilliant objects, by the effect of irradiation. If an artist 

draws on his picture plane, let us say, 30 degrees, the size of 

his moon, and he takes a photograph with a lens of 30 in focal 

length, I venture to say the difference will not be very serious. 

THE CONSTRUCTION OF ANASTIGMATS WITH 

NORMAL GLASSES. 

[A Reply to the Article by Herr K. Martin.] 

[Translated from the “Central Zeitung fur Optik und Mechanik.”] 

As I have been travelling during my vacation, I have been pre¬ 

vented from giving an immediate reply to Herr Martin, but I 

now hasten to comply with his request. 
Herr Martin does not appear to have grasped the full signifi¬ 

cance of the words “ normal ” and “ abnormal,” as applied to 

the glass of which an objective is constructed. In the protar 

patent specification No. 56,109, of the firm of Carl Zeiss, re¬ 

ference is only made to “ normal and abnormal pairs of glasses, 
and not to normal and abnormal glasses in general. The 

normal glass pair is formed by the opposition of two glasses, 
one of which possesses higher dispersion and lower index of 

refraction. In the formation of an abnormal glass pair for 

the purposes of a photographic objective, a Baryta Crown with 

high index of refraction has hitherto been necessary, and this 

is still the case. 
Herr Martin withdraws. He expressed himself incorrectly, 

but wished to say, with reference to the German patent specifica¬ 

tion 92,313, example No. 1, that anastigmats hitherto presup¬ 

posed class of the “ new ” Schott descriptions in general, instead 

of the°new Baryta glasses. It is claimed that his anastigmat 

was the first computed with “ old ” varieties of glass. 
This explanation is also beside the mark. In the first place, 

Herr Martin does not give any precise definition for the words 

“ old and new,” and it is not quite clear what should be under 

stood by them. , , 
For instance, the glasses used in example 1, Fig. 2, o e 

planar patent, No. 92,313, are not newer in a higher degree 

than those used in the Martin anastigmat. In example 1 of 

the German patent specification No. 92313, the following speci¬ 

mens of glass are used, and are thus described in Schott s cata¬ 

logue : — 
0.154.—Light silicate flint. Sold by other makers prior to 

Schott. 
0.144.—Boro-silicate crown. Introduced by Schott in 1886. 

0 608.—Crown with high dispersion. Introduced by Schott 

in 1888. 
For the anastigmat by K. Martin, we have, according to the 

Austrian patent specification No. 8,364, 1902: 

0.802.—Boro-silicate crown. Introduced by Schott in “ 1892.” 

0.318.-—Ordinary light flint. Made by other manufacturers 

prior to Schott. 

If, by new glasses, those in general are understood, which 

Schott, since 1886, has placed at the disposal of opticians for 

the first time, it follows that Herr Martin has used a “ new 

glass of still more recent date than both the new glasses 

used in example 1 of the planar. 

If, then, my colleague, Dr. von Rohr, says that the planar 

is a further example of the necessity of using the new Jena 

glasses for correction of Seidel’s four aberrations of definition,, 

it is evidently meant that the Baryta glasses are included m 

the “ new ” glasses, as this statement is made with reference 

to example 2, Fig. 3, patent No. 92,313, and not concerning 

example 1, of which alone I have spoken m reply to Herr 

Martin. To understand the words of Dr von Rohr as meaning 

that an anastigmat could not be constructed with ol vane iee 

of glass implies an extraordinary faculty of imagination, the. 

considerations put forward by Dr. von Rohr m t e 10 o 

graphisches Central Blatt,” vol. 6, No. 7, p. 146, refer to 

anastigmats of the doublet type, with halves consisting of two 

or more cemented elements, and Herr Martin has also recog¬ 

nised the necessity of glass with high refractive index and low 

dispersion for the construction of these. The ° ]e^ lves 

stanced by me in the communication to No. 14, vol. 23, ot 

“ Central Zeitung fur Optik und Mechanik,”* have however, 

three and four components, separated from each other. 

The reason why I have not utilised example No. 1 of patent 

No 92,313, with its more limited means, as compare wi 

example No. 2, must be clear to everyone who has not forgotten 

that the latter is four times more rapid than the former. 

The aggressive remarks of Herr Martin also compel me to 

refer again to the relationship between the Clark lens, plana 

and Busch anastigmat. , • 
Herr Martin has not been able to detract from my asse i 

that the Busch anastigmat does not differ materially.from 

Clark’s lens, excepting m the radii and thicknesses. P7 

confines himself to the statement that the Busch anastig: - 

better corrected for astigmatism. But if nothing more is done 

than carrving the correction of a lens a little furthe , 

foundation is there for speaking of an epoch-making 

ment? It is true that a well-known American firm ascribed 

extraordinary covering power to Clark's lens in them catalogue 

for 1890, and the same weight may be attache • 

and the analogous announcement of another firm of very recent 

dait making a comparison of the planar with Clark's lens it 

, win be seen that by its special means of achromatic eorrectio 

it has exceptional intensity, combined with particularly sma 

residual errors of sphericity and astigmatism anctto ex^ 

pressly emphasised in the patent specification Nc. 92,313. Tto 

planar claims a relative aperture of /■ 3.6, whilst Clark _ 

* See “ British Journal of Photography,” Aug. 1, 1902, p- 601. 
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has an aperture of f. 7.5. The planar consequently has more 

than four times the rapidity of the Clark lens. The Busch 

anastigmat has the same aperture as the Clark lens, and Hen- 

Martin has not exhibited a specimen yet with an aperture of 

f. 3.6. 

In the following examples the radii and thicknesses have 

been calculated proportionally, in such a manner that the 

three objectives are of the same value for r> (equivalent to 

ri of Clark’s lens). It was impossible to correlate them to the 

same focus, as the data of the glass used in the Clark lens are 

not at my disposal, and the comparison would have suffered. 

Clark’s Lens. Planar. Martin’s 
U S.P. G.P. 92313. Anst. Pat. 

399499, 1889. Example I. 8364, 1902. 

(rt= -2-4 . -2-4 — 24 

Radii 
1 ra= -3 4 . 

-6-3 . 
-4-6 

-33-3 
-4-56 

-41-8 

(/•*= -2 05. -3-64 -3-6 

Thicknesses ... 
\ cl 1.2 ; unknown . 
( cl 3‘4 : unknown . 

066 
0 81 

0-65 
0-61 

1 L 1, 2; perhaps P620. 1-57 1-60 
Kinds of glass ! old. old old 

“D ) L 3, 4; perhaps 1510. 1-51 1-49 

1 old. new new 

The radius n, 4 of the planar, which lies between n and n, is 

not given in these data. It has no perceptible effect upon chro¬ 

matic correction, as affecting the goodness of the lens for 

ordinary purposes, since the spherical errors of the first order 

are not touched by it. The glasses cemented together at ra, 4 

are almost identical in their refractive indices (1.5116 and 

1.5111), and therefore this contact has no perceptible refractive 

power. 

All three objectives resemble each other in the form of the 

lenses of which they are constructed, as well as the order in 

which they are placed. The radii of the more recent planar 

and Busch anastigmat objectives differ from that of Clark’s, 

but, on the other hand, the agreement between the former two in 

their radii and thicknesses strikes the eye immediately. The 

small difference in radii iu is explained by the fact of a small 

deviation in the difference between the refractive indices of 

the crown and flint glass used in these two objectives. 

The improvement in the Clark lens, to which Herr Martin 

lays claim, was therefore already embodied in the planar, and 

the reason for my not having attached special value to it at the 

time is to be explained by the fact that a much more rapid 

lens than the Clark, with very small zones of spherical aberra¬ 

tion, could be made by means of the peculiar method of chro¬ 

matic correction and the use of the heavy Baryta Crown, re¬ 

ferred to in the German patent specification No. 92,313, ex¬ 

ample 2. 

The selection of the kinds of glass is left perfectly free in 

paient specification No. 92,313. They have only to comply with 

th* conditions there laid down. If we refer to the catalogue of 

Schott and Gen for the purpose, we find a large number of 

suitable pairs of glass for the con-truction of a positive lens, 

with reduced chromatic error, in accordance with example 1 of 

the German patent No. 92,313, and amongst them some pairs 

composed of kinds of glass used before the year 1886. For ex¬ 

ample, we have : — 

O -ff), ordinary silicate crown. 
"D= 1,52i'=()0'9. 

0 144 Chance Bros, soft crown. 
"D= 1 •52v = 56'6. 

The only consequence of using this pair of glasses for L*, L*, 

in example 1 of the German patent No. 92,313, would be that 

radius 1-3, 4 must have a stronger curve. In consequence of the 

refractive indices being the same, this has no effect upun 

spherical aberration. As an old variety of glass is used for L., 

we should thus have a lens made of old kinds of glass, as de¬ 

fined above, if it were of consequence to attach any value to 

this incomprehensible condition. The collective lens, L», L., 

with diminished chromatic error, in example 1, German patent 

No. 92,313, is described by Herr Martin as a “ hyperchromatic 

dispersive lens,” and he thus gives us another drastic example 

of the thoroughness and reliability which characterise his re¬ 

marks in No. 14 of this paper.* 

The Taylor objective, without heavy Baryta Crown, to which 

I referred, has a relative aperture of /.4, and is consequently 

four times more rapid than the Busch anastigmat. Herr Mar¬ 

tin is evidently not aware of the fact that the difficulty of ob¬ 

taining anastigmatic flatness of field increases very rapidly with 

the relative aperture, for which the objective must be spheri¬ 

cally corrected. So far as it may concern us, however, the 

degree to which definite correction has been accomplished is 

unimportant, as Hex-r Martin, so far as I am aware, has con¬ 

fined himself to general statement, and not given publicity, 

quantitatively, to any remai'kable efficiency in his anastigmat. 

For all that, the Taylor lens referred to is very well corrected 

spherically, and has vei-y good anastigmatic flatness of field 

up to an angle of 25 degrees. 

I have only refuted the principal mistakes Herr Martin has 

made, and think this is quite sufficient to. show that I have 

no reason to alter a single word of my remarks in No. 14, vol. 

23, of the “ Central Zeitung fur Optik und Mechanik.” 

D11. P. Rudolf, Jena. 

MORE PERSONAL PARS AND NEWS NOTES. 

Of course, I knew quite well that those sample Personal Pars would 

be a success, but still the electrical sensation which they created is 

none the less gratifying. Since they appeared I have mostly stayed 

indoors, but (with my usual temerity) I ventured to go to the R.P.S. 

soiree. Had it not been for the fiery false red bear’d and green spec¬ 

tacles which I then wore, I think I should hardly have passed scathe¬ 

less through the posse of notorieties who lay in wait for me beyond 

the turnstile. So effective, however, was my disguise that I was 

enabled to mingle with the throng uninjured, and had the pleasure of 

hearing—myself unnoticed—not a few comments on my own literary 

efforts. The tone of those comments (especially when they were 

made by personages referred to in the Personal Pars) left no room 

for doubt that the feature was the most successful which had appeared 

in any photographic journal for years past. Such being the case, I 

confidently take my pen in hand to write some more Personal Pars. 

(That any new ones could be more personal than the last is obviously 

impossible. But you all know what I mean.) So sit tight, and 

read on. 

Of course, the absurd stoi-y which credits the design on the Salon 

plaques with being a compliment to the fair custodian of the gallery 

is wholly without foundation. This is only the second season of the 

desk-lady; not the tenth. Besides, Mr. Emanuel is above puns. 

It is stated on good authority that the Linked Ring had to lay 

in a fi-esh store of red “ sold ” seals, Mr. Charles Job’s picture, 

“Return of the Flock,” having wholly used up the usual stock. By 

the way, so enormous were the sales at the Dudley Gallery that I am 

told that the lady who affixed the seals to the frames frequently went 

without lunch, the nourishment from the gummed side of the seals 

being sufficient for her wants. 

* Vide “ British Journal of Photography,” Aug. 22. 1902, p. 672. 
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The wording of the invitation card to the Salon “ smoker ” was 

held in some quarters to be very significant: “ . . . . The Linked 

Ring will be at home at their photographic salon.” and so 

on; which would seem to indicate that the said group of gentlemen 

desire no mistake to be made on the point of the ownership of the 

show. But they need havei no fear. It certainly is theirs, and nobody 

else’s. An inspection of the pictures would convince even the most 

sqeptical that there is no mistaking the fact. 

Further on, the card offered the inducement, “ Smoking, and its 

usual accessories.” What did this mean? Surely the Ring did not 

intend to provide such strong cigars that--? And could the “ little 

music” mentioned next be a rude way of—-—? Banish the thought! 

Then did this obscure utterance refer to the sort of anecdotal conver¬ 

sation which is generally associated (in the vulgar mind) with the 

term “smoke-room?” Some experience of salon smokers places me 

in a position to absolutely negative both these repulsive theories. 

The “ usual accessories ” need never be feared—unless you’ve got a 

weak head and take a glass too much of them. 

A rumour is going the rounds that there was some really good work 

at the Salon. Mr. Warburg and Mr. Bernard Moore are so far the 

only people who have seen it. A movement is on foot, I am glad to be 

able to say, to provide step ladders for the more average-sized mem¬ 

bers of the public. 

The statement that the whole of the Linked Ring are going to start 

wearing Jaeger turn-down collars as a mode of expressing a delicate 

compliment, and, thanks to Mr. Bernard Shaw for his recent boom, 

is wholly without foundation. Nor is it true that Messrs. Cadby, 

Craigie, and Holland Day are about to open a studio in Bond Street 

under the name of Velasquez and Co 

I was gratified to observe the same porter at the Camera Club two 

days running last week. This is surely a record length of time for 

that official to hold his post. I trust he received some testimonial 

in return for his constancy. Long periods of faithful service are too 

rare nowadays to be allowed to pass without due acknowledgment. 

The Camera Club dining-room’s renovation is now complete. The 

wall-paper meets with universal approbation. Several members have 

been overheard to remark that its severe straight-line pattern is— 

after dinner—an enormous improvement on the eye-irritating curls and 

leaves of the former paper. 

I saw Mr. Harry Quilter at the R.P.S. soiree (I mean the Quilter of 

the “P.A.J.,” not the mere art critic). He was conversing affably 

with all the leading lights of the photographic world. Behind Iris 

smiling face, however, was hidden quite a quantity of carking care. 

The tightness of money at the present moment and the criminal indif¬ 

ference of the public to the advantages offered by a certain company 

prospectus are1 heavy loads for any editor-cum-financier to bear, it is 

pleasant to be able to record, however, that somebody has at last 

begun to advertise in the “ aesthetique ” little paper, with the result 

that the “This space £2 10s.” gaps have visibly diminished. Long 

may our friend H. Q.’s pen continue to dip in his poetic inkpot! 

Dr. Grtin’s attempts to colour-snap the entertainment at a certain 

well-known music hall have been crowned with success, notwithstand¬ 

ing all difficulties. His three-colour process worked excellently, in 

spite of the fact that (owing to the nature of the subjects) blue pre¬ 

dominated. 

It is untrue that Mr. Cruwys Richards has disposed of his picture, 

■“Anticipation,” to a well-known firm of shaving soap makers. The 

charming old personage in the print is a lady—and not Barnum s 

bearded lady—so the notion that she is feeling the stubble on her chin 

in anticipation of its removal is quite off the mark. 

To judge by the afore-mentioi^ed run on Mr. Jobs “Flock picture, 

mutton is in demand at present.' American meat, however, does not 

seem to> be finding a very ready purchase. Mr. Steichen may take 

his sheep to the market, but he cannot make them sell. At least, up 

to the time of writing, the red badge of courage had not yet blos¬ 

somed on his frame. But perhaps a buyer has been awarded it for his 

temerity. 

It has been suggested (and the idea is one well worth serious con¬ 

sideration) that a “fruit and fish” section should be inaugurated at 

next year’s R.P.S. show, for the benefit of the Mattos Chemical Com¬ 

pany. Mr. Bernard Shaw, who admired the said company’s pictorial 

exhibits so much, would no doubt show his approval by taking a season 

ticket. 

Mr. Warburg, I hear on good authority, has had the nib of his foun¬ 

tain pen renewed. 

Dropping into a Strand A.B.C. shop recently, I discovered Mr. 

Snowden Ward and Mr. Brown indulging in the luxury of tea and a 

boiled egg apiece. They explained their conduct by stating that Mr. 

Robert Barr had bought the Idler. Congratulations to all parties con¬ 

cerned. I understand this is the first time anybody has bought the 

magazine in question since-. But Fleet Street go.-sip is out of place 

m a causerie such as this. Besides, those boiled eggs give the lie to 

all slanderous tales. 

Mr. A. L. Henderson is on the wing again This time 

his destination is Egypt. Three steamers have been chartered to take 

his cameras, lenses, and plates to the land of the Pharaohs. I hear a 

rumour that the keeper of the Mena House Hotel has refused to allow 

Mr. Henderson to stack his negatives in the neighbourhood, on the 

ground that they would dwarf the Pyramid. 

Mr. Sandell, I am told, was horrified to find the other day that the 

shutter of his hand camera was open. The camera had evidently lain 

on his laboratory shelf in this condition for quite three weeks.- For¬ 

tunately, however, one of the eminent inventor’s own films was in the 

front carrier, and on development yielded a negative, showing less 

traces of over-exposure than some one-twentieth sec. snapshots taken 

on accompanying films in the same apartment. 

The new Kodak daylight developing machine has had a large sale, 

and is, I understand, in me in nearly every photographic household’s 

kitchen. As a blancmange shape it is unrivalled—so the wife of an 

eminent amateur tells me. T niversal application is alv ays the sign 

of a truly great invention. 

Carping critics whisper that the celebrated writer in a contempor¬ 

ary on the use of a certain portrait lens for landscape work \us ill- 

advised to entitle his effusion “Photography in a Wood,” or, at any 

rate, ought not to have given tongue till he was out of it. 

The exceedingly moderate price placed by Mrs. Carine Cadby upon 

her charming nasturtium leaf print at the Salon has attracted con¬ 

siderable attention. Envious personages have hint d that it is this 

moderation which has caused the work of art s large sale. M hether 

this is true or not, will be proved next year, for Mrs. Cadby is going 

to charge 7s. 6d. per leaf for her studies, and not 5s.. as hereto¬ 

fore. Twigs will be counted as “leaves,” but pine-needles trill be 

reckoned per do-zen. 

Apropos of this, a circular has recently fallen into my hands adver¬ 

tising—in advance—the appearance of a volume, entitled " Dogs and 

a Doggerel,” by the famed leaf-study lady, and her no less famed por¬ 

traitist husband. The testimonials to their photographic efficiency, 

which accompany the prospectus, are weighty, both :n number and 

matter. The Sunday Times, for September 27th. 1896. remarks (I 

notice) that “ both these artists know how to c a plate with brains.” 

Comment is needless. If Mr. and Mrs. Cadby were rj.readr coating 

plates with brains as long ago as 1396. their -tock of that all too rare 

commodity mutt be extraordinarily unexhaustible—even for Lmks. 

Several persons armed with clubs are making such a noise 
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outside my house that I must stop writing. I shall go out for a walk 

(by the back door). In the meantime, au revoir from 

Solomon Sage. 

exDibitioiL 
-♦- 

DONCASTER. 

On Wednesday, the 29th ult., a photographic exhibition, promoted 
by the Wheatley Photographic Society, was opened by Mr. F. W. 
Fison, M.P., in the Dolphin Chambers, Doncaster. The show included 
pictures from all parts of the country, sixteen silver and bronze medals 
being awarded, the judges being Mr. Percy Lund, of the “Practical 
Photographer” and “Junior Photographer,” and Mr. W. E. Tindall, 
R.B.A., of Leeds. 

In opening the exhibition, Mr. Fison claimed acquaintance as a very 
old photographer, and said he had spent many happy years in the 
pursuit of the art. He related some interesting reminiscences of a 
journey made from the Baltic to Norway in the early days of photo¬ 
graphy, and remarked incidentally that he was the first Englishman 
to photograph those views of Norway with which they were all so 
familiar. He actually published the first series of lantern slides of 
Norway, and he believed there were some of them still on the market 
—no doubt being shown in some obscure out of the way place. Pro¬ 
ceeding, he remarked on the spoliation of natural beauty and stated 
that the time would come when a man who possessed a. beautiful estate 
and trees and pretty surroundings would not be allowed to cut them 
down and erect in their place telegraph and electric wire poles, but 
would have to show some respect for natural configuration of the land¬ 
scape. 

1 he following is the re a It of the adjudicator’s awards :—Landscape 
and seascape (open) : Silver medal, G. Whitehouse, Birmingham; 
bronze medal. A. D. Elliott, Ripon. Portraiture: L. A. Edmonds, 
Menston-in-Wharfedale, silver medal; E. W. Strong, Shipley, bronze 
medal. Architecture: W. R. Lathbury, Bristol, silver medal; F. J. 
Phillips, Brighton, bronze medal. Enlargements : E. Seymour, Wat¬ 
ford, bronze medal. Champion class : Greystone Bird, Bath, silver gilt 
medal; Charles E. Walmsley, Ambleside, silver medal. Members 
only: J. Brooks, Doncaster, silver medatl; Dr. F. B. Cormick, 
Wheatley, bronze medal; J. B. Beck, Doncaster, certificate. 

Peu) Books. 
“ Elementary Photo-micrography.” By Walter Bagshaw. London • Iliffe 

and Sons. Illustrated. Price Is. 

If the term elementary applied to an instruction book can be taken 
to mean that the book contains just the information required by any one 
taking up the pursuit with which it deals for the first time, and put in 
the clearest language, we are bound to say that the little work under 
notice is not entirely satisfactory. There is evidence in its pages that 
the author is practically acquainted with the subject upon which he treats, 
and, as far as it goes, his advice appears sound; but he is evidently 
wanting in a faculty essential in a teacher—that of placing himself in 
the position occupied by the learner, and stating the facta of the subject 
in the sequence it is necessary to follow in order that their significance 
may be grasped by a fallow mind. About one-third of the book is devoted 
to photographic information which does not specially bear upon photo¬ 
micrography, but covers a wide field, including development, fixing, 
hypo, eliminators, storing negatives, clearing solutions, pinholes, intensifi¬ 
cation, reduction, printing in P.O.P., toning, the combined bath, bromide 
printing, platinum printing, spotting prints, albums, lantern slide making, 
etc. This is a wide range of subjects to attempt to treat usefully in a few 
pages, and the author would have done better by devoting the space to 
matters strictly germane to the subject, and referring his readers to the 
ordinary text-books for matters purely photographic. 

Mr. J. T. Sanoell informs us that he has no longer any connection 
with San dell Films and Plates, Ltd. His present address is 16, Whit¬ 
worth Road, South Norwood, S.W. He is shortly placing a Sandell 
celluloid film on the market, in addition to Sandell plates. 

The following advertisement was published in the “Times,” this week: 
—' To Artists or Photographers.—The late Colonel de Cetto, late of 
Byculla, Norwood, is believed some years ago to have sent a portrait 
of his late father, Baron de Cetto, of 6, Hill Street, Berkeley Square, to 
some artist or photographer in London for the purpose of being copied. 
Any one having in his possession, or any knowledge of, the portrait is 
requested to communicate with Messrs. Walker, Martineau, and Co., 
36, Theobald’s Road, Gray’s Inn, W.C.” 

Deu> Apparatus, $c. 
The Westendorp and Wehner Orthochromatic Plates. Manufactured bv 

Westendorp and Wehner Actiengesellschaft, Cologne. 

We have received a sample of these plates for trial from the manu¬ 
facturers, who are now placing them upon the British market. As thev 
are advertised for use without a yellow screen, we tested them in this 
manner, using flowers and various other coloured objects. We found 
very perceptible colour-sensitiveness for yellow, and likewise some for 
red, but we were more particularly struck by the subdued rendering of 
various shades of blue, and in this respect the plates stand in marked 
contrast with the ordinary photographic plate used for landscape purposes 
Their green and yellow sensitiveness should make them specially valuable 
for this class of work. The plates are well coated with a liberal supply 
of emulsion. The speed is rapid and the grain remarkably fine. W( 
used rodinal for the development, and obtained good density and 
gradation, with excellent printing quality. 

The M. Q. Developers. Manufactured and sold by John J. Griffin and' 
Sons, Limited, 20—26, Sardinia Street, Lincoln’s Inn Fields, W.C. 

Messrs. Griffin write: “We wish to draw your attention to a new line 
we have introduced in connection with the ‘M. Q.’ developer. We are 
now putting up three ‘ M. Q.’ cartols in a neat and convenient box, 
selling at the popular price of Is. We believe this will meet with favour 
amongst many of your readers who already know this developer, and wifi 

no doubt be glad to have it in a more convenient form. We would take 
this opportunity of saying that owing to the many imitations of 
‘ M. Q.’ developers, some of our competitors even using the letters ‘ M Q.’ 
in a similar prominent manner to ourselves, we must warn our purchasers 
to look for our trade mark ‘ Gramme Standard,’ on all boxes and packets, 
which alone designates the genuine article.” 

--♦- 

City and Guilds of London Institute.—The report of the department of 
technology in the City and Guilds of London Institute has been issued. 
In the different branches of technology the number of classes registered 
by the institute has increased from 2,222 to 2,320, and the number of 
students in attendance from 34,246 to 36,189. In the normal classes for 
manual training teachers the number of students has increased from 
1,767 to 1,908. The total number of candidates for examination in Great 
Britain and Ireland was 16,580, showing an increase of 1,023 on the 
number presented in 1901. During the last ten years, particularly since 
the institute ceased to make payment on results, the volume of the work 
of the department has very much increased, and its scope has been 
enlarged. Besides the examination of candidates in different branches of 
technology, in manual training, and in domestic economy, the work 
includes the preparation of schemes of instruction, the registration of 
teachers, and the inspection of schools. The name of the department 
has accordingly been changed from the examinations department to the 
department of technology, as corresponding better with the character 
of the work undertaken by this branch of the institute. In their report 
of last year the committee referred to the appointment of a departmental 
committee by the then President of the Board of Education for co¬ 
ordinating the technological work to be undertaken by the Board with 
that conducted by the institute and other bodies. This year’s report 
shows the relations that have been established between the Board of 
Education and the Institute for the Direction of Technological Instruction. 
As it was considered important that an effort should be made to 
strengthen the Board of Education as the central authority for all kinds of 
education, the institute desired to establish close relations with the Board, 
so that the work it had carried on for nearly 25 years might be brought 
under the aegis of the Board. From the report it can be seen that the 
Board of Education is now directly represented on the examination- 
board, which is really the advisory committee of the department, and, 
failing the absolute transfer of the work of this department to the Board 
of Education, the arrangements agreed upon—which are set out fully in 
this report—are deemed satisfactory. From a letter from Sir Henry 
Craik, also given in the report, it appears that similar arrangements 
have been made with the Scotch Education Department, and from other 
papers that the institute is working in close relation with the Irish 
Department of Agriculture and Technical Instruction. 
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Commercial $ Cegal intelligence Meetings of Societies. 
Notice of Removal.—Mr. J. L. Cox, wholesale photographic dealer, 

writes: Kindly note that on and after November 6th, my address will be 
Leda, Lawton Road, Heaton Chapel, near Stockport. 

Sydney Photographers and Competition.—Competition is not always 
“the life of trade,” as some would have us vainly believe; too fre¬ 
quently it is the death of all that is good and worth having. Fair and 
honest rivalry is helpful and acts as a stimulant, but what we know by 
competition nowadays means, not “ the survival of the fittest,” but 
rather “ down with the other man at all costs.” Competition has come 
to mean under-selling, and under-selling means loss and ruin. A good 
article and a fair charge suits all parties, whereas an indifferent article 
and a low price suits nobody. The public are prepared to pay a reason¬ 
able charge for good value, but they are not prepared to give more for 
a dozen pictures at the A studio if they gan get the same number of 
equally good pictures at the B studio 25 per cent, cheaper. The public 
have not asked for this reduction. Then, does it not seem folly for the 
studios to adopt a policy which eventually must bring disaster to the 
profession? For years past we have been sorry to notice an increasing 
tendency with some photographers to cut down prices so low that the 
margin of profit is invisible. We are led to wonder how the establish¬ 
ment can be maintained. The photographer has to bring ability and 
training and artistic taste into his profession—he has to be up-to-date 
in all matters photographic. He has closely to watch the popular tastes 
—his studio has at all times to be a place of attraction, and he himself 
must be a man of many parts to win favour with his customers. Any 
appearance of niggardliness in the studio surroundings is soon detected 
by his visitors and he suffers loss. He cannot afford to get behind the 
times—he must keep well in step or go down. All this means expendi¬ 
ture, and his profits, consequently, must be such as to enable him to 
keep well in the front at all hazards. Not many days ago a meeting was 
convened by circular, and presided over by Mr. J. J. Rouse, of the 
firm of Baker and Rouse Proprietary, Ltd., at which all the leading 
photographers of Sydney were present. This meeting was called to con¬ 
sider the present outlook, and to take such steps as the meeting might 
decide to improve the status of the profession. All present manifested 
a deep interest in the questions discussed, and, after several adjourn¬ 
ments, a resolution was submitted to the effect that “ a combine ” or 
“trust” should be formed. This proposition was well and thoroughly 
discussed from every standpoint. It was eventually decided not to take 
any action for the present, but wait for further developments. The 
majority evidently were in favour of a combine of some kind that the 
profession might be brought into closer touch and a better understanding 
among the studios established. The unmistakeable good feeling that 
pervaded the deliberations gives promise for a better condition of things 
than has hitherto existed.—“ The Australasian Photographic Review.” 

A correspondent writes:—In your article last week “Gleanings from 
Old London Directories,” you ask if the John Browning, spectroscope 
maker, of the Strand, was related to the Browning, of Spencer, Brown¬ 
ing. He was son. The firm’s last place of business was in the Minories. 
Goddard, the optician, was a workman of theirs at that time. He after¬ 
wards commenced business for himself at “ Jesse Cottage,” Isleworth, 
where I once visited him. Mr. Taylor had several lenses made by 
Goddard which he thought very much of. I have myself got two tele¬ 
scope lenses of his, and a pair of stereo-photographic lenses, six inches. 

Royal Institution.—A general monthly meeting of the members of 
the Royal Institution was held on Monday afternoon (the 3rd inst.), 
Sir James Crichton-Browne, treasurer and vice-president, in the chair. 
The following were elected members: Mr. G. H. Baillie, Mr. W. D. 
Butcher, Mrs. A. R. Cox, Sir Archibald Campbell Lawrie, Mr. G. J. 
Morrison, and Mr. A. B. Tubini. The special thanks of the members 
were returned to Sir Andrew Noble, Bart., K.C.B., F.R.S., for his dona¬ 
tion of £150, and to Dr. Ludwig Mond, F.R.S., for his donation of £200, 
to the fund for the promotion of experimental research at low tempera¬ 
tures. 

Artistic Copyright.—A meeting of artists and others interested in 
artistic copyright was held last week at 39b, Old Bond Street, for the 
purpose of considering a proposal to form a society for the protection of 
British artistic copyright at home, in the Colonies, and abroad. Mr. 
G. W. Agnew presided, and there was a good attendance. At the outset 
it was determined that the proceedings should be conducted in private. 
The circular convening the meeting bore the following names:—G. 
Agnew, L. Agnew, E. Bale, F. Bate, Sir Wyke Bayliss, G. Clausen, A. 
Clay, F. Dicksee, W. Dowdeswell, J. Farquharson, A.R.A., L. Fildes, 
R.A., A. Graves, J. F. Grundy, E. B. Haynes, J. MacWhirter, W. Q. 
Orchardson, J. B. Pratt, Sir W. B. Richmond, H. Scott-Bridgewater, 
Sir L. Alma-Tadema, D. Croal Thomson, and A. Tooth. The circular 
stated that it was being increasingly felt, in view of the constantly- 
expanding commercial value of artistic oopyrights, that it was necessary 
to take active steps to form a society to afford protection to artists, 
collectors, publishers, and other owners of such copyrights. The success 
of the recent Act of Parliament controlling piracies of music emphasised 
what was possible to be done for artistic copyright by united and per¬ 
sistent action. Some months ago a society was formed for the protection 
of British fine art in the Colonies, but it was now recognised that the scope 
of this society was too limited to carry the general interest necessary to 
a successful movement. It was, therefore, to be proposed at the meeting 
to reconstruct this society and to enlarge it to one which might become 
of permanent utility.—“ The Times.” 

MEETINGS OF SOCIETIES FOR NEXT WEEK. 

Nov. Name of Society. Subject. 

7. 

7, 

10. 

10. 

11. 

11. 

11. 

12. 

12 

12. 

12. 

12 

12 
12. 

13. 

13. 

13. 

13, 

Leicester Literary . 

Borough Polytechnic. 

Oxford Camera Club. 

Southampton Camera Club. 

Leeds Photographic Society ... 

Wolverhampton Photographic 

Royal Photographic . 

Croydon Camera Club . 

Leeds Camera Club . 

Borough Polytechnic. 

North Middlesex Photographic 

Nottingham Camera Club . 

Southport Photo. Society . 
Photographic Club. 

London and Provincial . 

N.-W. London Photo. Society 

Goldsmiths’ Institute Photo.... 

Liverpool Amateur Photo. 

/ Some Beauty Spots in the Isle of Man. 
M Mr. Walter’Keig. 
| J Enlarging on Bromide Paper. Mr. 
| ( F. W. Bannister. 
| / How Photography was Discovered.. Mr. 
( G. E. Brown. Illustrated with Slides. 

The Exhibition Lantern Slides. 
/ A Tour Round an Old Garden. Mr. 
V Alex. Keighley, F.R.P.S. 
7Lantern Evening. Irish Slides. With -J Descriptive Lecture. Mr. A. Eaton 
V Painter. 
j Ordinary meeting. A paper will be read 
( by Mr. Thomas K. Grant. 
I A Popular Explanation and Demonstra- 

-t tion of the Photographic Half-tone 
t Process. Mr. J. J. Waddington. 
I The Dales and Coast of Yorkshire. Mr. 
( Godfrey Bingley. 
I English Chapter Houses. Mr. E. W. 
( Harvey Piper. 
I Errors. Mr. Chapman Jones, F.I.C. 
I F.C.S., F.R.P.S. 
f A Simple Demonstration in the Deve- 
] lopment of Gum Bichromate Prints. 
h Mr. J. Page Croft (Birmingham). 

Members’ Lantern Night. 
How a Len« is Made. Mr C. P. Goerz. 

j Collotype for Amateurs. Mr. W. T. 
( Wilkinson. 
/'Fireside Chat LTpon Exposure, Deve- 

-[ lopment, and Retouching — with 
^ Demonstrations. The President. 
I Griffin’s To the After-Supper Photo- 
( grapher. 
J The Focal Plane Shutter. Illustrated. 
\ Mr. Eustace F. Wallis. 

ROYAL PHOTOGRAPHIC SOCIETY. 

Technical Meeting, October 28th.—Mr. Furley Lewis in the chair. 
Mr. Henry E. Davis exhibited and presented to the society a model 

of an ingenious little camera, constructed in the days when secret 
cameras, such as those in the scarf, the hat, and so forth, were in vogue. 
The designer was one Brin, but it appeared that he abandoned the 
patent. The plate used would be about the size of a florin. There was 
also an attachment which made a small telescope of the apparatus. The 
shutter was very cleverly contrived, and very simple. The curves of tho 
trigger or handle corresponded with the curves on a fixed arm which, 
directly the lens was fully uncovered, carried the finger off the trigger, 
and so released the shutter without jar. 

THE SINOP COLLOTYPE PROCESS. 

Mr. William Gamble gave a demonstration of this variation of the 
coll otype process proper, a variation which has claimed for it greater 
simplicity and reliability in working, with much saving of time. Mr. 
Gamble detailed for the sake of comparison the process known as collotype, 
which we will not enter int-o here, and then described the essential 
differences between it and Sinop. This name signifies nothing, and is 
a coined word to distinguish the process from any other. The tedious 
operations associated with collotype are largely overcome in Sinop. The 
prepared plates can be obtained commercially, and the apparatus or plant 
is of the simplest and cheapest description. The principle of the collotype 
process—that of the attraction and repulsion of printing ink by the 
gelatine image according to the varying degrees of its solubility when 
printed under a negative—is retained in the new process, but a new 
method of preparing the gelatine plate gives to it a much longer life in 
the sensitised state, and a much more durable printing surface. Briefly 
described, the operations are these*. The special plate is exposed for 
some two to ten minutes under a. negative, washed in water for ten 
minutes, drained, and soaked in glycerine for a quarter of an hour; the 
surplus moisture blotted off; the plate is attached to a printing bed, 
inked up with a printer’s roller, and printed by means of an ordinary 
office letter-copying press. The process lends itself very well indeed to 
the production of illustrated postcards, Christmas and other cards, 
memo, and letter headings, and prints can be taken on paper, cardboard, 
silk, satin, leather, celluloid, etc. The three-colour process may also 
be applied to this printing method. The Sinop plate, with its image, 
may be stored for any length of time, and quickly prepared again 

for the printing of further copies. 
-^- 

LONDON AND PROVINCIAL PHOTOGRAPHIC ASSOCIATION. 

October 30th.—Mr. J. E. Hodd in the chair. 
In drawing attention to the number of makes of P.O.P. now on the 

market, Mr. S. II. Fry passed round strips of seven different kinds, 
obtained commercially, which had all been printed from the same 
negative- they had all received identically the same treatment through¬ 
out, and there was extraordinarily little difference between them, and Mr. 
Fry had found practically no difference in the speed or in the working 
Mr. W. Thomas gave a paper on “ Suggestions.” Touching on the subject 
of the Exhibitions and their use, it was pointed out that some of the 
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exhibits show us what to avoid, whilst others what to come up to. Mr. 
Thomas thought that what was really wanted was more study and retire¬ 
ment for work, with less rushing to the Exhibition walls. In regard to 
the selection of pictures to be hung, it was suggested that a quicker 
way, and a way that would Jo justice to everybody in this matter, would 
be for a select committee, previous to the final decision, to go through 
the various pictures, and class.fy each, according to its subject—all 
architecture in one pile, landscapes in another, portraits in another, 
and so on, then when the time came each pile could be taken and the 
similar subjects judged together. A picture of the interior of a cathedral 
cannot be judged alongside a portrait! whereas a portrait can be judged 
against a portrait, and in this way the cream of each set of subjects 
wf.uld find th°'r way to the walls. Another matter of great importance 
is the effort of late years to decorate the walls by means of canvas, or 
coloured hangings, which do not harmonhe with certain framing, and 
against these changes of decorations exhibitors have no chance whatever, 
and Mr. Thomas thought that exhibitors had a distinct right to receive 
previous notice of what colour the walls are intended to be. Passing on 
to individual work as a member of any society, it was suggested that one 
of the weakest points as applied to pictorial work is the untruthful 
rendering of colour value or tones, and to remedy this Mr. Thomas 
proposed that a monochrome or black and white drawing or painting 
should be made by a competent artist of some well-known local view, 
and then by photographic means and processes members could strive 
to obtain a like effect, as by th'.s means a much fuller understanding of 
the meaning of colour values could be arrived at. Another useful 
suggestion to improve the work in societies was to have a standard 
negative, and from this have made by a first-class photographer an 
enlargement or print in bromide, and then loan out the negative for 
members to try and get as near a result as jiossible to the standard 
enlargement. Again, instead of wasting time on lantern lectures, or 
discussions as to the length of time one can use somebody’s patent 
developers, why not set apart certain evenings for the reading of chapters 
from some standard work on pure photography, such as Abney’s, which 
could then be discussed, and younger members of an association would in 
this way have a chance of learning something cf practical advantage. 

Mr. Thomas then showed several results of experiments in ortho- 
chromatic photography, showing very clearly how useful colour-sensitive 
plates really are, and concluded his remarks by showing on the screen 
reproductions) from paintings of well-known a<rtists, illustrating the 
arrangement of light and shade, and quoting the following rules by 
Clifton to the effect that: Shade defines form; every cloud is divided by 
light and shade; different shades express different distances or planes, 
and different planes express different shades and colours. 

Mr. Teape proposed a very hearty vote of thanks to Mr. Thomas, which 
was seconded by Mr. A. Mackie and carried unanimously. 

PHOTOGRAPHIC CLUB. 

On October 29th, Mr. L. Medland in the chair, a lecture lent by the 
“Photogram” was read by Mr. G. E. Brown, in the absence, through 
illness, of Mr. H. Snowden Ward. 

The lecture was illustrated by some of Mr. Walter Kilbey’s photographs 
of divers, jumping, etc., taken with the focal plane shutter in l-1000sec. 
Then some flash-light exposures in a Cornish tin-mine; some of the 
Embankment and Leicester Square taken on a wet night with an exposure 
of an hour or so, and others taken in the theatre instantaneously by Dr. 
Grun with his fluid lens. Some cf Mr. Reinhold Thiele’s combination 
pictures of London as Venice, etc., were shown. Telephotography and 
colour photography examples brought the lecture to a close. A few 
elides by Mr. Wallis of Suffolk cottages and scenes were afterwards 
put through the lantern. Votes of thanks to, and condolence with Mr. 
H. Snowden Ward and Mr. Brown were passed unanimously. 

CAMERA CLUB. 

Last week’s lecture was by Mr. C. E. Keyser, a fellow of the Society cf 
Antiquaries, who took for his subject “Norman Tympana.” Possibly 
there may be many who have not dived sufficiently deeply into architec¬ 
tural terms to know the meaning of the word tympanum as applied 
to buildings, usually associated in their minds with a drum head, or 
with their own auditory apparatus. Be it known then, for their exclusive 
benefit, and not for the information of clever people who know everything 
that is to be known, that a tym^an, or tympanum, is understood by 
architects to mean the semi-circular area, very often consisting of a 
single stone resting upon the lintel, which surmounts the doorway in 
many buildings. This tympanum is often richly ornamented with sculp¬ 
tures, and they may be found by those who care to search for them m 
many of the churches which are dotted about the hills and vales of 
England in rich profusion. 

Mr. Keyser undertook, in the course cf a couple of hours, to take his 
hearers tympanum hunting, and to show them, in the form of lantern 
slides, more than 200 examples which he had collected. He made a 
needless apology for the quality of some of the i hotographs, and explained 
that he was not himself a photographer, but had had to employ others 
to do the camera wcik for him. But he could appreciate the difficulties 
with which a photographer had to contend in dealing with these carvings, 
which were orten situated in dark porches and other places difficult to 
get at. He did not hesitate to say that photographing tympana was 
one of the most difficult tasks that anyone could take up; but at the 
same time he must confess that the work was replete with interest. 

These tympana belonged chiefly to the 12th century, and many of 
the examples represented a single stone covered with ornamental designs. 
He would begin with the most simple form of such ornament, and would 
show later on how elaborate carving gradually superseded mere incised 

patterns. In the simplest fo’rns of tympana it would be found that 
patterns were produced by the placing of stones diamond-wise bv 
covering a surface with small holes, by stars, or by bosses of rose f’orin 
A zig-zag pattern was very common, and small square panels, with 
perhaps a knob in the centre of each, were often met with. A fish-scale 
design, consisting of overlapping scallops, was also not uncommon, and 
had probably a Scandinavian origin. Various examples of these different 
patterns were shown on the screen in quick succession, and if a fault 
could be found with them it could only be in their superabundance. It 
would have been, perhaps, better if fewer pictures had been exhibited 
and a little more time devoted to the cons deration cf each. Much of 
the ornamentation was of a symbolical character, and many of these 
tympana veere at the same time dedication stones, as was evidenced by 
the inscriptions which they bore. The lecturer was of the opinion that 
many of these stones served at cne time as samples, or patterns, cut 
by a master hand for the guidance of inferior workers, and that’sub¬ 
sequently they were incorporated into the buildings 

In most of the English Counties churches were to be found which 
afforded exampdes of these tympana, but there were exceptions to the rule. 
Thus in Norfolk he had not been able to discover a single specimen. 
In Gloucestershire, on the other hand, there were more examples than in 
any other county, while a great number occurred in Herefordshire. 

Some of the sculptured figures of men and animals were of the rudest 
character, and one often had to guess at the genus of the creature 
represented. These quaint beings were generally shown doing homage 
to th.e cross, while the figure cf Saggitarius, half man and half horse, 
St. George, or St. Michael and the Dragon, were very favourite subjects 
for the sculptor’s art. A whole series of these tympana exhibited a 
tree as their chief feature, possibly emblematical of the tree of spiritual 
life and knowledge. Strange birds roosted in the branches, and griffins 
dragons, and other fabulous monsters were shown devouring the fruit 
which grew there. At a later date, familiar bible stories were illustrated 
on these curious stones, and examples were shown of the episode of 
Elisha and the she bears, of the sacrifice of Isaac by Abraham, etc. In 
other cases the artist had been content to fill the space at his disposal 
with dragons, griffins, and other fearful wildfowl, which were perhaps 
intended to have a deterrent effect upon evil doers. Hunting scenes were 
not uncommon, and the frequent introduction into these compositions of 
the figure of a wild boar was probably due to the circumstance that at 
the time the animal was a familiar object in the adjacent woods. One 
curious example showed a boar and other animals taken by an abbot 
to do homage to the Agnus Dei, and in another a mermaid formed the 
principal figure. Another series of pictures were of New Testament 
subjects, the figure of Christ, cr of the Virgin and Child, forming 
the centre piece. 

Mr. Keyser had to leave rather hurriedly for another engagement, but 
before he went he expressed the hope that his paper would be productive 
of some discussion, and if any suggestions were made as to the meaning 
of some of these sculptures, which were rather obscure, he would be only 
too pleased to hear about it. He himself preferred a simple and staight- 
ferward interpretation rather than one which was strained and laboured. 

Mr. Inwards said that it had struck him in looking at these pictures 
that a great many of the carved stones must have originally formed part 
of older buildings, and had later on been placed where they now were. 
They marked the time when superstition was being superseded by the 
teachings of Christianity. Some of the ruder sculptures recalled to his 
mind the roughly-wrought lions on the gate at Mycsene. He could not 
help remarking upon the vast amount of labour which the collection of 
these pictures must have entailed, and he quite envied the power of a 
memory which could retain so many names of churches and villages. 

Mr. Lambert called special attention to one of the tympana shown, 
which he himself had photographed, and he gave an interesting descrip¬ 
tion of the carvings thereon, and their interpretation. 

Mr. Middleton, who occupied the chair, pointed out that these tympana 
were by no means peculiar to Britain, but were found in France of an 
even earlier date. They were probably introduced here by the Normans, 
although some were undoubtedly pre-Norman, and resembled in their 
execution the crude efforts of childhood. Those present would note that 
the earlier work is all incised; of the later work some is incised and some 
in relief. All work in relief is late, for the early workers did not know 
the use of the chisel. He was inclined to endorse the lecturer’s opinion 
with regard to the use by the early workers of sample or patters stones, 
for it was remarkable how the use of any particular design quickly spread 
over a large area, just as if they came from a common source. There were 
two distinct classes of ornament shown in the later examples, the one of 
Scandinavian origin and the other Roman. The Roman work would have 
been introduced here by masons from France and from the Rhine, 
where it is common. 

WEST LONDON PHOTOGRAPHIC SOCIETY. 

The following is an abstract of the presidential address read before the 
Society on October 24th, 1902: — 

What I would wish to impress most strongly on you is the importance 
of having some definite aim and keeping it steadily in view. If we 
spread our energies over too wide a range of subjects we shall not attain 
eminence in any of them, and the result will be a dead level of mediocrity. 
Most, if not all, of us have only a small amount cf leisure that we can 
devote to photography, and it therefore behoves us to so utilise it as 
to obtain the greatest amount of satisfaction to ourselves. Now, this 
we shall never do if we take every interesting subject we come across, 
for there will be no time to do them justice, and the result will be 
a mass of prints, few, if any, of which reach the higher plane, and the 
contemplation of which leads to that feeling of dissatisfaction that so 
frequently ends in giving up photography altogether. One print of the 
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highest class is worth a thousand second-rate ones; and is a source of 
perennial pleasure and a stimulus to future work. Study and experiment 
are necessary to success in any class of subject, and I would suggest that 
you think out carefully in what class of photographic work your interest 
principally lies, and then concentrate all your energies upon it. To the 
o-reat majority the pictorial side no doubt appeals most strongly; with 
some in portraiture or figure subjects, some in floral studies, and by 
far the larger number in landscape in its various forms. Now, in the 
latter the variety is far too great for anyone to successfully cover the 
whole, and that class of subject should be chosen which appeals most 
strongly to you. I may instance as distinct classes, mountain, woodland, 
river, moorland, fen and marsh, and marine, and one of these should 
be chosen and worked at until proficiency is attained. When you consider 
that a painter who devotes his whole time to his art and has been 
specially trained during the most susceptible years of youth, yet finds 
it necessary to limit himself to a certain class of subject, how is it possible 
to suppose that we who can only give a very limited amount of time 
can succeed in covering a wider range ? Looking at the technical side 
alone, and considering that the development that will give the best results 
for any one of the kinds of subjects I have named differs for each of 
them, it is clear that the man who continually changes from one class 
of subject to another cannot expect to obtain such good results as he 
who confines himself to one. I know we are told that automatic 
development will give as good results as can be obtained by varying the 
developer with each subject, and no doubt it would if the exposure for 
all parts of the subject were the same, but in landscape work all exposure 
is a compromise, and therefore the development must also be a com¬ 
promise, and must be adapted to suit the result we wish to obtain. 
Dwellers in London, and more especially in this part of it, enjoy almost 
unique advantages in the variety of subjects within easy reach, and I 
would strongly recommend to the novice, as the most satisfactory artistic 
training, that he should carefully select some subject that is easy of 
access to him, and set himself to carefully study it from all points of 
view and under all conditions of lighting, varying the exposure and 
development, printing from all the negatives, however bad they look, 
and taking prints on different kinds of paper and in different colours. 
Keep all the results, good or bad—particularly the latter. Make full 
and careful notes of every detail of exposure and development, then 
compare the results and think out why one is more pleasing than another. 
Test any ideas that may occur to you, and try if you can improve your 
results still further. Some will be better in one part than another, one 
perhaps in grouping, another in lighting, some more harmonious than 
others in relative subordination of the various parts to the whole. In 
some parts of the subject the details may be too pronounced, in others 
they may require accentuation, and attempts should be made to modify 
them. Familiarity with the subject will enable us to appreciate minute 
differences which otherwise would be almost certain to escape detection, 
and which are yet vital to the result. The difference between mediocrity 
and works of the greatest beauty is most often an aggregation, more or 
less extensive, of such minute differences. The way may be long and 
hard, and failures many, and success only attained after many struggles, 
but the pleasure resulting from such success will be in exact ratio to 
the difficulties of achievement. That you will succeed if you devote 
sufficient energy to it is certain, for in every man there is the germ of 
that artistic faculty which only needs proper cultivation to develop it. 
With some men it may be more easily developed than in others, owing 
to hereditary tendency; but that it is inherent in the human race is 
obvious to anyone who has studied the early history of man. 

SOUTHAMPTON CAMERA CLUB. 

The members of the above club held a meeting on the 27th October, 
when Mr. G. Vivian presided. The chairman introduced Mr. F. C. 
Wardall (representative of Messrs. G. Houghton and Son), who gave a 
very entertaining lecture and demonstration on “ The Possibilities of a 
Modern Camera.” He ably described the many virtues and capabilities 
of the Sanderson camera, and fully satisfied the members of its great 
value as a photographic apparatus of the highest degree. The subject 
of telephotography was profusely enlarged on, and most valuable black¬ 
board sketches of a scientific nature, as to the construction of various 
lenses, were made; and the lecturer exemplified to the entire satisfaction 
of all’ and with telling effect with numerous lantern slides, the great 
value of the use of the telephoto lens, and also the great advantage 
accruing from the use of the screen. Mr. Wardell was accorded a 
hearty vote of thanks for his most scientific and instructive discourse. 

LEEDS CAMERA CLUB 

['he advisability of a change of quarters was strikingly demonstrated on 
Wednesday evening, October the 29th, when an audience of upwards of 
.00 attended at the rooms of the above club Athenaeum BuiMings, 
5ark Lane, to hear a lecture on “The Motor Car as an aid to Photo- 
;raphy on various Tours,” by that racy humorist Mr^ George Thistle- 
hwaite, being one of the series of lectures promoted by the Yorkshire 

3 Thegpre^idCe?tno0fnthe club, Mr. Charles B. Howdill was in the chair, 
aid in opening the proceedings stated that he disagreed with those people 
vho held views that only matters purely photographic should find room 
m the club syllabus. A lecture of this character gave members an 
ipportunity of asking ladies to join them and they would learn m that 
light what photography could do for them m knocking about the great 
icurity of Yorkshire. Mr. Thistlethwaite commenced by remarking that 
lis first motor car had only two speeds, and m hilly country he had very 

>ften to get out and push the machine, which proved of 
n the country round Wharfedale, which was his happy hunting gr°un<L 
Te might say, en passant, that he spent a good deal of time reaain& up 

the subject, and fancied he knew a great deal of engineering, electricity, 
and gas engines, for a petrol motor car, which he favoured, was more or 
less'worked simply on the gas engine principle; but he found with all 
these qualifications he had a lot to learn, and was learning still. He 
afterwards experimented a great deal on a 2$ motor, driven with a belt 
on the back wheel, and had three or four engines roughlj knocked 
together, but as be humorously remarked, bits of the machine were 
constantly dropping off; and when you began motoring, why “ rates ” 
were nothing to the expense of a motor car. Finally he adopted a solid 
tyre motor car, which pleased him very well and had carried him-some 3,000 
miles so far, and he had no hesitation in setting off anywhere on a motor 
of this character. A car was very convenient for carrying photographic 
apparatus, and would be also useful for a geologist in taking home his 
specimens. That reminded him of a story that was told him when staying 
at Hawes. A certain Cambridge professor tarrying there for a fortnight 
geologizing, had gathered a fairly large stock of specimens of stones 
in this limestone district, and secured the services of a native to take them 
to the station. Unlike the Americans, there is no “ hustle ” in the native 
round Hawes, and when he was safely round the corner he got rid of 
them, filling up his sack again at a convenient spot near the station. The 
trip, he woul l now take them began at the Manningham Park gateway, 
Bradford, through the Dales into Wharfedale, via, Bierley, Guiseley, 
Burn sal, to Linton, aud covered the most pleasant part of the country, 
thence to Kettlewell, Hawes Arcrigg, down to Wensley, and after 
a stay there, back to Bradford. 

The lecture was illustrated by numerous slides, elucidating various 
remarkable and exciting incidents of the tour, and showing most things 
of a topographical interest on the way, whilst the lecturer amused his 
audience in a racy and satirical manner with anecdotes, of which he had 
a plentiful stock. One of them will suffice, viz., the relation of an 
incident said to have happened in Barden church. During the temporary 
absence of the vicar, a budding and ambitious young man was left in 
charge of the parishioners, and took for his text on the Sunday “ I am the 
light of the world.” On entering the pulpit his nervousness left him 
without any recollection of the well-planned sermon, so to save himself 
from ignominy he kept repeating his text in a slow and measured 
manner some six or seven times, when the congregation were horrified 
to hear an old dame scream out: “ If thou is the light of the world, thou 
wants snuffing.” On the motion of Mr. Simpson, seconded by Mr. 
Ratcliffe, a hearty vote of thanks was tendered to Mr. Thistlethwaite 

for his evening’s entertainment. 

CROYDON CAMERA CLUB. 

The subject of last Wednesday’s meeting was “The Universal Camera, 
as exemplified by the Sanderson hand camera. 

The President, in introducing the lecturer, referred to the above 
camera, which, he stated, he himself and many other members of the club 
used, as a splendid example of British solidity. Mr. F. C. Wardall then 
gave his lecture upon the mechanics of camera construction, and in 
particular the optical principles involved in the Sanderson camera. He 
also explained other useful photographic apparatus, including the Ensign 
cameras, Dawson’s Densitometer, and a cloud and lantern slide painting 
frame. A number of lantern slides were also shown in illustration of the 

demonstrator’s remarks. 
At the instance of the President, a hearty vote of thanks was accorded 

Mr. Wardall. He also announced that the sixth exhibition would be held 
in the spring, under the experienced secretaryship of Mr. W. H. Rogers. 
It should be added that Mr. F. W. Hicks will be associated with Mr. 

Rogers. 

LIVERPOOL AMATEUR PHOTOGRAPHIC ASSOCIATION. 

Fhe seventh ordinary meeting of the present session of the Association 
was held on Thursday last week. There was a large attendance of 
nembers, with Mr. E. R. Dibdin m the chan- Mr. C. B. Howdill, 
4. R I B A of Leeds, gave a lecture on Natural Colour Photogiaphy. 
Ee began with a few notes on the history of colour photography, and 
aroceeded to give a most lucid description of the Joly and banger- 
Shepherd processes. Dealing first with the decomposition ot light 
means of a prism, the lecturer showed the spectrum colours and gave an 
nteresting description of their action on the photographic plate. In 
connection with the Sanger-Shepherd process, Mr Howdill gave a full 
Ascription of the apparatus used as well as practical instruction Among 
he slides made by Mr. Howdill were some exceedingly fine fruit and 
lower studies, as well as splendid examples of stained glass windows. 
4t the conclusion a hearty vote of thanks was passed to the lecturer 

+Uo mntinn of Mr. Paul Lange, seconded by Mr. Marples. 

EDINBURGH PHOTOGRAPHIC SOCIETY. 

’he following are abstracts from the presidential address, delivered at 

he first general meeting of the session: — 
PURPOSELESS photography. 

In the early stages of our photographic career we are all keen and en- 
husiastic. The glamour of every phase of the production ot a photograph 
bsorbs all our energies, our leisure, and a great dea1 of our spare^cash, 
his °oes on for a long time, until, like the child and the toy, we look 
round for something fresh. Once we have got over being a nuisance to 
ur own family circle and acquaintances, and perhaps still more so to 
he photographic dealer, whose life is not to be envied at times, 
ud-irU by the inane questions he is asked about points which could be 
asiiy cleared up by buying and above all studying a shilling manual on 
holography, and also by the cool demands made on his time as one of 
ur members puts it, “for a pennyworth of hypo, and a shillings worth 
f information,” we then frequently feel photography beginning to pall. 
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Taking “ the usual thing ” does not interest us, snapping at everything 
is tiring. Particularly in developing and printing, which used to have 
such a delightful uncertainty about what kind of result would accrue as 
to fasciuate us entirely, do we begin to find photography most monoton¬ 
ous ; in short, we are losing interest. There are a few, no doubt, who 
never quite reach this stage, but remain nuisances for life, and try 
every one as well as every plate, every new developer, every new paper, 
and every other miscellaneous adjunct of photography devised for the 
special benefit of those who must have always something new. We 
can’t help admiring the enthusiasm of this kind of photographer, and 
indeed we ought almost to feel grateful to him for bringing home to us 
the fact that even photography has its humorous aspect. However, it 
is with the more numerous contingent who are losing interest in photo¬ 
graphy chat we have to do; and if they be caught at this stage, and their 
attention directed to the many phases of 

SPECIALISATION IN PHOTOGRAPHY 

open to them, much may be done to make them good and useful photo¬ 
graphers if they be but persuaded to take up one phase or other and 
specialise. What a wide field is open for their energies. According to 
inclination and temperament, so will they select; but whatever it be, 
it may become much more than a mere hobby if they go into it with a 
heart and a will. 

To begin to enumerate all the many aspects in which one could 
specialise is out of the question to-night, but a few may be briefly alluded 
to. On the purely scientific side of photography take photo-micrography; 
what an absorbing pursuit it may become if our interest in it be once 
awakened. Last session we were favoured with a most interesting paper 
on this phase of photography by Mr. Forgan. His knowledge of the 
subject was amazing, and he gave us a practical lesson of what 
“ specialising ” meant. His photo-micrographs of various natural objects, 
even of grains of sand, were a marvellous revelation of beauty, and a 
hint of what wondrous realms of knowledge lie hidden around us in the 
most trivial objects, yet ever there for the specialist to capture, not 
alone for himself, but to exhibit to others. All of us recollect the most 
excellent paper and demonstration given a year or two ago by Mr. 
Tudor Cundall on that most fascinating of photographic problems— 
colour photography. The results he showed us on that occasion were 
enough to force us to admit colour photography was something more 
than a mere dream. To treat or even attempt to deal with the subject 
in the fashion Mr. Cundall did would of course imply the necessity of a 
scientific training, but quite recently there has been put on the market 
more than one process of obtaining positives in natural colours that is 
within the reach and capacity of any level-headed photographer. Indeed, 
there has just been introduced one process which, at a very nominal cost 
for necessary materials, will enable any photographer who has already 
a camera to produce, with a little study, care, and patience, lantern 
slides in natural colours. 

Many of us are familiar with the work done by the brothers Kearton, 
Lodge, and one or two of our own members in the field of portraying 
birds and their nests in their native haunts. Judging from the difficulties 
which the devotees of this side of photography face and encounter, and 
better still, overcome, in the quest after results portraying the haunts 
and habits of our wild birds, this phase of photography is cne that may 
well occupy all the leisure anyone can give to photography. We may see 
almost everywhere examples of animal photography, the work of one of 
our own members, Mr. Charles Reid, of Wishaw, which could only have 
been obtained after long effort and untiring patience, but how splendid 
the results. What fields, then, are open ever in these two latter aspects 
of photography for the photographer to specialise. 

Other fields ot knowledge where the photographer might specialise and 
find absorbing work for a lifetime are astronomy and geology, but these 
must i nly be mentioned in passing, as they require considerable know¬ 
ledge and training before hand to enable one to do satisfactory work. 

The subject of architecture is one in which the photographer can easily 
specialise and acquire valaable knowledge as he goes along. It is a 
subject which furnishes material for portraying almost anywhere we like 
to go. Architecture has its difficulties, but it might well be more 
popular among photographers. We may not all be able to look with 
the eye of the architect on the many and varied forms of architecture, 
we may not all be able to appraise the value from an art point of view 
of every piece of architecture we see, but the subject is one of the 
grandest to. which a photographer may devofe his energies and skill. It 
is capable of being treated with the loftiest sentiment and poetical 
feeling, with the utmost breadth and in the most minute detail. Any 
old cathedral may furnish work for many years. In our city and neigh¬ 
bourhood architectural subjects, both ancient and modern, abound. Here 
is a wide field for any one to labour in photographically. Every day 
almost sees old landmarks hoary with age, historical associations, and 
romance, being swept away by the ruthless march of modern improve¬ 
ments. In many instances, such are being demolished without any record 
being in existence to hand down to future generations as to what they 
were like. Surely, then, even in 

SURVEY WORK, 

many photographers might find so much to do that would be of such in¬ 
calculable vaiue to posterity that the cry of “ losing interest in photo¬ 
graphy ” might well be dropped for many years to come. To those of you 
who affect no special phase of photography, as well as to those who do, 
let me appeal once more on behalf of our own Survey Section. During 
the past year it has made a little more progress than formerly, but 
nothing like what it should or might have made. It is astonishing the 
apathy members show regarding such a splendid scheme as this if it were 
only carried out in the spirit in which it was conceived. It is known 
generally in photographic circles that we have had such a scheme on hand 
for a year or two now. But what have we to show as results? So far, 
nothing very much. Visitors to our city see seemingly much better than 

ourselves the wondrous beauty of our grand old buildings and our grev 
cld town. We have our reputation, I sometimes think, at stake m 
connection with this matter of the Survey. To me personally it would 
be a lasting disgrace if a Society such as ours, with an honoured and 
unique history in the annals of photography, were to allow this sch 
to fall through. Let us then be up and doing, let us realise that it 
is a work in which we should feel it a proud privilege to be allowed to 
take a share in. With the members individually rests the responsibility 
of the success of the scheme. I cannot bring myself to face the thought 
of its failure. Whatever .arrangements, therefore, as are made by the 
Survey Committee during the current session ought and will, it is to be 
hoped, receive the heartiest support of every member. If this support 
be given, there can then be no question but the close of the session will 
see satisfactory progress made in furtherance cf the work of the scheme. 

PROFESSIONAL PHOTOGRAPHERS’ ASSOCIATION.—HULL 

BRANCH. 

A meeting was held at the Grosvenor Hotel, October 28th. Present, tie 
Chairman (Mr. W. Barry), and Messrs. H. Abba, M. Boak, E. Cooper 
C. Delf, W. H. Duncan, W. Fussey, C. Jones, A. J. Wellsted, and the lion 
Secretary. 

The chairman welcomed the members after the interval of the summer 
months, in which meetings bad not been called, and hoped that this 
second year of the Association’s work in Hull would continue to be 
characterised by good fellowship and by many useful discuss'ons on 
subjects of professional interest. He believed that these opportunities 
for friendly converse between photographers in business were of distinct 
benefit, and would tend to increase among them a feeling of pride in 
their profession as well as mutual respect. 

The subjects on the agenda were "The permanency of collodio-chloride 
papers,” and a matter referred to the branches from the London com¬ 
mittee, viz., “ The supply of electric current in the daytime at motor 
rates.” Several prints in C.C. matte were then passed round, which 
illustrated the spots and markings commented upon by Mr. Lang Sims 
and others in letters to The British Journal of Photography. It was 
generally agreed that collodio-chloride prints, toned with platinum, may 
as a rule be considered permanent, but that very occasionally the paper 
behaves badly, almost suggesting the presence of some impurity in the 
baryta basis. 

Prints were shown which had been exposed to sunshine throughout 
the season, the mounts alone having changed colour, while other prints 
had spots and yellowish markings, which appeared in less than a month 
from the date of printing. One photographer stated that he had found 
this trouble occasionally, but that it had entirely disappeared with a 
change of the brand of paper in use. 

Mr. Fussey said he could hardly believe the baryta base could be at 
fault, as the material was so cheap; but it was difficult to explain why 
the markings should appear on some samples of paper and not on others. 

The chairman said that nearly all sensitive material was open to 
variation in quality, and all that we could hope for was the gradual 
rise to the perfection of manufacture which the majority of plate-makers 
had attained. 

Messrs. Wellsted, Delf, Boak, and Cooper were of opinion that the 
silver image in collodion was more likely to be permanent when held in 
gelatine. 

The lion, secretary thought the discussion pointed to the useful work 
which the branches might do in collecting information of this type, and 
comparing local experiences with those of London and the provincial 
members of the P.P.A. The water supply might not always be to blame 
for failures. The permanency of photographs was a matter of special 
interest to the profession, and this particular paper had undoubtedly come 
to stay. For small work some clients preferred it to platinotype, which 
itself was open to the risks of yellowing, if not actual fading, however 
careful the manipulation might be. He was of opinion that chemical 
decomposition of the paper itself might possibly be made accountable 
for fading troubles if the subject could be scientifically investigated. 

The hon. secretary then read a paper on the supply of electric current 
as it affected Hull members of the P.P.A. He said : — 

“ It is safe to hazard the opinion that within a few years no professional 
studio will be considered complete in its working plant without an 
electric installation; indeed, at the present moment there are few 
businesses in the first rank which are deficient in this respect. It is there¬ 
fore a good suggestion from theLondon committee that the matter of 
electrical supply should be brought before the branch meetings with 
the view of collecting information on the question of cost. 

“ Everyone is aware that the price for current varies with the purpose 
for which it is used, the distinction between motor and lighting con¬ 
sumers doubtless being made with the idea of increasing the demand for 
current in the daytime. 

“ But photographers for the most part use their studio installation 
between the hours of 10 a.m. and 6 p.m., and it is an anomoly to deny 
them the cheaper rate because they convert the current into light, instead 
of heat or mechanical energy. Hull photographers may heat their dark¬ 
rooms, or dressing-rooms, boil water for afternoon teas, ventilate the 

studio with fans, etc., at the cost of 2d. per unit, but directly the 
current is switched through lamps the price is raised to 4^d. per unit. 

“ Another matter for consideration is the serious waste of current 
which takes place in the large resistances which must be placed in 
circuit with any of the single arc lamps, and as the tendency is to raise 
the voltage on the mains for the sake of saving copper, this trouble 
will increase. 

“ Not long ago the Hull Municipal supply was raised from 110 to 220 
volts, the effect in those studios using the single arc system being that 
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for the 45 volts actually utilised 175 is wasted in heating up the 
resistances. It is true this drawback does not apply to lighting by 
incandescent lamps as in the Adamson system, and it is obviated to a great 
-extent by running arc lamps in series, as I believe Mr. Morgan, of 
Aberdeen, arranges; but the Pilsen single arc has been already estab¬ 
lished, and being worked with success in many studios, and these photo¬ 
graphers are at considerable disadvantage in the matter of cost. At all 
events, their position provides an additional argument for urging the 
motor rate of charges as a more equitable thing. 

“Probably any concession of this sort would not result in a loss to 
the supply companies, because photographers would be induced to burn 
their lamps more continuously, instead of switching them on for the 
brief periods of exposure. At present the temptation to save the current 
is necessarily strong, when a photographer using a 25 ampere lamp on 
a 220 volt circuit remembers it is costing about 2s. per hour, with the 

, unit at 4gd. It can be worked economically by switching on and off 
for exposures, but it is not a comfortable practice, nor is it to the 
advantage of the supply company to have a somewhat heavy amperage 
drawing from the mains for brief periods only. It is not at all improbable 
that photographers may secure the motor rate if they can prove the 
demand for current in daylight hours is reasonably important. When 
we consider the wonderful success of municipal electric enterprise in 
our city, it is worth recalling the fact that the first customer of the 
'Corporation in greater and modern Hull was a photographer, whose 
50 ampere lamp was regarded as a nuisance by the switch board attendant. 
In those early days, whenever the lamps in the neighbouring shop windows 
or the club were inclined to be 1 jumpy,’ it was customary to find the 
excuse in “ that photographer again! ” 

“ Fortunately, with the immense and still growing central station at 
Sculcoates that absurd sensitiveness to varying pressure has ceased to 
trouble, and we can hope that with electricity in Hull relieving the rates 
this year to the extent of £25,000, the city can well afford to treat 
photographers as generously as printers, engineers, and other men of 
business who use the current in the daytime at 2d. per unit.” 

At the close of the paper it was ascertained that five photographers at 
present use arc lamps in Hull, and it was decided to write the city 

electrical engineer, and also to request the London committee to make 
a general representation on behalf of professional photographers. It 
was agreed (nem. con.) that the next six meetings should be held in the 
■months of November, January, March, May, July, and October, and 
that the question of the reservation of copyright shall be fully discussed 
at the next meeting. 

-«- 

Poos ana Dotes. 
The Princess of Wales has honoured Mr. Richard N. Speaight by 

accepting a copy of his last work, “ Children’s Portraits,” the frontispiece 
of which consists of his portrait of Prince Edward by special permission 
of the Prince of Wales. 

The Colours of Stars.—“The wide difference which there is between 
star and star as to brightness,” says Mr. E. Walter Maunder, F.R A.S., 
in “Knowledge,” “is apparent on the very first glance towards the 
heavens; it requires a more careful scrutiny to realise that they differ 
also in their colour, and in the character of their shining. The ancients 
carried their discrimination of the difference of the brightnesses of stars 
so far as to recognise six magnitudes, but when it came to the question 
of colour they hardly noted any differences at all. The stars in general 
were described as yellow, six only being recorded as ‘ fiery.’ Of these 
six we should class five as being distinctly orange or red—Autares, 
Betelgeuse. Aldeharan, 4rcturus, and Pollux. The sixth, Sirius, is to 
us an intensely white star, and there have been many discussions as 
to whether it has changed its colour in the last 2,000 years, or whether 
the description given of it —‘ fiery red ’—is due to some mistake in 
the record, or whether the excessive scintillation of the star may account 
for it. For, as we see it now when near the horizon, a momentary 
flash of vivid red flame shoots out from time to time, due to the irregular 
-dispersion of its light in passing through the tremulous atmosphere. 
It is from this that Tennyson, most exact of all the poets in his scientific 
references, calls Sirius ‘ fiery ’ in the well-known passage from the ‘ Prin¬ 
cess ’:— 

‘ The fiery Sirius alters hue. 
And bickers inti red and emerald.’ 

Assuming that the light of any star is partly white and partly coloured, 
we may divide the stars into classes, depending entirely upon the depth 
of tint which it shows, and not upon its colour. A five-fold division 
suggests itself, something to the following effect:—(1) pure white, (2) 
tinted, (3) coloured, (4) fully coloured, (5) deeply coloured. After the 
-question of the depth of tint wh-ch cue stars show, comes the question 
of the colour of that tint. For naked-eye stars, the more refrangible 
colours do not come into consideration. The range is from orange-red 
up to yellowish green, or possibly in a single instance—that of Beta 
Librae—to green. Alpha Lyrse, and possibly one or two other stars, 
have a distinct bluish tinge, but in general the stars not passed as 
white may be very well scheduled under one of the five following 
heads:—(1) reddish orange, (2) orange, (3) orange-yellow, (4) yellow, 
(5) yellowish green. In working upon star colours with the naked eye 
it is impossible to use any artificial standard of colour, but the wide 
field of view, and the ease and rapidity with which the attention can be 
turned from one part of the heavens to the other, will much more than 
make up for this deficiency. The stars must be compared one with 
another, the estimations of colour must be purely relative, and the 
method will be found much the most accurate possible.” In Mr. 

Maunder’s forthcoming book on “ Astronomy without a Telescope,” 
the amateur observer of the manifold wonders and glories of the heavens 
will be led by a capable hand to a systematic study with the unaided 
sight of the ceaseless roll of the worlds around us. 

The Royal Society’s Catalogue of Scientific Papers.—The Royal Society 
has been engaged continuously during the past forty years in cataloguing 
the various scientific papers which have been issued in all parts of the 
world since the beginning of the last century. The original scheme of 
the Catalogue of Scientific Papers provided that the papers should be 
catalogued only under the names of their respective authors, arranged 
alphabetically. This “Authors’ Catalogue” has now been carried down 
to the end of 1883, and comprises twelve quarto volumes. More recently 
Jt has been decided to prepare also a subject index of the same papers — 
that is to say, a catalogue in which the papers are indexed according to 
the subject-matter of which they treat. Considerable progress has 
been made with this subject index, though nothing has as yet been 
published. The expense of this work has been very large, since, 
although a great amount of gratuitous labour nas been readily given by 
Fellows of the society, it has been necessary to employ a considerable 
permanent salaried staff upon the preparation of the copy for the press 
At first the printing and publication were undertaken by H.M. Stationery 
Office, the Treasury having determined that the catalogue should be 
printed at the public expense. In coming to this conclusion the Lords 
of the Treasury stated that they had regard “ t-o the importance or 
the work with reference to the promotion of scientific knowledge gener¬ 
ally, to the high authority of the source from whence it came, and to 
the labour gratuitously given by members of the Royal Society for its 
production.” This arrangement, however, came to an end after the 
publication of the first eight volumes. The Treasury in 1889 informed 
the society that the catalogue could no longer be printed and published 
by the Stationery Office. The unsold volumes, were, however, handed 
over to the society, and Parliament voted a sum of £1,000 to assist the 
society in continuing the printing and publication. The four subsequent 
volumes lave been printed and published by the Cambridge University 
Press, which has received subsidies from the society for this purpose, 
and receives the sums arising from sales. The total sum expended hy 
the society upon the catalogue down to the end of June last has been 
£14,790 5s. 5d Towards this expenditure a donation of £2,000 was 
made by Dr. Ludwig Mond in 1892. Sums amounting to £524 11s. 9d. 
have been received as the proceeds of sales of the volumes handed over 
to the Royal Society by the Stationery Office. As already stated, £1,000 
has been received from the Treasury. The council has also hitherto 
devoted the income of the Handley Fund (which they have power to 
apply as they may deem best for the advancement of science) towards 
defraying the cost of producing the catalogue. The total sum received 
from this source has been £2,394 11s. lOd. A sum of £341 11s., arising 
from money invested until actually required, has also been available for 
the same purpose. These pecuniary aids amount in all to £6,260 14s. 7d. 
As will be seen, they have not been nearly sufficient to meet the whole 
cost, and the society has been compelled to make up the balance of 
£8,529 10s. lOd. out of its own general income. As it became obvious 
that to permanently continue to prepare and publish catalogues of the 
ever-increasing stream of scientific literature was wholly beyond the 
means of the society, the council tooks steps to obtain international 
co-operatien in this great work. Such co-operation has happily been 
secured, and the cataloguing of the scientific literature of the present 
century is now in the hands of an international council. The Royal 
Society has, however, incurred large special responsibilities in connec¬ 
tion with the matter, having undertaken, inter alia, to act as the 
publishers of the catalogue, and also to advance the capital required to 
start the enterprise. The International Catalogue is concerned only 
with the scientific literature appearing after the commencement of 
the present century. The Roj^al Society’s Catalogue, as already stated, 
is at present carried down to the end of the year 1883 only, and the 
subject index for that period is but partially dealt- with. The foreign 
delegates, assembled to consider the establishment of the International 
Council, expressed their sense of the great importance of the Royal 
Society’s Catalogue, and of the obligations which men of science in all 
countries were under to the society for having undertaken it. They 
also expressed the hope that the society would complete the catalogue 
up to the close of the last century, so as to bring it into line with the 
International Catalogue. Indeed, it may be said that the International 
Council is proceeding on the assumption that this will be done. In order 
to complete the catalogue, it will be necessary to prepare and publish 
a catalogue of authors for the seventeen years 1883-1900, and to complete 
and publish the subject index for the whole of the past century. The 
Council of the Royal Society are satisfied that this work must be 
done, and have not felt justified in refusing to undertake it. They have 
accordingly commenced operations, and it is hoped that the copy may 
be produced ready for the press in about fi\e years. Owing to the 
enormous increase in the number of scientific publications at the close 
of the last century, it is estimated that to complete the catalogue, 
and to subsidise a publisher for undertaking the printing and publica¬ 
tion, he retaining the proceeds of the sale, will cost at least £12,000. 
The questicn now arises whether the funds of the Royal Society oagh 
to continue to be burdened with any part of this expense. The activity 
and responsibilities of the society have greatly increased in recent years, 
and it is much straitened by its inability to increase its expenditure, 
either on its own establishment, or in other directions, owing to the in¬ 
cessant demands of the catalogue. The council consider that the time 
has now come for them to appeal to those who are in a position to afford 
substantial financial assistance, to enable them to complete this great 
undertaking without devoting any part of their funds, so sorely needed 
for other purposes, to this object. They are thankful to be able to 
announce that Dr. Ludwig Mond, F.R.S., has been so impressed with 
the importance of the catalogue, with the necessity for producing the 
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subject index of the scientific literature of the past century so far as 
possible in the same'complete form as that adopted by the International 
Council for the literature of the present century, and with the justice of 
the view that the Royal Society ought for the future to be relieved of 
the cost of producing the catalogue, that he has most generously added to 
bis previous gift of £2,000 the munificent donation of £6,000, payable in 
four annual instalments of £1,500. The president and ccuncil have also 
much pleasure in stating that Mr. Andrew Carnegie, fully appreciating 
the value of the society’s undertaking, and the claims that it has on the 
liberality of those who, though not Fellows of the society, are interested 
in the promotion of natural knowledge, has contributed the handsome 
sum of £1,000 towards its accomplishment. They venture to hope that 
Mirers may be willing to contribute towards a fund to provide for the 
total cost of this national work. 

Correspondence. 
■ %* Correspondents should never write on both sides of thepaper. No 

notice is tahen of communications unless the names and addresses of 
the writers are given. 

v ^ e do not undertake responsibility for the opinions expressed by our 
correspondents. 

ENAMELLING SELF-TONING PAPERS. 
To the Editors. 

Gentlemen,—We have found a new method of enamelling our self- 
toning and other collodion paper. It is extremely simple, as you will 
see by the enclosed instructions. As the old method of laying down 
the print on collodionised glass was so troblesome, we feel sure that 
both professionals and amateurs will be interested to hear of this 
simple process.—Yours faithfully, 

Paget Prize Plate Company, Ltd. 
The Paget Prize Plate Company, Ltd., Watford. 

October 2Sth, 1902. 
GLAZING FRINTS. 

If a highly glazed surface is desired, do not dry the prints after 
washing. Lay them, while wet, face downwards on a piece of well 
cleaned plate glass (which need not be French chalked or prepared 
in any way), roll the back firmly several times with a roller squeegee 
and leave to dry; or they may be dried by heat in a few minutes. 
When thoroughly dry, wet or well damp the back of the print in any 
way you please, and leave it for five: minutes. Lift one comer of the 
print (if it is a large one, two adjacent comers are better), and pull 
steadily without stopping; the print will come off easily, and when 
dried again will have a highly glazed surface. This surface is not 
injured by wetting, which will be found to be a great advantage in 
mounting 

KODAK, LIMITED, AND THE TRADE. 
To the Ed tors. 

Gentlemen,—The further statements made by the Photographic Trade 
Association in your last issue compel us to ask the equal favour of 
space in which to reply. 

The Photographic Trade Association state that they 'are agitating 
this question because they have good reasons to believe that Kodak, 
Limited, are endeavouring to create a monopoly. “Reasons to be¬ 
lieve.” What a basis for a dispute, taking up so much valuable space 
in your columns! As a matter of fact, the Photographic Association 
was formed to excite and organise opposition to Kodak, the real aim 
being to create facilities for the marketing of imitations 'and piracies 
of our goods. The composition of its council proves this. The reports 
of its initial meetings prove it. The story can easily be read in 
print. 

I he association was formed at a time when the retailing dealers 
misunderstood our conditions. The case is very different now. Some 
of those on their own council even now refer to the Photographic 
Trade Association as “an association of Kodak haters.” The associa¬ 
tion is led by wholesalers who are not now able to handle Kodak goods. 
We had to dispense with them because the intermediary of the middle¬ 
man was found by us to be mischievous and useless. The manufac¬ 
turer can get the goods to the dealers and to the public fresher and 
cheaper without him. Everyone knows that the aim of the middleman 
is to conceal the identity of the manufacturer and push out goods under 
his own name and brands. 

All there is in this agitation is that certain of these wholesalers, not 
being able to handle Kodak goods, have induced German and English 
firms to produce imitations for them, and they seek to associate these 
imitations with the genuine articles as closely as possible, both in ap¬ 
pearance and by crafty use of our special trade marks and names. The 
cry of monopoly is part of this scheme, and is adopted to confuse the 
real issue and excite animus against Kodak. 
,|./*'.ir conditions are not aimed at, and cannot lead to any monopoly, 
their object is to make sure that the thousands of purchasers who want 
Kodak goods shall be certain of having them in every town without 
fear of deception or confusion. 

We, of course, mean to get all the business we can, and we offer 
those dealers who elect to concentrate on our goods better terms thru 
to those who divide their interest between our goods and imitation! 
of them. This is simply a business proposition. 

If the imitators and wholesalers can make it worth the while of 
the dealers to handle their reliable film goods, it is open to them 
to do so, but for them to demand that we and all tin- tra le should 
afford them every facility for marketing piracies in the channels that 
have been opened, and rtand by and see our names and goods used as 
leaders and “call birds,” without attempt to protect our cua 
from deception is beyond reason. 

The cry of monopoly and coercion is a red herring across the trail 
The Photographic Trade Association is merely seeking advertisement 
Here is proof from their own lips that they have no other reason for 
this attempt at agitation. In their circular issued in September they 
state triurqphantly that— 3 

“ Other Tollable film apparatus and reliable films are being largely 
and successfully handled by the wholesale houses, and through 
these channels are finding a ready sale in retail dealers’ estab¬ 
lishments.” 

If this be true, our conditions of sale are evidently inoperative to 
secure monopoly. We think this will plainly expose the hollowness of 
this attempt to excite sympathy for the imitation goods by a cry of 
monopoly or coercion. The Photographic Trade Association, in other 
words, the wholesalers and imitation manufacturers, do not really 
think that we are attempting to secure or shall secure a monopoly. 
Their aim is solely to get hold of some of our trade, and they are look¬ 
ing for assistance from some who are jealous of the success* of Kodak 
and of its great expansion. To say that superiority in goods should 
alone be relied on by manufacturers is absurd. It is notorious that 
some of the largest firms in the world find it necessary’ to spend large 
sums of money in protecting purchasers from flagrant imitations. 
Take the case of Burroughes and Wellcome, Bass and Co., Martell, 
Lee and Perrin, and many others, and there are none of them more 
afflicted with impudent attempts to steal trade than Kodak, Limited. 

The tricks of the middleman and shoddy imitator and their abettors 
are many and wily. One has been to get hold of the Kodak reels 
which are stamped with the trade mark of the company, and wind 
imitation films upon them. Judgments against infringers of this kind 
have had to be obtained, both in Germany and in England. Further, 
a customer sends his Kodak to be loaded yvith a genuine spool, and 
an alien article is put in, with the result that the user winds it 
off upon the receiving reel, which in 99 cases out of 100, is a Kodak 
reel. Consequently, on development, if bad results appear, he thinks 
Kodak is to blame. There have been many cases of this kind.—Yours 
faithfully, Kodak, Limitf.d. 

43, Clerkenwell Road, London, E.C. 
November 3rd, 1902. 

To the Editors. 
Gentlemen,—The letter of your correspondent, “Briton,” in the 

British Journal, of October 31st, seems to me to try to evade the 
real point at issue in this matter. 

Assuming, for instance, that it is, as he says, “fair,” to offer con¬ 
ditional discounts, the question seems to be—is it expedient, in the 
interests of the photographic public, that a powerful corporation, like 
the Kodak Company, should induce retailers by such means, not so 
much to give their productions “special attention”—which in itself 
is no doubt fair—as to induce them to refrain altogether from selling 
any similar productions, even though they may be improvements, by 
giving “ sole attention ” to their productions, and in so doing create a 
monopoly, whether intentional or not? 

Surely this cannot be expedient in the general interests, and why 
should not Kodak, Limited, rely—to use their own words—on “ good 
terms, good quality, and fair prices,” to keep up the demand for their 
good$?—Yours faithfully, Another Briton. 

To the Editors. 
Gentlemen,—My husband tells me that several hundred of the most 

important of the photographic manufacturers and shopkeepers say that 
they cannot compete with the Kodak Company, and want us to stop 
buying Kodak spools. I am quite sure that you would never get 
several hundred English ladies to acknowledge they could not hold 
their own against one American girl, even if she be up to date. 

Besides, if these men cannot make any film that is any good, what 
would they have to sell, except the Kodak film? But I suppose the 
Kodak Company will not let them make any but those oiled tissue 
paper-looking imitations. Some men are such silly creatures, they 
just have what they call association dinners and smoke and talk what 
they are going to do, and then go home and do nothing, except, per¬ 
haps, sell things “made in Germany.” or somewhere' else. The only 
thing that I can see to be done is for us English ladies to go into 
the photographic business. An old lady friend of ours is quite enthu¬ 
siastic about it; she is quite sure that we would not get into such 
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a muddle as these men have done, and even if we did we would not 
be so stupid as to say so. 

I hope you will kindly publish the opinions of a 
Lady Amateur. 

THE PRESIDENT’S ADDRESS AT THE RS>.S. 

A Correction. 

To the Editors. 
Gentlemen,— 

I regret very much to find that, in my presidential address, I made 
a statement with regard to the photomicrographs of the Lippmann 
heliochromes of the spectrum, that does an injustice to Dr. R. 
Neuhauss, and other investigators. I am reminded by the “ Amateur 
Photographer,” May 20, 1898, page 394, that the credit of the pro¬ 
duction of the first of these photomicrographs is due to Dr. R. Neu- 
hauss, and in the society’s exhibition of 1900, there was an exhibit, 
"356.” Section through the picture surface of the red zone of a spec¬ 
trum, prepared after Lippmann’s interference method of colour photo¬ 
graphy, enlarged 4,000 diameters, by Dr. R. Neuhauss.” This over¬ 
sight is the more to be regretted, as the exhibit was made at our own 
exhibition. With regard to the exhibit sent by Mr. Edgin' Senior, it 
appears that (1) Mr. Senior made the Lippmann photograph, stripped 
it Jrom its glass support, and gave to Mr. T. A. O’Donohoe the red 
and Hue parts from which to cut sections and make photomicrographs; 
(2) that Mr. O’Donohoe nas the first investigator in England who saw 
the laminae under the microscope, and who produced photomicrographs 
showing most, though not all, of the strata; (3) that Mr. W. B. 
Randles, of the Royal College of Science, South Kensington, then made 
thinner sections on the microtome at the college ; (4) that Mr. Randles 
took the photomicrograph of the blue part, of the spectrum, which was 
rent to Professor Lippmann, and is now shown at the exhibition of 
R.P.S. ; (5) that Mr. O’Donohoe produced the photomicrograph of 
the red part of the film with a magnification of 1,000 diameters, and 
this was the specimen Professor Lippmann pronounced to be strictly 
in accordance with theory, as the red actinic planes extend through 
the full thickness of the film; (6) that Mr. Senior's pictures, at present 
hanging in the photographic exhibition, are enlargements from the 
negatives taken by Mr. O’Donohoe and Mr. Randles.—Yours faith¬ 
fully, Thomas R. Dallmeyer. 

25, Newman Street, London, W. 
October 30th, 1902. 

A CORRECTION. 

To the Editors. 

Gentlemen,—We note in your issue of the 31st October, in your 
report on the double transfer carbon paper, that there is a slight 
error, which we would respectfully point out to you. You state that 
hitherto if a picture was desired on a matt paper by the carbon process 
it had to be made by the single transfer method, but we would point 
out to you that our gravure carbon tissue, which we introduced 
twelve months ago, was made for producing this very effect by double 
transfer, and it is now largely used by the leading photographers 
throughout the kingdom. We have supplied for twelve months matt 
p ipers, toned and white, with a special paite for rubbing the temporary 
support, and which gives a perfectly matt surface by the double 
transfer process. As we are the pioneers of this method, we trust in 
justice to us that you will kindly note this in your next issue, and, 
thanking you in anticipation and with compliments, we are, dear 
Sirs, yours faithfully, 

Thomas Illingworth and Co., Ltd. 

Willesden Junction. London, N.W. 
October 31st, 1902. 

Mr. Arthur Mortlock has sold for Mr. S. J. Porter (of Torquay, 

Paignton, and Exeter) the well-known high-class photographic business 

successfully carried on by him for the last fiiteen years at ‘ Maison 

Rouge,” High Street, Ventncr. The purchaser is Mr. J. M. Allen, of 

Cirencester. 

An Appreciation of Sir J. Benjamin Stone.—In the last of his chatty 

series of articles “ From Behind the Speaker s Chair, which appears in 

the November ‘‘Strand Magazine,” Mr. Henry W. Lucy refers to Sir 

Benjamin Stone’s photographic work in the following appreciative terms : 

A good deal is heard from time to time of Sir Benjamin Stone’s collection 
cf photographs relating to Parliamentary life. The photographs tairen 
on the Terrace of the House of Commons, multitudinous as they aie, 
form only a section of this unique collection. Like Ulysses, much has 
Sir Benjamin travelled, much of men and cities has he seen. Before he 
entered the House as member for East Birmingham he visited Japan, 
China, the Straits Settlements, Asia Minor, the West Indies, the Rocky 
Mountains, Vancouver, and the River Amazon, not to mention oidmaiy 
accomplishment in the way of historic places on the Contment of Europe. 
Wherever he went he carried with him Ins camera, bringing home photo¬ 
graphs of whatever he saw. Ncr are theie cf the ordinary snap-sho. 

character common to Cook’s tourists. They are works of art, skilful 
use of the platinum process giving them the appearance rather of 
engravings than of photographs. The fact is, if Sir Benjamin had not 
been dazzled by the dignity of being five times Mayor of Sutton-Coldfieid, 
he would have been—perhaps he is—the most successful photographist 
of the age. In addition to being an artistic photographer he is a practised 
writer, having recorded in several volumes his travels in Japan, Brazii, 
Spain, and Norway. His practice, extended over many years, has been 
that when he takes a photograph of a memorable scene or a distinguished 
person he writes a descriptive note, which is affixed to the picture when 
it is stored away and catalogued. The consequence is that his collection, 
which now numbers 25,000 separate plates, is an unparalleled pictorial 
history of the world. It is well to know that this rare achievement 
will not be lost to the pubic and to posterity. Sir Benjamin tells me 
he has bequeathed the collection to the care of trustees, with direction 
to take whatever steps they in their judgment think best calculated to 
add to the instruction and entertainment of the public. Whether the 
pictures, with personal notes or descriptions of scenery, shall be published 
in book form, or whether they shall be deposited in some piublic institu¬ 
tion, is a matter Sir Benjamin leaves to the unfettered discretion of the 
trustees. Amongst the series of pictures cf immediate home interest 
are photographs of every part of the interior of the structure of the 
Palace of Westminster. The Tower of London has been dealt with in 
the same minute and masterly fashion. One of the most beautiful and 
impressive among the multitudinous pictures is one of which I possess a 
cherished copy. It showe the last halt of Mr. Gladstone on his way to 
burial in Westminster Abbey. It was taken early on the morning of the 
5th June, 1898. Weslminster Hall is empty, save for the coffin set in its 
midst, on which the early morning light falls softly through the lolly 
windows set in their place when Richard II. was King. During the 
summer Session Sir Benjamin Stone had a rich harvest of celebrities 
in the foreign, Indian, and Colonial celebrities coming over for the 
Coronation. His studio is a portion of the Terrace belonging to the 
deserted section pertaining to the House of Lords. With quick artistic 
eye he discovered the usefulness of the accessory of a wrought-iron 
gateway opening on to the Terrace. With this background his subjects 
are posed. It is a memorable procession, including all the more famous 
piast and present members who have held seats during the last seven 
years. In addition is the fringe of foreign notabilities who flock to the 
Lobby of the House of Commons. The latest photograph of Mr. 
Chamberlain was taken by Sir Benjamin on the day peace was sigued 

at Pretoria. , 

Photography, Philosophy, and Humour.—The three were veil com¬ 

bined in an interesting lecture delivered last Saturday night in the I ine 

Art Gallery, in the Leeds Municipal Buildings, by Mr. E. Rimbault 

Dibdin, a Liverpool journalist, who is president of that city s amateur 

photographic association and a past president of the Liverpool Ai lists 

Club. ° Mr. W. Edwin Tindall, R.B.A. (secretary of the Yorkshire Union of 
Artists) was in the chair, and had the satisfaction of presiding ovei a 
crowded audience, a fact which was all the more gratifying when it 
was considered that onlv iust across the street some five or six thousand 
people had gathered together with the fell design of waiting a couple 
of hours for the public declaration of the results of the municipal elec¬ 
tions The Saturday evenings at the Leeds Fine Art Gallery are usually 
devoted during the winter season to lectures on music and art of the 
brush-preducing char-icter, but last Saturday night the phoiogiapluc 
people had an opportunity of showing to all and sundry that the} too 
could claim to be endowed with the artistic feeling, and that tuc\ v>n 
moreover entitled to wear a nimbus which essentially is their own. Mi. 
Tindall in a sentence introduced the lecturer, remarking that Mr. Dibdin 
was not a stranger to most of them, and that he was known to bo one 
of the best workers in the domain of photographic art in the kingdom. 
Mr. Dibdin said it was true that he was not an entire stranger to the 
city, as he could claim that an ancestor of his had the honour of enter¬ 
taining the people by his songs as far back as the eighteenth centm_\. 
The title of the lecture was the “ Magic Carpet,” but the old Arabian story 
was only utilised as an object lesson, and was in a sense iieatid allo- 
o-orically. The lecturer sought to demonstrate his view of the proper 
treatment of a lantern lecture by making words and pictmcs intei- 
dependent on each other. Some people, he said, seemed to think that 
when they had made a lot of slides and obtained a lantern moie oi h ss 
effective their work was at an end, but as a matter of fact that was only 
the beginning, the best part being the lecturer's story which accom¬ 
panied them. The lecture had been written for the purpose of showing 
his idea of how a miscellaneous collection of pictures might be made in¬ 
teresting alike to the spectator and the listener. There are few pictures 
that could not bi turned to account as moral or other lessons, and 
adapted to the affairs of every-day life, as the fables of Esop and La 
Fontaine might, be. Having exhausted the story of the “Magic Carpeti 
Mr. Dibdin, in turns philosophic, sarcastic, and humorous, drew 
a parallel between the life of a child and of a ri\cr, and illustrated 
his story of development and progress by the aid of an excellent 
series of lantern slides. Several instances of the marvellous work cf 

nature were depicted by slides of more than ordinary excellence, sue i 
as the effects of frost, heat, earthquakes, water, and air. A river, lie 
claimed to be more than a symbol of human life, and strongly recom¬ 
mended the investigation of rizers, streams, mountains, and \alle\s ro 
every student of life. Such an investigation could be made additionally 
interesting to the photographic student bv reason of the fact that lie 
could the better retain the impressions which had been made upon nun, 
and could always revive them by looking at his pictures The meture 
seemed to be greatlv enjoyed by the large audience, and Mr. Dibdm 

was frequently warmly applauded. 
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Answers to Correspondents. 
*♦* All matters intended for the text portion of this JOURNAL, includ- 

ing queries, must he addressed to “ The Editors, The British 

Journal OF Photography, 24, Wellington-street, Strand, London 
W. G. ” Inattention to this ensures delay. 

*** Correspondents are informed that roe cannot undertake to answer 
communications through the post. Questions are not answered unless 
the names and addresses of the writers are given. 

*** Communications relating to Advertisements and general business 
affairs should be addressed to Messrs. Henry Greenwood &Co. 
24, Wellington-street, Strand, London, W.C. 

Photograph of Doncas- 

Photographs Registered 
I1. Poppleton, 84, Urban Road, Hoxthorpe, Doncaster. 

ter Rovers Football Team. 
W. Sandbach, 97, Renshaw Street, Liverpool. Photograph of Everton Football 

League team. 

R’ ^Oakham^CaMe Petei S Streefc> Stamford. Photograph of the Horse Shoes, 

(r. Landioiune, Abbey Studio, Malmesbury, Wilts, Two photographs of the late 

W. Jennings, 21, Larkhill, Blackburn. Two photographs of the Very Rev. 
Monsnmor Maglione. Photograph of R. Crompton. 

G' pii7eo?i,a^S°n’ ®r00^ Street, Macclesfield. Photograph of Homing 

R' Sir'\<rb?7ter’ The Studio, Gilmore Place, Edinburgh. Photograph of Rev. 
H. n ilhamson. 

A. Squibbs 38, Fore Street, Bridgwater. Photograph of crayon drawing, 
Descent from the Cross. J 

J 213’ S°Uth Street, Perth, N.B. Photograph of four Roman Catholic 

G• ^ 58, St. George’s Street, Canterbury. Photograph of the Very 
Rev. the Dean of Canterbury. 

G. W. Gibson, High Street, Coldstream, N.B. Photograph of Coldstream Bridge 
amt Border Marriage House with Station Bus. 

Water Colours. S. W. asks : “ Can you tell me where I can get colours 
trom for photographic prints (water colours).”—In reply: The 
colours can be had of any of the artists’ colourmen. It is the 
ordinary water colours that are used for colouring photographs. 

County Court Case.—“ I photographed a group on my own.responsibility. 
I sent proof and the order was for ten copies. I sent same on and 
never received the money, which the people state was posted. Can 
1 County Court them for same?”—lrr reply: You carr site irr the 
County Court, but you will have to prove you never received the 
money. Then you will recover. 

Enamelling Prints.—J. P. Bamber asks: “Will you kindly give me 
formu a for the mixing of emulsion for the enamelling of collodio- 
chloride prints? —Irr reply: We do not understand what you mean 
by emulsion for enamelling C.C. prints. Collo.dion prints carr be 
enamelled with gelatine and collodion, the same as any other 
prints. f*ee reply to “ Query.” 

Repair of Enameller.—C. Spence writes: “Do you know of any agent 
tor the Globe enameller’ in Britain, or other party that can pat 
m order an enameller’ that works with ‘ gasoline’ not gasi?”— 
Ill reply: Most of the large dealers supply “ Globe enamellers.” 
and no doubt the one who supplied yours, will get it repaired for 
you. bailing that, we imagine that any working engineer in 
your neighbourhood would do the needful. 

Copyright Query—A W. Sargent writes: “Kindly let me have your 
opinion ot the following: A customer has asked me to make a 
negative of an old print out of a book published in 1725 Would 
there be any risk of infringing on any rights? Of course, the 
prints are not copyright at that date, but can I be prevented from 
making a photographic copy of them for reproduction? In reply • 
ihcre being no copyright in the print there will be no risk in 
copying it for reproduction. 

Metalline Pictures. Retep says: “I have recently been shown a 
photograph (presumably a carbon print) upon a square block 
(black), with silvered centre, and, I believe, lacquered over. Pleas« 
inform me where the blocks may be obtained, and whether the 
idea is protected. —In reply: From the description we imagine 
that the picture is one that was produced by the “Metalline Com- 
pany It so, it is a carbon picture, but the Company make a 
secret ot how (hey are produced. We cannot say where the blocks 
can be obtained, unless from the Company. 

Marking Negatives. Midget says: “Kindly inform me the best method 
ot marking a negative so that it will print out the name and 
address the same time the picture is printed, in dark colour for 
unmounted midgets printed on heavy bromide paper. Is there 
:iny appliance on the market for the purpose?”—In reply- The 
way to get the name and address to print black is to scratch it 
neatly out ot the negative. There is no appliance on the market 
tor the purpose, but there is for producing the lettering to print 
white. It may be had from Messrs. Richford, Snow Hill E C 
Its name is “ Namot.” ’ ' ' 

A Process Query.—W. 0. Edmonds asks: “ Could you tell me what paper 
tie enclosed print is. My employer says it is Velox special portrait 

but I cannot get the same rich effect with any slow gaslight paper 
I bebevo it is C.C. matt, platinum toned. Should be very much 
obliged it you could say what paper, and if possible the brand as 
w** Willl< Jo use it..”—In reply : We see no reason to doubt what 
v';1."'. employer says, as similar results can be produced on special 

Velox paper. We could not say for certain that the print is 

not on a collodion paper without submitting it to such , 
would damage it. The picture has been returned as dcsin ? 

Copyright Copy asks: 1. “ Will you be kind enough to inform mfwWlu.. 
a copyii^M photo is bound i<> hav< ‘copyright on sun- ,i 1 

2ieSho known the fact Ilia,, the picture is copyright 
2. Should I be doing right in copying a photograDh wRW.f ' 
‘copyright’ or other words on? 5. If this nnnt fhal7.nla? a,,*v 

copyright twelve by ten negative (that is part of the larger 
negative), would it be requisite for the word ‘copyright’ to 
on the smaller print? —In reply • 1 A eonvricrhf J f* 1 

not be marked as being copyright; 2, certainly nit, if fh^phot? 
graph is a copyright one; 3. no, not at all necessary Photo' 

Photographs on Jewelleuy.-F. V. (Middlesbro’) says: “I wis)l j( 
transfer some photos on to a watch, and should be greatly obi , , 

lfJ?" could give me the formula of the collodion mixture required 
for the process; also which kind of pasto for pasting down the print 
and thirdly, where to obtain the. patent varmsh, I think « 

called Zapona, or similar.”—In reply: Full working details f0? 

To vniqibh0ft0lgrfP1S °nJeWu leury were Pub^^ed in our issue f” 
July 19th of last year, to which we musl refer oUr eon 

as there is not space in this column to repeat them. Zanon 
varmsh is supplied by the Crane Chemical Company, Newhall 
Street, Birmingham. 1 

Dual Business.—E. W. Baldwin says: “I should like to hear your 
opinion upon a profession I have honourably upheld for the east 
fifteen years. When we see the following notice in a baker’s shop 
Iliotos taken daily from 2 p.m. to sunset; artistic mounts if 

desired, it makes one think ‘ whatever is photography coming to ’ 
Is it bakery going to the wall, or photography?”—In reply T Wo 
cannot answer our correspondent’s query; but there is nothing to 
prevent the baker carrying on photography if he chooses, any more 
than there is to prevent a photographer adding another businers 
to Ins own, which many do. 

Enamelling Prints. Query writes: “Will you kindly inform me as to 
which is the best method of glazing collodio-chloridc and P.O.P. 
piints, and best way of mounting same in large quantities? 1 
undo] stand that to obtain a highly glazed effect, the prints must 
be coat d with collodion or gelatine, and squeegeed on glass.”—Jn 
reply: Prints are enamelled in Ibis way—Take a perfectly clean 
glass plate, rub it well with French chalk, and coat it with enamel 
collodion. Allow to set, and then put into water to wash away th ■ 
ether and alcohol. Immerse the print in a warm, dilute solution of 
gelatine, together with washed plate; In ing both ..act, avoid- 
ing air bubbles. Remove and squeegee together, then allow to dry 
and st-iip off. Backing paper is sold by the dealers, which, 
d used according to the directions, will prevent any of the gloss 
being destroyed when the prints are mounted. 

Studio Building.—Saxculie says : “ I have a studio with a south-eastern 
light, and I am thinking of enlarging it and putting the side-light 
on the other side, and should like you to advise me if it would b- 
best to make a ridge rocf, w th glass on both sides of roof, or if 
it would be best to make a lean-to roof. The studio is 10ft. wide, 
27ft. long, and glass on the side about three parts of the length! 
Would it cast too heavy a shadow on the boarded side. If I build 
the side lift, and the other 6ft. 6in., and adopt the lean-to rocf, 
how wcukl it be to put a 6ft. by 4ft. section of glass in the 
side, at the sitter’s end as per sketch. I have a Suter’s No. 5 
landscape lens (12 by 10), and should like to know what the stops 
are; I mean, what are the apertures, in working with a Wynne’s 
exposure meter.”—In reply: It is quite a matter of personal 
opinion: both forms are good, one prefers one and another the 
other. If the lean-to form be adopted, the shadows, if necessary, 
could be softened by a reflector. The glass in the side would be 
useful, but we should advise its being piut five or six feet nearer 
the middle than shown in the sketch. We have not one of the lense3 

mentioned by us, so cannot say what are the ratios of the stops. 

*** Notice to the Trade, Wholesale Agents and Book¬ 
sellers.—A Contents Bill is issued with each number of the JOURNAL, 
and copies may be had on application to the Publishers. 

*** NOTICE TO Advertisers.— Blocks and copy are received subject 
to the approval of the Publishers, and advertisements are inserted abso¬ 
lutely without condition, expressed or implied as to what appears in 
the text portion of the paper. 
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THE BRITISH JOURNAL PHOTOGRAPHIC 

ALMANAC FOR 1903. 

Edited by Thomas Bedding, F.R.P.S. 

The forty-second annual issue of The British Journal 

Photographic Almanac will be published in December 
next. This year’s Almanac reached a total of 1,560 pages, 
and the entire edition of 20,500 copies was sold out a fort¬ 
night before publication. Of no other photographic book 
ever issued can two such unique facts be recorded. 

The growth in popularity of the Almanac is evidenced 

by the remarkable rapidity of its sales. 
The 1900 Edition (20,500 copies) was sold within three 

months after publication. 
The 1901 Edition (20,500 copies) was sold a fortnight 

after publication. 
The 1902 Edition (20,500 copies) was sold a fortnight 

before publication. 
The widespread interest in the Almanac grows steadily 

year by year, and in order to supply the increasing home, 
foreign, and colonial demand, we have decided to enlarge 

the 1903 issue to 

25,000 COPIES. 

The great addition to the circulation of this most popu¬ 
lar annual (over 20 per cent.) undoubtedly enhances its 
value as an advertising medium, and the issue of the large 
number of extra copies will supply the wants of thousands 

of photographers, dealers and publishers who were unable 

to obtain the Almanac for the last three years. 

The Almanac for 1903 will appeal to photographers all 
the world over as a daily reference guide in practical work. 
The standard matter and formulte will be revised and added 
to where necessary, and the latest departures in theory 
and practice will be chronicled. The year’s advances will 
be recorded, and wherever practicable new features of an 
informative nature will be added. 

EX CATHEDRA. 

Aluminium. This metal promises to hold the public 
mind for some time to come, for the majority of scientific 
periodicals lately have contained references to and articles 
upon it, the exciting cause for this recrudescence of in¬ 
terest being probably the reading of a valuable and in¬ 
teresting paper on the subject by Professor Wilson, read 
before the British Association Meeting, the same topic 
having also been treated by him in a paper 
published in the Journal of Electrical Engineers. 
This metal, of prime importance in electrical work, 
has always had great attraction for what we might 
term photographic mechanics. It is not very far from 
half a century ago when its extreme lightness caused it 
to” be used in the building up of a photographic objective, 
and almost as long ago it was employed as a substitute for 
wood in the construction of portable cameras, while at the 
present time in addition to these uses we find it subserve 
a variety of purposes, from the making of developing 
dishes onwards. In comparison with the familiar brass- 
work it has for some reason or other never had a great 
vogue for lens cases, ihe higher price of the aluminium 
mountings scarcely accounting for this in our opinion. 
The great drawback to its employment has been the greater 
difficulty of working it in the lathe ; but the recent work 
of Professor Wilson will seem to show that some ameliora¬ 
tion of these difficulties may be brought about by the adop¬ 

tion of certain alloys. 
* * * 

Aluminium The occasional, or indeed, frequent. 
Alloys. brittleness of the metal for a long time 
stood in the way of its utilisation for many purposes; but 
the product of the electric furnace is a vast improvement 
upon the substance obtained by the earlier modes, 99.5 per 
cent, being the rates of purity attained by this later method 
of production. By alloying it with a small proportion of 
other metals great gain in strength is obtained ; thus, from 
a breaking strain of 64.0001bs. per square inch shown 
by pure copper we have 28.2001bs. only for the strength or 
aluminium, while with a little over 1 per cent, each of 
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copper and nickel this is increased to 49,5001bs. Again, 
the puie metal rapidly tarnishes in the air, though, really 
that is no great detriment to a lens fitting, as it is usually 
protected by a coating of lacquer, and if it does tarnish 
where the lacquer has been abraded the result is far less 
unsightly than the dirty colouration seen on brasswork 
undei similar conditions. However, the increased purity 
of the latter-day samples of the metal tends to diminish 
the liability to alteration by atmospheric influences, and 
this liability is still further minimised by the addition ot 
the small proportion of alloying metal referred to. A 
number of alloys of varying materials and proportions 
were, for over a year, placed on the roof of King’s College 
and afterwards tested. It was found that the addition of 
copper and nickel gave a considerably increased corrosion- 
stability, but that an alloy with about one per cent, each of 
copper and nickel gave a considerable’ increased corrosive- 
resisting power. 

* * * 

Aluminium . Though our practical acquaintance with 

Years AffoSanCl the metal covers a period of about half 
a century only (the French chemist, 

Deville, m 1855 demonstrated the possibility of its com¬ 
mercial production, and in 1860 its manufacture on a large 
scale was started in Newcastle by Sir I. Lowthian Bell), 
3 et it is claimed that a metal which, from the description 
of its piopeities, can scarcely have been anything else, was 
discovered in the reign of the Emperor Tiberius 41b.c. to 
37a.d. According to a writer in the Globe of August 19th, 
1898, Pliny tells us that in that reign “ A worker in metals 
presented a beautiful metal cup resembling silver, but 
lighter, to the Emperor, who questioned him, and learned 
that he had extracted the new metal from clay. The 
seciet, he said, was known but to himself and the gods. 
The sage Tiberius reflecting that if this metal could be 
made fiom earth, it would lower the price of silver and 
gold, decapitated the artificer in order that his secret 
might remain with the gods, and so deprived the world of 
a most useful benefactor.” A recent writer in the Chemical 
hews wishes to be provided with name and page of the 
•edition of Pliny’s work referred to, and he goes on to say 
chat for four reasons the white metal could have been none 
other than aluminium, for “ (1) it was obtained from clay, 
(2) it resembled silver, (3) it was lighter than silver, and (4) 
it was capable of being wrought into a vessel.” So far 
we have not seen any reply to this pertinent query, and 
it will be one of the most remarkable facts in chemical 
history if it should prove that the extract from Pliny is 
no figment but an actual fact. 

* * * 

This necessary concomitant to the use 
of the metal has always formed the 

greatest difficulty in its practical economics, and innumer¬ 
able have been the processes invented. The latest comes 
from the United States, on the authority of Mr. J C 
Webster, of Philadelphia, who has patented his invention 
His solder consists of a mixture of tin, led, aluminium, 
and zinc, the proportions being altered according to 
whether the work is of a heavy or light character, the tin 
icing increased for the latter, thus giving a lower melting 
point. The inventor states that no flux or scraping of the 
aluminium is needed for removing the oxide, and that the 
oxide which forms during the soldering can be disregarded, 
as it does not affect the joining when the proper heat is 
applied. 

* * * 

We have aIready noted ih<> suggestion Tomne Bath. of th late M. HeIain as to the u*f of aQ 

i H thiocarbamide toning bath for printing out emulsion 

papers, and in the current number of the Photoqravhisch 
Lorrespondenz Professor Valeuta reports most favourable 
upon it and strongly recommends it in preference to rU 
ordinary sulphocyanide bath, and its advantages are that 
it is not poisonous, does not give rise to double tonimr 

does not attack the delicate details, and so far as his obser 
vations go it will keep well. Thiocarbamide is rather ex 
pensive, but as very small quantities are used, this need 
ardly be considered. The chemical formula for thiocar 

bamide is CS(NH>>, and it forms with gold chlorides a 
colourless aurous salt (CSN<H«> Au Cl', the gold in which 
is replaced by silver in the process of toning. The method 
of making the bath is as follows : Dissolve 1 gramme of 
thiocarbamide in 50cc. of water, and add sufficient of this 
solution to 25cc. of a 1 per cent solution of chloride of 
gold to dissolve the precipitate first formed (about 14 to 

1 ,nc- ™U. be required), then add 0.5g. of citric acid and 
add sufficient water to make a litre, and then add 10<*. of 
salt. The prints should be washed in water first, and'also 
after toning, and then fixed in a 10 per cent, solution of 
hypo. We have been able to test this bath with two makes 
of P O.P. and a collodio-chloride paper with excellent 
lesults, and found that toning takes place somewhat more 
quickly than with the sulphocyanide bath of normal con¬ 
stitution. The only point in its use to which we think 
attention need be called is the necessity for washing, after 
itoning, as the toning bath being acid, there is, if this is 
not properly performed, danger of decomposition of the 
hypo, with possible sulphur toning. 

Aik^£T«? °f late years we have had several salts 
Required. suggested, as suitable substitutes for the 

‘ alkalies in developers. Of these, pos¬ 
sibly, lithium hydrate, sodium tribasic phosphate, and 
acetone are the only ones which have been practically 
used Lumiere and Seyewitz suggested trimethylamine, 
which was certainly the most promising, had it not been 
for its awful stench, which made even the most luxuriously 
appointed dark-room a room of horrors. Now the well- 
known colour manufacturers, formerly Meister, Lucius 
and Bruning, of Hochst a. Main, have patented the use oi 
amidoacetate of s<2_da. At a recent meeting of the Verein 
zur Pflege der Photographie at Frankfort, Dr. Konig 
described the use of this salt, and we gather that it is 
cheap, keeps well, and is without smell, and does not 
attack the skin nor the gelatine of the film, and further 
v ith pyro gives a developer of extraordinary rapidity and 
density, giving power with a good black image and abso¬ 
lute fieedom from fog. Dr. Konig says : “ It was not our 
endeavour to increase the number of commercial 
developers. We consider it far more important that we 
have succeeded in discovering a substance which can not 
only replace the alkalies with all organic developers, but 
which can so increase the reducing power of most of the 
developing agents to such a degree that developers of quite 
new qualities are the result.” Probably this new prepara¬ 
tion will shortly be placed on the English market, and we 
shall be able to practically try it, and we note that the 
above-mentioned firm have introduced a pyro developer, 
under the name of “ Pinakol P,” which contains pyro, ami¬ 
doacetate of soda, and sulphate in suitable proportions. 

* * * 

~ We are glad to see that the Hull branch 

of c.C. PrTnts discussed this important 
topic at their meeting, as reported in our 

last issue, and we would direct attention to one or two 
points which do not at present seem to have been noted. 
In the first place, it is essential to decide whether the 
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peculiar spots and markings that have been met with are 
due to the baryta paper or the image-bearing vehicle, and 
whether they are due to defective, though possibly uncon¬ 
sciously defective, working. It would be of interest if 
someone who has met with this particular trouble would 
dissolve the collodion film and see whether the baryta sup¬ 
port itself were stained; further, it might be possible to 
strip the collodion film and compare the two. It would 
be interesting, too, if the same emulsion was coated on 
baryta paper and glass, the latter with and without a 
gelatine substratum, and submitted to various methods of 
treatment, Mercier, in his classic work “ Vis ages et 
Fixage, 1893,” points out that chloroplatinite of potash 
combines with free silver nitrate to form an insoluble salt 
which yellows under the action of light, and further it also 
forms an insoluble salt with hypo, which is also sensitive 
to light. Then again, all platinum toning baths are acid, 
and traces carried into the fixing bath may set up decom¬ 
position of the hypo and the incipient germs of fading. 
Chloroplatinite of potash coagulates gelatine, and may 
thus directly attack the baryta-bearing gelatine. The 
rational method of treating C.C. prints for platinum toning 
is obviously then to first immerse them in salt and water, 
so that no free silver salts, such as nitrate and citrate, 
are left in the paper, and then after toning to wash 
thoroughly, or else treat them to an alkaline salt bath and 
then fix in an alkaline hypo bath containing a little 
sulphite. If useful information is to be gathered from the 
members of the P.P.A. and others who use C.C. papei, as 
suggested by the hon. sec., specimen prints must be sub¬ 
mitted with full working details, and we would suggest 
that when the spots are met with some of the same paper 
should be treated as we have suggested and compared 
under identical conditions with the defective prints. 

* * * 

Who was the When photographs in the colours of 
Inventor? nature are firmly established among us, 

the question will some day arise as to who originated the 
method. JMost persons would assert that the discot ei} oi 
invention cannot be credited to one particular brain, but 
that, like many other inventions, it is the result of assidu¬ 
ous work upon the part of several individuals, Mi. F. E. 
Ives taking first place among them. But there is one 
name at least which should not be forgotten, although 
many have never heard of him. He was not a photo¬ 
grapher, but an artist, and one of some distinction pre¬ 
sumably, for he was painting master to the late Queen 
Victoria. His name was Henry Collen, and a full descrip¬ 
tion of the process of colour photography which he sug¬ 
gested will be found in our volume for the year 1865. It 
is true that the method proposed would not have succeeded, 
for he based it upon the old theory that the spectrum was 
made up of the three so-called primary colours—red, blue, 
and vellow, but in it lies the germ of modern methods of 
working. He writes that if substances were discovered 
sensitive only to the three primaries, that is to say one 
substance to each colour, it would be possible to obtain 
photographs in the tints of nature by some such means as 
the following:—Obtain a negative sensitive to the blue 

rays only, a second one sensitive to the red rays, and a 
third sensitive to the yellow rays only. Then he goes on 
to suggest that positives could be printed on the same kind 
of material as that used for the negatives so as to obtain 
three-coloured pictures, and that if these were superposed 
and laid on a white surface the colours of the ^ original 
would be reproduced. To use his own words: It will 
not be difficult to suppose that the effect would be not 
only the representation of the form of the object, but that 
of its colour also in all its compounds.” These words, written 

nearly forty years ago, seem to be strangelv prophetic. It 
is +rue that the ideal substance which shall be sensitive in 
turn to each of the colour sensations has not yet been 
found, but we have now a very good substitute in the ortho- 
chromatic plate in conjunction with light filters. Henry 
Collen’s suggestion was a most significant one, and if he 
had been a photographer he would at least have found a 
pedestal equal in height to that of Hr. Hauron, who pub¬ 
lished his method two or three years later. Indeed, the 
two' methods are very much the same in principle, and both 
were based on a false theory of colour, but Collen’s had 
the merit of priority. 

* * * 

The Colour As will be seen by reference to our 
Problem. report of Mr. Sanger Shepherd’s lecture 
to the Camera Club last week, that indefatigable worker 
promises us a process for producing coloured photographs 
on paper which, unless, he is over sanguine, will mark a 
very forward step in the history of composite heliochromy. 
One might reasonably imagine, looking to Mr. Shepherd’s 
successful work in the production of lantern slides in 
colour, that the new process would follow the same lines, 
with the superposition of three coloured films on a rigid 
support, the support in question being paper in lieu of 
glass. But he expressly repudiates such a method of 
procedure, and explains that the new method mar be 
likened to a water-colour drawing in that pigments and 
pigments alone form the image. This would appear to 
be quite a new departure so far as the hand production 
of photographs is concerned, although such pigmental 
pictures have been produced from three different blocks 
in various methods of tri-colour printing—the Orloff, for 
example. But most attempts to produce a coloured image 
on paper have hitherto rung changes on the superposed 
film method. Such a process was produced a few years 
back, which gave excellent results, the films consisting of 
layers of collodion, but the cost, trouble, and uncertainty 
involved in producing a single picture made the commer¬ 
cial working of it impossible. Mr. Shepherd's process is 
simple, we are told, and cheap, the printing of a dozen 
quarter-plate pictures costing less than three halfpence 
apiece. One thing which he told his hearers, which does 
not appear in our necessarily abridged report, was that 
the new process would admit of all kinds of liberties being 
taken with the prints produced, from which we gather 
that the proportions of red, yellow, and blue in a picture 
can be varied at the sweet will of the operator. This 
opens up terrible possibilities for the future. We have 
lately seen how the comparative novice can distort nature 
when he has only black and white to do it with. W hat 
will be the result of placing in his remorseless hands a 

box of colours ? 

The Thornton-Pickard 1902 Competition.—The following is a list cf 
he prize winners in this competitionMr. J N. Taylor Chnstobnrch. 
} 2.; Mr. G. R. Ballance, St. Moritz Dorf; Mr. W. Wilkinson, Derm : 
jr W E Topping Belfast; Miss Ella Tomlinson, Chichester (two prizes) : 
liss Agnes Tomlinson, Chichester: Mrs. Barton Birmingham (three 
rizes); Mr. Paul Massia, Algiers: Mr. H. Beadnell. Redhill: Mile. Celine 
iaguarde, Aix-provence; Mr. Gray-stone Bird Bath : LieuC A 
IcCombie, Woolwich; Mr. A. W. Sargent, Cardiff; Miss Sybil Aird. 
lastbourne (two prizes); Mr. J. Cooke Smith Champery, Galois; Mi 
V. J. Watson, Toronto: Mr. Andre Callier Ghent. Mr. J. O ^ammh. 
•arkgate; Mr. R. W. Martin, Altrincham: Mrs Mahony, Dalkey: Mr. 
l. Burn, Wotton-under-Edge; Mr. J. Wield Woodhall Spa; Mr A. 
lacpherson, Stoke Newington. N.; Mr. T. Johnstone, Motherwell ,M. 
. Walker, Birkenhead: Mr. R. W. Dugdale, Gloucester: Mr A_ Comp- 
on Sydenham: Mr. G. E. Low, Kingstown: Mr. A. M • M. Dickins. 
iromley; Mr. Alphonse Cazal, Montpellier: Mr. W. Bratherton, Barrow- 
l-Furness; Mr. G. A. M. Baker, Harrow:. The number of entries and 
rints sent in was considerably larger than last year, there being an m- 
rease of 138 of the former and 345 of the latter. The company are 
Ready organising another competition for the coming yeai, and are 
ividiiig the prizes into classes, including one for stereoscopic workers. 
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THE ELECTRIC CURRENT IN THE STUDIO. 

Since the successful introduction many years ago, by Van- 

derweyde, of electric-arc illumination for studio portraiture 

the use of electricity has been gradually out slowly gain¬ 

ing ground in the practice of the best portraitists. We 
say slowly, for, since the initial cost of an installation— 
where the current is already laid on, and the main lead 
is of sufficient capacity—does not necessarily exceed a 
score of pounds, the non-adoption of this means of lights 
ing cannot well be due to financial causes, and it scarcely 
need be said that electrically lighted studios are the excep¬ 
tion rather than the rule. A question, then, pertinent to 
the subject naturally arises, “Why this holding back'?” 
We think we have discovered the cause. Recently we were 
in the company of a large number of what we might term 
representative professional photographers, when one of the 
number, apropos of the subject we are discussing, gave an 
opinion upon it which, to our surprise, was upheld by nearly 
all present. “ Well,” he said, “ I have scrutinised a lot of 
portraits taken by electric light. I have never yet seen 
one equal to a good daylight picture.” This opinion, as 
we say, was echoed by most of those present ; yet, to our 
mind, it emphatically was not justified by the facts of the 
case. It is true that there are abroad a. large number of 
badly lighted portraits taken with electric illumination; 
but to condemn the many because of the few is as bad in 
principle as it is in this case unjustified in practice. We 
have seen many portraits reflecting the highest credit upon 
their producers, who, having nothing but electricity to 
depend on for lighting the sitter, yet obtained results 
which no one could differentiate, by their appearance, from 
daylight photographs. When, as is evident to anyone who 
studies our “ Answers to Correspondents ” columns, we 
see so much ignorance upon the simple lighting of a studio 
by daylight, we ought not to be surprised at the inability 
of some men to so arrange their lighting with the electric 
current that the pictures taken by its aid should neither 
be inefficient as portraits nor unsuccessful as pictures. 

It is obvious then that the schoolmaster needs to be 
abroad in matters of artistic lighting before its true prin¬ 
ciples are generally understood. There cannot possibly be 
anything in electric light per se that would prevent good 
portraits being taken ; it is merely a question of its appli¬ 
cation. The chief difference between daylight and the 
best known forms of electric light illumination is that in 
the former the direction of the light and the area of what we 
might term the illuminating pencil is governed by the use 
of blinds, and is capable of being easily varied so as to 
obtain a pencil of light of any width, and directed upon 
the sitter from any angle. In the latter the illuminating 
area in the majority of forms of the lighting arrangement 
has a fixed width of illuminating pencil with a small maxi¬ 
mum, and is equally capable of being directed from any 
angle. 

The general tendency of inventors has been in the direc¬ 
tion of modifications of the “ umbrella ” form of apparatus 

that is, an arrangement shaped like an umbrella with a 
white reflecting under surface, the light itself being either 
a series of incandescent lamps directly lighting the sitter, 
or a central arc light or lights screened from the sitter 
and indirectly lighting him by reflection from the white 
inner surface of the umbrella. The incandescent type is 
almost always placed on a movable stand, while the arc. 
form is used both in fixture and stand form. One great 
defect of many of the former kinds, and especially notice 
able in foggy weather, is the transparent nature of the 
hemispherical reflector; this can, however, easily be 
remedied, and should be, as it nullifies one important ad¬ 
vantage of the electric form of lighting in that it illumi¬ 

nates the atmosphere between lens and sitter, and so doe: 

not utilise the great power possible of avoiding foep: 
negatives as would be the case if no illumination proceeds | 
from the back of the arrangement. All this is avoided in 
the usual arc forms, as the umbrella has to be substantial!, 
built, so as to present a solid reflecting surface for its pure 
white lining of pigment or paper. It is obvious that by 
not making use of the direct light of the arc itself, the 
reflected light only being utilised, a great amount of light 
is actually thrown away, and we have long held the opinion 
that the true principle of construction should embrace the 

utilisation of both the direct and the reflected light from, 
the arc. There are comparatively isolated instances of the 

adoption of such a principle, one adaptation of which was' 
quite recently reviewed in these columns. 

To carry out such a system in its most perfect form the 
light itself would be best placed entirely outside the studio 
windows. Internally half-silvered globes might be used, 
so as to be as independent of the rain as the usual public 
outdoor arc lamp. The next point then to consider would 
be the breaking up of the too dazzling effect upon the eyes 
that the close proximity of the arc would entail. This 
might be carried out either by translucent screens or other 
light diffusing media. A series of prismatic refracting 
or reflecting glasses could be put up ; the “ Luxfer prisms ” 
described some little time ago by us could be utilised, 01 

a series of small silvered reflectors at various angles ac¬ 
cording to the distance from the arc could be adopted. 
A hundred ways might be devised for obtaining the maxi¬ 
mum of light and the minimum of glare, and we feel 
assured that in the construction of lighting arrangements 
of this type is to be found the extirpation of the belief of 
the inferiority of electric to solar lighting. Properly 
devised and carried out, the acting efficiency of the arc 
might also be increased to tenfold that of the arc lighted 
umbrella form. 

THE RIGHT TO EXHIBIT SITTERS’ PORTRAITS 

WITHOUT THEIR CONSENT. 

It may be remembered that, about this time last year, we 

made some comments on two decisions—the one in Scot¬ 

land and the other in England—with reference to the right 

of a photographer to exhibit portraits taken in the ordi¬ 

nary course of business, that were diametrically opposed 

to each other. So far back as 1888 it was ruled in the 

English Court of Chancery, in the case of Pollard versus the 
Photographic Company, that a photographer had no right 
whatever to exhibit, or use for his own purpose, portraits 
taken of his sitters. The case in the Scotch Court was 
this : Enlarged portraits of two daughters of the plaintiff— 
in Scotland termed the pursuer—were being shown as 
specimens at a photographer’s, and he sought to restrain 
their exhibition. The case came before the Sheriff’s 
substitute, who decided that the photographer had the 
right to exhibit them if he thought fit to do so, and he 
therefore refused to grant an injunction—or interdict. 
Just after this decision was given, another and similar 
case was brought in our Court of Chancery, before 
Mr. Justice Swinfen Eady, and here the decision was 
identical with that previously given here—namely, that 
the photographer has no right to exhibit, as wTas claimed 
by the defendant, against whom an injunction, with costs, 
was granted. We pointed out at the time that, although 
the forms of law in Scotland are different from Avhat they 
are here, it was seldom that, in the main, the decisions 
were distinctly opposed to each other, but in these cases 
they were, for, while it was illegal to exhibit portraits in 
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England, it, according to the Sheriff Substitute’s ruling, 
vas legal to do so in Scotland. 

This decision, however, was appealed against, and the 
Sheriff Principal recalled it, and sent the case back for 
woof. After hearing proof, the Sheriff Substitute granted 
nterdict, saying in a note that he did so “ out of deference 
o the opinion expressed by the Sheriff.” But the matter 
lid not rest at this, for this decision in turn was appealed 
igainst, but, according to the Glasgow Herald, the Sheriff 
Principal adhered to it, with costs against the photo¬ 
graphers. It will now be seen that after about a year’s 
itigation it has been decided that photographers in Scot- 
and have no more right to exhibit portraits of their sitters 
without their permission than have photographers in 
England. We surmise that these decisions, alike in Scot¬ 
land and England, will meet the approval of most persons. 
In delivering judgment in the case of Pollard v. the 
Photographic Company tried in 1888, Mr. Justice North, 
clearly deals with the relations between the photographer 
and the sitter, when he said : “ The customer who sits for 
the negative thus puts,the power of reproducing the object 
in the hands of the photographer, and in my opinion the 
photographer who uses the negative to produce other 
copies for his own use without authority is abusing the 
power placed in his hands.” 

In the Scotch case there is a point worthy cf note; the 
negatives were not actually taken by the defendants. They 
were taken by Miss Adamson, whose business, with the 
negatives, etc., eventually passed into the hands of Messrs. 
Crow and Co., who were the defendants in the action. Here 
it will be seen that the sitter has control over the negatives 
after they have left the hands of the one who took them. 
This recalls to mind a point we referred to a few years 
ago. It was this : In strolling through the Friday Market, 
in the Caledonian Hoad, we saw a number of finished car¬ 
bon enlargements, 36in. by 30in., and under, for sale ; also 
a large number of cabinet size negatives in envelopes, 
named and numbered. Curiosity induced us to look at 

■some of them, and many, we noticed, bore the names of the 
elite of society. Evidently the negatives were part of the 
stock of a West End house that had, sometime before, 
“ come to grief.” Now it will seem from the recent 
decisions that sitters can prohibit their portraits from 
being exhibited anywhere, or by anyone, even though they 
may have changed hands. Hence, those who may have pur¬ 
chased the negatives in question could be prevented from 
making any use of them. This is as it should be, for it 
would be exceedingly annoying to sitters taken in a high- 
class studio, say at the West End, to find their portraits 
exhibited, for example, in Whitechapel, Westminster 
Bridge Hoad, and such-like localities. 

“ The Platinctype Process ” formed the subject of demonstration and 
discussion at the Chiswick Camera Club’s meeting on Thursday week. 
Messrs. T. A. Coysh and A. Michaelsen demonstrated, and many of the 

members discussed. 

There are more graves dug for colour-photography than for any 
other process, said Mr. T. K. Grant last Monday evening to the South 
London Photographic Society; and then after touching briefly on the 
history of colour-photography demonstrated the simplicity of the 
Lumiere jST.A. process and the beauty of its results. Three screens, blue, 
yellow, and red, are required, and are fixed one at a time in front of 
the lens during exposure, which is made on three separate plates. Prints 
are then made on a mica sheet coated with gelatine emulsion sensitised 
with bichromate of potash giving a partially visible image. These three 
prints are developed by suspension in hot water at 150 F., and fixed m 
hypo-solution. The prints are then dried and dyed in aniline dyes, 
and afterwards carefully registered, giving a transparency m colour which 
is mounted between two sheets of glass like a lantern slide. Mi. 1. K. 
Grant successfully developed and dyed several prints, and showr,. some 
excellent results on the screen. Emphasis was laid on the importance 
of keeping to one process of colour-photography right through, not using 

one make of plates with a different make of dye, etc. 

THE HALF-TONE NEGATIVE UNDER THE MICROSCOPE 

While making photo-micrographs of pathological specimens 

some time ago, it occurred to the writer that an interesting 

series of studies might be made of the photographic negative 

in its various stages of production, and the results of a few 

investigations are given here. 

The half-tone screen negative was selected, for various reasons, 

as the most suitable for examination. In the first place, half¬ 

tone-negatives are usually wet collodion films, and a wet collo¬ 

dion photograph was a sine qua non for the high power ob¬ 

jectives, on account of the silver in wet-plate negatives being 

deposited on the surface of the film, and the collodion, being 

free from granularity, does not impede the transmission of 

light. With gelatine dry plates the silver forming part of the 

emulsion renders it impossible to use a high power objective 

with any success, as the thickness of the gelatine film prevents 

the whole depth of the silver in the field of view being in focus 

at the same time. 

There was another very important reason for using a screen 

negative, viz., the structure and size of the “ dots,” being practi¬ 

cally the same all over the plate, providing a material of even 

texture is photographed (in this case a piece of white paper 

was used as the subject), the subsequent operations of intensify¬ 

ing can then be carried out with separate pieces of film, and 

the dots of each portion of film will have the same relative 

value. The half-tone dot makes a very convenient object for 

investigation, as its density varies from opacity in the centre to 

a few sparsely scattered grains at the edges. With the im¬ 

mersion lenses, the whole of the “ dot ” does not appear in the 

field of vision when under observation with the eyepiece, but 

when the inner tube and eyepiece of the microscope are removed, 

for photographic purposes, the increase of angle enlarges the 

field, and the whole of the dot comes easily into sight on the 

focussing glass. 

Only one negative was used for the photo-micrographs of this 

article, to ensure identity of size and appearance in the screen 

points, and the camera remained in the same position for all 

objectives. 

It will, perhaps, be best to give first the general effect of a 

screen negative under a low power. The following photograph 

(Fig. 1), taken with a fin., will answer that purpose. The 

###•#•## 
•m##•# •# 

•##*•♦### 

m »»»♦•»[ 
Fig. I.—Object. plus 30 diameters. 

Photo.-micro, of screen negative. 

film had been intensified with nitrate of lead. In this repro¬ 

duction the dots appear as black patches, with ragged edges ; 

the varying density of the silver deposit is not apparent till 

a higher power is used. 
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The next illustration (Fig. 2) shows the dot under a gin. 

objective. The granules of silver, it will be observed, are here 

plainly visible ; in the middle of each dot they are deposited in 

Fig. II.—Object, 1/6 plus 170 diameters. 
Photo.-micro, of half-tone dots (unintensified). 

dense patches, with the light showing between the clusters. The 

deposit decreases towards the edges, till only a few isolated 

granules of silver are visible. 

In another illustration (Fig. 4), in which the dot is photo¬ 

graphed with an oil immersion objective, the silver deposit is 

shown still more clearly; but the lower power was required to 

show the characteristic way in which the particles of one dot 
merge into the adjoining screen points. 

Our next photograph (Fig. 3) gives the appearance of the 

image after it has been intensified. For process work lead 

I ig. III. Object, 1/6 plus 170 diameters. 
1 lioto.-micro, of dots, intensified with lead. 

intensification is in general favour, on account of the dens 

black image resulting from its u:e. The film of Fig. 3 Wa 

intensified in this manner. Tt will be noticed that "the lea 

has considerably increased the size of the dense portion of th 

n"af' wlllrl1 has sP>'l'ad nearly to th*. edges of the dot, am 

the light can no longer penetrate between the patches of blacl 
as in Fig. 2. 

I he foregoing photographs have been made with low powe 

objectives, in order that several dots may appear on the sam 
plate. The following illustration (Fig. 4) ~ives the appearanc. 

Fig. IV.—Object, 112 plus 400 diameters. 
Half-tone dot before intensification. 

a half-tone dot presents under a high power. It was taken with 

an oil immersion, and shows the shape and distribution of the 

silver granules very clearly. The particles of silver do not 

assume any specific form, though many are of a circular shape. 

In the illustration the negative is shown as it appears after 

development and before the intensifier has been applied. Fig. 5 

is the result of mercuric intensification. 

^ Fig. 3 .—Object, 1/12 plus 400 diameters. 
Showing appearance of dot after mercuric intensification. 

The action of mercury, it will be seen, is not nearly so drastic 

as that of lead, and on this account it is rarely used in half¬ 

tone werk, where density is the great desideratum ; but as it 

is the chemical generally used by dry-plate workers to obtain 

contrast in flat negatives, the effect produced on the silver de¬ 

posit by its use will be of interest. 

It will be noticed that the silver granules have been consider¬ 

ably enlarged, and the light cannot penetrate through the centre 

of the dot in as many places. After being intensified with mer- 

cury, the image was not blackened by the application of am- 
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nionia, as under the microscope the silver particles, after the 

; use of mercury, remain opaque. In this respect mercury differs 
from lead, which gives an opalescent image under the objective, 
and requires the application of ammonia-liydrosulphuret to give 

the necessary opacity. 
We now come to Fig. 6, in which the portion of film under 

observation has been intensified with lead, and blackened with 

am. hydrosulph. The appearance of the dot has been altered 
far more than when mercury was used to strengthen the image. 

The dot is practically opaque, except just round the edges, 
and even there the dark blotches are very much in evidence. It 
will be readily understood from this illustration what valuable 

assistance lead intensification gives to the half-tone operator, 

who requires excessive density in the lights and clear glass in 

the shadows for a perfect negative. 
The operator who had only seen a screen negative through an 

ordinary magnifying glass would be surprised to find how little 

the dot has increased in actual size by the application of lead ; 

Fig. VI.—Object, 1/12 plus 400 diameters. 
Half-tone dot, intensified with lead. 

with a strong magnifying glass the dots appear to increase con¬ 

siderably in size during intensification, and in the densest 

part of the negative to gradually overlap each other. There is 

really only an infinitesimal increase in the actual circum¬ 
ference of the dot, but the isolated grains of silver that were 
invisible to the magnifying glass (though easily detected by 
the microscope) become much larger by the action of the lead, 

and thus form part of the picture when viewed through the 

pocket lens. 
Our next illustration (Fig. 7) is a reproduction of the dot as 

it appears after being intensified with lead, but before the cry¬ 

stals have been rendered opaque by am. liydrosulphuret. 

The structure of the crystals can be plainly seen in many of 

the granules round the edges of the picture. Of course, the 
centre is out of focus, as the silver particles are piled up in 
the middle, and are consequentlytco near the objective ; in older 

to focus the edges of the image sharply, the detail of the densest 

deposit’ is lost. 
The progress of lead intensification can be plainly seen undei 

a high power. The writer found at first some little difficulty m 

accurately following the action of the intensifier, but aftti 

several failures in trying to find the best way of fixing the fi m 
to the glass, and applying the lead solution success was attained, 

and the gradual increase in the size of the granules was easily 
observed. The change in the size and appearance of the silver 

grains makes a very interesting study, and is well worth the 

trouble involved in carrying out the necessary preparations. 

Fig. YII.—Object, 1/12 plus 450 diameters. 
Half-tone dot, intensified with lead, not rendered opaque by 

am. hydro, sulp. 

The objective we found to give the best results was a gin. Zeis- 
(dry) ; the higher power wet lenses for this purpose were not 

satisfactory. 

A piece of wet film is placed on the slide and dried over the 

lamp ; it will then remain flat on the glass. The cover slip 
being placed over the film, a dot is moved into the field of 
view, and carefully focussed. I he lead is applied to the edge 

Fi». VIII.—Object, 1/12 plus 500 diameters. 
Photo.-micro of ordinary wet-plate negative. 

of the cover slip by a camel - hair brush, and the solu¬ 
tion flows, by capillary attraction, between the glasses and 

over the film. The entrance of the fluid throws the dot out 
of focus, and the objective must be brought away from the 
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cover slip by a turn of the fine adjustment screw. The action 

of the lead is at once apparent, and the crystals of silver begin 
to expand. It is best to fix the attention on a few granules that 
are lying near, but do not touch, each other; these will 
gradually increase in size, till the intervening spaces are closed, 

and the several grains have consolidated. It will be found that 
several applications of the brush will be required before full 
density is attained. The original diameter of the particles is 
doubled when the action of the lead ceases. 

Of course, the actual amalgamation of the lead and silver 
cannot be followed, but the writer hoped, by the use of a l-12th 

immersion, to observe at least some local disturbance of the 

water lound the granules while intensification was in progress. 
This, however, did not occur ; the particles enlarged, but no 

motion of any kind was perceptible, though a comparatively 
large amount of lead was being drawn from the water. 

The only evidence of movement was given by some minute 

specks of insoluble matter that were by chance in the un¬ 

filtered lead solution. Several of these floated across the field 
of view, and whenever they came near a granule that was being 

intensified were thrown into a state of agitation, which did not 
cease till they were drawn by attraction to the crystals, or had 

passed beyond their influence. When first observed, it appears 
as if the silver grains remain quiescent, and the lead is pre¬ 

cipitated upon them, and the appearance of granules, with dark 
spo s m tie centie, certainly justifies the impression; but on 

iS eVldent tha* the silver is amalgamated 
“ the leaf- The unmtensified silver of the dot is practically 

opaque under the microscope, while the nitrate of lead is 

opalescent After intensification many of the crystals are semi¬ 
transparent m all parts, which proves that the silver has been 

iistubuted and rendered permeable to light by the action of 

tith ? ‘ 1 ° 6 C6rtam °f this> the Srains were examined 
ti a polanscope, m conjunction with the l-12th immersion- 

nt even that test failed to resolve the crystals. It is not clear 

what causes the silver to combine with lead to such a decree ; 

about61 fi aCtl°n 18 CaUSed the magnetic influence brought 
out by the conjunction of two metals, or is merely the 

result of chemical affinity. y tne 

of ^copper' a'ci6/5 “ alkaline soh>tion of sulphate 
copper, a coating of copper is deposited on the zinc. This 

experiment seems to favour the magnetic theory but in that 
case t: le lead should be deposited in its metallic form whereas 
it is precipitated in crystals. ’ Pereas 

in UU1 mer?riC mtenSlficati™ tllere is considerable- difficulty 
t amalgamation, as the grains remain 

so slmht th ,t +i? inCreaSe ^ ^ °f the deP°sit * 
it ' ° * there 1S not much chance of successfully observing 

Bromide of copper is very much in vogue with wet-olate 

TlM probably aff°rd 
load for density of deposit ™ ”CTCUry and 

It may be mentioned in passing that the photograph of 
g. 7 which gives a very fair idea of the appearance of the 

ilvor deposit under a high power, was not obtained without 
some difficulty, owing to the opalescent nature of the subject ; 

bu by the use of a yellow screen and an exposure of half-an- 
hom a very fair result was obtained. 

()ut last photograph was taken from an ordinary wet-plate 

-^>ve (landscape), and shows the irregular deposit of silver 
on the photographic plate ; it was taken from a rather thin part 

1G. ne"a^lve- Ihc high lights of the picture appear under 
the mmroscope as an almost solid mass of granules. 

We may rpmark, in closing, that the screen used in takiim the 

negative for our experiments was ruled 150 lines to the incl 
consequently Fig. 7 shows the half-tone dot enlarged to ov< 
200,000 times its original size. 

J- I. PlOG. 

“ PICTORIAL SELECTION ” COMMITTEES. 

Few can have felt greater -dissatisfaction with the work of the 

Royal Photographic Society’s Pictorial Selection and Hanging 
t ommittee than I have ; although, in response to tlie invitation 
of the Council, I accepted membership of that tribunal, and 
tried to be of service thereon. 

I may as well acknowledge that the Editor of the Photo-1 
graphic News has correctly divined my reasons for lending mv 

name to the Pictorial M ing of the Royal Photographic- 
Society ” (see “ Editorial Chat,” No. 357, October 31st). It iJ 
probable that others were actuated by similar zeal, and have : 
been as disappointed as I am. 

let I knew enough of the leaders in that movement to have been 
aware—had I given the matter due thought—of the probable 
leaning of their sympathies. But I am one of the credulous 
and confiding British Public, which, prone to accept men at 
their own valuation, would no more think of questioning 

whether those who undertake to look after the interests of 
pictorial photography are qualified to do so than it would of 

inquiring whether “ the butcher, the baker, and the candlestick 

maker,” so anxious just at present to be entrusted with the 

safeguarding of the interests of National Education, are cap¬ 
able of even the crudest conception of what that term implies. 

I see no reason why the motives of the “ Wing ” should be 
called in question. Our actions are another matter: their 

results are obvious, and are a legitimate subject of comment. 

But please give us credit for purity of intention. Try to 

believe, for instance, that our leader, in sending in—let us 
say—“ The Park Palings ” for exhibition, was only philan- 

thropically anxious that other photographers and the public 
generally should have the opportunity of seeing what he con¬ 
siders to be purely pictorial photography. 

Try also to believe that those members of the “Wing” who- 
formed the largest united party on the Selection Committee, 

and who voted so loyally for each other’s work, were not moved 
by the petty vanity that burns to exhibit itself, but were 
consumed with similar devouring zeal for the aesthetic education 
of that photographer, amateur or professional, who inerelv 
“ takes ” beautiful things, people, and scenery, and whose wonc 

has only the commonplace characteristics of perfect technique 
and good taste, and no “ personality ” or other eccentricity 
whatever. 

It is not wonderful that such benighted folk should fail of 
the- lesson intended for them, and should even draw—from 
an exhibition notably rich in works that were quite beyond 

ordinary comprehension—conclusions prejudicial to that con¬ 
fidence which a committee so anxious for their improvement, 
and for the reputation of the Society, should beget. 

It is time, however, to be serious. The inferences Mr. 
Bennett drew from matters of common knowledge and from 
personal observation are simply the conchisions at which any 
intelligent thinker would arrive. If not absolutely exact in 
every minute particular, he is very near the mark. His criti¬ 
cisms are perfectly justifiable. 

No good purpose can be served by deprecating public coni' 
ment on what is so largely of public interest. I think Mr. 
Bennett did well to write to the magazines. It is usually an 
effectual preliminary to further action, and I fancy we shall 
find that Mr. Page Croft’s challenge to bring the matter before 
a meeting of the R.P.S. was unnecessary. 
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I have only one more reference to make to the correspondence 
hat has arisen. Mr. Warburg’s memory is at fault in one 

espect. There was not the unanimity he has implied in the 

oting on certain pictures. Several were passed on a majority 
if one vote, and in spite of strongly expressed dissent. This 

an be easily confirmed. Let us have daylight. 

I am pressed for my “ opinions ” upon the whole matter. 1 

vill try to express them briefly. 

1. —A large hanging committee is a mistake. The work is 
setter done by four or five earnest and qualified men. But 
f it has been decreed that hanging committees of the R.P.S. 
shall consist of fifteen members, then let each committee 
Drganise itself, appoint a chairman, adopt rules of procedure, 

and do its work in decency and order. I was astonished to 
find, on my unavoidably late arrival, that no attempt had been 
made to establish routine or to secure decorum. One member 

kept up a constant shouting that made it a most difficult matter 
to address any connected remark to the others. A chairman 

was sorely needed. 

2. —Some consistent standard of appraisement should be, if 

possible, agreed upon for general guidance. 
The best committee would be, I think, composed of five mem¬ 

bers—namely, two artists, two expert photographers, and a 

chairman, acquainted with both art and photography. (The 

others might also be qualified in both directions, but I am 
suggesting that two work as artists, etc.) The two artists 

should review the works, and pass all having a claim to be con¬ 

sidered pictures. (Not merely pictorial, but pictures: there 

is no reason why anything imperfect should be accepted in 

photography.) Then the photographic experts should pass only 

those pictures which could claim to be excellent in technique. 

But, if there must be fifteen, then let a section be delegated 

to pronounce on pictorial merits; a second on technique ; 
and a third to ensure that no frames outrageous in themselves, 

or calculated to be an outrage to others in their proximity, be 

passed. 
And if these three searching tests should leave but two 

hundred works for the exhibition walls, all the better for the 

quality of the exhibition, and for the benefit of those who go 

to see it. 
3. -—One way of raising the standard of the work would be 

to limit the number of entries. Nobody should be permitted 
to send in more than three works, or be entitled to have more 

than two hung. 
A greater number of exhibitors would thus be represented, 

and new talent would have a chance of showing itself. And 
notable artists in photography would be precluded from spoil¬ 
ing the sample.” There were several cases, in the exhibition 

just closed, wherein if the artist had been represented by his 
one best work, he would lia,ve stood infinitely higher in popular 

estimation. 
No hardship would be imposed by the limitation. Every 

man knows, within a little, his best dozen works during the 
year : in selecting the best three of these lie may find a little 

difficulty, but will probably be right in his selection. And 
why should a selecting committee be charged to differentiate 

in such cases ? 
We had to deal with more than one instance of a whole 

series of studies from the same subject. It is ridiculous to 
suppose that a committee will hang a dozen studies of the same 
pretty girl in the same pretty hat; let the artist send the best 
trio, and spare the committee for more useful and less tedious 

work, 
4. —But, above all, if the Royal Photographic Society would 

improve the pictorial quality of its exhibitions, let it do^ some¬ 
thing to encourage the study of pictorial composition, pai 

ticularly with the view of teaching wherein photography differs 

from the graphic arts—wherein it is inferior, and wherein it is 

superior—and how certain old conventions do not, while others 

do, apply to the genius of photography. 

5.—And, finally, if we would improve our own work pictori- 

ally, let us have a little more masculinity in our methods, and 

in our talk about them. We are dealing with Photography,, 

and a very fine and beautiful thing it is. 

But there are certain ruLs just as applicable to our craft as 

ever they were to the graphic arts, because they are based 

upon aesthetic demands not very difficult to understand if 

thoughtfully studied, and. calculated to be of the greatest 

assistance to the pictorial photographer. 

But, alas, these rules and their foundations are far easiei 

to talk and to write about than to understand, as every 

day proves in the amount of what a witty writer has lately 

called “ flap-doodle ” concerning art that magazines pour forth 

upon the amateur and the unwary. 

Distrust the guide who, when you ask him for an opinion 

upon your first snap-shot at Scarborough Harbour, begins to. 

talk to you of Velasquez, John Ruskin, and Poynter, and par¬ 

ticularly of “individuality.” 

J. T. Ashby, F.R.P.S. 

PROFESSIONAL PHOTOGRAPHERS' ASSOCIATION. 

FORMATION OF A BIRMINGHAM BRANCH. 

A meeting of professional photographers of Birmingham and district 
was held at the rooms of the Birmingham Photographic Society, on, 
Monday, November 6th, to consider the formation of a branch of the 
Professional Photographers’ Association. Mr. H. J. Whitlock 
presided. 

Mr. Harold Baker, who had undertaken the duties of lion, secretary 
2jro tern., read letters from photographers of Kidderminster, Learning- 
ton, Bilston, Cannock, Leicester, Bridgnorth, Ludlov, Hednesfoid, 
etc., regretting inability to attend, and expressing sympathy with the 
object of the meeting. A telegram was read from Mr. V illiam Grove, 
President P.P.A., wishing the meeting success. 

Mr. Alfred Ellis, lion. sec. P.P.A., gave a short account of the 
formation of the Professional Photographers’ Association in March, 
1901, and of its progress to the present time. He said that approxi¬ 
mately 550 photographers had joined, and that they had now a balance 
in hand of about £140. so that they were in a satisfactory position, 
financially. The objects of the Association were: To promote the 
interests of its members in their professional work. b\ watching 
Parliamentary or public action affecting the interests of photographeiij 
by dealing with matters affecting professional custom and 
practice, by co-operating with similar associations for the purpose ot 
securing united action and mutual support in dealing with matters 
affecting the profession. As the Association was a new ly-foimed one. 
a considerable part of its first year's existence had naturally been 
spent in getting the machinery into working order, but still they Hay 
been able to do some good practical work, lliey had taken up the 
question of dealers’ discounts to professional photographers and had. 
obtained some concessions, and undoubtedly would base been a ale 
to command still more had they been representing 5,000 instead of 
500 photographers. The question of the premiums exacted by Fire 
Insurance Companies from professional photographers had been most, 
successfully dealt with, and they were now m a position to get their 
members insured at a rate 20 per cent, less than they were paving 
heretofore. Mr. Ellis strongly urged each one present to join, and t«> 
bring in his friends hi the profession. He pointed out that with a 
membership of four or five thousand they would have, at their present 
subscription of 5s.. an income of at least £1.000 per annum. V ltk 
such an income they would be able to have a permanent office and staff, 
and would be in a better position to assist their members m. an> 
difficulties they might encounter As an example of 
tion was already doing, he might mention that he replied to about 
»eUri month, aad that the advice ot he committeewas 
asked on questions so widely different as copyright insurance, lighting, 
and building studios, electric lighting, discounts, becoming dealers 
price cutting, objectionable .advertisements, exhibiting, specimens 
of private sitters, etc. In conclusion, lie reminded his hearers that 
they1 should not expect to find that their subscription of 5s. brought 
an immediate and definite return. It should be lmiked upon as an 
investment for the benefit of the whole profession of which they wen 
members It was not onlv in this country that photographers had 
found the need of an association devoted to their interest. France had 
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a similar organisation, with which we were in friendly communication, 
with the object of mutual help. 

Mr. Harold Baker, in urging the necessity of an Association for 
mutual protection, referred to a circumstance which had occurred in 
Iris own business, which clearly involved a question of importance to 
the whole profession. 

Mr. T. C. Turner, lion. sec. of the local branches committee, who 
had journeyed from Hull in order to attend the meeting, moved a 
resolution that a local branch for the City of Birmingham and district 
be formed. Mr. Turner, in recommending the resolution to those 
present, explained the methods of working local branches, and gave 
an account of their work in Hull, where every photographer in the 
town, with two exceptions, had joined the branch. The result had 
been to put an end to the cutting of price®, as those photographers 
whose prices were low had asked the local branch to draw up a scale- 
of minimum charges for certain work, and the members had agreed 
among themselves that work of a certain size, which had been done for 
3s. 6d., should not be executed for les-s than 15s. Mr. Fletcher 
seconded the resolution, and in the discussion which followed Mr. 
J. W. Beaufort announced his intention of joining the Association, 
but expressed the fear that as there were photographers of such varied 
standing in the district it would be impossible to get them to work 
together for mutual protection. He also said that he was convinced 
that it was mistaken policy to charge low prices, as since he had raised 
his own he had done more business. Mr. Harold Baker thought the fact 
of there being so many different grades of photographers was the best 
argument in favour of combination, and pointed out that the best men 
in London, who had little or nothing to gain, had been most active in 
promoting the interests of an association whose object was to improve 
the position of all photographers, whatever their standing might be. 
Mr. Alfred Ellis then pointed out that the Association had no intention 
of interfering with any man’s way of business, but sought to bring 

about a better state of things by mutual discussion and arrangement. 
The resolution was carried nem. con. 

On the motion of Mr. H. J. Whitlock, seconded by Mr. McLucas, 
Mr. Harold Baker was elected branch hon. sec. Mr. Whitlock was 
elected chairman, on the motion of Mr. Baker, seconded by Mr. J. W. 
Beaufort. Votes of thanks were passed to the Birmingham Photo¬ 
graphic Society for the use of their rooms for the meeting, and to Mr. 
Whitlock for presiding. After an excellent suggestion by Mr. Harry 
Whitlock, that each member should personally canvass all his neigh¬ 
bours, the meeting was brought to a close by every photographer present 
giving in his name as a member. 

---«- 

The following is a list of those who have been recommended by the 
President and Council of the Royal Society for election into the council 
for the year 1903, at the anniversary meeting on December 1st:— 
President, Sir William Huggins; treasurer, Mr. Alfred Bray Kempe; 
secretaries, Sir Michael Foster, M.P., and Dr. Joseph Larmor; foreign 
secretary, Dr. Thomas Edward Thorpe, C.B. ; other members of the coun¬ 
cil, Mr. William Bateson, Mr. William Thomas Blandford, Professor 
Hugh Longbourne Callendar, Mr. Francis Darwin, Professor Harold 
Baily Dixon, Professor George Carey Foster, Sir John Gorst, M.P., 
Professor John Wesley Judd, C.B., Lord Lister, Professor George 
Downing Liveing, Professor Augustus Edward Hough Love, Professor 
Henry Alexander Miers, Professor Edward Albert Schafer, Captain 
Thomas Henry Tizard, R.N., C.B., Professor Herbert Hall Turner, and 
Sir John Wolf e-Barry. 

Chemists and the Kodak Policy.—An “ M.P.S.” writes to our con¬ 
temporary, “The Pharmaceutical Journal” as to the “clear (?) state¬ 
ment ” issued by the Photographic Trade Association, which body is 
endeavouring to enlist the sympathy and support of the public. What 
a failing cause theirs must be when they have to shout for the sympathy 
and support of I ho public. The chemist dealer of to-day knows on which 
side his bread is buttered, and wants none of that “ open competition ” 
which prevents him from obtaining a living profit on what he sells. 
The experience he has had of Blank’s pills, etc., which have, time after 
time, been placed on the market at Is. ltd. and then cut through want 

11 protection,' until he got a beggarly profit of less than a fartliing, has 
*' cleared his eyesight,” and he is not to be bamboozled or cajoled by 
fhe wriggling contortions of the middleman photographic dealer, who 
appears to think if he cannot obtain the sympathy and support of the 
retailer, ho will cater for them from the public, whose interests, as 
many chemists know to their cost, do not always lie in the same channel 
as their own, especially if it comes to the question as to where it can 
most cheaply buy. How have co-operative stores obtained their sup¬ 
plies, except through the middleman? and some of them give checks 
which are worth as much as lid. in the Is. to outsiders, although manu¬ 
facturers may be doing their utmost to protect prices in order to secure 
to the dealer a remunerative profit, which, at. the best, is not anything 
very abnormal. Such matters as this almost justify the passing of 
even the largest and most powerful of the middlemen, who appear to 
be unable to protect, either titles or prices of goods on which they 
place their names, but do not manufacture. Now that they find that 
the dealer is not sufficiently affected by their sophistries, they must, for¬ 
sooth, call for the help of the public. Let the dealer consider this: 
Whose interests are being considered in this desperate cry for help, those 
of the dealer, the public, or the middleman? 

Deu) Apparatus, §c. 
-♦- 

Messrs. W. Howard and Co., of 116, Bishopsgate Street Without 
London, E.C., are issuing a new mountant for which the followin' 
properties and advantages are claimed: It is chemically pure, perma 
nently sweet, will allow slipping on mount for adjustment, and will Uo 
cockle thick or thin mounts. It dries quickly, thus saving time. ] 
will be found to hold down the thickest of papers with ease. I 
speciality is the fact of the mountant being supplied in tubes with - 
patent vegetable lining. The lining preserves contents from any com! 
sive action. 

Hinto-Kinone Cartridges. Manufactured and sold by Hinton and Co 
33, Bedford Street, Strand, London, W.C. 

These cartridges are issued in boxes of six. Each cartridge makes eight 
to ten ounces of developer ready for immediate use, or the contents°of 
one cartridge may be dissolved in the bottle provided, forming a concen¬ 
trated developer which will keep man; months, and any quantity of 
which may be diluted as required for use. A bottle and a celluloid 
measuring glass are provided. In our time we have used pints of Hinto- 
Kinone, the convenience of which in cartridge form will, no doubt, be 
widely appreciated. 

The “Junior” Todd-Forret Magnesium Lamp. Sold by A. H. Baird, 
Lothian Street, Edinburgh. 

All the years we have heard of the Todd-Forret flash lamp this is 
the first time that one of the forms of the lamp have come under our 

direct notice. The “ Junior ” here described is extremely simple of mani¬ 
pulation. The bellows being connected with the brass tube of the lamp, 
the cap and burner are removed and the chamber charged with mag¬ 
nesium. The burner having been replaced, the wick is saturated with 
methylated spirit. Then the little spring clip shown at the edge of the 
illustration is made to grip the india rubber, and the netted bladder 
fully inflated with air. All being ready for exposure the wick 
is lit and the magnesium discharged through the flame by pressure with 
the clip. Nothing could be simpler or more efficient in use. As this 
is the season of the year when flashlight work attracts the notice of 
photographers, we append some useful hints given by Mr. Baird for 
the successful us© of the “Junior” Todd-Forret:— 

The magnesium chamber and discharging tube must be dry. 
Test the action of the valve; it should rattle freely when the lamp 

is smartly shaken. 
When not in use for any length of time, the bellows is liable to be¬ 

come hard (as is the case with all pure rubber voods). and must be care¬ 
fully warmed till soft and elastic before the rubber ball is again inflated. 

When the existing light is insufficient, the placing of the camera and 
the focussing of the picture are conveniently accomplished by the aid 
of one or more candles or tapers. While an assistant moves the light 
round the picture, the field included on the ground glass is determined 
by the operator; and the final adjustment is made by focussing some 
printed matter placed at that part of the picture requiring sharpest 
focus, and illuminating the type by a candle held a little in front of it. 

In portraiture, the sudden brilliant illumination frequently causes the 
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sitter to start: and when the exposure is short, and commences with the 
firing of the lamp, the pupils of the eyes, being in process of contraction, 
Jack that crispness in the negative so essential in sucessful portraiture. 
To combat these difficulties, it is advisable to burn a few inches of mag¬ 
nesium ribbon before exposing the plate. 

When one lamp is used, the best position for it in most instances is 
on the top of the camera, or about three feet on either side. The 
height of the lamp can only be determined by the nature of the subject. 
It portraiture about eight feet high is recommended, while for interiors 
it will depend greatly upon the objects to be illuminated and the distance 
they are from the camera. 

-♦- 

Dew Books- 
-11 Jahrbuch fur Photographie und Reproductionstechnik, 1902.” Edited 

by Dr. J. M. Eder. Published by Wilhelm Knapp, Halle a/S. 
We have the pleasure once again to draw the attention of our readers 

ito this valuable record of the progress-of photography. The volume for 
the present year has just reached us, and we find it fully equal, if not 
superior in interest to any of the preceding fifteen volumes, which mark 
the life of the Jahrbuch. Its characteristic is a systematic collec¬ 
tion of every item worth of note published in the photographic literature 
of the year. This, combined with an excellent index, makes the volume 
indispensable as a reference book to every serious student of photography. 
Amongst the numerous original contributions, one by Dr. J. Hartmann, 
of Potsdam, concerning the testing of lenses for focus, is of special in¬ 
terest. We are likewise glad to see the recent researches of’Dr. Luppo- 
Cramer included in the record. The volume commends itself especially 
to students of photo-mechanical processes, who will find it most useful. 
At the end of the book we find the usual collection of specimens of various 
photo-mechanical processes. They comprise some work of great merit, 
.and amongst them we are glad to see Professor Miethe’s highly successful 
three-colour portrait of the lady with the red sunshade. 

“ Merck’s Index.” 
Mr. E. Merck, the well-known chemist of Darmstadt, has sent us 

through his London manager, a copy of the second edition of the Index 
■to the preparations, drugs, minerals, etc., forming the scope of his busi¬ 
ness. It is a volume of 374 closely printed quarto pages, and might 
•almost be called a chemical dictionary. The chief attention has been 
given to the needs of physicians and pharmacists, but the photographer 
"has found due recognition under the headings of various chemicals used- 
in his work. The information throughout has been collated in such 
a way that the reader is presented in one volume with facts which other¬ 
wise would have to be sought out at the expense of much time and 
trouble in a library of standard works. The Index is divided into six 
parts. The first comprises chemical bodies and definite principles, certain 
galenical preparations and organic extracts. The second, special solu¬ 
tions, and forms of substances used in analytical and microscopical work. 
The third, crude drugs. The fourth, minerals. The fifth, collections suit¬ 
able to schools and museums. The sixth, sundries. We learn that the 
first edition of 10,000 copies, published five years ago, is exhausted. 
Judged by the useful information the volume contains, we think that the 
second will be as highly appreciated as the previous issue. 

“ Photograms of the Year, 1902.” 192 pp.; illustrated; cloth, 3s. net. 
London: Published by Dawbarn and Ward, Ltd., 6, Farringdon 
Road, E.C. 

Tempus fuqit! This is the “eighth annual volume illustrating and 
criticising the pictorial photographic work of the year ”—quoting from 
the publisher’s note. The number of pictures reproduced is slightly 
larger than in former years, and by excluding the miniature views of 
'the exhibition walls it has been possible to make the average size con¬ 
siderably greater. The twenty-eight pages of “ Hints to Would-be Pic¬ 
ture-makers ” from the pen of the editor (H. Snowden Ward) have been 
based upon the queries and diffculties of numbers of amateurs who 
send their prints for criticism. In addition to the chief criticism by Mr. 
A. C. R. Carter, there is a French section by Robert Demachy; Ameri¬ 
can, by Alfred Stieglitz; New Zealand, by Josiah Martin; German, by 
Ernst Juhl; Australian, by A. J. Hill-Griffiths. Here and there the re¬ 
productions are qualitatively disappointing, but on the whole the book 
is a capital one. A very fine and representative selection of modern 
photographic work, and some ably written essays and critiques make up 
a gift book, which for beauty and utility quite deservedly ranks high 
amongst the world’s photographic publications. We would not be with¬ 
out “Photograms of the Year ” for many times its price. 

Practical Landscape Photography.” By G. T. Harris, F.R.P.S. ; 119 pp., 
illustrated; Is. net. London: Iliffe and Sons, Ltd. 

Mr. Harris, in his prefatory note, observes:—■“ The information con¬ 
veyed in these chapters is the result of some twenty years varied ex¬ 
perience in landscape photography, and an effort has been made to 
treat the subject upon broad and practical lines rather than to embarrass 
the reader with a mass of formulae and descriptions ol apparatus that 
serve only to obscure essential points. The best office of a handbook like 
the present one is that of safely convoying the tyro until he has gained 
sufficient experience to formulate his own methods of work; and to enable 
him to pass through his novitiate with as few serious mistakes as possible. 
As we are personally aware that the author of this book is a most ac¬ 
complished practical photographer. The teaching of the manual before 
us strikes us as perfectly sound, and the illustrations, amongst which are 
many stereos, could hardly be excelled in technique, although the half¬ 
tone process occasionally does the man injustice. It is one of the best 
beginner’s books that has passed through our hands. In future editions 

let us have Kinnear spelt with a capital “ K.” We wonder how many 
modern amateurs know who Kinnear was. 

“Photography by Night with the Grun Lens.” Dr. Edward F. Grun. 
Elmutt Clifton, Ltd , 157-9, Church Road, Hove, Sussex. 

This pamphlet, with a collection of specimens of work done with the 
Grun lens, will doubtless be welcomed by all who have followed the 
interesting experiments upon which Dr. Grun has been engaged for a 
considerable time, in his endeavours to produce a more rapid lens. It 
is a remarkable fact that within the past few years there have been 
two distinct reversions in photographic optics, and that the.e two fresh 
departures are apparently contradictory. Dr. Grun returns to fluid media 
for- use between crown and flint, to obtain larger apertures, and claims 
the special advantage of increased brilliancy, through the diminution of 
the reflecting surfaces. On the other hand, Dr. Rudolph, Dr. Steinheil, 
Herr von Hoegh, and others are using air spaces for obtaining improved 
correction and greater rapidity. But whilst the latter deem it essential 
to retain those qualities of fine definition which photographers usually 
demand in a lens, Dr. Grun is content to make some sacrifice to obtain 
an aperture, which may still give an image of sufficient sharpness for 
what we may term an impressionistic sketch, instead of a realistic picture. 
Some of the specimens of Dr. Grun’s work are sufficiently well defined 
for portraiture of large size, but unfortunately we are unable to form an 
estimate of their value, in relation to the lens, as Dr. Grun does not 
specify the aperture at which any of these photographs were taken, 
although in many instances the duration of the exposure is given. The 
lens, which this pamphlet introduces to the market, has an aperture of 
f.-2.5. If this be taken as the standard, it is not the most rapid lens at 
present obtainable. For instance, Dallmeyer’s “ Extra ” quick-acting 
portrait lens (C) may be had with an aperture of f.-2.2. nor is this the 
highest rapidity yet attained without the use of fluid media. We mention 
the fact because Dr. Grun, in ’aying stress upon the rapidity of the in¬ 
strument he has constructed, seems to ignore what has already been done 
in this direction. Dr. Grun also appears to lay claim to greater depth of 
field for his lens, as compared with other lenses of large aperture. Per¬ 
haps he means greater depth, through roundness of field, which is a 
different thing. A disk may be of the same thickness as a bowl, but 
the surfaces lie in different planes. We think it would have been better 
had Dr. Grun refrained from discussing questions of practical optics, as it 
detracts much from the value of his booklet. For instance, the state¬ 
ment that “ the varying composition of the best glasses of the same 
class renders it difficult, if not impossible, to construct a lens on purely 
mathematical bases ” cannot fail to raise a smile on the lips of those 
who are familiar with the achievements in optics during the last decade, 
at least. With all its shortcomings, however, the pamphlet will do good 
in attracting attention to Dr. Grun’s work, the tendency of which must 
be to spur opticians to give us lenses of the highest intensity, so that 
the camera may be used under almost any conditions of light. Where 
light is, photography should be possible also. 

We regret to learn of the death, on the 5th inst., of Mr. A. Rivot, of 

Willesden Green. 

With the praiseworthy object of augmenting the funds of the com¬ 
mittee of the Hadlow Ladies’ Guild, and also the newly-formed reading- 
room and club, two musical monologues were given in the schools on 
Saturday afternoon and Monday evening last week by Mr. F. A. Bridge, 
assisted by Miss Muriel Gaze. Mr. Bridge was for many years a 
member of the Westminster Abbey choir, and has performed at the 
Crystal Palace and at the principal halls in all parts of the country. 
Saturday’s matinee took the form of a musical monologue, entitled 
“ Home, Sweet, Home,” or songs and stories of the fireside. Unfortu- 
nately the room on this occasion was somewhat thin, considering the 
splendid object for which the entertainment was given. C ertaiuB one 
of the most useful village institutions at Hadlow is the Ladies’ Guild, which, 
among other kind and charitable works, provides a village nurse. In 
many cases, and especially in the homes of the poor in times of sickness, 
the kindly and timely services of a trained and experienced nurse are 
simply invaluable, and have proved on many occasions in the village a 
perfect Godsend, bearing out the truth of Lord Methuen's happy phrase, 
at Bristol, on Monday" last—equally applicable in times of peace in 
country villages or great towns—as to the soldier in time of war. His 
lordship then" paid a tribute to what he described as "The most beauti¬ 
ful of God’s gifts to the soldier on active service—the sisters and nurses 
who were with them.” On Monday evening the subject of the enter¬ 
tainment was “ Songs and ballads, quaint and humorous," for the bene¬ 
fit of the newly-formed reading-room and club, an institution which has 
long been wanted in the village. Both prices and programme were popu¬ 
lar,°and the room was much better filled. Mr. Bridge’s rich deep baritone 
voice was perfectly fitted for what was evidently his own favourite 
ballads, and was well supported by Miss Gaze’s full mezzo-soprano, a 
voice of much power and sweetness, of very long range, and in wonderful 
control for so young an artiste. The string of remarks, historical, quizzi¬ 
cal, and occasionally satirical, by wKcli Mr. Bridge introduced the many 
musical illustrations, was often broken by ripples of laughter and ap¬ 
plause, and although it had been announced that no encores would be 
given, the audience absolutely demanded them after Miss Gaze’s song, 
“ Somebody,” and at the close of the evening Miss Gaze responded with 
“"Coming through the Rye”; after which the negro melody, “The old 
banjo,” was spiritedly given as a duet. Mr. Bridge's selections covered 
the range of ballads from “London Lackpennv,” of 1460. to some of 
Mr. Chevalier’s latest coster triumphs. Miss Gaze, in addition to accom¬ 
panying Mr. Bridge, sang " Near Woodstock Town,” a minstrel ballad of 
the 17th century,°and also "Good morrow, Gossip Jean," an early 18th 

' century balad.—“ Tonbridge Free Press. 
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Commercial $ Cegal Intelligence 
-♦--- 

We have received a list of photographs of Sandringham and royalty 
by Mr. F. Ralph, photographer, Dersingham, Norfolk. 

At the low price of Is. 6d. Mr. William Tylar, of 41, High Street, Aston, 
Birmingham, is issuing a box of folding Christmas and New Year’s cards, 
with mottoes and envelopes. The designs are refined, and the package is 
both cheap and good. 

Mr. Wilfred Emery, of High Road, Cricklewood, N.W., sends us 
samples of his original Christmas mounts for the coming season. He 
supplies them in 2s. packets, either assorted sizes or all one size, from 
midget to half-plate. Mr. Emery informs us that he is the actual manu¬ 
facturer of these cards. 

George A. Weall and Co., Limited.—The above-named company has 
been registered with a capital of £1,000 in £1 shares. The objects of the 
company are to carry on the business of chemists, druggists, manufac¬ 
turers of photographic and scientific apparatus and materials, etc. No 
initial public issue. Registered without articles of association. Regis¬ 
tered office: 20, Neal Street, Bradford. 

Messrs. Marion and Co., Ltd., of Soho Square, London, send us 
samples of some of their fancy mounts with Christmas and other mottos. 
They are made to take various size prints, some to paste on and others 
to slip in. By an accompanying list we perceive that Messrs. Marion 
stock a large variety of patterns and sizes. The specimens submitted to 
us are beautiful and varied, and we recommend them to the attention 
of our readers, who should procure the special twelve page list, in which 
descriptions, sizes, and prices of them are given. 

Lord Kelvin is the richest of British inventors. He is now receiving 
royalties on fourteen of his patent appliances which have been fitted 
oil board the latest Japanese warship. He was the son of a small 
farmer and was apparently destined to till the soil, as his forbears had 
done for several generations. Chancing to wander one day through 
the village churchyard he came to an old and forgotten sundial, the 
strange marks of which were so interesting to him that he was unable 
to rest until finding out their meaning. This investigation, which took 
the country boy some little time, aroused his interest in matters scientific, 
with the result, as all the world knows, of producing the greatest all¬ 
round scientist of his age.—“ Invention.” 

The Instalment System.—At the Thetford County Court, before his 
honour Judge Eardley Willis, on Thursday last week, H. W. Boughton, 
of Thetford (Norfolk), sued E. L. Elias, to recover the price of a photo¬ 
graphic camera. It appeared that plaintiff advertised cameras for sale 
on the instalment system, and the defendant had purchased one. No one 
appeared on behalf of the defendant, but a letter was received from his 
mother at Llandudno, stating that the boy was only 15 years of age, 
and in receipt of 15s. per week, which barely kept him in shoe leather. 
He was trying to learn watcnmaking. His honour said he did not 
consider a camera a necessary of life, but as he had signed an agreement 
to pay by instalments, he gave judgment for 15s. and costs, to be paid 
at the rate of 2s. per month. 

Mr. -J. Fallowheld, of 146, Charing Cross Road, London, W.C., is 
issuing a special illustrated price list of Motto mounts for Christmas and 

the New Year. He makes the following special offer to dealers and pro¬ 
fessional photographers:—To enable dealers and professional photo¬ 
graphers to show to their customers a good variety of designs to select 
from, without keeping a very large stock, I will on receipt of trade 
card and a postal order for 5s., send post free to any address in the 
united Kingdom, a specially selected parcel of sample Christmas mounts, 
of nil value (at list prices) for 7s. 6d. The samples will be of the newest 
and best designs. In ordering, the most suitable sizes should be stated, 
so that each parcel made be made up to suit customers’ requirements. If 
desired the exact patterns may be specified, but only one of each pat¬ 
tern can be included. 

Interesting Decision to Photographers.—Sheriff-Principal Berrv has 
issued an interlocutor, in which he adheres to the judgment of Sheriff 
Strachan, interdicting a firm from publishing, offering for sale, or exhi¬ 
biting in their studio photographs of pursuer’s children or enlargements 
thereof, in an action at the instance of Mr. Thomas iVTCosk, residing at 
Flores Villa, Burnside, Rutherglen, against Messrs. George Crow and 
Co., photographers, 136, Buchanan Street, Glasgow. It was averred by 
the pursuer that in the year 1893 he took his two children to be photo¬ 
graphed by Messrs. Adamson Brothers, and ordered and received 18 
cabinet photographs of each. Without any instructions from him, Messrs. 
Adamson made and exhibited in their studio an enlargement of said 
photos. The defenders, as successors to Messrs. Adamson, came into 
possession of the enlargements, and exhibited them in their studio to 
their customers and the public for the purposes of their trade, and refused 
to remove them, although requested to do so. Sheriff Strachan first 
refused interdict, but the decision was appealed to the Sheriff-Principal, 
who recalled the decision, and sent the case back for proof. Sheriff 
Strachan, after hearing proof, granted interdict as craved, remarking, in 
a ' note.” that, he did so " out of deference to the opininon expressed by the 
Sheriff.” This decision also was appealed against, but the Sheriff-Princi¬ 
pal adhered to it, with expenses against the appellants. Sheriff Berry, 
in the course of a. “ note,” remarks that the photographs had passed 
through several hands since Mr. Adamson, who made the enlargements, 
sold them as part of his stock-in-trade. In 1894 the pursuer, when they 
were brought under his notice, desired to purchase them, but the parties 
differed as to price. If parties, however, could not agree as to the price, 
his Lordship could see nothing to prevent the pursuer from requiring 
that the pictures shall not be exhibited on the walls cf the defenders’ 
studio. 

Meetings of Societies, 
MEETINGS OF SOCIETIES FOR NEXT WEEK. 

Nov. Name of Society. Subject. 

14. Borough Polytechnic. ( Defects in Xegatives—l’rrrention and 
\ Remedy Mr. V. W. Bannister. 

14. Photo. Society of Ireland. J Camp Life in Connemara. Thus. 
( Mason, Jun. 
1 Visit to Messrs. NVaddington's Process 14. Croydon Natural History. 

Birmingham Photo. Society ... 

( Block Making Works. 
f A Demonstration of the use of the new 

18. Printing Paper “ Chromatype.” Mr. 
v J. It. (lot/.. 

19. North Middlesex Photographic 1 The Making of Lantern Slides. A. 
1 Herbert I.isett. 

1). Leeds Camera Club. Flower Photography. Mr. W. Handley. 

19. Borough Polytechnic.. 1 Lantern Night. (Monthly Slide Com- 
1 petition. 

19. Photographic Club. i Photograph ng from High Altitudes. 
i Rev. J. M. Bacon. 
{The Possibilities of a Modern Hand- 
’ Camera, including Tele-photography 
^ Mr. F. C. Wardell. 

19. Wolverhampton Photographic 

19 Society of Arts . 1 Opening Meeting. Address by Sir 

London and Provincial . 
( William Henry Preece. 

20. Convention Slides. Mr. H. C. Fiapson 
20. N.-W. London Photo. Society Monthly Slide Competition. 

(Open meeting. Exhibition of Photo¬ 
graphic Dodges, especially in relation 

f to Apparatus. 
20. Liverpool Amateur Photo. 

ROYAL PHOTOGRAPHIC SOCIETY. 
proceedings of Council. 

An Address to the King.—It was resolved at the first meeting since 
June that a message of sympathy with the King in his recent seveie ill¬ 
ness, and of congratulation upon his Coronation be addressed to his 
Majesty, the society’s patron 

The New Gallery.—The council received a report from the Finance 
Committee respecting future exhibitions, and recommending the renewal 
of the agreement with the proprietors of the New Gallery. Details in 
connection with the tenancy were considered, and it was resolved to take 
the New Gallery for a further period of three years. 

The Permanent Collection.—The council received a report from the 
judges in the pictorial section of the exhibition recommending the 
acquisition of certain photographs for the society’s collection. It was 
resolved that the society purchase the following works:—No. 69, “Where 
once the garden smiled,” by J. M. Whitehead; No. 114, “Woodland. 
Mists,” by W. T. Greatbatch; No. 245, “The rose is sweetness,” by 
William A. Stewart. 

Metro-Photography. -—The attention of the council having been 
drawn to the fact that metro-photography is languishing in England, 
for want of efficient encouragement and support, it has been decided to 
appoint a committee with power to consult such authorities upon the 
subject as it may consider advisable, to give attention to the matter and. 
report to council in due course. 

The Metric System of Weights and Measures.—The council considered 
a communication received from the Decimal Association in which the 
request was made that the Royal Photographic Society should extend its 
approval and support to the association in its efforts to secure the 
adoption of the metric system throughout the British Empire. It was- 
resolved that the president lay the matter before the next ordinary 
meeting, with an intimation that the council were in favour of the reform,, 
and to ask the society to give its support to the objects of the Decimal. 
Association. 

A Photographic Studio.—The council have received a suggestion that it 
would be of great advantage to many members if the society could add. 
to the existing facilities for the practice of photography at 66, Russell 
Square, by the provision of a properly fitted studio, which might be 
made self-supporting by a small charge to the members using it. The- 
council have replied that a lack of funds prevented anything from being 
promised in the direction indicated, and that the question of making 
structural alterations to the house to permit of it constituted a very 
serious obstacle. 

LONDON AND PROVINCIAL PHOTOGRAPHIC ASSOCIATION. 

November 6th.—Mr. R. Beckett in the chair. 
Mr. Alfred Bedding gave a very interesting lecture on the Tower of 

London, illustrated by a comprehensive and well-selected set of lantern 
views from his own photographs. Mr. Bedding’s pictures included, of 
course, many general views, but the chief interest attached to the photo¬ 
graphs of the small details, the old relics and the historical corners which 
abound in a place like the subject of the lecture. As an old State prison 
and a building 'associated with many a political conspiracy, with the- 
imprisonment, torture, and subsequent execution of people who have 
played a great part in the country’s history, and as the subject of more 
than one historical novel, the Tower of London enjoys a very remarkable 
reputation amongst sight-seers, however unenviable the method of the 
gaining. Mr. Bedding showed that the keen eye of the photographer, 
trained to detect at once the slightest point of interest from the picture¬ 
making point of view, was capable of making a visit to the Tower one of 
far more attraction than the usual guide book, which dilates upon the 
prominent features of its career at the expense of many a less important 
but equally absorbing incident. One could not help feeling that Mr. 
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Bedding bad mastered his Tower of London as no guide book teaching 
would permit, and of his pictures the general feeling was that they threw 
a very interesting light upon a subject that must always exercise a 
fascination upon the visitor within its precincts. 

PHOTOGRAPHIC CLUB. 
The annual general meeting was held at Anderton’s Hotel, Fleet Street, 

E.C., on Wednesday, November 5th, Mr. F. A. Bridge in the chair. 
The balance sheet was adopted, and the following officers were elected 
for the ensuing year:—Trustees, F. A. Bridge, H. Snowden Ward; com¬ 
mittee, A. L. Bell, G. E. Brown, L. E. Cooke, E. W. Foxlee, A. Mackie, 
C. Wallis, G. Wynne, J. W. Zaehnsdorf; hon. curator and librarian, Hans 
Muller; hon. secretary and treasurer, T. W. Derrington, 85, Trinity Road, 
Wimbledon. Votes of thanks were passed to the retiring officers and 
auditors, and the meeting adjourned. 

CAMERA CLUB. 
Mr. Sanger Shepherd’s lecture on recent advances in colour-photo¬ 

graphy naturally drew a good audience last week, for most photographers 
are interested in the question of casting off the sober livery of their 
pictures in favour of something more like nature. Mr. Cadett, who 
occupied the chair, introduced the lecturer as the greatest authority upon 
the subject, after which the members present settled down in a good 
listening mood. 

After a few brief remarks as to what had been done in the past, Mr. 
Shepherd, who spoke without notes, said that he had nothing more to tell 
them with regard to orthochromatic plates. It now remained for the 
plate maker to make the next advance in that direction. We can never 
hope to produce an exact representation of the luminosity of nature, be¬ 
cause our range of tones between black and white, that is to say distinct 
tones, number only thirty, while the tones in an open landscape ranging 
from the brightness of the sky to the deepest shadow are about ten 
times as many. We must observe the old rule of exposing for the 
shadows and letting the lights take care of themselves. In open land¬ 
scape the light coming from the sky is so very much greater than that 
reflected from the dark portions of the subject that some means must be 
adopted of meeting the difficulty. This has been done to some extent by 
the use of shutters which cut off a large portion of the sky light. He 
might name Furnell’s shutter as one of these. Another was invented by 
Colonel Durnfcrd, which did excellent work, but it was somewhat compli¬ 
cated in use, and never came into general use. The lecturer himself 
had long been experimenting with a view to making a light filter which 
would act in the same way as one of these shutters, and he had produced 
a graduated screen which could be put either in front of the lens or in 
front of the plate. At first he used a graduated carbon tissue screen, 
but he had since obtained better results by the employment of a 
glass stained yellow and graduated. In this filter the sky portion was 
almost as deep in colour as the wellknown “ Gilvus ” filter, and the screen 
was oblong in form so as to compensate, to some extent, for a high or a 
low foreground. 

The advantages of using a light filter and orthochromatic plates were 
many, and no words would convince anyone so well as this, as a demon¬ 
stration of what this combination was capable. He therefore handed 
round three pictures recently taken in Burnham Beeches by Mr. Seyton 
Scott, of the same subject. One taken with an ordinary plate, one 
with a “ Gilvus ” filter, and one with an “ Absolutus ” filter. It would 
be noted that the ordinary plate showed the foliage all of one tone, 
and that there was much halation where the trees cut the sky. These 
faults were quite absent in the other two pictures, and he thought every¬ 
one would agree that the picture taken with the “ Absolutus ” filter was 
the most perfect. 

With regard to the reproduction of colour in photographs, attempts 
to solve the problem have been varied. No one could be named as the 
discoverer, for so many had worked at it, but there was no question 
that we had now a satisfactory method of making transparencies, and 
a method which was well within the powers of the ordinary worker. 
Obtaining a colour record was one thing, and reproducing from that 
record presentable pictures was another thing, but we have now the 
means at hand of deceiving the eye sufficiently well by the blending of 
the three colours, red, yellow, and blue. 

(Mr. Sanger Shepherd here described his process of transparency pro¬ 
duction, which is already familiar to our readers.) 

He considered that a practically perfect representation of coloured 
objects was obtained by Ives in his Kromskop, which had often been 
shown at the Camera Club, but the instrument had not commanded 
the public attention which had been expected of it, and was now seldom 
seen. He thought, on the other hand, that the triple lantern slide, 
the production of which he had just described, had come to stay- 
The accuracy of the results mainly depended upon two factors:—1, 
The suitability of the light filters, and, 2, the efficiency of the three 
colours selected. If filters, screens, and plates were in harmonious 
combination a very close representation of the colours of the objects 
photographed should be the result of the operation. 

An easy way to get the blue transparency was to employ an ordinary 
lantern plate, such as is used for black pictures. Develop it as usual, 
and change the black image into a blue one by treatment with ferri- 
cyanide and a salt of iron. Upon this, as a basis for the transparency, 
the pink and yellow images on celluloid could be superposed. 

And now he would like to say something with regard to the production 
of coloured prints on paper. Practically he had solved this problem a 
year ago, but it was one thing to perfect a process in the laboratory and 
quite another to launch it upon the world in a form that, everyone cvuld 
use. During the last few months all difficulties had vanished, and he 
hoped in the course of two or three weeks to make the process public. 

The old plan was to take white paper as a basis, and to superpose upon 

it transparent coloured films of gelatine or other material. He did not 
care for a process of that kind, but maintained that a satisfactory method 
should, like a water colour drawing consist of layers of pigment only. 
Such is the process which he hopes to have ready for demonstration in 
about a fortnight’s time. The prints on paper will contain colouring 
matter only, there will be no films, and the process is simple and perma¬ 
nent. Moreover, it can be worked at night, no daylight being necessary 
even for the printing, and the cost of making a dozen quarter plate prints 
will work out at something less than eighteenpence. Mr. Sanger Shepherd 
then brought his lecture to a close by an inter< sting exhibition of his 
lantern slides in colour, many of which were of great beauty. 

The discussion was opened by Dr. Lyon, who said that to his eyes 
some of the pictures appeared too blue and others too red. It also- 
occurred to him that the fundamental tints were truer to nature than 
the mixed tints. The lecturer at once answered these objections by 
stating that the artificial light used in the production of some of these 
slides was so different to daylight that discrepancies were likely to arise. 
The electric light used in the club lantern introduced another source of 
error. The accuracy of the colours must depend largely upon the nega¬ 
tives, if they are right the reproduction will then bear the strict* 
comparison with the original. 

After a few desultory remarks from others, the chairman said that 
all of them would be interested in the new paper process which Mr. 
Shepherd had promised them. We cannot all carry lanterns about with 
us, and want to fill our albums with coloured prints. He then went into 
the question of possible improvements in plates, and said that if plates 
were sufficiently perfect no filters would be required. It would be easy 
to make a plate sensitive to all the rays of the specrum, if the necessity 
did not arise of having some light to work by. If automatic machinery 
could be devised for coating, examining, and packing plates in complete 
darkness the thing could be done. He was of opinion that if people 
would give a good trial to orthochromatic plates they wrould never use 
any other. 

in replying to the vote of thanks, Mr. Sanger Shepherd referred to the 
speed at which photographs in colour could now be produced. He had 
seen snapshots in colour which had had only half a second exposure, and 
cne of a breaking wave taken in one-eighth of that time. 

CROYDON CAMERA CLUB. 
An unusually bright and instructive evening upon " The Holy Land ” was 
spent on Wednesday, the 5th inst., the personally and pleasantly-con¬ 
ducted tour being under the guidance of Mr. Salmon, the editor of the 
“ Photographic News.” 

In the course of his remarks, Mr. Salmon disclaimed any intention of 
giving a lecture. What he had to say was to be regarded in the light 
of a friendly chat. This turned out to be a distinction without a differ¬ 
ence, for in the opinion of all present Mr. Salmon proved a most interest¬ 
ing and entertaining lecturer, with a genuine sense of humour which readily 
communicated itself to his audience. The subjects shown on the screeu 
included nearly every important Biblical scene. Jerusalem, the Dead 
Sea, Tyre and Sidon, the Jordan, and the Cedars of Lebanon were, 
amongst many others, illustrated, and in imagination visited. To give an 
idea of the thoroughness with which Mr. Salmon carried through his 
work, it may be mentioned that in order to photograph the Cedars of 
Lebanon, a journey extending over eight days was necessary, during which 
the photographer had to pass uncomfortable nights amidst the snow ou 
the mountains. 

Considerably more than 5,000 stereoscopic negatives were taken alto¬ 
gether, and judging from the quality of the slides shown, very excellent 
and softly gradated negatives must have been obtained. 

CROYDON SCIENTIFIC SOCIETY. 
On Friday evening a very successful demonstration of the Lumiere N. A 
process of colour photography was given by a representative of the 
Company. The history of the various attempts at colour photography 
was reviewed, beginning with Robert Hunt in 1843, but the scientific 
principles upon which the remarkable results now obtained owe their 
origin to Clerk Maxwell in 1861; by Mr. Ives in 1890. whose pictures were 
shown in 1894; and by numerous other experimenters. The Lumiere 
Company claim to have produced a simple and inexpensive process, all 
the necessary materials being obtainable for 25s. Three negatives have 
to be taken, through three colour screens, which are provided, i.e., the 
red, green, and blue. These negatives are all developed together, so 
as to give each an equal time, i'he blue may be examined by a red 
light, and if the exposure and development- have been correct for that, 
then all are correct, there being a ratio between the different screens 
among themselves, and as regards to white light. Mica is employed 
instead of celluloid, and sensitised sheets of tins material, 34in. square, 
are supplied for the purpose. 

From these negatives, the positives are made by being printed in, or 
stained, the complementary tints, thus:— 

The red negative is printed in, or stained, blue. 
The green negative is printed in, or stained, red, 
The blue negative is printed in, or stained, yellow, 

and this must be done from the back, like carbon work. The image is 
brought out by using hot water, the unaltered silver bromide dissolved 
by means of Farmer’s solution, and then stained. This has to be judi¬ 
ciously done, care being taken not to over-stain. Should this happen, 
water will reduce the red, and also fairly well the yellow, but for the 
blue a weak solution of glue, say 2 per cent, has to be employed. The 
positives are then dried, carefully superposed to obtain a correct register, 
and bound up between two pieces of glass, just like an ordinary lantern 
slide. It is very necessary, in carrying out this process, to be very careful 
which print is stained; the negatives should therefore be marked in some 
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way, such as cutting off one or two corners, so that the prints from the 
red, green, and blue negatives may unfailingly be stained blue, red, and 
green respectively. The demonstration, which was very successful, was 
much appreciated by the members present. 

SOUTHAMPTON CAMERA CLUB. 

The members of the above club held a meeting on the 3rd inst., under 
the presidency of Mr. G. Vivian. After the election of new members, 
a lantern slide competition was conducted, the subject being “ Landscape.” 
After a close contest, Mr. W. H. Trigg was declared the winner, with a 
pair of very fine slides portraying scenes from Mansbridge. He was 
awarded the club’s certificate of merit. The winner was very closely 
followed by Mr. Evans. A number of slides representing work executed 
by the Beck-Stenheil Ortbostigmal and Telephoto lenses were then pro¬ 
jected on the screen, showing remarkable capabilities. 

l)eu)$ and Dotes. 
The Professional Photographers Association.—There will be a meeting 

of the General Committee at 01, Baker street, Vv., on Friday, November 
14th. at six. 

Mr. G. H. Stanford, photographer, Bo. combe, informs us that H.R.H. 
Princess Henry of Battenberg has been pleased to purchase three of 
his photographs of Her Royal Highness’s recent visit to St. John's 
Church, Boscombe. 

Photographic Club, Arderton’s Hotel, Fleet Street., E C—Wednesday 
evening, November 19th, 1902, at eight o’clock, “ Photographing from Huh 
Altitudes,’ by the Rev. J. M. Bacon. Visitors, including ladies, are 
specially welcomed on this evening. 

Rotherham Photographic Society.—On Tuesday, November 4th, Mr. 
C. P. Goerz’s lecture on “What can be done with a hand camera” was 
read before a good meeting of the Rotherham Photographic Society. Six 
new members were elected. 

Glasgow North-Western Camera Club.—At the meeting held on No¬ 
vember 6th, Mr. J. B. Haggart demonstrated the advantages of tenta¬ 
tive development, developing under, correct, and over-exposed plates. 
There was a large turn out of members. 

The Traill Taylor Memorial Lecture.—The subject of the Traill Taylor 
memorial lecture to be delivered by Professor H. H Turner, F.R.S., on 
Thursday, December 11th, at the rooms of the Royal Photographic 
Society, No. 66, Russell Square, London, W.C., is: “The Great Photo¬ 
graphic Star Map.” 

Liverpool Amateur Photographic Association.—The usual weekly 
meeting of the above association was held on Thursday last week at the 
rooms in Eberle Street, when Mr. P. Lange presided. The lecturer of the 
evening was Mr. F. Anyon, who demonstrated the working of the oxy- 
hydrogen lantern. He afterwards gave instruction in the best method 
of working the lantern, so as to obtain the greatest amount of light. A 
hearty vote of thanks was accorded to the lecturer. 

Roy^l Institution.—The annual course of Christmas lectures, specially 
adapted to young people, at the Royal Institution, will be delivered by 
Professor H. S. Hele-Shaw, LL.D., F.R.S., Professor of Engineering 
in University College, Liverpool, whose subject is “ Locomotion—On 
the Earth: through the Water; in the Air.” The first lecture will take 
place on Saturday, December 27th, at three o’clock, and the remaining 
lectures will be delivered on December 30th, 1902, and on January 1st 
3rd, 6th, and 8th, 1903. ’ 

Members of the Longton and District Photographic Society owe a 
debt of gratitude to Mr C. F. Inston, of Liverpool, for his enjoyable 
chatty lecture on “The possibilities of a Hand Camera,” also for the 
privilege of inspecting some seventy of his charming prints, the majority 
of which were most fascinating, and showed the master hand in their 
general excellence, and it is to be hoped that all may profit by his advice 
and be encouraged by the sight of his beautiful examples to try more 
earnestly to reach the high standard set. 

DfcvoNPORT Camera Club cn November 4th heard at the Technical 
Schools a lecture on “Lantern-slide Making,” by Mr. A. J. Catford 
(secretary). Mr. J. Trouern Trend was to have given a demonstration 
of enlarging, but through indisposition was unable to attend. Mr 
Catford described the simple method of reducing slides by Baskett’s re¬ 
ducer. and a Is , the use of the compensating cover glass, and the method 
of Cloud printing. The lecture was illustrated by numerous lantern 
slut s, 1 he president (Mr. R J. Lamb) was chairman, and at the close 
a hearty vote of thanks was accorded the lecturer. 

A suggestion as to an Application of “ Rotokon ” Bromide Paper.—The 
convenience of "Rotokon” printing has impressed a reader of the “Bromide 
Monthly," who makes a suggestion to us which is certainly worth all the 
publicity we can give it. in these pages. Our correspondent’s idea con¬ 
cerns the use of Rotokon paper for the multiplication of the sketches 
and designs of students in art schools. The drawing is done in the first 
instance cn a glass plate coated w-ith a soft opaque varnish, the lines 
being made by scraping away the varnish with a fine stylus. A negative 
thus results from which any number of prints can be taken on Rotokon 1 

in a very little time. We are not aware how- far such multiplication of 
the work of students is desired in art schools, but we should say to a! 
very limited extent. For private purposes, as for the preparation of 
Christmas cards and other forms of greeting, there may be 
for such prepared plates; but the most likely sphere foi this application 
of gaslight papers is in kindergarten schools. The copying ot aimph 
drawings by this means would fix the subject of the sketch in the child’s 
mind as nothing else would, and it would not be difficult to instruct 
children of quite tender years to develop and fix the Rotokon pi 
The New York kindergarten schools are in the habit of making use of i 
ferroprussiate paper for the very similar purpose of copying ferns and 
various patterns. Why should not the kindergarten teacher do the 
same independently of the weather by means of gaslight paper?—The 
“ Bromide Monthly.” 

The late Dr. Schroeder.—We regret to learn that Dr. Hugo Schroeder 
died at his residence at Balham on 31st October, in his sixty-eighth year. 
About a.year ago he had a stroke of paralyei~, which affected his left 
side and arm, and a recent second attack of the same kind proved 
fatal. During the sixties and seventies Dr. Schroeder acquired a European 
reputation as a constructor of telescopes and other high-class scientific 
instruments. In 1897 he came to London as mathematician and scientific 
adviser to Messrs. Ross and Co., with whom he remained in that capacity 
for the long period of fourteen years. During this time he carried 
out many important improvements in optical instruments, particularly 
in photographic lenses, being the first to prtduce a lens possessing 
anastigmatic properties, in 1838, the Ross Concentric being the fore¬ 
runner of all other anastigmatic lenses. Dr. Schroeder was one of 
the first opticians in England to recognise the value for photographic 
purposes of the Jena glass on its introduction by Dr. Schott in 1886 
and 1837, and he conducted extensive experiments with the new glasses 
which were then available. In 1894 Dr. Sckrceder went to America 
to organise an optical establishment in that country, but returned to 
London about a year later, since which time he has been engaged in 
experimental work and calculations for Ross, Ltd., and other opticians. 
Dr. Schroeder was well known throughout Germany, where his reputa¬ 
tion was first made, and where a number of his pupils have successful 
business establishments. In that country liis death will be noticed and 
his work appreciated perhaps even more than in England. 

National Photographic Records.—A meeting of the National Photo¬ 
graphic Record Association was held on Tuesday last week at the 
Midland Grand Hotel, St. Pancras. Sir J. Benjamin Stone, M.P., the 
president, occupied the chair, and among those present were Sir C. 
Pardon Clarke, Mr. John Spiller, Mr. T. Sebastian Davies, Mr. John 
Sterry, and Mr. C. Welch. Mr. George Scamel 1, the hon. secretary, 
read the annual report, in which the council congratulated the members 
on the steady progress of the work. Since the last report 593 prints had 
been received, and Sir J. Benjamin Stone had contributed a series of 
pictures of St. James’s Palace, Sandringham Hall, Frogmore, and some 
of the. old mansions of England. Sir J. Benjamin Stone, in moving the 
adoption of the report, said the work he had done he regarded as an 
example of what could be done throughout the country. His pictures 
of the Coronation, a large number of which, together with other subjects, 
were on view, would probably be the best historical record of that cele¬ 
bration for future times. He also produced a series of photos taken of the 
“ Kern Baby,” as a record of an ancient custom still in vogue at Walton, 
Northumberland; and of the ceremonies at the Welsh Eisteddfod. With 
regard to the official work of that association, it was very inexpensive, 
and they relied on the good will of photographers throughout the country 
to take records in connection with their own localities. Mr. C. Welch, 
librarian of the Guildhall library, seconded the adoption of the report, 
and recommended that librarians throughout the country should be 
asked to collect and preserve records. He announced that the Guildhall 
library authorities had agreed to accept a loan of the Coronation photo¬ 
graphs for public exhibition. On the motion of Sir Caspar Purdon 
Clarke, seconded by Mr. Fincham, Sir J. Benjamin Stone was re-elected 
president, and the meeting then proceeded to elect the council and 
officers, after which an inspection of the numerous interesting photo¬ 
graphs on exhibition took place. 

Is a New System of Mounting a Large Telescope to be Adopted at 
Amherst?—Tlie announcement in the August and September number of 
“ Popular Astronomy ” that Amherst is to have a new observatory and 
that Professor Todd has secured a first-class 18-inch objective for a new 
telescope was very gratifying to all interested in astronomy. From the 
account given it appears that the telescope is to be mounted in a dome 
33 feet in diameter,- -and we are told that “ Professor Todd, a year or two 
ago, spent several weeks in studying appliances and mechanism of Conti¬ 
nental observatories, and will embody the results of his investigations, 
together with numerous inventions of his own.” The last clause of this 
quotation is, to me, writes Mr. S. B. Elliott, in “ Popular Astronomy,” 
the most interesting part, for there was published in the “ New York 
Tribune,” some six or more months ago, an illustrated article descriptive 
of an unique mounting for a large telescope, and Professor Todd was 
credited with being its inventor, and only a few weeks ago Miss Mary 
Proctor gave, in the “ Scientific American,” a similar description, with 
illustrations, of Professor Todd’s device. According to these accounts, this 
consists of a huge hollow metal sphere, out of which the object-glass end 
of the telescope protrudes one-half its length. The eye-piece end ex¬ 
tends inwardly to near the opposite side of the shell where the observer 
will sit in a fixed comfortable seat. Of course a door, for his use, would 
lead to the interior. If desired, about one-half of the shell could be left 
open or covered with glass or sliding shutters. This big ball is to float 
in some fluid, water, oil, or mercury, and, of course, is to be properly 
balanced so that the telescope can be readily pointed to any part of the 
heavens—a sort of “ball joint.” The tube, in addition to being firmly 
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fastened to the shell, is rigidly braced to prevent springing. This for 
the scheme looks fairly well on paper; but how is this big globe to be 
moved, how held in place after it is moved, and how made to accurately 
adjust itself to the rotation of the earth ? True, there is shown in the 
illustrations a shaft with gears at one end and a crank at the other, 
but no device appears to connect these with the ball, and I confess my 
utter inability to conceive how this can be done in a way that will 
permit it to be moved in any direction required, nor how or where the 
hour and declination circles can be placed and the whole under the 
proper guidance of clock work. But suppose the difficulties I name can 
be overcome, there are still others which I think will have to be dealt 
with. To bring about accuracy of movement nearly one-half of the 
globe must be, that much of it, a perfect sphere, and how can such be 
constructed, or, jf constructed, how kept so ? The varying temperature 
that the exposed part will experience, and which cannot be promptly 
shared by the submerged portion, will most certainly so distort its form as 
to render the accurate adjustment of any instrument connected with it 
very unstable, for as the tube is rigidly fixed to the hollow sphere, it 
must partake of the same movements. Then, too, what will prevent the 
wind from causing such a. tremor of the telescope as will be fatal to any 
observation? No shield for the outer end of the telescope can be pro¬ 
vided, as there is the revolving dome, nor can the sphere itself—I think 
50 feet was the diameter named—escape from the effects of even a very 
moderate breeze. All readings must be taken by the assistant who must 
necessarily, be posted on the outside of the shell, and where he will be 
placed is a wonder to me. However, this may not be one of the 
“ numerous inventions ” spoken of which Professor Todd proposes to 
adopt at Amherst. Yet the statement that the dome is to be 33 feet 
in diameter and the length of the tube 14 feet—this may be a typo¬ 
graphical error—gives colouring to the supposition that a radical depar¬ 
ture from usual methods is, somehow, to be made. I shall watch, with 
great interest any attempt—if it shall be made—to make a floating ball a 
satisfactory mounting for a large telescope—or a small one, for that 
matter. 

Photography as Applied to Illustration and Printing.—Mr. Duncan 
C. Dallas writes to the “Journal of the Society of Arts”: In one of the 
Cantor Lectures given by Mr. J. D. Geddes he describes the present 
methods of producing blocks by the use of the screen for trichromatic 
printing. Mr. Geddes mentions two methods of producing the screen 
negatives—the indirect and the direct. In the indirect the negatives are 
taken in the ordinary way, and with, of course, the necessary colour 
filters. From each of the negatives a transparency is made, and from 
this again a reversed negative, having the screen texture. There are thus 
three operations. The advantage is that the exposure for the original 
negatives is not lengthened as it would be by the interposition of the 
screen in front of the plate in the camera. There is, however, the im¬ 
portant disadvantage of two extra operations, and a risk, not men¬ 
tioned by Mr. Geddes, of deterioration of result in the screen negatives 
as compared with its original ones. There has been a copy of a copy 
of a copy for example in reproducing a painting, and although we know 
that skill can do a great deal in removing or modifying defects some de¬ 
terioration will remain, especially in tone if not in detail. In the direct 
method the required reversed negatives are made with the screen in front 
of the plate in the camera. This, of course, saves the two extra opera¬ 
tions of the indirect method, but has the disadvantage of lengthening the 
exposure. There is also a disadvantage not mentioned, by the lecturer, 
of having to take three reversed negatives through colour filters in com¬ 
bination with either a reversing prism or mirror. The neces¬ 
sity of reversing is of itself a disadvantage. In both the 
direct and indirect methods there is the necessity, as stated by Mr. 
Geddes, that the angle at which the screen is placed must be varied for 
each of the three negatives so that there shall be a progressive difference 
of 30deg. Thus, one is to be 15deg., the next 45deg., and the third 75deg. 
Mr. Geddes states two disadvantages which arise from not varying the 
angle of the screen. First, imperfect register, and second, the moire 
antique effect. But there is a third, the necessity for very careful ad¬ 
justment; and this not only in regard to the negatives but in two 
other respects not generally, if at all, considered, and in which the 
relationship of the angular conditions are probably never preserved. 
The first is the placing of the negatives to print by contact on the coated 
sensitised zinc or copper plates, and second, the perfectly accurate 
mounting and planing up after the etching and finishing. When all 
these points are considered, there is no question but that trichromatic 
work by screen-made photo-blocks is both complicated, expensive, and 
more or less imperfect—often indeed, very imperfeet and unpleasing, 
not merely from the predominance of the red, but from muddiness of 
colour, due no doubt to the dots of each colour not properly registering, 
and therefore overlapping irregularly. The wonder is that any good 
work is done. The output of really presentable work is, up to the 
present, extremely scanty. Good results are decidedly the exception, 
not the rule, and are due greatly, there is little doubt, to highly-skilled 
engraver’s work on the blocks. Compared with the complication of the 
screen trichromatic block method, and its uncertainties of result, the 
Dallastint natural grain trichromatic block method is simplicity itself 
and reliability. The natural grain, resembling, as it does, aquatint, not 
only lends itself to rendering gradations of colour without mechanical 
texture, but prevents slight imperfections in register from showing 
offensively. Indeed, a slight shifting of the register can be used in an 
effective manner if desired. As regards simplicity in the Dallastint 
method, it starts from the very foundation—the production of the nega¬ 
tives. With the exception of using the necessary colour filters the 
negatives are taken in the usual manner either on dry plates, collodion 
emulsion, or wet collodion. No reversed negatives are required for 
Dallastint blocks,except in the very rare case where the print has to 

appear reversed. No expensive screen, prism, or reversing mirror is 
required, though the well-eqifipped taker of negatives for other purposes 
may find them useful. The advantage of being able to use the original 
unsophisticated negative—rectified blemishes excepted—is obviously pre¬ 
ferable to having a negative to which instead of its natural gradation 
and correct rendering of the texture and detail of the original has been 
added a mechanical texture which skilful, wonderful, and worthy of 
all praise as has been the development of the production and use of the 
screen, can never have the same pleasing artistic effect in print, as a well 
selected natural grain. From the foundation simplicity obtained by 
using unsophisticated negatives the production of the Dallastint 
bloeks is more simple also in the subsequent operations than by the 
methods more cniefly in use, whether for colour or monochrome. There 
is the same possibility of being able to work on the blocks as in the 
screen method and even with greater effect. 

“ Spirit Photography.”-—It may be said at once that Mr. Podmore, 
in his two substantial volumes on “ Modern Spiritualism,” published last 
week by Messrs. Methuen, has not only given us the completest survey 
of the growth and nature of spiritualistic manifestations and beliefs 
which has so far been offered to the world, but that he has brought to 
his task a very rare faculty of intellectual detachment. The work has 
demanded great industry and scrupulous fairness, and the writer deserve* 
to be congratulated in respect to both these qualities. It is not, indeed* 
easy to see how the book could have been better done, and it is not 
in any respect the author’s fault that a thorough perusal of his pages,, 
interesting as they are, leaves a certain weariness in the reader’s mind. 
For Mr. Podmore is dealing with a theme which is probably more 
encrusted with humbug and credulity than any other in the world, and 
a prolonged survey of humbug and credulity is apt to sate the robustest 
inquirer. The writer has not set himself to pronounce judgment. He 
has made it his business to collect evidence on which a judgment may 
be formed. He says in effect, that if you believe the plaintiff you 
will find for the plaintiff, and if you believe the defendant you will 
find for the defendant. He is neither advocate nor jury. He is simply 
a scrupulously fair-minded and indefatigably industrious witness, and 
there is this rather striking peculiarity about his work—that it would 
be easy to build up from it, and from it alone, a very strong and plausible 
argument for either side. There is one encouragement which can hardly 
fail to present itself to the student’s mind. The most striking thing in 
the earlier records of so-called spiritualistic manifestations is the absence 
of any real understanding of the nature of evidence. People of credit 
and repute were content to rely upon their eyes and ears. To see and 
hear is, of course, indubitable proof, of the thing seen and heard, but 
it is no proof whatever of the means by which the appearance and the 
sound were produced. There is a lecorded case of a little child whose 
finger bore a witch-mark of a deep red colour and “ about the bigness 
of a flea-bite.” It is a hundred to one that the mark was there, but 
what an argument for the exercise of a malevolent supernatural power! 
We have left that sort of puerility behind us, and have learned that the 
observation of a simple fact is in itself of no importance whatever. The 
modern investigator asks for causes, and it is the safest of all rules in 
respect to this particular inquiry not to accept as supernormal anything 
whatever for which an explanation can be found in known natural 
means. Mr. Podmore, who cites almost every case of interest, deals, 
of course, with the exposure of Buguet, a Frenchman who wa-s at one 
time famous for the production of spiiit photographs. This man was 
watched by Mr. W. H. Harrison, and the identity of the plates he used 
was naturally the point at issue. Now M. Buguet, by way of establishing 
his bona fides, submitted a plate to Mr. Harrison which, on examination, 
was found not to have been tampered with in any way. He then broke 
off a fragment of glass, most obviously from a doctored plate which 
had not been inspected, and when the spirit negative was produced, “ Mr. 
Harrison failed to detect any trickery in the operation.” The test was a 
very good one if it had been properly applied. What ought to have been 
done was for the watcher to examine the plate and himself break off 
and retain the fragment But this case of Buguet's constituted one 
of the most remarkable sensations of its time. The operator was put 
upon his trial for fraud, and made a clean breast of the whole business. 
He explained the methods he had practised, and produced the apparatus 
with which he had worked. Then it turned out that his dupes would not 
relinquish him. Many witnesses of high character, amongst them photo¬ 
graphic experts and opticians, came to testify that they had watched 
the processes throughout, and were satisfied that the results were 
genuine. Stainton Moses averred that Buguet was obviously a genuine 
medium who had no doubt been bribed or terrorised to make a spurious 
confession and to fabricate a box of trick apparatus for exhibition at 
his own trial. William Howitt saw in the whole proceedings evidence 
of an organised conspiracy on the part of the Jesuits to overthrow 
spiritualism. The recorded facts cannot be held finally and definitely 
to prove that the whole pretence of spirit photography is fraudulent, 
and if Mr. Stainton Moses and Mr. William Howitt had been wise 
they would have contented themselves with that reflection. The proof 
of a. fraud is the proof of a fraud, and there is an end of it. It is not 
a proof that a result apparently similar might not be produced by the 
most legitimate means. The truly intelligent modern spiritualist is far 
too discerning a man to put all his eggs in one ba-sket in that fashion. 
He has permitted himself to be persuaded on what appears to him 
to be legitimate evidence that certain beliefs are true, that certain things 
not susceptible of explanation by commonly recognised causes do really 
happen. But he knows very well that many of these effects can 
be cunningly simulated, and, being a sensible man, he expects them to 
be simulated, whether by wholesale impostors who work for gain alone, 
or by genuine mediums who are tempted to pretend to powers which they 
do not possess.—“ Merlin, in the " Referee. 
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Correspondence. 
Correspondents should never write on both sidesof the paper. No 

notice is taken of communications unless the names and addresses of 
the writers are given. 

%* We do not undertake responsibility for the opinions expressed by our 
correspondents. 

WHERE ARE WE DRIFTING? 
To the Editors. 

Gentlemen,—Where are we drifting ? Is it towards the light, upwards, 
■or down to the darkness ? This idea has often occurred to me when read¬ 
ing various lectures and statements reported in our journal. At one 
time a speaker states that a knowledge of drawing is not necessary 
to good retouching. At another we are told that the best way to 
copy engravings is to photograph them through ground glass. Then 
another clever fellow attempts to explain the nature of a vignette by 
comparing it to a piece of land surrounded by water. Further on, we 
learn that a “ multiplicity of glass and blinds ” in the studio is an 
“abomination,” etc. Now, as all this is diametrically opposed to 
the truth of facts and must tend to increase the dense cloud of ignor¬ 
ance through which we appear to be drifting, it is necessary that such 
statements should not be allowed to remain unquestioned. I will 
.therefore break a lance with these champions of error, giving to each 
and all a flat denial and proceed to show wherein they err. 

Mistake No. 1.—Is it possible for a retoucher to make good the 
imperfections and improve the expression of a face if lie does not 
know the drawing of the features and their natural planes? Any 
authority will affirm that this is not possible. 

Mistake No. 2.—Engravings are composed of dots and lines. It 
follows, then, that the better defined each dot and line is, the better 
will be the resulting copy. The ground glass suggested would cer¬ 
tainly obscure these dots and lines, and therefore must impair the 
quality of the reproduction. 

Mistake No. 3.—This is a matter of vital importance; to all portrait 
photographers. The lecturer here, after making some slighting re¬ 
marks on the construction of the studios of the early photographers, 
remarks which in no way commend his knowledge, designates a mul¬ 
tiplicity of glass and blinds” in the studio as an “abomination,” and 
attempts to prove the needless ness of so much glass, by some childish 
experiments with blotting-paper reflectors. 

One of these I will give as an example of this new teacher’s system 
of photographic lighting. He says, “ On the shade side of sitter place 
a big reflector, covered with cflean blotting-paj>er, and take a photo¬ 
graph; you will now get a horribly flat picture. Now close in your 

■direct window light, take another photograph, and brilliance is again 
recovered.” But if so, where did the light come from? Not from the 
direct window, for that has been closed, nor from the- reflector, for 
if the direct light is shut off the reflected light must go too. He then 
advises the abandonment of all top light, and recommends that all 
studios be built having side light only. More, be tells us that he has 
actually designed several such studios. Lord, help them! Now, all 
this is so obviously wrong that only the most uninformed could be 
misled thereby, but being ais it is a subject of such great importance 
(for is not “ light and shade ” the great study of artists and photo¬ 
graphy’s “all in all”), I will endeavour in a- few sentences to refute 
the erroneous teaching of this glib orator. 

'To begin with, without top light, all power of concentration is lost, 
and concentration is essential to all pictorial art, also the perfect 
rounding of the head cannot be obtained without top light. Then 
the illumination of groups would b* most unequal if lighted only from 
the side. I have seen many, too many, examples from studios with 
the side light, horrible one-sided faces they were, with the ear on the 
light side, showing preposterously large and white, errors of tonality 
hopelessly exaggerated, and altogether lop-sided atrocities; in fact, 
although suitable to some compositions of fine art, all side-lighted work 
in portraiture is unnatural, and therefore inartistic. Nature provides 
us with light from above, giving all objects their proper value in the 
scalo of gradation, and from nature we may learn that we cannot have 
too much light at our disposal. The ideal studio will then be the 
Icctuivrs’s abomination, i.e., one with as much glass as possible, with 
shutters and blinds to cover every square, than with the aid of suitable 
screens and reflectors the artist could arrange the light to suit any 
subject. 

A great authority now passed away once said that “ Every picture 
in black and whits was an arrangement in tone,” and as this axiom 
applies to photographic work quite as much as to any other work, it 
is manifestly absurd to limit the power of the artist in his chief func¬ 
tion by depriving him of his best means of light. I feel assured that 
all artists in photography will concur in this. In a studio of the 
above description, using a. diffusion of focus lens, with a little supple¬ 
mentary art work on the negative, it would be quite possible to- pro¬ 
duce photographic portraits of such high artistic merit as would 
vie with the matchless work of the old engravers but to attain this 
desirable end we want more art and less chemistry. It is, I think, 
lue to this want of artistic knowledge, ais so often shown by these 

irresponsible teachers, that we hear the parrot cry of the “ limitations 
of photography.” What are these limitations? * Distortion, as seen 
in heads and extremities. This may be avoided by using lei 
greater focal length. Artists never think of drawing objects at a less 
distance than twenty feet; they know that if they did so, apparent 
distortion would result. False tonality. This can be corrected 
by art work on the negative, as want of colour 1ms no reference to 
black and white it is not to be regarded us a limitation. Thus we 
find that there are practically no limitations in photography. Having 
written the above from a sense of common duty, which 1 think will 
not be misunderstood by artists, 1 will say, in conclusion, that I hope 
it may help to check the progress of error and assist in the discovery 
of light and truth.—Yours, etc., 

Michael Edward Banger. 
Ivy House, E. Dereham, Norfolk. 

November 4th, 1902. 

TO OPERATORS. 
. To the Editors. 

Gentlemen,—For many years there have been periodical complants 
made by “ operators ” about their specimens being, to use a gentle 
expression, “kept up.” Stolen, I think would be the word used if 
such cases came into the police-courts. However, operators, your 
troubles in this respect should now be at an end—if you do as I did. 
My specimens were being very much kept back. I wrote repeatedly 
for their immediate return, but got no reply—gave up all hope of ever 
seeing them again—when fortunately I noticed our Editor’s advice to 
a correspondent—viz., “Write to the Chief of Police.” I took the 
hint; and, lightning result, got specimens returned next day. So, 
Messrs. Operators, Retouchers, etc., don’t trouble our poor Editor 
again. Just write to the Chief of Police.—Thanking the British 

Journal for the hint, I am, etc., Satisfied. 

THE CHISWICK CAMERA CLUB. 
To the Editors. 

Gentlemen,—I feel that there must be many photographers in this 
neighbourhood who are not aware of the fact that there flourishes 
in their midst a club devoted to their hobby. I shall therefore 
esteem it a very great favour if you will allow me to use your valuable 
columns in order to bring the Chiswick Camera Club under their 
notice. The club has been in existence since 1896, is in a sound 
financial position, and its membership increases year by year. Meet¬ 
ings are held weekly, on Thursday evenings, in the 
Devonshire Room. at the Town Hall, Chiswick, for 
the discussion of matters photographic. Gentlemen interested 
m photography will be cordially welcomed at any of the 
ordinary meetings, notices of which are posted up outside the Town 
Hall, and various other places in the locality. Beginners have been 
specially catered for by meetings which will be held in the club’s 
dark room, 344, High Road, Chiswick, such subjects as “The manipu¬ 
lation of a camera,” exposure and development, printing and toning, 
■etc., will be there dealt with in a practical manner, and in a way suited 
to the needs of such as require instruction. Such well-known gentle¬ 
men as John A. Hodges, Esq., F.R.P.S., Ernest Morgan, Esq., John 
Dollman, Esq., R.I., -S. J. Beckett, Esq., F.R.P.S., etc., have kindly 
consented to attend in person and give the club the benefit of their 
services during the present session. 

I shall be happy to furnish further particulars to anyone who cares 
to apply to me. 

In conclusion, I will again call attention to the fact that gentlemen 
who are not members are invited to our ordinary meetings.—Thanking 
you in advance, I am, Gentlemen, yours faithfully, 

J. Mann, Hon. Sec 
334, High Road, Chiswick, 

November 1st, 1902. 

UTILITY OF THE PROFESSIONAL PHOTOGRAPHERS’ 
ASSOCIATION. 
To the Editors. 

Gentlemen,—It is very satisfactory to see that the P.P.A. is giving 
some attention to processes as well as to purely trade matters. At 
the last meeting of the Hull branch the question of the permanence 
of collodion-chloride pictures was discussed. Such subjects as the 
stability of his work is a matter of importance to every conscientious 
professional—he, for his credit sake, if not for that of photography 
itself, desires that his pictures should prove as permanent as the 
processes he works are capable of yielding. I hope that, as time 
goes on. the association will be able to devote some attention to the 
technical portion of the art its members follow. The general 
opinion of the meeting, as will be seen from the report given in 
your last issue, was that the silver image in collodion is more likely 
to be permanent than when it was held in gelatine. This is a point 
to which we have often made reference. This really beautiful process 
has been before the photographic world now nearly forty years, since 
1861, and prints by it that were made about the time of its introduc¬ 
tion are still intact. Although the process is ;SO' old, it seems strange 
that, until quite recently, it has been so little used by professional 
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Lotographers, and now complaints are being made as to the want 

f permanence of its results. At the Hull meeting the general opinion 

xpressed was that the instability, when it arises, is due father to 

he baryta coating than to the collodion emulsion. We have more 

han once pointed out that the insoluble sulphate of baryta, rper s.e> 
aav be considered an inert material, and that it is to the colloid 

iody which Cements it to the paper that the evil is really due. The 

ree silver in the emulsion forms a compound with it, which is 

iot dissolved out in the short time that is: necessary to fix the 

ollodion image. That such a compound is formed, and that it is 

;ensitive to light, may be proved by removing the collodion film, 

vhen a faint image will be found in the baryta coating beneath, 

the emulsion employed in the early days of the process for the 

pictures that have withstood the test of time so well, was not mate- 

daily different from that employed now, but the paper was entirely 
different. It had no so-caliled “baryta coating,” it was the old 

‘ Saxe” or “ Rims ” paper, the camera was employed for albumenising, 

coated with arrowroot. A substratum of some kind of the paper is 

jfound, in practice, to be necessary, as the collodion does not adhere 

dvell to plain paper. Possibly some manufacturer will put upon the 

market a collodion paper prepared in this, the old, way. Or, as the 

emulsion is not difficult to prepare, some users of the paper may be 

induced to make some for themselves and compare it, for permanence, 

against the commercial article on the baryta coating. As the P.P.A, 

or the Hull branch of it, have given some attention to the question 

of permanence of C.C. prints, it may, perhaps, also go into that of the 

stability, or otherwise, of those made by other processes.—I am, yours, 
etc., Professional. 

November 10th, 1902. 

ON BEING APPRECIATED. 

io the Editors. 

Gentlemen,—That our work should be received with favour is a 

most vital point if we are to succeed, and therefore it becomes a very 

important matter of earnest study to find out the sort of work to 

turn out. 
“That is the very best portrait ever taken of me, Mr. Focus. J 

cannot you tell how it has been admired; all my friends want 

one, and several of them say they shall get you to make good pictures 

of them.” How it warms one to hear such a nice little speech, and 

makes us redouble our efforts to deserve such remarks. It is as good 

as a gold medal. Now, there are few callings in life which yield 

more opportunities of giving real pleasure than photography, as a 

true representation of a valued friend is a great treasure, and often 

the means of either commencing a friendship which may be lifelong, 

at least, or of cementing an engagement which is hanging on a thread. 

Some there are who do not, or say they do not, care whether they 

exactly suit their clients’ ideas or not—they have a notion that tiny 

must educate the public to like a certain sort of thing, which is, 

perhaps the only sort they care to make. This may be all very well 

if they are working simply for pleasure and not profit—and no douot 

there have been cases where such a plan is a good one; but, as a general 

rule, we want the mill to grind us our bread, and so we must study 

the wind, and work accordingly. 

Now, what do the public really want? “A correct likeness for 

sixpence” used to be the usual invitation when popular photography 

was young—and we who have had those “ correct likenesses ” to copy 

and enlarge in these modern days often open our eyes and wonder 

what our ancestors, and aunts and uncles, could have been really like 

if these were indeed “correct likenesses.” But the invitation 

touched a chord that responded in those cases, or we should not have 

them before us now. 

Then why is the invitation not repeated in some form at the pres nit 

day by high class houses? Is a photographic likeness now so correct 

that it goes without saying? 

Not exactly; retouching has proved itself a power for good or evi, 

as the case may be, and has much to ansAver for. In its early days it 

Avas often much overdone; and even noAV, in many cases, there is such 

an amount of scraping and patching that seeing cannot be believing 

by any means. 

But let us return to our ideal of a “correct likeness,” and see how 

our Avork may be generally “ appreciated.” 

The first step is to appreciate your sitter. Get, if you can, an 

excellent idea of him into your own mind, and then set about express¬ 

ing that idea so that all his friends shall not only know him by your 

picture, but also, as far as possible, they shall knoAV his good qualities 

—his kind heart, or his firm decision, his thoughtful mind, or his 

studious habits. This mud, as far as possible, be done by pose. J 

you know him to have a kind heart, don’t take o^m Avith an expression 

as if he might bite your camera. If he has a. firm disposition give him 

a firm pose. If you know he is a great thinker do not let the eyes 

turn exactly with the head—some look slightly aAvay, or up or down, 

to give expression to a passing thought. If he is a great student give 

him a book. If a man of business, sIioav him writing, etc., etc. 

Another important point is to fall in with your sitters’ ideas if 

possible. Many come to the studio Avith a very definite notion of 

the sort of picture they intend to make. Let this, therefore, be your 

first plate, as it will favour their feelings, and pjossibly be the best 

you Avill do as a likeness. It also gives you time and opportunity to 

get into their confidence and study Avhat to do with your next plate. 

Then suggest a modification, and he Avill probably agree with the 

notion, and one position Avill groAV out of another Avithout a shock. 

On no account complain of your sitter. Don't say, “You are not 

easy to take a good picture of,” as some do. Don’t seem puzzled in 

posing, or find fault if an arm is looking stiff or aAvkAvard—see for 

yourself how it could be improved, and gently change it. Don’t say, 

“ Oh; full face won’t suit you at all, your eyes are not alike,” or “Your 

nose is crooked.” If it is .so it is your duty to get the best side, as 

one eye aauII be the happiest, and the nose will look better if taken 

the side it favours. 

Most people enter a studio Avith a fairly good opinion of themselves. 
Take good care that when they leave they have a formed a good opinion 

of you. They also come Avith their nerves very much on edge, so 

to speak, and they compare you with a dentist; let your manner have 

the effect of soothing and setting their feelings at rest as much as 

possible, and let them depart in peace, with a strong desire to bring 

all their friends, babies, and dogs, for these are the things that pay. 

Then, as to that “fine-art” bit of photography—the retouching. 
Suit your pencil to your subject. If a lady Avishes her face to appear 

like a bladder of lard let her have it; you need not put your name on 

her mounts. If that musical genius AArishes the lines oi the stave to 

remain clearly drawn across his forehead, with a clef by each eye, 

and a mouth the shape of a slur, why should he not have it so? He 

Avill be more likely to be pleased Avith the “ expression ” than if he is 

smoothed aAvay into a face like a young shopman. But for freckles, 

marks of small-pox, scars of wounds (except in soldiers), tne less they 

appear the better; and if you have a face with very strong, hard lines, 

let it turn towards the light, and take it Avith a Rembranui effect, and 

hardly any retouching will be wanted. 

And speak gently—gentleness is infectious. If a sitter comes 

shouting into your studio don’t shout back, but speak quietly and 

firmly, as if he had not shouted to you, and he will soon drop his voice 

nearer to your tone. It is often the effect of excitement, and it will 

pass off. Don’t be frightened; expose a plate as soon as you can, and 

get aAvay into the dark-room and collect yourself, while he listens 

to the echoes of his oAvn noise and gets into a more even frame of 
mind. 

A word to all assistants. If you Avish to be appreciated by the 

“Head,” as boys say, make yourself indispensable; fill your place, 

and be a personality, so that when you return from your short holiday 

you may be greeted with “ Oh, I am glad to see you again; it has 

been such a blank while you have been away.”—I am, yours faith¬ 

fully, Alfred Seeley. 
November 6th, 1902. 

MATT CARBON PRINTS. 

To the Editors. 
Gentlemen,—In the British Journal of Photography of Novem¬ 

ber 7th Messrs. Illingworth and Co. Avrite in reference to your state¬ 

ment that hitherto “ if a picture was desired on a matt, paper by the 

carbon process, it had to be made by the single transfer method ” that 

they introduced a special tissue, etc., for producing prints by double 

transfer on matt paper twelve months ago, and that they are, there¬ 
fore, pioneers of this method of working. 

Without wishing to claim that I am a pioneer of such a method. 

I Avish to call your attention to the fact that I published more than 

two years ago in the “British Journal Almanac,” and also in your 

contemporary “ Photography,” a method of easily producing carbon 

prints by double transfer on any papers, even rough-surfaced 

varieties, and this method lias been in constant use ever since for 
almost all my carbon Avork. 

I enclose a print made by this method on Wbatman’s drawing- 

paper; you will see that in the matter of retaining the texture of the 

paper it closely resembles a single transfer print, and it is also ex 

similar in another equally important respect, and that is that while 

there is a slight gloss on the deep shadow-work, the lighter tones are 
as free from gloss as the paper itself. Prints produced bv this 

method have great depth and richness.—I am. gentlemen yours trulv 

November 11th, 1902. Henry W. Bennett. ' ' 

IRRITANT POISONING BY PHOTOGRAPHY. 
To the Editors. 

Gentlemen,—In vour issue of August 28th there appears a letter on 

the above subject from a correspondent, who signs himself C.. and to 

the letter is a footnote by yourself asking for the experience of others. 

I have Avorked regularly as an amateur for the last nineteen years, 

and, except on one occasion, have never suffered from poisoning On 

the occasion mentioned I was asked by a friend to come with him and 

assist to do some enlarging. The developer I used was metol. and the 

dish Avas one of Avood with glass bottom, and unfortunatelv the car¬ 
penter avIio had made the dish had done his work very badlv. Betore 
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the development of each piece of bromide paper was complete, the 
dish was nearly empty of developer by leakage. The metol solution 
ran over my hands and between the fingers before it reached the sink. 
In a day or two afterwards I found my fingers red and itchy. I knew 
the cause, but not the remedy. However, walking in my garden I was 
struck instinctively to rub the affected parts with some dandelion 
flowers which I saw growing. I got relief at the time, and feeling the 
itchiness return next morning I again tried the same remedy, and, after 
that application had no more trouble. Although too late for your 
correspondent C., it might interest someone else, and if it prove effica¬ 
cious to any person I should be glad to hear of it through your columns. 
The cure is at least easy and cheap.—I am, etc., W. L. 

THE DELHI DURBAR. 

To the Editors. 

Gentlemen —'We think it may interest a number of your readers to 
know that the Yicerov has appointed us the official photographers to 
the Delhi Durbar Coronation, to be held in January next. We shall 
compile a book of ail the eminent guests, native and foreign princes, 
who attend, with all interesting scenes. It will be on a costly and 
lavish scale. Their Excellencies the Viceroy and Lady Curzon have 
given us special sittings for this work.—Faithfully yours, 

Bourne and Shepherd. 

Calcutta. 
October 16th, 1902. 

To the Editors. 

Gentlemen,—1 shall be highly obliged if you will kindly recom¬ 
mend me to some illustrated paper or magazine publishers, some photo 
publishing firms, or lantern slide manufacturers, who would care 
to undertake to publish Delhi Durbar views. Of course, you must 
be knowing well that it is going to be a grand and unique affair of its 
kind in the history of India, 

My charges are £9 9s. for one dozen negatives, with 10 per cent, 
discount. For orders exceeding two dozen, a discount of 25 per 
cent, will be allowed. All negatives guaranteed bona-fide and original. 
Each order should be accompanied by a certificate of appointment of 
me by them for the work.—Trusting to be favoured with an early 
reply, that should reach me not later than the mail that reaches this 
on the 12th of December next, I beg to remain, dear Sirs, yours faith¬ 

fully, 
Meherwarys, Cawasys Mode 

No. 37. Hornby Road, Fort, Bombay, 
October 25th, 1902. 

[We submit our correspondent’s offer to our readers, in the hope 
that he may succeed in obtaining the commission he seeks.—Eds. 

B.J.P.] 

KODAK, LIMITED, AND THE TRADE. 

To the Editors. 

Gentlemen,—I am reading with great interest, and I may say, with 
pleasure, the controversy between Kodak, Limited, and the Photo¬ 
graphic Trade Association. Why the Photographic Trade Association 
goes with such energy for the Kodak, Limited, is a mystery. Has not 
Kodak, Limited, said repeatedly that they do not want a monopoly 
of photographic goods and instruments? Have we not had the 
testimony of a gentleman, about a year ago, showing the purity of 
Kodak, Limited’s, designs on the photo, trade? Have they not now 
the assurances of “Briton” that monopoly was never thought of and 
will not be attempted? I do not exactly know or understand what 
“Lady Amateur” wants to prove in her letter; but I suppose she 

means to ask gents, to leave Kodak, Limited, alone. With all these 
assurances of no monopoly, what do you want more? 

I understand that all Kodak, Limited, wants is to do all the busi¬ 
ness they can attend to, sell all their own instruments, instantaneous 
or otherwise, portable or not, their films and papers, plates and other 
outfits, etc., etc. To attain this end they offer good terms, and better 

■ones to parties willing to exclude other goods (of course, much inferior 
ones always); but of monopoly there is no question whatever. If 
it were so they would reduce also their retail prices, but that is out 
of the question just now. They sell the best of all, and other goods 
are infringements. The only claim they make is superiority of 
quality, and if any film goes wrong it is that made by other manu¬ 
facturers, and no mistake. Prenez mon ours! Qui vivra verraf—• 
Yours very truly, Anti-Monopolist 

To the Editors. 

Gentlemen,—It may interest “Kodak, Limited,” who contend that 
they are not seeking a monopoly, to hear what an American professor 
has to say about the peculiar business methods which they are 
adopting. In a little work entitled “The Control of Trusts,” published 

by Macmillan and Co., Professor John Bates Clark, of Columbia 
University, describes the “factors’ agreement” as one in common use 
by trusts, and defines it as either an absolute refusal on the part of 
the trust to sell to a merchant who buys goods from a competing 
establishment, or a refusal to give him necessary discounts (p. 34) 
This form of agreement, he contends, should be made illegal, as con¬ 
trary to public policy. He is by no means uncompromisingly hostile 
to trusts, and recognises that the crushing out of independent com¬ 
petitors by the mere process of centralisation is “ in a way legitimate : 
for it is an instance of the survival of the fittest.” But the “ factors 
agreement,” and some other forms of business effected by the trust-, 

he characterises as an attempt to “ foul competitors, and disable them 
by an underhand blow,” and as “actions that have in them the essence 
of robbery, though they lie altogether outside the scope of statutes 
heretofore enacted.” 

The author of this interesting little brochure has much to say on the 
inherent weakness of trusts, as well as on their connection with a 
protective tariff, and he proposes certain methods of dealing with them 
which are well worth consideration. For these your readers must 
consult the book -Yours, etc., H. H. O’Farrell. 

Ealing, W. 

To the Editors. 

Gentlemen,—Having been away, I have only just received my copy 
of the Journal, but I trust you will allow me to reply to X.Y.Z., as 

his letter consists of a series of inaccuracies. 
He seems to be unaware of the exact signification of terms, and also 

of the conditions of the photographic trade in general. Asserting that 
there is nothing to choose between Kodak, Ltd., and theP.T.A. as both 
try to create a monopoly by keeping up prices; that it requires but 
a small capital to set up in the business; that the dealers have been 
having a merry time, the profits being very large; and that they have 
combined to “exploit the public.” 

A monopoly is a condition wherein a person (or persons) has an 
absolute control over the entire output, nature, quantity, quality, and 
price of an article. Now, how can the P.T.A. create a monopoly by 
fixing the prices of their articles? It is open for X.Y.Z. to flood the 
market with cheaper cameras as soon as he can get them ready, and 
no one could stop him. 

There was never a time when more capital was required to set up 
than at the present moment. The large number of very high-priced 
cameras, the host of various makes and designs, the various brands 
of plates, papers, and films, and apparatus of all kinds, renders it 
increasingly difficult (except for those in a very large way of business) 
to keep up with the times. 

The profits on a turnover of, say, £100 worth of cameras are no 
larger than those on the same quantity of beef, sugar, or any other 
article of trade; and if X.YLZ. were a business man he would know that 
the cost of every undertaking must be borne by those who wish the 
undertaking carried on. He must be poor, indeed, at finance, who 
pockets the difference betw'een buying and selling and calls it profit. 
Deterioration, consequent upon exposure to light and air; continual 
fingering, and opening and shutting of cameras to show enquirers; 
time occupied in making good defects in new cameras (nearly all are 
defective, even the high-priced ones); repairing machine after enquirer 
has damaged it; supercession of new patterns by still newer ones 
before one has had time to sell the former; a drop altogether in the 
sale of a certain class which went well a little while ago—all this 
comes out of that “ huge” profit. 

What does he mean by “exploiting the public?” I protest against 
both his remarks and those of many others who write, wherein they 
talk of two classes, retailers and the public. What are traders but 
part of the public? Who decreed that their sole aim should be for 
the benefit of the rest of the public? They, like, say, a bank clerk, 
lawyer, or government official, exist for their own benefit, and have 
just as much right to be properly paid for their work or occupation. 
Why should the optician sell a Is. box of plates for lid., which, when 
taking into account rent of storage room, time occupied in counting up, 
frequently, various makes, brands, rapidities, and sizes, to see he 
is not short (woe betide him if he be), time taken in ordering, heavy 
carriage, unpacking, storing away in order, stale stock of some brands 
after a time not asked for, salary of self or assistant while giving them 
out, etc.—is about what they cost, perhaps less. 

The public benefit—or the greatest good to the greatest number— 
is not that one portion of it should live upon the other portion at 
cost price, but that each should have a wage or payment sufficient to 
enable him to carry on his calling and earn his living, to pay his 
accounts promptly, thereby allowing his creditors to settle their’s, 
and so on; and, if a man in a town is, by reason of low prices, doing 
business at a loss, it is evident that those who are taking advantage 
of his services are not paying sufficiently to enable those services to 
be rendered. 

If the optician’s yearly income be no more than that of any other 
business man of the same standing—which it is not—he cannot be “ex¬ 
ploiting the public,” and it would be well to again remind X.Y.Z. and 

many others that those who trade do so for their own and the public 
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benefit in just the .same measure as do those who sell by the hour, or the 
dav, their writing, brains, or labour.—Yours faithfully, 

A Retired Dealer. 

To the Editors. 

Gentlemen,—The Kodak letter in your issue of the 6th would 
imply that they were pioneers of daylight roll films and roll film 
cameras. Let me explain to your readers the history of daylight 
roll films and roll film cameras, so far as they concern this country. 

The first daylight loading cameras and films were introduced by 
the European Blair Camera Co. in 1893; they were imported from 
America, but latterly they made first their film and then their 
cameras in this country. Two years later the Kodak Company put 
on this market a series of similar cameras and films, why then 
should Kodak take exception to others doing what they have done? 
If they had been the originators their case would be different. 
I can therefore only conclude that such terms SO' often used by 
them during this correspondence as “Shoddy Imitations,” “Piracy,” 
“Parasites,” etc., are detrimental to their own products. 

It will be seen that Kodak must have imitated, for, were the 
European Blair cameras not on the market two years before Kodak? 
Further, in 1895 I made folding pocket film cameras in two sizes, 
3-£ by 2^ and 4| by 3i; they were' similar to the present day loading 
ones, rather smaller if anything, and were taken off the market 
because of the difficulty at that time in getting good film. To the 
best of my knowledge, it was at least twelve months later before 
the folding daylight loading Kodaks appeared. Were they in design 
and size imitations or coincidence? 

These statements can be substantiated by your readers referring 
to the “ Amateur Photographer ” or “ Photography ” for 1896, in 
which these folding pocket film cameras of my manufacture were 
advertised. 

Kodak plate cameras were introduced this year, and attached to 
these is a folding focussing hood, which also serves to protect the 
ground glass. This arrangement was first applied to “ Challenge ” 
cameras when brought out seventeen years ago. Do Kodak Com¬ 
pany then admit imitation on their part here? 

Kodak Company have made a statement “ that any dealer can 
retail their goods and is free to sell substitutes.” I, as a dealer, 
have been refused to be supplied with their goods, and although 
I wrote them on the 11th June and on the 17th July for an ex¬ 
planation, it was only after my second letter that I got a verbal 
intimation from one of their officials that “ acting on instructions 
from headquarters ” I could not be supplied with their products, 
because I was pushing other makers’ wares in preference to theirs. 
■ In conclusion, I advocate free and fair trading, and that the 
public be the judge on the merits of the respective daylight roll 

film cameras and films. J. Lizars. 

Glasgow, 9th November, 1902. 

To the Editors. 

Gentleman,—The question for the purchaser to> consider is whether 
his (the customer’s) interests are likely to be best served by the 
tied-house system. Evidently, many dealers have made up their 
minds that the exclusive policy serves their interest, and nobody 
can blame them for endeavouring to* do the best they can for them¬ 
selves. But it is not at all certain that the dealer will benefit in 
the long run by “ concentrating ” on Kodak goods. Anyway, if there 
were more competition in the manufacture of roll film, there would 
be a possibility of obtaining an efficient film at a cheaper price. At 
present it is too dear, particularly as affecting the larger sizes, in 
which the price is almost prohibitive, except to the wealthy dilettante. 
The Kodak Company’s profits must be very considerable, or they 
would not be able to offer such handsome terms to the retail dealers. 
The purchaser does not benefit. 

It is impossible for the makers of any successful invention to 
escape, more or less, imitation when the patent ha® expired. The 
Kodak Company make several things that they did not introduce. 
I wonder what would have happened if the Kodak Company had 
invented the dry plate. 

Of course, the Kodak Company have every right to proceed against 
those who substitute other goods for theirs. Nobody would defend 
fraud. But I think it will be to the advantage of the customer if 
he claim to have an option of purchasing any of the roll film goods 
on the market. The question of quality and prices would then be 
deciding factors in the purchase. It is not expedient in the interests 
of the public that a powerful concern such as the Kodak Company 
should create anything like a continued monopoly, whether intentional 
or not. 

Kodak, Limited, have themselves stated that, while dispensing 
with the services of the wholesale agents themselves—who I daresay 
have in the past done a good deal towards building up the Kodak 

business, but who are now charged with having committed all manner 
of offences—“the agency for leading makes of plates and papers 
may in time pass into their hands.” The Kodak Company have not 
yet seen fit to explain away that- statement. Do they propose to 
use their control in the roll film goods line as a sort of lever by 
which they can influence the dealer in other directions; or, does the 
statement mean anything at all? If the whole, ale dealer is useless 
in the sale and distribution of goods—according to the Kodak Com¬ 
pany—why should Kodak, Limited, them: elves propose to become 
wholesale dealers for the supply of leading makes of plates and 
papers? Perhaps the statement was only made to throw dust in 
the.eyes of the retailer. But if there is any truth in the statement, 
the customer necessarily has to consider how, if the agency referred 
to was effected, it would affect him. 

Of course, in the matter of roll film goods, the Kodak Company 
are entitled to credit for their enterprise. But if they held controlling 
patents, they had a free field, and their business has in no way 
been harassed in this country by tariffs. The writer has used a 
considerable quantity of the Kodak Company’s film with satisfaction. 
Although the numbers from the protective cartridge paper some¬ 
times affect the film, I assume that the percentage of negatives 
spoilt in this way is small. Still, the liability exists. There is a 
roll film on the market for which the makers claim that the markings 
referred to are impossible. If that be so, then it must be admittea 
there is an advance. But wliat many really want is an effective 
film at a cheaper price, and they are more likely to get it under 
the stimulation of competition. For that reason, the Kodak Com¬ 
pany’s exclusive policy is not desirable in the interests of the user. 

I suppose it is very wicked for anybody to attempt to compete with 
them. That all depends upon the point of view. It is just as 
impossible for the Kodak Company to expect to retain a monopoly 
in the manufacture of roll film goods as it would be for the Dunlop 
Tyre Company to expect to retain the control of the manufacture 
of pneumatic tyres In neither case, however, have the introducers 
and exploiters much occasion to grumble. In most cases inventions, 
when not of gradual evolution, are a matter of priority. If one 
person did not invent the thing, somebody else would. The Legis¬ 
lature gives the protection, and if it were a matter of public ex¬ 
pediency it might be decided to curtail the period of protection after 
a reasonable time lias elapsed, in regard to goods that are in almost 
universal demand. 

I might add that I have no commercial interest in the matter 
whatever. I rather wish I had.—Yours truly, 

J. A. Reid. 

Bedford, November 9, 1902. 

To the Editors. 

Gentlemen,—I was very much amused to see the appeal in a recent 
issue from the Photographic Trade Association. 

Instead of sitting down and wringing their hands, if they are such 
“ a thoroughly representative and influential ” party as they make out, 
why do they not put their heads together, and see if they cannot 
invent an original “ Photographic Trade Association Camera,” with 
spools of special sizes and patterns that the Kodak spools will not 
fit? 

The Kodak Company have alone worked out and made a practical 
success of film photography, with its special cameras, and all that these 
men seem able to do, or think of, is to make their cameras from the 
Kodak patterns (or, rather, to get some German firms to make them 
for them), and try to make imitation film on spools to fit the Kodak 
cameras. 

If, instead of wanting to lay their eggs in another bird’s nest in 
this way, how much better it would look had they followed the lessons 
that the success of the Kodak Company ought to have taught them by 
this time—viz. : — 

1st. Have an original, go-ahead idea. 
2nd. Lav down modern and scientific machinery. 
3rd. Put the works in charge of practical analytical chemists and 

good business men. 
There is no doubt that there would have been no 5s. or 10s. 

“ Brownies ” in the market had they been invented by a small English 
manufacturer. He would have been boycotted by the “ Ring ” for 
attempting to cut prices.—Yours faithfully, 

Herbert S. Starnes. 

Myrtle Villa, Lion Road, Bexley Heath. 

*** Notice to the Trade, Wholesale Agents and Book¬ 
sellers.—A Contents Bill is issued with each number of the JOURNAL, 

and copies may be had on application to the Publishers. 
*** Notice to Advertisers.—Blochs and copy are received subject 

to the approval of the Publishers, and advertisements are inserted abso¬ 
lutely without condition, expressed or implied as to what appears in 
the text portion of the paper. 
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Answers to Correspondents. 
*#* All matters intended, for the text portion of this JOURNAL, includ¬ 

ing queries, must be addressed to “ The Editors, The British 

Journal of Photography, 24, Wellington-street, Strand, London, 
W. C. ” Inattention to this ensures delay. 

%* Correspondents are informed that we cannot undertahe to answer 
communications through the post. Questions are not answered unless 
the names and addresses of the writers are given. 

Communications relating to Advertisements and general business 
affairs should be addressed to Messrs. Henry Greenwood & Co., 
24, Wellington-street, Strand, London, W.C, 

Photographs Registered :— 

W. J. Reed, Arcade Studio, Old Christchurch Road, Bournemouth. Photograph of 
Bournemouth Officials. 

A, Holborn, 25, Stokes Croft, Bristol Photograph of Esther McEivan a? sailor hoy. 

Cleaning Daguerreotypes.—Dago asks: ‘"Will you oblige by giving me 
the address of an expert in restoring Daguerreotypes? ”—In reply : 
Almost any old professional photographer would do the needful 
for you. We know of no one who makes a speciality of this work. 
The method of doing it has often been described in the Journal. 

Collotype Plates.—E.J.M. asks: "Could you kindly inform me where 
the prepared collotype plates referred to by Mr. W. Gamble (in 
your last number) can be obtained commercially ? ”—In reply: 
Probably Messrs. Penrose and Co., Farringdon Rd., can supply them. 
If not we cannot say where they are to be obtained. 

Definition of Amateur.—L. M. asks: “ Is there any recognised definition 
of amateur and professional photographer ? Can a so-called 
amateur recover for photographic work done under contract?”— 
There is really no recognition as to who is an amateur and who is 
a professional. Anyone, whether amateur or professional, can, of 
course, recover for work done under contract, whether it be photo¬ 
graphic or otherwise. 

Enlarging.—Bromide writes: : “As I am taking up enlarging, I should 
feel obliged if you would advise me on the following. (1) Are day¬ 
light enlargements better than gaslight enlargements? (2) Is a 
condenser used when enlarging by daylight ? ”—In reply : (1) There 
is practically no diffierence, provided the artificial light be skilfully 
used. (2) No; a condenser would be of no use at all in daylight 
enlarging. 

Post Cards—Process Blocks.—F.W.W. asks: 1. Would you oblige by 
letting me know address of cheapest house for sensitised post¬ 
cards ; 2. also best place for getting blocks made and printing 
done on post-cards?”—In reply: 1. We do not know which is the 
cheapest house; better get the price lists of the different makers. 
2. Any of the process block makers will supply what you require. It is 
quite against our rule, as we have said many times before, to 
recommend any particular maker’s goods. 

Studio Light.—J. M. writes: “ I would esteem it a favour if you could 
recommend me to a book dealing with side-light studios, as men¬ 
tioned in Mr. Howard Farmer’s article, 1 Some aspects of profes¬ 
sional photography,’ if there is one that treats the subject fully? ” 
—In reply: You will find Robinson’s “ The Studio, and what to do 
in it,” a useful work; also “Artistic lighting,” by Jas. Inglis. There 
is no book published devoted to the professional aspects of photo¬ 
graphy. 

Book Wanted.—Seeker says: “ I should be very pleased if you could give 
me the name and publisher of a reliable text-book on wet-plate 
photography, also the best hand-book to orthochromatic work ?”— 
For the wet collodion process ‘ Instruction in photography,” by 
Abney; and “Wet Collodion photography,” by Gamble. These 
books may be obtained through any of the dealers. Messrs. Cadett 
and Neal issue a pamphlet on orthochromatic photography, which 
you will find useful. 

Artificial Light in Studio.—W. H. asks : “ Would you tell me anything 
about photos taken by night in studio, and the best means of doing 
it, and how to arrange the same for very short exposures? Do 
you know of the Electric Instanion ? ”—The best artificial light for 
the studio is the electric, either arc or incandescent. Flash light 
is very good for rapid exposures, but the former is preferable. Good 
results may be obtained with either; it is simply a matter of skill. 
We know nothing of the light mentioned. 

Heat of Arc Light.—Lanternist writes as under: “ For projection pur¬ 
poses I use an electric arc lamp, but I find the heat from this 
very injurious to lantern slides, sometimes even cracking them. Do 
you know of any method whereby the heat could be reduced? I 
might say I have tried an alum bath, but I do not consider that 
at all satisfactory. I should be obliged for any hint.”—In reply : 
We can suggest nothing better than the alum bath. Probably the 
one you have employed is not sufficiently thick to fulfil its purpose. 
Try a thicker one. 

Lacquer.—Norman Ashton says: “I should be glad if you could give 
formula for making tinted lacquer, for staining glass various 
colours for use with lime boxes. I believe that these tints are 
obtained by adding some kind of dye to lacquer, but do not know 
what kind. Should be glad if you could give me information?”— 
The manufacture of lacquers does not come within our province, 
as it in no way relates to photography. We may say, however, 
that they may be had in various tints from any of the polish and 
lacquer makers, and receipts for them are given in receipt books. 

Business Queries.—Rembrandt asks: “1. As operator in a certain studio 
can 1 supply magazines and compete in exhibitions with specimens 
of my own work in my own name? Can an employer copyright 
work taken by his assistant? 3. In the event ot starting ou mv 
own could I trade under the name of "Rembrandt” or any such 
assumed name?”—In reply: I. Yes, but probably your employer 
would object to your doing so and possibly terminate your en¬ 
gagement; 2. Yes, if the copyright is registered in the assistant’s 
name as the author, but if he takes part in the work himself that 
is not necessary; 3. Yes. 

Japanese Mounts.—Fan asks : “ Would you kindly tell me where I can buy 
(wholesale) the Japanese paper (for mounts) mentioned in the article 
in current number British Journal of Photography, page 884 
entitled ‘Mounting Photos on Thin Paper without Cockling’?’’’ 
—In reply : Japanese paper, no doubt, may be had, both wholesale 
and, retail, from any of the large dealers, such as Marion’s 
Houghton’s, and the like. The importers of the paper only supply 
it in really wholesale quantities, and we surmise that you would not 
purchase several reams at a time, as the paper is somewhat 
expensive. 

Foggy Negatives.—Zero says: “I have been using extra rapid plates 
for snap-shots, and have been getting only weak and foggy-looking 
negatives from them. How can this be avoided ? What is the best 
developer for under-exposed snap-shots?”—In reply: As the nega¬ 
tives are fogged, it is probable that the dark-room light is not safe 
for very rapid plates. If this should be the case, the remedy is 
obvious. Pyro is very good if the solution be well diluted, and 
contains a minimum of pyro and a good auantity of accelerator. 
The usual metol-hydrochinone developer, well diluted, is a good one 
for under-exposed plates. 

Reflecting Stereoscope.—A.F.P. says: “I have a piece of apparatus 
which I have been told is a form of stereoscope, it consists of a 
grooved board in which slides an upright supporting two mirrors, 
there are also two other sliders fitting the same groove, apparently 
for supporting picture. I shall be very much obliged if you 
will kindly tell me if it really is a stereoscopic arrangement, and 
if so, how it is worked, for I confess I can make neither head 
nor tail of it ? ”—In reply: The description—and sketch—show that 
the apparatus is a Wheatstone’s reflecting stereoscope. The 
pictures, about the whole plate size, were carried in the two slides. 
This form of stereoscope is quite obsolete, and has been for many 
years. 

Panoramic Photograph.—Cupar asks: “Would you kindly inform me 
how to correctly take panoramic views so that they join perfectly? 
I use 12 by 10 camera with wide-angle lens. I took a panorama 
on three plates by simply turning the camera on the tripod, the 
result being that my foreground was very distorted, the straight 
lines being very much curved, the centre part of picture joining 
correctly. I have also taken some by having the turntable screw 
in a line with the diaphragm of lens, but still have distortion, the 
camera in each case being levelled with spirit level.”—In reply: 
With pictures taken with a wide-angle lens the perspective of the 
foreground is usually very violent, and the corners of the picture, 
as a rule, are not evenly illumined. We should advise our corre¬ 
spondent to use a lens including a moderate angle, and take the 
panorama in four or more sections instead of three. 

Various Queries.—Anxious asks: “ (1) Can pou inform me where Baryta 
paper is to be had, and whether it can be bought in small quanti¬ 
ties? In sensitising plain salted paper, should I still have to first 
size it with arrow-root, or is the Baryta paper prepared for that? 
(2) Can you give me the address of any firm that sells life-size 
plaster heads, for practising how light and shade should fall on 
the face when photographing a person, and can you kindly mention 
about how much such heads would cost ? (3)Also recommend a book on 
the above lighting and posing. I should prefer a good book, as 
cost is no object for this.”—In reply: (1) Baryta paper may be had 
from Messrs. Otto Konig and Co., Cross Street, Finsbury, but 
whether they supply it in any but wholesale quantities we cannot 
sf^y. Baryta paper is not suited for “ salted paper ” pictures. (2) 
The busts may be had from any of the plaster image makers, such as 
Bruccianni’s, A Russell Street, Covent Garden. (3) “ Artistic 
Lighting,” by Jas. Inglis. 
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THE BRITISH JOURNAL PHOTOGRAPHIC 

ALMANAC FOR 1903. 

Edited by Thomas Bedding, F.R.P.S. 

The forty-second annual issue of The British Journal 
Photographic Almanac will be published in December 
next. This year’s Almanac reached a total of 1,560 pages, 
and the entire edition of 20,500 copies was sold out a fort¬ 
night before publication. Of no other photographic book 
ever issued can two such unique facts be recorded. 

The growth in popularity of the Almanac is evidenced 
by the remarkable rapidity of its sales. 

The 1900 Edition (20,500 copies) was sold within three 
months after publication. 

The 1901 Edition (20,500 copies) was sold a fortnight 

after publication. 
The 1902 Edition (20,500 copies) was sold a fortnight 

before publication. 
The widespread interest in the Almanac grows steadily 

year by year, and in order to supply the increasing home, 
foreign, and colonial demand, we have decided to enlarge 

the 1903 issue to 

25,000 COPIES. 

The great addition to the circulation of this most popu¬ 
lar annual (over 20 per cent.) undoubtedly enhances its 
value as an advertising medium, and the issue of the large 
number of extra copies will supply the wants of thousands 

of photographers, dealers and publishers who were unable 
to obtain the Almanac for the last three years. 

The Almanac for 1903 will appeal to photographers all 
the world over as a daily reference guide in practical work. 
The standard matter and formulae will be revised and added 
to where necessary, and the latest departures in theory 
and practice will be chronicled. The year’s advances will 
be recorded, and wherever practicable new features of an 
informative nature will be added. 

EX CATHEDRA. 

The proposed affiliation of Scottish 
societies seems a step in the right 
direction. The representatives of the- 

societies that met in Dundee on Saturday did right in 
making no definite arrangements until all the societies in 
Scotland were consulted : the affiliation can then go forth 
as a united national body, and do much good work in the 
advancement of photography. The R.P.S. Affiliation has, 
somehow, never “ caught on ” in Scotland, and as the Scots 
are proverbially clannish, a Scottish affiliation should have 
a better chance of conserving the various photographic 
energies into a composite and harmonious whole. If the 
proposed affiliation comes into being, as we earnestly hope 
it will, there is nothing to prevent it having a working 
arrangement with the R.P.S. Affiliation, as is the case 
with the governing bodies of various pastimes on opposite 
sides of the Border. We commend the scheme to rhe 
earnest consideration of our Scottish readers. 

* * 

Electricity, In the latter part of the Nineteenth 
Gas, or Oil? Century, Ely Place, Holborn, offered -m 

example of a most singular anachronism. While the whole 
district around was one blaze of gas-lighting, any 
inquisitive visitor into that cut de sac, beloved of diamond 
merchants, would be astonished by seeing over the gate¬ 
way in front of one of the houses, a little twinkling light, 
which proved on enquiry to be an old-fashioned oil lamp, 
religiously lighted every night, as a sort of silent protest 
of the aged tenant against the extravagant illumination that 
surrounded him. It formed an instructive comment upon the 
progress of less than a century in the matter of illumination. 
When the streets were as bright as day with gas-lights, nnd 
the photographer in his studio was able to rely upon a suf¬ 
ficiently brilliant artificial light to enable him to take portraits 
during London’s fogs, this pathetic little twinkle showed 11s 
what our grandfathers were content with, and anyone who 
should have supported the possibility of a return to a 
liquid fuel as a source of public light would have been 
jeered at. Yet, at the beginning of this Twentieth Cen- 

Affination of 
Scottish 
Societies. 
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tury, such a suggestion is being realised, and, during the 
coming winter, anyone finding himself in Whitehall will 
see, between the Horse Guards and Bridge Street, a public 
installation of the Kitson-light, which will be tested against 
.gas and electricity. It is true that there will be as much 
resemblance between the Kitson-light and the Ely Place 
oil lamp, as between the sun and a comet, still, the fact 
remains that, with the aid of compressed air, it is true oil 
as an illuminant, is to have a trial. 

* * -x- 

ArtifTCial The Whitehall experiment will possess 

Studio'.11 the ' considerable interest for the photo¬ 
grapher, who, as we have said, is by no 

means wedded to electricity as a daylight substitute. 
Acetylene, for a time, seemed to promise an effectual 
supersession of all competitors ; yet we do not hear of many 
studios where it is in regular use. The old pyrotechnic 
flare such as was used in, for example, the Moule’s photogen 
of the middle, of last century has given way to magnesium 
—as a flash-light or lamp—yet there is a‘steady band of 
workers who pin their trust to incandescent gas. All will 
be interested in the Whitehall experiments, as, though a 
successful street illuminant is by no means necessarily a 
success for the studio, it is still possible that a light 
may eventually be evolved suitable for either the photo¬ 
grapher in his studio or the pedestrian in the street. The 
question of pounds, shillings, and pence is, naturally, one 
of prime importance in discussing this subject, and ‘s, 
perhaps, operative in many cases where electricity has not 
yet been employed. Hence the progress of a new patent 
incandescent gas burner, recently described in ^he 
Scientific American, and for which great economy is claimed, 
will be closely watched. Two patterns are made, one for 
rooms of limited size, and the other for street use. The 
nmm characteristics of . these new burners seems to be an 
efficient method of mixing the air and gas, so as to utilise 
to the utmost the whole of the gas consumed in rendering 

the mantle incandescent. To this end a complete control 
over the quantity , of air. admitted is provided for by a 
series of comparatively simple arrangements. The larger 
burner has openings in its chimney to admit air to the 
outer surface of the mantle to insure high incandescence, 
though it may be stated that the more recent Welsbach 
mrners have also a series of apertures in their glass chim- 
no\ s designed for the same end. Our readers who are incan¬ 
descent gas burners may be reminded that, especially in the 
older patterns, the maximum illumination is by no means 
-coincident with the maximum amount of gas consumed 

U 1S> J? cas.es wherf the pressure is high, quite possible to 
more than double the intensity of the light by turning the 
gas down to a certain extent. Indeed, with these older 
burners, if it be desired to attain the very highest 
excellence of light, the exact point to which the gas should 

>e turned, off is a matter of very nice adjustment We 
more particularly draw attention to this, not so much on 
the score of economy as in view of high efficiency, the 
mam factor m the use of these Welsbach lights for portrait 

tphhr°ouisatphhey zi,be ?rfc.t;d’with a fair 
Telephone. , af.?y’ tbat seeing by telephone 

... , should be rendered possible it should ha 
possible to photograph by the sang agency hence our 
reader, will bo mterested to learn that a technical c2 
m.Uoo of the French Academy have under e“amin“' 
t.on a new discovery relating to the possibility of se“ 

at the receiving end of the telephone, the reflection c°t 

persons at the operating end of the service; but it is not 
possible, the Secretary of the Academy states, to pronounce 
upon the real value of the discovery at this early stage The 

only information available to the public is to the effect that a 
fresh contribution to the solution of the problem of vision 
through obstacles has been submitted to the Academy 
by an inventor whose name would be withheld until after 
the Committee had reported on the practicability of his 
invention The leading idea of the plan is the utilisation 
of the well-known light sensitiveness of selenium in the 
circuit of the electric current, a problem which, in one 
form or another, has for many years occupied the attention 
of a large number of experimenters. 

ExceHed ? en a^er the introduction of so many 
■ new developers, whose merits for cleanli- 

ness and rapidity of action have been so loudly sung, there 
still remain many photographers, mostly professional, who 

look upon pyrogallic acid as the developer par excellence 
or the gelatine dry plate. The rapid spread of amateur 

photography, and with it the desire for a developer free 
from that objectionable stain, which at one time might 
have served as a trade mark, has injured to some extent the 
reputation that pyro enjoyed so long. We have even heard 
the remark that its price has also been affected. Be his 
as it may, there seems some prospect that pyro may recover 
its old position. From a paper read at a Frankfort Photo¬ 
graphic Society, we gather that the substitution of glyccoll 
(amido-acetic acid) for the alkalis usually combined with 
pyro for development, adds greatly to its power, and places 
pyro in the front rank. It is said that the effect of he 
anndo-acetic salts, in conjunction with sulphite of soda 
is even greater with pyro than any other developer. By 
using, instead of carbonate of potash, only half the equiva¬ 
lent quantity of amido-acetate of soda, a remarkable gain 
m rapidity, pluck, and clearness is perceptible. Even if 
the solution be used as many as ten times in succession, 
lie negatives are still of the stainless, pure, black type. 

Ihe stock solution remains clear when kept, and the 
developer neither attacks the skin nor the film. With 
para-amidophinol, if the corresponding amount of amido- 
acetate of soda be substituted for the carbonate of potash 
generally used, the developer is an excellent one *or 
bromide paper, and transparencies, the characteristics being 
greater rapidity and vigour, with exceptional purity of the 
high lights The firm of Meister, Lucius, and Bruning, of 
Hoechst a/m.., is bringing out a patent developer of this 
type containing pyrogallic acid, an amido-acetate salt and 
sulphite of soda m suitable proportions. It is known as 

Bmakol P.” 
* * * 

bvitheement T^6 P]loto9raphisches Wocheriblatt con- 
Radiometer. tains an article by Dr. H. Baurath 

for enlaro-;™ h ,des.c.ribmg an arrangement he has made 
sive aT1/„g J day-light. As it is very simple, inexpen- 

Dr’BaurXTlCat W<3 ST a descriPtion of the details. 
window It™! ^4-r°0m ,has a sl°Ping r°of containing a 
window about. 32 inches broad b~ 48 inches long glazed 

with the? ’ Slng? she/* of Beneath this, on f level 
34 inches wT? & ti! °t ^ le w*ndow frame, is a shelf about 

and afford a eo ^ ff and sides are cIosed with wood, ana aflord a convenient means of fastening the shelf to he 
window frame or rafWQ r™ n T8 11 t0 n 
the size nf +V, ,.ers‘ ,e sbelf has an aperture of 

camera mtfvbe finefa ,1 1 b? enlar«ed- Beneath it a 
the floor Pled? * " lf l th,e Iens downwards, directed to 
drawing fin j,aced at some distance below the camera is a 
drawing-board supported on trestles, or a tripod. The 
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board carries the bromide paper, and it should be 
accurately levelled. The front of the structure enclosing 
the window is provided with a sliding door, through which 
the negative may be introduced and placed in the frame 
corresponding with the ground glass screen of the camera, 
which should be removed or turned back. In front of the 
edge of the negative, near the sliding door we have 
just described, is placed a Crookes’ radiometer. Between the 
radiometer and the sliding door a tube, about l^in. m 
diameter, is introduced through the shelf. This tube is 
provided with elbows at both ends. The top one is turned 
towards the radiometer, and the bottom one towards the 
eye of the operator. Two small squares of looking-glass 
placed diagonally in the elbows, reflect the image of the 
radiometer through the tube to the eye of the operator, 
who is thus able to count the number of turns the radio¬ 
meter makes, without permitting any light to pass into 
the dark-room. The rack and pinion of the camera are 
used for focussing the enlargement. As the radiometer 
is sensitive to heat as well as light, care should be taken 
to avoid exposure when making the enlargement. A 
trial will give the number of turns the radiometer should 
make for the exposure. Dr. Baurath has made experiments 
with the radiometer by exposing it to electric light, and 
has found it so reliable, that the speed at different distances 
varied almost with proportional exactitude. Only when 
the light was so weak that mereb- one or two revolutions 
per minute were made, did it give an incorrect reading. 
As an aid to counting the revolutions of the vane of the 
radiometer, one of the wings should be perforated with a 
round hole. This passes a flash of light at each revolution. 
Whether the light be dull or bright, the number of turns 
indicates the exposure that should be given, as they are 
more or less rapid according to the light intensity. 

* * * 

Acid Toning In our issue of the 23rd May we drew 
Baths. attention to a new toning bath by 

Monsieur A. Helain, of which the following is the formula : 
—Two per cent, solution of sulpho-carbamide, 40c.c. ; 
tartaric acid, ^ gramme ; one per cent, solution of chloride 
of gold, 50c.c.; common salt, 20 grammes ; water, accord¬ 
ing to toning quality of the paper, 1 to 2 litres. Professor 
Yalenta has been induced to make a series of experiments 
with this bath, and speaks highly of it for uniformity and 
absence of double tones in the prints for which it is used. 
We refer our readers to page 402 of the current volume 
of The British Journal of Photography for instructions 
concerning thei bath. Professor Valenta attributes its action 
to the formation of a characteristic gold salt, by chloride 
of gold in the presence of an excess of sulpho-carbamide. 
The process by which the silver is converted by the bath 
may be expressed as follows:—(CSN*H«)* Au Cl.-f-Ag = 
(CSN*H*)* Ag Cl + Au. The addition of organic acids 
assists toning considerably, and this is specially the case 
with tartaric and citric acids, the latter being of greater 
use with eollodio chloride papers. Professor Yalenta has 
found the bath of good keeping quality and likewise 
economical, the high price of thio-carbamide being com¬ 
pensated for by the small quantity used. As the bath does 
not attack the fine detail of the half-tones, and is not 
poisonous, Professor Yalenta is of opinion that it should 

supersede the sulpho-cyanide bath. 

The Southsea Exhibition.—Mr. F. J. Mortimer, the hon. sec., writes: 
“Our show this year promises to be another record. I shall be glad 
if you will kindly find room to mention that our last day for entries 
is December 3rd.” 

INTENTION IN PHOTOGRAPHY. 

When we come to analyse the principal merits of any 
acceptedly excellent pictorial photograph, to sit in calm 
judgment, as it were, on all its superlative and minor 
beauties, what is it, after all, that finally contents and 
satisfies our artistic perception, and makes us admit that 
the picture’s reputation is well deserved? In nine cases 
out of ten, probably, we shall come to the conclusion that i' 
is the evident presence of what, for want of any better name, 
is called intention, the clear existence of a motive, and the 
more or less successful expression thereof. It is the 
possession or absence of this abstract good quality which 
makes all the difference between what may be a merely 
admirable technical result, and the work of art which 
demands and keeps our appreciative attention. Now of all 
things to be patiently aimed at in the pursuit of photo¬ 
graphic excellence the successful expression of intention is, 
perhaps, the most difficult and most seldom achieved. Nor 
is it hard to understand why this should be so, considering 
the inevitably mechanical nature of the means and methods 
employed, which, except in the most skilful hands, are 
more apt to dominate their master than to move obediently 
at his dictation. The photographer, unlike his brother 
artists of the brush, pencil, chisel, or graving tool, does not 
always start his work with one clearly definite and 
settled object. Certainly, when he does, one would 
naturally expect that evidences of thought and intention 
would proceed to show themselves in his results as a 
coherent and necessary evolution. Sometimes, indeed, 
such is the case, more particularly in genre work and figure 
studies, some admirable examples of which may occur 1o 
us, that we know as a fact were the product of deliberate 
preparation and many trials before the pre-arranged 
imagination of the artist of the camera crystallised into 
the finished picture. More frequently, however, inspira 
tion comes, so to speak, on the spur of the moment, on see 
ing what is felt to be a good subject for special and definite 
treatment. And it is wonderful how differently the same 
view or object may impress different workers, and how 
great may be the unlikeness of their individual renderings. 
For it would seem that there are four chief factors which 
go to the making of a pictorial photograph; the subject 
itself as it stands before the camera, the photographer’s own 
impression and mental ideas of that subject, the wa\ in 
which he tries to render it, and, lastly, the manner in 
which the mechanical powers and laws of his art will kindl\ 
allow him to render it. The successful worker is obviou ly 
the one who has not only his craft best under control, 
but he who knows best how to interpret and voice his own 
half intelligible thoughts and fancies in the concrete form 
of definite aim and intention ; in a word, the man who tot 
onlv feels, but understands his feelings, and the best methoo 
of compelling his material and tools to adequately translate 
them, so that his work may be understanded of all. 

Photography is admittedly very disappointing in the 
extent to which it allows its devotees to attain the results 
they so carefully aim at. Thought and care may be 
lavished liberally from start to finish, and yet, somehow, 
the wished-for sentiment and expression of the worker 
altogether fails to show itself in the finished print, be he 
never so expert and artistically right-minded. It is 
pretty,” he will say; “very pretty, but it’s not what I 
meant! ” This is one of the haunting draw-backs of 
the camera craft, which often causes a sense as of a broken 
melody, and tends to induce a gentle melancholy in the 
keenly photographic soul, and a resigned acceptance of the 
fact that, even at his best, he is striving after the unattain¬ 
able that mockingly elusive beauty of outline, light, and 
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shade, whatever it be, that he feels so plainly, sees so 

truly, yet cannot grasp. 
Nevertheless, our art has its compensations. How often 

it happens that, if we do not get what we intended, we 
come across rare treasure which we did not intend. It is 
nothing to boast of, perhaps, but if we would only admit it, 
how many an admired result has been the product of 
happy accident and sheer perversity! The plate that we 
think is going to yield a perfect negative proves a 
melancholy disappointment; the one we paid little attention 
to, and have slight expectations of, great is its success and 
plentiful its meed of admiration ! “ The last shall be first, 

and the first last! ” 
Uut, after all, “ the print’s the thing.” Fortunate is it 

for the artist of the camera that so great a power of modi¬ 
fication lies ready to his hand between the initial negative 
and the grand finale of his exhibition picture. Here he 
has it nearly all his own way. He can lighten this part, 
darken that; in a thousand ways which show the master 
hand he can impress his native individuality on his 
cherished productions. It was said of Michael Angelo that 
he could stand before a rough block of marble and see in 
his mind’s eye the triumphant work of art which, with 
ready, unhesitating chisel, he shortly proceeded to bring 
fcith. In like manner, it may be, some of us may have 
stored in our mental visions the beautiful photograph of 
the future, waiting but the suitable conjunction of circum¬ 
stances to turn the ideal into reality. And, strictly and 
literally speaking, a photograph truly deserves its title of 
an artistic creation, only when it fulfils to the uttermost 
the original design and motive of its producer. 

When all is said and done, it must not be forgotten that 
however successful the photographer may be in carrying 
out his primary intention and motive, he has, except as 
regards his own pleasure, utterly failed in his object unless 
his picture will convey to the minds of others the same 
sensations and impressions which he himself felt at the 
commencement. As that great authority on all matters 
artistic, Sir Joshua Reynolds, so well says:—“If the 
imagination be affected, the conclusion is fairly drawn; if 
it be not affected, the reasoning is erroneous, because the 
end is not obtained ; the effect itself being the test, and 
the only test of the truth and efficacy of the means.” 

Many of the pictures we see that are attractive, yet 
unconvincing, are so simply because the original intention 
of their creator has not been successfully carried out. H^ 
has failed in getting what he wanted, knew he had failed, 
and yet rested content with something that fell short of his 
desires, and tried to make the best of it. Such results, 
attained in such a manner, can never be genuinely and 
permanently pleasing; the only road to that real success, 
which touches the mind and reaches the sympathy of others, 
is in loyal adherence to first impressions and purposes, md 
unshaken determination to render them, and nothing else, 
though it may cost many a futile trial and disappointment 
before the gratifying end is rained. 

-♦- 

Soctf.tt of Arts.—The Society of Arts is nearly half through its second 
century, for it commenced its 149th Session on the 19th of this month 
with a meeting at which an address was delivered by Sir William H. 
Preece, the Chairman of the Council, when the medals awarded by the 
Society during the past session were presented. At the next meeting, on 
November 26th, Dr. Goegg will read a paper in French on the Simplon 
Tunnel, and its effects on railway traffic to the East. At the other 
meetings before Christmas there are to be papers on “ Photographic 
Development,” by Mr. Watktns, on “ French Education,” by Mr. Brereton, 
and on the “ Russian Iron Industry,” by Mr. Head. There will also 
be a meeting of the Indian Section, at which a paper on “ Domestic 
Life in Persia ” will be read bv Miss Ella Sykes, who, with her brother, 
Major Molesworth Sykes, has had so much experience of Persian travel. 
The Monday evenings up to Christmas will be devoted to a course of 
Cantor lectures on “ Gas and Allied Illuminants,” by Professor Vivian 
Lewes. 

SOME NOTES ON COPYRIGHT. 

Photographers in provincial towns, seaside resorts, etc., 
who publish views of local scenery, often feel aggrieved, 
and not altogether without reason, when they have issued 
a fresh series of pictures, to find that the enterprising, 
cheap view publisher comes along, purchases the prints, 
and reproduces them by collotype, or process block, is. 
“ albums,” containing a dozen pictures, to sell at about 
the price that the photographer charges for a single print. 
Sometimes a fellow-townsman, a stationer, buys the photo¬ 
graphs and sends them awav and has them reproduced m 
album form. In these circumstances the photographer, as 
we have just remarked, feels aggrieved, particularly when 
he finds that he has no redress against the pirates. But 
who is to blame for that? Only himself! The Copyright 
Act protects him if he would only avail himself of it by 
registering his pictures as soon as they are taken. But 
this he too often neglects to do, and then complains loudlv 
if they are pirated. The cost of registration is but nominal 
—only one shilling for each picture—which cost would, 
in most cases, be covered by the sale of the first copy. 
As will have been noticed in the “ Answers ” column, we 
are frequently asked by correspondents if by registering 
the copyright after the piracies have been published they 
can restrain the publication and recover damages. There 
is an old saying that “ it is no use locking the stable door 
after the steed is stolen.” Subsequent copyright will notcover 
copyright in prints issued prior to registration, conse¬ 
quently that will give no redress, as most of the houses 
that publish these cheap albums of local views that do so 
much injury to the photographers who produce them, are 
substantial ones, heavy damages might often be recovered 
if the photographs had been registered in the first instance, 
and that they cannot be, is entirely the photographer’s own 
fault. Subsequent registration is, however, sometimes of 
use in preventing future piracy. If there is a slight altera¬ 
tion made in the negative—say a few private marks put 
upon it, and a print from it is then registered, and any of 
those prints be pirated, the photographer can obtain redress 
as there will then be clear proof that the piracy was made 
after the picture had been registered. Some few years ago 
we were in Court where a case was being tried. It was 
this. A picture that was published on the Continent was 
pirated here, but as the copyright law of the country had 
not been complied with, there was no redress here. Sub¬ 
sequently, the artist who painted the picture made some 
slight alterations in it and fresh reproductions were made 
and published here. These were afterwards pirated by 
a well-known firm, as an advertisement in connection with 
their nostrums. An action for infringement was entered, 
and the owner of the copyright recovered substantial 
three figure damages, an injunction, and the forfeiture of 
all copies—many thousands—as well as the stones from 
which they were printed. 

We are frequently asked by correspondents two questions. 
One is, if a photograph, the copyright of which has been regis¬ 
tered, has to be marked “Copyright?” The other is, 
how is one to know whether such or such picture is copy¬ 
right? The answer to the first query is in the negative. 
The photograph need not be so marked, and anyone who 
copies it has to take any risk he may incur in reproducing 
it. The reply to the second question is by searching the 
register at Stationers Hall. This may be done at any 
time between 10 and 4 o’clock, except on Saturday, when 
the hours are from 10 till 2. The fee for a search is one 
shilling for each subject. The names of the authors of the 
work are arranged alphabetically, so are the names 
of the assignees in the case of the copyright being 



.pjovcnioer wL| i.^v***j 

assigned by the author to a second P"£r 

an it will be seen that it is y 
anyone to find ont whether the copyright in any 

wi+h some photographers to mark pictures py g 
Ill the copyright in them has not been registered. 

Sis is certainly morally, if not legally, wrong, ’"f *s 
ft implies a protection they are not legally entitled to 

1 the case of applying the term “patent” to anything that 
hasnotbeenpatente'd.evenifaprovisional protection has bee 

granted, incurs a heavy penalty which has more 
Z „ OT1fnVppd • though we do not know ot a case wuei« 

le^al proceedings have been taken for falsely using e 

word “copyright” when the copyright has not been regis¬ 

tered—still, such a case may arise. 

DR. HEINRICH LUDWIG HUGO SCHROEDER. 

Iv announcing the death of Dr. Schroeder in our issue of last 

week If only had the opportunity of briefly referring to the 

Ta of this "distinguished optician whose -me commanded 

world-wide respect for learning and constructive ab y. 

much information lias been published concerning his career 

Sid itTtherefore difficult to give a detailed, comprehensive 

, fit. We (rather from Dr. Moritz von Rohr s work 

— ‘Theory aid History of the Photographic Objective," 

that he served his apprenticeship as a mechanic and optician 

with Moritz Meyerstein, Instrument Maker to the University of 

PR+tincwm His study of optics was continued under J. • 
G°ttin0 . J when he had completed his appren- 

Sup and subsequently we find him in Hamburg as a maker 

of telescopes In the latter part of the seventies lie removed 

te OberuLl, near Erankiort-sur-Maine, but this change did 

not add to his business, and he relinquished tin UB^to 

charge oTtfftSif wmktnffld w.tlXr establishment, 
charge ot the scienum, telescope and microscope 
His knowledge of the optics o t+will be remembered 
eminently qualified him for the positiom * ^ eries 

X* with Professor 

Dr 
an enormous extens first to make use o£ the new possi- 

its simplicity of co * Rented to a planoconcave 

halves, formed of a pla T adopting this con- 
element, possessing concentric(surfaces.of spheri- 

■struction, it was necessaij to 18 8 hravm The lens was 
city, and correct it by means of a dia^ira"”; the more 

consequently slow and it ^ by Con- 

complex, hut much moie P &r be remembered that 

tinental opticians. It s o ’ ’ . 1Q88 nd that its 

the patent of this lens was f ^oL yfa^s by difficulty 
commercial introduction was e ay^^ ^ in recognition of 

in obtaining the requisite t were made by at least one 
the inventor’s skill, that attempt lines> but without 

other optician to contractkns ^ unacquainted with the 

success. For the it may be described as having a very 
performance of the 1 , ? respect shows a great im- 

flat anastigmatic fiela, and We symmetrical type. 

provement, in comparison between Mr. T. R. Dall- 
In the year 1891 a controversy arose between 

meyer and Dr. A. Miethe, as to priority in constructing a tele¬ 

photo system of lenses. Like many other supposed inventions 

in photography, it was found to be ante-dated, anc o f is 

putants were denied the distinction. In a letter to The Be™^1 
Journal of Photography, published on the 29th January, 189 , 

Dr. Schroeder pointed out that in 1869 to 1870 he was engager 

upon the construction of a telescope for Baron von Bulow, and 

converted it to a telephoto system by using either a negative 

of a positive enlarging lens, according to the instructions given 

in the works of Sir John Herschel , Peter Barlow, and others. 

Photographs were taken with the instrument by Herr Hoge, a 

Hamburg photographer. The late Editor of this paper, i r. 

Traill Taylor, appended a footnote congratulating Dr. Schroeder 

upon the completeness of his researches, and stated that in the 

race for priority Dr. Schroeder must be held as coming m an 

easy first. It has, however, since been shown by Dr von o 

that Porro ante-dated Dr. Schroeder, having constructed a tele¬ 

photo lens, with which he photographed an eclipse of the sun on 

the 28th July, 1851. Dr. Schroeder made use of the pnncip ■ 
subsequently in a patent for a terrestrial telescopy The en¬ 

larging lens formed one of the components of the erector, an b, 

a mechanical contrivance the eye-piece and the magnifying ens 

were so connected that the two could be simultaneously a 

iusted. In 1894 we find Dr. Schroeder’s name associated with 

a patent for another photographic lens. This was an 

metrical doublet, in which the spherical aberration was oorrerted 

by one component and the chromatic aberration by the other 

In the former the relative dispersions of the two glasses we 

as nearly as possible equal, whilst the difference of refract on 

was as great as possible. The converse was the case m the 

other component. Another photographic lens was also outlined 

by Dr. Schroeder, whilst engaged by the firm of Ross an . 

Dr von Rohr describes it as a lens for astro-photography, re¬ 

sembling Sutton’s triplet. The outer lenses were collective 

menisci, and the spherical and chromatic. °f ^ 

axial and oblique pencils were tc be correcte > 

pound lens. The construction does not appear to have been 

C7n'1894 Dr. Schroeder migrated to the United States, and 

entered the service of the Manhattan Optical Company. Whilst 

there he invented and patented a photographic lens of very 

simple construction. The front lens was a combination of flint 

and crown, whilst the back lens was of flint on y^ Modern 

glass was used in its construction. In this lens we M . 

Aldis’s idea embodied, of constructing a doublet formed o 

three elements. Considering the simp ici v 

crAnJ results were obtained. , . „ 
8 Dr. Throeder returned to England in 1895, and since Aen 

has lived in retirement. Frequent, articles r m P Febr„. 

however appeared in the German piess. Even as late as I 

arv 1901, Pwe find a patent taken out in his name for an im¬ 

provement in photographic lenses. Whilst the forme! pae 

were marked by simplicity of construction, 

of an opposite character. Tvro enaction, 

illustrated in tne spedficatio • , • \ 
each component, and both objectives are unsymmetncal. 

tails of the indices, curves, and thicknesses are no g^e • 

Dr Schroeder’s work on photographic optics, entitled Die 

Element© der Photograph.sehen Optjk,” - of 

and forms one of the volum " , r. Schroeder's 
Photography.” The strength and originality of Dr. Schroeder s 

”7 Of”7g"s&r we lose an optician in 

thffnUest sense of the word, for he combined great techn.cal 

skill with scientific knowledge and inventive genius. 
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THE ACTION OF HYDROGEN PEROXIDE UPON PHOTO¬ 

GRAPHIC PLATES IN THE RUSSELL EXPERIMENTS. 

Translated erom the Photographische Correspondent.” 

Dr. W. J. Russell, in his important paper on “ Hydrogen Peroxide 

as the Active Agent in Producing Pictures on a Photographic Plate 

in the Dark, show s that hydrogen peroxide, even in minute quantities, 

when it evaporates, strongly affects photographic dry plates. Dr. 

Russell has also found that various metals, like organic substances, 

affect the plate in the moi.t state, even if films 0: gelatine, celluloid, 

etc., be interposed, and he has established in a highly probable degree 

the cause of the action of these substances, in the intermediate forma¬ 

tion of hydrogen peroxide. Le Roy,* in 1894, showed that a strongly 

alkaline solution of hydrogen peroxide would develop the latent image, 

this; fact, as well as the action of an acid solution of hydrogen per¬ 

oxide as a reducer, was thoroughly investigated by Dr. Andresen in 
1899.f 

As the alkaline solution of hydrogen peroxide prepared by Dr. 

Andresen (100 c.c. of a 3 per cent, solution of HA), -r 7 grammes of 

Na OH) possesses exceptional energy as a developer, we might be led 

to suppose that the action of hydrogen peroxide upon plates in the dark 
is likewise reduction of the silver. 

A few experiments have shown me, however, that the nature of the 

action of TO, in the experiments undertaken by Dr. Russell, is quite 

different. The veiling action of hydrogen peroxide upon a drv plate 

may be studied in a more simple way than that of Dr. Russell by dip¬ 

ping it m a solution of HTL. If the plate be dipped for one minute 

in a solution of 100 c.c. of water and 5 c.c. of a 3 per cent, solution of 

commercial hydrogen peroxide*, the film after washing will be com- 

p e e y ac 'emd by any developer. But if a collodio-bromide plate be 

used instead of a gelatine plate, no action of the kind takes place, Even 

if the plate be left for some time in the 3 per cent, solution of HAU 

wit lout dilution, it will remain perfectly clear after the developer has 

been used. This experiment shows that the action upon gelatine drv 

°,b“7ed *>•'• Dr- h» nothing to do with the reducing 

C '08"n pe™X,ide- n°lwithctandiiig the fact that in alkaline 

nrll • h , h‘l 1 P,° developer for collodion plates. It is more 

deJrov ,h y g<T Pf°Xide Ww,gi t0 substances, which 
de t °y the union evidently existing between bromide of silver and 

Sn"nt„ fhe r!d :ngb,‘Ut «"» bringing «ilwr brom.de 
'Phi, was eh '> UCI L 01111 exhihited by it in the precipitated state. 

, h 7“ f me !ome time connection with nitric ac-d 

chWmacid1 iitr a,ld re“ml>' connection with hydro! 
‘° ;‘c,d’ 01,1‘C cod. and gaseous nitrous acid. 

property^)1!-! * hydrogen peroxide, the 
ne.ft 1 renng T“ls,fl<!d bromide of silver amenable to develop. 

i. e “tse ofleTh f‘ iS "PPa™Uy - consequence, L t tue case of the other substances we have mentioned. 

bromide™ Silver ” "that ifaff .IV'T e™1'™1 E6nse" bit “gelatino- 
of H,0, and this-nr l 6 ted by the «tremely delicate reaction 

Of U; °r m0re h0W “ffelarino-bromide 

previous reduction ** 1“'°'“ 
the tin orv of tri. b + , • place. this may be important in 

gen peroxide th11 tl Ilnilgl“' Tt LS a remarkable peculiarity of hydro- 

exerted u h, t'i " |,U tlon f^ibited in the Russell experiments is only 

i," - " of th8 °U 1S,m " m°r'6 °r leSS n'eutral -W*. There 

with an llkluim UH:'aH^’t;t„r"xh6'same b'l wh*n ^opod 

K ls.lno.bron.idcof siivep when i,^^~ 

ii wn game dexclop. rs. If first subjected to neutral hydrogen peroxide 

K SaSeUlth;S " ^ °- " th- ****4 bfth of hydro- 
K n peroxide be alkaline. J hese experiments clearly prove that there 

1 1(,T “ ,Ih' n-i^svll experiments, of. the action of H.CL being 

.' :',n nf s,lvrT_ br0mjd > such as undoubtedly occurs in the forma- 

p. nV Bulletin dela Soci6W Fransai«e;” 1894, p. 23. See “ Eder’s Jahrbuch,” 1890, 

t F’hotograpbiache Correspondenz,” IS99, p. 200. 

'al&or^ot.1’ hydro®ei1 Peroxide 
5 Photographische Correspondenz, 19;.l, p. 15<). 

tion of the latent image by the action of light. They prove that a 

true developer of great reductive power, such as alkaline hydrogen 

peroxide, does not produce fog, whilst neutral H3Oa does, although it 
ha* no capacity for development. Strongly acidified hydrogen perox k 

al o acts differently from neutral. If 1 c.c. of strongest sulphuric acid 

be added to 100 c.c. of a 3 per cent, solution of H303. an <xposr d , 

dipped in it for one minute, then washed and developed with an organic 
developer, will be found almost as clear as an undipped plate, although 

much of the latent image has been lost. My previous experiments have 

shown that dilute sulphuric acid of itself fogs a drv plate. A plate was 

therefore dipped in a 1 per cent, solution of sulphuric acid at the same 

time. It showed considerable fog, and it therefore follows that no 

kmd of veiling action should be ascribed to HA>3, even in the acid 
state. 

PHENOMENA OF REVERSAL WITHOUT THE ACTION OF LIGHT. 

Dr. Russell remarks m his treatise that reversal of the image occurs 

when the P-ate is subjected to the action of larger quantities of hvdro- 

g n peroxide. My experiments in this direction gave very remarkable 
results. 

Strip.-, of dry plate, lc. broad by 9c. long, were placed in test tubes 

riled to a height of about 3c., with solutions of H:0,, in ascending 

degrees of strength. They were kept in absolute darkness for two 

hours at a temperature of 20 degrees C. The strips were then washed 
and developed for three minutes with metol-soda 

percentage of 
H.jO con¬ 

tained in each 
solution. 

0.001. The dipped end of the plate showed a siight deposit, but 
the upper (dry-) end was unaffected. 

0.003. Considerably greater action. The top unaffected. 

0.01. Very strong action below'. The top unaffected. 

0.03. Very strong action below. Perceptible action at the 
top. 

0.1. Somewhat stronger action below than in the previous case, 
and marked action above. 

Less dense below than in the previous case, and a much 

greater deposit above than below. 

10. Only slight reduction below. Complete reduction above. 

Perfectly clear below. Complete reduction above. 

With strengths between 0.03 and 1.1 per cent, the appearance of the 

pates resembles that of the neutral condition” of solarisation by 

light. With 3 per cent, a complete reversal of the image occurs, 

mt is to say, solarisation by chemical means. This phenomenon, 

exactly rerembling solarisation by action of lightlJ acquires much 

interest from the fact mentioned at the beginning of this paper that 

the primary action of H.Ch upon the plate is not a direct reduction 

ot the silver bromide, as in the case of expo, ure to light, since silver 

bromide emulsified in collodion is not affected by HaCk. We would 

also remark that difference in the swelling of the gelatine, caused 

by difference in the diffusion of the developer at both extremities of 

I16 plates, or in the strip,■ used with different quantities of hydrogen 

peroxide cannot be looked upon as an explanation, as the entire surface 

ot the plate is fixed with the equail rapidity in every instance. The 

phenomenon we have described might be explained by the peculiarity 

of hydrogen peroxide being a reducer as well as an oxidiser. In its 

n 23mh;leCently put f°rward Precht (Photo. Wochenblatt, 1902, 
an PnDVa s?lan1satl0n js merely a phenomenon . f development, is in my opinion 
fatenMmar the mt.eres.tin» Phenomenon of the reversal P0f the 
pSi s nlanah^IVVXaTr'I)’11 of solarisation appears to have escaped 
concerning the action f therefore take the liberty to refer him to my experiments 
nlates 6 ac^'?n of Bromine and Nitric Acid upon solarised collodio-bromide 
mm! A, ! fc. Srai'.!'Hche Correspondenz, 1901, p. 351, Luppo-Cramer • Wissenschaft- 

ph te actsasTretardeP’ Hallf’ I902’ P' f9)' 11 has )oll»r been known that bisul- 
a whiPilLl retarder, merely by counter-action of the alkali, and that the point 

t hich reversal takes place may be set back by suitable development. Precht’s 
1 /^heS> ooHfeqnently, do not throw any fresh light upon the question The use 

neutrah7inffUa^kabe^S*eadi °f bisu.lphite °.f potash, or even sulphuric acid, etc., for 
Precht ran^asoprtafn1 frf t-S° Tnovatlon of very little importance. Professor 
Sidnlmrh aHrl wm n, hl’nself 111 very few minutes, that the same quantity of 
tained wfth Adcctnn^ °?Uu?ffar retarding action upon Edinol than can be ob- 
hensible reason The Pb,fo> wblcb be praises so inordinately for some incompre- 

uant tv nf hPhf°ae developers, like Rodinal, contain a relatively small 
the carbonate r^L’i whlcb 9an be counteracted by small additions of acid.' With 
the carbonate developers it is of course preferable to use a small quantity of alkali 

feTSS ",Tlea<' o'tl-e lnconvSjlent method of first tok?„ “ la?ge 
s di l te A rl : ..,, ; l>y » suitable acid body, such a» Acetone 
suipnite oi sulphunc acid, which is much cheaper. 
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action upon the gelatine a substance may be formed which reduces a 

trace of the silver bromide, but when stronger solutions are used the 

“latent chemical image” is destroyed (oxidised). We find, in fact, 

that the latent image due to the action of light is considerably en¬ 

feebled by bathing a collodion plate for fifteen minutes in a 3 per cent, 

solution of H2O2. 
Ammonium persulphate, in different degrees of strength, acts upon 

a dry plate in precisely the same manner as hydrogen peroxide, ex¬ 

cepting that it is slower and requires considerably more time to pro¬ 

duce reversal. As persulphate does not evaporate, the part of the 

plate which is not immersed does not become affected, and the reversal 

is only to be judged by the diminished density of the immersed portion 

in proportion to the strength of the solution. We allowed the per¬ 

sulphate to act upon the plates for fifteen hours in 5, 3, 2, 1, and 0.5 

per cent, solutions. Upon development, the 0.5 per cent, test showed 

the maximum of density, which diminished until 2 per cent, was 

reached. At this stage the density was still greater than the chemical 

fog originally present in the plate. With from 3 to 5 per cent., the 

dipped end was clearer than the other, and with 5 per cent, it was 

perfectly clear. 

The action of persulphate might, with some effort, be similarly 

explained to that of H2O2, as Lumiere and Seyewetz endeavoured 

to interpret the process of reduction with persulphate, by oxidation 

and reduction proceeding simultaneously. 

It is noteworthy that sulphuric acid was found to act similarly to 

hydrogen peroxide and persulphate. With solutions of higher strength, 

however (4 to 5 per cent, of fUSCh, and fours hours’ immersion), the 

undipped part of the plate was likewise affected, but it is improbab’e 

that sulphuric acid evaporates at ordinary temperatures, and it may 

therefore be assumed that an impurity was the cause of this action. 

This appears probable from the fact that acid obtained from different 

sources, containing the same amount of H2SO1, showed considerable 

difference in the time requisite to obtain reversal. 

The action of sulphuric acid in other respects is the same as that 

of hydrogen peroxide, and it is open to doubt if traces of this sub¬ 

stance may not be present in the acid, since the Russeld experiments 

show by their extremely delicate photographic reaction how widely 

spread it is, and how easily it may be produced. 

Unfortunately, it was impossible to obtain reversal with nitric acid, 

as the gelatine was dissolved by solutions exceeding 1 per cent, in 

strength, and the maximum of density was not reached. Citric acid 

also exerted a mechanical destructive action upon the medium before 

reversal could take place. 

It is necessary to exercise great caution in formulating a hypothesis 

for these peculiar phenomena of reversal. The assumption of variable 

reduction, or secondary reoxidation by H.O2 and persulphate, accord¬ 

ing to strength of solution, seems very risky. In this case the action 

of sulphuric acid would have to be explained by the presence of H2O2 

(or H2S2O, ?), an assumption which has not yet been proved. Above 

all, however, it seems impossible that the action of nitric acid upon 

gelatine should form a substance which could reduce bromide of silver 

in the presence of nitric acid. The action of nitric acid must conse¬ 

quently be considered in endeavouring to explain the cause of reversal 

by hydrogen peroxide, although reversal cannot be produced by its 
means. Dr. Luppo-Cramer. 

Frankfort-on-Main. July, 1902. 
P.S.—Dated September 16th, 1902. 

Further close study of the nature of chemical fog, so-cailled, shows 

unquestionably that ordinary fog and the alteration in gelatino-bromide 

of silver caused by H2O2 and nitric acid, differ fundamentally from 

light action, and have nothing whatever to do with the very slight 

reduction of silver bromide produced by exposure. An account of 

this will shortly follow in the “ Photographische Correspondenz. 
The Author. 

—-♦— -;-- 

lx connection with the camera section of the Norwich Field Club, it 
is proposed to hold a three days’ exhibition in January, 1903. In the 
open section there will be classes for (A) landscape, river and broads 
scenery; (B) Portraiture, figure and animal studies; (C) Architecture (in¬ 
terior and exterior) and survey work; (D) Field studies (animal, bird, 
and insect life photographed amid natural surroundings; (E) In¬ 
stantaneous work (set of six). Silver and bronze medals will be awarded 
jn each class. Full particulars, etc., will shortly be obtainable of the 
hon. secretary, Mr. J. H. Goreham, Ingleside, Lakenham, Psoiwich. 

MOUNTS AND MOUNTING. 

[A Paper read before the Edinburgh Photographic Society.] 

The territory of photography is undoubtedly a ■wide and in¬ 

creasing one, and the pioneers in its domain have ever some¬ 

thing new and interesting to lay before you. Alas! I am no 

pioneer, and the field of the past has been so thoroughly sur¬ 

veyed, its lodes so accurately located, and its veins so persis¬ 

tently and successfully mined, that little is left one now but 

the opportunity to potter around about the “tailings,” so to 

speak, in the small chance of turning to account some over¬ 

looked trifle, the contemplation of which in the absence of 

greater finds may serve to encourage us in our pursuit. It ls 

just such a trifle I offer you to-night. It may repay your 

attention, or it may not, according to your previous experience 

and success ; and while I can never hope to claim the attention 

of the advance guard, I may still be able to whisper advice to 

recruits in the ever-increasing army of our art-science. We 

are all ready enough to expose plates (a hand camera that 

carries less than a dozen is considered a drug on the market)—- 

we are, as a rule, fairly eager to develop them ; we may even 

exhibit anxiety occasionally about our printing ; but from this 

stage enthusiasm rapidly evaporates, and he is indeed an ama¬ 

teur to be envied who possesses even an unmounted copy from 

each of his printable negatives. “ Oh! mounting! that can be 

done later, at any odd moment—it’s a small matter, almost 

beneath notice.” Alas! it is too often considered beneath our 

thought ; the notion that it is beyond it I shall endeavour to 

dispel. Whatever advantages the title of this discourse may 

claim—and I here acknowledge it provides a very wide scope—it 

has the disadvantage of possessing a certain sphinx-like quality, 

a feeling of the great unknown. As I have already alluded to 

the level I wash to reach, viz., that on which stand tho e having 

something to learn of mounting, I may be permitted to indicate 

the section I wish to work. Ihis may be most rapidly done 

in a negative manner. I shall say nothing of the ordinary com¬ 

mercial cabinet ; of the mounts selected to convey mementoes 

to our friends (unless special friends) ; of that article beloved 

of the lazy amateur, the “ slip-in,” “ slip-about mount. 

Neither shall I by implication or reference further the interest 

of any particular manufacturer of mounting compound, but 

assume that you have the means and ability to evenly apply 

a good adhesive to a good print, and spend all my time 111 

trying to help you to decide on what you will place it. Notice, 

I say a good print.' By that I mean a print which is the 

result of care in the preceding operations of selection, develop¬ 

ment, and printing—a print that contains some thought or 

feeling you would wish to convey to others ; a print, in short, 

that holds part of yourself, and that, whatever others may 

think, you are not ashamed to be judged by. 

In a large photographic society there are almost sure to be 

those who take up photography as a pastime ox- relaxation, and 

who are able to command the time of, and willing to relegate 

the trouble to, experts. Again there be those who belong to 

the great army of “ snap-shooters ” (I detest the word, but it 

is current), and who are quite content if they get say ten 

hits out of twelve shots, even supposing these are only “ outers 

in every sense of the word 5 while, on the other hand, tbeie ma\ 

be many who have attained and long since passed the limited 

range of my remarks. All of these, to quote the Duke of Plaza 

Toro, “may allow their attention to wander.” I shall not in¬ 

terest them. But the real amateuis, the lo\ers of 0111 

science—art—craft—call 11 what you will, ma^ find something 

interesting or new' here or there in what I say, and it is to these, 

as a brother amateur, I submit this lecture. Addressing, 

then, the attentive gentlemen,” to quote once more, wdiy should 
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we mount our photographs ? Well, this is a question that would 

have admitted a much simpler answer ten or twelve years ago. 

Mounting was a necessity then, and although a necessity, 

strange to say, there was less attention paid to the subject than 

now, when the needs are less clamant. Prints being for the 

most part on albumenised paper, had a tendency to retire upon 

themselves in a bashful but persistently irritating manner, un¬ 

less closely attached to something that would supply sufficient 

“ back-bone,” so to speak, to meet the public gaze. Any good 

white or cream board, and plenty of it, was considered good 

enough for this ; and as thoughts on mounting seemed to run 

to area, and white boards were fairly cheap, a speck of print 

was usually sailing on a sea of mount. This “ unrelieved ex¬ 

panse of ocean’s gleam ” ultimately began to pall on some man 

with ideas, and he got to confining his cruises to one side the 

line, or rather series of lines. But this still left him plenty of 

sea-room. Someone else, recognising the improvement, “ went 

one better,” and taking up the ends of these lines, he crossed 

and re-crossed, tacked, and came about in the most complicated 

manoeuvres, till the onlooker was as much at sea as the print. 

Then came the advent of the use of colour boards. If the 

mount-maker was lavish in iine, he was positively prodigal in 

colour. Purple, maroon, green, and gold (especially gold), 

singly and in combination, matt on matt, he piled them up, 

and having experienced the scope for variety in line, he pressed 

that also to his service. Dome and square, oval and rectangle, 

not to mention fearful and wonderful shapes beyond the limits 

of a geometric vocabulary, all striving in strident tones, and 

producing an effect of barbaric splendour, which in its own 

medium outstripped anything “ Tchkowsky ” ever dreamed in 

his. One would have thought that such examples of misdirected 

genius were long since decently buried ; but there may be found 

for sale at the present day a new mount , which, while being 

pitched in a lower key and appealing in smoother harmonies, 

succeeds nevertheless in completely smothering the print in 

the embroidery of its themes. As a specimen of marquetry it 

might reach excellence ; as a mount it is simply excess. The 

grey dawn of the bromide and platinotype period came in a 

restful change, and ushered in the day of the “ plate-sunk ” and 

“ India-tint ” mount. In these latter times, hypercritical 

people have, with and without reason, condemned the “ plate- 

sunk ” mount, and it may be interesting to speculate on the 

cause of its adoption and its long run of popularity. The 

first batch of prints in black-and-white, when shown to that 

ubiquitous and all-round critic, “the man in the street,” drew 

from him the exclamation, “ How unlike photographs ” ; and 

his hasty and ill-formed conclusion has been stereotyped and set 

in nearly every photographic art critiqiie to the present day. 

Certainly they were unlike the photographs he had been accus¬ 

tomed to, and more like the familiar engravings, lithographs, 

or etchings of the printsellers’. This was also recognised by 

their producer, and he saw that different treatment would be 

required in mounting. Now photography in its art infancy 

has too often been tempted to imitate its elders, and while 

imitation is the sincerest form of flattery, that flattery is not to 

the imitator. Hence when the maker of mounts boldly an¬ 

nexed the idea of India-tint and plate-mark from the province 

of plate-produced impressions, he made two very grievous 

blunders. First, he aided and abetted the uninitiated in form¬ 

ing a false notion as to the nature of the prints ; and secondly, 

lie made the more flagrant but less-censured mistake of putting 

his plate-mark outside his tint. The effect of plate-mark and 

tint on a white mount or broad-margined impression is de¬ 

cidedly good ; but as I will show later, it might have been ar¬ 

rived at in a manner which would have saved us for many years 

from much adverse comment. But taking the much-maligned 

plate-sunk as it is, no one can deny it superiority for photo¬ 

graphic purposes to its predecessors. Until recently, greys and 

grey-greens were the only shades to be had in this style of 

mount, but the infusion of art principles into photography, 

and the concomitant higher demands by the persistent amateur, 

have gradually changed all that, and at the present time no one 

can grumble at the paucity of tints in mounting boards, so 

that there can be no excuse for inharmonious mounting. 

Having arrived at present-day conditions, at this stage the 

question may be repeated, why mount our photographs ? Well, 

in many cases there is no reason why we should—and we do not. 

Photographs on heavy paper framed close up, and small prints 

on heavy paper with wide margin, such as may be got by print 

ing in carbon, ozotype, gun, or platinotype, may with advantage 

be left unmounted. In two of the prints here shown the India- 

tint effect is obtained by legitimate photographic means. The 

prints (bromide or platinotype) are exposed in a frame with 

clear glass front and of sufficient size to take paper the full 

size of the finished picture. A mask is cut, showing size to 

be printed, and the part cut from this mask carefully laid 

aside. The mask is then laid on the clear glass front of 

printing frame, negative adjusted, and paper inserted to print. 

When printed, the mask is removed, and one with similar shape,, 

but quarter to half inch larger, is inserted, the piece cut from 

original mask is carefully adjusted to cover the part already 

printed, the whole inserted once more in the frame, and a slight 

exposure given. This prints a band of selected width and vary¬ 

ing depth all round the print, leaving the picture and white 

margin as before. A similar method was adopted with the bro¬ 

mide print, but the band was printed after the central part 

had been partially developed, to aid in accuracy of centring. 

The other unmounted examples are on platinotype C.C. paper, 

brush developed. But these means apart, prints are mounted, 

consciously or unconsciously, for three chief reasons :—(a) To 

isolate the print from its surroundings ; (b) to enhance its good 

qualities ; (c) to counteract its defects. I shall just say a word 

or two on the first reason, and deal with the second and 

third together. The amount of isolation a print requires de¬ 

pends a great deal on its surroundings. A print to be viewed 

in a room may not require such strong treatment as one for 

exhibition, where all the prints are adjacent, and each crying 

aloud for recognition. Hence heavy exhibition frames seldom 

appear to advantage unless in a large room, while portfolio 

prints admit of much daintier dressing. In this, as in many 

other points in mounting, a good deal depends on the point of 

view. The effect of a mount to enhance or mar a print may best 

be shown by experiment. Taking the two extremes, a white and 

a black mount, it will be noted that a grey print looks greyer on 

the white mount, but brightens up considerably on being placed 

on the black one. The selection will depend on the impression 

to be conveyed, always bearing in mind that there is a con¬ 

siderable range of mounting tints between white and black. 

There is nothing so easy to deceive as the human eye, and taking 

advantage of this, it will be seen that we have here, at one and 

the same time, a means of enhancing the qualities of our print, 

or of apparently removing some of its defects. But if we are 

to spend time on the isolating and enhancing properties of 

our mount, let us take care that we do not unduly burden it 

with the task. Has the print itself got good qualities, or nega¬ 

tively, not too many defects? Have we cut down all super¬ 

fluities and disconcerting unnecessaries? Have we isolated the 

print as much as possible in itself? A good way to find this out 

is to employ two pieces of neutral-tinted cardboard cut in the 

form of the letter L, and by moving them about over the print. 
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find out how much can be done without. How many pleasing 

pictures lie lurking unseen in the weary expanse of large prints. 

The lens does not discriminate. One may of necessity be tied 

to a certain size of plate and a fixed focus of lens, but not to 

one size of paper when there are trimming knives m existence. 

Better far an inch of interest than a foot of futility. If a 

twelve by ten print contains but a ten by two picture, let that 

same knife have free exercise. 

But you may urge, how about mounts? A dealer can hardly 

be expected to stock such odd sizes? Well, hardly. The poor 

man has his own share of life’s little worries at our hands, wit - 

out increasing the burden. He may carry a wide range of 

boards, and a full stock of cut mounts, but these necessarily 

will be of well-known sizes, usually corresponding to the pro¬ 

portions of our plates. So it comes to this, either you must 

trim your print to suit your mount, or cut your mount to suit 

your print. Having made up your mind whether mount or print 

is of most importance, the answer is obvious. This brings us 

face to face with the fact that the man who wishes to preserve 

the individuality of his prints must make his own mounts, and 

having once begun, I can hardly fancy him returning to the old 

order. For he thus frees himself from the bonds of the mount- 

maker and the dealer’s suave—“ Very sorry, sir! Just out of 

that particular size at present. Expect them in every day, etc., 

etc.”—-these all become echoes of the past. He will have no 

difficulty in having his ideas carried out, and be saved many 

barren explanations. And lastly, if he prints in any of the 

permanent processes, as he is most likely to do, he will be able 

to use odd pieces of pulp or straw board, which will reduce his 

mount bill considerably. It is advisable to have always on hand 

a sheet or two of large board, say 25in. by 30m., and a few sheets 

of facing paper, and the amateur is equipped to meet the de¬ 

mand of odd sizes and delicate colours better than the largest 

stocked house in town. Now, assuming that the advantage of 

home-mounting is acknowledged, the selection of a suitable 

mount for a particular print will depend mainly on three things, 

viz., texture, tone, and tint. Though circumstances demand 

that we should consider each of these prints seriatim, they aie 

closely allied and have a mutual effect, working together to a 

common end. By the texture of the mount is meant the com¬ 

parative coarseness or fineness of surface, and on this matter 

I wish to call attention to two points only. First, rough and 

smooth are comparative terms, and vary, or seem to vary, li re 

tones, according to the quality or tone of the immediate sur¬ 

roundings. Hence a smooth-surfaced print will appear by com¬ 

parison smoother on a rough mount than on one with a “ laid ” 

surface ; conversely, a rough-surfaced print on an ivory surface 

mount will appear much coarser than it does when viewed on 

a rough-faced mount. This power is often very valuable, and 

should weigh in selecting a texture for any particular print. 

Secondly, rough papers break up and scatter rather than reflect 

lio-ht; hence of two equal shades of grey, that on a rough paper 

will appear softer and lighter than the same shade on a 

calendered paper. 

Having noted these points, we pass to the next consideration, 

that of tone. The terms tone and tint are sometimes used in¬ 

discriminately, so, to prevent confusion, I may say that here 

the word tone is used in a similar sense to “ pitch that is, 

a high tone is one approaching the light or white end of the 

scale of colour, while a low tone belongs to the dark. Tone 

refers to depth—tint to colour. For example, a shade of red 

and a shade of green might be of the same tone, but could not 

be of the same tint. In our experiment with the grey prints 

on the black-and-white mounts, we saw in extreme the effect 

of tone in mounting. Between black and white there is a \ei^ 

wide range of greys, and if we add colour or tint to our stock, 

an equally extensive range is available in each colour. On the 

white mount the greys appear dark and muddy, the high lights 

veiled, and the dark masses unduly dense. On the black, we 

improve the deep greys, banish the light ones, and cast a green- 

brown sheen on the shadows. Clearly we must find some 

medium tone if we would do the best we can for our print, and 

a trial or two on various shades of grey will probably give us 

what we require. The same method may be applied to colour 

prints, and I show you the effect of tone on a dark green and a 

dark blue carbon. The third consideration—that of tint calls, 

perhaps, for somewhat fuller attention, as it is in this direction 

difficulties are most likely to arise. Let us first look at the 

general principle which underlies the whole question. Ever} 

photographic print has some dominant tint or colour, which 

varies according to the process employed in its production. 

Silver prints have usually the brown, brownish purple, or 

purple-black tints predominating ; bromide and platinum papers 

range through the greys ; while prints in carbon, ozotype, and 

gum bichromate allow the photographer some limited scope in 

the field of bright colour. In any single print, however, there 

is but one ruling tint, and the proper mount for that particular 

print—to be truly satisfactory—must either continue and har¬ 

monise will it or, on the other hand, contrast with it under 

the laws of complementary colour. To mount harmoniously is 

much more easy than to mount in contrast, as the principle^ 

underlying the one are less complicated than those which govern 

the other. In harmonious mounting, the prevailing tint of the 

photograph should at once indicate the colour to be employed ; 

considerations of tone and texture coming after. Yet how often 

do we find grey prints on green or brown mounts, showing either 

that this principle is not recognised, that considerations of tint 

have been sacrificed to tone, or (and this is much more likely) 

that the commercial range available in that size was limited. 

Now at the present time there is no excuse—save want of know¬ 

ledge—for a continued perpetration of such mistakes. There 

is no dearth of material ready to hand. Several shades of so- 

called “ crayon ” paper, to be obtained from the artists colour- 

men, are very suitable, while from the same source the stock 

may be enriched with sheets of “Whatman” m various grades, 

Michallet, vellum, and Japanese papers. Good shades, are 

sometimes to be picked up at the printers’ or paper-makers , in 

the line they call “ cover papers,” while many tints of homely 

wrapping-paper are not to be despised. In fact, there is nothing 

so far removed from the usual photographic sphere in papers 

that cannot now and again be pressed into service. You may 

doubtless remember the rage a year or so ago for brown-paper 

mounts. It was a swing of the pendulum, and like most move¬ 

ments started with a jerk, went too far. Brown-paper mounts 

were considered the salvation of every print mounted thereon, 

and hardly an exhibition lacked its patch of packing-paper. 

The demand got so persistent that makers made, and dealers 

took to stocking, brown-paper mounts, and the average amateur 

was for the moment happy. We have got over that now, and no 

man did more for the general upward tendency of mounts at 

this stage than Mr. Percy Lund, of Bradford His “Nature 

Series” of mounting papers came—if I may safely annex the 

phrase in Edinburgh—as “ boons and blessings ’ to the aspiring 

photographer. The range in this series is extensive and open 

to addition, and with, perhaps, one or two extra tones of grey, 

would meet all the demands we would be likely to make, till 

the advent of such time as colour photography enables us to 

emulate the example of the elder arts, and exhibit our produc¬ 

tions in heavy gilt frames. Another firm catering for the want, 

of the artistic mounter is the publishers of the Photographic 
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Art Journal, Leicester. Tliey issue for Is. 6L a sample set 

of papers, from which one may make a large selection, there 

being over eighty different grades and shades in the sample 

packet. The sheets size about 20in. by 25in., and cost about 

2d. per sheet. Some of these papers, and all of the “Nature 

.Series,” admit of scrap mounting for portfolio use, without any 

backing of cardboard. These same stores are available for 

mounting in contrast; but I approach this part of the subject 

with diffidence, as it is delicate ground, and presupposes a 

^knowledge of the theory of complementary colour not usually 

possessed by every amateur. The appreciation of colour effects 

and values is largely a matter of temperament and training, 

but there are certain laws that influence results, whether or 

aiot we may be conscious of their working. Briefly, it may be 

said that colours in juxtaposition act upon each other. For 

example, a white patch on a green mount will assume a reddish 

tinge, while if mounted on a puiple it will seem tinged with 

yellow. The same applies to prints on strongly-coloured mounts 

—it exists, but in a subtler form, in the tertiary colours also— 

•and the amateur may best be advised to judge by experiment. 

If his attempt at colour contrast looks well—in the print, I 

mean, not the mount—then it may be successful; it will entirely 

•depend, as does so much more in this branch of mounting, on 

'the feeling or effect to be conveyed. But a word of warning 

may be given in this connection. Do not waste time hunting 

for colour contrasts to black-and-white prints, as no colour 

contrast to either exists. Black and white will contrast and 

harmonise with each other, and between the deep tone of the one 

and the high tone of the other lies the whole gamut of greys. 

Having so far considered, in some of its phases, the theory 

of artistic mounting, let us now pass to the practice ; and as 

example is better than precept, I may be allowed to submit 

to you some specimens, showing the methods of applying our 

knowledge to our work, asking you, however, to bear in mind 

that it is the method the specimens are meant to show, not 

the mount, and much less the print. We saw in casting about 

lor the suitable tone of our grey print that a grey board ful¬ 

filled the conditions as to tone ; but in some cases we may find 

that, while its general effect may be good, it may seem to 

lack something to connect the print and mount, and destroy the 

" stuck-on ’ appearance. This may be supplied in a variety 

of ways, such as the printing in of a matt, as explained ; in 

saving a border of the original paper (if tinted), and so arriving 

at what is equivalent to the India-tint without being, as the 

mount-makers say, “ laid on ” ; or by masking a border to print 

white, and trimming so as to leave a narrow margin of this be¬ 

tween print and a darker mount. Care should be taken, how¬ 

ever, that the print is amenable to this treatment, or the border 

maJ get lost in a white sky. Another method is to lay he 

print hist on one tint or tone, trim to show a margin of that, 

and then place the whole on another tint or tone. This may 

even be repeated with care, showing two tones, or a combination 

of matted border and applied tint be used successfully. This 

method is much used by our American friends, and sometimes, 

Jn fact, we find this called the American method of mounting. 

It may be easily overdone, however. An example is given of 

this treatment on the lines of contrast. But this breaking or 

connecting effect may be got in another way, viz., by what 

as known as the French method. This style, when neatly done, 

is very effective for delicate prints, and consists of a series of 

lines drawn about the print, of varying widths, at irregular 

intervals, with perhaps one or more of these intervals filled in 

with a wash of a pale tone in correct tint. I have already 

spoken of the plate-mark, and acknowledged its use in breaking 

up the space between the impression and the edge of the mar¬ 

gin. As we have no impression, and hence no plate-mark, to 

mark a mount with a blank plate or card, and then paste on 

a photograph, is undoubtedly trying to sail under false colours, 

and although few could be taken in with the deception, Ft 

us be true to our own flag. The same effect may be obtained ! 

by indents made with any stylate instrument or the edge of 

a paper-knife. This is very effective on a paper of good°sub- 

stance, such as Whatman “not.” 

In mounting on straw boards, all of the foregoing methods ar.* 

available; but if cut openings, either plain or bevel, be desired, 

a white board must be used, as the edge shows. Inis white 

edge may take the place of the white matt if the board be 

thick and the bevel deep ; in which case, if a tint also is em¬ 

ployed, the tint should be laid down first and the open in? cut 

afterwards. The cutting of bevel mounts is not a difficult 

matter, all that is required, being a bevel rule with a bevel about 

45 deg., a good flat knife or chisel, a cutting board or glass, 

and an obliging friend or a clamp. Of the latter perhaps the 

clamp is to be preferred, as you can put on the screw with le.-s 

compunction. Having marked the desired opening, the bevel 

rule is placed sufficiently back from the line to allow the knife 

1° get just on it when placed on the angle, the further end 

clamped to the bench, board, or table, and the cut or cuts 

made. It is desirable that if more than one cut is made in 

the one line., the second be a true continuation of the first, or 

ragged edges will result. I he full effect of matts is obtained 

with a deep bevel on a double or triple board, but in this case 

the facing-paper is better laid over the bevel as well. A word 

about the size of the mount in relation to that of the print. 

Small prints require relatively larger mounts than large prints, 

therefore it follows that the larger the print the smaller rela¬ 

tively the mount, till in large sizes the mount may be dis¬ 

pensed with altogether. If the mount be too large, it dwarfs 

the print. If the margin of mount visible is equal to or more 

than the width of the print, the latter looks insignificant. In 

trimming a mount, which I usually do after rather than before 

the other operations, there are one or two little points to be 

observed. The diagonals of mount and print should never 

coincide. If the composition has a vertical tendency, dignity 

will be added by leaving the margin at top and bottom greater 

than that at the sides ; while if the composition be horizontal, 

repose will be gained by the greater margin being at the ends. 

This refers, of course, to rectangular prints ; circles and ovals 

require special treatment. The circle is a difficult figure to fill 

in a good decorative manner, and the oval more so, there being 

very few subjects that suit it ; but if it is desired to trim to 

such shapes, a circular wheel trimmer and circle or oval metal 

forms are almost an absolute necessity, unless more elaborate 

and expensive apparatus be employed. Do not be led away by 

fad or fashion to adopt one style of mounting for everything 

Let individuality enter into this as in other portions of your 

work, but do* not mistake eccentricity for genius. With the 

knowledge of the effects of texture, tone, tint, and size on your 

print, employ that which will best express your idea. Art ceases 

to be art and becomes science when hemmed in by rules or 

laws, and so in artistic mounting it does not become one to 

dogmatise or lay down rules which, if blindly followed, would 

rob the result of all artistic quality ; but rather I have at¬ 

tempted to indicate some of the lines along which the intelligent 

worker may proceed, remembering always that the only true 

rule of art is study, experiment, liberty, and personal feeling. 

J. W. Eadie. 
-«,- _ 

Those who are interested in the prosperity of the Photographic Associa¬ 
tion of 16, Brook Street will be glad to hear that the newly elected 
board of directors are strengthening its financial position by a con¬ 
siderable issue of debentures at 6 per cent., most of which have already 
been allotted. 
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fexDibitions, 
HACKNEY PHOTOGRAPHIC SOCIETY. 

The annual exhibition, of the Hackney Photographic Society was held 
it Morley Hall, Hackney, on the 12th, 13th, and 14th inst. 

The fact that the Hackney exhibition immediately follows the great 
nkotocrra-phic exhibitions of the year places the unselected work oi 
-lie members of a suburban society in direct comparison with the pick 
:.f Uparly three thousand photographs from all over the world 1 hat, in 
.uch a competition, the Hackney Society is beaten is inevitable. I hat 
it is possible even to suggest the comparison shows that the little 
nkotographie community which forgathers week by week in the east 
uf our eitv consists of able instructors and apt pupils, that the 
technical and pie tonal aspects of photographic practice are equally 
matters of serious study, and that in spite of the individual spmt 
of emulation which must necessarily exist where there are prizes to 
be competed for, the members as a body are united in their ehorts 
for the honour of their society. The exhibition that has just closed 
was indeed worthy of unstinted praise. It did not consist entirely 
,of masterpieces—no exhibition ever did, but there was so much that 
reached the level of the best photographic work of the present day, 
.and so little that fell immeasurably below it that as a whole it con¬ 
stituted perhaps the best society’s exhibition that lias been held 
within the London district. We have been referring to. the menabers 
.classes but the Hackney Society has always attracted some of the 
best work of the year to its open classes, and this year there was no 
falling off, perhaps an improvement. . . 

The society is not very fortunate in the accommodation which it 
has for holding its exhibitions. The Monley Hall, though suitable 
.enough for a concert or lecture hall, is certainly not an ideal exhibition 
Gallery. It is insufficiently lighted, and the wall space available does 
not allow the pictures to be displayed to their best advantage, these 
.are difficulties the society cannot overcome unaided, and it is to be 
iiioped that at no distant time the educational value of such an exhi¬ 
bition as this will be recognised, and that, instead of an exhibition 
.open for three days, under municipal encouragement, it will be open 
free for a sufficiently long period to allow all who are interested to 

The judges were Messrs. Reginald W. Craigie, A. Horsley Hinton, 
.and Rev. F. C. Lambert. It may be a mere coincidence., but while 
,<>ii the members’ side only one award was made to a picture accepte 
::>t the 31 oval or the Salon, several were made to pictures rejected by 
.one or .the other. On the open side there were two of the medaUed 
Tinctures from the New Gallery: one was passed over and the other 
received a bronze medal. ’There is something very wrong somewhere. 
The fact that three, or really four, sets of authorities can create such 
Ihopeless confusion as to the merits of the same pictures is not a hope u 

:sign of the times. 
The Awards, 

members’ classes. 

Best Picture in Members’ Classes.—Gold medal, F. E. Roofe. 
Class A.—Portraiture and Figure Studies. Silver medal, W. A. 1. 

IHensler; bronze medal, G. Parks; certificate., F. E. Roofe 
Class B.—Landscape, Seascape, and River Subjects.—Goed centre 

itnedal, E. J. Hunt; silver medal, W. Seife; bronze medal, W. A. I. 
IHensler; certificates, W. F. Fenton-Jones and W. Seife. 

Class C.—Animal Studies,—Silver medal, W. Seife; bronze medal, 

J Class**!).—-Architecture,—Silver medal, F. E. Roofe; certificates, 

Dr. Roland Smith. , _ > 
Class E.— Lantern Slides.—Silver medal, F. E. Roofe; bronze medal, 

-A. W. Cook; certificate, W. Seife. 

OPEN CLASSES. 

Best Picture in Open Classes.—Gold medal, W Scutt 
Class F.—Portraiture and Figure Studies.—Silver medal, Miss A. 

IB. Warburg; bronze medal, J. D. Shields. 
Class G.— Landscape, etc.—Silver medal, V. G. Barford; bronze 

medal, J. M. Whitehead; certificate, W. A. I Hensier. 
Class H.—Architecture.—Silver medal, Rev. H. R. Campion; bronze 

medal, W. R. Lathbury. . 
Class I.—Still Life, Animals, etc.—Silver medal, W. Seife, bronze 

^ Cfiass^J. —Stereoscopic. —Silver medal, L. S. Wilks; bronze medal, 

^CLantern Slides.—Silver medal J. W. Hodges; bronze 

medal, J. W. Hodges; certificate, W. J. Shelley. 

TRADE SECTION. 

Best Exhibit.—Silver medal, G. Houghton and Sons. 
Most Useful Photographic Novelty.—Bronze medal, J. Asliioid 
We have already indicated our opinion of the general progress the 

■society has made since the last exhibition, but Pai 1(TU al ^ ® 
iprovememt to be found in the class for portraiture, an Suie 

This class of subject at Hackney, as with most societies appears, until 
recently to have received only occasional and desultory attention, with 
the result that at the exhibitions the class contained hardly anything 
worth looking at. The impetus in the Hackney Society seems to have 
been given by Mr. Snowden Ward, who invited the members to spend 
a summer day at his place at Tonbridge, provided, a few graceful 
models, and stimulated efforts by the offer of prizes for the best 
figure studies made on the occasion. The result has been that the class 
contains several extremely good pictures, obviously taken at the Ton- 
bridge excursion, and further that some of the members have realised 
that success in this branch of photography is quite within their reach 
if the same serious study be given to the essential conditions that, 
applied to field work, has won them eminence. The president of the 
society, Mr. Wm. Rawlings, who marks all his work “Not for Com¬ 
petition,” lias produced a, most successful version of his Tonbridge 
model, and has imbued his picture with the refinement which character¬ 
ises all Ins work. W. A. I. Hensier s Musician, for which he has 
evidently been his own model, was also an entirely satisfactory v oik, 
and it was perhaps an unavoidable feature of the surroundings that 
robbed F. F. Roofe’s “Blind News Seller” of something more than 
ordinary distinction. G. Parks, W. Seife, H. W. Lane, and F. Y. 
Gosling deserve a good word, and several others showed work that 
was more than passable. 

The landscape class, which has a*.ways been a/t Hackney an coho 
of the fashions of the day, showed signs of a breaking away from the 
ordinary conventional subjects, treated in the conventional way. When 
mud puddles were the rage, Hackney revelled in mud and mist, but 
it must be confessed it was good mud and mist, though there was too 
much of it. One would have thought the members lived in a poetical 
atmosphere of gloom and melancholy, though they are usually as 
sunny a set of fellows as one would wish to meet; then came a period 
of woodland glades and forest paths, and the pensive charms of sylvan 
solitude was the all pervading sentiment. Since then experience has 
taught them to be more catholic, and if they are now prone to choose 
less romantic materials and more homely aspects of life, such as the 
dust cart, a fire engine station in Cloth Fair, Ludgate Hill from St. 
Paul’s, etc., it is due to them to say that they are not unsuccessful 
in treating their subjects with that feeling for what is picturesque 
in them that characterises the works of the old Dutch masters when 
dealing with similar themes. But we do not wish to conxey the un- 
pression that this kind of subject was more than pleasantly in evidence. 
There was plenty of spring, summer, autumn, and winter, and indeed, 
a wonderfully good variety, and hardly a photograph that did not 
deserve its place on the wall. There were too many good thmgs to 
refer to individually, without unduly trespassing on our space. 

The architecture class, and that for animals, etc.,, were not so wed 
filled as usual, but some very fair work was to be found amongst that 

^The open classes were quite as well supported as usual At this 
exhibition the classes are always greatly helped by contributions from 
members of the society, for it is considered a great thing to win a medal 
in an open class. Last year a member succeeded m capturing the gold 
medal. This year the society lias not been so fortunate, but two 
silver medals and a certificate have been its share. Among 
the best known exhibitors in the open classes are H Quilter, A. and 
F Read, W. Scutt, Grays* one Bird. Miss A. B. Yaibuig. E. A. 
Morgan. Jas. Auld. W. A. Stewart. C Sweet, A. Tauxe, W. Kdbev, 
Jas. Gale, J. G. Barford, W. A I- Hensier G H. Capper, W. J. 
Shelley, W. R. Lathbury, J. M. Whitehead. 0. G. l ike, G. I. 
Harris ’ J T French. S. C. Steam Rev. H. R. C ainpion H. W. 
Bennett W Seife. C. E. Walmsley. L. S. Wilks, and J. W. Hodges 

The trade exhibitors were Messrs. J. Ashford. Birmingham; R and 
T Beck Cornliill E.C. ; Buirough.es, Wellcome, and Co., r ■ 
Dadd and Son, Hackney; G. Houghton and Sons. T. Hlingworth aiid 
Co., Ltd., the Kodak Company, J. Lizars Sanders and Ciowhurs 
Shaftesbury' Avenue; the Warwick Dry Plate Company, and S. J. 

“di^^orlary attractions of the ***£~j^ 
ing there were concerts, lantern entertainments, and demonstration* 
of stereoscopic radiography, and wireless telegraphy. 

SOUTHAMPTON CAMERA CLUB. 

[From a Correspondent.] 

The Southampton Camera Club is to be congratulated on the initial 
effort in proving its capabilities in running a big open iM.lntion. Thu 
Ws show places it ai once in the front rank With otlur prominent 
Southern societies of the calibre of Southsea- and Hove; and the 
SStStoSrStte can tod no fault with eitto the ''rgan.tat.on 
of the show itself or the quality of the work sent m . indeed it u 
all of a verv high standard. The Society has the good fortune to 
oossess tho'e desirable components -a hard-working, enthusiastic Sicn secretary, and a competent committee The Exhibition s success 
is due undoubtedly in a great measure, if not entirely, to the urn 
relaxing efforts of Mr. S. G. Ivimber. the hon. secretory. The 
memS of the committee have helped conscientiously throughout. 
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and it is a significant sign of the vitality of the Club that out of 
a membership of about eighty, nearly 50 have contributed specimens 
of their work to the Exhibition. Who can say after this fresh proof 
that Southern societies are moribund? 

The idea of running the three Exhibitions of Southampton, Hove, 
and Southsea consecutively, and so save the cost of carriage between 
the shows, has undoubtedly had a big effect in bringing a great 
amount of good work to Southampton, and if the idea is as well 
carried out in future years, there is no reason to think otherwise 
than that these three societies will be the pick of t-hei English 
exhibitions. 

The Southampton catalogue, which is a well got up production, 
and should be a profitable source of income to the Exhibition, shows 
582 entries. Of these 136 are contributed by members of the Club, 
and the remainder are in the open classes. The Rev. F. C. Lambert, 
M.A., and Mr. Walter D. Weiford, F.R.P.S., were the judges, and 
they expressed themselves well pleased with the high standard of 
work shown throughout all the classes, indeed the judging was any¬ 
thing but an enviable task. 

Dealing with the members’ classes first, the awards are (Class K.) 
Landscapes, etc.):—Silver medal—F. Thomson, for a quiet toned 
little platinum print: a river scene, entitled “Summer Time.” Much 
of its beauty, however, is lost by contrast with its shocking frame 
of brilliant silvered wood and wide blue-grey mount. With one or 
two notable exceptions, unsuitable mounting and framing seem the 
shoal on which many members of the Club have wrecked their ship 
of success. The true comprehension of a suitable environment for 
their prints will be more than quickened by a glance at the framing 
in the open classes, which should prove an education in itself to these 
members. Bronze medal—E. Harrington, for “ Autumn Haze,” strikes 
one as being a trifle spotty about the sky; and certificate—S. G. 
Kimber, for a crisp little toned platinum print, entitled “ On Chilworth 
Common.” 

Notable in this1 class are:—15, a dyed bromide print, “Evening, 
Harnble River,” by F. Thomson, which has a most striking effect, 
although the means of obtaining it are questionable; 11, “Earh 
Morning, Quimper,” by Rev. J. Cairns, which, with its smoky haze 
rising from the housetops below, gives a fine suggestion of breakfast; 
8, “ My Remedy is an Absolute Cure,” by the same worker, is one of 
the most vigorous bits of pure hand camera snap-shot work in the 
show; 13, W. J. Goatcber’s “In the Stubble,” a pleasing sheep study, 
which might, however, be improved by more judicious trimming; 
26, Arthur Gibbings’s “ On the Ockment, Dartmoor,” a little gem, 
full of life, and showing high technical qualities; 10, E. Max-Mills’s 
“ A Light Breeze,” a good yachting study; 25, a vigorous landscape 
by G. R. Johnson, “ Through the Woods,” the true value of which 
is rather marred by its light mount; 24, “At Bosham,” showing 
good selective abilities on the part of the worker, Geo. Vialls, al¬ 
though sky a trifle overdone. C. C. Cook also' -shows several good 
things in this class, all remarkable for careful selection, clean work 
and suitable framing. S. G. Kimber’s other contributions are also 
noteworthy, and some carbon prints by A. E. Henley show that at 
future exhibitions the worker will take high rank. In Class L. 
(Portraiture, Figure, and] Animals), Ed. Max-Mills- secures the first 
award with a clever animal study, “ Red Deer,” evidently a bromide 
enlargement rather unevenly toned. C. C. Cook takes second place 
with a charming figure study en plain air, entitled “ Meadow Sweet,” 
while the third award is withheld, although Nos. 27, “Mischief,” by 
Arthur Gibbings; 61, “Her Daily Toil,” by Rev. J. Cairns; 57, 
“A Snack,” by R. E. Jurd ; 70, “Harrowing,” by R. E. Jurd; and 
66, “ Old Dave,” by S. G. Kimber, seem worthy of attention. 

In the Architectural Class, M., C. C. Cook again scores, and takes 
the silver medal for 97, “ O'd Houses, Dina-n,” a good representation 
of a street in this old world town, showing careful selection on 
the part of its producer; 1Q8, “To- the Nave', Winchester Cathedral,” 
by S. G. Kimber, is worthily awarded the bronze medal; and the 
certificate goes to H. R. Northover, for his little print, “Old Steps, 
West Gate Tower, Southampton,” which is nearly spoilt by being 
overframed. Other exhibits specially worthy of note in this class 
are 109, “Interior Tudor House,” G. T. Vivian, and 84, “North 
Aisle Steps, Winchester,” by the same worker; 96, “Norman Arches, 
Winchester,” C. C. Cook; 103, “ Behind the Choir, Winchester,” 
G. R. Johnson; 111, by C. C. Cook. This is a very istrong class 
and shows good thoughtful work throughout, and also contains the 
only contribution of a lady member—110, “A Studio Exhibition,” 
Miss Lydia Powell. 

In the open classes some remarkably good work is shown in Class I., 
“ For amateurs who have never won an award in any exhibition,” and 
which proves that there is “ as good fish in the sea as ever came out 
of it,” Gilbert Watson takes the premier award (bronze’ medal) for a 
stirring landscape 124, “Sand Dunes,” which shows a good mastery 
of technique, although perhaps the clouds are a trifle overdone, and 
130, “ Auld Reekie, a Study of Factory Chimneys and Fog,” by 
Dr. Fred B. Jefferies, is awarded the second place, although there 
are many better things in the class, notably 128, 137, and 148, three 

good compositions representing ice-bound stream scenes, w.th pka.s 
ing touches of sunlight and shade, by F. Parkinson; 123, “What ofi 
the Weather,” by Lewis Longfield; 163, “Sunlight on a Cottagei 
Floor,” by E. S. Tardrew; 151, “Portrait of a Sailor,” a quaintly 

lit but distinctly pleasing figure study, by J. H. Greville; 149, 
“ In the Crypt D’Aquilon,” a successful architectural bitt by A. 

De Silva; 144, “An Organ Grinder,” an effective portrait study, by 
E. Boyer Brown; 145, “An Echo of Caldecot’s,” is also a good 
attempt, rather spoilt by the wall paper background. 

Coming now to Class A. (Landscape River Scenery and Marine), 
open to all- the strongest class in the show, containing no less than 
145 exhibits—Charles E. Etches is awarded the silver medal for a 
representative example of the advanced fuzzy school, “A Derbyshire 
Dale,” which, in justice to its latent pictorial possibilities, rather 

■suffers by close contact with the bright gold slip of the frame. 213, 
“ Homewards,” a delicately rendered boat scene, teeming with, light 
and atmosphere and conveying an idea of breadth and distance dis¬ 
tinctly nleasing, secures the bronze medal, Gilbert Watson. And 
224, “A Winter’s Day,” which well carries out the title, gets the 
certificate, G. H. Capper. This class contains many fine things, 
which must have run the winners very close indeed for an award. Dr. 
C. F. Grindrod’s contributions are remarkable for strength and vigor¬ 
ous lighting, particularly 168, “A Worcestershire River,” with a 
printed grain, evidently made with bolting cloth, and very atmos¬ 
pheric in effect; and i97, “Carting Trowse.” 180 is a crisp little 
picture, entitled “ Diving the Sails,” by Miss Edith Thompson. 191. 
“Nature’s Graces,” W. A. Hubbard; 193, “The Cooling Stream,” 
James Higson, are also both good. 196, “ Sunshine,” a well rendered 
effect of sun amongst tree trunks, by Augustus Fenn. 206, “ Summer 
in the Woods,” by D. Deely, is also a fine rendering of a similar 
subject. 210 gives a beautiful rendering of snow, and is entitled 
“Winter,” Miss M. M. Eames. 219, “Sunrise,” bv Charles E. 

Etches, carries out the idea of the title perfectly. 202, “ Reapers,” 
is a work of important size, by Augustus Fenn, which fails somewhat 
in the matter of composition, the placing of the figures producing 
a spotty effect. 178 is a beautiful little reaping scene by E. Wood, 
who would have scored higher if more attention had been paid to 
the relative lighting of sky and figure. 187 is a1 pretty little cloud 
study by H. S. Sidebotham. 167, “ The Harvest Moon,” is a good 
example of the “What is it school?” and calls for attention only 
by the absurd length to which its author, F. M. Andrews, has carried 
fuzziness. 

172, “After a Storm on the Thames,” by Colonel W. F. Noverre, 
is just the opposite, and a rather pleasing subject is spoilt by the 
excessive lack of atmosphere and unnaturally heavy clouds. 211 and 
212 are a couple of quaint pictures on silk by A. Tauxe. Graystone 
Bird contributes many examples of his excellent work, 216, “ Summer 
Idleness,” being very pleasing, although t-hei figureisl are! la trifle 
“po-sey.” 245, “The Silent Watch,” is a cleverly conceived and' 
well carried out idea of moonlight amongst ruins; and 252, “ Meadow 
Sweet,” is a good figure study. 249, “ The Glitter of the Sun,” by 
A. R. F. Evershed, is a litfe gem, but suggestive more of the glitter 
of the moon. 228, “A Snowy Shore,” by Miss A. Bird, is rather 
uneven, but very delicate and pretty. 226, “Thames Barges,” by 
A. R. F. Evershed, is very striking, but the mounting is reminiscent 
of the American school at its worst. 246, “Harvest,” by W. B. 
Summers, is a breezy little thing. 247, “ Becalmed,” shows thought¬ 
ful work, by G. H. Capper. 253, “ Sunny Moon,” a study of birches 
by Dan Dunlop, is good, straight-forward work, although the subject 
is rather hackneyed. 256, “ A Dweller in the Wilderness,” is a 
striking sheep study which gives an effect of solitary grandeur. 
248 is a strong cattle study by R. Thomson. Mr. Holier contributes 
many fine landscape subjects, which, however, arrived^ too late for 
judging. And other pictures in this clas-s worthy of note are 233, 
“An Old World Fishing Town,” Graystone Bird; 235, “Pastures,” 
W. H. Max-Mills; 240, “A Forest Path,” by the same worker; 242r 
“Misty December,” by W. T. Marriott; and 309, “Industry,” a 
fine rendering of smoke rolling from factory chimneys, by A. 
Nicholson. 

A. L. Spiller, Syd. A. Pitcher, D. Fuller England, Captain F. 
Young, Fred Judge also sent noteworthy examples of their work. 

In Class B. (Portraiture, Figure, Animals, etc.), which is also a 
very strong class, the silver medal goes to Miss Bessie Stanford for 
392, “ Shadows of departing Day,” a carefully thought out and cleverly 
executed “ genre ” subject with a pathetic character all its own: 
an aged countryman bends over an old sundial, peering at the fleeting 
shadow cast by the evening -sun. Andrew Paterson takes the bronze 
medal for “ The Plotter,” 318, a sinister-looking individual in Crom¬ 
wellian costume and a pose very suggestive of Steichen’s “ Solitude.” 
It is a pity, however, that the print, a bromide, is of such poor quality. 
Drummond Shiel’s “ Old Spinner, 370, takes third place and un¬ 
doubtedly deserves it, as it is a beautiful little picture of high technical 
and pictorial quality. No. 310, “Lady with Hat,” by A. Tauxe, 
commands attention by its powerful light and shade, and stands 
out as one of the strongest things in the show. 313, “ In the High¬ 
lands,” is a clever cattle study, by Colonel W. L. Noverre, and 
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)ks almost like a copy of a painting. 316, “ My Old Sun Bonnet,” 
an effective portrait study, by Miss Maud Sbelley. Dr. C. F. 

[•indrod’s “Village Scholar,” 321, is immense, and quite in this 
iver worker’s best vein. Ed. Norton Collins’ fine figure studies, 322 
id 341, are splendid examples of high technical knowledge well 
plied. John H. Coath contributes some excellent “ straight ” work, 
though 326, “ A Copper, Please,” suffers somewhat for want of 
imming. 337, “ Portrait of a Clergyman,” by R. M. Scott, is 
iginal in treatment. 342, “I Saw a Ship A-sailing,” by F. A. 
cMicbael, is a first-rate rendering of flesh. Miss Johnson’s two 
irtraits, 348 and 349 are, delicate in execution and show a complete 
astery of pose and lighting. 350, “ Pleasance,” is a striking portrait 
i “Ozotype,” by C. J. West; and C. Skelton Tyler is well repre- 
nted by his two charmingly unconventional figure studies, “ Daddy’s 
et,” 352, and “ The Skein of Wool,” 363. Graystone Bird’s delightful 
ttle figure study, “ Good-morning,” should be as successful as his 
opular Good-night,” which is saying a great deal. A. Tauxe’s 
xhibits are characterised throughout the exhibition by their origin- 
llity and forcefulness, and 357, “ Study of An Old Man ” on “ Mattos,” 

another good example, and also is 359, “Little Raphael.” And 378 
79, and 380, “ Mineur ” — strong semi-nude figure study — John 
‘haffin and Son’s exhibits, in their curious frames, attract much at- 
ention and are withal good work. 388, “ The Glove,” by H. Wild, 
s cleverly lit, and 420, by the same worker, is also well done. 415e is 
striking portrait study by S A. Pitcher, and 383, “ The Forge,” 

hews good technical work again, by W. B. Summers. 

In Class C. (Architecture), W. A. Max-Mills, a member of the 
Southampton Club, takes the first award with 426, “ The Montague 
Jhantry, Christchurch,” a noble picture and a clever representation 
f a difficult subject, both as regard lighting and selection. W. R. 
nthbury, who contributes several first-class examples of architectural 
rork, takes the bronze medal for 436, “As Day Steals on Night: 
[felting the Darkness ”; and W Ivilbey secures the certificate for 438, 
‘A Norman Crypt.” The Rev. H. R. Campion’s work in this class 
hows difficult subjects overcome in a masterly way, and Alfred 
Jedding, Syd. A. Pitcher, A. L. Spiller, and E. F. Harmer also 
how notable pictures. A. Nicholson’s frames unfortunately arrived 
oo late for judging. 

Class D. (Flowers, Fruit, Still Life, Natural History, etc.) has 
nought together a good collection of artistic work, and the silver 
nedal is taken again by Mr. Max-Mills for a. beautiful photograph 
ff “Apple Blossom,” 455, which is almost stereoscopic in effect. A 
rauxe secures the bronze medal for his curiously coloured “ Mattos ” 
mint, “ Still Life,” and certificates are awarded to both Douglas 
English for hisl always interesting photographs of “ Old English 
Black Rat,” and Mrs. Alice Dumas for “ White Clematis,” which 
ras the effect of being almost in relief. Mrs. R. M. King’s “ Short 
Life and Merry ” is a good study of butterflies, and Miss Mary C. 
lames’ ‘Chrysanthemums,” are as delightfully done as most of this 
;lever lady’s work. Miss E. L. Turner’s natural history photographs 
ire distinctly clever, and J. C. H. Wallsgrove is another exhibitor 
.vhose work is always praiseworthy. Dan Dunlop’s “Daffodils” are 
tlso good. 

The Champion Class—for pictures that have previously taken an 
:xhibition award—concludes the pictorial part of the show, and con¬ 
tains many old friends, and it must have been a difficult task indeed 
to judge them. The gold medal, however, falls to1 Dr. C. F. 
Jr indrod’s “Woodcutters”: the silver medal to Ed. Strong’s “At 
Midnight”; the bronze medal to Ed. Norton Collins’ “The Old 
General”; and the certificate to James Burns’ “The Wind Bloweth 
rom the Sea ” It must be said, however, in justice to Thomas Wright s 
nagnificent landscape, “Winter,” that it arrived too' late to be 
udged. 

The lantern slide entries are exceptionally heavy, and include much 
food work. The awards are: — 

Class F. (Landscape, River Scenery, and Marine), bronze medal 
presented by H. Wilson), V. E. Morris ; certificate, W. A. Clark. 

Class G (Portraiture and Figure Studies), bronze medal (presented 
ly P. O. B. Hartnoll), Hairy Wade; certificates, A. Warden Harvey 
ind Graystone Bird. 

Class H. (Architecture and other subject not included in F. and G.), 
iroiize medal (presented by A. H. Marsack), A. Bailey; certificate, 
W. A. Max-Mills. 

Class J. (Any Subject for Amateurs who have never won an 
Exhibition Award), bronze medal (presented by H. Wilson), F. Par- 
tinson; certificate, A. Black. 

The “A.P.” special silver medal (presented by A. Horsley Hinton, 
Esq., editor of the “Amateur Photographer,” to the best set of slides 
n Classes F., G., and H.), V. E. Morris. 

Class N. (Members’ Class, any subject), silver medal (presented 
i>y G. R. Johnson), E. G. Rose; bronze medal (presented by P. 0. B. 
Elartnoll), W. J. Goatcher; certificate, F. W. Winzar. 

Two fine portraits, one of the president, Mr. Burroughs Hill, F.S.I. , 
ind the other of the hon. secretary, S. G. Kimber, attract much 
ittention, and have generously been presented to the Club by their 
xhibitor, Mr. Max-Mills. 

The entire Exhibition is arranged in tasteful fashion in the admir¬ 
ably lit main hall of the Southampton Art School, Marland Place, and 
the show is attracting great attention locally. 

Air Martin, of Southampton, has on view in the centre of the 
room a stall of the latest photographic novelties, and the lantern 
slides were shown at the Club Rooms, Philharmonic Hall. 

FRENCH AND ENGLISH PROFESSIONAL PHOTOGRAPHERS. 

The following is a condensed translation of a letter addressed to Mr. 
Alfred Ellis, hon. secretary of the Professional Photographers’ Associa¬ 
tion, by Monsieur Paul Nadar, President of the Chambre Syndicate 
de Photographic et de ses applications, of Paris: — 

Chambre Syndicate de la Photographic 
et de ses applications, 

Paris, 27th October, 1902. 
My dear Air. Ellis,— 

I have to thank y m for sending me your last two little books 
containing information on the Professional Photographers’ Association. 
L have had them translated, and probably we shall insert an article 
about your association in one of our reports. 

As you desire, I have much pleasure in sending you the Statutes of 
our “ Chambre Syndicate.” I also send you, in the name of the French 
photographers whom we represent, an account of the National Con¬ 
gress of Professional Photographers of 1900, the organisation of which 
will perhaps interest some of your members ; at the same time they will 
find therein the different questions that were treated. 

Our “Chambre Syndicate” represents, as you know, the corporation 
of French professional photographers, and its mission is to watch their 
interests and support their rights. It includes not only commercial 
photographers taking portraits, landscapes, monuments, reproductions,, 
enlargements, etc., but also' photomechanical industries in all pro¬ 
cesses. 

These are all admitted to our association as active members. We also 
receive as honorary members inventors, manufacturers, dealers in 
apparatus, instruments, and photographic accessories, but the latter, 
though entitled to be present at the meetings and take part in the dis¬ 
cussions, have no right to vote This regulation is made to prevent 
the association from diverging from its original intention, that of 
protecting the interests of professional photographers. 

We also admit as honorary members foreign photographers, whether 
of our own nationality or net. You will see also in Article 6 that 
one of our objects is to establish and keep up relations with all 
French and foreign societies having a similar aim to GUI’s. In our 
thoughts and intentions we would wish that the development and 
progress that can be obtained in many cases of fraternal understanding 
on various questions for our mutual interests could be internationally 
spread. 

We do not ignore the obstacles that prevent us realising this golden 
age of photography, but we depend at least on tin- cordiality and 
understanding between photographers of different countries to render 
mutual assistance. 

At this moment I am occupied with the important preparations for 
our next congress, which takes place on the 25th. 26th, and 2i’ll 

November. The congress is to have the support of Government, and 
has as honorary presidents the Alinister of Commerce and Industry, and 
the Minister of Public Instruction and Fine Arts. It has been very 
important to us that in 1900 the Minister of Fine Art< patronised our 
congress, and it is equally a matter for congratulation to be accorded 
the same protection this year, as heretofore photography has never 
been officially classified with the fine arts. I point out these details 
to you, as probably you have found the same difficulties and undergone 
the same struggles that we have. 

We have instituted a competition to instruct photographers in the 
best systems of lighting, whether by electricity, magnesium, or acety¬ 
lene, for portraiture, enlargements, and photomechanical processes. 

I beg of you to read either the whole or part of this 'letter to your 
colleagues, and to present the cordial salutations to your new society 
from the “Chambre Syndicale Franoaise de la Photographic, to which: 
I am proud to belong, and accept from myself a hearty shake of the 
hand. I*. Nadar. 

The Newcastle-upon-Tyne and Northern Counties Photographic Asso¬ 
ciation held the first meeting of the session in the C onnaught Hall 
Y.M.C.A., Newcastle-upon-Tyne, on the 11th inst. The meeting partook 
more of the nature of a social entertainment than ot the oidmaie society 
meeting. The president, Mr. W. E. Cowan, opened the proceedings with 
a genial little speech, in which he gave many good reasons why photo¬ 
graphers should join the association. An exhibition of high-class lantern 
slides by some of the foremost workers in the north followed . Mr. J. P. 
Gibson’s Tyne scenery, and Mr. W. E. Cowan's night photographs ot 
Glasgow Exhibition being especially fine. After the lantern slides had 
been duly admired, and refreshments were partaken of. the members 
and their friends settled down to listen to an excellent concert. The en¬ 
thusiasm displayed augurs well for the success of the remainder of the 

session. 
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Commercial $ tegal Intelligence 
-♦- 

Messrs. Fuerst Bros, have engaged Mr. Walter D. Welford to demon 
strate their Axe brand specialities before the various photographic 
societies. The title of his lecture is “ Photographic Flexibilities ” 

The Austm-Edwards Monthly Film Negative Competition.—The prize 
camera tor current month has been awarded to Mr. Harold Moore 
Quinta, Sidcup, for his negative, “ An Old Gateway, Glastonbury.” 

Alwvne Dyson Ltd.—The above-named company has been registered 
with a capital of £2,000 in £1 shares. The objects of the company 
are to carry on the business of photographers, manufacturers of and 
dealers m photographic materials and apparatus, pictures, prints en°rav- 
mgs, and works of art, printers, etc. Registered office : 67, Grainger 
fetreet, Newcastle-on-Tyne. 

The Bausch and Lomb Competitions.—Messrs. A. E. Staley and Co. 
of 35, Aldermanbury, E.C., write : “ Messrs. Bausch and Lomb have 
advised us of an extension of the time for the receipt of the pictures 
for their 3,009 dollar prize competition, which was originally announced 
to close on January 1st, 1903, but owing to the desire of their friends 

Lf'Ur0TP.ean countries, they have extended the time till October 1st 
1903. Vve shall be pleased to supply booklets of the competition to 
applicants, if they will favour us with their names and addresses.” 

i ■AF*.ILI4a’ION 01 (Scottish Societies.—At a meeting of the district societies 
held m Dundee on Saturday, it was decided to form an affiliaton of 
photographe societies for their mutual benefit, but before taking any 
active steps in the actual formation it was decided to ask afl the 
societies in Scotland to join and so make the movement national in its 
scope. Mr. John B. Maclachlan, Blairgowrie, was appointed to write 
o the secretaiies of all the societies appearing in the “ British Journal 

Almanac, but any omitted will oblige by communicating with him. 
. • A. Wharram, Limited.—The above-named company has been 

registered by Jordan and Sons, Limited, 120, Chancery Lane W.C. 
with a capital^ of £10,000 in £1 shares (5,000 preference). The objects of 
the company are to carry on the business of chemists, wine, beer, and 
spirit merchants, distillers, importers of aerated mineral and artificial 
waters, manufacturers of photographic and scientific apparatus and 
materials, etc., and to take over the business carried on at 49, St. Paul’s 
Street, Leeds, as W. A. Wharram. No initial public issue.’ The first 
directors (to number not less than two nor more than five) are W. A. 
Wharram, T. B. Wharram, and W. Brown (all permanent). Qualifica¬ 
tion £100. Registered office, North Street, Leeds. 

The Photographer and his Apprentices.^r-At the last sitting of the 
Gloucester County Court, before his Honour Judge Ellicott, tv f actions 
against Edwin Debenham, photographer, of Newquay, and formerly 
of Gloucester, were heard. They were brought to recover £50 in each 

aas? w f!leg,ed breach of contract to teach Alfred Samuel Lyde and 
Elsie Webb the art of photography, and application was also made to 
cancel the indentures. It appeared from the evidence that defendant sold 
his business at Gloucester and went to Newquay without making any 
arrangement for nis apprentices, though it appeared that subsequently 
he offered to transfer the apprentices to his successors, or to provide for 
them at Newquay. Judgment was given for plaintiffs for £25 in Lyde’s 
case and for £15 in Webb’s case, each with costs, the indentures to be 
cancelled. 

An Injunction Granted.—At the Wakefield County Court on Wednes¬ 
day last, George Henry Pycock, photographer, Norinanton, sued A I 
Hart, also a photographer, of Normanton, to recover £3 7s. 6d., moneys 
over-paid on commission, and £i0 10s. damages through breach of agree¬ 
ment. Plaintiff also sought for an injunction restraining defendant 
from carrying on business at Normanton. On April 19th, defendant 
entered plaintiff’s employment as canvasser on commission, ’ and si°ned 
an agreement not to commence business on his own account or canvass 
for others within three miles of Normanton for two years. Afterwards 
defendant ceased to canvass for plaintiff, and it was alleged that he 
had since started business on his own account at Normantcn though 
professedly in his son’s name. He had also, it was alleged, been paid 
commission on orders which were not bona fide. Defendant denied this 
latter allegation, and said he thought the agreement only related to 
canvassing. His Honour granted an injunction, and awarded plaintiff 
£2 2s. damages. 

Ilford, Limited.—The following is an extract from the Directors’ 
report for the year ended October 31st, 1902:—The Directors have the 
pleasure to report that after payment cf working expenses, directors’ 
fees, income tax, etc., and making provision for doubtful debts the 

ne^Pn^Lf70r ycar’s tradiuS is £51,507 15s. 3d. This amount, 
with £4,407 3s. 8d. brought forward from last year, gives £55,914 18s. lid. 
for appropriation. The directors have paid an interim d vi’dend on the 
ordinary share capital for the half-year ended April 30th, 1902 at 
the rate of 8 per cent, per annum, absorbing £7,600, and for the same 
period they have paid the dividend on the six per cent, preference 
shares, amounting to £5,700. Since then the second dividend on the 
six per cent, preference shares has been paid. From the balance the 
directors recommend that on the ordinary share capital, a dividend 
be paid for the half-year ended October 31st, 1902, at the rate of 12 per 
rent, per annum, and in addition a^ bonus of 2£ per cent., making with 
the above interim dividend, a distribution of 12^ per cent, for the3 year. 
This will absorb £16,150. On the profit sharing scheme £843 16s. 7d. 
more or less, will be paid as bonus to the employees. Of the balance’ 
£19,921 2s. 4d., the directors recommend that £8,000 be written off 
goodwill, processes, etc., that £9,000 be placed to reserve, and the 
balance, £2,921 2s. 4d., carried forward. The business continues to show 
satisfactory progress, and notwithstanding the very unseasonable weather 
throughout the summer, the sales are only a small fraction less than 

last year During the past year the Hon. Derek W. G. Kennel ll 
resigned Ins seat at the board. One director, Mr. Charles J. Cox ret ; 
t is year from the board, and being eligible, offers himself for re-electiO 
The auditors, Messrs. Turquanu, doungs, Bishop and Clarke, now r. i 
and being eligible, offer themselves for re-election. 

The Watson Enlarger Prize Competition.-W. Watson and Sons 
513 Hign Holborn, W.C., announce an enlarger competition in c< 
nection with which they offer 28 cash prizes of from £2 2s. to 10s 6 
tor the two best'enlargements in each division of the various das- 

iianied below. The prizes will be awarded by judges selected by Mess 

A atson. Each class will be in two divisions, namely, landscape a 
portrait, and two prizes will be awarded in each division. Class* 
enlargement made from No. 1 or 2 Brownie negative, in Watsoi 
enlarger for_ Brownie cameras, 1st prize £1 Is.; 2nd prize 10s. 6 
Class II., enlargement made from Pocket Kodak negative, in Watsm 
enlarger for Pocket Kodak, 1st prize £1 Is.; 2nd prize 10s 6d Ck 
III., enlargement made from Folding Pocket Kodak negative, No. 
or No. la, m Watson’s enlarger for these cameras, 1st prize £1 10s 
2nd prize 15s. Class IV., enlargement made from Kodak negatiw 
sizes Foldmg_ Pocket No. 2, Bull’s-eye No. 2, Spec al Bull's-eye No. : 
or Plico, in Watson’s enlarger for these cameras, 1st prize £110s.; 2il 
prize 15s. Class V., enlargement made from F.O.P. Freena or No. 
Scout negative, in Watson’s enlarger for these cameras, 1st prize £1 Is, 
2nd piize 10s. 6d. Class \ I., enlargement made from 4-plate negative! 
in Watson’s ^-plate enlarger, 1st prize £2 2s.; 2nd prize £1 Is. ° Clas 
VII., enlargement made from 5 by 4 negative, in Watson’s 5 by 
enlarger, 1st prize £2 2s. ; 2nd prize £1 Is. The following are the rule! 
of the competition:—1. The competition is for amateur photographer! 
only. 2. All enlargemeins must be sent in, postage paid, by Januav 
20th, 1903. 3. The enlargements must be made with Watson’s paten 
enlarger, and each competitor will be required to furnish the name and 
address of the dealer from whom the enlarger was purchased. 4. Tin 
enlargements selected for prizes, and the negatives from which they 
are made, become the absolute property of W. Watson and Sons, win 
will acquire the sole right cf reproduction for advertisement, or othei 
purposes. 5. Any competitor may enter for one or more of the classes 
but not more than one enlargement in each division. 6. No name or 
address of competitor shall appear on any enlargement. 7. It shall be 
at the option of any prize winner to take the value of the prize, plus' 
25 per cent., in any article manufactured by W. Wat6on and Sons. 
8. The enlargements, with the exception of spotting, shall have no 
hand work upon them, and must be mounted on a plain cardboard. 
9. Enlargements other than these awarded prizes will br returned to 
competitors on payment of postage. 10. Competitors must fill in the 
form of entry which will be provided, and can be obtained from their! 
local photo dealer, or direct from Messrs. W. Watson and Sons, 313,' 
High Holborn, London, and 16, Forrest Road, Edinburgh. 

Dispute about a Dark Room.—At the Clerkenwell County Court on 
Thursday last, Harvey Ernest Walker, 89, York Road, Islington, sued 
A. Butcher to recover £10 16s. in respect of work done and materials 
supplied. Defendant had paid £5 into Court. Mr. Beckmore, counsel | 
for plaintiff, said defendant wished to have a dark room for photographic J 
purposes erected in his garden, and towards the end of July he employed 
plaintiff to construct it. He wanted something nice looking, and had 
certain ideas of his own about erecting the house, so that it could be 
taken to pieces, and also that it should not be an eyesore to his garden. 
Plaintiff, who was a painter, employed a carpenter and plumber to 
carry on the work, he himself doing the painting. In addition to being 
made portable, it had also to be made light-tight. No estimate was 
asked for, and nothing was said about the price. When the account was 
sent in defendant declared the price to be excessive, and offered £5, 
at the same time asking for a detailed account to be sent in. Plaintiff 
said the size of the building was 4ft. 6in. by 4ft. 4in., and 7ft. 
high. Defendant supplied the wood, but on examining' it the carpenter 
said that inch matchboard would be preferable, and would come out, 
much cheaper than the wood supplied by defendant, as this would 
involve much labour in properly working up. Defendant, however, in¬ 
sisted that his own wood should be used. He (plaintiff) painted the 
structure inside and out, and used three coats of paint. Defendant 
questioned plaintiff as to a number of items in the account, and elicited the 
fact that a charge had been made over and above what was customary in re¬ 
spect of the men’s time. Peter Peterson, the carpenter, said the wood sup¬ 
plied by defendant was in a very bad state, and required a lot of labour in 
ploughing and tonguing. Mr. Atkinson, a builder of eighteen years’ 
experience, sajd he had examined the building and measured it. He 
concluded that the charges were fair and reasonable. Defendant said 
his contention was that everything had been done in the most expensive 
way. The Judge : You find every tradesman does that when there is 
no estimate, making what he calls a “good job” of it. Defendant: But 
that is not fair to a client. The Judge: Then you should take care to 
have an estimate. Mr. Smith, a builder, said he had measured and 
valued the building, and thought that at the very utmost it would 
not be worth more than £5 to £6. All the wood had been grooved and 
tongued by hand, and this cost three times more than wood that had 
been already grooved and tongued y machinery. Evidence was given 
by another builder, who estimated the value at about £6. The Judge 
said it was perfectly clear that at, the time defendant gave the order he 
had purchased some timber, and thought it would be cheaper to use 
that than follow the advice of the carpenter and obtain wood already 
grooved and tongued. Yery often when a man did that sort of thing 
he was launched in much heavy and extra expense, and that seemed to 
be the state of affairs in this case. As far as the other items were con¬ 
cerned, he thought the charges were higher than they ought to be, 
and as to the extra charge respecting the men, that ought not to be 
down at all. His verdict would be for plaintiff for £11, including costs. 
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lutings of Societies* 
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MEETINGS OF SOCIETIES FOR NEXT WEEK. 

Nov. Name of Society. Subject. 

;1. 

:l. 

:1. 

!4. 

'A. 

!5. 

!5, 

25 

25, 

26. 

26. 

26. 

26, 

26. 

26. 

26. 

27. 

27. 

27. 

27, 

27. 

Croydon Natural History. 

West London Photo. Society 

Borough Polytechnic. 

Southampton Camera Club.. 

Society of Arts . 

Leeds Photographic Society 

Croydon Natural History .... 

Birmingham Photo. Society 

Isle of Thanet Photo. Society 

Borough Polytechnic. 

Society of Arts . 

Leeds Camera Club. 

Edinburgh Photo Society .... 

Nottingham Camera Club ... 

Photographic Club. 

Ashton-under-Lyne Photo. 

London and Provincial. 

N.-W. London Photo. Society 

Goldsmiths’ Institute Photo.. 

Liverpool Amateur Photo. 

Woolwich Photo. Society . 

f The Ozotype Process. Illustrated by 
| Lantern Slides. By Mr. T. Manley. 
I Intensification and Reduction. Mr. J. 
( Brown. 
) Developers—Their Use and Abuse. Mr. 
(. Ernest Human. 

Affiliation Lecture. 
CThe Future of Coal Gas and Allied 

IlluminanU. Professor Vivian B. 
1 Lewes. 
I Photo-Micrography. Mr. Walter Bag- 

sliaw, J.P. 
j Society’s Soiree at Pembroke Hall, 
\ Croydon. 
f The Principles embodied in the Aldis 
' Lens. Mr. Hugh L. Aldis, B.A., 
V E.R.A.S. 
/ Lantern Evening : Flanders, Archi- 

-! tectural and Otherwise. Rev. C. E. 
t Eastgate, M. A. 
J “ How 1 Visded Pekin with a Camera.’’ 
( Captain Frank Young, R.A. )Le 7 unnel du Simplon, et la nouvelle 

liyne de Chemin de Fer directs, 
Anglo-ltalienne pour VOrient. Dr. 
Gustave Goegg. 

( Some Recent txperie>,ces in Picture 
\ Making. Mr. A. Horsley Hinton. 

Printing Processes. Robert Forbes. 
/ A Visit to Holland. Mr. C. T. Smith. 
\ The File Mr. F. N. EUR 
\ Photography by Night with the Grim 

hens. Dr. Griin. 
j Night Photography. Photogram Lec- 
\ ture by Mr. Eilis Kelsey. 
, The Photography of Architecture. Mr. 
1 J. W. Hodges 
( One Square Mile of Holland. Messrs. 
( Percy G.R.Wright & E. H. Carpenter. 
J Collotype for Amateurs. W. T. 
\ Wilkinson. 
j Lantern Lecture. A Journey through 
1 Spain. Mr. Jas. A. Sinclair. 
I Luiniere Process of Colour Plioto- 
\ gruphy. Mr. T. K. Grant. 

ROYAL PHOTOGRAPHIC SOCIETY. 
Ordinary Meeting, November lith.—Mr. J. C. S. Mummery in the chair. 

NEW MEMBERS. 

Nominations in favour of eight candidates for membership were read, 
and forty candidates were elected by ballot members of the Society. 

PRESENTS. 

A portrait of Scott Archer, one of the pioneers of photography, was 
announced as received from Mr. Henry Cade, of Ipswich. It was a glass 
positive taken in 1875, and in excellent condition. A vote of thanks 
was passed to the donor of this present, as well as to Mr. Henry E. 
Davis, for his present of Brin’s patent snap-shot camera, shown and 
described at a previous meeting. 

AFFILIATION. 

The Nottingham Mechanics’ Institute Photographic Society and the 
Marple and District Photographic Society were announced as newly 
admitted to affiliation. 

Mr. Thomas K. Grant read a paper on “ The Fading of Positive Photo¬ 
graphic Prints printed on Chloro-citrate of Silver Paper, toned and 
fixed in one operation,” by Messrs. Lumiere and Seyewetz. The paper 
shows that the principal cause of the fading of chloro-citrate of silver 
prints is the presence of hyposulphite of soda incompletely eliminated, 
but that the fading of the image only takes place in the presence of 
moisture: The authors continue to point out that fading takes place 
in gold-toned images containing hyposulphite of soda, even if the toning 
occur in a neutral medium, as in the case where toning and fixing 
are separate operations. The absence of all traces of hyposulphite of 
soda in the print is a guarantee of its keeping in humid air, even if the 
image does not contain gold, and if it be constituted of either 
sulphide of silver, silver only, or silver and lead. It appears that the 
yellowish appearance of faded prints is not therefore due to the presence 
of sulphide of silver or lead, but perhaps to that of very finely divided 
sulphur, resulting from the decomposition of the soda hyposulphite. 
The authors do not consider the supposed dra wbacks of combined toning 
and fixing methods to be well founded. On the other hand, prints 
toned and fixed separately fade as readily as those toned and fixed 
at a single operation, if they have been incompletely washed and 
exposed to damp air. The complete elimination of the hyposulphite 
of soda is therefore the only preventive of the fading of toned prints. 

LONDON AND PROVINCIAL PHOTOGRAPHIC ASSOCIATION. 

November 13th.—Mr. W. Thomas in the chair. 
Mr. J. W. Codings gave a demonstration of 

the sinop collotype process. 

The process was briefly introduced by Mr. W. T. Wilkinson, who i 
shared with Mr. Codings the burden of the demonstration. The Sinop 

process is a simplified form of the well-known but, to the amateur, little 
used process of collotype, a process of reproduction which yields very 
beautiful results. In the ordinary way, the collotype plates can only 
be prepared as wanted, and certain expensive apparatus is required by 
the process. The operator also requires considerable skid and experience. 
On the other hand, Sinop calls for practically no special knowledge. 
Plates may be obtained commercially, which only need sensitising in 
the bichromate solution, thus doing away with a great initial trouble 
attaching to the old process. The plates are cf good keeping quality, 
both in the insensitive and sensitive state. The prepared plate is 
sensitised and dried, and exposed in a printing frame under the negative 
for from two to ten mmutes at most; it is then washed with water for 
a further ten minutes, and soaked in glycerine for a quarter of an 
hour. The plate is then attached to a printing bed and inked with a 
printer’s roller. When the inking has been thoroughly effected, prints 
may be taken with the aid of an ordinary office letter-copying press. 
Sinop thus depends upon exactly the same principles as does the collo¬ 
type process. The plates are quicker than the collotype plates—a fact 
that was emphasised by the inking of a plate that had been exposed 
by Mr. Wilkinson that day, which showed marked over-exposure. Mr. 
Codings succeeded in pulling a number of excellent prints from plates 
previously exposed, and a portfolio containing a large number of examples 
was passed round. The Sinop plates may, after an addition has been 
pulled, be stored away for any length of time, and no difficulty presents 
itself when at some future time it is desired to take eff further copies. 
The process is useful for the printing of postcards from negatives, Christ¬ 
mas cards, etc. It should be borne in mind that the image, is a reversed 
one. This, of course, does not matter in many cases, but occasionally 
it will be necessary to have a reversed negative. Thin film negatives may 
be used without reversal, however, there being no noticeable loss of 
definition when they are printed from the reverse side. 

PROFESSIONAL PHOTOGRAPHERS’ ASSOCIATION. 

A meeting of the General Committee was held at 51, Baker Street, 
W., on Monday, 14th inst., Mr. William Grove, president, in the chair. 

The hon. secretary announced the death of Mr. H. J. Dalby, of Wool¬ 
wich, a member of the committee. A letter of condolence, in the name 
of the committee, had been written to Mrs. Dalby, and her reply was 
read. The fact that Mr. H. Walter Barnett, a vice-president of the 
association, had been confined to his house for some time through illness, 
having been referred to, the hon. secret-ary was instructed to express to- 
Mr. Barnett the regret of the committee at the cause of his absence. 

The following gentlemen were accepted as members:—Percy Claude 
Byron (Byron New York), 63, West Thirty-second Street, New York, 
U.S.A.; Howard Cooper, 19, Bearwood Road, Smethwick; William Edwin 
Foster, 17, Bennett’s Hill, Birmingham; William G. Hutt, 374, Dudley 
Road, Birmingham; Mark Edward Mitchell, Princes Colonnade, Princes 
Street, Harrogate; Sydney Charles Mote, 28, Breakspear Road, St. 
John’s, S.E. ; Frederick Charles Strate, Castlbury Studio, Stafford; 
W. Alanson Varley, The Polygon, Bowdon, Cheshire. 

The hon. secretary reported that since the last meeting of the com¬ 
mittee, meetings had been held by branches of the Association at 
Edinburgh, Liverpool and Hull, and reports had been published in the 
British Journal of Photography. He also reported that Mr. T. C. 
Turner, hon. secretary of the Branch Organising Sub-Committee, and 
he had attended a meeting of photographers at Birmingham, held for the 
purpose of establishing a branch for the locality (the proceedings of 
the meeting were published in last week’s B.J.). The meeting resulted 
in all present who were not already members cf the P.P.A. agreeing to join, 
and the prospect of the branch becoming large and influential appeared, 
most promising. Votes of thanks were passed to Messrs. Ellis and Turner 
for attending the meeting, and to Mr. Harold Baker for his services 
iii connection therewith. 

Letters from members relating to insurance copyright, etc., were read, 
and the hon. secretary instructed thereon. 

A letter was read from Mons. Paul, Nadar, President of the Chambre 
Syndicate de la Photographic of Paris, explaining that the organisation 
had a basis similar to that of the P.P.A., and asking support for the 
forthcoming “ Congres Nationale de la Photographic. Professionelle ” to 
be held in Paris on the 25th, 26th, and 27th inst. The hon. secretary 
was directed to reply regretting that the date being so near the Associa¬ 
tion could do little with regard to the Congress, but assuring him of 
ita fraternal sympathy and hoping that means could be found of bring¬ 
ing the two organisations into closer relationship. 

The hon. secretary announced that four members of the comm 
had attended a meeting of artists and others interested in artistic 
copyright, held at Messrs. Agnew’s gallery, Bond Street, W . which 
resulted in the formation of a new society havmg for ns object tin- 
protection of the interests of owners of copying1 m works of art, etc. 
Arrangements were made that the P.P.A. sliou be represented. 

A letter was read from the Photographic 7 de Association, asking 
the sympathy and support of the P.P.A. in ieir protest against the 
trade regulations of the Kodak Co. It was re lved that the Association 
should adopt a position of strict neutrality. 

Letters and other communications respecting instances of price cutting, 
objectionable advertisements, and similar matters were lead. These 

were dealt with. 
The question of holding an exhibition of members work was dis¬ 

cussed, and the hon. secretary was instructed to make certain en¬ 
quiries and report at the next meeting. It was dee ded that on the 
date of the next dinner a reception room at the place of holding the 
dinner should be open all the afternoon for the purpose of affording 
members, especially those from the provinces, the opportunity of dis¬ 
cussing matters of "mutual interest in a friendly and informal way. 
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LEEDS CAMERA CLUB. 
The presence of Mr. Godfrey Bingley at the rooms of the above Club, 
Athenaeum Buildings, Park Lane, on Wednesday, Nov. 12th, drew together 
one of the largest audiences of the session, when close upon 150 members 
and friends attended to hear a lecture on “ The Dales and Coast of 
Yorkshire.” 

The lecture was illustrated by a series of close upon 250 lantern 
slides of as fine a class as it has ever been our lot to witness, and 
during the course of the lecture, round after round of applause greeted 
the appearance of the fine specimens of the lecturer’s work upon the 
screen. 

The president, Mr. Howdill, by the way of introducing Mr. Bingley 
referred to the large attendance and to the evident attraction the 
lecture had to the fair sex.. They all know Mr. Bingley’s position and 
the work he had done as a lantern slide maker, in which he was such 
a past master, and if they could not make something as good, at 
any rate they had something to aim for. 

Mr. Bingley, rising to address the meeting, thought the president 
had raised their expectations too high—some of the slides were not 
so very good, either technically or pictorially, but they had to be 
included to carry out the story. He remarked that by the aid of 
photography he hoped to be able to show them some of the natural 
beauty and places of interest in the County of Yorkshire, and a brief 
history would not be altogether out of place. At the date of the 
Roman Invasion the Celts occupied the County, their capital being 
■at Boroughbridge, whilst York was at the time the chief City of 
Northern Britain. In the year 410 the Roman Legions withdrew 
in consequence of trouble of their own, and York subsequently became 
the capital of the Danish Kingdom. Through succeeding years York¬ 
shire was the scene of many historical events too numerous 
to go into that evening, and further, it was with the scenery and 
not with the history they would be occupied that evening. The 
scenery of Yorkshire was more varied than that of any other County 
in England. The coast line was full of beauties with its indented 
.bays, fishing fleets, and numerous watering places, and perhaps no place 
could be found showing so many different features as along the sea¬ 
board of Yorkshire. The Tees formed the northern boundary, and was 
the only river of any size which did not empty its waters into the 
Humber. In the western part of the county the mountains formed the 
backbone, and divided the watershed east and west. At the time of 
the dissolution of the monasteries of York there were no less than 
twenty-eight abbeys and 128 convent buildings in the county. Going 
-from Leeds to the Craven district was the River Aire, known to all 
of them by its perfumes rather than its beauty, but at its source in¬ 
tensely interesting, taking its rise about Malham. About three miles 
from the village on the moors was Malham Tarn, the greatest of our 
Yorkshire lakes, and where what was known as the water sinks ap¬ 
peared. Standing on the top of Malham Tarn a fine view of the dry 
valley of the Aire was obtained. From the water at the Tarn sinks, 
known as Aire Head, Malham Cove, and the stream called Gordale 
Beck, the River Aire was formed. 

Mr. Bingley next proceeded to describe the experiments made to trace 
the source of the River Aire: then went on to Malham Church, where 
is shown the signature of Oliver Cromwell on the marriage certificate 
of a certain John Lambert. Then on to Settle and Giggleswick, and 

, going back to the river valley we get to Catterick Force, the scenery 
round which was exceedingly pretty, and afforded many pictures for 
photographers, the views shown having been taken on one of the 
Yorkshire Union excursions to the neighbourhood. 

Ripley Valley was next dealt with and the “ hot holes ” described, 
which are approached by Horton in Ribblesdale. Across the Pemne 
Uhain next, to Ingleboro’, famous for its seventeen falls. Over Ingle- 
boro’ to Gaping Hill hole, the first exploration of which was due to a 
Frenchman, M. Martell. Proceeding, the lecturer touched lightly upon 
Skipton, Towtonfield, then on to Boston Spa in the Washburn Valley, 
Bolton Hall, Bolton Abbey, Grassington, and Grass Woods to Coniston. 
The coast was touched at Saltburn, Brunswick, Sandsend, Whitby, 
Filey, Scarboro’, Bridlington, Hull, and returning to York, where the 
.tour ended—one of the most interesting and instructive lectures de- 
Jivered before the society. 

On the motion of Mr. Howdill, seconded by Mr. Emmott, a most hearty 
vote of thanks was accorded to Mr. Bingley for his valuable lecture. 

PHYSICAL SOCIETY. 

At a meeting of the Physical Society on October 31st, Dr. Silvanus P. 
Thompson, F.R.S., president, in the chair, a paper on “The Size of 
Atoms” was read by Mr. H. V. Ridout. This investigation deals with 
■Che size of dissociated atoms, or ions, and the results’ obtained refer to 
a dissociated atom as the smallest quantity of matter which can take 
part in an electrolytic action. The element chosen is hydrogen, and 
the author concludes that, in round numbers, 114^ million atoms are 
necessary to form a line 1cm. long. The method employed consists in 
finding a pair of spheres which would be charged by the quantity of 
electricity known'to be necessary to electrolyse a given quantity of the 
body under examination—in this case water—to the known difference 
of potential of its ions. From this the size of the atoms is deduced, 
subject to certain assumptions enumerated and discussed in the paper. 
The atoms are regarded as spherical and closely packed. To facilitate 
the calculations, the packing is assumed to be such that the centre of 
any sphere is immediately a,bove the centre of the sphere upon which it 
rests. Under these circumstances the total volume of spheres necessary 
to fill a given cube is equal to that of the single sphere about which the 
cube is described. The electrical capacities of isolated spheres being 
proportional to their diameters, it follows that the total capacity of any 

number of such spheres is equal to the capacity of a single sphere, til 
diameter of which is equal to the sum of the diameters of the am; 
spheres. Using these two propositions, the size of the atoms is easi 
deduced from the pair of spheres already determined. The auth 
points out that the method fixes both the superior and the inferior si; 
of the atoms, and gives, therefore, the true value. 

Lord Kelvin remarked that he had often concerned himself wit the si; 
of atoms, and pointed out that the value obtained by the author f< 
the diameter of a hydrogen ion was almost exactly one-half of that whic 
he had obtained for the diameter of a molecule of hydrogen. The fac 
however, might be a coincidence. He had dealt with a sphere whic 
would have the same effect as a double atom of hydrogen. While avou 
ing the assumption that atoms are hard and spherical, it was usual t 
treat them as such for purposes of calculation. The paper was an in 
portant one, but there were many assumptions which required lookin 
into. Lord Kelvin said that in dealing with the subject of atoms j! 
was necessary to consider the atoms of electricity. The atomic theor 
of electricity, now almost universally accepted, had been thought o 
by Faraday and Clerk-Maxwell and definitely proposed by Helmholtz 
The atoms of electricity were very much smaller than the atoms o 
matter, and permeated freely through the spaces occupied by these 
greater atoms and also freely through space not occupied by them. Ai 
atom of electricity in the interior of an atom of matter experienced 
electric force towards the centre of the atom. We were forced to conclude 
that every kind of matter had electricity in it, and Lorenz had named 
electricity as the moving thing in atomic vibrations. If the electrions 
or atoms of electricity, succeeded in getting out of the atoms of matterj 
they proceeded with the velocity of light, and the body was radio-i 
active. It was, therefore, not surprising that some bodies showed radio-1 

active properties, but rather surprising that such properties were noti 
shown by all forms of matter. Our knowledge of this subject, which 
originated with the discovery of the Becquerel rays, had been greatly j 
advanced by the experiments carried out at the Cavendish Laboratory, ■ 
and he had no doubt that in the next two or three years much light 
would be thrown upon this important matter. 

Professor Everett asked why the author had taken the specific inductive , 
capacity of water equal to 2. 

The author said that the latest determinations of the constant ap¬ 
proximated to that number. 

HILLSBRO’ AND DISTRICT PHOTOGRAPHIC SOCIETY. 

Lantern-slide making was the subject of a practical demonstration 
given by Mr. T. G. Hibbert to the members of the Hillsbro’ and District 
Photographic Society, Sheffield, on the 12th inst. By the use of an 
exposure meter, and the developing of negatives strictly to time, good 
results are sure to follow, said the lecturer, which he proved to the 
satisfaction of his audience. Thus, if the high lights in a negative begin 
to show in half a minute, it will take three minutes to properly develop 
the same, or six times the factor. 

CROYDON CAMERA CLUB. 

Nearly forty members of this club on Wednesday, the 12th inst., in 
response to a kind invitation, paid a visit to Mr. T. T. Waddington’s 
works at London Road, Croydon, a popular and thoroughly practical 
demonstration of the “half-tone process” being afforded them. 

Mr. Waddington first lucidly explained the process, and afterwards 
conducted the members over the workshops of the company, every step 
from the preparation of the collodion wet plate, to the ultimate etched 
block, being shown in actual operation. 

Broadly speaking, the process, as explained by Mr. Waddington, may 
be outlined as follows :—A glass screen with minute opaque crossed rulings 
is placed in front of the plate in the camera, and a negative taken iu 
the usual way. On development, this negative, if closely inspected under 
a powerful glass, will be found to possess, in a sense, no half-tone at all, 
the tints being represented by a series of dots and cross hatchings of 
varying degrees of frequency. A copper plate is next taken, coated 
with an exceedingly thin film of gum arabic, white of egg, fish glue, 
and ammonium bichromate in suitable proportions, and placed behind 
the negative, great pressure being used to secure absolute contact. An 
exposure for a few minutes to an arc lamp is sufficient to render those 
parts of the film, immediately behind the clear spaces in the negative, 
insoluble. The film is then developed in manner familiar to carbon 
workers, dyed so that exposure may be judged, and dried at a high 
temperature. At this stage we have a visible positive image composed 
of what is termed “ resist.” A solution of perchloride of iron is then 
flowed over the plate, which attacks the copper where not protected by 
the resist, and the necessary relief is obtained. The plate is then proofed, 
and if satisfactory, trimmed and mounted type high ready for printing. 

---♦- 

The Dangers of Celluloid. An evening contemporary is responsible 
for the following;—A remarkable and painful experience befel M. Leon 
Godefroy in the Boulevard St. Michel, in Paris. M. Godefroy once bad 
the misfortune to be involved in a street row, the result being that his 
nose was smashed, and he had to secure an artificial nasal appendix. He 
was walking on the boulevard, and stopped to light a cigarette. Suddenly 
his nose burst into flames, which spread to his beard. M. Godefroy 
danced with pain until some policemen took him to a chemist’s shop, 
where his burns were treated. An examination of the nose showed that 
it was made of celluloid, the unscrupulous dealer who sold it having 
foisted it on to his client instead of the horn nose which had been 
prescribed. 
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Deu>$ and Dotes. 
•—-—♦- 

The Earl of Crawford, F.R.S., who is about to take a winter tour 
>und the world in his famous steam yacht Valhalla, has invited Mr. 
[. J. Nicoll, a member of the British Ornithologists’ Union, to accom- 
any him as naturalist. After passing through the Straits of Magellan, 
ae Valhalla will visit the principal island groups of the South Pacific, 
bere its naturalist will have ample opportunities for collecting and ob- 
erving birds and other animals. The return will be made by the Indian 
icean and Suez Canal. 

Correctly exposed platinotypes can be over-developed, in spite 
f the usual belief to the contrary, said Mr. W. H. Smith to the South 
,ondon Photographic Society on Monday evening, by using the glycerine 
nethod of development, owing to none of the salts being dissolved by 
he developer, and therefore prints should not be left unfixed. Mr. 
?rank Goddard, hon. secretary to the South London Photographic 
society, has resigned that position, and Mr. W. Calder Marshall, 41, 
ilenton Road, S.E., has been appointed to succeed him. 

Mr. E. Merck, 16, Jewry Street, E.C., writes: “In handing you 
lerewith a sample of Merck’s Pyro Developer in cartridge form, I 
vould like to draw your attention to an innovation which I have made 
n the get-up of my photographic cartridges. Hitherto the alkalies and 
leveloper have been separated in the cartridges by a thin layer of 
specially prepared paper, but I found that this was not sufficient pro¬ 
tection, and I am now supplying cartridges where the chemicals are 
separated by a glass partition. As both ends are hermetically sealed, 
there is no risk of oxidation, and on the other hand, owing to the 
glass, there is now no danger of interaction between the chemicals. 
I think it would interest your readers to know of this improvement.” 

Stonehenge.—A meeting of the Stonehenge Committee, consisting of 
Lord Dillon, the Bishop of Bristol, Mr. Thackeray Turner, Mr. John 
Carruthers, the Rev. E. H. Goddard, Mr. N. Story Maskelyne, Mr. W. 
Gowland, and Mr. C. H. Read, representing the Society of Antiquaries 
of London, the Wilts Archaeological Society, and the Society for the 
Protection of Ancient Buildings, was held at Burlington House last 
week. The committee received a report of the operations that had 
taken place under its advice, with the sanction and at the cost of 
Sir Edmund Antrobus, expressed approval of the steps already taken 
towards ensuring the safety of Stonehenge, and repeated its resolve that 
further steps must be guided by the determination to do as little as 
possible in order to save the monument for posterity. The committee 
is anxiously conscious of the fact that in the present state of Stonehenge 
there is grave danger of further accident. To meet the dangers of the 
present winter it has now recommended the immediate application of 
wooden props to the stones about which the chief anxiety is felt. 

“A New and Lucrative Profession.”—Mr. Hector Maclean, F.G.S., 
takes upon himself the serious responsibility of the following paragraph 
in last Saturday’s “Morning Post”:—It falls to my lot during the 
year to address a good many assemblages of amateurs, and once in 
each year I am called on for what is called a presidential address, the 
which is meant to arouse enthusiasm amongst the members of the 
society. I mention this because during the last of these addresses, 
recently given, among topics which I touched on was one which certainly 
arrested attention beyond all others. It was a relation of the com¬ 
parative affluence to which a very large number of humble, or not 
well-to-do, individuals have attained through joining local photographic 
societies. I could mention one instance of a gentleman now receiving 
a “ four-figure ” income entirely through taking up amateur photo¬ 
graphy and attending photographic society meetings. The number of 
those who through similar means have risen from positions of a few 
shillings a week to distinguished appointments of from £500 to £1,000 
per annum are too numerous to mention. 

The Royal Society.—The following is a list of those to whom the 
Royal Society has this year awarded medals. The awards of the Royal 
medals have received the King’s gracious approval:——The Copley 
Medal to Lord Lister in recognition of the value of his physiological 
and pathological researches in regard to their influence on the modern 
practice of surgery. The Rumford Medal to the Hon. Charles Algernon 
Parsons for his success in the application of the steam turbine to industrial 
purposes and for its recent extension to navigation. A Royal medal 
to Professor Horace Lamb for his investigations in mathematical physics. 
A Royal medal to Professor Edward Albert Schafer for his researches 
into the functions and minute structure of the central nervous system, 
especially with regard to the motor and sensory functions of the cortex 
of the brain. The Davy Medal to Professor Svante August Arrhenius 
for the application of the theory of dissociation to the explanation of 
chemical change. The Darwin Medal to Mr. Francis Galton for his 
numerous contributions to the exact study of heredity and variation 
contained in “ Hereditary Genius,” “ Natural Inheritance,” and other 
writings. The Buchanan Medal to Dr. Sydney A. Monckton Copeman 
for his experimental investigations into the bacteriology and comparative 
pathology of vaccination. The Hughes Medal to Professor Joseph 
John Thomson for his numerous contributions to electric science, 
especially in reference to the phenomena of electric discharge in gases. 

Inflammable Spirits.-—The danger of handling spirits that give off 
inflammable vapours at low temperatures by those who do not understand 
their properties, was exemplified at Woolwich dockyard a few weeks ago, 
when two persons lost their lives and another was seriously injured 
while experimenting with gasoline, the vapour from which became ignited. 
We cull the following from the “ Standard ” of Saturday last, as illus¬ 
trating still further this danger:—“A case was heard before-the Oxfoid 
magistrates yesterday in which the chemist of the Christ Church labora¬ 
tory was charged with having handed to the Great Western Railway, 

for conveyance, a consignment falsely declared as ordinary petroleum, 
but which really consisted of petroleum spirit, giving off a vapour in¬ 
flammable in a temperature below zero (Fahr.), also with not having 
observed the Government regulations in regard to packing traffic cf 
such a highly dangerous character. During transit, when a member of 
the company s staff was carrying a lighted lamp through a yard, the 
vapour given off by the petroleum spirit became ignited, and if the 
efforts which were made to extinguish the fire had not been successful 
the result would have been disastrous. The magistrates commented upon 
the serious nature of the offence, but, as the defendant pleaded ignorance 
of the regulations, only a small fine of 20s. and costs was inflicted.” 

Art Lecture in Leeds.—The Lecture Hall of the Leeds Institute was 

well .filled on Wednesday evening last, on the occasion of a lecture 
delivered by Mr. Whitworth Wallis, F.S.A., on the “ Art of Lord 
Leighton.” Commencing, the lecturer paid the late President of the 
Academy a gracious tribute in saying that no artist during the Victorian 
era had accomplished better and purer work than he did. Lord Leighton 
was a veritable “ Crichton ” among artists, combining with his know¬ 
ledge and talent for art the gift of sculpture, the powers of a linguist, 
and also the accomplishment of a musician. Such training as Leighton 
received in his youth had perhaps been the privilege cf no other artist. 
He studied successively and successfully at Rome, Berlin, Munich, and 
Frankfort. His entrance to the school at Berlin was obtained by means 
of a “ wicked misrepresentation.” Tire age limit was fifteen, and the 
future peer had to state that he was a year older than he actually was 
at the time, before he could be taken in as a pupil. Whilst staying at 
Rome, and at ten years of age, Leighton decide*} to become an artist, 
much against the wishes of his father, who was a doctor, but who did 
not press his objections to this profession. About this time, the novelist 
Thackeray encountered the youthful painter. Returning to England, 
the author of “Vanity Fair” came across John Millais, who was then 
about twenty years old. He told him that he had met at Rome a young 
artist who “ will some day run you very close for the Presidency of the 
Royal Academy.” This prophecy was so true that so close did these 
two artists run each other for the honour, that Leighton actually achieved 
it first. Leighton became an Associate of the Academy in 1864, and 
was admitted as a member five years later. The lecturer then exhibited 
several views of Lord Leighton’s past work, which without them would 
have rendered the lecture unenlivening. One cannot conceive of few 
more difficult tasks than that of keeping a mixed audience interested 
in descriptions of paintings; but Mr. Wallis's analysis of the qualities 
that enabled the great artist to make an enduring mark on the art of 
the age were not without value and interest, and in the occasional 
employment of human touches did Mr. Wallis find salvation. 

Greenwich Observatory.—The report of the Astronomer Royal to the 
Board of Visitors, Greenwich Observatory, read at the annual visitation 
in June last, has just been issued as a Parliamentary Paper. It relates 
to the year ended on May 10th last, and says that the sun, moon, 
planets, and fundamental stars had been regularly observed on the 
meridian as in previous years. The number of observations made was 
as follows:-—Transits, the separate limbs being counted as one obser¬ 
vation, 11,133; determinations of collimation error, 303; determinations 
of level error, 663; circle observations, 9,666; determinations of nadir 
point (included in the number of circle observations), 681; reflexion obser¬ 
vations of stars (similarly included), 505. The number of stars observed 
in 1901 was 4,327. The progress made in the observations of the refer¬ 
ence stars for the astrographic plates, for which 10,000 stars are to be ob¬ 
served three times above and twice below pole—with the exception of about 
1,000 stars fainter than the ninth magnitude, which cannot be observed 
below pole—is shown in a table. These stars include all the stars down 
to the ninth magnitude of the “Bonn Durchmusterung,” and fainter 
stars which have been added to the list recently, so that there will in no 
case be fewer than twelve reference stars on a plate, the average number 
being 22.4. The observations of these stars were commenced at the 
beginning of 1897, and as more than half of the observations required 
have already been secured, it may be confidently anticipated that the 
full number of observations will be obtained for the new Ten Year 
Catalogue, 1897 to 1906. During the year photographs of the sun wer* 
taken on 178 days. The Dallmeyer photoheliograph was in use till 
September 19th, when the Thompson i hotoheliograph, which had been 
taken to Sumatra for the eclipse, was mounted in its place. Of the 
Greenwich photographs, 344, taken on 171 days, have been selected for 
preservation, besides 18 with double images of the sun for the determina¬ 
tion of zero of position angles. Supplementary photographs have been 
received from India and Mauritius to January 18th last. For the year 1901 
Greenwich photographs were selected for measurement on 149 days and 
photographs from India and Mauritius (filling up gaps in the series) on 210 
days, making a total of 359 days out of 365 on which photographs 
are at present available. The proportion cf days upon which the sun 
was entirely free from spots was 80 per cent, for the year 1901, and 
about the same proportion for 1902 to May 31st. But the appearance 
of two considerable groups this year, and the high latitudes of the 
spots generally, are. Mr. Christie thinks, indications that the actual mini¬ 
mum is passed. The report' states that in the year ending May 10th, 
1902, the average daily number of chronometers and deck-watches being 
rated was 557; the total number received was 1.258. the total number 
issued was 1,183, and the number sent for repair 570. These include 
35 box chronometers and two pocket chronometers for the Indian Govern¬ 
ment. During the year there have been on trial for purchase by the 
Indian Government eight box chronometers, of which three have been 
selected for purchase. Two pocket chronometers have also been purchased 
for the Indian Government. The Greenwich time-ball was not raised 
on two days during the year, owing to the violence of the wind. On 
June 18th the ball did not drop at 13h.. owing to an interruption 
in the electric connections. The automatic signals from the Westminster 
clock were received throughout the year except on five days, when the 
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signal failed. The apparent error of the clock was not greater than 
Os.5 on 28 per cent, of the days of observation; not greater than ls.O 
on 56 per cent., not greater than 2s.0 on 88 per cent., not greater 
than 3s.0 on 97 per cent., and exceeded 4s.0 on twelve occasions. The 
first stage of the re-determination of the Greenwich-Paris longitude, 
referred to in the last report, was, after consultation with M. Loewy, 
deferred to the spring of this year, in order to allow more time for 
preparation and testing of the instruments, after Mr. Dyson’s return 
from the Eclipse Expedition to Sumatra. Mr. Christie adds . The 
observations were made in three groups of three, six, and three full 
nights (or their equivalents in half-nights), the observers with their 
instruments being interchanged between the first and second, and again 
between the second and third groups. The English observers were Mr. 
Dyson and Mr. Hollis throughout, and the French M. Bigourdan and 
M. Renan during the first group. Unfortunately,_ at the end of this 
group, M. Renan was taken seriously ill, and it was necessary to 
replace him by another observer, M. Lancelin, and to recommence 
the work of the French observers, which is still in progress. It is 
proposed to carry out the second stage of the observations in the autumn. 
For these operations the Post-office authorities have courteously given 
the use of the telegraph line and the services of a telegraphist. — 

“ Standard ” 
-♦-- 

Correspondence. 
* * Correspondents should never write on both sides of the paper. No 
*notice is taken of communications unless the names and addresses oj 

the writers are given. 
%* We do not undertake responsibility for the opinions expressed by our 

correspondents. 

KODAK, LIMITED, AND THE TRADE. 

To the Editors. 

Gentlemen,—May I trouble you again in regard to the above, though 
you must be rather tired of the subject? I think there must be many, 
including myself, who were somewhat in the dark as to what the 
Kodak Company had a right to claim in regard to the manufacture1 of 
roll film goods. From the letter of Mr. J. Lizars, published in your 
Journal last week, it seems that both the European Blair Camera 
Company and Mr. Lizars made folding pocket daylight loading cameras 
similar to those on the market to-day several years ago. And pie- 
sumablv, any other manufacturer could have done the same, from 
which it must be gathered that the Kodak Company had no controlling 
patent for the manufacture of roll film goods, though I see from an 
old advertisement that the Kodak Company, then the Eastman Com¬ 
pany, were selling roll film cameras (not daylight loading, I assume) 
in this country in 1890, and possibly a short timo previous. -The 
Kodak Company then claimed to have the only practical system of roll 
holder photography. There can be no doubt that from the first they 
had great faith in the roll film principle. Mr. Lizars, however, states 
that the first daylight roll films and roll film cameras were introduced 
into this country' by the European Blair Camera Company. A detailed 
history of the subject would be interesting. Most people would be 

-willing to give credit to whom credit is due. Whoever made the first 
efficient roll film, no doubt they were indebted to the investigations 

• of those who did not succeed, though it is those who make a commer- 
<cial success of a new' thing wrho get the most credit. But the point 
J wish to emphasise is that, in view of the statements made by Mr. 
Lizars, it is evident that the Kodak Company did not possess a con¬ 
trolling patent. I was under the impression, and I have no doubt many 
•others were, too, that they did. I do not profess to understand why 
■other British manufacturers did not give attention to the matter long 
;ago, which would probably have prevented the present difficulties. 

I do not see how it can be made illegal for any of the retail dealers to 
“ concentrate ” on any particular firm’s goods, as suggested by one of 
your correspondents. Tt is an interesting question, but I suppose the 
retailer has a right to please himself, though he may be obliged, by 
public demand, to stock other goods in the same line. Many of them 
would probably not at all object if the Kodak Company did secure 
the complete control of the photographic trade, as they may consider 
that it would simplify matters for them. Whether it would be bene- 
cial to the customer is another matter. If the dealer decides to concen¬ 
trate on any one firm’s goods, the customer may concentrate elsewhere. 
■—Yours truly, J- A. Reid 

Kincraig, Cutcliffe Grove, Bedford. 
November 15th, 1902. 

To the Editors. 
Gentlemen,—I hope “ A Retired Dealer ” finds himself in comfortable 

circumstances, if not affluence, through success in business, otherwise 
his fossilised notions of trade leave small hope for his future. It is a 
common expedient, in defending a bad case, to set up an arbitrary 
definition, and to dance and whoop around the imaginary corpse, after- 
having scalped it in the most satisfactory manner. “ A Retired 
Dealer” formulates his own definition of monopoly. You may infer 

the rest. I prefer to take the common, accepted meaning, as show 
by the following definition, taken from a standard dictionaryT1 
exclusive possession of anything, as a commodity or a market; the so 
right of selling.” 

Let us now turn to the facts. Kodak, Limited, are exclusive owneil 
of certain articles and refuse to supply the trade, but upon certai 
conditions of sale. The P.T.A., collectively, are exclusive owner- < 
certain articles, and refuse to supply the trade but upon certain coii 
ditions of sale. You may fill in the names of the articles and th 
terms for each particular case, but it is evident the principle is tk 
same for all. What I ask for is, that the retailer should be free to 
fix his prices as he pleases, and not as “the Ring” dictates. This i 
the only policy by which you will succeed in defeating a bus in - 
undertaking, organised on the lines of Kodak, Limited. Large profit 
have enabled it to obtain the control of the market for certain articVs 
Until yofl. cut down those profits by competition, or scatter them by 
forcing the company to open a large number of shops, your efforts wii 
be futile, and you may continue to snivel and*drivel to an unsympa 
thetic public. 

I am not so ignorant of the photographic trade as “A Retired! 
Dealer ” imagines, and can inform him it is a fact that in one large photo 
graphic business, yvhere prices had to be raised at the dictation of 
“ the Ring,” the net profits for the year reached 60 per cent, upon the 
capital invested. The profits upon a large number of photographic 
articles are much too heavy yvhere business is transacted upon cash 
terms. I could name one that a small dealer yvould decline to stock 
and only supply to order. Yet for the small service of taking the order 
and handing the article to the purchaser, he receives the handsome 
remuneration of 35 per cent, of the price, or 50 per cent, on his outlay 
In many cases the profit amounts to pounds. The P.T.A. refuses to 
supply men who yvould be content to serve the public upon reasonable 
terms. Whilst it does so, it cannot expect to receive the support of 
the public in fighting an organisation, managed on similar lines. “ The 
Ring ” is an organisation of manufacturers and retailers formed for the 
exploitation of the public. The outcome of the large retail profits 
must be a needless extension of the number of shops opened by men 
yvho will fritter away the profits until they touch the ordinary level of 
a shopkeeper’s standard of living. When they have reached that stage 
their defence can be very ablyr undertaken by men of the stamp of “ A 
Retired Dealer.”—Yours truly, X. Y. Z. 

To the Editors. 

Gentlemen,—In his letter in your issue of November 14th, Mr. H. H. 
O’Farrell suggests that Kodak, Limited, imposes factors’ agreements 
upon dealers and refuses dealers’ “ necessary ” discounts. This is 
a mistake. They do not refuse dealers’ discounts, and do not ask 
them to enter into any factors’ agreements. The Kodak Company 
gives a trade discount, varying from about 15 per cent, to 23 per cent., 
to all dealers alike. 

If some of them like to earn more by under certain conditions that 
is for them to decide, and they claim further discounts for electing 
to handle only Kodak’s Tollable film goods, and they are not bound 
in any way for a moment longer than they elect. Mr. H. H. O’Farrell 
does not state yvhat the “ factors’ agreements ” are which Professor 
J. B. Clarke, of Columbia University, discusses. He assumes that 
they are the same as the conditions of sale of the Kodak Company. 
In this I believe lie is in error. Who is to decide what are “ necessary 
discounts ? ” A Suburban Dealer. 

November 18th, 1902. 

To the Editors. 

Gentlemen,—The letter, signed “ J. Lizars,” appearing in your issue 
of the 14th inst., is a delightful instance of suppression of facts and 
suggestion of fictions. It is an attempt to justify imitations, among 
which Mr. Lizars’ own products figure, and seeks to mislead your 
readers into the belief that the Kodak Companies have not been the 
pioneers of the roll film industry. 

The Kodak Companies have been almost exclusively responsible 
from the outset for creating the vast trade that now exists in Tollable 
film goods. 

Films and roll holders were made by experimenters in very early 
days, but the Eastman Company introduced and acquired inventions 
and improvements (and this without any competition to speak of), and 
made these goods commercially successful in every stage. 

The history of the progress of Tollable film appliances is the history 
of the Eastman Companies, and this is common knowledge. First, 
paper films, then stripping films, then transparent films : none other 
than the Eastman Company has had any appreciable share in the 
making of the trade. 

As regards daylight loading appliances, Mr. Lizars finds it convenient 
to suppress the fact that the apparatus stated by him to have been 
introduced here in 1893 was obtained from a company, which was after¬ 
wards merged in the Eastman Company, and alll of whose patent rights 
were purchased at considerable cost. It may be added that the patents 
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covering essential features in the existing daylight loading camera 
system were bought up by the Eastman Company, and are still their 
property, wherever any such rights exist. 

Mr. Lizars makes the mistake of saying we complain of imitations. 
It is not we who complain. It is the imitators themselves, who are 
-crying out for assistance and sympathy, because all possible facilities 
for substitution practices are not afforded by the trade. 

We do not complain of imitations, but when appliances are pushed 
forward by competitors which are similar to ours in outward appear- 
.ance, and in which our gauges are minutely and exactly measured and 
copied, it is time to protect the public against “piracies” and “para¬ 
sites,” and to take precautionary measures against would-be purchasers 
-of Kodak goods being deceived. We do not waste our breath in taking 
exception; we take proper business measures to encourage honest and 
pushful service from the dealers. That is all there is in it. 

The competing manufacturers appear to- be so poverty stricken in 
invention. If they want to make honest and original trade for themselves 
in Tollable film goods, why do they not produce cameras and spools of 
their own design, and in the standard popular English sizes, i plate, 
5 by 4, and 5 plate, instead of imitating our models and measuring up 
and copying all the new gauges we have introduced, which are in no 
case the standard sizes, but are special and peculiar to our introduc¬ 
tions? Your readers ought to know why this little device of adopting 
our gauges is resorted to. It is that these special designs and sizes are 
associated with our world renowned trade names, “ Kodak,” 
“Brownie,” “Bull’s-Eye,” etc., and the imitators desire such condi¬ 
tions as will help them to- steal -some benefit from our trade and make 
substitution as easy as possible. Not only have our Kodak reels— 
which are stamped, with the trade mark of the company—been wound 
up with alien films upon them by imitation manufacturers, but pur¬ 
chasers who ask for spools under our trade mark names have passed 
off upon them, or put into their cameras without explanation, some one 
or other of the imitations made up like Kodak spools for use in Kodak 
cameras. As long as patents are not infringed we do not complain, 
but such tricks have to be met by giving better terms to those dealers 
who give us the best and most honest service. 

We should have thought that Mr. Lizars would have kept discreetly 
silent concerning the fact that lie is not now being supplied with Kodak 
goods for his shops. We on our part cannot, however, at the present 
time say more than that the real reason will be known sufficiently soon, 
when the legal proceedings, which we have had to take against Mr. 
Lizars, come to a hearing. 

The suggestion made by Mr. Lizars that the Kodak Company has 
imitated sizes previously made by himself is as amusing as it is untrue, 
and, like the rest of the letter, is evidently put forward in the hope that 
the mis-statement will get a useful start of the contradiction.—We are, 
jours faithfully, Kodak, Limited. 

THE CHEMISTRY OF THE LEAD INTENSIFIER. 
To- the Editors. 

'Gentlemen,—In the interesting article, entitled “The Half-Tone 
Negative Under the Microscope-,” by Mr. J. I. Pigg, in your last issue, 
he seems to be under some misapprehension as to lead intensification. 

It is quite unnecessary to call into -explanation any “ magnetic influ¬ 
ence brought about by the conjunction of two metals,” when we can 
explain the process, very simply, from a chemical point of view, thus : 
On mixing nitrate of lead and potassium ferrideyanide, we. get lead 
ferrideyanide and nitrate of potash, as shown in the following equa¬ 
tion : — 

3 Pb (N03)2 + K6 Fe2 CN12 = Pb3 Fe2 CN12 + 6 KN03 

in contact with metallic silver, the lead ferrideyanide is reduced to 
ferrocyanide, silver ferrocyanide being at the same time formed, both 
of which are much less opaque than metallic silver; the equation repre¬ 
senting this reaction is— 

2 Pb3 Fe2 CN12 + Ag4 = Ag4 Fe CN6 + 3 Pb2 Fe CN6 

and both these ferrocyanides are reduced by the ammonium sulphide to 
the corresponding lead and silver salts, thus— 

Ag4 Fe CN6 + Pb2 Fe CNR + 4 (NH4)2 S = 2 Ag2 S + 2 Pb S + 2 
(N04)4 Fe CN6 

—Yours faithfully, Chemictjs. 

THE ELECTRIC LIGHT IN THE STUDIO. 
To the Editors. 

Gentlemen,—I was pleased to read your article on “ Electric Light 
in the Studio,” in last week’s issue. It seems a rather hard matter to 
estimate the value in candle power of the light needed, but I believe 
that nothing short of 3,000 candle power will give the necessary 
brightness required for short exposures in the studio. 

Arc lamps give about 900 candle power, when used without shades, 
but if worked with reflected light only, it is questionable if much more 
than 600 candle power is available. On that basis five lamps are re¬ 
quired instead of three, as sometimes, and one as often used by photo¬ 
graphers ; the greater diffusion of the ‘light will not be found so trying 
by the sitter, and will enable better negatives to be produced. 

Incandescent lights are more easi'y managed, a group of 15 200 
candle power lights being quite portable, even when placed inside 
a reflector, and, to niv mind, the light Is more comfortable to a sitter, 
which is a great point in making that style of lighting popular. 

In regard to the working cost, it depends whether t lie light is only 
switched on during exposure, or burnt all the while the sitter is in 
the studio. The short lighting makes the cost about even, but five arc 
lamps only consume about three units per hour, against over ten for the 
incandescent. 

The electric companies might reduce the cost if photographers did 
not switch on and off, but it is now well known that they do not 
appreciate the heavy load lor such a short while.—Yours, sincerely, 

Alf. H. Cade. 
Cade’s Popular Studio. Comhill, Ipswich. 

November 17th, 1902. 

SPIRIT PHOTOGRAPHY. 
To the Editors. 

Gentlemen,—Referring to spirit photography, as per paragraph in 
your last number, there is in West London an old gentleman, now 
aged seventy, who is taking photos of spirits and of pictures made by 
spirits since 1895. He is naturally clairvoyant, or double sighted, and 
can see spirits. His daughter, who died some ten years ago, had the 
same gift, and acted as a medium for years. He is a photographer 
since 30 years back, in the same -shop and studio. He is convinced 
that if his neighbours knew that he photographs ghosts he would lose 
his business and living, consequently he ties a veil of timid secrecy 
over the spiritual department of his establishment by never referring 
to it, and in other ways, and refusing to entertain applications from 
the Press lest his name as spirit photographer, with his address, should 
appear in print; his excellent but giftless wife is a strongly preju¬ 
diced anti-spiritualist, though converted. 

I myself, who am an amateur medium, qualified “ to call up spirits 
from the vasty deep,” wa-s the innocent cause of his becoming a spirit 
photographer in 1895. I went to him to have cabinet photos of myself 
to send to my son in India. He operated at the camera, and, being 
double sighted, saw a young woman, a spirit, by my side, when all 
wa-s ready to- take me. That was his first spirit photograph. I went 
to him frequently in the next ensuing two years, and had over forty 
photos of spirits taken—male and female, old and young-looking. I 
bought all the negatives (cabinet size photos) of him. They were 
described in “Borderland” (14 pages), October, 1895, and other pub¬ 
lications. I expected to recoup my disbursements by selling copies 
of the photographs, but the public can only think they are spurious, 
because they refuse to believe, despite our bristling spires all over the 
country, that the dead revive in a new garment of flesh; and if they 
don’t, why have we any religion hi the land?—a dead letter, without 
that immortality that it promises! Any of your readers can have a 
spirit photo from me for a shilling, post paid. Money returned, if 
desired, on receipt of returned photo.—Yours truly, 

J. Starling. 

62, Abercrombie Street, S.W. 

WHERE ARE WE DRIFTING? 
To the Editors. 

Gentlemen,—“Where are we drifting?” Forsooth! Towards the 
light, surely, but not all top light. I think, like Mr. Farmer, that 
the studio of the future will be minus top light. I myself am taking 
portraits in an ordinary room (with two ordinary house windows on 
one side, about six feet apart), which I opened about three years ago, as 
a photographic studio, and find no difficulty in obtaining results, far 
from lop-sided atrocities ; in fact, I often hear remarks, such as : “ How 
very natural,” “ Quite artistic,” “ Looks as though he were about to 
speak,” etc., etc. After reading Mr. Banger’s letter I must consider 
my -sitters an awfully ignorant lot, and not feel at all surprised if 
some were to develop large ears. To say that “ Nature gives us light 
from above” is quite true, and if concentrated through the sky-light 
gives a most angelic beam; then all that is necessary to make a com¬ 
plete picture by the said light is a sitter with an expression to corre¬ 
spond. But it matters not whether the light is concentrated through 
the top, side, or through a keyhole, so long as the desired result is 
obtained. I am also afraid that midget or carte de visite full length 
portraits, taken with Mr. B.’s ideal lens, would require a vast amount 
of supplementary something on them, before one got paid for same.— 
I remain, yours, etc., . Side Light. 

THE CARE OF APPARATUS WHEN OUT OF USE. 
To the Editors. 

Gentlemen,—The season has now arrived when outdoor photography 
with many, particularly with the users of hand cameras, will be a 
thing of the past, until next year. Too often the apparatus is rele¬ 
gated to the lumber room without any consideration as to the state it 
will be found in when next required for use, with the result that when 
it is, it is frequently found unusable until certain repairs have been 
done. This state of things might easily have been avoided if a little 
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care had been bestowed upon the apparatus before it was stowed away, 
and if it had been kept under other conditions, “lumber rooms,” 
if at the top of the house, where the majority of them are situated, are, 
as a rule, none too dry, and as a consequence apparatus stored therein 
is often found in quite a different state from what it was when put 
away. The leather portions may have become mouldy, and the metal 
parts rusted or oxydised, things that, by a little care, might easily 
have been avoided. Here are a few hints that may be useful to many. 
Suppose it be a hand camera-. All parts should be thoroughly freed 
from dust, and if it is supplied with metal sheaths it is a good plan 
to give them a coating of black varnish as a protection against rust. 
The leather cover may also be very slightly oiled with good olive oil; 
this will often prevent mildew. When this is all done the camera 
should be securely wrapped in brown paper, if it has not a leather case, 
to prevent access to dust, etc. In the case of cameras with leather 
bellows it is a good plan, after thoroughly dusting a-11 parts, to rub 
the bellows over with French chalk, to prevent the gussets from 
sticking together, and pulling off the surface when they are again 
taken into use. With bellows body cameras it is a good precaution to 
open them two or three times during the storage, and expand the 
bellows, and, if any tendency to sticking is found, the French chalk 
treatment should be repeated. With regard to the place in which 
the apparatus is stored, it should be dry, but not abnormally so, as the 
wood with which the cheaper forms of modern apparatus are con¬ 
structed is not too well seasoned, and an abnormally dry and warm 
place may do almost as much harm as a moderately damp one. How¬ 
ever, if a little consideration be given in storing the apparatus it will 
always be found in as good working condition when next required for 
use as when it was put away. There is an old aphorism, “ Safe bind 
safe find,” and that well applies to photographic apparatus when not 
in constant use. Hence these seasonable hints.—I am, yours, etc. 

Dark Slide. 
November 16th, 1902. 
-♦- 

Answers to Correspondents. 
%* All matters intended, for the text portion of this JOURNAL, includ¬ 

ing queries, must he addressed to “ The Editors, The British 
Journal of Photography, 24, Wellington-street, Strand, London, 
W. C. ” Inattention to this ensures delay. 

%* Correspondents are informed that me cannot undertake to ansmer 
communications through the post. Questions are not answered unless 
the names and addresses of the writers are given. 

%* Communications relating to Advertisements and general business 
affairs should he addressed to Messrs. Henry Greenwood & Co., 
24, Wellington-street, Strand, London, W.C 

Photographs Registered 

E. J. W. Beech, The Studio, The Cotteridge, King’s Norton. Photograph of St. 
Nicholas Parish Church and Old Grammar School. 

R. P. Gregson, 37,Church Road.Lytham. Two photographs of W. Farnworth, Esq. 
H. Barney, 26, Bourne Street, Dudley. Photograph of Dudley Town Prize Band. 

“ Sinop.”—J. D. Stokoe writes: “I shall feel indebted if you will inform 
me where I can get to know particulars of the process “-Sinop ” 
as mentioned in your Journal of November 7th inst.”—In reply: 
See reply to “ Sinop ” below. 

Addresses Wanted.—Frank Thomas asks: “Could you oblige me by 

giving names and addresses of photographic view publishers ? ”— 
In reply: Messrs. Valentine and Son, Dundee; Frith and Co., 
Reigate; G. W. Wilson and Co., Aberdeen, are all publishers of 
photographic views. 

Christmas Cards.—A. Fraser asks: ‘ Where can I get mounts for Christ¬ 
mas cards with mottoes, such as some professional photographers 
are now making such a feature of?”—In reply: Surely our corre¬ 
spondent cannot look at our advertisement pages or he would not 
need to ask this question. 

Bremer Arc Lamp.—Photophil says: “ I should be obliged by informa¬ 
tion about the Bremer arc lamp, and where to procure it in Paris 
or in London. Is it of dimensions suitable for a magic lantern ? ” 
—In reply: We, unfortunately, do not know the lamp mentioned. 
Perhaps some reader may be able to give our correspondent the 
desired information. 

J. P. Bamber.—Your queries are so “ mixed ” between emulsions and 
enamel that we really do not understand what you require. If it 
is information on making collodio-chloride paper, you cannot do 
better than get Abney’s book on “ Photography with Emulsions.” 
That gives formulae for collodio-chloride emulsions. You ask for 
your queries to be answered in the “ text portion ” of the Journal. 

Correspondents are only replied to in this column. 
Deterioration op Plates.—W. J. Horner says: “ If I keep plates in my 

magazine camera more than two or three days I find when I 
develop that they are often fogged or covered with patches, or go 
black all over. I feel satisfied that the camera is light tight and 
the dark room all right. Can you suggest a reason, and do plates 
generally spoil quicker if they are kept in the camera? Imperial, 
special rapid I use.”—In reply: If the camera is light tight and the 
dark room light safe, the deterioration must be due to the camera— 

probably from some exhalations from the wood or the blacking of 
the inside. Dry plates deteriorate rapidly if kept long in some 
dark slides from the same cause. 

Loan of Slides.—Mr. Percy J. Ashfteld writes as under: “ Can you give 
me any information as to the best means of obtaining the ad¬ 
dresses of lantern and photographic societies. The Rhyl Town 
and Improvement Association have a set of over sixty lantern 
slides of Rhyl and district, with a descriptive lecture they are 
willing to loan free of charge, hence my desire for above informa¬ 
tion?”—In reply: A list of different photographic societies and 
clubs in the United Kingdom is given on Pages 623-664 of the 
“ Almanac ” for the current year. Should any society desire the 
loan of the slides mentioned they had better communicate with 
Mr. Ashfield. His address is 66, High Street, Rhyl. 

Drying Machine for Plates.—H. C. F. says: “I should be much obliged 
if you would let me know your opinion on the following—(1) Is there 
any demand for negative drying machines? (2) Are there many at 
present on market? (3) Would it be worth while taking up one of 
following detail—Will dry negative in six minutes (about) without 
treatment in further baths or application of spirits; adaptable to 
dry several at once; cost not to exceed five shillings?”—In reply: 
(1) We do not imagine that there is any great demand for the 
machines. (2) There are not many on the market. (3) We think, 
perhaps, it would, as the price is moderate, if the apparatus were 
well-exploited, but without seeing the machine we could give no 
decided opinion. 

Obstructed Light.—“Troubled” writes: “Five years ago I bought a 
piece of freehold land on which I have built a house and a studio 
on the garden at the back. Now the owner of the next house, 
built since mine, is putting up large workshops on his garden 
that will block out all my north side light, which is all the light 
I get. Will you kindly advise me as to what steps I must take 
to stop the building, which is at present only eight or ten feet 
high?”—In reply: Unfortunately you cannot stop the erection of 
the building, as your neighbour has as much right to put up 
what he likes on his ground, the same as you had on yours. As 
your studio has only been in existence for five years you cannot 
claim “ ancient lights,” consequently, you can do nothing in the 
matter-unfortunately for you. 

Collotype.—“Sinop” writes: “(1) In the British Journal of Photo¬ 

graphy, November 7th, there appears a report of a demonstration 
given by Mr. William Gamble at the Royal Photographic Societv 
on a process for printing known as Sinop. I should be obliged if 
you could help me in finding an address where I could obtain the 
prepared plates which he (Mr. Gamble) says can be obtained com¬ 
mercially? (2) Would the same be exposed under a negative or a 
positive so as to make a negative in relief? (3) Where can I 
obtain the rollers and ink for this process ? ”—In reply: (1) The 
plates, we believe, are supplied by Messrs. Penrose and Co., 
Farringdon Road. (2) A negative, but it must be a reversed one in 
order to have the image the “ right way about.” (3) Messrs. Pen¬ 
rose and Co. supply all the necessary materials for collotype work. 

Choice of Apparatus.—“Cassio” says: “I am going to take up photo¬ 
graphy for experimental purposes, such as the testing of the speed 
and quality of plates under all conditions. I am anxious to have 
the best apparatus, but I am somewhat in doubt as to the best 
form of lens and camera suitable for the purpose, whether the 
double anastigmat type of lens and a folding camera, or a good 
rapid symmetrical and a double extension camera. I favour the 
former type, but I am not quite certain whether it would be 
really adaptable for all purposes. Also I should be greatly obliged 
if you would tell me where to obtain a ‘ Sanger Shepherd ’ plate 
tester and the price ? ”—In reply: If the apparatus is only required 
for the purpose named almost any camera or lens will answer, sup¬ 
posing the apparatus is perfectly light tight. Both the systems 
menioned are good and reliable. The plate tester named 
may be had from Messrs. Sanger-Shepherd and Co., Grays Inn 
Passage, Red Lion Street, Holborn, W.C. 

%* Notice to the Trade, Wholesale Agents and Book¬ 
sellers.—A Contents Bill is issued with each number of the JOURNAL, 
and copies may he had on application to the Publishers. 

*** Notice to Advertisers.—Blocks and copy are received subject 
to the approval of the Publishers, and advertisements are inserted abso¬ 
lutely without condition, expressed or implied as to what appears in 
the text portion of the ‘payer. __ 
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THE BRITISH JOURNAL PHOTOGRAPHIC 

ALMANAC FOR 1903. 

Edited by Thomas Bedding, F.R.P.S. 

The forty-second annual issue of The British Journal 
Photographic Almanac will be published in December 
next. This year’s Almanac reached a total of 1,560 pages, 
and the entire edition of 20,500 copies was sold out a fort¬ 
night before publication. Of no other photographic book 
ever issued can two such unique facts be recorded. 

The growth in popularity of the Almanac is evidenced 
by the remarkable rapidity of its sales. 

The 1900 Edition (20,500 copies) was sold within three 
months after publication. 

The 1901 Edition (20,500 copies) was sold a fortnight 
after publication. 

The 1902 Edition (20,500 copies) was sold a fortnight 
before publication. 

The widespread interest in the Almanac grows steadily 
year by year, and in order to supply the increasing home, 
foreign, and colonial demand, we have decided to enlarge 
the 1903 issue to 

25,000 COPIES. 

The great addition to the circulation of this most popu¬ 
lar annual (over 20 per cent.) undoubtedly enhances its 
value as an advertising medium, and the issue of the large 

number of extra copies will supply the wants of thousands 
of photographers, dealers and publishers who were unable 
to obtain the Almanac for the last three years. 

The Almanac for 1903 will appeal to photographers all 
the world over as a daily reference guide in practical work. 
The standard matter and formulae will be revised and added 
to where necessary, and the latest departures in theory 
and practice will be chronicled. The year’s advances will 
be recorded, and wherever practicable new features of an 
informative nature will be added. 

EX CATHEDRA. 

Travellers’ As by an unfortunate contretemps the 
Tales. Camera Club was last week deprived of 
its customary lecture, the members made the best of the 
mishap and organised an informal discussion upon travel¬ 
ling experiences. The talk turned out to be of a rather 
desultory, as well as discursive character, but it was far 
from being uninteresting, for a number of points were con¬ 
sidered by men who had visited most parts of the habitable 
globe. But there was common agreement among them 
upon one matter, and that was with regard to Custom 
House practice. It was maintained that although we 
enjoy the blessings of free trade to such an extent that 
duty is now levied on very few articles, there is far more 
trouble to the traveller in getting clear of the Customs 
officials at our own ports than in any other country under 
the sun. One member plaintively recounted his experi¬ 
ences in landing from France, his luggage being mercilesslv 
overhauled in spite of his reiterated protest that he “ had 
nothing to declare.” But what he seemed to feel more 
acutely than anything else was the presumption that he 
might have concealed among his things any Gallic cigars. 
“ As if anyone in his senses would burden himself with 
that awful form of tobacco represented by a French 
cigar.” It is perfectly true that during the past twelve 
months the English tourist from abroad has been put to 
unusual inconveniences in passing the Customs, and we 
ourselves can testify to this. We believe the reason to be 
that instructions have been issued to the officials to keep 
a sharp look-out for smuggled saccharin. Since the war 
duty was placed on sugar, there has been a temptation to 
smuggle this sweet compound into the country. It is 
mostly made in Germany, and owing to the fact that it 
is some hundred times sweeter than sugar, and that a com¬ 
paratively small quantity of it would be equal in sweetening 
power to a ton of the best Demerara, a duty of one 
sovereign per lb. has been put upon it. Those inclined to 
smuggle have not had such a good chance for many years 
of making a dishonest penny, and our readers will call 
to mind many recent instances in which individuals have 
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been heavily fined for the illegal possession of saccharin 
upon which no duty had been paid. It would certainly 
be hard on photographic tourists if packets of undeveloped 
plates were exposed to light in the search. for saccharin, 
but such an accident is quite likely to occur unless the 
traveller is on the alert, and insists that the examination 
be conducted under red light. At most Custom-houses a 
dark-room is available for the purpose of examining 
packages said to contain photographic materials which 
for any cause come under suspicion of containing goods 

liable to duty. 
* * * 

German We have, on more than one occasion, 
Industrial referred to the organisation of labour 
Methods. which is being carried out by the State 

m Germany, and we give the following extract from the 
Allgerneine Photograjjhen Zeitung, which shows that the 
interference of the government with labour may not oe 
an unmixed blessing. The balance sheet of the labour 
organisation for the district of Diisseldorf for the year 
1902 deals with a total of 88,990 marks (about £4,300). 
Of this sum it is affirmed that only a few hundred marks 
were directly applied to the improvement of the workmen. 
The income appears to have been devoted principally to 
the payment of salaried officials, travelling expenses, dele¬ 
gates’ charges, diet, and allowances. The seven master 
workmen, who occupy positions as presidents of the various 
departments, received together a sum of 17,600 marks for 
their attendances, etc., at congresses, although their 
positions are considered honorary. In addition to this, 
there are a number of officials receiving salaries varying 
between 3,000 to 4,800 marks per . annum. Their personal 
expenses figure for an additional few thousand marks. 
Thus there were only a few hundred marks remaining for 
'he apparently minor purpose of instructing master work- 
n en and apprentices. Things are done so much better 

abroad! 
* * * 

Colour A few weeks ago we commented upon 
Protection. the circumstance that the Admiralty 

authorities had determined to give our battleships a coat 
of grey paint, with the idea that this tint would so match 
the sea and sky that the vessels would be less visible 
to the eye of an enemy than if they retained the deeper 
colour which they have hitherto assumed. And we pointed 
out that photographers would be the first to note that the 
efficacy of the new dress would depend up¬ 
on the conditions of lighting. “ With a 
bright sky at their back,” we wrote, “ they will 
look under certain conditions quite black; while, should 
the sky be murky and the light full upon them, they will 
etand out almost white in tone.” We now learn that 
< ur surmise was correct. H.M.S. Devastation is the first 
sli'p that has been submitted experimentally to the new 
Teaiment, and a picture of her, contrasted with another 
picture of the ship as she appeared before the pigmentary 
transformation, is published in last week’s Illustrated 

London News. A note in forms us that the new paint is 
compose', of white llozs., and black 6ozs., but the par- 
ticular kind of pigments, a very important point, is not. 
given. The statement in which we are more interested 
is to the effect that there is a clear gain in invisibility by 
day, but that under the search-light the grey has been 
found more conspicuous than black. If our warships could 
be endowed with the power of the chameleon, to change 
their colour according to surroundings, it would be a 
gain indeed, but we can never hope for such protective 
value in one fixed tint. The steam banner from a tall 

chimney shaft will look as black as Erebus against a; 
sunset sky, but it will appear as white as snow if the 
morning sunlight falls upon it. 

* * * 

Line Drawing. There are comparatively few artists of 
note who can be said to be thorough masters of line. 
The introduction of the zinco block, which was the first 
step towards the suppression of wood engraving, naturalh 
attracted many to that mode of. artistic expression; but 
th-’ fact still remains that for every one who can make a 
good line drawing, i.e., a pen and ink sketch, there are 
hundreds who can work with pencil and brush. Some of 
Lie most skilled of our line draughtsmen have been on the 
staff of Punch, and the names of Leech, Charles Keene, 
and Du Maurier naturally occur to one in connection with 
the past history of that popular periodical, just as to-day 
if is associated with the names of Linley Sambourne, 
Bernard Partridge, Phil May, and others. The wonderful 
command of line which these artists possess has given 
them their reputation. We have observed of late that a 
new method of illustration has found its way into the 
Conservative pages of the “ London Charivari.” Last 
week, for example, Mr. Lucy’s amusing article on the 
doings of Parliament was illustrated by four half-tone 
blocks reproduced from pencil sketches. We were glad 
to see this because it is a sign that the pages of Punch 

will be thrown open to those who, while possessing the 
power of humorous expression, are not at their best when 
handling a pen and ink to give utterance to it. There was 
a rumour recently to the effect that Punch was to be 
confronted with a formidable rival, to contend with it 
in its own peculiar field of literature and art. Many 
attempts at such rivalry will be remembered by those who 
are approaching middle age, for success always leads to 
imitation, and the position of Punch has again and again 
been assailed. Students of comic literature could, without 
much difficulty, compile a list of at least fifty publications 
which have aimed at assuming the cap and bells worn 
so long by the genial hunchback, and a few of these have 
been conducted with so much ability that it is a matter 
for wonder that their existence was so ephemeral. 

* * * 

The _ The supplementary volumes of this 
JEncyclopoe^i a stupendous literary production differ 

ri annica. from those which have preceded them 

ir the circumstance that they are partly illustrated by 
half-tone process blocks. This is a most welcome innova¬ 
tion, and we consider that it adds considerably to the 
value of the work as a whole. Taking one of the first 
articles as an example, that on agriculture, we find it 
well illustrated by pictures of prize animals of different 
1 reeds—cattle, horses, pigs, and sheep. Such pictures 
may not be necessary for the information of the bucolic 
mind, but there are thousands of persons bred in towns 
vhese knowledge of sheep and cattle is confined to the 
mutton and beef which they eat at their meals. By 
reference to the new volumes of the “ Encyclopoedia ” 
i.liey will now be able to distinguish between the many 
varieties of these animals which are so important to the 
welfare of man, and will be able to take an intelligent 
interest in them. The photographs are good, and have 
been excellently reproduced. To turn to another subject, 
and to show the up-to-date character of the work, we 
may mention that two half-tone pictures are given of 
M. Santos Dumont’s dirigible balloon: one taken in 
Paris showing the gigantic aerostat resting in its shed, 
and the other taken instantaneously at Nice showing the 
balloon high in the air. A page is devoted to the life 
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and work of Sir L. Alma-Tadema, and another is given 
to a reproduction of one of his chief pictures “ The Roses 
of Heliogabalus.” Two paintings by Rosa Bonheur occupy 
another page, while, curiously enough, Lord Beaconsfield 
is dismissed with a small woodcut portrait. The article 
on “ Caricature ” is illustrated by three pages of specimens, 
but full page cartoons from Punch are not improved by 
being contracted to three inches in height. We are of 
opinion that half-tone blocks might have been introduced 
far more lavishly than they have been. For instance, the 
article on “ Bacteriology ” has nothing but wood blocks, 
and, of course, photographs of these organisms would have 
been much more convincing. Their omission is still more 
felt in the article on “ Astronomy,” which 
has merely a few geometrical diagrams. 
When we call to mind the immense revolution 
in astronomical methods which has been brought about 
by the wedding of the telescope with the camera, it seems 
surprising that no photographic examples are furnished to 
illustrate this article. The fact that a photographic chart of 
the heavens is now in progress would alone have furnished 
a plea for inserting some of these interesting pictures. 
It may be in contemplation to use such photographs in 
connection with other articles o come, and we hope that 
this may be the case. An encyclopoedia is a work which, 
by its nature can never be finished, for by the time the last 
volume is completed, the first one requires amendment. 
We may feel certain that, eventually, the photographic 
illustrations to the work will supersede all others. 

* * * 

An Improved The Deutsche Photogrciphen Zeitung 

Carbon informs its readers that Herr Carl 
Process. Zink will shortly introduce an improved 

carbon process. Specimens have been submitted to the 
editor, who expresses a very favourable opinion upon 
the process for portraits of large size. The following are 
the advantages claimed by Herr Zink for his process : — 
I Disuse of the photometer. 2. A visible image. 3. No 
transposition from right to left. 4. No transfer. 
5. Abolition of the safe edge. 6. No neces¬ 
sity for a second, or reversed negative. 7. No blisters 
in development, even if boiling water be used. 8. A film 
that cannot be damaged in development. 9. In using an 
enlarged negative, the absence of the characteristics of 
an enlargement combined wTith perfect similarity to the 
original negative. It is also said that the process lends itself 
to the effects obtained with gum-bichromate. In referring 
to these various points the Deutsche Photograplien Zeitung 

remarks that No. 1 and 2 are practically identical, since 
the image must be visible if the photometer is to be dis¬ 
pensed with. Moreover, if a large number of identical 
points are required, the retention of the photometer 
might be desirable. It is pointed out that No. 4 is dis¬ 
counted by the fact that the paper has to pass through 
a similar process before exposure, and that the carbon 
process may be worked without transfer by spreading the 
pigment with a brush. A large number of prints upon 
opal glass were produced in this way. Point No. 6 does 
not apply when double transfer is used in carbon printing. 
Nos. 7 and 8 may be looked upon as one and the same. 
No. 9 may depend to some extent upon the process of 
enlargement. There is, however, an unquestionable 
advantage in No. 3, and it may be of sufficient importance 
+o make the process valuable. As the Editor of the 
Deutsche Photographen Zeitung does not know the details 
of the process, only its general outline, he abstains from 
expressing a definite opinion upon it. In our opinion the 
wiser course for photographers would also be to suspend 

tueir judgment until more is known. The process is not 
to be placed upon the market in a concrete form, but as 
a formula for which subscribers have to pay 35 marks. 
Experience has often been unfavourable where processes 
have been introduced in such a way, but we say this 
without prejudice in the present instance. The firm of 
Haacke and Albers, Frankfort 0 M., has taken up the 
matter and will send the formula to subscribers in the 
course of the month of January. 

* * * 

Silvering The following method of silvering, given 
irrors. by ]\p Izarn in the “ C'omptes rendus 

de l’Academie des Sciences,” should be of great value to 
users of mirrors, as the author appears to have been 
uniformly successful with it. The process is a modifica¬ 
tion of that of M. Lumiere, but as their account of it was 
very brief, M. Izarn had to ascertain the best conditions 
by experiment. The surface to be silvered should be 
scrupulously clean. Prepare it by rubbing it well with 
a wad of cotton wool, first using acid and then ammonia. 
Polish with a little finest rouge, and finally rinse well 
under the tap. The dish in which the mirror is silvered 
should also be perfectly clean. A 1 per cent, solution 
of silver nitrate should be prepared and converted with 
pure ammonia in the usual way. Take the quantity of 
solution required for the mirror and place it in a measure. 
In another measure take a certain quantity of formol. 
counting the number of drops from a dropping-flask 
The determination of the quantity will be afterwards 
described. Pour the silver solution into the measure 
containing the formol, then back again into the original 
measure, and finally into the silvering dish. This should 
be done very quickly, so that the change which takes 
place in the colour of the solution may not begin until 
the dish is filled. Rock the dish well until 
the silvering is finished. The process takes scarcely more 
than a minute. The quantity of commercial formol (40 
per cent.) to be used, should be ascertained in the follow¬ 
ing manner. Take a white porcelain dish, clean it well, 
pour a little ammonia into it, and finally rinse it thoroughly 
under the tap. Pour into the dish 15 c.c. of the ammonio- 
nitrate of silver solution and add successively seven 
drops of formol, rocking the dish well meanwhile. The 
solution rapidly assumes a rose-violet tint, which deepens 
in colour. This is quickly followed by an irregular deposit 
upon the surface of the dish. The deposit passes through 
various shades of colour from rose to violet, blue and 
iron-grey, and finally forms a film of bright silver, of 
yellowish tinge. The solution, meanwhile, clears and be¬ 
comes coated with patches of fine metallic lustre, giving 
it an oily appearance. The dropping-flask determines, 
to some extent, the number of drops of formol. That 
used by M. Izarn gave a reading of 5 grammes for 100 
drops. The silvering is complete when the solution clears 
and becomes charged with a flocculent precipitate. 
Insufficiency of formol is indicated by muddiness of the 
solution, whilst an excess will work too quickly and fail 
to give a deposit, or one too tender to be of use. When 
the solution is correctly adjusted the film, after well 
rinsing under the tap, will withstand hard rubbing M. 
Izarn prepared glass plates in this way for daguerreo¬ 
type. After the mirror has been well washed under the 
tap and finally rinsed with distilled water, it may be 
polished with soft washleather and finest rouge, as soon 
as it is dry. As the film becomes very hard, if it is 
intended to be used as a resist for engraving with hydro¬ 
fluoric acid, the work should be done as soon as the 
film is dry. 
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LIGHT IN DEVELOPING. 

Lately there has been brought under our notice a rather 
singular phase of photographer versus plate-maker. A 
certain dealer was rather surprised to have a letter from 
an old and expert customer complaining of a batch of 
plates he had just received 'being difficult to develop up to 
the right density. Seing that a large number of plates 
out of the same batch had been sent out and no other com¬ 
plaint made, it was felt that some mistake must have 
occurred somewhere, for even yet makers often have at 
times to wade through a sea of correspondence describing 
the defects their plates are exhibiting, though they know 
full well that inexperience will almost certainly prove to 
be the explanation of all the so-called defects and defici¬ 
encies. Upon investigation into the particulars of the case 
in question a perfect explanation was found. The photo¬ 
grapher admitted that he had written on the spur of the 
moment in a fit of anger as soon as he had finished develop¬ 
ment and placed his plates in the hypo, and without wait¬ 
ing to examine them after fixing; for when he had a little 
further experience with the objectionable plates he found 
himself getting all his negatives too dense. It appeared 
that the incandescent electric light, which he always used 
for development, had after a temporary disarrangement, 
been replaced much nearer the coloured glass of the lamp, 
which was covered with yellow fabric, so that the lamp 
itself was not visible. The result was, of course, that a 
much larger amount of actinic light passed through than 
when the light was placed further away; we need scarcely 
remind our readers that the intensity of the illumination 
on the fabric, etc., would increase in inverse proportion to 
the square of that distance, so that if, for example, the ordi¬ 
nary position of the light was four inches from the screen¬ 
ing glass and the new position left only an inch of space, 
there would be a sixteen times more powerful light energy 
at work trying to penetrate the coloured lamp screen, and, 
of course, this increased intensity of illumination not 
having been discovered, the unfixed negatives would 
naturally look less dense than under the former conditions 
of lighting. Equally naturally, of course, the fixed nega¬ 
tives examined by daylight would be too dense. 

This incident leads to a consideration of many nice 
points in dark-room work. For some time past there has 
been a growing tendency to abandon the use of davlight as 
a dark-room illuminant on account of its variability, and 
to adopt gas or electric light, either of which provides 
illumination that, for all practical purposes, may be looked 
upon as constant and uniform. It is beyond discussion 
that the greater the uniformity that can be made to attach 
to all dark-room operations and conditions the greater will 
be the attendant success. 

We have lately had the opportunity of examining the 
dark-room arrangements of many studios, and it has been 
very instructive to note the great variety of illumination 
adopted, from the dim glow of a double thickness of ruby 
glass, through “ cathedral green ” to yellow, any of which 
may be safe or unsafe according to the conditions. It is 
now well understood that there is no such thing as a 
“ safe ” light, it is simply a question of time as to whether 
a plate will be fogged or not when exposed to any light, 
and if this fact were sufficiently appreciated much greater 
comfort might obtain in many dark-rooms. A careful 
operator when arranging his illumination will, perhaps, 
experiment on a partially-screened plate exposed at a cer¬ 
tain distance to his light for a while and developed. It is 
evident that this exposure, if sufficiently prolonged, is 
bound, sooner or later, to show the effect of light action 
upon development. Hence the logical deduction is to 
decide first as to the length of time which it is considered 

a plate under average developing conditions will be ex¬ 
posed to the light; secondly, as to which of avadable li^bt 
screens will give a maximum amount of illumination with 
maximum approach to safety in that time. That such a 
simple principle of selection is not generally adopted 
seems in the examples we have had the opportunity of 
observing to be beyond doubt, for we have seen in some 
places developing carried on under conditions that are 
absolutely painful in comparison with those prevailing in 
other studios. We do not think the cause is far to seek. 
In the earlier days of dry-plate work it was soon discovered 
that a light safe for wet-plate conditions was not so for 
gelatino bromide, and the immediate effect was a reduction 
in amount of illumination, rather than an improvement in 
its light-obstructing power. Ruby glass was mentioned; 
it was adopted by most of the pioneers ; and when it was 
found that gelatine had come to stay, almost every dark¬ 
room lamp put on the market was provided with ruby 
glass. After a time a little variation was introduced ; but 
to this day if it is required to hunt out in a dealer’s cata¬ 
logue a dark-room lamp it may be safely looked for under 
the heading “Ruby Lamps.” So much hold has this idea 
obtained that the word ruby seems almost in danger of 
losing (in photographic language) its true meaning and 
becoming accepted as a synonym for what is termed “ non- 
actinic,” an objectionable term, which has come to be 
adopted in opposition to etymological considerations like 
so many others that have obtained a footing in our 
language on false pretences. Some thirty or more years 
ago it was proposed, we believe, by the late R. W. Thomas, 
that the word adiactinic should be adopted (the word is to 
be found in the “ New English Dictionary,” but with no 
reference earlier than 1880), but it has not found favour, 
and “ non-actinic ” still holds the field. 

It may be queried, Where is the objection to ruby glass? 
using the word in its true sense. The reply is that it 
offers a minimum of light with a maximum of danger, for 
unless it be of such light obstructive power as to give most 
feeble illumination, ruby glass permits a large proportion 
of the light from the most refrangible region of the spec¬ 
trum to pass, and so causes fog after a comparatively short 
exposure. We cannot beyond this cautionary dealing with 
this particular glass give more space for the subject, 
though on a later occasion wre may be able to give it further 
consideration. 

WINTER TROUBLES IN PHOTOGRAPHY. 

The inclement weather we have already experienced has 
been sufficient to bring trouble and discomfort to many 
photographers. Although the temperature here has been 
exceedingly low for November, it has been some 15 to 20 
degrees colder at some places on the Continent—Paris, 
Berlin, Munich, for example. It is rarely such extreme 
cold is experienced so early in the winter, and it is for 
this reason, perhaps, that some “ weather-wise ” prophets 
are predicting a long and very severe one. A Continental 
one even goes so far as to say that the forthcoming will be 
the most severe winter for the last fifty years. Most, now¬ 
aday, know how much or how little dependence is to be 
placed upon the predictions of weather prophets, who pro¬ 
fess to foretell the weather some months in advance. Still 
the recent spells of cold have been sufficient to unpleasantly 
remind us that winter, with its photographic inconveni¬ 
ences, is at hand, and it may be asked, How many at the 
time it set in were fully prepared for it? 

The troubles brought about by a very low temperature 
are often not at.first fully realised by many photographers, 
even professionals, while with novices more often than not 
they remain for a time quite unsuspected. Wbat is often 
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really due to a depressed temperature in tlie dark-room is 
frequently put down to under-exposure. As the image is 
slow in making its appearance, and takes a long time in 
the development, and in the end is thin and feeble, it is 
not altogether surprising that novices do suspect insuffi¬ 
cient exposure as being the cause, rather than the low tem¬ 
perature. Sometimes, however, the trouble is ascribed to 
the plates ; it is so easy to put blame on plates when things 
go wrong. In cold weather it is frequently recommended 
to heat the developer and the developing-dish to 65 or 
70deg. . That will certainly mend matters to some extent, 
but a little consideration will show that much of the ad¬ 
vantage thus gained is considerably discounted if the 
manipulations are carried on in a dark-room the tempera¬ 
ture of which is some twenty degrees lower. The tempera¬ 
ture of many dark-rooms last week, unless they were arti¬ 
ficially heated, did not exceed 45deg., and it is clear that 
if the development was commenced at the higher tempera¬ 
ture the developing solution as well as the dish would 
cool down before the development was complete, and as 
a consequence the resulting negatives may be lacking in 
printing vigour, so that they frequently have to be after¬ 
wards intensified. Here, not infrequently, a further 
trouble is met with. 

At a low temperature all chemical actions are slow, and 
the fixing of the image, unless the hypo solution is warmed, 
takes a long time and, too often, the plate is not allowed 
to remain in it long enough to (after the bromide of silver 
has disappeared) bring the hypo salts of silver into the 
freely soluble in water condition, with the result that when 
the image is attempted to be intensified stains are in evi¬ 
dence, and the negative is often spoilt. Again, supposing 
that the plate is left in the hypo long enough to perfectly 
fix it, the fact should be kept in mind that the water as 
it comes from the tap at, perhaps, but a few degrees above 
freezing point, has not the same solvent action as when it 
is, say, 20 degrees warmer, hence a much longer washing 
becomes necessary to ensure complete removal of the 
hypo. Unless that is done, stains may be expected if the 
negatives be intensified; or it may become stained with 
silver in the paper if that be at all damp when it is printed. 

In the case of negatives the result of a depressed tem¬ 
perature is more directly manifest than it is in the case of 
paper prints. In the former the disappearance of the 
bromide of silver from the film while in the fixing bath is 
some guide as to its fixation. In the case of a paper print 
there is no such guide, and, too frequently, prints made in 
cold weather are not only imperfectly fixed, but also insu¬ 
fficiently washed, and as a consequence, they quickly 
change, developing yellow stains, spots, etc. We have long 
noticed that we hear far more complaints of these and 
similar defects during the winter months than at any other 
period of the year, and in the majority of instances the 
cause of the trouble is not far to seek. 

In all well-appointed photographic establishments there 
are heating appliances to keep the dark-rooms, printing, 
and work-rooms, at an equable temperature. But even 
that does not effect the water supply, that still remains 
cold. With albumen or collodion papers warm water may 
be used for freeing the prints from the hypo. But the 
majority of gelatine papers will not permit of such treat¬ 
ment; hence a more prolonged washing becomes impera¬ 
tive to rid the prints from the last traces of hypo in very 
cold weather than when it is milder. The dark-rooms of 
many amateurs are little more than cupboards—often in 
the basement, or at the top of the house, with no direct 
means of heating them. Yet they may be brought to a 
comfortable working temperature by a cheap paraffin 
stove—one of these with a four, or four and a half, inch 
wick, will keep a small room at a comfortable working 

temperature, even when that outside may be almost at the 
freezing point. A common paraffin lamp with an inch 
wick, left burning all night, with the door shut, will keep 
the room, the solution, dishes, etc., at a temperature suit¬ 
able for working with in the morning. Objection may be 
raised to this mode of heating on account of the smell, but 
as a matter of fact there need not be any, provided the 
lamp, or stove, be kept scrupulously clean, and the wicks 
properly trimmed and adjusted. Even if from neglect of 
these conditions unpleasant fumes are given off they will 
have no injurious action whatever on photographic work 
of any kind. 

A STRAY CONVERSATION. 

“ But, my dear fellow, I cannot conceive how you can doubt it. 

Do you really want me to believe that you refute the existence 

of personality? I have always thought of you as an egoist, and 
from your contributions to the press I had no hesitation in 
classing you as a disciple of metaphysical doctrines. And now 

you would scatter this belief to the fair winds; in a fit of what 

I can only imagine to be ironical humour you declare yourself 

to be a positivist; you place yourself on the side of Mill and 
Lewes, avowing the principles of psychology as your fundamental 
basis. Are you unable to realise the truth of Td ptra to. <h<rtrd ? 

or do you sink lower still, and declare yourself at once to be a 
materialist ? ” 

“ Yes and no; I hardly sufficiently explained myself. We 
commenced our conversation on the eternal topic of art photo¬ 

graphy, you at once branching off into the domain of por¬ 

traiture ; and here we are, less than half-an-hour from the time 

we started, involved in far deeper philosophy than I usually 

contemplate. I do not think I quite recognise the bearing it 

has on the subject.” 

- “Why not? You think pretty deeply as a rule, and you ad¬ 

mitted to me once that your success as a portraitist was chiefly 
due to intuition ; now you try to convince me that anyone with 

your knowledge of technique would do just as well if they had 

a little studio experience. I will not believe you are serious. 

I regard it as an unthinkable absurdity that anyone in his 

senses can deny the existence of personality in an artist.” 

“ That is of course true, and I do not wish to dispute the hypo¬ 
thesis ; but I have often thought that after all is said and done 

our art is purely imitative. Quatremere de Quincy says the 

object of imitation is ‘ To produce the resemblance of a thing, 
but in some other thing which becomes the image of it.’ Well, 
my dear fellow, that seems to fit our case. As portraitists, we 

try to turn out pictures which produce in the minds of the ob¬ 

servers the resemblance of the original subject.” 
“ That is exactly what I complain of—you are content with 

allowing your art to be imitative. If you would but exert your¬ 

self more, it would be possible to advance much further, and 
make it substitutive and suggestive. This, perhaps, wants a 
little explanation : the greatest of all arts, poetry, is substi¬ 

tutive and suggestive, employing, as it does, words not images ; 
and I do not at all agree with those who say that words raise 

images in our minds. Thus Hegel tells us that the name has 
the same value as the representation, and supplies its place in 
memory. Pronounce the name of a lion, and there is no need 
of the image of a lion, the name being the intellectual existence 
of the thing. Thus, I think, if we can do it, it is our duty to 
invest our work with some of the attributes of poetry, so that, 
suppose for instance someone was looking at my portrait, he 
would not only say ‘ Oh! that’s very good of him,’ but would 

somehow find himself gazing at it, conscious of being struck with 

some abstract thought, and forgetting about the mere image of 
the subject. If you can do that, I say that your work is sug- 
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gestive and substitutive—suggestive because it has aroused an 

abstract idea, substitutive because it is through the medium 

of a virtual image that this emotion has been awakened.” 

“ Ah! if we could only be sure of being able to do that, we 

could at once class ourselves as artists ; but I think there are 

very few of us who can do so. It must be admitted that the 

methods of our work are all against succeeding on such ambi¬ 

tious grounds—don’t you think so? ” 

“ Indeed I do ; but then, I do not see why someone should 

not be more honest than the general mass, and if he claims to 

be an artist prove himself one, not only by the superiority of his 

work, but also by the originality of his method?.” 

“ But, my dear fellow, he would soon be a beggar-” 

“No, no ; I don’t think so at all. A little capital would, of 

course, be necessary, but his vastly superior work would be 

bound to win its own reward. People would quickly recognise 

the artist, and be bound to patronise him. You must recollect 

his expenses would be very low indeed. The work would be 

done altogether by himself, and the personal tastes of such a 

man as I mean are always most economical. It would be 

necessary for him to adopt exactly the same methods as his 

brothers of the brush, and if possible live among them. His 

would be a life devoted to art, devoid of all those ugly barriers 

that make portraiture as practised by our present-day profes¬ 

sional photographers such a mechanical method of reproduction. 

There would be time for the infusion of his personal genius into 

his work. Undoubtedly he would be considered more or less 

insane by other photographers, but the insanity would be alto¬ 

gether on their side and not on his-” 

“ You mean to say that by his mode of living and his methods 

of work he would be warmly fostering all the possibilities of 

art in his craft? ” 

“ That’s it exactly; he would. How the majority of our 

present-day professionals have the courage to call themselves 

artists I cannot understand. I can only conclude that they must 

be exceedingly thick-skinned and very ignorant of all art 

matters. What a very interesting thing it would be if they had 

to attend an examination, and answer ten questions on the 

philosophy of art. I think the answers would be a fitting 

memorial to their ignorance. And yet I do not see how any 

progress of a real value can be made until the fundamental 

principles are thoroughly understood. The fault of photography 

from the artist’s standpoint is that it does too much for the 

operator. Don’t you think so? ” 

“ Yes, I do indeed. If the camera only did one quarter the 

work it does at present, we should have two things happen. 

Firstly, there would be one quarter, at least, of the number 

of photographers we have now. Secondly, they would be far 

better men. As practised nowadays, it is a sort of “ dernier 

ressort ” of the man who has failed in everything else ; and, in 

this respect, shares the field with the* wine business. It is 

probably on account of this that our profession does not occu^v 

tho position in society we would like it to. It is not, I think, 

because of the work itself, but because of the poverty of intellect 

and education which is so very apparent among the rank and 

tile. They know so little that they are cruelly jealous of each 

other, and can hardly be got together in a friendly meeting. 

And yet as each year goes on fresh discoveries and further im¬ 

provements bring greater opportunities for personal feelings 

being displayed in our work ; but if tlmse are to be taken full 

advantage of they must be employed by the intellectually en¬ 

dowed individual, and not by the merely mechanically accurate 

man.” 

“ Of course. It is the difference between the artist and the 

artisan. I fear the majority of us belong to the latter class; 

our work is done on a commercial basis, and the longer we 

stick at it the more does this spirit of trade become the main 

factor in our efforts. There are some who, I believe, think that 

if the print is made in carbon or platinotype, or some crude 

method which they call ‘Rembrandt’—but which would mak 

that master have a fit could he but see it—be adopted for the 

lighting, their work is at once a work of art. There are others 

who claim the same distinction, because they arrange the folds 

of a skirt or a piece of drapery gracefully, or place the hands 

in some fantastical position, which invariably looks most un¬ 

natural.” 

“Yes, old chap; the amateurs are the best on the whole, I 

think. They work on truer art lines, and their failings are 

those which can generally be soon put right with more experi¬ 

ence. If they stick at it till they reach the top of the tree, they 

will probably be far better qualified to speak on the subject 

than a professional man, because the chances are they have 

made a far more careful and exhaustive study of it, especially 

theoretically, than the other can do under the existing trade 

customs. They have greater freedom of action, more chances 

of suiting their own fancies, and realising their own ideas-*' 

“ In other words, my friend, of displaying their personality. 

Aha! I knew you would be bound to come down to it sooner 

or later. How delightful!—you admit that nowadays the master 

amateur does work more entitled to be called art work than 

does his brother professional ; further, you agree that the reason 

of this is that he is working on truer artistic lines, and, therefore, 

giving greater scope to his personality. The ‘ a priori ’ truth 

is consequently personality. ‘ Cogito ergo sum ’—it is necessary 

that I who think should be somewhat. Thought is inconceivable 

without a thinker, but the philosophy of the subject by no means 

stops there. But I am delighted that you can distinguish the 

j difference between sensation and neural process. Tyndall said : 

—‘ We have not an organ, nor apparently the rudiments of an 

organ, by which to apprehend how a motion in the brain becomes 

a sensation in consciousness.’ And yet tne eye is the all power¬ 

ful source of the artist. The great difference in the way the 

same thing affects different people is due to its subtle agency; 

and if this real spirit is strongly within anyone, it is bound to 

manifest itself m his work. The artist and the poet are men 

who can extract inner truths from what they see, where ordinary 

folk merely observe an external reality. Just hand me down 

that little book of verses by Henley, will you, please? Thanks; 

now listen to this : — 

’Tis the spring. 
Earth has conceived, and her bosom, 
Teeming with summer, is glad. 

There you have the expressed thoughts of a poet. No ordinary 

man ever drew such a comparison or offered such a fitting ex¬ 

planation of the buoyant energy and new life which seems to 

be in the air in springtime.” 

“ Ah ! my dear friend, I think, though, you go too far. Your 

enthusiasm runs away with you, and your ideals are, I fear, too 

beautiful to be realised. I only wish such a man, endowed 

with the gifts you have mentioned, would do as you want him to. 

What do you think would be the result ? ” • 

“ I think he would succeed.” 

“ Do you think he would be understood ? ” 

“ Undoubtedly ; but only by those who were themselves ani¬ 

mated by the spirit of pure art.” 

“ He would want to be a man of very superior education and 

refinement, and such men devote their lives to more intellectual 

spheres, as a rule, and would hardly be content with photo¬ 

graphy ” 

“ Why ? There are immense possibilities before such a man. 

I will not admit his failure for a moment, though I believe he 
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would bo laughed at by those he was brought up with, as being 

fanatic in his ideas. He would live his life like other artists, 
and while being subject to the limitations of his methods, would 
nevertheless have ample scope for the display of his personality. 
My pretty dream may never be realised ; it may always remain 

the offspring of a diseased mind, as many would say ; but I 
would give much to see the experiment tried. Meanwhile, we 

must wait until Dame Fortune sees fit to grant our wishes. In 

the words of our old school song: - 

Concilia ulus ad Pi nates ! 
Vox et audiatur : 

Phosphore ! quid jubar. 
Segnius emicans, 

Gaudia nortra moratur? ” 
A. V. K. 

—-♦-— 

INTERFERENCE IN THIN FILMS — A GRAPHICAL 

TREATMENT. 

[Reprinted from the “ Physical Review.’] 

When light fails upon a thin film of a transparent substance, 

interference fringes are observed in the portions of light re- 
fleeted from the two surfaces. These fringes, under given con¬ 

ditions, appear to be localised at a particular place, so that 
they are not seen distinctly with a telescope unless it is focussed 

upon a point at a particular distance from the film. This 
feature of the phenomenon of interference due to thin films has 

seemed rather difficult of explanation. 
Michelson* has given a mathematical solution of the problem 

for the cases which arise in the form of interferometer devised 

by him, in which the light is always incident normally or nearly 

so ; and Feussnert has given an elaborate treatment of the 

general case of light incident at any angle upon a film whose 

plane surfaces make a small angle with each other. More re¬ 
cently H. A. Pocklingtonj; has proposed a method of analysis 

which is much simpler and clearer than that of Feussner. 
It has seemed to the writer that it might be an aid to clearness 

of thought with regard to the whole phenomenon if it could be 
treated in a graphical way, by which the wave surfaces could be 
constructed and the interference effects obtained by the inter¬ 

sections of these surfaces. 

The method is often used in making clear some simple cases 
of interference, as, for instance, the effects which are seen when 
a distant arc light is viewed through two pinholes close together 

in a card which is held just in front of the eye. In this case 
each pinhole becomes effectively a source of light, sending out 

disturbances in the form of spherical waves into the region 

behind the card. The waves in the two sets are similar in every 
respect, having come from the same actual source, and so aie 

able to produce definite interference effects. 
In Fig. 1, A and B represent these two effective sources, and 

the circular arcs represent a series of corresponding wave-fronts 
of the two systems of waves. Any point in which a wave-front 
of system A intersects one of system B is evidently a point of 
maximum disturbance ; and as the wave-fronts move outward, 

all points on the loci of these intersections will be points of 
maximum disturbance continuously. These loci are obviously 
portions of a system of hyperbolas, having A and B as foci , but 
within the region considered their curvature is so small that 
they may be well enough represented by straight lines. If a 
screen be placed within this region, so that the light passing 
through the two pinholes falls upon it, there will be a maximum 
of intensity at each point where it is cut by one of these lines. 

In this case the fringes have no definite focus. 

* Winkelmann, “ Handbuch rler Physik,” II., 1, P- 546. 
t Phil Mag. (5), 13, p. 235, 1882. 
I Proe. Oamb. Phil. Soc., XI., 2, p. 105, April, 1901. 

Consider next a thin film of air enclosed between two glass 
plates, with the light from a sodium burner falling upon the 
film at any angle, and being reflected from its twTo surfaces. 
The figures are plane sections perpendicular to the surfaces of 
the film, and passing through the source of light and the eve 
of the observer. The desired simplicity of treatment can only 
be attained by considering a somewhat ideal case, in which the 
effect due to refraction in the upper glass plate is neglecte 1. 
But the two portions of light which come by reflection from the 
two surfaces of the film are refracted by this plate in almost 
identical fashion, so that any relations which exist between 

them will not be appreciably change! thereby. 

In Fig. 2, the two surfaces of the film are taken parallel. A 

is a particular point in the sodium flame which serves as the 
source of light, A' its image formed by reflection at the upper 

surface of the film, A'' that formed at the lower surface. The 
two reflected portions of light will then diverge from these two 
points as virtual sources. Finding the loci of the points of 
maximum disturbance as in Fig. 1, a* may represent the locus 
of points whose difference in distance from A and A" is four 
wave-lengths, as the similar locus for a difference in path of 
three wave-lengths. In this an:l the following figures, the loci 

are constructed by locating two points on a chosen hyperbola, 

ant drawing a straight line through them. 

This construction is next carried out for two other points, B 
and C, on the luminous source, giving the loci h, c>, anl b>, c>. 

The three lines in each set are evidently parallel. There is 
actually a continuous series of luminous points across the source 
where it is intersected by the plane of the figure, and the loci 

for all of these points will similarly be parallel m each set. 
But for some point cn the source, a locus of maximum dis¬ 

turbance will lie midway between a. and as, which will be the 
locus of minimum disturbance for the point A on the source. 
This overlapping of maxima and minima on a screen place-t 

in the path of reflected light will evidently prevent the formation 

of any definite interference effect. But if a portion of this re¬ 

flected light enter the eye, the observer will see a maximum 
illumination coming apparently along the path a* an l a pa is 

parallel to it, and therefore coming apparently from the pom 
where these parts intersect, at infinity. Looking along a direc¬ 

tion midway between a< and as, he will similarly see a minimum 
effect coming along a set of parallel paths. The interference 
fringes will then be clearly seen by the eye, or in a telescope, 

only when it is focussed for parallel light. 
It is, of course, to be noted that definite interference cannot 

occur between portions of light coming from two different points 
A and B, on the source, but only between different portions of 

the light which originally came from a single point on the 

source. 
There are other portions of the light from A which will emerge 

from the film after multiple reflection within it, and interference 
may occur among any two of these portions. The locus for 
one such case is shown by the dotted line in the figure ; and 

it is evident that they will all be parallel to those alrealj found. 
In Fi°’. 3 the same construction is applied to a wedge-shapec 

film. The two lines a* here represent two portions of the same 

hyperbola, in one case the light being reflected towards the ang e 

of the wedge, in the other away from it. The two loci a and b 

now intersect at various points near the film. This means 
physically that at such a point of intersection there is a maxi¬ 
mum of intensity in the illumination due to the point A on 

the source, and also in that due to B. It means, also, that the 
eye will see a maximum illumination coming along the two 
directions a and b, which will consequently seem to be localised 
at their intersection, and so a sharply-defined bright fringe wi 

be seen in a telescope focussed upon this point. 
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Fig. 6. 
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Fig. 5. 
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The construction shows that any three loci do not in general 

intersect in a point. It is quite suggestive of the similar con¬ 

struction for the wave-normals of light obliquely refracted at a 

plane surface. 

The distance of the fringes from the film varies with the angle 

of incidence, becoming zero, and changing sign, with it. The 

distance also varies with the thickness of the film ; for if the 

film, imagined extended beyond the vertex, be moved toward 

the left, keeping the angle of incidence fixed, the fringes will 

pass through the film as the vertex, where the thickness is zero, 

passes the point of incidence. It is also evident that the dis¬ 

tance will vary inversely with the angle of the film, for the 

distance becomes infinite when the angle becomes zero. 

Fig. 4 shows the effect of multiple reflection within the film. 

A, B, C, D are four successive images of the single point P on 

the source. The three loci obtained by taking these images 

successively in pairs intersect in a way very similar to those in 

the corresponding position in Fig. 3. 

If the film be composed of a refracting medium, as water, 

instead of air, the light reflected from the lower surface of the 

film will appear to come, not from a point, but from a caustic 

surface ; or, for a small pencil in any particular direction, from 

the circle of least confusion midway between two focal lines. 

Fig. 5 is an attempt to realise this condition graphically. The 

caustic C represents the image of the point A on the source, 

formed by refraction at the upper surface of the film, and C; is 

its reflected image at the lower surface. For small angles of 

incidence, the effective image is quite near the cusp of the 

caustic, and the light which finally emerges from the film will 

then appear to come from points quite near the cusp of the 

caustic C". 

The substitution of water for air has thus moved the second 

image of A from A/' to the cusp of the caustic C’1, which could 

also have been done, by making the air film thinner, and of 

greater angle. Both of these changes would bring the fringes 

nearer to the film, for the same angle of incidence. The ratio 

of tangents of angles of film, multiplied by the ratio of thick¬ 

ness, deduced from the figure, is approximately one-half. For 

small angles of incidence then the fringes should be about half 

as far from a water-film as from an air-film under similar con¬ 

ditions. * 

For a large angle of incidence, a and b may represent the 

effective images of A after reflection at the lower surface, for 

equal positive and negative values of the angle. For these two 

cases the cusp of the caustic Cr would be placed at c and c' 

respectively, and the final effective images of A, for light emerg¬ 

ing from the upper surface, would be a1 and b’. By the same 

reasoning that was used in the last paragraph, this shows that 

with the increasing angle of incidence the distance of the water- 

fringes from the film does not increase so fast as that of the 

air-fringes. Also that the distance does not increase quite so fa t 

for negative as for positive angles of incidence, negative angles 

being those for which the light is reflected away from the angle 

of the film. The drawing is hardly exact enough to show this 

last point with certainty, although the others are quite clear. 

All these conditions were verified by a series of observations 

on a film enclosed between glass plates about 4 cm. long, in 

contact at one end, and separated by two layers of tin-foil at 

the other. Small drops of water distributed irregularly in the 

film made it possible to observe the fringes in air and water, 

on either side of a boundary line, by merely changing the focus 

of the observing microscope without moving it laterally. The 

observations are plotted in Fig. 6, the curve A representing 

the results for the air-fringes and W for the water-fringes. 

Ordinates are distances in millimeters measured along the line 

of sight from film to fringes, and abscissae are corresponding 

angles of incidence. It will be noted that for angles of in¬ 

cidence less than 20 deg. the ratio of ordinates to the two 

curves is very nearly cne-half. 

For angles of incidence greater than 45 deg. the aberration 

becomes so great that measurements cannot be made with any 

accuracy. 

It may be well to add that, for the sake of avoiding confusion, 

the phase difference of a half period introduced by the reflec¬ 

tion within the glass, at the upper surface of the film, has been 

disregarded throughout. 

E. R. Drew. 
-«- 

A VOICE FROM INDIA. 

The season is fast approaching when the ubiquitous globe¬ 

trotters and Murrayers are expected to come in large numbers 

to India from all parts of Europe and America with hand- 

cameras in hand of all shapes and description. A voice from 

India, from an Indian, may not be out of place if it can give 

them any help in their cameric expedition. 

From November to February 8 a.m. to 4 p.m. may be ad¬ 

vantageously occupied in photography, but beginning half an 

hour later and closing half an hour earlier is necessary for 

snap-shotting and instantaneous work generally. 

In full sunlight f. 12 with l-10th of a second exposure 

on Ilford “ Special Rapid ” and Wratten’s “ Instantaneous ” 

plates may fairly be employed without any appreciable risk 

of under exposure, provided the landscape is sufficiently free 

from large and bushy trees. In India the trees “ that are 

leafless ” are an exception rather than a rule, even in the 

winter season; and the heat of the greater part of the year 

has made Nature to provide the country with an abundance 

of these trees, which are rich in foliage, and spacious in 

their umbrage giving dimensions. 

I have mentioned Ilford and Wratten plates. I do not mean 

to disparage the other brands, but those are the two brands 

of dry plates that are always available in the Indian market. 

The others are rare, and if available, are in many cases of 

doubtful freshness. For tripiod cameras and for time ex¬ 

posures the “ ordinary” rapidity of both the above two brands 

are by fax* the best, but Ilfoi’d “ Empress ” and "W ratten s In¬ 

stantaneous ” are good for all-round general woi’k. A hand- 

camerist does not require faster plates than Ilford Special 

Rapid” or Wratten’s “Instantaneous.” Plates faster than 

these (other things being equal) ai*e not only not necessary, but 

not suitable for their requirements. 

In India architecture is the special feature for photography. 

The photographer should not, therefore, forget his wide-angle 

lens, with the aperture capable of working at f.12 if not 

larger. But one should not forget that the architects in 

Old India were seldom cramped for space and foreground ; 

compound and gardens were inseparable companions of arciii- 

tecture. The necessity for the wide-angle lens was not 

conceived of by those royal builders, though they “ designed like 

Titans and finished like jewellers.” It is the modem greed 

for land that has killed space and frontage in some cases, 

and has brought into existence an unwholesome and unsightly 

neighbourhood—much to the detriment of long and ordinary 

focus lenses. 
Pyro-soda and pyro-ammonia are the ruling developers in 

India. But locomotion in the country being generally not 

very smooth the various sorts of liver-squeezing conveyances 

that are brought into requisition transgress the wildest dreams 

of Europeans. The tourist should keep down his luggage as 

much as possible, and make them as little fi’agile as practic¬ 

able under the circumstances. Tabloids, therefore, are much 

in requisition, though the cost is a bit high. Twelve annas to 
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the shilling, or Is. 4d. to the rupee—the statutory rate of 

exchange in India—is seldom respected by the tradesmen here, 

not to speak of the photographic dealers. 

Speaking for myself personally, I prefer Rodinal as the best 

result-producing, handy developer in India. Being a one- 

solution developer in a very concentrated form, it is particularly 

suited for touring. Its detail-giving, density-making, an I 

quick-developing properties are the special features. But it 

has always been a matter of surprise to me that the recipe 

given by the maker for its use has always been fraught with 

disastrous results in my hands. The following has been the 

proportion which would give very satisfactory results, produc¬ 

ing brilliant negatives of excellent printing qualities : — 

Rodinal ..... 1 dram. 

Potassium bromide . 36 grains. 

Water up to . 4 oz. 

I first of all pour out one dram of Rodinal, then add to it 

3 drams of a 20 per cent, bromide solution (there being 12 

grains in each dram), or 6 di'ams of a 10 per cent, bromide 

solution (there being 6 grains in 1 dram, or 60 minims), and 

add water to the above up to 4 ounces. 

In developing half-plates, I use the whole of the 4-ounce 

solution at once. The solution remains strong enough to develop 

the first and second plate. For each subsequent plate I go on 

adding 10 minims of Rodinal for each plate. This is for Ilford 

plates. Wratten’s plates want a bit more Rodinal; and after 

the development of the first cabinet-size plate I would go on 

adding 10 to 15 minims of Rodinal for each of the subsequent 

plates. 

No more bromide of potassium is necessary to be added even 

if two dozen or more are developed with the same developer. 

In fact, by the process of development the bromide, freed from 

the silver-bromide of the plate, and forming hydro-bromic acid, 

goes on strengthening the action of the bromide as the develop¬ 

ment proceeds. 

One is likely to think that 36 grains of bromide of potassium 

is rather high. I should say that with Rodinal, Amidol, and 

other quick developers heroic doses of bromide of potassium 

are necessary' to control the action of the developer, watch its 

progress by prolonging the development, and to obtain requisite 

density with a freedom from fog. 

With Rodinal no frilling need be feared. Therefore, no alum 

solution is necessary. But if not otherwise inconvenient, alum 

solution may be use! with advantage for Ilford plates. For 

Wratten’s plates alum is altogether unnecessary. 

Fixing is done as usual. A simple solution of Hypo is quite 

enough. Sarat C. Bash. 
-♦- 

THE STEREOSCOPE IN THE SCHOOLROOM. 

[Reprinted from “The Stereoscopic Photograph.”] 

The autocratic Doctor Johnson pronounces:—- 

Let observation with extensive view 
Survey mankind lrom China to Peru, 

the impressiveness of which dictum is a little diminished by 

someone’s witty paraphrase, “ Let observation with extensive 

observation observe mankind extensively.” Tautological the 

doctor’s lines may be. but the art of a good writer often lies 

in his skill in concealing tautology ; and even in the paraphrast’s 

grinning version, in which he swears he uses “ no art at ail,” 

the admonition is still emphatic, “ observe mankind,” which is 

doubtless the point the good doctor desired to enforce. 

“ Observe mankind extensively ” is certainly good advice, 

but the learned versifier omitted to indicate the ways and means. 

If a fellow has never been to China or Peru, how can he carry 

on the prescribed observations? How would Dr. Johnson him¬ 

self have done so? for his farthest journey was into that Scot¬ 

land where, according to his well-remembered sneer, they feel 

men on oats, which in England is fodder for horses. Is it not 

likely that Dr. Johnson’s own observations on China or Peru 

must have been rather insubstantial, wide of the truth—in fact, 

grotesque? For in his dajr, at least, there were but poor sub¬ 

stitutes for travel. There were no photographs, no process 

illustrations. To be sure, there were books of travel; but 

seeing through other men’s eyes is a poor sort of observation at 

best. It is seeing through a glass darkly ; and where are the 

books of the travellers who have seen clearly, sympathetically, 

understandingly, without prejudices to twist and ignorances to 

blind their vision? The great and peculiar value of travelling 

is that we see for ourselves, we see with emotional sight, we so* * 

what appeals to our interest and can be clutched by our appre¬ 

hension (no one can really see anything else*), and so we store 

up for all our future years a great fund of concrete images to 

be called on at occasion. 

It cannot be too often urged upon tho?e who carry on the 

work of education that the mind of the child is nourished anil 

enriched mainly through its receiving abundance of concrete 

impressions. Minds must be brought into contact with realities. 

A dozen pedagogical maxims enforce this truth. The mind 

cannot grow upon itself. It must be fed. Me cannot think 

unless we have things to think about, and the more we have 

seen and experienced, the more valuable and probably' correct 

will be our conclusions. “ Nihil in intellectu quod non prius 

in sensu.” Hence the modern condemnation of “ book-learning,” 

“ rote-teaching,” “ words before ideas,” “ signs without the th.ngs 

signified,” and so on. Hence the modern demand for visualisa¬ 

tion in teaching—storing the growing mind with realities 

through the laboratory method in teaching science, business 

usages, and so on ; through the use of concrete illustrations, in 

arithmetic ; through field-work in geography and histoiy, 

through the reading of literature itself, instead of books about 

literature. The mind rests when it deals first hand with reality. 

The concrete is the basis of mental life. 

In a way, this truth has always been more or less recognised. 

Men’s esteem of literary works, for instance, has in a great 

degree depended upon the amount of concreteness, sense of 

reality, contained in the pages read. In early times poetry was 

the literature of the people, because it was vivid with the actual, 

it was “simple, sensuous, passionate.” And from the time of 

Robinson Crusoe on to our own day fiction has been in the 

ascendant, because it is concrete, it deals with definite men 

and women in definite situations. The only other form of prose 

literature equally concrete is biography, and to this day a good 

piece of biography grips us as firmly as any novel ; more firmly, 

m a way, for we know it to deal not only with the definite, 

but with the actual. Hence, when a man sick of speculations, 

abstruse studies, or routine labours, has sought in vain for 

relief in the froth of fiction, let him have recourse to a good 

autobiography -—- such as old Villehardouin s account of the 

crusade he assisted in, or Benvenuto Cellini’s story of his re¬ 

markable life, or Pepys’ naive diary, or, to take more recent 

examples, Ruskin’s “ Preterita,” or Stillman’s “ Autobiography 

of a Journalist.” These are real books, and it may be said of 

each of them, as Walt Whitman said of his unique “Leaves 

of Grass,” that “ he who touches this book touches a man.” It 

is recorded by Trelawney, in his “ Recollections of the Last 

Days of Byron and Shelley,” that almost the only kind of read¬ 

ing Byron really cared for was autobiography. Indeed, it is in 

this sort of book that we get as near as we ever may, outside 

of ourselves, to the mystery of the inner life of a man. 

But when all is said we come at reality in books only through 
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interpreting word symbols by the power of our imagination and 

through the illumination afforded by our personal experiences. 

Books cannot furnish us with new perceptions of realities. They 

can remind us, recall to us, suggest to us what we have seen 

or experienced, and with their aid the imagination may con¬ 

struct, using the materials it has, more or less correct notions of 

what we have never beheld. We are brought a great step nearer 

the actual by pictures. It is a mistake to suppose that mere 

amusement or entertainment explains our love of pictures. 

They go far to satisfy our desire for actuality, with the informa¬ 

tion the mind craves. Hence the importance of abundant illus¬ 

trations in school work can hardly be exaggerated. Children 

learn more from the pictures in their geographies than from the 

text. So the modern school-book in almost all subjects abounds 

in illustrations, and is thereby net so much embellished merely, 

.as enriched in power to convey instruction. 

But in late years has been perfected something that, in my 

judgment, goes ahead of pictures, and quenches the mind’s 

thirst for the concrete almost as completely as the very object 

before the bodily sight. I refer to the stereograph. The art of 

illustration, as we all know, has been marvellously improved 

in recent years. Our commonest school-books to-day have pro¬ 

cess illustrations that for accuracy, delicacy, and beauty, are 

greatly superior to the best of sixty years since. Our ten-cent 

magazines are familiar miracles of picture-books. Certainly 

the human mind has been vastly enriched by this cheapening 

.and perfecting of processes of illustration. But even the best 

pictures we still feel to be but pictures ; they do not create 

the illusions of reality, solidity, depth. “ The best in this kind 

are but shadows.” But with the stereoscope the wonder of 

photography is brought to its culmination. Man is a two-eyed 

animal, and the stereoscope, with its two lenses that blend two 

pictures into one, is like a pair of omnipresent human eyes, at 

the command of everyone. 

Omnipresent eyes! The magic carpet we read of in the 

u Arabian Nights ” was not so swift a transporter, nor to such 

remote and various regions. Goldsmith’s “ Traveller,” who amid 

foreign scenes could sigh, 

My heart, untravell’d, fondly turns to thee! 

would (one is tempted to say) have been spared the pangs of 

homesickness had he travelled by the favour of the stereoscope. 

He could have an excellent substitute for going “ to the utter¬ 

most parts of the earth,” and still retained the satisfactions of 

the man in the popular song who “ never cared to wander from 

his own fireside.” One may imagine that the late Henry George, 

who taught that the earth is rightly the heritage and property 

of all, might have seen in the stereoscope at least a secondary 

means of bestowing upon disinherited men their God-given 

earth. For to see a thing with understanding and appreciation 

is about as much as to own it. I think it was Ruskin who said 

that if he looked upon a nobleman’s parks or jewels with a 

more appreciative eye than the nobleman’s, he really possessed 

them the more truly. “Finders is havers,” shouts the small 

boy when looking for something that has been lost. This may 

or may not be a great truth ; but it comes near being one, 

that seeing is having ; and therein lies the value of travel. But 

the stereoscope gives us many of the most prized effects of 

travel, without the inconveniences and worries. Of course, 

some travellers relish the little annoyances and mishaps of a 

journey, as giving flavour to the experience; but it is still 

for most persons no small advantage to be able at will to reach 

■China or Peru (or to have in good degree the feeling of being 

there) without seasickness, delays, ticket-buying, and weariness. 

."Besides, the most of even us grown-ups cannot afford to travel 

widely anyway. Yet armed with the stereoscope, as Ancient 

Pistol was with his sword, we like him can exult, “ The world 

is mine oyster! ” 

Yet the most remarkable thing about the stereoscopic view 

is not that it transports us to so many quarters of the great 

round earth, but that it does it so completely. We look upon 

strange peoples and unknown lands with our own eyes, not 

with another’s. We have a feeling that we are gazing upon 

reality. The tree-trunks are not lines upon a canvas or a printed 

page ; they are solid, separate, growing. The objects we see 

take their positions in space, the scene has depth, vista, atmes- 

sphere, it is the real thing, and it stays for us as long as we 

desire to look. These Esquimaux, for example, are so real that 

one is almost embarrassed in scrutinising them so closely. It 

seems impolite to observe the dull earnestness of the man, the 

unlighted curiosity of the woman in her dirty sheepskins, an 1 

the more intelligent look of the one in the background. Like 

Whitman, observing a mother and child, “ we study them long 

and long.” They are human documents. One moment, and 

we likewise are gazing unabashed upon the dignitaries of Presi¬ 

dent McKinley’s Cabinet, and at very short range. Another 

moment, and we are seeing how pineapples and girls grow in 

Porto Rico ; the next, and far in the frozen north, we discern 

a great hill of crumbly snow rising from the waveless ice-gorged 

sea. Thus, turn by turn, the burning tropics, the snow-draped 

peaks of the Alps, the wonders of the Yellowstone, the strange 

scenes of far India, and the cosy cottages of rural England, 

come before us—not as mere pictures, but rather as realities. 

The problem of enriching the minds of children with a mani¬ 

fold contact with the actual is solved by the stereoscope. Illus¬ 

trations in books, as I have said, are good, and have contributed 

much to the great work of giving real knowledge, a store of 

visualised impressions for the mind to work with. But with 

the stereoscope in the schoolchild’s hands, he may range the 

inexhaustible world almost as if on actual travel, because with 

a much keener feeling of self-transference than is possible with 

any other means short of the impossible travel itself. Is he 

to study history? He may be present at Secretary Hay s eulogy 

on McKinley. Is it geography? He m?.y behold all the lan s 

and peoples of the earth ; he may look upon Pelee s eruptions 

or the work of the Mer de Glace, or, by the aid of special ) - 

prepared maps, he may come to know in detail the city of Rome 

as it is. Is it nature study? Here is how bananas grow m 

Hawaii, or there is how the great trees of California reac i 
heavenward. Is it commerce? Here is the hurrying traffic of 

the East River, or there a vast log-raft on the wide Columbia. 

Is it art? Behold the marbles of Michael Angelo and Phidias. 

Is it literature ? Here is the home of Irving, or here the village 

of Grand Pre. 

One other striking advantage of the stereoscope is that by 

the use uf it children may be trained to see M e are always 

surrounded by the concrete, but familiarity has staled its 

terest for us. The eager curiosity of the fast-learning infant is 

thus too soon lost. And as interest lessens, attention lags If 

a boy is to be trained to see accurately, his interest must oe 

en-aCd by that to which he is directed. It is because of the 

inteiest born of novelty that we observe so vividly and 

remember so well what we see when travelling. But 

precisely this interest may be aroused and kept alive 

by the stereoscopic views; so we can attain through them the 

first requisite in training the powers of observations sustaine 

attention. This gained, the teacher may by proper questions 

gradually lead the child to see, whether in the scientists way 

analytically, or in the artist's way, synthetically. It is hard 
to say which way the stereoscope lends itself to the more readi y 

and admirably. In this connection, too, no teacher needs to 
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Ibe told how valuable the stereoscope could be made in relation 

to language work and composition. For the great trouble in 

these exercises is that too often the child has nothing to say, 

no fresh impressions to record that seem to him worth setting 

down ; and unless what he has seen and is told to describe or 

tell about seems worth while, he has no interest in the matter, 

and the exercise is savourless, a failure. 

May we not conclude, then, that the general introduction of 

the stereoscope into the schools would be of incalculable value 

in almost all lines of school work? Notably it would put 

new life and interest into the geography, the nature study, 

the language work, while enriching the children’s minds with 

varied preceptions in many realms, which would remain part 

of their equipment and a source of their enjoyment for as long 

as they live. This newer, vivider appeal to the desire of the 

concrete is in line with the tendencies and aims of modern 

education, it accords with the teachings of psychology, and it 

has the sanction of the universal experience that the world is 

interesting and eternally worth knowing about. When 

Mahomet found that the mountain would not come to him, he 

went to it. But modern science has worked more miracles than 

could Mahomet’s prayers. As our children cannot themselves 

go out into the world in body, to see and possess it, let us 

nevertheless take them to the world, not in words only, or even 

in pictures only, but in the most vivid and satisfying way avail¬ 

able, in stereoscopic photographs. G. J. Smith, Ph.D. 

THE “ SINOP ” COLLOTYPE PROCESS. 

[Abstract of a pamphlet published by Messrs. Penrose and Co., 109, 
Farringdon Road, E.C.] 

The routine of the process is that a plate is taken from the box, 
exposed in the printing frame under a negative for from two to ten 
minutes at most, then placed under the water tap for ten minutes, 
drained and soaked in glycerine for fifteen minutes, all surplus water 
blotted off, fixed to a printing bed, and inked up with a printer’s 
roller in about another ten minutes, and then printed from, the im¬ 
pression being taken in an ordinary letter-copying press. The colour 
of the ink, the strength of the image, the nature of the paper, the 
size of the margins, are all matters under the control of the operator, 
who thus has it in his power to produce artistic effects such as no 
other process is capable of yielding. Post-cards, memos, Christmas 
cards, letter headings, etc., can be prepared, and prints may be done 
on paper, cardboard, silk, satin, leather, celluloid, etc. The three- 
colour process can be applied to this method of printing with the most 
charming results, and writh greater ease than with any other process, 
because the pure white ground of the “ Sinop ” film enables the inking 
to be exactly judged. 

The “Sinop” patented process consists essentially of the “Sinop” 
plates and the special iron bed plate and frisket for printing. The 
iron bed has" hinged to it an iron frame to support the frisket sheet, 
which is cut out in the centre to a size suitable for the picture, so as 
to form a clean margin. 

To save expense, beginners are advised to use a letter-copying press 
for the impressions. Sometimes either the bed or the iron pilate which 
gives the pressure is granting in flatness. In such case the impression 
would be bad, and the print accordingly grey and patchy. This 
defect can be quite easily remedied by having the platen of the press 
replaned. Any ilocal engineer would attend to this for a moderate 
charge. 

The various accessories contained in the “Sinop” outfit are:—1, 
the “Sinop” bed plate; 2, indiarubber pad for pressure; 3, inking 
board; 4, inking roller; 5, trimming knife; 6, indiairubiber flat 
squeegee; 7, three tins of inks; 8, a bottle of glycerine; 9, a bottle 
of turpentine; 10, bottle of sensitising solution; 11, jar of crystals for 
making sensitising solution; 12, a soft sponge; 13, ink knife; 14, box 
of li dozen “ Sinop ” plates; 15, portfolio, containing six sheets 
of frisket paper, 12 sheets black masking paper, strips of paraffin 
paper for margins, blotting paper, gelatine paper for fixing the plate 
to the bed, various papers for printing. 

HINTS ON MAKING REVERSED NEGATIVES FOR THE “ SINOP ” COLLOTYPE 

PROCESS. 

As with all photo-mechanical processes, where the printing surface 
is applied directly to the photographic negative, a reversed image is 
require!, otherwise the final print would be reversed in relation to 
left and right. 

Reversed negatives can be obtained in various ways. 
The most satisfactory method when copying indoors in to hare a 

reflecting mirror or prism attached before or behind the lens. 
A simple method is to reverse the plate in the dark slide, so that 

the image has to pass through the glass to the back of the film. In this 
case the glass side should be carefully cleaned and the film side pro¬ 
tected from contact with the spring by means of a sheet of black 
paper. A slight alteration of focus is made by this method, and must 
be allowed for by reversing the ground glass in its frame. With hand 
cameras there need be no trouble about the focus. Thin celluloid 
films can generally be printed from the reverse side without disadvan 
tage. 

Some dry-plate makers supply stripping plates. These are exposed 
and developed in the usual manner. When the negative is dry, the 
film is cut through to the glass with a sharp knife at about i-inch from 
the edges The film can then be stripped from the glass with the 
greatest ease, and such film can be printed from either side. 

Another way which is capable of dealing with any negatives already 
in existence is to immerse the plate (which must be unvarnished) in a 
bath of formaline for about ten minutes. It is then drained and dried 
over a spirit lamp. The film is now cut through a sharp knife about 
i-inch from the edges. Then it is immersed in a solution of 5 per cent, 
hydrochloric acid for five to ten minutes, drained, and dipped imme¬ 
diately' in a solution of carbonate of soda 5 per cent, strength. Small 
bubbles are evolved, and the film will come off the glass easily. It 
can then be transferred the other side up on the glass. To avoid tear¬ 
ing the film in squeezing it down, a sheet of damp paper is placed 
over it. 

PRELIMINARY PREPARATIONS. 

Whilst it has been found possible to keep the “ Sinop ” collotype 
plates for several months in the sensitised state, and still obtain good 
results from them, there is the possible disadvantage that a gradually 
increased exposure and lengthened time of washing is required the 
longer the plates are kept. 

As it would be impossible to forecast the time the plates would 
remain in the hands of agents and dealers before reaching the user, 
the manufacturers feed that the process might be seriously compro¬ 
mised by old plates being sent out, and they have accordingly decided 
to send out the plates plain-coated with the “ Sinop ” emiflsion, leaving 
the simple process of sensitising to be performed by the user. 

This sensitising simply consists in immersing the plate for three 
minutes in a 2 per cent, bath of bichromate, placing it in a draining 
rack and allowing it to dry. No drying box is required. The plates 
are simply' allowed to stand over-night in a dark room, cupboard, or 
ordinary room darkened, and will be found ready for use next morning. 
They have been found to keep well for two months, with the usual 
precautions against light and moisture. 

■WORKING INSTRUCTIONS. 

All manipulations of the “ Sinop ” plate can be done in an ordinary 
dark room, lighted by artificial light of any kind (except the electric 
arc), or in a photographic dark room illuminated with plenty of yellow 
Sight. 

The preparation of the “ Sinop ” plate may be considered as divided 
into four stages—viz. :—1. Exposure under the negative. 2. Wash¬ 
ing out the plate and damping. 3. Fixing the plate to the bed and 
preparing the frisket. 4. Inking up and printing. 

I.—EXPOSURE. 

A mask should be cut out of black paper the full size of the printing 
frame, the opening in the centre being cut out to suit the picture. 
This mask is laid on the front glass of the printing frame, and the 
negative laid squarely over the opening, taking care that only the 
desired picture is unprotected by the mask, and that the margins are 
symmetrical. Put down the “ Sinop ” plate gently with its emulsion 
side in contact with the gelatine side of the negative, care being taken 
to get the picture in the centre of the pilate. The frame is closed 
up and its front exposed to diffused daylight. For an ordinary nega¬ 
tive without stain or veil and with good gradation, two minutes will 
be sufficient time. One may see how the exposure is progressing on 
opening one half of the back of the frame, laid on a table in a dimly 
lighted room, and inspecting the back of the “Sinop” plate. When 
the image is faintly seen as a light grey positive, the shadows being 
scarcely distinguishable from the high lights and the whole without 
detail, the exposure must be stopped. A little practice will soon 
guide one giving the correct exposure. 

II.-—WASHING AND DAMPING. 

The “ Sinop ” plate is removed from the frame in the dark room, 
and should show a positive image of a reddish colour similar to an 
underprinted proof on P.O.P. paper. If the image is complete in all’ 
its gradations the final result will be good. The plate is immersed! 
in a dish full of water several times changed until it becomes quite 
white, the yellow colour being washed away, and the reddish image 
almost entirely disappearing. This operation requires about ten to 
fifteen minutes, according to the weather and the temperature of the 
water. It is better to wash thoroughly, arid the operator can without 
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risk allow the plate to remain one or two hours in cold water. Once 
the plate is immersed in water it is no longer sensitive to light. 

When the plate is sufficiently washed, it is drained and immersed 
in the following solution :—Glycerine, 75 parts; water, 25 parts. The 
plate must be quite covered with this solution, and should remain in it 
about fifteen minutes as a rule, though, if one desires to obtain only five 
or six prints, eight or ten minutes’ damping will be quite sufficient. 
Should one wish to pull a greater number, say, 30, 40, 100, or more, 
it is advisable to let the plate remain a longer time, in order that it 
may retain its dampness during the printing. 

N.B.—Always use the same dishes for washing and damping, in 
order to avoid contamination of the “Sinop” plate with foreign 
matter, which might be prejudicial to its successful working. Hypo, 
aium, pyro, and ammonia are especially to be guarded against. 

HI.—FIXING THE PLATE ON THE BED AND MAKING THE MASK. 

Place the bed on the table with the frisket frame laid back to the 
left of the operator. Take a sheet of ordinary stiff paper (sample of 
which will be found in envelope A of the outfit), cut the exact size of 
the “ Sinop ” plate. Dip this paper in water so as to wet both sides 
evenly, and lay it down quite wet in the middle of the bed in accord¬ 
ance with the guide marks, applying the squeegee to force out all 
surplus moisture. Next take a sheet of the green-coloured gelatine- 
coated paper, w'et it, and lay ft down over the first sheet. Being larger, 
it projects over the edges and adheres by the margins. The squeegee 
must be used to spread it out quite flat. 

The “ Sinop ” plate is now drained slightly, and the back wiped 
perfectly clean. Any speck of dust or grit might cause the plate to 
be cracked when the pressure is applied. The plate must be laid 
exactly over the under sheet, the edges corresponding. A light pres¬ 
sure with the fingers on the edges of the plate will be sufficient to make 
the plate adhere until the first squeeze in the press, which will finally 
fix it. 

The surplus moisture is removed from the surface of the plate with a 
soft sponge, followed by blotting paper (see sample in envelope B of 
the outfit), and finally the drying is completed with a soft piece of 
clean linen. 

The plate should now appear with a polished surface, without water- 
markings, and in the centre of it the picture will be -seen like a fine 
engraving. 

IV. — INKING-TJP AND PRINTING. 

Those who have never handled a printer’s roller will probably 
anticipate great difficulty in the inking. Nothing, however, is easier, 
and a few hours’ practice wilil soon render the novice skilful in this 
part of the process. 

A small portioii of ink, not larger than the size of a pea, is taken 
on the point of the palette knife, and smeared smoothly on the inking 
board at the end nearest the operator in a strip equal to the length of 
the roller. 

The roller is taken in the right hand and pushed forward, starting 
on the ink which has been laid. On reaching the other end of the 
board it is lifted off, brought back to the starting point, and pushed 
forward again. This is repeated over and over again, quickly or slowly, 
until the ink is spread evenlly and thinly all over the board and upon 
the roller. Should the roller not appear sufficiently charged with 
ink, a little more is added and distributed as before. 

The roller, after thus being well charged with ink, is gently rolled 
backward and forward on the plate, so as to cover the whore image 
each time. One must begin slowly, and then gradually go more 
quickly. The image begins to come out, and we note that the more 
slowly we roll the more heavily and uniformly the plate is inked, 
whilst as we roll quickly the high lights and half tones are developed. 
The operator can therefore control his subject at will, according as he 
rolls more quickly or slowly. 

A little practice will teach more than further explanation. After 
having used two or three plates the operator will understand exactly 
how to treat each subject properly. 

When the plate has been sufficiently inked, the frisket is pulled down 
and a sheet of paper laid over the image. Pencil marks on the frisket 
serve as guide for the margins and centring. The rubber pad is 
laid on and the bed put in the press. A strong pull should be given 
without overdoing the pressure. Here, again, a little practice will 
teach best. 

The iron bed is removed from the press, the sheet gently taken off, 
and the frisket lifted. 

The inking is repeated, and operations go along in the same way 
until the requisite number of proofs is obtained. 

Generally 25 to 40 proofs can be pulled without stopping to re-damp. 
The exact number will depend on the state of the plate. 

When the proofs become grey, the plate is cleaned up by pulling one 
or two sheets without inking. Glycerine is then poured on, and 
allowed to remain five or ten minutes, after which the printing is 
resumed. 

V.—FAILURES AND REMEDIES. - 

Here are a few hints concerning the usual causes of failure in the 
printing:—• 

1. Image comes out with a grey, mottled, granular appearance, and 

small white spots in parts.—Insufficient pressure or grain of paper i» 
too coarse. Try pulling more heavily until the image is even. 

2. Image very hard with little half tone.—Too long exposure. By 
inking slowly with plenty oi ink tolerable proofs can be' obtained; 
nevertheless, the printing is difficult. 

3. Grey image without brilliancy.-—Insufficient damping or negative 
poor and flat. 

4. Image refuses to ink up.—Plate underexposed or too damp, or 
roller has become affected by dampness, or ink has dried up. Run 
up the roller briskly on the inking board; apply a little fresh ink if 
necessary; dry off the plate a'little with a sheet or two of papr. 

5. Whites refuse to clean up, and image becomes flat and grey.— 
Plate becoming too dry or too much ink on roller. Pull off the ink 
on waste sheets and pour on the glycerine solution, spreading with 
the finger. Allow glycerine to remain on ten to fifteen minutes. Run 
the roller on a clean slab to take off some of the ink, or wash off with 
turps. 

6. Streaks and markings—Due to not covering the image with the 
full width of the roller and to stoppages in rolling; also from scum 
from the damping solution. 

7. Ink pulls off the image.—Too quick rolling or roller too tacky. 
In the last case, clean ink off roller and sponge with a saturated solu¬ 
tion of alum. (N.B.—Don’t use this sponge afterwards on the “ Sinop ” 
plate.) 

VI.-CLEANING UP THE PLATE. 

When the printing is done, it is necessary to clean it, so that it can 
be used at any subsequent time. A plate that ha.s been handled with 
care is capable of supplying a considerable number of prints; up to 
300 have been taken off one plate without showing any deterioration. 

The ink should be removed by pouring on the plate a quantity of' 
turpentine sufficient for diluting the ink, spreading the turpentine all 
over the plate either with the finger or with a soft linen rag. When 
so diluted with turpentine the ink can be readily washed away with 
a sponge and water until no traces remain. Wash the sponge care¬ 
fully after this operation. 

The pdate is afterwards immersed in water for one or two hours, and 
is then allowed to drain and dry. When the plate is diy there is no 
longer any trace of the image. In this state the plate will keep good 
for years if preserved from damp. When required for use again, the 
“ Sinop ” plate is wetted by soaking in the water and flowing glycerine 
on, in the same way a-s for a new plate. It will then give equally 
as good results as the latter wilil yield. 

It is recommended that the roller and inking board be cleaned up 
each time writh turpentine after the printing is finished, otherwise the 
roller and ink cannot be r.lied upon to be in condition for the next 
plate. 

Tidiness and cleanliness in performing the operations go a long way 
towards securing successful results. The instructions must also b© 
carefully adhered to. 

THE NATIONAL PHOTOGRAPHIC RECORD ASSOCIATION. 

Official Report. 

REPORT OF MEETING HELD AT THE MIDLAND GRAND HOTEL. 

A meeting of the National Photographic Record Association was 
held by the invitation of the president, Sir J. B. Stone, M.P., at the • 
Midland Grand Hotel. Tuesday, November 4th, 1902, which was well 
attended by members and friends. The president exhibited a series 
of prints of the Coronation ceremonies, the Welsh Eistedfodd, the 
Kern Baby Celebration at Whailton, Northumberland, and the Instal¬ 
lation of the Master of one of the City Livery Companies—the 
“ Girdlers ” ; and other prints were shown by Mr. H. W. Fincham, 
Capt. G. W. Cosens, and by the bon. secretary. 

The Hon. Secretary (Mr. George Scamell) read the following report : 
The council have again much pleasure in presenting their annual 
report, and to congratulate the members on the steady progress of the 
work, not only of collecting prints for the British Museum, but also- 
on account of the general interest that is being taken in the object 
of the association throughout the country. 

Since our last report 593 prints have been received. Sir J. Benjamin- 
Stone has contributed a series of St. James’s Palace. Sandringham 
Hall, Frogmore, and of some of the old mansions of England, including 
Hatfield House, Houghton, Norfolk, built by Sir Robert Walpole, 
Hunstanton Hall. Holkham. Lynedon. Char.ecote. Warwick, the home- 
of the Lucys, Ashby St. Ledgers manor house. C’atesby's house, and. 
a series of prints of'tbe Tynwald Day ceremonies of the Isle of Man. 
Mr. Diveri has again favoured us with sixty prints from his valuable- 
Scotch collection, including views of the Royal Palace. Linlithgow, 
Castle of the Bovne. Craigmillar. and Ballindallock Castle, and some 
of the old Incised Stones; Mr. Fincham has sent in a very fine series 
of St, John’s Gate, Clerkenwell. and some of the old courts of that 
neighbourhood, and of St. John’s Crypt, the remains of St, John’s 
Priory; from Mr. A. Victor Haslam we have received a set from Iona, 
of the Cathedral, and some of the Monuments; from Mr. Armytage, 
some views of Buildwas Abbey, and some old bits of Pembridge, 
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Herefordshire; Mr. H. W. Smith forwarded views of Ivirkstall Abbey 
and the Cloisters, Chester; to Mr. E. J. Felce we are again indebted 
for some of his fine examples of old Northampton work, some of the 
Carved Panels in Abington Abbey ; Mr. Cecil Gethin, Iron, secretary 
of the Herefordshire Survey Society, has favoured us with a set from 
Hereford Cathedral: from Mrs. Gandy !som>e views of Wingfield 
Manor, Derby; Mr. Parkinson has forwarded a complete set of that 
most interesting monument, the Eastern Sepulchre, at N aver by, 
Lincoln; Mr. A. J. Loughton, Carvings of the Caps of the North Pier, 
Southwell Minster, Notts; we also have to acknowledge prints of 
interest from Miss Beedham, Mrs. Muriel, and Mrs. F. G. Emler, 
A. J. Loughton, F. Littledale, G. W. Cosens, G. W. H. Tyndall, and 
a series of the Churches of Herefordshire from the lion, secretary, Mr. 
G. Scamell. 

The association have again to thank Mr. Horsley Hinton and the 
proprietors of “ The Amateur Photographer ” for having promoted a 
competition for record work. A large number of prints were sent in 
and prizes awarded. A selection was made and 132 prints were pre¬ 
sented to the association. This year they are again promoting a com¬ 
petition on a larger scale, and in addition to offering medals for private 
work, a valuable prize is offered for the best collection of work of a 
photographic society. 

Photographic survey work is now being seriously carried on in 
many districts, and Gnce our last meeting a public meeting has been 
held in the Town Hall, Croydon, for the purpose of starting a survey 
society for the county of Surrey, when a strong committee was 
elected, with Mr. H. D. Gower as hon. secretary; and the Croydon 
Camera Club, Mr. Hector Maclean, president, have also joined in the 
movement, and have offered medals to their members for the best 
record prints. The Photographic Survey of Shropshire is making 
considerable progress. Mr. F. R Armytage ha.s arranged with the 
Corporation of Shrewsbury, and they have undertaken to mount suit¬ 
able prints to be preserved in the Free Library. An exhibition of 
prints has been held in the Camera Club’s rooms and at the School of 
Art, which was attended by a large number of the leading inhabitants. 
The survey of Leicestershire has been taken uo in a thorough system¬ 
atic way and gives promise of doing valuable work under the guidance 
of a strong committee, with Mr. H. A. Roechling as hon. secretary. 
Efforts are also being made to commence work in the Isle of Thanet, 
and in connection with the Hampshire Archaeological Society. Many 
of the librarians of the public libraries are also interesting themselves 
in the collection of records of their particular neighbourhood, and we 
have been in communication with the librarians at Edmonton and other 
places. No doubt all these various fresh centres coming into exist¬ 
ence will interfere to a certain extent with our own collection, as 
many prints will be added to the local museums instead of the British 
Museum collection, and although we may regret this, at the same time 
it must be a source of gratification that prints are being collected and 
preserved by responsible bodies for public reference. 

A representative collection of Sir J. Benjamin Stone’s record work 
has been arranged by Sir 0. Purdon Clarke, which has been on 
exhibition at the Imperial Institute. Since then the prints have been 
put into circulation and have been on view at various local museums 
in connection with South Kensington, and are now being exhibited in 
the West of England. 

The thanks of the association are due to the council of the Royal 
Institute of British Architects, who kindlv lent their rooms in March 
last for a small exhibition of record photographs. Sir J. Benjamin 
Stone attended and opened the exhibition by an address, which was 
fully reported in the journal of the in titute of March 8th, and the 
hon. secretary attended and gave a short account of the work of the 
association to the Architectural Association. 

Whilst thanking their numerous friends for their contributions the 
council would again appeal, first for further contributions to the 
funds, as, when in a position to do so, they can obtain many valuable 
prints from negatives held by the professional photographer at a 
very moderate co?t, and they would also ask the amateurs to look 
through their stock of negatives, as there mu t be an immense number 
of negatives in their hands from which prints of great value to our 
collection could be produced. 

Sir J. Benjamin Stone was warmly greeted on rising to move the 
adoption of the report. He asked those present to excuse the fact of 
his being so palpably present amongst them, in so many parcels of 
photographs, whole plates and enlargements. What he had tried to 
do and show them was simply to be taken a.s an example of what could 
be done all over the country. Those before them were simply what he 
had done himself. Yet they exhibited in a pictorial form better than 
any printed description could convey what the incidents accompanying 
the Coronation were like, and these would carry the living presenta¬ 
tion of the ceremony to all future times. (Applause.) There were in 
all about 300, and they included not only the street pageant attending 
the Coronation, but also the representation of the erections—such as 
the annexe to the Abbey, the appearance within the Abbev, the Coro¬ 
nation Chairs of the King and Queen, the appearance of the altar, the 
decoration of the streets on every part of the route, as wer'.l as the 
Royal progress through the City; but also the detachments of Colonial 

soldiers, the Royal gue:ts, and many portraits of eminent men am 
women who were in London at the time of the Coronation 
(Applause.) Then, besides these, he had visited different parts 1. 
the country and photographed some of the quaint customs which st l 
survived from ancient times. Amongst these they would find a col 
lection taken at the meeting of the ELstedfodd, in Wales, which wout 
preserve the details of that ancient and interesting cer« inony, and tli 
portraits of those who took part on the occasion. Another interestin' 
series consisted of the incidents attending the Kern Baby celebration 
in Whalton, in a remote corner of Northumberland. Tins was po 
sibly one of the mo t ancient rites which existed, and defe nded from 
the festival of Ceres, established by the Romans during their occupu 
tion of Britain. In Vvhalton a sheaf of corn was arrayed in the white 
dress of a woman, the ears of corn forming the fingers, and the ears 
in a great bunch making up the head. This was borne to church on 
Harvest Sunday, and on the Monday was carried through the village 
on a pole, and finally set up at the Harvest Festival rejoicings. Thev 
had to acknowledge with thanks the presentation of a larg- number 
of gifts from different parts of the country, and lie sincerely beieved 
that the object for which the as ociation was formed was being slowly 
but surely realised. (Anplause.) Before resuming his seat he wished 
to bear testimony to the good services rendered the association by 
their hon. secretary, Mr. G. Scamell. • 

Mr. C. Welch seconded the adoption of the report, and congratu¬ 
lated the association on their work, and had no doubt of the advan¬ 
tages of having one leading record association to keep in touch with 
the various local survey societies, to be the means of communication, 
and so, to a. certain extent, to centralise the work. As librarian of 
the Corporation Library of the City of London he was glad to find 
librarians generally were interesting themselves in making local col¬ 
lections. He had found the value of record work, and that it was 
now being appreciated was shown by the number of applications he 
had had from various gentlemen to search the City records, when 
preparing the lectures to be given (with photographic illustrations) at 
the board schools. The library committee of the City Corporation 
were arranging for an exhibition of Sir J. Benjamin Stone’s Corona¬ 
tion ceremonies at the Guildhall. 

The motion was adopted by acclamation. 

The Rev. J. 0. Be van proposed a vote of thanks to the council and 
officers of the N.P.R.A. He did not agree with Sir J. Benjamin 
Stone, as he did not consider a society having such important ends 
could be an unimportant society; the work they were carrying on 
could no long r be considered of a local nature, but national. In the 
preservation of buildings, monuments, customs, etc., time was not 
on our side, in fact both nature and man are against us, so much the 
more necessary it is that a systematic effort should be made to retain 
records. I11 Ireland the old monuments have been much better pre¬ 
served than in this country, and such a piece of vandalism as has taken 
place at Dartmoor, where an old stone circle has been removed, and 
u-ed to make a road, could not have happened in the Sister Isle. 

Mr. A. P. Graves seconded the motion. He said the first inception 
of the society was due to Sir J. B. Stone.’ As an Irishman he quite 
agreed with the Rev. J. 0. Bevan, but still much remains to be done 
if we are to prevent interesting remains from being put to agricultural 
uses. As an inspector of schools he strongly urged the greater u-e 
of photography in schools, and now that most of the board schools 
have good haills he should like to see them hung with photographs of 
local and other views which might be turned to good account in the 
training of the scholars. 

The motion was carried unanimously. 
Sir C. Purdon Clarke moved the re-election of Sir J. Benjamin 

Stone as president for the year enduing. After referring to the work 
already accomplished, he said he well knew the value of photographs, 
having some 160,000 under his charge at the Kensington Museum. 
He wished to draw particular attention to one set of photographs on 
the table'—viz., the ceremony of the installation of the master of the 
Girdlers’ Company, and trusted Sir J. Benjamin Stone would follow 
it up by obtaining records of similar ceremonies of some of the other 
livery companies of the City of London. He would also draw atten¬ 
tion to the value of records of passing events, particularly on account 
of the costume, as that is often the only means of fixing the date of 
other events by comparison of costume. 

Mr. H. W. Fineham seconded the motion, and trusted when funds 
would allow the association would prepare lists of all prints in their 
collection, so that workers might know what had been done, and so 
prevent duplication. 

The Hon. Secretary replied he had already indexes of all prints, 
one of the subjects, and one grouped in counties, and would be at all 
times ready to supply any information regarding the collection to any 
one upon application. 

The motion was then carried. 
Sir J. Benjamin Stone thanked the meeting for his re-election, 

and then moved the following list of council and officers for the year 
ensuing : The Right Hon. the Earl of Crawford, K.T., Sir E. Maunde 
Thompson, K.C.B., D.C.L., S'r H. Trueman Wood, M.A., Harold 
Baker, C. E. Fagan, L. Fletcher, F.R.S., A. V. Haslam, A. Horsley 
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Hinton, St. John Hope, F.S.A., B. E. Lawrence, LL.D., A. Mackie, 
J. W. Marchant, Dr. H. R. Mill, Ralph Nevill, P. Norman, F.S.A., 
N. B. Stone, H. Snowden Ward, Mrs. Catharine Weed Ward, H. B. 
Weatley; hon. treasurer, Alexander Graham, F.S.A. ; hon secre¬ 
tary, George Scam ell; which was carried, and the meeting terminated. 

exhibition, 
EDINBURGH PHOTOGRAPHIC SOCIETY’S. 

Last year, or rather last season, for it was in the spring of this year, 
this society experimented. It abolished Glassification and gave only 
one class of medal, a bronze; but two sections were retained, one 
open, and one confined to members who had never gained a medal at 
the exhibitions of the society. This latter class is not exactly a 
novice cla.ss, as we have members exhibiting in it who have gained 

' medals elsewhere. This season the same course is adopted, but the 
date of the exhibition is altered from Feb.—March to Nov.—Dec. 
The entries number in all 279, of which 141 are in “ open ” class. 
But even in the “open” class the very large majority of the work 
is by members, with the exception of two frames from E. G. Boon, 
Alassio, Italy, all the work is British, with a largely predominating 
flavour of E.P.S. The exhibition can, therefore:, hardly be called 
representative, but it shows that the E.P.S. has in its 500 members 
not a few who are quite qualified to exhibit in any company, although 
the percentage of members’ wins (i.e., medals won), two out of five, 
is lower than last year, when it was four out of five. The judges 
were Messrs. G. Ogilvy Reid, R.S.A., Edinburgh; Harold Baker, 
Birmingham; and Charles Sweet, Rothesay. 

The need of a proper hall for their exhibitions is still very evident, 
but it is pleasing to know from the address of the energetic president, 
Mr. Bums, that the acquirement of larger and more suitable premises 
is a goal for which the society is unceasingly striving. 

Fallowing the catalogue, we find that W. J. Byrne, Richmond, 
gains one of the coveted medals with “Study of a Head” (2), much 
the superior of the two works he has submitted to the judges ; the 
veteran he has had as a model has a magnificent head with a wealth 
of silver hair, and the strong, virile characteristics of the old gentle¬ 
man have lost nothing at Mr. Byrne’s hands; the clothing and back¬ 
ground are subdued and the spectators gaze is rivetted on the head. 
Not only is it pictorial, but we feel sure it is a good likeness; here 
we have that rare combination of studio and exhibition work in one 
picture. R. S. Webster has several good pictures hung, but none 
better than his small, full-length portrait of “Mrs. Argyle Robertson” 
(17), in which that lady is charmingly posed and lighted; it may have 
been done in the studio, but it has a quite “at home” look, and “at 
home” work in its best sense is associated with Mr. Webster. 
“Woodcutter’ (21), by Charles F. Grindrod, next claims attention. 
It is nearly, but not quite, a replica of his medalled “ Woodcutters ” 
of last year, the theme and treatment are similar. W. J. Croall gains 
a medail with “Bulldogs” (24), a picture we drew attention to at the 
Dundee Exhibition, where it took a “first” medal; it is a striking 
work, marred by a white dog in the foreground, which is not only 
obtrusive, but does not aid the picture in the slightest; with that 
blemish absent we could have a photographic “Landseer”; two land¬ 
scapes and a large “Head of the King’s Lion, Sultan,” complete Mr. 
Croail’s exhibit. “A Masterpiece (23), by James Patrick, represents 
one of Scotland’s well-known painters, but his best exhibit is “ When 
Love Laughs in her E’e (111), where he gives a telling interpretation 
of a rural scene ; the composition is at once simple and complete— 
the various items combining to form a harmonious whole. Well 
might he be called, as one visitor was overheard baptising him, the 
Scottish H. P. Robinson. W. R. La.thbury, Bristol, has three good 
architectural pictures, the finest, perhaps, being “ As Day Steals on 
Night, Melting the Darkness” (27). which has been medalled else¬ 
where. “Marcistee, Mich., U.S. A.” (37), by W. Drummond Young, 
jun., gains a medal, it is a sand-dune picture, a, symphony in tones; 
the other pictures he shows, with one exception, are unfortunately 
so inferior that one wonders he exhibited them. “ A Scottish Pro¬ 
fessor” (40), is a breezy and life-like picture of Edinburgh’s pet. 
Professor Blackie ; his “John McWhirter, R.A.” (95) is also strongly 
limned, while he has treated “ Portrait of a Lady ” (121) with rever¬ 
ence and presented a picture of a typical old Scots lady. “ The. 
Triforium Staircase ” (50), by Vaness C. Baird, is an architectural 
“ bit,” redeemed from the commonplace, in fact, made by a g.eam 
of light in the distance, which at once gives the picture depth and 
character, it is a real multum in parvn. Graystone Bird in “ Good 
Morning” (52) and “Fair Innocence” (53) gives us examples of what 
dainty work we have come to associate with his name. “ A Beech 
Study” (45), by G. G. Boon, is a strong bit of character drawing 
while the title of his other work, “Reflections” (70) sufficiently 
describes it. There is rare quality in “Portrait Study” (57), bv 
T. Pursey, while “Study” (58). by Charles M. Wane, is a sample 
of studio work sufficiently out of the ordinary grouping to command 

attention. “ Feeding the Sheep ” (71), by Charles E. Warms ley, 
gains a medal, but probably no award in the exhibition has been 
more adversely criticised; the scene is evidently one hill-top, the 
arrangement of the sheep and pony are good, but the man is verv 
evidently posed, and the picture foreground, distant hill and clouds, 
seem all on one plane ; and yet we are informed it has been sold to 
an eminent artist—there must be something in it that we are unable 
to decipher. “Iris” (81), by John M. Whitehead, seems too cramped 
and his “ Honesty and Apples ” (120) is too hard and metallic, but 
his other contributions are in his best manner, general surpris- was 
expressed that his R P.8, medalled picture had been unnoticed by 
the judges; the more study given it the more the wonder grew; it 
is probably as fine a rendering of the lines which give it its title as 
could be imagined, and yet—. “By Banks o’ Fleet” (82), by R. M. 

Read die, is a delicate little work with a fine suggestion of atmosphere. 
I he Lonely Moor ” (94) is a fine landscape, carrving out its title 

well, but marred by a sky. 
A number of the members whose work we have had the pleasure 

of favourably reviewing at former exhibitions seem to have fallen 
from their high estate, at least the work they submit is not nearly 
up to the standard they have led us to expect. 

Section II., taken all over, is weak, with good work scattered 
through it; we were suprised that the delightful work of Mrs. 

L. Herdman Newton did not gain recognition, her “Gossip” 
(259) being a lovely example of that class of work identified with 
the late H. P. Robinson, and considered by several to be the best 
thing m the section. 

The folloAving is a detailed list of awards : — 
Open Section.—Medals—“Study of a Head” (2), W. J, Byrne, 

Richmond; “Bulldogs” (24), W. J. Croall. Edinburgh; “ Marcistee, 
Mich., U.S.A.” (37), W. Drummond Young, jun., Edinburgh; 
“The Trifor:um Staircase” (50), Vaness C. Baird. Broughty Ferry; 
“Feeding Sheep” (71) Char’es E. Walmsley. Ambleside. 

Section II. (Members).—Medals—“A Misty Morning—Glasgow 
Exhibition” (209), J. A. Trevelyan Sturrock; “Ploughing’ 1233). 
John R. Sandilands; “The- Evening Chapter” (239), J. Drummond 
Shiels; “A Lowland River” (247), Fawcett Clapperton; “An April 
Evening” (248), Robert Lees. Honourable Mention: “Thistles” 
(190), Ewen Kennedy; “Off the North of Ireland” (205), Professor 
D. W. Finlay, M.D. ; “Portrait Study” (211). Mrs. Mary Cooper; 
“In the: Cathedral, Amalfi ” (274), Mi’s. Mary Cooper. 

The medals were distributed at the opening ceremony on Saturday. 
To-morrow (Mr. Alfred A. Murray, LL.B., W.S., will deliver a 
lantern lecture entitled “ By Stockholm to Lapland ” : the following 
Saturday there will be a smoking concert arranged by Mr. John. 
Anderson. 

-♦- 

Peu) Books. 
“ Photographische Bibliothek.” Verlag von Gustav Schmidt. Yol. I. 

Vogel-Hanneke. Das Pigment Verfuhren. 

This is the fourth edition of the late Dr. H. W. Vogel’s treatise on 
carbon printing, revised and brought up to date by Paul Hanneke. 
The principles of carbon printing are dealt with in the opening 
chapter, and in those which follow we have a detailed account of the 
various manipulations and the recent modifications of the process known 
under the names of Gum-bichromate printing, the Artigue process, and 
Ozotype. The text is well illustrated, and the frontispiece is a charming 
study of a child, upon paper manufactured by the Autotype Company. 

Vol. XV. Fritz Loescher. Vergrossern und Kopieren auf Bromsilber- 
papier. 

The use of the hand camera and the tendency during the last few 
years to still smaller negatives than the quarter-plate size, have 
given bromide printing by enlargement a great impetus. The advan¬ 
tages gained by using a small camera are so evident, that wo have 
little doubt amateur photographers will give much more attention 
to bromide enlargement than they have even hitherto done. The 
volume before us will be found a very complete guide, and we can 
recommend it with confidence to those who wish for information in- 

this branch of photography. 

A Substitute for Celluloid.—The extensive commercial use of celluloid 
has caused many people to seek for substitutions or imitations of it. 
In Germany, in the vicinity of Coburg, an imitation his been made 
bv dissolving in 16 parts—by weight—of glac:al acet c acid. 18 parts 
of nitro-cellulose, and adding 5 parts of gelatine. Gentle heating and 
stirring are necessary. After the mass l as swollen, it is mixed with 
7.5 parts of alcohol.'and stirring is continued. The insulting product 
is poured into moulds, or after further dilution may be spread in thin 
layers on glass. Consul-General Hughes, of Coburg, is of opinion that 
“ as an underlay for sensitive nhotogearhic films, the material has 
important advantages, not the leas, heme ’hat it remains flat in 

developing.”—“ Journal of the Society of Arts. ’ 
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Commercial § Cegal Intelligence 
-♦- 

Patent Law Amendment.—Last week, in the House of Lords, Lord 
Wolverton moved the second reading of the Patent Law Amendment 
Bill. His lordship said the President of the Board of Trade had 
.long recognised the necessity for amendment in the patent laws of 
this country, firstly, because patents were often granted by the Patent 
Office and proved to be practically valueless, as that office at present 
had no charge upon them to enquire whether such applications had 
not been already allowed; and, secondly, because very frequently 
patents were taken in this country by foreigners and others who had 
no intention whatever of working them here, or of granting licenses 
to British manufacturers to use them. The proposed changes had 
been based upon the report of a strong committee, presided over by 
Sir E. Fry. Provision was made in the measure for a limited official 
enquiry into applications for patents, with a view to ascertaining 
whether they had been anticipated during the past 50 years. It also 
provided for the transfer to the Judicial Committee of the powers of 
the Board of Trade in respect to the granting of compulsory licenses. 
This would give a patentee seme security, and would modify the 
amount of the fees. With increased business, the office would still 
be self-supporting. Already the Bill had passed its stages in another 
House, and obtained the approval of the trade communities. The 
Board of Trade felt sure it would effect a great amendment in the 
'existing law. 

Obtaining a Camera by Fraud.—William Philip Dabbs, 23, com¬ 
mission agent, of Ringcroft Street, Holloway, was charged on remand, 
at the North London Police Court on Thursday last, for fraudulently 
obtaining a variety of articles from persons in various parts of 
London and the provinces. Mr. Gordon Cuming Whadcoat defended 
the prisoner. Detective-sergeant Jennings, of the Y division, said that 
the prisoner, under the aliases of G. White, A. Skipper, G. Walters, 
J. Robinson, and A. Shepherd answered advertisements in the “ Ex¬ 
change and Mart’’ newsnaper, and tbe~eby obtained a camera from 
Liverpool, a watch from Sheffield, etc. The cases of the camera and the 
watch were only now gone into, and Mr. Henry Norwood, of Yew Tree 
Road, Liverpool, and Mr. E. Harrison, of Fitzalon Street, Sheffield, 
deposed to sending these articles on the prisoner’s assurance that he 
would at once remit the cash. Neither of these witnesses had seen 

v~ the prisoner before, but letters and pawnbrokers’ durbeates found in 
his possession showed that the property (now produced) had come into 
his possession. Henry Spencer (one of the aeronauts) was called by the 
police to speak to the prisoners’ handwriting, but he could not say 
that the writing now produced was the prisoner’s. From the cross- 
examination, it was gathered that the prisoner had been on one of the 
balloon exped’tions, and had nearly become asphyxiated by the gas. 
There were several other cameras, opera glasses, and other articles 
found in the prisoner’s room, as well as fifteen pawntickets, but the 
prisoner said that the tickets relating to a gold watch, chain, and 
pin were his own property. Mr. Whadcoat intimated that his defence 
was that the prisoner’s senses had been dulled by his partial asphyxia¬ 
tion mentioned, and he added that the prisoner had given the police 
every assistance. Detective Jennings said he considered the prisoner 
remarkably acute, but as he had about a thousand letters to go through, 
he would like another remand. Formal evidence was given of the 
prisoner receiving letters and parcels addressed to him respectivelv 
at the shop of Mrs. Bateman, tobacconist, of New North Road, and 
Mr. Robert Thomas Wigmore, newsagent, of Gray’s Inn R'-ad, which 
addresses were those to which the watch and camera were respectively 
addressed. Mr. Fordham granted the remand, and on a question of 
bail said he would consider it next time. He would, however require 
two sureties of £100 each. 

Re George Francis Readwin, artist and photographer, Pelham Road 
New Catton, and carrying on business at 131a, Magdalen Street’ 
Norwich.—The first meeting of the creditors interested under this 
failure took place at the offices of the Official Receiver, Norwich 
on Friday last, before Mr. H. P. Gould (Official Receiver). The state- 

yvwja i°^ affairs filed by the debtor disclosed liabilities amounting to 
£180 Is. 9d., and assets estimated to produce £121 5s. 4d. He alleges 
as the cause of his failure “ doctor’s bills in connection with the 
ailments of my wife, bad trade, and ill health.” The Official Receiver, 
in his observations, says that the proceedings were instituted bv the 
debtor on his own petition in consequence of pressure from creditors 
Tffie debtor commenced business as a travelling photographer about 
1892 without capital. Since September, 1899. he has carried on business 

Tihotographer. There was no quorum of creditors present, and the 
Official Receiver remains trustee in the bankruptcy. 

Re George Alfred Woodfield, photographer, New Bromnton, Kent 
formerly carrying on business in Hard Street and Week Street, 
Maidstone. This debtor made an application for his discharge at 
the Maidstone Bankruptcy Court, before his honour Judge Emden, on 
Thursday last week. It appeared from the Official Receiver’s report 
on the case, that the receiving order was made in January, 1899. The 
statement of affairs filed by the debtor discloses liabilities amounting 
to £134 2s. 4d., and assets estimated to produce £50 2s. 6d. In reply 
to questions, put by the Official Receiver, the debtor stated that his 
earnings now amounted to between 25s. and 35s. per week. He had 
two in familv. Mr. Ellis, who apneared on behalf of the debtor, stated 
that the. debtor’s business rapidly declined in conseouence of the 
severe epidemic in Maidstone a few years ago. The Official Receiver 
had alleged in his report that the debtor had committed an offence 

under the Bankruptcy Act by not paying his unsecured creditor* a 
dividend of 10s. in the £. He, of course, could not dispute that, and I 
unfortunately it was quite impossible for the debtor to make the I 
dividend up to 10s. in the £, and so obtain an immediate discharge 
He submitted, however, that this was a case of misfortune, and he I 
hoped his honour would deal leniently with the debtor. His honour 
said it was one of those cases in which, if he had the power, he would i 
grant an immediate discharge; but he was bound by the Act of 
Parliament to suspend the discharge for at least two years. He should 
therefore suspend the discharge for the minimum period allowed bv 
the Act, viz., two years. 

Re Francis Albert Woodcock, photographer, Douglas Head Road, 
and 15, Lodge Lane, Liverpool.—The above-named debtor appeared for j 
his public examination at the Liverpool Bankruptcy Court on Thursday 
last, before Mr. Registrar Bellringer. The statement of affairs filed 
by the debtor disclosed liabilities amounting to £174, and net1 assets 
estimated to produce £12 8s. The bankrupt attributed his bankruptcy 
to “ the failure of the recent Isle of Man season.” In reply to questions 
put by the Official Receiver, debtor stated that he had been a photo¬ 
grapher in Douglas Head Road for about twenty years, and his father 
had been in the same line of business before him. He had lost about 
£250 the last two years owing to bad seasons and opposition, but 
before that he had made plenty of money and had banked plenty. 
Last year his earnings were not more than £40 a week during the 
busy season, which was from the end of July to the beginning of 
September. The whole season was from Whit week to September, 
12 or 14 weeks usually, but a good portion of that time he lost money 
owing to bad weather and the visitors leaving. The best week was 
usually “Scotch week,” or the last week in July, when the Scotch 
people took their holidays and came over in great numbers. That 
they termed the “ Glasgow Fair,” and was generally the best week 
in the season. If thev had wet weather then, they (photographers), 
generally lost £100.-^The Official Receiver: Do you mean that vou 
get the Scotsmen to have their photographs taken over there ?—The 
Bankrupt: Well, when they go to the Isle of Man they go to enjoy 
themselves, and they like to have their photos taken with the donkeys, 
or in boats with drowning scenes. (Laughter.) They spend their 
money freely in Scotch week, and if it is bad weather we have a bad 
time all through the season.—The Official Receiver : But there are other 
weeks that the weather is good?—The Bankrupt: Yes; but they are 
not there to spend their money. In reply to further questions, the 
bankrupt stated that he took about £250 last season, and a little more 
the year before, but they were both bad seasons, and the net profits 
would not be more than £50 on that, amount after paying rent of 
ground, labour and materials. In a busy time he paid £18 a week 
in wages. His effects in the Isle of Man at the present time would 
not be worth more than 30s., and his Lodge Lane place was merely 
bis home and winter studio. A place he had had at 91a, Great George 
Street, Liverpool, did not pay, aud he was turned out for arrears 
of rent. He had also had a travelling wagon, but it did not pay, and 
he sold it twelve months ago. The examination was adjourned for 
further information. 

Cinematograph Profits and Losses.—At the London Bankruptcy Court 
on Tuesday a sitting was held, before Registrar Linklater, for the public 
examination of A. Duncan Thomas, of Manchester, Sheffield, Colwyn 
Bay, Edinburgh, and elsewhere, cinematograph operator. The receiving 
order was made on a creditor’s petition in May last, the debtor now 
applying to pass his public examination on accounts showing gross 
debts of £9,472, of which £8,959 was unsecured, and assets £372. In 
examination by Mr. Boyle, Assistant Receiver, the debtor stated that 
for some years he was engaged in farming in Devonshire, with a 
relative. On the death of the relative in 1893 he purchased 
a phonograph, and went on tour with it until 1897, when 
he purchased one of Edison’s projectoscope machines, and ex¬ 
hibited at the London halls. He exhibited the Spanish-American 
war pictures, which were also taken on tour on the Continent. He 
afterwards purchased other machines, and toured with them under 
management throughout the country. He had an exhibition in Edin¬ 
burgh, which he afterwards handed over to his wife. At Colwyn Bay 
he used to show in a tent, and one windv night the tent was blown 
into the sea and most of his stock was lost. Just prior to that—in 
1899—he sold his machines, which cost £1,000. to his brother-in-law. 
who had been his manager, for £200, and bis brother-in-law completed 
the tours which wore then open. In 1900 he opened at Newcastle on 
a large scale, and cleared £900 in three weeks. He extended his 
business to six shows, which be conducted with managers. The business 
increased, and in 1901 h° had fourteen shows running. It was during 
that year that a proposal was made to turn the business into a limited 
company—the Thomas-Edisou Animated Pictures Company, L’mited, 
with a capital of £100,000. He was to be managing director. The pros¬ 
pectus was not sent out to the public. Towards the end of 1901 the 
shows began to fall off owing to the approaching end of the Boer war. 
Early in 1902 he was introduced to a Mr. Tu^per, who was forming a 
limited company to acquire and work cinematographs. The name was 
the British Bioscope Cmupany. Limited, the capital being £50,000. He 
was to be manager. His profits on his prior working shows were put 
down at over £10,000. He was no+ aware that his stock was valued at. 
£13,000. That he believed was the cost price of it. The comoanv 
was not floated. It was after February last that his machines be^an 
to be sold for rent, and he estimated such loss and the depreciation 
on machine films, etc., at £6,706. The liability he was under in con¬ 
nection with the halls at Manchester and Sheffield was £894 He h°d 
received from his wife sums amounting in the aggregate to £900. The 
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money was not sent to him as the takings of the Edinburgh business, 
[t was money lent. The Edinburgh business he gave to his wife m 
1900, since which time he had had nothing to do with it. Acting on 
bis advice, she agreed to sell it to the company for £2,000, half of 
which was to be in cash, but the company was not floated, and the 
business still belonged to her. She was not proving against him for 
the £900. The examination was ordered to be concluded.—“ Morning 

Post.” 

Photographic Instruction in Australia.—We are unable at the present 
moment to note what is being done in the Commonwealth with the 
object of placing photography within the reach of the increasing army 
of young folk. In New South Wales, however, outs.de of the Govern¬ 
ment Technical Colleges, wnatever movements have been made in 
this direction are almost entirely the result of the energy and enterprise 
of the firm of Messrs. Harrington and Co., Limited. We have pre¬ 
viously referred, with pleasure, to the establishment by this firm 
of mid-day classes of free instruction to all and sundry who wish to 
make a more rapid advance than would be probable without advice. 
We have ourselves become associated somewhat with the management 
of these classes, and have recently, at the instigation of Messrs. 
Harrington and Co., approached the teachers and governing bodies of 
our public and private schools, with a view to giving free instruction 
to classes of the scholars. The result has been most encouraging. The 
masters and leaders have received the proposals with enthusiasm, and 
the result is an arrangement to carry on a series of lectures and 
demonstrations for the benefit of all those young people interested 
in photography. And they are many. Such schools as the Sydney 
Grammar School and the Fort Street Public School have eagerly seized 
the opportunity offered, and many of the lesser schools are equally 
enthusiastic. The masters are generally quite in accord wi h the view 
we have expressed—that photography ought to be placed in the school 
curriculum, but, so far as the public schools are concerned, th:s innova¬ 
tion cannot be introduced at once. The bovs’ classes, which have 
aheady been established, have quickly proved most successful, and 
encouragement has been given to the learners by several of the schools 
having notified their intenticn of holding comnetitions ard awarding 
prizes periodically, and at the “ breaking-up ” for holiday time — 
“Australian Photographic Journal.” 

The Position oi Art in n.ctucaticn.—A deputation from the Society 
of Art Masters waited on Lord Londonderry, ine .president of the Boaru 
of Education, last week. Mr. W. P. Lawrence, M.P., who introduced the 
deputation, explained that its members were headmasters of schools 
of art in the country, who wished to point out that the actual teaching 
side of the subject of art education was under present circumstances im¬ 
properly represented. Mr. Stevenson and other members of the depu¬ 
tation then spoke. They complained of the insufficient qualifications 
of inspectors in art schools, and argued that art masters and experts 
should have a place on the advisory council for art purposes, and 
advocated co-ordination of study in elementary schools and institutions 
giving advanced art instruction. The whole of art subjects and techno¬ 
logical subjects related to art should be kept absolutely separate from 
science, and be placed under the control of qualified art masters only. 
Although for convenience sake art and science schools might be carried 
on in the same building, the two subjects should be taught in separate 
schools. The present was considered an opportune time to bring the 
matter forward, as the Government Education Bill was before Parlia¬ 
ment. In several cases science inspectors had ventured to report on 
art instruction in the schools. They contended that art teaching was 
just as important in elementary schools as science or anything else 
in view of the many industries in which knowledge of art in some of 
its branches was a necessity. Lord Londonderry, in reply, said that 
he understood that the deputation's opinion was that in view of the 
recent introduction of the block grant which created the necessity for 
more complete inspection, the inspectors in schools of art, art classes, 
polytechnics, secondary and elementary schools must be experts in art 
instruction. A detailed inspection at long intervals had been arranged 
for. The Board also had at their disposal the services of occasional 
inspectors, whose qualifications had been looked upon as of the most 
valuable kind; and steps had been, and were now being, taken to 
extend their operations to other schools, in addition to schools of art. 
As to the suggestion that it was desirable to co-ordinate the instruction 
in drawing and art in primary schools with that given in schools of 
art, he agreed that this was a very important point; but for the present 
it was necessarily mainly a matter for local arrangement. The Board 
of Education had encouraged such co-ordinaticn and the employment 
of art masters in- connection with it. In Birmingham, Leicester, and 
Burslem co-ordinated schemes were successfully working, and other 
localities would doubtless be encouraged to adont similar schemes. 
The deputation had suggested that the age limit of inspectors, at 
present fixed at 35, be removed, as it deprived the Board of the services 
of the best qualified men. This age limit, however, was in force in other 
departments of the State as well as the Board of Education, and was 
in the interests of the public service. But where it was thought 
necessary to obtain the services of gent’emen of more mature age. 
it seemed better to utilise them in a, te.imwrarv c^nar-Pv. The B^ard 
had done this in the past, and intended to do so in the future. Rpsrect- 
ing the deputation's desire for representation on the Teachers’ Hp"rp- 
sentation Council and on the Council of Advice for Art, he said that 
the regulations governing the matter were under the consideration 
rf the consultative commi+lee, and the recommendation of the demit "Be" 
to include the Royal College of Art on the same lines as the Royal 
College of Science should be submitted to it. 

meetings of Societies. 
MEETINGS OF SOCIETIES FOR NEXT WEEK. 

Nov Name of Society. Subject 

28.j Borough Polytechnic. 

28. 

28. 

1. 

1 

Dec. 

4. 

4. 

4. 

4. 

Croydon Natural History. 

Croydon Natural History. 

Glasgow and West of Scotland 

Soeiity of Arts . 

Wolverhampton Photographic 

Southampton Camera Club. 

Devonport Camera Club . 
Rotherham Photo. Society... 

Edinburgh Photo. Society . 

Edinburgh Photo. Society . 

Society of Arts . 

Leeds Camera Club. 

Borough Polytechnic.. 

Nottingham Camera Club . 

/ Enlarged Xerjatices. Mr F W Ran 
I nister. ’ ’ 
(The Beyinning of Phot oaranhu Rv 
i G E. Brown, F.l.C. Illustrate' 

slides. 
J The beginning of Photomajihn 
I tiated. Ry Mr. G. E Rrowu. 

trated by 

I])us- 

Croydon Natural History. 

Croydon Natural History 

Southsea Photographic Society 

Photographic Club. 

Glasgow N.-W. Camera Club ... 

London and Provincial. 

N.-W. London Photo Society 

-Liverpool Amateur Pho.o. 

Rontgen Society. 

Enlarging. Mr. J. W. Reocli. 
7 Ac I- at. a re of Coal (;ax and Allied 

Jllumtnanis. Professor Vivian B. 

' 0/ v ' 

Demonstration of the “Wellington" 
Specialities. Mr. Harry Wade 

Transparencies W. H. Ltthb idge 
Photography,” Prize Slides 

Correct'on of Distortion. Illustrated. 
J. ludor Cundal), R.Sc. 

Wild Animals as Depicted bu Our Fore¬ 
gathers. Illustrated Mrs. Aitcliisou 
Robertson, M.D. 

Some Aspects of Phot nr,rap hie Develop, 
went. Mr. Alfred V' alkm. 

The Field Days of a Sun Artist. Mr 
Percy Lund. 

Some A otes on Gothic A rchdecture Mr 
J. Rothwick Panting, F R P s 

The Possibilities of a Modern Camera. 
Mr I. \\ ardall (London> 

The Development of Lantern Male-. 
With their After Tret ment fa 

tensijicat on, Toning, Ac. Mr A P 
Hoole 

The Development of Lantern Slides 
with the ajter Treatment oj I. ten ■ 
peat ion and Toninj. By Mr. A P 
Huole. 

A Tew (1 ords to A 'ter-Supper to Pho- 
graphers. Messrs. J. J. Griffin 

Beck-steinheil, Orthostigmat, and Tele- 
j hotu Lenses. Messrs. R. A J. Reck 
Ltd. 

Carbon Printing. Alex. Allan, jun. 
Ojjen night. Last date for rect ii 

pictures for ti e Hun. Sec s nub I 
Christmas Card Competition. 
Special Demonstration for Beginners. 

Part I Mr Fred any on. 
Observation Bearim upon the 

Therapeutic Action of the Focus, 
'lube. Dr. D. Walsh. 

A Buys ill Ophthalmic Work, With 
Lantern Slides. Mr. Stephen MavuU 
F.R e.S. 

ROYAL PHOTOGRAPHIC SOCIETY. 

November 18th.—Mr. J. C. S. Mummery in the chair. 
The first lantern meeting of Lhe present winter session wag the 

occasion of the delivery of a most interesting lecture by Mr. John 
Gunston upon the beauties of 

CHAMONIX. 

Chamonix is a centre offering great opportunities to the photo¬ 
grapher, and that Mr. Gunston has fully grasped these the slides 
form ample evidence. His pictures of glaciers and the kind of moun¬ 
taineering that it is within the power of the ordinary tourist te 
accomplish are probably second to none. There is a fine technical and 
pictorial quality about them that is too often missed by photographers 
working under similar circumstances, and this, added to his intimate 
knowledge of the country, which was obvious from his remarks, lent 
additional charm to the lecture. 

A hearty vote of thanks was passed to Mr. Gunston for his enter¬ 
tainment. 

LONDON AND PROVINCIAL PHOTOGRAPHIC ASSOCIATION. 

November 20th.—Mr. A. Mackie in the chair. 
Mr. R. P. Drage passed round two or three prints toned some £en 

years before with a combined toning and firing bath. They did not 
appear to have perished or suffered in that time, and were not yellower 
than when produced. Mr. Drage also mentioned a difficulty he had 
experienced in preventing the cockling of certain negative films after 
strinpine the paper support. 

The Chairman said that if Mr. Drage mounted the negative, before 
stripping, on a piece of cardboard, paper support to the cardboard, 

and stripped when quite dry, there would be no trouble. Mr. Drape 
added that the film often stripped quite flat, but cockled in the 
printing frame. 

THE CONVENTION SLIDES. 

Mr. H. C. Rapson gave an interesting discourse upon the places 
visited this year by members of the Photographic Convention of tbe, 
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United Kingdom. After making a progressive tour of the colleges and 
places of interest within the city of Cambridge, and explaining at 
length their features, he took his audience to Bury St. Edmunds, 
Lavenham, Milford, and other attractive places in the neighbourhood. 
The photographs and the accompanying descriptive notes were much 
appreciated. -- 

CROYDON NATURAL HISTORY AND SCIENTIFIC SOCIETY. 
When invited by the executive of this Society to lecture to the 
members on the subject of “ Process Block Printing,” Mr. J. J. Wad- 
dington realised that such a lecture would in itself be incomplete, 
and hit upon the happy idea of inviting the members to witness a 
practical demonstration at his works, 49, London Road, Croydon, on 
Friday evening. After welcoming his guests, Mr. Waddington gave a 
general description of the process, from the moment that the original 
picture is handed to him until the finished block, mounted type high, 
is ready for delivery to the publisher for whom it has been prepared. 
Mr. Waddington is a past master in the art of engraving, every detail 
of which he has at his fingers’ ends, and, what is more, he possesses 
to a very high degree the ability to describe the intricacies and tech¬ 
nicalities of the process in such a lucid style that even the most 
uninitiated of his hearers can follow and thoroughly understand him. 
The visitors were taken through every department of the works, and 
witnessed every incident and detail in the preparation of a process 
block in actual operation, accompanied by a running explanation or 
commentary, either by Mr. Waddington himself, or by members of 
his experienced staff of workers. They were greatly surprised to see 
how many delicate processes a plain plate of copper has to go through 
before it becomes a process block, and. interested as they were by the 
able description given at the outset, th's feeling was as nothing com¬ 
pared with the rapt fascination with which they watched the process 
being actually worked out until thev saw one of those beautifullv- 
finished plates which have won the firm of J. ,T. Waddington, Ltd., 
a. leading place among the illustrators of our hierh-class magazines. 
The visitors could not fail to be struck with the immense strides 
that havo been made in this art in recent years. and it is largely due 
to Mr. Waddington, wh«> is an enthusiast in his work, and others 
that England has maintained that pride of place which the Americans 
at one time threatened to take from us—if. indeed, they did pot 
actuallv do so for a short time—in the orodnotiori of -process bloc'll. 
.At, the conclusion of the demonstration the dob’^hted visitors cordiallv 
thanked Mr. Wadd'ngtop for his lecture. and for the k'ndness which 
had prompted him to ke°n everv department of his works goin<r p-ntil 
so la+o an hour for their edification and instruction.—“Croydon 
Advertiser.” 

CR.OYDON CAMERA CLUB. 
Crowded attendances have been the rule since the opening of the 
winter session, and Wednesday, the 19th inst., proved no exception, the 
members assembling in force to hear Mr. P. Leuthardt lecture on a 
new printing-out paper called “ Mattos,” the invention of a Mr. Tauxe, 
of Switzerland. 

Its method of manufacture was stated to be a secret, but from what 
could be gathered it appeared that the paper is sensitised with an 
emulsion of albumen and a silver salt, and another metal not named, 
in conjunction with barium sulphate, and that several distinct opera¬ 
tions are necessary to reach the finished article. That barium sulphate 
has the power of precipitating colloids has long been known to chemists, 
and apparently the inventor has turned this fact to good account. Be 
this as it may, Matlos paper produces vigorous prints of great beauty, 
and with an absolutely matte surface, but without the sunk-in appear¬ 
ance sometimes characteristic of plain salted papers. So fine indeed 
is the coating, that the sensitised side is indistinguishable from the 
back, the latter being marked to identify it. 

The emulsion is coated on various grades of rough, smooth, white, 
and tinted papers, and can also be applied to fabrics, including silks, 
satins, and gauze. Even wood can be brought into requisition. Its 
applicability is therefore extensive. An opaline paper is deserving 
of separate notice. Thin and semi-transparent, colouring can be applied 
to the back, and in skilful hands with charming effects. Practically 
grainless, it would also seem a suitable medium for making a negative 
by contact from an enlarged positive; several small paper negatives 
wore shown, together with excellent prints therefrom. 

The tones obtainable range from red browns, through fine sepias, 
to a pleasing warm black. A lactic acid platinum bath is recommended 
in preference to others, and here a word of caution may not be out 
of place, for the lactic acid of commerce is of very uncertain quality, 

' f ~mch under strength might materially affect results. The toning 
bath, Mr. Leuthardt said, need not be thrown away after use, but 
could be returned to a stock bottle and employed again and again, 
and if necessary replenished. He also stated that the papers required 
no special type of negative, and kept for a considerable time both 
before and after printing. Prints made from papers eight months old, 
and carelessly stored, showed not the slightest alteration. Exposure 
for 48 hours to nitrous hydrochloric acid vapours also failed to effect 
any change. 

Mr. Leuthardt ascribed the “ ill remite ” of silver papers entirely 
to fhe use of gelatine, which he regarded as unsuitable for an 
emulsion. It was impossible, he said, to entirely remove the hypo- 
sulnhite from gelatine, and in consequence supplementary sulnhura- 
tion took place, which showed itself by yellow spots and blisters. 
This is an entirely new explanation of “bl-sters,” and with all due 
deference to Mr. Leuthardt or Mr. Tauxe. the case made out against 
gelatine must be considered as distinctly “ not proven.” 

Correspondence. 
%* Correspondents should never write on both sides of the paper. No 

notice is taken of communications unless the names and addresses of 
the writers are given. 

%* We do not undertake responsibility for the opinions expressed by our 
correspondents. 

SPIRIT PHOTOGRAPHY. 
To the Editors. 

Gentlemen,—The letter of Mr. Starling in your last week’s issue, 
reviving the neglected subject of spirit photography, suggests a field 
of unlimited promise for those enterprising gentlemen to whom w« 
already owe so much regarding the pnotograpny of colour. 

In a standard work* on ghosts by Airs. Crowe, it is laid down that 
an apparition when occurring after dark is always manifested by a 
sort of electric bluish flame, accompanied by a peculiar earthy and 
offensive odour. 

I do not wish them to reproduce the odour; but why not an abso¬ 
lutely correct and scientifically-tested light-filter, which would trans¬ 
mit only that region of the spectrum represented by those blue rays ? 
It would no doubt be in the form of a curve. Said colour curve could 
be sealed hermetically and without chance of escape between two 
pieces of piano-parallel and homogeneous glass, thus enabling even- 
possessor of a quarter-plate camera to take up at a small cost this 
fascinating -branch. 

Then there would be the only “ safe light ” for the dark-room, the 
special plates, the gifted clairvoyant operator, in fact, everything 
necessary to make business hum during the coming hard winter. 

Would the R. P. S. Process section take the matter in hand ?— 
Yours faithfully, S. Tallon. 

57, London Road, Derby. 
November 22nd, 1902. 

A LETTER FROM EGYPT. 
To the Editors. 

Gentlemen,—It has been said that a statement to be of any value 
should be correct. I don’t want your readers to think that I require 
the proverbial operation performed. On the contrary, I veriily believe 
that the Englishmen of the Sydney Smith period could not see that he 
meant sarcasm, and that they themselves required the operation. I 
still live in spite of the attack of cachinnation induced by “ Solomon 
Sage.” Now for the correction. Instead of my chartering three 
steamers I have chartered four, one N. D. L. 20,000 tonner, and three 
Cook’s special Nile steamers to the Second Cataract. This gentleman 
takes first place in Egypt, Lord Cromer second, and the Khedive third. 
My negatives have already reached the summit of the Sphinx and the 
two largest pyramids. Egypt is fast becoming Anglicised. I have 
no difficulty with the language. Cairo is the most cosmopolitan place 
I have ever visited. The English and others are well catered for 
(vide a prospectus enclosed of a new restaurant) in four languages— 
viz., French, Arabic, Greek, and English. If you do not see me any 
more you must conclude that I have patronised the said restaurant.— 
I am yours faithfully, A. L. Henderson. 

THE SOUTHSEA EXHIBITION. 
To the Editors. 

Gentlemen,—I shall esteem it a favour if you can kindly find space 
in your next issue to correct a misconception that seems to exist (as 
many exhibitors have written me on the matter) that it is necessary 
to have entered for the Southampton and Hove Exhibitions to also 
compete at the forthcoming Southsea.Exhibition in December. This 
is quite a mistake, as the Southsea Exhibition is an entirely distinct 
organisation as regards all the fourteen open classes, and it is only 
in respect of a- special award offered by the three societies that 
exhibitors need enter for all three. Entries for the Southsea Exhibi¬ 
tion can, therefore-, still be made until December 3rd, and I shall be 
pleased to forward full particulars on application to my address.— 
Yours faithfully, F. J. Mortimer, Hon. Sec. 

Pembroke Road, Portsmouth. 

WHERE ARE WE DRIFTING? 
To the Editors 

Gentlemen,—Your correspondent “Side Light” is correct in sup¬ 
posing that a concentrated light can be obtained from ordinary 
windows, in fact it is all concentration, but of the wrong sort. Yet 
tolerable work may be done with it in some cases; nevertheless, if 
two windows are used double lights in the eyes and double shadows 
everywhere must result. 

He is also to be congratulated upon his sitters, who, if they have 
not yet developed the “ large ears ” he speaks of, must certainly be 
possessed of the other attributes; but he may find with longer ex¬ 
perience that all patrons are not so undiscriminating, and regret 
that he ever confined himself to his keyhole, etc. 

Side Light ” is, however, wide of the mark in speaking of my 
ideal lens; it was the ideal studio I mentioned. I recommended ; 

* “ The Night Side of Nature.” 
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lens, that of the diffusion of the focus type patented by the elder Dall- 
meyer, as being the best suited to the requirements of artistic por 
traiture, but suppose that he is not acquainted with it. 

Happily for our profession there are men with nobler aims that 
Side Light ” and less easily satisfied, as I know by numerous letters 

which I have received on this subject.. I can, therefore, calmly leave 
this nameless one to the serene enjoyment of his natural productions. 
—Yours, etc., Michael E. Banger. 

November 23rd, 1902. 

INTENSIFICATION. 
To the Editors. 

Gentlemen,—The account of the action of the intensifier on the 
silver given by “ Chemicus ” is a statement of facts rather than an 
explanation of causes. The results of several experiments give me 
reason to think the suggestion was not altogether unreasonable, and 
I believe that it can be proved that electricity bears some part in the 
combination of the metals.—Yours truly, J. S. Pigg. 

November 24th, 1902. 

A CORRECTION. 
To the Editors. 

Gentlemen,—-Kindly correct the statement in your journal of 
last week. I am reported to have left my apprentices unprovided 
for. This is not the fact. I arranged for tlieir transfer to my 
successors before completing any agreement. The agreement itself 
bears witness to this fact. 

I am sure you will not be a party to any misrepresentation of 
the truth, so- I feel certain you will publish this correction,—And 
oblige, yours faithfully, Edwin Debenham. 

3, Victoria Parade, Newquay, 
November 25th, 19C2. 

KODAK, LIMITED, AND THE TRADE. 
To the Editors. 

Gentlemen,—I have read with interest the correspondence between 
the Photographic Trade Association and Kodak, Ltd., and also the 
comments of many otners regarding the attempts of the Americans 
to create a monopoly in the photographic trade. 

It seems to me that Kodak, Ltd., are playing the roll of the petted 
and injured child when they cry out so loudly about piracies, para¬ 
sites, etc. They state in their letter of October 25th that it is 
absurd to contend that they have desired a monopoly in the photo¬ 
graphic trade. Look for a moment at the conditions issued by them 
some time ago, and you will see that monopoly is what they sought. 
Evidently, having failed, however, they have since issued a new set of 
conditions. 

Here is an extract from the conditions referred to :—“Our Kodaks, 
Kodak roll holders, and Kodak films are sold to you as a dealer and 
discount allowed thereon on condition that no other Tollable film 
cameras and roll holders, and no other Tollable films than those of oui 
manufacture are sold by you.” Yet they state they never wanted 
monopoly, but their own conditions give a direct negative to this 
contention. 

I do not blame them for desiring to create a monopoly, but, on the 
other hand, I admire their adversaries, the British dealers, for teaching 
them a lesson. Also in the letter of October 25th Kodak, Ltd., say 
that others have copied the “get-up and outward appearance” of their 
goods so as to foist them on an innocent public as “just ;as good.” 
This strikes me as being a poor cry when everyone knows that they 
have copied many designs in outward and inward appearance for print¬ 
ing frames, stands, stereoscopes, and many goods pertaining to the 
photographic trade. 

Kodak, Ltd., ask why British manufacturers have copied their 
special sizes, but, on the other hand, I would like to ask why Kodak, 
Ltd., have copied, pushed, and advertised, the British sizes, namely 
Tplate and 5 by 4, and at the same time it should be remembered that 
s-plate is to-day the size which is most used and sells in the largest 
quantity. 

If it is wrong for the British manufacturer to copy American sizes, 
surely it is equally wrong for the Americans to copy the British sizes. 
Kodak, Ltd., should not lower their dignity by accusing others of 
faults which they themselves commit. I think Messrs. Wellington and 
Ward and Edwards have as much right as Kodak, Ltd., to ask why 
Kodak reels are taken advantage of in winding on films, but, with 
reference to this, my answer to Kodak is as previous films of Kodak 
make were unsatisfactory the amateur is now exposing newer and 
better films and making use of old Kodak reels for receiving, hence 
the reason they sometimes get other films on Kodak reels. This 
is my answer to Kodak’s query why they are receiving films of 
other manufacturers wound round the reels of Kodak manufacture. 

It cannot be denied that Kodak, Ltd., among many others, have 
■done a great deal to popularise amateur photography, but the childish 
cry of accusation against the British trader for “ stealing ” their roll 
films, reels, sizes, eto., is of no avail when we see now that they are 
■“stealing” and pushing designs for printing frames, stands, stereo¬ 
scopes, and sizes, etc., which were introduced many years ago by 
British and other manufacturers and long before Kodak, Ltd., existed. 

It is evident that Kodak, Ltd., are feeling the competition of the 

British dealer more to-day than at any previous time, and therefore 
they resort to crying like a petted and injured child.—Yours, etc., 

- Thistle. 
To the Editors. 

Gentlemen,—Kindly allow me to say a few last words with refe¬ 
rence to the reply of “X. Y. Z.” 

His first paragraph consists of sarcasm, which argues nothing and 
has no place in a discussion. His definition of monopoly is identical 
with mine, but in other words—exclu ive control. But as I stated 
that lie could flood the market and supply every dealer in 
the kingdom with photographic materials, as far as the P.T.A. is 
concerned there is no monopoly. Dealers are not restricted to P.T.A. 
goods, and the P.T.A. has no exclusive control, therefore there can 
be no monopoly. I regret having to labour this self-evident point. 

“X. Y. Z.” carefully avoids controverting my plain statement of 
fact as to the amount of dealers’ profits, but contents himself with a 
re-statement, in different words, of his previous fallacy, bringing 
forward two cases; the fir.-t indicating nothing to the general public, 
the second being an argument from the special to the general—a falla¬ 
cious method of reasoning. He pleads that a firm made 65 per cent, 
upon its capital. What is intended to be inferred from this it is 
impossible to say, but it has nothing to do with the question of profit* 
If two men each invest £5 in a cwt. of tea, the one selling his cwt. 
during the week for £6 (a small gross profit), repeating the operation 
each week for a year, while the other takes twelve months to get 
rid of his for the same amount at the same profit, one will have made 
£52, or a 1,000 per cent, upon his capital, whilst the other only 
£1, or 20 per cent. The question at issue was of gross profits, not 
as to how many times one or two fortunate people were able to turn 
over their capital. Had I £100 of stock, and should, after working 
nine or ten hours a day, in my shop, only succeed in making £65 at 
the end of the year I should realise, take a week off, and go in for a 
“ rise ” as junior assistant behind the counter without any responsi¬ 
bility. 

With regard to the special article which bore 35 per cent., it is most 
probable that the cost of procuring it came to quite that; I have known 
it so, frequently. Dealers are not subsidised out of the rates to act 
as distributors of goods at cost price. 

Ignoring that I stated that the profits are no greater upon photo¬ 
graphic goods than upon any other article of trade, “X. Y. Z.” again 
begs the whole question by repeating that dealers should sell art a 
reasonable profit. Repetition without argument is unconvincing; and 
personally, I am unable to find any reason why that which is a reason¬ 
able profit on, say, beef or sugar, should be upon our goods a wholly 
unreasonable one, and an exploitation of the public. 

Of course, I do not affect not to understand the state of things that 
many like to see, namely, that all dealers should be undercutting on-- 
another (euphemistidally termed “competition”); struggling from 
hand to mouth—as did many chemists—until absorbed or wiped ou' 
by some firm with a large amount of capital, “X. Y. Z.” and other- 
meanwhile taking advantage of the low and unremunerative prices 
obtaining, forgetting entirely that such is only another form of 
sweating. This is the alternative to foregoing these gigantic (1) 
profits, and is not for the benefit of the public as a whole.—Yours 
faithfully, A Retired Dealer. 

November 22nd, 1902. - 
To the Editors. 

Gentlemen,—With reference to the Utter of Kodak, Limit-d. in 

reply to Mr. Lizars, may I be permitted to ask for a reply from the 
company to the following questions: (1) Are there reliable films and 

special cameras now protected by exiting patents ? (2| If not what 

is the objection, legal or moral, to the purchase of Tollable film or 

cameras of a like design by the public ? (3) Assuming that I po>? 

a Kodak camera and wish to use in it a film not made by the Kodak 
company, which, rightly or wrongly, I preft r, either because it is of 

higher speed, or, say, because it is isochromatic, what is the objection, 
legal or moral, to my doing so ? (I am aware that no isochromatic 
Tollable film is on the market at present.) I may say that I shall not 

be surprised if Kodak Co. ignore these inconvenient qn Btions.—I am. 

sirs, yours faithfully, Ax Amateur. 

[It is time, we think, that the closure should be applied to this 

correspondence, in the course of which every aspect of the controversy 

has been exhibited to our readers.—Eds. B.J.P.] 

Mr. Bennett Clark, of Ivydene, Peun Fields, Wolverhampton, 
writes:—It is with deep regret that I ha\e to tell you of the death 
of my father, Mr. William Clark, of 87, Park Street, Bristol, at the 
age of 68, which took place ou Saturday, the 22ud inst., at his 
residence at Bristol, after a painful illness of two months. He was 
one of the earliest members of our profession, having been 47$ years 
engaged in it, and was very well known and respected in Bristol, 
where he had been in business for nearly forty years in the same 
premises. He learnt his profession with a firm in Regent Street, 
London; at that time there were only three or four licensees of the 
Daguerreotype process in the Midlands aud West of England. Although 
one of the oldest practitioners, he was wonderfully active till the 
time of his illness, and the careful production and high quality of 
his work had always gained him a foremost place amongst the photo¬ 
graphers in his city. 
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Answers to Correspondents. 
-* * All matters intended, for the text portion of this JOURNAL, includ¬ 

ing queries, must he addressed to “ The Editors, The British 
Journal of Photography, 24, Wellington-street, Strand, London, 
W. C. ” Inattention to this ensures delay. 

* * Correspondents are informed that me cannot undertake to ansmer 
* communications through the post. Questions are not answered unless 
the names and addresses of the writers are given. 

Communications relating to Advertisements and general hunness 
affairs should he addressed to Messrs. Henry Greenwood &Co., 
24, Wellington-street, Strand, London, W.C 

Photographs Registered :— 

,] w. Clapperton, 23, Albert Place, Galashiels, N.B. Phutugraph of Rea. R. Small. 
H. H. Wragg, 27, Railway Road, Leigh, Lancs. Tivj phjtojragh-i of J. Bates. 
E. Gray, 39, Wide Bargate, Boston. Photograph of “ The Stocks ” Boston. 
\V. A. Searle, Royal Military Avenue, Cheriton, Folkestone. Photograph of an old 

recruiting foster of 1st R.D. 
H. Bown, 31, Jamaica Road Bermondsey. S.E. Photograph of 1 Officer and 49 A.C'.O. 

uj drd V .R.R.W 

Lens Query.—J. M. says : “ I have a cabinet lens, branded with letter ‘ V,’ 
etc. Can yon tell me who is the maker ? ”—In reply : The lens is 
of French make, but by whom we cannot say for certain. We 
think, probably, the maker may be Yallentin. 

Business Agent.—A. G. Pugh asks: “ Can you kindly give me the 
address of a reliable firm who undertake the sale and disposal 
of photographers’ businesses, on commission ? ”—In reply: Mr. 
Arthur Mortlock, Venner Road, Sydenham, is an agent for the 
disposal of photographic businesses. 

Royal Arms.—Subscriber writes he would like to know if he would 
be allowed to use on his mounts coats of arms, if not appointed 
by Royalty; he is not sure if this is the true one.—In reply : 
Certainly not, as by doing so you would incur a heavy penalty. 
Neither must you use a colourable imitation of the Royal Arms. 

Stamp Photographs.—Stamps asks : “ Can you give us the address of 
a firm who do stamp photographs ? They are just the size of 
stamps, and are in a sheet perforated ready to tear off, as you 
do stamps.”—In reply : Messrs. Firman and Co., Gloucester Road, 
Peckham, advertise that they do stamp portraits. Others also do 
them; see the advertisement columns. 

Book Wanted.—H. S. Cousens says: “ I should be much obliged if 
you would state what book you could most recommend on 
miniature painting.”—In reply: We know of no book, at present 
in print, devoted entirely to miniature painting. Johnson's book, 

" Art of Retouching Negatives, and Finishing and Colouring 
Photographs,” published by Marion and Co., will give you some 
information on the subject. 

Toning Bath.—J. Anderson says: “ Please say if enclosed formula, 
which I have copied from a book, is any good. How long would 
prints require to be fixed? Would they be permanent? No gold 
combined bath; hypo., 6ozs.; washing soda, £oz; lead acetate, 
ioz.; water, 1 quart.”—In reply : The prints should be fixed in 
about a quarter of an hour. We cannot say if the prints will 
be permanent, but we should very much doubt it, seeing that 
there is no gold used in the bath. 

Mounting Coloured Photographs.—P. G. C. writes: “ As I have got 
a few hundred Japanese coloured photographs to mount, I would 
be very pleased if you would kindly inform me through the 
Journal which would be the best way to mount same. Also 
which mountant you would think best to use. They are printed 
on albuminised paper, and coloured with water colours as far 
as I am aware, so I am afraid to soak them before mounting, 
as it might take away the colour.”—In reply : The photographs 
must certainly be mounted dry, and starch or other mountant 
may be employed. In the Journal of November 7th you will 
find an article on mounting on Japanese paper, if the prints 
are required on that 

Flash Light Photograph.—E. Carver writes: “I am going to try a 
few flash light photographs, having one of Maloni’s patent ball¬ 
room flash lamps; but I am really in doubt as to getting focus. 
For instance, say I wanted to take a view of a decorated ball¬ 
room, or a dinner party, how should I get a good all-round 
focus? Tf T focus one snot and stop down to get everything 
sharp, I shall require too long an exnosure.”—In reply: The only 
way to obtain objects in different planes in focus is by stopping 
down the lens. All we can suggest is that you adjust the 
focus so as to get the best general sharpness you can with the 
lamest stop you can do it with. We do not reply to queries by 
post. 

Question of Charges.—Lanc writes: “Last month I was asked bv 
a gentleman to go out about eleven miles to take views. I took 
eight different views, 12 by 10, and occupied (with the journeys'' 
the whole day securing the negatives; and I then supplied 
•:xteen platinotvpe photographs, i.e.. two from each view, and 
“fnt in my bill £6 6s. Result, objects to the chame, saying 
‘ inasmuch as the amount, of £6 6s. is quite unreasonable for the 
sateen photographs.’ Tho work was acknowledged to be first 
Mass, and the small number ordered was sufficient as they were 
f r a law case. Do you think the charge reasonable?”—In reply : 

Yes, we think the charges very reasonable. Indeed, they are leg. 
than most photographers would have charged under the cir 
cumstances. 

Faulty Negative.—Agfa says: “Kindly criticise enclosed print am 
inform me reason of (1) such a dark sky and (2) general blurrim 
towards sides of picture. The photo was taken with one ol 
-’s cameras (hand; fixed focus). I have some prints hen 
which do not show the blurring taken with the same camera 
The plate used in this instance was Imperial Special Rapid and 
exposed for about l-30sec. I do not wish the pinholes and 
torn film to be taken into account. (3) Kindly let me know, also 
how I am to use the intensifier known as ‘ Agfa.’ ”—In reply ■ 
(1) The picture is much over-exposed, and the negative seems 
to be fogged. (2) Probably the camera was moved during the 
exposure, as no part of the picture is really sharp. (3) Directions 
for use are supplied with the intensifier. 

Studio Queries.—Semper Fidelis puts the following questions: “(I) I 
have built a studio of the lean-to design, with top and front 
lights; length of lights, 14ft. front by 3ft. length; top lights four 
in number, 4ft. wide by 7ft. long. The top lights I intend cover¬ 
ing over with white calico stretched on frames, instead of ground 
glass. What I ask for (the studio facing south, with full 
sun on the top lights, but no direct sun on the front lights) 
is your advice re blinds. What colour, and how ma*y 
would you recommend for top and front?- I intend run 
ning them on wires as suggested by Mr. Bolas. (2) Also, my 
studio is 24ft. long by 12ft. 6in. wide, with an additional 8ft. 
required in waiting room. What lenses would you recommend 
for cabinet, carte-de-visite, and also one for full length and 
group work. I mean to say, what length focus would be required 
for each of these conditions?”—In reply: (1) As the studio has 
a south lierht, we should recommend a tolerably dark green for 
the top blinds, and a similar colour for the sides. (2) For 
cabinet pictures a lens of from llin. to 12in. focus will be 
suitable. The same lens will also do for cartes and three-quarter 
figure, but for full lengths one of shorter focus will be required 
The size of the p-roup picture is not stated, so that we are 
unable to answer this query. 

- --♦- 

Richmond Camera Club.—The meetings of the club will in future 
be held at the premises of the Freemason’s club, Sheen Road, Richmond, 
Surrey. 

Nature Study in Yorkshire.—Last week an important conference of 
teachers and school managers from all parts of the East Riding was 
held in the Assembly Rooms, Beverley. Lord Harris, chairman of the 
Technical Education Committee of the East Riding County Council, 
presided, and amongst those who took part in the proceedings were 
Professor Miall, Mr. Loftus T. Monro, and Mr. E. H. Howard, His 
Majesty’s inspectors of schools, and the Rev. Canon Nolloth. About 
600 teachers and managers were present. After the chairman and 
others had spoken, Professor Miall delivered an address, and said that 
the good teacher questioned his class perpetually, and was not eager to 
pour out information. He did not seek merely to cultivate the memory, 
but tried to improve the reasoning powers, and to train the eye and 
hand. There was no possible substitute for a teacher who himself 
observed well, and it was unfortunate that a regular industry had been 
organised for the supply of ready-made object-lessons and lantern- 
slides. He advised his hearers not to use stuffed animals and dried 
plants in the class-room, but wherever possible to study living animals 
and plants. It was not wise at present to look to public bodies for 
guidance, as they already had too much work on hand. If they could 
only afford one hour a week for nature study they might as well let 
it alone, for three hours was the minimum for it to be of any use. Mr. 
E. H. Howard said much had akaady been done in nature study in 
a quiet way. In one school he knew the study was the means of 
securing good attendance. A representative committee to promote 
nature study in the East Riding and Hull was elected. 
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THE BRITISH JOURNAL PHOTOGRAPHIC 

ALMANAC FOR 1903. 

Edited by Thomas Bedding, F.R.P.S. 

The forty-second annual issue of The British Journal 

Photographic Almanac will be published during the 
present month. This year’s Almanac reached a total of 
1.560 pages, and the entire edition of 20,500 copies was 
sold out a fortnight before publication. Of no other 
photographic book ever issued can two such unique facts 

be recorded. 
The growth in popularity of the Almanac is evidenced 

by the remarkable rapidity of its sales. 
The 1900 Edition (20,500 copies) was sold within three 

months after publication. 
The 1901 Edition (20,500 copies) was sold a fortnight 

after publication. 
The 1902 Edition (20,500 copies) was sold a fortnight 

before publication. 
The widespread interest in the Almanac grows steadily 

year by year, and in order to supply the increasing home, 
foreign, and colonial demand, we have decided to enlarge 

the 1903 issue to 
25,000 COPIES. 

The great addition to the circulation of this most popu¬ 
lar annual (over 20 per cent.) undoubtedly enhances its 

value as an advertising medium, and the issue of the large 
number of extra copies will supply the wants of thousands 

of photographers, dealers and publishers who were unable 

to obtain the Almanac for the last three years. 

The Almanac for 1903 will appeal to photographers all 
the world over as a daily reference guide in practical work. 
The standard matter and formulae will be revised and added 
to where necessary, and the latest departures in theory 
and practice will be chronicled. The year’s advances will 
be recorded, and wherever practicable new features of an 
informative nature will be added. 

EX CATHEDRA. 

Photographic The range of chemicals made use of in 
Chemicals photographic technique has of late years 

,n ria ys,s" become so widely extended that it now 
embraces quite a large number of chemicals that are 
almost a necessity for the laboratory shelves. For a long 
time we have had work in the ferro and ferricyanides, so 
valuable in testing for iron, though the sulphocyanides 
are still more delicate when testing for ferric compounds. 
For example, a drop of perchloride of iron solution being 
placed in a test tube filled with water, the liquid emptied 
out and the tube refilled with water, a distinct red coloura¬ 
tion will be brought about upon a drop of sulphocyanide 
solution being added. Then we have oxalate of potash 
as a test for lime, platinum chloride for potassium, nitrate 
of silver for chlorine, and so on. But quite the latest 
addition to the list are the mutual reactions of formalin 
and amidol. For some time past the germicidal properties 
of formalin have been made use of in putting a check on 
the practice of some of the milk dealers and the meat jelly 
manufacturers. A very small quantity is sufficient for 
preservative purposes, but is contrary to law and public 
morality to make use of it for such purposes. It is re¬ 
commended when the presence of formalin is suspected 
in a sample of milk to lightly powder the surface with 
amidol, or amido-phenol, and leave it for some moments. 
Normal milk, or milk treated with boric acid, develops 
a salmon colour, but if a trace of formalin be present the 
colour is yellow. When testing meat jelly the chemical 
is mixed up with it. It turns yellow if formalin has been 
added, and a dirty yellow upon the further addition of a 
drop of another photographic chemical ammonia solution. 
When the suspected adulterant is absent the colours pro¬ 
duced are brownish rose colour and blue respectively. 
This photographic method is quicker and more sensitive 
than the usual, which reauires a preliminary distillation ol 
the substance under examination. 
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Photography Photography and aeronautics have been 
_ closely allied for a long time; the name 

Aeronautics. 0f Q-iaisher and the greatest height at¬ 

tained will always be linked together, the ascent when the 
record was made being historical. We have had since 
then many ascents in which the photographing of the 
country below has been the main cause of the aerial 
journey, as recent pictures in several of the illustrated 
monthlies would show. We believe photographic appara¬ 
tus formed part of the personal luggage of Mr. Santos 
Dumont when his machine collapsed, and he and his 
camera fell ignominiously into the sea. So popular has 
the mania for flying machines and navigable balloons be¬ 
come that the various aeronautical societies of the kingdom 
are to be asked to consider a scheme for preventing fatal 
accidents, such as have already of late befallen quite a 
number of aerial travellers. The suggestion is similar to 
that made for application to motorists—viz., that every 
would-be balloonist should be first examined as to his 
experience and ability with ordinary balloons before being 
allowed a certificate. Then every navigable balloon, fly¬ 
ing machine, or airship, should be examined by a commit¬ 
tee of experts before it left the ground; if passed as being 
safe and a certificated aeronaut accompanied it, the 
journey or flight might be made. Next, the permission 
was to be dependent on certain limitations as to height 
and speed being observed; if these were not observed, or 
if examination of the machine were refused, a criminal 
prosecution should lie in case of accident. If anyone made 
an ascent in a machine pronounced by the experts to be 
impracticable and certain to come to grief he was to be 
liable to be dealt with as an ordinary homicidal or suicidal 
lunatic. 

The present Although photographers are dependent 
Pnce of upon silver in the majoritv of the pro- 

ver* cesses they employ, they are at present 
but very little interested in its market price until it be¬ 
comes a question of the sum they obtain for the residues 
sent to the refiner. The value of the metal has been 
gradually decreasing for some years past. One day last 
week its price was quoted at 21 ll-16d per ounce, with a 
downward tendency. Standard silver at less than one shill¬ 
ing and ninepence three farthings an ounce, is, we believe, a 
record price. More than once we have alluded to record 
prices of the metal, but this beats them all up to the 
present. Some forty years or so ago the market price ot 
standard silver exceeded five shillings the ounce'—for some 
time it was quoted as high as 62d., nearly three times its 
present value. Now, when it is considered that in the 
processes now in vogue so little silver is used in campari- 
son with what was the case in the wet collodion days, and 
when photographers sensitised their own papers and strong 
baths had to be employed for the purpose, it will be seen 
that the residues nowadays necessarily contain but very 
little silver as compared with what they did in the past. 
Added to this, the ashes from the papers—gelatine and 
collodion—are much heavier than they were from the old 
albumen paper, by reason of their being surfaced with the 
heavy sulphate of baryta and the paper itself being con¬ 
siderably thicker. Hence, say ten pounds of carefully- 
treated residue now may contain less silver than did a 
third, or less, that weight some years ago ; and when it 
is considered that, when the metal is recovered, it is not 
worth much more than a third what it used to be, the 
small returns now made by refiners are fullv accounted for. 
Jf nitrate of silver is received in return for the residues, 
the discrepancy does not seem so great, as its price is 
governed by the price of the metal; but it is when cash is 

returned instead that it seems the greater. Taking all 
these facts into consideration, it is a question whether it is 
worth the while of workers on a small scale—such a.s 
amateurs—to take any trouble at all about their silver 
wastes, seeing how little they will get in return for them 
after the cost of reducing them is deducted. 

* * * 

Stained _ In an article last week, “Winter 

Troubles in Photography,” we alluded to 
Cold weat er. fact that complaints of stains, 

etc., on negatives and prints were far more prevalent dur¬ 
ing the winter months than at other seasons of the year. 
The trouble to which we are now referring might easily 
be avoided if photographers would only take the precau¬ 
tion to varnish their negatives. It would not be altogether 
a wild speculation to sav that nine-tenths of amateurs at 
the present time do not varnish their negatives, or that a 
very large percentage of professionals do not varnish theirs. 
They take exceeding pains in getting the best results they 
can—intensifying, reducing, and retouching them, for 
example—and afterwards, for the sake of a little additional 
trouble, expose them to risks that may result in their 
practical destruction, which might otherwise have been 
avoided, the reason being, simply, that gelatine negatives 
may be printed from without mechanical injury. Collo¬ 
dion negatives cannot be, hence they are always varnished, 
and for this reason they are free from the risk we are now 
dealing with. Most workers are cognisant of the fact that 
if a gelatine negative is printed from while it is damp, or 
the paper is damp, stains are the almost inevitable result. 
In the winter, if the wTeather is fine, the printing is usually 
done in the open air; consequently the negatives, the 
frames, and the pads become exceedingly cold. Then they 
are taken into a warm room for the paper to be changed, 
and moisture at once condenses upon them, in the same way 
as it does upon cold glasses when they are taken into a 
warm room, or a lens is dimmed when it is attempted to be 
used in such a place as a warm conservatory, unless it lias 
been previously warmed. Now this condensation is not mani¬ 
fest on the film side of the negative, though it is generally 
palpable on the glass side, but it is there all the same. This 
moisture is then absorbed, either by the film of the nega¬ 
tive, or by that of the paper—probably bv both—with the 
result that, after several printings, the negatives become 
stained with silver. These may possibly not make them¬ 
selves manifest at once, but after they have been stored 
away for a time they show themselves, often to the surprise 
of the owners, and the real cause is but little suspected. 
But had the simple precaution been taken to varnish the 
negatives before they were printed from no such injury 
would have arisen, for in this case no moisture would have 
been absorbed by the negative, and that taken up by the 
paper would have been of no moment. It is, as we have 
more than once said before, surprising that photographers 
.—professional and amateur—should expend so much time 
and care in the production of their negatives and then 
begrudge the little trouble of varnishing them as a means 
for their preservation afterwards. 

CurSous Actinic Shortly after the remarkable discovery 
Powe»* of" By Rontgen of the invisible opacity- 

RadT,°ndS W' ^ penetrating rays from the vacuum tube 
there was brought before the scientific 

world another set of invisible actinic rays, somewhat 
analogous to those emitted by uranium and other bodies. 
These latter radiators have been investigated by a number 
of acute scientific workers with results of the highest in¬ 
terest ; indeed, it is difficult to say wrhat limit can be 
fixed upon their ultimate bearing on the most abstruse 
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problems dealing with the constitution of matter. New 
metals have been discovered in the course of these investi¬ 
gations, and entirely new and unexpected properties found 
to be possessed by some of the long known elements. One 
of these new metals, polonium, has the property of emitting 
certain radiations, some of whose properties—the electric 
—are foreign to the purposes of our journal; others have 
special photographic interest. Dr. Otto Rosenheim, writ¬ 
ing from King’s College, London, describes his experiment 
in the Chemical News in abstract somewhat as follows: 
If a diamond rendered phosphorescent by exposure be 
placed upon a dry plate and left there for twenty-four 
hours, no developable effect is produced. If a bar of 
polonium be placed on such a plate covered with a piece 
of tissue paper, no effect is shown on development. If, 
however, the polonium is placed in contact with the dia¬ 
mond a distinct impression is developed under the 
diamond, but not under the polonium. If the paper be 
removed, there issue from each object radiations that affect 
the plate. If the diamond and the polonium be kept in 
contact, but away from the plate, for a considerable time, 
the diamond has no action upon the plate. The diamond 
radiations (when it is in contact with polonium) are capable 
of passing through thin films of paper, celluloid, gutta 
percha, and glass, while these films are entirely opaque to 
the companion polonium radiations. No special deduc¬ 
tions have been drawn from these phenomena, nor can 
they be said to have a practical photographic bearing; 
but it is highly desirable that they should be placed on 
record in these pages, as also any further results in the 
same direction when they are published, and this our 
readers may rely upon our doing 

# * * 

The Smoke Practical photographers have often been 
Nuisance. amused at the remark very often made 

by ladies in their admiration for portraits taken on the 
Continent. They say, “ You see the air is so much clearer 
over there.” For the practical man knows well enough 
that as good photographic work is done in London as any¬ 
where else, and that although November does bring us 
fog and mist, when daylight work is out of the question, 
there are plenty of times when work of the highest quality 
can be safely counted upon. Yet it seems hard that with 
all the protests which have been made, with the legislation 
against smoky furnaces, and all the other attempts to 
deal with the evil which have been pushed forward, we 
should still have the fog fiend in our midst. Simple white 
fog we can never hope to banish, for it is a natural pro¬ 
duce of our island home ; it is the yellow, sulphur-impreg¬ 
nated abomination that we want to kill. We look with 
envious eyes to most of the large Continental cities, which 
by some means or another manage to keep their atmospheres 
clean, and are prone to ask why they manage so much 
better than we do in England. Some light is thrown upon 
the question, so far as Germany is concerned, by a recent 
report of the United States Consul-General in Berlin, who 
tells how coal fires are largely superceded there by the use 
of briquettes, which are made of lignite, peat, and the dust 
and waste of coal mines, mixed with a certain proportion 
of mineral pitch. These briquettes are easy to handle, and 
to store; they burn with a clear, intense flame, and make 
practically no smoke. Their manufacture represents a 
very large industry, the output during the past year amount 
ing to more than one and a half million tons. This form 
of fuel is used in private houses, in workshops, and in fac¬ 
tories, and as a result Berlin is one of the cleanest cities 
in the world. The Consul attributes this cleanliness to 
three main causes:—(1) The use of this smokeless fuel, 
(2) the skilful, scientific construction of boiler furnaces 

and chimneys ; and (3) the skill that is taught and enforced 
among firemen who stoke the furnaces for manufacturing 
purposes. He says, on this last point, “ It is not every 
strapping labourer who can shovel coal who is permitted 
to stoke a boiler furnace in this country. Before he can 
assume such a charge he must be taught the theory and 
practice of economical, scientific firing, by which the fuel 
is distributed in such manner and quantity over the grate 
surface as to secure the most perfect combustion of the 
volatile elements.” The English plan is to allow the 
volatile elements to escape up the chimney, and gradually 
form a pall over their chief cities, which brings widespread 
discomfort and loss to thousands. Among these photo¬ 
graphers are the first to suffer, for the veil of smoke keeps 
light from entering their studios, and visitors from entering 
their doors. 

* * * 

The Sins of When the introduction of celluloid 
Celluloid. made the cinematograph a practical 
success, there were many prognostications of the disasters 
which must occur from the inflammability of that material. 
A few such episodes did happen, happily without any 
grave results, and these could be traced to the imperfect 
apparatus then in use, or to the foolhardiness, or the 
ignorance, of inexperienced operators. The London 
County Council took alarm, and ruled that no machine 
for exhibiting animated photographs should be employed 
in any of the halls under their jurisdiction, unless appara¬ 
tus and operator were shut up in an iron box, where they 
were completely isolated from the spectators, and where 
they could frizzle away at their own sweet will. But if all the 
accidents arising from the inflammability of celluloid could 
be tabulated, we have no doubt that the majority would 
prove to be in connection with the use of that material 
other than as a support for the photographic film. There 
have been accidents, for example, from celluloid collars 
catching fire and inflicting terrible burns upon the wearers’ 
necks. And there is no great reason to wonder at this, 
for tens of thousands of such collars must be in daily use— 
a silent protest against the destruction wrought in linen by 
the modern laundress. Combs, and other fancy articles 
made of celluloid, are responsible for several more acci¬ 
dents, and we have even heard of a billiard ball made of the 
material catching fire and deflagrating violently, to the 
utter ruin of the green cloth upon which it rested. But 
perhaps the most remarkable episode of the kind yet 
reported is that described by the Paris correspondent of 
the Daily Telegraph last week. A certain gentleman had, 
by an unkind turn of fortune, lost his nose, and as he con¬ 
sidered that the absence of this very necessary appendage 
to a complete countenance might excite remark, he hied 
him to the surgical instrument shop and purchased an 
artificial olfactory organ. It was supposed to be made of 
horn, but sophistication enters into the composition of 
artificial noses as it does into that of most other commercial 
products, and the thing supplied to him for horn was 
really celluloid. He did not become aware of this until 
chancing to light a cigarette, the flame from the match 
set fire to his newly-acquired nasal organ, and in a moment 
he was running about with a small volcanic eruption com¬ 
ing from his face. We earnestly trust that the poor fellow 
was not badly burned, but while we sympathise with him 
in his misfortune we cannot help feeling glad that the 
accident was quite unconnected with the use of celluloid in 
photography. Those who use films of celluloid, either in 
the flat form or in the roll holder, are, we need hardly 
point out, running no more risk than if they were handling 
glass plates, for the necessary care exercised in keeping 
the material from access of light involves protection from 
fire as well. 
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HINTS ON WORKING VELOX PAPERS. 

The following method of working Velox paper has given 
such excellent results, and with such a minimum of 
trouble, that it has always been a matter of surprise not 
to have seen it more than suggested, much less reduced to 
a system. The chief feature is the use of magnesium wire 
for the exposing light, and depends on the fact that an 
equal length of ribbon at the same distance from the nega¬ 
tive will always give the same result. Besides, the time 
taken in exposing is so short that the total time required 
to produce a dozen or more prints is materially lessened, 
as compared with lamp or gas light. The requirements 
are very few. The long, narrow table which is usually 
found in the dark-room is best, on which are arranged, in 
the following order:—First, at one end a candle or o-as 
jet, in the flame of which the magnesium ribbon may be 
conveniently lit, then a space of, say, four feet marked 
off every six inches, so that the printing frame may be 
quickly set up any distance from the light. Next, the dish 
for the developer, then one for the hypo, and next to this 
a large washing tray; some sheets of white1, clean blotting 
paper and a roller squeegee will also be very useful. 

Now to classify: Yelox may be had in grades which 
will suit almost any negative, and give results to satisfy 
any taste in the matter of surface, tone, or contrast. 
First, we have the regular or Carbon Velox, which will 
give contrasty results from ordinary negatives, and which 
will enable us to get good prints from negatives 
which are so flat that we are almost inclined to throw them 
away. This is made in rough, smooth, and glossy, and 
gives tones from jet black to red, according to exposure 
and developing. Then, if our negatives are too contrasty, 
we have the Special Velox, for giving soft effects. These 
papers are more rapid than the regular, and require per¬ 
fectly fresh and pure developer to give good results. We 
should therefore carefully examine the negatives we pro¬ 
pose to print from and classify them, first according to 
their density, and then to their contrast. We will find 
that Velox gives such latitude of exposure that three 
classes of negatives would be sufficient—that is, first, 
negatives of average density; second, those that are 
below; and, third, those much above the average. There 
will naturally be many that would come between these, but 
we should soon find that, having three known factors (that 
is, speed of paper, strength of developer, and intensity of 
light) always the same, the only other factor (distance of 
printing frame from the light, depending of course on the 
density of the negative) would be such an easy matter to 
judge, especially with the densitometers now on the 
market, that we will hardly ever make an error. 

Tho method adopted is this:—A negative of ordinary 
density is placed in the frame with a piece of Carbon 
Yelox. This is set up on end, exactly three feet from the 
light (note the appearance of the paper under the negative 
by reflected light, as this is one of the best guides to the 
density of the negative). All the magnesium ribbon is cut 
into lengths of exactly one inch. If pyro-stained nega¬ 
tives are used, the standard will have to be two or three 
inches, according to colour of negatives. One of these 
lengths of wire is taken in a pair of pliers, or on the end 
of a long hat pin, and held in the flame of the candle ; as 
soon as it has burnt out the Yelox is taken 
from the frame and placed into the developer 
without previous immersion into water, care being 
taken to flood the whole print and to avoid air 
bubbles. Now watch carefully, and the moment the whole 
picture is faintly up it is withdrawn by one corner on to a 
clean sheet of glass, and held so that all the developer runs 
off at once. It can now be held quite close to the candle 

light, and allowed to finish developing, while you examine 
it carefully. The moment it is quite to your fancy it is 
plunged into the acid hypo, which stops all action. If 

preferred, it can be plunged into clean water instead, and 
then examined more carefully, when, if not quite enough 
developed, it can be returned to the developer, or a drop 
of the developer may be applied with the tip of the finger 
to any spot requiring it; the amount of water on the paper 
preventing the too rapid action of the developer. The 
secret, however, is to withdraw it from the developer before 
it is quite finished and allow it to finish on the glass : if 
you have taken it out too soon, it is easy to replace it; 
on the other hand, you can stop it at the moment you like 
if it is over-exposed, and the chance of a spoilt print is 
very small after a little practice. As soon as a print is 
in the hypo the next can be exposed without risk of spoil¬ 
ing it, so that in a very short time a dozen or more will be 
in the hypo dish, from which they go to the washing water, 
where, if they are kept for ten minutes, and then squeegeed 
between sheets of white blotting paper, again placed in 
clean water, and once or twice again squeegeed, they will 
be quite free from hypo and dry in a very short time. 

Any tone-finished print may be obtained by remember¬ 
ing the following:—A short, full exposure and strong 
developer give normal black and white results ; the weaker 
and more restrained the developer the longer the exposure 
must be, but the further over to red tones the result will 
be. If upon development it is found that the exposure— 
i.e., the distance in inches of the negative from the burning 
wire, was exactly right, that distance is minutely marked 
in one corner of the negative—in this instance say 36in.— 
and this number will in any future exposure of the same 
negative convey the fact that the normal exposure—i.e., to 
get black results with normal developer, will be one inch 
of magnesium ribbon at a distance of 36in on Carbon 
Velox, and on Special Velox will have to be one half, or 
once again as far, as it is about three or four times as 
rapid; and likewise by exposing the same print at 36in. 
to two, three, or more inches of wire consecutively, and 
correspondingly restraining the developer, we can get any 
tone always repeated from that negative. If, on the 
other hand, the exposure had proved too much or too 
little on developing, we should alter the distance for the 
next print, and when the correct distance is once obtained 
it is scratched on the negative in the form of a single 
figure, which will at any future time give the correct dis¬ 
tances in inches. Of course your developer must be as 
known a quantity as your light, paper, and distance if the 
best results are to be obtained; and nothing is better than 
the amidol tabloids in this respect; all that is required 
is the stock bottle of seda sulphite solution, from which the 
required amount is poured each time a batch of prints is 
developed, and into which are crushed two grains of 
tabloids, according to formula, and you have a perfectly 
reliable and fresh developer to work with each time, which 
will be specially appreciated when working with the 
Special Velox. It will be found, however, that greater 
control will be obtained by making the developer half the 
strength recommended on the package and regulating the 
exposure thereto. To sum up:—First, use plenty of light 
to work by; candles are best and safest. Second, remove 
print from developer before quite finished, and allow to 
finish on a glass plate. Third, alternate squeegeeing 
between blotting paper and placing into clean water gives 
quickest way of removing hypo, and a final squeegeeing 
in blotting paper leaves a print which will be dry in a few 
minutes. Fourth, always use fresh developer. By follow¬ 
ing the above we have a process which gives prints which 
cannot be beaten for beauty, and one which becomes a 
pleasure instead of a task to perform. 
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BATTERIES AND ACCUMULATORS FOR PHOTO¬ 

GRAPHIC AND OTHER PURPOSES. 

By The Amateur Optician. 

An experience extending to some years—more particularly since 

the application of electric lighting to our business premises— 

confirms me in the view that accumulators or storage batteries 

are, and may be made by most persons, very convenient and of 

general utility for a variety of purposes. A small electric light 

is extremely useful, safely enclosed in ruby paper, to develop 

by; a cluster of lamps mounted in the bottom of a box, the 

lid or cover of which is a printing frame, serves as a good uni¬ 

form, healthy, and economical illuminant in exposing lantern 

plates; when working the induction coil for X-ray work, I 

have the range of a set of batteries, and can couple up any num¬ 

ber of cells, from one to ten—i.e., two to twenty volts. ; in the 

purely domestic region, two or three batteries are in constant 

use, not to mention a night light which is only in occasional use 

to ascertain the time in the “ wee, sma’ hours,” a light which 

can be switched on at the head of one’s bed to read by, is a 

luxury not to be sneered at—clean, safe, and inodorous. 

The cost of accumulators is a serious consideration ; one suit¬ 

able for working a 4in. coil will cost almost half as much as 

the coil itself ; then the weight is somewhat of a nuisance, and 

the risk of breakage and damage by irresponsible porters and 

workmen is such that nothing but great and sustained en¬ 

thusiasm will enable one to carry on the work. My first 

accumulator cost me nearly cent, per cent, more than the 

initial invoice price for repairs, the damage, consisting of such 

items as fused connections and cracked cells, being done by 

persons to whom the battery had been entrusted for recharging 

and by porters. Now, all that is at an end. I make my own, 

at a cost which is less than half that of a bought article. I 

make the weight such that I can do my own porterage, and, 

what is of supreme importance, the batteries are as effective as 

anyone could desire. Amateurs sometimes essay this work ab 

initio—i.e., they make models of, and cast their own “grids,” 

fill them with the usual lead peroxide and spongy lead, and so 

on. It means no end of trouble, much needless cost, mess, and 

objectionable smell, and as a result a battery of cells which, 

weight for weight, is not to be compared for effectiveness to such 

cells, say, as the E.P.S. type. I write from personal and prac¬ 

tical experience. No, in making accumulators, of all things 

electrical, attempt nothing beyond the putting together or 

building up of the parts, and you are safe. Take the chief 

essential, the “ grids,” positive and negative. No amateur living 

can model, cast, and turn out ready for “ forming,” grids equal 

in capacity, finish, and quality to those which can be nurchased 

at less money, ready for use. 

Below is a photograph of two four-volt, batteries, ■"eplicas of 

others which I have made and used for some time past, their 

cost, exclusive of labour, works out for the two at 21s. 101. ! 

They weigh approximately 151b. each, which means that one 

can be carried to and fro without undue fatieue ; if you have 

them heavier, of greater capacity, they become unwieldy, an 1 

you have to employ others to carry them, and then come the 

risks and the expenses. In short, look after them yourself, 

and they are no trouble and small expense beyond the original 

cost. The first question, however, is, has the reader access to 

an electrical installation? 

Before, therefore, giving the necessary instructions for making 

and fitting, a few practical suggestions will not be out of place 

relative to the “ charging ” of the accumulators when made. 

Obviously, this is a question of main importance. 

Accumulators may be charged from primary batteries, e.g., 

chloride cells, Daniells’, and so on ; from dynamos, small or 

large, and part of one’s installation ; or from the corporation 

supply, which, however, must be continuous current. The first 

method I shall not consider on account of the cost, mess, and 

trouble; the owner of a private installation will know all about 

it already; the third, from a main supply, direct current, at 

a pressure of 100 to 200 volts., only need be commented upon 

here. Now, presuming we have a small pocket accumulator, two 

or four volts—i.e., one or two cells, each cell being equivalent 

to two volts -—the method of charging this will be as follows : — 

Select any convenient lamp near a table, bench, or mantelpiece ; 

find also, or lay open to view, the twin silk-covered wire which 

conveys the current to the said lamp, take one strand of this 

twin wire—which one does not matter—cut the wire, and bare 

the ends for about lin. We have to find now which bared end 

is positive and which negative. To do this in the safest and 

easiest manner—an electrician would use “ pole-finding ” paper 

I recommend the method following:—Place the two bared 

ends one on each side of a phial cork, and tie with string ; let 

the ends project over the end of the cork, and be about gin. 

apart; holding the wires by means of the cork, immerse the 

bared ends into a glass of water, and switch on the current. 

Bubbles of gas will be seen, more or less freely, proceeding from 

the negative wire ; a drop of acid (lemon juice will do) greatly 

facilitates the formation of the bubbles. Now, to save trouble 

next time by having to repeat this operation, mark the positive 

wire with a piece of red sealing-wax, the usual custom being to 

paint the positive terminal red and the negative black. All 

that is necessary now to “ charge ” is to connect the negative 

bared wire to the negative (marked —) terminal of the accumu¬ 

lator, and the positive wire to the positive (marked m) terminal. 

Substitute a 32 c.p. lamp for the 16 c.p. on circuit, and more 

current will pass. Arrange to do this when the lamps are in 

use, and the cost of charging is trifling, while the candle power 

of the lamp is not greatly decreased. The figure shows this 

clearly, remembering that the wires must be tested for polarity 

before being attached to the terminals of the accumulator. 

For charging accumulators of larger size, such as those to be 

described, it will be found more convenient to have a “ resistance 

frame ” made by a professional expert; the cost should not 

greatly exceed a guinea. A frame to step down a 200 volt, 

current is figured belcw (Fig. 3). It consists of half-a-dozen 

lengths of suitable platinoid wire arranged in spirals, and pro¬ 

perly attached and connected to a stout iron frame. 
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From this we get a current of about three amperes, and can 

safely charge even the comparatively small batteries dealt with 

in this article, and in a reasonable space of time. In the case of 

the resistance frame figured, a length of the best silk and rubber- 

covered twin, wire is first attached to the terminals, to be found 

on one of the porcelain pots through which come the branch 

wires, supplying four or five lamps ; the other two ends of the 

twin wire are connected to the two “ main” terminals on the 

resistance board (marked “ main ” on the figure). Attach another 

length of twin wire to the other two terminals, and test the 

polarities of the bared ends of this wire as before described ; 

the wire which is found to be negative is attached 

to the negative terminal of battery, and the positive 

wire to the positive terminal as in the previous ar¬ 

rangement. If there are any spare terminals on the 

main switch-board, the connections might be made here ; but 

the services of a competent electrician ought to be called in 

before making any such, alteration, as a 200 volt, circuit is not 

to be played with. My own board is, however, fixed and at- 

fyg. 3 

tached, as required, to one of the “ pots ” mentioned, and by 

putting in fuse wire between accumulator and main wires, acci¬ 

dent is reduced to a minimum. Now that I see how simple a 

matter it is to properly charge accumulators in this way from 

one’s own supply, I wonder at my own timidity and innocence 

in paying, time after time, fees for recharging my batteries, 

fees, too, which may be reasonable enough, but still eighty per 

rent, above the cost when done at home! 

The beginner must first master the rudiments of “soldering.” 

This is a small art, easy of acquirement, and one which at 

times comes in very handy. Purchase a soldering iron of fail 

size, with a copper “ bitt ” at right angles to the handle ; buy 

also some soft solder, resin, and some pieces of sheet lead ; cut 

the latter into strips, and practise with them, soldering pieces 

together until able to make good joints. We want a clean 

“ bitt,” and just at the right heat, for making the lead joint. 

The heat required is not that required for brass soldering, and 

the only real difficulty will be the finding of the right tempera¬ 

ture, and that is easily acquired. When able to make a good 

job with the pieces or strips of lead, one may safely tackle the 

putting together of a storage batter)'. Glass cells of suitable 

size (6 by 4 by 2 full, inside) cost Is. 2d. each ; these will com¬ 

fortably take five “ grids,” 4 by 4, bought ready made and 

formed, at the price of 8d. each for the negative, and 9d. each 

for the positive. For the two cells we want six negative and 

four positive. Next we require six pieces of hard vulcanised 

fibre or vulcanite, ^in. wide, £in. thick, and 2in., or the exact 

width of the cell, long. These pieces are required, two at the 

bottom and one at the top, to hold the grids in position, and 

keep them at a uniform distance of gin. apart; they have, there¬ 

fore, to be cut to the following figure (Fig. 4). 

1 2 3 4 5 

rLTUTjmjn 

Fig IV. 

Having ruled off the distances, saw down to, say, ^in., then 

use a small fretsaw to cut out the squares. Having prepared 

these, and tried them in the cell—they should fit easily—we 

now proceed to solder strips of sheet lead to the lugs with which 

the grids are provided ; the length of the strip is not material, 

but the connection made should be well and neatly done. The 

negative grids are a trifle thinner than the positive, and grey 

in colour. The positive being chocolate, commence wfith a nega¬ 

tive, and having fitted it with the strip of lead—lengthened 

its lug, that is—set it up to the left in two of the vulcanite 

separ*ators ; next lengthen the lug of a positive grid, and set this 

up, with the lug on the other side, next to the negative. The 

negatives occupy the grooves 1, 3, and 5, with their lugs all on 

one side, and the positives 2 and 4, with their lugs parallel. 

Fig. 5 shows a vertical section of the cells in outside case, look¬ 

ing at them from the front. Fig. 6 gives the arrangement as 

viewed from the top. 

I invariably put a touch of seccotine into the ebonite grooves 

before setting up the grids, therefore by the time we have 

finished soldering the lugs and coupling them to complete the 

cell, the set of five may be lilted without all colliding. Double 

up a piece of string, pass the loop under the set of grids, and 

make a sort of sling by which the whole can be lifted and lowered 

into the cell, drawing out the string afterwards. 

Having completed the fitting of the cells, they are encased 

in stout frames substantially, as shown in the photograph. I 

separate the cells slightly, by inserting a piece of good corru- 
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gated paper (rubber would be better), and practically build up 

the frame round the cells. The back and front are designedly 

left open, and you have consequently a clear view through each 

cell. In case of a “short circuit,” or mishap by the falling out 

of any of the lead paste, which would lodge between the grids, 

3rou can at once see the mischief and remedy it when charging ; 

also I like to see that each plate is “ gassing ” freely, thus de¬ 

monstrating that all the connections hfave been properly made. 

All the wood casing, as well as the cover to be finally fitted 

and let in at the top, should receive several coats of shellac 

varnish. The battery is finished by screwing on a stout leather 

stiap. I get the suitable article at 61. each, very stout and 

strong, but whether it is all leather I could not say. 

The battery is now ready for charging. Prepare a solution 

(called the electrolyte) of the best strong sulphuric acid, 5 parts, 

to water, 21 parts. The acid should be added to the water 

gradually, and the solution should be cold before pouring into 

the cells ; enough solution should be put in to just cover the 

grids.. Me may now proceed at once to connect the battery to 

the wires, as described. The wires comprising the resistance 

will get hot, but should not get above a dull red, and after 

a couple of hours or so, the cells will begin to “ gas ” and spray 

they should be covered with a piece of glass—and they may 

be allowed to go on like this for two or three hours for the first 

charge (better too much than not enough), and will take no 

harm, provided the terminals show no signs of getting too warm ; 

but unless a very strong current is passing, this would not be 

likely to happen. In any case, the safety fuses would show 

it long before this. My own method, on a 200 volt circuit, is 

precisely as described, and 1 have never experienced any trouble. 

Ihe battery just made will light a 4 volt li.e. lamp for several 

hours; it is wrell to gvt the best h.e. (high efficiency) lamps, 

as they last longer than the cheaper kind. It will also light four 

^2 or 4 volt lamps, for a shorter time, if they are placed in 
parallel, i.e. : — 

Arranged in a cluster, these serve splendidly for contact 

printing, lantern slide making, etc., and being switched on for 

a few seconds only at a time, will last a long time. As shown 

in Fig. 5, the batteries are made so that one or two cells or more 

can be coupled together, to suit one’3 requirements. As a rule, 

however, the two cells are always connected positive and nega¬ 

tive at the back, and usually two complete batteries would be 

“ charged ” together. 

THE PHOTOGRAPHY OF THE INFINITELY LITTLE. 
[Reprinted from the “Journal of the Photogiaphic Society of India."] 

“ Photo-micrography is simply Photography applied to the Microscopic Image." 
—Pringle. 

Photography has been called the recording pencil of science 

in all its branches ; and perhaps its most signal services have 

been rendered in the domain of microscopical research. It 

would almost seem as if the sensitised plate and the developing 

solution were the predestined and natural allies of the im¬ 

proved achromatic compound microscope. The two run well 

in double harness. Without the addition of any special lens 

the micro.cope is its own camera. It faithfully projects on the 

ground glass, or on the sensitised plate, the images formed by 

its own system of lenses. It leaves the operator nothing to do 

but to develop, in the ordinary methods, the latent picture 

which itself has traced of the marvels cf that world of the in¬ 

finitely little which are its own special revelation. 

Previous to the application of photography the observer 

was not without means of preserving a record of his work. 

Before the discoveries of Niepce and Daguerre were announced, 

Dr. Wollaston, who died in 1828, had perfected his camera 

lucida, or grapho-prism, by means of which drawings could 

be executed of objects under microscopic observation. Amici’s 

camera lucida, the steel disc, or mirror, of Sommering, Beale’s 

simple neutral tinted glass, the Zeichenprisma of Zeiss, the 

excellent vertical camera lucida of Beck, and numerous other 

appliances, enable the working microscopist to sketch with 

precision the minute details of the different objects which pass 

across the field of his instrument. We cannot yet afford to 

forget Dr. Gormg’s drawings, while the contributions of Tuffen 

West are absolutely accurate marvels of graphic art. The 

splendid plates which illustrate Smith’s “ Synopsis of the 

British Diatomaceie ” (1853), Wolle’s “ Diatomacese of North 

America,” Pritchard’s “ Infusoria,” the “ Micrographic Dic¬ 

tionary,” Kent’s “ Manuel of the Infusoria,” and other standard 

works are conclusive proof cf the scientific reliability of the 

hand-drawings of students whose hearts were in their work. 

For my own part, I have always held that for compelling an 

observer to look thoroughly into a microscopic object, sketching 

with the aid of a camera lucida possesses a higher educational 

value than photo-micrography. Moreover, the draftsman has 

it in his power to confine his attention to one particular feature, 

or class of features, in the field under observation ; while the 

indiscriminate and non-selective accuracy of photographic 

methods often leads to the sensitive plate recording the debris 

and waste to be found in all but the best mounted slides. It 

has also to be admitted that the portability of the camera 

lucida is a distinct recommendation. On the other hand, we 

must recognise that sketching with any form of camera lucida 

is a distinct strain on the eyes, while the jirocess is necessarily 

slow and tedious. On the whole we are forced to the conclusion 

that while hand-drawing was suited to a time, not long past, 

when life had some heritage of leisure, and graphic art was 

still a desideratum, photomicrography is thoroughly well up to 

date. It combines scientific accuracy with rapidity of execu¬ 

tion ; and it enables the observer to reproduce great numbers 

of his pictures at a comparatively small cost. Moreover, from 

the same negatives he can make those increasingly popular 

lantern slides which, when projected on the screen, will acquaint 

a roomful of people with the intricate elaboration of details to 

be found in the diatom-valve, or the “ terrifically minute 

organisations displayed in the structure of the eye of the house¬ 

fly or the bee. 

Some interest having been evinced in the photomicrographs 

exhibited at one or two of our lantern evenings, I purpose in 

this paper to explain how they were taken. The apparatus 

employed in the process consists essentially of two parts—a 
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microscope and some kind of camera. The selection of both 

these instruments must to a large extent be determined by the 

amount which the amateur photographer is able or willing to 

expend. The price of an achromatic microscope will range from 

about five guineas to upwards of £100. A costly microscope is 

Fig. 2. 

be prosecuted with its help, apart altogether from its suita¬ 

bility to our present purposes. Zeiss, Seibert, and Reichert sell 

excellent objectives which can, if desired, be substituted for 

those supplied by the English maker of the stand ; many of 

my own best photomicrographs have been taken with German 

be focussed. The books on the microscope will teach you how to 

do this, and indeed you must learn the uses of the different 

parts of the microscope, and be able to apply them to advan¬ 

tage, if you want to turn out good work. 

At starting the beginner is likely to experience some difficulty 

in securing an evenly lighted field. In this connection ex¬ 

perience and repeated experiments will be necessary; the dis¬ 

tance of the flame from the mirror, its height above the table, 

Fig. 4. 

the angle of incidence, the position of the lamp (whether directly 

in front, or just a little to one side) are determining factors, 

and will have to be attended to. When successful results are 

secured, make a note of the exact positions and distances for 

future guidance. A notebook in which to record these matters 

objectives. For the one-inch, half-inch, and quarter-inch object 

glasses a condenser may be dispensed with; but it must be 

used with the higher powers. When used with a low power 

such as the one-inch, the upper lens of the Abbe condenser 
should be screwed off ; and whenever used the condenser shoulf 

Fig. 3. 

Fig. 1. 

not, however, indispensably necessary. An intelligent worker 

will turn out better results with a reliable student’s microscope 

than a dilettante bungler will achieve with one costing twenty 

times as much. Brains and perseverance count for a great deal 

in this matter, as in every other. Where all the leading opti¬ 

cians offer really excellent microscopes it would be invidious to 

name any one of them as being better than the rest. My own 

work has been mainly done with Beck’s bacteriological “Star” 

microscope, which is supplied with two eyepieces, an inch and 

one-sixth inch objectives, and an Abbe condenser, for some 

seven guineas. Absolutely reliable scientific observations can 
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is a valuable help in photomicrography. All my own work has 

had to be done out of business hours, and at night, and beyond 

observing that daylight exposures are much shorter than those 

given to night work, I shall at once proceed to say that a Hinks’ 

double-wick wall lamp, or, better still, one of Ditmar’s little 

central draught “Favourites,” is all that is necessary for an 

illuminant. My own experience does not lead me to recommend 

the electric light for microscopic purposes. You should not 

rely too much on Tulsi bearer’s methods and honesty ; but if 

you would work successfully, you will see yourself to the cutting 

of the lamp wick, the purity of the mineral oil used, and the 

general cleanliness of the air tubes, etc. To increase the 

whiteness of the light, add a little camphor to- the kerosene oil, 

and do not fill the oil holder to excess when you have done so. 

I got this “ tip ” from a professional magic lantern exhibitor 

some years ago, and have found it useful as well for photo- 

micrographical purposes as for the optical lantern or the en¬ 

larging apparatus. Both lamp and microscope must be placed 

on a firm table; remember the microscope magnifies motion 

as well as linear dimensions. Before I pass on to deal with 

the camera, let me say a word as to the exposure necessary for 

securing a good negative. It wdll depend on the power of your 

objective, the brightness of your light, the colour, and degree 

of transparency of the object you are photographing, the rapidity 

of your plate, and so on. A high power objective may necessi¬ 

tate an exposure of several minutes, while a few seconds suffice 

for a low power. Red and yellow objects require a much longer 

exposure than those of a bluish or violet tint. A section of 

rock, such as limestone, or basalt, or of wood-tissue, will require 

a considerably longer exposure than the wing of an insect, or 

any other transparent object. It is useful to bear this in mind 

when photographing a stained section, and your difficulties reach 

a maximum when you are dealing with a tissue stained in two 

colours, blue and red. This leads me to refer to the plates 

to be used ; rapid plates are not necessary, while isochromatic 

plates are a distinct advantage. The Ilford Empress and chro¬ 

matic plates are those I generally use, and good negatives can 

be obtained with the Ilford ordinary. In the matter of ex¬ 

posure the operator will find experience to be the best of 

teachers, provided he keeps a note of each object photograjDhed, 

and of the exposure which secures the best results. Such note 

should include particulars of the plate used, the distance of 

the source of light from the mirror, its height above the table, 

etc. In no branch of photography is a systematic record of pro¬ 

cedure and results more necessary than in the one dealt with 

in this paper. 

I have next to deal with the camera. An ordinary quarter- 

plate camera may be used for our purpose, the camera lens being 

itself removed from its mount. The microscope should be laid 

in the horizontal position, and the eyepiece end of the body in¬ 

serted into the lens mount of the camera. An outer sleeve of 

double black twill should cover the lens mount and part of the 

rqicroscope, and it should be securely fastened to both by tape 

or rubber bands. Any leakage of light is fatal to success. Both 

the microscope and camera must be clamped, or otherwise 

secured to a stand, or table ;and this must be done in such 

a way as not to interfere with the bellows and focussing adjust¬ 

ments ; and the stage of the microscope must be parallel to the 

ground glass of the camera. If a microscopic object is now 

placed on the stage, its image will be seen projected on the 

focussing screen of the camera. Obviously what remains to be 

done is familiar to every photographer. I do not, however, 

recommend this method of taking a photomicrograph; and 

would advise all who wish to become proficient by regular work 

in the art to get some form of vertical camera, specially de¬ 

signed for photomicrography. And here again prices will be 

found to have a wide range—such an instrument may be pur¬ 

chased for £5 or £100. The vertical camera with which my own 

work is done was designed by Mr. S. J. Leslie, since deceased, 

and who, I believe, patented it under the Indian law. He got 

mine constructed for me, by a native “ mistry ” in a back 

verandah, at a cost of a few rupees. Messrs. Blees and Co. used 

to make and sell Leslie’s camera for a little over thirty rupees. 

Its form, etc., will be best understood by reference to Figs. 1 

and 2. As will be seen, it is a light wooden box, about 6im 

square, working between two wooden uprights, about 17in. 

high, which are firmly fixed to a base-board measuring 9in. by 

13in. At the bottom of the box a circular aperture is cut, to 

which is fitted a sleeve of black velvet or twill, lined with black 

or red twill so as to make it light-tight. This sleeve is shown 

in the illustrations as hanging from the bottom of the box, 

between the two uprights. When in use the tube, or body, of 

the microscope is inserted into the sleeve, the lower, or free, 

end of which is tied tightly to the body of the microscope. At 

the top of the box is a groove for receiving the focussing screen, 

or the dark slide. Two clamping screws, one on each side of 

the box, work in slits cut in the uprights, and enable the 

operator to raise or lower the box, and thus increase or diminish 

the size of the microscopic image projected on the ground glass. 

The image can be thus roughly focussed, the focussing heads 

attached to the microscope being resorted to for securing a 

properly and sharply-defined picture. A thin plank is fixed 

to the bottom of one of the uprights; let us call it the cap- 

screen, as by its help light is cut off from the lamp. In Fig. 1 

the several parts are shown separately. The ground glass, or 

focussing screen, is resting against the further upright. Im¬ 

mediately in front of it is the dark slide. The cap-screen is 

thrown to one side, disclosing the empty sleeve which is hanging 

between the uprights. The microscope—Beck’s “ Star ’ —stands- 

to the right, with a double nose-piece attachment, a very useful, 

but not indispensable accessory ; while the condenser and mirror 

are seen beneath the stage. In Fig. 2 the microscope, etc., are 

in position for taking a photograph. The microscope stands 

between the uprights, with the sleeve drawn over it. The camera 

has been raised almost to the top of the uprights, thus securing 

a circular field about 2 4-5in. in diameter ; and the dark slide 

(not shown in the illustration) rests in the grooves at the top of 

the box. The cap-screen when the actual exposure is being 

made has to be thrown to the side, as in Fig. 1. In Fig. 2 the 

cap-screen is in the position it should be before and after 

exposure. Every photographer has the appliances required for 

the development of the latent image left on the sensitised plate 

after exposure. Though the favourite developer, pyro and soda, 

is suited to photomicrographical work, I prefer one of the quinol 

or quinol and metol combinations. At any rate, my readers 

would do well to give each a fair trial (by which I do not mean 

just two or three plates), and then adopt the developer which 

gives the best result in his hands. To revert to the apparatus 

above described very briefly befoi*e passing on, I use a roll 

of dead-black paper in the tube of the microscope ; and I would 

note lastly that many prefer to use the microscope without its 

eyepiece. 

So much for what I trust wall be found an intelligible and 

practical description of the working appliances employed in 

photomicrography. If the exhibitor of lantern slides made 

from negatives taken with the help of the microscope would be 

a successful all-round man, he must read up something about 

his objects. It is useless to project a diatom on the screen, 

unless you can tell your audience what it is ; or to show them 

a fly’s eye without being able to call attention to the different 

parts of that organ. 
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It will serve the two-fold purpose of showing what can be 

done with the jungly-looking apparatus figured above, and of 

giving interest to the two illustrations which follow, if I briefly 

describe them. In Fig. 3 we have a photomicrograph of a tri¬ 

angular diatom—Triceratium Favus ; and in Fig. 4 of a circular, 

or disc-like, diatom—Actinoptychus heliopelta. Around each 

of these may be seen portions of other diatoms, which suffice 

to show how varied are the forms and patterns on the valves 

of these interesting objects. Diatoms are vegetable organisms. 

They are found all the world over, and in both salt and fresh 

water. Typically they may be compared to a pill-box, the upper 

and lower valves of the diatom corresponding to the lid and 

bottom of the pill-box, which in the diatom are connected or 

bound together by a hoop or ring. They consist essentially of 

an outer siliceous covering, enclosing a protoplasmic mass, or 

endochrome. Their remains as fossils form deposits, many 

feet in thickness, and several miles in extent; cities stand upon 

them. Their pedigree, as diatoms, dates further back than 

ours as human beings. They have been found in volcanic 

ejecta; and to bring the matter nearer home to ourselves, 

they abound in the tanks, “ jheels ” and creeks of Bengal. One 

of my own favourite hunting grounds for specimens of living 

diatoms has been the tank known as General’s Tank, at the 

head of Park Street, within a stone’s throw from our Club 

rooms. Some species are fixed by stipes to objects in the water, 

while others are free ; of these last many are motile. It is 

difficult to realise at the outset that many of the motile forms 

of organisms revealed to us by the microscope are vegetable and 

not animal in their nature ; but one of the early lessons which 

the microscope teaches us is to abandon the idea that motility 

is characteristic of the animal kingdom. In the case of the 

Diatomacese the way in which locomotion is effected is a moot 

point. Some hold that the endochrome streams through the 

orifices in the flinty covering (frustule) in the form of cilia ; 

others that motion is due to endosmotic changes, that is, to 

the transmission of fluids from without; others, again, attribute 

the movements to the action of a delicate layer of protoplasm 

which invests the frustule. The ordinary mode of propagation 

obtaining amongst these minute objects is by cell division, or 

. fission, a process not peculiar to diatoms, and which they share 

with all other vegetable cells, though the Diatomacese get their 

name from it (“ dia ” through, and “ tome ” a cutting). They 

also multiply by conjugation, a true sexual act, which has been 

observed in several species. Probably, after going through 

many generations by fission, conjugation occurs as a recupera¬ 

tive act preceding another series of generations by the simpler 

method of fission. While all these biological processes are of 

fascinating interest to anyone who will take up the study of 

these simple life-forms, it must be confessed that what chiefly 

attracts the ordinary observer is the rare and chaste beauty of 

the markings on the siliceous coat of the diatom. No photo¬ 

graphic method can give any adequate idea of the real appear¬ 

ance of a well-illuminated group of diatoms. The markings 

on the valves not only vary in mere pattern, but their investiga¬ 

tion discloses a marvellous elaboration of detail. With a low 

power nothing but lines (strise) are visible. A higher power 

breaks these lines up into rows of hexagonal dots or apertures ; 

and in many cases a still higher power shows that behind the 

hexagonal dots is another and still more minute system of 

punctures, which perforate an underlying film of silica. Fig. 3 

will give some idea of what I mean. Owing to the valves of 

Triceratium not being flat, but bearing a boss in their central 

area, we are easily able to focus the lower siliceous stratum for 

the boss simultaneously with the surface of its margins for the 

hexagonal apertures. We can thus see, or photograph, both 

at once. As test-objects for the microscope, diatoms have done 

more than any other to develop and perfect objectives; anil 

a lens which can project such an image as is reproduced in 

Fig. 3 is reliable for all scientific or photographic purposes. 

My readers have now got some idea of the complex structure 

of a diatom, apart altogether from its beauty. To proceed :—In 

Fig. 4 we have a fluted valve, and for this reason the surface 

of the rayed convexities of Actinoptychus heliopelta will be in 

focus simultaneously with an underlying* siliceous coat of the 

concave rays. This I consider is the correct interpretation of 

the appearance of the diatom as a whole. Members who have 

seen the lantern slide printed from the same negative projected 

at our meetings, giving a diameter of about 3ft. to the disc of 

A. heliopelta, will recollect that it makes a most effective object. 

The actual diameter of Triceratium figured above is not more 

than l-240th of an inch, while that of A. heliopelta is even less. 

It may seem that all this is leading on to branches of science 

which in no way concern the Photographic Society of India. 

Perhaps, therefore, it would be well for me in closing to explain 

myself. I hold that photography is only an illustrative art; 

a means to an end, but not an end in itself. Mere proficiency 

in negative-making, and in the subsequent printing processes, 

should not be the be-all and end-all of any photographer’s 

studies. If he works at landscapes, ho should aim at the pic¬ 

torial representation of scenery, or the preservation of a record 

of some view which has a tale to tell. If portraits be his speci¬ 

ality, he quite as much as the painter in oils, should study 

effective posing, and possess seme knowledge of art. So, too, if 

he would take up with photomicrography ; beyond the necessary 

acquisition of technical proficiency, he must endeavour to learn 

the lessons which his objects have to teach, and be able to at 

least popularise the tale they tell. Only those of my readers 

who are willing to do this need carry__ their pursuit of photo¬ 

micrography beyond the restricted limits of this paper. But, 

let me add, if they will take the trouble to work up the subject 

in the way indicated they will never have reason to regret it. 

An extract from Mr. Pringle’s “ Photomicrography ” heads this 

paper. An extract from another recognised authority on the 

subject may appropriately close it Mr. Jennings, in his book 

entitled “How to Photograph Microscopic Objects,” says: — 

“ To become a skilful photomicrographer it is first necessary 

to be a skilful microscopist ; for if the operator does not know 

how to display an object to the best advantage, his photographs 

will be useless.” ' W. J. Simmons. 

Royal Photographic Society ordinary meeting, Tuesday, December 9th, 
1902. Dr. R. Norris Wolfenden will read a paper on “ Photography 
applied to marine zoology.” 

Mr. Lathbury informs us that the publication of “ The Pilot ” (a 
weekly review of politics, literature, and learning), price 3d., will be 
resumed on Saturday, December 6th. 

The Scotch Affiliation.—There is every prospect of the affiliation of 
Scottish photographic societies becoming a reality. The majority ot 
the societies seem to be taking up the matter with enthusiasm, af.d a 
goodly attendance may now safely be prophesied for the first meeting. 

Mr. W. Calder Marshall, F.C.A., 41, Glenton Road, Lee, S.E., hon. 
secretary of the South London Photographic Society, writes: Our 14th 
annual exhibition will be held from 7th to 14th March, 1903 (both dates in¬ 
clusive), at the Public Baths, Camberwell. The open class entry forms 
are now in the press, and will be sent in response to a postcard addressed 
to me. 

The Nottingham Camera Club 1903 exhibition will be held in the 
Mechanics’ Lecture Hall, Nottingham, on Thursday, Friday, and Satur¬ 
day February 12th, 13th. and 14th, 1903. The judges are Messrs. W. R. 
Bland, F.R.P.S., Sami. Bourne, J.P., and C. Barrow Keene, F.R.P.b. 
The following are the open classes:—(a) Champion class, any subjeet 
which has been previously medalled in open exhibition (previous awards 
to be stated on entry form); (b) landscape, seascape and river scenery; 
(c) portraiture, figure studies, animals, and still life; (d) architecture, and 
any subject other than above; (e) stereoscopic work (sets of four prints), 
(f) lantern slides (set of four, any subject). Further information and 
entry forms may be obtained of Mr. Arthur Black, 9, Bowers Avenue, 
Nottingham. 
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PHOTOGRAPHIC SURVEY AND RECORD OF SURREY. 

We have received the following circular : — 
The work of the society is divided into sections, each being under 

the direction of a committee. 
The whole collection will be housed at the Public Library, Town 

Hall, Croydon. It is hoped that, later on, local collections will be 
.similarly deposited in other centres. 

Members of the Survey and all others interested are earnestly in¬ 
vited to help the work by communicating with the hon. secs., and 
particularly by sending in photographs of objects as classified below. 

CONDITIONS. 

All photographs are subject to approval by the Council of the Survey ; 
must be sent in trimmed but unmounted, preferably of whole plate; 
half-plate, or quarter-plate size, but larger sizes will not be excluded ; 
preferably in platinotype cr carbon, although under exceptional 
circumstances, untoned bromides may be ladmissible; must be accom¬ 
panied by the following particulars, written on a separate slip : — 
(a) Subject; (b) Date of negative; (c) Compass point where known; 
(d) Name and address of contributor; (e) Brief description ; if) Process. 
Printed slips will be provided on application. It is desirable to 
indicate in some manner the scale of pictures. 

CLASSIFICATION" OF SUBJECTS. 

Architecture Section.—All buildings of interest, whether ancient 
or modern. Churches, including monuments and all church furniture. 
Public buildings and dwelling houses, exteriors and interiors. Street 
architecture, illustrating the relative positions of houses and bound¬ 
aries at the present time. Engineering works. Ruins. 

Art and Literature Section.—Art : 1. Paintings, drawings, and 
engravings. 2. Sculpture and carvings (not architectural). 3. Art 
work in metals. 4. Pottery and glass. 5. Tapestry, lace, and other 
fabrics. 6. Art furniture and other objects of art. Literature : 1. 
Printed books, when old, curious, or rare. 2. Manuscripts. 3. Maps 
and plans. 

Note.—The committee will be glad to receive information of the 
existence of objects of interest falling within their province, since 
a great deal that is most valuable is in private hands, and may other¬ 
wise remain unknown to them. 

Anthropology Section.—Antiquities. Prehistoric and historic (non- 
vrchitectural). Physical anthropology. Folk lore: 1. Material 
objects. 2. Ceremonial. 3. Traditions (games, ho^lv wells, social, and 
religious subjects). 

Geology Section.—Land contours. River courses. Sections. 
Note.-—It is advisable that a geologist be present when a geological 

photograph is taken. 
Natural History Section.—Zoology: 1- Mammals—(a) Rare species; 

‘ibj Habits ; (c) Homes and young. 2. Birds—(a) Rare species ; (b) 
Habits ; (c) Homes and young ; (d) Migration. 3. Reptiles. 4. Fishes. 
5. Insects (including economical entomology). 6. Pond life. 

Botany.—1. Trees, peculiarities of growth. 2. Shrubs and herba¬ 
ceous plants, (a) Habitat; (b) Peculiarities of flowering; (c) Galls and 
•other forms of parasitism. 

Meteorology.—Halos. Remarkable cloud appearances. Hailstones 
and frost effects. Lightning. Aurorae. 

Photo-Micrography. 
Astronomy.—Eclipses. Comets. Meteors, etc. 
Scenery and Passing Events Section.—-Scenery : 1. Landscapes. 2. 

"V lews of places of special beauty or interest, other than architectural. 
Passing Events.—1. Scenes of every day life. 2. Processions. 3. 

Carnivals. 4. Bonfires, etc. 
Hon. Secretaries.—General: J. M. Hobson, M.D., B.Sc., 1, Mor- 

land Road, Croydon. Survey: H. D. Gower, 55, Benson Road, 
Croydon, to whom all photographs should be sent. 

Liverpool Amateur Photographic Association.—The ordinary monthly 
meeting of the above association was held in the clubrooms, Eberle 
‘•Street, on Thursday week, when a crowded attendance of mehibers 
and friends assembled to welcome Mr. James A. Sinclair, who lectured 
ou “A Journey through Spain.” Mr. E. R. Dibdin (president) occupied 
the chair. Mr. Sinclair, in the course of his remarks, mentioned that 
he visited Burgos, Madrid, Toledo, Cordova, Seville, Granada with 
the wondrous beauties of the Alhambra, Ronda, and finally Gibraltar. 
The lecture was illustrated by upwards of 130 slides of the highest order 
taken by the lecturer. A hearty vote of thanks was accorded Mr. 
Sinclair at the close. 

The Glasgow Southern Photoera- h'c Association’s Exhibition.—The 
"hon. secretaries write from 28, Bank Street, Hillhead, Glasgow:—Our 
second annual open exhibition is to be held from 24th March to 7th 
April, 1903. There are to be nine open classes, in addition to four for 
members and one for the trade, and the hall we have secured this year 
is much larger than the one we had last year, and is well suited for 
the purposes of an exhibition. We trust that your readers will give 
•us the same kind support this year as they gave us last year. The 
•prospectus will be issued as early next month as possible, but, in the 
meantime, any further information will be gladly given on application 
txeing made to us. 

THE CAT AND THE COBRA. 

An Indian correspondent writes : —I enclose you a little print of 
my cat playing with a cobra. This was taken with a cheap hand 
camera, and tne print done with rodinal. With a reading glass it 

will be ;. een that the cobra is just raising his hood. Cats will generally 
kibl a cobra if they have him in the open; they simply worry him to 
death, and are very sharp at avoiding a bite. 

THE ROYAL SOCIETY AND MODERN EDUCATION. 

In the course of his annual address to the Royal Society on Monday 
'last, the president said that since the last anniversary the society had 
lost by death nine Fellows and two foreign members. The deceased 
Fellows were Sir Joseph Gilbert, died December 23, 1901, aged 84: 
the Marquis of Dufferin and Ava, died February 12, aged 75; Maxwell 
Simpson, died February 25, aged 86; Sir Richard Temple, died March 
15, aged 76; George F. Wilson, died March 28. aged 80 ; Sir Frederick 
A. Abel, died September 6, aged 75; Dr. John Hall Gladstone, died 
October 6, aged 75; William Henry Barlow, died November 12, aged 
90; Sir William C. Roberts-Austen, K.C.B., died November 22, aged 
59. The foreign members were Alfred Cornu, died April 12, aged 61; 
Rudolf Virchow, died September 5, aged 80. 

France lost in Alfred Cornu one of the most distinguished of her 
men of science. Possessed of rare perspicacity of intellect and of 
resourcefulness in experiment, by his numerous researches, especially 
in the domain of optics, he had won no mean place as an original con¬ 
tributor to science. On his part, Mme. Cornu wrote in a private letter 
that he especially appreciated and reciprocated the friendship and sym¬ 
pathy of his English colleagues. Cornu was born in 1841; he was 
elected a foreign member of this society in 1884; he received the honor¬ 
ary degree of Doctor of Science from the University of Cambridge in 
1899; and died, in the spring of this year, mourned and deeply re¬ 
gretted by the whole scientific world. It was with detp regret that he 
recorded the loss which the society had sustained by the decease 
of Sir Frederick Abel, who held for many years a conspicuous position 
in the world of science, and in public life, in connection with technical 
education and the Imperial Institute. His services were recognised by 
a baronetcy, by K.C.B., and by the G.C.Y.O. In 1887 he was awarded 
a Royal medal by the Council. They had also to record with sorrow 
the death of Sir Henry Gilbert, the fellow-worker with file late Sir 
John Bennet Lawes in the famous agricultural experiments earned on 
for a long series of years by them at Rotbamsted. Dr. Gladstone’s 
work was remarkable for its varied nature, and he was among the 
first to labour in the borderland between chemistry and physics. He 
was awarded the Davy medal in 1897. He was the first president 
of the Physical Society, and later president of the Chemical Society, 
and he served on two Royal Commissions. They bade a hearty wel¬ 
come to the new society which had recently received a Royal Charter 
for the organisation and" promotion of those branches of learning which, 
in foreign academies, were usually included in the philosopliieo-liis- 
torical section. This new body, under its adoptee! title of “The 
British Academy for the Promotion of Historical. Philosophical, and 
Philological Studies.” would, they sincerely trusted, take a worthy 
place by the side of the older and very distinguished in titutions, the 
Royal Society and the Royal Academy, in representing the intellectual 
activities of the kingdom, though, in accordance with the sentiments 
and habits of the national character, each society retained its complete 
independence, and was in no way subservient to the State. The 
present council having reaffirmed the view taken bv the council of last 
year that it would not be desirable to attempt to include the studies 
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undertaken by the newly-formed body as an integral part of the work of 
the Royal Society, they might rejoice that they would now be cared 
for by an independent society. Though the words of the charter granted 
by Charles It. were wide enough legally to include historical and 
philosophical studies, yet, as a matter of fact, with some few excep¬ 
tions in early days, the work of the Royal Society had been confined 
for two centuries and a half to the studies with which it was now 
occupied. It would be their pleasant duty, as the Acting Academy 
of the International Association of Academies, to recommend the new 
society for admission into the “Association of Academies ” as the body 
representing pbilosophico-historical science in the United Kingdom. 
After referring to the National Antarctic Expedition, and the arrival 
of the “Morning” in New Zealand, which place she was leaving this 
month in search of the “ Discovery,” the president referred to the 
establishment of a National Physical Laboratory, the opening of which 
had taken place since the last anniversary. He then described the work 
of the Physikalisch-technische Reichsansta/lt, of Berlin, which was 
largely due to the scientific foresight of von Helmholtz. The original 
cost of the institute was over £200,000, and its yearly maintenance was 
not less than £17,000. During the five years that it had been at work 
its influence upon the science and the manufacturing interests of 
Germany had been most remarkable. It was, therefore, with feelings 
of high satisfaction that he had to record the opening in March last of 
a similar national institution in this country. The sum voted by the 
Government for the physical laboratory, an institution second to none 
in its national importance, was the very modest one of £13,000 for 
the buildings and equipment, and an annual grant of £4,000 for five 
years in aid of the expenses of conducting the work of the institution. 
It was, therefore, “to the liberality of the public,” as the Prince 
of Wales at the opening pointed out, “ that we must look, not only 
for money, but also for presents of machinery and other appliances.” 
The supreme necessity in this country of a more systematic application 
of scientific methods, both in theory and in practice, to our manufac¬ 
tures and industries, which was so wisely insisted upon by the Prince 
of Wales on the occasion of his admission to the Fellowship of the 
society, and again in his address at the opening of the National Labor¬ 
atory, had since been confirmed and enforced in a remarkable way by 
the individual testimonies of thirteen Fellows of this society, in the 
evidence which they recently gave from their own knowledge' and 
experience, either as teachers of science or as leaders and technical 
advisers in manufactories or commercial undertakings, before- a com¬ 
mittee of the London Technical Board. The evidence seemed clear 
that the present inappreciative attitude of our public men, and of the 
influential classes of society generally, towards scientific knowledge 
and methods of thought must be attributed to the too close adherence 
of our older universities, and through them of our public schools, and 
all other schools in the country downwards, to the traditional methods 
of teaching of mediaeval times. With the experience of Germany 
and the United States before us, the direction in which we should look 
for a remedy for this state of things would seem to' be for both the 
teacher and the student to be less shackled by the hampering fetters of 
examinational restrictions, and so for the professor to have greater 
freedom as to what he should teach, and the student greater freedom 
as to what, line of study and research he might select as being best 
suited to his tastes and powers. In the United States the candidate 
for the highest degree, Ph.D., must spend at least two years, after ob¬ 
taining his bachelor degree, in carrying out an investigation in the 
field of his main object of study, and then submit the dissertation 
which embodied the results of his research. One way of bringing 
about reform in this direction would be to make individual research 
an indispensable condition of proceeding to degrees higher than the 
B.A. 'The first steps in the direction of true reform must be taken 
by the universities in the relaxation to some extent of the established 
methods and subjects df their examinations, which had been carried 
down with but little change from the Middle Ages. It was some satis¬ 
faction to know that a new section of the British Association for the 
Advancement of Science had been formed for the consideration and 
discussion in detail of the reforms which were needed in the educa¬ 
tional methods of the country. 

--—♦- 

Mr. W. Barry, of Hull, writes re our article on judging the light 
by Crooke’s radiometer:—Nigh on twenty years ago the idea occurred 
to me to use this instrument for this purpose, and I gave it an exhaustive 
and fair trial, but found it of little use, if any at all, as in practice 
it registers more heat than actinic value of light. Its fate was destruction 
by the studio cat (? biped or quadruped). However, the idea is again 
revived, and I shall watch its evolution with interest. 

At the Grantham Industrial and Fine Art Exhibition, to be held at 
Exchamre Hall, Grantham, on January 14th, 15th. and 16th, 1903, 

Section J (photography) will be open to amateurs in the United Kingdom : 
45 Landscapes, Seascapes, and Interiors, in sets not exceeding six pic¬ 
tures; 46. Portrait and animal studies, in sets not exceeding six pictures 
(each picture judged separately); 47. Collection of framed photographs, 
any size (open to the radius), for amateurs only; 48. Bromide enlarge¬ 
ments (open to the radius), for amateurs only. The general manager of 
the exhibition is Mr. George Jackson, Launder Terrace, Grantham, to 
whom all communications should be addressed. 

PROFESSIONAL PHOTOGRAPHERS’ ASSOCIATION: LIVER¬ 

POOL BRANCH—ANNUAL DINNER. 

A meeting was held at headquarters, Alexander Hotel, Dale Street on 1 
Friday, November 14th, 1902. Present—Messrs. G. Watmough Webster ! 
E. T. Vanderbilt, F. S. Bains, A. Priestley, H. Dowden, R. H. Waite 
S. M. Hebberd, W. T. Smith, W. Warrington, Thos. Foulds, W. Saronie 
Joseph Cooper, W. N. Cooper, A. F. Mowll. Mr. G. Watmough Webster 
occupied the chair. 

The final arrangements were made for the first annual dinner of the 
branch. An advertisement appearing in a Birkenhead newspaper offer¬ 
ing free photographs, the photographer, being a member of the branch 
having been referred to the branch by the central committee, a lively 
discussion took place. It was the general opinion that the free por¬ 
trait system was derogatory to the dignity and inimical to the interests 
of the photographic profession, but it was an evil which had a tendency 
to provide its own remedy. The member whose name appeared on the 
advertisement frankly stated that although he had honestly supplied his 
best work, the venture was a complete failure. 

Mr. H. Dowden gave the particulars of a claim he was making against 
the Post Office for a negative broken in transit by parcel post. It was 
decided to submit the matter to the central committee. 

The first annual dinner of the branch was held on Monday, November 
21st, at the Alexander Hotel. Mr. G. Watmough Webster, chairman 
of the branch, occupied the chair. The dinner was admirably served. 
The toasts, loyal and general, including the Professional Photographers-’ 
Association and the Liverpool Branch, were duly honoured. The after- 
dinner entertainment, musical and otherwise, was capital, and it was 
altogether a complete success. 

The following letter was read, in the course of the dinner, from Mr. 

T. C. Turner, of Hull:—I have the greatest faith in the future of the 

P.P.A. It must necessarily be a slow progression, because photo¬ 

graphers as a body have for so long been accustomed to read in the 
Press that their capacity for union is non-existent, that they have 
grown to bdlieve it. We have this to break down, not any surly, un¬ 
wise determination to live in solitary disunion. The time is ripe for 
the successful development of the movement if we are content to 
achieve results in patience, and not imagine that the nominal subscrip¬ 
tion of 5s. is sufficient to make a powerful machine of our association. 

What we urgently require at this moment is personal enthusiasm in 
backing up the work in each local centre as it is formed. I believe 
that, could we but persuade a dozen men in Liverpool, Edinburgh, 
Birmingham, Hull, and Aberdeen—the branches already working, in 
fact—to discuss professional matters fearlessly and report the discus¬ 
sions fully, we should soon carry the whole country with us. At 
present too many good fellows are waiting for something to be done 
for them, by some one else! It is a mistake, because the improvement 
of photography as a profession, can only be achieved by the efforts 
of the live men in harness at the moment. 

I have been struck by the wonderful growth of influence which even 
our little group of local members shows. We are but a fraction 
of the photographic body, but because we are united and interested 
sufficiently to meet and discuss professional subjects, these discussions 
assume an importance quite out of proportion to our numerical strength, 
and, who knows, they may have a modest share in shaping a general 
agreement as to business procedure in many directions. Now, only 
consider the effect if the association could rely upon the country, pro¬ 
viding the London committee with a trua reflection of professional 
opinion on the difficult questions arising in the conduct of perhaps 
the most harassing calling known to modem man! I believe that in 
three or four years the public recognition of it as a business would be 
completely altered. It should be possible, too, for if men are clever 
enough to make money at photography they are clever enough to see 
this association made fruitful of good results. There are men who 
keenly feel the sting of the sneers thrown at the professional, men who 
only want the encouragement of their fellows, the powerful “moral” 
support of members behind them, and in agreement with them, to take 
up this work with zest and purposeful vigour. And, after all, the 
desire to ‘lift up one’s own head in the world and at the same time 
help the business confreres to do the same is no ignoble aim. 

Royal Institution.—A general monthly meeting of the members of the 
Royal Institution was held on Monday afternoon (the 1st inst.), Sir James 
Crichton-Browne, treasurer and vice-president, in the chair. The follow¬ 
ing were elected members: Edward Divers, M.D., Miss Amy French, 
Winifred Lady Howard of Glossop, and Mr. J. H. Whitehorn. The 
special thanks of the members were returned to Mrs. Hickman for her 
donation of £21, and to Dr. Frank McClean, F.R.S., for his donation 
of £40 to the fund for the promotion of experimental research at low 
temperatures. 
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l)eu> Apparatus, $c. 
-♦- 

The Frena Max Camera. Manufactured and sold by R. and J. Beck 
Limited, 68, Cornhill, E.C. 

The Frena Max is a development of the long familiar Frena. The 
instrument before us takes either forty cut films or twelve glass plates 
in sheaths. Using the former, the well-known alternate notch system 
is availed of; so, too, with regard to the plate sheaths. Messrs Beck 
evidently aim to reduce the use of the hand camera to its utmost 
simplicity. They very properly remind photographers that in the 
Frena system three manipulations repeated for each exposure are all 
that is actually required of the operator : (1) Wind the shutter; (2) expose 
by setting off the shutter; (3) change the film by turning a handle. 

We may enumerate the principal features of the Frena Max: It has 
two “ Cornex ” brilliant view finders; a rectilinear lens; four adjustable 
diaphragms; an automatic counter to register the number of plates used; 
two tripod sockets; one movement of the handle changes the film and 
makes ready for the next exposure. The film is changed with the 
camera in the same position as it is when the photograph is taken. The 
instrument measures 8jin. by Q^in. by 4£in., and it is well and strongly 
made. Upon testing the various movements we find them simple and 
reliable. Indeed, nothing could be more elective than the changing 
system, which is controlled by the lever at the side. One merely pushes 
it to and fro and voila tout- 

The “Velox” Folding Enlarger. Sold by John J. Griffin and Sons, Ltd., 
20-26, Sardinia Street, Lincoln’s Inn Fields, W.C. 

This compact and easily mastered piece of apparatus appears at a 
time of year when enlarging is a favourite evening recreation with 
amateur workers. It is of the collapsible kind, and packs into a small 
space. The sample submitted to us struck us as exceedingly simple to 
set up. A reference to the illustration will show the instrument in 
actual use. Messrs. Griffin’s own description may be quoted to more fully 
emphasise the ready manner in which it may be availed of : — 

To open the enlarger, release the three spring catches which hold the 
parts together, aaid extend the folding base-board. Then pull out 
bellows and attach the lens and negative supports to the base by means 
of the thumb-screws. See that the holders are vertical and well screwed 
down. The negative must be placed in the grooves at the small end, 

film side inwards. If films are to be enlarged, place the same between 
the two pieces of glass supplied and insert as you would a glass negative. 
To charge the enlarger with the sensitive paper, remove the wooden 
back and insert a piece of Yelox or bromide paper, sensitive or film 
side towards the glass. Then replace back and turn the hold-fast spring 
until held by the supports. Exposure: Carry the enlarger out into 

daylight an even, diffused light is essential—if sunlight cannot be 
avoided, cover the negative with a piece of ground glass or fine tissue 
paper and place on the ground witn the negative pointing to the sky. 
The length of exposure varies according to the time of year, of day, 
and condition of negative. The following may assist as a guide, the 
figures being for good, bright negatives, with almost clear glass in the 
shadow, and Special Yelox as the sensitive medium:—Feb.-April: 11 a.m. 
to 2 p.m., 1£ minutes; 2 to 4 p.m., 3£ minutes. May-July : 11 a.m. to 
2 p.m., 5 minute; 2 to 4 p.m., 1 minute; 4 to 6 p.m., 1^ minutes. Aug.- 
Oct. : 11 a.m. to 2 p.m., 1^ minutes; 2 to 4 p.m., 2^ minutes; 4 to 
6 p.m., 3/> minutes. Nov.-Jan. : 11 a.m. to 2 p.m., 2 minutes; 2 to 4 
p.m., 5 minutes. 

Payne’s Exposure Calculator. Issued by Mawson and Swan, Mosley 
Street, Newcastle-on-Tyne. 

This exposure calculator avails itself of the slide rule principle, and 
the data are printed on both sides of a cardboard slip, which in its case 
may be comfortably carried in the pocket. Quoting from the descriptive 
particulars, this calculator is based upon the principle that the light 
is always the same on the corresponding days in each year. The atmo¬ 
spheric conditions, however, differ, and the alterations in the quality of 
the light thus produced are arranged for in the calculator by dividing 
this possible variation into three kinds—mean, very bright, and very 
dull. “ Mean ” is accepted as that quantity of light which’ is present 
when the sun is just casting a shadow. ‘‘Yery bright” is readily appre¬ 
ciated by every photographer. “ Very dull ” is understood to be that 
quantity of light which is present when it is only just possible to take 
a photograph. The slide rule is divided so as to give a direct answer 
when exposing upon an ordinary landscape and using a lens working 
at f/8 during the months of May, June, July, and August. An ordinary 
landscape is taken as one in which there are no heavy shadows in the 
immediate foreground. Any variations from these conditions may be 
readily met by multiplying the exposure which is first found for the 
standard conditions by the -requisite exposure factors which are given 
at the back of the slide rule. Example : To find the exposure for an 
ordinary landscape, “ Castle ” plate, lens f/8, time 10 a.m. June, light 
“very bright.” Adjust the slide rule until the division marked “Very 
bright ” is opposite to the division marked “ Castle,” and then, as 
10 a.m. is between 9 a.m. and 3 p.m. against the division marked 
9 to 3 will be found the exposure, which is l-40th. of a second. If it 
be desired to use f/16 instead of f/3, from the list of exposure factors 
on the back of the rule, the multiplying factor for this stop is 
found to be 4, and l-40th of a second multiplied by 4 gives l-10th of a 
second as the answer. Knowing that the exposure for a “ Castle Plate ” 
with f/16 upon an ordinary landscape is l-10th second, it is easy to 
calculate the exposure for “ Shipping,” which will be l-30th second, or 
“ Clouds,” which is l-100th second under similar conditions. In the cases 
of the exposure being made in January or December, it is necessary 
to multiply them by 4, in February or November by 3, in March or 
October by 2, and in April or September by lg. 

The intelligent use of this little device should, as Messrs. Mawson 
and Swan claim, convert it into a useful plate saver. 

-♦- 

The Kodak Sensitised Post Card Competition.—The following is a 
list of the prize winners:—Class A, portraiture and figure subjects: 
1st prize, Miss A. M. Walters, Forthampton Vicarage, Tewkesbury; 
2nd prize, Mr. A. Ashe, 27, Elm Grove Road, Barnes, Surrey; 3rd prize, 
Mrs. Turnbull, 11, Slitrig Crescent, Hawick, N.B.; 4th prize, Mr. J. 
Peat Millar, Braehead, Beith, N.B.; 5th prize, Mr. J. A. Wilson, B.A., 
Westminster College, Cambridge; 6th prize, Miss M. J. Adnarns, 71, 
Newborough, Scarborough; 7th prize, Mr. H. Montgomerie, Laigh Croft, 
Kilmaurs, Ayrshire, N.B.; 8th prize, Mr. A. M. Scott, 2, Woodville 
Gardens, Langside, Glasgow; 9th prize. Miss E. Wheelw4lght, 18, 
Grosvenor Road, Watford, Herts; 10th prize, Mr. F. E. Huson, 53, 
Gleneagle Road, Streatham, S.W.; 11th prize, Mr. R. Burnie, 162, Cam¬ 
bridge Drive, Kelvinside North,, Glasgow; 12th prize, M. Le Maillot, 
Vice-President of the Photographic Society of St. Malo. Class B, land¬ 
scape and seascape: 1st prize, M. Le Maillot, Vice-President of the 
Photographic Society of St. Malo; 2nd prize, Mr. R. Burnie, 162, Cam¬ 
bridge Drive, Kelvinside North, Glasgow; 3rd prize, Miss E. A. Burton, 
21, Finsbury Square, London, E.C.; 4th prize, M. G. Herwig, Onderwijzer, 
Oude Pekeld, Holland; 5th prize, Mrs. J. Anley, 39, De Parys Avenue, 
Bedford; 6th prize, Mr. C. Ponting, 26, Hill Top Mount, Roundhay, 
Road, Leeds; 7th prize, Mr. F. W. Beken, Blenheim House, Cowes, I.W.; 
8th prize, Mr. H. G. Ayers, 110, Sunny Hill Road, Streatham, S.W.; 
9th prize, Mr. W. E. Blackstone, 2, Olive Villas, Kimberley Street, 
Hull; 10th prize, Mr. A. E. Relph, 43, Aberdare Gardens, West Hamp¬ 
stead; 11th prize, Mr. R. Booker, 6, Alexandra Terrace, Bognor; 12th 
prize, M. J. Dantinne, Imprimeur, Skee, Hainault. Class C, architec¬ 
ture, interiors and exteriors, street scenes, and other subjects not 
included in classes A and B : 1st prize, Mr. E. R. Bull, 53, Bovill Road, 
Forest Hill, S.E.; 2nd prize, Mr. J. H. Pratt, 21, Finsbury Square, 
London, E.C.; 3rd prize, Mr. J. R. Jewson, Virginia Cottage, South 
Street, Epsom; 4th prize, Mr. J. Peat Millar, Braehead, Beith, N.B.; 5th 
prize, Fleet-Surgeon S. T. O’Grady, R.N., Royal Naval Hospital, Great 
Yarmouth; 6th prize, M. J.. Jacobs, Rue des Bogards 83, Louvain, 
Belgium; 7th prize, M. G. Marie, Le Puys: 8th prize, M. E. Leveng, 
50, Rue Tronchet, Lyons; 9th prize, Miss Mills, Elm Lea, Old Windsor; 
10th prize, Mr. C. A. Gandy, Arcot, Margate Road, Herne Bay; 11th 
prize, Mr. J. W. Smith, 66, Sarah Street, Darwen; 12th prize, Mr. H. R. 
Flanders, 85, Tavistock Street, Bedford. The judges were Sir H. True¬ 
man Wood, M.A., and Mr. Thomas Bedding, F.R.P.S. 
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Commercial $ Cegal Intelligence 
——-♦- 

Messes Lindsay, Hemery and Co , of Regent House, Brockley Road, 
S.E., write:—We are retail agents for the “ Teb ” Christmas Cards, and 
forward boxes of same—also descriptive circular—post free to any address. 
Probably many of your readers in out-of-the-way places would be glad 
of the information. 

A Receiver Appointed.—In the Chancery Division of the High Court 
on Friday last, an application was made by Mr. Parker to Mr. Justice 
Byrne in the matter of an action in which the Automatic Photo Printing 
Syndicate were concerned, for the appointment of a receiver. There was 
no opposition. Counsel stated that he applied cn behalf of Sir George 
Newnes, who owned nearly half the amount of thei £12,000 capital of 
the company which was issued. There was a clause to the effect that the 
whole principal money should become due if the company stopped pay¬ 
ment. There was evidence that the company had drawn cheques which 
were dishonoured, and there was really no money to go on with. His 
Lordship appointed Mr. Geere, accountant, cf Cockspur Street, S.W. 

The Select Committee which has been considering the sale cf articles 
containing poison used in agriculture and horticulture has, the “ Field ” 
understands, almost completed its labours. A draft report has been pre¬ 
pared and practically approved. This, it is understood, will recommend 
the addition of a third schedule to the Pharmacy Act, by which persons 
other than those authorised by the Pharmacy Acts will be licensed to 
sell articles containing poisons that are used in agriculture and horti¬ 
culture, subject to regulations to be drawn up by the Privy Council. 
These regulations, it is expected, will provide that the articles shall 
be in special bottles and have special labels, and their general effect 
will be that articles like sheep dip and insecticides will be free from 
some of the restrictions that now exist. 

At the Marylebone County Court (London), on Monday, before Judge 
Stonor, Mr. George Garet-Charles, photographic artist, 49, Acacia Road, 
Regent’s Park, W., brought an action against Mr. John F. Levering, 
3, Church Passage, Guildhall, E.C., reviver and liquidator for “Press, 
Limited.” claiming £13 13s. in respect of photographs said to have been 
lent with a view to their reproduction and publication. Mr. J. Scott, 
counsel, appeared for plaintiff, and Mr. A. Koe, counsel, defended. 
Mr. E. Morant, in the service of plaintiff, stated that he had called 
upon the editor of “The Candid Friend.” which publication had been 
connected with “ Press, Limited,” and left certain 8in. by 6in. photo¬ 
graphs. Ho was requested to leave the pictures, it being clearly 
understood that the charge to be made for permission to reproduce 
and publish them would be a guinea each—The Judge : Ycu say it 
was understood that the charge would be a guinea each ?—The witness : 
It is the custom of the trade to charge a guinea each for the first use 
of the pictures. In answer to further questions, the w.tness said that 
he had several times called for the pictures, thirteen of which had never 
been returned. Counsel for the defendant submitted that there was no 
proper contract on the part of the editor to use at least certain cf the 
photographs. It appeared also that at least one of the photographs 
had not been used for publication.—The Judge : It appears to be the 
custom of the trade to charge a guinea each for these pictures. I find 
for the plaintiff for twelve guineas, with costs. 

Re George Francis Readwin, artist and photographer, of 7, Pelham 
Road, New Catton, and carrying on business at 131a, Magdalen Street, 
Norwich.—The above-named debtor appeared for his public examination 
at the Norwich Bankruptcy Court on Friday last, before the Registrar. 
The statement of affairs filed by the debtor disclosed gross liabilities 
amounting t-o £180 Is. 9d., and a surplus of £32 7s. 9d. Mr. W. J. Sadd 
for the debtor. In reply to questions put by the Official Receiver, debtor 
stated that he had been in the employ of Singer and of Brand and Co., 
Dereham Road, photographers. He had no capital when he started, 
and was not in debt. For a short time previously he had been in 
partnership with Mr. Quinton, a travelling photogravher, but th„t was 
dissolved. He had never been bankrupt before. He had never kept 
any books of account. The business had always been a small one, and 
lately it had been very slow. In August, 1901, h;s wife died of career 
after a long and expensive illness, and debtor had himself been in bad 
health. He had been compelled to pawn his large: lens, for which he 
received £5, and this had gone in rent and living expenses. He consulted 
Mr. Bracey, and later on Mr. W. J. Sadd (Sadd and Bacon). He had 
an interest under his grandfather’s will in which a life tenant aged 84 
or 85 had a life interest. It amounted to about £100, but he had 
mortgaged it to Mr. Wilson Gilbert for £30. Consequently, instead of 
there being a surplus, as he had estimated, there would be a deficiency 
of £50 or so. His drawings from the business amounted to about 30s. 
or £2 a week. The examination was closed. 

Ilford, Limited.—The sixth ordinary general meeting of the share¬ 
holders of Ilford, Limited, was held cn Thursday week, at Winchester 
House, Old Broad Street, E C. Major-General G. F. Blake (chairman of 
the company), who presided, said:—The first matter to which I invite 
your attention is an item on the balance-sheet under the heading “ Free¬ 
hold land, buildings, plant, etc.” Ycu will see that that item shows 
an increase of £9,000 beyond the amount that that particular entry 
showed last year. No inconsiderable portion of this expenditure was for 
effecting a very important improvement in one of our factories at Ilford. 
Further, we have found it necessary to build another factory. A very 
advantageous freehold site has been secured at Warley, and on it is 
being erected an auxiliary factory of a most important descrirtion for 
the work we have in hand. This improvement at Ilford, and the new 
factory, we are confident will tend to the development rf our business, 
and. of course, that improvement and the additional factory will materi¬ 

ally increase the value of our assets. Notwithstanding the outlay upon 
these works, I am glad to call your attention to our 1st of investments, 
which show practically the same amount of money invested as was 
invested last year. (Applause.) As to sundry debtors, they show an 
increase of rather over £2,000 on the amount shown lust year, but that 
is explained in a manner which will be satisfactory to you. Our sales 
during the month of October, the last month of the year we are 
reviewing, were very considerable. The next item is stock, and it is put 
in our accounts at a valuation which possibly conveys a wrong and 
unjust impression. The stock the.e is our largest item—it is £26,000 
odd, or some £7,000 more than last year. It is, however, only put 
down at actual prime cost; but as you can readily understand, the value 
is unquestionably more than it appears in the balance-sheet. It is 
significant, and a significance which should be pleasing to you, that, 
although our stock is more than £7,000 in excess of what we really 
had at this time last year, yet our creditors are more than £700 less. 
Referring back to our freehold land and buildings, I ought to call 
attention to the fact that we have again this year made an ample 
and liberal depreciation cn our property. As a matter of fact, I have 
not the slightest doubt that our property is just as valuable as it was; 
in fact, some portions of it are more valuable to us than Ihey were 
last year. In this matter of depreciation we have met with the cordial 
approval of our searching auditors. On the matter of sundry debtors, I 
may say that we have thousands of customers, and an immense number 
of open accounts. That the year under review shou'd have passed without 
incurring a single bad debt is due to the unceasing vigilance of our 
managers. This is a testimony and proof of the sound principles on 
which your business is being conducted. In our report there is a feature 
that I must deal with, and that is, that, although and in spite of 
antagonistic circumstances which seemed to be unpleasant I mean bad 
weather—our sales have been practically the same as last year. Our 
net profits may be less proportionately—rather less than an infinitesimal 
reduction—but when we consider the amount of business we do, that 
need scarcely be taken into consideration. However, we do not wish 
to be unnecessarily optimistic by putting before you pleasing things and 
glossing over others. As to our commercial manager, I am glad to 
tell you that we are in every way satisfied with the efficient manner 
m which he carried out his onerous and responsible duties. Acting a 
good deal on his advice, but after careful consideration, we came to the 
conclusion that is would be expedient to incur a larger outlay in certain 
matters, notably advertising. We have incurred a certain amount of 
expense which has lessened our net profits, but I can confidently assuie 
you that we shall reap the benefit in the near future. As to the report, 
I feel that you will welcome our dividend again of 10 per cent., and 
also the bonus which we declare. This year we felt it right to give 
you a bonus, rather than write off a larger sum than £3,000 for goodwill. 
We have thought it better rather to increase the amount we put to 
reserve by an additional £1,000, bringing the amount this year up to 
£9,000, instead cf £3,000 as last year. I hope that will meet with your 
cordial approval. (Applause.) At this point I feel it right, at the end 
of our fifth year, to review a little the satisfactory position which this 
company now occupies. In our prospectus, it will be remembered, it 
was set out there that the average profits for four years previous to 
the taking over of the business by the company, was seme £46,000—the 
net profits I mean. In each of the past five years we have considerably 
exceeded that amount; in fact, the average for the five years comes out 
at £53 010. That is satisfactory, but in addition to that we have built 
up a reserve of £41,000, written off £61,COO from the goodwill, and 
depreciated the property by over £10,000. (Loud applause.) I have now 
a further piece of information to give you, which I am sure will be 
received with gratification, and that is that both cur managing director 
and our colleague, Mr. Hughes, whose excellent woik it would be in¬ 
vidious for me to mention in their presence, have consented to renew 
their agreement with us for another five years. (Renewed applause.) I 
have also another piece of information to give which will also be exceed¬ 
ingly gratifying to you. I am exceedingly glad to be able to tell you 
that a few days ago Mr. Harman, the founder of the original company 
—the Britannia Company—has agreed to accept a position on the Board 
of the company. From the year 1330 up to the time that this company 
was formed Mr. Harman presided over the affairs of the first company 
with signal success, and now he has consented to join our Board. 
(Applause.) That is a matter for congratulation, as his presence with 
us means enormous strength being given to our counsels by his vast 
experience, not only as a photographer, but as an expert in our business. 
When Lord Crawford could no longer hold the chairmanship of tms 
company, an attempt was made to induce Mr. Harman to take his 
place, but that gentleman declined the honour, though urged by Mr. 
Knobel and myself. Now, at the end of our fifth year, Mr. Harman, 
finding our affairs so satisfactory, has come back to his old love, and to 
support the Board by his valuable counsel. I now beg to move: “That 
the annual statement of accounts ai d balance-sheet, and the reports ot 
the directors and auditors, be and they are. hereby adopted, and that 
the dividend declared and the bonus be paid in accordance therewith. 
Mr. Charles J. Cox (deputy chairman) said he had great pleasure m 
seconding this motion. Mr. Lee Smith congratulated the directors on 
the admirable result of their working during the past year. It was 
exceedingly gratifying to hear that the founder of the company was 
about to join the Board. It was known that in their trade there was 
much competition, and therefore the acquisition of Mr. Harmon was 
of vast importance in the guidance and counsel which he would be able 
to afford the Board. He proceeded to refer to the position of t e 
preference shares on the Stock Exchange, stating that he could scarcely 
comprehend how it was that they stood at the present figure, moie 
especially when they had in liquid assets £190,000, in buildings £4b,UUU, 
m investments £92,783, in stocks £6,836, and with other items making 
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a total of £168,619. He could only understand the position of these 
preference shares by the fact that in the market preference shares in indus¬ 
trial companies were mere shuttlecocks. Mr. Lyall also congratulated 
the directors on the successful year they had had. They were quite 
prepared, owing to the recent bad summer, to hear of a smaller turnover, 
but he saw that the Ilford company had increased their business. Con¬ 
sidering the great advance of film photography, he hoped the Board 
would make arrangements for the introduction of this branch. The 
resolution was then put to the meetmg and agreed to. The chairman 
then moved that Mr. Charles J. Cox, the retiring director, be re-elected. 
Mr. Knobel, in seconding the motion, said that competition had been 
referred to, and he might say that such competition was a very good 
thing for them. (Hear, hear.) It kept the whole of their staff up to the 
mark, and it was very necessary that all members connected with the 
management of this company should be vigilant in every department, 
whether relating to the trading of the company or in the manufacture 
of their articles. In the balance-sheet they would notice they had a 
reserve fund of several thousand pounds sterling; but he might tell 
them that at Ilford they had another reserve of skill and energy which 
the directors could draw upon to meet any demand that might be made. 
The resolution was agreed to. The auditors, Messrs. Turquand, Youngs, 
Bishop, and Clarke were re-appointed on the motion of Mr. Helby, 
seconded by Mr. Lockhart. A vote of thanks to the chairman, the 
directors, and staff having been passed, the chairman returned thanks, 
and proceeded to say that they had placed on the market this year two 
new photographic papers, and the result had been, as far as they had 
gone, most satisfactory to them. Late in the season they had intro¬ 
duced an excellent camera, of patented designs. The result as yet had 
not been very pronounced. It was so late in the season when they pro¬ 
duced it; but they were not without confidence that that would also 
materially affect the prosperity of their business. 

-«- 

The Christmas number of “ Photography ” (published by Messrs. Uiffe 
and Sons, Limited, 3, St. Bride Street, London, L.C.) contains repro¬ 
ductions of well-selected “ photographs of the year,” with accompanying 
letterpress of an appreciative and critical nature. The book makes a 
handsome present, and should lead the novice to aspire to the production 
of good photographs. 

Use of Photographs as Evidence.—Ever since its inception, photo¬ 
graphy has rendered valuable assistance to justice by the popular 
nature of the data it is capable of producing. One of its earliest 
services along this line was me improvement m the various " itogues 
Galleries ” scattered throughout the country, writes Mr. James G. 
McCurdy, in “ The Scientific American,” where efforts were being made 
to keep a record of portraits of leading lawbreakers. Prior to the 
advent of photography, likenesses oi o.iminals, as sketched by the 
artist and reproduced by the wood engraver, offered but little aid to 
the officers of the law for purposes of identification. The camera, 
however, capable of catching each facial characteristic and fleeting 
expression, together with the ease with which its results could be 
duplicated without loss of any essential qualities, proved a most effectual 
help in the detection of criminals. The United States government 
endeavoured for many years to perfect a system of identification by 
description merely, in the matter of Chinese certificates. But so 
many frauds were perpetrated that at last Congress was compelled to 
adopt the amendment of November 3rd, 1893, requiring every such 
certificate to have attached to its face the photograph of the person 
applying for the same. This clause in the exclusion Bill was very 
distasteful to the Chinese, who fought it with great energy throughout 
the country, but without avail. When at last the Chinese found that 
they must comply with the new regulation or suffer deportation, the 
photographers of the Pacific Coast could hardly meet the demands 
of the excited Celestials, all of whom had become very anxious to 
be photographed before the expiration of the time limit. Certificate 
photographs are not retouched, and any scar or other prominent 
marking upon the face is made as conspicuous as possible, to aid 
identification. The effect of the new law was most salutary, and 
while frauds are still occasionally attempted, they are rarely successful. 
When the foregoing facts are taken into consideration, it is not at 
all surprising that the camera is held in wholesome respect by those 
who would seek to break or evade the law. This point was emphasised 
last winter during the great teamsters’ strike in Boston, where policemen 
riding with the drivers found cameras more formidable weapons than 
firearms would have been. Somehow, when those bent on mischief 
realised that any act of violence on their part would be duly recorded 
by the all-seeing lenses, to be brought up against them later, the very 
boldest among them shrank from making a demonstration. Although 
the photograph has been used for years as a means of identification, 
it is still looked upon in many courts with a degree of suspicion, 
when submitted in general evidence. This is largely due to the fact 
that photographic negatives, in the hands of skilful manipulators, are 
capable of much “ doctoring,” and can readily be made to bear witness 
to untruths. Yet realising that all evidence is open to question and 
must be thoroughly sifted, and trusting to photographic experts to 
unearth attempted fraud, the photograph is being admitted in courts 
of justice as evidence more extensively each year. Finding by experi¬ 
ence that a well-taken, untouched photograph bearing upon a case 
in point often makes valuable evidence, many railroads, steamship 
companies, and other corporations are making it a practice to keep 
cameras within easy reach of their employees, to be used when necessity 
arises. 

Meetings of Societies. 
MEETINGS OF SOCIETIES FOR NEXT WEEK. 

Dec. Name of Society. Subject. 

5, 

5. 

8. 

8. 

8. 

9. 

9. 

9. 

9. 

9. 

10. 

10 

10. 

10. 

10. 

10. 

10 

10. 

10. 

11 

11, 

11 

11 

11. 

11 

11 

11 

West London Photo. Society.. 

Leicester Literary . 

Borough Polytechnic. 

'Oxford Camera Club. 

Southampton Camera Club .... 

Society of Arts . 

Leeds Photographic Society .. 

Isle of Thanet Photo. Society 

Roy. Photo. Soc. of Gt. Britain 

Birmingham Photo. Society ... 

Brentford Photo. Society . 

Ashton-under-Lyne Photo. 

Leeds Camera Club . 

Borough Polytechnic. 

North Middlesex Photographic- 

Nottingham Camera Club . 

Southport Photo. Society . 

Photographic Club . 

Society of Arts . 

Soutlisea Photographic Society 

Roy. Photo. Soc. of Gt. Britain 

Society of Arts . 

London and Provincial. 

N.-W. London Photo. Society 

Goldsmiths’ Institute Photo ... 

Liverpool Amateur Photo. 

Woolwich Photo. Society . 

Richmond Camera Club . 

/ Show of Work done at Outdoor Meet- 
Z ings.and Miscellaneous. 
/ Exhibition of Photography Prize Lan- 
Z tern Slides for 1902. 
j Lont-rn Al de Milkin'] by Reduction 
Z Mr. F. W. Gregg. 

Demonstra'ions by Mr. H. Minn. 
/Demonstration of the Lumiere Process 
I of Colour Photography. 
f The Future of Coal Gas and Allied 

Illum>n i' ts. Professor Vivian li 
Z Lewes. 
j Selections from a ) ear's Lantern Slide 
I Work. Mr. Godfrey Bingley. 
f Club Competition: Lantern Slide 

Making. Prize, Silver Medal pre- 
l_ sented by Mr P. F. Weeks. 
J Photography in Marine Zoology. Dr. 
| R. Norris Wolfenden. 
/ Brnninuham Markets and Fairs. By 
I Mr. Walter Barrow. 
f Colour Photographer by the Lumiere 
. Proce'8. Demonstration by Mr. 
I Turner. 
| Discussion on Winter Photography in 
\ its Various Aspects. 
/Yorkshire Photographic Union Port- 
Z folio (Members’Work). 
i Practical Enlarging. Mr. J. II Gear 
I F.R.PS. 
/ A Trip to Eastern Ireland. Mr. C. II. 
Z Oakden, F.R.P.S. 

The 7 wo Rivieras. Mr. S Bourne, 
j Practical Working of Rotogruph Papersr 
\ CL-C. Mr. W. A. Sims. 

Demonstration. G. Houghton & Son. 
(French Rural Education and its Lessons 

for England. Mr. Cloudesley Brere- 
Z. ton. 
I Animated Photographs. Mr. Luther 
\ Dyer. 
j The Great Photographic Star Map_ 
Z Professor H. H. Turner. 
I Domestic Life in Persia. Miss Ella C. 
Z Sykes. 

Exhibition of competing pictures. 
/ A Ramble Round the Tower of London. 
Z A. Bedding. 

Welford’s Photographic Flexibilities. 
/Lantern Lecture. Bridgnorth. Mr. 
\ Joseph Marples. 
(Camera Motes by an Amateur Field 

-! Aaturalist. Mr. Douglas English, 
(. B A. 
j Night Photography. By Mr. Ellis 
Z Kelsey. 

ROYAL PHOTOGRAPHIC SOCIETY. 
Technical Meeting, November 25th.—Mr. Leslie Selby in the chair. 

A frame of photographic enamels, for the presentation of which the 
Society is indebted to Mr. A. L. Henderson, who made them in 1866, 
was passed round for examination. 

In the absence of the author through indisposition, the secretary read 
a paper on “ Halation,” by Mr. Harold Holcroft, M.A., F.C.S. The paper 
was in some respects supplementary to one read before the Birmingham 
Photographic Society, and published by us in our issue for January 
31st of the current year. The present paper points to the necessity 
for further investigation into the cure of halation, and with this view, 
the importance of isolating each of the causes. The effects upon an 
unbacked plate, classed as halation, are complex, and attributable to 
various causes. The author refers to three separate principal forms of 
halation: —(1) That due to lateral spreading of light in the 
film; (2) that due to reflection from the back internal surface of 
the glass plate; and (3) that due to reflection from the separating 
division of the dark slide. Considering what takes place in the case cf 
an unbacked plate when a bright spot of light is focussed in the 
centre of an otherwise black field, and the possibility of accurately 
accounting for the destination of the whole of the rays proceeding 
from the bright spot, one should include all the separate causes of 
halation. Some are radiated forward, and are absorbed by the black 
interior of the camera; some radiate laterally into the substance of the 
film, and produce a ring of what is called lateral halation round the 
spot. This lateral halation will be chiefly in the upper parts of the 
film. Other rays will radiate into the glass plate, aud some of them 
will be reflected from the internal back surface of the glass, and produce 
a ring of halation on the inner surface of the film. The extent of the 
halation will depend upon the intensity of the light, the thickness cf 
the glass, the physical condition of the film, the length of exposure, 
etc. The author describes the method adopted for measuring the area 
of the lateral halation and the reflected halation, and in the course 
of these remarks develops the possibility of a further cause of halation 
due to the lens itself. It has been assumed that the lens projects a 
clean image of the spot on the black field, and the possibility that it 
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is a factor in halation comes as a surprise. A photographic lens usually 
consists of several distinct lenses, bounded by surfaces of varying radii ; 
the lens not only transmits, but reflects, light at each surface. Flare 
spot is caused by light reflected from one of the back surfaces and re¬ 
flected again at one" of the front surfaces, being brought more or less 
to a focus upon the centre of the plate. The correction of flare spot 
is brought about by such an adjustment of the curves and the position 
of the stop that the spot is enlarged and distributed over the whole 
surface of the plate with reduced intensity. There are other reflecting 
surfaces, however, in addition to the principal surface to which the 
flare spot just discussed is due, anc[ these cause what the author 
describes as secondary and tertiary flare spots, which are likely to 
manifest themselves under critical conditions. Mr. Holcroft sees little 
possibility of correcting this form of halation if it is rightly ascribed 
to the lens, seeing what a wonderful compromise of conflicting conditions 
the modern lens already is. The author sets himself the following 
programme : (1) To resolve halation into its constituent parts, and to 
determine the exact part played by the lens; (2) to ascertain the amount 
of lateral spreading of light in the film under varying conditions; (3) 
bo examine the distribution of halation in the film by preparing cross 
sections of the film for the microscope. Variable factors, many in 
number, have to be considered—the actinic intensity of the light, the 
stop valve, speed of film, exposure, the developer (its strength, tem¬ 
perature, and penetrating power), physical constitution of the film, its 
thickness and colour, thickness of the plate, the actinic absorptive power 
of the glass, etc. It is also necessary to work under standard conditions, 
which the author also details. The experiments are still proceeding. 

A long discussion ensued, which it is understood will be submitted to 
the author for his consideration and reply. 

LONDON AND PROVINCIAL PHOTOGRAPHIC ASSOCIATION. 
November 27th.—Mr. A. E. Smith in the chair. 

Mr. J. W. Hodges read a paper on “ The Photography of Architecture." 
At the outset, he made a strong plea for more specialising in photo¬ 
graphic work, pointing to the greater pleasure to be obtained by the 
thorough mastery of one subject than the superficial knowledge of 
many. His own speciality lay in the study of architecture and its 
photographic rendering. Throughout the lecture the meeting had ample 
opportunity for appreciating the extent to which Mr. Hodges has carried 
his specialising, in the shape of numerous splendid examples of archi¬ 
tectural slides. An elementary knowledge of the history of Gothic 
architecture gives to the beginner in architectural photography a strong 
inducement to acquire more, and greatly increases his chances of quickly 
acquiring a knowledge of the photographic treatment of the wealth of 
subjects which abound in this country. Mr. Hodges discussed the use 
of backed plates, the best forms of camera for the work, the utility 
of rising and cross fronts, levelling devices, slow versus fast plates, 
the use of the actinometer, etc. Full exposure is a sine qua non, and 
exposure meters appear to be of little value in the dark buildings. He 
advocated the employment of two cameras, especially in places where 
very long exposures are called for, the second being devoted to the 
photographing of details, which offer an ever-ready excuse for an ex¬ 
posure. As the slides were shown, Mr. Hodges gave interesting data 
about them and their originals, and it was generally agreed that his 
paper and illustrations had afforded a valuable series of hints to those 
thinking of pursuing the subject further. 

-«.- 
THE SOUTHAMPTON CAMERA CLUB. 

A meeting of the Southampton Camera Club was held at the club- 
room, Philharmonic Hall, on Monday evening, November 24th, under 
the presidency of Mr. W. Burrough Hill, who takes a paternal interest 
in the club, which, under good officership, is making pleasing and satis¬ 
factory progress. At the outset of the proceedings 100 slides of Canadian 
scenery, lent by the Royal Photographic Society, to which the club is 
affiliated, were thrown on the screen by Mr. Vivian; and Mr. S. G. 
Kimber, the energetic hon. secretary, added to the enjoyment of the 
entertainment by making a few concise descriptive remarks as the slides 
“ passed through.” Subsequently, at the invitation of Mr. Hill, who 
presided in the absence of the Mayor (Mr. H. I. Sanders), the hon. 
secretary gave a brief history of the club, which, he said, was started six 
years ago in an underground kitchen at Northam with a membership of 
eight. To-day they could boast a membership of over 100, and could 
honestly lav claim to being one of the strongest clubs in the South of 
England. (Hear, hear.) Speaking of the recent exhibition, held in the 
Art Society’s Gallery, Marland Place, in behalf of the club he tendered 
their heartiest thanks to all who contributed to the success of their 
annual venture, and congratulated the members on the excellent photo¬ 
graphs exhibited by them, which earned the encomiums of the judges. 
There was no doubt, he added, when the accounts were gone into they 
would have a balance of £20 on the exhibition, and the committee 
proposed to spend this amount on the purchase of apparatus for the 
use of the members. (Apolause.) The president complimented the 
club on the successful exhibition, which, he said, was the most perfect 
of its kind he had ever attended. Mr. Hill subsequently presented 
the medals and certificates won by the members at the exhibition. 

A vote of thanks to the president concluded the proceedings. 

The members met on the 1st inst., at their headquarters, Philharmonic 
Hall, under the presidency of Mr. G. Vivian, and after the election of 
new members, Mr. Harry Wade, representing Messrs. Wellington and 
Ward, gave demonstrations on the specialities of the firm. The utility 
of the film and paper negatives was explained. The slow contact paper 
was then ably demonstrated with. 

The paper can be safely worked by gaslight, and exposure made by an 
artificial light, or very short exposure in daylight. A new method o 
procuring warm tones on slow contact paper by development was show 
The developer used being edinol and hydrokinone, well restrained will 
potassium bromide, and the tones obtained ranged from sepia to re-1 
chalk, according to the exposure given, a long one being necessary 
The results were highly appreciated. Mr. Wade then showed the procd 
of carbon printing by both single and double transfer, and was give i 
a hearty vote of thanks for his interesting and instructive demonstration-, 

CROYDON CAMERA CLUB. 
The meeting on Wednesday, the 28th ult., was devoted to lanteri 
slides, a selection being made for the seventieth lantern show to be 

held at the Art. Gallerv. on December 10th. It was announced that 
an interesting series of Paul’s animatographs would also be displayed. 

During the evening a demonstration of Messrs. Butcher and Sons 
Maxlite generator, and four burner acetylene lamp, was given hvl 
Mr. W. H. Smith. The lamp burned with great steadiness, without srn< 11, 
or smoke, and gave a brilliant disc of good colour. The general opinion) 
of all present was, that when the limelight or electric arc was not avail 
able, the Maxlite formed a most efficient substitute. 

-- 
LEICESTER AND LEICESTERSHIRE PHOTOGRAPHIC SOCIETY 

Mr. J. Page Croft, one of the most original and best abused workers of! 
the day, was announced to lecture before the above society on Wed-j 
nesday last. He demonstrated the gum-bichromate process, and remarked 
as follows: “ Photographic technique has been mastered, the future pro¬ 
gress in photography will come from the artistic workers, and gum is 
the ideal process for the photo-artist. It is also the simplest process 
under the sun; a touch of the brush here, the finger there, a dash of hot 
water somewhere else, and there you are; just the effect you want and 
just what no other process will yield. For latitude no other process 
equals it; you can have enough rope to hang both in the Salon and 
Royal. If you tire in developing a gum print, dry it, put it away, and 
start again when you feel inclined.” Mr. Croft is a practical preacher, 
his efforts were just incomplete enough to make a man want to try 
for himself, and as an encouragement he offered a guinea’s worth of 
apparatus for the most artistic bi-gum print by any of the members. 

NEWCASTLE-ON-TYNE AND NORTHERN COUNTIES PHOTO¬ 
GRAPHIC ASSOCIATION. 

On November 25th, Mr. A. B. Gardiner, a well-known local photographer, 
gave a lecture and demonstration before this association. Mr. Gardiner 
is a firm believer in the merits of modern gelatine dry plates, expressing 
the opinion that the man for whom a first-class gelatine slide was not 
good enough must be hard indeed to please. The lecturer explained 
the manner in which slides can be made by contact, and also by reduc¬ 
tion in the camera, the former method being usual in the case of small 
negatives or where a small portion only of a large negative was required, 
while the reduction, method is absolutely necessary where it is required 
to make a slide from the whole of a large negative. The lecturer re¬ 
commended beginners to commence with strong plucky negatives, as 
it is easier to judge the exposure from them than it is from softer 
negatives, although no accurate rules can be given on this head. As 
conditions vary so widely, such as density of negative, source, strength, 
and distance of light and effect required; Mr. Gardiner said the secret 
of doing good work lay in choosing a suitable negative, full exposure 
and tentative development carried far enough. With regard to develop¬ 
ment, he said that to get the best results in all cases the maker’s 
formulae should be used, and condemned the indiscriminate publication 
of formulae by persons lacking scientific knowledge. The Howard- 
Farmer reducer was recommended for clearing off fog and generally 
adding brilliancy to the finished transparency. Many useful hints as to 
binding, spotting, increasing and decreasing, contrast by the use of 
different sources of light and the interposition of various coloured glasses 
between the light and the negative, and many other matters were given 
by the lecturer. Mr. Gardiner exposed some plates, developed, fixed, 
cleared, washed, and finally put them through the lantern, demonstrating 
in an interesting manner an absorbing branch of photographic work. 

LONGTON AND DISTRICT PHOTOGRAPHIC SOCIETY. 
Mr. F. W. Pibditch, of Birmingham, entertained a fair number of mem¬ 
bers of the Longton and District Photographic Society with a lecture 
at the Court House, recently, entitled “Stories of Dartmoor.” Mr. 
Pilditch had many interesting and amusing stories to tell, and he spoke 
in warm praise of the charming physical beauties of the county which 
Baring Gould describes in “Uriah.” The lecture was very enjoyable, 
and was illustrated by a number of splendid lantern slides, by means 
of which the audience were able to appreciate the irresistible pictur¬ 
esqueness of Devonshire scenery. At the close of the lecture a series 
of members’ slides were tested through the lantern. 

DEVONPORT CAMERA CLUB. 
Before the Devonport Camera Club recently, Mr. W. D. Welford 
delivered a lecture on “ Photographic flexibilities, in the camera, the 
developer, the printing process, and in general work.” The lecture 
was of a practical character, and was rendered additionally interesting 
by demonstrations and the exhibition of a large series of photographs. 
A splendid set of slides was also shown with the lantern. Among some 
people, the lecturer remarked, there was an idea that the camera 
could not lie; but the first three slides proved that it could lie artistic- 
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lly. A fine set of night pictures, taken in New York, and a number 
iken in the course of a week in camp in “ Shakespeare country ” 
rere also much appreciated. Mr. R. J. Lamb presided, and announced 
hat a conversazione and exhibition of members’ work would be held 
l January. Two new members were elected. 

BLAIRGOWRIE AND DISTRICT. 
the monthly meeting, :n the club room, recently, Mr. Jas. 

iichardson, Y.P., presided, and Mr. Maclachlan gave in a report on 
he meeting at Dundee to consider the question of affiliation amongst 
he societies. The action of the delegates—Messrs. Richardson and 
Jaclachlan—met the approval of the meeting. The result of last 
nonth’s competition - -wild birds’ nests, in situ—was announced as 
ollows: 1, D. G. Monair; 2, J. W. Petrie; 3, Jas. Richardson. Mr. 
'. D. Petrie then gave a paper on “ Gum Bichromate Printing,” 
vherein he advocated that process for bold work where bread effects 
vere aimed at. He demonstrated the method of sensitising and coating 
,he paper, and was bombarded with questions from the members 
present, which resolved itself into an animated discussion. 

Dews and Dotes* 
-♦- 

The telegraphic and cable address of the Imperial Dry Plate Co., 
Limited, of Cricklewood, London, N.W., is now “ Unpeople, London.” 

“Dogs and Doggerel.”—Mrs. Carine Cadby writes:—“We were very 
much amused at your wag’s humorous remarks about our little pam¬ 
phlet. We just had enough brains left from our plate coating to produce 
this little book I am enclosing. Perhaps it may inspire that wag to 
further witticisms.” The little book is published by the Art Record Press, 
144, Fleet Street, London, E.C., price sixpence. The “doggerel” concerns 
itself with the doings of a couple of Airedale pups, who appear to have 
a very good time indeed. The nine photographs are extremely well done, 
and, with the lines, fnrther testify to the remarkable versatility of 
those accomplished photographers, Mr. and Mrs. Cadby. 

The year book of the Gateshead Camera Club is a capital production. 
Here are some of its contents: —A frontispiece; list of officers and 
council; rules; syllabus; an open letter from F. M. Sutcliffe; local spots 
of interest; exposure guides; finding due south; notes on the construc¬ 
tion of a picture; weights and measures; development; formulae; general 
hints; federation of Northumberland and Durham photographic societies; 
and a list of members who offer special help. Well done, Editor Hewitt! 

Messrs. Marion and Co., Limited, of Soho Square, London, W., are 
issuing a series of negative masks for printing Christmas, new year, 
and birthday mottoes on photographic papers. The masks are on 
translucent cloth, and the positive is in dark pigment. A set of six 
different designs in obtainable for one shilling and sixpence 

Photographic Society for Bowes Park.—A meeting was held at the 
Collegiate School, 111, Myddleton Road, Bowes Park, on Wednesday, 
the 26th ult., for the purpose of forming a photographic society for 
the district, fifteen gentlemen being present, and a number of others 
having signified their intention of becoming members. Mr. Craston 
having been voted to the chair, it was proposed and unanimously agreed 
that a photographic society be formed for the district, to be called the 
Bowes Park and District Photographic Society. The following gentle¬ 
men were appointed to form a committee to draw up the rules of the 
society: Messrs. Cob, Duncan, H. C. Bird, A. J. Craston, Hornsey, 
Richardson, and Young. Mr. A. Kerwin was elected hon. secretary 
pro tern. It was agreed that the fee for adult members be 5s. per 
annum, and junior members, under 18 years, be 2s. 6d. per annum, 
no entrance fee being charged to members joining during remainder of 
the present year. It was also agreed that, ladies be admitted to 
membership. 

A good many more of our readers know of Mr. F. C. Tilney than 
think they do. Amongst photographic critics he is one of the most 
active, although his name is not usually found at the foot of his articles. 
We are now in a position to criticise him on his own ground, which is 
that of art, for he sends us a pack of Shakespearean playing cards, 
designed and schemed throughout by himself. All the kings, queens, 
and knaves are taken from Shakespeare’s plays, with appropriate quota¬ 
tions. He claims that the usual objections to fancy cards have been 
entirely avoided, for the kings are instantaneously distinguishable from 
the Jacks, both by their dignified appearance and by the crowns on their 
heads. The Jacks look unmistakably the knaves they are. The quota¬ 
tions have evidently been chosen with great care, and very happily 
give the cue to the character depicted, of whose utterances they consist, 
and bear a metaphorical allusion also to the vicissitudes of card playing. 
The cards are undoubtedly the most artistic ever yet produced, and 
for 2s. 6d. make a capital present for Christmas time. The Queen has 
graciously accepted a pack. Altogether, we heartily congratulate Mr. 
Tilney on his artistic success, and wish him a financial extension of it. 

The Bausch and Lomb Competitions.—A new booklet relating to these 
competitions has been issued by Messrs. A. E. Staley and Co., 35, 
Aldermanbury, London, E.C., of whom copies may be obtained. We 
extract the objects of the competition:—The main object of this com¬ 
petition is to demonstrate the possibilities of our photographic lenses, from 
the optical standpoint, that is, under the most trying conditions optically. 
The properties of a lens which we seek to obtain in the highest degree 
in our lenses are freedom from astigmatism, defining power, depth of 
focus, flatness of field, and speed, combined with proper focal length 

: to give the best pictorial results. Photographs demonstrating these 
qualities in the highest degree will have preference over those of equal 

pictorial excellence in which such qualities are not so clearly demon¬ 
strated. Interesting subjects should be selected. A photograph may 
show perfect lens work, artistic composition, proper lighting, and have 
all the qualities that go to make up a picture, without exciting the 
least interest in the beholder. Photographs should appeal in some wray 
strongly to those who have no knowledge of the particular subjects or 
incidents depicted. 

Exhibition at Leith.—The second annual exhibition of the work of 
members of the Leith Photographic Association was opened on Tuesday 
week in the Wilson's Hall, Hope Street, Leith. The exhibition is most 
interesting for its examples of what photography is capable of giving 
us. All the work on view, some 110 frames in number, evidences a 
distinct appreciation of the pictorial on the part of the exhibitors, 
generally combined with a very high technical ability. The atendance 
of the public has been extremely gratifying, and goes to show the place 
photographic art is making for itself. Mr. J. Gibson is a prominent 
exhibitor, and his works seem to us to point to the deep sympathy that 
exists between him and his subjects. This is very strikingly suggested 
by his “ Early Spring,” where we have a splendid rendering of that 
singular feeling we are all so apt to experience on its advent. So, 
similarly, with “ Sunset,” another very successful contribution. Mr. 
Wm. Duncan, S.S.C., the hon. secretary, has been wonderfully successful 
with his picture of the woodyard fire. It must be reckoned an especial 
success. “ Stacking Hay ” is another good thing, this time from the 
camera of Mr. T. Wilson. As a transcript of country life it will be hard 
to beat. This also applies to the “Haymaking” of Mr. W. J. Melville. 
“ Mirth,” by Mr. G. B. Massie, shows a masterly treatment, and the 
print is of a rare quality. Other workers whose contributions should 
on no account be passed without notice are Messrs. Ro.bertson, Hayes, 
Clark, Laycock, Ewart, and Oliver. To the visitor who is interested 
in lantern slides and stereoscopic work, the exhibits in this section 
must prove interesting, they are of so high quality generally. Altogether, 
the exhibition as a whole is marvellously good, and full of interest to 
all who have an outlook in photographic practice. 

Hove Camera Club Exhibition.—The following is the award list: — 
Open classes : Class A, landscape, river scenery, and marine, silver medal. 
No. 32, A. Fenn; bronze medals, No. 19, C. E. Etches; No. 66, D. Deeley. 
Class B, figure, portraiture, and animal studies, silver medal, No. 297. 
H. Lawrence; bronze medals, No. 257, Douglas English, F.R.P.S.; No. 
172, Mrs. R. M. King. Class C, architecture—interior and exterior, silver 
medal, No. 323, Rev. H. R. Campion; bronze medal, No. 339, W. A. 
Clark; certificate, No. 341, S. A. Pitcher. Class D, flowers, fruit, still 
life, etc., silver medal, No. 379, H. Lawrence; bronze medal, No. 375. 
A. Tauxe; certificate, No. 367, Mrs. Alice Dumas. Class F, lantern slides 
—landscape and marine, silver medal, No. 391, W. A. Clarke; bronze 
medal, No. 384, F. Parkinson; certificate, No. 385, Ellis Kelsey. Class 
G, lantern slides—portraiture and animal studies, silver medal, No. 414 
H. Wade; bronze medal, No. 408. D. J. Gadsby; certificate, No. 426, 
Grun. Class H, lantern slides—architecture, etc., silver medal, No. 432a, 
H. Wade; bronze medal, No. 420, D. J. Gadsby; certificate, No. 426, 
W. Harvey. Club classes: Challenge salver, “Gladys,” No. 509, F. R. 
Richardson. Class J, landscape, silver medal, No. 465, Victor E. Morris: 
bronze medal, No. 459, R. C. Ryan; certificate, No. 480, A. R. Sargeant. 
Class K, marine, silver medal, No. 489, Victor E. Morris; bronze medal, 
No. 488, F. J. Phillips; certificate, No. 492, C. Berrington-Stoner, Class 
L, portraiture, silver medal, No. 509, F. R. Richardson; bronze medal, 
No. 513, C. Berrington-Stoner; certificate, No. 523, H. Lawrence. Class 
M, architecture, silver medal, No. 533, F. J. Phillips; bronze medal, 
No. 529, D. J. Gadsby; certificate, No. 526, W. Bailey. Class N, lantern 
slides (any subjects), silver medal, No. 551, Victor Morris: bronze medal. 
No. 553, Capt. Davidson; certificate, No. 547, F. R. Richardson. Class 
O, novices (in sets of three), bronze medal, Nos. 575-577, F. Northen : 
certificate, Nos. 565-567, W. A. Ellington. Class P, lantern slides (novices), 
bronze medal, No. 588, W. Bailey; certificate, No. 586, H. W. Bailey. 

The View from Richmond Hill.—The Parks Committee of the London 
County Council have issued a report in connection with the negotiations 
with Sir Whittaker Ellis for preserving the amenities of the view from 
Richmond Hill. The committee point out that the properties at 
Twickenham, known as Cambridge Park Gardens and Haversham Grange, 
which are within the view from Richmond Hill, are at present owned 
by Sir Whittaker Ellis. Recently the Cambridge Park Gardens property 
was offered for sale by auction, but was bought in. The owners of 
these two properties and of Meadowbank adjoining to the westward 
are under covenant each with the other not to build in advance of a 
certain line. It was the desire of the committee that an agreement 
embodying this covenant should be scheduled to the Act of Parliament 
authorising the purchase of Marble Hill; but they were not able to 
obtain the consent of the owners of the properties to this course in 
sufficient time to enable this to be done in the Bill then before Parlia¬ 
ment. In October, 1901, Sir Whittaker Ellis wrote, forwarding a plan 
showing the line above referred to so far as his properties were concerned, 
and stating that he would undertake not to build below that line pro¬ 
vided the Marble Hill property were retained as an open space. He 
afterwards wrote stating that if the Marble Hill estate and such other 
adjoining properties were secured by the London County Council as 
would, in their opinion, preserve the view from Richmond Hill, he 
would be quite willing to give such undertaking as the Council might 
desire that the land lie held on the opposite side of the river, being 
Cambridge Park Gardens and Haversham Grange, should not be further 
built upon than at present, except conservatories or other buildings 
of that nature for garden purposes. When, however, Cambridge Park 
Gardens were recently offered for sale, there was no reference in the 
conditions of sale to~ restriction of building other than the covenant 
with the adjoining owner. On Sir Whittaker Ellis’s being asked to 
cause an announcement to be made in the auction room that the property 
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would be sold subject to the undertaking he had given not to build 
upon it, he replied, “ I certainly never contemplated binding the property 
in other hands than my own, and of course it will now be for any pur¬ 
chaser of the property to deal with the question.” The committee are 
advised that Sir Whittaker Ellis can be required to enter into the under¬ 
taking indicated by his letter, and accordingly recommend the Council 
to pass a resolution to the effect that such steps as may be necessary be 
at once taken for the enforcement of the promise, and generally for the 
protection of the Council’s interests in relation to the view.—“ The Times. ’ 

-«.- 

Correspondence. 
*** Correspondents should never write on both sides of the paper. No 

notice is taken of communications unless the names and addresses of 
the writers are given. 

*»* do not undertake responsibility for the opinions expressed by our 
correspondents. 

-♦- 
THE UNIVERSAL EXPOSITION, ST. LOUIS, 1904. 

To the Editors. 
Gentlemen,—After the formal acceptance, by the British Govern 

ment, of the invitation to take part in the Universal Exposition, it 
was thought desirable to prepare some special descriptive literature 
for the guidance of intending exhibitors and visitors from the United 
Kingdom. 

In pursuance of this, purpose, I forward, for your information and 
with my compliments, the accompanying illustrated pamphlet. An 
attempt has been made to set forth, with all possible brevity, but 
with completeness, the scope and plan of the Exposition, estimates 
of the men, and the historic events to be commemorated, descriptions 
of the grounds and buildings, a comprehensive review of the various 
exhibits, notices of the organisation, the work, and the financial 
resources available, and the relations which foreign countries, the 
Government of the United States, and the States of the Union, bear 
to it. 

It is believed that readers may thus obtain a fair idea of the scheme, 
its alms, and its progress, in all of which the people of the foreign 
countries accepting invitations have an interest scarcely less vital 
than those of the United States themselves.—I am, yours very truly, 

George F. Parker. 

Sanctuary House, Tothill Street, Westminster, S.W. 
November 27th, 1902. 

[In the interesting pamphlet sent by Mr. Parker photography is 
classed with the liberal arts.—Eds. B.J.P.]. 

THE GOERZ COMPETITION. 
To the Editors. 

Gentlemen,—May I ask you to kindly inform you- readers that, at 
the request of numerous photographers in the British Colonies, the 
latest date for receiving prints for my £300 competition has been 
extended from December 31st, 1902, to June 30th, 1903.—I am, dear 
Sirs, yours faithfully, C. P. Goerz. 

4 and 5, Holborn Circus, London, E.C. 
November 27th, 1902. 

THE TRAILL - TAYLOR MEMORIAL LECTURE. 
To the Editors. 

Gentlemen,—I shall be much obliged to you if you will permit me 
to remind your readers that the fifth Traill-Taylor Memorial Lecture 
will be delivered at the rooms of the Royal Photographic Society, 66, 
Russell Square, W.C., on Thursday evening, the 11th December, at 
8 o’clock, by Professor H. H. Turner, F.R.S., of Oxford Observatory. 
The subject of the lecture is “The Great Photographic Star Map.” 
The president of the Royal Photographic Society, Mr. T. R. Dallmeyer, 
has kindly consented to preside. 

Admission tickets were sent by me last week to all the London and 
suburban photographic societies, but if it should be found incon¬ 
venient to obtain them through these channels, I shall be happy to 
send others to anyone upon receipt of a stamped addressed envelope. 
—Yours truly, P. Everitt, Hon. Sec. 

88, Evering Road, London, N. 
December 1st, 1902. 

STILL DRIFTING. 
To the Editors. 

Gentlemen,—This is a melancholy fact as may be seen by the 
hyperbolical effusion signed by one A. V. K. The unparalleled 
presumption of this writer is on a par with the ignorance he displays 
on the essential points of his subject matter, and I, writing in the 
cause of our art, will endeavour to check the one and correct the 
other. I will admit that A. Y. K. is well veneered and highly 
polished, and writes with a certain easy grace, but it is the flimsy 
£rtace of a fop, rather than the solid grace of strength, in fact, I 
think under his panoply of words and quotations, may be decerned 
the amateur. It is to be hoped this is so for his own sake as it is a 

bad bird that would so foul its own nest. I will pass over tin 
elegant platitudes with which he commences liis paper and will 
come at once to his first error, this is fundamental, and proves that 
he is wanting in logic and perception; I allude to las statement 
that the “Art of poetry is the greatest of all arts,” let me correct 
him here. I he art of writing or composing poetry cannot claim 
a higher plane than other fine arts, as it is merely a‘different mean- 
of expressing the same thing. On the other hand, pocsv i8 th< 
divinity of every art and the cachet of all that is beautiful. Hu. 
mistake here consists in confounding poetrv with poesv and th* 

error must be obvious to all. * 
Photography also is an exquisite means cf expression and thus 

.stands on the same plane as the monochromes of the painters, for 
it matters not how a work of art is made if the result be good. 
It is said that there is but a fractional division between the sublime 
and the ridiculous, and when A. \ . K. after soaring in the mental 
ether of mythical abstracts concludes that the “Amateur is the best 
on the whole,” he reaches his climax, and inextinguishable laughter 
shakes the skies. Could greater ignorance be displayed than he 
shows here? We will, however, examine this statement which is 
large and lofty, and quite in the writer’s vein. The amateur as 
we know him is generally a pleasant fellow and goes forth merrily 
in the morning with his kidnapper slung on his shoulder and feeling 
like Alexander, seeks new worlds (of art) to conquer, and then return 
mg to his portable dark tent at even, what raptures are his on 
finding something on his plate, and how sincerely do we all envy him I 
But put him for one day in a studio with ten or twenty sitters to 
photograph, and what havoc he would create. But we must give 
the devil his due, and acknowledge that in landscape work he excels, 
but the excellence is more due to his lenses than anything else, and 
his merits cease here. Let us, however, suppose that after long ex¬ 
perience and tuition by some competent professional he should reach 
the top of the tree (he is a long way off yet), he would then 
discover that the best work he was capable of would be no better 
than what had been done thirty or forty years before he commenced 
to learn. The crass ignorance of this writer on matters of photo¬ 
graphic art will be enlightened when I tell him that perfect gems 
of portrait art have been produced by photographic means more than 
thirty years ago. There was one artist at Hastings, a miniaturist, 
who did such exquisite work that he obtained a guinea for each cart, 
vig. picture; later on Mr. Van der Weyde charmed the world with 
the exquisite portraits he produced with the “ Van der Weyde 
light,” portraits whose perfect beauty could not be excelled “by 
work of any kind. There were of course many others who did 
excellent work in those days, and this I think ‘rather knocks the 
bottom out of A. ^ . K. s hypothetical amateur who we may 
suppose to be living (in the near future) in a tub, gnawing bones to 
save expenses in the pursuit of this writer’s ideal of art. 

And now we will consider the most serious portion of A. V. K.’s 
offence, I mean his tirade on the imperfect knowledge of art shown 
by a, section of our fraternity, this, however just or unjust it may 
be, is quite inexcusable in the pages of our journal and is wholly 
uncalled for, as precisely the same condemnation might be pro¬ 
nounced upon some members in all ranks of art, for the same 
relative degrees of knowledge or want of knowledge may be found 
in all the arts, witness for instance the indifferent and sometimes 
atrocious work occasionally turned out by painters who are not 
artists, even the great masters themselves fail miserably at times 
and they know it. But it is not the place of such men as A. V. K. 
to pronounce judgment in these matters, and before he presumes 
to do so he should see that he is fitted for the task. We have so 
many of these ready writers and scholarly know nothings flooding 
the pages of our literature with their crude imaginings and learned 
twiddle twaddle that the air grows thick and obscure. 

We want more daylight, as someone has said, and I think in order 
to preserve our professional status it is time we instituted a Guild 
of Art Photography having power to award diplomas of art to all 
who pass the examinations, and providing competent teachers in 
all departments of our portrait art. We can leave the landscapes 
to the amateurs. There would then be an end to all these peripatetic 
philosophers, and we should stand in the broad light of art proudlv 
conscious of the dignity of our profession.—Yours, etc., 

Michael E. Banger. 

WHERE ARE WE DRIFTING? 
To. the Editors. 

Gentlemen, I have read with interest the letters published in your 
columns, re “Where are we Drifting?” and should like to say that 
I agree with Mr. Banger s views on the matter. I have seen some of 
these side light photographs, and can only say that if the public 
are going to- choose this style of picture against the “Banger” style 
they have a very poor idea of art. Some of these “ side lighters ” take 
a Pwjrait giving very exaggerated shadows and high lights, and 
call them .Rembrandts. ’ Why, they are enough to make that great 
artist turn in his grave. Again, how is a man going to treat all sub¬ 
jects with this “side light?” Why, it would be impossible to take 
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a large group in this style. While disapproving of this mode of photo¬ 
graphing, I will say it is possible to do some really beautiful work with 
“side light” only, but these cases are few and far between, and at 
the same time require such an assortment of reflectors that the 'ight 
m the eyes must be false, and therefore give an unnatural expression 
in most cases; therefore, I think it would be much more sensible to 
adhere to the top and side light system and work with a more reliable 
light.—I am, gentlemen, yours faithfully, 

F. Vigoureux-Childerstone. 

55, Mervan Road, Brixton, S.W. 

To the Editors. 
Gentlemen,—Any person who attempts to take a portrait in a studio 

without the usual window in the roof has less “ noble aims ” than our 
friend, Air. Banger. “Happily for our profession,” there are men 
who are not so narrow-minded. Apparently he has not studied light 
and shade thoroughly, though in his own mind he is an adept, else he 
would not have been so emphatic and conclusive respecting the side 
light studio. It will, perhaps, surprise him that, although I use both 
windows, there is only one light on the face, and not the slightest 
suspicion of a double shadow. He should read the article which set 
me thinking—viz., “A Chat with W. J. Anckorn,” in the “Photo- 
gram,” August, 1894, who states that “the studio is not nearly so 
much wanted as it used to be,” for almost any lighting can be obtained 
in a drawing-room.” He also says that, respecting at-home work, 
“ the great advantage of this work is that it gives the operator a splen¬ 
did variety of opportunities for artistic lighting and posing.” No 
two persons who are photographed have features exactly alike, there¬ 
fore each should be treated separately; there can be no fixed rule for 
lighting, a certain light may bring into prominence good points in 
one face, the same ligm would disgrace another. I should like to know 
how Mr. Banger lights his “ interior ” portraits, seeing that he clings 
go tenaciously to nature. I presume he will have sittings where 
indoor furniture is used, which, if lighted from above, camiot be called 
a natural lighting. If he cares to forward me a sample of his “ nature ” 
»it photographs unretouched, I have every confidence in being able 
to supply the same style of lighting with my two windows.—I remain, 
yours truly, Side Light. 

December 1st, 1902. 

THE STEREOSCOPE IN THE SCHOOLROOM. 
To the Editors. 

Gentlemen,—Your interesting article on the “ Stereoscope in the 
Schoolroom ” omits to mention another valuable use of the stereoscope 
for instructive purposes—viz., the substitution of stereoscopic s’ides 
for aoli i models in the study of such branches of physics as the polar¬ 
isation of light. The diagrams of the text books are often difficult of 
realisation, and some time ago I completed a set of stereoscopic 
drawings, illustrating a, number of such diagrams, m a way that makes 
the student see and understand the laws of reflection, refraction, etc., 
as clearly as if he could handle the very rays. Many of these stereo¬ 
scopic diagrams are unpublished, but those on the polarisation of 
light are issued by Messrs. Newton and Co., of Fleet btreet. Yours 
faithfully, Charges E. Benham. 

“ Essex County Standard ” Office, Colchester. 
November 29th, 1902. 

THE GEM DRY PLATE COMPANY’S DEMONSTRATIONS. 
To the Editors. 

Gentlemen,—I should be much obliged if you will kindly inform 
your readers that I am now prepared to give demonstrations of the 
“ Gem ” Duplex paper, if secretaries of societies care to communicate 
with me.—Yours faithfully, T. Ihorne Baker. 

The “Gem” Dry Plate Company, Ltd., 92a, Villiers Road, WiKesden 
Green, N.W. 

November 29th, 1902. 

■-- 

AN IMPROVEMENT IN CARBON PRINTING. 
To the Editors. 

Gentlemen,—In “ Ex Cathedra ” last week you alluded to a state¬ 
ment, in the “Deutsche Photographen Zedtung,” that an improved 
carbon process is shortly to be introduced by a Herr Carl Zink. The 
process is to be exploited as a secret one, and the charge for me formula 
is to be 35 marks, equal to as many shillings English; not a large sum, 
it is true, although, as you said last week, past experience has not 
often been quite satisfactory where processes have been introduced 
in such a Avay. Nine special claims are made for Herr Zink’s process, 
and if the formula supplied meets them, the introducer will have kept 
faith with the purchasers. But when reading through these nine 
claims it seems to me that all of them are fulfilled Avith several other 
methods that have already been published. Did not the first carbon 
process—that of Pouncey, now called the gum-bichromate process? 
Did not the “Mariotype,” and Mr. Foxlee’s modification of it? Does 
not the Ozotype process? Also the starch-gum process of Mr. Foxlee, / 

alluded to in your issue of October 31st, in connection with the con¬ 
tinuing action of light in carbon printing? Still, Herr Zink’s may be 
something quite different from anything that has been done before, 
or it may be an improvement on existing methods. It is a little note¬ 
worthy that, practically, the present method of working the carbon 
process in everyday work is the same as Avhen it was first introduced 
by Mr. Swan nearly forty years ago. Improvements and modifica¬ 
tions have been made in other printing processes, but, to all intents 
and purposes, the carbon process remains as it was, with, perhaps, 
improvements in the manufacture of the material employed. No 
photographic process can be looked upon as being so perfect that it 
cannot be improved, and it cannot be claimed that the carbon process 
is an exception.—I am, yours, etc., A Carbon Printer. 

—-♦- 

Answers to Correspondents. 
*#* All matters intended for the text portion of this Journal, includ¬ 

ing queries, must he addressed to “ The Editors, The British 

Journal of Photography, 24, Wellington-street, Strand, London, 
W. C. ” Inattention to this ensures delay. 

*** Correspondents are informed that me cannot undertahe to ansner 
communications through the post. Questions are not answered unless 
the names and addresses of the writers are given. 

Communications relating to Advertisements and general business 
affairs should he addressed to Messrs. Henry Greenwood &Cq,j 
24, Wellington-street, Strand, London, W.C, 

Photographs Registered 

M. Baker, 10 Horncastle Road, Boston, Lines. -Photograph of the “ Sham Padns, ” 
Boston. 

C, H. Skillman, 22 Uxbridge Road, Shepherd’s Bush, AV. Photograph of Mr. 
Commissioner Kerr. 

Anxious.--Better communicate Avith the local superintendent of police. 
Artistic Lighting.—“ Fan ” asks: “ Could you tell me the publisher and 

price of “ Artistic Lighting,” by J. Inglis ? In reply: The price of 
the Avork is 4s. 6d. Any photographic dealer will procure it for 
you. 

Photographic Mounts.—C. J. writes: “I should be glad if you could 
let me know where I can purchase photo mounts of every descrip¬ 
tion wholesale, but not at fancy prices ? In reply: Surely our 
correspondent is not a reader of the advertisement columns of the 
Journal, or he would not need to put such a query as this. We 
refer him to them. 

Studio Query.—“ Puzzled ” : So far as we can judge from the sketches 
the studio will be (as the only light is from the roof with the sun 
on it all day) a rather awkward one to work, particularly as 
it is so short. We should advise you to have the roof glazed to 
within three feet of either end, and to as near the eaves as possible. 
The glass need not be carried more than two-thirds to the ridge. 
You can utilize the little side window as opportunity occurs. 

Lead Intensifeer.—G. Barker Avrites: “ Re formula for the lead and 
hydrosulphuret intensifier used by Mr. J. I. Pigg, as per his experi¬ 
ments referred to in the issue of No\rember 14th, 1902. I shall 
esteem it a favour if you will give me the abo\Te formula. In 
reply: Immerse the negative in nitrate of lead 20 grains, fen id- 
cyanide of potassium 30 grains, water 1 ounce; thoroughly Avash, 
and then pour over ammornium sulphide one part to ten parts of 
water. 

Taking Group at Night.—Walter Smith asks: V ill you please gue 
me instructions or advice as to whom I should appl.A to, to come 
down to Spalding, at a date I should be able re fix, and bung 
apparatus (flash light) and take me a negative of a dinner m a 
large public hall, some one thoroughly reliable, and able to 
guarantee good negative ? It AA'ould be at seven o clock at night. 
—We do not know of anyone who would undertake the work. 
Most photographers do it for themselves. Probably if you in¬ 
serted an advertisement in our columns you avouIcI obtain aaIlu 
you require. . 

Legal Points.—Orient asks: “(1) If A (trading under an assumed name) 
sells his business, with goodAvill, etc., to B, and has not given 
any undertaking not to start in business in the same to\sn, is A 
(in his own name) iustified in making a start in the same line 
of business there? "Has B any reparation against A? l2) Are 
agreements between masters and seivants and employers and ap 
prentices Avherein the employees agree not to start in business m 
opposition according to laiv binding? —In reply : :li All amII dept lid 
upon the terms of sale as to the legality; but, apart trom that, .t 
would be very dishonourable for A to do so after selling his 
business to B. (2) Certainly. 

Glazing Prints.—Glazing asks: “Would you be so good as to tel. 

me through your valuable paper, what I have tried and triee 
to find out? It is this: What is^the Avord or name ot th? 
spirit or acid that is used to pour on glass for glazing prints, 
instead of using French chalk? I know there is such a thing 
used for I have and do know people who use it, but they cannot 
tell me the word or speak it,”—In reply: We are not quite sure 
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that we clearly understand this query; but if it is for a substi¬ 
tute for French chalk in the preparing glass for stripping Aims 
from a solution of beeswax, five grains to the ounce of benzol 
is what is generally used. The solution is first rubbed on and 
then polished off with flannel. 

Recovery oe JJept.—G. jj. V. says: “About three years ago I photo¬ 
graphed for the tenant his house and supplied him with photos, 
etc., to the value of 11s. 4d. He has since left the place and gone 
clear away leaving me in debt the above sum. His parents are 
m tms neighbourhood, and I have, of course, made repeated appli- 
cations for his address to them. And the reply I got the last 
twice I asked was that he was leaving his place and going to 
another, and they did not know his address. I know he was seeing 
them a few days back with his wife, but did not hear until 
afterwards. So how am I to obtain his address and the money?— 
In reply: We can only suggest that you find out the man’s address, 
and then summon him in the County Court. It is obviously 
impossible for us to tell you how to find his address. 

ale of oisons. O. P. Suisse says: “Cyanide of potassium and all 
metallic cyanides and their preparations belong to the scheduled 
pcisons. One chemist says that sulpho-cyanide of ammonum is 
not a scheduled poison (sulphur is no metal), and the ether is 
positive that it is a scheduled poison. Similar ideas exist in the 
case of red prussiate of potash. Can you inform me which is 
right? Here is another query: That I as a dealer (I am a dealer 
now) can buy unquestioned cyanide of potassium, etc., in small 
bottles and resell single bottles to bona fide photographers, that 
is to the trade (quasi wholesale), so long as I do not touch the original 
packing or sealing, put on the bottle by the manufacturer?’'—in 
rePiy; (1) There is no restriction of the sale of sulpho-cyanide of am¬ 
monium in England. (2) What you propose would be quite illegal: 
cyanide of potassium can only be vended by pharmaceutical 
chemists, whether m bottles or not. 

hotographing Mirrors.—“Furniture ” says: In my work I have a 
large number of mirrors to photograph. Could you kindly give 
me a,ny advice as to the best way of treating these. I have tried 
*7™ thT ai! als° whitening and water, but these cannot be 

t ° a eT- ly‘ 1nwo,uld tike to know of something that will stop 
the reflection, and also prevent halation? Trusting you may be 

ti b Wir me a rRPll- ~*n reply: In PIace of mating the glass 
light faTkhlnnnn eibh0U diprefer t0, arranSe the mirrors so that the 
light falls up°n them at an angle—say of 45 deg.—so that any 
reflection from them will be away from the lens Care must 

\ that there are no objects so situated in the 
a i lu reflected in. the glass as to be seen by the lens 
dabbed on the glass will avoid reflections, and if care- 

the^pktes’ W1 1 n0t b6 patchy‘ Halation may be avoided by backing 

Spotty Prints :-“ Toning ” writes: “I am sending two cabinet prints 
for your inspection. You will observe some grey mottled snots 

y- be doing me the greaSsT favourif Pyou 
T6 the cause. I toned about 100 cabinets and 12 by710 

i, AP\ur,sday ’ they were all quite free from the marks on Friday 
aftJrndomin°Tb?OW 1111 Saturday morning, being mounted Friday 
ftt-noon. There are twenty cabinets marked in this way, and 
i?ib?fhfbS appear to be finite free from the spots. My opinion 
is that they were not washed long enough, but our manager rra°e 
me orders to dry them at once as he said they had washed^nough 

LhT PHePLffdb he ?S cPc^tor, and he knows when a ffigis 
ngfit He says the prints were not fixed, but I timed them fifteen 
minutes in hypo; 16 pints, hypo 50ozs. ? ”—In reply: The spots 
appear to us to be due to air bubbles adhering to the surface of 
the Pnnts while they were m the fixing bath. We think the 
washing had nothing to do with them. 

Precipitating Residue Platinotype.—G. Langton asks- “Would vou 
be good enough to inform me (1) What proportion of liver of sul- 

requmed to throw down ’ the residue of ‘ hypo ’ which 
has been used for prints? Also, what is the tests used to ascertain 
when the operation is complete? (2) Recently, while developing 
platinums with the cold-bath process, and working exactly as 

cameSrPTit^TLPT ^7? pri?’ a dark-coloufed Sr^ 
' Thl* happened to each print, but does not appelr 

auantitv nf an,y effect upon them.”—In reply: (1) The 
quant ty of sulphide required is, of course, dependent mm fv,! 
quantity of silver the solution contains. The test is wSen So more 
W^V ww* down 011 a further addition of the sulphide (2) 
qlLlthink tbat S?^G extraiieous matter must be present hi the 

STfr"°ar 3arth',SUrftC6,?bthe W*- mere staS! 
S a definit! nn? d tdlsch,T 18 not sufficient data to 
exactly as usual a® what was’ if you were working 

Professional and amateur workers alike carry it, and photm 

JSphin 1888 &na +bfeaiUreS d°, increasingly abound. This was afready 
f^.nrr1888, mbe *ne happy idea occurred to Mr. Osmund W Jeffs of 

pub 10 co,lectmn of geological photographs, which should he 
ged in some central and readily accessible place. As he rightlv 

Photographic record, of section/ .J3 other geo)S 
but serre" also" tAnrliirit'f mla!uable ald" to geological instruction, 

serve also to preserve for future reference the details of many 

exposure* of strat* and other landscape features, which in course of tin. 
' A ' fre »n danger of becoming obliterated.” At Mr J.s.'. lim' 
a Committee of the British Association was appointed at the l" aitT*1100’ 

wfreCW HW1fh the dufcy °f obtailnng geoffgical ph^grapfi 
were to be duly preserved, catalogued, dated and descriW t? 
Committee commenced ita labour, by inviting contribution, from^u 
British geologic, and it. appeal met w.th a mo.t geae ! 411 
Photographs at once began to flow in, and have continued tTdn 
fn etbBinMe’ *° tha # &nVa?t of valuable material i. now accumulated 
in the Museum of Geology, Jermyn Street, which was selected M 22 
home of the collection. The usefulness of the collection has now be™ 
largely incrensed by the action of the Committee in resolving “Suh2! 

e nTher °f ,t9 b6,8t Pbo^°8r&Phs, and geologists g»re SreitJw 
indebted to the secretary of the Committee, Prof. W W Wans 
the admirable manner in which he has carried this resolution into effect' 
The success of his efforts is witnessed by the first issue, now hE 
us. It comprise, twenty-two photographs, contained in a neat portfolio 
ease; caeh is acompamed by descriptive leterpress, the date when it 
was taken, and the name of the photographer. The descriptions are 
terse and to the point, as might be expected when it is added^hat thev 
are all contributed by well-known geologists; among others, we noticJ 
the names of Sir Archibald Geikie, Prof. Bonney, Mr. J. E. Marr and 
Prof. Watts himself. To show how thoughtfully even smaller matter* 
have been attended to, we may point out that a duplicate copy of Uie 
letterpress i. provided, printed on one side of the paper only, and gummed 
on the other, so that when mounted each photograph may bear its own 
description secured to it. Further, in addition to the paper prints which 
are platmotyne and therefore permanent, there is another issue in 
tbe form of lantern slides, which should prove of great value in th* 
lecture room. The issue is the first of three, the second of which m&v 
be expected to appear before the end of the current year. The price 
of these photographs is so small that they are sure to be much used in 
museums, colleges, and schools for teaching purposes. The subscription 
list is nominally closed but we understand that subscribers will still 
be admitted on the original terms until the end of November. In con¬ 
gratulating the Committee of the British Association and its .ecretarv 
on this admirable piece of work, the hope may be expressed that now 
the way has been shown, foreign societies, if they have not alreadv 
done so, may follow suit; the subject is one that might well be brought 
before the notice of the International Geological Congress at it. meeting 
next year in Vienna.—“ Nature.” 

Trichromatics ox Paper. In view of the interest excited by 

the various announcements that have been made with regard to the 

adaptation of trichromatics to the production of paper prints, our 

readers will no doubt be interested to learn that shortly before this 

number of the Journal went to press, some interesting specimens 

by a modified process were placed before us. These we examined 

with very great interest. The subjects were fruit studies and a 

copy of a painting; and a careful scrutiny of the colours satisfied 

us that the process constitutes a great advance on anything of the 

kind that has hitherto been placed before us. We are not at liberty 

to di\ ulge details of the manipulations of this modified system, but 

it has evidently reduced colour photography on paper "to such a 

simple form that it is placed within the capacity of all photographers 

to successfully practice. We may say that this trichromatic 

paper process has been worked out in the laboratories of the Lumiere 
North American Company. 

V Notice to the Trade, Wholesale Agents and Book¬ 
sellers.—A. Contents Bill is issued with each number of the JOURNAL, 
and copies may be had on application to the Publishers. 

** Notice to Advertisers.—Blocks and copy are received subject 
to the approval of the Publishers, and advertisements are inserted abso¬ 
lutely without condition, expressed or implied as to what appears in 
the text portion of the paper. 
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“ I ask to see it because I often find photographs are a 
very slight representation of the person concerned.” The 
learned judge was quite right in his remark. Many por¬ 
traits are but a slight resemblance to the persons depicted, 
but where does the fault lie? certainly not in the photo¬ 
graph pure and simple. Photographers have to please 
their sitters, and have to look to the “ bread and butter ” 
side of photography, and, as a rule, the more they flatter 
their sitters the better are they pleased with their por¬ 
traits, although the likeness may, and often does, suffer. 
Retouching, particularly bad retouching, has done much, 
it must be confessed, to throw doubt on the veracity of 
photography. An anecdote occurs to us of a Chinese 
artist who was called upon to paint a miniature of an 
English lady, and he, with the idea of pleasing, blandly 
asked the lady in the best English he could command : 
“ Ladee likee likee, or likee- prettee ? ” Most photo¬ 
graphers need not put this honest Chinaman’s query, for 
they assume what the answer would be if they did, and 
act accordingly. 

* * * 

The Editor can only be seen by appointment. 

%* We do not undertake to answer letters by post. 

EX CATHEDRA. 

Novel Method Mr. T. Thorp, famous for his 
of Remedying diffraction gratings, has recently de- 

FHngesIn Tele-Scr^e(^ in *ke “ English Mechanic,” an 
scopic Images, ingenious, simple, and novel method of 

attaining this object. He says “ It 
may not be generally known that the coloured fringes to 
telescopic objects due to atmospheric refraction, and which 
so greatly affect definition, may be got rid of in a very 
simple manner, although in this case again, the device is 
only a makeshift. . . . All one has to do is to bring, 
in front of the eye-lens, another lens, say of 6-in. focus (a 
spectacle lens either convex or concave will do very well), 
and re-focus. Upon now moving this lens across the eye- 
lens a point will be found where the chroma+ic aberration 
has entirely vanished.” 

* * * 

Photographs 
in 
Law Suits. 

Some judges have refused to receive 
photographic portraits as evidence of 
identity, and rightly too, in some 

instances. In the evidence in a sensational divorce suit 
a photograph was, last week, shown to one of the witnesses, 
and the learned judge asked to see it, with these remarks : 

Peroxide of Hydrogen, though not a 
common occupant of the photographic 
laboratory shelves, has yet a distinct 
place in photography. Among other 

things it has been recommended as a hypo-eliminator, but 
its price has been against its use for that purpose, if 
indeed, a hypo-eliminator is any use at all. Hitherto it 
has been sold in 10 volume and 20 volume and 30 per cent, 
strength, and not stronger. A communication, however, 
has been made to a foreign technical journal by Wilhelm 
Stadel, to the effect that he has succeeded in making the 
chemical in a crystallised form at a low temperature, when, 
of course, it is evident that melting of the crystals should 
give a very pure sample. Herr Stadel finds that, contrarv 
to recent assertions, peroxide of hydrogen readily crystal¬ 
lises and in a very distinct manner. He first obtains solid 
crystals of the chemical and then drops a small portion 
into a strong solution—at 8Q or 10°-—how prepared he does 
not say, but this communication was only of a preliminary 
nature, and immediately the whole mass is permeated with 
crystals. Repeating this process with these crystals 
obtained from another liquor and re-melted he obtained 
peroxide of hydrogen free from water. It will be inter¬ 
esting to await further developments with details of cost, 
etc. 

# * * 

Electrical An article in the “ Chemical News” last 
Thermometers.^gg]- shadows forth a far-reaching im¬ 

provement in the means of measuring temperatures. 

Pure 
Anhydrous 
Peroxide of 
Hydrogen. 
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Mercurial thermometers of great accuracy are obtainable 
almost anywhere and at a low cost, and there is no reason 
why every photographer should not have one in the various 
apartments he uses. Certainly one each in his dark room, his 
.studio, and his printing rooms; and, indeed, wherever 
the temperature is subject to fluctuations a thermometer 
is a most useful aid to his work. But if a busy man had 
these views presented to him he would probably reply, 

I trust to my operator, or my printer, to see that things 
are comfortable, I can’t go running about the place looking 
after thermometers,” and so on. But the new plan would 
prevent the possibility of such a reply. The Cambridge 
Scientific Instrument Company working upon +he lines 
of electrical thermometers devised by Professor H. L. 
Callendar, and Dr. E. H. Griffiths, and endeavouring to 
render them capable of withstanding the rough treatment 
of commercial work without sacrificing their well-known 
scientific accuracy, have succeeded in producing thermo¬ 
meters fulfilling all these requirements, and not only these 
but others of a startling character. These new electrical 
thermometers are of two kinds, the second the 
thermo-electrical, being most germane to our remarks. 
These may be placed almost anywhere, and in positions 
where it would be absolutely impossible to use or read a 
mercurial one, and any one might sit on his office stool 
and by means of a switchboard can read on the indicator 
in front of him the temperature of any one or a number 
of the thermo-electric thermometers about his premises. 
Various other advantages possessed by these instruments 
are set forth in the “ Chronicle News ” as follows : “ They 
can be used for the measurement of very high or very low 
temperatures, their indications can be read at a consider¬ 
able distance without appreciable error. In conjunction 
with a Callendar recorder they will give a complete record 
of the temperature for a day or a week.” Judging from 
mere description we should say the new instrument 
promises to be epoch making as regards temperature indi¬ 
cators. 

* * * 

cne, because of the deep stain produced by the oxidation 
of the pyro. Valenta points out that pyrogallol is a tria- 
tomic phenol of the formula 

OH 
C* H» OH and that in the presence of excess of 

OH 

caustic alkali, the hydrogen atom of each hydroxyl group 
OH, can be replaced by one of the fixed alkalies, sodium, 
potassium, or lithium, and the formula would therefore 
be 

ONa or K or Li 
C* H» ONa or K or Li, but if only sufficient 

ONa or K or Li 

alkali be added to saturate one or two of these hydroxyl 
groups, we may have mono—or di-phenolates or pyrogallol, 
as in the formula 

OH 
C. H> OH 

ONa or K or Li 
and 

OH 
C« H> ONa or K or Li 

ONa or K or Li. 

He therefore made a series of experiments and found that 
the sodium and potassium monophenolates of pyrogallol 
gave developers, which were and 3§ respectively more 
rapid than a normal pyro-soda, and further, that the solu¬ 
tion remained colourless, so that three negatives could 
be successively developed in the same solution without any 
loss of gradation, and without anv staining, the developer 
being far more like one of the newer developers than a 
normal pyro developer. The actual formula used was as 
follows:—Stock solutions: A., crystallised sodium sul¬ 
phite, 160g.; pyrogallol, 25g. ; water, to 1,000c.c. B., 
caustic potash, 11.5g., or caustic soda, 8g; water, to 
l,000c.c. For use, mix 1 part of A, 1 part of B., and add 
1 part of water. 

Pyro was for so many years the standard 
developer for professional work that 

many an old worker notwithstanding the introduction of 
the newer developers, still swears b~- his own particular 
formula. The discovery of the use of amidoacetate of soda 
and the improved action of pyro, will, though at present 
unconfirmed, have therefore rejoiced the hearts of these 
old conservative workers, and now Professor Valenta, of 
Vienna, announces in the current number of the “ Photo- 
graphische Corresponded,” yet another fact in connection 
with pyro, which may possibly induce many who have 
abandoned its use to again revert to it. In early dry-plate 
days plain pyro-ammonia with bromide was the accepted 
best form of using this reagent, and then probably due to 
the inconstant strength of the ammonia solution and the 
smell which was said to be extremely unpleasant in its ac¬ 
tion on some people, the fixed alkalies gradually came into 
favour, and in amateur circles the use of Beach’s developer 
was so great that one journal had a standing announce¬ 
ment that the formula for the same would be found on 
certain pages. With the use of the fixed alkalies, in¬ 
creasing quantities of sulphite were taken, and finally, pyro- 
soda without bromide was widely adopted as a standard 
developer for plate speed testing and other experiments. 
The use of caustic alkalies was never general, for their 
action on the skin and the gelatine were not beneficial, 
and even with sodium sulphite the developer could not 
be used for more than one or two plates, rarely more than 

* * * 

Suburban It is an idiosyncrasy of our human 
bonuon, nature that we should pass over the 

attractions which may be found in our immediate vicinity, 
in our endeavour to seek imaginary ones at a distance. 
The country at the other side of the hill is, to us, although 
we know little or nothing of it, a land of promise which 
must be visited. This was the text of a pleasant discourse 
by Mr. Henry Davis last week at the Camera Club, who 
illustrated his remarks with a variety of photographs taken 
on the borderland of the Metropolis, a veritable terra 
incognita to most of his hearers. He pleaded for a little 
more photographic recognition of the various outlying 
villages, some of them possessing features of no small 
artistic value, and he pointed out that in those places ad¬ 
jacent to the metropolis no time should be lost in taking a 
camera there, for the jerry builder is at work, and is fast 
doing his best to extinguish all relics of the past sleepy- 
hollow kind of life, and to replace them by buildings with 
all the advantages of modern sanitation, and as ugly as sin. 
That some picturesqueness still hangs about these out¬ 
skirts of our teeming city, Mr. Davis proved by the exhi¬ 
bition of a number of pictures, taken chiefly in the North¬ 
west of the metropolis, and he expressed the hope that 
others would find an opportunity to go to similar places 
and secure photographic records of suburban London 
before the country undergoes a complete change. What 
would we not give now to have photographs, had such 

Pyro 
Pedivivus. 
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pictures been possible, of Islington when it was a village 
quite detached from London ; of Marylebone, when it was 
surrounded by fields, or of Primrose Hill, when it justified 
its name? In the same way a few decades hence people 
will value pictures of places which have now a rural 
character, but will then be the centre of a brick-bound 
population. Most of the photographs illustrating lectures 
at the Camera Club, complained the speaker, were of 
places abroad, and the members were too fond, he thought, 
of leaving the beauties of their own country undiscovered, 
because unsought for. There is, of course, a good deal to 
be said on the other side. A man, most of whose time 
is spent in the pursuit of his business, or profession, is 
anxious, when holiday time comes round, to go somewhere 
which presents such a thorough change of scene, of people, 
and even of language, that he is for a time in a new world, 
where manners and customs, and even eatables and drink¬ 
ables, are different to what he is accustomed to. All this 
means a change of ideas, and the mind is refreshed at the 
same time that the body gains health. Such benefits could 
hardly accrue to the man who contented himself with a 
holiday in the home counties. Still, we sympathise with 
the aims of Mr. Davis, and think that when opportunity 
presents itself for a day’s, or perhaps two or three day’s, 
outing, a most enjoyable time might be spent, and useful 
work prosecuted in carrying a camera round suburban 
London. Although he confined his attentions almost ex¬ 
clusively to the north ard west of the metropolis, there 
is a fine field for photographic work in the south, especi¬ 
ally if the camera bearer extends his walks far into 
Surrey. It is, as he reminded his hearers, often a case of 
11 Eyes and no eyes ” ; one man will see and garner much, 
while another with better opprtunities will reap little. 

* * * 

Daylight A few weeks ago we were invited to 
Development, witness the demonstration of a photo¬ 

graphic process, the nature of which was not stated, but 
we were told that it was associated with a discovery that 
would work a revolution in the method of negative pro¬ 
duction, and that it represented generally one of the great¬ 
est advances in photographic procedure, which had been 
brought forward for many years. We were further told 
that this mysterious process had been highly extolled 
by some of the first experts in Germany, and that it had 
already been protected by patents in all countries. Full 
of anticipations as to what this wonderful thing might be, 
anticipations which, we must confess, were tempered by a 
few years’ experience of, so-called, secret processes, we 
went to the rendezvous named in the letter of invitation, 
and witnessed the demonstration. A plate was exposed 
in a camera, in a special form of single back \ this back 
was held over a dish of exactly the same size, a spring was 
touched, and the plate dropped into a bath of dark coloured 
liquid. In this bath the film was stained a dark red, an 
operation which occupied about a miute, when it was trans¬ 
ferred to the developing dish, the whole of these manipu¬ 
lations being conducted in daylight. In a word, the much 
vaunted process was a method of developing plates in 
ordinary light. Upon being asked to give a candid opinion 
of the process, we were constrained to say that there was 
no novelty in it, and nothing, in our opinion, that would 
warrant its protection by patent. Moreover, we were able 
to refer its promoters to a little pamphlet published more 
than twenty years ago, by Mr. Morgan, of Greenwich, 
before he went into partnership with Mr. Kidd, and started 
the well-known works at Richmpnd, in which a somewhat 
similar, but more simple, process was described. In this 

old method the exposed plate was dipped in water, and 
then plunged in a developing bath of ferrous oxalate, 
covered with a layer of paraffin, to preserve it from the 
action of the air, the red colour of the developer permit¬ 
ting the dish to be carried into unfiltered daylight, and 
that the progress of development might be watched without 
the usual restrictions of the dark room. Now, if there had 
b.een any notable advantage in this method of procedure 
we may be quite sure that it would have been improved 
and generally adopted years ago. But, as a matter of fact, 
it is easier to develop a plate with one of the almost water- 
white developers in common use, by the liberal light 
allowed in a properly furnished dark room, than it is to 
watch its progress through a necessarily dark dye. We 
were requested not to make public any details of the recent 
German experiments, but as we see that the matter has 
already found its way into print, in last Friday’s 
“ Westminster Gazette,” the seal of secrecy is removed, 
and we publish this short account of the process as a speci¬ 
men of a novelty which is not new. 

* * * 

Pictures It is to be hoped that the Bill for the 
toy Telegraph, amendment of the law relating to 

patents, which is now before Parliament, will pass, for 
it provides for an official search of existing specifications, 
which will for the future prevent the same idea being pro¬ 
tected (?) over and over again. The system has been 
proved to work well in America and other countries, and 
it has been long needed here. As an instance of the way 
in which time and money have been wasted in the past 
by inventors following the same path, we might instance 
the many contrivances which have been produced for the 
transmission of pictures by telegraph. Three of these 
inventions will be sufficient for our purpose. The first 
was Bakewell’s, in which the message, or picture, was 
drawn in resinous ink on tinfoil, the tinfoil being after¬ 
wards attached to a cylinder, which, as it rotated, was 
touched by a stylus attached to a screw, like the tool- 
holder of a screw-cutting lathe. This stylus would there¬ 
fore traverse every part of the foil as the cylinder turned. 
A similar cylinder at the receiving end of the circuit was 
covered by a chemically prepared paper, also touched by 
a stylus in the same way as the transmitting cylinder, and 
so long as an electric current flowed through the point it 
would make a stain on the prepared paper. But when the 
current was broken by the resinous ink on the tinfoil at 
the transmitting station, no mark was made. The result¬ 
ing picture, therefore, was a kind of negative image, white 
on a background of coloured lines. This telegraph of 
Bakewell’s was invented in 1850, and it found many imita¬ 
tors. The best of these was the apparatus of d’Arlin- 
court, and here again we have pictures produced in parallel 
lines, by means of the interruptions caused by the intro¬ 
duction of a non-conducting substance. This invention 
appeared, if we remember rightly, in 1880—or there¬ 
abouts. We now find illustrated, in a recent number of 
the “ Scientific American,” what is described as an im¬ 
proved electrograph, which really differs little in principle 
from Bakewell’s contrivance of more than half a century 
back, although its performance is certainly better, judging 
from the specimens shown. In this case the transmitting 
agent consists of a zinc plate, bearing a photographic 
image, the shadows of the picture being filled in with an 
insulating compound. This plate is bent, so as to fit upon 
a cylinder, where it is traversed by a stylus. At the re¬ 
ceiving end is a cylinder covered with paper, upon which 
acts a drawing pen, the pen being lifted from the paper 
by the passage of the stylus over the insulating material 
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at the other end of the line. The speed at which a picture 
can be “ wired ” by this means is about the same as that 
involved in telegraphing words which would cover, when 
in type, the same space. The result is a line drawing, 
which can very quickly be turned into a printing bloc . 
But, granting that the apparatus works well, ot what use 
is it? In these days a block can be duplicated and sen 
from place to place very quickly, and a big business is 
done in stereotypes and electros. Would this telegraph¬ 
ing of pictures help in such a business? We think not, 
for if the demand had existed we may feel quite sure that 
Bakewell’s telegraph, which showed so suggestively how 
the thing might be done, would long ago have been at 
work producing such pictures. It is sad to see so muci 
ingenuity exercised in vain, and the new provisions o t e 

patent law will help to cure the evil. 

A Novel It has often occurred to us, when 
Bath. listening to a lecture by a traveller, that 

some of the most interesting items are left to verbal de¬ 
scription only, pictorial illustration being conspicuous b\ 
its absence. Very often an excuse is made that that par¬ 
ticular negative went wrong, or, unfortunately, it was a 
very wet day, or something else happened to prevent a 
photograph being taken. There was an instance of the kmc! 
in the course of Mr. Cutliffe Hyne’s lecture, at the Camera 
Club last week, on “ Arctic Lapland,” the lecturer having 
been one of the very few people who have carried a camera 
into that inhospitable region. He describes the peculiai 
way in which the Lapps cleanse themselves, and a few 
photographs of the operations would have been most in¬ 
teresting. Possibly he took pictures, and did not like to 
show them, forgetful of the national motto, “ Honi soit,” 
etc. At any rate, his hearers had to content themselves 
with a verbal description, which perhaps w^uld have been 
thought rather exaggerated had there not been other 
travellers to corroborate him. Sophus Tromholt, for one, 
the man whom we believe was the very first to introduce 
photography to the Lapps, gives a full description of the 
process—but even he, amid a host of other pictures, does 
not give any of this particular function, which has a strange 
similitude to the Turkish bath, as known to Europeans. 
There is a common bath room, known as the Savna, at¬ 
tached to every farm, and every Saturday this bathroom 
is used by the whole family, the servants of the farm, and 
any visitors desirous of joining. A beehive arrangement 
of bricks, or stones, in the middle of the room, has a fire 
lighted within it, and when the stones are red hot water 
is poured on them, so as to fill the place with steam. 
Then the bathers, of both sexes, and all ages, in the primi¬ 
tive costume of our first parents, proceed to the Savna— 
although the temperature may be many degrees below 
zero, and disport themselves round the hot stones, and 
belabour each other with birch twigs, until they are all 
in a profuse state of perspiration. Then they go outside, 
roll in the snow, and finally betake themselves homeward 
in the same “ clothing ” in which they came. If the scene 
in the hot chamber were not photographable, the final roll 
in the snow would, at any rate, have made an amusing 
picture. Some will possibly remember the sketch in 
“ Punch,” by the late Mr. du Maurier, in which couple 
of men were shown, stewing in a hot room of a Turkish 
bath. One was giving a dinner invitation to the other, 
with the words, “Ho ceremony, come just as you are.” 
So that we really have a good precedent for the picture 
we are suggesting. A series of photographic illustrations 
of bathing customs all the world over would, if such a col¬ 

lection could be made, be of very great interest. We have 
seen pictures of the natives indulging in mixed bathing 
in the hot springs of New Zealand, and have also been 
shown similar pictures of the public baths at Japan. But 
the land of the chrysanthemum is becoming far too modern 
in its ideas for these old customs to remain long. Even 
already in some places the edict has gone forth that the 
sexes should be separated whilst bathing, the separation 
being carried out by stretching a piece of string across 
the surface of the water. Before such customs entirely 
disappear every opportunity should be seized to obtain 
photographic records of them. Had photographs been 
possible in the past, the contemptuous term, “ Traveller’s 
tales,” would never have been invented, and the “ Adven¬ 
tures of Baron Munchausen,” which was written in order 
to cover travellers with ridicule, would have lost its point. 
The camera stands as sponsor for the tales told by modern 
travellers, and no man can impeach its evidence. 

--+- 

PHOTOGRAPHERS’ WINTER TROUBLES. 

When writing, a fortnight back, on some of the troubles 
that photographers meet with, just as a sudden snap of 
cold weather sets in, we alluded more particularly to such 
as were also unsuspected. There is another trouble 

that is often met with. It is one that is at once palpable, 
though often not readily overcome, namely a frozen water 
supply, although, in most instances, it might easily have 
been avoided had a few timely precautions been taken. 
The inconvenience caused by the water supply being 
stopped is always great, but it is sometimes added to 
in the shape of burst pipes, flooded rooms, 
damaged ceilings, etc., when the thaw sets in. 
In nine cases out of ten, these troubles would not have 
arisen had a little care been taken at the advent of the 
cold weather. At most ironmongers there is now sold a 
material, “ hair felt,” three or four thicknesses of which, 
if bound round or nailed over exposed pipes will pre¬ 
vent their freezing; so will the straw bands with which 
trusses of hay are. secured. When the supply pipe from 
the street main to the house is laid near the surface, as 
is too often the case, it will require protection. If, say, 
six inches of stable manure be laid on the ground above, 
and well trodden down, that portion of the pipe will 
be well protected. When these precautions have been 
taken, if the taps at night be left just dribbling, there will 
be little risk of a frozen water supply. Of course, the 
water companies will not approve of this latter procedure, 
unless indeed, the water is supplied by meter, but we 
suspect they do not always know what takes place in 
photographic establishments? Should, however, timely 
precaution not have been taken, and the pipes get frozen, 
the next thing is to avert further trouble, such as would 
arise from burst pipes. The pipes, when they are found 
to be frozen, should be examined throughout their length 
to see if they have burst anywhere. That is easily seen 
by the pipe being swollen at that point, caused by the 
expansion of the water at the time of freezing, and the 
aid of a plumber should be sought without delay and 
the fracture repaired. The services of the plumber can 
be more easily obtained while the frost lasts than when 
the thaw sets in—then so many are requisitioning his aid. 
If, however, a burst pipe is not discovered until its 
presence is made painfully manifest, and the place is 
being flooded with water, the best and the quickest 
way of dealing with it is to with a hammer batter up 
the pipe a few inches from the fracture. This, of course. 
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entails the plumber having to make two joints instead 
of one; but the little extra cost it involves is more than 
compensated for in saving damaged ceilings, soaked walls 
and floors, that may take even months to dry. When 
the working supply of water is taken from a cistern 
the pipes, if they are much exposed, may freeze. This 
may be avoided if the precaution is taken to empty them 
when the day’s work is done-—as they never freeze while 
the water is continually being used. The most con¬ 
venient arrangement for doing this is to have a cock 
fixed just below the cistern and, below that, a small air 
cock, then, when the former is shut off, and the latter 
opened, and all the taps are left open, the pipes will 
be emptied, and there will be nothing in them to freeze. 
An extemporised arrangement that fulfils the same end, 
may be made in this way—get a piece of gas pipe, say 
“ iron barrel,” smaller than the outlet from the cistern, 
and a few inches larger than its depth. Next wind some 
rag round the end, and plug the pipe with it; then, if 
the lower taps are opened, the pipes will be emptied by 
reason of the air admitted by the plugging pipe. 

-- 

SNOW. 

Snow has an attraction to most people. The first fall 
of the light swirling flakes begets an agreeable feeling 
whether the observer sees them against a dead wall twenty 
feet distant through the office window, against the cathedral 
across the Close through an oriel window, or with tall 
elms as a background through the leaded panes of an old 
farmhouse window. The pleasure is characterised by a 
sense of vagueness due to the factors that generate it. 
The multitudinous moving flakes produce a soothing 
]Dhysical effect. The eye gives up as vain its usual effort 
to determine size and position, the optic nerve drifts into 
a kind of quiescent, mesmeric condition, and the brain as 
a. whole accepts with relief the resulting temporary reduc¬ 
tion of demand in attention and action upon it. When 
the snow has fallen and lies a white carpet upon the 
ground, the eye, and through it the mind, still experiences 
a holiday feeling of relief in the lack of need for taking 
in the usual petty detail of the face of the world. A 
man’s thoughts take a broader cast when looking out over 
a snowy landscape than over the sweetest summer scene. 
The same is the case in looking out over broad reaches 
of sand, and for the same reason, there is no distraction 
due to a sub-conscious recognition of detail. This quality 
being physical, and acting unconsciously, is responded 
to by all men. Other factors, such as the comparative 
unusualness of snow, its suggestion of purity, and the 
alteration it produces in the appearance of a landscape, 
appeal with more or less force according to peculiarities 
of temperament and training. But it can be safely stated 
as a broad fact, that snow, at its first appearance anyway, 
is pleasing and suggestive. The former quality should 
be sufficient to determine the taking of a picture, and the 

latter its kind. 
From a technical point of view there is no reason why 

a photograph of snow, even on a dull day, should not 
prove a success. Using a landscape lens, four seconds 
exposure, at F/16, upon a rustic gate in a country lane 
on a dull November day, with the snow falling fast, gave a 
capital result. The tendency is to be deceived by the 
prevailing whiteness and under expose. The light shad¬ 
ing on the surface of the snow that indicates form and 
contour is what should be ainjed at, and this needs a fairly 

long exposure. Otherwise the picture is certain to be 
flat and expressionless. A slight over exposure is less 
important in a snow scene than under normal conditions. 
But there is less risk of failure on the technical side 
than in the selection of the best type of picture. In 
determining the latter an important consideration to be 
borne in mind is, that if snow is itself vaguely suggestive, 
the picture should tend to produce the same effect. It 
would, for instance, be better vignetted gently off than 
square sided. Indeed it is extremely difficult to gain 
a snow picture to fill in the full, orthodox demands of 
“ a picture.” The detail that is so valuable in ordinary 
composition is absent. We grumble, it is true, at its 
excess ordinarily, but anyone who has tried to compose 
a picture on his screen with snow well on the ground will 
be ready to admit that it is better to have over much 
detail than none at all. Blank white spaces do not make 
effective elements in pictures, and it is not snow, as snow 
that we need so much, as snow in its modifying effects 
upon ordinary scenes and life. The usual way out of 
the difficulty is to take a scene after a fall light enough 
to have reduced, but not altogether obliterated, detail. 
This is very well as far as it goes, but it is not often 
practicable to be on hand at the right time. Snow does 
not give notice of its exact time of coming, and bread 
and cheese must be worked for, snow or no snow. Even 
if successfully taken, the result is apt to show too clearly 
the conditions under which it was gained. It looks 
what it was, a sprinkling of snow, and not “ snow.” The 
only way out of the difficulty, and it is a good one, is 
not to aim at a picture, but a scrap in which there is no 
doubt as to the amount of snow, and which in its frankly 
acknowledged incompleteness as a picture, allows the 

imagination to fill in the full scene for itself. The porch 
with a figure warmly clad coming out will do, so will the 
waggon or market cart, with their wheel tracks in the 
lane, the cathedral tower, or the elms—preferably from a 
distance with a telephoto lens. However heavy the 
fall may have been, there are always objects, a steep- 
pitched pinnacle or roof, tree trunks, rails of gates, 
and so on, on which snow cannot lodge to the extent of 
full obliteration. The darker bit of detail is what is 
needed to give contrast, and that touch of crispness 
instinctively craved for where all lines and contours are 
so soft, wavy and fleecy. The subject will naturally vary 
in different parts of the country, for each has its own 
peculiar winter scene, as characteristic under snow as 
without it. The typical should alwavs be selected, and 
treated less as a formal orthodox picture than a soft, 
sketchy suggestion of a piece with the evanescent charact-er 
of snow. One drawback to any extended taking of 
snow scenes, beyond the slight physical discomfort of 
the actual work, is the chilly suggestion they give. In our 
country and climate suggestions of warmth and sunshine 
are most humanly attractive and agreeable. Snow scenes 
would be more effective, psychologically, hung upon the 
walls of a bungalow in the tropics. Still, apart from 
merits in such other directions as those already touched 
upon, there are occasionally piping hot days in an English 
summer when the coining suddenly across a good snow 
scene in turning over the leaves of an album, gives a 
strong feeling of pleasure in its grateful suggestion of 
coolness. The philosophic worker should hold him¬ 
self ready for the opportunities—probably not far distant 
at this time of the year—for gaining the material for such 
pleasure. He wiil gain more out of photography, and 
help to lighten the dullest season of the year in so 
doing. It is far better than following the usual plan of 
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laying by the camera in the late autumn until the following 
spring. Life is short, and its pleasures should be 
heightened and increased as much as possible. Catching 
artistic suggestions of the fleeting beauties of snow is one 
means to that desirable end. 

PHOTOGRAPHERS AND APPRENTICES. 

Photographers who take apprentices are under more 
obligations to them than many seem to be aware of. 
A case bearing on this point was reported in our columns 
a few weeks back. Briefly, the case, as stated in the 
report, was to recover the sum of £50 on behalf of each 
of two apprentices for alleged breach of contract to 
teach them the art of photography, and for the indentures 
to be cancelled. It appeared, from the evidence, that 
the defendant sold his business at Gloucester and went 
to Newquay without making any arrangement for his 
apprentices. This, however, was confuted, by the 
defendant, in our next issue, for he there says that “ I 
arranged for their transfer to my successors before com¬ 
pleting any agreement.” In the end, however, judgment 
was given for the plaintiffs for £25 in one case, and £15 
in the other, each with costs, and the indentures were 
to be cancelled. Now this case illustrates more than 
one interesting point in connection with those who take 
apprentices with premiums, and also to those who appren¬ 
tice them. One is this. When a heavy premium, or 
a premium at all, is paid to an experienced, and say a 
well-known, photographer, to teach an apprentice his trade, 
and he sells his business to a less skilful man, and pos¬ 
sibly one less known, is he fulfilling his undertaking 
when he transfers the apprentice to his successor? 
Higher premiums are paid to high-class photographers 
than to those of lesser status ; therefore, is it fair to the 
apprentices to transfer them to others—or to expect them 
to go a hundred miles or more, from the place, or the 
establishment to which they were bound, apprentices? 

The object with some photographers seems to be to 
obtain a premium, or the services of apprentices at a 
nominal rate for a term of years, rather than to teach 
them their trade. We have frequently received letters 
from apprentices, when out of their time, complaining that 
they have been taught nothing practically, of studio work, 
and asking how they can acquire knowledge in that direc¬ 
tion. Now, such cases should not arise, neither would 
they if the master had fulfilled his contract namely, to teach 
the apprentice his trade, or at least so far as he was capable 
of doing so; for it should be borne in mind that 
there are some who are carrying on business who 
know very little indeed of it themselves — either 
theoretically or practically — sometimes nothing at 
all, but are simply carrying on the business 
through a manager or operator. Such men, it is 
obvious, are quite incapable of teaching apprentices their 
trade, though according to the indentures, they undertake 
to do so. Therefore it behoves parents or guardians to 
satisfy themselves as to the ability of those to whom 
they bind their charges to fulfil their part of the contract 
—willing as they may be to do so. We are sometimes 
asked by parents what is a fair premium to be paid in 
the apprenticin of a youth to be taught the trade of a 
photographer. This is a difficult question to answer, 
seeing that all will depend upon the status and class of 
business carried on by the master. It is manifest that 
in a high-class business, with a recherche clientele, a much 

higher premium is demanded—and is well given—than 
in a second or third-rate one. However, whatever class 
business it may be, the owner of it is bound to teach his 
apprentices their trade, and if he fails to do so, the law 
will give redress, and this must be kept in mind by 
all who take apprentices. 

ON THINGS IN GENERAL. 

The question of the possible connection between photography 

and fine art is, like the poor, “ always with us,” and though 

it is late in the day to refer to it, it is worth while saying a few 

words regarding the utterances of the Daily Mail on this 

burning topic. Now, although it is impossible to argue with 

any prospect of satisfaction upon any thesis whatever without 

the admission of some postulates, or the adhesion to some 

axioms, yet it is usually the case when this eternal subject comes 

into prominence that each disputant either argues in a circle, 

begs the question, or propounds a theory of his own, generally 

illogical, and often too amusing to be taken seriously. The 

Daily Mail critic’s dicta will be classed by any well-balanced 

mind under the latter heading. He founds his argument on 

an imaginary principle which he, in the usual manner, proceeds 

to demolish. Here are iiis words: “ Not oven an indignant 

enthusiast like Mr. Ball will maintain that the camera can 

idealise.” Did ever any one credit the camera with that gift 

of the gods—imagination? Great Britain is the home of the 

highest class of camera making, and I have seen some of its 

finest examples, yet never one that had any imagination worth 

speaking of, though I have met many camera owners with very 

exalted, not to say vivid, imaginations, most frequently exercised, 

perhaps, in their accounts of the number of first-class negatives 

they obtained from a given number of plates, a proportion fre¬ 

quently figuring out at ninety-nine and a fraction per cent. 

The Daily Mail critic will, perhaps, argue that this is mere 

trifling, so I will shift my ground and speak of artistic imagina¬ 

tion, and not of fish stories. There, I have done it—“ artistic 

imagination ”—at the outset I use a debatable term. Let us 

for once try to set out our premises with precision. Who shall be 

our authority ? The “ New English Dictionary ” will be accepted, 

perhaps, as the highest possible work of reference, for upon 

a question jf meanings, as of spellings, a dictionary cannot 

be termed an authority—it is merely a mirror in which are re¬ 

flected the practice and the etymological usage of eminent men 

whom all would recognise as authorities. Under the word 

“ Art ” we find, in paragraph 6 : “ The application of skill to 

the arts of imitation and design, painting, engraving, sculpture, 

architecture ; the cultivation of these in its principles, practice, 

and results ; the skilful production of the beautiful in visible 

forms. This is the most usual modern sens© of ‘ art ’ when 

used without any qualification. It does not occur in any 

English Dictionary before 1880, and seems to have been chiefly 

used by painters, and -writers upon painting until the present ” 

(the nineteenth) “century.” Mr. Gladstone is quoted: “By 

the term Art, I understand the production of beauty in material 

forms palpable ; whether associated with industrial forms or 

not.” So far we are cm sure ground : a photograph may be 

capable of classification under any of these descriptions. But, 

it may be argued, it is “ Fine Art,” net “ Art,” that is in ques¬ 

tion. Let us turn over the page and see what is said in this 

direction : “ Fine arts, those in which the mind and imagina¬ 

tion are chiefly concerned.” The most apt of the quotations 

under this heading is that of Ruskin, who, writing in 1854. 

in his “Two Paths,” says: “Fin© art is that in which the 

hand, the head, and the heart of man go together.” Can 

any one not blinded by partisanship or polemical obliquity 
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deny the possibility of producing by purely photographic pro¬ 

cesses results m which evidence of hand, heart, and head work¬ 

ing together are shown? The strongest argument ever em¬ 

ployed in this connection is that photographs are mechanical. 

True, many are; but it could not be gainsaid that if, say, 

the President of the Royal Academy were an expert mechanical 

user of a camera., he could put into a purely photographic print 

■nough of his heart, head, and hand to differentiate his photo¬ 

graph entirely from the work of a mere mechanic. There have 

been photographs produced, which, apart from mere questions 

of imitative technique, no one could say were not repro¬ 

ductions of paintings, so much did they appeal to the imagina¬ 

tion and the idealisation of form or beauty. But—and here 

is the true crux of the whole question—such works are the ex¬ 

ception, and the most powerful exponent of Fine Art require¬ 

ments has never got beyond the point of differentiating photo¬ 

graphy and Fine Art merely by the tools used in each style of 

work. Put in their baldest form, such arguments approaching 

those of Daily Mail critic may be expressed thus : “ A painting 

is a work of Fine Art because pigments and brush are used ; 

a photograph is not a work of Fine Art because a camera is 

used, and a camera cannot think.” Can a brush and palette 

think? Is the Bear’s Paw or the Bull’s Head that attracts 

the wayfarer with alcoholic thirst a work of Fine Art? The 

possibilities in this direction are extremely limited ; but the 

argument has not yet been penned which logically proves that 

a photograph can never be a work of Fine Art, which is very 

different from claiming that it is necessarily such. 

The true artist is supposed to disdain such sordid considera¬ 

tions as filthy lucre, hence a leaning towards the pecuniary 

aspect of his work might, on a priori grounds, incline the 

purist to deny the application of this much-abused term to the 

proteges of Mr. Hector Maclean, who, writing in the Morning 

Post, paints such a glowing picture of the commercial possi¬ 

bilities of photography, as will arouse the envy of nearly every 

trade in the country. His statements are quoted in The 

British Journal oe Photography for November 21st, and 

some of them I here reproduce: “...the comparative affluence 

to which a very large number of humble, or not well-to-do 

individuals have attained through joining local photographic 

societies. I could mention one instance of a gentleman now 

receiving a ‘ four-figure ’ income entirely through taking up 

amateur photography and attending photographic societies’ meet¬ 

ings. The number of those who, through similar means, have 

risen from positions of a few shillings a week to distinguished 

appointments of from £500 to £1,000 per annum are too 

numerous to mention.” Talleyrand said that words were given us 

to conceal our thoughts, and truly Mr. Maclean’s words must have 

been employed with a similir object, for, taking what he says 

in the ordinary significance of English words, no other criticism 

would fit them better than that of the Hibernian who said of 

a tale of similar truthfulness : “ If you had been living in the 

time of Ananias and Sapphira you would have been dead now.” 

A new novel by a great politician and successful novelist, many 

years ago, was brutally likened by one of the leading magazines 

of the day to the “ gin-inspired dreams of a barber’s appren¬ 

tice.” I don’t wish to suggest any such crapulous condition in 

Mr. Maclean’s case, but I do think a doctor should be called in. 

The accounts of the doings of the Professional Photographers’ 

Association, as published from time to time, are very satis¬ 

factory reading, and show that real substantial work is being 

done by its committees at its various centres. Take the ques¬ 

tion of Fire Insurance alone ; it has brought home to photo¬ 

graphers the fact that the sums lhat some of them have been 

paying are simply outrageous. I don’t quite like the idea of 

the Fine Art Insurance Society’s way of doing business: it is 

perilously akin to the one practice of all others that has been, 

and is, the bane of the photographer’s existence—cutting prices. 

1 here is a certain foreign firm in London whose traveller would 

come round and ask for orders for, among other things, nitrate 

of silver. “What is your price?” “Oh, half-penny an ounce 

•under anybody else.” However, this is by the way, and the 

fact remains that the Society is a power, and a growing power. 

I have not often read a more eloquent and stirring letter than that 

given in these pages last week from Mr. Turner to the Liver¬ 

pool branch. These various branches are doing much to break 

down the barriers of masked or open hostility that unfortunately 

too often, indeed, almost invariably, characterises the attitude 

of professional photographers to one another. Like the Photo¬ 

graphic Convention the Professional Photographers’ Association 

has brought together into amicable relations many worthy men 

who hitherto entertained for one another sentiments the re¬ 

verse of amicable. But too many of the successful photo¬ 

graphers still hold aloof, whether from pure inertia, or from 

disinclination to meet some of their professional brethren, it is 

difficult to say. Sydney Smith spoke in one of his sermons 

of the class of people who are so sorry for the poor, and “ do 

wish someone would do something for them.” And in the same 

way are depicted in Mr. Turner’s letter those “too many good 

fellows who are writing for something to be. done for them by 

someone else.” That is the exact position, and if they are 

not careful they will be left in the lurch. Professional photo¬ 

graphy is passing through a great crisis at the present time : 

with few exceptions the whole country is bitterly complaining 

of bad business, and I fear it will be worse before it mends, 

if ever it does. Combination is wanted, and, in his own best 

interests, I urge every professional photographer to join the 

Professional Photographers’ Association. There is, generally, 

a funny side to the most serious subject, and to an Englishman 

a big dinner is always a matter of moment, though, from all 

accounts, the dinner of the Liverpool Branch of the Profes¬ 

sional Photographers’ Association was a function very far from 

serious. I believe it was considered to be about as successful 

and enjoyable an evening as coulcl be imagined. But that is 

not the point I was getting at. One of the visitors, or invited 

gutsts, in his speech was deploring that he had not been brought 

up as a photographer, for a reason shortly to be mentioned, 

because he said he should “keep his hair on.” Now, in the 

face of another portion of Mr. Turner’s letter—his unquestion¬ 

ably correct description of photography as “ perhaps, the most 

harassing calling known to modern man,” one would scarcely 

expect such views as those of the visiter. Yet I am credibly 

informed that of all the photographers present, not far short 

of fifty, there was not a single one who had not kept his hair 

on, not a single one who was either bald or showing even a 

tendency to be a “little thin on the top, sir.” Here is a very 

fertile theme for discussion—why should photographers have 

such good heads of hair? 

There is an excellent paper upon “ Microscopic Photography ” 

in last week’s Journal, though, by the way, that was not the 

title the author gave to his subject. Those who lave not hitherto 

done any such work should carefully read this paper ; it con¬ 

tains most useful reading, and it emphasises what should be 

learnt by every beginner in this branch of photography—you 

cannot get good negatives unless you have good slides to work 

from. Indeed, if it be required to make enlargements of any 

popular subject, such for example as that most hackneyed one. 

“ the tongue of a blow-fly,” seen in almost every beginner’s 
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collection, it should always be borne in mind that the utmost 

care should be taken in obtaining or selecting an original of 

the very highest quality. Another word as to the practical 

work. Mr. Simmons recommends a piece of black paper to be 

put into the microscope tube to avoid reflections. If the eye¬ 

piece be removed for the work it will be found that unless 

this provision be made, most of the negatives will be entirely 

spoiled by fog. This is caused by reflections of the strong 

beam of light passing through the micro-objective being re¬ 

flected from the blackened inner surface of the tube. Mr. 

Simmons recommends this to be got rid of by a piece of black 

paper being placed in. Now, there is black paper and black 

paper, and some of it might be no better than the inner 

surface of the tube itself. The plan I have adopted myself 

has been to get a piece of thin cardboard of such size that it 

will roll into a tube capable of passing into the micro tube, 

and then to paste black velvet on this cardboard and insert it 

rolled up, velvet side visible, into the microscope. It is sur¬ 

prising to see how great an increase of brilliance will be seen 

in the negative. Free Lance. 

SOME PRINCIPLES OF PAINTING APPLIED TO 

PHOTOGRAPHY. 

[Reprinted from “The Journal of the Camera Club.’ ] 

Mr. Rimington said he felt in the first place that he ought to 

make an apology for appearing there at all, as he was not a 

photographer. He would address the audience only from a 

painter s standpoint. It seemed to him that photography had 

invaded largely the fields once occupied almost exclusively by 

painting, such, for instance, as those of illustration for books, 

newspapers, and scientific purposes. It was also preparing to 

attack the ground of colour illustration, for which he was sure 

there was a great future. He thought painting and photo¬ 

graphy were more closely allied than some people imagined. 

Photography was an art and not merely a science. It had been 

said that a photograph was a raw slice of nature, and a picture 

was a cooked one, but there was a happy mean between these 

two extremes, and he thought that some of the principles of 

composition and selection which assisted painters might be 

more applicable to photography than had been quite realised. 

In considering these principles of painting, he would say a few 

words generally upon how far definite principles might help 

artistic feeling, in order to explain his position. 

There were two great currents in art, one of which tended 

towards realism and the other towards decorativeness. Forty 

or fifty years ago there was a great movement towards extreme 

realism, personified first by the pre-Raphaelite school and 

others, and a very powerful movement it was. Then came, some 

ten or fifteen years ago, a reaction towards decorativeness, or, 

in other words, towards the belief that one of the first essentials 

for a good picture was that it should be a harmony of colour 

and an interesting and decorative piece of black and white 

or lino and form. Personally, he thought that the true ideal 

lay between those two sets of pictorial conditions. It was 

quite possible for a picture to reproduce nature truthfully, and 

at the same time to be decorative, though a far easier course 

for the artist was to abandon the attempt to combine the two 

qualities and produce a literal and topographical transcript or 

a mere impressionistic colour and form pattern, with no idea 

behind it. Unless there was a desire to unite these positions 

and to use and develop the principles which had been handed 

down from the past, as well as take advantage of any modern 

technical methods, art would not advance as rapidly as it other¬ 

wise would. He assumed that was the position some of them 

would like to take up. Those principles to which he referred 

were in any case derived directly or indirectly from nature 

Any principle which had been handed down from the old 

masters meant their repeated observation and adoption of some 

striking effect, perhaps some telling contrast, or some delicate 

harmony of line or form, and its gradual interpretation in the 

light of some principle. There were many principles which 

were very broad, and upon which painters were all more or 

less agreed. If they went to India or Japan or the Far East, 

where non-European forms of art had been developed, they 

could still find some of these principles recognised and in¬ 

corporated in the art of each country. He was quite sure, how¬ 

ever, that some present would dissent from his views, and lie 

put them forward with due deference to their opinions. 

He would now go on to examine a few of those principles to 

which he had referred. The first he would take was the very 

broad one of concentration, or simplicity—familiar enough, no 

doubt, and apparently rather trite to give so prominent a 

position to, but it was constantly forgotten or overlooked, and 

yet it lay at the root of almost all great art. The painter should 

have one simple aim, one main idea to express, and all else 

should be more or less subservient to its expression. Turner’s 

“ Burial of Wilkie ” appealed to one at a first glance, apart 

from its other fine qualities, by reason of its breadth of aim and 

composition. As one approached nearer further detail showed 

itself, and yet the broad main decorative effect wras preserved. 

It wTould net be very difficult to apply Ibis simple, yet far-reehing 

principle to photography. Many photographs were displeasing 

because they included too much, and nothing was subordinated 

to the general effect of the subject as a whole, which was too 

often frittered away and breadth lost in a crowd of details. 

A photographer could, however, choose his effect with an eye 

to breadth and unity, and a good deal could be done in the 

method of printing in obtaining simplicity and condensation, 

but it was unnecessary to labour the point. The second set of 

principles were those referring to line, to which all painters 

worthy of the name paid great attention, and knew how much 

depended upon them. Lines, to be harmonious and to be beauti¬ 

ful, must be grouped. If one took a tuft of grass or a group 

of foliage, one found their lines were usually grouped and har¬ 

monious. But if the same tuft of grass were converted into hay, 

the same line was there, but it was no longer orderly, and would 

become confused, meaningless, and more or less unpleasant to 

the eye. In art a very important thing was to have leading 

lines—lines which led to the picture, which helped the perspec¬ 

tive and bound the picture together. Some classes of lines were 

more beautiful than others. The lines of the figure were almost 

all lines of low and subtle curvature approaching straight lines ; 

the boughs of trees were also full of lines of mathematical curva¬ 

ture of great beauty. None of these very beautiful lines could 

be drawn by a compass, and are generally difficult of analysis. 

In the two Corots he had placed upon the wall, almost all the 

lines of the tree trunks were very subtle. One would find the 

same very beautiful character of line in portions of the reproduc¬ 

tions of Alma Taderna and Burne-Jones, and in Turner’s and 

Lord Leighton’s pictures, which are also hanging there. From 

the very earliest times, lines of low curvature and belonging 

to radiative systems had been seized upon by sculptors and 

artists. In the sculptures of the Parthenon or in the Gothic 

statues of the Porches of Chartres, radiation played an im¬ 

portant part and had been deliberately selected. Drapery 

arranged in lines which had some tendency to converge towards 

a point were exceptionally pleasant, and many other instances 

of beautiful radiative systems would occur to their minds in 

stone forms, shells, and plants. Now as to the application of 
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this to photography, which was, perhaps, not very obvious. 
Supposing a photographer had chosen his subject, the question 
then arose, where should he place his camera, and upon the 

choice of position the arrangement of the lines of his picture 
would largely depend. Suppose he were taking a photograph 

upon a heath with a road running across it, and he wished to 
take in the road t slight movement of the camera will alter the 

whole position of the road, and the character of the lines of its 

edges. If he moved his camera a little to the right or left, the 
lines would be perhaps a little pleasanter, and his knowledge 
of what constituted good lines would help him. So, too, with 
regard to his relative position towards stems of trees, palings, 

margins of a lake or a stream, the contours of a recumbent 
figure, and so forth. Another set of principles in painting were 
those concerning quality or texture, which played an enormous 
part m suggesting substance, form, solidity, transparency, and 

luminosity. Textures might be classified to a certain extent 
into those which were granular, linear or fibrous, crystalline or 
reticulated, and those which were a combination of two or more 
of these. Texture helped to prevent monotony, to introduce 

variety, and to express scale. Contrasts and harmonies of tex¬ 
ture played a considerable part in good pictures, and it un¬ 

doubtedly performed a prime function in giving colour its true 
value in painting. In photography contrasts and harmonies 
of texture might be made of greater use. A photographer could, 
by choosing his time and position as regards lighting, degree 

of moisture, angles of reflection and absorption, modify relative 

textures more or less in his pictures. If the lighting were at 

the side of the subject of his photograph, instead of being im¬ 

mediately in front, the apparent texture would be largely in¬ 

creased, if behind it there would be very little texture. Dry and 

wet objects had more or less texture in many cases, and so 

forth. Atmosphere also played a large part with regard to 
texture—if there was much moisture in the air there would be 

less texture, especially in the case of objects at a distance. 

There was another very well-known pictorial principle, and that 

was that of balance. Without any balance at all, no picture 
was quite satisfactory—the belance need not be very obvious. 
There was the formal balance of the old masters and tl - ex¬ 

tremely subtle balance of the Japanese. The Japanese were 
masters of artistic balance, and their decorative use of it was 
often extremely subtle and difficult to analyse, yet most beauti¬ 
ful, he thought. Turner understood balance in a way which 

very few people did, and there was a reaction towards more 

balance in many present-day schools of painting. 

Closely associated with balance was the principle of inter¬ 
change used quite unconsciously very often by the artist as 
most of those principles were, but often very deliberately carried 
out with great advantage in what would have been otherwise 
an unsuccessful picture. In those extraordinary beautiful 
Rembrandts a small portion of dark carried over into the light 
increased the luminosity of the light, and a small portion of 
light carried into the dark made the dark seem deeper and to 

give harmony to the picture. The lecturer instanced many 
examples upon the walla 

The next point was “relationship.” Painters concentrated 
their efforts upon obtaining just values and true relationships. 
It was an absorbing study, and with many a matter of the 
greatest difficulty. There could, however, be no such thing as 
absolute truth of relationship and absolute truth of value. 
Nature had a much longer scale than the painter had. Her 
darks were far darker than those on his palette, and her lights 
a thousand times lighter. In order to obtain appearance of 
true value, the painter had to make adjustments more or less 
all along the scale. It was impossible to say that such and 
such a scheme of values was absolutely true. The photographer, 
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it seemed to him, was a good deal at the mercy of his medium, 

of sensitised film, and of his system of development, but 
if he (the photographer) had studied fine pictures, he would be 
more likely to succeed in getting a suggestion of the truth and 
beauty of nature than if he had not. After all, in photograph-'’-, 
as no value could be nearly right, convention came necessarily 
more into play, and it became really a question of obtaining 
pleasing ones and an artistic arrangement of them. Photo¬ 
graphy was halfway between a pencil sketch and a picture. 
In photography one had fewer resources than m painting, and 
had to make the most of them. With regard to both value and 
breadth, he ventured to touch upon two principles which were 
more or less recognised by a great number of artists, and which 
were a great source of beauty both in nature and painting— 

large masses of darks should be intensified and deepened and 
broadened, and as the counterpart of what he said just now 
about interchange, it should be remembered that lights were 
broadened and intensified and made more luminous by having 
other lights placed upon them, and vice versa. If one took a 
picture like “ The Fighting Temeraire,” of Turner, the lights 
were placed upon lights, as also in that Watts hung near it. 
In Rembrandt the principle of dark upon dark and light upon 

light was carried further than with any other artist, side by 
side with interchange, and in photography the advantages of 

this principle might well be borne in mind. In the photograph 
of a landscape, it very often became a question of whether a 
dark figure should be placed upon a dark background, or a light 
figure upon a light background. It would be merely a question 
of moving the figure to give either increased force in the one- 

case, or increased subtlety and repose in the other. Delicate- 
transition from dark to light was also a great source of beauty—- 
the subtlety depends very much upon the transition from half¬ 
tone into light and from the half-darks into dark, and this could 
be remembered by the photographer in choosing or arranging his 

subject. The next point he would mention would be that of 
what for want of a better name he would call essential forms. 
What struck the eye in a picture very much more than the 
actual objects depicted were the forms of the colour patches or 
the shapes of the darks and lights, quite irrespective of what 
they represented, and upon these really depended the decora¬ 
tive effect of the picture. To take an example in the picture* 
behind him, there was a tree casting a shadow on a field. That 
shadow really made more impression on the eye than the- 
tree, and its form was more characteristic. In many cases that 
shadow would be of much more artistic importance than the 
shape of the object casting it. That applied not only to shadows 
but to half-tone and patches of colour, and the selection of their 
abstract forms was one of the great things that distinguish 
the really good painter and sculptor, and stamped him as a fine 
composer. Turner, their very greatest landscape painter, un¬ 
rivalled in all the world, considered and felt out his essential 

forms more than anything else. The actual outlines and shape? 
of the material with which he dealt were to him of relative 
unimportance, as he knew the poetic impression could not be 
produced without beautiful essential forms. So, too, were 
Rembrandt and Sir Joshua. If they took “Chiist Healing the 
Sick,” of Rembrandt—the figures counted for little decoratively 
—it was the essential forms produced by their shadows, and 
those subtle half-tones distributed into the light, that, coupled 
with the beauty of the idea enshrined in them, made the etch¬ 
ing one of the greatest, if not the greatest, the world had ever 

seen. The consideration of essential forms was one of the v^ry 
greatest importance. The photographer would, he thought, gain 
by giving some of his attention to them deliberately, and learn¬ 
ing to watch for, and abstract them, noting what happened; 
during certain changes of light, or cloud, or atmosphere, and' 
pose of figure. Art would make a very great step forward when 
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those forms were more fully considered than they were now, 
and those wonderful inter-relations more studied. In many 
cases one found a picture was almost universally admired, and 
jet that picture had very little actual intellectual interest in 
it; the reason often was that the forms were extremely beautiful. 

Another very important principle in painting was the sacrifice 
of minor to major truths. In many cases it seemed impossible 

for the painter to express in one picture more than a few of 

the greater truths of poetic impression or colour or light, or 
whatever might be his object. He must make very considerable 
sacrifice of truth of tone, truth of elaborateness of detail, and 
truth of line, in order to be able to express some other more 
important quality. If one took a landscape with a large dis¬ 
tance in it, a good deal of detail must be suporessed to get 
the major truths of space and atmosphere. A picture must, 
like a good speaker, sometimes say little in some interesting 

points in order to hit harder with the most important ones. 
Occasionally, in photography, the major truths of an effect 
could be better suggested by the lens being a little out of focus. 
On the other hand, we did not want all photographs to be 
blurred. The rendering of delicate and elaborate detail was one 
of the things in which photography excelled, and there is no 
reason that we should not with advantage have pre-Raphaelite 
photographs as well as impressionistic ones. The art was wide 
enough to include both, and one of the art diseases of the day 
was the narrowness of cliques and critics, and want of catholicity 
of view. Many of his brother artists felt very strongly as to 

this. The man of culture should be able to appreciate both 
pictures and photographs differing widely in aim, method, and 
idea. 

His next point was individuality, or the personal element in 
art. There were two schools, one of which asserted that the 
personal element was everything, and everyone was more or less 
weary of the reiteration of this half-truth. The other and 

broader school knew the importance of individuality, but 
realised that it should develop itself without effort, and that 
the constant harping upon it and straining after it tended to 

produce an art of self-advertisement and mere eccentricity or 
sensationalism. Perhaps even in photography those two cur¬ 
rents of feeling were to some extent also in existence, and some 

deductions might be drawn from what had happened in paint- 

ing. Some people said there could be no poetry in photographv 

(from which he absolutely dissented), some said that photo¬ 

graphy was a piece of nature spoilt. It would at any rate be 

admitted, even by those who were so fond of juggling with the 

words objective and subjective, that it was at least possible that 
there was some poetry in nature. If so, even a simple transcript 
from nature in a photograph might reflect some of that poetry. 

Photography had enormous possibilities before it, and it was 
quite probable it would in the future occupy many more fields than 

it did at present. He saw no reason also why it should not prove 

to be a great help to painting, rather than a dangerous competi¬ 
tor. Photography would do, and was doing for painting to 
8°me extent, what the printing press had done for literature by 
its reproductions of pictures. Photography would undoubtedly 
in the future help to unravel some of the obscure problems of 

electricity and non-visible light, of astronomy and physiology. 
Certainly it could do a great deal in colour reproduction. Mr. 
Menpes’ book on Japan showed what the three-plate process 
or four-plate process could do if the painter worked with it 
and assisted the printer. 

In conclusion, Mr. Rimington said :—I am sure that we as 

painters realise to the full how very much we are indebted to 
photography in many ways ; it has taught many of us new modes 
of looking at things, and dispelled some fallacies. We have 
realised artistic possibilities from photographs which we had 

scarcely appreciated fully before, and, happily, the old pre¬ 
judice against a new rival has been to some extent dispelled, 

and so I venture to hope that you will look with some leniency 

upon what I have said about the points of contact between tin- 

two arts, and perhaps think it worth while to consider tome 

of these principles, which, rightly or wrongly, are dear to us 
painters. A. Wallace Kiminotox. 

The Professional Photographers’ Association.—There will be a meeting 
of the general committee at the rooms of the Royal Photographic Society, 
66, Russell Square, W.C., this (Friday) evening at 7 p.m. Business: 
Report for members’ meeting; exhibition of members’ work; general 
business. 

The autumn season has produced a fair number of good engravings 
and etchings, though not so many as used to be the case fifteen years 
ago, before photogravure had completely established itself. It is a 
painful fact that nowadays there are only five or six mezzotinters who 
can command a market, so keen is the competition of “ process.” One 
must be a very first-rate engraver, and employed upon a very attrac¬ 
tive picture, to be at all sure of success; and this fact is so well known 
to the print publishers that they naturally hold their’ hands or employ 
“ process ” in the majority of their reproductions.—“ Times.” 

Process Work.—Mr. J. Wallace Bennetto writes us concerning the 
Miethe colour portrait, about which, as he very properly says, so much 
nonsense has been written. He informs us that so far back as 1896, 
he produced several portraits both in and out of the studio in colour 
prints which were considered perfect. The exposure in the studio waS 
30 seconds, and out of the studio (figure and landscape) seconds. 
Some of these were shown at the Society of Arts. Mr. Bennetto con¬ 
cludes by saying :—I can now take a portrait in the studio in 15 seconds 
—one exposure, one developing, and one printing—in three colours.— 
“ Process Work.” 

The British Association in South Africa.—Reuter’s Agency is informed 
that the suggestion that the British Association should hold its annual 
meeting for 1905 in South Africa emanated from the new South African 
Association of Science, of which Sir D. Gill, Astronomer Royal for the 
Cape, is president. Before the last meeting of the British Association 
at Belfast invitations were sent from the municipalities of Cape Town. 
Kimberley* Bulawayo, and other centres in South Africa, and it is 
understood that these have been accepted, and that the session of 
1905 will be held in South Africa. Scientific papers will be read at various 
centres in the South African Colonies, and visits will be paid to numerous 
places of interest. A sum of £7,000 has been collected in South Africa 
for .the entertainment of the Association. While in Rhodesia.the scientists 
will be the guests of the Chartered Company, who will place their rail- 

>i vs at their disposal, and, among other things, take them by special 
train to the Zambesi, where they will stay at the new hotel to be erected 
near Victoria Falls. Probably the guests will leave England in a special 
steamer. 

A - ’otective Solution for Lantern Slide Bindings.—Messrs. George 
Houghton and Son, of 88 and 89, High Holborn, London, W.C., are placing 
a solution on the market for this purpose. As they properly point out, 
all who use lantern slides know the annoyance and trouble the binding 
or edging (usually paper) gives, owing to its frailty and liability to get 
torn up on the slightest provocation. “ Limpet solution, when painted 
over the binding of the slide, acts as a protective coating, and renders 
it perfectly waterproof and dustproof, and very durable, so that slides 
so treated can be properly washed, and even roughly handled without fear 
of the binding being thereby removed. This, of course, renders re-binding 
entirely unnecessary and greatly facilitates cleaning. The solution is 
of a sea-weed green colour, and transparent. It turns the ordinary deep 
purple binding paper black, and gives to it the appearance and feel of 
leather. It takes but a few minutes to dry, and when once dry never 
becomes sticky, not even with the heat from the lantern.” We have put 
Limpet solution to practical test, and find it an admirable protective 
medium. 

From Messrs. Newton and Co., 3, Fleet Street, E.C., we have received 
a supplementary list of lantern slides for the season 1902—1903. The 
following scenes are included:—Abide with me; Ambulance—First Aid; 
America, North; Armada, Story of the; Armies and Navies, Types; Asia, 
Central; Astronomy, “ Knowledge ” series ; Astronomy ; Nasmyth’s Moons; 
Botanical series; Bright-line Spectra; British Birds; Cambridge and 
its neighbourhood; China; Coronation of Edward VII.; Coronation of 
English Sovereigns; Cromwell’s Life and Times; Dickens, Characters 
from; Durham Cathedral and City; English Scenery; Famous Artists; 
Fiji Islands; Flowers; France; Garnot’s Physics; Garden Produce; Good 
Samaritan; Henley Regatta; Herb Yielding Seed; Humorous Drawings 
by Phil May, and others; Hymns; India; King’s Procession through 
London ; “ Knowledge ” series of Slides ; Kumatology ; London ; London 
Poor; Mexico; Milton, Life of; Miscellaneous Pictures; Miscellaneous 
Sacred Subjects; Moons; Motors; Navies and Armies, Types; Nationel 
Gallery; Natural History; New Testament; New Zealand; Nitrifying 
Organisms in Soils; Old Testament; Ophir, Voyage in the; Paradise 
Lost; Paris; Peru; Portraits; Prayers, Church; Russia; Scenery at 
Bidford; Scripture Scenes; Sea Pictures; Sports and Pastimes; Straits 
Settlements; Teneriffe ; Ten Virgins ; Texts ; Transvaal War ; Trees and 
Plants; Up-to-date Subjects; Volcanoes; X-Ray Photographs; Zoological 
Gardens. 
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A NEW DEVICE FOR STEREOSCOPIC PHOTOMICRO¬ 

GRAPHY. 

[Reprinted from the “Journal of the Franklin Institute.’’] 

I have recently made a one-plate-one-exposure stereoscopic 
photomicrographic camera, which is interchangeable with the 

single camera on the adjustable base, described in the “ Journal 
of the Franklin Institute ” for May, p. 375. It consists of a 
light telescopic box camera for plates 3gin. by 6in., which is 

provided at the front with a small prism box containing three 

equilateral prisms, so disposed as to divide the light at the 

eyepoint above the eyepiece of the microscope, and project the 
divided rays upward to form the two stereoscopic images. Fig 1 

shows the parts drawn to scale. A is the camera, EBBJ are 
the prisms, C is the microscope tube with objective and lew- 

power eyepiece, D is the object slide, and the dotted lines show 

the path of the axial rays from the back of the objective. 

It is the usual practice to divide the light at the back of 

eyepoint. This adjustment can be made by looking through 

the prisms from the back of the camera. 
I think it is a mistake to divide the light anywhere back 

! of the objective when working with high powers on transparent 

objects, because some of the diffraction pencils, which define 
very minute details, emerge from the half of the objective 

opposite to that which belongs to the respective dioptric pro¬ 
jection. It is probably for this reason that the Wenliam bino¬ 

cular cannot be made to perform satisfactorily with high powers. 
This stereoscopic camera, for precisely the same reason, should 

only be used for subjects which may be satisfactorily shown 

| in the binocular microscope. With a 2in. Huyghenian eye¬ 
piece, amplifications from xlO (3in. objective and short tube 
and camera) to xl20 (gin. objective and long tube and camera) 
can be made satisfactorily by employing colour-sensitive plates 

and a yellow screen. With Zeiss’s 16-millimeter apochromatic 
objective and the “finder” (2) compensation eyepiece, ordinary 
plates can be used without the colour screen. 

Fig. 2. 

the objective, but inasmuch as the spot of light at the eyepoint, 

above the eyepiece, is an image of the back of the objective, 
it answers the same purpose, when working with an eyepiece, 

to divide the light at this point; and in the present device 
this is accomplished by the small equilateral pi ism. If this 

prism is perfectly accurate, the result is two images as perfectly 
stereoscopic and as perfectly defined and evenly illuminated 

as the images projected one at a time in the usual way , in 
fact, the images may be more evenly illuminated than is possible 

in the usual way when the objectives have long mounts. 
By adding a lens of the focal length of the camera, for which 

there is room by using it as a cap for the eyepiece, the camera 

can be used without even refocussing, in the manner described 

in my communication already referred to. 
The- prism box has a lateral fine adjustment by sciew on 

the camera front, in order to readily set it so that the apex 
of the small prism exactly bisects the circle of light at the 

The negatives produced in this camera are ready for printing 
from, no transposition of images being necessary, and for this 

reason only I prefer it to two otherwise equally simple and 

efficient combinations with which I have worked. 
Fig. 2 shows the stereoscopic camera used on my adjustable 

base, as recently improved. This combination can be adapted 

to the microscope at an}' inclination and brought into action in 
a few seconds ; and, after exposing, it is removed as a rigid 

whole by a single rectilinear movement of one hand. 
Frederic E. Ives. 

The Teb Competitions.—Messrs. Charles Tyler and England Bros, draw 
our attention to the fact that this competition closes on December 
24th. The results will be published early in the new year. Prizes are 
awarded for every size of print from half-plate size to midget, and for 
quarter-plate size alone there is to be awarded no less than 33 prizes, 
ranging in value from £5 5s. to £1 Is. The competing prints will be 
judged by Messrs. R. Child Bayley, Thomas Bedding, Arthur C. Brookes, 
and^A. Horsley Hinton. Print's may be by any process, the only stipula¬ 
tion of the competition being that tKe coupon, which is included iu 
each box of mounts, shall be returned with the prints. 
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THE PHYSIOLOGY OF CERTAIN COLOURS. 

Havelock Ellis, several months ago, had an article on ‘‘ The 
Psychology of Red ” in “ Popular Science Monthly,” in which 
he showed that red has an unmistakable effect on the psychical 
organism. Incidentally, lie also demonstrated the fact that 
colour has likewise a physical effect both upon plants and upon 
animals. He does not, however, discuss the physiological causes 
for each effect. It is the purpose, therefore, of this biic-f paper, 
writes Mr. James Weir, junior, in “ The Scientific American,” 
to bring out the probable action of colour on the basic principles 

of life as far as we know them. Thousands of years ago, it was 
noticed that plants reared in darkness were colourless and of 
weak and fragile habit. It was also observed that men who 
passed their lives in darkness or semi-darkness were not as 
robust as those who lived in the light of day. So the general 

conclusion was reached very early in the history of the world 

that the light of the sun directly influenced both animal and 

plant life. Recently, it has been determined that the rays 
of the sun exert dynamic, chemic, and physiologic effects on 
the vis vitcc of plants and animals. The three forces through 

which the rays of the sun act, viz., the dynamic, the chemic, 
and the physiologic, are, to a certain extent, intercorrelated ; 

therefore, they must be studied together. It will hardly be 
necessary to point out the fact that white light or daylight is 
a combination of all of the primary colours, violet, indigo, 
blue, green, yellow, orange, and red. It is highly important 

to my thesis, however, to demonstrate that certain of these 
colours exert a selective or elective influence on the physiology 
of animate organisms, and, individually, affect such organisms 

in some degree. Flammarion’s beautiful experiments at the 
climatological station at Juvisy, have shown beyond question 
of doubt, the widely different effects of the red and violet rays on 
plants. The plants chosen were of the genus Mimosa or “Sensi¬ 

tive Plant,” and were subjected to the same environments with 

the exception that some were reared beneath dark blue 
glass and others beneath red glass. In four months the 
plants grown under the red glass had attained extraordinary 
development, while those subjected to the violet rays had made 

no progress whatever. Similar effects were noted in the case of 
strawberries, and numerous other vines, plants, and shrubs. 
The plants grown beneath blue glass did not die, but seemed 
to remain in a dormant condition without growth or further 
development. 

Zacharawietz, of Yaucluse, has also shown that plants are 
strongly affected along the lines of rapid growth and develop^ 
ment by red and orange rays. As early as 1883 I demonstrated 

and published the fact that typhoid fever germs would not live 
when subjected to the blue or violet rays. Ward, Finsen, Berg- 

hold and others have shown that the blue, violet, and ultra¬ 
violet rays are fatal to bacteria and that the other colours are 
not, while Finsen has made successful use of this knowledge 
in the treatment of zymotic skin diseases, such as smallpox, 

i. easles, and scarlatina. It would appear from ihese observa¬ 
tions that the ;vd and orange rays have a distinctly favourable 

physiological action on plants, while the blue, violet, and ultra¬ 
violet rays are as distinctly deleterious. When we come to 
observe the action of the violet rays on animal life, we see that 
such action is, apparently, markedly different from that to be 
observed in vegetable life. But, as Davenport has pointed out, 
this difference is more apparent than real; for these effects on 
animal and plant physiology are due to the same chemical 

metabolic changes, but, “while plants succumb to thp influence 
of the violet rays, animals, being more highly organised, are 

able to take advantage of them and flourish.” Tn 1883, while 
studying tinctumutation or the col< ur-ehansing function in cer¬ 
tain animals, I reared a large number of newts, or salamanders, 

from the eggs. The eggs were placed in shallow vessels which 
were covered by coloured glasses, blue, orange, green, and red. 

The eggs under the blue glass hatched out first ; under the 
orange, second ; under the red, third ; and under the green, 
last of all. The young larvie under the red glass were much 
more active, at first, than those under the other glasses, and 
attained full maturity several days earlier. The larvee under 
the blue glass, however, grew to be much larger and in the 
end were much stronger and more agile. Under the green 
glass, the larvie were sluggish, and of slow growth. I noticed, 

moreover, that whereas there were no monstrosities or deformed 

animals under any of the other glasses, there were many under 
the green and the orange glasses. The animals under the 
blue glass were distinctly darker than those under the other 
glasses, and, under the microscope, the ehromotophores, or 

colour-bearing cells, were seen to be much more numerous. 

The violet, and ultra-violet rays have a pronounced chemical 
as well as a physical effect on the human body. They have, 
also, in all probability, a dynamic effect, which is shown by 
the feeling of well-being or otherwise. The “summer-girl” 
who, in the early days of her vacation, cannot stand the sun, 

will, in the middle of summer, welcome the embraces of 

Phoebus Apollo and will revel in his kisses! She says that 

she has become accustomed to the rays of the sun and that she' 

no longer feels them because it has become her “ habit to walk 
abroad without hat, parasol, or umbrella.” Thus she gives 
credit to the wrong a»ent ; for her feeling of well-being is 

not due to habit, but to the thin brown veil of tan which ti e 
violet rays with ever busy brush have spread out on the surface- 
of her body wherever it has been exposed to them. The violet 

rays thus erect a barrier against themselves, for they cannot 

pass the tan. Nature ahvays takes care of her children, that 
is, if they will give her time, and do not in their ignorance, 

attempt to hasten her. It is true that, primarily, the violet 

rays are superficial in their effect; yet they are, nevertheless, 

sometimes lestiuctive in a high degrte. Ask the boy who* 
awakes in the night after an afternoon in the river, and 

“ moans, and moans, and moans ” on account of the intolerable 
fire between his shoulder blades, what he thinks of the ultra¬ 

violet rays ; or, ask the blind and helpless traveller who> 
stumbles across the weary waste of Arctic snows what he thinks 

of them ? Both sun-burn and snow-blindness are due to the 
violet and ultra-violet rays. Yet the violet rays are absolutely 
necessary in the uji-building of the normal, healthy man. 
Their action must be, I take it, primarily through stimulation 

of the vaso-motor nerves, i.e., the nerves which xmtrol 

blood-vessel action. The first effect is dynamic in character ; 

there is dilatation of the blood vessels with a consequent in¬ 
creased flow of blood. The second effect is chemical in nature, 
the increased flow of blood incites the blood-producing organs 

to manufacture new blood-cells, consequently the plasma of these- 
cells differs chemically from the plasma of the old cells. There 
is, also increased oxidation and oxygenation due to increased 
flow of blood through the lungs. The third effect is purely 

physiological. Owing to the increased flow of new flood ''ells 
to the tissues, cell growth is excited and new tissue is formed. 
Of course, waste is going on all the time ; the violet rays merely 
act as a tonic in stimulating the organs of the animal economy 

towards repairment of waste by renewing and building up tissue. 

These beneficial rays are present in diffused daylight, hence- 
the direct rays of the sun are not absolutely necessary in order 

to produce their good effects on the animal organism. Direct 

sunlight is, huwevtr, an exceedingly efficacious tonic when used 
moderately and understandingly , there can be intemperance 

j however, in the use .e every gcod that Nature lias- given us. 
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exhibitions. 

NORTH MIDDLESEX PHOTOGRAPHIC SOCIETY. 

The fourteenth, annual exhibition of this flourishing society, which 
was hehl at its ^headquarters, Hanley Hath, Sparsholt Road, N., on the 
1st, 2nd, and end inst., showed that the reputation the society has 
earned for the excellence and soundness of its pictorial work is in no 
danger of being lost. The exhibition was confined entirely to the work 
of its own members, and there are no less than 206 pictures and 
43 exhibitors, a striking testimony to the enthusiasm no less than 
to the industry of the members. 

As the exhibition was not divided into classes the comparative popu¬ 
larity of the various branches of pictorial photography was not easily 
determined, but landscape naturally predominated, and, as ai all exhi¬ 
bitions, was of the best average quality. Of course, a local society is 
not conducted on altruistic lines, and cannot be expected to keep its 
exhibitions open longer, at its own expense, than suits its immediate 
purpose, but such an exhibition as the North Middlesex organises 
yearly is worthy of being supported at the public expense, in considera¬ 
tion of the benefit the public would derive from it if the opportunity 
were offered. 

Though there was no lack of variety in the subjects the members had 
chosen, the almost complete absence of portraits was noticeable and 
the neglect of this, perhaps the most important of all the branches 
of pictorial photography, is very much to be regretted. The society is 
one of the few which adheres strictly to the custom of giving 'the 
printing process of the pictures, and from a summary published in 
the catalogue, it appears that of the 206 exhibits there were 91 bromide, 
36, carbon, 21gum bichromate, 44 platinum, 8 silver, and 6 not stated! 
a very interesting basis for comparison of the popularity of the various 
processes. 

The judges, Messrs. John H. Gear and James A. Sinclair, made the 
following append to their list of awards : “ The judges are pleased to 
congratulate the members on the high average standard of work, and 
which they think fully maintains the traditions of the society. They 
consider it the best exhibition of work confined to members only 
which they have seen.” 

THE AWARDS. 

“Across the Common,” H. Smith; “The Wayfarer,” S. E. Wall • 
“Evening,” H. Stuart; “Evening,” F. J. Pitts;“ The Norman Tran¬ 
sept of Winchester Cathedral, R. R. Rawkins; “The Japanese in 
China,” S. H. Bentley; “A Son of Algiers,” R. Child Bayley; “Chry¬ 
santhemums” (lantern slide), J. Carpenter; “A Fairy Tale” (lantern 
slide), A. H. Lissett. 

STONEHOUSE CAMERA CLUB. 

The second annual exhibition of the Stonehouse Camera Club was 
opened at the Kent Unity Hall, Stonehouse, last week. The entries, 
about 250, were not quite so numerous as la A year, but the quality 
showed a great advance. The lantern slides formed a splendid collec¬ 
tion. There were loan collections from Mr. J. Trouern Trend, Mr. 
G. T. Bayley, and Mr. Ralph H. Walling, the hon. secretary. Un¬ 
fortunately, the loan collection from the Royal Photographic Society 
was despatched to Stonehouse, Gloucestershire. 

In the unavoidable absence of Mr. John Lockie, M.P., who was in 
London, Dr. Waterfidd declared the exhibition open. Although the 
entries were not so numerous this year as last, they were certainly 
better in detail, quality, and finish. They had enrolled some new 
members during the year, but they had lost several by removal. They 
had laboured under difficulties, but had been successful. There had 
been a rumour that they would be provided with accommodation at the 
Town Hall. Where there wais a society like theirs, offering congenial 
employment to young men, it should be encouraged by the town. He 
was sorry there were not any members of the District Council present. 
In many towns the municipal authorities fitted up a, room for photo¬ 
graphy. They were indebted to Mr. Bayley for providing a room, 
but they were cramped for accommodation. The exhibition was well 
worthy of patronage, and he hoped it would induce others to join the 
society. The awards were : —■ 

Members.—Silver medal, “On the Lew,” W. Luxton; first bronze 
medal, seascape, R. H. Walling; second bronze, “The Old Mill Wheel,” 
W. G. Rose; third bronze, “ Reflections,” A. J. Catford; special 
bronze, portrait of a child, Dr. W. H. Waterfield. Certificates : 
“ Plym Bridge,” E. V. Hearn; “ Bam pool and Drake’s Island, from 
Mount Edgcumbe,” W. Full. 

Affiliated Societies.—First silver medal, “Harvesting,” F. C. Bow- 
teli,^Plymouth Photographic Society; second silver, “Tollers of the 
Sea,” A. J. Catford, Devcnport Camera Club; first bronze, “A Studv.’ 
W. Clayden, Plymouth Society; second bronze, “Loiterers.” Captain 
E^H. Haig, RE., Plymouth Society. Certificates: “Old Dave” and 

1 he Nave, Winchester Cathedral,” S. G. Kimber, Southampton 
Camera Club; “Fartham Creek,” Captain Haig; “Critics,” A. B. 
Ftllowes Prynne, Plymouth Society. 

. Three Towns Amateurs. —First silver medal, “A Misty Morn.” 
W. Clayden; first bronze, “ The Age of Innocence,” C. H. Dymond. 
Devonport; equal award, “Cattle, Valle Crucis Abbey,” F. Johnson, 
Plymouth; bronze, “After a Storm,” F. C. Bowteli. Certificate": 
“The Young Fisher,” J. C. Smith, Stonehouse; “In Sutton Pool,” R. 
H. Walling. 

Class D, Open.—-Silver medal, “ Feeding Sheep,” C. Walras lev. 
Amble-side; first bronze, “The Light Steals Softly Across the Aisle.” 
W. R. Lathbury, Bristol; equal award, “ The Hour of Rest.” Graystone 
Bird, Bath. Certificates: “The Widower,” R. Burley-Moss, Truro; 
“The Mill Stream,” W. R. Lathbury; “Good Morning,” Graystone 
Bird. 

Lantern Slides, Open.—Silver meda l, F. C. Bowl el 1 ; bronze, Gray- 
stone Bird. Certificates : Dr. G. H. Rodman, East Sheen ; A. Bailey, 
Leicester; special, J. C. Smith. 

The judges were Messrs. H. R Babb, J. Trouern Trend, and W. D. 
Snell. 

-♦- 

Deu) Books* 

“ Knowledge Diary and Scientific Handbook for 1903.” Published at 
326, High Holborn, London, W C. 

Over 300 pages of this comely volume are set aside for the purposes of 
a diary; and the literary contents, as may be judged from the appended 
list of articles, appeal to workers in a variety of scientific fields. 
“ Knowledge Diary ” is one of the few books that reach us year by year 
which we set aside for leisurely reading when the mind craves for a 
change from the mass of ephemeral twaddle which the exigencies of 
modern civilisation oblige one to wade through. The articles referred 
to are as follows:—Practical work with the Spectroscope, by A. Fowler, 
F.R.A.S.; The choice of a Microscope, by M. I. Cross; Suggestions to 
Amateur Meteorological Observers, by Hugh Robert Mill, D.Sc.; Crus¬ 
taceans : How to catch, keep and comprehend them, by the Rev. 
T. R. R. Stebbing, M.A., F.R.S.; Systematic Botany, by R. Lloyd 
Praeger, B.A.; Planetary Observation, by W. F. Denning, F.R.A.S.; 
On the Observations of Variable Stars, by E. E. Markwick, F.R.A.S.: 
Pond Life Collecting for the year, by Charles F. Rousselet, F.R.M.S. : 
The articles by Mr. Fowler, Mr. Cross, and Dr. M 11 should prove of 
interest to photographers. 

“ White’s Natural History of Selborne.” Illustrated from photographs 
by Cherry and Richard Kearton. 320 pages. Published by Cassell 
and Co., Limited, La Belle Sauvage, Ludgate Hill, E.C. 

A publisher’s note informs us that some two years ago the Kearton 
Brothers conceived the idea of preparing a photographically illustrated 
edition of Gilbert White's “ Natural History of Selborne,” and have 
since that time been collecting pictures for it in almost every quarter 
of the British Isles. Many of the photographs have been taken at 
arm’s length from the interiors of stuffed oxen, sheep, artificial rocks, 
and other ingenious contrivances. Over forty miles were tramped with 
camera and field-glass for one picture; days of patient waiting exhausted 
for another; a cold Highland lcch waded and waited in armpit deep 
for a third; several pounds spent for the bare opportunity of trying, for 
a few minutes only, to take a fourth: a fifth that cost a round sum in 
plates alone; and a sixth that was actually secured whilst the photo¬ 
grapher, waited, with the airball of his apparatus in one hand and a 
loaded revolver in the other, for his subject to put in an appearance 
whilst momentarily expecting a mad bull. A number of photographs 
of Selborne as it is to-day have been specially taken by the illustrators. 
The plan adopted by the authors is to illustrate the text cf most of the 
chapters of Gilbert White’s classical work. The annotations and the 
introductions are by Mr. R. Kearton. Better natural history photo¬ 
graphs, even by the Brothers Kearton, have never come under our 
observation. The book is a strikingly beautiful production, the outcome 
of a rare combination of skill and sympathy. The Kearton “White” 
must unquestionably rank high amongst the successes of the present 
publishing season; it is a book which, irrespective of the theme upon 
which it is based, does the very highest justice to photography in its 
best and most convincing aspect, namely, as a recording agency. Some 
of the representations of bird, animal, aud insect life printed in these 
pages are really marvellous camera studies. We shall always cherish 
this fine volume. 
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Deu) Apparatus, $c. 
Kodak Pelloid Plates (cut films). Manufactured and sold by Kodak, 

Limited, 43, Clerkenwell Road, London. 

From the November Kodak Trade Circular we take the following 

extract:—“We are prepared to enter the field with what are known as 

cut or flat films in a form that will do away with the inconvenience 

of glass plates. We have long had this in view. The Pelloid Plates as 

now to be issued are the first stage in our opening up along this line. It 

is the general and increasing demand for light and portable apparatus 

from the photographic public that has set us to work to perfect our 
plans and produce an article which will not be a fancy but a real 

substitute for the glass plate, a substitute possessing its special utilities 

without its disadvantages. Briefly, the Pelloid Plates consist of a light 
unbreakable film which is attached at the edges by metal retaining 

clips to a card support, and they are so devised that they can be used 

in ordinary plate holders or sheaths wherever glass plates can be used, 
and in precisely the same mann.er as glass plates, without any preparation 

whatever. The Pelloid Plates are developed and fixed in the manner usual 

with glass plates. Although thin, they lie quite flat. After washing, 

they are pinned up by one corner or jedge to a lath, or shelf, or stretched 

cord to dry. No glycerine bath whatever is required, as they do not 

curl in drying. They are much thinner than the average cut film, and 

can therefore be printed from either side—an important point with 

carbon workers. The back also has a surface which can be worked upon, 
so that they can be retouched on both sides.” 

Much water will probably flow under the bridges before the often- 

threatened photographic glass plate is abolished; but there is no doubt 
that in the latest attack upon it the Kodak Company have shown con¬ 
siderable acumen. Hitherto one of the Tawbacks to the general use 
of cut films has been the difficulty of providing sheaths, holders, or 

backing pieces which should be suitable for the ordinary dark slide, 

and not cause trouble to a person chronically indisposed to take trouble— 

the amateur photographer. Pelloid films step in to remedy this omission. 

Clipped to the card on all four sides, they handle, as it is claimed, as 

easily as a glass plate, from the moment they are taken from the package 

until after exposure. Tne thin clips are readily removed, and develop¬ 

ment proceeds as usual. Qualitatively the film appears excellent. 

—-«- 

Commercial $ Cegal Intelligence 
Messrs. A. and M. Zimmermann (of 9 and 10, St. Mary-at-Hill), have 

removed, to 3, Lloyds Avenue, London, E.C. 

Photographer’s Claim for Water.—At the Derby County Court on 
Thursday last, Frank Burch, photographer, of Victoria Street, Derby, 
claimed damages from Edward Clulow, stationer, also of Victoria Street, 
Derby, for cutting off his supply of water, and an injunction to restrain 
hun from doing so. Mr. R. S. Clifford appeared for the plaintiff and 
Mr. J. E. Ducher for the defendant. The plaintiff’s case was briefly 
as follows. The defendant sub-let the top portion of his premises to the 
plaintiff for the purposes of a photographic studio. The rent agreed 
upon was £50 per annum, payable quarterly, inclusive of rates, 
taxes, and water. Soon after the plaintiff entered into tenancy he 
found he was unable to obtain any supply of water for his business pur¬ 
poses after 7.15 on most nights of the week, whilst on Wednesdays (the 
early closing day) he found he was unable to obtain water after two 
o'clock. He saw Mr. Clulow about it. He said he (defendant) must 
safeguard his stock from possible damage by water by cutting it off 
at night. Mr. Duckor contended that it was understood from the first 
by the parties that the water should not be allowed to be turned on all 
night. The defendant, when sworn, said that when they were arranging 
terms the, plaintiff' pointed out that his predecessors (the Imperial Photo¬ 
graphic Company) had intimated to him that it was inconvenient to have 
the water supply cut off at such an early hour as required by the defen¬ 
dant. Ho (the. defendant) gave the plaintiff to understand that he closed 
his shop at 7.30 in the evening, and that he would not have the water 
turned on after that time having regard to the danger of the pipes 
bursting and spoiling his stock, etc. The plaintiff then accepted the 
terms The water was now supplied as he agreed to supply it in the 
firsfl, instance. In; cross-examination the defendant admitted that he did 
not allow the use of any water on the premises on Bank Holidays. 
His Honour accepted the defendant’s statement concerning the original 

arrangement as to the water supply as the correct one. He dismissed 
the action with costs. 

The Copyright of a Photograph.—Boucas v. Cooke and others.—This 
case came on for hearing in the King’s Bench Division of the High Court 
on December 8th, before Mr. Justice Ridley and a common jury. The 
plaintiff, a photographer carrying on business in Mile End Road, brought 
this action to restrain the defendants, Mr. Claude Hanbury Cooke, the 
boy preacher, his manager, and a printer named Reynolds, from infring¬ 
ing the plaintiff’s copyright in a photograph of the youth. The defendants 
denied that the plaintiff had the copyright in the photograph in question, 
and that consequently there had been no infringement by them. The plain¬ 
tiff’s case was that in January of this year Mr. Cooke and his manager called 
at the plaintiff’s studio, when it was arranged that Cooke’s photograph 
’should be taken, and that some silver prints should be produced for the 
purpose of appearing in some pamphlets which were going to be dis¬ 
tributed amongst the congregation at the Great Mission Hall, Mile End 
Road, where Mr. Cooke was then preaching. The copyright in the 
photograph was to be the property of the plaintiff, but m the event of 
the plaintiff receiving a sufficiently large order for copies, viz., several 
thousand, he (the plaintiff) would assign the copyright to Mr. Cooke. How¬ 
ever, the parties could not agree as to the price to be charged for the 
copies, and the arrangement fell through, and the copyright consequently 
remained the property of the plaintiff. The defendants then, it seemed, 
entered into an agreement with Mr. Reynolds that he should print some 
20,000 copies of the photograph, and the plaintiff now asked for an 
injunction to restrain this being done. The plaintiff having been called 
in support of his case, and other witnesses having been examined, the 
defendant, Mr. Claude H. Cooke, went into the witness box. He said 
he was a native of England, and was in his seventeenth year. He had 
preached for many years in London and the provinces to large con¬ 
gregations. He had also visited America. When he went to the plaintiff’s 
studio, it was arranged that the negative of the photograph should 
remain his (the defendant’s) property. The plaintiff would not agree to 
terms, and consequently the arrangement to print copies went off, and 
he suffered damages in consequence.—Cross-examined : He knew he was 
only in his seventeenth yaer because he had counted his birthdays since 
he was two years of age. (Laughter.) Mr. Colam and Mr. Dwyer 
appeared for the plaintiff, and the defendants were represented by Sir 
Arthur Collins, K.C., Mr. Herbert Reed, K.C., and Mr. Turrell. HU 
Lordship, in summing up, said the only question for the jury to decide 
was whether or not the negative was the property of the photographer. 
The jury, after a short consultation, said that the negative was, in their 
opinion, the plaintiff's property, and they gave judgment for him for 
£20, and for £5 in respect of penalties under the Copyright Act. His 
Lordship granted an injunction against the defendants, restraining them 
from dealing with the copies in their possession and from producing 
further copies, and ordered all copies at present in their hands to be 
delivered up to the plaintiff. 

Why are the Germans ahead of us in chemistry asks “ T. H..” in “The 
Pharmaceutical Journal.” The fact of the Germans having got ahead 
of us is of course an important factor in their being ahead of us, but 
any one who compares the system of things in Germany with the system 
of things in England, must come to the conclusion that they are very 
likely to keep their lead or even improve it. That is to say, unless we 
wake up in England. I now wish to draw the attention of the readers 
of this journal, not to the inferiority of the English method of making 
chemicals, but to the inferiority of the English method of making 
chemists. There are undoubtedly many who receive a special educa¬ 
tion as manufacturing chemists both in England and in Germany. With 

, these and their training I do not propose to deal. It is often, however, 
in the laboratory of the apothecary that the inquisitiveness of the 
chemist first manifests itself, and to have served an apprenticeship to 
an apothecary in Germany is a good groundwork for the making of a 
efiemist. Is this so in England ? The English apprentice at the close of 
his apprenticeship knows that Epsom salt is sulphate of magnesia, that it 
is soluble in water, perhaps has learned the degree of its solubility, or 
even a little more if he is a curious youth; but he has the opportunity 
of spending a four-years’ apprenticeship without learning a scrap of 
chemistry. This is not at all as it is in Germany. If the German 
chemist will have an apprentice at all he must bring him up to his pro¬ 
fession. He is as responsible for the education of his apprentice as the 
English father is responsible for the education of his child. There is 
an Inspector of Apothecaries in Germany, as there is an Inspector of 
Schools in England. This may not sound well in the ear of the English 
chemist, but the result is that after a three years’ apprenticeship the 
German youth can pass an examination which, it is safe to say, not one 
in fifty English youths at the close of their apprenticeship could pass. 
Then goes out the English youth as junior, dabbles a little in chemistry, 
learns a little botany, perhaps—and perhaps not. He may then go to 
college, study for six or nine months, and enter for his minor examina¬ 
tion. If he has worked hard he may succeed in passing the same, but 
what he has learned during these months he cannot retain like the 
German chemist, whose term of study extends over six or seven years. 
During his time at college he has “ no time.” He is studying for his 
exam. If he has an inclination for research he is behind with his botany. 
If he has a turn for analysis he is behind with something else, and he has 
no time. From his examination he emerges again into business life, and 
after a few short years he has forgotten a great deal. He will tell you 
so himself, and it is impossible for one to disbelieve him. The German, 
on the other hand, after a probation of seven years, has become a chemist 
and remains a chemist—indeed, finds it a part of his business to be one. 
He will have an apprentice ? Then he must teach him chemistry, he mus/ 
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teach him his profession, or have him taught. The result is that the 
one learns and the other doesn’t forget. In Germany there may be too 
much law. As to its sufficiency or over sufficiency I will not stop to 
question, but I venture to ofler the opinion that this system is better 
ttxan the English one, by which the one forgets and the other doesn’t 
learn. 

l»eeiitids of Societies* 
-♦- 

MEETINGS OF SOCIETIES FOR NEXT WEEK. 

Science Teaching in Ireland.—Mr. W. A. McKeown writes to “ The 
Times”:—There is an institution in Dublin named the College of 
Science, which was until recently under the direction of South Kensing¬ 
ton. It was an excellent institution, gave a scientific education of the 
highest character, and had as its professurs very eminent men. It has 
been transferred to the Agricultural and Technical Department, which is 
directed by clerical influences; and it would seem as if a deliberate 
attempt were being made to destroy science teaching in Ireland. There 
are 40 scholarships in connection with the Royal College of Science, 
and free education and the keep of these scholars costs the State between 
£3,000 and £4,000 a year. They are nice prizes, and should only be 
obtained on a stiff examination. I have received a copy of the paper 
set at the scholarship examination in 1902, of which the following is 
a copy:—1. Write am essay on any one of the following subjects: (a) 
The value of advertisements of his goods to a pharmaceutical chemist; 
(6) motor-cars; (c) the child is father to the man. 2. What do you 
consider the best English prose work written by an Irish author? Give 
a general outline of the work and point out its most striking features. 
3. Give five lines from some well-known English poem by a poet born 
in Ireland. Briefly describe and criticise the poem from which the 
quotation is made. This is certainly a remarkable paper to set at 
such an examination. Not long ago some 40 students at this college 
were turned out by the professors because they did not possess a suffi¬ 
cient education to profit by instruction. It is surely time for the 
Government to interpose and prevent the ruin of this college and the 
grabbing of public money in clerical interests. 

Royal Institution.—The following are the lecture arrangements at 
the Royal Institution, before Easter:—Professor H. S. Hele-Shaw, six 
lectures (adapted to young people) on Locomotion, on the Earth; through 
the Water; in the Air (experimentally illustrated); Professor Allan 
Macfadyen, Fullerian Professor of Physiology, R.I., six lectures on the 
Physiology of Digestion; Sir William Abney, three lectures on Recent 
Advances in Photographic Science; Sir Robert Ball, three lectures on 
Great Problems in Astronomy; Mr. A. J. Evans, three lectures on Pre- 
Phoenician Writing in Crete; and its bearings on the History of the 
Alphabet; Sir Clements Markham, three lectures on Arctic and Antarctic 
Exploration; Mr. G. R. M. Murray, three lectures on the Flora of the 
Open Ocean; Mr. C. H. Firth, three lectures on Society during the Com¬ 
monwealth and Protectorate; Sir Frederick Bridge, three lectures on 
the Bi-Centenary of Samuel Pepys, his Musical Contemporaries, Critic¬ 
isms and Compositions (with musical illustrations); Mr. A. B. Walkley, 
three lectures on Dramatic Criticism; and six lectures by the Right 
Hon. Lord Rayleigh. The lectures on Tuesdays and Thursdays during 
the season 1903 will be delivered at five o’clock instead of at three, as 
in previous years. The Christmas course of juvenile lectures and the 
Saturday lectures will continue to be delivered at three o'clock. The 
Friday evening meetings will begin on January 16th, when a discourse 
will be delivered by Professor Dewar on Low Temperature Investigations; 
succeeding discourses will probably be given by Dr. Tempest Anderson, 
Professor W. E. Dalby, The Right Hon. Sir Herbert Maxwell, Bart., 
M.P., Professor S. Delepine, Principal E. H. Griffiths, Dr. A. Liebmann, 
Professor J. G. McKendrick, Professor Karl Pearson, Professor E. A. 
Schafer, Professor W. A. Herdman, The Right Hon. Lord Rayleigh, and 
other gentlemen. 

Who Discovered Photography?—The amateur photographer is usually 
averse to studying the base degrees by which his pastime has been 
rendered easy and inexpensive; but that is because the fads cf history 
are generally presented in a bald and unattractive manner. Clothed with 
illustrations, and brightened with a touch or two of humour, a dis¬ 
quisition on photographic history proved interesting to members of the 
photographic section of the Croydon Natural History and Scientific 
Society. Most people probably put down Daguerre as the discoverer of 
photography, but from the lecture on Friday evening by Mr. George 
E. Brown, editor of “ The Photogram,” it was seen to be impossible to 
name any one man as the inventor or discoverer of the art-science. 
The camera was proved to be very much older than the photographic 
use of it, and some amusement was caused by the directions of an 
ancient writer to “ correctly appropinquate ” the picture upon the ground- 
glass. The lantern slides included portraits of the early workers to 
whose combined labours photography is due. The earliest was Niepce, 
whose camera was shown to be fitted with an iris diaphragm—a curious 
fact, inasmuch as only some years ago photo manufacturers were listing 
this addition as an instance of their up-to-dateness. Daguerre and 
Niepce together worked ont a process, but no details of it were made 
public until six months after an Englishman named Fox Talbot had 
published a practical process, so that, as regards actual publication of 
methods, England is the home of photographic discovery. Moreover, 
Talbot’s process produced a negative from which other positive prints 
could be made, whereas the Frenchman’s process resulted only in one 
picture. Some interesting views of the dark-room used by Talbot, his 
printing establishment, and a collection of his cameras were shown. A 
print from the first negative on glass was also exhibited, in addition 
to many interesting scenes connected with the labours of these early 
workers.—“ Croydon Advertiser.” 

Dec. Name of Society. 

12.-.. Croydon Natural History . . 

12. Borough Polytechnic. 

12. Photo. Society of Ireland .. 

15. Southampton Camera Club 

15. Society of Arts . 

15. Glasgow and West of Sc >lland 

Camera Club . 15. 

16. Devonport Camera Club ... . 

16. Birmingham Photo. Society ... 

Newcastle-on-Tyne Photo. 16. 

17. Society of Arts . 

17. 
17.. 

North Middlesex Photographic 
Leeds Camera Club . 

17. Borough Polytechnic. 

17. Photographic Club . 

17. Wolverhampton Photographic 
llichmond Camera Club . 18. 

18. London and Provincial. 

18. N.-W. London Photo. Society 

18. Liverpool Amateur Photo. 

18. Camera Club .. 

Subject. 

I The Development of Bromide Paper*. 
\ J. H. Baldock, F.C.S. 
/ Trimming, Mounting, and Framing. 
t Mr. F. W. Bannister. 

In the Cevmnes, d;c. Hugh Pollock. 
j Resume of the Hummer Hamblen. Illus- 
I ^ trated Lecture. Mr. G. T. Vivian. 
(The Futu-e of Coal Gan and Allied 
t Jlluminantr. Professor Vivian B. 
t Lewes. 
. Demonstration of the “ Lumiere Pro- 
) cess of Colour.” Lumiere X. A. Co., 
I Ltd. Exhibition of “ Photography " 
k Prize Slides. 
j French Stonehenge, illustrated. Mr. 

Cato Worsfold. 
I The Possibilit es of a Modern Camera. 
I Mr. Wardcll (London). 

A Demonstration by M r. Harry Wade. 
/Pictorial Treatment of Architecture. 
( By Mr Walter Scutt. 
I The South Russian Iron Industry. Mr. 
\ Archibald P. Head. 

Elementary Ontirs. J. McIntosh. 
Kallitype. Mr. E. Heslop Chapman. 

) Lantern Night. (Monthly Slide Com- 
( petition.) 
/ i lain Paper Printing : Formula: and 
\ Methods. G. T. Harris, F.R.P.S. 

Dutch Auction. 
Demonstration by Mr. Cembrano. 

/ Illustrated paper by Mr. Thos. E. 
\ Freshwater. 
j Demonstration : The Carbon Process. 
\ Thomas Illingworth & Co. 
j Lantern Lecture. A Month in Jamaica. 

; ( Mr. Geo. E. Thompson. 
I j A iVeiv Apparatus jor 'Testing Lenses, 
|\ with demonstration. Mr. C. Beck. 

PHOTOGRAPHIC CLUB. 

November 26th, Mr. J. R. Gotz in the chair. 

Dr. Grun gave a paper on his fluid lens. He introduced his subject 
by describing briefly the difference between old and new achromats, and 
some of the conditions the optician endeavours to fulfil in designing a 
lens; and then gave a brief description of his own lens. He stated 
that purchasers could have at their desire either lenses with a flat field 
and little depth of field, or with a round field and greater depth, saying 
he had come to the conclusion that lenses with a round field had greater 
depth of field than those with a flat field. For cinematograph purposes 
lenses had been made by him with an aperture approaching f 1, and in 
reply to a question said the focal length was 1.5 inches and aperture 
1.25 inches. For general use on a quarter-plate camera a lens at that 
aperture was much too heavy and bulky; for instance, a 5 lens would 
require an aperture of 5 ’ to work at f/1. For most purposes an aperture 
of f/2.5 was quite sufficient, and most cf his pictures had been taken 
with such a lens. While allowing that lenses cf that reputed aperture 
and larger were made by Dallmeyer, Voigtlander, and others, he claimed 
that his own lens was infinitely superior to them in rapidity, depth cf 
field, and covering power. He had taken photographs in the theatre in 
two cameras side by side, one with his own lens and one with an ordinary 
lens with identical aperture and exposuie, and at ihe same instant, and com¬ 
pared the results. While the one taken with his own lens gave a satisfac¬ 
tory negative, he could get nothing at all out of the other plate. The other 
lenses also had no depth of field, and very limited covering power. He 
passed round a 1-1 plate print of the interior cf a room taken with one 
of his quarter-plate lenses, showing good definition all ever. He could 
not say what aperture had been used, as it had been taken by a stranger 
A large number of pictures taken with his lens, most of them at the 
Theatre Royal, Brighton, with ordinary stage lighting and unknown to 
the performers, were now shown by means of the lantern. The first 
two slides were photographs of a Rudolph’s focimeter, with twelve 
angular vanes at 6" distance, giving a total distance of 6ft. between the 
first and last vanes. One of the slides was taken with a Grun lens and 
one with an anastigmat of identical focal length and aperture. Pur¬ 
porting to show the great depth of focus possessed by his lens, the 
conditions being dissimilar, the comparison was not fair. While both 
were supposed to be accurately focussed on the middle vane, only the 
Grun lens was actually, the first and last vanes being shown fairly 
sharp. The anastigmat was actually focussed on the farthest vane, 
and only the last half of the vanes were in focus, the nearer ones 
getting more and more fuzzy as they approached the lens. 

The Chairman, Mr. Conrady (designer of the Holostigmat), Mr. J. H 
Agar Baugh, Mr. Purser, and Mr. W. Thomas, F.R.P.S:, took part in 
the discussion which followed. 
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On Wednesday evening, December 3rd, Mr. Wilkins, of Messrs. R. 
and J. Beck, Ltd., attended and gave a lecture, illustrated with lantern 
slides, showing the work done with the firm’s orthostigmat and telephoto 
lenses. 

CAMERA CLUB. 

There were two great travellers at the Camera Club on Monday night, 
and a most enjoyable evening was spent in their company. Mr. Cutliffe 
Hyne, perhaps best known to the world as the creator of the redoubtable 
‘ Captain Kettle,” gave a lecture on Arctic Lapland, and Sir Martin 
Conway, the conqueror of many peaks, undertook the more passive role 
of chairman. It is not generally known that Mr. Hyne travels even more 
than he writes, and that ten thousand miles is about his yearly record. 

Sir Martin Conway said that he hardly knew what particular functions 
were expected of him in the exalted position of chairman, but he would 
endeavour to do his best. He could only express the great pleasure 
he felt in taking the chair for Mr. Cutliffe Hyne. We had all been 
charmed by Mr. Hyne’s well-known volumes, and were pleased to see 
him at the Club. For his own part, he was looking forward very keenly 
to what the lecturer had to say, for Mr. Hyne held the unusual position 
of one who could speak from personal experience of any part of the 
habitable globe. Lapland was a peculiar country, for it had no 
boundaries, and belonged to nobody; but it had inhabitants, and their 
lives gave an undoubted interest to the land. But he would not trespass 
upon the lecturer’s province, but would at once ask him to tell his story. 

Like many other lecturers, Mr. Cutliffe Hyne began with an apology 
Pj0CT quality of the pictures he was about to show. He said that 

it he had known that the Camera Club members were such masters of 
the art of photography, g,s he judged them to be by the many beautiful 
specimens hanging on the walls, he should have waited long before 
he presented himself before them. His were all bad ones; some worse 
than that, and others again took a still lower grade of worseness. Arctic 
napland, although it was credited in the summer months with twenty- 
tour hours daylight was only so described as a matter of courtesy. 
As a matter of fact, fog, rain, and other climatic disturbances reduced 
the twenty-four hours considerably. He took with him to Lapland a 
friend, in the person of Mr C. Hayter, the artist, and a quarter-plate 
camera He exposed 120 films, and got about 120 bad negatives. You 
tu!1 drfflStli^Ulstl wpat some of them were meant Ur, but all were bad 

f1 r r pictures were great. Thus, he changed his 
first lot of films on board ship, and got the steward to carefully cover up 
a certain skylight while he did so. In the middle of the operation th- 
steward came and uncovered the glass, and called out “ Have you finished, 

lent n ansfrred’ N0 : Tat least’ ifc wasn’t no, but something equiva- 
hrL occasions he had to change his films with his head 

sittbm 1 sleeping sack, with sundry clothes above, and his friend 
cut top of all. It was hot work, changing those films.” 

f,lIhte«trnaVe-Jnr!uWeiTt ?orthT?n the s s‘ “ Windward,” the vessel which is 
dentlfied with the Jackson-Harmsworth expedition, and the same which 

brought Nansen home on her return voyage. They disembarked at 
hfnitv of1 J® northe+™ °°as.f of Lapland, and here they had an oppor- 
^fy -of study111? the modern method of whale capture. The ri°-ht 
whale is now almost extinct, and the animal now hunted is the Finner 

•Whhm ^fhthparP°i0n’ Tn, the b°at towin- after ^ at railroad speed, is a thing of the past, and the present method is to shoot the animal with 
a gun which carries a lyddite shell, which strikes the creature dead A 

'Tas,£er® sbown °f two whales being towed behind the whalbm 
steamer to the factory the lecturer explaining that progress was neces^ 
sarily slow with such a burden to drag through the watef. (The rumour 
which was current some time back to the effect that Andree’s baboon 

Ilf a blownout delT °b probably originated in the circumstance 
^ fci dead wha,e havin& been seen at a distance. A photo- 

-iaph indicated how easily such a mistake might arise.) The whales 
are towed to a factory, which is generally situated in some quiet fiord 
and are there cu up. Behind the towed whales there is anTily wake 
m the water, and a pungent smell which persists for at least twenty- 
five miles. The photograph of a whale factory gave the lecturer ail 
opportunity of stating how the animal’s oil, bone etc., were uBbsed 

he exaggerated when he said the meat wascannedand sent 
south as beef with a Chicago brand on the tin. “The whale factory 
also smells; nothing is wasted, even the smell is not wasted—the people 
appropriate it, and it sticks to them.” people 

. ^ a venturesome overland journey which the travellers undertook 
uhji the} decided to go on foot from Yardo to the Gulf of Bothnia It 
°f°nb Vann dlstanc« °n the map, but it in reality means a journey 

of about 800 miles. No horses were to be had, and the travellers had 
to content themselves with some very indifferent porters to crrry their 
belongings; and even these deserted them after a time. At first there 

Bof “ IP™ ° re.gfati0Ib nothinS but hills scantily coated with snow 
-ut as they went inland, first moss appeared—the moss upon which the 

very old. after a time bircb trees, about six feet high hut 

Many photographs of Lapp families were shown, and the lecturer 
explained that they might be divided into three groups: Swedish, Nor- 

'gi.m, and Russian (Finland) Lapps. Some were fishers, others acted as 
herdsmen, and still others might be called farmers. The travellers were 
much troubled by mosquitoes, and although the speaker had had ex¬ 
perience of these pests in tropical countries, those of Lapland are so 
much the worse, that he believes that they have the power of “biting at 
both ends. The country traversed was alternately rocky and swampy 
and the best time for visiting it is in the winter, when sledges can be 

used and there are no mosquitoes. “ Only a fool of an Englishman 
would attempt to travel there in summer.” 

The natives live in turf-runted 1>. •. -hr,,- Inn- diet] dm 
also wooden houses. A map bought in London gave the travellers an 
that there were roads and towns all over the country, and they ha 
notion that if they carried a few luxuries, such as fois gras, and larks 
in aspic, they would be able to purchase such simple things as bread 
meat, cheese, etc. But they were disappointed. A place marked on the 
map as a town would turn out to be a log cabin, perhaps uninhabited 
except by the ubiquitous mosquito, and they could buy noth 
for there was nothing to buy. They were also told that there 
was plenty of game, but they saw none, and sold their guns 
in order to save weight of baggage. The wants of the Lapps 
themselves are very few. They get milk from tln ir cows, and 
grow rye for bread-making. But their notions of farming are peculiar. 
They let the rye grow up encumbered with any amount of weeds, and 
then they cut it down, chop it up—weeds and all—and make it into bread. 
The loaves are flat cakes with a hole in the middle for the c mvenience 
of stringing them together. There are two varieties of bread, one like 
concrete and the other like rubber; the first is the preferable variety, 
but it takes so long to eat that you are finishing your breakfast when 
lunch time comes round. The milk is not drunk fresh, but sour, ana 
fish is not considered eatable until it is half rotten. 

The lecturer showed a number of pictures of reindeer, and gave many 
interesting particulars concerning these animals. The lecture was 
punctuated throughout with many little quaint conceits, which were 
much enjoyed by the audience. 

Sir Martin Conway said that he was sure that Mr. Hine deserved aud 
would get a most cordial vote of thanks. He himself had long had a 
desire to traverse that same strip of country; but now that he had heard 
so much about it and its inhabitants he felt as if he did not hanker after 
it so much. Mosquitoes and stinking fish may be interesting to hear 
about, but he did not care for a close acquaintance with either. The 
lecturer had revived many reminiscences, and especially it called to his 
mind the overpowering, pungent, and all-pervading odour of the whale 
factories. He knew nothing that smelt quite so loudly as an old whale— 
old, he meant, since it had died. He should take the memory of that 
smell home with him to-night, and it would haunt his dreams. Then 
there was also the codfish smell, and the cod liver oil smell, and these 
together with the Lapps themselves, made up an olfactory symphony 
that was beyond description. As to the Lapp himself, it was like peeping 
back to neolithic, or perhaps palaeolithic times; our own ancestors were 
probably like these people. 

After a few remarks by Mr. O’Shea and others who had visited 
Lapland, the meeting closed with a hearty vote of thanks to Mr. Cutliffe 
Hyne for his instructive and entertaining lecture. 

CROYDON CAMERA CLUB. 

“ Experiences of a Holiday on the East Coast,” being an anecdotal 
lecture by Mr. P. C. Harpur, a member of the Club, was the subject for 
Wednesday, the 3rd inst. 

Mr. Harpur’s narrative covered so wide a field that it is only possible 
to mention a few of the points he dealt with. He very strongly believed 
in the advisability of all amateurs joining a photographic society, and 
instanced himself as a “ hopeless spoiler of plates ” before he joined 
the throng he was addressing. Considering the quality of Mr. Harpur’s 
present work, the moral is obvious, and one to rejoice the hearts of 
all honorary secretaries. Mr. Harpur also believed in the too-frequently 
neglected sky shade, and showed a very neat one constructed out of 
a piece of stiffened cloth, which fitted on to the hood of the lens by 
means of a circular piece of clock spring. His preference was to work 
against the light, and a shield against the direct rays of the sun was 
almost essential. 

In dealing with groups, such as harvesters, fishermen, and the like, 
the lecturer thought far more failures resulted from trying to take them 
unawares, than in getting them to join in the proceedings, with a strict 
injunction that they were to appear oblivious of the camera. He gener¬ 
ally found a willingness to enter into the spirit of the thing, though 
children had a misguided tendency not to miss anything that was going on. 

Mr. Harpur spoke for over an hour, and much that he had to say 
was worthy of attention. A little judicious compression here and there, 
and interspersing the narrative between the slides, instead of showing 
the latter at the termination of his remarks, would have been preferable. 
This is offered as a suggestion, and in no wise detracting from a lecture 
which a hearty vote of thanks emphasised as excellent. 

NEWCASTLE-ON-TYNE AND NORTHERN COUNTIES PHOTOGRA¬ 
PHIC ASSOCIATION. 

Carbon printing formed the subject of a lecture and demonstration before 
the members of the above Association, at the headquarters, Y.M.C.A., 
Blackett Street, Newcastle-on-Tyne, on Tuesday evening,! December 
2nd. The demonstrator was Mr. William Thompson, who in the course 
of his remarks said that of all printing processes, carbon undoubtedly 
yielded the most beautiful results, the ultimate colour of the print 
being absolutely determined by the selection of a suitable pigment, 
there being no possibility of double toning or degradation of the high 
lights as with printing-out papers, while errors in printing can be 
corrected by lowering or raising the temperature of the water used in 
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developing. The difference between single and double transfer was fully 
explained, the lecturer showing that the necessity for the double transfer 
process could be avoided by taking the negative with the glass side 
towards the lens, instead of the film side, or by using thin films and 
printing through them, the thickness of the film support making no 
appreciable difference in the definition. Several very fine prints were 
developed during the course of the demonstration, these being supplied 
by the Autotype Company and Messrs. T. Illingworth and Co., Ltd., 
to whom the lecturer expressed his great indebtedness for their kindness. 
Some excellent prints by Messrs. Thompson and Lee were also exhibited, 
and greatly admired. 

LEICESTER LITERARY AND PHILOSOPHICAL SOCIETY. 

Members of the photographic section of this Society had a very pleasant 
and profitable evening on Friday, when the monthly meeting took place 
in the Council Room at the Town Museum. Mr. Wardell (of London) 
gave the members of the section many useful and interesting hints in 
his address upon “ The possibilities of the modern camera,” which was 
illustrated by some very up-to-date photographic apparatus. Special 
attention was^ given by the speaker to telephotography, its difficulties 
and advantages, and the audience received with manifest interest a 
number of admirable pictures taken at distances varying from three- 
quarters of a mile to miles—pictures, for instance, of the Clock Tower 
of the Houses of Parliament, the top of the Nelson Monument, etc., 
in which an astonishing amount of detail was apparent. Other matters 
of interest to devotees of the camera were touched on, and some knotty 
points elucidated. 

The chairman of the section, Mr. H. Alfred Roechling, who presided, 
expressed thanks to the lecturer, who in acknowledging the compliment 
paid a tribute to the capabilities of Mr. A. Newton as the lanternist. 

WEST LONDON PHOTOGRAPHIC SOCIETY. 

There was a very full programme and a large audience on the 5th 
inst. A show of work done at the outdoor meeting was held, and the 
secretary exhibited and explained Messrs. Wallis Bros’. Perina camera, 
which affords a range of exposures from l-5th to 1-1,000th second, by 
means of a focal plane shutter with a wide and narrow slit in the one 
blind, either being useable at will. A collection of prints upon Mattos 
paper, kindly lent by Mr. P. Leuthardt, were next passed round, and 
their fine tone, richness of image, and variety of surface were much 
admired. A series of stereoscopic prints from Stereo-weno negatives, 
as well as three Stereo Daguerrotypes (in perfect preservation) were 
then examined, and Mr. L. Selby afterwards explained the working of 
the Kodak developing machine, which he said had in his hands produced 
very satisfactory results. 

LIVERPOOL AMATEUR PHOTOGRAPHIC ASSOCIATION. 

At the last meeting, Mr. Fred. Anyon, of Bootle, gave a demonstration 
specially for beginners on “ The Management of the Camera, including 
Hand Camera Work and the Development of Negatives.” The lecturer 
entered fully into the various movements of the modern camera, and 
explained! the' objects of them. He emphasised the advisability of 
amateurs mastering the stand camera before tackling the hand camera, 
and spoke of the difficulties attending the latter branch of the art. 
Speaking upon development, Mr. Anyon gave' varying formulae for 
different types of negative, and afterwards developed a negative in the 
presence of the members. 

WOLVERHAMPTON PHOTOGRAPHIC SOCIETY. 

On December 1st, Mr. Harold Holcroft lectured upon “ Mounting and the 
choice of Mounts.” He dealt with the subject for the benefit of the ama¬ 
teur of all varieties, but more especially to assist the picture maker. The 
objects of picture mounting were stated to be: — 

(1) To preserve the print from mechanical injury, tearing, etc. 
(2) To hold the print flat so that it could be seen properly. 
(3) To isolate the picture from its surroundings. 
(4) To aid the effect of the picture by enhancing or minimising 

certain features. 

He said that the mount should occupy a subordinate position to the 
picture, that the relation between them should be as the accompaniment 
to the song, as the dress to the man, and cautiously refrained from 
dogmatising upon the relationship between woman and dress. He pointed 
out that after some years of universal framing close up at the exhibitions, 
mounting of suitable subjects was now receiving proper attention, and 
that mounting must be necessarily largely a matter of individual taste 
and fashion of the moment; that this taste must be cultivated by 
observation, and especially by the careful study of the work of leading 
men. 

In dealing with the effects of the different variations in mounts which 
effects were illustrated practically, he ventured to differ from the critics 
who oondemn the plate mark as applied to a photographic holding that 
the maxim “ Intention constitutes the crime ” applied, that there was 
no intention to deceive, and that no person of reasonable intelligence 

would mistake a photograph for an etching; but this use of a plate mark 
was not false pretences, but a legitimate borrowing from a sister art 
of a useful form of relief or ornament. A collection of many different 
kinds of paper, and other materials which may be effectively used for 
mounting was shown, amongst them being examples of the art mounts 
stocked by the “Photographic Art Journal,” Percy Lund, Humphries 
and Co., and Messrs. Wesson and Co., The proper use of these materials 
for different kinds of prints was illustrated, and the application of 
ornament where the character of the subject would admit of it was 
dealt with. Some fine examples of mounted pictures by Pugo and 
Yarnall Abbott, from the Salon exhibitions, effectively enforced the 
various points of the lecture. 

SOUTHAMPTON CAMERA CLUB. 

A meeting of the members of the above Club was held on the 8th inst., 
under the presidency of Mr. G. Vivian, when, after the usual preliminary 
business, Mr. Steadman, representing the Lumiere N.A. Co., gave a 
lecture and demonstration on the most advanced process of colour photo¬ 
graphy, and received a hearty vote of thanks for his elucidation of the 
subject. 

-♦- 

Deu>$ and Dotes. 
The Royal Photographic Society’s lantern lecture on Tuesday, December 

16th, at 8 p.m., will be “ Photography in the Hunting Field,” by Mr. 
H. M. Lomas. 

The death is announced of Prof. O. N. Rood, known by his work in 
experimental physics. He was the author of “ Modern Chromatics.” 
Prof. Rood was born in 1831, and was professor of chemistry and 
physics at Troy University from 1858 to 1863. For the past thirty-nine 
years he had been professor of physics in Columbia University. He had 
been vice-president of the American Association for the Advancement of 
Science, and was a member of the National Academy of Sciences. 

latent Raw Reform.—.Notice has been given by tne Commissioners of 
Works and Public Buildings that they intend to promote a Bill in the 
next session of Parliament for extending the existing buildings of the 
Patent Office. It is proposed to acquire the premises east of the 
existing office, and those to the north and south as far as Furnival 
Street and Staple Inn and Took’s Court. This is the outcome of the 
recommendations of a committee appointed in May, 1900, while Mr. 
Ritchie was at the Board of Trade, and is in anticipation of the greatlv 
increased accommodation necessary for carrying out the provisions of 
the Patent Amendment Bill which has just passed the third reading 
before the House of Lords. Some idea may be formed as to the effect 
which the new Bill is likely to have by comparison with the working 
of the United States Patent Office under the system of an absolute 
search for anticipations. The examination staff numbers 662, and can¬ 
not keep pace with the work. The staff at the British Patent Office, 
at present under a system of “ no search,” numbers 267. Under the 
present Bill a fifty years’ search is guaranteed. Tne expenses of the 
American office amount to £242,356 yearly, and the income to £225,091; 
the present expenses of the British office yearly are £125,216, and the 
income £225,700. 

Marple and District Photographic Society’s First Annual Exhibition 
was held on Saturday, the 29th ult.,. It was opened by Mr. C. F. 
Budenberg. The attendance during the afternoon was “moderate in 
number, but influential in character. Mr. Budenberg, in the course of 
his introductory remarks, gave an exhaustive consideration of the value 
of photography in the principal arts and sciences, including an account 
of a recent visit he made to the Zeiss works, and the use at that 
place of stereoscopic photography for the purpose of astronomical measure¬ 
ments. He congratulated the Marple Society upon the excellence of their 
exhibition. About 250 pictures were displayed, two important section? 
being lent by members of the Manchester Amateur and the AshtoD- 
under-Lyne Societies respectively, representing the best work at the 
exhibitions recently held by them. The spirit of goodwill shown by 
the two Societies named in thus helping a younger Society 
is most praiseworthy. The work shown by the ' Marple Society 
was highly creditable, having regard to the short time the 
Society has been in existence. The principal exhibitors were C. J. 
Atkinson, J. W. Wood, G. Holmes, and B. Leech. Other features were 
stereoscopic views, transparencies, microscopes, process printing blocks, 
etc. At 7.30, Mr. Atkinson, the President, gave his illustrated lecture, 
entitled “ A Holiday at Hexham and Carlisle,” which was very well 
received, and was followed by a general collection of lantern slides, 
chiefly by Mr. Chayne, of Ashton-under-Lyne. In the evening the 
attendance was quite large enough for the capacity of the roomT The 
financial result will be a slight gain; and in all other respects the Society 
have received encouragement to repeat the venture. Th present occa¬ 
sion was lareely experimental, and was undertaken in the hope of 
increasing public interest in the art and practice of photography. It 
was a matter of surprise to’many of the visitors upon finding that photo¬ 
graphy was something more than a mere hobby, and that it is indeed 
a capable medium for the expression of artistic feeling and cultured 
taste. The impression left by the exhibition is already taking form in 
the enrolment of new members; the Society has also gained a recognised 
position in public estimation as a social and educational influence. 
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Correspondence* 
* * Correspondents, should never write on both sides of the paper. No 

notice is taken of communications unless the names and addressesoj 
the writers are given, 

%* We do not undertake responsibility for the opinions expressed by our 
correspondents. 

A VISIT TO THE TATE GALLERY. 
To the Editors. 

Gentlemen,—Without seeking to enter into the doubtful controversy 
whether or not photography is an art, the assertion may be safely 
made that the photographer is at his best when he tabes counsel of 
those truths which Art alone can teach him. An afternoon spent in 
contemplation of a good collection of paintings will send him forth 
with a keener reliisli for his work and a broadened horizon. The 
Londoner is especially favoured in this respect, for he can take his 
choice among several of the finest art collections in the world. Hardly 
second in interest to the famous National Gallery is that known as the 
late Gallery, at Vauxhall, whose light and graceful dome is a river¬ 
side beauty." A visit wo lately paid there served to convince us more 
than ever of the immense value of a close study of pictures, such as are 
here contained, with special reference to their suggestiveness, photo¬ 
graphically speaking. A few appreciative remarks on some of the many 
treasures "here shown, and an endeavour to trace out one or two of 
their more obvious lessons for us, may not, perhaps, be without 
interest. 

Entering, and pausing to admire the dainty fountain court under 
the glass roofed dome, with its tesselated pavement, slender columns, 
and arcaded gallery overhead, we pass into, the room on the right by 
preference; curiously enough, everyone seems to do that, and we merely 
follow popular example. The first thing that immediately rivets our 
attention is that beautiful creation, “The Glitter, Grime, and Wealth 
of a Flowing Tide,” by W. L. Wyllie, A.R.A. Carrying out our 
intention of looking at everything here with an eye for photographic 
hints and suggestions, we are at once impressed with the fact that this 
was eminently a subject for the camera, and one where photography 
would have fully distinguished itself. It is true that the silvery greys 
and low tones of the smoke-cloued river, with its crowd of shipping, are 
rendered by the painter with a superb harmony of colour that we cannot 
yet attain to; true, also, that the subject is idealised and rich in 
suggestiveness that only the artist could give; yet how many a chance 
have we photographers of catching instantly some fleeting effect of light 
and shade, some momentarily happy grouping of tall-masted ships, 
with a faithful naturalness of ripple and movement in the water 
peculiarly our own, as so many fine river pictures have already proved. 
“The Vigil,” by J. Pettie, R.A., is an impressive and poetic present¬ 
ment of a mediaeval knight, keeping his silent midnight watch before 
some saintly altar. While admitting without cavil that in such subjects 
Art must always of necessity be easily first, it is certainly borne upon 
us that many most effective genre pictures might be accomplished by 
photographic means, in which the interiors of churches and similar 
buildings should form the suitable and fitting background. Of course, 
We know that such things are difficult of management, and are far from 
wishing to suggest anything that might tend to detract from the natural 
reverence that should be observed in such surroundings. We are fully 
aware also of the almost impossibility of avoiding artificiality when any 
kind of posing or arrangement of suitably dressed models is attempted; 
still, we think it must be admitted that much might be done in this 
direction, photographically, that has never even been attempted. As 
yet another example of what might a.t least be experimented in, 
though it need hardly be said that photography can scarcely hope to meet 
Art successfully entirely on its own ground, may be instanced the 
lovely painting, a little lower down, “Harmony,” by Frank Dicksee, 
It.A. This picture is so well known that it is almost superfluous to 
(Escribe it. Who has not seen prints or engravings of the lovely 
maiden playing the church organ, a soft and dreamy light falling upon 
her glorious auburn hair from a “storied window richly light?” At 
her side, leaning his face on his hand, is seated a handsome youth, 
whose eyes, full of affection and feeling, fixed upon the maiden, pro¬ 
claim that the harmony indicated is not solely connected with music. 

“Ayesha,” by Val. C. Prinsep, A.R.A., is a painting which the 
portrait photographer may study closely and attentively. It is one 
of those pictures which, lovely of colour though they be, owe their 
chief excellence to beauty of outline and lighting; in a word, it is a 
work which wo can imagine would lose little if translated into mono¬ 
chrome. Tt represents a slender Eastern girl, with a proud, beautiful 
face, holding a large burnished copper water vase. The attitude, light¬ 
ing. and entire expression of this successful picture are worthy of minute 
inspection, carrying, as they do, many valuable suggestions of photo¬ 
graphic possibilities. 

Bv Ibis time we are content to wander aimlessly from room to room, 
looking rather at a specially striking work here and there than trying 

1 nisei' ntiously to see all, in catalogue order, a method of inspecting 
artistic treasures, which to some minds robs the process of half its 

charm. “ St. Martin’s in the Fields,” by W. Logsdail, seems to have 
a peculiar fascination of its own. Th© handsome spire, so fiuniluu. 
to Londoners, the wet pavements, passing vehicles, newsboy running 
across the road with th© “latest edition,” the flower girl, offering 
bunches of primroses, are most realistically rendered, in a way that 
makes us at once acknowledge the truthfulness of tie presentment 
And yet throughout there is that evident touch of select!,,,, 
pression which the photographer, before all others, knows so well the 
necessity of, and can perhaps best appreciate. “Morning Glory,” bv 
M. Ridley Corbet, A.R.A., is so eminently photographic a subject that 
one might almost suspect the artist of having sought inspiration from 
the camera, although to be sure very much of the beauty of this picture 
depends on the glowing sunrise behind the sky line of tall, drooping 
trees. The photographer, however, in dealing with such a motive, 
would certainly have to make his foreground more interesting than tin- 
artist, in this case, relying more on the power of making, colour take 
the place of outline, in subdued tones of green grasses, has done. Tin- 
narrow curving path at the right is dexterously and cleverly introduced. 

“ Upland and Sky,” by A. Stokes, is a most interesting study of a 
breezy hill top, with cattle browsing or in repo-se, sharply outlined, 
with telling effect, against a majestic cumulous sky. “ Pilchards,” by 
C. Napier Hemy, A.R.A., is a glorious triumph of colour, which must 
make the photographer frankly confess himself beaten. The splendid 
grouping of the many picturesquely dressed fishers, hauling in the 
shimmering, silvery burden of their laden nets, is, alas! beyond us. 
“Carnation Lilv, Lily Rose,” by J. S. Sargent, It.A., although essen¬ 
tially a triumph of colour, has many lessons for us. It is an admirable 
example, of breadth and largeness of effect, and of how intention and 
suggestion may be subtly and tellingly expressed, yet in such a way 
that it is felt rather than seen. The intent, flushed faces of 
the two sweet young girls, lighting Chinese lanterns, amid an exotic 
wealth of tall, gorgeous flowers, form a picture that is not soon for¬ 
gotten, but recalls itself with pleasant persistence, long .after its rich 
colours and charming outlines have passed from the actual vision of 
the observer. “ Ethisi,” by Ralph Peacock, is a most suggestive ex¬ 
ample of portraiture. The dark background of carved oak panelling, 
the naturalness of the golden-haired young girl seated against it, th - 
unconventionality and careless abandon of the pose, have each a lesson 
for us. If a photographer had done it. it is questionable if it -would be 
so much admired. We should have heard severe remarks passed on 
the commonplace and homely attitude, the absence of effort in the 
lighting, the lack of smartness and artificiality about it; in a word, 
condemnation of just those very things which the artist knows how to 
admire, and deliberately chaoses. “The Pool of London,” by Vicat 
Cole, R.A., has a superbly trrand sky effect. The clouds of smoke, half 
obscuring the vista of multitudinous sails and masts, behind which, 
in the distance, keeps watch the weather-stained dome of St. Paul’s; 
the air of busy labour and toil, the very romance and mystery of a great 
city, are here suggested and portrayed with wmnderful intensity and 
power. “ The Sisters,” by Ralph Peacock, is another beautiful and 
refined portrait study, extremely interesting and instructive. The 
elder sister is reading a Bible, the younger, sitting by her side, but 
with her attention evidently wandering, a lovely expression of affection 
and trustfulness is visible in the attitudes and faces of both. The 
grouping, too, is an excellent example of well-balanced composition. 

Yet another portrait, and we must leave specific discussion of the 
many gems to be found in this collection. “ Mrs. William Morris,” 
by Dante Gabriel Rossetti, is a work which, it goes without saying, 
cannot have justice done to it in a few minutes’ inspection. It will well 
repay much longer attention, and the photographer may find food for 
thought in the admirable arrangement of the hands, and the extremely 
simple yet highly effective accessories. We have purposely avoided 
mention of the many world-famous pictures that may here be seen 
amid such architecturally beautiful surroundings. Who has not heard 
of Millais’s “ Huguenot,” Calderon’s “ Renunciation,” Leighton’s “ Bath 
of Psyche ”—to mention but three out of a host ? It is certain that 
the visitor to the Tate Gallery, be he photographic or not, will find 
the hours pass all too quickly, and hear, with surprise and regret, the 
voice of the attendant warning him of “ closing time.”—We are, yours, 
etc . Lens, Camera, and Dry Plate. 

December 8th, 1902. 

THE BRENTFORD EXHIBITION. 
To the Editors. 

Gentlemen,—So as to make our annual exhibition more attractive, 
both for exhibitors and visitors, we purpose introducing a new feature. 
The exhibition, coming towards the end of March, always includes 
a lot of work that has already been the rounds of the exhibition, and 
is well known to us and to the judges also. Now, we want some new 
material, and I hope you can insert this letter in your next issue. 
This will give workers three months to prepare what we want. 

We propose having one open class for pictures—any subject—that 
have never been previously shown at any other exhibition. A prize— 
choice of the winner—consisting of material or apparatus to the value 
of two guineas, will be given on the condition that there will not 
be less than twenty entries (Is. per frame entrance fee). The same 
picture may be entered in any one of the other “ open ” classes, and 
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may also stand a chance of winning a medal. As our rooms are within 
easy access of London, both by train and by tube and electric car, we 
are looking forward to a ready response to our offer and realisation of 
aur desires. Entry forms will be ready shortly, and will be sent post 
free on receipt of a post card.—Yours, etc., 

Helton Grundy. 

30, Wbitestile Road, Brentford. December 5th, 1902. 

A PHOTOGRAPHIC SOCIETY FOR WIMBLEDON. 
To the Editors. 

Gentlemen,—Will you allow me to announce, through the medium of 
your paper, that a photographic society is about to be formed in this 
district, and if those desiring particulars of same, or wishful of joining 
such a society will forward their names and addresses to me, I will 
appoint a time and place to hold the inaugural meeting, if they will 
kindly give a list of evenings in the week which would be convenient 
for them to attend a meeting for this purpose. 

It is sincerely hoped that every inhabitant of this district interested 
in photography will send in their names, as they need not pledge thern- 

| selves to join by so doing. Residents in the surrounding districts will 
be heartily welcomed, so that the proposed society may be a great 
success.—Thanking you in anticipation, I remain yours faithfully, 

C. F. 
136, South Park Road, Wimbledon. 

WHERE ARE WE DRIFTING? 
To tha Editors. 

Gentlemen,—Although I never heard of Mr. Michael E. Banger until 
last week I have not the slightest doubt he is as highly esteemed by 
the photographic world as he evidently is by himself. His “ still 
drifting” letter in this week’s Journal induced me to read his former 
ones, and wonderful reading I found them. “Without top light, all 
power of concentration is lost,” etc., is one of his statements, which, 
taking open-eyed, at the risk of being annihilated, I bluntly say is utter 
rubbish. Leaving, however, all his other assertions aside, I shall confine 
myself to the subject of “side lighting.” Mr. Banger speaks from 
theory; I speak from nearly four years’ practice. I work with one 
high window, which ds fitted with three opaque blinds, to push up¬ 
wards, and three to pull down. In Less than a minute I can open and 
shut the lot. I can get any and every effect of lighting in about a 
quarter of the time it took to manipulate my old skylight studio, and 
I do not find the exposure anything different. As it happens, my 
acquaintance with portrait painters, eminent and otherwise, is exten¬ 
sive and peculiar. I cannot recall one that ever worked with a top 
light, or even had one to work with. Fifteen grown-up persons is the 
largest group I have attempted in my studio, and the work will bear 
comparison in every way with any I ever did in my old place. The 
truth is, Mr. Banger, and men like him, either forget or don’t know 
that, whether the studio is side or sky lighted, everything depends on 
the man behind the camera. 

As I shall probably be pulverised anyhow, I recklessly add that, 
when “ Sidelight ” says he’ll take his dose of light through a keyhole if 
he thinks fit, it shows, in my opinion, he is a much greater artist than 
Mr. Michael E. Banger has proved so far.—I am, gentlemen, youra 
truly, Wm. Ralston. 

259, Sauchiehal'l Street, Glasgow. December 5th, 1902. 

To the Editors. 
Gentlemen,—In reply to Mr. Banger’s criticism of my recent article, 

“A Stray Conversation,” I have only to say that I regret that he has 
misunderstood my meaning. 

In endeavouring to emphasise the necessity of a complete correspon¬ 
dence with his environment on the part of a photographer claiming 
to be an artist, it was necessary for me to use, to a certain extent, 
metaphorical language, in order to at once1 introduce the reader to a 
fundamental principle of the ethical side of the subject. 

Mr. Banger chooses to omit this in his criticism, and to regard it 
merely as literary veneer. This being so, the very essence of the dia¬ 
logue—the string on which the whole conversation is hung—is de¬ 
stroyed, and what remains must necessarily be disconnected remarks. 
Criticism is therefore useless, and so I will not reply seriatim to your 
correspondent’s complaints. The amateur I was thinking of is a very 
different person to the one your correspondent refers to; and, in con¬ 
clusion, I would wish to remind Mr. Banger that among gentlemen 
of liberal education it is quite customary to introduce apt quotations 
into their conversation when these tend to make the meaning clearer, 
and that these should not be confounded with the extravagances of a 
fop.—Yours, etc., A. V. Kenah. 

December 7th, 1902. 

To the Editors. 
Gentlemen,—I must call “ Side Light ” to order once more. In 

his jumble of distortions and misrepresentations which appeared m 
your Journal last week, he commences with a wilful perversion ot 
my meaning by saying • “ Any person who attempts to take a port¬ 
rait in a studio' without the usual window in the roof, has less 
‘noble aims’ than our friend Mr. Banger”—ascribing this sentiment 

to me. This I think anyone will admit is a misrepresentation of my 
meaning. 1 said, “ Happily for our profession, there are men of 
nobler aims than “ Side Light,” and less easily satisfied,' referring 
to those photographers who desire to vindicate the art claims of our 
profession, and repel the attacks which are so often levelled at it by 
persons ignorant of its possibilities. 

That he should term me “ narrow minded ” is rather amusing, as 
the designation is more appropriate to himself and those who, ad¬ 
vocating the abandonment of top light, restrict themselves to the 
use of side light only. 

In what I said about double lights and shadows I was merely stat¬ 
ing. facts, as it is well known that light travers in straight lines, 
and therefore two separate lights must cast two shadow-. This may 
of course be modified by placing the sitter in certain p itions, but 
the delineation cannot be so perfect as that obtained by proper studio 
lighting. In order to avert further misrepresentation by “ Side 
Light,” I will state that, while opposing the idea of constructing 
studios with side light only, any deprecating the abandonment of 
top light, I have said nothing against the use of side light in the 
studio, which we all know is most necessary in combination. My 
words were, “ The ideal studio will then be the lecturer's abomina¬ 
tion—i.e., with as much glass as possible,” etc., etc. 

I think my meaning is clear, and nothing but the mental obliquity 
of “ Side Light ” could misconstrue it. 

The information he gives when saying that “ No two persons who 
are photographed have features exactly alike,” is peculiar and funny, 
as it seems to imply that all who are not photographed are alike in 
features; or does he mean that his side lighting differentiates the 
features of his sitters, and thus stamps his own personality upon 
their portraits? 

That different faces require different lighting is true, and distinctly 
makes for my contention—viz., as much light as possible to be at 
the disposal of the artist. 

As to my knowledge of light and shade, that is a quantity of which 
“ Side Light ” is quite incompetent to judge, and he rather gives 
himself away by sending me a parcel of his “ natural living like¬ 
nesses ” to criticise after discounting my knowledge on this 
point. While thanking him for his recommendation of the 
book that “set him thinking” (save the mark), I can assure 
him that nothing he could say would me more surprising 
than the confidence he asserts in his own ability, although 
from the way in which “ Side Light ” occasionally expresses himself, 
such as calling the sky-light “a window in the roof,” and specimens 
“ samples,” it would seem that he has had more experience behind a 
counter than in a studio. His proposal that I should send a 
“sample” of my work for him to compete with is declined with 
thanks, but should my idea of a Guild of Art Photography be ever 
realised I can promise him an opportunity for distinguishing himself. 
—Yours, etc., * Michael E. Banger. 

December 8th, 1902. 

AN APPEAL. 
To the Editors. 

Gentlemen,—Will you allow me to bring to the notice of your many 
readers the sad case of an old photographer, named Webber. He is 
between 70 and 80 years of age, and came to Salisbury about two 
years ago, and has been living, sleeping, and working in one room, 
doing, I believe, chiefly lantern slides. He is now in the workhouse 
infirmary, having had a bad fit some eight or ten days ago, and is 
still very bad. 

He is in debt to his landlady about £3, and as she is wanting her 
money and has other uses for his room, she intended to dispose of the 
few articles he has, such as camera, dishes, negatives, etc., and these 
being of an antiquated type would not realise much, so I have arranged 
to pay the debt and take the goods, intending to hold the same until 
the owner is able to redeem them (that is. if he recovers). The goods 
are worth very little, if any, more than the £3. 

I believe he was at one time in business for himself, and is well 
known to many photographers in the country ,and it is with the hope 
that they and others may feel disposed to help him. either by paying 
off his debt or providing him with clothes and food when he leaves the 
workhouse, that I am thus writing. 

Any remittances which may be sent, shall be well and faithfully 
used, and, with your permission. Mr. Editor. I will acknowledge the 
same in the Journal.—Yours truly, H. C. Messer. M.P.P.A. 

(Member of the Board of Guardians). 
Photo Stores, 29, Castle Street, Salisbury. 

December 8th, 1902. 
-♦- 

Mr. W. F. Slater of 5, Firs Parade, High Road, Lee, S.E., writes: — 
I beg to inform you that I have the following lantern lectures, which I 
shall be pleased to circulate amongst photographic societies: “ A Trip 
up the Rhine with the S.L.P.S.,” by special arrangement with the 
South London Photographic Society, to whom the slides belong: “ From 
Liverpool Street Station to the Continent” (the Great Eastern Railway 
Co.’s route via Harwich), this will be ready by January 1st, 1903, and 
will include Hamburg, Belgium, Bernese Oberland, Holland, Rhine, 
and Moselle; “ The Land of Windmills,” will be ready by February 1st, 
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1903, which is Holland from Brielle to the Zuyder Zee. Each of these 
lectures are illustrated with 200 slides, and occupy from 1£ to If hours. 
Conditions: (1) That a fee of 3s. 6d. be paid at the time of booking to 
cover working expenses; (2) That the Society borrowing the lecture pay 
carriage one or both ways; (3) That each Society be answerable for any 
damage done while in their possession ; (4) That the slides be forwarded 
to address given directly after use, carriage paid. 

The Lumiere Film.—The Lumiere N.A. Co., Limited, of 4, Bloomsbury 
Street, New Oxford Street, write:-—We beg to inform you that Messrs. 
Lumiere and Sons, of Lyons (of whose products we are sole proprietors 
for Great Britain, the Colonies, and North America), have acquired 
control, by purchase, of the Societe des Pellicules Francaises (Planchon 
Film) who have hitherto been licensed to supply film coated with the 
Lumiere emulsion. The enormous demand which followed the intro¬ 
duction of this film to the English market resulted in inability to cope 
with the volume of business received, and necessitated large additions to 
the manufacturing plant and buildings. In order to obviate any further 
shortage of supply, which has resulted solely from the overwhelming 
demand, the arrangements for manufacture have been largely ex¬ 
tended, and the output considerably increased. Many improvements 
have also been made in the film itself, and it will re-appear under the 
name of the Lumiere Film (Planchon process). 

Answers to Correspondents. 
%* All matters intended for the text portion of this JOURNAL, includ¬ 

ing queries, must he addressed to “ The Editors, The British 
Journal of Photography, 24, Wellington-street, Strand, London, 
W. C. ” Inattention to this ensures delay. 

%* Correspondents are informed that we cannot undertake to answer 
communications through the post. Questions are not answered unless 
the names and addresses of the writers are given. 

%* Communications relating to Advertisements and general business 
affairs should he addressed to Messrs. Henry Greenwood &Co., 
24, Wellington-street, Strand, London, W.C. 

Photographs Registered :— 
W. E. J. Church. 119 High Street, W., Sunderland. Three photographs of the Mayor 

of Sunderland. 
Address Wanted.—H. Webber writes: “ Will you kindly inform me 

where I can get the Shakespearean playing cards designed by Mr. 
F. C. Tilney ? ”—In reply: They are published by Messrs. Swann 
Sonnenschein and Co. We do not answer letters through the post. 

Address Wanted.—F. W. Clifford asks : “ Could you kindly let me 
know where to get the paper by Dr. Kigollot on ‘ Electrical 
Actinometer ’ mentioned in your issue of April 12th, and oblige ? ” 
—In reply: We must trouble this correspondent to give us the 
correct date. No Journal was published on April 12th of this 
year. 

Lens Query.—Hehi says: “I have a lens engraved ‘Ross, London. 
A'ctinic Triplet No. 4.’ I should be glad if you would inform me 
what special kind of work it is for, if any; also value.”—The lens 
is now obsolete, and is not now made by the firm. It may be 
used for any class of work, but it is slow in action as compared 
with modern lenses. You will find it a very good lens for copying. 
It has but little market value. 

Recovery of Debt.—T. W. G. says: “ I have an eighteen months’ standing 
debt owing for photos. The goods were ordered by post, and sent 
per return. I have written many letters asking for remittance, 
which they decline, saying ‘ You can sue me in county court; I will 
not pay.’ Now, the distance to travel to sue would cost me more 
for return fare by railway than the amount owing. Can I sue in 
my district, and so avoid the above expense?”—In reply: Sue in 
the county court of the district in which the debt was contracted. 
If that is where you are now living sue there. 

W m. Melling.—There are so many “ tricks ” by which alleged “ spirit 
photographs ” can be produced. The two specimens sent appear 
to have been made by exposing the plates to very indistinct trans¬ 
parencies, either before or after the plate was exposed in the 
camera—notwithstanding the alleged vigilance of the so-called 
investigator. We know nothing of the photographer who produced 
them, or his address. Of course, if you desire to produce spirit 
photographs you must have the “ spirits ” clothed in the orthodox 
white sheet when their portraits are taken. 

Flash Light Studio.—Flash Light says: “I should be obliged if you 
could let me know if I can take good work with Maloni’s patent 
studio lamp, as I am about to take premises where I cannot 
erect a studio for portraiture. I have not seen any work (por¬ 
traiture) done by that light. Perhaps you may be able to give me 
some information?”—In reply: We have seen good portraits 
that were taken with the light. You ask if you can take good 
ones with it; of course, we cannot say, as, whatever light, whether 
daylight or artificial, be employed all must necessarily depend 
upon the skill of the operator as to whether the work is good 
or bad. 

Lighting the Sitter.—Rembrandt says: “ From time to time I have 
noticed in your valuable journal answers to questions in reference 
to the lighting of studios. Some of the queries have evidently 
been from amateurs or at least amateur professionals. Could you 
kindly let me know what you consider to be really the best text 
book published on the ‘ Lighting of the Figure in the Studio,’ 
likely to be of assistance to a professional photographic portraitist? 

A reply will greatly oblige.”—In reply: You will find either, or 
both, the following bo*kg useful to you: “Artistic Lighting,”’ by 
James Inglis; “The Studio; and wuat to do in it,” by H. P 
Robinson. The former is published at 4s. 6d., and the latter at, 
2s. 6d. They may be had through any of the dealers, or through a 
bookseller. 

• Definition of Terms.—Competitor asks: “Will you kindly define what 
is a snap shot and a time exposure. In entering a competition, 
say a photo was taken with a camera on a tripod in 1-100 sec., and 
one was taken with camera held in the hand at 1-50, would they both 
be classed as snap shots, or would it be time exposure if the camera 
is fixed to tripou and a snap shot when held in hand, or at what 
speed of the shutter does a snap shot become a time exposure if 
snap shots are allowed on a tripod?”—In reply: The term “snap 
shot ” is very vague. It is, however, generally applied to hand 
camera work, whatever the exposure may be. By time exposure 
it is generally assumed that the camera is used on a stand, and 
that a somewhat long exposure is given, such as may be made 
with the pneumatic bulb. 

Collodion Emulsion.—J. Hughes writes : “ Will you kindly give me the 
formulae and directions for preparing this emulsion, also say about 
what period it will keep in good condition in its unwashed state? 
I have tried one or two emulsions as given in the B.J.A., but 
find them too rlow to be of much service in regular work 
whilst some of the above supplied commercially was everything 
to be desired—except the price, which was too expensive—as com¬ 
pared with the regular wet plate work.”—Formulae for different 
collodion emulsions are given in the “Almanac” for the current 
year on pp. 1088-10, all of which are good. But whether any of 
them are the same formulae as that of the makers whose name you 
mention we cannot say. Any collodion emulsion must, of course, 
come more expensive than wet collodion, and it is also much slower 
than a gelatine emulsion. In the unwashed state the emulsion will 
keep for several days. 

Lighting—Backgrounds.—H. W. B. writes: “ I should esteem it a favour 
if you can tell me (1) By what means the effect is obtained in 
full length and three-quarter length figure portraits by some of 
the leading London photographers of the concentration of light 
about the head and falling away into shadow towards the ex¬ 
tremities of the picture. It is evidently not done in the lighting 
of subject, as it would be impossible to concentrate daylight to 
produce such an effect? (2) 1 have several canvas backgrounds 
which have been discarded, and I wish to know if by first applying 
a strong solution of size over the existing scene (which I should say 
is painted in distemper) it would so fix the image that another 
scene could be effectually painted over it?”—In reply: (1) We 
scarcely understand the style of picture you desire information 
upon. If you send us a specimen we shall be able to help you. 
(2) Yes, but probably the backgrounds will require a coating of 
plain distemper, to effectually cover up the old scene, before the 
new one is painted. 

Instruction in Photography.—“ Photographic Novice ” sends the fol¬ 
lowing letter: “Will you be good enough to give us a little 
information? We have the idea that by getting a good negative 
taken of the various machines we make we could print our own 
photos in quantity from these negatives after a little practice. If 
so, what number could be taken from one negative, what outfit, or 
what articles of equipment should we require, and about the cost 
of them—we mean for cabinet size prints? If you think our idea, 
is a practical one we should be glad to receive any information and 
advice you feel disposed to give us.”—We suggest that you get an 
elementary work on photography and learn how to print front 
negatives. When you have done that you will be able to judge 
what appliances you will require to produce the number of prints 
of your cycles that will supply your wants. The cost of them 
you can ascertain by consulting the catalogues of the firms that 
advertise in our columns. Are you sure that any good photo¬ 
grapher will take negatives for your company and then hand them 
over to you to print from? 

%* Notice to the Trade, Wholesale Agents and Book¬ 
sellers.—A Contents Bill is issued with each number of the JOURNAL, 
and copies may he had on application to the Publishers. 

* * Notice TO Advertisers.—Blocks and copy are received subject 
to the approval of the Publishers, and advertisements are inserted abso¬ 
lutely without condition, expressed or implied as to what appears in 
the text portion of the paper. 
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EX CATHEDRA. 

Direct We have already recorded the researches 
of Dr. Neuhauss and Herr Worel in the 
direction of obtaining a mixture of light 

sensitive dyes which will bleach out under the action of 
light and give us prints in colours. Dr. Neuhauss has 
been continuing his experiments, first as to increase ol 
sensitiveness, and secondly as to a more perfect method 
of fixation than the original one with copper salts. 
Numerous new dyes were tested and the addition of many 
oxygen-giving substances and the persulphates of am¬ 
monium and potassium were alone found of any value, 
and the former as preferable on account of its greater 
solubility in water. The mixture now recommended by 
Neuhauss is erythrosine, thiazol yellow, uranine, aura- 
mine, chlorophyll (fresh alcoholic solution from grass), 
and methylene blue, these with a 10 per cent, to 12 per cent, 
gelatine solution with hydrogen peroxide and a few drops 
of ammonium persulphate, proves to be most sensitive. A 
soft emulsion gelatine is the best. The method of fixing 
now recommended is to first wash the plates and then to 
bathe them in a 10 per cent, solution of tannin to which 
some sodium acetate is added for 15 minutes, and then 
rinse and immerse in a saturated solution of tartar emetic, 
then rinse and then immerse in a saturated solution of ace¬ 
tate of lead and again wash. The colours are in no way 
affected and will stand an hour’s exposure to sunlight with¬ 

out showing any change. At present Dr. Neuhauss states he 
has been unable to develop the plates, but it is obvious 
that considerable advances have been made, and we may 
yet hope for the ideal colour process—namely, one that 
will give us colours direct in the camera and enable us 
to print in colours from the results thus obtained. 

* * * 

Trichromatic Professor Dr. Fritsch recently read a 
Filters. paper before one of the Berlin societies 
upon the manufacture of trichromatic filters, the odst of 
which was to the following effect:—The best emulsion 
gelatine is soaked for two hours in sufficient distilled 
water to completely cover it, and then the excess of water 
poured off and the gelatine melted by the aid of a water- 
bath. A sufficient quantity of the necessary dye is dis¬ 
solved in distilled water and 5 per cent, alcohol added. 
T'o the dye solution half its volume of gelatine solution is 
added and the whole well stirred on the water bath and 
well cleaned patent plate glass, which must be accurately 
levelled, is then coated with the mixture, which should be 
filtered through a double thickness of mull muslin. For 
large filters to be used in contact with the plate it is ad¬ 
visable to coax the solution over the plate with a glass 
rod. When coated the glass should be covered with a bell 
jar, in order to prevent dust spots and a capsule of an¬ 
hydrous calcium chloride or fuming sulphuric acid also 
placed under it, when the plates should dry in about 48 
hours. Too much gelatine will cause strife and too little 
gelatine separation of the dye in crystals on the surface, 
which can however, be removed by rinsing with water. 
Dr. Fritsch recommends cementing another plate glass 
to the front of the filter with thick Canada balsam dis¬ 
solved in turpentine. (Mr. Alfred Watkins has pointed 
out that xylol is preferable as a solvent.) The dyes re¬ 
commended are Congo red for the orange filter, brilliant 
green and napthol yellow for the green filter, and Victoria 
blue for the blue-violet filter, or dahlia or methyl violet 
may be used for this, and by far the best green, or rather 
minus red, filter is one which is hot green and is made 
with milon blue, or naphthol or double green may be used 
for this. Dr. Fritsch suggests the term “ substractivev 
filters for those used for negative making, and “ additive ’ 
or zone filters for those used for positive work. 

* * * 

Eders Filters. Dr. Eder, in that section of his famous 
Handbuch just published, which is entitled “ Die Praxis 
der Photographic mit Gelatine-Emulsionen,” suggests the 
following filters, the trichromatic inks being chrome yellow, 
Krapp lake (alizarine red), and milon blue (Prussian or 
Berlin blue). For the violet filter a solution of methyl 
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violet 1 in 10,000 of water, in a thickness of 1 centimetre. 
Por the green or minus red filter he strongly recommends 
the use of a blue and a. yellow dye, as by alteration of 
the proportions of one or other of the same the filter may 
be adjusted to the plate more correctly; thus, if the plate 
is not sufficiently sensitive to green, the yellow filter is 
lessened in strength, whilst if the yellow is wanting then 
the blue compound is weakened. With an erythrosine 
gelatine plate the formula runs : —- 

Water .. 80 ccm. 
Ammonium picrate solution 1:200 ... 40 ,, 
New Patent blue B solution 1 :1000 ... 15 ., 

For Lumiere yellow-green sensitive plates the blue in 
above formula should be reduced to 10 ccm. For eosine 
collodion or the more sensitive ethyhreosin collodion the 
above green filter is satisfactory, but if collodion sensitised 
with monobromofluorescine be used, then a yellow filter 
only is required, and 40 ccm. of ammonium picrate solu¬ 
tion should be added to 100 ccm. of water. For the 
orange or minus blue filter, a solution of naphthol orange 
or orange II. (Badische anilin und soda fabrik) 1:500 is 
the best, and this may be used with commercial red sensi¬ 
tive plates or ordinary plates sensitised by bathing with 
•wool black or dianil black N (Meister, Lucius, and 
Brunig) (for method see the forthcoming B.J. Almanac), 

and also for collodion sensitised with ethyl violet. 

* * * 

'Urea, as The Photographisches Wochenblatt pub- 
Developer. lishes a communication from Hendrik 

Lubke concerning the use of urea as a developer. The 
■question is of more scientific than practical value. Dr. 
.Reiss, in August last, published a statement, that from 
his observations fresh urea, with addition of an alkali, even 
in small quantity, would develop the latent image. 
General Waterhouse tested this statement, and found tha*-' 
urea with alkali alone did not possess any power of 
development. The Editor of the Wochenblatt remarked 
that under certain pathological conditions other reducing 
substances might be present. Herr Hendrik Lubke now 
points out that urea of human beings and horses some¬ 
times contains catechol sulphuric acid, and that this com¬ 
bined with an alkali forms a developer. 

* * * 

It will interest those who are engaged 
in three-colour processes to learn that 
Professor Miethe gave a lecture on the 

27th November, at the Charlottenburg Technical School, 
upon the advance made in this direction during the year. 
The interest, of course, centred in the work Professor 
Miethe has done, as illustrated in the German photo¬ 
graphic Press a few months ago. We have made refer¬ 
ence to it in these columns. Dr. Miethe’s results seem to 
have been largely dependent upon the use of ethylroth 
as a sensitiser, by means of which a dipped orthochro- 
matic plate, sensitive from the infra-red to the ultra-violet, 
can be obtained. Not only is the plate of good keeping 
quality, but its sensitiveness for red exceeds that for blue, 
and its speed is sufficient for instantaneous exposures. 
The dye should be used at the strength of 1 in 50,000, and 
the plates should be well washed after they have been 
dipped. A number of lantern slides by the three-colour 
process were shown to illustrate the sensitiveness and true 
rendering of these panchromatic plates. The subjects 
included genre studies, portraits, landscapes, a sunrise, 
forest glades, misty mornings, and other very effective 
pictures. 

Photography We hear, from time to time, of adven- 
through Water, turous individuals who take camera* 
with them on submarine excursions, and who tell of the 
wonderful things they have accomplished. For some 
reason or other these subaqueous pictures never get pub¬ 
lished; they are only talked about. Mr. Martin Duncan, 
who lectured at the Camera Club last week, on “ A 
Naturalist’s Hambies on the Seashore,” was not content 
with talking of what he had done in the way of photo¬ 
graphing living fishes and other denizens of the deep, but 
he showed what excellent work he had actually accom¬ 
plished. It is true that he does not go down into the 
depths with his camera; he finds it more convenient to 
bring the fishes to terra firma, and to photograph them in 
a tank, or marine aquarium. This tank is made especially 
for the purpose, with a large pane of patent plate-glass 
in its front, free from spot or flaw. The sides are also of 
glass, but the back is of slate. In addition to this per¬ 
manent back, Mr. Duncan has others covered with rock- 
work, seaweed, shells, etc.,. to help him in his picture¬ 
making, a series of solidly-built backgrounds in fact, any 
one of which he can introduce into the tank at will. The 
inmates make a terrible fuss whenever their abode is 
invaded by one of these rocky backs, but they gradually 
settle down again, and as soon as this is the case their 
ingenious proprietor commences to move the sheet of rock- 
work nearer and nearer to the front glass of the tank, until 
the space between it and the glass is reduced to a few 
inches. Once more the creatures in the tank are allowed 
to get accustomed to the circumscribed space, and then 
Mr. Duncan, waiting until the best pose is assumed by his 
unconscious “ sitters,” takes the photograph. All the 
work is done in the open air. Artificial illumination of 
different kinds has been tried, but it is found that the 
effects secured are not half as good as those afforded by 
daylight exposures. Moreover, the inhabitants of the 
tank are strongly opposed to any kind of illumination 
except that which nature provides, and manifest their dis¬ 
pleasure by sundry movements which do not conduce to 
good photography. Perhaps the most effective of Mr. 
Duncan’s pictures is one in which an octopus has seized 
a star-fish, preparatory to making a meal of him. The 
star-fish, in this case, is of the brittle variety, and one of 
his legs, or rays, has broken off in his struggles to get free 
from the awful embrace of the cephalopod. 

* * * 

A TrichromaticM. Leon Vidal has been at some pains 
Carbon to WOrk out the details of a three-colour 
Process. printing process, and gives the benefit 

of his experiments to the readers of the Moniteur de la 
Photographic. The process may be described in a few 
words as a composite one, in vrhich three images, in 
primary colours, are produced upon a transparent support 
of collodion, in pigments held in bichromated gelatine 
made insoluble by the action of light. These three images 
are then combined to form the picture, by cementing them 
together and mounting them upon white paper, if to be 
seen by reflected light, or upon glass for the production of 
a transparency. For the use of those who may wish to 
try the process, we give the following summary. Further 
particulars may be found in the Moniteur. Coat talced 
glass with tough collodion made by the following 

formula: — 

Absolute alcohol . 50 c.c. 
Ether . 50 ,, 
Pyroxiline (not powdery) . 2 grammes. 

When the film is dry coat the plates again with a solution 

IX New 
Colour 
Sensitiser. 
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of very soft gelatine, such as Nelson’s, in the following 
proportions : — 

Gelatine . 30 grammes 
Water . 200 „ 
Loaf sugar . 6 „ 
Glycerine . 6 „ 

The colouring matter should be added to this solution 
and selected from red, blue, and yellow pigments of the 
nearest shades to satisfy theoretical considerations. The 
pigments should be ground as fine as possible in gum- 
water, a tedious process, which may perhaps be avoided 
by using artists’ water-colours, as supplied in tubes. The 
quantity of colour must be determined by experiment. 
Filter the solutions through muslin, coat the plates to a 
depth of 2 m.m. in each case, and when the gelatine is 
.set transfer them to a drying cupboard containing trays 
of chloride of calcium. Sensitise the plates just before 
use with a 5 per cent, solution of bichromate of ammo¬ 
nium, in which they should be left during five to ten 
minutes. Place them again in the drying cupboard, and 
when perfectly dry cut round the margins with a knife 
and straight-edge, and strip the films ready for printing 
under the three negatives made for the primary colours, 
using an actinometer for the exposure. Develop the 
films with warm water, laying them down for this purpose 
on sheets of glass coated with— 

Pure indiarubber . 10 grammes. 
Benzine (crystallisable)... 100 ,, 

Wait until most of the benzine has evaporated, and whilst 
the indiarubber is still tacky lay the print upon it, collo¬ 
dion side downwards, and roll the film with a soft roller 
into perfect contact. After development, and when the 
film is perfectly dry, cut round the edges and strip. Clean 
off the indiarubber by friction with the finger. The three 
films may be cemented together with Canada balsam, if 
small, or with a 5 per cent, solution of gelatine, if large. 
.Retouching may be done with pigment, before the films 
are cemented together, by mounting them once again upon 
glass with indiarubber cement. For making trans¬ 
parencies, instead of pigments, use aniline dyes, recom¬ 
mended by M. M. Lumiere', according to the following 
formulae : — 

Red Bath. 
Grammes. 

Water . 1,000 
3 per cent, solution of Erythrosine J No. 398. 25 

Blue Bath. 

3 per cent, solution of pure blue diamine FF No. 192 50 
1.5 per cent, solution of glue . 70 

Yellow Bath. 

Water . 1,000 
Chrysophenine G No. 207 . 4 
Dissolve at 70deg. C. and add alcohol . 200 

The red and blue dyes are from the catalogue of the 
Badische Anilin and Soda Fabrik, and the yellow dye 
from that of Leonhardt and Co. The red and yellow 
prints may be used without fixing, but the blue should be 
dipped in a 5 per cent, solution of sulphate of copper and 
then rinsed. The pigment prints, when cemented to¬ 
gether, should be mounted on paper with a solution of 
gelatine. The process would be much simplified if suitable 
carbon tissues, true to colour, were purchasable. 

* * * 

Photography The organisation of industry proceeds 
and the German apace jn Germany, whether for good or 
Government. f0ii0Wing conditions have been 

laid down by the Government, as a direction to the 

Chambers of Handicraft, for the examination of photo¬ 
graphic assistants. They are required to produce as 
tests of proficiency: — 

1. Six negatives, not under cabinet size. 
2. Rough prints from each of these negatives. 
3. Finished, mounted prints from each negative, after 

they have been retouched. At least two printing processes 
must be shown by these, and one must be in silver. 

4. An enlargement at least 18 x 24 cm. from a carte 
de visite. Photo-mechanical assistants must show at 
least six negatives from line and half-tone subjects, suit¬ 
able for some process of reproduction. 

Further specimens may be shown, if in harmony with 
the nature of an examination for assistants, regard to 
time and expense being the chief considerations. 

The specimens of work must be of a nature to show 
that the candidate has sufficient manipulatory skill in 
the usual course of photographic work. They must be 
done upon premises selected by the Board of Examiners. 

If the candidate has taken up a special branch of work, 
he must show more proficiency in that branch, and the 
tests in others may be reduced in proportion. 

In the theoretical examination the candidate should 
show a sufficient knowledge of the value, condition, con¬ 
servation, use and treatment of the raw and subsidiary 
materials employed in photography; also of the under¬ 
lying principles of the art, and the nature and use of 
photographic apparatus. As a rule this should begin 
with a discussion of the candidate’s specimens and w'ork- 
test, and should embrace the following questions: — 

1. The discrimination and use of apparatus and acces¬ 
sories. 

2. The discrimination and use of materials. 
3. Knowledge of the outlines of photographic processes 

in general use. 
4. The examination may also extend to the following 

questions, so far as the candidate may have had oppor¬ 
tunity to acquire the necessary knowledge, by general 
education, or training at continuation classes, or at a 
technical school: — 

(a) A knowledge of the principles of chemistry and 
optics to the extent requisite for the compre¬ 
hension of ordinary methods of work. 

(b) A knowledge of the most important historical 
facts in the development of photography. 

(c) A knowledge of the principal points in photo¬ 
graphic copyright. 

The Government order concludes with a request to the 
Chamber of Handicrafts to see that the examinations be 
framed in a manner to comply with these requirements, 
and that they be not exceeded. 

-♦- 

The Beverley Photographic and Sketching Society’s public exhibition of 
photographs, paintings, and drawings, will be held in the society’s room, 
Butcher Row, Beverley, on Thursday, Friday, and Saturday, January 
28th, 29th, and 30th, 1903. The following are the photographic classes: — 
Section A (open): 1. Landscape, seascape, river scenery; section B 
(members): 1. Landscape, seascape, architecture; 2. Portraiture, figure 
studies. (Direct or enlarged prints alike eligible). 

Borough Polytechnic Photographic Society.—The eighth annual exhi¬ 
bition of the Borough Polytechnic Photographic Society will be opened 
on Saturday, December 27th, 1902, at 7 p.m., by Sir Wyke Bavliss, 
President of the Royal Society of British-Artists, at the Borough Poly¬ 
technic Institute, 103, Borough Road, S.E., continuing open until the 
following Saturday, January 3rd, 1903. As in former years, the exhibi¬ 
tion will consist exclusively of members’ work, and will be open entirely 
free to the public. In addition to the exhibition, there will be a lantern 
entertainment each evening, and displays of animated photographs, 
X-rays, and wireless telegraphy at intervals, whilst photographic demon¬ 
strations for beginners will be given in the society’s meeting room. 
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MR. SANGER, SHEPHERD’S NEW COLOUR 

PROCESS. 

The problem of producing photographs in the colours of 
nature is one which must have occupied the thoughts of 
many men ever since the first camera obscura was 
devised, and long before that instrument joined partner¬ 
ship with the chemical laboratory. A picture as formed 
by the lens on the ground glass screen of the modern in¬ 
strument, or indeed upon any suitable surface provided to 
receive it, is certainly one of the most beautiful things 
which the eye can look upon, perfect alike in form, and 
in purity and gradation of colour. How many men of 
artistic aspirations must in past times—and the first of 
such observations dates from the time of Aristotle—how 
many must have feasted their eves on that chromatic 
wonder, and longed to have the power to make that per¬ 
manent, which is, at best but ephemeral—“ the baseless 
fabric of a vision?” Tradition has it that Daguerre him¬ 
self was induced to prosecute his first experiments by the 
constant viewing of these pictures in colour daily revealed 
to him in the camera obscura, which he employed as a 
help in painting his famous dioramas. 

Almost as soon as Daguerre had made public the pro¬ 
cess with which his name is associated, the adventurer 
appeared who had gone one better, and had, as was 
declared, succeeded in producing sun pictures in colour. 
He showed daguerreotypes which were most exauisitely 
tinted, and he deceived a number of persons, among them 
the astute Mr. Morse of telegraphic fame, into the belief 
that the colours owed their origin, like the image upon 
which they rested, to the bountiful light of the god of day. 
After collecting a goodly sum of money irom his dupes 
under promise of revealing his secret, the gentleman, who 
appended the prefix “ Rev.” to his name, disappeared and 
was never heard of again. He has the unenviable dis- 
distinction of being the prototype of a large class ot 
swindlers who have during the past half century traded 
upon the ignorance of their fellows. 

Colour photography is indeed a discovery which has 
cropped up regularly during that period at intervals of 
a few years, and Mr. Sanger Shepherd, in his address to 
ihe Camera Club last week, was not too severe upon the 
editors of certain journals when he suggested that they 
must keep an account of the discovery ready set up in 
type for use when space admitted. Everyone knew that 
the process which he had promised to describe would be 
something practical and that it would be founded upon 
scientific principles. In this there was no mistake. It 
will be seen from our report of the proceedings that the 
system advocated is a modification of the now well-known 
and successful method by which he produces transparencies 
for the lantern. 

That it will be taken up readily by amateurs we have 
no doubt at all. For amateur photographers are greedy 
of novelties, and some are so eager in pursuits of new 
processes that they will try all that are presented to them. 
The amateur has time and means at his disposal as a 
rule, and it is good for all that he should act as he does, 
for a process receives a trial at his hands which will often 
decide whether it is worthy or not of general acceptance. 
This salutary ordeal the Sanger Shepherd process has yet 
to go through. 

Mr. Shepherd devoted a portion of his discourse at the 
Camera Club to the advantage which would accrue to pro¬ 
fessional portraiture by the adoption of the new process, 
and it goes without saying that an efficient means of pro¬ 
ducing portraits in colour would cause a rush to the studios 
of people eager to benefit bv the novelty. But the new 
method would necessitate such a revolution in apparatus, 

as well as in procedure, to say nothing of a thorough 
revision in the scale of charges, that the professional man 
must seriously consider whether it is good enough to 
justify him in making such a thorough change. 

Mr. Shepherd told his hearers the other night that 
any lens of decent quality would do the work, and that the 
necessary additions to a photographer's ordinary appara¬ 
tus could be covered by an expenditure of two pounds 
sterling. But he was addressing an audience of amateurs, 
who would be satisfied with landscape, fruit, and flower 
studies, and perhaps an occasional open-air portrait. With 
the professional worker it is very different. If the photo¬ 
grapher could hypnotise every sitter who came to him 
into a state of immobility directly a favourable pose and 
pleasing expression were secured, so that the subject would 
be perfectly still while three separate exposures were 
made, he might retain the camera with which he has always 
worked, it would merely want the addition of a repeating 
back furnished with the necessary three-colour filters. 
But we know that this is impossible. Nervous women 
and lively children make up a large proportion of his 
clientele, there must be only one uncapping of the lens, 
and the operation must be a short one. This means that 
an entirely new form of camera must be brought into use. 
Ten years ago, Mr. Ives saw the necessity for a simultane¬ 
ous exposure of the three negatives even for subjects other 
than portraits. He said, in one of his lectures, “ In photo¬ 
graphing objects in a changing light, landscapes, for in¬ 
stance, it is important that the three sensitive plates be 
exposed simultaneously, and in order to accomplish this I 
devised a triple camera, having three lenses.” If such a 
provision is necessary in landscape, how much more is 
it called for in portraiture, albeit a three-lens apparatus is 
inadmissable for near objects, if the images are to be after¬ 
wards superposed, because of the stereoscopic difficulty. 

Supposing that the professional worker has made up 
his mind to remodel his apparatus, he must next consider 
the serious question of skilled assistance. The printer 
of ordinary negatives needs little more skill than that 
exercised by a kitchen maid in toasting a slice of bread ; 
in each operation exposure must be stopped at the right 
moment. But the work of printing the gelatine reliefs on 
celluloid, and still more the operation of charging each 
with its proper complement of dye, and transferring those 
coloured images to their final support, seems to demand 
the possession of qualities not generally found in the 
ordinary worker. We may pass over the necessity of hav¬ 
ing an extra well-lighted room in which the colour opera¬ 
tions are carried on as a difficulty which is easier to meet. 

Lastly there comes the very important item of the 
revision of the price list. It is obvious that a process 
which involves the production and employment of no fewer 
than six printing surfaces must be far more costly than 
that which requires but one, nor must we lose sight of the 
fact that when operations are multiplied the risk of failure 
and breakage is multiplied in the same proportion. 

Such are some of the considerations1 which must be 
weighed by the professional photographer as he asks the 
question which we have suggested regarding the new pro¬ 
cess, “ Is it good enough?” And in suggesting it, it must 
not be assumed that we wish in any way to detract from 
Mr. Sanger Shepherd’s achievement. To him is due the 
credit of putting upon a practical footing the possibility 
of producing transparencies in colour of ffreat excellence, 
and he has now shown how1, by a modification of the 
method, pictures on paper may be made. It remains xo- 
be seen whether the process is certain enough in its results 
in ordinary hands to* tempt the professional photographer 
to make a radical change in the work upon which his bread 
and butter depends. 
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FIFTH TRAILL TAYLOR MEMORIAL LECTURE, 

Dec. 11th, 1902. 

THE GREAT PHOTOGRAPHIC STAR MAP. 

I. 

Lecturer :—H. H. Turner, D.Sc., F.R.S., Savilian Professor 

of Astronomy, Oxford. 

If there be a difficulty in selecting an astronomical topic on 

which to address photographers, it arises from the number 

and importance of suitable topics, and not from their scarcity. 

In almost every department of astronomy photographic methods 

are to-day in constant use, and have become indispensable. 

The surface of the sun is photographed daily at several obser¬ 

vatories, and on the occasion of a total solar eclipse the observa¬ 

tions made are chiefly photographic. The surface of the moon 

is being mapped and surveyed by means of photography; 

hundreds of new planets have been discovered by the inspection 

of photographic plates; pictures of comets supplied by the 

camera have practically superseded drawings, and in many in¬ 

stances provide the material for determining the orbits of these 

bodies; the configurations of stars and nebulae, which were 

imperfectly and laboriously recorded a quarter of a century ago 

by visual methods, are now caught with accuracy in a few 

minutes by the sensitive film ; and prolonged exposures reveal 

to us objects of which even the existence was not previously 

suspected. I might go through the category of the heavenly 

bodies again, and point out in each case other photographic 

methods, as yet only imperfectly developed, which are certain 

to be used in the near future. In the case of the sun, for in¬ 

stance, Professor Hale and others have shown how we may 

photograph not only the spots and the ordinary solar surface, 

but the faculse and prominences ; and there is no reason why 

a daily record of these by photography should not be added to 

that of the spots—no> reason, that is to say, beyond the im¬ 

possibility of answering all the bewildering new calls on the 

attention of astronomers which the photographic method has 

made. Or, in the case of the moon, I might point to several 

methods of observing her orbital motion by photography, which 

only await someone with time and energy to carry them out. 

I might go through the category a third time, and describe what 

has been done with the spectroscope added to the camera ; and 

this would take us into a department of astronomy so vast as 

to be practically a separate science. 

With so embarrassingly rich a choice, I may perhaps be for¬ 

given if I felt it hopeless to determine what would be most 

likely to interest my audience, and took refuge in the less 

ambitious but safer alternative of speaking about my own 

particular work. For the last nine years the Oxford University 

Observatory has been steadily busy on its share — a one- 

eighteenth share—in the making of a great map of the stars by 

photography; and it is my hope that some account of this 

work — not a complete historical summary, but rather a few 

notes on points of photographic importance — may in¬ 

terest you to-night. Fortunately for me, though the 

topic was selected for a personal reason, it is one of both 

national and international interest. The eighteen observatories 

taking part in the work were selected from all countries at an 

International Conference held in Paris, in 1887 ; and the details 

of the work have been from time to time superintended by 

subsequent conferences of the same character. Of the eighteen 

partners six are British, so that our Empire is bearing a 

worthy share of the total burden. As an indication of the 

magnitude of this burden, it may be safely said that the map 

will not be completed within a quarter of a century of its incep¬ 

tion ; and when it is finished, it will be an almost imperative 

duty to begin it all over again, in order that we may see what 

changes have occurred in the heavens since the first survey. So 

that the work on this great star map will absorb a considerable 

fraction of the total available energy of astronomei*s in our time. 

Reasons for a Star Map. 

Those unfamiliar with the needs of astronomers may rea¬ 

sonably ask the question:—What are the precise objects in 

view in making a star map ? The uses of trrestrial maps are 

well-known, and the chief of them may be classified under 

two heads : — 

(a) Maps help us to find our way in unknown regions ; and 

without them we might run risks of the gravest kind, as when 

navigating a ship, or marching in a hostile country. 

(b) They preserve a definition of property, both individual 
and national. 

Neither of these fund ions would seem capable of being dis¬ 

charged, in obvious counterpart, by maps of the stars. The 

idea of property in the eternal heavens :s almost as ridiculous 

as that of danger in allowing our gaze to wander from on© 

part of them to another ; and how can we even lose our way 

when the whole sky lies open tv our inspection? And yet 

there is a similarity between the two cases. With a terrestrial 

map we can trace our own puny jcurneyings to and fro . with 

a celestial we can follow with accuracy the sweep of the planets 

round the belt of heaven. A terrestrial map guards the rights 

of property by enabling us to recognise that seme ill-doer 

has “moved his neighbour’s landmark.7’ A celestial map 

made to-day will show years or centuries hence how those 

celestial landmarks which we call stars, have been moved, not 

by any malicious agency, but by the majestic flow of the celestial 

motions. Nay more, we may detect the presence of some new 

star, hitherto invisible, which has blazed into prominence, like 

some submarine volcano which a terrestrial convulsion raises 

above the surface of the ocean : or we may detect a new planet. 

In the middle of the last century the planet Neptune was dis¬ 

covered by mathematical analysis ; and the part played in this 

discovery by a star map was so dramatic that 1 venture to recall 

it as a striking illustration of the importance of star maps 

generally. 

The Discovery of Neptune. 

The story begins with the opening words of the immortal 

letter which Adams left at the Royal Observatory one afternoon 

in October, 1845 : — 

“ According to my calculations, the observed irregularities 

in the motion of Uranus may be accounted for by supposing 

the existence of an exterior planet, the mass and orbit of which 

are as follows” :—(Then follow the figures.) 

The planet Uranus had for some years appeared in a position 

which could not be deduced theoretically from the attractions 

of other known planets; its motion shewed “irregularities.” 

Working backwards from these with marvellous mathematical 

skill, J. C. Adams, then a B.A. at Cambridge, deduced the 

existence of a planet whose attraction was causing the irregu¬ 

larities : and he proceeded to give, in the remainder of the 

letter, approximate details of the position of the planet in 

the sky. From these details an astronomer armed with a star 

map of the region could have found the planet within a few 

hours on a clear night: but without a star map the labour 

required was much greater, in fact practically equivalent to the 

construction of such a map. The positions of at least 50 stars, 

any of which might be the planet, must be accurately measured 

cn at least two occasions. Now, no such map was available 

at Greenwich : and partly for this reason, partly also from 

other unfortunate circumstances which need not now concern 

us, the planet was not looked for. Some months afterwards 
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Leverrier, in France, completed entirely independent calcula¬ 
tions, and arrived at much the same result. He communicated 
it to a Berlin astronomer Galle, who by this time was in pos¬ 
session of just the right star map : and Galle found the planet 
the same night. Naturally a controversy arose as to who was 
the real discoverer—a controvery of considerable violence in 
which few concerned escaped “ savage abuse ”* at the hands 
of some one. In course of time this question was amicably 
settled by an equal division of credit between Adams and 
Leverrier ; and in anj^ case we need not consider the merits 
of it here. What does concern us is the vital difference which the pos¬ 

session of an adequate star map made : and secondly, the fact that 
this particular use of the map could not possibly have been 
foreseen when it was constructed. We learn, if we did not 
know it before, that we must provide for unforeseen contin¬ 
gencies as well as for familiar needs : and, therefore, you will 
perhaps be piepared to accept the statement that the most 
important reasons for making a star map are those which 
neither I nor anyone else can at present give. 

Existing Star Maps. 

Maps may be of various sizes, and the larger the map the 

more detail it is possible to insert. A map of the whole earth 

may be made on a sheet of note-paper, but it is not the kind 

of map which a cyclist would choose for finding his way about. 
He would prefer a map of the kind described as one mile to the 

inch, which would only represent a very small portion of the 

earth’s surface, but would show the detail he requires. Simi¬ 

larly, a map of the whole heavens can be made on a single sheet 

of paper, but it is not the kind of map we should use to find 

the planet Neptune. For this we must have a small portion 

of the sky mapped in considerable detail. The map which 

was actually used may be described as on a scale of 140 miles 

to the inch. Not that the sky is to be measured in miles, or 

millions or billions of miles, but we can make this kind of 

comparison between celestial and terrestrial maps as follows. 

If maps of the whole surface of the earth were made on a scale 

of one mile to the inch, and combined into a globe, the dia¬ 

meter of this globe would be 8,000 inches (about one furlong), 

since there are 8,000 miles in the earth’s diameter. Now 

celestial maps can be combined into a celestial globe, just as 

terrestrial into a terrestrial globe; and a celestial globe on 

the scale of the Berlin maps would have a diameter of onlv 

about 5ft., which is 140 times smaller than 8,000 inches, and 

may be called therefore a scale of 140 miles to the inch. 
This represents very nearly the limit of what had been done in 
the way of celestial map-making up to the year 1887. Some 

slight advance on the Berlin maps had been made by a cele¬ 

brated German, called Argelander. He had made star maps 

which would cover a globe 7ft. in diameter; or rather half 

cover it, for he only worked at the northern hemisphere. The 

project I have to speak of to-night is that of making by photo¬ 
graphy the equivalent of a celestial globe 50ft.* in diameter, 

or what may be called on the analogy of terrestrial maps 14t 
miles to the inch. This is a notable advance on anything done 

before, though it still falls far short of what we may hope to 
do in the future, even if we aim no higher than the counterpart 

of the terrestrial mile-to-an-inch map. To illustrate the char¬ 
acter of the advance, I may remark that while Argelander’s 

maps are contained in a portfolio of moderate size, the photo¬ 
graphic map will when completed form a pile of paper 30ft. 
high, weighing nearly two tons ! The question of storage alone 
is a serious matter. 

“I WM abused most savagely both by English and French.” (Auto- 
biography of Sir G. B. Airy, p. 1S1 ) 

t I hese figures apply to the Enlargements which are twice the size (linear) of the 

The Origin of the Project. 

The train of circumstances which led to the inception of this 
project begins with the appearance of the comet of 1882, the 
last really respectable comet which we in the northern hemi¬ 
sphere have been privileged to witness. It was so fascinating 

an object that photographers tried to obtain pictures of it ; 
but having only ordinary cameras, which are swept round by 

the earth in its daily motion, they could not get any results of 
value. The Director of the Cape Observatory, Sir David Gill, 

invited Mr. Allis to strap his camera to the equatorial of the 
observatory, which had clockwork for counteracting the earth’s 
motion ; and some beautiful pictures were then obtained. But 

it is not the central feature of these pictures, the comet itself, 
which immediately concerns us. A quite unexpected result was 

the appearance of a vast number of stars on the plate as well, 
and Sir David Gill immediately thought, why not make maps 

of the heavens by photography? With him to think was also 

to act, and he at once set about completing by photography the 

5ft. globe above mentioned, of which Argelander had made the 
northern half. But these photographs Also set others to work. 

Dr. Common in England showed that the nebula; could be 
photographed, and in France the brothers Henry, who were 

slowly and laboriously making a large scale map of a small 

portion of the heavens by old-fashioned methods, and had 

almost come to a standstill at one portion thickly studded with 

stars, caught eagerly at the promises suggested by these comet 

pictures, and tried whether photography would help them. The 

result was a very great success, though it was not attained with¬ 

out immense labour, skill, and the courageous support of 

Admiral Mouchez, the Director of the Paris Observatory, who 

made light of administrative difficulties. But when once satis¬ 
factory results were obtained, they were so completely successful 

that it seemed imperative to complete, not only the original 

project of the Brothers Henry, which included only a small 

portion of the heavens, but a map of the whole sky on the same 

scale. 

The Conference of 1887. 

For this, however, co-operation was necessary. To cover the 

whole sky with plates of the kind they were taking would require a 
total of 11,000 plates ; and it was beyond the power of a single 
observatory to obtain these in a reasonable time. Accordingly 
Admiral Mouchez and Sir David Gill called together an Inter¬ 

national Conference at Paris in April, 1887, which was attended 
by eminent astronomers from different countries as follows: — 

France 20, British Empire eight, Germany six, Russia three, 
Holland three, U.S. America three, Austria two, Sweden two, 
Denmark two, Belgium one, Italy one, Spain one, Switzerland 
me, Portugal one, Brazil one, Argentine Rep. one. Many of 
the decisions of this Conference, arrived at after hard work 
and earnest discussion, and decisions which have had an im¬ 
portant effect not only on this particular work, but on the pro¬ 
gress of astronomy generally, we have not the time to consider 
to-night. It must here be briefly stated that 18 observatories 
were chosen to share the work : that they were all to use a 
standard pattern of telescope, similar to that which the brothers 
Henry had adopted (giving a scale of one minute of arc to a 
millimetre ; or in the terms already made use of, a celestial 
globe of 25 feet in diameter); and that the sky was to be covered 
four times over, twice with plates of long exposure (originally 
defined as 20 minutes, subsequently extended to 40 minutes, 
and ultimately in some cases to an hour) and twice with plates 
of short exposure ; thus giving about 1,200 plates of each expo¬ 
sure to each participating observatory. But two of the decisions 
are of great interest to photographers, and I propose to dwell 
on them specially. 
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The Reseau. 

The first is something of a curiosity from the fact that it 
was arrive! at with one object in vnw, and has s rve! for another. 
It was decided to put what is now familiarly called a reseau on 
the plates, a series of accurately ruled cross lines 5mm. apart. 
I need only explain to photographers very briefly how this is 
done. Either before or after exposing a plate to the stars, it is 
placed behind a plate coated with metallic silver, in which 
the reseau of lines has been carefully ruled so as to cut away 
the silver; and exposed to a faint artificial light for a few 
seconds. On development both star images and reseau appear. 
The original object of this process was to guard against distor¬ 
tion of the film by development: for if such distortion occurred, 
not only the stellar configurations but the reseau also would be 
distorted ; and the errors could be detected and allowed for. 
But experience has shown that no sensible distortion occurs 
in this way. If anyone is tempted to think that this result 

might have been foreseen, I would remind him that astronomers 
are concerned with displacements of extreme minuteness ; and 
although it was previously known that there was no considerable 
distortion, there might have been small defects which no photo¬ 
grapher would have, hitherto, been troubled by, and which would 
yet have embarrassed the astronomer greatly, unless precautions 
were taken against them. Fortunately, none have been found : 
and, fortunately, they were guarded against; in this way, for 
the reseau has proved an incalculable advantage for a quite 

different purpose. It enables us to measure the position of 
any star on the plate with great ease. It does for us what the 
hour hand or the minute hand of a clock do as regards time ; 
these break up the day into small pieces, and to specify the 
exact moment we have then only to watch the seconds and 
fractions. So the reseau lines break up the plate into small 

squares which we can recognise by merely counting the divi¬ 
sions ; and to obtain the exact position of a star we have only 
to supplement this by measuring its position in its square. 
The labour thus saved is, perhaps, only to be realised by actual 
experience; but anyone who has had such experience knows 
what we owe to the happy, though so far mistaken, idea of 
guarding against distortion in development by using a reseau. 

I will add that, if for any purpose whatever, a photographer 
wishes to measure the positions of objects on a plate he cannot 
do better than use a reseau, which has now become a commercial 
article. A silver matrix costs a few pounds, but any number of 

photographic copies can be made from this matrix at the mere 
cost of the plates ; and if the photograph to be measured has 
no reseau lines already on it, one of these reseau copies can be 
bound together in contact with it, film to film, which is almost 
as convenient as, and sometimes better than, having the lines 
actually on the picture itself. 

Choice or Instrument. 

The second decision of the Conference to which I would direct 

special attention is perhaps the most important of all: I mean 

the choice of the instrument to be used for taking the plates. 

To a non-astronomical photographer the choice of a lens has 

a restricted meaning ; there are plenty of lenses to choose from 

certainly, but they are all what we call doublets, made up of 
two pairs of lenses, with a space between, in which the stop is 

put. The photographs of the comet of 1882 at the Cape of Good 
Hope were taken with a lens of this kind ; but those whom they 

stimulated to work adopted different types of instrument, be¬ 

cause they wanted large instruments, and to make a large 

doublet is very costly. Each of the four lenses in a doublet has 

two faces, and to make eight glass surfaces optically true on a 
large scale is a serious matter. Dr. Common contented himself 

with one surface, reflecting light to a focus. His beautiful 

photograph of the Orion nebula, which obtained the gold medal 
of the Royal Astronomical Society in 1883, was taken with a 
reflecting telescope of 3ft. aperture, which he obtained at a 
moderate cost. It is doubtful whether a doublet of this size 

can yet be made successfully; and when, in 1889, Prof. 

E. C. Pickering, of Harvard, was enabled by the liberality of 

Miss Catherine Bruce, to obtain one of 2ft. aperture, the sum 

placed at his disposal was £10,000. If instruments of this 

class had been adopted as the standard pattern by the Con¬ 

ference of 1887, eighteen observatories would not have been 

forthcoming as co-operators, nor eight; perhaps not even two. 

The pattern adopted was such that the actual camera could 
be purchased for less than £600 ; this, at any rate, was the 

sum presented by the late Dr. Warren De la Rue to the Uni¬ 
versity of Oxford, to enable its observatory to take part in the 
work, and this sum provided for a camera lift, long, with a 

lens of 13in. aperture, and for its attachment to the already 

existing equatorial mounting. The optical part of the camera 
is neither a doublet of the kind familiar to photographers, nor 

a reflector of the kind used by Dr. Common ; but a single lens 

(or rather pair of lenses), resembling the object glass of an 

ordinary telescope or a “landscape” lens, without any diaphragm. 
It was of a pattern arrived at after much experimental work 

by the Brothers Henry, who had, like Dr. Common, been 

stimulated by the Cape photographs to see what photography 
could do, and had, like him, chosen their own form of instru¬ 

ment ; but, unlike him, had chosen what is called a refractor, 

instead of a reflector. 

When the Conference met in 1887 they had, in fact, to make 

a choice between these three types of instrument, the doublet, 

the reflector, and the refractor. All three had been tried and 

found successful in different ways, but the information avail¬ 

able, especially as to the accuracy of each, was very scanty. 

It may be stated in tabular form somewhat as follows: — 

Reflector. Refractor. Doublet. 

Number of optical surfaces 
(determining cost to a > 

great extent) ) 

1 4 8 

Thickness of glass \ 
(meaning loss of light) / 

0 1 >2 

Available field. <2° >2° >5° 

Accuracy . Good Good 
Unknown 

in 1887 

From this statement it is seen that the doublet is undoubtedly 

the most costly, and there is a risk of loss of light: for not 
only are two compound lenses to be transversed, but a dia¬ 

phragm or stop is generally inserted betweeen the lenses, which 
cuts down the effective aperture. Hence I have represented the 

loss of light by the symbol for “ greater than 2 ” as compared 
with the single lens of the refractor. On the other hand, the 

doublet has a much larger field than the others. At the present 
time it is rather difficult to put any definite limit to the possible 
field, and even in 1887 it was known that 5 degrees could be 
obtained. To realise the nature of this advantage, it must 
be remembered that the larger the field which can be covered 

at a single exposure, the fewer exposures are necessary to cover 
the whole sky. With the adopted instrument the diameter of 

the available field is 2 degrees, and 11,000 plates are necessary 
to cover the sky ; but if the field could have been extended 
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to 5 degrees, the area covered by a single exposure, which varies 

as the square of the diameter, would have been increased in 

a ratio of 25 to 4, or more than 6 to 1, and the number of re¬ 

quisite plates diminished therefore to less than 2,000. This is 

such a striking advantage that we should expect it to be the 

determining factor in the choice, and when we are told that 

the refractor was selected in preference to the doublet, we 

naturally inquire what was the weighty consideration which 

could set aside so manifest a gain. We find it in that terrible 

spectre, “the Unknown,” which scientific men are sometimes 

as reluctant to face as are all other living things. The accuracy 

of photographs taken with a doublet was unknown, and was 

accordingly mistrusted. The very fairness of the promises held 

out gave rise to an uneasy suspicion that there was treachery 

somewhere. So great was the mistrust that in the debate on the 

choice of instrument, in which twenty-six eminent astronomers 

took part, the doublet was never even mentioned, the discussion 

being confined entirely to the relative merits of reflector and 

refractor. Prof. E. C. Pickering, of Harvard, had sent a letter 

advocating the use of a doublet giving a field 5 degrees square, 

but he had no definite information to give as to the accuracy 

obtainable with it, and his letter attracted no attention. The 

keynote of the discussion was struck by the veteran astronomer, 

M. Janssen, in advocating the adoption of an instrument simi¬ 

lar to that used by the Brothers Henry, when he said:—“On 

sait ce que cet instrument peut donner, il a fait ses preuves.” 

M. Janssen cannot be called an over-cautious man. He it 

was who, during the Siege of Paris, in 1870, left the city in 

a balloon with his telescope, because he wished to- observe 

the total solar eclipse of that year. He it is who has planted 

an observatory on the top of Mont Blanc, a hazardous enterprise 

for a man past three score years and ten. But in a great work 

like the astrographic chart, he felt that we must be not merely 

hopeful, but certain, of our instrument, and as no one could 

present an unexceptionable character for the doublet, it was 

passed over in favour of the refractor. 

Me know now that first-rate credentials could have been 

presented if only some one had had time to make the necessary 

comprehensive tests, and I shoiild like to say a few words on 

this point, however superfluous it may seem for an astronomer 

to commend to photographers their own familiar instrument. 

Accuracy of the Doublet. 

In the first place, then, the doublet shows star images (and 

of course other objects) in their true positions on the plate, with 

an accuracy equal to that of the refractor, and probably greater 

than that of the reflector. This statement must be qualified 

by tho admission that the accuracy of these instruments has only 

been tested up to a certain point as yet. For the purposes of 

the star map, it has not been possible to make measures of 

tho greatest accuracy, because we have so many stars to- deal 

with ; we aim at measuring the position of a star image on our 

plates within about the ten thousandth of an inch, and up to 

this point it has been found that over a field 5 degrees in dia¬ 

meter the doublet is as accure as the refractor adopted for 

the star map. The details of this investigation* are too techni¬ 

cal to give here, but I may mention that it was carried out 

at tho Oxford University Observatory, by measuring plates 

kindly lent by Professor Pickering, who had advocated the use 

of tho doublet in 1887, and it was pleasant to be thus able to 

confirm tho excellence of his advice. 

See Monthly Notices of the Royal Astron. Soc. LIX p. 439. 

CHEMISTS AND THE SALE OF POISONS. 

In view of the fact that the labours of the Privy Council Poisons 

Schedule Committee are now ended, it is interesting to recall 

the circumstance that the appointment of tho Committee by 

the Duke of Devonshire, Lord President of the Council, was 

announced in June, 1901, and that the Committee originally 

consisted of the following members:—The Bight Hon. Sir 

Herbert Maxwell, M.P., F.B.S. (chairman); Mr. Alexander 

Cross, M.P., Professor T. E. Thorpe, C.B., F.R.S., Professor 

W. A. Tilden, F.R.S., Dr. Thomas Stevenson, Mr. William 

Martindale, F.C.S., and Mr. J. H. Harrison. In February 

of the present year Mr Walter Hills was appointed a member 

of tho Committee, in the place of Mr. William Martindale, de¬ 

ceased, but there has been no other change in the constitution of 

the Committee, which was instructed by the Lord President 

“to consider the first Schedule (A) annexed to the Pharmacy 

Act, 1868, and to report to him the alterations therein, which 

they deem expedient.” The terms of reference proceeded as 

follows:—“The Lord President desires the Committee to con¬ 

sider at the same time whether a third sub-division might not 

properly be added to the Schedule, containing substances which, 

whether sold by pharmaceutical chemists or not, should be 

labelled or otherwise distinguished, and, if so, to enumerate 

the substances which, in their opinion, should be thus treated.” 

The report of the Committee has now been signed, though 

it has not yet been published, says the Pharmaceutical Journal, 

and Mr. Walter Hills has been permitted by the Chairman of 

the Committee to state publicly that he has thought it his duty 

to write a minority report. The latter fact should suffice to 

show that the terms of tho majority report are not such as 

are likely to commend themselves to registered chemists, and 

it seems desirable therefore that every member of the craft in 

Great Britain should prepare himself to take part in what 

may prove to be one of the most serious struggles in the history 

of pharmacy to maintain the principle that, so far as the sale 

of poisons is concerned, the technical education of the seller 

is the best protection for the public. It may appear to many 

readers of the Journal that it is a comparatively unimportant 

point whether certain poisonous preparations should, under 

special conditions, be permitted to be sold in future by persons 

other than registered chemists, but a grave question of principle 

is involved in that proposal, which therefore calls for the most 

thoughtful consideration. Such consideration is all the more 

necessary in view of the fact that the position may shortly be 

so serious as to render it necessary, in the interests of the public 

safety, to oppose strenuously what may prove to nothing less 

than the introduction of the thin end of a wedge which may 

split the whole protective structure erected by Parliament in 

1852 and 1868. 

In order to meet such a danger, suitable measures are already 

being taken at the headquarters of the Pharmaceutical Society, 

but the success of those measures will be largely dependent upon 

the support rendered by the Society’s local officers and by 

chemists and druggists as a whole. Any opposition which may 

be offered by the Pharmaceutical Society to reactionary legisla¬ 

tion based upon the majority report of the Privy Council Poisons 

Schedule Committee will probably be met with the taunt that 

the Society does not represent the entire trade. Such a state¬ 

ment, however, can easily be refuted, since the Society is the 

statutory representative of chemists and druggists as a class, 

whip it also includes as subscribing members a majority of 

the registered chemists of Great Britain, who are engaged iir 

business on their own account. At the same time, it should be 

obvious that a large influx of new members during the next 

few months would have a most salutary effect. Divisional 
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secretaries should therefore neglect no opportunity of impressing 

unattached chemists and druggists with the peculiar gravity 

of the situation, while pharmaceutical associations throughout 

Great Britain should make the strengthening of the Pharma¬ 

ceutical Society one of their chief objects for the time being, as 

the existence of chemists and druggists as a specially trained 

and, to some extent, privileged class may depend upon the 

result of the struggle which is almost certain to come. Due 

notice will be given by the Council of the Pharmaceutical 

Society as to the direction in which energy may be most use¬ 

fully expended in defence of what is worthy of preservation in 

the existing Pharmacy Acts, but the notice may be but short, 

and the present warning is therefore given in order that every 

registered chemist may have time for reflection, and be pre¬ 

pared to take his part in the anticipated struggle. 

NOTES FROM THE NILE. 

Tahtah, on the Nile 

Egypt, 
December 2, 1902. 

Pkay for the soul of Thomas Cook for inaugurating such a 

splendid service of steamers. I am now on the good ship 

“Nefert Ari,” about three hundred miles up the Nile from 

Cairo (three days’ sail). So much has been written on the 

Nile, I don’t suppose I can add much to what has been 

published, except it may be of photographic interest. The 

cabins here are easily converted into dark rooms; a sheet 

or two of coloured paper placed over the sliding window 

and a rag hung over the doorway, does the trick. I am 

fortunate in having a cabin all to myself, and a plentiful 

supply of water at hand. The larger excursion steamers 

have well-organised dark rooms. I have got some fine negatives 

characteristic of the Arabs which I will have pleasure in ex¬ 

hibiting on my return home. The postal system is A1 in 

Egypt. Thanks to Cook and Son I get The British Journal 

of Photography delivered on board at various stopping places. 

I am in receipt of a post-card from the worthy secretary of the 

P.C.U.K. (F. A. Bridge), in reply to my offer to give “a 

night ” at Perth. The natives here are wonderfully intelligent. 

I overheard an amusing conversation the other night between 

Father Rev. Arthur Roberts and a number of Arab boys, eight 

to eighteen years of age. The wonderful geographical know¬ 

ledge, not to be beaten by Johnston, when asked by the 

reverend interrogator to name the greatest country in the 

world. 

Reply.—Africa. 

R. I.—No. In England, where the sun never sets. 

Arab boy.—Then I would not like England. It will be too 

hot. 

A voice from a North Briton.—The English make it hot 

for you sometimes. 

Arab boy.—The English get drunk. 

Reverend.—No. 

North Briton, only “fou.”—Sometimes. Why don’t you 

admit the soft impeachment ? They would be more likely to 

believe you if you admitted that they had their faults. 

One word more re developing. I lost six negatives in a 

manner difficult to determine. I used the same solutions and 

got nothing but chemical fog. Fresh solutions gave no 

better result. I then cooled down and heavily re-strained the 

developer, and now to-day my solutions are a trifle too cold, 

but all right, in consquence of my placing my bottles in socks 

and keeping them wet by capillary action. Messrs. Cook have 

afforded me all facilities within their power to further my 

object. Yesterday I had three hours on shore and took two. 

negatives of the new dam at Assiut about to be inaugurated by 

the Khedive in a few days. The structure is wonderful, but 

not to be confounded with the one to be opened on the lOtb 

by the Duke of Connaught and the Khedive, which, at Assuan,. 

I hope to have the pleasure of photographing. More anon. 

Yours truly, 

A. L. Henderson. 

PROFESSIONAL PHOTOGRAPHERS’ ASSOCIATION. 

Committee Meeting. 

At a meeting of the General Committee, held at the Royal 

Photographic Society, 66, Russell Square, W.C., on Friday,. 

Dec. 12th, the following were accepted as members : Chas. E. 

Hawley, 133, Rake Lane, Liscard, Cheshire ; H. M. Rewse, 131, 

Fisherton Street, Salisbury; W. T. Scott (W. Scott and Co.), 

804, Upper Holloway Road, N. ; Chas. T. Fox (AV. Scott and 

Co.), 804, Upper Holloway Road, N. ; Samuel A. Freeman, 

Wellington Studio, Moreton-in-Marsh. 

Proposed report of the Committee of the work of the Associa¬ 

tion since the Annual General Meeting in July was read and 

adopted. 

The Hon. Secretary reported the result of inquiries made in 

reference to holding an exhibition of members’ work. After 

discussion, the Hon. Secretary was directed to make further 

inquiries, and if necessary call a special meeting of the Com¬ 

mittee to consider the matter. 

Letter read from Mr. Harold Baker, reporting progress of the 

Birmingham branch, and enclosing draft circulars to be ad¬ 

dressed to photographers in the Birmingham district. 

Correspondence read in reference to gift of £2 2s. enlarge¬ 

ments, the refusal of the Plate and Paper Makers’ Association 

to grant dealers’ terms to a member setting up as a dealer,, 

the infringement of a member’s copyright photograph by an 

illustrated newspaper, and an application for advice from a non¬ 

member. The Hon. Secretary was instructed thereon. 

Report of Committee. 

Your Committee have to report that since the Annual General 

Meeting in July thirty-eight new members have joined the 

Association. Although they do not regard this as unsatis¬ 

factory, they hope for more rapid progress, and wish to im¬ 

press upon members the importance of bringing the claims of 

the Association before their brother professional photographers.. 

Three members have resigned, and in three cases letters ad¬ 

dressed to members have been returned, marked “gone away.”' 

The number of members is now approximately 550. 

Subscriptions have come in fairly well. Four-fifths of the- 

members have paid. Subscriptions are coming in at a steady 

rate, and there is reason to believe that nearly all outstanding- 

amounts will be collected. 

Your Committee regret to record the death of their colleague,. 

Mr. H. J. Dalby, of Woolwich. 

The advice of the Committee continues to be sought upon very 

many subjects connected with professional work, and particu¬ 

larly upon questions of copyright. They believe that in many 

cases their recommendations have been of great service. 

As a result of a meeting of those interested in copyright in1 

works of art, held at Messrs. Agnew’s Gallery, Bond Street, ini 
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October, which was attended by five members of this Committee, 

a new Society has been formed to afford protection to artists 

and others owning copyrights. Your Committee have decided 

that this Association shall be represented in the Society by 

three members. 

The branches of the Association at Hull, Liverpool, and Edin¬ 

burgh have held successful meetings. These meetings have 

been reported in The British Journal of Photogiiapy. At 

Birmingham a meeting has been held for the purpose of estab¬ 

lishing a branch for the district, and was attended by Mr. 

Alfred Ellis, Hon. Secretary, and Mr. T. C. Turner, Hon. 

Secretary of the Local Branches Sub-committee. It resulted 

in all those attending the meeting joining the Association. The 

new branch seems to have every prospect of success. 

During the autumn the Hon. Secretary received a visit from 

Monsieur Paul Nador, President of the Chambre Syndicale de la 

Photographie, of Paris, an organisation devoted to the interests 

of professional photographers in France, and therefore similar 

in its aims to our own Association. Your Committee have had 

much pleasure in exchanging fraternal greetings with our 

French confreres, and it has been agreed that the two Associa¬ 

tions shall be corresponding Associations. 

The arrangement made with the Fine Art and General Fire 

Insurance Co., to take over the existing fire policies of members 

and allow them a discount of 20 per cent, on the present 

premiums is working satisfactorily. About thirty members 

have already availed themselves of the privilege. 

It has been arranged that on the elate of the annual dinner, 

on March 13th, a reception room shall be open all the afternoon 

at the place of the dinner, the Criterion Restaurant, so as to 

afford members, especially those from the country, the oppor¬ 

tunity of meeting and conversing. 

Alfred Ellis, Hon. Sec. 

Members’ Meeting. 

A Members’ Meeting was held at the House of the Royal 

Photographic Society, on Friday, Dec. 12th, 1902, Air. Wm. 

Grove, President, in the chair. 

The Hon. Secretary read the report of the Committee of work 

done since the Annual General Meeting in July. This was 

adopted. 

On the subject of the supply of electric current to photo¬ 

graphers at price charged for current for motive purposes, Mr. 

T. C. Turner impressed the importance to professional photo¬ 

graphers of using electric light. Especially was it their in¬ 

terest to do so in the winter season, when amateurs had packed 

up their cameras, and laid aside their printing frames, leaving 

the professionals in full possession of the field. He had ob¬ 

served, and he believed others had, that the demand for the 

ordinary colour-printed Christmas card was dying out, and it 

was his experience that people were increasingly coming to the 

photographer at Christmas time, not only for photographic 

greeting cards, but for photographs of other kinds. He cal¬ 

culated that about one-third of his turnover could be reckoned 

as Christmas trade. As daylight at the season of the year 

was at its shortest and worst, the importance to the up-to-date 

photographer of obtaining a powerful light at a reasonable cost 

was undoubted, and it was his opinion that in a few years no 

photographic establishment would be considered complete with¬ 

out an electric installation for printing, as welt as lighting 

the sitter. It was well known that the price charged for current 

for motive purposes was much less, sometimes considerably 

under half the price that was charged for current for illumina¬ 

tion, and it was to the interest of all the members of this 

Association that they should obtain from the companies the 

recognition that the current was used for business purposes. 

Air. Martin Jacolette explained that a considerable saving in 

cost resulted from running two or more arc lamps in circuit. 

When using one arc light it was necessary to employ a " re¬ 

sistance,” which wrasted a considerable amount of current. He 

found that with two arc lamps in series it was necessary to 

employ two coils less in the “ resistance.” 

Air. L. Langfier expressed the opinion that at present the 

number of photographers using electric current in any quantity 

was so few that they would not be able to influence the com¬ 

panies. 

Air. Lang Sims explained his own studio artificial light in¬ 

stallation, which consisted of fourteen incandescent gas lamps, 

which he found efficient as regards light, and also helpful in 

warming the studio. He offered to show his arrangement to 

anyone present interested in the matter. Where electricity was 

not available, gas would be found a very useful substitute. 

On the subject of the reservation of copyright by notices on 

cards of terms, invoices, etc., the Hon. Secretary, Air. Alfred 

Ellis, said the reason for putting the subject down for discussion 

was that more than one of the members have written to 

inquire whether it was possible to reserve the copyright in 

photographs taken for payment in the usual way by this method.- 

Air. L. Langfier said that if photographers wished to reserve 

the copyright in their sitters’ photographs, there was only one 

legal method, and that was to obtain the signature of the sitter 

to an agreement at the time of sitting for a consideration. In his 

own practice the consideration was usually some slight reduction 

in charge from the ordinary price, and in some cases the .giving 

of a few prints. Under these circumstances, he seldom had 

a refusal to fall m with his views. 

The Hon. Secretary endorsed Air. Langfier’s view of the legal 

position, and said his practice was to give reduced terms to 

theatrical and professional sitters only, in consideration of their 

signing an agreement, reserving the copyright in the photo¬ 

graph to him. He pointed out the danger to photographers 

of publishing photographs for which payment had been made 

without such an agreement. 

Air. AI. Jacolette said it would be interesting to have an 

account from the Hon. Secretary of the meeting at Agnew’s, 

referred to in the report of the Committee. 

The Hon. Secretary said the original intention of the pro¬ 

moters of the meeting was to form a society for the. protection 

of copyright in the Colonies, but the scope had been widened, 

and the meeting was held for the establishment of a society for 

the protection of copyright holders in wrorks of art generally, 

and was attended by representatives of artist engravers, art 

publishers, and others interested in the question. Five members 

of the P.P.A. Committee attended. There was no disposition 

shown on the part of those present to reebgriise the claims 

of photography to equal rank with paintings, and it was not 

until Mr. Ernest Elliott pressed the right of photographers to 

be represented in the new society that they agreed to accept a 

representative of photography. It was common knowledge that 

a strenuous attempt was being made by painters and others 

to promote a new Copyright Bill, in which photographs would 

not be ranked with works of fine art, as in the present Act. 

The Committee was actively looking after the interests of photo¬ 

graphers in copyright, and had appointed three of their body to 

represent the Association in the new society. 

A general discussion took place on the subject of the best 
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means of dealing with itinerants who collect money for photo¬ 

graphs which are never delivered. 

Mr. H. J. Wright and others instanced cases in which their 

names had been used, and it was pointed out that as photo¬ 

graphers were not directly the injured parties, they could not 

initiate proceedings; but if, whenever cases of the kind were 

brought to their notice, they obtained a personal description of 

the delinquents, and communicated with the Hon. Secretary, 

the record might be useful in strengthening the prosecution when 

the guilty parties were caught. 

BIRMINGHAM BRANCH. 

The following notice has been issued by Mr. Harold Baker, 

of 58, New Street, Birmingham: — 

In pursuance of the notice forwarded to you, a meeting was 

held on November 6th to form a branch of the Professional 

Photographers’ Association for this district. I enclose a report 

of the proceedings from the pages of the British Journal of 

Photography. Although the number of photographers who 

attended was smaller than we could have wished, on account of 

the weather, the meeting was most unanimous and cordial, and 

a local branch was formed, with Mr. Whitlock as chairman and 

myself as lion, secretary pro tern. 

My object in writing to you is to urge upon you, not only 

the advisability, but the absolute necessity, of all photographers 

joining hands for mutual protection and help. It has, unfor¬ 

tunately, been a common idea amongst us that the other mem¬ 

bers of our profession are our natural enemies, to be kept at 

arm’s length, as much as possible. I am quite sure that such 

an idea is not only a mistaken one, but distinctly mischievous 

to the well-being of the profession as a whole, and also to 

every individual member of it. I have found that friendly co¬ 

operation and goodwill have been of great advantage to me 

personally, and that it is possible for photographers who are 

rivals in business, even in the same street, to work together 

for their mutual advantage. 

There are many questions that seriously affect our business, 

such as copyright, trade discount, fire insurance, and so on, 

that are becoming vital to our welfare. All photographers will 

admit that profits and remuneration of our labour are not what 

they should be, considering the skill and constant personal 

attention our business requires, and I am sure that we all find 

that this state of things, instead of getting better, is steadily 

becoming worse, year by year. Photographers find that the 

business which is theirs legitimately, is regarded as fair ground 

for poaching by chemists, tobacconists, hairdressers, stationers, 

etc. 

Not only the middle-class man, but the highest and the 

lowest suffer. A great combination of photographers has been 

formed “to employ all legitimate means of upholding the rights 

and dignities of the profession,” and great questions affecting 

the whole profession come before them ; but in order that they 

may deal with such matters it is essential that they should be 

■supported by all, or practically all, photographers in the coun¬ 

try. 

Apart from matters of great concern to photographers gener¬ 

ally, there are many questions of local importance which can 

be dealt with more conveniently in local branches, and for each 

•one of us to benefit personally, the whole country should be 

•covered with local branches, holding meetings that members 

can attend and discuss local questions. In the branches already 

formed personal and technical matters of great importance to 

the members have been brought forward. It has been argued 

that in a profession in which there is such a difference in the 

status of the members it will be impossible to induce them to 

work together for their mutual benefit. This difficulty has not 

been experienced in other places, and I would draw your special 

attention to the results of the Hull branch, where it has been 

found possible to fix a minimum price for certain work. 

To take only one question, that of portraits for reproduction 

in local magazines, where we are often compelled to do the 

work for nothing, on the chance of obtaining an order from the 

sitter. If local Photographers would meet together an arrange¬ 

ment could be made whereby we could insist on being paid for 

such work. 

Meeting together to discuss matters of common interest will 

go far towards destroying that feeling of mistrust and jealousy 

which has enabled the public to play off one Photographer 

against another to our loss. 

In Mr. Whitlock we have a chairman who is universally 

respected, and his name should secure us the co-operation of 

every Photographer in the district; I, therefore, make a per¬ 

sonal appeal to you to join us. 

The annual subscription has been fixed at 5s. for the Pro¬ 

fessional Photographers’ Association, and 2s. 6d. for the local 

Branches, 7s. 6d. in all. Members of the local Branches must 

be members of the main Association. 

exDIDHions. 

EXHIBITION AT FROME. 

The first ■exhibition of the Mechanics’ Institute Photographic Society 
of Frome was opened on Thursday, the 11th inst., by the piesident-, 

Mr. E. A. Chill, M.D., F.R.G.S. 
A capital collection had been got together, mainly by the exertions 

of the hon. secretarv. Mr. Bernard J. Mitchell (as is usual m these 
exhibitions), and the exhibited works, to the number of 3o8, were 
admirably displayed on the walls of ttie spacious interior of the 

Mechanics’ Hall. ^ 
The exhibition was open each day from 2.30, lintil 6 o clock on 

Thursday, and 10 on Friday and Saturday. Admirable programmes 
were offered on each occasion by Messrs. H. and H. Grants orchestral 
band which were stationed on the main p.atform under t.ie organ. 
The central portion of the hall was occupied by the arrangements for 
a ping-pong tournament, an entertaining innovation certain.y, but 
only to be justified as an adjunct to a picture exhibition by such 
abundant floor ipace as afforded, in this instance, the possibility of 
easy progress round the walls without undue jostling or distraction. 

Messrs. J. T. Ashby, F.R.P.S., and C. Barrow Keene F.R.P.S., 
were the judges, and'their awards were announced at the opening 

ceremony as follows : - 

OPEN CLASSES. 

Class A.—Landscape and Seascape : Silver medal, “ Harvest,” J. 
Fielder Haden. Bronze medals, "the Mill Stream. Mm. R. Lath- 
bury; “Meadow Sweet,” Graystone Bird; Eventide, Mrs. M. U 

Cottani. . , <lT,, 
Class B.— Portraiture, Figure Studies, etc. : Silver medals, Pay- 

mates,” Dan Fanning; “A Puritan Maid. Cyril Cuzner. Bronze 
medals, “The Haymaker,” Fred. M. Barkway; “A Child of Anarchy, 

Hal Lawrence. . , „ 
Class C.—Architecture : Silver medals, “ To the Nave, Manchester,^ 

S. G. Kimber; “Htbushy,” Wiiliam A. Clark; "Tne Spiral Stair, 

H. R. Campion. 
Class D. (Champion Class (pictures previously awarded prizes).— 

Silver medals. “Thoughts of Youth.” Ed. W Strong: "On a Moor¬ 
land Road.” J. B. Johnston. Bronze medal, "Entrance, Hitt e 
Cloisters, Gloucester,” H. C. Lent. 

Class E_Collection: “We are of opinion that the collection exhi¬ 
bited bv Bernard J. Mitchell. Nos. 242 to 255 inclusive, is of signal 
merit but that, on grounds of general policy as affecting such com¬ 
petitive exhibitions as the present, it is inexpedient to grant a medal. 
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We are further of opinion that, for an initial effort, the average 
standard of excellence is of high order.”—(Signed), J. T. Ashby, 
F.R.P.S. ; (signed), C. Barrow Keene, F.R.P.S. 

members’ classes. 

Class F.—Landscape and Seascape: Silver medal, “A Somerset 
Byway” and “An Old Yorkshire Mill,” Bernard J. Mitchell. Bronze 
medal, “A Village Street,” J. H. Wells. 

Class G.—Architecture: Bronze medals : “Norman Doorway, Glas¬ 
tonbury Abbey,” Bernard J. Mitchell; “Roman Baths, Bath,” Cyril 
Cuzner. 

Class H.—Portraiture, Figure Studies, etc. : Silver medal, for four 
pictures, Cyril Cuzner. Bronze medals, “ Study of a Dog’s Head,” 
Wilfrid L. Watson; “A Young Musician,” Geo. Moore. 

Class I.-—Sets of Three Negatives : Hon. mention to Bernard J. 
Mitchell, Geo. Moore, and Cyril Cuzner. 

The open classes included many well-known works by such notable 
competitors as J. Fielder Haden, Gray stone Bird, H. C. Leat, Mrs. 
M. C. Cottam, Win. A. Clark, Percival W. Crane, E. W. Strong, 
Mrs. R. M. King, C. E. WaimTey, H. E. Brightman, Harry Inkpen, 
S. G. Kimbe-r, Warland Andrew, J. B. Johnston, Mrs. M. L. Prvce, 
C. Reid, W. A. J. Hensler, G. Parks, and E. W. Hawes. 

Much of the members’ work was of high quality, and considerable 
promise was apparent in every contribution, although the society 
is of very recent formation, and some! of the pictures! were, we under¬ 
stand, by first-year amateurs. 

We congratulate president, secretary, and members on their suc¬ 
cessful enterprise. 

The “ Somerset Standard ” contained the following account of the 
opening ceremony: — 

“ The exhibition is promoted by the photographic society, which 
was formed last April in connection with the Mechanics’ Institute, 
and as far as this part of the country is concerned, the magnificent 
collection of some 340 pictures is a unique one. Large silver and 
bronze medals and other prizes were offered for competition, and 
the exhibition being open to the United Kingdom, the grand collec¬ 
tion is drawn from all parts of the British Isles. Frome, which is 
known far beyond the confines of this country for its art metal works, 
is, perhaps, the natural home of art, but photography is a different 
branch, and this comparatively young society is to be warmly con¬ 
gratulated on the success of their efforts, the exhibition far exceed¬ 
ing the most sanguine expectations of its promoters. The energetic 
hon. secretary, Mr. Bernard J. Mitchell, who for some years has been 
an enthusiastic amateur photographer, has been the life and soul of 
the movement, and is deserving of the high compliments paid both 
by the eminent judges and the public generally. His efforts have 
been ably seconded bv an enthusiastic committee, and the arrangements 
have been successfully carried out. The numerous pictures, all of 
which are suitably framed, are hung in sections on the walls of the hal1, 
and the collection cannot fail to have a very fascinating interest to the 
general observer. It is hoped that the public will cordially support 
the enterprise of the committee, especially as it is suggested that any 
surplus funds shall be utilised in redecorating the hall, which is badly 
needed. This wonderfully good pictorial exhibition, which includes 
some 91 landscape and seascape views, 68 portraitures, figure studies, 
animalls, etc., and 56 architectures open to all, contributed by some 
of the best photographers in the kingdom. There are also 26 open 
to medalled pictures only, while there are collections exhibited by 
Mr. B. J. Mitchell, Mr. R E. Bourne, and Mr. J. drivers. Not 
the least interesting are the exhibits by members of the society, 
which largely consist of'local landscape, architecture, and portraiture, 
and there are loan collections by the president and the hon. secre¬ 
tary. It is pleasing to note that local competitors have held their 
own among noted confreres, and Mr. Cyril Cuzner and Mr. Mitchell 
are to be complimented on the medails they secured. 

“ The president, in his opening remarks, said it had fallen to his lot, 
as president of the society, to open that exhibition. That was the 
first year of the society’s existence, and he accepted the office of presi¬ 
dent on condition that he was not called upon to do any work. The 
committee had kept their word, and he had been left absolutely 
alone till that day. Therefore, the entire credit of that undertaking 
was due to their able and energetic secretary, Mr. Mitchell, sup¬ 
ported by a band of photographic enthusiasts. Personally, he 
thanked them for the enormous labour and trouble they had taken in 
bringing to Frorrm such a. magnificent collection of photographs, such 
as would do credit to a large city. He hoped the public spirit and 
enterprise shown by them would be rewarded by a most successful 
exhibition, and that at the end a> substantial balance would be left 
towards the funds of the Mechanics’ Institute. 

“ Dr. Chill then read a- letter from one of the judges, Mr. J. T. 
Ashby, F.R.P.S., of Loughton, Essex, who expressed regret at being 

unable to stay for the opening ceremony, and went on to say: ‘ 1 
think it should be satisfactory to the members of your photographn 
society to know that Mr. Barrow Keene (of Derby, the other judge) 
expressed himself in perfect agreement with me m all our awards. 
It happens occasionally that the decisions of adjudicators are ca'led 
in question upon an eauiy and perhaps superficial observation; but 
fortunately it happens also that more careful investigation usually 
reveals the basis upon which the judges’ opinions have been founded. 
And I would suggest to your members that no more instructive exer¬ 
cise could be devised than an honest endeavour to understand the 
special merits of medalled pictures in an exhibition of this character. 
With regard to the exhibition, it is due to the hon. secretary of the- 
society to say that as an initial effort it is a most remarkably success¬ 
ful display. Only those who have had experience! in the planning 
and organisation of such movements can appreciate the amount <f 
speculative enterprise of correspondence and other clerical work, and 
of real personal labour involved in bringing them to a successful 
issue. It promises well for the future of the society that its interests 
have been entrusted to the care of so enthusiastic and devoted a secre¬ 
tary as Mr. Mitchell, and there is further promise—I may say great 
promise—in the pictures exhibited by the members themselves, a 
good many of whom, I understand, to have been produced by workers 
of less than twelve months’ experience. No doubt there are some 
whose modesty has stood in the way of their being presented on the- 
present occasion; but if all be as earnest in their work as it is obvious 
that those who have competed must be the next exhibition should 
be a notable one. Your grandly picturesque old town and it-s beauti¬ 
ful surroundings should afford a profitable hunting ground to the ama¬ 
teur of pictorial photography. It is evident to me that many members 
appreciate this, and the establishment of your society should lead to 
a general development of ta te and ability such as will demonstrate- 
once more what has so often been proved—namely, that the pursuit 
of the fascinating hobby of pictorial photography for its own sake is 
both instructive and elevating, and carries with it- an ‘exceeding great 
reward.” The president then called on Mr. Mitchell, the originator 
and organiser of the exhibition, to read his report. 

“ Mr. Mitchell said, after the introductory remarks by the chairman, 
there was little need for him to say anything of the exhibition, but he 
desired to say a word or two about the society. It was formed the 
latter part of April by a few photographic members, and it now num¬ 
bered 25 members. During the year they had had seven'll meetings, -at 
which there had been practical demonstrations, and they had also 
had several excursions, which had assisted in improving the photo¬ 
graphic knowledge of the individual member, both pictorially and 
otherwise. He 1-elt as a committee thev could congratulate them¬ 
selves upon that their first exhibition. When he mentioned it first 
he did not expect they would get such a large number of exhibits sent 
in by wet.-known exhibitors from all parts of the kingdom, some ot 
whom were his own personal friends, but the success was largely 
attributable to the selection of the judges, whose names were house 
hold words in every photographic sphere, and when he saw them on 
Monday they expressed themselves more than satisfied with the way 
in which everything had been arranged for them, and more than 
pleased with the number of exhibits. They had some difficulty in 
making their awards in the architectural pictures, which were the 
best in the exhibition, and they got over it by awarding three medals 
He then referred to- the many picturesque old buildings in Frome- 
and the immediate district, and suggested that the Urban CouncP 
should keep a pictorial register of the town, so as to keep a record' 
of the old and beautiful landmarks in the town. 

“The chairman, having congratulated Mr. Cyril Cuzner and Mr. 
Mitchell in keeping two of the open medals in Frome, said he was 
not going to weary them with a long account of the deeply interesting 
processes by which the art of photography had been developed rrom 
the beginning of the nineteenth century to the present time; from the 
primitive block profir es of Thomas and Wedgewood, to the recent 
development of photography in colours. To him personally that 
exhibition was a revelation. During the past twenty-one years he had 
visited nearly every picture gallery in Europe, and it had come home 
to him how far behind, as a nation, we were in the art of paint¬ 
ing, but in photography—and photography was an art—we could hold 
our hold with any Continental country. Thanks to the determination 
of his friend. Mr. Mitchell, they had been able to bring into Frome 
a unique collection of photographs from all parts of the British Isles. 
The advantages of photography were becoming daily more manifest, 
whether they considered them in an artistic, social, or educatio' ar 
point of view. Landscapes and natural scenes in far distant lands 
wrere brought home to them and depicted with a truthfulness only 
equalled by Nature herself; copies of celebrated works of art, both 
in painting and sculpture, might be multiplied indefinitely; and in- 
all departments of science that art- had become an important auxiliary. 
Viewed either as a branch of the fine arts or as a medium for further¬ 
ing the cause of science and education, photography must be regarded- 
as one of the most beautiful and useful inventions of our age. He 
had now the greatest pleasure in declaring the exhibition open, and 
wished it every success.” 
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GLASGOW EASTERN PHOTOGRAPHIC ASSOCIATION. 

The sixth annual open photographic exhibition, under the auspices 
of the Glasgow Eastern Photographic Association, was opened on 
Saturday, December 6, at 12^, Landressy Street, Bridgeton, Glasgow, 
and closed on December 13. The public were admitted without charge, 
and large attendances have been the rule. The work in competition 
is highly commendable, and in several instances a very high degree of 
excellence was attained. So far as numbers went this was the largest 
exhibition yet held by the society. In many cases the framing of the 
exhibits had evidently had special pains expended upon them, and 
in one or two instances they were models in every respect. The pictures 
were very tastefully hung, three or four deep, on a drapery of a green 
material, which was admirably adapted to display the pictures to the 
best advantage, and went far to make the general ensemble harmonious, 
effective, and thoroughly satisfactory. Altogether, the exhibition 
reflected great credit upon all those who had in any way con¬ 
tributed towards the achievement of so successful a result. 

Landscape, architecture, and still life.—This class was very well sup¬ 
ported, and the chief award—the president’s medal for the best picture 
in the members’ division—was secured by “A pastoral,” by Alex Allan, 
jun., a most fortunate grouping of sheep, and a pleasant landscape of 
beautiful quality and much fine tonality. The bronze medalled bit of 
architecture, “ In the Crypt, Glas gow Cathedral,” well deserved its 
recognition. The point of view had „een chosen with regard to 
producing the solemnity of the venerable pile. John Baird must be 
considered fortunate in getting a bronze with “ Edge of the Loch.” The 
composition was slightly rigid, and the colour was not very well chosen. 
Mr. Walker’s “ Haddon Hall” and Matt Crosbie’s “Strife” received 
certificates, and call for no comment. 

“Simplicity,” a child study, by Alex Allan, jun., held the first place 
in portraiture, and was a natural and delightful print. “ Very Shy,” 
by Geo. R. Johnstone, received the bronze medal—clean, good, photo¬ 
graphy, nothing more. “A Study of Pastoral Life,” by J. B. Haggart, 
won a certificate, and just missed being a remarkably wood thing ; it 
did not convey that effect of sunlight and its accompanying shade 
which was evidently intended. The work contributed by Messrs. 
Brough and Crocket should be noted. 

The club outings class produced nothing of great moment. Silver 
medal, A. Allan, jun., “Sunset on the Clyde.” Bronze medal, “When 
Clouds are drifting Dark Across the Sky,” James Kennedy. Certifi¬ 
cate, “A Sunlit Glade,” John Brough. 

The novices were out strong, the work being of fine technique, and 
the selection of subject generally evidencing care and forethought. Hy. 
Coleman well deserved his silver medal for “In summer Time.” It is 
an exquisite piece of work, pictorially and technically. Bronze medal 
went to a well executed and arranged study, full of expression, entitled 
“ Granny,” by Geo. R. Johnstone. Mr. John Gdlespie treated us 
to a fine riverscape, “ On the Clyde,” a distinctly meritorious produc¬ 
tion. 

David C. Pratt’s “Treasure Seekers” was a very fine bit cf work, and 
took first place. Showery weather had its own charms, alike to the 
photographer as to the artist, and “ Through the Rain,” which secured 
the bronze award for Mr. Crocket, must be considered a fine rendering 
of a wet day; it really was wet, and the atmosphere was realistic. Cer¬ 
tificates were awarded to “Toil and Pleasure,” by Matt Wilson, and 
“Tramps,” by John Gardiner, neither of which contained the qualities 
possessed by Nos. 112 and 114, the contributions of Messrs. Milroy 
and Johnstone. 

Lantern slides were strong in point of numbers, but weak in quality. 
Members’ class fell to a good set of forest scenes, by Willliam Milroy, 
second place being held by V. S. Crocket, and third by Matt Wilson. 
In the open lantern slide class, Mr. Robert Bumie, of Glasgow, gained 
the silver medal for a medium lot of shipping scenery, Mr. Charles 
M. Wane, of Edinburgh, getting the bronze for his beautiful studies 
of swan iife. Some striking and picturesque effects of sea and sky were 
the subjects of the certificate winner’s set—-viz., Mr. W. L. Prim¬ 
rose. 

Coming to the open classes for pictures, let us at once say that the 
work was of a very uniform quality, nothing that might be said to be 
of outstanding merit, and very little of the commonplace. The prin¬ 
cipal award in the class for any subject other than portraits and figure 
work went to W. A. Clark, of Birmingham, for a fine piece of work, 
“Evening, Southwell,” a bit of painstaking selection and remarkable 
technique. Bronze also went to an architectural work, entitled “ The 
Light Steals Gently Across the Aisles,” by W. R. Lathbury, Bristol. 
It was a notable woi'k and an object lesson. Certificates fell to 
Messrs. Allan, jun., Richmond, and Walmsley for work that might 
easily have changed places with that shown by Messrs. Dunlop, Fenn, 
and Carswell. 

In the open portrait and figure class, Mr. J. Peat Miller, of Beith. 
justly won the silver medal for a satisfying piece of genre work, 

‘TheLastof the Spinners.’ His other contribution was also very suc¬ 
cessful, and portrayed a young girl teaching a li’ttle one “a nursery 
rhyme.” “The Mother and Child” of Miss Johnstone well merited 
the second award. Messrs. Mercier, of Perth, and Herdmann Newton, 
of Edinburgh, gained certificates for high class contributions that were 
particularly pleasing. The judging was kindly undertaken by J. Craig 
Annan, Esq., of Glasgow, and Archibald Cochrane, Esq., of Hurlet. 

i>eu) Books. 

“The A.B.C. of Photography.” By F. J. Clute. 85 pages, 25 cents. 
San Francisco: The Camera Craft Publishing Company. 

Here in England we already have two “ A.B.C.’s of Photography,” 
one of them by the late W. K. Burton, which for practical value has 
not been surpassed. The author of the volume before us says in his 
preface : “ In the following pages I shall presume that the reader knows 
absolutely nothing concerning photography. My own days of adolescence 
as an amateur photographer do not date back to the time when the 
wet-plate process held sway, and I did not learn to use dry plates and 
film through glasses stained by the silver bath of the old collodion and 
albumen processes. I have been in constant touch with the beginner 
in photography since the time when honours were easy between the veriest 
tyro and myself, and am to-day enjoying their companionship and sharing 
their troubles. To me, no one is as interesting or companionable as an 
enthusiastic amateur photographer.” We have glanced through the book, 
which seems to be written from knowledge, and in a very lucid 
style. But, as we have before remarked, there are enough and to spare 
of “beginners’ books” on the market; and if we had our way, the next 
aspiring author found guilty of an offence which is very cammon now¬ 
adays, should be chastised on the principle cf making the pmnishmeut 
fit the crime, and compelled to read his own writings aloud four hours 
a day to an audience of New Cut Hooligans. Still, Mr. Chute’s book is 
one of the best of its kind, and we wish it success. 

From Messrs. Dawborn and Ward, Farringdon Avenue, E.C., we have 
received the bound volume of “The Pnotogram” fcr 19u2. This makes 
a gift book of double value; it is pleasing from the nature of its 
pictorial contents, and instructive by reason cf its many admirable 
technical and elucidatory articles.—The same firm forward us volume 
IV. of “The Useful Arts and Handicrafts” series. Herein Mr. Ward, 
Mr. Leland, Mr. Bolas, and the Rev. F. C. Lambert have stored up a great 
deal of serviceable information in a handy form. All sorts of decorative, 
useful, and fancy work are minutely described. We note an artic.e on 
“ Grangerising.” How many of our readers could say off-hand what this 
is? We much appreciate this volume, and can cordially recommend it. 

“A Manual of Photo-engraving.” By H. Jenkins. 200 pages: price 
2 dollars. New York: Published by “ The Inland Printer,” 160 
Nassau Street. 

This is a volume which we have no hesitation in praising. Fully illus¬ 
trated in line, tone, wash, and three-colour from the works of prominent 
American artists, the details cf the half-tone engraving process appear 
to be given very exhaustively. The renowned authority, Mr. F. E. Ives 
(whom we hope shortly to congratulate on the receipt of the too long 
deferred R.P.S. progress medal), deals with the halt-tone and tri-chro- 
matic process theories, while three-colour block making forms the 
subject of a chapter by Mr. S. H. Horgan, editor of " Process Notes ’ 
in “ The Inland Printer.” We accord very high commendation indeed to 
this useful and well-produced book, which should be in the possession of 
everyone interested in photo-engraving, be it monochrome or tri-colour. 
Admirers of American work should certainly procure it. 

“ Wellcome s Photographic Exposure Record and Diary, 1903. London : 
Published by Bitrroughs, Wellcome, and Co., Snow Hill Buildings. 

We have carried a Wellcome in our pocket for the past twelve months, 
and remorseless Time has insisted upon the volume being gathered to 
its fathers. Some day the notes it contains may come in handy for 
autobiographical purposes, or the pleasures of memory. The new 
Wellcome is leather bound, has a wallet, and space for some of these little 
snap-shots which we all carry and show one ansther nowadays. Here 
are some of its other features, officially* described:—The general arrange¬ 
ment of the letterpress so far as the first 60 pages are concerned is on 
the same lines as last year, but the matter has been carefully brought 
up to date. .The article on exposure has been re-mcdelled to suit the 
attached calculator, and removed to the end of the book, so that the 
tables may be convenient for reference. The introduction of a mechanical 
means of calculating exposure has enabled considerable simplification to 
be effected both in the letterpress devoted to exposure and in the tables 
given at the beginning of each month in the diary portion. In the case 
of the Wellcome Calculator, only one movement of one scale is necessary. 
The movement is easily effected by slight pressure with the finger tips. 
The use of the calculator is not confined to one country, to one make 
of plate, or to one developer. Apart from its obvious and particular 
purpose, the Wellcome Diary will be found useful and informative by 
every photographer. 

We have also received “ Practical Photo-Micrography,” by Andrew 
Pringle (Iliffe); and “ Penrcse's Process Year Bock.” edited by William 
Gamble. 
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Deu) Apparatus, §c. n>eetitids of Societies. 

“ Tabloid ” Pyro-Metol Developer. Manufactured and sold by Burroughs 
Wellcome and Co., London. 

Messrs. Burroughs, YTellcome, and Co. have added to the series of 
their well-known “ Tabloid ” photographic chemicals a pyro-metol de¬ 
veloper compounded according to the “ Imperial ” formula. Each tabloid 
of pyro-metol compound contains 1.375 grains of pyrogallic acid, 1.125 
grams of metol, 3 grains of metabisulphite of potash, and .5 grains of 
bromide of potassium. One tabloid suffices for one fluid ounce of de¬ 
veloper, and to it should be added one tabloid of accelerator. The units 
have to be multiplied by the number of ounces of solution required. 
It is scarcely necessary to say that the use of this developer is not 
restricted to “ Imperial ” plates. In trying the sample sent to us, we 
used another popular brand, and obtained negatives of excellent quality, 
full of detail, and free from any trace of stain. The plates had been 
exposed some months ago, but the developer did not reveal any sign of 
staleness. The negatives, in fact, were as go-cd as though the plates 
had been developed immediately after the exposures were made. We 
desire to draw attention once again to the great convenience of “ Tabloid ’’ 
developers for travellers. Packed as they are, in well corked bottles, 
the possibility of deterioration is practically eliminated, and there is 
none of the risk and inconvenience which usually attends the carriage 
of solutions. For amateurs and others who only develop plates at 
intervals, tabloids should also be of considerable value. Solutions are 
at their best when freshly prepared, and the tabloid system ensures this, 
as well as the correctness of the proportions of the ingredients of which 
the developer is composed. Accurate work under the best conditions 
is thus secured. 

Mariona Self-Toning Paper. Manufactured and sold by Marion and Co., 
Ltd., Soho Square, W. 

Issued with both glossy and matt surfaces, this paper yields agreeable 
warm brown tones with the first of the undermentioned baths. The glossy 
prints are particularly rich in effect. The following are the directions 
for use. Print as with albumepised papers, slightly darker than required 
for the finished picture. After printing, place in the following solution 
for five minutes, keeping the prints constantly moving, viz., 
Powdered alum loz., ammonium sulphocyanide 40grs., made 
up with water to 20oz.; or for colder tones, ammonium sulpho¬ 
cyanide 40grs., chrome alum 40grs., common salt loz., made up 
with water to 20oz. On removal from either of these baths wash in 
several changes or in running water for ten minutes, then fix. Fixing 
bath : Dissolve 3oz. hypo in 1 pint of water. Final washing : In running 
water, or several changes of water, for at least two hours. Notes : Care 
must be taken to keep the prints moving in all the solutions. Drying : 
A convenient method is to place the prints face upwards on stout blotting 
boards bent over wooden rods. 

*** A number of reviews of books, notices of new apparatus, etc., are 
unavoidably held over. 

-♦- 

Commercial $ Ccgal Intelligence 
The Warwick Competition.—Entries for the Warwick Dry Plate Com¬ 

pany’s £50 prize close on the 31st inst. 

The Austin-Edwards Monthly Film Negative Competition.—The prize 
camera for the current month has been awarded to Dr. Lincoln de Castro, 
Italian Consulate, Aden, for his negative “Abyssinian Woman at Foun¬ 
tain.” 

In' the Court of Session last week Lord Low gave judgment in an 
action of suspension and interdict by W. Ross Shearer, photographer, 
Kirkwood Street Studio, Rulherglen, against Wm. Ritchie and Sons’ 
Limited, wholesale stationers, Elder Street, Edinburgh, in which com- 
plainer sought to have respondents interdicted from publishing or sellin°- 
photographs entitled “ Views of Rutherglen ” unless each photograph 
larger than three inches long by two inches broad, was impressed with 
the words “ Shearer Photo.” Complainer photographed a number of 
places in and around Rutherglen, and in January last was approached 
bv respondents with the view of having the photographs reproduced, 
lb' agreed to let them have the use of 16 negatives on condition that 
the words mentioned were used. He complained that respondents had 
used a number of the photographs in books and postcards, reproducing 
his views without fulfilling that condition. After the note was raised 
respondents proposed that they should print the words on a fly-slip on 
the front of the views, but this complainer declined. Subsequently 
respondents called in all the books and cards and stamped upon them 
t he words Shearer Photo. Lord Low last week held that this course 
was the proper one to have been followed. He therefore refused inter¬ 
dict, but found respondents liable in expenses.—“ Edinburgh Evening 
News.” ° & 

MEETINGS OF SOCIETIES FOR NEXT WEEK. 

19. 

19 

19 

22 

22. 

23. 

Dec Name of Society. Subject 

Borough Polytechnic. 

Nottingham Camera Club 

Croydon Natural History . 

Oxford Camera Club. 

Edinburgh Photo. Society 

I Mi crlhmeou* Hint* and Formulae. Mr. 
I P. W. Bannister. 
/ St« reoscopic Evening and ‘ A P.” Prize 
( Slides 
I “ Fhuto-Micro'ira])lij/'' by T. E. Fresh 
( water. Illustrated. 

Exhihiti jn of Members’ Slides. 
I Lantern Slide Making. A. H. Baird 
t F.R P S. 

Leeds Photographic Society ... Fhotoy rap hie Slides. Lantern Evening. 

ROYAL PHOTOGRAPHIC SOCIETY —THE PROCEEDINGS OF 
COUNCIL. 

A Photographic Studio.—In reference to the suggested provision of 
a photographic studio, the council have received a further communica¬ 
tion stating that, so far as lack of funds was concerned, the writer was 
prepared to subscribe a sum of £5, if others desirous of this accommo¬ 
dation would join him in sufficient, numbers to meet the expense of 
the structural alterations that would be necessary. In giving publicity 
to this offer the council wish it to be known that if sufficient help is 
forthcoming as a result of this announcement, they will be pleased to 
further consider the matter.. 

The Society’s Jubilee.—The council received a preliminary report upon 
the proposed celebration of the fiftieth year of the society’s existence. 
Until the matter is further advanced, however, no definite announce¬ 
ment of the method of celebration to be adopted can be given. 

Progress Medal.—In accordance with the standing orders, the nomina¬ 
tion of candidates for the Progress Medal took place. The discussion 
of the work of the nominees takes place at the December Meeting and 
the voting at the January meeting of the council. 

Ordinary meeting, December 9th, Mr. J. C. S. Mummery in the chair. 
Eight candidates were elected members of the society, and eleven 

names were proposed for membership. 

Messrs. Calder Marshal, and Son were appointed hon. auditors of the 
society’s accounts for the current year. 

Dr. R. Norris Wolfenden then read a most interesting paper upon 

Photography in Marine Zoology. 

The object of the paper was to show the extent of the usefulness of 
photography in the researches of men like Dr. Wolfenden who spends 
a considerable portion of his time dredging in northern waters and 
dissecting and studying the numerous forms of life which his apparatus 
brings up from below the waves. Dr. Wolfenden had quite a nuinber of 
specimens of these creatures which were passed round. In other cases 
photographic slides were thrown on the screen, the pictures showing the 
outward appearance of the object while X-ray pictures laid clear their 
internal structures. Photography with the microscope can be of con¬ 
siderable service to the marine zoologist in his studies and the ability 
to make radiographs of the animals, etc., that are brought to light 
greatly assists him. Dr. Wolfenden had a few words to say about 
the possibility of photographing these marine creatures in situ by means 
of a camera that would stand immersion at considerable depths, and 
later on held out his particular branch of study as an excellent field of 
work for the capable photographer in colour. He said a large number 
of things brought to the surface were most beautifully coloured for a 
time, but the colours were fleeting and could not be preserved except 
by means of drawings; and if somebody would devote himself to the 
oreservation of accurate photographic records of these colours, he would 
be doing a good work. A number of microscopic specimens were also 
siiown with the aid of the microscope attachment to the lantern. 

A vote of thanks was passed to Dr. Wolfenden. 

-♦- 

LONDON AND PROVINCIAL PHOTOGRAPHIC ASSOCIATION. 
December 11th.—Mr. W. G. Barker in the chair. 

The exhibition of pictures for the hon. secretary’s medal was held, 
a landscape by Mr. E. Featherstone being first, and one by Mr. J. S. 
Teape coming second. 

Mr. A. Mackie showed two collodio-chloride prints which had been held 
together by rubber bands, the sulphur in the rubber having considerably 
reduced them where it had come in contact. 

The Chairman, remarking on his endeavours to find a developer for 
cinematograph films that would be perfectly stainless in its action with 
prolonged development, had finally decided on “ Dionol,” which gave 
plenty of density, and was also very economical, loz. being taken to 
200oz. of water, with the addition of 3oz. of soda sulphite. 

CAMERA CLUB. 

A somewhat novel field of photographic work has been tilled by Mr. 
Martin Duncan, who addressed the Camera Club on the 8th inst., and 
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showed numerous specimens or his skill. He called his subject “ A 
Naturalist’s Ramble on the Sea Shore,” and throwing on the screen a 
view of the receding waves, he invited his hearers to accompany him 
on a walk along the wet margin of the sand. Another lantern slide 
exhibited the “ outfit ” which he adopts on these rambles, consisting of 
a few test tubes and bottles, a spoon, a landing net, and a pocket 
magnifier. With the,*e implements he secures and examines seaweeds, 
which under the microscope turn cut to be no seaweeds at all, but 
zoophytes, and all sorts of curious organisms, which occupy that strange 
borderland which l:es between the animal and vegetable kingdoms. The 
larger creatures he keeps in a marine aquarium, and then, by certain 
clever artifices, he photographs them, and is thus able to illustrate their 
life history in a truly remarkable manner. The lecture was given entirely 
without notes, and the lecturer knew both his subject and his pictures, 
which, alas! is not always the case, even at the Camera Club. 

Mr. Charters White, who, as an ardent micrcscopist, was in close 
touch with the lecturer, urged upon the members present to follow his 
example when on a visit to the seaside, and to forsake the joys of the 
Marine Pa ode for the more intellectual company of the crabs, lobsters, 
and octopuses, or octopi—we believe the word is one of the few which 
rejoices in a double plural. The lecture was much appreciated as a 
discourse which had been well delivered and unusually well illustrated. 

On the following Thursday there was an almost record attendance 
at the Club, for it was the night appointed for Mr. Sanger Shepherd’s 
exposition of his new process for producing photographs in colour on 
paper. He had promised some weeks back that the Camera Club, of 
which he is a member, should skim the cream of the novelty by being 
the first public body to know anything about it and his fellow members 
were not slow to appreciate the compliment. 

Dealing first with general principles, and acknowledging in a graceful 
manner the work of F. E. Ives, who laid the foundation of the tri¬ 
chromatic method, and owning his indebtedness to Sir William Abney’s 
researches, and to Mr. Cadett’s “ Spectrum ” plate, Mr. Sanger Shepherd 
at once plunged into his subject. For the benefit of the many visitors 
among the audience who were presumed to be ignorant of recent advances, 
he described his own method of producing lantern slides in colour. And 
he told how the process had been extensively adopted by scientific men. 
as well as by artists. He also mentioned incidentally that transparencies 
of large size, made by the same method, had won the regard of certain 
Indian potentates, who used the pictures for decorative purposes. 

The new process on paper may be said to begin where the lantern 
slide process leaves off. The three negatives taken under colour filters 
are necessary, and so are the positives produced from those negatives 
in bichromated gelatine on celluloid. Each positive receives, as in the 
lantern slide process, a bath of aniline dye; that from the red filter 
being stained cyan blue; the prints from the green filter negative being 
coloured pink; and that from the blue filter negative yellow. 

And now comes the new departure. The bichromated film is extremely 
hard and tough, but this does not prevent it absorbing a large amount 
of dye. While it holds this colouring matter, it is placed in a vessel of 
water, together with a sheet of paper specially coated with a very thin 
film of soft gelatine, which has been combined with a mordant. The 
two surfaces, after being placed face to face, are treated like a carbon 
print and its temporary support: they are squeegeed into intimate 
contact. Left thus for about fifteen minutes, the colour is attracted to 
the softer resting place offered by the mordanted gelatine on the paper. 
It leaves its hard pillow on the celluloid, and goes entirely to the softer 
bed. One colour having been transferred from celluloid to paper in this 
manner, the other two images on the celluloid are stained with their 
respective colours, and each in turn is superposed upon the first im¬ 
pression obtained. There is no difficulty in registration, for the soft, 
wet gelatine allows one to slide the celluloid film upon it until the correct 
place is reached, and this is done before the transfer of the colour has 
time to begin. 

Such is the process which Mr. Sanger Shepherd has devised, and the 
specimens which he showed prove that it is a practical one. Moreover, 
it is a distinct novelty. Like so many other inventions and discoveries, 
a fortunate accident led an observant man to the goal which he had 
long been seeking. A stained positive film was carelessly la'd upon a 
piece of blotting paper, and transferred the image which it bore to 
the more absorbent surface on which it rested. 

The thing seems very simple and easy now that it is done, but we may 
be sure that many little details had to be considered, and many difficulties 
surmounted before ultimate success was reached. One of these Mr. 
Sanger Shepherd alluded to during his demonstration. He had, in his 
first attempt, successfully combined the red and yellow images, but 
when he added the blue, some disturbing element made its presence 
felt, and the picture entirely disappeared. The failure was traced to 
the circumstance that the blue dye in question had an acid reaction, 
whilst its two yoke fellows were alkaline. Sueh difficulties crop up 
by the score in the early stages of every new process, and it often calls 
for higher qualities to overcome them than it does to conceive the 
original idea. 

Mr. Shepherd claims for his process that it is applicable not only to 
paper, but to satin, silk, and ether textile fabrics. It may also be used, 
he thinks, to produce imitation miniatures on ivory, white opaque 
celluloid, and opal glass may also be employed as image supporters. 
But he laid great stress upon its employment for portraiture by the 
professional photographer, urging the facility with which the paper 
prints can be retouched by means of their own colouring matter as one 
of its chief recommendations for studio work. While the results are 
sufficiently good without any retouching whatever, the professional man 
could not afford to do without that aid to the production of a flattering 
portrait. 

In the discussion which followed Mr. Shepherd’s interesting demon¬ 
stration, he was assailed with dozens of questions, but as they say in the 
law courts, cross-examination did not shake his evidence as to the 
excellence of the process, and these questions elicited from him further 
details of the method. He had found it necessary tQ devise a new set 
of dyes, for he had found that even the same maker could not guarantee 
the same qualities for every batch of dye of the same name. 

Mr. Cadett was delighted to see such a large audience. He thought 
that photographers were getting tired of monochrome, and had long 
been surprised that, although Vogel had demonstrated the advantages of 
orthochromatic work, it was so little practised. Thanks to the Sanger 
Shepherd filters, it was now possible to secure correct luminosities. Im¬ 
provements came slowly, but he thought that we were now on the eve 
of a change. In a coloured picture, the luminosities must be correct, 
and it should be the same in ordinary pjhotography. He believed that 
the new process which had just been demonstrated would become very 
general. 

Dr. Lindsay Johnson wanted to know if special lenses were necessary, 
and also if any difficulty arose from expansion of the paper. The first 
question was answered in the negative, and as to the second, Mr. 
Shepherd pointed out that as the paper was thoroughly wetted before 
contact with the dyed positive, the expansion difficulty was not an 
obstacle. By steeping paper in celluloid varnish it could be repeatedly 
soaked in water witheut stretching. With regard to permanency of 
results, it was curious that one dye would be “fast” on paper while 
it was fugitive on cotton or silk. Others, again, took kindly to one of 
those textiles, while it refused to be permanent on paper. He had prints 
which had been exposed for eight months without any apparent change, 
but he would not guarantee permanence. That was a matter for the 
manufacturer of the dyes. 

A hearty vote of thanks brought the pioceedings to a close at a late 
hour. 

LIVERPOOL AMATEUR PHOTOGRAPHIC ASSOCIATION. 

The weekly meeting was held on Thursday evening last week in the 
rooms, Eberle Street. Mr. Joseph Marples gave a lecture on Bridg¬ 
north—a resume of the last Easter tour of the society. His remarks 
were listened to with marked attention. The slides, to the number 
of about 150, were contributed by the various members who took 
part in the tour, and comprised a great many very fine pictures, chiefly 
architectural. 

--♦- 

CROYDON CAMERA CLUB. 

The seventieth public lantern show was held on Wednesday, the 10th 
inst., at the Art Galleries, before a large assembly of members and 
their friends. 

The first slide shown on the screen consisted of a map of Surrey, 
and the President, who acted as a genial and critical spokesma.ii, pointed 
out the various places investigated by his dauntless band of explorers 
during the summer season. That their ways lay in pleasant places was 
proved by the large number of slides subsequently shown. 

Theatrical scenes, taken by Dr. Gran, of liquid lens and depth of 
field” fame, were also projected and aroused much interest, as did 
the slides recording Lord Roberts’s recent visit to the town. The chief 
attraction of the evening, however, consisted in a capital cinematograph 
display by means of Paul’s animatograph, which included a wonderful 
representation of Dickens’ “ Christmas Carol, and magical illusions 
only possible on a moving film, which can see or be blind, at the will 
of the manipulator. There are several points in the animat-ograph 
deserving of notice. The shutter only covering 1-16 of the circle it 
revolves in,; is of high efficiency, and a brilliant picture results. The 
lantern body moves laterally on rails, from the animatograph to the 
lantern projector. This permits a longer focus condenser to be used 
for slide projection, and is optically an advantage. Provision is also 
made for centering the disc on the screen. The projection lenses are 
interchangeable, and the operator is therefore independent of the vary¬ 
ing length of the halls he may have to show in. The spools are of 
ample capacity, and are made to take from 1,000 to 15,000 feet of film. 

A cordial vote of thanks to Mr. Paul and his manager, Mr. Smith, 
brought a pleasant evening to a close. 

BOWES PARK AND DISTRICT PHOTOGRAPHIC SOCIETY. 

A well-attended meeting of the above was held at 111, Myddleton Roadr 
on Wednesday, the 10th inst., to consider rules, etc. A communication 
was read from Mr. J. C. S. Mummery, F.R.P.S., who regretted his in¬ 
ability to become president, but expressed a wish to join the society. 
Letters were also read from Dr. Allan and several other gentlemen wnc 
wished to become members 

After discussion the rules were passed, and the following officers 
elected for the ensuing yearPresident, Mr. A. J. Craston; hon. 
treasurer, Mr. A. Bird: hon. secretary, Mr. A. Kernon; hon. librarian, 
Mr. F. Slater. The following gentlemen, with the officers, to form the 
council:—Messrs. H. C. Bird, Cobb, Wi Driffield, Duncan, T. B. Read, 
Richardson, and Young. 

It was decided that the society meet on the first and third Mondays-- 
in each month 

Mr. Mason, chemist, 128, Myddleton Road, has promised to fit up a. 
dark room for the free use of members of the society. 
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Any information can be obtained cf the hon. secretary, 25, Goring 
Road, Bowes Park, N. 

LUTON CAMERA CLUB. 

A meeting of the members of the above club was held at the Franklin 
Institute on the 9th inst., when Mr. Frank Miall, representing the 
Lumiere N.A. Co., gave a lecture and demonstration of their advanced 
process of colour photography, and received a most hearty vote of 
thanks for the clear and concise manner in which he explained and 
demonstrated the extreme simplicity of the process, coupled with the 
excellent results obtained. 

-<►-- 

NORTHAMPTON NATURAL HISTORY AND FIELD CLUB. 

A meeting of the members of the above club was held at their club 
room on the 10th inst., when Mr. I rank Miali, representing the Lumiere 
N.A. Co., gave a lecture and demonstration of their up-to-date process 
of colour photography, and received a hearty vote of thanks for the 
explicit way in which he explained and showed the very simple method 
of obtaining the charming pictures thrown on the screen, each one being 
received by the audience with applause. 

RICHMOND CAMERA CLUB. 

The modern amateur photographer is a being of infinite resource. The 
setting of the sun does not mark the cessation of his activities. The 
fact of darkness closing the earth merely signifies to him that he must 
change his methods, and set to work to record the many interesting 
effects only to be observed during the hours when mankind, through the 
medium of some amiable gas or electric company, itself looks after 
the illumination of its haunts and habitations. Tne many cnarming 
subjects available under these artificial conditions were exemplified in 
the course of a lecture by Mr. E lis Kilsey delivered before the club 

■on Thursday, the 11th inst. 
Night photography, it turns out, is merely a matter of rapid lenses, 

Tapid plates, and patience. Give your lens time, and it will record upon 
the sensitive plate the most faintly lighted scene; but for respectable 
photographers who desire to conclude their operations short of midnight, 
ithe scene should be illuminated brightly. A highly-pictorial rendering 
of a frost-covered tree, lighted by a common street lamp, was shown in 
illustration of the lecturer’s remark that the most every-day scenes 
contained gems for the night photographer. A wet or snowy night is the 
best, as the street reflect and re-reflect the lights in picturesque lines 
and patches. Some excellent views in Trafalgar Square and on the 
Thames Embankment were shown in illustration of this point. Even 
the humble candle, it appears, is sufficient to serve the purpose of the 
photographer, for the lecturer illustrated and explained a method by 
which he had photographed himself reclining in bed, posing before the 
camera for eleven minutes. 

CROYDON NATURAL HISTORY AND SCIENTIFIC SOCIETY. 

On Friday evening, Mr. A. P. Hoole, of Sutton, lectured to the above 
Society on the “ Development of Lantern Slides, and their after-treatment 
by Toning and Intensification.” The lecturer showed numerous very 
beautiful slides, illustrative of the various methods of development, 
and of the results obtainable by various types of developers, etc. 
Examples made by the following developers, Thomas’s plates being always 
used, were shown, i.e., pyro-soda, black and warm tones; pyroacetone; 
pyro-ammonia,; hydroquinone soda, with and without metol; rodinal; 
amidol and ferrous oxalate. The result of prolonged exposure, with the 
suitable modification of the developer, was also shown and explained. 
< )f toning solutions, gold and sulpho-cyanide, together with various salts 
of iron and copper, were exhibited. Intensification with mercury alone, 
or subsequent darkening with ammonia, sodia sulphide, Schippe’s salt, 
ammonium sulphide, etc., was also shown by a large number of slides. 
The action, too, of Thomas’s colour solution, by which various colours 
may be obtained on one slide, was also demonstrated. The proceedings 
terminated with a hearty vote of thanks, proposed by Mr. Baldock, 
who officiated at the lantern, which was unanimously accorded to Mr! 
Hoole for his very instructive and successful demonstration. 

A very successful evening was spent at the headquarters of the South 
London Photographic Society on Monday last, when Messrs. W. E. 
Walker and H. Mann, of the Chiswick Camera Club, attended to act 

.as judges in the annual competition for medals presented by various 
gentlemen on the executive of the Society. The proceedings, which 
■commenced at eight o’clock, did not terminate until the clock showed 
eleven not far ahead. The medals and awards are as follows:—For the 
best locturette illustrated by slides, not to exceed fifteen minutes in 
delivery, bronze medal presented by H. F. Mawbey, Esq., awarded to 
Mr. W. F. Slater, F.R.P.S.; for the best and second best prints made 
from negatives taken during the current year (only members who have 
not yet been awarded a medal are eligible), two bronze medals presented 
by C. Churchill, Esq., F.R.P.S., award, 1st, Mr. G. H. Lovegrove; 2nd, 
Mr. Gardner; for the best set of six lantern slides from negatives taken 
on at. least three of the Society’s excursions in 1902, silver medal 
7>resented by J T. French, Esq., awarded to Mr. E. W. Taylor. 

Peu>$ ana Dotes. 
During his recent visit, His Majesty the King of Portugal called at 

the London Stereoscopic Company’s premises in Regent Street, and per¬ 
sonally selected two of their best hand cameras fer his own use. 

Messrs. George Houghton and Sons, of 83 and 89, High Holborn, 
IJ7.C., write:—We have much pleasure in advising you that we have 
been appointed sole wholesale agents for “ Metalotype ” paper. 

Christmas Holidays, 1902.—Messrs. Burroughs, Wellcome, and Co.’s 
offices, warehouses, etc., will be closed from Wednesday evening, Dec¬ 
ember 24th, until Monday morning, December 29th. 

At the Photographic Club on the IOth inst., Messrs. Geo. Houghton 
and Son showed the Sanderson hand and stand cameras with lantern 
slides illustrating its capabilities for architectural and telephoto work, 
dalo camera, and other novelties. 

Mr. W. B. C’haplin, of Messrs. J. Russell and Sons, Windsor Studio, 
was married to Miss E. Langton Cooper, at All Saints’ Church, Windsor, 
on Saturday last, the Vicar of Windsor, Chaplain in Ordinary to the 
King, officiating at the ceremony. 

Messrs. Gothard and Co., picture frame makers, of the Steam Works, 
Plumstead Road, Woolwich, S.E., have submitted to us specimens of 
their frames for photographs. These are made in three shades, art green, 
dark green, and brown. The corners are mounted and finished in 
English gold. The prames are effective in appearance and moderate 
in price. 

The Science and Art Department.—I have seen a paragraph in the 

papers intimating that the principal assistant secretary at, South Ken¬ 
sington has expressed a wish to retire. I most earnestly hope that the 
report is a false one, as the dignity, integrity, ana usefulness of the 
department cannot but suffer sorely by his removal. One has heard of 
statements inserted one day to be contradicted the next. I trust that 
this may be one of them.—“A Fellow of the Koval Astronomical Society” 
in the " English Mechanic.” 

South London Photographic Society's Exhibition.— Messrs. H. W. 
Bennett, F.R.P.S.; J. C. S. Mummery, A.R.I.B.A., and J. A. Sinclair, 
F.R.P.S., have consented to act as judges at the coming exhibition. 
There are open classes for portraiture, architecture, landscape, lantern 
slides (sets of four), and stereoscopic slides (sets of four), in which silver 
and bronze medals will be awarded at the discretion of the judges. 
Entry forms will be ready in a few days, and may be obtained from 
the hon. secretary, Mr. W. Calder Marshall, F.C.A., 41, Glenton Road, 
Lee, S.E., who would also be pleased to hear from anyone desiring tc 
join the society. 

Italian publishers and newspaper proprietors are said to be seriously 
interesting themselves in a new process of printing, for which import¬ 
ant claims are made. The “ Tribuna” of Rome states that the Genoese 
firm of Bacigalupi has acquired all rights in the new process, and that a 
few days since all the newspaper proprietors and leading printers of 
Milan assembled to witness a series of practical tests, which are ail 
described as having oeen perfecclv satisfactory. Ihe invention con¬ 
sists in the substitution of celluloid for preparations of lead and anti¬ 
mony, and is said to give an admirable reproduction from all kinds 
of piates and blocks. 

The Grun Lens.—The following is from a “lay” contemporary:—“It 
is well known that some liquids have the power to refract rays of light 
much more than others. An inventor has taken advantage of this 
principle to make a photographic oil-containing lens which is so much 
more rapid than the most rapid all-glass lenses that with it an instan¬ 
taneous photograph in a theatre, for instance, can be taken without a 
flashlight. So great is the light-refracting power of this new liquid 
lens that on a pitch-dark night a photograph can be taken out of doors 
with a 15-minute exposure, or when there is moonlight with an ex¬ 
posure of only one minute.” 

Scottish Affiliation.—The first meeting in connection with the proposed 
Scottish Affiliation, or, as it should rather be called, Scottish Confedera¬ 
tion scheme, will probably be held next month, after all the societies 
have had time to consider the matter. Already a decided majority of 
the Scottish societies have decided—most of them enthusiastically—to 
support the scheme, while a number have not yet decided either way; 
not one society, as far as we can hear, has condemned it. The photo¬ 
graphic section of the Perthshire Society of Natural Science has invited 
the delegates to use its rooms for the first meeting, and the President 
of that body has kindly offered to entertain the delegates to tea. 

“ Knowledge ” Programme for 1903.—It is intended in future to devote 
a larger amount of space to microscopy than hitherto, and by the co¬ 
operation of specialists to publish articles treating on different depart¬ 
ments of both the popular and scientific sides. Among those who have 
promised to contribute are the following:—Mr. F. Noad Clark, “The 
Photography of Opaque Objects ”; Mr. Sanger Shepherd, “ Photo-Micro¬ 
graphy in Natural Colours ” ; and other similar articles will appear. It 
is hoped that these new arrangements will greatly increase the value 
of the microscopical notes, and maintain the interest which has so far 
been evinced. 

The Kyrle Society.—Ory behalf of the Kyrle Society, 2, Manchester 
Street, an appeal has just been issued by Miss Octavia Hill and Lord 
Monkswell. The decorative branch of the society provides pictures and 
other decorations for hospitals, clubs for working men and women, and 
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similar institutions, and the gratuitous help of some fifty artists is 
at the disposal of the committee. The work is now at a standstill, how¬ 
ever, owing to lack of funds fo£ materials and the fixing of decorations. 
Among the dozen schemes for which money for materials is needed is 
one for the parish hall of St. Cuthbert’s, Isle of Dogs, for which a 
beautiful design illustrating the “ Coming of Spring ” has been prepared 
by Mr. W. Savage Cooper. The cost of carrying out the scheme would 
not exceed £15, but this and other work cannot be entered on until the 
money is in hand, as the society during its existence of a quarter of 
a century has never incurred a debt. 

The post-card movement and trade in Great Britain are so large and 
have so many ramifications, says “ The Picture Post-card and Collector’s 
Chronicle,” that only those “ behind the scenes ” can realise how over¬ 
whelming they are in their magnitude and importance. We have decided, 
therefore, after mature thought, that in order to show the general 
public, collectors, and even manufacturers themselves, to what heights 
—popular, artistic, and commercial—the English post-card pictorial has 
risen, to organise a British Picture Post-card Exhibition. This, to be 
thoroughly representative, must embrace every section of the post-card 
designing, publishing and distributing business; it should show everything 
of interest to the cartophilic world, from a unique post-card to a typical 
collection; from a design to a packet of post-cards. We have drawn up 
a scheme, particulars of which will appear in our next issue; meantime 
we invite anybody and everybody interested in the British post-card 
movement to communicate with us, and send us any suggestions, hints, or 
ideas that may help us to make a brilliant success of the first English 
Post-card Exhibition. 

At the last meeting of the American Association for the Advancement 
of Science, Professor Robert W. Wood, who succeeded to the chair of 
physics in the John Hopkins University on the death of Henry A. now- 
land, announced under the title of “ A Substance with Remarkable 
Optical Properties, and Screens Transparent only to Ultra-Violet Light,” 
a discovery which is said to be of great value in science, and which was a 
notable personal triumph for Professor Wood. He first described 
Tyndall’s experiments with a screen that cut out all the visible rays 
of the spectrum, as well as the ultra-violet rays, and let through only 
heat rays. For the past thirty or forty years eminent physicists all over 
the world have been trying to find a similar screen that would cut 
out all the heat and all the visible rays and let through only the ultra¬ 
violet rays. Dr. Wood had for some time known that the substance 
called nitroso-dimethyl-aniline would keep out all the visible and heat 
rays, except some rea and violet, and that it would also let through the 
ultra-violet. It has only been within the last few days that Dr. Wood 
has discovered the much-sought screen. He combined thee known sub¬ 
stance with cobalt glass and obtained a screen that lets through only 
ultra-violet. One striking peculiarity of the nitroso-dimethyl-aniline, 
which Dr. Wood dwelt upon and especially emphasized, is the fact that 
it gives a spectrum about thirty times as broad as that produced by 
ordinary quartz. 

The Effect of Light on Animal and Plant Life.—I note with 
interest a very able article, Mr. T. Ritchison writes to the 
“ Scientific American,” by Dr. James Weir, Jun., in which he de¬ 
scribes the effect of light on plant and animal life, but with one 
probable error, which I shall endeavour to point out. He says among 
other things :—“ Flammarion’s beautiful experiments at the climato¬ 

logical station at Juvisy have shown beyond question of doubt the widely 
different effects of the red and violet rays on plants. The plants chosen 
were of the genus Mimosa, or ‘ sensitive plant,’ and were subjected to 
the same environments with the exception that, some were reared 
beneath dark blue glass, and others beneath red glass. In four months 
the plants grown under the red glass had attained extraordinary develop¬ 
ment, while those subjected to the violet rays had made no progress 
whatever. Similar effects were noted in the case of strawberries, and 
numerous other plants, vines, and shrubs. The plants grown beneath 
blue glass did not die, but seemed to remain in a dormant condition, 
without growth or further development. Zacharawietz, of Vaucluse, 
has also shown that plants are strongly affected along the lines of rapid 
growth and development by red and orange rays. As early as 1883 I 
demonstrated and published the fact that tvpboid fever germs would 
not live when subjected to the blue or violet rays.” From the fore¬ 
going one gets the impression that plants under a red glass are sub¬ 
jected to red rays of light, while the reverse must be true, as the 
red glass has absorbed all the red rays of light, and the remainder only 
have penetrated. Who has not observed that in> a photographic dark 
room, where a red light is used, anything- therein which is red will 
appear white, for there are no red rays in the room, all being absorbed 
by the red paper through which the light is filtered. 

Commons Preservation Society and Private Bills.—A meeting of the 
executive committee of the Commons and Footpaths Preservation Society 
was held last week, under the presidency of Mr. G. Shaw Lefevre. The 
secretary’s report upon private Bills to be introduced into Parliament 
during the ensuing session was considered. It appeared that altogether 
notice has been given of intention to introduce 72 Bills under which 
common land or open spaces would be absorbed or rights of way extin¬ 
guished. Among the London open spaces which will be interfered with 
by railway Bills are Back Common and Acton Green, Chiswick: Shepherd’s 
Bush Green, Hammersmith; Peckham Rye Common, and Tooting Bee 
Common. Over eleven acres of Tooting Bee Common are within the 
limits of deviation of the proposed London and Brighton Electric Express 
Railway. Several proposed tube railways will affect Hyde Park. St. 
James’s Park, and Green Park, and the Metropolitan District Railway 

seeks to acquire further land cn the Victoria Embankment. It was 
further stated that 338 acres cf common land in Yorkshire, Monmouth, 
Sussex, and Glamorgan would be acquired for purposes of water under¬ 
takings, and that various London improvement Bills would involve 
enclosures of portions of Wood Green Common, Eltham Common, and the 
old Bryiiewell Burial-ground. It was resolved to communicate with 442 
local authorities within whose area rights of way would be interfered with 
by railway companies, and the solicitor was directed to report upon 
various Bills which affect common land. Among other matters con¬ 
sidered at the meeting were the proposed extension of Hampstead Heath 
and the Hainault and Lambourne open space scheme. It was stated that 
the society had, since the last meeting of the committee, secured the 
re-opening of twelve obstructed rights of way and the restitution of a 
considerable area of common land.—“ The Times.” 

Hainault Forest.—In an urgency report submitted for the approval 
of the London County Council at its meeting on Tuesday, the Parks and 
Open Spaces Committee state that they have received and carefully 
considered a memorial from the Commons and Footpaths Preservation 
Society, the Kyrle Society, the Metropolitan Public Gardens Association, 
and the National Trust for Places of Historic Interest or Natural Beauty 
asking the aid of the Council in securing 803 acres of land at Chigwell 
Row for the purpose of a public open space. The land is without the 
County of London, and is on the highest part of the ridge which separates 
the valley of the River Roding from the valley of the Thames. It is 
in its highest parts 300ft. above the Thames, and occupies a position 
commanding magnificent views of the surrounding country. The greater 
part of it is within a twelve-mile radius of the Bank of England, and is 
consequently within an easy distance of the EasLend suburbs of London. 
It comprises the last remaining unenclosed portion of the historic Forest 
of Hainault, formerly part of the ancient Royal Forest of Waltham 
or Essex, the other part of which is now known as Epping Forest. The 
price named is £22,000 in round figures, and towards this the Council 
is asked to subscribe £10,000, that being the amount necessary to com¬ 
plete the purchase-money, it being understood that when acquired the 
land shall be vested in the Council to- be maintained by it in perpetuity 
as a public open space. The committee point out that fer the laying 
out of the ground when acquired very little expenditure on capital 
account would be necessary, the only work requisite being the sowing 
with grass seed the part at present under cultivation. For that a sum 
of £l]500 would suffice, and they estimated that £500 would be required 
for adapting the buildings at present on the land for use by the public 
and the staff. The maintenance charge would not exceed £150 a year. 

Royal Photographic Society’s technical meeting, Tuesday, December 
23rd, at 66, Russell Square, at 8 p.m. Mr. C. W. Somerville will read 
a paper on “ The Conversion of the Silver Image of Bromide Prints 
into Platinum.” 

-♦- 

Correspondence. 
%* Correspondents should never write on both sides of thepaper. No 

notice is taken of communications unless the names and addrress oj 
the writers are given. 

%* We do not undertake responsibility for the opinions expressed by our 
correspondents. 

RED - HANDED PLAGIARISM. 

To the Editors. 

Gentlemen,—Shakespeare says, “Who steals my purse steals trash.” 
Evidently there are, hunting about in photographic circles and amongst 
its literature, unblushing plagiarists, who, on finding anything written 
by the more liberal-minded of our leaders, likely to answer to their 
designs, exultingly exclaim, “ Who steals such brains steals cash,” 
so here goes, thus appealing at once to the unwary with no other 
object than that of putting money into their own purse. Such were 
my thoughts on reading the paragraph in the current number of the 
Journal on “Daylight Development.” 

I well remember that in response to an invitation from Mr. Morgan, 
the late Mr. Jabez Hughes and myself witnessed a demonstration of 
the method as detailed in the paragraph alluded to, and at a meeting- 
of the South London Society, held the same evening, Mr. Hughe*, 
authorised, of course, by Mr. Morgan, explained, in his usual lucid 
manner, the whole operation.—I am, gentlemen, vours trulv, 

W. Cobh. 

Rochester House, Granville Street, Wood Green. 
December 13th, 1902. 

ELECTRICAL ACTINOMETERS. 

To the Editors. 

Gentlemen,—I see in your last issue that a correspondent is asking 
for information respecting Riggollot’s treatise on electrical actino- 
meters. Anticipating your reply to Mr. F. W. Clifford, he evidently 
refers to April 12th, 1901, on which date the Journal contained 'a 
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letter from me oil tills subject. 1 lie full title of the book is Recherch.es 
Experimentales sur Quelquee Actinometres,” “ Electro-Chimiques.” 
I obtained a copy through Messrs. Williams and Norgate, 14, Hen¬ 
rietta Street, Covent Garden. Your correspondent will find in the 
lantern supplement of the Journal, April 5th. 1901, page 31, an article 
by me on this subject, which gives the method of making and using 
these actinometers.—I remain, yours truly, 

John A. Randall. 

43, Tonslev Hill, Wandsworth, S.W. 
December 15th, 1902. 

AN APPEAL. 

To the Editors. 

Gentlemen,—I have an urgent appeal for help in a form which, I 
believe, can be very easily given, and I trust that you may be able, and 
willing, to do something personally, and also to invite your readers 
to assist. The applicant is a professional photographer, who was for 
very many years in a good position, but who is now close upon 
three score years and ten, and Jhas been for ten years confined to 
his bed by a serious and painful illness. In those years the whole of 
his savings have been dissipated, and he now has to depend entirety 
upon a small sum received from the Guardians, and the precarious 
assistance given by a devoted daughter, who earns all she can by rough 
housework. The case is one which was thoroughly investigated by 
the Photographers’ Benevolent Association, and to which a grant of 
some few shillings weekly was made for several years—a help which 
has been sorely missed since the funds of the Benevolent were finally 
exhausted. 

This poor photographer asks that those who have a few spare lantern 
slides should send them to him, as he can make a few odd half-crowns 
during each winter by making these slides into little lectures which he 
lends to local school entertainments, and a few private people giving 
lantern parties. The subjects are not very important, so long as they 
are interesting and the slides are pretty good, but it will! be a distinct 
advantage if, in each case, the1 title is given. Any contributions of 
■slides that may be sent to you or to me I will gladly forward, and 
since we are already well into the winter, prompt response is im¬ 
portant. 

Another very charitable act towards the photographer in question 
would be to supply him with a quantity of reading matter, photo¬ 
graphic or otherwise, and, preferably, illustrated. If any of your 
readers will undertake to1 send him a used magazine or paper weekly 
or monthly, I shall be glad to1 give bis name and address for the 
purpose, but the applicant, while maintaining his interest in photo¬ 
graphy, has maintained some very proper pride, and prefers that his 
name (once very well known in the profession) be not published or 
generally handled about. 

Should any of your readers wish to contribute in money towards this 
case, I shall be pleased to acknowledge, and bank subscriptions, and 
to remit the money in weekly sums so small as to prevent the with¬ 
drawal of the assistance of the Guardians.—Yours faithfully, 

H. Snowden Ward. 
Effingham House, Arundel Street, Strand, London, W.C. 

December 13th, 1902. 

[The calls upon our time are so numerous that we cannot possibly give 
personal attention to this and many similar appeals that are made 
to us, but we shall be happy to receive contributions in money or kind, 
and forward them to Mr. Snowden Ward for the case he has so kindly 
taken in hand.—Eds. B.J.P.] 

To the Editors. 

Gentlemen,—Will you allow me to thank you for inserting mv 
appeal last week on behalf of an old photographer, named Webber. 
1 have received, in response, 5s. from a Friend in Barry (Glam.), 5s. 
from Y. E. S., and Is. from a friend in N. Kensington: total, 11s. I 
am still hoping that others may feel disposed to help this very deserving 
old man, who has managed to work to keep himself so far, but now, at 
the age of eighty, finds himself, through sickness, in the workhouse. 
We require at least £5 to clear off his debt and give him a clear start 
when he comes out again. He is getting better and is anxious to get 
to work.—Again thanking you and the friends who have shown such 
practical sympathy, believe me, yours truly, H. C. Messer. 

29. Castle Street, Salisbury. 
December 16th, 1902. 

A LONELY LADY PHOTOGRAPHER. 

To the Editors. 

Gentlemen,—Would you mind telling me if any of the clubs and 
photo societies would be open to having lady members. The reason 
is this, that I am a professional operator and retoucher (I don’t profess 

to be very tip top, but I do my best), and i wouid so much like to lie 
able to gather ideas and information from those who know more than 
I do. I read, with interest, your weekly paper, and like it very much. 
The great drawback to me is, that, though 1 am considered clever at 
most things that I undertake and have an exceptionally good m mory, 
I have no capacity for figures—that is, that printed explanations of 
quantities and articles on photographic chemistry, having references m 
figures, etc., convey no meaning to meat all, and I feel that if I w«-reto 
mix with others of my profession that 1 would no doubt get practical 
illustrations of matters and enlarge my ideas. Do you think it would 
benefit me to attend classes in chemistry and printing in carbon and 
bromide? I believe there are such in the town, though 1 don’t know 
a great deal of it, not being a resident. I hope I am not taking your 
time up needlessly.—Yours faithfully, 

A Lady Operator. 
December 15th, 1902. 
[By all means let our fair correspondent take advantage of the classes 

to wdiich she refers. Few photographic societies encourage the at¬ 
tendance of lady members, except on special occasions. The experiment 
has been made in London several times, but not with success.— 
Eds. B.J.P.] 

“BIBBY’S QUARTERLY.” 

To the Editors. 

Gentlemen,—I am sending you under separate cover a copy of my 
current “Quarterly.” You will see that the recent correspondence in 
your columns has *borne fruit in that I now give photographer’s name 
in all cases, except under pictures taken by our own photographer, 
Mr. Charles Reid, whose assistance I acknowledge in each number. 

I do not know if you would care to notice this number of “ Bibby’s 
Quarterly” in your paper, by way of commenting on or criticising 
the photographs, and the reproduction of same in any way; but if 
the spirit leads you towards reviewing it in this way I hope you will 
not quench it. as it always does me good to see what experts think 
of any portion of my work as editor.—I am, yours faithfully, 

J. W. Bibby. 

[With its wealth of phototypic pictures of cattle, pretty portrait 
and group studies, and discursive literary contents, this well-pro¬ 
duced publication should make a pleasant companion for many a 
country fireside. Far from desiring to “quench” Mr. Bibby’s ven¬ 
ture, it may rely upon our commendation and encouragement so long 
as it recognises the right of the professional photographer to exact 
reasonable payment for his work, and proper recognition of it, when¬ 
ever it is published.—Eds. B.J.P.] 

A BRISTOL PRINTING HOUSE. 

To the Editors. 

Gentlemen,—I beg to ask your acceptance of the accompanying copy 
of “ A Bristol Printing House,” which is published as a chronicle 
of a building I have reared in this city in homage to the founders of 
the art of printing, and I have endeavoured in it to bring out of the 
past names revered in the world of printed literature, and to indicate 
that our cities and towns might be made beautifully poetic, were 
England to weave into her everyday architecture thoughts that do 
honour to men of greatness and symbols that cause the mind to be 
moved to some chaste and elevating feeling while in the wholesome 
humdrum of our daily toil. 

Following a general survey of the modes of pictorial art is a frag¬ 
ment on “ Artisanship,” evoked by the regretful fact that England is 
not in a position to take English money for printing machines (as weil 
as for much other machinery), owing to her loss of prestige in inven¬ 
tions. The criticism is riot antagonistic to trade unions, although it 
seeks to show that if artisans were paid according to merit an era 
of mechanical progress would supplant the present effete condition of 
our industries. 

If you should do the book the honour of recognition in your Journal 
I should, as one interested in the general welfare of printing and the 
craft, be very pleased.—Yours faithfully, 

Edward Everard. 

Stock Exchange Official Printer, Broad Street, Bristol. 
December 11th, 1902. 

[We congratulate Mr. Everard on the production of a most elegant 
volume, in which photo block printing, in monochrome and three 
colours, plays a large part.—Eds. B.J.P.] 

COLOUR PHOTOGRAPHY. 

To the Editors. 

Gentlemen,—Some time ago I sent you some lantern slides, in sup¬ 
port of my contention and in agreement with Professor Hitchcock, that 
the coloured rays forming white light impressed themselves, selec- 
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tively, on the photo plate, and that the selective action was carried 
on to the print, if only one could find means of developing their action. 
This subject has been recalled to my memory by finding a print of 
the same date (viz., 1385), as the lantern slides. This 1 now send 
you. Will you not allow that here there is a distinct selective action 
of blue in the sky, with shades of the same in the top of the glacier, and 
from the broken ice at foot, in contradistinction to the whiteness of 
the snow, and the usual brown tone of the rest of the print? Please 
examine by daylight. R. O’Hara, Lkul.-Colonel. 

West Lodge, Galway. 

[Colonel O’Hara’s letter and specimen reached us some weeks ago, 
and were accidentally overlooked. The colour effects in the positive 
print sent are precisely as our correspondent describes them; but that 
they are due to “selective” actions, in the sense conveyed by Colonel 
O’Hara, we are not prepared to admit. An excess of gold in the 
toning baths, or prolongation of toning, has been known to impart 
a bluish hue to prints, and this may be the explanation of the 
phenomena_before us. However, we were much interested in seeing the 
specimen sent by Colonel O’Hara, and are much obliged to him for his 
courtesy.—Eds. B.J.P.] 

WHERE ARE WE DRIFTING? 

To the Editors. 

Gentlemen,—Although hailing from the “ land o’ the Leal,” it is 
difficult to recognise the canny Scot in your correspondent, Mr. Wm. 
Ralston, whose rashness places him at such a disadvantage, but I will 
be merciful and administer his dose of gruel as gently as possible, 
hoping that he will take it without a wry face. It is natural that 
Mr. Ralston should hasten to the aid of poor “ Side Light,” being 
himself a victim of the same illusions, but if he wishes his support to 
be of any value he must mind his p’s and q’s, and not vent his anathema 
before he has well considered the matter in debate. It is easy for him 
to condemn as utter rubbish anything which lie may not like or under¬ 
stand; but he must show upon what grounds he bases his statements 
and opinions before any weight can attach to them. 

I will not here defend the truth of my sentence that “ without top 
light all power of concentration is lost,” as that must be self evident 
to all who understand it. But I must disabuse your correspondent’s 
mind of the impression that I speak from theory, having had a life¬ 
time experience in photography and art, dating back to the days of 
ivet plates. 

When Mr. Ralston speaks of my letters as “ wonderful reading,” he 
unconsciously gives me my due, and reveals the reason of his hastily 
formed opinions of them, and the writer for “Wonder,” according to 
the great Dr. Johnson, is the effect produced by novelty upon ignor¬ 
ance, and without wishing to impute the latter to Mr. Ralston, I will 
accept the former as an acknowledgment of the originality of my 
matter. The statement that the work he does with the side light is 
equal to the work he formerly did in his studio may be quite true 
and yet mean nothing, but I cannot quite believe that he finds no differ¬ 
ence in the exposure. In the group of fifteen persons lie mentions 
the lens would require stopping down to give the best result, and 
that with such a small area of light as could be obtained from a single 
window must mean an exposure of unusual length. He raises a smile 
when speaking of his extensive acquaintance with portrait painters, who 
never used a top light, by stating that they had no top light to use. 
Like Mvn-Heer Van Dunk, who never got drunk, except when his 
liquor was handy. 

He will find, on the contrary, that in all the masterpieces of por¬ 
trait art, the dominant light comes from above, falling at an angle of 
about 45 degrees, and although this angle of light may be obtained 
from a high window, it is insufficient in quantity for the making 
of a perfect negative. 

That the artistic merit of the picture should depend upon the man 
behind the camera goes without saying, and if Mr. Ralston had read 
my letters with more attention he would not have jumped at the con¬ 
clusion that I either forgot or did not know this fact.—Yours, etc., 

Michael E. Banger. 

December 14th, 1902. 

To the Editors. 

Gentlemen,—I must thank Mr. Kenah for his courteous reminder, and 
tender my sincere apology for having in any way misunderstood his 
meaning. He did not, perhaps, realise that his paper was written 
slightly over the heads of those who may be less fortunate than him¬ 
self.—I am, gentlemen, yours truly, Michael E. Banger. 

December 14th, 1902. 

To the Editors. 

Gentlemen,— I have read carefully the last three letters about 
“Where are we Drifting?” signed by Wm. Ralston, 0. V. Kenah. 
and M. E. Banger, and I must confess that from these gentlemanly 

writings I am totally unable to understand which is the best—top 
light or side light, both or none. The principal result seems, so far, to 
be that one calls the other stupid, and is gratified in turn by being 
called ignorant. These words and sentences, however beautifully 
arranged, are no proof whatever of the value of one over the other. 
V hy do these gentlemen, instead of this war of words, not give us 
a lengthy course, explain.ng their methods of working in the British 

Journal of Photography, with illustrations, if possible, and 'et 
us judge of the read value of their ideas and work. 3 oila qui vaudrait 
mieux.—Y ours very truly, Alrart Levy. 

Asnieres (Seine), 
December 13th, 1902. 

^ To the Editors. 
Gentlemen, Mr. Banger appears to have abstracted a good deal 

of amusement from my letter of the 1st inst., so I must congratulate 
myself on having caused one ray of sunshine to enter his vexed and 
saddened life. 

I sent the samples, specimens, patterns, or whatever he cares to 
caiil them, merely as a means of convincing him that a dozen or so 
styles of natural lighting could be obtained with a very small side 
light. I still term him narrow-minded, as he gives me the impression 
that the studio with a skylight, top light, or window in the roof is 
the only pilace where a natural portrait can be taken. It is an entire 
waste of valuable space, jangling about sucll a simple matter, as any¬ 
one who has studied beyond the limits of a sixpenny handbook, will 
know that natural and artistic portraits can be obtained almost 
under any conditions of light. If he would spend a litble more time 
practising photography instead of “breaking lances” with “champions 
of error,” he would not be so “ignorant of its possibilities.” I have 
never held a situation behind a counter selling roof windows. 

Side Light 

December 15th, 1902. 

■---- 

Answers to Correspondents. 
*#* All matters intended for the text portion of this JOURNAL, includ¬ 

ing queries, must he addressed to “ The Editors, The British 

Journal of Photography, 24, Wellington-street, Strand, London, 
W. C. ” Inattention to this ensures delay. 

"** Correspondents are informed that me cannot undertake to answer 
communications through the post. Questions are not answered unless 
the names and addresses of the writers are given. 

* if Communications relating to Advertisements and general business 
affairs should be addressed to Messrs. Henry Greenwood & Co., 
24, Wellington-street, Strand, London, W.C. 

■-♦--- 

Photographs Registered :— 

J. C. Laird, 246, Union Street, Aberdeen. Photograph of Miss M. Hill. 
C. Parkin, 31, Station Road, Chapeltown, near Sheffield. Photograph ofChaoeltoicn 

Parish Church. 

Walter Smith.—Your query seems to be a repetition of the one we 
answered for you last week. 

Majuwg Photograph' Copyright.—Chapeltown asks: “Will you please 
inform me what is the cost of making a photo copyright, and will 
you please do it?”—If you send us two copies of the photograph 
and Is. 6d. in stamps, we will make the picture copyright for you. 

Cloud Effects.—X. Y. Z. asks: “Will you please inform me what is 
the best to get cloud effects on bromide opals, and how to use 
it.”—In reply: We do not understand this query. We must ask 
our correspondent to be a little more explicit. 

R. K. H. Mathers.—We have read through your long letter, but we 
cannot publish it as it would be of no interest to our readers. It 
seems to be a dispute between you and the parties to whom you gave 
the order, about a few pence for carriage. WThy not communicate 
with them instead of with us? WTe know nothing of the matter. 

Mattos Paper.—“In the Journal, on page 958, there is an article on 
a new printing-out paper called ‘ Mattos.’ Can you tell me where 
I can get the paper, or the address of the inventor, Mr. Tauxe?” 
—In reply : The address is The Mattes Photo-Chemical Company, 
care of P. Leuthart, 33, Rydal Gardens, Streatham, S.W. 

Opal Enlargements.—Opal asks: “ Would you kindly instruct me how 
to coat and sensitise opal glass for making enlargements on by 
artificial light.”—In reply: The space in this column is far too 
limited to give such detailed instructions in preparing opal plates 
for enlarging upon as would be of practical use. We recommend 
our correspondent to obtain Abney’s book on “ Photography with 
Emulsions.” 

Address Wanted.—Alfred Underhill writes : “ I read an article on 
‘ The Stereoscope in the Schoolroom," reprinted from ‘ The Stereo¬ 
scopic Photograph," and as I have never heard of this publication, 
I shall be glad to know where and when it is published, and also 
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the price.”—In reply : It is published by Messrs. Underwood and 
Underwood, Heddon Street, Regent Street, London. Pric6 we 
do not know. 

Photographs on Watch Case.—Inquirer says : “ I should be pleased if 
you would tell me the best process for printing photographs on the 
inside of a watch case. Is it done by the carbon double transfer 
process, and if so, would the case want specially preparing if used 
as final support? I should be pleased if you would help me with 
this.”—In reply: Full working details of the method of producing 
photographs on jewellery were given in our issue for July 19th 
last year, to which we must refer our correspondent, as they are 
much too long to repeat in this column. 

Blinds, etc.—Leodi& asks: “Can you give me the title and publisher of 
any publication that will assist me in the erection of blinds in 
a studio? Any information as to class of material, method of 
erection, and arrangement to get the various methods of lighting 
will be welcome.”—In reply: Without knowing the form of the 
studio and its aspect we cannot advise, as so much depends upon 
conditions If you will get the two books recommended to “ Rem¬ 
brandt ” they will give you every information on the subject. If 
you fail to get the Journal on Fridays our publishers will post it 
so that you will receive it on Friday mornings. 

Query re Glycerine.—C. W. Rivaz asks: “Can you tell me if the fact 
of giving carbon prints a bath in a weak solution of glycerine (1 dr. 
to 5 oz. water) can possibly affect their permanence. I use this 
only for single transfer prints to prevent curling and crinkling 
when drying? If it does harm them, can you tel me any other 
way to keep them flat ? The same question also applies to bromide 
papers.”—“ We see no objection to the use of glycerine with carbon 
pictures, but is it necessary to use it ? If they are rolled they 
should keep flat. With regard to bromide prints we should prefer 
not to employ it. They are best kept as dry as possible, and 
glycerine is attractive of moisture. 

Stereoscopic Photography.—W. B. Hossack writes: “In the ‘British 
Journal Photographic Annual’ of 1895, the then editor, in his second 
chapter on ‘ By-paths of Stereoscopic Photography,’ mentions as 
having in his possession the line drawings and lithographs of 
statuary which Brewster used in 1849 when he exhibited his 
stereoscope to the British Association. As I have to give a 
paper on stereoscopic photography in February next year, I thought 
it would be interesting to show these, and I took the liberty of 
writing you. in the hope that you would be able to inform me if 
j)hoto copies of these were to be had, and if so, where ? ”—In reply : 
Mr. Traill Taylor has been dead some years, and the whereabouts 
of the pictures referred to are unknown to us. Will this and other 
correspondents kindly note that we do not undertake to answer 
questions through the post? 

Blue Prints.—J. Houghton writes : “ Some few years ago, perhaps five 
or six years, there were some letters in the Journal on ‘Blue 
Printing,’ and an electric apparatus was illustrated and described. 
I also think there was an article on this class of work; and I 
remember there was at one time a description with illustrations 
of some very large blue printing establishment. Can you oblige 
me with the dates these letters and articles appeared? as I cannot 
put my hands on the indexes of these last few volumes of the 
Journal.”—In reply: The series of articles on the iron processes, 
to which, no doubt, our correspondent refers, appeared in our 
volume for 1899, and were reprinted in the “ Almanac ” for 1900. 
The electric light apparatus referred to is manufactured by Messrs. 
B. J. Hale and Co., 39, Victoria Street, S.W., who will supply 
a prospectus of it on application. The same firm also do blue 
printing on a large scale. 

Reducing Negatives.—R. Marloth writes : “ Kindly exjflain the follow¬ 
ing difficulty:—For reducing negatives which are too dense in the 
high light only, but should not lose anything in the shadows, 
the ferricyanide methods cannot be employed, while a treatment 
with ammonium persulphate would leave the shadows untouched. 
I find, however, that my negatives do not take the reducer evenly, 
but that patches are caused which spoil the negatives. I thought 
at first, that the alum bath might have acted unevenly, but found 
the same trouble with plates that had not been treated with alum. 
Then I thought traces of hypo might be the cause, and soaked 
the negative in running water for twelve hours, without getting 
better results. . What may be the cause of. the mischief? The 
method is certainly a very valuable one if it would work properly.” 
—In reply: We cannot explain the cause of the stains, as we have 
never met with any when using the persulphate of ammonia 
reducer. The only suggestion we can make is that the negatives 
were not thoroughly fixed in the first instance. We should advise 
a longer time in the fixing bath. 

Copyright Query.—H. Brown says: “Last month I had a group of one 
officer and 49 non-commissioned others copyrighted, and you did 
the business for me, and the notice of registration appeared in 
your journal of the 28th ult. I now find out that the 49 non¬ 
commissioned officers have had an enlargement done from one 
of the said groups, and presented it to the officer in the group, 
who has recently left the regiment. I had an interview with 
one of the principal n.c.o.’s who saw to this business, and warned 
him that I had made the group a copyright, in fact, it is printed 
on the mounts. He pooh-poohed the idea, and said we could only 
copyright the negative, and I never asked their permission to 
copyright it, therefore they could have enlargements done from 
it. if they liked. Please inform me through the Journal if I should 
have asked their permission; also, if I felt inclined to go further 

into the matter, should I have to proceed against the n.c.o’s or 
against the person who enlarged it? If they would not say who 
did it, how should I proieed then?”—In reply: If you were paid 
tor taking the group you have no copyright in it. If you were 
not, the copyright is vested in you, and you can obtain redress for 
its infringement. You can proceed against those who had the 
enlargement made, or against those who made it, or both. 

Glazing Prints. Glazing writes : I note an answer to my query and 
am sorry you do not understand my question, and I cannot see 
through your answer; but I will tell you what I want plainer. 1 
am a professional, and want to know how to glaze prints pro* 
fessionally, that is to say, not a few at a time, but perhaps 100 
or 150, and therefore a practical way of glazing prints, or, rather 
producing glazed prints that can be mounted with glue at the 
edges, cotton wool in the middle, and go through embossing I 
can do it one way, but what I want to know is, how to get the 
paper stuck on the back of the prints, so that they will be 
thicker (enough not to buckle when finished). I find that by using 
French chalk, and then pasting a piece of paper over the back of 
prints already on the glass, that when dry the paper 6imply sticks 
to the glass where there are no prints, and you cannot get the 
prints off satisfactorily. I say that I have heard of a spirit that 
is poured on the glass, then the prints put on the spirit, flooded* 
then the starched paper, and when dry all come off together. 
Kindly explain to me your method, or give me the name of liquid. 
The one you said, I noticed, you had to rub off dry again.”—In 
reply: We know of no “spirit” that will do as you say. Large 
quantities of prints are enamelled in the same way as small quan¬ 
tities are done, except that two or more prints are usually put 
on one large plate instead of single prints on smaller ones. If the 
prints stick, it is because the plates are not properly prepared 
for stripping from. Try using paper a trifle smaller than the 
print, if the margins of it stick to the plate; also use a thicker 
paper for the backing. 

Shabby Treatment.—Operator writes: “ I should be glad to have your 
opinion and advice. I send you the following facts, which may 
be a warning to others. In July, a lady called at my studio, 
making an appointment for a sitting for her little child. No 
cabinets were required, only proofs, as it was for a 15 by 12’ 
enlargement, and would I mind taking several positions. When 
the child arrived, her mother also brought a 5 by 4 hand camera 
with her, and just before I exposed my plates asked to bo 
allowed to do the same, ‘ just for fun, you know.’ While I was 
changing plates, etc., this good lady exposed several more of her 
own plates. After the proofs were sent home I heard no more 
until proofs were returned, not approved of; the child would sit 
again. However, the months have rolled past, and chancing to 
be in the same town last week as this lady resides, I was asked in 
to see some work an amateur had done for her, and to my surprise, 
on the wall hung an enlargement from one of the negatives taken 
at the sitting, executed by a trade enlarger from her own negative, 
as she liked the expression of her darling in her own negative 
better. I spent the best part of an hour in a busy part of the 
year using all my ability and the best of my knowledge, to be 
practically swindled out of my picture in this way; and as proofs 
were returned not approved of, and no chance has since been 
allowed me to take her again, 1 have nothing to claim for; and 
I have since found out many of the lady’s friends and relatives 
have 5 by 4 photos of this same sitting. The lady thinks I have- 
no cause for a grievance.”—In reply: This is certainly very shabby 
treatment. But our correspondent did unwisely in allowing the 
lady to use her camera in his studio. We fear that now he has 
no redress, for, as the proofs were returned as not approved of, 
we do not think he could recover if he were to sue in the Count jr 
Court for taking the child’s portrait. 

%* Notice to the Trade, Wholesale Agents and Book¬ 
sellers.—A Contents Bill is issued with each number of the JOURNAL, 
and copies may be had on application to the Publishers. 
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EX CATHEDRA. 

An Exhibition If there be any serious desire among 
to be seen. those photographers who clamour for 
admittance of their work into the magic circle of Art, there 
is at present open for inspection in the rooms of the Fine 
Art Society, Bond Street, London, a small collection of char¬ 
coal dra,wings which should teach them several lessons— 
what to attempt, what to avoid, and how to carry through 
both attempts, negative and positive. No finer object lesson 
need be sought by any earnest photographer than to spend 
an hour or two among the half-hundred sketches in charcoal 
now on exhibition at the above galleries. Here may be 
seen just such subjects as come within the capability of a 
camera to reproduce, when guided by those content to look 
nature in the face and treat it as some beings are wont to 
—natural subjects, dealt with in natural fashion. To such, 
Mr. Hopwood’s pictures appeal, as being the interpretations 
of a sound healthy mind, content to present humanity as 
humanity, and not as bad imitations of imaginary Missing 
Links. If some of our Gum Bichromate friends, and a few 
of these discontented dabblers who are evei* bewailing our 
pictorial stagnation, would pay a visit to the Fine Art 
Society’s rooms just now, they might, perhaps, each find 
food for reflection, in examining how sunshine may be 
rendered with no further means than a little black sub¬ 
stance properly placed on a sheet of white paper, and how 
the real artist is content to observe the limitations of 
whatever medium is for the moment being employed. Such 

and other similar messages might they find, which, if ob¬ 
served, would doubtless prove useful when next preparing 
their gems for Piccadilly or Regent Street. Mr. Hopwood’s 
sketches, for they pretend to be little further, are a feast to 
those capable of appreciating wholesome work, and, what¬ 
ever the subject which has attracted his attention and 
skill, there has been a problem to solve, either of expression, 
motion, or fanciful play of light. Colour, which stands 
above and before all in an artist’s mind, will be found 
wonderfully suggested in some of these pictures, although 
colour is entirely absent; indeed, so cleverly is the feeling 
of that rich, full colour his ordinary paintings are dis¬ 
tinguished by, suggested, that only on passing out into the 
damp, gas-lit streets is it realised that they are only 
sketches, made with charred wood on white paper. 

* * * 

Lady An article in a recent number of the 
Photo- “Art Journal,” entitled “A Note on 
graphers. some' Lady Photographers, with 
Selected Examples of their Art,” by Mr. Fred Miller, 
is well worth reading by professional portrait photo¬ 
graphers. Several pleasing reproductions from photographs 
depicting various styles of portrait work accompany the 
letterpress. In the course of his article, the author 
writes : —“ While it is perfectly true that a negative does 
faithfully record the image before the lens, it by no means 
follows that what is developed is characteristic of the 
sitter, and that is after all what we mean by a likeness,” 
a truism which must never be lost sight of by photo¬ 
graphers who wish to please their clients and their friends. 
Whether photographers will agree with all the dicta of 
the author of the article referred to, depends very much 
as to which “ school ” they adhere to. He does not admire 
many of the exhibits at the Salon ; he thinks to make a 
photograph look like a bad chalk drawing, or a poor one 
in sepia, is to bring the art into contempt. “ Too many 
show photographers seem to wish to hide themselves be¬ 
neath a sham pictorialness.” The limitations of photo¬ 
graphy, the importance of effective posing and lighting 
are dealt with. “ Much material is wasted in endeavouring 
to do the impossible in photography,” he says. “ A good 
deal of £ retouching ’ is not defensible, for it is nothing 
more than bad drawing,” is another remark. He is not 
an admirer of genre studies. Referring to printing 
tnethods lie' says:—“ The shining printing out paper 
which brings out everything in the negative is never used 
by artistic photographers, though in the provinces it 
appears to be the most popular medium.” which certainly 
is open to question. Enough has been given to show the 
tenour of the author’s remarks. Mr. Miller is an artist of 
some ability, and he has contributed several articles to 
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various journals, on art subjects. Latterly, he has given 
some attention to the practice of photography. A similar 
article to that referred to, by the same author, appeared 
in a ladies’ monthly paper recently. 

* * * 

A Photographer’s Sir Harry Johnston, G.C.M.G., K.C.B., 
Paradise. in his notable piece of bookmaking, 
“ The Uganda Protectorate,” deals with that remarkable 
country in all its aspects. Sir Harry, as our readers are 
probably aware, was formerly Special Commissioner to the 
Uganda Protectorate. Besides being an able administrator, 
he is a man of wide knowledge, a clever artist, and a 
photographer of considerable ability; qualifications which 
he puts to good account in the book referred to, which is 
illustrated by means of a large number of reproductions 
from photographs taken by the author and others, including 
Mr. W. G. Doggett, who accompanied Sir Plarry Johnston 
as a taxidermist and photographer. There are several 
striking coloured illustrations by the author of the book, 
depicting the curious animals, etc., peculiar to the country. 
Several of the photographs are remarkable. That by Mr 
Doggett depicting “ Andorobo drinking as primitive man 
drank,” is extremely interesting. Another valuable photo¬ 
graph, though not very pleasant to our more fastidious 
tastes, depicts Andorobo devouring a dead waterbuck raw. 
And they seem to be enjoying it. The author, referring to 
the Andorobo, writes : —“ Amongst the dense forests, the 
game-haunted wildernesses, and unfrequented plateau 
wanders a mongrel nomad race, the Andorobo, who repre¬ 
sent a mixture of Nandi, Massai, and some antecedent 
Negro race of dwarfish, Bushman stock. These Andorobo 
reproduce in a most striking manner the life which we 
may suppose to have been led by our far-away ancestors or 
predecessors in the earliest Stone Age. They live entirely 
by the chase, often consuming the flesh of birds and beasts 
uncooked.” Most of the photographic illustrations in the 
book are of the “ record ” type rather than the artistic, 
though many of them are both. Uganda might very well 
be described as a photographer’s paradise. The landscape 
photographer, the animal photographer, and the bird 
photographer would each find full scope for the exercise 
of their pursuits. On Lake Hannington there are many 
thousands of flamingoes. Storks are common. There are 
many curious birds and beasts, including the Okapi, which 
the camera worker would desire to study photographically. 
The foliage and the mountain scenery in the district are 
both very beautiful. Unfortunately, Uganda is rather a 
long way off; it is not likely to be made the holiday 
haunt of the cheap tripper. But if we cannot go to Uganda 
we can read about it; and a more interesting book of its 
sort than that here briefly referred to, it would be difficult 
to conceive. Uganda is a country of very considerable 
possibilities, and Sir Harry Johnston, who tells us all 
about it, is hopeful concerning its future. Sir Harry might 
be induced to give a lecture at the Camera Club. 

* # * 

A Caution We have recently received two or three 
t' Purchasers letters from correspondents who have 

handC°nC*" been victimised by a man dating from 
Apparatus. Ipswich. In each case they have sent 

cash, but have not received the appa¬ 
ratus. One of the writers encloses a letter he has received 
from the Chief Constable of the town, to whom he wrote on 
the matter. The letter is as follows:—“Re -. In 
reply t.o your letter of the 10th inst. relative to the above, 
T would inform you that wo do not at present hold a 
warrant for his apprehension, but I have informed other 

persons who have been victimised, as also 1 do vou, that 
they had better communicate with their local police 
-’s present address is unknown.” We should recommend 
all who have been fleeced to act on this advice without 
delay. One of our correspondents tells us that the com¬ 
munication he received was on a regular printed memo¬ 
randum form, the man describing himself as a “ photo 
graphic artist ” and “ trade photographer.” This he says 
he thinks was got up for the occasion, as the man was only 
in the town for about a fortnight. It was, no doubt, this 
printed “ memo heading ” that inspired confidence and in¬ 
duced our correspondents to part with their money. We 
would once again caution our readers, in no case, when 
replying to advertisements, to part either with their cash 
or their apparatus, until they have some assurance of the 
bona fides of those with whom they are dealing. The cor¬ 
respondence being on the orthodox memorandum head, as 
in this case, goes for nothing. 

* * * 

Varnishes and Photographers who do not varnish theii 
Varnishing. negatives often have them completely 
ruined by silver stains that might have been avoided had 
they taken the trouble to varnish them. The trouble is but 
slight, and it is a matter of surprise that so many neglect 
this very simple work. It cannot be on account of cost, as 
a shilling bottle of varnish is sufficient for some scores of, 
say, quarter-plate negatives ; or the varnish may be made 
by oneself, when it will cost less than the article pur¬ 
chased. It is not, we suspect, the cost of the varnish that 
deters its use so much as the little trouble involved in its 
application. Some amateurs complain that they cannot 
get varnish to flow evenly over the plate, and that they get 
as much on the back as they do on the film. When collo¬ 
dion processes were in vogue all negatives had perforce to 
be varnished before they were printed from, and amateurs 
could do it then, and whv not now? It is quite true that a 
spirit varnish takes a little easier to the collodion film 
than it does to one of gelatine, but the difference is but 
slight. The difficulties which novices meet with in var¬ 
nishing gelatine negatives may be attributed to one or 
two causes, the principal one being making the negative 
too hot before the varnish is poured on. When the film 
is very warm the varnish does not take so kindly to it as 
when it is cooler. The negative should be made thoroughly 
dry and warm before the fire, and then allowed to become 
nearly cold. The varnish is then poured on, flowed over, 
and then drained off into the bottle. After draining, the 
plate is held in front of the fire until it becomes quite hot. 
The varnish may even be applied to a quite cold plate, if 
that be warmed directly it is drained off, without fear of 
its chilling. The chief difficulty that novices meet with 
arises from their making the negatives too hot before the 
varnish is applied, though this seems not to be generally 
recognised by them. As to the varnish to be employed. 
All the varnishes now on the market are good, and we 
prefer those with a shellac, or celluloid, base as being the 
most durable. Sandarac also makes a good varnish, but 
the surface is more friable than shellac, but it has the 
advantage that it can be easily rubbed up for retouching 
upon. All formulse for negative varnishes given in the 
Almanac can be relied upon by those who wish to make 
their own. The dammar varnish, that used to be employed 
for glass positives, is good for gelatine negatives, and it has 
the advantage that it can be applied cold, but it will not 
bear the rough usage that other varnishes will. It is 
made by simply dissolving dammar resin in benzol to the 
consistence desired. Thirty grains to the ounce is a good 
proportion with most samples of dammar. 
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wfringement The case reported in our issue of the 
f Copyright 12th inst. is of special interest to those 

an amages. who so frequently complain of their 

copyright being infringed, as it shows that they can obtain 
substantial redress for the injury done. In the case re¬ 
ferred to, the plaintiff recovered the sum of twenty pounds 
by way of damages, and another five pounds by way of 
penalties, with costs. The Judge also granted an injunction 
against the defendants, restraining them from dealing with 
the copies in their possession, and from producing further 
copies, and ordering all copies at present in their hands 
to be delivered up to the plaintiff. We call special atten¬ 
tion to this case as it illustrates that photographers’ rights 
cannot be infringed with impunity. Of course the photo¬ 
grapher here had taken care to register his copyright, but 
that is what so many neglect to do before they let any 
prints go out of their possession. Registration does not 
cover prints issued before it was effected, and it is such 
prints that are frequently copied. Then the photographer 
has no remedy. We take this occasion again to caution 
our readers not to let any prints leave their hands until the 
copyright in the picture has been duly registered. When 
that is done there will be no question as to the recovery of 
damages for its infringement. Of course we are assuming 
that the photographer is really entitled to the copyright 
in the picture, which he is not if he was not paid for 
taking it. 

PORTRAITS TAKEN IN THE STUDIO UNDER 

WINTRY ASPECTS. 

I:r these pages at times we have alluded to the inconveni¬ 

ence that winter brings to photographers, and indicated 

how some, at least, of them may be averted by a few timely 

precautions. We shall here make a suggestion or two 

that may be useful as hints to portraitists as to how they 

may possibly reap some commercial advantage out of a 

proverbial “ good old-fashioned winter,” should we happen 

to have one, as some weather prophets are bold enough to 

predict we shall, though personally we do not place much 

reliance on weather forecasts made some months in ad¬ 

vance. We have already had a couple of severe cold 

snaps, and there is the possibility that we may have a 

longer and colder winter than we have had during the 

past few years. Severe weather usually brings stagnation 

to the business of portrait photographers, but these hints, 

if acted upon, may serve with some to give it a stimulant 

rather than otherwise. 

Just now furs are very much in fashion, alike with 
ladies and gentlemen, and the former usually like to have 
their portraits in their latest costumes, whatever they 
may be. Now portraits of ladies clad in heav^ furs make 
excellent and in most instances flattering pictures, but they 
are, unfortunately, too often marred by being taken wiia 
quite unsuitable backgrounds and surroundings—i.e., they 
do not accord with the dress. Only the other day we saw 
the portrait of a lady clad in apparently costlv furs posed 
before an outdoor background that was highly sug¬ 
gestive of a bright summer scene, and the effect was any¬ 
thing but congruous—as might well be surmised. The 
background was really more suitable to a sitter in a muslin 
dress than one in heaw winter attire. Had the back¬ 
ground depicted a winter scene, saT* a landscape with an 
indication of snow or winter, the whole thins: would have 
been in unison, while as it was it was just the reverse. 

Few photographers, we are aware, have backgrounds 
suggestive of winter scenes. The case is different in 
countries where a prolonged winter every year is general— 
Canada, America, and Russia, to wit. In such countries 
provision is made for taking portraits under seasonable 
aspects. We have before us a portrait sent by a corre¬ 
spondent in which the lady is clad in heavy winter cloth¬ 
ing—furs being strongly in evidence—with a background 
representing a snowy scene, and, to add to the effect, snow 
is represented, as falling on and around the figure. Our 
correspondent desires to know how to produce similar 
pictures. Such pictures as this are, or were, very general 
during the winter season in such countries as those just 
referred to, and have also been produced in this countrv, 
but only to a limited extent; though we have little doubt 
they would meet with a good demand here in the event of 
our having a long winter, and possibly one may be neai 
at hand. Be that as it may, there is no reason why enter¬ 
prising portraitists, who are on the look out for novelties, 
should not provide themselves with the means of making 
this class of picture, for to many they would be a novelty 
in this country. 

We are not sure that winter backgrounds—that is such 
as represent snow scenes—are things of commerce here, 
but that is really of little moment, as almost any outdoor 
one may be readily converted into a snow-clad one. All 
that has to be done is to take a piece of chalk, or a white 
crayon, and go over with it the upper sides of the branches 
of trees, twigs, buildings, or the like, or any parts where it 
may be imagined that snow would have settled or drifted, 
and the background is complete. If it is one in flatted oil 
the chalk can at any time be wiped off and the background 
restored to its original condition. Some outdoor 
accessories will also be required, such as a balustrade or 
steps, or similar properties. These should have some 
common white wadding laid on them, slightly overlapping, 
to convey the idea of having received a fall or dri» of 
snow. And, to complete the effect, some sheets of wadding 
should be laid on the floor, which will give the appearance 
of a snow-clad ground. In this way, with a little ingenuity 
and judgment, a thoroughly wintry background can be 
extemporised, and with little or no expenditure and 

trouble. 
In the picture before us snow is represented as falling 

thickly on and around the figure, and it is how to produce 
this effect that the sender desires information upon. It 
is obtained by spraying or splashing the negative over wit a 
an opaque colour. The most effective way is to just touch 
the ends of the bristles, say of a toothbrush, in the pig¬ 
ment-tube colour thinned with gum water, for example— 
and then to draw the back of a knife across them, so as 
to fleck the colour off, the face of the sitter having been 
protected with a mask of paper. The negative should be 
previously varnished, as then, if the result is not satisfac¬ 
tory at the first essav. the colour can be wholly or partly 
wiped off and redone. This could not be successfully done 
with an unvarnished negative. All the pictures of this 
description that we have seen have shown the snow as fall¬ 
ing everywhere except just before the sitter s face. This 
looks incongruous enough, but, of course, the portrait i- 
the principal desideratum. All incongruity may, how¬ 
ever be avoided, and yet the face be clear, by getting the 
sitter to hold a small “ property ” umbrella lightly covered 
with wadding (stitched on). Everyone is supposed to us1' 
an umbrella out of doors when it is snowing, and this mac 
be held in such a. position as would protect the face if snow 
were actually falling. In this wav the face will be un¬ 
obscured and incongruity avoided. When the negative 
has been varnished in the first instance the splashes of 
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colour can b© wiped off from the portions supposed to be 
protected, by the umbrella, so as to show the upper por¬ 
tions of the costume to the best advantage, yet still in 
unison with the other parts of the picture. 

The best pigment to employ for producing the supposed 
falling snowflakes is Chinese white, as with that the effect 
on the negative will be better seen than when a darker 
colour is used. A few specimens of portraits in this style 
in show-cases at this season of the year would at least be 
attractive as well as a novelty to many in this country. 

ON THE USES OF FORMALINE. 

On the first occasion of this chemical being mentioned 

in a scientific paper (a German periodical, dealing, inter 

alia, with microscopical matters), we ventured to predict a 

very important place for it in photographic chemistry. 

To a certain extent our expectations have been fulfilled, 

but not so much as we anticipated. It may be remembered 

by some of our readers that the hardening, when dry, oi 

the gelatine used in micro-slide mounting was the subject 

of the recommendation we refer to; but no mention was 

then made of the fact that such use was patented. The 

comparatively limited employment of this substance we 

take to be mainly due to two causes—firstly, that, at the 

outset, many erroneous statements about its use were made, 

and secondly, to the circumstance that prominence has 

been given to the fact that its use for most photographic 

purposes is patented. But as regards the latter there need 

be not the slightest difficulty; the mere purchase of a 

bottle of this liquid (of Schering’s make) confers on the 

purchaser the right to use that bottleful for hardening gela¬ 

tine films and the like. So that the only possibility of 

objection lies on the need to make use of a particular 

maker’s preparation; but, as that is of unsurpassed quality, 

no trouble need arise. We do not doubt that many people 

are unaware of the existence of patent rights in this direc¬ 

tion ; but they do exist, and we cannot but think that 

their existence is one cause, as we suggest, of the non-use 

of this "valuable agent. 

With regard to erroneous ideas as to its use, we more 
particularly refer to the recommendation to wash a nega¬ 
tive well before fixing when formaline has been added to 
the developer to prevent frilling, as the formaline, it was 
said, would cause a precipitate of the silver dissolved by 
the hypo. Nothing could be further from the truth, as 
a simple experiment—which anyone could make—would 
prove. Let a small quantity of hypo solution, which has 
been used for fixing a number of plates have added to it a 
drachm or two of strong formaline : the liquid remains per¬ 
fectly clear and shows no signs of precipitation—it follows, 
therefore, that, even if a plate were taken straight from the 
developer (to which formaline had been added) into the 
hypo, it would be uninjured. We would point out what a 
valuable property this is. Fortunately, frilling is far 
less common than was once the case, though certain makers 
recommend the use of alum before fixing under all cir¬ 
cumstances, thus entailing extra labour and loss of time— 
a. great objection nowadays, when rapidity of treatment 
is a particular requirement of amateur and professional 
alike. Yet under abnormal conditions of treatment, tem¬ 
perature, and climate, the best of plates may frill, and a 
simple and expeditious remedy should be valuable. If five 

or six drops of formaline to the ounce of developer be 
added, the best remedy possible will be tried, and few arc 
the cases where the remedy will not be found absolute. 
Formaline—solution of formic aldehyde—is of itself a 
reducer, so that no fear need be felt that the reducing 
action of the developer will be interfered with, save on the 
one ground of the tanning of the film preventing the pene¬ 
tration of the developer, as this in practice will not be 
found to take place. It is true that complaints have been 
made that in formaline-treated negatives the films have be¬ 
come so contracted that when dry they split away from the 
support; we can only say that in our own practice, keeping 
the strength low, no such contretemps has occurred, 
though we have so treated a large number of negatives. 

Messrs. Lumiere have shown that the ketones, with the 
aid of sulphite, are a sufficient addition to pyro, ete., to 
form complete developers, and looking upon formaline as 
a ketone it might be expected to act in this manner. It 
will do so. A solution of pyro, formaline, and sulphite of 
soda will develop a plate which, when fixed, may be dipped 
(after a slight washing) in boiling water without injury. 
This experiment suggests a reminder to our readers of 
the value of formaline in hastening the drying of a negative, 
a purpose for which it is in some respects superior to soak¬ 
ing in methylated spirit; for the latter, as is well known, 
is very liable to produce a milky deposit between film and 
plate when heat is applied to expedite matters. No such 
untoward end need be feared with the use of formaline. 
Before leaving this aspect of our subject we may say it has 
been suggested to us that plates known to be liable to frill 
might be rendered proof against the tendency by exposure, 
when dry, to the fumes of formaline. 

We have lately put this action of tanning, or drying gela¬ 
tine to a novel use. An accident having occurred to a large 
and rather costly glass measure—a piece knocked off the 
upper part—we cemented it with fish glue, and, after 
allowing it a week to dry, we placed a drachm or two of 
formaline, full strength, at the bottom of the glass and 
placed it in an air-tight cupboard for a fewT days, and now 
have it in regular use without, so far, showing any signs of 
separating at the junction. So long as it is not allowed to 
remain standing filled up with water we have no reason to 
apprehend its being in any way inferior to a perfectly new 
measure. In conclusion w© may remind our readers that 
the action of formaline is not confined to dead matter. 
Quite apart from the fact that as a germicide it is almost 
unequalled, a property of slight photographic interest, it 
is capable of acting upon living human tissues, and hence 
care should be taken to avoid the inhalation of its odour, 
or allowing it to act upon the nostrils or the eyes, which 
would produce sensations the opposite of pleasant 

At the Halifax Camera Club Studio on Monday, December 15th, Mr. 
C. B. Howdill, A.R.I.B.A. (President of the Leeds Camera Club), gave 
a lecture and demonstration on the subject of “ Natural Colour Photo¬ 
graphy.” Tracing the progress of colour work as applied to lantern 
slides, Mr. Howdill gave a most interesting account of the process. 
The Sanger Shepherd process (of which Mr .Howdill is an able exponent) 
was explained and illustrated by means of many varied and beautiful 
examples passed through the lantern. A prism was utilised to show 
the parts of the spectrum cut off by the colour screens, proving that the 
plates most acceptable were those for which the respective screens 
were adjusted. Some very beautiful slides were shown of stained glass, 
obtained with the aid of the telephoto lens, a combination of telephoto¬ 
graphy and colour work which has been rarely attempted. The juxta¬ 
position of red and green lines on the wings of a butterfly shown on 
the screen drew an explanation from the lecturer that a proper mixture 
of red and green light produced the effect of yellow in the retina. 
The richness of colour in another example," The Jewish Bride ” 
(Rembrandt), refutes the popular belief that the depth and quality of 
colour in “ old masters ” cannot be reproduced. Landscapes, architec¬ 
ture, fruit, flowers, and natural history subjects were shown, and Mr. 
HowdilPs visit will long be remembered by those who had the privilege 
to hear him. 
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SOME ASPECTS OF PHOTOGRAPHIC DEVELOPMENT. 
[A Paper read before the Society of Arts, aud reprinted from its “ Journal.”] 
Development is the process of reducing those particles of silver 
salt which have been affected by light, to the black or metallic 

condition. 
A finished negative consists of a contrast—or series of contrasts 

—between tones or densities. If the contrast obtained by re¬ 
ducing all the light-affected particles were always correct, the 

process of development would be simple and purely m'echanical ; 

for after devising a developer which did not attack the un¬ 
affected particles of silver salt, it would only be necessary to 
leave the exposed plate a sufficient time in the developer for 
it to do all its work, any longer time having no further action. 

But practical photographers have long found out that with 
most plates and subjects a maximum amount of development^ 
as above described, is injurious, and does not give the desired 
result, as the contrast between the tones is greater than repre 
sents the original object. A certain amount of judgment has 
therefore been necessary In deciding how far this reducing— 
nr developing—action should be allowed to proceed. I must 
point out that this judgment or control has been—in the past 

•—exercised in quite a different way from what I have indicated, 
and, as I shall try to point out, in a way the complications of 
which were quite unnecessary. 

Instead of the photographer keeping the composition of his 
developer fixed, and controlling results by the time he allows 
it to act, he has been in the habit of keeping to his own time 
nf development (\arying, perhaps, only for temperature), and 

altering the composition of the developer to get greater or less 
■contrast, or, to put it in another way, to get greater detail in 
one case, or greater density in another case. The photographer 
also has got into the habit of considering that he possesses the 
power (by altering the composition of developer) of doing more 
work either on the upper tones (adding density), or, in another 
case, on the lower tones (bringing up detail), whereas, in nine 

cases out of ten, he has merely attained a result identical with 
what he would have got with an unaltered developer acting 
for a certain time. This older point of view is partly a legacy 

from wet collodion development, where the presence of free 
■silver nitrate in the developer actually built up the high light 
deposits in the negative, and partly arises from the use of an 

imperfect alkali (ammonia) in early dry-plate development. 
For the volatile nature of ammonia often made it necessary to 

add more of the alkali during the progress of development, and 
its tendency to fogging often made the addition of a restraining 
bromide necessary. These two procedures (adding more alkali 
to stimulate development, and adding bromide to restrain fog), 
both due to an imperfect alkali, have been continued when 
the use of a fixed alkali makes either of them unnecessary, and 
mysterious advantages have been attributed to them. In short, 
the development procedure of a few years ago resembled the 
medical knowledge of the eighteenth century, being built up oi 

fads and formulae, with no guiding principles to direct it. 
It was the memorable paper of Messrs. Hurter and Driffield 

{“Journal Soc. Chem. Industry,” May, 1890) which pulled the 

complacent practical photographer up with a jerk, and showed 

that his ideas on development would have to be re-constructed. 
The writers impressed on a strip of plate a series of exposures 
increasing in geometrical ratio, thus:—1, 2, 4, 8, 16, etc., and 
investigated the effect of alterations in the developer. They 
found that the results of alterations consisted chiefly in varia¬ 
tions of steepness of gradation (or contrast between the tones) 

attained, but that this was mainly a question of time, for 

all the developers (given sufficient bulk and activity) were 
capable of attaining the maximum steepness, or amount of 

contrast if sufficient time to act were allowed. They named the 
degree of steepness or contrast the development factor, but it 

was a weak point that the development factor was merely a 
record of a result attained, and not a help towards the attain¬ 
ment of the same result another time. 

In the later paper by the same authors, published in the 
“Photographic Journal,” January, 1898, and following months, 
a most important light was thrown upon the action of a 
bromide as a restrainer, and the great differences between the 
results obtained by different experiments (especially as regards 
the speed of a plate) were traced to the peculiar action of a 
bromide in the developer. 

I shall not attempt in this paper to follow up the mam 
proofs furnished by Messrs. Hurter and Driffield, 1 ut shall 
outline my own interpretation of the simple principles of 
development, using some illustrations borrowed from my re¬ 
cently-published manual on the subject, and dial! pass on to 
some points arising from my own trials and investigations. 

Simple Pbogress of Development. 

I throw on the screen a strip of plate which has received an 

increasing series of exposures in steps, from l-16th sec. to 

512 secs. Incidentally this also shows the limits of the plate, 
for it will be seen that 64 is the maximum effective exposure, 
anything more than this having no increased action on the 

plate, while l-16th is the minimum effective exposure, anything 

less than this having no action at all on the plate. The whole 

problem of exposure—which I am not expounding in this papei 
—is to bring all the light impressions which form the picture 
between these two limits. The upper strip is developed double 
the time, and the contrast between the tones is increased, for 
while the lowest tone has increased very little in opacity, the 

upper tones are greatly increased. Neither the maximum nor 
the minimum limits are altered by the longer development. 

Fig. 1 is an imaginary section through an exposed film. Three 

exposures have been made on the plate, the part A being un¬ 
exposed. The circles are supposed to represent the sensitive 

Fic. i. 

A B C O 

particles of silver salt, those dotted being affected by light, 
and capable of development, those undotted being unaffected. 
I need scarcely explain that in a graphic diagram like this, 

no attempt is made at completeness ; for instance, in the part 
D all the particles are shown light-affected, whereas with long 
exposures in a thick film only about 60 per cent, of the particles 
would be light-affected. 

In Fig. 2 an attempt is made to represent graphically what 
occurs when an efficient developer has one quarter accomplished 

Fig. 2. 

its work, there being a comparatively feeble darkening in all 
three tones with little contrast between them. Fig. 3 indicates 

Fig. 3. 

the stage when development is half over; and Fig. 4 when 
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development is completed, and all light-affected particles com- 

Fic. 4. 

pletely reduced to the black metallic state. With a well- 

balanced developer there is no effect on those particles not 
affected by light, but an ill-balanced developer with excessive 

alkali will sometimes attack them, this being called fog. In 

these diagrams representing the simple course of development, 

it will be seen that the same proportion of work is done on 

each of the tones at each of the stages. But, as Messrs. Hurter 

and Driffield have pointed out, an arithmetical increase in the 

blackened silver results in a much greater (geometric) increase 
in its opacity or power of stopping light, and, therefore, in the 

natural course of development the contrast between the tones 
increases with the length of development. This rule applies 

with all developers, its limit being when fog commences and 

when all available light-affected silver is darkened in the 
darker tones. 

Fig. 5 is an imaginary diagram of the silver representing the 

four tones compressed into steps, and at three stages of develop¬ 

ment. The diagonal lines indicate what is conveniently termed 

Fig. 5. 

the “steepness of gradation,” and a register of this steepness 
is what Messrs. Hurter and Driffield term the development 
factor. 

I make no attempt to discuss the question whether the 
reduction of the image is entirely a chemical or partly a 

physical process, and, in fact, I disclaim any qualification to 

throw light upon the chemical aspects of development. 

Control of Development by Time. 

Although Messrs. Hurter and Driffield expounded the great 

importance of time in development, they gave no further help 
to uniformity in practice than the fact that, having once de¬ 

veloped a plate to a required contrast or steepness of gradation, 

you could attain the same steepness (development factor) with 

.’mother plate by using exactly the same developer, at exactly 

the same temperature, for exactly the same time. As it is 

difficult in practical work to ensure an exactly uniform de¬ 

veloper (as regards alkali especially), and still more difficult 

to keep an exactly uniform temperature all the year, a practical 

working standard was still wanting. It is this aspect of develop- 
mne to which I have devoted most investigation. 

In 1893, while testing a large number of plates for speed, 

and developing them together in one dish, I observed that 

some plates developed more readily than others, and attained 

contrast with greater rapidity ; also that the image on these 
plates appeared more quickly than that on the others. In order 

to (‘qualise the development, I adopted the plan of developing 
each plate for a fixed multiple of its time of appearance. In 

this particular case the time of appearance made correctly the 

allowance due probably to the different character of gelatine > 
used in the emulsions. But this led to a long series of experi¬ 
ments, in which I established the fact that the time of appear 
ance made the correct allowance for alterations in the activity 
in the developer, due to the following causes:—Temperature 
(between 45 deg. and 75 deg.); alkali in developer ; dilution 
of developer—pyro and amidol being an exception to this. 

The time of appearance is the time elapsing Oetwetn pouring 
on the developer and the first appearance of any trace of th ■ 
image. The multiple used to attain the required result 1 
have termed the multiplying factor. The multiplying factor 

varies with different; developing agents, such as hydroquinone, 

pyro, metol, etc. 

The multiplying factor is usually the same for different com¬ 

mercial plates, but 1 have found lately some plates which 

require a higher factor to secure sufficient contrast. These 

plates are some which makers seem to turn out in their efforts 

to secure a high speed reading, and I notice that they are a 

deeper yellow than usual. It seems, therefore, that an increased 

proportion of an iodide in the emulsion alters the multiplying 

factor. I have found, by the way, that a little iodide of 
potassium in the developer very much alters the law of appear¬ 

ance, the image appearing almost as quickly at the back of the 

plate as at the front. A bromide in the developer has quite 

an opposite effect. The use of a bromide or other restrainer 

in the developer alters the factor. 

The experienced photographer using this timing system will 

sometimes alter the multiplying factor to bring an exceptionally 
wide range of tones in his subject within the limits of his 
printing process. 

When investigating the laws of appearance, I found that 

the ratio of the appearances of all the various tones in an ex¬ 

posed plate was not altered by variations in the character and 

activity of the developer, and that if the times of appearance 
of a slip of plate exposed on the Hurter and Driffield plan, is 

plotted out in a similar way to the Hurter and Driffield metho 1 

of plotting out densities, it is possible to read the speed of 

the plate by an observation of the diagram. I have made a 

recording instrument for observing these appearances, and re¬ 

cording them on a diagram, but do not propose to follow up 

this branch of the subject in this paper. 
To return to the practical question of controlling results by 

time of development, I throw on the screen prints from negatives 

of the same subject and exposure developed in a 2 grain pyro 

soda developer 2 grain bromide, for 3g times to give a soft con¬ 

trast, to 5 times to give a medium or correct contrast, and for 
8 times to give an exaggerated or hard contrast. The advantage 

of this plan of timing development is that the same contrasts 

can be secured at another time, even if the temperature is 

different and if the developer has not the same activity as 

regards alkali. 

I do not propose to make this paper a complete practical ex¬ 

position of this factorial method of development, for I have 

recently published a handbook on the subject; and I will 

pass on to examine those variations in the character of pro¬ 

portions of the developer which in the past have been relied 

upon to secure control of results. 

It may be noticed that I have spoken of the main course of 

development quite independently of the developing agent used. 

This is because I find that all developers, after all the tones 
have appeared, and leaving fog out of the question, do the 

same proportion of work on the different tones and attain the 

same result if the right time is allowed to each. 

Comparison of Developers. 

But in comparing the different developing agents, some (such 
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as hydroquinone and strong pyro) will be found to give density 

in the upper tones quickly, and to bring out detail in the 
lower tones slowly. Another class of developers, as metol 

or rodinal, bring out ail detail very early in the total stages 

of development, while density in the upper tones seems to 

follow slowly. I show on the screen three exposed slips each 
of three gradations, developed in rodinal, 1 grain pyro, and 

8 grains pyro respectively, and each taken out the moment 
the lowest tone had appeared. The rodinal has only attained 

a very feeble density in the upper tone, the 8 grain pyro a con¬ 
siderable density, and the 1 grain pyro an intermediate amount. 

After this commencement, all three strips would pass through 

exactly the same stages of contrast. I should leave in rodinal 

for 40 times appearance, in 1 grain pyro- (no bromide) 18 times, 

and in 8 grain pyro (no bromide) 6 times appearance, in order 

to attain the same final result, and these figures (40, 18, and 6) 
would be the multiplying factors for these developers. 

I also show strips developed in metol and hydroquinone 
respectively, one strip of each being taken out of the developer 

at 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, and 6 minutes respectively. It will be seen 

that metol is very much ahead in stage of development at 1, 2, 

and 3 minutes, at 5 minutes hydroquinone has got level, and 
is identical in all the tones, while at 6 minutes it is the denser 
of the two in all the tones. 

The different types of developers have, therefore, different 
ways of going to work ; but I have never been able to discover 

that the final result differs if each is carried to the same stage 

of development, and no bromide is used. I show strips de¬ 

veloped by five different developers to illustrate this, each 

carried to the same steepness of gradation. Even with hydro¬ 

quinone, which brings out detail last o-f any, I find (provided 

no bromide is used) that the faint^t detail rendered by the 

exposure is fully brought out when development is carried 

fai enough for a suitable contrast for printing on P. O.P. A 

developer exceedingly strong in pyro seems to have ’ slight 
restraining effect, and holds back the lower tones in the early 
stages. J 

I have explained at greater length the differences between 
developers in the “Photographic Journal,” April, 1900. 

I must, however, note that my experiments have not included 

errous oxalate developer, which has the reputation of o-ivina 

a lower speed. It has, however, practically gone out of use 

or negative work, and is being abandoned even for testing 

purposes. There are also some indications that a few except 

tional plates are a little more sensitive to a particular developer, 

but this variation seems scarcely sufficient to hav eany bearina 
on practical work. 

Influence of Bromide. 

The restraining influence of a bromide in the developer has 
been explained by Hurter and Driffield in the “Photographic 

Journal,” July, 1898. They explain how its “ holding back ” 

influence on the lower tones is chiefly exercised in the early 

stages of development, and becomes less and less as development 

proceeds, until at an advanced stage of development the result 

with bromide is exactly the same in all gradations, as if the 

same plate were developed without bromide and carried to the 

same steepness of gradation. Even fog is only held back by 

bromide in the early stages of development. This explains 

many of the perplexing differences of experience—especially as 

regards speed of plates—which have occurred between different 
experimenters. I show on the screen a series of slips illus¬ 

trating this point. 

The “ holding back ” power of bromide has in practice by 

far the greatest effect with developers of low multiplying factor, 

such as hydroquinone and strong pyro, for these have already 
a tendency to hold back detail until late in development, and 

the two combined “ holding back ” tendencies are sufficient to 

keep back the lower tones until a steepness of gradation quite 

sufficient for printing purposes is reached. 

Fig. 6 illustrates graphically the action of bromide in the 

developer, the upper illustration representing an imaginary 

Fig. 6. 

A B C ID 

A B C D 

section of the densities of an exposed plate developed without 
bromide, and the lower illustration the same slip developed 

for the same time in the same developer with bromide added. 

It will be seen that the same steepness of gradation has been 

attained with both developers, but that the bromide has lessened 

the density in all the tones, and altogether prevented the 

lowest tones from appearing. With longer development, however, 

the lowest tone would come out, and the other tones increase 

in density to just the same extent as if no bromide were present. 

In these rough graphic diagrams, wffiich are not intended tG 

be exact, I have omitted the curves of under and over exposure. 

The important part to remember is that this holding-back 
power is not exercised after the lowest tone has appeared ; and 

it is therefore useless to add bromide some time after develop¬ 

ment has commenced. Most commercial plates of the present 

day develop sufficiently free from fog without the addition of a 

bromide, and I regard its use as quite unnecessary. E\en in 

making lantern slides I have found that brilliant results can 

be secured without bromide in the developer. 

Well-balanced Developers. 

With each developing agent there is a strength which ex¬ 

perience shows to have the most useful power without being 

in excess. This is usually from 2 to 4 grains to the ounce. 

There is also a proportion of alkali which gives sufficient energy 

without tendency to fog. This proportion with soda carbonate 

is about five or six times the weight of the developing agent. 
A developer thus proportioned is a well-balanced one. Changes 

in the amount of alkali alter the speed at which development 

proceeds, but have no other effect on the gradations, except 

that an excessive amount is apt to cause fog. 

Old Methods of Control. 

I continue to see that at photographic society demonstrations 

beginners are advised to “ feel their way in development, to 

begin with a small proportion of alkali, and add more in course 
of development. Not the smallest power is conferred by the 

proceeding, fox* the stages of development follow exactly the 
same course as if a standard solution were used from the com¬ 

mencement. 
Let me also consider the procedure which the maker's instruc¬ 

tions and the text-books have advocated for dealing with over 

and under exposure with pyi’o soda developers, when unknown 

beforehand. 
It is usually advised that when the lower tones appear so 

slowly that under-exposure is feared, the developer should be 

diluted and more alkali added “to bring out detail” On 
the other hand, if all the tones come out in such rapid succession 

that over-exposure is revealed, the traditional advice is to add 
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more pyro at once—ray, 2 grains to the ounce—and an equal 

quantity of bromide, or else mix up and apply a new developer 
exceedingly strong in pyro and bromide. It is certain that 

such a developer has a great power of holding back the lower 

tones and altering gradation when it is used from the commence¬ 

ment. But I have never been able to discover that any such 

selective power exists when once these lower tones have ap¬ 
peared, or that the methods I indicate above, and which are 

usually termed tentative development, confer any power which 
cannot be equally well exercised by using a standard developer 
from the commencement. 

The following are the details of a comparative trial which I 
show on the screen. A Paget XXXXX plate was exposed in 

a long series of gradations, and cut up into strips, which were 
simultaneously developed in a 2 grain pyro soda developer— 

no bromide—some in one dish, the remainder in another. The 

first tone appeared in 40 seconds, and as soon as all the tones 

were out (in 150 seconds) the following alterations were made, 
being previously got ready in measures. To the first set of 

strips (marked 0 for supposed over exposure) 2 grains of pyro 

and 2 grains of bromide per ounce were added. To the second 
set of strips (marked U for supposed under exposure) double 

the previous amount of alkali, and an equal bulk of wqter was 
added. 

The strips were taken out of each dish at intervals, and 

afterwards compared, to see if the gradations had been altered 

by these proceedings. There was no evidence of control by 

any such alteration, other than that given in both cases by 

length of development. I compare one 0 and one U strip, both 

1 laving attained about equal contrast. All the tones are al o 

equal, a little fog being added in the case of U. 

Compensating for Varied Exposures. 

It was Hurter and Driffeld who proved that under and over 

exposures ought to receive the same time of development to 
secure the same contrast. 

The strip of gradations on the screen having alongside bits 

of over, medium, and under exposed negatives all developed 

for uhe same time, illustrates this. The over exposed negative 

utilises the upper tones of the series, and is denser throughout. 

I he under exposed negative utilises the lower tones of the 

series, and is thin throughout; but, except where they fringe 

on the extreme tones which are under or over the range of the 

plate, both negatives give prints of much the same detail and 

steepness of gradation. In this time development, therefore, 
the exposure decides the density of the negative. 

I have often developed six negatives in a dish together—snap¬ 

shots, interiors, and landscapes mixed ; observed the time of 
■appearance of the average high lights of the series (ignoring 
•especially over exposed high light, such as a window m an 

interior), and developed for the fixed multiple of this time, 

knowing that a similar amount of contrast would be secured 
in all the negatives. No doubt the use of an actinometer (mv 

own exposure meter) in gauging the exposures helped towards 
the uniformity of result; but a very considerable variation of 

'•xposure is allowable, the over exposures in such a series bein:^ 
•dense, and the under exposures thin. 

When I have had rollable films to develop, I have also 
followed the same plan of timing, developing the whole roll 
at once. 

In fact, it is with rollable films that the method of developing 

different exposures for the same time has come into general 

use. Probably nine-tenths of the rollable films developed in 
die last year or two have been developed without cutting up 

the roll at all, perhaps ’n most cases on account of ease and 

simplicity, without knowledge that it was the theoretically 
correct proceeding. I mention this because 1 notice that several 
photographers, in speaking of the results attained by roll 
film developing machines, seem to think it is a new thing to 

attain uniformity of results by developing the whole roll at once. 
If known beforehand, over exposure can be compensated for 

by using a short factor developer with bromide. Under ex¬ 

posure, if known beforehand, cannot bo improved ; the u-e 
of more alkali or of a long factor developer such as rodinal 
does not bring out any more detail than the ordinary formula 

(no bromide) gives. The only hope lies in heated development. 

Summary of Principles. 

Different developers vary in way of going to work, and speed 

of working, but not (bromide influence excepted) in final result. 

Variation of the composition of a developer (bromide influence 
excepted) does not influence final result. 

The bromide influence is not well under control, and cannot 
be exercised after all the tones have appeared. Bromide is 

best omitted from the developer, being unnecessary. The in¬ 
fluence of time is quite sufficient for all control required. 

Tiie Two Time Methods. 

There are two ways of deciding the time to develop, both 

depending on a previous trial. The first is my own factorial 

method, in which the method makes correct allowance of most 

changes in the developer, for (usually) different kinds of plates 

or films and—most important—for variations in temperature ; 

it also allows for using the developer a second time. The 

second is the Hurter and Driffield method—lately followed in 
film developing machines—of developing for a fixed time with a 

fixed developer. With this plan it must not be forgotten that 
the time is only right for that particular plate or film, and 

for exactly one composition of developer used for the first 

time, and for one temperature. The variation for temperature 

can, no doubt, be given in a table, but if it is ignored—as one 

demonstrator seems to have advised—summer results will be 

very different from winter results. A second use of the de¬ 

veloper, or its dilution, also requires an increase in the stan¬ 
dard time. 

Mechanical Appliances. 

In carrying out principles certain appliances are often help¬ 

ful. With my factorial method, for instance, I devised a clock 

for the dark-room with a ten minute dial and large minute 

divisions, as an ordinary watch, even a stop-watch, is not con¬ 

venient. It is called the Eikronometer, and has a calculator 

for giving the time to develop. It is a great convenience, an 1 

its use has much increased lately. An ordinary metronome, or 

a half-second chain pendulum, is a .great help in counting 

seconds for the appearance of the image, either being better 

than a stop-watch. But I have always frankly explained that 

all the benefits of my factorial method can be obtained, although 

not so conveniently, with an ordinary watch. I, therefore, feel 

no hesitation in referring to a similar fact with regard to the 

two film developing machines recently put on the market by 
two firms. They, no doubt, appeal to those who do not wish, 

to use a dark-room ; but exactly the same results can be attained 

in a dark-room by holding the whole roll of film in a U-shaped 

loop and see-sawing it, first through a bowl of water, and 
r econdly through the developer in a basin for the standard time. 

These machines, of course, can only carry out the Hurter and 
Driffield time method, not my factorial plan. In developing 

films it is important not to stint the bulk of the developer. 

It is possible to use so small a quantity that its developing 

power is exhausted before the requisite work is done. In fact, 
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if negatives always contained the same proportions of high light 

and shadow, it would be quite possible to control the steepness 

of gradation by limiting the total amount of developing salt. 

Alfred Watkins. 

Discussion. 

Mr. Chapman Jones said he had learnt much from the paper, 

although a great part of it travelled over old ground. But 
when Mr. Watkins made a diagrammatic representation of what 

had taken place in development, he often failed to represent 

fairly what he had demonstrated by his experiments. One of 

the first diagrams indicated the course of development, and 

showed how a certain number of particles, after exposure by 
light, were during development reduced in a certain proportion, 

and by further development in a further proportion. Mr. 

Watkins, however, showed that under many conditions of de¬ 

velopment the particles were not all acted upon simultaneously, 

but that there was a considerable amount of action in the high 
lights before there was any change in the shadows. The dia¬ 

grams tended to show what he thought Mr. Watkins would like 
to show, rather than the fact which he demonstrated in the 

actual experiments. With regard to the control obtained by 
the use of bromide and by altering the concentration of the 

developer, he thought a good deal of control could be obtained ; 

and, indeed, Mr. Watkins’s experiments seemed to demonstrate 
this. The tendency of many people in the past appeared to 

have been to imagine that a good deal more control was obtained 

than was the case; but the tendency now he thought was in 

the opposite direction, people denying that one had control 

at all. The latter fact, however, was amply proved by Mr. 

Watkins, who had explained in a fair way that one could get 

over the difficulty of over exposure, if one only knew the fact 

beforehand, by the introduction of bromide. But it was said 

that bromide was of little use unless put in at first. That 

seemed to him (Mr. C. Jones) a statement which was very diffi¬ 

cult to prove. If one started development and washed off the 

developer before it went too far, then it was possible to sub¬ 

stitute a slow-acting developer. At any rate, it was difficult to 

prove that it was not possible. With regard to developing a 

long series of negatives for the same time and getting useful 

results^ that had been argued a good deal lately, and he thought 

the two extremists were both wrong. Under certain circum¬ 

stances, if one developed negatives having various exposures 

for the same time, there would be obtained many spoilt nega¬ 

tives ; but if negatives all tended to under exposure, which was 

the usual case in Kodaks and such like cameras, it was im¬ 

possible in many cases to over develop. There was no further 

change unless the film remained so long that there was fogging, 
and the fogging could be easily distinguished from the develop¬ 

ing stage. He understood Mr. Watkins to say that one could 

deal with over exposure, but not with under exposure. He 

thought that quite wrong, as Mr. Watkins himself appeared 
to have shown. Of course, that which was not on a plate could 

not be developed from it, but in many plates there was a ten¬ 

dency to get a great density in the high lights before the detail 
and shadows had appeared, but by using a judicious developer, 

which brought out the details hist, a harmonious range of 

gradations could be obtained, and the operator could stop at 

any stage he wished. 

Mr. J. H. Gear said he did not hold with hard and fast 

time development, but whenever he had adopted time develop¬ 
ment he had always succeeded with his plates. A very con¬ 
siderable advantage in the timing of development was found 

when dealing with tricolour work. He did not know how it 

was possible to develop three negatives with equal opacity 

where there was a different range of gradations, so to speak, 

caused by the various colours, and he felt that the timing 
method under such circumstances was the only reliable system 

in order to get the three colours at their correct opacity. With 

regard to the alteration in the factorial time, he had found 

plates of the same manufacture vary somewhat, for instance, 

Lumiere’s A plates and their B plates, and the plate sensitive 

to red. Taking the factor of 4 for the A plate and also for the red 

plate, that did not give the same opacity as the green plate ; 

and in order to develop those plates with the factor, he had 
found it absolutely necessary to take 4 for the blue plate, 4 for 

the red plate, while 3g gave the same opacity for the green plate. 
He thought it must be admitted that there was not the control 

in development which had been previously imagined, if one 

adhered to the pyro and soda developer. He had no doubt 

that bromide had but little effect after once commencing de¬ 
velopment, and he would not expect to get the control in the 

development by the addition of bromide, but by the addition 

of sodium citrate. He felt the sodium citrate was practically 

the only control they possessed. When the plate was over 

exposed, the results were as Mr. Watkins had shown. 

Rev. F. C. Lambert said he felt the following difficulty. If 

he had a slow plate giving a considerable range of exposure, 
was he to understand that one had to take the time from the 

pouring on of the developer to its first appearance, and multiply 

that for a constant factor under ail conditions ? Suppose the 

image appeared in 10 seconds, and the factor was 6, he must 

develop tor 1 minute ; if with that plate he gave the shortest 

possible exposure, and gave the other half of the plate the 

longest possible exposure, he would expect under those condi¬ 

tions that the time of the appearance of the image would be 

different; the more brief the exposure the slower would be the 

picture in appearing; but if he used the same factor in both 

cases, would he get the same result ? He anticipated an opposite 

result, because he imagined that for the same degree of contrast, 

the longer exposure, which came out first, should have the 

higher multiplying factor. 

Mr. W. Thomas, speaking as an ordinary practical photo¬ 

grapher, said that what one wanted, as a rule, was the ^ mi¬ 

nium result from light action in the shadows, and a, very con¬ 

siderable stage of that maximum result ot light action in higher 

stages. He thought highly of the work done by Mr. Watkins, 
and while agreeing with almost everything he had laid down, 

he could not bring himself to find that his own practice was 

in accordance with those doctrines. Taking a subject with 

white and as near dark as could be got, some parts lit with 

clear brilliant sunlight and the others in the shade, there 
was something to deal with beyond those ; there wTas such a 

thing as light and shade, and such a thing as colour. Colour 

entered into such matters in a very important way, and he 

thought it was not taken sufficient note of in descriptions and 
lectures on the subject. It seemed strange to say that the 

results produced could not be altered and varied, and he said 

so with the more confidence after what he had heard that even¬ 

ing. He thought if there was lacking proof that control was 
possible and existed, that proof had been furnished by Mr. 

Watkins himself. With regard to the addition of bromide after 
the development had commenced, he understood the reader of 

the paper to say the result of his w’ork had been to convince 
him that no saving alteration could be brought about by the 

addition of bromide once development had commenced. Such 

an experience was opposed to his own. 

Mr. Friese Greene agreed that the bromide in the developer 
had only a kind of mechanical, anl not a chemical action, but 

he wanted to bring before the meeting the fact that if the 
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continuous electric current were introduced at the beginning of 
the development where bromide was used, it seemed to enhance 

the retarding action of the bromide. 
The Chairman, Sir William Abney, said Mr. Chapman Jones 

had dealt with much that he had intended touching upon. 

Everyone must admire the great care with which Mr. Watkins 

had conducted and recorded his experiments on development, 

and that gentleman had cast a new light on many manipulations 

in that process. Mr. Watkins had shown that there was a 
factor, which, if used, would enable the photographer always 

to arrive at the same degree or intensity of gradation. Of 
course, there was a certain difficulty in arriving at a factor. 

For instance, what was the first appearance? That was to a 
large extent a question of a personal equation, and with that he 

fully agreed. One person would see a black speck coming 

out on a negative before another person. He had often de¬ 

veloped side by side with his assistants and friends, and it had 

often been difficult to decide at what exact time the image 
appeared. But that could be got over, and when once the 

personal equation had been arrived at, one could have a factor 

for different kinds of plates for development. He had made a 

great many experiments, and he had come to the conclusion 

that there was a great deal more control in developing a nega¬ 

tive than Mr. Watkins liked to allow. He' was not a profes¬ 

sional photographer, and therefore he did not develop the 

plates because he was obliged to, but he looked upon the de¬ 

velopment of every plate as a kind of experiment; and if any¬ 

thing remarkable occurred during the process, he repeated it, 

to see what it meant. At the time of Hurter and Driffield’s 

paper, there was a great controversy as to whether there could 

be an alteration brought about by variation of the developer. 

He had neither the time nor the inclination to enter into that 

controversy; he had a controversy on another point with 

those same gentlemen, but the experiments lie had carried out 

left him no doubt that there was a control in development by 
means of varying the developer. On the screen was represented 

development by means of metol, and one by ortol. If one ex¬ 
posed two strips, as he had himself done, in the way Mr. Wat¬ 

kins had, one could leave the metol strip in for half a day 

without getting the same intensity or gradation as with the 

ortol. That was a matter of experiment, and without fog ap¬ 
pearing in either. From the strips on the screen he would 

hd\ e expected to find that gradation would be the same in both 

cases. Perhaps Mr. Watkins would explain why that was not 

always the case; as it was not. With regard to the question 

of the dilution of the developer, looking at the matter from a 

chemical standpoint, he thought it would be seen that chemical 
action was always considerably altered in effect by dilution, 

ami, whatever happened in ordinary chemical operations, one 

would expect to happen also in the chemical operation of de¬ 

velopment, He did not propose to enter into arguments, nor 

to give a History of any experiments there might be, but he 
ni iglit say generally that Mr. Watkins was right in his con¬ 

clusions, but although generally he must allow a little more 
scopo for those who held contrary views. He could quite sup¬ 

port the remark made by Mr. Gear as to sodium citrate, and, 
moreover, the addition of citric acid was a well-known way by 

which one could retard the action of an over exposed plate. 
He believed Mr. Wamerke was very strong on the different 

materials with which an over exposed plate could be saved, 
even after the developer had been on. Mr. Watkins had almost 

convinced him that there was not much use in putting a large 

quantity of bromide on during development; but if the de¬ 

veloper were washed off before the action had got very far, and 

if the development were restrained by means of a very dilute 

solution of hydrochloric acid, there was obtained a decent rn na¬ 

tive from a very much over exposed plate. A remark had been 
made about developers and single solutions. A friend of his 
used to employ those one-man solutions, and to buy them in 

cartridges. He came to him (Sir W. Abney) in trouble one 
day, though he had used half a cartridge ; but it appeared that 

he had used the top half and left the bottom half behind. 
Mr. Watkins, in reply, reminded his hearers that he had not 

attempted to traverse the whole ground, and that his paper was 
entitled, “ Some Aspects of Photographic Development.” He 

had not asserted that no control existed. He would not wish 
to argue with Sir William Abney the points raised by that 

gentleman, because of his large experience. He admitted that 
the question of colour was a very important one, and that it 

had to be provided for and allowed for, but that must be done 
in exposure, not in development. He had not been able, in 
experiments, to find that any control existed by adding bromide 

after the tones had appeared. He had not experimented with 

sodium citrate, the substance mentioned by Mr. Gear. Mr. 
Lambert’s question touched a weak point. The high light of 

an under exposure appeared in slightly different time to the 
high light of an over exposure, and this introduced a small 

error into the factorial method of development. It was, how¬ 
ever, a very much smaller error than the advantages obtained 
by compensating for temperature and the amount of alkali. 
The difference in the high light was very little in under ex¬ 

posure compared with over exposure. Generally those who 
followed the timing development used an actinometer for 

getting the exposures. In practice he did not find it a difficult 

matter. His experience was that in an under exposed snapshot 

one must cut the development short. 

-*- 

FIFTH TRAILL TAYLOR MEMORIAL LECTURE, 

Dec. 11th, 1902. 

THE GREAT PHOTOGRAPHIC STAR MAP. 
II. 

Lecturer :—H. H. Turner, D.Sc., F.R.S., Savilian Professor 

of Astronomy, Oxford. 

Uniformity of Illumination. 

But there is another way in which the doublet is accurate, 

and actually superior to the refractor : it spreads star images 
over the plate uniformly. I have already referred to the reseau, 

the network of crosslines which is put on all the plates of the 

star map. It divides up the plate into little squares of exactly 
equal area. If we take a single plate on which a number of 

stars has been photographed, some of these squares may con¬ 

tain no stars at all, others one, two, perhaps four or five ; the 

stars are scattered irregularly, and there will be no approach 

to uniformity of distribution. But if we take 100 plates, or 

1,000 plates, and count all the stars which appear in any given 

square of the reseau, then the accidental irregularities of distri¬ 

bution disappear ; and with an ideal lens we should hope to 
find the same total number of stars credited to each square of 
the reseau. This operation of counting the number of stars 

on a plate is one which is going on every day in the University 

Observatory, as a preliminary to the measurement; it is found 

to be a useful check on the quality of the photograph—if there 

are not enough stars, according to expectations which I need 
not here explain, it is only waste time measuring, and better 

to take another plate. The counting is quickly done—we use 

a “ billiard-marker ” to click off the stars mechanically—and 

tells us at once if the plate is good enough to measure. And 
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having, therefore, the counts of stars on many hundred plates, 
it occurred to me to inquire whether the average distribution 

of the images over the little squares of the reseau was uniform, 
as one might hope. It was soon seen that it was not—there 

were fewer stars at the edges than in the centre; but what 
seemed more surprising, the maximum number of stars per 

square was not at the centre, but in a ring about l^in. from it 
(the plate being about 6in. square). Was this a peculiarity of 

this particular object glass? Other plates taken at Paris, 
Algiers, Toulouse, and San Fernando with similar instruments 

were examined, and it was found that in each case the stars 
were thickest in a ring round the centre, being fewer both within 

and without this ring, though the diameter of the ring was 

not always the same. Comparison of the results led to the 

conclusion that the plates in each case are placed so as to be 
in accurate focus for the particular ring which shows most 

stars, the centre of the plate being thus slightly within the 
focus, and the edges slightly without. The rate at which the 
number of stars falls off as we leave the locality for true focus 

is the same for all these instruments, and if the plate were 
placed so that the centre was in best focus, the falling off would 
be as in the following table: — 

For 100 stars per unit area at the centre there 
would be 96 ., ., at 20 nun. from centre. 

84 „ ,, at 40 nun. „ 
64 „ „ at 60 mm. „ 
36 ,, ,, at 80 mm. „ 

Now this falling off is very decided, and shows that the 

Lens does not cover the plate of 2 degrees square with any 

approach to uniformity. By putting the plate rather within 

the focus for the centre, we may improve things a little, but 

the defect seems to be inherent in the instrument. Since the 
paper* drawing attention to it was written, plates taken with 

the Potsdam instrument have been counted quite independently, 

and similar results found. So that we may accept it as charac¬ 

teristic of plates taken with refractors. But the doublet is ap¬ 

parently free from this grave defect, or, at any rate, can be 

rendered free from it. When counts are made on the plates 

taken at the Cape of Good Hope which have been already 

mentioned, it is found that equal areas in any part of the 

plate show the same number of stars, and this for a field not 

2 degrees square, but 5 degrees square—six times the area. This 

must be accounted a conspicuous advantage of the doublet over 
the refractor, and undoubtedly over the reflector also, which is 

known to be even a greater sinner than the refractor in this 
respect. The reason of the loss of star images is perhaps too 

obvious to need explanation : when the light of a faint star 
is not brought accurately to focus, but is spread over a small 
area of the plate, it is rendered too faint to affect the film, and 

the star is lost. It would thus appear that with a doublet the 
focus can be tolerably exact over a large part of a flat plate, 

while with a refractor it is definitely restricted—in other words, 

the doublet can be made to have a really flat field, while that 
of the refractor is curved. Probably, therefore, curved plates 

would suit the latter better than flat plates, and some experi¬ 
ments have already been made with curved plates for both re¬ 
fractor and doublet, though I have not time to dwell upon 

them here. Indeed, I am aware that I have already somewhat 

digressed from my main theme; but the considerations deter¬ 
mining the choice of an instrument for photography occupied 
so much of the attention of the late Mr. Traill Taylor, in whose 

honour these Lectures are given, that I will venture to make 
a few more remarks upon the topic before leaving it. 

* Monthly No'ices of Royal Astron. Soc. LXII p. 4C4. 

The Harvard Star Maps. 

In the first place Professor Pickering, who recom¬ 
mended the use of the doublet for the star map 

in vain, nevertheless had the courage of his convic¬ 

tions. He has had several such instruments at work for 

some year, one the veritable giant already referred to, of 

two feet aperture, and 11^ feet focal length. Some of them 
cover a field much more than 5 degrees in diameter : he has 
sent me plates of diameter 40 degrees and more ; and though 
on measurement the images on these large plates are not free 
from displacement or distortion, this displacement seems to 

follow a regular and simple law which need not seriously inter¬ 

fere with the accuracy of measurement. Experiments on this 

point are, however, scarcely yet completed. As one conse¬ 
quence of being able to photograph so large a field at once, 
Professor Pickering has been able to chart the sky many times 
oxer while the 18 observatories have been laboriously doing it 

once : and we have yet to learn whether our more laborious 
methods have really any advantage over his rapid one. It 
may be that a “ leap-in-the-dark ” in 1887 would have saved 
us much and cost us nothing, except the anxiety of making it. 
But we must remember that Professor Pickering lias not mea¬ 
sured the stars, which is a labour independent of any process 

of taking the plates, and really does require the co-operation 
of many observatories. It is only for the taking of the plates, 
especially those of long exposure, that I think we should do 

well even now to adopt his advice. 

Barnard’s Portrait Lens. 

SecondH, I must make some reference, though it be but a mere 
passing mention, of the beautiful photographs taken by Pro¬ 
fessor E. E. Barnard with a portrait lens. As a boy Professor 
Barnard worked in a photographer’s studio in Tennessee, and 

was familiar with every detail of portrait photography. But 
astronomy attracted him, and he became so skilful a discoverer 
of comets that at one time, having no other means, he sup 
ported himself entirely on the sums of money awarded in recog¬ 
nition of such discoveries. When the great Lick telescope was 
set up on Mount Hamilton he was offered a permanent apoint- 

ment as one of the observers : and with this great telescope 
he discovered the tiny fifth satellite of Jupiter, which few people 
beside himself have ever seen. But he could not have the 

use of the great telescope every night, for various observers took 
turns, and lie looked about for something to dc on the night when it 

was not his turn. Among the miscellaneous property of the Lick 
Observatory he found a good portrait lens by Willard ; and 
the memories of his early days coming back to him, he deter¬ 
mined to try what sort of pictures he could get of the 
stars. He attached it to a disused equatorial mounting and 
set to1 work ; and the results were marvellously beautiful. His 
pictures of the Milky Way are wonderful revelations of the 

structure of that wonderful region, and by making long ex¬ 
posures he discovered extremely faint nebulosity covering vast 
areas where it had never been suspected ; nay, where its ex¬ 
istence was at first stoutly denied b yothers who could not ob¬ 
tain a trace of it with instruments apparently more powerful. 
But there came an unfortunate moment when Professor Bar¬ 
nard must leave the Lick Observatory : and again a fortunate 
moment when he was called to the Yerke’s Observatory neai 
Chicago, where a still bigger telescope had been set up. Here 
he is now happily and successfully at work, with this exception 
—the Willard lens had to be left behind him in the Lick Ob¬ 
servatory, and he cannot get another like it! He may be said 
to have searched the world for such a lens : for after trying 
all over the United States a couple of years ago, he came to 
Europe and tried several of the best maker’s without success. 
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I would have you remark that it is no mere question of taste 

or fancy in such a case : photographs of the stars suDply abso¬ 
lute tests of the most delicate kind. I have already mentioned 
a numerical test which shows that the field of a doublet is 
more uniform than that of a refractor : the test which Professor 
Barnard applied to various lenses was also numerical; he tried 

which lens would, with a given exposure, shew most stars : 
and he could find no lens of equal aperture equal to his Willard 

lens. 

Whebe are the Old Lenses ? 

This lens was a product of the old days of wet-plate photo¬ 

graphy, when rapidity could not be obtained in the plate, 
photography, when rapidity could not be obtained in the plate, 
and it was all important to have it in the lens. It is essen¬ 
tially a very rapid portrait lens of which Professor Barnard is 
in search, and it almost seems as though the art of constructing 
really rapid lenses had been lost in the few years since the 
dry plate has been invented. But, even so, where are all the 
old lenses? Has anyone such a lens in a lumber room? There 
may be some possessing such lenses, and having no further use 
for them—large rapid portrait lenses dating from the old wet- 

plate days. These are the lenses which can be turned to good 
account in photographing faint widely diffused nebulae, and 
which astronomers such as Professor Barnard would find almost 
invaluable: and before they are, perhaps, lost sight of alto¬ 
gether, I would earnestly beg the attention of photographers 
generally to this astronomical need. 

Colour Screens. 

Thirdly, while on the subject of instruments for photograph¬ 
ing the stars, I feel sure that an audience of photographers 
will be interested to learn that a simple device has recently 
been successfully used to transform a visual telescope into a 
photographic one. If we lemove the eye-piece of an ordinary 
telescope and put a sensitive film at the focus, we might get 
a photograph, but it would be a wretchedly bad one, because the 
lens is arranged to focus the yellow or visual rays, and not 
the violet rays which are most photographically active. Hence 
existing large telescopes cannot be used as they stand for tak¬ 
ing photographs. Various devices have been suggested for 

adapting them to photography : the most direct and most costly 
is to have an entirely new object glass as in the large Paris 
telescope shewn in the Exhibition of 1900 ; or an additional 
lens as in the Lick telescope : or to reverse the crown lens of 

the ordinary flint and crown combination, and alter the separa¬ 

tion of the lenses, as in the 28in. refractor at Greenwich; 

or to have some correcting lens near the focus. All these 
methods have disadvantages of a serious kind. Mr. Ritchey, 
of the Yerkes Observatory, has adopted the much simpler plan 
of photographing with the yellow light, which is focussed, and 
stopping out the light which is not. He uses a yellow colour 
screen just in front of the sensitive film, and, of course, iso- 

chromatic plates. His pictures of the Moon with the great 
Yerkes telescope under these conditions are the best that have 
ever been taken ; and he gets also wonderfully fine pictures of 

star clusters. The drawback to the method is that the ex¬ 
posure required is rather long, so that it is not applicable 
for faint objects : for these, however, we can use reflecting tele¬ 
scopes. 

I have said enough, perhaps to show that the problem of 
the instrument to be used in photographing the stars is one 
of great complexity : and if the decision arrived at in 1887 with 
very imperfect knowledge was not quite the best that could 
have been arrived at, we may at least be thankful that it was 
no worse. 

Progress of Map. 

We must now turn to the work on the great map itself, which 
is, I am glad to say, being made, though only slowly. In 1887 
the time for completing the whole map was talked of hopeful] v 
as, perhaps, so little as five years. Fifteen years have elapsed 
since 1887, and some of the eighteen co-operating observatorh ■ 
have scarcely yet made a start, though others are happily 
well advanced with their work.. It must be renumbered that 
the resources of the eighteen observatories are widely different 
for though many of them are national observatories, wiln 
government subsidies behind them, the resources of govern¬ 
ments vary. In 1900 three of ihe original eighteen had madi. 
no start at all, were proclaimed defaulters, and were replaced 
by three others ; and though these are setting vigorously to work 
they have not yet had time to do much. Indeed, the pro¬ 
gramme proposed is such as to strain the resources of the mos^ 
wealthy observatories, and valuable time has been lost in 
consequence. But still, much has been done. The last general 
report of the state of the work was formulated in 1900, and is 
as follows :—The three observatories Monte Video, Cordoba, an 1 
Perth (West Australia) are those which have replaced the three* 
defaulters, and thus their blank record is no discredit: — 

Observatory. 

Number of 

Fields 
Assigned. 

Catalogue 
Plates 

Measured. 

Chart Plates 
Taken. 

Greenwich . 1,149 008 1.076 
Rome ... . 1,140 15 106 
Catania ... 1,008 36 — 
Helsingfors . 1,008 380 ? 
Potsdam ... . 1,282 250 — 
Oxford. 1,180 736 — 
Paris ... . 1,200 050 97 
Bordeaux . 1,200 293 17 
Toulouse ... . 1,080 135 45 
Algiers. 1,200 497 56 
San Fernando ... 1.200 145 664 
Tacubava 1,200 203 — 
Monte Video. l,2b0 — — 
Cordoba... 1,300 — — 
Pt-rth (West Australia) 1,370 — — 
Cape of Gjod Hope. 1,512 106 1,134 
S\dnev . 1,400 p — 
Melbourne ... . 1,149 ? 575 

Total . 22,154 4,054 3,770 

It will be seen that less than one-fifth of the work had been 
done in 1900. Of course, much time has been spent in ex¬ 
periments, and the pace ought to improve rapidly : but there- 
is ample room for such improvement if the whole is to be com¬ 
pleted within a reasonable time ; and it would be affectation 
not to admit that there is cause for grave anxiety on this head. 
But it will be more cheerful for us to-night if, instead of dwell¬ 
ing on the slow pace of the work, to turn to some of the results 
which are already beginning to come out of the measures : and 
as an example I will take some results which we have obtained 

at Oxford, because I know most about them. 

Magnitude Equation. 

About 14,000 of the brighter stars in the zones now being 
photographed at Oxford were observed with the transit-circle at 
Cambridge about twenty years ago : and when we have measured 
the positions of these stars on our plates it is our first business 
to compare them with the positions found at Cambridge. When 

this is done for thousands of stars, a peculiarity of the Cam¬ 
bridge observations is made manifest. It is found that when 
the position of a bright star is determined by observing its 
transit (i.e., the instant of its passage over several spider-lines) 
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tlie observer nearly always records the instant too soon: i.e., 
sooner than he would for a faint star. This was known before 
the days of photography, for there are other visual methods of 
finding the relative places of stars without observing transits 
at all. With the heliometer, for instance, we can measure the 

distance between a bright star A and a faint star B, when both 
are kept apparently at rest; and find it to be (say) exactly 
five seconds. But if now we “ take transits ” of A and B, and 

A comes to the wires first,the interval will be recorded as greater 
than five seconds ; if B comes first, the interval will be less 
than five seconds : shewing that in both cases the bright star 
A was observed too soon. Nearly all observers have this peculi¬ 
arity, though not to the same extent: and it is called their 

‘ magnitude equation.” We have heard of “personal equation,” 

which has become almost a household word : though it origin¬ 
ally meant that one observer records a transit systematically 
before or after another. “Magnitude equation” is not con¬ 

cerned with the difference between one observer and another, but 
between the observation, by the same person, of a bright star 
and a faint star. 

Now photographs have no “magnitude equation,” and when 

the Cambridge transit observations were compared with our 

plates it became very clear, not only that the transits of the 
bright stars had been observed too early, but how much too 

early they had been observed. In 1899, as the result of a 

comparison of about 5,000 star places, the following results 
were published, showing the Cambridge “ magnitude equation ” 

as determined in this way. Taking the faintest stars observed 
at Cambridge as correct (though we have no means of saying 

which class of stars is observed correctly ; we only know the 
differences), we get 

If stars of magnitude 10 0 are observed correctly 

then stars of magnitude 90 are 010 too early. 
}> 8'0 are 0T6 ,, 
» 7 0 are 019 „ 
M 6'0are0'21 „ 
5> 5 0 are 0'23 „ 

(The magnitude of a star is a measure of its brightness, each 
magnitude being 2^ times brighter than the next). 

It will be seen that the peculiarity is by no means the same 

throughout the scale of magnitudes, but is always in the same 
direction. 

Are the Bright Stars Revolving ? 

Now, the photographs from which these results were obtained 
were taken some seventeen years after the observations had been 
made at Cambridge, and the question arises, had the stars 
moved in the meantime, and if so, would this motion affect 
the results? It is certain that many of the stars had appre¬ 

ciably moved : all the stars are in motion, though at their huge 

distances the movements are scarcely perceptible. But it does 

mot necessarily follow that these motions would affect the above 

results : this only follows if the movements of bright stars are 

systematically different from those of faint stars, and there 
did not seem to be any reason to suspect this until about six 

months ago, when Sir David Gill announced that he had found 
such a difference in a belt of the heavens in the southern hemi¬ 

sphere. By comparing observations of stars in this belt, made at 
intervals of twenty years, he found that the bright stars seemed to 

be rotating round us, if we regard the faint stars as fixed. If this 
result were true of the whole heavens, it would involve the 
most serious consequences. Not only would it reveal perhaps a 

swirl or whirlpool in the universe of stars, but it would directly 
affect such eminently practical matters as the length of the 

year. We consider a year elapsed when the earth has travelled 

completely round the sun, so as to come opposite the same 

star again, but if the star has been moving in the meantime, we 
must modify our figures. In view of the vital importance of 

the question, it was felt that the Oxford measures must be 
examined from this point of view at once, and the form in 
which the question presented itself in this instance was simply 

this :—Some of the plates were taken at Oxford as early as 
1892, some as late as this year, 1902. Suppose we compare 

the earlier plates with the Cambridge observations, do we get 
exactly the same result as by comparing the later? If we do, 

then there is no systematic motion of the brighter stars in this 
region of the heavens; if we do not, there is such a motion. 

The two comparisons were accordingly made, and were found 
not to give the same result, but differences somewhat as shown 
m the following table : — 

Cambridge Magnitude Equation 

From Oxford 
Measures in 1894. 

From Oxford 
Measures in 1899. 

Magnitude O'O. 
S 

021 

S 
0-19 

55 7'0. 0T9 O' 18 
55 8 0 . 0 16 O'15 
„ 90. 0T0 010 

It will be seen that there is a difference of 0s. 02, or one- 
fiftieth of a second of time, between the results for stars of 

magnitude 6.0, taken at. five years’ interval. The quantity is 

extremely small, and those unfamiliar with such matters may 

be inclined to dismiss it contemptuously, as beneath notice, or 

perhaps be sceptical as to whether it can be relied upon. I 

am confident that it can be relied upon, for reasons which it 
would take too long to give here ; and this small fiftieth of a 

second tells us several most important facts, for nearly all the 

most important facts of astronomy come from small differences 

like this. It tells us, firstly, that the bright stars in the 

northern hemisphere are moving, with respect to the faint, at 
about the pace which Sir David Gill found in the southern 

hemisphere; secondly, that they are going the opposite way 

to his bright stars, so that we cannot extend his result to the 

whole sky, that is, there is no general swirl or whirlpool, such 

as he suggested, and for the present wre need not be anxious 
about the length of the year ; thirdly, it suggests that we must 
look for another cause for both facts, and at the present moment 

I think such a cause has been found. The hypothesis is still 
on trial, and this brief mention must suffice at present. 

Conclusion. 

Enough has, however, been said to show that the great star 
map has not only a mere distant prospect of being useful: it 
is immediately wanted for the solution of pressing and im¬ 

portant questions. It is true that these questions have only 
just arisen, and were not definitely foreseen in 1887, when the 

star map was projected. Even so when Hour XXI of the Berlin 
charts was being constructed, no one foresaw that it would be 

wanted almost immediately for the discovery of Neptune. As 
already remarked, the most important uses to which scientific 
work will be put are seldom foremen ; we must work on in faith 

that the work will be valuable, but in a faith founded on solid 

results of past experience. 

But it may be asked, if we can never foresee the best results 
of our work, howT can -we tell what is the best thing to do ? 
Instead of making a star map, why should we not photograph 

a certain square yard of the ocean every half hour, and study the 
\ changes in it; or with a microscope photograph as many in- 
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dividual grains of sand as we can, and study the varieties of 
form? Who can tell what the ultimate result will be? My reply 

is that I do not think anyone can tell: I do not think there is 
in the nature of things any criterion which can tell us the 

value of any patient accumulation of facts, or assign a limit 
to the accumulation beyond which it becomes valueless. The 

only limits or reasons for selection which I know of are essen 

tially human: if you work at certain things, you will get 

little human sympathy at present; if you attempt accumula¬ 
tions on too vast a scale, you will not have money enough ; and, 
again, you may prefer to reach conclusions from your facts 

within the short spell of a human life. In human enterprises 

such considerations are determining factors, and in the particu¬ 

lar case of the great photographic star map I am not sure 
that they have received sufficient attention. The question of 

the scale of the map is one of expense simply. No astronomer 
doubts for a moment that it would be better to make a 500ft. 

globe than a 50ft., if we had the money. No astronomer doifbts 

for a moment that it would be better to measure the plates 

elaborately four or five, or fifty times over, if we had the time. 
We must consider available time and money, and the fact 

already mentioned that the work is going on rather slowly is 

a result of not considering these important matters sufficiently. 

But I hope to have made it clear that a great work is being 
carried out, from which we may expect great results, a work 

scarcely dreamt of thirty years ago—to-day, not only possible, 

but comparatively easy of accomplishment. Photography owes 

something to a great astronomer, Sir John Herschel, who was 

the first to obtain photographic pictures on glass ; but it has 

made an ample return, for among the debts of gratitude in¬ 

curred by one science towards another, it would be difficult 
to find one greater than that which astronomy is proud to 

acknowledge towards photography, for that beautiful and 

simple invention which has rendered the great photographic 

star map a possibility—I mean, of course, the invention of the 
photographic dry plate. 

--«- 

REDUCTION OF AMMONIA CAL SILVER SOLUTIONS BY 

ORGANIC SUBSTANCES. 

(A Paper read before the Society of Chemical Industry, and reprinted from its 

Journal.] 

The detection of organic substances and the relegation of these 
compounds to their appropriate classes is a matter which now 

almost invariably forms part of the laboratory training of 
the student of chemisiry, and the inclusion of this branch of 

analysis in the ordinary chemical curriculum, although a com¬ 

paratively recent departure, is one which merits careful cultiva¬ 

tion, because the analytical experience thus obtained is not only 

of great educational, value, but also of considerable practical 
utility. 

rI lie fact that it is practically impossible to compile any tabu¬ 

lar system of reactions capable of dealing with a tithe of the 

problems which the student is called upon to solve is a very 

pleasing feature of this work ; but it is essential, in view of 

this circumstance, that the exercises given should be carefully 

graduated in order of difficulty, for it is frequently found that 

certain reliable tests, which can be safely employed to detect 

certain substances or groups of compounds, give ambiguous 

indications when applied indiscriminately to many of the in¬ 

numerable combinations of compounds now placed at our dis¬ 
posal by organic chemistry. 

Ibis danger is strikingly manifested in the case of the well- 
known silver mirror test, which has long been employed in 

the detection of the aldehydes and tlie easily oxidisable organie 
acids. 

The experiments here recorded serve to show that many other 

groups of substances produce a similar result when treated with 
ammoniacal silver nitrate. The test was generally applied in 
aqueous solution containing about 5 per cent, of silver nitrate, 

although in a few cases the insolubility of the organic compound 

in water rendered it necessary to employ alcohol as the solvent. 

Reduction of the silver salt occurred in almost all the classes 
of compounds enumerated below. 

1. Aromatic Amines.—The fact that certain aromatic amines 

produce silver mirrors with ammoniacal silver nitrate has 
already been observed by Tombeck (“Ann. Chim. Rhys.,” 1900, 

7, [21], 383). who showed that, under suitable conditions, the 

intermediate products of this reaction could be isolated, these 

substances being formed by the union of silver salt and the 
organic base in definite proportions. 

The aromatic amines are all more or less soluble in water, 
and the silver mirror is best obtained by gently warming with 

the reagent, not the base itself, but its aqueous solution. This 

reaction appears to be perfectly general for all aromatic amines 

of the benzene and naphthalene series, and mirrors are obtained 
with equal facility from primary, secondary, and tertiary bases. 

The following amines were examined :—Aniline, p-toluidine, 

d’imethyianiline, diphenylamine, the two naphthylamines, and 

their alkyl derivatives, m-phenylenediamine, 7n-tolylenediamine, 

and 4.6-diainino-m-xylene. 
A slight reduction is produced by acetanilide. 

The behaviour of the pyridine bases stands out in marked 

contrast to that of the preceding amines, pyridine itself giving 

neither mirror nor reduced silver. Quinoline and /3-dinaphtha- 

eridine give a slight reduction only, but no mirror; 

dinaphthacridine, the labile isomeride of the latter base 

(“Jour. Chem. Soc. Trans.,” 1898, 536), on the contrary, pro¬ 

duces a brilliant mirror when left in contact with a warm 
alcoholic solution of ammoniacal silver nitrate. The hydro- 

genised pyridine ring is readily oxidised by this reagent, piperi¬ 

dine giving rise to a well-defined mirror. 

2. Alkaloids.-—Morphine formed a mirror with the greatest 
ease ; quinine produced a very slight reduction, whilst strych¬ 

nine gave a negative result in aqueous solution and a slight 

black precipitate in alcohol. 

3. Hydrocarbons.—The hydrocarbons: benzene, toluene, and 
their halogen derivatives (the chloro-, bromo-, dichloro-, and 
dibromo-benzenes) and phenanthrene do not produce any appre¬ 

ciable reduction with aqueous or alcoholic solutions of the 
reagent, anthracene gives a mirror on standing, but this result 
may be partly due to the impurities which are so tenaciously 
retained by this hydrocarbon. Naphthalene gives a slight 

reduction in alcoholic solution. 

4. Sulphur Derivatives.—Thiophene produces a very slight 

reduction after prolonged heating. The thiophenols are not 

affected by the oxidising agent, the two thionaphthols giving 
negative results. Benzenesulphinic acid, however, is oxidised 

and gives rise to a mirror. 
5. Phenols.—The mono- and di-hydric phenols : phenol, £»- 

and /3-naphthols, catechol, resorcinol, and quinoi produce 

brilliant mirrors, and the property seems to be retained by their 

alkyl ethers, anisol, phenetol, and 2:7-diethoxy-naphthalene 

producing a similar reduction. 

The reduction of the silver salt by catechol takes place so 

readily that it may be employed as a lecture experiment for 
illustrating ]he formation of a silver mirror. Stronger solutions 

are employed in this case, 1 grm. of catechol dissolved in 15 c.c. 
of water being added lo 25 c.c. of a 14 per cent, silver nitrate 
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solution containing a slight excess of ammonia. There is an 
appreciable rise of temperature, and the formation of the mirror, 

which commences immediately, is complete after a few minutes. 
The trihydric phenols, phloroglucinol and pyrogallol, give 

copious black precipitates, but only very indistinct mirrors, and 
similar results were obtained with gallic and tannic acids. 

6. Nitroxyl and Carboxyl Derivatives.—The introduction of 
nitroxyl and carboxyl radicles into the molecule of the phenols 

renders the products more stable towards the oxidising agent; 
o-nitrophenol gives a red colouration followed by a slight reduc- 

tion, p-nitrophenol behaves similarly, whilst picric acid yields 
a precipitate of yellow needles, but no reduction. 

Salicylic acid has only a slight reducing action. 

Benzoic and phthalic acids remain entirely unaffected, benza- 

mide and saccharine both yield crystalline precipitates of 
white needles, unaccompanied by reduction. Mandelic acid 

gives a precipitate of long pale yellow needles, dissolving in 

excess of ammonia to a colourless solution, which remains un¬ 
affected on prolonged heating. A globule of nitrobenzene, when 

allowed to remain in contact with warm ammoniacal silver 
nitrate solution, becomes coated with a layer of reduced silver. 

7. Carbonyl Derivatives.—An appearance precisely similar to 

the one just described is presented by benzaldehyde. It is 

therefore a singular coincidence that the artificial and natural 

oils of Mirbane should in this respect behave in a similar 

manner. Quinone readily produces a mirror on warming, but 

yields a thick black precipitate in cold solutions. Dextrose 

and chloral hydrate both furnish mirrors with the greatest 
facility. 

8. Azo and Diazo Derivatives.—A mirror is readily obtained 

with amincazobenzene, but not with azobenzene or diazoamino- 
benzene, the latter compound yielding in alcoholic solution a 

yellow precipitate of its silver derivative. 

9. Alcohols.—When pure, the monohydric alcohols give no 

reduction, although the precipitation of metallic silver is ob¬ 

served with impure specimens. Glycerol is stated to yield a 

mirror only in the presence of potassium hydroxide. We found, 
however, that, after leaving the warm solution of the trihydric 

alcohol and ammoniacal silver nitrate for one hour, a mirror 
was produced, even in the absence of the caustic alkali. 

10. The Fatty Acids and their Derivatives.—The acids of the 
acetic series and oxalic acid do not produce any reduction, and 

negative results are obtained with oxamide and the metallic 

and ethereal oxalates. The blue potassium chromoxalate, 
KeCr^ChO-^bHaO, on the other hand, when gently heated with 
the reagent readily furnishes a very well-defined mirror; this 
result is, however, not obtained with its red isomeride. 

11. Purine Derivatives.—Uric acid immediately yields a blac.k 
precipitate, and the mixture after a time slowly gives rise io 

a mirror. Caffeine and theobromine give practically no reduc¬ 
tion. 

12. Unsaturarted Compounds.—The compounds containing 

ethylenoid linkings resist the action of ammoniacal silver 

nitrate. Oleic acid gives a white precipitate, the colour of v.hich 

slowly changes to red, but there is no production of metallic 
silver. Cinnamic acid and sodium cinnamate produce a nacre¬ 

ous white precipitate of the corresponding silver salt ; this dis¬ 

solves in excess of ammonia to a solution which remains quite 
clear, even after prolonged heating. Turpentine gives a very 

slight brown turbidity. 
These results serve to emphasise the necessity of caution in 

the application of the well-known reaction for formic and 

tartaric acids, and the aliphatic aldehydes. In the presence d 

such commonly occurring substances as the phenols and the 

aromatic amines, this test is certain to lead to erroneous con¬ 

clusions, and it is therefore always advisable to retrieve, as far 

as possible from the mixture under examination .my substances 
likely to exert a reducing action on the reagent. 

Discussion. 

Mr. W. T. Burgess said there was a practical side to this 
question, as to which he should like to make a suggestion. 

It would be interesting if the author would indicate those 
bodies which gave good silver mirrors. Many years ago he had 
occasion to silver large mirrors for reflecting telescopes, and 

there was sometimes considerable difficulty m producing satis¬ 

factory silver surfaces, and there might be a field for the practi¬ 
cal application of some of the reducing substances mentioned in 

the author’s paper. If Dr. Morgan could point out those which 
would give reliable mirrors over a surface, say, one foot in 
diameter, the knowledge might be extremely useful to the 

makers and owners of reflecting telescopes. 

Mr. Otto Hehner referred to the bearing Dr. Morgan’s work 

had on photographic practice. A developer, as a rule, was an 
aromatic amido or hydroxy body, and from that point of view 

many of Dr. Morgan’s results presented nothing novel. So far 
as he knew, some of the ether reducing substances had not been 

tried in photography; for instance, aniline, an ! it might be 
worth while to experiment with it. Concerning glycerin, it 
was very doubtful whether glycerol actually reduced ammoniacal 

silver solution, at least in a reasonably short time. One of 

the requirements for good dynamite glycerin was, as was well 

known, that it must not reduce silver solution. Many glycerins, 

although complying with that condition for a time, gradually 

reduced silver. But he was under the impression that, in the 

absence of air, the reduction was much less marked than when 

air was admitted. The reducing action of glycerin was more 

probably due to an impurity than to the glycerol itself. 

Mr. Arthur R. Ling said that a possible reason why com¬ 

pounds containing a tertiary alcohol (carbinol) group, such as. 
phenols, reduced ammoniacal silver solutions was that in some 
cases this group was capable of changing into a carbonyl group. 

It was possibly due to some change in the conformation of the 
alcohol groups in the sugars that they gave such irregular 

results with ammoniacal silver nitrates or with Fehling’s solu¬ 
tion. In the determination of reducing sugars, standard con¬ 

ditions had to be adopted in order to obtain good results. 

Dr. Lewkowitsch asked whether Dr. Morgan had tried the 

higher homologues of pyridine. In one works where the 

dynamite glycerin was of bad quality, so as to reduce silver 
nitrate almost immediately, he had isolated from several cwts. 

of glycerin a few grammes of a substance he had reason to 
consider as lutidine. The presence of this base was no doubt 
due to the action of alkali on the albuminoids, from the cells 
in the badly-rendered fat. He ascribed, therefore, in that case 
the reducing action to the presence of the lutidine. He should 

also like to know a little more about the quality of glycerin 
used by Dr. Morgan, and how it was tested, because much of 
the so-called chemically pure glycerin sold would give a reduc¬ 
tion, owing to imperfect refining. In the so-called perfumer's 
test the glycerin used for the best quality of toilet soap was 

tested with ammoniacal silver, and it was rejected if it did. 

remain unreduced when standing for twenty-four hours in a. 
dark cupboard. It was quite possible that a commercial gly¬ 
cerin might give a reducing action without the reaction being 

due to the glycerol itself. 

Dr. Divers mentioned that the inorganic amino-compound, 
potassium amino-sulphate (sulphamate), silvered glass, when 
heated with silver nitrate and potassium hydroxide without 

addition of ammonia. He asked whether Dr. Morgan had tried 
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the use of potash in place of ammonia with amino-compounds. 
Dr. Mollwo Perkin said he had frequently noticed in speci¬ 

mens of ordinary purified glycerin, such as one generally ob¬ 
tained, that they would sometimes reduce the silver very 

rapidly, but at other times it required a considerable time. 
It was also known that by the addition of a drop or two of 

alkali, either potash or soda, the reduction was greatly ac¬ 
celerated. He had never obtained glycerin which gave no re¬ 

duction, provided it was heated for a sufficiently long time with 

ammoniacal silver. 

The Chairman said that, although the paper on the face of 

at might appear theoretical, yet the discussion had been entirely 
practical. The subject had, as Mr. Burgess had said, a very 

practical bearing, because the making of silver mirrors was an 

.important industry. Many years ago he played a part in intro¬ 

ducing that industry into this country, and if at that time they 

/had been aware that there were so many substances which would 
produce a good mirror, it might have been difficult to know 

which to adopt. At that time, however, there were very few 
such substances known. The best process was a French patent, 
which included an ammoniacal silver solution and a tartrate. 

There were then no silver mirrors in use, but now it would 

be difficult to find anyone who would produce a mercurial 

mirror. That showed the great advantage of technical chemis¬ 

try; that extremely unhealthy industry of making mercurial 
mirrors had been entirely superseded without any official pres¬ 

sure, simply by the introduction of a new chemical reaction. 

The silver film was a very expensive material, compared with 

the tinfoil used in the mercurial process, but it was so easily 

applied that it entirely replaced the old and unhealthy process. 

There were two things which had to be considered in a reaction 

of this kind ; one was temperature and the other dilution. In 

the mirror industry one had to get one’s solutions of a certain 

strength, and many solutions which, when concentrated, oro- 

duced a dark precipitate, apparently not metallic, would produce 

a bright metallic mirror if sufficiently diluted. Again, a solu¬ 

tion which would not give a bright mirror at one temperature 

would give a very bright and satisfactory mirror at another. 

You put the plate of glass on a table, heated to a certain tem¬ 
perature with hot water underneath, and poured the solution 

on ; if the temperature were right, you saw clouds gradually 

form on the glass, and by degrees the whole surface became 
metallic. If one were not very particular about the dilution, 
an amorphous, dark precipitate might be obtained. In those 
days grape sugar was tried as a reducing agent, and in some 

cases gave a good mirror, but in others none at all, so that you 

would not get a practical film from it. With regard to glycerin, 

it would be interesting to make tests of the reducing power 
of pure glycerin with a sample purified by the freezing process, 

which he found to be generally purer than any distilled 
glycerin. 

Mr. Samuel Hall said that, about 1848, he was with Mr. 
Henry Deacon, and saw the first attempt at St. Helens to 
form mirrors. That was when Mr. Deacon was at Pilkington’s. 

He took a little spirit lamp, and with a piece of platinum wire 
made some aldehyde, and precipitated some silver in a, test 
tube with it. 

Dr. Morgan, in reply, said he thought there would be no 

difficulty in coating a surface 1ft. square with a silver mirror 
such as was produced in the catechol experiment. He had 

forgotten to point out that the mirrors produced by aromatic 
compounds had a darker sheen than that observed in the 
mirrors from aliphatic substances, the difference being probably 

due to the precipitation of organic matter in the former case. 

In the case of glycerin, the result was obtained after heating 

the solution of ammoniacal silver nitrate for one hour on the 

water-bath. The sample of glycerin employed in this experi¬ 
ment, although distilled under diminished pressure, had not 

been purified by the freezing process, and he did not therefore 
insist on its extreme purity. He had not examined lutidine 

from this standpoint, and was unable to say whether the methy¬ 
lated homologue of pyridine would bring about this reduction. 
He was inclined to think, however, that lutidine would not 

give a mirror. They had tried the experiment with pyridine, 
and had obtained a mirror which showed that the hydrogenised 

pyridine ring was suceptible to the action of the silver solution. 

They had not tried the action of caustic potash and silver 
nitrate, because they were doing the test under the conditions 

employed by students in examining solutions for aldehydes, 
and therefore restricted their experiments to ammoniacal silver 
nitrate solution. 

The observations of the Chairman were quite in accordance 
with their own. They found that they had continually to alter 

either the temperature or the degree of concentration in order 
to obtain the best effect. 

In some cases mirrors were obtained with strong solutions in 
the cold, and in others only with dilute solutions and warming. 

The catechol mirror is the best example of the effect of the 
.former set of conditions, whilst that derived from aniline 

exmplifies the latter. 

G. T. Morgan, D.Sc., and F. M. G. Micklethwait, A.R.C.S. 

--4- 

Deu) Apparatus, $c. 

The Brownie Kodak Daylight Developing Machine. Manufactured and 

sold by Kodak, Ltd., 43, Clerkenwell Road, E.C. 

This is a smaller pattern of the ingenious daylight developing machine 
introduced by the Kodak Co. a few months ago. It measures approxi¬ 
mately 8in. by 4in. by 3in., takes ten ounces of solution, and costs 10s. 

It is intended for spools used in the Nos. 1 and 2 Brownie Kodaks. 
Insertion of the reels in the machine is facilitated by a spring attach¬ 

ment, and the handles at the side are detachable. Well and neatly 

made in metal, the Brownie Kodak Developing Machine would form an 

excellent New Year’s or Christmas present for a young photographer. 

Association of Technical Institutions.—The report of the council cf 
this Association, to be presented at the annual meeting on January 6th 
at the Goldsmiths’ Hall, expresses satisfaction that the Education Bill 
was amended in several particulars in accordance with the suggestions 
of the Association in the direction—(1) of making it compulsory on 
county and borough councils to undertake the supervision of elementary 
education; (2) of giving increased financial support to education.from 
various sources. The report also urges the claims of the Association 
to representation on the consultative committee of the Board of 
Education and the Teachers’ Registration Council. The council have 
notified to the Board of Education their regret that no scheme of block 
grants has been applied to the adult day classes in technical institu¬ 
tions. Two members of the Association, Principals Reynolds and Wells, 
have been appointed by the Board of Education as representatives on the 
Examinations Board of the City and Guilds of London Institute. The 
council have circulated to members particulars as to students in German 
technical institutions. The council recommend Sir J. Wolfe Barry for 
nomination at the annual meeting as president for 1903. 
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PHOTOGRAPHING THE EMOTIONS. 

(“ English Mechanic.”) 

We are inclined to regard the results here detailed, at any rate 

with some hesitation; but as they are vouched for by the discoverer, 

Dr. Hippolyte Baraduc, a Parisian physician, we give them. Cer¬ 

tainly a sensitised photograph plate which records “ radiating men¬ 

tality” as accurately as the most perfect lens catches the features ana 

form of man is the latest development of photography. The possibili¬ 

ties opened out are remarkable. Certainly when men can no longer 

conceal their thoughts from one another society must alter its whole 

structure. Criminal intent may be laid bare to' the eye of the public 

scrutiny and the crime prevented. Psychology will become the greatest 

of studies. 
Dr. Baraduc says : “ My researches have been conducted with the 

object of diagnosing my patients, especially those suffering from 

nervous diseases or cerebral excitation. I have called my process 

' Therapeutic Photography.’ And I am making it of practical use from 

a physiological point. For the examination of patients suffering with 

hallucination and for others on the verge of madness the indications 

on the plate are extremely useful. When I am assured that a subject 

is the victim of insanity I can cure him with my method of electrisation, 

which is effected with a special apparatus, and which scatters the 

demoniac images in the brain and disengages them. When the patient 

is restored to his normal heailth the plate records little or nothing. 

This diagnostic plate registers the mental excitement much as a ther¬ 

mometer records the degrees of heat. In my first experiment I laid 

a photographic plate between a sheet of heavy black paper, so that 

no light could possibly penetrate. I held the plate between my thumbs 

and forefingers, the thumbs about an inch apart. When I examined 

the plate I discovered that the salts of silver had been operated on 

by some invisible medium, which must be the living light exuding 

from the bodies of human beings. There was a ‘ fuidic ’ line con¬ 

necting the thumbs. I rarely employ a camera in photographing vital 

energy, wrapping my plates in black paper, or conducting my ex¬ 

periments in a dark room. Success greatly depends upon atmospheric 

conditions, the electric tension in the air, and the degree of heat or 

cold. When it is warm, the force is much greater. This force is also 

especially strong in persons of highly nervous condition, those vibrant 

with the passion of love or hate. 

“ Subjects on the verge of madness leave their impression upon 
the plate in a decided manner. Held over the epigastrium of a fever 
patient, certain results are inevitable, the vibrations being projected 
in the form of a multitude of tiny globules. Tried on a person seized 
with a fit of anger, the photograph shows vortices of temper like the 
convolutions of a cyclone I have taken photographs during the hours 
of sleep, the impressions of the dreaming brain being recorded by the 
chemicals. Different emotions leave different impressions. I have 
taken those of a person engaged in prayer, and the sacred aspirations 
scattered themselves about upon the plate like pearly beads. When 
the invocation was extremely ardent, it appeared like a tongue of 
fire. With a person whose heart is sad the emotion is expressed in a 
‘ whirlwind of radiation ’ of lines. When there is joy, the emana¬ 
tions expand, and resemble the images of the Rontgen ray. Not only 
human beings, but animals, plants, and flowers, are subject to this 
law of radiation, which can be photographed. I have shown how the 
satisfied purr of a cat affected the plate, or even the soft coo of a 
pigeon. I made an analysis of the feelings of a frightened dove, 
whose alarm was projected in vitalised round spots. I have tested 
the force of the circulation of the blood taken warm from an animal 
just killed. Its radiation has the appearance of cirrus heart, and, 
whether elevated or degraded, is faithfully registered upon the tell¬ 
tale chemicals. It usually requires fifteen minutes to affect the plate. 
In order to take a vibratory picture I hold my plate near the fore¬ 
head, the hand on the heart, or, in fact, any vital portion of body or 
poles of life. Placed over the heart the picture is rapidly made. 

“A most curious thing is that all of these photographs of vital 
energy show evolutions either from left to right or from right to 
left. This movement I have designated as ‘curved force.’ I have 
deposited a paper dealing with the subject in the archives of the 
Academy of Sciences. In conjunction with M. Bade, of the School 
of Engineering of the Polytechnique Institute, I have photographed 
bacilli, and we intend to pursue our researches. In water which has 
been magnetised the effect produced resembles a nebulous cloud. 1 
have made another curious application of photography, which trenches 

upon the domain of psychology. This I have designated ‘ telepathic 
photography, or the photography of the invisible.’ These pictures are 
produced solely by concentration of thought, the person desiring to 
conjure up the imdge of a dead, absent friend being enabled to do so 
by the intensity of the idea with which he is imbued. These pictures, 
the result of the imagination, frequently show a great resemblance 
to the physical reality. It must be understood that there is no clear- 
cut defining of the lineaments, only a nebulous face, a shadowy sug¬ 
gestion of the brain created in the astral light. They resemble por¬ 
traits made with a crayon in which there are no hard lines. I have 
also named these pictures ‘soul images.’ The hand shows how the 
magnetic fluid emanated from a person endowed with hypnotic power. 
All of the illustrations were taken without a camera and in the dark, 
except the portrait of the young girl. It was secured when she was 
in a fit of anger because her mother had boxed her ears. The face 
appears surrounded by coruscations of indignation, a vortex of sparks 
like those frcm a rocket. In order to perfect my psychic and thera¬ 
peutic photography it would be necessary to' invent a more highly 
sensitised plate capable of registering even the feeblest emotions. 
If unalterable gold salts could be employed this might be achieved. 
If such a plate could be manufactured it would make it possible to 
demonstrate the existence of the invisible forces which surround us, 
and are not perceptible except to supersensitive and impressionable 
natures. Some persons with leisure and a fortune might find it in¬ 
teresting to experiment in regard to this sensitised plate, but a special 
laboratory would be necessary. It is impossible for me to devote 
myself to the discovery of the means of producing it, as my time is 
too fully occupied with my practice.” 

THE AFFILIATION LANTERN SLIDE COMPETITION: 

We have received the following circular:—The Executive Commit-- 
tee have decided to invite the members of the societies affiliated with 
the Royal Photographic Society to take part in a Lantern Slide Com¬ 
petition, the object of the competition being to foster the production 
of lantern slides, to promote a healthy competitive spirit amongst 
the societies affiliated with the parent society, and to bring together 
a number of slides from which new sets for circulation may be drawn. 

The committee entertain the hope that the societies and their 
members will do all they can to ensure the success of the competition : 
the societies by giving it the fullest possible publicity and by exercising 
control over the work sent in, and the members by entering the com¬ 
petition in large numbers and with their best work. 

RULES AND REGULATIONS. 

The competition shall be open only to members of affiliated societies. 
Each competitor shall enter not more than six slides. Previously 
medalled work shall be eligible for the competition and for award. 
All slides, with the negatives from which they are printed, shall be 
entirely the work of the competitor. The slides shall be three and a 
quarter inches square'. They shall be correctly spotted, and shall bear- 
on their faces the title of the picture and the name of the competitor. 

Every competitor shall send his slides through the secretary of the 
affiliated society, of which he is a. member, and no slides received in 
other than this way will be regarded as eligible for the competition. 
Competitors shall furni.-h complete lists of their slides upon foolscap 
paper, with their name and address and the name of the affiliated 
society through which they send their work. 

THE AWARDS. 

1 he slides shall be judged by the Board of Judges annually ap¬ 
pointed by the Executive Committee to deal with society competitions, 
and there will be no classification whatever. The judges shall have at 
their disposal six bronze medals, specially designed and struck for 
the occasion, which will be given to the makers of the six best slides 
received. No competitor shall take more than one medal, but in 
the event of his receiving more than one award a suitable record shall 
be made of his additional success. 

All lantern slides which receive an award shall become the property 
of the affiliation. The committee reserve the right to purchase other 
slides at a fixed sum of two shillings and sixpence each. These slides 
will then be made up into a set for circulation amongst the societies. 
In the case of the medalled and purchased slides, the competitors will 
be required to furnish a full description of the subject (where it i < 
necessaiy) for the purpose of preparing the descriptive notes which 
will accompany the slides on their travels. The committee are desirous 
that the societies themselves shall also participate in the competition, 
and it has therefore been decided to offer three specially designed and 
executed photogravure certificates, suitable for framing and hanging 
in the meeting room, to the societies sending in the best, second, and 
third best contributions of slides by their members for the foregoing 
competition. 
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No society shall be considered qualified to take a certificate unless it 
contributes slides by six or more of its members. The societies will 
therefore find that their positions will be strengthened if a large 
number of their members is persuaded to enter the competition. The 
societies will also find it of advantage to overlook the slides sent in by 
their members. 

Entries will close on Saturday, February 14th, by which date the 
slides must be in the hands of the committee. Intending competitors 
will therefore deposit their slides with the societies to which they 
belong as soon as possible before that date, in order that the societies 
may exercise the supervision suggested in a former paragraph. The 
societies shall then despatch the slides, with the particulars previously 
described, carriage paid, to the secretary of the affiliation, 66, Russell 
Square, London, W.C., .so as to arrive on or before Saturday, Febru¬ 
ary 14th. The committee undertake no responsibility for the safety of 
the competing slides, but every possible precaution will be taken to 
preserve them from injury and loss. 

l)eu)$ ana Dotes. 
-- 

At the Rontgen Society’s ordinary general meeting on Thursday, 
January 1st, 1903, at 20, Hanover Square, the chair will be taken at 
8.30 p.m. Dr. G. M. Lowe (Lincoln) will read a paper on “X Ray Work 
in Private Practice.” 

There are now on exhibition at the Kodak Gallery, 40, Strand, W.C., 
some 3,000 post cards selected from a total of 5,000 sent in to the recent 
Kodak Sensitised Post Card Competition. The cards are very effectively 
displayed in large frames, the prize winning entries being prominently 
arranged in smaller frames. 

The new abridged catalogue of the Thornton - Pickard Manufacturing 
Co., Altrincham, consists of 40 pages, with illustrations. It gives full 
particulars of the various cameras, shutters, and other apparatus of 
the company’s manufacture. The catalogue is being posted to 25,000 
photographers in all parts of the world. 

The Patent Office.—An open competitive examination for not fewer 
than twelve situations as assistant examiner in the Patent Office will 
be held by the Civil Service Commissioners in February next. The 
examination will begin on the 17th of the month, and forms of application 
for admission to it will probably be ready for issue in the course of a 
few days; they will be obtainable, on request, addressed by letter to 
the Secretary, Civil Service Commission, Burlington Gardens, London, 
W. 

The “ Gloucester Diary ” for 1903 includes a “ Directors’ Calendar ” 
and a note on each day throughout the diary to enable the periodic 
recurrence of fixed engagements to be recorded, such as board 
or council meetings, fixed to be held, for example, on the second 
Tuesday in each month. Among the notes for visitors to Gloucester 
particulars are given respecting many features of interest, including 
the Severn “ Bore,” the Gloucester “ Mop,” and the “ Festival of the 
Three Choirs,” which is the oldest and perhaps the most important 
annual musical meeting held in Great Britain (the Welsh Eisteddfodd 
alone excepted). This festival occurs in Hereford in September, 1903. 

The First Lord of the Treasury has appointed a committee to inquire 
and report as to the administration by the Meteorological Council of 
the existing Parliamentary grant, and as to whether any changes in its 
apportionment are desirable in the interests of meteorological science, 
and to make any further recommendations which may occur to them, 
with a view to increasing the utility of that grant. The committee will 
consist of:—The Right Hon. Sir Herbert E. Maxwell, Bart., M.P. 
(chairman), Mr. J. Dewar, M.P., Sir W. de W. Abney, K.C.B., F.R.S., 
Sir F. Hopwood, K.C.B., Board of Trade, Sir T. H. Elliott, K.C.B., 
Board of Agriculture, Dr. R. T. Glazebrook, F.R.S., Mr. T. L. Heath, 
Treasury, and Dr. J. Larmor, F.R.S. Mr.i G. L. Barstow, of the 
Treasury, will act as secretary to the committee.—“ Nature.” 

Her Grace the Duchess oe Sermoneta, who is herself a keen enthu¬ 
siast and expert with the camera, has a most interesting collection of 
photographs, says “ The Journal of the Camera Club,” purchased from 
the great London exhibitions of the Photographic Salon and the R.P.S. 
Her G race is most anxious that this collection should be of some public 
use, and she has, therefore, most generously consented to present a 
selection of some 40 or 50 of the best of the pictures to the Camera 
Club. Although possibly not quite up to date—the most recent examples, 
we understand, were purchased some three years ago—yet such a 
collection can hardly fail to be of the greatest interest, including, as 
it does, the masterpieces of the foremost men in the world of pictorial 
photography a few vear3 ago. These pictures are now on exhibition in 
the Club Room, and It is particularly interesting to notice what strides 
have been made in the tew short years since they were first introduced 
to the public. 

Dietings of Societies. 
MEETINGS OF SOCIETIES FOR NEXT WEEK. 

Dec. Name of Society. Subject. 

31. Leeds Camera Club . Annual Meeting and Election of Officers. 
Jan 

1. N.-W. London Photo. Society 1 Lantern Slide* and If oil' to Make Them. 
\ Sandell Films & Plates, Ltd. 
1 Beautiful Cloud*: their Form and 

2. Leicester Literary. Adaptability to Artixtic Photograph'/. 
[ Mr. J. Porritt, Vice-Chairman, 
t Expo*ure and Development. Mr. Ernest 
l Human. 

2. Borough Polytechnic. 

9 West London Photo. Society... Point* of View. Mr. C. O. Murray. 

ROYAL PHOTOGRAPHIC SOCIETY. 

Lantern meeting, December 16th.—Mr. George Lamley in the chair. 
Mr. H. M. Lomas gave an interesting chat upon the work to be done 

with the camera in the hunting field. He showed the results of several 
years’ efforts on his own part, and amongst the lantern pictures which 
illustrated his remarks were a number of conspicuous merit. The 
nature of the country worked, and the methods followed by the hunts¬ 
men, both in fox, stag, and badger hunting, were very fully exemplified, 
and several slides depicting the “ kill ” were interspersed amongst the 
others. Photography in the hunting field is evidently a pursuit calling 
for much exercise of patience and perseverance, and Mr. Lomas is to 
be congratulated on the success which has attended his efforts. 

At the next lantern meeting (January 20th), Prof. Garwood will lecture 
on the “ Peaks and Glaciers of the Kangchenjunga Range. 

-*♦- 

LONDON AND PROVINCIAL PHOTOGRAPHIC ASSOCIATION. 

December 18th.—Mr. S. Herbert Fry in the chair. 

The combined toning and fixing bath was again the subject of dis¬ 
cussion. Mr. R. P. Drage spoke favourably of Fuerst’s bath, which 
stopped its action when the gold was exhausted, and produced no change 
of colour. It was understood that the shilling bath toned eight sheets 
of paper. Mr. Drage added that he had followed the combined bath with 
a treatment of the print in fresh hypo solution. 

Mr. A. Mackie enquired whether the last speaker made up into 
solution at once the whole of the material supplied for the bath, aud 
then used the bath again and again until the eight sheets of paper were 
toned, or whether for a smaller batch of prints he dissolved a pro¬ 

portionate part of the ingredients. 
Mr. Drage replied that he made the bath up at once and used the 

solution until the eight sheets had been toned, returning the solution 

each time to the stock bottle. Mr. Mackie observed that this was an 

unwise course. He thought it was generally agreed that a new bath 
for each batch of prints was the preferable procedure. 

Mr. R. Beckett agreed that to repeatedly use a toning bath in the 
way described was not wise. When once used the composition of a 
bath was so upset as to destroy the good qualities of the unused solution. 

Mr. Drage believed that the makers of the bath advised the course 
he followed. He could only say, however, that it behaved very satis¬ 
factorily. 

Members then discussed the new Pelloid film, and it seemed to be a 
general opinion amongst those who had used it that the new article 
was distinctly good. One speaker urged the importance of soaking 
the film in water before putting it into the developing dish, to obviate 
its attaching itself to the bottom of the dish. Another member pointed 
out that this course must necessarily alter the character of the negative. 
The fineness of its grain was a matter of comment. It was stated 
that the spteed was about 80 H. and D. 

Mr. Drage thought the idea embodied in the preparation of the film 

of coating both sides was not new. It had, he believed, been adopted 

in several instances in years past. 

PROFESSIONAL PHOTOGRAPHERS’ ASSOCIATION. 

A meeting of the Edinburgh branch was held at 38, Castle Street, on 
Friday evening, 12th December, 1902, Mr. R. A. Heaven in the chair. 
Present, Messrs. Heaven, Auld, Patrick, Pursey, Bibbs, Crawford, Swan, 
Watson, and Moffat. 

Apologies for absence were read from Messrs. Crooke and Balmain. 
The subjects under discussion were plates and rejected proofs. 

The Chairman said what photographers wanted was a very sensitive 
plate which would develop quickly. Mr. Moffat drew attention to the 
different ways in which various brands of plates developed. A certain 
plate gained density slowly along with detail, whereas another maker’s 
plates, equally sensitive in a good light, required to look fully exposed 
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when the image first appeared. If this was not the case, a great deal 
of the detail would fix out in the hypo, leaving very thin shadows. 
Also that the plates which gained density gradually were more sensi¬ 
tive in a dull foggy light, comparatively, than the one in which 
the detail in shadows appeared at the start of the development. Mr. 
Auld thought that the first mentioned plate was really isochromatic 
in its nature, therefore it was more sensitive in a foggy light. 
If when developing he found the high lights were gaining 
density too rapidly, he put the plate in a dish of clean water 
and left it to steep for half an hour or so, and when it was 
removed it had gained detail without increasing the density in the 
'lights. Messrs. Patrick, Bibbs, and Pursey also spoke on this subject. 
A very interesting discussion then ensued on the subject of rejected 
proofs, in which all the members present took part. 

The next meeting was fixed for Priday, 13th February, 1903. Subject 
for discussion : Water supply for photographers, and mounts. 

LIVERPOOL AMATEUR PHOTOGRAPHIC ASSOCIATION. 

At a meeting of the Liverpool Amateur Photographic Association, held 
on Thursday last in the rooms in Eberle Street, a very large audience of 
members and friends assembled to hear Mr. G. E. Thompson lecture 
on his trip to Jamaica, which took place in the early part of the year. 
Dr. Napier occupied the chair in the absence of the president, Mr. 
E. R. Dibdin. Mr. Thompson’s lecture was most interesting, and he 
dealt with his subject m a delightfully humorous vein. His description 
of the voyage from Avonmouth in the Port Antonio, the various excur¬ 
sions, the journey to Constant Springs Hotel, the visit to a coffee 
plantation in the Blue Mountains, the visit to Messrs. Rowntree and 
Co.’s estate and Port Antonio, the various excursions to Fern Gully, 
Roaring River Falls, Montpellier, Montego Bay, Mandeville, and Spanish 
Town were followed with intense interest by the audience. On his 
return to Kingston, Mr. Thompson watched the loading of a steamer 
with bananas, and his description of the way in which the negro women 
work was very interesting. The lecture was illustrated by nearly 150 
very fine lantern slides, all made from negatives taken by the lecturer. 
At the conclusion, a hearty vote of thanks was passed to Mr. Thompson 
on the motion of Dr. Napier. 

SOUTHAMPTON CAMERA CLUB. 

The members of the above club held a meeting on the 15th instant at 
heir headquarters, Philharmonic Hall, when the President, Mr. 

Burrough-Hill, occupied the chair. 

After the election of several new members, Mr, G. Vivian was 
called upon to give a “ Resume of the club outings during 1902.” He 
treated the subject with his usual ability, and through his knowledge 
of the history of each rendezvous, made the lecture both instructive 
and interesting. The discourse was suitably enlivened by a large 
number of well-selected lantern slides, representative of the various 
localities, which comprised St. Cross, North Stoneham Park, Shawford, 
Salisbury Cathedral, New Forest, Cowes, and Beaulieu. 

At the conclusion of the lecture, Mr. Vivian was accorded a well- 
deserved vote of thanks, and was eulogised by the President for the 
masterly manner in which he handled the subject. 

-♦- 

NEWCASTLE-ON-TYNE AND NORTHERN COUNTIES PHOTO¬ 

GRAPHIC ASSOCIATION. 

The difficult subject of the “ Pictorial Treatment of Architecture ” was 
the theme of a most interesting lecture by Mr. Walter Scutt before this 
Association on Tuesday, the 16th inst. The lecturer drew a distinction 
between pictorial treatment and the mere simple record of facts, there 
being, as a rule, nothing artistic in the latter, and remarked that most 
architectural photographs suffer from the attempt to include too much in 
the field of view, and show too much detail, thus losing breadth of 
effect and concentration of interest; pictorial effect depending upon 
certain qualities not inherent in the building itself; hence a pure 
technical reproduction of the work of the architect and mason is not 
necessarily or generally a picture, or pleasing to the cultivated taste. 
Mr. Scutt said that scattered lights and shades were to be avoided, 
while massing of the same was to be preferred; wide angle lenses and 
small stops were undesirable, causing violent perspective and loss of 
atmosphere, while suitable figures should be introduced whenever possible. 
Some very fine slides by the lecturer were put through the lantern, 
illustrating his remarks very aptly, and reproductions of pictorial treat¬ 
ment of architecture by famous artists, in particular Turner and Girtin, 
were handed round. In conclusion, Mr. Scutt recommended the use of 
orthochromatic plates or films, single lenses to obtain softness, and 
cameras with fixed backs and great range of rising and swing fronts 
over those with swing backs and limited rise of fronts. The Sanderson 
camera and Underwood’s “ Minster,” both used by the lecturer in his 
own work, were, with other apparatus, exhibited as specially suitable. 

Correspondence. 
\* Correspondents should never write on both sides of the paper, t\o 

notice is taken of communications unless the names and addresses oj 

the writers are given,. 

* > * We do not undertake responsibility for the opinions expressed by our 

' correspondents. 

WHERE ARE WE DRIFTING? 

To the Editors. 

Gentlemen,—As Mr. Ranger’s latest letter is merely a commentary 
on mine it is not worth much notice. He is evidently a veteran of the 
old school, and we must try and remember that the progressive man 
of to-day -will be more or less (less, we naturally hope) the same as 
he is to-morrow. Another correspondent mildly suggests that we 
stop throwing stones at each other’s glasshouses, explain our method 
of work, and let him (and others) .sit in judgment upon it. But 
there is nothing to explain. Mr. Banger asserted that ■ concentratea 
top light was a sort of photographic Bovril, or essence of art. I, rather 
mildly, flatly contradicted him. He scoffed at side light studios. 1 
endeavoured to show he was writing sheer nonsense. So far as 
light and shade is concerned, it would be absurd for any man to say 
that a side light is better than a skylight studio. On that point the 
one is as good as the other. All I contend for my style is less ex¬ 

treme of heat or cold, less soot and dust, no leakage, and fewer stairs 
to climb, and a bigger choice of locality. On no other point can 1 
remember any difference between my old and new studios. Mr. 
Banger slightly implies that possibly my work was not up to much in 
either of my studios. He is unable to see I tried to avoid any word 
that could be construed into an advertisement. I can only repeat, the 
exposure for groups or single figures is as nearly the same now as it 
ever was in my skylight studios. 

Trusting, gentlemen, you will allow me to have one more round 
with Mr. Banger before I retire, I go on to say, “Sidelight” appears 
to have sent him some “ samples ” of his work, but Mr. Banger 
loftily declines to return the compliment, until a “ Guild of Art 
Photography ” is invented or built. I am inclined to think this an- 
old. school style of spelling the word “funk.” Now, I wonder (I 
“wonder,” Mr. Banger), would he object to sending (with your per¬ 
mission) “ samples ” of his work to you. I shall be very pleased to 
send some of mine, and would be quite content if you said my lighting 
was as good as his, even if it happened to be better, or to be utterly 
condemned if it was worse. 

I think this is a chance for Mr. Banger. He taught us, in a former 
letter, the difference between “poesy” and “poetry.” This week he 
gives a brilliantly lucid definition of the word “wonder.” I am sure 
that even you, gentlemen (though editors), are anxiously waiting to 
hear, not only where we have drifted to, but when we ought to 
have cast anchor.—I am, gentlemen, yours truly, 

Wii. Ralston. 

P.S.—On second thoughts I enclose with this some “samples,” as a 
sort of “guarantee of good faith.” May I be allowed to add, “ Banger 
goes saxpence on postage ? ” . 

259, Sauchiehall Street, Glasgow. 
December 20th, 1902. 

THE OLD GIVETH PLACE TO THE NEW. 

To the Editors. 

Gentlemen,—Photographic pictures on silver plates gave place to 
pictures on silvered copper, these gave way to pictures on glass, these 
again gave way to positive pictures on paper, mounted on cardboard; 
these latter pictures found repose in albums, etc. ; these pictures (1 
refer to portraits specially) were (to be successful) all from models, 
who were quite still. Now, a query as to the next change for the 
presentment of individuals, and groups of same, I think the time has 
arrived for the quite alert professional photographer to arm himself 
with cinematograph apparatus for the making of animated pictures, 
then persuade their customers to provide themselves with Kinora 
albums. With these latter the professional photographer should have a 
great help in his proposal to pass the inert and still portraits, pro¬ 
viding for his clients animated pictures of themselves, their children, 
relatives, and friends, all showing the natural grace, or otherwise of 
the photographed; then will father’s familiar walk be recorded, ges¬ 
tures and play of features will be caught, and family peculiarities 
of movement, habit or trick, yield a permanent living record. Already 
a large company in London are offering the public animated private 
portraiture, 42s. per negative of 50 feet, reproductions 15s. each. 
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Will the professional photographer go at once for the new sty*e or 
fashion ? Or, will he wait until others, perhaps not yet in the business, 
show him the way, as the chemist showed him the possibilities of 
photographic dealing? Time will show. -Yours faithfully, 

F. K. Hurman. 

P.S.--By Kinora Album, I mean an instrument fofi the table, in 
which the positive reproductions are placed, mechanical effort pro¬ 
viding the movement which reproduces the animation of the scene 
caused by persistence of vision. 

December 21st, 1902. 

Answers to Correspondents* 
*#* All matters intended for the text portion of this JOURNAL, includ¬ 

ing queries, must he addressed to “ The Editors, The British 

Journal of Photography, 24, Wellington-street, Strand, London, 

W. C. ” Inattention to this ensures delay. 

* ** Correspondents are informed that we cannot undertake to answer 

communications through the post. Questions are not answered unless 

the names and addresses of the writers are given. 

Communications relating to Advertisements and general business 

affairs should he addressed fo Messrs. Henry Greenwood & Co., 

24, Wellington-street, Strand, London, W.C. 

-♦--—- 

Photographs Registered :— 

A. C. Collis, Alexandra Road, Cleethorpes, Lincoln. Photograph of group of 
Clet th orpes view*. 

\V. Martin, 29. Newmarket Street, Ayr, N.B. Photograph of R.S. Fusiliers’ 
Memorial t-statue. 

F. W. Wren.—The address of “ Bibby’s Quarterly” is Liverpool. 

Ferrotype.—E. Thorpe asks:—“Would you be kind enough to tell me 
where I can get a book on wet ferrotype as used by beach photo¬ 
graphers.”—In reply: A small work on the subject is published 
by Messrs. Jonathan Fallowfield, Charing Cross Road, W.C. 

Registration of Design.—Photo says : “ I have a design for portraits 
which I desire to copyright, and should be glad to know what 
particulars are necessary to enable me to do this.”—In reply: If 
you write to the Patent Office, Designs and Trade Marks Depart¬ 
ment, enclosing stamp, printed instructions will be sent to you. 
From these you will see how to proceed. 

Copyright Union.—Ubiqtje says: “I should like to join a copyright 
society, if such an institution exists, as I have a large quantity 
of view negatives to protect. Would you kindly let me know how 
to proceed.”—In reply: There is the Photographic Copyright Union, 
of which Mr. Henry Gower is the secretary. Write to him for a 
prospectus. His address is London Chamber of Commerce, Botolph 
House, Eastcheap, E.C. 

Stains on Prints.—Sydney Reynolds writes : “ Would you give me 
information of the following prints? I developed the paper with 
metol-hydroquinone. The paper is Nikko bromide. I should like 
to know the cause of the stain, as it was not on when developed.” 
—In reply: We cannot say the precise cause of the stain. All 
we can say is that it is due to carelessness in the work—possibly 
dirty dishes. 

Cleaning Engravings.—Martreb asks: “ Could you inform me the best 
way to clean some engravings ? I have three; one is badly stained 
all over, the other two have dark brown spots on them. Could you 
give me a recipe of any solution that would eradicate these stains, 
and not injure the engravings, as they are very good ones, about 
15 by 12 size.”—In reply: There are different ways of cleaning 
engravings, and they are all dependent upon the bleaching action 
of chlorine. As our correspondent has had no experience in the 
work, we should recommend him to place the prints in the hands 
of one who is expert in “restoring” engravings. Many valuable 
prints have been ruined by novices in their attempts to clean them. 

Unfulfilled Engagement.—J. Wakefield writes as follows: “In your 
last week’s issue I answered two advertisements for general 
assistant, both different addresses, and the advertiser, a Mr. - 
(German) came, and I engaged him, and arranged to give him 
the wages he asked, 30s., and was to start on Tuesday last. I 
have never seen him yet, and I see this week again he has two 
more advertisements. Could you advise this man for me not to 
humbug the trade and do other would-be good hands applying 

from a long distance out of an early answer by this nonsense. 
It would set right the grievance complained of recently by 
assistants of having to wait so long for return of s| ecimens and 
answer; and these are the sort that give the trouble, and give 
master men a bad name.”—In reply : We insert our correspondent’s 
letter, and that is all we can do in the matter. 

Stained Negative.—Inquirer puts the following queries : “ I should be 
much obliged if you would give me information on following 
points:—(1) How are the stains caused on enclosed negative, 
which appeared after intensification ? Chloride of mercury and 
ammonia was used. (2) Can you recommend any better method 
of intensifying, as I frequently have negatives stained in using 
above formula. (3) Is there any advantage in portraits taken at 
a small stop on rapid plates over those taken at open aperture 
on slower plates? My lens works at f/5-6; is there any advantage, 
say, for large heads, in stopping down to f/8 ? ”—In reply: (1) The 
stains appear to be due either to the negative not being perfectly 
fixed, or insufficiently washed afterwards. The plate also looks 
as if it was somewhat stale when used. (2) Several formulae for 
intensifying solutions are given on pp. 1077-9 of the “ Almanac ” 
for the current year. (3) The advantage in using the lens stopped 
down is that the different planes of the picture are in better 
focus than when it is worked with its full aperture. 

Collodion Emulsion.—A. M. Morrison writes: “ On page 796 of the 
‘ Almanac ’ for 1896 is an article by Edwin Banks on ‘ A modified 
emulsion (collodion).’ Well, could you help me out of my difficulty? 
First, as to the solvents, is methylated ether at 2d. per ounce 
suitable, or must I use methylated sulphuric ether, costing about 
8d. per ounce. I purchased the pyroxyline from -, of this 
city; it was sold to me in a wet state, kept moist with spirits, for 
safety, the shopman explained. I dissolved it in methylated ether 
sp. gr. 725, but it dissolved with difficulty, cloudy, and leaving 
sediment Rn. thick at bottom of bottle. Article says it should 
dissolve readily and leave no sediment. Please say where I am 
wrong. Secondly, can I prepare it in daylight right to the end? 
If not, at what point must I withdraw from daylight? Is it a 
usual thing for gun cotton to be sold in the wet state with spirits, 
as I explained above. Of course, I laid it out to dry before using it. 
I hope you will be able to put me right.”—In reply: The solvents 
should be of good quality, but good methylated sulphuric ether 
should not cost more than about half-a-crown a pound. It is 
evident that the pyroxyline was unsuitable for the purpose. The 
emulsion should be kept in the dark after the silver and bromide 
are added. Pyroxyline is sometimes kept damp for safety’s sake, 
and it should be made thoroughly dry before it is used. 

Re Frederick Thomas James Morris, photographer, 137, Whiteladies 
Road, Clifton.—This debtor made an application for his discharge at the 
Bristol County Court on December 19th, before his honour Judge 
Austin. It appeared from the official receiver’s report on the case, 
that the receiving order was made against the debtor in August last. 
He alleged his insolvency to have been brought about by keen com¬ 
petition and the electric trams carrying people past his premises. The 
only offence alleged against the debtor was that his assets were not 
equal to 10s. in the £, although a dividend of 9s. in the £ had been 
paid to the unsecured creditors. Eventually his honour granted the 
discharge upon debtor making up the dividend to 10s. in the £. 

*** Notice to the Trade, Wholesale Agents and Book¬ 

sellers,—A Contents Bill is issued with each number of the JOURNAL, 

and copies may he had on application to the Publishers. 
*** Notice to Advertisers.—Blocks and copy are received subject 

to the approval of the Publishers, and advertisements are inserted abso¬ 
lutely without condition, expressed or implied as to what appears in 
the text portion of the paper. 

<$k Jornpralcf Jkfffgiptphr?. 
The Oldest Photographic Journal in the World. 

ESTABLISHED 1854. PUBLISHED EVERY FRIDAY. PRICE TWOPENCE. 

TERMS OF SUBSCRIPTION, Post Free 
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s. d. 
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Situations Wanted. 

As Operator, Retoucher and Developer, etc.; con¬ 
siderable experience; tall, good appearance and 

address.—Address Westwood, Barrington Road, 

Altrincham. 

A GENTLEMAN, late Principal Retoucher with 
Norman May & Co., Cheltenham, desires Engage¬ 

ment as Operator and Retoucher, or as above.—H., 
18a Arthur Road, Horsham. 

A RTIST disengaged; experienced in all branches; 
A expert, with air brush ; highest testimonials ; can 
operate or take management.—Address Artist, 141 
London Road, Kingston-on-Thames. 

AN Experienced Printer in P.O.P., Platinum, and 
Silver desires a Permanency in London; good 

references; moderate salary.—K. H., 12 Spurling ltoad, 
East Dulwich, 8.E. AN Experienced Ladv Retoucher desires Engage- 

ment in First-class House; Brighton cr seaside 
winter resort preferred; negative retouched on speci- 
men prints sent.—Retoucher, 41 Tollingtcn Road, 
Holloway, London, N. _ BROMIDE Enlarger, used to very big quantities 

only, wishes Situation in London or other great 
town in England; also quick in copying. Albert v on 
Reibnitz, Frankfurt-on-Main, Lutzowstrasse 8, Ger¬ 
many. CIOLLOTYPE Platemaker seeks Re-engagement; 

J first-class references.—Address P. 7, 24 Wel¬ 
lington Street, Strand, London. 

COLLOTYPE Machine Minder, with 8 years’ experi¬ 
ence, desires Situation.—Address P. 4, 24 Wel¬ 

lington Street, Strand, London. 

COMPETENT carbon, plat., and C.C. Printer requires 
Situation (in or near Birmingham preferred), 

fair knowledge of studio work; four years at last 
place._285 Monument Road, Birmingham. 

A S Printer, experienced in P.O.P., P^t-, and 
carbon; well recommended.—Address G. W., io 

Duke’s Road, Tunbridge Wrells. ___ 

A SSISTANT Operator, used to -assisting in lirst-class 
A studio; also wants to improve Himself gene¬ 
rally.—Address to J., c/o H. and K., 10 Sackville 

Street, W.____ ASSISTANT requires Engagement, Retouching; 
assist generally.—Address Collins, 30 Sydner 

Road, Stoke Newington, London. _ 
“I YOUNG- LYdU desires Re engagement as Recep- 
_x\_ tionist. in London house; retouching, spotting, 
and mounting.—Address M., 11 Brondesbury Villas, 
N.W.__ ^ 

4 S General Assistant; good, all-round knowledge; 
print, plat., P.O.P., silver, etc. ; good retoucher ; 

age, 24; wages, 30s.; good references.—Apply J. K., 
20 Sandison St., Maxted Rd., Denmark Park, S.E. 

AS Retoucher, Framemaker, and General Assistant; 
tall, good appearance, and address; over 2£ 

years last place; excellent references.—V., 30 South 
Road, West Hartlepool. __ __ ASSISTANT-Operator and Retoucher ; a good, all- 

round hand; could manage branch; 10 years’ 
good experience; first-class references.—Address Frlc., 
54 Cobden Road, Sevenoaks. _ ADVERTISER (young) wants Berth as Operator and 

Retoucher; good, all-round worker; permanency. 
—References, specimens, on application to Operator, 
50 Lysons Road, Aldershot. _ 

A YOUNG Lady, Retoucher, with 4 years’ profes¬ 
sional experience, requires Engagement in 

London; salary moderate.—Address B., 30 Vicarage 
Road, Camberwell, S.E. . _ 

A FIRST-CLASS Retoucher, Assistant Operator, and 
General Assistant requires Situation ; London or 

near; good references.—Address Eversden, 77 Albany 
Street, N.W. 

A YOUNG Lady desires Re-engagement, retouching, 
mounting, spotting, etc.; reception-room duties 

if required; five years’ reference.—Address E., 20 
Chancellor Road, West Dulwich, S.E. 

APPRENTICE. - Young Lady (16) wishes to be Ap¬ 
prenticed to a good house where she will learn 

retouching and finishing indoors.—Full particulars, 
please send Anderson, 13 Carholme Road, Forest Hill, 
S.E_ 

A PRACTICAL Assistant desires Re-engagement 
Operating (wet and dry). Retouching, Printing, 

etc.; highest references ; London only7.—Z., 17 Shep¬ 
herd’s Bush Green, W. 

CINEMATOGRAPHIC Photographer and Operator 
open for Engagement; thoroughly experienced, 

reliable, and competent.—Stanley, 15 Primrose Aw, 
Urmston, Manchester. 

(COLLOTYPE, Photo-Litho, and Outdoor Operating.— 
J Experienced Worker open to Engagement for 

above; also preparing negs. for collotype and photo- 
litho transfer making.—Address P. 10, 24 W ellington 
Street, Strand, W.C.___ 

DISENGAGED, Young Man ; has had good experi¬ 
ence in Operating and Printing; print plat., 

P.O.P., C.C., bromide; able to assist generally.—Ad¬ 
dress C. Cornell, Dudley Road, Ventnor, I.W._ 

ENERGETIC Operator and Retoucher desires Re- 
Engagement in good firm, with large output pre¬ 

ferred.—F. A. Wilkinson, 5 Marquess Grove, Islington, 
N._ 
FIRST-CLASS Lady Retoucher desires Re-engage¬ 

ment ; highest references.—Address P. 22, 24 
Wellington .Street, Strand, London.___ 

IAIRST-CLASS Retoucher requires permanent En- 
. gagement with good firm ; willing to assist in 

operating and general; London preferred; moderate 
salary.—A. Green, c/o Mrs. Levy, 72 Leadenhall St., 
E.C.___ 

FIRST-CLASS Retoucher and Assistant of long ex¬ 
perience will be open at Easter to engage with 

good house in Nottingham, Derby, Leicester district; 
could take charge in principal’s absence; perma¬ 
nency ; references from best houses in Midlands.— 
Photographer, 52 Sydenham Terrace, Fratton, Hants. 

I7HRST-CLASS Bromide Enlarger and Contact 
Printer, thoroughly experienced; references, 

specimens, etc.—Address M., 7 Esplanade Terrace, 
Joppa, Edinburgh. 

FIRST-CLASS Retoucher and Platinotype Finisher 
desires Engagement in good firm; West-End ex¬ 

perience ; salary, 30s. ; permanency only.—Address 
(Miss) C., 21 Whitehall Parade, Archway RJ, Highgate. 

/'N OOD General Assistant, well up in retouching, 
VX willing to assist in operating, requires perma¬ 
nent Engagement; age, 27; salary, 30s. ; London pre¬ 
ferred.—B. Wray, 5 Dunstan Houses, Stepney Green, E. 
(c/o Mr. Scheinman). 

/"T OOD Retoucher seeks Situation with good firm; 
VX willing to assist in operating, etc.—Address E. J., 
25 Charles Street, Bath. HIGH-CLASS Operator and B. and W. Artist desires 

a change; 4 years in present situation as 
manager; particulars.—Address P. 6, 24 Wellington 
Street, Strand, W.C. 

HIGH-CLASS Printer, P.O.P., C.C., and plat., de¬ 
sires Re-engagement; take fair neg. and de¬ 

velop ; excellent refs. ; accept low salary (to start); 
permanency; Midlands preferred.—Plat., 65 Rugby 
Street, Wolverhampton. 

IADY Photographer, first-class retoucher (fine), 
1 testimonials from Lafayette and others, seeks 

Engagement, temporary or otherwise, five days a 
week, full time after April; London or near; B. and 
W., operate; from 25s.—P. 11, 24 Wellington Street, 
Strand, W.C. 

MR. DUDLEY FIELD (for 7j years Principal Photo¬ 
graphic Artist with Mr. Esme Codings, in Bond 

Street) is now free to take up a fresh appointment in 
a First-class Studio.—14 Bolingbroke Road, West Ken¬ 
sington. 

OPERATOR, Retoucher, and B. and W. Artist ; ex¬ 
perience of managing; first-ciiuM refrrem.es - 

Address R. G. Mainds, 31 Derby Street, Glus* w W OPERATOR, Studio or Field; willing to assist gene. 
rally; accustomed to picture trade, framing, and 

artist materials; no retouching— Photo, 8 Beacmisfleld 
Terrace, Victoria Road, Cambridge _ OPERATOR and Retoucher desires peruianen<\ in 

good house, or would manage branch; 11 years’ 
experience; salary, £2 2s.—Address E. <-.,2 Shrub¬ 
bery Cottages, Redland, Bristol. 

OPERATOR, with high Class West-End experience, 
desires Appointment with firm o! good repute; 

skilful with knite; highest references.—Address Artist, 
33 Queen’s Road, Wimbledon, S.W._j 

PERATOR and Retoucher, over seventeen yttV 
O' experience in first c lass London and provincial 
houses, is open to Engagement.—Address Parker, 53 
Evershott Road, Tollington Park, London, N. 

OPERATOR-RETOUCHER of long expei ien e in g I 
houses wants Engagement; go-d references; 

moderate salary.—M., c/o Bethel, Promenade Mtudi 
Douglas. I.O.M. _ OPERATOR and Retoucher requires Situation m 

good house; 12 years’ experience wjth leading 
firms ; excellent references.—Address C. S., 8 Avenliaiu 
Road, Preston. OPERATOR and Printer.—Independent worker, ac¬ 

quainted with bromide process, contact printing, 
machine work, outdoor photography, requires Situa¬ 
tion.—Address P. 26, 21 Wellington St., Strand, W.C. OPERATOR RETOUCHER requires Berth; a good 

worker, and accustomed to reception-room 
duties; age, 25; good references.—Address P. 30, 24 
Wellington Street, Strand, W.C._. _| OPERATOR.—Gentleman of ability and first ciaS 

experience wishes Engagement; clever with chil¬ 
dren; artistic and quick retoucher.—Address Moss- 
Hardwick, 83 Bayswater Mount, Leeds. OPERATOR and Retoucher disengaged ; thoroughly 

competent; also in enlarging, neg. making, etc. ; 
a practical, all-round photographer ; age, 32; mod. 
salary.—Edward, 39 Terront Road, South Tottenham. 

OPERATOR .I Retoucher desires Engagement, 
or as Assistant Operator, in first-class house; 

good outdoor operator; West-End experience.—Ad¬ 
dress P. 23, 24 Wellington Street, Strand, London. 

PRINTER desires Re-engagement; long experience 
with first-class firms; all processes; also 

thoroughly competent in operating and negative pro¬ 
duction ; London only.—R., 325 Shirland Road, West 
Kilburn, W. 

PRINTER and Toner, silver, P.O.P., plat.; willing 
to assist generally; age, 24; moderate salary; 8 

years’ experience.—Thatcher, 45 Guildford Road, 
Greenwich. 
"PRINTER desires Re engagement ; used to large 
JT batches, silver, matt., plat.. C.C.. P.O.P. ; assist 
generally.—Address G. H., 6i Marlborough Road, Old 
Kent Road, S.E. 

T3P.INTER seeks Engagement (gelatinp, collodion, 
IT matt, collodion, albumen); assist generally; 
willing, industrious, abstainer ; moderate salary.—Ad¬ 
dress Printer, 66 Anerlev Rd., Upper Norwood, S.E. 

"ORINTER requires Re-engagement in good liouse, 
J! for plat., carbon, or matt.; 26 years’ experience; 
age. 45; many years last place.—Address P. 12, 24 
Wellington Street, Strand, London. 

~P FTOUCHER (Lady) requires Situation; can finish 
JA in B. and W.—Address C. R., 88 Burton Road, 
Brixton, S.W. 

OPERATOR and Retoucher; high-class work only.— 
For particulars apply Operator, 5 Westgate 

Street, Eury St. Edmund0 

RECEPTIONIST or Assistant.—Young Lady desires 
) Situation as above; good and quick spotter; 

would assist with mounting, if required.—G., 10 
Rudolph Road, Kilburn, N.W. 

RE-ENGAGEMENT as Manager fir Operator and 
Retoucher; experienced with films, aDo bromide 

enlarging.—0. B., 90 Franche Court Road, Earlsfield. 

SMART Young Man or Improver for outdoor operat¬ 
ing ; travelling, shops, groups, etc.—Photo, 103 

Mawson Road, Cambridge. 

SITUATION Wanted as Retoucher, Enlarger, and 
Assistant Operator; near London preferred.—S. 

Jowett, Cliiltern Road, Wendover, Tring. 

SITUATION Wanted by good all-round Hand; 13 
.rears" experience; low wage for permanency.— 

Address E. A., 1 The Terrace, Hartburn, Stockton-on- 
Tees. 

"T/fYANTED, Berth as Assistant Operator, or would 
? V assist generally; print, tone, develop, mount, 

etc.; good experience; moderate salary far perma¬ 
nency.—Apply Operator, 37 Biscay Rd., Hammersmith. 

YOUNG Man of good ability requires Situation as 
Operator; is willing to assist generally if re¬ 

quired; 10 years’ experience; good references.— 
Cumming, 5 Wvndham Terra.ce, Salisbury. 

YOUNG Lady seeks Situation, in or near London, 
Improver to Retouching; first-class mounter and 

spotter; small salary to live in.—P. 13, 24 Wellington 
Street. Strand. W.C._ 

YOUNG Lady desires Engagement as General Assis¬ 
tant : can operate, print, tone, mount: fair re¬ 

toucher; 10 years’ experience.—Miss Gardiner, c/o 
Mrs. Jones, Park Road, Pcntypool, Mon. 
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SITUATION'S WANTED (continued). 

■V7"OUNG Lady desires Re-engagement as Recep- 
JL tionist; assist with mounting, spotting, and re- 

Itouching; London or suburbs; good references.—M., 
184 Earlslield Road, Wandsworth, S.W. 

i^TOUNG Lady of good appearance and address re- 
X quires position in good house; receptionist, re¬ 

toucher, work up in carbons and plats ; good 
experience of the business throughout; could take 
management. — Receptionist, 33 Loughboro’ Rd.; 
Leicester. 

Situations Vacant. 
APPRENTICE Wanted (lady or gentleman) where 

there is good opportunity to learn the business 
throughout, including painting; premium required.— 
Apply, Grubl, 62 Perry Vale, Forest Hill, S.E. 

A RTI^T required, with own air brush, for Black and 
J\. White and Water Colours; plenty of work for 
capable man.—Apply, with specimens, to Elite Por¬ 
trait Company, 267 High Holborn, W.C. ARTIST required two days a week; well up ia B. 

and W. and Monochrome; also a good, sharp 
Lad as Apprentice (small premium); fine chance for 
an energetic lad to learn enlarging and general trade 
work.—Address P. 1, 24 Wellington Street, Strand, 
W.C._ BACKGROUND Painter.—Wanted, a good Artist to 

paint some grounds in our studio.—Hana 
Studios, 22 Bedford Street, Strand. CLEVER Operator and Retoucher Wanted for 

West-End Studio on sharing terms.—Apply to 
Helios Studios, 74 Baker Street, W. CANVASSER Wanted; good salary and commis¬ 

sion.—Address Stuart Lancaster, Photographer, 
Rochester. EXPERIENCED Operator-Retoucher; one able to 

light and pose and turn out good work only; 
permanency ; no learners wanted.—Wakefield, Ealing. 

TJXPERIENCED Spotter and Mounter Wanted, must 
■ 1 be accustomed to good work, for West-End firm. 

—Reply, stating reference and salary 'required, to P. 
25, 24 Wellington Street, Strand, W.C. 

T7URST-CLASS Platinotype Printer Wanted; £2 2s. 
■ weekly to really good man; references, speci¬ 

mens, and photo of self.-—P. 24, 24 Wellington Street, 
Strand, W.C. I LADING Dublin Firm requires competent Carbon 

J Printer; one used to double transfer and capable 
of turning out regular work.—Address Photo, c/o 
Eason & Son, Advertising Agents, Dublin. 

T ADY Printer Wanted at once; competent and used 
S 1 to large batches; wages, £1 to commence.— 

Apply A. and G. Taylor, Hutchinson’s Buildings, High 
Street West, Sunderland. LESSONS in Photographic Negative Retouching. 

Highest-class tuition. Slow retouchers quickened 
and improved. Lessons given day, night, or by post. 
—Address T. S. Bruce, Artist (Est. 1886), 4 Viilas-on- 
Heath, Vale, Hampstead, London._ MR. BERRY, Photographer, Sale, has a Vacancy for 

well-educated Youth as Pupil Apprentice; 
thorough tuition._ _ MR. J. THOMSON, Photographer to His Majesty the 

King, has an Opening for a Young Lady and 
Gentleman as Apprentices at his Bedford Branch. 
—Address : 72 High Street, Bedford. MANAGER Wanted for good class branch ; must be 

an energetic and up-to-date Operator and Re¬ 
toucher who has already satisfactorily filled similar 
position; permanency guaranteed; salary, £2 weekly 
and commission.—Address, stating age, reference, and 
specimens, to P. 9, 24 Wellington Street, Strand, W.C. OPERATOR required ; high-class business ; must be 

fully qualified and have thorough knowledge of 
all branches of photography.—Send particulars, age, 
etc., and specimens ofi own work to P. 5, 24 Welling¬ 
ton Street, Strand, London. PHOTOGRAPHER Wanted; must be good Operator. 

—Apply, by letter only, to P. 717, care otf Messrs. 
Deacon’s Advertising Offices, 154 Leadenhall Street, 
London. _ PUPIL required, residential or otherwise, in a high- 

class Studio (South Coast); every branch 
thoroughly taught, and remunerative employment 
guaranteed ; premium required.—Pupil, “ Observer ” 
Office, Hastings.__ 

TJRINTER.—First-class Man Wanted for plat., C.C., 
_[ and silver.—Photo and salary to Tom Chidley, 
Chester._ 
TJRINTER of experience Wanted in platinum, silver, 
_[ and P.O.P., etc.—Dalby, Wellington Street, Wool¬ 
wich.__ 
"PUBLICATION.—London Photographer requires ser- 
_L vices of energetic, experienced Man having 
influence with Press and others for publication work; 
particulars, refs., and remuneration.—P. 28, 24 Wel¬ 
lington Street, Strand, W.C. RETOUCHER.—Wanted, occasional sendees of artis¬ 

tic Retoucher, used to best class work; fine 
touch, delicate modelling; specimen, particulars, and 
remuneration desired.—P. 32, 24 Wellington St., Strand. 

RECEPTIONIST Wanted; several years’ experience 
necessary; also knowledge of book-keeping.— 

Apply, in person or by letter, Hana Studios, Ltd., 22 
Bedford Street, Strand. 

STUDIO Builder W’anted for London ; one with ex¬ 
perience and who can advise.— State terms, etc., 

to P. 27, 24 Wellington Street, Strand, W.C. 

"171^ANTED, a Retoucher and Assistant Operator.— 
¥ v Apply A. H. Fry, 68 East Street, Brighton. 

ANTED, capable Artist for occasional work in 
V T B. and W., for enlargements, etc. ; one in neigh¬ 

bourhood of Clapham preferred.—Carey, 53 Landmere 
Road, Clapham. 

WANTED, smart Assistant for Trade; printing, 
developing, copying, etc. ; used to roll films; 

retoucher preferred; state experience and wage re¬ 
quired.-—Henson & Co., Photo Works, Nottingham. 

WANTED, General Lady Assistant, to operate, 
develop, retouch, etc. ; small, quiet business ; 

please write or call.—Jessamine Studio, 53 East Hill, 
Wandsworth (few minutes from Clapham Junction). 

WANTED, a good all-round Assistant, willing to 
help generally.—Apply, stating age, and salary 

required to live in, with specimens and photo of self, 
to A. T. Osbourne, 100 and 102 Hessle Road,’ Hull. 

T71TANTED, Lady for Finishing Enlargements and 
V V Retouching ; salary, 25s. week ; permanency for 

good, quick artist.—Chapman, Photographer, Ponty¬ 
pridd. 

WANTED, a really competent Platinotype Printer 
for permanency.—Apply, by letter only, with 

specimens, references, photograph of self, and salary 
required, Mr. Bullingham, 21 Harringt'-n Road, S. 
Kensington. 

~V\TANTED, thoroughly good, all-round Man, able 
? T to pose and lignt well, retouch, work in B. and 

W., understand platinotype printing; able to take 
entire charge during absence of principal; age not 
under 30.—Send photo of self, stat^ lowest salary for 
permanency, to W. G. Stone, 178 The Grove, Stratford, 
London. 

T^TANTED, a Young Lady; one accustomed to photo- 
V V graphic and fine art business, and good sales¬ 

woman.—Brooker, Park Studio, Hither Green Lane, 
Lewisham. 

WANTED, competent Operator and Retoucher; 
assistant generally; able to take charge if re¬ 

quired ; must be well up in posing and lighting ; 33s. 
per week; permanency.—Apply, with references, 
specimens, and photo of self, to C. A. Pinnock, Chel¬ 
tenham. 

WANTED, good Operator and Retoucher, able to 
manage photographic, stationery, and fanny 

goods business.—State salary, send photo of self, speci¬ 
mens, and references to Messrs. Poole, Photographers, 
Waterford. 

YOUNG Man that can retouch and assist generally; 
permanency and rising salary.—Full particulars to 

Fred. Viner, Photographer, Swindon. Wilts. 

YOUNG Lady Finisher, all round preferred; good 
Improver entertained; photo, refs., and lowest 

terms ; live in.—Address P. 2, 24 Wellington Street, 
Strand, London. 

YOUNG Lady Artist, living in North London, re¬ 
quired to do occasional B. and W. work.—Ad¬ 

dress W., c/o News Agent, 14 Dartmouth Park Hill, 
Holloway, N. 

YOUNG Lady required as Apprentice for Reception 
Room duties ; high-class photographers ; Hamp¬ 

stead branch ; no premium.—Reply, stating age, to 
P. 8, 24 Wellington Street, Strand, W.C. 

Businesses and Premises. 

A GENUINE Business for Sale; new premises; 
takings first year, £500; S.E. district; including 

camera, lenses, etc., and stock as it stands; cash, 
£350.—For full particulars, address O. 3, 24 Welling¬ 
ton Street, Strand, W.C. 

AN old-established Business for Sale in Blackburn ; 
shop in main thoroughfare; no opposition within 

1 mile each way; rent £25 per year; stock, fixtures, 
studio, etc., £100.—M 4, 24 Wellington Street, Strand. 

A GOOD-ESTABLISHED Business for Sale through 
death; everything in working order and up-to- 

date ; price to an immediate purchaser, £60.—Comp- 
ston, Church Street, Lancaster. 

ADVERTISER would Purchase a genuine Business, 
showing about £250 nett annual profits. One sell¬ 

ing owing to retirement preferred.—Address particu¬ 
lars to Photo., 11 Herbert Street, Newport, Mon. 

ADVERTISER wishes to Purchase Medium-class 
business, or would rent suitable premises.— 

Address, P20, 24, Wellington Street, Strand, London. 

ACTIVE Partner Wanted, £120; new studio, fifteen 
minutes’ town, business ideas rather than techni¬ 

cal preferred, could live in, liabilities nil.—Address 
P31, 24, Wellington Street, Strand, W.C. 

BRISK, good class Business, London, N.E., D.F. 
shop and house ; main road; low rent ; nicely 

furnished and fitted ; price, £125 ; a sure living.—Apply 
Arthur Mortloek, Valuer, Sydenham. 

FOR Sale, High-class Business in best position of 
principal provincial city, last year’s business 

nearly £2,000. Satisfactory reasons for disposal.-—Full 
particulars from P19, 24, Wellington Street, Strand, 
W.C. 1710R Sale, old-established, sound, first-class Provin- 

. cial Business ; lovely district; summer resort; 
will bear strictest investigation ; every assistance given 
to purchaser; full stock; everything in working order. 
—Verax, Marion & Co., Soho Square, London. GENUINE high-class Business for Sale, South of 

England, enjoying unique advantages; price, 
£650 cash; agents and idle inquirers ignored.—P. 15, 
24 Wellington Street, Strand, W.C._ IMPORTANT Sale of good class Business in busy 

southern town, ingoing only £35, eight years’ 
established, accessories, etc., at valuation. First and 
best offer accepted. Most satisfactory reasons for 
disposing. Fine opportunity for investment of small 
capital.—Address P17, 24 Wellington Street, Strand, 
W.C. 

T EADING Business; fashionable suburb; shop and 
house; grand studio; well furnished and fitted; 

returns, £12 weekty; can be doubled; price, £325.—■ 
Apply Arthur Mortloek, Valuer, Sydenham. MODEL Studio, with reception, dressing and print 

rooms (or pait), for sale. Whole building 50 X 18 
in sections, furnished. Letters only.—G12, Acomb 
Street, Manchester. PHOTOGRAPHIC Business, South-East Coast, with 

good portrait connection, established 6 years, 
good shop and studio, etc.—Address P21, 24, Welling¬ 
ton Street, Strand, L<ndqn__ PHOTOGRAPHIC Dealers and Framing, London, 

S.E. ; main road ; no opposition; good stock; 
returns, £20 weekly; can be doubled; price, £250 i 
trial allowed.—Apply Mortloek, Valuer, Sydenham. 

PHOTOGRAPHIC Business for Disposal, solelv- 
through ill-health; good position; no goodwill u 

stock at valuation, or offer considered.—Apply Mrs. 
Simpson, 17 Market Square, Lytham._ 

"PHOTOGRAPHIC Business for Sale; good studio,. 
.IT 25 x 12; situated in main road, 6 miles from 
London, N.E. district; established 15 years.—Address 
P. 16, 24 Wellington Street, Strand, W.C._ 
"PHOTOGRAPHIC Business for Sale in fashionable 
Jt seaside resort; good goirg business ; only photo¬ 
grapher in town; satisfactory reason for selling.— 
Apply J. Hourston, The Studio, Girvan, Ayrshire. 

—SMART little Business, busy main road, 
dwOv_/. London, S.W. ; unopposed ; comer position; 
low rent; good turnover; fortune for smart man.—- 
Apply Arthur Mortloek, Valuer, Sydenham._ PHOTOGRAPHIC Business.—An exceptional oppor¬ 

tunity in most popular East Coast seaside re¬ 
sort ; a high-class photographic business in best and, 
commanding position, having a large, well-lit studio, 
well-furnished, and fitted with all latest appliances; 
reception and dressing rooms and shop; doing good 
trade at large profits, and capable of great extension ; 
satisfactory reasons for selling.—Full particulars, apply 
Ernest S. Beard. Vainer, Head Gate, Colchester._ 

TUDIO. Dark Room, and Bed-Sitting Room, finest 
position in Nottingham, working popular stamp 

novelty, 16 Is., 4 positions and all sizes; taking £4-£5 
weekly; easily trebled by energetic business man; 
price," including patent and cabinet cameras, show¬ 
cases, reflectors, backgrounds, bed, tables, etc., etc.,. 
£47, or nearest offer; satisfactory reason leaving.— 
Studio, 8 Albert Street, Nottingham. 

TO be Sold, at mere valuation of effects, a high-class,. 
old-established Portrait Business in the main 

thoroughfare, central position, of a South Coast winter 
health resort; good turnover; dealing branch; no 
opposition.—For full particulars, address P. 14, ^4 
Wellington Street, Strand, W.C. 

u SE of Furnished Studio to Let; fine north light.— 
Apply D., 83 High Street, Marylebonc. 

VIEW-PUBLISHING and Phcto-Engraving Business 
for sale as a going concern. Capital requited 

about £5C0.— Address, T29, 24, Wellington Street, 
Strand, W.C. 

CHELTENHAM.—Royal House, Montpellier Street, 
for sale (with pieee of land adjoining. Could be 

built on), contains 15 rooms, large studio, and garden, 
with back entrance.—W. J. Suter. 

~\\TANTED, to Purchase, genuine Business, or Rent 
VV photographic premises.—Address, Eversden, 

77, Albany Street, S.W. 

\XTANTED, a Partner for travelling, with small 
VV capital: also a young man for Printing.— 

BROWN, 2, Shaw's Terrace, Leith Walk, Edinbutgh. 

"CTTANTED, Photographic Business. London or 
VV Suburbs.—Full particulars to Mr. Hill, 3? 3 

Goswell Road, E.C. 

TTfTANTED, Mount Manufacturers to send in their 
VVs Wholesale and Export Trade List of Mounts, 

etc.; we are open to accept Agency for any good, 
lines.—Address Bay State Co., 422 Aslitcn Old Road,. 
Manchester. 

TXT"ANTED, £100 for half interest in Photographic- 
V V Studio, established : operator preferred ; good 

investment; Manchester suburb.—Apply Manager, Eay 
State, 422 Ashton Old Road, Manchester. 

Continued on Pages V., VII. 
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CHANGE OF ADDRESS. 

MORLEY & COOPER, 271, UPPER STREET, LONDON. 
Telegrams: “NEWEST, LONDON.” 

CAMERAS, LENSES, LANTERNS, AND APPARATUS. 

SPECIAL REDUCTION 
in Solid Oak Frames 
and Mounts. 

| -Reeded Oak Frames and Mounts, 
including ttiaas and iJackooarus 
complete. 

| 10 Dy S with Gib Openiog, 4 0 dcz 
I 12 „ 10 „ 8 by 6 ,, 6 0 ,, 
, 14 „ 12 „ 9 „ 7 „ 9 0 „ 

16 ., 14 „ 10 8 ., 11/6 „ 

Inch Oak and Gilt Slip, wituuuc m.uui. 
* Any pattern Oak can be had. 

12 by 10 at 8/6 doz. 14 Dy 11 at 10/- cLz. 16 by 12 at 12 6 dcz. 
18 by 14 at 14 6 „ 20 by 16 at 17 6 ,. 24 by 19 at 24 6 „ 

Special Quotitiona per Gross. 
Sample Frame and Mount, 10 by 8, forwarded by Parcel Post on re¬ 

ceipt of 6 penny stamps. Illustrated Sheet and Price List of 
Mouldings, Club Frames and Mounts, Sc., forwarded 

free on application. Wholesale and export. 

EPSTEIN & CO., Broad St., BRISTOL- 

FOR 

SPECIALITIES 

"ENLARGEMENTS in 24 hours.- 
R. FLAMANK & SON, having taken more con¬ 

venient premises, can now deliver, without fail, Enlarge¬ 
ments, unmounted, in 2i hours, 81x64, 8d.; 10x8, lOd. ; 
12 x 10, 1/ ; 15 x 12, 1/6 ; 23 x 17, 3/0r. Cash only, post free. 
—StaffordHouse Retreat,Sutton St.,Aston,Birmingham 

500 Second-hand LENSES & CAMERAS 
By all esteemed makers. Cheapest and best Stock in 
London. NtW EDITION ILLUSTRATED 
PHOTOGRAPHIC CATALOGUE. Post Free. 
Purchase and Exchanges made. Agents for Swift & 

Son’s “Paragon” Lenses. Goods Lent on hire. 

SANDS, HUNTER, & CO.- 20 Cranbourn St. 
LONDON, W.C. 

IN CARBON, 

BROMIDE, AND 

PLATINOTYPE 

Enlargements 
See Price List, sent Free 

on application to 

RAINES & CO., 

Ealing, W. 

DEAL DIRECT WITH THE PAINTER 
AND save 50 percent. 12 x 10 En. 

larged and solidly painted in Oil, 5/-; 15 x 12, 7/6 J 
18x14, 86 ; 24 x 20,12/6. Water-colours and Black and 
Whites same price as Oils. All likenesses gua ra nteed 
perfect or money refunded. Established 20 ye ars. En¬ 
largements, post free : 12x10, 1/6 ; 15x12, 2/ ' ; 18x15, 
2/6 ; 24^ x 204, 4/6. Colonial work a speciality. 

F. T. HaYJES, AKTIST and ENLARGER, 
10, Hawstead Road, Catford, s.fl. 

ENGLISH PLATE MARK MOUNTS, 
With India Tint laid on, good solid stout Boards. Far 
superior to foreign thin pulpy Mounts generally offered. 

fcJize of Board Tint Fer 100 Her 1U0U 
64x54 .. 44x3£ 2/6 ... 25- 

10 x 8 7x5 4/6 ... 40- 
12 x 10 ... 9x7 .... 6/- ... 57/- 
144x104 .... ... 94 x 74 .. 9/- ... 80- 
15 x 12 10^ x 8^ ... 10/- ... 90/- 
18 x 144 ... ... 12 x 10 .... 15/- ... 140/- 
18 x 144 ... ... 124 x 10j ... 15/- . ... 140/- 
20 x154 ... 13 xll .... 18/- ... 170- 
24 x 19 ... 16 x 13 .... 27/- .. 260 - 
Stocked Cream on White and Cream on Grey Not less 

than 50 or 5u0 of one size at above prices. Any 
size or Colour Tint made in two or three days providing 
a quantity are ordered. Name and address printed 
from 2/- per 100 or free on 1000 of any7 one size. 1' or 
other sizes, &c., send for Samples and Price List. 

Discount for Cash with Order 
| For Orders not less than £1,24 per cent. ; ditto, £2, 5 per 

cent. ; ditto, £5, 74per cent. ; ditto, £10,10 per cent. 
Box for a £1 Order 

£2 
ed. 
V- 

Box for a £5 Order .. 1/6 
£10 „ ... 2/- 

Telegrams : Raines, Ealing. Telephone : 64 Ealing. 

Full prices allowed if returned 
BROWN, SCOTT & CO., Red Lion Yard, 254, High 

Holborn, London, W.C. 
Telegraphic Address: “Punctual, London.” 

Miscellaneous. 

A TRAVELLING Camera Wanted, full plate; state 
price and particulars.—Gus. Gereclte, 154- High 

Street, Harlesden, N.W. __ 
GREAT Bargain.—12 x 10 Camera, all movements, 
3 double dark slides, in solid leather case, cost 

£11 10s., take £5 10s.—T. Bowman, Trade Printer, 
13, Lime Street, Bulwell, Nottingham._ 

EROGRAPH or Air-brush (second-hand) Wanted; 
state lowest price for cash.—Address J. A. Gil¬ 

bert, Trade Artist and Bromide Enlarger, 89 Perry 
Vale, Forest Hill, London, S.E^ HANDSOME Musical Box, playing 8 tunes, bell 

accompaniment, and patent indicator, suitable for 
studio, price £2 5s., approval with pleasure.—Mason, 
30 Prospect Road, Child’s Hill, London, N.W. INSTRUCTION Wanted—Lady Wanted to give in¬ 

struction in Advertiser’s own home (Notts) in 
Finishing in Black and White and Water Colours, 
also instruction in use of aerograph.—-Address P. 3, 24 
Wellington Street, Strand, London.___ 

[ALONI’S Studio Flashlight Apparatus; new 3 M 

V/ATANTED, Wide Angle Lens, Voigtlander's, Ross 
\V« Zeiss, or any good make.—Fisher, 174 Edgware 

Road, W.  WANTED, an American Repeating Camera, i plate, 
with one lens for stamp portraits; lowest price 

for cash.—Taylor, 627 Romford Road, Manor Park. WHAT Offers?—Plate Magazine, Grubb C. de V. 
lens, Harrison’s rest, 2in. T.P. shutter (T. & I.) 

1-1 tripod, interior background, reflector, cheap cash, 
or exchange 1-1 R.R. iens hand camera, postage stamp 
camera, lantern slides.—Dunkerton, Photographer, 
Kidderminster. WANTED, Dallmeyer’s No. 4 Stigmatic Portrait 

Lens. Must be cheap for cash, and in good con¬ 
dition.—Address, P. 18, 24, Wellington Street, Strand, 
W.C. WANTED, a good 15 x 12 Lens suitable for groups 

and anhitectural pictures. Must cover at full 
aperture.—H. Hole, Minehead, Somerset. 

weeks ago, only7 used once, price £5 10s.— 
Gamlen, Church Street, West Hartlepool._ 

UST be cleared, two four-tacked Chairs, cost £7 
each, price 30s.; several Show Cases, from 10s. ; 

Malonie’s Flash Light, cost £7, price £3; two Group 
Backgrounds, 14 x 8, 20s. and 25s.; Stamp Camera, 
12 on I plate, 35s.; Retouching Desk, 7s. 6d. ; Bul- 
stade, 12s. 6d., cost £2; Cabinet Burnisher (Marion), 
£1, cost £4; several Background Stands at 7s. 6d. 
each.—Dale, York Road Studio, West Hartlepool._ 

RAPID Portrait Lens Wanted for sizes to whole 
plate, by reputed maker; must cover at full 

approval to W. J. Wright, Photographer, Church 
Road, Upper Norwood._ 

SURPLUS.—12 x 10 Outdoor Set, 3 slides, superior 
R.R. lens, case, and tripod; together, separate; 

Midget Camera (complete), takes 4 on | plate; excel¬ 
lent condition.—County Studio, Cupar. 

TWO Todd-Forret Magnesium Lamps; splendid for 
interiors, groups, etc., etc. ; cost 26s., price 15s. ; 

in perfect order.—A. McCann, Uttoxeter, Staffs._ 

-j 9 x 10 PREMIER Camera, three double backs, new 
condition, price £10, cheap, with stand.— 

Taylor, 627 Romford Road, Manor Park._ 

9 A x 18 STUDIO Camera and Stand, Dallmeyer’s 
Z4L 7 D. and C. 2 (f’2) lenses, Busch’s No. 2 Vade 
Mecum set. Wanted, Ross No. 1 “ Cabinet ” and 10 x 
8 R.S. or R.R.—J. W. Hilder, 82 George St., Croydon. 

VOIGTLANDER’S Collinear Lens, F 6, lOin., covers 
12 x 10, cost £11, price 130s. ; 12 x 10 Field 

Camera, double dark slide, 70s. ; Stocks’ Patent Lamp, 
12s. ; bargains,—McLellan, 4 Highbury Grove, London. 

~\\TANTED, Second-hand 15 x 12 “Newmarket” 
Pattern Studio Camera, complete with Dall- 

my7er 2b Portrait Lens and Busch No. 5 Aplanat; also, 
large size continuous interior; must be cheap; no 
fancy price considered.—Wolff, 33 Albert Square, E. 

IKy i (,Y FIELD Camera, H)ng extension, 2 double 
IO 'x l—islides, 12 x 10 carriers, 15 x 12 lens, strong 
stand, case new condition, £10 10s.—Photo., 53 
Sandmere Road, Clapham. 

-J 9 x 10 or 12 x 12 STUDIO Camera required, Por- 
X—i trait Lens and Camera Stand, must be cheap.— 
W., 9 St. Ann’s Villas, Royral Crescent, W. 

Miscellaneous Trades. 

ARTISTIC Finishing.—Monochrome, semi-tint, water 
colours. Exceptional value. If you want the 

flnest results obtainable from your negative send to 
Henry7 Ward, Belgrave Avenue, Leicester._ 

ARE you satisfied with your Enlargements? If not, 
it will pay you to send for my7 list. Sound work, 

reasonable prices.—Address Henry W ard. Trade 
Photographer, Belgrave Avenue, Leicester. 

A FORTUNE for any Photographer who uses our 
Mounts; 50,000,000 at less than half cost; Man- 

tello white bevel cabinets from Is. 100.—Dewall Brown, 
Steel Street, Cheetliam._. 

JOB Lot Cabinet Mounts, perfect, 14s. 1,000; 
C.D.V., 5s. 1,000; largest stock mounts in the 

kingdom; Stamp Camera, 9 lenses, i pi., 12s. 6d. 
Crown Photographic Manufactory, Rotherham._ 

ADDITIONAL Retouching required by First-rate 
Hand; over 15 years’ experience for the trade; 

charges moderate.—Address Clias. Howley, Artist, 
Liscard, Cheshire. 

ARTISTIC Retouching.—Fine Stifle, 6s. per dozen 
cabinets, others your own price; postage one 

way; quick return; grand testimonials.—Hiidricke, 
163 Brighton Road, Moseley, Birmingham._ 

FEW Surplus Specimen Enlargements in Oil, 
Water, and Black and White to be Sold cheap. 

Apply Elite Portrait Company, 267 High Holborn, 
London, W.C.__ 

ARTIST.—First-class painting in oil or water 
colours, and finishing in monochrome.—A. Hill, 

8 Cy7rena Terrace, Goodrich Road, Dulwich, London, 
S.E. A PHOTOGRAPHIC Curiosity.—First Edition of 

Burns’s Works, 420 pages, one inch in size, 
leather bound, in white metal pendant case, and 
magnifying glass, complete, Is. 7d., post free. Express 
Trading Co., 14 Kingswood Av , Queen's Park, N.W 

15 x 12 CONICAL bellows Camera, by Under¬ 
wood, every7 possible movement, 5 double slides, 

perfect order, cost £15, accept £8 5s.-—1City Sale and 
Exchange, 81 Aldersgate Street, London, E.C._ 

12~x 10 CAMERA, in new condition, every move- 
ment, long extension, swing and reversing bacK, 

W.A. movement, etc., 1 double slide, accept £3 15s. 
—City Sale and Exchange, 81 Aldersgate Street, E C- A WHOLE-PLATE walnut Studio Camera, very- 

long extension, every possible movement. 2 dark 
slides, Darlct f-4 portrait lens, complete with strong 
studio stand, £10 jOs Old apparatus taken in part 
payment—City Sale and Exchange, 81 Aldersgate 
Street, London, E.C._ 

SPLENDID whole-plate Camera and 1 doubl> A slide, long extension, conical bellows, rising 
front, swing and reversing hack, wide-angle move¬ 
ment, genuine shop-soiled bargain, £2 15s.—City7 Sale 
and Exchange, 81 Aldersgate Street. London, E.C. 

SPLENDID whole-plate conical bellows Camera, 
fitted with all movements, 3 double slides. R.R. 

lens, iris diaphragm, 3-fold stand, time ar.d inst. 
shutter, rare bargain, £6.—City Sale and Exchange. 
81 Aldersgate Street, London, E.C._ 

AHALF-FLATE Enlarger, fitted with 8iin. con 
denser, beautifully finished mahogany and 

Russian iron base; will take nil nr gas: £5 17s. 6d. 
—City Sale amichange. 81 Aldersgate SHcet, E.C’. 

A CINEMATOGRAPH, Biunial Lantern, Pliono- 
graph, and every requisite for the professional 

operator can be obtained at 81 Aldersgate Street 
new or second-hand.—City Sale and Exchange, 81 
Aldersgate Street, London, E.C._ 

15 x 12 STUDIO Outfit.—Beautifully finished 
studio camera, fitted with every modern im¬ 

provement, very long extension, No. 6 Ross portrait 
lens, massive studio stand: the lot cost £74, accept 
£38 1Cs., rare bargain.—City Sale and Exchange, 81 
Aldersgate Street, London, E.C. 

Continued on Page VII 
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FOR WINTER PHOTOGRAPHY in the STUDIO 
or OPEN AIR 

The “PLANAR” & “UNAR” Lenses are unequalled. 

The “ PLANAR ” is a symmetrical objective con¬ 

sisting of four separated lenses. It possesses the follow¬ 

ing important features : It is very rapid and yields 

sharply defined pictures, it is anastigmatieally well 

corrected, and embraces a comparatively wide angle. 

The rapidity varies from /3'6 to ft>, according to the 
size and application of the lens, and the angle embraced 

by it varies from 62° to 72°. 

The “ UNAR LENS is introduced to provide an 
objective of extreme rapidity, combined with a Held 

exceeding (in’, which is very fiat and evenly illuminated. 

The “UNAR ’ is specially recommended for rapid 
hand-camera work, portraits, groups, and photography 

under unfavourable conditions of lighting. It is also 
well suited for enlargements and reproductions. 

The full aperture is /4'5 in the 4l-in. and 61-in. focus 

lenses, J5 up to and including 12-in. focus, j5"& in the 
15-in , and /o'0 in the 18-in. focus lens. 

SEND FOR NEW ILLUSTRATED CATALOGUE OF 

ROSS’ SYMMETRIC ANASTIGMATS, I ZEISS’ CONVERTIBLE “ PROTARS,” I CAMERAS, ENLARGING LANTERNS, «Vc. 
ZEISS’ NEW “PLANAR” and “ UNAR” LENSES, | GOERZ’ DOUBLE ANASTIGMATS, | AN UNRIVALLED SELECTION. 

ROSS, Ltd., 
Paris Branch : 35, Boulevard du Temple. 

WORKS: CLAPHAM COMMON, S.W. 

Sole British Manufacturers of Zeiss and Goerz Lenses. 

Awarded the Grand Prix and a Gold Medal, Paris, 1900. 

Ill, NEW BOND STREET, LONDON, W. 
31, COCKSPUR STREET, CHARING CROSS, S.W. 

THE 

4? ' 

AGFA 
neutral Coning fixing Salts 

Producing a Gold Bath . . 

Ter Tin, 

1/- 
Making 30 ozs. 

of solution. 

That does not double tone9 

That does not sulphur tone, 

That does not reduce the prints, 

That is suitable to all papers, 

That produces a wide range of colours, 

That fixes the print first, and 

That tones it afterwards, 

That is conducive to permanencem 

OF ALL DEALERS. 

Wholesale only of 

CHAS. ZIMMERMANN & CO., 
9 & 10, St. Mary-at-Hill. 

THE 

AGFA 
TRADE MARK. 

ACTUAL SIZE OF 7-IN. PLATYSTIGMAT. 

THE PLATYSTIGMAT. 
ONE OF THE FINEST OF MODERN LENSES. 

A Eapid, a Wide-Angle, and a Single Lens combined. 
Twelve sizes now ready, from 3-in. to 16-in. focus. 

ILLUSTRATED LIST, INCLUDING THESE AND OTHER LENSES, FREE. 

W, WRAY, Optician, 59, Worth Hill, HIGHGATE, LONDON. 
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MISCELLANEOUS TRADES (continued). 

4 12 x 10 CONICAL leather bellows Camera, every 
\ movement, 3 double slides, Dallmeyer R.R. lens, 
ime and inst. shutter, 2-fold stand, accept £13 10s., 

’■enuine bargain.—City Sale and Exchange, 81 Alders- 
rate Street, London, E.C._ 
4"~U Enlarger, from 4in. to Him, always to be 

found second-hand at 81 Aldersgate Street. 
Send for our special list. We undertake to give 3'ou 
,ntire satisfaction.—City Sale and Exchange, 81 
\ldersgate Street, London, E.C._ 
\ SPLENDID 15 x 12 Outfit, consisting of long ex- 

tension conical bellows Camera, every movement, 
tt.R. lens, iris diaphragm, 3 double slides, 2-fold 
olid mahngany stand, £10 12s. 6d.—City Sale and 
Exchange, 81 Aldersgate Street, London, E.C. 
A ROUT £5,000 worth of second-hand photographic 

Lenses, by all the best makers, will be 
leared at very low prices.—Smedley’s, Blackburn. 
A SPLENDID half-plate Cantilever Enlarger, with 

8 in. condenser, and incandescent gasfittings, 
tc., price £5 5s. ; whole-plate ditto, stage carriers, 
2 x 10, price £7 10s.—Smedley’s, Blackburn. 

A SPLENDID 24 x 18 Universal Studio Camera and 
Slide, by Marion, long extension, cost £40, price 

115, great bargain; also 15 x 12 Premier Studio 
amera, 2 slides, £9; 18 x 16 Premier Camera, 2 slides, 

112 10s. All in new condition.—Smedley’s. 

A RE you wanting anything photographic? If so, 
send to us. We have the choicest stock in 

ngland to clear this month previous to stocktaking, 
den come and send from all parts of the globe for 
iur goods, and are always well satisfied.—Smedley’s. 

A BOUT 200 splendid Scenic Backgrounds, clear at 
CjL 15s. each ; 40 shutters, various sizes, from 1 in. 
ipwards, will clear at a low figure, being end of 
eason.—Smedley’s.  

A SPLENDID Table Studio Stand, suit large camera, 
price £3 to clear; iron triple pillar stand, on 

:asters, double-tilting table, price £2 10s., cost £10. 
Ither studio stands down to 15s. each.—Smedley’s. 

A FEW Portable Rubber Print Washers (no break- 
ing dishes), splendid value, large size, 5s. each ; 

!00 box printing frames, with plate glass, price 46. 
ach to clear; all new goods, merely reducing stock. 
-Smedley’s.   
A NEW arrival this week of 50,000 ^-plate plate-sunk 
t1l Mounts. 10 x 8 hoard, 7x5 paste-on tint, usual 
ielling price 7s. 6d. per 100; must clear at 4s. 6d. 
)er 100.—Smedley’s.  

AH! Our new patterns Mantello Cabinet Mounts 
are all the rage, taking all before them. Sure 

o increase your business. Try them, 3s. 6d. sample 
LOO.—Smedley’s.  ABOUT 2,000 Bargains are offered this month pre¬ 

vious to stocktaking; all must be cleared; don’t 
ail to write us for all your requirements.— 
Smedley’s. 4 CHALLENGE to all Mount-makers.—24 x 19 plate- 

sunk Mounts, 16 x 13 tint, granulated border, 
12-sheet, best mounts made, 25s. per 100; 15s. 50; 20 
x 16, ditto, ditto, 13 x 11 tint, granulated border, 20s. 
per 100. Other sizes.—Smedley’s. A SPLENDID half-plate Camera, 3 slides, Dall- 

meyer’s R.R. lens, stand, and case, £6; whole- 
Iplate outfit, cost £15, price £7 10s. ; 12 x 10 complete 
outfit, worth £30, price £13, very finest quality. All 
approval.—Smedley’s. A COMPLETE set of all kinds of Mounts is posted 

to you on receipt of 6 stamps. Send at once.— 
Smedley’s. _ 

A VERY choice Studio Camera Stand, polished 
iijL mahogany, double pillar, tilting table, price £2 
LOs., well worth double; whole-plate studio camera, 
i. slide, £3 10s.—Smedley’s._ A BATCH of 6 beautiful Backgrounds will be sent 

to you for your inspection on approval. Price, 
o clear, 15s. each; 8 x 7 size; usual selling price 

£2 2s. each. Don’t miss this chance if you want any; 
you will never have the chance again when this stock 
s cleared.—Smedley’s._ ARE you wanting a genuine Bargain? Then let us 

know what you want to buy. We have it here 
svaiting for you. * About £10.000 worth of apparatus 
ind accessories of every description to be cleared this 
month.—Smedley’s. __ _ _ A JOB Lot of 10,000 Cabinet Mounts, cream, round 

corners, stout boards, 15s. per 1000. Marvellous 
,-alue.—Smedley’s, Blackburn._ AN exclusive Collection of Dallmeyer, Ross, and 

other renowned makers’ Lenses for all kinds of 
svork to he cleared this month regardless of cost. 
Don’t purchase new; all perfect, and average prices 
mly one-third makers’ prices.—Smedle-y’s._ 

A CHALLENGE accepted !—24- x 19 finest Granu¬ 
lated P S. Mounts, 16 by 13 tint, 23s. 100 ; 18 by 14 

(13 by II tint), 16s. 100 Mantello White Bevel Cabinets 
3s. 100, same design as offered by others at 3s 6d.— 
Atlas Printing Works, Masbro.’_ 

APPARATUS bought for cash or taken in exchange ; 
highest possible prices allowed; satisfaction 

guaranteed.—City Sale and Exchange, 81 Aldersgate 
Street, London, E.C. _ 

A 12 x 10 CONICAL leather bellows Camera, fitted 
with every modern movement, including 3 

double dark slides, 12 x 10 rapid rectilinear lens, with 
iris, and sliding leg tripod, for £8 15s., would suit pro¬ 
fessional.—City Sale and Exchange, 81 Aldersgate 
Street, London, E.C. 

A WHOLE-PLATE Studio Camera, fitted with every 
possible movement, over 4ft. extension, 2 slides, 

repeating back, genuine bargain, £4 18s. 6d. Old 
apparatus taken in part or full payment.—City Sale 
and Exchange, 81 Aldersgate Street, London, E.C. AMIDDLEMISS 15 x 12 Spanish mahogany Studio 

Camera, 4 ft. extension, swing back, rising 
front, repeating hack, and dark slide, grand order, 
only £7 15s., cost £15, a bargain.—City Sale and 
Exchange, 81 Aldersgate Street, London, E.C. A RARE Bargain.—Enlarger, by Clement & Gilmer, 

85m. condenser, cabinet portrait lens, carriers 
for i, 5x4, and \ plates, enlarge to any size, £3 10s.— 
City Sale and Exchange, 81 Aldersgate Street, 
London, E.C. A 12 x 10 CAMERA, strong, well-made instrument, 

with all latest improvements, 1 double slide, as 
new, rare bargain, £3 15s.—City Sale and Exchange, 
81 Aldersgate Street, E.C. ' _ A FINE 1-1 plate Studio Camera, fitted with all 

movements, repeating back, etc., 1-1 plate, por¬ 
trait lens by Lerebom , accept £7 7s., worth double.— 
City Sale and Exchange, 81 Aldersgate Street, 
London E.C. 

ASTOUNDING Offer.—12 Cabinets, printed (Vig¬ 
netted or solid), enamelled, embossed, spotted, 

and tissued, 2s.; cartes, Is; retouching highest stan¬ 
dard of excellence; cabinet bust 6d, carte 3d., return 
same day.—Bowman, 13, Lime Street, Bulwell, Nott¬ 
ingham. 

A 12 x 10 SQUARE bellows Camera, with every 
movement, great extension, exquisite finish, fault¬ 

less in design and workmanship, £7, worth double; 
approval.—Braine, 22 Bedford Terrace, Finsbury 
Park, London. 

ABOUT 4,000 Oxford Line Mounts, 10 x 8 board, 7x5 
inside line, stout, price 30s. per 1000; while 

plate ditto, 12 x 10 board, 40s. per 1000; 50,000 stout 
cream cabinet mounts, 15s. per 1000. Great bargains.— 
Smedley’s. 

A 12 x 10 STUDIO Camera, with over 4ft. extension, 
double swing and repeating back, inner frames, 

2 slides and carriers, finest camera ever made, £7 10s., 
worth three times the money.—Smedley’s. 

A SUSSEX Seat Accessory, quite new, price £4 10s. ; 
head and body rest, 25s. ; inlaid rosewood settee, 

upholstered silk and fan hack, very choice accessory, 
£4, worth £10. Clearing stock.—Smedley’s. 

ENLARGEMENTS 
J. MARTIN & CO., 

General Photographic Works, 
NEW SOUTHGATE, LONDON, N. 

SPECIAL CHEAP LINES IN 
ENLARGEMENTS.—Mounted on Plate-sunk 

Mounts. Delivered post free. Terms: Cash with order. 
A 12x10 Spotted and Background Worked, ‘i 6. Ditto, 
Medium Finish in Black and White, 3 6. A 15x12 
Spotted and Background Worked, 3/0. Ditto, Medium 
Finish in Black and White, 5/-. An 18x14 Spotted and 
Background Worked, 5/6. Ditto, Medium Finish m 
Black and White, 7/0-—F. T. HAYES', Artist and. 
Enlarger, 10, Hawstead Road, Catford, London. 

T. S. BRUCE (Est. 1886). 

RETOUCHING. 
Finest Miniature Painting and Tinting. 

High-class. Sharp Return. All Negatives Varnished 
at List Prices. Artistic Modelling, likeness preserved. 
Terms : Cash and postage with order. Lists and lead¬ 
ing firms’ testimonials free. Try Bruce’s Non-Shifting 
Retouching Medium (Advt. 9 years). Solid Mahogany 
(throughout) Retouching Desks (12 x 10), all carriers to 
\-plate ; best in market.—Address, 

4, Villas-on-Heath, Vale, Hampste ad, LONDON- 

WYNDHAM & Co., Ltd. 
ACTON, LONDON, W. 

COLLOTYPE 
PRINTING 

In Monochrome; or in Colours by the 

‘‘ Wyndhamgraph ” Process. 

Telegrams: “WYNDHAM, ACTON, LONDON/ 

Telephone : 75 Ealing. 

A WHOLE-PLATE Universal Studio Camera, repeat¬ 
ing back, inner frames, slide and carriers, com¬ 

plete with bellows, studio shutter, and studio stand, 
worth £20; equal new, £8 10s.—Smedley’s. 

BLaCK and White, Finishing, Tinting,, Retouching, 
Colouring Photos, by a Young Lady Artist; 

terms moderate.—Address Miss A. Ramsay, Balmain, 
Goodrich Road, E. Dulwich. 

BROMIDE Enlargements.—Enlarger requires a few 
dozen weekly to fill up time; 12 x 10 at 10s. 6d. 

dozen ; first-class work; send trade card for specimen. 
180 St. Albans Road, Watford. 

BACKGROUNDS.—W. H. Fletcher’s unrivalled artis¬ 
tic productions. Designs (returnable) 2 stamps, 

—Address Fletcher’s Background Agency, Bridgwater, 
or to Studio of Painting, Rosebank, Winchester. 

BROMIDE Enlargements.—Best results guaranteed. 
8g x 6j, Is. ; 10 x 8, Is. 3d. ; 12 x 10, Is. 6d.; 15 x 

12, 2s. ; 18 x 15, 2s. 9d. ; 23 x 17, 3s. 6d. ; 30 x 22, 6s. 6d.; 
post free. List.—D. Alfred & Co., 508 Holloway Road, N. 

BROMIDE Enlargements.—8^ x 6^, 8d.; 10 x 8, lOd. ; 
12 x 10, Is. ; 15 x 12, Is. 6d. ; 18 x 15, 2s. 3d. ; 33 x 

17, 3s. 6d. ; 25 x 21, 4s. 3d. ; 30 x 23, 6s. 6d.; 40 x 30, 
9s.—Albert Eden, 23 Kent Road, Blackpool. 

BRUCE’S Non-shifting Retouching Medium; un¬ 
affected by varnishing; splendid tooth ; adver¬ 

tised 9 years; used by best firms and schools; Is. post 
free.—4 Villas-on-Heath, Vale, Hampstead, London. 

CABINET Mantello Mounts, only 2s. 6d. 100; sold 
by other firms at 3s. ; buy direct and save middle 

profits; send for complete set samples, 6 stamps.— 
Smedley’s, Blackburn. 

DOUBLE-FACED white rubber sheeting for back¬ 
up printing frames, 6d. per square foot; or cut 

to sizes: quarter-plate, 6d. ; half-plate, Is.; whole- 
plate, 2s. per dozen. Postage extra. Only a limited 
supply.—Smedley’s, Blackburn. 

ENLARGEMENTS and all Trade Work.—Bromides, 
12 x 10, Is. 3d.; 15 x 12, Is. 9d.; sepia bromides, 

12 x 10, 2s.; opals, oils, carbons, finishing; prompt re¬ 
turn.—Carey, 53 Sandmere Road, Clapliam, London. 

ENLARGING, Reducing, Copying Apparatus; posi¬ 
tive, negative, bookholding easels for making 

lantern slides; lamps, mountings, fittings, and sepa¬ 
rate parts. List.—Hume, Lothian Street, Edinburgh. 

FIRST-CLASS Retoucher desires work at home at 
photographers’ own prices, satisfaction guaran¬ 

teed, prompt return.—Address Miss Victory, 55 
Neville Street, Cardiff. _ GRANULATED plate-sunk Mounts.—A special line 

in slate. 12 x 10, 5s. 6d. 100; 10 x 8, 4s. 6d. 100. 
A sample 25 at 100 rate.—Stores, 32a Colebrooke Row, 
Islington, N. 

Continued on pages VIII & IX. 

Leslie* Co. 
ENLARGEMENTS. 

P.S., B.-&-W. Oils. Water-colour 
12x10 .2/6 ... .4/6 ... 
15x12 .3/6 ... .6 6 ... 
18 X15 .5/6 ... .8/6 ... 
20x16 .7/6 ... .9/6 ... 
24 x 20 f Cutout \ 9/6 ... .11/6 ... 
30x25 Mounts J 14/- ... .16/- ... 

UNMOUNTED, 12x10, 1-; 15x12, 16; 1Sx15, 2 3; 
20X16, 2/6 ; 24 x 20, 3/6 : 30 x 25, 5/6 ; 40 x 30, 7/- ; 

40 x 60, 15/- 

ALL WORK OF GOOD QUALITY. 

Special Quotations for large quantities. 

Retouching. Negatives Reproduced and Enlarged. 
Copying, &c. Cash with Order. 

Studios and Works— 

118, PECKHAM RYE, LONDON,s.r. 

RAINES & Co., 
EALING, W. 

CARBON ENLARGEMENTS. 

See PRICE LIST. p. 22, for 

“THE WARWICK” SPECIALITY- 

PLATINOTYPE ENLARGEMENTS. 

See PRICE LIST, p. 23, for 

“THE RANELAGH” SPECIALITY. 

BROMIDE ENLARGEMENTS. 

See PRICE LIST. p. IS, for 

“THE EALING’ SPECIALITY. 

See PRICE LIST, pp. 19 and 20, for 

“THE EALING CIRCLE’’ SPECIALITY 

AND 

“THE EALING OVAL” SPECIALITY. 

See PRICE LIST, pp. 4-9, for 

SEPIA BROMIDES. 

RAINES & Co., 
EALING, W. 
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MISCELLANEOUS TRADES (continued). | We aim at making ourselves 
JJUGHES’ Bijou Enlarging Lanterns, rectangular 

or square condensers, same size as negative, 
marginal definition, artistic enlargements scientifically 
constructed; rapid, portable, reliable. Illustrated list 
2d. Nothing to approach it. 

HUGHES’ Marvellous Pamphengos or Oil Lantern; 
4000 sold; gives brilliant 12ft. pictures, reduced 

to £3 10s. ; Hughes’ Universal Lantern, 4in., 4 wick, 
18s. 6d. ; screens, accessories, blow-through jets, 8s. 
6d. ; chamber ditto, 12s. 

HUGHES’ Cinematographs and Optical Lanterns 
are the cheapest and best. Before purchasing 

get grandly illustrated catalogue, 180 original en¬ 
gravings, free lOd. Illustrated bijou ditto, 5d. Illus¬ 
trated cinematograph list, 8d. 60,000 slide list, 8d. 

HUGHES’ Rotograph Combined Lantern and Cine¬ 
matograph,perfection, takes 1000 feet of film: 

high-class work ; price only £21 10s. ; marvellous value 
and results; no flickering. Hughes’ Photo Rotoscope. 
£7 7s., attaches to any lantern. A first-alass Cine¬ 
matograph. Equals machine cosjhig £20 to £30 for 
results. 

HUGHES’ Acetylene Street Cinematograph coins 
money winter or summer. Beautiful pictures 12 

times the size of slot machines; 14 can see at one 
time. Portable, unique, suitable for studio, etc. 

HUGHES’ Motor Pictoroscope, double actioned 
reversing Cinematograph; has two strikers, 

double sprockets, reverses film while in action; a 
charming innovation. Bijou living picture camera, 
developing apparatus, etc.. 

HUGHES’ Magnificent Triples, Biunials, from £6 
10s., supplied to Prof. Malden, Patti, Polytechnic 

etc.,; 50 beautifully coloured slides loaned for 3s. ; 
Hughes' 2000 candle-power jet, £3 10s.; £2000 worth 
of second-hand Lanterns, Cinematographs, Films, 
Slides, effects. Illustrated list 2d.—W. C. Hughes, 
Brewster House, 82 Mortimer Road, Kingsland, N. 

IF you are not using our new Mounts you are 
greatly behind the times. Try them at once ; 

certain to vastly increase your trade; a sample 100 
cabinet mantello mounts, 3s. 6d. ; plate-sunk mounts, 
half-plate, from 2s. 6d. per 100. Buy at wholesale 
prices.—Smedley’s. 

MANTELLO Cabinet Mounts, from Is. 6d. per 100; 
specially fine quality, newest style, 3s. 6d. per 

100. These are registered designs, and we are sole 
agents ! You cannot purchase these choice mounts 
through any other firm.—Smedley's, Blackburn. 

MOUNTS.—Finest quality, handsome design on 
back, name, etc., in gold; cabinets, 4s.; C.D.V., 

2s. per 100; post free. Gold bevelled, 6s. and 3s.— 
Crown Photographic Manufactory, Rotherham. MISS WOLLEN, Retoucher. Photographers’ own 

prices; prompt return.—Address 116 Dalyell 
Road, Brixton, S.W. MALONES Patent Flashlight.—If you want to see 

what this lamp will do, send 3d in stamps for 
copy of group of several thousand people, taken at 
night on a 12 x 10 plate. No other light will do this. 
The price is 42s. complete. MALONI’S Patent Flashlight.—The latest group and 

ballro >/n lamp, works perfectly without gas, 
spirits, or electricity, and is certain in action. 
Hundreds already sold. MALONES Studio Lamp is rapidly taking.the place 

of daylight for high-class portraiture, and doing 
away with studios on the top of high buildings, and 
glass roofs. MALONES Patent Flashlight.—Send at once for the 

marvellous photograph mentioned above, a? only 
a limited number will be printed.—Address, Maloni’s 
Patents. 5 Blenheim Terrace, Leeds 

MINIATURE Painting, ivory, opal, platinum; en¬ 
largements finished in watercolour and mono¬ 

chrome. Terms, etc., on application to the Misses. 
Ca.shford, 10 Alexandra Road, Gipsy Hill, S.E. 

PAINTINGS direct on canvas, with improved photo 
bases, fine, medium, or coarse grain, warranted 

not to crack or peel, 12 x 10 bust, 6s. 6d., carriage 
paid; 12 x 10 enlargement on canvas, including 
stretcher ready for painting, 3s. ; 15 x 12, 5s. ; cash 
with order.—The National Portrait Painting Company, 
Brook Street, Cardiff. 

RETOUCHING.—Best-class work ; specimens free ; 
all future work guaranteed up to specimen. 

Moderate price.—Phil Clari, 20 Neatherwood Road, 
West Kensington. 

I) ETOUCHING at Photographer’s own terms; sped 
V men negative retouched free ; good work ; prompt 

return.—P. W., 160 Iverson Road, West Hampstead, 
N. W. 

r> ETOUCHING (high class).—Cabinet heads 6d., | 
V 3d., full 2d., carte heads 3d., -| 2d., full Id. ; 

prompt return ; cash and postage with order.—James 
Denton, 114 Wardo Avenue, Fulham, London, S.W. RETOUCHING (highest class') at vour own prices.— 

i P. Morozowicz, 6 Moira Street, Liverpool. RETOUCHING and Enlargements worked up for 
amateur or professional at photographers’ own 

prices by one of 20 years’ experience.—Walter Swift, 
6, Birch wood Cres., near Ladvpool Road, Birmingham. 

indispensable to all who 
expose or develop a plate. 

NEW 
STEADFAST PAPER. 

An important improvement, quite different to aDy 
other actinometer paper, always darkens to same 
tint. Refills (with tint) fit every Watkins Meter 
issued (except Is, meter). Say if ribbon or disc. 

NEW 

DAYLIGHT ENLARGING TEST BOX. 
Tests light and negative at same time. Also for 

lantern slides. Now ready. 10s. 6d. 

Continued on Page ix. 

15/- 
5ta idard 

Meter, 

the best and 
only complete one for copying and enlarging. 

In Aluminium, £1 Is. 

Indoor Meter, no calculating 

New Actinometer ... 

Eikronometer, for timing development... 

Refills, say if ribbon or disc 

Speed Card, new edition monthly, the 
standard for speed information 

Exposure Note Book, reduced to 

Hand Camera Calculator ... 

s. d. 

l i 
36 

10 6 
0 6 

3 6 

All Meters on Approval. Blue Glass ensures 
easy tint matching. 

POST FREE OR FROM ANY DEALER. 

WATKINS METER CO. 
HEREFORD. 
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STAMP PHOTOS. 
LANTERN SLIDES, 

SEPIA BROMIDE ENLARGEMENTS! &c. 

WELLS & CO., Southgate, N- 

PRESS PICTURES 
PHOTOGRAPHS of PUBLIC EVENTS 
* and Special Studies of Popular Interest 

should be sent to the “ Black akd A hite 

Budget for immediate publication. 

The usual rates are paid, and photos not 

nsed will be returned promptly, carriage paid. 

Address Editor, 

BLACK AND WHITE BUDGET, 

•Bouyerie Street, London, E.C. 

RAINES \ GO 
Ealing, W. 

Telegrams : Raines, Ealing. Telephone : 04 Ealing. 

MISCELLANEUOS TRADES (continued) 

RETOUCHING Wanted from First-class Firm; 
prompt dispatch.—F. A. Wilkinson, 5 Marquess 

Grove, Canonbury, Islington, N. 

RETOUCHING (finest work obtainable).—Cabinet 
heads, 6d.; 3d.; full, 2d. Carte heads, 3d 

Cash and postage with order.—Charles Sayer, 25U 
Albion Roadj Stoke Newington, London, N. 

Enlargements 
IN CARBON, 

BROMIDE, AND 

PLATINOTYPE. 

Finishing 
IN BLACK AND WHITE 

OILS AND 
WATER COLOURS. 

Printing 
JN ALL PROCESSES. 

ILLUSTRATED PRICE LIST FREE 

on application to 

RAINES \ GO. 
Ealing, W 

Telegrams : Raines, Ealing. Telephone ; 64 Ealing. 

RETOUCHING.—T. S. Bruce (Est. 1866). Finest 
finish; sharp return; prices moderate; postal 

and personal lessons. Tinting. Send for price lists. 
4 Villas-on-Heath, Yale, Hampstead, London. 

SPECIAL Offer Miniature Photography, size llin. x 
l{-in. ; prices, 12, 6d.; 24, lOd. ; 100, 2s 9d.; 

copied from any photograph; postage extra.—Harrison 
& Co., Crescent, Douglas, Isle of Man. 

rriRADE Printing in plat, (grey or sepia), silver, gela- 
tine or collodion.—Address Thomas, 13 Cathnor 

Road, Shepherd's Bush, W. 

riTHE Misses Bullock, Artists in Water-colour, Black 
X and White, Retouching, etc.; highest class 

work, large or small; miniature painting with or 
without photo basis; lists and testimonials on appli¬ 
cation.—22 Albert Road, Brighton. 

TTtTE have the greatest stock of photo Mounts of 
YV any other firm in the country, and can deliver 

orders day of receipt. A single hundred supplied at 
wholesale prices.—Smedley’s, Blackburn. 

'17ITHOLE-PLATE double extension leather bellows 
YY Camera, well made, book-form double-jointed 

slide, carriers, 3-fold sliding stand, rapid rectilinear 
iris lens) and case, 75s ; approval, deposit.—Farrow, 
Manufacturer, 441, Hornsey Road, London. 

WHOLE-PLATE Camera (Dallmeyer), five double 
slides, brass-bound tripod, and R.R. lens, £8 10s. 

Also 15 br 12 Studio Camera, 2 slides and_stand, cheap. 
—Emervj 15 Anson Parade, Cricklewooa. 

Received too Late for Classification. 

OPERATOR and Retoucher of first-class ability de¬ 
sires an Appointment in liigli-class house.—Ad¬ 

dress T. Cooke, 136 Desborough Road, Plymouth. 

T> ECEPTIONIST.—A Vacancy occurs in a leading 
1A West-End Studio for a Young Lady as Head Re¬ 
ceptionist; must have tact and experience in dealing 
with the high-class clientele ; must also be good book¬ 
keeper.—Apply, bv letter, with photo of self, stating 
salary, to L. W. H., 17 Charlwood Place, Belgravia, 
S.W.‘ 

DALLMEYER Patent Lantern Lens, 5in. ; new; to 
be sold cheap.—Trematon, Acton Lane, Har- 

lesden. 

GOOD Operator-Retoucher required, capable of 
finishing enlargements in B. and W.; good work¬ 

men only need apply.—Full particulars, stating salary 
required, with specimens of work, to Newton & Co., 
next to the Theatre, Kingston, S.W. 

WANTED, some good Cinematograph Films, comic, 
etc., for cash, or exchange; must be cheap.- 

Address P. 33, 24 Wellington Street, Strand, London. 

WANTED, a good Operator and Retoucher; finisher 
black and white for large quantities; must be 

strictly respectable.—Apply 45 Union Road, Rother- 
hithe/S.E. 

ANTED, small, good class Business in South 
YY* Coast (must be cheap), or premises to rent suit¬ 

able for same.—Address Yelox, 2 Dyne Road, Brondes- 
bury, N.W. 

THE BRITISH 

PHICE. Bound in Cloth, 10s. lOd. 

HENRY GREENWOOD & Co., Publishers- 

24, Wellington Street, Strand, London. 

Or may be obtained from all Photo¬ 

graphic Dealers and Booksellers 

throughout the World. 

PHOTOGRAPHIC. 

Another Year Cone! 
But we are still in business in spite 

of Foreign Competition. 

For that our thanks are due to our 

customers, who evidently know THE 

BEST when they use it. WE know 

our goods are the best possible value 

for money, therefore our motto for the 

coming year will be the same as when 

we first started business, viz. :— 

“ If you do not like 
our goods, you may 
throw them away 
(you need not 
trouble to return 
them) and we will 
refund your money 
in full. We ask no 
questions, and we 
most willingly take 
all the risk.” 

Our new 1902 Price List of 

chemical preparations for 

Photographers post free on 

request. 

Special List of Colonial and Foreign 

postal rates 2>°sf free. 

THE VANGUARD MA. CO., 
MAIDENHEAD, ENGLAND. 
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MAWSON’S 
ORTHOCHROMATIC PLATES. 

Series A. Series B. 
A Rapid Plate for Landscape Work, and all 

work where the Red is not pronounced- 

This Pilate is extremely sensitive to the Red, 
and is therefore recommended for all 
work where the Red IS pronouncedm 

Specially suitable for Photographing 

SNOW AND FROST LANDSCAPES. 

STAINED CLASS WINDOWS. 

FRUIT AND FLOWERS. 

COPYING PICTURES. 

PHOTO MICROSCOPY. 

- &C. &C. — 

Write for New Illustrated Pamphlet on Orthochromatic Photography. 

Just published. Free on application. 

I. 
MAWSON & SWAN f 11-15, MOSLEY STREET, NEWCASTLE-ON-TYNE. 

5 \ 33, SOHO SQUARE, LONDON. 
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The “ Teb ” Photo Xmas 
Card Competition. 

\ Messrs. Charles Tyler & England Bros., Ltd., have 
much pleasure in announcing the Awards of the 

/ Judges in the above Competition, in the Professional 
Class, as follows. Cheques to the amount of the 
Prizes have been posted to the successful 

competitors. 

CABINET (PROFESSIONAL). 
FIRST PRIZE £7. 

C. Skelton Tyler, Earl’s Colne, Esse::. 

SECOND PRIZE £5. 
R. S. We-aster, 60, Princes St., Edinburgh. 

THREE PRIZES OF £2 2s. 
•T. FitzGibl.on-Eorde, 15, Waterloo Place, Sunderland. 
T. R. Boughton, 54, London Rd., Lowestoft. 
J. K. Horne Crawford, 223, High St., Portobello. 

SEVEN PRIZES OF £1 Is. 
Thos. Bell, 35, HiglvSt., Chatham. 
S. Bowen-Bravery, Royal Arcade, Cardiff. 
G. Hastings, Station Rd., Whitley Bay. 
S. Wyatt, Esplanade Studio, Burnham (Somerset). 
Edwin Matthews, 21, East Dulwich Rd., S.E. 
C. B. Keene, 39, Kedleston Rd., Derby. 
H. M. Cooper, Photographer, Burnham. 

C.D.V. (PROFESSIONAL). 
THIRD PRIZE. 

R. S. Webster, CO, Princes St., Edinburgh. 

MIDGET (PROFESSIONAL). 
THREE PRIZES OF 10s. 6d. 

Chas. Treasurer, 21, Inglis St., Inverness. 
R. s. Webster, 60. Princes ^t., Edinburgh. 
C. St. John Vaughan, 43, Whitley Lane, Bradford. 

Complimentary Prises hare been awarded in the Amateur Class 
to make up the amount of money which the Judges did not 

allocate in the Professional Class. 

THE LATEST ADVANCE IN 

PHOTOGRAPHIC OPTICS! 

BAUSCH & LOMB’S 

NEW PLASTIGMAT LENS. 
(U.S. Patent \«. 000,747; Registered \'«. 237.SOO.) 

F6 8. More rapid than any 
other lens of equal 

aperture, on account of purity of 

glass used, -which is colourless, 

and being hard does not oxidise. 

No soft glass used in their con ¬ 

struction. It is two lenses in one. 

The back combination can be used 

as an instantaneous lens, of about 

double focus of combination, the- 

single combination having the same 

anastigmatic and aplanatic correc¬ 

tions as the doublet lens & the same- 

brilliancy and free- yZT 4 O. C 

dom from distortion. 

We fit Plastigmat Lenses to clients’ Kodak Cameras with, 

the New Unicnm Shutter. 

BAUSCH & LOMB’S NEW AUTOMATIC GEM & UNICUM SHUTTERS,. 

BAUSCH & LOMB’S OPTICAL CO., 
Rochester, N.T., New York and Chicago, U.S.A, 

SEND STAMP FOR NEW LIST. NOW READY. 

A. E. STALEY & CO., 
TRADE AGENTS, 

35, ALDERMANBURY, LONDON, E,C. 

PRICE THE, ACTU/U PLATES, 2 6 

Agents 

wanted 

throughout 

the world. 

Write for . . 

Catalogue to the 

Manufacturers . 

L. KAMM&GO. 
Scientific Engineers, 

Works : 27, POWELL STREET, 

COSWELL ROAD, LONDON, E.C. 0F Easy Payments may be arranged 
v 12 INCHES 

With the KAIVIIVIATOGRAPH an ordinary dry glass plate is used instead of cinematograph film. The method of developing KAMMATOGRAPH 
plates is exactly the same as with dry plates, thus bringing cinematography within the rc.ch of all. 
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Pictures in Solid Relief! 

-N 

y carried in the hand, or may be slipped into the overcoat 
irtying on the bicycle. It has a pair of fine quality Rapid 
t. The two shutters are everset, and are operated simul- 
■ are focussed from 6 ft. to infinity by a carefully graduated 
' KODAK SPOOLS, for 12, 6,"or4 (“DoubleTwo”) exposures. 

;h of every amateur in the simplest and most convenient form. 

reoscopic Camera and viewed through a Stereoscope ! 

5s. only. 
iwell Road, LONDON, E.C. 
OOL, and 72=74 Buchanan Street, GLASGOW. 
jet, W. ; 171 = 173 Regent Street, W.; and 40 West Strand, London, W.C. 
bme 4. Berlin : Kodak Gesellschaft, m.b. H., Friedrich Strasse 16; Friedrich Strasse 191. 
Sr. Petersburg: Kodak, Ltd., Bolschaja Konjuschennaja 1. Moscow: Kodak, Ltd., Petrovka, Dom Michalkoff 
.odak, Ltd., 284 Collins Street. Rochester, New York: Eastman Kodak Co. 
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Marvellous Effects Your 

THE STERE 
W A DAYLIGHT-LOADING 

CAMERA FOR KODAK FILM 
GIVING STEREOSCOPIC 

PICTURES. 

The STEREO WENO is compact and portable. It is letu 
nocket and is of a specially convenient size and shape 1 
Rectilinear lenses, with ins diaphragms controlled by one le 
taneously by one pneumatic or trigger release The P t. 
scale The Weno takes the ordinary No. 3 FOLDINCj focm| 

THE STEREO WENO BRINGS STEREOSCOP,C PHOTOGRAPHV W1TH.N THE d 

No Photographs are so realistic as those taken w,th a 

Price £ 
OF ALL DEALERS, AND 

KODAK, Limited, 43 Clerk 
Wholesale and Retail Branches: <X> Bold Street, UVE 

**» Br“’-'la ■■59 Br»mft0" R9e;i;V; 1LJ5Z „ AT "t; Retail Branches-. 59 BromptOII K«*u, ~ ”V d.Ar„enteuU 6; Avenue de POpdra 5! H-« 

roDAKPALR;v LTD-’ ^2 
Brussels : Kodak, ltd., . SoclEXA Kodak, io \ ia \ ittore 
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ABSOLUTELY 
RELIABLE. 

V 

OF ALL DEALERS. 

ORDINARY 

LUMIERE ORTHOCHROMATIC. 

PLATES 
Series A ... ... ... ... Sensitive to Green ami Yellow. 

Series B ... ... ... ... Sensitive to Yellow and lie 1 

Series C (Panchromatic) ... ... Sensitive to Re l, Yellow, ami Green. 

used LUMIERE N.A. C0-, Ltd., 78, Queen Victoria, Street, E.C. 
Sole Proprietors of the celebrated Lumidre Products for Great Britain, India, 

the Colonies, and North America. 
---- 

all the world over. 

FLASHLIGHT 
‘•SANS SOUCI” 

Patented in all civilised countries. C 
GOLD MEDALS :-STUTTGART, 1899. FRANKFORT, 1900. PARIS, 1900. S 

Is the best Artificial Lighting Apparatus on the market. Portraits at least equal to those taken by Daylight ■' 

INSTANTANEOUS.—SMOKELESS.—NO DANGER.—IGNITED BY ELECTRICITY. I 
Price £20 and £22 10s. Particulars on application 

APPARATUS 

SOLE AGENTS for 
Great ISrHaiti and 
Colonies. 

KPTTMHTTP & PH manufacturers & dealers in 
UC PHOTOGRAPHIC MATERIALS. 

10, BERNERS STREET, OXFORD STREET, LONDON, W. Works—242, LONDON ROAD 
CROYDON. 

HIGH-CLASS ENGLISH LEkSES. 

YOU CAN 

1 

HAVE YOUR CAMERA FITTED WITH THESE, THE 

1I BECK lenses 

BECK- STEINHEIL 

i LENSES . . . /6-3 

IF YOU ONLY INSIST ON IT. THEY ARE MADE THROUGHOUT IN ENGLAND. 

R. & J, BECK, Ltd., 68, CORNHILL, LONDON, E.C. 
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Are 

PR0P£S$\0M\a PHOTOGRfkPHtPS 
aware that the 

Bromide 
and 

j Printing-out Papers 
are the 

CHEAPEST 
and yet the Best! 

Please write for full Price List, &c. 

CADETT & NEALL, Ltd., 
ASHTEAD, SURREY. 
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TH E 

Ideal Photo Optical Outfit 
A Complete Set. Four 

Ideal Supplementary 

Lenses, Ray Filter and 

Duplicator for i-plate, 

5x4, g-plate, and 

7x5 Cameras. 

OPTICALLY, 
CHEMICALLY, & 
MECHANICALLY 
PERFECT. 

This Set has been specially 
arranged for use with the 
Premo and other American 
Cameras, and enables the 
owner of a short bellows 

THE ‘PROFESSIONAL’ 
FAIRFIELD CAMERA 

FOR STUDIO OR FIELD. 

Brass Bound, every Modern Improvement. With Sliding Panel 

giving extreme rise and fall to front. 

THIS is an excellent 
form of Camera, 
suitable alike both 

for Studio and Field. 
It is solidly made, brass 
bound all over, and the 
front is constructed to 
take large heavy lenses. 
It has double swing back, 
leather bellows, rising, 
falling and cross fronts, 
reversing back, and long 
extension with rack and 

pinion. Each camera has three Brass-bound Double Book-form Slides, 
fitted with every modern improv'ement. The interior of the camera is 
fitted with a moving panel, which allows of an extreme rise and fall to 
the front, which in the Whole-plate size amounts to a 3-in. rise and a 

3-in. fall. 

camera to obtain results which hitherto required long bellows cameras. The 
various lenses can be obtained singly. Jit on the lens like a cap. Y\ hen 
•ordering state outside diameter of lens mount. 

In a Handsome Case, price complete, 24/- 

SOLE WHOLESALE AGENTS- 

0. SICHEL & CO., 52, Bunhill Row, London, E.C. 
Telegraphic Address : “ Framework.” Telephone : 1613 London Wall. 

West-End Showrooms - - - 20, BERNERS STREET. 
Telephone : 2317 Gerrard. 

PRICE, with 3 Brass=bound Slides:— 

<3£x  £4 15 0 
8, x 6?>. 5 12 6 

10 x 8. 7 7 0 
12 x lo. 9 9 0 
15 x 12. 13 13 0 

TUDOR T. HORA, 346, York Road, Wandsworth, 
LONDON, S.W. 

Manufacturers of 

PERMANENT AUTOTYPE TISSUES 
And all Materials for Carbon Printing. 

THE AMATEUR’S CARBON PRINTING 
SET, containing all requisite Apparatus & Materials 

for half-plate size. Ready packed, price 15s. 

TRIAL SETS OF CARBON PRINTING 
MATERIALS, comprising Sensitive Tissue, Transfer 
Paper, Squeegee, Actinometer, Safe Edge, Masks, and 

Instructions. 

For Quarter-pl, size ... 2s. 6d. j 
„ Half-pl. „ ... 3s. 6d. - Post free. 

„ Whole-pl. ,, ... 4s- 6d. ) 

FIRST STEPS IN AUTOTYPE PRINT- 
I NO. Twenty-page Pamphlet of Instructions for 

Beginners Post free, 3d. 

THE A-B-C GUIDE TO AUTOTYPE 
PERMANENT PHOTOGRAPHY. The Standard 
Handbook to the Process. 100 pages, two illustrations, 

cloth gilt. Post free, 2s. 6d. 

THE AUTOTYPE TISSUE STORAGE 
BOX, enabling sensitised tissue to be kept in good 
condition for three months. 

Prices, 5s. to 10s. 6d. 

Complete Price List of Tissues, Transfer Papers, 

Supports, Actinometers, Storage Boxes, 

and all Apparatus and Materials, 

Free on application. 

The Company’s productions have been awarded 30Prize Medals ,( Diplomas at various Exhibitions. 

Works- Fine Art Gallery and Offices— 

EALING DEAN, LONDON, W. 74, NEW OXFORD STREET, W.C. 
Telegrams: “AUTOTYPE, EALING DEAN.” 

Telegrams : “ AUTOTYPE, LONDON.” 

DEPOTS IN THE PRINCIPAL EUROPEAN CAPITALS, IN AMERICA. CANADA, AND AUSTRALIA. 
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S CRETAN. 
Address—210a, Tufnell Park I[oad, LONDON, N 

Enlarging• j SPECIALITY : 

Printing. 12 x 10 Sepia Engt. P.S. 4/6 
Retouching. \ pR|CE LI5T FREE. 

CARL ZEISS. JENA 
OPTICAL WORKS. 

LONDON, W. BERLIN NW. 

Margaret Street 29, Regent Street. Dorotheenstrasse 29, II. 

PHOTOGRAPHIC LENSES & AUXILIARY APPLIANCES. 
/6'3, /8, /9, and/18. 

Best lens for universal work. 
/4‘5 to/5'b. 

Best lens for instantaneous work 

PROTAR, PLANAR, and UNAR are, besides by ourselves, only made and supplied by the following firms, who have obtained 
the rights of manufacture—Tne Bausch and Lomb Optical Co., Rochester, N Y. and N Y. City; Karl Fritsch vorm. Prokesch, 
Vienna; F. Koristka, 2 Via G. Revere, Milano; E. Krauss, 21 and 23, Rue Albouy, Paris; Ross, Limited, 111, New Bond 
Street, London, W. 

THE LITTLE GEM FIVE POUNDS WEIGHT (5 lbs.) 
The neatest,and most portable full-size lantern made. 
Has achromatic 4-in. condensers, achromatic 
doublet front of 6-in. focus. It is of best 
quality throughout, suited equally for 
drawing room or public display, in solid 
polished mahogany case that acts as a 
tilting table stand, and all packs 
in the small space of 85 in. x 
74in. x 61 in., and weighs 
only five pounds. 

The most portable 
and really reliable 

automatic generator for 
producing the intensely 

brilliant acetylene flame. One 
charge will give a brilliantly 

illuminated disc of 8ft. for two hours. 
Its weight is 5 lbs. only. Its simplicity 

is such that the merest novice can at once 
master it. Everything ready for use as shown 

in this advertisement for £5, or generator and 
fittings only 42 - 

Complete, FIVE POUNDS 

containing SILVER, GOLD, & PLATINUM, melted and purchased at their full Market Value by 

J., J. J., & T. G. BLUNDELL, 
199 (formerly 162), WARDOUR STREET, OXFORD STREET, W. 

Four doors from Oxford Street. 

NITRATE OF SILVER of Best Quality at the Full Reduction. CHLORIDE OF GOLD 
at Lowest Prices for Cash. Consignments attended to with dispatch. 

Superb Quality. OF ALL DEALERS. 

LUMIERE CITRATE P.O.P.—MATT AND GLOSSY. 

BROMIDE BROMIDE PAPERS.— 

PAPERS 
Mark A. ... Matt Surface for Contact Prints. 
Mark B. ,, „ for Enlargements. 
Mark C ... ... ... ... Glossy Surface. 
Mark F ... ... ... ... (Porcelain) Exquisite Surface for Soft Effects. AND 

CITRATE LUMIERE R. A, CO., Ltd., 78, Queen Victoria Street, E.C. 
P.O.P. Sole Proprietors of the celebrated Lumiere Products for Great Britain, India, 

the Colonies, and North America. 
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Why should I buy? 
JUST A FEW WORDS 

Chosen at random from the numerous letters 

we have received this season as to the 
excellence and efficiency of the Wizard Cameras: — 

“ No Camera in my opinion is as good as the Wizard.”—“ Delighted with my W izard.”— 
“ The Long Focus Wizard is a Champion Camera.”—“ The adjustments so perfect I 
cannot help thinking I have got an Exhibition Camera.”—“The Interiors taken with your 
lenses exceed anything I ever expected.”—“A marvel of workmanship at the price.”— 

“ The lens is simply perfect.”—“ I have nothing but praise for it.” 

Our Art Catalogue for 

the asking. 

SEABROOK BROS. & CO., 
21, Edmund Place, 

LONDON, E.C. 

A 
c 

If YOU try one, we’ll guarantee you satisfaction, 

and we think you also will have nothing but praise 

for the Wizard. 

WIZARD’ 
Awarded a Medal at Paris Exposition, 1900. 

LIGHT FILTERS for 
ORTHOCHROMATIC and 
TRICHROMATIC Photography, 

And FITTINGS and CASES In all sizes to 10 inches diameter. 

EVERY REQUISITE for NATURAL COLOUR PHOTOGRAPHY. 
NEW BOOKLETS AND CATALOGUES NOW READY. 

OAM PCD QUCDUirPn /£r Pfi Manufacturers of Scientific Apparatus, Cameras and Stands, Rotating Sectors, 
UnlNULri OnL.rnu.nU 06 UU.J Instruments for the Measmement of Light & Colour, Speed Determination, &c. 

Factory and Offices—5, 6, and 7, Gray’s Inn Passage, Red Lion Street, Holborn, LONDON, W.C. 

FOR HAND CAMERAS 
cunlairt within themselves a means of focussing objects at various distances from the camera. This is accomplished by 

turning the front ring of the mount, which has a scale of distances engraved upon it. This simple movement changes 

the focal length of the lens without moving it as a whole ; and no bellows, slides, or rack-work are needed in the camera. 

They cost but little more than ordinary Cooke Lenses. 

jAYLOg,']aylor,& flopsorLL9 
Stoughton Street Works. LEICESTER. 

' and 18 Berners Street, LONDON. W. 
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FIRMAN & CO. 

ENLARGEMENTS. 
LIST FREE. 

UNMOUNTED, 12x10, 1/-; 15x12, 1/6; 18x15, 2/3 
20 x 16, 2/6 ; 24 x 20, 3/6 ; 30 x 25, 5/6 ; 40 x 30, 7/- 

12 x 10, mounted on P.S., worked up in b.-&-w., 2/6 
15 x 12, ditto .3/6 
18x15, ditto . 5/6 

OILS 12 x 10, 5/-; 15 x 12, 7/6 ; 18 x 15, 8/6 ; 24 x 20,12/6. 

131 GLOUCESTER RD. PECKHAM,S.E. 

BROMIDE ENLARGEMENTS. 
On Rough Surface, Platino, or Nikko Papers. 

Best work and prompt delivery. 
12x10, 1/6 ; 15x12, 2/-; 18x15, 2/9 ; 23x17, 3/6. 

Finishing in oils, Water Colours, and Black and White. 

All work‘carriage free. Full List on application. 

G. TURNER & CO., 
70, LOWDEN ROAD, HERNE HILL, S.E. 

Near Loughborough Junction. 

T3ROMI.DE enlargements— 
84x61,1/-; 12x10, 1/6; 15x12, 2/-; 18x15, 2/6. 

Best results only sent out. Finishing in any style. 
Cartes and Cabinets artistically Coloured from 3/- and 
6/- per doz. Retouching, Printing, &c.—C. Faulkner, 
262 Seven Sisters Road, Finsbury Park, London. 

BACKGROUNDS and ACCESSORIES, 
8 by 5, on canvas bound paper, with roller, any 

design, 3s. 6d. Canvas ditto, 7s. 6d. Send for my 
splendid selection of backgrounds and accessories 
Design Sheet free one stamp. Photos returnable, three 
stamps.—I. PARSONS, 48, Moffatt Street, Nottingham. 

Photographic Studio and Business 
FOR SALE. 

The Subscribers are instructed to receive immediate 

oifers for the 

Photographic Studio, Dwelling House & Ground, 

No. 59, Esplanade. Greenock, 

and the Goodwill, Stock, Plant and Fittings of the 

Photographic Business successfully carried on there for 

many years by Mr. James Patou. 

The situation and surroundings are excellent, and 

there is a frequent service of electric cars along Eldon 

Street, to which the property also fronts. 

W. W. & J. McCLURE, Solicitors, 
Mansion House, GREENOCK. 

MY SPECIALITY—4th Year. 
New List post free. 

SEPIA-BROMIDES. 
HENRY WARD, 

BELGRAVE AVENUE, LEICESTER. 

We are prepared to supply 

PHOTOGRAPHIC GOODS 
of every description at Special Prices for Cash, or on 

our Unique System of 

EXTENDED PAYMENTS 
State requirements, and amount per 

month you can afford. 

SERVICE PHOTOGRAPHIC SOCIETY, 
292. High Holborn, London, W.C. 

THE MOST NUTRITIOUS. 

EPPS’S 
GRATEFUL-COMFORTING. 

COCOA 
BREAKFAST-SUPPER. 

OUR BROMIDE 
ENLARGEMENTS 

ARE SURE TO PLEASE. 
Nicely Finished with the Aerograph. 

Retouching, Printing, Enamelling, &c. Prompt Re¬ 
turns. Cash with Order. Price Lists Free. 

MEZZOTINT ENLARGING COMPANY, 
MANN INGHAM, BRADFORD. 

Enlargements and Printing 
IN ALL PROCESSES. 

Artists in B.-ic-W., Oil, <k Water Colours. 
Trade List Free. Correspondence in four languages. 

MEGALO PHOTO. CO., 

78, Lordship Lane, Wood Green, LONDON, N. 

SELLING OFF, RETIRING. 
£20, or near offer.—One 3 A. Dallmeyer PATENT 

PORTRAIT. Fine instrument, fine condition. Cost 
£27 5s. 

£25, or offers. New condition.—One No. 8 Uoerz, 
Series III. F. 7. 7. LENOTHENINC TUI5K, to us 
single lens, with 1 set Waterhouse stops, 2 optically 
worked screens. Cost £33 12s. 

£7, or offer.—One Cooke LENS, 10x8, F. 8. New. A j 
really fine and useful lens. Cost £10. 

£2. -One Perken, Sons, A Rayment6x5 EURYSOOPF. 
Fine new condition. 

£1 each. Thornton-Pickard 34-in. and 4y-in. SHUT¬ 
TERS. 

£8.—Whole Place STUDIO CAMERA, two double, one | 
single slide, with J and i inner frames by Marion. 
Cost £14. 

£10 10s., nearly new.—One 15x12 FIELD CAMERA, 
latest modern improvements, 3 double slides, with 
10x8 and 12 x 10 inner frames. Cost about £14 12s. 

£2 each.—Walnut TRIPOD, brass top, 15x12. Cost 
£3 10s. STUDIO STAND, ash. Cost £3 15s. 

Address— 

N. GILLESPIE, General Merchant, 

Fivemiletown, Tyrone. 

MOORES, DESAULLES& GO. 
Glass Bevellers and Gilders, 

Manufacturers of Opaline Glasses 

and Plush Blocks. 

W0RDSLEY, STOURBRIDGE. 

In Voluntary Liquidation. 
THE 

THORNTON FILM CO. 
LIMITED. 

To Photographic Film and Paper 

Manufacturers. 

TO BE SOLD by Private Treaty, as a going con¬ 
cern, the PATENTS, PLANT, MACHINERY", and 
STOCK-IN-TRADE of the above Company. The plant 
and machinery are new and in perfect condition. 

The factory, which is situate in Oakfield-road, 
Altrincham, near Manchester, is held on lease and is 
excellently adapted for the purposes of the business. 

For particulars, and to treat, apply to the 
Liquidator, Mr. FREDERICK COOPER (Cooper & 
Cooper), Chartered Accountant, 12, Bowker’s Row, 
Bolton, or 33, Princess Street, Manchester. 

J. AVERY & CO., 
81, Great Portland Street. W., 

Manufacturers of 

BLINDS, BACKGROUNDS, AND STANDS FOR 

THE STUDIO. 

ENLARGEMENTS 
i2xio on 20 x 16 Granulated P.5.M. 

Finished in to value. 

3rd Class. 2nd Class. 1st Class 

3/- 4/- 5/- 
PACKING AND CARRIAGE FREE. 

LINDSAY HEMERY & CO., 
IMPERIAL STUDIOS, BROCKLEY, S.E. 

THE 

iritis!! gorarnal of fhotojra 
READING CASE. 

Price Is. 3d. ; Post Free, Is. 6d. 

Henry Greenwood & C’o., 

24, Wellington Street, Strand, London. 

CASES FOR BINDING the “BRITISH 

t JOURNAL OF PHOTOGRAPHY,” PRICE 

1/9 EACH, POST FREE, GILT LETTERED 

MAY BE OBTAINED FROM ALL PHOTO 

DEALERS, AND FROM THE PUBLISHERS 

Henry Greenwood & Co., 

24, Wellington Street, Strand, London. 

ENLARGEMENTS. 
STUART & ROSS, 

(The oldest Enlargers to the Trade. Established 1866.) 
Note.—All our Monochrome enlargements are 

thoroughly "w orked up ; not merely “ spotted.” 
12 x 10, Enlarged and Finished in B.-&-W. on P. S. M., 2/6 
12x10 ,, ,, ,, Oils „ 4/6 
15x12 ,, ,, „ B.-efc-W. ,, 3/6 
15x12 ,, ,, ,, Oils ,, 6/6 
18x15 ,, ,, ,, B.-&-W. ,, 4/6 
18x15 ,, ,, ,, Oils ,, 8/6 
20x16 ,, ,, ,, B.-&-W. „ 6/6 
20x16 ,, ,, ,, Oils „ 9/6 

Plain, unmounted, 10x8,1/-; 12x10,1/-; 16x12,1/6; 
18x15,2/-; 20x16,2/6. Opals a Speciality. Water 
Colours, &c. Terms : Cash with Order. 

82, BALFOUR ROAD, DOVER. 
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Always Reliable. OP ALL DEALERS. 
| 

DEVELOPERS,—Dianol, Diauine, Hydramine, Paranol, Pyrogallic Acid. 

\ VARIOUS CHEMICALS.—Pure Acetone, Fixing Salts, Mercuric Iodide, Caustic Lithia, 

LUMIERE Soda Metabisulphite, Ammonia Persulphate, Tribasio Sodium Phosphate, Anhydrous Soda 
Sulphite. All the above can be supplied in the form of Photodoses. 

SOLUTIONS.—Hydramine Developer, Pyro Acetone Developer, Soda Bisulphite. 

CHEMICALS 
INTENSIFIER.—Mercuric Iodide and Soda Sulphite. 

REDUCER.—Peroxide of Cerium (Patent). 
TONER AND FIXER.— Special Combined Bath for Bitrate and Ordinary P.O.P. 

AND LUMIERE N.A. CO., Ltd., 78, Queen Victoria Street, E.C., 

PHOTO DOSES. Sole Proprietors of the celebrated Lumicre Products for Great Britain, India, 

— 

the Colonies, and North America. 

THE OLDEST AND MOST INFLUENTIAL PHOTOGRAPHIC JOURNAL. 

Established 1851] PUBLISHED EVERY FRIDAY. [Price Twopence. 

British Jmmral of ^holograph]) 
SUBSCRIPTION, POST FREE 

(UNITED KINGDOM AND CHANNEL ISLES), 

One Year, 10/10 - Half Year, 5/5 = Quarter Year, 2/9 
France, Belgium, Unued States, Canada, Australia, Africa, New Zealand, Newfoundland, Germany, ) ^ q / 

Russia, Portugal, Spain, Italy, Egypt, India, China, Japan, &c. (One Year) | 

It may also be obtained from all Booksellers, Photographic Dealers, and Railway Bookstalls, price 2d. 

LONDON: HENRY GREENWOOD & CO., PUBLISHERS, 24, WELLINGTON STREET, ST RAN"' 

BACKGROUNDS. BACKGROUNDS. 
CHEAPEST HOUSE IN THE WORLD. 

Send for Photos (returnable), all original designs. Nothing finer at any price. 

OUR “NEWMARKET” 
SPECIAL STUDIO CAMERA 

DOES EVERYTHING IN STUDIO, 

and o:rly costs as much as ordinary pattern cameras 
sold by other firms. 

The Smartest and Best Studio Camera made. A; 
convenient to use as a Quarter-plate, and takes 

any size at will. 

Gives nearly 5 feet Extension. 
Complete with larger slide, also extra back and 

smaller slide. 
Made in our own workshops. Surpasses all imitations, 

and far cheaper. 

Camera fouilt throughout of Finest Mahogany. 

Positively the best, value for money 
• on earth. 

12 x 10, £21 ; 15 x 12. £25. 
Other sizes to order. 

Imitated, hut not equalled. 

SEND FOR FURTHER PARTICULARS 

THE NEW “ PERFECT ” 
BELLOWS SHUTTER. 

Absolutely silent and free from vibration. 

COMPARE OUR PRICES WITH OTHERS. 

4-inch with Ball, Tap, and Tubing ... 21 
51 < „ ,, ,. ... 2.>,- 

Extra for Board and Fitting, ~ 

M'h m ordering state size Board required. 

SMEDLEY & CO., Photo Stores, BLACKBURN, ENGLAND. 
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ac co. 

ENLARGEMENTS 
BROMIDE, CARBON, and PLATINOTYPE. 

Finishing in best styles by first-class Artists. Printing in Silver, Chloride, Platinum, &c. 

NOTE ADDRESS— 

KINGSTOJI^ENLARGINGi^VORKS^^SOUTHSEA^^ROAD^—KDJGSTON-ON“TINtMES^^^ 

ADAMSON'S LIGHTS FOR PORTRAITURE 
“ ELECTRIC” or “GAS,” all can be tested working here. 

Apply for Particulars and Specimens to— 
W. M. STILL & CO., 24, Charles Street, Hatton Garden, LONDON, E.C. 
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(Criterion Gaslight Paper) 
THE Printing Paper par excellence for 

DULL WEATHER 

For both Professional and Amateur Photographers. 

SUPERB RESULTS.—PERMANENT PRINTS. 

THE BIRMINGHAM PHOTOGRAPHIC COMPY., Ltd., Criterion Works, STECHFORD. 

KNOX ENAM ELLER. 
SOLE 31 AKERS— 

ADAM KNOX & SONS, Engineers, 
47, Crown Point Road, GLASGOW. 

IF you wish to produce work of the highest excellence, buy 
a “Knox Enameller.” It has quick-heating, nickel- 

plated hollow steel roll, improved expansion gearing, and 
spring pressure adjustment, which give a perfect working 
action for various thicknesses of mounts, very simple and 
effective gas heating arrangement, which can be lighted as 
easily as an ordinary gas jet. 

ASK YOUR DEALER FOR IT. 

Made with rolls 10J, 15, 20, and 25 inches long. 

t? UNITED STATES EXPRESS COMPANY 
(OF AMERICA) 

Respectfully solicits Shipments of Photographic Materials to any point in the United States. The Company’s 
facilities for quick clearance through Customs are unequalled. Goods may also be shipped in Bond to principal 

cities. Yery reasonable rates including all charges except duties. 

G. W. WHEATLEY & CO., Agents, London, Liverpool, Paris, Glasgow, &c. 

GLOBE PARCEL EXPRESS, Agents, Birmingham, Bradford, Edinburgh, Manchester, &c« 

MEDALS 

and 

HIGHEST 

AWARDS 

at all 

Great 

International 

Exhibitions. 

Established 

1830. 

The Oldest 

Photographic 

Opticians 

in 

England. 

PHOTOGRAPHIC OUTFITS 
FOR THE STUDIO OR FIELD. 

ROSS 
^ If ..., A. ^ A , 

Ltd., 
31 Opticians. 

iii, New Bond Street, London, W. 
31, Cockspur Street, Charing Cross, S.W. 

Paris Branch : 35, Boulevard du Temple. 
Works : Claphani Common, S.W. -- 

THE MOST POPULAR, SERVICEABLE, A IV /I C" D A Q 
AND CONVENIENT O M IVI L. R M O 

By all Leading Makers, fitted with Unequalled 

ROSS, ZEISS, OR GOERZ LENSES 
Also Science, Projection, and Enlarging Lanterns, Arc Lamps, Jets, &c. 
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THE NEW STIGMATIC LENS 
SERIES II. 7*76. 

BRITISH DESIGN AND WORKMANSHIP, 

Is the best All-round Lens for either Professional or Amateur use. 
Each lens will give perfect definition'with full aperture to the extreme comers of tic plate it is sold t<. rover; win* 

smaller stops it will cover at least two size* larger, giving perfect sharpness all over the plate, and thu- I... a wide 
angle lens of the highest excellence. Either combination maybe used separately, giving foci of about i and 2 times tlie- 
length of that of the lens when used intact. The advantage of,thus being able to choose the best point ot view, irrespective 
of distance, will be at once-apparent to the artistic worker. 

EQUIVALENT TO FOUR LENSES AT THE PRICE OF ONE. 
Eleven Sizes are now ready from 3[ to IS inches e |. f > r.s. 

CATALOGUE OF HIGH-CLASS CAMERAS AND LENSES, POST FREE. 

J. H. DALLMEYER, Ltd., 25, NEWMAN STREET, OXFORD STREET, LONDON, W. 

WATSON’S ‘PREMIER’CAMERAS 
VERY LONG FOCUS. REVERSING BACK. 

DOUBLE SWING. BEST LEATHER BELLOWS. 

Workmanship throughout 
Guaranteed. 

PRICES, including 

6.V X 4f. 
81 X 61 . 

10 x 8. 
12 x 10. 
15 X 12. 

Double Slides. 

.. ..£9 12 0 

.. .. 12 5 n 

.. ..MOO 

.. .. 16 12 6 

.. ..21 0 0 

Additional cost of a Repeating Holder for 
taking 2 or more pictures on 1 plate. 

£? 0 
9 10 
3 3 
3 10 
4 0 

THE BEST FOR PROFESSIONAL USE. 
When fitted with Repeating Holder, the Camera combines all 

the advantages of separate Studio and Field Apparatus. 

§*r HAVE YOU TRIED 

WATSON’S P.O.P.? 
THE BEST & CHEAPEST. 

No Double Tones or Blistering 
Hard Surface—Easily Handled. 

REQUIRES ONLY HALF THE USUAI 

QUANTITY OF COLD, 

Price 13 6 per quire, post free, less 1 - discount p 

quire for Cash with Order. 

Colours PINK and MAVJVi 

Fully Illustrated Catalogue seat l*ost Free on. application to 

W. WATSON & SONS, sis, high holborn, LONDON, W.C 
□ ranch: IS, FORREST ROAD, EDINBURGH. 

MATTHEWS & CO., Central Mills, Gough Street, Gray’s Inn Road, London. 
Bullion and Assay Do?t. .. 33, Great Queen Street, Lincoln s Inn, LONDON, W.C. 

Branch Depot. 43, New Badey Street, Albert Bridge, MANCHESTER. 

TO DRY PLATE MANUFACTURERS AND PHOTOGRAPHERS.—Full value obtained for all 
Residues containing Gold and Silver. All parcels received prepared mid purchased at full market 
Vila?, or sold for customers by competition from our mills. Prompt attention, tip* dal .furnace Jor 
reducing liquid residues. Immediate Cash Settlements. And Manufacturers of Pure Nitrate of Silver. 

London Telephone Nos. :—1665 Holborn. Bullion Offices: 3543 Gerrard. Manchester 3747. 

MATTHEWS & CO., C 

RESIDUES 
For Limelight, Medical, Metallurgical, and other purposes. 

OXYGEN of guaranteed purity supplied in Cylinders of the best British manufacture, and complying 
with all the established Trade and Railway Regulations. 

Till] Public are respectfully informed that all Cylinders which are filled by the undermentioned Companies (whether their 
’ own or their Customers’) are labelled with their Trade Mark. This label guarantees the purity of the Gap, and is a 

further guarantee that the Cylinder has been tested and proved seund in every respect by the Company which has filed it. Customers are 
requested to see that the Cylinders supplied, to them bear this label, which is also stamped with the date on which the Cylinder was filled. 

The Works of the Companies are open during business hours to Customers, who are at liberty to inspect the process of manufacturing 
Oxygen, and to witness tbeic own Cylinders being tested and filled. 

Price Lists of Gases, Cylinders, and all Accessories can be obtained from the Companies’ accredited Agents, or will be sent post free cr.t 
application. i 

( BRIN'S OXYGEN COMPANY, Limited, 34. Victoria Street, WESTMINSTER, S.W. 
ArlrlrooQDQ ) Works-69, Horseferry Road, WESTMINSTER, S.W. 
HUUrcbbCb i MANCHESTER OXYGEN COMPANY, Limited, Great Marlborough Street, MANCHESTER. 

(.BIRMINGHAM OXYGEN COMPANY, Limited, Saltley Works, BIRMINGHAM. 
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